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KEY TO PEO:^UITCIATIOK

3 as in ale, fate.

S.
" " senate, chaotic.

t " " glare, care.

5 " " am, at.

a •' " arm, father.

a " " ant, and final a in America, armada, etc.

In rapid speech this vowel readily be-

comes more or less obscured and like

the neutral vowel or a short u (Q).

a " " final, regal, where it is of a neutral or
obscure quality.

a " " all, fall.

€ " " eve.

k " " elate, evade.
e " " end, pet. Also for a in German, as in

(irafe, to which it is the nearest Eng-
lish vowel sound.

5 " " fern, her, and as i in sir. Also for 5,

06, in German, as in Gothe, Goethe,
Ortel, Oertel, and for eu and oeu in

French, as in Neufchatel, Crevecoeur;

to which it is the nearest English
vowel sound.

e " " agency, judgment, where it is of a neu-
tral or obscure quality.

i " " ice, quiet.

t " " quiescent.
i " " ill, fit.

6 " " old, sober.
6 " " obey, sobriety.

6 " " orb, nor.
6 " " odd, forest, not.
o " " atom, carol, where it has a neutral or ob-

scure quality.

oi '• " oil, boil, and for eu in German, as in

Feuerbach.
<55 " " food, fool, and as u in rude, rule.

ou " " house, mouse.
u " " use, mule.
ii " " unite.

u " " cut. but.

u " " full, put, or a.s oo in foot, book. Also for

u in German, as in Miinchen, Muller,
and « in French, as in Buchez, Budc;
to which it is the nearest English vowel
sound.

ft '• " urn, burn.

y " *' yet, yield.

B " " the Spanish Habana, Cordoba, where it

is like a b made with the lips alone,
instead of with the teeth and lips.

ch " " chair, cheese.

D as in the Spanish Almodovar, pulgada, where
it is nearly like th in English then, this,

g " " go, get.

G " " the German Landtag, and ch in Feuer-
bach, buch; where it is a guttural
sound made with the back part of the
tongue raised toward the soft palate, as
in the sound made in clearing the throat.

H " " j in the Spanish Jijona, g in the Spanish
gila; where it is a fricative somewhat
resembling the sound of h in English
hue or y in yet, but stronger.

h^^ " " wh in which.
K *' " cA in the German ich, Albrecht, and g in

the German Arensberg, Mecklenburg;
where it is a fricative sound made be-
tween the tongue and the hard palate
towards which the tongue is raised. It

resembles the sound of h in hue, or y in
yet; or the sound made by beginning to
pronounce a k, but not completing the
stoppage of the breath. The character
K is also used to indicate the rough
aspirates or fricatives of some of the
Oriental languages, as of kh in the
word Khan.

" " sinker, longer.
" " sing, long.
" " the French bon, Bourbon, and m in the

French Etampes; where it is equiva-
lent to a nasalizing of the preceding
vowel. This effect is approximately
produced by attempting to pronounce
"onion " without touching the tip of
the tongue to the roof of the mouth.

" " shine, shut.
" " thrust, thin.
" " then, this.
'' " z in azure, and s in pleasure.

An apostrophe, or superior comma, ['] is some-
times used to denote a glide or neutral connecting
vowel, as in ta'b'l (table), kaz"m (chasm).
Otherwise than as noted above, the letters used

in the respellings for pronunciation are to receive
their ordinary English sounds.
When the pronunciation is sufficiently shown

by indicating the accented syllables, this is done
without respelling; as in the case of very com-
mon English words, and words which are so
spelled as to ensure their correct pronunciation if

they are correctly accented. See the article on
Pbonunciation.
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CANADA BALSAM, or Canada Tur-
pentine. A kind of turpentine ob-

tained from the Balm of Gilead fir

{Abies or Picea balsainea) , a na-

tive of Canada and the northern
parts of the United States. It is a

jireenish-yellow, transparent liquid, having an
agreeable odor, resembling that of turpentine, and
a bitterish, acrid taste. When freshly exuded from
the tree, it has the consistency of thin honey; on
exposure to the air, however, it gradually dries

up, forming a solid, transparent mass. Canada
balsam is an oleoresin, consisting of 20 to 30
per cent, of a volatile oil, and 7 to 80 per cent,

of a solid, composed mainly of two varieties of

resin. It is the finest kind of turpentine obtained
from any of the conifene, and was formerly em-
ployed for medicinal purposes, particularly as a
stimulant for the cure of mucous discharges,

and as a detergent application to ulcers. It is

now used for a variety of purposes in the arts

—as an ingredient in varnishes, in mounting ob-

jects for the microscope, in photography, and by
opticians as a cement, particularly for connect-

ing the parts of achromatic lenses to the exclu-

sion of moisture and dust. Its value for optical

purposes is very great, and depends not only on
its perfect transparency, but on its possessing

a refractive power nearly equal to that of glass.

CANADA CLERGY RESERVE. See Po-
LiTicAi. Pakties, Canadian.

CANADA HEMP. See Doghane.

CANADA JAY, PORCUPINE, SPAR-
ROW, etc. Sec .Jav: Poiu i imnE; Spakrow ; etc.

CANADA SNAKEROOT. See Asababacca.

CANADA THISTLE. See Thistle.

CANADIAN LITERATURE. A classifica-

tion under wliidi is grouped the large company
of writers, both French and English, who are

connected with the Canadas by birth or by resi-

dence. Tlie expression is open to some objection,

but has been adopted for the sake of conven-

ience. French Canada, comprising mainly the

Province of Quebec, long severed from France,

has developed an interesting phase of French
literature, and English Canada, comprising, so

far as her literature is concerned, mainly the

Vol. IV.-l.

Maritime Provinces and Ontario, has her own
traditions and history.

French Canada.—Canada was first settled by
the French, who established their largest col-

onies in the valley of the Saint Lawrence. Que-
bec early became the centre of some culture.

The Jesuit college founded there in 1635 an-

ticipated Harvard by one j'ear. In 1639 an
Ursuline convent was also opened, and later in

the century Laval, the famous Bishop of Que-
bec, established his seminaries, which have since

developed into the great Roman Catholic uni-

versity. The first books, written by explorers
and Roman Catholic missionaries, deal with
discovery, tradition, and history. Champlain
(q.v. ), the founder of Quebec (1608), published

many admirable narratives, beginning with a
description of his first voj'age, 1599-1601. His
works, frequently issued in Paris during the

Seventeenth Century, have been carefully edited

by Laverdi&re (0 vols., Quebec, 1870). Lescar-

bot (q.v.), who bore a part in the settlement at

Acadia ( Nova Scotia ) ,
published the interest-

ing Histoire de la Nouvelle France (Paris,

1609), to which was added a collection of poems
called Lcs mnses de la Xouvelle France. Other
works produced under the French ri>gime are:

Gabriel Sagard's Grand voyage (Paris, 1632) ;

Pierre Boucher's Mopurs et productions de la

Nouvelle France (Paris, 1864) ; the narratives

of missionary adventure known as the Relations

des J^suites, edited, with English translation,

by R. G. Thwaites (71 vols., Cleveland, Ohio,

1896-1901) ; La Potherie's Histoire de I'Am^-

rique Sejttentrionalc dcpuis lo.i.'i jusqu'd 1701

(4 vols., Paris, 1722) ; the Jesuit Lafitau's

ifceurs des saurages amcriqitains (Paris, 1724) ;

and Le Clercq's Etahlissemcnt dc la fay (2

vols., Paris. 1691 : English translation by J. G.

Shea, New York. 1881). The line of these early

writers clo.ses with Charlevoix (q.v.), a Jesuit

traveler, whose Histoire jet description g&n^-

rale de la Nouvelle France (3 vols., Paris,

1744; English tran.slation by J. G. Shea, 6

vols.. New York, 1866-72) is a work of great

merit. Taken altogether, the books composed
by priests and officials form a body of history

unequaled in interest and style by anything
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protluped elsewhere in America durinff the name
jM-riwl. The peaiwntry, t«K), hroujjlit with them
from Brittany and Normnndy many popular

"imps which in course of time became imbued

with tlie swnery and spirit of the new land.

Orally tranHmitted from peneration to genera-

tion, they were written down at a later period.

A collection of these popular songs was edit^'d,

with music, by Ernest Gagnon (Quel>ec, 1805),

and a translation was made by William McU-n-

nan un<ler the title Hongs of Old Canada
(Montreal, 1880). Of them, one of the choicest

is the love song, with interlcK'ked stanzas, be-

ginning, "A la clairc fontaine."

By the Treaty of Paris (17(53) Canada passed

into* the hands' of tlie English. Then followed

a period of strife and bickering which did not

dose until 18(57, when the provinces were united

imder the name of the Dominion of Canada.

Awakened by the civilization of her conquerors,

Kronch Canada, which still holds to her own
language, produced her first native-l)orn writers.

Among them were several historians of their

country. Michel Biliaud was the earliest, with the

HtHtoire du Canada sous la domination frangaise

(Montreal, 1837). and the Histoirc du Canada
sous la domination anglaise (Montreal, 1844) . In

1845 Frangois Xavier Garneau published the first

volume of his Uistoire du Canada, from the dis-

covery to his own time. This great work, com-

pleted in 1852, is regarded by the French as the

standard authority on their history. Other ad-

iiiirable histories have been written by J. B. A.

Ferland, a priest and professor of Laval I'niver-

Hity; the AbbC' Faillon, a Sulpician priest, born in

France, but long a resident of Canada ; I^uis Tur-

cotte, who was connected with the legislative

library of Quebec; Benjamin Suite (q.v.), a pro-

lific contriDutor to the periodical press and
learned societies; the Ablx'' Casgrain, who has

given much attention to the time of ^lontcalm

and ly-vis, and whose Pclerinage au pays d'Et-an-

flcline was crowned by the French Academy in

1888; and the Abb^ fanguay, sometime profes-

sor of archspology in I^aval University, and au-

thor of the Die/ lownojre g^n^alogique des families

oanadiennes, a work of immense research.

French Canada has her own newspapers and
periodicals, which have made an audience for

the essay, the sketch, and the novel. Faucher
de Saint - Maurice (q.v.), a journalist, who
serv'ed in Mexico under Maximilian, wrote De
Quebec d Mexico; Les Provinces Maritimes;
and many other volumes of description. Sir

.Tames MacPherson I.reMoine is the author of a
large numl)er of legendary, historical, and crit-

ical sketches both in French and in English, as
L'Ornithologie du Canada (1861); The Chron-
icles of the Saint Lairrence (1879); and Pic-

turesque Quebec (1882). Arthur Buies, who has
edited several journals, began in 1871 the pub-
lication of his popular Chroniques, which ex-

tended to several volumes. He ha.s also written

many other pieces of delightful description, as

Le Saguenay ct la ralUe du Lac Saint Jean
(1880). L. O. David, who opposed the union
of the Canadas, is regarded as one of the most
brilliant of recent writers. His Patriotes de
18S7-38 (1884) and Les deux Papineau (1896)
are a defense of the rebellion of the French
Canadians in 1837. In Le clerge canadien
(1896) he vigorously attacked the Roman Cath-
olic clergy for meddling in politics. Besides

t
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these works, he is author of ISiij/iniphies et por-

traits (1876) and Mes evntmiportiins (1894).
Among other essayists sch<M)led in j<mrnalism
are Alfred Duclos de Celles and Narcisse Eu-
trope Dionne. The former has written nuich on
soi-ial and political questions, and his Ktats-

I'nis: Origine, institutions, d^veloppements
(1896) won the prize of the French .\cademy
of Political and Moral Sciences. The latter is

author of Jacques Cartier (1889); Samuel
Champlain (1891 et seq.) ; and other historical

sketches, written in a finished style. For the

historical romance, Canada possesses richer ma-
terial than the United States ; but no Cooper
has yet api)eared among either the French or
the English population. Still, there have l)een

some noteworthy attempts at historical fiction.

A pioneer work was Philippe de Gas])f''s Les
anciens- Canadiens (186.T), which was translat-

ed into English. De Gaspf'' was followed by
Joseph Marmette, who wrote four liistorical

romances

—

Fran<;ois de Bienville (1870); L'ln-

tendunt liiqot (1872); Le Chevalier de Mornac
(1873); and La Fiancee du rebelle (1875).
The first in the list passed through several edi-

tions, and may be taken as one of the best speci-

mens of historical romance yet produced by
French Canada. Among other novelists who
have met with a measure of success are P. J. O.

Chauveau and L. P. LeMay, the latter better

known as a poet.

The French Canadians, though they have culti-

vated history, the descriptive .sketch, and the

novel, excel in their verse. We have already men-
tioned the popular ballads which their ancestors
brought over seas from old France. Recent
French-Canadian verse, though lacking in depth,

is graceful and rhythmical. The chief poet is

Louis Honore Frechette (q.v.), whose Fleurs
boreales and Les oiseaux de neige were crowned
by the French Academy in 1880. His finest

poem is on the discovery of the Mississippi.

Ne.xt to him is ranked Octave Cr<^mazie, who
passed his last years in France. His poems,
which were contributed to various Canadian
journals, were collected and published, with an
introduction by the Abb^ Casgrain, in Montreal,
in 1882. They include a beautiful elegy on Les
Morts, ajid a stirring lyric on Le drapeau de Ca-
rillon, recalling the victories of Montcalm and
lA'vis. Ix'on Pamphile I^May. already mentioned
for his stories of Canadian life, gained fame far

beyond his country for a translation (1870) of

I^ongfellow's "Evangeline." He has also pub-
lished .several volumes of original verse, begin-

ning with Essais poetiques (1865). As in the
case of Crf>mazie, his best poems are patriotic

lyrics. To the same group of poets belongs, too,

the historian Benjamin Suite (q.v.), who, by
Les Laurentiennes (1870) and Les Chants A'ou-

veaux (1880), inspired by the .songs of his peo-

ple, won the title of national poet.

English Canada, settled by English, Irish,

Scotch, and Germans, was really built up by the
Loyalists (known in the United States as To-
ries) who emigrated from the United States at
the close of the Revolutionary War. It is esti-

mated that fully 35,000 left their southern
homes. Some settled in Nova Scotia, and others
founded New Brunswick and Upper Canada, or
Ontario. During the period of struggle that
followed down to the union of 1867, men had
little time to devote to literature. As in the
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case of the French in Lower Canada, or Quebec,

tlie tirst writers were explorers and historians.

Samuel Hearnc (born in London in 1745) made
three voyages of exploration, under the auspices

of the Hudson Bay Company, traveling 1300

miles on foot to the Great Slave Lake. After
his death appeared his Account of a Journey
from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay
to the Xorth-Wcst (1795). Alexander Macken-
zie (born in Scotland about 1745) (q.v.), enter-

ing the service of the Northwest Fur Company,
pushed beyond the Great Slave Lake down the

river now bearing his name to the Arctic Ocean,

and later crossed the Rocky Moimtains to the

Pacific. The narrative of these two perilous ex-

plorations was published under the title, Voyages
on the River ^aint Lawrence and Through the

Continent of yorth America to the Frozen and Pa-

cific Oceans (1801; reprinted, New York, 1902).

After heroic efforts and a bloody conflict, the Earl

of Selkirk (q.v.) established a colony in the Red
River Valley, now the flourishing Province of

Manitoba. While in Montreal he wrote his

Sketch of the British Fur Trade in Xorth Amer-
ica (181G). From Joseph Bouchette, the sur-

veyor-general, came two notable topographical

descriptions of the Canadas (1815-32). All

these works were published in London ; but by
this time histories were beginning to issue from
the Canadian press. We may cite William
Smith's History of Canada (1815), and David
Thompson's War of 1812 (1832). The speeches

of Joseph Howe (q.v.), delivered in the Parlia-

ment of Nova Scotia, possess rare eloquence.

They were collected in 1858. As editor of the

Xora Scotian, of Halifax, then the leading news-
paper of Canada, he wrote two series of popular
sketches, called "Western and Eastern Rambles"
and "The Club." The former is based on observa-

tions made in travels through North America;
the latter is an imitation of the Soctes Amhro-
siancE (q.v.). To the Sova Scotian, Thomas
Chandler Haliburton (q.v.), a native of Nova
Scotia and a judge of the Supreme Court, con-

tributed the series of humorous papers known
as The Clockmaker, or Sayings and Doings of
Sam Slick of Slickville (1835 et seq.). The
hero is a Yankee peddler into whose mouth is

placed much telling criticism. The sketches

were widely read in America and in England,
and were translated into several languages.

Oddly enough, though the Canadian humorist
has had few successors in his own countrj', he is

the father of dialect humor in the United
States. Haliburton also wrote the standard his-

tory of Nova Scotia, and many books descrip-

tive of his country.

The union of Upper and Lower Canada in

1841, and the subsequent confederation of all

the provinces except Newfoundland and Labra-
dor, mark a new era for Canada. The feeling

of nationality unknown in earlier times has
found impassioned expression in the verse of

Roberts, especially in the poem beginning, "O
Cliild of Nations, giant-limbed!" To the new
era belong the eminent statesmen Sir Charles
Tupper (q.v.), Alexander Mackenzie (q.v.). Sir

John Macdonald (q.v.), and Sir Wilfrid Laurier
(q.v.). The constitutional questions that have
come to the front since 1840 have created a
press which compares favorably with that of

the United States or England. Of Canadian

journalists, Goldwin Smith (q.v.), who settled

m Toronto in 1871, is known throughout the
English-speaking world for his able work in

politics and in literature. One of his best

works is The United States: An Outline of
Political History (1893). Of other miscellane-

ous writers it is possible to give here only a
partial list. In history, where much has been
well done, should be mentioned: Robert Chris-

tie's History of Lower Canada (6 vols., 1849-

55) ; Alpheus Todd's Parliamentary Govern-
ment in England (2 vols., 1867-68) ; J. C. Dent's
The Last Forty Years (1881), and The Story

of the Upper Canada Rebellion (2 vols., 1885-

86) ; William Kingsford's History of Canada,
the standard work (10 vols., 1887-97); James
Hannay's (q.v.) History of Acadia (1879), and
other historical works; Henry Scadding's To-
ronto, Past and Present (18S4); Rev. (ieorge

Brycc's Manitoba (1881) and Short History of
the Canadian People (1887); G. M. Adam's
(q.v.) The Canadian Northwest (1885); C. G.
D. Roberts's (q.v.) History of Canada (1897);
J. G. Bourinot's (q.v.) various books on Cana-
dian history and literature, of which Canada
Under British Rule api)eared in 1900; and the
publications of the Royal Society of Canada,
founded in Ottawa in 1882.

The essayists and miscellaneous writers who
have contributed to Canadian, American, and
English periodicals, or have published books,

are numerous. The range of their work may be
gained from the following incomplete list: J. B.

Crozier, whose Civilization and Progress (1885)
won wide attention and secured for the author
an English pension ; N. F. Davin, a member of

the House of Commons for Assiniboia, whose
Culture and Practical Power was praised by
Gladstone; S. E. Dawson, known for his fine

study of Tennyson's Princess (2d ed. 1884) ;

Sir William Dawson (q.v.), a geologist and
naturalist, who has aimed in many books to

reconcile science and religion; the Rev. W. H.
Withrow (q.v.), author of The Catacombs of

Rome, and other works; the Rev. G. M. Grant
(q.v.), principal of Queen's College, Kingston,
who has written several political and religious

books, as Our yational Objects and Aims (1890),
and The Religions of the World (1895) ; T. A.
Haultain, the author of literary brochures, as
.4. Critique of Cardinal yewman's Exposition

of the Illative Sense, and A Christmas Chat:
a Fragmentary Dialogue on Love and Religion;
J. C. Hopkins, who has written lives of Sir

John Thompson, Gladstone, and Queen Victoria

;

W. D. LeSeur, the author of notable essays on
Sainte-Beuve and Matthew Arnold; the Rev.

John Maclean, whose books, as Our Savage Folk
(1895), deal chiefly with the Indians; J. M.
Oxley (q.v.), who has delighted boys with many
capital sketches and stories, as Up Among the

Ice Floes (1890), Archie McKcnzie (1893), and
In the Swing of the Sea (1897) ; and George
Stewart, who has written excellently of Alcott

and Emerson. Perhaps this is not the place

to speak of Canada's scholars; but we should

not pass without mention the well-known crit-

ical works of .lohn Watson on Kant, Schelling,

and English empirical philosophy as represent-

ed by Mill and Spencer.

In fiction Canada long lagged far behind the

rest of the English-speaking world. She had
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her rrpiituhlc poeU and histuriHiiH lung before

there upiH'art'd a novelii*t known Ix-yond her

borders. Hut toward the close of the Nineteenth

Century, a school of Canadian novelists gained

reeognition. Xaturully enough, the first Cana-

dian novels were in imitation of Cooimt. John
(Jalt (q.v.), a Seottish novelist, who lived for

three yi-ars in Ontario, where he bore a hand
in founding the now flourishing city of Cuelph,

published, on his return home, Laicrie Todd, or

the Settlers in the Woods (1830), giving graphic

accounts of frontier life. Major John Rich-

ardson (l)orn in Ontario of Sc-otch parents, in

1797) followed Gait with Wacousta, or the

Prophecy (1833), an exciting romance based

on the siege of Detroit by Pontiac. The vein

worked thus early was taken up in the last

quarter of tiie Nineteenth Century. William
Kirby's (q.v.) The Golden Dog, a Legend of

Quebec (1877), enjoyed the distinction of two
translations into French and the hearty praise

of Tennvson. In The Romance of Dollard

(1889), The Story of Tonty (1890), and The
Lady of Fort Saint John (1891), Mrs. Mary
Catherwood (q.v.) recalled stirring episodes of

Canadian history. G. M. Adam, one of the

alilest of Canadian journalists, also succeeded

with An Algnntjuin Maiden (188(5). Life in

the rural districts of Ontario has lieen described

by Mrs. J. B. Hammond in The Unexpected
Hride (1895); and the far-off Northwest has
found its way into the Devil's Playground
(1894) of John Mackie and the Prairie Pot-

pourri (1895) of Mrs. K. E. Hayes. Canadian
legends are represented by Tales of the Soil by
Miss B. L. Macdonell, who has long been inter-

ested in the folk-lore of her country. Miss
M. R. Charlton is said to have been a pioneer

in the fair>' tale with her Wonder Web of
Stories (1892) and With Printless Foot (1894).
Phases of mod<?rn life in Ottawa have been de-

l)icted by ^liss K. M. Barry in Honor Edgetcorth
and The Doctor's Daughter. Humor, in which
Canadian literature has been deficient since

Haliburton, has reappeared in The Ainerican
Girl in London of Mrs. S. J. Cotes (q.v.), and
in The Major's Rig-Talk Stories of F. B. Crof-
ton. In the Madonna of a Day (1896), Miss
Lily Dougall (q.v.) has drawn a portrait of the
modern woman. Equally brilliant is her Beg-
gars All (1891). During the last few years
the tale and the short story have been cultivat-

ed by many women. Among them are ilrs. S. F.

Harrison (q.v.) and Miss Robertine Barry, who
have depicted the simple manners of the habi-

tant ; Miss J. N. Mcllwraith, who has con-
tributed sketches of life in Ontario and Quebec
to various periodicals; Mrs. M. A. Sadlier, who
has depicted the Irishman in Willy Burke and
similar tales; and Miss M. M. Saunders, author
of Daisy (1892), and Beautiful Joe (1894), the
autobiography of a dog, which had an immense
sale throughout America and England. Wil-
liam ilcLennan has contributed to Harper's
Magazine a series of sketches of Canadian life.

Interesting and well written as much of this fic-

tion is, the one Canadian novelist who has been
able to give vitality to Canadian themes is Sir
Gilbert Parker (q.v.). By his Pierre and His
People (1892), When Va'lmond Came to Pon-
tiac (1895). The Seats of the Mighty (1896),
and The Right of Way (1901), he takes rank
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among the most conspicuous uontem]>orary nov-
elists.

E.xcept for fugitive pieces, English-Canadian
verse begins with Mrs. Susannah Moudie (died

1885), a sister of Agnes Strickland, the popular
historical writer. Settling in OnUirio in lb32,

Mrs. Moodie wrote considerable verse, some of

which is to be found in the sketches entitled

Roughing It in the Bush and Life in the Clearings

(1853). Two themes, since often repeated, she
treated beautifully in her lines on the maple and
on the canoe. Contemporary with her was
Charles Heavysege (q.v.), likewise born in Eng-
land, who wrote a fine tragedy called Saul
(1857). Since these two pioneers, the number
of Canadian verse-writers lias Income very large.

Rand's anthology (1900) contains 135 names.
Conspicuous among the poets of the generation
just past were Isabella Valancy Crawford (q.v.)

and George Frederick Cameron (q.v.). The
former is especially known for lieautiful lyrics

such as "The Master-Builder" and "The Axe of

the Pioneer," and the latter for many passionate

and defiant pieces like "What reck we of the

creeds of men?" Archibald Lampman (q.v.),

who died in 1899, was a poet of large promise.

Indeed, he was compared by Howells to 'the

great ones' of New England. He wrote in varied
beautiful rhythms and on themes running from
descriptions of external nature to an intense

utterance of the great common emotions. Of liv-

ing poets the best work has been done by C. G. D.
Roberts (q.v.), W^ W. Campbell (q.v.). Bliss

Carman (q.v.) , and Sir Gilbert Parker (q.v.) , who
are developing admirable powers of lyrical ex-

pression. Notewortliy lyrics have also been writ-

ten by E. Pauline Johnson (q.v.). Among other
English-Canadian poets belonging to the last part
of the Nineteenth Century are Mrs. Sophie M.
Almon-Hensley, John Henry Brown, Mrs. Sarah
A. Curzon, F. A. Di.\on, John Hunter Duvar, the

Rev. A. W. H. Eaton, Mrs. S. Frances Harrison
(q.v.), Joseph Howe (q.v.), William Kirby
(q.v.), John T. Lesperance, William Douw Light-

hall, Arthur John Lockhart, John E. Logan,
Charles Mair, Thomas D'Arcy McGee, Alexander
McLachlan, William McLennan, William P. Mc-
Kenzie, John McPherson, T. H. Rand, John
Reade, Charles Sangster (q.v.) , Duncan Campl)ell

Scott (q.v.), Frederick George Scott, Charles
Dawson Shantly, Arthur Weir, and Agnes Weth-
erald. These are a few in the throng of late

singers, celebrated by Artliur Lockhart in his

Masque of Minstrels, who have entered the court-

yard and are demanding of the herald entrance
into the high hall. "Crowns," they say, "have
been won and worn by others. Admit us."

Bibliography. The scattered material for the
historj' of French-Canadian and English-Cana-
dian literature may be found in the published
Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada
(Ottawa, 1883, et seq.). To the volume of 1893,
J. G. Bourinot contributed a valuable pai>er,

Canada's Intellectual Strength and Weakness,
published in book form (Montreal, 1893). Con-
sult, also: Bourinot, Intellectual Development of
the Canadian People (Toronto, 1891); Roberts,
History of Canada (Boston, 1897) ; and The
Canadian Men and Women of the Time, edited
by Morgan (Toronto, 1898). For verse-antholo-
gies, consult: Rand, Treasury of Canadian Verse
(New York, 1900) ; Stedman. Victorian Anthol-
ogy (Boston, 1895) ; Songs of the Great Domin-
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ton, edited by Li<,'lUhall, Windsor scries (Lon-
don, 1889) ; Canadian Foems and Lays, edited

by Lighthall, in Canterbury Poets Series (Lon-
don, 1891) ; Younger Ainericjn Poets, edited by
yiaden and Roberts (London, 1891) ; Later Cana-
dian Poems, edited by Wetherell (Toronto,

1893) ; and Chansons populaires du Canada,
edited by Gagnon (Quebec, 1865). See Canada;
American Litehatire; and English Liteba-

TUKE.

CANADIAN PERIOD. See Obdovician Sys-
tem.
CANADIAN POLITICAL PARTIES. See

Poi.ITKAL PaKTIKS, CaXADIAN.

CANADIAN RIVER. A river formed by
the union of several branches flowing east from
the Taos and Culebra range of the Rocky Moun-
tains, at the border between New Mexico and
Colorado, in longitude 105° 20' W., and about
100 miles northeast of Santa Fe (Map: United
States, Western Part, F 3). It flows nearly due
soutii to latitude 35° 20' N., then east across the
panhandle of Texas and into Oklahoma, where at
Taloga it turns southeast, forming from about
longitude 97° 55' to longitude 96° 45', the bound-
ary between Oklahoma and Indian Territory. It

then flows through the Indian Territory toward
the northeast and joins the Arkansas River, of
which it is the chief tributary, at Tamaha. It is

nearly 900 miles long, but, owing to closely paral-
leling other rivers in the lower part of its course,
it drains a relatively small territory. The vol-

ume of water varies greatly in the wet and dry
seasons.

CANAIGRE, ka-na'ger (Fr.) (Rumex hy-
nienosepalus) . A tannin-producing plant re-

lated to the docks and quite resembling the sour
dock. It grows wild in the southwestern United
States. The stem is nearly smooth, often reddish
in color, grows from one to three feet high, and
terminates in a branched flower-stalk. The
leaves vary from about 2 to 16 inches in length.
The roots are tuberous, somewhat resembling
small sweet potatoes, and are clustered in an
upright position 3 to 12 inches below the surface
of the ground. The value of the plant consists
in the amount of tannin contained in the roots.

The tannin content in the air-dried tubers varies
from about 10 to 35 per cent., a quantity exceed-
ing that in any other tannin-producing plant.
The rapid decrease in the supply of wild ca-

naigre has caused its culture to be undertaken
during recent years in the Southwest, where some
extensive plantations have been established. It
is jiropagated mainly from the roots, one ton
being required to plant an acre. The land is

prepared and cultivated as for other root crops.

Ha^^•e8ti^.g may begin after the plant has made
its full period of growth, but it has been found
that the percentage of tannin increases as the
roots lie dormant in the ground. In the wild
state the plant makes its growth during the
winter and early spring, and by early June has
seeded and the tops are dead. About fifteen tons
of roots per acre is an average yield. The prepa-
ration for the market consists in slicing the roots
and drying them in the sun. The extract ob-
tained is especially adapted for tanning leather
for uppers, fine saddlery, etc.

CANAL (Fr., from Lat. canalis, water-pipe).
An artificial channel for water, constructed

for drainage, irrigation, supplying water-power,
or purposes of navigation. The design and
construction of canals of large size are much
the same whatever their purpose may be; in
this article the general questions of design
and construction for all kinds of canals will
be discussed, but for specific examples of canals
for other purposes than navigation the articles
on Drainage; Irrigation; and Water-Power
should be consulted.
Design and Construction. The two ^ints

which have mainly to be considered in canal
design are the cross-section of the channel and
its longitudinal profile. Considering the longi-
tudinal profile first, it will readily be understc^
that a canal cannot, like a road or railway, adapt
itself to the irregularities of the country by
means of ascending and descending grades, but
must consist of one or more practically level sec-

tions or reaches. When two or more reaches are
required at dilferent levels, the adjoining ex-
tremities of two reaches cannot be, for obvious
reasons, connected by a grade in the channel.
The various means for making such connections
are described in the following section; but the
fact which needs to be noted here is that, since
the profile of the canal must consist of a series
of level reaches at diflferent elevations, care has
to be exercised to select a route which will pro-
vide long reaches and consequently few changes
in level. As in railway work, however, depres-
sions in the ground may be crossed by embank-
ments or other structures upon which the channel
is carried.

Another matter which has to be carefully pro-
vided for is a supply of water to the highest
reach, or summit level, as it is usually called;
the reason for this being that this reach is

constantly losing its water to the reaches below,
and this loss must be supplied by streams or
reservoirs so located as to discharge into the
suumiit level. Distances being equal, a canal
which connects two points with a single reach is

preferable to one with two reaches. Indeed, a
considerable increase in length is allowable to

permit the canal to be constructed without a
change of level. The reason for this is that
transferring a boat from one level to another by
locks or the other usual means is a slow opera-
tion, and furthermore, locks are very expensive
to construct compared with a similar length of
the ordinary channel. The engineer carefully in-

tegrates these factors of time and cost and selects

the route between the various points he wishes
to connect which will give the minimum time
of transit at the minimum cost. In deciding
upon the cross-section to be given to the chan-
nel, two things have to be considered, viz. its

dimensions and its form. As regards dimen-
sions, they are determined largely by the size of

the vessels with which it is proposed to navigate
the canal. The width must be at least suflicient

to permit two vessels of the largest size to pass
each other without fouling. Another influencing

factor is that the resistance to traction is greater
in a restricted waterway.

It is generally assumed that a width of bottom
equal to twice the beam of the largest ve.s.'»el

navigating the canal regularly is necessary*, and
that the depth of water should be about 1 ^ feet

greater than the draught of these vessels, if good
results are to be obtained. The form of the

cross-section is determined very largely by the
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material througli wliicli tlii> channel is cut, and
by the location of the eluuuH'l under t*ertain cir-

i-uni(»t4inci>H. The bottom of the channel is al-

ways made Hut; in soft ground tlie sides are

made sloping, the angle of slope depending upon
tlie stability of tlie material, being tjuite steep

in llrm materials and quite Hat in unstable ma-
terials; and in rook the sides are made vertical

or nearly so. The attempt is always made for

the sake'of economy of excavation to approach as

nearlj' to a rectangular cross-section as the con-

ditions will permit. When the C4inal passes

tiirough towns the sides are made vertical to save

space and provide quays, retaining walls being

used in soft ground to form vertical sides.

Canal construction consists chiefly of open-cut

excavation, but embankments, aqueducts, tun-

nels, culverts, bridges, and a variety of other

construction work are involved. The plant used

and metliods adopted in excavating canals depend
very largely upon the size of the canal section

and' the material encountered. In rock the prac-

tice is the same everj'where, and consists in the

use of power drills and explosives for breaking up
the rock, and derricks, conveyors, and cars hauled
by animal or meclianical power for removing it.

In a boat canal of small section, the plant re-

quired is small and simple, but in large ship-

canal sections very large and powerful machin-
ery and elaborate power plants supplying com-
pres.sed air and electricity are employed. In
small canals soft-ground excavation is commonly
performed by means of shovels and plows for

loosening the material, and scrapers and carts

for carrying it from the excavation. In larger

canals this plant is increased by the addition of

grading and excavating machines and steam-
shovels loading into carts or cars hauled by
horses or light locomotives. In ship canals of

the largest section this plant is still further en-

larged by the employment of special excavating
and conveying machines and powerful dredges.

Aqueducts are usually built in the form of ma-
sonry-arch bridges with the top formed into a
channel for the water. Sometimes, however, ma-
sonry piers carry a wooden trough, or, in later

years, one of steel. In embankments the channel
is formed by building up the sides and lining the
bottom and slopes with concrete or a layer of
clay or other impen'ious material. Tunnels for
canals are built in the same manner as tunnels
for other purposes. (See Tunnels.) Culverts
are provided for carrying streams underneath the
canal and bridges for carrying highways and
roadways over it. See Bridge; CablewaY;
Cranes; Drills; Quarrying.

IxK-KS, Inclines, and Lifts. The usual
methods of transferring vessels from one level or
reach of a canal to another one are by locks,
inclines, or lifts. Of these three devices, the
lock is the one most extensively employed. A
look is a masonry chamber built at the junction
of the two reaches, the bottom of which is a
continuation of the bottom of the lower reach
and the top of which is at the same level as the
banks of the upper reach. Structurally this
chamber consists of two parallel masonry side
walls, closed near each end by a pair of folding
gates. \Mien a vessel is passing from the lower
reach to the upper reach through a lock, the
sequence of operations is as follows: The lower
gates being open and the water in the lock being
at the same level as the water in the down reach.
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the vessel is floated into the lock-chamber and
the down gates are closed. Hy means of valves
in the up]>er gates or culverts in the side walls
or lliHjr of the chamlxrr, water from the upper
reach is slowly admitted until the water-levels

m tiie chamber and in the upper reacii are the
same. The ujjper gates are then ojK'ned and the
boat floated out into the upper reach to con-
tinue its journey. To lock a vessel from the
upper reach to the lower reach, the operations
described are merely reversed. The gates are
usually made of wood or iron, and each leaf con-

sists structurally of two vertical posts called

the quoin-post and the miter-post, connected by
horizontal frames, which serve as a framework
for carrying the water-tight boarding or plating.

The quoin-post has pivots at top and bottom
which work in suitable fittings in the side wall,

so that each gate-leaf swings open and shuts like

a door.

A gate consists of two leaves, the swinging
edges of which meet on the centre line of the
chamber, but as each leaf is somewhat wider than
half the widtli of the chamber, they do not form
a straight diaphragm across the chamber when
closed, but are shaped like a very flat letter V
with its point projecting toward the upper level

or reach. This construction gives greater
strength to resist the pressure of the water.
The height between the bottom of the down
reach and the bottom of the upper reach is

called the lift of the lock. The practicable
height of lift in lock construction is limited, and
where great differences in level have to l)e over-
come, a series or flight of locks built end to end
is employed. The dimensions and main structu-
ral features of the locks of several canals are
given in succeeding sections.

Where a vessel passes through a lock from one
level to another, a lockful of water is lost from
the upper level to the lower level for each pair of
boats passed. Where water is scarce and the
total lift is large, therefore, resort is some-
times had to inclined planes up and down which
the boats are transported in cradles or tanks
running on wheels and hauled by cables or other
power. Inclined planes for canals are of very
early origin, being at one time quite extensively
used, and some of these old inclines are de-
scribed in the following section. A more im-
portant system of transferring canal-boats from
one level to another is the vertical lift or lift-

lock system, which has been installed in a num-
ber of places and is proposed for several other
l)laces where very higli and important diflferenees

of level occur. In the vertical lift-lock system,
the boat is floated into a movable trough, the
ends of which are closed by gates, while similar
gates close the ends of the canal approaches.
When the gates are closed behind the boat the
trough is raised or lowered, as the case may be,

until it coincides with the other level of the
canal, when the front gates are opened and the
boat proceeds upon its way. The trough is

raised and lowered by means of hydraulic or
other power aided sometimes by counterweights
or flotation tanks. The first vertical lift on a
large scale was that built at Anderton, England,
in 1875: a second was built at Les Fontinettes,
France, in 1885; a third at La LouvifTe. Bel-

gium, in 1888: and a fourth at Heinrichenberg,
Germany, in 1895. In 1805 a lift lock was de-
signed to replace the flight of locks at Lockport,
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X. v.. on the Krie Caiiai. A summary of the miles long, connecting Stockholm and Gothen-
essential details of the Anderton, Les Fonti- burg, in Sweden, was completed in 1832; and
uettes. La Louviftre, and Lockport lifts is given the Danube-Main Canal, 108 miles long, was
in the accompanying table: constructed 1836-46. France, however, was the

HYDRAULIC LIFT LOOKS

Date of opening
Type
No. o( troughs
Length of trou(;h
Breadth- '

Depth of water
Height of lift

Weight of boats, tons
•• trough, empty, tons ".,

• water ill troujirh, tons
trough, loade<l.t tons ,

Diameter of plunger ,

Pressure on plungnr, lbs. per sq. in
Esi-ess of water to lower trough, ins...

" " tons,
Time of lift, mins
" " lockage, mins. ,

Equivalent number of ordinary locks.
Time by ordinary locks, hours
Cost of lifts and machinery

•• total
" of operation per week

Number of men

Anderton,
England

Les Fontinettes,
France

1875
Hyd. ram

2
75 ft.

15 '•

5 "

50 ft. 4 in.

100

1885
Hyd. ram

2
129 ft. 7 in.

18 " 4V,
"

C " 10% "

43 " 1 "
300

176
269
3 ft.

5.30

6
17

2%
8
6

ItolVi
$147,200
$242,000

»75
5

4:J8

879
6 ft. 6% in.

442
16
98

5to7
20
5
2

$166,000
$341,000

La Louvlftre,*
Belginm

1888
Hyd. ram

2
141ft. 1 in.

19 •• % "

8 •' 6 "
50 " 6^ •'

400
492
660

1,161
6 ft. 6*4 in.

469
12
64

2V4
15

$163,000
$239,000

Lockport, N. Y.
United States

Hyd. balance
2
225 ft.

19 ft. 2 in.

9 "

54.43 "

300 to 400
292.5

1,150
1,442.5

3
35
2

13
5

%tol%

$3ob,6o6

* There are four similar lifts on this canal, the only difference being that one of them has a lift of 63 ft. 7% ins.

tin the first three columns this includes the weight of the plunger.

The Uieinricbenberg lift lock has a tank
229.0 X 28.2 X 8.2 feet, with a lift of 52.45 feet.

Boat C.\xals. History.—Canals date from a
period long anterior to the Christian era and
were euipluyed as means of navigation and com-
munication by the Assyrians, Egj'ptians, Hindus,
and Chinese. The royal canal of Babjlon was
built about B.C. 600. As an interesting instance

of canal construction, previous to the Fifteenth
Century, may be mentioned the Grand Canal of

China, built in the Thirteenth Century to con-

nect the Yang-tse-kiang and Pei-ho. This canal
Is 650 miles long; is largely composed of canal-

ized rivers ; is about 5 to 6 feet deep, and has
inclined jdanes up which the boats are hauled by
capstans and made to slide down a paved track.

The lock is said to have been invented in 1481

by two Italian engineers, but the merit of this

in\ention is also claimed by Holland. The known
facts are that canal locks were used in both
Holland and Italy in the Fifteenth Century, and
that by their development a wonderful impetus
was given to canal construction, which had pre-

viously been confined to such countries as por-

niittcd canals of a single level or reach to l>e

used. The first European country to take up the

construction of navigation canals on a .system-

atic plan and extensive scale was France. The
Briare Canal, connecting the rivers Seine and
Loire, was built from 1605 to 1642; the Orleans
Canal was built in 1675, and the I^nguedoc
Canal in 1666-81. For the time this last was
an enormous work—the canal connecting the Bay
of Bi^-ay with the ^lediterranean by an arti-

ficial waterway 148 miles long and QV2 f^t deep,

with 110 locks having an aggregate rise of 600
feet, and capable of floating ve.s.sels of 100 tons.

In Russia, a great system of canals connecting

Saint Petersburg with the Caspian Sea was de-

veloped during the Eighteenth Century; a canal

connecting the North Sea and Baltic 100 miles

long was finished in 1785; the Gotha Canal, 280

Continental country which devoted the great-
est attention to canal construction, taking up the
development and extension of the canal system
and railway system at the same time. By a law
passed in 1879, France made provisions for uni-

formity in its canal system by establishing a
depth of 6% feet of water and locks 126^4 feet

long by 17 feet wide. France now has upward of

3000 miles of canal and 2000 miles of canalized

rivers. The countries of Continental Europe
continue to manifest considerable activity in

enlarging and extending their boat-canal sys-

tems, while England and America have practi-

cally abandoned the development of their sys-

tems of navigable waterways.
The first canals in Great Britain are generally

conceded to have been the Foss dyke and Caes
dyke in Lincolnshire, 11 and 40 miles long re-

spectivel}', the former of which is still navigable.

These channels are stated to have been first ex-

cavated by the Romans and to have been enlarged

in the Twelfth Century. It was not until the

latter part of the Eighteenth Century, however,
that canal-building assimied importance in Eng-
land through the energv' and liberality of the Duke
of Bridgewater and the skill of the engineer,

James Brindley, the success of whose works stimu-
lated others to engage in similar tmdertakings.
The era of canal-building, ushered in by the Duke
of Bridgewater by the construction of the Bridge-
water Canal in 1701, continued until 1834, when
the last inland boat canal was built in Great
Britain. It is interesting to note that from 1791
to 1794 speculation in canal shares became a
mania in England, and finally resulted in a
financial crash and the ruin of many persons.

At the end of 1834 there were about 3800 miles of

canal in Great Britain, of which about 3000 miles
were in England. The following may l>e men-
tioned as among the more notable of the British
canals: Grand Canal, Dublin to Ballinasloe,

Ireland, 164 miles long, 40 feet wide, 6 feet deep,
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built in 1705; Royal Cunal, Dublin to Torinan»-

burg, Irelund, built uflcr tlie Grand Canal;

(iluuceHtvr and Berkeley Canal, Sharpness to

Cjloucehler, 17 mili'a; Caledonian Canal, crossing

Scotland, 17 feet deep; Fortii and Clyde Canal,

35 miles long and 10 feet deep; and the Crinan
Canal across the peninsula of Kintyre, 12 feet

deep. The depth of the great majority of British

canals, however, varies from 3 Mi feet to 6 feet,

and many of these are now owned by the rail-

ways.
In the United States the construction of the

Erie Canal opened up the development of the

canal systeni, which now aggregates upward of

4200 miles, located mostly in New York, Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Virginia. The first

man who really saw the future of canal com-

munication was George Washington, whose main
etforts, however, were directed toward the con-

nection of the Chesapeake and the Ohio River.

Canal-building continued active in the United
States until about 18.37. After this date atten-

tion was turned chiefly to railway construction.

Space is not available here to trace the develop-

ment of the canal system of the United States in

detail, but the essential facts respecting some of

the more important enterprises will be given. In

175)3 a canal was built around the falls of the

Connecticut River at South Hadley, Alass., and
another, 3 miles long, was built around Turners
Falls on the same stream in 17!tO-06. Tlic canal

at South Hadley is interesting as being the

lirst canal built in America, and as having the

two levels connected by an incline, up and down
which the boats were raised and lowered in a
tank or caisson filled with water and propelled

by cables operated by water-wheels.
The Erie Canal, connecting the Hudson River

at Albany and Troy with Lake Erie at Buffalo,

is 3G3 miles in length. It was begun in 1817 and
completed in 1825, at a cost of $7,602,000. Its

construction was due chiefiyto the foresight and
energy of De \\ itt Clinton. The enterprise was
undertaken and carried through by the State of

New York, Clinton being Governor during nearly
all the period of its progress. As its route lay

chietly through an uninhabited wilderness, it

opened for settlement an immense territory. It

was subsequently enlarged, and is now 70 feet

broad at the surface and 50 feet at the bottom,
witli a depth of 7 feet, except as hereafter noted.

The locks, 72 in number, 57 of which are double,

and 15 single, are 110 feet long and 18 feet wide.

It is carried by great stone aqueducts across sev-

eral streams, and in some places it is cut through
solid rock. It is supplied with water from Lake
Erie for 140 miles from Buffalo to Seneca River.
Most of the flow of water is from the west toward
the east, the only exception being between Lodi
and the Seneca River, where there is a fall west-
ward through five locks. At Rome, a little west
of Utica. a supply of water is received from the
Black River Canal. Between Rome and Syra-
cuse, water is drawn from Cazenovia Lake and
other reserA'oirs, while at Syracuse the Erie
Canal supplies water to the Oswego Canal. Buf-
falo is 568 feet above the level of the Hudson at
Albany, the difference being overcome by locks

at various points. The canal has been immensely
successful, contributing largely to the growth of
>iew Y'ork, Buffalo, and intermediate places, and
serving for many years as the great artery of
passenger as well as freight traffic between the
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northeastern sections of the United States and
the newly settled States of what was then the
West. Light packet boats, drawn Ijy frequent
relays of horses, which were made to procewl at
a trot, made the trip from Albany to Buffalo in

three and a half days. In 18U6 it was esti-

mated that the cost of construction and im-
provements had aggregated .$52,540,800. An ex-

penditure of $S),()00,000 more for enlargement
was authorizi'd by popular vote in tiiat year.
Work was begun on this enlargement in the win-
ter of 18J)U-!)7 and resumed again during the
winter of 181)7-08. In the spring of I8!»8 all of
the $9,000,000 had Iwen consumed and only a
part of the projected deepening to !( feet was
completed. No further money for continuing the
work was forthcoming, and in 1000 an investiga-

tion was set on foot to determine the cost and
prepare plans for a much greater enlargement
which would permit the use of 1000 to 1200 ton
boats.

The Illinois and Michigan Canal connects
Lake Michigan and the navigable waters of the
Illinois River, and allows the passage of vessels

from the Gulf of Me.vico to the Gulf of Saint
Lawrence by using also the Welland Canal, which
forms a navigable channel from Lake Erie to
Lake Ontario. In 1825 it was estimated that
the canal, about 100 miles in length, would
cost about $700,000. In 18.33 new surveys and
estimates were made placing tlie cost of a canal
40 feet wide and 4 feet deep at $4,043,000;
but nothing definite was attempted till 1836,
when the plan was altered and estimates were
made for a canal 60 feet wide at the bottom, and
6 feet deep, costing $8,654,000. Work was com-
menced in June, 1836, and continued until March,
1841, when it was discontinued for want of
available funds. In 1845 an additional $1,800,-
000 was raised by the sale of lands owned by the
canal. It must be here stated that in conse-
quence of a change of plans the entire cost fell

within the estimates which had been made, so
that at the opening of the canal in April, 1848,

the entire expenditure had been $6,170,226.
When completed, the eastern terminus joined the
south branch of the Chicago River, 5 miles from
the mouth of the main stream. A direct line is

pursued to the valley of the Des Plaines, the
main eastern branch of the Illinois River, a dis-

tance of about 8 miles. The canal then traverses
the valley to the mouth of the Kankakee River, a
distance of 43 miles, passing through the towns
of Lockport and Joliet, and receiving water from
four feeders—the Calumet, Des Plaines, Du Page,
and Kankakee rivers. The canal now follows the
valley of the Illinois River to its terminus. La
Salle, passing through the towns of Morris and
Ottawa, receiving water from Fox River; the
whole length being 06 miles. The water at La
Salle is 145 feet lower than Lake Michigan, and
the descent is accomplished by means of 17 locks,

varying in lift from 3^/4 to 10 feet. The locks
are 110 feet long and 18 feet wide, giving passage
to boats of 150 tons.

Lake Michigan is also connected with the Mis-
sissippi by the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal,
completed in 1900. (See Chicago Drainage
Canal.) This canal, 28 miles in length, was
originally designed to carry the drainage of Chi-
cago to 1:he Mississippi instead of to Lake Michi-
gan. It has a minimum depth of 22 feet, a
width at the bottom of 160 feet, and a width at
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the top varying from 162 to 290 feet. The
cunal extends from the Chicago River in Chi-

cago to J..ockport, where it joins the Des Plaines

River. It has been proposed to deepen this canal

and also the Illinois and Mississippi rivers and
construct locks so that barges and light-draught

vessels could pass direct from the Great Lakes
to the Gulf of Mexico.

Besides the Erie and the Illinois and Michigan,
the otiier large canals of the United States are

the Delaware and Hudson (now in disuse) , at one
time tlie great coal route to New York from the
Pennsylvania mines, 108 miles long, completed in

1820, cost $0,300,000 ; the Chesapeake and Ohio,

185 miles, cost .$11,375,000; the Schuylkill Coal
and Navigation Company's Canal, 108 miles, cost

$13,207,000 ; and the Wabash and Erie in Indiana,
274 miles, cost $6,000,000. There are 13 canals
in New York, 14 in Pennsylvania, 5 in Ohio, 4
in Virginia, 2 in New Jersey, and 1 each in

Delaware, Maryland, Indiana, Illinois, and Michi-
gan. The Chesapeake and (.)hio Canal originated
in a project formed by Washington as early as
1774, to make the Potomac navigable from tide-

water to Cumberland, and to connect it by com-
mon roads and portages with the affluents of the
Ohio west of the AUeghenies. The War of the
Revolution postponed the scheme, but in 1784 it

was again broached by Washington, and Alary-

land and Virginia appointed a joint commission,
witli him at tiie head, to investigate the subject.

The result was the incorporation of a company
to make the Potomac navigable from the tide-

vater to the highest possible point by the con-

struction of such locks as might be necessary

for that purpose. Of this company, Washington
was the president until his election as President

of the United States compelled his resignation.

The project encountered many obstacles, until at

last, in 1820, it was abandoned as impracticable;

when the Board of Public Works of the State
of Virginia took steps which led to the organiza-

tion of a new company, which constructed the

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal from Georgetown to

Cumberland, completing it in 1850. It passes

through the Potomac Valley to Paw Paw Bend,
from which point it passes tlirough the moun-
tains by a tunnel 3118 feet long. The whole
length of the canal is 184 miles, its depth 6 feet,

its width to Harper's Ferry, 60 feet at the surface

and 42 feet at the bottom. By means of 74

locks 100 feet long and 15 feet wide, an elevation

of 609 feet is gained. All the water is supplied

from the Potomac. At Georgetown the canal

was led over the Potomac by means of a great

wooden aqueduct bridge. The cost of the work was
over $11,000,000. The Morris Canal connects

the Delaware at Phillipsburg, N. J., with the

Hudson at Jersey City. It is 102 miles long and
accommodates vessels of 80 tons. An interesting

feature of this canal is the use of inclines for

connecting the difTerent levels; there are 23 of

these inclines, with an average rise of 58 feet.

The only boat canal, strictly speaking, which

has been constnicted in the United States since

1850 is the Illinois and Mississippi Canal, now
under construction in Illinois. This canal is de-

signed as a short route from the upper Missis-

sippi River to Lake Michigan in connection with

the existing water routes of Illinois. It extends

from Hennepin, 111., to Rock Island. 111., 77 miles,

of which 50 miles are canal and 27 miles are

slack-water navigation down the Rock River.

The canal proper and the summit-level feeder will
be 7 feet deep and 80 feet wide at water-level.

The feeder will be 34.75 miles long. There will

be 37 concrete locks, 35 X 70 feet, with lifts of

from 3 feet to 10 feet. Construction was begun
in July, 1892, and in 1892 was in progress.

The Canadian canal system is one of the most
important in the world, and comprises the Saint
Lawrence and Lake Navigation, the Ottawa and
Rideau Navigation, the Richelieu and Champlain
Navigation, and the River Trent Navigation. Of
these, the Saint Lawrence system is the most
important, as it gives a 14-foot waterway from
the head of Lake Superior to the Gulf of Saint
Lawrence. The canals of the Saint Lawrence
system are the following:

NA.ME OF CANAti

St. Mary'8
Welland
Galops
Rapids Plat
Farrens Point.
Cornwall
Soulanges.
Lachine

Len^h,
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feet long, and is chiefly remarkable fur the enor-
niuuM trutlic and fur having the largest lock in

the wurld. This look i.s uf niasunry, is 800 feet

long, 100 fc<'t wiile, with a dt-pth of water on the
sill of '21 foet and a lift of 18 feet The Saint
Peteriohurg and Krun^tudt Canal was completed
iu 1884. Owing tu tlie bar ut the mouth of the
Neva, Hhip» were not able to reach Saint Peters-
burg, and the canul from Krunstadt to the capi-
tal was built at a cost of $7,200,000 to overcome
this barrier. It is 18.75 miles long and 22 feet

deep, with a bottom width of 275 feet, except near
Saint I'etersburg, where it is only 207 feet. The
North Sea and lialtic Canal, now known us the
Kaiser Wilhelm Canal, runs from Hultenau on
the lialtic to Brunsbiittel on the Elbe. It is 00
miles long, has a bottom width of 85 feet and a
depth of water of 28 feet. By this canal sea-

going vessels save over 200 miles in going from
the Baltic to the North Sea. The Amsterdam
Canal, like the Manchester, was built to connect
an inland city with the sea. The total length of
this canal is 16.5 miles from Amsterdam on the
Zuyder Zee to the North Sea, but as the route
lay through the inlet called the Y and the Wyker
Meer, only 3 miles had to be excavated. This
canal is 88 feet 7 inches wide on the bottom and
23 feet deep. Besides these completed ship ca-
nals, a number of others have been projected and
some of them put under construction. The most
notable of these are the Panama and the Nicara-
gua canals across the Central American isthmus,
whicli are fully described in the article Tbans-
ISTHMIAN Canals. For brief descriptions of a
number of other canals of large cross-section, see
Drainage ; Irrigation ; and Wateb-Poweb.
Hallage on Canals. The universal method

of hauling boats on canals until very recent times
has been animal power exerted through a tow-
rope attachment to the boat. In China the
hauling is done by men who walk along a tow-
path on the bank and pull the boat after them;
in most other countries this work is done by
hor.ses and mules. Various attempts have been
Bade to substitute steam-power for hauling canal-
boats, and such power is considerably used, but as
yetnomechanical motive power can be said to have
replaced animal power. In France a system of
haulage has for some time been in successful
operation on which a cable extends along the bot-
tom of the canal and traction is secured by means
of a steam-engine on the canal-boat, which works
a drum over which the cable is made to fall. By
this system tug-boats may be employed to haul
several canal-boats at a time. In recent years
several experiments have been made with" elec-

tric power for haulage on canals, but it has not
been adopted to any extent. The remarks apply
only to haulage on boat canals; the vessels using
ship canals traverse them by means of their own
power.

.\n account of the leading canals of the world,
with their chief commercial and other features,
will be found in the United States Summary of
Commerce and Financf. December, 1901. and May,
1002 (Treasury Department, Washington).

CANAL DOVER. A manufacturing city in
Tuscarawas County, Ohio, 75 miles south of
Cleveland, on the Tuscarawas River, the Ohio
Canal, and the Cleveland and Pittsburg, the
Cleveland. Lorain and Wheeling, and other rail-
roads (Map: Ohio. G 4). It has coal. iron,
and other mineral deposits in the vicinity, and

CANANDAiaUA.

manufactures slieet iron, steel, tin, pig iron,
llour, racing wagons and sulkies, sadirons, baby-
carriages, corrugated rooting, boiler-plates, etc.

Settled in 1807, Canal Dover was incorporated
in 18(55. The government, under a charter of
1900, is vested in a mayor, elected every two
years, and a city council. The municipality
owns and operates the water-works. Population,
in 1890, 3470; in 1900, 5422.

CANAL DU MIDI, kk'niiV du m^'d^, or
Canal uu Langueijoc. A canal in the south of
France, connecting the Mediterranean Sea and the
Atlantic Ocean. It extends for 150 miles fron>
Toulouse on the Garonne River to Cette on the
Mediterranean. It is 60 feet wide, 6 Ms feet deep,
has 114 locks, .50 aqueducts, and reaches a maxi-
mum altitude of 600 feet. It is navigable for ves-

sels of 100 tons. It was completed in 1081 at a
cost of .$3,500,000.

CANALE, kii-na'la, Michele Giuseppe ( 1808-

90). An Italian historian. He was born in

Genoa, and through Cavour's influence secured
the professorship of history and geography at the
Polytechnic Institute of his native city. In 1858
he founded the Societii Ligure di Storia Patria,
a society to promote the study of national his-

tory. His most important publication was the
Storia dclla repubhlica di (ienova (Vols. I.-V.,

1858-74). Consult de Gubernatis, Dictionnaire
international des icrivains du jour (Florence,
1888).

CANALETTO, ka'nA-l6t't6. The name of
two Venetian painters. The elder, Antonio Ca-
NALETTO (Canale) (1697-1708), studied the ruins
of ancient Rome and subsequently excelled in
architectural painting. On his return to Venice
he painted elaborate and striking views of the
palaces and prominent edifices of his native city,
as well as scenes and festivals in which a great
number of figures were represented. He was
popular in England, and liis works, which were
numerous, are in many collections. He died in
1768.

—

Bernarix) Bellotto (1724-80), nephew
and pupil of Antonio Canaletto, was also an
architectural painter. He was a member of the
Academy of Dresden. He engraved on copper and
by this process reproduced many of his own works—views of Dresden, Vienna, and Warsaw. The
figures in his views of Dresden were executed by
Torelli of Bologna. Bellofto assumed the name of
Canaletto, and much of his work is known by
that name. He died at Warsaw, 1780. Consult':
Meyer, Die beiden Canaletti (Dresden, 1878) ;

Muther, History of Modern Painting (London,
1896).

CANAL BING. See New York, History;
and Tii-DEN, Sam i el J.

CANANDAIGXJA, kan'an-da'gwft. A village
and county-seat of Ontario County, N. Y., at the
northern end of Canandaigua Lake, 29 miles
southeast of Rochester; on the New York Cen-
tral and Northern Central railroads, and the
Canandaigua Lake Steamboat Line (Map: New
York, C 3). The village, a popular resort, is

celebrated for picturesque scenery and handsome
private residences, and contains among the more
prominent features a fine court-house. Wood
Library, two orphan asylums, public and private
hospitals, private institutions for the aged and
for the insane. Canandaigua Aeademv. and
Granger Place School for Girls. Its manufac-
tures include agate-ware, tinware, pressed brick.
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tanned leather, and malt liquors. Settled about

1789 and incorporated as a village in 1815, Can-

andaigiia is governed under the charter of 1849

by a mayor, biennially elected, and a board of

trustees. The village owns its owti water-works.

Population, in 1890, 5868; in 1900, 6151.

CANANDAIGUA LAKE. A lake in Ontario

County anil forming part of the western border

of Vaifs County, N. Y. (Map: New York, C 3).

It lies nearly north and south, is 15 miles long

by nearly 2 miles wide, 668 feet above the tide,

and 421 feet above Lake Ontario, into which it

discharges its waters through the Canandaigua
outlet, the Clyde, Seneca, and Oswego rivers. It

receives its tributary waters mainly at the south

end, and has its outlet at the north end. It is

surrounded by high banks and furnishes charm-

ing scenery, and its steamboats are extensively

patronized bj^ pleasure-seekers.

CANANORE, kan'a-nor'. See Kananub.

CA'NA OF GAL'ILEE (Gk. Kam r^ TaAtAataf

Kami ti'S Galiluius) . A town mentioned several

times in the (iospel of John. Here Jesus per-

formed His first miracle, the changing of water

into wine (.John ii. 1, 12). He visited it again

later in His ministry (John iv. 46). It was the

home of one of His early disciples, Nathanael
(John xxi. 2). The site is not certainly known.

By some it has been located at Khirbet Kana,
about 8 miles north of Nazareth, near the plain

of Asochis (Sahel el Buttauf). By others it has

been identified with Kefr Kennah, about 4 miles

northeast of Nazareth, on the road to Tiberias.

CANARD, ka-nard' or ka-nar' (Fr., a hoax,

cheat, literally, a duck). An absurd and sensa-

tional story. The origin of this application of

the word 'canard (duck) is uncertain. Some
derive it from the old phrase vendeur de canard

a moitie, literally, 'one who sells half a duck,'

that is, pretends to sell a duck, but cheats

during the transaction; while others attribute

its origin to the following marvelous tale cir-

culated by Cornelissen in order to try the gul-

libility of the public: Having at one time

twenty ducks in his possession, he killed them
one by one and gave their bodies to the dimin-

ishing number of survivors, who successively

devoured them, until one out of the twenty was
all that remained, and he had actually eaten

his nineteen comrades. A corresponding expres-

sion in the United States is the term roorback,

a fictitious narrative published for purposes of

political advantage. It originated in 1844 from
a story of some notoriety purporting to be an
extract from the Travels of Baron Roorback.

CANARESE, kan'a-rez'. See Kanabese.

CANARI, ka-nil'r^. An ancient tribe about
the (Julf of Guayaquil, Ecuador, conquered and
incorporated by the Incas, about 1450. They
were skillful metal-workers, their technique dif-

fering from that of the Quichua. Copper axes,

curiously ornamented, are found in their tombs,

sometimes as nmch as 500 pounds weight in a
single deposit. Some of the most beautiful gold

ornaments of the Andean region have also been

found in their territory. Their linguistic con-

nection is unknown.

CANARIE, kA'nft'r/^. A dance, now obsolete,

supposed to hiive come from the Canary Islands.

Two persons danced before each other with ex-

travagant gestures. It was a favorite dance in

11 CANARY.

France in the time of Louis XIV., and it is men-
tioned by Shakespeare. The canarie is a species

of gigue resembling the loure, only quicker in

tempo.

CANA'RIUM (Neo-Lat., from East Indian
canari, from Kanara, or Vanara, a district of

southwestern India). A genus of trees of the

order Burseraceae, the species of which are na-

tives of the southeastern parts of Asia, the

Malayan archipelago, Australia, etc. The fruit

is a drupe. The kernel of the fruit of Canarium
commune is eaten both raw and roasted, and
in Amboyna bread is made of it. An oil is

expressed from it, which is used both for table

purposes and for lamps. The tree is about 50
feet high and lias a bark which yields a heavy
oil that has the same properties as balsam
copaiva and may be substituted for it. Canarium
sylvestre also produces eatable kernels. The
timber of this sjiecies is hard, tough, and close-

grained, and is used for furniture. Canarium
commune is supposed to be one of the trees

which yield the resin called elemi, and Canarium
siricUim is a large tree in Bombay and Madras,
where it grows at elevations up to 4500 feet.

The foliage is very brilliant and attractive.

From the trunk a gum exudes, the black dam-
mar of commerce. It solidifies upon the tree

into black lumps, but is amber-colored by trans-

mitted light. Canarium Australianum fur-

nishes a timber valuable in finishing houses.

CANA'TRY (named after the Canary Islands).

A small finch (Carduelis Canaria) , a native of

the Canary Islands, Madeira, and the Cape Verde,

but introduced into Europe as a cage-bird in the

latter part of the Fifteenth or early in the Six-

teenth Centurj', and now found, as a captive, in

all parts of the world where Europeans have
gone. So popular has the canary become as a

cage-bird, on account of its power of song and
its gentle manners, that the breeding of canaries

for the market is not only a popular avocation

in some places, but even an important industry.

In the wild state the plumage is dull greenish,

streaked with darker shades, like a siskin

(q.v.), and the yellow, orange, or red shades of

the domesticated birds are entirely the result of

man's artificial selection. The size of the ca-

nary, as well as its color, has been profoundly

modified by domestication, and some varieties

are half as large again as the wild bird, which
is rather more than 5 inches in length. The
musical powers of the bird have also been con-

siderably modified, and there is much variety

in the different breeds in this particular, but it

is doubtful whether in power and clearness the

domestic birds are the equal of those which are

wild. In their native haunts canaries frequent

the vicinity of hoiises, build their nests of moss,

hair, grass, feathers, etc., in bushes or trees, and
raise two or more broods in the season. The
eggs are four or five in a set, and are pale blue,

generally unspotted. The birds fwd chiefly upon

seeds, especially of certain gras.ses, but they also

eat soft green leaves, buds, and occasionally

insects.

The breeding and training of canaries is a

s\ibject of much interest and no little impor-

tance. It has been carried on most extensively

in northern England. Scotland, Belgium, and

especially in the Harz Mountains in Germany.

The various breeds of canaries take their names
in part from the locality where bred, and in
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part from Home charactt'riHtic of the breed wliieh

l» apecially notable. There are a hirge number
of varieties, of which the following are the

njoat important. To begin with the Uritibh

breeds, the Norwitli canary is famous for the

beauty of its plumage, but not for its great

powers of song. It is an inferior singer com-

pared to other breeds, especially some of the

llarz Mountain birds. The Nor\vich canary is

often crested, a pleasing addition to its api)ear-

ance. The .Mancliester canaries are also notable,

particularly the Manchester coppy, which is the

giant of canaries, sometimes reaching a length

of 8 inches. They are not, however, remarkable

songsters. Among the more curious breeds are

the Yorkshire Don and Scotch Fancy, which are

very slender, with long neck, trunk, and tail,

gracefully curved, so that in extreme examples

the bird i« almost a half-circle. Among the hand-

somest breeds are the gold and silver 'spangled'

canaries, which, as their names imply, are not

uniformly colored, but have a comparatively

dull ground color, spangled with very bright or

very pale feathers. These breeds are more valu-

able as ornaments than as musicians. The Bel-

gian canaries are also bred especially for appear-

ance, and some of them are almost monstrosi-

ties. The most notable of these is the variety

known as 'humped-backs,' which have a small

head, very short neck and broad shoulders, a
combination that gives a very odd appearance.

They are usually yellow, but the color is a sec-

ondary matter. The Ilarz Mountain canaries

are the most famous of all, and are especially

noted for their powers of song. The color is

regarded as of much less importance, and conse-

quently they vary much from bright green to

clear yellow. The best of all singers are the

Saint Andreasberg canaries, and the choicest of

these command a large price. Individual birds,

with exceptional ability as singers, are used as

instructors for young birds, and are known as

'campaninis.' There are two other breeds of

canaries not confined to any special locality, but

which take their names from their color. The
most interesting of these are the natural cinna-

monsy which are deep brownish-yellow or red-

dish, and are often very beautiful. The others

are known as cayennes, and are reddish, a color

produced by judicious feeding of red pepper to

the growing birds. They are sometimes nearly

scarlet, and often handsome birds, but breeders

of cinnamons regard them as an abomination.

The price of a canary depends upon its ap-

proach to the ideal bird of its breed, but the

females are usually the cheaper. From $1 to

$75 is the range of value for the great majority
of canaries, but exceptional individuals may
bring as high as $150. The highest prices are

paid for the Saint Andreasberg campaninis.
Canaries are often crossed, l>y fanciers, Avith

other finches, and the hybrids thus produced are
sometimes valuable as cage-birds, either for ap-
pearance or peculiar qualities of song.

These hybrids are called 'mules,' and are usu-
ally the result of mating other cockbirds with
hen canaries, on accoimt of the difficulty of

persuading female linnets, goldfinches, etc., to sit

on their eggs in captivity.
Canaries are the easiest of cage-birds to care

for. as almost the only essentials are cleanliness,

food, and water. The cage and especially the
food and water vessels should be kept scrupu-

lously clean. A bath shtiuKl U- provided at least

once a week, and occasional freedom from the

cage in a closed room is a real benetit to the

bird. Care should be Uiken not to expose the

bird to cold draughts, hence it is usually unwise
to hang the ciigc near windows during wintry
weather. The principal articles of food should

be canary-grass seed, hemp-seed, and ra|)e, but
green leaves, such as chickweed, are necessary

to maintain perfect health. Sugar is also great-

ly enjoyed by canaries, and is a proper ftuMl

in small quantities ; but acids, such as fresh

apple, should be avoided. Lime is essential to

the bird's welfare, and is best provided in the

form of cuttle-fish bone. The nails are apt to

grow so long, in canaries kept in small cages,

that they should be cut occasionally to prevent
them from becoming troublesome to the bird.

l''or further information in reference to the care

of canaries and their breeding, consult: Wallace,
The Canary Book (London, ISM) ; Holden,
Canaries and Cage-birds (New York, 1883), and
Belts, The I'lcasurahle Art of Breeding Pet
Canaries (London, 1897). See Cage-Bibds, and
Plate of Canaries.
CANARY-GRASS {Phalaris canariensia)

.

An annual gras.s of wiiicii the seed is much used,

under the name canary-seed, as food for cage-

birds, and which is, on that account, cultivated

to some extent in the south of Europe, and in

certain districts of Germany and England. It is

a native of the Canary Islands, the south of

Europe, north of Africa, and Asia. It has been
introduced and has become naturalized in Eng-
land and various parts of the United States. It

attains a height of 2 or 3 feet, and has a crowded,
egg-shaped, spike-like panicle, from an inch to

almost 2 inches long. A fine fiour is prepared
from canary-seed, which is employed as glue or

sizing in fine cotton-weaving, and for the finisli-

ing of silken stuffs. The groats and flour of this

small kind of grain are also used in the Canary
Islands, in Barbary, and in Italy, as food, the

flour being made into bread, which is very nu-
tritious and pleasant. Other closely allied spe-

cies of Phalaris produce a similar grain, but are

inferior in productiveness and quality. Reed
canary-grass (Phalaris arundinacea) is very com-
mon on the banks of lakes and rivers, and in

other wet places in Groat Britain, throughout
southern and central Europe, and in the United
States. It diflfers very much in appearance from
canary-grass, having a large, spreading panicle,

generally of a reddish color, and the glumes are
winged at the keel. It is a somewhat reed-like

grass, 4 to 6 feet high, with creeping roots, which
help to secure river-banks, and yields a great
bulk of hay, but has been very generally despised
as a coarse grass. However, it is said to be very
nutritious, and is readily eaten by both horses
and cattle when cut early. A variety with
curiously white-striped leaves is well known in

gardens as ribbon grass. Southern canary-
grass (Phalaris Caroliniana) , and its variety,

Augusta, range from South Carolina to Florida,

and westward through Texas to California and
Oregon. The variety is called Apache timothy,
from the resemblance the head bears to that of

timothy. It is valued for forage on account of

its remaining green throughout most of the win-
ter. For illustration, see Plate of Camet.t.ias.

CANARY ISLANDS, or CANA'RIES (Lat.
Canaria, from can is, dog, perhaps because of the



CANARY BIRDS

1. GOLDFINCH MULE (Canary and goldfinch).
2. YORKSHIRE DON.
3. MANCHESTER COPPY.

4. SCOTCH FANCY CANARY.
5. NORWICH CRESTED CANARY.
6. WILD CANARY.
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shape of the largest island). A group of islands

in tlie Atlantic, off the northwestern coast of

Africa, constituting a province of Spain (Map:
Atrica, C 2). They extend from about latitude

27° 40' to 29° 25' N., and from longitude 13° 25'

to 18° lU' W., forming a laud area of 2808 square

miles. Tlie group consists of the seven large

inhabited islands, TenerifTe (752 square miles),

(Jran Canaria (531 square miles), Palma (280
square miles), Gomera (144 square miles), Ferro
or Hierro (107 square miles, the smallest of the

large islands), Fuerteventura (GG5 square miles)

and Lanzjirote (320 square miles), and six

islets. The entire group is of volcanic origin,

and tliere are extinct volcanoes on all the islands.

'Jhe volcanoes of Pico de Teyde on Teneritfe and
the ^Mountain of Fire on Lanzarote are but slum-
bering. The former, the loftiest mountain of the

Canaries, often called the Peak of Teneriffe, rises

to a height of 12,190 feet.

The climate is generally mild and healthful.

The average temperature for the year is about
65°, while the maximum and minimum are about
80° and 52° respectively. Precipitation is very
scant and occurs mainly in winter; droughts are

frequent. The liot east and southeast winds
blowing from Africa dry up the vegetation. There
are several zones of vegetation depending on the

altitude, but in general the west slopes furnish

a more abundant vegetation than those on the

cast. The vegetation of the lowest zone, extend-

ing up to 1200 and 1300 feet, is more or less

African, and includes the date palm, sugar-cane,

the dragon's-blood tree, etc. In the second zone,

between 1200 and 2800 feet, the flora resembles
that of southern Europe, and comprises the vine,

tiie olive, the orange, and several kinds of Euro-

I)ean grain. In the third zone the vegetation

is confined mostly to trees, and includes the

Finns canariensis, evergreens, the Retama blanca,

and a few other coniferse. The native fauna offers

little variet}% and most of the animals have been

imported either from Europe or Africa. The two
easternmost islands, Fuerteventura and Lanza-
rote, possess a richer vegetation and are better

wooded than the others.

The chief agricultural products are fruits,

onions, and potatoes, which are exported to the

XN'est Indies. The production of wine was for-

merly of considerable importance, but is at pres-

ent in a state of decline. The land is held

mostly in large estates and the peasants are gen-

erally very poor and emigrate in considerable

numbers to Cuba and to the other West Indian

inlands. The Canaries were formerly of great com-
mercial importance through the production of

cochineal, but this industry has declined greatly.

Tobacco, sugar, and silk are raised only in insig-

nificant quantities. The manufacturing industries

are of little account and are confined chiefly to

the production of some silk and cotton fabrics

find coarse linen. The commerce is largely with

Great Britain and Spain. Inter-insular commu-
nication is maintained by means of sailing ves-

sels, and conununication with Europe is effected

by mail steamers. For administrative purposes

the group is divided into seven districts. There
is a Spanish garrison and a native militia. The
towns of Santa Cruz de Teneriffe (the capital)

and Ciudad de las Palmas are fortified. The
population of the group was 334,521 in 1897.

The Canaries are regarded as the Fortuvntw
Insulce of the ancients, and are supposed to have

been known to the Phoenicians and the Cartha-
ginians, judging from the description by Juba
11., King of Mauritania. Before their annexa-
tion to Spain they were inhabited by the Guan-
chos, a Berber tribe, now completely amalga-
mated with the Spanish settlers. Their discovery
by Europeans in modern times dates from the
Fourteenth Century, when a vessel was acciden-

tally driven on the islands. In 1344 they were
granted by the Pope to Luis de la Cerda, who,
however, did not take possession of them. They
were subsequently granted by Henry III. of Cas-
tile to Robert of Bracamonte, and it was only in

the beginning of the Fifteenth Century that an
attempt was made to take possession of them. In
1402-05 Jean de Bethencourt, a French adven-
turer, to whom Robert of Bracamonte had trans-

ferred his title, conquered several of the islands,

and by the end of the century the entire group
was in the possession of Spain, Teneriffe, the
largest, having been taken in 1490. Consult
Brown, Madeira and the Canary Islands (Lon-
don, 1894).

CANARY-SEED. See Canaby-Gbass.

CANARY WINE. A wine which is also

known as Tenerifle, from one of the Canary
Islands bearing that name, produced in these

islands, and resembling Madeira. The name is

applied properly only to the Bidogne wine, and
must be distinguished from the Malvoisie of the

Canaries, made from the Malvasia sweet grape.
It is made from grapes gathered before they have
ripened, and when new is crude and unpleasant

;

but in the course of two or three years, increas-

ing in mildness with age, it becomes so much
like Madeira that it is often sold for it. Like
Madeira, it is greatly improved by a voyage to

the tropics.

CANAS'TER (Lat. canistrum, from Gk. kov-

auTpov, kanastron, wicker basket) . A rush bas-

ket used in Spanish America to hold tobacco;

hence is said to be derived the name 'canaster,'

applied to tobacco of a certain kind.

CAN^Y, Edward Richabd Spbigg (1819-73).

An American soldier. He was born in Kentucky,
early removed with his parents to Indiana, grad-

uated at West Point in 1839, and served as

second lieutenant in the Seminole War from 1839

to 1842, and as captain in the Mexican War in

1846-47, l>eing brevetted major during the latter

war for "gallant and meritorious conduct in the

battles of Contreras and Churubusco," and lieu-

tenant-colonel for "gallant conduct at Belen

Gate." He then served as assistant adjutant-

general of the Pacific Division from 1849 to

1851, and in the adjutant-general's office from
1851 to 1855; participated in the Utah expedition

of 1857-60, and commanded the Navajo exjK'di-

tion of 1860-61. During the Civil War he com-

manded the Dcpartmcjit of New Mexico from
June, 1861. to September, 1862, successfully de-

fending his territory from the attacks of the

Confederate general Sibley; was raised to the

rank of brigadier-general of volunteers in March,

1862: was in command of the Draft Rendezvous

at Pittsburg from November, 1862, to January,

1863; was then assigned to special duty at the

\\'ar Department; commanded the city and har-

bor of New York at the time of the Draft Riots

(q.v. ) in 1863: became a major-general of vol-

unteers in May, 1864, and subsequently com-
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inandtHl the military division of West Missis-
sippi from May, 1804, to June, 1805, directing,
as siKJi, the Mobile campaign of March-Apnl,
1805, which resulted in the oi-cupatiou of Mobile
and Montgomery. In May, 1805, he received the
surrender of the Confederate forces under Gen-
erals R. Taylor and E. K. Smith. At the close
of the war he was brevetted brigadier-general in
the regular army for "gallant and meritorious
services at the battle of Valverde, N. M.," and
major-general for "gallant and meritorious ser-

vices in the capture of Fort Blakely and Mobile,
Ala." In July, 18(i0, he was promoted to the reg-

ular rank of brigadier-general, subsequently com-
manded various military divisions and depart-
ments, and on April II, 1873, while commanding
the Division of the Pacific, was treacherously
killed by the Modoc Indians while holding a con-
ference with them near the 'Lava Beds' in Ore-
gon.

CANBY, William Mabbiott (1831—). An
American botanist, bom in Philadelphia, and
educated mainly in private schools. Although in
business, he devoted much time to the study of
botany, and described many new species of plants.
He made large collections in the United States
and Canada, and was one of the botanists of the
Northern Pacific Transcontinental Survey. His
activity in botanical research has included the
collection, through purchase, exchange, and gift,

of a fine herbarium of more than 30.000 species
of plants, now the property of the College of
Pharmacy in New York City, and a smaller col-

lection made for the Society of Natural History
of Delaware.

CANCALE, kilN'kftP. The capital of a can-
ton in the Department of Ille-et-Villaine, France,
situated on a height overlooking the Bay of

!Mont Saint-Michel, 10 miles east of Saint Malo.
It is a favorite seaside resort and a busy fishing

port. Oyster-culture is an important industrj',

430 acres of beds devoted to their propagation
being inclosed by the Rochers de Cancale, an
islet which also protects a safe harbor. Popu-
lation, in 1901, of town, 3678; of commune, 6549.

CAN'CAN ( Fr., origin obscure ; OF. caque-
han, tumultuous assembly, noise, quarrel. Ro-
mance scholars derive it from the disputes of the
medijEval schoolmen over the pronunciation of the
Lat. quamquam, quanquam, although the word
may be purely onomatopoetic ) . A wild dance, or
rather a series of violent choreographic move-
ments, originated by the demi-monde of Paris.
There is some resemblance between it and the
Bacchic or Dionysian dances of ancient Greece.

CANCAO, kao'kou', EANG-KAO, or Hatien.
A seaport of Cambodia, situated on the Gulf of
Siam at the mouth of the river Cancao, on the
frontier between Cambodia and Cochin China
(Map: Siam, E 5). The harbor is shallow, and
the trade, once considerable, is now in a state
of decline.

CANCELING (Lat. cancelli, lattice-work )

.

The extinguishment of the rights or obligations
created by a written instrument by obliterating
or destroying the instrument itself. Originally
the efficacy of the act depended on a strict com-
pliance with the prescribed form of drawing
transverse lines over the face of the document;
but at the present time any mark or writing

—

as the word 'canceled' indorsed on the back
thereof—clearly showing the intention of the

CANCELLATION.

parlies is equally valid. In general, the de-
struction, obliteration, or marking of an instru-
ment creating property rights, whether acci-
dentally or with the intention of canceling it,

will not have the legal etlect of extinguishing
the rights or obligations created by it. Thus,
the destruction of a deed by which real prop-
erty has been conveyed will not operate to di-
vest the title of the grantee and revest it in the
grantor. The title, having passed by the deed,
can be restored to the former owner only by
another deed. So the tearing or obliterating
of a written lease by the parties thereto will not
have the elFect of terminating the subsisting
relation of landlord and tenant, as this can only
be effected by a surrender made in writing or
otherwise, as prescribed by law. The only ex-
ception to this rule is when the cancellation of
an instrument—as a deed or letters patent—is
ordered by a court or other competent authority
for fraud or mistake, or because the instru-
ment—a mortgage, for example—has answered
its purpose and is entitled to be discharged.
The case of a will, which may be canceled by
the maker at his pleasure, is not a real excep-
tion to the rule, as a will does not go into effect
and create property rights until the death of
the testator. See Lettebs Patent; Fbaud;
Mistake; Will.

Instruments creating mere contract rights,
whether under seal or not—as written agree-
ments for services or for the sale of goods, notes,
and bills of exchange, and the like—may, on the
other hand, usually be canceled by the parties
thereto. Even where such contracts are required
by law to be in writing, they are capable of
being revoked by parol; and the cancellation of
tiie instrument operates as a revocation or re-
scission of the contract, if made with that in-
tention. Bonds were, and, to a certain extent,
still are, instruments of a peculiar nature, and
are considered as comprehending within them-
selves all of the rights and obligations de-
scribed in them. Even the accidental loss or
destruction of sucn an instrument rendered it

unenforceable at common law. While this is

generally no longer true, it may always be ex-
tinguished by cancellation. See Contract;
Bond; Deed; and compare Alteration and
Spoliation.

CANCELLATION (Lat. cancellare, to make
like lattice, to strike out lattice-wise ( X ) , to
cross out, cancel). The process of rejecting a
common factor from both dividend and divisor,

or a common term from both members of an
equation. In reducing fractions any factor com-
mon to both numerator and denominator is re-

jected by cancellation ; e.g.

6 _ ^ • 3 _ 3

8 — WTi — 4
Algebraic expressions are often simplified on

the same principle; e.g.

a'— b^ OT*— n' _ (a-f 6) (a' + ab + b')

m -\- n ' a— 6

(m + n ) (m — n

)

m + n

= (a»-fa6-f 6*) (m— n)
a— 6

The plan, formerly followed in text-books, of

treating cancellation as an independent chapter
of elementary arithmetic, has, in recent years,

been abolished.
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CANCELIiEBIA, kfin clia'ljl-re'a, Paulzzo
Deu.a. a Renaissance palace in Rome, the
ma'sterpieoe of Bramante. It was built in 1489
for Cardinal Riario, and is connected with the
Church of San Lorenzo in Damaso, built on the
site of the Basilica of Daniasus I. The chief
feature of the palace is the graceful court with
a double row of red Egyptian granite pillars,
removed by Dainasus from Pompey's Theatre to
his basilica and thence to the palace.

CANCER. See Tumor.
CANCER (T^t.. crab). The fourth of the

twelve signs of the zodiac, running from 90°
to 1*20° on the ecliptic (q.v.). The constella-
tion Cancer contains the interesting cluster
called Prapsepe, which has been carefully meas-
ured very recently at Gottingen with theheliom-
eter, and photographically at Columbia Uni-
versity. Xcw York. See Precession; Zodiac.

CANCER, Tropic of. See Tropics.
CANCER-ROOT, or Beech-Drops {Epiphe-

f/Ka cin/iniana) . A parasitic plant of the order
Orobanchacea?. It is a native of North Amer-
ica, growing almost exclusively on the roots
of beech-trees. Like all the other plants of its

order, it has a curious appearance, having
scales instead of leaves. Its stem is branching,
and produces distant alternate white flowers,
streaked with purple. The whole plant is pow-
erfully astringent, and the root is brownish,
spongy, very bitter, and nauseous in taste. This
plant at one time had quite a reputation as a
cure for cancer, and, in conjunction with white
oxide of arsenic, is believed to have formed a
medicine once famous in the United States un-
der the name of 'Martin's Canc-er Powder.' An-
other American plant of the same order (.1/ano-
tropa uniflora) is sometimes also called cancer-
root, and is used in the same way; and an in-

fusion of the common broom-rape {Orobanche
major), a native of Great Britain and of the
south of Europe, parasitic on the roots of broom,
furze, and other leguminous plants, has been
employed as a detergent application to foul
sores. The attachment of the cancer-root to the
roots of the beech-tree is said to be a case of
the inter^•ention of niycorrhiza or fungus fila-

ments penetrating and investing both roots.
Througli these connections the parasite gains
its sustenance. Being without functional leaves,
it cannot make its own food. ( See Broom-
Rape. ) For illustration, see colored Plate of
Parasitic Plants.
CANCRIN, kan-kren', Georo, Count (1774-

1S45). A Russian statesman. He was born at
Hanau, Germany, and studied law and political
economy at Giessen and Marburg. He then went
to Russia, where his father was director of the
salt-mines of Staraya Russa, \\&sr first employed
by him and then in the Ministry of the Interior.
He sub.sequently entered the army, and attracted
attention by his writings on military subjects.
In 1812 he was appointed commissary-general of
all the forces, and in 1814 accompanied the Czar
.Alexander I. to Paris. He was Minister of
Finance from 1823 until 1844. In some respects
he gave a great stimulus to the national indus-
tries, and by his financial management brought
order into the financial chaos, but the unlimited
issue of paper money sanctioned by him paved
the way for subsequent financial disaster. His
chief works are: International Wealth, National

CANDELABRUM.
Wealth, and Political Economy (1821); and
The Economy of Human Societies (1845).
CAN'CRUM CRIS (Xeo-Lat., from Lat. can-

cer, cancer -f oris, Lat. gen. sing, of os, mouth
)

,

Noma, or Gangrenous Stomatitis. A gangre-
nous process which usually begins on the gums or
cheek in children, following an exhausting disease
such as measles. It is very rare, and is caused by
streptococci, the bacteria of pus, acting upon tis-
sues of low vitality. It is also found attacking
the ear and the female genitals. The gangrene
spreads rapidly, invades the surrounding tissues,
and causes death in 75 per cent, of cases. In
those in which it is not fatal, a line of demarca-
tion appears, a slough separates, and granulation
occurs. Among the symptoms of cancrum oris
may be mentioned: profound prostration: a tem-
perature of 102° to 105° F.: dullness, apathv,
and diarrhoea. There is little pain. Patients suf-
fering from the affection should in all cases be
isolated. The mouth should be carefully disin-
fected with peroxide of hydrogen or with a weak
solution of potassium permanganate, and sup-
porting and stimulating food and medicine should
be given. Surgical treatment, if at all employed,
consists in making a thorough excision of the "dis-

eased tissue and cauterizing, or else applying
nitric acid.

CANDABA, kSn-da'bd. A town of Luzon,
Philippines, in the Province of Pampanga. It
lies 20 miles from Bacolor, the capital of the
province, and west of the Pinag de Candaba, an
inland marsh of considerable size. The town
was founded in 1578. Population, in 1898,
14,585.

CANDACE, kan'da-se. The name of two or
more queens of Ethiopia (q.v.)—i.e. Nubia—in
Roman times. According to Pliny, Candace was
the usual name for Ethiopian queens, or. rather,
for the mother of the King. Two Candaces are
known to history. One, a one-eyed virago, at-

tempted to invade Egj-pt in B.C. 22, but the
Roman governor, Petronius, defeated her and
penetrated to hor capital, Napata (q.v.), which
he destroyed. Another Candace, who seems to
have been a contemporary of Nero, is mentioned
in Acts viii. 27 et seq., where it is stated that
her treasurer was converted by Philip. Her
residence was at Meroe.

CANDAHAR, kjin'da-har'. See Kandauab.
CANDAULES, kfin-du'lez. See Gyges.

CANDEISH, kiin-dash'. See Khandesh.
CAN'DELA'^RXJM (Lat., from candela, a

candle). A word signifying properly a candle-
stick, but frequently employed to mean a sup-
j)ort for a lamp. The candelabra proper were
ot sufficient height to stand upon the floor,

and though the forms vary greatly in details,

the general shape is well defined. Those from
Etruria have a base, usually formed of three feet

of some animal, from which rises a slender

shaft, often crowned by a statuette. Near the
top four arms branch, terminating in spikes on
which the candles were placed. A metal disk

below the arms protected the hand, if it were
needful to move the candelabrum. This pattern
was easily modified to serve as a support for the

small hand lamps, sometimes by placing flat

plates on the top of the shaft and ends of the
arms, sometimes by suspending the lamps by
chains from the branches. Many bronze can-
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delabra have bpen fmiiul in Etruria, Hercula-
neuni, and Pompeii, showing great skill in the
elaboration of the details. Among the most
splendid examples are the great marble can-
delabra which seem to have l)een placed in

temples or j)alaces. These show a marble base,

often richly decorated, from which rises a col-

umnar shaft usually ending in a hollow, which
may have served for oil or incense. Similar
marble bases for the support of bronze candela-
bra are by no means infrequent. E.vamples
of can(lelal>ra may be found in the plates of
the iluseo (Iregoriano, or in the works of Over-
beck, Pompeii in aeinen Gebauden, Alterthiimem
vnd Kunaticerkeii (4th ed., Leipzig, 1884) ;

Mau-Kelsev, Pompeii: Its Life and Art (New
York. IH8fl).

CAN'DIA. See Cbetb.

CANDIA, or ilE(iAi.OKA8TBON. Formerly the
capital of C'andia or Crete, on the north shore of
the island, latitude 35° 20' N. and longitude
25° 0' E. It is surrounded by fortifications

built by the Venetians, but which are now out
of repair. The town has been much injured by
earthquakes. Candia occupies the site of the an-
cient Heracleum, the seaport of Cnosus. The
present city was founded by the Saracens in the
Ninth Century, was fortified in the Twelfth Cen-
tury by the Genoese, and greatly strengthened by
the Venetians in the following three centuries.
It was taken by the Turks in 1609, after a stub-
l>om defense by the Venetians, who lost 30,000
men. Population, in 1900, 22,331.

CANDIDATE ( Lat. candidatus, dressed in the
white toga, toga Candida). In ancient Pome, an
aspirant to one of the higher magistracies, as
consul, tribune, jrdile, or prtetor. He was so
called l)ecause of the white garment in which
he appeared in public during the period of his
candidature. His dress was cho.sen partly as
an ostentation of humility, and partly as the
means of displaying wounds received in battle.
The candidature commonly lasted two years;
in the first year, the candidate was tested by
the Senate, whose decision, if favorable, was
ratified by the popular assemblies; and in the
second his name was entered in the list of can-
didates. During this period occurred the am-
hiiio, or canvassing of voters, which often gave
occasion to enormous briberj', in spite of the
severe enactments passed to prevent the corrup-
tion of the electors. The elected candidate was
styled designatus.

In the early Christian Church newly baptized
converts were styled candidates, on account of
the white garments worn during the eight days
after baptism. In modern times a German pro-
bationer or theological student who has been
approved before the highest ecclesiastical au-
thorities is called a candidate; but a still broad-
er signification is. in English-speaking lands, also
attached to the word—an applicant for any office
whatever, religious or .secular, being termed a
candidate.

_CANDIDE, Oil L'OPTIMISME, kais'dM'
oo I6p'tt''nu*'z'm (Lat. ca«(/iV/ i/.s. shining). A pes-
simistic novel by Voltaire (1759), so named from
its philosophic hero, Candide.

CAN'DIDUS, WiLi-iAM ( 1840- ) . An Ameri-
can singer, born in Philadelphia, Pa. During
the Civil War he attained the rank of major

CANDLE.

of Federal artillery. He studied for the opera
under Konapazeck in li«'rlin and Houchetti in
Milan, and became, in 1880, a member of the
opera of Frankfort-on-the-Main. He was also
connected with the American Opera Company.
CANDLE (Lat. cnndela, from oandere, to be

white, glow). A cylinder of wax or fatty mat-
ter, with a wick, intended for giving* light.
Candles are made of tallow, the solid portion of
palm and cocoanut oils, bleached wax, sperma-
ceti, and paraffin, and other oily substances
found in coal, shale, and gas tar. They are
either dip|X'd. molded, or rolled. 'Dips' are
made by stretching a numlier of wicks upon a
suitable frame, so that they nmy hang down at
a distance from each other equal to about
double the intended thickness of the candle;
these are then dipped in a trough of melted tal-
low and hung upon a rack until cooled, then
dipped again and again, until the required thick-
ness is obtained. The dipper has a number of
frames prepared before commencing the opera-
tion, and by the time he has dipped the last
the first is cool enough to dip again. The tal-
low in the trough has to be kept only a little

above its melting-point, for if it were nuich
hotter it would melt away a portion of the
tallow already on the wick, instead of adding
to it. Molds, or mold candles, are made by
pouring the tallow into a metal tul)e, along the
axis of which the wick has been previously
fixed. These tubes are well polished in the in-
side, and several are fitted in a frame, the up-
j'cr part of which forms a trough, into which
the molds all oix'n. Thus, by pouring into the
trough, all the molds are filled at once. Some
process of molding is now used in the manu-
facture of candles of all materials except those
of wax, and machines are employed.
Wax candles are not molded, on account of

the great amount of contraction which wax
undergoes on cooling, and the difficulty of re-
moving it from the molds. The wicks are
warmed and suspended over a basin of melted
wax, which is poured over them until they
acquire the proper thickness; they are then
rolled, while hot, between two flat pieces of
smootli, hard wood, kept moist to prevent ad-
hesion. Pure stearic acid, or stearin, the chief
fatty acid of tallow so largely used for candles,
is a hard, crystalline substance, perfectly dry
and free from any greasiness, with a somewhat
pearly lustre. Its crystalline structure presents
a difficulty in the manufacture of candles, for
when cast in molds it contracts on cooling, and
leaves small spaces between the crystals. This
has been obviated by mixing the stearin with a
little wax or paraffin and pouring into hot
molds.

Paraffin (q.v.), a white, crystalline body, ob-
tained by distillati(m from cannel coal, etc., af-
fords a beautiful white and clear material for can-
dles, and having thus, in a great degre<?, the pro-
portions of wax at a much smaller expense, it is

much used for this purpose. Ozocerite (q.v.)
is another oily mineral substance used for can-
dles. For candles as standards of illumination,
see Photometry.
To obviate the necessity of snuffing candles,

several devices have been adopted. In all of
them the object is effected by causing the wick
to bend over and its end to fall outside of the
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-flame: and thus, by coining in contact with the
oxygen of the air, to be completely burned—for
such combustion cannot take place within the
flames.

For the use and signification of candles in

religious worship, see Lights, Use of, ix Public
Woks HIP.

CANDLE, Electbic. See Electric Lighting.

CANDLEBERRY, Baybekby, Wax-Mybtle,
or Tallow-Tbee ( Myrica cerifera ) . A small
tree or shrub 4 to 18 feet high, but generally a
low-spreading shrub, a native of the eastern
<?oast region of the United States, but most
abundant and luxurious in the South. It be-

longs to the order ^lyricacea', distinguished by
naked dowers, a drupaceous fruit (stone-fruit)—
the scales becoming fleshy—and a single seed.

The candleberry has evergreen, oblong, lanceo-

late leaves, with two small serratures on each
feide at the point, sprinkled with resinous dots.

The bark and leaves when bruised emit a de-

lightful fragrance. The small, dry drupes or
nuts when riix; are covered with a greenish-

white wax, which is collected by boiling them
and skimming it off, and is afterwards melted
and refined. A bushel of berries will yield four
or five pounds. It is used chiefly for candles,

which burn slowly, with little smoke, and emit
an agreeable, balsamic odor, hut do not give
a strong light. An excellent scented soap
is made from it. llyrica gale is the sweet
gale of the moors and bogs of Scotland, well
known for its delightful fragrance, a native of

the northern parts of the world. Several spe-

cies are found at the Cape of Good Hope, one
of which, Myrica cordifolia, bears the name of

wax-shrub, and candles are made from its ber-

ries. Myrica nayi, a Japanese species, is a tree

from 40 to 50 feet high that will withstand
some frost. It produces an edible fruit, and is

cultivated to some extent in California. Myrica
aspletiifolia, or Comptonia asplenifolia, is com-
mon in the United States, where it is known
as sweet-fern.

CANDLE-FISH, or Eulachox or Oolachan.
<1) A ti-h {Thaleichthys Pacificus) of the smelt
family ( Argentinidir) , nearly allied to the cap-
lin (q.v.), and found on the Pacific Coast of

America from Oregon northward. (For illus-

tration, see WniTEFiSH, etc.) It is 12 to 15
inches in length, has a somewhat pointed and
conical head, and a large mouth. The color is

greenish-olive on the back, passing into silvery-

white on the sides and belly, sparsely spotted
with dirty yellow. The flesh is very oily, but
the oil has a fine flavor. It is an excellent pan-
fish, its flesh being far superior to that of the
trout. Its oil is sometimes extracted and used
as a substitute for cod-liver oil. The Alaskan
Indians often use the drie<l fish as a lamp, by
merely drawing through it a piece of rush pith
or a strip from the inner bark of the c^T^ress-

tree as a wick. Immense shoals of candle-fish
approach the shores and mouths of- streams iu
spring and summer, when they are taken in large
quantities by the Indians in canoes, by means of
a flattened pole 8 to 12 feet long, having teeth
originally of sharpened bone, but now of iron,

set thickly along the edge of its outer end. This
is swept through the school of fish, pricking and
matching many, which are then skillfully tossed

Vol. IV. —a.

into the boat. The Indians formerly made ex-
tensive use of the oil rudely compressed from
these fishes. Consult Swan, in Proceedings United
States National Museum, Vol. III. (Washington.
1881).

V "6
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(2) A local name in San Francisco for the
Pacific coalfish (A>io/^ioma fimbriata).

CANDLEMAS (Engl, candle + mass). In
its ecclesiastical meaning, the feast of the puri-
fication of the Virgin Mary, observed on the
second of Februan,'. This festival is very strict-
ly kept by the Roman Catholic Church, there
being a procession with many lighted candles,
and those required for the service of the ensu-
ing year being also on that occasion consecrat-
ed; hence the name Candlemas Day. In Scot-
land this day is one of the four term days ap-
pointed for periodical annual payments of money,
interest, taxes, etc., and of entrj' to premises, the
three other term days there being \Miitsimday,
Lammas, and ilartinmas. See Tebm.
An old document of the time of Henry VIII.,

preserved in the archives of the Society of Anti-
quaries, London, concerning the rites and cere-
monies in the English Church, speaks thus of
the custom of carrying candles: "On Candlemas
daye it shall be declared that the bearj-inge of
candles is done in the memorie of Christe, the
spirituall h-ghte whom Simeon dyd prophecye
['a light to lighten the Gentiles'], as it is redde
in the churche that daye." But an older and
heathen origin is ascribed to the practice. The
Romans were in the habit of burning candles on
this day to the goddess Februa, the mother of
Mars; and Pope Sergius, seeing it would be use-
less to prohibit a practice of so long standing,
turned it to Christian account by enjoining a
similar offering of candles to the Virgin. The
candles were supposed to have the effect of
frightening the devil and all evil spirits away
from the persons who carried them, or from the
houses in which they were placed. An order
of council in 1584 prohibited the ceremony in

England. There is a tradition in most parts of
Europe to the effect that a fine Candlemas por-
tends a severe winter. In Scotland the prognos-
tication is expressed in the following distich:

"If Candlemas is fair and clear.
There '11 be twa winters iu the year."

Christ's Presentation, the Holiday of Saint
Simeon, and, in the north of England, the
Wives' Feast Day, were names given to Candle-
mas Day. Consult Brand, Popular Antiquities,
Bohn's edition (London, 1849).

CANDLE-NUT {Aleurites triloba). A tree
of the order Euphorbiacene, a native of the South
Sea Islands, ^ladagascar, Molucca, Java, etc.,

which produces a nut with a very hard shell

and a kernel good to eat when roasted, although
in a raw state it possesses in a slight degree
some of the active properties so common in the
Euphorbiaceip, and is apt to cause purging. It

is about as large as a walnut. An excel-

lent fi.xed oil is procured from it, used both
for food and us a lamp-oil. It is a drying oil,

and has been used by artists. It is known
as country walnut-oil and kekune-oil. A
valuable dye is obtained from the fruit. The
inhabitants of the Society Islands, after slight-

ly baking these nuts in an oven and removing
the shell, string them on rushes to be used for
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torches, which are inude by inclosing four or

live strings in a leaf of the screw-pine (Pan-
danus). The lampblack used in tattooing was
obtained from the shell of the candle-nut. A
gummy substance exudes from the candle-nut

tree, which the South Sea Islanders chew. The
candle-nut tree has been grown in Florida and
California. Aleuritcs cordata, a species from
the south of China, yields an excellent lac.

CAND'LISH, Robert Smith (1806-73). A
fouiuU'i- and leader of the Free Church of Scot-

land. He was . bom in Edinburgh, studied in

Glasgow, wa.s licensed in 182S, and from 1834

until his death was minister of Saint George's,

Kdinburgh. In the General Assembly of 1839
he strongly declared in favor of the Free Church
party of the Established Church, and in 1843
took a leading part in the formation of the in-

dependent body. From the deatli of Chalmers
(1847), his activity and eloquence made him the

controlling spirit of the Free Church. He de-

clined an appointment as professor of divinity

at New College, but in 1862 accepted the prin-

cipalship of that institution. He improved the

Free Church school system, and aided in forming
the Evangelical Alliance (1845). His publica-

tions include: Contributions Towards the Expo-
sition of the Book of Genesis (1842); On the
Atonement (1845); Examination of Mr. Mau-
rice's Theological Essays (1854); Reason and
Revelation (1859); The Two Great Command-
ments (1860); and a posthumous volume of

Sermons (1874).

CANDOLLE, kiix'dol', De. See De Candolle.

CANDON, kan-don'. A towTi of Luzon, Philip-
pines, in the Province of Ilocos Sur. It is situ-

ated 29 miles south of Vigan, near the coast,

on which it has a port, and contains a telegraph
station. The town dates from 1591. Popula-
tion, in 1898, 15,797.

CANa)OUB,, Mrs. A member of the School
for Scandal in Sheridan's comedy of the latter
title. Under the guise of a well-meaning frank-
ness she is able to exceed even Backbite and
Crabtree in acidity of speech.

CAN'DTJC (N. African). A South African
jackal. See Jackal.

CANDY. See Confectionery.

CAN'DYS (Gk. kovSvc). A loose gown, worn
by tlie Medes and Persians as well as the later
Parthians over their other garments. It was a
long flowing robe made of woolen cloth, which
was either purple or of some other brilliant
color, and had wide sleeves. In the sculptures at
Persepolis, nearly all the personages are repre-
sented as so attired.

CANDYTUFT (Eng. Candy, archaic name
for the island of Crete -f tuft) {Iberis). A
genus of plants of the order CrucifersE. The
species are chiefly found in the countries sur-
rounding the Mediterranean Sea, and the name
candytuft is supposed to be derived from that
of the island of Candia, the name Iberis from
Iberia (Spain). One species, Iberis amara, re-

markable for its bitterness, is a doubtful native
of England. Some species are slightly shrubby,
some are herbaceous perennials, some annuals.
Candytuft is among the most familiar ornaments
of our flower-gardens, as the annual white and
purple candytuft (Iberis umbellata), the sweet-

CANELLA.

scented candytuft {Iberis ocloralu), and two
slightly shrubby species, Iberis scminrvirens and
Iberis semperflorena, the latter of wliich, in suffi-

ciently warm situations, continues to blossom
throughout the whole winter, and is prized for

the abundance and the perfect whiteness of ita

flowers. There are about a dozen well-known
species of Iberis, all of which arc represented in

gardens by numerous cultural varieties.

CANE, or KEN, kan. A river rising in Bun-
delkhand, India, near latitude 23° 54' N., and
longitude 80° 13' E., and after a north-north-
east course of 230 miles entering the Jumna in

latitude 25° 47' N., and longitude 80° 35' E.
(Map: India, D 5). It is generally too rapid
and rugged for navigation, but during the rainy
season is navigable from Banda, 30 miles above
its confluence. It is remarkable for the match-
less beauty of its pebbles.

CANEA, ki-ne'ii, or KHANIA. The chief
commercial town of Crete, and capital of a prov-
ince (Map: Greece, F 6). It is situated on the
northern coast, and occupies the site of ancient
Cydonia. The present city is of Venetian origin,

and dates from a.d. 1252, when a colony was sent
from Venice to occupy it. Tlie object of its foun-

dation was to keep down the Greeks, who had
been in arms, and at open war with their Italian

lords, almost without intermission from the day
when the Venetians first set foot on their sliores.

Venetian coats of arms are still observed over
the doorways of some of the principal houses.
Canea is surrounded by a strong wall and deep
ditch, both of which, however, are in a state of

great dilapidation; it lias a good but very shal-

low harbor. Canea exports to France and Italy

oil, soap, wax, etc. The population in 1900 was
21,025.

CANEBRAKE (A dense growth of Arundi-
nuria macrosperuia) . A large kind of reed or
grass, indigenous to the warmer parts of the
United States. It grows in marshy situations,

where it attains a height of 10 to 30 feet. It is

of a genus allied to the bamboo (q.v.). The
flowers are in panicles. The young growth of

this cane is used as fodder, but the quality is

rather poor. The stems supply fishing-rods, pipe-
stems, splints for baskets, chair-bottoms, mats,
etc. Arundinaria tecta, a related species, by
some considered a variety, is smaller and more
hardy. It is found as far north as Maryland and
southern Illinois.

CANE DELLA SCALA, kii'nil del'la skU'lA.

See ScALA.
CANELOiA (Neo-Lat., from Med. Lat. ca-

nella, cinnamon) (Canella alba, or CaneUa M-in-

terana ) . A small tree common in the West In-

dies, and in the south of Florida, where it i»

often called Avild cinnamon. The fruit is a small
black berry. The whole tree is very aromatic,
and its flowers are extremely fragrant. The bark
of the young branches is the Canella bark of
apothecaries, also known in commerce as white-
wood bark, and sometimes called white cinnamon.
It forms a considerable article of export from the
Bahamas. It has an aromatic fragrance, re-

garded as intermediate between that of cinnamon
and that of cloves, and bitterish, acrid, pim-
gent taste. It is employed as a stomachic and
stimulant tonic, and as an aroTiiatie addition
to tonics or to purgatives, in debilitated condi-
tions of the digestive organs.
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CANEFH'OBI (Lat., from Gk. Kavt/ijtdpoi,

kunCphoroi, basket-bearers, from Gk. kdveov, ka-
neon, basket of cane -{- <l>epEtv,pherein, to hear).
Girls of Athens annually selected from the high-

est families to walk in the Panathenaic and other
festival processions, carrying oo their heads bas-

kets containing the implements and apparatus
necessary for a sacrifice. Their graceful atti-

tudes (which may be seen on the friezes of the

Parthenon in the British Museum) suggested
subjects for sculpture to some of the great artists

of Greece. Similar statues are also used in

architecture to support light entablatures, and
are sometimes identified with caryatides.

CANE-SUGAR. See Sugab.

CA'NES VENAT1CI (Lat., hunting-dogs).
A constellation of the northern hemisphere, added
by Hevelius, and known generally as the grey-

hounds of Hevelius. The dogs are distinguished

by the names of Asterion and Chara. On the

celestial globe they are represented as being held

ir. leash by Bootes, and apparently pursuing Ursa
Major (q.v.) round the pole of the heavens.

CANETE, ka-nya'ta, ilAXfEL (1822-91). A
Spanish poet, dramatic writer, and critic, bom
in Seville. His works include his lyrics Poesias

(1859), which possess the pathetic quality of the
verses of the old Sevilian school, but are marred
by their unnatural and declamatory tone ; and
a number of dramas, which have received high
praise: Un rebato en Granada (1845) ; El duque
de Alba (1845) ; and La esperanza de la patria
( with Tamayo ) . He is celebrated chiefly, how-
ever, as a dramatic critic. In this capacity he
published, among other works, editions of the

l-'arsas y eglogas of Lucas Fernandez (1867) ; of

La tragedia llamada Josefina (1870); Teatro
espaftol del siglo XVI. (1885); and Escritores

espanoles e hispano-americanos (1884).

CANEY, kii'na, El. See El Caxey.

CAN'FIELD, James Hlt-me (1847—). An
American educator. He was born at Delaware,
Ohio, graduated in 1808 at Williams College, and
in 1872 was admitted to the bar of Michigan.
He practiced law from 1872 to 1877, was a pro-

fessor at the University of Kansas from 1877 to

1891, and in 1891 became chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Nebraska. From 1895 to 1899 he was
president of the Ohio State University, and in

the latter year was appointed librarian of Colum-
bia I'niversity, New York. His publications in-

clude Taxation: A Plain Talk for Plain People
(1883); A Short History of Kansas (1885);
Loral Government in Kansas (1887); and The
CoUrf/r Student and His Problems (1901).

GANG, CANGUE, or Kea. An instrument
of degrading punishment in use in China. It

consists of a large wooden collar fitting close

round the neck, the weight of which is usu-
ally from 50 to 60 pounds. Over the parts where
the cang fastens are pasted slips of paper, on
which the mandarin places his seal, so that the
culprit may not lie relieved until the full term
of his sentence has expired, which sometimes ex-

tends to fifteen days. On the cang is also in-

Bcril)ed, in large letters, the offense and the dura-
tion of the punishment. The criminal, having
been paraded through the streets f)y the police, is

then left exposed in some thoroughfare of the city.

As he is incapable of using his hands, he has to
l)e fed during the time he is suffering the penalty.

CANGA ABGUELLES, kan'ga ar-galyis,
Jos6 (1770-1843). A Spanish statesman. He
was an active opponent of Napoleon and an
energetic member of the Cortes of 1812, but on
the return of the Bourbons was exiled. Under
the restoration of the Constitution of 1812 in

1820, he was made Minister of Finance, and in
this position effected many reforms. He resigned
in 1821. After the overthrow of the Constitution
in 1823 he went to England, but returned to
Spain in 1829, and was appointed keeper of the
archives at Simancas. He was the author of
Elementos de la ciencia de hacienda ( 1825) ; Dic-
cionario de hacienda (1827) ; and Observaciones
sobre le guerra de la Peninsula (5 vols., 1833-
36).

CANGAS DE ONIS, kan'gis d& d-nes'. A
town of Spain, in the Province of Oviedo, 35
miles east of the city of Oviedo. It is known
chiefly for its connection with the famous Pelayo
(q.v.), and the reconquest of Spain from the
Moors. There are interesting churches in this

vicinity, one containing the tomb of Alfonso I.

Inscriptions and remains of bridges indicate
that Cangas de Onis was of some importance
under the Romans, but its identity has not been
fixed. Population, in 1900 (commime), 8559.

CANGAS DE TINEO, kiin'gas d4 te-na'6. A
town of northern Spain, in the Province of

Oviedo, on the Rio Narcea, 37 miles southwest of

Oviedo ( Map : Spain, B 1 ) . It is surrounded by
high hills and possesses an interesting bridge.

Though the adjacent region is rough and moun-
tainous, it is well watered, and agriculture and
stock-raising are carried on. There are manu-
factures of liquors, flour, and linen and woolen
goods. Population, in 1900 (commune), 23,658.

CANGE, kaxzh, Du. See Du Caxge.

CANGIAGI, kan-ja'j^, or CAMBIASO, k&m-
byii'so, Lligi. See Cambiaso, Luca.

' CAN GRANDE DELLA SCALA, kin gnin'-

di deria skii'la. See Scala.

CANICATTI, ka'n^kat't^. A city in Sicily,

28 miles north of Licata, in a rocky valley 1500
feet above the sea (Map: Italy, H 10). It has
a technical school, and the country produces
grain, wine, and fruit, and contains sulphur-

mines. Population (commune), in 1881, 20,000;

in 1901, 24.564.

CANICHANA, kS'n^-cha'nfi. A tribe residing

upon the Mamore River, Bolivia, between 13°

and 14° south. They were formerly savage and
brutal cannibals living in fortified villages, from
which they made constant raids upon their more
peaceable neighbors. Notwithstanding their

savage character they willingly accepted the

Jesuit missionaries, and are now gathered into

mission villages. Their language has no known
affinities.

CANICTJLA (Lat. canicularis, from canicu-

Itis, little dog), CAHict'LAB Days, or Dog-days,
Canicular Year. Canicula was an old name
of the constellation Canis Minor (q.v.) ; it was
also used to denote Sirius, or the dog-star, the

largest and brightest of all" the stars, and which

is situated in the mouth of Canis Afajor (q.v.).

From the heliacal rising (q.v.) of this star

(Sirius) the ancients reckoned their dog-days,

or dies caniculares, which were 40 in number

—

20 before and 20 after the rising of the star.

The rising of the dog-star was supposed to be
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the occasion of the extreme heat and the diseases
incidental to tliese days. It was by mere accident
that the rising of the star coincided witli tlie

h(jtte8t season of the year, in the times and
countries of the old astronomers. The time of

its risinj,' depends on the latitude of tiie place,

and is later and later every year in all latitudes,

owing to precession. In time, the star may
rise in the dead of winter. The canicular year
was that known among the Egyptians and Ethio-
pians. It was computed from one heliacal rising

of Sirius to the next, and consisted ordinarily of

3G5 days, and every fourth year of 3G6. This
year is sometimes called the heliacal year. The
reason for computing the year from the rising

of Sirius seems to have been that, at the time,
the heliacal rising coincided with the greatest
swelling of the Nile.

CANIDiE (Neo-Lat., from Lat. catiis, dog).
A family of carnivores, the dog tribe, now usually
classilied between tiie hyenas and the bears.

Their whole organiztition tits them to be less ex-

clusively carnivorous than the feline tribe. They
have generally three incisors or cutting teeth,

with one large canine tooth, and four premolars
on each side of the jaw, two true molars on each
side in the upper jaw, and three in the lower.
The true molars are adapted for crushing either
bones or vegetable food. The last premolars in

the up|)er jaw are remarkabfy large, and particu-
larly adapted for cutting llesh. The legs are com-
paratively long, the claws are non-retractile, and
with one exception (Lycaon), the toes are five

in front and four behind. The thumb is small
and considerably above the other digits. The
muzzle is long, the ears generally erect and
pointed, and the tail more or less bushy. A
peculiarity of the dogs is their habit of asso-

ciation in packs and of pursuing their prey
mainly by scent. In this sense they are extreme-
ly keen, they have good eyesight and hearing, and
most of them are diurnal. They frequent open
uplands, by preference, some climbing trees, and,
though mostly good swimmers, they avoid aquatic
pursuits. Most of them occupy dens or burrows,
often dug by themselves, and sometimes placed
in groups. See Dog ; Fennec ; Fox ; Fox-Dog ;

Jackal; Lycaon; Wolf, etc.

CANIiyiA. The name under which Horace
reproaches a former mistress, Gratidia, who
proved unfaithful to him. He immortalized her
in an ode beginning "Oh, stay, Canidia, spare thy
rites of sorcery," in which she is described as
a magic-making hag.

CANID^US. A lieutenant-general of An-
tony's army, in Shakespeare's Antony and Cleo-
patra. He surrenders his legions and his services

to Ca'sar on hearing of the result of the sea-fight

at Actium, since "six kings (had) already shown
him tlie way of yielding."

CANINA, kd-ne'nft, Luioi (1795-1856). An
Italian architect and archaeologist, born in Ca-
sale. He was professor of architecture in Turin
and superintended the excavation of the Tuscu-
lum in 1839, and of the Appian Way in 1848. He
wrote many works on ancient architecture and on
Etruscan and Roman archaeology, among which
ore L'architettura antica descritta e dimostrata
cot monumenti (1839-46) ; Antica Etrurin marit-
tima (1846-51) ; and Utoria e topografia de Roma
antica (1839-48), and published a number of
plans and maps of his discoveries.

CANINES, ku'ninz, or Cakine Tketh. See
Teeth.

CANINI, kA-ne'n^ Marco Antonio ( 1822-91 )

.

An Italian publicist and poet, born in Venice.
He was for a time employed in the printing-ollice

ol the (Jondolierc; upon the Jiibliotcca Chissira,

edited by Carrer. Resuming his legal studii-s in

Padua, he became inv(jlved in j)<)iitical tmulilcs
and fied to Tuscany in 1847, and his subsequent
share in the disturbances of 1849 in Venice and
Kome forced him to seek safety in Greece and the
East. Mente, fantasia e ctiore, a volume of

poems, appeared in Athens in 1852. For a while
he wrote articles for the Rumanian papers, till

an attack upon Napoleon III. caused his expul-
sion from Bucharest. Returning to Italy, he was
appointed bj' Rattazzi secret political agent in

the East, and at the same time entered into an
understanding with Kossuth to form a league of

the countries in the Danubian region. In 1866
he joined the army of Garibaldi and afterwards
went to France, but in 1873 returned to Italy.

In 1876 he agitated in behalf of the Servians,
and accompanied the Russian Army in the Russo-
Turkish War of 1877-78 as a newspaper corre-

spondent. His works embrace a wide variety of

topics, including a novel in verse entitled (lioryio

il monaco e Leila (1872) ; Sonetti (1873) ; Odi
Safjiche (1879) ; La questione delV Epiro (1879) ;

La veritd sulla questione degli Israeliti in Ruma-
nia (1879) ; Amore e dolore ( 1880) ; and 11 libro

dell* amore (1886-87), a collection of love poems
translated from all the principal languages of

Europe. The most interesting portion of his ad-

venturous life is told in an autobiographic vol-

ume, Vingf ans d'exil.

CANISITTS, ka-nlsh1-us, Petbus (a Latin
translation of his Dutch name, De Hond) (1521-

97). A Jesuit theologian who took a prominent
part in the Council of Trent. He was born in

Nimwegen, May 8, 1521, and was educated in

Cologne and Louvain. He was the first German
to join the Jesuit Order (1543) ; became profes-

sor of theologj' in Igolstadt, 1549; was preacher

to Ferdinand I. in Vienna, and became the first

provincial of the Jesuits in Germany (1556).
He established colleges of the order in Prague,
Freiburg (Switzerland), Augsburg, and Dillin-

gen, and powerfully contributed to the check of

the spread of Protestantism which the counter-

Reformation eflfected. To this end he drew up,

in 1554, in Latin, a catechism which should take

the same place as Luther's ; it has been very

widely used, has passed through more than 400
editions, and has been translated into French,

German, and English. He died in Freiburg,

Switzerland, December 21, 1597, and was beati-

fied in 1864. For his life, consult: Reiss (Frei-

burg, 1865) ; P. Drews (Halle. 1892) ; J. B.

Mehler (Berlin, 1897) : L. Michel (Lille, 1898) ;

and A. Kross, Canisius in Oesterreich (Vienna,

1898) : also, his Epistulce et Acta, ed. O.

Braunsbergor (8 vols.. Freiburg, 1896, et seq.).

CA'NIS MA'JOB (Lat., the Greater Dog).
A constellation of the Southern Hemisphere, be-

low the feet of Orion. It contains Sirius, the

brightest of all the stars, and its place may be

found by means of this star, which is on the

continuation of the line through the belt of

Orion.

CA'NIS MI'NOR (Lat., the Lesser Dog).
A constellation of the Southern Hemisphere. It
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is near Canis Major and just below Gemini.
Proeyon, of the first magnitude, is its princi-

pal ^•tar, and lies in a direct line between Sirius

and Pollux, so that the position of the constella-

tion niaj' be found by means of this star.

CANISTEB (Lat. canistrum, reed basket, Gk.
Kdvia-Tfjoi', kanistron, wicker basket, from Kawa,
kanna, reed). A form of projectile. For smooth-
bore gims and for the earlier rifles, canister

consisted of a cylindrical tin or sheet-iron case

filled with small east-iron balls half an inch to

one inch in diameter. The ends were usually

wooden disks over which the tin or iron was
crimped and tacked down; the interstices be-

twet^n the balls were either filled with sawdust
or like material, or the balls were sunk in holes

in soft wooden disks, which were piled one upon
the other. Canister is little used in modem
high-power guns, but there is now a tendency
toward supplying it for the close-range opera-

tions of gunboats in rivers and contracted wa-
ters, as well as for field pieces. See Abtillery;
Field Artillery; Glns, Xaval; Projectiles;
Shrapnel; Ordxance, etc.

CANITZ, kii'nits, Friedbich Rudolf Lud-
wi(i, Baron von (1654-99). A Prussian poet

and statesman. He was born in Berlin, and be-

longed to an ancient Brandenburg family. In
1G97 he was made councilor of State; in 1698,

a baron ; and, after serving in various diplo-

matic missions, was Minister Plenipotentiary to

The Hague during the formation of the Grand
Alliance. (See Spanish Succession, Wab of.)

His poems, consisting of odes, satires, and ele-

gies, in imitation of Boileau, were published
after his death by J. Lange, imder the title of

'Sehenstunden unterschiedener Gedichte (1700,
without the author's name ; with Canitz's name,
1719). Although cold and without originality,

his verses had the merit of being simple and
natural, and thus assisted in the reaction against
the bombast prevalent among his contemporaries.
His most popular poem is his elegy written on
the death of his wife, Dorothea or Doris von
Arnim, who died in 1695. Consult: KiJnig, Dea
Freiherrn voti Canitz Gedichte, with a biographi-

cal sketch (I^ipzig, 1727) ; selections from his

works in the Bibliothek deutscher Dichter dea 17.

Jahrhunderts, Vol. XIV. (Leipzig, 1838) ; Varn-
hagen von Ense, Biographische Denkmale, Vol.

IV. (Berlin, 1824-45); and Lutz, Canitz und
sein Vrrhaltnis zu dem franzosischen Klassicismua
(Munich, 1887).

CANKEB (T>at. cancer, cancer). A disease

affecting the hoof of a horse. An obstinate in-

flammation of the frog and sole of the foot of

the horse may follow an attack of thrush. This
malady occurs in two different forms— in the
acute stage, when the malady is chiefly local

;

and in the chronic stage, when the constitution

suffers, and all local remedies fail to restore a
healthy function of the structures of the foot.

Symptoma.—It usually commences by dis-

charge from the heels or the cleft of the frog
of the horse's foot. The horn becomes soft and
disintegrated, the vascular structures beneath
become inflamed, and the pain which the animal
endures is severe, making it very lame. Though
there is no constitutional fever, the horse l>e-

comes emaciated and unfit for work. During
wet weather, and on damp soil, the symptoms

increase in severity. The sore structures bleed
on the least touch, and considerable fungoid
granulations, commonly called proud flesh, form
rapidly. Dirt, cold, and wet favor the produc-
tion of the disease, and there is always a ten-

dency to relapse when once an animal has been
affected.

Treatment.—Pare away detached portions of
horn, and, in mild cases, sprinkle powdered ace-

tate of copper over the sore; apply over this

pledgets of tow, fixed over the foot by strips of

iron or wood passed between shoe and foot. In
severe cases, tar and nitric acid, creosote and
turpentine, chloride of zinc paste, and other ac-

tive caustics have to be used for a time, with the
regular employment of pressure on the diseased
surface. The animal requires to be treated con-

stitutionally by periodical purgatives and altera-

tives. Good food, fresh air, and exercise often
aid much in the treatment of the disease.

CANKEB. A disease of plants, especially

fatal to fruit-trees, as well as a number of forest

trees, as the larch. It is caused by the fungus
Xectria ditiaaima, and usually begins in the
young shoots and branches, and, gradually pro-

ceeding toward the trunk, kills the tree in the
course of a few years. The attack of the fungus
begins most readily in shoots that have been im-
perfectly ripened and injured by frost, or which
have received some accidental wound. Those
varieties of fruit-trees which have been long
propagated by grafting and budding are most
liable to it. It is sometimes cured by heading
doicn the tree, and causing it to throw out new
branches. See Apple Diseases.

CANKEB-SOBE. A small, yellow, round
or linear sore, very tender, and forming a de-

pression on tlie imder side of the tongue or on the
inner surface of the lips or cheeks. It is tem-
porary and only local, and may be removed by
the application of solid or dissolved silver ni-

trate, or of pure carbolic acid. It is developed
chiefly among children, and is generally caused
by digestive derangements.

CANXEBWOBM. A gregarious caterpillar

of either of two moths of the geometrid family
Monocteniidae. One is on the wing in the au-

tunm and the other in the spring. The moths
of the spring cankerworm {Paleacrita verrtata)

come forth from the chrysalis in the spring, but
a few of them appear in the fall or on warm
days of winter. The moths of the autumn can-

kerworm (Alsophila pomctaria) emerge during
October. Some few may delay coming out imtil

warm days in winter. The moths of both sexes

of the autumn cankerworm differ from those of
the spring form in the absence of abdominal
spines. The autumn form pupates in the ground
in well-spun cocoons, while the cells of the
spring forms are lined with only a few threads
of silk. The body of the caterpillar of the au-
tumn form is marked by six light longitudinal
bands, and those of the spring form by eight.

The eggs of the autunm form are laid in regu-

lar rows or masses, and are truncated in form,

while those of the spring brood are ovoid and
are laid in irregular bunches. Both forms agree
in that the caterpillars feed on the leaves of

fruit and shade trees, and descend to the ground
to piipate. The female moths of both forms are
wingless. The caterpillars are so voracious that
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they may denude whule ort-hardH or groves of

trees in u few dnys as though a flame hud swept
through, whenc-e has arisen the loeal name, 'fire-

Nvoriu.' This is the worm that strips currant-

bushes of leaves in the spring, and it was to com-
bat this calerpilhir that the English horse-spar-

row was inlrtxluced into the United States; but it

cluvked tlie cankerwornis but little. (See HorsE-
SpAKUOW.) The wingless females may be caught
as they creep up the trunk of a tree by bands of

tarred paper or other sticky substance wrapped
about the trunk of the tri-e. Shade-trees may
be sprayed with Paris green in water; but this

poison nuist be used with caution on fruit-trees.

CANLASSI, kAnlils'sA. r.riDO (1001-81). An
Italian painter, born near Rimini, lie is more
often called '11 t'agnacci.' A pupil of Guido
Keni, whom he imitated, he is his superior as a
colorist. Most of his paintings were executed
in Vienna, where he was patronized by the Em-
jK-ror Leopold 1. There are pictures by Cagnacci
in Rome and Florence, but his best works are in

Gcrmaiiv and Austria.

CAN'NA JE'LUS (Lat., Gk. K&wa, kanna,
reed ) . A genus of herbs of the order Scita-

niinact^ir, natives of warm countries in l>oth

hemisplieres, and extensively cultivated as foli-

age plants for heavy or mass effects. Stem 3 to

14 feet high, unbranched, leaves large, flowers

mostly red or yellow, and borne irregularly in a
terminal raceme or panicle. Many varieties are

in cultivation. The dwarf (seldom exceeding 4

feet), large-flowered, French and Italian varie-

ties are most in favor, and are much used as

centrepieces in formal l>eds and in small clumps
in borders. Cannas are propagated either from
seed (new varieties) or by dividing the root-

stock and planting in pots. They are of easy
culture. A rich, warm soil with plenty of mois-
ture is desirable. When wanted for mass effects,

tliey are set about 6 inches apart each way, after

danger of frost is past. The flowers should be

picked as soon as they wilt, to prevent the for-

mation of seed, and thus prolong the flowering

season. After the stalks are cut in the fall, the

roots are stored and handled like potatoes until

wanted for planting. The roots of some species

of canna contain consider.able amounts of starch.

('anna coccinea is sometimes used to supply
starch.

CANNABICH, kan'n&-blK, Johann GtJNTiiEB
Fbiedrich (1777-1859). A German geographer,

born in Sondershausen. He studied at the Uni-
versity of Jena, was in 18t)7 appointed rector of

the town school in Greussen, in 1819 became pas-

tor in Niederb()sa, and in 1835 in Bendeleben.
His Lehrbuch der Geographie (1816; 18th ed.,

2 vols., 1870-75) has been widely circulated in

Germany. His other works include: \euestes
Gcmiilde von Franlcreich (2 vols., 1831-32), and
HUfshuch beim Unterricht in der Oeographie (3
vols.. 18.?3-38K

CAN'NABIS. See Hemp.
CANNiE ( Lat., Gk. Kavvat, kannai, reeds.

An ancient town of South Italy, on the right

bank of the Aufidus (Ofanto), the site of which
is 9 miles west of Barletta. Here on August 2,

r.c. 216, Hannibal, with 40.000 foot and 10,000

horse, inflicted a terrible defeat on a Roman
army consisting of 80,000 foot and 6000 horse,

under the consuls Lucius .^milius Paulus and
Gaius Terentiua Varro. The Carthaginian, who

was encamped on the left bank of the Aufidus,
led his army across the river, and oflered battle
on ground unfavorable for the Romans, who de-
clined to accept the challenge. The next day
he followed the Romans back to the left bank,
and the contest Ix'gan with the right Roman and
the left Carthaginian wing resting on the river.
Hannibal arrayed his forces in the form of a
crescent, so that when the Romans repulsed the
Iberians and Gauls and pressed forward in thick
column, the Libyans attacked them on both
flanks. The Carthaginian cavalry soon over-
whelmed the Roman horse, and then fell upon
the Roman foot from the rear. Varro, with
seventy knights, escaped to Venusia, and a few-

thousand Romans assembled at Canusium from
the rout; but at least 10,000 were captured and
an immense number killed, among them .Kmilius
Paulus. Consult: Reusch, Die Nchlavht bei Can-
nee (Altkirch, 1888) ; Solbesky, Die Schlachi bci
Cannce (Weimar, 1888) ; and Wilms, Die Hchlacht
bei CanncB (Hamburg, 1893).

CANNEBlilBE, kjl'ne-byar' (Fr., from (4k.

K&wa^iq, kanmtbis, hemp), La. The chief boule-
vard of Marseilles, so called because of a former
rope-walk there. The Marseillais are often
called 'Children of the Cannebifere.'

CANNEL COAL (said to have turned in the
drawling pronunciation of the miners from
candle-coal, as it burns with a bright, candle-
like flame). A dull, fine-grained variety of bi-

tuminous coal, which has a conchoidal fracture.
Owing to its very high percentage of volatile
hydnxtarbons, it is sj>ecially valuable for gas-
making. It is considered by some to be derived
from the accumulation of animal as well as
plant remains. In the United States, the Breck-
enridge cannel coal of eastern Kentucky is the
most noted occurrence, though it is also found
in Ohio and Indiana. Some is also found in

Scotland, and is there known as parrot coal. See
Coal.

CAN'NELTON. A city and the county-seat
of Perry County, Ind., 140 miles south by west
of Indianapolis, on the Ohio River and on the
Southern Railroad (Map: Indiana, C 5). It has
fine county buildings. The city is an important
industrial centre, and has extensive cotton-mills,

lumber and flour mills, foundries and machine-
shops, and manufactures of chairs, hubs, sewer-
pipe, pottery, bricks, etc. There are coal-mines
and sandstone-quarries in the vicinity. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 1991; in 1900, 2188.

CANNES, kin. A seaport in the Department
of Alpes-Maritimes, France, pleasantly situated
on the Mediterranean, about 22 miles southwest
of Nice (Map: France, N 8). The district in

which it lies is exceedingly picturesque and very
fertile. Oranges, lemons, olives, almonds, figs,

peaches, and grapes are extensively cultivated.

Placed on an elevation that slopes toward the
sea, it is sheltered from the northern winds by a
range of hills. It is famed for its salubrity, is a
favorite winter residence, and ope of the most
fashionable resorts in France. Its architectural

f»»atures include the Abbey Donjon, built about
1070 on the site of the Roman Castrum Mar-
cellinum, the town hall, library, and museum of

antiquities (1876). There is considerable trade
in fruit, olive-oil. soap, perfumery, and salt fish.

Population, in 1896, 19,470.
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CANNIBALISM. The practice of eating

Iniiiiiin llt>sli. TIk» word is derived from Caniba,

a variant of Carib, the name of the West In-

<lian tril>e among whom the Spanish discoverers

first noticed the custom. The practice is very
widespread, having been found within the his-

tcirie period in both Americas, in Africa, India,

Australia, New Zealand, and throughout the

I'olynesian islands. Some early European tribes,

and even some of the more cultured early
lit'atlien nations, have also l>een accused of the
same practice. By some students cannibalism
has been ascribed to economic causes merely, but
in most, if not all eases, the custom appears to

have had its origin in the superstitious belief

that in this manner the qualities of the person
eaten, particularly if a brave enemy, might be
acquired, or his post-mortem ghost existence ut-

terly destroyed by leaving nothing in which the

spirit might still find lodgment. In some tribes

the first-mentioned idea even led children to eat

the bodies of their deceased parents. In isolated

instances cannibalism appears to have been dic-

tated by no other motive than that of mere sav-

age revenge. Although cannibalism thus appears
to have been originally almost a religious cere-

monial, the depraved appetite sometimes grew
to such an extent that in many tribes human
Hesh became a regular article of diet. This was
especially the case in equatorial Africa, in

.xome of the South Sea Islands, among the Ta-
puyan tribes of Brazil, and on the headwaters of

the Amazon. The ancient Aztecs annually sacri-

ficed thousands of human victims to their gods,

the bodies l)eing afterward eaten by the populace.

Cannibal practices are still common among the

tribes of Vancouver Island and the northwest
coast of North America. Occasional ceremonial
cannibalism was quite general among the In-

dians of the United States, but the only tribes

which practiced it to any great extent were the

Atakapa, Tonkawa, and some others of the west-

ern Gulf Coast.

CAN^NIFF, William (1830—). A Canadian
author and physician, bom at Thurlow, Ontario,

Canada. He graduated at Victoria University

and studied medicine in Toronto, New York, and
London. During the Crimean \^'ar he served for

a time in the Army Medical Department, and
after his return to Canada became professor of

general patholog}', and subsequently of surgery

in Victoria University. lie was for a time with
the -Army of the Potomac during the Civil War,
and at its close returned to Canada and resumed
the practice of medicine. In 18G7 he was a dele-

gate to the International Medical Congress in

I'aris, and contributed a paper on the Indians of

Uritish North America : and in the same year
lie assisted in the formation of the Canadian
Medical Association. For many years he was on
the editorial staff of the Canadian Medical Jour-
nal, and, besides c<mtributions to various periodi-

cals, he has published Principles of Surgery
(1806); Settlement of Upper Canada (1869);
Canadian Nationality (1875) ; and The Medical
Profession in Upper Canada (1894).

CAN'NING, Charijss Joh.v, Earl (1812-62).
An English statesman, Governor-General of India
during the Great Mutiny. He was the third son
of the celebrated statesman George Canning,
was educated at Eton and Oxford, and suc-

<eeded to the peerage as Viscount Canning in

1837. In 1841 he became Under-Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs in Sir Robert Peel's

Ministry, and afterwards was chief commis-
sioner of woods and forests. When Lord Aberdeen
came into office, he was made Postmaster-General,
and in the beginning of 1856 he succeeded Lord
Dalhousie as Governor-General of India. His
conduct during the crisis of the Indian mutiny
was described at the time by many as weak and
pusillanimous, and he received the nickname of

'Clemency Canning.' With all the circumstances
of the case better known, however, it is generally
conceded that he acted with firmness and cour-
age, combined with magnanimity and impartial
justice. In 1858 the government of India was
transferred from the East India Company to the
Crown, and he thus became first Viceroy of India.

In 1859 he was raised to an earldom. He died
in London. Consult Cunningham, Earl Canning,
in the Rulers of India Series (London, 1891).
CANNING, George (1770-1827). A dis-

tinguished British statesman and orator, bom
in London April 11, 1770. His father, who died
in poverty when his son was a year old, came of

an ancient Bristol family, whose ill-will he in-

curred by marrying beneath his station. His
mother earned a precarious subsistence on the
stage, and married twice again, first an actor,

and after his death a PljTnouth linen-draper.

Through Canning's filial affection, she subse-

quently lived in comfort and participated in his

success and good fortune. When eight years of

age, his uncle, Stratford Canning, a banker, pro-

vided for his education and sent him to Eton,
where he soon distinguished himself. He founded
a school magazine, The Microcosn», for the copy-
right of which a publisher paid him £50, an tm-
paralleled remuneration for a school-boy author.
In 1788 he proceeded to Christ Church, Oxford;
the following year, he won the Chancellor's prize

with his Pilgrimage to Mecca, and in 1790 gradu-
ated B.A. He entered Lincoln's Inn and studied
law. At school and college he made influential

friends, notably the Hon. Charles Jenkinson, after-

wards Lord Liverpool, and at his uncle's house
met Fox and Sheridan, and through them Burke
and other well-known men. Burke persuaded him
to abandon law for a Parliamentary career, and.
under the legis of Pitt, he entered Parliament
as member for Newport, Isle of Wight, in 1793.

In 1796 he became Under-Secretary for Foreign
Affairs, and in 1798 acquired fame as an orator
and statesman by his speeches for the abolition

of the slave trade, and against making peace
with the French Directory. In debates on other

important questions he supported the Ministry,

not only by voice, but also by his pen in a sa-

tirical paper called the Anti-'Jacobin, which
lashed the 'new philosophy,* promulgated by the

French Republicans. In 1800 he made a happy
marriage with the wealthy heiress Joan Scott,

sister to the Duchess of Portland. In 1801 Pitt

resigned and Canning joined the opposition

against t!ie -Vddington Ministry, but e.xcitetl

serious and life-long enmities by his caustic wit
and criticisms. In 1804 Pitt returned to power,

and Canning l^ecame treirsurer of the navy, con-

tinuing in office until Pitt's death in 1806. Lord
(Jrenville offeretl him an office in the -\ll-the-

Talents Ministry, but Canning declined. In 1807

he was appointed Foreign Minister in the Portland
Cabinet, and displayed brilliant qualifications.

He originated Nelson's secret expedition and sei-
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nire of the Danish lleet at Copenhagen, which up-

set Napoleon's northern cunfederat-y. DilTereneeH,

running through several years, with Lord Castle-

reagh, culminated in 180U, and led to a duel, in

which l)oth were hit, though neither was serious-

ly injured. In 1812 Canning's eloquence was en-

listed in favor of Catholic emancipation. The

same year Liverpool sent him to Parliament,

and repeated the honor three successive times.

In 1814 he was ambassador at Lisbon, and in

1816, on his return, became president of the

Board of Control. He supported the Liverpool

Ministry in their repressive nieasures until 1820,

when he resigned in consequence of the govern-

mental action ag>iinst Queen Caroline. lie waa
on the eve of departure for India as Governor-

General in 1822. when the suicide of his former

antagonist Castlereagh called him to the head of

foreign affairs. In this capacity he infused a

more liberal spirit into the Cabinet, asserted the

independence of British politics against entan-

glement with the Holy Alliance, and gave new di-

rection and impetus to commerce by a gradual

suspension of the prohibitive system. He ar-

ranged the relations of Brazil and Portugal,

drew the French Cabinet into agreement with the

British respecting Spanish American affairs, and
was the first to recognize the free States of

Spanish America, when he pronounced his

famous dictum that "the New World had been

called into existence to redress the balance of

the Old, and would in time outweigh and topple

over the fabrics of kingcraft, upon which so

many wise men had labored for thousands of

years." He promoted the treaty combining Eng-

land, France, and Russia, for the settlement of

the affairs of Greece; protected Portugal from
Spanish invasion, and, among other important

home measures, prepared the way for the rejieal

of the com laws. In February, 1827, paralysis

attacked his old friend the Earl of Liverpool,

and Canning was called upon to form a new ad-

ministration. His health, however, succumbed
to the cares of office, and he died at Chiswick
on August 8 in the room where, twenty-one years

earlier. Fox had died. He was buried in West-
minster Abbey, near Pitt. Consult: Rueder,

G. Canning, sein Leben, etc. (1827); Canning's

Speeches, edited by Therry (6 vols., 2d
ed., London, 1830) ; "Stapleton. Political Life of

Canning (London, 1831) ; Stapleton, George Can-

ning and His Times (London, 1859) ; Lord Dall-

ing. Historical Characters (London, 1867). For
the best account of Canning's connection with the

negotiations preceding the War of 1812, see

Henrv Adams, History of the United States (9

vols.,' New York, 1889-91).

CANNING, Sir Samxel (1823—). An Eng-
lish telegraphic engineer, bom in Wiltshire. He
was a pioneer in the manufacture and submer-
sion of cables for submarine telegraphy, was
engineer-in-chief of the Atlantic-cable expedi-

tions of 186.5-66 and 1869, and laid lines from
England to Malta, Alexandria, and Gibraltar.

CANNING, Sir Stratfobd. See Stbatfobd
DE Redcliffe, Viscount.

CANNING INDUSTRY. See Foods, Pbes-
ERVATIOX OF.

CANNTZZARO, kiin'n^-tsii'rfi, Stanislao
(1820— ). A celebrated Italian chemist. He
was born in Palermo, and studied medicine and
chemistry in his native city and later in Pisa.

In 1852 he became professor of chemistry in -\le8-

sandria, in 1857 in Genoa, in 1800 in Palermo,,

and in 1870 in Home. In 1871 he was made a
Senator. Cannizzaro was one of the ablest de-

fenders of Gerhardt's views, and the introduction

of Avogadro's rule into science is due almost
entirely to the clearness with which he grasped
the distinction iM'tween atomi'; ancl molecular
weights. His work has thus civen a powerful
impulse to the development of modem chemistry.

Among his minor contributions may be mentioned
the discovery of benzyl-alcohol and of cyanamide,
Ostwald's series of Klussiker der exakten Wis-
srnschafHen includes Cannizzarn's Abriss eine»

Lehrgangca der theoretischen Chemie (Leipzig,.

1891; first published in 1858). See al.so Chem-
istky; Avogadko's Rule; Atomic Weights;
MoiJ'Xi'u:s ; Moleculab Weights.

CAN^NOCK. An important coal-mining ancF

iron-manufacturing town in Staffordshire, Eng-
land, situated in the ancient royal forest of Can-
mx'k Chase, 7'/(; miles northwest of Walsall
(Map: England, E 4). Population, in 1891,

20,600; in 1901, 24,000.

CANNON (Fr. canon, gun, from Med. Lat.

canon, tube, Lat. cannu, reed; confused with Gk.
Kavun>, kanon, straight rod, rule). Artillery weap-
ons not capable of being carried and fired in

the hands, and from which projectiles are thrown
by the expansive force of gases, produced by the

combustion of an explosive. They are either

smooth-bore or rilled. The former class of can-

non, which are now obsolete, were use<i to

fire spherical projectiles, while from the latter

oblong projectiles are discharged. Cannon may
be divided into three cla.sses: First, guns, or
those cannon in which the length of the bore is

relatively great in comparison to the calibre;

second, mortars, or those cannon in which the

length of the bore is relatively small in compari-

son with the calibre; third, howitzers, or those
cannon whose relative length and calibre place
them between the other two classes. They n'lay

also be classified according to their use into

mountain artillery, field artillery, siege artil-

lery and seacoast or fortress artillery, a clas-

sification which will be observed in this work.
A further classification divides them into those

in which the powder-charge is inclosed in a me-
tallic cartridge-case and those using a cartridge-

bag. The former group is subdivided into ma-
chine-guns, revolving cannon, and rapid-fire

guns. As to construction, cannon are divided

into those made of a single piece and those built

up of two or more pieces, as is now usually the

case. Built-up cannon are either composed of

steel forgings, having a tube extending through
the length of the bore, with superposed concen-

tric hoops, or a tube with the remainder of the
wall composed entirely or in part of a rectangu-

lar, circular, or ribbon form of wire. Service

cannon in the United States, excepting macliine-

guns, are generally of the built up, forged-steel

type. See Ordnance; Abtilleky; Coast Artil-

LEBY : Field Abtilleby ; Guns, Naval ; Howitz-
er; Machine Guns; Rapid-Fire Guns; and
Siege Guns for descriptions and illustrations-

of various forms of cannon.

CANNON, George Q. (1827-1901). An influ-

ential leader of the Mormon Church. He was
born in Liverpool, England, was early converted

to the Momion faith, and accompanied his par-
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ents to Xauvoo, 111., about 1814. He was one
of tile first Mormon settlers in Salt Lake City,
was sent on a mission to the Sandwich Islands in
1850, translated the Book of Mormon into the
Hawaiian language, and after his return, in 1854,
edited successively the Western Standard and
the Dcscret A>»rs in the interest of the Church.
He was sent to Washington with W. H. Hooper
in 1862 to urge the admission of Utah as a
•State, was in charge of the Mormon mission in
England from 1862 to 1864, and from 1872 until
1881 was the Territorial delegate of Utah to
Congress. He held various positions of impor-
tance in the Church, including that of first coun-
cilor after 1880, was a member of the Legislative
Council of Utah in 1865, 1866, 1869, 1870, 1871,
and 1872. and wrote a number of pamphlets in
support of Mormonism.

CANNON, Joseph G. (1836-). An Ameri-
can lawyer and Congressman, born at Guilford,
X. C. He was admitted to the bar of Illinois,
from 1861 to 1868 was State's attorney in Ver-
milion County, and from 1873 to 1891 served as
a Republican in the Federal House of Represen-
tatives. By successive reflections he held the
same office from 1893 to 1903. He was chair-
man of the Committee on Appropriations in the
Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth Congresses.

CANNON-FOUNDING. See Obd>-a>-ce.

CANNSTATT, kiin'stat. A town of the King-
dom of \V iirttemberg. It is beautifully situated
on both sides of the Xeckar, which is crossed by
three bridges, about three miles northeast of
Stuttgart, with which it is connected by an elec-
tric street railway line (Map: Germany, C 4).
The newer portion of the town is well built, with
handsome streets and pleasant recreation
grounds. It is chiefly notable on account of its
saline and chalybeate springs, which, with its

mild and healthful climate, have made it a favor-
ite watering-place. Of late years Cannstatt has
entered to a considerable extent into industrial
pursuits, and has flourishing manufactures of
machinery, cooking utensils, woolen goods, etc.
It owes its origin to the Romans, of whose pres-
ence there are still found many traces. It suf-
fered much during the Thirty Years' War and
through the repeated invasions of the French.
It was the scene of the victory of the French
under Moreau over the Austrians under Arch-
duke Charles, Julv 21, 1796. Population, in
1890. 19.800: in 1900, 26,500.

CANO, ka'n6, Alonzo (1601-67). A Spanish
sculptor, architect, and painter. He was born
in Granada, March 19, 1601, and studied painting
under Pacheco and the elder Herrera, and sculp-
ture under Martinez Montanes. He was highly
regarded among the artists of Andalusia, and for
the variety of his gifts was compared with
Michelangelo. His portraits and Madonnas are
of a high order of excellence, and his painted
sculptures in wood belong to the verj' best that
have ever lieen done in this line. Among his
chief paintings are the Madonnas in the Cathe-
drals of Granada and Malaga, and a number of
religious subjects in the Prado in Madrid. In
1638 or 1639 he was appointed Court painter
and architect to the King. Previously he had
tied to Madrid to escape the consequences of his
action in a duel. Here, through the aid of
Velascjuez, he secured employment in the
churches. In 1651 the Crown granted him a
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stall as canon in Granada, and he remained in
that city, painting in the churches of the town
until his death, October 5, 1667. His work was
characterized by great charm, and a simplicity
and correctness of form that bordered on the an-
tique. Consult: G. W. Smith, Spanish and
French Painters (New York, 1884).

CANO, ka'nd, Juan Sebastian del ( ? -

1526). A Spanish navigator, born in Guetaria.
He became captain of a vessel trading with Africa
and the Levant, and commanded one of the five
vessels of Magellan's famous expedition. After
Magellan's death (April 27, 1521) he succeeded
the deposed Carabello as chief of the expedition,
and, having visited the Moluccas, reached Spain
with one ship in 1522, being thus the first to cir-
cumnavigate the globe. He was appointed second
in command to Loaisa in another expedition of
five vessels which set sail July 25, 1525. In the
Pacific, storm and disease attacked the vessels,
and Cano died on August 4, 1526. The Victoria,
in which he had accomplished his first voyage,
was long preserved at Seville.

CANO, Melcuiob ( 1509-60). A Spanish theo-
logian. He was bom at Tarancon in Spain, en-
tered the Dominican order at the age of fifteen,
and was ordained priest in 1531. He was em-
ployed for years in teaching theolog>', and gained
the professorships at Alcantara *

( 1543 ) and
Salamanca (1546) over formidable competitors.
He was a determined opponent of the newly
founded Society of Jesus, objecting to its marked
departures from the traditions of the older orders.
Charles V. sent him to the Council of Trent as
theologian in 1551, and he took a prominent
part in its deliberations. A year later, again
on the Emperor's nomination, he was conse-
crated Bishop of the Canary Islands; but for
some unknown reason he never took possession
of his see, retiring to the monastery of Piedra-
hita, and spending the rest of his life in theo-
logical study and works of charity. The first

edition of his epoch-making work, De Locis Theo-
logicis, on the sources of theological knowledge,
appeared in Salamanca in 1563, followed by more
than thirty other editions; his complete "works
were published in Padua, in 1720. Consult Fer-
min Caballero, Vida del ihistre Fray ilelchior
Cano (Madrid, 1871).

CANOE, and CANOEING (Sp. canoa, canoe,
from Carib canaoa ) . Strictly speaking, a canoe
is a light boat designed to be propelled by a pad-
dle held in the hands, without any fixed support

;

and in the main that is correct, although in
some cases canoes have an auxiliary sail, to be
used under favorable conditions; and, for mod-
em sporting purposes, some use sails only and
no paddles.

Early canoes were merely a few thin strips of
wood laid across each other at various angles,
tied together, and bent upward, so as to form a
frame much like an umbrella-frame upside down.
Over that a skin was stretched and sewn. With
this primitive canoe rivers and estuaries were
crossed. It existed until quite recent times in

America, and does so to-day in the Irish and
Welsh coracle.

The tree, hollowed either by nature or fire,

was the second stage of evolution, and canoes of
this kind are common on the African rivers to-

day. Upon them the bulk of the commerce of
the continent was carried until lately, and it is
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tluTcfore not surprising to find specimens of

tlifiii in the fnniiliar dujjout of the Southern
!StuU'«. The islands of the Pacific, depending
ujMjn the adjacent seas for material sustenance,

and iiaving little available timber, naturally pro-

duced the first builders who made a canoe out of

jilanks. Those in Samoa are regularly built

of several pici-es of wikkI of irregular shape, fas-

tened togelljer with sennit and cemented all over

with gum from the bark of the breadfruit-tree,

to prevent their leaking. Where the South Sea
Islanders had larger timber, as did the Philip-

pine Islanders, they built from a single tree-

trunk, with an outrigger, and sometimes two,
excepting on the canals and rivers, where the
space was too narrow for tliem. In some of the

islands two canoes were lashed together, like the

catamaran (q.v. ) : in others, fi.xed outriggers

extended from each side. In fact, the design and
method of propelling the canoes of Polynesia are
endless in variety, but all masterpieces of adap-
tability to the conditions of their locality and
their use. Wonderful sailors, too, are the natives

who, in them, luidertake even long sea voyages,

far out of the sight of land, in passing from one
group of islands to another. The coasts of th«j

mainland of Siani, Burma, and China swarm
with canoes. America, too, has a great variety,

from the skin-covered bones which the Eskimo
paddles in the Arctic seas to the shallow canoe
which the Seminole poles in the Everglades of

Florida. But probably the perfection of canoe-
building in America was accomplished by the
primitive inhabitants of the wilderness of waters
in the great Northwest, who stretched the bark
of the birch over a framework of marvelous lines

and produced a craft which for lightness, safety,

and endurance has no equal in the world ; and
lightness tells where the necessities of portaging
over heights of land, from watershed to water-
shed, and around waterfalls or rapids, is a fre-

quent necessity. In this canoe the canoeist
kneels facing the bow and applies the force of

his paddle either on one side entirely, correcting
its force by trailing it as a rudder, or alternately
first on one side and then on the other. It is

possible to paddle one of these canoes from Lake
George to the Gulf of Mexico; and if the canoeist

turned north instead of south he could go to the
Arctic Sea.

Modern canoeing as a sport largely owes its

popularity to two men in England who built

canoes capable of being either paddled or sailed,

and took long pleasure journeys in them—John
Alacgregor in the Rob Roy between 1866 and
1869, and Baden-Powell in the Nautilus. The
sport rapidly spread on both sides of the Atlan-
tic, dividing itself into two schools, sailing and
paddling, and naturally into two classes of de-

signs. The Canadian (or birch-bark pattern),
open and undecked, built of basswood or cedar,

or even paper or canvas, was chosen by the pad-
dling fraternity. The sailors took for their first

ideas the two English boats, the Rob Roy, a lap-

streak built of cedar strips, about 14 feet long
by 26 inches broad, excellent for easy rivers and
coasting, but bad for rapids and portaging, or the
yautilus, which was designed exclusively for
sailing. American ingenuity soon busied itself

with inventions, and every device which could
lessen weight was adopted. Charles B. Vaux in-

vented the stationary deck seat and tiller about
1882. Paul Butler added, four years later, the

sliding seat, on which the canoeist balances away
out over the side of the boat, more like an acro-
bat than a sailor. Then followed years of elab-

oration in reefing and lowering sails, ending with
the adoption of standing sails which cannot l>e

lowered or reefed; and experiments with folding
centreboards without number. Finally, the well

or cockpit was done away with, save a <lej)ression

in the deck, of small size, and some six inches

deep. This tendency to convert the canoe into a
machine, and the consequent winning of every con-

test by the few men who could handle them, has
been largely responsible for the lessened interest

in canoe-racing contests, but as a pleasant sport
and summer pastime it still numbers its devotees
by thousands.

In America, the New York Canoe Club was
founded in 1871. The American Canoe Associa-
tion holds an annual meeting extending over a
fortnight, the first week of which is devoted to

camping out and cruising, and the second to rac-

ing. It associates the Northern (Canadian Asso-
ciation, with 47 clubs), the Eastern (Atlantic,

with 32 clubs), the Central (with 26 clubs), and
the Western. Each of these divisions holds sec-

tional meetings, but numerous clubs exist which
do not belong to any association.

In Great Britain, the Royal Canoe Club was
formed in 1866, and it has ever since been the
principal organization, with headquarters at
Kingston-on-Tiiames, near London. There is an-

other, the British Canoe Association, which de-

votes its attention entirely to cruising.

Consult: Macgregor, A Thousand Miles in the

Rob Roy, The Rob Roy on the Baltic, and The
Rob Roy on the Jordan and the Red Sea (Lon-
don, 1874) ; Baden-Powell, Canoe Traveling
(London, 1871); Holding, Watery Wanderings
(London, 1886) ; Canoeing and Camping Out
(Bell's Handbooks, London, 1893) ; Vaux, ('anoe

Handling (New York, 1888) ; Henshall, Camp-
ing and Canoeing in Florida (Cincinnati, 1884) ;

Neide, The Canoe Aurora's Cruise from the Adi-
rondacks to the Gulf (New York, 1885) ; Ste-

phens, Canoe and Boat Building (New York,
1891 )

.

CANON (OF. canone, Late Lat. canonixus,

from Lat. canon, rule, Gk. navdw, kanon, straight

bar, rule, norm). An ecclesiastic not belonging

to any of the religious orders, but living in a com-
munity under a definite rule of life. As early as

the Fourth Century, Eusebius of Vercelli (died

C.371) united the clergy of his see city into such

a community, and the example was followed in

the Fifth by Saint Augustine at Hippo. There
are indications of the early existence of the insti-

tution at Tours, at Rheiras, and at the Lateran

in Rome; but it was not common until the end

of the Eighth Century. Its origin is sometimes
erroneously ascribed to Chrodegang, Bishop of

Metz from 742 to 766; but his real service was
the reduction to writing of a rule of life, which

was adopted by many other bodies of canons. It

was taken partly from the rule of Saint Bene-

dict (he was a Benedictine himself), and partly

from the traditions of the Lateran canons. Witli

some adaptations by the deacon Amalarius of

Metz, it was confirmed by Louis le Debonnaire in

the great council of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 816 or

817, as binding throughout the Frankish domin-

ions. Under this rule the canons lived under

one roof, with a common table; the regular em-
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pluj-ment of their whole time was prescribed, and
a spirit of brotherhood fostered. They differed

from monks in wearing no cowl and making no
religious vows. The immediate head of the com-
munity, under the bishop, was in the rule of

C'hrodogang the archdeacon, in the constitution

of Aix a provost, or in some churches an abbot.

'Ihe early fervor gradually decayed and disor-

ders crept in, partly owing to the possession of

private property and the growing wealth of cer-

tain chapters, and partly to the troubled condi-

tion of Europe in the decline of the Carlovingian
monarchy. Vigorous reforms were attempted, in

harmony with the spirit of the time, in the Elev-

enth Century, notably by Saint Peter Damian
and by Roman synods under Nicholas II. (1059)

and Alexander 11. (1063). These councils not

only laid down strict rules for the maintenance of

a common life, but strongly urged the abandon-
ment of private property. This counsel was soon

followed in many places. As the newer organiza-

tions were largely based upon the example and
•writings of Saint Augustine, his name was gen-

erally attached to their rule, perhaps first by
Gervasius, Archbishop of Rheims, in 1067. (See

AiGUSTixiA>"S. ) At first, and even after there

were as many as 4000 houses of the kind, they

had no connection with each other; but in

133!t Benedict XII. established a system of gen-

eral and provincial chapters, whose decisions

were to be binding on all houses under their ju-

risdiction. In spite of this, a century later these

lies had l)een much relaxed, and the spirit of pov-

erty forgotten. No further attempt was made at
general reformation, although various separate

.societies succeeded brilliantly in restoring the

old standards, ilany of the old foundations were
destroyed at the Reformation, and many more
by the revolutionary developments from the end
of the Eighteenth Century, so that only a few
congregations now exist. Of these the principal

ones are the Lateran canons, who possess a few
houses in Austria, including Klostemeuburg,
near Vienna (founded 1106), and the Premon-
stratensians ( q.v. )

.

In modem times, the title of canon is applied

to the dignitaries, whether in the Roman Catho-

lic Church or in the Church of England, who
form a sort of council to the bishop and perform
certain duties in his cathedral church. For their

(organization, see more particularly Chapteb.

CANON, k&-nyOn' or, Engl, pron., kan'yon, or

CANYON (Sp. canon, caiia, tube, funnel, can-

non ) . A term applied in the United States to a
deep and extensive ravine along a watercourse.

Canons are formed by the erosive action of rivers

on their beds, and are usually limited to the

uj)per portions of basins, where the water flows

with considerable velocity. They are typical of

dry climates and of plateau regions which have
Ix'en elevated in comparatively recent geological

times. In moist climates rock decomposition and
denudation keep pace with erosion, and the com-
bined action of these agencies leads to the carv-

ing out of broad, open valleys, a result which may
be produced after a very long period in a dry cli-

mate. But, unless the slope of the river-bed has
been greatly reduced, the erosive action of the

water in regions of small rainfall will be more
effective than the atmospheric agencies, and con-

sequently the walls of the channel will have a

precipitous cliarnctor. The nature of the rock

over which the river flows is also a factor in the
formation of ca&ons; hard rocks usually decom-
pose slowly, and thus preserve the contours of

the channel as originally determined by erosion.

There are many canons in the western part of

the United States, the most notable being the
Grand Caiion of the Colorado, which is more than
300 miles long and has almost vertical walls

from 3000 to 7000 feet in height. The Rio
Grande and Yellowstone have similar but less

extensive canons. The name is sometimes ap-

plied in the Western States to the narrowing
and deepening of the channel as a river crosses a
mountainous barrier, but in such instances it

does not differ from a gorge. See River; Colo-
BADO Ri\-ER; Rio Graxde; etc.

CANON (Lat., from Gk. Kav(jv, kanon, straight

bar, rule, norm ) . A particular form of part-

music based on strictest imitation. The opening
theme or melody, the antecedent, is repeated by
the other part or parts, and is then called the

consequent. There is severe observance of the in-

tervals of the melodic design, each part 'coming

in' after exactly the same number of measures or

bars as the second part comes in after the liegin-

ning of the theme by the first part. During the

flourishing period of polyphonic music the canon
and fugue (q.v.) reached their highest stage of

mechanical perfection. I'p to the present time

they constitute the most difficult portions in the

formal study of the art of music.

CANON, ka'n6n, Johaxn (properly Johanx
vox Stkaschiripka ) (1829-85). An Austrian

painter, bom in Vienna. He became an officer

of cuirassiers in the Austrian Army, and subse-

quently, having gained some success with pic-

tures executed largely under the influence of

Rahl, traveled in England, France, Italy, and the

Orient. His works include genre pictures, his-

torical pieces, and portraits—the latter in a

largeness of manner reminiscent of Rubens or

Van Dyck. Energetic in drawing, and skillful in

effects of light and shade, he nevertheless lacks

originality. Of his works, may be mentioned

"Cromwell Beside the Corpse of Charles I.,"

"The Treasure - Digger," and "The Flamingo
Hunt."

CAN'ON AL'EXANDRI'NTJS (Lat.). The
Alexandrine Canon, so called, is made up of lists

of the best Greek writers in the various fields

of literature, and is commonly attributed to Aris-

tophanes of Byzantium (q.v.) and Aristarchus

(q.v.). It is possible that the older parts of the

extant lists go back to these scholars, but it is

now agreed that the canon of the orators is as

late as the Pergamene School, and indeed may
have been prepared by the rhetor Csecilius in the

time of Augustus; the canon of the historians is

not earlier than the Second Century B.C.: and the

canons of the sophists, grammarians, and physi-

cians all belong to our era. It has commonly
l>een supposed that Aristophanes and Aristarchus

selected the best authors in the several fields, and
that this selection contributed to the loss of the

works of other authors ; but it has recently been

shown in the Wilamowitz-Mfillendorff Textpe-

schichte der ffriechischen Lyriker (Berlin* 1900)

that for the lyric poets, at least, the list repre-

sents only a codification of the works of the

nine poets included, which had already been

selected as best by the judgment of prectnl-

ing centuries. That this was the case with
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other parts of the canon can hardly be doubt-

ed. Three lists of the best authors have been
preserved to us, which do n«>(. liowcver, agree

in all details: (a) One first puhlislicd by Mont-
faucon. now Ix'st edited by Usencr in his Diony-
sius of Halicarnassus, De imitationc Rcliquice

(Bonn, 1880) ;
(b) the second, first edited by

Cramer, Anecdota <!r<eca, IV. (Oxford, 1841) ; (c)

a third, published with the two already named by
Kroehnert, Cnnoucsne Poetarum Scriptorum Arti-

ficuin per Antiquitatem fueruntf (Konigsberg,
1897). Further information is given by Diony-
sius of Ilalicarnnssus in his rhetorical writings,

Quintilian, book x., Velleius Patcrculus, i. 10,

Proclus in his Crestomathy, and by Tzetzes in

his introduction to Lycophron's Alexandra. The
older part of the canon published by !Montfaucon
is as follows: Epic Poets.—Homer, Hesiod,
Pisander, Panyasis, Antimachus. Iambic Poets.
—Siinonides, Archilochus, Hipponax. Trage-
dians.—^Eschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Ion,

Archaeus. Comic Poets.—Old Comedy: Epichar-
mus, Cratinus, Eupolis, Aristophanes, Phere-
crates, Crates, Plato. Middle Comedy: Anti-
phanes, Alexis. New Comedy: Menander, Phi-

lippides, Diphilus, Philemon, ApoUodorus.
Elegiac Poets.—Callinus, Mimnermus, Philetas,

Calliniachus. Lyric Poets.—Alcman, Alcaus,
Sappho, Stesichorus, Pindar, Bacchylides, Iby-

cus, Anacreon, Simonides. Orators.—Demos-
thenes, Lysias, Hyperides, Isocrates, ^schines,
Lycurgus, Isseus, Antiphon, Andocides, Dinar-
chus. Historifins.—Thucydides, Herodotus, Xeno-
phon, Philistus, Theopompus, Ephorus, Anaxi-
menes, Callisthenes, Hellanicus, Polybius. To
the lists of older poets should be added the list

of the Tragic Pleiades, embracing poets of the
Third Century B.C.—Lycophron, Alexander, Sosi-

phanes, Sositheos, Dionysiades, Homer of Byzan-
tium, Philiscus. The canon of the ten sophists
cannot be earlier than the Fifth Century a.d.,

for it includes besides Dio Chrysostom, Nicostra-

tus, Polemon, Herodes, Atticus, Philostratus,
Aristides, the later Libanius, Themistius, Hi-
merius, and Eunapius. The dates of the canons
of the grammarians and physicians are uncer-

tain. Consult: Susemihl, Geschichte der griechi-

schen Litteratur in der Alexandriner-Zeit, II.

(Leipzig, 1892) ; SteflTen, De Canone qui dicitur

Aristophanis et Aristarchi (Leipzig, 1876) ; and
the works quoted above.

CAllrON (kan'yon) CITY. A city and
county-seat of Fremont County, Colo., 41 miles
west by north of Pueblo, on the Arkansas River,
1 mile from the Royal Gorge and Grand CaQon,
and on the Denver and Rio Grande, the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa F^, and other railroads (Map:
Colorado, E 2 ) . It is a noted health resort, situ-

ated at an elevation of 5345 feet, and surrounded
on three sides by mountains, and famed alike for
its mineral springs, its healthful climate, and
its attractive scenery. The city is possessed of
valuable natural advantages: it has abundant
water-power; the soil is fertile, and in the
vicinity are rich deposits of iron, coal, silver,

copper, marble, limestone, and petroleum. Ca-
flon City has a public library, and the State Peni-
tentiary is located here. Population, in 1890,
2825; in 1900, 3775.

CANONESS. In the early Christian Church
the name KavoviKul, canonicce, was applied to
women who, living not in communities, but in
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their own homes, made a vow to remain unmar>
ried and took charge of various works of char-

ity; the name was derived from their being
enrolled in tlie oflicial list or canon of the par-
ticular church. (See Deaco.nebs.) In the
Ninth C!entury, when the development of the
canonical life l)ecame general (see Canon),
communities of women living under the rule, but
not members of a religious order, were known
by this name ; education was their principal ex-

ternal function. Later, as in the case of the
canons, they became differentiated into regular
and secular. The secular canonesscs, especially

in Germany, came to differ very little from
women living in the world; their rules were few
and not rigorously observed, and their houses
merely safe and dignified homes for unmarried
women, who were in many cases required to be
of noble birth. Several such communities of
Protestant canonesscs still exist in (icrmany.

CANON FINCH, TOWHEE, WBEN, etc.

See Finch; Towhee; Wben, etc.

CAN'ONGATE, The. A street in 'Old'
Edinburgh, which leads from Holyrood Palace
up to the 'Castle.' It originally connected a
distinct suburb, known as the Canongate and
built in the Twelfth Century, with the town
proper. It contains some tenements, a century
or a century and a half old, which are n()ta))le

for their extreme height. See Scott's Chronicles
of the Canongate.

CANONICAL HOURS. The time fixed for
divine service in the Catholic Church, but no
longer strictly adhered to. These have not al-

ways been the same, and it is not known when
nor by whom they were settled; but they are
now fixed at seven, viz. matins and lauds, prime,
terce, sext, nones, vespers, and compline. These
used to be observed as follows : Prime, terce, sext,

and nones, at the first, third, sixth, and ninth
hours of the day, counting from 6 in the morn-
ing; vespers at the eleventh hour; compline, or
completorium, as completing the services of the
day, at midnight ; and matins shortly after

midnight. The reasons given for dividing the
day into seven parts were—that in seven days
the creation was completed, there are seven
graces of the Holy Spirit, seven divisions of the
Lord's Prayer, seven ages of a man's life, etc.

The hours had also each their mystical refer-

ence to certain occurrences in the history of the
Passion of Christ. They are called canonical
because according to the canon or rule of the
Church. The proper offices for the canonical
hours are to be found in the Breviary (q.v. ). In
England the term is also applied to the hours
within which marriages may be lawfully cele-

brated. These used to be between 8 and 12 in
the morning, but a recent act extended them
until 3 P.M.

CANONICUS (e.1565-1647). A Xarragan-
sett Indian chief, the constant friend of the early
colonists, and especially of Roger Williams, to
whom he was stronglj' attached. It was from
him that Williams obtained his title to the lands
that now constitute Rhode Island.

CANONIZATION. In the Roman Catholic
Church, the act of the Pope by which a deceased
person is solemnity declared to be a saint. It

had its origin in the practice in the early Church
of inserting in the commemorative prayer of the
liturgy the names of those who had died as mar-
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tyrs, or distinguished themselves as confessors

of the faith. In the ease of a doubtful claim to

this honor, the decision at first rested with the

bishop of the diocese, but was later reserved to

the metropolitans. They were not seldom as-

sisted by a council, and the question was some-
times referred to Rome. The first recorded

Papal canonizjition, however, is that of Ulrich,

Bishop of Augsburg, by John XV., in 993; but
no claim to exclusive right was made until Alex-

ander III. laid down in 1170 the principle which
has ever since formed the basis of the law in the

matter. Here and there holy men and women
were revered as saints in their own neighbor-

hoods, even after this, until Urban VIII. put a
stop to the practice in 1634.

Canonization, as understood in modem times,

is the culmination of a lengthy process. The
prospective saint must first pass through the

earlier stages of being declared a 'venerable ser-

vant of God.' and of Ratification (q.v.). The
last step involves an exceedingly minute inquiry,

conducted with the most elaborate legal formali-

ties; the rules of evidence applied to the testi-

mony in support of alleged miracles (at least

two of which must l>e proved to have been

wrought since the beatification) are more strict

than in any American or English court. An
ecclesiastic known as the promotor fidei, and
sometimes as the advocatus diaboli, is specially

appointed to urge every possible objection and

test to the utmost the validity of the claims ad-

vanced. When a favorable decision is pronounced

(which is never less than fifty years after the

person's death), the ceremony of canonization is

performed in Saint Peter's" with great pomp.

Among the Eastern churches the principle of

canonization is recognized. The right to perform

the ceremony is supposed to be vested in the

Patriarch of Constantinople, but it is rarely

exercised. For the rules and ceremonies of

Roman Catholic canonization, consult the stand-

ard authority. Pope Benedict XIV., De /Servort/w

Dei Beatificatione et Beatorum Canonizatione

(Bologna. 1734-38), of which a portion has been

translated under the title Heroic Virtue (3 vols.,

London. 1850).

CANON LAW. The law of the Roman Cath-

olic Church, embodied in the Corpus luris Co-

vonici. Its sources are the Bible, the writings

of the Fathers, the canons of the councils, the

decretals of the Popes, the manuals of penance,

custom, and secular legislation, especially in

the code of Justinian. Comparatively early, at-

tempts were made to codify the rules which gov-

erned the conduct of the Church and its mem-
bers. One of the earliest attempts gave rise to

the Apostolic Constitutions and Canons (q.v.).

There were many other compilations at various

periods which were followed by portions of the

Church. (See Isidoriax Decretal.s.) But all

earlier collections were superseded by the De-

cretuin (Iratiani. Tliis was compiled probably be-

tween 1139 and 1143, and was frequently known
as the Concordantia Discordontium Canonum.
It is composed of three parts. The first, divided

into 101 distinrtionea, subdivided into canons,

treats of the sources of canon law. the organiza-

tion of the Church, the ordination and the hier-

ardiy of the clergy, the election and consecration

of the bishops, the authority of the legates and
primates. The second, divided into tliirty-six

causw, subdivided into qucestiones, under which
are given the pertinent canons, treats of judicial

matters. The third, divided into five distinc-

tiones, under which are given the canons, treats

of the sacrament and the liturgy. The Deere-
tutn forms the first part of the Corpus luris

Canonici. The second part contains four collec-

tions of decretals.

1. The Decretals of Gregory IX., published in

1234, which contain the important decretals is-

sued since the publication of the Decretum. No
name was given to the collection by Gregory;
the old authors called it Liber Extravafjantium
or Pentateuchus, from its division into five

books.
2. The Liber Sextus, published by Boniface

^^II. in 1298, containing decretals since 1234.

3. Const itutioncs Clement incB, published in

1313, withdrawn for revision and reissued in

1317. These contain the decretals of Clement
V. and two issued by preceding popes.

4. The Extravagantes of John XXII. (1316-

1334) and the Extravagantes Communes. The
first contains twenty decretals of John ; the sec-

ond seventy-three issued by various popes be-

tween 1298 and 1484. The Extravagantes were
never formally promulgated and have obtained

a place in the canon law only by custom. All

four collections follow the traditional order of

subjects. Index. Indicium, Clerus, Connubia, Cri-

men. The portions of the canon law are not all

of equal authority, but the distinctions are too

extensive to be discussed here. (See Bibliog-

raphy at end.) In many editions of the canon
law the Institutiones of Lancelottus are pub-

lished as a supplement. The author states that

he wrote this at the request of the Pope in order

to make the canon law correspond more closely to

the Corpus luris Civilis (q.v.). The Decretum
corresponds to the Pandects; the Decretals of

Gregory IX. to the Code; the Sextus, Clemen-

tines, and Extravagantes to the Novella; his

work to the Institutes. It was published in 1563,

and frequently since, but never approved author-

itatively by the Pope. It is hardly necessary to

add that, although the Corpus is still the au-

thoritative collection, canon law has been con-

stantly modified by later enactments.

During the Middle Ages the canon law was
authoritative in all countries subject to the

spiritual jurisdiction of Rome. The ecclesiasti-

cal courts embraced within their jurisdiction all

members of the clergy, and, as a privilege,

widows, orphans, crusaders, and students. But
their jurisdiction extended over many other per-

sons because they claimed the control over many
cases, such as matters relative to the faith, sac-

raments, and vows ; matters relative to marriage,

ecclesiastical property, and wills: crimes against

religion, or those committed in sacred places;

violations of the truce of God (q.v.), the exac-

tion of usurj', i.e. interest, etc. Some of these

subjects the civil authorities admitted to l)e

wholly within the province of the ecclesiastical

courts; with regard to other subjects, the civil

courts claimed an equal or superior right of

jurisdiction. As the royal authority became
stronger in the different countries, the kings l>e-

came jealous of an authority independent of their

own, and attempted to bring the members of the

clergy and certain classes of cases under their

own jurisdiction. They were especially hostile
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to appeals to Rome. (See Constitutions of
Clabendon.) Ultimately the royal authority

triumphed and canon law became restricted al-

most everywhere to purely religious and ecele-

siastical questions. It is still authoritative in

many countries on many subjects, and it has n"o<li-

fied profoundly both international law and civil

law in the various countries of Europe. It is

impossible to state briefly, and yet accurately,

its varying authority in modem times in the dif-

ferent countries. Until recently its importance
in Germany was very great. Down to the end of

the Eighteenth Century it was a constituent ele-

ment of the common law ; since that time its au-

thority has l)een greatly restricted and confined

in civil matters to a comparatively few States.

In France it was abrogated in 1790 by the 'Civil

Constitution of the Clergj',' and it has never re-

gained its position. In England it has no direct

authority, but some jjortions of the English law
are based upon canon law. In Scotland, curious-

ly enough, when one considers Scotch history, the

Roman canon law still prevails to a certain ex-

tent. Lord Stair said, in his Institutes of the

Scotch Laic, "So deep hath this canon law been
rooted, that even where the Pope's authority is

rejected, yet consideration must be had to these

laws, not only as those by which church bene-

fices have been erected and ordered, but as like-

wise containing many equitable and profitable

laws, which, because of their weighty matter,
and their being once received, may more fitly be
retained than rejected." In two old Scotch acts

of Parliament, made in 1540 and 1551, the canon
law is used in conjunction with the Roman law
to denote the common law of the country, the
expression used being "the common law, baith
canon, civil, and statutes of the realme." In
the United States some laws borrowed from the
English common law are based upon the canon
law.

The best edition of the Corpus luris Canonici
is edited by Friedberg (2 vols., Leipzig, 1879 81).
The number of good works on the canon law is

very great. Tardif, Histoire des sources du
droit canonique (Paris, 1887), gives an excel-

lent bibliography down to that date. See also

Phillips, Kirchenrecht (7 vols., Regensburg,
1845-72, incomplete; continued by Vering, Vol.
VIII., Regensburg, 1889) ; Schulte, Oeschichte
der Quellen und Litteratur des eanonischen.Rechts
von Oratian his auf die Oegentcart (3 vols.,

Stuttgart, 1875-83) ; Hinschius, Das Kirchen-
recht der Katholiken und Protestanten (4 vols.,

Berlin, 1869-86) ; Maitland, Roman Canon Law
in the Church of England (Cambridge, 1898).

CANON OF THE BIBLE. See Bible.

CANON OF THE MASS. That part of the
mass which contains the fixed rule for celebrat-

ing the eucharist in the Roman Church, includ-

ing the words whose use is believed to alter the
elements into the veritable body and blood of
Christ. Consequently this part of the mass was
the storm-centre of controversy.

CANONS, Book of. In Scottish ecclesiastical

history, a code of canons or rules for the Church
of Scotland, prepared by the Scottish bish-

ops in obedience to the command of Charles I.,

revised by Laud, confirmed by letters patent
under the great seal May 23, 1635, and published
in 1636. It tended to increase the dissatisfaction
prevalent throughout Scotland, which soon

broke out violently. It was considered objection-

able as the work of I^ud, and because it was
promulgated by the King without consultation
with either clergy or laity. The canons are
printed in the fifth volume of the collected

works of Laud, Library of Anglo-Catholic The-

ology (7 vols., Oxford, 1847-60). See Burton,
History of Scotland, Vol. VI. (Edinburgh,
1873).

CANONS OF THE CHURCH OF ENG-
LAND. The so-called constitutions and canons
ecclesiastical, agreed upon, with the King's li-

cense, in the synod held in London in 1604. They
were drawn up by the convocation, in order to

give effect to the decisions of the conference held

at Hampton Court, and are, in the main, a digest

of old canons, with some new ones added. They
are 141 in number. By these canons every cler-

gyman was obliged to swear to subscribe willing-

ly to the royal supremacy, the Prayer-book, and
the Articles. All who declared the Prayer-
book or Articles to be in any way superstitious

were condemned. This was a defeat for the
Puritan party, but most of them took the test

oath rather than go into exile. The canons are
still authoritative except for the parts revised

by later canons. See Walcott, The Constitutions
and Canons Ecclesiastical of the Church of Eng-
land, etc. (Oxford and London, 1874).

CANON'S YEOMAN'S TALE. One of the
Canterbury Tales. It is told by an itinerant

and disreputable canon's starving servant and
guard, and consists of a description of the vari-

ous trickeries practiced by the alchemists, of

which the canon is one, upon their credulous and
avaricious dupes.

CANOP'IC VASES. The name given to the
four vases in wliich the ancient Egyptians used
to place the viscera taken from the dead when em-
balming them. The vases were mostly of stone,

and the lids represented, in later times, the heads
of the four genii, the so-called sons of Osiris, who
protected each a special part of the intestines

(stomach and large intestines; small intestines;

lungs and heart; liver and gall-bladder). The
modem name has no authorization from the

classical writers.

CANO'PUS, or CANCBUS. A city of an-

cient Egypt, about 14 miles east of Alexandria,
at the Canopie mouth of the Nile, which was
thus called after the city. It did not become a
place of importance until after the foundation of

Alexandria, when the Alexandrians used the

town as a pleasure resort, and it had a rather bad
reputation. Canopus was an important port, and
had a temple of Serapis, with a famous oracle,

much frequented by invalids in pursuit of

health. The ruins of this temple were the field of

successful excavations in 1893. The Greek name
seems to be an assimilation of the name of the

legendary helmsman of Menelaus with some un-

known Egyptian word.

CANOPUS (Lat., from Gk. KdvwTrof, Kanopos,
a city of Lower Egypt). The name of a very

brilliant star of the southern hemisphere, in the

constellation of the ship Argo. According to

Plutarch, it received its name from Canopus, the

pilot of Menelaus.

CANOPY (Fr. canape, It. canope, Med. Lat.

canopium, gauze net, Gk. kuvukeIov, konopeion,

perhaps from kuvoc, konos, cone + uip, ops, face )

.
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Originally a mosquito-netting in the form of a
tent. In this sense the word was used as early

as Herodotus .(ii. 95) of the nets which the

Nile fishermen hung up at night to keep off in-

&efts, and Horace (Epistle ix. 9) shows that

regular mosquito-nettings were so called. Later
the term came to "be used of any fixed hang-

mg or projection over a bed, couch, or throne,

or of similar portable objects carried over dig-

nitaries in processions, as the baldachin (q.v.).

It has since passed into architectural terminolo-

gy to designate any overhanging covering or pro-

jection above an altar, tomb, or statue, whether

I

CA.SOPY OF TOMB OF DL'KE OF WELUJi&TOS,
St. Paul's, London.

made of wood, stone, or metal—such a canopy as

was termed ciborium (q.v.) in the Middle Ages.
These features became fashionable in the Gothic
period, affording an opportunity for great dis-

play of decorative richness and variety, especial-

ly in connection with sculpture. The group of

Gothic canopies on the tombs of the Scaligers at

Verona are the climax of a numerous series at
Padua, Bologna, Verona, and other Italian

cities, where they stand either against a wall or

free; inside a building, or out in a square. They
usually at this time end in a gable surmounting
a pointed or trefoil arch, with pinnacles,

crockets, and finials. There are innumerable
canopies in the French Gothic cathedrals, such as

Amiens, Rheims, and Chartres, surmounting
even the smallest figures and forming one of the

most prominent decorative features of the style

not only in France, but throughout Europe. The
canopy was much used in miniature form, in

reliquaries, shrines, and other goldsmith work,
and in works of industrial art, tapestries, stained

glass, etc. The Renaissance used it but little.

CANOSA DI PUGLIA, kA-nf/sij dA pooiyi
(Lat. Canusium). A city in south Italy, 15 miles

southwest of Barletta, on the slope of a hill,

mar the Ofanto (Map: Italy, L 6). The Cathe-

dral of San Sabino. with pavement several feet

below tlie surface of the street, was built about
1101, and contains a pulpit and an episcopal

throne in marble. In an adjacent court is the

tomb of Bohemond I., who died in 1111; it has
bronze doors by Ruggieri of Amalfi. There is a
ruined castle, built by Charles I. of Naples.

\ gate and the ruins of a large amphitheatre
and of an aqueduct testify to the prosperity of

the ancient Canusium, while from the tombs in
the vicinity, excavated in 1812-13, painted vases,

painted busts, marble statues, and other magnifi-

cent fxmereal furniture have been transferred to

the museum at Naples. The town was founded
by the Greeks, and till the Second Punic War was
an important commercial centre. Near by is the

battle-ground of Cannae. The country produces
wine and oil. Population (commune), in 1881,

19,000; in 1901, 24,169.

CANOSSA, ka-nos'sa. A ruined castle in

north Italy, 12 miles southwest of Reggio, cele-

brated as the place where, in 1077, Emperor
Henry IV. obtained absolution from Pope Gregory
VII. after three days' humiliation (Map: Italy,

E 3 ) . Hence the expression 'Go to Canossa'
is proverbially used to denote a surrender to the
claims of the Church. When Bismarck inaugu-
rated his Kulturkampf (q.v.) he publicly
boasted that he would never 'go to Canossa,' but
he did. The i\-j'-clad ruins of the castle of

Canossa, which in the Eleventh Century be-

longed to Countess Matilda of Tuscany, Greg-
ory's friend, and which was destroyed by the

citizens of Reggio in 1255, crown the rock above
I lie little village. From it there is a splendid

view to the south of the castle of Rossena, with
the Apennines in the background, and to the

north, of the valley of the Po.

CANOT, ka'n6', Theodore (1807-50). An
African slave-trader. He was bom in Florence,

Italy, and after numerous adventures made his

first voyage to Africa in 1826, sailing from Ha-
vana to Bangalang, on the River Pongo, Sene-

gambia. After several successful voyages as the

owner of a slave transport, he established a slave

station at Kambia, which was destroyed by fire

in May, 1828. Afterwards he became the pioneer

of the slave traffic at New Sestros, and in 1840

sent 749 slaves from that station to Cuba.
Upon the destruction of the settlement of New
Florence in 1847, which he had established sev-

eral years previously, ostensibly as an agricul-

tural' and trading centre, he removed to South
America, whence he went to Baltimore, Md., and
finally to France, where he was appointed an
official in one of the French colonies of Oceanica.

Consult :Mayer, Captain Canot, or Twenty Years

of an African Slaver (New York, 1854).

CANOVA, ka-n6'v&, Antonio (1757-1822).

An Italian sculptor. He was born at Possagno

ill the Province of Treviso, November 1, 1757. His

family had been stone-cutters for generations,

and his grandfather taught him the use of the

chisel. The lad's talent attracted the attention

of the Venetian Senator Giovanni Falieri, who
procured him admission, in his fourteenth year,

to the atC'lier of the sculptor Torretti, who was
working in the neighborhood. Canova accom-

j>anied the latter to Venice, and after Torretti's

death he studied with his nephew Ferrari. He
also attended the Venetian Academy of Art,

studying especially the nude; but found little to

inspire him in the debased rococo of the day,

and was in the main self-taught. His progress

was rapid, and at the age of fifteen he executetl

for his patron Falieri two statues. "Orpheus" and

"Eurydice." His "Dspdalus and Icarus," e.\ecutc<l

in his twenty-second year, and now in the Vene-

tian Academy, was even more famous. \Miile

still in the baroque style, these works show

originality, and a careful study of the nude. In
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1779, through the influence of Falieri, lie re-

ceivtKi a penHion from the Venetian Government,
entitlint; nim to three years' study in Rome.
He arrivi'd there at a time when the life work

of \\ iiikehnaiin (fj.v.) and others was bearing

fruit in a new revival of the antique. Through
tlie inlluence of the Venetian ambassador he was
introtlueed into literary and artistic circles, where
he formed his life-long friendship with Quatre-

mfere de Quini-y (<i.v.), the celebrated French
nrcha-ologist and critic, who exercised great in-

lluence upon his art. He threw himself with

ardor into the study of the antique, and his

"Theseus Vanquishing the Minotaur" showed the

fruit of these studies. Exhibited in 1782,, it was
epoch-making in modern sculpture, as a return

from baroque to classic art. He at once rose to

the rank of the first sculptor of his day. A com-
mission for a monument to Pope Clement XIV.,
in Santi Apostoli, was assigned to him, and on
the successful comjiletion of this work, in 1787,

he received a commission for a like monument to

Poi)e Clement XIII., Rezzonico, in Saint Peter's,

in 179i). This is one of his best works. Upon the

sarcophagus is an image of the Pope kneeling in

])raycr. while on the left is a rather stiff figure of

"Religion," with the cross, and on the right a

genius, somewhat effeminate, with the torch of

life reversed. Beneath are two splendid lions, the

best part of the work.

During this period Canova also executed works
of quite a different kind. His famous "Cupid and
Psyche" (Louvre) , in which the love-god, bending

over, raises her from the earth, although not

•without charm, marks what might be called a

departure from the antique, because of the con-

strained position, ilore attractive is his later

representation of the same subject in the Louvre,

where Cupid leans confidingly on Psyche's shoul-

der, watching a butterfly. Among his other fa-

mous works executed before 1798 are his "Venus
and Adonis," in the Naples Museum, celebrated

for the caressing attitude of the goddess, and
"Hebe Pouring Nectar" (Berlin), a charming
specimen of girlish beauty, and different repre-

sentations of the same subject in the Royal Pal-

ace, Munich. He usually executed several repli-

cas of works like these, and those cited are either

the original, or, failing these, the best-known
copy.

In order to show his ability with more virile

subjects he carved colossal figures of "Hercules
Throwing Lichas into the Sea," now in Palazzo

Torlonia, Rome, and of the two Greek boxers,

"Creugas and Damoxenos," in the Vatican. Al-

though deemed successful by contemporaries, the

exaggerated action of these statues displeases

modern critics, notwithstanding the great ana-

tomical knowledge displayed, especially in the in-

verted figure of Lichas.

^^^lile the Pope was expelled from Rome in

the revolution of 1798, Canova spent two years
traveling in Austria and Germany with Prince
Rezzonico. He returned, however, with the new
Pope, and soon afterwards executed his "Perseus,"
which was purchased by the Pope, with general

applause, and placed upon the empty pedestal of

the "Apollo Belvedere," after which it had been
modeled, in the Vatican. In 1805 the sculptor

was commissioned to execute a siibstitute for the

"Medicean Venus." which, like the Apollo, had
been taken to Paris by Napoleon. His "Venus"
now stands in the Pitti Palace. The "Three

"Graces" (Saint Petersburg) were executed in

rivalrj' to the antique subject in Siena. Com-
pared with the antique these works seem lacking

in simplicity and sentiment; they appear arti-

ficial and sentimental, like the age of Canova.
Herein lies the importance of Canova as tlie

characteristic representative of his time. His
art is a transition from the baroque to the purer
classical taste of Thorwaldsen and his successors,

and his position in the development of modern
sculpture is like that of David in painting. He
•was the first to show the way to what became
one of the most important factors in modern
sculpture.

Canova was three times summoned to Paris by
Napoleon: in 1802, 1805, and 1810. His patriot-

ism would not permit him to accept the Km-
peror's brilliant inducements to remain in Paris.

He pleaded with success for the support of the

arts in Italj', but could not induce the Emperor
to return the extorted art treasures. He carved
the well-known ideal bust of Napoleon in the

Pitti Palace, and in 1812 he finished a colossal

marble statue, in which, according to Roman cus-

tom, the Emperor is represented nude, as a god.

The original marble is lost, but an excellent

bronze cast is in the court of the Brera Palace,

Milan. He also represented Napoleon's sister.

Pauline Borghese, as a reclining Venus, his

mother Agrippina as Concordia, the Empress
Maria Louisa as Concordia. In 1815, after the

fall of Napoleon, he was sent as the Pope's ambas-
sador to Paris, to bring about the return of the

art treasures taken from Rome, and it was
chiefly owing to his skill as a diplomat that they

were returned. On his return to Rome the Pope
made him Marquis of Ischia, the Academy of

Saint Luke chose him perpetual president, and
the Roman Senate inscril)ed his name in the

Golden Book of the Capitol. During his embassy
to Paris he visited London and saw the Elgin
marbles, but warmly rejected Lord Elgin's pro-

posal to restore them.

One of Canova's most celebrated works •was

the monument ordered, in 1798, by Albert, Prince
of Sachsen-Teschen, for his wife, Marie Christina,

Archduchess of Austria, but not completed till

1805, and erected in the Church of the Augus-
tines in Vienna. It consists of a marble pyra-

mid, in front of which are two groups of figures.

On the left "Virtue," attended by two beautiful

maidens, and bearing the cinerary urn, strides

toward the door of the pyramid, followed by
"Charity," leading a blind old man. On the right

reclines a lion as guardian of the tomb, and a

mourning genius. The composition is more adapt-

ed to a painting or relief than to a work of sculp-

ture, and the figures, notwithstanding their

beauty, have the effect of artificiality. Among his

other sepulchral monuments are that of his friend

Volpato, in Santi Apostoli, Rome; of the poet

Alfieri, in Santa Croce, Florence; of the last

three Stuarts, in Saint Peter's, Rome, and of

Pius VI., a praying figure, in Saint Peter's. In

these works he appears at his best. Among his

classical subjects are an excellent "Paris" ( 1807 )

,

in Munich, "Theseus and the Centaur," in Vienna,

and a "Mars and Venus," in London. His famous
series of antique dancers are too studied in pose

to be pleasing. One of his last works was the

plaster model of George Washington, clad as an
antique hero, writing his last message, which
may be seen in the museum in his native town.
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He seldom treated relijjious subjects, and when
he did he represented them as beautiful, classical

figures. The best-known example is a kneeling

*'Ma<.'dalen," in Villa Carlotta, Candenabbia.

Canova also executed a large number of por-

trait busts of the celebrities of his day, his

friends, and especiaHy of ideal women, as Laura
or Beatrice. They are too lacking in individual-

ization to be good portraits. He was unsuccess-

ful in relief work, owing to his inability to make
a goo<l composition. As a painter he is of little

importance. But in his proper tield of sculpture

he is one of the most prominent figures of

modern times. No one has treated the surface of

marble with more delicacy and more skill than he.

Canova died in Venice, October 13, 1822, and
was buried at Passagno in a church which he
had himself erected at the cost of his earnings

of a lifetime. There is also a monument to him,
after his own design, in the Church of the Frari,

Venice, near the tomb of Titian. He was a
man of lovable character, kind and charitable,

especially to young and needy artists. He was
inspired by a lofty patriotism, and by a touching
love for his native town, to which he returned

whenever possible. His house there contains a
museum of his works, with the original plaster

models of the most remarkable. His works were
engraved bv Lasinio (Pisa, 1821-25), Moses (Lon-

don, 1828)*, and Reveil (Paris, 1825).

Bibliography. An excellent contemporary bi-

ography of Canova was written by his friend,

ijuatrem^re de Quincy (Paris, 1834), with which
compare the more critical Romische Studien, by
Fernow (Zurich, 180G). Other biographies are

those of his friend Cicognara (Venice, 1823) ;

iiissirini (Prato, 1827); Rosini (Pisa, 1825);
D'Este (Florence, 1864); Liicke, in Dohme,
Kunst und Kiiustler des neunzehnten Jahrhun-
derts (I>eipzig, 1883) : and Meyer, in Knackfuss,
KUnstlcrmotiographien (Bielefeld, 1898).

CA140VAS DEL CASTILLO, kiL'n6-vas del

ka-ste'lyc'), Axtomo ( 1828-97 ) . A Spanish states-

man, born in Malaga, June 5, 1828. He stud-

ied philosophy and law in Madrid, entered jour-

nalism, and soon became active in politics. In

1852 he represented his native city in the Cortes

as a Liberal, and two years later was appointed
chargi'* d'alfaires at Rome, where he aided in

preparing the concordat between Spain and the

Holy See. After being director-general of the

administration from 1858 to 1861 and Under-
Secretary of State in the latter year, he be-

came, in 1864, Minister of the Interior in the

Mon Ministry, and Minister of Finance and the

Colonies in the O'Donnell Ministry the next year.

He prepared at the time the law for the abolition

of negro slaverv'. He was one of the last to de-

fend in the Cortes the Liberal principles he
espoused under the reactionary sway of Xar-
vaez and Gonzalez Bravo, and was banished
shortly before the revolution of 1868, in which
he had no share. Returning to active life in

18(50, as the leader of the moderate Conservatives,

he opposed in the Constituent Cortes the project

of a democratic constitution, and was one of the

leaders of the movement which placed Alfonso

XII. on the throne. He became president of the

Council and chief of the provisional Cabinet De-

cember 31, 1874, and remained at the head of the

Liberal-Conservative Ministry (the so-called Cab-

inet of Conciliation). He withdrew in Sep-

tember, 1875, before the attacks of the extreme

Conservative party. He was recalled in Decem-
ber of the same year and charged with the direc-
tion of the first legislative elections under the
new regulations. From this time he remained
Premier, until 1879, when Marshal Martinez
Campos returned from Cuba and took his place,
retaining the principal members of the Cab-
inet. Martinez Compos was in turn obliged
to resign in December, being defeated upon cer-

tain free-trade measures, and Cfinovas returned
to power. His Conservative Cabinet was over-
thrown in 1881. He was again Premier in 1884-

85, in 1890-92, and again in 1895-97, alternating
in office with Sagasta, the leader of the Liberals.
In time his ideas became decidedly Conservative,
and to the Radical element in Spain Cfinovas ap-
peared in the light of a reactionary. He was
assassinated by an anarchist on August 8, 1897.
Cfinovas found time, even in the stir of Spanish
political life, for considerable literary activity.
In 1867 he was elected a member of the Academy
of iladrid. Among his writings are a volume of
poems (1887), Estudios del reinado de Felipe IV.
(1888) ; Ar/e.<j y letras (1887) ; Problemas con-
temponineos, a collection of essays on economic
and social questions (1884); Biofjrafia de Cal-
deron (2 vols., 1883) ; and several minor pieces.

He also edited the works of a number of con-
temporary dramatists (2 vols., 1881-86), and an
important historical work, the Historia general
de Espaiia (10 vols., 1890-97). The most ex-
tended biographv is bv Pons y Humbert, Cdnovas
del Castillo (Madrid," 1901)

.

CANROBEBT, kiiN'rfi'bfir', Francois Certaik
DE (1809-95). A marshal of France. He was
born at Saint Cer^, June 27, 1809, studied in the
military school of Saint Cyr, and in 1828 entered
the army. After 1835 he served in Algeria. In
the storming of Constantine he was one of the
first to enter the breach. About the same time
he received the decoration of the Legion of

Honor. In 1849 he commanded a successful ex-
pedition against the Kabyles. As general of

brigade, in 1850, he led an expedition through
the rocky country of Xarah, and destroyed the
Arab stronghold there. In January, 18.53, he
became a general of division. The next year he
commanded a division in the Crimea, and upon
the death of Saint-Amaud he assumed control of

the French operations. For his services he was
made Marshal of France in 1856. In 1859 he was
a division commander in the Italian campaign
against .\ustria, and took part in the battles of

^fagenta and Solferino. Wlien war was declaretl

by France against Prussia, in 1870, he was in

command of the Sixth Army Corps. He was shut

up in Metz with Bazaine, and became a prisoner

in Germany. In 1879 he became a memlier of the

French Senate. He died January 28, 1895. Con-
sult Martin, Le mar^chal Canrobert.

CAN^O. A port of entry in Guysborough
Coimty. Nova Scotia, near the cape of the same
name (Map: Nova Scotia, J 4). It has impor-

tant fishing industries, a considerable trade, is

the landing-place of some of the transatlantic

cables, and has a United States consular agent.

Population, 1500.

CANSO, Cape. The ea.stem extremity of Nova
Scotia and the southern l>oundary of the entrance

of Chebucto or Chedabucto Bay (Map: Nova
Scotia, J 4). It is in latitude '46° 21' N. and
longitude 61° W.
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The Gut or Stbait of Canso is n paasape 17

niile!< lung and 2% miles in average breadth,
connecting the inlet just mentioned with the

Gulf of Saint I^awrem-e, and forming an island

of Cape Breton. It is greatly used by local sail-

ing vessels, but of the three channels between
the (iulf of Saint Lawrence and the open ocean,
it is the one that is least frequently used by Eu-
ropean vessels.

CANSTADT, kUn'stAt (from Cannstatt, or
I'diistndt, a city of Wllrttemberg) . The name ap-

plied to a long-headed type of Quaternary man in

Germany, based on a fragment of skull found
among relics dug up in the year 1700 by Duke
Kl)erliard Ludwig. Consult Mortillet, Le pr4-

historique (Paris, 1900).

CANSTEIN, kiln'sttn, Karl Hildebrand,
Baron von (1«{67-1710). The founder, by his

writings and by his will, of the famous Canstein
Bible Institute in Halle, Germany, for the dis-

tribution of the Scriptures at the lowest rates.

CAN'TAB, or CAN'TABRIGKIAN (Med.
Lat. Cantubrigiensis, from Cunlahrigia, Cam-
bridge). One who is either a student or a grad-
uate of the University of Cambridge, England.

CANTABILE, kAn-ta'bMi (It., singable,

from Lat., It. cantare, to sing). In music, a
term which signifies in a singing or vocal man-
ner. When placed over a passage of music, it

demands an easy, flowing execution, along with
a clear-cut and well-defined delivery of the chief

melody, so as to bring it distinctly out against
the background of the accompaniment.

CANTA^BI (a word of Iberian origin). A
rude race of mountaineers of ancient Spain.

They were of Iberian origin, and lived in a
district comprised in the modem provinces of

Oviedo (eastern part), Santander, Vizcaya, and
Guiprtzcoa, on the coast of the Bay of Biscay,

which derived from them its name, Oceanus Can-
iabricus. The most important of their towns was
luliobriga (the Roman form of its name). The
Cantabri are described as like the Scythians and
Thracians in hardihood and martial character,
sleeping on the bare earth, enduring extreme pain
without a nuiriiuir, and, like most savages, leav-

ing agricultural toil to their women. Their
bravery was evinced in the Cantabrian War, a six

years' contest with the Romans, begun by Au-
gustus, and concluded by Agrippa (B.C. 25-19).
Tiberius afterwards stationed garrisons in the
towns of the conquered Cantabri, but some por-
tion retreated into their fastnesses among the
mountains, where they preser\'ed their independ-
ence. They are supposed by some to be the an-
cestors of the Basque race (q.v.).

CANTA-TBRIA. The name anciently applied
to a district of Spain, on the south coast of the
Bay of Biscay, the home of the Cantabri (q.v.).

CANTA'BRIAN MOUNTAINS. A range
of mountains extending for a distance of over
300 miles through northern Spain near the
shores of the Bay of Biscay, from the west
end of the Pyrenees to Cape Finisterre (Map:
Spain, CI). Less than 30 miles wide in the east
in the Basque Provinces, the range broadens out
toward the west and breaks up into a number of
ranges, which, with their foot-hills, cover the
whole northwest corner of the Iberian Peninsula

;

at the east the main range is less than thirty
miles from the coast, but this increases to about
70 miles at the west. Extreme elevations of over

5000 feet in the eastern |)art increase to nearly
8S00 feet near the centre ( Pefia de Cerredo, 2678
meters) ; but farther west the elevations decrease
front ((000 and 7000 fe<'t in Asturias to 3000 to
4000 feet in Galicia, and rapidly diminish toward
the western coast. In general.* tlie northern and
western sides are steep, forming a bold seacoast,
with promontories interrupted by short narrow
sections of flat coast, but on the' south and east
the slope is more gradual, and the descent rela-
tively slight to the great Castilian plateau. Dif-
ferent portions of the Cantabrian Mountains have
local names.

CAN'TACUZE'NUS (Med. Gk. KavroxoK'?
vof, Kantakouzi'noa) , Johx VI. (c.l292c.l380).
A Byzantine emperor and historian, born in
Constantinople. I'nder Andronicus III. (1328-
41), he had principal charge of the Government,
and when Andronicus died he was left regent,
the successor being .Tohn Paheologus, then only
nine years old. Suspected by the Empress, Can-
tacuzenus fled from Constantinople, and pro-
claimed himself Emperor. Six years of civil war
followed, in which the rivals employed foreign
mercenaries and nearly ruined the Empire. In
1347 Cantacuzenus entered Constantinople and
became joint Emperor with John Paheologus,
but monopolized the royal power. He governed
the Empire until 1355. when John, aided by a
popular revolt, overcame him. Cantacuzenus
abdicated and entered a monastery, where he
wrote a history of his life and times, from
1320 to 1357, published in the collections of
Byzantine historians. He strove during his
regency and reign earnestly but imsuccessfully to
preserve the Empire from further decline.

CANTAL, kUN'tdl'. A central department of
France, formed out of the southern portion of the
old Province of Auvergne (Map: France, .1 6).
Area, 2217 square miles. Population, in 1896,
224,717; jn 1901, 218,941. Almost the whole
area consists of the remains of an extinct vol-

cano, intersected by gorges auvl diversified by
peaks, the hignest of which are the Plomb de
Cantal (G095 feet) and the Piiy Mary (5850
feet). Unimportant streams traverse the gorges.

Cattle-raising is the chief industry, only about
one-quarter of the department yielding arable
land. Coal exists in the northwest and near
Mauriac, and marble is quarried. Capital, Au-
rillac.

CANTALOUPE. See Muskmelon.
CANTANI, kan-ta'nd, Arnoldo (1837-93).

An Italian physician, born in Hainsbach, Bo-
hemia, and educated in Prague. In 1864 he be-

came professor of pharmacology and toxicology

in Pavia; in 1867 director of the Clinical Insti-

tute of Medicine in Milan; and in 1868 professor

in Naples. His investigations were devoted
chiefly to such diseases as malaria, cholera, ty-

phoid, tuberculosis, and diabetes. His efforts in

behalf of the introduction of German medical
methods into Italy were especially commendable.
Among his principal publications are the follow-

ing: Murniale di materia medico e terapeutica

(2 vols., 1865-77), and Manuale di farmacologia
clinica (5 vols., 2d ed., Milan, 1885-90).

CANTARINI, kan'ta-re'n^ SiMONE (1612-

48). An Italian painter, called the Pesarese, or

Simone da Pesaro. He was born in Oropezza,

near Pesaro, and after studying under Pandolfi

and C. Ridolfi, entered the school of Guido Reni,
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of whose manner he became a close imitator.

He devoted some time to studying the works of

Raphael in Rome, and then went to Mantua.
Humiliated by his imsuccessful effort to paint a
portrait of the Duke of Mantua, he went to

V'erona, and died tliere, probably by poison.

Though Cantarini approached nearer to Guido
than any other of his imitators, and excelled as

a colorist, he showed little originality. His
etchings, too, are able and spirited, but in these

his imitation of Guido is even more apparent
than in his paintings. His best-known produc-

tions are the paintings: "Assumption" (Bologna
Gallery) ; "Holy Family" (Barbaziano) ; "Trans-
figuration" (Milan) ; "Joseph and Potiphar's

Wife" (Dresden Gallery) ; a portrait of Guido
(in Pesaro) ; and the etchings "Saint John in the

Wilderness;" "The Repose in Egypt;" another
"Repose in Egj-pt," with the head of the Virgin
in profile and Saint Joseph sitting near her;

"Venus;" "Adonis;" "Cupid;" and "Fortune."

CANTATA, kan-ta'ta (It., song, from Lat.,

it. cantare, to sing). In music, the name of a
vocal composition of either a sacred or a secular

character, for solo voices, ensembles, and chorus,

with instrumental accompaniment. The sacred

cantata differs from the oratorio in that it is

less subjective, the solos representing individ-

uals from a community or a congregation. The
secular cantata differs from opera in the absence

of stage accessories, and in this respect the name
'lyric scene' is perhaps more appropriate. In

mere matter of length the cantata is usually

much shorter than the opera or the oratorio.

CANTEEN' (Fr. cantine, from It. cantina,

cellar). Military. A place of refreshment, set

apart in every army post, wherever practicable,

for the use of the rank and file of the troops sta-

tioned there. In the United States, the canteen

system consists of a number of so-called post

exchanges, intended to combine the advantages of

a gymnasium and reading and recreation rooms.
There are also in the same establishments co-

operative stores and restaurants, including lunch
counters, where are sold non-intoxicants and to-

bacco. The primary purpose of the entire un-

dertaking is to furnish the troops, at reasonable

prices, with articles of ordinary use, wear, and
consumption not supplied by the Government,
and to afford them means of rational recreation

and amusement. When the exchange or canteen
is free from debt, the net profits are distributed

among the various organizations stationed at

the post, for the maintenance of regimental and
post athletic teams and other institutions. Pre-

vious to 1901, when the sale of intoxicants was
abolished, the post exchange was permitted to

sell l)eer and wine to the troops, the sale of spir-

its being, however, prohibited. This department
was for the advantage of men confined by their

duties to the post, or those not desiring to go
outside. Strict regulations were made and en-

forced against possible abuses of the privilege;

the beverages sold were generally the best pro-

curable, and retailed to the soldier at the lowest

possible price. As a result of public pressure,

however, the canteen was formally abolished by
act of Congress in 1901. There has been much
controversy regarding this side of the canteen, the

majority of army officers being strongly in favor

of the canteen, and the several national temper-

ance societies as strongly against it.

In England there is a canteen established in

every post, barrack, and standing camp; in the

latter instance each regiment stationed in the gar-

rison or camp has its own regimental canteen,

while there is, in addition, a separate establish-

ment known as the garrison canteen. Tlie canteen
is divided into two parts—the wet canteen, where
ale, porter, and mineral water are on sale; and
the dry canteen, at which groceries may be pur-
chased. A separate institution is installed in

all permanent barracks, known as the 'recreation

rooms.' This also is a regimental institution,

and generally contains pool and billiard tables,

material and accommodations for the playing of

cards, chess, dominoes, and similar games, for

which no charge is made. There is a room in

the same building set apart for library and
reading-room. In garrisons and standing camps
there is a permanent library of considerable size,

supplied with standard and current literature.

British soldiers are allowed three-quarters of a
pound of beef and one pound of bread per diem.

This is the regular Government ration; all other

food is purchased by the soldier, for which an
average allowance of threepence halfpenny is

deducted from his pay, the scale of pay being

so arranged as to cover this deduction. The
value of this system to the soldier is that it

gives him so much increase of pay when away
from his mess or regiment. All groceries are

to be purchased from the dry canteen, and are

retailed to the different company messes at the

lowest possible rate. Individual soldiers may
also purchase foods and groceries in the smallest

possible quantities from the dry canteen, and
cooked meals or goods from the regimental caf6

or restaurant attached to the recreation rooms.

The wet canteen is for the exclusive use of pri-

vate soldiers; neither wines nor spirits are per-

mitted to be sold, nor are men allowed to have
credit with the steward, as they usually are in

the dry canteen, and invariably in the restau-

rant. A non-commissioned officer is always on
duty, to maintain order and prevent the admis-

sion of men denied its privileges. Corporals

have their separate canteen, and sergeants their

own mess, military discipline not permitting

the intermingling of the rank and file. All

moneys over and above the expenses and work-

ing capital are divided among the various regi-

mental organizations and funds.

The canteen as an article of equipment varies

in the different armies. In the United States,

as in most of the armies of Continental Europe,

it is a metal,, leather, or wooden flask or bottle,

having an average capacity of two pints, in

which the soldier carries his liquid refreshment

on the march, in which case it is carried slung

by a strap over the shoulder. In the British

.Army such a vessel is called a water-bottle,

while the canteen is a combination of pan, dish,

and plate, constructed of tin, covered, when not

in use, with a thin leather material, and carried,

on the march, strapped to the valise (knapsack),

pack, or waistbelt, according to the order in

which the men are equipped.

CANTEMIR, kJln'tye-mer'. See Kantemib.

CANTERAC, kan't&-r4k', Jost (c.1775-1835).

A Spanish soldier. In 1818 he went to Peru, in

command of a detachment sent to assist in quell-

ing the revolt there. With General I^ Sema
he fought several campaigns in Upper Peru.
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He was a member of the cabal which in 1821
obtained the deposition of Pezuola from the vice-

royulty and the a|)i>ointnu>nt of j^a Soma to that
ofliw. As licutenanl-j;«'ncral and oomniander-
in-oliief of tlie Royalist forces, he was utterly de-

feated by Holivar at the Plain of Junin. He
was substHiuently in connnand of tlie reserves at
the final battle of Ayacucho (December 9, 1824),
and, after his return to Spain, was shot during
a mutiny in Madrid.

CANTERBURY, kAn'tPr-bcr'! (AS. Cantirar-
ahurh, burj? of the Kents, from Canticara, gen.

pi. of ('(tfiluur, Kentish man + burh, town).
A municipal and Parliamentary borough, civic

county, and cathedral city in Kent, England, on
the river Stour, 5(5 miles east-southeast of Lon-
don, on the highroad from London to Dover
(Map: England, H 5). It is the archiepiscopal
eee of the primate, and the ecclesiastical metrop-
olis of all P^nglaiid. The city, traversed by two
main branches of the river, stands on an undu-
lating plain between hills of moderate height.

It dates from the earlj' period of English his-

tory, and retains many of the aspects of an old
town. High Street containing several mediae-
val houses with gabled ends and projecting fronts.

One of the gates and some remains of the an-
cient city wall still exist, and near the wall is

an artificial mound, 80 feet high, known as the
Dane John (probably Donjon), from the summit
of which a fine view of the country around is

obtained. Connected with this mound is a pub-
lic garden, laid out in the end of the Eighteenth
Century. The ruins of a Norman castle also
stand near the city wall.

Christchurch Catliedral, the crowning archi-
tectural feature of Canterbury, occupies almost
the central point of the city. It stands amid its

own precincts, to which admission is obtained
through p. beautiful gate of Perpendicular archi-

tecture erected in 1517. The cathedral is a
magnificent building, 545 feet long and 156 feet

broad at the eastern transepts. Its general as-

pect is of the Perpendicular style of architecture,
although it represents various phases of the
architectural development of several centuries.
The noble proportions of its nave, choir, corona,
its lofty central tower, its double set of tran-
septs, and its northwest and southwest towers
are particularly impressive, as viewed from the
entrance gateway.

When Saint Augustine became Archbishop of
Canterbury (about 600), he consecrated, under
the name of Christ's Church, Queen Bertha's
Church on Saint Martin's Hill, which had been
formerly used by Roman Christians. Cuthbert,
the eleventh Archbishop ( 740 )

, added a church to
the east of this. In the course of ages it re-
ceived numerous additions, until it assumed its

present magnificent form. Among those who
helped to repair, enlarge, and rebuild it were
Archbishops Odo (940), Lanfranc (1070), and
Anselm (1093). In 1174 the choir was de-
stroyed by fire, and a number of French and
English artificers were employed to rebuild it.

Among the former was William of Sens, a man
of real genius, to whom the work was intrusted.
The church was rich in relics. Plegemund had
brought hither the body of the martyr Blasius
from Rome; there were the relics of Saint Wil-
fred, Saint Dunstan, and Saint Elfege; while
the murder of Thomas a Becket (q.v.) added a

still more popular name to the list of martyrs.
The offerings at thes<! shrines, especially the
last, contributed greatly to defray the expenses
of the magnificent work. William of Sens did
not, however, live to see its completion, dying
from injuries received through a fall from the
clerestory. He was succeeded by another Wil-
liam, an Englishman, and to him we owe the
completion of the existing unique and Ix-autifiil
choir, terminated by the corona or circular
chapel called Becket's Crown. Gervasius, a
monk, who witnessed the fire of 1174, has left
an account of it, relating that the parts of Lan-
franc's church which remained in his time were
the nave, the central and western towers, the
Avestern transepts, and their eastern chapels.

In the Fourteenth Century the nave and tran-
septs were transformed into the Perpendicular
style of that period. The central tower (called
the Angel Steeple) was carried up (1486-1504)
to about double its original riejjrht, also in the
Perpendicular style; it is 234 feet high and 35
feet in diameter. The northwest tower, taken
down in 1834, was replaced by the existing one
to match its southwest neighbor; the old tower
was 113 feet high, and divided into five stories.
The Norman plinth still remains on each side of
the nave, in the side aisle, and portions of Nor-
man ashlaring may still be seen about the tran-
septs outside the west wall, and on the eastern
piers of the great tower. Tlie indiscriminate
use of the round or Norman, aiid the pointed or
early English arch, is also a very striking fea-

ture in the eastern part of the building. The
Lady Chapel (now called the Dean's Chapel),
with its beautiful fan-vaulted roof, stands on
the north side of the church, and was built in
1308. The north transept, wliere Becket was
nmrdered on Tuesday, December 29, 1170, is

called the Martyrdom. Fifty years later his re-

mains were removed from the crypt to a shrine
in the newly erected Trinity Chapel, eastward of
the choir. About the year 1500 the yearly of-

ferings at this shrine amounted to $20,000; but
they had then declined much in value. A
mosaic pavement still remains in front of the
place where the shrine stood, and the stone
steps which lead up to it are worn by the knees
of countless pilgrims; but during the Reforma-
tion period the shrine itself was demolished
(1538) by Henry VIII. 's commissioners; and,
according to tradition, the saint's remains were
burned. In 1643 the building was further 'puri-

fied,' as it was called, by order of Parliament.
Still, many interesting monuments remain, such
as the tomb of Stephen Langton; that which is

commonly, but wrongly, supposed to be the tomb
of Archbishop Theobald ; with those of the Black
Prince, of Henry IV., of Archbishops Maphan,
Peckham, Chicheley, Courtenay, Sudbury, Strat-
ford, Kemp, Bourchier, Warham, and of Car-
dinal Pole. The crypt is of greater extent and
loftier than any other in England, owing to the
choir being raised by numerous steps at the
east end. Here, in 1888, a stone coffin containing
the remains of a skeleton, supposed to be Beck-
et's, was discovered and reinterred. In 1561
this crypt was given up by Elizabeth to a con-
gregation of French and Flemish Protestant
refugees, and a French service is still held here.

In 1872 the church narrowly escaped destruc-
tion for the fourth time by fire. Other build-
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k

ings of the cathedral establishment include the

deanery, the chapter-house, the treasury, the

cloisters, and the baptistery; while remains of

the archiepiscopal palace, the prior's house, the

dormitory, and hostel ries of different grades are

also seen in the precincts.

Canterbury also contains a number of ancient
churelies, mostly built of rough Hint, and other
ecclesiastical buildings of considerable historical

importance. The Church of Saint Martin is be-

lieved to date from pre-Saxon times, and in it

King Ethell)ert is said to have been baptized by
Saint Augustine. 2^ear by is the Benedictine

Abbey of Saint Augustine, which has been re-

stored and added to, and is now occupied as a mis-

sionary college in connection with the Anglican
Church. The Church of Saint Dunstan contains

the burial-vault of the Roper family, in which
the head of Sir Thomas More is said to have
been placed by his daughter. The secular build-

ings of interest are the guildhall, containing a
collection of ancient arms, the corn exchange,

military barracks for cavalry and infantry; the

keep of the old castle, now utilized for gas-

works; King's School, founded, according to tra-

dition, in the Seventh Century, and remodeled
Tinder Heur)- VIII.; Saint John's Hospital,

fountlfd by Archbishop Lanfranc ; and, in the

Chequers Inn, scanty traces of the original

hostelry of the pilgrims in Chauc-er's Canter-

bury Talcs, the 'dormitory of the hundred beds'

having been destroyed by fire in 1865. Besides

the two schools already mentioned, the educa-

tional institutions include the Simon Langton
Schools, opened in 1882; the Clergy Orphan
School, a mile outside the city; and a museum
and art school.

The city carries on a considerable trade in

hops and cum, has important malting and brew-

ing establishments, and a specialty in the manu-
facture of brawn. The manufacture of silks,

formerly a thriving industry, has been replaced

by manufactures of damask linen and worsteds.

The economic branch of Canterbury's history is

interesting. The city returns one member to Par-

liament, and is governed by a maj-or, aldermen,

and councilors. The civic .spirit has always
been distinguished by a combative tenaciousness

for its rights, and by progressiveness. The city

owns real estate, markets, and electric power and
lighting works, operated by the heat of a de-

Btnu'tor, which consume the city refuse ; it

provides technical instruction and maintains a
museum, school of art, cemetery, and an irriga-

tion farm, where the city sewage is deposited,

chemically treated, and manufactured into ma-
nure and sold for fertilizing purposes.

Canterburj', the Roman Durovernitm, was
built on a ford of the river Stour, at the point

where roads from the three fortified Roman
ports—Dover, Lynne. and Richborough—joined

the great Roman highway through Britain, later

known as Watling Street. It subsequently be-

came the Saxon ('anttvarnburh (burgh of the

men of Kent), the capital of that southeastern

kingdom, and the centre from which England
was Christianized. The Danes, in the Ninth,

Tenth, and Eleventh centuries, often ravaged and
burned the city. After the murder and canoni-

zation of Tliomas ft locket, Canteroury became of

considerable importance as a place of pilgrimage

The poet Chaucer, who died in 1400, has furnished

interesting contemporary accounts of these

religious excursions in his Canterbury Tales.
In 1215, during his invasion of England, Louis,
Prince of France, took the castle. In 1381
Wat Tyler's insurrection (q.v.) originated in
Canterbury, in 1538 the cathedral and other
ecclesiastical institutions under\vent extensive
spoliation at the command of Henry VIII.,
and later suffered from fresh exactions levied
by Edward VI. During the Civil War Can-
terbury was the scene of exciting struggles
between the Royalists and the victorious Parlia-
mentarians, at whose hands the cathedral sus-
tained considerable mutilation. Population, in

1891, 23,000; in 1901, 24,900. Consult: Willis,
Architectural History of Canterbury Cathedral
(2 vols., London, 1845-69) ; Hook, Lives of the
Archbishops of Canterbury ( 12 vols., London,
1860-70) ; Brent, Canterbury in the Olden Time
(London, 1879) ; Jenkins, Diocesan History of
Canterbury (London, 1880) ; Stanley, Canter-
bury Cathedral (Philadelphia, 1895) ; White,
Canterbury Cathedral (London, 1896) ; Evans
and Goldney, Canterbury (Dover, 1899) ; "Can-
terbury as a Civic Centre," in Municipal Jour-
nal, Vol. VIII. (London, 1899), Snow, "English
History in Canterbury Cathedral," in Canadian
Magazine, Vol. XIV. (Toronto, 1900).

CANTERBURY. A provincial district of

about 14,040 square miles, on the east coast of

South Island, New Zealand, with Christchurch
(o.v. ) as its capital and Lyttleton (q.v.) as its

port (Map: New Zealand, C 5). Population,
in 1891, 128,471; in 1901, 143,040.

CANTERBURY BELLS. A name given to

Campanula medium, a biennial plant growing to

a height of 1 to 4 feet. The stems are erect,

very leafy, and the corolla is large, bell-shaped,

and inflated. A variety, Calycanthema, which
is extensively cultivated, has its calyx colored

like the corolla, and is commonly known as cup-

and-saucer, from the shape of the flower. Double-
flowered forms are common, in which several

cups are formed within one another. The Can-
terbury bells are among the most extensively
cultivated of all the Campanulas (q.v.).

CANTERBURY COLLEGE. See OxroBD
University.

CANTERBURY TALES. See Chauceb.

CAN'THAREL'LUS. See Fungi, Edible.

CANTHAR'IDES. See Blisteb-Beetle.

CANTICLES (Lat. canticulum, little song,

from canere, to sing. The name of the book is

in Lat. canticum canticorum, song of songs, Gk.

ia/xa aaft&Tuv, asma asmatdn, Heb. s/iir hash-

shirim ) . One of the books in the Hebrew canon.

There is no reference to it in the Old Testament,

the Old-Testament Apocrypha, Philo, Josephus,

or the New Testament. The age of the Greek

version is unknown, but it cannot well be later

than the First Century a.d. The book is first

mentioned in the Mishna (edited about a.d. 200).

At the as.sembly of Jamnia (about A.D. 100) the

rabbis are said* to have been of different opinion

as to its canonicity, some holding that it was not

a sacred book, rendering the hands unclean so

that they must l)e washed after contact with it

see BiBii, Canon), while others strongly main-

tained its religious value, among these particu-

larlv R. .\kiba. Yadayim, iii. 5, Eduyoth. v. 3.

This scholar denounced the men who would sing

the songs of Canticles in wine-houses, Toscphta
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8anh. xii. It 18 evident that the allegorical as
well an the literal interpretation \va» in vugue in

the First Century a.d. Probably the ascription

of Canticles to Solomon, the philosopher par
facellencc, caused the conviction that it must
have a profound significance; and the allegori-

cal method of the day led men to tind in it a
description of Jehovah's love for His people
Israel. This interpretation passed from the

Synagogue to the Church, with the modification

that the bridegroom became Christ and the bride

either the Church or the individual soul. Origen
understood the poem very much as Akiba had,

and Cocceius found in it the history of the

Church down to the Sjniod of Dort in a.d.

1U18, just as the Targumist had found the his-

tory of Israel down to the exile of B.C. 686.

Some adherents of this allegorical interpretation,

such us Vatabl^, Bossuet, and Lowth, assumed
a double sense, a description of earthly love at
the same time intended to be typical of spiritual

love. In defense of this view, it has been argued
that the poem may have precisely the mystical
sense that has been claimed for the love-songs of

Hafiz and Jayadeva's Gitagovinda. It is not al-

together inconceivable that a work which has
furnished so rich nourishment to Christian
mysticism itself may be the product of a similar
Jewish mysticism. But where the mystical ten-

dency and the allegorical method were most in

evidence, in Philo's works, there is no trace of

Canticles or anything like it. At the present
time there is a practical agreement among
scholars that the love depicted is solely that of
map and woman.
The first Christian interpreter who discarded

all allegorizing was Theodore of Alopsuestia
(died 429). For this he was condemned in 551.
Luther, curiously enough, looked upon Canticles
as a political allegory teaching obedience to civil

authority. The secular character of the poem
was fully recognized by S^bastien Chateillon
(1544). For this oflTense he was driven out of
(ieneva by Calvin. Luis de Leon (died 1591)
was incarcerated by the Inquisition five years
for suggesting in his Latin translation a similar
view. Hugo Grotius, somewhat timidly, and
Jean le Clerc, more decidedly, maintained that
earthly love was depicted in the song. Observing
what he deemed the immorality of some of the
lyrics, J. D. Michaelis threw the book out of the
canon, and J. S. Semler likewise questioned its

canonicity. The conception of canonical author-
ity prevalent in their time has now been general-
ly abandoned; and the highly spiced descriptions
of sexual passion have beien justified, first by the
supposed purpose of the author to protest against
Solomon's harem life, and then by the assump-
tion that wedded love is portrayed.

But is this poem of earthly love a drama or a
mere collection of lyrics? And is the love de-
scribed that of husband and wife, or of men and
women who follow the promptings of passion re-

gardless of social conventions? Already Origen
says of Canticles, "Dramatis in modum mihi
videtur." Cornelius a Lapide (Van den Steen,
died 1637) divided the poem into five acts. Lowth
(1753) regarded it as an imperfect drama Inck-
ing a regular plot. J. Wachter (1722) and
J. F. Jacobi (1771) sought to indicate a plot.
Wlule the former made Solomon and the Shu-
lamite the chief characters, the latter discovered
in addition a shepherd lover. Delitzsch ( 1851-75

)

CANTICLES.

gave the classical expression to what has been
called the 'king theory,' while the 'shepherd
theory' was especially devclo|)ed by Veltiiusen

(1786), Stiiudlin (1792), and Ewald (1826, 1839,
1842). Through Ewald, this theory became
widely accepted. Biittcher (1850) even more de-

cidedly made the poem a modern operetta enacted
on the stage, llitzig (1855) discovered Solo-

mon's wife, and Ilirzel (1888) was able to find

two uliopherds and two shepherdes.ses. The latest

critic who has accepted this view is Duhm
(1902). He regards Canticles as an operetta
resembling the mediseval miracle plays, and
divides it into twenty lyrico-dramatic passages.
The plot is simple; true love wins the day over
all the efforts of Solomon to part the lovers and
make the maid of Sharon his favorite wife. The
songs are sung partly by individuals, such as the
Shulamite, Solomon, and the shepherd, partly by
choruses of harem-ladies, women of Zion, brides-
maids, and kinsfolk. Several objections have
been urged against this theory. The ancient
Hebrews possessed no theatre, and the Semitic
race has produced no great dramatic genius;
there is no intelligible plot in Canticles; there
is a lack of verisimilitude in the King's char-
acter and behavior; there is something absurd in

the idea that the heroine's answers to Solomon
are in reality addresses to her absent lover; the
necessity of putting the Shulamite to sleep on
the stage, to dream through entire scenes, is not
less embarrassing.

Bossuet (1693) and Lowth thought that Can-
ticles might have been written for a royal wed-
ding, and divided it into sections corresponding
to the days of the feast. Renan (1869) made
the important suggestion that it may be the
libretto of a simple play performed privately
at some rural wedding, where the singers took
the parts of Solomon's guards, ladies of Jeru-
salem, and others. To this view he was led by
the accounts of Schefer of such performances
seen by him at Damietta and in Syria. Similar
observations made by Wetzstein in the neighbor-
hood of Damascus caused this scholar to think
that Canticles is not a dream, but a collection of

wedding songs, intended to set a standard of

decency and good taste for wedding poets to

follow. Certain features of the Syrian wedding,
such as the bridal couple playing king and queen,
the sword-dance of the bride, and the tcasf or

song in praise of the bride, particularly im-
pressed him (1873). Wetzstein's view was ac-

cepted by Stade (1887), and particularly elabo-

rated by Budde (1894-98), Siegfried (1898), and
Cheyne (1899), who strongly emphasize that the
poems throughout describe wedded love. This
theory, though more probable than the earlier

views, is not wholly free from objection. It Is

difficult to see how a natural exegesis can find

wedded love described in scenes that present the

husband ex hifpothe'si, as knocking at his wife's

window and being refused admittance on the

ground that she is not dressed, or the heroine

as roaming through the streets of the city at

midnight in search of him, or expressing a wish
that he were her brother that she might kiss

him without being reproved. The necessity of

resorting to dreams is again suspicious.

According to the theory of Herder (1778), ac-

cepted by Eichhorn. Goethe, De Wette, DiJpke,

Magnus, Diestel, and others, Canticles is simply
an anthology of lyrical forms describing the love
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of man and woman in all ius different stages of
development. This would be a most plausible
theory were it not for the incidental dialogue,
the references to King Solomon and the Shula-
miie. and the light thrown upon wedding customs
in Syria by the observations of Schefer and Wetz-
stein.

A wholly satisfactory hypothesis must recog-
nize the element of truth in each of these theo-
ries. There is, indeed, in Canticles a use of
metaphor amounting at times to allegory. He
who thinks that by gardens, fountains, trees,
fruits, and wine tiiese objects in nature are al-

ways meant, will not understand the songs. There
is frequently an unmistakable double entendre.
The love of the King and of the Shulamite Is

unquestionably of the same character. Yet
there are beyond a question rustic lovers in the
poem. However great the distance between Can-
ticles and the Greek and Hindu drama, these
country folk playing king and queen, bodyguard
and harem in the wedding-week, seem to present
a song-play that may be at the same time a
reflection of Greek influence in the Decapolis and
the abortive attempt at creating a native drama.
But there is no movement of the action, no plot,

no unity. As already Richard Simon (1628) and
after him Herder recognized, the songs are clear-

ly of different provenience. They do not all

describe the love of a married couple. There are
curious survivals shimmering through the poem
of earlier forms of domestic life, polyandry, poly-
gamy, promiscuity, and of sexual aberrations
such as the basiuni Florentinum, pointed out by
J. D. Michaelis in his Or. und Exeg. Bibliothek
(1774), page 169 ff.

It is now generally acknowledged that Solo-
mon cannot have been the author of Canticles.
The language itself, with its Xeo-Hebraisms, Ara-
maisms, and Persian and Greek loan-words, indi-

cates with sufficient clearness that the book is

one of the latest in the Hebrew canon. Graetz
regarded the author as dependent upon Theoc-
ritus (Third Century B.C.). Cheyne also thinks
of the reign of one of the earlier Ptolemies.
Siegfried is willing to go into the Second Cen-
tury. Winekler has suggested that the book was
written by a Jew in Damascus in the period of
the Xabataean kings. There is indeed much that
jK)ints to the trans-Jordanic region, and particu-
larly to the Decapolis. It is of no small sig-

nificance that it is among the Greek lyric poets
of the Decapolis that we find the first impas-
sioned expre8<ion of a sense of beauty in nature.
The reign of Aretas III. or Aretas IV. (c. 85-

•- I.e.) is, perhaps, the most probable date. To-
r with a strong emphasis upon the divine

I. '> of passion, the supreme value of pure
liment Itetween man and woman, it is the

!• r -ense of beauty in nature that will always
.i.. to Canticles a distinguished place in ancient
H.l.pnv literature. Consult: Herder. Dan lAed
der Lieder (Berlin, 187.5) ; Ewald. Dichter des
nltcn liundea (Gflttingen, 1830) : Delitzsch,
Hoheslird und Koheleth (Leipzig, 1875 ) : Renan,
Jje ritntique des aintiquex (Paris, 1860) : Sieg-

fried. Predifjcr und Hoheatied (I^eipzig. 1898) ;

' hovne and Black, Encycloftcrdia Biblica ( Leip-
zig, 1809).

CANTILEVER (probably Lat. quanta libra,

of what weight, from quanta, abl. fem. sing, of
quantus, how much -f libra, weight. The word

may possibly be derived from Eng. cant, angle,
and lever). The part of a beam or girder which
projects bracketwise beyond the point of support,
as the brackets supporting a balcony or the pro-
jecting girders which carry a sidewalk outside
of the trusses of a bridge. In bridges, a canti-
lever is a girder or truss anchoredMo a shore
abutment and resting on a second outshore pier
or tower beyond which it projects. Two such
cantilevers extending out from the opposite shores
of a stream and united by a truss constitute a
cantilever bridge. See Bridge.

CANTING HZBALDBY. See Heraij)By.

CANTIBE, kan'tir', or KINTYBE. A pen-
insula in Argyleshire, Scotland. 43 miles long,
with an average width of 6V^ miles (Map: Scot-
land, C 4 ) . It extends north and south between
Arran Isle and the Atlantic, and is united at the
north end with the mainland by the isthmus of
Tarbet, a mile broad, across which the cutting
of a canal is contemplated. The southwest point,
the Mull of Kintyre, Ptolemy's Epidium Pro-
montorium, is crowned by a lighthouse 297 feet
above sea-level, visible 24 miles. Consult WTiite,
Arch<eological Sketches in Scotland (Kintyre)
(London, 1873).

CANTON' (Chinese Kicang-chow-fu, or Sheng-
sheng). One of the chief commercial cities of
China, capital of the Province of Kwang-tung
and residence of the viceroy for the two provinces
of Kwang-tung and Kwang-si. It is situated on
the Chu-Kiang or Pearl River, about 70 miles
from the sea, in latitude 23° 7' 10" X., and
longitude 113° 14' 30" E. The climate is

moderate and not unhealthful for Europeans.
Canton consists of the city proper, inclosed by a
wall, and the suburbs extending along both sides
of the river. There is also a large population
living in boats on the river. The city proper
is about 6 miles in circumference and is encircled
by a brick wall laid on granite and sandstone
foundations, and measuring about 20 feet Jn
thickness and from 25 to 40 feet in height. An
inner wall divides the inclosed city into the new
and the old city. The streets are long, narrow,
and clean in comparison with the streets in most
of the Chinese cities. The houses are mostly
low, very few above two stories in height, and
built of brick, stone, or wood. The pagodas
are numerous and extensive; one of them, situated
on the island of Honani on the opposite shore
of the river, covering an area of seven acres.

There is also a Mohammedan mosque. Among
other interesting buildings are the Examination
Hall, the arsenal, and the mint. There are a
Gothic cathedral erected by the French mission;
a hospital, founded in 1835 by the American
mission; and an ancient foundling asylum.

Canton is one of the principal seats of the
Chinese silk industry; it also protluces cotton
goods, embroideries, paper, and some porcelain

and metal ware. Owing to its advantageous posi-

tion. Canton very early attracted the attention

of foreign merchants. The Arabs are believed

to have traded there as early as the Ninth Cen-
tury. The first attempt by European Powers
to open commercial relations with Canton was
made in 1517. when a Portuguese mission was
sent to Peking with such an object in view. The
Dutch bf^n to trade with the city later in the
century, but were s«vin supersede*! by the British,

who. after sever:>l unsucc«»ssful attempts, estab-
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lished a factory in Canton in 1684, when the

entire foreign trade of China was confined to

that city. From 1084 to 1834 the Chinese trade

•with (treat Britain was a monopoly of the East
India Company, while the British trade with
China was confined to a few 'hong' merchants,

wlio acted as intermediaries in all matters alFect-

ing the (Government and aliens. Tlie aversion of

the natives to foreignei's, coupled with the in-

terference of the Chinese Government with the

importation of opium (amounting, in 18.S7, to

30,000 chests), brought about a declaration of

war by Great Britain in 1839. In 1841 the Bogue
forts, guarding the approach to Canton, were re-

duced by the British, and the occupation of tlie

city itself was averted only by the payment
of a ransom of $6,087,500. The conclusion of

the Treaty of Nanking in 1842, by which four

more ports were opened to British trade, had a
detrimental effect on the commerce of Canton.
Fresli outbreaks on the part of the natives in

1856 were followed by the military occupation of

the city by French and British troops from 1857
to 1861, since when Canton has been practically

open to foreign trade and residence.

The commercial relations of the United States
with Canton and China date from 1784. The
exportation of cotton from the United States to

Canton Wgan in the last decade of the Eigh-
teenth Century, and the product has since become
one of the chief exports from the United States

to China. The chief exports from Canton are

tea, silk, matting, firecrackers, oils, paper, and
preserves. The chief imports are cotton and
cotton goods, woolen and metal goods, opium,
petroleum, etc. The direct foreign imports and
exports of Canton in inOO were nearly $9,900,000

and over $13,000,000 respectively. *The harbor
is shallow. Large vessels are obliged to dis-

charge their cargoes at Whampoa, over 10 miles

from Canton, from which place they are brought
to the city by lighters and steam launches. The
annual shipping of Canton amounts nearly to

4,000.000 tons, of which nearly three-fourths is in

British bottoms. Canton has steam communica-
tion with Honk Kong, Macao, and Shanghai. Esti-

mates of the population vary all the way from
500,000, given in a native official report of 1895,

to 2,500,000, an estimate of the Customs Trade
Report.

CAN'TON. A city in Fulton County, 111.,

28 miles southwest of Peoria, on the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy and the Toledo, Peoria
and Western railroads (Map: Illinois, B 3). It

is the centre of a fertile agricultural district, and
has coal-mining interests, extensive agricultural-
implement works, and cigar-factories, as well as
foundries, tile, brick, and marble works, etc.

The city contains a public library, founded in

1893. Settled about 1832, Canton was incorpo-
rated first in 1849. Under a charter of 1892, the
government is vested in a mayor, elected every
two years, and a city council. There are muni-
cipal water-works. Population, in 1890, 5604;
in 1900, 0564.

CANTON. A town, including several villages,

in Norfolk County, Mass., 14 miles southwest of
Boston, on the New York. New Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad (Map: Massachusetts, E 3). It

has a public library of about 11.000 volumes.
The manufactures include iron and brass wares,
knit goods, felt goods, sewing-silk, blacking, stove-

polish, leather-dressing, sizing compounds, etc.

Settled about 1690, (Janton was set off from
Stoughton and incorporated in 1797. The gov-
ernment is administered by town meetings. Papu-
lation, in 1890, 4538; in 1900, 4584. Consult
Huntoon, History of the Town of Canton (Cam-
bridge, 1893).

CANTON. A city and county-seat of Madison
County, Miss., 21 miles north i)y east of .Jackson,

on the Illinois Central Railroad (Map: Missis-

sippi, E 5). It is the chief city of the county,
and has cotton gins and compresses, cottonseed-
oil mills, ice-factory, and manufactures of farm-
ing implements, lumber, boxes, etc. Population,
in 1890, 2131 ; in 1900, 3404.

CANTON. A town in Lewis County, Mo.,
157 miles northwest of Saint Louis, on the Saint
Louis, Keokuk and Nortiiwestern Railroad
(Map: Missouri, El). Advantageously situated
on the Mississippi River, it is an important lum-
ber-shipping place, and has planing-mills, button-
factories, canning-works, and Hour-mills. The
town is the seat of Cliristian University (Chris-
tian), organized in 1853. Settled about 1831,
Canton was incorporated twenty years later; the
charter now governing the town dates from 1873,
and provides for a mayor, elected annually, and
a board of trustees. The town owns and operates
its water-works and electric-light plant. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 2241; in 1900, 2365.

CANTON. A village and county-seat of Saint
Lawrence County, N. Y., 18 miles southeast
of Ogdensburg, on the Grass River, and on the
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad
(Map: New York, El). It is the seat of Saint
Lawrence University (Universalist), ojiened in

1858, and contains notable court-house and opera-
house buildings. The village has large saw mills,

and is engaged in the building of small boats and
launches, skiflFs, and sailing yachts. Good water-
power is derived from the river. Canton was
settled about 1830, and was incorporated in

1886; it was the home of Gov. Silas Wright, who
is also buried here. The village owns and oper-

ates its water-works. Population, in 1890, 2580;
in 1900, 27.57.

CANTON. A city and county-seat of Stark
Count}', Ohio, 60 miles south-southeast of Cleve-

land, on the Nimishillen 'Creek, and on the Cleve-

land, Canton and Southern, the Baltimore and
Ohio, and the Pennsylvania railroads (Map:
Ohio, H 4). It is in a fine wheat-growing district,

and coal, limestone, and clay for pottery and
brick are found in the vicinity. Its manufactures
include watch cases and movements, iron bridges,

and roofing, threshers, engines, mill machinery,
plows, bookcases; steel, steel cars, cutlery, sad-

dlery hardware, stoves, safes, woolens, presses,

pottery, tiles, and various kinds of brick; and
besides these articles, large amounts of grain and
coal are exported. Among the more prominent
features of the city may be noted the United
States Government building, city hall, county
court-house, county workhouse, high school, Ault-
man Hospital, Nimisilla Park, and two monu-
ments erected to the soldiers of the Spanish-
American War. Canton was first settled about
1805, was incorporated as a village in 1822, and
was chartered as a city in 1854. It was the
home of President McKinley. Under the charter
now in operation, the mayor holds office for two
jears, and the city council is elected by wards.
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The school board is chosen on a general ticket

for a term of two years. The executive appoints
the city board of elections, and, with the consent
of the council, sewer, police, and park commis-
sioners. The board of health is chosen by the

council, and other admiui;»trative offices are
tilled by popular election. The city's income
and expenditures exceed considerably $500,000
annually. The principal items of expense are
$20,000 for the police department, including
amounts for police courts, jails, reformatories,

etc. ; $25,000 for the fire department ; and
.*] 10.000 for schools. Population, in 1860, 4041;
in 1880, 12,258; in 1890, 26,189; in 1900, 30,667.

CANTON. A city and county-seat of Lincoln
County, S. D., 70 miles north by west of Sioux
City, Iowa, on the Big Sioux River, which aflFords

fine water-power, and on the Chicago, Milwaukee
and Saint Paul Railroad (Map": South Dakota,
J 6). It is the seat of Augustana College and
of the United States Government asylum for

insane Indians. The city contains several grain-

elevators, and exports flour, grain, and live stock.

Population, in 1890, 1101; in 1900, 1943.

CANTON, Fr. pron. kaN'tox" (Fr., from Med.
Lat. canto, cuntonum, ultimately probably from
Gk. Kdvdoi, knnthos, felloe of a wheel). In po-

litical geography, a division of territory consti-

tuting a separate government or State. It is the

name given to the twenty-two States in Switzer-
land. In France the canton is a judicial dis-

trict, comprising, as a general rule, a number of

communes, but constituting in the case of very
large cities only a part of such commune.
Caxtox in heraldry is a corner of the escutch-

eon cut off by straight lines in the dexter or sin-

ister chief.

CAN'TON, John (1718-72). An English
physicist. For his paper entitled A Method of
Making Artificial Magnets Without the Use of
Satural Ones, he was honored with a gold medal
by the Royal Society in 1751. He and Franklin
almost simultaneously discovered that some
clouds were charged with positive and others with
negative electricity. Canton determined the quan-
tity of electricity stored up in Leyden jars, dem-
onstrated the compressibility of water, and made
several other important contributions to physical
science.

CANTONI, kAn-t(/n6, Cablo (1840—). An
Italian philosopher, born at Groppello in the
Province of Pavia. He studied at the universi-
ties of Turin, Berlin, and Giittingen, and held
professorships at Turin and Milan until 1878,
when he was made professor of philosophy at the
University of Pavia. Although a disciple of
Kant, he sought to modify many of that philoso-

pher's doctrines, and combated his theory of the
dualism of phenomenon and nomnenon. His works
include Giovanni Battistn Vico, studii critici e
comparatili (1807) ; Torso elementare di filoso-

fia (3 vols., 1870, frequently re-edited) ; Eman-
uele Kant (3 vols., 1879-84)—Vol. I. La filosofia
teoretica; Vol. II. La filosofia pratica; Vol. III.
FjO filosofia rcligiosa, la critica del giudizio, le

dottrine minori—and Psicologia (2d ed., 1897).
Consult: Werner, Kant in Italien (Vienna,
1881 ) ; and his Die italienische Philosophic des
J9. Jahrhunderts (Vienna, 1886) ; and de Guber-
natis, Dirfionnaire international dea icrivains
du jour (Florence, 1889).

CANUCK.

CAN'TONMENTS (Fr. cantonnement, from
cantonntr, to quarter, from canton, quarter),
AIiUTABY. A more or less permanent camp or
district, in which soldiers are quartered. In
Europe, before the era of railroads and modern
scientific warfare' and transport, there would be
frequently long intervals between active opera-
tions, caused principally by the state of the
weather, winter, etc.; impassable roads; local or
general armistices; and the constantly recurring
necessity of waiting for supplies. In such inter-
vals the troops would go either into a permanent
camp of huts, or else be quartered in the houses
and villages of the district, when they were said
to be in cantomnents. Its most modern military
usage is in India, where the cantonment is prac-
tically a military town, and in the majority of
instances the district inside whose borders live

the European part of the population, civil as
well as military. Cantonments are built through-
out British India, the larger examples containing
barracks for European cavalry, infantry, and
artillery; rows of bungalows or houses, each,
as a rule, inclosed in a garden, for the officers;

rows of huts for the native troops; magazines,
gymnasiums, and parade grounds; public offices

and administration buildings; and a bazaar,
more particularly for the accommodation of the
native troops.

CANTTJ, kan-too'. Cesare (1804-95). A dis-

tinguished Italian historian and novelist, born
at Brivio, near Milan, December 5, 1804. He was
educated at Sondrio, where, at an early age, he
became instructor in belles-lettres, leaving after

four years, to accept a professorship, first in

Como, and later in Milan. The liberal tendencies
expressed in a work published in 1832, Lomh«rdy
in the Seventeenth Century: An Historical Com-
mentary on the "Promessi Sposi" of Manzoni, re-

sulted in an imprisonment of thirteen months.
Cantil spent his enforced leisure in describing the
sorrows of prison life in the form of a widely read
historical romance, Margherita Pusterla (1837).
His great work is the Storia universale, in 35
vols. (Turin, 1837, sq. ), based largely upon
French and German sources, but uniformly col-

ored with a strong clerical bias. Next in impor-
tance is his History of the Italians, in six volmues
(Turin, 1854), and the following also deser^-e

mention: History of Italian Literature (18Q5) ;

Independence of Italy (1872) ; Milan: A History
of the People for the People (1871) ; and many
monographs upon Parini, Beccaria, Monti, and
other men of letters. Canti) became director of

the archives of Lombardv in 1874. He died in

:Milan, March 11, 1895. Consult Bertolini, Cesare
Cantu e le sue opere (Florence, 1895).

CANTUS FIRIIUS (Lat., firm song). The
principal voice or melody in concerted music. It

was generally assigned by the contrapuntal
writers of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries

to the tenor, against which the other voices

executed the counterpoint (cantus figuratus).
The cantus firmus may be assigned to any voice.

CANT'WELL, Doctor. The title-character

in Bickerstaff's Hypocrite. He is a sort of Eng-
lish Tartuffe. and was suggested by Dr. Wolf in

Gibber's Yon Juror.

CANITCK'. A name applied in the United
States to any Canadian, while the English Cana-
dians use it to denote a Canadian of French
birth. According to Norton's Political American'
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iitns, it was first applied by the French to the

Engiisli, and is a corruption of Connaught. Some
scholars, however, believe it to be of Indian

origin.

CAN'ULEIUS, (jAif 8. A Roman tribune of

the poople. In B.C. 445 he proposed the Lex
Canuleia, a law establishing the right of inter-

marriage between the patricians and plebeians.

He also proposed that one of the two consuls

should Ix' chosen annually from among the plebe-

ians, but this proposal was not carried, and it

was resolved instead that military tribunes with

consular power should be elected from either the

patricians or plebeians in place of the consuls.

Consult Livy, iv. 3; and Cicero, De Republica,

ii. 37-03.

CANUN, ki\-noon' (Arab. qanUn, borrowed
from Ok. kuvuv, kanon, straight bar, rule, norm).
A Turkish musical instrument, provided with

fit strings—a variety of the dulcimer or zither,

he sounds are produced by striking thfe strings

by means of plectra—tortoise-shell thimbles end-

ing in pointed pieces of cocoanut. This instru-

ment is a great favorite in the seraglios.

CANUTE, ka-nut", or CNUT, knoot (c.994-

1035). King of the Engiisli, Danes, and Nor-
wegians, .and known as the (Jreat. He was the

son of Sweyn, King of the Danes, and on the

death of his father, in 1014, was proclaimed King
of England by the warriors of the Danish fleet

who were then ravaging the country. The
VVitan, however, summoned the old King, Ethel-

red, from his exile in Normandy, where he had
been driven by Sweyn, and Canute was forced to

flee to Denmark. He returned in 1015 with a
powerful fleet and within a year made himself

master of all England, save London, being chosen

King by a rump Witan after the death of Ethel-

red in 1016. The citizens of London proclaimed
Edmund Ironside, son of Ethelred, King, and
a fierce contest ensued in which six battles were
fought and London was twice besieged, the de-

cisive engagement occurring at Assandun in 1016.

Though Edmund was defeated, Canute, to avoid
further resistance on his part, agreed to share
the sovereignty with him, the south of England
going to Edmund and the north to Canute, with
the stipulation that on the death of either the full

power was to revert to the survivor. Edmund
Ironside died in 1017, not without the suspicion

of foul play on the part of Canute, who lost no
time in securing his position as sole ruler of

England. He had always been noted for his

excessive cruelty, and now, to remove all poten-

tial rivals out of his way, he entered upon a
rapid but systematic course of murder and perse-

cution. By 1018 he had thoroughly pacified the

country and considered himself strong enough
to dispense with the support of the fleet, which
he sent home to Denmark, keeping only the

crews of forty ships as a sort of bodyguard. The
character of Canute's rule now underwent a re-

markable change. Mildness was substituted for

severity, and respect for the laws for violence.

The ancient customs of the country were con-

firmed and elaborated, and the administration

of justice was securely founded. Englishmen
were admitted to the highest offices in the land,

this being the time when the Saxon Earl Godwine
(q.v. ) laid the beginnings of his great power.

Canute showed himself especially kindly to the

clergy, whose rights he scrupulously respected

CANVAS.

and whose favor he gained by numerous benefac-

tions to churches and monasteries. With the

mass of the people he was popular on account of

his liberality and an air of blutf good-nature
which he knew well how to assume. In 1026-27 he
made a pilgrimage to Rome, describing the events
of his journey in a letter to his people replete

with moral exhortations and expressions of relig-

ious humility, which may be the result either

of great naivete or of fine histrionic skill. Canute
had become King of Denmark after the death of

his brother Harold in 1018, and in 1028 he be-

came ruler, also, of Norway. Together with his

conquests in the Wendic lands of Germany, he
was, therefore, the master of a powerful north-

ern empire, which, however, fell to pieces at his

death. This occurred at Shaftesbury, November
12, 1035. As King of England, Canute had dis-

played high talents for rule. By nature cruel

and violent, he knew how to subordinate his pas-

sions to the interests of his government and his

people ; and, though practically a heathen at the

time of his accession to the throne, he succeeded

in winning the favor of a Church which has asso-

ciated one of the most beautiful of mediseval

legends, that of the King and the rising tide,

with his name. Consult: Freeman, The Norman
Conquest, Vol. I. (Oxford, 1870) ; and Green,

The Conquest of England (London, 1883).

CANUTE IV., The Saint ( ? -1086). King
of Denmark after 1080. He was distinguished

as a warrior and a builder of churches. He
attempted to invade England m 1085, but was
murdered by rebels, on July 10, 108(5, and was
canonized in 1100. He is the patron saint of

Denmark.

CANVAS (OF. canevas, Med. Lat. canneva-
sium, from Lat. cannabis, hemp). A strong,

coar.se cloth made of cotton, flax, or hemp. Can-

vas is used ( 1 ) on board ship for sails, awnings,
hatch-hoods, boat-covers, tarpaulins, etc. Flax
canvas is used for the sails of large vessels. It

is woven in cloths 24 inches in width and 40

yards long, and is of several weights, denoted

by numbers from 1 to 9. The heaviest, which

is called number 1, is used for storm-sails,

courses (foresail and mainsail of square-rigged

vessels), and topsails, but numbers 2 and 3

are also used for all of these except the storm-

sails. The lighter weights are used for jibs,

upper staysails, topgallantsails, royals, etc.

Cotton canvas is used for boat-sails, hammocks,
etc. The term canvas is used in a figurative

sense for the sails of a ship, under canvas sig-

nifying under sail—i.e. under way, propelled by
sails. See Sail.

(2) The canvas used by artists is commonly
of linen, varying in density and thickness accord-

ing to the size of the painting to be made. This

is stretched upon a wooden mortised frame, which
is called a stretcher, in the four inside corners of

which are slits for receiving triangular wooden
wedges. These wedges are called keys, and after

the canvas is stretched they may be driven in,

in order to tighten the canvas itself. Certain

sizes of canvas, being in greater request than oth-

ers, are kept ready stretched on frames. Those
used for portraits are known by the names of

kit-cat, which measures 28 or 29 inches by 36;
three-quarters, 25 by 30 inches; half length. 40
by 50; Bishop's half length, 44 or 45 by 56;

Bishofi's whole length, 58 by 94.
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I

CANVASBACK. An American fresh-water

duck (Aythya vallisneria) , regarded as superior

to all others for food. It breeds from Dakota
northward, but most numerously in the far

north, making its nest on the ground, in a marsh,

and laving six to ten greenish-buflf eggs. (For

illustration, see Plate of WiiJ> Ducks.) The can-

vasbacks begin to Pome southward along in-

land waterways in November, and spread over

all the Middle and Southern United States.

They are attracted in greatest numbers to the

extensive marshes and river fluts about Lakes

Huron and Erie and around Chesapeake Bay, but

are also irregularly numerous wherever their

favorite food grows in the Mississippi Valley

and on the 'slews' of the plains. This food is

the wild celery (Zostera vallisneria), which

grows densely on fresh-water shoals in from

7 to 9 feet of water, like a tall grass, the root

of which is white and has some resemblance to

small celery. "Wherever this plant grows in

abundance, the canvasbacks may be expected,"

savs Wilson; "while in waters unprovided with

this nutritious plant they arc altogether un-

known. . . . They float about these shoals,

diving and tearing up the grass by the roots,

which is the only part they eat." It is not quite

true to say that they will eat nothing else, for

celery is not always available. They are ex-

tremely shy, quick and strong in flight, and re-

markably expert in diving, so that all the

skill and strategy at the disposal of the gunner

is necessary to success in shooting them. They

are so relentlessly pursued, however, that their

numbers are far less in all their haunts than

formerly; and \eTy many of the alleged can-

vasbacks sent to market are really redheads

(q.v.), a closely related and nearly as good

duck, of similar habits, but less strongly addict-

ed to the celery diet. The male canvasback has

a head reddish, but much obscured with dusky

tints, while that of the redheaa is clear, bright

chestnut, and the bill is blackish (not blue).

The back and sides are whitish (less dark than

that of the redhead), marked with sparse, wavy
lines find dots, suggesting the surface of coarse

canvas. The fore part of the body, rump, and

tail-coverts are black; speculum, bluish-gray;

length, about 20 inches. Consult Elliott, Wild
Foirl of North America (New York, 1898).

CANZONE, kan-ts«/ni It., from Lat. cantio,

song I . The name of one of the oldest and most
prized forms of the Italian lyric. The word is

borrowed from the Provengals, whose cansos or

chansos, however, were not restricted to any
precise form, but were simply verses intended

to be sung. The Italian writers first attempted

to regulate the warsvard and arbitrary char-

acter of the Provengal cansos, Dante, and subse-

quently Petrarch, being especially successful.

The canzone petrarchesca or toscana was any
t nnsiderable lyric poem, composed of stanzas

exactly corresponding to one another in number
of lines, measure, and position of rhymes, and
Avhich customarily closed with a short stanza.

Petrarch has no canzone of more than ten or fewer

than five stanzas, though later canzoni contain

twenty, forty, and even eighty. The number
of lines in each stanza varies in Dante and
Petrarch between nine and twenty. About the

end of the Sixteenth Century the Italian writers

began to deviate from the strict form of the

Petrarchian canzone. Torquato Tasso and Chia-

brera are the most notable names in the new
movement. The most of the canzoni of the

latter—called by their author canzonette—are

written in short lines and stanzas, the position

of the rhymes being also completely arbitrary.

CAONABO, ka'd-na-b*/ ( ? -1496). A Carib

Indian who was cacique of Maguana, Hispaniola

(Haiti), in 1492. He was married to the famous
Anacaona, and in 1493 captured the fortress of

]-a Navidad, Haiti, and massacred the Spaniards

left there by Columbus. At the head of 10,000

warriors he headed the general league against the

whites in 1494, but was overcome by Columbus at

the Vega Real (April 25, 1495), and shortly

afterwards was captured by Ojeda. In 1496 he
was put on a vessel bound for Spain, but died

during the voyage.

CAOUTCHOUC, koo'chook. See Rubber.

CAPACITY, Electric. See Electricity,

where, under Electrostatics, the subject of Ca-

pacity will be found discussed.

CAPACITY (Fr. capacite, Lat. capacitas, from
capax, capacious, from capere, to hold ) , Legal.

The power and competency to incur an obliga-

tion or to enjoy a legal right. Sometimes the

test of capacity is natural, and at other times

artificial. In the case of citizens of full age, the

natural test of rationality or intelligence is usu-

ally applied. If one has the ability to under-

stand the nature and effect of the act in which

he is engaged, he is legally capable of doing it.

It is in this sense that the phrase testamentary

capacity is commonly employed. With respect

to the enjoyment of rights, however, the test

is more often the artificial one of age, coverture,

or marriage, alienage, and the like. Whether
a particular person of full age and sound mind
may hold an office or exercise its elective fran-

chise, or acquire particular kinds of property,

depends upon artificial rules established by
law. See AfiE: Alien; Infant; Married Wo-
men: OFiicER; Voter.

CAP A L'AIGLE, kap' &-li'gl'. See Ml-bray
Bay.

CAPA'NEUS. One of the seven heroes of the

expedition against Thebes. He defied Jupiter and
was struck by lightning while in the act of scal-

ing the walls.

CAP-A-PIE, kfip'-i-p*' (Fr., head to foot).

In the military language of the Middle Ages, a

term applied to a knight or soldier armed at all

points, or from head to foot, with armor for de-

fense and weapons for attack.

CAPA Y ESPADA, kii'pa 6 §s-pa'Dji (Sp.,

cloak and sword), Comedias of. A name given

to the intrigue plays of Calderon and Lope de

Vega, which deal with contemporary aristocratic

life in Spain, and introduce the 'cloak' and
'sword' as stock articles of the dress of their

principal characters.

CAP DE LA HAGUE, de 1& hftg (Fr., Cape
of The Hague ) . A promontory of France, form-

ing the northwestern extremity of the Peninsula

of Cotentin, in the Department of Manche (Map:

France, E 2). It juts into the English Channel,

opposite the island of Aldemey, about 16 miles

northwest of Cherbourg. It protects, on the

east, the roadstead of T^ Hogue. or Hougue,

whence arises the frequent misnomer of Cape La
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Hojyiie. The roadstead gave its name to a

iiwnt son t\{iht in wliich the English. and Dutch
lleets dffeated tlu> Kn-ndi in lGi)2.

CAPE AQULHAS, A-gou'ly&s. See Aou-
LJIAS, CAI'K.

CAPE ANN. A cape on the northeast coast

and marking the northern limit of Massachusetts

IJay. Mass., ;n miles from Boston (Map: Mas-

sachusetts, F 2). The ca|)e is marked by two

lixtMl wliite lights on Thatcher Island, about 900

feet apart, in latitude 42° 38' N., and longitude

70° 34' W., 161% and 165% feet above mean
high water, and visible for 19 nautical miles;

there is also a ten-inch steam fog-whistle. There

are valuable stone-quarries at the cape. The
whole rocky peninsula, generally included under

this name, projects about 10 miles into the Atlan-

tic Owan. The south and east shores have many
attractive summer resorts.

CAPE AR'AGO, or Gregory. A cape on the

west coast of Coos County, Ore., on the south

side of the outer entrance to Coos Bay (Map:
Oregon, A3). A lighthouse with light 84 feet

above sea-level is in latitude 43° 20' N. and
longitude 124° 22' W., on a small island 2Vj
miles north and % mile east of the western ex-

tremity of the cape. The light is fixed white,

with white flash every two minutes.

CAPE BAB-EL-MANDEB, biib'el-miin'deb.

See Bau-el-Mam)EO.

CAPE BAR'ROW, or Point Barrow (named
after Sir John Barrow). The northernmost
point of Alaska on the Arctic Coast; latitude

71° 23' N., longitude 156° 22' W. (Map: Alas-

ka, D 1 ) . It is a whaling station. In 1881-

83 tlie United States Signal Service stationed

at Point Barrow a party of scientists, to take

part in the series of international circumpolar

observations instituted during 1882-83.

CAPE BLANCO, blan'kd (Sp., white). A
name applied to several capes on the northern

and western coasts of Africa. The most re-

markable of them is the one on the western coast

of Sahara, in latitude 20° 45' N. and longitude
17" ^^'., near the boundary between the Spanish

and French possessions on the western coast of

Africa, which shelters the Galgo or Levrier Bay.
Its name is derived from the white color of the

sand. A second Cape Blanco is the northern-

most point of Africa, in latitude 37° 20' N. and
longitude 9° 50' E. A third Cape Blanco is on
the west coast of Morocco, in latitude 33° 10'

N. and longitude 8° 30' W. The same name is

also applied to a number of headlands in other

parts of the world.

CAPE BLANCO. The westernmost point of

Oregon on the Pacific Coast, in latitude 42° 50'

N. and longitude 124° 27' W., at the mouth of

the Sixes River, and 30 miles north of the mouth
of the Rogue River (Map: Oregon, A 7). There
is a lighthouse with fixed white lights, 256 feet

above sea-level, on the extreme western point

of the cape.

CAPE BOEO, b6-a'6, or Lilibeo (possibly

clipped from Lilyhceum) . The westernmost point

of Sicily, a mile from Marsala, which occupies the

site of the ancient Lilybseum (Map: Italy, G 10).

CAPE BRET'ON. A cape at the eastern ex-

tremity of Cape Breton Island, in about latitude
45° 50' N. and longitude 59° 46' W. (Map: Nova
Scotia, J 4). It is at the entrance to Louis-

bourg Harbor, and has a lighthouse. It is the

terminus of the submarine telegraph cable to

Saint Pierre.

CAPE BRETON ISLAND. A rocky island

of irregular form in British North Anifrica. 100

miles l<mg by 85 miles broad, between latitudes

45° and 47° N., and l>etween longitudes 00° and
61° 30' W. (Map: Nova Scotia, H 3). It de-

rives its name from a cape at its eastern extrem-

ity. It is separated from the peninsula of Xova
Scotia by Chebucto or Chedabucto Bay and tlie

Gut of Canso, and is practically divided in two
by the land-locked Bras d'Or Lakes and the

canal of Saint Peter's Isthmus. It contains

3120 square miles. Its picturesque scenery and
bracing summer climate attract an annually in-

creasing number of tourists. The princij)al ex-

ports are pine, oak, birch, maple, ftsh, iron, and
coal. Though the island produces maize and
other grains, it depends for its breadstuffs chief-

ly on the United States. It is divided into the

four districts of Cape Breton, Inverness, Vic-

toria, and Richmond. The towns are Sydney,

Arichat, and Port Hood, the once famous Louis-

bourg, stripped of its fortifications, having be-

come a mere village. Cape Breton, originally

a French possession, was taken by the English

in 1745; but being subsequently restored to

France, it was again captured in 1758 and ced-

ed to England in 1763. After' having been for a

time a distinct colony, it now forms part of the

Province of Nova Scotia. Population, in 1891,

86,850; in 1901, 97,200. \\\i\\ the exception of

some 600 Micmac Indians and 15,000 French
Acadians, the inhabitants are of Scotch High-
land descent. See: R. Brown, Hisiory of the

Island of Cape Breton (London, 1869), and Coal
Fields of Cape Breton (London, 1871) ; Sir J. G.

Bourinot, Historical and Descriptive Account of

the Island of Cape Breton (Montreal, 1892).

CAPE CANAVERAL. A cape near the

middle of the Atlantic coast of Florida, in lati-

tude 28° 28' N. and longitude 80° 33' W., and
about 20 miles southeast of Titusville (Map:
Florida, H 3). The United States Government
maintains on the cape a coast signal station and
a lighthouse with light 137 feet above sea-level.

CAPE CATOCHE, ka-tr/chi. The north-

eastern extremity of the Mexican State of Yuca-
tan, situated in latitude 21° 35' N. and longi-

tude 87° 8' VV. (Map: Mexico, P 7). It was
here that in 1517 the Spaniards first saw the

Mexican coast.

CAPE CHARLES. The point of land at the

northeast side of the entrance of Chesapeake
Bay, Va., near latitude 37° 3' N. and longitude
76° VV. (Map: Virginia, H 4). On Smith's

Island is a first-order flashing white light, sig-

naling '45' every minute, 157 feet above mean
high water. This cape is the extreme southern

projection of the 'Eastern Shore' (q.v.).

CAPE CLEAR. A headland of Clear Island,

County Cork, the southernmost point of Ireland

(Map^ Ireland, B 5). It rises 400 feet above the

sea, has a lighthouse with a bright revolving

light 455 feet above the water-level, and is

visually the first land seen from American steam-

ers approaching England. The Fastnett Rock,

with a light 148 feet above high water, is 3^^

miles to the southwest.

CAPE COAST CASTLE. A strongly forti-

fied seaport and formerly the capital of the
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British colony of the Gold Coast, situated south-
west of Akkra, the capital of the colony (Map:
Africa, D 4). There is an old castle supposed to
have l)een built by the Portugiiese in 1664, and
the British CJovernniont maintains there a mili-

tary force of about 300 blacks and a number of

jjuns. The port is tif some conmiercial impor-
tance, and there is a considerable trade with the
interior in palm-oil, ivory, and gold. The popu-
lation is about 12,000, chiefly Fantis, with a few
Europeans.

CAPE COD. The sickle-shaped peninsula
forininj,' the southeastern extremity of Massa-
chusetts, and embracing Barnstable County. It
extends from Great Herring Pond to Race Point,
in latitude 42° 3' 40" N., longitude 70° 4' 18" W.
(^lap: Massachusetts, G 3). It is about 65
miles long from the head of Buzzard's Bay, and
beyond Barnstable in few places exceeds 8 miles
in width. It more than half encircles Cape Cod
Bay, and is broken by many harbors, that of
Provineetown being one of the best on the New
England coast. On the seaward side or high-
lands, in latitude 42° 2' and longitude 70° 4',

is a revolving light 183 feet above mean high wa-
ter, and at Race Point, in latitude 42° 4' and
longitude 70° 15', is a fixed white light varied
by a white flash every 90 seconds, 41 feet above
high water. Cape Cod was probably visited a
number of times by Europeans during the Six-
teenth Century, and on earlier maps was given
a variety of names; but it is usually said to
have been discovered by Gosno'd (q v.) in 1002,
and named from the abundance of the fish in its

waters. Charles-, Prince of Wales, attempted
to change the name to Cape James, in honor of
his brother. The cape is sandy, and in part con-
sists of rolling grass-land; but there are fertile

portions, and toward the north it is well wood-
ed. Small ponds abound, and salt marshes
border the southern shores. The Old Colony
division of the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad extends through the peninsula,
and a ship canal to connect Cape Cod and Buz-
iiard's bays has been partly constructed. Con-
sult Thoreau, Cape Cod (Boston, 1865).

CAPE COD FOLKS. A novel by Sarah P.
(irt'oic (1881), which excited much discussion
by the types it depicted.

CAPE COLON'NA (It., column) (ancient
tSunitim Promontorium) . A headland of Greece,
forming the southernmost point of Attica, in lati-

tude 37° 38' N., longitude 24° 1' E. (Map:
Greece, E 6 ) . Crowned by the ruins of a temple
of Minerva, its summit rising about 270 feet
above the water, Cape Colonna is a conspicuous
and remarkable object from the sea. It derives
its name from the white marble columns of the
temple, which are still standing.

CAPE COLONY, or Cape of Good Hope. A
British possession in South Africa, between lati-
tudes 25° and 34° 50' S., and longitudes 16° 25'
and 'M)" E. (Map: Africa, G 8). It is bounded
by (ierman Southwest Africa, Bechuanaland Pro-
tectorate, the Orange River Colony, Basutoland,
and Natal on the north, the Indian Ocean on
the east and south, and the Atlantic on the west.
Its area thus defined and including the British
possession of Walfish Bay, on the western coast,
is estimated at nearly 277,000 square miles.
Topography. In its physical aspect Cape

Colony presents a series of elevated plateaus

bounded by mountain ranges running parallel
to the southern coast, and increasing in altitude
toward the north. The first and most southern
mountain chain has an altitude of 3000 to 5000
feet and runs along the southern coast at a dis-
tance not exceeding 50 miles. Several small
rivers intersect it in a direction from north to
south and divide it into several sections called
Swellendam, Lange, Ontenigma mountains and
a few others. The second mountain chain runs
parallel with the first, and has an altitude of
5000 to 7000 feet. It is also divided into several
sections, known as the White- and the Great
Black ^fountains, and terminates in the 6000 feet
high summit of Cockscomb, northwest of Aigoa
Bay. The third mountain range has an altitude
of 6000 to 8000 feet, and reaches in the summit
of Compass, which is the highest of Cape Colony,
an altitude of 8500 feet. It is also divided into
.several parts, the principal of which are the
Roggeveld, NieuAA"veld, Sneeuwbergen, and Storm-
berg. Tlie plateau inclosed by the second and
the third mountain ranges is known by the
name of Great Karroo, and has an average
width of about 60 miles. The western coast of
Cape Colony is also traversed by a mountain
chain, the Karree Bergen, an offshoot of the
western section of the first mountain range. The
eastern coast of the colony is almost without a
single indentation, in contrast to the southern and
western coasts, which form a considerable numl)er
of bays and capes. The most important are
Algoa Bay, Mossel Bay, Cape Saint Francis, Cape
Agulhas, the most southern point of Africa. False
Bay, Cape of Good Hope, Table Bay, and Sal-
danha Bay. The chief river of Cape Colony is

the Orange River, which forms a great part of the
northern boundary. The coast lands are inter-

sected by numerous small rivers and streams,
most of them very short and unnavigable, with
the exception of the Breede and the Saint John.
The inland rivers are very few in number and
fall into the Orange River, the Sneeuwbergen
marking the division between the Atlantic and
the Indian Ocean. Certain indications, such as
the numerous saurians and reptiles as well as
the dry basins which occur in the Karroos, seem
to point to the fact that this part of the colony
was in former times more abundantly watered.

Climate. The climate of Cape Colony is, on
the whole, dry and very healthful. Rains are
more abundant in the east than in the west.
The winters are cold in the elevated regions and
some of the higher mountain-tops are covered
with snow for a considerable part of the year, but
the air is dry and bracing. The annual average
at Cape Town is over 62° F.

Flora. The flora of the colony varies consider-
ably in accordance with the soil and the climate
of the locality. The Karroos are generally covered
with many varieties of acacia, euphorbia, and
aloe, and are especially rich in bulbous plants.

Forests are generally found on the coastlands and
furnish many useful varieties of wood, such as the
yellow and the black ironwood and several species

of palms. Among the cereals, the most important
is wheat, which is famous for its e-xcellent qual-

ity. All the common European fruits grow in

abundance, and the production of wine is a very
important industry in the colony.

Fauna. The fauna of Cape Colony has under-
gone considerable changes since the settlement of

the colony by Europeans, and many species which
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were formerly common and abundantly repre-

sented in that country have either entirely dis-

appeared or are of rare occurrence. Among these

may be mentioned the rhinoceros and the giraffe,

while the lion and the elephant are found only in

the eastern parts of the colony. The hippopot-

amus is still met with in the Orange and in some
other rivers. The various species of the antelope

family, as well as jackals, hyenas, and monkeys,
are still abundant. Among the birds, the most
important is the ostrich, which is quite domes-
ticated and furnishes large quantities of feathers,

forming one of the staples of the colony.

Geology. In their geological formation, the

mountain ranges of Cape Colony are almost of a
uniform character, the base being composed in

most cases of granite and covered with quartzose

sandstone, in some cases to a thickness of 1500

to 2000 feet. Some of the ranges, such as the

Stormberg, still show some signs of comparative-

ly recent volcanic action. The surface of the

Karroo is generally composed of sand and clay,

with a stratum of blue slaty rock underneath,

which keeps it from drying up entirely during
the rainless season.

Mineral Resoubces. The mining industry is

of the utmost importance, and Cajje Colony is

the greatest diamond-producing country in the

world. The diamond-fields are almost exclusively

situated in Griqualand West, and the mining
of diamonds has reached a very high degree of

development of late, the annual export amount-
ing to over $20,000,000. It is estimated that

from 1867 to 1900 diamonds, of the value of

over $465,000,000, were exported. The first dis-

covery of diamonds was made in the Hopetown
district in 1867, and by 1870 there were about
10,000 men digging for diamonds along the Vaal
River. In the same year the 'dry diggings' were
discovered between the Vaal and the Modder
rivers, which was soon followed by still richer

discoveries in the same vicinity and by the foun-

dation of Kimberley, which has since become one
of the most important towns in the colony. The
mining of diamonds, which was at first largely

carried on by individual diggers, has since been
concentrated in the hands of a powerful com-
pany which controls the entire output of the

Kimberley diamond-fields, and, consequently, by
far the largest part of the world's output of

diamonds. The copper-mines are mostly located

in Namaqualand, and the ore found is of a very
rich kind, yielding a percentage of from 32 to

36, but the output is comparatively small. The
same may be said of coal, which occurs almost
everywhere, but is principally mined in the
Stormberg mountain range and is used by the

State railways. Gold, iron, lead, and salt have
l)een foimd in small quantities in the Knysna
district, at the southern end of the colony. Out-
side of mining, the industries of the colony are

as yet of very little importance and are chiefly

confined to the production of beer, tobacco, leather,

and flour.

Agriculture. Both by the quality of its soil

and its climatic conditions, Cape Colony is better

adapted for grazing than for the raising of grain.

Wheat, oats, barley, corn, and other grains are
raised in quantities hardly sufficient to meet the

domestic demand. The rearing of cattle, sheep,

and goats is carried on very extensively, many
of the sheep-farms ranging in size from 3000 to

15,000 acres. In 1899 the live stock of the

colony comprised nearly 1,100,000 head of cattle,

about 390,000 horses, over 90,000 mules and
asses, over 1 .2G0,000Sheep, nearly 5,600.000 An-
gora and other goats, and over 260,000 ostriches.

Transportation and Communication. Owing
to the deficiency of navigable waterways, the
transportation problem very early attracted the
attention of the colonial administration, with the
result that in regard to transi)ortation facilities

Cape Colony may compare favorablj- with many
of the British colonies and some parts of Europe.
The roads have a total length of over 8000 miles,

and the railway lines (December 31, 1900) of

nearly 3000 miles. The first railway line was
constructed in 1859, 58 miles long, connecting
Cape Town with Wellington. The main object

was to connect the most important ports with the
interior, and lines were started from East Lon-
don, Port Elizabeth, and Cape Town in a north-

ern direction. The opening of the diamond-fields
of the colony and the gold-fields of the Transvaal
gave a new impetus to railway-building. Cape
Town has been connected with Kimberley since

1885 and with Johannesburg since 1892. In 1894
the Cape Town line was extended to Mafeking,
and since then through Bechuanaland and Alata-

beleland as far as Salisbury in Rhodesia. Of the
total mileage in operation at the end of 1900 the

Government operated nearly 2100 miles of its

own lines and about 600 miles owned bj- private
companies. The total cost of the State lines up
to the end of 1900 was nearly $106,400,000. The
telegraph lines, owned by the Government, had
a total length of about 7500 miles.

Commerce. The commerce is very extensive in

proportion to the population of the countrj', and
shows a considerable development during the last

decade. The imports (including specie) rose

from about $46,000,000 in 1890 to over $93,500,-

000, while the exports show an increase from
about $81,000,000 to over $115,000,000. While
the imports were not affected at all during the

first year of the South African War (1899), the

exports were diminished by over 70 per cent. The
principal imports are textiles, leather, food-stuffs,

explosives, hardware, and machinerJ^ Theexports
consist chiefly of gold, diamonds, wool, ostrich

feathers, hair, and hides. Over one-half of the

imports come from Great Britain, and nearly the

entire amount of exports goes there. The trade

with the United States has increased considerably

of late. According to official figures products of

the United States were imported into Cape Col-

ony in 1899 to the value of over $10,000,000,

mostly food-stuffs, agricultural implements, and
machinery. The exports from Cape Colony to the

United States are insignificant. The inward
shipping of the colony for 1900 amounted to

nearly 5,000,000 tons, mostly in British vessels.

Government. During the first thirty years

of the British occupation (1806-35) the colony

was administered entirely from London. In 1835

a legislative council was established consisting of

six officials and six nominees of the Crown. The
introduction of Parliamentary institutions was
accomplished in 1854, and it is only since 1872

that the colony has enjoyed a responsible gov-

ernment similar in all essentials to that of the

mother country. At the head of the administra-

tion is the Governor, who is also High Commis-
sioner for the British possessions in South
Africa. He is appointed by the CrowTi and as-

sisted by a responsible Cabinet. The Parliament
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consists of two houses, the Legislative Council

and the House of Assembly, which meet at Cape
Town, the capital. The former numbers 23

memlters elected for seven years, and is pre-

sided over ex officio by the Chief Justice. The
House of Assembly consists of 95 members,
elected for five years. The qualifications for

voters are quite liberal, and no distinction is

made on account of color or race. Parliament
must meet at least once a year, and the records

are kept in English, while in discussions and de-

bates both English and Dutch are allowed. The
h.w of the colony is the Roman-Dutch law modi-

fied in accordance with the local requirements

and supplemented by special legislative acts. In

cases where there is no provision in the Roman-
Dutch code, the English law is followed. The
highest local judicial authority is the Supreme
Court at Cape Town, consisting of the Chief Jus-

tice and eight puisne judges. There is also a

court of appeal and a vice-admiralty court, both

situated at Cape Town. In the separate divisions

and towns justice is administered by resident

magistrates, while in the outlying villages the

same function is performed by periodical courts

and justices of the peace. The central govern-

ment is represented in each division and district

by a civil commissioner or magistrate, whose
functions include the collection of revenues and
administration of justice. There are also divi-

sional councils elected by local rate-payers, and
most of the municipalities have municipal coun-

cils. The colony has a military force of over

1000 officers and men, known as Cape Mounted
Riflemen, besides nearly 7000 volunteers. Accord-

ing to the law passed in 1878, every able-bodied

man between 18 and 50 is subject to military

service in the colony as well as beyond its limits.

There are a number of naval fortifications along

the coasts, and a strong British fleet is main-
tained at Simon's Bay. The principal ports and
towns are Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, East Lon-

don, Graham's Town, Kimberley, Paarl, and
Beaconsfield.

Finance. The revenue is obtained chiefly from
customs duties, licenses, and public domains, and
averages about $34,000,000 per annum. The ex-

penditures had reached by the end of the Nine-

teenth Century the sum of nearly $40,000,000.

The indebtedness of the colony is very great when
compared with the population, amounting, in

1900, to nearly $153,000,000. The larger part of

the debt, however, represents expenditures on
public works, the railways alone having absorbed

over $10<5,000,000.

Education in the colony is assisted by the

Government, and is not compulsory. Even among
the Europeans illiteracy prevails to a consider-

able extent. The Department of Public Instruc-

tion is under the direction of the superintendent-

general, who has charge of the distribution of

grants, while the inspection of the schools is

conducted by deputy inspectors. In 1901 the

enrollment in the schools assisted by the Govern-

ment was over 146,000. At the head of the edu-

cational institutions is the University of the Cape
of Good Hope, which is an examining university

merely. There are a number of colleges.

PopUL.\TiON. The population of the colony, in-

cluding that of Pondoland and the Crown colony

of Bechuanaland, was, in 1891, about 1,600,000,

or less than six inhabitants per square mile.

The whites constitute less than 25 per cent, of

the total population, and the rest is made up of

Malays, Hottentots, Kaffirs. Bechuanas, and
mixed races. The European population is mostly
of English extraction. The descendants of the

Dutch settlers, in whose veins there is an in-

fusion of Huguenot blood, are known as Afrikan-

ders. About 750,000 people belong to different

Protestant denominations, over 17,000 are Roman
Catholics, over 15,000 ^(ohanimedans, and 3000
Jews.

History. It was toward the end of the Fif-

teenth Centurj' that Dias. a Portuguese navi-

gator, doubled the Cape of Good Hope, prepar-

ing the way for Vasco da Gama, who opened the

sea route to India in 1497-98. The thriving trade
in that quarter attracted both English and Dutch
merchants, but, although their ships fourtd fre-

quent shelter in the bays of the coast of Cape
Colony, it was not till the middle of the Seven-
teenth Century that an attempt was made per-

manently to occupy the country. In 1652 the

Dutch East India Company sent out an expedi-

tion which landed in Table Bay and took pos-

session of the region, and set about converting
it into a habitable land. Slowly the development
went on, Dutch colonists and French Huguenots,
fleeing from religious persecution, taking up their

abodes there. During the Eighteenth Century
the stream of immigration grew larger, the Dutch
scattering over a considerable area, busying
themselves now with subduing the wilderness,

now the aborigines. At the end of the century

there were at the Cape about 27.000 souls of

European descent and a slightly larger number
of slaves.

In January, 1806, for the .second time during
the wars against Napoleon, an English force cap-

tured Cape Colony, stipulating that the '"burgh-

ers and inhabitants should preserve all the rights

and privileges hitherto enjoyed by them." Since

that date the Cape has been a colony of Great
Britain, though not formally recognized as such

until the peace of 1815. During the ensuing

sixty years the history of Cape Colony was made
up of chapters of war with the Kaffirs and
other tribes, and of conflict with the Dutch
inhabitants, who, from well-founded causes, felt

the rule of England to be oppressive. There oc-

curred during these years the famous 'treks' of

the Dutch burghers into the wilderness. The
fortitude and heroism they displayed in their

wanderings bear high testimony to what men will

dare in order to realize in a more or less perfect

way their religious, social, and political ideals.

The story of the Nineteenth Century in Cape
Colony was epitomized in the unequal war be-

tween Boer and Briton, which ended in 1902. See

Boer War: Tr-vnsvaal Colony; and Orange
River Colony.

Bibliography. \Yilmot. Geography of the

Cape Colony (London, 1882) : Greswell, Our
South African Empire (ib., 1885) ; Mitchell, Dia-

mondfi and Cold for Sottth Africa (ib.. 1888) : Sil-

ver, Handbook to South Africa (ib., 1891);

Greswell, (ieography of Africa South of the

Zambesi (ib., 1892) : Churchill, Men, Mines, and
Animals in South Africa (ib., 1892); Wallace,

Farming Industries of Cape Colotty (ib., 1896) ;

Aubertin, Six Months in Cape Colony and "Satal

(ib., 1896); Macnal. On Veldt and Farm (ib.,

1897); Illustrated Official Handbook of Cape

Colony and South Africa (ib., 1896) ; Theal. His-

tory of South Africa (ib.. 1889-93) ; Bryce, /m-
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;>»T,ssiV>»i« of South Africa (ih., 1807). Also con-

sult nrtiele on "Cape Colonv" in International

Year liouk (New York, 1809-1901).

CAPE COM'ORIN. The southernmost ex-

tremity of tlu> pt'ninsula of India. It is in

Travancore. latitude 8° 5' N., and longitude 77°

37' E. (Map: India. C 7).

CAPE DE GATA, dA ffil'U\, or CABO DE
GATA, kil'nA dft.pii'tA. A promontory on the

southern coast of Spain marking the east side

of the mouth of Ahneria Bay, in about longitude
2° 15' \V., and about latitude 36° 40' N. (Map:
Spain, K 8) . The most notable of its rocks is the

ancient Promontorium Charidemi, the Moorish
Kheyran, formed chiefly of agates, spars, and
crystals. The cape was once a resort for Moor-
ish pirates.

CAPE DIAMOND. The high bluff, situated

at the confluence of the Saint Charles with the

Saint Ijiwrence River, on which stands the cita-

del of Quebec (Map: Quebec, in Quebec City,

E 4). Its precipitous sides rise over 300 feet

from the river-level. It is just east of the Plains

of Abraham.

CAPE DISAPPOINTMENT. The southwest
point of the State of Wasliington, on the north

side of the mouth of the Columbia River, in

latitude 40° 16' N., longitude 124° 3' W. It has

a lighthouse with a light flashing alternately red

and white (interval between flashes 15 seconds),

at a height of 233 feet above sea-level (Map:
Washington, A 3).

CAPE DUKATO, doo-kil'tfi (probably a eor-

rtiption of Gk. AeuKdrT/y, Lcukatcs, by an inter-

change of i and rf) (anciently Lucates). Ahead-
land at the southern extremity of Santa Maura,
one of the Ionian Islands, in latitude 38° 34' N.

and longitude 20° 32' E. (Map: Ionian Isles, B
3) . The strong currents around the cape and fre-

quent fierce gales make it very dangerous for

navigation, and the place has long been dreaded

by mariners. A cliff about 2000 feet high, on the

W'estern side of this Leucadian Promontory, is

called Sappho's or Lover's Leap, as it was sup-

posed that here the poetess precipitated herself

into the sea. It was an ancient custom to cast

a victim annually from this cliff into the sea

below.

CAPE ELIZABETH. A headland in Cum-
berland County, Maine, 6 miles southeast of

Portland, and "in latitude 43° 33' N., longitude
70° 12' W. (Map: Maine, C 8). The United
States Government has established two lights on
this cape.

CAPE FAREWELL. The southernmost ex-

tremity of Greenland, and southern promontory
of Egger Island, situated in latitude 59° 40' N.

and longitude 43° 56' W. (Map: North America,

4). It is seldom visited, on account of the

ice and dangerous currents, it being here that

the East Greenland current rounds Greenland
to enter Davis Strait.

CAFE FEAR. A promontory extending into

the Atlantic from Smith Island, N. C, near

the mouth of Cape Fear River, in latitude 33°

35' N. and longitude 77° 57' W. (Map: North
Carolina, E 4). Navigation off this cape has
long been dreaded by sailors, on account of the

treacherous character of the surrounding waters.

CAPE FEAR RIVER. A river in North
Carolina, rising in the central northern part of

Ihe State, flowing southeast, aixl emptying into

the Atlantic (Map: North Carolina, D'S). The
largest tributaries are: from the west. Deep
River; from the east. South River, and from the

northeast. Northeast Cape Fear River. It is over

300 miles in length, and is the longest river

wholly within the State. It is navigable to

Fayetteville, 150 miles from its mouth. Wil-
mington, the most important port of entry in

the State, is situated on its bank, .30 miles above
the sea. Much has been done to improve navi-

gation up to that city. Along the lower region of

the river rice-growing is an important industry.

CAPEFIGXTE, kfip'fAg', Baptiste IIoxoRft

Raymond (1801-72). A French historical writer.

He was born in Marseilles, and studied law in

Paris. He then became a journalist, and con-

tributed to a large number of publications, sign-

ing himself 'Vn homme d'f'tat.* He held a post

in the Foreign Ofiice until 1848, and in this way
was enabled to use many documents accesa to

which was closed to others. Besides his jour-

nalistic work, he produced no less than a hun-

dred vohinies of history, for the most part

hastily written and uncritical, and written from
an ultramontane point of view. The best of his

works is the Tlistoire dc Philippe-Auguste (10

vols., 1S31-.S15).

CAPE FINISTERRE, f^'n^'stflr' (Fr.. from
Lat. finis, end -f terra, earth), or Land's End
(ancient Promontorium Nerium). A high prom-
ontory at the northwestern extremity of Spain,

in latitude 42° 53' N. and longitude about 9° 16'

W. (Map: Spain, A 1). It is noted as the scene

of two naval victories of the English over the

French, on May 3, 1747, and July 22, 1805.

CAPE FLATTERY. The extreme western

point of the United States (not including Alas-

ka), in the State of Washington, at the southern

side of the entrance to the Strait of .Tuan de

Fuca (Map: Washington, A 1). On Tatoosh

Island, in latitude 48° 231/2' N. and longitude

124° 44' W., and one-half mile northwest of

Cape Flattery, there is, at a height of 155 feet

above sea-level, a fixed Avhite light, with a fixed

red sector between southeast one-half south and
south-southeast seven-eighths east.

CAPE FLORIDA. The southernmost extrem-

ity of Key Biscayne, in Dade County, Fla., about

10 miles southeast of Miami, in latitude 25° 38'

N., longitude 80° 8' W. CNIap: Florida, D 4).

There is a fixed red beacon light, 31 feet above

the sea-level, on Cape Florida Shoal.

CAPE FOTJLWEATHER. A cape on the

west coast of Lincoln County, Ore., in about

latitude 44° 50' N. and about longitude 124° 5'

W. (Map: Oregon, A 5).

CAPE GIRARDEAU, je'rar-do'. A city in

the county of the same name, Missouri, 50 miles

above Cairo, 111., on the Mississippi River, and

on the Saint Louis, Memphis and Southeastern,

the Saint Louis and Gulf, and other railroads

(Map: Missouri, G 4). It is in a well-cultivat-

ed section, and has a large commerce, by river

and railroad, in lumber, flour, lime, limestone,

and mineral paints. The notable institutions

include Saint Vincent's College (Roman Catho-

lic), the Southeast Missouri State Normal
School, Saint Francis's Hospital, and the Con-

vent of the Sisters of Loretto. The county

court-house and city hall are pretentious build-
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insn*. The frovernnient is administered by a

niiivor. elected bienni.illv, and a city council.

Population, in 1890. 4297; in 1900, 4815.

CAPE GREGORY. See Cape Arago.

CAPE HAITIEN, A'd'tyilN'. The second

t'itv of Haiti in importance and size (Map:
West Indies, D 3). It is situated on the northern

coast, overlooking a spacious harbor and sur-

rounded by picturesque mountains. The to^^•n is

well laid out, and has the appearance of the older

European towns. In 1842 it was nearly de-

stroyed by a disastrous earthquake, in which

several thousand people perished, and from

which the town has not recovered since. Dur-

ing the French occupation, Cape Haitien was
the capit^il of the island. The commerce is very

important, and the chief exports are coffee and
logwood. The population is estimated at 29,000.

A United States consul resides here.

CAPE HATTERAS. A cape in latitude 35°

15' X. and longitude 75° 31' W., projecting into

the Atlantic from Hatteras Island, a long, nar-

row, sandv island bordering Pamlico Sound
(Map: North Carolina, G 2). It is a dangerous

part of the .\merican coast for navigators, on ac-

count of shoals and frequent gales and storms.

Coasting vessels are apt to pass in toward this

cape, on account of the Gulf Stream, which is

only about 20 miles east. The cape has a light,

flashing every ten seconds, 191 feet above mean
high water; also, about three-quarters of a mile

south, a fixed white beacon light, 35 feet above

the sea.

CAPE HENIiCPEN. A point of land on
the east coast of Delaware, in latitude 38° 47'

X. and longitude 75° 5' \Y., at the south side of

the entrance to Delaware Bay (Map: Delaware,

Q 5). It is about 13 miles a little west of south

of Cape May, on the opposite New Jersey shore.

The Cape Henlopen light, 126 feet above sea-

level, is a fixed white light, with a fixed red sec-

tor between southeast one-eighth east and south

one-eighth east.

CAPE HENRY. A point of land on the

coast of Virginia, in latitude 36° 56' N. and
longitude 76° 1' W., at the south entrance to

Chesapeake Bay, opposite Cape Charles (^Map:

Virginia, J 5). Cape Henry has a life-saving

station and a lighthouse. The light is 157 feet

above sea-level, shows fixed white, with a fixed

red sector between south-southeast and south-

west by west.

CAPE HORN (from Boom, a city of Hol-

land I . or HooKN. The most southerly point of

America, terminating an island of its own
name, in the Archipelago of Tierra del Fuego
(Map: South America, C 8). It is situated

in latitude 55° 59' S. and longitude 67° 16 W.
It has a perennially Antarctic climate, and is

merely a detached link, bare and rugged, of the

chain' of the Andes. It was discovered by

Schouten, a native of Hoorn, in Holland, in

161(», about iK) years later than the Strait of

Magellan, and since then the course of naviga-

tion of sailing vessels has been round the cape,

instead of through the strait.

CAPE HUNTING-DOG. See Hunting-Doq.

CAP'EL, Artiiir. Lord (c.1610-49). An
English Koyalist leader during the Revolution.

He represented Hertford in both the Short Par-

VOL. IV.-4.

CAPELLA.

liament and the Long Parliament, and was in-

clined to side with the popular party under
the leadership of Pym, in so far as that party
demanded merely a redress of grievances; but,

strongly opposing a democratic revolution, he
joined the Court party, and in August, 1641,
was made Lord Capel of Hadham. He became
an oflficer in the Royalist Army, and in 1643
served as lieutenant-general of Shropshire, Che-
shire, and North Wales. He then acted for a
time as a memlier of the advisory council of the

Prince of Wales, and on the success of the popu-
lar party retired to his estate at Hadham; but
in 1648 he strongly advocated the renewal of

civil war, and, with Goring and Lucas, attempted
in vain to hold Colchester against the forces of

Lord Fairfax. Soon afterwards he was tried

and convicted of treason, and on March 9, 1649,

was beheaded.

CAPEL, Thomas John (1836—). An Eng-
lish Roman Catholic priest, bom October 28,

1836. WTien but seventeen years old he, with
others, founded a normal training college for the

education of school-teachers, of which, in 1856,

he was made vice-principal. Being compelled

to seek southern Europe on account of ill health,

he founded at Pau a mission for English-sijeak-

ing Roman Catholics, in consequence of which
the Pope advanced him to 'monsignore.' Re-

turning to England, in 1873 he established the

Roman Catholic Public School at Kensington,

and devoted much of his time to preaching, be-

coming widely noted for his eloquence, and was
particularly successful in making converts to

Romanism among the gentry of the Church of

England; but since 1884 he has not been heard

from. He is said to be the original of Catesby
in Disraeli's Lothair. In 1874 he published a

Reply to Gladstone's Political Expostulation,

and in 1884 "Catholic," an Essential and Exclu-

sive Attribute of the True Church. He lived in

California many years.

CAP'ELL, Edward (1713-81). A critical

editor of Shakespeare, bom at Throston, near
Bury Saint Edmunds. He was educated at

Catharine's Hall, Cambridge, appointed deputy
inspector of plays in 1737, and devoted his life

to the study of Shakespeare, whose plays he

transcribed ten times. In 1760 he published

Prolusions, or Select Pieces of Ancient Poetry,

including a reprint of Edicard III., as possibly

Shakespeare's. His edition of Shakespeare ( 10

vols., 1768) was followed by commentaries in

three volumes, which were not all published till

1783, two years after Capell's death. They bore

the title. Notes and Various Readings of Shake-
speare. Capell collated the quartos and the first

two folios more carefully than any previous ed-

itor.

CAPELOiA (Lat., kid). A bright star of

the first magnitude, on the left shoulder of Au-
riga. Capella is also called Capra, or the She-

Goat, a name also sometimes given to Capricorn.

The poets fable Capella to be Anialthea's goat,

which suckled Jupiter in his infancy.

CAPELLA, Mabtiantts Mineus Felix. A
learned author belonging to the second half of

the Fifth Century. He was bom in Africa, per-

haps at Madaura, as Cassiodorus says. Of his

life nothing whatever is known. The work which
has preserved his name to posterity is the Satiri-
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con, a kind o^encycloplpdia. highly esteemed dur-

ing the Middle Ages as a work of reference. It

is written in a medley of prose and verse, and is

full of curious learning, but possesses no lit-

erary value. The style has all the bombastic

IK)mp of the African school of later Latinists.

It consists of nine books. The first two consist

of an allegory. The \uptials of Philology and
Mercury, while the remaining seven are devoted

to the 'liberal arts'—grammar, dialectics, rhet-

oric, geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, and
music.
The book on astronomy is remarkable as con-

taining a liint of the true theor\' of the solar sys-

tem. Mercury and Venus are there declared to

move aroimd the snn, and not around the earth,

and tlieir relation to these bodies is properly ex-

plained. The best edition is that of Eyssenhardt,

Leipzig (Teubner), 1866.

CAPELLINI, kil'pel-le'n^, Giovanni (1833

— ). An lUilian geologist, born in Spezia. He
studied at the University of Pisa, and in 1860

was appointed professor in Genoa. Subsequently

he was called to be professor of geology and
paleontology in Bologna. He was one of the

first Italian scientists to accept the Darwinian

theory. He founded in Bologna a geological

museum, and originated the international con-

gress for anthropology and prehistoric archseology.

His publications include: Delfini fossili del Bo-

lognese (1864); lielazione d'un viaggio scien-

tifico nelV America setfentrionale (1867); and
Arnii e utensili di pietra del Bolognese (1870).

CAPELLO, kA-p6K16, or CAPPELLO (It.,

hair), Bianca (c. 1542-87). An Italian adven-

turess, wife -of Francesco de' Medici. She was
bom of a noble family in Venice, and in 1563

eloped to Florence with Pitro Bonaventuri. Soon
afterwards she formed a liaison with Francesco

de' Medici, who had recently married Joanna,

Archduchess of Austria. The lack of a male heir

was a source of great sorrow to Francis, and in

1576 Bianca presented to him a supposititious

son, whom the Duke received as his own and
named Antonio. To prevent the detection of the

imposture, she caused the assassination of those

who had assisted her in its perpetration. Bona-
venturi had been put to death by order of Fran-

cesco in 1570, and Joanna died in 1578. Three
months later, notwithstanding the opposition of

his relatives and counselors, Bianca persuaded
the Grand Duke to make her his wife. The mar-
riage was approved by Philip II. of Spain, and in

October, 1579, Bianca was proclaimed Grand
Duchess of Tuscany. She immediately endeavored
to secure her position by obtaining the good-will

of the Medici family, and particularly of the

Cardinal Ferdinand, brother and next heir to

Francesco. In 1587, however, the two brothers

and Bianca met at Poggio & Cajano, and a few
days later the Grand Duke and his wife were
suddenly taken ill and both died. Ferdinand
has been accused, but probably unjustly, of hav-

ing poisoned them. Thoiigh through life she re-

tained undiminished power over the affections

of her capricious prince, Bianca did not succeed

in making Antonio his successor. She failed,

too, to conciliate her subjects, and many stories

of her cruelty and propensity for magical arts

are part of the popular tradition of Florence
to-day. Consult: Siebenke, Bianca Capello

(Gotha, 1789) ; Saltini, Delia morte di Francesco

de' Medici e di Bianca Capello (Florence, 1863) ;

and two articles on Bianca Capello in the
Revue des Deux Mondcs (Paris, 1884).

CAPELLO, Hkrmknegildo Ai'crsTO de Bbito
(1839— ). A Portuguese African traveler, bom
in Lisbon. He U'canie a ca|)tain in the royal

navy in 1880. In 1877 he was sent by the Gov-
ernment with -Major Serpa Pinto and Roberto
Ivens to explore the Portuguese colony of An-
gola. He and Ivens separated from Serpa Pinto
and explored the basin of the Kuangu from the
headwaters of that river to the Yaka district.

With Ivens he was again dispatched by the Gov-
ernment in March, 1884, to traverse the southern
part of the continent from Portuguese West
Africa (Angola) to Portuguese East Africa. He
explored Amboella and the watershed between
the Kongo-Lualaba and Zambesi rivers, and di-

rected his course along the Zambesi from Zumbo
to Quilimane on the eastern coast, where he ar-

rived in May, 1885. In collaboration with Ivens
he wrote De Benguella as terras de Jacca (1881),
and De Angola a Contra-Costa (1886).

CAPE LOOKOUT. A point of land on the
east coast of Nortli Carolina, about 70 miles^

southwest of Cape Hattcras, and 12 miles south-

east of Beaufort, in latitude 34° 37' N. and longi-

tude 76° 31' W. (Map: North Carolina, F 3).

The lighthouse on this point has a fixed white
light 156 feet above mean high water.

CAPE MATAPAN, mii'ta-pjin'. The south-

ernmost extremity of Greece, between the gulfs

of Laconia and Messenia, in latitude 36° 23' N.
and longitude 22° 29' E. (Map: Greece, D 5).

The ancient Greeks called it Taenarum, and
made it sacred to Neptune, whose temple stood
near the cape.

CAPE MAY. The southern point of New-
Jersey, on the north side of the entrance to-

Delaware Bay ( Map : New Jersey, C 5 ) . A
lighthouse with light flashing every thirty sec-

onds, 164^/^ feet above mean high water, is lo-

cated here.

CAPE MAY. A frequented watering-place,
sometimes called Cape City, or Cape Island City.

It is the southernmost city of New Jersey, in

Cape May County, on the South Jersey and
West Jersey and Seashore railroads (Map: New
Jersey, C 5). There is a fine beach several

miles long, with excellent bathing facilities; the
hotels are numerous and of modem construc-

tion, and in summer the place is a favorite

resort of Philadelphians, as well as of people

from cities more remote. The climate is usually

equable and pleasant. The city has fishing, gold-

beating, canning, and oyster-raising interests. Its

government is administered by a mayor, elected

every two years, and a city council. Population,

in 1890, 2136; in 1900, 2257.

CAPE MENDOCINO, meu'dd-se^nft. A cape
in Humboldt County, Cal.. the extreme western
point of the State, in latitude 40° 26' 24" N.

and longitude 124° 23' 27" W. (Map: California,.

A 1). On its highest point, 428 feet above sea-

level, is located a lighthouse of the first class.

CA'PEN, Elmer Hewitt (1838—). An
American clergyman and educator, bom. in

Stoughton, Mass. He graduated at Tufts Col-

lege in 1860, and was admitted to the Suffolk

bar in 1863. Subsequently he studied theology,,

was ordained pastor of the Independent Chris-
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tian Church of Gloucester in 1865, and from
1869 to 1875 held other pastorates at Saint Paul,
Minn., and Providence, R. 1. In 1875 he was ap-
pointed president of Tufts College, whose effec-

tiveness and prosperity he has greatly increased.
In addition to his duties as president, he has also
given instruction in political economy and ethics.

CAPE NOME. A projection from the west-
ern mainland of Alaska, extending into the
northwest part of Norton Sound, in about lati-

tude 64Vj° N. and longitude 165° W. In the
sands near the seacoast, and in the valleys of
the streams, are found very rich deposits of gold,
which are easily accessible (ilap: Alaska, B 3).
(See Nome.) Consult Dunham, "'The Yukon and
Nome Gold Regions," in Department of Labor
BuUetin 11 (Washington, 1900),

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. See Cape Colony.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. A promontory of
southern Africa, rising 1000 feet above the sea,

and popularly regarded as the most southerly
point of the Continent, though it is half a de-

gree to the north of Cape Agulhas (Map: Afri-

ca, F 8 ) . The latter is merely a projection on
a coast line, which diverges inconsiderably from
a parallel ; but the former is really the turning-
point from south to east on the voyage from
Europe to India. It is situated in latitude 34°
22' S. and longitude 18° 30' E., being the ter-

mination of Table Mountain (q.v.). The cape
was discovered by Dias, a Portuguese navigator
(who christened it the Cape of Storms), as
early as 148(i—six years before Columbus, in

aiming at the same goal by a different route, led

the way to America. But it was only in 1497
that V^asco da Gama realized the value of Bias's
discovery, by rounding it on his adventurous
voyage from Lisbon to Calicut. Besides open-
ing a new channel for the traffic of the East,
the discovery of the cape was partly instru-

mental in removing the trading superiority from
the republics of Italy to the States of western
Europe.

CAPE OF STORMS, The. The English
translation of a Portuguese name. Capo Tor-
mentoso, given by Bartholomeu Dias to the
Cape of Good Hope, about which he was the
first to pass.

CAPE ORTEGAL, Or'tft-giil'. A northern
extremity of Spain, projecting on the north-
west coast into the Bay of Biscay, in latitude
43° 47' N. and longitude 7° 56' W', on a rugged
and barren coast (Map: Spain, A 1).

CAPE PAI/MAS. The southernmost ex-

tremity of Liberia, Africa, in latitude 4" 22' N.
and longitude 7° 44' W., and marking the point
at which the Marvland colony of free colored emi-
grants settled in 1834 (Map': Africa, D 4).

CAPE PIGEON, or Cape Petrel. The pin-
tado petrel, a large Antarctic petrel {Daption
Capensis) somewhat resembling a pigeon, com-
mon in large numbers about the Cape of Good
Hope, and of great interest to voyagers. See
Petrel.

CAPE POGE, The extreme northeast point
of the Martha's Vineyard Island group, and the
northern extremity of the ea.stern strip of Chap-
paquiddick Island (Map: Massachusetts, G 5).
Cape Poge lighthouse is in latitude 41° 25' N,
and longitude 70° 27' W. The light flashes
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white and red, every third flas'h red, with five
second's interval between flashes. It is 53%
feet above sea-level.

CAPE PRINCE OF WALES. The west
point of the mainland of Alaska and of the
American continent, opposite East Cape in Si-
beria. Bering Strait between the two is the
narrowest water between America and Asia
(Map: Alaska, B 2). The cape is slightly south
of the Arctic Circle. It terminates in a bold
bluff, north of which are dangercus shoals.

CAPER (Fr. capre, Lat. capparis, Gk. gdr-
rapis, kapparis). The pickled flower-bud of the
caper-bush (Capparis spinosa) . It has an agree-
able pungency of taste, with a slight bitterness,
and has long been in very general use as a condi-
ment and ingredient of sauces. It possesses
medicinal properties, being an antiscorbutic,
stimulant, and laxative. It is of a grayish-
green color, to improve which copper is some-
times used. The caper-bush is a native of the
^lediterranean countries. It is extensively cul-
tivated in some parts of the south of France and
in Italy, but most of all in Sicily. It succeeds
in the open air even at Paris, but in Great Brit-
ain it requires the aid of artificial heat. In the
northern United States capers are propagated
by cuttings in greenhouses, but they are gro^^^l
from seed in the South. It is a trailing, ram-
bling shrub, loving dry places and often growing
on rocks or walls. It begins to flower early in
summer, and continues flowering till winter.
The buds are gathered everj- morning, and are
immediately put into vinegar and salt. At the
end of the season tliey are sorted according to
their size and color, the greenest and least ex-
panded being the best, and are again put into
vinegar, the finest being sent to the market in
bottles, the coarser in small barrels. The fruit,

which is a small berry, is also pickled in the
south of Italy. The flower-buds of the caper of
Mount Sinai (Capparis Siitaica) are pickled like
those of the common species; the seeds are also
pickled and are called by a name signifj'ing
mountain pepper. The fruit of Capparis aphylla
is made into a pickle in India. The species of
Capparis number about 150, and are found in
most tropical and subtropical regions except
North America. Various substitutes for caper
are sometimes used, as the flower-buds of the
marsh-marigold (Caltha palustris), those of the
Indian cress, or so-called nasturtium (Tropaeo-
lum majus), and those of the bean-caper
(Zygophyllum fabago) and of the bladdemut
(Staphylea trifolia) . The caper-tree (Capparis
Jamnicensis) , which grows throughout the West
Indies, in South America, and in Florida, is a
small tree with a very hard wood. The caper of
England is a spurge, belonging to the genus
Euphorbia. It has no relationship with the fore-

going. For illustration, see Plate of Camelllas.

CAPE RACE. A cape forming the southeast
extremity of Newfoundland, in latitude 46' 40'

N. and longitude 52° 55' W'. (Map: Newfound-
land, G 6). It has a lighthouse, with light 180
feet above the water. This is an important beacon
for the transatlantic vessels passing between
Europe and northern North America.

CAPERCAILLIE, ka'per-kal'yl, or CAPER-
CAILZIE, ka'pt'r-kal'ri or -kal'yl (of uncertain
etymology, possibly from Gael, cabhar, hawk +
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coille, wood; according to some, from Gael.

capull-coille, from capull, mare, I^t. caballtis,

horse + coille, or from Gael, cabhar -+• coileach,

wood), \Vooi)-Gbou8e, or Cock of the Woods.
A European grouse {Tetrao urogallus), almost
equal in size to the turkey. The adult male is

brownish-black, minutely freckled with grayish-

white, and with lighter brown; quill-feathers,

dark brown ; tail-feathers, nearly black ; chest,

a shining dark green; there is a small scarlet

patch of naked skin above the eye, and the bill

is whitish. The general color of the smaller
female and of young males is dark brown, freck-

led with yellowish-brown; the front of the neck
and the chest are yellowish-chestnut, and the
feathers of the under parts are generally edged
with white; the feet are feathered to the toes.

It is an inhabitant of pine woods; feeds on ber-

ries, seeds, worms, insects, etc., and on the young
shoots of the pine, birch, and other trees. The
female makes her nest on the ground, and lays

from . six to twelve eggs, of a pale reddish or
yellowish brown, spotted with other shades of

brown, and more than two inches long. Like
the black-cock, the capercaillie is polygamous,
and is noted for its extraordinary 'dance?' in

courtship. In spring, on the approach of the

breeding season, the cock "mounts to the top-

most boughs of a tall tree, whence he challenges

all comers by extraordinary sounds and gestures,

while the hens . . . timidly abide below the

result of the frequent duels, patiently submit-
ting themselves to the victor." During these

antics the bird seems oblivious to all else, and
may easily be approached. The capercaillie is

found on the pine-covered mountains of all parts
of Europe, and a related species (Tetrao urogal-

loides) is abundant in the northern parts of

Asia. It once lived in Scotland and Ireland,

where it was completely extirpated toward the
end of the Eighteenth Century, but has been re-

stored to the forests of northern Scotland by
stock imported from Scandinavia. The caper-

caillie is readily domesticated, if allowed the
range of a space containing a few pine-trees,

and is much esteemed for the table. It is hunt-
ed with the aid of dogs, who 'tree' the birds,

when they are shot down. Consult: Lloyd,
Oame Birds of Sweden and Norway (London,
1867) ; Morris, British Game Birds (London,
1891) ; Darwin, Descent of Man (London, 2d ed.,

1874). See Plate of Gbouse, etc.

CA'PEBN, Edward (1819-94). An English
poet, known as the 'Rural Postman of Bideford.'

He was born at Tiverton. Devonshire, and was
engaged as a postman at Bideford until, through
Landor's influence, he obtained a pension from
the English civil list. His productions, which
are marked by freshness and melody, include

Poems hy the Bideford Rural Postman ( 1856
often republished) ; Ballads and Sc»tgs (1858)
Wayside Warbles (1865, 2d ed. 1870); Sun
Gleams and Shadow Pearls (1881); and The
Devonshire Methodist, which includes the au-
thor's own music to some of his songs.

CAPERNAUM, ka-per'ni-um {Gk.KaTrepvaohfi,

Kapemaoum, 'Ka(^apvaovn, Kapharnaoum, Heb.
Kaphar Nahum, village of Nahum). A town of

Galilee frequently mentioned in the gospel his-

tory. When Jesus was driven out of Nazareth at

the opening of his Galilean ministry he made his

home at Capernaum (Matt. iv. 13). So closely did

he identify himself with it that it is called 'his

own city' ( Matt. ix. 1 ) . Though it was the scene

of many of his miracles and wonderful discourses,

it remained unrepentant. With Chorazin and
Bethsaida it had its ruin foretold by Jesus (Matt,
xi. 20-24). The place was a city of some impor-
tance. It had a sjTiagogue (Luke iv. 31-32),
was the seat of a Roman garrison (Luke vii. 1),
and a customs station from which Matthew was
called to be an Apostle (Matt. ix. 9). Tliere

has been much discussion as to the site of Caper-
naum, as the city is mentioned only in the New
Testament. The original form of the name was
Kaphar Nahum, i.e. 'Village of Nahum.' Two lo-

calities are favored by authorities—Tell Hum
and Khan Minyeh, both on the northwest coast
of the Sea of Galilee, not far distant from each
other. At Tell Hum many extensive ruins have
been found, some of which have been supposed to

be those of the sjTiagogue in which Jesus taught.
The situation of Khan Minyeh, however, corre-
sponds better to the New Testament notices and
to the statement of Josephus {Wars, iii. 10-8)

that a copious spring named Capernaum watered
the plain of Gennesaret. Consult, in behalf of
the claims of Tell Hum, Buhl, Die Geographic dcs
alten Paldstina (Freiburg, 1896) ; for Khan Min-
yeh, G. A. Smith, The Historical Geography of
the IJoly Land (New York, 1895).

CA'PERS, William ( 1790-1855 ) . An Ameri-
can clergyman, bishop of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South. He was born in South Carolina,
studied in South Carolina College, became an
itinerant preacher, and for a time was a mis-
sionary among the Indians in Georgia. He was
for several years presiding elder in Charleston,
where he edited the Wesleyan Journal (after-

v/ards merged in the New York Christian Advo-
cate). He declined the presidency of three
southern colleges and professorships in two
others, preferring to devote himself to home mis-
sionary work. In 1837 he established and edited
the Southern Christian Advocate. At the first

general conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Chiirch, South, in 1846, he was chosen bishop.

His autobiography was published, with a memoir
by Wightman, in 1858.

CAPE SABLE. The southernmost point of

Sable Island
( q.v. ) , off the southern coast of

Nova Scotia, Canada (Map: Nova Scotia, D 6).

CAPE SABLE. The southernmost point of

the mainland of Florida, and of the mainland of

the United States as well (Map: Florida, C 4).

It is in latitude 25° 8' N. and longitude 81° 7'

W., and projects slightly into the Bay of Florida.

CAPE SAINT GEORGE. A cape on the west
end of Saint George Island, off the west coast of

Florida, about 10 miles south of Apalachicola
(Map: Florida, D 2). The Cape Saint Oorge
lighthouse is in latitude 29° 35' N. and longitude
85" 2' W., about SYj miles east of the west pass

entrance to Apalachicola Bay. The light is 72

feet above sea-level, and is fixed white.

CAPE SAINT VINCENT. A headland at

the southwest extremity of Portugal in about

latitude 37° N. and longitude 9° W. (Map:
Portugal, A 4). Off this cape the British, under
Admiral Jervis, defeated a Spanish fleet Febru-

ary 14, 1797.
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CAFE SAN BLAS, siin bliis. A cape on the

webt coast of Florida, the southern point of the

neck of hind which separates San Bias Bay from
Saint Joseph's Bay (Map: Florida, C 2). It is

about 20 miles nearly west of Apalachicola. Cape
San Bias lighthouse is at the southernmost point

of the cape in latitude 29° 40' N. and longitude

85° 21' W. The light is 98 feet above the sea-

level and flashes alternately rod and white, the

interval between flashes being thirty seconds.

CAFE SAN LUCAS, loo'kas. The southern-

most point of the peninsula of Lower California,

Mexico, situated in about latitude 22° 50' N.
and longitude 109° 54' W. (Map: Mexico, D 6).

CAFE SAN BOQUE, rO'ki. A promontory
on the extreme northeastern coast of Brazil,

situated in latitude 5° 30' S. and longitude 35°

14' W. (Map: Brazil, K 5).

CAPE SPAR'TIVENTO (ancient Hercu-

lis Fromontorium). The southeastern promon-
tory of Italy, situated in latitude 37° 57' N.,

longitude 10° 5' E., and once regarded as the

most southern point of Italy (^lap: Italy, L 10).

CAFETLAN (ka-pe'shan) DY'NASTY (Fr.

Capetiens) . The royal line in France from 987

to 1328. On the death of Louis V., the last of

the Carolingians, in 987, Hugh Capet was elected

King by the aid of the clerg}% From that

time, for 341 years, all of the rulers of France
belonged to the same family, and in almost

every instance the son succeeded the father. The
kings of the Capetian dynasty strengthened great-

ly the royal power in France by insisting upon
the principles of heredity, primogeniture, and
the indivisibility of the Crownlands, which they

strove to increase. In the same year that he

was crowned, Hugh caused his son Robert to be

elected as his associate, and his practice was
followed until 1179, when Philip Augustus was
crowned as his father's associate. By that time
the hereditary principle was so firmly established

that it was no longer necessary for the son to

be chosen during his father's lifetime. The Cape-

tians broke entirely away from the ^lerovingian

and Carolingian custom of dividing the kingdom
among all the sons. The eldest son alone became
King and received the royal domain, and in this

way the kingdom was saved from the divisions

which had weakened the Carolingian Empire.
The Capetians also by a forced interpretation of

the Salic Law (q.v.) excluded females from the

succession. (See IIinured Years' War.) Most
of the Capetians endeavored to add to the royal

domain by the incorporation of additional fiefs,

large or small, and thus gradually obtained the

direct lordship over a large part of France. This

process was very rapid under Louis VI., Philip

Augustus, Louis IX., and Philip IV. The Cape-
tian dvnasty was succeeded by the Valois dynasty
(q.v.)'.

The rulers of the line were: Hugh Capet, 987-

990; Robert IL, 996-1031; Henry L, 1031-60;

Philip I., 1060-1108; Louis VI., 1108-1137;

Louis VII., 11.37-80, Philip II. Augustus, 1180-

1223; Louis VIII., 1223-26; Louis IX., 1226-70;

Philip III.. 1270-85; Philip IV., 1285-1314;

Louis X., 1314-16; Philip V., 1316-22; Charles
IV., 1322-28.

CAPE TOWN. The capital of Cape Colony
and the second seaport of British South Africa
(Map: Africa, F 8). It is situated on Table
Bay, on a slope of Table Mountain, in latitude

33° 56' S. and longitude 18° 28' E. It is

well built with fine streets and squares and all

the improvements of a modern city, including
electric lighting. The public buildings as well

as the private residences are in modern European
style, and the- entire aspect of the place, with the

exception of the heterogeneous crowds in the

streets, is essentially European. The climate is

comparatively moderate and healthful, and the

water-supply excellent. There are a cathedral,

several churches of different denominations, a
synagogue, and several mosques. The houses of

Parliament, the buildings of the Supreme Court,

and the banks are among the chief secular edifices.

Cape Town has several colleges and an examining
university, a South African Museum, a library,

and an observatory, besides a number of schools

for elementary and secondary education. The har-

bor has been improved by a breakwater of gigan-

tic proportions and is divided into several parts,

of which the inner harbor is sufficiently deep for

the heaviest vessels. The entrance to the harbor
is defended by a castle which is the headquarters
of the military forces of the colony. The com-
merce of Cape Town is exceeded only by that of

Port Elizabeth. The capital is connected by rail-

way lines with all the important centres in the

interior.

Cape Town is the seat of a Catholic and an
Anglican bishop, and of a number of consular
representatives, including one from the United
States. The population, numbering about 84,000

( including suburbs ) , is extremely heterogeneous,

including negroes, Kaffirs, Hottentots, and Euro-
peans, largely of Dutch descent, who constitute

over 50 per cent, of the total population of the

town proper. Cape Town was founded in 1652
by the Dutch, in whose possession it remained
until 1806, when it was taken possession of by
England.

CAPE VERDE. The westernmost point of

Africa, jutting out into the Atlantic Ocean, near-

ly midway between the rivers Gambia and Sene-

gal, in latitude 14° 43' N., longitude 17° 34' W.
(Map: Africa, C 3). It was discovered by the

Portuguese about 1445, and is said to have de-

rived its name from a group of gigantic baobab
trees which adorns its summit and forms a green
spot on the white coast.

CAFE VERDE ISLANDS (Ilhas Verdes).

A group of islands in the Atlantic Ocean, west of

Africa, belonging to Portugal, situated between
latitudes 14° 45' and 17° 19' N., and between
longitudes 22° 45' and 25° 25' W. (Map: Africa,

B 3). The ten principal islands are Santiago

(Sao Thiago), the largest and most important,

Fogo, Brava, Maio, Boavista, Sao Xicolao, Santo
Antslo, Sao Vicente, Santa Luzia, and Sal. In-,

eluding the four uninhabited islets, the total

area of the group is estimated at 1480 square

miles. The islands are all very mountainous,

and owe their origin to the action of submarine
volcanoes. The only active volcano is situated

on the island of Fogo and has an altitude of

over 9000 feet. The climate is hot and unhealth-

ful, and the drouths which occasionally visit

the islands are frequently followed by famines.

Sugar, coffee, tobacco, and indigo are cultivated,

and some southern fruits are successfully grown.

The plant Jafropha rurcas is also considerably

cultivated. Several of the European domestic

animals thrive well. Turtles abound in the

surroimding seas, and whales are hunted by
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British and Aiiu'rican vfssi'l«. AiiiIkt is found
on the coasts, and great (luantities of salt formed
by solar evaporation are obtained from the la-

goons on the shores, especially on the island

of Sal. The commerce of the colony amounted,
in 1900, to over $3,450,000, of which nearly

$3,000,000 represented imports. The exports con-

sist of raw products, hides, salt, coUee, while

.the imports include all kinds of manufactured
articles. The chief ports are Porto Praya, the

capital, on the island of Santiago, and Porto
(Jrande, which has the best harbor in the whole
group, on the island of San Vicente. The group
is administered by a governor. The population
was 147,424 in 1!)00, including only 3850 whites,

the remainder consisting of 24,639 colored and
48,929 negroes. The islands were discovered in

1441 by the Genoese seafarers Antonio and Bar-
tolommei di Nolli, and were annexed to Portugal
in 145G. Consult: Ellis, M'eat African Islands
(London, 1885) ; Fea, Dclle IsoU del Capo Verde
(Rome, 1899) ; Lima, "Rapport sur les lies du
Cap Vert," in Kecucil consulaire, Vol. CX. (Brus-
sels, 1900).

CAPE VINCENT. A village and port of

entry in Jetferson County, N. Y., 25 miles west
by north of Watertown, on the Saint Lawrence
River, and on the Rome, Watertown and Ogdens-
burg Railroad (Map: New York, D 1). It is

popular as a summer resort, and contains a Unit-
ed States fish-hatchery and a Government cus-

toms oJfice. The village has considerable trade,

the annual value of its exports being about
$150,000, and of imports about $250,000. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 1324; in 1900, 1310.

CAPE WRATH. The northwest extremity
of Scotland, in Sutherlandshire, a pyramidal
promontory 523 feet high (Map: Scotland, CI).
It is noted for its wildness and grandeur, and
projects into the Atlantic in latitude 58° 38' N.
and longitude 4° 58' 5" W. Its lighthouse is

visible 27 miles.

CAP'GRAVE, John (1393-1464). An Eng-
lish historian and theologian. He was born at
Lynn, was ordained a priest about 1418, and was
afterwards made provincial of the Augustinian
order in England. His works include Latin com-
mentaries on the Bible; a Life of Saint Katharine,
in English verse; A Chronicle of England from
the Creation to A.D. I^il7; A Ouide to the

Antiquities of Rome; and De Illustribus Hen-
lids. The last work and the chronicle were edited

by F. C. Hingestor, and published in the Rolls
Series (London, 1858).

CAPH'TOR. The original home of the Phil-

istines. Dent. ii. 23. Amos ix. 7, who are there-

fore called Caphtorim, Gen. x. 14, Deut. ii. 23.

Crete is probably meant. Its importance during
the Mycensean Age and its close relations to

Egypt, as revealed by recent discoveries, render
the identification natural. The Cherethites
(q.v.) are so constantly coupled with the Phil-

istines, or the Pelethites, that they would seem
to form a branch of the same family; and there

is no £»ood reason to doubt that the Cherethites

are Cretans. The Zeus Cretagenes in Gaza points

to a connection of the Philistines with Crete.

That Caphtor is the same as the Egyptian Kaft
(=: Cilicia) is by no means certain. Even if

the original text in Jer. xlvii. 4 did not have
Caphtor, and the word for 'island' is understood

to mean .Mediterranean coast lands, there Is noth-
ing in tills passage to forbid the identification.

CAPIAS ( Lat., you may take, or .seize, from
capere, to take). A writ in a civil action order-
ing the odicer to whom it is intrusted to seize

and take into custody the ])erson of the de-

fendant. Strictly speaking, a capias issues only
in a common-law proceeding, as distinguished
from one in equity. The abolition of imprison-
ment for debt has greatly diminished the number
of cases in which the defendant may be arrested
in a civil action, but the right of an arrest in al-

most all, if not all, of the States still exists where
a willful and malicious injury or a fraudulent
concealment of property, or proposed evasion of

the jurisdiction of the court, is alleged. Usually
an ailidavit must be presented on which to base
the application for a writ of capias. Of the sev-

eral kinds of this writ the most common are: (1)
The capias ad respondendum, which directs the
sheriff to arrest the defendant and hold him until
a certain day at whicli he is to 1k> brought before
the court. Formerly this writ began every ac-

tion at law; now the cases in which the arrest
may be made are limited and defined by the
statutes of the States. When used alone the
word capias usually refers to this form of writ.

(2) Capias ad satisfaciendum, a writ directing
the officer to seize the party to the suit named
(this may possibly Imj a plaintiff, though usually
a defendant), and bring his body on a fixed day
before the court to satisfy a judgment already
issued. It will be seen that this was at the end,
as the former writ described was at the beginning,
of all lawsuits under the common law; though
the use of the writ is now much restricted by
statutory limitations, it is still a common-law
process; it is familiarly known by the abbrevia-
tion ca. sa. (3) Testatum capias, a supplemen-
tary or second writ, issued when an ordinary
capias has been placed in the hands of the sheriff

and has been returned with the indorsement that
the defendant could not be found. In such cases
the new writ may be issued after a lapse of time
without the introduction of other proof than the
producing of the original. None of these writs
are common in England or in the United States
at present. See Abbest; Attachment; Execu-
tion.

CAPILLARIES (Lat. capillaris, belonging
to the hair, cajnllus, hair, from caput, head).
The tubes which convey the blood from the left

side of the heart to the various parts of the body
are termed arteries, while those which return it

to the right side of the heart, after it has dis-

charged its various functions in the body, are
known as veins. The name of capillary is given
to the minute vessels which form the connection
between the terminal branches of the arteries and
the commencements of the trunks of the veins.

These little vessels are of various sizes, some ad-
mitting only one blood-corpu.scle at a time, while
others are large enough to allow of the simul-
taneous passage of two, three, or more corpuscles.
Their average diameter is ^-^ to -^-^-^ of an
inch ; they are smallest in the brain, and larg-

est in the marrow of bone. Their arrangement
varies in different parts. In some cases, as in

muscular tissue, they run for the most part
parallel to one another; in other cases (as
around fat-cells) they have a spherical arrange-
ment, and in the skin and in parts of the in-

testines they form loops; and many other forms
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of distribution might be mentioned. These va-
rious arrangements have been discovered by the
niicrosco])ic examination of tissues that have been
injected and stained with colored fluids.

The circulation of the blood tli rough the capil-
laries may be readily seen under the microscope
in the web between "the toes of the hind foot of
the frog, in the tongue of that animal, in the
tail or gills of the tadpole, in the wing of the
bat, etc. See Blood-Vessels ; Digestion ; Secbe-
TIOX.

CAPILLARITY. That branch of physics
which considers tlie properties of liquid surfaces.
The fundamental property of such surfaces is

their tendency to contract. This is shown by
the fact that a liquid surface always assumes the
smallest area compatible with the existing condi-
tions. Thus falling drops of liquids are spheri-
cal ; and it is known from geometry that the area
of the surface of a sphere is less than that of
any other solid of an equal volume. If a soap-
bubble is not detached from the pipe, it will con-
tract when the mouth of the one who blows the
bubble is removed. Again, it requires work to
blow a bubble; and this proves that there is a
force opposing the increase in area of the
bubble. It should be noted that when a soap-
bubble is blown, it is not a question of stretching
the surface, but of making more surface by forc-

ing some of the liquid from the interior out to
the surface. (The liquid film finally becomes
.so thin that this is impossible, and then the sur-
face may be stretched.)

This contracting power of a liquid surface ex-
plains the phenomena observed when tubes of fine

bore are partially lowered into a liquid. (The
word 'capillarity' is derived from this fact, be-
cause these tubes must have been comparable
with the size of a hair, the Latin word for which
is capillus.) If the material of the tube is such
that it is 'wet' by the liquid, i.e. if when dipped
into liquid and then withdrawn there is a liquid
film sticking to it (e.g. glass and water), it will
J)e observed that, if the tube is first immersed
in the liquid and then placed vertical, only
dipping into the surface, the level of the liquid
in the tube is higher than that outside by an
amount which varies inversely as the radius of
the bore. The surface of water inside the tube is

like the inside of the finger of a glove, being a
lining of the upper portion of the tube and in-

cluding the top of
the liquid column.
This surface con-
tracts, rounding off

the corners so as

^ to be concave up-
ward, and drawing
the column of liq-

uid up the tube,
until stopped by
the action of grav-
ity on the portion
of liquid above the
general level. Il-

lustrations of this

capillary action are
given by the use of

blotting-paper, the action of a lump of sugar on
water, the action of wicks in lamps and candles,
etc.

If, on the other hand, the solid is one which
is not wet by the liquid (e.g. glass and mercury).

CAPILLARY ACTION" BETWEEX OLA88
AND WATifTB.

the level of the liquid inside the tube will, under
similar conditions, be lower than that of the
level outside. In this case the surface of the
liquid in the tube is like the outside of the finger
of a glove; and, as it contracts, it rounds off
the corners, makes the surface convex upward, and
draws the level down. The depression will be
found to vary inversely as the radius. The fact
that the smaller the radius of a surface, so
much the greater is the contracting power, is
shown also by another experiment; a tube for
blowing soap-bubbles is so made that two bubbles
can be blown at one time on opposite ends of a
connecting tube; if one bubble is blown larger
than the other, and if the bubbles are then left
to themselves, it will be obser\ed that the smaller
increases- in size, blowing out the larger one.
This proves that the pressure produced inside the
smaller bubble by its contraction is greater than
that in the larger. It is seen, therefore, that
the pressure varies inversely as the radius; and
to start a bubble ab initio, i.e. with a radius in-
finitely small, would require an infinitely great
pressure. In fact, it is observed that bubbles of
vapor in a boiling liquid or of gas in aerated
liquids nearly always have a minute nucleus of
dissolved gas to begin on. The presence of a
solid with sharp points also facilitates the forma-
tion of bubbles, because the liquid surface can
start around them. Similarly, the pressure in-
side a liquid drop varies inversely as the radius;
and to start a drop from an infinitely small
radius presupposes an infinite pressure! Thus
drops of liquid are always condensed around
some nucleus, such as a particle of dust or the
points of a solid. Drops of rain have, in general,
bits of dust inside; dew is formed on rough ob-
jects more quickly than on smooth ones, etc.

This contracting power of a liquid surface is

greatly affected by the introduction of impuri-
ties into the surface and by changes in tempera-
ture. Soapy water has less contracting power
than pure water; and the motions of bits of
camphor or of sodium or potassium on the sur-
face of water are explained by the unequal rates
of pollution of the surface at various points of
the solid and the consequent unequal alterations
in the surface forces, which thus pull the solid
bit around in a most random path. If the
temperature is raised, the surface forces decrease,
as is shown by the fact that the height to which
water stands in a glass tube decreases as the
temperature increases.

These contracting tendencies of a liquid surface
are due to the action of the minute particles of
the surface; there are evidently forces holding
these particles together. The force acting across
a line of unit length is called the 'surface-ten-
sion,' and it may be proved that if there is a
spherical surface of radius r, there will be a
contracting pressure given by the formula

p = 2T/r
where T is the surface tension of the liquid.
Thus, to keep a soap-bubble of radius r from
contracting, it is necessary to blow into it with
a pressure 4 T/r, because there are tiro con-
tracting surfaces in a soap-bubble. Further, if

the liquid stands in a tube of small bore at a
height h above the general level of the liquid,

the hydrostatic pressure due to this height must
be counterbalanced by the contracting pressure
of the concave surface of the water in the tube.

This hydrostatic pressure is pgh, where p is the
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denHity of the liquid, nnd g is the acceleration
of a fulling body. (Stn? 11yi)K08TATic8.) Hence,

pgh = 2T/r
2T

or ft =
where r is the radius of the tube at the point at
the top of the column of icatvr, because, strictly

speaking, r is the radius of the spherical concave
surface of the water, and tliis equals the radius
of the tube at this point if the liquid wets the
tube. Tiierefore, it is entirely immaterial what
the radius of the tube is at other points below;
the lieight h remains the same.

For most interesting and instructive descrip-
tions of capillary phenomena, consult Boys, ISoap
Bubbles, and Uoic to Blow Them (New York,
I'JOO).

CAPISTBANO, ka'p^-strU'nd, Giovanni
(c. 1380- 1450). An Italian monk, commander
against the Turks. He was born at Capistrano,
in the Abruzzi. In his early manhood he pursued
the practice of the civil and canon law in Naples.
In 1410 Capistrano entered the Franciscan Order,
and soon attained prominence through the fiery

zeal he displayed against non-believers and here-
tics. He was sent, in 1450, as Papal delegate to
Germany to preach against the Hussites and to
urge a crusade against the Turks, who threatened
western Europe. While in Germany he instigated
a persecution against the Jews of Silesia. Hav-
ing failed in his efforts to unite the German
princes in a crusade against the Turks, he col-

lected an army of 00,000 men, which he led into
Hungary to the relief of Belgrade, then besieged
by the Turks (1450). He led the inhabitants in
three successful sorties, cross in hand. He died
as a result of his exertions during the siege, and
was canonized in 1724, by Benedict XIII. See
HUNYADY, JaXOS.

CAPITAINE FBACASSE, ka'pe'tAn' fri'-

kas' {¥r., Captain Hurly-Burly) , Le. A roman-
tic novel by Theophile Gautier, published in
Paris in 1803, but begun in the author's early
manhood. It narrates the adventures of a young
man of good family, named De Sigognac, who
enters a company of itinerant actors and adopts
the title name of the book as his pseudonym.

CAPITAL (Lat. rapitellum, dim. of caput,
head). The head or top member of a column,
pier, pilaster, etc., when treated as separate from
the shaft. For the history and different types of
the capital, see Column.
CAPITAL (Fr. capital, Med. Lat. capitala,

from Lat. capitalis, pertaining to the head, from
caput, head; for the origin of the meaning cf.

principal, in the sense of capital). In political
economy, the money, or the property convertible
into money, with which a trader carries on his
business. Adam Smith defined it as "that part
of a man's stock which he expects to convert into
revenue." In the wider sense in which the term
is employed in political economy, it indicates
wealth set apart for purposes of production. In
this latter acceptation it is sometimes regarded
as the produce of past labor stored up and ap-
plied to the maintenance of future labor. This
view, however, is not altogether correct, because
any body of wealth may be employed as capital,
and wealth is not always the result of labor.
Thus if a diamond be accidentally found and
then sold by its possessor and its produce applied
to production, capital has come into existence

without further labor than was incidental to the
picking up of the stone. Capital is said to be
the result of abstinence, since its existence im-
plies that the owner of a certain amount of
wealth abstains from the unprofital)le consump-
tion of it in order to consume [jroduclively, that
is in hUch a way that it shall reproduce itself.

But if it reproduce no more than itself there
would be no incentive to the possessor to abstain
from the consumption of it in his own personal
gratification. Consequently he exi)ects a reward
for his self-denial. This reward is termed inter-
est, being the remuneration for the use of capital
and arising from the fact that the owner foregoes
an immediate gratification or surrenders to an-
other an essential agent of productitm. Wherever
something is withheld from immediate consump-
tion, and made to serve in future production,
there is capital.

An important fact in the history of capital
in modern civilized countries is its constant in-

crease and the consequent lowering of tlie rate of
interest. Capital is, with land and labor, a re-

quisite in the production of wealth, for without
some wealth stored up for the subsistence of la-

bor a community could never advance beyond the
hand-to-mouth stage of production. In the older
school of economists there was no distinction
made between the capitali-st and the entrepreneur
or employer of labor. According to these econo-
mists, the capitalist received profits, including
not only interest on capital, but compensation
for risk and wages of superintendence. Modern
writers consider the share of the capitalist mere-
ly as the interest on his capital and limit the
term profits to the remuneration of the entre-
preneur. Belief in the so-called antagonism be-
tween labor and capital has been fostered by the
writings of the old economists, who held the
view that a certain fixed fund, called the wage
fund, was set apart by certain economic forces
for the payment of labor, and that during a
definite period this fund could not be increased.
From this it appeared that the interest of the
laborer was of necessity opposed to that of his
capitalist employer. The demolition of the old
wage fund theory and the establishment of the
doctrine that wages are paid out of product has
done much to remove the misapprehension con-
cerning this hostility between the two factors of
production.

Capital may be divided into three elements,
subsistence, tools, and material, the first of
course being the primary and most essential. An-
other division is into fixed and circulating capi-
tal, the former being that wliich is tied up in

plant, that is, buildings, machinery, etc., and
the latter being that portion which is turned
over in the course of trade, as in the pajaiient of
wages and in the purchase of goods which are
soon to be sold again. The concentration of a
large amoimt of fixed capital is one of the rea-

sons which obstruct the operation of the law
that capital flows into its most productive chan-
nel, for it is obvious that wealtli of this sort can-
not he readily applied to other purposes and that
its owner will prefer to go on selling for a time
at a loss rather than to sacrifice his property
by suddenly throwing his plant upon the market.

Concentration is the characteristic of the pres-

ent industrial system. In the light of what has
been said it must be evident that this is not
necessarily a concentration of capital, or in the
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ownership of the tools of production, so much as

a concentration of the management of these tools.

Through the stock company the ownership may
be, and frequently is, widely diffused. The ad-

vantages of controlling large capital are: First,

the cheai)ening of production by preventing the

multiplication of machines and other facilities

for industry; second, the extension of the divi-

sion of labor, the large business being able to

organize its forces and find a place for its work-

men each according to his abilities more effective-

ly than the small business; third, the prevention

of wasteful competition through diminution in

the number of the controllers of capital. On the

other hand, it tends to reduce the conductor of a

small business to the position of a subordinate

in a large establishment, thus depriving him of

that personal interest in management which inay

lead to the practice of economy at the same time

that it encourages a spirit of independence.

Again, the possessor of a large capital is often

able to crush out weak competitors, and there

is danger lest, after ridding himself of his rivals,

he will secure a monopoly price for his product.

Looking at these obvious tendencies of the capi-

talistic system, the Socialists propose that all

capital should be socialized, that is to say, ad-

ministered for the benefit of the community as

a whole. They point to this concentration in the

control of capital as rendering the change from

individual to social ownership an easy step to

take, for, the number of owners tending con-

stantly to diminish, there are fewer individuals

to be' sacrificed through the introduction of a

socialistic system. Of the different socialistic

theories of capital the most important is that

of Carl Marx, the author of the exhaustive work

Das Kapitnl. Marx finds no other source of

value than labor, and holds that it is through

the unscrupulous exploitation of labor that the

capitalist employer reaps his so-called profits.

The force of unrestricted competition obliges the

laborer to accept what terms he can obtain from

tiie employer, who through combination with his

fellows seeks always to depress wages to the

limit at which they will barely maintain the

requisite labor-power. If six hours' work will

produce enough to maintain this labor-power and

the capitalist can oblige the laborer to work for

ten, the four hours' work constitutes what Marx
calls surplus labor value which is stolen or 'ex-

propriated' by the capitalist. Arguing in this

way. Marx concludes with the advice, "Expropri-

ate' the expropriators." Modem economists differ

wholly from this view of the origin of value,

maintaining that labor is not the sole source,

but that value arises in a subjective sense from

utilitv, and in an objective sense through the law

of supply and demand. Thus denying Marx's

jiremise, they can not admit the conclusion that

remuneration for the use of capital is so much
stolen from the product of labor.

For further discussion bearing on this sub-

ject, see INTERE.ST; Wages; Profits; and Polit-

ical Economy.

CAPITAL ACCOUNT. A general term ein-

ployea to designate the amount invested in busi-

ness enterprises. In bookkeeping practice in the

case of a business owned by one person the term

is frequently replaced by 'stock,' or by the name
of the owner. In the case of firms the capital

account is split up into parts, representing the

respective investments of the partners. In cor-

57 CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

poration accounting the capital account may be

represented by the capital stock and bonded in-

debtedness, which are kept as distinct accounts.

Popular parlance designates the aggregate capi-

tal, whether obtained by subscription to shares,

or by borrowing, as the capital account. In rail-

way management, for example, the capital ac-

count thus understood stands in contrast to the

operating account. See Railroads.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. Punishment by

death. It is generally considered to be the

severest penalty which the courts may prescribe,

and the number of offenses for which it is in-

flicted is everywhere diminishing. Indeed, this

extreme penalty, notwithstanding the practice of

the world from the remotest times down to the

present day, has frequently been opposed by phi-

losophers and philanthropists upon religious and
ethical groimds, as well as upon those of ex-

pediency. Mr. Bentham points out that the

death penalty naturally suggests itself in the

infancy of a State as the best method of pre-

venting crime, inasmuch as it extirpates the

criminals. Such Scripture passages as the words,

'•Whoso sheddeth a man's blood, by man shall

his blood he shed" (Gen. ix. 6), are urged in

justification of the death penalty for murder.

Beccaria, probably the first modern author of

eminence to combat capital pimishment, denies

the right of government to take human life under

any circumstances and maintains that it is a less

efficacious method of deterring others than the

continued example of a living culprit condemned

to repair, by laboring as a slave, the injury he

has done to' society. The principles of punish-

ment in general have been thus clearly stated by

Plato (Gorgias, § 525) : "Every one who under-

goes punishment, if that punishment be rightly

inflicted, ought either to be made better thereby

and profit by it, or serve as an example to the

rest of mankind, that others, seeing the sufferings

he endures, may be brought by fear to amend-

ment of life." 'The question arises, then, does

capital punishment deter men from committing

those crimes for which it is inflicted? This

question can be answered only relatively; for

statistics seem to show that the same answer

will not be always and everywhere the true one.

Death was in former times, in England, the ordi-

nary punishment for all felonies. Blackstone re-

fers' to 160 offenses as punishable with death,

some of them of a nature which appears to us

almost trivial, e.g. cutting down a tree or

personating a Greenwich pensioner. Thanks to

the exertions of Sir Samuel Romilly. this severe

criminal code gave way toward the end of the

reign of George III. to more humane conceptions.

Since the statute of 1861 there remain in Eng-

land only four crimes punishable by death—set-

ting fire to the royal dockyards or arsenals,

piracy with violence, treason, and murder.

In 'William Penn's code of laws for Pennsyl-

vania, murder and treason were the only crimes

punishable by death, while in the Colony of

Massachusetts there were twelve capital of-

fenses. Under the present government, each

State has jurisdiction over its own territory, and

the laws punishing crime differ in several re-

spects. Capital punishment may be inflicted for

treason, murder, arson, rape, piracy, robberj- of

the mails with jeopardy to the lives of persons

in charge, rescue of a convict going to execution,

burning a vessel of war, and corruptly destroy-
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ing a private vessol. In some States, as Michi-

gan, WiscuiiHiri, Khude Island, and Maine, capi-

tal punishment lias been abolished. In the

State's of New York and Iowa, the legislatures,

having once abolished the death penalty, felt con-

Btitiined by the consequent increase of crimes

of violence to restore it. Capital punishment
has, moreover, been done away with in Holland,

.Rumania, and Portugal, and since 18G3 has been

practically abandoned in Belgium. In Switzer-

land it was totally abolished in 1874, but owing
to a marked increase in the number of murders,

the cantons in 1879 recovered the right to re-

establish it in their respective territories. Seven
cantons again introduced it, although for a
number of years no death-sentence Was passed.

In the remaining fifteen cantons, including more
than four-lifths of the population, the death

penalty remains totally abolished. In many
European countries which still enforce this pen-

alty, only a very small per cent, of those con-

demned are actually executed.

The method of execution is by hanging in

Great Britiiin, Austria, Russia, and the great

majority of commonwealths in the United States;

by beheading in Germany and France; and
in Spain by means of the garrote. Execution

by electricity was introduced in New York by
the law of June 4, 1888; it has been adopted in

Massachusetts, and will doubtless extend to most
of the States. In military law, owing to the

necessity for enforcing strict discipline, capital

punishment holds a more important place than

in the ordinary criminal code. Consult: Copin-

ger, An Essay on the Abolition of Capital Punish-

ment (London, 1876); Berner, Die Abschaffung

der Todesstrafe (Dresden, 1860) ; Moir, Capital

Punishment (London, 1865). See Punishment;
Penology.

CAPITALS. The name applied to letters of

larger size than the smaller and more usual char-

acters of the same value in a font of type. Be-

sides differing in size the larger sizes vary some-

what in form from the smaller letters, as in B, b;

G, g; R, r. Capitals are normally used only at

the beginning of words, although in subject-head-

ings or other special cases they may be employed
throughout. Historically, capitals are older than

small letters. The immediate ancestors of the

European alphabets, the Greek and Roman let-

ters, are not distinguished as to the two classes

of letters, all being written alike in large, or

majuscule, script. Not only the Greek and Latin

inscriptions, but the oldest manuscripts were thus

prepared. The same statement holds true still

of all Oriental alphabets, in which there is no
difference between large and small letters. Grad-
nally there were evolved from the capitals, or ma-
juscles, the small letters, or minuscules. The
majuscules, being ill adapted to cursive writing,

yielded more and more to the minuscules, which
are the sources not only of the small letters, but
of the characters employed in handwriting. The
use of minuscules gained ground but slowly, and
the distinction between capitals and small let-

ters was therefore comparatively late. Gradually,

however, after minuscule writing had become the

rule, it was thought necessary to denote the

initial letters of words which were for some
reason especially important, as at the beginning

of a sentence, by the proper bne of the old majus-
cules, while the rest of the word, and probably

of the sentence, retained minuscule script. In

manus(rij)ts the capitals are often richly illu-

minated, gilded, or made the centre of a small
design, treciuently of excellent taste. There is,

however, no strict rule as to their employment.
The same uncertainty holds in early printed
books. In the very oldest the (-ai)itals were often

represented by a space which was afterwards
filled in by hand, as in the case of the manu-
scripts, and in later books the capital, though
printed, was colore<l in imitation of the older

usage. In the course of time the capitals, which
originally had been used mainly, although not
e.xclusivcly, at the beginning of a st'ction or para-

graph, became more frequent. First the initial

word of a sentence began with a large letter to

call attention to its importance. Then words
within the sentence were treated in the same
way. It is noteworthy, however, that it was
practically only nouns which were capitalized

initially. This usage still survives in Danish and
German, which uniiformly begin each noun with
a capital letter. (Serman, however, is beginning
to break away from this rule. English stands in

this regard between German and French, with the

other Romance languages, Russian, and the like.

f2ach sentence and line of poetry, as well as the

lirst word of a direct quotation, must begin with
a capital. Proper names, and all words consid-

ered as belonging even temporarily to that cate-

gory, are similarly treated. This includes names
of churches, works of art, religious denomina-
tions, societies, and in sj>oradic instances nouns
so strongly individualized as to be practically

proper names, and so forth. Examples are,

Church of the Transfiguration, Holbein's Head of

a Y'^oung Man, Mennonites, Lilieral League, War.
of the Rebellion. Titles of books capitalize im-
portant words, although library usage departs
from this rule. Capitals are also used in names
of months and days and the like, as well as in

adjectives derived from proper names, in all of

which cases French and its cognate languages
write the small letter. All names of the Deity
and frequently personal pronouns referring to

God and Christ begin with capitals. In natural
science the names of branches, orders, families,

and genera are capitalized, and abbreviations of

substantives, excepting weights, measures, and
the names of law writs, are written in capital let-

ters. In the use of capitals in English, as in other
languages, the individual usage of different writ-

ers may vary slightly without seriously con-

travening the general rules governing the use of

this class of letters.

CAPITAN, ka'p^-tan' (It., captain). A
stock character in old Italian comedy, doubtless

a development of the miles gloriosus of the
Roman stage. He is a ludicrous blusterer, whose
mouth reeks with blood and slaughter, but
whose courage fails utterly when put to the

test.

CAPITATION (Fr. capitation, Med. Lat.

capitatio, numbering by heads, from caput,

head). A tax levied on all persons as individuals,

irrespective of property or occupation, also called

poll-tax. (See Taxation.) The former term
was often used in France for the tax better

known as the tailfe, although this offensive im-

post was not imposed on all alike, the nobility

enjoying many exemptions from it.

CAPITO, or KOPFEL, kep'fel, Wolfgang
FABRicrrs (1478-1541). A German Protestant
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Reformer. He was bom at Hagenau, Alsace,

studied medicine, law, and theology at Freiburg,

and was appointed provost of the Benedictine

abl)ey at Bruchsal in 1512. In 1513 he was ap-

pointed preacher and professor of theology at

Basel. He entered the service of the Elgctor

Albert, of Mainz, in 1519, and in 1523 became
provost of Saint Thomas, Strasburg. Here he

declared in favor of the Reformation, and subse-

quently took a prominent part in the Synod of

Bern (1532) and the Concordia of Wittenberg
(1536). He drew up. with Bucer, the Confessio

TetrapoUtaua. Consult Baum, Capita und Bucer
(Elberfeld. 1800).

CAPITOL (Lat. Capitolium, from caput,

head ) . The citadel of ancient Rome, and site

of the national sanctuary, the temple of Jupiter.

It was situated on the Mons Capitolinus, the

smallest but most famous of the seven hills on
which Rome was built. The hill consists of two
summits, of which the south was the Capitolium
proj)er, containing the great temple of Jupiter,

while the north was the citadel (arx) . though the

whole hill is often called Capitol. The natural
abruptness of the sides was increased by arti-

ficial means, and the whole was strongly forti-

fied. It does not seem to have been the site of

the earliest settlement, but to have been chosen

later as the common citadel for the settlers of the

Palatine and Quirinal. as the Forum was the com-
mon meeting-place. The foundation of the great

temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, Juno, and
Minerva was attributed to Tarquinius Priscus,

and its dedication to the consul Horatius, B.C.

509. For the foundations great substructures

were needed, and in all later rebuildings the

ssime general arrangement seems to have been

retained. The building was nearly quadrangular,
with three rows of columns in front and one at

each side, but none in the rear. The building con-

sisted of three simple cellce, one for each divinity.

During the civil wars under Sulla, the temple
was burned, and after its restoration it was de-

stroyed during the Vitellian riots. It was rebuilt

by Vespasian, after whose death it was again de-

stroyed by fire, but was once more restored by
D<imitian. Domitian's structure lasted to a late

period of the Empire, but was so completely de-

stroyed that little remains except the foundation
walls. From that portion of the mount named
the Tarpeian Rock State criminals were thrown
down.

Besides the great temple of Jupiter, the most
important structures on the Capitoline Mount
were the temple of .Jupiter Tonans, built by the

Emperor Augustus, and the magnificent Tabu-
larium. built by Quintus Catulus B.C. 73, for the

archives, and of which the imposing foundations
still remain. On the arx was the temple of Juno
Moneta, and near by the mint. The north sum-
mit is now occupied by the Church of Santa
.Maria in Aracoeli, the south by dwellings, in-

cluding the Cerman embassy. The Piazza di

Campidoglio occupies the space between the two
sununits, with the Palazzo del Senatore on the

site of the ancient Tabula rium, and on either
side the nniscums of the Capitol, and of the
Palazzo dei Conservatori. See Campidoglio.

In the United States, the name is applied to
the seat of the Federal legislature (see Wash-
ington), and to the State houses of the several
States. Many of these are imposing and costly
buildings, notably those at Albany, Hartford, and

Austin. See illustration accompanying article

Albany.
CAP'TTOLINE OAHES. Annual games in-

stituted B.C. 390, according to Livy, in commemo-
ration of the preservation of the Roman capital
(citadel) from the Gauls. Tliey were in charge
of the guild of the Capitolini, whose members
were chosen from those who lived on the Capitol.
They seem to have been discontinued in later

times, and never to have been an important pop-
ular festival. In a.d. 86 Domitian instituted
Capitoline games on the Greek model, which were
held every four years down to a late period of
the Emi)ire. See Capitol.

CAPITOLINE HILL. See Capitol.

CAPITOLINE MUSEITM, The. A small
but valuable art collection in a palace built by
Michelangelo and situated on the left of the
Piazza di Campidoglio, Rome. It was founded
toward the end of the Fifteenth Century by
Sixtus IV., by the donation to the public of the
Papal art collection, and was greatly enriched by
Innocent X., Benedict XIV., Clement XIII., and
Pius VI. It contains many interesting sar-

cophagi, also some famous antique statues,

among which latter are "The Dying Gaul," "The
Resting Satyr" of Praxiteles, "Leda With the
Swan," and "Cupid and Psyche," and, finally, one
of the most complete collections in existence of

busts of the Roman Emperors. An extension has
recently been made to the palace, to contain
sculpture found on the Esquiline since 1870.

CAPITOLINE WOLF. An ancient bronze
in the Conservatori Museum in Rome, represent-

ing the suckling of Romulus and Remus by the

she-wolf. The figures of the boys are modem,
but the wolf stood with other works of art near
the Lateran from the fall of the Empire. From
the Eleventh to the Fifteenth Century, trials and
executions were held at the place where the wolf
stood. It was removed to the Palace of the Con-
servatori in 1473.

CAP'ITOLI'NTJS, JuLTUS, A Roman writer
of the Third Century a.u. To him are ascribed

the biographies of the Emperors Antoninus Pius,

;M. Aurelius, L. Verus, Pertinax, Albinus, Macri-
nus, the Maximini, the Gordiani, Balbinus, and
Pupienus, included in the Augustan History
(q.v.).

CAPIT'ULARIES ( Fr. capitulaire, Med. Lat.

capitulare, from capitulum, chapter, from caput,

head). A term used for the orders and consti-

tutions published by the Frankish kings. The
name was derived from the fact that these con-

stitutions were divided into chapters (Lat. capi-

ttila). It is probable that the capitularies were
usually the personal work of the ruler, assisted

by his councilors; but in some eases the assem-

bly of nobles was consulted, and for one class

(see below) the assent of the people was neces-

sary. Only nine capitularies of the Merovingian
rulers are extant. Those of the Carolingians,

especially those of Charles the Great, arc very

numerous. They may be divided roughly into

three classes: (1) Constitutions for the whole

Empire, regulating the military service, admin-
istration, finance, and justice, the relations with

the Church, and the personal conduct of the sub-

jects. (2) Special constitutions intended to com-

plete or mo<lify the law of some one of the

jwoples in the Empire. These were called Capi-

tula per ae acribenda, and for them the assent
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of the people concerned was ncc-essary. (3) Capit-

ularies for the missi, i.e. the special itinerant

oilicials whose dutj' it was to net as the imme-
diate representatives of the Kmi»eror. Some-
times these were personal instructions; at other

times, general orders to be promulgated to the

people.

During the reign of Louis the Pious, Ansegisel,

Abbot of Fontenelle, made a collection of the

existing capitularies. A little later (before 858),
Benedict the Levite published a second collec-

tion, which purported to contain the capitularies

and some canons of councils. In reality it is

made up of extracts from many sources, chiefly

canon law, Roman law, and capitularies. There
has been much controversy about this subject,

and there seems to be some connection between his

collection and the False Decretals (q.v.). There
were three other incomplete collections of little

importance made .soon after. Of modem editions

there are four: Baluze, Capitularia Regum Fran-
corum (Paris, 1677 and 1780) ; Walter, Corpus
Jurift Germanici Antiqui (3 vols., Berlin, 1824),

in which the capitularies are contained in the

second and third volumes; Pertz, Monumenta
GermanicB Historica, Leges, Vols. I and IL (Han-
over, 1835-37) ; and Boretius, id. Legum Sectio

II., Vols. I and IL (Hanover, 1883-97). The last

is by far the best.

CAPITULATION (Fr. capitulation, from
Med. Lat. capitulars, to capitulate, from caput,

head), Miijtaky. The surrender of an armed
force, fortress, or beseiged town, to another

armed force on previously fixed terms or stipula-

tions. When it is considered no longer advisable

to maintain the defense, notification is made to

the besiegers, either by signal, white flag, or

messenger, and negotiations are entered into to

decide on the basis of the surrender. The stipu-

lations finally decided on will be governed by the

circumstances surrounding the surrender.

CAPIZ, k&-peth'. The capital of the province

of tlie same name, on the island of Panay, Philip-

pines (Map: Philippine Islands, F 7). It is

situated on the coast, at the mouth of the Rio

Panay, and has the most important harbor in the

province. Highroads connect the town with
Iloilo and Antique. Capiz was founded in 1716.

Population, in 1898, 13,676.

CAP'LIN, or CAPELIN ( Fr. caplan, capelan,

of unknown origin). A small fi.sh {Mallotus

villosus) of the smelt family ( Argentinidae

)

abundant on both shores of Arctic America, occur-

ring south as far as Cape Cod. It is a very

delicious food-fish, and is dried and exported to

Great Britain to some extent. The eggs are de-

posited in incredible numbers in the sand along

the Arctic shores, are washed by the waves upon
the shore, where they hatch, and where the fry

are washed back into the sea. It is of great im-

portance to the people of Labrador and New-
foimdland, and of southern Alaska. See Plate of

WiiiTEFisii, Smelts, etc.

CAPMANY Y DE MONTAPALAN, kap-
ma'nS e de mont'pa-liin', Antonio de (1742-

1813). A Spanish philologist and antiquarian,

born in Barcelona. He at first entered the army
and served in the campaign against Portugal.

Afterwards he assisted Pablo de Olavide in his

attempt to colonize the Sierra Morena, an enter-

prise which terminated disastrously, however, and
Capmany went to Madrid, where he was made sec-

retary of the Royal Academy of History in 1790.
\\'l>en the French took possession of tiie city in

1808 he fled to Seville and assisted in the Spanish
war of independence. In 1812 and 1813 he was a
member of the Cortes of Cadiz. His numerous
publications, which are widely read in Spain, in-

clude the historical works Mcmorins histdricaa
sabre la marina comercio y artcs de la antiqua
ciudad de Barcelona (4 vols., 1779-92) ; Codigo de
las costumhres marifimas de Barcelona (2 vols.,

1791), a translation from the Catalan original;

and Cuestiones crltiras sobre varios puntos de
historia econdmica polltica y militar (1807), all

of which contain valuable details on the com-
merce, industry, and maritime laws of the Middle
Ages. He is probably even more celebrated for
his literary and philological works, the Filosofia

de la clocuencia (1812, and often re-edited);
Teatro histdrico-critico de la clocuencia custellana

(5 Vols., 1786-94), republished as Tesoro de pro-
sadores espanoles (5 vols., 1841) ; and his Dic-
cionario franc^s-espafiol (1805). His works are
considered models of pure Castilian, which he al-

ways strove to preserve. Consult Sempere y Gua-
rinos, Ensayo de una biblioteca espafiola (6 vols.,

Madrid, 1785-89).

CAP'NOMAN'CY (Fr. capnomantie, from
Gk. KOTTvoc, kapnos, smoke + /lavreia, manteia,
divination). A form of divination practiced
either by observing the smoke from incense
burned for this purpose, or more commonly in

connection with a sacrifice. (See Superstition.)
If the smoke was thin, and ascended in a right

line, instead of being blown back by the breeze,

or spreading over the altar, the augury was
good.

CAPOBIANCO, ka'p6-byan'k6. The founder
and leader of the Carbonari (q.v.).

CAPO DI MONTE, ka'p6 d6 mon'tft (It.,

head of the mountain). A place near Naples,
where, in 1736, Charles III., King of Naples,
cau.sed an establishment to be set up for the pro-

duction of soft porcelain. The King took so

lively an interest in ceramic art that he even
worked with his artists. The first porcelains

made at Capo di Monte are said to be such a
perfect imitation of the finest Japanese products
that they might be mistaken for them. Charles's

son, Ferdinand IV., who succeeded him when
he left the throne of the Two Sicilies for that

of Spain, taking many of the staff of the porce-

lain-works with him, failed in successfully con-

tinuing the fabrication, and it finally sank dur-

ing the political crisis of 1821.

CAPODISTRIA, ka'pd-des'tr^-A (Slav. Ko-
par). A fortified seaport town of the Austrian
Crownland of Istria, situated on a rocky island

in the Gulf of Triest, 8 miles southwest of the

city of Triest ( Map : Austria, C 4 ) . It is con-

nected with the mainland by a stone causeway.
Its principal industries are fishing and shipbuild-

ing, and it has a considerable trade in sea-salt,

oil, and wine. Population, in 1890, 10,706; in

1900, 10,711. Capodistria was known to the

Romans as ^^gida, and later as Justinopolis. In

the Thirteenth Century it came into the posses-

sion of Venice, and in 1797 of Austria.

CAPO D'ISTRIA, or CAPODISTRIAS,
John Anthony, Count (1776-1831). The Presi-

dent of the Greek Republic from 1827 to 1831.

He was born in Corfu, February 11, 1776, of a
family which had come from the Illyrian town of
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< apo distriii, m-ar Triest, in the Fourteenth
C'ontury. He devoted himself to political life,

and after holding a high position in the Republic

of the Ionian Islands (q.v.), he entered the dip-

lomatic service of Russia. He took an active

interest in the movement for the liberation of

Greece, but was alwajs identified with the Rus-
sian party. <See Greece.) In 1827 he was
elected President of Greece: and in January,
1828, he entered upon the duties of his office. He
was an able diplomat and was sincerely con-

cerned for the welfare of his native country, but
his intimate association with Russia, whose am-
bitious designs so complicated the whole Eastern
(Question (q.v. ), made him unfit for the place to

which he was called. Greece was torn by factions,

and the most patriotic Hellenes were suspicious

of Russia, and therefore of Capo d'lstria. The
President had been much imbued with the cen-

tralizing principles prevalent at the Russian
Court, and some of his measures, especially that

restricting the lilierty of the press, gave offense

to advocates of civil liberty. In the latter part

of his administration he suspended the Constitu-

tion of 1827 and ruled as dictator. He was
assassinated at Nauplia, October 9, 1831, by
(Jeorge and Constantine Mavromichalis, whose
family were leaders in the revolt against his dic-

tatorship and the Russian influence. Consult
ilendelssohn-Bartholdy, Graf Johann Kapodis-
trias (Berlin. 1864).

CAPONIERE, kap'6-ner', or CAPONNI-
£RE, ka'po'n^jlr' (Fr. caponniere, Sp. caponera,

cage for fattening fowls, from capon, capon).

In fortification, a parajjct 8 or 10 feet high, with
a superior slope, terminating in a small glacis.

It is placed in the ditch of a fortified place, to

cover or screen the defenders while passing from
one defense work to another. See Fortifica-
tion.

CAPOTE, ka-pot' (Fr., dim. of cape, from
Med. Lat. capa, cape) . A long cloak with a hood,

worn in southern Europe by soldiers, sailors, and
travelers. In the Levant the capote is an outer

garment, worn both by men and by women, and
made either of rough cloth or of skins, retaining

their hair. It is descril)ed by Curzon, in ^'isits

to the Monasteries of the Levant (London, 1849),
as "a sort of white frock coat, without sleeves,

and embroidered in bright coIots down the
seams."

CAP0X7L, kfi'pooK, Joseph AsitittE Victor
(1S.S9— I. A French tenor, bom in Toulouse.

He graduated at the Conservatoire in Paris, and
sang witii much popular success at the Op6ra
Comique. Subsequently he sang in London with

Christine Xilsson. in New York with Patti, and
in \'ienna and Saint Petersburg.

CAPPADOCIA, kflp'p&dr/shl-ft {Gk.Kairira-

ioKin, Knjipadokia, OPers. Katpatuka) . In an-

cient geography, an extensive region in the east

of Asia .Min6r. It was a Persian province; after

the death of Alexander the Great formed for

about three centuries a kingdom under a Greek
dynasty: and finally, in a.d. 17, became a Roman
])rovince. It was bounded by Lycaonia and south-

em Galatia on the west, by CiliciaandCommagene
on the south, by Armenia on the east, and by Gal-
atia and Pontiis on the north. During the time
that it belonged to the Persian Empire, however,
Cappadocia included what was afterwards Pon-
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tus, which was calleil Lesser Cappadocia. The
northern part of Cappadocia ( in the narrower
sense) was traversed by the Halys (Kizil Irmak),
near whose banks the Argaeus Mons ( Arj ish ) tow-
ers to a height of over 13,000 feet. Among the
towns were Mazaca (Cspsarea), Comana, Tyana,
and Melitene. The population of ancient Cappa-
docia and Lycia, represented now by the primitive
moimtain tribes called Taktadji, is of consider-

able anthropological interest, since some authori-

ties have connected them with the Hittites.

They seem to have been Aryans closely related

to the Armenians, although Brinton (1895)
thought there was an element belonging to

the peoples of the Caucasus revealed in their

ancient inscriptions and local dialects. Sergi

(1901) disputes the Hittite relationship on
craniological grounds. The chief literature of

the subject is to be found in Von Luschan
and Petersen's Reisen in Lykien (Vienna, 1889) ;

Von Luschan's article on the "Tachtad.schy," in

the Archiv fur Anthropologic for 1901 ; and
Chantre's Recherches anthropologiques dans
VAsie occidentale (Lyons, 1895). There is also

an interesting article by J. W. Crowfoot on
'"Survivals Among the Kappadokian Kizilbash,"

in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute

(London, 1900).

CAPPEL, ka'peF, Louis (Lat., Ludovicus
Cappellus) (1585-1658). A French Hebraist and
critic, bom at Saint Elier. He studied theology

at Oxford and Saumur, was appointed pro-

fessor of Hebrew at Saumur in 1613, and pro-

fessor of theology there in 1633. In his Arcanum
Putwtationis Revelatum (1624) he showed that

vowel points had been introduced into Hebrew
writing at a period comparatively late. As
this theory seemed to attack the authority of

the Scriptures, it was violently opposed, in par-

ticular by Buxtorf. He is considered one of the

founders of biblical criticism. His principal

work is Critica Sacra (1650). Consult Schne-

dermann. Die Controverse des Ludovicus Capellus

mit den Buxtorfen.

CAPPONI, kap-po'n*, Gino (1792-1876). An
Italian historian and statesman. He was bom
in Florence, and came of an illustrious family.

Devoted to science and philanthropic endeavor, he

early gained the confidence of the citizens, and
in 1848, although blind, he was called to the head
of the administration in Tuscany, Attacked by
the Radicals, he retired to private life in a short

time. After the war of 1859 he was made a

Senator, and chairman of the committee relating

to historical researches in Tuscany, Umbria, and
the ilarches. He was one of the founders of the

Autologia Italiana, and after its suppression in

1832 established the Archivo istorico italiano in

Florence. As a member of the Accademia della

Crusca he assisted in preparing new editions of

the academical dictionary called the Vocabolario

degli accademici della Crusca, and after he had
become blind prepared, with Becchi, Borghi, and
Xiccolini, an improved edition of Dante's Dirina
Commedia (Florence, 1837). Among his other

publications, mention should be made of his

Storia della rrpuhblica di Firenze (2 vols., 1875).

the first political history of the republic, after

that of Machiavelli. For his life, consult: Tabar-

rini, Gino Cnpponi (Florence. 1879) ; and Von
Reumont. Gino Capponi, ein Zeit- und Lebensbild

(Gotha, 1880).
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CAPPS, Edward (1866—), An American
classical philolojji»t, bom l")eceniber 21, 1866.

He received the degrees of A.B. at Illinois Col-

lege (1887), and Ph.D., Yale University (1801).
He was tutor in Latin at Yale from 1800 to

18fl2; assistant professor of Greek at the Uni-
versity of ("hica<;o from 1802 to 1800; ass(X'iate

professor from 1806 to 1000; and professor in

1000. He is the author of From Homer to

ThrorrHus (New Y'ork, 1001), and numerous
philoloj^ical papers.

CAPBABA, kii-pril'rft,Aeneas Sylvius, Count
( 1(>.'{1-1701). An Austrian general, born in

Bologna. He entered the military service of

the Empire, fought under Montecuculi against

the French and the Turks, and in 1674 received

an indei)endent cavalry command. He was van-

quished by Turenne at Sinsheim, but distin-

giiished himself at Ensisheim, and continued in

the Rhine campaigns until 1678. In 1683 and
succeeding years he was active in the defense of

Hungary against Turkish invasion. Appointed
vice-president of the council of war at Vienna, he
persisted in obstructive attacks upon Prince
Eugene.

CAPBABA, Giovanni Battista, Cardinal
( 17.'i.MSl()) . An Italian ecclesiastio, of the fam-
ily of the Counts of Montecuculi. He was bom
in Bologna, and early entered the career of

ecclesiastical diplomacy, acting as nuncio at
Cologne. Lucerne, and Vienna. He was named
cardinal by Pius VII., in 1702, in recognition of

his service in the last post, one of peculiar diffi-

culty under Joseph II. In 1703 he was made
Bishop of Jesi, and in 1801, on Napoleon's ex-

])ress request, legate d Iat6r6 in Paris. Here he
conducted the very arduous negotiations which
ended in the Concordat. Napoleon nominated
him as Archbishop of Milan, and was crowned
by him there with the Iron Crown of Lombardy
in 180.5. He continued to reside in Paris in the
discharge of his duties as legate until they were
terminated by the imprisonment of the Pope. He
died there, July 21, 1810, leaving his whole for-

tune to the hospital in Milan.

CAPBEBA, ka-pri'n\ (It., goat island). A
rocky island off the north coast of Sardinia, 5
miles long and about 2 miles broad (Map: Italy,

D 6). It is famous as having been at various
times the place of residence of Garibaldi, who
died there June 2, 1882. It supports but a small
po])ulation.

CAPBI, kji'pr^ (Lat. Caprece, from caper,
goat). A beautiful rocky island in south Italy,

at the southern entrance to the Bay of Naples,
31A miles west of Cape Campanella—from which
it is separated by the Bocca Piccola—and 20
miles southwest of the city of Naples (Map:
Italy, D 12). It is 4% miles long, 3 miles wide,
10}<2 miles in circumference, 5"% square miles in

area, and has over 6200 inhabitants. The high-
est point is Mount Solaro, on the south coast,

1020 feet above the sea, commanding a fine view
of the bays of Gaeta, Naples, and Salerno, with
the Apennines in tlie background. The indige-

nous flora is rich in variety, and there are many
trees which have been made to flourish by the
perseverance of the inhabitants. Capri has al-

ways been celebrated for its delightful climate
and pure air, and although the supply of drink-
ing-water is unsatisfactory, it is visited yearly
by over 30,000 strangers, who in spring and win-

ter unpleasantly crowd the nimierous hotels. It
is a favorite summer resort for residents of
Naples. Capri (population, in 1001, 4114), the
capital of the island and an episcopal residence,

is splendidly sitiuitcd between two cliffs 460 feet

high. From the ^larina Grande, north of the
town, where is foimd the only g<KHl landing-
place on the island, there is daily comnuinica-
tion by steamboat with Naples an<l Sorrento.
Anaeapri (population, in 1001, 2110), which is

880 feet above the sea, on a plateau in the western
and more fertile part of the island, is reached
by a winding road cut through the rock and com-
pleted in 1876. Previously it was necessary to
climb a flight of several hundred stejw, which
have recently been restored. The town is com-
manded by tiic ruins of the Castle of Barbarossa ;

named after the pirate who destroyed it in 1544.

On the shore north of Anaeapri, and 1 1/4 miles
west of the Marina Grande, is the famous Blue
Grotto (Grotta Azzurra), which is entered from
the sea by a narrow opening not more than 3
feet high. The grotto is 175 feet long, 100 feet

broad, and 41 feet high, with water 48 feet dee]).

It was forgotten during the ^liddle Ages, and
rediscovered in 1826. Near the Marina Grande
is the ancient Church of San Costanzo, the pa-
tron saint of the island, whose festival is cele-

brated on May 14, The church marks the site

of tlie ancient town, which pirates forced its

citizens to abandon in the Fifteenth Century.
In the northeast corner of the island are the
precipitous rocks, 745 feet high, from which
tradition says Tiberius hurled his victims into
the sea, and tlie ruins of the twelve villas built
by Tiberius in honor of the twelve gods, in the
largest of which (Villa Jovis) he passed the last

ten years of his life, Augustus had built palaces
and aqueducts on the ancient Capreae, and these
Tiberius improved. The English captured the
island in 1806, during the Napoleonic wars, and
built fortifications, some of which remain. In
1808 they lost it to the French under Lamarque;
but recovering it in 1813, restored it to King Fer-
dinand IV. of Sicily. Local products comprise fine

white and red wine, oil, oranges, lemons, and
figs, fish, and quails, which, tiring in their mi-
gratory flight between Africa and the north, are
captured here in nets. The United States is rep-

resented by a consular agent. Consult: Gre-
gorovius, Die- Insel Capri (Leipzig, 1897); Al-
lers, Capri, illustrated (Munich, 1894) ; Fur-
cheim, Bibliografia dell' isola di Capri (Naples,
1899) ; Weichardt, Das Schloss des Tiberius
und andere Romerbauten auf Capri (Leipzig,

1900).

CAPBICCIO, ka-pre'chd (It., caprice, prob-
ably from It. caprio, Lat. caper, goat). A kind
of picture composed without regard to the or-

dinary rules of pictorial art, whimsical and
fanciful in idea and arrangement. The artist is

not confined here to recording the natural aspects

of nature, but rather the reverse, such as foliated

ornaments in which human and other figures are
introduced in attitudes and situations not strict-

ly natural.

CAPBICCIO. In music, a species of free com-
position whose form is not subject to rigid nilc.

The fancy of the composer is allowed free play,

his aim being to produce piquant and striking

effects, in both melody and harmony, so as to
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give expression to the ever-changing, fleeting

moods in which he composed the capriccio.

CAP'RICOR'NTJS (Lat., goat-horned, from

caper, goat + cornu, horn). The Goat, a south-

ern constellation, and the tenth sign of the

zodiac (q.v.), denoted by the sign y5> ''^P'"^^^"*'"

ing the crooked horns of a goat. It is usually

represented on the globe as having the fore part

of a goat, but the hinder part of a fish. It is

one of the least striking of the zodiacal constel-

lations. It was, however, celebrated among the

ancients, who regarded it as the harbinger of

good fortune, and as marking the southern

tropic or winter solstice, wherefore they called

it the 'Southern Gate of the Sun.' It contains

no large stars, the two largest, which are situ-

ated in the horns, being only of the third magni-

tude. See Tropics.

CAP'RIFICATION (Lat. caprificalio, from
capri/icarc, to ripen figs by the stinging of the

gall-insect, from caper, goat + ficus, fig). A
method which has long been employed in the

Orient for securing and hastening the matura-

tion of figs, and which consists in suspending

fruit-bearing branches of the wild fig or caprifig

above or beside those of the cultivated tree. A
small hjTiienopterous gnat {Blastophaga gros-

sonim) crawls from the caprifig into the Smyrna
fig of commerce, and, being covered with the

pollen of the wild fig, fertilizes therewith the

cultivated fig. If pollen is not introduced, the

figs fail to develop, and finally fall to the

ground. When pollenized, the seeds develop and
the fruits grow to their proper size and mature.

The fig-insects were introduced into California

in 1899, with the result that fifteen tgns of

Smvrna figs, of excellent flavor, were harvest-

ed m 1900. See Fig.

CAP'RIFOLIA'CEJE (Neo-Lat., Med Lat.

Caprifoliutn, from Lat. caper, goat + folium,

leaf). An order of dicotyledonous plants, con-

sisting of shrubs and herbs which have opposite

leaves without stipules, and flowers disposed in

corymbs, in heads, or in whorls. The calyx is

four to five cleft; the corolla, tubular or wheel-

shaped, sometimes irregular. The stamens are

inserted on the corolla at its base, and alternate

with its lobes. The ovary is free, one to five

celled. The fruit is generally a berry, some-

times dry, but not splitting open when ripe.

The order is very nearly related to Rubiacese,

differing chiefly in the want of stipules. More
than two hundred species are known, chiefly na-

tives of the temperate and colder parts of the

Northern Hemisphere. To this order belong the

honeysuckle, elder, viburnum, and snowberry
(q.v.), the chief genera being Lonicera, Sambu-
cus. Viburnum, Symphoricarpus, Linnasa, Dier-

villa, etc.

CAP'RIMUL'GIDiE (Neo-Lat., from Lat.

caper, goat -\- mulfjere, to milk). A family of

birds, including the whippoorwills, nightjars,

etc. The family is usually called 'goatsuckers,'

but the name 'nightjar' is better. See Nigutjab.

CAPRIVI, ka-pre'v*, Georg Leo, Count von.

The second Chancellor of the German Empire. He
was born February 24, 1831, at Charlottenburg,
studied in Berlin, and in 1849 volunteered in the
Kaiser Franz Grenadiers. During the campaign
in Bohemia in 1866 he was made a major and a
member of the general staff of the First Army
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Corps. He distinguished himself during the Fran-
co-Prussian War, and as chief of staff of the

Tenth Army Corps served with distinction at
Metz and Orleans and in the Loire campaigns.
His advance in rank and in responsible commands
was rapid. In 1882 he was appointed commander
of the Thirtieth Infantry Division at Metz; in

March, 1883, he was selected by Bismarck to suc-

ceed Admiral Stosch as Chief of the Admiralty,
greatly to the dissatisfaction of the officers of the

navy. He justified the judgment of the great

Chancellor, however, by his mastery of the de-

tails of the department and his successful re-

organization of the navy upon its present basis.

He gave much attention to the perfection of

torpedoes and torpedo-boats, and arranged a
plan for the more rapid mobilization of the war-
vessels. In 1888 he resigned, and was made
commander of the Tenth Army Corps, stationed

in Hanover. He received the Order of the Black
Eagle, and in March, 1890, succeeded Bismarck
as Chancellor of the Empire and president of the

Prussian Ministry. He was made a count in

1891. Succeeding, as he did, the most power-

ful statesman in Europe at the beginning of the

reign of restless William II., Coimt Caprivi's

position as Chancellor was one of many trials and
great difficulty. Nevertheless, he showed himself

an able and faithful administrator. He carried

the bill for an increase in the army through the

Imperial Reichstag; initiated a policy of reci-

procity, through treatises with Austria-Hungary,
Italy, Belgium, and Russia, in spite of the nar-

row opposition of the Prussian landowners;

and maintained a moderate policj' with refer-

ence to the growing Socialist Party. In July,

1890, he arranged with Lord Salisbury, repre-

senting England, the so-called Anglo-German
partition of East Africa. (See Germany.) He
resigned the presidency of the Council in 1892,

and the Chancellorship in 1894. Caprivi was, like

Bismarck, a man of great physical strength and
possessed considerable mental power, with a great

capacity for work. He died on his estate, Skyren,

in Brandenburg, February 6, 1899.

CAPROIC, CAPRYL'IC, and CAP'RIC
ACIDS. Acids represented respectively by the

formulae CaH.jOj, C,H,eO;, and CioHjoOj, and mem-
bers of the acetic or fatty acid series. They are

found in butter and in other fats. They derive

their names from capra, a goat, in consequence

of their more or less resembling in smell the

odor of that animal. They may be obtained,

along with butyric acid, another member of the

fatty-acid series, by boiling (saponifying) but-

ter with caustic potash.

CA'PRON, AiXYN (1846-98). An American
soldier, bom in Tampa, Fla. He graduated at

the United States Military Academy in 1867,

and rose to be captain of artillery in 1888. Dur-

ing the Sioux campaign of 1890 he served with

distinction, and in 189^ during the Spanish-

American War participated in the invasion of

Cuba. On July I he opened the battle of El

Caney by firing, as commander of Battery E,

First Artillery, upon the stone fortifications

which lined the ridge. He died of typhoid fever

contracted during the campaign.

CAPS and HATS (Swed. Mossorna och

Hattame). Names of political parties in Sweden
in the early part of the Eighteenth Centur>'.

The Caps were in favor of stripping the monarch
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of all nemblance of autliority; the Hats wished
the King to retain some measure of power. In
foreign atfaira the Caps were friendly to Rus-
sia, while the Hats favored a French alliance.

The Hats were the aristocrats, the Caps con-
stituted the popular party.

CAP'SICUM (Xeo-Lat., from Lat. capaa,
box, from capcrc, to hold). A genus of plants of

the nnturnl order Solanacese, having a wheel-
shaped corolla, projecting and converging sta-

inons. and a dry berry. The species are all of a
shrubby, bushy appearance, and have more or
less woody stems, although they are annual or
biennial plants. About ninety species have been
named. They are natives of tropical America,
have simple leaves and rather inconspicuous
flowers, and some of them are in very general cul-

tivation in tropical and sub-tropical countries
for their fruit, which is extremely pungent and
stimulant, and is employed in sauces, mixed
pickles, medicine, etc., often under its Mexican
name of chiles. The fruits of difFerent species
differ in form, being round, oval, conical, heart-
bhaped, etc. ; they vary from half an inch to 4
inches in length, and are sometimes of a bright
red, sometimes of a yellow color. In all, the dry
berry has an inflated appearance, and contains
numerous whitish, flattened seeds, which are even
more pungent than the leathery epidermis or the
spongy pulp. Cayenne pepper consists chiefly of
the ground seeds. Capsicum annuum, sometimes
called common capsicum or chilli-pepper, is,

perhaps, the most common species in cultivation.
Capsicum frutescens, sometimes called goat-pep-
per, and Capsicum, baccatum, sometimes called
bird-pepper, have great pungency, and the for-

mer is generally described as the true Cayenne
pepper. Capsicum cerasiforme, with a small,
cherry-like fruit, and therefore called cherry-
pepper, and Capsicum grossum, with a large, ob-
long, or ovate fruit, known as bell-pepper, are
frequently cultivated. The fruit is used either
ripe or unripe, except for making Cayenne pep-
])€r, for which dried ripe fruit is employed. See
Pepper.

CAPSTAN (Fr. cabestan, Sp. cabestrante,
probably from Lat. capistrare, to tie with a hal-
ter, from capistrum, halter, from capere, to
hold). A machine used on shipboard for hand-
ling the anchor and other heavy weights. It
was formerly made of wood, with iron fit-

tings, but is now generally of iron. It con-
sists of the barrel, drum-head, tcildcat, pawl-
head, and spindle. The axis of the capstan
is vertical, and is formed of an iron or steel

spindle. The barrel is not cylindrical, but is

smaller at the centre, toward which the upper
and lower ends curve. This curve causes a rope
which is wound round the barrel to slip toward
the centre as it is pulled in by the capstan in
turning. To increase the friction around the
barrel, ridges, called tchelps, extend up and
down its surface. Around the circumference of
the drum-head are square holes extending in
toward the centre to a depth of several inches,
forming sockets for inserting the capstan-bars,
which stand out when in place like the spokes of
a wheel. The bars have scores or grooves in
the outer ends, through which is passed a small
rope called the sxcifter, that serves to keep the
bars in place. A capstan-bar of ordinary size
is sufficiently long to permit three or four men
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to push against it in heaving. The wildcat is a
deep groove between the lip on the lower end
of the barrel and the pawl-head, and is designed
to grip the chain which rests in it for about half
the circumference. To prevent the chain from
slipping, there are, on the upper and lower sides
of the groove, ridges or whelps extending radi-
ally, and growing thicker and higher as they
approach the axis. These whelps catch between
the links of the chain that stand vertically, and
so prevent the latter from slipping. On the
circumference of the pawl-head are pivoted the
patvls, which are short bars of iron working in a
pawl-rack in the capstan-bed, which is bolted
to the deck. To tcaik back the capstan, or re-

verse the motion, it is necessary to lift these

^J J W M KEg^

a, whelps on the barrel ; b, sockets or pigeonholes for
capstan-bars; c, drum-head ; d, barrel ; e, wildcat; f, pawls;
g, pawl-head ; b, base containing pawl-rack.

pawls and throw them over, so that they will

act only in the opposite direction. Wooden cap-
stans, of very similar form to those now used,
but without the wildcat, were devised by Sir
Thomas Moreland in 1661. In the days of rope
anchor-cables they were hauled in by moan.s of

a messenger, as the cable itself was too large

to be worked around the capstan-barrel. The
messenger was a smaller rope, which was gripped
to the cable by rope nippers. It led to the barrel

of the capstan and back again to near the
hawse-pipe. The nippers were taken oflf one by
one as they approached the capstan, and others
put on farther forward. After the introduction
of chain cables, messengers continued to be used
until the invention of the wildcat enabled the
chain to be brought directly to the capstan. In
steamers, capstans are now generally worked by
steam power; but they are rapidly being dis-

placed by steam windlasses, which resemble two
capstans placed base to base, with the axes hori-

zontal. See Anchob.

CAPSULE (Fr., from Lat. capsula, little box,
capsa, box, from capere, to hold), A dry, de-

hiscent fruit, made up of more than one carpel.
Sometimes it contains but a single chamber; in
other cases there are as many chambers as there
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are carpels. The nietliuds of tlehiscence are mi-
merous, but quite uniform within a plant group.
Capsules are often called 'pods,' a more inclu-

sive term. The term is also sometimes applied

in a general way to spore-cases. See Fbuit.

CAPSULE. A term in medicine for a thin

monil)ranous covering, easing, or envelope, like

a pouch or bag, containing some part or organ.

The capsule of the kidney is a smooth, fibrous

membrane closely investing the kidney and form-

ing its outer coat. The capsule of the lens of

the eye is a transparent, elastic, brittle, and
structureless membrane. The word is also ex-

tensively used for a small gelatinous case or

enveloix? in which medicines are inclosed be-

fore administration, to prevent the patient's

tasting an unpleasant drug, or for convenience
of carrying, as well as to secure a more soluble

coating than that of many pills.

CAPTAIN (OF. capifain, Med. Lat. capita-

ucus, from Lat. caput, head, chief). A title

foimd in almost every language to denote a

chief of a small number of men. In the United
States Army, a captain ranks next above a first

lieutenant and below a major, and commands a
company, troop, or battery. A captain present

for duty with his command is responsible for its

discipline and efficiency. He is accountable for

the public property that constitute its equip-

ment; for the proper performance of duties con-

nected with the subsistence, pay, and clothing

of its members ; and for the correct keeping and
rendition of all company accounts, reports, and
returns. The captain recommends the non-com-
missioned officers of the company, who are ap-

j)ointed by the colonel, and from the sergeants

he selects the first sergeant. In camp or bar-

racks the captain maintains a careful super-

vision over the cooking and messing of his men,
and is responsible for the camp and garrison

equipage, and the arms and the clothing of his

company. See Army Organization ; and Rank
AND Command.
A captain in the navy is the commanding

officer of a man-of-war, and in most navies this

title is given to officers next in rank to rear-

admirals. Its origin as a naval title is dis-

puted, but it seems to have come into use about
the time that war-vessels took on their present
diaracter by combining the navigating with the
lighting force ;

previous to this the master
(which is still the proper designation of the
commander of a merchant ship) had charge of

the navigation, in which he had sailors to assist

liim; while the fighting was done by soldiers

put on board for the purpose and commanded
by a military officer. In the British Navy the
rank was first clearly defined in 1747, and those
captains who commanded post-ships (i.e. rated
ships), it of three years' standing, took rank
with colonels of the army, and they appeared as
post-captains in the royal navy list until 1824.
liefore and since this latter date, in the British
Navy and in that of the United States, the name
post-captain was used to distinguish command-
ing oflicers of frigates and larger ships from
commanders and mastor-connnanders who were
called captain by courtesy. Until 1802 the rank
of captain was the highest in the United States
Navy (see Admiral), but captains who had
commanded squadrons were addressed by the
courtesy title of commodore. According to the

Vol. IV —6.

order of the President of June 7, 1901, captains
may be ordered to command a division of ships,

a vessel of the first rate, or second rate, or one
not rated. The number of captains on the active
list of the United States Navy is, by law, sev-

enty, but this niimber is exclusive of those who
may have been promoted one or more numbers
for service during the war with Spain. They
rank with colonels of the army and receive the
same pay while at sea ($3500, with an addition
of 10 per cent, for each five years of service until

the maximum of $4500 is reached
) , but while

on shore duty receive 15 per cent. less.

CAPTAIN, The. A play by Fletcher, assisted

by either Jonson or Middleton, or both, pub-
lished in folio in 1647. Its earliest recorded pro-

duction is May 20, 1613, when Hemings's com-
pany appeared in it at Court. It contains the
dainty lyric "Come hither, ye that love."

CAPUA, kap'u-d. It. pron. kii'poo-a. An
archiepiscopal city of south Italy, in the Province
of Caserta, in a fertile but unhealthful situation

on the left bank of the Voltumo, 18 miles north
of Naples ( Map : Italy, J 6 ) . As the only fort-

ress guarding Naples on the north, it was of great
importance to the former Kingdom of Naples.
In the Seventeenth Century its defenses were
greatly extended and improved by Vauban. The
cathedral, dating from the Eleventh Century, but
almost entirely modernized, has in the entrance
court granite columns from ancient Casilinum,
on whose site Capua was built, in the Ninth Cen-
tury; in the Church of the Annunziata are an-

cient bas-reliefs; and beneath the arch of the

Piazza de' Giudici—the marketplace—are many
ancient inscriptions. The Museo Campano con-

tains reliefs and inscriptions from the amphi-
theatre of ancient Capua, ancient and media'val
sarcophagi, and various statues, heads, coins, etc.

On the bridge over the Volturno—restored in

1756—is a statue of Saint Nepomuc ; the Torre
Mignana inside, and the Cappella d6 Morti out-

side the town, commemorate the bloody attack on
Capua in 1501 by Caesar Borgia. Not far from
the city is the field where the soldiers of Gari-

baldi and of Piedmont defeated King Francis II.

of Naples, October 1, I860. For ancient Capua,
see Santa Maria Capua Vetere. Population, in

1881, 14,000: in 1901, 14,285.

CAPUANA, ka-pwa'nA, Ltnoi ( 1839— ) . An
Italian critic, novelist, and dramatic writer.

Together with Giovanni Verga, he has long
stood at the head of the small group of Italian

realists, or verists, as they choose to style them-
selves. He was born at ^fineo. May 27, 1839,

chose journalism as a profession, and became
dramatic critic of the Florence Nazimie. He first

attracted attention by publishing a volume of his

theatrical criticisms, II teatro italiano contem-
poraneo (1865), vigorously attacking many
mediocre but highly successful plays of that
period. In 1877 he went to Milan and joined the

staff of the Corriere della Sera, the leading even-

ing paper in that city. Two years later Giacinta,

his most important novel, appeared, followed by
a long series of volumes, chiefly of short stories,

which include Storia Fosca (1882): Homo
(1883) ; Fumando (1889) ; Profumo (1881) : Le
poesane ; La sfinffc. He has also published several

volumes of literary criticism. Edouard Rod de-

votes an interesting chapter to Capuana in his

volume, Gxacomo Leopardi (Paris, 1888).
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CAPUCHIN, kAp'A-slu'n' or kflp'd-chin, The.
A comedy by Samuel Koote, produced at the Hay-
market, August 17, 1770, and published in octavo
1778. It is a modification of the same author's
Trip to Calais, and is aimed at a creature of the
Duchess of Kingston. (See Viper, Db. ; also
KixiiSTOx, Elizabeth, Duchess of.) Foote
played the part of O'Donovan in it. Its perform-
ance was stopped by the pul)lic censor, but the
attack was continued in The Bankrupt.

CAPUCHIN (kAp'A-shenO MONKEY (It.

capjnucino, Franciscan friars, Iwcause of the
cowl-like black spot on the head). Any sapajou
ot the genus Cebus, but more specifically the
'weeper' {Cebus capucinus) , one of the common
species in northern Brazil, and oft«?n kept in

captivity. See Sapajou, and Plate of American
Monkeys.
CAPUCHINS (Fr. capucin, Sp. capuohino,

from It. capuccio, cowl, Med. Lat. caputium,
capilium, from cajnit, head). A branch of the
Franciscan Order of friars, wliose rule is es-

sentially the same as that of the F'riars Minor,
or Minorites. They were founded at Montefaleo,
in I'mbria, by Matteo di Bassi, an Observantine
Franciscan, who in 1.525 left his monastery in

order to live the stricter life of a hermit. This
he was permitted to do by Pope Clement VII.
in 152(5. Being imprisoned at Ancona for his

alleged disol>edience to monastic order, he was <

released through the influence of the Duchess of

Camerino, niece of the Pope, and he and his

companions, in 1528, were allowed to wear beards
and peculiar, long-pointed hoods (hence the

name), to impart their habit to any one who
might be willing to join them, to live as her-

mits in wild and desolate places, to go barefoot,

and to call themselves the "Hermit Friars
Minor." They grew rapidly, and had great suc-

cess in making converts. After the Jesuits, no
order has attracted to itself so many men of the
highest birth as this, in which poverty is pushed
to its utmost extreme. They have always paid
much attention to learning, and liave produced a
number of considerable theologians. Five have
l)een canonized and six beatified. The order
reached its greatest development in the
Eighteenth Century: in 1775 it had sixty-four
provinces with 31,000 members, a number which
has never since been reached. They are most
numerous in Austria, but have twenty-two apos-
tolic mission districts in all parts of the wcrld.
In the United States they have two provinces,

one with its chief house in Detroit, Mich., and
fifty-six fathers, and the other centred in Pitts-

burg, Pa., with forty-eight fathers. To Protest-

ants, the best known Capuchins are Bernardino
Ochino, who was converted to Protestantism in

1542, and Father Theobald Mathew, the famous
Irish apostle of total abstinence. There are
also Capuchin nuns, founded in Naples, 1538,
who are properly a branch of the Clares (q.v.),

insisting strongly on poverty, and following as
far as possible the Capuchin constitution. Con-
sult Bullarium Capucinum (7 vols., Rome, 1740-

52 ) , brought up to date in three supplementary
volumes (Innsbruck, 1883-84).

CAPOJLETS and MON'TAGUES. The Eng-
lish forms of the names of the Cappelletti and
Montecchi, two noble families of Verona, chiefly

memorable from their connection with the legend
on which Shakespeare founded Romeo and Juliet.

CAPULETTI ED I MONTECCHI.

They are mentioned by Dante {I'uryntorio, vi.

106) in connection with Albert of llapslmrg,
King of the Romans, who was murdered in 1308.
This event has supplied the Veronese with a
date for their legend. Implicitly lx»lieving the
story, they point out the house of .Juliet's par-
ents and her tomb. The legend is undoubtedly
Eastern in origin, having analogues in the stories
of Pyramus and Thisbe, Hero and Leander,
and Abrocomas and Anthia (as related in the
Kphesiaca of Xenophon of Ephesus, a writer of
the Second Century a.u. ). The incident of the
sleeping potion was, moreover, quite common in
late Greek romance. So far as is known, the essen-
tials of the story reached Italy late in the Fif-

teenth Century, appearing in a short novel by
Massuccio of Salerno, first published in 1476.
We come more closely to the outline of Shake-
speare's play in the novel La (liuUetta, by Luigi
da Porto, printed in 1535, after the death of the
author. He states, in an epi.slle prefixed to the
work, that the story was told him "by one Pere-
grino, a man fifty years of age, much experienced
in the art of war, a pleasant companion, and,
like almost all the Veronese, a great talker."
Da Porto, then, was the first to claim that the
story was based on fact. This was a common
make-believe of the Sixteenth Century story-tell-

ers. In 1554 Bandello published in his collection
of tales another Italian version of the legend.
It was entitled The Unfortunate Death of Tiro
Unhappy Lovers—One by Poison and the Other
of Grief. Both waiters fix the date of the event
by saying it took place when Bartolomeo della

Scala ruled Verona (1301-04). A French ver-

sion of the tale was published by Pierre Borsteau
in his Jlistoircs tragiques (155fl). It was
translated into English in 1567, and published in

Painter's Palace of Pleasure. Vwe years before,

Arthur Brooke published an English poem on the
same subject, entitled The Tragical History of
Romeus and Juliet, tcritten p'rst in Italian by
Bandell, and note in English. Shakespeare seems
to have founded his tragedy on Brooke's poem,
with some use of Painter's version. Yet there
is some evidence that the story had been drama-
tized before the appearance of Shakespeare's
play. In that case, Shakespeare probably made
use of his predecessor. It was Brooke who first

called the ]\Iontecchi 'Montagues,' and the Prince
of Verona 'Escalus,' instead of Scala. Wright and
Cary, in translating Dante, have followed the
example of Shakespeare, and rendered the Ital-

ian names of the Divina Commcdia into the fa-

miliar "Capulets and Montagues" of Romeo and
Juliet. The historical date of the tragedj' has
not, . however, been adopted by modern stage
managers, who very properly bring down the
action from the beginning to the close of the
Fourteenth Century, when commercial opulence
and the revival of arts and letters supply ac-

cessories more in keeping with the drama than
the ruder age to which history must assign the

'civil broils,' and the fall of the Capulets and
the Montagues. Consult: Daniel, "Originals and
Analogues of Romeo and Juliet," in Tietc Shake-
speare Society Publications (London, 1875) ; or
the Variorum edition of Romeo and Juliet, by
H. H. Fumess (Philadelphia, 1871).

CAPULETTI ED I MONTECCHI, kii'poo

let'te ad e mdn-tek-'k^ (It.. Capulets and Mon-
tagues). An opera by Bellini, produced in 1830,
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in \'enice, foimded on Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet.

CA'PUT MORTTJTJM (Lat., dead head). In

historical research a term which denotes the

re-siduum of a traditional narrative after all the

sui)ernatnral or extraordinary incidents have

been cast aside. What remains may be possible

or likely, but rests on no evidence. In chemistry

the term was formerly used of the residuum of

chemicals after the volatile substances had es-

caped. It is still used metaphorically for a

thing or institution which has been really de-

.stroyed, though the form is left, the essential

and valuable elements having been removed.

CAPYBARA, ka'p^ba'ra (Sp., Portug., from

the native name), or Cabpixcho. A large South

American aquatic rodent (Hydrochoerus capi-

laru) of the family Caviidte. It is about four

feet long and weighs nearly 100 pounds, thus

making it the largest known rodent. It resem-

bles a gigantic rough-coated guinea-pig, hav-

ing a heavy flat head, with small eyes and
ears, and a blunt muzzle. The short, stout legs

Lave hoof-like claws on the feet; the tail is

very short, and the brown hair is scant and
bristly. The capybara feeds exclusively on

vegetable food, browsing on the grass near the

rivers, and often committing great ravages in

plantations of sugar-cane. It runs badly, but

swims and dives well, and has the power of re-

maining under water for seven or eight minutes.

It is ven,- inoffensive, easily tamed, and regarded

as stupid. The flesh, except that of old males, is

good. The capybara is known throughout Span-

ish South America as 'carpincho,' but is called

in British Guiana 'water-hog,' and Svater-horse,'

a corruption of the more suitable Dutch water-

haas, i.e. water-hare. Consult Proceedings of

Zoological Society of London (1894). See Plate

of MixoB Carnivores.

CABABAO, ka'ra-bii'd. The domestic buffalo

of the Philippines. See BuFFAiX), and compare
Tamavao.
CAB'ABAS, Fr. pron. kA'rA'ba', Marquis of.

The fortimate but not wholly obedient master
of "Puss in lioots," in Perrault's fairy-tale of

the latter name. The name has also been used

by Disraeli, in Vivian Grey, to label a caricature

of an obstinate nobleman in contemporary Eng-
lish life.

CABABIDiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.

Kapafio^, karabos, homed beetle). The largest

family of Colcoptcra. See Ground-Beetles.

CAB'ABINEEBS'. See Cabbixeebs.

CABACAL, kar'A-kal (Fr., from Turk, qara,

black 4- quhiq, ear). A slender, red-brown cat
of Africa and Southern Asia. See Lynx.

CABACALOiA ( 188-217 ) . Emperor of Rome
from 211 to 217. His real name was Bassianus.
He was the son of Septimius Severus and Julia
Domna, and was born at Lugdunum (Lyons),
April 4. a.d. 188. His father playfully nicknamed
him Caracnlla, because he was found of wearing a
long, hooded mantle, so called in the Gallic lan-

guage. In 103 his father became Emperor, and
three years later, on the overthrow of Albinus,
the last of the rivals to the throne, Caracalla
was declared Ccesar, or heir presumptive. In
107 he was made pontifex and co-Emperor in

198, at the age of ten years, taking the name
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. At this early pe-

CABACABA.

riod of his life Caracalla showed no signs of that
reckless and brutal nature which characterized

his later years. He married Plantilla, daughter
of the pretorian prefect Plantinus, in 202, and
during the rest of his father's reign Caracalla ac-

companied him on his expeditions, notably to

Britain, where Severus died at Eboracum (York)
in 211. Caracalla now returned to Rome and
associated his younger brother, Geta, in the
government; but, uqable to endure an equal, he
killed Geta in the very arms of their mother
on February 27, 212, and ordered his name to be

erased from all public monuments. Caracalla
now vented his mad rage on all the friends and
adherents of his brother by a wholesale butch-

cry, in which the great jurist Papinianus per-

ished. At the same time he ordered the death
of his wife, the Empress Plantilla.

The rest of his reign as sole Emperor was oc-

cupied largely with military campaigns on the

frontiers; against the Chatti and Alemanni in

Germany (213), the lazyges in Thrace (214),
and in the farther East. He was killed on the
road to Carrhae, in Mesopotamia, April 8, a.d.

217, at the instigation of Macrinus, the prefect,

who succeeded to the throne. The great Baths of

Caracalla

—

Thermce Antoiiinianoe—in Rome, of

which extensive ruins stand to-day on the Appian
Way, were built during his reign.

CABACALLA, Baths of, or Therm.* An-
TONiNiAN.E. Celebrated baths at Rome, of which
impressive ruins remain. They were built about
A.D. 212, partly on the remains of former build-

ings disclosed by recent excavations, and were
completed by Heliogabalus and Severus. The
group of buildings consisted of a central struc-

ture, containing immense halls, surrounded by
gardens and enclosed by a square formed by
smaller buildings, the whole covering an area of

more than 129,(500 square yards. Water for the
baths proper was supplied by the Mareian aque-

duct. The walls and columns are of immense
thickness. The great surface of the ceilings was
reduced in weight by the use of pumice-stone in

place of bricks ; the walls were covered with mar-
bles, and the floors with mosaic. Underground
passages, extending in all directions, were used
by a large body of attendants for the speed}' ser-

vice of the guests, of whom 15(X) could be accom-
modated at the same time. The recovery of many
c-elebrated statues shows how lavishly the baths
were adorned with works of art.

CABACALU, kU'ra-ka'loo. The capital of

the District of Romanati, Rumania, 30 miles

southeast of Krajova. It has some fine public

buildings and a domestic trade. Population, in

1899, 12,035.

CABACABA, kii'rd-kii'r& (imitation of its

harsh crv'). The Brazilian name of certain

large, vulture-like hawks of South and Central

America, which have very long, naked legs, the

head somewhat crested, and the cheeks bristly,

the plumage chiefly black and white, and hand-
somely arranged. They walk about on the

ground, feeding on carrion, and where food is

abundant gather into vast flocks. Of much ser-

vice as scavengers, in the cattle-herding regions

of South America they have increased greatly

and developed many interesting traits. They
erect in trees or on cliffs bulky nests of sticks

nnd leaves, and lay only two eggs, heavily

blotched and spotted. They constitute a sub-
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family of the Falconidic, which contains six

genera, of which the most inii)ortant are Poly-

borua and Ibycter. The former has three spe-

cies, one of which, the carancho, is the common
'carrion-hawk' of Argentina and Brazil, while

that now most commonly called 'caracara' is

Caracara cheriway, which ranges from Ecuador

to the southern border of the United States.

Their names (compare Chimanoo) are imita-

tive of their hoarse cries. Consult: Sclater and
Hudson, Argentine Ornithology, Vol. II. (London,

188») ; and Darwin, A Naturalist's Voyage (Lon-

don, 18G0),

CABACAS, kft-rillvAs. The capital of Vene-

zuela and an episcopal city, situated miles

Kouth of La Guayra, its port, in latitude 10°

31' N. and longitude G7° 5' W. (Map: Venezuela,

D 1). The city lies in a fertile valley, 3000 feet

above sea-level, and enjoys a mild climate. Its

streets are broad and straight, crossing each

other at right angles, and its principal square,

the Plaza Bolivar, with an equestrian statue of

Bolivar in the centre, is surrounded by the Gov-

ernment buildings, the university, the cathedral,

and the episcopal palace. Other notable build-

ings are the national museum and the public li-

brary. Besides the university, there are numer-

ous educational institutions, such as the med-

ical school and the military school. There are

also several learned societies, and associations

for the promotion of agriculture and industry.

Carficas does little manufacturing, but is the

centre of the export trade of the district, which

produces cacao, coffee, tobacco, etc. The city

is the seat of a United States consular agent.

Population, in 1891, 72,429. Carficas was
founded in 1567 as Santiago de Leon de Carficas,

and prospered greatly because of its favorable

situation. It was twice destroyed, in 1595 and
in 1766, but continued to grow, and played an

important part in the war of independence

against Spain. The great earthquake of 1812

killed 12,000 persons and laid half the city in

ruins. The last serious shock occurred in 1900.

CABACCI, ka-rii'ch^. See Cabbacci.

CARACCIOLO, ka'rfi-cho'16, Fbancesco
(c.1748-99). A Neapolitan admiral. Reentered
the navy at an early age, and distinguished him-

self at Toulon, in 1793. In the year 1798 he

abandoned Ferdinand, and entei-ed into the ser-

vice of the Parthenopean Republic, established

by the French invaders, and with a few vessels

prevented the attempted landing of a Sicilian

and British fleet. In 1799, when Cardinal Ruffo

took Naples, Caracciolo was arrested, contrary to

the terms of capitulation, sentenced to death by
the Junta and hanged on the mast of a frigate. His
corpse was thrown into the sea. For Caracciolo's

fate Lord Nelson, influenced by the notorious

Lady Hamilton, was largely responsible.

CABACTACUS, or CABAT'ACXJS (c.a.d.

50). A king of the Trinobantes who dwelt

north of the Thames, and who were the masters

of southeastern Britain when Claudius began his

conquest in the vear 43. When the Trinobantes

were defeated, and their capital. Camalodunum
(Colchester), was taken by the Romans, Carac-

tacus retreated, but kept up the struggle until 51.

In that year he was overthrown in a pitched bat-

tle, his wife and children were captured, and he

was delivered to the Romans by Cartimandua,
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Queen of the Brigantes, to whom he had fled for

lefuge. C'aractacus was sent to Rome, where lie

had to remain until his death. Tacitus in the

Annalrs, Book vii. Chapter 37, places an eloquent
and dignified speech in the mouth of Caractacua
when he .stood in bonds before the Emperor.

CABAC'TACUS. ( 1 ) A play, "written on
the model of the ancient Gre<>k tragedy'" by
William Mason, published in 1759, in quarto.

It was done into Greek by George Henry Giasse
in 1781. In 1805 it was republished in the oc-

tavo collection of the author's works. The Lon-
don Quarterly Review (xv. 376-387) designated it

as "a beautiful dramatic poem, with much fancy,

some tinsel, great classical taste, and an entire

unfitness for representation."

(2) A tragedy of J. R. PlanchC', produced in

1837. It is founded on Fletcher's Bonduca.

CABACTEBES DE THEOPHBASTE, k&'-

rfik'tar' de tA'o'frast'. A work by La Bruy^re
based on his translation of the character

sketches by Theophrastus, which he extended and
adapted to the customs of his own day. These
studies were increased from 386 to 1100 in num-
ber in the various editions from 1688 to 1696.

CAB'ADOC, or CBAD'OCK. A member of

the Round Table in Arthurian legend. One of

the thirty-one knights selected by Merlin to ac-

company Arthur to Carohaise, to help King Leo-

degran against King Ryance of Ireland, who was
about to attack that monarch V^-ith fifteen tribu-

tary kings. His wife was the heroine of the

episode of The Boy and the Mantle.

CABADOC SANDSTONE. A heavily bedded
sandstone, so named from its development at Caer
Caradoc in Shropshire. With the Bala slates

and sandstones, which are geologically equiva-

lent, it constitutes the uppermost division of the
Ordovician system of England. The Caradix;

and Bala beds are fossiliferous, and have been
used largely as the basis of comparison in geo-

logical study. Their formation was accom-
panied by extensive volcanic action ; lavas and
tufas are included within their limits, and in

the Snowden region these rocks attain a thick-

ness of several thousand feet.

CABAFA, ka-ril'fd, Miciiele (I785-I872).

An Italian composer, bom in Naples of a noble

famil}'. He served as a cavalry officer under
Murat (then King of Naples) in the Russian
campaign of 1812, but after 1314 resumed the

study of music and brought out operas in Naples,

Milan, Venice, Rome, and Paris. After

1827 he lived in Paris, where he became a

member of the Academy of Fine Arts, professor

at the Conservator}', and director of the Gymna.se
de Musique Militaire. Among his numerous
works are Le solitaire (1822) and Masaniello

(1827).

CABAFE, ka-rftf (Fr., from It. caraffa, a

decanter, probably from Ar. ghirSf, vessel, ghar-

ufa, to dip up water). A water bottle or decan-

ter for the table or toilet, a term long in use in

Scotland, but of later introduction into England
and the United States.

CABAGAS, kfi-rii'gfis. A Visayan dialect of

eastern Mindanao. See Philippines.

CABAGLIO, kfi-ra1y6, Giovanxi Jacopo
(cl498-c.l570) . An Italian designer and en-

graver, born in Parma. He studied in Rome, and
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is supposed, from a certain quality of style, to

have been a pupil of Marc Antonio Rainiondi.

For some time he was at the court of Sifrisniund

of Poland, wliere he l)ecame well known as a ^em-
cutter. About sixty of his plates (on copper),

many of them after Raphael, have been preserved.

Most of them are excellent in dssign.

CARAMBOLA, kiiram-br/li (East Indian
wurd ) . An East Indian fruit, of the size and
shape of a duck's egg, but with five acute
angles or longitudinal ribs. It has a yellow,

thin, smooth rind, and a clear, watery pulp,

in some varieties sweet, in others acid, of very
agreeable Havor. It is often used in making
sherbets, and in tarts and preserves, and is

known to the British in India as the Coro-

mav.dcl gooseberry. It is one of the most imi-

versally cultivated and abundant of the fruits of

India. It is produced by the Averrhoa caram-
bohi, a small evergreen tree or bush of the

order Oxalidacese or (Jeraniacete, according as
these orders are considered, some botanists com-
bining them into the latter. The bilimbi, blim-

bing, or cucumber tree, so called from the shape
of the fruit, is the very acid fruit of another
species of the same genus, Averrhoa blimhi,

also East Indian. Both species are now much
cultivated in the tropical parts of America, the

firs^t to a limited extent in southern California.

Both exhibit an irritability of leaf resembling

that of a sensitive plant; they also display in

a remarkable degree the phenomena known to

physiologists as the sleep of plants (q.v.).

CARAIIEL (Fr., from Med. Lat. calamellus,

strictly cana inellis, cane of honey, but considered

to be dim. of Lat. calamus, cane). The name
applied to the dark-bro^^•n and nearly tasteless

substance produced on the application of heat
to sugar. It is likewise formed during the

roasting of all materials containing sugar, such as

coffee, chicory, and malt, and is one cause of

the dark color of porter and infusions of coffee.

It is largely employed in the coloring of whisky,
wines, vinegar, soups, gravies, etc. The name is

also given to a kind of confectionery.

CARAMNASSA, kU'r^m-nos'si. See Karam-

CARANCHO, ka-ran'chd, or CARANCHA,
-cha. See C.\bacaba.

CAR'AFA (Neo-Lat., from Guiana caraipi).

A genus of plants of the order Meliacese, natives

of warm climates. Carapa Guianensis, sometimes
called the Anderaba. also the carapa tree, is a
large tree with beautiful shining pinnate leaves,

which have many leaflets. It is a native of

Guiana and the adjacent coimtries, where its

bark has a great reputation as a febrifuge, and
the oil obtained from its seeds is much used for

lamps. Masts of ships are made of its trunk.

The oil, which is called oil of carapa, is thick and
bitter and is anthelmintic. Carapa procera, also

known as Carapa touloucouna or Gtiineensis, an
African species, yields a similar oil, which is

employed by the negroes for making soap, and
for anointing their bodies, its bitterness pro-

tecting them from the bites of insects, a purpose
to which the oil of carapa is also applied in

South America.

CARAPANOS, k&ra'pft-nAs, Constantine
(1840— ). A Greek archspologist. He was bom
at Arta and studied at Corfu and Athens, Af-

tenvards he became attache of the Turkish em-
bassy at Paris, but renounced a diplomatic ca-

reer to become chief secretary of the Soci4t6
G«n^rale de I'Empire Ottoman, the first great
financial institution to be established in Con-
stantinople by the bankers of the country ( 1804).
In 1876 he began to devote himself to archaeology,

and promoted the investigations which led to the
discovery of the ruins of Dodona, concerning
which he wrote the interesting work entitled

Dodone et ses ruines (1878).

CARAQUETTE, kar'^-ket'. A port of entry
in Gloucester County, New Brunswick, Canada, on
the Bay of Chaleur (Map: New Brunswick, D 2).
It is an ancient Acadian settlement, has a good
harbor and important fishing industries. The
settlement consists of Upper and Lower Cara-
quette. Population of parish, about 4000.

CARAT (Fr., from Ar. qirdt, pod, husk,
carat, from Gk. Kfpdriou, keration-, fruit of the

locust-tree, from xipas, keras, horn ) . Originally

the name given to the seeds of the Abyssinian
coral flower or coral-tree (Erythrina Abys-
sinica) . These, which are small, and very equal

in size, having been used in weighing gold and
precious stones, carat has become the desig-

nation of the weight commonly used for weigh-

ing jewels, and particularly diamonds. The
seeds of the carob (q.v.) tree have also been
said to be the original carat weights of jewelers,

but with less probability.

Jewelers and assayers divide the troy pound,
ounce, or any other weight, into twenty-four
parts, and call each a carat, as a means of stat-

ing the proportion of pure gold contained in

any alloy of gold with other metals. Thus, the

gold of our coinage, and of wedding rings, which
contains || of pure gold, is called 'twenty-two

carats fine, or twenty-two-carat gold. The lower

standard used for watch-cases, etc., which con-

tains if of pure gold, is called eighteen carat,

and so on. The carat used in this sense has

therefore no absolute weight ; it merely denotes a
ratio. This, however, is not the case with the

carat used for weighing diamonds, which has a
fixed weight, equal to 3^ troy grains, and is

divided into quarters, or "carat grains,' eighths,

sixteenths, thirty - seconds, and sixty - fourths.

These carat grains are thus less than troy grains,

and therefore the jeweler has to keep a separate

set of diamond-weights.

CARATHEODORY, ki'rA'tft'6'dd'r^, Alex-
andre. See Karatheodobi, Alexander.

CAR'ATHIS. The star-gazing mother of Va-
thek in Beckford's romance of that name.

CARAUSIUS, ka-rft'shl-ils ( ? -293). A
Roman usurper, who made himself Emperor of

Britain. He was a native of what is now Bel-

gium, and was placed by the Emperor Maximian
in command of the Roman fleet at Boulogne. He
used his office to secure wealth and power, and
connived in the piratical expeditions of the Ger-

mans against Britain. In 28fi Maximian or-

dered him to be put to death, but Carausius had
already revolted. He went to Britain, secured

the allegiance of the Roman soldiers there, and

assumed the title of Emperor. For six years

he maintained his position, and with his ships

commanded the British Channel. After the de-

feat of a Roman fleet in 28J), Diocletian and

Maximian recognized him as co-Emperor, but
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v,\\en Constantinc was made Cipsar he undertook
the subju^'ation of Hritain. Boulojjiie was taken
in 2U.3, and the same year Cnrausius was mur-
dered by his chief minister, AUectus. The latter
was easily conquered by Constantine in 296.
Consult Gibbon, Drcline and Fall, Chapter 13,

edited by Bury, with notes (London, 1890-1901).

CARAVACA, kil'rA-va'kA. A city of Spain
in the rrovince of Murcia, on a river of the
same name, about 39 miles west by north of
Murcia (Map: Spain, E 3). It is situated on
the slope of a hill crowned with a fine old cas-

tle, and has broad and well-paved streets. The
municipal building and the parish church, the
latter an Ionic structure completed in 1000, are
the more noteworthy edifices. The city is in a
very fertile region, and has manufactures of
linen and woolen goods, brandy, soap, paper,
leather, Hour, chocolate, etc. Caravaca is a very
old town, many ancient remains being found in

the vicinity. It was held successively by the
Goths, Moors, and Christians; but has occupied
in history a place of comparative unimportance.
Population, in 1900, 15,804.

CARAVAGGIO, ka'ri\-vu'j6. A town in the
Province of llerganio, Lombardy, Italy, 14 miles
soutii of Hcrgamo. A steam tramway connects it

with Monza and Milan. The site of its ancient
fortified walls is now occupied by promenades,
but the moat remains and is spanned by six

bridges. The chief buildings are a parochial
church with a lofty campanile and the church
L'Apparizione della Madonna, a celebrated pil-

grim resort. The artists Polidoro Caldara,
Michelangelo Amerigi, and Fermo Stella were
born in this town and all received the surname Da
Caravaggio. Francesco Sforza, commanding the
Milanese troops, here defeated a Venetian army
in 1448. Population, in 1901 (of commune),
8974.

CARAVAGGIO, ka'ra-va'j6, INIichelangelo
Amerigi, Merici, or MoBiGi D.\ (1569-1609). An
Italian painter, founder of the Naturalistic
School. He was born in Caravaggio, Bergamo
Province, the son of a stone-mason. As a boy he
was employed to prepare plaster for the fresco-
painters of Milan, and from them he acquired his
desire to become a painter. He does not seem to
have studied under any particular master, but to
have used nature as a model, confining himself,
at first, to still life and portraits. After five

years of such work in ]Milan, he went to Venice,
where he studied the works of Giorgione, the only
master who influenced him. Thence he went to
Rome, and although for a short time associated
with Cesare d'Arpino and another unimportant
painter, he persisted in going his own way. After
much vicissitude he found a patron in Cardinal
del Monte, which insured his success.
His talent developed with great rapidity.

Throwing all traditions aside, and appealing only
to nature, he became the head of the Naturalists,
in opposition to the Mannerists. He became very
Sopular, and even the Eclecticists imitated him.
lut the animosities which he excited and his own

passionate disposition involved him in constant
quarrels, although he certainly did not provoke
all the quarrels attributed to* him. Thus he is

said to have challenged Guido Reni. who imitated
his work, to a duel, and to have chased the inof-
fensive Guercino from Rome. It is true, however,
that he killed a comrade in a quarrel over a game,

and had to leave Rome for this ollcusc. He was
j-rotectcd and conceuK-d near I'aiestrina by Duke
Marzio Colonna. He ])ainted for that nobleman
until he went to Naples. In this city he found
an appreciative public, and from his activity
there arose a Naturalist school of great impor-
tance. He afterwards went to Malta. Pleased
by his portraits of himself, and by his otiier
services to the order, the Grand Master of the
Knights of Malta made him one of tlieir number,
but when Caravaggio again quarreled and
wounded one of the knights, he threw him into
prison. The painter e8ca])cd, and was ff)r some
time occupied in the churches of Catania, Syra-
cuse, and other Sicilian cities. He was always
desirous of returning to Rome, and on having
been pardoned by the Pope, in 1609, he set out
from Naples for the Eternal City. But he was
waylaid on the road, and died at Porto Ercole,
from the effects of a wound.

Caravaggio's art was like his character—fierce

in mood, impetuous in expression. His pictures
are full of action and of feeling, not mere painted
models, like those of Courbet (q.v.), his Nine-
teenth Century successor. They resemble his in
that they are plelieian: both sought in the com-
mon types of the people the models for their
pictures, and both insisted on the exact reproduc-
tion of these types. There was, however, this
great difference, that while Caravaggio saw na-
ture with the extravagant eyes of the Seventeenth
Century, Courbet saw it with the matter-of-fact
gaze of the Nineteenth. Caravaggio was a good
technician, both in drawing, color, and brush-
work, and he handled light and shade with fine

effect.

His work may be best divided into two periods.
In the first he did not make such prominent use
of the dark shadows and high lights which char-
acterize his later period, and which became the
most prominent characteristic of the Naturalist
School. Most of the works of this period are
genre pieces, executed during his stay in Rome.
One of the best examples is the "Card Players,"
in which the artist represents a wealthy, inex-

perienced young man being cheated by profes-
sionals. The best example of this picture is in

the Sciarra Palace, Rome, although the Dresden
replica has been most reproduced. Another fine

specimen of his first period is the "Gipsy For-
time Teller," in the Palazzo dei Conservatori,
on the Capitoline Hill. The cunning jade seems
more anxious to win the young man's heart than
to attend to professional duties. The Berlin
INIuseum possesses two charming genre pieces,

"Love as a Ruler," "Love Conquered," showing
an admirable mastery over the nude.

The works of his second period were mostly
larger religious compositions, the result of the
reputation already established by his genre pro-
ductions. Thej' aroused great opposition, espe-
cially in Rome, on account of the ordinary types
which he used to portray the saints whom the
Church adored. Among those which had to be
removed from the churches in Rome was "Saint
^latthew Writing the Gospel," now in the Ber-
lin Museum, and the admirable "Death of Mary,"
in the Louvre. In the latter picture the body of

the Virgin looks as if it had just come from the
morgue, but the expression of grief in the mourn-
ers is most affecting. His masterpiece of this

category is his "Burial x)f Christ," painted for

the Church of Santa Maria in Trastevere, but
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now in the Vatican. Tins work is excellent in

composition, the women are noble in expression,

and the men are full of character. The body of

Christ, though entirely realistic, is a beautiful

representation of the nude. Rul)ens thought
this picture worthy to copy and it has been often

engraved.
The chief galleries of Europe abound in works

of Caruvaggio, but not nearly all of those

ascribed to him are original. By its acquisition

of the Giustiniani collection, Berlin is excep-

tionally rich, and London has a characteristic ex-

ample in "Christ and the Apostles at Em-
maus." Caravaggio also painted a few portraits,

of great realism and force. Of his "Portraits of

Himself," the youthful specimen in the Uffizi

(Florence) is noted, but his finest piece of por-

traiture is probably the "Grand Master of the

Knights of ]Nralta," in the Louvre.
Although he had no direct pupils, Caravaggio

was of the greatest influence upon the develop-

ment of modern art. Even the principal pupils

of the Caracci, like Guido Reni and Guercino,
(q.v. ), studied his art, and Domenichino (q.v.)

was influenced by it. He may be justly consid-

ered the founder of the Naturalistic School
(q.v.), and as the advocate of the return to na-

ture, his influence extended beyond Italy into

Germany, France, and the Netherlands.
Consult: Baglione, Le Vite de' Pittori (Rome,

1649); Bertolotti, Artisti Lombardi a Roma
(Milan. 1881); Eisenmann, "Caravaggio," in

Dohme's Kvnst und Kiinstler (Leipzig, 1879) ;

and the article "Caravaggio," in Julius Meyer,
AUgemcines KilnstlerJexikon (Leipzig, 1885).

CARAVAN (Fr. caravane, Sp. caravana, from
Pers. kdrvan, from 0. Pers. kara, people, army)

.

The name given to the great assemblages of

travelers which, at stated times, traverse the
deserts of .\sia and Africa. Most caravans are

formed for the purposes of trade, the merchants
associating themselves for mutual help and pro-

tection. A carav-an sometimes has as many as
1000 camels, which follow each other in single

file, so that it may be a mile or more in length.

The most celebrated caravans are those formed
by pilgrims going to ^Mecca, particularly those

which annually assemble at Cairo and at Damas-
cus. The latter consists of thous.inds of pilgrims
and stands under the special protection of the
Turkish Sultan. The caravan by which the Per-
sians travel to Mecca starts from Bagdad, and
is the vehicle of a very important trade. The
great Indian caravan to Mecca, which started

from Muscat, has been long given up. The
trade l>etwpen Tripoli and the interior of Africa
is exclusively carried on by caravans, likewise

that between Darfur and Egypt. The great
trade between Russia and China is also a cara-

van trade. In the East caravans in which the

camels have a load of 500 to 600 pounds are
called heavy caravans; light caravans are those

in which the camels have only half that weight,
so that the daily journeys may be hmger.
Heavy caravans travel from eijrhteen to twenty
miles a day; light from twenty-two to twenty-
five. The caravans arc gcnerallv conducted with
great regularit}', and assemble at and start from
stated places on stated days. The leader of the

Mecca caravans is called emirpel had), i.e.

prince of the pilgrims. In trade caravana a
leader, who is called knrwnn-hfiahi, is elected

by the merchants from their own numl)er. In

addition to the leader, each caravan has its ser-

vants, guides, military escorts, and prie-st. Obedi-
ence is enforced by the leader in the matter of
internal discipline, but in trafficking each mem-
ber is independent.

For a picturesque description of the caravan to
Mecca, see Burton, Wanderings in Three Con-
tinents.

CARAVANSERAI, ka'r4-van's&-ri ( Pers.
kCirrdn, caravan + saral, inn), or Khan. An
institution of the East, a sort of unfurnished inn
to provide shelter for travelers who journey in

caravans, analogous to the dak-bungalows of

modem India. It commonly consists of a square
building of four wings built round a court-

yard, in which the beasts of burden may be
inclosed, and where there is a well or spring of

water; the lodgings are small rooms, about 7

or 8 feet high, which run round the courtyard,
and are bare of furniture. These caravanserais
are an institution of very ancient date, being
the 'inns' of Gen. xlii. 27, xliii. 21 ; and it was
in the stable of such a place, there being no
room for his parents in the lodging apartments,
that the Saviour was bom. They belong either

to the Gtovemment, to some private individual,

or to the Church (mosques). Those situated on
the road are usually free, and the others charge
but a nominal fee. There are some large and
\ery handsome caravanserais at Cairo, Damas-
cus, Beirut, Aleppo, etc.

CAR'AVEL, or CAR'AVE^LA (Sp., Med.
I.at. carabus, a boat, Gk. Kdpa^os, karabos, light

ship). (1) A small vessel formerly much used in

Portugal. It was lateen-rigged, with a single

square sail on the foremast, and rarely exceeded

150 tons. (2) A small lateen-rigged fishing ves-

sel of ten or fifteen tons used in Spain, Portugal,

and the Azores. (3) A large Turkish ship of war.
The name was, in Spain and Portugal, formerly
applied to larger craft ; the caravel of the

Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries was occasion-

ally a ship of 200 or 300 tons burden, with four
masts, lateen-rigged on three and square-rigged on
one, the foremast. As in vessels of the period, the

poop and forecastle of a caravel were very high,

especially the former. Two of the ships of

Columbus were of the caravel type.

CARAVELLAS, ka'rd-va'Ms. A town in the

Brazilian Province of Bahia, situated on the

Caravellas River, 5 miles from its mouth (Map:
Brazil, K 7), and connected with the coast by
natural canals. It has a good harbor, and is

in communication by rail with the interior. The
exports consist of fish-oil, coffee, and cocoanuts.

Population, over 4000.

CARAWALA, kU'ri-wjild. A crotaline veno-

mous serpent (Hypnale nepa) greatly dreaded in

southern India. See Crotaud.b and Colored

Plate of FoRKUiN VENOMors Serpents.

CARAWAY (Sp. alcarahueya, from Ar. fl/,

the -f karat !/a, karaviya, caraway plant; prob-

ablv from Gk. Kdpoy, karnn), ('arum cartii. A
plant of the natural order Umlx-llifene, growing

wild in Europe and in some parts of Asia. It is

cultivate<l in Europe and in America for its aro-

matic se«»da (carpels), which are used medici-

nally, and as an aromatic condiment, by con-

fectioners, distillers, and perfumers, in the

preparation of liquors, cakes, sweetmeats, sf'ented

soaps, and similar product.s. It depends for its

aromatic properties on a volatile oil called oil
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of caraway, which is ohtaineil by bruising the
seeds and distilling them with water. Cara-
way has a branching stem 1 to 2 feet high, with
finely divided leaves, and dense iiml>els of whit-
ish flowers. It is easy of cultivation. For illus-

tration, see Plate of Camellias.

CABBAJAL, kilr'bii-Har, Francisco (1464-

1548), A Spanish soldier, born in Aravalo. He
vent to Mexico in 1528, was sent by Cortf's to

Peru in 1536 to assist Pizarro, and was field-

marshal to Vaca de Castro in his victory over
Diego de Alniagro the younger, on the Plain of

Chupas. He joined the party of Gonzalo Pizarro

in the contest agjiinst Diego Centeno and Pedro
dc la Gasca, was taken prisoner with Pizarro at
the battle of Sacsahuana (April 8, 1548), and
was hanged and quartered. He was at the time
of his death the most brilliant commander in

Peru. "He was ruthlessly cruel, but brimming
over with wit and humor, so that people said it

was quite a pleasure to be hanged by him, for the
sake of his witticisms on such occasions." Con-
sult Markham, A History of Peru (Chicago,

1892).

CARBALLO, ktlr-billyd. A town in the Prov-
ince of Coruna, Clalicia, Spain, 30 miles south-

east of Corufia. It is a health resort noted for

its mineral springs and baths. Population, in

1901, 13,544.

CAR'BAZOTIC ACID, See Picric Acid.

CAR'BIDES (carbon -f ide) . Compounds of

carbon and the metals. The most important car-

bides are iron carbide and calcium carbide. Mol-
ten iron unites directly with carbon to form a
series of definite chemical compounds, Fe4C,

Fe„C, FeC;, etc. The presence of these com-
pounds, in variable quantities, in metallic iron

causes important changes in certain properties

of the latter; it becomes hard and brittle, and
melts at a considerably lower temperature than
pure iron. Even of greater practical importance
than iron carbide is the carbide of calcium, now
extensively employed in the manufacture of

acetylene gas. When treated with water or
dilute acids, most carbides are decomposed with
formation of hydrocarbons. Thus, the carbide of

aluminium yields methane, or marsh-gas; the
carbide of calcium yields acetylene. At present
the carbides are made by the use of the electric

furnace, which gives a temperature of about
4000° C. In this furnace carbon is made to act

on the oxide of the metal, when part of the car-

bon takes up the oxygen of the oxide, while an-

other part combines with the metal. The car-

bides of the alkali metals, sodium and potassium,
are best prepared by passing a current of pure
and carefully dried acetylene gas over the melted
metals, kept at a temperature of about 225° C,
out of contact with the air. Tlie name carbides
is also applied to compounds of carbon with cer-

tain non-metallic elements, such as silicon. The
carbide of silicon is a crystalline substance re-

markable for its great hardness and used, under
the name of carborundum, or silicate of car-

bon, for making whetstones, polishing cloths,

etc. The carbides of non-metallic elements are
not attacked by acids. See Acetylene; Cal-
cium Carbide; Carborundum.

CARBINE, kiir'bln (Fr, carabine, It. cara-

lina, ^led. Lat. calabra. war-engine). The fire-

arm carried by mounted soldiers generally. It is

the same in principle as the infantry rifle, but,
owing to its modified form and length, of much
more limited range than the rifle proper. It is

carried, as a rule, attached to the sa^ldle by
straps, or by a pocket or bucket. S<'e Small
Arms.

CARBINEERS^ or CARABINEERS (Fe
carabinier, from carabine). Formerly a .separate

and distinct type of cavalry, a distinction which
no longer exists. As with many other obsolete
types of military corps, the title, and in some
instances the distinctive uniform, is still main-
tained by the various carbineer regiments
throughout Europe, this distinction constituting
their only real difTerence from other cavalry.
The name is said by some authorities to have
originated with the carbine, the firearm with
which light cavalry was armed; by others they
are said to have derived their designation from
the Arabs, among whom the Carabins or Kara-
bins were light horsemen, stationed at outposts
to defend narrow passes, etc. ; in action they took
the place of skirmishers. Generally speaking,
the name was commonly applied to light cavalry
regiments, now known as hussars and lancers.

See Cavalry.

CAR'BOHYa)RATES (Lat. carbo, coal +
Gk. tdup, hydor, water), A name applied in

chemistry to one of three groups of substances
found in great quantities in the animal and veg-
etable kingdoms, the other two groups being the
fats and the proteids. The carbohydrates should
not be confounded with the hydrocarbons; for
while the latter are composed exclusively of car-

bon and hydrogen, the carbohydrates all contain
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. The last-named
two elements are found in the carbohydrates in

precisely the same proportion in which they exist
in water; so that a molecule of any carbohydrate
might be represented as made up of x atoms of
carbon and y molecules of water ( jr C -f- y HjO)

.

It is, however, well known at present that the
carbohydrates contain no water as such.
The carbohydrates include the different varie-

ties of sugar, of starch, and of cellulose. It ap-
pears strange at first that such very different

substances should be grouped together: the crys-

talline and soluble compounds called sugars, and
the amorphous, mostly insoluble substances
called celluloses and starches. They are all. how-
ever, connected by their common capacity of
breaking up into the varieties of sugar called

saccharoses or monoses, which form the simplest
sub-grt)up of carbohydrates. The remairing
two sub-groups, the di-saccharoses or bioses, and
the poly-saccharoses or polyoses, include .some of

the most commonly met with, but chemically
very complex substances.

The Saccharoses. These include dextrose,

levulose, galactose, etc., and may be transformed,
by the fermentative action of yeast, into alcohol.

They all reduce Fehling's solution (an alkaline
solution of cupric oxide ) . The formula dHijOe
represents any one of the saccharoses, the sev-

eral members of this group being either chem-
ically or optically isomeric. The methods for

the study of their chemical constitution were
first proposed by Kiliani (1885-87). Emil
Fischer has since extended and applied the
methods of investigation to a large number of
the saccharoses, and as a result the chemical na-
ture of these substances is at present perfectly
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clear. The saccharoses may, accordingly, be

defined as follows: they are optically active

chemical compounds, containing several hydroxyl
groups (OH), and one carbonyl group (CO)
next to one of the hydroxyl groups ; some are al-

dehydes (aldoses) , others are ketones (ketoses).

They are capable of existing in numerous optical-

ly isomeric forms, and a large niunber of them
have been prepared artificially, after the possi-

bility of their existence had been indicated by
the theories of stereo-chemistry (q.v.), al-

though many of these isomers are unknown to

exist ready-formed anywhere in nature.

The Di-'sacciiaroses. These include ordinary

cane-sugar, milk-sugar, maltose, etc., and are

comjjosed of two molecules of some one saccha-

rose, or of some two difTerent saccharoses. Their

chemical nature is, liowever, as yet imperfectly

understood. By the action of dilute acids, or by

certain processes of fermentation, the di-saccha-

rcses may be broken up into saccharoses, but

yeast has no direct action on them. Unlike the

saccharoses, the di-saccharoses have no reducing

effect on Fehling's solution. The formula CjjHsoOu

represents the composition of any one of the di-

saccharoses.

The Poly-saccharoses. These include starch,

cellulose, etc., and are chemically very complex,

and as yet very little understood. Like the

di-saccharoses, they have no efi"cct on Fehling's

solution, and yeast has no direct action on them.

The composition of the poly-saccharoses is usually

represented by the general formula (CsHmOs).
The carbohydrates are among the most neces-

sary constituents of food. Their presence has

been shown to 1)e indispensable to the forma-

tion of fats, and their own value as sources of

muscular energy, though smaller than that of

fats, is still very considerable.

The value and uses of the most important car-

bohydrates are discussed in this Encyclopiiedia

under their special names. See Cellulose;
Dkxtiun; (iLi;TEN; Starch; Sugab; Food; etc.

CARBOLIC (carbon + ol + ic) ACID,
Phemc Ach), or Phenol, CgH-.OH. An important

organic substance largely used as an antiseptic,

disinfectant, and deodorant, as well as in the

manufacture of certain dyes. It is formed when
various organic substances are strongly heated,

and is, therefore, found in the tar protluced by

the destructive distillation of coal, wood, shale,

etc. The chief material from which it is made
on an industrial scale is the tar obtained in the

n'anufacture of coal-gas. Carbolic acid is ex-

tracted from the fraction of coal-tar which dis-

tils over lietween the temperatures 170° and
2.30° C. This portion, called middle oil, or car-

bolic oil, is treated with a solution of caustic

soda, which combines all the phenol, but at the

same time takes up a certain amount of the hy-

drocarbons contained in the oil. The hydrocar-

bons are driven olF by a current of steam passed

through the alkaline solution, and then the still

impure sodium salt of phenol is decomposed with

dihitc sulplniric acid, and the crude phenol thus

obtained is rectified in wrought-iron stills. The
fraction passing over between 175° and 205° is

subjected to further fractional distillation, the

final jiroduct being practically ymre phenol. At
ordinary temperatures pure phenol is solid, crys-

tallizing in large, colorless prismatic crystals

that melt at 42° C. The melting-point ia, how-
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ever, considerably lowered by the pressure of
minute quantities of water. The boiling-point of
pure phenol is 183° C. If exposed to the action

of the air, carbolic acid gradually assumes a red
coloration, which is said to be caused by the

presence of minute traces of lead; a permanently
colorless phenol may be obtained by oxidizing
the impurity with a little potassium perman-
ganate and sulphuric acid. Carbolic acid mixes
in all proportions with alcohol, ether, chloro*

form, glycerin, olive oil, and other organic
liquids. It is but sparingly soluble in water,
which is itself soluble in phenol only to a lim-

ited extent. When water is shaken with phenol
in such relative quantities that the limits of
solubility are exceeded, the mixture separates
into two liquid layers, the upper being a solu-

tion of phenol in water, the lower a solution of

water in phenol. Weak aqueous solutions of

phenol are sometimes used as a gargle, and by
adding a few drops of essence of peppermint a
pleasant and efficient mouth-wash may be ob-

tained. The aqueous solutions have a sweetish
taste, and leave, as an after-taste, a slightly

burning sensation in the mouth. Solutions of

phenol in oil have no antiseptic properties. Car-
bolic acid is sometimes administered internally

—of course in small doses. It may also be used
to relieve toothache. Carbolic acid has the pe-

culiar effect of rendering the urine dark, even
though but a small quantity should enter the
body by absorption from surgical dressings.

Taken internally in somewhat concentrated form
carbolic acid acts rapidly as a poison, produc-
ing collapse, a cold and clammy skin, feeble res-

piration, etc. The mouth, throat, oesophagus,
and stomach exhibit white eschars, or sloughs.

In cases of poisoning, an emetic should be ad-

ministered, followed by a dilute solution of mag-
nesium or sodium sulphate taken internally;

soluble sulphates combine with carbolic acid to

form the harmless sulpho-carbolates, such as
sodium sulpho-carbolate, CoH<.OH.NaSO.,. It is

also necessary to inject some stimulant, for in-

stance, brandy, subcutaneously Carbolic acid
may be readily detected in a substance subnut-
ted for analysis by dissolving eome of the sub-

stance in water and adding a drop of ferric

chloride solution: in the presence of carbolic

acid a violet color is produced. The following,

however, is a much more sensitive test: Phenol
combines directly with bromine to form tri-

brom-phenol bromide, a yellowish-white solid

compound ; to test a solution for phenol, bromine
water may, therefore, be added, when, if mere
traces of phenol are present, a flocculent pre-

cipitate will form either immediately or on
standing for a short time. The bromine reaction

is also used for the quantitative determination
of phenol. Carbolic acid was discovered in 1834

by Rimge, among the products obtained in the

distillation of coal-tar. A few years later Lau-

rent succeeded in preparing a nure crystalline

carbolic acid which he analyzed and named
phrnic acid, or phrtn/l hi/drate, from the Crei'k

<t>alv(tp —to give light. The commercial product

known as crude carbolic acid contains, besides

phenol, various other substances derived from

coal-tar; it has a creosote-like odor, and is com-

posed chiefly of phenol and cresol.

Formerly carbolic acid was n>uch used in sur-

gery for protecting the part op<?rated upon from
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the air; during operations the air in the neigh-
borhood of the wound was kept antiseptic by a
line spray of a weak oarbolic-aeid solution. The
practife was introduced by Lister, but is at
present considered superfluous, and even some-
what dang»*rou8, as it may give rise to poison-
ing. Carbolic acid is generally used to disinfect

surgical instruments, bed-linen, fwal discharges,
walls and Moors, drains, etc. The cresol con-
tained in crude carbolic acid is itself quite use-

ful for these purposes. Carbolic acid is further
u.sed in itching of the skin, as a stimulant to

ulcers, as a gargle, for burns, et«. Hyi>odermi-
cally it has been employed in hemorrhoids, ery-
sipelas, synovitis, inflamed burs-p, bubo, poisoned
wounds, glandular swellings, etc. Internally it

has been used in flatulent dyspepsia (in the form
of sulpho-carbolate of soda), in typhoid fever,

and in diabetes due to disease of the liver. It

has been used hypodermically, by injection into
the lung-substance, and as a spray in tubercu-
losis of the lungs, but without much benefit, al-

though the spray allays cough.

CABBON (Lat. carbo, coal). One of the
most important chemical elemerts. It exists in

large quantities, both in the free state and in

combination with other substances. It occurs
uncombined in the mineral graphite, or black
lead, and in the diamond, which is pure crystal-

lized carbon. It is much more abundant, how-
ever, in a state of combination. United with
oxygen, it occurs as carbonic acid in the atmos-
phere and in natural water, and it is similarly
combined in limestone, dolomite, and ironstone.

In coal it is found combined with hydrogen and
oxygen, and in plants and animals it occurs as
one of the elements building up wood, starch,

gum, sugar, oil, bone (gelatin) , and flesh (fibrin)

.

Indeed, there is no other element which is so char-
acteristic of plant and animal organisms as car-
bon. Carbon is often set free by the decomposi-
tion of organic matter. Thus charcoal forms
during the imperfect combustion of wood. Many
volatile organic substances, especially those rich

in carbon, burn with a smoky flame, soot being
nothing but finely divided carbon. The decom-
position of vegetable refuse under water gives
rise to the formation of peat. The formation of
humus (black earth) is due to the carbonization
of vegetable matter in moist air. At elevated
temperatures carbon combines directly with
oxygen, sulphur, silicon, and many metals. (See
Carbides.) If heated with oxygen or with a
strong oxidizing agent like nitric acid, carbon
forms carbonic-acid gas; if the amount of avail-
able oxygen is, however, small, carbonic oxide
is produced, which contains a much lower per-
centage of oxygen. At ordinary temperatures
carbon is, like nitrogen, extremely inert; so
much so that it is customary to char the ends
of piles of wood wliich are to be driven into the
ground, so as by this coating of non-decaying
carbon to preserve the wood. In a similar man-
ner, the interior of wooden vessels intended to
hold water during sea voyages is charred (coat-
ed with carbon) to keep the wood from passing
into decay and thus to preserA'e the water 'sweet.*
Three allotropic modifications of carbon are
known—viz.. amorphous carbon, graphite, and
diamond. The chemical identity of these sub-
stances is proved by burning them, equal quanti-
ties yielding precisely the same amount of car-
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bonic acid, though there is a marked difference
in the readiness with which they l)urn. Arti-
ficial amorphous carbon takes fire readily; gra-
phite is so non-combustible that crucibles made
of this material withstand a high heat for a con-
siderable length of time; diamond completely
resists most ordinary modes of setting fire to

it, but can be burned readily in an atmosphere
of pure oxygen, by means of the electric current.
The specific gravities, the hardness, and other
physical properties of the three allotropic modi-
fications of carbon are likewise very different.

Many exjjeriments have Ix'en made with the ob-

ject of transforming the less valuable varieties
of carbon into diamond. Only very minute quan-
tities of diamond have hitherto been made arti-

ficially. After diamond was found to be ac-

companied in meteors by iron and sulphur, the
distinguished French chemist Charles Friedel
endeavored to produce diamond by heating cast
iron rich in carbon with sulphur, at 500° C,
when a small amount of an exceedingly hard
substance was produced; the quantity was, how-
ever, so slight that it was impossible to demon-
strate conclusively the formation of diamond.
Even by the use of the electric furnace, Moissan.
in 1893, succeeded in obtaining only traces of
diamond. Graphite, on the contrary, is read-
ily formed from charcoal by heating; this is

the effect, for instance, of the .action of a pow-
erful galvanic current on charcoal. Pure carbon
may be prepared by charring organic substances,
such as sugar, that leave no ash ; to prepare it

from lampblack, this substance is carefully
Avashed with alcohol and ether and heated to a
high temperature. Lampblack is largely used
for making black paint, printers* ink, etc.; it is

obtained by burning substances rich in carbon,
such as tar, natural gas, etc. Graphite, which
occurs in large quantities in nature, is used for
the manufacture of pencils, after being powdered
and freed from earthy matter. The carbons used
in electric lighting are likewise made of graphite,
which is obtained in a very dense form by mix-
ing i)owdered coal with sirup to a pasty mass,
giving the latter the desired shape, and applying
an intense heat. Charcoal has been utilized for

making the carbonic acid used in sugar-works,
and for other purposes in the arts; it is em-
ployed for decolorizing solutions (see Bone-
black) ; and as, when dry, it readily absorbs
gases, it is used as a disinfectant and deodorant.
It is also sometimes used in medicine as an anti-

dote against vegetable poisons, such as opium,
aconite, etc. Carbon is infusible and insoluble
in any known liquid. The atomic weight of the
element is 12, and it is denoted in chemical for-

mulas by the symbol C. The molecule of carbon
probably constitutes a complex system of atoms.
8ee Charcoal; Coal; Graphite; Diamond;
Carbon Compounds; Valency.

CABBONABI, kar'bd-na'r^ (It. pi. of carlo-
nam. from Lat. carbonarius, charcoal-burner,
collier, from carbo, coal). The name of a
secret political society which took an active
part in the struggle for Italian liberty and
imity. Its existence and character first be-

came in some degree known in 1815. The
constitution, as well as the precise objects
of the Carbonari, still remains in a great
measure secret, though there have been printed
instructions, catechisms, statutes, and rituals of
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the society. Like other secret societies, it sought

to dignify itself and rationally account for its

existence by claiming a high antiquity, but such

accounts are fabulous. There is every reason to

l»elieve that it originated during the last French

regime in Naples. Botta, in his Storia d'ltalia,

states that under Murat's Government the Nea-

politan republicans, hating the French and King
Ferdinand equally, escaped into the wild defiles

of the Abruzzi, and formed a secret society, nam-
ing themselves Carbonari. The peculiar phrase-

ology of the Carbonari is taken from the voca-

tion of charcoal-burners. They were wont, for

instance, to speak of "clearing the forest of

wolves." The 'wolves' probably meant at first

foreign tyrants; but in the course of time the

term was applied to the Neapolitan Bourbons.

Among themselves the initiated were styled 'good

cousins.' The various societies do not seem to

have possessed a common centre, or to have been

properly organized for combined action. A place

of meeting was styled baracca, or hut; the ex-

ternal neighborhood 'the forest'; and the interior

of the hut was the vendita or 'place for selling

coal.' A union of several of these 'huts' formed a

'republic' The superior 'huts' (alte vendite) at

Naples and Salerno endeavored, but without suc-

cess, to effect a centralization of the Carbonari.

The society, soon after its institution, numbered
from 24,000 to 30,000 adherents, and increased

so rapidly in Italy, that in March, 1820, it is

said as many as 650,000 new members were in-

itiated, including considerable numbers of the

military and clergy.

After the restoration of the Bourbons, several

secret political imions were formed in France,

which in 1820 were confederated with the Car-

bonari. Paris was made the headquarters of a
Carbonarism which, adopting all the symbolic

phraseology, rules, and regulations of the Italian

societies, received from the systematizing genius

of the French an organic character which it had
never before possessed. The initiated styled

themselves bons cousins, and spoke of the unini-

tiated as pa ^/ani (heathens). Written documents
and communications were strictly prohibited, and
treachery was punished by assassination. After

the July Revolution, several of the leading

French Carbonari attached themselves to the new
regime, and their society was gradually dis-

solved. In its place the new Charbonnerie demo-

crat ique was founded, having for its object the

establishment of a republican government,

founded on the principles of Babeuf (q.v.).

The endeavors of these new Carbonari to make
I'aris the centre of all political movements led

to the secession of the Italian refugees. Napo-
leon III. in his young republican days was a
meml)or of this society, and Charles Albert (q.v.)

of Sardinia was persistently charged with being

a Carbonaro. Though the Carbonari did some
service in the cause of Italian unity by awaken-
ing the feeling of patriotism, it is doubtful if the

results they accomplished were in proportion to

their pretensions and to the vast resources which

they commanded. When members were initiated

in such large numbers it was inevitable that the

fervor which actuated the original founders of

the society should disappear. In the course of

time the activity of the Carbonari degenerated

into a mere spouting of symbolic catchwords and
the celebration of an awe-inspiring ritual. It

was as a revolt against namby-pamby patriotism

mixed with mummery that Mazzini founded the
revolutionary society of Young Italy (q.v.).

Consult: Memoirs of the Secret Societies of the

South of Italy, Particularly the Carbonari (Lon-
don, 1821) ; Heckethorn, The Secret Societies of

All Ages and Countries (New York, 1897) ; Saint
Edme, Constitution des Carbonari (Paris, 1821) ;

Canta, II conciliatore e i Carbonari (Milan,

1878).

CARBONATED or ACIDTTLOUS WA-
TERS. Natural waters containing a large

amount of carbonic acid. While the quantity of

the latter in spring and well water rarely exceeds

8 per cent, by volume, its quantity in carbonated
waters is usually as great as 30 to (50 per cent,

and is often much greater. The spring water at

Saint-Nectaire in Puy de Dome, France, is said

to contain in every 100 volumes as much as 400
volumes of carbonic acid. The carbonic acid

exists in such waters in the free state, but is

generally accompanied by either sodium bicar-

bonate or iron carbonate. Waters containing

sodium bicarbonate are known as carbonated
alkaline or acidulous alkaline; such are the fa-

mous (Jerman mineral springs at Altwasser,

Pyrmont, Reinerz, Salzbnuin, and Seltzer, as

well as the Navajo and Ute Springs, Manitou,
Colo., the Napa Soda Springs, California, and the

Hot Springs, Virginia, in the United States.

Waters containing iron carbonate are called car-

bonated chalybeate, or acidulous chalybeate ; such

are the waters of the spring at Irkeston, near

Nottingham, in England, as well as the Iron Ute
Spring of Manitou, Colo., and the Rawley
Springs of Virginia, in the United States. Car-

bonated waters are very refreshing and exhil-

arating, and may be useful in certain disordered

conditions of the stomach ; they relieve nausea,

and generally increase the discharge of liquid

from the system. See Aerated Waters ; Chaly-
beate Waters; and Mineral Waters.

CARBONATES. See Carbonic-Acid Gas.

CARBON COMPOUNDS, or Organic Com-
pounds. A very large number of chemical sub-

stances that form the subject of the science of

Organic Chemistry. The reason for terming the

compounds of carbon 'organic compounds,' is that

many of them could originally be obtained only

from the bodies of animals and plants. For the

same reason, their formation was for a long time

supposed to require the agency of life. Since

1845, however, every year has seen the artificial

production of a host of carbon compoimds; and

not only have most of the natural aninial and
vegetable substanc-es been reproduced artificially,

but thousands of compounds have been prepared

that are not known to exist ready-formed any-

where in nature. It is mainly on account of their

large number that the chemistry of these com-

poimds is treated as a branch distinct from the

chemistry of the other elements. There is, how-

ever, another reason for this division of the

science. Most of the compounds of carbon con-

tain, besides carbon itself, only two or three

other elements (hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen), and

those in relative quantities often the same, or

very nearly the same, in different compounds.

The cause of the great variety found among the

carbon compounds is mainly in the great variety

of ways in which the few elements are capable

of combining with carbon. The theories of the

constitution of carbon compounds are therefore
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somewhat euiuplex, and for tliis reanun 'organic'

ciieniidtry 18 kept separated I'runi and taught
after "inurganie' chemistry.

Isolation of Comi'olnds. The presence of one
or mure carbon conipounds in a given substance
may usually l>e detected by taking advantage of

the fact that, on being heated, carbon compounds
are charred, i.e. decomposed with separation of

free carbon, which is readily recognized by its

bhick color. The ne.\t step in the examination
of a given substance is to determine wlfether it

consists of one single compound, or of a mix-
ture of two or more compounds. This is usually
accomplished by subjecting the substance to some
physical ])rocess, such as distillation or crystal-

lization, by means of which the substance may
be separated into two or more portions; if these
portions are found to be identical in their physi-

cal and chemical properties, the conclusion is

drawn that the substance consists of a single

compound. (See Chemistby. ) In most cases

distillation alone is capable of effecting the com-
plete separation of compounds, and the same may
be said of the crystallization of solid substances

from their solutions—another process frequently

employed by chemists for isolating and purifying
compounds of carbon. Crystallization is, as a
rule, more efl'ective as a process of purification

than distillation, and hence chemists are anxious,
whenever possible, to obtain their compounds in

a solid crystalline form.
Analysis. After a compound has been iso-

lated and purified by repeated distillation or
crystallization, its physical properties (especial-

ly tiie boiling or melting point) are carefully

determined, and then it is analyzed. The analy-

sis of carbon compounds usually involves the

determination of carbon and hydrogen, and often

of nitrogen. Carbon and hydrogen are deter-

mined simultaneously by heating a known amount
of the compound in a glass tube with copper
oxide, which oxidizes all the hydrogen into water
vapor and all the carbon into carbonic acid.

The process is for evident reasons termed a com-
bustion. The products of the combustion are col-

lected, respectively, in sulphuric acid and in

caustic potash, and their weights are carefully de-

termined, the percentages of hydrogen and of car-

bon in the given compound being calculated from
those weights. A second combustion is required

to determine the amount of nitrogen that may be
present in the compound. The combustion yields

the nitrogen in the free state, the gas being col-

lected in a graduated tube which shows the vol-

ume produced, and from this the percentage, by
weight, of nitrogen in the given compound is

found by a simple calculation. A direct deter-

mination of oxygen is unnecessary ; after the per-

centages of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen have
l>een determined, that of oxygen becomes evident.

In the case of organic compounds of silver the
amount of the latter may often be determined by
simply heating a known quantity of the com-
pound in a crucible; the metal then remains be-

hindassuch, and is weighed directly, w'hile the rest

of the compound burns away. The amount of

sodium or potassiimi in an organic compound
may be determined by heating a known quantity
of the latter with strong sulphuric acid, pure
sodium or potassium sulphate being thus pro-

duced, and from the weight of this the percentage

of metal in the compound is readily calculated.

The halogens (chlorine, bromine, and iodine) are

best determined in organic compounds by heating
these in sealed glass tul)es with fuming nitric

acid and silver nitrate, the product being a halo-
gen compound of silver, froui the weight of which
tlie perc-entage of hydrogen in the given organic
compound is found by a simple calculation. The
determination of sulphur, phosphorus, and other
elements that may sometimes be present in car-
bon compounds need not be described here, the
purpose of the present sketch being merely to
convey a general idea of the ways in which it is

possible to ascertain the composition of organic
substances, and n(jt to give detailed specific in-

formation; such information should be sought
in special works on chemical analysis.

MoLEcuLAB FoBMULAS. After analysis has
shown the percentage composition of a substance,
the next step is to determine its molecular
formula. For this purpose the percentages of the
constituent elements must, first of all, be ex-

pressed in terms of their atomic weights. Let,
for example, an analysis of pure acetic acid give
the following results: carbon, 39.9 per cent.;
hydrogen, 0.7 per cent.; and oxygen, 53.4 per
cent. Since tlie atomic weights of the three
elements are, respectively, 12, 1, and Hi, the
analytical results 39.9 -=- 6.7 -^ 53.4 are writ-
ten in the form (3.33 X 12) -^ (6.7 X 1) -4-

(3.34 X 16), or, using the symbols of the ele-

ments to denote their atomic weights, in the form,
3.33C -=- 6.7H -^ 3.340. Allowing for the errors
of analysis, it is therefore evident that for every
atom of carbon, acetic acid contains 2 atoms
of hydrogen and 1 atom of oxygen—a relation
expressed by any one of the formulas, CH^O,
CjHiOs, C3H.4O3, etc. According to the first of

these formulas, the molecular weight of acetic
acid would be 30 (i.e. 12 X 1 + 1 X 2 -f 16 X 1) ;

according to the second it would be 60 (i.e.

12X2-flX4-fl6X2); according to the
third it would be 90, etc. Now, according to Avo-
gadro's rule, the molecular weight of a com-
pound is twice as great as the density of its

vapor (compared with hydrogen). Therefore, in

order to fix the molecular weight of acetic acid,

its vapor-density must be determined ; and this

may be done by one of the methods described in

the article Molecules—Molecular Weights.
The vapor-density being found to be about 30, the
molecular weight is taken to be 60, and hence
the formula C2H4O2 is accepted as representing

a molecule of acetic acid.

Chemical Constitution. The molecular
formula of a compound represents its composition
and its smallest relative reacting-weight. It is

not, however, altogether characteristic of the
compound, for numerous cases are known, in

which a number of different compounds are repre-

sented by one and the same molecular formula.
Thus, both ordinary alcohol and di-methyl ether

(a substance that may be obtained from wood-
alcohol) are represented by the formula C2H4O;
five compounds, viz. ordinary ether and the four
different substances called butyl-alcohols, are
found to have in common the formula CiHjoO,
etc. Such compounds are said to be isomeric,

or more strictly, metameric, the term isomeric

being often extended to include also the so-called

polymeric compounds, i.e. those which have the
same relative composition but not the same
molecular weight, such as acetylene. C^Hj. and
benzene, CbH«. < Another kind of isomerism may
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be found discussed in the article Stereo-Chemis-
try. )

The isomerism of carbon compounds shows
phiinly that the composition of a substance does

not entirely determine its chemical individuality.

For two or more molecules composed of the same
kind and number of atoms may represent very
different compounds. It is therefore evident

that the character of a compound must depend
to a great extent also upon the manner in which
the atoms are held in combination within its

molecule. This, at least, is the only possible

explanation that presents itself to the mind, as-

sunjinji that substances are really made up of

atoms and molecules; and without this assump-
tion, i.e. without the atomic hypothesis, isomer-

ism could not be explained at all. After, there-

fore, the composition and molecular weight of a
newly isolated compound have been determined, a
further and much more difficult problem remains
to be solved; viz. to determine the chemical con-

stitution of the compound, i.e. the manner in

which the atoms are arranged in its molecules.
This problem is solved by combining the results

of a careful study of the chemical and physical
properties of the compound with a theoretical

assumption first induced independently by Ke-
kule and Couper. The following paragraphs may
convey an idea as to how this is done.

Graphical Formxlas. The theoretical as-

sumption just referred to is (1) that an atom of

carbon is quadrivalent, i.e. has four times the
combining capacity of an atom of hydrogen, and,
therefore, can hold in combination four 'univa-

lent' atoms like those of hydrogen and chlorine,

or two 'divalent' atoms like those of oxygen;
(2) that two or more carbon atoms may be
directly combined with one another and may thus
partly satisfy one another's combining capacity.

This assumption, together with a knowledge of

the valencies (combining capacities) of other
elements, makes it easy to determine a priori
the several different combinations that are pos-
sible with a given set of atoms, each arrange-
ment being represented by a scheme, called a
graphical formula, in which the atoms are repre-

sented by the chemical sjTubols of the elements,
and their combining capacities by dashes that
link together the symbols. The set of atoms CH^
can l)e represented, on the above assumption, by
only one graphical formula, viz.

H

n

4-:H

The sets CjH, and CjHg can likewise be repre-
sented each by only one graphical formula, viz.

H H H H H

H—C—C—H and H—C—C—C—

H

The set C4H,, can be represented by two differ-

ent graphical formulas, viz.

H H H H
H-(i-i-c-i-H and

H H H
H-C— C— i—

H

H-C-H

Similarly, the set CjHu can be represented by
three different graphical formulas ; the set C^„
by five formulas, etc.

\\'hen a compound is discovered whose molecu-
lar formula can be represented by only one such
graphical scheriie, the case is simple, and the
structure of the molecule becomes known at
once. Further, in such cases the inference from
the theor}' is that only one compound of the
given molecular formula is capable of existence.

In this manner, for instance, the theory gives us
the constitution of marsh-gas, CH*, of ethane,
C^Hg (a constituent of coal-gas), of propane,
CjHg, etc.; the verdict of the theory being,
further, that only one compound CHi, only one
compound C,Hg, and only one compound CjH,,
are capable of existing. The fact that the most
careful researches have actually led chemists to
the discovery of one, and only one, compound cor-

responding to each of these molecular formulas,
speaks strongly in favor of the structural theory.
Again, in cases in which more than one graph-
ical formula can be constructed from a given
set of atoms, the number of compounds actually
known is generally the same as the nmnber
of formulas. Thus, we have seen that two
different structural formulas correspond to the
molecular formula CiHjo; and, as a matter of

fact, two, and only two, compounds of the
formula CjHio can be obtained, viz. the sub-

stances known, respectively, as butane and iso-

butane, which have the same composition and the
same molecular weight, yet differ considerably in

their physical and chemical properties. Similar-
ly, three different compounds of the formula
C5H1, are known, five different compounds of the
formula CgHn, etc. In cases in which the num-
ber of isomeric compounds actually known was
less than the number indicated as possible by the
structural theory, earnest research has finally

led to the discovery of the wanting isomerides.

The correspondence between the chemical prop-

erties of a compound and the relations exhibited

by its graphical formula is usually capable of

experimental demonstration. In the case of

marsh-gas the graphical formula is sjTnmetrical,

because the doctrine of valency assumes no differ-

ence between the several valencies of an atom.
We may, accordingly, expect that the four por-

tions of hydrogen contained in the compound
exercise precisely the same function and are in

all respects identical. If there were two dif-

ferent positions in the graphical formula, which
we will call positions A and B, then we could

obtain, for example, one derivative bj- substi-

tuting chlorine for hydrogen in position A while
leaving hydrogen in position B ; and we could

obtain a different derivative by substituting

chlorine in position B while leaving hydrogen
in A. In other words, two different mono-
chloro-substitution products of marsh-gas would
l>e possible. But the mono - chloro - substitution

product has been obtained by many different

methods, and the product was always found the

same. All efforts to produce two different deriva-

tions have failed. The conclusion is that the

several portions of hydrogen contained in marsh-
gas have really the same function.

WTien we examine the graphical formula of

ethane, C,H, (see above), we find again that the
several positions of the hydrogen atoms are
identical: each hydrogen atom is, namely, at-
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tached to a curbon atom to wliieh two more
hydrogens and one CIl, group are linked at the

same time. If we should substitute chlorine in

tne place of one of the hydrogen atoms, we would
—the formula tells us—obtain the same deriva-

tive, no matter which particular portion of the

hydrogen is displaced. In this case, too, different

and ingenious methods have actually been em-
ployed by chemists, with a view to displacing

different portions of the hydrogen by chlorine

and thus possibly producing two different niono-

chloro-substitution products. Yet one, and only

one such product could be obtained.

Applying the same method to the graphical

formula of propane, CjH, (see above), we find

that there are two different hydrogeh-positions

in it; so that two other formulas can be derived

from it by substituting a chlorine atom in place

of one hydrogen atom, viz.

H H H H CI H
III I I I

H—C-O-C-a and H-€-C—C-H

H

li-LiH H H H H H
The difference between the two formulas, ex-

pressed in words, is as follows : in the first formu-
la the chlorine is linked to a carbon atom to which
two hydrogens and one CjHj group are linked

at the same time; in the second formula the

chlorine is linked to a carbon atom to which
one hydrogen atom and two CHj groups are

linked at the same time. These are the only

possible cases. If we consider a formula like

the following:

CIH H

-C-C-C^-IH
I I I

H H H
which may seem, at first sight, to differ from
either of the above two formulas, we have no
difficulty in observing that it is characterized

precisely as the first of those formulas: viz. its

chlorine is linked to a carbon to which two hy-

drogens and one C2H5 group are linked at the

same time. In general, a graphic formula is not
meant to convey an image of the configuration of

the atoms within a molecule ; all it is expected to

show is what atoms and groups of atoms exist in

the molecule and how they are combined with one
another. If we now turn to the facts of experi-

mental chemistry, we find again that chemists
have really been able to prepare two, and only

two mono-chloro-propanes having in common the

molecular formula C^HtCI, yet differing consider-

ably in their properties.

The number of examples thus showing the per-

fect correspondence between theoretical formulas
and the results of experimental investigation

might be multiplied almost indefinitely. A fur-

ther question, however, remains to be answered:
supposing two or more graphical formulas corre-

spond to the same molecular formula, and the

several thus possible compounds have actually

been prepared—how do we know which formula
corresponds to which compound?

This question is usually answered by a study
of the reactions and methods of preparing the

compounds. The two substances di-methyl ether

and ordinary alcohol may serve as an example.
Both have the same molecular formula, CiHgO.
On the other hand, the set of atoms making up

H—C—O—C—

H

and

^ k

this molecule may be represented by two different
graphical formulas, viz.

H H

H—C—C—O—

H

Ak
Now, an experimental investigation of the alco-

hol reveals the following facts:

(1) By the action of metallic sodium alcohol
is transformed into a compound represented by
the formula C,HaNaO. The molecular formula
of the alcohol being CjH,0, it is evident that in

this transformation one-sixth of the hydrogen
contained in the alcohol is replaced by sodium. No
matter how great an excess of sodium is used, no
more than one-sixth of the hydrogen can thus be
replaced. The transfonnation therefore speaks
in favor of assigning to alcohol the second of the
above graphical formulas, because the first shows
no difference whatever in the relative positions

of the several hydrogen atoms, and only the
second formula shows one hydrogen atom in a
different position from the other five hydrogens.

(2) By the action of phosphorus penta-chloride

one-sixth of the hydrogen, together with all the
oxygen contained in the alcohol, is replaced by
chlorine, according to the following equation:

C,H«0 + PCI5 = C2H5CI + POCI3 -f HCl
Ethyl alcohol Mono-chloro-ethane

This transformation, too, speaks in favor of as-

signing to the alcohol the second of the above
graphical formulas, for it shows that one-sixth

of the hydrogen is so intimately associated with
the oxygen that they readily leave the compound
together. And as, further, metallic sodium re-

fuses to combine with the mono-chloro-ethane
produced by the transformation, we conclude that

the portion of the hydrogen of alcohol which is

replaceable by sodium must be the same as the

portion which we have just seen to be intimately

associated with oxygen. That portion is evident-

ly represented in the graphical formula by the

hydrogen atom of the 'hydroxyl' group O—H.
Since, besides the two transformations just

considered, all other reactions of ordinary alco-

hol bring out the perfect correspondence between
the chemical properties of this substance and the

relations exhibited by the second graphical

formula, there remains no doubt as to which of

the two formulas should be assigned to alcohol.

But then the first formula remains the only

possible one for our ether. The correspondence

between the ether and the graphical formula thus

chosen to represent it, is, just as in the case of

the alcohol, brought out by a number of reac-

tions, but these cannot be discussed here. Suffice

it to mention that the ether reacts neither with

metallic sodium nor with phosphorus penta-

chloride ; which indicates that the ether does not,

like the alcohol, contain a hydroxyl group O—H.
The graphical formula shows the same thing very

plainly.

Radicles. The example considered in the pre-

ceding paragraphs has led us, among other

things, to the conclusion that a molecule of ordi-

nary alcohol contains a 'hydroxyl group OH.'

The conclusion was based on the fact that a por-

tion of the hydrogen of alcohol and the whole

of its oxygen were seen to leave the compound
together, while the rest of the molecule remained
unchanged. The molecule of alcohol, CjHjO, is
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accordingly fonceived as consisting of two atomic
groups. CjHs and OH, the constituent atoms of

which tend to hold firmly together, although, of

course, they are not altogether incapable of

being separated. Such atomic groups, behaving
during many transformations of the compound as

il they were just single atoms, are called radicles.

An example may serve to show how the small-

est radicles present in a given compound are de-

termined by its chemical reactions. Let the prob-

lem be, To determine the atomic groups in a
molecule of acetic acid, CiH^Oj. To solve the

.problem, acetic acid is caused to undergo a series

of transformations and the following facts are

brought to light.

{ ] ) By the action of phosphorus penta-chlo-

ride, acetic acid, CjH.O,, is readily transformed
into acetyl chloride, whose formula is CjHjOCl.
In this reaction an atom of hydrogen and an
atom of o.\ygen are together replaced by an
atom of chlorine. We therefore conclude that

acetic acid, like alcohol, contains a hydroxy!
group, OH.

(2) By passing chlorine gas into hot acetic

acid exposed to the direct action of sunlight, a
compound called tri-chloro-acetic acid is ob-

tained. When boiled with water, this compound
is split up and chloroform is produced. Chloro-

form has the formula CCI3H and hence evidently
contains the group CCI3. The formation, by a
simple reaction, of a compound containing the

jjroup CCI3, out of tri-chloro-acetic acid, indi-

cates that this acid itself must contain the
group CCI3—a view fully confirmed by other
reactions. And since the molecule of tri-chloro-

acetic acid, C^HCljOi, contains three chlorine

atoms altogether, it is evident that tri-chloro-

acetic acid contains no chlorine but what is com-
bined in its CCl, group.

(3) When tri-chloro-acetic acid is treated with
nascent hydrogen, all of its chlorine is replaced
by hydrogen, and acetic acid is re-obtained.

Since tri-chloro-acetic acid was just shown to

contain no chlorine outside its CCI3 group, it

is evident that the substitution of hydrogen for

chlorine must result in the formation of the
group CH3. The resulting compound, i.e. acetic

acid, must therefore contain a methyl group CH3.
(4) From the above it is clear that acetic acid

contains the radicles OH and CH3. Subtraction
of these from the entire molecule, CjHiOz, leaves
the group CO, which is evidently the third and
last group contained in acetic acid.

We may, therefore, assign to acetic acid the ra-
tional, or constitutional, formula CH3CO.OH.
And, remembering that according to the structu-
ral hypothesis a carbon atom is quadrivalent,
and two or more carbon atoms can be linked to
each other in a molecule, we can, further, com-
bine the three radicles of acetic acid into the
following graphical formula

:

H

Lo

n—c—

H

I

H
Acetic acid
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It is easy to see that although this is not the
only possible graphical formula corresponding the-
oretically to the molecular formula of acetic
acid, CaH^O;, a knowledge of the radicles, de-
rived by experimental investigation, eliminates
the other possibilities and leaves no doubt as
to what graphical formula must be accepted as
representing the arrangement of the atoms with-
in a molecule of acetic acid. Numerous facts
might be cited in further support of this for-
mula. For example, in the formula three hydro-
gens are seen to be linked to carbon immediately,
while the fourth hydrogen is linked to carbon
through oxygen. The formula thus teaches that
one of the four hydrogen atoms must have a
difTerent function from the other three hydro-
gens. But this is also the verdict of experiment.
In fact, when acetic acid combines with alka-
lies to form the corresponding acetates, it is

found that no matter how great the excess of
alkali employed, one-quarter, and only one-quar-
ter, of the hydrogen of acetic acid can be re-

placed by metal, which shows that the replace-
able quarter of the hydrogen has a different
fimction from the other three-quarters. In anal-
ogous ways, a correct graphical formula, con-
structed from a given set of facts with the aid
of the structural hypothesis, is always found to
agree with any other fact dependent on the na-
ture of the compound, and this agreement per-

mits the trained chemist to foretell what the
principal chemical properties of a compound
must be, by examining its graphical formula.
Unsaturated Compounds. Thus far we have

referred only to compounds in which the valen-

cies of the several atoms are completely satisfied,

so that the molecules are incapable of taking on
any more atoms. Thus, in marsh-gas, CH„ the
four valencies of the carbon atom are evidently
satisfied by four atoms of hydrogen. In ethane,
CoHg, three valencies of each carbon atom are
evidently satisfied by hydrogen atoms, while the
fourth valency of each carbon atom is satisfied

by the other carbon atom. Compounds thus con-

taining the ma.ximum possible number of atoms
of hydrogen, or of other elements, are said to

be saturated. Many other compounds, however,
are known, in which this is not the case. Thus,
while ethane, C^Hg, contains six hydrogen atoms,
the gaseous compound known as ethylene contains
only four hydrogen atoms in combination with
two atoms of carbon, the formula of ethylene
being CjH,.

Three difTerent graphical formulas might rep-

resent a molecule of ethvlene ; viz.

H

H—

C

H H

H—€— H—

C

I
and I

H—C— H—

C

i i
According to the first, two valencies of each

carbon atom are satisfied by the other carbon
atom. According to the second, one valency of

each carbon atom remains unsatisfied. Accord-

ing to the third, the carbon atom is not quadri-

valent, but tri-valent. Now, the last two formu-
las must l)e rejected in view of the following

fact: A great deal of ingenuity has been spent,

by some of the most celebrated organic chemists,

in efforts to produce a compound of molecular

formula CH, and similar compounds, the exist-
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ence of which would prove, either that one of the

valencies of a curbon atom may remain unsatis-

fied, or that carbon may occur in the tri-valent

state; but all such elForts have invariably failed.

The view corresponding to the first of the above

graphical formulas has therefore been universally

adopted, viz., that in ethylene, and in similar

compounds, carbon atoms satisfy two of ejich

other's valencies. This view is further strongly

supported by the facts of what is now ternied

'geometrical isomerism,' a discussion of which

may be found under Stereo-Ciie.mistby. The
formula of ethylene suggests that the molecule

of this compound would not l)e broken up if one

of the two bonds between the atoms of carbon

were dissolved, and two univalent atoms of

some element were linked on by the two carbon

affinities thus set free. As a matter of fact,

ethylene combines directly with bromine and
certain other elements, forming what is termed

'additive compounds,' the term suggesting that

the atoms—saj', of bromine—join the molecule

of ethylene without displacing anything in it.

Ethylene and its additive compound with bro-

mine are represented, respectively, by the fol-

lowing two formulas:

H
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isomerism of derivatives of benzene and the

choiee of tlie particular formula corresponding to

each of a yiven set of isomeric compounds.
Kekule's formuhi is based principally on two

facts : ( 1 ) \\ hen one hydrogen atom of benzene
is replaced by one atom of some other element,

only one product is. obtained; thus, only one
mono-ch loro-benzene, CgHjCl, can be prepared.

(2) When two hydrogen atoms of benzene are

replaced by two atoms of some other element,

three dilferent products may be obtained; thus,

three different di-ehloro-benzenes, CsHiCU, can be
prepared. Corresponding to the first of these

facts, the six hydrogen atoms occupy identical

positions in Kekule's formula, so that only one
formula can be obtained by substituting, say, a
chlorine atom for a hydrogen atom; for the fol-

lowing formulas are evidently identical:

CI H H

H
^\.

Cr ^CH

.I!h

^c^
H
H

HC^ CH

HC CCl

I

ilHC CH
%^/
H
H

HC'-^ CHr<^

HC CH

HC ca
%^^
H
H

cicr CH

HC CH aC CH HC. CH
%^/ ^^/ V
CI H H

The second of the facts just mentioned may
be found to be expressed by Kekule's formula,
by examining all the imaginable arrangements
that could be made in the formula by substi-

tuting two atoms, say, of chlorine for two of

its hydrogen atoms. It is thus easy to find that
onl}' three different formulas can be constructed,
as follows:

HC(6)*^>(2)CC1

H

'ia

CI

HC(6)<^>(2)CH

HC(5),..(3)

^c/
H

CCl

a

HC(6)<^>(2)CH

HC(5),,.(3)CH

CI

Tlie position (1, 2) of the chlorine atoms in

the first of these formulas is called the ortho-
position: the position (1, 3) in the second
fonnula is called the meta-position ; the position

(1, 4) of the third formula is called the para-
position. Any other imaginable position would
really be identical with one of these three; thus
the position (2, 3) is obviously the same as the
position (1, 2) ; the position (1, 5) is the same
as the position ( 1, 3), etc. The three compounds
corresponding to our three formulas are called,

respectively, ortho-dich loro-benzene, meta-dichlo-
ro-benzene, and para-dichloro-benzene, and may
be denoted as follows: o-C.HiCU, m-Call.Clj,
and p-C.,H,Cl;; or as follows: C.H.Cl, (1, 2),
C.n.CU (1, 3), and C.H^CU (1, 4).

But then how do we know which of these com-
pounds is ortho, which is meta, and which is

paraf In other words, being given three different
compounds and three different formulas corre-
sponding to them, how do we decide which for-

mula is to he assigned to which compound?
Several different methods are employed in decid-

Vol. IV.—6.

ing this important question— important be-
cause it presents itself in the case of thousands
of valuable compounds. One of these methods,
characterized by great simplicity, certainty, and
elegance, was discovered by Kiirner. It is based
on the following considerations. When an ortho-
di-substitution product like ortho-dichloro-ben-
zene is transformed into a tri-substitution pro-
duct by the introduction of some group, say, the
nitro-group NOj, two, and only two, different
compoimds may be obtained according to the
fornmla of benzene, viz.:

CI a a
^C\ //C\ //Cv

HC CCl HC CCl
f

HC Ct

H NO2 H
A mc<a-di-substitution product would simi-

larly yield three, and only three, tri-substitution
products, as follows:

CI a a

D CCl)

C CHJ

^//\
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the study of u large miiiilx-r ui urgaiiio reactions.

According to thiss, whoii one compound is trans-

formed into anotlier by some simple reaction, the

molecule— at least the principal part of it—
remains unchanged. Once, therefore, the con-

stitution of a certain number of substances has
beeii determined, say, by Ktirner's method, the

constitution of any new substance derived

from one of them by a simple reaction becomes
evident by the very fact that it is derived

from a substance of known constitution, or by
the fact that it may be transformed into a sub-

stance of known constitution; and it is in this

manner that the constitution of a great ma-
jority of carbon compounds has been brought
to light. Thus, if the di-chloro-benzene, CgH^Clj,

which is shown by Ktirner's method to be an
or(/io-conipound, were transformed into dioxy-

benzene, CaH4{0H)j, the latter, too, would be

assumed to be an or^/io-compound. It is easy to

see that this principle is at the basis of Kiir-

ner's metho<i itself, and it may be considered as

one of the fundamental principles of organic re-

search.

Classification of Carbon Compounds. The
innumerable compounds that are said to be de-

rived from benzene all resemble the lalter in

certain chemical properties—a fact which is in

accordance with their formulas having in com-
mon the benzene ring, or 'benzene nucleus,' con-

sisting of six carbon atoms. It is therefore con-

venient to treat the benzene derivatives, other-

wise called 'aromatic compounds,' separately

from the rest of the compounds of carbon; and
hence the division of organic compounds into

fattj/ (or aliphatic) and aromatic. Just as the

aromatic compounds may be considered as de-

rivatives of benzene, the fatty compounds may
be considered as derivatives of methane, or

marsh-gas, the simplest of the compounds of

carbon; and while the aromatic compounds are

characterized by having, in their formulas, a

nucleus of carbon atoms arranged in a ring, or

closed chain, the fatty compounds have graphical

formulas in which the carbon atoms are arranged
along straight lines, or open chains. However,
in spite of this constitutional distinction between
fatty and aromatic compounds, it must be re-

membered that the compounds of the two classes

are more or less closely related, and that com-
pounds of one of these classes may, by suitable

methods, be transformed into compounds of the

other class. A classical example of such a trans-

formation is Berthelot's celebrated synthesis of

benzene itself from acetj'lene, effected by simply
passing the latter through red-hot tubes. Again,

the subdivisions of the two great classes present

a notable parallelism. Thus, corresponding to

the fatty acids, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, etc.,

there are also aromatic acids, alcohols, aldehydes,

ketones, etc.

Just as the division of organic compounds
into fatty and aromatic is based on a difference

in their chemical constitution, so is the further

classification of the compounds belonging to each

of the two great classes based on constitutional

similarities and dissimilarities.

The most important classes of carbon com-
jiounds, as well as a large number of individual

compounds that are interesting because of the

important rAle that they play in the bodies of

animals and plants, or because of their useful

applications in medicine and the arts, are de-

8cril)ed under their special names. See Hydbo-
CAKiJONS; Alcohols; Etukkh; Alueuyues; Ke-
TO.NEs; Actus; li.sTEKS; Amiues; Amines;
Okoano-Metallic Compounds; Cariiohydbates;
Phenols; Diazq-Compoi'nds; Sulphonic .Vcids;

etc. Besides the derivatives of methane and of

benzene, the derivatives of naphthalene, anthra-

cene, pyridine, and quinoline (qq.v.) deserve

mention here. For history and bibliography of

organic chemistry, see Chemistry.

CAR'BONDAXE. A city in Jackson County,
ill., 92 miles southeast of Saint Louis, Mo.,

on the Illinois Central and other railroads

(Map: Illinois, C 0). It is the seat of the South-
ern Illinois Normal University, which has a
good library, museum, laboratories, and other

well-equipped buildings. The city has Hour-mills,

iron-works, and other industrial establishments,

is the centre of an agricultural and coal-mining
region, and ships coal, fruit. Hour, grain, etc.

Population, in 181t0, 2382; in IIWO, 3318.

CARBONDALE. A city in Lackawanna
County, I'a., ItS miles northeast of Scranton;
near the head of the Lackawanna River, and on
the Erie, the Delaware and Hudson, and the New
York, Ontario and Western railroads (Map:
Pennsylvania, F 2). It is in the centre of one
of the most important anthracite coal-mining
districts in the State, and has silk-mills,

foundries and machine-shops, car-shops, etc. The
city has a public library. Emergency Hospital,

and a small park in the heart of the city, con-

taining a soldiers' monument. Settled in 1824,

Carbondale was incorporated in 1851. It is gov-

erned by a mayor, elected every three years, and a
bicameral city council. The mayor, with the con-

sent of the council, appoints policemen and the
health board; the council elects the city engineer,

clerk, and attorney; all other offices are filled

bv popular election. Population, in 1890, 10,833;

in 1900, 13,530.

CARBON DISUL'PHIDE, or Blsulphide
(carbon + disulphide, from Gk. dl-, di-, double

-f- sulphide, and bisulphide, from Lat. bi-, double
-^- sulphide), CSj. An unstable compound of

carbon and sulphur, analogous to carbon dioxide,

whose formula is CO,. It may be prepared by
passing the vapors of sulphur over charcoal kept
at a red heat. On a large scale it is prepared as

follows: A cast-iron cylinder containing char-

coal is placed in a furnace and heated to the re-

quired temperature. The cylinder is provided
with two tubes, through one of which sulphur
vapors or pieces of sulphur are introduced, while
the other serves as an exit for the vapors of car-

bon disulphide, which are liquefied in a suit-

able condenser. Pure carbon disulphide is a
heavy colorless liquid of a rather pleasant etheral

odor*; the ordinary preparations, however, have a
most sickening smell, owing to the presence of

impurities. The specific gravity of the purified

compound at 0° C. is 1.293. It has a high re-

fracting power and mixes in all proportions with
absolute alcohol, ether, hydrocarbons, and other
organic liquids. It is an excellent solvent for

many substances, such as sulphur, phosphorus,
india-rubber, gutta-percha, the resins, fats, etc.

Water does not mix with it, and alcohol contain-

ing a considerable amount of water dissolves it

only to a limited extent. The boiling-point of

carbon disulphide is 46° C. At high temperatures
it dissociates into its constituents, carbon and
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sulphur. With the sulphides of the alkali metals

in aqueous solution it forms compounds analo-

gous to the carbonates and called thiocarbo-

nates; the formula of potassium thiocarbonate

is KiCSs; that of potassium carbonate being

KjCOj. The thiocarbonates are used for destroy-

ing vermin. Carbon disulphide is largely used
as a solvent, in preparing fats, extracting vege-

table oils, etc. It may also be employed for the

purpose of producing low tempei'atures ; if evap-

orated rapidly, as by passing a current of dry air

through it, its temperature is reduced as low as
(10° below zero Centigrade. Owing to high re-

fracting power, it is employed for scientific pur-

poses in optics. Mixed with nitric oxide its

vapors give a bright bluish-white flame which
has been employed for photographic purposes.

CABBONEAB, kar'bon-er. A port of entry
on Conception Bay, Newfoundland, 25 miles
northwest of Saint John's (Map: Newfoundland,
G 5). Population, in 1891, 4127; in 1901, 3703.

CABBONIC-ACID GAS, or Carbon Dioxide
{carbon -j- dioxide, from Gk. 5/-, di-, double -j-

oxidc) , Choke-Damp, or P'ixed Air. A gaseous
compound of carbon and oxygen represented by
the formula CO^. It occiirs in the free state

as a constituent of atmospheric air, and in solu-

tion in sea-water and mineral springs. It is

largely evolved from fissures in the earth, espe-

cially in volcanic districts; in certain localities

in Java and in the neighborhood of Lake Laach,
near the Rhine, the amount of carbon dioxide

evolved is so great that birds attempting to fly

across the poisonous spots drop dead. The fa-

mous Dog Grotto, near Naples, is likewise filled

to a certain height with carbonic-acid gas, by
which dogs brought into the grotto are rendered
insensible in a few seconds. The experiment is

often performed, on payment of a small fee, for

the amusement of travelers. The amount of car-

bonic acid normally contained in atmospheric
air is relatively small—10,000 volumes of air

contain about 3 volumes of carbon dioxide ; or,

which is the same, 10,000 parts by weight of

air contain about 4.5 parts by weight of carbon

dioxide. Animals constantly add to this by
respiration; plants, on the contrary, absorb the

gas, which they transform, with the aid of light,

into oxidizable food-matter. As a result, the

amount of carbonic acid in the atmosphere tends

to remain constant. However, the principal

cause of the constancy of the composition of our
atmosphere lies in the fact that the water of

the ocean contains immense quantities of free

carbonic acid. If the amtmnt of the latter in

the air should rise above the normal, the excess

would be dissolved in the sea ; conversely, a cer-

tain amount of the gas would escape from the

water if the amount in the air Fhould fall below
the normal. Slight variations, however, have
been observed. Thus, in elev.ited places the

amount of carbonic acid is usually smaller than
near the level of the sea. In the vicinity of

forests, too, especially in summer, the air con-

tains somewhat less carbonic acid than the air

in cities.

The average amount of carbonic acid produced
in twenty-four hours by man is about 900 grams,
the amount given out during the day iK'ing con-

siderably greater than that produced during
sleep. It has been recently suggested that the

air in closed rooms may be continiuilly purified
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and renewed by the use of sodium peroxide, a
substance which has the property of absorbing
carbonic acid and of giving off an equivalent

amount of pure oxygen. The total amount of

free carbonic acid in nature is obviously very

great. But even larger quantities, probably,

exist combined in the forms of carbonates, such

as chalk and limestone, forming part of the solid

crust of the earth. For exj>erimental purposes
carbon dioxide is most easily prepared bj- the

action of dilute hydrochloric acid on chips of

marble (calcium carbonate)". The large quanti-

ties of carbonic acid employed in the arts are

prepared in several diflferent ways. Usually di-

lute sulphuric acid is made to act on some porous
variety of calcium carbonate, such as chalk. In
the manufacture of mineral waters, magnesite or
the densest varieties of dolomite are employed,
as they are liable to contain a smaller amount
of organic matter than other materials. The
carbonic acid used in sugar-manufactories for

precipitating lime is made by burning charcoal

;

the gas evolved from lime-kilns, or that produced
by fermentation, is largely used for the same
purpose. Carbonic acid is also extensively used
in the -manufacture of soda. The gas employed
in making artificial mineral waters (q.v.) must
be carefully purified by passing it through
solutions of potassium permanganate, which re-

tains all organic impurities without attacking
the gas itself. Carbonic acid does not support
combustion; it is, therefore, used, highly com-
pressed in iron cylinders, as a fire-extinguisher.

Besides the methods mentioned above, carbonic

acid may be prepared by simply heating metal-

lic carbonates; thus, in determining nitrogen, in

organic analysis, the air is best exix-lled from
the combustion-tube by means of carbonic acid

made by heating sodium bicarbonate or mag-
nesium carbonate. Pure carbon dioxide is a
colorless gas about one and a half times as

heavy as air; it has a feeble odor and a slightly

acid taste. Owing to its high density^ it does

not rapidly diflfuse through air, and may be

poured like a liquid from one vessel into an-

other. When absorbed by plants, its carbon is

transformed into carbohydrates, while the whole
of its oxygen is returned to the atmosphere.

When introduced into the stomach of man (say

in the form of some mineral water), it has a
refreshing effect, and promotes digestion. If

inhaled, howevfer, it is supposed to decompose
the hiemoglobin of the blood and to enter into

combination with the colored product of decom-

position called hiemochromogen. It has been

shown, nevertheless, that tiie animal organism

is capable of adapting itself in a ix-culiar way
to the action of carbonic acid; birds confined

within air-tight jars are capable of living in an
atmosphere in which an animal introduced di-

rectly from fresh air would die in a very short

time' The simplest way of testing the air in

a room is to introduce a burning candle; if it

continues to burn quietly and with a bright

flame, the air is pure and respirable. The amount
of carbonic acid in rooms should not exceed two

grams to the cubic meter of air. Water contain-

ing free carbonic acid is capable of attack-

ing many substances that pure water cannot

dissolve. Many roi-k fonnations have Iteen de-

stroyed by the action of such water on the car-

homite of lime contained in them. Under ordi-
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nary conditions of prossuro niul temperature,

carbon dioxide dissolveH in water in accordance

with the law of Henry; that is to say, the

amount of gas alworl)od is proportional to tlie

pressure. This shows that the existence of the

hy|X)thetical compound of water and carbon di-

oxide (H,0 + CO, = lljCO,) in tlie free state is

highly improbable, though its derivatives, the

carbonates, are among the substances commonly
met witli in nature. At 0° C. carbon dioxide

is liquetied under a i)ressure of 30 atmospheres.

The critical temperature waa ascertained by

Andrews, and, more recently, by Dewar. The
latter investigator found that above 31.9° C. a
pressure of 77 atmospheres is necessary and
Budicient to liquefy it. Liquid carbonic acid is now
largely used in the arts. A mixture of liquid

carlxmic acid and ctlier, if rapidly evaporated,

attains a tem|K>rature of about 100° C. below

the freezing-point of water. Chemically, car-

bonic acid is a dibasic acid capable of forming

salts in which metallic elements are substituted

either for one or for both of the hydrogen atoms.

These salts, called carbonates, are readily decom-

posed by most other acids known in chemistry,

carlwnic acid being one of the weakest acids

known. Even the .so-called acid carbonates of

sodium and potassium have a feebly alkaline re-

action, carbonic acid being incapable of neu-

tralizing the powerful alkaline properties of

sodium or potassium hydroxide. Carbonic acid

is the earliest known gas. Paracelsus and Van
Helmont, who lived in the Sixteenth Century,
knew that the gas produced in burning charcoal

was identical with that evolved by limestone

heated to a high temperature. About the middle
of the Eighteenth Centurj' Joseph Black isolated

it in a perfectly pure state. In the latter part

of the Eighteenth Century Priestley discovered

it in the air, and Lavoisier showed that the same
gas was produced during the combustion and
decay of vegetable and animal matter, during
respiration, etc. Faraday was the first to liquefy

it. See Chemistry.

CABBONIC OXIDE, CO. A gaseous com-
pound of carbon and oxygen. It does not occur
naturally, but may be observed burning with a
pale-blue flame in fireplaces and stoves. During
the combustion of lower layers of the fuel, the

oxygen of the air unites with the carbon of the
fuel to form carbonic acid, CO^^; and this gas,

rising through red-hot coal, has part of its

oxygen abstracted by the latter, and, as a re-

sult, carbonic oxide is produced, which, taking
fire on the top of the coals, burns, abstracting
more oxygen from the air and re-forming car-

bonic acid, COj.
Carbonic oxide may be prepared by heating

either potassium ferrocyanide or oxalic acid
with strong sulphuric acid. It is a colorless gas
somewhat lighter than air, in which it burns
with a characteristic bluish flame. It is exceed-
ingly poisonous, forming a chemical compound
with the ha-moglobin of the blood, and thus pre-

venting the latter from carrying the oxygen
which is necessary for supporting the processes
of life. The symptoms of carbonic-oxide poison-
ing are headache, dizziness, and nausea, which,
if the inhalation of the gas is continued, ter-

minate in death. Hence the great danger arising
from checking the escape of the products of com-
bustion in stoves and furnace?, or of allowing

illuminating gas to escape into rooms. Ordinary
coal-gas contains about S p<>r cent., water-gas

alK)Ut 40 per cent., of carbonic oxide. The pres-

ence of carbonic oxide in the air may be In-st

detected by means of a solution of palladium

chloride; if a cloth moistened with a strong solu-

tion of this salt is exposed to air containing

traces of the poisonous gas, a distinct brown col-

oration is produced. Among the compounds of car-

bon, carbonic oxide is the only one in which that

element occurs in the divalent state; in all

other compounds carbon is quadrivalent. It has,

however, been suggested that, on the contrary,

the other element (oxygen) contained in it may
be quadrivalent, though it is generally found

combined as a divalent element. See Valency.

CAB'BONIF'EBOXJS LIMESTONE (Lat.

carbo, coal + fcrre, to bear), or Mointain
Limestone. A term used by Murchison, Lycll,

and others to include much of tlie middle and
lower portion of the Carboniferous system

(q.v.), as now defined.

CABBONIFEBOUS SYSTEM. One of the

main divisions of the Paleozoic group of rocks,

comprising all strata that lie between the De-

vonian and Triassic systems. The name was
first used in England, because of the coal-seams

contained in the strata, a characteristic now
known to be of almost world-wide importance.

The rocks of this system include a vast series

of sandstones, shales, conglomerates, limestones,

and beds of coal, which are of variable thickness

and more or less interbedded. There is seldom

any imconformity between the Carboniferous

and underlying Devonian rocks in either Europe
or America, and where isolated examples are

known, as in parts of Nova Scotia, New Bruns-

wick, Great Britain, and Bohemia, they indi-

cate local disturbances. Coincident with this

absence of any great stratigraphical break,

there is also a gradual transition from the De-

vonian to the Carboniferous faunas. The rocks

often show a basin-shaped arrangement, and in

some areas, as in northeastern Pennsylvania,

there is intense folding; but still there are

thousands of square miles in China, western
North America, and Russia which are under
Iain by nearly horizontal Carboniferous strata.

The' diflFerent types of Carboniferous rocks

mentioned above are divisible into two general

groups—viz.: (1) Marine sediments, usually
limestones, containing manj' invertebrate re-

mains, such as corals, mollusks, encrinites, etc.

The abundance of coral remains in some of them
lead us to suppose that they represent fossil

coral reefs. These Carboniferous limestcmes

sometimes assume great thickness, as in Great
Britain and western North America. (2) Shal-

low-water deposits, such as sandstones, con-

glomerates, or shales, deposited in shore waters
or estuaries. These shallow estuaries or lagoons,

by the formation of land across their mouth,
often became converted into seacoast swamps
in which there was a profuse growth of tall

plants. These swamps were often of enormous
extent, but at times the long-continued swamp
growth became temporarily interrupted by the
deposition of clay washed in cither by flooded

rivers or by the muddy waters of the sea break-

ing in. Or, again, the sinking of the area below
the ocean level may have caused the accumula-
tion of much sediment over tho swamp growth.
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Subsequently the plant accumulation became
changed to coal, and the clay to shale. We find

records of these chajiges at the present day in

the alternating coal and shale seams.

Carboniferous rocks are widely distributed

over the globe, underlying wide areas in North
America, South America, Europe, China, Africa,

and Australia. In classifying the rocks of these

areas, the divisions of the first order are the

same, but the smaller divisions are commonly
local ones. The first order division consists in

grouping the Carboniferous into:

( 1 ) Sub-Carboniferous, known also as Lower
Carboniferous, and Mississippian.

(2) Carboniferous proper. Coal Measures, or

Pennsylvanian.

(3) Permian, Upper Carboniferous, or Dyas.

The Permian is considered by some European
geologists as a separate system, coequal with

the Carboniferous; in the Mississippi Valley it

is, however, inseparable from the upper non-coal-

bearing fossiliferous limestones of the Mississip-

pian stage. In the United States the Carbonifer-

ous sections along the Appalachians and in the

Mississippi Valley are divided as follows: Penn-

sylvania—Sub-Carboniferous, ( 1 ) Pocono sand-

stone; (2) Mauch Chunk sandstone and shale;

Carboniferous, (1) Pottsville conglomerate or

millstone grit; (2) Lower productive measures,

including coal, shale, and sandstones; (3) Lower
barren measures, including sandstones and
shales; (4) Upper productive measures, includ-

ing coal, shale, and sandstones; Permian or

Upper barren measures. Mississippi Valley—
Sub-Carboniferous, ( 1 ) Kinderhook ; (2) Osage,

including (a) Burlington; (b) Keokuk; (c)

Warsaw: (3) St. Louis group; (4) Chester or

Kaskaskia group. Carboniferous, ( 1 ) Millstone

grit; (2) Coal measures: Peruvian.

In the United States the Carboniferous is

found underlying a number of areas. In Rhode
Island there "is a small one of highly metamor-

phosed rocks, in which the coal-beds have been

nearly changed to anthracite. A large area ex-

tends* from Pennsylvania southward to Alabama,

and westward to Missouri and Arkansas and
Texas. Along the Appalachians the prevailing

rocks of this area are sandstones and shales,

which contain many coal-seams and are much
folded: but westward the folds die out, and
limestones begin to predominate. Workable
beds of coal are found in all the States of this

area. In the Mississippi Valley the crinoidal

limestones are important members. The Car-

boniferous section shows a variable thickness,

having a maximum of nearly 8000 feet in Penn-
sylvania, and only 1200 to 1.500 in Illinois.

Near Pottsville. Pa., there are twenty-five coal-

beds, whose aggregate thickness is 1.54 feet. In

Alabama there are seventeen in one field. In

the Western interior region, especially near the

summits of the Rocky Mountains, there are

Carboniferous strata consisting mostly of lime-

stones, with no coal. There are also scattered

areas in the Great Basin region, and along the

Pacific Coast and in the Arctic region. The
coal-beds are usually underlain by clay-beds,

in which are sometimes found tie upright roots

and trunks of trees that grew in the Carbonif-

erous swamp.
In Europe, the coal measures of England are

3000 to 5000 feet t1ii< k. in.reasing even to 12,000
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feet in South Wales. The Permian beds in

Russia are of enormous extent, covering an
area twice as large as France. Carboniferous

rocks also occur. in Germany, France, Belgium,

and Austria. In China they extend over many
thousand square miles as vast tablelands, and
contain perhaps the richest coal deposits of the

world. They are also extensively developed in

India, and in Australia and Africa.

Both animal and vegetable remains are abun-
dant in the Carboniferous, and are in many cases

well preserved. The abundance of the latter is

easily understood when we remember that coal

has been formed by the accumulation of vege-

table matter, and we consequently find the plant

fossils in the coal itself, as well as the inclos-

ing beds. There is a great uniformity of char-

acter in the plant life, the same genera and often

the same species occurring in widely separated

regions. About 2000 species are known which,

with the exception of a few plants of doubtful

relationship, may be referred to the following

families: Equisetaccie, lycopods, conifera, and
ferns. Of the equisetacese, the most abundant
genus was Calamites (q.v.), which included sev-

eral species of large, tapering, reed-like plants

that apparently flourished on the borders of the

coal swamps. The lycopods were represented by
the Sigillaria (q.v.) and the Lepidodendron
(q.v.), closely related genera that are believed

to have furnished a large part of the material

for the formation of coal. The Sigillaria had
gently tapering, fluted stems, which grew to a
height of 50 feet or more, and had a diameter
of 5 feet. The bases of the tnmks, with their

radiating roots, are often found in the clay that

underlies the coal-seams, and for a long time
they were supposed to be a distinct species.

( See Stigmaria. ) The Lepidodendron bore a great

resemblance in structure and appearance to the

club-moss of the present day, but it attained

gigantic proportions. Conifers were probably

abundant in Carboniferous times; they diff"ered

widely, however, from existing conifers, and bore

nut-like fruits, which have been frequently pre-

served. (See Trigoxocarpcs.) The genus Cor-

daites, which appears to have been verj' abun-

dant, is classed by some botanists with the co-

nifers; by others, with the cycads. The fern

family was represented by a large variety of

species, some of which were tree-ferns. The
most common forms were Sphenopteris, Cyclop-

teris, Neuropteris, Odontopteris, and Pecopteris.

The animal remains of the Carboniferous system

are both numerous and well preser>-ed, but they

are found in greatest abundance in the Sub-

Carboniferous limestones. Corals and crinoids

are numerous, both as regards individuals and
species, and in places constitute great thicknesses

of rock. More than 650 species of crinoids have

been described from the Sub-Carboniferous of

America alone. Among the brachiopods. Pro-

ductus, Spirifer. and Chonetes are most numer-

ous, while mollusks are represented by cephalo-

pods, gasteropotls. and famellibranchs. some spe-

cies of which pass out of existence at the close

of the period. Trilobites are present, but not

in such variety as in the earlier Pale<izoic

times, and they "diminish rapidly toward the end.

Crusta«»ans arc abimdant. especially Beyrichia

and Estheria. and they show a rapid develop-

ment. Insects apjx'ar to have flourished in great

nunibors: the known varieties include spiders.
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bcorpioiw, (iiaj^on-llit's, grassliojipiTs, and cock-

roaches. Among fishes, the j^an^ids and selachi-

ans are represented. The ganoids, having tlieir

entire surface covered witli scales, were numer-
ous; some of them inhabited shallow water near

the shore, and fed on crustaceans and shell -fish,

for crushing which they had a formidable appa-

ratus of conical teeth of a very complicated
structure. Others were inhabitants of deep
water, and were more powerful and predaceous

and more rapid in their tnovements. Their jaws
were pnxluced into a long snout, like the croco-

dile of the Ganges, and armed with a double

series of enormous teeth, which were sometimes
as much as 4 inches long by 2 inches broad, as in

Mepalichthys (q.v.), dimensions rarely attained

even by the largest known reptiles. Associated
with these were a great luunber of sharks belong-

ing to the Cestraciontidip, a family of which we
have only a single living representative. (See

CESTRAcfoNT. ) They had a long, bony spine,

to strengthen the dorsal fin, and this enabled
them to turn speedily in the water, as they re-

quired to do in seizing their prey. These
spines are often found fossil. The only remains
referred to a higher division of the animal king-

dom yet found belong to the saurian arehe-

gosaurus (q.v.). The Carboniferous also con-

tains the first traces of amphibians. Of these,

only footprints were found in the Lower Carbon-
iferous, but in the coal measures the actual bones
were met with. The Permian beds of both Europe
and America have furnished the first reptilian

remains ; these belonged to the tribe Rhyncoce-
phalia, which is now nearly extinct.

The alternation of rocks of different character

show that oscillations of the land surface must
have been extensive and long continued, though
not violent. Thus the great beds of coal indicate

a period of inland shallow water in which
swampy conditions existed. These must have
continued for a long period, for the coal-beds are
often very thick, and it has been calculated that

an eighth of an inch of coal means at least one
inch of plant accumulation. That these swamp
areas became at times submerged to some depth,

due to the sinking of the land, is indicated by the

])ressure of limestone-beds over them. The cli-

mate that predominated during the Carbonifer-

ous was one of warmth and moisture, with the

percentage of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
somewhat greater than it is now. but not neces-

sarily excessive.

The great importance of the economic min-
erals in the Carboniferous has had much to do
Avith our extensive knowledge of it. It is esti-

mated that there are 400,000 square miles of

the earth's surface underlain by productive coal-

fields. (See Co.\L.) In addition to the coal de-

posits, many other useful minerals are found in

the Carboniferous of the United States. The
clay-beds associated with the coal-seams afford

valuable supplies of fire-clays, pottery-clays, and
brick-clays; iron ores are found in Pennsylvania,

Kentucky, and Ohio. Building-stones are quar-

ried in the Carboniferous of many States, the

sandstones of Berea, Ohio, being specially impor-

tant. The Lower Carboniferous strata furnish

salt in Ohio, Michigan, and West Virgmia, and
zinc ore in Missouri, Kansas, and Arkansas.

Consult: Dana, Manual of Geology (New York,

1895) ; Geikie, Text-book of Geology (London,

1893) ; L uitrd States Geological Survey Bulletin
No. 80 (Washington, 1891). See Coal; (Jeol-
ooY; Clay; 1ro.\.

CARBONS, Electric Light. See Electric
LiGlITlNU.

CARBORUNDUM. A compound of carbon
and silicon with the formula SiC, the two ele-

ments being united atom to atom. It crystallizes

in small rhombohedral plates of hexagonal out-
line, which may be colored by im|)urities in

various shades of blue or green. Tlie substance,
possessing a hardness that exceeds that of the
ruby, is largely used as a substitute for emery
and corundum for abrasive purposes. It is manu-
factured in an electric furnace by exposing a mix-
ture of carbon and sand to a high and long-con-

tinued heat. The crystals are crushed, and the

powder digested with dilute sulphuric acid to re-

move impxirities; after which it may be made
into wheels, polishing cloth, etc. The output in

1900 by the works at Niagara Falls, N. Y., was
2,401,000 pounds, valued at $216,000. Carborun-
dum was first obtained by E. S. Acheson in 1890,

during a series of experiments for the production
of artificial diamonds.

CARBOY (Pers. qarahah, a sort of bottle).

.\ large glass bottle, cased in wicker, or pro-

tected by a wooden box, iised to contain acids or

other corrosive liquids, such as sulphuric acid
(oil of vitriol). A carboy of sulphuric acid con-

tains about 160 pounds of that acid. See Glass.

CARBUNCLE (OF., from Lat. carbunculua,
gem, from carbo, coal). A name applied to the

scarlet and crimson varieties of garnet when cut
with a convex face (en eabochon) . The ancients

applied the name indiscriminately to all red and
fiery stones, as spinel and- Oriental ruby. Car-
buncles were highly prized for their supposed
mysterious power of giving out light in dark-
ness. According to the Talmud, the only light

that Noah had in the ark was furnished by car-

buncles and other precious stones. The famous
necklace of Mary Queen of Scots had a lustrous

carbuncle as a pendant.
,

CARBUNCLE (Lat. carbunculus, a little

coal). An acute inflammation of the cellular

or connective tissue beneath the skin, that may
occur on any part of the body, but is more
frequent on dorsal surfaces, especially on the

back of the neck and shoulders. It derives its

name from the two most prominent symptoms

—

redness and burning pain. It quite closely re-

sembles, especially in its early stages, the com-
mon furuncle, or boil, but the symptoms, both

local and general, are much more severe. The
development of the carbuncle is accompanied by
constitutional disturbances, such as chills, fever,

aching, and general malaise. The severity of

the inflammation varies, and is regularly ac-

companied by death of a portion of the tissue.

The first local manifestation consists in slight

swelling and redness. The part feels hard, and
this hardness extends deeply into the tissues.

As the local lesion advances, the redness as-

sumes a dark purple or livid hue, and several

small blisters appear on the surface. These open
and discharge a thin, viscid fluid, rarely pus.

At the centre of the carbuncle the tissue usually

dies, and, becoming gangrenous, constitutes the

'core.' This central area is generally quite ex-

tensive, and consists of an infiltration of a mass
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of tissue, all of whieii sluugh-i away in time.

The entire area of the carbuncle usually be-

comes tixed quite early in its development, and
the carbuncle limits itself to that area. The
treatment of carbuncle is both surgical and medi-
cal, the former consisting in free incisions, pack-
ing with gauze, and antiseptic dressings; the
latter, in general, tonic treatment.

CARCAGENTE, kar'ka-Han'tA. A town of

Valencia, Spain, situated about 25 miles south
of the city of \'alencia, and near the right bank
of the Jucar (Map: Spain, E 3). It is well
built, with good streets, and has a palace be-

longing to the Marquis of Calzada. It produces
linen, silk, and woolen, and has a population of

(1900) 12,351.

CARCAJOU, kjir'ka-joo (Fr. form of the
American-Indian name). A Canadian name for

the wolverine, sometimes improperly applied,

especially by the older writers, to the panther.
See Wolverine.

CAR'CANET (Low Lat. carc[h]annuTn, a
collar of jewels, OHG. querca, throat). A jeweled
chain or necklace. Venice was famous for the
manufacture of carcanets in the Fifteenth Cen-
tury.

CARCANO, kar-ka'n6, GiULlo (1812-84). An
Italian author, born in ISIilan. He was appoint-

ed professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in

ililan in 1859, and became a Senator in 1876.

His publications include tragedies, which met
with little success ; translations of Shakespeare's
plays; volumes of poetry, of which the best

known is his Foesie vuriee edite ed inedite (2
vols., 1860-70) ; and romances, for which he is

chiefly celebrated, and which are distinguished
by their charming pictures of family life in Italy.

A complete edition of his works (Milan, 1892)
appeared after his death. Consult: Rizzi, Prefa-
zione alle lettre di Giulio Carcano (Milan, 1887),
and Prina, Giulio Carcano (Florence, 1884).

CARCAR, kar'kar. A city of Cebfl, Philip-

pines, 23 miles southwest of Cebfl, the capital

of the province. It is situated on the eastern
coast of the island, near the Bay of Carcar. The
citv was founded in 1624. Population, in 1898,

30,300.

CARCASS (OF. carcois, quiver, from Med.
Lat. carcassium, a corruption of tarcasius, from
Pers. tarkash, quiver, by association with Med.
Lat. carcassium, carcass). An incendiary shell

filled with a fiercely burning composition consist-

ing of saltpetre, sulphur, resin, turpentine, anti-

mony, and tallow, and generally designed to be
fired from a mortar. It had usually three large

vents, through which the flame escaped. In some
carcasses the vents were fitted with short barrels
loaded with balls, so arranged as to discharge
their contents at the time desired.

CARCASSONNE, kiir'kA'sSn'. Capital of the
Department of Aude (Languedoc), France, and
see of a bishop, on the river Aude and the Canal
du Midi, about 55 miles southeast of Toulouse
(Map: France, J 8). It is divided into two
parts—the old and new towns. The modem
town is well built, with streets running at right
angles to each other, squares adorned with trees,

pleasant boulevards, and several marble foun-
tains. The old town, built on a height, is much
more picturesque, with its double line of walls
and towers, some parts of them dating from the

time of the Visigoths, and the rest, with the
castle, from the Eleventh or Twelfth Century.
Other conspicuous buildings are the lately re-

stored cathedral of Saint Nazaire (Eleventh
Century), the court-house, tlie prefecture, and
the curious old market. The town contains a
lyceum, a teachers' college, a seminary, and a
public library of 36,600 printed volumes and
389 manuscripts, and a museum. The cloth
manufactures are important, employing a large
number of operatives. Carcassonne has also
manufactures of paper, leather, linen, and soap,
and considerable trade in wine, brandy, and dried
fruit. The whole department is represented at
the November fair, where horses, grain, iron,

and ironware are sold in great quantity. Popu-
lation, in 1901, 30,720. The ancient name of the
town was Carcaso. It was a place of some note
in the time of Caesar. Consult: Viollet-le-Duc,
Varcassonne (Paris, 1858) ; Peixotto, "Carcas-
sonne," in tscribner's Magazine, Vol. XXIX.
(New York, 1901).

CARCHEMISH, kar-kemlsh. The northern
capital of the ancient Hittite nation, and for a
long time an important trading centre. It was
situated on the Euphrates not far from the point
where that river approached nearest to the Medi-
terranean. As early as in the period of the Egyp-
tian campaigns in Syria, which began c.1800 B.C.,

Carchemish was in existence, and Thotmes III.

makes mention of having taken some of its in-

habitants as prisoners. About B.C. 1120 Tiglath-
pileser I. of Assyria defeated the Carchemishites
and plundered the city, but despite this, the city

and the district of which it was the centre con-

tinued to give the Assyrians considerable trouble,

and it was not until B.C. 717 that Sargon II.

finally put an end to the Hittite power. It was
at Carchemish that King Josiah (B.C. 669) met
defeat and death at the hands of Necho of Egypt
(II. Chron. xxxv.), and here Nebuchadnezzar
overcame Necho four years afterwards ( Jer. xlvi.

2) (B.C. 605). Carchemish has beeh identified

with Jerablus, or Jerabis, a village on the west
bank of the Euphrates not far from Biredjik.

The meaning of the name has not yet been ascer-

tained, though the first element, Kar, in all prob-

ability signifies, as in many Semitic names, 'fort-

ress.' The town was formerly incorrectly sup-

posed to be identical with the classical Circesium.

CARCINCMA. See Tumob.

CARa)AMINE. See Cress.

CARDAMOM (Fr. cardamome, Lat. cardamo-
mum, Gk. Kapddfuafwy, kardamomon, from Gk.
xipSafiov, kardamon, a cress -f- Afuttioy, ainomon,

a spite-plant). The capsule of certain species

of plants of the order Zingiberaceje, and belong-

ing to at least two genera—Amomum and Elet-

taria. Cardamoms are three-celled, and contain

numerous wrinkled seeds, which form an afo-

matic, pungent spice, weaker than pepper, and
with a jieculiar but agreeable taste. • On ac-

count of their cordial and stimulant properties,

they are employed in medicine very generally,

to qualify other medicines. They are also used

in confectionery, although not to a great extent.

In .Asia they are a favorite condiment, and in

the north of Germany they are used in almost

every household to flavor pastry. The cardamom
recognized in the British and American pharma-
copoeias and called true or ofllcial cardamom
—also known in commerce as Malabar carda-
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mom— is the product' of Elettaria rcpena, or
Elettaria cnrdamumum, a native of the moun-
tains of Malabar, and is cultivated in India,

CVylon, etc. I'lie seeds depend for their qualities

on u peculiar, pungent es.sential oil, called oil of

eardamoni, which nuiy be obtained from them
by diritilling with water, and which, when fresh,

is colorless. They also contain 10 per cent,

fixed oil. Other kinds of cardamom occur in

commerce, but none is equal to the true carda-
mom in commercial value. The different kinds
of cardamom differ not only in strength, but in

the character of their aroma, though the plants
producing them have much general similarity.

CAR''DAN, Jebomk, often referred to as
IIiKBo.WMUs Cardan us or Gibolamo Cabdano
(150I-7G). An Italian mathematician, bom at
Pavia, the illegitimate son of Facio Cardan, a
jurist. He was at once an astrologer and a genu-
ine philosopher; a gambler and charlatan, and
a true devotee of science. As early as 1523 Car-
dan taught mathematics at Pavia. In 1526 he
took the degree of doctor of medicine at Padua,
and spent the following seven years practicing
medicine at Sacco. Here Cardan met his wife,

and is said to have squandered her fortune in

gambling. In 1534 he was appointed to the chair
of mathematics at Milan, and while holding this

post, and at the same time practicing and teach-

ing medicine, he produced liis principal works,
which are noticed below.

In 1552 he started on an extensive journey
through central and northern Europe, and in

1559 obtained the chair of medicine at Pavia,
and later at Bologna, remaining there from 1562
until 1570. While living in Bologna he was im-
prisoned for debt, or on the charge of heresy for

having published the horoscope of Christ, and on
his release resigned his professorship at the uni-

versity. He then went to Rome, and was admit-
ted by Pope Gregory XIII. to the College of Phy-
sicians, anH allowed a pension. He died in Rome
in 1576.

The Ars Magna (1545), by far the greatest

work of Cardan, contains the celebrated solu-

tion of the cubic equation. The solution had
been discovered in 1541 by Tartaglia, who com-
municated it to Cardan under the most solemn
vows of secrecy. Cardan, nevertheless, published
the solution under his own name, and hence arose
a dispute over the authorship of the discovery.

After ten years of controversy, challenge and
counter-challenge, Tartaglia began publishing his

own work (1556), but died before reaching the
chapter on the cubic equation. Thus the great-

est mathematical discovery of the Sixteenth Cen-
tury came to be known as Cardan's method.
The solution, as given by Cardan in geometrical
terms, is, briefly, as follows: To solve the equa-
tion x' -\- 6x ^ 20, take two cubes such that the
rectangle of their respective edges is 2 and the
difference of their volumes is 20 ; then x is equal
to the difference between the edges of the cubes.

In the general equation x" -\- px =: q, the rect-

angle of the edges is a third of p, and the dif-

ference of the volumes of the cubes is q. The
publication of the Ars Magna stimulated mathe-
matical research, and hastened the general solu-

tion of biquadratic equations, of which Cardan
himself had solved special cases, as ISx' = a;* +
2x^ + 2a; + 1 ; although the credit of producing
the first general solution belongs to his pupil

Ferrari. Cardan recognized negative roots,
which he designated as tictitious: lie also ob-
served that imaginary roots occur in pairs, but
discarded them as impossible, :in«l failed to \m-
derstand the irreducible case of the cubic. He
found the relation of tiie roots to the coeflicients

of an equation, recognized that tiie change of
sign of a function implies a solution, and gave
a method of approximating the roots of nu-
merical equations. His discussions of quadratic
equations are hardly superior to those of Mo-
hammed ben Musa.

Besides the Ars Magna, his most important
works include: Fractica Arithmetics Univeraalia
(1539); De Subtilitate Kerum (1561), and its

sequel, De Varittate Ifcrtim, Artia Magna; aive
de licgulia Algcbraicis lib. unus (1545) ; De \'ita

Propria and De Libris Propriia (1571-75); £n-
comiuni _Geometria; (1535); De Regula Aliza.,

Excercton Mathematicorum, Sermo de plus ei

minus (1540-50). The standard collection of
Cardan's works is that of Sponius (Lyons,
1663). Consult: Morley, Jerome Cardan (Lon-
don, 1854), and Rixner and Siber, Leben und
Lehrmeinungen bertihmter Physiker am Ende
dea XVI. und am Anfange dea XVII. Jahrhun-
derta (Sulzbach, 1820).

CARDBOARD. A material prepared by past-
ing together several layers of paper, according
to the thickness and quality required. Bris-
tol-board, used by artists, is made entirely of

white paper; ordinary cardboard, of fine white
paper outside, with one or more sheets of coarse
cartridge paper between. According to the
number of layers, they are called three, four, six,

or eight sheet boards. Millboard, used by book-
binders as the basis of book-covers, is made of

coarse brown paper, glued and strongly pressed.
The enameling of visiting-cards and fine card-

board is produced by brushing over the card-
board a mixture of China or Kremnitz ichite

(a fine variety of white lead) and size. After
drying, this surface is rubbed lightly over with
a piece of flannel, previously dipped in finely

powdered talc; it is then polished by rubbing
vigorously with a hard, close-set brush.

CARDENAL, kiir'de-nal', or CARDINAL,
Pierre or Peire (c.1205-c.1305). A French trou-
badour, born at Puy-en-Velay. He passed most of

his life at various courts, and found especial
favor with James I. of Aragon. His poems, which
consist chiefly of sirventes, satirizing the clergy
and nobles of his day, are both original and
vigorous. About seventy are published in

!Mahn's Cedichte der Troubadours (4 vols., Ber-
lin, 1856-73). Consult: Fauriel, Histoire de la

littcrature proveuQale (3 vols., Paris, 1846),
and Diez, Leben und Werke der Troubadours
(Leipzig, 1882).

CARDENAS, kar^dfi-nfis. A seaport of Cuba,
in the Province of Matanzas, situated on the
northern coast of the island, about 80 miles east

of Havana, with which it is connected by rail

( Map : West Indies, G 3 ) . It is regularly built

with wide streets and broad plazas, one of which
is the site of a statue of Columbus, and has sev-

eral notable buildings. Cardenas is one of the

important commercial centres of the island, its

chief export being sugar. The trade is, to a large

extent, conducted by American firms. On May
II, 1898, Cardenas Bay was the scene of an
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engagement between the blockading vessels of

the United States fleet and the Spanish batteries,

in which Ensign Worth Bagley was killed, he
being the first American ottic»er to lose his life in

the war. Population, in 1899, 21,940, including
over 15,500 whites.

CABDENAS, kar-da'nfts, Gabcia Lopez de.

A iSpanisli adventurer, captain in the army of

Vasquez Coronado (q.v.), in 1540, during the
exploration of New Mexico and Arizona. In Sep-
tember, 1540, he led the first European expedi-

tion to the Grand Canon of the Colorado.

CABDE'NIO, Sp. pron. kar-da'nd-6. A love-

crazed but witty character in Cervantes's Don
Quixote. He reappears as Octavian in Colman
the Younger's Mountaineers, and also in D'Urfg's

adaptation of the original.

CABDENIO, History of. A play once
ascribed to Fletcher and Shakespeare, on the

authority of Moseley in the Stationers' Register.

The date of the entry is September 9, 1653. It

has been thought to be identical with a lost play
entitled C'ardenia, or Cardano, acted in 1613,

which Fleay also identifies with Fletcher's Love's
Pilgrimage. All information as to its history
is purely conjectural, but later authorities are
unanimous in questioning Shakespeare's col-

laboration in it.

CAB'DIA (Neo-Lat., from Gk. KapSla, kar-
din, heart). The orifice of the stomach which
admits the oesophagus was called, on account of

its vicinity to the heart, by the same Greek
name, cardia, and was probably hardly distin-

guished from the heart in the earliest times of

Greek medicine.

CABDIAIi'GIA (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. Kapdla,

kardia, heart + 4X701, algos, pain). Pain of
the heart or stomach. The name is commonly
applied to the particular variety of pain called

heartburn, arising from a disordered stomach,
and accompanied with acid eructations and the
presence of gas. The heart is not affected. See
Indigestion.

CABDIFF (Caer-Taff, Fort of the Taff). A
Parliamentary and municipal borough, seaport,
and capital of Glamorganshire, South Wales, sit-

uated on the river TafT, near its mouth in the
estuary of the Severn, 170 miles west of London
by railway (Map: Wales, C 5). Its most nota-
ble building is the castle, built in the Eleventh
Century, in which Robert Curthose, Duke of Nor-
mandy, died, after captivity in various fortresses
during twenty-eight years. It has been carefully
restored, and is occasionally used as a residence
by its owner, the Marquis of Bute, to whose fam-
ily Cardiflf owes much of its prosperity. Other
edifices of interest are the Church of Saint John,
dating from the Thirteenth Century, with a fine

perpendicular tower, and the free library, erect-

ed in 1882, which contains a museum and art
gallery.

Although the construction of the Glamorgan-
shire Canal may be taken as having marked the
first step in the development of the town from
an insignificant village to one of the most impor-
tant ports of the I'nited Kingdom, it was not
until after the opening of the ^x^t great dock,
in 1839, that its possibilities .<»9 an outlet for
the mineral wealth of the surrounding region
were fully realized. The docks and basins are
five in number, and cover an area of more than

110 acres. They are owned by Lord Bute, but the
town derives a considerable annual revenue from
harbor dues. The municipal authorities have
kept pace with the rapid growth of the town
by obtaining an excellent water-supply, by in-

troducing electric lighting, establishing public
baths and a g}mnasium, markets, slaughter-
houses, a sewage farm, and a cemetery. In Car-
diflf there are several technical schools and a
higher grade school, and a central free library,
with six branches, all maintained by the corpora-
tion. The importance of the town lies in its

commerce, especially in its coal and iron trade,
although there are also ship-building yards, iron,

steel, and tin plants. The export of coal to
foreign countries increased from 1,451.000 tons
in 1865 to 10,115,000 in 1891. In 1898 there
was a temporary decline, on accoimt of the great
coal strike, the total export of coal and coke
amounting to only 9,109,515 tons, as compared
with 12,443,448 tons in 1897. The total number
of vessels and their tonnage entering the port in
1899 was 15,389 and 9,590,000 respectively, as
compared with 13,383 vessels and 6,612,000* tons
in 1891. The number of vessels cleared in 1899
was 15,418, with a tonnage of 9,797.000, as com-
pared with 13,474 vessels and 6,938,000 tons in

1891. The port in 1890 owned 270 vessels with a
tonnage of 212,000, only about 2 per cent, of the
tonnage belonging to sailing vessels, of which
there were 61. The number of vessels shows a
decline from the 306 vessels in 1891, but the
tonnage capacity has increased about 25 per cent.

Besides coal, the chief exports are iron and steel

manufactures, machinery and mill work, railway-
cars and wagons, sacks, etc. The imports com-
prise cattle, grain, copper, and iron ores, petrole-

um, timber, and market produce. The total value
of imports and exports during 1900 was £17,799,-

500 ($88,997,500). The United States is repre-

sented by a consul. Cardiff is adequately provid-
ed with railway facilities, being connected by
the TaflT Vale and Rhymney lines with the min-
eral fields of South Wales, and by the Great
Western with London. Population, in 1800,
about 2000; in 1850, 18,000; and in 1901,
164,400.

The to\\Ti probably existed during the Roman
occupation. It was a place of importance under
the Normans. During the Civil War the castle

was alternately in the hands of the Royalists and
the Parliamentarians. In 1648 Cromwell cap-

tured it after a bombardment lasting three days.

Consult: Stuart, "History of CardiflT," in

Archwologieal Journal, Vol. XXVIII. (London,
1871); "Architecture of CardiflT," in Builder
(London, March, 1897).

CABDIFF GIANT. A rude statue of a man
10^^2 feet high, cut (in Chicago) from a block

of gypsum sent from Ohio. It was secretly

buried near the village of CardiflT, Onondaga
County, N. Y., where it was declared to have
been found in October, 1869. It was exhibited

with great success for several months as 'a

petrified giant,' deceiving even some men of

science. The fraud was finally confessed.

CAB'DIGAN (anciently, Aberteifi, Mouth of

the Teifi). The capital of Cardiganshire, Wales,

a municipal borough and seaport, on the right

bank of the Teifi, 5 miles from its mouth, and
about 75 miles west-northwest of Cardiff (Map:
W^ales, B 4 ) . The town has a considerable coast-
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ing trade, largely in produce and slate. It owns
itii water-wurkh, and maintains markets and a
cenu'tery. Ptipulution, in l!M)l, 3500. Cardigan
l)ecanie an important town about the time of

the Norman Conquest. There are the remains
of a castle supposed to have been founded, in

1100, by a Norman baron. The town suffered

much in the struggles between the Welsh and the
English.

CABDIGAN. A novel by R. W. Chambers
(1!)01 ), dealing with pre-Revolutionary times on
the frontier of New York and Western Pennsyl-
vania.

CABDIGAN, James Thomas Bbudenell,
Seventh Earl of (1797-1868). An English gen-

eral, the leader of the 'Light Brigade' at Bala-
klava. He was educated at Oxford, and became
a member of Parliament in 1818. In 1824 he
entered the army, and by 1832 had risen, through
lavish e.vpenditure in purchasing his grades, to

the rank of lieutenant-colonel. As an officer he
was overbearing and quarrelsome, and treated

his men with great severity. In 1837 he suc-

ceeded to the peerage. In the Crimean W'ar he
was sent to the field as a major-general in com-
mand of the light cavalry, which he led in the
famous charge at Balaklava, October 25, 1854.

For this he was promoted lieutenant-general, and
received many honors. He published Cavalry
Brigade Movements (1861).

CABDIGANSHIBE. A maritime county of

^^all•.s, on Cardijriin Hay, with an area of 692
square miles, half being waste (Map: Wales,
C 4). It is an agricultural county; the chief

branch of industry is the rearing of live stock.

There are some manufactures of coarse woolens,
gloves, stockings, and hats. Cardigan is the

county town. Among other towns are Aberyst-

with and Lampeter. Population, in I89I, 62,-

630: in 1901, 60.237.

CABDINAL (Lat. cardinalis, pivotal, prin-

cipal, from cardo, a hinge). The highest digni-

tary in the Church of Rome after the Pope, whose
elector and councilor he is. Tlie title, however,
in the ante-Nicene period, was used more gener-

ally, being applied to the clergy who were per-

manently attached to a cathedral church any-
where. But the usage was later restricted to

particular members of the clergy in Rome. In
the Fourth Century the priests permanently rul-

ing the parish churches in Rome were styled

cardinal priests, the deacons permanently ad-

ministering each the charities of a particular
'region' of the city were styled cardinal deacons,

while the bishops in charge of the suburban
sees of Rome—viz. Porto and Santa Rufina, Os-
tia and Velletri, Palestrina, Sabina, Frascati,

and Albano—and who were called in consulta-

tion by the Bishop of Rome, were called cardinal
bishops. The word cardinal in each case means
that the person was, so to speak, one on whom
ecclesiastical aflTairs hinged.

The cardinals are now all appointed by the
Pope, and constitute the Sacred College. The
Pope is not at all obliged to consult them, but
as a matter of fact does so, and so they share
with him in the government of the vast organiza-
tion of which he is the head. Their number has
varied at different times, and was fixed by Six-

tus v., in 1586, at 70—i.e. 6 cardinal bishops,

50 cardinal priests, and 14 cardinal deacons.

The Pope is not obliged to maintain this numlxr,
and in 1902 the Sacred College was made up
of 6 cardinal bishops, 52 cardinal priests, and 8
cardinal deacons. The great majority are Ital-

ian. The bishops take their names from the men-
tioned sees, the priests their titles from the
churches in Rome to which they are appointed,
while the deacons are appointed to other churches
called 'deaconries.' The first cardinal bishop is

the dean of the College, and has the right to con-

secrate the Pope if he be not at the time of his

enthronement a bishop; the first cardinal deacon
is first deacon of the College, and he has the
right to proclaim and crown the new Pope. The
eamcrlengo, who rules the Church during a Papal
vacancy, also is a cardinal. All the cardinal
bishops, and all but one of the cardinal deacons,
live in Rome, but only II of the cardinal priests.

Most of the cardinals are bishops. The arch-

bishops of Sydney, New South Wales (Moran)
;

of Baltimore, United States of America (Gib-

bons) ; Westminster, London, England (Vau-
ghan) ; and Armagh, in Ireland (Logue), are the
English-speaking cardinals. A few belong to

monastic orders, including one Jesuit.

The cardinals are chief members of the twenty-
one Sacred Congregations, or standing ecclesias-

tical committees, of the Papal Government, such
as Holy Office, Propagation of the Faith, Index,

Rites, and Studies. They meet in consistory,

over which the Pope presides. But they are most
prominent before the world on the death of the

Pope, as they are the electors of his successor,

and they are obliged to choose one of their own
number. They are princes of the Church, en-

joying extraordinary privileges and honors, and
are entitled 'Most Eminent Prince.' Tliey wear
a distinctive scarlet dress and a red cap, which
is put upon their heads by the Pope. They have
also a red hat, which is given to them in a pub-
lic consistory, but is not worn. They enjoy an
income out of the Papal treasury. They are fre-

quently sent by the Pope as his representative

upon delicate missions, when they are styled

legati a latere. See Dean.

CABDINAL-BIBD, or Redbibd. A large and
brilliant finch or brosbeak (Cardinalis cardi-

nalis) , one of the finest song-birds of America,
and common throughout the southern part of the

United States. The general color of the male
is red, the head being vermilion, with a small
portion around the base of the bill black. The
feathers of the crown are long, and erected into

a conical crest. The cardinal-bird migrates
northward in spring, but never farther than
Massachusetts, where only a few stragglers are

seen. Its loud, clear, sweet, and varied song is

to be heard chiefly in the mornings and evenings.

Partly because of the song, and partly from its

beautiful plumage, the cardinal is a popular
cage-bird. During the breeding season the male
is very devoted to his mate and to the young.
The nest is built in bushes, and consists of

twigs, rootlets, and strips of bark, lined with
grasses and other finer material. The eggs are
usually four in number, white or bluish, speckled
and spotted with brown. (See Plate of Eggs.)
Geographical races of this species extend its

range westward to southern California and Mexi-
co, and allied species exist in Mexico and Cen-
tral America. See Plate of Buntings and Gros-
beaks.
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CARDINAL DE LUGO'S (dft ISiJ'goz)

POWDER. See Cinchona.

CARDINAL-FLOWER. See Lobelia.

CARDINAL POINTS, See Compass.

CARDINAL VIRTUES. According to the

ancients, the virtues of justice, prudence, tem-

perance, fortitude. They were so called because

the whole of human virtue was supposed to

hinge or turn upon them. In other w^ords, they
were considered as a full and comprehensive
classification of a man's various duties.

This mode of dividing the virtues is to be
found as far back as Socrates. The ancient

moralists treated under ethics the whole sum of

human duty and virtue. Thus, Aristotle con-

siders the great problem of the science to be

the determination of man's highest good, to-

gether with the means of realizing it. Hence,

he includes both the social virtues and the pru-

dential regard to the welfare of the individual

in the same scheme. Of the four cardinal vir-

tues, it will be seen that the first, justice, is

the social virtue; that prudence (which, proper-

ly speaking, includes temperance also) regards

the well-being of the individual ; while fortitude

is necessary to both. This last was a virtue

greatly esteemed in the ancient world : each one's

lot being much less secure than with us in the

present day, it was impossible to say what suf-

ferings might be in store for the most prosper-

ously situated of men.
Dr. Whewell has made an attempt to correct

the more obvious defects of the classification,

and has substituted one which he deems free

from those defects. The most notable omission
in the ancient scheme, judged from the modern
point of view, is the absence of all reference,

either expressly or by implication, to the virtue

of goodness or benevolence.

Accordingly, to adapt the classification to the
altered point of view, benevolence has to be add-

ed to the list. This is Dr. Whewell's first vir-

tue; the others are justice, truth, purity, and
order. But the scheme, as thus amended, is

scarcely less objectionable than before. The
virtue named last, order, which means obedience

to authority, cannot but contain a very large

portion of all the rest; seeing that justice, truth,

etc., are enjoined by positive law. Then, what
is understood by purity, including the control

of the two powerful appetites—hunger and sex
—is partly prudential and partly social.

In Roman Catholic systems of theology, there

are declared to be four cardinal virtues—"pru-
dence, fortitude, temperance, and justice"

—

from which all other 'moral' virtues are repre-

sented as flowing. But there is a prior division

of virtues into the two classes of theological and
moral, the theological virtues l)eing faith, hope,

and charity. The distinction between these two
classes is represented as consisting in this, that
the theological virtues "immediately regard
God," and the moral virtues do not immediately
regard God, but are commanded and rewarded
by God, and are beneficial to ourselves.

This method of discussion may be said to be
engaged upon the form of the virtues. There is

need ot one which shall touch their matter. The
tendency of ethics during the Nineteenth Century
in America was to emphasize love as the true

'cardinal' virtue or as the element which must

enter into every moral act in order that it may
acquire the character of virtue. Even forms
of philosophy which have seemed to ignore this
principle have brought it in again under other
names, such as .'altruism.' That modem tenden-
cy which has emphasized 'self-realization' as the
watchword of ethics has plainly seen that the
true realization of self is its fullest adjustment
to all its environment, and that this involves
regard to the self-realization of every other
moral being, which is what is meant by love.

Considered under the light of this principle,
as the informing and controlling principle of all

action that is really good, the cardinal virtues
assume more distinctness. Love regards the fun-
damental interests of all moral agents as the
object of moral effort, or it seeks to do in every
case that which will give the fullest possible
amount of good to all concerned. But this is

exactly what justice is—not the apportioning out
of something good or bad upon the basis of an
abstract and unreal standard, but the rendering
to each that which shall now and here promote
most fully the best good of each, while also pro-
moting the best good of all. The same is true,
mutatis mutandis, of the remaining virtues. A
classification of virtues into the personal and
the social may be valuable for certain purposes,
but personal acts are virtues only as they have
respect also to social relations, and vice versa.
In fact, no virtue is such in isolation from
others, or in disregard of the totality of concrete
conditions. See Ethics.

CARDINAL VON WIDDERN, kar'de-nal'
f6n vid'dern, Geokg (1841— ). A German writer
on tactics, strategy', and military history, bom
at WoUstein (Posen). He fought in the Prus-
sian Army in the campaign of 1866 and in the
Franco-Prussian War. Subsequently he was an
instructor in tactics at the military schools of
Metz and Xeisse. He retired from the service
with the rank of colonel. His numerous publica-
tions include Bandbuch fiir TruppenfUhrung (3d
ed., 1881-84), which appeared in a fourth edition
as Heeresbeicegungen und Marsche (1892) ; Das
Gefecht an Flussiibergangen, und der Kampf
an Flusslinien (1890) ; and Kritische Tage (Pt.

I., Vols. I.-III., 1897-99).

CARDING. The process of disentangling and
arranging in parallel rows the fibres of cotton,
wool, or flax, by the action of wire-toothed cylin-

ders. This operation may be compared to the
combing and brushing of one's hair, and the
card combines the properties of the comb and
brush, being a brush with wire teeth instead
of bristles. These teeth are inserted in strips of
leather, called card-clothing, which are fixed upon
the surface of a cylinder. Several such cylin-

ders are arranged so that the ends of the teeth
are nearly in contact; and the material, which
has previously been formed into laps, the width
of the cylinders, being brought to them, is

caught up, passed from one to the other, and
combed out as the cylinders revolve in the form
of beautiful films or fleeces, which are removed
by a smaller drum-card, called the 'doffer,' and
again from this by the 'doffing-knife.' These
films, which are of the width of the drum, are
next contracted to a narrow ribbon by being
passed through a fimnel ; and thus narrowotl,
are called the 'card ends' or 'slivers.' and are
now ready for the next process of 'drawing' or
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*doublin{?.* Cardinp-machines for wool are usu-

ally arranged in scries of three, called first

breaker, second breaker, and finisher. For cot-

ton there is one main cylinder with revolving

flats. A double-cylinder arrangement is used

for worsted. For coarser material, such as flax

and jute, fewer small cylinders are required.

See Spinning.

CABDIN^A (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.

KopSla, kardia, heart). An extinct genus of

lamellibranchs found fossil in rocks of Triassic

and Jurassic age in Europe. Its shell resembles

in form that of the common Little Neck clam,

but is slightly longer and of more solid build,

with a smooth or concentrically marked outer

surface, and without the pearly inner surface.

In cross-section the two valves are heart-shaped,

whence the name. The shells of this genus, of

which less than a dozen species are known, are

common in the lower Lias of Great Britain.

CAR'DIOID (Gk.KapMa, kardia, heart + cMof,

eidos, shape, form ) . A heart - shaped curve

traced by a point of the circumference of a
circle that rolls around another circle of the
same diameter. The curve was first studied
early in the Eighteenth Century, and is a special

case of Pascal's limacon (q.v. ). Referring the

cardioid to rectangular coordinates so that the
a;-axis coincides with the diameter of the fixed

circle and the t/-axis is tangent to it, the equa-
tion of the cardioid is(ar'+t'*—aa;)*=a'(a?*-|-i/^),

where a denotes the diameter of the circle. The
polar equation is 0P= p =A( 1 -|- cos ^). The
origin is a cusp. (See Curves.) The curve is

sjTnnietric with regard to the x-axis, and its area
is fira*, or six times the area of one of the
circles. See Cycloid.

CARDI'TIS ( Neo-Lat., from Gk. icapSfa, kar-

dia, heart). An old name for an affection of

the heart, due to infection, and consisting of a
degeneration of the muscles of the heart. It is

now termed myocarditis. See Heabt, Diseases
OF THE.

CARDCNA. A town of Spain, in the Prov-
ince of Barcelona. It is situated on the right

bank of the Cardoner, about 44 miles northwest
of Barcelona, and is surrounded by walls, pierced

with six gates and commanded by a castle (Map:
Spain, F 2). It has an old cathedral, and in its

vicinity is situated the celebrated Montana de
Sal, a hill about 265 feet high, composed of rock

salt, which shines brilliantly under the rays of
the sun. Tlie salt is worked on a large scale and
gives emplo\'nu'nt to many of the inhabitants.
Population, in 1900, 3900.

CARDOON' (OF. cardon, from Med. Lat.
cardo, thistle, Lat. carduus, thistle), Cynara car-

duneulus. A perennial plant of the same genus
with the artichoke (q.v.), a native of tlie south
of Europe and the north of Africa. (For ilhistra-

tion, see Salad Plants.) It has long been in cul-

tivation in Europe for the sake of the blanched
leafstalks and midribs of the leaves, which are
used as a salad, or more generally as a boiled

vegetable during winter. It is but little grown
in the United States.

CARDOSO, kilr-dr/sd, Josfi Joaquin (1802-

78). A Mexican jurist and botanist. He was
bom at Puebla, and graduated as a lawyer at
the Colegio de San Ildefonso, Mexico, in 1828.

When the secret society Los Polkos was organ-
ized by the Conservatives, during Santa Anna's
administration, Cardoso established a lodge in

opposition to it, which he called La Escocesa,

and which exerted considerable influence. In

1854 he was a member of the Liberal conven-

tion which prepared the plan of Ayutla, and in

1857 he became a deputy to the First Congress.

He repeatedly declined the portfolio of justice

tendered to him by his friend, President Juarez,

preferring to devote himself to botanical investi-

gations and literary studies. In 1868 he became
director of the San Augustin Library (now the

National Library), an institution containing

thousands of books acquired largely from the

convents of Mexico. Cardoso also made several

scientific excursions to Popocatepetl and Ori-

zaba, discovering and collecting many plants

which he subsequently classified. Among his bo-

tanical and biographical works may be men-
tioned : La herbolaria mejicana ; La flora entro

los Aziecas; El metodo de Humboldt; Linneo el

Joven; Cudl fu^ la primera planta medicitial

entre los antiguos; Autobiografas mejicanas.

CARDS (Fr. carte, card, Med. Lat. carta,

charta, card, Lat. charta, paper, from Gk. x^'tt
chartc, leaf of paper). Cards for playing games
of chance are of the most remote antiquity, and
of almost universal usage. There is evidence

that they were in use in Egypt in the time of

Joseph, but they did not appear among the

Jews until after their return from the Baby-
Ionian exile. That their use extended as far

east as Hindustan and China at a period long

before their introduction into Europe is well at-

tested. There is documentary proof that they

were in use in England in 1240, in Spain in

1267, in Italy in 1299, in Germany in 1300, and
in France in 1361. There are two theories as to

who brought them into Europe. Some antiquarians

maintain that they followed in the wake of the

invading Saracens, who, after having spread

over Asia and Africa, crossed the Mediterranean

in 711. Others claim that the Crusaders brought

the practice of playing cards from the East,

where they had of course come in contact with

the Saracens. Gambling was certainly rife

among the Crusaders. There is still extant a

proclamation against it, issued by the kings of

England and France, who were the joint leaders

of the Crusade of 1190. From whatever source

playing-cards came, every nation of Europe used
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them, and that they had the same point of ori-

<»in is pretty conclusively proved by the uniformi-

ty of the words by which they are known, both

among Teutonic and Latin races. When, how-

ever, the details of a pack are named, the nomen-

clature varies, just as the design and the

number of cards in a pack have varied. With
the Anglo-Saxons the world over it is fifty-two in

four suits of thirteen each, i.e. king, queen, jack

and ten cards, from ten to one, according to the

number of pips. In Italy thirty-six cards formed

a pack, and tlie older characteristically German
cards were only thirty-two. In China, where the

early Portuguese missionaries found cards in

common use, a pack consisted of thirty cards

in three suits of nine each, and three superior

cards. Their cards were not more than half as

wide as the European variety, and were called

by the very expressive word shen, meaning a

fan. evidently a suggestion taken from an out-

spread hand of cards. In Hindustan the early

pack consisted of ten suits of twelve each, the

marks of each of the ten suits being emblematic

of one of their avatars or incarnations of Vishnu.

In this symbolic respect, the cards of all nations

have varied from time to time. Some have been

historic, some have been political satires; some

have lampooned particular people ; some have

represented class distinctions, for instance, the

early Italian and Spanish packs, instead of the

modem hearts, clubs, diamonds, and spades, had
swords to represent the nobility, chalices for

the clergy, coins for the citizens, and clubs or

staves for the peasantry. The artistic embel-

lishment of the faces of cards would alone form

a volume; among the devices were horsemen,

elephants, hawks, bells, flowers, many birds,

tiunblers, and a host of other subjects. The
four kings seemed at one time likely to lose

their sway over the New World, for cards were

manufactured in New York in 1848 which had
neither kings nor queens, the president of hearts

being Washington, of diamonds John Adams, of

clubs Franklin, and of spades Lafayette. The
queens were Venus, Fortune, Ceres, and Minerva,

and the knaves Indian chiefs.

Spain introduced cards into the New World.

Herrera mentions that when Cortes conquered

Mexico King Montezuma took great pleasure

in watching the Spanish soldiers play cards.

Spain was more devoted to cards at that time

than any other European nation. Although gen-

erally known, they were not common. Neither

Petrarch, who described the social life of the first

half of the Fourteenth Century, nor Chaucer,

who depicted the second half, mentions cards,

although they descril)e many other games of

chanc-e. By the middle of the next century their

manufacture, even in England, had become quite

a trade, for on the rolls of Parliament there is

a petition, which was complied with, prohibiting

their importation from abroad.

Even the names of most of the old games are

only to be found in antiquarian works. Chief

among them was one named in every coimtry

where it was played 'primero ' It found its

way into Shakespeare, whose Falstaff says: "I

never prospered since I forswore primero." It

long continued a fashionable game, but was suc-

ceeded in general estimation by mauve, and
piquet still survives. 'Loadam,' 'Noddy,' 'Macke,'

'Oubre,' 'Gleek,' 'Post and pan,* and 'Bank rout'

are but ghosts out of the writers of the

Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Century.

A detailed description of the modern games
of cards will be found under their distinctive

titles. Consult: Singer, Researches into the

History of Playing Cards (London, 1816) ; Chat-

to, Origin and History of Playing Cards (Lon-

don, 1848) ; Willshire, Descriptive Catalogue of

Playing aiid Other Cards in the British iluseum
(London, 1876) ; Taylor, The History of Playing

Cards (London, 1865) ; R. Merlin, Origine des

cartes a jotier (Paris, 1869).

CARDtrCCI, kar-doo'chS, or CARDTJCHO,
-ch6, Babtolommeo (1560-1608). An Italian

painter, born in Florence. He studied under

Zucchero, with whom he went to ^Madrid, where

he painted the ceiling of the Escurial Library.

He died in Spain, where most of his works are

to be found, the most celebrated being a "De-

scent from the Cross," in the Church of San
Felipe el Real, Madrid. His brother Vincenzio

(1568-1638) was also a painter of celebrity,

and the author of Did logos de las excelencias de

la pintura (Madrid, 16.33).

CARDTJCCI, Giosrt (1836—). An Italian

poet. He was bom at Valdicastello, in Tus-

cany, July 27, 1836, studied in Florence and
Pisa, where he pursued a philological course,

and in 1861 was appointed professor of Italian

literature at the University of Bologna. Three

years earlier he had already attracted attention

by fotmding, with some other young poets, a lit-

erary review, II Poliziano, whose purpose was

to encourage poetry, modem in spirit and clas-

sic in form. Cardiicci's first poems were written

at the age of eleven, but his earliest published

volumes are Juvenilia (1857) and Levia gra-

via (1865), the former purely classic, the latter

bearing the stamp of growing individuality.

/ Decennali (1871) first revealed him as a poet

of political importance, an ardent Republican,

with lofty ideals for Italy and Rome. His most

famous poems are his Odi barbare, in which he

endeavored to adapt the metres of Greek and

Latin verse to the exigencies of the Italian lan-

guage, and which provoked widespread contro-

versy. Kuove odi barbare (1883) and Terze

odi 'barbare (1889) are further experiments in

the same direction, and contain some of his

finest verse. Of Carducci's prose works, men-

tion should be made of Studi leiterarii (1893)

and Bozzetti critici (1876). An edition of his

collected works has been in course of publication

in Bolouna since 1889. Consult Chiarini,/ crifiri

italiani € la metrica delle Odi Barbare (Bologna,

1878).

CARD'WELL, Edwakd (1787-1861). An
English clergjman and ecclesiastical historian.

He was bom" at Blackbum, Lancashire, 1787

;

educated at Oxford, received the degree of ^I.A.

in 1812 and of D.D. in 1831. In 1826 he was

chosen Camden professor of ancient history. He
edited the Ethics of Aristotle (2 vols., 1828-30),

with notes, and wrote lectures on The Coinage of

the Ancient Greeks and Romans (1883). In 1831

he was made principal of Saint Alban Hall, and

held the place till his death there. May 23, 1861.

Among his other publications were a student's

edition of the Greek Testament (1837); Jose-

phus's history in Greek and Latin ( 1837 ) ;

Documentary Annals of the Reformed Church of

England from ms to 1716 (1839) ; History of
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Conferences, etc.. Connected with the Revision of

the Book of Common I'raycr, 1358 to 1090
(1840); Synodalia, a Collection of Religious
Canons, aixl I'roceedinqs of Convocation from
iJ.}7 to tin (1842); 'and Reformatio Leyum
Ecclcsiasticarum (under Henry Vlll.-Elizabeth)

(1850).

CARDWELL, Eowabd, Viscount (1813-86).

An English politician. He was born in Liver-

])ool, was educated at Wineliester and at Balliol

College, Oxford, and was admitted to the bar in

18.S8. He devoted himself to politics, however,
rather than to the law, and entered Parliament
in 1842. There he attached himself, personally

as well as politically, to Sir Robert Peel, who
chose him Secretary of the Treasury in 1845, and
president of the Board of Trade in 1852. He was
subsequently Chief Secretary for Ireland, Chan-
cellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, and Secretary

of State for the Colonies. In Gladstone's Cabi-

net (1868) he became Secretary of War and a
member of the conunittee of the council of edu-

cation. In the War Olliee he effected a reorgani-

zation of the army. His reforms included the

abolition of the purchase of commissions, the

retirement of officers, short terms of service,

the localization of regiments, and improvements
in military education. In 1874 he was raised

to the peerage. With Earl Stanhope, he was
one of the literary executors of Sir Robert Peel,

and one of the editors of the Peel Memoirs
(1856-57).

CARELESS. (1) The friend of Mellefonte

and lover of Lady Pliant in Congreve's Double-
Dealer, a Mercutio of Restoration drama. (2)

Lady Dainty's suitor in Cibber's Double Gallant.

(3) One of Charles Surface's boon companions
in Sheridan's School for Scandal.

CARELESS, Colonel. Ruth's suitor in Sir

Robert Howard's TJie Committee.

CARELESS HUSBAND, The. A comedy
of intrigue by Gibber, produced December 7,

1704, at Drury Lane, and printed in quarto in

1705. It treats of the straying of Sir Charles

Easy from the paths of virtue and his final res-

toration to them through the patient forbearance

of his excellent wife.

CARELESS LOVERS, The. A comedy by
Edward Ravenscroft, produced at Dorset Garden
in 1673 and published the same year. It is

partly founded on Mon-tieur de Pourceaugnac,
and contains an attack on Dryden's Assignation.

CAREME, M'ram', Mabie Antoine (1784-

1833). A famous French cook. He was bom
in Paris and became chef de cuisine to many
celebrated persons, among whom was Talleyrand.

While in his service, Careme played, in a way, a
prominent role in the Congress of Vienna. He
left several works on subjects connected with
cookery, which include Le patissier pittoresque

(1815) ; Le patissier royal parisien (1825) ; Le
mattre d'hotel frangais in 2 vols.; and Le
cuisinier parisien.

CARET, k^'r&' (Neo-Lat. caretta, from Sp.

careta, pasteboard mask, dim. of cara, face, Gk.

Kdpa, kara, Skt. siras, head). A turtle. See
Hawksbill.

CAREW, ka-roo', Georgbi, Baron Carew of

Clapton and Earl of Totnes (1555-1629). An
English soldier and statesman. He was educated

at Oxford and joined the anny, holding an im-
portant command in the Irish wars against the
Earl of Desmond. He tilled several oflices, among
them that of !.,ord .Justice of Ireland, and was
an intimate friend of Sir Walter Raleigh. The
powerful support that he gave to Lnnl Mount-
joy enabled the latter to overcome the rebellious
O'Neil, Earl of Tyrone, and his Spanish allies.

For these services he was raised to the |)eerage

and made a privy councilor, and in 1626 Charles
I. created him Earl of Totnes. He had anti-
quarian tastes, and carefully preserved many
manuscripts relating to Ireland. I'acata Hi-
bernia, or the History of the Late Wars in Ire-

land, published after his death, is often
ascribed to him, though it was written by Sir
Thomas Stafford from Carew's papers.

CAREW, Richard (1555-1620). An Eng-
lish poet and antiquarian. While a student at
Oxford, when only fourteen, he was chosen to
dispute extemporaneously with Sir Philip Sid-

ney, in the presence of an audience of noblemen.
He was a member of Parliament, high sheriff of

Cornwall, and the author of a Survey (1602)
of that county, a work that enjoyed a great repu-
tation, and still has considerable value. He
translated, from the Italian, the first five can-
tos of Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered and left a
manuscript volume of poems.

CAREW, Thomas (1598-1638). An English
poet. Of his life very little is known. He was
a son of Sir Matthew Carew, of Middle-Littleton,
Worcestershire, a master in Chancery, and was
born probably in 1598. From Westminster
School he went to Corpus Christi College, Ox-
ford, but left about 1615, without a degree. "Af-
terwards," says Anthony Wood, "improving his
parts by traveling and conversation with in-

genious men in the metropolis, he became reck-

oned among the chiefest of his time for delicacy
of wit and poetic fancy. About which time,
being taken into the Royal Court for his most
admirable ingenuity, he was made Gentleman of

the Privy-Chamber, and Sew^er in Ordinary to
King Charles I." The King bestowed on him the
royal domain of Sunning Hill, a part of Wind-
sor Forest. Carew died, it would seem, early in

1638. He was the first of a group of lyrists,

often classed as Cavalier poets, to the making of

whom two influences contributed: the Eliza-

bethan lyrists, especially Ben Jonson, and the
pretty conceits of Dr. Donne. Carew's theme
is love, which is treated with great frankness
and with a luxuriant imagination. His verses
are often very sweet and beautiful. He pub-
lished, in 1634, a masque entitled Caelum Britan-
nicum; but his poems did not appear until 1640,

some time after liis death. Recent editions are
by Hazlitt, for the Roxburghe Library (London,
1870); by Ebsworth (London, 1893*); and by
Vincent for the Muses Library (London, 1899).
The last-named editor would identify the subject

of this sketch with the Thomas Carew who
entered Merton College, Oxford, in 1608, at the
age of thirteen, and received the degree of B.A.
in 1611. He also argues for 1639 as date of death.

CA'REX. See Cyperace^.

CA'REY, Henry (1692-1743). An English
humorous poet and musician, born in London.
He was a reputed son of George Saville, the fa-

mous Marquis of Halifax. After studying music
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under Linnert, Roseingrave, and Geminiani, he
taught for a living, and wrote a number of

musical dramas and ballad oi)eras. He was the

author of the libretto of The Dragon of Wantley,

music by Lampe (London, October 26, 1737), and
he also "published six cantatas (1732), and The
Musical Century, or_a Hnndred English Ballads

(1737; 3d ed., 1743). Some of his Poems (1729)

were highly praised by Addison. His name will

be remembered for his ballad, "Sally in Our
Alley." He died in London. His son, George
SaWlle C.vkey (1743-1807), poet and dramatist,

endeavored to establish his father's claim to the

composition of "God Save the King" (q.v.), but

the question is still undecided. Carey's grand-

daughter, Anne, was the mother of Edmund
Kean, the tragedian.

CAREY, Hexry Charles (1793-1879). An
American economist, bom in Philadelphia. In

1830 he published an essay on the Rate of Wages,
which was • expanded into the Principles of

Political Economy (1837-40). The value of this

work may be estimated from the fact that no

less an authority than Frederic Bastiat copied

its leading ideas. It was translated into Ital-

ian and Swedish, and favorably noticed in all

the important politico - economic journals of

Euro{)e. In 1838 Carey published The Credit

System of France, Great Britain, and the Unit-

ed States; and in 1848, The Past, the Present,

and the Future, a work marked by great vigor

and originality. In 1853 appeared the Letters

on the International Copyright: in 1858, Prin-

ciples of Social Science; in 1867, Review of the

Decade iSJ7-67 ; and in 1873, The Unity of Law.
Carey was originally a free-trader, but later

became a foremost champion of protection. He
held that though free trade might be the ideal

toward which we should tend, a period of pro-

tection is an indispensable stage in the progress

toward it.

CAREY, Mathew (1760-1839). An Irish

author and publisher. In consequence of pub-

lishing an address to the Irish Roman Catholics

on their oppression by the penal code (about

1778), he was compelled to leave Ireland, but
returned within a year, and established, in 1783,

the Volunteer's Journal. His attacks upon Par-

liament and the ^linistry caused his imprison-

ment in Newgate until the dissolution of Parlia-

ment. He arrived at Philadelphia by the aid

of Lafayette, who sent him $400, and immediate-
ly started The Pennsylvania Herald, one of the

first papers in the country to furnish accurate
reports of legislative debates. In January, 1786,

he fought a duel with Colonel Oswald, another
editor, and was seriously wounded. He was
subsequently connected with the Columbian
Magazine and the American Museum. In 1791
he began trade as a bookseller, and, with his

sons, built up a prosperous business. During
the epidemic of yellow fever in 1793 he was
active in the work of relief, and afterwards
wrote a history of the disease. In 1793 he, with
others, founded the Hibernian Society, and in

1796 he assisted Bishop White in establishing the
first Sunday-school Society. Carey was a con-
stant writer, and published a great number of

essays on party politics, political economy, and
social questions. Among his favorite ideas were
internal improvements and a protective tariff.

He died in Philadelphia. His son, Henry Charles

Carey (q.v.), was one of the foremost American
writers on political economy.

CAREY, Rosa Xouchette. An English
novelist, bom and educated in London, and now
residing at East Putney. Beginning in 1868,

she produced a large number of wholesome if

not brilliant novels. Various fashions in novel-

writing have come and gone, but she has held

throughout to a simple and unaffected chronicle

of commonplace folk. Of her work a good speci-

men is Other People's Lives (1897), a collection

of short stories. Others are yellie's Memories
(1868) : Robert Ord's Atonement (1873) ; Wooed
and Married (1875) : Only the Governess
(1888) ; Mrs. Romncy (1894) ; My Lady Frivol

(1899); Life's Trivial Round (1900).

CAREY, William (1761-1834). An English
Baptist missionary and Orientalist, bom near
Northampton, England. At the age of fourteen

he was apprenticed to a shoemaker, but in 1786
was chosen minister of a Baptist congregation

at Moulton, and in 1789 at Leicester. While
preaching, he studied Greek, Latin, and Hebrew
by himself, and in 1793 was sent as first Bap-
tist missionary to India by the Baptist Mis-
sionary Society, which he had helped to organize.

At first his financial support from home was so

meagre that he had to accept employment as su-

perintendent of an indigo factory. Neverthe-

less, he established a church near the factory at
Maldah, and preached in the language of the

natives. Five years later he removed to Seram-
pur, a Danish colony. L'nder his direction this

mission had up to 1832 issued about 200,000
Bibles, or portions thereof, in about forty Ori-

ental languages or dialects, besides a great num-
ber of tracts and other religious works in various
languages. A great proportion of the actual lit-

erary labor involved in these undertakings was
performed by Carey himself, whose Sanskrit

and other Oriental grammars and dictionaries

are highly regarded by English scholars. He
was professor of Oriental languages at Fort
William College, Calcutta, from 1800 to 1830.

For his biography consult: Eustace Carey (Lon-

don, 1836), and'George Smith (London, 1885).

CARGILIi, kar'gil, Donald (C.1G19-81). A
Scottish covenanting preacher. He was educated

at Aberdeen and Saint Andrews, and in 1655 was
appointed to a church in Glasgow. He pro-

nounced the restoration of Charles II. a public

calamity, and for this he was deprived of his

church and banished beyond the Tay. He was
wounded in the battle of Bothwell, but made his

escape; soon joined Richard Cameron in publish-

ing the Sauquhar declaration, and boldly excom-
municated Charles II., the Duke of York, and
various high officials. He was soon afterwards

arrested and beheaded in Edinburgh.

CARGO (Sp., burden, Fr. charge, from Med.
Lat. carricare, to load a car, from Lat. carrus,

car). A general term for all the merchandise

carried on board a trading-ship. Sometimes it is

applied also to the invoice of the cargo. The
term deck-cargo is given to the commodities on

deck, which are not usually included in the

policy of insurance. For the security of the cus-

toms revenue, the master of every coasting-vessel

is bound to keep a cargo-book recording the

name of the vessel, the name of the owner, the

port of departure, the port of destination, the

goods taken, the name of the shippers and con-
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signecs. the time of doparturo, nnd other particu-

lars. The custoni-houso officers may demand to

see this hiwk at any time. The rarj^'o of passen-

jjer-ships is ])la('ed in some dofrnH' imder the

control of the emigration officers by an act

passed in 1852.

CAB'HABT, Henry Smith (1844-). An
American physicist and professor in the Uni-
versity of Michigan. He was bom at Coeymans,
N. Y., March 27, 1844, and graduated from Wes-
leyan University in 1801). He pursued graduate
studies at Yale, Harvard, and llerlin, and after

serving as professor at Northwestern University,

was appointed to the faculty of the University

of Michigan in 1886. Professor Carhart lias de-

voted himself largely to the study of electricity,

particularly the subject of standard cells and
primary batteries, one of the best types of the

former having been devised by him and known as

the Carliart-Clark cell. Professor Carhart has
been a delegate from the United States to sev-

eral international electrical congresses, and in

1893 was president of the board of judges in the

department of electricity at the World's Colum-
bian Exposition in Chicago. He is the author of

Primary Batteries (1891), a standard treatise

on this subject; Univernity Physics (1894-96);
Elements of Physics (1895); and other text-

books and treatises.

CABHEIL, kft'rft'y', Etienne de. A Jesuit
missionary among the Huron and Iroquois In-

dians of Canada from about 16G8 to about 1721.

For many years he was stationed at Michili-

mackinac, as superior of the Indian mission
there, but he met with little success, and in 1701

most of the converts he had made left him to

live in the newly established settlement of De-
troit.

CA'BIA (Lat., Gk. Kopfo, K'arta). In ancient
geography, the southwesternmost country of

Asia Minor, bounded on the north by Lydia, on
the east by Phrygia, on the southeast by Lycia,

and on the west and southwest by the Mediter-

ranean. Before the ^lacedonian conquest, Caria
was cut off from the sea on the west by Ionia,

and on the southwest by the Dorian colonies.

A large portion of what was Caria is mountain-
ous. The chief ranges were called the Cadmian
and.the Latmian. The most important river was
the ^laeander, famous for its windings. Caria
was, at an early date, governed by petty princes

or kings; it afterwards became a part of the
Persian Empire, the former princes continuing
to rule as satraps; and it subsequently came
into the hands of the Macedonian kings of

Egj'pt; and finally, with the rest of Asia, into

those of the Romans. Among the chief towTis

were Cnidus, Halicarnassus, and ililetus. In
the early history of the ^^gean lands, the Carians
are frequently mentioned, and the Greek writers
seem to have believed that they were of the
same race as the pre-Hellenic inhabitants of Atti-

ca and some of the islands. !Many modern eth-

nologists also hold that the Carians were the
remnant of the early population of the ^Egean.

CABIACO, kft-rya^kft. A seaport of Venezuela,
situated 5 miles from the head of the Gulf of

Cariago, 40 miles east of Cumanfi (Map: Vene-
zuela, El). It is the centre of a fertile district

and has considerable coastwise trade. The gulf
is very well sheltered, being open only to the

westward. Cariaco was founded about 1600.

Population, about 7000.

QABIAMA, sll'r^-jl'mft (Brazilian), or Sebi-

EMA. A bird, Cariama cristata, allied to the

cranes, but also resembling certain raptorial

birds, and now generally ranked in a separate

family, placed near the cranes and bustards.

It is a native of (>uiana, Brazil, and Paraguay,
inhabiting open plains and the outskirts of for-

ests, where it feeds chiefly on serpents, lizards,

and insects. It is larger than the common heron

;

the plumage is brown, finely waved with darker
brown, whitish on the lower parts. When pur-

sued, the cariama seeks safety by running and
does not readily attempt to use its wings. Its

voice resembles that of a young turkey. It is

much esteemed for the table, and is sometimes
reared in a domesticated state. W. H. Hudson, the

Argentine naturalist, considers it related to one
of the great extinct birds of Patagonia, Phoro-
rachos inflatus, as closely as armadillos are re-

lated to Glyptodon. Consult Proceedings Zo-
ological Society of London for 1889 and 1899.

See Plate of Cbanes, etc.

CAB1B (West Indian, valiant man). A pred-
atory and warlike people from whom the Cari-
ban stock (q.v.) takes its name, formerly oc-

cupying most of the Lesser Antilles, by conquest
or expulsion of the original Arawakan tribes.

They had come from the southern mainland,
being expert seamen. Like nearly all the tribes

of this stock, they were distinguished for fe-

rocity and cruelty, and were also addicted to
cannibalism, the very word cannibal being a
derivative from their tribal name. To put an
end to the chronic disturbances occasioned by
their presence, the English Government, in 1796,
deported almost all the members of the tribe

from Dominica and Saint Vincent to the is-

land of Ruatan on the coast of Honduras, whence
they have since spread over the neighboring main-
land to the number of several thousand. From
admixture with the negroes, a part of them are
distinguished as Black Caribs.

CABIBAN STOCK. One of the most im-
portant lingiiistic stocks of South America, its

tribes holding at the time of the discovery
nearly the whole coast and midland region of
Venezuela and British Guiana, including the
lower Orinoco, together with the Lesser Antil-

les. Everywhere they were distinguished as a
warlike race, the terror of their weaker neigh-
bors, who were steadily retiring before them.
In spite of their exceptional cruelty, they are de-
scribed as "the strongest, handsomest, and most
intelligent" of all the natives of that portion of
the continent. They were expert boatmen, mak-
ing use of the sail, a thing unknown among the
other tribes, and in fleets sometimes numbering
100 canoes were accustomed to ascend the Ori-
noco, destroying everything before them. They
were partly agricultural, and made excellent
j)ottery. The present distribution of the princi-

pal Cariban tribes is as follows: On the river
Guapore in Mato Grosso Province, Brazil, are the
Palmellas, the most southerly members of the
stock. The Bakairis and the Nahuquas dwell on
the upper Xingu. In Brazilian Guiana are the
Apotos and Waywai : in French Guiana, the Ron-
cuuyennes and Galibis; in Dutch Guiana, the
Kalinas; in British Guiana, the Mucusi ; and in

Venezuela, the Makirifares and Motilones. The
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modem Caribs diller from the ancient Caribs of

the Antilles in their more peaceful mode of life,

the absence of cannibalism, and a less highly de-

veloped system of social relations. In place of

the conmiunal dwelling which formerly pre-

vailed among them, each family at present occu-

pies a separate house, sometimes built on piles as

a siifeguard against flood. They have a cere-

monial religion and practice the couvade (q.v. ).

Tlieir favorite weapon is a battle-axe of polished

stone.

CAR'IBBE'AN SEA. A portion of the North
Atlantic, bordered on the south by Central
America, Colombia, and Venezuela, on the west
by Central America and Yucatan, and partially

inclosed from the ocean on the north and east

by the island loop of the Greater and Lesser An-
tilles. It communicates at its northwestern ex-

tremity with the Gulf of Mexico by the Yucatan
Channel—a passage 120 miles wide between
Cuba and the Peninsula of Yucatan. The South
American coast of the Caribbean Sea is diversi-

fied by the gulfs of Paria, Cariaco, Triste, Vene-
zuela, and Darien, while on the western coast

there are the larger embavments of the Mosquito
Gulf and the Gulf of Honduras. The Gulf of

Venezuela, between the Goajira Peninsula in

Colombia and the Paraguana Peninsula in Vene-
zuela, connects by means of a shallow channel
with the lake of Maracaibo, the basin of which is

the most prominent indentation on the northern
coast of South America. Although the Caribbean
is a partially inclosed sea, and lies on the bor-

der of a great land mass, it occupies a very deep
depression. With the exception of a narrow
shelf along the Venezuelan coast and a bank that
reaches from Jamaica to Honduras and Nica-
ragua, the entire basin exceeds 6000 feet in depth
and a large portion is more than 12,000 feet.

Extreme depths exceeding 16,000 feet have been
found oflF the south coast of Cuba, and between
Haiti and Venezuela. The waters of the Carib-
bean Sea are influenced in their circulation by
oceanic currents, and particularly by the north
equatorial current, which enters the sea from
he southeast. There is also a marked current
a the northern part, which passes through the
Yucatan Channel into the Gulf of Mexico. The
Caribl)ean Sea receives the drainage of a great
'ortion of Central America, but only an incon-

derable portion of South America, as the An-
an Cordillera of Colombia and Venezuela turns

he drainage of these countries toward the Ori-

noco, which enters the Atlantic. The islands
o* the Caribbean are grouped along the South
American coast and along the bark from Jamaica
t Honduras. They are of small size and possess
iiu notcwortliy features.

CAR1BBEE BARK. See Exostemma,

CARIBBEE ISLANDS. See Antiixes.

CARIBE, k!\ r.-.1)& (Sp., Portug.. from West
Indian rtirih, valiant man). Any of several vo-
racious serrasalmonine fresh-water fishes of
South America, often of strange form and dis-

tinguished by having the bellv serrated with
sharp spines. The best known is the piraj'a

(Serrnsfilmo pirat/a). Gunther {Introduction to
the fitudif of Fishes, Edinburgh, 1880) says that
though most are of small size, their voracity,
fearlessness, and number render them a jierfect

pest in many rivers of tropical America. "In
Vol. it.—7.

all the teeth are strong, short, sharp, sometimes
lobed incisors, arranged in one or more series;

by means of them they cut off a mouthful of

flesh as with a pair of scissors, and any animal
falling into the water where these fishes abound
is immediately attacked and cut to pieces in an
incredibly short time. They assail persons en-

tering the water, inflicting dangerous wounds be-

fore the victims are able to make their escape.

In some localities it is scarcely possible to catch
fishes with the hook and line, as the fish hooked
is . . . torn to pieces before it can be with-

drawn from the water. The caribes themselves
are rarely hooked, as they snap the hook or cut
the line. The smell of blood is said to attract

at once thousands of these fishes to the spot."

CARIBOU, ka'ri-boo. A lake in Maine. See

Chesuxcook Lakes.

CARIBOU, karl-boo (Canadian Fr., Amer.
Indian) . A French-Canadian name for the Ameri-
can forms of the reindeer, regarded by most zo-

ologists as varieties of the European Kangifer
tarandus. (See Reixdeeb.) Two pretty distinct

forms exist, the common woodland variety

(Rangifer caribou) and the barren-ground va-

riety (Rangifer Grcenlandicus) . The former is

found throughout the forested region of northern
America, where it formerly extended as far south
as Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Colorado, but
since the middle of the Nineteenth Century ex-

tends south of Canada only in Maine, Michigan,
and the Rockj' Mountains. (See Plate of North
American EteER. ) It ranges the woods and
swamps, is especially numerous in Newfoundland,
I^brador, and British Columbia ; and in winter
gathers into herds of several hundred, which are

able to traverse the snow upon their broad and
hairy hoofs, and find an abundance of food in

leaves and berries ( especially cranberries) , lichens,

etc. In the siunmer they move about a great deal

to escape the flies and at all seasons are the prin-

cipal dependence of many Indians. Three local

varieties of this caribou are noted, so variable is it

in size and color: but it presents little distinction

from the Old World reindeer except in the ant-

lers, where the brow-tines are very unequally
developed.

The barren-ground caribou is a smaller and
paler form, with disproportionately large ant-

lers, which occupies the open country north of

the tree-growth and the coastal valleys of Green-
land, to an extreme distance north. It is named
R. (ircenlandicus. and is regarded as having a

better claim to independent specific rank than
any other American form. It is to be found in

vast herds in the desolate plains between Great
Slave Lake and Hudson's Bay, where it subsists

upon lichens and migrates southward in fall to

the margin of the forest, returning northward
each spring. The Indians and Eskimo gather
about these migrations and obtain a winter's

supply of meat and skins. Consult Shields, Big
Game of Sorth America (Chicago. 1890) ; Roose-

velt (et al.), The Deer Family (New York,

1902).

CARICA. See Papaw.

CARICATURE (Fr., It. caricatura, from
Med. Lat. caricare, to overload, exaggerate, from

I^t. carruM, car). A representation, descriptive

or pictorial, in which the peculiarities or natural

characteristics of an individual or class are exag-
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gerated, so as to make the object ridiculous. In
this article the term is used in its usual signiti-

ganci* as applied to the plastic and graphic arts,

e&pecially the latter. 'I he two principal kinds
of caricature are moral, directed against the
habits and customs of individuals and of society,

and political, directed against corruption and
bad governments in the State. To be good, a
caricature must possess real traits of the orig-

inal, exaggerated in a ridiculous sense, but easy
to recognize. The artist should have a good
sense of form, a ready pencil, and keen observa-
tion. To this must be added a considerable
knowledge of human nature, and of the influ-

ences of the passions, habits of life, and modes
of thought upon mankind. As caricature does
not enter into very high and serious art, neither
should the medium or method employed be too
dignified or heavy. The use of oil colors might
be out of place here, and a certain inattention
to studied and accurate drawing is permissible.

The touch should be light and skillful, and the
medium best employed is perhaps pen or pencil.

Caricature probably is as old as man's ability

tc express himself in the graphic arts. It is

said to have existed in Assyria, and certain gro-

tesque figures in the Egj'ptian papj'ri are prob-
ably caricatures. Though averse to distorting

the human figure, the Greeks caricatured their

gods and heroes. On a Greek vase "Apollo
Arriving at Delphi" is represented as a charla-

tan of the Greek theatre, and on another, Achil-

les, intoxicated, is borne on the shoulders of

Ajax. We know from the statements of Horace
and Cicero that caricature was common in Rome.
A fresco found at Gragnano represents .^^neas,

his father and his son, with dogs' heads and
otherwise caricattired. Another like the preced-
ing in the .Museo Gregoriano, Rome, represents a
philosopher as a pigmy preaching to a fox. Some
of the designs called "Graffiti," found at Hercu-
laneum and Pompeii, are caricatures. Such a
design, found near the Palatine Hill, Rome,
represents "Christ on the Cross," witli an ass's

head, adored by a believer, with the inscription,

"Alexamenus. adore thy God."
The grotesque was a marked feature of the art

of the Middle Ages, especially during the Gothic
period. Caricatures abounded in the illumina-
tions of manuscripts and in the thousands of
statues which ornamented the churcli portals.
Satan, Death, and other unpopular personages
were much satirized, but the Church was by no
means spared, the monks receiving an unusual
share. The "Dance of Death" (q.v. ) was a cari-

cature, on a large scale, of Death dominating all

classes of society.

The painters of the Renaissance frequently
made use of caricatures. Those of Leonardo da
Vinci, most wonderful drawings, were purely
artistic, and without reference to morals or poli-

tics. Annibale Carracci used caricature as a
weapon against the Naturalists when, in his pic-
ture of the Naples Museum, he portrayed Cara-
vaggio, his great rival, as a dwarf with monkeys
and parrot. The school of the Carracci produced
a number of good caricaturists. Other distin-
guished Italians of the Seventeenth Century
were Bacio del Bianco in Florence, and Pietro
Bellotti in Venice; of the Eighteenth Century,
the Roman artist Pierleone Ghezzi. In Germany,
Hans Holbein's "Dance of Death" and his illus-

trations of Erasmus's Praise of Folly were carica-

tures of the highest artistic order, and Luca»
Cranach's prints ridiculing the Pojm; and Catiiol-
icism were of the widest influence. The picture-
of Brauwer, Tcniers, and Ostade, thougii high
works of art, are real caricatures of peasant lite.

The invention of the printing-press gave to
caricature a new power, but it was hindered from
using this power l)y the lack of freedom of the
press. In France, each party made use of cari-
cature during the wars of the Reformation, and
the well-known "Songes Dr6latiques," attributed
to Rabelais, ridiculed both parties. A really
great caricaturist of the Seventeenth Centuil
was Callot, but he devoted himself to satirizing
general types. Under Louis XIII. and his suc-
cessor, caricature was active, especially at the
close of the reign of Louis XIV., who was mucli
annoyed by the Dutch artist Romain de Hoghc,
a pupil of Callot, in the service of William of
Orange. The caricaturists lashed, with a merci-
less hand, the immoralities of Louis XV., and
the clerical regime. During the Revolution cari-

cature became a means of political propaganda,
and was especially used by the Republicans.
Each event of the Revolution was lauded or at-

tacked, the King and (iueen being especially
noticed. Napoleon I. confined caricature to man-
ners and customs, but the English lampooned
bim all the more for the repression in France.
After the Restoration the returned aristocracy
and the clerical tendencies of the Kings formed
excellent butts of ridicule, even such artists as
Delacroix and Decamps taking part. The Revo-
lution of 18.30 brought greater liberty of the
press and, aided by the invention of lithography,
caricature flourished as never before. In that
year Charles Philippon founded La Caricature,
which was followed by Charivari and the Jour-
val pour Rire. Louis Philippe was the most cari-

catured of all French monarchs, his pear-shaped
head forming a peculiarly tempting butt of ridi-

cule. A brilliant group of caricaturists arose,

who were of great importance in the history of

art, and did much to bring art back from classi-

cism to real life. Honorf* Daumier, in particular,

lashed the Chamber of Deputies, the Peers, and
the Kings, as he afterwards ridiculed Napoleon
III. Among other artists were Carle Vemet,
Gavarni, Henri Monnier, and Cham, probably the

most important group of caricaturists the world
has seen. Under Napoleon political caricature

was confined to external politics, but the Tliird

Republic brought liberty, and saw the develop-

ment of such talents as Grevin, Wilette, Caran
d'Ache, Pille, Boutet de Monvel, and others.

The first great English caricaturist was Ho-
garth (1697-1764), who satirized social vice with
realism and force. Political caricature began
with the Ministry of Walpole in 1721, but the

artists were mainly foreign. In the latter half

of the century an important group of native art-

ists arose, chief among whom were James Gilray

and Thomas Rawlinson. They reflected political

sentiments in the minutest manner, and are, in

fact, a valuable source of history for the period.

Their work is, however, rather coarse, in com-
parison with that of the present. Chief among
the artists of the early half of the Nineteenth

Century were Gteorge Cruikshank, for "moral
comedies," and the brothers .John and Richard
Doyle for political caricature. In 1841 was
founded Punch, or the London Charivari, in

which the more refined modem caricature of Leech
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and Tenniel flourished. The most important of its

contributors was Du Maurier, the rehned por-

trayer of English aristocratic society.

In Germany political caricature began with
the Congress of Vienna, but was restrained by
the lack of freedom of the press. The Fliegende

Bid tier, a humorous but non-political journal,

was founded in Munich in 1844. It employed
such artists as Harburger, Oberliinder, and ^leg-

gendorfer, and the standard of work in its pages

is very high. With the Revolution of 1848 the

Berlin Kladderadatsch began its activity, andsoon
became famous by its political caricatures. Those
on Bisuuirck, by Wilhelm Scholz, have become
historic. The Dtisseldorfer Monatshefte was car-

ried on by artists of the Diisseldorf school. Vi-

enna has a number of comic journals, chief

among which are Kikeriki and the Figaro, for

which Wilhelm Busch and Schliessmann have
done good work.
The greatest Spanish caricaturist was un-

doubtedly Goya ( 1746-1828), whose masterly
satirical talent, in both painting and print, was
directed against the foibles and vices of society.

Political caricature exists, at the present time,

in nearly all European coimtries, and it has
become a mighty force in politics. In the United
States its power was shown during the Civil

War, and especially afterwards in the exposure
of the Tweed Ring in New York. Puck, Judge,

and Life are devoted mainly to caricature, politi-

cal and social, and weekly journals, like Harper's
and Leslie's, exercise, through it, a great influ-

ence. Of late years the newspapers have made
increasing use of caricature as a means of influ-

encing public opinion. Among the chief Amer-
ican caricaturists are Fritz Opper, Horace Daven-
port, W. A. Rogers, C. G. Bush, and E. Kemble.

Bibliography. The chief authority on Cari-

cature is Charapfleury, Uistoire general de la

caricature (5 vols., Paris, 1865-80), with supple-

mentary volume in 1885. See also Wright,
History of Caricature and Grotesque (London,

1875) ; Flogel, Geschichte des Grotesk-Komischen
(Liegnitz, 1778; new edition by Eberling, Leip-

zig, 188(5) ; Parton, Caricature and Other Comic
Arts (London, 1877) ; Everitt, English Carica-

turists of the yineteenth Century (London,
1880) ; Grand Carteret, Les vioeurs et la carica-

ture en Allemagne, en Auhriche et en Suisse

(Paris, 1885) ; Les moeurs et la caricature en
France (Paris, 1888). The last-named author
has also publisned, in recent years, a large num-
l)er of collective works of caricatures. See also

the special articles on the different artists

mentioned.

CARIES, ka'rl-$z (Lat., rottenness). A dis-

ease of bone analogous to the ulceration of soft

tissues. It is characterized by a gradual loss of

substance, suppuration occurring, and the bone
breaking down and coming away in granular
detritus. This finds its way to the surface, and
an opening occurs through which the purulent
fluid discharges, as the bone is eroded. Caries
may attack any bone, but it usually selects the
vertebrip, bones of the wrist and foot, and the
articular ends of long bones. In the case of
spinal caries the disintegrating process attacks
the cartilaginous disks between the vertebrte as
well as the bone, and the column is destroj^ed,

curvature resulting. Frequently the pus and
detritus find t'heir way to a point in the groin,
passing down between the sheaths of various

muscles, before opening at the surface and dis-

charging. To this terrible disease most deformi-
ties not congenital are owing. The carious ver-

tebrae yield under the weight of the trunk, and
the spine curves forward or to one side. In the
joint-ends of bones, the part enlarges, the car-

tilages become affected, matter forms, and ampu-
tation of the limb or excision of the joint is

frequently necessary to save the patient's life.

Too often the disease recurs with night-sweats,
hectic, and death. The causes of caries are con-

stitutional or traumatic. Scrofula, syphilis, or
excessive use of mercury may be the cause. If

affecting a small bone, the latter may be entirely
removed; and if the disease is strictly limited
to the ends of the bones forming a joint, these
may be excised. Carious places may be scraped
out or gouged out by the rongeur in some in-

stances. Amputation may be necessary. Consti-
tutional treatment to improve assimilation and
nutrition, and combat any underlying cachexia,
must be employed.

Caries of the Teeth. This depends either on
an original faulty formation of the substance
of the teeth, or microbial infection, generally due
to neglect. The carious surface should in all

cases be removed, and, as a substitute for the
lost substance, gold or some other substance
should be stuffed into the cavity. If the pulp be
exposed, and pain be present, the cavity may be
filled with cotton wet with oil of cloves, tincture
of capsicimi, or a strong solution of cocaine, or
chloroform, for temporary relief. Ten grains of

tannin and five grains of gum mastic dissolved

in a dram of ether, applied after the cavity is

wiped very dry, will often control pain for many
hours.

CARIGABA, ka'r^ga'rft. A town of Leyte,
Philippines, 32 miles from Tacloban. It is sit-

uated on a bayou on the northern coast of the
island, and is a landing-place for steamers from
Manila. Population, in 1898, 13,732.

CARIGNANO, ka'r^nya'nd. A city in north
Italy, in a fertile but damp locality on the
left bank of the Po, 11 miles south of Turin
(Map: Italy, B 3). The Church of San Giovanni
Battista is the work of Benedetto Alfieri. The
Church of Santa Maria delle Grazie contains a
monument to Bianca Pala'ologus, wife of Duke
Charles I. of Savoy, at whose Court the Chevalier
Bayard received his knightly training. After
the death, in 1418, of Prince Ludovico of Acaia,
Carignano fell to the dukes of Savoy, and was
given by Charles Emmanuel I. as a principality

to his youngest son Tommaso, who was an ances-

tor of the present King of Italy. The principal

occupations of the people of Carignano are the

culture and manufacture of silk. Population, in

1901 (commune), 7129.

CABILLON, Fr. pron. k4'r6'y6N'. See Bell-
RlXOING.

CABIMATA, ka'r^mn'tA, or KABIMATA.
A name applied to the strait between Borneo and
Billiton in the Dutch East Indies; also to a
cluster of isles in the same passage; and lastly

to the principal member of the group, whose
highest point, a peak of 2000 feet, is in latitude

r 3fi' S. and longitude 108° 54' E. (Map:
East Indies. C 5).

CAB'INAT.ffi! (Neo-Lat., nom. pi. of Lat.

carinntus, keel-shaped, from carina, keel). One
of the two great subclasses of living birds, the
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other being Ratitie, distiiij^uislied by the presence
of a more or less well-developed 'keel' on the
Hternum. Associated with this character is the
condition of the wings, which are well formed
and almost always litted for flight. The Cari-

natic incliule more than 11,500 known species of

birds. See B1RD8.

CARINI, ki-re'n*. A city in Sicily, situated
on a steep hill, 4 miles from the sea, in a coun-
try rich in corn and wine, 17 miles west of

Palermo (Map: Italy, H 9). The castle was
built by the Chiaramonti, in the Fourteenth
Century. In the vicinity are caves in which
animal fossils are found. The Sicilian Revolu-
tionists were defeated here, April 18, 1800, by
the Bourbon troops. North of the town, pic-

turesquely situated by the sea, was the ancient
Hyccara, from which the Athenians carried off

the twelve-year-old Lais, who grew up to \)e so

famous a courtesan. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune), 12,037; in 1901, 13,931.

CARINO, ka-re'n6. (1) A villainous man of

the Court and city in Guarini's Pastor Fido.

(2) The father of Zenocia (also spelled Chari-

no), in Flctclier's Custom of the Country.

CARIN'THIA (Ger. Karnten, from the Celtic

tribe of Carni). A crownland and duchy of

Austria - Hungary, bounded by Salzburg and
Styria on the north, Styria on the east, Italy,

Giirz and Gradisca, and Carniola on the south,

and T\roI on the west (Map: Austria, C 3).
Its area is about 4000 square miles.

Carinthia is a very mountainous country. Its

northern part is traverwd from west to east by
a portion of the Hohe Tauern and the Styrian
Alps, wliile its eastern end is covered by other Al-

pine ranges. South of the Drave rise the Carnic
Alps and the Karawanken, a continuation of

the former chain. In the interior there is the
important valley of the Drave, which separates
the two mountain systems of the north and south.

There are a number of large and very attractive

lakes; among them the Worther, Millstiitter, and
the Weissen. There are also some valuable min-
eral springs. The climate is not unlike that of

Tyrol.
iNDUSTBres. Owing to its mountainous sur-

face, only a small part of the land of Carinthia
is adapted for tillage, the larger part of the pro-

ductive land being covered with forests or used
for pasture. Large quantities of timber are
lloated down the Drave. Nearly all the surface

of the countn.' has been made remunerative. Rj'e,

oats, wheat, buckwheat, and clover-hay are lead-

ing crops. The raising of live stock is carried on
extensively in the mountain ranges, and the
horses of Carinthia are higlily valued. The moun-
tains are rich in minerals, especially lead, of

which Carinthia is considered one of the chief

producers in Europe. Iron is also mined on a
large scale, and there are mines of coal and zinc.

The total value of the mining product in 1898
was about $835,000, of which $380,000 was lead.

The chief manufacturing industry is the produc-
tion of iron and steel. Bessemer steel rails, wire,

wire nails, and bar iron are produced in great
quantities. Some machinery, firearms, textiles,

leather goods, cement, and wood-pulp are ex-

ported. Considering the configuration of its

surface, Carinthia is well provided with roads

;

also waterways, among which the most important
is the Drave. Klagenfurt is the centre of the

railway lines, of which there are about 300
miles, or 2.02 per cent, of the total mileage of
Austria.

Government. The Diet of Carinthia consists
of 37 members, consisting of the archbishop of
(Jurk, ten representatives of the landed aris-

tocracy, nine representatives of the towns, throe
representatives of the chambers of conmierce
and industry of Klagenfurt, and fourteen rep-
resentatives of the rural communities. In the
Lower House of the Austrian Reichsrat, Carinthia
is represented by ten members. For administra-
tive purposes, Carinthia is divided into seven
counties and the city of Klagenfurt. There are
nearly f<mr hundred elementary schools (includ-
ing 285 Gennan schools), with a total attend-
ance of about 54,000, constituting over 95 per
cent, of the total school population.

The population of Carinthia in 1900 was
367,344, showing an increase of 1.8 per cent,

since 1890. About 70 per cent, of the people
are Germans, and 30 per cent. Slovenes. Ninety-
five per cent, belong to the Roman Catholic
Church, while the remainder are Protestants.
The capital, Klagenfurt (q.v.), has a popula-
tion of about 25,000.

Under the Roman Empire, Carinthia formed
part of the Province of Noricum. Its ancient
inhabitants were the Carni, a Celtic people, who,
during the period of the migrations, were over-
whelmed by a race of Slavs. The Kingdom of

Carantania, which the invaders founded under
the leadership of Samo, an energetic Frank,
proved of short duration, and the region wa-;

annexed by Charlemagne to the Frankish Em-
pire. After his death it passed to Louis the
German, and was ruled for five hundred years
by dukes of different lines, until it came into the
possession of the archdukes of Austria in 13.S5.

Upper Carinthia was held by the French from
1809 to 1813.

Consult: Ankershofen, Geschichte des Herzog-
turns Kiimten (Klagenfurt, 1850) ; Schlechter,
Alte Geschichte des Obergailthales in Karnten
(Vienna, 1885) ; Karnten und Krain (Vienna,
1891).

CARI-^TJS, Mabcus Aubelius ( ? -285).
EmixTor of Rome from 283 to 285. He was
the son of the Emperor Cams. Made Caesar
(heir presumptive) in 282, along with his broth-
er, Numerianus, he was associated in the Em-
pire in August, 283, and reigned alone after the
murder of his father. When Diocletian seized

the chief power in Moesia, Carinus led his army
against him, but was killed by his own soldiers

in March or April, 285.

CARIFE, ka-re'p&. A town of Venezuela,
situated in a fertile valley of the same name, 50
miles southeast of Cumana (Map: Venezuela,
El). It contains an old church formerly be-

longing to the Capuchin monastery, since ruined.

The valley is noted for a cavern inhabited by
the remarkable bird called guacharo (q.v.).

Population of town and valley, about 5000.

CARIRI, ka-re'r^, or Kibirt. A former
powerful tribe residing on San Francisco River,

in the Province of Bahia, eastern Brazil. They
were one of the most progressive of the Brazilian

tribes, cultivating the ground and excelling in

weaving. In 1609 the Jesuit Mamiani published

a grammar of their language, which appears to
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constitute a distinct stock. They are now re-

duced to perhaps 500 souls.

CARISBROOKE, kar'Is-brvk. A village in

the Isle of Wight, adjoining Newport (Map:
England, E 6), which was formerly the 'new

port' of Carisbrooke. It is chielly noted for its

castle, which is supposed to have been built by

the Saxons. It was enlarged in the Eleventh

Century by the first Lord of Wight, was cap-

tured by Stephen in 1136, and in the time of

Eiciiard IT. successfully resisted attacks by the

P>ench. During the reign of Elizabeth it was
enlarged and the present outer works added. It

was in this castle that Charles I. took refuge

in November, 1647, and was imprisoned for thir-

teen months. After his execution his two young-

est children were confined in the castle, and
Princess Elizabeth died there, nineteen months
later. The remains of the castle are still exten-

sive. Near by are the ruins of a Cistercian

priory founded in the Twelfth Century, and
vestiges of a Roman villa. Tlie population of

Carisbrooke is about 8200. Consult Beattie,

"Carisbrooke Castle and its Ancient Lords," in

British ArchcBological Journal, Vol. X. (London,

1855).

CARISSIMI, ka-res's^-me, GlACOMO (1604-

74). An Italian church composer. He was born

at }kIarino, where he acquired his first knowl-

edge of music. In 1624-28 he was kappelmeister

at Assisi, and from that time until his death at

the Church of Saint ApoUinaris in Rome. His
works mark a turning point from the poly-

phonic style of the Palestrina school to the mod-
ern dramatic method. In his search for expres-

sion he produced a freer recitative that ideally

fitted the accents of ordinary speech, and he

gave prominence to the instrumental accompani-

ment. He was the creator of the chamber can-

tata, and added an instrumental accompaniment
to the motet. His style ia more animated and
graceful than that of his predecessors. His nu-

merous compositions included cantatas, oratorios,

masses, motets, and even music of a comic char-

acter. The greater part of them has perished,

but enough has been preserved in various li-

braries (chiefly in manuscript) to entitle Caris-

simi to a rank among the most important figures

in the history of music. Among his published

works were the following: "Jephta," "Judicium
Salomonis," "Baltazar," "Jonas" (oratorios

strikingly foreshadowing Handel), in Vol. II. of

Chrysander's Denkmiiler der Tuiikunst (1856);

motets (1664 and 1667); masses (1663 and

1607); Aric da camera (1667); and Ars Can-

tandi (3d ed., 1696). As a teacher Carissimi

was greatly esteemed, Alessandro Scarlatti, Buo-

noncini, and Cesti being the most noted of hia

pupils.

CAR'KER, James. The unscrupulous busi-

ness manager of Mr. Dombey in Dickens's novel

Dombcy and Son. He is a sly, smooth schemer,

with gleaming white teeth. Edith, his employ-

er's second wife, agrees to elope with him, to

revenge herself on her husband; but she spurns

him in the moment of his expected triumph. He
is crushed by a railroad train in trying to escape

from the man whom he has so deeply wronged.

CARL, Piiii.iPP (1837-91). A German physi-

cist, born at Neustadt, Middle Franconia. He
Btudicd the exact sciences in Munich, and spent
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several years in astrophysical researches at the
observatory of that city. In 1865 he estab-

lished, and for several years thereafter directed,

a workshop for the manufacture of mathemat-
ical instruments.. In that year he established also

the Kepertorium fiir Experimentalphysik, which
he edited until 1882. His published works in-

clude: Die Princiyifn der astronoinischen In-

strumentenkunde (1863), and Repertorium der
Konietcnastronomie ( 1864)

.

CARLEN, kar-I&n^ Emtt.ia Smith Flyqabe
(1807-92). A Swedish novelist, noted for her

stories of seafaring folk, fishermen, and smug-
glers, with whom as a child she had come in

frequent contact, through the trading voyages
of her father, Rutger Smith. She was bom at
Striirastad and married, at the age of twenty,

the physician A. Flygare. After his death, in

1833, she decided to devote herself to literature.

Her first novel, Waldemar Klein (1838), was fol-

lowed by her marriage (1841) to Johan Gabriel

Carlen, a lawyer and poet of Stockholm. Popu-
lar tales followed in rapid succession until 1852,

when she lost a son and wrote no more until

1858. With her husband's death in 1875 her lit-

erary activity ceased altogether, although until

that' time her salon had been the literary c*entre

of the capital. She founded charitable endow-
ments in aid of students and of teachers, and of

fishermen and their widows. Of her works (30

vols. ) , many are translated into German, French,

and English, Characteristic are Gustav Lin-

dorm (1839) ; The Rose of Tistelon (1842) ; and
The Maiden's Toner (1848). She wrote, also, a
bright autobiography. Reminiscences of Swedish

Literary Life (1878).

CARLES, kiirlis. A town of Panay, Philip-

pines, in the District of Concepci6n, situated at

the northeastern extremity of the island. Popu-

lation, in 1898, 10,300.

CARLETON, kiirl'ton. A suburb of Saint

John (q.v.). New Brunswick, Canada (Map:

Canada, H 2 )

.

CARLETON, karl'ton. Sir Guy, first Lord

Dorchester (1724-1808). A British soldier and
administrator. He served at Louisburg, Quebec,

and Belle Isle, and was wounded in the siege of

Havana in 1762. In 1766 he was appointed Lieu-

tenant-Governor, and in 1775 Governor of Quebec.

Soon afterwards he took command of the British

forces in Canada, successfully repelled the attack

of Montgomery and Benedict Arnold in 1775-76,

defeated Arnold on Lake Champlain, and cap-

tured Crown Point (1776). For these services

he was raised to the rank of lieutenant-general,

In 1777 he was superseded by Burgoyne. In 1782

he succeeded Sir Henry Clinton as commander-in-

chief in America. Carleton remained in New
York until after the treaty of peace had been

signed. On his return home he was granted a

pension of £1000 a year, and was created Baron

Dorchester. In 1786 he again became Governor

of Quebec, and was very popular as an adminis-

trator of that province. Under him Canada was

divided into the provinces of Upper and Lower

Canada. He returned to England in 1796.

CARLETON, Henry Giy (1856—). An
American journalist and dramatist. He is best

known as a playwright, and among his principal

dramas are The Pemhertons, Victor Durand. The

Oildvd Fool, and Ambition. His tragedy ilrmnon

( 1881 ) . based on an incident of Egyptian history.
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is a play of ^roat Htrenj^h, and contains many
lines of exceptional beauty.

CARLETON, James IIenby (1814-73). An
Ainericnn soldier, born at San Antonio, Texas.

He took i)art in the so-called Aroostook War,
arising over disi)utes concerning the northeast-

ern frontier of the United States (1838-39).

He also 8iil)sequently served in Kearny's expe-

dition to the Rocky Mountains (1840). Later
he served on the staH" of General Wool, in Mex-
ico, and distinguished himself at Buena Vista,

where he was brevetted major. He was the or-

ganizer and commander of the 'California Col-

unm' of troops, wliich in the spring of 1802
undertook the march across the Yuma and CJila

deserts to the Rio Grande. In April of that
year he received a commission as brigadier-

general of volunteers, and soon afterwards re-

lieved General Canby as comm-inder of the De-
partment of New Mexico. In recognition of his

distinguished services in that Territory, he was
at the close of the war raised by brevet through
all ranks in the regular army up to that of

major-general. His principal publication is The
Battle of liuena Vista, with the Operations of
the Army of Occupation for One Month (1848).

CARLETON, Will (1845—). An American
poet, noted for his ballads of domestic life, which
have been very popular. He was bom at Hud-
son, Mich., October 21, 1845. Soon after his

graduation at Hillsdale, in 1869, he traveled

widely as a lecturer in the Northern and West-
ern States, Great Britain, and Canada. His
first Poems appeared in 1871. These were fol-

lowed by Farm Ballads (1873) ; Farm Legends
(1875); Young Folk's Centennial Rhymes
(1876); Farm Festivals (1881); City Ballads
(1885) ; City Festivals (1892) ; Rhymes of Our
Planet (1895). He was also for a time editor

of Everywhere, an illustrated magazine.

CARLETON, William (1794-1869). An
Irish novelist, born at Prillisk, Tyrone, Ireland.

Bred and educated among the peasantry, he
passed through the common sufferings and priva-

tions of Irish poverty. After receiving some
scanty instruction in a hedge-school, he attended
an academy at Glasslough. Subsequently a
vague ambition led him to Dublin, where he
arrived with only two shillings and ninepence
in his pocket. He soon began writing, for a
Dublin periodical, sketches of Irish life, which
he published in 1830, under the title, Traits and
Stories of the Irish Peasantry. Their freshness

of style pleased the public, and won the favor of

critics. A second series, issued in 1833, was also

well received; and in 1839 he published Fnrdo-
rougha the Miser, an experiment in the longer

novel of Irish manners. This was followed by
a series of tales (3 vols., 1841), mostly of pa-

thetic interest, but including a very genial and
humorous sketch of the Misfortunes of Barney
Branagnn, which proved a great favorite. In
1845 appeared Valentine M'Clutchy, a novel, half

political and half religious in its tendency, de-

fending the Irish Catholic priesthood, and advo-

cating repeal of the union. Other narratives

—

Rody the Rover (1845); The Black Prophet
(1847) ; and The Tithe Proctor ( 1849)—contain
many proofs of the author's talents. ^Villy

ReiUy appeared in 1855. and The Evil Eye in

1860. Carleton is the true historian of the Irish

people. Sharing in their qualities of mind and

temperament, he had genuine sympathy with all

their joys and sorrows, and a graphic pen to
describe them. Consult Traits and titories, ed-
ited by O'Donoghue (London and New York,
1896).

CARLETON COLLEGE (after W. Carleton,
who gave it $50,000). A non-sectarian educa-
tional institution at Northfield, Minn., founded
by Congrogationalists in 1806. The college
opened in 1870. It has well-equipped chemical,
physical, and biological laboratories, and an un-
usually eilicient astronomical department. In
1901 the value of the college buildings and
grounds was estimated at $2.50,000, the produc-
tive funds amounted to about $250,000, and the
library contained 17,000 volumes. At the same
time the collegiate and preparatory faculty num-
liered 24, and there were 231 students in the
college proper, 93 in the music scliools, and 101
in the preparatory department. President,
James W. Strong, D.D., LL.D.

CARLETON PLACE. A town in Lanark
County, Ontario, Canada, on the Mississippi
River and the Canadian Pacific Railroad, 28 miles
from Ottawa (Map: Ontario, G 2). It contains
large saw-mills, railway and other workshops.
Population, in 1901, 4059.

. CARLI, kjir'l^, Giovanni Rinaldo, Count
(1720-95). An Italian economist and anti-

quarian, born at Capo d'Istria. In his twenty-
fourth year the Senate of Venice appointed him
jirofessor of astronomy and navigation there,

in 1753 he was appointed president of the newly
established Coimcil of Commerce in Milan. Soon
afterwards he published the first volume of his

celebrated work on the coins of Italy, under
the title, Delle monete e dell' istituzione delle

zecche d'ltalia (3 vols., 1754-60). In 1766 he
published a pamphlet on the deterioration of

coin in Milan. He also made a census of Milan,
and wrote a pamphlet favoring a protective
tariff, and a work entitled Delle antichiti ita-

liche (5 vols., 1788-91).

CARLILE', RicnABD (1790-1843). An Eng-
lish free-thinker, born at Ashburton. He was
apprentice in a chemist's shop, worked as a
journeyman tinman, and, throjigh the reading
of Paine's Rights of Man, became a Radical.
He next sold about London a weekly called the

Black Dwarf, printed and disposed of 25,000
copies of Southey's Wat Tyler, reprinted the
Parodies of William Home, and wrote, in imita-
tion of them. The Political Litany (1817). For
this he spent eighteen weeks in the King's Bench
Prison. In 1818 he published Paine's works,
which he followed by others of like character,

and in 1819 was condemned to pay £1500 and
be imprisoned in Dorchester jail for three
years. Here he publislied the first twelve vol-

umes of his periodical, The Republican (1819-

26). A public subscription of £6000 was raised

for the prosecution of his assistants, the Duke
of Wellington heading the list; and his im-
prisonment was increased by three 3'ears, in lieu

of the fines. Upon his release he edited a week-
ly, The Gorgon, and conducted public discussions

in the Rotunda, Blackfriars Road. Subsequent-
ly he suffered something more than three years

of additional imprisonment. He may lie said

to have done more than any other Englishman of

his time for the freedom of the press.
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CAR'LIN (probably dim. of carl, AS. carl.

Tool.. OTIG. karl, Oer. Kerl, fellow, Enj;. churl,

otherwiso explained as a corruption of Fr. harle-

quin. It. arlequiuo, harleqnin). An inferior va-

riety of pup <iofr. See Pro.

CAROLINES, or CAR'LINGS (Fr. carlingue,

Riiss. k(irli)isu). In shipbuilding, small beams
laid fore and aft, and rej'ting upon the main or
deck beam's. These, with other pieces called

Irdfies, laid at right angles to them, form a
framework by which the deck is supported

CAR'LINGFORD, Chichester Samuel For-
TEstiK, Baron (1823-98). A British statesman,
born at Glvde Farm, County Louth, Ireland.

He graduated in 1845, at Christ Church, Ox-
ford, and from 1847 to 1874 sat in Parliament
for County Louth. He became a member of the

Privy Council in 1864, and in the following year
Chief Secretary for Ireland, succeeding Sir Robert
Peel. This secretaryship he resumed under
Gladstone's first administration, and in the

preparation of the Land Bill of 1870 he rendered
invaluable assistance. He became president of

the Board of Trade in 1871, Lord Privy Seal in

I88I, and in 1883 President of the Council. He
rejected the Home Rule cause in 1886, and was
thenceforth a Liberal Unionist. He published a
pamphlet, Christian Profession Not the Test of
riti-cnship (1848).

CARLINI, kar-le'n§, Francesco (1783-1862).

An Italian astronomer, born in Milan. He de-

voted himself to the study of astronomy, and
during the last thirty years of his life acted as

director of the astronomical observatory of his

native town. His published works include:

Esposizione di un nnovo metodo di costruire le

tavole nstronomiche applicato alle tavole del

sole (1810), and Nuove tavole de moti apparenti
del sole (1832).

CAR'LINVILLE. A city and county-seat of

Macoupin County, 111., 60 miles north by east
of Saint Louis, Mo., on the Chicago and Alton
and otlicr railroads (Map: Illinois, B 4). It

is the seat of Blackburn University (Presby-

terian), opened in 1850, and contains a hand-
some county court-house. The city is an im-
portant centre for local trade, and has coal-min-
ing interests. Settled in 1833, Carlinville was
incorporated in 1865. The government is ad-

ministered by a mayor, elected biennially, and a
municipal council. Population, in 1890, 3293;
in 1900, 3.502.

CARLISLE, kilr-liK (Brit. Caer Luel, from
fdcr, city, and Luel, connected with Irish Lug,
name of a god, OHG. lochoii, to lure, Lett. Itigt,

to pray; cf. the Lat. form, probably a translation,

Luquvfilluvi) . A Parliamentary and municipal
borough and an episcopal city, the capital of

the County of Cumberland, England, 7 miles from
Solway Firth, 300 miles north-northwest of Lon-
don, 101 miles south of Edinburgh, and 00 miles

west-southwest of Newcastle (Map: England,
2). It stands on an eminence in a wide plain

at the confluence of. and nearly surrounded by,

the Eden, Caldew, and Petteril. The cathedral,

a red fn'cstone structure, was founded by \Vil-

liam Hufus. and dedicated in 1101 by Henry I.;

in 1133 it was made the cathedral church of the
newly formed dif)ce«e. A great part of the orig-

inal Xorman building was destroyed by fire in

1292. Two-thirds of the fine Norman nave, orig-

inally 141 feet long, were destroyed by Crom-
well; the portion that was left has long been
used as a parish church. The choir is one of the
finest in England, 138 feet long and 72 feet

high, and consists of eight pointed arches. The
east window, consisting of nine lights, is con-

sidered the finest decorated window in England.
The tower is very low, risin;^ but one story
above the choir. The castle was founded in

1092, and is now used as barraoks; the remains
of the keep form a massive lofty tower, with a
very deep well. Marj% Queen of Scots, was con-

fined in the castle after the battle of Langside.
In spite of its antiquity, Carlisle is a thoroughly
modern town in its appearance and facilities.

Many fine new streets and buildings have been
recently constructed, and the city has gradually
come into possession of all the quasi-public
works. It owns its water and gas works, and
since 1899 has operated an electric-light plant.

Its markets and slaughter-houses are a profit-

able source of municipal revenue, and it main-
tains a library, a museum, and technical schools.

It sends one member to Parliament. Seven rail-

way lines enter Carlisle, which is connected by
rail with the port of Silloth, 20 miles distant,

where an extensive dock has been constructed on
the Solway. The chief industries are the manufac-
ture of cottons and calicoes, iron-works, and dye-

ing establishments. The salmon-fishing in the
Eden is also of some importance. The United
States has a resident consular agent. Population,
in 1851, 26,310; in 1891, 39,200; in 1901, 45,500.

Carlisle was a Roman station, under the name of

Luguvallum. It was the seat of the ancient kings
of Cumbria, and bore the British name of Caer
Luel. It was frequently ravaged by the Picts

and Scots, and about 875 it was destroyed by
the Danes, after which it remained desolate for

200 years. Thence, to the union of England and
Scotland, it was closely connected with the
border wars, and vmderwent many sieges. Dur-
ing the Civil War it declared for King Charles,

and suffered severely at the hands of the Parlia-

mentarians. Carlisle, in 1745, surrendered to

the Pretender. The Duke of Cumberland after-

wards took the city, and punished the leaders

with death. The Carlisle tables of mortality,

based on the deaths which occurred in Carlisle,

1779-87, were drawn up by Dr. Heysham, and
have been ever since much used as a basis for

life-insurance policies.

Consult: Creighton, Carlisle (London, 1889) ;

Fre<'man, '"Carlisle in English History," in

Archcpological Journal, Vol. XXXIX. (London,

1882) ; Marks, "Public Works in Carlisle," in

The Surveyor, Vol. XVII. (London, 1900).

CARLISLE. A borough and county-seat of

Cumberland County, Pa., 18 miles west-southwest
of Harrisburg, on the Cumberland Valley and the

Philadelphia and Reading railroads (Map: Penn-
sylvania, D 3). It is in a highly ])roductive agri-

cultural region, is well built, with broad and
handsome streets, and has several fine public

buildings. It is the seat of Dickinson College

(Jlethodist Episcopal) (q.v. ), of the United
States Indian Training and Industrial School,

and of the Metzger Institute for Girls. The in-

dustries include machine-shops, chain and frog

switch works, sh(H>-factories, flour-mills, pai>er-

box factories, carpet-factories, etc. Mount Holly
Springs, in the mountains, is a popular sunnner
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resort. Tlip povornni«'nt. as aiitliorized by a gen-

eral boroufrli law of 1851. revised the following

year, is administered by a burgess, elected for

three years, and a borough council. Carlisle

was laid out and settled in 1751; in 1794, dur-

ing the Whisky Rebellion, the Pennsylvania and
New Jersey troops assembled here; and on July

1, 1803, the borough was shelled by the Con-

federates. Population, in 1890, 7620; in 1900,

9fi26.

Consult: Wing, History of Cumberland Coun-
ty, Pa. (Philadelphia, 1879); History of Cum-
hrrland and Ad<ims Counties, Pa. (Chicago,

1886).

CABLISLE, George Wiluam Fbedebick
HowAKi), seventh Earl of (1802-64). An Eng-
lish statesman and author. He was bom in Lon-

don, April 18, 1802. The eldest son of the sixth

Earl, he bore the courtesy title of Lord Morpeth.
He was educated at Eton and Christ Church,
Oxford, where, in 1821, he won the Chancellor's

and the Newdigate prizes with a Latin and an
English poem. In 1823 he took a first class in

classics and graduated B.A. In 1826 he was at-

tache to his uncle, the Duke of Devonshire, in

Russia; while abroad he was elected to Parlia-

ment as a Whig, and on his return supported the

repeal of the Jewish disabilities in his maiden
speech on March 5, 1827. In 1830 he was elected

representative for Yorkshire, and after the Re-

form Bill, for the West Riding. Under Lord
Melbourne, he was Chief Secretarj' for Ireland

( 1835-41 ) , and his impartial distribution of pat-

ronage made him popular in Dublin. Reject-

ed in 1841 by the West Riding, he was reelected

in 1846, and remained one of its representa-

tives until his father's death (1848) seated him
in the House of Lords. Under Lord John Rus-

sell's Ministry (1846-52), he was chief com-
missioner of woods and forests, and afterwards

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. When
Lord Palmerston was made Prime Minister in

1855, Carlisle was appointed Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland, a post which he held until the advent
of the Earl of Derby's Government in 1858. He
succeeded to the same office again when Lord
Palmerston was reinstated in 1859. In 1841-42

he traveled in the United States and Canada, and
on his return described his visit in a series of

popular lectures. He obtained fame as a literary

man by these lectures and by another, The Life

and Writings of Pope (1851). He published a
tragedy. The Last of the Greeks (1828); A
Diary in Turkish and Greek Waters (1854) ; and
a volume of Poems was issued after his death.

He died at Castle Howard, December 5, 1864.

His Yicereqal Speeches, edited by J. Gaskin, ap-

peared in 1866.

CARLISLE, John Griffin (1835—). An
American lawyer and politician. He was bom
in Kentucky, received a common school educa-

tion, taught school, was admitted to the bar
in 1858, and achieved an almost immediate suc-

cess as a lawyer. In State politics also he took

a prominent part, serving as Democratic member
of the Kentucky House of Representatives ( 1859-

61), as State Senator (1866-71), and as Lieii-

tenant-Govemor (1871-75), and from 1876 to

1890 was a member of the National House of

Representatives, being Speaker from 1883 to 1889.

In 1890 he was elected United States Senator.

In Congress he was a prominent advocate of reve-

nue reform ; and was regarded as one of the
leading advwates of free trade, although he
favored only an approximation to the free-trade

standard. He was Secretary of the Treasury dur-
ing President Cleveland's second administration
(1893-97), and afterwards settled in New York
to resume the practice of law.

CARL'ISTS. The supporters of Don Carlos
and his descendants in their pretensions to the
Spanish crown after the death of Ferdinand VII.
Their opponents who supported the Queen Regent
Christina (q.v. ) were sometimes known as Cris-

tinos. See Carlos, Don.

CAR'LO KHAN, kiin (It. Carlo, Charles -f

Khan, Fr. khan, Turk., Pers. khan, prince, of

Tartar origin). A familiar appellation gained
by Charles Fox through his introduction of the
'India Bill' in Parliament.

CAR'LOMAN, or Karlmann (751-71). A
King of the Franks, younger brother of Charle-

magne. He was anointed in 754 by Pope Stephen
III., jointly with Charlemagne, and at the division

of territory between himself and Charlemagne in

768 received Burgundy, Alsace, Provence, Ale-

mannia, and southeastern Aquitaine. He was
crowned in the same year at Soissons. See
Charlemagne.
CAR^LOS ( Sp., Charles) . ( 1 ) Biron's treach-

erous brother in Southerne's Isabella. (2) An
emasculated bookworm who becomes bright and
vigorous by the influence of a genuine passion,,

in Ciblier's Love Makes a Man.

CARLOS, Don. ( 1 ) The alias of Don Sanche,
the heir to the throne, in Comeille's comedy, Don
Sanche d'Aragon. (2) The dissolute husband of

Victoria, whom she later reclaims, in Mrs. Cow-
ley's comedy, A Bold Stroke for a Husband.

CARLOS, kUr'lfis, Don (1545-68). The son

of Pliilip II. and Infante of Spain, born July 8,

1545, at Valladolid. He was as weak of intellect

as he was vicious and untrustworthy in temper.

He was excluded from the succession and finally

tried by the Inquisition on a charge of conspiracy

against the King. No sentence of death was
formally imposed, but Carlos was imprisoned and
died on July 24, 1568. The universal dislike for

Philip II. gave currency to stories of cruelty and
foul play, but these are not fully established.

Opinions* as to the character of Don Carlos vary

considerably, but recent historical research has.

attempted to prove that he was afflicted with

hereditary insanity. The traditional romantic

story is preserved in Schiller's tragedy, Don
Carlos. The story was disproved by Llorente,.

the Spanish historian of the Inquisition. Con-

sult: Ranke, in Wiener Jahrbiicher der Littera-

tur. Vol. XLVI. (Vienna, 1829) ; Gachard, Don
Carlos et Philippe IL (Paris, 1867); Mauren-
brecher, Don Carlos (Berlin, 1876); Prescott,

Philip n. (Boston, 1856).

CARLOS, Don. The name of several pre-

tenders to the Spanish crown. Don Carlos Maria

Jos6 Isidoro de Bourbon, Coimt of Molina (1788-

1855), was the second son of Charles IV. of

Spain, and was educated chiefly by priests.

After the expulsion of tne French from Spain, his

brother, Ferdinand VII., reascended the throne

(1814), but as Ferdinand had married thrice

without issue. Don Carlos hoped to succeed his

brother. An insurrection in his interest broke

out in 1825 in Catalonia, but was put down, Don
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Carlos himself not participating in it. Ferdi-

nand, however, married for a fourth wife, Maria
Christina of Naples, who bore him a daughter, the

Infanta Maria Isabella, October 10, 1830. As the

!<alic law. excluding females from the succession

to the throne, had been abrogated on ^Nlarch 253 of

the same year, the hopes of the Carlists were

destroyed. During the illness of the King, in

Septeniber, 1832, the Carlists succeeded in ob-

taining from him the re-institution of the Salic

law ; but this he revoked as soon as he had par-

tially recovered. As Don Carlos still continued

his agitation, he was banished, in 1833, to

Portugal, and soon afterwards was commanded
to reside in the Papal States. But before Carlos

had embarked for Italy, King Ferdinand VII.

died, September 2!», 1833. Don Carlos was now
recognized by his party as heir to the throne of

Spain, and the usurper Dom Miguel of Portugal

supported his claim. In 1834 a quadruple treaty

was concluded between England, France, Spain,

and Portugal, directed against Dom Miguel and
Don Carlos, which resulted in the dethronement

of Dom Miguel. In June, 1834, Don Carlos em-

uarked for England. In the following month he

returned to the Continent, and passed in disguise

througli France into Spain, where he excited an
insurrection in the northern provinces. The con-

flict raged till 1839, when the power of Don Car-

los was broken by the surrender of General Ma-
roto, and the pretender was compelled to escape

into France. In 1836 his claims to the throne

were unanimously rejected by the Cortes. In

1845 he abdicated in favor of his eldest son, and
died at Triest, March 10, 1855. Don Carlos Luis

Fernando de Bourbon, Count of ilontemolin

(1818-61), son of the preceding, succeeded to hia

claims, and was recognized by the Carlists as

Charles VI. In 1860 a Carlist insurrection was
once more attempted, in which he was made a

prisoner, and released only after signing a re-

nunciation of his claims to the Spanish throne.

—Don Maria de los Dolores Juan Isidoro Josef

Francesco Quirino Antonio Miguel Gabriel

Rafael Carlos, Duke of Madrid, was bom March
30, 1848. He is the nephew of the preceding, and
the present Carlist claimant of the throne of

Spain. As Charles VI. died without issue, his

rights devolved upon his brother Don Juan, who
had married the Archduchess Maria Beatrix of

Austria. Princess of Modena. Their son, Carlos

Maria de los Dolores Juan Isidore Jos6 Fran-

cisco, was educated principally in Austria, and
married Margaret de Bourbon, Princess of Par-

ma, and sister of the Comte de Chambord. In

October, 1868, Don Juan abdicated in favor of

his son, whose standard was raised by some of

his partisans in the north of Spain in April,

1872. On the 16th of July following, Don Carlos

published a proclamation calling upon the people

of Catalonia, Aragon, and Valencia to take up
arms in his cause, promising to restore their an-

cient liberties, and in December his brother. Don
Alfonso, assumed command of the Carlist forces

in Catalonia. Don Carlos himself entered Spain.

July 15. 1873, announcing that he came for the

purpose of saving the country. Thenceforward
there was incessant war in the northern part of

the country, but for the most part the struggle

was unfavorable to the Carlists, and in February,

1876. when their last stronghold, Estella, had
fallen. Don Carlos fled into France. He went to

Paris, where, March 3, 1876, he issued a proc-

lamation giving up the struggle but refusing to
relinquish his claims. He was expelled from
France, in 1881, for ostentatiously supporting the

claim of the Comte de Chambord to the French
throne. Don Carlos has five children, four daugh-

ters and a son.

CARLOTA, kar-lo''tft, La. A town of Negros,

Philippines, in the Province of Western Negros,

situated 29 miles from Bacolod. Population, in

1898. 12,384.

CARLOT^A (Sp., Charlotte) (1840—). The
name generally applied to the ex-Empress of

Mexico, Marie Charlotte Amelie, the daughter of

Leopold I., King of the Belgians. She was born
June 7, 1840, and was married at the age of sev-

enteen to Archduke Maximilian, of Austria, af-

terwards Emperor of Mexico. She accompanied
him to Mexico in 1864, whither, at the suggestion

of Napoleon III., he had been invited by the

Assembly of Notables. The Empress remained

with him until he found it imperative to send

her to France (1866) to seek aid from Napoleon
III. Her mission was fruitless. She then ap-

plied to the Pope, who had blessed Maximilian
previous to his departure for his new empire in

the Western Hemisphere, but she was again

doomed to disappointment. Her failure and the

disastrous consequences attending the closing

days of the Mexican Empire shattered her rea-

son. She was taken to the chateau of Laeken,

and later to the Chateau de Bouchoute, not far

from Brussels.

CARLOVIN'GIAN CY'CLE, The. A series

of poems centred about Charlemagne and his

knights, composed chiefly during the Tenth and
Eleventh centuries.

CARLOVINGIANS. See Cabolingians.

CARLOW, kar'ld (Celtic). A small inland

county of Ireland, in Leinster Province, with an

area of about 349 square miles, of which six-

sevenths are arable (Map: Ireland, E 4). The
chief towns are Carlow, Tullow, and Bagenals-

town. Population, in 1841, 86,400; in 1851,

68,200; in 1891, 41,934; in 1901; 37,700. Con-

sult Ryan, History and Antiquities of the County

of Carloic (Dublin, 1833).

CARLOW. The capital town of Carlow

County, Ireland, at the confluence of the Burren

and the Barrow, 56 miles southwest of Dublin

by rail (Map: Ireland, E 4). It is a well-built

town, and, with its extensive flour-mills, serves

as the emporium for the agricultural produce of

the district. Population, 6600. There are re-

mains of a castle, picturesquely situated on an

eminence on the Barrow, founded in 1180 by Sir

Hugh de Lacy. The town grew up around the

castle, which \vas several times besieged by. and

alternately in the possession of, the English and

Irish. In the Irish insurrection of 1798, the in-

surgents attacked the town, but were repulsed

with a loss of 600 men. Consult Ryan, History

and Antiquities of Carloir (Dublin. 1833).

CARLSBAD, kJlrls1)i\t. See Kablsbad.

CARLSBAD DECREES. The resolutions

adopted by a conference of delegates of the prin-

cipal German States at Karlsbad in 1819. and

promptly ratified by the Federal Assembly. They

were aimed at the lil)eral agitation then ram-

pant and were a part of the reactionary policy

of Prince Metternich. The press was ]nit under a

strict censorship and the universities under police
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supervision. The HurscUenschaft wua to be sup-
pressed, and a federal eoiuniittee of seven was
appointed to inquire into "the origin and rami-
fications of revolutionary eonspiraeies and dema-
gogic associations." At the Conference of Vienna
in the following year constitutions were declared
incompatilde with the rights of the sovereigns.

See Bt icsriiKNsciiAFT, and Mktternicii.

CARLSBURG, karls1)oorK. See Kablsbubg.

CARLSCRONA, kilrls'kr6-n6. See Kabls-
KRONA.

CARL'SEN, Emit. (1848—). A Danish-
American artist. He came to this country in

1872 and settled first in Boston and then in New
York (1887). His pictures are shown frequently
in American exhihitions and he is considered an
excellent jmintcr of still life.

CARLSHA]yiN, kUrls'hAm. See Kablsuam.
CARLSON, kiirl'sdn, Fbedebik Ferdinand

(1811-87). A distinguished Swedish statesman
and historian. He was born June 13, 1811, at
Kungshamn, in Upland, and was educated at
the I niversity of Upsala. After traveling exten-

sively in Europe he l)ecame an instructor at
Upsala. but in 1837 was appointed tutor to the
royal princes at Stockholm, a post he held until
18*46. In 1849 Carlson succeeded Geijer as pro-

fessor of history in the University of Upsala,
and in 1800 he was chosen rector. From 1850 to

18G5 Carlson sat in the national Diet as the rep-

resentative first of his university and later of the
Swedish Academy of Sciences, to which he had
l)een chosen in 1858, and from 1873 on he had
a seat in the first Chamber as the representative

of Gefleborg. From 18(53 to 1870, and from 1875
to 1880, he was head of the Department of Public
Worship. He always lent his aid to the cause of

progress in education and religion. As an his-

torian Carlson made a name for himself by con-

tinuing Geijer's seven-volume history of Sweden,
Sveriges Historia under honungame af Pfalziska
huset (Stockholm, 1855-85). The work has also

been published in German, in the Heeren, Ukert,
and Giesebrecht series, Geschichte der europa-
ischen Staaten, and ranks among the best works
in that standard collection. He also produced a
number of monographs, several of them in Latin,

on special periods of historv. He died March 18,

1887.

CARLSRUHE, kiirls'r^-e. See Kablsbuhe.
CARLSTAD, kiirl'stid. See Karlstad.

CARLSTADT, kiirl'sttit. See Karlstadt.

CARLSTADT, KARLSTADT, or KAROL-
STADT (c.1480-1541). A German reformer
whose real name was Andreas Rudolf Boden-
stein, and who was at first a friend, but later

an opponent, of Luther. He was born at Karl-
stadt. Franconia ; studied at the universities of

Frfurt (1.500-03). Cologne (1.503), and Witten-
berg (1504), and in the last became a professor,

first in philosophy and then in theologj'. In 1510
he was made D.D. and Archdeacon of All Saints
Church in Wittenberg. It was then that he
became a personal friend of Luther. In 1515
Carlstadt went to Rome to study canon law and
took the degree of LL.D. Returning to Witten-
berg in 1516, he openly broke with scholasticism
and defended Reuchlin, against whom a violent
persecution was raging. When Luther, on Oc-
tober 31, 1517, nailed his theses to the door
of the town church of Wittenberg, Carlstadt

supported him. In 1518 lie published arguments
asserting the supreme authority of the Scrip-

tures, and declaring that in the silence of tne
Scripture up|>eal8 from the fathers of the Church
must be nuide to reason. He participated in the
J.reipzig Disputation of 151!J on the side of

Lutiier, and in the bull against Luther (1520)
Carlstadt was condenuied. He was the first to

appeal from the Pope to a general council. In
1521, by invitation of the King, he went to Den-
mark to teach the doctrines of the Reformation

;

but he returned after a few weeks. On Decem-
ber 26, 1521, he married Anna von Mochau.
About this time differences sprang up between
Carlstadt and Luther, owing "to the former's
desire to break at once and entirely with the
Old Church, whereas Luther would go more slow-

ly. While Luther was at the W'artburg (1521),
Carlstadt took the lead, and, supported by the

city government, and perhaps the majority of

the citizens, restored the cup to the laity,

abolished the fasting regulations, the elevation

of the host, and auricular confession. These
changes were very distasteful to the Elector, and
so Luther left the Wartburg and opposed them
in Wittenberg and restored the old order. Find-
ing his position uncomfortable, Carlstadt became
pastor at Orlamiinde, in Thuringia ( 1523) , where
his radical Church reforms, joined to his well-

known independence of Lutlier, created a suspi-

cion that he was associated with the Anabaptists,
and that he might be implicated in the schemes
of the peasant revolt. The Elector sent Luther
to find out the true state of affairs; and
when Luther preached against Carlstadt at
.Tena, the two reformers held a discu.ssion

upon the Real Presence, which Carlstadt was
the first to deny ; and an open quarrel broke
out between them. Carlstadt was ordered out of

Saxony (1524), and wandered from place to
place, preaching Protestantism, but his radical-

ism may have at times prompted the people
lawlessly to destroy pictures and images in the
churches, so that he was accused of lawless ac-

tion himself. He was at Rothenburg when the
Peasant War broke out (1525), and he acted as
mediator with the peasants, but in vain. Again
suspected of provoking insurrection, he was pur-

sued and exposed to hardships and even danger
to his life. In this extremity he appealed to

Luther, who, on condition that he would not
advocate his sacramental views, used his influ-

ence so successfully that he was permitted to

return to Saxony (1525), where for some years
he led a quiet life. But this quiet and, espe-

cially, lack of soul liberty were unendurable to

his restless spirit, and he once more attacked
Luther. The controversy upon the Lord's Sup-
per, in which Zwingli agreed with Carlstadt,
grew fiercer than ever, and Carlstadt, who was
no longer permitted to dwell in Saxony, fled to

Friesland (15.30), and thence to Bern, and then
to Zurich, where Zwingli kindly received him, se-

cured emplovment for him as proof-reader in the

Frobchauer printing house, and later placed him
as diaconus in the Spital. In 1534 he settled as
professor of theolog\' in Basel, remaining there

until his death of the plague, December 24. 1.541.

His character was very differently judged in his

own times and since, according to whether the
sympathies of the person speaking were with
Luther or Zwingli. Thus the Lutherans con-

demn him as a radical and tactless zealot, and.
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immediately after his death accepted the tale

that the devil had carried him otT, while the

Swiss German and South German theologians

ever speak very kindly of him. For his life,

consult: J. C. Jager (Stuttgart, 1856) and
Hermann Barge (announced) ; for list of his

works, H. W. Rotermund, Emeuertes Andenken
dcr Miiiincr die fiir und gegen die Reformation
Lutheri gearbeitet haben. Vol. I (Bremen, 1814).

Many of his letters are in J. G. Olearius, Scri-

nium Autiqitarium (Halle, 1671, 2d ed., 1698).

CARLTON. A town in Nottinghamshire,

England. 2U miles northeast of Nottingham,
noted for its manufactures of hosiery ( Map : Eng-

land, E 4). Population, in 1891, 6600; in 1901,

10,000.

CARLTON, The. The leading Consers^ative

political club in London. It was founded in 1832

by the Duke of Wellington, and it now numbers
about 2000 members. Its headquarters are at

No. 94 Pall Mall, the building being remarkable

for its polished granite pillars, which are in

imitation of Sansovino's Librarj' of Saint Mark
at Venice.

CARLTON HOUSE. A house erected for

Lord Carlton in tlie present Carlton House Ter-

race, Londdn, in 1709, and demolished in 1827.

It was made famous by being occupied by the

Prince of Wales in 1732, and later by George
1\'., when he was Prince Regent. The intimates

of the Prince of Wales were known as 'The Carl-

ton House Set.'

CARLU'DOVrCA PALMA'TA (Neo-Lat.
in honor of Charles IV. of Spain, Lat. Carolus

Ludovicus, and Neo-Lat. fern. sing, of Lat.

palmatus, marked like the palm of the hand,

from palma, palm of the hand) . A South Ameri-

can palm-like plant of the order Cyclanthaceae.

It bears leaves four feet in diameter from which
Panama hats are woven, the best of which are

plaited from a single leaf stripped in such a
manner as to require no joining. In addition to

Carliidovica palmata there are about forty spe-

cies, all of them natives of America. They have

leaves resembling the fan-palms, are very orna-

mental, and are usually considered by growers as

palms, and are treated similarly. See Panama
Hats.
CARLYLE, kiir-lll'. A city and county-

seat ci Clinton County, 111., 48 miles east of

Saint Louis, on the Kaskaskia River, and on the

Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern Railroad

(Map: Illinois, C 5). It has manufactures of

bricks. Hour, spokes, paper, rock-crushers, etc.,

and a trade in grain and flour. Population, in

1890, 17S4; in 1900, 1874.

CARLYLE, Jaxe Welsh (1801-66). The
wife of Thomas Carlyle. She was descended

through her father from John Knox, and on her

mother's side claimed relationship with William
Wallace. When Edward Irving was a teacher at

Haddington, she was his private pupil, and the

friendship thus begun would have culminated in

their marriage had it not been for Irving's pre-

vious engagement to Miss Martin. When only

fourteen she had written a tragedy, and for many
years continued to write poetry. In 1821 Irving

introduced Carlyle (who was ignorant of his

friend's attachment) to Miss Welsh. They began
a corres])()ndence on literary matters and soon

became intimate, although she refused to con-

sider hira otherwise than as a friend. In 1822

In-ing wrote to her his final letters of farewell,

and three years later she and Carlyle were en-

gaged. They were married Octoljer 17, 1826.

Though there is no doubt that Carlyle sincerely

loved his wife or that she reciprocated the feeling,

their married life was marred by his uncertain
temper, the interference of his family, and her
own critical disposition.

CARLYLE, JoHX Aitken (1801-79). An
English physician, brother of Thorhas Carlyle.

He studied medicine at Edinburgh University;
was traveling physician to the Countess of Clare,

and afterwards to the Duke of Buccleuch. After
abandoning his practice (1848) he lived for a
time at Chelsea near his brother. He made an
excellent prose translation of Dante's Inferno
(1849; rev. 1867).

CARLYLE, Joseph Dacbe (1759-1804). An
English Orientalist. He was bom at Carlisle,

graduated at Cambridge, and in 1793 succ-eeded

Dr. Paley as chancellor of Carlisle. In 1795 he
was appointed professor of Arabic at Cambridge.
He had already published a translation of an
Arabic history of Egjpt, and in 1796 he issued

a volume of tSpedmens of Arabic Poetry. Lord
Elgin procured Carlyle's appointment in the
Turkish embassy, which gave him an opportunity
to travel in the East, where he collected Greek
and Syriac manuscripts for a contemplated re-

vision of the New Testament, but he did not live

to do the work. His Arabic Bible, edited by H.
Ford, professor of Arabic at Oxford, was pub-
lished in 1811.

CARLYLE, Thomas (1795-1881). A Scot-

tish man of letters. He was bom at Ecclefechan,

Dumfriesshire, Scotland, December 4, 1795. Edu-
cated first at the village school, and after-

wards at Annan, he passed, in 1809, to Edin-

burgh University, with a view to entering the

Scottish Church. Here he studied irregularly,

but with amazing avidity. The stories which
are related of his immense reading are almost

fabulous. About the middle of his theological

curriculum, Carlyle felt wholly disinclined to be-

come a clergjTiian, and, after a short period spent

in teaching at Annan, and later at Kirkcaldy,

where he formed a lifelong friendship with Ed-

ward Irving, he went to Edinburgh and embraced
literature as a profession. His first efforts were
contributions to Brewster's Encyclopwdia. In

1824 he published a translation of Legendre's

Geometry, to which he prefixed an essay on pro-

portion, mathematics having, during his college

jears, been a favorite study with him. In 1823-

24 appeared in the London ilagazine his Life of

Schiller; and in 1824 his translation of Goethe's

Wilhelm Meister. In 1825 the Life of Schiller

was recast, and published in a separate form.

It was very highly praised ; indeed, one can dis-

cern in the criticisms of the book a dawning recog-

nition of the genius of Carlyle. The translation

of Wilhelm ileistcr met with a somewhat dif-

ferent fate. De Quincey, in one of his acrid and
capricious moods, attacked both Goethe and his

translator; while Jeffrey, in the Edinburgh Re-

vieir, admitting Carlyle to be "a person of tal-

ents," slashed in cavalier fashion at the book. It

is one of the most excellent translations of a

foreign work in the English language. In 1826

Carlyle married Jane Baillie Welsh, a lineal de-

scendant of John Knox, and, during the same
year appeared his Specimens of German Ro-
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mance. From 1828 to 18.S4 he resided at Craigen-

puttxK'h, a small estate in Dumfriesshire. In-long-

inj; to his wife—the "loneliest mnik in Britain,"

aH he says himself in a letter to Goethe. Here
Carlyle revolved in his mind the great questions

in philosophy, literature, social life, and politics,

to the elucidation of which—after his own singu-

lar fashion—he earnestly dedicated his whole
life. Here also he continued to write, for va-

rious magazines, the splendid series of critical

and biographical essays which he had begim two
years before. P'or this work he was admirably
equipped. Besides possessing an exact knowl-

edge of the German language, he was also in-

spired by the conviction that the literature of

Germany, in depth, truthfulness, sincerity, and
earnestness of purpose, was greatly superior to

what was admired and relished at home. He
had, moreover, a genius for writing literary por-

traits. Through him England discovered Ger-

many. One of his most beautiful, eloquent, and
solid' essays, written at Craigenputtoch, was that

on Burns {Edinburgh Review, 1828). It has
given the tone to all subsequent criticism of the

Scottish poet. But his chef-d'oeuvre, written on
the moorland farm, was tiartor Kesarfus ("The
Tailor Done Over," the title of an old Scottish

song). This work, which first apjieared in

Fraser's Magazine ( 1833-34), is, like most of Car-

lyle's later productions, an indescribable mix-
ture of tlie sublime and the grotesque. It pro-

fesses to be a history or biography of a certain

Herr Teufelsdr()ckh ("Devil's Dirt"), professor

in the University of Weissnichtwo ("Kenna-
quhair"), and contains the manifold opinions,

speculations, inward agonies, and trials of that
strange personage—or rather of Carlyle himself.

The Avhole book quivers with tragic pathos, sol-

emn aspiration, or riotous humor. In 1834 Car-

lyle removed to London, taking a house in

Cheyne Row, Chelsea. In 1837 appeared The
French Revolution. Nothing can be more gor-

geous than the style of this 'prose epic' A fiery

enthusiasm pervades it, now softened with ten-

derness, and again darkened with grim mockery,
making it throughout the most wonderful image
of that wild epoch. Carlyle looks on the ex-

plosion of national wrath as a work of the

divine Nemesis, who "in the fullness of times"
destroys, with sacred fury, the accumulated
falsehoods of centuries. To him, therefore, the
Revolution is a "truth clad in hell-fire." During
the same year he delivered in London a series of

lectures on German literature; in 1838 another
series on The History of Literature, or the Suc-
cessive Periods of European Culture; in 1839,

another on The Revolutions of Modern Europe;
and a fourth in 1840, on Heroes, Hero-Worship,
and the Heroic in History; of these Carlyle pre-

pared only the last for publication (1841). In
the meantime he had published Chartism (1839).
In 1843 followed Past and Present, which, like

its predecessor, showed the deep, anxious, sorrow-
ful interest Carlyle was taking in the actual
condition of his countrymen. In 1845 he pub-
lished what is considered by many his master-
piece, Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Speeches,

With Elucidations and a Connecting Narrative.

The research displayed in this book is something
marvelous, but the author was nobly rewarded
for his toil by the abundant admiration given to

his work. In 1850 appeared the Latter-Day
Pamphlets, the fiercest, most sardonic, most

furious of all liis writings. These vehement
papers were followed the next year by the Life of
Sterling, calm and tender in tone. For many
years Carlyle had been at work on the History of
Frederick the Ureat. The vast undertaking, re-

sulting in six volumes, was at length carried
through (1858-65). In 18(55 Carlyle was elected
Lord Rector of Edinburgh University.
The sudden death of Mrs. Carlyle, in 1866,

overwhelmed her husband with grief. Hence-
forth his life became njore and more secluded.
His work was now done. In 18(i7 Carlyle visited
Mentone, where he composed part of his personal
Reminiscences; then returning to London, con-
tributed to Macmillan's Magazine an article
entitled "Shooting Niagara," in which he gave
his views of democracy. In 1875 appeared the
Early Kings of Norway. In 1874 he received the
Prussian royal Order Pour le M&rite in recogni-
tion of his having written the life of Frederick
the Great ; and in the same year he was offered by
Disraeli the Grand Cross of the Bath and a
liberal pension, but he declined them both. On
February 4, 1881, he died at his house in Chelsea,
and was buried among his kindred at Ecclefe-
chan. His wife rests beside her father at Had-
dington. Carlyle appointed James Anthony
Froude his literary executor, who, in conforming
with the terms of the trust, published Cartyle's

Reminiscences (1881); Thomas Carlyle: The
First Forty Years of His Life (1882); Letters

of Jane Welsh Carlyle, exhibiting her as an ac-

complished woman and brilliant letter-writer

(1883); and Thomas Carlyle: Life in London
(1884). A revulsion of feeling regarding Car-
lyle's character followed, the literary world being
shocked by the bitterness and spite abounding
in these records, and Froude was attacked witli

great violence for his indiscretion. But time has
revived the former admiration for Carlyle's

genius. In 1882 a statue was erected to his

memory on the Chelsea embankment, and in 1895
his house in Cheyne Row was purchased and
opened to the public. A centenary edition of

his M'orks, 30 vols., was published (London and
New York, 1896-99). Consult: The Correspond-
ence of Thomas Carlyle with Ralph Waldo
Emerson (Boston, 1883) ; Early Letters of
Thomas Carlyle (New York, 1886; second series,

1888) ; Correspondence Between Goethe and Car-

lyle (New York, 1887)—all edited by Prof. C. E.
Norton; also, Copeland, Carlyle's Letters to His
Youngest Sister (London, 1889). For his life

and works, consult: Shepherd and Williamson,
Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Thomas
Carlyle (London, 1881) ; Wylie, Thomas Carlyle,

the Man and His Books (London, 1881) ; Masson,
Carlyle Personally and in His Writings (Lon-
don, 1885) ; Larkin, Carlyle and the Open Secret

of His Life (London, 1886) ; Gamett, Life (Lon-

don, 1887); Nichol, Life (Ne^v York, 1894);
Wilson, Froude and Carlyle (New York, 1898) ;

Mrs. Ireland, Life of Jane Welsh Carlyle (Lon-
don, 1891 ) ; and Shepherd, The Bibliography of
Thomas Carlyle (London, 1882).

CARMAGNOLA, kiir'ma-nyo'la (from the
Italian town Carmagnola) (c.1390-1432) . An
Italian eondottiere, whose real name was Fbax-
CESco BussoxK. For many years he was the most
important commander under Filippo Maria Vis-

conti, Duke of Milan, for whom he subdued
Bergamo, Brescia, Parma, Genoa, and other
cities. Having been brought by his enemies into
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ill favor with the Duke, he olTered his services

to N'eiiice, and led a most successful campaign
against Milan. After the defeats of a second

campaign, the Republic, suspecting treason,

caused him to be beheaded. His fate has been

celebrated in Manzoni's tragedy, II conte di Car-

maf/uola (1820).

CARMAGNOLE, kar'm&'nyfil' (Fr., perhaps
from the Italian to\ni Carmagnola) . The name
of a popular song and dance during the French
Revolution, rivaling in popularity among pa-

triots and soldiers the "Marseillaise" and the fa-

mous "Ca Ira" (q.v.). It first became well

known after the storming of the Tuileries, August
10, 1792. The song began with:

"Madame Vrto avait promis,"

and every verse ended with the refrain:

"Dansons la Carmagnole, vive le son, vive le son,
Dansons la Carmagnole, vive le son du canon!

"

The words, however, did not always remain the

same; couplets were added from time to time
descriptive of the famous incidents of the Revo-
lution, so that the Carmagnole became a typical

.song of the streets. Fashion soon adopted the

words, which was next applied to a sort of

jacket, worn as a symbol of patriotism. After-

wards it was applied to the bombastic and fanati-

cal reports of the successes and glory of the
French arms. With the passing of the Reign of

Terror the song practically disappeared.

CARTffAN, William Bliss (1861— ). A
Canadian journalist and poet. He was born at
Fredericton, New Brunswick, April 15, 1861. He
was graduated at the University of Xew Bruns-
wick (1871), studied at the University of Edin-
burgh (1881-83), at Harvard (1886-88), prac-

ticed engineering, taught, and became literary

editor of the Xew York Independent (1890-92).
His first volume of verse. Low Tide on Grand
Pre (1893), commanded general and favorable
attention. It was followed by Songs from Vaga-
bondia (1894); Behind the Arras (1895); A
Hea-ilark (1895); Ballads of Lost Haven
(1897); By the Aurelian Wall (1898); More
Songs from Vagabondia (1896) ; and Last Songs
from Vagabondia (1900). The volimies of Vaga-
bondia were issued jointly with Richard Hovey.
Much of his work is still uncollected or privately
printed. See Caxadian Literature.

CARMARTHEN, or CAERMARTHEN,
kiir-niiir'Tiirn ( \\'elsh, Caer Fyrddyn, the Maridu-
num of Ptolemy). A seaport town, capital of

Carmarthenshire, South Wales, on the right bank
of the Towy, 25 miles north-northwest of Swan-
sea (Map: VVales, B 5). It lies in a picturesque
situation, but the streets are irregular, steep,

and oft«n narrow. The Towy is navigable for
vessels of 200 tons up to the town. There are
tin and iron works in the neighborhood, and the
town carries on a considerable export trade in

tin plates, cast iron, timber, marble, slates, lead
ore, grain, butter, and eggs. Population, in 1901,
9900. Near Carmarthen are the remains of two
Roman camps. The neighborhood along the
banks of the river was, according to tradition,
one of the favorite haunts of Merlin the En-
chanter. It was long the residence of the na-
tive princes of south Wales.

CARMARTHENSHIRE, or CA£RMAR-
THENSHIRE. A maritime county in South
Wales, on the Bristol Channel. It is bounded
north by Cardigan, from which it is separated

by the Teifi; east by Brecknock; south by Gla-
morgan and Carmarthen Bay; and west by
Pembroke (Map: Wales, B 5). It is the larg-

est of the Welsh counties; area, 918 square
miles, nearly a third of which is waste. Iron,
coal, copi)er, and lead mining, stone-quarrying,
cattle - raising, grain - culture, hide - curing, and
woolen manufactures are the chief industries.

The chief towns are Carmarthen (the county
town), Llanelly, Llandeilo-vawr, Llandovery,
Newcastle-in-Emlvn, and Kidwelly. Population,
in 1891, 130,566;' in 1901, 135.251.

CAR'HIEL (garden or choice plantation). A
mountain range rising abruptly from the plain
of Dothan, near Jenin, and extending in a north-
west direction for about 26 miles (Map: Pales-

tine, A 2). The northwest end is almost at the
Mediterranean and terminates as abruptly as
the eastern. The highest point of the range is

at Esfiyeh, where 1810 feet above sea-level is

reached. On the eastern side of the range is the
Plain of Esdraelon, watered by the brook Kishon,
and on the western side the Plain of Sharon. Car-
mel, though forming a natural barrier which
alfected the course taken by invaders of the
country, did not play any part in the military
history of the Jews, but it is important in the
religious history. It was in the Carmel district,

forming part of Ahab's dominions, somewhere
l>etween Samaria and Ekron, that Elijah had the
priests of Baal slaughtered (I. Kings xviii.

17-39). Elisha also visited it (II. Kings ii. 25:
iv. 25 ) . Carmel was always productive, so that
with the prophets it is the type of a land blessed
by God (Isa. xxxv. 2; Jer. i. 19; Micah vii. 14),
and the devastation of this district was threat-
ened with severe punishment. The mountain was
regarded as sacred and had the name 'Mount of

God' in very early times. Anchorites established
themselves there in the early days of Christian-
ity, and many monasteries were built along the
range in the course of time. One of these Napo-
leon used in 1799 as a hospital for the sick and
wounded of his army. A German colony now
cultivates a portion of the range, and has built

a sanatorium upon the highest part. Consult
George Adam Smith, Historical Geography of the
Holy Land, pp. 337-340.

CAR'MEL. A town and county-seat of Put-
nam County, N. Y., 50 miles north by east of

New York City; on Lake Gleneida and on the
New York Central and Hudscwi River Railroad
( Map : New York, G 4 ) . It is the seat of Drew
Seminary for Young Women, and has a Literary
Union Library. Within the limits of the town
is the celebrated summer resort, I^ake Mahopac.
Carmel was the birthplace of Daniel Drew (q.v.),

and here Enoch Crosby, the 'spy' of Cooper's

celebrated novel, is buried. Population, in 1890,

2912: in 1900, 2598.

CARMEL, Knights of the Order of Ot^
1;.\DY OF MoirxT. An order instituted by Henry
IV. of France to take the place of the Knights
of Saint I^azarus of Jerusalem, suppressed by
him. It consisted of 100 gentlemen, all French,

who were re<}uired to follow in general the Car-

melite rule, as far as their life in the world
would allow. The order was confirmed by bull

by Pope Paul V., in 1608. The first grand mas-
ter was PhililKTt de Nerestang, who had hold

the same position in the Order of Saint Lazarus.

Ix)ui8 XIV. restored the earlier name, and com-
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bined it with the httor. In his time the order
nuinlxTed 145 comnianderies, hut the French
Revolution put an end to it.

CARMELITES, or Order of Oir Lady of
Moi NT C'akmkl. a inonastio order about whose
origin there has been no little controversy. At
cne tin>e it was piously l>elieved to have been
founded by the prophet Elijah; but this belief
was dissipated by the learned editors of the
Acta tianctonnn, who were able to demonstrate
that it owed its origin to the crusader Bertrand,
Count of Limoges. He had become a monk in
Calabria in fulfillment of a vow made on the
eve of a battle in wliich he was victorious. In
1150, with ten companions, he took up his abode
on Mount Carmel ; their first definite rule was
given them in 1208 by Albert, patriarch of
Jerusalem. In 1240 the pressure of Mohammedan
domination induced them to abandon their set-

tlement. Offshoots had already (1238) been
founded in Cyprus and Messina : and now some
went to Provence and some to England. Inno-
cent IV., in 1245, sanctioned the change from a
hermit to a community life, and ranked them
with the mendicant orders. At a general chap-
ter held at Aylesford, in Kent, the same year,
an Englishman, Saint Simon Stock, was elected
the first general. Under his leadership the or-
der, with some modifications adapting it to
climatic and other differences, spread through-
out central and western Europe. It is to him
that the Virgin Mary is said to have revealed
in a vision the scapular which became a dis-

tinctive mark of the order and those who were
affiliated to it. From the white cloak which they
wore, they received the popular name of White
Friars. The rigidity of their rule was some-
what relaxed by Eugenius IV. in 1431 ; but
some communities, objecting to this change, ad-
hered to the stricter rule, and were known as
Observantines, while the more lax were called
Conventuals. The most thorough-going reform
was that instituted by Saint Theresa (q.v.), who
became a Carmelite novice in 1531, and labored
unceasingly for a stricter discipline among the
nuns. With the aid of Saint John of the Cross,
she thus affected the male members of the order
also. At her death, in 1582. there were seven-
teen houses of women and fifteen of men who
followed the stricter rule, and were known as
Discalced or Barefooted Carmelites. The order
had fifty-two houses in England at the time of
the dissolution of the monasteries. In 1901
there were fifty-one Carmelite fathers in the
United States and Canada.

CAR'MEN. A novel by Prosper M6rim4e
( 1847 ) . It was afterwards adapted for the oper-
atic stage by Meilhac and Halevy, the score being
furnished by Bizet and presented in 1875 at the
OjJera Comique, Paris. Its plot deals with the
career of a Spanish girl, who begins life in a
cigarette factory, and ends with the tragedy which
results from her capricious loves. The scene is

laid partly in Seville. Consult Filon, Prosper
Mcrimce (Paris, 1894).

CARMEN SAECULARE, sgk'fl la'r§. An
ode by Horace, composed for the celebration of
the Secular Games in B.C. 17, It contains 761
lines in 19 stanzas designed to be sung by a
chorus of boys and one of girls. It was written
at the request of Augustus and is not of a high
order of poetic merit.

CARMEN SYLVA, sil'vii. See Elizabkth,
(^IKK.N OK Kl MAMA.
CARMEN'TAL GATE. A gate of ancient

Rome named after the Italian goddess Carmenta.
Through it the Fabii passed on their fatal expe-
dition against Veii. The gate in consequence was
afterwards called Sc-elerata, the accursecl.

CARMI, kiir'ml. A city and county-seat of
White County, 111., 38 miles west by north of
Evansville, Ind., on the Little Wabasli River,
and on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
Saint Louis and the Louisville and Nashville
railroads (Map: Illinois, D 5). It is the centre
of an agricultural region and exports fruit,
grain, flour, tile, and luml)er. and has flouring
and saw mills, brick and tile works, machine-
shops, stave and heading factorv, etc. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 2785; in 1900, 2939.

CAR'MINA BURA'NA. A collection of
German and Latin poems written by the Go-
liards, or wandering scholars, mostly declared
churchmen of the Twelfth and Thirteenth cen-
turies. The name is derived from the Abbey of
Benediktbeuern in Bavaria, where the manu-
script, now in Munich, was once kept. The songs
in form resemble hymns, and generally are
rhj'med. In matter they vary greatly, ranging
from lofty sentiment to very worldly drinking
songs. Some of the compositions severely satir-

ize the prevalent vices of the various professions,
particularly of the clergy.

CARMIN'ATIVES (Fr. carminatif, Neo-Lat.
carminatii:us, from Lat. carminare, to card wool,
from carmen, card, for wool, from carere, to
card wool ; hardly from Lat. carmen, song, in-

cantation). The medicines which relieve flatu-

lence and pain in the bowels, such as cardamoms,
peppermint, ginger, and other stimulating aro-
matics.

CARMINE (Fr., :Med. Lat. carmesinus, Pers.
qirmizh crimson, from Skt. krmijd, produced by
a worm, from krmi, worm + janati, jiiyate, to

be born). A beautiful red pigment obtained
from cochineal and employed in the manufacture
of the finer red inks, in the dyeing of silk, in

coloring artificial flowers, and in miniature and
water-color painting. It was first prepared by
a Franciscan monk at Pisa, who discovered it

accidentally while compoundinir some medicine
containing cochineal, and in 1656 it began to be
manufactured. One process for its preparation
is as follows: Digest 1 pound of cochineal in 3

gallons of water for 15 minutes, add 1 oimce of

cream of tartar, heat gently for 10 minutes, add
half an oimce of alum, boil for 2 or 3 minutes,
and after allowing any impurities to settle, place
the clear liquid in clean glass pans, in which the
carmine will be slowly deposited; after a time
drain off the liquid, and let the carmine dry in

the shade. In the preparation of carmine, much
depends on a clear atmosphere and a bright,

sunn}' day, as the pretty color of the carmine is

never nearly so good when it has been prepared
in dull weather; and this accounts, in great part,

for the superiority of French carmine over that
prepared elsewhere. An excellent quality of car-

mine may also be obtained by pulverizing cochi-

neal, treating it with a solution of sodium car-

bonate, adding albumin to the solution, and then
precipitating with dilute acid. The coloring

principle of cochineal is carminic acid, C,7HifO,o,
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an amorphous red substance soluble in water and
in alcohol : citnnine is a compound of this acid
with chalk and alumina. With zinc oxide and
alumina carminic acid fomis the valuable color-

in*: substance known as carmine lake, which is

made from the residues of cochineal obtained in

the manufacture of carmine. Carmine lake is

largely used in painting and in printing.

CABMO, kar'mfi. See Kakmo.
CARMCNA (Sp., of Celtiberian origin).

A city of Spain, in the Province of Seville, 20
miles northeast of Seville (Map: Spain, C 4).

It is situatetl on an elevated ridge, overlooking a
fertile plain, and with its Moorish walls and cas-

tle has a very picturesque appearance. It con-

tains the fine Gothic Church of Santa Maria;
the Church of San Pedro, with a tower similar
to the Giralda of Seville; a ruined Alcazar; and
the interesting gates leading to Cordoba and Se-

ville. A short distance from ihe city to the west
is a Roman necropolis of great archaeological
value. The city has flour and oil mills, manu-
factures of woolen cloth, hats, leather, etc., and
an important annual fair. Population, in 1900,
16,338. Camiona (known as Carmo) was of
considerable importanc-e under the Romans, a
prominence which it retained in the Middle
Ages. It fell into the power of the Moors, from
whom Saint Ferdinand of Castile took it in 1247.

CARMONTELLE, kar'mfix'tel", Louis Cab-
BOGis ( ITlT-lSOti). A French dramatist. He
was bom in Paris, and for several years was
reader to the Duke of Orleans, grandson of the
regent. His literary reputation rests chiefly on
his Proverbes dramatiques ( 10 vols., Paris,
1768-81: new ed., 4 vols., -Paris, 1822), a series

of short comedies adapted for private theatricals.

In addition to this work, which has been freely

borrowed from by later comic writers, his Thmtre
de campaffne, a collection of more than twenty-
five comedies (4 vols., 1775), should be men-
tioned. He also had considerable artistic tal-

ent, and painted portraits of some of the most
eminent persons of the Eighteenth Century.
Proverbes et comedies posthumes de Carmontelle
were published by Mme. de Genlis (3 vols., Paris,
182.5).

CARNAC, kjir'nak' (Celtic). A Breton parish
and village in the Department of Morbihan,
France, 17 miles southeast of Lorient (Map:
France, C 4). The village, situated on a gentle
slope overlooking the Bay of Quiberon, has an
interesting archaeological museum and a church
built in 1639. The latter contains some fine

marble altar-pieces of the Renaissance period.
The inhabitants are engaged in agricultural and
fishing pursuits, and coasting trade. Popula-
tion of village, 1901, 646: of commune, 3125.
The parish has world-wide fame in connection
with some of the most remarkable megalithic
monuments extant, and with the remains of a
Gallo-Roman town. The chief megalithic relics

are situated al)out half a mile to the north of
the village, near the road leading to Auray, on a
spacious de<*olate plain bordering the seashore.
They consist of long lines of roughly hewn gran-
itic menhirs or standing stones, varying from
3 to 18 feet in height, which, weather-beaten and
covered with minute white lichens, present a
succession of weird avenues.

There are three groups, containing 1991 men-
hirs; in the Sixteenth Century they numbered

more than 15,000. Their exploiution for build-
ing purposes and to make room for agricultural
improvements during the succeeding three cen-
turies has been arrested by their Incoming na-
tional property and being authoritatively classed
among historical monuments. A fine view of
the lines is obtained from the summit of Mont
Saint-Michel, a grass-grown 'galgal' or tumu-
lus, 65 feet high and 260 feet in diameter, con-
sisting of blocks of stone piled over a dolmen
and cro^vned with a chapel dedicated to the
Archangel Michael.

The origin and object of these ancient monu-
ments remain a mystery. They have been the
subject of much archaeological speculation and
are generally considered to be the Celtic monu-
ments of a Druidical cult, traces of which exist
in some of the primitive customs of the natives.

In the year b.c. 56, from these shores Caesar
watched the naval victory of Decimus Brutus
the younger over the Veneti in the Bay of Qui-
beron. The Romans occupied Brittany during
five centuries, and considerable remains of Gallo-
Roman habitations, with interesting relics, have
been excavated at the Bossenno, i.e. moiwds. on
the plain, 1 mile to the east of Camac. and also
at the base of the artificial Mont Saint-Michel.
Consult: Galles, Fouilles du Mont Saint-Michel
en Camac (Paris, 1864), and Tumulus et dol-
mens de Kercado (Paris, 1864) : Fouquet. Des
monuments celtiques et ruines romaines dans le

Morbihan (Paris, 1873) ; Lukis. Chambered Bar-
roics and Other Prehistoric Monuments in Morbi-
han (London, 1875) : Miln, Excavations at Car-
nac (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1877-81); Worsfold,
"The French Stonehenge," in British Archaeologi-
cal Association Journal, Vol. IV. (London,
1898).

CABTfALL, Rudolph vox (1804-74). A
German mining engineer, bom at Glatz (Silesia).

He studied in Berlin in 1823-24, began an active
connection with the mining industry in Upper
Silesia, and by 1855 had risen to be a superin-
tendent of mines and director of the general min-
ing office in Breslau. In 1848 he assisted in

founding the German Geological Society, and
from 1849 to 1855 lectured at the L'niversity of
Berlin on the science of mining engineering. He
was a councilor in the mines and mining section

of the Prussian Ministry of Commerce from
1854 to 1861. The Zeitschrift fur das Berg-,
HUtten und Salinenicesen im preussischeti Staate
was founded by him; and he rendered other. im-
portant services to the development of German
mining.

CARNABVON, or CAEBNABVON, kilr-

niir'von (Welsh, Caer-yn-ar-Fon, fort opposite
Mona or Anglesey). A Parliamentarj- and
niimicipal borough and seaport in north Wales,
the capital of Carnarvonshire, situated near the
south end of the !Menai Strait, on the right bank
of the Seiont. al>out 69 miles west of Chester
(Map: England, B 3). The ca.stle, which was
begun in the reign of Edward I., about 1283. is

generally considered the handsomest and most
extensive mediaeval fortress in the United King-
dom. It is built of red stone, and is an irregu-

lar oblong in shape. The outer walls, from 8
to 14 feet in thickness, containing a passageway,
are fortified by thirteen embattled towers. In
the Eagle Tower the first Prince of Wales ( after-

wards Edward II.) is said to have been bom.
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The town itself was onto surrounded by walls

and round towers. These walls, with several of

the gates, still exist, and form a pleasant prom-

enade. The streets are narrow, but regular, and
at right angles to each other. The town is well

lighted, and has a good water-supply. It is an

important eonunercial centre. The harbor admits

ships of 400 tons. The chief exports are copper,

ore, coal, and slates, whicli are brought into the

town by rail from the quarries in the neighbor-

hood. There is also a great iron and brass foun-

<lry. There are manufactures of writing-slates,

enameled slate slabs, and tobacco. Carnarvon is

a bathing-place, and is much frequented by tour-

ists, on account of its vicinity to the grandest

scenery in north Wales. Population, in 1891,

9804; in 1901, 9760. Half a mile from Carnar-

von are the remains of Segontium, or Cier Seiont,

a Roman station or city. There is a Roman fort

on the left bank of the Seiont, still almost com-

])lete. The Earl of Chester fortified the place in

1098. In 1294 the town and castle were burned

and the English inhabitants massacred by the

Welsh under Madoc, the son of Llewelyn. Con-

sult Hartshorne, "Carnarvon Castle," Archaeo-

logical Journal, Vol. VII. (London, 1850).

CARNARVON, Henry Howaro IMolynextx

Herbert, fourth Earl of (1831-90). An Eng-

lish Conservative statesman. He was bom in

London June 24, 1831, and succeeded to the

peerage in 1849. Educated at Eton and Christ

Church. Oxford, in 1852 he obtained a first

class in classics, and, after taking his degree

the following year, traveled through the Orient.

In li^GO, as a souvenir of the journey, he pub-

lished a work entitled The Druses of the Leb-

anon. At his majority he took his seat in the

House of Lords, and in 1858 Earl Derby made
him Under Colonial Secretarj'. In 1859 he was
elected high steward of Oxford University and
created D.C.L. In 18G6 he was appointed Colo-

nial Secretary, and his policy met with the warm-
est approval.' He framed a bill for the confedera-

tion of the British North American colonies,

and had moved the second reading when he re-

signed office upon the Reform Bill of 1867, which

he condemned as democratic and dangerous. On
Disraeli's return to office, in 1874, Lord Carnar-

von again became Colonial Secretary, but re-

signed in 1878. He was Lord Lieutenant of Ire-

land (1885-86), and died in London, June 28,

1890. He was the author of an address on Berk-

shire Archceology (1859) ; in 1869 edited Remi-
niscences of Athens and the Morea, by the late

Earl of Carnarvon, his father, and published

translations of the Agamemnon (1879), the

Odyssey (1886, and Prometheus Vinctus (1893).

CARNARVONSHIRE. A maritime county

in north Wales, Iwunded north by the Irish Sea,

east by Denbigh, with the Conway between, south

by Merioneth and Cardigan Bay, and west by
Carnarvon Bay and the Menai Strait, the latter

separating it from Anglesey (Map: England,

B 3). Area, 563 square miles, of which one-half

is in pasture and only one-fortieth in tillage. The
surface is mountainous. The mineral products

of Carnarvonshire are copper, lead, zinc, coal,

roofing and writing slates, slabs, chimney-piers,

and honestone. The slate-quarries employ many
thousands of workmen. The chief branch of

rural industry is the rearing of black cattle for

the dairy and of small sheep. Wheat, oats, bar-

ley, and potatoes are raised in the valleys. The
chief towns include Carnarvon (the county
town), Bangor, Pwllheli, and Conwav. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 118,200; in 1901, 120,000.

CARNAT1C (from Skt. Kanmta, name of a
people in southern India). A former political

division of somewhat indefinite dimensions on
the eastern or Coromandel coast of the peninsula

of India (Map: India, C 6). It is famous in

history as the grand theatre of the struggle in

the middle of the Eighteenth Century between
France and England for supremacy in India. It

was at that time ruled by the Nawab of Arcot,

who was a vassal of the Nizam of Hyderabad.
The region was annexed by the British in 1801.

CARNATION (Fr., Lat. eamatio, from caro,

flesh ) . A double-fiowering variety of the clove

pink (Dianthus caryophyllus) and one of the

most popular flowers of that family. It is a
native of the south of Europe, and has been in

cultivation for more than 2000 years. It is a semi-

hardy perennial (generally cultivated as an an-

nual in America) 2 to Zy-> feet high, with a
branching stem, opposite linear leaves, terminal

flowers and blossoming in England from June
to August. The clove-like fragrance of the

flowers gave to the plant its specific name
Caryohyllus (close-tree, Caryophyllus aromati-

cus). Many varieties, with various forms and
colors, are in cultivation. Red, white, pink, and
yellow varieties predominate. The monthly tree,

or perpetual-flowering carnations, are the varie-

ties now so extensively grown under glass in

the United States for winter cut flowers. These
are propagated from cuttings taken from Decem-
ber to May, rooted in sand, transplanted to

plats or pots, and kept in a cave-house until

danger from heavy frost is past, when they are

set in the field.

Sandy loam soil heavily fertilized is preferred.

The plants are set in rows 12 inches apart and
10 inches distant in the row when cultivated by
hand, and in 3-foot rows when worked with a
horse. If winter flowers are wanted, the rising

shoots of the plants are regularly pruned back

to 2 to 4 inches during the summer. In Sep-

tember the plants are lifted and transplanted to

the forcing-house benches. The soil here is 4

to 5 inches deep, and consists usually of three-

fourths loam and one-fourth well-rotted manure.
The plants are set 8 to 12 inches apart each

way, heavily fertilized, and watered frequently

with liquid manure. The temperature of the

carnation-house during the winter is maintained

at 60° to 65° in the daytime and ten degrees

lower at night. Instead of setting in benches,

the plants are sometimes set in pots, and may
either be forced at once or set in cold frames and
carried over for spring flowering. Some 500 va-

rieties of carnations, all of American origin, are

now in cultivation in the United States. See

Floriculture.

Carnation Diseases.—Carnations are liable to

a number of diseases, the more common and
troublesome being anthracnose, rust, blight or

spot, and a disease caused by the punctures of

minute insects. The anthracnose (q.v.), which
is caused by the fungus Volutella, is widespread,

and causes grayish-brown spots on the leaves.

Later the stems are invaded by the parasite, and
the supply of nourishment for the plant cut off.

Diseased cuttings will spread the infection.



CARNATIONS, ETC.

1. CASSAVA OR MANIOC (Mamhot utilitissima)
2. CARNATIONS ' Oianthus caryophyllus).
3. SENNA (Cassia).

4. CALAMITES AS RESTORED.
5. CARDAMON SEED (Elettarla cardamomum).
6. CASHEW NUT (Anacardlum occldentale).
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hence all such should be rejected. The rust is

caust'd by I'romyces can/opht/Uinus, and may be

recognized by the blisters on the leaves. Later

the blisters are ruptured and the reddish-brow-n

spores escape. A diseased plant cannot be cured,

and should l)e dug out and destroyed. The spot,

or blight, is due to the fungus Septoria dianthi.

It may be ri>e<ignized by the light-browTi spots,

which later bear black dots near their centre.

The stems also are attacked and the plant is

unable to perform its proper functions. All of

these diseases may be prevented by the thorough

use of Bordeau.x mixture, copper carbonate so-

lution, or other fungicide (q.v. ). The disease

caused by insect punctures may be recognized by

the pellucid spots in the leaves. The name
stigmonose has been lately given it. Anything
keeping thrips (q.v.), etc., in check will prevent

the disease. Great variation in liability to all

the diseases is noticed in different varieties.

CARNATJBA (kar-noulia) PALM (Brazil-

ian), or Caraxaiba Palm {Copernicia cerifera)

.

A very beautiful species of South American
palm. It ranges from the northern parts of

Brazil to Argentina, and in some places forms

vast forests. It attains a height of 20 to 40

feet, with a diameter of 8 inches; its timber is

valuable, is used in Brazil for a great variety of

])urposes, and is exported for veneering. The
fruit is black, and about the size of an olive:

it is sweet, and is eaten both iaw and prepared

in various ways. Scales of wax cover the under
side of the young leaves, and drop off when
shaken. Being collected in this way, the wax
is melted into masses, and is often used to adul-

terate beeswax. It is exported and used in the

manufacture of candles. Starch is obtained from
the stems of the trees, and sugar from the sap.

The fibres obtained from the leaves are valuable,

being used for cordage, mats, hats, etc. The
tree withstands drought to a remarkable degree,

and is said to flourish on slightly saline soil.

It is hardy only in the wannest parts of the

United States.

CARNAVAL DE VENISE, kar'na'val' de
va'ut'z' (Fr., carnival of \'enice). Originally a
Venetian street air. It was heard by Paganini on
one of his early tours through Italy (beginning

1805) and was elaborated by him into its pres-

ent form. In Paris, on December 9, 1953, an
opera by Ambroise Thomas was produced bearing
this title, and having the original air as a motif
of the overture.

CARNE, kiir'na', Louis Marcten, Count de
(1804-76). A French publicist, bom at Quim-
per. In 1839 he was elected to the Chaml>er of

l>puties, and though opposed to M. Guizot's

foreign policy, he accepted the presidency of the

conuncrcial department of foreign afl"airs in

1847. but lost tills post after the Revolution of

1848. He became a member of the Academy in

1863. Carn6 was a frequent contributor to the

liivue den Deux Mondes and other journals, and
published numerous works, of which the best

known are Vues sur I'histoirc contemporaine
(2 vols., 1833) ; Etudes 8ur les fondateurs de
I'unite francaise (2 vols., 1856) ; Etudes sur
I'histoire du gouvemement reprisentatif en
Eratire, de 17Hn'd IS'iS (2 vols., 1855) : I/Europe
et le Second Empire (1865) ; Les etats de Bre-
tagne et Vadministration de cette province

jusqu'en 1789 (2 vols., 1868) ; and Souvenirs
dc ma jeunesse au temps de la restauration

(1872).

CARNE'ADES (Gk. KapvedSvi ) (c.214-129

B.C.). A Greek. philosopher, the founder of the
New Academy. He was bom at Cyrene. in

Africa, and studied in Athens under Diogenes the

Stoic, but attached himself to the Academy and
opposed the dogmatism of the Stoa, setting up
against their certainty of knowledge simple proba-

bility. According to him, the senses and un-
derstanding give no certain basis of knowledge,
and therefore our inferences based on them are
only probabilities which may not correspond to

the real nature of things, and are therefore no
certain tests of truth. On the ethical side, he
held that these probabilities were a sufficient

guide for life, for the common^ agreement in

men's sensations and experience's must repre-

sent in some degree the truth. Carneades en-

joyed a great reputation in Athens. In B.C.

155 he was sent with the Stoic Diogenes and the

Peripatetic Critolaus on an embassy to Rome,
Avhere he attracted great attention by his elo-

quence. We hear that he argued before Galba
and Cato the Censor, in praise of justice, and
the next day undertook to disprove his argu-
ments of the previous day. and so to establish his

doctrine of the uncertainty of knowledge. To
Cato such intellectual jugglery seemed danger-

ous, and he therefore had the ambassador dis-

missed, that the Roman youth might not be cor-

rupted. Carneades left no writings behind him,
with the exception of certain letters mentioned
by Diogenes Laertius to Ariarathes, King of Cap-
padocia. See New Academy.

CARNEGIE, kiir-neg^, Andbew (1837—).
An American manufacturer and philanthropist,

born in Dunfermline, Fifeshire, Scotland. He
came to the United States in 1848, and began his

career as a weaver's assistant in a cotton-factory

at Allegheny, Pa. Here his weekly earnings at

first amounted to little more than one dollar. At
the age of fourteen he became a telegraph mes-
senger boy in the Pittsburg (Pa.) office of the

Ohio Telegraph Company. He improved his

spare time in learning to telegraph, and a few
years later he entered the service of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, and soon received a position as a

telegraph operator. From this position he ad-

vanced by successive promotions to that of super-

intendent of the Pittsburg division of the system.

It was during this period that he became inter-

ested in the organization of the Woodniff Sleep-

ing Car Company, the success of which laid the

foundation of his fortune, while careful invest-

ments in oil lands near Oil City, Pa., increased

his means. During the Civil War he rendered

valuable services to the War Department as

superintendent of military railroads and Govern-

ment telegraph lines in the East. After the

war he entered actively into the development of

iron-works of various kinds, and established at

Pittsburg such important industries as the Key-
stone Bridge Works and the Union Iron Works.
It was in 1868 that he introduced into this coun-

try the Bessemer process of making steel. In

1888 he was the principal owner of the Home-
stead Steel Works, and had a controlling interest

in seven other large steel plants. His interests

were consolidated in 1899 in th« Carnegie Steel

Company, which in 1901 was merged into the
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United Rtntes Steol Corporation. In this year
he retired from l)usinc«s.

Mr. (_"arneK>f''s benefactions have exceeded in

amount tlione of any otlier American. In 1901

it was estimated that he liad given away $40,-

000.000. Among his donations may be men-
tioned: to the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburg,

$10,000,000; to New York City, for the estab-

lishment of branch libraries in the development
of tlie public-library system, $5,200,000; to the

Carnegie Institution, Washington, D. C., $10,-

000,000: to universities of Scotland, $10,000,000;

to the fund for the benefit of tl)e eniployf's of

the Carnegie Steel Company, $5,000,000; to the

public library of Saint Louis, Mo., $1,000,000.

A large number of libraries in the United States,

Canada, and England owe their existence or their

improvement to him. His publications include

An American Four-in-IIand in Britain (1883);
Round the World (1884); Triumphant Democ-
racy (1886); The Gospel of Wealth (1900);
and Empire of Business (1902).

CABNEOIE INSTITUTIOIT. An institu-

tion for research founded by Andrew Carnegie.

It was incorporated on January 4, 1902, for the

promotion of study and research, with power (a)

to acquire, hold, and convey real estate and other

property necessary for its purposes and to estab-

lish general and special funds; (b) to conduct,

endow, and assist investigation in any depart-

ment of science, literature, or art, and to this

end to coiiperate with governments, universities,

colleges, technical schools, learned societies, and
individuals; (c) to appoint committees of ex-

perts to direct special lines of research; (d) to

publish and distribute documents; (e) to con-

duct lectures; (f) to hold meetings; (g) to ac-

quire and maintain a library; (h) and in gen-

eral to do and perform all- things necessary to

promote the objects of the institution. The sum
of $10,000,000 was transferred by Andrew Car-

negie to a board of twenty-seven»trustees chosen

by himself. The trustees originally named were
John S. Billings, New York; Grover Cleveland,

New Jersey; William N. Frew, Pennsylvania;

Lyman J. Gage, Illinois; Daniel C. Gilman,
Maryland; John Hay, District of Columbia;
Abram S. Hewitt, New York; Henry L. Higgin-

son, Massachusetts; Henry Hitchcock, Missouri;

Charles L. Hutchinson, Illinois; William Lind-

say, Kentucky; Seth Low, New York; Wayne
MacVeagh, Pennsylvania; D. 0. Mills, New
York; S. Weir Idilchell, Pennsylvania; William
W. Morrow, California; Elihu Root, New York;
John C. Spooner, Wisconsin; Andrew D. \Miite,

New York; Edward D. White, Louisiana;

Charles D. Walcott, District of Columbia; Car-

roll D. Wright, District of Columbia; and the

following ex-officio members: The President of

the United States, the president of the Senate,

the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the

secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, and the

president of the National Academy of Sciences.

The purposes of the trust are to establish in

Washington an institution which shall, with the

cooperation of institutions now or hereafter es-

tablished, there or elsewhere, in the broadest

and most liberal manner encourage investigation,

research, and discovery, show the application of

knowledge to the improvement of mankind, pro-

vide such buildings, laboratories, books, and ap-

paratus as may be needed, and afiTord instruction

of an advanced character to students properly

qualified to profit thereby. .Among its aims ar»
these: (1) To promote original research, i)ay-

ing great attention thereto as one of the most
important of ail departments; (2) to discover
the exceptional man in every department of
study, whenever and wherever found, inside or
outside of sciiools, and enable him to make the
work for which he seems spt^-i-illy designed his

life work; (3) to increase facilities for higher
education; (4) to increase the elliciency of th*
universities and other institutions of learning
throughout the country by utilizing and adding
to their existing facilities and aiding teachers in

the various institutions for experimental and
other work in these institutions as far as ad\isa-
ble; (5) to enable .such students as may find

Washington the best point for their special

studies to enjoy the advantages of the museums,
libraries, laboratories, observatory, meteoro-
logical, piscicultural, and forestry schools, and
kindred institutions of the several departments
of the Government; (6) to insure the prompt
publication and distribution of the results of
scientific investigation, a field considered highly
important. The institution war, duly organized
on January 29, 1902, when the following oflficers

were chosen: President, Daniel C. Gilman; chair-

man of the board of trustees, Abram S. Hewitt;
vice-chairman, John S. Billings; secretary,

Charles D. Walcott, and an executive committee,
consisting of John S. Billings, Daniel C. Gilman,
Abram S. Hewitt, S. Weir Mitchell, Elihu Root,
Charles D. Walcott, and Carroll D. Wright. The
office of the institution is. in Washington, D. C.»

at No. 1439 K Street.

CARNE1A. See Gbeek Festivals.

CARNEIRO DE CAMPOS, kilr-na'e-rA d4
kiim'p6sh, Josfi Joaquim (17G8-1836). A Bra-
zilian, politician, bom at Bahia. He graduated
at the University of Coimbra, Portugal, became
a member of the Brazilian Constituent Assembly
in 1823, and in the same year was appointed Min-
ister of the Interior by the Emperor, Dom Pedro
I. In 1826 he became Senator from the Province of
Bahia, and attained distinction as a debater on
the important constitutional questions then un-
der discussion. After the abdication of Dom
Pedro I., he was appointed one of the three mem-
bers of the provisional regency.

CARNEIRO LEAO, kiir-na'rA lii-ouN', Ho-
NORio Hermeto (1801-56). A Brazilian politician,

born at Jacahy. He studied law, attained dis-

tinction in his profession, was elected deputy in

1830, and in 1832-33 was Minister of Justice.

From January 20, 1843, to February, 1844. he
was Prime Minister, and again held the same
office from 1854 until his death. He became
President of Rio de Janeiro in 1841 and of Per-

nambuco in 1849. For the greater part of his

political career he was known as a leader of the

so-called "New Conservative" Party.

CARNELIAN, or CORNELIAN (Fr. cor-

tialine, from Lat. comu, horn. Camelian is a
form influenced by popular etjTuology with Lat.

caro, flesh). A semi-transparent variety of chal-

cedony, varying in color from a pale to deep red.

Inferior varieties are yellow and brown. The
finest specimens are red. and come mostly from
Cambay and Surat, in India. Red and yellow

.specimens of excellent quality have also been

found at Tampa Bay, Fla., and near Cape Split,

Nova Scotia. The camelian from India is found
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in nodules of a blackish olive color, which turn
red only after exposure to the heat of the sun for
two years, the color gradually becoming brighter
and deeper. Artificial heat is sometimes substi-

tuted for that of the sun's rays, but with less

satisfactory results, as the stones frequently
crack and seldom acquire a brilliant lustre. The
blood-red varieties were greatly valued by the
ancients, who executed beautiful engravings in
carnelian. Among the extant ^necimens of this

kind may be mentioned the portrait of Sextus
Pompeius in the Berlin collection, that of Helen
in Vienna, and several in the British Museum.
The carnelian is still used by lapidaries for seal

rings.

CARNEBI, kilr-na'r^, Babtholomaus vox
( 1821— ) . An Austrian politician and writer, bom
at Trent. In 1870 he was elected to the Austrian
Chamber of Deputies, where, as a prominent Lib-

eral, he retained a seat until 1890. His publica-

tions include, besides some political monographs,
Oefuhl, Beicusstsein, Wille (1876); Grundle-
gung der Ethik (1881); Der modeme Mensch
(1890; 5th ed., 1901) ; and a volume of Qedichte
(2d ed., 1850).

CARNICEB, kar'n^thar', Dow Ramon ( 1789-

1855). A Spanish composer, born near Tarrega,
in Catalonia. He studied in JJarcelona under
Francesco Queralt and Carlos Bagnor, organist
in the cathedral there. Because of the disorgan-
ized condition of Spain, due to the invasion of

Napoleon, he left his native country and did not
return to it permanently until 1828, when he was
made director of the Royal Theatre in Madrid.
From 1830 to 1854 he was professor of composition
at the Royal Conservatory in Madrid. Among
the works of Carnicer are Adela de Lusignano;
Elena y Constantino: El Colon, Elena y ilalvina

(1829) ; and Colombo (1831). Besides these, he
composed a good deal of church music, and many
songs and melodies of distinctly national char-
acter.

CABIJTFEX FERRY. A ferry across the
Gauley River, near the mouth of ileadow River,
in Nicholas County, W. Va. Near here, on Sep-
tember 10, 1801, during the Civil War, an en-

gagement occurred between a Federal force
under General Rosecrans and a Confederate force

of 5000 under General Floyd. The former lost

17 killed and 141 wounded, while Floyd reported
his casualties at only 20. During the night, how-
ever, Floyd retreated across the Gauley. Consult
Johnson and Buel (editors), Battles and Leaders
of the Civil War, Vol. I. (New York, 1887).

CARrNIN (Lat. caro, flesh), CiH,NA- -^n

organic substance allied to xanthin and found
in meat extract, from which it may be obtained
in the form of small, irregular crystals, sparing-

ly soluble in cold, but readily in hot water. To
prepare carnin from meat extract, the latter is

dissolved and the solution is precipitated with a
moderate quantity of baryta water, filtered, and
basic acetate of lead is added to the filtrate: the
lead precipitate is carefully extracted with hot
water, and the solution thus obtained is treated
with sulphuretted hydrogen to precipitate the
lead ; on filtering and concentrating the solution,

carnin crystallizes out after some time. By the
action of chlorine or of nitric acid, carnin may
be readily converted into apoxanthin.

CAR'NIO'LA (Ger. Krain). An Austrian
crownland, bounded by Carinthia and Styria on

the north, Croatia on the east, Croatia and Kfls-
tenland on the south, and Kiistenland on the west
(Map: Austria, D 4). It covers an area of 3856
square miles. The surface of Carniola is mostly
mountainous. The northern part is traversed by
a portion of the Karawankeu chain, while on the
west it receives the Julian Alps, which form the
chief mountain chain of Kustenland. Carniola
belongs chiefly to the basin of the Save, which
crosses its northern portion. In the south the
main stream is the Gurk. There are not a few
mountain caves and charming lakes. Although
the proportion of productive land is very consid-
erable (over 95 per cent.), arable land is scarce
in Carniola on account of the numerous forests.

The production of cereals is light. Vegetables
constitute a very prominent element in the diet of

the inhabitants. Silk, flax, and grapes are culti-

vated, and the exploitation of the forests is car-

ried on extensively. The chief mineral is quick-
silver, the mines of Idria being considered the most
productive in Europe, with the exception of the
Almaden mines in Spain. The other prominent
minerals are iron and brown coal. The chief manu-
facturing industries are the weaving of textiles

and the making of leather goods. The trade is

largely transit. Nearly 300 miles of railway lines,

with Laibach, the capital, as the centre, facilitate

the commerce of the crownland. The Diet of Car-
niola is composed of the Bishop of Laibach, ten
representatives of the landed aristocracy, eight
representatives of the towns and industrial cen-
tres, two representatives of the chambers of com-
merce and industry' of Laibach, and sixteen repre-
sentatives of the rural communities. In the Lower
House of the monarchy Carniola is represented by
eleven delegates, two from the landed aristocracy,
three from the towns, five from the rural commu-
nities, and one elected by the people at large. For
internal administration, the crownland is divided
into eleven districts, and the city of Laibach.
There are about 350 elementary schools (283
Slav), attended by over 75,000 children, or 89
per cent, of the total school population.

Carniola had a population of 508.348 in 1900,
against 498,958 in 1890, showing an increase of

1.9 per cent, for the decade. Nearly 94 per
cent, of the people are Slovenes, and the remain-
der consists of Germans, Serbo-Croatians, and
Italians. Almost the entire population belongs
to the Roman Catholic Church. The capital,

Laibach, has a population of over 36.000.

Carniola received its present name from the
Slavonic Wends, who occupied the region after tho
fall of the Roman Empire. Charlemagne con-

quered it and gave it to the Dukes of Friuli.

From 972 it had margraves of its own, some-
times called dukes, who possessed, however, only
a part of the country. On the extinction of the

male line of the margraves, part of the territory

passed to the Dukes of Austria in the Thirteenth
Centurv, and the remainder was acquired by
them in the Fourteenth. From 1809 to 1813 it

formed part of the French province of Illyria,

and in 1849 it became a crownland.

CARNIVAL (It. camevale, or carnovale

;

probably from Med. Lat. cartielevamen, a release

from the flesh, but commonly derived by popular
etymologj' from Lat. cami vale, farewell to flesh,

or It. carne vale, farewell, flesh). The days of

revelry immediately before the beginning of Ix'ut.

The origin of this celebration is almost as ob-

scure as the derivation of the name, for which
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several theories have been suggested, none of

them entirely satisfactory. There is very lit-

tle doubt that the custom is in a sense a survival

of the old Roman festival of the Lupercalia

(q.v.), which was held at the same season of the

year, and that the Church, as in so many other

instances (see Bonfire), attempted to regulate

and sanctify what it could not entirely suppress.

The same spirit of compromise marked the atti-

tude of the popes toward it throughout the Mid-

dle Ages. As secular rulers they were disinclined

altogether to suppress an observance which pro-

moted the material prosperity of the city; yet

as pastors of souls they could not look with

complacency upon the frequently unrestrained

license attending its celebration. Several of the

more spiritually minded popes made a practice

of sjjending the season in strict retirement, to

avoid witnessing the disorders which they could

not altogether prevent: the time, which original-

ly extended from the feast of the Epiphany
(January 6) to Ash Wednesday, was restricted

to eight and finally to three days ; and a number
of minute regulations have always reminded the

populace of the existence of a superior authori-

ty. The celebration was usually suspended in

the years of jubilee (q.v.), and the funds gener-

ally expended on the carnival diverted to the

entertainment of needy pilgrims, the Jews being

compelled to contribute to that purpose the tax

laid upon them for the purposes of the carnival.

In modern times Rome has continued the

principal seat of these observances, although

other Italian cities, notably Venice, have dis-

played great splendor, and the Parisians, never

averse to an occasion for merrymaking, indulge

in elaborate revels. A long-established custom

in Paris has been to lead in the procession a fat

ox (boEuf gras, whence Mardi Gras) followed in a

triumphal ear by a child called 'the king of the

butchers.' Otherwise few of the traditional fes-

tivities are kept alive, except the throwing of

confetti or sweetmeats and flowers, the blowing

of horns, the masked balls (see Masquerade),
and the parades of allegorical chariots. In Italy

after the gayeties of the last day, Mardi Gras,

the death, of the carnival is symbolized by the

burning of a huge elTigy; and the crowds in the

streets carry lighted tapers (moccoletti) , each

endeavoring to extinguish those of his neighbors

and keep his own alight. In the United States

the principal observance of Mardi Gras is that

which has been carried out in New Orleans with

great pomp and splendor since 1857. On this

day the whole city is turned over to the rule of

'King Rex, who passes through the streets es-

corted by his body-guard, the mystic krewe of

Comus,' and various military and visiting or-

ganizations. In the evening occurs the great

street pageant, in which are displayed elaborate

tableaux, placed on moving forms and brilliantly

illuminated. These represent noted scenes of

history, poetry, or fiction, and are constructed

at great expense and with artistic elegance. All

the arrangements are under the control of socie-

ties composed of the best-kno\\Ti professional and

business men of the city. Consult: Rosi&res,

Histoire de la soddte frangaisc au moyen age

(Paris, 1880) ; Story, Roha di Roma (London,

1862). Byron's Beppo, and the second part of

Goethe's Italienische Reiseri, also contain vivid

descriptions of the Italian carnival of a century

ago. See Blue Mo.nuay; Collop Monday;
Shrovetide.

CABNIV'OBA (Lat. neut. pi., from caro,

flesh -f- vorare, to devour). An order of mam-
mals, more or less elficiently adapted for preda-
ccous life, and including most of the forms popu-
larly known as beasts of prey. Not all animals
carnivorous in diet are carnivora in structure,

for the dasyure or Tasmanian devil is a mar-
supial, and the blood-sucking Dusmodus is a bat.

Nor are all the members of the order Carnivora
in diet purely carnivorous, for the polar bears

eat grass greedily, the ratels are very partial to

honey, and many forms eat fruits, berries, in-

sects, moUusks, or crustaceans in a highly om-
nivorous manner.
The carnivora dwell in all parts of the world

e^ccept New Zealand and Australia, where their

work is done by flesh-eating marsupials. They
vary in size from the ermine which one may
hide 'in his pocket to bears that may weigh
2000 pounds; and are fitted for the chase of al-

most every variety of living creature, not even

the oceanic birds (in their breeding-places) being

exempt from their ravages. They thus serve as

a check upon the otherwise too rapid multipli-

cation of herbivores, rodents, etc., which relieved

from them would soon swarm excessively. Their
relations with mankind are mainly those of en-

mity. He pursues some for sport, others for

their fur, and others in order to get rid of neigh-

bors dangerous to him or his domestic animals.

The carnivora therefore disappear to a great ex-

tent in areas of civilization, the effect of which
is felt in the increase of such pests as mice and
gophers; but in some parts of the world wild
beasts carry on even warfare, tigers and leop-

ards alone killing many thousands of human
beings and cattle annually. From this class,

however, mankind, has derived two of his most
valued domestic pets—the dog and cat.

General Characters. The dentition of most
carnivora is very characteristic. There are in

each jaw six pointed cutting teeth, two strong,

sharp, recurved canines, and molar teeth often

adapted for cutting. The skull is short and
dense. The lower jaw moves up and down in a
deep, transverse, semi-cylindrical groove, and
there are deep hollows on the aides and promi-
nent crests on the roof of the skull for the at-

tachment of the powerful muscles which work
the jaw. As one would expect in animals with
vigorous habits of life, the convolutions of the

brain and olfactory lobes are well developed.

The toes are clawed, with more or less pointed
naik. In contrast to herbivorous animals, the

stomach is simple, and the ca'cum is either ab-

sent or small. Vagrant, predatory habits, a flesh

diet, fierce disposition, and high intelligence are

ordinal characteristics. While most of the fam-
ilies are more abundant in the tropics than else-

where, some are more generally inhabitants of

temperate regions, and a few are especially com-
mon in the Far North.

Classification. Two suborders are distin-

guished

—

Fissipedia, the typical terrestrial car-

nivora, and Finnipcdia, the aberrant, aquatic

forms. The second suborder, with its numerous
adaptive characters, has doubtless been derived

from the first, and is divided into three families,

with about fifty species: (1) Otariidae, or eared

seals, nearest to the typical carnivora, and char-



AMERICAN MINOR CARNIVORES

1. OPOSSUM (DIdelphys Vlrglnlana).

2. REO COATI (Nasua rufa>.

8. CACOMISTLE (Bassariscus astutus).

4. RACCOON (Procyon lotor).

5. SKUNK (Mephitis mephltica).
6. STRIPED SKUNK (Spilogal* putoriua).

7. BADGER (Taxidea Americana).
8. OTTER (Lutra Canadansla).
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acterized by the presence of external ears. The
sea-lions, sea-bears, sea-elephants, fur-seals, etc.,

are well-known examples. (2) Trichechidse (or

Rosmarida'), the walruses (q.v. ), of which only

two species are known, characterized by the

prolongation of the upper canine teeth into two
powerful tusks. (3) Phocidsp, or earless seals,

characterized by the absence of external ears and
the lack of tusks; there are about ten genera

and some twenty species.

Ciivier proposed to divide the typical carni-

vores into Plantigrades, walking on the entire

sole (e.g. bears), and Digitigrades, walking on
finger-tips (e.g. cats) ; but these functional dif-

ferences are rendered useless by the multitude

of transitional links connecting them, and it is

more accurate and useful to divide the order into

three sections, represented familiarly by bear,

dog, and cat, and technically known as Arctoidea,

Cynoidea, ^-Eluroidea. The distinctions are based

on certain features in the base of the skull, but

are corroborated by other more general char-

acteristics.

( 1 ) The Arctoidea, which are less specialized

and nearest the aquatic suborder, are composed

of six families—^namely, the fur-bearers (Mus-

telidap), the bears (Ursidae), the raccoons (Pro-

cyonidse), and three small related families.
'
(2) The Cynoidea resemble the Arctoidea in

most respects, and are composed of the single

family Canida?—dogs, foxes, etc.

(3) .fJluroidea are the most specialized of

carnivores, represented by cats, civets, etc., of

which there are six families. The whole order

of Camivora embraces about 300 living species.

Pedigree and History. The fossil history of

camivora is of great interest, for not only have

some remarkable forms like the sabre-toothed

tiger ( Macha'rodus ) been unearthed, but the

various families are linked together, as the cats

and civets, by Proviverra, and the ancestors of

at least the cats and the dogs are found in

primitive generalized carnivores, such as Miacis,

Oxhya*na, and Arctocyon. The group affords

beautiful illustration of increasing and of di-

vergent specialization, as illustrated in the pas-

sage from primitive forms to the lion on the one

hand, and to the seal on the other. As to the

relations of the camivora to other orders of

mammals, speculation is rife, but firmly based

conclusions are hard to find. Looking backward,

some naturalists have discovered affinities with

the marsupials; while others, looking forward,

have, with more abimdant evidence, regarded the

primitive carnivores as ancestral to Insectivora,

and through them to Cheiroptera. And now
there seems to be some evidence of not very dis-

tant relationship between Camivora and Pri-

mates.

Bibliography. Consult authorities referrea

to under Ma.mmalia; Cat; Dot;; Beab, etc.

CABNIV'OBOUS PLANTS. A peculiar

group of plants, part of whose food consists of

animals, especially insects, captured by various

contrivances, hence called also 'insectivorous

plants.' Most of these plants live in undrained
swamps, where the soil is poor in nitrogen, and it

is believed by many that the carnivorous habit

is thus a decided advantage to the organism. The
Sundew ( Drosera ) is one of the commonest and
most interesting of the group. The leaves bear
glandular hairs, which secrete a sticky glisten-

ing substance. If an insect alights on the leaf

it is held fast by the sticky substance, and the

neighboring glandular hairs move toward it

and press against it. The glands contain

digestive substances, which act xipoa the body

a leaf of the Sundew
(Drosera), showingthe a. .\ bladder of the Bladderwort
tentacleswhich capture (Utrieularia). Insects are cap-
insects; the tentacles at tured here after the fashion of an
the right illustrate how eel-trap.
they bend in toward b. Hairs (supposedly with diges-
an ' insect which has ^tive functions) within the bladder
alighted on the leaf. of Utricularia.

of the insect, and convert it into materials that

can be absorbed and utilized as food. In the

Venus-flytrap {Dioncea) the two halves of the

leaf close suddenly, entrapping the insect. In

the pitcher-plants {Sarracenia, Xepenthes, etc.).

Pitcher-like leaves (ascidia) of the Pitcher-Plant (Sarra-
cenia). Insects are often present in the liquid within the
ascidia.

insects walk down the inner surface of the
pitcher-like leaf and are prevented from escap-

ing by the hairs that point downward. The
aquatic bladderwort ( Vtricularia ) has a sort of

eel-trap device for entrapping insects. Consult:

Darwin, Insectivorous Plants (London, 1875).

CABNOCHAK, kar'no-kan, John Mubray
1817-87). An American surgeon, bom in Sa-

vannah, Ga. He was educated at Edinburgh
University and at the College of Physicians

and Surgeons of New York, and in 1847 began
practice in New York. Dr. Carnochan rapidly

rose to the first rank among practicing physi-

cians and surgeons, and acquired great celebrity

for the boldness and success of his operations,

such as the removal of the lower jaw; the cure

of elephantiasis by ligature of the femoral ar-

tery; excision of the ulna whife preserving to the

arm most of its functions; amputating the thigh

at the hip-joint, and particularly for removing,
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in case of neuralgia, the entire trunk of the sec-

ond branch of the lifth pair of nerves. Dr.

Camochan added much to the renown of Amer-
ican surgery. He wim prufcsHor of the principles

and practice of Hur<.'t'ry in the New York Med-
ical Colh'ge, and healtli otlicer of the Port of New
York. Ik'sides numerous monographs of value
on subjects connected with his profession, he
published Treatise on Congenital Dislocations

(IH-W), and Contributions to Operative Surgery
(1877-80).

CABNOT, kar'nd', Lazabe Hippolttk ( 1801-

88). A French politician and journalist, the

son of the 'Organizer of Victory.' He was born
at Saint Omer, April (5, 1801. He studied for

the law, but was debarred from practice for

refusing to take the oath of allegiance to the
BourlMjns. Turning to journalism, he soon made
a name for himself as a follower of Saint-Simon
and his school, and became editor of Le Produc-
tcur, a radical journal of the day, but after the

July Revolution forsook Saint-Simonism to a
certain extent. In 1839 he entered the Chamber
of Deputies as a representative from Paris and
remained until 1848, voting with the extreme
Left. After the February Revolution he accept-

ed the post of Minister of Public Instruction, but
held it only a few months. Elected to the Legis-

lative Assembly in May, 1850, he took his place

among the Republicans opppsed to the schemes
of Louis Napoleon. After the coup d'6tat he
refused to swear allegiance to Napoleon, and
though several times elected to the Legislative

Assembly, did not take his seat until 1864. In
18(59 he was defeated in the elections by Gam-
betta and by Henri Rochefort, but in 1871 he
was chosen deputy from Seine-et-Oise. Made a
life Senator in 1875, Camot took a prominent
part in the debates of the Upper House, and
spoke for the last time in 1888, a few days after
his son Sadi had been elected President of the
Republic. He died March 16, 1888. He was the
author of numerous magazine articles and re-

views, the most important being Expos4 de la

doctrine Saint-Simonienne (1830) ; M^moires sur
Camot, par son fits (2 vols., 1861-64) ; La R6vo-
lution fran^nise (2 vols., 1867) ; Lazare Hocfie

(1874); and, with M. d'Angers, M&moires de
Bertrand liarcre (A vols., 1842-43). For his
biography consult the Proceedings of the Acade-
mic des Sciences, Morales et Politiques (Paris,
January, 1894) ; also Hubbard, line famille r4-
publicaine : les Camot (Paris, 1888).

CABNOT, Lazabe Nicolas Margxterite
(1753-1823). A French strategist and mathe-
matician. He was bom at Nolay, and became,
in 1791, a member of the Legislative Assembly
from Pas-de-Calais. In the Convention he voted
for the death of Louis XVI. He was elected to
the Committee of Public Safety, intrusted with
the chief direction of military affairs, and great-
ly contributed to the success of the French arms.
He displayed extraordinary ability in this posi-

tion, alike as a strategist and as an organizer.

He created fourteen armies, placed them under
the command of competent generals, and inspired
the troops with an ardor which made them irre-

sistible. Though he endeavored to restrict the
power of Robespierre, he was impeached with
others, after the Reign of Terror, but the charge
was dismissed. Carnot became a member of the
Directory in 1795, but having opposed the ex-

treme measures of Barraa, his colleague, he waa
suspected of being a royalist and sentenced to
deportation in 1797. Having escaped to Ger-
many, he wrote his famous defense, in which he
laid bare the character of his assoc-iates in the
Directory. The Eighteenth lirumaire brought
him back to Paris. Bonaparte made him Minis-
ter of War in 1800. In this oflice he helped, by
his energy', skill, and fertility of administrative
resource, to achieve the brilliant results of the
Italian and South-German campaigns; so that to
him was given the name of 'Organizer of Vic-

tory.' Being unable to agree with Bonaparte, he
resigne<l in the same year. In 1802 he iHU-ame

a member of the tribunate, in which capacity he
voted against the establishment of the consulate
for life and particularly against anempire. When
the tribunate was abolished, he retired to private
life and devoted himself to his studies. But
when fortune ceased to favor Napoleon he placed
his services at his command in 1814. The com-
mand of Antwerp was given to him, and the city

was heroically defended. During the Hundred
Days he held office as Minister of the Interior.

The title of Count was conferred upon him, but
he never bore it. After the second restoration

he withdrew to Warsaw, and from thence to

Magdeburg, where he died, August 3, 1823. Car-
not's chief contribution to mathematical science

is a class of general theorems on the projective

properties of figures, which later formed the
basis for the important works of Poncelet and
others. Among his numerous writings on mathe-
matics and military tactics are Kssai sur les ma-
chines en gin^ral (1780); Reflexions sur la

m^taphysique du calcul infinitesimal (1797);
and Ocometrie de position (1803). Consult
Arago, "Eulogy of Carnot," in Vol. I. of Arago's
(Euvres completes (Paris, 1854).

CABNOT, Marie Francois Sadi (1837-94).
President of the French Republic from 1887 to
1894. He was the son of Lazare Hippolyte Car-
not, and was born at Limoges, August II, 1837.

He received a scientific education, became an
engineer, and advanced rapidly in his profession,
acquiring a considerable reputation as the con-
structor of the large tubular bridge at Collonges-
sur-RhOne. In 1870 he was stationed a3 Govern-
ment engineer at Annecy and in 1871 Gambetta,
•who was then Minister of the Interior, made
him the prefect of the Department of Seine In-

f^rieure. In this capacity he rendered impor-
tant services to the Government, but after the
capitulation of Paris resigned his office and
sat as a deputy from Cote d'Or in the Na-
tional Assembly. There he took a prominent
part in all discussions concerning the future
form of government for France, voting -always
with the Republicans of the Left, for whom he
acted as secretary. He became a member of the
new Chamber of Deputies in 1876, and in 1877
was secretary to the Chamber, besides being
prominent in connection with tlie Public Works
Committee. In 1880-81 he was Minister of Pub-
lic Works, and held the same office again in 1885,
in the Brisson Ministrj', in which he later acted
as Minister of Finance. On December 3, 1887,
he was elected to succeed Gr6vy as President of
the Republic. In the performance of the high
functions of this office, Camot Avon the respect
of all by his tact and ability. He passed un-
scathed through the Panama disclosures of 1892.
His term of office was almost over when he was
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stabbed by an Italian anarchist named Caserio,

in Lyons, and died the next day, June 25, 1894.

He was succeeded as President by Casimir-Perier.

Consult Hubbard, Une famille r^ublicaine: lea

Caruot (Paris 1888).

CARNOT, Ntcolas LfioxARD Sadi (1796-

1832). A French physicist, to whose early re-

searches and theories must be ascribed the be-

ginning of the modern science of thermodynamics
(q.v. ). He was bom in Paris, the son of Lazare

Nicolas Marguerite Camot. He entered the

Polytechnic School in 1812, from which he

passed into the corps of engineers, where he

served until 1828. Working in this capacity,

he had time and opportunity for scientific re-

search, and in 1824 published his famous work,

licflexions sur la puissance motrice du feu,

in which is described his cycle and reversible

engine. Carnot's work was based on the theory

that heat was a substance, 'caloric,' but so

perfect was his reasoning that the theory re-

quired but few modifications to adapt it to the

dynamical theor>', which was later accepted,

even by Camot himself. According to Carnot,

the amount of work done by a heat-engine de-

pends on the amount of heat transferred and the

difference in temperature between the source of

heat and the receiver; work can be done only

when heat passes from a warmer to a colder

body. This is, in substance, the second law of

thermodynamics, enunciated by Clausius in 1850,

which stated that heat cannot of itself pass from

a colder body to a hotter one, nor can it be so

made to pass without any inanimate material

mechanism ; and no mechanism can be driven

by a mere simple cooling of any material object

lielow the temperature of surrounding objects.

In order to study the efficiency of the steam-en-

gine. Carnot devised a reversible engine where

the amount of energy produced and heat applied

could be investigated under ideal conditions.

Camot also appreciated the important principle

now known as conservation of energy, stating

that motive power is in quantity invariable in

nature; it is, correctly speaking, never either

produced or destroyed. Carnot's work was great-

ly extended and adapted to modern theories by

Sir William Thomson, who published important

papers in 1848 and 1849 which indicated that

from these researches could be evolved the abso-

lute thermodynamic scale of temperature. Car-

not's great essay was printed in CJerman, in

Osttrnld\s Klassiker, No. 37 (l^ipzig, 1892), and

an English translation has Iwen made by Prof.

R. H. Thurston, to which was appended an Ac-

count of ('anwt'8 Theory, by Lord Kelvin (New
York, 1890).

CARNXJNTXJM (Lat., from the Celtic). An
ancient town in Upp<>r Pannonia, on the Danube,

a few miles east of Vienna, founded by the Celts,

but at an early period a Roman post. Marcus

Aurelius residexi here for three years, during his

wars with the Marcomanni. In the Fourth

Century Carnimtum was destroyed by German
invaders. It was afterwards rebuilt, and finally

destroyed in the Magyar wars of the Middle

Ages.

CARO, kftr'A. A village and county-seat of

Tuscola County, Mich., 32 miles east by south

of Ray City, on the Cass River, and on the

Michigan Central Railroad (Map: Michigan,

K 5). It is in an agricultural country, adapted

particularly to the cultivation of sugar-beets,

and has industrial interests represented by ttour-

mills, grain-elevators, a beet-sugar refinery, lum-
ber-mills, brick and tile works, a foundry and
machine-shop, shoe, steel horse-collar, and tele-

phone factories, marble-works, etc. Population,

in 1890, 1701; in 1900, 2006.

CARO, ka'r6, Annibale (1507-66). An Ital-

ian poet, best remembered for his felicitous

translation of Vergil's ^'Encid. He was bom at

Civitanova, in Ancona ; became at an early age

tutor to the sons of Luigi Gaddi, in Florence;

and in 1543 entered the service of Pier Luigi

Farnese, nephew of Paul III., who sent him on
numerous embassies, among others to the Em-
peror Charles V., in Flanders. After the death

of Pier Luigi, Caro served successively the Duke
Ottavio Farnese and the latter's brothers, the

Cardinals Ranuccio and Alessandro, with whom
he remained until his death, in 1566. Caro num-
bered among his friends many of the best-known

men of letters of his day—Molza, Salviati, Va-
sari, and Tansillo. He was an accomplished

letter-writer, and his Letters familiari are not

only full of interest, but have often been re-

printed as models of style. One of his most fa-

mous poems is a panegyric upon the House of

Valois, written at the request of Cardinal Ales-

sandro, which was the cause of a bitter and
protracted controversy with a certain Castelvetro,

resulting in the death of one of Caro's supporters

and in Castelvetro's banishment. Caro's felici-

tous translation of the JEneid was begun, he

tells us. "in jest, and only as an experiment," but

he continued it for the pleasure of '"making trial

of the language in comparison with Latin." The
translation, which remained unfinished, is rather

a skillful paraphrase than a faithful rendering;

but, like all his writings, bears the stamp of a

cultured and polished style. The best editions

of Caro's works were published in Venice (1757),

in Milan (1806), and a volume of selected works
appeared in Florence (1864).

CARO, kii'rA', Elme Marie (1826-87). A
French philosopher, born in Poitiers. He was
appointed professor of philosophy at the Sor-

bonne in 1864, and elected to the Academic in

1874. His writings, many of them in opposition

to modem positivism, comprise Etudes morales

sur !e temps present (1855; 3d ed., 1875), L'id^e

dc Dieu et ses nouveaux critiques (1864; 7th ed.,

1883), and a study of Hartmann, Schopenhauer,

and Leoardi in Le pessimisme au XlXe siccle

(1878).

CARO, kil'rd, Jakob (1836—). A German
historian. He was born in Gnesen, and after

studying in Berlin and l^ipzig was professor of

history in Jena until 1869, when he accepted a

similar chair at the University of Breslau. His

publications, which deal chiefly with Polish and

Hussite historv, include the continuation of R<>-

pell's Geschichte I'oUns (3 vols.. II.-V., 1863-88),

published in l^kert and Heeren's Geschichte der

europiiischen Staafcn ; Das Interregnum Polens

im Jahre 1587, nvd die Parteikampfe der Hiiuser

Zborowski und Zamojski (186n ; lAher Cancel-

laria; Stanislai Ciolek, Bin Formelbuch aus der

hussitischen liewequnp (2 vols.. 1871-74) ; .4 ms

der Kanzlei Kaiser Sigismunds (1879); and

Beata und Halszka, Eine polnischrussischv

Ceachichte aus dem 16. Jahrhundert (1883).
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CAB'OB, Algarora, or Locvst-Tbee (It. car-
rubu, from Ar. kharrUb, lK>an-podH) (Ccrafonia
HHif/ua). A tree of the natural order Ix*^-
minosir, a native of the countries around the
Mediterranean Sea, in size and manner of j^rowth
much rewnihlinp the apple-tree, hut with abrupt-
ly pinnate, dark, everjtreen leaves, which have
two or three pairs of lar;re oval leallets. The
flowers are destitute of corolla ; the fruit is a
brown, leathery pod 4 to 10 inches lonj? and an
inch or so wide, a little curved, and containing
gunjniy pulp, of an agrecalile. sweet taste, in

which lie a number of shining brown seeds, some-
what resembling small flattened beans. The
seeds are bitter and of no use, but the sweet
pulp renders the pods an important article of
food to the poorer classes of the countries in

which the tree grows, as they contain as much
as 00 per cent, of sugar. They are very much
used by the Moors and Arabs. They are also
valuable as food for horses and cattle, for which
they are much employed in the south of Europe,
and have of late years l)egun to be extensively
imported into Great Britain under the nan^e of
locust-beans or Saint John's bread. The Arabs
make of the pulp of the carob a preserve like

tamarinds, which is gently aperient, and also a
kind of liquor. The carob-tree is too tender for
the climate of Great Britain. Its introduction
into the north of India has boen recommended
as an important addition to the resources of that
country and a valuable safeguard against famine.
At the California E.xperiment Station the tree
is highly thought of for its shade. It grows
well in dry, rocky situations, and is considered
a valuable acquisition. It will not stand frost.

The product is extremely abundant, some trees
yielding as much as 800 or 900 pounds of pods.
The woixl is hard and much valued, and the bark
and leaves are used for tanning. The locust-

tree (q.v. ) of America is quite distinct from
this. See C.csauina.

CABO^A. See Jacaranda.

CABOL (OF. Carole, from Bret, koroll, dance,
Gael, carull, melody, from car, bar of mtisic,

Ir. ear, a turn, ultimately, perhaps, connected
with Jr. carr, cart, Lat. currus, cart). In the
stricter sense, a popular religious song intended
to form part of the rejoicings connected with the
great Christian festivals. The kinship of the
earlier English carols with similar French com-
positions is evidenced by the frequent recur-
rence in them of the refrain 'Nowell,' a variant
of the Fr. Xoel, Christmas (Lat. nutale, birth-
day) ; though they had a wide popularity in the
Middle Ages on the Continent of Europe, they
are especially associated with English tradition.
Their use seems to have been at its height under
the Tudors; the universal familiarity with
them is .shown by the specific prohibition in 1525,
when Henry VIII. lay seriously ill, of "carols,
bells, or merry-making." In 1502 license was
given to Thomas Tysdale to print "certayne
goodly Carowles to be songe to the glory of
God." The Puritans, in their general onslaught
on the obser\-ance of Christmas, when holly and
ivy were made seditious badges, attempted to
abolish them; but they came back with the
Restoration, and in 1061 appeared The Mew
Carols for the Merry Time of Chrisfmas, to
Kundry Pleasant Tunes. To this day it is

the custom in many parts of England for
troops of men and Inns, known as 'wait*,'

to go al>out the villages for several nights be-
fore Christmas, singing carols in the open
air. As a rule, the best carols are the oldest,
although one of the most popular, "While
Shepherds Watched Their Flocks by Night," was
composed in 170.3 by no l)etter a poet than
Nahum Tate, and the ancient spirit has been
successfully caught in recent times by Swin-
burne, William Morris, and John Mason Xeale.
The older carols, usually set to pleasing and not
difficult njclodies, have the characteristics of
popular poetry in general. Tiiey are simple,
picturesque, and often childlike iii their na'ivet6
to the point of seeming to persons of less un-
sophisticated training to border on irreverence.
A manuscript of the Fifteenth Century now in
the British Museum (ed. Thomas Wright, Lon-
don, 1847), contains a numl)er of the most fa-
mous early carols. The best collection, however,
of both the ancient and modern tj^pes is Christ-
mas Carols, Old and New (London, 1874), the-
words edited by H. R. Bramley, and the music
by Sir John Stainer.

CABOLAN, kiir'6-lan, or O'CABOLAN, 6-

kar'6-lan, Fuklogh. See O'Cabolan, or Cako-
LAN, FUBLOGII.

CABOLANO, kii'nVla'nA. A wild Malayan
l)eople in the mountains of Negros Island. See
PlIILlPPI.NES.

CABOLINA, ka'rfi-le'nft, La. The capital of
a district in the Province of Jaf»n, Andalusia,
Spain, on the southern range of the Sierra
Morena, 36 miles northeast of Jaen. It has lead
and silver mining industries, vineyards, and
olive plantations. The inhabitants, descendants
of South Germans, who settled here in 1780 un-
der the auspices of Count Olavides, the favorite
of Charles III., exhibit an interesting assimila-
tion, their oi;igin being easily discernible, al-
though the Teutonic language has been re-
placed by the Spanish. Population, 1901, 9756.

CABOLINA, ka'r6-le'nA, Mabia (1752-
1814). A daughter of Francis I., Emperor of
Germany, and Maria Theresa of Austria, and
Queen of Naples by her marriage with Ferdinand
IV. in 1768. She had great influence with the
King, brought about the appointment of Sir John
Acton as Prime Minister in 1784, and caused the
King, in 1798, to join the coalition against
France, the consequence of which was the march-
ing of the French upon Naples (1799) and the
flight of Ferdinand and Carolina. After return-
ing to Naples, Carolina again conspired against
Napoleon, and, with her husband, was, in 1806,
dethroned and succeeded by Joseph Bonaparte.
She died in Vienna.

CABOLINA (kar'6-li'na) ALLSPICE, See
CALYCA.NTHrS.

CABOLINA PINK. See Spigelia.

CAB'OLINE, The. An American vessel,
the seizure and destruction of which, oflF Grand
Island, by a party of Canadians, on December 29,
1837, during the rebellion in Upper Canada,
threatened to cause a war between the United
States and Great Britain. The steamer had
been used for carrying supplies to a partv of
insurgents on Navy Island, and Great Britain
asserted in 1840 that its destruction was a legiti-
mate act of war, while the United States re-
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peatedly demanded redress on the ground that

the Canadians had invaded its territory in time

of peace. The difficulty came to a crisis in the

course of the same year when a Canadian

named McLeod, who had boasted of participating

in the affair, was tried in New York. The

British Ministry threatened wa:r in case he were

not released, but his trial was nevertheless con-

tinued, and his acquittal alone prevented serious

trouble between the two governments.

CAROLINE, Amelia Elizabeth (1768-1821).

Queen of George IV. of England. She was

the second daughter of Charles William Fer-

dinand, Duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel, and

Princess Augusta of Britain, sister of George

HI. She was born on May 17, 1768, and on

April 8, 1795, was married to the Prince of

Wales, who, with no love for his cousin, con-

sented to the union for the sake of liquidating

his debts. She soon complained of his intimacy

with ilrs. Fitzherbert and Lady Jersey. The

King sought to reconcile the royal pair: but

after the birth of their daughter. Princess Char-

lotte, January, 1796, the Prince of Wales de-

serted his wife. She received public sympathy

and support, especially when official attempts

were made to discredit her. In 1814 she ob-

tained leave to travel, and lived in Italy for

some time, but acted imprudently in showing

favor to her courier, Bergami, and his family.

^^hen her husband became King in 1820, she was
offered an annuity of £50,000 sterling to re-

nounce the title of Queen and live abroad; but

she refused, and made a triumphal entry into

lx)ndon, whereupon the Government instituted

proceedings for divorce on a charge of adultery.

Indiscreet conduct was proved; but the manner
in which she had been used by her husband, and
the splendid defense of Brougham, caused such

a feeling in her favor that the Ministry aban-

doned the divorce bill, after it had passed the

House of Lords. She assumed the rank of

royalty, but was repulsed from Westminster
Abbey when she insisted on her right to corona-

tion with her husband, July 29, 1821. Nine days
afterwards she died. In direct disregard of the

King's desire, the funeral procession, on its way
to Brunswick, where Caroline was buried, passed

through the city of London; but not before lives

had V)een lost in an encounter with the Life

Guards at Hyde Park Corner. Consult: Memoirs
of Queen Caroline, bv Nightingale (London,

1820); Adolphus (London, 1821); Huish (lx)n-

don, 1821) ; Wilk (London, 1822) ; also Gierke,

Life of Her Majesty Qneen Caroline (London,
1821).

CAROLINE BOOKS (Lat. Libri Carolini).

A work in four books, drawn up, probably in

790. by the authority of Charles the Great,

against the decrees of the Iconoclastic Council
of 754, and of the Second Council of Nicaea. in

787. The latter had lieen translated into Latin

incorrectly, and the author of the Caroline Books
supposed that they ordered the same worship to

Im? paid to the images as to the Trinity. The
Caroline Books reject both iconoclasm and the
worship of images. The author is unknown.
Consult Hefele. History of the Councils, Vol.
ill.. Hook 20. Chap. 2 (Freiburg, 1873-90).

CAROLINE ISLANDS. A group of small
and widely scattered islands in the Pacific Ocean,
extending from the equator to alwut latitude 10°

N. and from about longitude 136° to about 164°

E. (Map: Australasia, G 2). They number
about 525, including reefs and uninhabited rocks,

and their area is estimated at 560 square miles.

They are mostly low and of coral formation,

and their soil is not above the average in

fertility. The main islands of the group are

Rug, or Hogolu, Ponape, and Strong. The
chief product is copra, while some of the islands

also yield shells. The commerce is mostly in

the hands of the German Jaluit Company, which

has stations on almost every important i:iland.

Administratively the group is a part of the

German New Guinea Protectorate. The popula-

tion of the Caroline Islands is estimated at

36,(X)0, and consists chiefly of Micronesians, with

about 900 Europeans. Most of the natives

have been converted to Christianity. They are

well developed physically and mentally, a little

shorter than the eastern Polynesians, and
dolichocephalic. The ruins of stone structures

on the islands of Ponape, Lalla, etc., are by
some writers (e.g. Christian, in 1899) need-

lessly attributed to a 'black race,' predeces-

sors of the present occupants. These 'famous'

ruins are doubtless remains of the works of the

forefathers of the people now inhabiting the

archipelago, for elsewhere, as in Tonga. Easter

Island, etc., the Poh-nesians have demonstrated
their ability to surpass these achievements. The
Carolines were discovered in 1525 by the Portu-

guese Diego da Rocha, and further explored

during the Seventeenth Century by the Spanish

admiral Francisco Lazeano, who gave to the

group its present name in honor of King Charles

II. In the beginning of the Eighteenth Century
the group was entirely abandoned by Spain,

and it was not until the beginning of the

Nmeteenth Century that the existence of the

Caroline archipelago was again brought to the

attention of the civilized world by a number
of scientific expeditions. At length German com-
mercial interests became paramount in the

Carolines, and the hoisting of the German flag

over Yap in 1885 called forth the protest of

Spain. A settlement reached in the same year,

with the Pope as an arbitrator, recognized

Spain's claim to the archipelago, but conferred

special privileges on Germany. In 1899 the

Caroline, Pelew, and the Ladrone groups

(except Guam), were ceded to Germany in con-

sideration of the sum of 16.750.000 marks (alwut

$3,300,000. Consult: Christian. The Caroline

Islands (Tendon. 1899) : Otto Finsch, Karolincn

und Marianen (Hamburg, 1900) ; id., Anthropo-

logische, Ergehnisse einer Reise in dcr fiudsee

(Berlin, 1883).

CAROLINE MATIU)A (1751 75). Queen
of Denmark and Norway. She was the youngest

child of Frederick, Prince of Wales, and in 1766

married Christian VII., by whom she became the

mother of Frederick VI. The King was a youth

of feeble character, and by self-indulgence had
reduced himstlf almost to a state of imbecility.

From the first he treate<l the Queen with cold-

ness. In the course of tinie she became in-

volved in an amour with Struensee. the Coiirt

physician, who at the same time was a favorite

with the King, and was appointed Cabinet Min-

ister and created a count ( 1771 ). Farly in 1772,

as the result of a Court intrigue, the Queen and

Struensee were arrested, each confessed guilt,

and StruenMH" was executed. The royal marriage
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\VR8 d<H;Iared (liHHuIvod, hut whoii it was proposed

to banish the (^ueen, the British (jiovernment in-

U-rlered. Slie revived u jH-nsion of £5000, was
allowed to retain the title of Queen, and si)ent

her hiHt years in a castle at Celle, Hanover. Con-

sult Wraxall, Life and Timrtt of Queen Caroline

Matilda (Ixmdon, 1804) and Wittich, Struensee
(Leipzig, 181)0). See Stbuenske.

CAB'OLIN'OIANS ( Kr. Carlovingiena, Med.

Lat. ('(irolinifi, from OHO. Karling, descendant

of Karl, particularly Charles Martel). The sec-

ond dynasty of Frankish kings. The origin of

the family is traced to Saint Arnulf, Bishop of

Metz, who died in 641. His son. Ansegisel, mar-

ried a daughter of Pepin (q.v.), of Landen, in

Austrasia. Their son, Pepin of Heristal, the

greatest territorial lord in Austrasia, was called

to tlie office of Mavor of the Palace, in that king-

dom. At the battle of Testry in 687, Pepin

c«mj)elled the weak Merovingian King, Theu-

derich III., to invest him with the office of Mayor
of the Palace in all the three Frankish States,

Neustria, Austrasia, and Burgundy. Pepin al-

lowed the Merovingian kings to remain upon the

throne, but they were kings only in name. He
di«Hl in 714, and left as his successor a grandson

who was a mere child; but Charles Martel

(q.v.), a natural son of Pepin, was made
Mayor of the Palace by the Austrasians, and in

this capacity brought the three States under his

power. He died in 741. His two sons. Carloman
and Pepin the Short, divided the kingdom, al-

though for a time the nonnnal Merovingian
djTiasty still existed. Carloman abdicated after

a' few years and entered a monastery. Pepin at

last formally assumed tlie royal power, and was
crowned King of the Franks in 751. From this

is dated the beginning of the Carolingian dynas-

ty. Pepin was succeeded by his sons, Carloman
and Charles the Great (q.v.) or Charlemagne,
of whom the latter soon reigned alone, and pro-

digiously extended his dominions. In 800 Pope
l..eo. III. set upon his head the crown of the

Western Roman Empire. He planned to divide

his dominions among his sons, of whom, how-
ever, only one, Louis the Pious, survived him,
who, in the list of the Kings of France, appears
as Ix)uis L, but who was properly Emperor and
King of the Franks. With Charlemagne the high
abilities of his family disappeared, and his suc-

cessors were comparatively weak. Family feuds
broke out during the life of Louis the Pious, who
had divided his dominions among his sons, and
he terminated his troubled reign in 840. By a
treaty concluded at Verdun, in 843, Lothair L,
the eldest son of I^ouis, obtained the imperial
crown and the kingdom of Italy, with Lorraine,
Franche Comt^, Provence, and Lyonnais; Louis,
his brother, called Louis the German, obtained
the German part of his father's dominions:
and Charles the Bald, the son of a second
marriage, obtained Neustria. Aquitania, and the
Spanish Mark. The Emperor Lothair 1. died in

855. and his dominions were again divided—his
eldest son. Louis IL, becoming Emperor and King
of Italy, and his two other sons kings of Lorraine
and of Provence, the kingdoms of the two young-
er brothers later reverting to the Emperor.
Charles the Fat (q.v.). son of Louis the German,
reigned over the reunited realm of Charles the
Great from about 884 to 887, when he was de-

posed. Arnulf (q.v.). King of (Germany, obtained
the imperial dignity later, and Louis the Child

(q.v.) ruled in Germany from 899 to Oil, when
tue ('arolingian dynasty there became extinct.

The French dynasty, of which Charles the Bald
may l>e deemed the founder, continued a succes-

sion of weak monarchs and pretenders to the

throne for about a century, till it terminated
with the reign of Ix)uis V., on whose de^th
Hugh Capet, the most powerful nobleman in

France, sei/x'd the crowTi, in 987. The Carolin-

gian kings had for some time possessed little

real power. A subsequent marriage connected
their family with that of the Capets,

and enabled the kings of the Capetian dynasty
(q.v.) to trace their descent from Charlemagne.
See Frank.s; France; Gebmant; Holy Roman
Eaipibk.

CAROLTJS DUBAN, kA'rd'Iys' dy'riiN'. See
DUBAN, CHARLKS AUOLSTE EmILE.

GABON, kA'rAN', Ren6 Edouabd (1800-76).
A Canadian statesman and jurist. He was edu-

cated at the Seminary of Quebec and at the Col-

lege of Saint Pierre, and was admitted to the
bar in 1820. He was mayor of Quebec from 1827

to 1837 and Speaker of the Legislative Council of

Lower Canada from 1843 to 1847, and again from
1848 to 1853. On being appointed judge of the

Queen's Btmch in the latter year, he abandoned
politics. In 1857 he was commissioner for codi-

fying the laws of Lower Canada, and in 1873 was
appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec.

CAROBA, ki\-rr/r!i. A town in the State of

I-ara, Wnezuela, about 40 miles east of Barquisi-

meto, and midway between that city and Lake
Maracaibo. Stock-raising and tanneries are the
chief industries, and there is a considerable

trade in gums and rubber. The town was founded
by Spaniards in 1572. Population, 8000.

CAROTID ARTERY (Fr. carotide, Lat.

carotis, Gk. Kapurli, karotis, carotid, from Kdpot,

karos, deep sleep). The great artery which on
each side distributes blood to the dilTerent parts
of the head. Each carotid artery consists of the

primitive or common carotid, which, at the upper
margin of the larynx, separates into two great
divisions of nearly equal size, the external and
internal carotid. The external carotid supplies
the larnyx, tongue, face, and scalp with blood,

its principal branches being the superior thyroid,
the lingual, the facial, the occipital, the pos-

terior auricular, the internal maxillary, and the
temporal. The internal carotid enters the cavity
of the cranium through a somewhat tortuous
canal in the temporal bone, and after perforating
the dura mater, or fibrous membrane of the
brain, separates into the anterior and middle
cerebral arteries, which are the principal ar-
teries of the brain; while in its course through
the dura mater it gives off the ophthalmic artery,
which subdivides into several small branches that
supply the eye and surrounding parts. See ClB-
CULATION.
Wounds of the carotid trunks are generally

from stabs. Suicides have a vague desire to cut
them, but rarely cut sufficiently deep by the side
of the windpipe. Of course, should either vessel
be wounded, death would result almost imme-
diately. Punctured wounds, however, may not
l>e immediately fatal ; they may heal, or a false
aneurism (q.v.) may result. These arteries are
sometimes the seat of spontaneous or true
aneurism. Sir Astley Cooper was the first to
tie the common carotid for spontaneous aneu-
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rism, in 1805, and since then the operation has

been successfully performed many times. Owing
to the numerous interchanges of branches be-

tween vessels of both sides of the head, cutting

off the supply of blood through one carotid is

seldom followed by impairment of brain struc-

ture or functicm. The common carotid in the

horse is the termination of the right arteria in-

CABOTID ARTERY.

nominata. It is a large vessel about an inch

long, which emerges from the chest below the

windpipe, and divides into the right and left

carotids. These bend upward, having the wind-

pipe between them gradualh* inclining inward
at the upper part, where each divides into ex-

ternal and internal carotids, and a large anasto-

mosing branch arising from between these two.

Consult Toldt, Anatomischer Atlas (Berlin and
Vienna, 1900).

CAR'OTIN (Lat. carota, carrot). A group
name for the yellow pigments common in leaves.

Carotin is probably identical with the so-called

xanthophyll. The yellow pigments may be dis-

solved out from leaves by alcohol and partially

separated from the green ones (chlorophyll) by
shaking the solution with benzine. After stand-

ing a short time, most of the green, being more
freely soluble in the benzine, floats on the alcohol,

which contains most of the yellow. Crystals of

carotin may also be formed in the leaf-cells

by appropriate treatment. Similar slender

oi-ange crystals are found in the color-bodies (see

Chromoplasts) of the carrot, from which the

pigment took its name, and in some fruits. Ac-
cording to Arnaud, carotin is a hydrocarbon hav-
ing the composition CjjHjs. See P^tiglin.

CAROTO, ka-rS'td, Gian Fraxcesco (1470-

I54(i). -\n Italian painter, born in Verona. He
studied under Mantegna, whom he surpassed in

majesty and harmony. His later works, which
are said to imitate the manner of Leonardo, are
severe in outline, but warmly colored. Most
of his works are found in Verona, where the
best-known is his series of pictures on the
"History of Tobias," in Sant' Eusemia.

CAROITGE, ki\'roozh'. A town of Switzer-
land, situated about one mile south of Geneva,

on the left bank of the Arve (Map: Switzerland,

A 2). It is regularly built, is surrounded by
villas, orchards, and meadows, and has a hand-
some church. There are manufactures of thread,

clay pipes, leather, watches, and pottery, as well

as of machinery and ironwork. A bridge across
the Arve connects the town with (Jeneva. In
1780 the King of Sardinia, as ruler of Savoy,
tried to make Carouge the industrial rival of

Geneva, but failed. Population, in 1900, 7400.

CARP (Ger. Karpfe, OHG. charpho, Icel.

karfi, Welsh carp, Russ. karpu, probably bor-

rowed from the Germanic ) . A fresh-water fish

(Cyprinus carpio) , typical of the family Cypri-
uidsE (q.v.), now acclimated in all parts of the
world. The body is robust, compressed, and cov-

ered with large scales; head naked; mouth rather
small, toothless, with fleshy lips and four well-

developed barbels. The dorsal fin is quite long,

the anal much shorter. The color is a uniform
dark brown above, growing quite light on the

ventral side. The carp may attain a weight of

40 to 50 pounds, but the usual weight is much
less than this. It thrives best in lakes and
ponds, and in streams seeks the quiet, sluggish

waters, where it feeds largely on vegetable mat-
ter, but will also eat insect-larvae, worms, etc.

The carp may reach an age of 200 years. It

spawns about June; the eggs, which are small,

transparent, and number several hundred thou-

sand, are fastened to aquatic weeds, where they
will endure great vicissitudes of weather and
temiierature. During the winter months it hiber-

nates and does not take food. So exceedingly

hardy is it, that it may be kept alive even for

days in moist moss if properly fed, and conse-

quently may be transported great distances with
facility.

The original home of the carp was southeastern
Asia, where it has been tamed and cultivated

since the earliest times by the Chinese, and where
it is still found wild. It was introduced into

northern Europe several centuries ago, and trans-

planted about the Fourteenth Century to Great
Britain, under the name of German carp. From
Europe it has been brought casually to North
America, and about 1870 a strong effort was
made to plant it extensively in the still waters
of the United States; this succeeded widely, but
the extreme prolificacy of the fish, quickly over-

crowding small ponds, and the comparative
coarseness of its flesh, which is readily tainted by
foul waters, have prevented it finding as great

favor with the American public as in German
Europe. There are three varieties of carp : ( 1

)

the scale-carp, which, excepting the head, is

entirely covered with scales; (2) the mirror-

carp \ Spicgelkarpfe of the Germans), which
has three to four rows of very large scales along

the sides, the rest of the body remaining bare;

(3) the leather-carp (Lederkarpfe) , in which

the scales are entirely wanting. All these are

equally good as food, although a preference is

often shown for the scaled variety. To the

angler, the carp is not a very valuable fish, as he

is by no means a free biter. Several other fishes

are called carps, notably the European congener

called Crucian (q.v.). and the closely allied gold-

fish; also some entirely different ones, as the sea-

bream and the American carp-suckers. See Plate

of Carps and Europeax Aixies.

CARP, Petrache (1837—). A Rumanian
statesman. He was bom at Jassy, studied at
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Bonn, took part in the overthrow of Cuza, and,
after Prince Charles had asc-ended tlie llirone,

i-ntered the diplonuitic- service. With Blaren-
Xtcra he fuundeti an anti-liWral journal. In 1870
he became Minister of Foreign Affairs, and in

1802 of Commerce, Ajn">eulture, and Domains.
He was known for political discourses, and for
his renderings of Shakespeare.

CABPACCIO, kUr-pii'chA, Vittoke (c.1450-

C.1522). An Italian painter, said to have been
bom at Istria. Vasari calls him 'Scarpaccia.'

He was in competition with Giovanni Bellini and
Luigi Vivarini in designs for the School of San
Girolomo, Venice, but all these paintings have
disappeared. In 1490 he executed nine pictures
from the life of Saint Ursula. This series is in

the Academy in Venice. In 1494 he was called

upon to assist in the decorations of San Giovanni
Kvangelista, and painted "The Patriarch of

Grado Casting Out a Devil." This picture con-

tains a curious view of old Venice. From 1502
to 1508 he was busy over nine pictures for the
hospital of San Giorgio degli Schiavoni, repre-

senting the life of tlie Saviour, Saint Jerome,
Saint Tryphon, and Saint George. In 1508 he
produced his masterpiece, "The Presentation in

the Temple," now in the Venice Academy. Here
Carpaccio suggests Veronese by the richness of his

architectural details, and Titian by the depth of

his color, and the glow and vigor of his flesh-tints.

Several of his pictures have been credited to the
Bellinis, and there is in his work much of the ten-

derness so characteristic of them. From 1514
his powers began to decline, and after 1519 noth-
ing is known of his life. There is a tradition
that Carpaccio went to Constantinople with the
elder Bellini, and this would account for some-
thing Eastern in his pictures and his constant
introduction of Oriental costume. His greatest
paintings are in Venice, but some of his can-
vases are in London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Stutt-
gart, and Milan.

CABPATHIAN MOUNTAINS. A moun-
tain system of Central Europe, extending in the

form of a broad arc along nearly the entire

boundary of Hungary east of the Danube (Map:
Hungary, .13). The arc, opening to the south-

west, embraces the plain of Hungary and the ele-

vated basin of Transylvania (Siebenbiirgen),

separating the former from the Austrian prov-

inces of ^loravia, Silesia, Galicia, and Bukowina
on the northwest, north, and northeast, and the
latter from Rumania on the east and south. Both
wings of the arc rest upon the Danube, and one
terminating near Presburg, where it is in juxta-
position to the Ijeitha range of the Austrian Alps,

the other ending at Orsova, where it confronts
the northern extension of the Balkans. The length

of the system, following the curve, is about 800
miles. The Carpathian system is composed of

numerous mountain groups which exhibit a vari-

ety of orographic and geological features. On the
northwest the main elevations are included in

the Kleine Karpaten (Little Carpathians), the
Weisses Gebirge ( White Range ) , and the Xeutra
and Tfltra ranges. These ranges, with the bordering
ranges of the West Beskiden and the Hungarian
Erzgebirge, converge in northern Hungary to
form a mountain knot, near the centre of which
are the Hohe Tfitra Mountains, the loftiest in the
entire system. Eastward and southward the
Carpathians are continued in a broad curve by
the Ost Beskiden and by the Waldgebirge into

Transylvania, where the ranges widen out so as
to surround on the east and west the basin of
Transylvania, whose southern limit is the Trail'
sylvanian Alps.

The Carpathians include no summits that are
comparable in elevation to the culminations of
the Alj)s, but tlie mountains are frequently mas-
sive and inii>osing in appearanc(>. The highest
point of the system is the CJerlsdorfersi)itze of
the Hohe Tfitra Range, which is 8,737 feet. In
the same range are the Lomnitzerspitze, 8642
feet; the Eisthalerspitze, 8030 feet; and the
Schlagendorferspitze, and other peaks extending
8000 feet. In the eastern Carpathians there are
many peaks from 5000 to over 7000 feet above the
.sea. The Transylvanian Alps, whose trend in
the main is east and west, present an almost
unbroken mountain barrier crowned by jagged
summits that reach an extreme height of over
8000 feet, the loftiest peak, Negoi, being 8318
feet. In general, the higher elevations of the
Carpathians are composed of granite and crystal-
line rocks, while the outlying lower ranges are
formed by upturned and folded sedimentary
strata. Mesozoic sandstone is the prevailing for-
mation in the Beskiden, and granite, gneiss,
and schist in the Transylvanian Alps. Eruptive
igneous rocks are found along the whole system,
but are most prominent in the Hxmgarian Erzge-
birge and in the ranges of Transylvania. These
regions are noted for their deposits of gold, silver,

lead, copper, and other metallic ores, which have
been worked for many centuries. The Carjmthian
system forms the water-parting between the
drainage basins of the Oder, Vistula, and Dnies-
ter, and of the middle Danube. Small lakes fre-

quently occur in the interior of the mountains,
particularly in the Hohe Tfitra, where more than
100 have been found. Some of them are at great
elevations, and many are very deep. These lakes
are called by the Hungarian's 'Eyes of the Sea.*
There are no glaciers nor perennial snow-fields.
Xunierous passes cross the system, facilitating
communication between Hungary and the border-
ing countries. The Carpathians*^ are clothed with
extensive forests of oak, beech, chestnut, and fir,

which harbor bears, wolves, and lyn.xes. See
HuNG.\RY, and Transylvanian Alps.
CABTATHOS. See Scarpanto.
CABPEAtrX, kar'p6', Jean Baptiste (1827-

75). A French sculptor, the pupil of Duret
and Rude. His best-known works are: "The
Fisher Boy," "Ugolino and His Children," "Nea-
politan Fisherman," "France Enlightening the
World and Protecting Agriculture and Science,"
the noted group, "La Danse" (1869), on the
facade of the Paris Opera House, and "The Four
Quarters of the World Sustaining the Sphere."
Among his portrait busts are those of GerOme
and of Alexander Dumas, fils. Although the
faults of the Naturalistic School are accentuated
in his work, his robust imagination and technical
skill give him a high place among latter-day
sculptors.

CABPEL (Fr. carpelle, Neo-Lat. carpellum,
from Gk. Kapwin, karpos, fruit). One of the
ovule-bearing elements of the pistil in flowering
plants (angiosperms). The carpel is usually
considered to be a modified single spore-bearing
leaf ( sporophyll ) . Several carpels are often
organized together to form a single o\'ule-contain-
ing organ, which organ, whether consisting of one
or many carpels, is called a pistil. See Floweb.
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CAR'PENTA'RIA, Gulf of. A broad and
deep iiulenlation of the north coast of Australia,
witn an :rverage length and breadth of 350 miles,

stretching from latitude 11° to 17° 30' S., and
from longitude 136° to 142° E. (Map: Australia,
F 1 ) . It was named after Carpenter, a Dutchman,
Avho disc-overed and partly explored it in 1627.
The gulf contains many islands. The shores are
generally low with extensive indentations on the
western coast.

CARTENTER (OF. carpentier, Med. Lat.

iarpentarius, from Lat. carpentum, cart, from Ir.

varbad, cairbh, chariot, carb, basket), Navy. An
officer of warrant rank in the United States and
British navies who acts as assistant to the execu-

tive officer in keeping the hull, spars, boats, etc.,

of a man-of-war in good condition. In the days
of wooden ships he was a skilled mechanic in

wooden shipbuilding, but since the advent of iron

and steel ships he has been required to have
a thorough knowledge of metal-working and a
practical knowledge of shipbuilding in iron and
steel, as well as of wood-working. The carpenter
of a ship of the navy is assisted by several

artisans, called collectively the carpenter's gang,
which includes shipwrights, plumbers, black-

smiths, painters, and carpenter's mates. When
a carpenter has served ten years as such he is

commissioned as a chief carpenter, with the rank
of ensign. His pay and status are the same as

those of the boatswain.

CARPENTER, Laxt (1780-1840). An Eng-
lish Unitarian minister. He was bom in Kidder-
minster, studied at the University of Glasgow,
taught school from 1803 to 1805, and was em-
ployed in the Liverpool Athenaeum. He then be-

came pastor of a church in Exeter, and in 1817
removed to Bristol. At both places he conducted
schools, having Harriet and James Martineau
among his pupils in Bristol. He was much
interested in the religious instruction of children,

and established several Sunday-schools. He did
much to broaden the spirit of English Unitarian-
ism. He rejected the rite of baptism as a super-

stition and substituted a form of infant dedica-

tion. Among his works are: Unitarianism, the

Doctrine of the Gospel (1809) ; Systematic Edu-
cation (2 vols., 1815) ; Examitiation of the

Charges Made Against Unitarians (1820); and
Principles of Education (1820). Consult his

Memoirs, edited by his son, R. L. Carpenter
(London, 1842).

CARPENTER, Lofis George (1861— ). An
American irrigation engineer, born in Orion,

Mich. He graduated in 1879 at the Michigan
Agricultural College, studied at Johns Hopkins
University, and was.ai)pointed assistant professor

of mathematics and engineering at the former in-

stitution. In 1888 he was appointed professor

of engineering and physics at the Colorado Agri-

cultural College. He was special agent of the

United State's artesian-wells investigati<m in

1890; founded the American Society of Irrigation

Engineers in 1891. and in 1899 was appointtnl

director of the agricultural experiment station

at the Colorado Agricultural College. The first

systematic instruction in engineering given in

any .Vnierican college was organized by him. His
pui)lications include various Government reports.

CARPENTER, ^Lvry (1807-77). An Eng-

lish philanthropist, the eldest child of the Rev.

Dr. Lant Carpenter (q.v.). She took an active

part in the movement in behalf of orphaned or
neglected children, and besides advocating their
cause in her writings, founded several reforma-
tories for girls, one of which, the Red Lodge
Reformatory, she superintended. In the prosecu-
tion of her philanthropic labors, she visited India
three times, and in 1871 organized the National
Indian Association, whose journal she edited.
Among her intimate friends were Harriet Mar-
tineau and Frances Power Cobbe, the latter being
for some time associated with her at Red Lodge.
She published: Reformatory Schools (1881) ; Ju-
venile Delinquents ( 1853) ; Our Convicts (2 vols.,

1864), a book which drew public attention to
the treatment of young criminals; and Six
Months in India (2 vols., 1868). Consult J. E.
Carpenter, Life and Work of Mary Carpenter
(London, 1879).

CARPENTER, Matthew Hale (1824-81).
An American lawyer and politician, bom in

Moretown, Vt. He spent two years in the United
States Military Academy; studied law with Ru-
fus Choate, and in 1848 settled in Wisconsin.
He was remarkably successful as a lawyer, and
was especially notable for his defense of W. W.
Belknap, Secretary of War, when the latter was
impeached before the House of Representatives,
and for his argument in favor of Samuel J.

Tilden before the Electoral Commission (q.v.).

Carpenter was twice elected United States Sena-
tor from Wisconsin, serving from 1869 to 1875,

and again from 1879 until his death. Consult
Flower, Life of Matthew Hale Carpenter (Madi-
son, Wis., 1883).

CARPENTER, Rolla Clinton (1852—).
An American engineer. He was bom at Orion,

Mich., and was graduated from the University
of Michigan in 1875. In 1878 he was appointed
professor of mathematics and civil engineering

in the Michigan Agricultural College, where he
also had charge of the mechanical department
from its organization until 1888. In 1890 he
became associate professor of experimental engi-

neering at Cornell University, also conducting

the laboratory of the department of experimental

mechanics and research, probably the best d^)art-

ment of its kind hitherto established. He was
president of the Michigan Engineering Society

in 1889 ; chairman of the national committee for

the education of engineers in 1891 ; and president

of the American Society of Heating and Venti-

lating Engineers (1898). In addition to numer-

ous scientific papers, he has published the follow-

ing works: Instructions for Mechanical Labora-

tory Practice: and Text-Book of Experimental

Engineering (1892).

CARPENTER, William Benjamin (1813-

85). An English physiologist, bom at Exeter.

Soon after his graduation in Edinburgh, in 1839,

he published his Principles of General and Com-
parative Physiology, after\vards divided into The

Principles of Comparative Physiology and The

Principles of Genrrnl Physiology. These works,

together with The Principles of Human Physiol-

ogii ( 1846. and still a standard work, after going

through manv editions) and The Principles of

Mental Physiology (1874), form a perfect cyelo-

pu'dia of biological science. Carpenter likewise

published: A Manual of Physiology; The Micro-

scope, Its Revelations and lis Uses (6th ed.,

1881) ; a prize essay upon The Use and Abuse

of Alcoholic Liquors (1851); and numerous
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memoirs on various dojmrtnicntfl of physiology,
iiiiiTOM'opic-ul nnntoiny, and natural history, in

the I'hiloHophical Transact ionit. His most im-
portant ori^'inal researches are On the Structure
of Hhvlls: On the Development of Purpura Lapil-
lua; and On the Structure, Functions, and Gen-
eral History of the Foraminifci'a. His published
works also include: Zoology and the Instincts of
Animals (1857); Physioloyy of Temperance
(1870); Mesmerism and Spiritualism (1877);
and yature and Man (1888). For several years
lie edited The British and Foreign Medico-
Chirurgical Revietr, and he was one of the
editors of The Natural History Review. From
1856 to 1879 he was registrar of the University
of London. He took a chief part in the Govern-
ment expedition sent out in 1808-70 for deep-
sea exploration in the northern Atlantic, and
in consequence he contributed largely to the dis-

cussion of the vexed question of ocean circula-
tion, in the Journal of the Royal Geographical
Society and other periodicals. He advocated the
doctrine of a vertical circulation, sustained by
opposition of temperature only, indej)endent of
and distinct from the horizontal currents pro-
duced by winds. This doctrine was first ad-
vanced by Professor I>enz, of Saint Petersburg, in
1845; but Dr. Carpenter was ignorant of this
when the deep-sea observations, begun in 18G8,
led him to an identical theory. He was presi-
dent, in 1872, of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science.

CARPENTER, William Boyd (1841— ).
An English dergj-man of the Established Church,
Bishop of Rii)on. He was bom in Liverpool, was
educated at the Royal Institution, Liverpool, and
Saint Catherine's College, Cambridge, and was
appointed Hulsean lecturer at Cambridge in
1878. In 1887 he was appointed Bampton lec-

turer at Oxford, and in 1895 pastoral lecturer
on theology at Cambridge. He held several
curacies, was vicar of Christ Church, Lancaster
Gate, from 1879 to 1884, canon of Windsor in
1882-84, and chaplain-in-ordinary to Queen Vic-
toria from 1883 to 1884. In the latter year he
was appointed Bishop of Ripon. His numerous
publications include: a Commentary 07i Revela-
tion (1879); Permanent Elements of Religion
(Bampton lectures, 1889) ; Lectures on Preach-
ing ( 1895) ; and a Popular History of the Church
of England (1900).

CARPENTER BEE. A solitary bee that
excavates its nest in solid wood, in a dead twig,
or in the pith-hollow of various plants ; it repre-
sents in the United States various species of
Ceratinidic and Xylocopidse. The former are
smooth, active, fly-like little bees, usually metal-
lic blue or green, of which the Ceratina dupla,
one-quarter inch long, is a familiar example.
It bores tunnels into the stems of pithy plants,
and especially of brambles. This tunnel is di-

vided into silk-lined compartments by partitions
made of agglutinated pith. An egg, together
with some pollen, is inclosed in each compart-
ment imtil the entire burrow is filled save a small
space at the entrance just large enough to con-

tain the parent female, where she awaits the
hatching of her children. The hatching occurs
in each compartment in succession, beginning
with the bottom, each bee tearing out the parti-

tion of its own cell and awaiting the birth of

the bee above it. When all are ready the

female sallies forth with her brood, and soon
after arranges for a second. The large carpenter
bees of the family Xyloco]iid«e are represented all

over the northern United States by Xylocopa
virginica, which is as large and noisy as a bum-
blebee, but reversely colore«l, and its hind legs
bear tufts of hair instead of pollen-baskets. This
bee bores its tunnels, which are nearly half an
inch in calibre, in solid wood, such as that of
dead timber, dry stumps, fence-posts, and un-
painted woodwork about houses and outbuild-
ings ; it is therefore easy to observe the method in
detail. A short perpendicular entrance made
across the grain leads into the centre of a burrow
following the grain, v.hich may be 18 inches long,
requiring a month's labor. The raspings formed in
excavation are agglutinated, probably by salivary
excretions, into partitions dividing the burrow
into cells about two-thirds of an inch long, in
which the eggs are placed together with balls of
pollen and nectar. Several bees may use the
same entrance to the tunnel and several chambers
may run parallel, but usually they run in oppo-
site directions from the common door. These
bees will often utilize an old burrow to save the
great labor of digging, and would do so more
regularly, perhaps, did thej' not often find them
already preempted by other kinds of insects. See
Bee, and see Plate of Wild Bees.

CARPENTRAS, kar'piix'trU' (ancient Car-
jtentoracte, of Celtic origin). A town in the
Department of Vaucluse, France, on the left bank
of the Auzon, 16 miles by rail northeast of
Avignon (Map: France, M 7). It contains a
number of Roman remains, including a small
triumphal arch. It has also an old cathedral,
an episcopal palace (now used as a palais de
justice), a theatre, and a library. The chief
products are leather, wax, chemicals, and fruit.

Population, in 1896, 8391.

CARPENTRY. See Building, and Wood-
WoBKiNG Tools and Machinebt. The artistic

side of carpentry is treated under Abchitectube.

CARPET (OF. carpite. It. carpita-, a coarse
cloth, Med. Lat. carpeta, carpita, from Lat. car-
pere, to pluck ) . A cloth or other woven fabric
used to cover a floor. Woven carpets were first

used in the East, where the custom of sitting
cross-legged on the floor still renders them espe-
cially useful. Our early ancestors covered the
floors of their houses with rushes, hair, or straw,
and carpets, when first introduced, were used to
cover tables. As late as 173G a carpet is defined,
in Bailey's Dictionfirium Britannicum, as a table-
cover; but in a succeeding edition, published in

1766, it is described as a covering for a table,

passageway, or floor. At first the carpets used
in Europe were all imported from the East, and
the trade was largely in the hands of the Italian
cities. Long before this, however, noble ladies,

monks, and nuns in convents had been accustomed
to make beautiful tapestries, which were occa-
sionally used as floor-coverings. In 1607 a regu-
lar factory was established at the Louvre for
making these wall-hangings and carpets, by the
reigning King of France, Henry IV. In* 1627
the carpet-faciory known as the Savonncrie
was established in Chaillot, and in 1664 Colbert,
Minister of Louis XIV., established a carpet-fac-
tory at Beauvais. Most of the weavers in these
factories were Protestants, of Flemish descent,
and, with the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,
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they established carpet-factories in those coun-
tries where as fugitives they settled. At this

time (1685), and by this means, the English
carpet industrj' began. In 1735 the manufac-
ture of ingrain carpeting had become a flourish-

ing industry in the town of Kidderminster, after

which this style^of carpeting is sometimes called

Kidderminster. In 1831 Kichard Whytock in-

vented the process of making tapestrj* and velvet

carpets which is described below. This was an
important event in the history of the carpet in-

dustry, for it put upon the market a compara-
tively inexpensive pile carpet differing entirely

in appearance from the Scotch ingrains.

The history of carpet manufacture in the
Vnited States begins with the rag-carpet indus-

try, which continued to be of considerable im-
portance until toward the close of the last cen-

tury. Each village had its weavers, to whom
the thrifty housewives brought their balls of

rags, carefully sewed together and brilliantly

dyed. So late as 1890 there were in the United
States 854 rag-carpet weavers' shops, with an
annual output valued at $1,714,480. The first

factory for the manufacture of yarn carpets was
built in Philadelphia in 1791. The Jacquard ap-
paratus for weaving designs was introduced in

1829, and in 1841 Erastus Biglow perfected the
first power loom for weaving carpets, which
saved 33 Vj per cent, in the cost of labor. There
were then about thirty carpet-factories in the
United States, most of which made ingrain car-

pets. Ten years later Biglow devised a power
loom for weaving Brussels carpets, and thereby
greatly increased the extent of their manufac-
ture. The United States is now the greatest pro-
ducer and consumer of carpets in the world.
Most of the wool used in the manufacture of

American carpets is imported, as the home-
grown product is of too fine a quality to be
durable.

E.xcluding the Oriental rugs (see Rugs), the
princijjal varieties of carpets in commerce are
the A.xminster, the Brussels, the Wilton, Mo-
quette. Tapestry Brussels, Velvet, Ingrain, and
Venetian.

The French Savonnerie carpets are woven at
the same factory in Paris where the Gobelin
tapestries are made. They have a velvet pile,

and are made by hand in one piece, the looms
l)eing large enough for several workmen to work
at one time. The surface is formed by knotting
tlie woof and warp threads together in a com-
plicated manner, and then shearing the surface.

Aubusson carpets are made at the famous tapes-

try factories in Aubusson, and are a species of

tapestry carpet. The centre design of an Au-
busson carpet is usually a medallion. The Sa-
vonnerie and Aubusson carpets, being of fine

material and hand-made, are among the most
expensive of floor-coverings. The real Turkey
carpet is made in one piece. The patterns con-

sist merely of curved and angular strips, of

variegated but .dark and unobtrusive colors. The
•warp is of strong linen or cotton, to which
bunches or tufts of colored worsted are tied ac-

cording to the pattern, a drawing of which is

placed before the weaver to copy. The colored

worsteds are tied very rapidly by j'oung girls.

The Axminster carpet is merely the English-

made Turkey carpet, first protluced in Axmin-
ster, England, in 1755, by Thomas Whitty. They

are usually made to order, of the size required
for the room. From the tediousness of the proc-
ess of manufacture and the large amount of wool
required, they are very expensive. The Berlin car-
pets, niade in Germany and in the United States,
are similar to the hand-made Axminsters. In
making chenille Axminsters, the chenille is first
woven, cut into strips, and bound into thick
tufts, which are held firmly together in a row
by the binding thread. The chenille is then
woven into a carpet, being used as the weft
thread. Chenille Axminsters over 27 inches wide
are woven on a hand loom. The machine Ax-
minster is made like a moquette, described be-
low, but is usually finer and of better quality.
The body Brussels carpet is a mixture of

linen and worsted; but, like the Turkey carpet,
the worsted only is shown on the upper surface.
The basis or cloth is a coarse linen fabric, and
between the upper and under threads of the fill-

ing several worsted threads of different colors
are firmly bound in. The pattern is produced by
drawing to the surface, between the reticulations
of the cloth basis, a portion of the worsted
thread of the color required at that spot to pro-
duce the pattern. These updra\Mi portions are
formed into loops, by being turned over wires,
which are afterwards withdrawn, and the loops
thus left standing above the basis form the
figured surface of the carpet.

The Wilton carpet is made like the Brussels,
but the wire has a groove in its upper surface,
and instead of being drawn out, it is liberated
by passing a sharp knife through the worsted
loop into this groove, and thus making a velvet
pile surface instead of the looped thread. The
loops are made longer than in Brussels carpet-
ing, and it usually contains about 50 per cent,
more wool. In the United States, the carpet
called moquette is a machine-made imitation of
a carpeting made by hand at Xlmes, France.
The machine moquette was first manufactured in
1856, on a loom invented by Halcyon Skinner.
It is a pile carpet, but the pile is not formed
with wires, but by cutting off little pieces of
woolen thread and fastening them in tufts to
the warp thread.

Carpets known as tapestry Bnissels and velvet
are very extensively used as a cheap substitute for
Brussels and Wilton, which they are made to re-

semble very closely in the brilliancy and variety
of pattern. The manufacture of this kind of
carpet is curious and ingenious. Instead of sev-

eral colored yams, only one of which is drawn
to the surface at any one place, while the others
remain buried between the upper and under
threads of the cloth basis, a single colored yam
is used, and the variety of color produced by
dyeing it of various colors at inter\-al8 of its

length. The yam is coiled u()on a drum, and
printed by means of rollers in such a manner
that when the threads that encompass the roller

are uncoiled and laid in line side by side, they
present an elongattnl printing of the pattern

;

so that a rose, for example, the outline of which
should be nearly circular, will be an oval, with
length equal to four times its breadth. When,
however, the thread is looped over the wire,

four inches of yarn l>eing useil for an inch of the

carpet pattern, the elongation is exactly o«ii-

pensated, and the rose appears in its proper pro-

portions. The machinery required for this is.
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of course, much simpler than that for the Brus-

sels, only one yarn having to be looped, and that

always in the same manner. Velvet carpetinjj

differs* from ta|)estry Brussels in that the pile,

whi«-h is made longer, is cut, forming a surface

like that of the Wilton carpet.

A still cheajier process for manufacturing
tapestry cari)ets was patented by James Dunlap,

of Philadelphia, in 1891. The cari)et is woven
undye<l. or of one imiform basic color, and the

pattern is stamped by a color-printing machine
similar to that used in calico-printing. En-

graved pattern rollers, a separate one for each

rolor, print, as they revolve, their design on the

plane surface of the carpet, which is revolving

in an opposite direction, but in contact with the

pattern roller, on a drum.
The ingrain or Kidderminster carpet is a fab-

ric composed of two webs or plies of cloth of

different colors, and has no pile. The carpet is

usually reversible, the color which forms the

pattern on one side forming the background on

the other, and vice versa. This mixing of the

two piles is called ingraining, and the more
general and thorough the mixing of the colors

of the design is, the more durable will be the

fabric. In the plain ingrain only two colors are

used, but in the 'shot-about' ply two or more
shuttles of different colors are employed in each

ply. The Venetian carpet, used chiefly for stairs

and halls, is made of a worsted or cotton warp
and jute filling. The pattern is all on the warp,

wliich alone is visible, as it incloses the weft
between its upper and under surfaces. Consult
The Hiatory and Manufacture of Floor-Cover-

ings (New York. 181I9). See Weaving.

CARPETBAGGERS. A term of contempt
applied by the people of the Southern States to

tho.se who came from other parts of the Union
to live in the South, or to transact business

there, after the close of the Civil War; but ap-

plied particularly to those who came to make
money by irregular and sometimes criminal

means out of the corrupt governments (called

carpetbag governments) of the Reconstruction
Period. (See RECONSTRtrcTiON. ) The term was
originally used to designate the 'wildcat' bank-
ers of the West, who defrauded the people and
could never be found when wanted ; and, by ex-

tension of meaning, is sometimes applied to
those who drift about from place to place, and
have no fixed residence.

CARPET BEETLE or Bug, or Buffalo
Moth. An imported dermestid (Anthrenus scro-

phulariw) , whose destructive larvse, first noticed in

the United States at Buffalo, X. Y., about 1872,

have become a widely scattered household pest.

The adult beetle is about one-o!ghth inch long,

and covered with scales of black, white, and red,

with white spots on the prothorax and wing-
covers; it is thus frequently confused with the
much larger and harmless ladybird beetle, that
also at times seeks refuge in houses during win-
ter. It feeds on the pollen of flowers. The larvae

are short, fat, hairj' grubs, and may be found
under the edges of carpets, along seams, in floor-

cracks, and particularly beneath heavy furni-

ture. They feed on the carpet materials, on the

lint that collects under matting and in cracks,

and on woolen clothing and furs. Pyrethnun
powder sprinkled in places frequented by them
is helpful. The carpets of infested houses should

not l>e tacked down, but placed so that they may
Ih! examined frecjuently. Pieces of woolen chjth on

closet floors act as traps to attract and collect the

larvae. Infested clothing may be cleared by

shutting it up in tight boxes and subjecting it

to the fumes of carbon bisulphide. Clothing

CARPET BEKTLE—LARVA AND ADULT STATES.

packed away in tight receptacles with a jilenti-

ful supply of naphtha balls is rarely disturlied

by the beetles. Two other species of this same
genus (Anthrenus varius and Anthrenus niuse-

orum) are great pests of insect, bird, and other

museum collections. See Insect Life, II. (Wash-
ington, 18S9), and Osborn, Household Insects

(Department of Agriculture, W'ashington, 1896).

CARPET MOTH, SNAKE, etc. The word
carpet is often adjectivally applied to animals
in the sense of variegated. Thus a 'carpet moth'
is one of the geometrids having varied and lively

ornamentation; but a carpet-eating moth, as

Tinea tapetzella (see Clothes-Moth), may also

be meant. In Australia, a scylloid shark {Pros-

sorhinus barbatus) is called 'carpet shark,' and
the big, harmless pythonoid snake (Morelia
variegata) , so common in the same country, is

everywhere known as 'carpet snake.' An Ameri-
can instance is found in California, where the

beautifully marked little edible clam {Tapes
staminea) of the Pacific Coast is known as the

'carpet shell.'

CARPET-SWEEPER. A device for sweep-

ing carpets, consisting of a revolving brush en-

closed in a wooden dust-pan. Its obvious ad-

vantage, in addition to great ease of operation,

is that it picks up and confines the dust as it is

gathered. See Brushes and Brooms.

CARPI, kiir'p^. A town in the Province of

Modena, Italy, 11 miles by rail northwest of

Modena (Map: Italy, E 3). It contains two
cathedrals, a castle, a theological seminary, and
a theatre. It is the seat of a bishop, and was
once the capital of the Principality of Carpi.

Population of town, in 1881, 5987; commime,
18,788; in 1901, 22,932.

CARPI, Ugo da (e.1455-1523). An Italian

artist, born at Carpi. He was but an indif-

ferent painter, and his only claim to our inter-

est is his own assertion that he was the inven-

tor of chiaroscuro, that is, the process of printing

engravings from blocks of different shades, which
was the origin of chromo-printing. He claims

this discovcrv in a letter to the Venetian Senate
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asking for protection against imitators (1516).

The evidence on tiiis question makes it probable

that all engraving is of German invention (see

ExGRAViNG ) , and Carpi's plates, mostly after

Kajjluii'l and Parmigiano, are dated several years

later than those of Jost de Necker, of Augsburg.

At any rate he gave the process the name of

chiaroscuro, and improved it.

CABPIO, kar'pd-o, Bernardo del. See Ber-

nardo DEL Carpio.

CARPINCHO, kar-penMifi. See Captbaba.

CARPIO, Manuel (1791-18G0). A Mexican
poet, physician and man of affairs, born at Co-

samaloapAn, an ancient province of Vera Cruz.

He studied medicine and translated the Apho-

risms of Hippocrates (Mexico, 1823). Then he

entered politics, represented his country in the

Legislature of Vera Cruz, and became Senator

and Counselor of State, 1853. His I'oesias, and
collected poems, have gone through several edi-

tions; the be.'Jt is that which appeared in Vera
Cruz and Paris in 1883.

CARPIONI, kiir'p^o'ne, GiuLio (1611-74).

An Italian painter, born in Venice. He was
trained by Alessandro Varotari, painted an
abundance of indifferent religious pictures, but

was more successful in the treatment of alle-

gories and of subjects derived from classical

mythology. Of his works may be cited "Liriope

Brings Her Son Narcissus to the Blind Seer

Tiresias" (the Vienna Museum), and "Latona
Transforms the Peasants into Frogs" (Dresden

Gallery).

CARPOC'RATES, or CAR^OCRAS (Gk.

KapiroKpdrijs, Karpokrates, or KdpiroKpas, Karpo-
kras). The founder of the Gnostic sect of Car-

pocratians. He flourished under Hadrian (c.l30

A.D. ) at Alexandria. According to him, the

essence of true religion consisted in the union
of the soul with the Monas or highest God, by
means of contemplation, which elevated it above
the superstitions of the popular faith, and liber-

ated it from the necessity of submitting to the

common laws of society. Only he is to be reck-

oned wise who attains to this. Among those

who have done so are Jesus, Pythagoras, Plato,

and Aristotle. The cosmogony of Carpocrates

was of the usual Gnostic character, the central

peculiarity of which was the belief that the

worlds were created by angels. Carpocrates also

held the doctrine of the transmigration of souls.

His followers existed down to the Sixth Century.

W hether or not they were guilty of the abomina-

tions ascribed to them cannot be positively

known.

CAR'POLITH, or CAR'POLITES (Fr. car-

polithe, from Gk. Kapirbs, karpos, fruit + \iOos,

lithos, stone). A fossil fruit of which the exact

botanical relation is unknown. All these fruits

and seeds of uncertain affinities are grouped to-

gether in the genus Carpolites, which comprises

a very heterogeneous assemblage of fossils that

vary greatly in respect of form and size. Many
species from the Carboniferous rocks, originally

de8eril>ed as Carpolites, have been more recently

recognized as the seeds of gymnospernis, and have

been distinguished under new generic names, such

as Cardiocarpum and Rhabdocarpum, which are

the seeds of the fossil Cordaites. Others from

the Carboniferous and Permian rocks, and known
as Trigonocari)um. may be the seeds of conifers

allied to the modern gingko. Those Carpolites of

Vol. IV.—9.

Tertiary age comprise seeds of all forms, such as
achenes, winged fruits, capsules, etc, and they
occur in abundance in the Tertiary rocks of some
regions of North America and Europe, as at
Florissant in Colorado and at Oeningen in Sax-
ony.

CARTOPHYTE (from Gk. Kapirds, karpos,
fruit -\- (furrbv, phyton, plant, from tpiiuv, phyein,
to produce). An old term of classification, used
still by some botanists. It includes all those
thallophytes, whether algae or fungi, that pro-
duce complex spore-cases (sporocarps). It would
include, therefore, among the algse, chiefly the
stoneworts and the red algae; and among the
fungi, the ascomycetes and basidioraycetes.

CAR'POSPORE (Gk. Kap-irdi, karpos, fruit -f
ffwopd, spora, seed, from <rirelp€iv, speirein-, to
scatter). A form of reproductive cell, borne in

the eystocarps ( fruit-ca«es ) of the red algte. See
RiiODOPiiYCE.E and Alg/E.

CARP-SUCKER (on account of the superfi-

cial resemblance to a carp). A fresh-water cato-

stomid fish of the genus C^rpiodes, found in

the interior of the United States. It is allied

to the suckers and buflalo-fishes, of which the

conuuon Carpiodes cyprinus, called also quill-

back, spear-fish, skimback, etc., is a prominent
example. All are of carp-like form and habits,

plain olive-green above and silvery l)eneath, and
from one to three feet in length, and have no
great value as food or for sport.

CAR'PXJS, Carpal Bones. See Hand;
Foot; Skeleton.

CARQUINEZ, kiir-ke'ngs, or KARQUENAS,
kar-ke''n«s. A strait in California forming a
portion of the boundary line between Contra
Costa and Salano counties, and connecting

Suisun and San Pablo bays (Map: California,

B 3 ) . It is 7 miles in length and its width in

some parts is nearly 2 miles. It is navigable for

large vessels. Benicia is on the north and Mar-
tinez on the south shore. The drainage from the

valleys of the Sacramento and the San Joaquin
passes through the strait.

CARR, Eugene Asa ( 1830— ) . An American
soldier, born in Erie County, N. Y. He gradu-

ated at West Point in 1850, entered the mounted
rifles, and served against the Indians until 1861,

when he received command of the Third Illinois

Volunteer Cavalry. During the Civil War, he

saw much service in the Southwest, and rose in

rank until, at the close of the war in 1865, he

was brevetted major-general for gallant services

on the field. Subsequently he conducted success-

ful operations on the frontier, and became colonel

in the regular service in 1870, and brigadier-

general in 1802, a rank which he held at the

time of his retirement in 1803.

CARR, Joseph Bradford (1828-95). An
American soldier, born in Albany, N. Y. He
was appointed lieutenant-colonel of the Second

New York Volunteers in April, 1861, at the out-

break of the Civil War. took part in the

engagement at Big Bethel, served under Me-

Clellan throughout the Peninsular campaign,

and on September 7. 1862. was promoted to Iv

brigadier-general for gallantry at Malvern Hill.

He*" subsequently participated in the battles of

Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville, c<mimanding

n division during a part of the latter: was dis-

tinguished for gallantry at Gettysburg; com-
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mantled suc-cessivrly the Third Division of the

Fourth Corpa and the Fourth Division of the

StHTond t'orp.H, and for u time had charge of the

defenses ahnm the Junies River. In June, 18G5,

he was hrevetted nuijor-general of volunteers for

"gallant and meritorious services durin}^ the

war." After the war he became a manufacturer

in Troy, X. Y., and took an active part in State

{•olitics, being the candidate of tlie KepuhUcan
•artv for several olHces, and serving as Secretary

of State from 1879 to 1885.

CABB, JOSEI'M Wll.I.IAM COMYNS (1849—).
An English art critic and dramatist, born in

London. He was one of the editors of the

Academy, the Saturdny Nerivic, and the Exam-
iner, and iKK-ame editor-in-chief of the Illustrated

Magazine. He did valuable work organizing ex-

hibitions of pictures, and became a director of

the New Gallery in Regent Street, where so

many of Bume-Jones's paintings were first seen.

As a dramatist he wrote Far from the Madding
Croxcd ( 1882), an adaptation of Thomas Hardy's
novel; and Called Back (1884), with Hugh Con-

way. His works on art include Drairings by the

Old Masters (1877) ; Exam /.Us of Contemporary
Art (1878); Essays on Art (1883); Papers on
Art (1884); Modern Landscape.

CABB, LuciEX (1829—). An American
archivoh)gi8t, bom in Lincoln County, Mo. P'rom
187U to 1894 he was assistant curator of the

Peabody Museum of American Archieology in

Cambridge, Mass. With Professor N. S. Shaler
of the I^wrence Scientific School he wrote Pre-
historic Remains of Kentucky. Among his inde-

pendent publications are The Mounds of the Mis-
sissippi, and an historical volume on Missouri.

CABB, RoBEBT, Viscount Rochester, Earl of

Somerset ( ? -1(545). The worthless favorite

of .lames L of England. He was a younger son
of Sir Thomas Ker (Carr), of Fcrniehurst, Scot-

land. In lOQli he followed the King to Elngland

in the capa^iity of page ; but he was presently dis-

charged, retiring for a short time to France. He
soon returned to the Court, and in 1604, at a
tilting-match. was thrown from his horse and
broke his arm in presence of the King, who was
attracted by his pleasing appearance. James had
a strong predilection for youthful male l)eauty;

and besides he was desirous of freeing himself
from the control of the Council, so that he
might in efTect become his own minister. To
accomplish this purpose an old unconstitutional
instrument was employed. He substituted a
favorite for his constitutional adviser. Carr was
loaded with wealth and honors. In 1607 he was
knighted. Two years later he received Raleigh's
confiscated manor of Sherborne. He became Vis-
count Rochester in 1611, and Earl of Somerset in
1613. He was the sole me<lium of the royal favor
and authority, although he was devoid of every
statesmanlike quality, and had only his good
looks and high animal spirits to commend him.

In the meantime he became enamored of I^dy
Frances Howard, wife of the Earl of Essex.
Through the influence of the King and her rela-

tives, the Earls of Suffolk and Northampton,
heads of the powerful Howard family, Lady
Frances succeeded in having her marriage with
Essex annulled by a special commission ; and
soon thereafter, on December 26, 1613, she mar-
ried the newly created Earl of Somerset. The
letter's influence had already begun to wane be-

fore that of (jJeorgc X'iiliers, wlien, in 1615, the
murder of Sir Thomas t)verbury, who had died

of poison in the Tower in 1613, came to light.

Overbury had enjoyed the confidence of Carr,

then Viscount Rochester, during the amorous in-

trigue with Lady Essex, who later, actuated by
fear or dislike, determined to put him out of the

way. Tile F^arl and Countess of Somerset were
tried for the murder, and both were condemned
to death. The Countess pleaded guilty; but the

complicity of Somerset in the crime has never
been clearly established. Both received the royal

pardon. Somerset lived in obscurity until his

death in 1645. Consult: Ranke, History of

England, Principally in the Serentccnth Century,
Vol. 1. (Oxford, 1875) ; Gardiner, History of

England, Vol. 11. (London and New York, 1889) ;

the latter's article in Dictionary of Sulional
Biography, Vol. IX.; and Archbishop Abbot,

The Case of Impotency in that Re-
markable Tryal An. lOlS, Beticeen Robert, Earl

of Essex, and Lady Frances Howard ( London,

1715) ; Amos, The Great Oyer of Poisoning
(London, 1846).

CABB, Sir Robert ( ? -1667). One of the

English commissioners to New England, ap-

pointed by Charles II., in 1664, his associates

being Nichols, Maverick, and Cartwright. Nich-

ols and Carr captured New Amsterdam from the

Dutch in 1664 and changed its name to New
Y'ork. Carr then forced the Dutch and Swedes
on the Delaware to cajjitulate, and afterwards
went to Boston, but when he attempted to super-

sede the constituted authorities he met with stub-

born opposition from the people of Massachu-
setts, who refused to acknowledge the jurisdiction

of the commissioners. Maine, however, sub-

mitted and was governed separately from Massa-
chusetts during 1666-08.

CARBACCI, kJir-ril'ch^, or CARACCI. A
family of Bolognese painters, founders of the

Eclectic School (q.v. ). The chief representa-

tives, LoDOVico, AciOSTixo, and Axnibale,
worked and taught together; their style is simi-

lar, and they may therefore be treated together.

Lodovico, the eldest, was born in Bologna, April
21, 1555, the son of a butcher. He studied there

imder Prospero Fontana, the ^lannerist, and
in Florence under Passignano. In Florence he
also l)ecame thoroughly acquainted with the
works of Andrea del Sarto. He was influenced

most of all by Correggio in Parma and by his

pupil Parmiggianino, and in Venice he studied
chiefly Veronese and Tintoretto. With this

equipment he returned to Bologna and was ad-
mitted into the guild of painters on March 23,

1578. He had in the meanwhile formed tlie ideal

of an art which should imite the excellence?* of

the chief Italian schools, and associated with
himself the two sons of his father's cousin, who
were to help him carry it out.

Agostino, the elder of the two, was born in

Bologna, November 3, 1560, the son of a tailor.

He was intended for a goldsmith, but upon Lodo-
vico's advice he studied ])ainting under Fontana,
and engraving under Domenico Tibaldi. His
brother Annibale, born November 3. 1560. was to
be a tailor, but was taken into Lodovico's house
to learn painting. The latter sent both brothers
to Parma and Venice to study. Annibale. in par-
ticular, was impressed by Correggio, and has
left admirable copies, now in the Pinacoteca of
Parma, of that master's frescoes in the Tribune
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of San Giovanni. In \enice he studied Titian

and Veronese, while Agostino became a friend

of Tintoretto, and occupied himself chiefly with

engraving, as a pupil of Cornelius Cort (q.v.).

Upon their return to Bologna, in 1582, Lodo-

vico, who had attained prominence, associated

them with him in the decoration of Palazzo

t'ava. The subjects represented were "Scenes

from the .lilneid" and the "Voyage of the Argo-

nauts"; and the frescoes, being first attempts,

were of no great artistic merit. But the hostile

criticism which they caused, especially by reason

of their naturalism, caused the Carracci to found

their famous academy. (See Bologxese School
OF Painting.) They called it the "Accademia
degli Incaniinati" (i.e. of those on the right

road ) . and endeavored to give their pupils a

theoretical and practical knowledge of painting,

instead of the mere manual dexterity of the

Alanncrists. Their means of instruction included

living models, dissection of dead bodies, plaster

casts, the antique, drawings and engravings of

the great masters, lectures on perspective and
color. This was, in fact, the first modern acad-

emy of art, and it soon became the most impor-

tant in Italy. Its chief endeavor was to unite

the excellences of all Italian schools of the great

period. The idea was originally Lodovico's, but
the scholarly Agostino gave the theoretical and
antiquarian instruction. At this period the Car-

racci worked much together, and it is difficult to

determine the part of each in the common result.

Their styles of painting are very similar: good
drawing, a certain generality of type, and color

based upon a study of the Venetians, and espe-

cially of Correggio. In general, we can go no
further than to say of this joint work that the

design and composition are due to Agostino, but
the execution to the other two. In 1589 they
finished their second important work in com-
mon : the frieze of Palazzo Magnani, represent-

ing the "Story of Romulus." In their third joint

commission, the decoration of Palazzo Sampieri,

each painted the ceiling of a different room,
Lodovico representing the "Battle of a Giant
with Zeus"; Agostino, "Hercules and Atlas";

and Annibale, "Hercules Encouraged by Virtue."

Thus we have a basis for the comparison of their

individual styles. Lodovico's art is more virile

and grander in form than that of the others; it

contains more pathos, more violent action, re-

minding one somewhat of Michelangelo or Tin-

toretto. It has traces of mannerism, from which
the others are free. His coloring is derived
mostly from Correggio, and is inferior to that of

his cousins. Agostino's was exact in drawing,
harmonious in composition, and delicate in color.

His work is the most refined of the three, and
has greater intellectual content; for while his

learning chastened his art, it did not interfere

with it. Annibale was a more facile painter, and
executed a far larger number of pieces. His
imagination was more spontaneous, and his art

more natural and naive. His colors are fresh

and bright, but not so harmonious as those of

Agostino.

These differences may be studied even better

in their separate works, in which the Gallery of

Bologna is richest. The earliest examples s^ow
the influence of the masters who were their

models, and Lodovico's are strongly tinged with
mannerism. His "Sermon of John the Baptist"

(1591). in the Gallery of Bologna, shows strong

naturalistic tendencies, while the "Vision of

Saint Hyacinth," now in the Louvre, is a charm-
ing combination of the influences composing Ec-

lecticism. In lilce manner, Annibale's "Assump-
tion of the Virgin" (Dresden) and his "Pieta"
(Gallery of Parma) show the influence of Cor-

reggio, while his "Assumption," in the Gallery
of Bologna, reminds one of Veronese. But his

"Santa Conversazione" (q.v.), also in Bologna,
is a perfect specimen of Eclecticism. Annibale
executed a large number of small compositions
of this desciption, charming in sentiment and
execution. Among his larger canvases, the "Ma-
donna Appearing to Saint Luke and Saint Cath-
arine" (1592) and the "Resurrection," both in

the Louvre, and his "Saint Roche Giving Alms"
(Dresden), show his highest development in oil

painting. His "Three Marys" in Castle Howard
(Yorkshire) shows a wonderful pathos of grief.

Agostino was more occupied with engraving
than Avith painting. In 1589 he engraved Tinto-

retto's "Crucifixion" in the Suola di San Rocco
with such success that .Tintoretto himself pro-

nounced the engraving better than the original.

Agostino was fond of living in Venice, where
his poetic and scholarly gifts were much appre-

ciated, and where ,his son was born. Upon his

return to Bologna he devoted himself anew to

painting. His celebrated "Last Communion of

Saint Jerome," painted for the Church of San
Michele in Bosco, now in the Pinacoteca of Bo-

logna, dates from 1592. Though surpas.sed in

some respects by Domenichino's picture of the

same subject, which was modeled upon it, this

composition is a masterpiece of careful drawing,
delicate color, and truthfulness of expression.

His "Adulteress Before Christ," painted some-

what later, is also excellent in color and in

action, and has a fine architectural background.
Xot the least among the achievements of the

Carracci was the revival of the landscape (q.v.).

They treated it not only as a background for

figure-painting, as their predecessors had done,

but as an independent subject, in which the fig-

ures were accessories, thus becoming the origina-

tors of the modem landscape, and the true

predecessors of Gaspard Dughet and Claude Lor-

rain (q.v.). This was done by Agostino, and
especially by Annibale, who excelled in this

work. His landscapes may be found in the gal-

leries of Paris. Saint Petersburg, ^ladrid, Flor-

ence, and especially in the Palazzo Doria-Pam-
fili, Rome.

In 1597 the Carracci were invited to undertake

the most famous and extensive of their works,

the decoration of the gallery of the Famese Palai'e

in Rome. After arranging the business iletails,

Lodovico returned to Bologna, leaving the execu-

tion of the work to his cousins. Agostino. as-

sisted by Monsignore Agucchi, determined the

comiKJsition. The subject was mytliologieal, and
represented the "Power of Love" over the strong,

the proud, the chaste—over the universe. The
frescoes show the influence of the Roman School,

esi)ecially of Raphael : the disposition of sfMice

is moileled upon Michelangelo's ceiling of the

Sistine Chapel. They are admirable pieces of

decoration, the ornamental portion being partic-

ularly good. Agostino executed the two princi-

pal pictures of the long walls, the "Triumph of

Galatea" and the "Rape of Cephalus." his chief

works in fresco-painting—both excellent compo-

sitions, rich and symmetrical in line, fresh and
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bright in color, Ext-ept a few sul)j»'ots painted

after his designs by bin pupiU, Annibub? did the

remaininft frescoes, which occupied bini until

i604. Tliis is unquestionably his best fresco

work: his bright and fanciful naturalisni is

everywhere present. Among the In'st of these

are the admirable genre piwes "Juno with the

<iirdle of (Jraccs Hefore .Jupiter," "Diana and
Kndyniion." "\'enus and Ancbises," and the "Tri-

umph of Bacchus." Annibale also decorated the

ceiling of an adjoining rmmi with mythological

subjects, but this work is not as good as that in

the gallerj.

Agostino was compelled by the jealousy or ill

will of his brother to leave Rome, but he was
providwl for by the Farnesi in Parma, where

Duke Hanuccio'protected him. He several times

portrayed the Duke, but his chief work there

was the frescws of the Palazzo del Giardino,

four mythological love scenes. He lived to com-

plete only three. The quarrel with his brother

and his enforced withdrawal from Rome had de-

stroyed his bright spirits. After an apoplectic

fetroke he withdrew to a Capuchin monastery,

where he died, March 22. 1002. In his many-
sided talent he resembles the greatest masters of

the Renaissance. In addition to being a painter,

be was a poet and scholar of high repute. As
an engraver he stands in the very first rank of

Italian artists. His work is similar to that of

liis master, Cornelius Cort, but shows more free-

dom and versatility. He excels in correctness of

design and in beauty of execution, and his fig-

ures are very expressive. He executed about 278

plates in all, largely from his own designs, and
after the great Italian masters.

After finishing the frescoes in the Famese Pal-

ace, Annibale sunk into a deep melancholy and
sickness, brought on, it is said, because of disap-

pointment over the small sum of money which he

received for that great work—500 crowTis in all.

His illness prevented him from executing the

more remunerative commissions which were of-

fered him. and after a brief journey to Naples,

where the murderous local artists much annoyed
him, he died, July 15, 1609. He was accorded

the honor of burial in the Pantheon, near the

resting-place of Raphael.

ileanwhile Lodovico remained head of the

academy in Bologna, busily engaged in teaching

and in executing a number of his most important
works. In 1604 and 1605 he decorated, with his

pupils, the large court of the monastery Santa
Maria in Bosco, near Bologna, with frescoes

from the lives of Saint Benedict and Saint Ce-

cilia. The seven frescoes which he himself exe-

cuted are admirable pieces of decoration, and
although much defaced, they may be studied
from the engravings of Giovannini (Bologna,
1696) or Zanotti (ib., 1776). For the Cathedral
of Piacenza he painted, in 1608 and 1609, two
large canvases representing the "Burial of

Marj'," which are now in the Galleria Farnese,
Parma, and a series of fine frescoes : in the sanc-

tuary, "Choruses of Angels" and a "Limbus,"
and in the arch over the tribune, "Angels Strew-
ing Flowers," the latter work almost equaling
Correggio in charm. Between 1609 and his death
he executed other important canvases, among
which is the "Conversion of Saint Paul," in the
Munich Gallery. His last works were in the
Cathedral of Bologna, and a slight mistake in

his fresco of the "Annunciation," which he was

not i>ermitted to rectify, so troubled him that it

brought on a fever, which resulted in his death
on November 13, 161U. He was buried with
great splendor, noblemen of the city bearing his

body to the tomb, for he was greatly beloved as

a modest, just, and unselfish man.
Anto.mo Mahzialk Cabrac'CI (1583-1618),

painter, was a natural son of Agostino, upon
whom the family placed great hojjes, which were
thwarted by bis early death. He studied under
his father and uncle, and his art resembles
theirs. His chief works in fresco were in the
Church of San Bartolomeo del Isola (Rome),
but have been ruined by time and restoration.

His chief canvas is "The Flood," now in the
Louvre.

Consult: Bolognonini-Amorini, Le vite di Lo-
dovico, Agostino, Annibale rd altri dei Caracci
(Bologna, 1842), and the works cited for BoLO-
GNESE School of Painting, especially that of

Janitscheck.

CABBAGEEN, kflr'rft-gen (so called from
('amigiicen in Ireland), Cakbageen Moss, Sea-
Moss, or Irish Moss. A seaweed, or rather
several species of seaweed, used both medicinally
and as an article of food. The use of these sea-

weeds appears to have been originally confined
to the j)easantry of the coasts of Ireland. They
are, however, found on the rocky seashores of

most parts of Europe, and of the eastern shores
of North America, large quantities being gathered
for market on the Massachusetts coast. The spe-

cies which principally constitutes the carrageen
of commerce is ('hondrus crispus, of which the
varieties are remarkably numerous. It is 2 to 12

inches long, branched by repeated forking, carti-

laginous, fiexible, reddish-browTi. After being
collected, carrageen is washed, bleached by ex-

posure to the sun, dried, and packed for the
market. The chief nutrients are carbohdyrates,
though more or less nitrogenous material is also

present, as well as small amounts of other nutri-

ents. When treated for ten minutes with cold
water, in the proportion of half an ounce of

carrageen to three pints of water, and then
boiled and strained, it yields, with or without
spices, a very pleasant drink. With a larger
proportion of carrageen, a thickish liquid or
mucilage is obtained; and on boiling down this

decoction, and cooling, a stiff jelly is procured.
Milk may be employed, instead of water, in the
preparation of the various decoctions; and with
the stronger one, along with sugar and spices,

when cooled in a mold, a kind of blanc mange
is obtained. Gelatin is manufactured from sea-

moss. Other edible marine algae are dulse, or
dylisk (lihodymenia palmata) ; sloke, or laver
{Porphyra lacinata) ; tangle {Laminaria 'digi-

tata), and many Japanese species.

CABBABA, kar-rU'ra. A city of north Italy,

in the Province of Massa e Carrara, 3 miles from
the little seaport of Avenza, which is 32 miles
north of Pisa, in a valley surrounded by the mar-
ble hills to which it owes its celebrity (Map:
Italy, E 3). From 400 quarries, 4.500 workmen
cut and ship more than .$1,000,000 worth of mar-
ble yearly, and 600 quarries in the neighborhood
help to swell the total. The finest and whitest

Italian marble, of which the most valuable varie-

ties are Polvaccio, Bettogli, and Crestola. is

found in the valley of Torano, although in recent

years the bluish marble of Bardiglio has come
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into favor. The Romans, whose tools are fre-

quently discovered, called the stone ilarmor lu-

iiense, from the city of Luni, whose ruins are
north of Avenza. Many foreign as well as Ital-

ian sculptors have studied in Carrara to save
the expense of transportation of marble in the
rough. The United States is represented by a
consular agent. Most of the buildings are of

marble, and the churches of Sant' Andrea (Thir-
teenth Century) and of the Madonna delle Gra-
eie have magnificent marble statues of Rossi,

Garibaldi, and Mazzini. There is a museum
containing numerous statues and Roman antiqui-

ties, and also an academy of sculpture instituted

by Napoleon. !Most of the marble is shipped
via Avenza, which has a small harbor and near
which is a Fourteenth Century castle of Castruc-
cio Castraeani, with bold round towers and
pinnacles. Population (commune), 1901, 42,097.

CABBABA, kjir-ra'rji, Francesco ( 1805-88)

.

An ItiUiau writer on criminal law, born in

Lucca. He became an instructor in criminal
law at the University of Pisa, was a deputy in

1805-70, and a Senator from 1876. He was a
steadfast opponent of punishment by death. His
most important work is Program tna del corso

di diritto criminale (13 vols., 1879-86). His
other publications include Opuscoli di diritto

criminale (7 vols., 1878-80), and Lineamenti di

pratica legislativa penale (2d ed., 1882).

CABBATBACA (kar'ra-tra'kji) SPBINGS.
A health resort of Prescott County, Ontario,
Canada, on the Ottawa River, 40 miles east of

Ottawa (Map: Ontario, H 2). It is much fre-

quented for the beneficial alterative effects of its

mineral springs.

CABB^, ka'ri', Michel ( 1819-72) . A French
dramatist, born in Paris. In 1841 he published
a volume of verse, Folles rimes et poemes, which
was followed by several dramas, including La
jeunesse de Luther (with Odeon, 1843) and
Scaramouche et Pascaricl (1847). After 1849 he
collaborated with Jules Barbier in the composi-
tion of numerous comedies, and librettos for

vaudevilles and operas. Their joint productions
include iSalatMe (1852) ; Le pardon de Ploermcl
(1859) ; Faust et Marguerite (1850) ; La reine

de Saba (1862); and Mignon (1862). With
others he wrote the librettos of Van Dyck A Lon-
dres (1848, with Xarrey) ; Lalla-Rouck (1862,
with Hippolyte Lucas) ; and Le tourbillon

(1867, with Raimond Deslandes).

CABBEL, kii'rel', Nicolas Armand (1800-
36). A French journalist and republican leader.

He was born in Rouen, was educated in the mili-
tary school of Saint Cyr, and .served for some
years in the army. He then went to Paris, where
he became the secretary of Augustin Thierry. In
1830. in connection with Thiers and Mignet, he
became editor of the \ational, the most spirited

and able of the journals opposed to the Govern-
ment of Charles X. His colleagues having en-

tered the Government of Louis Philippe, he was
left to conduct the National himself, which he
did with a spirit and a freedom such as had not
been witnessed in France for many years. His
attacks on more than one occasion checked the
arbitrary power the Government attempted to

exercise, and gained for him tlie admiration and
esteem of the popular party. Government perse-

cutions followed his outspokenness, and heavy
fines were laid uiM)n him; but these were paid

by public subscription, and each conviction only
made his journal more popular. Carrel, however,
dreaded a revolution as much as he hated despo-
tism, and had no sympathy with many of those
who looked up to him as a leader. He was
mortally wounded in a duel with Emile de Gi-
rardin, who had made a violent attack on his per-
sonal character. His principal articles were repub-
lished by Littr6, under the title (Euvres politiques
et litteraires (5 vols., 1854-58).

CABBENO, kjir-ra'ny6, Teresa ( 1853— ) . A
Venezuelan pianist, bom in Caracas. She stud-
ied first under her father, who was an amateur
musician, and in 1862 appeared at a concert in
New York, where she attracted the attention of
Gottschalk, who taught her his own compositions.
Later she was a pupil of Mathias in Paris. She
has played with great success in the chief cities
of Europe and the United States. Carreuo mar-
ried and 'was divorced from Emile Sauret, the
violinist, the baritone Tagliapietra, and Eugene
d'Albert, the pianist. In 1902 she married the
younger brotner of her second husband. A
woman of many talents, she has composed a
string quartet, piano pieces of the salon order,
and the Venezuelan national hymn ; she has won
admiration as a concert singer, and, while man-
aging an opera company, successfully wielded
the baton during the absence of the conductor.
The chief traits of her playing are brilliancy,
dash, and masculine vigor, for which she gained
the appellation of 'the Valkyr of the piano.' The
softer qualities are not greatly in evidence, but
her intellectual grasp and breadth of interpreta-
tion place her among the greatest living pianists
of both sexes.

CABBENO DE HIBANDA, dA m§ riin'da,

Juan (1614-85). A Spanish painter, born at
Aviles, in Asturias. He studied in Madrid under
Pedro de Las Cuevas and Bartolom6 Roman, and
became Court painter to Philip IV. and Charles
II. He is praised for his design and his color,

which is surpassed only by Murillo. He left

many pictures, most of which are in the galleries

and churches of Spain. With Francesco Rici he
painted the cupola of San Antonio de los Por-
tugueses, and a celebrated "Magdalen" at the
Convent de las Recogidas.

CABBEB, kar'rgr, LuiGi (1801-50). An Ital-

ian poet. Abandoning the law for literature, he
supported himself for a time as proof-reader and
typesetter in a printing-office, but later became
successively secretary of the Istituto Veneto, pro-

fessor of belles-lettres in the Scuola Tecnica. and
director of the Museo Correr. Ill health, aggravat-
ed by unfortunate domestic relations, resulted in

his death at the age of 49. Carrer's literary zeal

and activity bore fruit in many different fields.

His prose writings include a study of (he life and
writings of Goldoni, and a valuable biography of

Foscolo. He planned an ambitious liibliotcca Claa-

sica of the best Italian writers, to be c»implete in

one hundred dainty volumes. Of these only twenty-
seven were published, but they were praised for

wise selection and the excellence of their intro-.

ductions. Carrer's pm-ms include ballads, hymns,
idylls, odes, sonnets, epigrams, and tragedies. In
forms of verse, he adhered to classic models, and
was a close follower of Foscolo; in the choice

of subjects, he approached more nearly to the

romanticists. His most successful poems are in

the form of odes and ballads. His most widely
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read work ia L'ancllo di at-tle gemme, in which he
teilH in verse the history und daily life of Veniw.
A collection of his pro»e works, J'roae, ap[>earo(l

in IBAd. his Odi poHliche e aonetti in 18U8. For
his hioffrnphy, consult: V'eludo (Venice, 1851);
\enun/.io (Venice, 1854); and Crespnn (Venice,
IStiU).

CABBEBA, kiir-rfl'rA, Jos<% MiorEi. de ( 1785-

18*Ji). A Chili>an politician and revolutionist,

the first President of Chile, born in Suntingo de
Chile. He served in Euro}>c in the Spanish
Amiy, rose to the rank of major, went to Chile
upon the outbreak there of the revolutionary
movement, and l>e<'anie a member of the junta
formed on Se|ttemlM>r 10, 1810. Dissatisfied with
the methods of the first Congress, which had con-
vened on .July 4, 1811, he established a new gov-
ernment, and with the support of the army, him-
belf usurp«>d the Presidency. On December 2,

1811, he dissolved the Congress, and thenceforth
ruled as a military dictator. In 1813 he was
forcibly removed from authority by the Junta,
which ap(>ointed Bernardo O'Higgins to succeed
him. This change he bitterly resisted, and al-

though he made pretense of coo{)erating with
O'Higgins at the battle of Kancagua (October 1

and 2, 1814), he really rendered that olficer no
assistance. He then lied to Buenos Ayres, and
thence to the United States. In 181 (J he returned
to Buenos Ayres, where he organized an outlaw
band, and sought to arouse a revolution against
the Government. He was finally captured, and
was executed at Mendoza, September 5, 1821,

CABBEBA, Rafael (1814-65). A Guate-
malan revolutionist and politician. He was of
Indian and negro descent and entirely without
education. He first came into prominence in
1837. when he succeeded in placing himself at
the head of a band of insurgents agjiinst Morazan
and the Federalists. In 1838 he captured the city
of Guatemala, and in 1839 again held it by force.
In 1847 he was elected President of the Republic,
and in 1851 was reelected for life. He was sup-
ported by the landed proprietors and the Church
party, and recalled the Jesuits, who had been
excluded for nearly a century. He always op-
posed the federation of the Central American
States, and was a thorough-going absolutist.
In 18r>3 he made war on San Salvador, took the
capital, and expelled the President.

CABBEBA, Vaij:xtino (1834—). An Ital-
ian dramatist, born in Turin. Until his retire-
ment from office in 1878, he was connected with
the Italian customs department. His earliest
notable success was the comedy La quaderina di
Xavni (1870), an interesting depiction of life in
Florence. The long list of his works includes fur-
ther Oalateo nuorissimo (1875) ; Bastoni fra le
ruote (1884); and ha filosopa di Oianmna
(1885). A collective edition appeared in Turin
in 1887-90 (4 vols.).

CABBIACOU, kar'r*-ft-ko5'. One of the Brit-
ish West Indies, belonging to the Grenadine group
of the Windward Islands (q.v.) (Map: West
Indies, R 8). It lies nearly 20 miles northeast
of the island of Grenada, and is 7 miles long by
about 3 miles wide. Population, about 3000.
Cotton is the chief product.

CABBIAOE (OF. cariage, from carter, to
carry, from Lat. carrvs, car. from Ir. carr, car).
A wheeled vehicle of any kind. The word is com-
monly used in a more restricted sense to apply to

vehicles for carrying jK^rsons as distinguished
from those for carrying freight; in tiiis article,
however, the term is used in its broader sense.
Probably tlie first instrument employed for draw-
ing burdens was the sUdge. In Kgypt, where
we hove the earliest recorded development of the
arts, we find sledges pictured upon tiie monu-
ments. For the conveyance of enurmouH loads,
such as the bhwks required for the Egyptian
monuments, rollers must also have l)een used.
Possibly it was the combination of the sledge
and roller which formed the first rude carriage.
The next step in the evolution of the carriage
would be the substitution of wheels connected by
an axle for the rollers extending .all the way
across the box or platform. As the rollers were
simply hewn tree-trunks, so the first wheels were
thin slices cut transversely from these trunks
and connected by another of much smaller diam-
eter. These primitive wheels revolved with their
axles, like the wheels of railway trucks. The
next step in advance was to mount the two
wheels so that they revolved on their axle, while
the latter either remained fixed, or moved from
side to side only, in a horizontal plane. Another
marked improvement was the substitution of
wheels with spokes for the clumsy solid wheels.
The use of vehicles drawn by animals was prob-

ably introduced very soon after the domestica-
tion of the horse and ox. (See Cabt.) How
rapidly the various improvements in the con-
struction of these vehicles were made is uncer-
tain; but they must have been completed at a
very early period in the history of civilization.
In the writings of Homer and in the early books
of the Bible, the terms naves, felloes, tires, and
spokes are used. Covers are said to have been
introduced by the Etruscans. Homer tells us
that Hera's car was suspended by cords, so as to
decrease the jolting. In the later Roman car-
riages the seat was sometimes placed nn long
poles, midway between the wheels, to lessen the
jar, on much the same plan as the modem buck-
board. During the Middle Ages vehicles were
shmg upon leather straps for the same purpose.
Steel springs were not introduced until about
1700, and the elliptic spring was invented in
1804.

The simplest and earliest form of wheeled
vehicle was the cart, or two-wheeled carriage.
To its axle a pole was secured when it was
destined to be drawn by two animals, or a pair
of shafts when it was to be drawn by one animal.
The chariots of ancient times, however elabo-
rately ornamented, were of this simple construc-
tion. These chariots were used for war, for state
purposes, for races, and for hunting; they were
rarely used simply as a means of conveyance.
War chariots were often armed with scythes,
and on their sides were cases to hold the bow,
sheafs of arrows, and other weapons of war.
The bodies of chariots were small, usually hold-
ing but two persons. They were open for en-
trance at the back and had no seats. At first
the wheels were very low, from 3 to 4 feet in
diameter. As the chariot was adopted by difTer-
ent nations its primitive form was greatly
changed. The wheels were enlarged, it was made
to hold many persons, and finally four wheels
were used. Little remained of the original
chariot but its name.
The chariot used by the Britons at the time

of the Roman Conquest possessed certain char-
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acteristics which commended it to the conquerors.

It was on higher wheels than the Roman chariot,

and was entered at the front instead of the back.

The pole, instead of sloping upward to the horses'

necks, went horizontally out between their bodies

and was so broad that the driver could stand on

it, and, if necessary, drive his horses from its

outer end. But the most striking peculiarity of

this chariot was that it possessed a seat. Cicero

wrote to a friend in Britain that there appeared

very little worth bringing away from Britain

except the chariots, of which he wished his friend

to bring him away one as a pattern. This form

of chariot, called by the Romans the essedum,

from having a seat, became very popular in

Rome, and a diminutive form of the vehicle, with

still larger wheels, was adopted for the convey-

ance of dispatches over the public roads. This

carriage, called the cisium, resembled the modern
gig-

In the National ^Museum in Washington is an
interesting series of models showing the develop-

ment of wheeled vehicles from the simplest and
most primitive forms. Among these models is a

reproduction of an Egyptian chariot, based on a

wheel and forked brace, which were found at

Dashur by H. Abbot, and are now in the museum
of the Historical Society of New York. The
wheel has six spokes with slots near the hub,

through which to nin a rope to secure the spokes

more firmly. The felloe is in six pieces with

scarfed joints. The tire of wood, also with

scarfed joints, is attached to the felloe with a

lacing of thongs. Near the reproduction of this

ancient vehicle stands a miniature child's coach,

or bashkir, used in Russia, which is probably

the oldest surviving type of vehicle still in

use. The wheels are of solid wood, through the

centre of which holes are pierced by burning. In

these holes is inserted a forked stick, which
serves both as tongue or pole and axle. The
covered body of the vehicle is made from the

bark of trees sewn together. Another example,
showing how the development of the arts repeats

itself among different peoples, is given in the

two full-sized carts on exhibition in the museum.
The first of these is a caretta or ox-cart which
is used by the Pueblo and other tribes of Indians

of .Arizona and New Mexico, as well as in parts

of Spain, from which country it was introduced

into .\merica. The wheels, which are 3 feet 7

inches in diameter, are solidly built up of three

pieces of thick timl)er, held together by dowels

of wood. At the centre of the wheel the wood is

left thicker to form the hub. The wheels revolve

on an axle 7 feet 11 inches long, to which a

tongue 8 feet 11 inches long is attached. A tall

frame is constructed of light l)ows. No seat is

provided. The second example of primitive

wagon construction is the Red River cart, which

is built and used by the half-breeds of British

North America. These carts are constructed en-

tirely of wood, including the axles and tires.

Each consists of a light frame, poised on an axle

connecting two strong wheels. These wheels are

5 feet 3 inches in diameter, and consist of 12

spokes and 6 felloes. The native driver sits on

the bottom plank of the cart, and as the bed of

the vehicle is lower than the shafts, his heels are

higher than his hips. Over the top of this cart

the native straps a hide and makes of it a tent.

Underneath it he straps the same hide and con-

verts his vehicle into a boat by means of which

he crosses streams. Huge trains of these carts

are used for carrying produce over the northern
plains, as they are the chief means of land trans-

portation.
Four-wheeled carriages for the conveyance of

heavy loads were used by the civilized nations

of antiquity, but they are probably of more re-

cent origin than the two-wheeled vehicles. Hero-
dotus tells us that the Scythians used a four-

wheeled vehicle, consisting of a rough platform

on which was placed a covering like a beehive,

composed of basket work and skins. This cover

they removed from the wagon and used for a
tent. The Romans had many varieties of four-

wheeled vehicles. The earliest forms seem to

iiave been used for agricultural purposes, for

carrying loads of general merchandise, and for

the conveyance of images and vestal virgins in

religious processions. Sir William Gell, in his

work on Pompeii, describes a wine-cart, which
is a four-wheeled wagon with an arch in the

centre for the front wheels to turn under. Dur-
ing the later days of the Roman Empire chariots

were mounted upon four wheels, and were so

luxuriously equipped, even when owned by pri-

vate citizens, that sumptuary laws were pro-

mulgated limiting the extent of their decora-

tions. It must be remembered, however, that

among the civilized nations of ancient times, as

among modem Oriental nations, litters were

used for the conveyance of persons from place

to place. These litters were supported by poles,

and were borne either by mules (bastemce) or

by men (lecticw) . Their popularity imdoubt-

edly retarded the development of pleasure car-

riages.

During the Dark Ages carriages fell into dis-

use. The old Roman roads, which had made
their use possible, were ruined either wilfully

or by neglect, and riding upon the backs of

horses and mules was the only alternative for

those who did not go on foot. Even goods were

conveyed chiefly in huge panniers hung on the

sides of strong draught animals. Gradually the use

of carriages was revived, at first by royalty and

the nobility, and later by the families of wealthy

citizens. Chie of the earliest of these vehicles

was the tchirlicote, or cot upon wheels. King
Richard II. and his mother rode in a whirli-

cote in 1380, when she was ill. The caretta was

another vehicle often mentioned in mediapval

literature. It seems to have been simply a

highly ornamented two-wheeled cart, the de-

scendant of the ancient chariot. During the

Fifteenth Century these were very popular on

the Continent, and in Germany an edict was
issued forbidding their use, "because the useful

discipline and skill in riding has been almost

lost." .\bout the commencement of the Six-

teenth Century the art of coach-making assumed

great importance in Continental Europe. (See

Coach.) It was in the construction of coaches,

to enable them to turn in a shorter apace, that

the custom arose of nuiking the front wheels

smaller than the hind wheels. With their intnv

ductibn, also, began the use of leather springs.

Carriages were not introduced into England until

long after they had l>econie popular on the Con-

tinent. State coaches were first built in Eng-

land during the reign of Elizabeth, and alxiut

the same time long wagons for transport inpg«iods.

called caravans, began to be used. Their intro-
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ductiun was at first vigorously opposed by the

sedun chairmen and by tlie boutiiien on the

Thames. The general use of carriages dates

from the Eighteenth Century, but their gre-itest

development did not occur in Kngland until the

Nineteenth Century. In the early part of that
century, as a result of the work of Telford

and Macadam, the highways of Great Britain

were put into a condition which made vehicu-

lar tratlic easy and pleasant. About this time
(in 1804) Obadiah Elliott, a coach-maker of

Lambeth, patented a device by which vehicles

were hung upon elliptical springs, thus doing
away with the heavy perch, or longitudinal wood
or iron jwle, which had always been used to con-

nect the front and hind wheels of four-wheeled
carriages. So important was this invention con-

sideri'd, that Elliott was awarded a gold medal
by the Society of Arts. With this invention

modem methods of carriage construction began.

Modern carriages are manufactured in great
variety of form and mode of structure. The
simplest form is the buckboard, in which the
only spring is the long, flexible board which is

attached directly to the hind axle and separated
from the front one by a king-bolt. There are
many forms of light four-wheeled carriages, usu-
ally drawn by one horse, which are classed under
the general name of buggies, and which may or
may not have folding tops. As an example of

the latter class the runabout is a light and
jx>pular type. The surrey is a two-seated buggy.
Then there is a large group of more elaborate
hooded carriages, in which the driver's seat may
or may not be on a level with the rest of the
carriage, and in which there is often much glass
used. These vehicles reach their greatest elabora-
tion in the barouche and the brougham. There is

a group of two-wheeled pleasure vehicles, in which
the shafts are more or less rigid; as part of the
load is borne by the horse. These are described
under Cabt.

Fashion and utility produce frequent changes
and developments in carriages, and to the many
forms diflTerent names are applied in different
countries and at different times. Shooting-traps,
golf-carts, mail-phaetons, and spiders are in-

stances of vehicles which in many cases are used
for purposes widely different from those for which
they were originally designed. Victoria and cab-
riolet are the names of open-hooded carriages
with two seats, while the vis-a-vis, an open car-
riage often fitted with a canopy, has seats for
four people in addition to the coachman and
groom. The landau is a large carriage for four
passengers, where the top may be folded back, thus
transforming it from a closed to an open car-
riage. Somewhat resembling the brougham, but
higher, lighter, and somewhat less pretentious
and costly, thus making it particularily available
for use in the country and smaller to^^•ns, is the
rockaway. Of similar construction, but lacking
the more solid frame and glass of this vehicle,
is the depot-wagon. The wagonette, which may
or may not have a roof, consists of a box-seat
for the coachman or driver in front of two longi-
tudinal and parallel seats. The brake, which
is well suited for four-in-hand driving, is a high
vehicle with two, three, or four parallel and trans-
verse seats, serving as a substitute for the road
coach or drag. ( See Coach and Coaching. ) The
brougham or coup^ with little transformation
becomes the 'four-wheeler,' which, especially before

Ihe intro<luction of the hansom, in .\merica, was
known as a cab, while the French fiacre and the
(Jernian and Hussian droHchke may Ix* considered a
modified form of the victoria or cabriolet. The
chaise, which is a term usually applied to a
two-wheeled cart, now practically obsolete, was
at one time extensively use<l, and in the United
States was known as a shay, the word being pre-

served in the familiar poem by Holmes, entitled

"The One-Horse Shay."
Of the vehicles used for the convenience of the

general public, the cab, the stage-coach, and the
omnibus are the principal types. The cab, or
hansom cab, is a two-wheeled vehicle with the
driver's seat behind and above the body of the
carriage. It was invented in 18.35 by an
Englishman named Joseph Hansom. The devel-

opment of the stage-coach is described under
Coach. The omnibus is arranged with the en-

trance for passengers at the back, an aisle run-
ning lengthwise with a row of seats on each side
facing each other. The omnibus came into use
in England about 1829. The introduction of the
steam railway and the street railway has per-

haps decreased the use of omnibuses more than
any other class of vehicles, though for many years
they have formed an inieresting feature of Paris
and London street travel. The name and essential

features, however, are preserved in a class of pri-

vate carriage constructed on a smaller scale, and
carrying more passengers than tlie usual three-

seated vehicle.

The most notable feature in the construction of
carriages at the beginning of the Twentieth Cen-
tury is the increased use of rubber tires for both
city and country vehicles. The pneumatic tire^

first used about 1890, did not meet with universal
use, being confined to trotting sulkies, runabouts,
or heavy omnibuses. Later solid rubber tires

were improved and made adaptable for all kinds
of pleasure vehicles and are now found univer-
sally. The 'good-roads' movement in the United
States has caused a quite general adoption of
broader tires, especially for wagons to carry
heavy loads. The different forms of horseless-

carriages are discussed under Automobile. For
further information, consult: W. Burgess^
Practical Treatise on Coach-Building {iMndon,
1881 ) ; G. A. Thnipp, History of the Art of Coach-
Building (London, 1877). See Cart; Coach;.
Coaching; Driving; Hansom; Phaeton; Wag-^
ONETTE.

CABBIAOE, Gun. See Ordnance.

CABBICAL, k&'T^'k&V. See Kabikal.

CABBICKFEBGIJS, kar'rlk-fer'gus dr..
Rock of Fergus, named after Ferfivs MacErch )

.

A seaport town of Ireland, on Belfast Lough, ID-

miles north-northeast of Belfa,st (Map: Iceland,
F 2). Though within the county of Antrim, it

forms of itself the county of the town of Carrick-
fergus, about 25 square miles in extent. Carrick-
fergus extends nearly a mile along the north-
western shore of the lough. The fishery of the-

bay, which is famous for oysters of an unusual
size, employs a large number of the inhabitants.
Salt of superior quality and in great abundance
is mined. There are spinning-mills, bleaching
establishments, and manufactures of linen and
cotton fabrics. Its chief feature is the pic-

turesque castle, erected by De Courcy in the
Twelfth Century, on a rock about 30 feet high,
projecting boldly into the sea, by which it is-
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surrounded on three sides. The ballium or
keep is 90 feet in height. From the summit a
splendid view is obtained, extending, in a clear
atmosphere, to the Alourne Mountains and the
Scotch coast. The castle contains a' barrack,
bomb-proof magazine, ordnance storerooms, and
cannon of large calibre command the entrance
of the lough. A considerable portion of the
town wall, completed in 1608, is still standing,
as well as one of the four entrance gates. On
June 14, 1690, King William Til. landed here
with his army. The rock on which the King
stepped in landing is at the end of the quay, pro-
jecting froni it, and still forms the landing-place.
In 1760 Commodore Thurot captured the castle,

but, on the approach of troops from Belfast, was
forced to abandon it. Paul Jones, in 1778, cap-
tured the Drake war-sloop in the bay, but left

the town unmolested. The parish church, found-
ed in 1164, on the site of a pagan temple, is a
fine old building, dedicated to Saint Nicholas.
There is a literary and scientific society, with
reading-room, library, and museum. There are
several barrows or tumuli in the vicinity.
Population, about 9000, about one-half of it be-
longing to the urban district. Consult S. Mac-
Skimin, History and Antiquities of Carrickfergus
(Belfast, 1811).

CARBICK-ON-SUIR, kar'rik-on-shoor'. A
town in the county of Tipperary, Ireland, 12
miles east of Clonmel, in the midst of fine

scenerv (Map: Ireland, D 4). There is con-
siderable woolen manufacture, and also linen
and flax factories. It exports much agricultural
produce. In tlie vicinity are good slate-quar-
ries. Carrick-on-Suir became a place of note
soon after the Xorraan Conquest. There are re-

mains of a castle built in 1309.

CAB'BICK'S FOBD. A ford over the Cheat
River, in Tucker County, W. Va. Here, on July
13. 1861, a small Confederate force, retreating
from Laurel Hill, was defeated by the vanguard
of McClclIan's army, under Gen. T. A. Morris.
Among the killed was the Confederate leader, Gen.
R. B. Gamett.

CABBIEB, Common. A carrier is a person
who carries on the business of transporting goods
or passeng«^rs, by land or water. A common
carrier is one who performs that service only for

hire and for all persons indifferently. The term
is applicable to teamsters, truckmen, and the like,

as well as to railroad and steamboat companies,
and the owners and masters of vessels of all kinds
engaged in the business of transportation. It

does not, however, ordinarily include proprietors
of shops who deliver goods to purchasers, nor
hotel-keepers who maintain conveyances for the
purpose of transporting their guests to and from
their hotels. In consequence of the peculiar char-

acter of the common carrier's occupation, the op-

portunities which it affords for dishonest dealing
with another's property, and its importance to the

community, the common carrier of goo<ls has been
subjected by the common law to two stringent ob-

ligations. In the first place, his service is com-
pulsory; i.e. he is compelled to carry for all who
may apply to him, without discrimination ; and,

in the second place, he is liable for loss or injury
to the goods intrust«'d to him irrespective of any
negligence on his part.

It is commonly, though inaccurately, stated

that common carriers are responsible for any loss

or damage during transportation from whatever
cause "except the act of God or of the public
enemy." By the weight of authority, the act of
God means only such inevitable accidents as oc-
cur without the intervention of any human
agency, although the decisions do not wholly
agree in defining the phrase. The term public
enemy embraces any de facto or de jure Govern-
ment engaged in an act of war or public hostility
against the Government of the common carrier.
Pirates are also public enemies, but the term does
not include robbers, bandits, rioters, or rebels
against established governmental authority. In
addition to these exemptions, the common carrier
is not responsible for losses occurring by reason
of acts done by public authority or the default of
the shipper, or such as are due to the nature and
character or inherent defects of the goods shipped,
as, for example, losses by fermentation, evapo-
ration, the ordinary decay of perishable articles,
or the natural wear in the course of transporta-
tion, provided the carrier exercises reasonable
care to make such dangers or the losses resulting
therefrom as small as practicable. Railway com-
panies, steamboat-o\vners, and other carriers who
allow express companies to carry parcels and
packages on their cars, boats, or other vehicles,
are liable as common carriers to the owners of
the goods for loss or damage without regard to
the contract between them and such express car-
riers. Railways, steamers, etc., carrying passen-
gers, although not liable for injury to passen-
gers without the carriers' fault, are responsible
for the baggage of such passengers intrusted to
them as conmion carriers, and the responsibility
continues until the delivery of the baggage to the
owner, or to his order. See Baogage.
The extraordinary common-law liability of a

carrier may now generally be qualified by special

contract or acceptance, assented to by the ship-

per. The carrier cannot, however, generally ex-

empt himself from liability for negligence, though
the English and some American courts hold to

a different rule. The special contract is usually,

though not necessarily, contained in the bill of

lading, baggage-check, or passenger-ticket. The
carrier's common - law liability has also been
modified by statute in some jurisdictions, and on
February 4, 1887, the Congress of the Unite«l

States passed the "Interstate Commerce Act*'

(q.v. ), which created the Interstate Connnerre
Commission and also provided for the regulation

of commerce between the States carried on by
carriers by rail or water.

Carriers who undertake general business are
bound to accept all freight that is offered, under
liability of legal action if they refuse without
just excuse; but any carrier may restrict his busi-

ness to certain goods, in which case he is not
bound to accept other classes of goods for car-

riage. A carrier may require pavinent of freight

in advance, and is entitled to a lien for his

freight and for sums which he advances to other
carriers in payment of freight. The responsi-

bility of the carrier, as such, begins upon the
delivery of the goods for immediate transporta-
tion. A delivery at the usual place of receiving

freight, or to those employed by the company in

the usual course of busiiu>ss. is suflicicnt. But
where carriers have a warehouse at which they re-

ceive goods, that are not to be forwardi-d until
further order or a later time, they are in the
meantime responsible only as warehousemen (see
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Wabeiiol'Seman ) , mid whon- goods are received

by persons as wimrlingers, or wurehousers, or
forwnrdors. and not as carriers, liability ia in-

curred l)y thenj only for ordinary negligence. The
re8fK>n8ii)ility of tlie carrier terminates in most
jurindict ions' when, after the arrival of the goods
at their destination, a reasonable time has
elapsed for the consignee to receive them in busi-

ness hours. This rule, however, is subject to

ino<iiticntion in several jurisdictions. Thus, in

the State of Massachusetts the carrier's liability

terminates as soon as the gfRxls are stored by
the carrier in good safety, while in the State of

New York his liability does not terminate until a
reasonable time after notice of arrival is given to

the consignee, or reasonable efforts have been
made to give such notice. After that the carrier

may store them, and is responsible only for

ordinary care. Generally speaking, the agents
of corjjorations which are common carriers, such
as railway and steamboat companies, bind their

principals to the full extent of the business in-

trusted to their control, whether they follow
their instructions or not; nor will it excuse the
company to show that the agents acted willfully

in disregard of instructions. The carrier has an
insurable interest in the goods both in regard to

fire and marine disaster, except such as results

from tlie act of God or the public enemy. He
is bound only to carry and deliver goods with
reasonable dispatch, but, if a particular time is

agreed upon for the deliver}- of goods, damages
incurred through exceeding that time may be re-

covered.

Carriers of Passengers are not held responsible
as insurers of the safety of their passengers. It

is conmionly said that they are held to the high-
est degree of watchfulness and care in the
conduct of their business. By this it is not in-

tended that the carrier of passengerp should ex-
ercise all the care and diligence of which the
human mind can conceive, but rather a care and
diligence commensurate with the extraordinary
duty of care for life and limb which he assumes
as carrier, or that he should exercise the highest
degree of care Avhich a prudent man engaged in
that business would exercise. An unexplained
accident to the conveyance of the carrier, result-
ing in injury to the passenger, is prima facie evi-
dence of negligence on the part of the carrier or
liis ser\'ants and throws upon the carrier the
burden of shoM'ing that he has exercised the care
required by law. Passenger-carriers are not re-

sponsible for injuries caused by the contributory
negligence of the passenger, but this rule does not
apply when the passenger's negligent act was
induced by any just sense of peril caused by the
improper or negligent conduct of the carrier.

Carriers of passengers are absolutely responsi-
ble for the baggage of • passengers intrusted to
them, as carriers of goods ; and they are bound to
exercise due care with reference to packages car-
ried by the passenger into the conveyance of the
carrier. Carriers of passengers are bound to re-
ceive passengers and to make every reasonable
effort to carry them the whole route for which
they stipulate, and according to the public no-
tices and general customs of their business, but
they are not bound to carry persons disorderly in
conduct or those having contagious diseases, or
those who are otherwise offensive or dangerous to
their fellow passengers. The passenger must com-
ply with all reasonable rules or regulations of the

carrier with regard to purchasing, showing, and
giving lip tickets, and in respect to trains, use
of cars,, etc. I'pon his failing to do this the car-

rier may refuse to accept him as a passenger or
eject him from his conveyance. It is under this
rule that the carrier is enabled to exclude mer-
chandise and articles known as 'express matter*
from its passenger-cars.

The carrier is bound to carry the passenger to
his destination with reasonable dispatch, and at
a reasonable time according to the published
schedule, and is liable to pay damages for his
failure to do so. The passenger ticket, like the
bill of lading, is both a receipt and a contract,
artd unless limited by the terms it is freely assign-
able. As in the case of the carrier of goods, the
carrier of passengers may regulate or limit his
liability as carrier by notice cr stipulation
printed on the ticket and actually or construc-
tively assented to by the passenger. As in the
case of carriers of goods also, it is the general
rule that the carrier cannot thus exempt himself
from liability for his own negligence or that of
his servants.

Carriers of passengers by water are generally
subject to strict statutory provisions regulating
the number of passengers, the amount of pro-
visions, the navigating of the ship, pilotage, etc.

BiBLiOGBAPHY. Consult the authorities re-

ferred to under Contbact; Bailment; Tobt;
Negligence; Baggage, etc. Also Hutchinson,
Treatise on the Law of Carriers, 2d ed. (Chicago,
1891) ; Schoxiler, Bailments and Carriers; Ray,
'Negligence of Imposed Duties, Carriers of
Freight (Rochester, 1895) ; id., Negligence of Im-
posed Duties, Carriers of Passengers (Rocheeter,
1892) ; Carver, Treatise on the Law Relating to
the Catriage of Goods by Sea (3d ed., London,
1900) ; Fetter, The Law of the Carriers of Pas-
sengers ( Saint Paul, 1 897 )

.

CABBIEB, ka'rya', Jean Baptiste (1756-
94 ) . A member of the French National Con-
vention, bom at the village of Yolet, in Upper
Auvergne. He was procurator of the precinct
of Aurillac when the Revolution began. In 1792
he represented Cantal in the Convention, where
he soon became one of the most violent agita-
tors. He took part, with Hubert, in the over-
throw of the (jirondist party, October, 1793,
and immediately after was dispatched to Nantes
and the Army of the West to assist in sup-
pressing the uprising of La Vendue. Here he
became practically an autocrat, although he at
first acted in the name of a local committee
which he himself selected. His acts were so
fiendish as to awaken the horror of the most
cruel of the Revolutionists. Fusillades and noy-
ades (shooting and drowning parties) were his
especial delight. Long lines of prisoners were
ranged in front of open pits which they had
been compelled to dig for their own graves,
and were shot down so that their bodies fell
by their own weight into the trenches. The
hulks of vessels were filled with prisoners and
scuttled. iMen and women were tied together,
hands and feet, and thrown into the Loire. This
was called 'republican marriage.' It is said that
during a single month 16,000 were shot or
drowned at his orders. Robesnierre finally re-
called him, and after the death of Robespierre
Carrier was called to account and vigorously
defended himself before the Convention, contend-
ing that all his diabolical acts had been neces-
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sary under the circumstances, and had been done
under orders. He was, however, condemned and
guillotined, December 16, 1794.

CABBIEB, Joseph Augvste (1800-75). A
French artist, born in Paris. He studied under
Saint, the miniature painter, and exhibited

frequently at the Salon. Among his best por-

traits in miniature are those of Baron La-
garde and the Bishop of Poitiers (1834). He
after«-nrds painted landscapes, with less success.

CABBIEB, or HoMiXG Pigeon. See Pigeox.

CABBIEBA, ka-rya'ra, Rosalba( 1675-1757).

An Italian painter, bom in Venice. She began
while very young to design lace, and then ap-

plied horself to the decoration of snuff-boxes

under Jean St^ve in Vienna. She is principally

knowTi now by her portraits in crayon, once

compared with those of Correggio. She became a

member of the Academy of Saint Luke in Rome
in 1705. and of the Academy of Bologna in 1720,

in which year she visited Paris and painted por-

traits of the King Louis XV. and the nobles and
ladies of his Court. She was elected a member
of the Royal Academy, and presented as her

'picture of reception' a "iluse CroA\-ned with
Laurel." While in Paris she kept a diary (pub-

lished by the Abbe Vianelli in 1793), which
gives a most entertaining account of her visit

there. She returned to Venice in 1721, visited

Modena, Vienna, and Poland, and was every-

where received with much enthusiasm. Toward
the end of her life she became blind through
overwork. There are one hundred and forty-

three of her drawings in the gallerj- in Dresden,

and the Louvre, UflBzi, and Saint Petersburg gal-

leries own others.

CABBIEB-BELLEUSE, ka'ryft' be-lez', Al-
bert Ek.xest ( 1824-87). A French sculptor, born

at Anizy-le-Chateau, Aisne. Compelled from
earlj" youth to earn his living, he studied but

intermittently at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and
was hardly known until his return from England
in 1855. in 1863 he received a third-class medal,

and in 1806 a first-class medal for his statue

"Angelica." His beautiful busts in terra-cotta

best represent his art. He also executed many
striking busts of Xapoleon III., Jules Simon,

Kenan, and others in bronze and marble. Toward
the end of his hie he became director of the works
at Sevres, to which he gave new energy. Among
the statues of this artist should be mentioned
"Ph^b<'- endormie" (1809). at the Luxembourg,
a monument to the memorv' of !Mass»'na at Nice

(1868), some carvings in the Louvre, and a

chimney-piece and two candelabra in the foyer

of the Opera House in Paris.

CABBIEBE, kar'yar', EuoftxE Anatole
(1840— ). A French jpainter, born in Gournay,

Seine et Marne. He studied at the E«'ole des

Beaux-Arts, and under Cabanal, but his sub-

jects and his treatment of them are quite indi-

vidual. He chooses the humble side of life, and
invests it with a kind of melancholy grace. At
its best this is seen in "T^ Jeune Mfere,"_ in the

Museum of Avignon, and in "La Matemit^^," in

the Luxembourg. He also painted some decora-

tions in the Hotel de Ville, Paris, and in the

Sorbf)niie.

CABBIEBE, MoRiTZ (1817-95). A Gorman
philitsophor and writer on (psthetics. He was

professor at Giessen, and later at Munich, and

the author of many works on philosophy, re-

ligion, {esthetics, and poetry. He was an art
critic of high rank. In philosophy he started as a
Hegelian, but later followed more nearly the sys-

tem of Fichte. His chief works are: Aesthetik
(2d ed. 1873) ; Die Kunst im Zusammenhang der
Kulturenticicklung und die Ideale der Mensch-
heit (5 vols., .3d "ed. 1876-86) ; and Die sittliche

Weltordnuna (1877). His Gesammelte Werke,
13 vols., appeared in Leipzig in 1886-91.

CAB'BINCITON, Henry Beebee (1824—).
An American soldier and military historian, bom
in Wallingford, Conn. He graduated at Yale in

1845, and afterwards studied at the Yale Law
School and practiced law in Columbus, Ohio. In
1857, while on the staff of Grovemor Chase, he
helped to organize the State militia; and at the

outbreak of the Civil War he was made colonel

oi the Eighteenth United States Infantry, and
soon afterwards brigadier-general of volunteers.

After the close of the war he served in the West
till 1809, and in 1870 was made professor of mili-

tary science in Wabash College, Indiana. In 1890

he took a census of the Six Nations and the

Cherokees. His principal writings are: Battles

of the Revolution (1876), regarded as the best

military history of the Revolutionary War; Rus-

sia as a Nation (1849) ; The Washington Obelisk

and its Voices (1887) ; Washington, the Soldier;

and Lafayette and American Independence.

CABBINGTON, Richard Christopher ( 1826-

75). An English astronomer, bom in Chelsea. He
was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, and
from 1849 to 1852 held the post of obser\-er at

the L'niversity of Durham. From 1852 he eon-

ducted valuable private investigations at an ob-

.ser\'atory erected by himself near Reigate ( Sur-

rey). He was secretary of the Royal Astronomi-

cal Society in 1857-62, and was elected to a fel-

lowship in the Royal Societj' in 1860. His chief

contributions to science were included in his

Catalogue of S7S3 Circumpolar Stars ( 1857) , and
Obserrations of the Spots on the Sun (1853).

The effect of the latter work upon the study of

solar physics was ery decided.

CABBION-CBOW. Any of various large

black or dark-colored birds which feed on car-

rion; in the United States, and southward, the

black >-ulture {Vatharista atrata), a close rela-

tive of the turkey-buzzard. It is considerably

larger than a crow, the plumage is blackish, and

the head is bare, but most of the neck is feath-

ered. It is found abundantly along the Gulf

coast and northward to North Carolina, and is

especially common in the cities and large towns,

where it is protected as an indisi>ensable scav-

enger, and often, as notably about the market in

Charleston, becomes half domesticated. The nest

is made on the ground under logs or bushes : the

eggs are one to three in number, bluish-white,

more or less spotted with brown. In England

the 'carrion-crow' is a tme crow ( Corrus corone)

.

It is the most like the American crow of

any of the five British sinvies, but is a little

larger; seldom apiM«ars in fi<x'ks. but is more of

a solitary bird: and not only eats carrion, but

even atta<'ks weak animals, such as young lambs,

and often eats the eggs and young of other birds.

CABBION-FLOWEB. Sec Smiiax.

CABBION-HAWK. The birds so frequently

referred to by this name in Darwin's A yaturol-
,v/'v 1 oi/,F,;, ( I.iii.lnn. 2d ed., 1877) are caracaras.
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e»p<*cial1y the carancho {I'olyborua thanu). See
CAB.VCAKA.

CARRIZO, kA-ri-'thA (Sp., from Amor. In-

dian ). Tlif oolh-t-tiv*' Spanish nanu» for a K^^op
of tribo* formt-rly iKrupyinjj botli nidt's of the
lower Rio llrantlo. in TexaK, and Tamaulipas,
Mexico. They Jniilt hou.ses tliaU-hed with roodn

(earrizo). whenee the name. They have l)een

praetioally exterminated by the raiding triln-H of

Texas, amon^ whom are still many Carrizo cap-

tives. S«mie years ago Gatachet found in the

neighltorhood of Camargo a few families still

siH'aking tlieir language, which, with others of

tiie adjacent portion of Texas, constitutes a dis-

tinct stock, the Coahuiltecan.

CARROLL, Charles, of Carrollton (1737-

1832). An American patriot. He was bom
in Annapolis, Md.. but at an early age went
abnxid and was educated in the Jesuit colleges

of Saint-Omer, Rheims, and Louis le Grand. He
then studied law in Rourgcs, Paris, and l^iondon,

and returned to America in 1764. He inherited

the largest of the old manorial estates of ilary-

land, an«l was considered the wealthiest private

citizen in the thirteen Colonies. In 1775 he was
chosen a member of the 'Committee of Observa-

tion' at Annapolis, and in the same year was
sent to the provincial convention. In 1776 he
was one of the commissioners sent to persuade
the Canadians to join in the war against Eng-
land. Returning to ^laryland, he became promi-
nent as an advocate of union and independence,
and in July, 1776, was sent to Congress, where
on August 2 he signed the Declaration, writing
*of Carrollton' after his name, so that there could
be no doubt concerning his identity, 'Carrollton'

being the name of the family mansion. In Con-
gress he was a memlier of the Board of War.
In 1776 he was one of the committee that drafted
the !Marj'land Constitution, and was chosen to

the State Senate. In 1777 he was again sent to

Congress, and in subsequent years was repeatedly
elected to the State Legislature. In 1789 he
was United States Senator, and in 1799 was a
member of the Maryland and Virginia boundary
commission. His last public act was the laying
of the comer-stone of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, July 4, 1828. He died in Baltimore
on November 14, 1832, aged 95, the last survivor
of the fifty-six signers of the Declaration of

Independence. Consult his Life, by J. H. B.
Latrobe (Philadelphia, 1824). Consult, also,

Mayer (editor). Journal of Charles Carroll of
Carollton During His Visit to Canada in 1776, as
One of the Commissioners from Congress (Balti-

more, 1845) ; and Rowland, Life of Charles Car-
roll of Carrollton (2 vols.. New York, 1898).

CARROLL, Henry Kino (1848—). An
American dergj'man, bom in Dennisville, N. J.

He was religious and political editor of The Inde-
pendent (1876-98). and in 1890 had charge of
the religious census of the United States. In
1898-99 he served as a special L'nited States com-
missioner to Porto Rico, and since then he has
been assistant secretary in the Methodist Episco-
pal Church Missionary Society. Besides Govern-
ment reports and numerous reviews, he has pub-
lished The Religious Forces of the United States
(2d ed., 1806).

CARROLL, John (1735-1815). An Ameri-
can prelate, the first Roman Catholic bishop in

the United States. He was born in Maryland,

and was the cousin of the celebrated Charles
Carroll of Carrollton (q.v. ). He was educated
in the Jesuit College of St. Omer's, Belgium, and
was professor at St. Omer's College and Li^ge,

from 1859 to 1871. He then joined the Jesuits
and was prefect of the Jesuit ('oUege of Bruges.
When the Order of .lesus was suppressed on
the Continent in 1774, he returned to America.
Two years later he was chosen by Congress,
with his cousin. Dr. Franklin, and Samuel Chase,
to urge the people of Canada to join the Colonies
in the war against England. In 1784, on the rec-

ommendation of Franklin, Dr. Carroll was ap-

pointed by the Pope Superior of the Catholic
Clergj' in the United States. In 1789 he was
appointed bishop, and in 1808 his see was made
the Archdiocese of Baltimore. He founded George-
town College in 1791. His writings were mostly
controversial. Consult Shea, Life and Times of
the Most Rev. John Carroll (New York, 1888)—
being Vol. II. of his History of the Catholio
Church in the United States.

CARROLL, Lewis. See Dodgson, C. L.

CAR'ROLLTON. A town and county-seat
of Carroll County, Ga., 52 miles west by south
of Atlanta, on the Little Tallapoosa River, and
on a branch of the Central of fJeorgia Railroad
(Map: Georgia, A 2). It is the principal town
in an agricultural county producing chiefly cot-

ton, corn, and fruits, and has an annual cotton

trade of 23,000 to 25,000 bales. The industrial

establishments include cotton, cotton-seed oil,

rolling and planing mills, and a guano-factory.

Population, in 1890, 1451 ; in 1900, 1998.

CARROLLTON. A city and county-seat of

Greene County, 111., 58 miles north of Saint
Louis, Mo., on the Chicago and Alton and other
railroads (Map: Illinois, B 4). It contains a
fine court-house and city school, and a pub-
lic library. The city is the commercial cen-

tre for the fertile region adjacent, and has
a flouring-mill and a vegetable cannery. There
are municipal water-works, the supply being
pum|>ed directly from a spring which has a
steady and abundant flow. Carrollton was set-

tled in 1819, and was surveyed two years later.

Population, in 1890, 2258; in 1900, 2355.

CARROLLTON. A city and county-seat of

Carroll Coimty, Mo., 66 miles east by north of

Kansas City, on the Wabash, the Chicago, Bur-
lington and Kansas City, and the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa F^ railroads (Map: Missouri,

C 2). It is in a fertile agricultural region, of

which it is the commercial centre, and has flour

and woolen mills, wagon and harness factories,

cigar-factories, foundry and machine shops, a
furniture-factory, farm-machinery factory, tile-

works, etc. Carrollton was settled in 1837 and
incorporated twelve vears later. Population, in

1890, .3878; in 1900, '3854.

CARROLLTON. A village and county-seat
of Carroll County, Ohio., 41 miles northwest of

Wheeling, W. Va., on the Wheeling and Lake
Erie Railroad (Map: Ohio, H 4). Deposits of

coal and clay are found in the adjacent region,
which is largely agricultural. The principal
manufacturing industry is a granite paving-
brick plant. Population, in 1890, 1228; in 1900,
1271.

CARBON. A village in Stirlingshire, Scot-

land, on the right bank of the Carron Water,
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about one mile from Falkirk (Map: Scotland,
E 4). It is celebrated for its iron-works, which
were established in 1760, and are among the
largest of the kind in Britain. The town gives
its name to the obsolete carronade, a short can-
non formerly used in naval service. Population,
1500.

CABBONADE (from the Scotch village Car-
ron). A short, light gun of relatively large
bore, which was carried by men-of-war about the
l»eginning of the Nineteenth Century. The size
of the shot used made them useful in close en-
gagements, but they had slight range and little

jjenetrative power. See Ordnance; Guns,
Naval.

CABBON OIL. A mixture of equal parts of
limewater and linseed oil, employed as a dressing
for burns. Its name is derived from that of the
iron-works in England at which its reputation
was made. Its efficiency is due to the sedative ef-

fects of alkalies, together with the sheathing of
oily substances which prevents access of air. Car-
ron oil is a soapy, thick, and inelegant mixture.
The same results which follow its use may be
obtained from the use of a solution of bicarbonate
of soda and a thin smearing of vaseline. Many
better dressings have about superseded carron
oil. See Burns and Scalds.

CABBOT (Fr. carot[t^e, Lat. carota, prob-
ably from Gk. Kapoyrdv, karoton, carrot), Dau-
ctis. A genus of plants of the natural order
I'mbelliferse. They are mostly natives of Eu-
rope. The common carrot {Daucus carota) is a
biennial plant. The wild form is a bad weed.
It has a slender, woody root of a very strong
flavor. The improvement of the species is

thought to have begun in Holland. It was in-

troduced into England at the beginning of the
Sixteenth Century, and is now in general, though
not extensive, cultivation as a stock food and
for culinary purposes. The roots have a yellow,
Mhite. or reddish color. The culinary sorts are
generally small, mature early, and vary as much
in form as do radishes. The stock carrots have a
long, tapering root, and generally mature late,

making their best growth during the cool weath-
er of fall. For illustration, see Tansy plate.

Carrots for the table may be sown as soon as
the weather is settled in the spring, in rows
1 to 2 feet apart, and the plants thinned to 2
to 3 inches in the row. A rich, sandy loam soil is

best. The early crop requires about the same
cultivation as do radishes. At maturity the
roots are bunched and marketed like radishes.

Carrots for stock are planted in the field in

April or May, in rows 18 inches to 2 feet apart,

and the plants thinned to 3 to 4 inches. They
are cultivated, harvested, and stored like stock

l>eets. For illustration, see Dicotyledons.
Feeding and Food Value.—Carrots contain, on

an average, in addition to 88.6 per cent, of water,
1.1 per cent, of protein, 7.6 per cent, of nitrogen-

free extract, 1.3 per cent, carbohydrate, and a
little fat and ash. They are relished by horses,

and serve well for other stock, especially dairy
cows; but are not very commonly fed to any
great extent in this country. Like most roots,

they are a very succulent feed. Carrots are

often grown as a vegetable, and are served,

boiled, with or without a cream or other sauce,

or seasoned in a variety of ways. As ordinarily

prepared for the table, the refuse (skin, etc.)

constitutes about 20 per cent, of the whole root.
When carrots are boiled in water, there is usu-
ally a considerable loss of nutritive material,
consisting of sugar and other substances extract-
ed by the water. If the whole carrots are cooked
quickly, or cut in large pieces, the loss is less
than is otherwise the case. Carrots contain
a golden yellow coloring matter which is used
to some extent as a butter-color (q.v.).

CABBOUSEL, ka'roo's§l' (Fr., a tiltlng-
match, from It. carosello, tournament, for garo-
sello, from garoso, quarrelsome, gara, strife, from
guerra, war, OHG. uera ; connected by popular
ctvnnology with It. carricello, little car, diminu-
tive of carro, car). Originally, a species of
knightly exercise, which, even down to the
beginning of the Eighteenth Century, was
very common at all the courts of Europe A
carrousel was a kind of imitation of the tour-
nament, and for a time after the discontinu-
ance of the latter seems to have supplied its
place. The dresses, for the most part, were
those of the knights of former times, and the
combatants (or, rather, competitors) were di-
vided into two parties, usually according to
their different nationalities. One of the fa-
vorite exercises in France consisted in running
at the pasteboard head of a Moor or Turk with
a lance, cutting it dowTi with a sword, or firing
at it with a pistol. Another of these tests of
skill and horsemanship, if not of courage, con-
sisted in carrying ofT on a lance a whole line of
rings, which were suspended for the purpose.
The carrousel in France was not known earlier
than the reign of Henry IV. ; but it had existed
for some little time previously in Italy. There
were brilliant carrousels under Louis XIII., and
two celebrated ones were given in honor of Made-
moiselle de la Valli^re—the one in Paris in

1662, the other in Versailles in 1664. The place
where the first of these fetes was held has ever
since been called the Place du Carrousel. A re-

vival of the carrousel was attempted in Berlin
in 1750, and in 1828 the cavalry school in Sau-
mur held one in honor of the Ehichess of Berry.
In the United States the name is applied to a
'merry-go-round,' or movable platform fitted with
wooden horses on which children ride.

CABBUTHEBS, kiir-roo'th^rz, or -riixn'^rz,

Ror.EBT (1799-1878). A Scotch journalist and
miscellaneous writer. He was bom in Dumfries,
Scotland, and in early life was apprenticed to a
bookseller. In 1828 he became editor, and in

1831 proprietor, of the Inverness Courier. He is

best known as the biographer and editor of Pope,
his Poetical Works of Alexander Pope ( 1853), in

four volumes, with subsequent revisions, having
been received with great favor. In collaboration

with Robert Chambers he published the Cyclo-

pcedia of English Literature (1843-44). His
works include, also, a History of Huntingdon •

(1824), and an annotated edition of Boswell's

journal of a Tour in the Hebrides ( 1851 )

.

CABBUTHEBS, William A. (c.l800-c.50).

An American novelist, born in Virginia. He
practic-ed medicine in Savannah, and wrote two
romances dealing with Colonial times

—

The Cava-
Iters of }'irginia (1832), a tale of Bacon's Re-
bellion, and The Knights of the Horseshoe
( 1845), a tale dealing with Governor Spotswot^d's

famous expedition. The latter book has Iteen re-

printed and is one of the best of the romance*
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of it« dny. Camithors also wrote The Kentuck-
ian in \eto York, a volume of sketches, and an
account of a peri]ouB ascent nf the Natural

Bridge, printed in the Knickerbocker Magazine
(IK3R), and used aa a aelection in popular
readers.

CABS, Railway. See Railways.

CAB'SON, Alexander (1776-1844). A
Scottish cicrjjynian. He was born in County Ty-
rone, Ireland, was educated at Glasgow Univer-

sity, and in 1797 became pastor of a Presbyterian

church in Tobermore, or Tubbennore, Ulster,

Ireland. In 1805 he turned lndei)endent, and
finally (1831), after study of the New Testa-

ment for the purpose of refuting Baptist prin-

ciples, he was converted to those very princi-

ples, and published Jiaptiam : Its Mode and 8ub-
jrcta. He was not, however, connected with the

Baptist organization of F^ngland, nor did he rec-

ognise 'close' communion. Consult his Life, by
Moore (New York, 1853),

CABSON, CiiBiSTOPiiEB (generally known as
'Kit Carson') (1809-G8). A famous American
hunter, trapper, and Western scout. He was
bom in Madison County, Ky., but when only a
year old was taken by his parents to Howard
County, Mo., where from 1824 to 182G he served
as a sftddler's apprentice. In the latter year he
accompanied a party of hunters to Santa F6,

N. Mex., and afterwards devoted himself almost
entirely to hunting and trapping. He accom-
panied an expedition to California in 1829, and
another to the Rocky Mountains in the follow-

ing year, and from 1832 to 1840 was employed
as hunter for the garrison at Fort Bent, at the
headwaters of the Arkansas. He accompanied
Fri''mont on the latter's expeditions of 1842 and
of 1843-44; then spent some time on a ranch,
and in 1846-47 served as a guide in Fremont's
famous expedition to California. In 1853 he,

with a few Mexican drovers, succeeded in driv-

ing 6500 sheep to California, and on another oc-

casion, this time unaided, he took fifty horses
and mules to Fort Laramie, fully 500 miles from
his ranch. In 1854 he was appointed Indian
agent for the Utahs and Apaches, at Taos,
N. Mex., and in this capacity was able, by reason
of his remarkable influence over the Indians, to
be of great service to the United States Govern-
ment. During the Civil War he served the Gov-
ernment with great energy in New Mexico, Colo-
rado, and the Indian Territory, especially against
the Confe<lerates in Texas and the Navajo In-
dians, and in 1865 was brevetted brigadier-gen-
eral. In the course of his career as a trapper,
hunter, Indian-fighter, scout, and Indian agent,
he met with many remarkable adventures, some
of which read like romance, and he soon came
to be regarded throughout the country as the
typical frontiersman, resourceful in danger, an
adept with the rifle, and skilled even beyond the
Indians in woodcraft and the knowledge of wild
animals. Consult: Burdette, Life of Kit Car-
son, the Oreat Western Hunter and Guide
(Philadelphia, 1869); and Petors, Kit Carson's
Life and Adventures, from Facts Narrated by
Himself (Hartford, 1874).

CABSON, Joseph (1808-76). An American
pharmacist and medical botanist, born in Phila-
delphia. He graduated at the University of
Pennsylvania in 1826, and »t the Medical School

of the University in 18;}0. and in ia36-.')0 was
professor of materia mcdica in ilic Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy. He held a similar chair
in the University of Pennsylvania from 1850 to
1876. In 1870 he was president of the national
c<invention for the revision of the Pharmacopceia,
and for a number of years he was an associate
editor of the Amrriran Journal of I'hurmacy.
Me edited the Elements of Materia Mcdica of
Jonathan Pcreira (1843: 2d ed., 2 vols.. 1845),
and the Materia Medica and Therapeutics of J.

Forbes Royle ( 1847), and published the Illustra-
tions of Medical Botany (1847).

CABSON CITY. The capital of Nevada, and
county-seat of Ormsby County, 31 miles south
of Reno, on the Virginia and Tnickee Railroad
(Map: Nevada, D 2). It is in a picturesque
region, near the base of the Sierra Nevada,
about 12 miles from Lake Tahoe, and contains
tlie Capitol, Federal building, and a branch mint,
which receives immense deposits of silver and
gold ore. The State prison is 2 miles southeast
of the city, and a United States Government In-
dian school is three miles to the south. Carson
City is in a fertile agricultural region, and is

engaged principally in mining, lumbering, and
agriculture. Founded in 1858, it became the
capital of Nevada in 1861, and was chartered
as a city in 1875. Population, in 1890, 3950;
in 1900, 2100.

CABSON BIVEB. A stream in Western
Nevada. It rises in the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains, south of Lake Tahoe, and flows in a
northeasterly course, passing a few miles to
the south of Carson City (Alap: Nevada, D 2).
It is about 150 miles in length to where it di-

vides, one branch flowing north and disappearing
in Carson Sink, and the other flowing southward
into Carson Lake, a small body of water which
appears to have no outlet.

CABSTABES, kiir'stArz, or CABSTAIBS,
William (1649-1715). A Scottish statesman and
divine, born at Cathcart, near Glasgow, February
11, 1649. He was the son of the Rev. John Car-
stares, an extreme Covenanter, and was tutored
by Sinclair, minister of Ormiston, East Lothian.
He distinguished himself at Edinburgh Universi-
ty and graduated in 1667. Two years later he
went to Utrecht to study theology, and there his
accomplishments attracted the notice of the
Prince of Orange, whose life-Ion f» friend and con-

fidential adviser on English matters he became.
He returned to England in 1674, and on sus-
picion of being part author of a pamphlet on
Scottish grievances, was first committed to the
Tower, then transferred to Edinburgh, and kept
in prison until 1679. In 1682 he went to London
and negotiated between the English and Scotch
conspirators in the Rye House Plot. He was
arrested and put to the torture of the tliumb-
screw, but only partly confessed, when assured
that his depositions would not be used against
any one. Unfortimately, his evidence, notwith-
standing his strenuous expostulations, led to the
execution of Baillie of Jerviswood (q.v.). He
returned to Holland in 1685, and, acting mainly
on his advice, the Prince of Orange planned and
carried out the invasion of England in 1688. He
accompanied the Prince as chaplain, and when
the Prince was established as William III., ef-

fected a reconciliation between him and the
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Scottish Church. From 1693 to 1702 he wielded

great influence in Scottish affairs, and, owing
to his authority in Church matters, was nick-

named 'Cardinal Carstairs.' lie was elected

principal of the Edinburgh University in 1704,

and used his influence to increase the patronage

of Scottish colleges. In the same year he became
minister of Greyfriars Church, and was ap-

pointed moderator of the General Assembly, an
ofKce to whicli he was four times elected in eleven

years. On u visit to London in 1707 he received

a medal and the personal thanks of Queen Anne
for his assistance in passing the Act of Union.

He succuml)ed to an attack of apoplexy December

28, 1715, leaving a reputation for scholarship,

piety, charity, and political sagacity.

Consult: AlcCormick, "Life of Carstares," pre-

fixed to State Papers and Letters Addressed to

William Carstares (Ix)ndon, 1774) ; Story, Char-

acter and Career of William Carstares (London,

1874).

CARSTENS, kar'stens, AsMUS Jakob
(1754-98). A German painter. He was bom
near Schleswig, May 10, 1754, the son of a poor

miller. He was early apprenticed to .a wine-mer-

chant, but to procure a better livelihood, he com-

bined with his efforts at trade the drawing of

pprtraits in red chalk. It was in Copenhagen that

he first attracted notice by his pictures, "The
Death of Balder" and "Ulysses and JColus." Car-

stens was made a member of the Academy in Ber-

lin and received from the Court a pension that en-

abled him to travel and to study the works of the

masters in Dresden and Rome. His "The Greek
Heroes with Cheiron" was painted in Italy. The
Weimar iluseum possesses many of his fine paint-

ings and drawings. Among them his "Fates,

Nemesis, Night, and Destiny" is a good example

of his manner and style. Many of his drawings

represent scenes from the ancient classic poets, as

well as subjects from Dante and Shakespeare.

Carstens, by his noble drawings, was a worthy
precursor of that revival of art in Germany which

was to appear later in the works of Cornelius and
Overbeck. He followed the Greek ideal, and his

classical subjects represented qualities of sim-

plicity and power that had been wanting in the

works of his predecessors. Liibke ranks him with

Thorwaldsen and Schinkel as forming what he re-

gards "the great trio of modem masters." He died

Mav 20, 1708. Consult: Fr. Pauli, A. Carstens

(Berlin. 1876); H. J. Wilmet Buxton, German,
Flemish, and Dutch Paintings (London, 1881).

CAR'STONE, Richard. One of the wards in

chancery in Dickens's Bleak House. He is a

lackadaisical dreamer, who worries himself to

death over the will case of 'Jamdyce vs. Jarn-

dyce,' leaving his poor yoimg wife, his cousin

Ada, quite penniless, the suit having been dis-

missed from court owing to the disappearance

of the whole contested estate in the expenses of

the long litigation.

CART (AS. crwf, Icel. kartr, from Welsh cart,

Ir., Gael, cairt, cart, diminutive of carr, car).

A two-wheeled vehicle, usually without top or

springs, designed, in most cases, to carry heavy

loads and to be drawn by one horse. The cart

is doubtless the oldest, as it is the simplest, form

of carriage. In its primitive form it consisted of

a box or platform mounted on a rude axletree

at whose extremities wheels, formed by making
transverse se<'tions from a tree-trunk, revolved.

To this axletree the poles or shaft were also fas

tened. The earliest chariots, though elaborately
ornamented, were constructed on this simple plan,

in modern times carts are used in many countries
for agricultural purposes. The one-horse cart is

employed by carriers all over Scotland. In France
and (iermany the carrier's cart is a somewhat
heavier vehicle. Long in the body, very strong
in construction, and poised on two high wheels
with broad rims, this Continental cart carries

enormous loads. The dump-cart is a vehicle so
constructed that it can be unloaded by simply
tilting the body of the vehicle. It is much used
in the United States for hauling dirt from excava-
tions, and for the removal of ashes and garbage in

cities. There is another class of carts or two-
wheeled vehicles which are used for pleasure car-

riages. An example of this class is the doff-cart,

so called because it was originally made for the
conveyance of sporting dogs. Such carts are
particularly available for tandem driving (see

Dri\ing ) , and there are many types for both
to\vn and country use. An essential feature

of a good dog-cart is a mechanical or other de-

vice whereby the body or weight may be shifted

on the frame so as to secure a proper balance and
consequent ease of traction for the horse by re-

moving the weight as much as possible from his

back. The gadabout is a somewhat low form of

dog-cart, while the M'hitcchapel cart is generally
built of considerable height and is largely used for

tandem driving. The gig, a two-wheeled cart with
a single seat, modern types of which are known as
tilburies and stanhopes, also belong to this class.

The calash of Canada, where the driver sits in a
low seat in front of his fares, is one of the older

forms of cart which still survive. The Irish

jaunting-car, where two seats are placed back to

back lengthwise of the car, and directly behind
the driver, is also well known. The trotting

sulky, which, like the trotting horse, is a jiecu-

liarly American product, is another important
tj'pe of two-wheeled vehicles. In 1892 the pneu-
matic tire and ball-bearings which had been used
with such success on the bicycle were applied

to the trotting sulky, and the diameters of the
w^heels were reduced. The result was a material

lowering of the trotting records. There are also

numerous other types of two-wheeled carts known
as road-carts, which, while not possessing a high

degree of comfort, are useful and convenient and
are easy on the horse. Certain of these are

specially designe<l for breaking colts and others

for exercising trotting horses. For a discussion

of vehicles in general, see Carriage; Driving.

CAR'TAGE'NA, Sp. pron. kar'tA-Hil'nA. An
important seaport and one of the chief naval

stations of Spain, in the Province of Muri'ia,

situated on a bay of the Mediterranean. 27 miles

south-southeast of Murcia (.Map: Spain. E 4).

It is built partly on the sIoim* of a hill and
partly in a plain. The harlxir is one of the

best on the ^Iediterranean. capacious enough to

hold the largest fle<'ts, with a narrow entrance

commanded by fortifications place<l on the sum-

mits of two volcanic clifTs. There are other de-

fenses nearer the city to the east and west. The
city, which is surrounded by walls, is well built

and has some wide. and gtxHl streets, and several

fine plazas, notably La Merced. La ConstituciAn,

and Del Rey. In the southeastern part of the city

is the Castillo de la roncvpclAn, at an elevation

of over 225 feet, and of interest for its ruins and
iim.Miificent view, .\mong the more noteworthy
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Klructurea are the Gothic cathedral, datinn from

the Thirteenth Century, which in the Middle

Ages is said to have Iwen one of the richest in

Spain; the Hospital Militar, on a fine site over-

l<M)king the sea; the Hospital de la Caridad,

>vhich acconiniodntes 60() patients; the Cuartel

de (luardias ^Marinas, and the Presidio. The
Icadiuj; feature of the city is the arsenal,

iKfUpyinp a site on the southwest, which has

an extensive wiuipnient of foundries, machine-

shops, barracks, hospitals, dockyards, docks, etc.,

all of its facilities lieinjj on a large scale. A mar-
ine school also is maintainetl. Cartagena is an
episcopal see, and conUiins a number of educa-

tional institutions, both public and private.

(Jood water is supplied through a new aqueduct.

With its suburbs, Cartagena constitutes an im-

portant commercial and mining centre, and it is

also the seat of considerable industrial interests,

l^ad. argentiferous ore, iron, manganiferous
iron, and some copper and zinc are mined in the

vicinity. There are extensive smelting-works,

glass-works, and manufactures of esparto grass

wares, sailcloth, cordage, soap, pottery, liquors,

etc. The tunny fishery and ship-building also are

industries of importance. The conmierce of the

city consists of an export trade in minerals, es-

parto, oranges, and lemons, and imports of ma-
chiner\', j)rovisions, coal and coke, timber, etc.

Population, in 1001, 103,373.

Cartagena, anciently known as Carthago Nova
and Carthago Espartaria, was founded in B.C. 228

by Hasdrubal. As the Carthaginian headquarters

in Spain, it became a town of importance, and
had equal influence under the Romans after its

capture by Scipio in B.C. 210. In a.d. 425 Carta-

gena was sacked by the Vandals ; early in the

Eighth Century it was taken by the Saracens.

Saint Ferdinand of Castile captured the city in

1244; but it was retaken, and not until it fell be-

fore the arms of James I. of Aragon did it come
finally into Christian hands. In 1509 Cardinal

Ximenez sailed from Cartagena on the famous ex-

pedition against Oran. In the War of the Span-
ish Succession, it was taken (1706) by an
English-Dutch fleet, but was recovered shortly

afterwards. It surrendered to the French in

1823. In the political struggles of the Nine-

teenth Century, Cartagena played comparatively
an unimportant part until 1873, when it pro-

claimed an independent cantonal government. The
insurrection was soon put down, but not until the

city had suffered a disastrous bombardment.

CARTAGENA, or CARTHAGENA. A for-

tified seaport and capital of the Colombian State

of Bolivar, situated on a peninsula where the

shore of the Caribbean Sea bends abruptly toward
the south to form the Gulf of Darien (Map: Co-

lombia, B 1 ) . Its temperature averages 82" F.,

and its location is unhealthful. The city is sur-

rounded by the old fortifications and possesses a
cathedral, two fine churches, a Government build-

ing, a college, seminary, and a theatre. The har-

bor is a good one, but has a difficult entrance,

and has lost its importance since the opening of

the harbor at Sabanilla. The town manufactures
chocolate and candles, and exports cattle, hides,

fine woods, precious stones, and tobacco. Popu-
lation estimated at 20,000. Cartagena was
founded by Dom Pedro de Heredia in 1533, and
was an object of attack for English freebooters,

who burned it under Drake in 1585. It resisted

an assault by the English in 1741, was cap-

tured by Spain during the war for independence,
1815, and was retaken by the patriots in 1821.

CARTAGO, kiir-til'gA. Thecapital of the prov-
ince of the same name in Costa Rica, Central Amer-
ica ( Map : Costa Rica, E 6) . it lies about 14 miles
southeast of San JosO, the capital, with which
it is connected l)y rail. It is regularly built, but
most of its public buildings bear marks of the
earthquakes from which the city has sufTered.

The town has a considerable cofTee trade, and
derives much importance from its position <m the
intertK'eanic railway. Cartago was known in the
Sixteenth Century, having lx;en in existence as
early as 1522. As the seat of government it at-

tained to considerable prominence, and in 1823
is said to have contained 30.000 inhabitants.
The civil wars and seismic disturbances, however,
contributed to its decline, and the capital was
moved to San Jos<». Population, in 1892, 3491.

CARTE, Thomas (1686-1754). An English
historian. He was a son of Samuel Carte, the
antiquarian and divine, and was born at Clifton.

He was educated at Oxford and took his B.A.
degree in 1702, then proceeded to Cambridge and
attained his M.A. in 1706. He received holy
orders in 1707, and was appointed reader at the
Abbey Church, Bath ; but subsequently as a
Stuart loyalist refused allegiance to George I.,

and resigned. Because he was secretary to Bishop
Atterbury and a suspected accomplice in that
prelate's conspiracy, £1000 was offered for his

arrest, but he escaped to France. He was al-

lowed to return in 1728, and in 1736 published
a Life of James, Duke of Ormonde, 2 vols. In
1747-55 appeared his History of England to 1654,
4 vols. The work is of value for its abundance
of materials, to which Hume and other historians

have acknowledged their indebtedness. Carte
was an indefatigable student. His other works
include illustrations for the History of Thuanus
(De Thou), edited by S. Buckley (7 vols., 1733) ;

and 20 folio and 15 quarto MS. volumes of valu-
able English his'torical remains to 1688 are pre-

ser\-ed, and have been much drawn upon in the
Bodleian Librarj', Oxford. Carte died April 2,

1754, at Caldecott House, near Abingdon. His
History of England was republished at Oxford
in 1851, 6 vols. Consult: Nichols, Literary
Anecdotes, Vol. II. (London, 1812-15) ; and his

Illustrations of Literary History (London, 1817-

58), v., 152-6.

CARTE BLANCHE, kart bllNsh ( Fr., white
pajier). A blank paper authenticated with an
authoritative signature and intrusted to some
one to be filled up as he may think best. Thus,
in 1649, Charles II. tried to save his father's life

by sending from The Hague to the Parliament a
signed carte blanche to be filled up with any
terms which they would accept as the price of

his safety. By a metaphorical application, the

term has come to denote unlimited authority,

freedom to do as one wills.

CARTEL' (Fr., It. cartello, Med. Lat. car-

tellus, dimin. of carta, paper). An agreement
relative to the exchange of prisoners. A cartel-

ship, or cartel, is one commissioned to carry pris-

oners or proposals of any kind between belliger-

ents, and is not permitted to carry an armament
(except a gun for making signals), cargo, am-
munition, military stores, or instruments of war-

fare. A violation of the conditions imposed ren-
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ders a cartel-ship liable to capture and confisca-

tion.

CABTEL, The. The argument by which the

Gerniiin Conservatives, Imperialists, and National
Liberals united in 1887 in support of Bismarck
and the Army Bill. See Political Parties, Geb-
MAN.

CABTELLIEB, kar't'-lyft'. Pierke (1757-

1831). A French sculptor, born in Paris. He
received his tirst education in art at the Free

Sdiool of I^>si<>n, and then entered the studio of

the sculptor Bridan. Compelled to support his

family, it was not until 17!)0 that he lirst ex-

hibited at the Salon. In 1800 he produced the

statue of "Wai-" for the southern facade of the

Luxembourg. This was followed by "La pudeur"
(1801). In ISIO he executed a large bas-relief

for the principal door of the Louvre. Among his

other works are '"Napoleon legislateur" (1811),

a bas-relief on the Arc du Carrousel and one on

the facade of the Hotel des Invalides, and the

mausoloum of Josephine in the CRurch of Rueil.

In 1810 he was made professor at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts.

CAB'TEB, Elizabeth (1717-180G). An Eng-

lish poet, translator, and miscellanist, born in

Deal. Kent. She became an expert linguist, and
rendered into P^nglish de Crousaz's Examen de

Vessni de Mnnsieur Po])c sur Vhoinme (2 vols.,

17.3H) : Algarotti's Xeirtoniamsmo per le dame;
and (1758) the worKs of Epictetus. Her poetry

has slight value. She was a friend of many of

the leading littt'-rateurs of the time, including

Johnson, to whose Rambler she contributed two
papers.

CABTEB, Fr.\xklin (1837—). An Ameri-

can educator, born in Waterbury, Conn. He was
educated at Yale, at W illiams, and at the L'ni-

versitv of Berlin, and was professor of Latin and
French at Williams from 1865 to 1808, and of

Latin alone from 1868 to 1872. He was then pro-

fessor of German at Yale from 1872 to 1881, and
during this period studied theology and was li-

censed to preach. In 1881 he liecame president of

Williams, and administered the affairs of the

college with groat ability until 1001. when he re-

signed. His publications include an edition of

Schiller's Iphigcnie auf Tauris (1870) ; a Life of

Mark Hopkins (1802); and various articles in

the Xcw Enfflander and in the Transactions of

the .\merican Philological Society and the Mod-
«'rn Languages Association.

CABTEB, IlENBY. See Leslie, Frank.

CABTEB, James Coolidge (1827—). An
American lawyer, born in Lancaster, Mass. He
graduated at Harvard in 1850, and in 1853 was
admitted to the bar. He was appointed, in 1875,

a niember of the commission for devising a form

of municipal administration for the cities of New
York State, and in 1888 was a memlwr of the

constitiitional commission. In 1892 he was ap-

pointed one of the counsel to present the claims

of the United States before the Bering Sea tri-

bunal. His publications include The Codification

of Our Common Laic (1883).

CABTEB, IjOVISE Leslie. An American ac-

tress who made her df'but in 1800 in The Ugly

Dncklinq at the Broadway Theatre. New York.

She was a pupil of David Belasco, the aiithor of

the play. After liaving appeared as the Quakeress

in the musical comedy of Miss Uclyctt (1801-03),

Vol. IV.—10.

she retired from the stage for a year and a half

more of laborious study at her home in New
Y'ork. Then, in 1895, as Maryland Calvert, in The
Heart of Marylan'^ (produced at Washington,
October 9), she made a sensation. In April,

1898, with the same play in London, she repeated

her American success. In December, 1898, she

made her appearance in an adaptation of Zaza,
which began its long run in New York at the Gar-

rick Theatre, January 9, 1899. In December,

1901, she had another success in Du Barry. Con-
sult: Strang, Famous Actresses of the Day in

America (Boston, 1899) : Clapp and Edgett,

Players of the Present, Dunlap Society Publica-

tions (New York, 1899).

CABTEB, Samiel Powhatan (1819-91).

An American naval officer and soldier, bom in

Elizabethtown, Carter County, Tenn. He at-

tended Princeton for a time, but did not gradu-

ate, and entered the navy in 1840 as a midship-

man. Subsequently he was assistant instructor

of infantry tactics at the Naval Academy ( 1851-

53), and* assistant instructor in seamanship

there (1857-61). As a naval officer he served in

the Mexican War, and at the capture of the Bar-

rier forts (q.v.) near Canton, China, in 1856. In

1861 he was transferred to the War Department,

and organized the troops from East Tennes.see.

In the army he served with distinction throughout

the Civil War, being brevetted major-general in

1865. He then returned to the navy, and from

1869 to 1872 served as commandant of the Naval

Academy at Annapolis. He retired from the

service in 1881, and received the rank of rear-

admiral on the retired list in 1882.

CAB'TEBET, Sir George ( ?-1680). An
English Royalist, Governor of the Island of Jer-

sey and one of the original Lord Proprietors of

the Province of New Jersey in America. He early

went to sea and by 1633 liad risen to the rank of

captain in the English Navy. In 1639 he l)ecame

Comptroller of the Navy, and in 1643, having pre-

viously, on the outbreak of the Revolution, es-

poused the Royalist side, he succeeded his uncle

as bailiff of the island of Jersey, and was also

appointed Lieutenant-Governor. He soon ex-

pelled the Parliamentary forces from the island,

and was created a knight and baronet in 1646;

but was forced to surrender to the Commonwealth

forces in 1651, and for several years thereafter

served in the French Navy under Vendome. Re-

turning to England at tlie time of the Restora-

tion, he became a member of the Privy Council

and Treasurer of the Navy, which latter position

he held from 1661 to 1667. when he bccaine

Deputy Treasurer of Ireland. He took an active

interest in the colonization of America, and in

1650 was granted "a certain island and adjacent

islets in America in ])eriK'tual inheritance, to

l« called New Jersey," though no settlement was

made at that time.' In 1663 he was one of the

original proprietors of Carolina, and in tlie fol-

lowing year the Duke of York grante<l to him and

to John. Tx)rd Berkeley, the territory- now in-

cluded in the State of New Jers«\v. the name Yoro

Ccrsarea, or New Jersey, being given to the prov-

ince in honor of Carteret's administration of Jer-

eey. The proprietors reeeive<l full governmental

powers and were to pay an annual rental of one

i>epper-corn. if legjilly demanded. After the sur-

render of the province by the Dtiteh in 1674. a re-

rrrant was made, this time with governmental re«-

erA-ationa and limitations. On the division of
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New Jerwy in 1070, Carteret Iwanie «olo pro-

prietor of feast .lerwey, whicli pnivim-e he left by

Iii8 will to his widow and to several desi^iated

trustees, by whom in 1C82, in eonsideration of

£3400, it was transferred to twelve purchasers,

who combined with twelve otiiers to form the

'•Twenty-Four Proprietors of East New Jersey.''

CARTERET, JoriN, Earl Granville (1090-

1703). A Uritish orator and statesman, bom
April 22, 101)0. His father, first Baron Carteret

of Huwnes, died in 1095, and he succeeded to

the peerage at five years of ajye. He was edu-

cated at Westminster School and Christ Church,

Oxford: in 1700 was created D.C.L., and, ac-

cordinj? to Dean Swift's humorous assertion, car-

ried away more Greek, Latin, and philosophy

than became a person of such high rank. He took

his seat in the House of Peers in 1711; spoke

in favor of the Protestant succession; received

the notice of George 1. ; and obtained some lucra-

tive appointments. In 1718-19 he was ambassa-

dor extraordinary to Sweden, and in 1720 nego-

tiated peace between Sweden, Prussia, and Han-
over. In 1721 he was appointed Secretary of

State, and in this capacity defended the pro-

ceedings of the Government in the Atterbury
conspiracy. In 1724^ he became Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland, and was in frequent consultation,

about public alTairs, with Dean Swift, who, in

spite of numerous disagreements, praised his

rule. His Lord-Lieutenancios ( 1724-20 and 1729-

30) were particularly popular. From 1730 to

1742 he was one of the most determined lead-

ers of the opposition in the House of Lords
against Robert Walpole, and on his displacement
was made a Secretary of State. He became Earl
Granville at his mother's death in 1744. The
same year he had to resign his seals of office,

but continued to receive marks of royal favor,

and in 1749-50 was elected and installed Knight
of the Garter at Windsor. From 1751 to his

death, January 2, 1703, he was lord president of

the council under Henry Pelham. Carteret was
generally admired for his handsome presence, his

classical and oratorical attainments, and for his

patriotism, wit, and conviviality; but his op-

ponents, including Pitt, hated him for his

haughty contempt of their opinions. Consult:

Ballantyne, Lord Carteret : a Political Biography
(London, 1887) ; Lecky, History of England in

the Eighteenth Century (New York, 1878-91);
and Mahon, History of England, Vols. II.-IV.

(London, 1830-54).

CARTERET, Philip ( ? -1082), First pro-

prietary Governor of New Jersey, appointed by
Sir George Carteret and Sir John Berkeley,

Ix»rds Proprietors, in 1004. He arrived in August,
1005, at the site of Elizabethtown, which settle-

ment he founded and named in honor of Sir

George Carteret's wife, and exerted himself to
secure emigrants from the New England Colonies
by circulating among them the liberal 'conces-

sions' granted by the proprietors. With the ex-

ception of 1073-74, when the western part of

New Jersey was held by the Dutch, he acted as
Governor of the whole province until its division

into East Jersey and West Jersey in 1070, after

which until his death he was Gk)vemor of East
Jersey. The early part of his administration
was marked by conflicts with Sir Edmund Andros,
Governor of New York, who claimed that New
Jersey belonged under his own jurisdiction.

CARTERET, Puiup ( ? -1790). An Englisln

naval oHlccr jind navigator. In 1700 he reached
the rank of commander, and in the same year
sailed in c«)mmand of the f^icalloir, in tlie expedi-

tion sent out under Capt. Samuel Wallis for the
exploration of the South'Tn Hemisphere. On
April 11, 1707, while clearing tlie Straits of Ma-
gellan, he l)ecame separated from the Dolphin,.

the other vessel of the ex|M»dition. He thereupon
proceeded in his unseawortliy ship, discovered

Pitcaim's Island and the Queen Charlotte
Islands, explored the strait (named by him Saint
George's Channel) between New Britain (now
Neu Pommern) and New Ireland (now Neu
Mecklenburg), and corrected errors made in the

survey of Mindanao. In 1794 he was retired

from active service with a connnission of rear-

admiral. In view of his small resources and
many difficulties, he accomplised much for geo-

graphical discovery. His interesting journal is-

to be found in Hawkesworth, An Account of the^

Voyages Undertaken for Making Discoveries in

the Southern Hemisphere (3 vols., 1773).

CARTERMACO, kar't&r-mU'kd. See Fobte-
CiUERKI, NlCCOLO.

CAR'TERSVILLE. A city and county-seat
of Bartow County, Ga., about 50 miles north-
west of Atlanta, on the ^^'estern and Atlantic
Railroad (Map: Georgia, B 1). It is surround-
ed by a stock-raising and agricultural region, in

which cotton, grain, and fruits are produced,

and there are also valuable deposits of iron,,

manganese, gold, ochre, and other minerals.

Population, in 1890, 3171; in 1900, 3135.

CAR'TERVILLE. A city in Jasper County^
Mo., 10 miles west by south of Carthage, the
county-seat, on the Missouri Pacific, the Saint
Louis and San Francisco, and other railroads.

(Map: Missouri, B 4). It is in the centre of

a highly productive zinc and lead mining dis-

trict, and has also boiler-works, iron-works,,

foundry and machine shops, etc. (^arterville was.

settled' in 1875. Population, in 1890, 2884; in,

1000, 4445.

CARTE'SIANISM. The system of philoso-

phy advocated by Descartes (q.v.) and his fol-

lowers. (See (iEULiNCX; Malebbanche; Ab-
NAULD, Antoine. ) Spinoza and Leibnitz had
their point of departure in Cartesianism, but in-

troduced modifications so significant that they
are not generally reckoned in the school. The-

literature of the subject is enormous. Consult,,

especially: Bouiller, Histoire de la philosophic
Cartesienne (3d ed., Paris, 1808) ; and Kuno
Fischer, Geschichte der neueren Philosophic, Bd.
1., translated by J. P. Gordy, under the title of
Descartes and His School (New York, 1887).

CARTESIANS, kiir-te'zhans. The name of a
group of curves discussed by Descartes in con-

nection with the study of optics. In general

they are curves of the fourth order, having two
cusps. Conmion forms of these curves are the

cardioid and limagon (q.v.). The Cartesian
equation (ar'-t-i/* — px) =^ ni^ {

x^
-\- y^) shows

the relation between these special forms.

The first case gives the curve marked ( 1 ) , »
limacon ; the second case gives the curve marked
(2), a cardioid; and the third the curve marked
(3), an outer oval. The Cartesians, consisting of
double ovals, are curves of the sixth class; those
which reduce to limagons are of the fourth class;,
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and those which reduce to cardioids are of the

third class. A curve in space defined as the locus of

a point whose distances from three fixed points

(1) If |> > m. the origin is a double point.

(2) It p = m, the origin is a cusp.

P) U p < m. the origin is a conjugate point.

are connected by t^\o linear relations is called a

twisted Cartesian. See also Cassim and Cas-
siM.\N Oval.

CAR^THAGE (Lat. Carthago, Gk. Kapxv^dv,
Karcht'dOn) . The greatest city of antiquity on
the north coast of Africa, situated in about latitude
36° .5(K N. and longitude 10° 20' E., near the

modern Tunis, on a peninsula extending into a

small bay of the Mediterranean Sea. It was
foimded. according to legend, by Dido (q.v.). a

Phtenician queen, who had fled from Tyre after

the murder of her husband; but more probably

it originated in an emporiiim or factory estab-

lished by the colonial merchants of Utica, and
the capitalists of the mother city Tyre, on ac-

count of the convenience of its situation. The
native name of the city seems to have been Kart
Iladisha, the 'new town,' probably with refer-

ence to Tvre, which was always recognized by
the Carthaginians as their mother city. Unfor-

tunately, we know very little of its growth. Our
information only begins after Carthage had be-

come one of the greatest commercial cities of

the world, and we have but very scanty and one-

sided accounts of it even then. The number of

inhabitants in B.C. 149, just before the Third

Punic War, is said to have been about 700,000.

The population was partly of Pha?nician, partly

of Libyan descent. The territory which the

Carthaginians acquired by the subjugation of

the Libyan tribes, and by the ultimate annexa-

tion of' other older Phoenician colonies, with

which they had at first been simply in alliance,

such as ijtica, Hadrumetum, Hippo, the two
I>eptes, etc., extended in the middle of the Fifth

Century n.c. southward to Lake Triton, east-

ward to the Great Syrtis, and westward to the

Atlantic. At first,
* Carthage was essentially

a mercantile city, and even paid a ground-

rent to the Libyan tribes until the Fifth Cen-

tury. It was the maritime power of the Car-

thaginians which enabled them to extend their

settlements and conquests to the other coasts of

the Mediterranean. At the beginning of the

Si.xth Century B.C., Carthage appears as the ally

of the Phoenicians in Sicily, now crowded by the

Greeks into the western part of the island. After

checking the Greek advance and founding colonies
of their own, the Carthaginians reduced the
coasts of Sardinia. Hanno (q.v.) founded col-

onies on the west coast of Africa beyond the
Straits of Gibraltar, and Himilco visited the
coasts of Spain and Gaul.
With the establishment of this control over

the western Mediterranean, Carthage also estab-
lished her trading policy. No foreign traders
were allowed at any of her western colonies,

and only the harbors of Carthage were open
to foreign ships. All traders found elsewhere
were dro^Tied. This policy led the Cartha-
ginians to form an alliance with the Etrus-
cans, and in B.C. 540, in the battle of Alalia,
they checke<l the attempts of the Greeks to en-
croach upon their territory. Massilia (Marseilles)
alone held its position on the coast of Gaul. The
first treaty with the Romans was concluded in
B.C. 509, the second in B.C. 348, the third in B.C.

306. The connected history of Carthage begins
with the Fifth Century B.C., a period of wars
between the Carthaginians and the Greeks in

Sicily. The Carthaginian army under Hamilcar
was destroyed by Gelon, at Himera, in B.c. 480,
and for a time the Greeks were free from attack.
In B.C. 410 wars broke out anew, and the Greek
cities of the southern coast of Sicily were plun-
dered and destroyed. At Syracuse the pestilence

compelled the Carthaginians to raise the siege,

and under the leadership of Dionysius I., the
tyrant of Syracuse, the Greeks recovered nuich of

their lost territory. After several unsuccessful

attempts to drive the Carthaginians from the

island, Dionysius, in B.C. 383, made a treaty

which gave them the land west of the river Haly-
cus, A later invasion of the Carthaginians Avas

repelled by Timoleon (q.v.), in B.C. 343, but

thirty years later, when Agathocles was tyrant

of Syracuse, the war began again, and Syracuse

was once more besieged. Deserting his city,

Agathocles crossed to Africa, and for three years

ravaged the almost defenseless territorj* of Car-

thage, though not strong enough to attack the

city. After his death the Carthaginians again

increased their dominions in Sicily, and although

Pyryhus contended -successfully against them at

first, he left that island entirely in b.c. 275.

The subjugation of southern Italy by the Ro-

mans brought the two great conquering nations

into collision, and the First Punic War arose

(B.C. 264), and after a great naval victory of the

Romans, terminated in B.C. 241, the Carthagin-

ians giving up Sicily, and paying to the Romans
a large sum of money. Soon after this a mutiny

of the hired troops of Carthage. combine<l with

an insurrection of the Libyan tribes, the ancient

inhabitants of the countrj", who were kept down
by the arbitrarj- rule of the Carthaginian colo-

nists, threatened the entire ruin of the city. Ham-
ilcar Barca brought this bloody war to a success-

ful termination, but Carthage, crippled by the

struggle, was imable to prevent the Romans from

seizing Sardinia and Corsica, About B.c. 236

Hamilcar Barca led an army to Spain, where

he, and. after him. his son-in-law. Hasdrubal,

obtained great successes. Here was founded New
Carthage, now Cartagena (q.v.). After Hasdru-

bal's death (B.C. 221), Hannibal (q.v.), burning

to revenge the defeat which his native city had
sustained from the Romans, attacked and took

Saguntum. a city on the Ehro. allied with Rome
(B.C. 219). Thus began the Second Punic War,
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in which Hannihnl pursued his onreer of con-

qupst from Spain, throujjh (Jnul, and acroHS the

Alps into Italy itself, defeated the RoinanH with

terrible slauphter in various battles, and, by that

of Cannip in |>artifular. brought Rome to the

very brink of ruin. Yet the war terminated in

the total defeat of the Carthaj^inians by Publius

Cornelius Scipio, who overthrew their power in

Spain and was victorious over Hannibal in the

llnal and decisive battle of Zania, in Africa, in

Octolier. 202. A peace was then concluded, in

which thP Cartha}:ininns were limited to their

African territories, while most of their ships of

war and war elephants were taken from them,
besides an immense sum of money, and they were
bound not to make war without permission of

the Romans. Massinissa, Kinp; of Xumidia,
skillfully availed himself of dissensions which
arose within Carthape l)etween the nobles and
the people, to advance his own interests at the
expense of the Carthapinians; and as they (B.C.

151) opposed him, and drove his adherents out
of the city, the Romans seized the opportunity
for a new declaration of war (B.C. 149), on the

ground that the treaty was broken, and after a
siege of two years Carthage was taken by Pub-
lius Cornelius Scipio .^milianus (B.C. 146). For
si.x days the combat was maintained in the
streets of the city, and for seventeen days the
work of its destruction by fire was carried on
by the conquerors. The country became a Ro-
man province. Gaius Gracchus sent out 6000
r-olonists to found a new city on the site of

Carthage. It was called Junonia, but it did not
prosper. Augustus, carrying out the intention
of his great uncle, restored the city, in b.c. 29,

and the new Carthage had become, in the Second
and Third centuries of the Christian Era, one of
the finest cities of the Roman Empire. In a.d.

4.39 Genseric made it the ca])ital of the Vandal
kingdom ; Belisarius conquered it in 533, and
named it .Tustiniana ; the Arabs under Hassan
utterly destroyed it in a.d. 647 ; and now only
two or three small hamlets and a few ruins mark
its site. Remains of the ancient walls, and pos-
sibly of the harbors, have been found, and re-

cently many graves of Punic and Roman times,
yielding many inscriptions and smaller objects,

have been opened.

We have not verj' satisfactory accounts of the
constitution of the Carthaginian State. It was
highly esteemed by Aristotle, but his account of
it has perished, and our information is scattered

;

nor is it certain that it remained entirely un-
changed. At the nominal head were two 8ujfet<e
(Hebrew, shofetim, 'judges' in the Bible), who
seem to have been chosen by the people on the
nomination of the Senate. The nobles, who seem
to have needed money as well as birth to main-
tain their position, seem to have formed a Sen-
ate of 300, from whom a body of 30 (including
the suffctcp) were chosen to carry on the ordi-
nary government. Later we hear of the intro-
duction of a body of 104 judges, who seem to have
had supreme power over all officials, including
the generals, and, like the Council of Ten at
Venice, to have become the real rulers of the
State. We can gather dimly, from various scat-
tered statements, that the Carthaginian oli-

garchy, while despising the multitude, was itself

split up into factions and torn by family jeal-

ousies. On the other hand, our knowledge of

Carthage comes chiefly from her enemies, and
the go\emment, though not always consistent

in policy, and undoubtedly oppressive to its sub-

jects, was remarkably free from revolution or
even popular uprising.

The Carthaginian Army was raised from the

conscription of the subjugated Libyans, from
the hired Xumidians, and mercenaries from
Spain, Gaul, and. indeed, all parts of the world.

The soldiers had no interest in the State, but
were capable of becoming strongly attached to

their generals, and in good hands were a for-

midable force, as is seen in the successful cam-
paigns of Hamilcar Barca and Hannibal. In the
time of Agathocles the city sent forth 40,000
heavy-armed infantry, 1000 cavalry, and 2000
war chariots, but the State could easily raise

100,000 troops. The fleet in the First Punic
War consisted of 350 ships, carrying 150,000

men. How Carthage contrived to raise revenue
suflicient to cover the enormous expense her
military and naval organization involved is not
very clear. It was, in all likelihood, derived from
tribute imposed on subject Libj'an or Numidian
races, in great part from mines in Spain, and
from import duties derived from her maritime
and inland trade, which was prodigiously great.

Her merchantmen visited every coast and island

of the Mediterranean, and even ventured as far

as the Azores, Britain, the Baltic, etc. ; while her
caravans penetrated through Saiiara to the gold-

producing districts of the Niger, and through
the Libyan Desert to the lands along the Nile.

Still, Carthage was by no means an exclusively
mercantile State. Many of her wealthiest citi-

zens derived their income from large estates cul-

tivated by bands of slaves, and the only Punic
literature the Romans thought worth preserva-
tion was a treatise on agriculture by Mago, which
was translated into Latin by order of the Senate,
for the benefit of the Roman husbandmen.
The religion of the Carthaginians appears to

have been substantially the same as that of the
Phoenicians—a worship of the stars and of fire,

iloloch was the chief deity, and to him children
and captives were sacrificed. The highest nat-
ural manifestation of this deity was the sun.
Besides Moloch, the Carthaginians worshiped the
Tyrian Melcart; Astarte, the moon goddess;
Esmun, also called Asclcpios by the Greeks; and
a few of the Greek divinities, of whom a knowl-
edge had been obtained in Sicily. It does not ap-
pear that there was a distinct sacerdotal order
in Carthage. Probably religious ceremonies were
performed by the dignitaries of the State, but
our knowledge on this interesting point is too
meagre to permit of our arriving at any very
iefinite conclusion. Consult: A. Church, Carthage,
or the Empire of Africa (New York, 1886) ; R. B.
Smith, Carthage and the Carthaginians (Ix)n-

don, 1877) : Meltzer, Geschichfe der Karthager
(Berlin, 1879, 1896) ; Andollert, Carthage ro-

maine (Paris, 1901) ; N. Davis, Carthage and
Her Remains (London, 1861); Ch. E. ' Beule,
FouiUes A Carthage (Paris, 1860) ; E. de Sainte-
Marie, Mission d Carthage (Paris, 1884) ; Atlas
arch^ologique de la Tunisie (Paris, 1893). For
recent discoveries, see Comptes Jiendus de I'Acade-
mie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, Vol.
XXVIII. (Paris, 1901).

CARTHAGE. A city and county-seat of Han-
cock County, 111., 32 miles south of Burlington,
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Iowa, on the Wabusli and tlie Chicago, Burling-
ton and (juincy railroads (Map: Illinois, A 3).
It is the seat of Carthage College (Lutheran),
opened in 1872. Settled in 1837, Carthage was
chartered as a oitv in 1883. Population, in

1890, 1654; in 1900) 2104.

CARTHAGE. A city and county-seat of Jas-

per County, .Mo., 150 miles southeast of Kansas
City, on Spring River, and on the Missouri Pacific,

the Saint Louis and San Francisco, and other rail-

roads (Map: Missouri, B 4). It has lead and zinc

mines, stone and lime works, foundries, flour-

mills, bed-spring and furniture factories, and
plants for the manufacture of plows, woolen
goods, and ice. The principal articles of ex-

port are stone, marble, grain, fruit, poultry, and
live stock. The city has two parks, a handsome
county court-house, and a public library (Car-
negie), and is the seat of Carthage College.

Settled in 1833, Carthage was destroyed during
the Civil War, and was entirely rebuilt after
1866. It was incorporated in 1873, and is gov-
erned under a charter of 1890, providing for a
mayor, elected every two years, and a city coun-
cil. The electric-light plant is owned and oper-

ated by the municipality. On July 5, 1861, a
force of about 3500 Confederates, under Generals
Jackson and Price, met a Union force of about
1500, under General Sigel, seven, miles east of

Carthage, and in the battle which ensued the
former lost about 200, and the latter about
50, in killed and wounded. After several hours
of fighting General Sigel, to prevent the Con-
federate cavalry from outflanking him and cut-

ting off his baggage-train, fell back in good
order to Carthage. Population, in 1890, 7981

;

in 1900, 9416.

CAR'THAGE'NA, Sp. pron. kar'ti-Ha'nA.
See Carta(;k.\a.

CARTHA'GO NO'VA, Spain. See Carta-
gena.

CAR'THAMINE, or CARTHAMTEINE (Fr.

cnrthaminc, from Nco-Lat. Carthamus, from
Ar. qirtim, qurttim, Carthamus, from qartama,
to cut oflF), ChHibOi. a natural dye obtained by
a chemical process from safflower (Carthamus
tinctorius) in crystals which are insoluble in

water, but slightly soluble in alcohol and ether.

When newly precipitated, carthamine immedi-
ately and permanently attaches itself to cotton
or silk (but not to wool) requiring no mordant,
dyeing the fabric a fine red, which is changed
to yellow on the addition of alkalies, and may l)e

returned to red again on being treated with
acids. When fused with caustic potash, it is

transformed into para-oxy-benzoic acid.

CARTHU'SIANS. A monastic order which
owes its origin to Saint Bruno (q.v.), who re-

tired in 1086, with six companions, to the soli-

tude of La Chartreuse (whence the name), near
Grenoble, where they built hermitages, wore rude
garments, and lived upon vegetables and coarse
bread. The fifth prior, Guigo (died 1137), com-
posed a body of rules, called the Statuta Outgo-
nis, or Consuetudincs Cartusm, but they have
often l)een changed. After 1170, when the order

received Papal approbation, it extended rapidly.

It dates from 1180 in England, where the name
of Chartreuse Houses was corrupted into Charter
Houses. The ordei is now conducted under the

rules approved in 1682 by Pope Innocent XI.

The Carthusians were divided into two classes

—

fathers (patres) and lay brothers (conversi).
Each father occupied a separate cell, with a bed
of straw, a pillow, a woolen coverlet, and the
means of manual labor or of writing. They left

their cell, even for meals, only on festivals and
on days of the funeral of a brother of the order.
Thrice a week they fasted on bread, water, and
salt, and there were several lengthened fasts in
the year. Flesh was forbidden at all times, and
wine, unless mixed with water. Unbroken si-

lence, except on rare occasions, was enforced, as
well as frequent prayer and night watching.
These austerities were continued, with little

modification, by the modem Carthusians. The
order at one time counted sixteen provinces, and
boasted of the most magnificent convents in the
world—as La Grande Chartreuse (see Ciiab-
TREUSE, La Grande), in France, and in Italy the
Certosa di Pavia, 18 miles south of Milan. The
former is still in such use; the buildings date
from 1076. The buildings of the latter date from
1396, but are now preserved only as a national
monument, the monasteries having been sup-
pressed in Italy. The Carthusians were given to
hospitalit}^ and works of charity, and were, on
the whole, better educated than the mendicant
orders. Their principal seats were in Italy,

France, and Switzerland; but they have shared
the fate of the other monastic establishments,
and their convents are now, for the most part,
solitudes indeed. The Carthusian nuns arose at
Salette, on the Rhone, in France, about 1229.
They followed the rules of the Carthusian monks,
but with some mitigations, of which the most
notable is that they have a common refectorj'.

When the monasteries were suppressed under
Henry VIII., there were nine Carthusian monas-
teries in England. To-day there is one, near
Steyning, eight miles northwest of Brighton. See
Charterhouse.

CABTIER, kiir'ty^'. Sir George Etienne
1814-73). A Canadian politician. He was edu-

cated at Saint Sulpice, ^Montreal, and was ad-

mitted to the bar in 1835. He was one of the
'rebels' in the abortive Revolution of 1837-38,

but was pardoned, and became, in succession, a
member of the Provincial Legislature, Provincial

Secretary, and Attorney-General. In 1858 he be-

came Premier in the Cartier-Macdonald adminis-
tration. He was instrumental in abolishing

feudal tenure in Lower Canada, in making the
Legislative Council elective, in codifying the
civil laws, and in decentralizing the judiciary,

and labored earnestly for the confederation of the
Canadian provinces.

CARTIEB, Jacques (1494-c.l557). A French
explorer, born at Saint-Malo. He acquired a
reputation as a bold navigator, and was selected

by Admiral Chabot to lead an exi^edition to the
northeastern coast of North America, for the

purpose of discovering a passage to Cathay.
With two ships he sailed from Saint-Malo in

1534. He sighted Newfoundland, near Cape
Bona Vista, and followed the coast southward
to a point nearly opposite Cape Breton : then,

turning westward, made Prince Edward Island,

and gave its name to the Bay of Chaleurs. He
then skirted the northern coast of Anticosti

Island, and returned along the shores of I>abra-

dor. At Cape Gasp<' he landed, erected a cross,

ond took possession of the country in the name
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of France. The next year, with another fleet,

under the royal coniuiission, he sailed up the
Saint Lawrence. Leaving his ships moored near
the Indian village of Stadaconn, on the site of

the nio<lt>m QueiM*c, Cartier, with a few follow-

ers, push«>d on to the fortified village of Hoche-
laga, which lay at the foot of an imposing hill

called hy the explorer Mount Royal (Montreal).
The late season—it was October—made it im-
prudent to proceed farther. He returned to his

ships, and spent the winter, amid much suffering

from cold and illness among his crew. When
spring came the atlventurers sailed for home,
talcing with them the Indian chieftain of Stada-
cona, whom they had kidnhpped. Cartier's ac-

count of this voyage has survived, and is known
as the lircf Rrcit. European complications ab-

sorbed the immediate attention of the French
King, but four years later (1540) he sent out
to the New \\'orld Jean Francois de la Roche,
sieur de Roberval, as viceroy. Cartier was made
captain-general and pilot of the fleet. Owing
to some delay in the equipment of the expedi-

tion, Cartier set sail with but three ships, m
May, 1541. After waiting for Roberval in vain
for six weeks on the coast of Newfoundland,
he proceeded up the Saint Lawrence, and in

August found himself once more at Stadacona.
He fortified a position near Cape Rouge, and
called the post Charlesbourg. Two of his ships
were sent back to meet Roberval, concerning
whose movements the evidence is confused when
not contradictory. What seems certain is that
the viceroy and his fleet were oflf Newfoundland
in June, 1.542, and that he there met with Car-
tier, who was returning to France after the
winter at Charlesbourg, taking with him what he
erroneously supposed to be gold ore. He had
seen little of the Indians during the winter.
Cartier was well received by his sovereign, who
presented him with a manor near his native
town. Lescarbot tells us that Cartier made a
later voyage to rescue Roberval ; but if so, no
data exist respecting it. The principal authority
concerning Cartier is Francois JoUon des Lon-
grais, Jacques Cartier (Paris, 1888), which con-
tains the important documents throwing light on
his career. For shorter biographies of Cartier,
consult: Joseph Pope (Ottawa', 1890) ; Hiram
B. Stephens (Montreal, 1890) ; and N. E. Dionne
(Quebec, 1889). The Transactions of the Royal
Society of Canada (Ottawa, 1897) contain sev-
eral important studies of the route and the
exact localities visited by Cartier.

CABTILAOE (Fr., from Lat. cartilago,
gristle). A firm elastic substance, of a pearly
whiteness, presenting to the unaided eye a uni-
form and homogeneous appearance. Cartilages
may be divided into the temporary, the perma-
nent, and the accidental. The temporary carti-
lages are substitutes for bone in the earlier
periods of life, and after a certain time become
replaced by bone. (See Osteology.) At birth
the extremities and larger eminences of the long
bones and the margins of the flat bones are still
cartilaginous, and this cartilage does not alto-
gether disappear till the period of puberty. The
permanent cartilages are either articular or non-
articular. Articular cartilages are attached to
the extremities of bones, and enter into the
formations of joints. Non-articular cartilages
are usually more flexible than the articular.

They are sometimes attached to bones, to
lengthen them out, as, for instance, in the nose, or
the auditory canal. (See Eab.) In other cases
they form the bases of distinct organs, as the
larynx, the trachea, and the eyelids. Accidental
cartilages are cartilaginous concretions, which
are occasionally found in situations where they
do not normally occur, and are of no general
interest. The physical properties of cartilages,
especially their elasticity, resisting power, and
incapability of extension, are such as to fit them
admirably for the functions which they have to
perform in the animal economy.

Cartilage belongs to the group of tissues
termed connective tissues. Tlie matri.x or inter-
cellular portion of cartilage is dense and firm,
and the difl'erent varieties of cartilage are recog-
nized by the nature of the matrix. In the variety
called ht/alin cartilage, the matrix is apparently
homogeneous, though Leidy has shown that it is

really composed of bundles of tine fibrous con-
nective tissue. Lying in this matrix are the
cartilage-cells. These are oval or irregular,
granular, nucleated bodies, and are arranged sin-
gly, in pairs, or in fours. The cartilage-cell
or group of cells is surrounded by a clear cell-

space. Hyalin cartilage is the form of cartilage
which makes up the skeleton in the embryo, and
in which the bones of the body with the exception
of the head and face are developed. In the
adult it is found as articular cartilage, the car-
tilages of the nose, Eustachian tube, larjTix,
trachea, bronchi, costal cartilages, etc. In the
variety called fibro-cartilage, the matrix is com-
posed of -fibrous connective tissue, in which are
inbedded the cartilage-cells. These cells may
occur singly or are more commonly arranged in
rows of two or more, lengthwise of the bundles
of fibres. Fibro-cartilage is found in the inter-
vertebral disks, and around the edges of some
joints. In the variety called clastic cartilage,
the matrix is rich in elastic fibres, giving the
tissue a glistening yellow appearance. The cells
are situated in cell-spaces and may occur singly
or in pairs, resembling the arrangement noted in
hyalin cartilage. Some of tiie smaller cartilages
of the body are of this variety, the epiglottis,
part of the Eustachian tube, the external ear-
cartilage, the arytenoid cartilages, etc. Consult
Stohr, Text-Book of Histology (Philadelphia.
1901).

CAR'TILAGKCNOITS FISHES. See Elas-
MOBRAXCIIII; FlSII.

CARTOGRAPHY. See Map; Chabt; and
Surveying.

CAR'TOMAN'CY. See Superstition.
CARTCON, Sydney. A character in Dickens's

Tale of Two Cities, the friend of Charles Damay,
for whom he renounced his love for Lucy Manette,
and in whose stead he was guillotined.

CARTOON' (Fr. carton, from Lat. carta,
paper). A design on strong paper, of the full
size of a work to be afterwards executed either
in fresco, oil color, or tapestry. The object of
the artist in preparing a cartoon is that he may
adjust the drawing and composition of his sub-
ject in circumstances in which alterations can be
effected with facility, before proceeding to the
execution of the work itself. Cartoons are gener-
ally composed of a number of sheets of stout
paper pasted together at the edges, and stretched
on a frame. The cartoon, when finished, is trans-
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ferred to the canvas or plaster on which the work
is to be executed, either by tracing with a hard
point, or by pricking with pins (a process called

•pouncing'), charcoal in both cases being rubbed
on the back of the drawing. In fresco painting

(q.v. ), the plaster on which the work is executed

must be kept wet, in order that it may absorb

the color, and consequently only a small portion

can be executed at a time. For this reason, the

cartoon nmst be traced in small compartments
of the size that the artist can finish without stop-

ping. It is here, consequently, above all, that the

necessity for the previous execution of a cartoon

IS greatest, as it would be impossible to sketch

the whole design on the plaster in the first in-

stance. But the great masters used such studies

in chiaro-oscuro as guides to them in almost all

their more extensive works, and many of these

monuments of their care, as well as of their

genius, have been presersed. We have cartoons

of Andrea ilantegna, Domenichino, the Carracci,

etc. ; but the finest specimens of cartoons in ex-

istence are those of Raphael that were at Hamp-
ton Court, but have been removed, and are now
himg in one of the rooms at South Kensington
3Iuseum. These manelous conceptions were sent

to Flanders in the reign of Leo X., in order that

they might be copied in tapestry in two sets, one

of which was designed for the Pope, the other for

a present by the Pope to Henry VIII. of England.
The tapestries, which are very inferior to the

designs, are still in existence. One set is in

Rome. The other was in England till the death of

Charles I., when it was purchased by the Spanish
ambassador and carried to Spain. At a recent

period it was brought to London and ofTered for

sale, but as no English purchaser was found, it

was again carried to the Continent. For many
years the cartoons, originally twenty-five in num-
ber, lay neglected at Brussels, and many of them
were destroyed. The seven now at South Ken-
sington were at length purchased by Rubens for

King Charles I. It is an instance of Cromwell's
good sense, in a direction in which it was not
often exhibited, that at the dispersion of the

royal collections these cartoons were purchased
for the nation by his special command. So low
was the artistic taste of the time, however, that

while the "Triumph of Julius Caesar," by An-
drea Mantegna, still at Hampt6n Court, was
valued at £2000, the cartoons of Raphael were set

dowTi at £300. In Charles II.'s time these re-

markable works were again consigned to oblivion.

An attempt was made to have them copied in

tapestry, by which they were seriously injured.

William III., strangely enough, appreciated

what Ciiarles II. had neglected. He had the car-

toons restored, and built a gallery for them at

Hampton Court, where, until lately, they so-

journed. The following are the subjects repre-

sented: (1) "Paul Preaching at Athens;" (2)
"The Death of Ananias;" (3) "Elj-mas the Sor-

cerer Struck with Blindness;" (4) "Christ De-

livering the Kevs to Peter;" (5) "The Sacrifice

at Lvstra;" (6) "The Apostles Healing the Sick

lit the "Beautiful Gate' of the Temple;" (7) "The
Miraculous Draught of Fishes." Several of the

lost cartoons are partially transmitted to us by
engravings, some of which were executed from
the tapestries; others, it is believed, from the

originals. The subjects of these are— (1) "The
Adoration of the Kings;" (2) "Christ Appear-

ing to Mary Magdalene;" (3) "The Disciples at

Emmaus;" (4) "The Murder of the Innocents;**

(5) "The Ascension." These were engraved,
along with the others, by Somereau, a French
engraver, in 4to. Other cartoons of Raphael ex-

ist—one the property of the Duke of Buccleuch,
and two in the possession of the King of Italy,

which are said to have belonged to the set
sent to Flanders. There is also a portion of

one in the National Gallery in London, but it is

now painted over with oil color. The best en-

gravings of the cartoons at Hampton Court are
by Dorigny, Audran, and Holloway. The name
'cartoon' is also applied to full-page sketches in
journals and other publications; perhaps most
often to illustrations of a comic nature such as
those in Punch and Harper's Weekly, the most
famous cartoons in the latter periodical having
been those of Thomas Nast (q.v.). See Cabica-
ruRE.

CABTOTJCH, kar-tooch' (Fr. cartouche. It.

carloccio, from Lat. carta, paper). A military
term for the cartridge pouch or box carried by
soldiers of the French Army. The ammunition-
pouch of the British soldier was formerly known
as a cartouch. The name originally described a
wooden case containing from two to three hun-
dred musket-bullets, and eight or ten one-pound
balls, fired from a mortar or howitzer in the

defense of a ditch or intrenchment.

CABTOXJCHE, kar'toosh'. A term used by
the French for certain oval ornaments or shields

employed in art and architecture. The word
is perhaps best known as the technical term for

the oval frame with a sort of handle which in-

closed the names of Egj-ptian kings in hiero-

glyphic inscriptions. Originally it was the hiero-

glyph for the word ran, 'name.' The term is

sometimes applied to modillions or brackets sup-

porting a cornice.

CABTOXTCHE, kar'toosh', Louis Domixiquk
(1G03-17-1). The leader of a band of robb»ers

and assassins, whose crimes created terror in

Paris. For many years he eluded the police,

but at last was arrested, and after a long trial,

which aroused a great deal of interest, was
sentenced to death, and broken on the wheel.

CAB-TEANSFEB BOATS, See Febbt.

CABTBIDOE (corrupted from cartouche).

The whole or a portion of the charge for a fire-

arm put up in a bag or case. A cartridge for small

arms consists of a brass cartridge-case filled with

powder and fitted with a primer and having its

open end closed by the bullet, which is firmly

crimped in place.

BALL CABTRIDUC FOB .4S CAUBRB 8PBINOFIEI.D BITLB {V. •.),

a. lead bullet: b, charge of black powder (later. Bmoke-
leas); e, solid head case; d, primer.

The first cartridges were designed for muule-
loading small arms, where projectile and charge

were tied together and inserted in one bundle.

For many years prior to the Civil War. small

arms were furnished with cartridges containing

ball and charge in paper which was torn and the

powder poured into the bore, followed by the

ball. Similar cartridges were used with the

first breech-loaders, but the encape of gas out
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of the breech and into the mechanism gave

trouble, and metallic cartridge - cases which

serwd aIjM» to check the escape of gas hud to

be adopted. They were first of copper, with

folded head, in the' rim of which was the priming
composition (rim-fire). In addition to danger of

Hccidentiil discharge, tlie east's were weak where

foldtnl and sometimes burst. A folded-head case,

with a cup to keep gas out of the fold, was then

introduivil ; and at the same time the composition

v\as nut op|H)site the centre of the head, resting

on the cup which formed an anvil on which
it could be exploded (cup-anvil). This was fol-

lowed by a brass case with solid heatl, made in

one piece by drawing. The primer was outside

the case in a small cap.

(DlnieiiMloiiM ill iiichen.

)

BALI. CARTRIDGE rOR .30 CAMBRE i:. H. MAGAZI.NB RIFLK.

A, Hollil hea<l ciu*e; h, bullet nf lead with steel jacket; e,

primer; d, charge (oniokeleHS powder).

Machine guns were made possible by metallic
small-arms ammunition, and they in turn devel-

oped it. Increasing in calibre and developing
into the rapid-fire gun, they naturally continued
to use metallic-case fixed ammunition. Difficul-

ties of manufacture of the larjjfer cases have been
overcome, eases as large as desired being now
drawn from one piece in dies, as are small-arms
cases, while formerly the larger sizes had to be
built up of drawn tubing riveted to the head.
In the United States land and naval service, and
as a ireneral rule abroad, guns of five-inch calibre
and less have cartridges of this sort. Six-inch
guns have a metallic case for the powder-charge,
but, on account of weight, the projectile is in-

serted separately. larger guns have the powder-
charge put up in bags, the projectile being
separately loaded. Eight-inch guns have the pow-
der-charge put up in two sections; ten and twelve-
inch, in four for convenience in handling. See
Amminition.
A blank cartridge is one which does not con-

tain a projectile. It is used for salutes, for
practice, and for signals.

A dummy cartridge contains no powder. It
is used for drill purposes only. By practicing
with dummies instead of loaded cartridges the
danger of handling the latter is avoided without
nmch loss of efficiency in the drill, if the dum-
mies are properly designed.

CARTRIDGE-PAPER. A strong paper,
originally manufactured for soldiers' cartridges,
and al^o used by artists, its rough surface being
useful for certain kinds of drawing; the name is

also given to a class of wall-papers of similar
texture.

CART'WRIQHT, Edmund ( 1 743-1823 ) . An
English florgynmn. inventor of the power-loom.
He was born April 24, 1743, at Marnham, Not-
tinghamshire, England. Educated at Oxford, he
obtaincfl a living in the English Church, and
devoted himself to his ministerial duties and to
literature, until a casual conversation, in 1784,
direi'ted his attention to machinery, and in 1785
he exhibited his first power-loom (see Loom), in

an ingenious though very rude machine, upon
which, however, lie subst'quently eirected im-
provements. Its introiluction was vehemently
opposed, and a mill fitted up with 4U0 of his
looms was ignorantly and maliciously burned
down. Cartwright, in 1781), took out a patent
for a wool-carding machine, and secured patents
for various other improvements in manufacturing
and other machinery. In 17!>7 he patented a
steam-engine in which alcohol was the fuel em-
ployed. He also assisted Robert Fulton in his
steamboat exiK-riment*. Hut his patents yielded
him little return, and in 1809 the British Gov-
ernment, in consideration of his inventions,
granted him £10,(X)0. He died October, 1823.
His daughter jiublished a Life (London, 1843).

CARTWRIGHT, John (1740-1824). An
English politician and pamphleteer, popularly
known as Major Cartwright, and surnamed "The
Father of Reform.' He was a brother of Edmund
Cartwright the inventor, and was bom at Marn-
ham, Nottingham, September 28, 1740. He en-
tered the navy at eighteen; in 1758 was present
at the capture of Cherbourg, and the following
j'car fought in the action between Hawke and
Conflans. Afterwards he went to the Newfound-
land station, and for five years ably discharged
the duties of chief magistrate, to which he was
appointed. At the outbreak of the American
Revolution, he espoused the cause of the Colonies

;

declined to fight against them, resigned, and in

1774 published American Independence the Olory
and Interest of Great Britain. He received an
appointment as major in the Nottingham militia,
but after seventeen j'cars of service, partly on
account of his sympathy with the Revolution in
France, was superseded. With honesty of pur-
pose, by voice and pen he worked for manhood
suffrage, the ballot, annual Parliaments, the im-
provements of national defenses, the liberties of
Spain and Greece, and otlier popular causes. In
1813 he was arrested for plain-speaking, but soon
released, and in 1820 was indicted for sedition
and fined f 100. He died September 23, 1824. In
1831 a monument by Macdowell was erected to
his memory in Burton Crescent, London. His
writings are comprised in a list of eighty books
and tracts given in The Life and Correspondence
of Major ('art aright, edited by his niece, F. D.
Cartwright (2 vols., London, 1826).

CARTWRIGHT, 1>eter (1785-1872). An
American clergyman. He was bom in Virginia,
but in early life settled in KenUicky, where, in

180fi, he became a circuit-rider in the Methodist
Episcopal Church, and later a ptesiding elder,
preaching everywhere throughout Kentucky and
Tennessee. In 1824 he removed to Illinois, where
he continued his work. He was a zealous worker,
and in the course of thirty-three years preached
as many as 15,000 sermons, and baptized 12,000
converts. He was widely known for his homely
but powerful preaching, and interesting stories
are told of his daring and romantic adventures
among the rough backwoodsmen. ^Many of these
can be found in his Fifty Years a Presiding
Elder, and in the Autobiography of Peter Cart-
wright (New York, 1856). Consult, also,
Stevens, Observations on Dr. Carticright and
The Barkwoods Preacher (London, 1869).

CARTWRIGHT, Sir Richard John (1835— ). A Canadian statesman, bom in Kingston,
Ontario. He was educated at Trinity College,
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Dublin, and on his return to Canada studied
law, but relinquished its practice in order to

engjige in banking. He made a thorough study
ot tinanoial questions, and in 1863 entered public
life as a Conservative member of the Legislative

Assembly. He joined the Liberal Party in 1870,
held tile portfolio of finance in the -Mackenzie
Ministry from 1873 to 1878, and in 189G became
Minister of Trade and Conmierce in Sir Wilfrid
Laurier's Cabinet. He was the first Canadian
statesman of importance to consider the subject
of annexation to the United States as a practical

question in Canadian politics. In 1898 he was
a member of the Anglo-American Joint High
Commission.

CARTWRIGHT, Thomas (c.1535-1603). A
Puritan leader of the time of Elizabeth. He
was born in Hertfordshire, and studied divin-

ity at Cambridge, being entered as sizar at
Clare Hall in 1547, and elected to a scholar-

ship at Saint John's College in 1550. Here he
soon became an active defender of the new reli-

gious doctrines which were then in the ascend-
ency at Cambridge and of which Saint John's
was the stronghold. During Mary's reign he
was forced to discontinue his studies at the
university, and became clerk to a counselor-at-

law. Returning to Cambridge after the accession
of Elizabeth, he came under the influence of the
Puritan theologian Dr. James Pilkington, then
master of Saint John's, from which college he
received a fellowship in 15G0. Two years later
the major fellowship in Trinity was conferred
upon him. In 1564 he took part in a theological

disputation before Queen Elizabeth, who, it is

alleged, strongly favored his adversary. Five
years later he became Lady Margaret professor
of divinity; but in 1570 he was deprived of his

professorship by Whitgift, then vice-chancellor,

who was offended by Cartwright's attacks on the
hierarchy and government of the Established
Church. The ne.\t year he lost his fellowship

in Trinity by command of the same officer, and
then made a visit to Geneva, where he met Theo-
dore Beza, who greatly admired his learning. He
returned to England in 1572 during the excite-

ment caused by the publication of the famous
Admonition to the Parliament, written by two
London clergymen, John Field and Thomas Wil-
cox. This book gave definiteness to the Puritan
movement, presenting the Calvinistic system of

Ceneva as a model for reforms of the English
Church. Cartwright gave aid and comfort to the

authors, who were imprisoned, and defended the
book in a second Admonition to the Parliament.
To this Whitgift produced an Answer, which was
followed by another paper by Cartwright, at-

tacking the forms and ceremonies of the Church,
such as the use of the ring in the marriage
celebration and the cross in baptism. An in-

direct result of the controversy was the produc-

tion of one of the most remarkable books of that

fruitful age—Hooker's Kcclesiastical Polity (con-

sult introduction to edition by Hanbury, Lon-
don, 1830). In 1573 the Court of High Com-
mission issued an order for Cartwright's arre.st.

Accordingly, he fled to the Continent, where for

a time he preached before the English congrega-

tions in Antwerp and Middelburg. Returning
without the Queen's consent in 1585, he was im-

prisoned in the Fleet without legal warrant by
the bigoted .Aylmer. Bishop of London : but he
was presently set free. He was committed to the

Fleet in 1590, and again in 1591, when he refused
to take the infamous oath ex officio. From his
liberation in 1592 until his death in 1603, he
appears to have escaped persecution; but, as
sometimes alleged, there is no evidence that he
changed his views.

Consult: Isaac Aladdox. Vindication of the Gov-
crnmetit. Doctrine, and Worship of the Church of
England Against Neal (London, 1733) ; Hallani,
Constitutional History of England, Vol. I. (new
ed., London, 1876) ; Dexter, Congregationalism
(New York, 1880) ; Mullinger, History of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, V'ol. 11. (London, 1873-84) ;

id., in Dictionary of Xational Biography, IX.
(New York, 1887) ; Cooper, Athenw Cantab.,Yol.
II. (Cambridge, 1858-61); Strj'pe, Annals (new
ed., Oxford, 1824) ; id.. Life of Whitgift (Oxford,
1822) ; and for the controversy over the Admoni-
tion, Whitgift, Defense of the Answer, in his
Works (Cambridge, 1851-53), published by the
Parker Society.

CARTWRIGHT, William (1611-43). An
English poet and divine, born at Xorthway, near
Tewkesbury. He graduated il.A. at Christ
Church, Oxford (1635), took holy orders, became
precentor of Salisbury Cathedral, and junior
proctor of Oxford (1643), and died a few months
later (November 29). Cartwright was much
beloved by many friends, among whom was King
Charles. He is a good example of a once large
class of 'florid and seraphical preachers.' He
wrote several plays, of which the Ordinary,
ridiculing the Puritans, has considerable interest.

His Comedies, Tragi-Comedies with Other Poems
were collected by Moseley (London, 1651). Con-
sult Ward, English Poets^ Vol. II. (London,
1881).

CARTJCATE, kar'akit (Med. Lat. carucata,
from caruca, plow, Lat. carruca, carriage, from
carrus, car), or Plowlaxd. In the mediiBval
manor, the land which could be tilled in a year
by one plow with its eight oxen. The carucate
was used as a unit of measure, but varied in

different localities from 120 to 180 acres. See
Hide.

CARUPANO, kd-rf^'pA-no. A seaport of the
State of Bermudez, Venezuela, situated on the
north side of the peninsula of Paria (Map:
Venezuela, El). The town manufactures straw
hats, ropes, soap, brandy, sugar, and earthen-

ware, and is, besides, an export centre for cotton,

dyewoods, cacao, and coffee. It is the residence

of a United States consular agent. Population,

10,000.

CARTJS, kii'rvs, JuLiis Victor (1823-). A
(icrman zoiilogist, bom in Leipzig, August 25,

1823. He was custodian of the Museum of Com-
parative Anatomy at Oxford from 1849-51. In

1853 he became professor of comparative anat-

omy at Leipzig, where he is at present professor

cxtraordinariuR of zoiilogy. His more important
works are: Zur niihern Kenntnisa dea Oenera-

tionawechaela (1849); Ftystem der tieriachen

Morphologic (ia.'>3); 1cones Zontomico' (18.57).

He has translated Darwin's works into flerman,

and is at present editor of the Zoologiacher An-
zeiqer.

CARUS, Karl Gustav (1789-1869). A Oer-

man physician and physiologist, bom in Leipzig.

He studied njodicine at the university of his

native city, and in 1814 was made professor of

obstetrics 'at the Academy of Medicine and Sur-
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gerj' in Dresden. Following aro the most inip<jr-

tiuit of luH numerous publiotitions: Lehrbuch dvr

Qyn&kolotjic (2 vols., 1820) ; Erlauterungatafeln

Kur vcrgUichenden Anatomic (1820-0.')) : Urund-

»ige dcr vcrgleichenden Anatomie und I'hymolo-

git (3 vola.. 1828) ; System der Phyaiologie (2d

ed., 1817-41)) ; Krfuhruiigitreaultatc atm iirzt-

lichen 8tudien und arztl'ichen Wirken ( 185») ;

Ueher Lebenitmagm'ti«mtt» (1857); Lebemcrin-

wrungen und Denktciirdigkeiten (4 vols.,

1865-({(().

CA'RUS, .Marcis AiRELius ( T -287) . Em-
peror of Kouje from 282 to 283. Of lllyrian

origin, he had held many civil and military

positions when the Emi^ror Prohus made hin)

pretorjnn prefect in 282; and soon after, at the

assassination of Prohus. he was chosen Emperor
by the legions. He at once made his sons, Carinus

and Nnmertanus, Crpsars. He was successful in

campnijms ajrainst the Samiatians and the Par-

thians. Imt died in the vicinity of Ctesiphon in

August, 283.

CARVAJAL, kJlr'vA-HilK, Caspar de ( ? -

1584). A Spanish missionary, bom in Estrema-

dura. As a member of the Dominican Order he

went as a missionary to Peru in 1533. When
Oonzalo Pizarro organized his expedition to east-

em Peru, C'lirvajal was selected as his chaplain.

Afterwards he became sub-prior of the convent of

San Rosario, Lima, but later devoted himself to

the conversion of the Indians in Tucuman. He
eventually obtained the supreme ecclesiastical

jurisdiction in that territory and greatly encour-

n<;e<l missionary labor and the development of

colonization. The establishment of many Indian

and Spanish settlements is ascribed to his in-

fluence.

CARVAJAL, lir'vfl-HiiK, or CARBAJAX,
kiir'iu'i-Hiil', ToiiAS Josfi Gonzales (1753-1834).

A Spanish poet and statesman. He was educated

in Seville. He held a number of offices of impor-

tance, and in 1812 became director of the Uni-

versity of San Isidro, where, by establishing a

chair of international law, he oflFended the Gov-
ernment, and was imprisoned for five years. He
was reinstated by the Revolution of 1820, but

forced into exile by the counter-revolution three

years later. He died a memlwr of the supreme
council of war. Carvajal obtained celebrity as

the author of metrical translations of the poeti-

cal books of the Bible, and for other works in

prose and verse.

CABVALHO, kJlr-va'lyA, Josfi da Silva
(1782-1845). A Portuguese statesman, bom in

Oastelbranco (Beira). From 1817 he was busily

devising methods for the accomplishment of

national freedom; was Minister of Justice under
John VI., and was again and again proscriljed.

Having taken prominent part in the restoration

of Dom Pedro, he was intrusted by that monarch
with the portfolio of finance. On the occasion of

the revolutionary reaction in favor of the Consti-

tution of 1820, he was compelled to go into exile,

but in 1842 returned, assisted in the reestablish-

ment of the Constitution of Dom Pedro, and was
appointed a councilor of State.

CARVALHO, kar-va'lyd, Marie Carolixe
Ff.Lix MioLAX (1827-95). A French singer, bom
at Marseilles. She entered the Conservatory of

Music in Paris, and took the first prize. 1847.

Her dt^but was made at the Op4ra Comique,
•where her voice, though small, had all the won-

derful phrasing that afterwards made her one of

tlie greatest singers of her time. In 185(i she

married M. Carvalho, who took the direction of

the Thf'Atre Lyrique, and there she sustained a

number of rCik's, particularly Clierubino in Le
Mariage dc Figaro, Zerlina in Don ./nun, Juli-

ette, and Marguerite. In 1885 she left the stage.

CARVEL-BUILT. See Boat.

CAR'VER, John (c.1575-1021 ). A leader

of the Pilgrim Fathers, and the first Governor
ot Plymoulli Colony. He was born in England,

probably in Nottinghamshire, but with otiiers

removed to Holland in 1007 or 1008, on account

of religious })ersecution, and in 1017 was sent by

his companions, with Robert Cushman, to make
arrangements with the Virginia Company for the

establishment of a colony in America. A patent

w&a finally secured by Bradford and Cushman,
in 1010, and with lOO' other colonists Carver set

sail from PljTnouth on September of the fol-

lowing year* When the famous Compact of

Governnient was drawn up in the Cai)e Cod
Bay, Carver, who had probably already acted as

Governor under the provisions of the charter for

the calendar year about to close, was confirmed

in this position, and during the hardships and
privations of the next few months did much to

encourage his associates and to promote the suc-

cess of the Colony. On March 23, 1821, he was
elected Governor of Plymouth for a second term,

but died of a sunstroke in the following month.

CARVER, Jonathan (1732-80). An Ameri-
can traveler. He was bom in Stillwater, Conn.,

studied medicine for a time, served in the

C'olonial army throughout the French and Indian
War, and after the conclusion of peace in 1703

resolved to explore the territory beyond the

Mississippi acquired by Great Britain from
France, and to proceed, if possible, as far as the

Pacific Ocean. He started from Boston in June,

i7G6, proceeded to Michilimackinac, 1300 miles

away, arranged with the Governor there to fur-

nish him at an early date with needed supplies

at the Falls of Saint Anthony, and then passed

westward along the Fox and \\'isconsin rivers to

the Mississippi, but the promised supplies not

having been sent to the Falls gf Saint Anthony,
he spent some time with the "Xaudowessies of the

Plains" (SioiLx), explored much of the territory

in the present State of Minnesota, and in Octo-

ber, 1708, again reached Boston, after having
traveled fully 7000 miles, visited twelve nations

of Indians, and made many geographical discov-

eries of considerable value. He went to England
in 1709 to publish his journal, but failed to

secure the expected assistance from the Govern-
ment, and having spent his whole fortune to
further his explorations, was forced to earn a
livelihood as a hack-writer. Finally, in 1778,

the first edition of his book appeared xmder the
title, Three Years' Tracels Throughout the In-

terior Parts of North America. It had a wide
sale, a number of editions were published, and
translations were eventually made into P>ench
and German. "As a contribution to the history

of inland discovery upon this continent," says
Tyler, "and especially to our materials for true

and precise information concerning the manners,
customs, religion, and language of the Indians,

Carver's book of Travels is of unsurpassed value.

Besides its worth for instruction is its worth for

delight; we have no other Indian book more cap-
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tivating than thLg." Carver also wrote a pam-
phlet, A Treatise on the Vulture of the Tobacco
Plant Adapted to Northern Climates and De-
signed for the Use of the Landholders of Oreat
Britain (1799), and published under his name
a crude compilation, entitled The A'eic Universal
Traveler. Consult sketches of Carver in Tyler,
The Literary History of the American Revolu-
tion (New York, 1897) ; and in The Carver
Centenary (18G7), published by the Minnesota
Historical Society.

CARVING (OE. kervinge, from kerven, to
carve, AS. ceorfan, Icel. kyrfa, Ger. kerben, ulti-

mately connected with Gk. ypaf^eiv, graphein, to
write, originally to cut). A subordinate branch
•of sculpture, usually performed on ivory or
wood. Ivory was the favorite material for this
purpose in the East from an early period.
Among the Babylonians, who likewise practiced
gem-engraving to a great extent, carved heads
for staves were executed in vast quantities, as
every Babylonian carried a staff and a signet
ring. At a later period ivory was chiefly em-
ployed in small works, usually of a decorative
character. During the earliest period statues
of the gods were generally of wood, painted, gilt,

or drai)ed with colored robes, different kinds of
wood being appropriated to different divinities.

(See AcROLiTHS; Chasixg; Chryselephantine,
etc.) Carvings in ivory form an important
branch of early Christian sculpture. Among the
most curious of these are the ivory ttiblets

adorned on the outside with low-reliefs, and on
the inside coated with wax for the purpose of
receiving writing. The chair inlaid with ivory that
belonged to Archbishop Maximinus in the cathe-
dral at Ravenna, is of this period (54G-555).
In the year 803 Charlemagne received two richly
carved doors as a present from Constantinople,
but works of the same kind were executed at a
much earlier period. Toward the end of the
IMiddle Ages the art of carving in wood was
brought to a high degree of j>erfection in Ger-
many. The art here took on a very realistic
form. Car\'ed shrines were deepened in order to
give room for the arrangement of the scene in
various planes. The foreground figures were
frequently in entire relief standing out as
statuettes, the others on a receding plane being
in high relief (see Alto-Riuevo) , while the
backgroimd objects were in low relief (basso-
riliero) . Landscape backgrounds often figured in
these scenes, and an additional touch of real-
ism was given them by coloring and modeling
the costumes after the gay fashion of the day.
So florid did this style become that it even
affected the more serious plastic art of the time,
and its influence is felt in some of the sculpture
of the present, or of very recent times. The
elaboration of these carved works reached to
their architectural setting until the naturalistic
tendency became so marked as to develop curling
flourishes of leaves and tendrils in the frame-
work. Suabia is particular^ rich in early altar-
pieces of this kind. Many of the Belgian
churches also possess very beautiful examples
of wood-car\-ing. Michael Wohlgemuth of Nu-
remberg, and after him Veit Stoss, were eminent
car^•ers in wood. The wood-carving on the great
altar of the cathedral at Schleswig by Hans
Bruggemann belongs to the beginning of the Six-

teenth Century. Many graceful specimens of

ivood-carving, on a smaller scale, belonging to

this period, are to be seen in museums. Nurem-
berg was celebrated for its wood-carvings; but
only a few of the many works ascribed to him
can be assigned with certainty to Albert Durer.
Portrait medallions, usually cut in box, were
much in vogue during the early part of the Six-
teenth Century. Tlie first artist in this line
was Hans Schwartz of Augsburg. During the
Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries we find
ivory again extensively employed in crucifixes,
crosses, and goblets, with relief representations.

^ CA'RY, Alice (1820-71) and Phcebe (1824-
71). Two American poets, born near Cincinnati,
Ohio. After miscellaneous contributions to the
daily press, they gained their first success by
Poems of Alice and Phoebe Gary (1850). In
1851 Alice issued The Clovemook Papers (sec-
ond series, 1853); Clovemook Children (1854);
tales of Western Life. In 1850 the sisfters moved
to New York, where Alice published Lyra, and
Other Poems (1853, enlarged 1855) ; Lyrics and
Other^ Hymns (1866); The Lover's Diary
(1867) ; Snow Berries, a book for young
folks (1869); and also Eagar: A Story
of To-Day (1852) ; Married, Not Mated (1856) ;

Pictures of Country Life (1857); and The
Bishop's Son (1857). All these are excellent
in domestic description. Phoebe published
Poems and Parodies (1854); Poems of Faith,
Hope, and Love (1868) ; with numerous hymns
(chiefly in Hymns For All Christians, edited by
C. F. Deems, 1869), and occasional pieces.
Her best-known hjinn is "Nearer Home." Len-

der the friendship and patronage of Horace
Greeley the sisters achieved literary and social
success in New Y'ork, and maintained it for
nearly two decades. Neither was ever married.
Ph(El)e was especially noted for her wit. They
died within three months of each other, Alice
in New York and Phoebe in Newport, R. I. A
collected edition of their poems appeared post-
liumouslj'. Consult Alary C. Ames, Memorial of
Alice and Phoebe Cary (New Y'ork, 1873).

GARY, Annie Louise ( 1842— ) . An Ameri-
can contralto, born in WajTie, Maine. After
having studied in Milan with Giovanni Corsi
(1866-68), she appeared in Italian opera in

Coi)enhagen. Afterwards she received instruc-
tion from Viardot-Garcia in Baden-Baden, and
sang with great success in Stockholm, Paris, Brus-
sels, and London. She made her d^but in New
Y'ork in 1870, singing with Nilsson, Brignoli, and
Vieuxtemps. Her success witli the public was
instantaneous, and for a dozen j'ears sh« was the
favorite singer in the United States. She created,
in New York, the part of Amneris in Atda
(1873), and in the opinion of many critics the
impersonation has remained unmatche<l. Her
tours in Russia in 1875-77 were a series of con-
tinuous triumphs. In 1882 she marrie<l Charles
AI. Raymond, of Brooklyn, and retired from pub-
lic life, only occasionally singing for charity or in

the parish church.

CARY, Archibald (c.l730-8«). An Ameri-
can patriot, born in Virginia. He was a member
for several years of the House of Burgesses,
where he was conspicuous as an opponent of the
arbitrary measures of the British Ministry. He
was a member of the Committee of Correspond-
ence in 1773, and in 1776, as a delegate to the
famous Virginia Convention, introduced the reso-

lutions by which the Virginia delegates in the
Continental Congress were instructed to propose
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a det'lnnition of indopendpnoe. He was president
of tlie Virji^inia Senate from the organization of

the State Government until his death.

OABY, George I^veix ( 1830— ) . An Ameri-
can theologian, bom at Medway, Ma«8. He was
e<lnoatcd at Harvard and at Allegheny C^ollege,

and was professor at Antioch College, Ohio, from
1852 to 1802, when he was appointed to the chair
of Xew Testament literature at Meadville Theo-
logical School. His works include: Introduction
to thr Urcck of the 'Sew Testament (1879; 2d
ed. 1881) ; The Synoptic Gospels, tcith a Chapter
on the Text-Critieiam of the New Testament
(1000) ; and the volume on Matthew, Mark, and
Luke, in the International Handbooks to the
A'cir Testament.

CARY, Henbt Francis (1772-1844). An
English writer and clergyman, known for his

admirable translation of Dante. He was born
at Gibraltar, studied at Christ Church, Oxford,
and became a clergyman of the Church of Eng-
land. From 1820 to 1837 he was assistant
keeper of printed books in the British Museum.
In 1805 he translated Dante's Inferno, and in

1814 the whole of the Dirina CommediOf his

translation being remarkable not only for its

accuracy, but for its e.\pres8iveness and force.

He afterwards translated Pindar's Odes and
Aristophanes's Birds, and wrote a series of

memoirs, in continuation of Dr. Johnson's Lives

of the Poets. He was an intimate friend of
Coleridge and Charles Lamb. Consult the
Memoir by his son, Henry Cary (London, 1847).

CARY, Lucujs. See Falkland, second Vis-
count.

CA^RYA. See Hickory.

CARYATIDES, kar'I-atl-dez (Lat., Gk. Ko-
pvarii, Karyutis, woman of Carya>). A name
given to female figures, in Greek architecture,

when applied instead of columns to support a
roof. The account of the origin of the name
given by the Roman architect Vitruvius is, that
the inhabitants of Caryte, a city in Laconia, hav-
ing joined the Persians, the Greeks, after their

victory over the Persians, destroyed the town,
slew the men, and carried the women into cap-
tivity. As a token of triumph, figures of these
women and of the conquered Persians were in-

troduced as supports in architecture. This story
is a pure invention. Such figures are found in

Egypt and Greece from early times as supports
of thrones or lustral vases, and were used in

Greek architecture during the Sixth Century B.C.,

as is proved by the discovery of such figures
used as columns for the treasuries of the Cnidians
and the Siphnians at Delphi. The female figures
are always calm and dignified, in no way op-
pressed by the weight they sustain, and seem to
be conceived originally as ministrants of the
deities within. The Greek word means not only
a woman of Carya», but also a dancer in the
jiecuHar dance with which the Laconian maidens
honored Artemis Caryatis. The name ought
properly to denote only a certain kind of sup-
porting figure, in which one hand is raised to
help sustain the weight ; others would be called
Canephori, or Calathephori. The term, however,
has been extended to all such figures, though in
Greek they are properly called only 'Maidens.'
The most celebrated are the figures' which sup-
port the southwest porch of the Erechtheum in
Athens. . Male figures used for the same purpose

are called Atlantes (q.v. ), and in these the idea
of suffering under a heavy burden is dearly ex-

pressecl. See HomoUe, in fiuUetin de Correspon-
dance hell^ique. Vols. XXIII. and XXIV. (Paris,

1890). For illustration, see Ekecutueum.

CARYL, kflr'll, Joseph (1002-73). An Eng-
lish Nonconformist clergyman during the revo-
lutionary period. He was educated at Oxford,
became pn'acher at Lincoln's Inn, and in 1043
was appointed a member of the Westminster
Assembly of Divines. He was a moderate inde-

Ijendent, but zealous for the Covenant. By order
of Cromwell, he attended Charles 1. in Holmby
House, and in 1050 he was sent with Dr. John
Owen to accompany Cromwell to Scotland. His
chief published work was a ponderous commen-
tary on the book of Job, in which, after the
fashion of his time, he enlarged on every verse,

and almost on every word.

CARY'OCAR (Neo-Lat., from Gk. K&pvov,

karyon, nut -f- Kdpa, kuru, head). A genus of a
dozen species of large trees of the order Caryo-
caraceas, or, according to Bentham and Hooker,
the order Ternstroemiacea'. and almost consti-

tuting the whole order. They are all natives of

Guiana and Brazil, and are sometimes called

pekea-trees. They yield good timber for ship-

building, and produce the delicious nuts occa-

sionally met with in markets, called butternuts
or souari-yiuts. The food is a sort of drupe,
containing several nuts. The fleshy part of the
drupe consists of a butter-like substance, which
melts between the fingers, and is used in cook-
ery instead of butter, on wliich account these

trees are sometimes called butter-trees. It

forms merely a thin covering for the nuts. The
kernels are remarkably soft. An oil is extracted
from them which is scarcely inferior to olive

oil. Caryocar nuciferum is now cultivated in the
island of Saint Vincent; Caryocar butyrosum,
Caryocar glabrum, Caryocar tomentosum, and
other species appear equally worthy of attention.

CAR'YOKINE'SIS. See Karyokinesis.

CAR'YOPHYLLA'CEiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Caryophyllus, from Gk. Kdpvov, karyon^ nut
-\- tpiWov, phyllon, leaf). An order of dicotyle-

donous plants, containing about 00 genera and
1300 species, mostly herbaceous plants, a few
half shrubby. The stems are often tumid at the
articulations; the leaves always opposite and
entire, often uniting around the stem. The
flowers are regular; the calyx persistent, of 4 to

5 sepals, either free or united into a tube; the
corolla of 4 to 5 petals, which are frequently
bifid, and generally terminate in a claw at the

base, sometimes wanting; the stamens as many,
or twice as many, as the petals ; the ovary of

2 to 5 carpels; the styles are stigmatie along
the inside ; the fruit is a one-celled capsule,

with central placenta, to which the seeds are

attached. The plants of this order are mostly
natives of temperate and cold countries; some
of them are only found on mountains, near the

limits of perpetual snow. Some of them are

inconspicuous weeds, some showy flowers; al-

most all are insipid and inert; a few contain

saponine, and afl'ord a substitute for soap. (See

SOAPWORT.) To this order belong the pink, car-

nation, sweet-william, Ij'chnis, and chickweed

(qq.v.).

This order very naturally divides into two dis-

tinct groups which differ biologically and mor-
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phologically, tlie SilenoideiE and Alsinoidese. In
the first tlie flowers are gamosepalous, in the

other they have distinct sepals, and the stamens
are often perigynous. The chief genera of the

first group are Silene, Lyclinis, Gypsophila, and
Dianthus, while of the second Stellaria, Ceras-

tiiim, Arenaria, Spergula, Paronychia, and
Scleranthus are the best kno\vn.

CAR'YOP'SIS (Neo-Lat., Fr. caryopse, from
Gk. Kdpvov, karyon, nut + 6^ts, opsis, appear-

ance). The peculiar, seed-like fruit of grasses,

as com, wheat, etc., often called a 'grain.' See

Fruit.

CAR'YO'TA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk. <co-

pvtrrdi, karyCtos, nut-like, from xdpvov, karyon,

nut). A genus of palms, natives of the East
Indies. One si)eoies (Caryota urcns) is remark-
able for the acridity of its fruit, which produces
a burning sensation when its pulp is applied to

the skin. It is also highly valuable for the

great quantity of juice which flows from the

wounded spathes in the hot season, sometimes
amounting to 100 pints in 24 hours from a
single tree. Sugar (jaggery) is made from this

juice by boiling it down, and on this account
this palm is sometimes called the jaggery-palm.
Wine or toddy is also made by the fermentation
of the juice. The trunks yield starch which is

much used for food, and is said to be equal to

the best sago. The outer part of the stem, which
is very hard, is applicable to many purposes.
The fibres of the leafstalks are made into ropes,

which are very strong and durable; the leaf-

stalks, merely stripped of the leaflets, are used
as fishing-rods, being light, tapering, and elastic;

and the woolly substance found at their base is

sometimes used for calking ships. This palm is

found in India and Ceylon, and abounds chiefly in

mountainous districts. It rises to a height of 60
feet, with a trimk one foot in diameter and a
magnificent spreading head of great, double-pin-

nate leaves and triangular leaflets, the apex of

the triangle being their point of attachment.
l''rom this character of the leaflets the name
fishtail palm has been given it.

CA'RYSFOIIT' BEEF. A dangerous coral

reef olF the southeast coast of Florida, in lati-

tiide 2,5° 13' N., longitude 80° 13' \V., lying about
5 miles cast of Key Largo (Map: Florida, D 4).

It has a lighthouse 112 feet high, with a flash-

ing red and white light of the first order. It

stands 106 feet above the sea.

CASA, kii'.sA (from Lat. cam, cottage). The
I)refix to many names in Italian and Spanish,
signifying house or home.

CASA, kil'sA, Giovanni della (1503-66). An
Italian prelate and poet, sometimes called the
Chesterfield of Italy, from his principal prose
work, the Galafeo, a sort of manual of polite

conduct. The descendant of an old Florentine
family, he studied in liologna, Padua, and Rome,
where he led a gay and dissipated life, imtil he
took orders in 1534. He found a warm friend

and patron in Cardinal Ales.sandro Farnose,
who later, as Paul III,, appointed him succes-

sively apostolic envoy to Florence. Archbishop
of Benevento, and Papal Xuncio to Venice, Un-
der Paul IV, he became Secretary of State, and
in 15.55 had hopes of being made a cardinal; but
lost his opportunity, as some believe, through
the licentiousness of certain poems, notably his

f'apitoli del forno. Della Casa was a prolific
writer, in both Latin and Italian. His works
include a Life of Pietro Bembo; translations
from Thucydides; the much-praised Galatea
(1558; new ed. 1882) ; and many poems, which
are distinguished by a strength and polish rarely
found among his contemporaries. He exerted a
marked influence upon the poets of the following
generation, notably upon Tasso, who was an ad-
mirer and close student of his verse. For his
life, consult Casotti, in Opere (Florence, 1707;
republished, with additions, Venice, 1728 and
1752, and Milan, 1806).

CASABIANCA, ka'zii-byan'k&, Louis (1755-
98 ) . A French naval officer. He was bom at
Bastia, Corsica, and with the Comte de Grasse
took part in the American Revolution. He was a
member of the National Convention, and later
one of the Council of Five Hundred, in which
assembly he occupied himself with the organiza-
tion of the French Navy. As captain he com-
manded the Orient, the flagship of the fleet which
transported Napoleon and his army to Egypt.
In the battle of Abukir, when the fleet was at-

tacked by the English, Admiral Brueys was
killed, and Casablanca had command of the fleet.

Even when he was wounded and the ship caught
fire he remained at his post. His ten-year-old
son refused to leave his father, and both were
killed by the blowing up of the ship. The story
forms the theme of Mrs. Hemans's famous poem.

CASABLANCA, kii'sik-blan'ki. See Dab-el-
Beida.

CASA BBACCIO, ka'sa bra'chA. A novel of
Italian life, by Francis Marion Crawford (1895).

CASA D OBO, dr/r6, or CA' D'OBO. A
palace in Venice dating from the Fourteenth Cen-
tury, noted for its elegance. The facade, unsym-
metrically divided in two vertical sections, is in-

laid with marbles of various colors, and pierced
by arches differing in size and arrangement,
which are separated in the right division by
paneling, and in the left by arcades.

CASA GBANDE, gran'da (Sp., great house).
A ruined structure of prehistoric origin in the
valley of the Gila River, near Florence, Arizona,
about 15 miles southeast of Casa Grande station
(named from the ruin) on the Southern Pacific

Railway. It may have been seen by white men
connected with the Coronado Expedition in 1540;
it was certainly discovered by Padre Kino in

1694, and was revisited by him in 1697, when he
held a service within it, though it had been un-
occupied during the perio<i covered by tradition.

It was again visited in 1775 by Padre Font, but
remained little known until rediscovered bv
American emigrants about 1849; it was well
described by John Russell Bartlett in 1854. In
1889, on the petition of citizens chiefly resident

in Massachusetts, Congress provided for the pro-

tection of the ruin as a monument of antiquity;
and in 1892 the structure and the adjacent
grounds, bearing less imposing ruins, were set

apart as a public reservation in care of a cus-

todian. The structure as it stcxxl aliout 1895
is shown in the plate. It is of cajon or pi«<i

construction (see .Vkcii.kology, American), in

walls 3 to 6 feet thick at the ground, thinning
upward; the surfaws were plastered, espei'ially

within, with a slip of adobe clay. There are five

rooms in the ground plan: portions of three sto-

ries remain, and there may have been a fourth in
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part of the structure. The ruin is not unlike sev-

eral in Mexico and Central America, but is the

only one of its tj'iM! in the United States. It was
uni'iuestionably erected by an Amerind jwople of

Pueblo alliliations, probably the ancestors of the

{>re8ent Pima tribe. It was de«cril»ed by Minde-

eff (Bureau of American Ethnology, 1 3th Re-

port, 18110) and later by McGee (ib., 15th

Report, 18'.»7). It is not to be confounded with

the still nuire extensive but less-known ruin of

Casas (jJrandes in the State of Chihualiua, Mex-

ko.

CASA OTJIDI (kJl'sA g\v6'd*) WINDOWS.
A poem in two parts by Elizabeth Barrett

Browning (1851), the passionate voicings of her

intense hopes for Italian lilwrty.

CASAL, kft-sur, or CAZAL, Manuel Aybes
DE (1754-1840). A Brazilian geographer and
historian. He was born in Portugal, where he

was ordained to the priesthood. Afterwards he

settled in the Province of Goyaz, Brazil, and

traveled extensively through the country, collect-

ing the information compiled in the valuable

•work entitled Corografica brazilica, ou rehiQao

hiatorico-geoprafico do reino do Brazil (1817; 2d

ed. 1845). This work, prepared under the aus-

pices of King John VI., is distinguished by its

exactitude, and is the first circumstantial re-

port on the interior provinces of South America.

CASALE, kA-sii'lA. A fortified city of Pied-

mont, Italy, in the Province of Alessandria, the

ancient capital of the Duchy of Montferrate, on

the right bank of the Po, 48 miles east of Turin

(Map: Italy, C 2). It has a theatre, several

palaces, a gA-mnasium, a technical institute, a

seminary, aiid nine churches, among them the

Romanesque catliedral founded in 741 by the

Lombard King T.iutprand, and rebuilt about the

beginning of the Twelfth Century, containing

paintings and statues by Ferrari and other mas-

ters, and having a vaulted basilica with double

aisles. The old citadel, founded before 1500,

was one of the strongest in Italy, and within re-

cent years the fortifications have been greatly

strengthened and extended. Casale is a centre of

local trade, the chief industries being the culture

and manufacture of silk, and the making of

chalk cement, machines, tools, liqueurs, and fer-

tilizers. The town is the seat of a bishop. Pop-

ulation (commune), in 1881, 29,000; in 1901,

31.79.3, of whom about two-thirds reside in the

city.

Casale is on the site of the Roman Bodincoma-
gus. It was foimded by Liutprand, in 730, de-

stroyed by the Lombard cities in 1215, came into

the possession of the Marquises of ^Montferrate

in the Thirteenth Centura, and in the Sixteenth
Centurj', after being captured by the Spaniards,

it fell to the House of Savoy, was sold in 1681 to

France, was conquered in 1695 by the Allies, was
recovered bv Louis XIV., and restored to Savoy
in 1703.

CASALMAOGIOBE, kft-sal'm&-j«Vrft. A city

in northern Italy, 15 miles north of Parma, on
the left bank of the Po, from whose frequent
immdations it is protected by embankments
(Map: Italy, E 2). It has large and beautiful
churches, a theatre, a gjnnnasium, and a public

library. It manufactures pottery, glass, leather,

and chemicals, and markets the wine of the sur-

immding country. Population, of the toAvn,

about 4000; of the commune (1901), 16,400.

CASAMICCIOLA, kil'sA-m&'chA-lA. A water-

ing-place of Italy, noted for its alkaline-saline

springs, its sand and sea baths, situated on the

island of Ischia, and Udonging to the Province

of Naples (Map: Italy, B 11). During the

earthquakes of 1881 anil 1883 the place was al-

most completely destroyed, and even at present,

although the Government has aided in its re-

building, a consideral)le part of the town is in

ruins. Population (commune), in 1901, 3731.

CASANOVA, kii'sii-nr/vA, Fbancksco (1730-

1805). An Italian painter, brother of Giovanni

Jacoi)o. He was born in London, the son of

Venetian parents. He was instructed in art by
Francesco Guardi, and later studied and eoi)ied

the works of Wouvernian, in Dresden. He paint-

ed landscapes and animal subjects, but was chiefly

devoted to battle pieces, the work, principally,

of his imagination. He went to Vienna, and
painted for the Empress Catharine of Russia

a picture of her victory over the Turks. His
drawing was often faulty, but there was a play

and movement to his scenes that conunanded at-

tention. He was made a member of the French

Academy, and two of his large battle pieces are

in the Louvre. He died near Vienna in 1805.

CASANOVA, GiovANM Baptista (1722-95).

An Italian painter, born in Venice; brother of

Giovanni Jacopo Casanova. He studied in Dres-

den as a pupil of de Sylvestre and Dietrich, and
in Venice with Piazetta. After residence in

Rome, he returned to Dresden in 1764 to accept

the post of director of the Academy. He was an
instructor of Winckelmann and Angelika Kauf-
niann.

CASANOVA DE SEINGALT, ka'sft-no'va

de siiN'giil', Giovanni Jacopo (1725-1803?). An
Italian adventurer, born in Venice. His father,

an actor, came of a noble family; his mother was
the beautiful daugliter of a shoemaker. He was
brought up by his grandmother, and educated for

the priesthood. Expelled in di-sgrace from the

Seminary of Saint Cyprian, he was for a brief

time attached to the household of Cardinal Ac-
quaviva, entered the Venetian military service,

and began a career of intrigue and adventure of

which he has given us a frank and A'ery well writ-

ten account in his Memoirs (12 vols., Leipzig,

1828-38, often reprinted). His adventurous wan-
derings led him to almost every Court of Europe,
even to Constantinople and Saint Petersburg.
Journalist, preacher, card-sharper, mesmerist,
abbe*, doctor, diplomatist, he was always a char-

latan, always a rake, and nearly always a
scoundrel. Yet he entered often into high cir-

cles, and was presented to Empress Catharine
of Russia. In 1755 he returned to Venice, was
promptly arrested as a spy, and imprisoned in

the Piombi, afterwards made notorious by Silvio

Pellico. The story of his escape (October 31,

1756) is the most graphic portion of his Me-
moirs, and also the most decent. Published sepa-

rately, it gained him celebrity and made him the

fashion. He now began a new career of dissolute

adventure. Handsome, witty, and affable, he ob-

tained interviews with Louis XV. and Frederick

the Great, with Rousseau and Voltaire. In
Madame de Pompadour he found a kindred
spirit, Italian princes honored him, and the

Holy Father recognized his virtues by a decora-

tion. All efforts to reinstate himself in the

favor of the Venetians, such as his refutation of
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Amelot de la Houi^saye's attack on the Constitu-
tion of that Republic, failed, and as he became
known his real character was recognized even in
Madrid and Paris. In his fifty-seventh year
(1782) he accepted the post of librarian to
Count Waldstein at Dux, in Bohemia. Here he
spent his declining years, living over again with
delight the exploits of his godless life. These he
decked out with an outrageous frankness and
many pious professions in his Memoirs, which
are a faithful picture of Venetian manners and
morals in their worst estate, drawn with what
Janin calls '"a marvelous instinct for vice and
corruption."

CAS'SAREEP, or CASSIRIPE (South
American word). A sauce or condiment made
from the juice of the bitter cassava, or manioc-
root. It is in the highest esteem in Guiana,
where it is employed to flavor almost every dish,
and it is the basis of the favorite West Indian
dish called pepper-pot. It is a powerful anti-
septic, and meat can by means of it be kept for
a long time quite fresh, even in a tropical cli-

mate. It is made by evaporating and concen-
trating the juice, which is also mixed with
various aroniatics. The poisonous principle of
the juice is dissipated in the evaporation, so that
although the juice in a fresh state is readily
fatal to life, cassareep is perfectly safe and
wholesome. Cassareep is imported into Holland
and Britain, and remains unimpaired in quality
for several years.

CASABEGIb, ka'sa-ra'j^s, Giuseppe ]Makia.
Lorenzo (1G70-1737). An Italian jurist, born
in Genoa. He studied law at Pisa, and was an
auditor of the Rota (q.v.) at Siena and Florence.
He was an authority in commercial law, and was
one of the founders of the literature on that sub-
ject. His principal work is Diseursus legates de
eomnwrcio (2 vols., 1707; Vol. III., 1729).

CASAS GBANDES, ka'siis gran'dSs (Sp.,
great houses). A village in Chihuahua, Mexico,
150 miles northwest of the city of Chihuahua,
celebrated for the ruins of early Mexican build-
ings (iiap: Mexico, E 2). In* the vicinity are
artificial mounds from which have been excavat-
ed stone axes and various other prehistoric
utensils. Similar ruins are found near the Gila,
the Salinas, and the Colorado rivers.

CASAS, Las. See Las Casas.

CASATI, kA-sU't*, Gaetano (1838—). An
African explorer, bom at Lesmo in Upper Italy.
After studying at the Academy in Pavia he en-
tered the Italian Army in 1859 and served there
till 1879. On December 24th of that year he sailed
for Africa under commission from the Societil

d'Esplorazione Commerciale d'Africa. Upon
landing he immediately took up his explorations,
following the course of the Welle River and ex-
ploring the basin of the Bahr-el-Ghazjil. In 1882
he was held prisoner for some time by a native
chief; the following year he joined Emin Pasha
and was shut in with him by the Mahdi insur-
rection. After their release he became 'resident'
for Emin Pasha in the kingdom of Kabba Rega.
Although that monarch was at first friendly, he
Riibsequently seized Casati and condemned him to
death; the explorer, however, escaped to I>ake
Albert Nyanza. where Emin Pasha rescued him
in 1888. ' On December «, 1889, Casati reached
Zanzibar. Besides Reports, he has published

Died anni in Equatoria e ritomocon Emin Pa-
' scha (2 vols., 1891).

CASAU'BON, Rev. Edward. A character in
George Eliot's Middlemarch. He is a dreamer
whose supposed intellectual qualities so appeal
to the heroine of the storj- that she accepts him
as a husband. He soon proves himself to be not
the lofty idealist she had imagined, but merely
a self-centred pedant. See Brooke, Dorothea.

CASAU'BON, Fr. pron. kA'zA'bOx'', Isaac
(1559-1G14), A distinguished French classicist
and theologian, who with Joseph Scaliger (q.v.)
and Justus Lipsius (q.v.) formed the famous
triumvirate of Sixteenth Century classical
scholars. Casaubon was bom in Gteiieva, Febru-
ary 18, 1559. At the age of 23 he was appointed
professor of Greek in his native town at a
salary of £10 a year; in 1596 he was called to a
similar position in Montpellier, and two years
later was summoned to Paris by Henry IV. The
influence of the Catholic opponents of Casaubon
was strong enough, however, to prevent his re-
ceiving a professorship, and instead he was ap-
pointed royal librarian. After the murder of the
King, he felt his position insecure, and in 1610
crossed to England, where James I. received him
with favor, appointing him prebendary of Can-
terbury and Westminster. Casaubon was sharp-
ly attacked by his opponents because of the favor
the English King showed him, and he was
charged with having bartered his opinions for
position. He died in Westminster July 1, 1614,
and was buried in the great Abbey. Throughout
his entire life Casaubon was interested in theo-
logical studies, but his fame rests primarily on
his classical scholarship. He was possessed of
great industry, an excellent critical and gram-
matical sense, and skill in illustration and ex-
position. He was the first to treat in systematic
manner an important field of literary history.
This he did in his masterly work, De Satirica
Grwca Poesi et Romanorum Satira ( 1605, last
edition by Rambach, Halle, 1774). Most of
his labor was expended on the preparation of
editions and commentaries. The most important
of these were on Strabo (1587) ; Theophrastus's
Characterea (1592); Suetonius (1595); Persius
(1605, 4th ed., 1833, called bv Scaliger 'a divine
book'); Polybius (1609); Polytenus, the editio
p.rinceps (1589); and especially Athenseus
(1598), on the commentary of which he spent
ten years. Besides these, he edited Apuleius;
Aristotle; Aristophanes; the Historian Auguatm
Seriptores: Pliny the Younger, etc.; he also
made important contributions to the criticism
and intrepretation of Dionysius of Halicamas-
sus; Diogenes; Lagrtius; Theocritus, etc. His
theological interests gave rise to the works De
Libertate Ecclesiastica (1607) and Exercita-
tionea Contra Baroiiium (1614), in which he
attacked the Annales Ecelesinstici of Cardinal
Baronius

(
q.v. ) . All these works would naturally

appeal only to the scholar, but his characteristic
diary. Ephemeridcs. may l>e relished by the gen-
eral reader. It was edited by Russell (Oxford.
1850). Casaut>on's Letters were published in
Rotterdam, 1709.

The scholar lived on in his 8<hi, M£ric Casai'-
BON (1699-1071). b<irn in Geneva and e<lucated
at Sedan and Oxford, who e<Iited the works of
^larcus Aurelius, Terence, Epictetus, etc. Made
successively a prebend of Canterbury, a vicar of
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two t'lmrpos, a rector, he sulTered beoause of his
devotion to Charles I. At the Restoration, how-
ever, he ajfttin was in favor. He wrote De Enthu-
sifistno; liut perhaps his j^reatest work was the
pious preservation of his father's MS8. He died
at Oxford, where he had taught theology, and, at
the instance of Charles I., had received the de-
cree of IXK'tor of Divinity. Consult: Pattison,
Isaac Cusaubon, 2d ed. by Nettleship (Oxford,
1892) ; and Xazelle, Isaac Casaubon, sa vie et

ton tcmpa (Paris, 1807).

CASAT7LT, kii'zd', Sir Louis Napoleon
(1822— ). A Canadian jurist, bom at Saint
Thomas. He was admitted to the bar in 1847,
and from 1854 to 1858 was a menil)er, for Mont-
niagny, of the Canadian Legislative Assembly.
From 1807 to 1870 he represented Bellechasse
m the Canadian Hou.se of Commons. He was
profe-ssor of cimimercial and maritime law in
]>aval University from 1858 to 1891, and pui.sne

judge of the Su|')erior Court of Quebec in 1870-91.
In 1891 he became Assistant Chief Justice of the
court, and in 1894 Chief Justice. He was one
of the three commissioners appointed to adjust
accounts between Ontario and Quebec, and be-
tween those provinces and the Dominion.

CASBIN, kAz-bcn'. See Kasbin.
CASTA, Plblils Sebvilius. The one among

the assassins of Julius Caesar who, according to
Plutarch, struck the first blow. This was done
across the back of Caesar's neck with a short
sword, but the wound was not deadly, and the
finishing of the work was left to Brutus and
the others.

CASCADE. See Watebfall.

CASCADE RANGE. A range of mountains
in the western L niled States and Canada form-
ing a northward continuation of the Sierra Ne-
vada Range (Map: Washington, C 6). It begins
in Northern California near the Oregon boundary
and extends across the latter State and Wash-
ington into British Columbia, where the line of
elevations is continued by many small groups
which are deeply intersected and eroded by river
and lake systems. Its direction in the United
States is nearly north and south, parallel to the
Pacific Coast; in Oregon the main axis of eleva-
tions lies about 100 miles from the coast, while
in Washington the distance increases to 150
miles. The limits of the Cascade Range in Brit-
ish Columbia are not clearly defined. The name,
however, is commonly assigned to the entire pla-
teau region stretching across the province from
southeast to northwest, which is limited on the
east by the lofty ranges of the Rocky Mountains,
and on the west by the Island Range. The
southern section of the range is crossed by the
Columbia River and by the Klamath River,' both
of which have cut deep gorges. In British Co-
lumbia the Fra.ser River occupies an extensive
cafion, where it passes across the range to dis-

charge into the Strait of Georgia.
The Cascade Range in its southern section

is marked by extreme ruggedness of outline and
by some of the loftiest summits in the United
States. In the Shasta group of California,
which defines its limit to the south, are Mount
Shasta. 14,510 feet, and several other peaks over
10,000 feet in height. In Oregon, it includes
Mount Hood. 11,0.34 feet; Mount JeflFerson, 10.-

200 feet; and Mount Pitt. 9760 feet; while in
Washington is the magnifieent cone of Mount

Rainier (Mount Tacoma), 14,526 feet, with many
peaks of lesser altitude, including Mount Baker,
10.500; Moimt Saint Helens, 9750; and Mount
Adams, 9570 feet. The British Columbian sec-

tion contains no notable elevations, its character
being rather that of a plateau dissected by nu-
nierou« rivers, with a few prominences rising above
the surface to altitudes of 6000 or 7000 feet.

The loftier summits of the Cascade Range are
extinct volcanoes, and carry heavy snow-fields
and glaciers. Igneous and volcanic rocks with
Paleozoic strata constitute the central mass,
while later sediments form the flanks. Its

slopes, in part forested with firs, pine, and hard
wood, are drained by the Columbia, Klamath, and
Fraser rivers and by a large number of smaller
streams, all of which discharge finally into the
Pacific Ocean. See topography of Oregon,
Washinctox, and British Columbia.
CASCABA, k&s'kfi-rfl. See Cascarilla.

CASCABA SAGRADA, sj-i-grii'da (Sp.,
sacred bark), Chittkm Bakk, or Sacred Bark.
The bark of Khamnus I'urshiana, the Californian
buckthorn, a tree of the natural order Rham-
neae. The bark contains a crystallizable sub-

stance, eascarin; resins, a volatile oil, and malic,
tannic, and oxalic acids. A fluid extract of the
bark, as well as eascarin, is used for tha
relief of chronic constipation and also in gout.
After prolonged use of it, constipation is cured
in many cases, as its action is to increase the
peristaltic action of the muscular fibres of the
intestine. It is generally used in combination
with otlier laxatives, and it forms an ingredient
of n^any proprietary purgative medicines. See
Bark ; Bucktiiorx.

CAE'CARILTLA (Sp., little bark, dim. of

cascara, bark, husk, from cascar, to fall, from
I.at. cassnre, quassare, to shake, from quatire. to

shake; associated by popular etymologj' with
I.at. caderc, to fall ) . A name given in South
America to many difTerent kinds of bitter me-
dicinal barks which form articles of commerce.
Peruvian bark itself liears no other name in the
districts which produce it. The name cascarilla

is often used in medicine to denote the bark of

Croton eleuteria. This plant is a small shrub
found on the low hills of the Bahama Islands.

The bark contains an essential oil, cascarillin,

and a resin, and is a tonic, invigorating diges-

tion, and promoting the functions of the stomach.
In large doses it is very nauseating.

In medicine, cascarilla is used in the form of

an infusion or a tincture, in cases of fermenta-
tive dyspepsia, chronic bronchitis, and certain
fevers. It is one of the aromatic bitters, and
stimulates the appetite and the digestive powers,
increases the flow of the digestive juices, and
is a mild astringent.

CASCINE, ka-she'nft, Le. A park about two
miles long, in Florence, bordering the Amo. It is

laid out in fine walks and drives and is the
favorite afternoon resort of Florentine society.

CAS'CO BAY. A bay on the southwest coast

of Alaine, about 20 miles in width at its mouth,
from Bald Head on the east to Cape Elizabeth on
the west, and extending about 12 miles inland

(Map: Maine, C 8). The bay contains hundreds
of small islands, most of which are occupied as

summer resorts, and affords an excellent harbor.

Portland (q.v.) is located on the west side of

Casco Bay.
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CASE (Fr. casse, caisse, Catalan capsa,

Portug. caixa, from I.«t. capsa, box, from capere,

to take). A receptacle for type used in printing,

which is divided into compartments or 'boxes,'

«ach of which contains type of one character or

letter. A pair of cases consists of an upper and
a lower case: the upper one contains the capi-

tals, small capitals, and some other letters that

are only occasionally required; the lower one
holding the small letters, figures, spaces, and
most of the points. The places assigned to the
several letters of the alpliabet in the boxes of

the case are not precisely the same in all print-

ing-offices, but the differences are few. The dif-

ferent sizes of the boxes in the lower case depend
upon the comparative frequency with which the

several letters occur in composition, and the

position in the ease allotted to each letter is

such as to afford the greatest facility in com-
posing. The letter e, which is most used in the

English language, has a box much larger than

a
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commonly so tn'utfd, Imt tlie proconn is some-
tiiiiPH applied to lar^e objects. The articles are
first foniiod, and iN-ing heated to redness, are
sprinkled with a little powdered yellow prussiate

of potiish, and heate<l apiin. The result is that
the heat de<-niiiposes the pnissiate of potash, and
the lil>erat<-d (arl>on conihines with the iron,

lorniin;; a i-oatin>{ of steel on the surface of the

articles. A former mode of case-hardcninj? was
to heat the articles, alon^ with some minimal mat-
ter, such as the parings of horns and a little

tfmmion salt, from a half-hour to several hours.

After lH*inj» treated as descril>ed the articles were
cooled in cold water, or in oil when they were
of a delicate nature. Charcoal alone is also em-
ployed. Tile coatinjf of steel is very thin, seldom
e.\c«'dinj» one-sixteenth of an inch. Where a
thicker coating is necessary, the articles are
treated several times.

CASEIN, ka'sA-In (I^t. raseua, cheese). An
organic compoun<l allied to albumin, found in the
milk of the mammalia. The proportion of casein

in milk varies, but averages about 3 per cent.,

and it may be coagulated and separated there-

from by the addition of acetic acid or of a little

rennet, as in the manufacture of cheese (q.v.).

In either case the casein separates as curd,

which still retains attached to it some oil and
salts, though the greater portion of these sub-

stances, along with the sugar, remains in the
watery liquid or whey. The elementary bodies
which enter into the composition of casein, and
the proportion m which these are present in

100 parts, are—carbon, 53.83; hydrogen, 7.15;
nitrogen, 15.65; o.\ygen, 22.52; and sulphur,
0.85. Casein is not affected by heat as readily as
other albuminoid substances ; it is not coagu-
lated below tiie temperatures of 130°-150° C.

It forms insoluble precipitates with solutions of

the poisonous salts, acetate of lead, nitrate of

silver, and bichloride of mercury (corrosive sub-

limate), and hence the efficacy of taking large
doses of milk ih cases of poisoning by those
salts, as the casein in the milk, forming an in-

soluble compound with the poison, keeps it from
exerting its deadly powers.

A compound of casein with lime is now exten-
sively used in dyeing and calico-printing as a
substitute for albumin for the purpose of fixing

certain mineral colors. The compound is pre-

pared by dissolving casein in dilute ammonia
and adding lime to the solution. Solutions of

casein, together with borax, in water, have been
used as a substitute for gum arabic. See Pro-
tein.

CASE IS ALTEBED, The. A comedy by
Ben Jonson, produced in the winter of 1598-99,

and printed in quarto in 1609, and in folio in

1692. Its sources are the Captivi and the Aulu-
laria of Plautus. It received high praise from
the author's contemporaries, but soon lost its

appeal to the public. Consult Symonds, Life
of lien Jonson ('"English Worthies" series, Lon-
don, 1886).

CASELLI, kft-s^l'l^ Gi0VAT?Ni (1815-91). An
Italian physicist, bom in Siena. He was an
active popularizer of science, and established La
Rccreazione, a popular journal of physical
science ; but he is remembered chiefly as the in-

ventor of a form of electric telegraph, the 'pantele-

grapli,' which for years was in use in France.

CASETMEATE ( Vr., perhaps from It. coaa,
house, chamber -f inatta, fern, of matto, mad,
weak; provincial ly, dark; or possibly connected
with Sp. malar, to kill, from Lat. muctare, to
slaughter). Originally the ItMtp-holed gallery of
a bastion, constructed so that fire could be
directed on an enemy with the maximum of
effect and the minimum of risk. With the ad-
vent of shells, the term came to be applied to
the bomb-proof vaults of fortresses or defenses,
used for shelter purposes only. Casemate bat-
teries are bomb-proof vaults or galleries, con-
taining embrasures for the guns. The most
widely known examples of casemate batteries are
in the British fortress of Gibraltar (q.v.). See
FoBTiFic.\TioN : SiKGE; and SiE<iE Works. In
the latter article will be found illustrations of
casemates in trenches.

CASEMENT (abbreviation of incasementf
fnjm OK. cncasscmciil, casing, from Lat. capsa,
box, from capcre, to hold ) . A frame, or sash,
with hinges to open and shut, forming the
whole or part of the glazing of a window.
(Jerman and English casements are made to open
outward, and this is the usual form in the United
States. French casements have two meeting
leaves and open inward ; they are used principal-
ly as doors opening on balconies or verandas.
Also a name for a deep, hollow, circular piblding,
similar to the scotia of classical and the cavetto
of Italian architecture. Tlie easement is very
prevalent in the perpendicular style of Gothic
architecture (q.v.) and is sometimes enriched
with running foliage.

CASEBTA, kd-sCr'tA. An episcopal city in
south Italy, capital of the Province of Caserta,
and a military centre (Map: Italy, J 6). It is

21 miles north of Naples, of which it might be
called the Versailles or the Potsdam. The an-
cient town (Caserta Vecchia), founded in the
Eighth Century by the Lombards, is on the
slope of a hill and contains several deserted
palaces and the Twelfth-Century Church of San
Michele; the modern town (Caserta Nuova) is

on lower ground. Opposite the railway station
is the famous but now unoccupied roj'al palace,
built by King Charles III. and designed by Vanvi-
telli. to whom, in 1879, a marble statue was
erected by Onofrio Buccini. This magnificent
edifice, the construction of which was begun in

1752, forms with its four courts a huge rectangle,
whose south side is 830 feet long and 134 feet
high, and has 37 windows in each story.
Through the middle of the rectangle runs a
splendid colonnade 541 feet long, from the cen-
tre of which rises the beautiful marble stairway
with 116 steps. The chapel of the p>alace is

richly decorated in marble, imitation lapis
lazuli, and gold, and contains the "Presentation
in the Temple" by Mengs, an altar-piece by
Bonito, and five paintings by Conca. The theatre
of the palace has 40 boxes and 12 Corinthian
columns of African marble from the palace of
Serapis at Pozzuoli. Surrounding the rect-

angle are gardens laid out in the English
fashion and containing splendid waterfalls, foun-
tains, statues, and hedges. Water for the gar-
den is brought 26 miles from Mount Taburno by
an aqueduct which crosses the Maddaloni Val-
ley on a daringly constructed bridge, 1700 feet
long and 190 feet high. In the botanical gardens
trees from the colder north have been success-
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fully acclimated. In San Leucio, 2 miles north
of the railway station, are a royal silk-spinning

establishment and linen and tapestry weaving fac-

tories. In 18(50 Caserta was the headquarters of

Garibaldi and his army. The Province of Caserta
is the ancient Campania Felix. Population, in

1881, .31.000; in 1901, 33,000.

CASE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCE.
x\ technological institute, located in Cleveland,
Ohio. It was established in 1881 and was en-

dowed by I<eonard Case in 1887. Since that time
it has grown rapidly, having, in 1902, 126 pro-

fessors and instructors and a student enrollment
of 353. In addition to the original main build-

ing the scho<jl now has separate buildings for

chemistry, electrical engineering, mechanical en-

gineering, and astronom\'. The facilities and equip-
ment of the physical, chemical, electrical, mechan-
ical, and metallurgical laboratories are very com-
plete, and all departments are fully provided
with modern machinery and apparatus. Valu-
able museums are also being developed. The
courses of instruction include civil, mechanical,
electrical, and mining engineering, physics, chem-
istry, architecture, and. general science. Each
course requires four years and leads to the de-
gree of Bachelor of Science. Graduate courses
are also given. Secretary of Faculty, Prof.
Charles S. Howe.
CASE-SHOT. A projectile discharged from

cannon and consisting of a number of balls or
other particles inclosed in a case or covering from
which they are released either at the muzzle of
the gun or in flight. Case-shot consists either of
grape, canister, or shrapnel (qq.v.) and is used
for the most part at short ranges. See Aeth,-
LERY: ORriNANCE: and Projectiles.
CASEWORM, or Caddis-Woem. See Caddis-

Fly.
CA'SEY, Silas (1807-82). An American sol-

dier, bom at East Greenwich, R. I. He gradu-
ated from West Point in 1826, served in the
Seminole and Mexican wars, and for services in

the latter received the brevet rank of lieutenant-
colonel. In 1861, with the rank of brigadier-
general of volunteers, he organized and disci-

plined the recruits at Washington, D. C, and
later in the war saw service in the field and
distinguished himself at the battle of Fair Oaks.
From 18<i3 to 1865, he served as president of
the board appointed to examine candidates for
ollicers in the colored regiments, and in the latter
year he was brevetted major-general. He retired
in 1868. He published Infantry Tactics (2 vols.,

1861), and Infantry Tactics for Colored Troops
(1863).

CASEY, Thomas Li.ncoln (1831-96). An
American military engineer, born at Sacketts
Harbor, N. Y. He graduated at West Point in

1852, entered the engineer corps of the array,
and passed through all grades of the service
until, in 1888, he became chief of engineers and
brigadier-general. As superintending engineer
of public buildings and grounds in the District
of Columbia, he had charge of the Potomac
aqueduct, the completion of the Washington
Monument, and the State, War, and Navy De-
partment buildings, and the construction of the
Army Medical -Museum and Library. In 1889
Congress charged him with the duty of con-
structing the new Congressional Library Build-
ing.

CASGRAIN, kis'graN', Henri Raymond ( 1831
— ) . A Canadian historian, born at Rivifere Ouelle,

Quebec. He was educated at the College Sainte-

Anne, P. Q., studied theology at the Quebec
Seminary, and was ordained a priest in 1856.

He was a professor at Saint Anne's until

1859 and priest at the Basilica, Quebec, from
1860 until 1873. In 1889 he was elected presi-

dent of the Royal Society of Canada. Among
his works may be mentioned Legendes cana-
diennes (1861) ; L'Histoire de la Marie de I'ln-

cnrnntion (1864); Histoire de VHotel Dieii de
Quebec (1878) ; Biographies canadiennes (1885) ;

i'n pclerinage au pays d'Evangeline (1888) ; and
Montcalm et Levis (2 vols., 1891).

CASH. The unit of Chinese money, and sole

official coin of China. It is a small round copper
coin, with a square hole in the centre, and is

equal to about one-eleventh of a cent in United
States money.

CASH'EL (Ir. Carsiol, habitation in the
rock ) . A town in Tipperary County, Ireland,

105 miles southwest of Dublin (Map: Ireland,
D 4). It is irregularly built on the south
and east slopes of an isolated height, rising
abruptly from a rich and extensive plain, two
miles east of the river Suir. Cashel is a
Roman Catholic archdiocese. The ancient kings
of Munster resided here. On the summit of the
height, or 'Rock of Cashel,' are the most im-
posing ruins in Ireland. They consist of a
cathedral, the largest and most remarkable in
the country, founded 1169, burned 1495, and
afterwards repaired : a stone-roofed chapel, built
1 127 by Cormac McCarthy, King of Munster, and
the most perfect specimen of the kind in the
country: Hore Abbey, foimded in 1272; the
palace of the Munster kings; and a round tower
90 feet high and 56 in circumference. The round
tower is built of freestone, but the other ruins
of limestone. At Cashel, in 1172, the Irish
princes first acknowledged the authority of the
English King. Population, about 3000. Con-
sult White, Cashel of the Kings (2 vols., Clon-
mel, 1863-66).

CASHEW (kft-shiTu') NUT (Ger. Acajou-
nuss, Sp. cuyou, from Hind, kaju, kanju ) . The
fruit of a tree, Anacardium occidentale, of the
order Anacardiacea*. This is a spreading tree,

20 to 40 feet in height, and is a native of the
tropical parts of both hemispheres, perhaps
being primarily of American origin. It abounds
in a milky juice, which turns black on exposure
to the air, and is used for varnishing: but is

so acrid as to prodiice painful inflammation
when it comes in contact with the skin of some
persons, or when they are exposed to its fumes.
It is sometimes used to protect books and wood-
work against ants. The fruit of this tree is a
kidney-shaped nut about an inch long, seated on
the thicker end of a pear-shaped, fleshy stalk,
which varies in size from that of a cherry to a
medium-sized pear. The shell is double; the
outer shell is ash-colored and very smooth, and
between it and the inner shell is a very caustic
black juice. The kernel is oily, and very pleasant
and wholesome, and is in conmion use as an
article of food in tropical countries when roast-
ed, being made into puddings and in various
ways prepared for the table. In the West Indies
it is put into wine, particularly old Madeira
wine, to which it is thought to communicate a
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peculiarly agrpoable flavor, and for this us»e it is

soniotimpK imported into Great Britain. It is

also, for tho same reason, »onietinie« an in-

gredient in chocolnto. The fleshy stalk, some-

timoH called the cashew apple, varies in size, and
is white, yellow, or rod. It is })erfeotly free

from acridity, is acid and eatable, very pleasant

and n>freshin;f. and much used by the inhabi-

tants of the countries in which the tree prows.

A very pleasant vinous liquor is obtained from
it by fermentation: and this, by distillation,

yields a spiritous liquor which is highly esteemed

for its flavor. A gum which exudes from the

bark of a tree, quite distinct from the milky
juice already mentioned, is bland, and very simi-

lar to gum arable. For illustration, see Plate of

Carnations.

CASHGAB, kilsh-gUr'. See Kashoab.

CASHIBO, kA-she1)A. A savage and cannibal

trilH' of Tanoan stock, on the Pachitea tributary

of the upper I'cayali. Peru. They are said to

eat their old people at death, asserting that they

do this in preference to having them become food

for worms. Until recently they were at war
with the whites and with all other tribes, having
repeatedly killed the missionaries who attempted
to civilize them. They are said to be of remark-
ably light complexion. The men are bearded, and
wear long shirts. The women go entirely naked
until after marriage. The name signifies a 'bat.'

CASHIEBINO (OF. casser, to discharge,

from Lat. casfiare to destroy, from cassua,

empty). The annulling or cancellation of the
commission of a military or naval officer, as a
punishment. It is a very severe form of dis-

missal from the service, and usually is not re-

sorted to except in cases of disgraceful conduct.

It absolutely precludes reinstatement. See Ab-
TiCLEs OF War.

CASHMEBE, kAsh-mer'. See Kashmir.

CASH'MEBE GOAT, or Shawl-goat. See
Coat.

CASH BEGISTEB. See Calcxilatino
Machines.

CASIMIB. kasl-mer, properly Kazimiebz.
The name of a number of Polish princes and
kings.

—

Casimir I., the Restorer, King of Poland

( 1034-58) , was the son of the Polish King Miecis-

las II., and a German princess, Rixa, who ruled
during Casimir's minority. She excited opposi-

tion and the young Prince was driven from his

throne (about 1037). He was recalled, however,
after a few years through the mediation of the
German Emperor, Ilenrj' III. He strengthened
Christianity in his dominions, which he enlarged
by recovering Silesia from Bohemia. He married
the daughter of Vladimir the Great of Russia.—Casimib II., known as the Just, was the
yoimgest son of Boleslas III. He ruled over re-

united Poland from 1177 and died in 1194. Casi-
mir showed himself an able ruler in defending
the peasants from the oppression of the nobles.

He died much beloved by his subjects.

—

Casimib
III., the Great, was bom about 1310, and suc-

ceeded his father, I>adislas Lokietek, as King of
Poland, in 1333. His possessions were threat-
ened by the Teutonic Knights and the King of

Bohemia, but he succeeded in winning the friend-
ship of both. He added Red Russia to his
dominions in 1341, and repelled the Tartars who
threatened Poland. He gave the Bishop of Gali-

cia the title of metropolitan. He developed com-
merce, protected the Jews and Crermans, who
made many settlements in his domains, and im-

proved the condition of the peasants, so that he
is known as King of the I'easants. In 1304 he
founded tlie University of Cracow, after the

model of Bologna, and it soon became the second
university of Central Europe. He reconstructed

the whole administration, and made Poland a
power in Europe. He had three wives and two
mistresses, one a .Jewess. Casimir was the last of

the dynasty of the Piasts.

—

Casimir IV. (1427-

02), king of Poland and (Jrand Duke of Lithu-
ania, was the son of Ladislas Jagellon. The
Poles, after the death of King Ladislas III. in

the disastrous battle of Varna, in 1444, invited

his brother, Casimir, to accept the crown. This
he did reluctantly in 1447. His determination
to strengthen the royal power led to a tiireat

of deposition by the nobles, and from that time
Poland becnnie more and more an aristocracy.

Casimir waged a long war with the Teutonic
Knights, who W'ere compelled in the Treaty of

Thorn (1400) to cede West Prussia to Poland
and to render homage for East Prussia. In this

reign Latin became the oflicial language and part

of the curriculum of the schools. Of his six

sons, three succeeded each other on the throne
of Poland, the eldest became King of Bohemia
and Hungarj', a second was made a cardinal, and
a third was canonized by Paul V.

CASIMIB-PilBIEB, kA'z^'m^r' pi'ryft', Jeaw
Paul Pikrbe ( 1847— ) . President of the French
Republic in 1894 and 1895. He was born in

Paris, November 8, 1847. His father, Auguste
Casimir-Pfrier, was Minister of the Interior in

the administration of Thiers, and his grand-
father was Premier under Louis Philippe. Jean
Paul Casimir - Perier was decorated with the
Legion of Honor for his conduct in the Franco-
Prussian War. After the war he entered the
public service, and held office in the Depart-
ment of the Interior, of which his father was
then head. He was elected to the Chamber of
Deputies in 1874, and from December, 1877, to
January, 1879, servetl as under secretary in the
Departments of Public Instruction and War.
Because of the traditions of his family, he was
regarded as having Orleanist leanings, but he
always actetl as a moderate republican. In
1890 he was elected vice-president of the Cham-
ber of Deputies, and in 1893 he became president
of the Chamber, resigning December 3, when he
became president of the Council and Prime Min-
ister under President Carnot. The Ministry over
which he presided distinguished itself by its firm
attitude at a period of great disorder. He re-

signed May 22, 1894, and on June 27 he was
elected, on the first ballot, to succeed the mur-
dered Carnot as President of the Republic. He
surprised the world by resigning, January 15,

1895, and retiring from public life. He had been
embarrassed by factional politics, and he chafed
at the restrictions imposed by the French Con-
stitution upon the President. His own minis-
ters snubbed him, and even transacted important
business of State without consulting him. Many
rumors were in circulation afterwards connecting
his resignation with the Dreyfus case, and com-
plications with Germany growing out of the lat-

ter. The ex-President appeared as a witness in

the Zola trial, a sequel to the Dreyfus affair,

but the rulings of the court shut out all his
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testimony that was of any importance or public
interest.

CASINO, kji-s€'n6 (It. dim. of casa, house,
Lat. casa, cottage). In Italy, a place for social

reunions. The Italian nobles have long had
casinos detached from the palaces in which they
live, whither they can retreat and enjoy them-
selves, and it is probable that the public casi-

nos were the result of an attempt made by the
middle classes to imitate their superiors. At the
present time a casino is usually a place where
musical or dancing soirees are held, containing
a conversation-room, billiard-room, and caf6; but
the name is very indefinitely applied in the United
State-J.

CASINO. See Cassino.

CASINO. MoxTE. See Moxte Cassixo.

CASTiON, William (1692-1766). An Eng-
lish ty|)efounder, born at Bradley, Worcester-
shire. He was recognized as the greatest stamp-
cutter and type-founder of his day. The library
of the American Antiquarian Society, at Worces-
ter, Mass., contains the earliest specimen of his
printing-types in book form. It is entitled, A
Specimen of Printing Types by William Caslon
and Son (1763).

CASOBIA, ka-s6'r^-a. A city in south Italy,
6 miles north of Naples. It has many churches,
and beautiful streets (Map: Italy, E 10). The
district produces silk and wine. Population, in
1881 (commune), 10,000; in 1901, 12,905.

CAS'PAB. In Weber's opera Der Freischiltz,
an archer who, having sold him.self to the Black
Huntsman, is killed at the shooting-match by
ilax with one of the magic bullets given him by
the devil.

CASPABI, ki-spa'r*, Karl Pacl (1841-92).
A German Lutheran theologian and Orientalist.
He was bom, of Jewish parents, in Dessau, An-
halt, studied in Leipzig and Berlin, became a
convert to Christianity in 1838. and was ap-
pointed instructor of theology in the University
of Christiania, Norway, in 1847. In 1857 he
was made full professor. He wrote many philo-
logical and theological works, and made an espe-
cial study of the so-called ecumenical creeds.
His principal publications are the Grammatica
Arabica (1844-48), and Alte und netic Quellen
zur Geschichte des Taufsymbols und der Glau-
bensregel (1879).

CASFE, kJi'spA. A town in the Province of
Saragossa, Spain, at the conlluence of the Ebro
and Guadeloupe, 50 miles southeast of Saragossa
(Map: Spain, E 2). It has a fine Gothic col-
lege building, an ancient castle, and several eccle-
siastical establishments. Olive and mulberry
trees are extensively cultivated, and coal and
iron are mined in the neighborhood. A congress
of Aragonians, Catalonians, and Valencians as-
8eml)l«-(l ]wrc in 1412 to settle the royal succes-
sion. Population, in 1901, 7808,

CASPEB, kils'por, Joiiaxx Ludwto (1796-
18«)4). A German physician. He was bom in
Berlin, and studied at the university of that
city and in Halle and G«>ttingen. In 1820 he
became lecturer in the University of Berlin, and
in 1839 full professor. From 1841 he was in
charge of the medico-legal institute connected
with the university. He exertetl great influence,
and his advice was constantly .sought by the
Government. His Hcitrage zur mrdizin'ischen

Statistik und. Staatsarsneikunde (1825-37) marks
the first serious attempt at the establishment of
a science of medical statistics. This work was
followed by the Denkwurdigkeiten zur medi-
zinifiehen Statistik und Staatsarzneikunde, by
which Caspar established himself as a high au-
thority on this subject. A later work, entitled
Praktisches Handburh der gerichtlichen Medizin,
has passed through eight editions.

CASTIAN SEA (translation of Lat. Mare
Caspium, Gk. Kcunria OdXaurtra, Kaspia thalassa,
Kdffiriov Tfkayos, Kaspion pelagos) . A tideless
inland sea or salt lake lying on the boundary
between Europe and Asia, and bordered on the
north by the Russian provinces of Astrakhan
and Uralsk, on the east by Uralsk and Russian
Turkestan, on the south by Persia, and on the
west by Persia, Transcaucasia, northern Cauca-
sia, and Astrakhan. It extends about 700 miles
in a north to south direction, and has a width
varying from more than 100 to nearly 300 miles,
and an area estimated at 170,000 square miles.
The coast line is diversified by numerous cape.s,

and by several bays or gulfs, of which the most
prominent are Czarevitsa Bay and Kara Bugaz
Gulf, on the east coast. The depression occupied
by the Caspian Sea is a part of a great basin
which in recent geological times included the
Aral Sea and the Black Sea, and probably con-
nected by an arm with the Arctic Ocean. The
northern part of the Caspian depression is shal-

low, the depth of water being generally less

than 75 feet, but in the southern part, where the
shore line conforms to the slopes of the Great
Balkan, the Elburz, and the Caucasus Mountains,
the depth reaches 2000 feet, and in places even
3000 feet. According to recent measurements, the
water-level is about 97 feet below that of the
Black Sea, and while rising and falling period-
ically with the sea.sons, it experiences no ap-
preciable permanent change. The waters in the
southern part are saline, but in the northern
shallow portion they are sufficiently fresh to
freeze over in winter. The Caspian Sea receives
the drainage of the Volga, whose basin covers an
area of 500,000 square miles ; of the Ural, Emba,
Kur, and of many less important rivers. Accord-
ing to historical records, the Amu Darya also has
been a feeder of the Caspian Sea, although now
it flows into the Aral Sea. The Caspian Sea is

of great commercial importance to the Russian
Empire, as it forais, with the Volga River, a
natural waterway between the European and
Asiatic provinces. Communication has been es-

tablished with the Baltic Sea by way of the
Volga by means of canals. The great oil-fields

on the Apsheron Peninsula, near Baku, thus find

an outlet to northern Europe, while the crude
and refined petroleum is also shipped by rail or
transported through a pipe-line to Batum, on
the Black Sea. The Caspian Sea has great sal-

mon and sturgeon fisheries. The presence of
seals and herring is an interesting zoological phe-
nomenon. The most important Russian towns
on the Caspian Sea are Astrakhan, at the eni-

iMiuchure of the Volga, Baku, Petrovsk, and
Krasnovodsk, the last mentioned being the west-
ern terminal of the Transcaspian railway. En-
zeli, Khorrema, and Aliabad are Persian jmrts.

CASQUE, kAsk. See Helmet.

CASS, George Washington (1810-88). An
American engineer and railway president. He
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wa« bom at Dresden, Muskinjfum County. Ohio,

graduated in 1S3-' at the I'nited States Military

Academy, and re.Hijjned from the army in 1836

with the rank of first lieutenant of infantry.

Between 1840 and 1S.')4 he was active in extend-

ing and perfeetinp the service of the Adams
Express Company from Boston to the South and
West, and in 1859-02 was president of the

company. He was i)re8ident fn)m 1802 to 1884

of the Pittsburg. Fort U'ayne and Chicago Rail-

way, from 180» to 1874 of the Grand Rapids and
Indiana Railwoy, and from 1871 to 1873 of the

Northern Pacillc Railway. Shortly after his

resignation from the army he was appointed

to the engineer corps employed in the construc-

tion of the national road ; and in connection with
that work he erected over Dimlap's Creek, Pa.,

what is saiil to have Iw^n the first cast-iron

bridge built in the United States.

CASS, Lewis (1782-1866). An American
statesman. He was born on (Jctober 9, 1782, at

Exeter, X. H., and was the son of Jonathan
Cass, a blacksmith by trade, who joined the

Revolutionary Army, rose to the rank of cap-

tain before the close of the war, reentered the

military service, removed to Ohio, and attained

the rank of major. The son attended Phillips

Exeter Academy, taught school for several

months at Wilmington, Del., and followed his

father to Marietta, Ohio, in 1799 or 1800. He
studied law in the oHice of R. J. Meigs, later

Governor of Ohio, was admitted to the bar in

1802. and in 1804 was elected prosecuting at-

torney of Muskingum County. Two years later

he was elected a member of the Ohio Legislature,

and in the same year married a daughter of

the Revolutionary leader General Spencer. As a
memlx'r of the Legislature, Cass was active in the
advocacy of measures to thwart the intrigues

of Aaron Burr (q.v.), and, in recognition of his

services. President Jefferson appointed him in

1807 to a Federal marshalship, which he held for

six years. In the War of 1812 Cass entered the
service as colonel of Ohio volunteers, took part
in Hull's disastrous attempt to invade Canada,
strongly condemned that officer's surrender of

Detroit, and was the chief witness against the
defendant in the Hull court-martial at Albany,
Is. Y. (See Hcll, William.) He was ap-

pointed major-general of Ohio militia in Decem-
ber, 1812, a colonel in the regular army in

February, 1813, and a brigadier-general in the
regular army in March, 1813; took an active

part in the campaign of 1813 under General
Harrison (q.v.), and on October 29 of that year

• was appointed Governor of the Territory of
Michigan. Relations with the English and the
Indians, as well as the internal conditions of a
frontier territory, made the office particularly
burdensome and enhanced the value of his ser-

vices therein. During his long term of office he
, administered the aflfairs of the territory under
his jurisdiction (which even after the organiza-
tion of Indiana in 1818 included all the land
as far west as the Mississippi and north of the
northern line of Illinois) with the greatest abil-

ity and good judgment, making as many as
twenty-two important treaties with the Indians,
establishing an orderly and efficient civil govern-
ment, and steadih' upholding the dignity of the
national Government against the frequent and un-
warranted encroachments of the British author-
ities in Canada. In 1831, upon the reorganizja-

ticm of Jackson's Cabinet, he was appointed Sec-

retary of War, which office he held during the

Black Iluwk and first Semfnole wars and the

nullification movement in South Carolina. In

1830 he was sent by Jackson as Minister to

France, and during his residence in Paris at-

tracted attention abroad, besides winning great
popularity at home, by protesting vigorously
against the quintuple treaty for the sup|)n'ssion

of the slave trade, which involved the right of

search, and which, owing largely to the influence

of Cass, the French Government refused to rati-

fy. He resigned in 1842, owing to his emphatic
disapproval of the Ashburton Treaty just nego-
tiated by the Secretary of State, Mr. Webster.
He was informally proposed for the Presidency
as early as 1842, but although, by favoring the

annexation of Texas, he placed himself in har-

mony with the controlling element of his party,

he failed to secure the Democratic nominaticm
in 1844. Michigan, in the following February,
elected him to the United States Senate, where
he upheld the extreme American claims to the
territory of the far Northwest. He opposed the
Wilmot Proviso (q.v.) as untimely, and in a
letter of December 24, 1847, to Mr. A. O. P.

Nicholson, of Nashville, Tenn., first definitely

formulated the doctrine which later became
known as that of 'squatter sovereignty.* The
Democratic Convention of 1848 nominated him
for the Presidency, but the Van Burenites, or
'Barnburners' (q.v.), of New York, bolted the
Democratic ticket, and the Whig candidate. Gen-
eral Taylor, was elected.

In January, 1849, Cass was elected to the
Senate, to fill the vacancy caused by his own
resignation upon entering the Presidential cam-
paign, and two years later he was again elected
for the full term. He favored Clay's compro-
mise measures of 1850 (q.v.) upheld the Fugitive
Slave I^aw (q.v.), and went with those of his

party who voted for the Kansas-Nebraska Bill. He
was a candidate for the Presidential nomination
in the Democratic Convention of 1856, and his
defeat was intensified by the election in Michi-
gan of a Legislature strongly Republican, which
resulted in his retirement from the Senate. Pres-
ident Buchanan called him to the Cabinet as
Secretary of State, an office which he resigned
in December, 1800, upon the President's refusal
to reinforce the forts at Charleston, S. C. His
closing years were spent in Detroit, where he
was a pronounced supporter of the Union in the
face of those who were at war against it. He
died in Detroit, June 17, 1866, in his eighty-
fourth year.

His latest biographer, McLaughlin, estimates
his character in the following words: "He was
a great American statesman, building up and
Americanizing an important section of his coun-
try, struggling in places of trust for the recog-
nition of American dignity and for the develop-
ment of generous nationalism. With the great
slavery contest his name is inseparably con-
nected; he stood with Webster and Clay for
Union, for conciliation, for the Constitution as
it seemed to be established. He was one of those
men whose broad love of country and pride in

her greatness, however exaggerated, however
absurd it may seem in these days of cynical self-

restraint, lifted her from coloniali-sm to nation-
al dignity, and imbued the people with a sense
of their power." He has frequently been called
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a 'dough-face,' and a •Northern man with South-

ern principles,' but, though he appears to have

courted tlie Southern vote, his attitude seems

never to have been one of weak subserviency.

His persistent and thorough distrust and dislike

of Great Britain^ his belief in the doctrine of

'manifest destiny,' and the fact tliat he belonged

to the older school of conservative statesmen,

who put the integrity of the Union before

everything else, are perhaps truer explanations

of his political career." Besides numerous maga-
zine articles on Western and Indian affairs, he

published Inquiries Concerning the History,

Traditions, and Languages of the Indians Living

Withia the United States (1823), and France:

Its King, Court, and Government (1840).

Throughout his life he was deeply interested in

American history, and his various publications

are still of value, '"real additions to knowledge,"

says his biographer. He was also an outspoken

advocate of temperance. His life has been writ-

ten in the American Statesmen Series, by An-
drew C. McLaughlin (Boston, 1891), who studies

his career as that of a "representative pioneer

in the old Northwest," one of the chief purposes

of the volume being to show the development of

that region and to trace the growth of its polit-

ical life, l^efore the death of General Cass,

W. L. G. Smith wrote the Life and Times of

Lewis Cass (New York, 1856), in the prepara-

tion of which he had access to a diary which was
kept by Cass on a tour in the Levant. School-

craft published the Outlines of Cass's Life and
Character (Albany, 1848) ; and Young, the Life

and Public Service of Qen. Letois Cass (Detroit,

1852).

CASSABA, kSs-sa'ba, or KASSABA. A
town in Asia Minor, 36 miles east of Smyrna
(Map: Turkey in Asia, B 3). It carries on a
flourishing trade with the surrounding district

in cotton, silkworms, and melons. In 1865 a

large portion of the town was destroyed by fire,

and in the same j'ear there were many deaths

from cholera. Population, about 23,000, three-

fourths of whom are Mohammedans.

CASSAQNAC, k^'sa'nyak'. See Gbanier de
<'assa(;.\ac'.

CASSAN'DEB (Gk. KdcraavSpoi, Kassandros)
(c.354-297 n.c). King of Macedonia, the son of

Antipater. His first appearance in history is in

n.c. 323. when he was sent to Alexander in Baby-
lon to defend Antipater against the false accu-

sations of his enemies. On this occasion he
incurred the displeasure of the Macedonian King
by laughing in his presence at the Persian cus-

tom of prostration. After the death of Alexan-
der, he was made ehiliarch with Seleucus, and
continued in this office after Antigonus became
commander-in-chief. When Antipater, who was
in charge of Macedonia, died in B.C. 319, he

appointed, not Cassander, but Polysperchon. an
old comrade-in-arms, as his successor. Cassan-

der deteniiined to contest the succession, and
took refuge with Antigonus in Asia. Polysper-

chon joined with Olympias, the mother of Alex-

ander. When Cassander appeared in Greece,

many states joined his standard. He finally

secured possession of Olympias, Roxana, and the

young son of Alexander, and, after putting to

death the first and imprisoning the others, he
married, in n.c. 316, Thessalonica, the sister of

Alexander. It was in honor of Thessalonica that

he built and named the town of Thessalonica in

Macedonia. The next year he rebuilt Thebes,

which had been destroyed by Alexander, and
immediately after entered upon a war with Anti-

gonus. Peace was concluded in B.C. 312, and
scon after Cassander strengthened his position

as supreme ruler in Macedonia by causing Rox-
ana and her son to be put to death. Later he
joined forces with Lysimachus, Ptolemy, and
Seleucus, to oppose Antigonus, and Antigonus
was defeated and slain at the battle of Ipsus in

B.C. 301. By this victory Cassander secured
Macedonia and Greece. In 297 he was succeeded
by his son Philip.

CASSAN'DBA (Gk. KaaadvSpa, Kassandra).
In the Homeric poems, the daughter of Priam
and Hecuba, carried to Greece by Agameumon,
and there murdered by Clytemnestra. Other
early epics told how at the capture of Troy she

fled to the temple of Athena and clasped the

image of the goddess, whence she was torn by the

Locrian Ajax, who paid dearly for his sacrilege.

She first appears as a prophetess in Pindar. Ac-

cording to one version she and her brother, Hele-

nus, were left in the inclosure sacred to the

Thymbraean Apollo, and during the night their

ears were licked by snakes, whereby they ac-

quired prophetic hearing. The usual version,

however, told how Apollo had loved her, and gave
her prophetic art, but when she refused to keep
her promise and yield to his suit, he took away
all belief in her prophecies. Accordingly, her

warnings against the keeping of Helen and the

admittance of the wooden horse were disregarded.

The story of her return with Agamemnon and her

murder by Clytemnestra is told in the Agamem-
non of ^schylus. Later writers added many
details by introducing Cassandra into many of

the scenes attending the siege and capture of

Troy.

CASSANO AL JONIO, kds-sji'nd &l yo'n*-6.

A city in south Italy, 42 miles north of Cosenza.

It has sulphur springs, a cathedral, an Episcopal

seminary, and an ancient castle in the heart of

the city on an imposing mass of rocks from
which is a splendid view of the valleys of the

Coscile and the Crati, the ancient Sybaris and
Crathis (Map: Italy, D 2). The Torre di Milo

is pointed out as tlie tower whence was thrown
the stone that killed T. Anius Milo, who was
besieging Cosa (Cassanum) for Pompey. The
country produces large quantities of olive oil.

Popula'tion, in 1881 (commune), 9000; in 1901,

8700.

CASSANO D'ADDA, kAs-sil'nd dAd'da. A
town in north Italy on the right bank of the

Adda, 16 miles east of Milan (Map: Italy, L 8).

It has silk-factories, and has been the scene of

three bloody battles—the first in 1158, between

the Milanese and Emperor Frederick; the sec-

ond, August 16, 1705, when the French under

the Duke of Vendflme inflicted on Prince Eugfene

his only defeat; the third. April 27, 1799. when
the Russians and Austrians under Suvaroff de-

feated the French under Moreau. Population

(commune), in 1881, 7000; in 1901, 8782.

CASSABD, kfts'silr', Jacques (1672-1740). A
French naval olTicer. bom in Nantes. During the

famine of 1709, while commanding two ships

in the Mediterranean, he successfully convoyed

through the English squadrons twenty-six trans-

ports laden with wheat Iwught in Barhary and
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bound for Marseilleu. In 1710 he released a con-

voy of wheat blockaded in Sicily by an English

fleet, and safely brought it to Toulon ; and two
years later, with eight vessels, he attacked the

Portuguese colonies for ransom, and after seiz-

ing Saint Eustache sailed for Martinique with
spoil of great value. In 1713 Cassard was
declared by Duguay Trouin to be the greatest

mariner of his day. Afterwards he became in-

volved- in a quarrel with Cardinal Fleury, by
whom he was ai>cused of irregularity in his ac-

counts, was imprisoned, and died after a cap-

tivity of fifteen years.

CASSAS, Loiis Francis (1750-1827). A
Frcnc-h colU'ctor and designer, born in Azay-le-

Ferron (Indre). He was a great traveler, and
during his journeys made drawings of the vari-

ous views, buildings, and monuments that he had
seen. These were published in several volumes:
Voyage pittoreaque de la Syrie, de la Phcnicia,

dc la Palestine ct de la Uasse-Egypte {1799;
incomplete) ; Voyage pittoresque de Vlstrie et

dc la Dalmatie (1802); and others. He after-

wards prepared a collection of models of cele-

brated buildings and examples of architecture

which was bought by the Government for the
institute. For eleven years Cassas was chief

inspector of the Gobelins' manufactory in Paris.

CASSATION (Fr.,from Lat. casaare, to annul,
from caaaus, empty), Court of. The supreme
judicial tribunal of France. In French law the
act of annulling the decision of a court is called

caasation, and the function of cassation, as re-

gards the judgments of all the other courts, is

assigned to a special tribunal, called the Court
of Cassation. The present organization and pow-
ers of the court date from the Constitution of

the revolutionary year VIII. (1799-1800), which
enacted that there should be "for the whole of

France a tribunal of cassation, which shall pro-

nounce on demands for cassation against judg-
ments in the last resort pronounced by the
tribunals," and that this supreme tribunal shall

pronounce no judgment on the foundation or
merits of the cause, but that, in case of its break-
ing the judgment pronounced, it shall remit the
cause to the tribunal appealed from to pronounce
another. Substantially the institution has re-

tained its original character, notwithstanding all

the changes of government which have occurred
in France. The demand for cassation can be
made only by the parties to the suit, or by the
procureur-g^niral of the Court of Cassation, act-

ing in the public interest. Criminal as well as
civil judgment may be reviewed by the court,
even under certain circumstances the judgments
of justices of the peace and of courts-martial,
military and naval. The delay allowed for bring-
ing a civil case before the Court of Cassation is

three months for persons domiciled in France,
six months for those in Corsica, a year for Amer-
ican colonists, and two for all persons resident
beyond the Cape of Good Hope. In criminal
matters the procedure is much more prompt,
three full days only being allowed to the person
condemned to bring his action of cassation, and
the same space being given to the proeureur-
pPn^ral. In all criminal and police cases, the
Court of Cassation may pronounce judgment im-
mediately after the expiration of this time, and
must do so within a month. The court is divided
into three sections, one of which deals exclusively
with criminal matters. It consists of a presi-

dent, who has the title of firat president, and
three vice-presidents, who are called presidents,
45 counselors or ordinary judges, a procureur-
g6nf>ral, or public prosecutor, G substitutes, who
have the title of advocates-general, and several

inferior oflicers. The presidents and counselors
are named by the executive for life, the other
oflicers being removable at pleasure. No judg-
ment can be pronounced unless eleven judges are
present, the decision being determined by the
majority. Where the numbers are equally di-

vided, five judges are called in, and cases of pecu-
liar difficulty may be judged of by the three
sections united. The whole court, when presided
over by the Minister of Justice, possesses also the
right of discipline and censure over all judges
for grave offenses, not specially provided for by
the law. When thus constituted, the Court of
Cassation may suspend the judges of the im-
perial courts from the exercise of their functions,
and call them to its bar. The procureur-g6n6ral
of tlie Court of Cassation likewise possesses a
8ur\'eillance over the procureurs-gfmCraux of
the imperial courts. See Appeal; Coubt.

CASSATT', Alexander Johnston (1839— ).

An ^Vmerican railway president, born in Pitts-

burg, Pa. He studied at Heidelberg and at the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and from 1861
to 1882 rose in the service of the Pennsylvania
Railway from rodman to first vice-president. In
1899 he became president of the Pennsylvania
Company.
CAS'SAVA, Mandioc, or Manioc (Neo-Lat.,

Fr. casaave, Sp. casabe, cazabe, from Haytian
kaaabi) , Manihot utilisaima. A large, shrub-
by plant Ix^longing to the order Euphorbiaceae.
Cassava is the West Indian name, and is used
in the United States; manioc, or mandioc, the
Brazilian; and in Peru and other parts of South
America, it is called juca, or yucca. It is a
native of tropical America, commonly grown in

equatorial South America, in Central America,
and the West Indies, where it was a chief source

of food to the natives at the time of the dis-

covery of America. Cassava is now also exten-

sively grown in Africa, and has been introduced
into other tropical countries. In the United
States it is cultivated in Florida. The plant
grows in a bushy form usually 6 to 8 feet

high and with a spread of about the same
dimensions. The brittle stems, containing a
large, soft, white pith, spread out into many
crooked branches bearing the green flowers and
the broad, dark green, palmately divided leaves.

Cassava grows best on light, sandy, dry soils.

It is propagated by cuttings from the stems and
branches, which are dropped into furrows and
covered. The crop, cultivated with the imple-

ments used in the cultivation of corn, matures
in about seven months. The roots are harvested
by hand. They are large, usually from one to
three inches thick and from one to three feet

long. For illustration, see Plate of Carnations.
Two varieties of Cassava are recognized, the

poisonous and the non-poisonous, also called

bitter and sweet cassava. The poisonous prin-

ciple is hydrocyanic acid, which is contained
in the juice of the plant. Both varieties yield

a Avholesome food, the volatile poison being
driven off by heat in the process of preparation.
In South America a sauce and an intoxicating
beverage are prepared from the juice, while the
root, grated, dried on hot metal plates, and
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powdered, forms the food commonly known there

as farinah (Portuguese for meal). It is made
into thin cakes by the action of heat, which
softens and agglutinates the particles of starch.

The starch of cassava separated in the ordinary
manner from the^ fibre is the Brazilian arrow-
root of commerce. This starch, dried quickly
under tiie action of intense heat when in a semi-
solid and moist condition, agglomerates into

small irregular masses and then forms the well-

known article of food called tapioca. In Florida,
where sweet cassava is grown, the roots are
grated and used directly as a food for man. They
are also fed to stock, and serve as a raw material
in the manufacture of starch and glucose.

Fekding Value, The peeled root of fresh

Florida-grown cassava contains on an average,
61.3 per cent, of water, 31.0 per cent, of carbo-

hydrates, largely starch, and a little protein, fat,

and crude fibre. Cassava flour, made in Florida,

contains about 11 per cent, of water and 65 to

70 per cent, of starch, in addition to small
amounts of protein, fat, crude fibre, sugar, gum,
ash, etc. Cassava starch, like other starch, con-

tains some moisture. The food value of cassava-
roots and the products made from them depend
principally upon carbohydrates, and especially

upon starch content. As a food for man or
animals, it is evident that these materials
should be supplemented by nitrogenous foods to
obtain a well-balanced ration. Cassava is fed to
hogs and steers, and sometimes to cows.

CASSAY'. See :NUxipub.

CASSEL, kas'sel. Until 1866 the capital of

the former Electorate of Hesse, now the capital

of the Prussian Province of Hesse-Nassau, pleas-

antly situated on both sides of the Fulda. here
navigable, in latitude 51° 19' N. and longitude
9° 29' E., about 35 miles southwest of Gottin-
gen (Map: Prussia, C 3).

Tlie town consists of the Altstadt, the Ober-
neustadt,and the newHohenzollem quarter, all on
the left bank of the river, and of the Untemeu-
stadt on the right bank. The streets of the old
town are crooked and narrow, but those of tlie

newer portion are regular and broad and among
the handsomest in Germany. The principal
f^treet is the Kiinigsstrasse, the upper and lower
sections of which are separated by the circular

Konigsplatz, remarkable for its echo. On the
Friedrichsplatz, the largest square in Germany,
are the old Electoral Palace, erected in 1769 and
enlarged in 1821, and the ^Museum Fridericia-

num, built in 1769 by Landgrave Frederick II.,

with a collection of ancient sculptures and plas-

ter casts. In the same building is the provincial

library of 170,000 volumes and many valuable
^ISS., including the Hildebrandslied, dating from
the Ninth Century. The brothers Grimm were
librarians here from 1814 to 1830. One of the

handsomest buildings in the town is the new
Picture Gallery, of red sandstone, finished in

1877. It contains a fine collection of paintings

accumulated by Landgrave William VII 1. The
Flemish and Dutch schools are jtarticularly well

represented, there being many fine paintings by
Van Dyck, Rembrandt, and Hals. Among the

other notable buildings are Saint Martin's
Church, the post-office, and the Court Theatre,

of which laidwig Spohr was for some years con-

ductor. Cassel is the seat of the provincial and
district government and of the supreme provin-

cial court. The town's afi'airs are administered
by a municipal council of 48 and an executive
board of 21 members. There is a paid as well
as a volunteer fire department. The cost of keep-
ing the streets clean is borne by the property-
owners. There is a modem sewerage system and
a copious water-supply, and tlie town owns and
operates gas-works, an electric-light plant, and a
slaughter-house.

In 1^98 the municipal budget balanced at
about $2,500,000. The assets of the city were
nearly $6,000,000, the debts about $3,500,000.
The schools require a considerable portion of the
revenues. There are numerous educational insti-

tutions, including two gymnasia, three municipal
high schools, and a score of technical schools.

There are many hospitals and. other charitable
institutions. The industries include the manu-
facture of locomotives, machinery, ironware, sur-

gical and other scientific instruments, etc. Cas-
sel has excellent railway facilities, and two elec-

tric street railway lines serve to accommodate
the city traffic. It is the seat of a United States
consulate. Population, in 1890, 73,000; in 1900,

106,000. To the west of Cassel and connect-

ed with it by steam tramway lies the Palace
of Willielmshohe, erected in the latter part of

the Eighteenth Century, in which Napoleon III.

was detained as a prisoner from the fall of Sedan
to the close of the Franco-Prussian War. Wil-
helmshiihe is famous for its artificial cascades.

The history of the town dates from the year 913,

when, under the name of Chassala, it was the
residence of King Conrad I. It received its first

municipal rights in ih& Thirteenth Century from
the Landgraves of Thuringia. In the Seven
Years' War it was several times captured by
the French. In 1807 it was made the capital of

the newly formed Kingdom of Westphalia. In
1866 it was occupied by Prussian troops, and
became a part of Prussia.

CASSEL, David (1818-93). A German his-

tcrian. He was born in Glogau, of Jewish
parentage, and was educated in Breslau and
Berlin. From 1846 until the time of his death
he was associated with several of the leading

•Jewish institutions of learning in Berlin. He
was a prolific and very popular author, and
published the following valuable contributions

to Jewish literature: (leschichte der jiidischen

Litteratur (1873); Hebraisch-deutsches Worter-
iuch (1891); Leitfaden fur den Unterricht in

der jiidischen Gcschichte und Litteratur (9th

ed., 1895. His editions of the Kusari by Judah
Hallevi, and of the Manor Enanim by A. dei

Rossi, are also highly esteemed.

CASSEL, Paulus Stephanus (1821-92). A
German author of Jewish descent, whose name
was originally Selig Cassel. He was bom in

Glogau, Silesia ; was educated in both Roman
Catholic and Protestant schools; finished his

study of history under Ranke in Berlin, and
l>ecame a journalist. He was converted to Chris-

tianity in 1855. He was in the Prussian Cham-
ber of Deputies in 1866-67, but declined reflec-

tion, and was preacher of Christ Church, Berlin,

and missionary of the London Society for the

Conversion of the Jews from 1866 to 1891. He
published numerous articles and books on the

Jews and on religion and the history of civiliza-

tion, but they were all ha.stily prepared, and are

of little permanent value.
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CASSELL, John (1817-05). An English pub-
liHher, Ixtrii in Maneiiciitrr, the uun of an inn-

keeiHT. As a tenj|M?rance lecturer, he wandered
to lAtndon, where he eMtahlished hinislf a;* dealer
in tea, eotiee, and patent medicines. In 1850 he
began tu act as publisher of his books, written
to dilT»i?.c knowledge among the working classes.

After carrying' tlirough many schemes lie founded
the pulili.sliing houae of Cassell, Petter & Cialpin
(185H).

CASSIA, kAsh'A (Lai., from Gk.Kooaia, mai'a,

kassia, kania, cassia, from Heb. qctai'Oth, cas-

sia, from (juutsW, to cut I . A name given by the

ancients to a kind of fragrant medicinal bark.

Cassia is also the botanical name of a genus of

plants of the natural order lyeguminosie, contain-

ing many specicMi, more than 200 having been
descril)ed as trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants,

natives of Africa and of the warm parts of Asia
and America. They have abruptly pinnate
leaves, and flowers with deciduous calyx of five

somewhat unequal sepals and corolla of five

petals. The leaves and pods of many species
have a peculiar sweetish but nauseous smell,

and a nauseous, bitter taste. They contain a
purgative principle, and the leaves of some of the
Asiatic and African species are highly valued
and are much used as a medicine under the name
of senna, the species Cassia acutifolia and Cas-
sia angustifolia supplying the best. The leaves
of Cassia Marylnndica possess similar properties,
and are now used to some extent in the United
States. Cassia fistula yields the cassia-pods,
pipe cassia, or purging cassia, of the shops. It
is a large tree, a native of Egj-pt and other parts
of Africa, perhaps also of the East Indies, where
it is widely diffused and cultivated, as well as in
the West Indies and in the warm parts of
America. Its pods, which have obtained for it

the name of pudding-pipe tree, are sometimes
two feet in length, cylindrical, black, consisting
of thin, brittle woody valves, within which is a
cavity divided by numerous thin transverse par-
titions, each cell containing a single seed im-
l)edded in a soft black pulp. It is this pulp that
is the part used in medicine; it has a sweetish
mucilaginous taste, and in small doses acts as
a mild laxative. It is sometimes removed from
the pods when fresh, or an extract is obtained
after tliey are dried, by boiling and evaporating.
It is said to contain 61 to 69 per cent, of sugar.
The cassia-pods of the West Indies contain much
more pulp, and are therefore more valuable, than
those imported from the East. Cassia-bark, or
cassia-wtxxl, sometimes called China cinnamon,
is a bark very similar to cinnamon both in ap-
pearance and properties; it comes, however, in
thicker pieces and less closely quilled, and has
a less sweet and delicate but more pungent
flavor. It is the product of the Cinnamomum
cassia or aroma ticum, a tree of the same genus
with the cinnamon-tree, a native of China and
extensively cultivated there. It is highly es-
teemed by the Chinese, and is now largely im-
ported into Europe. As it contains a greater
proportion of essential oil, and is also much
cheaper than true cinnamon, it is much more gen-
erally used. The oil which it contains is called
oil of cassia, and is very similar to oil of cinna-
mon. Coarse cinnamon is sometimes sold as
cassia. Cassia-buds are believed to be the dried
flower-buds of the same tree which yields cassia-
bark. They are now imported into the United

States in large quantities, and are much used in
confectionery. In Havor and other qualities they
resemble cassia-bark; in appearance they are
very similar to cloves,

CASPIAN GENS. A Roman patrician clan,
which became plebeian and was esteemed among
the most prominent of Rome. But one patrician
member of the gens is mentioned, Spurius Cas-
sius Viscellinus, consul B.C. 502. Under the Re-
public the family names are Hemina, Longinus,
Parmensis, Ravilla, Sabaco, Varus, and Viscel-
linus.

CAS'SIA^US, Johannes, also called Johan-
nes Massiliensis, or Johannes Eremita (c.360-
C.435). A teacher of the ancient Church. He
was born jjrobably in Provence. He received a
good education, went on a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land, and became a monk at Bethlehem ; then
removed to Egypt, and lived there as an Ancho-
rite from 385 to 400. In the latter year he went
to Constantinople, and there was made a deacon
by Chrysostom. After the exile of the latter he
went to Rome to lay the case before the bishop.
Innocent I. (405). and lived in Rome for some
years. He next is found in Marseilles, where he
established a monastery for monks and a con-
vent for nuns, and there died. His monastery
was afterwards known as that of Saint Victor,
of which the present Church of Saint Victor is

the relic. It served as a model to a multitude of
monastic institutions in Gaul and Spain. He
also employed his pen in the promotion of mo-
nasticism, and his great work, dating from 420,
and one which has been strongly influential, is

The Institutes of the Crenobia, and the Remedies
for the Eight Principal Faults, in twelve books,
four on the monastic rule and eight on tlie sins
against which the monks had to contend—glut'
tony, incontinence, covetousness, anger, dejection,
distress of heart, vainglory, pride. His second
chief work is his twenty-four Conferences with
various eminent monks upon monastic interests
and the vexed questions of theology. It is the
supplement to the Institutes.

Cassianus's Grecian erudition, and his dislike
of dogmatic subtleties, led him to take part in
two doctrinal controversies. He wrote The Incar-
nation of the Lord, against Nestorius, and in it

pointed out the connection between Nestorianism
and Pelagianism. Deeming that Saint Augustine
had gone too far in his theory of irresistible
grace, he utilized one of his Conferences to set
forth his view that the grace of God always co-
operates with our will for its advantage. This
view certainly was an approach to that of Pela-
gius, and later was called semi-Pelagianism.
(See Pei>agianism.) As it gained support from
the Massilian monks. Saint Augustine, having
been informed of it by his friend. Prosper of
Aquitaine, wrote strongly against it in his trea-
tises The Predestination of the Saints and The
Gift of Perseverance. The distinction has been
thus wittily expressed: Saint Augustine regards
the natural man as dead, Pelagius as sound and
well, and Cassianus as sick.

Cassianus's works, which are all in Latin, ap-
peared for the first time in entirely satisfactory
form edited bv M. Petschenig (2 vols., Vienna,
1886-88), and "in English, translation by E. C. S.
Gibson, in Vol. XI. of the Nicene and Post-Xicene
Fathers, 2d series (London and New York, 1884),
except that certain parts are untranslated, be-
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cause considered indelicate. For the life and
teaching of Cassianus, see the prolegomena of

the editions named, and also Lombard (Strass-

burg, 1863).

CASSIAN "WAY. A Roman military road
frt)ni Home to Arretiuni, Florence, and Lucca.
The jKiiod at which it was built is unknown.

CAS'SILTEBE (Fr. casintir, ultimately de-

rived from Skt. Kasmira, Kashmir). A thin
twilled cloth, either plain or figured, of wool, or
wool and cotton, and much used in the manufac-
ture of clothing. Cassimere was formerly known
as kersey or kerseymere (q.v. ), a name which is

itself a corruption of Cassimere.

CAS'SIN, JoHX (1813-69). An American
ornithologist, bom near Chester, Pa. Coues
says of him: "His distinctive place in ornithol-

ogj' is this: he was the only ornithologist this

country has ever produced who was as familiar
with tlie birds of the Old World as with those of
America." He wrote Mammalogy atid Ornithol-

ogy of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition (1858).
He was ornithologist of Perry's expedition to

Japan, and with Professor Baird and George N.
Lawrence published a "Monograph of Birds of

Jiorth America North of Texas," in United
States War Department Pacific Railroad Re-
ports, Vol. IX. (Washington, 1858); The Birds
of yorth America (1860) ; and Illustrations of
the Birds of California-, Texas, Oregon, British

and Russian America, 1853-55 (1862).

CASSINI, kds-se'n^, Giovaxxi Domentco
( 1625-17 12) . An Italian -French astronomer,
bom at Perinaldo, near Nice. He was professor

of astronomy at Bologna, and first of the family
which for four generations filled the post of di-

rector of the observatory in Paris. He deter-

mined the motions of Jupiter's satellites from
observations of their eclipses, and constructed
tables of the same: discovered (1671-84) four
of Saturn's satellites and determined their peri-

ods of revolution; and determined (1664-67)
the rotations of Jupiter, Venus, and Mars.
To him is attributed the first systematic
observation of the zodiacal light. Cassini

made a close approximation (10") to the
paralla.x of the sun, computed a table of

refractions, gave a complete theory of the

moon's lil>ration. and gave as the obliquity

of the ecliptic 23° 28' 42", instead of 231^°, and
the eccentricity of the earth's orbit as 0.017, in-

stead of Kepler's value, 0.018. Cassini's name
is also connected with proving that the earth is

an oblate spheroid. In pure mathematics he
<lis<»overed the cune known as the Cassinian oval
(q.v.). a curve which, according to Cassini, rep-

resented the form of the paths in space followed
by tlu- planets.

CASSINI, Jacqites (1677-1756). A French
astronomer, son of Giovanni Domenico. He was
l)orn in Paris, and, on the death of his father in

1712, succeeded him as director of the observa-

tory. He wrote several treatises on physical

subjects, and in his Ih la grandeur et de la

figure de la terre (1720) attempted to show
that the earth must be a spheroid elongated at

the poles. The Newtonians denied this, inas-

much as it was opposed to the ascertained facts

of gravitation and rotation, which necessitated

the earth's being a spheroid flattened at the

poles. Jacques Cassini traveled extensively in

Europe, making the acquaintance of the leading

scientific men of the time. He was a member of
the French Academic des Sciences, and of the
Royal Society of London.

CASSINI, Jean Domixiqite, Count de ( 1748-
1845). A French astronomer, grandson of
Jacques Cassini. He was the fourth member of
his family to fill the post of director of the ob-
servatory of Paris. In 1789 he completed the
great topographical map of France begun by
his father.

CASSINIAN CVAL. A bi-circular quad-
ratic curve, the locus of a moving point the
product of whose distances from two fixed

points is constant. Its Cartesian equation is

(x» -t- y* -f a')* — 4aV = m\ where 2a = AB.
The polar equation is r*— 2a*r^:os2 -fa*— m*
= 0.

CA88IXIAX OVAL.

The curve is symmetric with respect to both
coordinate axes. If ni< a, the real curve con-
sists of two ovals ; if m = a, it becomes the lem-
niscate; if m>a, it consists of a single oval.

Cassinians are curves of the eighth class, except
the lemniscate, which is of the sixth. In the
case of two ovals, the curve is its own inverse

with respect to a circle of radius / q4 ^4

,

The curves are fully discussed in Briot et Bou-
quet, Geometrie analytique (4th ed., Paris, 1890;
American ed., Chicago, 1896). For biography,
consult Brocard, yotes de Bibliographie des
courbes geometriques (Bar-le-Duc, 1897). See
Cassixi, and Lemmscate.
CASSINO, kAs-se'nA. A city in south Italy,

called San Germano imtil 1871, on the Rapido,
85 miles southeast of Rome (Map: Italy, H 6).

The ancient Casinuni, like the modem Cassino,

was famous for foggy weather. San Gtermano
was a frequent residence of popes and emperors,

and in 1230 Gregory IX. and Frederick II. con-

cluded peace here. On March 16, 1815, Murat
was defeated here by the Austrians. Half a mile
to the south are the ruins of an amphitheatre
erected at her own expense by L'mmidia Quadra-
tilla, a Roman lady mentioned by Pliny in his

letters (VII., 24). Farther on is the site of the
villa of M. Terentius Varro, where Cicero (Phil.

II., 40) says Antony led a riotous life. On a
hill above the city is the famous monastery of

Monte Cassino (q.V.). Population, in 1881 (com-
mune), 12,000; in 1901, 13,473.

CASSINO. A game at cards played by two or

more persons. Four cards are dealt to each

player, and fotir are turned face up on the table.

After the hands are played, the greatest number
of cards counts the holder three, the greatest

number of spades one, big casino (the ten of
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diamonds) tn-o, little casino (the deuce of

bpadeH) one, and each ace one, so that eleven can
be poHsibly counted by one person ; the whole
game is twenty-one. The pluy is to take from
the table as many cards as possible, preferring

spitdi-s, or ac-es, or big or little casino. The
tricks are taken by pairing—that is, by match-
ing one card in the hand with another on the

table ; thus, a ten will take a ten, or a nine and
an ace, or four ncos and a six, or any other

combination of spots that makes just ten. An-
other part of the game is 'building,* or combining
cards on the board with one in hand; for ex-

ample, a player puts a four on a six to make up
ten, meaning to take both when his turn to play
again comes; but any one having a ten may take

them before him ; or if he builds a six, the next
player may make it a nine, and the next still

inay put on an ace and call it ten, but in build-

ing, the one who makes any particular number
must hold the card tliat will take it. Some per-

sons make a progressive build—that is, if one
has a nine and cannot at the time make a nine,

he puts a four on a two and calls it six, having
of course a three to make a nine when it is next
his turn to play. But this kind of building is

generally ruled out as irregular. In a modern
variation of the game, the knave counts eleven,

the queen twelve, the king thirteen, the ace one
or fourteen, as the players may choose, and the
'joker' fifteen. This plan greatly enlarges the

number of combinations; as, for instance, an
ace may possibly take three other aces, four

deuces, anJd a tray, making fourteen spots; or
the ace may take the big and little casino and
two aces, which would make six points in the
game.

CASSIO, kiishld, Michael. Tlie successor
of lago to the position of lieutenant of Othello,

in Shakespeare's tragedy of the latter name.
He is a weak-minded but reputable soldier,

•whose love of wine enables his enraged prede-

cessor to direct against hira the jealousy of

Othello. He is finally stabbed by lago.

CAS'SIODCBUS, or CAS'SIODOIIIXJS,
Flavils AIagnts AiTREML'S, Senator (c.480-

C.580). A Latin statesman and writer, the most
profound and enlightened scholar of an age of

barbarism. He was born shortly before a.d. 490,

at Scylaeeum (Squillace), in Bruttii (now Ca-
labria), of a noble family long settled in that
region. His public services lay not so much in

directing affairs as in perpetuating the Latin
civilization under the Gothic rule. First raised

to position under Odoacer, he held many im-
portant offices under Theodoric the Ostrogoth.
From the questorship he passed to the consul-

ship in 514; and during the following years,

though engaged in public services, he devoted
his leisure to literary work and study. At the
command of Theodoric he prepared a History
of the Goths, which has survived only in the
epitome made by Jordanis. After the death of
Theodoric, Cassiodorus published a collection of

valuable historical State papers, under the title

yariarum Epistolarum Libri XII., which gives

the best information vr^ possess regarding the
Ostrogothic rule in Italy (Consult Hodgkin,
Letters of Cassiodorus, London, 1886). Late in

life (toward a.d. 540) Cassiodorus retired from
public life, and founded upon his estates at
Vivarium, near Squillace, a monastery, in which

he spent the remainder of his long life in study
and pious endeavor. lie required of his monks
not only medittition, but also scholarship, and
this included, as part of their monastic duty,
the copying of manuscripts. To the happy ex-

ample thus instituted we owe the preservation
of most of the classic literature. Cassiodorus
died at the age of almost 100 years. His works
are published bv Migne in the Patrologia Latina
(1865), Vol. LXIX.
CAS'SIOPEIA (Ok. Ka<r(riiir€ia, Kassiopeia,

Eoo-crt^Treta, Jiassiepcia) . A lonstcllation in the
Northern Hemisphere, sometimes called 'the

Lady in Her Chair,' near Cepheus, and not far
from the North Pole. It was in this constella-
tion that the famous 'new star* of Tycho Brahe
blazed out in November, 1572. This star is one
of the most remarkable in astronomical annals.
The brilliancy of its light, surpassing that of
the large planets, and the suddenness with which
it was extinguished, l^ear eloquent testimony
to the extreme power of cosmic forces. Tycho's
star retained its maximum brightness about ten
days only. Although sixteen months elapsed be-

fore it finally disappeared from view, we do not
know at present whether it still exists as a
minute telescopic star, for Tycho's records, made
before the invention of the telescope, do not fix

his star's place on the sky with sufficient pre-
cision to allow a modern identification.

CASSIQTJIARE, kiis's«-k$-rr&, or CASSI-
QUIABI, -r6. A river of Amazonas Territory,
Venezuela, which leaves the Orinoco in latitude
3° 10' N., longitude 66° 20' W., taking from it

one-third of its water, and after a rapid south-
west course of about 250 miles, joins the River
Guainia, a branch of the Rio Negro, in latitude
2° 5' N., longitude 67° 40' W. About 300 yards
in breadth when it issues from the Orincxjo, it

gradually increases until at its union with the
Rio Negro it attains a width of 600 yards. By
the means of this singular river, water communi-
cation is established between the systems of the
Amazon and the Orinoco.

CASSITERIDES, kas'sl-ter^-d§z. See Scilly
Isles.

CASSIT'ERITE (Lat. cassiterum, Gk. km-
fflrepoi, kassitcros, tin, of unknown origin, bor-
rowed in O. Church Slav kositcru, Skt. kastira,
Ar. qazdir, tin). A tin dioxide that crystallizes
in the tetragonal system. It occurs both mas-
sive and in the form of crystals, usually of a
black or brown color, although sometimes red
or yellow. Cassiterite is found in Cornwall,
England (formerly in large quantities) ; in Bo-
hemia and Saxony, on the. Malay Peninsula, in
Banca, Australia, and in ilexico. In the Unit-
ed States it is reported from Maine, Virginia,
South Dakota, and California. It is an im-
portant ore of tin, as, when pure, it contains
nearly 79 per cent, of that metal. The ordinary
massive cassiterite is called tin stone; when
found in botryoidal or reniform shapes it is

known as tcood tin, and when in the state of
sand along the beds of streams it is called
stream tin.

CASSIUS, k.lsh'us, Avtdius. A Roman gen-
eral under Marcus Aurelius. He was from
Cyrrhus, in Syria, and won much renown by his
victories over the Parthians. He marched
against Mesopotamia, captured and burned
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Seleuceia, and proceeded as far as Babylon.

Subsequently he quelled a dangerous insurrec-

tion in Egypt, and was apfwinted Governor of all

the Eastern Provinces. He organized a revolt

and attempted to seize the imperial throne, but

was assassinated b^ two oflicers of his own
army.
CASSITJS, Dio. See Dio Cassius.

CASSIUS, PiTRPUj OF. A dark purple, red,

or reddi-ih-brown pigment. It was discovered

b}' Ancfreas Cassius in the Seventeenth Century,

and may be obtained as a fine flocculent purple

precipitate on adding a solution of stannous
chloride containing stannic chloride to a solu-

tion of gold cliloride. It may also be obtained

by treating an alloy of gold (2 parts), tin (3.5

part-s), and silver (15 parts) with nitric acid,

which removes the silver and oxidizes the tin.

The composition of purple of Cassius is vari-

able, but it is believed that gold is present in

it in the metallic state, ifixed with borax or

some fusible glass, it is used by potters to pro-

duce a rich purple or rose tint in the finer

qualities of pottery, and it has long been em-
ployetl to give a ruby-red color to the better

qualities of glass.

CASSIUS LONGITfUS, Gaius. One of

Cesar's assassins. At the breaking out of the

Civil War, though a tribuue of the plebs, he
sided with Pompeius and the aristocratic fac-

tion against Cfesar. He was taken prisoner by
the latter, who pardoned him, and even made
him one of his legatx. In B.C. 44, through the

influence of Caesar, he was made prcetor pere-

grinus, and was promised the governorship of

Syria in the following year. But his mean and
jealous spirit could not endure the burden of

gratitude imposed upon him by the generosity

of the Dictator, and he resolved to be released

by the nuirder of his benefactor. Having at-

tached to himself the mutinous spirits among
the subjugated aristocracy, and also won over
M. Brutus, the pseudo-patriotic conspiracy was
soon matured, and on ^larch 15, B.C. 44, Csesar

fell by the daggers of assassins. The result of

this bloody deed was not what Cassius Longinus
had expected. The popular feeling— as dis-

played by the riots that broke out at Caesar's

funeral—was strongly against the murderers,
and the military power fell into the hands of

iiarcus Antonius. Cassius Longinus therefore

fled to the East, and made himself master of

Syria. AfterAvards he united his forces with
those of Brutus. Having greedily plundered
Asia Minor, they crossed the Hellespont in the
beginning of B.C. 42, marched through Thrace,
and took up a superior position near Philippi,

in Macedonia. Ilere they were attacked by
Antonius and Octavianus. The division com-
manded by Cassius Longinus was totally rout-

ed: on the other hand, Brutus succeeded in re-

pulsing the troops of Octavianus. Cassius Longi-
nus, supposing that all was lost, compelled his

freedman, Pindarus, to put him to death. His
wife, a half-sister of Brutus, survived him up-
ward of sixty years. She died in the reign of

TiU'rius, a.d. 21.

CASSIUS PARMEN'SIS, or Gaits Cassius
Sevkris. One of the conspirators against the

life of Julius Ciesar. He was an adherent (»f his

namesake Cassius, and fought on his side until

their defeat at Philippi. Afterwards he joined

Sextus Pompeius, and finally supported An-
tonius until the defeat at Actium. He went to

Athens, but was arrested and executed, about
B.C. 30, by order of Augustus. He made some
pretensions to poetic ability, but he was not the

Cassius alluded to by Horace as noted for the
abundance and the poverty of his compositions.

CASSIUS VISCELLITJUS, Spubius. A
Roman of the Fifth Century B.C., distinguished

as the author of what is called the first agrarian
law of Rome. He was thrice consul— in B.C.

502, 493, and 486. The law which he presented
was, presumably, a restatement of the earlier

law of Servius Tullius (q.v.). Despite the

strong opposition of the patricians, led by his

fellow-consul, Virginius Tricostus, he succeeded
in effecting the legal passage of the law, which
was, however, never enforced. In 485 he was
accused by his enemies of seeking royal power,
and, with these enemies as judges, was put to

death as a traitor. See Agbabiax Law.

CAS'SIVELLAUIfUS (c.50 B.C.). A native

chieftain chosen by the Britons to be their com-
mander when Ca?sar made his second invasion,

in B.C. 54. Cassivellaunus was routed in the

first engagement, but continued to harass the
Romans and to cut off all foragers or stragglers.

Moved by reverses, he finally gave hostages to

Csesar, who commanded him also to pay a
tribute and not to make war on the tribes who
had aided the Romans.

CASSOCK. See Costume, Ecclesiastical.

CASSOF'OLIS. A village and county-seat of

Cass County, Mich., 90 miles west by south of

Jackson, on the ilichigan Central and the Chi-

cago and Grand Trunk railroads. It is known
as a summer resort, being in a picturesque lake

region. The industrial establishments include

flour and saw mills,, a grain-drill factorv, bowl-

factorv, etc. Population, in 1890, 1369; in

1900, "1330.

CASSOWARY (Fr. casoar, Sp. casoario,

casobor, Dutch casuoor, from Malay kassuwaris)

.

A family (Casuariidse) of ratite birds allied

to the ostrich, but distinctively characterized by
still greater shortness of wing, by a bony crest,

by pendent wattles on the naked neck, and by
three toes on each foot, the inner toe short and
armed with a very long and sharp claw. There
are also very important anatomical differences

(see Huxley, Proceedings Zoological Society of

London, 1867), especially in its digestive or-

gans, which are not adapted to the same coarse

diet. Cassowaries are still more closely allied

to the emus, and with them form a group (Me-
gistanes) peculiar to the Australian region.

About twelve species of cassowary are known,
of which the most familiar is that from Ceram
(Ca8tiariu.s gnleatus) , known since 1597 and
frequently seen in menageries. It is the largest

known bird except the ostrich, and its height,

when erect, is about 5 feet. Tlie color is brown-
ish-black. The feathers are loosely webbed and
hang down, so that at a little distance the bird

seems clothed with hair. Those of the rump
are 14 inches long, hanging dovm in place of a

tail. The head and upi»er part of the neck are

naked, and of a bluish color, and there are two
jH-ndent wattles, partly red and partly blue, on
the front of the neck. On the brea.st is a cal-

lous bare part, on which the bird rests its body
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on the ground. The l>ony cre«t or helmet reaches

from the base of the bill to the middle of the

crown, and is about 3 incheH liigh, exhibiting

(he mortt intense blue, purple, and m-nrlet, blend-

ed tojp'ther. When attacked it defends itself

by kicking obliquely backward witli it« stout,

naked legs and feet, and by striking with its

short wings, the rigid, barbless shafts of which,
although useless even to aid in its running, are
not withojit value ns weapons. There are- only
about five of them in each wing, somewhat re-

sembling the quills of a porcupine, and ut the
end of the last joint of the wing there is a
spur.

The cassowary lays a few eggs, which are
rough, greenish, and are incubated by the cock.

Its flesh is black, tough, and juiceless. The
cassowary is not infrequently to be seen in

menageries in Europe, but is becoming more
rare in its native regions, in which it is some-
times kept tame. N«)t much is known of the
habits of any of these birds, which dwell in

deep forests and are vegetable-eaters. They are
frequently tamed by the natives and breed read-
ily in confinement. Their skin and feathers
are widely used in clothing and ornament; their
bones point spears ; and their flesh, though tough
and dark, is eaten. The fullest account of the
genus is that by Salvadori, in his great Italian
work on the ornithology of the Papuan region.
One species, having an excessively large helmet
{Casuarius Australis), occurs in northern Aus-
tralia. Another (Casuarius Bennetti) , peculiar
to New Britain, is known as 'moorup' (not
'mooruk,' as usually spelled). See Plate of Cas-
80WARIKS, KTr.

CASSOWABY-TREE. See Casuabina.

CAS'STJMTr'NAR. See Gingeb.

CAST (Icel., Swed. kasta, Dan. kaste, to
throw ) . A work of art produced by a mold.
A method of reproducing a work of sculp-
tured art by means of molding. The work
is first modeled by hand, then covered with plas-
ter so applied that it may be removed in sec-

tions when dry, thus forming a kind of shell to
the sculptured form beneath. These sections
are put together and form the mold, which is

filled with liquid plaster, the interior of the
bhell being so lubricated as to prevent the plas-
ter from adhering to the casing. When this
interior plaster is hardened, the case is again
removed, and the reproduction of the original
appears. The first mold is made over the
modeled clay figure or group of figures fresh
from the sculptor's hand. As the clay is

perishable, it is necessary to imitate the orig-
inal, and from the plaster, which is more dur-
able, a number of replicas may be made. Even
though the mold should be broken, another can
now be taken from one of the plaster figures.
Many of the masterpieces of antiquity are thus
repeated, and they supply museums and schools
of art as models for study. When a figure or
group is cast in bronze, it is more properly
called founding (q.v.). Casting has been in
use from early times, and was employed by the
ancients for multiplying their statues.

CASTAGNO, kis-ta'nyA, Andrea del (1390-
1457). A Florentine painter. He was bom at
Mugello. Though a peasant by birth and a
herdsman, his talent for drawing was encouraged

by Bemardetto de' Medici, who enabled him to
receive instruction in Florence. His strong, peas-
ant nature is recorded in his works, whicii are
realistic and coarse in treatment, though bold in

design and vigorous in execution. Aft<T hard-
ships endured with much ^)itteme8s, his talent
was recognized. His chief work was in the Villa
Pandolfini, at Legnaia, where he executed, in
frescoes, figures of queens and sibyls, and por-
traits of Dante, Petrarcli, Bwcaccio, and others.
These were later transferred to canvas, and
are still preserved in the Museum of Saint Apol-
lonia, together with his "Last Supper," a "Cru-
cifixion," an "Entombment," and a "Resurrec-
tion." He died August 19, 1457. Consult:
Cartwright, The Painters of Florence (New
York, 1901) ; G. Vasari, Lives of the Painters
(London, 1887).

CASTAIQNE, kik'stfin', ANDBfi (1861— ). A
French artist, best known as an illustrator. He
was born at AngoulOme, and studied in Paris at
the Suisse Academy (1878-80), and later at the
Beaux-Arts as a pupil of GerOme and Cabanel.
Among his notable pictures at the Salon, where
he first exhibited in 1884, were a "Portrait of
the Vicomte de Dampierre" (1888), and "After
the Combat" (1899; Peabody Gallerj'. Balti-
more). In 1890 he went to Baltimore as director
and instructor of the Charcoal Club, an art
school of that city. His first illustrations were
Western scenes executed for the Century Maga-
zine in 1891. He returned to France in 1894,
and became an instructor in the Colorossi Acad-
emy, Paris. He works with almost equal facil-

ity in oils, water-color, charcoal, and pen and
ink. His full-light effects were unique in Amer-
ican illustrations, and his peculiar fineness of
touch defied the skilled engraver. His illustra-

tive work has dealt much with American sub-
jects, such as Texas cowboy life and the Colum-
bian Exposition. His series of pictures for B. I.

Wheeler's Life of Alexander the Great (New
York, 1900) is also to be mentioned.

CASTAaLIA (Lat., Gk. KcurroXk, Kastalia,
probably connected with l>at. castas, Gk. Ka$(ip6s

katharos, Skt. Suddha, pure), A fountain
sacred to Apollo and the Muses, situated on the
slope of Parnassus, in the cleft between the
great cliffs of the Phnedriadae, near Delphi, in

Phocis. It was the 'holy water' of the Delphian
temple, and all who came to consult the oracle

\\ere required to bathe, or at least to wash the
hair, in its water. The Roman poets feigned
that its waters filled the mind of those who
drank of it with poetic inspiration. The foun-

tain, whose waters are still pure and delight-

ful, now bears the name of Saint-John.

CASTALIDES, kas-tal'I-dez. A name of the
Muses, from the Castalian spring on Mount Par-
nassus, which was sacred to them.

CASTALIO, kas-tU'lv6, CASTELLIO, kas-
tel'yA, or CASTELLION, Sebastian (1515-63).
A French Protestant theologian, born at Saint
Martin du Fresne, a Savoy village, near Geneva.
He received a thorough humanistic training, and
about 1540 went to Strassburg, where he was
befriended by Calvin, who, on his return to
Geneva in 1541, appointed him rector of the high
school and preacher. But, differing from Calvin
on what were considered important points, he
was compelled to resign in 1544, and went to

Basel, where he lived in great poverty, as he had



CASSOWARIES. ETC.

1. COMMON CASSOWARY (Cassowary c»8uarlu»).
2. BECCARI'S CASSOWARY (Cassowary Beccarl).
3. EDWARD'S CASSOWARY (Cassowary Edwardal).

4. EMEU (OromoBus NovflB-Hollandlaa).

5. GREAT TINAMOU (Rynchotes ruf««0«ns).
6. OWEN'S KIWI (Apteryx Ow«nO.
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a lar^e family to sui>port, until in 1553 he was
appointed professor of Greek literature. Among
his writings may be mentioned De Uwreticis, a
treatise which argues against the right of the
magistrate to punish heretical opinions, and
which produced a. reply from Beza; a Latin
version of the Bible, published in 1551, and dedi-
cated to Edward VI. of England; and a French
translation of the Bible, dedicated to Henry II.

of France. Consult his Life, by Buisson (Paris,
1892).

CASTAITEA. See Chestnut.
CASTANETS (Fr. castagnette, from Lat.

castania, chestnut, so called from the shape).
A musical instrument of percussion, usually in
the form of two hollow nutshells, which are
tied together by a band fastened on the thumb,
and struck by the fingers to produce a rattling
sound in keeping with the rhythm of the music.
The castanets were introduced into Spain by
the Moors, where they retain the name of cas-

tauuelas, from their resemblance to the form of
the chestnut. The castanets are now much
used in the ballet and in the opera.

CASTANOS, ka-sta'nvos. Dox Francisco
Xavtek de, Duke of Baylen (c.1756-1852). A
celebrated Sj>anish general. He was born in

Madrid, and after receiving a military training
in Germany entered the Spanish Army and served
with distinction in the campaign of 1794 against
the French. When the French invaded Spain,
Castaiios received the command of a division of

the Spanish army, and on July 22, 1808, com-
pelled 20,000 French under General Dupont to
surrender at Baylen. It is asserted, however, by
some, that the merit of this success belongs more
to Aloys Reding, a Swiss by birth, and the sec-

ond in command. In November of the same year
Castauos was in turn defeated by the French at
Tudela. Upon the arrival of Wellington he was
again placed at the head of the Spanish army,
which he led, under Wellington, in the important
battles of Albuera, Salamanca, and Vitoria, in the
last of which particularly he distinguished him-
self. In 1815 he was placed at the head of 80,000
troops destined to invade France, some of which
had already crossed the frontier when the news
came of the battle of Waterloo. Although he was
not a favorite with the Court politicians, his

talents could not be overlooked. In 1825 he
was called to the State Council, where he be-

came a decided opponent of the Carlist party.
Castaiios was made Duke of Baylen in 1833, and
in 1843 became the guardian of Queen Isabella.

He subsequently returned to his estates, and died
at the age of 96.

CASTA'RA. A collection of love verses, writ-

ten by William Habington to his wife, Lucy,
daughter of William Herbert, first Baron Powis.
They were published anonymously, in two
parts, quarto, in 1634. A second edition, with
additions, appeared in 1635, duodecimo; and a
third, with still further additions, including the
character of The Holy Man, was published in

1640, duodecimo. Modem editions are by Elton
(Bristol, 1816) and Arber, in Entilif<h Reprints
(London, 1870). The poems themselves are
avowedly formal and dispassionate, and are ad-
dressed variously to the 'chaste Castara' and to
the author's personal friends and patrons.

CASTE, kftst. In a general sense, an heredi-
tary division or arrangement of society on the

basis of occupation or other arbitrary condition;
specifically, a class or grade so established, par-
ticularly among the Hindus. The word is not
native to India, where the distinctions are best

developed, and where the term was first applied
specifically as well as in its more general sense,

but is probably Portuguese (the earliest Occi-
dental colonists in the Deccan and some other
portions of India were from Portugal), in which
language it denotes family, strain, breed, or race,

the Portuguese (and Spanish) form being casta,

the feminine of casto (Latin, cast us, pure).
Among earlier English writers the form was
cast, used in the sense of aspect or mode (as in

'cast of countenance'), or perhaps in the archaic
sense of breed, derived from a stock-breeder's

term still colloquial in England ; indeed, there is

some question whether the English term is

not prior to the Portuguese. The Sanskrit
-term is verna, signifying 'color,* and denoted
originally, no doubt, the distinction between
the lighter-complexioned Arjan invaders who
entered India from the northwest, and the dark-
skinned or colored aborigines whom they sub-
jugated or drove onward before them. This fact

throws considerable light on the origin of the
social distinctions so highly developed in India
and certain other countries. In any case the
Occidental term is synonymous with 'chaste'

(early French and modem English), and hence
connotes purity, continence, freedom from t^iint,

exclusiveness, and in general the attributes of

race sense or ethnocentric sentiment.

The four great castes of India—the Brahmans,
or Priests, the Wairiors, the Husbandmen, and
the Serfs, are as old in fact, if not in name, as
the ancient sacred collection of hvmns known as

the Rig-Veda (cf. R.-V. 10, 90, 12'; 8, 35, 16-18).

The sj'stem, however, in its developed form is not
sharply defined until the so-called period of

Brahmanism. (See India, Religions of.) The
division of an early community into priests,

warriors, and agriculturists or third estate, is a
natural one, and is found likewise in ancient

Persia. The fourth caste in India came into

being when the invading Aryans subjugated the

natives and made them captives or slaves. They
allowed them to become a part of the body poli-

tic, but they denied them all religious rights and
privileges which the three Aryan castes en-

joyed. Disregarding minor subdivisions, the

four Hindu castes, commonly recognized, are as

follows

:

( 1 ) The Bbahman or Sacerdotal Class. At
the head of the elaborated Hindu caste system
stands the Brahman, or Brahmin, the priest, in

Sanskrit Brahmana, term synonymous with
sanctity and exaltation. The legendarj- account

of Manu (q.v.) says that this class issued from
the mouth of the god Brahma, at the moment of

creation. The busines-s of the Brahmans, through

their knowledge of the sacred Vedas, is to per-

form sacrifices for themselves and others and to

give spiritual guidance to the rest of mankind,
which has to rely on them for the favor of the

gods. The Brahmans are the chief of all created

beings, and other mortals enjoy life through

them. They are to be treated with the most
profound respect, even by kings. The person of

a Brahman is sacred : and it is his privilege to

enjoy almost all immunities and exemptions.

Special rules, on the other hand, are laid down
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in the priestly codeii, by which he shall preserve

his sanctity.

(2) The Wabriob Class. This is the Ksha-

triya, K-settri, Chuttree, or military class, cor-

respunding especially to the llajputs of liaj-

putana in recent times. Tlie uume is derived

from Sanskrit kshatra, signifying rule, power,

and the Kshatrivas are said to have sprung from
the arms of Hranma. Their duty is to fight and
to protect the other classes. The relation be-

tween tliem and the priestly caste is a mutual
one. The sacerdotal order cannot prosper with-

out the military, nor the military without the

saci^rdotal ; and the prosperity of botli, in this

world as well as in the next, is made to depend
upon their cordial union. The priests allowed

the Kshatriyas the cherished privilege of hav-

ing the Veda imparted to them. In return the

latter granted protection and support to the

Brahmans. From necessity a warrior occasion-

ally might assume the calling or duties of a

man of the lower caste, but in only the most
exceptional instances is there a record of a
soldier or king rising to the dignity of the

priestly class.

(3) The Vaisya ob Husbandman Class. The
third caste in the Hindu system is known as the

Vaisya (later Bais, Bice) order, which forms
the great industrial class of India. The mem-
bers of this class make up the body of the people

(Skt. vniiii/a, from rt^, folk) and they were first

pastoral, then agricultural, and finally commer-
cial—the third efstate of the Aryans. They are

descrilK»d as being sprung from the belly and
the thighs of Brahma, at the time of creation.

As an Aryan, the member of the Vaisya class

shared with his warrior brother the privilege

of having a knowledge of the Veda and of wit-

nessing the sacrificial rites accorded to the rul-

ing order. Upon his gains, won by industrial

pursuits, the warrior largely depended for sup-

port. Cattle-keeping, agriculture, trade, and
business were his duties— in fact, the various
branches of practical business life. Though
superior to the Sudra or servile class, he was
often closer in reality to this order than he was
to the two higher castes.

(4) The Sudra or SER>aLE Class. The fourth
or lowest caste of Hindu society is the class of

Sudras, Sooder (Skt. 6udra)—a name of un-

certain origin, but synonjTiious with 'degrada-

tion.' Sprung from the feet of Brahma, accord-

ing to the dictum of Manu, their duty was to serve

the three superior classes, especially the Brah-
mans. Their condition from the earliest time
was one of subjection. They were not even al-

lowed to hear the Veda, as that would be a
defilement of the sacred text; they never could
be invested with the sacred cord which brought
regeneration to the other three classes when they
were admitted into religion and thus became
'twice-born.' As originally non-Aryans or bar-
barians, they were allowed to come into contact
with the upper classes only as menials, whose
touch was equivalent to pollution, and whose
slightest offense was punishable with death.
They form to-day the basis of the lower classes of
Hindu society, those that perform the most
degrading services, but many have been able to
rise by degrees to a position of respect, coinci-

dently with a greater growth of laxity in ob-
8er\'ing caste restrictions.

The subdivisions and mutual relations of these

four castes in early days, as in modem times,

was quite complex. (See Hopkins, The Mutual
Itelatioiia of the Four Castes According to the

Manovadharinaiiust ram, 1881 ; and .Jogendra Nath
Bhatt4icharya, Hindu Castes and Sects, ISWG.

)

Mixed classes arose through forbidden marriages
between the classes, and the utterly vile I'ariahs

or outcasts arose from their expulsion from the

classes into which they were born. The Additional

castes and sub-castes are likewise to be accounted
for in various ways.

Begarding the castes as originaliy ethnic or
tribal, and recalling the devices of primitive
peoples for maintaining tribal purity, it is of

interest to note the provisions of the Manava-
dharmasastram (or code of Manu) respecting
marriage: (I) "The vow (of studying) the

three Vedas under a teacher must be kept for

thirty-six years, or for half that time, or for a
quarter, or until the (student) has perfectly

learnt them. (2) (A student) who has studied
in due order the tliree Vedas, or two, or even
one only, without breaking the (rules of) stu-

dentship, shall enter the order of householders.

, . , (4) Having bathed, with the permission
of his teacher, and jwrformed according to the

rule the Samavartana (the rite on returning
home), a twice-born man shall marry a woman
of equal caste who is endowed with auspicious
(bodily) marks. (5) A (damsel) who is neither

a Sapinda on the mother's side, nor belongs
to the same family on the father's side, is recom-
mended to twice-born men for wedlock and con-

jugal union. (6) In connecting himself with si

wife, let him carefully avoid the ten following
families, be they ever so great, or rich in kine,

horses, sheep, grain, or (other) property (viz.).

(7) One which neglects the sacred rites, one in

which no male children (are born), one in which
the Veda is not studied, one (the members of)

which have thick hair on the body, those which
are subject to hiemorrhoids, phthisis, weakness
of digestion, epilepsy, or white or black leprosy.

(8) l^et him not marry a maiden (with) reddish
(hair), nor one who is sickly, nor one either

with no hair (on the body) or too much, nor one
who is garrulous or has red (eyes). (9) Nor
one named after a constellation, a tree, or a
river, nor one named after a bird, a snake, or a
slave, nor one whose name inspires terror. (10)
Let him wed a female free from bodily defects,

who has an agreeable name, the (graceful) gait

of a Hamsa or of an elephant, a moderate (quan-

tity of) hair on the body and on the head, small
teeth, and soft limbs. . . . (12) For the
first marriage of twice-born men (wives) of

equal caste are recommended; but for those

who through desire proceed (to marry again)

the following females (chosen) according to the

(direct) order (of the castes), are most ap-

proved. (13) It is declared that a Sudra woman
alone (can be) the wife of a Sudra. she and one
of his own caste (the wives) of a Vaisya, those

two and one of his own caste (the wives) of a

Kshatriya, those three and one of his own caste

(the wives) of a Brahmana." ("The Laws of

Manu," translated by Biihler, in The Sacred
Books of the East, edited by F. Max Muller, Vol.

XXV., 188G, pp. 74-77.)

There follow various other prohibitive and
permissive provisions, with descriptions of the

"eight marriage-rites used by the four castes

{varna) which partly secure benefits and partly
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produce evil both in this life and after death."
Tht'so and otiier provisions and descriptions il-

lumine the entire subject of castes, and prove
that, whatever the origin of the distinctions,

they are now primarily ecclesiastical, in some-
what less de<jree. connected with occupation, and
only subordinately ethnic (racial or tribal).

True, Halhed (.1 Code of Gentoo Laws, 1776),
writing early and with good opportunities for

ol)servation, assumed the division to represent
tribes, and Risley {The Tribes and Castes of
Bengal, 1892) more recently correlates caste

with physical type, and tlie ethnic hypothesis
seems to lind suj)port in the native term con-

noting caste and color; but it is manifest in the
tirst place that the Code of Manu is not directed

primarily toward the preservation of distinct

race-types so much as toward collective preserva-
tion of physique and elimination of the supposed-
ly barbaric custom of totemism, etc., and in the
second place that no aboriginal distinctions of

type could survive the constant blending sanc-

tioned by immemorial laws governing intermar-
riage. Moreover, the four or five castes common-
ly recognized represent but a small part of the
classes actually established by Brahmanical law
in dilTerent parts of India; each j)rovince has its

own more or less distinct groups defined by craft

and fixed by custom, the aggregate reaching
many himdreds in number—no less than 2000
according to some students. (See Crooke, Tribes
atid Castes of the Xorth western Provinces and
Oude, 1896.) Still further, it is evident that the
development of castes is long past its prime; for

not only were the caste lines weakened by every
foreign invasion from the time of Alexander to

that of Warren Hastings, but they were burst
from within by ecclesiastical schisms, and most
notably by the rise of Buddhism, itself a reaction
from, and protest against, the intolerable bond-
age of the caste system, as shown by Rhys-Davis,
and, still more recently, by Porter ("Caste in

India," American Anthropologist, Vol. VIII.,

189.1, p. 23). While there is a presumption that
the custom of caste was rooted in tribal or racial

distinctions, it is inconceivable that such distinc-

tions were ever so numerous and diverse as the
arbitrary classes into which Indian society was
tiivideil before Buddhism arose.

With reference to caste at the present day in

India, it may be added that English rule and
Occidental influences have done much to break
down the stringency of the caste system of the

Hindus. The obligation of the son to follow the
calling of his father is no longer so binding as it

once was, unless it l)e in the case of a Brahman,
and yet a Brahman may serve to-day as a .soldier

and some even have become cooks. Men of

lower castes have risen to higher ranks and to

positions of power: and loss of caste is not so
serious as it may once have l>een. In most cases

it may be recovered and without much ado.

With the spread of Christianity, the advance of

education, and the extension of the railway sys-

tem throughout India, the barrier of caste tends

to give way, and the dilFiculties that arise from
the old Brahmanical legislation are no longer so

exaggerated but that certain points may nut l)e

brought out in ils favor, whatever may rightly

be urged against caste as an institution.

While the system of caste attained its highest

development in India in pre-Buddhistic times.

it was by. no means confined to that country and

Vol. IV.—12.

period. The Avesta (q.v.) shows for ancient
Iran a like division of the community into priest,

warrior, and husbandman, Atharvan, Rathfjcsh-

tar, Vastrya Tshuyant. (See Geiger, Civilization

of the Eastern Iranians, English translation,

1885.) Indeed, the caste sentiment prevails in

greater or less intensity among all peoples.
In all monarchical countries there are class dis-

tinctions more or less closely analogous to the
Hindu castes; in mediaeval Europe class senti-

ment gained a hold, the strength of which may be
measured by the persistence of the guilds into
which it grew on the one hand, and the secret
orders ( Rosicrucians, Freemasons, etc.) on the
other; yet here the sentiment Was not inculcated
by law and literature, and seldom crystallized by
belief. The most instructive analogues of the In-
dian castes are found in still lower culture than
that of the half-literary Hindus. The Blackfel-
lows of Australia have an elaborate system of
social regimentation, maintained by intricate mar-
riage regulations and other ceremonies, all express-
ing a sort of instinctive law so complete that Cau-
casians find difficulty in following its ramifica-
tions. Various African tribes have social cus-
toms of nearly as great complexity interwoven
with crude beliefs. The native tribes of the
Western Hemisphere are much given to phra-
tries, 'medicine societies,' and other intra-tribal
organiziitions of primarily ecclesiastical charac-
ter whicli correspond almost exactly with certain
of the Hindu caste distinctions* The social
classes of China are suggestively similar to
those of the neighboring country. It is notable
that, in the successive culture stages, from that
represented by the Australian Blackfellows up-
ward, the laws crystallized by the ceremonial
observances grow simpler, more intelligible, and,
excepting among the Hindus, where the primitive
character is retained in social ordination by
caste, more lax, or rather more subservient to
current judgment. Accordingly, caste may be
defined as a primitive device for maintaining
social organization by means of ecclesiastical

ordinances.
BiBLiooR.\PHY. The literature of caste is volu-

minous. In addition to the works above men-
tioned, attention may be directed to Sevort, Les
castes dans I'Inde (Paris. 1896) ; Muir, Original
Sanscrit Texts on the Origin and Progress of the
Religion and Institutions of India (London,
1867-75) ; and the several standard works re-

ferred to in these publications, notably the
translations of the Laws of Manu. bv Biihler in
the Sacred Books of the East, Vol. 'XXV. (Ox-
ford, 1886), and by Bumell and Hopkins, The
Ordinances of Manu (London, 1884).

CASTE. A sentimental comedy by F. W.
Rol>ertson, produced at the Prince of Wales's
Theatre on April 6, 1867, and published in Lon-
don, 1889. in his son's edition of his principal

dramatic works. It was originaly presented by
Marie Wilton (Mrs. Bancroft) and her company.
F. C. Robertson, the author's brother, played the
part of Captain Hawtree in a later production
of the piece, and it was in the repertory of Mr.
Hare on his American tour in 1807-98. It is

regarded as the author's must successful work.

CASTEGOIO, kfts-tf'jA. See Montebeixo.
CASTEL, kAs-tiM' (Fr., It. caatello. Sp. Cas-

tillo. Portug. castclh, from Lat. castcllum, dim.
of caatrtim, camp). A name prefixed to various
places in Italy, France, Spain, and Portugal.
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CASTELBUONO, kU'htOl-bwC/iiA. A town in

till" ProviiuH- of PaliTino, Sicily, Italy, 31 miles
iiortli i)f ('alliiu's«'tta (Mnj): Italy, J 10). It

haH notfd iuiiu>ral hprin^H, and manna is eulti-

vat<Hl and exported. Population, in 1!K)1, 10,7(51.

CASTEL FRANCO DELL' EMILIA, frUu'-

kA dOl A-me'lA-a. A city of Italy, 8 miles north-

eatit of MiMlena, the ancient Forum (iallorum,

where in b.c. 43 Marc Antony defeated the con-

sul Pansa only to l>e himself immediately after-

vsards defeated by Pansa's colleague, Hirtius.

Important modern industries are match and
paper making. Population, in 1901 (commune),
13,500.

CASTEL FRANCO VENETO, vA-na^td. A
city of north Italy. 34 miles northwest of Venice,

pleasantly situated on the Musone (Map: Italy,

r 2). It has an ancient castle, and in the prin-

cipal church are frescoes by Paolo Veronese (q.v.

)

and an altjir-piece by Giorgione (q.v.). Here the
French, under Saint Cyr, defeated the Austrians
under Prince Rohan, November 23, 1805. It is

an importiint silk market. Population, in 1901
(commune), 12,551.

CASTEL GANDOLFO, gAn-doKfft. A town
on the west shore of Lake Albano, about 13 miles
southeast of Rome (Map: Italy, il 2). It con-

tains a Papal palace and has been a favorite

Hummer resort of the popes, and by a guaranty
of the Italian Government, given May 13, 1871,

enjoys extra-territorial rights. Interesting to

visitors are the villas of the old and powerful
Italian families, and the ruins of a villa of Domi-
tian. Population, in 1901 (commune), 2316.

CASTEL VETRANO, v&trrnd. A city of

Sicily, 45 miles southwest of Palermo (Map:
Italy, G 10). It is an interesting town with
an old castle, a museum of antiquities from the
neighboring ruins of Selimes, and several con-

vents. It is noted for its manufactures of arti-

cles of coral and alabaster, for linen, cotton, and
silks; and is a market for olives and highly
esteemed wines. Population, in 1901 (com-
mune), 24.510.

CASTELAR, kils'taiiir', Emilio (1832-99).
A Spanish republican leader, born in Cadiz, Sep-
tember 8, 1832. He was the son of a business
man, and at the death of his father was left in

poverty, but managed to study at the University
of Madrid. He then worked as a journalist and
novelist until in 1854 a daring entrance into the
field of political debate secured for him recogni-

tion as one of the most brilliant of Spanish ora-

tors. In 1856 he became professor of history in

the University of Madrid, but lost the place in

1865, in consequence of an attack on the Queen
in La Democracia, a radical journal. The paper
was suppressed in 180G, and Cf.stolar was sen-

tenced to death for participation in the disturb-

ance of June in that year, but he escaped to

Switzerland, and subsequentlv wont to France.
At the beginning of the Revolution of 1868, he
returned to Spain and resumed his professorship,
and in 1869 was one of the few republicans
returned to the Cortes. In that body he advo-
cated the establishment of a republic, and vigor-

ously oppop^d the schemes of a regency. Under
the republic proclaimed by the Cortes after the
abdication of Amadeus (q.v.) Castelar was made
Minister of Foreign Affairs (February 11. 1873) ;

but he resigned in June. On August 26 he was
elected president of the Cortes, and on Septem-

ber 7 the Cortes ciiose him j>resideiit of the Ex-
ecutive, investing him with extraordinary pow-
ers. His flrst act was to prorogue the Cortes
and assume complete authority. He made ener-
getic but ineffectual efforts to suppress the Carl-
ists, and sent the Minister of War to Cuba, in
person, to protect Spanish interests in that
island. When the Cortes reassembled, January
2, 1874, a vote of confidence in Castelar was
defeated, and he at once resigned. Tiu'reupon,
Pavia, as captain-general of Madrid, forcibly
dissolved the Cortes, and appointed a provisional
government with Marshal Serrano at its head.
Soon after the pronunciamiento in favor of Al-
fonso XII., in December, 1874, Castelar went to
Switzerland, whence in March, 1875, he sent
back his resignation of the chair of history in

the University of Madrid. Subsequently he re-

turned to Spain and became a member of the
Cortes, having Ix-ccjme r«>conciled to the mon-
archy, and remaining only a philosophical re-

jublican. He was, in fact, always more of an
orator than a man of action. In 1893 he an-

nounced his retirement from public life, and de-

clared the monarchy to be the only stable form of

government possible in Spain. He died in Mureia,
May 25, 1899. Castelar was a prolific writer,

like his political rival. Cflnovas del Castillo. His
published works include La cnestion del oriente

(1876); Historia del descubriiniento de ame-
rica (1892); La Politique Europvenne (Paris,

1897-99) ; and several volumes of essays,

speeches, novels, and travels. Consult : Hannay,
Don Emilio Castelar (New York, 1896), dis-

criminating and interesting; Madame Rattazzi,

XJne 6poque: Emilio Castelar, sa vie, son ocuvre,

soti role historique (Paris, 1899), eulogistic but
valuable chiefly for the e.xtracts from Castelar's

own letters ; Araco, Castelar, su vida y su muerte
(Madrid, 1900).

CAS'TELL, Edmund (1606-85). An English
Orientalist. He spent eighteen years in com-
piling a lexicon of Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac,

Samaritan, Ethiopic, Arabic, and Persian, work-
ing from sixteen to eighteen hours a day, and
having fourteen assistants. The outlay was £12,-

000, which reduced him to poverty, but his

losses were in part compensated by a number
of preferments, among them that of prebend
of Canterbury. He was also made professor of

Arabic at Cambridge. Castell assisted Dr. Wal-
ton in the preparation of the polyglot Bible.

CASTELLAMARE, kSs-t6riii-ma'r& (It., sea

castle). A leading city and seaport in south
Italy, 17 miles southeast of Naples (Map: Italy,

J 7). On account of its cool, healthy climate,

delightful walks, sea-bathing, and sulphur
springs, it is a summer resort of the Neapolitans,

and a spring and autumn resort for foreigners.

On the hill to the south are the ruins of the

castle to which the town owes its origin and its

name—built in the Thirteenth Century by Em-
peror Frederick II. and made stronger with
towers and walls bj' Charles I. of Anjou. The
Villa Quisisana, now municipal property and
fitted up as a hotel, is on the site of a house
erected by Charles II. of Anjou and occupied by
King Ladislas and his sister Joanna II. dur-

ing the plague in Naples. In 1820 Ferdinand
1. restored the building and gave it its present

name. The park belonging to the villa is de-

lightful, and from Mount Coppola, up whose
slopes wind beautiful shady paths, is an en-
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trancing view of Vesuvius and the Bay of

>;aples. Short, interesting excursions are made
to Mount Faito, which commands a view of the

olive-clad peninsula of Sorrento, the islands of

the Sirens, Capri, and Mount Saint .Vngelo,

the highest point aear the bay, which is crowned

by the ruins of the chapel of San Michele. Cas-

tellamare has a technical school, a theatre, an

excellent fortified harbor, and a large royal ar-

senal for the building of war-ships. The principal

imports are grain and iron, the principal exports

wine and fruit. The fisheries are important, and
there are macaroni, soap, leather, and cotton

factories. Population (commune), in 1881, 33,-

000; in 1901, 32,841. Castellamare occupies the

site of the ancient Stabi.T, which was desolated

by Sulla during the Social War, and which, with

Pompeii, was destroyed in a.d. 79 bj' lava from
Vesuvius. The elder Pliny perished here while

watching the eruption. Here, in 1799, the French

general Macdonald defeated the allied English

and Neapolitan forces.

CASTELLAMABE DEL QOLFO, del gdFfd.

A seaport in Sicily, near the mouth of the San
Bartolomeo River, and on the Gulf of Castel-

lamare, 45 miles west of Palermo (Map: Italy,

G J>). It was tlie port of the ancient Segesta,

still carries on considerable commerce in grain,

wine, and oil, and has tunny fisheries. Popula-

tion, in 1881 (commune), 15,000; in 1901,

191957

.

CASTELLAN, or CHATELAIN, sha't'-lax'

(Fr. chatelain, OF. castellain, chastelain, from
Med. Lat. castellanus, from castellum, castle,

dim. of castrum, camp). In the Middle Ages, the

keeper of a castle or burg. The office and the

rank of the castellan varied in different coun-

tries. In France and Flanders the title 'castellan'

belonged to the holders of certain demesnes, and

was next in order of rank to that of a bailiff.

In the later Middle Ages it applied to a lord

having u castle and a fief with feudal jurisdic-

tion. In Germany the castellan had the juris-

diction of a burgrave
(
q.v. ) . In the Kingdom of

Poland the castellans were part of the Senate or

superior legislative chamber. The castellan of

Cracow was considered higher in rank than a

palatine.

CASTELLANETA, kfts-tgl'l&na'td. An epis-

copal city in south 'Italy, 24 miles northwest of

Taranto (Map: Italy, M 7). It has a cathedral

and several convents, and is a local market for

fruit, olives, wool, and cotton. Population, in

1881 (cniiniiune). 9000; in 1901, 10,196.

CASTELLANOS, kils'ti-lya'nAs, Juan de. A
Spanish priest and poet, born in Seville about

the middle of the Sixteenth Century. His prin-

cipal claim to consideration is a poem, FAcqiaa

dc rnronea illtistres de las Indias, which gives

a valuable historical account of the adventures

of Columbus, Hobadilla, and Aguirre. It was
published in 1589. Afterwards a second part

and a third, were added (1847-50).

CASTELLI, kAs-t<il'l^ loNAZ Franz (1781-

18B2). An Austrian poet. He was bom in

N'ienna, whence he was banished by Napoleon I.

because of the patriotic military songs composed
I;}' him. one of which, Kricgslied fiir die oster-

reichische Armee, attained a wide popularity.

The success achieved with his opera, Dir Xr/um'-

strfamilic, which was set to music by Weigl,

obtained for him an appointment as Court poet

at the Kjirntnerthor Theater. He was a typical

representative of tlie jovial humor of the Vien-
nese, as exemplified in his Gedichte in nieder-

osterreichischer Xundart (1828). He wrote more
than 200 plays, principally translations and adap-
tations from the French. His collection of more
than 12,000 plays, many portraits of celebrities,

and a file of the play bills of the V^iennese theatres
from IGOO to 1862, is now in the Imperial Library
in Vienna. His last publication was his Memoiren
meittes Lebens (4 vols., 1861-62).

CASTELLO, kas-tell6, Giovanni Battista
(c.1500-70). An Italian painter and architect.

He was surnamed II Bergamasco by Philip II.,

who, in 1567, called him to Spain to aid in the
restoration of the Alcflzar in Madrid and the
building of the Escurial, the tine stairway of

honor in which was designed by him.

CASTELLO, Valkrio (1625-59). An Italian

painter, born in Genoa. He was the son of

Bernardo Castilli, or Castello (1557-1629), an
excellent historical and portrait painter. Young
Castello studied under Fiasella, and afterwards
in Milan and Palnia. He is noted for his battle

pictures. Among these are two different treat-

ments of the "Rape of the Sabines." One is in

the Palazzo Brignole, Genoa, and the other in

Florence. There are some frescoes by him in the

Church of Saint ilartha, Genoa.

CASTELLO BRANCO, bran'kd (anc. Castra-

Icucus). The capital of a district and an episco-

pal see in the Province of Beira, Portugal, 44
miles northeast of Abrantes (Map: Portugal.

B 3). It is built on a hill crowned by a castle,

is surrounded by walls, and has a cathedral and
college. It has manufactures of cloth, and marble
is quarried. Population, in 1899, 7500.

CASTELL6n de la plana, kii'stA-lyon'

dh la plii'na (Sp., Castle of the Plain). A town
of Spain, capital of the province of the same
name, situated in a fertile plain, about 2^^ miles

from the Mediterranean, and 40 miles north-

northeast of V^alencia (Map: Spain, F 2). A
magnificent aqueduct supplies the means of irri-

gation. Castelh'm de la Plana is, for the most
part, regularly and well built, and has a pre-

tentious town hall and an octagonal bell-tower,

260 feet high. The Church of La Sangre contains

fine examples of the works of Francisco Ribalta,

the celebrated Spanish painter, who was a native

of Castellon de la Plana. The town has manu-
factures of linen, woolen, sail-cloth, paper,

earthenware, and firearms, also brandy distil-

leries, and considerable trade. Population, in

1900, 29,966. Castellt'm de la Plana, in earlier

times, occupied an elevation a short distance to

the north of the present site, where ruins are

still extant, but in 1233 was moved to the plain

by .Taime 1. In 1837 the Carlists, commanded
by Don Carlos in person, made an unsuccessful

attack on the town.

CASTELNATT, k&'stcl-ny, Francis, Count de

(1812-80). A French traveler and naturalist.

He traveled through North America (1837-41) ;

was chief of a French Government scientific ex-

pedition to South America (1843-47), and after-

wards held several consulships. He published

HxfK^ditiou dans Irs parties centrales de VAmi'
rique du f!ud (1850-61).

CASTELNATJ, Michael de, Sieur de la Mau-
vissiftre (1520-02). A French soldier and diplo-

mat. He was thoroughly educated, traveled
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widely, ami tuxw jutive service with the French
army in Italy, wliere liii* courage and ability

secured for him tlie friendsliip and patronage
of the Cardinal of Lorraine, in 1557 he receive<l

u commantl in the navy, but »mm rejoined tl>e

Frencli army in Picardy. He was the In-arer

of messages from the Dauphin (afterwards Fran-
cis II.) to his betrothed, ]Mary Stuart, and after

the death of Francis accompanied the Queen to

Scotland. In 1562 he returned to France in con-

sequence of the civil war, and served against the
Huguenots in Brittany. Within the next ten
years he was employed on important missions to

Elizabeth of England and to the Duke of Alva.
After the battle of Saint-Denis (1567), he was
sent to Germany to solicit aid against the
Huguenots, and on his return was made Governor
of Saint-Dizier. From 1574 to 1584 he was am-
bassador at the English Court, and in this office

attenjpted to effect a marriage between Eliza-

l>eth and the Due d'Alen^on. On returning to

France he fell out of favor with the League, lost

his governorship of Saint-Dizier, and was re-

duced almost to destitution ; but on the acces-

sion of Henry IV. he was again intrusted with
several important missions. The Memoires of

Castelnau, publislied in 1621, are accurate and
impartial.

CASTELNAUDARY, kA'st6l'n6'dii're'. A
town in tlie Department of Aude, France, 22 miles
nortii-northwest of Carcassonne, situated on a
declivity, skirted at the base by the Canal du
Midi, which here expands into a basin, and serves
as a harbor (Map: France, .18). It has manu-
factures of woolen and silk fabrics, and earthen-
ware, and carries on an active trade in grain,
wool, and flour. Population, in 1901, of town,
6683; of conmiune, 0.397. It suffered severely in

the crusade against the Albigenses, and was, in

1212, the scene of a battle between Simon de
!Montfort and llayniond, Count of Toulouse.

CASTELNTTOVO, kJis'tel-nwO'vd, Enrico
(1839— ). An Italian novelist. He was born
in Florence, and was educated in Venice. In
1870 he edited the journal La Stampa, and in

1872 he became professor of the school of

commerce in Venice. In the same year he pub-
lished his Racconti c bozzetti, which was fol-

lowed by his first novel, II quaderno della zia,

both of which works became very popular.
Among his other publications may be mentioned:
La casa bianco ( 1873) ; La contessina (1881);
and Due convenzioni (1885).

CASTEL - SARRASIN, ka'stel' sA'rft'saN'

(from Castel-sur-Azin, the Latin Castrum Cerru-
vium ) . The capital of an arrondissement in the
Department of Tarn-et-Garonne, France, on the
Garonne, 12 miles northwest of Montauban (Map:
France, G 7). It has ruins of a castle of doubt-
ful Saracenic origin, and the Church of Saint
Sauveur's is an interesting Twelfth to Fifteenth
Century structure. Manufactures of serge, linen,

hosiery, and hats, and an agricultural trade are
carried on. Population, in 1901, of to\vn, 3394;
of commune, 7858.

CASTELTERMINI, ka'stfl-t#r'mA-ne (ancient
Camicioucp Af/ua'). A town in the Province of
Girgenti, Sicily, Italy, 23 miles southwest of Cal-
tanisetta (Map: Italy, H 10). It is noted for its

extensive mines of rock salt and sulphur. Popu-
lation, of commune, in 1901, 13,022.

CASTELVETRANO, kU'stel-vft-tra'nA (Sicil.

(^astvihhi \(tran(j). A town in the Province of
Trapani, Sicily, Italy, 20 miles southeast of Mar-
sala (Map: Italy, (i 10). It has an interesting old
castle, some fine churches and convents, and a
grammar s<'hool, in which is located the muni-
cipal nuiseum of antiquities, many of wiiose ob-

jects were found at Selinus, in the vicinity. (Jrape-

vines, olives, and rice are extensively cultivated
and good wine is manufactured. There are also
manufactures of coral and alabaster articles.

Population, in 1901, 24,510.

CASTI, kil'sW, Giovanni Battista (1721-
1803). An Italian poet, who early took orders,
and for a time taught literature in the Seminary
of Acquapendente and at Montefiascone. Later he
went to Vienna and entered the service of Joseph
II. In company of the son of Minister Kaunitz,
he visited the Courts of Saint Petersburg, Berlin,
and other European cities, and on his return was
appointed Court poet. On the death of Joseph
II., Casti returned to Florence, and later made
his home in Paris, where he died in 1803. His
most famous work is a collection of clever but
rather licentious Novelle galanti in ottave rime
(1793), and Gli animali parlanti (1802), a live-

ly and anmsing political satire. He al.so wrote
numerous comic operas, for two of which Paisi-
ello composed the music.

CASTIGLIONE, ka'stMyt/n&. A city in
Sicily on the north slope of Mount Etna, 2035
feet above the sea on the right bank of the Al-
cantara (Map: Italy, Sicily, K 10). It has a
castle, and is a local market for wine, olives, and
the best hazelnuts in Sicily. Population (com-
mune), in 1881, 9473; in 1901, 12,998.

CASTIGLIONE, Baldassabe, Count (1478-
1529). An Italian author and statesman. He
was born at Casanatico, Duchy of Mantua,
and studied in Milan. His many talents, wide
knowledge, and polished manners made him a
favorite of Giiidobaldo di Montefeltro, Duke of
Urbino, a great patron of literature, who enter-
tained him at his Court, together with other dis-

tinguished men of letters. He was sent by the
Duke as envoy to Henry VII. of England, to re-

ceive the Garter conferred upon his patron, and
later represented the Duke's successor at the
Papal Court, and in Spain, where in the last years
of his life he became naturalized and was made
Bishop of Avila. He died in Toledo, February 7,

1529, broken-hearted, it is said, because Clement
VII. unjustly accused him of treachery. Casti-
glione's chief work is his famous Libro del corte-
giano (Venice, 1528; latest edition, with full com-
mentary by V. Cian, Florence, 1894), a manual
for courtiers, notable for its finished style and
for the high ideals which it sets forth as consti-
tuting the perfect courtier. This work, which
is in four parts, and occupied the author's at-
tention for upward of eight j'ears. is cast in the
form of a series of imaginary dialogues between
the various men of distinction and noble ladies
who met at the Court of Urbina, and discussed
a wide variety of subjects, ranging all the way
from art and literature to womanly virtue and
platonic love. The volume was one of the most
widely popular books of the period, both in Italy
and elsewiiere, formed the basis of Bascan's fa-
mous 'golden translation' into Spanish, and was
pronounced by Dr. .Johnson "the best book that
ever was written upon good breeding." Gas-
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tiglione'a Lettere (2 vols., Padua, 1769-71) con-

tain interesting contributions to the political

and literary history of his time. Many distin-

guished Italians united in perpetuating his

memory—Raphael in a portrait, and Tasso in

a sonnet, while Giulio Romano designed the
monument in Padua, for which Bembo provided
the epitaph. Consult Martinati, Notizie storico-

biografiche iniorno al conte lialdassare Casti-

ghoue (Florence, 1891).

CASTIGLIONE, Carlo Ottavio, Count
(1784-1849). An Italian philologist, born in

Milan. At an early period he displayed a pre-

dilection for antiquarian studies, more par-

ticularly numismatics. When only 24 years
of age. he published a description of the Kufic
coins in the cabinet of Brera, in Milan, under the
title, Monete cufiche del museo di Milano (Milan,
1819), which showed a great knowledge of

Oriental languages and history. Castiglione's

principal work in the sphere of Oriental litera-

ture is his Memoire gcographique et numisma-
tique sur la partie orientale de la Barbarie op-
pelee Afrikia par les Arabes, suivi de recherches
sur 'es Berbcres atlaniiques (Milan, 1326), in

whicli he seeks to ascertain the origin and the
history of the towns in Barbary whose names
are found on Arabic coins. Outside of Italy, Cas-
tiglione is r^rhaps heat known by his edition of

some fragments of the Mceso-Gothic translation

of th*^ Bible by Ulfilas (q.v. ), which had been
discovered, in 1817, by Cardinal ilai among
the palimpsests of the Ambrosian Library. At
first he published some specimens in conjunction
with Mai, but in 1829, 1834, 1835, and 1839,

appeared a variety of fragments of the Pauline
epistles, edited by himself, and enriched with
valuable disquisitions, commentaries, and glos-

saries. He died in Genoa, April 10, 1849. For
his life, consult Biondelli (Milan, 1850).

CASTIGLIONE, Giovanni Benedetto (1616-

70). An Italian painter and etcher, born in

Genoa. He is called '11 Greehetto' (the little

Greek). He was the pupil of Paggi, and then of

Andria de' Ferrari, and possibly of Van Dyck.
About 1654 he became Court painter to Duke
Charles I. of Mantua. He painted some portraits

and historical pictures, but his best works are
''Animals Entering the Ark" and "The Creation."

There is also a fine "Nativity" by him in Genoa.
He left more than seventy etchings of much
cleverness and spirit. His brother, Salvatore,

and his son, Francesco, were his pupils and
imitators.

CASTIGLIONE DELLE STIVIERE, deP-

1ft stA-vya'rA. A town in northern ItJily, 6 miles
south of the southern end of Lake Garda (Map:
Italy, E 2). It is connected by street railway
with Brescia and Mantua, has two churches, a
technical school, and a castle. Its chief industry
is silk-spinning. It came into the possession of

the Visconti of Milan in 1339, and being ac-

quired in 1404 by a branch of the Gonzaga fam-
ily, was the capital of an independent princi-

pality which Austria absorbed by purchase in

1773. On August 5, 1796, Napoleon defeated the

Austrians under Wurmser here, and because of

the victory Marshal Augereau (q.v.) received

the title of Duke of Castiglione. Population
(commune), in 1881, 5000; in 1901, 5967.

CASTILE, kft-stPP (Sp. Castilla, from Cas-

tillo, lastlc, from T^t. caatellum, fort, on account

of the numerous castles erected on the fron-

tiers). A former kingdom of Spain, occupying
an area of about 53,500 square miles in the
central part of. the peninsula (about one-fourth
of the kingdom

)
, and divided into the two

old provinces of Old Castile, or Castilla la

\'ie}a, and New Castile, or Castilla la yueva.
The former occupies the northern part and
forms an elevated plateau, with an average
elevation of about 2500 feet. It is walled in on all

sides—on the north by the highest masses of

the Cantabrian mountains, which separate it

from the Basque provinces and Asturias; on the
south by the high ridge forming the watershed
between the Duero and the Tagus; while the
Sierras de Ocejon, de L'rbion, and Moncayo, and
the heights of Leon and Tras-os-Montes bound it

on the east and west. The high plateau of Old
Castile is but scantily watered, and its natural
characteristics are far from inviting. The chief

rivers are the Duero and its tributaries, which
are generally shallow during the summer. In
many parts nothing is presented to the eye but
a wide, almost treeless waste of land, unre-
freshed by streams, in some parts monotonously
covered with stunted grasses, and in others al-

most destitute of vegetation. The traveler may
walk many miles without finding a village or
even a solitary farmhouse. Not all of Old Castile

is, however, an arid desert. In the southern
part are found fertile tracts which yield fine

grain, and even the olive can be cultivated under
favorable climatic conditions. Iron and other
minerals exist in plenty, but are not worked to

any great extent, the chief industries being
stock-breeding and cotton and linen weaving.

New Castile constitutes the southern part of
Castile, and includes the Moorish Kingdom of
Toledo. It lies lietween Aragon and Valencia on
the east and Estremadura on the west, and has
Murcia and Cindaluria on the south. It belongs
to the basins of the Tagus, Guadiana, and Jiicar.

It has a less elevated surface, but in many
other respects is not unlike Old Castile. It

is mostly sterile in the more elevated parts,

such as the elevated plateau of Madrid or Toledo,
but very fertile in the deep river valleys.

Olives, com, pulse, and saffron are cultivated
in some neighborhoods, but more attention is

paid to the raising of domestic animals. In-

dustry is almost entirely restricted to manu-
factures of coarse woolen goods. The yield of

the salt-mines in the south is considerable, and
quicksilver, especially at Almaden (q.v.). and
iron, are plentiful. The commerce is insignificant

and is greatly impeded by the lack of adequate
transportation facilities.

Under the present administrative division of

Spain. Old Castile is divided into the eight

province of Burgos, Logroflo, Santander, Avila,

Segovia, Soria, Palencia, and Valladolid, with a
total population of 1,764.440 in 1897. Some
authorities include also the provinces of Le6n,
Zaniora, and Salrwnanca in Old Castile. New-
Castile is divided into the provinces of Madrid.
Guadalajara, Toledo, Cuenca, and Ciudad Real,

and had a total population of 1,853.314 in 1897.

Besides these provinces, the principality of As-

turias. and the districts of Estremadura, Anda-
lusia. Granada, and Murcia, also belonged to

the crown of Castile.

The Kingdom of Castile was an oflfshoot of the

Kingdom of Le6n, with which it was permanently
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united in 1230. It plnye«l the londinpr part in

the rpconquest of the Iborinn Peninsula from
the Mohannnednns, and as such its history is in-

separably identified with that of Spain (q.v.).

Consult: .Avala, ('r6nira/t de !os Ifeyes de Caa-

iilla (2 vol's.. Madrid. 1770-80); and Hiatoria
dr las communidadea de Caatilla (Madrid, 1897).

CASTILHO, kA-ste'lyd, Antonio Feuciano
(1800-75). A Portugese poet, born in Lisbon.

.Although nearly blind from his si.xth year, he
became well known for his learning:. He ])ub-

lished translations of the Metamorphoses of

Ovid (1841), and other Latin translations and
original poems. The first volume which attained
Ruccesa was Cartas de Echo e Xarciaso (1836).
This was followed by the Atnore Melancolia, and
Camocna (1849).

CASTILLA, k.\-8te'lyA, Ramon (1797-1807).
A Peruvian gi'neral and statesman. He entered
the Spanish Army in 1810, but five years later

joined the revolt against Spanish rule. In 1830
he became chief of stafT of the whole army,
with the rank of brigadier-general. After the

treaty with the President of Bolivia, Castilla

went to Chile, and in 1837 joined the Peruvians
who marched against Santa Cruz, the President
of Bolivia. When the Revolutionists proclaimed
Gamarra President, Castilla was made ^linister

of War. In 1841 he was one of the leaders of

the Peruvian force that invaded Bolivia, and in

1845 was elected President of Peru. His suc-

cessor, Echenique, became unjwpular, and Cas-
tilla started a revolution, overcame Echenique,
and became, in 1855, sole ruler of the country.
One of his most important reforms was the abo-

lition of slavery. In 1858 he was reelected

President, and in 1800 proclaimed a new con-

stitution which granted universal suflFrage and
prohibited the exercise of any religion except
the Roman Catholic.

CASTILLEJO, kii'std-lyfi'nA, Crist6val de
(c.1494-1556). A Spanish poet, born at Ciudad
Rodrigo, Salamanca. He was early attached as

a page to the person of the Infante Fernando,
younger brother of Charles V., and subsequently
Emperor of the H0I3' Roman Empire as Ferdi-

nand I, He was later appointed secretary to that
prince, and resided chiefly in Vienna. His come-
dies have entirely disappeared, but his poems sur-

vive in the editions of 1573, 1598, 1600, and
others. In these three books, the latter part of

the third of which is devoted to religious verse,

he displays a spontaneous gayety of mind and
facility of execution. He adhered to the tradi-

tional native forms, and stoutly resisted Boscfln,

Garcilaso de la Vega, and all the remaining inno-
vators who sought to introduce into Spanish
literature the sonnet, the terza rima, the can-
zone, and other Italian measures. His opposi-
tion was in part indirect, through improvement
upon the old Castilian masters, and in part
direct, as expressed in a satire against the
new school and the sneers of 'Petrarquistas.' He
wrote many successful ballads, and a Dialogue
icith His Pen, often referred to for its sprightly
wit.

CASTILLO. See CAnovas del Castillo.

CASTILLO, kft-stg^yd, Domingo del. A
Spanish pilot, one of the first European party
to explore the Colorado of the West, in 1540.
He left an excellent map of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia and the lower course of the Colorado.
See Alakcon, IIeknando de.

CASTILLON, kiVst^'yON'. A town in the
Department of Gironde, France, on the right

bank of the Dordogne, 26 miles east of Bordeaux
(Map: France, H 9). It is celebrated as the

scene of the battle (July 17, 1453) l)etween the

forces of the English and the French, in which
the former were defeated and their leader, Tal-

bot, was slain. The battle led to the speedy
reoccupation by Charles VII. of all the territory

held by the English except (^alais. Population,
in 1901, of town, 2891; of commune, 3253.

CASTINE, kfls-t€n'. A town and port ot

entry in Hancock (Jounty, Maine, on Penobscot
Bay, 30 miles below Bangor (Map: Maine, F 7).

It has a good harbor and steamship connections,

and some reputation as a summer resort. The
chief industry is the manufacture of cordage, fish-

lines, etc. Castine has a town library and a cus-

tom-house, and is the seat of a State normal
school. The government is administered by town
meetings, held annually, or as often as required.

Population, in 1890, 987; in 1900, 925. Here,
in 1007, Baron de Castine established a small
French colony, which, however, was soon aban-
doned. The English made the first permanent
settlement in 1700. Consult Wheeler, History

of Castine, Penobacot, and Brookaville (Bangor,
1875).

CASTING. See Fly-Casting.

CASTING, ]\rETAL. See Founding.

CASTING OUT NINES. See Checking.

CASTING VOTE. The vote of the presiding
officer of a meeting in the case of an equality
or tie vote. Whether such officer has the right

to A'ote at all, or whether his right is limited

to a casting vote, or whether, having the right

to vote with the others, he may thereafter give

a casting vote, is determined by the rules gov-

erning the particular assemblage. The Speaker
of the House of I^ords votes with the other mem-
I'crs, but has no casting vote; while the Speaker
of the Commons votes only when there is a tie.

By the American Constitution, the Vice-President
is president of the Senate, but has no vote ex-

cept in case of a tie (Art. I., Sec. 3). State
constitutions contain similar provisions relating

to the Lieutenant-Governor. The Speaker of the
Federal House of Representatives is chosen from
among its members, and in some cases has the
right of a double vote. In State legislatures the

usage varies, the Speaker of the Lower House
being limited, not infrequently, to a single vote
which must be given with the votes of the other
members. The same rule applies to the pre-

siding officer at a meeting of a corporation, un-
less the charter expressly gives him the addi-

tional right of a casting vote. See Parliamen-
tary Law, and the authorities there cited.

CAST IRON. See Iron and Steel; Found-
ing.

CASTLE (Lat. casfeHum, a fort). The medi-
aeval castle was of double descent, on the one side

from the Greek acropolis (q.v.), the Roman Capi-
tol (q.v.), and the citadel (q.v.) of the Byzantines
and Goths; and on the other from the Roman
camp or fort, and the Romano-Frankish villa—
the earliest feudal fief. (A general treatment of
this subject will be found under Military Archi-*
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TECTUBE. ) The principal groups of such monu-
ments are in Normandy and England; in north-
tni France; along the Rhine; in northern Italy
iiiid the Roman province; and in a large part of
the East, in a series belonging both to the
Byzantine and Mohammedan Middle Ages.

Castles differ from forts in being primarily
the permanent residence of a feudal lord, his
family and dependents, instead of merely a
.stronghold occupied by a garrison. They may
b<- divided into two classes: castles built for the
defense of cities and subordinate to them—as at
Carcassonne; and castles either entirely indepen-
dent or connected with towns of little importance
which often grew up around them. The class
of independent castles is the most numerous and
most characteristic of the times; it is, in fact,
the great outward sign of feudalism. They will,

therefore, be here treated almost exclusively.

Castle architecture ran its course from the
Tenth to the Fifteenth Century, and is repre-
.sentative of a large part of the life of the times.
In the Orient it may be studied in three princi-
pal classes—Byzantine castles, Mohammedan
castles, castles of the Crusaders. In the West
its natural divisions are rather chronological

—

pre-Xorman, Xorman, Crusading, Feudal, and
Palatial Chateau periods. As a class, castles are
even more important for what they represent than
for what they are. In the form with which we
are most familiar they are the creation of the
nations of the North, under early influences,
typifying at first the stern, self-reliant individu-
alism of feudal society, its absorption in one
idea, self-sacrifice and isolation, and the foster-

ing of strong men. In studying its histor\' we
can trace the gradual softening of these ideals
until the self-indulgent life of the Renaissance
chateau is finally reached. But the Border Wars
of Scotland, the feuds of Richard Coeur de Lion
and Philip Augustus, the Barons and Magna
Charta, and such events and atmospheres are not
the only kind illustrated. The border wars of
the Byzantine emperors and the Mohammedan
emirs, the struggles of the Knights Templars and
those of Saint John, the vicissitudes of the Old
Man of the Mountain and his Assassins, also in

their history crystallize around great castles in
the East.

A word of explanation as to their origin. In
the north of Europe, where wood prevailed in
place of stone, the old Roman ca^tella or detached
military posts were often at first used, reinforced
by palisades and wooden towers. The Frankish
fortified villa was a quadrangle like a Roman
camp, surrounded by ditch and palisade and
having a mound in its centre as a final place of
defense, surrounded by a trench and topped by a
circular or polygonal wooden donjon or keep
from 10 to 30 metres in diameter and 3 to 13
metres high. This was the pre-Norman castle of
the north (e.g. at Sainte-Eulalie d'Ambar^s and
at Freidberg). Sometimes the circular form was
preferred for the outer works, as in the Pipin
Burg near I^ehr (Germany). Such works have
of course left few traces, except of the roughest
ground plan of their earthworks. When the
Normans settled down in the north of France in

the Tenth Century, they Ix-gan to build castles

of a now type : their keeps, instead of being in the
centre of a rectangular inclosure, were at one of

its edges, so that direct communication with the
outer country could still be had in ca.se the outer

palisades were captured. The materials re-
mained at first the same—earthworks with pali-
sades and a bank; then as earthen motte or
mound and wooden towers at the highest point.
It was with such castles that the Norman chiefs
repelled the Hungarian hordes during the Tenth
Century and kept the river courses open for their
raids. They took advantage, however, of the
natural strength of localities better than the
Franks, who, like the Romans, had built usually
on the plain. The Norman castles in France and
England even for a generation after the Conquest
were of this kind; for example, at Builth in
South Wales, Longtown, and Kilpeck in Here-
fordshire. The first advance was made late in
the Eleventh Century, by building the keep or
donjon of stone-masonrj- instead of earth, and
immeasurably increasing its importance in rela-
tion to the outer line of earthworks. The keep at
Mailing in Kent, and London's famous keep, the
White Tower, are survivals of this stage, which
lasted, for the majority of castles, well into the
Twelfth Century. England was covered with
them ; they were the principal means of firmly
establishing the Norman yoke. Thirty went up
under \\'illiam the Conqueror; manj' more under
his sons, and xmder Stephen (1135-54) 1115
were built. Meanwhile a great innovation had
begun, as usual not in England, but on the Conti-
nent. Earthworks were discarded altogether
and a complex system of stone-wall defenses was
connected with the stone keep. It is at Arques,
in Normandy, that \^illiam, uncle of Duke Wil-
liam, erected on a strong rocky promontory an
epoch-making castle^ with a square donjon at the
upper end and with the entrance at the lower
end protected by a double gate, two flanking
round towers, and advanced earthworks. The in-

terior had two courts or bailies—lower and up-
per—separated bj' a palisade. The circuit of
walls was defended by eleven towers—all but two
round. The donjon was against the outer wall.
The natural rise toward the castle was defended
by a palisade in front of a 'vallum'—called a
bailie, in its primitive sense—back of which a
wide fosse was cut in the soft rock from the
scarp of which rose the castle walls. Along this
scarp, subterranean corridors were cut to detect
and oppose mining approaches, and the whole
sub-structure was honeycombed with subter-
ranean passages for sallies and intercommunica-
tion between the various parts. But Arques re-

mained for a century a great exception in the
importance of its outer circuit. As soon as the
improved methods reached England many castles
were rebuilt, such as "Dover and Rochester in

Kent, Newcastle in Northumberland. Appleby
and Carlisle in Cumberland, Brougham in West-
moreland, Richmond and Conisborough in York-
shire, Portchester in Hampshire. Guildford in

Surrey, Goodrich in Herefordshire, Nonvich and
Castle Rising in Norfolk, Hedingham and Col-
chester in Essex." (Parker.) They vary but
slightly in plan, the keep being a massive square
tower, with a square turret projecting from each
angle. The entrance was quite high up. by a
temporary wooden staircase, removed in time of

danger. The interior was often divided by a
vertical wall into two equal sections without
communication except through passages cut in

the upper part of this heavy division -wall. The
stories were divided by wooden floors; very sel-

dom by vaults. These keeps were small, dark,
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and uiK>umfurt4tl>Ie, uiul until the later period

when the out«r defense.s were strengthened, they

not infrequently sueeunibed to famine after the

outer works were carried. 'J'hey were, however,

uncomfortable as residences. This type, which
has iK'en described as "a stronj^ post around which
a fortified camp was tracetl," was followed in \or-
uutndy itself, at Chambois, Falaise, Nogent-le-

Kotro'u, and I^ Pin; also in the French prov-

inces under Norman inlluence, as at ("liauvi<!;ny,

I..oches, Pouutnges, Montrichurd, Montbtizou,

J^auyency, etc. Often the keeps of such castles

were supplemented during the Twelfth and Thir-

teenth centuries, or even later, by stronger outer
lines of defense than was custonuiry when they
were first built. The outer walls had been really

only for the protection of the outbuildings from
marauders, not to withstand an attack in force.

Hitherto, even with these improvements, the cas-

tles of til is type were incapable of offensive de-

fense and became thoroughly insecure. The Cru-
saders had brought experience in approaching and
attacking fortifications and were familiar with
advanced methods of sapping and mining, with
hea\'y machines and towers or belfries, through
contact with the skilled engineers and their works
among the Byzantines and Mohammedans of the
East. A revolution took place in the plans of

European castles, especially in France, before the
close of the Twelfth Century. It is connected,
however, more with royal castles built for na-
tional purposes with all the resources of the
State, rather than with the private efforts of

feudal nobles. This movement is individualized
first at La Rocheguyon, built by Philip Augustus
of France, and then, even more superbly, by its

greater rival Chateau Gaillard, built by Richard
Coeur de l^ion, which defended all Normandy
against France. At Gaillard the Eastern methods
of flanking constructions, by which an aggres-

sive defense could be made, was first carried

out; the type of square donjon, which enforced
ignorance of exterior operations and was weak
for defense at the angles, was abandoned for the
circular form ; in fact, curved lines were every-

where employed. Another important innovation
was the double concentric line of defense of the
main castle, beside the keep. This central fort

had a strong, irregularly triangular advanced
fort separated from it by a trench, and with its

nose toward the narrow strip of land that was
the only vulnerable point of approach. The
river Seine, that flowed by its base, and by a
short curve there formed a promontory, was
fortified in various ways—by a fort on an island
defending a bridge with a barbican at one end
and a large fortified burg at the other, with
another farther on, all near the water-level,

while above it a triple stockade barred the river.

The whole system was, perhaps, the most per-

fectly devised of the feudal age ; in it everything
was sacrificed to military efficiency. It was by
such works that the quality of masonry was per-

fected. Of the French donjons, or keeps, the
most important of this period, now preserved,
is that of Loches, still over 30 metres high.
A little later was built (1223-30) the famous
castle of Coucy, the most wonderful of mediaeval
private fortresses, and exhibiting for the first

time the tendency to unite artistic magnificence
and comfort with perfect military strength. The
new principles of Gothic architecture, with its

mastery of vaulted construction, alone made this

possible. The chapels, halls of the knights, and
halls of the feudal lords became structures of
great size and high finish. Such were the old
Louvre of Philip Augustus, the chAteaux of

Clisson and of Angers, and other nival castles

of the Thirteenth C^'ntury. Under Oriental in-

fluence the old wooden balconies or hurdles
(houriifi) had long been replaced by stone-

vaulted projections, galleries, and bartizans
(inachicoulia, cchangctteti) , thus doing away with
the main defensive weakness of earlier castles.

During this period the normal form and division
of the most numerous class of castle, the Norman-
English, was the following: A ditch, dike, fosse,

or moat, surrounding the circuit, erosseil by a
bridge defended by a barbican and closed by a
portcullis; then the outer wall or curtain, 20 to
25 feet high, with its towers and bastions, its

terraced walk with single or double paraj)et;

then the gate-house flanked w ith towers, leading
into the outer bailey court with buildings for
feeding, organizing, and lodging the garrison;
then a second and higher inner line of defense with
its fosse and gate-house, within which is a
second or inner bailey, at the end of which is the
keep containing hall, chapel, and accommoda-
tions for the suzerain or lord. Under the Planta-
gcnets a small mound, called caialier. was often
added. At this time in England, and under the
Valois in France, a great change in arrangement
took place, characteristic of the increasing lux-

ury of the Fourteenth Century. The inner court
or bailey, instead of being merely a part of the
defensive system culminating in the keep, be-

came a centre of architectural splendor which
now showed itself for the first time on the ex-

terior. This culminated in such famous royal
structures as Pierrefonds and La Ferte-Milon in

France, and in such private castles as that of
Vitrt. Prominent English castles were Rochester,
Windsor, and Alnwick.
An entirely distinct line of development had

been meanwhile in progress in Italy, where it

was not necessary, as in the nortli, to start from
nothing. The feudal class established or en-

couraged by the Carlovingians could usually for-

tify themselves in ancient ruins of great strength,
and they had before them Roman and Byzantine
models which they carefully imitated. The
Tenth Century saw the founding of many feudal
houses ; and the great monasteries such as Farfa,
Subiaco, and Monte Cassino, in the fortresses by
which they defended their possessions, furnished
models to the barons. The Roman nobles were
among the earliest to develop a type of castle;

families like the Creseentii and Pierleoni, and
later the Vico, Orsini, Colonna, etc., erected
strongholds throughout the Roman province that
far surpassed in size and magnificence any of

the Norman or Rhenish castles, and were
equaled only by the French and English castles

of the Thirteenth Century. Such were Borghetto
and Marozza. The dark, narrow, and unlivable
Norman keeps would have seemed insufficient

to families that held as their city fortresses

such great antique buildings as the Colosseum,
the Theatre of Marcellus, the Mausoleum of

Augustus or of Hadrian, and the Circus Flami-
nius. I'nfortunately, nobody has ever studied
this phase of Roman architecture. In most other
parts of Italy the establishment of the free

communes led to the destruction of such castles

during the Twelfth and Thirteenth centuries, as
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dangerous to the liberties of the people, and the
nobk's were forced to come to the cities to live,

abandoning tlieir mountain strongholds. This
was the case first in the North and then in Tus-
cany. Only when tlie age of tyrants set in, in

the Fourteenth Century, with the Scalas, Vis-
eontis, Sforzas, Castracanis, did a new era of

feudal castles begin in the north. Still, in the
extreme north—in Piedmont, Savoy, and Upper
Lombardy—there had been great feudal strong-
holds from the Tenth Century as at Bard and
Challant. The famous castle of Canossa where
the Emperor Henry IV. made his submission to

Gregory V'll. was one of these. Frederic II.,

largely through the Arab engineers he em-
ployed, introduced the advanced Oriental methods
before 1250. His castles at Lucera, Barletta,
Castel del Monte, and elsewhere were worthy,
in size and magnificence, of their northern con-
temporaries. His French successors, the House
of Anjou, added other features from beyond the
Alps, and the south of Italy then saw the greatest
development of military architecture in the penin-
.sula (Thirteenth and Fourteenth centuries). Far-
ther north the new style was exemplified in such
structures as the castle of Castracane at Avenza
(1322)

In Germany the architecture of the castle had
remained during all this time in its infancy. It

had retained the earthwork system up to the
Twelfth Century and even the Thirteenth Cen-
turj', as at Alt-Sternberg in Westphalia and the
Prussian castles of the Knights of the Cross.
In the Twelfth Century, stonework was intro-

duced in the more advanced regions. We ad-
mire the picturesque ruins of the castles along
the Rhine, such as the Drachenfels, Ockenfels,
Ehrenbreitstein, Lahneck, Rheinfels, and many
more. They did not embody any of the im-
provements we have noticed. Even as late as the
Thirteenth Century the German castles were un-
provided with any flanking defenses for their
outer fortifications and they kept to the anti-

quated type of square donjon, rectilinear outer
line of walls—in .short, the simply passive sys-

tem of the Eleventh Century—relying on the
natural rocky situation. They were small, pirat-

ical eyries, never once entering the same class

as Chateau Gaillard, or even Arques. Still,

the elaborate network of these forts, their group-
ing to protect the whole Rhine valley, its cities

and towns, make them interesting as a social and
political, if not as an engineering study. Even
socially, however, they did not show the conces-
sions to comfort and magnificence in feudal life

that we find in France, although it is stated that
over .S.50 feudal castles were erected under the
Hohenstaufens. Typical examples are the two
castles at Riidesheim. with three superposed ter-

races but without wall-towers or advanced works
—with a typical mota in stone—a mere trans-
formation of the old earthworks. At Egisheim
the keep or mota is a regular octagon inscribed
in the centre of a larger regular octagonal wall-
circuit—symmetrical, but absurdly inadequate in

view of the advances made in contemporary
modes of attack. A fuller development of this
scheme is at Steinsberg (Twelfth Century)
with triple concentric lines of walls. There are,

however, some interesting exceptions. Salzburg,
near Neustadt (Eleventh and Twelfth centuries),
hears certain resemblances to Arques, with its

ditch cut along the crest of the hill, its two outer

baileys and an inner one with a small keep; the
wall-towers, however, are square. Interesting,
historically, is the famous Wartburg Castle
(Eleventh and Twelfth centuries), of the Land-
graves of Thuringia, with its double bailey and
its attempt to unite the great palatial residence
with the fortress, a form in which the Germans
anticipated the French of the Thirteenth Century.
Here the palace hall was a long structure in the
inner bailey quite distinct from the keep. The
Frankenburg Castle in Alsace (Eleventh to
Thirteenth Century) is interesting for its two
keeps—one of the primitive rectangular type, the
other later and circular. At Landeck, near
Klingenmunster (Twelfth and Thirteenth centu-
ries) , we see not only the peculiar German scheme
of superposed retreating platforms or baileys,
but the unusual presence—for Germany-A)f
square and round towers in the outer circuit.

These and others are in Alsace and the Bavarian
Palatinate. The castle at ilvinzenberg shows
how, in many cases, of an extremely oblong plan,
there were two keeps in place of one, because
as it became necessary to have a keep near the
edge of the defenses, and often at the most
vulnerable end, a second centre was required for
the other end. Among the castles which, in
the course of the advance made during the
Twelfth and Thirteentli centuries, showed how
even Germany had discarded all reminiscences
of the Romano-Germanic mota or central earth-
mound, is Fleckenstein in Alsace. Trifels and
Neuscharffeneck further develop the combination
of fortress with palatial halls, which was charac-
teristic of the \\artlnirg, and no longer sacrifice

the architectural beauty of their buildings to
safety. The castle of Nuremberg is a superb
example of a feudal structure commanding a
great city (Twelfth Century). Its narrow,
rocky setting gives it not only a strong walled
advanced work toward the towTi and a double
encircling wall, but three successive baileys on
ascending levels, divided by deep ditches, heavy
walls, and towered entrance-gates. Like so many
other German castles, the palace takes the place
of the keep in the inner bailey. This tendency
reaches its climax in such extensive castles as
that of Friesach, in the Thirteenth Century,
where the main palace is in the form of a quad-
rangle in the centre of a long and fairly forti-

fied enceinte and double outlying baileys and a
central keep adjoining the palace. But far sur-
passing all private and even all royal castles in
Germany is the central fortress of the Teutonic
knights, Sohloss ^larienburg, whence they ex-
tended their political power and the Christian
religion over North Germany, and even flung
down the gauntlet to Poland. It represents the
highest efforts of German Gothic in the military
field, surpassing in mere beauty its prototypes
in Palestine, of which we shall speak. Its great
chapel, knights' hall, refectory, and other struc-

tures of the inner bailey, superbly grouped, are
works of art both without and within, tlie brunt
of military defense being borne by the outer lines

of fortification. In the South, the castle of Karl-
stein (1.347) in Bohemia is probably the most
magnificent.

Spain was undoubtedly the last of Western
coimtries to abandon the purely military castle;

this was due to the h)ng conflict between the
Christians and the Moors, lasting to the very
close of the F'ifteenth Century. The Alhnmbra.
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at Granuda, shows how the Moors ended by
cuinbiniiig art and military science, and the

immense piles at Vax:h and Olite show the per-

manence of the purely military architecture

anion^ the Spaniards. Feudalism of a certain

kind ha<l nourished in the Mohauuiiedan East

after the breaking up of the Caliphates of Bag-

«iad and Cordova had led to a stage of smaller

independent i)rincipalities. The castle-fortress

had lH>en develoix-d by the Byzantines of the time
of Justinian to a high degree of strength and
scientific value, and they had inherited the old

Oriental knowledge of double and triple lines of

fortification and an overlooking acropolis, the

s|>ecialty of the Hittite and Pelasgic peoples.

The Arabs had borrowed from the Romans and
Byzantines the idea of a frontier line of de-

fense, but thej' outdid them in their scientific

treatment and situation. The military despotism
of both empires gave, during the Tentli and
Eleventh centuries, great power to the local

chiefs on the frontier, who became not merely
stationary magnates, but established real feudal

dynasties. Syria and Asia Minor are full of

these frontier castles, whose castellans held the

safety of the two empires in their hands. The
studies of Rey (Architecture tnilitaire de la

Syrie) have shown how superb were the forti-

fications erected in Syria by the Crusaders in the

early Twelfth Century; tliose of M. Bourgoin
have proved that Mohammedan castles furnished

the models for the works of the Crusaders.
While the Normans were putting up rudimentary
earthworks, the chiefs of Syria were living in

castles built of cut stone. This explains why the
warriors returning from the first Crusades short-

ly after 1100 revolutionized the science of mili-

tary architecture in the north of Europe, and
why for the origin of the great French and Eng-
lish castles of the Thirteenth Century we must
go, as for so many other things, to the East. In
fact, for the origin of the mediaeval forms then
adopted we must study the fortifications of Dara,
Edessa, Antioch, and other places in Syria and
Mesopotamia, built by Justinian and his suc-

cessors.

The earliest of the remaining Crusaders' castles

is supposed to be that of Giblet, a .square plan
with angle towers and a central square keep, and
others like it at Blanche-Garde and Ibelin. A
more advanced system is shown at Saona
(c.1150), which is an example of the Syrian
castles here planned to contain large garrisons.

Its square Xornian keep is supplemented by four
bastions. Still further progress was made at

Beaufort with two enceintes, two keeps, and
some heavy bastions. These are followed at the
close of the Twelfth Century by a difTerent class

of castles, those of the orders of Christian Knights
that were the strongest defenders of the Holy
Land. The Knights Templars had their central

stronghold at Tortosa (118.3) on a rocky pro-
jection in the sea by the city and surrounded
on its elliptical land side by a wide double moat
cut in the rock into which the sea could be turned,
cutting oflT the fortress altogether. The two lines of

defense separated by the moats were independent
and both defended by square towers. The great
keep on the farther side is also isolated by
water. Although Tortosa is unsurpassed among
Syrian fortresses in perfection of construction
and is equal to the greatest in Europe, the castle

of the Knights of the rival order of Saint John

built on the Orontes, and commanding the road
between Homs-Hamah and Tripoli-Tortosa, is the
most important of all, and still remains sub-

stantially perfect. It stands in the same class

as ChAteau Gaillard, which it surpasses in size,

is more advanced in scientific construction than
Tortosa, and could easily hold a garrison of

4000 men. It should l)e compared with the
great contemporary city castle of Carcassonne in

France. It was provided with two large barbi-

cans, with square and round towers, and is built

with a high terraced inner bailey magnificently
defended and commanded by a harbican-k«!p. A
fortified inclined winding esplanade connects it

with the lower outer liailey. Architecturally
these castles of the knights afforded great op-

portunities. It was necessary to provide im-
mense halls for the reunion of so large a mass
of men—amounting often to a small army—men
of equal rank, not underlings, as in the ordinary
castle garrison. These edifices were military mon-
asteries, and had halls corresponding to the
monastic churches, chapter-houses, and refecto-

ries. Such castles presente<l altogether new prob-

lems to military architects, who for the first time
Avorked out schemes for uniting outward strength

with extensive interior halls. The result undoubt-
edly made possible the Valois-Plantagenet type in

the West. Here, as in every other element of the

castle, the type was created in the East.

In the Fifteenth Century the castle ceased
to be primarily a stronghold, and became a place

of residence. In such buildings as the chflteau

at Saint Germain near Paris, the transition to

the palace is shown; the old forms were often

retained, but they were meaningless. Gaillon,

Blois, Fontainebleau, Chanibord in France. Cap-
rarola in Italy, Nettley Hall, Tichfield House
and Longford Castle in England, the Albrechts-

burg at Meissen in Germany, illustrate the new
style and the passing of the old.
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CASTLE, The. Dublin Castle, the seat of

the British Government in Ireland. The term
is frequently found in Irish novels. The vice-

rov and employes of the Government are known
as* 'The Castle Set.' See DuBOX.

CASTLE, Egerton (1858—). An English
novelist, bom in London. He was educated at

the universities of Paris and Glasgow, at Trin-

ity College, Cambridge, where he took honors in
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science, and at the Royal Military College, Sand-
hurst. He served as lieutenant in the Second
^^'est India Regiment, and as captain in the

Royal Engineer iMilitia. From 1885 to 1894 he

was on the staff of the Saturday Review, and is

now joint owner of the Liverpool Mercury. His
novels, several of which have been dramatized,

proved popular. Among them are: Consequences

(1891); The Light of Searihey (1895); The
Pride of Jennico (1898); The Bath Comedy
(1899); Young April (1899). For Henry Irv-

ing he wrote the play Sariolo, and for Richard
Mansfield Desperate Remedies. He has also pub-

lished two books on fencing and one on book-

plates. The third and fourth novels in the list

were in collaboration with his wife, Agnes. The
Secret Orchard (1900) was dramatized for Mr.
and Mrs. Kendal (1901).

CASTLE, Jon:f Hakvabd (1830—). An
American clergyman. He was born in Phila-

delphia, and graduated at Lewisburg University,

Pa., in 1851. After holding pastorates in the

United States and Canada, he became president

of McMastor Hall, the celebrated Baptist theo-

logical seminary of Toronto (1881).

CASTLEBAR, ksis"l-bar. The capital of

Mayo County, Ireland, on the Castlebar River,

159 miles northwest of Dublin (Map: Ireland,

B 3 ) . It takes its name from the ancient castle

formerly the property of the De Burgh family.

It has manufactures of coarse linen and brew-

eries. In the Rel)ellion of 1641, the English

Parliamentary garrison was massacred by the

Irish. In 1798 the French, under General Hum-
bert, held the town for a fortnight. Population,

4000.

CASTLE DANGEROUS. A novel by Sir

Walter Scott, published in November, 1831, al-

though the introduction printed in later edi-

tions was not forwarded from Naples until

February, 1832. The scene is laid in the times

of Robert Bruce and James, Earl of Douglas,

and the plot centres about Douglas Castle,

Douglas Dale, Scotland, a fortress which is now
a ruin, but which in older daj's was known as

'Castle Dangeroiis.'

CASTLEFORD, k}\s"l-fr'rd. A town in the

West Riding of Yorkshire, England, on the Aire,

about 10 miles southeast of Leeds, with which
it is connected by rail and canal (Map: Eng-
land, E 3 ) . Its principal industry is glass-

working, in particular the manufacture of bot-

tles. Population, in 1891, 14,100; in 1901,

17,400. Castleford was the Roman Legeolium.

CASTLE GARDEN. A large circular build-

ing in Battery Park, at the southern extremity
of New York City. Built in 1807, originally as

a fort, then 300 yards from the shore, and
known as Castle Clinton, it was converted into

a garden where civic receptions and other fimc-

tions were held, whence its name. Subsequently
it served as a concert-hall, and in 1855 became
a landing-place and temporary headquarters for

immigrants. At the close of the year 1890 it

was ceded to the municipal authorities; and,
under the control of the Park Department, has
since been equipfx^d as a large pul)lic aquarium,
with over one hundred tanks and an admirable
collection of fresh-water and salt-water fishes

and other aquatic life. Its present interest is

overshadowed by its past, for with it are linked

in history the names of Lafayette, Presidents
.Taekson and Tyler, and Jenny Lind. See
Aquarium.
CASTLEMAINE, kfis"l-mfin. A town in the

Province of Victoria, Australia, 65 miles north-
northwest of Melbourne ( Map : Victoria, D 4 )

.

Population, in 1891, 6082; in 1901, 5704. It was
a place of much importance when gold-mining
began, the diggings near by being among the
earliest opened. The Victoria Railroad passes
through the town.

CASTLE OF INDOLENCE, The. An alle-

gorical and descriptive poem by James Thom-
son. It was first begun as a humorous auto-
biographical sketch, but soon outgrew the orig-

inal conception. The first edition appeared in

London, in quarto, 1748; the second, in octavo,

in the same year and place. The piece is note-

worthy for its revival of the Spenserian stanza
and for its effective onomatopoeia.

CASTLE OF OTRANTO, 6-tran't6, The. A
'Gothic' novel by Horace Walpole, published
anom^mously in December, 1765, but appear-
ing under the author's real name in the second
edition. It professed, in the original mock-
antiquarian introduction, to be a translation

from the Italian. In later editions, however,
the author frankly expounded his theory of the

interest which a blending of the supernatural
with a realistic setting must possess for the

average reader.

CASTLE OF SAINT AN'GELO. See Ha-
drian, Tomb of.

CASTLE PEAK. One of the highest peaks
of the Sierra Nevada in California, rising to

nearly 13,000 feet above the sea, in latitude 38°

10' N. and longitude 119° 30' W., about 25 miles

northwest of JMono Lake (Map: California, D 2).

The lower slopes are well wooded.

CASTLE RACKRENT. A novel by Maria
Edgeworth, published, first anonymously, in

1800, and then under the author's real name.
It is an Irish story, the scene of which is laid in

the Eighteenth Century, and was doubtless sug-

gested by Miss Edgeworth's visit to Ireland after

her father's remarriage. Its principal characters

are members of an Irish family on the downward
grade. It is, however, interspersed with many
humorous passages.

CASTLEREAGH, kAs"I-ra', Viscount. See
Stewart, Robert, second Marquis of London-
derry.

CASTLES. In heraldry, castles often figure

as charges. The castle appears in the arms of

Castile and of many cities—e.g. Bristol, New-
castle, and Carlisle.

CASTLE SPECTRE, The. A play by IM. G.

Lewis, produced at Drury l>ane in 1798, under
Siicridan's management. It is an adaptation of

an early story of his own, modeled after the

'Gothic' romances of Walpole and Radcliffe.

CASTLETON, kfls"l-ton. Formerly a town
in Richmond County, N. Y., in the northern
portion of Staten Island, now included in the

Borough of Richmond, New York City.

CASTLETON. A town in Rutland County.
Vt., 11 miles west of Rutland, on Castleton

River, and on the Delaware and Hudson Canal
Company's Railroad (Map: Vermont, 3 7). Tlie

valuable slate-quarries in the town constitute
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the principal induHtry; there are also manu-
factures of cheese, plows, and carriages. The
town is the seat of a State normal school. Lake
BoMioseen, the hirpt^st body of water entirely

within the State, and an important summer re-

sort, lies almost wholly in the town. The gov-

ernment of Castleton is adnnnistered by iovm
meetings, held annually and at s|)ecial call.

Population, in 18t)0, 23U0; in 1900, 2089.

CASTLETOWN, kAa"l-toun. The ancient
capital of the Isle of Man, situated on the mar-
gin of Castletown Bay, near the southern ex-

tremity of the island (Map: England, B 2). In
its mi<lst rises Castle Rushen, a fortress of great
strength, founded by Guthred II., of the Orrys,
King of Man, in 960. It underwent a six months'
siege by RoWrt Bruce in 1313. It is well built,

and lias a few noteworthy public buildings, its

chief educational institution being King Wil-
liam's College, an excellent school for boys.

Being in the neigliborhood of the bold coast
scenery of the Calf of Man, Spanish Head, etc.,

("astletown is a favorite resort for the numer-
ous tourists who frequent the Isle of Man.
Population, in 1900, about 3000. Consult Fitz-
gerald, ''Castletown and Its Owners," in Kildare
Archa-ological Journal, Vol. II. (Dublin, 1898).

CASTLEWOOD, kfls"l-wvd. Colonel Fban-
cis KsMOND, Lord. The second Lord Castle-

wood in Thackeray's Henry Esmond, the father
of Beatrix and Francis. He is a rollicking, hard-
drinking spendthrift, who tires of his wife, spoils

his children, leads a double life, and is killed in a
duel with Lord Mohun.

CASTLEWOOD, Lady. Mother of Beatrix
and Francis Esmond and wife of tlie second
Lord Castlewood, in Thackeray's Henry Esmond.
She becomes spiritually separated from her
husband and children by her excessive good-
ness. At the close of the story she is married
again to Henry Esmond, a cousin, who had been
brought up in the Castlewood household, and
who had been long loved by her in secret.

CASrrOR, Antonius. A botanist of Rome,
in the first century a.d., several times quoted and
mentioned by Pliny. He had a botanical garden,
probably the earliest on record. He lived more
than one himdred years in perfect health, it is re-

ported, both of body and mind.

CASTOB AND POLLUX {Gk.Kdarup, Kas-
tor, and TloTivSe'vKrjg^ I'uh/deukcs) . Twin gods of
Greece and Rome, known under the name of
Dioscuri (Lat., from Gk. AtSoKovpoi, Dioskouroi,
from At6^, Dios, of Zexis -|- Koipog, kouros,
youth)—i.e. children of Zeus and Leda, wife
of Tyndareus, to whom the god came in the
form of a swan. The Dioscuri were especially
reverenced among the Dorians, and their tomb
was shown at Amycla?, near Sparta. The Dorian
divinities were later confused with similar twin
brothers worshiped in other Greek States, and,
in consequence, we find a wide variety of func-
tions ascribed to the Dioscuri. In general, they
appear as saviors in time of need, whether in
battle or at sea. In art they are usually rep-
resented with their horses, as in the fine group
on Monte Cavallo in Rome. They often wear
an egg-shaped cap in commemoration of their
birth from the egg brought forth by Leda, and
are frequently crowned with stars and armed
with lances. They appear as patrons of athletic

sports—Castor of horsemansliip and Pollux of
boxing. Among their exploits were the invasion
of Attica to rescue their sister Helen from
Theseus; their part in the Calydonian hunt;
their participation in the .Argonautic expedi-
tion; tlieir abduction of the daughter of Leucip-
pus; and, lastly, their battle with the sons of
Aphareus, in which Castor (the morUil brother)
was slain by Idas and both the Apharidie by
Pollux. Pollux, who was immortal, was al-

lowed by Zeus to share his immortality with his

brother, so that they sojourned one day in

Hades and the next in Ol^inpus. This is the
version of the Odyssey, but later writers give
other versions of the way in which this im-
mortality was shared. The astronomical writ-
ers identify them Avith the zodiacal constella-

tion of the Twins. (See Gemini.) They were
greatly venerated in Rome, where it was be-

lieved that at the battle of Lake Regillus they
fought at the head of the legions of the Common-
wealth, and afterwards, with incredible speed,
carried to the city the news of the victory.

Where they alighted, near a well in the forum,
a temple was built, and a great festival held in

their honor on the ides of Quintilis, the sup-
posed anniversary of the battle, sacrifices being
offered at the public charge. A part of the cere-

monies was a grand nuister of the equestrian
body, when all the knights, clad in purjile and
crowned with olive, assembled at the Temple of

Mars, outside the city, and rode in state to the
forum. For centuries this pageant was one of

the most splendid sights in Rome. In the days
of Dionysius the cavalcade consisted of 5000
horsemen, all persons of wealth and condition.

Castor and Pollux was also the name given
by sailors in classic times to an electric meteor,
which, under the form of twin balls of fire, at-

taches itself to the masts of ships, and which
was considered to foretell fair weather. When
one ball of fire was seen the meteor was called
Helena, and foreboded a storm. (See Shake-
speare, Tempest, Act i., Scene 2.) This ap-
pearance is entirely analogous to the brushes of
light that tip every sharp metal rod during
electric discharges, and which are known in
modern times as Saint Elmo's lights (q.v.) or
Saint Elmo's fire. It was a favorable omen when
the spears of the Roman armies were tipped with
these lights. The Portuguese considered them as
indicative of the presence of the body of Christ,
whence they were called Corposants (corpus
sanctus). Consult Tomlinson, The Thunder-
storm (London, 1859).

CASTOR AND POLLUX, House of. The
name given to the ruins of a double house at
Pompeii, consisting of two distinct dwellings con-
nected by a peristyle court, ornamented with
frescoes.

CASTOB AND POLLUX, Temple of. A
temple on the east side of the Roman Forum,
built at the Spring of Juturna, to commemorate
the miraculous appearance of the Dioscuri to an-
nounce the victory of Lake Regillus in 496 B.C.

The temple, of which the three remaining columns
are among the most prominent remains in the
Forum, was dedicated in 492 B.C., and recon-
structed by Tiberius and Drusus in 7 B.C. It was
dismantled in 1547 in the search for building ma-
terial for Saint Peter's. The last excavations,
which freed the substructure on three sides, took
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place in 1871. It was used as a place of deposit
for valuable articles and contained the standards
of wciji;hts and measures.

CASTO'REUM (Lat., Gk. Koaropiov, kaato-
rion, castor, from marup, kastor, beaver). A
substance secreted in two paired glandular sacs,

closely connected with the organs of reproduc-
tion in both sexes of the beaver, and at one time
held in high repute in medicine, although now
chiefly used by |>erfumers, when any can be ob-

tained for market from the disappearing ani-

mals. It was well kno\vn to the ancients. From
the time of Hippocrates it was regarded as hav-
ing a specific influence over the uterus, and was
esteemed valuable in hysteria, catalepsy, and
other spasmodic diseases. It has always been
considered by trappers one of the most powerful
of bait scents, under the name 'barkstone.'

CAST0R1D.ffi (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
KooTup, kaftlOr, beaver). The Beaver family.
See Beaver.

CASTOR OIL (so called from its fancied
resemblance to castoreum). A fixed oil obtained
from the seeds of liiciuus communis (Linnc),
which is cultivated in India. In extracting the
oil, the seeds are first bruised between heavy rol-

lers, and then pressed in hempen bags under a hy-
draulic or screw press. The best variety of oil

is thus obtained by pressure in the cold, and is

known as cold-draicn castor oil; but if the
bruised and pressed seeds be aftenvards steamed
or heated, and again pressed, a second quality
of oil is obtained, which is apt to become par-
tially solid or frozen in cold weather. In either
case the crude oil is heated with water to 212°
F. (100° C), which coagulates and separates
the albumen and other impurities. Exposure
to the sun's light bleaches the oil, and this proc-
ess is resorted to on a large scale. When pure
and cold-drawn, castor oil is of a light-yellow
color; but when of an inferior quality, it has
a greenish, and occasionally a brownish, tinge.

It is somewhat thick and viscid. Its specific

gravity is high for an oil, being about .960. It
is miscible with alcohol and ether. Reduced to
a temperature of — 15° C. it becomes solid;
exposed to the air, it very slowly becomes ran-
cid, then dry and hard, and serves as a connect-
ing link between the drying and non-drying oils.

It has a nauseous smell, and an acrid, disagree-
able, and sickening taste, which may be over-
come by the addition of a little magnesia. The
principal acid present in it is ricinoleic acid,

CijlI^Oj, which is allied to oleic acid. It also
contains palmitin, stearin, myristin, and an
acrid principle.

Castor oil is largely used in medicine and
the arts. As a simple purgative it acts in
about five hours and empties the large intes-

tines. Its secondary effect is sedative and
slightly constipating. It is not suited for con-

tinued or repeated use, but should be employed
in an emergency, or occasionally, for a single

result. It is very useful in diarrhoea due to
eating indigestible or irritative substances, in

the constipation of alcoholism, as well as of

pregnancy, and in inflammatory diseases of the
kidneys or of the generative organs. It may
W administered in orange-juice, or flavored with
oil of bitter almonds, or it may be given in cof-

fee or in soda-water. Pharmacists dispense it

in soft, elastic capsules of gelatin, thus obvi-
ating the disagreeable smell and taste.

The adulterations of castor oil may be vari-
ous. Several of the fixed oils, including lard,
may be employed. The best test of its purity
is its complete solubility in its own volume of
alcohol, a test which other fixed oils do not stand.
C'roton oil is occasionally added to increase the
j)urgative powers of the oil.

CASTOR-OIL PLANT, Castor-Bea.n, Palma
Christi, Ricinus communis. A member of the
order Euphorbiacea>, and a native of tropical
Asia and Africa which has become natural-
ized in most tropical and subtropical coun-
tries, and which is cultivated also in temperate
climates. In the warmer climates it is a peren-
nial, and occurs as a small tree; but it does
not endure frost, and becomes an annual in tem-
l)erate regions. It was known to the ancient
Egyptians, as its seeds have been found in their
tombs, and to the Romans, from whom we have
the generic name Ricinus. Th^re are many dis-
tinct forms of the plant, some of which' have
been described as species, but they are now gen-
erally all regarded as varieties of a single spe-
cies. These forms differ in stature, shape, and
color of the leaves, and are very popular for
ornamental planting. The leaves are large and
broad, from one to two feet or even more in diam-
eter, and palmately cleft. The flowers are uni-
sexual, and both male and female flowers are
borne upon the same plant. The fruit is a spiny
capsule containing one seed in each of its three
divisions. The seeds are oval, from one-third to
one-half inch long, and often beautifully varie-
gated. They are chiefly valued for the oil they
yield, the common castor oil (q.v.), which is so
generally used as a purgative, and which also
serves for lighting and lubricating purposes. The
plant is cultivated for this oil in the United
States, mainly in Kansas, Illinois, and Missouri,
and in southern Europe, Asia, South America,
the West Indies, and other tropical and warm
temperate countries. The pomace which remains
after the oil has been extracted from the seed is a
valuable nitrogenous fertilizer. For illustration,
see Plate of Calabash, etc.

CASTRATION (Fr., Lat. castratio, from
castrare, to emasculate; Skt. Nostra, knife). The
removal of the essential organs of generation in

animals. In males castration consists in tak-
ing away the testicles. In females, castration
or spaying consists in removing the ovaries.

The purpose of castration is, generally, to make
domestic animals more docile and more valu-
able for meat, as well as to restrict unlimited
reproduction. These advantages are counter-
balanced, at least in part, by the fact that cas-

tration diminishes the powers of endurance and
the quickness of the intelligence. Castration
may l>e i)erformed at almost any age, but the
cflfects of it are more pronounced if it is per-
formed before the age of pul>erty. In surgery,
castration is sometimes rendered necessarj' by
disease of the testicle. In the female, the opera-
tion is known as oiiphorectomy. See Eunuch.
CASTREN, kA-stnln', Matthia.s Aij^xaxdeb

(181.3-52). An eminent Finnish philologist. He
was born at Tervola. December 2. 1813, received
his earliest instruction in the town of TomeA,
and afterwards studie<l at Helsingfors. .\bout the
year 18.38 he undertook a pedestrian excursion
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through Finnish l^phind, in order to extend his

knowU'tlp' of the hniguage and literature and in

1840 another throuj,'h Karelia, to collect ballads,

legends, etc., illustrative of Finnish mythology.

On his rettim he published, in Swedish, a transla-

tion of the famous Finnish poem, "Kalevala," the

meter and style of which were imitated by

I,(mgfellow in "his poem of "Hiawatha." Aided

by the (Jovemment of his native province, he

conmienced his researches among the Finnish,

Norwegian, and Russian Laplanders, as also

among the European and Siberian Samoyeds.
Appointed linguist and ethnographer to the

Saint Petersburg Academy, Castrf-n, between the

years 1845 and 1849, prosecuted his laborious

investigations as far east as China, and as far

north as the Arctic Ocean. On his return he
was appointed first professor of the Finnish

language and literature at the University of

llelsingfors, and in 1851 became chancellor. He
employed himself in preparing for publication

the vast materials which he had collected, but

died May 7, 1852; from exhaustion—a martyr to

science. Before his death appeared Versuch einer

ostja kischen Sprachlchre nebst kurzem Worter-

verseichnis (1849), as the first instalment of

his Northern Travels and Researches. He also

wrote: Elementa Grammatico Syrjaence (1844),

and Elementa Grammatiees Tscheremissoe {1844} ;

On the Influence of the Accent in the Lappish
Language (1845); De Affiwis Personalihus JAn-

guarum Altaicariim (1850). An edition of his

works in Swedish, in five volumes, appeared
(1852-5S), and a German translation was pub-

lished later.

CASTRES, kiis'tr'. A town of France, in the

Department of Tarn, situated in the fertile val-

ley on both sides of the river Agout, 16 miles

east of Toulouse (Map: France, J 8). The two
parts of the town are united by stone bridges.

The principal features are the cathedral, the

seminary, the communal college, the public li-

brary, and the artillery school. Castres has

beautiful promenades, shaded by fine alleys of

trees. It is a busy manufacturing place. Its

fine dyed-wool goods are especially famous, and
it has also manufactures of silk, linen, leather,

paper, soap, etc. Population, in 1901, of town,

19,483 ; of commune, 27,308. In the Middle Ages
Castres was celebrated for its Benedictine Abbey,

the heads of which ruled the city. It was one of

the first French towns to adopt Calvinistic doc-

trines, and is the seat of a Protestant Consistory.

It suffered heavily during the religious wars of

the Sixteenth Century, and in 1629 Louis XIII.

razed its fortifications.

CASTRI, ka'str^, or KASTRI. A village of

modern Greece, in the Nome of Phocis, situ-

ated on the southern declivity of Mount Par-
nassus, and w'orthy of notice as formerly occu-

pying a portion of the site of the ancient Delphi
(q.v.). In consequence of the purchase of the

site lay the French for the purpose of excava-

tion, the inhabitants moved in 1893 to the new
village somewhat to the west of the ancient

city.

CASTRIES, kfi'str^', or Port Castries. The
capital of the island of Saint Lucia, West Indies

(Map: West Indies, F 4). It is situated on the
west coast, on Carenage Bay, the entrance to

which is marked by a lighthouse visible 14 miles.

Most of the trade of Saint Lucia (q.v.) is carried

on through this port. Population, in 1901, 7910.

CASTRIOTA, kiis'tr6-6'tA, George. See

SCAM)Ki:itKi;.

CASTRO, kil'strA, Guillen de (1569-1631).

A Spanish dramatist who enjoyed the friendship

of Lope de Vega, whom he assisted in the fa-

mous festival of the canonization of San Isidoro,

where he won a prize in the literary tournament.
Castro wrote about forty plays, the most cele-

brated of which was Las mocedndcs del ('id, to

which Comeille was greatly indebted for the

materials of his renowned tragedy. It is said

that Castro died in poverty, and was buried by
charitable friends.

CASTRO, Inez de ( ? -1355). A Spanish
noblewoman whose imliappj' fate has been made
the subject of tragedies and poems. She was the

daughter of Pedro Fernandez de Castro, a de-

scendant of the royal family of Castile. After

1340 Inez lived with her cousin, Constantia, the

betrothed wife of Dom Pedro, son of Alfonso

IV. of Portugal. Constantia died in 1345, and
Dom Pedro, as she afterwards claimed, secretly

married Inez, in the presence of the Archbishop
of Guarda. As the King feared that this union

might prove injurious to the claims of Ferdi-

nand, son of the deceased Constantia, it was de-

termined in the King's Council that Inez must
die. Accordingly, three Portuguese knights hast-

ened to Coimbra and executed the sentence

(1355). Dom Pedro attempted a revolt against

his father, but finally became reconciled. Two
years later Alfonso died, and the murderers of

Inez left Portugal and sought shelter with Pedro
the Cruel of Castile. Pedro proposed to the young
King of Portugal an exchange of fugitives, and
the latter consented. One of the three assas-

sins escaped through the kindness of a beggar,

but the other two were tortured in the presence

of King Pedro at Santarem (1360). According
to a tradition, immortalized by Camoens, Pedro
established the legality of his marriage with
Inez, caused her body to be exhumed, and,

placing it iipon the throne, required all the

nobles to do her homage. Inez's body was in-

terred at Alcobaca, and a fine marble monument
was erected over the grave, surmounted by her
statue, wearing a crown.

CASTRO, JoAo DE (1500-48). A Portuguese
naval conmiander and explorer. He was born in

Lisbon, and as a youth distinguished himself in a
number of campaigns against the Moors of Tan-
giers and Tunis. Upon his return from an expedi-

tion to the Red Sea, he was made, in 1543, com-
mander of a fleet to clear the European seas of

pirates. In 1545 he was sent out as viceroy of the

Indies to supplant Martin de Souzo. Valiantly

seconded by his two sons, he overthrew Mahmud,
King of Cambodia, relieved the beleaguered town
of Diu, and defeated the great army of Adhel
Khan. He subsequently completed the subjuga-
tion of Malacca, and prepared the way for the

invasion of Ceylon. The unceasing w'arfare he
carried, on against kings and rajahs wore him
out before his time. Shortly after receiving his

full commission as viceroy he died, at Ormus.
He wrote a description of the Red Sea entitled

the Roteiro, which was very important for his

day (latest edition by Corvo, Lisbon, 1882).
Consult Andrada, Vida de Dom Jodo de Castro
(Lisbon, 1651).
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CASTBO, Jos6 Makia (1818—). A states-

man of C'()>la Kica. born in San Joso. He gradu-

ated at the University of Leon, Nicaragua. He
was President of Costa Rica from 1847 to 1849,

and from 18<i(i to 18(58, when, he was superseded

by Jimenez. He held the rank of a general of

division, and bore the title 'Founder of the Ke-
public of Costa Puea.'

CASTRO ANDRADE Y PORTUGAL, iin-

drti'dii A por'too-gjiP, Pedro Axtoxio Ferxax-
UEZ UK, Count of Lemos (1034-72). A viceroy

of Peru. He was appointed to succeed Diego
Benavides y de la Cueva, and entered upon his

office on November 21, 1(5(57. The lawlessness in

the mining regions he met with severity. Par-

ticularly was this true in connection with the

silver-mine of one Gaspar de Salcedo at Layca-
cota, near Lake Titicaca. The enormous reve-

nues derived by Salcedo from this mine angered
other n'.ining proprietors of the district. Bush-
whacking bands were formed, and blood flowed

freely. The viceroy opened at Pancar-colla a
court for the trial of sucli offenses, executed
forty-two persons, and banished or fined many
more. Having been assured by his confessor,

Francisco del Castillo, that he had been need-

lesslj- cruel, he had masses said for the souls of

his victims, and himself performed menial duties

in the conduct of the services.

CASTRO DEL RIO, kii'strd del re'6 (Sp.,

castle of tlie river). A town of Spain, in the

Province of Cordova, situated on the right bank
of the Guadajoz, about 21 miles southeast by south
of Cordova (ilap: Spain, C 4). A portion of the

old town is surroimded by ruined walls. The
new town, lying outside of tliese, has some good
streets. The nmnicipal building is worthy of

mention. The town has manufactures of woolen
and linen fabrics, earthenware, etc., and con-

siderable trade in agricultural produce. Popu-
lation, in 1!)00, 11,089.

CASTROGIOVANNI, kii'strft-jA-viin'n^ (It.,

castle of .Tohn). A city in the centre of Sicily,

."55 miles west of Catania (Map: Italy, J 10).

It is delightfully situated on the level top of a hill

2«5()0 feet high, built in tlie form of a horseshoe
tluit opens toward the east. The town is cool in

summer and often very cold in winter. The main
street leads up to the ancient citadel. La Rocca,
repaired by King Manfred, from the highest tower
of which is obtained one of the finest views in

Sicily. On the east rises the pyramid of Etna,
on the north and west are magnificent mountain
ranges, and on the south are visible more moun-
tains and the sea. The cathedral, founded in

1307, has some treasures, and the public library

contains valuable incunabula. There are also

a museum, a technical institute, and a castle

built by Frederick II. of Aragon. The city is a
local centre of trade, mainly in sulphur and
rock salt. It occupies the site of the ancient
Enna, called iveximfjnabHis by Livy, and the
modern name comes through the Arabic Kasr-
Yani, the Yani l)eing an Arabic corruption of

Knna. Near it is Lake Pergusa, with which is

associated the story of Proserpina and Pluto.

In the Punic Wars Enna was a centre of combat,
and ancient Roman missiles are still picked up
in the vicinity. In a.d. 837 its walls defended
the inhabitants of the whole district against the
Saracens, but in 859 the fortress was captured
by treachery. The Normans captured it in 1087.

Population, in 1881 (commune), 19,000; in 1901,
20,081.

CASTRO-URDIALES, -oor'de-Ji'ias. A town
of Spain, in the Province of Santander, situated
on the Bay of Biscay (Map: Spain, D 1). It
has a good roadstead, and exports timber and
fish to Madrid. Fishing and fish-preserving,

with some manufactures, constitute the princi-

[)al industries. Castro-Urdiales, an ancient port,
was a Roman colony, Flaviobriga, under Ves-
pasian; in 1173 it was resettled. The town,
after having repelled a previous attack, was
sacked bv the French in 1813. Population, in

1900, 13,008.

CASTROVILLARI, ka'str6-v6l-la'r§. A city
in southern Italy, 34 miles north of Cosenza, on
two brooks that imite to form the Coscile (Map:
Ital}', K 8 ) . The ancient part of the town, about
the Norman castle, is not inhabited because of

malaria. There are many picturesque mountain
roads in the vicinity, particularly one that
leads to the salt-mines at Lungro. Fruit, wine,
and cotton are marketed here. Population, in

1881 (commune), 11,000; in 1901, 9945.

CASTRTJCCIO CASTRACANI, ka-stroo'chd

kii'stra-ka'ne (c.1280-1328) . An Italian soldier

and Ghibelline leader, chief of the republic of

Lucca. A member of a prominent Ghibelline fam-
ily of Lucca, he was exiled at an early age, and
served as a soldier in England, France, and Lom-
bardy until 1313, when he returned to Lucca.
Being placed at the head of his State, he played
a prominent role in the struggle between the

Ghibellines and Guelphs in Tuscany. He sup-

ported the German Emperor, Louis the Bavarian,
whom he accompanied on his expedition to Rome
in 1327, and who made him Duke of Lucca, Count
of the Lateran Palace, and Senator of Rome.

CAST STEEL. See Iron and Steel.

CASTUA, kii'stwa. A town in the Austrian
Crowiiland of Istria, at the head of the Bay of

Quamero, near Fiiune (Map: Austria, D 4).

Population, in 1890 (commune), 16,500: in

1900, 18,000, mostly Serbo-Croatian. Castua is

a very old town, and was at one time the capi-

tal of Liburnia.

CASUAL POOR. A term used in the admin-
istration of the English Poor Law to indicate

persons temporarily relieved without being ad-

mitted to the roll of permanent paupers. See

Poor Laws.
CASUARINA, kflzli'rt-a-rl'nA (Neo-I^t.. from

cafstiarinn, cassowary, from Dutch kasuaar, Jla-

lav kasnuirnris, so called from the resemblance

of the branches to the feathers of the bird). A
genus of the order Casuarinaceie. The trees of

this genus are almost exclusively Australian.

However, Canuarina equisctifolia is found in the

South Sea Islands, the Indian Archipelago, the

Malayan Peninsula, and on the east side of the

Hay of Bengal, as far north as Arracan. and
Caiiiarina Sumatrana grows in the Philippine

Islands. Some of them are large trees, produc-

ing timber of excellent quality, hard and heavy,

as the heefwood of the Australian colonists, so

culled from the resemblance in color to raw
beef. Caaunrina cfiuisrtifolia is called in Aus-
tralia the swamp-onk. It is a lofty tree, attain-

ing a height of 150 feet, the toa or aitoa of the

Society Islands, where it grows chiefly on the

sides of hills, and where its wood was formerly
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UBod for clubs mid otiipr implements of war. It

has iK'«'n introduced into India, where it grows
rapidly u|Mm own pcHjr, sandy soil, and where
it is nuich vnlued, as its w(M)d bears a great

htrnin and is not readily injured by submersion
in water. The hardness and durability of this

wood led the earlier voyagers to the South Sea
Islands to «lesigiuite it ironwocxl. CtiHunrina

atrirta is the 'coast she-oak* of New South
Wales. In Australia, where the Casuarinas
abound, they are considered among tlie most
valuable trees. For tlie most part, the wood is

liard, conjpact, yet easily worked, and is used
in many kinds of building, for implements, cab-

inet-work, etc. The foliage of most, if not all,

8p<'cies is of an acid nature, and is often chewed
to allay thirst. In jM-riods of drought stock
eat considerable quantities of the foliage. The
first-mentioned species has been quite success-

fully introduced into parts of Florida and Cali-

fornia. *Cassowary-tree' is a popular generic
name of the Casuarinas. Some of the species are
scrubby bushes. All of them have a very peculiar
appearance, their branches being long, slender,

wiry, dro<iping. green, and jointed, with very
small, scale-like sheaths instead of leaves. They
resemble arborescent equisetums, or horse-tail
ruslies. Tlie fruit consists of hardened bracts,

collected in a cone and inclosing small winged
nuts. The flowers have neither calyx nor corol-

la ; the stamens and pistils are on separate
flowers. More than twenty species are known.
CASITISTRY, kftzh'd-Is-trt (from casuist, Fr.

casuiste, from Lat. casus, instance). An attempt
to prescribe the proper moral course to be pur-
sued on particular occasions. Aristotle cor-
rectly conceived the business of ethics to be
the ascertainment of the general principles that
should guide moral actions. As Aristotle puts
it: "We must be content to indicate the truth
roughly and in outline, and as our premises are
true on the average, one must be content to
attain to conclusions which are true only in

general." Had Aristotle's own example been fol-

lowed, casuistry would never liave attained to
the dimensions that characterize it in many
ethical systems. It is true that general ethical
principles are valuable only if they can be ap-
plied in the concrete circumstances of life. But
such application can be properly made only by a
man who know.s all the pertinent facts of the
particular occasion, and it is putting a premium
on the mechanical treatment of life to prescribe
in detail just what must be done at particular
junctures. Such a procedure is like that of a
man who prepares a 'Handy Letter-Writer' for
infallible information as to the proper contents
for all pot^sible letters. The early formation of
good habits, habitual preference given to the
more kindly impulses, and the saving grace of
intelligence will dispense with casuistical rules.
The objection to casuistry is, therefore, not that
it insists upon the necessity of particularizing
general principles of conduct, but that it con-
ceives the particularization as achievable by an
ethical authority, rather than by each individual
ethical agent. One of the most characteristic
tricks of casuistry is to arrange all the known
ethical precepts in an order of relative impor-
tance. When in any particular case a man
must violate one rule or another, then he is

called upon to give preference to the higher rule.
Thus one casuist may say that if in some emer-

gency one must either lie or kill, one must al-

ways lie. This is casuistry, just as the reverse
proposition would also Ih» casuistical, simply
because an attempt to guide conduct by rule's

laid down with inviolable order of procedure is

to deny the right of a man to use his reason
at the time of action in any other way than by
subsumfng an act under a recognized precept.
The pec'uliar circumstances of the case may
make killing appear to an intelligent moral
agent preferable to lying, or vice versa; and to
suppose that any authority can define exhaus-
tivelj' all the circumstances that would justify
the one act or the other is to ignore the in-

exhaustible concreteness of life. The most that
can be done is to indicate in a general way the
relative importance of various forms of conduct
in ordinary circumstances. But this is not
casuistry, because it still leaves to the individual
judgment the right and the duty of determining
whenever any particular occasion is sudiciently
normal to justify one in doing the ordinary
thing. Thus in ordinary life one's obligation
to support one's own family is recognized as
outweighing the obligation to serve one's coun-
try in some unremunerative office. But to seek
to lay down tlie exact condition under which the
scales would be tipped in the opposite direction
would be an indication of moral bigotry.

From what has been said it can be seen that
casuistry will flourish whenever the individual
gets his thinking done for him and exalts some
authority into infallibility. Thus a Pharisee
who relies upon the tradition of the elders, a

Romanist who consults his confessors not for

counsel, but for precept, a Protestant who blindly
follows an infallible rule of practice are all casu-

ists. But an intelligent use of tradition, of ad-
visers, and of rules is to be highly commended

—

the only caveat is that a man must not abdicate
his right as a reasonable being to do his thinking
for himself when he has got all the light he can
get from others.

In the ^fiddle Ages casuistry became wide-
spread under the fostering influence of the
churches. Confessional books had for a long
time settled "the amount of penal exactions for

all conceivable sins in proportion to their

enormity," but it was Raymond of Penaforte
who seems to have conceived casuistry as a dis-

tinct science. His Summa de Casibus prrniten-

tialibus (c.I238) went into minute details, and
was followed by other works of similar char-

acter such as those of the Franciscan Astesanus
and the Dominican Pisanus. The abuses to which
the externalization and minute codification of

morality gave rise led to a strong reaction which
joined with other tendencies to bring on the
Reformation. But within the Roman Catholic
Church casuistrj' has prevailed up to the pres-

ent day, being an inevitable accompaniment of

the confessional. In the Seventeenth Century
casuistry led to probabilism (q.v.). and in the

Eighteenth was given its present-day form in

the Roman Catholic Church by Liguori (q.v.).

who has been followed by Scavini, Gurv, and
T>ehmkuhl. For a vigorous, though unscrupu-
lous, polemic against casuistry, consult Pascal,

Provincial Letters, translated by de Soyres (Cam-
bridge, 1880) ; for a qualified defense, MacCunn,
The Making of Character (London, 1900) : con-

sult, also, ilackenzie. Manual of Ethics (London,
18fl7) ; Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics (London,
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6th ed., 1901), Book 111. of which gives perhaps
llie best criticism of casuistry that can be found
in the Knglish lanjjuage, although the term is not
mentioned in the discussion.

CA'SXJS BELOil (Lat., case of war). The
ground alleged by one power to justify its going
to war witli another. The grounds which, in in-

ternational law, are recognized as affording a
justification for war are: (a) The defense of the
sovereignty and independence of the State; (b)

the redress of grave injuries inflicted by a for-

eign power on the citizens of a State; (c) to

obtain satisfaction for violations of the honor
of a State, as for insults to its flag or its am-
bassadors; (d) the enforcement in serious cases

of treaty obligations; (e) the prevention of

threatened or intended injury, as a sudden dis-

turbance of the balance of power in Europe, or
the disregard by a European power of the Mon-
roe Doctrine of the United States; (f) in rare
c-ases, the prevention of flagrant wrong against
religion or liberty, or grave oppression of a
colony or weaker State, as in the war of the

United States agiiinst Spain for the liberation

of Cuba. (See Intebventiox.) The humane
tendencies of modern international law seek to

restrict the causes for war, and by moral pres-

sure to induce an offended State patiently to

seek every other means of effecting its object

before resorting to the dire expedient of war.
See Act of Hostility; International Law;
IIagi:e Conference; War, and the authorities

there referred to.

CASWELL, kfiz'wel, Alexis (1799-1877). An
Anu-riean educator. He was bom in Taunton,
Alass., graduated at Brown University in 1822,

and entered the Baptist ministry. He was pro-

fessor of mathematics in Brown University from
1828 to 1850, and of mathematics and astron-

omy from 1850 to 1804, and was president from
1868 to 1872. He published several papers on
meteorology in the Reports of the Smithsonian
Institution, and a Memorial of John Barstow
(1864).

CASWELL, Richard (1729-89). A patriot

soldier of the American Revolution, and the
first Governor of the State of North Carolina.

He was born in Marj'land, emigrated to North
Carolina in 1746, studied and practiced law, and
soon l)ecame prominent in Colonial politics. He
was a member of the Colonial Assembly from
1754 to 1771, and was elected Speaker of the
House of Commons in 1770 and 1771. He also

attained prominence as an ofiicer in the Colonial
militia, and on May 16, 1771, commanded the
right wing of Governor Tryon's forces in the
battle of Alamance against the insurrectionary
Regulators. He was active as a meml>er of the
Whig, or Patriot, Party in the discussions
which preceded the Revolution, and in 1774 and
1775 was a delegate to the ContinenUil Con-
gress. In September, 1775, he was appointed
one of the treasurers of North (Carolina. He
commanded the minutemen, nuniln'ring about
1000, who, on February 27, 1776, defeated a
force of Ix)yali8ts, mostly Scotch emigrants,
under Donald Macdonald, at Moore's Creek,
N. C. ; and for this victory, the effect of which,
says Fiske, "was as contagious as that of I^x-
ington had l)oen in New England" ( Fiske, The
Amrricon Revolution, I., 177), he was appointed
brigadier-general of the Newbern District. In

Vol. IV.—13.

1776 he was a member of the committee of the
Provincial Congress which drew up the State
Constitution—one tradition attributing the au-
thorship of that document altogether to him

—

and from 1776 to 1778 he served as Governor.
In 1780 he commanded the North Carolina
militia during the invasion of the State by the
British, and took part in the battle of Camden
on August 16. He afterwards served as Speaker
of the State Senate and Controller-General from
1782 to 1785, and as Governor, for a second term,
from 1785 to 1787, and in 1789 was a member of
the State convention which ratified the Federal
Constitution.

CAT (AS, catt, Ger, Katze, Fr. chat, OF. cat.

It. gatto, Sp., Portug. goto, Welsh cath. Com.
cath, Ir., Gael, cat, OChurch Slav, koteli, O.
Pruss. catto, cat, Lat. catus, cub; borrowed in

Finn, katti, Turk, qadi. At. qitt, quit. Hind.
katds; of uncertain origin). The cats are typi-

cal aeluroid carnivores, constituting the family
Felidae, and well represented by the ubiquitous
house-cat, which is considered at length below.
Cats in general, as a family, are distinguished

among carnivores by their uniformity of struc-

ture, by the flexibility and strength of the spine,

the small head, capable of being turned in

any direction, the looseness of the skin, and
the exceeding suppleness, quickness, and muscu-
larity, the last especially exhibited in the jaws
and in the wonderful arrangement of levers in

the limbs. These are correlated with their
predatory habits, and manner of procuring their

prey, which is by lying in wait, or by stealthy
approach, followed by a spring, a clutch of the
claws, and a crushing bite. All the anatomy,
therefore, represents agility and power in the
highest degree; and all eats except two or three
of the heaviest (lion, tiger) are arboreal to a
greater or less degree. The skull is remark-
able for the bony ridges which give attachment
to the great jaw-muscles, the immense size of

which causes a corresponding increase in the

eKULI. O*- CAT.

a. Tongue-bones of one side.

width of the zygomatic arches; and the facial

portion, short in ail carnivora as compared with
herbivora, is here nuich shorter than in the dog
or bear tribes, giving the characteristic round-
ness to the head. The lower jaw is strongly

attached, and capable only of a simple hinge-like

motion. The dentition consists of six small
incisors in each jaw, large canines, and one i)er-

manent molar on each side, that in the upper jaw
l>eing small, the lower large and acting against

the fully developed preniolar in the upi)er. All
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are cama8Hinl, for little 'grinding' of the food

is called for; and the canines of Home, as espe-

cially of the extinct sabre-toothed tiger, are for-

midable tiisks. The tongiie is rough; the in-

testinal canal very short, bi>ing in some species

PENTITION OP THE CAT.

Teeth of left side In both jawR : m in, molare; pm pm,
pre- molars; c c, canines; i i, incisors.

only three times the length of the body. The
most, striking and characteristic peculiarity of

cat-structure, however (though ini|)erfect in one
genus—Cynaelurus; see Cueeta), is the arrange-
ment for tlie protrusion and retraction of the

claws, by which they are • made the principal

instruments whereby these creatures get their

living. Their plan, as has been said, is to get

as near as possible to their animal prey, seize

and hold it until they can overcome it by biting

through the arteries of the neck (in the case
of large quadrupeds) or otherwise put it to

death ; they cannot chase it do\vn and worry
it to death after the manner of dogs. This re-

quires that their toes should be separated, flexi-

ble, and capable of a powerful grip, and their

claws sharp and hooked. The acquirement of

MECHAKISM OP CAT'S CLAWS.

a. Toe at rest (claw sheathed); b, toe In action (claw
thrown forward). The illustration shows the elastic liKa-
nient which pasxes from above the root of the claw down-
ward and backward t« the distal part of the second jiha-
lanx : alHO the Ioiik flexor tendon (which by beinp i)iilled

backward draws down the claw) passing throuKh the lifca-

nient«U8 loop attached to the tinder surface of the middle
phalanx. The sesamoid bone beneath the distal end of
the metacarpal is also shown. {After Mlvart.)

such tools has been accompanied by provision
for keeping them out of the animal's way, in the
ordinary use of its feet, and at the same time
saving them from becoming blunted by contact
with the ground, as happens to those of all

other clawed animals, by a peculiar arrangement.

In the cats, the last (third) phalanx, or tip-

bone, of the toe, whicli carries tlie claw, does not
touch the ground, but it is so modified as to turn
up l>eneath a hood of skin over the end of the
lione (second phalanx) next behind it; this it

does naturally, when at rest, by virtue of the
elasticity of a li{|ament which pa.s.ses from it

ilown to the second i)hulanx, and holds it in place
without any conscious effort. From the lower
(proximal) end of this daw-bone a powerful
flexor tendon runs back beneath the bones of the
toe to the leg-muscles, the contraction of which
pulls the claw down with a circular motion
which drives it and hooks it into the flesh, where
it will tear loose before it will let go. Such
is the mechanism of the action so familiar and
efTective in the cat when she is angry and 'shows
her claws.' The cheeta (q.v. ) lacks this power,
and correspondingly its predatory habits partake
of much that characterizes dogs.

Cats are mainly nocturnal in their habits, and
the pupils of their eyes, which, as a rule, are
vertically linear, are capable of great expansion
and contraction, according to the light about
them; the lion, however, by virtue of his fear-

lessness and circumstances generally, is mainly
diurnal and has roimd pupils. The ej'esight is

good, but at night is supplemented by the highly
sensitive feelers (vibrissa*), long hairs project-
ing from the muzzle and above the eyes, each
springing from a follicle from which a special
nerve communicates with the brain. The sense
of smell, though fairly developed, is inferior to
that of dogs and various other animals. The
hearing, however, is exceedingly sharp, the
resonance of the sound being increased by the
great size of the auditory bulla.

Cats are clothed in soft and usually rather
long fur, longest in tho.se, such as the ounce,
which live in cold regions, and shortest in the
desert species, especially the lion, which is

further distinguished by a mane in the male
sex. Little difTerence, as a rule, obtains be-

tween the sexes in size or appearance; but the
kittens are often quite unlike their parents.
Their pelts have never entered largely into the
iur trade, however, except in the form of tiger-

skin floor-rugs, etc. The colors are mainly dark,
with a prevalence of reddish or yellowish, and
there is a imiversal and strong tendency toward
spottedness (of which striping is another form),
the young showing it even where the adult is

concolorous, as in the lion, puma, eyra, etc.

Arguments have been freely adduced for the
value of this coloration in making the cats un-
noticeable, but when it is learned that species
almost oppositely colored and marked live and
hunt under identical circumstances with ap-
parently equal success, the force of the specula-
tion is seriously diminished.

Cats are not gregarious, or cooperative, but
live and hunt alone, or in family parties; all are
monogamous except the lion; and the reputa-
tion which some have for permanent mating is

probably deserved only when an annual change
of mate is impracticable because of scarcity or
competition. They inhabit dens and lairs among
rocks, in hollow trees, or dense thickets, with-
out any special preparation, and the number of
kittens does not usually exceed two in the large
forms, but in the small species may be three,

four, or five. These are usually born in the
late spring of temperate latitudes or at the
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opening of the dry season in the tropics; and
they remain under the guidance of the mother
until nearly full-grown. Though many species
are widely distributed, none are migratory, and
few wander far, the tiger and leopard being the

most inclined, perhaps, to wide ranging. The
disposition of most cats is to remain near a
settled lair, and through a limited area near by

—

a disposition recognizable in the attachment to

the house and to a favorite corner that distin-

guishes our house-cats, and makes them loath
to change their lcK?ation and customs. A certain
inrtexibility seems to characterize their minds,
and the secrecy, noiseless stealth, patience, and
ruthlessness which belong to their methods of

life in the forest have afTected their tempera-
ments. The needful savagery of their nature is

ingrained and as a rule unyielding to gentler
influences in changed conditions. Hence they
are, as a class, untamable, the very few excep-

tions having become the stock of the domesti-
cated races. Most species can be made friendly to
man only when kittens, asserting their feral na-
tures and becoming untrustworthy as soon as
growth brings sense of power and predaceous in-

stincts. Trainers have subjugated certain spe-

cies, but they are kept in subjection by fear
alone and make their performance unwillingly
and without pride or joy in it. A few have been
trained to hunt, but none to retrieve, and in

general they approach sympathy with man and
the attitude of companion and helper far less

than dogs, which exceed them in certain direc-

tions of intelligence, as, for example, the under-
standing of mechanical appliances. A cat's ex-

pression of its emotions is mainly by 'lash-

ing' of the tail or a trembling of its tip, when
excited: by spitting, yowls, and screams when
very angry, or sexually excited ; by plaintive

mewings when in trouble or desiring notice;

and by a vibrating murmur deep in its throat
(purring) when satisfied or contented. The posi-

tion of the ears is very significant, as in most
other animals; and the arching of the back, erec-

tion of the hair, and elevation of the tail, so
familiar in our house-cats, which thus try to

make themselves look as large and terrible as
possible in the presence of an enemy, are char-
acteristic of all the smaller forms, though little

indulged by the greater kinds. The relation of

the cats to mankind generally is one of enmity

—

they are neighbors dangerous to him or his

domestic animals which must be got rid of wher-
ever civilization is to prevail. Hence they have
mostly disappeared from thickly settled regions.

The lion and tiger were inhabitants of Europe
within historic times, but neither is now to be
found near the Mediterranean on either side;

and even the wildcat is rare in Europe, except in

wilder parts. The puma has been exterminated
in the United States east of the Plains, and
lynxes are uncommon, while the jaguar has quite
disappeared north of Central Mexico. In certain

long-settled parts, however, jungles and moun-
tain ranges furnish harbors for these l)easts,

which sally out to destroy human life, as in

India and Africa, or to prey upon flocks and
herds as in America.

Fnnsil Cat8.—The Felida* seem to have been de-

rived from somewhat primitive Miocene carni-

vores, the sabre-tooth tigers (q.v.) constituting

the hifihly interesting family Nimravidir. which
were tliemselves evolveil from some earlier Eocene

creodonts, perhaps Palsonictis and Patriofeli&
(q.v.).

The true felines appear first in the Lower
Pliocene of France-, where they are represented by
Proaelurus, and in the Middle Miocene by Pseu-
doselurus. The genus Felis appears first in the
Middle and Upper Miocene of Europe and North
America, and later in the Pliocene and Pleisto-
cene of both these continents and also of Asia. As
with several other races of animals, the Pliocene
and Pleistocene members appear to have been of
much larger size and to have inhabited more
northerly countries than their modern descend-
ants. The cave lion [Felis spelcca) , whose re-

mains are found in the cave deposits of Europe
and England, was larger than the modern lion of
Asia and Africa, of which species it seems to have
been but a variety. Equally large species are
known from the American Pleistocene deposits.
Fossil remains of many of the existing species of
felines are found in the Pleistocene deposits of
Europe and southern Asia.

Cats inhabit all parts of the world except
Australia, New Zealand, southeast Malaysia, the
Polynesian Islands, and Madagascar, the greater
number being inhabitants of southern Asia.
There are from 40 to 50 species (according to
various views of specific rank in certain cases),
divided by conservative zoologists into only three
genera

—

FeUs, with 35 to 40 species; Lyncus, the
short-tailed cats, 6 species; and Cyncelurus, 1 or
perhaps 2 species. Most of these will be found
described elsewhere under their names, as Leop-
ABD, I.ioN, Lynx, Ouxce, Tiger, etc., or imder
Wiijx;at.

BiDLiOGEiAPiiY. Strauss-Durckheim, Anatomie
descriptive et comparative du chat (Paris, 1845;
anatomical monograph, folio, illustrated) ; D.
G. Elliott, Monograph of the FelidcB (London,
1378-83); Mivart, The Cat (New York, 1892;
anatomical and descriptive; illustrations of
bones, muscles, etc., and of nearly all the spe-
cies) ; Wilder and Gage, Anatomical Technology^
as Applied to the Domestic Cat (New York,
1882) ; Richard and Jennings, Anatomy of the
Cat (New York, IflOl). See, also, bibliography
under Carxivora, and below.

The Domestic Cat.—A cat, or cats, formed a
part of the domestic cii-cie in various parts of
the world before the beginning of human record,
and the question of the origin of the varied
domestic races known within historic times may
only be guessed at. Naturalists have attempted
by a study of semi-fossil remains, mummies from
ancient Egyptian tombs, a comparison of niotlern

examples with wild forms of similar size, and a
study of the reversionary tendencies exhibited
by house-cats that return to a feral life, to
determine the origin of the race, but have
learned nothing definite. The best opinion seema
to be that stated by J. E. Harting, F.L.S.:

"Several wild species of Egyptian and Indian
origin having been ages ago reclaimed, the inter-

breeding of their olTspring and crossing with
other wild species in the countries to which they
have been at various times exported has resulted

in the gradual production of the many varieties,

so different in shape and color, with which we
are now familiar."

Domesticated cats seem to have been common
in Egypt before the time of the earliest records,

for their mummies are coeval with the most an-

cient human remains and they are depicted on
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the oldest monuments. The snme may, perhaps,

be said of India, whero they are mentioned in

Sanskrit nianuwripts at leant 2000 years liefore

Christ; and from India they were taken to

China, where, however, they i«*ein not to have
been generally known until about a.d. 500. It

was in Kgypt, however, that the animal, which is

considered to have been there, at least, the local

gloved or Caffre cat (Felia caffra) domesticated,

reached its highest iniportanei>, both as a mouser
in that 'granary of tlie world,' and as an ob-

ject of atrection and veneration. It was natu-
rally connected with the cat-headed moon-god-
dess Pasht, both by its habits and by the fanci-

ful resemblance of the gradual expansion of its

pupil, as darkness came on, to the growth of the

nimin ; was protected by priestly decrees and
superstitions of great popular force, and was
ent«ml)ed in elaborate nmmmy-cases. It is be-

lieved that the domestic cats of Europe, whence
America received its stock, were derived from
Egj'pt at a comparatively late day. It does not
apjK-ar that tiiey were known as domestic ani-

mals among the Assyrians or early Hebrews, and
the mousers in the homes of the early classic

Greeks were probably martens (Martcs foina).

Cats were possessed by tJie central Europeans of

the Bronze Age, and probably came to have more
or less admi.xture with the European wildcats,

but the basis of the sttick from which our present
varieties have descended is, no doubt, the Egyp-
tian domesticated race. The Indian and Chinese
may have originated quite separately from Asiatic
species.

Domestic cats are now divided by the character
and color of the coat, comparative length of tail,

etc., into certain varieties recognized by fanciers,

according to rules formulated by the societies

which hold annual competitive exhibitions in

New York, London, and other cities. The prin-

cipal divisions are two—long-haired, or Asiatic,

and short-haired, or European cats. The long-

haired varieties are two, the Angora and Per-
sian.

The Angora cat came originally from Angora,
and has a small head and rather large tufted
ears; the long silky hair should hang in tufts

and clusters, shortening toward the end of the

tail. The colors are varied, but black and dark-
slate colored ones with orange eyes, or blues and
whites with light eyes, are most valued.

The Persian is also long-haired, but is larger
in body and the fur is coarser, and increases
toward the end of the long tail ; the color may
be almost any, but deep black with orange eyes
is preferred; blue is the next best color.

The short-haired cats are mainly distinguished
by their colors, as tortoise-shell, tabby, white,
blue (or Maltese), etc. The hair may diflTer

somewhat in length and texture, but in this
respect the diversities are too slight and in-

constant to coimt much. Tortoise-shell cats are
rather small, long-bodied, and graceful ; in color,

black, red, and yellow, rich and deep, and dis-

posed in sharply defined patches upon short,
close, silky hair. Eyes, bright amber to orange-
yellow. The presence of white sets the animal
aside into a variety known as Tortoise-shell and
White, where the white should be in a distinct
blaze on the face and on the breast and legs.

All these cats are good mousers, but less affec-

tionate than some others.

Tabby is the name given to banded or brindled

eats, in allusion to the wavy pattern of their
coats, like the old-fashioned 'watered' fabrics

from the East once known in comimTce as 'atabi'

and more lately as 'tallety.' Four varieties ar«.

recognized by fanciers—brown, sjxjtted, blue (or
silver), and red tabbies. Good examples of

these types must conform to their standard;
anj'thing else is simply an unclasscd 'tabby -cat.'

"Tlie brown tabby," says Huidckoper, "has a
ground color of a rich reddish dark brown, with
no white, and even, regular bars and bands of

.solid shining black over every j)art of the body;
these bands must be perfectly distinct, and
there must be no spots." The Spotted Tabby
may be of any base color, and is uniformly and
equally spotted all over with black spots set in

lines. The eyes of both these varieties should
be orange. The Blue or Silver Tabby is a rather
small, very slender, graceful, close-haired cat,

bright blue or else silvery in color, setting off

the jet-black narrow bands with great sharpness;
cushion of the feet black; long tail, ringed; eyes

orange for the blue, yellow for the silver race. The
Ifed Tabby varies from reddish brown to red in base
color, having well-defined bands of darker red,

and no white whatever; eyes, orange or yellow.

This cat is an important factor in breeding tor-

toise-shells; in fact, 99 per cent, of male tortoise-

shell kittens are red tabbies, the females only, as.

a rule, being proper tortoise-shells. They are

good-natured domestic cats, great mousers and
hunters for birds; they are also expert fishers.

White and short-haired cats form a special class,

characterized bj' eyes of turquoise or clear sky-

blue; or, if yellow, there must be no greenish

tinge. These are quiet, afTectionate cats, very
often deaf. Self-Colored cats include those which
are of some one solid color, and their eyes should
be orange-yellow for the blue (or Maltese, as it is

known in America), orange for the black, yellow
for the gray, and gold for the red cat. The more
uniform the color the better. Black cats and
Black-and-White cats are classed separately, and
in the latter case the white should be only on
the face, muzzle, breast, and paws; the eyes vary
from orange-yellow to 'sea-green.' The royal cat

of Siam reverses this somewhat, being dun, or
fawn-color, with black face, ears, tail, and feet.

The Manx cat difi'ers from others not only in

being tailless (as a rule), but also, like the

Siamese variety, has the hindquarters decidedly
elevated. A white Manx cat is almost unknown,
and black ones are exceedingly rare.

Bibliography. Champfleury, Les Chats (Paris,

1870; anecdotal, illustrated) ; Hehn, Kulturpflan-
zen und Bausthiere (Berlin, 1894) ; G. RoUe.s-

ton, "On Domestic Cats," in Journal of Anatomy
and Physiology, Vol. II. (London, 1868) ; H.
Weir, Our Cats . . . Varieties, Habits, and
Management (New York, 1889) ; J. Jennings,
Domestic and Fancy Cats (London, 1893) ; G.
Stables, Cats: Handbook to Their Classification

and Diseases [and] Training (London, 1897);
R. H. Huidekoper, The Cat (New Y'ork, 1895;
standards of form, treatment, etc.) ; Helen W.
Winslow, Concerning Cats (Boston, 1900; dis-

cursive) ; Agnes Repplier, The Fireside Sphinx
(New York, 1901; historical and literary).

CAT (in old ships the cat-fall led through the
cat-head, a projecting beam on the bow, frequently
ornamented with a cat's head ) . In nautical par-
Inace, the cat, or cat-purchase, is a device used
in getting the anchor up in the securing position



WILD CATS

1. JUNGLE CAT OR CHAUS 'Fells chaus).
2. EGYPTIAN OR CAFFRE CAT (Fells caffra).
3. EYRA (Fells eyra)

4. HUNTING CAT OR CHEETAH (CynoBlurua Jubatua).

5. JAGUAR (Fells onca).

6. OUNCE (Fell* uncia).
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after it has been hoisted by the capstan as far as
the hawsepipe. See AxciioB.

CAT. In military engineering, a heavy beam
with a sharp iron point, used during the Middle
Ages in besieging castles or towns. It was pro-

vided with a Tnov{il)le cover of timber, for the
protection of those who worked it, by swinging
it back and forth. It was called a cat because
it clawed into a wall. It was also known as a
mouse or fox, because it gnawed a round hole,

and as a hog or sow, from the round back of its

cover, or because it worked with its tusk, like

a boar.

CATABANGAN, kii'taban-^n', or CATXT-
BANGAN. A Malay-Negrito people in Tagii-

Las Province, southern Luzon, bee Philippines.

CAT'ABAPTISTS (Gk. KaTafianTiari/q, kata-
baptistex, from Kara, kata, down + /^affWs«v, 6ap-
tizein, to baptize). A general name applied by
Zwingli and others, instead of the more common
term Anabaptists, to those who baptized only be-

lievers, and denied the validity of infant baptism.
The term was defined by Zwingli as equivalent
to pseudo-baptist, but the fact that etj-mologi-

cally it Dieans a droutirr was not lost sight of.

CAT'ACAUS'TIC CUBVE. See Caustic.

CAT'ACHRE'SIS. See Rhetoric, Figures
OF.

CAT'ACLYSM (Fr. cataclysme, Lat. cata-
clysmos, Gk. KaroK/.vafidc, kataklysmos, from /card,

kata, down + K/.i^'f/y, klyzein, to dash, of
waves). A term used by some of the earlier
geologists to denote sudden changes, such as
those which might be produced by deluges, as
the Noachian Flood, or by sudden upheavals.
They considered that deposits such as the drift
were formed in this manner. The word has
been dropped from geological terminology. See
Catastroph ISM

.

CATACOMBS. The Catacombs tell us sub-
stantially all that we know of early Christian
art, and a large part of what we know of the
life of that time. The term is of uncertain deri-

vation, and is used to designate a network of
subterranean chambers and galleries excavated
in tlie soft rock, and especially those used pri-

marily for burial purposes by the early Chris-
tians, and. in times of persecution, for refuge
and for religious services. They were called by
contemporaries Cwmeteria, 'cemeteries,* or cryp-
ta, 'hidden places'; the term 'catacomb' (cata-

ctimt)u) is of mediiEval origin. The lower classes

of Romans were usually cremated, and their ashes
put into urns in sepulchral chambers calle«l co-

htmbnria (q.v. ) ; but Christian usage forbade in-

cineration, so s«'parate burial was resorted to in

property belonging to wealthy converts or pur-
chased by ass<x'iation. Burial in cemeteries above
ground was us«'d generally, but where the subsoil
consisted of s<m)e kind of easily worked, rfn-k-like

tufa, the burial was made in tmderground gal-

leries, which we now call catacombs. Such
catacombs exist in various parts of the early
Christian world—the Crimea, Asia Minor, Syria.
Egypt (.Alexandria), Cyrenaica, Malta, Sicily,

(Syracuse), Italy (Rome, Naples, Chiusi).
By far the most important group is in Rome,

and it is by the study of these Roman catacombs
that we know anything of the Christian arts of

the first four centuries, and can l)etter under-
stand the life and feelings, manners and cus-

toms of the early Christians. About sixty of
these are known. They are all outside the city
walls, within a radius of 3 miles, excavated in
the tufa wherever it was of the right kind—i.e.

granular. The larger ones consist of a confusing
maze of galleries, but this was by no means
their original condition; rather, the result of
gradual evolution. During the First and Second
centuries a Christian landowner would establish
a small catacomb for the burial of his family,
freedmen, and slaves, and would set aside for
the purpose a small rectangular patch of ground,
or area, measuring, say, 100 by 200 feet, which
was registered as a family burying-ground, and
l)ecame inviolable under common Roman law. A
single gallery ran within the outer edge of this
rectangle, about 8 feet high by 3 feet wide, in
whose sides were cut loculi, one above another,
to receive the bodies. The loculus was low, as
long as the bodj', and its depth varied to con-
tain from one to three or four members of the
same family. Persons of distinction were buried
in chambers, or ciibicula, which opened out of
these galleries, and for those burials carved sar-
cophagi were oft^'n used, placed in arched niches,
or arcosolia. Usually sonie martyr was buried
in such chambers, and his tomb ser\'ed as an
altar at which services were celebrated. As
Christianity progressed and burials multiplied,
the plot of ground was honeycombed with gal-

leries, parallel and at right angles; and when
one story of them was no longer sufficient, stair-

cases were made and a second line of galleries

excavated beneath. This was followed, if neces-
sary, by a third, fourth, or even fifth story of
galleries. Sometimes the extra room was gained
by increasing the height of the galleries through
lowering the floor-level. As persecutions in-

creased in virulence, the catacombs became places
of refuge and worship, where Christians could
avoid arrest ; as burial-places had right of asylum
by law, and when churches above ground were
confiscated and destroyed by imperial orders and
religious meetings interdicted, it was always
possible to use the catacomb chapels for ser\'ices.

Such importance did the catacombs, therefore,

assume that in the Third Century their admin-
istration was no longer left in the hands of
private persons, but was assumed by the Church.
The city was divided into parishes—twenty-five
or more—and to each one was assigned a cata-
comb outside the walls for the burial of its

church members. Above its entrance Mas a
chaix*l for religious services. The head deacon
of the church was their administrator, and
under him were the body of fossorcs, or exca-
vators, the artisans who executed the marble
slabs with their inscriptions and symbols, the
lamps and the symbolic wall-paintings. The
chief cemetery then became that of Calixtua,

and here the bishops of the Third Century were
buried in a special crypt. Passages were cut to
connect the neighboring catacombs, hut without
allowing the burials to extend l>eyond the ap-
I>ointed legal limits. A new period l>egan, how-
ever, in the middle of the Third Centurj', when
the violence of popular hatred refused any longer
to recognize the inviolability of the Christian
places of burial, and persecuting mobs and
officials invaded them. Christian* then destroyed
(he entrances, with their oratories, feasting balls,

and open staircases, filled up the front galleries,

and made other and secret entrances, usually
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from neighboring sand-pits {arcnarice). There
wa.s no hingiT any need to restrict the catacomb
limits, as there was no h)nger any legal protec-

tion, 80 all the spaces betwwui the various small
cat«coml»s were honeycombed with passages, and
one immense catacomb was made out of many.
Thus all regularity of arrangement was lost, and
the present intricate type created. All the cata-

combs in a single high ridge, up to the low
parts where excavation had to be stopped for

fear of Hooding, were thus joined, and a few
large groups created around the city. The bloody
persecution of Diocletian multiplied burials of

martyrs and made wholesale enlargement neces-

sary. Then came, with Constantine, the end of

persecution. Soon Bishop Damasus voiced the
universal reverence by his monumental restora-

tions, clearing passages, identifying tombs of

martyrs, and placing commemorating inscrip-

tions in verse, building or decorating under-
ground chajx^ls and basilicas at the entrances.

During the whole of the Fourth Century, and
until about a.». 410, burials continued to be

numerous in the catacombs, through the desire of

the faithful to rest near the martyrs; and then,

finally, all burials were transferred to the surface

cemeteries connet^ted with churches. The cata-

combs, however, provided with small basilicas and
chafK'ls at their new entrances, remained objects

of sacred pilgrimages and anniversary services,

not only for Romans, but for pilgrims from the

whole Christian world, and several literary rec-

ords of such pilgrimages remain, from the poems
of Prudentius to the Itinerary of Einsiedeln.

Then came the disastrous invasions of the Goths,
Vandals, Lombards, and Saracens, which involved
the destruction, first or last, of all suburban
buildings, the transporting to the city of the
relics of the most noted martyrs from the cata-

combs, the closing of their entrances, and the

filling up of their galleries with earth to prevent
desecration—especially at the time of the Sara-
cen invasion in the Ninth Century. From that
time until the Sixteenth Century the catacombs
were entirely lost sight of. After that they
have been gradually reopened, and explored by
such men as Bosio (159.3-1629), Boldetti, Marchi,
and especially by De Rossi ; but their riches have
by no means yet been exhausted.

The following is a list of the principal cata-

combs around Rome, arranged according to the

Roman roads along which they are placed: Via
Appin, Catacomb of Calixtus, Catacomb of Pra;-

textatus, Catacomb at Catacumbas; Via Ardea-
tina, Catacomb of Domitilla ; Via Portuoisis,

Catacomb of Pontianus; Via Solaria Vetus, Cata-
comb of Basilla (= Saint Hermes) ; Via Solaria

A'ora, Catacomb of Maximus ( = Saint Felicitas)

,

Catacomb of Thraso, Catacomb of Priscilla; Via
'Norneutana, Ostrian Catacomb, Catacomb of

Saint Agnes; Via Tihttrtina, Catacomb of Hip-
polytus. Catacomb of Saint Laurentius ( = Cata-
comb of Cyriaca) ; Via Labicana, Catacomb of

Saint Peter and Marcellinus. Of all these, that
of Calixtus is by far the most important, and has
been the most fully illustrated. It contains the
famous papal crypt, where the popes of the Third
Century were buried, and an analysis of its com-
ponent parts best illustrates the growth of a
large catacomb from the union of many imits

—

in this case some twelve in numlier. Its earliest

nucleus was the crypt of Lucina, the private

burying-lot of that matron. Not only this and

other parts of the catacomb date from the First
Centurj' or early Second Century, but the same
ii true of partd of the catacombs of Domitilla
and Priscilla, which almost rival that of Ca-
lixtus.

The historic interest of the Roman catacombs
is incalculable. All the churches In'longing to

the pre-Constantinian period seem to have disap-
jH-arcd without leaving a trace Ix-hind; conse-

quently, the chapels of the catacombs are alone
in showing how the early liturgical prescriptions
—for example, those of the Apostolic Conatitu-
tions—\\ere conformed to. The old theory that
the catacombs had been really «;xcavated as sand-
pits and for the extraction of tufa by the pagan
Romans, and had been simply appropriated by
the Christians, was first attacked by Marchi and
totally di^roved by De Rossi ; they are entirely

the work of the Christians themselves, and were
sometimes connected with the sand-pits only as
a matter of convenience in the Third Century,
a^ already explained. Using ancient literature

as a guide, De Rossi undertook a series of ex-

cavations by which he laid bare a large part of

ancient subterranean Rome, at the expense of the

Papal Government, aided by private subscrip-

tions.

After the Italian Government had occflpied

the Papal States, in 1870, Parliament decreed
that not only should the Vatican, with Saint
Peter's, Saint John Lateran, the summer resi-

dence of Castel Gandofo, etc., remain under the

jurisdiction of the Pope, but also the catacombs,
which the Government authorities cannot, there-

fore, excavate. It is partly from lack of funds,
partly from the opposition of private land-

owners, that excavations are so slow and spas-

modic. About 15,000 inscriptions have come to

light, but this is only a fraction of what remains
underground. De Rossi believes they once num-
bered over 100,000. After the catacombs were re-

discovered, in 1578, they were recklessly despoiled,

especially of inscribed stones, which were col-

lected as curiosities or used by hundreds as
building material. In this way a large part of

their epigraphic riches was dispersed and de-

stroyed, and no sj'stematic collection of early
(Christian epigraphy was ever made, such as was
the case with classical inscriptions. Whatever
could be done at so late a date was done by the

late De Rossi, who grouped the available mate-
rials in one of the galleries of the Vatican, ar-

ranged according to their themes. In the Vatican
Museum, also, are many of the small objects

rescued from the catacombs {Museo Cristiano,

etc.) ; others are in the Kircherian Museum,
over the Biblioteca Nazionale. The Lateran
Museum has the greatest collection of sarcophagi,
as well as some fac-similes of frescoes and many
inscriptions—a collection made under Marchi
and De Rossi. The catacombs themselves can
be visited with ease in all important parts, and
though most of the inscriptions, tituli. and small
objects have been removed, enough remain hi

situ to show what the original condition must
have been.

It was natural that the data furnished by the

catacombs for the earliest Christian history

should give food for heated partisan controver-

sies between Roman Catholic and Protestant
archa'ologists, the latter denying the post-apos-

tolic age claimed by De Rossi for the earliest

monuments, and disputing many interpretations
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of catacomb frescoes that seemed to support

Catholic dogmas. Schultze has been the most
vigorous of the Protestant archisologists. How-
ever, the general unprejudiced consensus of opin-

ion is in favor of 13e Rossi's views. Since his

death little has been done, but the recently or-

ganized conventions of Christian archaeology have
reawakened interest, excavations are being re-

newed, and the patient and original investiga-

tions of Wilpert promise a new advance, when
we shall possess a work in which the catacomb
frescoes will be reproduced in photographic

plates for the first time.

The decorative art of the catacombs is confined

to the chambers where the most distinguished

persons received burial ; the long galleries, or

ambulacra, where the masses were buried re-

mained perfectly plain, with straight sides and
arched or pointed roof, roughly hewn. The
burial cavity, the locus or loculus, was closed

with a tabella, or slab, on which was cut the

titulus, or funerary inscription, usually accom-
panied by one or more emblems, or even figures.

To it were also attached a variety of objects

in the shape of offerings, such as terra-cotta

lamps, that were kept burning on anniversaries,

as well as glass vases or bottles, medals, coins,

€tc. At inter>"als a shaft was cut connecting the

gallerj- with the surface, and letting in light

and air. They were called luminaria, and were
funnel-shaped. They were also used for extract-

ing the material excavated from a gallery, and
for letting down sarcophagi. The chambers open-

ing at intervals from the galleries were either

the smaller cubicula, which were private burial

rooms for families or associations, or the larger

cryptce, used for religious services and for the

burial of great personages and martyrs. Tliese

crypts were provided with altars and seats, and
were often double, so as to provide for the sepa-

ration of the sexes. Here are to be found the

majority of the graffiti, scratched by pious pil-

grims ; here are the monumental inscriptions,

and the pious desecration of earlier tombs to

bury others near the martyr.
The small catacombs in their primitive arrange-

ments can be studied in those of Domitilla (near

the entrance), of Priscilla. the Ostrian, and
that of Lucinda, in the Calixtus group; to these

must be compared the two superb halls of the

catacombs of Saint Januarius at Naples. They
date almost certainly from the close of the First

Centurj', from the generation after the Apostles,

and here some of the earliest converts were
buried. In the Second Century comes the rich

catacomb of Praptextatus, with its superb ambu-
lacrum, and three others that are not yet ex-

plored. This is, from the purely artistic point

of view, the Golden Age. The frescoes in the

catacomb of Domitilla arc the most artistic yet

found ; the motif of the vine with Cupids gath-

ering the vintage, which afterwards becomes
fctiff and geometric in its composition, is here

free and gracefully naturalistic. The same
decorative feeling is shown in some landscapes
in the same chambers. There is a flavor of the

Augustan Ape. The paintings that have a more
definite religious character are also treated with
naturalism—pastoral scenes of fishing and shep-

herding, symbolic of baptism and redemption;
Noah and Daniel, both types of saved souls; two
figures at a banquet of loaves and fishes, either

of eucharistic significance or representing the

joys of Paradise. The crypt of Lucina has the
most beautiful and well-preserved of painted
crypt ceilings, which reminds one of such pagan
ceilings as those of the baths of Titus. It has
a graceful, symmetrical arrangement of com-
partments with single figures. Were it not for
well-poised figures of the Good Shepherd and the
Qrans in the spandrels, and of Daniel in the
centre, the rest of the decoration, with its flying

genii, heads of the Seasons, doves, vases, fruits,

and flowers, might very well belong to some pa-
^an tomb of the Via Latina. Almost as charming
is another ceiling of the same character in the
catacomb of Calixtus, with a decorative frame
of concentric circles and spandrel ornaments,
within which are peacocks, doves, winged genii,

shells, and vases, and with nothing but the Good
Shepherd in the centre aa a proof of Chris-
tianity.

To understand the reason for the selection of
certain themes for the frescoes, it must be re-

membered that their object was to commemorate
the departed. The key is given in the prayer for

the dj'ing of an early liturgy: "Deliver, O Lord,
the soul of thy servant, as thou deliveredst Enoch
and Elijah from the common death,
Noah from the deluge, . . . Job from his
torments, . . . Isaac from the sacrifice, . . .

Moses from the hand of Pharaoh, . . . Daniel
from the den of lions, . . . the three youths
from the fiery furnace," etc., to which other
prayers add the examples of Tobit and Jonah.
These arc precisely the themes from the Old
Testament most commonly depicted in the fres-

coes, always with this symbolic meaning.
The portrait of the deceased is very seldom

given, either in painting or in outline on the
slab, because it did not harmonize with the stress

laid by Christian sentiment upon the future life.

It was the soul, not the body, of the defunct
that was, therefore, tj^pified in different forms.
The female figure, with both hands raised in

prayer, is the main symbol both of the individual
soul and of the whole body of believers—the
Church. She is called the Orans (orare, to
pray). The companion figure to the Orans is

Christ as the Good Shepherd. These two—the
Saviour and the saved, the Shepherd and the
sheep—are substantially the whole of the sig-

nificant part of earliest Christian imagery, as we
see it on the ceiling of the crypt of Lucina. But
the soul was also represented in other obvious
ways—as a lamb, mainly emblematic of the elect

on earth, not in heaven ; as a dove, the soul in

heaven; as a fish, in the image of Christ, the
divine fish, who is called the Fish of the Living.
In almost everj' such symbol the meaning is com-
plex, and with subtle but simple transitions. Thus,
the dove is: (1) The emblem of the Holy Ghost,
and as such descends on Christ at baptism, and
on the Apostles at Pentecost; (2) the Divine
^lessenger, like the dove of the ark, and as such
brings assurances of peace and salvation"^ the
soul, as in the epitaph of Irene at Saint Calixtus,

where the soul, as an Orans, is receiving an
olive branch from a dove; (.3) as the transfig-

ured soul after death, pnlumbus sine fel, in

which sense the twelve Apostles are represented
as doves. Of all these facets the central idea

is that the dove is the vehicle of the spirit,

whether sent from God or returning to God.
Two of these separate meanings are combined in

some compositions, where in Noah's ark, rep-
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yesenting the Church, stands, not Noah, but tho
soul of the deceased, toward wliich the dove is

flying with the olive branch. Another series of

syml>ols is that enibodyin<( tlic cardinal Christian
beliefs—tl>e anchor is ho|M» and the cross; tho

fish is the divine food and Christ, as well an the

believer; the peacocks are immortality; the phoe-

jiix is resurrection; llowers are paradise. The
regeneration by baptism ond by partaking of

the Kucharist are also themes represented from
first to last, l)eginning in the sacramental cham-
ber of the Catacomb of IXimitilla.

The sepulchral inscriptions or epitaphs dis-

covered in the catacombs belong to every stage
of their history and to everj' variety of technique.

t?ome are l>eautifully engraved, others irregular-

ly; some are scratched rather than cut on the
marble slab; some of the earliest are not cut,

but painted in red or black; while others arc
traced on the fresh mortar. At times the front

of tho locus is clo.sed by a single inscrilx^d slab,

and the lettering is inclosed in a frame; at times
the tahella is made up of two or three pieces, or
is even of terracotta. It is extremely interest-

ing to note that the majority of the earliest in-

wriptions, before the middle of the Third Cen-
tury, are not in Latin, but in Greek—a sign ot

the preponderance of Greeks among the early
converts, and of Greek as the sacred tongue. Tlie

earliest are the simplest; they also are least

often dated. Often the bare names of the de-

ceased are given, withojit mention of age, daj'

of death, or the relative who set up the memorial
—facts that are very common in the Tliird and
Fourth centuries. Very usual, in these earlie.'rt

cases, are the exclamations of simple faith and
prayer, which later go out of fashion. One feels

that the early formulas were more personal; the
later ground out by an official registry mill. In
Northcote's selected specimens (page 33) are
examples where the one name stands alone as
the whole inscription—'Tlonorata'; or the usual
triple name—'C. Munatius Octavianus' ; a sim-
ple acclamation, "O Eusebius, mayest thou live."

Other acclamations added to the name are:
"^lay God refresh thy spirit;" or "Pray for thy
husband;" "Sweet soul, mayest thou live;" "Live
in Christ and pray for us." We obtain from
these inscriptions the clearest conception of
simple Christian faith and constancy. The early
liturgies, when they say, "Gather them. Lord, in

a green pasture, by waters of rest, in a paradise
of joy, whence all trouble, all sadness, and sighs
are banished," and the like, give a picture of
vhich these inscriptions are the counterpart, and
which find a nnif illustration in some catacomb
frescoes which depict the elect in paradise.
Such is a fresco in the catacomb of Saint Soter.
The ancient authorities that help in identify-

ing the catacombs, in tracing their historic stages
«nd connecting them with different martyrs are:
the Acta Marti/rum, or reports on martrydoms,
more or less contemporary, which often relate
where the bodies were placed; the Liber Ponti-
fcalis, early lives of the popes, which mention
transformations and Papal burials in the crypts;
the inscriptions of the catacombs themselves; the
early literature, such as the poems of Pruden-
tius. the poetic inscriptions of Pope Damasus;
the descriptions of pilgrims, such as the itiner-
aries of the Seventh and Eighth centuries; the
topographical monographs on Rome of the later
Hiddle Ages, such as the Mirabilia Vrbis Romce.

The fundamental modern books on the cata-
combs are those of Giovanni liattista de Rossi,
who not only published descriptions of the most
important catacombs and their contents, but
established the correct method for studying and
identifying them, determining th«'ir dates and his-

tory. He founded the science of early Christian
archirologj' by his lionia Sotlcrranca C'ristiana

(3 vols., Rome, 1804-77) ; his In-scriptioncH Cliris-

tiamv iirhis liomce (2 vols., Rome, 1801-88) ; his
Bulletins di Archcoloijia Cristinna, published
quarterly since 1803, and his part of the Corpus
Inscriptionuni Lalinarttm that refers to Christian
inscriptions. The English manual of Northcote
and Hrownlow, l(om<t t-iottrrrnma (2 vols., Lon-
don, 187fl), the French of Allard, hes Catacombes
(le Rome (Paris, 1890), and De Richemont, Nou-
vcllcs Eludes sur les Catacomhcs Romaines
(Paris, 1870), the (Jerman of Kraus, Roma Hot-
teranea (Freiburg, 1879), are all of them sum-
maries of De Rossi's results for those who can-
not consult the expensive and ponderous work*
of the master. Each language has also had a
Dictionary' of Christian Antiquities which em-
bodies the same materials, though it also treat*
of the later period: Martigny, Dictionnaire des
antiquites chritiennes (Paris, 1877) ; Smith and
Cheetham, Dictionary of Christian Antiquities
(London, 1875-80) ; Kraus, Real-Encyklopddie
dcr christlichcn Alterthtirner (Freiburg, 1880-
^G). Still later handbooks have been issued,,

some more systematic, others more detailed, and
usually showing some independence of judgment.
Such are: Perate, L'Archeologie ehretienne
(Paris, 1892) (in the Quantin Series) ; Schultze,
Die Katahorahen (Leipzig, 1882) ; Wilpert, Prin-
cipicnfrnpen der chrisllichen Archdologie (Frei-
burg, 1892) ; and lastly Marucchi's three small
>olumes, of which two have appeared and which
give the fullest and ablest modern statement;
O. Marucchi, Elements d'archeoloffie ehretienne
(Paris-Rome, 1899-1901). A brief and very
popular account is given in Boissier's Prome-
nades archMoffiqucs (Paris, 1880). To these
should be added Garrucci's colossal work, Utoria
dell' arte cristiana (Prato, 1881), whose second
volume contains outlines of most of llie known
catacomb frescoes. Roth Garrucci and De Rossi
rely on the early work of Bosio, Roma Sotter-
ranea, published in Rome (10.50), which de-
scribed and gave plates of many works since
then lo.st.

CATACOMBS OF PAB,IS. Vast excava-
tions extending under tiie city of Paris, formerly
subterranean quarries which "furnished the build-
ing material for the city. In the latter part of
the Eighteenth Century some portions of the
city began to sink and it was necessary to
strengthen the roof of the quarries with masonry.
In 1787 the catacombs were arranged to contain
the bodies removed from other burying-grounds.
and it is estimated that upward of 0,000,000
bodies are now preserved in them. The bones are
arranged in varied designs along the sides of the
galleries.

CAT'AFALQtTE (Fr., OF. carfefanO or CAT-
AFALCO, ka'ta-fiiFkA (It., from It. dial, catar,
to find, O.Sp. catar, to see, Lat. captnre. to trj- to
seize, to watch, from cnpere, to hold + *falco for
balco. stage, Ger. lialke, AS. balca, beam). A
temporary structure of carpentry, with hangings,
and decorated with sculptures and paintings,
intended to represent a tomb or cenotaph. It
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was used for the lying in state of notable de-

ceased porsone, and at coniineniorative services.

(See (.'enotapii.) The catafalque was some-
times so extensive a structure as to become a
mortuary chapel [chapelle ardente) ; it was usu-
ally erected inside a church. Movable cata-

falques are employed in funeral processions. A
magnificent catafalque was used at the burial of

Michelauirelo in Florence. It was executed by
the principal Florentine artists of the time.

CAT'ALAN. See Catalonia.

CATALANGAN, ka'tA-Wn-giin'. A Malay-
Chjnese people in Isabela Province, Luzon.
They speak the Iraya language, and belong to the
first migration. See Philippines.

CATALAN GRAND COMPANY, The. A
powerful band of mercenaries noted for the part
it played in the wars of the Byzantine Empire
during the first half of the Fourteenth Century.
It originally consisted of natives of Aragon and
Catalonia, partly Christian and partly Moslem,
who fought in Sicily during the wars that fol-

lowed the famous Sicilian Vespers, in 1282.
With the conclusion of peace in 1302, the Cata-
lans, numbering some 6000 men, under the
leadership of Roger de Flor, entered the service
of Andronicus It., Emperor of Constantinople,
and were sent against the Turkish armies which
were then ravaging the Asiatic provinces of the
Empire. The Catalans defeated them decisive-

ly, and then entered upon a course of pillage
and rapine, unchecked by the remonstrances of

the Emperor, who was too weak to enforce obe-

dience to his orders. In 1306 Andronicus caused
Roger to be assassinated, at Adrianople, and
the greater number of the Catalans fled. A
band of 1500, however, consisting mostly of
l-renchmen, after defeating an army of 43,000
men, seized the fortress of Gallipoli, on the
Hellespont, and held it for four j'ears against
the Emperor, ravaging Thrace, and levying trib-

i;te on trade. In 1310 they abandoned Galli-

poli, and, marching into Greece, entered the ser-

vice of Gualtier de Brienne, Duke of Athens,
whom, in the following year, they overthrew in

a battle on the Cephissus, making themselves
masters of Bopotia and Attica. The widows and
daughters of the fallen Latin nobles became the
wives of the Catalan oflicers. Subsequently the
Duchy of Athens was made an appanage of

Aragon. The power of the Catalans rapidly de-

clined, and disappeared before the end of the
Fourteenth Century. Consult Gibbon, Decline
and Fall, Chap. LXII.

CATALANI, kil't!i-lil'n^ Angelica (1780-
1849). A celebrated Italian soprano, bom at
Sinigaglia. She was educated in the Convent of

Santa Lucia, Gubbio, where, in her seventh year,

she displayed such wonderful vocal powers that
strangers flocked from all quarters to hear her.

After two years of study with Boselli, she made
her first appearance in Venice in her sixteenth
year, and the furore she created was extraor-
dinary even for Italy. Managers were outbid-

ding one a7K)ther for her services, composers
^\^re vicing for the honor of having her sing in

their ojx'ras. She swept thro\igh the chief cities

of Italy like a meteor, arousing enthusiasm at
the Scala in Zingarelli's Clitennestra and Nic-
colini's linccnunli di lioma (1801). She sang in

Lisbon, with Crescentini and Gaflfroni, from

1801 to 180(i; married Captain Vallabrfegue,
then attache in the French Embassy, and reaped
a golden harvest in iladrid and Paris. Her suc-
cess in London (1806) eclipsed all her previous ef-

forts, and she stayed there from 1807 to 1814,
worshiped by her audiences. She was then in
the 7enith of her vocal powers and fame. Na-
poleon's exile permitted her to go to Paris,
where she was made directress of the Italian
opera. Her husband was an incapable busi-
ness man, and the venture absorbed the sums
of money she had made. In 1817 the lease and
subvention was withdrawn, and Catalani found
herself compelled again to turn to the operatic
stage for a living. For ten years she traveled
all over Europe, her performances evoking ever-
increasing enthusiasm. In 1827 she retired from
the stage, lived for some time in Paris, and
then (1830) settled at her villa near Florence,
where she established a free singing school for
talented girls. Thereafter she only occasionally
appeared in public, at charitable affairs. She
died of cholera in Paris. Catalani was one of
those rare cases in which Xature seems to lavish
upon one individual all the gifts in her posses-
sion. She was a woman of exceptional beauty,
and, though large of frame, of infinite grace and
majestic appearance. With her personal charm
she united great vivacity, and dramatic power
worthy of a queen of tragedy. But her greatest
gift was her voice—a soprano of nearly three
octaves in range. Its unexampled power and
soul fulness made her delivery of sacred music
sublime, while its sweetness, flexibility, and
rapidity of execution carried her audiences by
storm. Consult: Edwards, T/te Prima Donna,
Vol. I. (London, 1888) ; Ferris, Great Singers
(New York. 1803) ; Needham, Queens of Song
(London, 1863).

CATALAN LANGUAGE AND LITEB-
ATURE. One of the group of Romance lan-
guages (q.v.). It is spoken to-day by upward
of 3,500,000 people: ( 1 ) In the eastern portiem
of the Pyrenees and along the coast of the
Spanish Peninsula, including the whole of the
French Department of Pyrenees Orientales, and
the seven Spanish provinces of Gerona, Barcelona,
Tarragona, Ix-rida, Valencia, Alicante, and Cas-
tellon de la Plana; (2) in the Balearic Islands;
(3) in the district of Alghero in Sardinia; (4)
in some parts of Cuba and the Argentine Re-
])ublic. It is not a separate branch, lying mid-
way between the Spanish and Provencal, but
merely an offshoot of the latter, which during
the Middle Ages raised itself for a time to the
dignity of a literary language, and so is still

treated separately by students of the Romance
languages. The chief peculiarities of Catalan
are: (1) The prevailing use. in the conjugation
in -ir, of the so-called inchoative form, a form
known to some extent to all the Romance lan-

guages, excepting the Spanish group. (2) The
formation of a nunil>er of perfect participles
fiom the infinitive stom. instead of the perfect
stem. (3) The treatment of unaccented final

vowels, a l)eing n'tained and the other vowels
dropiKvl under the same circumstances as in
French and Provencal. (4) The retention of
the original pronunciation of the Latin tl where
the French and Proventral have «. This is the
one important difference between Catalan and
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the Gallic group, and has not yet been satis-

factorily explained.

In no other of the Romance literatures are
prose and poetry so sharply difTorentiated.
Throughout the earlier part of the Middle Ages,
do\\-n to the end of the Thirteenth Century, the
Catalan poets continued to write in the lan-

guage of the Troubadours, a more or less im-
jjerfect Provencal; and even at a much later

date, \s'hen the language had become better
adapted to poetry, thanks to its numerous prose
writers, the Catalan poets still clung to certain
words and idioms characteristic of the Trouba-
dours or the poetry of the Toulouse Academy.
In Catalan poetry, three perio<ls are retognized:

(1) That from King Peter IV.. who in 1378 wrote
cobles to his son. King Martin of Sicily, down
to nearly the middle of the Fifteenth Century.
(2) The middle portion of the Fifteenth Cen-
tury, wliich owes its fame to the works of Auzias
March and the younger poets who gather round
him as their head, and is characterized by a
strong coloring of Italian influence. In the
Cants d'amur and Cants de niort of Auzias
March there are many poems of real beauty;
but they are marred by his obscurity, which, in-

deed, is a characteristic fault of the school.

(3) The period of decline has no name of real
merit, but is interesting to the student for the
changes it shows in its metres and the first

symptoms of Castilian influence. While the
Catalan poetry was an exotic production, the
prose was a more original growth, and shows
some names worthy of remembrance. Among
these the philosopher Ramon Lull, usually called
Raymond Lully (died 1315), ajid the historians
^luntaner and Desclot deserve mention. After
the Sixteenth Century the language sank once
more to the level of a patois. Recently, through
the renewal of the old-time jocks florals, or floral

games, at Barcelona (1850), popular enthusiasm
has l)een aroused, resulting in a revival of the
language for literary purposes, which the fra-

ternal relations established with the F^Ubres,
or modern Provencal poets, have done much to
promote. The most notable modern Catalan
writers are the poets Balaguer and Verdaguer.
The best works upon the Catalan language are:
^lila y Fontanals. Estudios de lengua catalana
(Barcelona, 1875); Morel-Fatio, in Grober's
Grundriss der romanischen Philologie (Strass-
burg, 1888). For Catalan literature, consult
Morel-Fatio, in Grober's Orundriss, Vol. II.

(Strassburg, 1892).

CAT'ALAU'NIAN PLAIN (Lat. Campi
Catalaunici, named from the Gallic tribe of
Catalauni or Catelauni) . The ancient name of
the wide plain surrounding Chillons-sur-Mame,
in the old Province of Champagne, France, cele-

brated as the field of battle where the Visigoths
and the forces under the Roman general Aetius
successfully encountered Attila in a.d. 451, thus
arresting the westward progress of the Huns.
A wild tradition (made the subject of a strik-
ing picture by Kaulbach, "Die Ilunnenschlacht,"
or "The Battle of the Huns") tells that three
'days after the great fight the ghosts of the fallen
myriads appeared on the plain and renewed the
conflict. This engagement is usually spoken of
as the battle of Chalons, but recent research
makes it probable that it was fought at some dis-
tance from that citv.

CATALDI, kA-talM('- Piktro Antonio (1548-
1620). An Italian matnematician. He was suc-
cessively profes.sor of mathematics in Florence
(1563), Perugia (1572), and Bologna (1584),
and is chiefly known as a pioneer in the use
of continued fractions, the common form of
which he invented (1013) and employed in the
extraction of square roots. (See Fkactions. )

His method, however, is more novel tlian prac-
tical, and is quite inferior to that of Cardan.
Besides a work on perfect numlx-rs (1603), a
treatise on Diirer's eonstrucl,ion of regular pen-
tagons (1020), and a three-volume edition of
Euclid (1620-25), his chief works are: Trattato
del modo brevissimo di trovarc la radice quad-
rata dei nutneri (1013); Trattato dell' algebra
proporzionale (1613); L'algebra disrorsiva nu-
merate et lineare (1618); and L'algebra appli-
cata (1022).

CAT'ALI'NA. A town and port of entry on
Trinity Bay, Newfoundland, 60 miles north-
northwest of Saint John's (Map: Newfoundland,
G 4). It has a fine harbor of refuge, with a
prominent lighthouse. Population, 1700.

CAT'ALEPSY (Lat., from Gk. KaTa/.n^iq,

katalepsis, seizure, from Kara, kata, down + ^f^
pdveiv, lambanein, to take). A condition of par-
tial or complete unconsciousness, in which the
patient voluntarily assumes, or may be caused
to assume, an attitude which he retains for
several minutes. It occurs in hysteria (q.v.),

or under the influence of hypnotism (q.v.) more
commonly, but is also seen in atonic melancholia
(q.v.) and a variety of mania called katatonia.
The patient may assume the attitude of atten-
tion, with hand and forefinger raised as if to
command silence, or may raise the arm as if

to protect himself, etc. In all instances the
facial expression comports with the gesture, and
the whole body remains rigid till the arm falls

slowly by gravity and relaxation. An arm or
leg may be slowly raised into a position which
will be retained for several minutes. If the sub-
conscious condition lasts over a day, as in the
cases occurring in insane patients, they must be
fed with the stomach-pump. Circulation, respi-

ration, urination, defecation, and digestion con-
tinue normally. Trance, lethargy, and the sleep
that is prolonged for days are all cataleptic
states, and are due to hysteria or to auto-hyp-
nosis. It is within the range of possibility that
this condition may be mistaken for death; but
ordinary tests will easily decide, though the
sensibility for pain or heat may be lost. In
many cases the patients hear and respond to
suggestion. All prolonged cases should be fed
artificially, and close scrutiny will result in the
detection of simulation in some instances. The
immediate cause of catalepsy is unknown. Con-
sult Dana, Text-book of Xervous Diseases (New
York, 1901).

CATALOGUE OF SHIPS. A name com-
monly given to the last 394 lines of the second
book of Homer's Iliad, in which the Greek forces
which proceeded against Troy are enumerated in

detail.

CATALOGUING. The work of making cata-
logues and bibliographies, both of which deal
with entire books as units. The cataloguing of
books and literary material preserved in libraries
is a matter of great importance. A large library
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contains a million or more dilTerent items, any
of which may be wanted quickly by some reader,

and much of the value of the collection depends

on good catalogues, without which the material

is of little more practical value than so much 'pi'

iu a printing-office. The seeker for some specific

book may ask for such a work by such an author,,

or for a work of which only the subject is known,

while not infrequently a reader has in mind
some book which he has seen but of which he can

give accurately neither author, title, nor subject,

remembering merely some accident of form, lan-

guage, size, binding, date, illustrations, or the

literary form in which the subject is treated.

While some libraries make many special cata-

logues and lists to enable them to answer un-

usual questions, only two catalogues are essential

to meet all reasonable demands, that by authors

and that by subjects. Most other questions can,

by double reference, be answered by bibliogra-

phies, digests, and indexes, by finding in what
book the desired matter is printed and then con-

sulting the catalogue to see if it contains that

book. See Bibliography; Digest; Index.

The title of every book in a library has three

essential parts: (1) author; (2) title proper

(as copied from the title-page or condensed for

brief work by the omission of unimportant mat-
ter but never by rewording) ; (3) imprint and
collation, or place, publisher, date, volume, pages,

illustrations, price, or other bibliographic details.

The addition of notes, including contents, stand-

point of author, form of treatment or other facts,

in the most condensed form, is a modem improve-

ment, gaining ground with great rapidity, as it

is proved that nothing is a greater aid in getting

into a reader's hands the work that is most valu-

able to him. These unit titles may be in manu-
script or printed and may be either in book form
or on separate cards or slips standing on edge in

drawers or trays. If written by hand, the up-

right 'library hand' is important for highest

legibility and uniformity. Titles can be type-

written with recent improvements more quickly

and cheaply, and the greatly increased legibility

and uniformitj' insure that hereafter most titles

not regularly printed will be machine-written.

In recent years there has been rapid increase in

the number of libraries that print titles.

Cooperative C.\taix>gues. Since 1876 the

American Library Association has conducted nu-

merous experiments seeking the great practical

economy to be had from cataloguing a book in

some central bureau, printing cards, and distrib-

uting them to all libraries buying that book, thus

securing the highest grade of catalogue work
and reducing cost in the department where it is

most felt. The National Lii)rary in 1001 took

up the systematic preparation and printing of

cards which are distributed at two cents each.

Through this agency catalogues will be immense-
ly improved without increased cost. The great
expense of satisfactory cataloguing is the item
oftenest criticised, because least understood. The
])ublic now properly demands not only convenient
guides to the best books, but also analyses of

their contents. If what a reader needs is found
in an article or chapter, it is just as important
that he should be guided to it as to an entire

book. The publishing board of the American
Library Association, endowed by Andrew Car-
negie, is constantly preparing practical aids to
readers for the common use of libraries, utilizing

the experience of all libraries and focalizing and
publishing the results, for the benefit of all.

(Jeorge lies of New York has borne the cost of'

much of this work and made possible several

of the most valuable guides to readers ever print-

ed.

The most helpful book is the A. L. A. Cata-
logue, a classified and indexed list of the 5000
volumes most valuable for an average town li-

brary. This was prepared in the New York State

Library, published by the United States Bureau
of Education in 1893 for the Columbian Exposi-

tion, and while lacking the most important ele-

ments, the notes, has been of great service. A
new edition has been undertaken for the Saint
Louis Exposition with the director of the New
York State Library as editor, in cooperation with
the leading libraries of the country. The list

gives not only the selection which represents the

experience of prominent experts in books through-

out the country, but notes are added to show in

the fewest words the scope, character, and value

of each book, so that a reader can readily tell

whether it is what he wants. The book is to be

published by the Government, and many libraries

will use it as a catalogue, marking copies to show
what is on their own shelves.

Cataloglt: Rules. Rigid adherence to a def-

inite code of elaborate rules is necessary to se-

cure satisfactory results. Repeated efforts by
eminent scholars to get on without what they

thought needlessly formidable codes of rules have
uniformly resulted in failure. The three most
important English codes are those of the British

Museum, the Bodleian, and the Library Associa-

tion of the United Kingdom. These are printed

together by the New York State Library School

as Bulletin No. 13. For instruction in the Li-

brary School all these rules have been carefully

digested, revised and edited, with additions for

accession and shelf work, and printed in a single

volume as Library School Rules (Boston, 1894).

Cutter's Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue (Wash-
ington, 1891 ) is the recognized authority and in-

dispensable guide for that form of catalogue.

With it should be used the American Library

Association list of subject headings for use in

dictionary catalogues, with hints on subject cata-

loguing and schemes for subheads under coun-

tries and other subjects (Boston, 1898).

Shelf Lists. As practically all libraries are

adopting closer classification on the shelves, the

shelf list, which is an inventory of the books as

they stand on the shelves, becomes very useful

as an official subject catalogue. This list gives

the class, book, and accession number, with very

brief author and title. It is used for taking the

annual inventory, and is th6 most convenient

short-entry clas.sed catalogue. It is usually writ-

ten on loose sheets laced into a binder so that

sheets can be inserte<l or re<'opied as necessary.

Book versus Cari> Catalogves. While ordi-

nary readers prefer the botik form, cards are rap-

idly superseding book catalogues. All libraries

increase rapidly, and a new title cannot be in-

serted in the book, while titles may be added

at any moment to the card catalogue, thus

keeping it absolutely up to date. A book cata-

logue of a growing library is out of date before

it can be bound and delivered, and most large

libraries are adopting the card form, because it

avoids entirely the necessity of rewriting as sub-

jects grow.
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Plan ok Cataixxjik. The Author Catalogue
is the flriit and most <-oiniiioii. Authorn arc ar-

ranged in strict alphalwtic order like a dictiuu-

nry, and under eaoli author are further arranged
nlphalx^tioally by titles all works l»y him which
the library possesses. A sejiarate title catalogue

is rarely made ; yet titles must be given for

anonymous publications, and also for books hav-

ing titles specially likely to be rememl)ered.

These are usually inserted in the same alphabet
with authors. The Subject Catalogue has now
come to be regarde<l as essential as the author
catalogue. It alone can tell what the library

lias on any subject, and obviously its educative

value is very great. There are three distinct

types: (1) Classed.—This has all subjects ar-

ranged in logical order, and to be conveniently

usable must employ a system of notation with
numbers or letters referring to each specific

subject instead of to pages, and an alphabetic

index where the most minute topic will be found
followed by this number. (2) Alphabetico-

vlassed.—In this the main subjects are in alpha-

iK'tic order, and imder each in sub-alphabets are

divisions and sections, so that the catalogue is

its own index. Cross-references may be inserted

at any point, so that a topic can surely be found
from the main alphabet without a subordinate
index. (3) Dictionary.—This is naturally the

most common type of catalogue, and its use has
been growing steadily for a generation. It in-

troduces specific subject entries in the same alpha-
l»et with authors and titles, thus making simple
dictionary order. The easy rule to consult it like

a dictionary, whether author, title, or subject is

sought, ap|)eals strongly to most readers. In
spite, however, of its apparent simplicity, it

requires the greatest skill to make, and while un-

excelled for reference to a single topic, which is

mo»>t common in popular libraries, in its nature
it cannot put before the reader the resources of

the library on generic subjects with the clearness

or helpfulness of the classed catalogue.

If one wishes to see all the geometries in a
library, direct reference to this word under G in

the dictionary gives them as well as would sim-
ilar reference to "Geometry" in the classed cata-

logue, but in the dictionary these are preceded
by e.g. "Geology" and followed by "Geoponicon
in sermanem Syriacum versorum quae supersunt."
In the classed catalogue, however, geometry is

preceded by algebra and arithemetic and followed
by trigometry, calculus, and the other subjects
most nearly related. If one wishes to see the
mathematics of the library he must look in the
dictionary under a dozen distinctly diffrrent
heads to collect his titles, while in the classed
catalogue they stand close together in logical

order. If one makes a dictionary catalogxie un-
der the simple rule to write the subject at the
head of the card and drop it into alphabetic order,
the result will be largely worthless. It requires,
like the class catalogue, a carefully elaborated
system worked out in advance and scrupulously
followed, otherwise books on the identical subject
will l>e scattered all over the alphabet by the ac-
cident of the first word or of the word that hap-
pened to be in the cataloguer's mind when writ-
ing the headings. A book discussing protection
and free trade might appear under P, F, or T, or
under Tariff, Revenues, Subsidies, Customs, Du-
ties, or other heads. All things considered, the
merits of the two systems are well balanced. In

the smallest library the classed list appeals
strongly to teachers and others interested in the
educational work of the library, Innjause they
know what its inilucnce will l>e on inex|)erienced

rea«Krs. In large libraries the classed form ap-
peals to students and investigators who study not
only specific, but generic subjects, and appreciate
keiMily the practical advantages impossible with-
out an arrangement which follows not the purely
accidental order of the alphabet, but the natural
relation of subjects to each other.

Bini-KXiUAPiiY. IJlackbum, Catalogue Titles,

Index Kntriea (I^ondon, 1884) ; Cutter, Rules for
a Dictionary Catalogue (Washington, 1891);
Dewey, Simplified Library School Rules (Bos-
ton, 1899) ; id.. Decimal Classification (Boston,

1885) ; Linderfelt, Eclectic Card Catalogue
Rules, Author and Title Entries (Boston, 1890) ;

Quinn, Manual of Library Cataloguing (London,
1899) ; Wheatley, How to Catalogue a Library
(Ijondon, 1889) ; Richardson, Classification, Theo-
retical and Practical (New York, 1891).

CAT'ALCNIA (Sp. Cataluna, Fr. Catalogne,
Med. Lat. Catalonia, for (Jothalania, from
Ciothus, Goth + Alanus, Alan). An old prov-
ince and principality of Spain, occupying the
northeastern corner of the kingdom, and bound-
ed by France on the north (with the Pyrenees on
the border) and the Mediterranean on the east

and southeast (Map: Spain, F 2). Area, 12,430
square miles, comprising the modern ptovinces of

Barcelona, Tarragona, Ix'Tida, and Gerona. The
coast is rugged and well indented. With the ex-

ception of a few low plains of limited extent, the
surface of Catalonia is that of a wild, moun-
tainous region, formed by numerous outliers or
terraces of the Pj'renees, and by one great ridge
or series of ridges extending through the centre
of the district in a general .soutliern direction.

The chief rivers are the Segre, the Ter, the Llo-

bregat, and the Ebro, all flowing into the Metliter-

ranean and none navigable except the Ebro. The
climate of Catalonia, in spite of its unsteadiness
and the prevalence of fogs and rain, is, on the
whole, healthful and favorable to vegetation. Near
Barcelona oranges flourish in the open air; the
fields in some parts are boun<led by aloe hedges,
and olives are found on Montserrat. Cork-trees
grow on the mountains, and thickets of thorn-
apple, laurel, myrtle, pomegranate, box, rose-

mary, etc., extend where the cork has no growth.
Northern Catalonia has a more severe winter
than the southern portion, but everywhere vine-

yards and olive gardens cover the slopes, and
corn-fields extend in the valleys. Among the
other products are hemp, flax, madder, barilla,

and saffron. Hazelnuts, a variet\' called Barce-
lona nuts, are extensively grown. Meadow-lands
and pastures are comparatively rare, and horned
cattle are, therefore, mostly confined to the dis-

tricts bordering on the Pyrenees. Horses and
mules are reared to a limited extent, but sheep,
goats, and swine are bred in considerable
numbers. Silkworms and bees also thrive. The
coasts abound with fish, and game is plentiful.
The minerals are coal, copper, manganese, zinc,

lead, cobalt, salt, sulphur, and many varieties
of marble. Catalonia is the principal manufac-
turing and commercial part of the kingdom,
and has the best transportation facilities in
Spain. The leading manufactures are cotton, silk,

woolen goods, paper, arms, etc. The principal
city and the capital is Barcelona. Population, in
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1887, 1,838.790; in 1900. 1.984,115. The Cata-

lonians arc a mixed iK>ople, having? the combined
features of Iberian and (Joth ; are of low stature,

(lark brunette in color, with wide, projecting

foreheads, and dark hair and eyes (cranial

index, 77.7-78.1; i«>eneh Catalans, 78.6). Their

speech is a sub-variety of Provencal (Ripley,

Raccft of Europe, Xew York, 1899). Catalonia

lias l)een in touch with most of the ethnic ele-

ments of western Europe. I'pon its Iberian

stock have been jrrafted the mixed race of Ro-

mans, the Scythian Alans, the Teutonic Goths,

the Semitic Arabs, and the Alpine Franks. No
doubt tiieir progressive vitjility is due to the

mixture. In enerjry, industry, and intelligence

they greatly surpass the rest of the Spaniards.

Catalonia, imder the name of Hispania Tar-

raconensis, constituted a part of Roman Spain.

It was invaded and subdued by the Alans, and,

after them, by the Goths, who gave the country

the name of Gothalania, clianged in the course

of time to Catalonia. In the Eighth Century
the Arabs gained possession of the southern

part. When Charlemagne, in 788, subjugated

Spain as far as the Ebro, Catalonia formed the

central portion of the Spanish mark governed

by Frankisli counts who had Barcelona as their

residence. They soon made themselves inde-

])endent of France. In 1151 Earl Ramon Beren-

guer, by his marriage with the Princess Petronil-

la (1137), united Catalonia with Aragon, to the

future greatness of which Catalonia contributed

in a very great measure by reason of its wealth

and the influence wielded by the citizens of Bar-

celona, its capital, in the western Mediterranean.

See Spain, paragraph on History; Catalan
Langiaoe and Litkrature. Consult: Bori y
Fontesta. Fliatoria de Cafahnla (Barcelona,

1898) ; Balari y Jovany, Origenes histdricos de

Cataluna (Barcelona, 1899).

CATAL'PA (Amer. Indian). A genus of

trees of the order Bignoniaceie. Catalpa big-

vonioides is a native of the southern portion of

the L'nited States, and is cultivated there and
in the cities of the Northern States as an orna-

mental shade-tree. It may be known by the

silver -gray bark, wide - spreading but few

branches, and large, pale-green, heart-shaped

leaves. The flowers are white, tinged with violet

or purple, and dotted with the same colors.

They are succeeded by long, bean-like pods, that

sometimes hang on the otherwise bare limbs all

winter. The seeds are winged, the wings cut

into a fringe. The woo<l is light and of fine

texture, and useful in cabinet-work. (For illus-

trations see Plate of Calabash, etc.) A second

species, Catalpn ftperiosa, is a larger and more
hardy tree, indigenous in the United States

from Indiana to Tennessee, and west through
Arkansas and Missouri. It is readily distin-

guished from the former species by its thicker

bark, and the Mowers l)eing very inconspicuously

tinged or spotttnl. In rich lowlands tliis tree

makes a v«'rv rapid growth, and it has l)een

very successfully planted in Kansas and Okla-

homa for its timl>er. the wood being valuable

for railroad ties, posts, etc. In favored l<x*ali-

ties it is hardv in Minnesota. Other species are

known from .Tapan and China.

The catalpa is subject to a leaf-spot disea.se,

caused by PhyUoHticta cnlnJpoc. that sometimes

causes the leaves to become brown an<l ragged.

and, as the disease progresses, brings about the

jiartial defoliation of the trees. If a severe attack

is anticipated, it may be warded off by spraying
the trees with any standard fungicide.

CATALYTIC ACTION (Fr. catalytique,

fro!u Gk. Kara'/vTiKor, katalytikos, dissolving,

from Kara, lata, down + lieiv, lyein, to loose).

A term applied in chemistry to the action of one
sub.stance upon a second, whereby the latter

is subjected to change or decomposition, while

the former, or acting substance, remains un-

altered, and does not combine with it. The
phenomenon is also often spoken of as 'action

of contact.' A well-known example of catalytic

action is presented by the inversion of cane-

sugar—i.e. its decomposition into dextrose and
levulo.se in the presence of acids. The quantity

of acid employed for producing the inversion

remains imchanged, none of the acid being

actually used up; yet the reaction could not

take place if the acid were not present. The
true nature of catalytic action is a.s yet un-

known. It is now generally assumed, however,

that catalytic agents do not cause reactions, but

only accelerate and thus render them appreci-

able. In certain cases it has even l)een possible

to trace a quantitative relation between the

nature and amotmt of the catalytic agent and
the acceleration caused by it. (See Reaction.)
The catalytic action of acids (q.v. ) is supposed

to be due to the fact that in aqueous solution

every acid dissociates, to a greater or less extent,

into' 'ions' charged with electricity, and it is the

electro-positive hydrogen-ions (jj) of the acid

that are supposed to accelerate the reactions in

question. It must be seen, however, that while

tliis hypothesis is quite well founded on experi-

mental facts, and thus certainly marks a step

ahead, it does not by any means answer com-

))letely the question, \\'hat is the cause of cata-

lytic action?

CAT'AMARAN' (Ft. catamaron, Hind, kat-

itiaran, Malayalam kettamaram, logs bound to-

gether, from kctfa, binding, from katta, to bind

+ mnram, timber). In its original form, a craft

consisting of three logs—the middle one being

longest—lashed together. It was used by the na-

tives of the Coromandel Coa.st, particularly Mad-
ras; also in the West Indies and on the coa.st of

South America. The Fiji Islanders developed

this idea in their war-canoes, which consist of

two parallel logs joined together with a plat-

form, on which a mast is placed. These boats

are safe and very swift, having a speed of about

14 miles an hour. This, again, is surpassed by

the flying proa of the Ladrone Islanders, a boat

with itwo hulls of unequal size. The larger hull,

which carries all the rigging, is perfectly flat

ov one side and rounded on the other. On this

ar<' placed bamboo poles projecting lM»yond the

rounded side, and to their ends is fastened a

boat-shaped log one-hnlf or one-third the size

of the larger hull. This prevents capsizing as

effectually as the Fiji double canoe. Both ends

of the proa are made alike, and the boat is

sailed with either end first; but the out-rigger

is always t«) windward. Against a head wind
the proa is kept away till the stem approaches

the wind, when the yard is swung round, and
what was the stern l>e«'omes the bow. Proas are

from 40 to 65 feet long and 6 or 7 feet wide,
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and are said to attain a speed of 20 miles an
hour.
IXmble l>oatM, or catninnrnns, liave often Ixn-n

built ill the United SU\to8, but have alinont al-

ways proved verj' slow, because the water be-

tween tlie two l)owa is compressed into a nar-
rowin^j spaee and offers fxroat resistance. This
defwt is illustrated in tlie Knjjlish twin-steanier
('astalia, which, in spite of lier jjreat enfjine

jwwer, was a slow boat. Anotlier example of
the steam catamaran is the Henry W. Lung-
fellow, built about 1880. Two iron cylinders
200 feet lonjr, shaped like cigars, sliarp at both
ends, were fastenetl to each other at a distance
of 9 feet. On them rested a deck 125 feet long,

like a ferrj'boat. She could carrj' 475 passen-
gers, had 500 horse-power, a displacement of

75 tons, and her entire weight was only 43
tons. In 187() the AmaijiUis was designed and
built by Ilerreshoff. She consisted of two slen-

der tubes connected by cross-beams looseh' fas-

tened together, and supporting a deck hardly
more than large enough for two men. She was
entered at the Centennial Regatta, at New York,
and easily l)eat all competitors, but was ruled
out on account of her construction. In spite of

lier great speed, she was very uncomforUible and
very luisafe. In 1877 Herreshoff patented a
double-hulled boat combining the greatest sta-

bility with the least weight. The hulls were
united by ball-and-soc-ket joints, which obviated
the unevenness in position of the two hulls in

a rough sea, and were set 10 feet apart, each hav-
ing a centre-board and rudder. The boat had a
f-loop rig, and with a strong wind abeam and a
smooth sea made 20 miles an hour, ilany cata-
marans have Ijcen built since, but generally with
rigid connections, and prove tmsatisfactory in

rough water. In a racing catamaran 25 feet

long, the proportion is one foot canvas to eight
pounds of water displacement. This shows the
sailing powers of the catamaran. If in con-
struction iron cylinders were used, in sbajie like

the hulls of the flying proa, and placed with the
flat sides toward each other, great speed would
be secured with safety. Under proper condi-
tions the catamaran is well adapted to summer
sailing in smooth waters, being easy to handle,
fa.st, and safe. In the I'nited States Navy the
term catamaran is sometimes applied to the
balsa (q.v.), or to a float used for the men who
clean the ship's side along the water-line.

CATAMABCA, kU'ta-mar'kii. A western
province in Argentina, lying at the foot of the
Andes and occupying an area of 47,531 square
miles (Map: Argentina, D 9). The province is

intersected by several mountain chains and by
many small streams, most of them dry in the
summer, but overflowing in the winter." It con-
tains a number of salt lakes. The valleys jn
the mountainous part are very fertile. Gold,
silver, and copper are found, the latter in
abundance, and nearly all the fruits and grains
of tropical and temperate regions are grown.
Population, in 1900, 99,827, mostly Indians.
Capital, Catamarca.
CATAMARCA. The capital of the Province

of Catamarca, Argentina, situated in a moun-
tainous region in the extreme northwestern part
of tliat country, about 250 miles northwest of
C6rdoba (Map: Argentina, D 9). It is regu-
larly and moderately well built, and contains

a fine town hall, a Franciscan monastery, a na-
tional college, and a normal school for women.
'I'here are considerable imports of KurojM'an
g<KMls, and the place is a centre of distril>ution
for a flourishing district. Dried flgs, wines,
brandy, and cotton are the principal articles of
cx|)ort. The town Mas founded in 1683. Popu-
lation, in 1899, 7397.

CAT'AME'NIA. See Menhtriation.
CAT'AMOUNT (Catnmonnlain, for cat o*

mount, cat o' mountain, from cat -{- o' of +
mount). An indefinite term for a wilcicat or
jmnther, formerly nuich used in the United
States (and as (juta monic in Spanish-speaking
America). })ut now rarely heard.

CATA'NA. See Catania.
CATANIA, ki-til'n/^-ft (Gk. Kardv,/, Katanf,

Lat. i'ntana). An episcopal city and seaport
en the east coast of Sicily, at the southeast
base of Mount Etna, 59 miles south -southwest
of Messina and 5 miles west-northwest of Syra-
cuse (Map: Italy. K 10). It is the capital of
the Province of Catania, and the third largest
city in Sicily, being outranked in population by
Palermo and Messina. In front of the cathedral
is a fountain, with an ancient statue of an ele-

phant, made of lava, Ix'aring an Egj'ptian granite
obelisk. In the cathedral, liegim by Roger I.

in 1091 with materials taken mostly from the
ancient theatre, and of the original of which
little besides the choir has been spared by
earthquakes, is the chapel of Agatha, tutelary
saint of Catania, who was put to death in 251,
and whose festival is magnificently celebrated in
February. In the cathedral also is the monu-
ment of the composer Rellini, a native of Cata-
nia. The Villa Bellini has an attractive garden,
containing busts of Bellini and others, and a
statue of Mazzini.

In summer Catania is hotter than Palermo, but
in winter it is cooler, on account of the snow on
^Mount Etna. The city formerly had epidemics
of cholera, but the .sanitary' conditions are now
excellent and the water-supply is good. The lack
of promenades and gardens renders Catania less
attractive to tourists than most Italian cities,

although the streets are so broad and well kept,
the private and public buildings so large and well
built, and the situation so attractive, that it is

commonly called 'la bella.' The chief attraction
is Mount Etna, which may be seen to a good ad-
vantage from the tower of San Nicola and from
the Villa Bellini.

The remains of the ancient theatre, being mostly
under ground, can be inspected by torchlight
only. The Roman structure was erected on the
foundation of the Greek edifice, which is perhaps
the one in which Alcibiades's eloquence, in B.C.

415, induced the Catanians to ally themselves
\vith Athens against Syracuse. Another ancient
Roman structure is the adjacent Church of Santa
Maria Rot/mda. The Benedictine monastery of
San Nicola, formerly one of the most beautiful in
Europe, was destroyed by an earthquake in 1693
and rebuilt by 1735. The institution was sup-
pressed in 1806. The building has since been used
for military and educational purposes. Its grand
baroque church contains a famous organ by Do-
nato del Piano, with 5 keyboards, 72 stops, and
2916 pipes; the museum contains antiquities in
pottery, bronze, and marble, medifpval armor, and
natural-history specimens; the library contains
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20,000 volumes and 300 ^ISS., and the observatory
is associated with that on Mount Etna. Under
the Carmelite Church all' Indirizzo is an ancient
Roman bath almost completely preserved, and
not far from it is a spring probably fed by the
underground Amenanus, that emerges just be-
fore emptying into the harbor. The university
(founded in 1444) has about 1000 students (for-

merly over 2000), a school of pharmacy, a library
of over 90,000 volumes (founded in 1755), and a
fine collection of shells. The Academy of Nat-
ural Sciences (founded in 1823) has always
l»een active in promoting the investigations of
naturalists in Sicily.

The surrounding country, on accoimt of its

fertility, has been called the 'granary of Sicily,'

and produces grain, hemp, flax, silk, cotton,
wool, licorice, fruit, wine, and oil. It also
has sulphur and salt mines and marble-quar-
ries, and Mount Etna supplies snow .The fish-

eries are extensive. The principal manufactures
of Catania are linen, cotton, and silk goods, and
objects in lava, wood, marble, and Sicilian am-
ber. The terra-cotta figures of Sicilian peasants
are interesting. Commercially the city is ac-
tive, is the residence of a United States consul,
and has regular communication by steamboat
with the other ports of Sicily and of Italy, and
with the eastern Mediterranean.
The classic Catana was founded by Greeks

from Chalcis about n.c. 729, and soon became
prosperous. Here, in the Sixth Century, B.C.,

died Stesichorus, who created the chorus of
the Greek drama, and the situation of whose
tomb is said to have given name to the Piazza
Stesicorea. In n.c. 476 the town was depopu-
lated by Hiero I. and renamed Etna, receiving a
new population of Syracusans and Peloponne-
sians, who were, however, expelled in B.C. 461.
In the war between Athens and Syracuse, Catania
was the Athenian headquarters. In B.C. 403 it

was sacked by Dionysius; in B.C. 396 it was
captured by the Carthaginians ; and it was one
of the first Sicilian towns acquired by the Ro-
mans, under whom it flourished greatly. It

sufTered during the Servile and the Civil wars.
It was taken from Belisarius by the Goths,
plundered by the Saracens, fortified by the
Normans, and in a.d. 1169 almost destroyed by
an earthquake. Being restored and in 1232
equipped by Frederick II. with the fortress of
Rocca Orsina, it flourished under the Aragonese
inilers of the Fourteenth Century. On March 8,

1609, in a terrific eruption of Etna, a stream of

lava turned its course from the town to the har-
bor, which it partly filled up. Catania al.so

suffered greatly from the earthquake of 1093.

Most of the ruins here were excavatc<l by Prince
Biscari in the Eighteenth Century, and his col-

lections, studied by Goethe in 1787, can be seen
in the Museo Biscari. Population, in 1881,

100,000; in 1901, 146,504.

CATANIA. A gulf on the east coast of
Sicily, extending in the form of a semicircle
from Acireale to Cape Santa Croce, near Augus-
ta, a distance of 18 miles (Map: Italy, K 10).

CATANZARO, kil'tAn-zii'ro. An episcopal
city in southern Italy, capital of the province
of the same name, beautifully situated on a
rocky hill, 8 miles from the Gulf of Squillace,

near the southern extremity of the Italian

Peninsula (Map: Italy, L 9). The climate

iHjing cool and healthful in summer, many
wealthy families reside here. The castle was
built by Robert Guiscard ; the provincial museum
contains numerous antiquities and paintings, and
the cathedral is not without architectural merit.
The country is luxuriant with olive groves, and
the town has silk and velvet factories. Popula-
tion, in 1881 (commune), 29,000; in 1901,
32,000.

CAT'APLASM. See Poultice.

CAT'APUIiT, or CAT'APXniTA (Lat.,
Gk. KaTarrD.Tf/g, katapclics, from Gk. Kara, kata,
down + ToA/Uiv, pallein, to brandish). An en-
gine of war used in ancient times for projecting
ptones, long darts, or javelins. There were
different kinds and sizes of catapults, to which
various names were given. The catapult was
less powerful than the balista, but more uniform
in its range. Catapults were used occasionally
in the latter part of the Eighteenth Century.
There was one erected at Gibraltar during its
siege by General ilelville, for the purpose of
throwing stones a short distance over the edge
of the rock in a particular space frequented by
the Spaniards where thej' could not be annoyed
by shot or shell. For illustration, and its posi-
tion in the development of artillery, see Abttl-
LEBY.

CATARACT. See Waterfall.

CATARACT (Fr. cataracte, Lat. eataracta,
from Gk. KarappaKrT/g, katarrhakies, waterfall,
from Kara, kata, down -f- pif)vvvai, rhegnynai, to
break; or less probably from apaaaeiv, arassein, to
dash in pieces). An opaque condition of the
lens of the eye or of its capsule. It is readily
distinguished from opacities of the cornea, or
clear front part of the eye, by its position just
behind the pupil—that round and varying aper-
ture in the iris through which light is admitted
into the back of the eye. Cataract is called
primary when independent of other disease of
the eye, and secondary, or complicated, when
the reverse is true. The opacity of the capsule of
the lens or of the lens itself, following operations
for cataract, is known as secondary cataract or
after-cataract. Cataract may effect the lens
alone {lenticular cataract), or the front or
back of the capsule of the lens {capsular catO'
ract), or both lens and capsule {capsulo-lenticu'
Inr cataract). A cataract is called partial when
limited to a portion of the lens; complete when
involving the whole; stationary if it remains
partial ; progressive if it tends to include the
entire lens. The last is either senile, congeni-
tal, juvenile, or traumatic. In patients under
thirty-five years of age cataracts are soft and
white, and are called soft cataracts. In older
persons the nucleus is hard and yellowish, and
then the term hard cataract is applied. The
whiteness of a cataract may vary from the color
of half-boiled white of egg to that of snow. Heat
will produce a like change on the lens removed
from the body, just as it changes white of egg
from transparent to opaque. The round lens of
the fish is seen at table in this opaque condi-
tion.

Cataract is painless and unaccompanied by
inflammation. It occasions blindness simply by
obstructing the passage of the light; but cata-
ract alone does not produce so complete blind-
ness but that the patient can tell light from
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darkness. The catciptrii- test, now disused, was
an inj^'nious metluxl of distinj^iiishin;,' incipient

cataniet from certain otlier dee[) utrections of

the eye. When a lighted candle is held In'fore

the eye of a person whose hack is to the window,
three candles are seen in the healthy eye. Two
lire erect—the large front one caused by the

convex cornea, the aniallor and fainter one be-

hind by the convex front of the lens. The third,

tH?cu8ioned by the concave back of the lens, is in

the middle;' it is small, bright, and is upside

down: when the candle is moved it goes in the

opposite direction, while the two erect images

move with the candle. When the back of the

lens l)ecomes opaque, the inverted image is ob-

scured or disappears, and when the front of the

lens is affected only the great front image,

caused by the cornea, remains. At the present

time caUxract is accurately detected by con-

centrating light upon the eye and illuminating

its interior by means of the ophthalmoscopic
mirror, the eye being previously dilated by some
mydriatic, such as atropine or homatropine.
No difficulty then arises in determining at once

the nature of the disease.

No medical or other treatment has any in-

fluence in arresting the progress of cataract,

nor can it be cured except by surgical operation.

A clever imposture used to be practiced by
quacks. By applying belladoima to the eye

—

as the surgeon does when he wishes to dilate the

pupil for an examination or operation—some
little light was temporarily admitted through
the less opaque edge of the lens. The patient,

beginning to see somewhat better, after long

and increasing dimness of vision, began to con-

gratulate himself on a cure. The quack, of

course, hastened to get his money without wait-

ing for the further result, which was sure to be

blank disappointment.

Traumatic cataract results from a perforat-

ing wound of the capsule of the lens. The en-

tire lens becomes opaque, and a portion of it

usually remains so; but at times, unless inflam-

mation of other portions follows, the cloudiness

entirely disappears. Congenital cataract is due
to imperfect development or intra-uterine in-

flammation. Juvenile cataract may l)e heredi-

tary, or its cause unknown. In both congenital

and juvenile cataract the lens is soft and white.

They are treated by 'needling,' an operation in

which a needle-like knife is employed to cut and
break up the lens at several operations. The
injured lens is then absorbed. Senile cataract,

the most important form, usually occurs in per-

sons over fifty, and generally involves both eyes.

Its period of development may be a few months
or many years. Beginning in the form of gray
streaks extending from the periphery toward
the centre of the lens, or as spots in any por-

tion, it may eventually render the entire lens

opaque. As the fluid of the lens is then ab-

sorbed, it becomes easily sej)arated from its

capsule, and is known as ripe for operation. If

neglected, other changes may take place, mak-
ing the results of operation poorer, from opacity
of the capsule, etc. The only method of reliev-

ing senile cataract is extraction of the lens, with
or without excision of a portion of the iris. The
cornea is opened along a little less than half its

circimiference, the capsule of the lens is cut,

and the lens is expelled by gentle pressure.

Great care must 1h' used in the dressing and
later treatment to avoid accidents. After re-

moval of the cataract, the natural lens lieing

absent, its place must be supplied by strong

glasses.

CATARMAN, kii'tilr-miln'. A town of Samar,
Phili|)pincs, situated 93 miles from Catbalogan.
Populatitm, 11,000.

CATARRH (Fr. catarrhe, I-.at. catarrhua,

from Gk. /card, kuta, down + pt'iv, rhein, to flow).

A disease of great frequency in temperate lati-

tudes, especially in changeable, moist climates,

in the winter sea.son. It is characterized by an
increase in the mucus naturally flowing from
the mucous membrane, preceded by a congestion

and a brief period of dryness. Popularly a ca-

tarrh is called a cold, from the erroneous idea that

it is due to a lowering of the temperature. More
often it follows being overheated or breathing

foul air, checking of perspiration, or constipa-

tion. Catarrh may affect the nasal passages
(rhinitis), the throat (pharyngitis), the vocal

cords and neighboring parts (laryngitis), the

membrane covering the eyeball and lining the

cjelids (conjunctivitis), the stomach (gastritis),

the bowels (enteritis), the urinary bladder

(cystitis), the bronchi (bronchitis), and other

tracts lined by mucous membrane. Each of

these forms of catarrh is treated under its own
name.

CATARRH, Epizootic. See Influenza.

CATARRH, Na.sal. See Glanders.

CATASTROPHISM (Fr. catastrophiame,

from catastrophe, Lat. catastropha, Gk. kutu-

arpoiprjj kalastrophe, overthrow, from /card, kata,

down -f- arptxp^, strophe, a turning, from aTpe<j>eiv,

strcphcin, to turn). The doctrine that the vast

changes which the earth has undergone from the

beginning to the present time were caused by the

sudden action of powerful physical agencies.

This hypothesis was maintained by some of the
earlier geologists to explain the physical features

and structure of the earth's crust ; the upheaval
of mountains, and the elevations and depression

of land-areas were considered to be catastrophic

phenomena. Its advocates also claimed that the

changes which have taken place in life forms
cannot be explained fully by the theory of evolu-

tion and natural selection as taught by Darwin,
Huxley, and others. The doctrine of catastro-

phism has met with strong opposition from lead-

ing scientists, and its application in geology is

no longer recognized. One of the ablest oppo-
nents was Sir Charles Lyell, who made use of

the forces and processes working at the present

time to explain the geological history of the

earth (uniformitarianism). Consult Lyell, Prin-

ciples of Geology (London, 1875).

CATAUXI, ka-touks'6. A naked cannibal
tribe of uncertain stock, living on the middle
Purus River in western Brazil. They are said

to be remarkably handsome and of light com-
plexion. They cultivate manioc, make pottery,

use the blowgun with poisoned arrows, and pow-
der the roasted seeds of Acacia niopp for use as

a narcotic stimulant.

CATAWBA. An Eastern tribe of Siouan
stock, formerly holding a large district on the

river of the same name in South and North Caro-
lina. They were once the ruling tribe of South
Carolina, numbering 1500 warriors, or perhaps
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6000 souls, but by the inveterate hostility of the
Tusearoras and other Northern tribes, with in-

temperance and smallpox, they declined rapidly,

and in 1743 were reduced to less than 400 men
in spite of the fact that they had incorporated
several snialler tribes. In nearly all the early
wars, including the Revolution, they fought on
the American side. About 100, of whom a few
speak their ancient language, still reside on a
small State reservation on Catawba River, in

York County, S. C.

CATAWBA, or Great Catawba Riveb. See
Wateree River.

CATBAXOGAN, kat-bii'ld-giin'. The capital

of the island Province of Samar, Philippines,

situated on a small bav on the western coast

(Map: Philippine Islands, K 8). It lies 338
miles soutiieast of Manila, with which it carries

on a considerable trade in hemp and cocoanut
oil. Population, in 1898, 6459.

CATBIBD. In the United States, a common
and familiar songster (Galeoscoptes CaroUnen-
6is), nearly related to the mocking-bird. It is

about nine inches long, slate-gray in color, the

crown and tail black. It is found in most of

North America and is a general favorite. Al-

though its call-note resembles the mewing of a
cat, its spring song is one of the most varied
and brilliant heard in American woods ; the bird

is also a mimic. It feeds chiefly upon insects,

nests in bushes, and lays four or five dark green-

ish-blue eggs. Although a migrant in the North,
it breeds and also winters in the Southern
States. It is usually to be found in gardens,

along roadsides, and in bushy pastures. In
Australia the bower-birds, especially Ailurcedus
crassii-ostris, are called catbirds because of their

mewing notes.

CATBOAT (Icel. kati, small boat -f loot). A
small saill'oat, usually not more than 30 feet in

length, rigged with a large fore-and-aft mainsail
only, set on a boom and gaff, and having the

mast stepped as far forward as possible. Such
H rig as this is called a cat-rig. Catboats are
very quick working and are easily handled by
one jK'rson, which quality has made them very
popular. They usually draw but little water,

depending on a centre-board to prevent their

making leeway, and have great beam in propor-

tion to their length.

CATCH (probably because the voices caught
up the words in turn). A species of musical
composition peculiar to England, without ac-

companiment and set to himiorous words. The
music is generally for three voices and in the

canon (q.v.) style. As in the canon, each voice

takes up the subject at a certain distance after

the preceding has begun. One of the best speci-

mens of a catch is by Calcott, on Hawkins's and
Bumey's histories of music, where the humor
lies in one of the parts repeating 'Bumey's his-

tory*—sounding like 'burn his history'—while
the others are adviM-ating Hawkins. See Rou.nd.

CATCH-DRAINS, or Catch-Water Draixs.
Open drains constructed along a declivity to in-

tercept and carry off surface water. The name
is particularly applied to a drain which is built

to separate a district requiring artificial drain-

age from surrounding higher land, in order to

keep the surface water from the higher land
from running into it and so increasing the

amount of water to be removed from the low

Vol. IV.—14.

land. In Holland this is accomplished by a dike
and canal called 'ungvart.' See Drainage.
CATCHFIiY. The common English name of

several plants of the order Caryophyllaceae

—

which being clammy, in con.sequence of a peculiar
exudation, on the calyx, on the joints of the
stem, often prove fatal to insects settling upon
them. The most common American species of
catchfly are Silene Virginica, Silene regia, Silene
rotundifolia. and Silene antirrhina. European
species are Silene armeria, angelica, and Lj'chnis
viscaria. Dionrea muscipula is also sometimes
called the Carolina catchfly or Venus fly-trap.

See Diox.r.A; Lvciixis; Silene.

CATEAU-CAMBRESIS, ki't^ ka>"bra's^',
Le. a town in the Department of the Nord,
France, on the Selle, 14 miles east-southeast of
Cambrai ( Map : France, K 1 ) . It manufactures
shawls, merinos, silks, calicoes, and leather; has
breweries and distilleries; and a considerable
trade in iron, coal, and wine. Population, in

1901, of to\ra, 10,297; of commune, 10,594. The
place derives its name from the chateau (now
occupied as a factory) built by Herluin, Bishop
of Cambrai, in the Eleventh Century. The treaty
of Cateau-Cambr6sis (q.v.) between France, Eng-
land, and Spain was signed here on April 3,

1559.

CATEAU-CAMBRESIS, Treaty of. A treaty
of peace concluded April 2-3, 1559, by Henry II.

of France with England and Spain. It confirmed
the French in possession of Calais, which they
had wrested from the English in 1558, after the
latter had held it for more than 200 years,
France surrendered her conquests in Savoy and
Italy, but was allowed to retain the Three Bish-
oprics—Metz, Joul. and Verdun. The Treaty
of Cateau-Cambr&sis marks the definite abandon-
ment on the part of France of the policy of
Italian conquest initiated bv Charles VIII. in

1494.

CATECHETICAL ( kat'* - k§t1 - kal)
SCHOOLS (Fr. catechetique, from Gk. Karvxn-
riKog, I.atcrhetikos, instructive, from Kart/x^'^t

Latechein, to instruct orally, from Kara, kata,
down -r ^x^'^, ^chein, to sound, from vj'A eche,

sound). The name given to the ancient Chris-
tian schools of theology, of which the chief were
those of Antioch (160-400) and Alexandria
(c.200-500). Clement (q.v.) and Origen (q.v.)

were the most famous of the teachers in the lat-

ter; Theodore of Mopsuestia (q.v.) of the former.

CATECHISM (Fr. cat^chisme, Lat. catechia-

mus, from Gk. Karr/xi^eiv, kati^chizein, to cate-

chise, from KaTTix^'v, katechein, to instruct orally,

from Kara, kata, down -|- i/x^iv, Schein, to sound,
irora f/x^, C'che, sound). A system of teaching
by means of question and answer, employed for

popular instruction in the truths- and duties of

the Christian religion. The composition of the
first catechisms was, in all probability, suggested
by the ordinary oral instruction of catechumens,
and was intended for the help both of teachers
and pupils. It appears to have been in the .

Eighth and Ninth centuries that the first regular
catechisms were compiled, of which that by
Kero. a monk of Saint Gall, and that ascribed to

Otfried of Weissenburg. are among the most
noted. At later periods the u.se of catechisms
prevailed chiefly among the opponents of the
hierarchy, as among the Waldenses, the Albi-

genses, the Wycliffites, and, above all, among the
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liohemian Bretiiren. (Soe the articles on these

Beets in this Kneyclopirdia.) The term catechism

api>earH to ha\c bt-en first employed in its present

sense among the last-named. At an early period in

the history of the Reformation, the reformers

began to avail themselves of this niethod of

popular instruction, and their catechisms became
important instruments in that great religious

movement. In 1520 Luther published his first

short catechism. In 1525 Justus Jonas and John
Agricola \\ere intrusted with the preparation of

R catechism. In 1529 Luther published his

larger and smaller catechisms, which found a

place among the symbolical books or standards

of the Lutheran churches. A number of cate-

chisms were published also by the Swiss re-

formers, and by those of England and other

countries. The* Geneva catechisms, larger and
smaller, were the work of Calvin. They were
published in 1536, were speedily translated into

various languages, and became acknowledged
standards of the Reformed churches, not only in

Switzerland, but in the Netherlands, in France,

and in Hungary. The Church of Geneva has set

aside tiie authority of these catechisms. The
Zurich Catechism is received as a standard in the

Church of Zurich. The Heidelberg or Palatinate

Catechism is of greater importance, however,

than any other as a standard of the German re-

formed churches. It was compiled by the Heidel-

berg theologians, Caspar Olovian and Zacharias

l^rsinus, at the request of the Elector Frederick

III. of the Palatinate; it was published in 1563,

was ap})roved by several synods, and was sub-

jected to a revision by the Synod of Dort. In the

Church of Rome the Tridentine Catechism is of

high authority. It was prepared in accordance

with the decrees of the Council of Trent, by
Archbishops Leonardo Marino and Muzio Calini,

Bishop Egidio Foscarini, and the Portuguese
Dominican, Francesco Fureiro; revised by
Cardinals Borromeo and Sirlet, and sanctioned

by Pope Pius V. It was published in Rome in

1566. The catechism of the Orthodox Greek
Church was prepared by Peter Mogilas, metro-

politan in Kiev, and published in 1642. It re-

ceived authority as a standard or symbolical

book from a synod in Jerusalem in 1672. It is

often called the Larger Russian Catechism, to dis-

tinguish it from the Smaller Catechism prepared
by order of Peter the Great. Besides these cate-

enisms, which have a historic interest, or are

of importance from their symbolical character,

there have appeared at all periods since the

Reformation many others, both Protestant and
Koman Catholic, some doctrinal, some contro-

versial, some devoted to particular subjects, as

the sacraments, or to particular purposes, as the

preparation of candidates for admission to the

Lord's Supper, some adapted to the mental ca-

pacity of very young children, etc.

The Catechism of the Church of England is

published in the Book of Common Prayer. It is

in two parts: the first contains and explains the

baptismal covenant, the creed, the ten com-
mandments, and the Lord's Prayer; the second

explains the two sacraments, baptism and the

Lord's Supper. It is not known with absolute

certainty who was the author of the first part;

probably Thomas Cranmer and Nicholas Ridley

had the principal hand in framing the questions

and answers. It was originally put forth with
the 42 articles in the reign of Edward VI., and

condemned as heretical in the reign of Mary. It
nmst not be confounded with Cranmer's cate-
chism, which was a larger work, differently ar-
ranged, and translated chiefly from the German
catechism used in Nuremberg. This first part
of the Church Catechism is spoken of as the
Shorter Catechism. There was a larger Church
Catechism compiled also in the reign of Edward
VI., by John Ponet, as is supposed, and it cor-

responds in some degree with the smaller work
above described. It appeared in 1553, but was
afterwards revised and enlarged by I^aurence
Nowell, Dean of Saint Paul's, and published in

1570; and though never officially promulgated
by the Church, it has some authority from having
been approved by the Lower House of Convoca-
tion. At the Hampton Court Conference (1004) at
the beginning of the reign of James I., the Short-
er Catechism was considered too short, and the
larger one of Nowell's too long; and accordingly,
at the King's suggestion, an addition was made
to the former of that explanation of the two
sacraments which now forms tlie second part of

the Church Catechism. This was drawn up by
Rev. Dr. John Overall. The rubrics in the Com-
mon Prayer Book enjoin the teaching of the Cate-
chism in the church on Sundays and holy days
after the second lesson at evening prayer; the
59th canon contains a like injunction, imposing
])enalties on the clergy who neglect this.

The larger and the Shorter Catechism, which,
with the Westminster Confession of Faith, consti-

tute the standards or symbolical books of the Eng-
lish-speaking Presbyterian churches, were com-
})iled by the Assembly of Divines at Westminster;
the Shorter Catechism "to be a directory for cate-

chising such as are of weaker capacity;" the
larger, "for catechising such as have made some
proficiency in the knowledge of the Christian
religion." The Shorter Catechism was presented
to the English House of Commons on Novemljcr
5, 1647; the larger on April 14, 1048; and in

July, 1648, both received the sanction of the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland,
which, in the act of approving of the larger
Catechism, declared it to be "a rich treasure for
increasing knowledge among the people of God,"
and that "they bless the Lord that so excellent
a catechism has been prepared." The Shorter
Catechism has, however, been far more generally
used for the purpose of instruction than the
larger, which has been generally felt to be too
minute in its statements, and too burdensome to
the memory to be employed as a catechism.

CATECHIT, kat''-6-ku or -elm (Neo-Lat., from
Kanarese, ilalay kachu, catechu). A substance
of vegetable origin emploj'ed in tanning and
dyeing, and medicinally as an astringent. In the
East it is much used for chewing. The catechu
of commerce is obtained chiefly from East Indian
trees, such as the Acacia catechu and Acacia
siftna. It is known in India by the name Kutt;
and catechu is said to be a name compounded
of two words signifying 'the juice of a tree'

{cate, a tree, and chu, juice). Cutch is another
form of one or other of these two names, and is

a common commrecial name. Catechu is ob-

tained from the heart-wood of the trees by cut-

ting it into small chips, and boiling in water
till the extract has the thickness of tar. It is

then allowed to harden for two days, so that it

will not run, and is formed into balls about the
size of oranges, which are placed on husks of
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rice or on leaves, and appear in commerce envel-

oped in them. The catechu manufacturers in

northern India move to different parts of the
country at different seasons, and erect tem-
porary huts in the jungles, where they carry
on their operations. I'cgti catechu is the ordi-

nary commercial variety and is used in medi-
cine; it is soluble in hot water, in alcohol, acetic

acid, and the strong alkalies; it is astringent
and leaves a sweetish taste in the mouth. The
active ingredients of catechu are catechuic acid
or catechin, and a peculiar variety of tannic acid,

of which it contains about 54 per cent. Catechu
has been extensively employed in the dyeing of

browns, fawns, drabs, and olives. It is much
used for coloring stout canvas. See Gambib.

CATECHUMENS, kat'e-ku''m6nz (Fr. caU-
chumrne, Lat. catechumenus, Gk. KaTTixoifievoq,

katcchoumenos, from Karrjxeiv, katechein, to in-

struct orally). The appellation commonly given,

in the early ages of the Christian Church, to those
converted Jews and heathens who had not yet
received baptism, but were undergoing a course
of training and instruction preparatory to it.

They had a place assigned them in the congrega-
tion, but were not permitted to be present at
the dispensation of the Lord's Supper. In the
apostolic age converts appear to have been at
once admitted to the sacraments; but afterwards
this ceased to be the case, and a period of proba-
tion was required. The catechumens were di-

vided into different classes or grades, according
to their proficiency. Those of the lower grade
were not permitted to be present during the
prayers of the congregation; and those only of

the higher, and who had been declared fit to be
baptized at the next administration of the ordi-

nance, were permitted to witness the dispensa-

tion of the Lord's Supper. The term catechu-
mens was afterwards employed to designate
yoimg members of the Christian Church who
were receiving instruction to prepare them for

confirmation or for the Lord's Supper, and is

still often used in this sense. As the Teaching
of the Twelve Apostles shows, from the earliest

period of the Christian Church didactic instruc-

tion was given to the candidates for baptism.
But an air of mystery was thrown around the
sacraments, especially the eucharist, and the de-

sire of the candidates excited by hints that there
was something to be revealed. In the body of

the baptized the sacraments were freely spoken
of and the teaching relative to them was known
as the 'Discipline of the Secret' (Arcani Disci-

filina ) . How much it amounted to is not now
determinable, but probably it presented a full

exposition of sacramental doctrine, and up to it

the instructions of the catechumens led.

CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVE. A term
much used by Kant (q.v. ) and his followers to

designate w hat they consider to be the absolutely

unconditional character of the demands that
morality makes upon every reasonable being.

If we wish to preser\'e health we must observe

the laws of hygiene, but we may not wish to pre-

serve health. The obligation of hygienic rules is

thus conditional upon a certain wisli which may
or may not lie cherished. But whether we wish
it or not, we ought to respect another man's
property. This obligation is thus conceived to

be absolute. For a criticism of this view, see

Ethics.

CATEGORY (Fr. cat^gorie, Lat. categoria,
from Gk. Karr/yopia, kategoria, category, charge,
from KaTTjyopevEiv, kategoreuein, to accuse, from
Kcrdj kata, down -+- ayopeieiv, agoreuein, to de-
claim, from ayopd, agora, assembly, from ayetv,

agein, to lead). A philosophical term in use
since the time of Aristotle. Aristotle used it to
denote the highest classes under which all predi-
cates of propositions concerning things can be sub-
sumed. He recognized ten such categories, viz.

substance, quantity, quality, relation, place,
time, situation, possession, action, and passivity.
The Hindu philosopher Kavida is said to have
treated categories in such a way as to have
attained a result very much like Aristotle's.
(See Thompson's Laws of Thought, appendix by
Max Miiller. ) The Stoics recognized four on-
tological categories—substance, attribute, states,

and relations. Plotinus recognized five—being,
rest, motion, identity, and difference. The
Scholastics accepted Aristotle's classification

without any other change than to Latinize the
word category into predicamentum, whence
conies our word predicament in the sense of
'plight.' To be in a bad predicament is to be so
circumstanced that the predicate of a judgment
that adequately expresses one's situation falls

imdcr a bad class of predicates. Kant (q.v.)

objected to Aristotle's classification as being un-
critical, and proposed a new classification rest-

ing on the traditional classification of judgments.
But Kant did more than give a new classification

of categories. He introduced a new conception
of their nature. They were for him a priori

(q.v.) principles of sjmthesis, whereby thought
brings into definite intelligible form the chaotic
manifold elements of sense. Kant recognized
four categories, those of quantity, quality, rela-

tion, and modality. Each of these was subdi-

vided into three classes, with twelve resulting
categories, viz. unity, plurality, totality ; reality,

negation, limitation ; . inherence and subsistence,

causality and dependence, community; possibil-

ity and impossibility, existence and non-exist-

ence, necessity and contingency. (See Kaxt. )

Hegel criticised Kant for doing what Kant criti-

cised Aristotle for doing, and insisted that dia-

lectic is the only method whereby the categories

can be satisfactorily determined. (See Dialec-
tic.) He also modified the Kantian view of

categories by making them not so much forms
imposed by thought on sense-contents, themselves
devoid of such forms, as principles obtaining
in the unitary world of thought and things.

They have thus both an objective and a subjec-

tive significance. Hegel in this way embodied
in his treatment of categories both the Aris-

totelian realism and the Kantian idealism. As
a result of his dialectic method, Hegel obtained
three groups of categories—l)eing, essence, and con-

crete thought (Begriff). Each of these has many
subtlivisions, so that the list he gives includes
something like one hundred and fifty; but he
does not claim absolute accuracy or exhaustive-

ness for the detailed results he obtains. J. S.

Mill proposed as substitute for Aristotle's clas-

sification: (1) feelings, or states of conscious-
ness; (2) the minds which experience those

feelings; (3) bodies or external objects which
excite certain of those_ feelings; (4) the succes-

sions and co-existences, the likenesses and un-
likenesses, between feelings or states of con-

sciousness. For Mill, categories were classes of
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nninablc things. In recent times Kd. von Hnrt-
niunn has written a detaiUnl work on oatej,'ories

{Katf^gorienlchre, 1890). He defines a catejjory

as jin unconscious a priori intellectual function

of a definite sort. This is very much like Kant's
view; but catej,'ories are not so much part uf the

innate constitution of each individual as they

arc tile ways in which the impersonal reason acts

in individuals. Thus in ori<?in they are sufx-r-

personal, but as concrete functions they belong

to the individualized group of functions. There
are three great divisions—categories of sensation,

of perception, and of thought. Each division is

more or less subdivided. It will thus be seen

that one's views of categories is determined by
one's epistemological views. In accordance with
the epistemological view developed in this work
(see Iv.NOWi-KiKiE, Tiikohy of) a category may be

defined as an intclligil»le relation between ob-

jects. Consult: Caird, Critical Philosophy of

Jmmatiuel Kant (New York, 1889) ; and Harris,

Hegel's Logic (Chicago, 1890).

CATEL, kA'tcM', Charu:s-Simon (1773-1830).

A French musician, born at I^aigle. In 1787, he
became accompanist of the Paris Ecole Royale de
Chant (at which he had previously studied under
Gossee), and upon its consolidation with the

new Conser\'atory he was made professor of har-

mony. He later became an inspector of the

Conservatory and in 1815 was elected to the
Academy. Catel's most lasting work was his

Traitd d'harmonie (1802), an excellent text-

book, and long a standard in France. Of his

numerous compositions, only the operas Sdmira-
mis (1802) and Les Baydddres (1810) are of

any importance.

CATEL, kJi'tcl. Franz (1778-185C). A Ger-
man painter, born in Berlin. He first gained
a reputation by his drawings illustrating Goethe's
Hermnnn und Dorothea (1799). He then went
to Paris, and afterwards to Rome, where he asso-

ciated with Overbeck, Cornelius, and Schadow,
who were among his friends. He showed in his

manner of painting the influence of Carstens. His
landscai)es are of Italian scenes, with architec-

tural details in classic style, such as the "Ruins
of Piestum" and "The Appian Way."

CATE'NA (Lat., chain). A commentary
composed of extracts from difl'ercnt authors,
elucidating a text, especially the text of the
Bible. The authors are generally Church fathers,

and so the extracts partake of the nature of an
inspired commentary. The composition of such
a commentary dates from the Fourth Century.
Prominent among the earliest compilers is Cas-
siodorus (c.470-5G5), and most famous is Thomas
Aquinas (c.1226-74). Consult the English trans-
lation of the Cateva Aurca on the Gospels bv
the latter (6 vols.. Oxford, n. e., 1870). Many
extracts from otherwise unknoAvn works have
thus been preserved.

CATENA (properly Vincenzo di Biagio)
( ?—C.153I). A Venetian painter. He was a
pupil of Giorgione and Giovanni Bellini. His
works jnclude chiefly religious pictures and por-

traits, tlie most important being "Knight Kneel-
ing Before the Afadonna" (National Gallery, Lon-
don). Other specimens ^are "Aladonna Between
Saint Francis and Saint Hieronymus" (Venice
Academy), and "Portrait of a Canon" (Vienna
Museum )

.

CATTNARY (I^t. catcnariua, from catena,
a chain). Tlic curve formed by a flexible, homo-
geneims, and inextensible cord hanging freely
between two points of support, and acted on by
no other force than gravity. If the cord is not
homogeneous and the density varies, the cord
hangs in a curve
difFerent in shape
from the ordinary
catenary; e. g.

where the cord is

such that the
weight of any part
of it is proportion-
al to its horizon-

tal projection, the

curve is a para-
bola. The latter

curve and the or-

dinary catenary are of importance in the theory
of suspension bridges. The catenary is repre-

sented algebraically by the equation:
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It possesses several remarkable properties, one of

which is that its centre of gravity is lower than
that of any other curve of equal perimeter, and
with the same fixed points for its extremities.

The catenary seems first to have attracted the
attention of Galileo, who attributed to it a para-
bolic form. Joachim Jungius (1669) showed the
error of this supposition, but was unable to

determine the equation of the curve, a result

accomplished by Leibnitz (1091). The curve was
also elaborately investigated by Jakob Bernoulli.

The bibliography of the subject is given in Bro-
card. Notes dc bibliographie dea courbes g^o-

mctriques (Bar-le-Duc, 1897). For a discussion
of the mechanical properties of the curve, con-

sult: Price, Analytical Mechanics, Vol. I. (Ox-
ford, 1868) ; and Minchin, Treatise on Statics
(Oxford, 1880).

CAT'ENIP'ORA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Lat. catena, chain + porus, pore). A generic

name given by Lamarck in 1816 to the

chain coral, a peculiar tabulate coral found in

a fossil state in the Silurian rocks, to which the

name Hnlysites had already been applied by
Fischer in 1806. For description, see Halysites.

CATERPILLAR FITNGTJS. See Fungoid
Parasite.

CATERPILLAR-HUNTER. A predaceous
beetle of the family Carabida», and genus Callo-

soma, of which several species prey upon cater-

])illars, earthworms, etc. To this genus telong
the bombardiers (q.v.), and many species, of

which a common one (Callosoma scrutator) is

illustrated on the colored Plate of Beneficial
Insects.

CATESBY, kats'bl, Mark (c.l679-I749). An
English naturalist, born probably in London.
He visited North America and the Bahamas in

1712-19, and afterwards published Natural His-

tory of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama
Islands, with colored figures drawn and etched by
himself ( 1722-26 ) . These were the first drawings
of North American animals to be published.
He also published Hortus Britanno-Americanus
(1737) and Migration of Birds (1747).

CATFISH (so called from the purring sound
when the fish is taken from the water) . One of



CATFISH

1. MAD TOM (Schllbeodea mlurus).
2. GAFF-TOPSAIL CATFISH (Fellchthys marinu*).
3. SEA CATFISH (Oalelchthy* fells).

4. EUROPEAN CATFISH OR WELS (SllunJB glani*).
5. STONE CATFISH (Noturus flavua).
6. BLACK BULLHEAD (Amaiurus malas).
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a group of physostomous (soft-rayed) fishes of

both salt and fresh waters, comprising the order

Nematognathi and the family Siluridae and its

allies. "The fishes of this order," writes Dr.

D. S. Jordan, "agree in having the maxillary

bone imperfectly dcveToix?d, and forming the

basis of a long, fleshy feeler or barbel [and in]

. . . the presence, in most cases, of additional

pairs of barbels about the mouth, near the tip

of the upper or the lower jaw, or both ; the ab-

sence of scales and the presence in many species,

especially those found in tropical waters, of

bony plates. These sometimes form a more or

less perfect coat of mail on the sides of the

body; at other times they form a shield on the

top* and back of the head. Another feature is

the development, in most cases, of the first ray

in the dorsal and pectoral fins as a strong, stiff,

ebarp, serrated spine which forms an effective

weapon of defense. The spines of the pectoral

fins are strongest, and they are usually 'set'

—

that is, firmly erected—whenever the fish is

caught or attacked. These spines are a source

of much annoyance to fishermen, and there are

few persons ... in the Eastern States who
have not had some painful experience with the

'horns' of a catfish." The wounds made by these

spines often heal with difficulty, owing to the

jagged nature of the cut and to the slime intro-

duced ; in one genus ( Xoturus ) , however, a
poison-gland is connected with the pectoral

spine. They use the spine in ugly fights among
themselves. The catfishes inhabit the fresh wa-

ters and shallow coastal waters of the warmer
parts of America, Africa, and the Orient, but
are represented by only a single European spe-

cies, the typical silurus of the Latins, and the

sheatfish of English writers. (See Sheat-
fish.) They vary from two inches to a dozen

feet or more in length, and may exceed 200
pounds in weight. Most of them are good food,

and everywhere enter into the diet of the people.

In habits they are comparatively sluggish, re-

main close to the bottom, and are carnivorous

and voracious, eating eggs and fry of aquatic

animals, and seizing such fishes, amphibians,

and birds as they can overcome. Few are swift

hwinmiers, but they lurk in wait for prey, being

almost invisible by reason of tlieir dull, dark
colors, and making a quick rusli ; consequently,

the larger ones are among the most destructive

enemies of aquatic life.

The North American catfishes have the skin

wholly naked, and are familiarly represented

by the homed pout. (See Bullhead.) The
same genus (Amiurus) contains several other

species often termed mudcats. The stone-cats

belong to the genus Xoturus, are small, com-
paratively slender, dark-hued, and inflict poisoned

wounds. Another genus, the channel-cats (Ic-

talurus), dwell in running streams and lakes,

and include many large forms, the fork-tailed

catfish of the Great I^kes {Ictalurus lacuatris)

sometimes weighing 100 pounds; while the 'white'

channel-cat (Ictalurus ponderosus) of the Mis-

sissippi River Valley may grow to 150 pounds,

and become the largest of our fresh-water fishes

except the California sturgeon. An illustrated

monograph of the fresh-water species, by Dr.

D. S. Jordan, will be found in Bulletin .Vo.

10 (1877) of the United States National Mu-
Keuni at Washington. The sea -cat fish are closely

allied to the channel-cats, and two species are

common along the Atlantic coast, both 2 to 5
feet long, and blue above with silvery bellies;

but more than 100 species of this marine group,
which haimt sandy bottoms near shore and
furnish poor food, are scattered through the
tropics, especially in the East Indies.

The South American fresh waters abound
in catfishes of the genus Pimelodus and its al-

lies, the largest species of which is the leopard-
cat, or suravi (Pimelodua frati), from rivers of
Argentina and Uruguay, which is 6 to 7 feet

long, and yellow, spotted with black. Another
characteristic South American group is that of

the mailed cats, of the genus Callichthys, in
which the Ijody is almost entirely covered by
four rows of large, hard, narrow, scaly plates,

two rows on each side, and the head is well cov-

ered with bony plates. They are said to be able
to make their way over land from a pool which
may be driing up to another some distance
away; sometimes they bury themselves in the
mud of wet meadows. They build their nests
near the margin of the water, at the beginning
of the rainy season, both sexes guarding them
until the eggs are hatched. The genera Doras
iq.v.), Loricaria, and Arges are allied groups of
many species. Africa abounds in fishes of this

family, of which the best known is the bayad
(q.v.) of the Nile. A different Nile catfish

(Slalapterurus elcctricus) has the power of de-

livering an effective electric shock. (See Elec-
tric Fishes.) Many other species, some of
large size, having the general characteristics

outlined above, haunt the sluggish rivers and
estuaries of India, Siam, China, and the larger
islands thence to Australia, with varying im-
portance as food. Among these is notable the
eel-like genus Clarias, 'eel-pouts,' about thirty
species of which are known, some reaching G
feet in length. The catfishes are known as fos-

sils well back into the Tertiary.

The name is applied to various fishes of other
families; as, in England, to the wolf-fish (Anar-
rhichas lupus), the cusk, and one or more small
sharks. In Australasia the star-gazers (Kathe-
tostoma) are called catfish, and elsewhere the
chiniieras are called 'sea-cats.'

CATGUT (probably a corruption, by popular
confusion with kit, cat, of kit, fiddle, apparently
from AS. cytere, from I^t. cithara, Gk. KiOdpa,

kithara, guitar, and gut, Ger. Ootte, gutter, from
AS. g^otan, Got. giutan, Ger. geissen, Lat. fun-
dere, Gk. x^^^> chein, to pour). A substance
employed in the manufacture of tlie strings of
violins, harps, guitars, and other musical in-

struments, and also used for the cords carrj'ing

clock-weights, in the bows of archers, and for

whip-cord. It is generally prepared from the
intestines of sheep, rarely from those of the
horse, ass, or mule, but never from those of the

cat. The first stage in the operation is the thor-

• •ugh cleansing of the intestines from ad-

herent feculent and fatty matters, after which
they are steeped in water for several days, so
as to loosen the external membrane, which can
then l>e removed by scraping with a blunt knife.

The material which is thus scraped off is em-
ployed for the cords of battledores and rackets,

and also as thread in sewing the ends of in-

testines togetiier. The scraped intestines are
then steeped in water and scrai>ed again, treated

with a dilute solution of alkali (4 oz. potash,
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4 oz. carbunate of potash, and three to four gal-

lons of water, with occusionnlly u little alum),
drawn through u perforated bratts tliinihle, and
assorted into their reajwctive sizeH. In order

to destroy any adherent animal matter, wliicli

would lead to putrefaction and the consequent

development of oflTensive odors, it is customary
to subject the entgiit to the fumes of burning

sulphur (sulphurous acid). The best strings are

usetl for nmsical instruments, and those which

eome from Italy and are known as Roman strings

are the strongest. They are remarkable for their

clearness and transparency. The surgeon also

uses the l>est grades of catgut in closing wounds.
Cords for cl<K'k-makers are made split longitudi-

nally into several lengths. Whip-cord is made
from catgut which has been twisted in a manner
feomcwhat similar to single-corded ropes.

CATH'ABI, or Catiiabists (Med. Lat., from
Gk. Ka&afj6i, katharos, pure). A name very
generally given to various sects which appeared
in the Church during the Middle Ages. It ap-

pears to have been sometimes assumed in pro-

fession of a purity of doctrine and morals su-

perior to that which generally prevailed in the

Church, sometimes l)cstowed ironically in ridi-

cule of such a profession, and was used as a
designation of the Paulicians (q.v.) of the

Seventh and succeeding centuries, of sects which
appeared in Lombardy in the beginning of the

Eleventh Century, and afterwards in France and
the west of CJermany, and of the Bogomiles of

the Twelfth Centurj". In the Eleventh Century
the Patarenes appeared in -Milan, and were
called Cathari. The names Albigenses and Cath-

ari are often used as equivalent to one another;

but we are under the disadvantage of having to

depend entirely on the writings of very bigoted

adversaries for our knowledge of their doctrines

and practices, and considerable obscurity rests

on all this interesting part of ecclesiastical his-

tor}'. Manicheism, Gnosticism, and Montanism
are ascribed to the Cathari ; but there is much
reason to think that the errors of a few were
often indiscriminately charged upon all, and
that such charges indeed sometimes rested on
ignorant or willful misc6nstniction. It appears
quite certain that the Cathari difTered consider-

ably in their doctrines, and in the degree of their

opposition to the dominant Church. Some of

them advocated and practiced a rigid asceticism.

There is no good evidence that any of them
nearly approached to the doctrines of the Refor-

mation, although in their rejection of tradition,

of the authority of Rome, of the worship of

saints and images, etc., there are notable points
of agreement with the views of the reformers.

Consult C. Schmidt, La secte des Cathares
(Strassburg, 1849): J. J. Bollinger, Sclcten-

aeschichte, Vol. II. (Munich, 1890) ; also H. C.

Lea, History of the Inquisition (3 vols., New
York, 1888).

CATH'ARINE (Fr. Catherine, Lat. Catha-
rina, Gk. KadapivTj, Katharine from ta0ap6g,

katharos, pure). The name of six saints of the
Roman Catholic Church. The simple designa-
tion of Saint Catharine, however, is given to a
virgin said to have been of royal descent in

Alexandria, who, publicly confessing Christianity
at a sacrificial feast appointed by the Emperor
Maximinus, was put to death in a.d. 307, after
being tortured on a wheel. Hence the name of

'Saint Catharine's wheel.' Very remarkable le-

gends exist as to her converting 50 philosophers
sent by the Emiwror to convert her in prison,

besides a multitide of other jK-rsons; the con-

veyance of her head by the angels to Mount
Sinai, etc. She is regarded as the patroness
of girls' schools. Her day is XoveuiWr 25 or
ilarch 5. (See her life in the publications
of the Early English Text Society; also in

those of the Roxburghe Club, both London,
1884).

—

Saint Catiiakink of Siena, daughter of
Jacomo Henincasa, a dyer of Siena, was born
there in 1347; practiced extraordinary mortifica-
tions, and was said to have been favored with
especial tokens of favor by Christ, whose wounds
were impressed upon her body. (See Stigma-
TlZATiON). She became a Dominican, ami died
in Rome, April 29, 1830. She wrote devotional
pieces, letters, and poems, which have been more
than once printed ; the best edition appeared in

Siena and Lucca, in 1707-54 (in 5 vols., 4to),
under the title of Opere della serafica Santa
Catarina. Her letters were published in French
translatiMi (Paris, 1854; best in the original,
Florence, 1860, 4 vols.). In English have ap-
peared Dialogues of the Seraphic Virgin (Cath-

erine of Siena (London, 1896) ; the dialogue
Dc Perfectione is translated in Miss Drane's
biography mentioned below. Consult her life

by J. E.' Butler, 4th ed. (London, 1895); Au-
gusta I. Drane f London, 1880) ; M. A. Mignety
(Paris, 1880) ; A. T. Pierson (New York, 1898) ;

H. V. Redern (Schwerin, 1900).
Saint Catharine of Genoa was bom in 1447

of the distinguished Genoese family Fieschi. Her
father was viceroy of Naples under Rene of
Anjou. She was very beautiful. Her own wish
was to become a nun, but her parents gave her
in marriage to a Genoese nobleman, Giuliano
Adorno (January 13, 1463), in order to heal the
breach which had come between the two families.
Her married life was unhappy, and she suffered
much not only from her husband's personal treat-
ment, but from his extravagance and licentious-
ness. At last bankruptcy overtook him and they
were reduced to poverty. Then her spiritual
nature showed itself. She started on a career
of philanthropy as nurse (1479), and from 1491
to 1497 was chief nurse in a great hospital. Her
husband was converted through her influence, en-
tered the third order of Saint Francis, and joined
her in charitable labors. Her ascetic piety was
extraordinary. It is said that from 1478 to 1500
she fasted all Advent and all I^ent, and took no
nourishment of any kind, but drank water min-
gled with vinegar and salt. She died September
15, 1510, having won so high a reputation for
piety that Pope Clement XII. canonized her
in 1737; and Benedict XIV. put her in the
Martyrology under March 22d; but in the Acta
Sanctorum she is found xmder September 5th.

She had many ardent disciples and one of them
Avrote from her lips, in Italian, The Treatise on
Purgatory (English trans., London, 1878). Her
life, written by T. de Bussierce. prefaced a
French translation of her works (Paris, 1860).
Saint Catharine of Bologna and Saint

Catharine of Sweden (1.331-81), the fourth
daughter of Saint Birgitta (or Bridget) of Swe-
den, arc of less note.

CATHABINE I. ( ? -1727). Mistress and
wife of Peter the Great, and Empress of Russia
from 1725 to 1727. She was born between 1682
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and 1685, the daughter of a Lithuanian peasant,

Samuel Skavronski, or perhaps of a Baltic noble-

man, Colonel Rosen. Her mother wa.s undoubt-

edly a serf. She was brought up as a foundling

by the pastor Glilck, at Kingen and Marienburg,

in Livonia, and was married to a dragoon, who
was immediately ordered into active service. At
the taking of Marienburg by the Russians, in

1702, Gliick threw himself and his family on the

mercy of the Russian commander, Sheremetieff,

who was attracted by the beautiful face of the

young peasant girl, and kept her with him when
the other captives were forwarded to Moscow. A
few months later Menshikoff, the favorite of

Peter, saw her, and took advantage of his rank

and power to "deprive Sheremetieff of his prize,

only to be in turn despoiled by Peter himself.

\\ ith a figure and bearing that bore testimony

to lier ignoble birth, she seems nevertheless to

have had in her face a peculiar charm, and un-

lettered though she was, she possessed an active

and practical mind that appealed to Peter. She

l>ecame his most influential adviser and con-

fidant, exercising over this man of iron will and

violent passions an influence such as no other

person had. Peter profited by her resourceful

intellect in the campaign against the Turks in

1711, and the colored accounts that have come

down to us represent her as having saved the

Czar and his army when they were henmied

in at the river Pruth by bribing the Grand
Vizier with jewels and money. In recognition

of her services, Peter founded the Order of Love

and Fidelity, or of Saint Catharine, for women,

and in 1712 made Catharine his wife. By a

ukase of 1721 the Czar proclaimed his right to

designate his successor, and in 1724 Catharine

was crowned Empress. An intrigue which she

carried on with one of the chamberlains of the

roval household aroused Peter's jealousy, but he

spared her life, and after his death, February 8,

1725, it was alleged by Menshikoff and others

that he had at the last "moment forgiven the Em-
press and carried out his earlier intention of

designating her as his successor. The claims

of the grandson of Peter by the son of his first

wife were set aside, although maintained by the

Old Russian party, and Catharine became Em-
press. Of her brief reign Menshikoff was the

controlling spirit. As Empress, Catharine lived

a life of dissipation. Her death, which occurred

on May 17, 1727, came suddenly. She had eight

children by Peter, all of whom died in infancy

except two' daughters, Anna and Elizabeth. The
latter afterwards became Empress. There are

studies rnd memoirs in Russian and French

bearing upon the life of Catharine I. A good list

mav l)e found in Lavisse and Rambaud, Ilistoire

nen^rnle. Vol. VII. (Paris, 189(5). Consult, also

Schuvler, Peter the Oreat (New York, 1884).

CATHARINE II., THE Great (1729-96).

Empress of Russia from 1762 to 1796. She was
born at Stettin, May 2, 1729, the daughter of

the Prince of Anhalt-Zerbst, and was baptized

a Lutheran under the name Sophia Augusta.

She was chosen by the Empress Elizal)eth (q.v.)

of Russia for the wife of her nephew, Peter of

Holstein-Gottorp, heir to the Russian throne, and

was robaptized into the Greek Church by the

name of Catharine. She was married in 1745.

Thrown at the age of sixteen into the intrigues of

the coarse and immoral Russian Court. Catharine

adapted herself with singular readiness to her

surroimdings. Indifference to her husband soon

became contempt and hatred. While Peter alien-

ated the Russians by his obstinate admiration
of all things German, Catharine became a Rus-

sian of the Russians, and, anticipating the great

part she was later to play, attached to herself

a strong party, through her tact and matchless

influence over men. Peter openly maintained a
mistress, subjecting his wife to constant indig-

nities, and Catharine's relations were equally

notorious, at first with Count Soltikoff, and
afterwards with Count Stanislas Poniatowski.

The Empress Elizabeth died in 1762 and Peter

became Emperor. He now threatened to divorce

Catharine, to declare her son Paul illegitimate,

and to marry his mistress, the Princess Voron-
tsoff. Catharine, assisted by the Orloffs, the

Princess Dashkoff (q.v.), and others who had
long formed about her a coterie of conspirators,

lieaded a rising of the troops in Saint Peters-

burg, and, aided by the dilatoriness and weak-
ness of Peter, and his unpopularity, secured all

the instruments of power, and was declared Em-
press of Russia. Peter was seized and impris-

oned, and was probably strangled by Gregory
Orloff, Catharine's favorite at the time (July,

1762). As Empress, Catharine gave close per-

sonal attention to the work of government, and
by liberal expenditure and the patronage of let-

ters and art made her Court one of the most
brilliant in Europe. It has been said that she

found Saint Petersburg a village of hovels and
left it a city of brick and marble. Regarded at

first as a usurper by the European governments,
she compelled their recognition by the vigor of

her policy. In 1780 she announced the principle

of armed neutrality as an offset to the Brit-

ish treatment of neutrals, and, by securing the

adhesion of other States, fixed in international

law the principle of 'free ships, free goods.' See

Intebnational Law.
The gross immorality of her private life was

as notable as her administrative energy. Russia
borrowed what culture it had from France, but

at the same time the immoral life of the French

Court was reduced to a system in Russia. The
rule of all the Empresses after Peter the Great
was notorious for the influence possessed by
favorites, but Catharine's wholesale methods are

almost unique in history. She had a succession

of recognized lovers, beginning with the brutal

and domineering (Jregory Orloff, who main-
tained his place until he dared to aspire to

marriage with his royal mistress. After him
came Vysocki. Vassilshikoff, Alexis Orloff, and
then the most powerful of them all, Gregory
Potemkin (q.v.). Potemkin was banished from

the Court for the same presumption that led to

Gregory Orloff's fall ; but he was made practically

Vice-Emperor for southern Russia, and contin-

ued to play an important part in the govern-

ment, retaining Catharine's affection to the day
of his death. These men had all possessed some
force and power, and had sui)ported Catharine

in the administration; but Potemkin was fol-

lowed by a series of favorites who were little

more than the temporary lovers of the Empress.

Soon after her seizure of the throne Catharine

."secured the election of her early lover, Ponia-

towski, to the Polish throne, and later, in al-

liance with Prussia and .\ustria. took advantage

of the dissensions among the Poles to bring
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About the three partitions of Poland ( 1772,

J 793, ami 17(»i>). This was only one of the steps

which enabled Catliarine to accomplish one of

her chief ambitions—to bring Russia into direct

contaict with the Western world. She was in-

deed the truest heir to the policy of Peter the

Great, in its good and its evil. The war with

Turkey (1708-1774) impressed Europe with the

power of Russia, and brought increase of terri-

tory, the Crimea, etc., and the free navigation

of the Black and Mediterranean seas.

With all her defects of character, Catharine

•was one of the most remarkable rulers of modern
times. Tier boundless ambition and tireless ener-

gy served chiefly one aim—that of developing all

the resources of Russia and transforming it into

the most powerful and most splendid State of

Europe. During the first twelve years of her

reign, while under the influence of Orloff, her

activity was almost wholly beneficent. She con-

voked representatives of all the provinces at

Moscow, to discuss plans for reforming the ad-

ministration of justice, and as a result completely
reorganized the laws of the Empire. She en-

couraged immigration, introduced inoculation for

smallpox, and other sanitary measures, estab-

lished elementary schools in all the cities and
many small towns, founded institutions of learn-

ing, military and naval schools and hospitals,

built canals and fortresses, and sent Russian
scholars and artists abroad, to profit by foreign

example. The principal defect of her methods
lay in her seeking to adapt to the government
of a half-civilized country like Russia the prin-

ciples derived from her studj' of French models.

She invariably turned to French thinkers as her
t»ource of inspiration and was flattered by their

applause. She corresponded with Voltaire and
invited him to her Court; patronized Diderot, who
lived some time in Saint Petersburg; asked
D'Alembert to complete the Encyclopcdie there;

made Grimm her literary agent in Paris; trans-

lated Marmontel's lidlisaire into Russian, and in

reorganizing the laws of the Empire took Montes-
quieu as her model. Her foreign policy, fantas-

tic as to her dream of expelling the Turks from
Europe and founding a new Byzantine empire
under a prince of her house, bore substantial

fruit in securing for Russia the lion's share in

the partitions of Poland, in humbling the Turks,
annexing the Crimea and Courland, and extend-

ing the boundaries of Russia to the Dniester.

During the early part of her reign she was called

upon to frustrate the plots to place on the

throne Ivan, son of Anna Carlovna, and, later,

to suppress the formidable revolt, in the Volga
region, of the Cossack PugatchefT, a pseudo-Peter
(1771-74) who had enlisted the support of the
j>easantry and the extreme orthodox party. To-
ward the end of her reign her extravagance and
the corruption of her Court brought her into

discredit in Russia, as well as among the sov-

ereigns of Europe. The progress of the French
Revolution checked her ardor for reform accord-
ing to French models, and she finally prohibited
the publication of French works in Russia. She
died of an attack of apoplexy in November, 1796.

Consult : Memoirs of the Empress Catharine II.,

translated from the French (New York, 1859) ;

Bury, Catharine II. (New York, 1900) : Cast^ra,
Histoire de Catherine II., in two English trans-
lations, by Tooke (London, 1798), and by Hun-
ter (London, 1800) ; Dashkoff, Memoirs of the

I'rinccss Daschkaw (London, 1840) ; K. Walis-
zewski, The Romance of an Empress: Catharine
//. of Russia (London, 1894); BilbasofT,

(teschichte Katharina II., translated from the
Russian (Berlin, 1893) ; Briickner, Katharine die
Zireite, Oncken series (Berlin, 1883). A good
bil)Iiograpliy is containe<l in Lavisse and Ran>-
baiid, Uistoitr yvn^rale, Vol. Vll. (Paris, 1896).

CATHARINE DE' MEDICI, di\ mft'd^-che
(1519-89). Queen of Henry 11. of France. She
was the daughter of Lorenzo de' Medici, Duke
of Urbina, and was born in Florence in 1519.
In 1533 she married Henrj', second son of

J'rancis 1. of France. The death of her uncle.
Pope Clement VII., who had arranged the mar-
riage, left her without a powerful 'friend, but her
submissive conduct won the favor of Francis,
and in som? measure that of her luisband, who
became King in 1547. She was the mother of
four sons, of whom three l>ecame kings of
France; and with the accession of the eldest,

Francis II., in 1559, the Queen-mother asserted
herself in the Government. On the death of
Francis II., in 1500, and the accession of Charles
IX., the Government fell entirely into her hands.
Her political principles were the selfish ones
which obtained at the petty courts of Italy in

the Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries. She made
a league with the Huguenots to overthrow the
Guises (q.v.), and when this attempt failed,

and the civil war which ensued ended in the
Peace of Amboise, highly favorable to the Prot-
estants, she became alarmed at the increase of
their power, and entered into a secret treaty
with Spain for the extirpation of heretics. Sub-
sequently she entered into a plot with the Guises,
in which at first only the murder of the Prot-
estant leaders was contemplated, but which re-

sulted in the fearful massacre of Saint Bartholo-
mew. (See Saint Babtiiolomew, Mas.sacre
OF.) The Queen-mother boasted of this deed to
the Roman Catholic governments, and palliated
it to Protestants, for she now managed all the
correspondence of the Court. About this time
she succeeded, by gold and intrigues, in having
her third son, aitterwards Henry III., elected to
the Polish throne (1573). Her arbitrary ad-
ministration roused the opposition of a pafty
among the Catholics, headed by her fourth son,
the Duke of Alencon, who allied themselves with
the Protestants. It was very generally believed
that she contributed to Alengon's death. After
the accession of Henry III., Catharine continued
to be the power behind the throne, the mainspring
of all intrigues. The treachery of Catharine
and her sons toward all who trusted them alien-
ated all parties, and she died, January 5, 1589,
friendless and unmourncd, at the Castle of Blois.
Her control had done much toward the demorali-
zation of France. Consult: Lettres de Catherine
de Medicis (Paris, 1880-91) ; Balsac, 8ur Cathe-
rine de Medicis (Paris, 1864) ; Cheruel, Marie
Stuart et Catherine de Medicis (Paris, 1858) ;

Zeller (editor), Catherine de Medicis et les Pro-
testants: extraits de Castelnau (Paris, 1889) ;

Alberi, Vita de Caterina de' Medici (Florence,
1838).

CATHARINE HOWARD.
Catharine.

See Howard,

CATHARINE OF AR'AGON (1485-1536).
Queen of England, the first wife of Henry VIII.,
and fourth daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella,
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King and Queen of Ariigon unci Castile. She was
born in l^'ceniber, 1485. She occupies a promi-

nent place in English hi.story, not for what she

herself was, but for what she was the occasion

of—the Reformation. In pursuance of his

foreign policy, Henry VI i.- negotiated a matri-

monial alliance between Catharine and his son

Arthur, Prince of Wales. She came to England
in 1501, and on November 14, a few days after

the public betrotlial, the marriage was cele-

brated. Never a wife, except in name, Catharine
was left a widow by the death of Arthur on
April 2, 1502. A few months later, a second

marriage was projected for her by her father-

in-law, with his second son, Henry, as yet only a

boy of 12 years. The Pope's dispensation en-

abling such near relatives to marry was obtained

in 1504, and the marriage took place in June,

1509, immediately after Henry's accession to

the crown as Henry VIII. Although Henry was
very far from being a model husband, he appears

to have treated (Jueen Catharine, who bore

him several children, with respect, until, some
years after, he conceived a passion for Anne
IJolejTi (q.v. ), by whom he was attracted as

early as 1522. He professed doubts as to the

validity of his marriage, and in 1526 a collusive

suit was secretly brought before Wolscy. Noth-
ing came of this; but in 1527 the question of

divorce was openly raised. Pope Clement VII.

would readily have annulled the marriage per-

mitted by one of his predecessors, had he not feared

Queen Catharine's powerful nephew, the Emperor
Charles V. He, however, granted a commission
to Campeggio and Wolsey, to inquire into the

validity of the marriage; but before these

prelates Queen Catharine refused to plead, and
appealed to the Pope. The King craved judg-

ment. The legates cited the Queen, and declaring

her contumacious when she did not appear, went
on with the cause; but the wily Campeggio,
anxious only for time for his master, when the

King expected a decree, prorogued the court un-

til a future day. The King consulted the uni-

versities of Europe, many of which declared the

marriage invalid. The Pope now summoned the

King to Rome, but Henry haughtily refused to

appear either in person or by deputy, for he

maintained that such obedience would be to

sacrifice the prerogatives of his cro\\-n, and, set-

ting the Poi»e at defiance, he married Anne
IJoJeyn, January 25, 1533. On the 10th of the

following May Cranmer declared the first mar-
riage void, and on March 23, 1534, Pope Clement
pronounced it valid, thus making the separation

of England from Rome complete. Queen Catha-

rine did not quit the kingdom, but was closely

guarded at Ampthill, in Bedfordshire, afterwards

at Huckden, and then at Kimbolton Castle, Hunt-
ingdonshire, until her death on January 7, 1530.

In the meantime, although absolutely friendless

and harassed by ceaseless persecution, she dis-

played heroic courage and surprising mental

powers, defeating every base design of the King
and his agents to induce her to sign away the

rights of herself and her daughter ^lary. Catha-

rine was educated under her mother's direction,

and was a fair Latin .scholar. Her character was
unimpeachable, and her disposition sweet and
gentle. Consult: The Cnlcndara of State Papers

for the reign, edited by Brewer and Gairdner

(1880-90), and the Spanish series, edited by

IV-rgenroth and Gayango, Vol. II. (18C8);

Brewer and Gairdner, Letters and Papers of the
lieign of Henry Mil. (London, 1862); Hall,

Vhronicle (London, 1809) ; Pocock, History of
The Reformation (new ed., London, 1873) ; The
Divorce, 1527-33 (2 vols., Oxford, 1870) ; Le
Grand, History of the Divorce of Henry Vlll.

and Catharine, with Burnet's answer (London,
1090) ; Nicholas Harpsfield, Treatise on the Pre-

tended Divorce, ed. by Pocock (London, 1878) ;

Froude, The Divorce (New York, 1891) ; Froude,
History of England, Vols. I.-II. (New York,
1871) ; Cavendish, Life of Cardinal Wolsey, 2d
ed. (London, 1827); Dixon, Two Queens (Lon-
don, 1873-74) ; Lingard, History of England,
Vol. VI. (Boston, 1853-55) ; and Brewer, lieign

of Henry Vlll., ed. by Gairdner (2 vols., London,
1884). An excellent bibliography of the divorce

controversy is provided by Huth, Marriage of
Xear Kin, 2d ed. (London and New York, 1887).*

CATHARINE OF BRAGANZA, bra-gan'al

(1038-1705). Queen of Charles II. of England.
She was the daughter of John IV.. Duke of Bra-
ganza and King of Portugal. Her mother, a
woman of ability, who governed Portugal for

several years after the death of her husband,
foresaw the Restoration in England, and pro-

posed the marriage of Catharine with Charles
to gain an ally against Spain. That power tried

to prevent the marriage ; Portugal gave a dowry
of £300,000 and the towns of Tangier and Bom-
bay, besides many privileges of trade. After

the marriage at Plymouth, in May, 1602, Charles

was pleased with the innocence and sweet dis-

position of his bride, who had been carefully

trained in a convent. But he soon introduced

mistresses into the Court, and, when the Queen
expressed indignation, lectured her upon the

duty of submission. After repeated humiliations

of this kind, she passively acquiesced, and
Charles, fickle as he was, showed her a certain

attention and affection for which she was grate-

ful. He shielded her from the calumny and
plots of anti-Romish agitators, who charged her
with a design to poison tlie King and propagate
the Catholic faith in England. She truly

mourned his death. After a life of seclusion

during the reign of James II. and the first years

of William III., she returned to Portugal in

1092, and acted as regent to her brother, Dom
Pedro, until her sudden death, December 31, 1705.

Consult: Strickland, Lives of the Queens, Vol.

IV. (London, 1888); Jesse, Memoirs of the

Court of England, Vol. III. (London, 1870) :

Ranke, History of England, Principally in the

Sevviitrrnth Century (Oxford, 1875).

CATHARINE OF VALOIS, vft'lwa', or ok
France (1401-38). Queen of Henry V. of Eng-
land. She was the daughter of Charles VI.

(q.v.). When she was 12 years old. Henry pro-

posed to marry her and demanded as a dowry the

provinces ceded by the Treaty of Bretigny

<q.v.), together with Normandy. The proposi-

tion was rejected, but Henry soon afterwards in-

vaded France and forced a compliance with his

terms. When he marrie<l Catharine at Troyes,

June 2, 1420, he received inmiediate possession

of the provinces claimed, the regency of France

during the life of his father-in-law. and the re-

version of the sovereignty after the death of

Charles. On February 23, 1421, Catharine was
crowned in London, and on Decemlier 6 of that

year she became the mother of Henry VI. The
next year she was in France, where her husband
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died, and she ri-turnod to Jx>ndon with liis body.

AfUT the funeral little is heard of her history,

the only notable event being her secret marriage

to Owen Tudor, the pretended heir of a princely

house in Wales. The marriage was kept secret

until 143«l. By Tudor she had four children,

one of whom was made Karl of Richmond, and

married Margaret Beaufort, heiress of the House

of Somerset, and junior representative of the

branch of John of Ciaunt. Alargaret became the

mother of Henry VII.

CATHARINE PARR. See Pabb, Catha-

BINE.

CATHARTIC (Fr. cathartique, from Gk.

KdSnpriKo^, kathurtikos, purgative, from KuUapdg,

katharos, clean). A name originally applied to

any medicine that was supposed to purify the

. system from "disease material' {matcriea morbi)

,

which was generally presumed by the ancients

to exist in all cases of fever and acute disease

(see Crisis), and to require to be separated or

thrown off by the different excretions of the

body. Ultimately the term 'cathartic' became
limited in its signification to remedies capable

of causing copious evacuation of the bowels, and
having a much more pronounced effect than the

'laxatives.' Purgatives occupy a position mid-

way between laxatives and cathartics in violence

of action. The principal cathartics are aloes,

cohx'ynth. rhubarb, jalap, senna, Epsom and
other salts, castor-oil, croton-oil, and elaterium.

They are employed when it is desirable to termi-

nate an attack of constipation, or to cause large,

watery evacuations for the purpose of abstract-

ing water from the blood, so that water in the

pleural or abdominal cavities or in the cellular

tissues may pass into the blood-vessels and there-

by reduce a dropsical condition. Cathartics act

as irritants on the alimentary canal, provoking

increased secretion to expel them, or as stimu-

lants of the peristaltic action of the muscular
coat of the intestine through reflex nervous dis-

turbance. See the drugs mentioned, under their

names. See also Constipation.

CATHAR'TID.ffi. See Buzzabd; Condob.

CATHAY, kfith-a'. A term which came into

use in later mediaeval times and was applied to

the vaguely wondrous regions of the far East.

It was given to China by the first European ex-

plorer in that land, Marco Polo (q.v.). It is

supposed to have been derived by him from the

name of a race of mediieval conquerors of north-

ern China, Khitah or Khitan, who had almost
disappeared at the time of his visit, and who
may have been conceived by him as having
formed the original substratum of the Chinese
people. It is an interesting fact that the name
of this conquering tribe, which has long since

disappeared in the place of its origin and
mediaeval use, is preserved in the modern Rus-
sian name for China, i.e. Khitai. Columbus rea-

soned that, since the earth is spherical and not
flat, he could reach Cathay by sailing westward.

CATH'CART, Sir George (1794-1854). A
British general, son of William, Earl Cathcart.
Educated at Eton and Edinburgh, he joined the
army in 1810; fought in the campaigns of 1812-

13; served as aide-de-camp to the Duke of Well-
ington, at Quatre Bras and Waterloo; in 1837
quelled the outbreak in Canada; and in 1852-53,

as Governor of the Cape of Good Hope, ended the
Kaffir War. He distinguished himself bv his

bravery in the Crimean War and fell at Inker-

mann on Novemlwr 5, 1854. He was buried at
Cathcart's Hill, which was named after him. He
was the author of ConimcntaricH on the M'ar

in I{tisf<ia and Germany in 1812 and J813 (Lon-

don, 1850).

CATHCART, Sir Wiluam Sciiaw (1755-

1843). First Viscount and Earl Cathcart of the

United Kingdom (1814); previously, tenth

Baron Cathcart of Scotland (1807). A British

general and diplomatist, son of Baron Cathcart
of Cathcart, Renfrew. He was born September
17, 1755. Educated at Petersham, he studied

law at Dresden and Glasgow, was admitted ad-

vocate, but at his father's death entered the

army, took a prominent part in the American
war, and fought with distinction in Flanders
and Germany. In 1801 he was made lieutenant-

general, and in 1803 commander-in-chief for

Ireland. In July, 1807, he commanded the land
forces cooperating with the fleet in the British

attack on Copenhagen. For his services he was
raised to the peerage, with the title of viscount,

and received the thanks of Parliament. In 1813

he was ambassador to Saint Petersburg, accom-
panied the Czar Alexander in the campaigns of

1813 and 1814, and was present at the Congress

of Vienna. He was raised to the rank of earl,

Julv 10, 1814. In 1821 he retired from public

life) and died June 16, 1843.

CATHCART, William ( 1826- ) . An Ameri-
can Baptist clergyman. He was born at Lon-

donderry, Ireland, and was educated at the

University of Gla.sgow and at Horton (now
Rawdon) College, Yorkshire, England. He came
to the United States in 1853, held a pastorate in

Philadelphia, and was elected president of the

American Baptist Historical Society. His pub-

lications include the following: The Baptists and
the American Revolution; The Papal System;
The Baptist Encyclopedia, his most important
work; and The Baptism of the Ages and of the

Nations.

CATHEDRAL (from Gk. KaOiSpa, kathedra,

a seat) . This word was used of the actual throne

of the bishop in the apse of his church. Hence
the episcopal church was called a cathedral church—ecclesiu cuthedralis; the residence of the bishop

was a cathedral city, and a formal decision of

the bishop was an ex-cathedra utterance. There
could lie but a single such church or city in the

bishop's province. This was called originally a
parish, but soon a diocese, corresponding exactly

to the late Roman civil diocese or province. All

churches within his diocese were consecrated by
the bishop, and all except his one episcopal

church wer^ called parish churches. With cer-

tain exceptions, even the monastic churches came
under the jurisdiction of the bishop. The term
used for the capital church of the diocese was
in early times ecclesia mater, or matrix, and the

term ecclesia cathedralis came Liter, and cathe-

dral was first used as a substantive only in the

Tenth Century and then only in the West, for in

the East neither the name nor the power it rep-

resented ever existed. How the special body of

cathedral clergy was formed by a gradual pro-

cess from the diocesan clergy is a matter foreign

to this article. But the prominence of cathedral

churches at different times corresponds largely

to the religious and political power of the episco-

pacy. Thus, cathedral churches were important
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in the P'ourtii and Fifth centuries, when such men
as Augustine, Ambrose, Cyril, and John Chrj'sos-

tom were bishops and ruh?d the Christian world.

But when monasticism, under the followers of

Benedict and Basil, was overwhelmingly as-

cendent, as it was from tlie Seventh to the

Eleventh Century in both East and West, monks
occupied the cathedral thrones and filled the

ranks of the canons, episcopal churches could
not vie with those of the great monasteries, and
the people, the Government, and the Papacy
looked to abbots and not to bishops. Then
arose tliat hybrid class of monastic cathedrals,

especially in countries converted by monks, such
as England and Germany in Saxon and Carlo-

vingian times. It was wiien the great com-
munal movement came in the Eleventh and
Twelfth centuries that three new social powers
arose—centralized government, communal auton-

omy, episcopal independence. In the social

struggle the kings and emperors usually sided

with the free communes and their bishops—espe-

cially in France and Germany. The cathedral

churches became for the cities the badge of civic

autonomy, the centre of civil as well as of

religious life, the outward sign of prosperity'.

The Rhenish cities—Cologne, Speyer, Worms,
!Mainz—were among the first; then the Hanseatic
towns and the Saxon, Liibeck, Hanover, Hildes-

heim, all in the Tenth and Eleventh centuries.

They felt that great movement under the Othos
and Henrys. Next came, in the Eleventh and
Twelfth centuries, the great Italian communes

—

Pisa, Milan, Parma, Cremona, Bologna, and
others in the north ; with even southern cities,

such as Benevento, Bari, Trani, Amalfi. Then
the communal movement reached France in the

middle of the Twelfth Century, and it bloomed
with the rise of Gothic at Sens, Senlis, Noyon,
Laon, Paris. In the Thirteenth Century, the

episcopal power and the importance of the cathe-

dral reach their zenith and the important monu-
ments then built throughout Europe are too
numerous to enumerate (some of them are given
in the paragraph on Gothic Architecture, under
Architecture). It is then that the small East-
ern monuments, even when in fair preserva-

tion, give way to new and more sumptuous
ones, under the religious enthusiasm born of

the Crusades, which led the entire people to

give their work freely. A cathedral was usually
erected by means of voluntary contributions

solicited from all classes—rich and poor—not
only throughout the diocese, but beyond. Pre-
viously the trend of munificence had b(H»n almost
entirely directed toward the monastic orders.

(See Bexedicti.ne.s: Monastery.) But enthu-
siasm was now much more imiversal for the
erection of the cathedrals that were truly repre-

sentative of the whole people. Contemporary
chronicles are full of the way the people of

both sexes .md all ages brought and handled
the stone, the timber, and other materials. When
completed the cathedral served also as town hall

for political meetings, as hall for the perform-
ances of the mysteries which were the theatrical
performances of the Middle Ages, its square for
the periodical fairs. It usually crowned the city,
rising far al)ove its roofs in a central and promi-
nent position. Among the most important cathe-
drals, architecturally speaking, are the follow-
ing:

Italy. Pisa, Lucca, Florence, Siena, Orvieto,
Milan, Bologna, Ferrara, Modena, Piacenza, Bari,
Como.
Germany . Cologne, Strassburg, Freiburg,

Mainz, Speyer, Worms, Bonn, Ulm, Ratisbon.
Austria-Hungary . Vienna.
France. Paris, Laon, Noyon, Poitiers, Le

Puy, Amiens, Chartres, Bourges, Rouen, Rheims,
Troyes, Orleans, Lyons, Beauvais.
England. Ely, Lincoln, Salisbury, Peter-

borough, Durham, Wells, York, Canterbury,
Lichfield, Saint Paul's.

Spain. Toledo, Burgos, Barcelona, Leon,
Salamanca, Seville, Tarragona.
Belgium. Toumai, Brussels, Antwerp.
It cannot be said that there was any special

style or special form of plan used for cathedrals
as distinct from other churches. The large body
of canons connected with a cathedral made a
large choir natural, and so the development of
this part of the church (see Church) in the
monastic churches of the preceding age was
adopted by the cathedral builders of the Twelfth
and succeeding centuries. The greater size and
immense resources available made, however, the
cathedrals the touchstones of artistic conditions.
Also in France, vliere scholastic philosophy was
seeking to s^Tithetize life and knowledge, the
cathedral was made the vehicle for the expres-
sion in material forms of its encyclopspdic learn-

ing for the edification of the masses. The Church
had always sought to make of art a great edu-
icational engine, and the effort, previously scat-

tered in basilicas and churches of all kinds, was
now more concentrated in the cathedrals.

In Italy the cathedral, the tower, and the bap-
tistery usually formed a group of three in the
great square, and to them was often added the
episcopal palace. Sometimes, especially in

France and England, semi-monastic buildings
Avith cloister, chapter-house, and refectory, were
attached to the cathedral, but usually it stood
clear, on the most conspicuous site of the city.

Rome occupied a unique position. Saint John
Lateran was more than the cathedral of Rome;
it Avas the mother of all churches, being the seat
of the Pope, but it was not called cathedral.

Saint Peter succeeded it in the Fifteenth Cen-
tury. The other great basilicas of Rome—Saint
Paul Without the Walls, Santa Maria Maggiore,
Santa Croce in (Jerusalemme—also had a rank
superior to that of the ordinary cathedral. The
bishop in his church was surrounded by his col-

lege of presbyters, of which he was the head,
and the design of which was: ( 1 ) To strengthen
him by wise counsel; (2) to maintain public
worship with reverence and dignity (3) to go
forth at his command, as evangelists, whither-
soever he might send them. It sometimes con-
sisted of 'secular clergj',' who were not boimd by
monastic vows, and had separate homes of their
own; and sometimes of 'regulars.' who were
under monastic rule and lived in buildings com-
mon to all. Of both kinds of chapters the bishop
was the head ; of the latter, as the abbot of the
monastery to which his cathedral church be-

longed; and of the former, as having sole

authority over it. In early times there was an
arch-presbyter, who had chief authority among
the cathedral clergj', always in strict subordina-
tion to the bishop. He was gradually .supplanted
by the archdeacon, who was followed in the
Eighth and Ninth centuries by the 'pnepositus*
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or provost. Tho 'tloan." tin' prosont head of all

English cathedral chaptfrM. tirat appears in the

Tenth or Kleventh Century. Often, if the

bishop's diooesan duties increased and iinjiortant

politital functions also were assigned hiuj, lie

was ohliyed to leave the affairs of his cathedral

to the head of the chapter. This is the explana-

tion of the strange anomaly, sometimes witnessed

in modern times, that in his own catliedral

church the bishop has less authority than in any
other church of his iliocese. Untler the bishop

as Its nominal head, the chapter of a fully organ-

ized cathedral, formed of secular i)rie»ts, con-

sisted of four chief dignitaries and a body of

canons. I. The four high officers were: (1) the
' dean,' as the genenil head of the chapter charged

with its internal discipline; (2) the precentor,

presiding over the choir and musical arrange-

ments; i'-i) the chancellor, who superintended
the religious and literary instruction of the

younger members, took care of the library, ami
wrote the letters; (4) the treasurer, to whom
were intrusted, not the money of the church (as

might appear from the modern use of the word),

but its sacred vessels, altar furniture, reliqua-

ries, and similar treasures. II. In addition to

these dignitaries, a cathedral chapter consisted

of a board of officers called canons ; some of them
who enjoyed a separate estate (prtebenda) in ad-

dition to their share of the corporate funds,

were called prebendaries. In the Mid<lle Ages an
attempt was made to impose on them, in part,

monastic rules with dining-hall aiul lodging-

rooms in common; but the restriction was never
acceptable, and was gradually given up. Mo-
nastic cathedrals closely resembled other mon-
asteries, except that in the almost constant ab-

sence of the bishop—their nominal abbot—they

were governed by a prior. At the Keformalion
the distinction between secular ami monastic
cathetlrals was maintained under the titles of

cathedrals of the old and new foundations.

At present, all dioceses of the Koman Catholic

Church in the United States, and many dioceses

of the Protestant Episcopal Church, have cathe-

drals. The finest specimen of catliedral archi-

tecture at present existing in this country is

Saint Patrick's Roman Catholic Cathedral, in

New York City, begun in 1858 and practically

completed in 188U, at a cost of some !^2,500,000.

It will, however, be surpassed in size and in mag-
nificence by the new Protestant Episcopal Cathe-

dral of Saint John the Divine, now in process of

erection on Cathedral Heights, New York City.

CATHEDRAL, The. A poem by James Rus-
sell Lowell, published in Boston in 18<59. It is a
description of a day spent before the famous
cathedral in Chartres, France.

CATHELINEAU, kii't'-irno', Jacques (1759-

98). A leader of the insurgents in La Vendee
during the French Revolution. He was born in

very humble life, at Pin-en-Mauges. in the De-
partment of Maine-et-Loire. For two years be-

fore the Vendeau insurrection broke out at Saint-
Florent, Cathelineau was busy organizing the
peasants and providing them with weapons.
When the open conflict came, he led a body of
;iOOO men, and in company with Bonchamp and
Elbees captured several towns. After the vie
tory of Sauraur (q.v.), the council of generals
appointed him, as having the greatest influence
over his countrymen, commander-in-chief. He
immediately determined to make an attack upon

Nantes, and managed to penetrate into the town,
where lie was wounded by a musket-ball, where-
upon his troops dispersed. He was carried to

Saint-Florent, where he died July 11, 179:1 lli-

was a man of great simplicity and honesty of
character, and for his piety was called the Saini
of Anjou. Consult La Porte, Z/« Ityende de Va-
theliuKiu (Paris, l!S9;l).

CATHrBRINE. See C.\tii.\uink.

CATHERINE. A novel by William Make-
peace Thackeray, published in Fiuser^s Matiazine
in 18:i9-40, under the nom-de-plume of I key
Solomons, The work was designed to counteract
the injurious influence of some of the popular
sensational fiction of the day, which took heroes
from the criminal classes. The heroine of tin-

tale had a prototype in one Catherine Hayc^.
who was burned at Tyburn, in 172(5,' for the de-

liberate murder of her husband under the most
revolting circumstances.

CATHERINE-WHEEL (from the image of

Saint (Jatharine represented as being martyred
on the wheel). An heraldic device which is fre-

quently used as a charge in coats of arms, when
it is represented with teeth.

CATH'ERWOOD, Mary Hartweix (1847

—). An American novelist, born at Luray, Ohio.

After graduating from the Female College at

(iranville, Ohio. (18(>8), she settled at Newburg-
on-the-IIudson, where she began writing stories

for the magazines. To this period belong several

good novels, among which may be cited Craci/m

«' Doom (1881). Soon after her marriage to

James S. Catherwood, of Hoopeston, 111., she
began a series of very successful historical ro-

mances illustrating French. Canada. They com-
prise mainly T/ie Romance of DolUird (1889) :

The Stoni of Tontij, into which is introduced I i

Salle (1890) ; The Ladu of Fort Saint Joh

(1891) ; The Chase of Saiiit Castin, and Ot/r

Stories of the French in the New World (1894

1

and Macinac and Lake Stories, dealing with tli'

mixed settlements in the islands of the Gren
Lakes (1899). In a similar manner, Mrs. Catliei

wood wrote of Illinois and the neighboring
States in Old Knskaxlcia (1893) ; The Spirit of
an Illinois Town, a delightful story of two gen-
erations ago (1897); Little Renault (1897);
Spanish Pegfjy (1899) ; The Queen of the Swamp,
and Other Plain Americans, a collection of short

stories of life in the Middle West a century ago

(1899); and Lazarre (1901). She also made a

careful and appreciative study of the Maid of

Orleans in 7 he Daifs of Jeanne D'Arc (1897).

Mrs. Catherwood's interest in French North
America naturally led her from fiction to history.

Her Heroes of the Middle West (1898) is an ac-

count of the French occupation from 1673 to

176..

CATH'ETER (Lat., from Gk. KaOtrifp, kathe-

ter, from KaOtToi, katkelos, lowered, perpendicu-

lar, from Hard, kata, down -t- Ifvai, hienui, to

send). A surgical instrument in the form of a

tube, used for insertion into a mucous canal.

The term is generally applied to a tube used to

pass through the urethra into the bladder, for

the purpose of drawing the urine; but there is

also a catheter which is passed through the Eus-

tachian tube from the naso-pharynx into the

middle ear, and a catheter which is passed from

the bladder through the ureter into the pelvis

of the kidney, etc. Urinary catheters are made
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of silver, glass, or rubber. Woven linen, im-
pregnated with gum elastic, is also used as a
material for making catheters, and such an
iustrument is generally used with a stiff wire.

CATHETKR.

called a stylet, in its lumen, the stylet being
withdrawn after the instrument is in place. The
catheter in ordinary use is made of silver or
soft rubber, the latter being less liable to do
injury or to give pain in the male patient. For
the male, the length of a catheter should be
about ten inches with a curve of two inches at
the extremity, if of metal. For the female, the
catheter should measure about five inches, with
a slight curve of half an inch at the extremity,
if of metal.

CATH'ETOM'ETER (Gk. Kd0£To(, kathetos,
vertical 4- fiirfHir, metron, measure). A physical
instrument employed in the exact measurement

of vertical distances,

such as the height of a
column of liquid, in a
glass tube or the elonga-
tion of a wire. The
cathetometer is em-
ployed extensively in the
exact reading of a stand-
ard barometer and other
measuring apparatus. It

is constructed in numer-
ous forms, but in gen-
eral it consists of a
vertical staff of metal so

mounted on a base with
foot-screws that it can
be leveled and made to

assume a truly vertical

jjosition. On this rod
slides a carriage on
which is mounted a small
telescope with cross-

hairs accurately adjust-
ed in its axis. This tele-

scope can be so arranged
that it can move
through any horizontal
plane which is perpen-
dicular to the axis of
the upright supporting
rod. The telescope is di-

rected at an ol)ject or
point whose vertical dis-

tance from another ob-

ject or point it is de-

__ sired to obtain. The ad-
i^^justment is usually

made by micrometer-
screws, and the carriage

with its telescope raised and lowered until the
point i.H bisected by crosshairs. The distance may
be read off either on the rod itself by means of
suitable microscopes and verniers or on an auxili-
ary scale on which the telesco|)e or auxiliary
microscope may l>e focused and whose gradu-
ations and coefficients of expansion are ac-
curately known. The adjustments of the cathe-
tometer are somewhat similar to those of an

OATHETOMETER.

engineer's level, and the different instruments
vary with different makers and investigators. A
typical instruHit^nt is shown in the illustration.

CATH'ODE BAYS. See Klectricity. These
rays are described in that portion of the article
which discusses discharge through gases.

CATHOLIC APOSTOLIC CHUBCH. The
projMir designation of a body of Christians who
object to any designation w-hich implies sec-

tariansm, and therefore to their common desig-
nation Irvingites, which is given to them from
their connection with Rev. Edward Irving (q.v.).

In the winter of 1829-30, Irving, then a minister
of the Scotch Church, Regent Square, London,
delivered a series of lectures on spiritual gifts,

in which he maintained that those which we are
in the habit of calling 'extraordinary' or 'miracu-
lous' were not meant to be confined to the primi-
tive Church, but to be continued through the
whole period of the present dispensation. About
the same time, as if to confirm the views of the
great preacher, there occurred at Port Glasgow,
in the west of Scotland, certain strange phenom-
ena. It was alleged that miraculous acts of heal-
ing had happened, and that the gift of tongues
had reappeared. After what seemed to be a
sufficient investigation on the part of some of
the members of Ining's church, it was con-
cluded that the manifestations were genuine.
Similar manifestations shortly after occurred in
his own church, which were also pronounced to
be genuine. They were held to be of two kinds:
first, speaking in tongues, and second, prophesy-
ing. As the former bore no resemblance to any
language with which men were conversant, it was
believed to be strictly an 'unknown tongue,* the
Hoh' Ghost "using the tongue of man in a man-
ner which neither his own intellect could dictate,
nor that of any other man comprehend." The
latter, 'prophesying,* consisted chiefly of "ex-
hortations to holiness, interpretations of Scrip-
ture, openings of prophecy, and explanations
of symbols." After some time, Irving was de-
posed from his office for heresy by the Church
of Scotland, but meanwhile the religious opin-
ions with which his name is associated had been
assuming a more definite and ecclesiastical shape.
The final result was the Catholic Apostolic
Church, the constitution of which is briefly as
follows

:

There are. as in the apostolic times, four
ministries: fint. that of 'apostle'; second, that
of 'prophet'; third, that of 'evangelist*; and
fourth, that of 'pastor.' The apostles are in-

vested with spiritual prerogatives; they alone
can minister the Holy Ghost by the laying on of
hands ; to them the mysteries of God are revealed
and unfolded to the Church; and they decide on
matters of order and discipline. Nothing that
transpires in any church in the way of 'prophetic
utterance' can be authoritatively explained save
by them; and the various 'angels of the churches'
are bound to bring all such utterances under
their cognizance, in order that they may be
rightly interpreted. The function of the 'proph-
et' has l)ocn already indicated. Tlie work of an
'evangelist' mainly consists in endeavoring to
bring in those who are without. The 'angel'
of the Catholic .\postolic Church corresponds
with the bishop of other Christian denomina-
tions. The ministers of each full congregation
comprise an angel, with a fourfold ministry
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(consisting of ciders, prophets, evangelists, and

pastors), and n ministry of deacons to take

charge of temporal matters. Tliis ministry is

HupiK>rted by tithes, the people giving a tenth of

their income for the sujiport of the priesthood.

Church alfairs are managed by a council of

ministers of all classes, whose selection and
arrangiMuent are conceived to have been fore-

shadowed in the structure of the Mosaic taber-

nacle.

The Catholic Apostolic Church does not differ

from other Christian bodies in regard to the

common doctrines of the Christian religion; it

only accepts, in what it considers to be a fuller

and more real sense, the phenomena of Christian

life. It believes that the wonder, mystery, and

miracle of the Apostolic times were not acci-

dental, but are essential to the divinely insti-

tuted Church of God, and its main function is to

prepare a people for the second advent of Christ.

A very special feature of the Catholic Apostolic

Church is its extensive and elaborate symbolism.

lA regard to the sacrament of the Lord's Supper,

the doctrine of the objective presence is held,

but both transubstantiation and consubstantia-

tion are repudiated.

The Catholic Apostolic Church has established

itself in England, Scotland, Canada, the United

States, Prussia, France, Switzerland, Ireland,

Belgium, Russia, Denmark, Sweden, Australia,

and India. In the United States it has ten

churches and about thirty ministers. Consult

G. ^Miller, History and Doctrines of Jrvingism

(London, 1878).

CATHOLIC BENEVOLENT LEGION. A
fraternal organization in the United States which

has for its object to unite for social and benevo-

lent purj)oses Roman Catliolic men lietwcen the

ages of 18 and 55. It was organized in 1881,

and since that time has distributed over $14,000,-

000 to the l)eneficiaries of deceased members. It

has 516 councils, in all parts of the United

States. There is also an organization for women
on parallel lines, known as the Catholic Wo-
men's Benevolent I^egion.

CATHOLIC CHUBCH (Lat. cathoUcus, Gk.
Kofh'/uKdg, katholikos, general, universal, from
Kard, kata, according to -f o/of, holos, whole).

The phrase Catholic Church is equivalent to

'universal Church,' and cannot properly be applied

to any particular sect or body, such as the

Roman, Anglican, Genevan, Reformed, Lutheran,
or Presbyterian, all of which form merely por-

tions more or less pure of the 'Church universal.*

It was first employed to distinguish the Chris-

tian Church from the Jewish ; the latter being
restricted to a single nation, whereas the former
was intended for the world in general. After-

wards, it served to mark the difference between
the orthodox Christian Church and the various
sects which sprang from it. The name has been
retained by the Church of Rome, which was the
visible successor of the primitive one; and al-

though Protestant divines have been careful to

deny its applicability to this Church any more
than to other branches of the Church of Christ,

yet the term 'Catholic' is still used by the popu-
lace of almost every Protestant country as syn-
onjnnoiis with Roman Catholic, so that from
their minds all conception of the literal meaning
of the word has vanished. For an account of

the Church of Rome, see article Roman Catholic
Chubch.

CATHOLIC (LMtkd) COPTS. A body of

about 50UU native Egyptian Christians, who
acknowledge the auUmrity of the Pope of Home.
In 1855 one of tiieir priests was appointed vicar

apostolic and bishop in partibua residing in

Cairo, but in 18!»5 Pope Leo XIII. gave the bodjr

a regular hierarchy, whose head is styled 'Patri-

arch of Alexandria of the Copts.' Consult E. L.

Butcher, The ISIorjj of the ('hurchea of Kyypt
from the Roman Conquest till Now (London,
181)7).

CATHOLIC CREDITOR. In the law of

Scotland, one whose debt is secured by a lien or

cliarge on mt)re than one item of property be-

longing to the debtor—e.g. on two or more
heritable estates for the same debt. The catho-

lic creditor is bound so to e.xercise his right as

not unnecessarily to injure the securities of

other creditors. Thus, if he draw his whole
debt from one piece of property, he must assign

his security over the rest to the postponed
creditors. The right of such a creditor is called

a catholic right. Consult Erskine, Principles of

the Laics of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1881). For
the corresponding principle of the English and
American law, see Marsh ai.j no.

CATHOLIC EMANCIPATION ACT. See

Roman Catholic Emancm'aiion Act.

CATHOLIC EPISTLES. A group of seven

letters in the New Testament (James, 1., II.

Peter, Jude, I., II., III. John) which have been

designated by this name, as denoting the com-
|)rehensive circle of the readers addressed in

distinction fnmi the individual churches and
persons addressed in the letters by Paul. The
term was first used in the Eastern Church, about

the Second Century, and then only with refer-

ence to I. John, which was so named in contrast

with II. and 111. John, as private letters. Later

it was applied to II. Peter and Jude, as relative-

ly general in their iuldresses; then to James and
I. Peter, as addressed to large portions of the

Church; and finally II. and III. John were in-

cluded, either on the supposition that the names
given in their addresses (II. John "the elect lady

and her children," 111. John "Gaius, the be-

loved") were figurative designations of the

Church, or under the impulse to gather all of

John's letters in the same group. The term was
also used of writings outside the canon (e.g. by

Origen of the Epistle of Barnabas) and even

of heretical writings (e.g. by Apollonius [in

Eusebius, H. E. vii. 25] of the Epistle of the

Montanist Themiston). Cyril of Alexandria ap-

plies it to the letter of the Church of Jerusalem,

given in Acts xv. By the Fourth Century it

had come to designate in the East the present

group of seven letters. In the West these writ-

ings were not known by any group name until

the Fifth or Sixth Century, and then the name
which was given them was Canonical.

Bibliography. Introductions: A. Jiilicher

(Leipzig, 1901) ; Commentaries: B. F. Westcott,

Commentary to Epistles of John (Cambridge,

1886) ; C. Bigg, Commentary on Epistles of Saint

Peter and Jude, International Critical Series

(New York, 1902). General works on the New
Testament Canon: B. F. Westcott, A General

Survey of the History of the Canon of the \ew
Testament r6th ed.. Cambridge, 1889) ; A. H.
Charteris. The \ew Testament Scriptures, Croall

].p,.t„rf.< for 1882 (New York, 1882). See James,
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Epistle of; Peter, Epistles General of;
Joiix, Epistles of; Jude, Epistle of.

CATHOLIC KNIGHTS OF AMERICA. A
Roiiiiin Catholic fralornal ordor founded in 1877
at the suggestion of Archbishop Feehan, then
Bishop of NashviHe, for the purpose of providing
Roman Catholic men with the same advantages
as were offered to others in the fraternal or-

ganizations outside their Church. It is the
pioneer of the Roman Catholic assessment in-

surance organizations, and the only one which
admits women to membership on the same foot-

ing as men. There are now some 600 branches
in the order, with a total membership of about
25,000; it also has a imiform rank, with a mem-
bership of 2000. Up to 1902 it has paid about
$] 1,500,000 to the beneficiaries of its deceased
members, and it was the first organization to

adopt the plan of a reserve fund to insure the
meeting of its obligations. Its membership is

limited to Catholics in good standing.

CATHOLIC MAJESTY, His Most. One of

the foniial designations of the King of Spain.

It was given to Ferdinand V. of Aragon and Cas-
tile by Pope Alexander VI., and retained by later

kings.

CATH0L1C0N AN'GLICON (Xeo-Lat.,
from Gk. Kado/unSg, katholikos, universal +
''AyyliKdg, Anglikos, relating to England, from
Lat. Angli, English). The title of an old Latin-
English word-book or dictionary, edited by S.

J. II. Herrtage for the early English Text
Society, and published, with an introduction by
H. B. Wheatley, in London, 1881. The original

text dates from 1483, and is supposed by the edi-

tor to have originated in the East Riding of

Yorkshire.

CATH0L1C0S (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. Kaeo?uK6c,

katholikon, universal). The title of the head
ecclesiastic in the hierarchy of the Armenian,
Nestorian, Abyssinian, and Jacobite churches,

and of the Christians of Georgia and Ethiopia.

CATHOLICS, Roman. See Romax Catholic
ClURCII.

CATHOLIC SUMMER SCHOOL OF
AMERICA, A school at Cliff Haven, N. Y.,

on i>ak(' Champlain. The school was established

in 181»2, and was modeled largely upon the plan
of the Chautauqua Summer School. (See CiiAt-
TAiqiA.) The school is designed to afford

recreation and to give the Catholic point of view
upon issues of the day in history, literature,

philosophy, political science, and religion. In a
measure the school is an outgrowth of the Catho-
lic Kducational Union, formed in 1889. The
school is well endowed and largely attended.

The official organ is Mosher's Magazine, pub-
lished at Youngstown, Ohio.

CATHOLIC TOTAL ABSTINENCE
UNION OF AMERICA. A confederation of

all the total abstinence organizations under Ro-
man Catholic auspices, whether men's, women's,
or juvenile. It was organized in 1872 on a
strictly religious basis, requiring its members to

go to Holy Communion at least once a year, and
rec(mimending them to go four times. It was ap-

proved by Pope I>eo XIII. in 1887. and still

earlier by the Third Plenary Council of Balti-

more, which warned Catholics engaged in the
sale of intoxicating drinks to consider seriously
by how many and bow great dangers, by how

many and how great occasions of sin their busi-
ness—though in itself not unlawful— is sur-
rounded. Urging them, if possible, to choose a
more becoming way of making a living, it in-

sisted that they should, at any rate, observe
strictly certain regulations of decency and mo-
rality, and admonished them solemnly that "if
through their culpable neglect or cooperation,
religion is brought into contempt or men brought
to ruin, there is an Avenger in Heaven who will
surely exact from them the severest penalties."
Unlike many other societies, this Union does not
assert that the use of intoxicants is wrong in
itself, but maintains that for many it is a proxi-
mate occasion of sin, and must by them be
abandoned altogether; and without insisting
upon total abstinence as necessary for every one,
regards it as one of the strongest weapons against
the widespread evil of intemperance, and urges
it upon those who wish to suppress this evil. At
the present time the Union numbers over 80,000
members.

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMER-
ICA. An institution of higher learning at
Washington, D. C, conducted under the auspices
of the Roman Catholic Church in the United
States. The universitj' was incorporated and re-

ceived its Apostolic Constitution from Pope
Leo XIII. in 1887, and was opened for instruc-
tion in 1889. It is governed by a self-perpetu-
ating board of trustees, chosen from the epis-
copate, clergy, and laity. The chief executive
officers are the chancellor, the rector, and the
treasurer. The courses of study are intended
primarily to give professional training and to
offer facilities for original research to graduates
of Catholic seminaries and colleges. The facul-
ties at present organized are those of theologj%
philosophy, law, and technology', comprising alto-
gether 29 professors and instructors. The courses
offered in 1900 were attended by 180 students.
The universitj' has 15 endowed chairs, 2 endowed
fellowships, 17 endowed scholarships, and general
endowments, amounting altogether to about
$860,000. It has expended on permanent prop-
erties $1,013,000. Its library contains approxi-
mately 32,000 volumes, exclusive of pamphlets.
Affiliated to the university, though retaining
separate organizations, are the colleges of Saint
Thomas Aquinas, the Mariast College, the Holy
Cross College, and the College of the Holy Land.
Saint Paul Seminary. Saint Paul, Minn., is also

affiliated imder the clause of the university's
constitution providing for the affiliation of

Catholic seminaries and colleges in the United
States. His Eminence James, Cardinal Gibbons,
Archbishop of Baltimore, has l)een chancellor of

the university since its foundation. The Right
Rev. John J. Keane was rector till 1886; the
present rector, the Right Rev. Monsignor Thomas
J. Conaty, entered office in 1897. Consult: Cath-
olic University of America. Year Book (Wash-
ington, 1893. et seq.) ; Catholic University, Bul-
letin (Washington. 1895, et seq.)

.

CATHOLIC YOUNG MEN'S NATIONAL
UNION. .\ federation of the diwesan unions
of young men among Roman Catholics in the

United States. It was organized at Newark.
N. J., in 1875, and Mgr. George Doane, rector of

the Pro-Cathedral in that city, was elected its

first president. It was formally approved by the

Third Plenary Council of Maltimore in 1878, and
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has now ubout 5U.000 niein>>er!4, distributed in

more than 300 societies. Among its presidents

have been such distinjjuished ecclesiastics as

Archbishop Kain, of Saint Louis, and Mpr.
Lou^hiin, of I'hiladelpliia. It has shown its

practical usefulness not only by consolidating

and ininiing constitutions for diocesan unions
and by the stimulating power of its annual con-

ventions, but by the establishment of libraries

and reading-rooms and the provision of good
reading matter for soldiers and sailors.

CATH'OS. Ono of the female pedants who
are duped by the disguised valets of their dis-

appointed suitors, in Moli&re's Lcs pr^cieuscs

ridicules. She assumes the romantic name of

Aminte.

CAT'ILINE (Lucius Seboius Catilina)
(e. 108-02 B.C.). A Roman noble celebrated as
the leader of a conspiracy against tijc Republic.
During his youth he attached liimself to the
party of Sulla. His bodily constitution, which
was capable of enduring any amount of labor, fa-

tigue, and hardsliip, allied to a mind which could
stoop to every l)asenoss and feared no crime, fit-

ted him to take the lead in the conspiracy which
has made his name infamous to all ages. In
the year B.C. 68 he was elected pretor; in B.C.

67, Governor of Africa; and in B.C. 60 he was a
candidate for the consulship, but was disquali-

fied on account of the accusations brought
against him of maladministration in his prov-
ince. Disappointed thus in his ambition, and
burdened with many and heavy debts, he saw no
hope for himself but in the chances of a political

revolution, and therefore entered into a con-

spiracy, including many other young Roman no-
bles, in morals and circumstances greatly like

himself. The plot, however, was revealed to

Cicero, then consul, by Fulvia, mistress of one of

the conspirators. Operations were to commence
with the assassination of Cicero in the Campus
Martins, but the latter was kept aware of every
step of the conspiracy, and contrived to frustrate
the whole design. In the night of November 6,

B.C. 03, Catiline assembled his confederates, and
explained to them a new plan for assassinating
Cicero; for bringing up the Tuscan Army (which
he had seduced from its allegiance), under Man-
lius. from the encampment at Fapsulsp (Fiesole) ;

for setting fire to Rome, and putting to death
the hostile senators and citizens. In the course
of a few hours everj'thing was made known to

Cicero. Accordingly, when the chosen assassins

came to the house of the consul, on pretense of a
visit, they were immediately repulsed. On
November 8 Catiline audaciously appeared in

the Senate, when Cicero—who had received in-

telligence that the insurrection had already
broken out in Etrurian-commenced the cele-

brated invective beginning: Qvousque tandem
nbutere, Catilitta, patientia nostra f ("How long
now, Catiline, will you abuse our patience?")
The accused was abashed, not by the keenness
of Cicero's attack, but by the minute knowledge
he displayed of the conspiracy. His attempt at

a reply was miserable, and was drowned in cries

of execration. With curses on his lips, he
abruptly left the Senate, and escaped from Rome
during the night. Catiline and Manlius were
now denounced as traitors, and an army under
the consul, Antonius, was sent against them.
The conspirators who remained in Rome, the
chief of whom Mas Lentulus, were arrested, tried,

condemned, and executed, December 5. The in-

surrections in several parts of Italy were mean-
while suppressed; many who had resorted to
Catiline's camp in Etruria deserted when they
heard what had taken place in Rome, and his

intention to proceed into Gaul was frustrated.
In the beginning of January. 62, he returned by
Pi.storia (now Pistoja) into Etruria, where he
encountered the forces under Antonius, and,
after a desperate battle, in which he displayed
almost superhuman courage and enthusiasm, was
defeated and slain. The appearance of Catiline
was in harmony with his character. He had a
daring and reckless look; his face was haggard
with a sense of crime; his eyes were wild and
bloodshot, and his step unsteady, from nightly
debauchery. The history of the conspiracy of
Catiline is given by Sallust in a remarkably
concise and interesting style, though the speeches
contained in it are probably of the author's own
composition, and by Cicero himself in the four
Orations Against Catiline. Consult: the arti-

cles "Ctpsar," and "Cicero," in Plutarch, Lives;
and Mommsen, Komische Oeschichte (6th e<I.,

Berlin, 1874-7.')). translated by Dickson.

CATILINE, niS CONSPIRACY. A trag-
edy by Ben -lonson, played in 1011 and pub-
lished in quarto the same year. A folio edition
appeared in 1010 and a second quarto in 1035.

It held the stage only to the close of the centurj'

and is a ponderous adaptation of the treasonous
practices of Catiline (q.v.).

CATILINE'S CONSPIRACIES. (1) A
play by Stephen Gos^^fjn (q.v.), written and prob-
ably played in London about 1579. Later, in his

School of Abuse, the author described the pur-
pose of his drama as "to show the reward of

traitors in Catiline, and the necessary govern-
ment of learned men in Cicero." The piece has
not come down to us, however; nor is there any
record of its having ever been printed. (2) A
play by Robert Wilson (q.v.) and Henry Chettle.

It is not extant, but a reference to it in Lodge's
Defense of Poetry, published in 1580, would put
its appearance before that date. There is a rec-

ord of another Catiline by these authors which
was in process of composition in 1508 and which
was probably a revision of the older version.

CATINAT, kji't^'nft', Nicolas de (1637-

1712). A French soldier, born in Paris. He
distinguished himself at the sieges of Lille

(1007) and of Maestricht (1673), and was pro-
moted to be a lieutenant-general. In 1080, con-

trary to his wishes, he was sent by Louis XIV.
against the Waldenses of southern France. The
Duke of Savoy, whose secret alliances with Spain
and Austria had transpired, he defeated at Staf-

farda in 1090. He was promoted to be a marshal
of France, and concluded the peace of Turin, but
in 1701. as commander in Italy during the War
of the Spanish Succession, was worsted by Prince
Eugene at Carpi. For this he was deprived of his

command. Consult Crf>qui, Memoires pur ser-

vir (I la vie de Xicolas de Catinat (Paris, 1775).

CATIN'GA (South American word). The
forests of the very dry lands of the interior of

Brazil are called 'catinga forests.' They contain

an unusual collection of trees with barrel-shaped
trunks, as the cotton-tree and many thorny trees.

See Forests.

CATKIN. See Ament.
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CAT'LETTSBURG. A city and county-seat

of Boyd County, Ky., at the conlluence of the

Ohio and Big Sandy rivers, the latter forming
the boundary between Kentucky and West Vir-

ginia (Map: Kentucky, J 2). The town is on
the Chesa|)eake and Ohio Railroad. It has a con-

siderable trade in lumber and contains whole-

sale groceries and sawmills, flour-mills, machine-

shops, etc. Population, in 1890, 1374; in 1900,

30(il.

CATOilN, George (1796-1872). A traveler

and writer and painter of Indian portraits, born

in Wilkesbarre, Pa. He studied law, but having

a taste for art, became a portrait-painter. Hav-
ing conceived the idea of executing a gallery of

Indian paintings in order to rescue from ob-

livion the various types and customs of the

aborigines, he began in 1832 a series of travels

extending over eight years among the wildest

tribes of North and South America, resulting in

a collection of some hundreds of Indian pictures

painted by himself, together with several books

descriptive of Indian scenes and customs. Most
of the paintings, after having been exhibited by
the artist in the United States and Europe,

finally came into possession of the Government
and now constitute the famous 'Catlin Gallery'

of the National Museum.

CATLINITE (after Catlin, the American
traveler and artist). A hardened clay of red-

dish color found in Pipestone County, Minn.,

which was used by the Dakota Indians for the

manufacture of pipes.

CATNIP (probablj' a corruption of catmint,

cat's mint, by popular confusion with nip, Ger.

kneifen, Lith. knebti, to pinch ; hardly connected

with Lat. ncpeta, catnip), or Catmint {Nepeta

cataria). A plant of the order Labiatae, re-

markable for the fondness which cats display

for it. It is common in England, in chalky and
gravelly soils, but less abundant in Scotland

and Ireland, and is widely diffused throughout

Europe and the middle latitudes of Asia and of

North America. It affects cats in much the same
manner as does valerian root, and when its leaves

are bruised so as to be highly odoriferous, they

are at once attracted to it, rub themselves on it,

tear at it, and chew it. Its odor has been

described as intermediate between that of mint
and that of pennyroyal. It has erect stems, two
to three feet high, dense whorls of many whitish

flowers, tinged and spotted Avith rose-color or

]turple, and stalked, heart-shaped leaves of a

velvety softness, whitish and downy beneath.

Other species are numerous in the south of Eu-
rope and middle latitudes of Asia. For illustra-

tion, see DrCOTYLEDONS.

CA'TO, D10NYSIU.S. The name prefixed to a
little volume of moral precepts in verse, which
was a great favorite during the Middle Ages.

It is very doubtful if such a person as 'Dionysius

Cato' ever lived. The date of the original com-
position seems to be about the Third Century B.C.

The title which the book itself commonly bears

is Dionysii Catonin Disticha de Moribus ad
Filium. It begins with a preface addressed by

the supposed author to his son, after which come
fifty-six injunctions of rather a simple character,

such as pa rentem ama. This is followed by the

substance and main portion of the book—viz. 144

moral precepts, each of which is expressed in two
dactylic hexameters. During the Middle Agea

Vol. IV.—15.

tlie Disticha was used as a text-book for young
scholars. In the Fifteenth Century more than
thirty editions were printed. An early English
translation was published by Caxton. For a
modem edition, consult Hauthal (Berlin, 1869).

CATO, Marcus Porcius (b.c. 234-149). A
Roman statesman, sumamed Censoring and
Sapiens (the wise), afterwards known as Cato
Priscus, or Cato Major (Cato the Elder), to
distinguish him from Cato of Utica. He was
born at Tusculum, in B.C. 234. He inherited

from his plebeian father a small farm in the
country of the Sabines, where he busied himself
in agricultural operations, and learned to love

the simple and severe manners of his Roman
forefathers, which still lingered round his rural
home. Induced by Lucius Valerius Flaccus to
remove to Rome, when that city was in a transi-

tion epoch from the old-fashioned strictness and
severe frugality of Roman habits to the luxury
and licentiousness of Grecian manners, Cato pro-

tested against this, denounced the degeneracy
of the Philo-Hellenic Party, and set a pattern of

sterner and purer character. He soon distin-

guished himself as a pleader at the bar of jus-

tice, and, after passing through minor offices, was
elected consult (B.C. 195). In his province of

Hither Spain, where an insurrection had broken
out after the departure of the elder Scipio (B.C.

206 )
, Cato was so successful in restoring order

and displayed such military genius that in the

following year he was honored by a triumph.
In B.C. 187 a fine opportunity occurred for the

display of 'antique Roman' notions. M. Fulvius
Nobilior had just returned from yEtolia victori-

ous, and sought the honor of a triumph. Cato
objected. Fulvius was indulgent to his soldiers

and a man of literary taste, and Cato charges

him, among other enormities, with "keeping
])oets in his camp." These rude prejudices of

Cato were not acceptable to the Senate, and
his opposition was fruitless. In B.C. 184 Cato
was elected censor, and discharged so rigorously

the duties of his office that the epithet Censorius,

formerly applied to all persons in the same
station, was made his distinctive surname. Many
of his acts were highly commendable. He re-

paired the watercourses, bricked the reservoirs,

cleansed the drains, increased the sums paid by
the publicans for the farming of the taxes, and
diminished the contract prices paid by the State

to the contractors of public works. More ques-

tionable reforms were those in regard to the

price of slaves, dress, furniture, equipage, etc.

His despotism in enforcing his own idea of

decency may be illustrated from the fact that he

degraded Manilius, a man of pretorian rank, for

having kissed his wife in his daughter's pres-

ence in open day. Cato was a thoroughly dog-

matic moralist.' intolerant and .stoical; great

because he manfully contended with rapidly

growing evils; yet not wise. be<'ause he opposed

both the bad aiid the good in the innovations of

his age with equal animosity.

In the year B.C. 17.5 Cato was sent to Carthage

to negotiate as to the differences l>etween the Car-

thaginians nnd the Numidian King Masinissa;

but having been offended by the Carthaginians,

he returned to Rome, where, ever afterwards,

he described Carthage as the most formidable

rival of the Empire, and concluded all his ad-

dresses in the Senate hoiise—whatever the im-

mediate subject might be

—

with the well-known
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words: "Ceterum oenseo, Carthaginem esse de-

lendani" ("Moreover, 1 voU- that Cartilage must
be destroypil" )

.

Though Cato was acquainted with the Greek
language and its literature, his reactionary prin-

ci])lcs hiX him to denounce the latter as injurious

to national morals. He died n.c. 149, at the age
of 85. He was twice married. In his eightieth

year his second wife, Salonia, bore him a son, the
grandfather of Cato of Utica. In his old age
Cato l>ecame greedy of gain, yet never once al-

lowed his avarice to interfere with his honesty
as a State functionary. He composed various
literary works, such as Dc Apri Cultiira (also

known as De He Kustica), which has been pre-

sened entire. The best edition is by Kreil
(Leipzig, 1884). His greatest historical work,
the Origincs, has, unfortunately, perished. It

was an account of the beginning and develop-

ment of the Roman State. Fragments of Gate's

orations—of which as many as 1.50 were read
by Cicero— are given in Meyer's Oratorum Ro-
manorum Fragmenta (Ziirich, 1842). As an ora-

tor, Cato was very famous, his style being natu-

ral, forcible, and racy to a degree. See Sears,

Biatory of Oratory (Chicago, 1896). Fragments
from the lost works of Cato were published by
Jordan (I^eipzig, 1860.

CATO. The title of a tragedy by Addison
(1713), the scene of which was laid in Utica,

whither Cato had retired after the successes of

Caesar.

CATO. A norn-de-plume adopted by Alexander
Hamilton and other Federalists in their articles

written in support of the Jay Treaty with Eng-
land in 1795.

CATO, ^Iaucus Pobcius, named Cato the
Younger, or Cato Uticensis (from the place

et his death) <B.c. 95-40). A Roman statesman
and soldier. Having lost both parents during
childhood, he was educated in the house of his

uncle, M. Livius Drusvis, and even' in boyhood
gave proofs of decision and strength of character.

In B.C. 72 he served with distinction in the cam-
paign against Spartacus. but without finding

satisfaction in military life, though he proved
himself a good soldier. From Macedonia, where
he was military tribune in 67, he went to Per-

gamus in search of the Stoic philosopher Athen-
odorus, whom he brought back to his camp, and
whom he induced to proceed with him to Rome,
where he spent the time partly in philosoph-

ical studies and partly in forensic discussions.

Desirous of thoroughly qualifying himself for the

questorship, he commenced to study all the finan-

cial questions connected with it. Immediately
after his election to this position (B.C. 65) he
introduced, in spite of violent opposition from
those interested, a rigorous reform into the
treasury offices. He quitted the questorship at
the appointed time amid general approbation. In
B.C. 63 he was elected tribune and delivered his

famous speech on the Catilinarian conspiracy,

in which he denounced Ca-sar as an accomplice
of Catiline, and determined the sentence of the
Senate. Strongly dreading the influence of un-
bridled greatness, and not discerning that an
imperial genius like that of Ciesar was the only
thing that could remedy the ills which afflicted

the Roman Republic, he commenced a career of

opposition to the most powerful men in Rome
—Pompeius, Caesar, and Crassus. Cato was a

noble but strait-laced theorist, who lacked the
intuition into circumstances whicli belongs to
men like Ciesar and Oomwell. His first oppo-
sition to Pompeius was successful; but his op-
position to Ca'sar's consulate for the year 59
was of no avail. Soon after this date the Tri-

umvirs, in order to rid themselves of his inter-

ference, ordered him to proceed to Cyprus and
take possession of that island for Rome. On
his return (B.C. 56), he was elected pretor, a
position in which he fearlessly fought against
corruption. When the open breach came iK'tween

Ca?sar and Pompeius, Cato sided with the oppo-
nents of Ca-sar. At the time of the battle of
Pharsalia (B.C. 48) he was holding Dyrrhachium
for Pompeius. After the disaster he sailed for

Africa with his troops in order to joiii Pompeius.
Before his landing, the Triumvir had been mur-
dered. Cato was elected commander by the Pom-
peians in Africa, but resigned the post in favor

of Metellus Scipio, and undertook the defense of

I'tica. Here, when he had tidings of Ctesar's

decisive victory over Scipio and Juba at Thap-
sus (April 6, B.C. 46), Cato, finding that his

troops were wholly intimidated, advised the Ro-
man senators and knights to escape from Utica

and make terms with the victor, but prohibited

all intercessions in his own favor. He resolved

to die rather than surrender; and, after spending

the night in reading Plato's Phcedo, committed
suicide by stabbing himself in the breast.

CATO, Valerius, or Cato Grammaticus. A
Roman grammarian and poet of the First Cen-

tury B.C. He lost his estate during the usurpa-

tion of Sulla, became an instructor to students

of rank, and enjoyed great success, particularly

as a trainer in the poetic art. In his later years

he fell into extreme poverty, and was obliged

to surrender to his creditors his splendid villa

at Tusculum. Suetonius (De Grammaticis)
states that, in addition to works on grammar,
he wrote a short autobiographical narrative en-

titled Indignatio, and some poems, of which
two

—

Lydia and Diana—were chiefly esteemed.

The 183 hexameters called Diro" in Bafterum
were originally included in the minor poems of
Vergil; later were attributed, with little rea-

son, to Cato ; and are now quite generally con-

sidered spurious. The text of the DircB has been
edited by Ribbeck (Kiel, 1867). Consult the
essay by Naekius (Bonn, 1847).

CATOCHE, Cape. See Cape Catociie.

CATOP'TRICS (Fr. catoptrique, Gk. kutott.

TpiKSg, katoptrikos, pertaining to a mirror, from
KiroTTTpov, katoptron. mirror). That branch of

geometrical optics which treats of the phenomena
of light incident upon a surface and reflected

therefrom. See Light.

CATOP'TROMAN'CY (Gk. K&Tonrpov, katop-
tron, mirror + fiavreia, manteia, prophecy). A
sort of prophecy by the mirror or looking-

glass. It first originated at Patras, in Greece,

where the death or recovery of the sick was
foretold by means of a mirror let down with a
thread \mtil its base touched the water in a
fountain before the Temple of Demeter. The face

of the sick person appearing healthy in the
mirror betokened recovery; if it looked ghastly

then death was sure to ensue. More modem
superstitions attach ill luck to the breaking of

a looking-glass, and to seeing one's face in a
glass by candle-light. See Superstition.
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CATORCE, kA-tor'si ; Up. pron. k4-tOr'thft, or
Alamos ue Catobce. A city of Mexico, situ-

ated in a barren district of the State of San
Luis I'otosf, 8700 feet above sea-level, 120 miles
north of San Luis Potosl by rail (Map: Mexico,
H 6). The towTi lies at the foot of a mountain
10,000 feet hi<:fh. and is famous for its silver-

mines, discovered in 1773. Population, 18,000.

CATO STREET CONSPIRACY. See Tuis-
TLEWOOD Conspiracy.

CAT OWL (from the resemblance of the face

to that of a cat). A name applied rather indis-

criminately to several large owls, suggested by
their cat-like eyes and feline habits. In the

United States, probably the barred owl
(
Syrnium

nebulosum) is the one most often so referred to.

See Owl.
CATS, kats, Jakob (1577-1660). The best of

the southern Dutch poets in the Golden Age of

that literature, while it was being illustrated in

the north by the varied genius of Vondel, Hooft,

and V'ischer. His poetry is characteristically

Dutch in being extremely prosaic, commonplace
in its metres, jejeune in language, monotonous in

rhythms, and platitudinous in morals. A Dutch
critic, Huet, has called him bitterly, "a personi-

fied mediocrity, a vulgar and vulgarizing spirit,"

somewhat suggestive of the English Tupper.
Cats was the youngest of four children, and his

mother died in his infancy. He was adopted by
an uncle, studied law in Leyden, Orleans, and
Paris, and began to practice it at The Hague,
where he won reputation, but lost his health. He
went to England, where he found no relief, and
was at last cured in Holland by an alchemist. In
160^ he moved to iliddelburg, and presently mar-
ried Elizabeth van Valkenburg, whom he calls "a
foundation for a home." Cats became active in

civic life, and wrote his Emblems of Fancy and
Love; Maiden Duty (1618); Inward Strife

(1620); Manly Respectability; and Marriage.

In 1621 he entered public life as pensionary of

Middleburg, became pensionary of Dort in 1623,

and curator of the University of Leyden in 1625.

In this year appeared Fidelity, and in 1632 Mir-
ror of the Old and 'New Time. In 1627 Cats
went on an embassy to England, became Grand
Pensionary of Holland in 1638, and Keeper of

the Great Seal in 1645. These offices he resigned

in 1651, and after a second embassy to England
returned to literary work, in which for thirty

years he had done little save the Betrothal Ring
(1637). He now wrote Age and Country Life;
Court Thoughts; and A Life of Eighty-two,

growing old gracefully and keeping a joy in life

to the last. His Collected Works were published

in Amsterdam (19 vols., 1790-1800) and Zwolle
(18.56-62).

CAT'S-EYE. A semi-transparent mineral
which, when cut with a convex face (en ca-

bochon

)

, shows a chatoyant effect. The name
has been given to a greenish variety of chryso-

beryl from C/cylon, where the Singhalese often

carve it to resemble a monkey's face, taking
advantage of the varying lights and colors of

the stone to secure a grotesque likeness to that
animal. Among the Hindus the cat's-eye was
credited with the power of preserving and in-

creasing its owner's wealth. The name cat's-

eye was suggested by the peculiar play of light
called chatoyancy, which is due to the internal
Btriations of the composite crj'stals of which the

mineral consists. The name is also given to an
opalescent variety of quartz, especially when
similarly cut, the effect in which is said to be
due to the fibres of asbestos or actinolite. A
tiger-eye variety from the Orange River of South
Africa is an altered crocidolite in which the
fibrous iron silicate has been replaced by a de-

position of chalcedonic quartz on the fibres.

CATS'KILL. A village and county-seat of

Greene County, N. Y., 34 miles south of Albany,
on the Hudson River, at the mouth of Catskill
Creek, and on the West Shore Railroad (Map:
New York, G 3). It has communication by
ferry with the opposite bank of the river, is

connected by steamboat lines with New York
and Albany, and is the starting-point of the
Catskill Mountain Railroad. The village, fre-

quented as a summer resort, though important
rather as the point of departure for the more
popular mountain resorts, has a court-house,
opera-house, free academy, and public library. It
manufactures woolens, hosiery, paper, bricks, etc.

Catskill was settled about 1680 by Derrick Ten-
nis Van Vechten. Population, in 1890, 4920;
in 1900, 5484.

CATSKILL GROUP. A series of sandstones
and shales of Upper Devonian age exposed along
the western slopes of the northern Appalachian
Mountains and named from the Catskill Moun-
tains of New \"ork, where they were first studied.
The series was formerly supposed to constitute a
distinct geological group overlying the Chemung
group, but careful investigation has shown that
the rocks of the Catskill formation are shallow-
water deposits formed along the shore-lines of
the northeast bay of the interior Devonian sea
during periods while the normal marine sedi-

ments of the Hamilton, Portage, and Chemung
groups were being laid down in the open and
deeper waters that filled the western parts of the
same bay. The name 'Catskill formation,' then,
signifies a local littoral development or facies of
the normal Upper Devonian formations, and as
such it has no place in the geological time-scale.
These Catskill conditions and sediments began in
the Devonian of the eastern border of the basin
at an earlier period than they did in the central
and western portions, for the shoaling of the
Devonian sea progressed from east to west. Be-
cause of this the Lower Catskill deposits of
the Catskill Mountain region are of Hamilton
age, the middle Catskill of the eastern border
and the Catskill of the east-central part of New
York State are of Portage age and kno\\Ti as the
Oneonta formation, while the Upper Catskill of
the eastern border and the Catskill rocks of the
central part of the State are of Chemung age.

The rocks of the Catskill formation consist of
shale and sandstone, with the latter often grad-
ing into coarse conglomerates, and their pre-

dominant colors are red, brown, greenish, and
steel-gray. The sandstone, especially that of
steel-gray color, often splits readily into thin
horizontal layers and is then quarried for flag-

stone. The entire output of flagstone known as
'Hudson River bluestone' is obtained from the
Catskill formation of Ulster, Delaware, and
Greene counties, N. Y. As a rule the Cats-
kill rocks are poor in fossil remains. Those
most commonly found are the remains of land
plants such as ferns, lepido<lendrons, and trunks
of coniferous trees. The most noteworthy fossil
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from this formation is a gignntic arthropod,

Stylonurus (q.v.), an ally of the horscHhoe crab

(Limulus), which attained a lfn;,'tli of five feet.

Fragments, consisting of the dennul plates,

spines, and teeth, of heavily armored fishes of

the genera lk)tliriolepi8, Coccosteus, and Holopty-

chius. which lived in the brackish and fresh

waters of the coastal swamps, are found in cer-

tain red beds. A fresh-water clam, Amnigenia,

is found in sandy shales of the Oneonta forma-

tion and occasional water-worn shells of marine
mollusks and brachiopods occur in the lower

Ixeds of the Catskill Mountain region.

The Catskill sediments are approximately 4500

feet thick in the Catskill Mountains; they have

their greatest development, with a thickness of

7500 feet, in the vicinity of Mauch Chunk, Pa.,

and from that region southward the formation

diminishes in thickness until it disappears in

Virginia. The formation is overlaid by the

Pocono sandstones and conglomerates of similar

origin, but of later (Carboniferous) age. The
elevation of the continents that occurred toward

the close of Devonian time was accompanied in

Great Britain by the formation of very similar

sediments there "known as the Old Red Sandstone,

made famous by the writings of Hugh Miller.

This Old Red Sandstone bears to the normal

marine Devonian of Great Britain the same rela-

tion as does the Catskill formation to the marine

Devonian of eastern North America, and the sim-

ilarity is still further marked in the identical

physical characteristics of the rocks and the

close resemblance of their contained fossil re-

mains. See Devonian System; Old Red Sand-

stone; Styi-onubus.

CATSKILL MOUNTAINS. A section of

the Appalachian Mountiiin system, lying to the

west of the Tludson River, and mainly confined

to Greene and Ulster counties, N. Y. They

cover an area about 50 miles long, north and

south, and 30 miles broad, east and west (Map:

New York, F 3). They are of old geological

formation, their sides consisting of the sand-

stones and shales of the Catskill group of the

Devonian system. The main line of elevations,

which begins about 8 miles west of the Hudson
River, extends nearly north and south for a dis-

tance of 12 miles and sends ofif several spurs to

the west. Unlike the southern ranges of the Ap-

palachians, the Catskill s are not formed by par-

allel groups of mountains, each peak being more

or less isolated from the neighboring summits.

The slopes on the eastern side are precipitous,

but toward the west there is a gradual decline

to the level of the bordering highlands. The
highest elevations are Mountain Slide, 4250 feet

;

Hunter Mountain, 4025 feet; Black Dome, 4004

feet; and Panther :Mountain, 3800 feet. Deep
gorges, locally known as 'cloves,' have been eroded

by the branches of the Schoharie and Esopus

creeks, and there are many cascades along their

courses. Railroads cross the region, giving ac-

cess to all sections. The beautiful views, fine

summer and autumnal climate, and high alti-

tude, make the region very popular as a summer
resort. The mountains are, for the most part,

covered with thick forests of oak, hickory, ash,

maple, beech, pine, etc.

CATSKIN'S GARLAND, or The Wander-
ing Young Gentlewoman. An old English

ballad. It deals with the distress and restora-

tion to happiness uf a scullery maid, whoso
wretchedness is so great that she is obliged to

clothe herself in catskins. It is really an Anglo-
Saxon form of Cinderella.

CAT-SNAKE. The English name of a venom-
ous opisthoglyph serpent (Tarbophis vivax) of

southeastern Europe and Asia Slinor, remark-
able for several peculiarities of structure. It is

small, dull-colored, and sluggish, and has grooved
poison-fangs in the hinder part of the upper
jaw. There are also long, recurved teeth in the

lower jaw, which assist it in holding its prey
(mainly lizards), while it chews at it until the
venom stuj>efies the victim. See Opistiioolypiia.

CAT'S-TAIL GRASS. See Timothy.

CAT'S-TAIL REED. See Typha.

CATTARO, kiit'ta-ro (Slav. Kotor). A sea-

port of the Austrian Crownland of Dalmatia,
situated at the head of the Gulf of Cattaro, close

to the Montenegrin frontier, and about 36 miles

east-southeast of Ragusa (Map: Austria, F 5).

It is strongly fortified, being protected on the

gulf side by powerful batteries and on the land

side by the almost inaccessible Fort San Giovan-

ni, standing on a precipitous rock almost 1000

feet above the to^^•n, with which it is connected
by a series of defensive works. Its principal

trade is with Montenegro, with whose capital it

is connected by a highway. Population, in 1890,

6400; in 1900, 5700. Caltaro, which was at one
time a Roman colony under the name of Ascri-

viuni, came in 1420 under the dominion of the

Republic of Venice. In 1797 it passed to Aus-
tria, and in 1805 to the Kingdom of Italy, but
was restored to Austria in 1814.

CATTARO, Guij" of, or Bocche di Cattabo.
An inlet of the Adriatic, near the southern ex-

tremity of the Dalmatian coast, in latitude 42°

27' N. (Map: Austria, F 5). It consists of three

basins connected by straits of about half a mile

in breadth. The outer entrance is only a mile

and a half wide, and the total length of the gulf

is about 18 miles. Mountains protect it from
all winds, and it has sufficient depth to make it

an excellent harbor. The scenery is magnificent.

CATTEGAT, or KATTEGAT (anc. Lat.

Sinus Codanus), The. The strait or sound sepa-

rating tlie east coast of .Jutland, Denmark, from
the west coast of Sweden, and, by joining the

Skagerrak on the west and the Little and Great
Belts and the Sound on the east, forming the

middle link in the chain of waters connecting the

Baltic with the North Sea (Map: Denmark,
E 2). It is about 150 miles long, and has a

greatest width of about 90 miles. Its depths

are very unequal, varying in the deepest portions

in the western part from 40 to 65 feet, and in

the eastern part from 100 to 200 feet. It offers

dangers to navigation on account of its numer-

ous shoals and the frequency of stormy winds.

Its principal islands are Laso, at the north, An-

holt, near the middle, and Samso, at the south.

The eastern shores are steep and rocky, but those

on the west are low.

CATTELL', James McKeen (I860—). An
American psychologist, bom at Easton, Pa. He
graduated at Lafayette College in 1880, and at

the University of Leipzig in 1886, and was a

lecturer at the University of Cambridge in 1888.

From 1888 to 1891 he was professor of psychol-

ogy at the University of Pennsylvania, from
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1891 to 1896 professor of experimental psychol-

ogy at Columbia University, and in 1896 was
appointed professor of psychology in the latter

institution. He is a memlwr of many learned

societies at home and abroad, and edits Science

and I'lic Popular Science Monthly.

CATTELL, William Cassidy (1827-98). An
American Tresbyterian divine and educator. He
was born at Salem, N. J., August 30, 1827;

graduated at Princeton College (1848) and at

the theological seminary (1852); was professor

of Latin and Greek in Lafayette College, Pa.,

1855-60, and president from 1863 to 1883. His
presidency evinced executive ability of a high

order. He was secretary of the Board of Min-
isterial Relief of the Presbyterian Church from
1883 until his death, in Philadelphia, February
11, 180S.

CATTEBMOLE, George (1800-68). An
English water-color painter, born at Dickie-

borough, Norfolk. He first exhibited at the

Academy in 1819. His pictures, which embrace
a wide range of subjects, are remarkable for

their striking originality of conception, vig-

orous execution, and fine color and tone. One
of his best - known and greatest pictures is

"Luther at the Diet of Spires," containing thirty-

three portraits of the principal characters, copied

from the authentic originals by the old mas-
ters. He also designed the engravings for his

brother's History of the Civil Wars (1841-45),

and illustrated many scenes in Scott's novels

and in Shakespeare. His later works were chief-

ly oil paintings. Among his intimate friends

were Thackeray, Dickens, Macready, Douglas
Jerrold, l^andseer. Browning, Macaulay, and Dis-

raeli.

CAT-THYME, tim. See Gebmander.

CAT'TI, or CHATTI, kat'ti (Lat., from
Celtic, connected, probably as an original totem-
uame, with O. Ir. cat, Welsh cath, Com. cath,

cat). A German people, included by Ca;sar un-
der the name Suevi (q.v.), who inhabited a coun-
try included in the present Hesse and the Prus-
sian Province of Hesse-Nassau. The southwest-
ern part of their territory, around Mattiacum,
was conquered by the Romans under Drusus.
The Catti took part in the general rising of the

Germans under Arminius (Hermann). Tacitus
praises them as excellent foot-soldiers. During
the reign of Marcus Aurelius, in the end of the

Second Century, they made incursions into Ro-
man Germany and Rha^tia. Caracalla failed in

an expedition against them and the Alemanni in

the Third Century. About the middle of that
century their name began to give place to that

of the Franks (q.v.), and is last mentioned by
Claiidian in the latter part of the Fourth Cen-
tury.

CATTLE (OF. catel, from Med. Lat. captale,

capitnle, goods, property, from Lat. capitalis,

important, relating to the head, from caput,

head). The term cattle in its broadest signifi-

cance includes not only homed animals, but
horses, sheep, and nearly all kinds of domestic
animals. In a more restricted and commonly
accepted sense it is applied to the various
breeds of meat or bovine animals belonging to

the species Ros taurus, including the domestic
ox, steer, and cow. Cattle seem to have been
almost the first animals domesticated by man in

the early period of the world's history, and also

tlie most valuable and necessary to his higliest

welfare in all ages and stages of civilization

since that time. The original wild tyj^e from
which the various breeds of domestic cattle are
descended is not well known. Through ancient
sculptures and other records cattle can be traced
back at least 4000 years, and the earliest evi-

dences indicate that animals of different types
were then known. (See Buffalo.) Variations
evidently began at an early period, although no
very high degree of development was efl"ected by
the ancients. Within the last two centuries espe-

cially, much attention has been paid to .selecting

and breeding cattle adapted to special conditions

and purposes, and to developing the beef and
milk producing qualities. It is stated that there

are now in various parts of the world over
one hundred distinct breeds of cattle. The prin-

cipal and most valuable breeds of America have
been derived from Great Britain and other por-

tions of northwestern Europe. They are thought
to have had a common origin in the wild cattle

which existed in the ancient forests of Europe,
of which Julius Caesar, Pliny, and others wrote
nearly two thousand years ago. The wild ox,

whatever its origin, seems to have been formerly
an inhabitant of many forest districts of Great
Britain. The wild Chillingham cattle, which
have been preserved for many generations in

Chillingham Park, are the nearest representa-

tives of these cattle extant. The most important
results of man's agency in improving cattle by
breeding, care, and management have been a
tendency of the animals to mature at an earlier

age, and readily to lay on flesh and fat, and an
increase of the milk-production far beyond the

needs of the calf, and prolongation of the natural
period of milk-flow. At the present time the

various recognized breeds of domestic cattle may
be classified in a general way as beef cattle and
dairy cattle.

Beef Cattle. The principal breeds of beef

cattle in Great Britain and the United States

are the Shorthorn, Hereford, Galloway, Devon,
and Aberdeen-Angus. These breeds all originated

in Great Britain, and for the most part took

their names from the county or district whence
they came. Alvord says: "The cattle which have
been most famous as a breed in England and
America, which have received the longest and
closest attention of breeders and improvers,

which have commanded prices, singly and in

herds, far above all others, and which have
made the greatest impression upon the live stock

of both countries during the Nineteenth Century,

are the Shorthorns or Durhams." The name
Shorthorns was probably given to distinguish

them from the rival race of Blackwell's Long-

horns, which they soon surpassed. They are red

and white cattle, the colors being variously

blended and often roan, rectangular in outline

and having homs of moderate length. They are

notable for early maturity, beauty of form, quick

fattening qualities, and minimum amount of

waste in slaughtering. Although unsurpassed

as beef cattle, many of the cows are good milkers,

the best of any of the strictly beef breeds. The
Hercfords, originated in the county of Hereford,

may be described as red with white on face,

chest, belly, feet, and over the tops of the shoul-

ders. They are close rivals or the equals of

Shorthorns' as beef cattle. They are inferior
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dair}' cattle, many ^'^'"0 ^wircely enough milk
to raise a calf, Tiie (iullotcaya are jet-black

and liornleHit, »trongly built and rather low in

stature. They are hardy in constitution and
much esteemed for beef, but very poor dairy

cattle. The Aberdeen-Any us are also hornless

and black, and bear a general resemblance to the
Galloways, but are longer legged, larger, and
looser built. The cows are Iwtter milkers.

The Derails are an exceedingly symmetrical,
beautiful race, originated in North and
South Devonshire. They are of a rich red

color, and although the bulls and cows are

rather small, the oxen grow to great size. The
Devon oxen have long been prized as work ani-

mals. In regard to the relative merits of the

different beef breeds no general conclusion can
be safely stated. It is largely a question of

individuality and the conditions to be met.
There are good and bad examples of the beef

type among all the breeds, and it is more impor-

tant that the animal should approach the beef

type in conformation and development, and be

so bred as to fatten readily and slaughter to

good advantage, than that he should belong to

any particular breed. But as between beef

breeds and dairj- breeds or natives, there is

a distinct advantage in favor of the former,

which is due mainly to their marked superiority

in yielding a large percentage of dressed weight
on slaughtering, more advantageous deposition

of the fat in the carcass, thicker and better

marbled cuts of beef, and to what experts dis-

cern as 'quality.' The beef animal has been
specifically designed for the most favorable pro-

duction of the best meat, and while there are

many cows which combine milk and beef produc-

tion to a profitable degree, a good carcass of

beef from a steer of a pronounced dairy type or
breed is rarely seen. The beef type of animals
is rectangular in outline, low, broad, deep,

smooth, and even—no wedge-shape or sharp pro-

truding spinal column is wanted for the block.

According to Curtis, "Broad, well-covered backs
and ribs are absolutely necessary to a good car-

cass of beef, and no other excellences will com-
pensate for the lack of this essential. It is

necessary to both breed and feed for thickness

in these parts. And mere thickness and sub-

stance here is not all. Animals that are soft

and patchy, or hard and rolled on the back, are

sure to give defective and objectionable car-

casses, even though they are thick, and they
also cut up with correspondingly greater waste."

A marked and important change has taken place

in the profitable type of cattle within compara-
tively recent years. The present demand is for

quality and finish rather than size. The heavy,
inordinately fat or rough and patchy bullock has
passed away under the demand for early matu-
rity and plump, sappy carcasses of medium
weight and minimum offal and waste. The mod-
ern type makes beef at decidedly more profit and
economy to both the producer and the butcher,

and furnishes the consumer a far superior

article.

Dairy Cattle. In no line of improvement of

live stock have more remarkable results been
attained than in the case of the dairy cow. This
improvement has taken place in the earliness of

maturity, the length of the milking period, the
quantity and richness of the milk produced, and
the general economy of production. In the mod-

ern dairy cow the tendency to lay on llesh, so
higliiy developed in beef animals, has been large-

ly eliminated, and in its place the ability to

convert economically the food eaten into milk
has been cultivated in a high degree. Continued
breeding to a special purpose has changed the
former short milking period, limited almost to

the pasture season, to a comparatively even flow

of milk during ten or eleven months of every
year. A cow that does not average six or seven
quarts of milk a day for 300 days in the year,

aggregating 4000 pounds, is not considered very
profitable. There are many herds having an
average yearly production of 5000 pounds per
cow, and single animals are numerous which give

ten or twelve times their own weight in milk
during a year. Quality has been so improved
that tlie milk of many a cow will make as much
butter in a week as did that of three or four
average cows of the middle of the last century.

The points observed in judging dairy cows are
sho\\Ti in the accompanying illustration, taken
from a publication of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

Different scales of points have been adopted by
the various breeders' associations.

The breds of dairy cattle most common in the
United States and England at the present time
are Aryshire, Holstein, Guernsey, Jersey, Red
Poll, and Shorthorns. The Ayrshires, named for

the county of that name in the southwest of

Scotland, are medium-sized cows, short-legged,

fine-boned, and very active. The general form
is the wedge shape, regarded as typical of cows
of dairy excellence, and good specimens are thin
when in milk. The prevailing color is red and
white, in spots variously proportioned, but not
mixed. The cows are large and persistent

milkers, but the milk is not particularly rich,

and the fat-globules are small, which causes
the cream to rise slowly. An average yield of

6500 pounds of milk a year per cow for a work-
ing herd is often realized. One noted herd has
an average for nineteen years of over 6400
pounds per cow, and individuals produce 10,000
and even 12,000 pounds a year. Butter records
are not numerous, but herds average 300 to 400
pounds a year, and there are individual records
of as high as 600 pounds.
The Jersey and Guernsey breeds were both

originated in the Channel Islands, but in the
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1. AYRESHIRE COW, "Red Ros* " No. 5566.
2. HOLSTEIN-FRISIAN COW, "Jamaica," No. 1336.
3. JERSEY COW, Modern type.

4. SHORT-HORN COW, "Kitty Clay," 4th.
5. BROWN SWISS COW, " Brienxl," No. 168.
6. GUERNSEY BULL, Modern type.
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development of the latter more of the char-

acteristics of the parent stock of Xormandy have
been retained. They were both formerly called

Alderneys. The Guernseys are rather larger

than the Jerseys, stronger boned, and are claimed

to be hardier. -They are light in color, with

darker shades approaching brown, and have a
yellow skin. The milk of both breeds is unusu-
allj- rich in fat, the fat-globules being large and
separating readily in creaming. The Guernseys
are lil)eral milkers. At home the average cow is

expected to produce 5000 pounds of milk and 300
pounds of butter a year without high feeding.

In the United States thej' are usually fed higher,

and respond accordingly. There are records of

several herds which have averaged over 6000
pounds of milk and 350 pounds of butter a year.

Individual cows have produced 10,000, and nearly

13,000 pounds, of milk, and 500 to 700 pounds
of butter a year. The Jerseys are the smallest

of the better dairy breeds, though in the United
States they have been considerably increased in

size. The color varies from cream to various

shades of fawn, tan, and mouse-color, dark bro\vn

SET7I.L. A.N'D TEETH OF THE COW.

Dentition of a young Jersey cow, showing the nmall in-

ciaoro and canines crowde<l in the estremity of the lower
jaw (none in the upper jaw), and the greaA grinders (molars
and premolars).

and even black. They have beautiful heads, with
intelligent faces, and rather small, close horns.

The body is well rounded, with capacity for food
and breeding, and the udder is of good size, with
highly developed milk-veins. They are irregular

in outline and thin in flesh. Like the Guernseys,

they are not large, but persistent milkers, and
their milk is the richest of any breed. For many
years they have been bred especially for butter-

production, although American breeders have
striven with considerable success to increase the

milk yield without diminishing the quality. Good
herds produce from 3.500 to 4500 pounds of milk
a year, and several herd records show averages of

0000 and 7000 pounds per cow. Single cows pro-

duce 1000, 1200 pounds of butter, and even more.
There are niinierous records of 25 to 30 pounds
of butter a week, and individual records nm all

the way from 600 to 800, and even 1000 pounds
of butter in a year. Jerseys are heavy feeders,
and as a rule will bear high feeding and forcing
for long periods unusually well. Brown Bessie,
the famous champion butter cow of the Chicago
World's Fair dairy test, averaged over 40 pounds
of milk a day for five months, and made 3 pounds
of butter a day several times. The Holsteins,
or Holstein-Friesians, of north Holland and
Friesland, are black and white, irregularly
marked, but not mixed, large in frame, strong,
and usually in good flesh. Their legs are long
and rather small, and the udder is often of ex-
traordinary size, in conformity with the reputa-
tion of the breed for enormous milk-production.
It is not unusual for a cow to give more than
her own weight in milk every month for ten or
twelve consecutive months, and there are numer-
ous instances of yields of 100 pounds or more a
day, and 20,000 to 30,000 pounds a year, al-

though 40 to 60 pounds a day, or 7500" to 8000
pounds a year, is considered an average. But
the milk is usually relatively poor in fat as com-
pared with that of other breeds, and does not
always come up to the State or municipal
standards in this respect. The fat-globules are
quite small and the cream does not rise readily
on setting. There are some families of Holsteins,
however, which give milk of fully average rich-

ness and are profitable butter-producers.

The Red Polls are a comparatively new breed,
resembling the Devons, hornless, and inclined to
the beef form. They are only fair dairy cattle,

being in the class of breeds which aim to ser\e
the dual purpose of milk and beef production.
The Shorthorns, described above as beef cattle,

although a typical beef breed, are to some extent
dual-purpose animals, and some families have
been notable for milk-production. In the best
milking strains the cows are rather more 'rangy*

and angular in outline than the beef types, with
large, hairy udders. The Shorthorns made a
surprisingly good showing in the World's Fair
breed test (1893), and records of several herds
in the United States show a milking period of

275 days and an average production of 6500
pounds of milk.

Formerly certain dairy breeds were considered
especially adapted to cheese-making, and others

to butter-making, aid the two qualities were
supposed to be to a certain extent incompatible.

The agricultural experiment stations have
shown, however, that this is not the case, but
that the value of milk for cheese-making as well

as for butter-making is measured by its fat

content. The richness of the milk in fat is to
some extent a breed characteristic, although
within the breed the variations in this respect

are quite wide in the case of difTerent cows. The
following averages of a large number of analyses

of milk from cows of different breeds are some-
thing of an indication of the composition:

Composition ok Milk of Differkkt Breeds

BREED
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Attempts to determine by experiment which
is the best dairy breed have not been entirely

satisfactory or convincing, on accoimt of tiie

large numl)er of factors which have to be taken
into account in determining this, a.side from the

yield and composition of the milk, Kuch as

hardiness, constitution, adaptability to given

conditions, feed renuirements and economy, ulti-

mate value for beef, etc. The results are chiefly

of interest as showing what the different dairy

breeds have done under uniform conditions. The
experiment stations in Maine, New Jersey, and
New York have made the most extensive breed

tests of any in the United States, and the results

have been compiled by Prof. F. W. WoU as fol-

lows:

however, comprise only a very small fraction of
the dairy cows of the L'nited States an<l Canada.
The larger part of the cows are yradcs, i.e.

crosses of natives or ordinary cows with pure
breeds. Among these are many excellent ani-

mals, rivaling the thoroughbreds in amount and
economy of milk-production. Much attention is

now being given by dairymen to testing the in-

dividual cows of their herds, determining which
are the most profitable ones, and gradually
eliminating the inferior ones. In this way an
improvement of the ordinary stock is going on
which, in some sections, has already raised the
cows, to a high degree of excellence and will

ultimately result in a much higher standard for
good dairy cows.

Comparisons or Brkeds or Cows at American Experiment Stations
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McKenny Hughes, On the More Important Breeds

of Cattle Which Have Been Recognized in the

British Isles, and Their Relation to Other Archce-

ological and Historical Discoveries (Westmin-
ster, 1896) ; Oskar Knispel, Die Verhreitung der

Rinderschltige in Dcutschland, nebst Darstellung

dcr offenflichcn Zuchtbestrebungeti (Berlin,

1897) ; Richard I.ydekker, Wild Oxen, Sheep, and
Goats of All Lands, Living and Extinct (London,

1898) ; A. Lydtin and H. Werner, Das deutsche

Rind; Beschreibung dcr in Deutschland heirni-

schen Rinderschliige (Berlin, 1899). See also

Feeding Farm Animals; Dairying; Breeding;
and Plate of Wild Cattle.

CATTLE, Chillingiiam. A breed of the so-

called wild cattle of Great Britain (Bos taurus,

var. scoticus) ,
preserved in Chillingham Park,

Northumberland, England. This park, the prop-

erty of the Earl of Tookerville, is a remnant of

one' of the great forests of Great Britain. It was
formerly believed that these cattle, other herds of

which are found at Cadzon, near Chillingham, at

Chartley (Starfordshire) , Somerford and Lyme
(Cheshire), and Kilmory (Argyllshire), were de-

scended from the urus (q.v.) without contact

with any domesticated breed, but it is now held

that the remote ancestors of the existing ani-

mals must have been partially domesticated. The
Chillingham cattle, which approach most nearly

to the true primigenius type, number about sixty,

and are described as of medium size, compact
in body, and dingy-white in color, with black-

tipped horns, brownish muzzle, and red ears.

They are timorous, unless hard-pressed, and feed

by night. The cows conceal the calves under

tall ferns and undergrowth, and resist all ap-

proach to them. It is said that these cattle re-

fuse to mingle with any other. This prevents

degeneracy of breed, and the accepted character-

istics are also maintained by destroying any calf

that shows deviations of color. For illustration,

see Plate of Wild Cattle.

CATTLE-GUARDS. See Railways.

CATTLE PLAGUE, Rinderpest (Ger.), or

Stei'PE Mirrain (Fr., peste bovine). A conta-

gious eruptiv*' fever or exanthema common among
animals of the bovine si)ecies ; sheep, goats, deer,

and other allied species occasionally, however,

catch it from cattle. Pigs, horses, camivora,

and man are immune to the disease. It occurs

indigenously on the plains of western Russia

and throughout Asia, whence it has at various

times overspread most parts of the Old World.

As in smallpox, scarlatina, and other eruptive

fevers, an incubative stage, varying between two

and twenty days, intervenes between the intro-

duction of the virus into the system by either

inoculation or contagion, and the development

of the characteristic .symptoms. These consist

essentially of congestion of the mucous and cu-

taneous surfaces, with a sort of aphthous erup-

tion, and thickening, softening, and desquama-

tion of the superficial investing membrane. The

disease runs a tolerably fixed and definite course,

which is not materially altered by any known

remedial measures. It seldom attacks the same

individual a second time.

Hlstory. The cattle plague has been recog-

nized for upward of a thousand years. It ap-

pears to have destroyed the herds of the warlike

tril)es that overran the Roman Empire during

the Fourtli and Fifth centuries. About 810 it

traveled with the armies of Charlemagne into
France, and about the same period is also sup-
posed to have visited England. Several times
throughout the course of every century it spread
from the plains of Russia over the western coun-
tries of Europe, and is stated to have again
visited England about 1225. Although causing
every few years great losses on the Continent of

Europe, the plague does not appear to have
again shown itself in England until 1714, when
it appeared at Islington, about the middle of

July, and was very destructive for about three

months, but was again got rid of toward the

end of the year. In 1744 it was in Holland,
destroying there, in two years, 200,000 cattle;

in Denmark, from 1745 to 1749, it killed 280,000

;

in some provinces of Sweden it spared only 2
per cent, of the horned cattle. It made terrible

havoc throughout Italy, destroying 400,000 ani-

mals in Piedmont alone. In April, 1745, the

plague was again imported into England, prob-

ably by some white calves from Holland. It

continued its deva-station for twelve years, but it

is now impossible accurately to determine the

losses it occasioned. In the third and fourth

year of its ravages 80,000 cattle were slaugh-

tered, and double that number are supposed to

have died. In 1747 40,000 cattle died in Not-
tingham and Lancashire alone; while so late

as 1757 30,000 perished in Cheshire in six

months. In March, 1770, the disease was brought
with some hay from Holland to Portsoy, in the

Moray Firth, several cattle died, and others to

the value of about £800 being destroyed, the

further spread of the pest was prevented. By
the wars which wasted Europe toward the close

of the Eighteenth and first eighteen years of the

Nineteenth Century, cattle plague was spread

widely over the Continent, and occasioned, wher-

ever it occurred, terrible losses. Since then, at

short intervals, it has spread—always being

traceable to its source on the Russian plains

—

over Poland, Hungary, Austria, Prussia, por-

tions of Germany, and Italy, and has extended

to EgAT)t. The following are the records of its

destructive career during this outbreak:
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Cai'SES. Faulty hygiene, by lowering vitality,

prolml)ly renders animuls more prone to the at-

tack and les» able to bear up against it. Like

hydrophobia, smallpox, or syphilis, it is devel-

oJhhI only by special virus. This virus occurs

abundantly in the blood of every plnguc-stricken

boast, in the discharge from its nostrils, mouth,

or eyes, in the ofT-scouringa from the bowels,

probably even in the breath. It may be trans-

ferred to healthy beasts by inoculation. A little

of the blood or iiasal or other mucous discharges

of a plague case, if intrtxluced underneath the

skin of a healthy cow. develops the disease with-

in a few days. The transference of the virus or

contagion from the sick to the sound animal

is not always so direct and evident. As with

other contagious diseases, the virus may be car-

ried considerable distances in the air; it may ad-

here to the food that has lain before infected

Wasts; to the litter from the stalls, or even

after it has been hea|)ed for weeks ; to the clothes

of attendants; to the floors, walls, or stalling

of buildings; or to imperfectly cleansed cattle-

ears. It may gain access to the blood probably

through the air-passages, perhaps also by ab-

sorption through the mucous surface of the

bowels, or even through the skin.

Symptoms. In from three to six days after

an animal has been exposed to the virus of

cattle plague, or from 36 to 48 ^ours after

being purposely inoculated, the temperature of

the body is raised several degrees. A delicate

thermometer introduced into the vagina or rec-

tum, instead of marking about 101° F., indi-

cates 104° to 106°. Two or three days later a
striking dullness is manifested, and the animal

becomes indifferent to surroundings. The pupils

of the eyes are contracted, and the animal may
be in a state of vertigo or coma. Within 12 to

24 hours the milk-secretion is diminished by
one-half or two-thirds, the mucous membrane of

the mouth is generally observed to be slightly

reddened, and soon a granular, yellowish-white

eruption, consisting of thickened epithelium

cells and granules, appears on the gums round
the incisor teeth, and by and by on the lips and
dental pad. Some hours later the same erup-

tion extends to the cheeks, tongue, and hard
palate. Within 48 hours a crust of epithelium

covers the gums, lips, and mouth, and then,

wiped away or accidentally rubbed off, leaves

the abraded membrane red and vascular and ex-

hibiting patches of erosion. The membrane lin-

ing the vagina indicates very similar appear-

ances ; it is reddened and vascular, dotted with
grayish, translucent elevations about the size

of rape-seeds, covered with a whitish-yellow, usu-

ally sticky discharge, and occasionally marked
with patches of excoriation. The skin is dry;

there is hence a perverted development of scarf-

skin, and of the oleaginous secretion of the irri-

tated sebaceous glands. The skin is thus invest-

ed with yellowish scales; while on its thinner

portions—about the lips, between the thighs,

and on the udder—there are papular eruptions

or elevations. Tlie animal hangs its head, arches

its back, the eyes are leaden and watery, and
from both eyes and nose there latterly comes a

dirty, slimy discharge. Appetite and rumina-

tion are irregular. The breathing is oppressed;

expiration is prolonged and accompanied by a

peculiar grunt. The pulse is small and thready.

and is quickened as death apj)roaches. The
bowels, usually confined at first, become, toward
the sixth or seventh day, much relaxed; the

discharges passed, often with pain and strain-

ing, are profuse and liquid, offensive, acrid, pale-

coloH'd, and occasionally mixed with blood. Tlie

patient loses weight and strength, totters if it

attempts to walk, and prefers to lie rather than
to stand. D<?ath usually occurs within from two
to seven days, and is preceded by muscular
twitchings, a peculiar, offensive smell, a cold,

clammy state of body, moaning, grinding of the

teeth, and rapidly increasing prostration.

Prognosis. Cases usually terminate unfavor-

ably when the animal's temperature falls rapid-

ly; the pulse becomes small, quick, and weak ; the

breathing more difficult, distressed, and moan-
ing; the diarrhoea increased, and the depression

more notable. A more favorable termination

may be anticipated when, after the fifth day, the

heightened temperature, so notable even from the

earliest stages, abates gradually; the breathing

becomes easier, the pulse firmer, the visible

mucous membranes appear healthier, and patches

of extravasation or erosion speedily disappear.

Sheep do not take rinderpest spontaneously,

and even when kept with diseased cattle, or in-

oculated with cattle-plague virus, they do not

catch the disease so certainly as do cattle.

When diseased, they exhibit, however, very

similar symptoms ; but Professor Roll and ether

observers record that upward of 40 per cent,

recover. Goats, deer, antelopes, gazelles, yaks,

and, indeed, all animals taking rinderpest ex-

hibit with tolerable uniformity the same char-

acteristic symptoms.
PosT-JioBTEM Appearances. The mucous mem-

branes are generally deeper-colored than nat-

ural, are congested, softened, marked in places

with the same gran\ilar patches discoverable

during life within the mouth of the vagina, and
in bad cases exhibit oedema, hemorrhage, and
sloughing. The first three stomachs sometimes
contain a good deal of food, but show less de-

clension from health than does the fourth stom-

ach, the raucous membrane of which is dotted

with spots of congestion and extravasation. The
coats of the bowels are thinned and easily torn.

The mucous coat, especially toward the middle

of the small intestine, the opening into the

ca?cum and posterior half of the rectum, is much
congested, bared of epithelium, and sometimes

marked with blood-spots, but never ulcerated.

Peyer's glands, so generally inflamed in the

somewhat analogous typhoid fever of man, are

perfectly healthy. The liver is yellow, and the

gall-bladder contains an abundance of fluid.

The respiratory mucous membrane, like the di-

gestive, is vascular, and marked with submucous
hemorrhage; the lungs are generally emphyse-

matous, the heart often marked with blood-

spots. The urino-genital, like the other mucous
membranes, is congested in females, especially

toward the lower part of the vagina and vulva

;

the kidneys are enlarged and hemorrhagic in the

cortical zone; the serous membranes and nervous

centres are perfectly unchanged. As in other

septicaemic diseases, a considerable increase in

the number of white blood-corpuscles is ob-

served. The blood itself is dark in color; in

the later stages it contains less water, probably

owing to the draining diarrhoea, and about
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double its usual proportion of fibrin. The
muscular tissues are softened, easily broken
down, and contain an abnormal amount of solu-

ble albumen. The urine is little altered in

quantity, but from the first rise in the animal's
temperature it contains an increase of urea
varying from 5 to 15 per cent. The chief change
in the milk is its rapid diminution in quantity
and the increase of its fatty matters. The bile

is watery, oflTensive, and prone to decomposition.

Tbeatmext. Cattle plague is proved to be an
eruptive fever. \Mien the specific virus has
entered the body of a susceptible subject, no
medicinal treatment has yet been discovered
which can destroy it or materially shorten or
mitigate its effects. Until such an antidote is

found, there can be no hope of certain cure.

The British cattle-plague commissioners collect-

ed information regarding the four following

methods of treatment—namely, the antiphlogis-

tic, the tonic and stimulant, the antiseptic, and
the special. Diverse as are these systems, the

percentages of recoveries—varj-ing from 25.83 to

27.45— were so nearly alike that it is fair to

conclude that no one of the systems tried exer-

cised any notable influence in checking the mor-
tality. Partly, perhaps, from the varying viru-

lence of the plague, partly from the differences

in the nursing and care bestowed on the animals,

the proportion of recoveries has varied greatly

in different localities. Rational treatment is

limited to warding off untoward symptoms, to

careful nursing, and husbanding the failing

strength. It must, however, be remembered that

throughout the progress of the disease there is

constant spreading of the infection to healthy

cattle. Hence, plague subjects should be imme-
diately destroyed. Except, therefore, for purely

scientific purposes, and with careful precautions

to prevent the spread of the disease, it is un-

wise to attempt remedial treatment. WTiere,

however, a beast is to have a chance of recov-

ery, so soon as the elevated temperature indi-

cates the accession of the disease solid, indi-

gestible food should be withheld, and the patient

restricted to mashes, gruel, boiled linseed, malt,

and other food which can be digested without

the necessity for rumination. Where the bowels

at the outset are costive, a dose of oil or a very

small quantity of some saline purgative may
be required. Cold water, gruel, mashes, or

stale bread soaked either in water or beer should

be offered at short intervals throughout the at-

tack. The animal, kept in an atmosphere of

about 60°, should be comfortably clothed and
have its legs bandaged. The hot-air bath and
wet packing has been repeatedly tried ; but al-

though probably useful in the earlier stages,

appear, when the disease is fully established, to

harass and weaken the patient. Small and re-

peated do.ses of sulphite of soda have in some
cases proved useful, and may be conjoined with
carefully regulated, moderate doses of such

stimulants as ale, whisky and water, sweet

spirit of nitre, spirit of ammonia, or strong

coffee. It is most important, however, that

these and other such medicines should be drunk
by the animal of its own accord in the gruel,

water, or mashes, as forcible drenching always
disturbs the patient. The inhalation of chloro-

form, although temporarily relieving the dis-

tressed breathing, does not appear to exert any
permanent benefit.

Prevextiox. From what has been stated re-

garding the nature of cattle plague, it must be
evident that its prevention can be effected by
the destruction of the specific virus, or by re-

moving beyond its influence all animals on which
it might fasten. Neither should sheep, fresh
hides, hay, nor any other fodder and litter from
countries where this ruinous plague exists, or
has recently existed, be imported without first

undergoing thorough disinfection. In England
importations of cattle plague are guarded
against by the provisions of the contagious
diseases (animal) acts (1869 and 1878).
Neither cattle, sheep, nor pigs, fodder, litter,

nor hides can be landed from coimtries where the
plague exists, or from places in direct commimi-
cation with such infected countries. All for-

eign stock is inspected at the ports of debarka-
tion, and inspectors have orders for the imme-
diate slaughter and disinfection of cattle-plague
subjects and of any animals with which they
have been in contact. As in the case of many
other infectious diseases, prevention of cattle

plague is most successfully accomplished by
producing immunity through inoculation. Im-
munization has been produced by natural virus
and by virus which has been modified experi-
mentally. Koch's method consisted in giving
hypodermic inoculations of pure bile from
plague subjects. According to the method of
Edington, one part of bile was mixed with two
parts of glycerin, and after ten days an injec-

tion of virulent blood diluted in water was
given. Danisz and Bordet have experimented
in the Transvaal with an immunizing serum.
Turner and Kolle succeeded in producing an im-
munity which lasted for several months. Their
method consisted in giving simultaneous injec-

tion of virulent blood on one side of the animal
and serum on the other. Immunity was also
obtained by successive inoculations of virulent
blood and serum. Cattle plague does not occur
in the United States. Texas fever has been con-
founded with it by some authors, but these dis-

eases are of quite different nature. Contagious
pleiTro-pneumonia has also been confounded with
cattle plague. In Turkey cattle plague was
foimd closely associated with aphthous fever and
Texas fever. Consult: Gamgee, The Cattle
Plague (London, 1886) ; Nocard and Leclainche,
Les maladies microbiennes des animaux, 2d ed.

(Paris, 1898); Turner and Kolle, Report an
Cwe aud Prevention of Rinderpest, Agricultural
Department, Cape of Good Hope (Cape Town,
1898) ; Great Britain Cattle Plague Commis-
sioners' Reports I., 11., III., IV. (London, 1865).

CATTLE TICK. See Texas Feveb.

CAT'TY (Malay, Javanese kstt, kati, pound).
The unit of weight largely used throughout Chi-
nese and Malayan Asia, and by the Chinese all

over the world. A catty is 1^6 pounds avoir-
dupois.

CAT'TYWAR'. See Kathiawab.
CATUL'LUS, Gaius Valerius (c.87-c.54

B.C.). The greatest of the Roman lyric poets. He
was born in V'enma. of a respected and well-to-do

family. Very little is known of his personal
life, though much may be learned from his

poems, which are intensely subjective. He setp
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tied in Rome in early life, and was on teims of

familiarity with the leading men of the day

—

Ciesar and Cicero among tliem—though he waa
himself in rather mo<lerate circumstances, at
least from the point of view of a bon vivant
who i-equired wealth to gratify his needs. In
llome he formed a jjassionate attaclnnent for a
woman whom he celebrates in his verse under
the name of 'Lesbia.' There is little doubt that
she was Clodia, the amorous and licentious sister

of Cicero's enemy, P. Clodius Pulcher. This was
the consuming passion of his life, and the theme
of many of his finest lyrics, in which we have
tne throbbing life of an emotional yet not quite
nature genius. In them we read the story of his

earlier hopes and joys, then his jealousy, his

quarrels and reconciliations, and at last his awak-
ening to the bitter truth, and his despair when he
fully came to recognize the shamelessness and open
infidelity of the woman whom he loved. Catullus
is intensely personal in his poetry and utterly

without reserve; and many of his shorter poems
breathe the deepest affection for his friends,

with the most stinging invective for his ene-

mies. The spirit of his love poetry is that
of the modern decadent ItaJian; so that in

style, in temperament, and in imaginative eroti-

cism, Catullus is the literary prototype of Ga-
briele d'Annunzio. His longer poems are largely
based on Alexandrian Greek models. The most
notable are the two epithalamia, or marriage
songs—one entitled the Nuptials of Peleus and
Thetis—and the weird, imaginative poem Attis,

in strange Galliambic verse. This composition
has no parallel in Roman literature and its

spirit shows a subtle Oriental influence. Catul-
lus was a master of poetic diction, and the most
original of the Roman poets if we except Lucre-
tius. His shorter verse, however, is often marred
by gross sensuality and even frank obscenity. He
died at an early age, about B.C. 54. We possess

one hundred and sixteen of his poems.

The best editions of Catullus are those by Bah-
rens (Leipzig, 1885) and R. Ellis (Oxford, 1878;
with standard commentary, 1889) ; there is a
very good pocket edition by Postgate (London,
1889). He has been often translated into Eng-
lish—by Lamb (1821), Martin (1861), Cj-an-

stoun (1867), Ellis (1871), Hart Davies

(1879), and Grant Allen (the Attis only, 1892).
Consult Sellar, Roman Poets of the Republic
(Edinbiirgh, 1863).

CATTTLUS. The name of several distin-

guished Romans. ( 1 ) Gaius Lutatius Catu-
Lus, the admiral whose fleet defeated the Car-
thaginians near the -Agates Insulfe, off the
Sicilian coast, in B.C. 241, thus closing the First
Punic War. (2) Quintus Lutatius Catulus,
consul with Marius in B.C. 102, when he was un-
successful in repressing the advance of the Cim-
bri to the Po. In the following year, with
Marius, he fought them in a great battle on
the Raudian Fields, where the whole tribe was
annihilated (July, B.C. 101). (See Cimbbi.)
In the proscription of Sulla (B.C. 87) his name
was included; but he preferred suicide, and
suffocated himself with charcoal fumes. (3)
Quixtus Lutatius Catulus, son of the preced-
ing, consul in B.C. 78 and censor in 65. He
quelled the revolutionarj' uprising of Lepidus, his
colleague in the consulship, and assisted Cicero
in the prosecution of Catiline.

CAUCA, kou'kA. A river of Colombia, South
America, the chief tributary of the Magdalena
(Map: Colombia. iJ 2). It rises in the southern
portion of the Central Cordillera, and flows in

a northerly direction between the Western and
the Central Cordilleras, forming numerous water-
falls, but iK'coniing navigable at Antioquia. It

joins the Magdalena north of Mompos, about
150 miles from the sea, after a course of nearly
700 miles.

CAUCA. The largest department of Colom-
bia, embracing the west coast of the Republic,
the three chains of the .tVndes. and the valley
of the Rio Cauca, as well as a large part of the
interior (Map: Colombia, B 3). Its area, in-

cluding the disputed portion, is about 257,462
square miles, or about one-half of the area of
the entire Republic. It is divided by the
Andes into two parts, of which the western i»

alone developed. The territory of Caquetfi, which
occupies by far the larger portion of the de-

partment, belongs to the basin of the Amazon,
and is almost uninhabited. The formation of
the surface and the climatic conditions of Cauca
present an extraordinary variety, ranging from
the lofty, snow-clad peaks of the Andes to the
fertile valleys along the rivers. The centre
of population and cultivation is along the Cauca
Valley, where corn, sugar-cane, cacao, tobacco,
etc., are grown with success. The mineral
wealth, especially gold and silver, is extensive.
The forests which cover a large section of the de-
partment yield large quantities of rubber and
cinchona. The population (mostly mixed) is

estimated at 700,000, including the aborigines.
The capital is Popayftn.

CAUCASIA, kfl-ka'shl-a. See Caucasus.

CAUCASIAN, ka-ka'shan, or CAUCASIC,
kft-ka'slk, BACE, The. The name applied by
Blumenbach (1795) to the white division of
mankind, as distinguished from the yellow, the
brown, and the black. Whether these divisions
be called species, subspecies, varieties, or races,

they exist and have separate names. The ob-
jection is made to the word that it is not suffi-

ciently connotive, because the peoples of the
Caucasus do not fairly represent the grandest
division of humanity.. But the term is fixed
in literature, and will doubtless remain. An-
other controversy is waged over the original
area of development and dispersion of the Cau-
casian race. Within a quarter of a century
opinions have shifted from southern Asia to
northern Africa. Kcane says that the Caucasic
progenitor originated in Africa, north of the
Sudan, and quotes Sergi as saying that Africa
is the cradle land whence this Caucasic family
spread northward to Europe, where it still per-
sists, and eastward to western Asia. The whole
of northern Africa, connected by land with
Europe in the Quaternary epoch, formed part of
the geographical area of the ancient white race.
The last word has not been said on this point.
The cradle land of the human species may have
been in southeastern Asia. In that event, new
difficulties with reference to the formation of
the great subspecies arise.

Various classifications of the members of the
Caucasic race have been made. Huxley (1870)
made two separate races of whites—the Xan-
thochroid of northern Europe, and the Melano-
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<>hroid of southern Europe, northern Africa, and
Asia. A much later tabulation is that of Deni-
ker, here given:

ing contrast to the northern part. It is occupied
chiefly by lines of mountains running parallel
with the great central range. The river Kur,

I. Brunette Type: Wavy Brown ob Black Haib, Dark Eyes.

Clear brown skin, black hair, narrow, straight or convex nose, tall stature, dolichocephalic.

Tawny
wliit«» skin,
black hair

Tall RtAturp S
Aquiline nose, prominent occiput, elliptical face, dolichocephalic.

r~' ^^^' -( Straight coarse nose, square face, dolichocephalic
tongiace. (straight tine nose, oval face, niesocephalic
Short stature, dolichocephalic

Dull white skin, i Short stature, round face, strongly brachycephalic
brown hair ( Tall stature, elongated face, brachycephalic

II. Fair Type: Wavy ob Straight Haib, Light Eyes.

Keddish
white skin

i
Hair somewhat wavy, reddish; tall stature, dolichocephalic

[
Hair somewhat straight, Haxen; short stature, sub-brachycephalic,

Indo-Afshan.
Arab or Semite.
Berber (4 sub-races).
Littoral Edropkan.
Ibeuo-I.nbular.
Westers Eubopeax.
Adbiatic.

Nobthebn Evbopiak.
Eastebn Eu.bopeas.

In this table the Littoral European (called

also Atlanto-AIediterranean) corresponds with
the Iberian of English writers; the Western
Eurojiean, or Cevenole, is the Celtic, or Alpine,
of authors ; the Adriatic tj'pe is the tall, brachy-
cephalic population of the northwest Balkan
Peninsula ; Xoithern European corresponds with
Teutonic, or Nordic, and Eastern European with
White Russian, or Lithuanian.
Compare this scheme with Keane's divisions

of the Caucasic peoples: (1) Homo europceus.—
Scandinavians, North Glermans, Dutch, Flem-
ings, most English, Scotch, and Irish; Thrako-
Hellenes, some Kurds, most West Persians,
Afghans, Dards, and Siah-posh Kafirs; many
Hindus. (2) IJomo alpinus.—Most French and
Welsh, South Germans, Swiss, and Tyrolese;
Russians, Poles, Czechs, Yugo-Slavs; some Al-
banians and Rumanians; Armenians, many
Kurds, Tajiks (East Persians), Galchas, Indo-
nesians. (3) Homo mediterranensis.—Alost Iberi-

ans, Corsicans, Sards. Sicilians, Italians, Greeks,
Berbers, and other Hamites; Arabs and other
Semites; some Hindus; Dravidas, Todas, Ainus.
The best modem works on the subject are:

Keane, Ethnology (Cambridge, 1806) ; id., Man:
Past and Present (Cambridge, 1899) ; Ripley,
Races of Europe (New York, 1899) ; Deniker,
Races of Man (London, 1900) ; Sergi, Mediter-
ranean Race (London, 1901).

CAUCASUS, kflTvO-sus (Lat., from Gk. Kaf-
«a<TOf, Kuukasos, Fr. Caucase, Ger. Kaukasus,
Russ. Kavkas). A region occupying the south-
east corner of Europe, and extending into Asia
(Map: Russia, F (i). It extends from about
latitude 38° to 46° 30' N., constituting the isth-

n.us separating the Caspian from the Black Sea
and the Sea of Azov. Its area is about 180,000
square miles. Russian Armenia is included in
the southern part.

Considered ethnologically and physically, the
Caucasus is the most interesting part of the Rus-
sian Empire and one of the most interesting
countries. The surface presents a wide diversity
of aspects, since it comprises a low and marshy
region in the north, as well as the snow-clad peaks
of the Caucasus range. This range crosses the
territory from northwest to southeast, and, with
its offshoots, occupies the larger part.

The main range divides the country into
Northern Caucasia (Ciscaucasia) and Transcau-
casia. The former is, in the main, a level coun-
try, having lagoons, marshes, and steppes. Its
central elevation lies between the headstreams of
the Kuma and the Terek, which flow into the
Caspian, and those of the Kuban, an affluent of
the Black Sea. Transcaucasia, or the region
south of the main Caucasus range, forms a strik-

together with its affluent, the Aras, drains a
great part of Transcaucasia, emptying into the
Caspian. The much smaller Rion flows into the
Black Sea.

The water system of the Caucasus belongs
wholly to these two seas. Lakes are found only
in Transcaucasia. The chief of them is the
Gokcha, or Sevanga, situated in Erivan. Its

altitude is above 6000 feet, its area over 500
square miles. For further physiographical de-
tails, see Caicasls Mountains.
The varieties of climate effect sharp contrasts

in flora and fauna. From the northern pine on
the lofty altitudes to the imusually luxuriant
growths in the basin of the Rion, where figs,

pomegranates, etc., flourish, there is an extraor-
dinary range of vegetation. The fauna ranges
from the leopard, and even the tiger, to the com-
mon European species of wild animals.
The mineral deposits of the Caucasus are re-

garded among the richest in Russia, and its oil-

wells are second only to those of the United
States. There are pr«xluced annually nearly 10,-

000,000 tons of petroleum, over 600',000 tons of
manganese ore, nearly 3000 tons of copper, be-

sides sulphur, cobalt, salt, and iron.

Owing to its mountainous surface, only about
15 per cent, of the area of the Caucasus grows
grain, conspicuously wheat. That portion is in

the north, and produces nearly one-fifth as much
wheat as European Russia proper. It also pro-

duces a large amoimt of hay—over one-tenth as
much as the product of European Russia proper.
The cultivation of the vine claims the chief

attention of the soil-tillers in Transcaucasia,
where much tobacco is also raised, besides some
tea and cotton. The Caucasus is a very favor-

able region for live-stock growing. This industry
is chiefly carried on by nomadic tribes,' whose
herds are often extensive. The native horses are
held in high repute all over Europe for their

speed and endurance.
The manufacturing industries of the Caucasus

are but poorly developed. The natives make rugs
and long woolen cloaks, also harness, which is

usually richly and tastefully trimmed with silver.

The rugs, as well as the silver and gold articles

and weapons, show no little skill and artistic

sense, and are exported to some extent. In the
manufacture of wine, primitive methods are
mostly used, and the product is hardly known
outside of Russia.
The transportation facilities of the Caucasus,

although considerably improved since the comple-
tion of the Transcaucasian railway, are yet far
from adequate. In many parts the pack-horse is

still alone used for tran.sporting freight. The
northern of the two railwavs connects the Cas-
pian jMjrt Petrovsk with Novorossiisk, on the
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Black Sea, and with Tafjiinrog on the Sea of Azov.

The southern line connects Biiku, on the Cas-

pian, with Poti, on the Black Sea. The exportJB

of |>elroleum and grain from tlic Caucasus to

\ve(<t»'rn Kurope across the Black Sea have of late

become very imp<irtant. The petroleum flotilla

on the Caspian numbers over 300 vessels.

Administratively the Caucasus forms one of the

general governments of the Russian Empire,
and is divided into three governments and
provinces in Northern Caucasia (Stavropol,

Kuban, and Terek) and eigl>t in Transcaucasia

(Baku, Black Sea, Daghestan, Yelizavetpol,

Erivan, Kara, Kutais, and Tiflis with Zaka-
taly).

The population of the Caucasus in 1897 was
9,248.605, or CA per square mile. In 1891 the

{copulation was only 7,955,725. The inhabi-

tants are, in addition to the Caucasian Moun-
tain peoples, mostly Russians, Armenians,
Tatars, and Georgians. The chief cities are Tiflis,

the government capital (q.v.), and Baku, now
famous for its petroleum industries. The
major part of the population acknowledge the
Orthodox Church, but the Mohammedans are

numerous. There are about 2000 schools in the

Caucasus.

Keane (Man: Past and Present, 1899) divides

the inhabitants of the Caucasus, on linguistic

grounds, into four groups: (1) Southern—
Georgians, Imeritians, Chevsurs, Lazes, Mingre-
lians, Pshavs, Swanittians, collectively called the

Kartvelian family. (2) Western—Abkhasians,
Circassians, and Kabardians. (3) Central—Os-

setes, or Irons. (4) Eastern—Avars, Chechinzes,

Daigs, Ingush, Kazy-Kumyksh, Kist, Lesghians,

Tush, collectively called Daghestani, 'highland-

ers.' Nowhere else in the world, according to

Ripley (Races of Europe, 1899), is such a hetero-

geneous confusion of peoples, languages, and
religions gathered in one area. The number of

dialects is rated at 68, representing all stages of

development. The Ossete is put down as Aryan

;

the Circassian, including Abkhasian and Kabard-
ian, is incorporative ; some are purely agglutina-

tive : and to these must be added later intrusions

of Semitic and Aryan speech. Into the closed

valleys of the Caucasian Mountains, during the

migrations of jjeoples, came representatives of

all tongues and nations, sufficiently isolated

within their confined environments to preserve

both physical and linguistic traits or to de-

velop new ones.

Little is known of the early history of the
Caucasus. The ancient Greeks perhaps car-

ried on commercial relations with the tribes

along the western coast, and Cape Iskuria may
have received its name from the colony of Dios-

curias, established in the Seventh Century B.C.

As shown in the writings of ^Eschylus and
Herodotus, the Greeks knew the location of the

Caucasus range. It was not till about 1770
that the Russians began to enter the region.

Kuban and Terek became theirs in 1774, and
Derbent, Kuba, and Baku in 1796; so that by
the end of the century Russia had acquired

practically all of Northern Caucasia. The an-

nexation of Georgia in 1801, after the death
of George XIII., gave Russia a foothold in

Transcaucasia. By cessions secured from Persia

and Turkey, as well as by voluntary submissions

'on the part of the more peacefully inclined native

tribes, Russia had obtained, by 1829, nominal
control over nearly the entire country.

The courageous mountain tribes, however,
aided by the general inaccessilcility of the re-

gion, retained their independence, and it was
only after tliirty years of continuous fighting

that their subjugation M'as accomplished. Shamyl
was the chief leader of the natives in whom
religious zeal was combined with marvelous
bravery. He gave to the resistance of the Cau-
casians a more organized character, defeating
the Russian conquest. At last Shamyl was forced

to surrender at Ghunib in 1859, and Russian do-

minion was virtually assured. The ojx-rations in

the west ended in complete success at last in 1865.

A great exodus of Circassians to Turkish terri-

tory ensued. During the Russo-Turkish War in

1877-78, there was an uprising against Russian
control, and the Turks lent active assistance, but
the attempt proved wholly futile. Russia's suc-

cess in this war secured to her a large section of

Turkish Armenia, which was annexed to the Cau-
casus.

Consult: Keane, Man: Past and Present (New
York, 1899) : Ripley, Jiaces of Europe (New
York, 1899) ; Bodenstedt, Die Volker des Kau-
hasus (Berlin, 1855) ; Fischer, Ztcei Kaukasus-
Expeditionen (Bern, 1891); Erckert, Der Kau-
kasus uiid seine Volker (Leipzig, 1887).

CAUCASUS MOUNTAINS. A mountain
range on the Caucasian Isthmus, forming part
of the boundary between Europe and Asia. It

extends- in a west-northwest direction from the
peninsula of Apsheron, in the Caspian Sea, to

the peninsula of Taman, between the Black Sea
and the Sea of Azov, being separated here from
the mountains of the Crimea by the narrow
Strait of Kertch. The range is about 750 miles
in length and from 60 to 125 miles in width.

The narrowest section is almost in the middle of

the isthmus, where the basin of the Terek River
occupies a depression that leads into the Dariel

Pass. While formed by several chains running
parallel, or diverging and again uniting in

mountain knots, the range is remarkable for

its geographical and geological unity. West of

the Dariel Pass there is an almost unbroken
line of mountains exceeding the Alps in eleva-

tion, which forms a veritable barrier between
the regions to the north and south. Eastward
the Caucasus is lower, more broken, and is

cut by numerous transversal valleys. The south-
em slopes of the mountains are generally much
sharper than the northern, which fall by grad-
ual stages to the level of the Terek and Kuban
valleys. The range includes many massive peaks
of great altitude. Elbruz (18,470 feet), Kosh-
tantau (16,900), Dikhtau (17,000), Kasbek
(16.546), and other peaks overtop Mont Blanc.

Elbruz and Kasbek are probably of volcanic

origin. The loftier mountains carry fields of snow
and ice, but the glaciers are not so extensive as
in the Alps, where they have greater breadth and
a lower snow-line. Most of the central ranges are

composed of granite and crystalline schists. On
the northern slopes Jurassic and Cretaceous sedi-

ments predominate, and are continued into the

Caucasian steppes, where they dip below the

Tertiary and Quaternary formations. The Ku-
ban and Rion rivers drain the western Cauca-

sus into the Black Sea, while the eastern region

is drained by the Terek and Kur into the Cas-
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plan. There are but few practicable routes

across the rannre, the most important being from
Vladikavkaz, on the northern side, through the

Dariol Pass to Tiflis, which is used as a com-
mercial and military highway.

Little Caucasus. To the south of the valleys

of the Kur and Rion, in Transcaucasia, there are

several mountain groups forming a broken chain

that extends from near Poti on the Black Sea
southeast to the Persian frontier. These groups
are collectively known as the 'Little Caucasus,'

or as the 'Mountains of Transcaucasia.' The
highest point is Alaghez, over 13,000 feet.

CAUCHON, kfi'shox', Joseph Edwabd ( 1816-

85). A Canadian journalist and statesman.

In 1842 he established Le Journal de Quebec,

and conducted it until his death. He entered

the Provincial Parliament in 1844, and served

in it and in the Dominion Parliament after the

formation of the confederation until 1877. Dur-
ing 18G7-72 he was Speaker of the Senate. He
held Cabinet offices in the Provincial and Domin-
ion Governments, and was Lieutenant-Governor of

Manitoba from 1877 to 1882. Among other works,

he published L'Union des provinces de I'Ameri-

que Britannique du Vord (1865).

CAUCHY, k6'sh^, Augustin Louis (1789-

1857 ) . A French mathematician. He was born
in Paris, and was educated at the Ecole Poly-

technique. In 1810 he went to Cherbourg, in the

capacity of an engineer, but his health failing, he
returned to Paris in 1813, renounced engineering,

and chose pure science for his life work. His
M&moire sur la theorie des ondcs was crowned by
the Institute in 1815, and in 1816 he became a
member of the Academy of Sciences. Later he be-

came professor at the Polv'technic School. In 1830
he refused to take the oath required by Louis
Philippe, and went into voluntary exile. During
his stay abroad he held for a short time the

chair of mathematics in Turin, and later (1834)
went to Prague as tutor of the Comte de Cham-
bord. He returned to France in 1837, but his

political views were such as to bar him from
the higher professorships until the advent of

the Government of 1848. In that year Cauchy
was made professor of mathematical astronomy
at the Sorbonne, a chair which he held, with a
brief interruption, until his death. In politics

Cauchy was a Legitimist. He was known as a
man of piety and was a defender of the Jesuits.

The works of Cauchy occupy a leading place

in science. All parts of pure and applied

mathematics, as geometry, algebra, the theory

of numbers, integral calculus, mechanics, as-

tronomy, and mathematical physics, are indebt-

ed to his discoveries. He verified the periodic-

ity of elliptic functions, gave the first impetus
to the general theory of functions, contributed

to determinants (q.v.), and laid the foundation

for the modern treatment of the convergence of

infinite series (q.v.). He emphasized the imag-
inary as a fundamental, not subsidiary, quan-
tity, perfected the method of integration of

linear difTerential equations (see Calculus),
advance<l the theory of substitutions, invented

the calculus of residues, and, in general, was
one of the leaders of the Nineteenth Century in

infusing vigor into analysis. The propagation
of light and the theory of elasticity also received

his attention.

Consult: Valson, La Vic et les travaux de
Cauchy (Paris. 1868) ; Terquem, "Analyse des

travaux de Cauchy," in the youvelles annales
de mathematiques (Paris, 1857). Les ccurres

completes d'Augustin Cauchy (Paris, 1882-

1901) were published under the direction of the
Academy of Sciences.

CAUCUS (of uncertain origin; possibly from
Med. Lat. caucus. Gk. icoOkos, kaukos, cup, as being
originally an informal festal gathering). A
term applied ( 1 ) to an informal meeting of the
voters of a political party within a limited

district for the purpose of nominating candi-

dates for office or of naming delegates to a
nominating convention, and (2) to a conference
of the members of a political party in a legisla-

tive body for the purpose of determining in de-

tail the course to be pursued by the members of

the body belonging to such party. In its former
application the word is said to have been de-

rived from the "Caulkers' Club," a political or-

ganization of some prominence in Boston during
the activity of Samuel Adams (q.v.). Until
within a comparatively brief period this informal
meeting of voters was a well recognized and
widely established feature of the American polit-

ical system. In the party caucus all 'regular'

members of the party were considered entitled to
be present and to be heard. Its participants

named the party's candidates for local office and
determined the policy of the party in the polit-

ical district from which the members of the
caucus were d^a^^n. From the caucus of a small
political unit, such as the town or the Assembly
district, were sent the various constituent mem-
bers of a larger and similar conference repre-

senting, and acting for, the voters of a Congres-
sional district or of an entire State. Within the

past two decades the typical caucus of the past
has assumed a new form through the statutory

control of nominations to office, especially in

the establishment of a system of so-called "pri-

maries," the composition and procedure of which
have in several States been made the object of

as detailed and specific legislative control as are

the elections themselves. The informalities which
earlier made possible many questionable prac-

tices in the effort to 'capture' a caucus have
thus gradually disappeared, and have been super-

seded by the routine of secret balloting by the

legally registered members of a party. The
nominating caucus appeared also in American
politics in a conspicuous form, until 1824. in

the caucus of members of Congress of each party

which for a couple of decades named the candi-

dates for the Presidency and Vice-Presidency,

until the system of national nominating conven-

tions was introduced.

The second type of caucus has not only sur-

vived, but has increased in influence and has

become recognized as a legitimate feature of

legislative procedure. Both in local legislative

bodies and also in the various State legislatures,

and still more conspicuously in Congress, the

members of each party participate in a caucus,

by which are named the party's candidates for

the offices of the body and by which are deter-

mined the lines of policy to be followed within

the larger body. Such action is considered as

binding not only upon all the participants in the

caucus, but also upon all members of the legis-

lature belonging to the party holding the caucus:

and very rarely do any dissentient members of
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a party have the will, or the desire, to *bolt'

the action of their caucus.

CAU'DA-GALOil GRIT. See Devonian
SysTK^r.

CAUDEBEC - LES - ELBEUP, kAdljik' lA-

zAl'bPf. A town in the IVpartniont of Seine-

Inferic'ure, France, on the loft bank of the Seine,

opposite the town of Klbeuf and 12 niile« south
of IJoucn. It has woolen-mills, cloth -factories,

nml dye-works. Population, in 11)01, of town,
!>()81 ; of comimiiu', itTnl.

CAU'DINE FORKS (Lat. Furculce Cau-
dince) . Two high, narrow, and wooded mountain
g»)rges near the town of Caudium, in ancient
Samnium, on the boundary toward Campania.
These gorpes are celebrated on account of the

defeat here suffered by the Romans in the Second
Samnite War (H.c. 321). Four Roman legions

comman<led by the two consuls, Titus Veturius
and Spurius I'ostumius, after marching through
a narrow pass found themselves locked in a
spacious valley, surroimded on all sides by lofty

mountains, with no way out save that by which
they entered, and another pass on the opposite
side. Attempting to defile through the latter,

they found it blocked up with trees and stones,

and commanded by the Samnites, who had also

in the meantime made themselves masters of the

other pass. (Consequently, the four legions were
compelled to encamp in the valley. After Sbme
days, famine compelled them to surrender un-
conditionally. The Samnite general. Gains Pon-.

tius, according to old custom, compelled the Ro-
mans to pass under the yoke, and then permitted
them to march back. This submission was re-

gjirded as too ignominious for Rome, and conse-

quently the two consuls and the other command-
ers were delivered again into the hands of the
Samnites. who, however, refused to have them.

CAU'DLE'S CURTAIN LECTURES, :^^BS.

A series of farcical papers contributed by Doug-
las Jerrold to the London Punch and published
in 1846. They also form volume third of the
author's Collected Works, London, 1852. They
consist of a series of marital monologues deliv-

ered after retiring by a woman of decided views
to her meek and sleepy husband.

CAUER, kou'er, Emil (1800-67). A German
sculptor, born in Dresden. lie studied under
Rauch in Berlin and under Haller in ^lunich.

In 1829 he restored the valuable antiques in

the museum in Dresden, and in 18.32 he was
appointed drawing-master at the gymnasium of

Krcuznach. Here he designed his principal
works, "Sickingen," "Hutten," "Charles V.,"

"Melanchthon." as well as the fairy-tale repre-

sentations "Cinderella" and "Little Red Riding
Hood," of which thousands of copies were after-

wards made.
CAUER, Kabl (1828-85). A German sculp-

tor, son of the preceding. He was bom in

Bonn, and studied with his father, and after-

wards with A. Wolff in Berlin. He is the dis-

coverer of the so-called 'ivory mass,' used in the
reproduction of statuary. He designed the tomb
of President Garfield, and executed a great num-
ber of statues. Among these are: "An Olympian
Victor" (1856) , acquired by Emperor William I.

;

"The Witch" (1874. National Gallery, Berlin);
and "Brunnhild" (1877).

CAUGHNAWAOA, ka'n&-wa'g& (Mohawk,
at the rapids), or Sault Saint Lotas. A vil-

lage in Laprairie County, (Quebec, Canada, 10
miles west of Montreal, on the Saint Lawrence,
at the head of the Lachine Rapids (Map: (Quebec,

C 5). It is inhabited exclusively by Catholic

Indians, remnants of the once powerful Iroquois,

and is the largest Indian settlement north of

Mexico. The old French town walls, built in

1721, are almost intact on three sides around
the church; the presbytery, dating from 1726,

contains the remains of the Mohawk saint,

Tehgahkwita, and the room and desk of Pfere

Charlevoix, the historian.

The village was established in 1676 imder
Jesuit direction by converts drawn from the Iro-

quois confederacy, chiefly Mohawks and Oneida s,

and probably took its name from the ancient
capital of the Mohawk tribe. The Caughnawftga
Indians, famous as boatmen and lacrosse-players,

are also enterprising travelers and traders, and
in families and small parties journey even to the
Pacific Ocean. Population, in 1901, 2,110.

CAUK, or CAWK (provincial variant of

chalk). The massive variety of the mineral
barite, so called originally bj' miners in the Der-
byshire lead-mines. See Barium.

CAUL (OF. cale, a sort of cap, Ir. calla,

O. Gael, call, veil, hood; ultimately connected
with Lat. celare, to hide, Skt. iarmta, refuge).

A thin membrane encompassing the heads of

some children when born. It is merely the
amniotic membrane (see Embryo and Amnion),
which envelops every child before birth and
which, on account of unusual strength, or for

other reasons, has escaped rupture during the

act of delivery. Extraordinary superstitions

have been connected with it from very early ages
down to the present day. (See Superstition.) It

was a popular belief that children so born would
be very fortunate, and that the caul brought for-

tune to those purchasing it. This superstition

was so common in the primitive Church that

Saint Chrj'sostom felt it his duty to inveigh

against it in many of his homilies. In later

times niidwives sold the caul to advocates at
enormous prices, "as an especial means of mak-
ing them eloquent," and to seamen as an infal-

lible preser\'ative against drowning. It was also

supposed that the health of the person born
with it could be told by the caul which, if firm

and crisp, betokened health, but if relaxed and
flaccid, sickness or death. During the Eigliteenth

Century it was common to find advertisements
in the newspapers of cauls to be sold. Similar
advertisements appeared from time to time also

during the Nineteenth Century. Consult: Brand,
Popular Antiquities (London, 1870) ; Notes and
Queries, Vol. VII. (London, 1849, et seq.).

CAULAINCOURT, kfi'laN'kSor', Abmand
AuGUSTiN Louis de, Duke of Vicenza (1773-

1827). A statesman of the first French Em-
pire, born at Caulaincourt, in the Department of

the Aisne, December 9. 1772. He entered the army
at the age of 15, rapidly attained promotion, and
as colonel of a regiment of carbineers distin-

guished himself in the campaign of 1800. He
was made a general of division in 1805. and
in 1808 was created Duke of Vicenza. In

1807 he was appointed ambassador to Saint

Petersburg, where he soon gained the confidence

of the Czar, Alexander I. In 1811, on the eve of

the outbreak of hostilities between Russia and
France, he resigned his post, as he disapproved of
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Napoleon's policy. He opposed the invasion of

Rus:iia. After tlie burning of Moscow, Napoleon
selected him as his companion in his Hight to

France. In 1813 he was plenipotentiary to the

allied sovereigns during the campaign of Saxony,

and as Minister of Foreign All'airs attended the

congress at Chatillon, February, 1814. After the

abdication of Napoleon, (_"aulaincourt endeavored
to make use of his influence with Alexander to ob-

tain the most favorable conditions for the fallen

Emperor, and chiefly through his intervention

the island of Elba was given to Napoleon. During
the Hundred Days Caulaincourt resumed office

as Minister of Foreign Alfairs, and was made a

peer. On the Second Restoration, he retired to

private life. He died in Paris, February 19,

1827. Consult Eileraux, Souvenirs du due de
licence (Paris, 18.37-40). His brother, August
Jean Gabriel, Comte de Caulaincourt, bom 1777,

ser^•ed with distinction in all the campaigns from
1702 to 1812, when he fell in battle.

CAU'LIFIiO'RY (from Lat. caulis, Gk. kuv-

?Jg, kaulos, stalk + fios, flower). The produc-

tion of flowers from the old wood, as in the red-

bud (Cercis). This habit is very characteristic

of tropical forests, in which case possibly the

thin bark explains its common occurrence.

CAULIFLOWER (Lat. caulis, stalk, espe-

cially of the cabbage, Gk. kov'/.u^, kaulos, stalk

+ floicer, from Lat. flos, flower), Brassica ole-

racea or botrytis. A form of cabbage in which
the inflorescence, modified into a flattened head
or compact mass, is the edible part. It is a
less strongly flavored and more delicate vege-

table than cabbage, and is eaten boiled with
sauce or pickled. Its culture is similar to that

of cabbage (q.v.), but the plant is not so hardy
and requires a richer and more moist soil. When
the head begins to form the outer leaves of the

plant are drawn up over it and fastened. This

produces a whiter and more marketable head.

(For illustration, see Cabbage.) Cauliflower-

seed, formerly produced almost entirely in Eu-
rope, is now grown in commercial quantities in

the vicinity of Puget Sound, Washington. There
are a number of varieties of cauliflower, but

without m.irked diflferences between them. Early
Dwarf Erfurt and Snowball are among the best.

BrfK'coli is simply a late maturing and more
hardy form of cauliflower.

CAULO'NIA (Lat., from Gk. KavXuvia, Kau-
Ionia). An ancient Achaean city in Italy, near
the Gulf of Syllacium. It was a town of impor-

tance five centuries before Christ. In B.C. 389

it was destroyed by Dionysius the Elder, and
though mentioned later, never attained any
prominence. It is said that Pythagoras sought
refuge in Caulonia after his expulsion from
Croton.

CAULOPTERIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. kovUc,

kaulos, stalk + 'nrrepli, pteris, fern, from wTipoVf

pterou. wing, from vireadai, petesthai, to fly).

A genus of fossil tree-ferns usually recognized

by their trunks and found in rocks of upi)er

Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic age of many j>arts

of the world. The name was first given by l.ind-

ley and Hutton to erect trunks found in the

Carboniferous rocks. More recently the genus
has been found also in the lower Devonian of

America and in the Permian and Trias of the Old
World. The trunks show the places of attach-

ment of the leaves, marked by scars, and these

Vol. IV.—16.

scars are arranged spirally about the axis. The
various species are recognized by the form and
size of the scars, which are generally large and of

a circular or oval outline with an inner mark
shaped like a horseshoe. Some of the finest

examples found in America were obtained from
the corniferous limestones of the lower Devonian
of Ohio. These were described by Newberry, who
considered that they grew upon an island which
occupied the vicinity of Cincinnati during a time
when the remainder of Ohio and the Mississippi
Valley was covered by a shallow arm of the
ocean. The leaves known as Pecopteris, so com-
mon in the coal measures of the Appalachian
region, are thought to be the foliage of Caulop-
teris.

CAUMONT, k6'm6N', Abcisse de (1810-73).
A French^ archaeologist, born in Bayeux (Calva-
dos ) . He is known as the founder of the Societe
Frangaise d'Archeologie pour la Conservation des
Monuments Nationaux, and thus of the syste-

matic study of French archaeology. The investi-

gation of national antiquities he greatly fur-

thered by such works as the Htatistique nionu-
mentale du Calvados (5 vols., 1846-47).

CAURA, kou'ra. A river of South America,
a tributary of the Orinoco, which rises in the
southern part of Venezuela on the northern
slopes of the Sierra Pacaraima, in a numl>er of

headstreams, chief of which is the Merevari,
and flows generally north-northwest through
the Department of Bolivar (Map: Venezuela,
D 2). It joins the Orinoco in about longitude
66° W. and, including the Merevari, it is over
400 miles long.

CAUS, ko, or CAUXX, Salomon de (1576-

1626). A French engineer and physicist who
resided in England and in Heidelberg, and later

in Paris. Little was known of him until Arago
exhumed his works, from a study of which he
reached the conclusion that he was the real in-

ventor of the steam-engine, for in one of these

works he gave the plan of an apparatus for

raising water by the power of steam.

CAUSALITY (Fr. causality, from Lat.
causalis, causal, from causa, cause). The rela-

tion in which cause stands to effect and effect to

cause. Causation is the relation of cause to

effect.

Of cause, causation, and causality, many views
have been held. Aristotle was the first to de-

vote much attention to the nature of causality,

whereas many of his predecessors had sjwnt
much time on trying to discover particular
causes for particular eflTects or some one general
cause for the universe as a whole. But even
Aristotle's contribution to the subject consisted

rather in classification of various kinds of

causality than in any satisfactory discussion of

the ultimate nature of the relation between
cause and effect. He enumerated four different

kinds of causes, which have ever since had a
place in philosophy. These are the material, the
formal, the efficient, and the final. The first, or
material, cause is what anything is made of,

e.g. brass or marble is the material cause of a
given statue. The formal cause is the form, type,

or pattern, according to which anything is made:
e.g. the style of architecture would be the formal
cause of a house. Again, the efficient cause
is the power acting to produce the work, e.g. the

manual energy of the workmen. The final
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cause is the end or motive for the sake of

which the work in produced, e.g. the i)lea»ure of

the owner. Aristotle mentions the case of a

physician curing himself, as exemplifying all the

causes in one and the same subject. Important

as this classilication has proved itself to be in

the subsequent development of thought on the

Bubjei't, it does not touch upon the problem of

causality as it presents itself to the modern
mind. This was due to the Jia'ivctc that in so

many ways characterized the Greek thinkers.

He aaaumefi that there arc causes and that they

produce effects; but he does not help us to con-

ceive the nature of the power—if power there be

—exercised by the cause in the production of the

effect. Sextus Enipiricus, probably following Mne-
gidemus, raised some of the problems that have
eversincebusiedthethoughtsof philosophers. First

of all he pointed out the relativity of the notion

of cause, since cause has no meaning apart from
effect. But, he argued, the relation has no real

existence, but is merely a thought-product. We
think causality into things which are themselves

free from any such relation. Furthermore, there

is a difficulty about the temporal relation of

cause and effect. Cause cannot be prior to

the effect, for it is not cause till the effect

arises. It cannot be simultaneous with, nor
subsequent to, the effect, for in either case it

would not be what we mean by cause. This is

evidently a sophism to be discussed further on;

but it is a subtle one that has puzzled many
thinkers even to the present day, and has con-

duced much to a clearer understanding of the

time relation involved in causality.

In early modern philosophy there were two
rival notions of cause. Descartes and his school

made cause identical with substance, while the

physical scientists reduced cause to a motion
or change followed by other motion or change
with a mathematical equality between measures
of motion. But it was Hume who first in

modern times took up the problem of causal-

ity where the skeptics had laid it down. He
carried out to its logical conclusion the con-

tention of Sextus Empiricus that causality is

not a real relation, but a fiction of the mind,
and he used the doctrine of association to ac-

count for the origin of the fiction. Any tie

binding cause and effect, he pointed out, is

undiscoverable by the senses; and as ideas are

merely copies of sense-impressions, we have no
idea of casuality. But we have a fiction of the

imagination in regard to causality, and the fic-

tion arises from the ease with which we pass

from one perception to another perception, which
in past experience has been constantly and un-

varyingly associated with it. "We have no other

notion of cause and effect, but that of certain

objects, which have been always conjoined to-

gether, and which in all past instances have been

found inseparable. We cannot penetrate into

the reason of the conjunction. We only observe

the thing itself, and always find that from the

constant conjunction the objects acquire a union
in the imagination." Hence "a cause is an object

precedent and contiguous to another, and so

united with it, that the idea of the one deter-

mines the mind to form the idea of the other,

and the impression of the one to form a more
lively idea of the other."

Hume's explanation of cause as a fiction which
has no discoverable objective correlate led Kant

to the position that the only knowable objective

world is, so faj as all the relations obtaining with-

in it go, the product of mind's creative activity.

Kant accei)ted Hume's skeptical result as far

as it concerned itself with the world of things-

in-themselves; but not being satisfied that ex-

perience is only a succession of perceptions

without any discoverable coherence, he made
causality one of the principles of coherence ob-

taining in the world of phenomena, and uni-

versally present there because always put there
by thought as a part of its contribution to the
nature of that world. (See Kant, and Cate-
gory.) Thus both Hume and Kant agree in

denying absolute objectivity to causality; they
disagree in that the former denies also a relative

objectivity to causality, while the latter asserts

such objectivity. The difference is due to the
fact that for Hume the ideal world (the bundle
of perceptions) is comparatively unorganized
and chaotic; for Kant it is so thoroughly or-

ganized that it is regarded as a universe with
relative objectivity and the relations obtain-

ing therein as thoroughly knowable, inasmuch as

they are contributions by the knower. Hegel,

denying outright a transcendent world beyond
experience, and recognizing, as Kant did, the uni-

versal prevalence of causality within experience,

made causality thoroughly objective. But the
question arises. How is it known that causality

is universal within the world of experience? We
have not always experienced a cause for every

experienced effect ; in fact, the whole problem of

physical science is to discover causes for known
events. How do we know they have any causes at
all ? Kant, as we have already seen, answers

:

We know, because we have made our world in

such a way that everything has a cause. Hegel's
answer to this question cannot be given here,

as it would require too minute a discussion. J.

S. Mill took up the problem here; denying the
fundamental postulate of Kant's transcendental-

ism, viz. that the order of this world is thought

-

made, he seeks to justify our belief in universal

causation by tracing it back to an induction
(q.v. ) which rests upon a larger experience than
any other induction can have. The difficulty

with this view is that for Mill all induction
rests upon the principle of causality, and it is a
circular procedure to make causality rest on
induction. But circularity is the last resort in-

evitable in all reasoning. (See Knowledge, The-
ory OF; and Logic.) But the difference be-

tween valid logical circularity and vicious cir-

cularity is the difference between a systematic
support given to each part of experience by all

other parts, and an attempt to make two judg-

ments support each other while neglecting the

concrete experience upon which all judgments
must rest. Mill's circularity in the present in-

stance is fundamentally sound, but the form in

which he presents his reasoning is inadequate,

and hence has led to severe criticism. Perhaps
it would answer all purposes concerned to say
that the tendency to make induction from ob-

served fact is natural to a thinker. But whether
any particular induction is valid is another ques-

tion, to be answered only by carefully studying all

the inductions that have reached satisfaetorv re-

sults and finding what characteristics they have
in common and wherein they differ from induc-
tions admittedly erroneous. Such a study shows
that satisfactory inductions, i.e. inductions upon
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which we have learned that we can rely, have in

common the assumption of the principle of

causality as obtaining within the sphere covered

by the induction. This assumption, at first and
for a long time, was not consciously made,
but none the less, we can now see that it was
made. Gradually, in certain spheres, the prin-

ciple of causality came to be clearly recognized as

obtaining, but still not as supporting the induc-

tions formerly made. As time went on, the

prevalence of causality in still other and other

spheres was ascertained. Then the natural ten-

dency of thought to generalize caused men to

make inductions to the universal prevalence of

causality. Then when the question arose as to

the foundation of induction, it was finally dis-

covered that it rested upon an unrecognized as-

sumption of causality, even in the case where the

universal prevalence of causality was the subject

matter of induction. Is this vicious? Xo, unless

it can be shown that the assumption has led to

results that are untenable. On the contrary,

in this case the assumption lies at the foundation
of everj' valuable structure raised by thought,

and the tenability of the assumption is guaran-
teed by the validity of all that follows from the

assumption and that would be invalidated were
the assumption unjustifiable. See Ixduction;
Knowledge, Theory of.

Along with this account of the origin of

knowledge of cause goes a definition of cause

which is at tlie present day quite widely ac-

cepted. The cau.se of any event is a preceding

event without which the event in question would
not have occurred. Both causes and effects are

always events; not things, but things in action.

The complete cause would be all the indispens-

able previous events. But as all inquiry that is

of any value is confined within limits, the ques-

tion as to the cause of an event is not generally

a demand for a complete inventory of indispens-

able previous events, but for some event which,

in connection with other events taken for

granted, is needed to accoimt for the event under
discussion. According to this view of cause

neither the 'material cause' nor the 'formal cause'

is a cause; and the 'final cause' is a cause only

in the sense that the idea of the end to be

obtained, together with all the affections belong-

ing to it, may, as an event, be an indispensable

temporal prerequisite to an action that ter-

minates in the attainment of the end. A final

cau.-e is then not a future event as an event

that in time will take place, but as one now
anticipated. And the anticipation precedes the

effect it produces.

This brings up again the question as to the

temporal relation of cause and effect. Some
philosophers of to-day, following Sextus Em-
piricus, maintain that cause cannot be anterior

to effect. This, however, is a mistake resting

upon a failure to appreciate the continuous

character of time (q.v.). The cause exists be-

fore the effect, but continues itself into the ef-

fect. It is to some extent an arbitrary matter
where the line Iw dra^^*n that divides cause from
effect; but drawn it must be somewhere if one

is to be clear-headed in talking about causality,

and when drawn all the part of the continuous

cause-effect process that precedes the line is

cause, and all the part that follows is effect.

And the line itself does not exist as a gap be-

tween cause and effect, but simply as the line of

juncture of cause and effect. See Continijity,
Law of.

This last statement brings us to the last point
here to be made as to the nature of causality.

After all that has been .said the relation between
cause and effect is still left unknown, provided
one assumes that the indispensableness of cause
to effect is the result of an unknown something
in the nature of the cause and of the effect. But
such an assumption is ungrounded, if by nature
one means a mysterious constitution of qualities.

A simple view which seems to satisfy all the
conditions of the case, and to leave no insoluble

mystery, is that the causal relations in which an
event stands are part of the attributes of the
event. We do not have two self-subsistent in-

dependent events, which are then in some incom-
prehensible way made to depend one on the
other, as effect upon cause. Neither event is

properly thought unless its discoverable causal
relation to the other is thought of as being part
of its nature as much as any other quality

it may have. Thus we think of cause and effect

not as magically conditioning each other, but
as being different steps in a continuous process,

within which each step is what it is by virtue of

its relation to all other steps. Cause and effect

are organically inter-related, and the organic
whole within which they interact is the ground
of their interaction. Consult: Bosanquet, Logic,

Vol. I. (Oxford, 1888); Bradley, Principles of
Logic (London, 1883) ; Hobhouse, Theory of
Knowledge (London, 1896), consulting index for

pertinent passages; Mill, System of Logic, Book
III. (London, 1856) ; Hume, Treatise of Human
Nature, Book I., Part III. (London, 1882) ; and
id.. An Enquiry Concerning the Human Under-
standing (Oxford, 1894) ; Kant, "Transcendental
Logic," in Critique of Pure Reason, translated by
Max Miiller (London, 1881) ; and Kant's com-
mentators, among whom may be mentioned
Caird, The Critical Philosophy of Immanuel
Kant (Glasgow, 1889). and Watson, Kant and
His Ertglish Critics (Glasgow, 1881).

CAUSE CELEBBE, k6z s&'lebV (Fr., cele-

brated case). A term for any specially interest-

ing or important legal case, criminal or civil.

During the Seventeenth and Eighteenth centu-

ries it was more particularly applied to the

State trials in France. There is a French collec-

tion of Causes celebres et int&ressantes, by Gayot
de Pitaval (20 vols., 1734-43), with later con-

tinuation, and Desessarts also contributed a val-

uable work (1785-87) to this branch of legal

literature. Typical examples of mo<lem cases to

which the term is applied are that of Calas, who
was broken on the wheel at Toulouse in 1762 on
a baseless charge of having put his son to death

to prevent him from becoming a Roman Cath-

olic; the Tichbome trial, in which for years

(1871-74) all England was interested, involving

the identity of a claimant to title and estates;

and the recent trial of Captain Dreyfus in

France, which attracted the attention of the en-

tire civilized world.

CAUSERIE, kAz'r^ (Fr., chat, from causer,

to chat, gossip, from Lat. causari, to plead, from
causa, cause, case). A term first used in a lite-

rary way by Sainte-Beuve in his famous
Causeries du Lundi. It signifies a short, famil-

iar paper on any subject, usually published in

magazines or newspapers. As the writer is
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generally well known, its style is convenient

where readers are interested in the author as

well as ill what he says. It is less formal than

the generally accepted style of essay.

CAUSEBIES DU LTJNDI, dy ItN'd*' (Mon-
day C'liats). Tlie nuxlest title of collections of

critiques by Sainte-Heuve, be^'inning with 1851.

Thev are distinguished by brilliancy and keen

analysis, and are concerned not only with French

authors, but also with prominent writers of

other nations.

GAUSSES, kds. Plateaux des. A name ap-

plied to a barren plateau region of cretaceous

formation in south central France, lying chiefly

in the departments of Lozfere, Aveyron, Hcrault,

and Gard. It is crossed by moimtains and
ravines, resembling canons, which add to its for-

bidding aspect, and is very sparsely inhabited.

CAUSSIN DE PERCEVAL, kd'sfin' de par'

b'-vAK, Abmand Pierre (1795-1871). A French
Orientalist, born in Paris. He was appointed

professor of the Arabic language and literature

at the College de France, and in 1849 was elected

to a seat in the French Academy. His Essai sur

Vhistoire des Arabea avant I'Islamisme (3 vols.,

1847-49) is a noteworthy study, in which the

author was greatly assisted by the large manu-
script collection of the Imperial Library.

CAUSTIC (Lat. causticus, Gk. KavariKd^,

kaustikoSy from Kavarog, kaustos, burned, from
Koietv, kaiein, to burn). A term used in medi-

cine and chemistry in connection with substances

that have a corroding or burning action on the

skin and flesh. Lunar caustic is silver nitrate

fused and cast into the form of small pointed

sticks of the thickness of a lead-pencil. Caustic

potash is, chemically, potassium hydroxide;

caustic soda is sodium hydroxide; caustic lime

is calcium hydroxide.

CAUSTIC. In mathematics, an envelope of

rays radiating from a point and reflected or

refracted by a given curve. One form of the

caustic may be readily observed by letting sun-

light fall on milk, in a glass or cup not quite

filled with it. Caustics are distinguished as

catacaustics (caustics by reflection) and dia-

caustics (caustics by refraction). The names
'catoptric caustics' and 'dioptric caustics' have

also been applied to the two classes. The figure

represents both branches of the catacaustic of a

circle. The curve has four cusps Ci, Cj, Cj, C,,

and the lines PP*, QQS are asymptotes to its two
branches. The cardioid (q.v.) is a catacaustic

of a circle for luminous rays proceeding from a
point on the circumference. Consult: Cayley,

"Memoir on Caustics," Phil. Trans., Vol.

CXLVII. (London, 1857; 273-:n2. See also Vol.

CLVIl.). For further bibliography, consult tlic

IntermMiaire des mathcmaticiens (Paris, 1894-

95). See also .Vrekratio.n, Simierical; and
Light (section. Geometrical Optics).

CAUTERETS, k6'f-rft' (formerly Cauldres,
from its hot springs, Fr. chaud, Lat. caldus, cali-

dus, hot, from calere, to be hot). A watering-
place in the Department of Hautes-Pyn'ni'es,
France, 20 miles southwest of Tarljes (Map:
France, F 9). It is in a basin 3254 feet above
the sea and is visited yearly, between May and
October, by about 20,000 people, for its twenty-
four liot sulphur springs, which range from 102°

to 104° F., and are the most abundant in the
Pyrenees. There are nine establishments for

drinking, inhaling, and taking plunge and douclie

baths. Population, in 1901, of town, 1132; of

communes, 1547.

CAUTERY. See Bleeding.

CAUTIN, kou't^^n. A province of Chile,

bounded by the Pacific on the west, Argentina
on the east, and the Chilean provinces of Malleco
and Valdivia on the north and south respectively

(Map: Chile, C 11). It has mountains of con-

siderable elevation in the western part, including
the active volcano Llaimas, nearly 9800 feet.

The chief river is the Cautin. The Cautin basin
has a productive soil yielding grain and fruit in

abundance. The chief export is wheat. The
province has developed rapidly, many immi-
grants settling in that quarter. Its population
increased during 1885-95 from 33,291 to 78,221.

Capital, Temuco (q.v.), and chief port Token.
CAUTIO, ka'shi-o (from cavere, to safeguard,

to assure). In Roman law cautio meant: (1)
A formal undertaking to fulfill a legal obligation,

especially an obligation imposed by the court
upon a party to a suit. Such a judicial cautio

was usually established in the form of stipula-

tion, i.e. by question and answer (see Stipula-
tion), with security in the form of an identical

undertaking by a surety (fidejussor) . Of such
undertakings a memorandum was usually made
in writing; and thus cautio came to mean: (2)

a written acknowledgment that a promise had
been made upon oral stipulation. By further
extension, cautio came to mean: (3") a written
acknowledgment in general, and in particular

an acknowledgment of the receipt of money,
whether as a loan or as payment of a debt.

Cautio damni infecti. Literally, assurance
against damage not yet done. At Roman law,

when land or a building was threatened with
injury in consequence of the defective condition
of a neighbor's land or building, the person
whose interests were imperiled could demand
from the neighbor an undertaking (cautio, in

the sense first noted above) to make good any
damages tliat might ensue. If the neighbor ro

fused to give the cautio, the party imperiled was
put in possession, and, in case of continued con
tumacy on the neighbor's part, was made owner
of the neighboring premises. A similar cautio
could be demanded when 'new work,' e.g. exca-

vation or construction, had been begun; and if

the cautio was refused, the work was arrested

by injimction (ititerdictum) . See Roman Law.
CAUVERY, ka'ver-I. See Ka\'ERY.

CAVA, ka'va. An episcopal city in south
Italy, 2% miles from the gulf, and 6 miles
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northwest of the city of Salerno. It is a resort

for Neapolitans in summer and for foreigners in

spring and autumn, being an attractive base for

excursions to Pompeii, Paestum, Amalfi, etc. A
short distance southwest of the town is the

famous La Trinita della Cava, a Benedictine ab-

bey founded, in 1025, by Saint Alferius over the

cavern he had occupied. It is now national prop-

erty, and contains a lyceum and a boarding

schotil. The present buildings date from tlie

Eighteenth Century. The archives contain many
important MSS. The principal manufactures of

Cava de' Terreni are linen, silk, and woolen

fabrics. Population, in 1881 (commune), 21,-

000; in 1901, 23,681.

CAVAIGNAC, ka'vil'nyak', El6onore Louis
GoDEKROY (1801-45). A French journalist and
Republican politician, the son of Jean Baptiste

Cavaignac. He was an opponent of Louis

Philippe and was one of the prominent founders

of the Societ/^ des Amis du Peuple, and of the

Socifte des Droits de THomme. He was often

arrested and occasionally imprisoned, but escaped

in 1835 and went to England. In 1841 he re-

turned to Paris and became one of the editors of

La Jivforme, the ablest of the opposition news-

papers.

CAVAIGNAC, Jacques IMarie Eug^xe God-
EFROY (1853—). A French politician. He was
b«jrn in Paris, May 21, 1853, the son of General

Cavaignac, the opponent of Louis Xapoleon. In

18C8, when young Cavaignac had won a prize in

the Paris schools, which was to be bestowed by
the Prince Imperial, he drew back, saying: "I

do not care to be rewarded by a gentleman whose
father put mine into prison." The youth fought

bravely in the Franco-Prussian War, and in 1872

he became an engineer. Afterwards he studied

law and followed this profession with success

until 1882, when he entered the Chamber of Dep-
uties from the district of Saint-Calais. Since

then be has had a distinguished political career.

He was under-secretary in the Department of

War in 1885, Minister of Marine in 1892 and in

1895-96, and Minister of War in 1898, at a criti-

cal period of the Dreyfus aflFair. In 1890, on the

occasion of the Panama disclosures, Cavaignac
made his famous motion that "the Chamber is

resolved to sustain the Government in the re-

pression of all acts of corruption and to prevent

the recurrence of like governmental practices."

He is author of an economic treatise, L'ctat et

les tnrifs des chemins de fcr; and of a work on

Prussia, La formation de la Prusse contempo-

rainc (2 vols., Paris, 1897-98).

CAVAIGNAC, Louis EuofcxE (1802-57). A
French general. He was born in Paris, October

15, 1802, and was educated in the Polytechnic

School, and the Ecole d'Application in Metz.

Entering the army, he rendered efTicient service

in Algeria, where "he went in 1832, and rose rap-

idly in rank, becoming a brigadier-general in

1844, Governor of the Province of Oran in 1847,

and Governor-General of Algeria in the following

year. He was, however, almost immediately re-

called to Paris after the February revolution,

and in May was made Minister of War, Called

upon to defend the republican Government dur-

ing the June insurrection, he displayed energj',

courage, and coolness. His operations were suc-

cessful, and his clemency was as meritorious as

his generalship. Though he might have made

himself dictator, he resigned his power into the

hands of the National Assembly, which appointed

him chief of the executive body. As a candidate

for the Presidency of the Republic in December,
against Louis Xapoleon, he received about 1,500,-

000 votes to the latter's 5,500,000. After the

coup d'etat of December 2, 1851, Cavaignac was
arrested, but was released after a short detention

;

and though he consistently refused to give his

adhesion to the Empire, he was permitted to re-

side in France without molestation. He died of

heart disease, October 28, 1857, at his countiy

house near Tours. De Tocqueville, in his

Memoirs, referring to Cavaignac as a debater,

speaks of "those short addresses which he some-

times delivered, in which his mind, which was
naturally mediocre and confused, reached the

level of his soul and approached the sublime.

Under these circumstances he became, for the

moment, the man of the most genuine eloquence

that I have ever heard in assemblies. He left all

the mere orators behind him." Consult: Mont-
fort, Biographie du general Cavaignac (Paris,

1848) ; Deschamps, Vie de Cavaignac (Paris,

1870).

CAVAH-LE-COLL, ka'v&'ly&TcAl', Aristide
(1811-99). A French organ-builder, born in

Montpellier (H^rault). In 1834 he obtained the

commission in open competition, for the organ in

the Church of Saint Denis. He constructed

r.-anj' other important instruments for churches

in France and Belgium, and introduced several

excellent devices used in modem organ-building.

His writings include a Projet d'orgue monumen-
tal pour la hasilique do Saint-Pierre de Rome
(1875). Consult Lefebvre, La grand orgue de
Vcglise Saint Michel du Havre (Havre, 1888),

an account of a work executed by Cavaille-Coll

in 1887-80.

CAVAHiLON, k&'v4'y6N' (anciently, Cabel-

lio). A to\\-n of France, in the Department of

Vaucluse, situated 20^5 miles by rail southeast

of Avignon ( Map : France, M 8 ) . It is interest-

ing chiefly for the remains of a triumphal arch

of about the time of Constant ine, and other relics

of the Roman period found in the neighborhood.

It has also a Romanesque cathedral dating from
the Twelfth and Thirteenth centuries. Its chief

products are candles, cloth, hats, and silk fabrics.

Population, in 1901, of town, 5650; of commime,
9850.

CAVALCANTI, kJi'vftl-kan't^, Gitido (c.l250-

1300). An early Florentine poet and intimate

friend of Dante, in whose judgment (Purg. xi.

97) he bore off from Guinicelli the palm for

lyric verse. His betrothal as a lad, and subse-

quent marriage to Beatrice, daughter of the

Ghibelline leader, Farinata degli Uberti, seems
to have been due to political considerations only,

he having been one of the sons of nobility chosen

to cement the hostile families by marriage. The
love poems, which form the major part of his

verse, are inspired by the less familiar charms of

a certain Vanna mentioned by Dante, by a
Mandetta of Toulouse, a Pinella of Bologna, and
other equally unknown ladies. When the Guelph
party became divided into the contending fac-

tions of Cercheschi and Donateschi, Guido. in

common with the other Cavalcanti, espoused the

cause of the former, and together with the other

leaders suffered exile, Dante, who was then one

of the priori, being forced to assent to the decree.

The malarial climate of Sarzana, to which he
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was banished, so shatU'rod his health that,

though recalled suon after, he died in August of

the same year. Of Cavalcanti's poems two excel-

lent critical editions have recently appeared: one
edited by Arnone (Florence, 1881), the other by
Kreole (lA'ghorn, 1885). Consult also Bartoli,

aioria della lettcratura italiana, Vol. IV. (Flor-

ence, 1881).

CAVALCASELLE, kA-val'k&sgnA, Gio-
VANM Battista (1820-97). An Italian art-

historian, born in Legnago, and educated at the
Academy of Venice, and in Padua, Milan, and
Munich. He joined the Revolution of 1848, and
after the reverses of 1849 was compelled to go
into exile in England. There he wrote witli J. A.
Crowe an important work on The Early Flemish
Faintcrs (1857, 2d ed. 1872). He also wrote
with Crowe a five-volume History of Painting in

Italy (1864-71), from which the life of Titian
was detached ifor the fourth centenary of the
artist, and published as Tiziano, la sua vita ed
i 8uoi tempi (1877). He was subsequently in-

spector of the National Museum in Florence, and
director-general of fine arts in Rome. His other
publications include a volume on Raphael (1884).

CAVAUEB, kflv'4-lPr' (OF. cavalier, Ft.

chevalier, from It. cavaliere, Sp. caballero, Med.
Lat. cabellariiis, horseman, knight, from Lat.
cahallus, horse, from the Celtic or Welsh caffyl,

horse, Gael, capull, umre.) . A horse-soldier. In
English history, a name applied to the adherents
of King Charles I. as opposed to 'Roundheads'
(q.v.), or friends of the Parliament.

CAVALIER. In fortification, a defense-work
constructed on the tcrre-plcin, or level ground
of a bastion. See Foetification.

CAVALIEB, kA'va'lya', Jean (c.1680-1740).
The famous chief of the Camisards (q.v.). He
was a native of Lower Languedoc, the son of a
peasant, and was first a shepherd, and afterwards
a baker. He was driven from home by the pitiless

persecution of Protestants that followed upon the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and took refuge
in Gfeneva, When the persecution under Louis
XIV. drove the Protestants of the C^vennes to

revolt, Cavalier returned in 1702 to his own coun-
try, where he became one of the leaders of the in-

surrection, which broke out in July of that year.

Roland was put in chief command, but Cavalier
soon rose to be his equal, and, though untrained in

arms, he displayed extraordinary skill as well as
courage. Although the 'Children of God,' as the
insurgents were called, numbered at the most not
more than 3000 men, they coped successfully with
the far greater forces of the King, and were never
entirely conquered. After several conflicts, Cava-
lier changed the seat of war to Vivarais,
and on February 10, 1703, defeated the royal
troops at Ardfeche. A few days later he was
himself defeated, but was successful in subse-
quent encounters, invaded the region of the
plains, and even threatened Nimes. In April,

1704, he was defeated by Marshal Montrevel, but
retreated with two-thirds of his forces. When
Marshal Villars was sent against the Camisards,
Roland remained obdurate, but Cavalier agreed to
treat, and received a colonel's commission and a
pension, while his father and other Protestant
prisoners were liberated. As this treaty did
not secure general liberty of conscience, Cavalier
was denounced as a traitor, and was so disheart-

ened by his treatment everyAvhere that he left

Franc-e for Switzerland, and from there passed
to Holland, where he married. He then entered
the service of England, became the Lead of a
regiment of French refugees, and served with the
English forces in Spain in 1705. After his
return to England he was made a major-general
and Governor of Jersey, and finally Governor of
the Isle of Wight. He died at Chelsea in 1740.
Cavalier published in 1726 his Memoirs of the
Wars of the Ccvennes.

CAVALIEBI, kil'v&-lyft'r6, Bonaventuba
Francesco (1598-1647). An Italian mathemati-
cian and astronomer. He was educated at Pisa,
and was a pupil of Castelli. In 1629 he was
made professor at Bologna, where he died. His
chief contribution to mathematics is the method
of indivisibles, first conceived in 1029 and pub-
lished in 1635. This method forms a connecting
link between the Greek method of exhaustions
and the methods of Newton and Leibnitz. The
basal idea of the method cMisists in considering
a line as composed of a series of points (or small
line-segments of equal length), a surface as com-
posed of a series of adjacent lines (or strips of

area of equal width), and a solid as composed of
a series of planes (or laminie of equal thickness).

In general, however, a summation of such ele-

ments, if they are finite (no matter how small),
only approximates, but does not equal, the
length, area, or volume of a given magnitude.
E.g. consider a triangle as composed of a series

of very narrow rectangles constructed on its

base; the sum of such elements will differ the
less from the area of the triangle, the smaller the
width of the rectangles; but as long as that
width remains a finite quantity, the difference

in area will, evidently, likewise remain finite.

Never theless,

with the aid of

limits, the
method may be
used to deter-

mine the ratio

of the area of

a given figure

to that of an-

other figure

whose area is

known. In fact,

it was thus actually employed for measuring
areas and volumes for more than half a century
before the introduction of the integral calculus.
For example, it

was used to prove
the proposition
that two solids ly-

ing between two
parallel planes, and
such that the two
sections made by
any plane parallel

to the given planes
are equal, are
themselves equal

;

as, for example, S
and S' in the ac-

companying Fig. 1. Such solids are called

Cavalieri bodies. This forms one of the best

bases for proving that the volume of a sphere

is f «" r' for, as may be seen from Fig. 2, the

area of the ring CD is easily shown to be

IP (r*—0?*), and this is also easily shown to be
the area of the circle AB. Hence the sphere and

FIG. 1.
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the difference between tlie cone and cylinder are

two Cavalireri bo<lie3, and are therefore equal.

Hence
V = X r. 2 r—x t". |r = ^rr*.

Tliis method solved many diflicult problems and
enabled Cavalieri to give a satisfactory demon-
stration of Guldin's theorem (q.v.), published in

the Exercitationes GeometricoB Sex (1647). By
means of it, also, Torricelli proved that the area

of 11 cycloid (q.v.) is three times the area of the

generating circle. Since the method of Cavalieri,

combined with the modem theory of limits, offers

an easy and correct way of expressing the areas

and volumes of several elementary forms, and
since it is a natural stepping-stone to the meth-
ods of integral calculus, it is desirable material

for elementary instruction. Cavalieri's chief

works are: Geometria Indivisibilibus Contmuo-
rum Nova quadam Ratione Promota (Bologna,

1635) ; Exercitationes Geometricce Sex (Bologna,

1647) ; Specchio ustorio ovvero trattato delle set-

tioni coniche (Bologna, 1632) ; and Trigonome-

tria Plana et Spherica (Bologna, 1635).

CAVALIERI, ka'vi-lya're, or CAVALIE-
BE, -ra, Emilio del (c.1550-c.1599). An Italian

composer. He was born in Rome of excellent fam-
ily, received a good education, and was called to

the Court of the Medici in Florence as "Inspector-

General of Art and Artists." He had a dislike

for contrapuntal music, and aimed at giving ex-

pression to the monodic style by supplying an
accompaniment in figured bass (basso contintiato)

and laying particular stress on the melody, which
he embellished with grupettos and trills. He
wrote numerous madrigals and musical plays, of

which Dispcrazione di Filene, II Satiro (both

1590), and Guioco delta cieca (1595) are by
many considered the first operas. His great work
liapprcsentazione di anima e di corpo, which
was performed in Rome in 1600, is also regarded
as the first oratorio. He died in Florence.

CAVALLARI, ka'val-lii'r^, Francesco Sa-
\'ERio (1SU9-96). An Italian archaeologist, bom
in Palermo. He is principally known for his

discoveries of Sicilian antiquities. He was also

director of the School of Fine Arts in the City of

Mexico from 1856 until 1863. Then he returned
to Sicily, and became director of antiquities

there. His publications are: Ritratti Messicani
(1866); Belle arti e civilti (1868); Relazione
aullo stato delle antichitA di Sicilia, sulle sco-

perte e ani ristauri fatti dal 1860 al 1872 { 1873)

,

and some memoirs.

CAVALLERIA RTJSTICANA, ka-viil'M-

re'A roo'ste-kii'na. See Mascagm, Pietbo.

CAVALLI, ka-val'l^ Francesco (c.1600-76).
An Italian composer of music, whose real name
was Pietro Francesco Caletti Bruni. He was bom
in Crcma. His father was tuacstro di capella at
the Church of Santa Maria, and the boy's talent
gained him the patronage of Federigo Cavalli,

podesta of Crema, whose name he assimied. He
studied under Monteverde, and was his greatest
pupil and follower. He was made organist in

San Marco in 1665, and in 1668 became maestro
di capelUt, holding this post until his death, in

Venice, in 1676. A collection of Cavalli's church
music was published in Venice in 1656, some
vespers for eight voices in 1675, and an 8-part
Requiem. But it is as a dramatic composer that
Cavalli is celebrated. He treated the style de-

veloped by Caocini, Peri, and Monteverde with

greater freedom in rhythm, and, though his har-

mony is crude, he gave greater dramatic expres-

sion to the whole. By introducing solos and set

numljers into the opera, he prepared the way for

Alessandro Scarlatti (q.v.), the real creator of

modem opera. His operas (42 in number) con-

tain much music that is admirable even from a
modern point of view. His operas include: Le
Nozze di Tetide e di Peleo (1639) ; La Didone
(1641) ; II Giasone (1649) ; Alessavdro (1651) ;

II Serse (1654); and L'Artemisia (1656). Con-
sult Ambros, Geschichte der Musik, Vol. IV.

(Leipzig, 1878). For a sketch of Cavalli's im-

portance in the development of dramatic com-
position, see Opera.

CAVALLI, GiovANXi (1809-79). An Italian

soldier and inventor, born in Turin. Sent by
the Piedmontese Government to Sweden to in-

vestigate the manufacture of cannon, he began

(1846) those experiments with breech - loading

guns which became the basis for all similar

innovations since made. The guns constructed

by him were first used bv the Piedmontese artil-

lery at the siege of Gaeta in 1860-61. In 1865
Cavalli became commandant of the Military

Academy in Turin. Among his numerous publi-

cations, all of which are written in French, the

following is especially noteworthy: Apergu sur
les canons raycs se chargeant par la bouche et

par la culasse et sur les perfectionnements A
apporter d I'art de la guerre en 1861 (1862).

CAVALLINI, kii'val-le'ne, Pietro (1270-

1350). An Italian painter and mosaicist. He
was a pupil of the school of the Cosmati (q.v.),

the Greek mosaicists, and assisted some of

that family in their work in the Roman
churches. Afterwards he worked with Giotto,

and may have helped him with the mosaics in

the porch of Saint Peter's. He is known to

have been in Naples in 1308, in the service of

King Robert. Of his frescoes little remains.

The mosaics attributed to him in Santa Maria
in Trastevere are by the Cosmati ; those in

San Paolo Tuori le ilura are his, probably exe-

cuted between 1316 and 1334. The "Crucifix-

ion" at Assisi, attributed to him by Vasari, is

the work of the Sienese Ambrogio and Pietro

Lorenzetti.

CAVALLOTTI, ka'vAl-ldt't*, Felice (1824-

98). An Italian dramatist and politician, bom
in Milan. When only 18 years of age, he pub-

lished Germania e Italia, a bitter attack on Ger-

many, and joined the forces of Garibaldi. Sub-
sequently he turned his pen against the Italian

Government and was repeatedly sentenced to

imprisonment. After his release he wrote his

first successful play, Pezzenti (\S7\) . This was
followed by Alcibiade (1874), which met with ex-

traordinary success. He was elected deputy in

1873 and frequently reelected. In Parliament and
also as editor of the Secolo he was a consistent

Republican. He was killed in a duel in Ro^e.

CAVAL'LY (Sp, caballa, horse-mackerel,

from caballo, horse, from Lat. caballus, horse),

or Crevalle. A carangid fish {Caranx hip-

pus) of the Atlantic coast of the United States

and southward, allied to the pompano, and
typical of the large genus Caranx. Its usual
weight is about 10 poimds, and it is highly

esteemed, when young, as food. It is a vora-

cious, predatory fish, takes the hook readily,

and often feeds in the surf, where it affords
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sport with a rifle. A second, more slender

species {Varanx piaquetus) is culled horse-

cavally (a tautological name, as cavally is a
corruption of the Spanish-American name ca-

balUi, 'horse'), and is known in the New York
market as yellow mackerel, or hard-tail. See
Plate of POMPANOK, ETC.

CAVALBY (Fr. cat^alerie, It. cavalleria,

from Lat. atballua, horse). A name given to

soldiers trained to fight mounted, or also on
foot.

ANCIENT CAVALBY.

The earliest mention of military horsemen is

found in the liiblc. In (Scnesis and Isaiah the

horses and horsemanship of Palestine and among
the Arabs are highly extolled. Diodorus, the

historian, mentions an exiwdition of 20,000
horsemen to put down a rebellion in Bactria. It

is probable that the war chariot antedated cav-

alry as a fighting arm ; with scythe-blades at-

tached to the end of the axles the chariot became
not only a terrible engine, but was also useful to

transport foot-soldiers quickly to the battlefield.

The creation of regular cavalry is a-scribed to the
Egj'ptian King Rameses II., about n.c. 1330.

The earliest cavalry arms were the lance, the

javelin, and the bow. Of these the first named
has alone survived the changes of centuries and
is used to-day, side by side with the latest arms
of precision and the newest weapons of war.
"In a barbarous country" (says Marshal Mar-
mont), "where industry has not yet found its

way, where there exist neither manufactories
nor armories, nor money wherewithal to buy
arms abroad, a man mounts his horse and wanto
a weapon. He cuts a long branch of light wood,

GREEK CATALiRY ABMB AND ARMOR.

1, 8Won1 ; 2, helmet; 3, quiver; 4, cuirass of metal; 5,

point«^ sword or dagger; 6, cuirass ot metal sceiles and
leather; 7, bow.

sharpens the point, hardens it in the fire, and
there is his lance. Later he procures a nail and
fastens it to the end; his weapon has already

become more dangerous. Finally, this staff is

furnished with an iron tip regularly shaped, and
behold the lance which is now generally adopted."
A javelin or dart is a small lance to be thrown,
and was often made so as to break or bend upon
piercing an enemy's body.

An early writer on horsemanship is Xeno-
phon; he states that the Greeks used cavalry in

war as early as n.c. 743. Epaminondas did
much to develop this arm as a military force,

raising and training a body of 5000 mounted
men. The (Jrecian cavalry under Philip of Mace-
don and Alexander
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CAVALRY ILE.

the (Jreat won great
renown. It was di-

vided at first into

two classes— heavy
and light—to which
Alexander added a

third, trained to fight

either on foot or on
horseback. The heavj'

cavalry consisted of

men carefully selected

and who supplied
their own horses; the
remainder were mount-
ed by the State. The
heavy horsemen wore
cuirasses of mail, and
carried a long lance
and a short sword;
the light horse were without armor, and carried
javelins, daggers, and bows; all rode bareback.

The tactical unit of this force was the 'ile' (IXti)

of 64 men; the formation of the ile was 16 front
and 4 deep, or 8 front and deep. They some-
times charged in line, but generally in oblong,
wedge-shaped columns, the head of which was
driven against the enemy like the point of a
spoar to penetrate their line; two of these tri-

angles were sometimes joined in the shape of a
lozenge, as above.

This formation was abandoned by Alexander
for a more open order and extended front, that
which he applied at Arbela, where he defeated
Darius, King of Persia. The Greek cavalry num-
bered 7000, divided into two wings. The Per-
sians, clad in armor, outnumbered their oppo-
nents, who were dressed and armed as light
cavalry. Alexander, leading his right wing, rap-
idly extended his lines so as to overlap the
enemy's front, who, in trying to meet this un-
expected movement, left a gap which Alexander
promptly occupied, separating the Persian forces
and driving them back in confusion. Having
thus disposed of part of the enemy, Alexander
concentrated his force upon the remainder of
Darius's army, which he routed and pursued a
distance of 75 miles in 24 hours. The tactical

principles illustrated in this engagement form
the basis of the best modem cavalry methods.
After the death of Alexander, the Greek cavalry
gradually sank into insignificance.

The Romans gave more attention to their in-

fantry than to their cavalry, which, indeed, suf-

fered from want of horses and competent leaders.

Their system resembled that of the Greeks in that
it comprised the heavy, the light, and a kind
called velites, trained to fight on foot as well as
on horseback. In fact, by reason of their close

union with the infantry on the battle-field they
were inclined to dismount upon the slightest pre-
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text. "At Cannse," says Polybius, "when the

Spanish and Gallic cavalry, advancing from the

left wing of the Carthaginians, encountered the
Romans, the conflict that ensued was, indeed,

most warm and vehement, such as resembled
rather tlie combat of barbarians than a battle

fought by disciplined and experienced troops.

For, instead of falling back and again returning
to the charge, as the custom was in such en-

gagements, they had scarcely joined, when, leap-

ing from their horses, each man seized his

enemy.'* Roman writers assert that their cav-

alry were often successful with this method of

fighting, although the modern light cavalrjTnan
would make short work of such imprudence.
In their encounters with the Carthaginian cav-

alry the Romans sustained crushing defeats.

Hannibal appreciated the value of cavalry. His
favorite methods of employing the arm were ( 1

)

to turn the enemy's wings and attack him in

flank and rear, and (2) to place a mounted
corps in ambush and suddenly fall upon his rear.

The best Roman generals, lacking cavalry, were
forced to avoid the plains and take up positions

upon the hills, as safer for tlieir operations.
Eventually the Romans, whose proportion of

cavalrj' to infantry had been one-tenth, increased
it to one-fourth, with which increase and im-
proved training, at the battle of Zama, they
were enabled to drive back the Carthaginian
cavalry and thereupon attacked Hannibal's in-

fantry in flank and rear, defeating it with a
loss of 20.000 men. The Roman cavalry rode
without saddles, but their horses were equipped
with leather housings. They were armed like the

AKMH A.ND AKMOB OF BOMAN CAVALRY.
1 and 2, hHinpta; 3, cavalry Hword ; 4, cuirasM of general

officer; 5, coat of mail of Holdler.

Greeks, although the sword had a very broad,
sharp blade, and was worn on the right side,

.suspended by a belt from the shoulder; imder
Vespasian the sword was removed to the left

side, and its place was taken by a dagger. A
helmet, a cuirass (of leather or metal), and a
small round buckler completed the soldier's

equipment.
The Romans fought with face uncovered ; some

of the opposing allies wore a leathern helmet
dosed in front, and said to be the prototype of

the knight's helmet, with visor do\vn, of mediae-

val times. The cavalry, when first organized
in the regal period, was composed of the better
class of citizens, rtnd the celcres, or king's body-
guard, consisted exclusively of young noblemen.
Toward the end of the Republic the knights be-

gan to withdraw from the army, and it was
thereafter recruited largely from foreigners. The
Roman legion originally consisted of 3000 infan-

try and 300 cavalry. This mounted body was, by
Servius Tullius, increased to 2400. "The cavalrj'

was divided into ten troops {turmoe) ; the first,

as the companion of the first cohort, consisted of

132 men, while each of the other nine comprised
06. The entire establishment formed a regiment
of 726 horses, naturally connected with its re-

spective legion, but occasionally separated to act
in the line and to compose a part of the wings
of an army." (Gibbon.) These companies, or
iurmcr, were formed in various ways—at one
time in eight files and four ranks; afterwards
in three sections of three files or three ranks,
each section commanded by its decurio (lieu-

tenant), and followed by its uragus (file-closer)
;

and at a later period into ten files and three
ranks, commanded by the first decurio, the two
others being posted, one on either flank.

Hannibal's auxiliaries included both Xumidian
and Gallic horsemen. The first were small men,
on small, active horses, which were managed
solely with a leather thong. In their manner of
fighting the Numidians resembled the Cossacks.
"In his formation for battle. Hannibal threw
into the centre of his line all the bridled and
heavy cavalry, and placed the Xumidians on
the wing, that they might be ready to surround
the Romans." (Polybius.) The Gallic cavalry
were perhaps the most efficient of the auxiliaries.

Like the Greeks and Romans, they had no sad-

dles, which date only from the time of Con-
stantine, nor stirrups, which were invented by
the Franks. For that reason, cases of hernia
were quite common among these troops.

MEDI.EVAX CAVAI.BY.

In the so-called 'age of chivalry' war became to
a great extent a matter of individual combat.
Military science languished during a period de-

voted to knights in armor—tournaments at which
fair ladies encouraged champions to "break a
lance.' Indeed, that weapon became the real

badge of nobility; and in France at one time
serfs were forbidden to use it. The lance was
reserved, under the laws instituted by William
the Conqueror, for the use of 'freemen.' Eventu-
ally, in consideration of its practical value, the
lords permitted their vassals to use, in time of

war, a lance, the head of which was never bur-
nished, and at the close of the war was hung on
the wall and allowed to ru.st, "lest the vassals
should grow too proud." To this day, in France,
the old gun blackened with smoke or the rusty
sword may be seen over the fireplace of the peas-
ant, as in mediieval times rested the smoked
lance of his forefathers. Other arms of this

period were the long, heavy sword, two-edged,
often straight on one side and waved on the
other; an axe addetl to the pike became the fore-

runner of the halberd—the 'morgenstern' (morn-
ing star) of the Germans, used by the Swiss at
the battle of Morgarten (a.d. 1315), and the
'goaden dag* (good day) . which the Flemings used
with terrible effect at the battle of Courtrai
(1302). Other rude weapons, inventions of the
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lilaekHiiiith, were called gisariiiH or bisaruis. The
nature of thcw? wea|)ons cauHod a revival of the

heavy plate armor of the ancienUi, vai«tly im-

proved in point of flexibility, and worn both

by horae and rider. The expense of this outfit

was of course enormous. At the siege of Har-

ileur (1415), Comte Saint Pol's Viianfruin'

(horse-head armor) cost $30,000, and that of

Comte Saint Foix $15,000; both were inlaid with

;»old and jewels. The horses were more vulner-

able than their riders, as their legs were exposed

to attack. The rider, when dismounted, was
a!«sailed with mace, battle-axe, or stones, in the

attempt to crack his shell. At the storming

of fortresses the knights dismounted and fought

on foot, and P^re Daniel says '"that the splendor

and extent of victories was always denoted by

the number of knights, squires, and other gentle-

men who had been killed or taken." Tactics

were unknown among the early knights. In

battle they formed in single rank, and each

sought out his opponent and rode against him
with couched lance, in order to disable or cap-

ture him.
While one may smile at the mediaeval horse-

man with his cumbrous armor, still his training

in the use of arms, management of his horse, and
self-reliance were valuable from the cavalry

]>oint of view. While that arm as a force in war
iiad lost prominence, it was by no means dead.

At the beginning of the Eighth Century the

Frankish Army was largely composed of mounted
men. In the Tenth Century Europe suffered

greatly from tlie incursions of the Hungarian
horsemen until Henry I. of Germany, reorganiz-

ing his cavalry and adopting the methods of the

common enemy, finally defeated them. In 1241

the Mongols invaded Central Europe and encoun-

tered the heaYy, armor-clad cavalry of those

regions, and the struggle between the two sys-

tems ended in victory for the light horsemen.

The Mongols would not stand a charge, but, dis-

persing, would exhaust their opponents in pur-

suit, and then rallying, would turn, and, rush-

ing upon the broken masses, speedily decided the

contest.

OEBUAN BEITEB, 1640.

KXIOHT IfOUNTEO, 1568.

The application of gunpowder to war purposes
in Europe early in the Fourteenth Century (al-

though its origin is variously ascribed to the
Chinese and to the Arabs), wTought a revolu-

tion in things civil as well as military. War
became a science, and in 1445 Charles VII. of

France first organized a standing army and in-

fused new life into the cavalry arm. The soldiers

were assigned to permanent quarters and placed

under rigid discipline. The men who formed

the retinue of the

knight (called 'ser-

vientes,' the orig-

inal of our 'ser-

geant' ) , took the
name of gens
d'armes. The King
divided his cavalry
into 1 5 companies
of 100 lances each,

the term Mance'
meaning a squad

;

thus each company
numbered 600
mounted men,
making an aggre-
gate of 9000.
There were also
volunteers at-

tached to the gen-
darmerie on proba-
tion. Each homme
d'armes had four
horses, including
his war charger,
mounted only when
battle was immi-
nent. Thus, it is

said, originated the expression, 'mounting one's
high horse,' or showing a readiness to quarrel.

The towns and provinces, in return for the
protection afforded by this force, bore the ex-
pense of their support. In 1559 the last vestige
of the romance of war (the tournament) was de-

stroyed by the death of King Henry II. of
France, who, while engaged in a joust, was un-
horsed and accidentally pierced through the
visor of his helmet by a lance in the hands of

a courtier, Count (Jabriel de Montgomerie.
About the beginning of the Fifteenth Century

we find mention for the first time of certain
kinds of cavalry whose names are familiar at
the present day. In Hungary the 'hussars,' so
called from the Hungarian word husz (signify-

ing twenty) and dr (pay), were organized under
a State ordinance requiring every twentieth man
to take the field. They were armed with a
sword (sometimes two), rode small horses with
light saddles, were well disciplined, and very
mobile in battle. Mahan well describes the type:
"The dashing, bold hussMr, that epitome of mili-

tary impudence and recklessness at the tavern,

should present these qualities in a sublimated
form on the field. Regardless of fatigue and
danger, his imagination should never present to

itself an obstacle as insurmountable." The hus-

par has always been noted for extravagance in

dress, but the Polish hussars at the time of the

wars with Charles XII. were unique. "They
march," saj's Voltaire, "attended by several va-

lets, who lead their horses, which are adorned
with bridles, plaited with silver and silver nails,

embroidered saddles, saddle bows and stirrups

gilt, and sometimes made of massive silver."

Long before this we hear of 'carabineers*

(from the Arab word Karab). They were armed
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^ith an nrqiiebuse, a pistol, and a long, straight

sword ; they were drilled to load at full speed

and to fire from the saddle. Placed on the flanks

"CHAKFBAIXB"—HOBSE-READ ABMOR.

of squadrons, they prepared the way for the
charge by their eitective fire. In England they
were called 'hargobusiers.' They occasicmally

took up infantrymen behind them. This use
of horsemen to move infantry rapidly in an
emergency originated the term 'dragoons.' See
Mounted Ixfantby.

cavaxbt in modebn times.

The War of Independence of the Netherlands
(1568-1609) marked the beginning of a new era

in cavalrj' history. Maurice of Nassau drilled

his German mercenaries, more lightly armed and
mounted than their Spanish opponents, to form
in two or three lines, to move rapidly, and to

make direct charges, after first firing their pis-

tols at the enemy. He it was who first organized
regiments of 1000 men, raised by selected recruit-

ing officers who became the colonels ; their com-
missioned subordinates were called lieutenant-

colonels and majors, as in the armies of to-day.

The great improvement begun by Prince >Iau-

rice was continuetl and enlarged by the great

soldier Gustavus Adolphus. He made important
changes in the discipline, armament, pay, cloth-

ing, and training of his cavalry. They were
formed in four ranks, of which one was held in

reserve during a charge. Unlike their foes, they

were frequently paid, and to a certain extent

restrained from such excesses as were common
in those times. Captain Dalgetty's view, "A
cavalier of honor is free to take any part which
he may may find most convenient for his own
peculiar," was the popular one. The Austriaa

BAJ>DLES OP MEDLETAL CATAIAT.

cavalry was heavier than the Swedish, with a
more massive formation (eight to ten ranks),
and thus his mounted troops contributed greatly

OEITAMEKTEO CATAI.BT 8TIBBCP8.

to Gustavus's successes at the battles of I^ipzig

(1631) and LUtzeu (1632). They became mod-

XASLT OATAI.BT PISTOIi, **m DRASOir.**

els for all European States, and I^nis XIII. of

France still further reduced cavalry formation
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to three ranks. The nniiament and eqtupment
were also lightened, but movonients wore not so
rapid in action.

In the reign of Tx)uis XIV. there appeared a
galaxy of stars military in the perswis of Tu-
renno, Luxenibourg, and Cond6 on one side, and
^larlborongh, Montefiu-uli, and Eugfene on the
other, and a dooidod advance was made in the
Tnovenicnts of armies, but no important changes
in cavalry methtnls. -^^gain, the Swedes came
to the front under the rule of Charles XII., and
radical alterations were instituted. lie made
tlie cavalry independent of the infantry, and
taught it to rely upon the sword and bold and
impetuous charges for success. "His daring and
chivalrous character was suited to the spirit of
cavalry tactics; he led his horsemen, sword in
hand, against cavalry, against infantry, against
fortified positions, over any country. . . . Un-
tiring in pursuit, he followed up the Saxons
under Marshal Schulenburg in their retreat into
Silesia, for nine consecutive days without un-
saddling, overtook them at Silnitz, near Punitz,
and, with two regiments of cavalry only, charged
them, 10,000 strong, rode over their infantry,
who lay down to avoid the impetuous rush of
the Swedes, defeated and drove the Saxon cav-
alry off the field, and then returned to attack the
infantry and guns." (Nolan.)
After Poltava (1709), war ensued between

Russia and Turkey, in which the cavalry of the
latter power, which had long been the best in
Europe, bore a conspicuous part. Their horses,
admirably trained, their sharp scimitars and
skill in harassing the enemy made them a terror
to the less mobile Russians, whose infantry were
compelled to carry with them portable chevaux
de frise and add pikes to their annament in
order to hold their own against the Turks. In
the Polish Army, about 1717, there were the
Tartar hussars who bore a cuirass covered with
a panther's skin slung over the back, the head
being fastened on the left shoulder. The back-
piece of the cuirass was adorned with feather
wings. They carried a gilt lance 14 feet long
with a small flag near the point which, fluttering
in the attack together with the rustling of the
wings, was intended to frighten the enemy's
horses. The French in the meanwhile, under
Louis XV., restored the lance, but otherwise
lightened the equipment of their mounted troops.
The brilliant Marshal Saxe recognized and ap-
plied the experience of the Austrians and Rus-
sians to the development of the French cavalry.
As to the importance of- mobility, he held that
"the secret of victory resides in 'the legs of the
soldiers," and as to horsemen, "such as cannot
go at speed over a couple of thousand yards to
pounce upon the foe is good for nothing in the
field."

Frederick the Great ushered in a brilliant
cavalry epoch. At the commencement of his
reign his army of 80,000 contained 60 squadrons
of heaA'y and 51 of light cavalry—about 13,000
men. They were 'hea>'y' in every sense—their
quickest gait the trot, their most serious per-
formance a pipe-clay parade. At the battle of
Mollwitz they received a lesson from the Aus-
trians, who charged them in the Turkish man-
ner and drove them, including their royal mas-
ter, in confusion from the field. Frederick
profited by this example to reorganize his cav-
alry after the methods of Saxe, laying do\vn a

rule that "all evolutions are to be made at the
greatest speed, . . . the cuirassiers to be as
handy and expert on horesback as a hussar, and
well exercised in the use of the sword. Every
squadron as it advances to the charge must at-
tack the enemy sword in hand, and n() com-
mander shall l>e allowed to fire under penalty
of infamous cashiering. . . . Every officer of
cavalrj- must ever bear in mind that there are
but two things required to lx?at the enemy: first,

to charge him with the greatest possible speed
and force; and second, to outflank him." With
these adnjonitions, and led by the invincible
Seydlitz and Ziethen, tlie Prussian cavalry per-
formed wonderful feats in the historic battles
of Strigau, Rossbach, Leuthen, and Zorndorf.
The Prussian leaders combined great boldness
with skill in manoeuvring in the presence of the
enemy, of which Rossliaeh (1757) was an in-
stance. The French and Imperialists, confident
in their numbers, approached carelessly, exposing
their flank to the Prussian advance under Seyd-
litz, who instantly, without waiting for his infan-
try, charged with his 4000 mounted men and com-
pletely routed the allies, wlio lost 3000 killed and
wounded, 5000 prisoners, and 70 gims. (Wag-
ner.) At Zorndorf (1758) the success was still

greater. There Seydlitz with 26 squadrons not
only turned the fortunes of the day, but checked
the victorious Russian cavalry, drove it from the
field, returned, fell upon the Russian infantry,
which stoutly resisted, and when broken by the
Prussian horsemen rallied, again and again, but
finally gave way with immense loss. Ziethen
was equally distinguished, and by his vigilance
at Hochkirch (1758) saved Frederick and his
army from a surprise. It is said that of twenty-
two general engagements Frederick's cavalry won
fifteen. "In reviewing the deeds of the Prussian
cavalry of those days it must be borne in mind
that they dealt with infantr}' which sought the
open plain, advanced in long lines— avoiding
obstacles of all descriptions, because such ob-

stacles disturbed their array. Their fire was
quick, but not true in its aim, and their squares
seldom held out long against the horsemen."
(Nolan.)
Napoleon endeavored to introduce Frederick's

methods into the French cavalry. In 1806 at
Jena and Auerstiidt he first pitted his cavalry
against the Prussians with brilliant results. The
boldness which characterized the Prussian sys-

tem was reproduced, but the speed in the charge,
skill in manoeuvres, and good judgment on the
battlefield were often lacking. The French, with
80.000 cavalry, were badly mounted, not good
horsemen, heavily equipped, and, while employed
in masses, seldom provided reser\'es. A notable
instance of the last-named defect occurred in
1813 near Leipzig. Murat, at the head of 5000
horse, charged the centre of the allied army,
rode down the Russian cavalry of the guard, took
30 guns, and pierced the enemy's centre ; but 400
Cossacks, skillfully handled, attacked the French
cavalry, gaining their flank by a narrow by-path,
retook the guns and caused Murat to retire in

disorder. A similar error at La Rottaire re-

sulted in the loss of 28 guns to Napoleon. There
were some brilliant exceptions to these failures,

the most important being Kellerman's decisive

charge at Marengo (1800) when the Austrians,

having practically defeated the French army,
were advancing with more zeal than care; sud-
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denly a French battery, hitherto concealed by

an accident of ground, fired a parting shot at

the head of the Austrian column which caused

great confusion. G«neral Kellernian, at the head

of 200 sahres, seized the opportunity to fall upon
the enemy's exposed flank, rode over the leading

battalions, and produced a panic in the entire

allied force, which fled from the field, leaving

behind them their commander and 2000 pris-

oners. lUit if less fortunate, in operations en

masse. Napoleon surpassed J'rederick in the use

of cavalry on outpost and scouting dut}'. His
troopers were ubiquitous as the 'eyes and ears'

of his army. While Napoleon's cavalry was
taught to place its principal' dependence upon
the sabre, he authorized, on occasions, the use

of firearms. At Eylau (1807) the colonel of the

Twentieth Chasseurs a Cheval observed a large

force of cavalry advancing toward his position,

moving slowly through the snow and heavy
ground. Ordering his officers into the ranks and
his men to 'advance carbine,' the colonel waited

until the enemy's leading files were within six

paces, when the command to fire was given with

great effect. Although in the melee which en-

sued the French regiment lost 100 men, the

Russians left nearh- 300 on the spot from which
they were forced to retire. (Wagner.) At Somo
Sierra in the Peninsular campaign (1808) the

Third Polish light cavalry charged directly in

front of an intrenched battery strongly sup-

ported by infantry guarding a mountain defile,

drove back the Spaniards and captured 16 guns.

This desperate but successful feat was accom-
plished by General Montbrun, who led the regi-

ment in person.

In Spain, at that time, there were many gal-

lant actions. Under Wellington the cavalry of

the German legion attached to the British army
was conspicuous, making, on one occasion, ac-

cording to the French general, Foy, "the most
daring charge during the Peninsular War." At
Garcia Hernandez (1812), when the French

army was retreating, three squadrons of Bock's

German brigade, which had been ordered to

charge the cavalry of the enemy's rear guard,

unexpectedly encountered three battalions of in-

fantry formed in squares. Without hesitation.

Bock's cavalry charged these squares, success-

fully penetrating them at places where wounded
horses or falling men had caused a gap in the

side of the square. The vigor and skill with

M-hich this small force (about 110 sabres) was
handled resulted in the dispersion of the French

infantry with a loss of 1 general officer and 1000

men : the German casualties were 4 officers, 48

men, 07 horses killed, and 2 officers, 56 men,
46 horses wounded, with 6 men missing.

Xapoleon's disastrous Russian campaign de-

nioraliz<'d his cavalry. The intense cold, deep

snows, want of food for horses and men, and
ceaseless encounters with the Cossacks reduced

the French horsemen in numbers and spirit.

General Morand says of the Cossacks: "These

natural horsemen are not organized in divisions,

pay no attention to regular alignments, rest

their feet in great stirrups which serve as sup-

ports when using their weapons; trained to pass

at once from the halt to the gallop and from

the gallop to the halt, their horses second their

dexterity. These ungroomed animals of irregular

size, supplied by their riders, possess wonderful

enduriincc. arc miided entirely by the snaffle, and

easily accomplish 100 verst (66 miles) in twenty-
four hours." Their method of attack in Napo-
leon's time called 'the lava,' consisted of a charge

in small, irregular groups—in open or close order

as circumstances seemed to require—these

'groups' hovering around the enemy until

launched at a vulnerable point. Since then the

close association with the regular system of

the Russian Army has cau.sed the lava to degen-

erate into a simple 'charge as foragers.' In

some respects the Cossack methods are not un-

like those of the North American Indian of the

plains.

The Crimean War was remarkable for the

cavalry errors committed. Neither the Russians
nor tKe Allies employed the arm effectively

either for reconnaissance, outpost, or in large

bodies on the battlefield. The most unfortunate

instance of this nature, the charge of the

Light Brigade at Balaklava (1854)—where gal-

lant men were sacrificed through the folly of

their commander and the ambiguity of an order,

gained undj-ing fame by a poet's pen. On the

same field the heavy cavalrymen of both armies

met—the one body at a slow pace, the other at a

halt—with negative results. From the experi-

ence of the Crimea and that of the Italian cam-

paign of 1859 doubts arose as to the value of

cavalry in future operations, Austria making a

decided reduction in that arm. "The awaken-

ing from this transient period of theory came
from a nation not trained to arms, and it is to

the American Civil War that we owe the re-

vival that took place in the use of the cavalry

arm." (Liddell.)

The experience gained in the Civil War in the

United States (1861-65) laid the foundation

for renewed confidence in the value of mounted
troops and led to many changes in the armament,
equipment, and instruction of European cavalry.

At the outset the aged General Scott and the

new commander of the United States forces ( ile-

Clellan) did not expect that a large mounted
force would be needed. In the North and West
people were not accustomed to the saddle; in the

South the majority were good horsemen. So

it happened that the Confederates, at the begin-

ning of the war, displayed greater mobility in

their operations, screened them effectually, and
were better informed as to the enemy's move-

ments than were the Union troops. The lesson

of the first year taught the United States Gov-
ernment the importance of a due proportion of

cavalry in the composition of its armies, and by
the spring of 1863 the Union cavalry were able

to cope with the Southern horse. The mounted
service of the United States in 1861 consisted of

two regiments of dragoons, one of mounted rifles,

and two of cavalry, variously armed, but later

in that year another regiment was created and
all were armed alike, with carbine, pistol, and
sabre, were taught to fight as 'dragoons.' and
were denominated 'cavalry.' On this basis was
orgsinized a great body of vohmteer horsemen,

eventually a^regating 300.000. The Confeder-

ates created their mounted force principally,

from the many mounted militia regiments and
the thousands of good horsemen with which their

section of the country- abounde<l ; these were offi-

cered in many cases by ex-officers of the I'nited

States Army and by young planters. For want
of carbines and sabres many Southern organiza-

tions were armed with rifles, but as a rule with
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Babre and pistol. It has Ihku said that these

troops were not 'cavalry' in the European sense.

On the other hand, it has been urged that they
were cavalry of the most eflicient and versatile

description.

In 1802 the Confederate cavalry leader Stuart,
with a small brigade and a battery, made a
reconnaissance (or so-called 'raid') from Rich-

mond, Va., passing entirely around the Army of

the Potomac, in position near that city, obtain-

ing valuable information as to McClellan's posi-

tion, destroying supplies, driving in outposts,

swimming swollen streams, and returning home
by a swift detour with the loss of one officer

killed. In 18G3 the Union general Pleasanton
made a reconnaissance in force with 7981 cav-

alry, .3000 infantry, and 24 horse-artillery guns
to discover, if practicable, (icneral Lee's inten-

tions. Tlie movement was carried out with so

much secrecy that upon crossing the Rappahan-
nock River early in the morning of June 9, the

enemy's cavalry—8500 strong, with 20 guns

—

was surprised, but recovering, engaged Pleas-

anton's command near Brandy Station, and a
great cavalry battle ensued which lasted ten
hours and ended with the ultimate withdrawal
of the Union troops unmolested, at nightfall,

having accomplished their purpose. The action

was spirited, and a number of mounted charges
were made in which the sabre was freely used,

although there was some dismounted work with
the carbine. The infantry did not take an
active part, but remained in reserve, covering
Beverly Ford in the rear of the Union force.

Pleasanton's casualties aggregated 932; those of

Stuart about 500; the loss in commissioned
officers was heavj'. Tlie occasion marked a new
departure in the history of the war; in the

language of Colonel McClellan, chief of staff to

General Stuart, "It made the Federal cavalry.

Up to this time confessedly inferior to the South-

ern horsemen, they gained, on this day, that
confidence in themselves and their commanders
which enabled them to contest so fiercely the

subsequent battlefields."

At Gettysburg (1863), General Buford, in

advance of the Union army with two small
brigades of cavalry, 2.500 strong (dismounted),
and a battery of 6 rifled guns, defended the ap-

proaches to that field, delaying the advance of a
corps of Confederate infantry, who believed that
they were opposed to an infantry force. Buford's
skill and boldness enabled Reynolds's corps to

reach the field in time to secure the advantage
of position for the Union army. The Comte de
Paris, writing of this affair, says: "This first

inspiration of a cavalry officer and a true soldier,

decided, in every respect, the fate of the cam-
paign. It was Buford who selected the battle-

field where two armies were about to measure
their strength." On the third day of the battle

an encounter took place between the cavalry of

Stuart (6000 sabres) and Gregg (5000)", in

which the former was thwarted in an effort to
gain the rear of the Union line, simultaneously
with Pickett's famous charge upon its front.

Each cavalry division was accompanied by 3
batteries (about 12 guns) and engaged in a series

of mounted charges and individual combats with
mediaeval ferocity, resulting in the withdrawal
of the Southern horse and casualties of 10 per
cent, of the forces engaged. The nature of the
fight was shown when a fatigue party detailed

to bury the dead "found two men, who had cut
each other down with their sabres and were lying

with their feet together, their heads in opposite
directions and the blood-stained sabre of each
still tightly held in his grip." At another point
lay "two men, one a Virginian, the other a
Pennsylvanian, who fought on horseback with
their sabres until they finally clinched and their
horses ran from under them. Their heads and
shoulders were severely cut and tlieir fingers so
firmly imbedded in each other's flesh that they
could not be removed without force." (Miller.)

Another typical instance of the value of cavalry
trained after 'the American fashion' follows. At
Cold Harbor, Va. (1864), during the Wilderness
campaign, Merritt's brigade of 800 (regulars
and volunteers) Union cavalry were dismounted
at the edge of a wood, with orders to hold the
position at all hazards. The horses were hidden
in a ravine in the rear. One-half of this force

was armed with Springfield breech-loading car-

bines, the other half with Spencer magazine car-

bines; all had pistols and sabres. Behind a
barricade of fence-rails, carbine in hand and
ammunition by his side, each cavalryman
awaited the enemy. Soon after, the head of an
infantry force (McLaw's Confederate division)

was discovered moving through the woods in col-

umn of companies, armed with Austrian muskets
and sword bayonets. They advanced unsuspect-
ingly until within one hundred yards, when
a volley from the cavalry met them. Tlie inces-

sant fire from the magazine carbines made a
terrific noise, set the woods on fire, killed and
wounded many of the enemy, threw them into
confusion, and, believing themselves in the pres-

ence of a superior infantry force, they fell back
out of range. This delay enabled Grant to oc-

cupy the ground upon which was fought the
great battle of the following day. The Civil War
contains numerous examples of brilliant cavalry
operations which have served to place the names
of Sheridan, Buford, and Stuart by the side of

Seydlitz and Ziethen on the cavalry roll of fame.
In 1866 the 'Seven Weeks' War' between Ger-

many and Austria was too brief to furnish any
new cavalry lesson. One or two brilliant actions

occurred ; at Benatek, where a squadron of Prus-
sian hussars surprised a Hungarian battalion as
it emerged from a wood and captured a flag, 16
officers and 665 men, and at Tobitschau, where
three Prussian squadrons attacked batteries in

position and captured 16 guns. The greater war
between France and Prussia (1870-71) was dis-

tinguished for the excellence of the (Jerman
mounted scouts and the failure of the French
cavalry. Three famous charges equally desper-

ate (one French, two German) against' the
enemy's infantry marked this war. That of the
French failed, but tlie Germans were successful,

although the French formations remained intact.

The cavalry casualties were very heavy. The
German cavalry was inferior to the French in

fire action, and the Uhlans were powerless in

presence of the 'Franc-tireurs' ( Home Guards )

.

At Vitray a whole Prussian cavalry brigade was
detained for 12 hours by 12 Chasseurs d'Afrique
armed with carbines, who by dexterous dismount-
ed tactics successfully posed as infantry. In
1877-78 the war between Russia and Turkey was
comparatively barren in cavalry resTilts, if M-e

except the famous Balkan expedition under
Gurko. The Spanish-American War (1898) was
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uneventful from the mounted point of view. Tlie

South African War and the operations in the

Philippines have shown how important and in-

dispensable a well-mounted and trained cavalry

is. The theoretical views as to the disappear-

ance of cavalry in face of modern firearms have

vanished. The influence of the South African

War of ISaa-lHO^ on the future organization,

equipment, and employment of cavalry will be

found treated under Mounted Infantry.

TUE CAVALBY OF TO-DAY.

The condition of this arm of service in the

principal nations of the world (1901-02) may be

summarized as follows:

Austria has 42 regiments of regulars (15

dragoon, 16 hussar, 11 Uhlan) and 1 squadron

bodvguard—47,490; all are light cavalry. Arms:
sabre and repeating Mannlicher carbine. Each

man carries water bottle and 2 ammunition

pouches. Total weight carried by horse, 297

pounds. There are 3 remount depots; peace

effective, 78,000 horses and mules; imperial re-

sources, 3,500,000 animals. On mobilization,

250,000 horses would be required.

Belgium, 8 regiments; total, 6140.

Brazil, 16 regiments.

Bulgaria, 23 squadrons.

Chile, 4 regiments.

Denmark, 5 regiments—1300 (peace), 2650

(war).
Egypt, 10 squadrons—1100. Arms: lance

( front rank ) , sabre, and Martini carbine. Seven

squadron leaders arc English.

England, 31 regiments regular (5 heavy, 13

medium, 13 light)—20,257. Regiment consists

of 4 squadrons of 3 or 4 troops each. House-

hold regiments are of 24 officers, 430 men, 275

horses. Line regiments (home), 26 officers, 696

men, 465 horses and mules; (India), 29 officers,

024 men, 592 horses. Arms: Lee-Metford car-

bine, sword ; also lance in lancers and front rank

of dragoons. Total weight carried by horse, 252

to 276 pounds. The Yeomanry (volunteer

horse), 10.000, largely recruited from young
farmers. In Great Britain and Ireland about

3,000,000 horses, of which 70,000 are fit for mili-

tary purposes; about one-fifth of these are reg-

istered. The Anglo-Indian cavalry consists of

40 regiments (native), 25,400—^besides the 9

regiments (British) already mentioned. Each
regiment consists of 4 squadrons, 10 British offi-

cers, and 625 natives (all ranks). India sup-

plies its own horses.

France has 89 regiments (13 cuirassiers, 31

dragoons, 21 chasseurs, 14 hussars, 6 chasseurs

d'Afrique, 4 Spahis)—76,121 (all ranks). About
5 squadrons ( 145 to 155, all ranks) to each regi-

ment. Arms: sabre and magazine carbine (also

lance for dragoons) ; sabre and dynamite car-

tridge on saddle, carbine over shoulder. Cuiras-

siers wear cuirass w^eighing 13 to 16 pounds.

Horses required on mobilization (all arms),

480,000, and deficiency of 25,000 anticipated.

There are numerous remount depots.

Germany has 93 regiments (12 cuirassiers, 2

Saxon 'heavj'.' 23 lancers, 2 Bavarian 'medium,'

28 dragoon,' 20 hussar, 6 'light horse') ; each 5

sciuadrons, 5 officers, 150 men; total, 69.4.52.

Anns: non-commissioned officers, lance, sword,

and revolver—privates, lance, sword, and car-

bine; 30 rounds in pouch. 15 in wallet; carbine

carried in bucket on off side of saddle. Horses

available (peace), 70,000.

Greece has 3 regiments (12 squadrons), about

1000 men. Arms: Gras carbine and sword.

Italy has 24 regiments, each of 6 squadrons

and a depot (4 'heavy,' 6 'light' lancers, 14 light

cavalry)—24,760. Arms: carbine, bayonet, long

sword; the first 10 regiments carry a 9 foot

9 inch lance. There are about 750,000 horses

and 300,000 mules in Italy. The cavalry in peace

requires 23,000.

Japan has 7 regiments of 3 squadrons—3000.

Mexico, 14 regiments and 4 skeleton regiments

—034 officers, 6738 men.
Norway, 10 squadrons.

Portugal, 8 regiments—276 officers, 4020

men.
Russia's regular cavalry consists of 68 regi-

ments and 2 independent divisions of 2 squad-

rons (4 guard cuirassiers, 6 guard light cavalry,

54 line dragoons) ; the cuirassier regiments are

4 squadrons, the others, squadrons. Each regi-

ment (peace), 816-1143; (war), 708-1015; to

each will be attached 1 officer, 16 men trained

for scouting and courier duty; also another de-

tachment 2 officers, 16 men for pioneers and
signal duty. Arms: curved sword, rifle, and

bayonet ; the rifle slung over shoulder—is similar

to infantry rifle. Each man carries 40 rounds.

Saddle packed with two 'wallets,' forage-sack,

cloak, intrenching tool, picket pin, spare horse-

shoes, canvas water-bucket, etc.; total weight

carried by horse (exclusive of rider), 119

pounds, the Cossacks number (peace), 52 regi-

ments or 317 squadrons; or (war), 148 regi-

ments and 53 independent squadrons—905 squad-

rons in all; strength of regiments varies from

660 to 1100 (all ranks). Arms: sword without

guard, rifle, and (front rank) lance—except

Kuban Cossacks. Each man carries 2 bandolier

pouches, containing 40 rounds ; only snaffle bridle

and light saddle-tree resting on felt pads.

Weight carried (exclusive of rider), 97 pounds.

The aggregate (peace) strength of the Russian

cavalry is 5600 officers, 141,936 men. The num-

ber of horses available is 23,000,000; required_ in

war by all mounted troops estimated at 450,-

000. On mobilization, 83 squadrons of Imperial

militia cavalry may be called out.

Servia (peace), 1200 men and horses. Arms:

Mauser carbine and sword. War strength about

double.

Spain has 42 regiments (28 line, 14 reserve)

with special squadrons, etc., an effective total of

1232 officers, 12,388 men. Arms: 7 millimeters

carbine and sword; 8 regiments carry lances.

SwFJ)EN has 8 regiments (3 bodyguard, 5 line)

—232 officers, 4977 men.

Switzerij^nd has no standing army, but pro-

vides a permanent corps of instructors, 15 being

authorized for cavalrj' militia instruction. In

war. the cavalry force first mobilized is estimated

at 3608, armed with Mannlicher carbine and

sword.

Turkey has (war) 197 squadrons—31,323 (all

ranks). Arms: carbine and sword. The 'Hami-

dich' (militia) cavalry is organized under tribal

leaders and officered by officers of the regular

army.
The United States regular cavalry consists

of 15 regiments of 3 squadrons of 4 troops; each

troop (war), 100 non-commissioned officers and

privates; aggregate strength of regiment (peace

footing), 1096 (all ranks). Arms: carbine

(Krag-Jorgensen), sabre, and revolver. Saddle
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(McClellan) packed with blanket, greatcoat

rolletl, side lines, picket-pin, canteen, meat-can,

knife, fork, and spoon, forage-sack, spare shoes,

etc.

In the last thirty years Russia has increased

her cavalry by 212, Austria by 10.1, France by
70, and (iennany by 21 s4|undrons.

Jiiiti.icMiKAPiiY. For additional information on
the history and oryanizjition of cavalry the

reader may be referred to a number of works.

Those of a popular character, which can be
recommended, are: Jerram, Armies of the World
(London and New York, 1900) ; Wood, Achiei-e-

mcuts of Cavalry (London, 1897) ; Roemer,
Cavalry: Its Histori/, ilaitapemcnt, and Uses in

War (New York, 1863) ; Dodge, Riders of Many
Lands (New York, 1894) ; and the various issues

of The Journal Military Service Institution

(Governor's Lsland. X. Y., 1885-1901). Other
worlcs of a more technical nature are: Oman,
Art of War in the Middle Ages (London, 1885) ;

von Bismarck, Tactics of Cavalry (London,

1827) ; Nolan, Cavalry: Its History and Tactics

(London, 1860) ; Brackett, History of the United
States Cavalry (New York, 1865) ; French,

Cavalry in Modem War (London, 1884) ; Hohen-
lohe-Inj»elfingen, Conversations on Cavalry (Lon-

don, 1897) ; Wagner, Cavalry Studies from Two
Great Wars (Kansas City, 1896) ; De Brack,

Cavalry Outpost Duties (New' York, 1893) ;

Journal United States Cavalry Association

(Leavenworth, Kan., 1890-96) ; Military ^otes—
Division Military Information ( Adjutant-Gren-

eral's Office, Washington, 1901). The part

played by cavalry in the organization of a mod-
em' army will be found treated fully in the

article Abmy Organization, which should be

read in this connection. The use of the arm
in modern military operations and the general

tactics under which it operates are discussed

under Tactics, Military, where a section is de-

voted to the tactics of cavalrj'. See also Armies.

CAVALRY AND LIGHT ARTILLERY
SCHOOL, United States. A practical school

of application for officers of the cavalry and light

artillery arms of the United States Army. The
curriculum of the school includes all that per-

tains to the art and science of war, so far as

regards the cavalry and artillery. Improvements
in equipment and tactics, or the application of

new principles affecting either branch of the

ser\'ice, are here tested, reported upon, and
formulated to the army at large. It is to the

officers concerned what West Point is to the

cadet. The school is located at Fort Riley,

Kan., and is governed by special regulations of

the War Department. Included in the school

proper is a subschool of practice for both cav-

alry and light artillery, the troops stationed

there consisting usually of not more than three

squadrons of cavalr\' and five batteries of artil-

lery; the personnel is still further augmented by
the addition of such other officers and enlisted

men as may be there assigned for instruction.

The commandant is required to be a colonel of

cavalry, but in his absence the next senior

officer of either arm may command. The direc-

tor of the subschool for cavalry is the senior

officer of cavalry present ; and similarlv the

senior offi(er nf prtillerv performs the duties

of director of the artillerv subschool. The staff

of the school consists of the commandant and
all field officers of artillery and cavalry present

at the post. According to a general order issued

.'une 25, 1902, these regulations were supple-

mented as follows: The commanding officer of

the battalion of field artillery, and the captains
of the batteries of field artillery stationed at the
post, constitute a board known as 'The Field

Artillery Board,' to which may be referred, from
time to time, all subjects concerning the opera-

tions of artillery in the field, upon which the

commanding general of the army may desire its

opinions and recommendations. The adjutant
of the artillery subpost acts as recorder of the
board.

CAVALRY SCREEN. One of the most im-
portant duties of cavalrj' is to obscure and
cover the designs or direction of the army for

which they are acting as a screen. A regiment
of cavalry thus employed would be from 8 to 15

miles in advance of the main army; three squad-

rons in advance, and one in support. The suc-

cess of the German troops during the war of

1870 was greatly facilitated by the conspicuous
efficiency of the Uhlan cavalry in this particular
branch of cavalry sen'ice. See Advance Guard;
and Tactics, Military.

CAV'AN. An inland county in the south of

Ulster, Ireland (Map: Ireland, D 3). It lies

in the narrowest part of Ireland, 20 miles from
the Atlantic, and 18 miles from the Irish Sea.

Area, 746 square miles. About three-fourths is

arable, and considerable quantities of grain are

produced. Of minerals, Cavan affords coal, iron,

lead, and copper, and there are many mineral
springs. Agriculture forms the chief industry,

but linen is manufactured to a considerable ex-

tent. The capital is the little town of Cavan.
Population, in 1841, 243,260; in 1851, 174,260;

in 1891, 111,917; in 1901, 97,3.50.

CAVANILLES, kJi'vA-ne'lyis, Antonio ( 1805-

64). A S])anish historian and jurist. He was
bom at Corunna, and was educated at Alcalfi.

His greatest work is the Uistoria de Espafia

(1861-63), a historj- of Spain to the reign of

Philip II. It combines conciseness and clear-

ness with eloquence of diction and is ranked
among the best works of its kind.

CAVATINA, kji'va-te'na (It., short air,

arietta) . A vocal, generally an operatic, air, usu-

ally sentimental in character and differing from
the aria (q.v.) in consisting of one division only

and in maintaining the same tempo throughout.

Salut dcmeure in Gounod's Faust is a familiar

example of a cavatina.

CAVAZZOLA, ka'vatso'lii, Paolo (prop-

erly Paolo Morando) (1486-1522). An Italian

painter, the peculiar representative of the Vero-

nese school. His manner is simple and dignified,

his coloring often vivid. His works include

"Christ and Thomas," "The Crown of Thorns,"

and "The Descent from the Cross" (all in the

museum in Verona )

.

CAVE, or CAVERN (OF. cave, caive, from
Lat. cavea, cave, from Lat. cavus, hollow, Gk.
Kvap, kyar, hole, from Kieiv, kyein, to swell, to

contain). A hollow place in the earth's crust.

Aside from the subterranean excavations made
by man, caves are produced by the fracture and
dislocation of strata during periods of upheaval,

by the action of water, or by both causes com-

bined. The eroding and dissolving power of

water has formed caverns along river-courses
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and on seaeoasts. The moving waters enter

natural crevices and enlarge them by the

abrasive action of the suspended sand and
gravel, or they attack the softer portions of the

£trata and form cavities that are inclosed by
the more indurated rock. Wave-action is a
prominent agency in this process. Caves most
frequently occur in limestone regions, where
they are usually the result of the solvent action

of water and the contained chemical agents, such

as carbon dioxide and humic acid. The surface

waters in percolating downward through the

joint fissures and along the planes of stratifica-

tion enlarge the channels by solution. Rivers

sometimes plimge into the caves through openings

known as sink-holes. In some limestone regions,

as portions of Kentucky and Florida, these holes

are a marked surface feature. Many caves are

of enormous size. Tlie celebrated cave of Fran-
conia in Germany, that of Kirkdale in Yorkshire,

the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky (q.v.), and
Luray Caverns of Virginia, as well as many
others, are well known. Rock formations con-

taining beds of salt, a material easily removed
by water, may also abound in caverns. They
are also frequently met with in igneous rocks

—

the picturesque cave of Fingal, in StaflFa, is

formed in basalt; and in South America and Ice-

land the recent lava contains large caverns.

Many caverns have a calcareous incrustation

lining their interior, giving them a gorgeous
appearance. Sometimes this deposit is pure
white, and has, when the cave is lighted up, a
richness and transparency that cannot be imag-
ined. It is, however, more generally colored by
the impurities which the water has taken up
from the superincumbent strata. To the in-

crustations which are suspended from the roof,

like icicles, the name stalactite is given, while
those rising from the floor are designated staU
agmites. Sometimes the pendent stalactite is

pro<luced so as to meet the ascending stalagmite
and form pillars, as if to support the roof, as in

the 'organ' in the Blue John Mine, Derbyshire,
and the columns of the Mammoth Cave. The
source and origin of this deposit has been satis-

factorily explained by Liebig as follows: '"The

mold of the superficial soil, being acted upon
by moisture and air. evolves carbonic acid, which
is dissolved by rain. The rain-water thus im-
pregnated, permeating the calcareous strata, has
the power of taking up a portion of the lime,

which it retains in a liquid condition, until

from evaporation the excess of carbonic acid is

parted with, when the lime again returns to its

solid state, and forms the incrustation."

Caves have an additional interest to the
geologist, from the occurrence in many of ani-

mal remains under the calcareous incrustations
of the floor. The bones are imbedded in mud,
and frequently concreted into a firm calcareous
breccia. They belong to the Pleistocene period,

when the caves apparently were inhabited by
large hyenas and bears. Portions of other ani-

mals inhabiting the neighborhood were dragged
by these into their dens to serve as food. In
this way the bones of herbivorous and other ani-

mals are found mixed with those of the beasts
ot prey; they have a broken and gnawed ap-
pearance, similar to that produced on recent
bones by the teeth of a hyena. No less than
thirty-three species of mammals and five species

of birds have been discovered in the caves of the

Vol IV.—17.

British islands, of which number about half still

survive in Europe, while the remainder are ex-

tinct. The mammals are species of ox, deer,

horse, wolf, dog, hare, fox, weasel, water-rat,

mole, bat, hippopotamus, and rhinoceros, besides

the hyena and bear; and the birds are species

of lark, partridge, pigeon, goose, and crow. In
the Causses region of southern France there are
many caves in Jurassic limestone containing bones
of the cave-bear and of human beings, and im-
plements. The most productive bone-cave in

Britain is that of Kirkdale, 25 miles from York,
in which the remains of about 300 hyenas have
been detected, besides innumerable gnawed bones
of other animals on which they have preyed. The
Carboniferous limestones of Glamorganshire
abound in caves which have been explored by
Butkland, and more recently and thoroughly by
Dr. Falconer. Ossiferous caves occur in all parts
of the globe. The fossils of those in Australia
show that the fauna of the Pleistocene period
had a remarkable resemblance to that of the
present day. The remains consist chiefly of

kangaroos and allied genera of marsupials. In
Colorado, near Colorado Springs, the bones of

the goat, antelope, and woodchuck have been
found in limestone caverns. The average tem-
perature of some caves is so low that ice remains
throughout the entire year. Consult: Badin,
Grottes et cavernes (Paris, 1870) ; Hovey, Cele-

brated American Caverns (Cincinnati, 1882) ;

Browne, Ice Caves of France and Sicitzerland

(London, 1865).

CAVE, AxFBED (1847—). An English clergy-

man and educator, bom in London. He was edu-
cated at Xew College there, held pastorates at
Berkhampsted and Waterford from 1872 to 1880,

and in the latter year was appointed professor

of Hebrew and Church history in Hackney Col-

lege. In 1882 he was appointed principal of the
same institution, where he is also professor of

theology. He was vice-chairman of the London
Board of Congregational Ministers in 1888 and
1898. He published Scriptural Doctrine of Sac-

rifice and Atonement (1877) ; The Battle of the

Standpoints (1890); and The Spiritual World
(1894).

CAVE, Edward (1691-1754). The founder
and editor of the Gentleman's Magazine, the

first literarj' journal of its kind ever published.

He was bom at Xewton, in Warvvickshire. was
educated at Rugby, and became a printer's ap-

prentice. For a time he held a Parliamentary
clerlcship, and from the information gained
through his oflficial position he furnished coun-

try news to a London ne^vspaper and weekly
news letters to country papers. In 1727 he and
Robert Raikes were fined and imprisoned for

breach of privilege. In 1731 he was able to

set up a small printing-oflice, and established the

Gentleman's Magazine, which he conducted the

rest of his life, and which is still published.

Dr. Johnson was among the early contributors

to the magazine, and Cave published several of

his earlier works, including Irene and the Life

of Savage. Cave began, in 1732, the publica-

tion of a regular series of the Parliamentarj' de-

bates of both houses, Johnson writing many of

the speeches reported in the series.

CAVE, William (1637-1713). An English
clerpj-man and scholar. He was born at Pick-

well, Leicestershire, studied at Cambridge, and
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held various ecoIesiaMtical appointments, among
them the rectory of Allhallows the Great. Lon-
don. HiH fame rests on his voluminous writ-
injpi on fhurcli histtiry, the most important of
which are: Primitive Christianity (1672) ; Lives
of the ApostlcH (167«J); Liiea of the Fathers
(1(177): and Scriptorum Ecclcsiaaticorum His-
toria Literaria (1688-98), which were once stan-
dard works.

CAVE ANIMALS. A name given to a
I>eculiar assemblage of animals living in the
total darkness of caverns. Cave animals usually
differ from their epigiean or out-of-door allies

in being blind, and either partially or totally
eyeless ; in having the loss of sight compensated
for by greatly developed feelers and other ap-
l»endagt>s, or by tactile hairs, and in being whit-
ish or colorless, the coloring matter or pigment
in the skin having undergone degeneration.

Cave Faun.*:. The richest cave faunae occur
in southern France, in limestone deposits near
or at the base of the Pyrenees, though the great
grotto of Adelsl)erg, near Trieste, is the classic
abode of cavemicolous forms, including the blind
triton, eyeless l)eetles, etc. In North America
Mammoth and V^'yandotte caves, with many
smaller ones in their vicinity, as well as the caves
in Carter County, Ky., also VVeyer's Cave and the
Luray Caverns in Virginia, have been especially
explored, and have yielded a most varied and in-

teresting fauna. These regions have been honey-
combed by the action of subterranean streams
now mostly dried up. With these systems of
subterranean drainage are associated sink-holes,
and deep, dark wells inhabited by blind fish,

crayfish, and other crustacea of the same spe-
cies as those inhabiting the caves. Other caves
more or less tenanted by blind forms are situ-
ated in Mexico, at Caeahuamilpa, in open sink-
holes in Cuba, as well as in caves and wells in
New Zealand. The caverns inhabited by per-
manent assemblages of blind animals both in
America and Europe lie south of the ice sheet
of the glacial period. The cave fauna probably
became established at the beginning of the Qua-
ternary epoch—i.e. very soon after the close of
the Tertiary period.

Taking the Mammoth Cave as the type of a
great .system of underground passages and cham-
bers, let us consider the conditions under which
these blind animals live. The total length of the
.avenues is about 150 miles. In the older and dry
passages and chambers there is little life; the
animals are mostly congregated in the newer or
comparatively damp places, the aquatic forms
living in the streams and pools. There is no
vegetation, except a few scattered molds and
fungi. The food is scanty, and the animals are
all carnivorous, preying on one another. The
temperature is very equable, the mean for the
winter months being 53° F., and for the sum-
mer 54° F., the variation throughout the year
l-eing scarcely more than one degree.
The number of species thus far detected in

Mammoth Cave is about seventy-five, and in
other American caves about forty or fifty more,
while there are several hundred' kinds existing
in European caverns.
Blixd Fishes. The most striking and inter-

esting form in Mammoth Cave is the blindfish
(Amhlyopsis spelceiis) . It is about four inches
long, pale or colorless, blind, the eyes being

vestigial. According to Prof. C. H. Eigenmann,
who has made the latest and moat thorough
studies on this and other blind fishes, Amblyop-
sis seeks the dark and shuns tiie light. A* ray
of light or a lighted match will cause them to
dash away, and bright sunlight appears to be
irritating; if exposed to it, the fishes swim
about uneasily. In well-fed adult specimens
there is no external indication of an eye; but
in young ones, before reaching a length' of two
inches (50 mm.), the eyes can be distinctly
seen, owing to their pigment, which is lost in
the adult. The optic nerve can l>e traced in
examples under an inch (25 mm.) in length,
but in larger specimens "it is no longer possible
to follow the ner\-e to the brain." In only one
instance could P^igenmann trace the nerve into
the brain-cavity. The lens is much reduced, and,
in fact, the vestiges of the eyes are exceedingly
variable, "in striking contra.st to the condition
in normal fishes" (Eigenmann). This will apply
to the eyes of other blind fishes and blind in-
sects, Crustacea, etc. While the sense of sight is
lost, that of touch in the blind fish, as in most
other cave animals, is exalted. Amblyopsis is
provided with series of tactile papillae, arranged
in ridges on the front and sides of the head.
Though tlie ears of this blind fish are said by
Wyman to be largely developed. Dr. Sloan, who
kept several of these fishes in an aquarium for
twenty months, states that they "manifested
total indifference to light and sound." They are
said to show in their movements extreme timid-
ity and caution. Eigenmann has proved that,
contrary to early views, Amblyopsis is not vivi-
parous; the eggs, however, are laid by the fe-
male under her gill-membrane, and the breeding
period extends at least from the first of March
to November. The young feed on minute crus-
taceans and other microscopic animals, and the
older ones feed greedily on the blind asellus
( Caecidotica ) . Like all'othcr cave animals, the
body is colorless, and the blind fi.shes glide
through the aquatic shades like "white aquatic
ghosts." There are four other species of blind
fishes, and with Amblyopsis is associated Typh-
lichthys suhtrrraiicus, which lives in eaves east
of the Mississippi, while Typhlichthys rosce in-
habits caverns west of this river.

Subterranean Salamanders.—A still higher
type of vertebrate, two species of salamanders,
have become adapted to cave life, losing their
eyesight by disuse. The species of the genus
Spelerpes frequent damp, dark situations and
the entrance to caves. An allied form (Typhlo-
triton spelcEus of Stejneger) is distinctly a caver-
nicolous as distinguished from a twilight species,
and ha.s never been found outside of caves. Its
eyes show early stages of degeneration. It in-
habits caves in southwestern Missouri, and oc-
curs under rocks in and out of water. Still an-
other salamander, whose eyes are the most de-
generate known among amphibians, is the
Typhlomolye Rathbuni of Stejneger. It lives
in subterranean streams, tapped by an artesian
and also a surface well, near San Marcos, Tex.,
and likewise occurs in one of the caves near that v
town. Its remarkably long and slender legs
are too weak to support its body when out of
water. The eyes of this salamander are in many
respects much more degenerate than those of
the Proteus of Austrian caves. It has no eye-
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muscles, the retina is more redueed, no trace of

the lens could be found except in one individual,

and no bloo<l-vessels enter the eye, the shape of

the eye itself, which lies just beneath the skin,

beinp: very variable (Eigenmann).
The Proteus of Adel3l)er{j; Cave is a salaman-

der-like form, allied to our mud-puppy (Nec-

turus). It has external gills, very weak legs,

ending in three toes in the fore and two in the
hinder pair. Its body is remarkably slender,

white or colorless, and the eyes are minute, just

visible beneath the skin. It is noticeable that
when this animal is kept in the laboratory, ex-

posed to daylight, the stimulus of the light-rays

causes the pigment to develop so that the skin

turns slightly dark.

The lower animals tell the same story of de-

generation, blindness and total or partial
atropliy of the eye, together with loss of color,

and, in a more striking way, the compensation
for the loss of vision by a great increase in

length of the antennse and other appendages, or

the growth of long, slender tactile bristles.

Blind Crayfish and Insects.—A notable in-

habitant of Mammoth and other caves is the
blind crayfish (Orconcctes pellucidus) . It dif-

fers from its out-of-door allies in being blind,

slender-bodied, and colorless. The eyes are pres-

ent, but they are much reduced in size and
destitute of a cornea and of black pigment, while
the colorless body is slender. It is not only
blind, but deaf, as A. S. Packard discovered that
the auditory sacs are a third smaller, and the
auditory hairs in the ears also a third shorter
and smaller; hence it is to be inferred that the
ears of the blind crayfish are degenerate, and
the sense of hearing nearly, if not quite, obso-

lete. This creature is also exceedingly timid
and cautious in its movements.
The eyeless beetles of caves (Anophthalmus)

have no vestige of eye or of optic nerves and
ganglia: but in their movements they closely

resemble their epigsean allies. While their bodies
and appendages are slender, they grope their
way about by means of very long tactile bristles.

They act exactly as if enjoying good eyesight.

They Malk, run, stop to explore the ground, seek
their food, and run from the fingers of the in-

sect-hunter who tries to seize them with the
same agility as beetles provided with eyes.

Other beetles, such as Adelops, which has re-

tained vestiges of the outer eye; some spiders,

comprising an eyeless species, and others with
eyes varying in size, some much reduced, spin
little webs on the walls of the chambers. Among
the harvestmen some have extraordinarily long
legs; while the Campodea, a wingless insect of

the Mammoth and other caves both of the United
States and EurofH?, differs from the outdoor form
in its antennfr and abdominal appendages being
greatly exaggerated in length. The cave crickets
have eyes, but they do not extend into the re-

moter parts of the cave, and hence are twilight
spe<'ies, and probably cross with other twilight
individuals. Besides these, there are many eye-
less Crustacea of different groups—mites, myria-
pods, primitive wingless insects, a few flies,

worms, and infusoria which go to make up this
assemblage of sightless troglodytes.

Origin and History. The fauna of caves is

evidently composed of the descenclants of indi-

viduals whicli have been carried bv various

means into the subterranean passages, have be-

come adapted to life in perpetual darkness, be-

coming isolated, and thus, so long as they are
subjected to their peculiar environment, breed
true to their species, and show no tendency to

relapse to their originally ej'ed condition. There
are, moreover, many blind or eyeless animals,
fishes, insects, and Crustacea which live in holes,

ant-nests, or in the abysses of the ocean, which,
from the same general cause—i.e. absence of

the stimulus of light—have become eyeless and
otherwise modified in compensation for the loss

of vision.

The fauna of caves is indeed a most simple and
intelligible object lesson in establishing the truth
of the evolution theory and the doctrine of use-
inheritance. Lamarck, in 1809, cited the cases
of the mole and burrowing sphalax, as well as
the Proteus of Austrian eaves, as examples of
the impoverishment and disappearance of these
organs through constant lack of exercise. Dar-
win candidly admitted that natural selection did
not operate in the case of cave animals, but that
the loss of eyes was due to disuse.

Indeed, the main interest in studies of cave
life centres in the obvious bearing of the facts
on the theory of descent. The conditions of

existence in caverns, subterranean streams, and
deep wells are so marked and unlike those which
environ the great majority of organisms, that
their effects on the animals which have been
able to adapt themselves to such conditions at
once arrest the attention of the observer.

It is obvious that the action of the Lamarckian
or primary factors of organic evolution—i.e.

change in the environment and use and disuse

—

are amply suSicient, when coupled with isola-

tion and heredity, and that form of it called
use - inheritance, to produce the blind forms.
Here, also, we have a case where the transmis-
sion by heredity of eyes adapted for vision lapses,

owing to the profound change of environment,
and the animals, after becoming adapted to a
life in total darkness, inherit the degenerate
eyes as well as the specialized tiictile organs,
elongated appendages, etc., acquired by the modi-
fied organisms—a clear example of the trans-

mission of acquired characters. The absence of
the stimulus of light causes the eye, through
disuse, to undergo reduction and atrophy. With
this goes, in certain forms, the loss of the optic

ganglia and optic nerves. Packard has found
and stated the following effects of disuse in the
invertebrate animals of Mannnoth and other
caves, and it will be realized how profoimdly the
organisms have been modified:

( 1 ) Total atrophy of optic lobes and optic

nerves, with or without the persistence in part
of the pigment or retina and the crystalline lens

(certain Crustacea, harvestmen, Adelops beetle,

and the myriapod Pseudotreniia).

(2) Persistence of the optic lobes and optic

nerves, but total atrophy of the rods and cones,

retina (pigment), and facets (blind crayfish).

(3) Total atrophy of the optic lol»es. optic

nerves, and all the optic elements, including
rods and cones, retina (pigment) and facets

( .\nophthalmu9 beetle, and the myriapod Sco-

terpes )

.

-An interesting fact, confirmatory of the theory
of <K-casional rapid evolution, as opposed to in-

variably slow action involved in pure Darwin-
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ism, iH thnt wo nt-ver find any vestipps of the
optie lol)es or optic nerves; if they are wanting
at all, they are totally abolished. The atrophy
is comparatively rapid, sudden, and wholesale.

It was probably so with the loss by disiiso of

the thumb of the thumbless monkey of South
America, which has retained no vestige of the
lost meml»er.

The varying degrees of development in the
external parts of certain blind animals prove
that these forms entered the caves at different

peri(Mls. and have been exposed for different

icngtlis of time to the loss of light. The com-
pletely eyeless forms are the oldest inhabitants
of these regions of Cimmerian darkness. The
imperfect lenses and retinsr, the abolishment of

vismil nerves and portions of the brain, are, like

all vestigial structures in highly specialized or
modified animals of various kinds, like ancient,

decayed sign-posts pointing out some nearly oblit-

erated paths now unworn and disused.

On tlie other hand, certain other parts of the
body, as the result of us<>. iHt'ome extraordina-
rily developed ; such are the tactile papilltr of tlie

blindfish, the greatly lengthened feelers and
legs, the long, delicate tactile hairs of various
Crustacea and insects. It is plainly the case
that the enhanced development of these organs
is the result of frequent use or exercise. There
is no need of invoking natural selection, these
parts developing as the direct result of the
change of habits, of the new needs of tlie animals
to feel their way about, forced to adopt such hab-
its by the abnormal conditions of their existence.

Although the animals are members of very dif-

ferent groups, inheriting verj' different structures
and habits, yet all genuine cave animals resemble
each other in being pale, ghost-like, in the ex-

altation of the tactile sense, and the correspond-
ing increase in length and delicacy of the ex-

tremities.

Yet some naturalists of the Neo-Darwinian
school reject the operation of the Lamarckian
factors and illogically attribute the creation of

this wonderful assemblage of blind forms to
natural sclwtion, and others to panmixia—i.e.

the cessation of natural selection.

Balance of Theories.—In his elaborate work
on the eyes of blind fishes Eigenmann fully and
candidly discusses the conflicting views, and con-

cludes as follows : ''The Lamarckian view, that
through disuse the organ is diminished during
the life of the individual, in part at least on
account of the diminution of the amount of blood
going to a resting organ, and that this effect is

transmitted to succeeding generations, not only
would theoretically account for unlimited pro-
gressive degeneration, but is the only view so far
examined that does not on the face of it present
serious objections."

It would be a thorough test of the theory of
descent if we could keep these creatures in con-
finement, exposed first to twilight and then to
the full light cf day, and endeavor to breed a
series of generations of these blind animals and
a.<certain whether their descendants would not
revert to their original ancestral ej'cd forms.

Fortunately, an underground laboratory for the
study of cave animals has been established by
M. Vir& in the old catacombs and underground
quarries extending under the Jardin des Plantes
in Paris. Here are all the conditions of a cave,

viz. perpetual darkness, an unvarying temj/era-
ture, and running water for aquatic forms. M.
VirO has introduced various blind or eyed spe-
cies, and eventually we may expect to have much
light thrown on the interesting problems sug-
gested by such studies as these.

Great activity has licen shown in France in
the exploration of the caves and subterranean
streams of the Midi. A Society'' de SpfdCologie
has been organzied for several years.
Consult: A. S. Packard, "Tiie Cave Fauna

of North America" (.1/emotrs National Academy
of Hciencea, Vol. VI. manv plates, Wasliington,
1888) ; C. H. Eigenmann, "The Eyes of the
Blind Vertebrates of North America" (Archir fiir

h'nticickeliiuffsmechiniiks der Ortjanifimen, VIII.,
1899) ; and other papers. See also the writings
of Tellkamyif, Schiodte, Coj)e, Putnam, Garman,
Ilcnsliaw. .Joseph, Chilton, and others.

CA'VEAT (Lat., let him beware, from cavere,
to take heed). A formal notice addressed to a
judicial or administrative officer, warning him
not to take certain proceedings, which may or
may not \>e in contemplation, without first giv-

ing due notice to the person filing the caveat.
The object of the notification is to secure to the
person giving it an opportunity to be heard in

opposition to the action or proceeding in ques-
tion, and it operates as a stay upon such pro-
ceeding. Caveats are available in England for a
variety of purposes, as to restrain the enrollment
of a decree in chancery, the issuing of a lunacy
commission, the grant of a marriage license, the
jirobate of a will. etc. In the United States they
are not so common, though they may in some
States be employed for some of these purposes,
especially to stay the probate of wills and the
issuing of letters testamentary.
The laws regulating the granting of patents

in the United States, however, provide that a
caveat may be filed by an inventor to give notice
to the Patent Office of inchoate inventions. Such
a caveat must set forth the purpose of the
invention or discovery, and its distinguishing
characteristics; and it prays protection of the
inventor's right until he shall have matured his
invention. It is required to be filed in the con-
fidential archives of the office and to be pre-

served in secrecy, and it must be renewed from
year to year in order to be kept in force. The
person filing it is entitled to be notified of any
application for a patent made during the lifetime

of the caveat, which application, if granted,
would interfere with the invention claimed there-

in, and is entitled to priority by reason thereof.

See Patent. Consult: Rules of United States
Patent Office; Menvin, Patentability of Inven-
tions (Boston, 1883) ; Luby, Patent Office Prac-
tice (Kalamazoo, 1897).

CA'VEAT EMP'TOR (Lat., let the buyer
beware). The conimcm-law maxim signifying
that the purchaser of land or goods takes his

chances as to the title or the quality of the
property acquired by him. There is great dif-

ference of opinion as to the extent to which this

maxim really represents the law. A learned
English judge expressed the opinion, in 1849,
that "the result of the older authorities is that
there is by the law of England no warranty of

title in the actual contract of sale, any more
than tJiere is of quality." A few- years later an
equally learned judge declared that "the only
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semblance of authority for this doctrine from the
time of Noy and Lord Coke consists of mere
dicta." The application of the doctrine to title

has been done away with in England by the
Sale of Goods Act, 1893 (50-57 Victoria, c. 71^,
by which the law relating to the sale of goods
was codified, while in the United States this appli-

cation of the doctrine has never had any judicial

sanction, so far as the sale of personal property
is concerned. The mere act of A's selling prop-

erty to B amounts to an undertaking on his part
that the title was in him. B docs not buy at his

peril. It is the seller, not the buyer, who must
take care of the title. However, the maxim
'Caveat emptor' does apply to sales of land.

In the absence of fraud or of covenant as to title

by the vendor, the vendee buys at his peril.

With respect to the quality of chattels, the
common-law maxim 'Caveat emptor' still ap-
plies, although its scope has been narrowed
greatly during the last hundred years. Indeed,
an eminent judge has declared that the excep-
tions have well nigh eaten up the rule. By the
English Sale of Goods Act referred to above, the
civil-law rule 'Caveat venditor' (let the seller be-

ware) is in many cases substituted for 'Caveat
emptor.' For example, if the buyer notifies the
seller that the goods for which he is treating are
required for a special purpose, and that he re-

lies on the seller's skill or judgment, and the
goods are of a description which it is in the
course of the seller's business to supply, the
seller impliedly engages that they shall be rea-

sonably fit for such purpose. Again a person
who sells goods by description (as Manila hemp)
impliedly engages that they shall correspond
with the description and shall be of a merchanta-
ble quality. While neither legislation nor ju-

dicial decisions in the United States accord en-

tirely with the provisions of the English stat-

ute, their tendency is toward the same goal.

In Rome the rule of early law was, in effect,

'Caveat emptor.' With the growth of commerce,
however, the inadequacy and injustice of this

nile became apparent, and it was modified from
time to time by sedilician edicts and by the
reasoning of jurists, until it was transformed
into 'Caveat venditor.' This maxim of primitive
law has been undergoing a similar modification
in England and in the United States during the
last century. Consult the authorities referred
to under Sai.es; Title; and Warranty.
CAVEDONE, kjl've-dr/n&, Giacomo (1577-

1660). An Italian painter. He was educated in

the school of the Carracci, and was a workman
under them in the churches of Bologna. His
chief productions are "The Adoration of the
Magi;" "The Four Doctors;" "The I^st Sup-
per;" and "The Virgin and Child in Glory," now
in the liologna Gallery. He was at one time an
assistant to Guido Hcni, in Rome.
CAVE-DWELIjEBS. A general term, usu-

ally, but loosely, applied to a largely hypothetic
class of troglodytes, or primeval inhabitants of

given countries or of the world. The most de-

cisive evidences of cave life by early man are
derived fnim western Europe, both continental
and insular, where human remains and artifacts

are found in certain caverns associate*! with
bones and teeth of various extinct animals, in-

cluding, the cave-bear, the sabre-toothed tiger,

etc., as well as of animals no longer occupying

the same habitat, such as the reindeer, hyena, etc.

As shown by Bucland in the Eighteenth Cen-
tury, such remains are frequently found in a
distinctive earthy deposit ('red cave earth')
beneath a floor of stalagmite. The sequence of
deposits and the character of the fossils attest
great antiquity, probably antedating the later
glacial periods of the Pleistocene. Several of
the most instructive examples of early pre-
historic man (Man of Spy, Man of Cro-Magnon,
Man of Mentone, etc.) may be regarded as repre-
senting the period of European cave-dwellers.
In various parts of the world, notably in Asia
and southeastern Europe, are found habitations
excavated in canon-walls or other precipices;
the rock-hewn tombs at Petra, in northern
Arabia, are plausibly supposed to have been
designed as places of residence; in China and
Mongolia whole villages are excavated in bluffs
of loess, as noted by Pumpelly and others; but
nowhere do mankind now occupy natural caves
as permanent habitations, so far as known.
Many of the Amerinds temporarily occupied nat-
ural shelves or niches in precipices ("rock
houses,' as they are sometimes called ) , and some
inclosed these with walls of masonry or other
material to form permanent cliff-dwellings, while
others excavated the cliff-faces to form cavate
lodges (see Arch.eology, American) ; it is

known, too, that individuals and families, or
even small bands, foimd temporary' refuge in
caverns; yet the term 'cave-dwellers' is inap-
plicable in America, either as a specific designa-
tion for any people or period, or as a descriptive
term. The general tendency of recent researches
is to show that primeval men were arborean and
ararian—i.e. forest rangers and shore-dwellers

—

rather than cave-dwellers, and that cave life was
secondary and due to peculiar conditions rather
than primary and characteristic.

CAVELIER, kft'v'-lyi', Pierre Jitles (1814-
94). A French sculptor. He studied under
David d'Angers and Delaroche and first gained
celebrity in 1849 by a statue of "Penelope," for
which he received the medal of honor. In 1865
he became a member of the Institute. Among
his works are "Truth," in the Louvre, statues of
Ab^lard and Napoleon, and busts of Ary Scheffer
and Horace Vemet.
CAVELIER DE CTJVERVTLLE, de ky'vftr'-

v^V, Jlles Marie Armaxd (1834—). A French
naval ollicer. He was bom near Allineuc, Cotes-
du-Nord, and studied in Rennes and in Paris.

He took part in the Crimean campaign, was pro-

fessor at the Naval Academy from 1861 to 1863,

naval attache* of the French embassy at Lon-
don, and commander of the naval division in the
southern Atlantic. After his promotion to the
rank of rear-admiral in 1888, he was, in 1390.

intrusted with the chief command of the Atlantic
squadron, in which capacity he terminated the
affair with Dahomey and signed a treaty of

peace with the King of that coimtry. His con-

tributions to naval literature include: Le Canon
de qiiinze pourea des Etitts-Unis (1866); Pro-

fires rc'n/iVs par Vartillcrie navale de 1855 d
ISSO (1881); La marine aux EtataUnis, rap-
port adressii au president Johnson (1867).

CA'VEN, WiixiAM (1830—). A Canadian
Presbyterian divine. He was born at Kirkcolm
in Wigtownshire, Scotland, December 26, 1830,

graduated at the theological seminary of the
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United Preshytprian Church, Toronto, Canada,
1862, entt'rtHl thi* inini»try, lH?fHnie professor of

exe|»etinil theology and biblical criticism, Knox
CoUog*', Toronto, 18(50, and principal of the col-

lege, 1873. He was prominent in the movement
which eventuated in the union of the different

branelu'8 of the Presbyterian Church in Canada.

CAVENDISH, kftv'en-dlsh or kAn'dlsh. The
paeudonym of Henry Junes, who wrot« on
whist and other games of cards.

CAVENDISH, Freuebick Cuables, Lord
(1830-82). An English statesman, the second

son of William Cavendish, seventh Duke of

Devonshire. He was born at Compton Place,

Eastbourne, November 30, 1836, and graduated
B.A. at Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1858. He
was private secretary to Lord Granville from
1859 to 1804, and entered Parliament in the fol-

lowing year. After serving as private secretary

to Mr. Gladstone (1872-73) he entered the treas-

ury department, in which he was financial secre-

tary from 1880 to 1882, when he was appointed

chief secretary to Earl Spencer, Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland. He accompanied the latter to Dub-
lin, and took the oath as chief secretary at the

castle. May 0. 1882. On the afternoon of the

same day, while walking in Phoenix Park with

Thomas Henry Burke, under-secretary, he and
his companion were assassinated. It was after-

wards shown that the plot had been laid against

Mr. Burke, and that Cavendish was killed be-

cause he was in the company of the under-

secretary. Three of the conspirators turned
State's evidence, five were hanged, and seventeen

were otherwise punished.

CAVENDISH, George (1500-C.1561). An
English author, the biographer of Cardinal
Wolsey. In 1526 he entered the service of Wol-
sey and remained his constant friend, in pros-

perity and adversity, until the end. The Life of

Wolsey, written in 1557, was first published, in

a garbled state, in 1641. The full text first ap-

peared (a small edition) in 1761, and again
in 1815. It is one of the volumes in Morley's
Universal Library (1885). It is a noble work,
ranking with the best English biographies.

CAVENDISH, Henry (1731-1810). An Eng-
lish natural philosopher and chemist. He was
born in Nice, the eldest son of Lord Charles
Cavendish and a nephew of the third Duke of
Devonshire. He was educated at Peterhouse
College, Cambridge, but left without taking his

degree, and devoted his entire life to the study
of mathematics and physical science. He in-

herited considerable means from his uncle and
was thus able to gratify his taste for scientific

investigation. He was unmarried and lived in

quiet retirement, having intercourse with few
persons, and having no interests beyond his
scientific studies and investigations. His first

published work was entitled ETperimenis on
Arsenic (1764), but his earliest experiments of

interest were on heat, and were not published
for a number of years after they were performed.
These experiments included the study of the
evolution of heat when a liquid is solidified or a
gas condensed, as well as an investigation into
the subject of specific heats of substances.
The first scientific paper of importance pub-

lished by Cavendish was on Factitious Air, and
was communicated to the Royal Society in 1766,
while later he imdertook the studv of carbonic-

acid gas, determining its specific gravity and
showing that a small amount would so vitiate

common air as to make it impossible to support
either combustion or life. The most celebrated

work of Cavendish was his ascertaining "that
water consists of dephlogisticated air (oxygen)
united with phlogiston (hydrogen)." One of the

most celebrated of the exi>eriiuent8 performed
by Cavendish was the determination of the dens-

ity of the earth. Philosophical Transactions

(175)8), by a method to which his name has
been given. This plan had been suggested by the
Rev. John Mitchell, and consisted of having a
suspended rod with two lead balls at its ex-

tremities. When masses of metal were placed

near these balls the force of attraction exerted
between the masses could be measured. Accord-
ingly it was possible to compute the attraction

exerted on a mass the size of the earth and thus
determine its density. Cavendish a.scertained

this quantity to be 5.45, a figure that has been
slightly raised by subsequent experiments. Cav-
endish lived almost in solitude, and died leaving

a fortune of £1,175,000. The Electrical Re-

searches of Uenry Cavendish, edited by J. Clerk
Maxwell, were published (Cambridge, England,
1879). Consult Wilson, Liye o/ Carendtsfc (Lon-

don, 1846). See CiiEMisTHY.

CAVENDISH, Margaret, Duchess of New-
castle (c.1624-74). An English writer, born near
Colchester in Essex. She was educated at home;
became a maid of honor to Queen Henrietta
Maria (1643-45); married, in Paris, William
Cavendish, afterwards Duke of Newcastle
(1645), and lived abroad with him till the

Restoration. She died in London, and was buried
in Westminster Abbey. The famous inscription

on her tomb declares that she belonged to a
family of which "all the brothers were valiant

and all the sisters virtuous." Her writings,

consisting of plays, poems, sketches, letters, an
autobiography, and a memoir of her husband, are

exceedingly interesting. Selections were edited

by Lower, in Smith's Library of Old Authors
(London, 1872), by Jenkins (London, 1872), and
by C. H. Firth (London, 1886). Consult, also,

Gosse, Seventeenth Century Studies (London,
1895).

CAVENDISH, Spenceb Compton. See Dev-
onshire, Eighth Duke of.

CAVENDISH, Thomas (c. 1555-92). The
second English cireiminavigator of the globe,

and a noted freebooter. He was bom in the par-

ish of Trimlay Saint Martin, Suffolk, studied for

a brief period at Cambridge, but left without a
degree, followed the Court, and soon squandered
his inheritance. To repair his fortunes he turned
to maritime adventure, and fitted out a ship that
accompanied Sir Richard Grenville's expedition
to Virginia in 1585. On this voyage he captured
three rich Spanish ships. In July, 1586, he
sailed from Plymouth with three vessels on a
predatory expedition, passed through the Straits

of Magellan, cruised along the west coast of

South America and Mexico, and burned or sank
nineteen vessels, among which was the Santa
Anna, belonging to the King of Spain, and hav-
ing an immensely valuable cargo, which he
seized off California. He returned to Plymouth
September 9, 1588, with his plunder, having
gone around the globe in two years and fifty

davs. When he came home it was said that hia
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seamen were clothed in silk, his sails were of

daniu-sk, and his topmast was covered with
cloth of gold. Within three years he wasted his

wealth, and he died on another voyage. Accounts
of all three voyages are to be found in Hakluyt.

CAVENDISH, Sir William (1505-57). An
English courtier. He was a jounger brother of

George Cavendisli, Cardinal Wolsey's biographer,

with whom lie is often confused. He enjoyed

the favor of Henry VIII., who, in 1530, appoint-

ed him one of the commissioners to seize mon-
asteries for the Crown. In 1546 he was made
treasurer of the King's chamber, was knighted,

and became a privy councilor. Both Henry
and Edward VI. largely increased his landed
property by grants of monastic estates. Con-
forming under Mary, he also received rewards
from her. His great property became the foun-

•dation of the immense estates of the Dukes of

Devonshire.

CAVENDISH, William, Duke of Newcastle

( 15*.t2-l()7(i). An English statesman and author.

He was the son of Sir Charles Cavendish, young-
er brother of the first Earl of Devonshire, and
was educated at Saint John's College, Cam-
bridge. His acccHuplishments and bearing gained
him the favor of James I., who, in 1610, made
him a Knight of the Bath, and in 1620 raised

him to the peerage as Viscount Mansfield. In
1628 he was created Earl of Newcastle by Charles

I., and, on the royal visit to Scotland, enter-

tained the monarch with two banquets of his-

torical repute, at a cost of £20,000. In 1638 the

King intrusted him with the tuition of his son,

afterwards Charles II. He munificently .sup-

ported the King during the Civil War, and
raised a troop of 200 knights, who served at their

own cost. As general of the northern forces he
had the power to issue declarations, confer

knighthood, coin money, and raise men. After
the battle of Marston Moor, Cavendish retired to

the Continent, Avhere he resided in poverty until

the Restoration. On his return he was created

Duke of Newcastle. He wrote poems, plays, and
veterinary works. La methode et invention nou-
rellc de dresaer lea cheraux (Antwerp, 1657) was
writt<>n in English, translated by a Walloon,
and i)ublished in French ; afterwards it was am-
plified as A Neic Method and Extraordinary In-

rent ion to Dress Horses and M'ork Them Accord-
ing to Xatnre, etc. (London, 1667). He was a
skillful horse-trainer, and made an accomplished
horseman of his pupil, Charles II. He died De-

cember 25, 1676. Consult lAfe of the Duke of
Neircastle, by his second wife, Margaret Lucas
(London, 1667; new e<lition by C. H. Firth,

London, 1886). This work is ridiculed by Pepys
in his ni<nif. March 18, 1668.

CAVENDISH COLLEGE. A college founded
in 1873 by the County College Association of

Cambridge University, England, in order to en-

able imdergraduatos to pass through a university

course at the least possible cost of money and
time, and to make a sjK'cialty of the art of teach-

ing. The present buildings of the college were
begun in 1876. There were, in 1890. about 33
students in residence. It was closed the follow-

ing year, and is at present a Nonconformist train-

ing college, and, of course, not connected with the
university.

CAVE OF ADtrLOLAM:. See Adullam, Cave
OK.

CAVE OF MACHPELAH, mftk-pelft. See
Macupei.ah, Cave of.

CAVE OF MAMMON. A subterranean
cavern described at length in Spenser's Faerie
Quecne. It is the unpleasant abode of the God
of Avarice.

CAVE OF THE NATIVITY. The supposed
birthplace of Christ, a winding cave in Bethle-

hem, beneath the Church of the Nativity, built

over it by the Empress Helena and the Emperor
Constantine. The position of the manger and
the precise spot where Christ was bom are

marked. The grotto is beautified with marbles
and candles are constantly burning.

CAVE OF THE WINDS. See Niagara
Falls.

CAVE OF TBOPHCNIUS. See Tbopho-
NIL'S, Ca\'E of.

CAVERNE DE L'HOMME MOBT, ka'varn'

de lom mOr (Fr., cavern of the dead man). A
cave in the Department of Loz6re, France, in

which skeletons of a prehistoric race have been
discovered.

CAVET'TO (It., dim. of cavo, hollow, from
Lat. earns, hollow, Gk. Kvap, kyar, hole, from
Gk. Kveiv, kyein, to swell, to contain). In archi-

tecture, a simple concave molding, to be dis-

tinguished from the scotia (q.v.) because it is

only a quarter round, whereas the seotia's curve

embraces at least the half of a circle or ellipse.

CAVIANA, ka-vya'na. An island of Brazil,

lying across the main mouth of the river Ama-
zon. It is about 35 miles long by 20 wide, fer-

tile, and well stocked with cattle (Map: Brazil,

11 3). The little town of the Roberdello, on the

southeast coast of the island, is almost exactly

under the equator.

CAVIAB, kjivl-jir, or CAVIARE (Fr., from
Turk, hfivydr, caviar, probably of Tatar origin).

The roe of a sturgeon prepared as a piquant table

delicacy, especially in Russia. (For the various

sturgeons, see Sturgeon.) The process of mak-
ing caviar is as follows: The ovaries, having
been removed from the fish, are beaten to loosen

the eggs, which are then separated from the

muscular tissue by being pressed through a
sieve. The liquor is then pressed out, salt is

well mixed in, and the whole packed in small

kegs. The quality of the result depends upon
the care in clearing and drying it. The best is

prepared by granulating the roe in linen sacks,

which are laid in the brine and then hung up
in the sun to dry. The Russian caviar comes
principally from the neighborhood of the Cas-

pian Sea ; but it is prepared in the Danube prov-

inces and elsewhere, and lately has been made ex-

tensively in the western United States.

CAVIT^, kA-ve'tA. The capiUil of the Prov-

ince of Cavit<^, in Luzon. Philippines, on Manila

Bay, about 8 miles southwest of Manila (Map:
Luzon Island. E 8). It is built of stone, and

has a theatre and several Government buildings

of note. The leading industrial establishment

is a large tobacco-factory. During the Spanish

administration Cavit6 was one of the principal

strongholds in the archipelago, and since the

Spanish - American War has l>oen made even

stronger. There is an arsenal, well-equipped re-

pair-shops, and good docking facilities. Popula-

tion, in 1898, 1497.
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CAVITi:. A province of I^uzon, Philippines,

hituiited south of the Province of Manila, and
bounded by Manila IJay on tlie west. It covers

an area of 4«8 square miles, it has wooded
mountains and well-watered valleys, and is of

commercial importance, on account of its advan-

tageous situation. Agriculture receives consid-

erable attention. Its population is estimated

a« about 134,000.

CAVO, kU'vd, ANDRfes (1739-C.1800). A
Mexican Jesuit historian, born in Guadalajara.

He entered the Jesuit Order in 1759, and was
sent as a missionary to the Northwest, in 1767

he was compelled to leave Mexico by the decree

expelling the Jesuits. He prepared in Rome a

work on Mexican history, which disappeared,

but was recovered by C. M. Bustamante and
published as Los tres aiglos de M6jico durante

el gobicrno espafiol (1836). H. H. Bancroft, in

his History of Mexico, gives an unfavorable

estimate of the narrative.

CAVO-RILIEVO, kii'vA rMyft'vA (It. cava,

hollow + rilicro, relief). A kind of depressed

bas-relief, where the carving is sunk l)elow the

level of the surface of the background. It was
used extensively by the Egyptian wall-decorators.

It makes possible the execution of sculptured

wall-panels after erection of a building in stone

or marble, without the trouble of leaving bossed

spaces in course of construction.

CAVOTJR, kA-voor', Camii.lo Benso di, Count
(1810-01). The great constructive statesman

of modern Italy. He was born in Turin, August
10, 1810, the son of the Marquis Michele Benso
di Cavour and Adfele, second daughter of the

Count de Sellon of Geneva. As a younger son,

Camillo was educated for the army in the mili-

tarj' academy in Turin, serving at the same time

as a page in the royal household of King Charles

Albert. After graduating at the head of his

class in 1820, he entered the army as a lieuten-

ant of engineers. Even at this early period he

showed the earnestness, concentration, and abil-

ity which made the brilliant statesman of later

years. He was proficient in the study of mathe-
matics, the languages, and history. His mind
w^as extremely practical, and he never cared for

art or romance. He had no taste for military life,

and devoted himself while in garrison in the fort-

ress of Bard to the study of economics and Eng-
lish politics. In 1831 he resigned his commis-

sion and undertook the management of his

father's estate at Leri, in Piedmont. Without
any previous knowledge of farming, Cavour soon

mastered agriculture in all its details, restored

the estate, which had been much neglected, and
became a leader in the introduction of progres-

sive methods of agriculture into Piedmont. He
ever afterwards loved the work, and found at

Leri throughout his life rest from the cares of

State. In this occupation and in travel Cavour
spent fifteen busy and profitable years. The demo-

cratic monarchy of England was always his ideal,

and he was a great admirer of Anglo-Saxon lib-

erty. In England he made a thorough study of

the political, social, and industrial institutions.

In 1847. when the censorship of the press had been

abolished in Piedmont, Cavour, realizing the

power that this agency might have in the great

struggle for which Italy was preparing, estab-

lished in Turin, with Cesare Balbo and others, a
journal, II Risorgimento, which declared for inde-

jH^ndence, unity, and reform. A moderate Con-
servative in his views, a stanch supporter of the
monarchy, but a constitutionalist, he satisfied

the extremists of neither party, and was far

from being a popular leader; but his ability,

independence, and courage conunanded respect.

His greatness was in nothing more marked than
in the impersouulity of his work. In 1848,

when Genoa was about to send a deputation

to Turin to ask for a civic guard and the ex-

pulsion of the Jesuits, Cavour, at a meeting:

of journalists held to decide on a course of

action, declared that the ilemands of the Genoese
Mere too motlerate, and that a constitution was
the only remedy for existing evils. This was,
for the times, a revolutionary declaration, and
especially startling as coming from a Conserva-
tive. Cavour had, indeed, been regarded as al-

most a reactionary, so little was his moderation
understood in the passionate politics of the time.

Events justified Cavour; in February Charles
Albert (q.v.) set his signature to the famoua
Statiito, the Constitution of Piedmont around
which, under Cavour's leadership, all the advo-
cates of Italian liberty and unity gradually
rallied. He entered Parliament in 1848, a pro-

nounced advocate of a free and united Italy.

This platform was sufficient for him during his

whole career. He never separated the two ideals,

and he decided at the outset that they could be
attained only under the royal House of Savoy.
He never sjinpathized with Mazzini and the Re-
publicans, whose theories he believed ill adapt-
ed to Italian conditions. On March 7, 1850, Ca-
vour, speaking on the proposition to abolish

the special jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical

courts, declared that by persevering in her re-

form policy Piedmont would be "gathering to

herself all the living forces in Italy, and would
be in a position to lead the mother coimtry to

those high destinies whereunto she is called."

This expression of an aggressive national Italian

policy brought Cavour into still greater promi-

nence, and upon the death of the Count of Santa
Rosa he was called into the Cabinet, then headed
by Massimo d'Azeglio (q.v.), at first as Min-
ister of Agriculture, then as Minister of Com-
merce and of the Marine. He now gave up his

journalistic connections, and entered upon his

great career as a State-builder. He also dis-

posed of all his holdings in agricultural and in-

dustrial companies. In April, 1851, he was made
Minister of Finance, and in the same year, hav-

ing already become the dominating force in the

Ministry, he made the famous alliance with
Urbano* Rattazzi (q.v.), leader of the Left Cen-

tre, by which the two parties of the Centre unit-

ed in support of the Ministry, in opposition to
the Extreme Right and the Extreme Left. It

was through this union of moderate parties that

Cavour proposed to foster the new Italy. He
was never a party man, and looked only to the

good of the State. The compact with Rattazzi,

known as the connubio, was discountenanced by
d'Azeglio, and led to a rupture in the Cabinet

(April 15, 1852). Cavour retired temporarily

from office, and went to France and England,

to find out how the connubio was regarded

among those whose aid he hoped to obtain in

realizing Italian aspirations. He was reassured

by his reception in both countries; but he made
up his mind that, of the two, it was France
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that must be looked to for active support in

establishing the new Italy as against Austria.
He thcrt'ftjre devoted his energy to winning the

man who was then directing the destinies of

France—the new Emperor Napoleon. A min-
isterial crisis occurred on his return to Pied-

mont, and Cavour l)ecame the head of the Gov-
ernment, liolding the posts of Minister of Finance
and president of the Council. He gave his im-
mediate attention to the material development
ot the kingdom, the rehabilitation of its finances,

and to various reforms, sucli as the legalization

of civil marriage, the suppression of the mendi-
cant orders, and tlie encouragement of secular
education. In 1854 he saw, in an alliance with
France and England against Russia, an oppor-
tiuiity to bring Sardinia into the councils of

Euroj)e. He brought about the alliance, in spite

of the opposition of every one in the country
excepting the King and the ministers. Ten thou-

sand troops of the reorganized Sardinian Army
were dispatched to tlie Crimea. It was a dan-
gerous game, and niiglit have failed but for

the fatuous policy of Austria, upon which Ca-
vour had counted. The Sardinian contingent
won the respect of their allies, Austria's weak
course destroyed her primacy in Continental af-

fairs, and at the Congress of Paris (see Paris,
Congress of), in 1856, Cavour accomplished
his great object in compelling the representa-
tives of the Powers to admit Sardinia to their

councils and to take up the condition of Italy

for international consideration. At the con-

gress Cavour stood for the aspirations of Italy,

and while he gained nothing directly for Sar-

dinia, he secured recognition as an Italian leader,

which he desired more. It was Italy, rather than
Sardinia or Piedmont, of which he always spoke
and thought. Wliile these events were passing he
was also engaged in a struggle with the Church
over the disestablishment of the religious orders.

The Congress of Paris left the issue between
Austria and Sardinia very sharply defined, and
made war almost inevitable. Cavour's energies
were devoted to preparing for the struggle. He
increased taxation, but developed tlie resources
of the country to meet the new burdens. In
1858 he severed political relations with Rat-
tazzi, who supported the King in the affair of

the Countess Mirafiori. (See Victor Emmanuel
I.) After the unsuccessful attempt of the Ital-

ian fanatic Orsini upon the life of Napoleon
III., the secret meeting at Plombiferes was held
between the French Emperor and Cavour (July,

1858), at which the agreement was made which
was to bring France to the side of Italy in the
contest with Austria. Cavour's masterful diplo-

macy is well illustrated in connection with the
Austrian War. To the P]nglishman, Mr. Odo Rus-
sell, who did not believe Austria would be so un-
wise as to declare war, Cavour said, in the spring
of 1850, that he would force her to do so, and
named the first week in May as the time. A
few days liefore that time Austria had actually
committed the desired indiscretion. The royal
speech to Parliament, January 10, 1850, pre-

jiared by the King, but revised by Cavour and
Napoleon III., voiced the spirit of united Italy
against the foreign oppressor. Napoleon hesi-

tiited on the verge of war, and sought to have
a congress held, and England proposed that all

the Ititlian States should l>e admitted ; but
Austria lost its chance of retaining its hold

on Italy by refusing to accede to the English
proposal, and demanding the unconditional dis-

armament of Sardinia. Austria's ofTensive ulti-

matum to Sardinia left no alternative for Na-
poleon but to support his ally. In the campaign
of 1859 (see Italy) the War Minister, La Mar-
mora (q.v. ), took command of the Sardinian
forces, and Cavour assumed the onerous duties
of Minister of War. When Napoleon, who had
declared that Italy should be free ''from the Alps
to the Adriatic," made with Austria the Peace
of Villafranca, without consulting his ally, and
thus abandoned the Italian cause at a time when
the expulsion of Austria from the peninsula
seemed certain, Cavour was frantic with rage and
grief. He resigned his office arid went into retire-

ment at Leri, feeling that this betrayal of Italy
had disgraced him; but in reality he had become
the idol of an Italy which now learned to know
the depth of his patriotism and the far-sighted-
ness of his policy. The new Ministry under Rat-
tazzi proved unequal to the situation; in Eng-
land, the return of the Whigs to power under
Lord Palmerston enlisted that country more ac-

tively in the Italian interest ; and in January',
1860, Cavour returned to his post at the head
of the Government. The cession of Savoy and
Nice to France, in return for the union of north-
ern Italy, had been "agreed upon at Plombi&res,
and Cavour now took his stand upon the execu-
tion of the pledge. It was one of the hardest
tasks of his life, and the act for which he has
been most criticised.

The next move in the campaign for the union
of Itah' came from southern Italy, in the form
of an insurrection in Sicily against the Bourbon
Government. This, and Garibaldi's violation of
international comity in conducting an expedition
in aid of the Sicilian revolutionists, were not
planned or promoted by Cavour; but when they
had become facts he characteristically winked at
their irregularity and prepared to check excesses
and to make the most of any opportunity they
might offer. When Garibaldi crossed the Straits
of Messina and entered the Neapolitan mainland,
Cavour sent a Sardinian army into Umbria and
Marches, and another great step toward Italian

unity was taken in the contest for southern Italy

and the Papal domains. Garibaldi's arbitrary
methods made him Cavour's antagonist at this

time, though the two men alwaj's respected and
appreciated each other. (See GARiBAi.ni.) On
October 11, 1860, true to his lifelong principles,

Cavour secured the passage of a bill by the Pied-
montese Parliament authorizing the Government
to incorporate such provinces in central and
southern Italy as should express their desire

therefor by a plf'biscite. At the beginning of
1861 all Italy, except Venetia and Rome, was
united, and on February 18 the first Italian

Parliament met in Turin. Cavour now sought
to complete the historic Italy by having Rome
made the capital, and in ^fay a vote of Parlia-

ment to that effect was passed ; but Cavour did
not live to see this consummation brought about,
nor to see the annexation of Venetia. He died in

Turin. June 6, 1861, worn out by the exeessive

labors and cares of his public life.

Count Cavour never married. The one brief

romance of his youth brought color and inspira-

tion into his life through a woman's devoted and
unselfish love, hut not even her name is known,
and the attachment was far greater on her part
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than on his. Tie was beloved by the peasants on
his estates, and trusted by tlie common people

jjcnernlly. His Kin^, whom he served so faith-

fully, never felt quite comfortable when his mas-
terful subjtvt was in |)ower, but he had implicit

conlidenee in him and believed in his success;

and it was so witl> all his associates—his power
lay in the assurance of success. He was admired
by Kuropoan statesmen. Napoleon said at Plom-
biftres: "There are only three men in Europe

—

we two and then a third whom I will not name."
And the veteran Metternich is reported to have
renuirked: "There is only one diplomatist in Eu-
rope; but unfortunately he is against us—it is

M. de Cavour." With all his determination, and
his fre<|uent disrepnrd of tl>e nature of the means
used to attain his ends. Cavour held firmly to

the principles of civil lil)erty and constitutional

irov<>rnment. He was equally distrustful of the

doctrinaire republicanism of Mazzini, whom he
never liked, and of autocracy in any guise. It

is a fine testimonial to his patriotism that he
enjoywl the confidence of the exiled Venetian
patriot and devoted republican, Manin, in spite

of his distrust of Manin's political doctrines.

From their first meeting in Paris Manin saw in

Cavour the regenerator of Italy. Cavour's
writings and speeches on political subjects have
been published as Opere politico-economiche del

conte Cnmillo di Cavour (Coneo, 1855), and Dia-

forsi parlementari del conte Camillo di Cavour,
published by order of the Chamber of Deputies
(Turin, 18G3-80).

Consult: Mazade, Le comte de Cavour (Paris,

1877) ; ^lassari, II conte di Cavour (Turin,

1873) ; Countess Cesaresco, Cavour (New York,
1898) : Tivaroni, Storia critica del resorgimento
d'ltalia (Turin, 1888-97) ; Artom and Blanc, Jl

conte di Cavour in parlemento (Florence, 1868) ;

p.lso the memoirs and correspondence of Kossuth,
D'Azeglio, Ricasoli, La Farina, and others. A
very full bibliography will be found in the little

essay by the Countess Cesaresco, and in Still-

man, The Union of Italy (Cambridge, 1898).

CAVY, kaM (Neo-Lat., Port, cavia, from
native Indian word ) . A small South American
rodent of the family Caviidse, allied to the
capybara and the agoutis, exclusively neotrop-
ical, and represented familiarly by the guinea-
pig. The cavies are restless, semi-nocturnal,
herbage-eating creatures, dwelling in burrows or
crevices, increasing rapidly, and furnishing food
for both man and beast throughout the plains
and unforcsted highlands of that continent. The
largest species {Cavia patchonica), sometimes
called 'agouti,' formerly spread throughout the
plains of all Argentina, but now nearly e.xtinct,

resembles a hare standing upon terrier-like legs

;

it is a foot in height, and nisty-red in general
color. It digs deep burrows of its own, and also
occupies those of the vizcacha. The restless cavy
{Carta forccllufi) , or 'aperea,' and Cutler's cavy
(Carta Cutleri) are common in burrowing col-

onies in the La Plata Valley, and seem to be the
ancestors of the guinea-pig, though uniformly
colored, the former grayish-brown, the latter
nearly black. Other species inhabit rocky places
to a considerable altitude in Brazil and Bolivia.
Consult Hudson, Xaturalist in La Plata (Lon-
don, 1892). See GuineaPig; and Plate of
Cavies, etc.

CAWDOB, kn'dcr. A parish in County Nairn,
Scotland (population in 1901, 925), ten miles
cast by north of Inverness, noted as the site

of Cawdor Castle, in which Shakespeare places
the murder of Duncan by Macln'th. During
the Rebellion of 1745 Lord Lovat was, ac-
cording to tradition, for a time concealed in this
castle. It is in an excellent state of preserva-
tion, and presents a fine specimen of a true
baronial stronghold of feudal times.

CAWDOB, Thane of. A character in Shake-
speare's Macbeth, who does not appear on the
stage, but wliose title is coveted by Macbeth and
secured by his causing him to be executed for
treason. The description of the character, espe-
cially as to his l)earing at the hour of death, has
led Shakesjiearean editors to find here a reference
on the part of the author to the unfortunate Earl
of Essex.

CAWEIN, Madison Julius (1865—). An
American poet, born and educated in Louisville,

Ky. He is the author of Blooms of the Berry
(1887) ; The Triumph of Music (1888) ; Accolon
of Oaul (1889) ; Lyrics and Idyls (1890) ; Days
and Dreams (1891); Moods and Memories
(1892); Poems of Nature and Love (1893);
Red Leaves and Roses (1893); Intimations of
the Beautiful (1894); Undertones (1896); The
Garden of Dreams (1896) ; Shapes and Shadows
(1898); Idyllic Monologues (1898); Myth and
Romance (1898) ; One Day and Another (1901).
His verses are commendable for stylistic color.

CAWNPOBE, kjin-por', or CAWNPUB,
kfln-poor' (Hind. Kanhpur, city of Krishna, from
kanh, Skt. krsna, krishnn, black -f- pur, Skt. pura,
city). A city, capital of a district of the same
name in the .\llahabad division of the North-
West Provinces, British India, on the right bank
of the Ganges, at the junction of the Junma, 140
miles above Allahabad (Map: India, D 3). The
stream in front, varying according to the season
from 500 yards tq more than a mile in width, pre-

sents a large and motley assemblage of steam
vessels and native craft. Cawnpore's modern im-
portance is due to its commercial facilities, and
partly to military and political considerations.
Since 1888 it has been brought into direct commu-
nication with Bombay, through the opening of the
railway to .Ihansi, and, at the junction of four
lines, it is one of the chief railway stations in In-

dia. It has an extensive trade in grain and agri-

cultural produce, and important manufactures of

home commodities, such as cotton, leather, etc.

The town contains mission churches, schools,
zenanas, a club, and good hotels. It owns mu-
nicipal water-works. It has belonged to the {Eng-

lish since 1801. The name of Cawnpore is as-

sociated with the events of the Sepoy Mutiny,
one of the most terrible episodes of which was
enacted here in July, 1857, the massacre of the
European women and children by Nana Sahib.
A prominent feature of Cawnpore is the memorial
garden, covering the scene of the massacre. Maro-
chetti's angel in white marble, under the Gothic
monument over the well in which the dead and
dying were cast, is a superb piece of sculpture.
Though Cawnpore is only 379 feet above the sea,

yet during winter considerable quantities of ice

are made for preservation, through the exposing oi
water by night in shallow vessels. Population,
in 1891, 163,800; in 1901, 197,000. Area of dis-
trict, 2366 square miles. Population, in 1891,



CAVIES, ETC.

1. JAMAICAN SHORT-TAILED HUTIA (C«promy« bra-

Chyurus).
2. ALMIQUI (Solenodon Cubanaa).
3. CHINCHILLA (Chinchilla lanlgera).

4. CARPINCHO or CAPYBARA (Hydrochoarus caplvara).
5. VIZCACHA (Lagostomus trichodactyluaK
6. PATAQONIAN CAVY (Dolichotia Patchonlea).
7. AGOUTI (Dasyprocta aguti).
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1,209,700; in 1901, 1,259,200. Consult Trevel-

yan, Caicnporc (London, 18G5).

CAXAMARCA, kJl'HA-mar'k&, See Caja-
ilAKCA.

CAXIAS, ka-she'&s. A town in Brazil, situ-

ated iu the State of Maranhao (Map: Brazil,

J 5), on the river Itapicurd, about 300 miles

southea^it of Maranhi\o. It has a large trade in

rice and cotton, the river being navigable. It is

the birthplace of the poet Luis Gongalvez Dias.

Population, about 10,000.

CAXIAS, LfIS Alvez de Lima e Silva, Duke
of (1800-80). A Brazilian general and states-

man, lie was born in Rio de Janeiro, and entered

the army at the age of twelve. In 1850 he was
appointed Minister of War and president of the

Council, and afterwards, as commander-in-chief
of the Brazilian Amiy, he conducted the war
against Paraguay. From 1875 to 1878 he was
again president of the Council and Minister of

War.
CAXTON, William (c.1422-91). The first

English printer. He was born in the Weald of

Kent, and the particulars of his life are scanty.

He was apprenticed in 1438 to Robert Large, a
wealthy London mercer. At the death of the
latter, in 1441, he went to Bruges, where, from
1462 to 1470, he was governor of a chartered
association of English adventurers trading to

foreign parts. In 1471 Caxton entered the ser-

vice of Margaret, Duchess of Burgundy, formerly
an English princess ; and, apparentlj' toward
the end of 1476, he set up his wooden printing-

press at the Sign of the Red Pale, in the
Almonry, at Westminster. The art of printing
he had acquired while abroad, either at Cologne
or at Bruges, more likely at the latter place,

from Colard ^lanaion, a well-known printer of

that city, and in 1474 he put through the press
(without much doubt Mansion's) the first book
printed in the English tongue, the Recuyell of
the Historyes of Troi/e, a translation of Raoul de
Fevre's work. The Game and Playe of the Chesse
(probably 1475) was another of Caxton's earliest

publications; but the Dictes and \otable Wise
Sayings of the Philosophers (published Novem-
ber 18, 1477) is the first book which can with
certainty be maintained to have been printed in

England. All the six fonts of type from which
Caxton printed may be called black letter. Of
the 99 known distinct productions of Caxton's
l>res8, no fewer than 38 survive in single copies
or in fragments only. Caxton, who wa.s an ac-

complished linguist, and translated many of the
works that issued from his press, was diligent
in the exercise of his craft or in translation
until within a few hours of his death, which oc-

curred in 1491. By his numerous translations
he helped fix the English speech, and his many
books prepared the way for the literary out-
burst in the Elizabethan era. In 1877 the great
printer and his work were fittingly connnemorat-
ed by a typographical exhibition in London. Con-
sult: Knight, The Old Printer and Modern Press
(London, 1861); Blades, Life and Typography
of William Caxton (London, 1801-63)'; and
liioqraphv and Typography of Caxton (London,
1882).

CAXTONS, The. A novel by Bulwer Lytton,
published in 1850 (three volumes octavo). A
new edition of it appeared each year from 1852

to 1855, and its sale in the United States for the
first three years exceeded 10,000 annually. It

was originally published in Blackwood's Maga-
zine. The scene is chiefly laid in the midst of
English country life, and the interest consists
largely in the conversations which are held be-

tween the members of the Caxton family. Pisis-

tratus Caxton, the ego of the story, also appears
in My Novel and other later works of the author.

CAXTON SOCIETY. An association formed
in London, in 1845, for the purpose of publishing
jnediiEval chronicles and other works. Of these,

it issued 16 volumes before its dissolution in 1854.

CAYAMBE^ kJi'yAm-ba', or CAYAMBE-
URCtr, -oor'koo. A volcanic peak of the Andes,
situated in Ecuador, about 60 miles east-north-
east of Quito, and almost directly imder the
equator (Map: Ecuador, B 3). It has an alti-

tude of about 19,200 feet, and is covered with
perpetual snow.

CAYCOS, kiTcAs. See Caicos.

CAYENNE, ka-gn' or ki-6n'. The capital of
French Guiana (Map: South America, G 2). It
is situated on an island of the same name in the
Atlantic, in latitude 4° 56' X. and longitude 52°
20' W^. It has a well-protected though shallow
harbor, several fine churches, two hospitals, a
bank, and an ecclesiastical college. Cayenne is

the only outlet for tlie products of French Guiana,
and has direct steamer communication with
France. The climate is moist, but not very un-
healthful. There are about 13,000 inhabitants.
Cayenne was founded in 1604, and became a
French possession in 1675. It was formerly used
as a penal settlement.

CAYENNE PEPPER. See Capsicum.

CAYES, ka. See Aux Cayes.

CAYLEY, kali, Abthub (1821-95). An
English mathematician. He was born at Rich-
mond, Surrey, and was educated at King's Col-

lege, London, and at Trinity College, Cambridge.
In early life he devoted much time to the study
and practice of law, being admitted to the bar
in 1849, and some of his most brilliant mathe-
matical discoveries were made during this peri-

od. Finally, in 1863, he left the legal profession

to accept the Sadlerian professorship of mathe-
matics at Cambridge. Cayley's most important
contribution to mathematics is the theory of

invariants. (See Forms.) He also discovered
an interesting higher cu^^'e, known as the Cay-
leyan, and the principal proposition of matrices,

known as Cayley's Theorem. Many of his nu-
merous memoirs were published in the Cam-
bridge Mathematical Journal. His collected

mathematical papers have been published in

book form (13 vols, and supplement, Cambridge,
1889-98).

CAYLEYAN, kfl'l^-an. In mathematics, the
envelope of the system of straight lines which
constitute polar conies relative to any curve of

the third order. The Cayleyan is a curve of the
sixth order and the tliird class. (See Cvrves.)
It was named by Cremona in honor of its discov-

erer, Cayley (q.v.), who had originally called it

the pippian.

CAYLXTS, kA'Uis',ANNE Claitde Philippe de
Tumi:RES. Count de (1692-1765). A French
archaeologist. He entere<l tl>e army, served in the

Spanish War of Succession, and after 1714 trav-

eled in Italy, Greece, England, Germany, and the
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East, making coUcctioiiH uf antiquities on which
lie published several learned works in Freneli and
Ijttih. lie was a patron of art, and es|>ecially

of engraving, which he himself practiced. In
this field he wrote Xouvcuux aujvts dc peinture
et dc sculpture (1755), and Tableaux tires de
VIHade, de VOdyss^e et de VEndide (1757). He
also wrote fiction, which has the kindly humor
and attractive simplicity that characterized his

own personality. Consult Rocheblave, Essai sur
Ic cointc de Caylus (Paris, 1890).

CAYLTTS, M.\RiE Marguerite Le Valois de
ViLLETTE UE MfUCAY, Manjuisc de (1673-1729).
A French Court lady and author at the time of

Louis XIV., mother of the prweding. She was
a descendant of the family of D'AubignC, but was
converted by her aunt, Madame Maintenon, to

the Roman Catholic faith. Slie acquired celebrity

as one of the leaders of Court society. Racine so

a«lmircd her abilities that he wrote the prologue
to his tragedy of Esther as a compliment to her.

Voltaire edited her Souvenirs (1770), which
abound in interesting anecdotes about the Court
of Louis XIV.
CAYMAN, kft'man, or CAIMAN (Sp. cai-

man, from the Caribbean name). A native name
applied loosely to various alligators, especially

the South American, also called jacares. Some
systematists put Alligator palpebrosus and Alli-

yator trigonntus into the genus CajTnan, on ac-

count of the three thick bony plates which make
their e^'e-orbits stand out prominently, so that
the former is called the eyebrowed cayman.
Their habits are substantialh' the same as those
of the common alligator (q.v.).

CAYMANS. A group of three low islets in

the West Indies from 130 to 190 miles northwest
of Jamaica, of which they are an administra-
tive dependency (Map: Cuba, D 7). It con-
sists of Grand CajTnan (17 miles long and 4 to

7 miles broad), Little Caj'man, and Cayman
Brae, with a total area of 225 square miles.

The pasturage is good and the chief exports are
cocoanuts and turtles. Population, 4300.

CAYIIBABA, kjl'yuo-ba'bi. A tribe without
any known linguistic allinities, now gathered into

the mission of Exaltacion, on MamorC' River,
Bolivia. They are of good physique and are fine

boatmen. In spite of Christianity, they have
retained some of their strange primitive customs.
A man does no work during his wife's menstrual
period, neither will a widower undertake any im-
portant enterprise until he remarries.

CAYTJGA, kft-yoo'gA ( N. Amer. Indian Gw4-u-
qiceho-no, people of the mucky land). The
smallest of the five tribes of the original Iroquois
Confederacy. They formerly dwelt on Cayuga
Lake, New York, but on the outbreak of the
Revolution most of them, together with the
Mohawks, joined the British side and removed to
Canada, whence they never returned. They may
numlier perhaps 1000 souls, of whom about 170
are living with the Senecas in New York, a few
are with the Senecas in Indian Territory and the
Oneidas in Wisconsin, while the main body is on
the Six Nations Reserve on Grand River, On-
tario. The name seems to refer to a cranberry
swamp.

CAYTJGA LAKE. A beautiful sheet of water
in west central New York (Map: New York,
D 3). It is 38 miles long, from I to 3^4 miles
wide, and enters Tompkins County, but lies be-

tween portions of Tompkins and Cayuga counties
on the east and Seneca County on the west. It

is 377 feet above tidewater, and 130 feet higher
than Lake Ontario, into which it empties
through the Seneca and Oswego rivers. At the
north end the lake is shallow, but in other places
reaches a depth of 400 feet. It is navigable for
30 miles. Along its clifi'-like banks are several

thriving towns. Ithaca, near the south end of

the lake, Aurora, m?ar the middle of the eastern
shore, and Cayuga, near the north end, are the
chief cities. The lake is much frequented by
tourists and pleasure-seekers.

CAYTTSE. A warlike tribe formerly occupy-
ing the Blue MounUiin region, adjoining the
Columbia River, in northwe8t<;m Oregon, and
now gathered upon the Umatilla Reservation in

the same country. In 1847 the smallpox, before
unknown among them, carried off a large por-
tion of the tribe, and believing that it had been
introduced by the missionaries, they attacked
and destroyed VVaiilatpu Mission, which had
been established among them a few years before.

They are now officially reported to number 365,
most of them intermarried with other tribes,

and only some half-dozen individuals speak their

own old language, which thus far remains un-
classified, but may prove to be of Shahaptian
stock. They acquired the horse at an early day,
probably through Mexico and California, and
were instrumental in its distribution among other
tribes, whence the application of their name to

the Indian pony.

CAY-^AN, Georgia (1858—). An American
actress, born at Bath, Maine. She was educated
in Boston, and was for a time a professional
reader. As an actress she first appeared as
Hebe in Pinafore at the Boston Theatre, 1879.

In 1880 she began playing the part of Dolly
Button in Hazel Kirke at the Madison Square
Theatre, New York. The next year, at the Globe
Theatre, Boston, she made a considerable sensa-

tion as locasta in (Edipus Tyrannus with George
Riddle. In 1882 she was Lisa in the melodrama
The White Slave, at the Fourteenth Street Thea-
tre, New York, and Luxa in The Romany Rye,
at Booth's Theatre. From 1887 to 1894 she was
leading lady of the Lyceum Theatre stock com-
pany, winning successes in The Wife, The Charity
Ball, Squire Kate, and numerous other plays.

An illness obliged her to leave the stage in 1894,

and though in the season of 1896-97 she returned
and starred for a time, the failure of her health

compelled her final retirement. Consult: Clapp
and Edgett, Players of the Present (Dunlap Soci-

ety, New York, 1899) ; and Edmunds, in Fa-
mous American Actors of To-Day, edited by Mc-
Kay and Wingate (New York, 1896).

CAZALES, kfi'zji'les', Edmond de (1804-76).

A French political writer, son of Jacques An-
toine Cazal&s. He studied law and received a
legal appointment, but soon gave his chief atten-

tion to political affairs, and was largely occu-

pied with the question of the reconciliation of

the Roman Catholic Church with the principles

of the Revolution. In 1843 he took holy orders,

and two years later became director of the eccle-

siastical seminary of Montauban. He was active

during the Revolution of 1848 and in the events

of 1871-72. During the first Republic, he served

in the Constituent Assembly. He frequently con-

tributed to the Revue des Deux Mondes and other
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poriodicals, and published Etudes historique et

<Titi(/u(' sur VMlemagne contemporaine (1853),
and .Vos maux et leur renn^des (1874).

CAZAIi£S, Jacques Antoine Mabie de
(1752-1805). A French politician. He was cap-

tain of dragoons at tl»e asseniblinjj; of the States

General, in which he was an eloquent defender

ol royal and clerical authority. In the Constitu-

ent Assembly he argued for a government inter-

mediate between an absolute and constitutional

monarchy, and with Mirabeau tried to organize

a conservative liberal j)arty. He was among the

first to formulate the principles of the legiti-

mists. After the arrest of Louis XVI. he offered

to serve in the army of Conde, but he had become
so inipopular that his services were refused. He
fled to Italy, and thence went to Spain and Eng-

land. He returned to Paris in 1803.

CAZALLA DE LA SIEERA, ka-tha'lyjl da
la syrir'ra. A mining town of Spain, in the

Province of Seville. 53 miles by rail from Seville

(Map: Spain, C 4). It is in a rich mineral

region which yields silver, copper, iron, and
sulphur, and has also iron-fo\)ndries and distil-

leries. Population, in lUOO, 7782.

CAZEMBE, ka-zgm'lje, or KAZEMBE. A
country in Central Africa, north of Lake Bang-
weolo, forming a part of the British Central

African possessions since 1891 (Map: Central

Africa, E 4).

CAZIN, kiVzAN', Jean Charles (1840-1901).

A French painter. He was bom at Samer, Pas-

de-Calais, and studied under Lecoq de Bois-

baudran. He received a medal of the first class

in 1882, and became a member of the Legion of

Honor in 1889. He painted both figures and
landscapes, and struck a new note in modem
landscape. \Miile lacking the virility of the

painters of the Barbizon school, he invested land-

scape with a tender charm peculiarly his own.

In the rendering of moonlight effects he has few,

if any, superiors in mwlern landscape painting.

Where Corot painted the joy of morning, Cazin
rendered twilight and dusk with chastened melan-

choly. The figures introduced in his pictures are

subordinate to the landscape that environs them,

forming Avith it a harmonious whole. Through
such works as ".Judith," "Ishmael," and "Tobit"

C^izin h.as become the exponent of the landscape

of religious sentiment. He died in Paris, March
27, 1901. Consult Muther, History of Modem
Painting (London, 1896).

CAZOBLA, kA-thflr'ia. A town of Andalusia,

Spain, 40 miles east-northeast of Jaen. It is a
place of considerable antiquity, pleasantly situ-

ated on a declivity, and watered by the Vega.
It has two old castles—one an Arab structure.

Manufactures of leather, earthenware, soap, and
bricks, and a trade in agricultural produce are

carried on. Population, in 1900, 7936.

CAZOT, k&'z(/, TitiftonouE Joseph Jules
(1821— ). A French politician and jurist, born
at .Mais (Gard). He was elected to the National
.\ssembly in 1871, and in 1875 became a perma-
nent member of the Senate. In 1879-82 he served

as Minister of Justice, and in that capacity he

was prominent in the execution of the decrees

against the Jesuits and unauthorized ccmgrega-

tions. He became president of the Court of Cas-

sation in 1883, but resigned in the following year.

CAZOTTE, ka'zSf, Jacques (1719-92). A
French writer of humorous tales. His works in-

clude a romance, Ollivier (1762), partly in prose

and partly in verse; such tales as Le lord im-
promptu (1771) and Le diable amoureux (1771),
and several other stories. He also wrote songs,

which attained great popularity, and some philo-

sophical works. He opposed the Revolution and
was guillotined as a royalist by the revolutionary
tribunal.

CEADDA, k?iid'da, or CHAD, Saint ( T

G72). An English prelate, Bi.shop of York,
and afterwards of Lichfield. Bede, in the Hia-
toria Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum, gives many
beautiful examples of this holy man's simplicity
and 'zealous love of pious toil.'

CEAN-BERMUDEZ, thA-an' ber-moo'dith,
Juan Agustin (1749-1829). A Spanish art
critic and archaeologist, born at Gijon, Asturias.
He was the author of some valuable works on
art, among which are: Diccionario historico de
los mas ilustres profesores de las bellas artes

en Espana (1800) ; Noticias de los arquitectos y
arquitectura de Espana (1829) ; and Humario de
los antiquedades romanas que hay en Espana
(1832),

CE'ANO'THUS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. Keavor

iJof, keanothos, thistle). A genus of American
shrubs or small trees, belonging to the order
Rhamnacese. There are about forty species, most
of which are found in the Pacific Coast States.

Many are in cultivation as ornaments, but the

most desirable species are only semi-hardy in the
eastern and northern United States. New Jer-

sey tea, or red-root (Ceanothus Americanus)

,

is a hardy shrub attaining a height of about
three feet, with ovate, irregularly serrate, bright-

green leaves and abundant white flowers in

large panicles. The flowers are short-lived, but
from their abundance are very ornamental. This
species is found in dry woods from Canada to

Texas. The leaves are said to have been used
as a substitute for tea during the war of the

American Revolution, and are still so used by
poor farmers of the Southern States. Some of

the Pacific species have pink or blue flowers

which are very attractive.

CEAbA, sa'ii-ril^ A State of Brazil, on the

north coast, bounded by the States of Rio Grande
do Norte and Parahjba on the east, Pernam-
buco on the south, and Piauhy on the west
(Map: Brazil, K 4). It has an area of 40,240
square miles. The coast regions are sandy and
unproductive; the centre is occupied by an ele-

vated plateau, sparsely watered and fit only
for pasture. The most fertile portion is found
in the mountainous regions, where the slopes

are especially well adapted for the cultivation

of coffee. The climate is very hot, and the
rainfall mostly insufficient. The chief products
are corn, rice, sugar, coffee, watermelons, and
pineapples. The forests yield numerous resinous

plants for export. Population, in 1890, 805.687.
consisting chiefly of Indians and of persons of

mixed Indian and negro descent. Capital,

Fortaleza (n.v.). Consult Fontenelle, The State

of Cenrd (Chicago, 1893).

CEB'ADIL'LA. See S\badilla.

CEBALLOS, sft-Bil'lyAs, Josfi (1830—). A
Mexican soldier. He was born in the city of

Durango, and was appointed brigadier-general in
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1870, in wliich capacity he commanded the First

Division of the Federal troops of Mexico in the

campaifiTi against the bandit Lostula, who had
placed himself at the head of a force of 10,000
Indians. Upon the installation of Lerdo de
Tejda as President of Mexico, Ceballos had
Caniarena, the Governor of .falisco, deposed after

a long and sanguinary engagement between the
Fe«lernl and State troops. Ceballos remained
as Governor of Jalisco until 1876, when Lerdo's
(iovernnient was superseded by that of Diaz. He
later went to California and then to Guatemala,
where he was appointed director ol the Military
School. After plotting a revolution against Diaz,
he suddenly espoused the cause of the latter,

went to Mexico, and was appointed Governor of

the Federal District, the highest office after the
Presidency. He frequently antagonized the press,

and in 1885 a number of journalists and students
were imprisoned by him.

CEBALLOS, Juan Bautista (1811-C.1854).
A Mexican jurist, born at Durango. He was
made president of the Supreme Court in 1852.
I'pon the resignation of Arista, in 1853, he be-

came President of Mexico ad interim, with extra-

ordinary powers for three months. A month later

he resigne<l.

CE'BES (Gk. Kdpti). A Greek philosopher,
born at Thebes in Boeotia. He was a disciple of
Socrates, at whose death he was present, and
also a pupil of Philolaus. He is represented by
Plato as a serious-minded thinker who was
eager for philosophical knowledge. He is re-

ported to have written three dialogues in the
Socratic style, the Phrynichus, the Hebdome,
and the Pinax, or Tabula, the last of which is

the only one extant. It is almost certain, how-
ever, that all three of these dialogues are
spurious, and the Pinax was probably written in

the First Century B.C. or the First Century a.d.

by a disciple of the Stoic or Cynic school of
philosophy. The Pinax professes to be the ex-

planation of an allegorical picture representing
human life and the condition of the human soul
before its union with the body. It inculcates
the Socratic doctrine that only education of the
mind and consciousness of virtue can lead to

happiness. Edited by Priichter (Marburg, 1885).

CEBIDiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Cebus,
from Gk. kij^os, kcbos, long-tailed monkey). A
family of Primates embracing all the American
monkeys (formerly designated as platyrhine)
except the marmosets. The features in which
they differ from the monkeys of the Old World
are stated under Monkey. The family includes
several genera described under Dolroucoli;
Howler; Sakt-Monkey: Sapa.tou: Spider-Mon-
key : Sqittrrkl - Monkey ; Titi - Monkey ; and
Uakabi.

CEBtr, 8*-bo<5', 8p. pron. thi-boo', or ZEBTJ.
One of the Philippine Islands, situated between
the islands of Bohol and Leyte on the east and
Xegros on the west, and Iving between latitudes
9" 25' and 11° 20' N., aiid longitudes 123° 10'

and 124° 5' E. (Map: Philippine Islands. H 9).
It is of an oblong form, and has ' a length of
about 130 miles, but does not exceed 20 miles in
breadth. Area, 1742 square miles. Its sur^ce
is very mountainous, but only moderate altitudes
are reached. The soil is fertile and produces
tobacco, cotton, rice, and hemp. The reported
minerals are coal, oil, gold, lead, silver, and iron.

The population of CebA, together with that of
the neighboring islands of Camotes, Mactan, and
Bantayan, which an* included in the Province of

Cebrt, is over 500.000, consisting of Vizayas,
Mundos, and some Negritos. Capital, Cebft.

CEBU. The capital of the island Province
of CebQ, Philippines, and formerly the seat of
government of the entire Visayan group (Map:
Philippines, F 7). It is situated on the eastern
coast of the island and is fortified l>y a triangu-
lar fort. The town is well built, and contains
an episcopal palace, a cathedral, a post-office,

and a telegraph station. It is the chief mercan-
tile centre of the Visayan Islands. Cebrt is re-

garded as the oldest city in the Philippines, and
was the capital of the archipelago from 1505 to
1571. Population, in 1898, 35,243,

CECCHI, chfkTcft, Antonio (1849-96). An
Italian explorer. He was born in Pesaro, and
was educated in Pesaro, Triest, and Venice. In
1877 he joined the Italian geographical expedi-
tion to Abyssinia, and in 1885 he accompanied
the first Italian military expedition to Masso-
wah, and later concluded a naval and commercial
treaty with the Sultan of Zanzibar. He was
murdered by the Somalis. He wrote Da Zeila
alle frontiere del Caffa (1887) and UAhisainia
settentrionale ( 1887 )

.

CECCO D'ASCOLI, ch6k'k6 das'kd-le (c.l257-

1327). The popular name of Francesco degli

Stabili, a learned Italian astrologer and poet,

lie studied mathematics and astrology, and was
professor in the University of Bologna. Having
published a commentary on Sacrobosco's Sphcera
Mundi, in which he propounded bold theories

concerning the employment and agency of de-

mons, the Clerical Party caused him to be con-
demned to certain fasts, praj'ers, and fines; but
he eluded punishment by going to Florence. His
free-thinking and plain-speaking, however, pro-
cured him many enemies; he had attacked Dan-
te's Commedia and his fate was sealed; an old
accusation of impiety was renewed, and he was
tried, sentenced, and burned at the stake in Flor-
ence, in the seventieth vear of his age. Consult
VV, S. C, Baddely, Charles III. . . . also
Cecco d'Ascoli, Poet, Astrologer, Physician (Lon-
1894).

CECH, cheK, SvATOPLUK (1846—). A Czech
poet. He was bom at Ostredek, and was edu-
cated at Prague. As a poet, Cech is the foremost
representative of the distinctively national Czech
poetry. He excels more particularly in the
epic genre, while his numerous tales, sketches,
personal reminiscences, satires, and novels con-
stitute the finest prose productions in the na-
tional literature of Bohemia. In 1805 he was
elected to the Austrian Reichsrat. The follow-
ing are a few of his principal poetic works:
Poems (1874), containing, among others, the
epics entitled "The Angels" and "The Dreams,"
Sew Collection, 4th ed. (1896) ; The Circassian.

CECIDIUM. See Gall and Malfobmation.

CECIDOMYIIDJE, Rgs1-d6-mi'yl-de ( Neo-
Lat. nom. pi., from Gk. Kr)Kls, kckis, gall-nut, from
KrjKleiv, keiciein, to gush forth + /tuta, myia, fly).

A family of minute flies, with hairy bodies,

sparsely veined wings, and many-jointed, fur-

nished with whorls of hair. Most of the larvse

nsake galls. See Gall-Gnat.
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CECIL, s#8ll or sisll, Richard (1784-1810).

An English evangelical divine of the Established
Church, born in London. He originally professed

skeptical views, but in 1772 was converted, and
from 1773 studied at Queen's College, Oxford.
In 1777 he was ordained priest, and in 1780 he
liecanie rector of Saint John's, Bedford Row,
London. He was distinguished for his eloquence,

and was considered the most prominent evan-
gelist of his time. His collected works (4 vols.,

1811) have been often reprinted (for example,
in New York in 1845, 3 vols.), and contain, par-

ticularly in Vol. IV., valuable contributions to

the discussion of various religious questions.

Consult Pratt, .4 Memoir of the Character of the

Rer. R. Cecil, Vol. I. of the Works (London,
1811).

Ci<:CIL, Robert, Earl of Salisbury (1563-
1612). An English statesman, son of William
Cecil. Lord Hurghley. On the death of his father,

having previously held important offices, he suc-

ceeded to a position corresponding in a measure
to what is now called the Premiership. On the

accession of James I., Cecil was confirmed in his

office, and in 1605 created Earl of Salisbury. In
1608 he was made Lord High Treasurer. Al-

though of mean and deformed appearance, he was
a man of immense energy and sagacity and the
best English Minister of his time ; but he was
cold, selfish, and unscrupulous, and his connec-

tion with the disgrace of Essex and Raleigh laid

him open to great odium. He died May 24, 1612.

Consult Goldsmid (editor). The Secret Corre-
spondence of Sir R. Cecil with James VI. of
Scotland (Edinburgh, 1766; reprint, 1887).

CECIL, William, Lord Burleigh or Burghley
(1520-1598). One of England's foremost states-

men, the son of Richard Cecil, master of the
robes to Henry VIIL He was born at Bourn,
September 13, 1520. He was educated at Grant-
ham and Stamford grammar schools, and at
Saint John's College. Cambridge, where he dis-

tinguished himself, especially in Greek. Before
he could take his degree he was removed by his

father, and entered as a law student at Gray's
Inn, to prevent his marriage with Mary, the
sister of Cheke, the Greek professor. William,
however, married her two months after his ad-

vent in London; but his happiness was short-

lived, for she died on February 22, 1544. The
following year (December 21. 1545) he married
Mildred, daughter of Sir Anthony Cooke, a union
which increased his political influence. In 1547
he became Custos brerium in the Court of Com-
mon Pleas, the reversion of which Henry VIIL
had previously given him, and in 1548 was ap-
pointed Secretiiry of State through the friend-

ship of the Lord Protector, Somerset. He shared
in Somerset's downfall and imprisonment ; but
two years later, by his wisdom and prudence,
was reappointed Secretary of State by the Duke
of Xorthunil)erland. Somerset's enemy. When
Queen Mary ascended the throne Cecil, as a Prot-
estant, resigned office, but maintained good rela-

tions with the Roman Catholic party, and waa
one of the few eminent Protestants who escaped
in purse and person during her reign. Owing to
his freedom from persecution, he has been un-
justly accused of being a 'trimmer.* Cecil was
cautious and politic, and averse to extremes in

religion. The rejection of the bill which the
Roiiiiin Catholics introduced into Parliament, to

confiscate the estates of Protestants, was main-
ly due to him. Cecil was merciful and tolerant,
as compared with the narrow Whitgift or the
bigoted Aylmer; but he was not guiltless of the
cruel religious persecutions which disgraced
Elizal)eth's reign. The use of the torture and
the employment of spies are a dishonor to his
memory. Prior to ^Marj^'s death, Cecil corre-
sponded with Elizabeth, who recognized his
capacity for government, and appointed him Sec-
retary of State on her accession to the throne
(November 16, 1558). For forty years he was
the originator and director of that policy which
made Elizabeth's reign memorable, and although
Elizabeth occasionally favored other courtiers,
Cecil was the statesman whose judgment she re-

lied on in all matters of importance. His policy
at home and abroad was shrewd, cautious, lib-

eral, and comprehensive, and the quality of
prompt decision was also his. As a statesman
he was above animosities and favoritism ; his
enemies never suffered and his friends profited
nothing by his power. He was a man of clas-

sical attainments and a voluminous writer. In
1564 Cambridge created him M.A., and Oxford
conferred the same honor in 1566. The Queen
created him Baron Burleigh, Knight of the
Garter, and Lord High Treasurer. He died
August 15, 1598. Consult: Nares, Memoirs of
Lord Burghley (3 vols., London, 1828-31) : Hal-
lam, Constitutional History, Vol. I., Chaps. III.,

IV. (London, 1876) ; Hume, Great Lord Bur-
leigh (London, 1898); Charlton, Life (Stam-
ford. 1847); Strype, Annals (Oxford, 1824);
Murdin (editor). Collection of State Papers Left
by Cecil (London. 1759) ; Haynes (editor). Col-
lection of State Papers Left by Cecil (London,
1740).

CECIL, or GASCOYNE-CECIL, gas-koin',
Robert Arthur Talbot Gascoyxe. See Salis-
bury, ^larquis of.

CECILIA. The second of Frances Bumey
D'Arblav-'s novels, dealing with domestic life.

See D'Arblay, Madame.

CECILIA, Saixt. The patroness of music,
who is said to have suffered martyrdom in a.d.

230. Her heathen parents, as we are told, be-

longed to a noble Roman family, and betrothed
their daughter, who had been converted to Chris-
tianity, to a heathen youth named Valerian.
This youth and his brother, Tiberius, became
Christian converts, and suffered martyrdoni.
Cecilia, when commanded to sacrifice to idols,

firmly refused, and was condemned to death.
Her persecutors, it is said, first threw her into

a boiling bath, but on the following day they
found her unhurt. The executioner next at-

tempted to cut off her head, but when he did not
succeed in three strokes he was obliged by the
law to abandon the attempt. She lived three
days longer. As early as the Fifth Century
there is mention of a church dedicated to her
at Rome; and in 821, by order of Pope Paschal,
her bones were deposited there. Saint Cecilia

is regarded as the inventor of the organ and the
patroness of church music. Her festival is cele-

brated on December 22d. Chaucer, Dryden, and
Pope have celebrated Saint Cecilia, and the
painters Raphael. Domenichino, Carlo Dolci. and
others have represented her in fine pictures.

Consult GiK'Tan'/or X""»/c Cicile r* '" -"^-irte
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romaine (Pnri». 1873).— Another Saint Cecilia

was born in Africa, and auffcrcd martyrdom by

starvation under Diocletian. The Roman Catho-

lic Church celebrates her festival on Kebniary 11.

CECILIA, Saint. A painting by Raphael,

which hnnjrs in the Accademia in Bologna, Italy.

It was ordered by the Cardinal Ix)ren7,o Pucci,

in 1513, to decorate the Church of San Giovanni

at Monte, but not completed until about two
years later. It wa.q taken to Paris during Na-
poleon's time, but was returned in 1815. The
leading figure is represented as surrounded by

Saint Paul, Saint John, Mary Magdalene, and

Saint Augustine, and all five seem to be rapt

with the strains which descend to them from the

opening lienvens.

CECILIA, S.VINT. A painting by Rubens,

which hangs in the Old Museum of Berlin. It

repres<Mits the saints attended by angels with

musical instruments, and is noteworthy for the

vividness of its coloring.

CECILIA, The Story of Saint. A series

of frescoes (1588-8!)), five in number, by Dome-
nichino (q.v.), representing the charity, fervor,

martyrdom, and final rewards of Saint Cecilia.

They* are in the Church of San Luigi dei Fran-

cesci, Rome.
CECBCPIA (Neo-Lal., from Gk. KtKporp,

Kecropa, according to Greek myth founder of

Athens). A genus of trees of the order Arto-

carpaceae. Cecropia peltuta, a native of the West
Indies and of South America, sometimes called

trumpet-wood and snake-wood, is remarkable for

its hollow stem and branches, exhibiting merely
membranous partitions at the nodes. The small

branches, these partitions being removed, are

made into wind instruments. The wood is very

light, readily ignites by friction against a harder

piece of wood, and is much used by the Indians

for procuring fire in this way. The fruit is

agreeable, and resembles a raspberry. Both the

trunk and branches yield a large quantity of

saline matter, which is employed by the French
planters in the purification of sugar. The bark
is strong and fibrous, and is much used for cord-

age. It is also astringent, and is applied in

diarrUopa and other diseases. This species is an
example of myrmecophily in which ants dwell in

the hollow stems. In return for the service of

the tree in aflfording them shelter and food, they
protect the tree from attacks of leaf-cutting

ants, which abound in the tropics.

CECROPIA. The sister-in-law of King Basil-

ius in Sidney's romance Arcadia.

CECBOPIA MOTH (Neo-Lat. from Gk. K^-

Kpoil>, KcLrops. according to Greek myth founder
of Athens). The largest of the silkworm-moths
iSamia cecropia), with wings expanding 5 to 6
inches, brown, marked by white, red, and buff.

The caterpillar has coral-red tubercles on the

second and third thoracic segments, and other
tubercles, yellow and blue; it feeds on a great
variety of forest and fruit trees. The cocoon is

elongated, brown, papery, and unprotected by
leaves. See Silkworm.
CE'CBOPS (Lat., Gk. KiKfwrp, Kekrops)

.

The first King of Attica, who figures in Greek
mj'thology as an autochthon, half man and half

serpent. At first probably the eponymous hero
and ancestor of the people, he seems to have been
crowded aside later by the figure of Erechtheus,

though whether we have here the heroes of sepa-

rate tril)es may well b<! doubted. Later legend
attributed to him, as the first King of Attica,

the fonnation of a confederacy of twelve cities,

the introduction of marriage, burial of the dead,

writing, and other arts. The origin of the name
is uncertain, and of course the entire personality

is purely legendary.

CEDAB (OF. cedre, I-At. cedrus, from Gk.
nii^fto^, kedros, cedar-tree). A name applied to

several species of coniferous evergreen trees, as
well as to the wood of a number of trees in no
way related to the conifers. The name properly
belongs to the genus Cedrus, of which there are

three species generally recognized

—

Cedrus Lihani,

the cedar of Lebanon ; Cedrus deodara, the deo-

dar-tree of India; and Cedrus Atlandcn, of the
mountains of northern Africa. By some bota-

nists the last two are considered as merely varie-

ties of the first-named species. All are char-

acterized by their fragrant, light-red. durable
wood. The cedars of Lebanon have been famous
from early times, being frequently mentioned in

sacred and profane writings. The original

groves mentioned in the Bible have become great-

ly reduced through various causes, and the
largest grove now known contains only about
400 trees, some of which are evidently of great
age. The trees are noted for the size of their

trunks rather than for their height. They differ

from most conifers in that their branches are

wide-spreading. The cones and leaves resemble
those of the larch more than any other tree, ex-

cept that the leaves are persistent. The cedar
of I^ebanon was introduced into England in the

Seventeenth Century, and a number of noble
specimens are now growing in that country. ( For
detailed illustration, see Plate of Calabash.) In
the Jardin des Plantes of Paris may be seen a
fine specimen planted by Jussiou in 1734. It is

hardy in the United States only in the South
and in California. In its natural home the

cedar of T^banon is found at elevations of 6000
feet or less, but it thrives best in sandy loam,

where the roots can reach water. A white resin,

called cedar-resin, is exuded by the trunks, and
was formerly employed in embalming. A sort

of oil or turpentine was also prepared from it,

but neither the oil nor the resin is much known
now. The deodar, or god-tree, and the Cedrus
Ailantica resemble Cedrus Lihani in appearance,

and have similar uses. They are more abundant,
and their timber is very valual)le. The deodar
forms extensive forests in the Himalayas at ele-

vations of from 7000 to 10.000 feet. 'The trees

often attain a height of 150 feet and a diameter
of 8 feet. The wood takes a high polish, and is

in demand for cabinet-work. Cedrus Atlantira

is most abundant in the Atlas Mountains, and is

used for the same purposes. Many other conif-

erous trees are given the name cedar. The Si-

berian cedar is Pinus cembra; Goa cedar, a spe-

cies of cypress; red cedar, species of Juniperus

{ see JuxirER ) , etc.

The white cedar of the United States is Cha-
mcEcyparis thyoides, a tree 30 to 90 feet high,

found growing in swampy situations from Maine
to Mississippi. The trees are evergreen, with

small, scale-like leaves. The wood is exceedingly

durable, especially when in contact with mois-

ture. The tree resembles the arbor-vitae, which
is also sometimes called white cedar. The yel-
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low cedar of the Pacific Coast is ChamcBcyparis
nooikattnsis. It is found from northern Cali-

fornia to Alaska. The wood when seasoned is

a beautiful light yellow, and takes a high polish,

on which account it is highly esteemed for finish-

ing lumber and cabinet-work. The Port Orford
cedar (Chaniorci/paris Lausoinana) is quite simi-

lar, and is found in Oregon and California.

There are many horticultural varieties of these

cedars in cultivation, that vary in their habit of

growth and color of foliage. Among trees not

allied to the conifers to wliich the name cedar

is given are species of Cedrela, which furnish

the wood from which cigar-boxes are so exten-

sively made. The Australian cedar is of the

same genus, the species being Cedrela toona or

Cedrela Australis. This is an important timber-

tree which is put to many uses. It yields gum,
a resin, and tanbark, in addition to timber. This
or a similar species is found in India. The cedar-

wood of (Juiana is from Protium altissimum.
In Australia Mclia composita is called white
cedar.

CEDAB, Barbadoes (Cedrela, odorata) . A
tree of the order Cedrelacea, and of the same
genus with the toona, a native of the West Indies

and warm parts of America. It is called cedar

in the West Indies. It is often upward of 80
feet high, with a trunk remarkable for thickness.

It has panicles of flowers resembling those of the

hyacinth. The fruit, bark, and leaves have the

smell of asafcetida, but the wood has an agree-

able fragrance. Being soft and light, it is used
for canoes and for shingles. Cigar-boxes are

very generally made of it, and it supplies some
of the wood used in the manufacture of lead-

pencils.

CEDAB-APPLES. Outgrowths of frequent

occurrence upon the red cedar or juniper. They
are caused by a fungus, Gymnosporangium ina-

croj)us. (For illustration, see P^ungi.) During
most of the season they may be seen as warts
or knots of greater or less size on the twigs. At
first they have about the same color as the
branch, but later become brown. In tlie spring
of the year they undergo a marked transforma-
tion, and appear as horn - shaped masses of

orange or yellow-colored jelly. These contain

the spores of the fungus, and upon drying they

are blown about. Lighting upon an apple-tree,

they cause apple-rust. See, also, Apple Diseases,

under Ai'IM.k.

CEDAB-BIBD, or Ciiebry-bibd. See Wax-
wing.

CEDAB CBEEK. A stream in Shenandoah
County, \a., falling into the Shenandoah River.

On its banks, on October 19, 1864, during the

Civil \\'ar, a Confederate force under General
Early completely surprised Sheridan's army
at daybreak, during its leader's absence, and
forced it to retreat in considerable disorder back
through Middletown : but about 10 o'clock the
cavalrA' and part of Wright's corps (the Sixth)
succeeded in checking the advance of the Con-
federates. General Sheridan, who was just re-

turning from Washington, was at Winchester
when the firing began, but hastened to the front,

and, rallying his troops, ordered a counter-
charge at about 4 o'clock in the afternoon.

Many of the Confederates had left their ranks
to plunder the Federal camp, and in turn they
broke and fled and were pursued as far as Fish-

VoL. IV.—18.

er's Hill. Next day tiie retreat was continued to
New Market. Sheridan's forces then returned to

Kerastown for winter quarters. Sheridan had
about 31,000 troops, and Early 18,500. The
Federal loss was 644 killed, 3430 wounded, 1590
missing; the Confederate, 320 killed, 1540
wounded, 1050 missing. Sheridan recaptured
his lost guns and 23 of Early's. This battle

ended the last attempt on the part of the Con-
federates to strike the North through the
Shenandoah Valley. Sheridan's famous ride
from Winchester, his enthusiastic reception at
the hands of his troops, and his remarkable suc-

cess in turning a disastrous rout into a brilliant

victory, form, perhaps, the most dramatic epi-

sode of the Civil War. They have furnished the
theme of a stirring poem by T. Buchanan Read,
''Sheridan's Ride." Consult Pond, Tfie Shenan-
doah Valley in 186^ (New York, 1883) ; and
Sheridan, Personal Memoirs (3 vols.. New York,
188S).

CEDAB FALLS. A city in Black Hawk
County, Iowa, 100 miles west of Dubuque, on
Cedar River, and on the Illinois Central, the Bur-
lington, Cedar Rapids and Northern, and the
Chicago and Great Western railroads (Map:
Iowa, E 2 ) . It is a manufacturing place of

importance, having good water-power, and pos-

sesses flour, feed, oatmeal, pearl barley, paper,

and planing mills, clothing-factories, corn-can-
ning works, foimdry, house-furnishing factory,

feeder and stacker works, etc. The city has a
public library, State normal library, and two
parks, and is the seat of a State normal school,

with 2000 students. Settled in 1845, Cedar Falls
was first incorporated as a village in 1853. At
present it is governed imder the charter of 1865.

which provides for a mayor, elected every two
years, and a city council. Population, in 1890,

3459; in 1900, 5319,

CEDAB KEYS. A town and seaport in

Levy County, Fla., on a small island just off the
coast in the Gulf of Mexico, and on the Florida
Central and Peninsular Railroad (Map: Florida,

E 2). The harbor, which admits vessels of light

draught, is formed by several small keys, on one
of which is a tall lighthouse with a revolving

light. The town has several sawmills, most of

Avhich cut red cedar wood for pencils, which is

a leading export. It has a considerable trade
also in fish, ovsters, sponges, and lumber. Popu-
lation, in 1900, 739.

CEDAB MOUNTAIN. A hill in Culpeper
County, \'a., near which on August 9, 1862, a
sharp battle was fought between 8000 Fetlerals

of Pope's army, under General Banks, and about
24,000 Confederates under General Jacks«in.

Banks gained a slight advantage at first, but was
swept from the field by the spirited attack of

Jackson's reserves. Poj)e's whole force advanc-
ing, Jackson fell back toward Gordonsville to

join General Lee. The reported losses were, for

the Federals, I66I killed and wounded and 723
missing; for the Confederates. 1'283 killed and
wounded and 31 missing. It was the first serious

engagement fought by the Army of Virginia

under Popp. Consult Ropes, The Army Under
Pope (New York, 1881).

CEDAB MOUNTAINS. A mountain range
of southwest Cape Colony, South Africa, lying

parallel with the .\tlantic, and separating the

vallev of the Olifante River on the west from
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its tributary the Doom on the east. The highest

8Uniinit is Sneeuwkop, about U3U0 feet altitude.

CEDAR OF GO'A. See Cypkess.

CEDAB BAPIDS. A city of Linn County,
Iowa, 7i> miles southwest of Dubu(|ue, on the

Cedar River, and on the liurlinyton, C-edar

Rapids and Northern, the Chioaj^o and North-

western, the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul,

and the Illinois Central railroads (Map: Iowa,

F 3). The city, which lies in a rich agricul-

tural country, has extensive wholesale houses and
pork-packing establishments, and large niilroad

machine-shops. The manufacturing plants in-

clude oatmeal, barley, and flour mills, foundries

and machine-shops, breweries, woolen-mills, agri-

cultural-implement works, carriage-factories, etc.

The rapids furnish water-power for many fac-

tories. Cedar Rapids is the seat of the Coe Col-

lege (Presbyterian), founded 1881, and has pub-

lic and Masonic libraries, a Masonic temple.

Government building, auditorium, opera-house,

park, and the Holly system of water-works. Sev-

eral bridges, including four railroad bridges,

cross the river at this point. Settled in 1845,

Cedar Rapids was incorporated in 1856. It is

governed under a charter of that year, revised in

1898, which provides for a mayor who holds

oflice for two years, and a city council, most of

whose members are elected by wards. With the

mayor rests the appointment of all police officers,

and with the council, the election of city engineer,

attorney, street commissioner, and president of

the council ; the executive and council select the

city auditor and board of review: other offices

are filled bv popular election. Population, in

1880, 10,104'; in 1890, 18,020; in 1900, 25,056.

CEDAB, or BED CEDAB, BIVEB. A
river rising in Freeborn and Mower counties,

southern Minnesota (Map: Minnesota, F 7). It

flows southeast across Iowa from the northern to

the southeastern boundary, emptying into the

Iowa River at Columbus Junction, Louisa Coun-
ty, about 30 miles above where the latter stream
joins the Mississippi. It is about 275 miles long

and drains a beautiful and fertile region. The
chief cities along its course are Waterloo, Vin-

ton, and Cedar Rapids.

CETDABTOWN. A town and the county-seat

of Polk County, Ga., 60 miles northwest of At-

lanta, on the Central of Georgia Railroad, and
the East and West Railroad of Alabama (Map:
Georgia, A 1 ) . Cedar and pine timber and
valuable mineral deposits are found in the

vicinity, and the town has lumber-yards, cotton-

mills, foundries, iron-mines, and other industries.

Population, in 1890, 1625; in 1900, 2823.

CEDD, ked, or CEDDA, kgd'dA, Saint ( ?-

664). A brother of Saint Chad of Ceadda, with
whom he is often confused. He was born in

Northumbria : brought up by Bishop Aidan

;

Christianized Essex and other parts of England,

was made Bishop of the East Saxons (654) ;

founded two monasteries, and was famed in Brit-

ain and Ireland for learning and sanctity. He
took the Roman side respecting the observance of

Easter. He died in the monastery at Lasting-

ham, a village about 25 miles northeast of York,
October 26, 664. His day is January 7.

CEDIL'LA. See Dtacbiticai. Makes.

CEDBIC OF BOTHEBWOOD, ked'rik,

roTi'/cr-wyd, or Cedric the Saxox. Rowena's

guardian in Scott's Ivanhoe. In his desire to
restore a Saxon dynasty to England, he seeks
the marriage of his ward with Athelstane; but
is prevented therefrom alike by the accession

.

of Coeur-de-Liop, the softened chivalry of

Athclstane, and the love of Ro\uena for Ivan-

hoe.

CEDBOS, sfi^Tiirds, or CEBBOS, sSr^rds. An
island of Mexico, situated in the Pacific off the

west coast of Lower California, where it forms
part of the western boundary of San Sebastian
Viscaino Bay (Map: Mexico, H 5). It lies be-

tween latitudes 28° 5' and 28° 35' N. Its total

area is estimated at 120 square miles. The sur-

face is mountainous and partly barren. The
climate is dry. Mineral deposits of importance
are supposed to exist.

Cl&DULA, thri'Doo-l& (obsolete Engl, cedule,

Fr. cMule, It. cedola, cedula, whence Ger. Zettel,

slip of paper; variant of schedule, OF. schedule^

scedule, cedule, from Lat. achedula, small sheet

of paper, from achcda, sheet of paper, from
scindere, to split). In Spanish, a written or
printed paper of any sort, including blank forms.

In Spanish law, any kind of a legal document,
public or private, the exact nature of the docu-

ment being indicated by supplementary words;
e.g. cedula real, a royal order promulgating a
law or decree; cedula hipotecaria, a mortgage
loan certificate; cMula ante diem, a summons
to a meeting of a society.

Cd'dula personal is a certificate ofidentification.
Under the Spanish regime every inhabitant

or resident of the Philippine Islands was re-

quired to take out, annually, such a certificate,

and (unless legally exempt) to pay for it at a
rate varying, according to his resources, from
two pesos to 37.50 pesos. The graduated poll

tax thus established yielded an annual revenue
of 7,000,000 pesos. The American military gov-

ernment found it necessary, for administrative
purposes, to retain the cedula personal, but de-

cided to issue it at the nominal and uniform rate

of one peseta.

CEFALtr, cha'f&loo (ane. Lat. Cephaloe-

dium). An episcopal city and seaport in north
Sicily, 42 miles east by south of Palermo (Map:
Italy, J 2). It is grouped around the cathedral

begun by Roger II. in the Twelfth Century. Its-

mosaics are the most ancient and perfect in

Sicily, and resemble those at Mount Athos. The
town lies at the base of the steep limestone
promontory which towers to the height of over
1200 feet, and wliich bears the ruins of the an-

cient town. Fisheries and commerce are engaged
in bv the inhabitants. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune), 14,000; in 1901, 13,273.

CEGLIE MESSAPICA, chalyft rngs'sd-pe^cA.

A city in south Italy, 18 miles northeast of Ta-
ranto (Map: Italy, M 7). It markets large

quantities of wine, fruit, and oil, and quarries

stone. Population, in 1881 (commune), 15,000;

in 1901, 16.867.

CEHEGIN, tha'ft-HcN'. A tow-n of Spain, in

the Province of Murcia, 37 miles west-northwest
of the city of that name (Map: Spain, E 3). It

has some spacious streets, with handsome build-

ings. The tovm is in a fertile region, has a
trade in grain, oil, wine, fruits, etcl, and has
manufactures of paper, cloth, and potterA'. Pop-
ulation, in 1900, 11,523.
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CEILINO (OF., Fr. del, Lat. ccelum, sky).
Tlie material, of light description, used to make
the inner covering of a room or other inclosed

space; and, by extension, the surface forming
this top covering, whatever may be its material.

It is usual to apply the term to flat or nearly

flat covering surfaces, and not to call the curved
inner surface of a vault or dome a ceiling, al-

though this is not a scientific restriction.

In Egj'ptian temples the flat stone roofs were
used as symbols of heaven and painted blue, with
yellow stars, bands of hieroglyphs, emblems and
figures of gods, of the planets, the zodiac, and
other heavenly scenes, in color. The hea^•y

arched ceilings of Babylon and Assyria were
stuccoed and painted, and apparently gilding was
used in the sanctuaries. The flat ceilings of

Greek art were largely eofl'ered and the wood-
surfaces were brilliantly painted, but with orna-

ments, not figures. Roman ceiling-decoration

combined to perfection both types—the flat and
the curved surfaces. The pictorial sense of

Graeco-Roman artists seized on the decorative

possibilities of the ceiling. From the great
domes, tunnel-vaults, and groin-vaults of the

imperial baths and the flat ceilings of the tem-
ples and basilicas, down to the minor ceilings of

tombs and private houses, all were covered ac-

cording to one of three systems: (1) the cof-

fered and paneled ceiling, used both on flat and
cursed surfaces; (2) the stucco reliefs, mainly
on curved surfaces; (3) the decoration by simple
painting, also on curved surfaces, in what we
choose popularly to call the 'Pompeian' style.

The stuccoed ceilings of the Pomjx'ian baths, of

the tombs on the Via Latina, and of the 'Fame-
sina' house in Rome, show the exquisite taste and
dash of these facile works. The elaborate painted
ceilings of the Baths of Titus, discovered in the

Sixteenth Centun,'. furnished the models for the
arabesques and grotesques which Raphael made
so popular in his Vatican Loggie, and which have
been ever since in continual use. With the fall

of Roman art, ceiling decoration disappeared
entirely in the West, to be revived only after

six centuries in the Romanesque period. But
in the Orient there was no such intermission.

On the contrary, Byzantine art with its discov-

ery of marble, glass, and mosaic incrustation as
a covering for the surfaces of vaults, added a
hitherto unknown element of deep and rich color,

which gave a mysterious difl"usive effect to the
ceilings; and this was helped by its use of curved
ceilings wherever possible, even in civil struc-

tures. Such are the domes of the Ravenna bap-
tisteries, of Saint Mark's in Venic-e, and the
churches of Salonica and Constantinople. It

strikes a note of seriousness in contrast to the
playfulness of Roman decoration. One impor-
tant fact is that Byzantine ceiling decoration is

never in relief—always an unbroken surface.

This same ideal—of curves and of deep surface-

coloring—was developed by Mohammedan art;

but in the buildings erected in the Mohammedan
style there were few unbroken linos and surfaces.

So we have the stalactite corlK>ling and geo-

metric surface decoration combined with brilliant
coloring—more brilliant than that of the Byzan-
tine. When, in the West, meditpval art gave up
its severe simplicity of open roofs showing the
beams and rafters, and took again to decorative
vcMid in ceilings, as well as to vaulting, the deco-
ration of ceilings took two principal fonns. Set-

ting aside mosaics, which were used only—and
then seldom—in Italy; paneled and eofl'ered

ceilings, which were not revived until the Renais-
sance; and stuccoed ceilings in relief, which were
never revived at all; there remained: (1)
painted ceilings; (2) timbered ceilings. In
churches the vaulting had frequently a blue
ground, as a sjinbol of the heavenly vault, and
its surfaces were as completely covered with sub-

jects of religious art as were the walls. The
commonest mediaeval vault was the groin vault,

and its groins or ribs generally formed the divid-

ing lines in the decoration, as in Saint Francis
at Assisi. The more architectural decoration of

mediaeval ceiling surfaces is described under
Vaulting. These ceilings of painted masonry,
being exceedingly durable, have been preserv^ed

in great numbers; but of the wooden timbered
ceilings, usually carved and painted, with pic-

turesque play of light and shade, there are ex-

tant but a few early examples—as the Capella
Palatina in Palermo and Saint Michael's in Hil-

desheim ( Twelfth Centurj' ) . They became nu-
merous only in the latest Gothic period, and
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries are their

Golden Age in the north of Europe. Superb
examples exist in England from the Elizabethan
Age. Meanwhile the Italian Renaissance had
evolved an interesting type of flat beveled ceil-

ings for its palace halls, which the frescoists

decorated with all the skill of masters in per-

spective. Their designs of the Si.xteentli and
Seventeenth centuries were especially charming
and were copied in France. Even such famous
paintings as Guide's "Aurora" were among them.
Correggio and his school were famous 'illusion-

ists' in ceiling frescoes.

CEILLIEB, sA'yiV, RfiMY (1688-1761). A
French Benedictine scholar. He was born in

Bar-le-Duc, France, became titular prior of the
Benedictine monastery of Flavigny, near Nancy,
and there died. His enduring fame rests upon
his laborious and exhaustive analysis of eccle-

siastical literature down to the middle of the

Thirteenth Century, Histoire gencrale des au-

icurs sacr^s et cccUsiastiques (1729-63, 23 vols.;

new edit. 1858-65, 14 vols.).

CEL'ADON' (Lat., from Gk. KeXaSuv, Kela-
don ) . The Romeo of French classic drama and
the Corydon of the English bucolic. In particu-

lar: (1) The hero of d'Urf^'s Astr^e. (2) A
rural character in Thomson's Seasons. (3) A
fickle gallant in Dryden's Secret Love.

CEL.ffi'NO. The name of one of the Har-
pies in Greek mythology-.

CELAKOVSKY, eha'ld-k6v'skA, Fr.\ktisek
Ladlslav (1799-1852). A Czech poet and Pan-
slavist. He was born in Strakonitz. and was
educated at the University of Prague. He ex-

ercised a considerable influence upon the devel-

opment of Czech literature, made numerous
translations from the German. Russian, antl

English, and published a large number of poetic

and other works, among which are the following:

Echoes of Russian Songs (1820); Echoes of
Bohemian Folksongs (1840); The CentifoUous
Rose (1840), a cycle of didactic, political, and
love poems.

CELAKOVSKY, Ladist-AV (1834—). An
Austrian botani-it. son of the preceding. He was
born and educated in Prague, and in 1860 was
appointed custodian of the botanical department
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in the Bohemian Museum in that city. In 1882
he became professor of botany at the Czech Uni-
versity of Prague. Among his numerous and
valuable works are the following: Prodromua der
Flora von liohmen (1867-81) ; Ueber die morpho-
logischc Jiedeiitung dtt iiamenknospen (1874);
Die Uymnospemien (1890); Daa Jicduktionsge-
setz dcr liUitcn (1895).

CEL'ANDINE (OP. celidoine, Fr. ch6lidoine,
Lat. chelidoiiia, from Gk. ;fR?.i(5(}i'<o»', chclidonion,
f.wa How-wort, from ;t'f/,/rIuv, c/if/ido/i, swallow),
Chclidonium. A genus of plants of the order
Papaveraceie (the poppy family), having a corol-

la of four petals, and a podlikc capsule. The
common celandine {Chelidonium majua) is a
perennial, with pinnate leaves, lobed leaflets,

and yellow flowers in simple umbels, frequent
under hedges, in waste places, etc., in Great Brit-

ain and most parts of liurope. It is also intro-

dui-ed in various places in the United States. It

flowers from !May to September. The root, stem,
and leaves, when fresh, have a disagreeable smell,

and are full of a yellow juice, which is very
acrid, causing inflammation when applied to the
skin. Celandine is sometimes used in medicine

;

it is a drastic purgative, and in large doses an
active poison ; in small doses it is said to act
beneficially on the lymphatic system and on the
organs of secretion, and to be useful in jaundice,
scrofulous diseases, disease of the mesenteric
glands, etc. The most prominent constituents
of the plant are sanguinarin, chelerythrin, cheli-

donin. protopin, chelidoxanthin, and chelidonic
acid.

CELANO, ch&-lii'nt». A town in the Province
of Aquila degli Abruzzi, South Italy, pictur-

esquely situated on a hill at the north end of
Lake Fucino (Celano), the ancient Lacus Fuci-
nus (q.v.). It was the seat of a count and a
place of importance prior to 1223, when it was
devastated by Frederick II. The castle, founded in

1450, ^vas the prison of Countess Covella, who
was there immured by her son Rugierotto. The
author of Dies ira;, die/t iUa, Beato Tomasso, was
born in Celano. Population (commune), in 1901,
9904.

CELASTRITS. See Waxwork.

CELAYA, s&la'yft. A city in the State of
Guanajuato, Mexico, .34 miles south of San
Miguel de AUende, on the Rio Grande de San
Jago, at the junction of the Mexican Central and
Mexican National railroads (Map: Mexico, J 7).
It has a fine public square and the splendid
church of Our Lady of Carmen, completed in
1798, which has a portico with handsome Co-
rinthian columns and a spacious interior in the
form of a Latin cross. The city manufactures
soap, woolen goods, and saddles, and is noted for
its candies. Near the cit.y are thermal springs.
Celaya was founded in 1570, and in 1655 was
raised to the dignity of a city. It was sacked
by the Revolutionists in 1810. Population, in

1895, 21,245.

CEL'EBES (the name of a native tribe).
One of the larger islands of the Dutch East
Indies, situated east of Borneo between latitudes
1° 45' N. and 5° 45' S., and between longitudes
118" 49' and 125° 5' E (East Indies, F 5). It
is surrounded by the Celebes Sea on the north,
the Molucca Sea on the east, the Flores Sea on
the south, and the Strait of Macassar on the

west. Its area is estimated at about 71,(KM)
square miles.

In its shape Celebes is not unlike a starfish,

the same general form lieing found also in the
adjacent island of Gilolo. It consists of four
mountainous peninsulas, of which the northern,
IVIenado, has a length of alwut 400 miles. The
surface is largely mountainous and reaches its

highest elevation in Mount Bontliain, an extinct
volcano, situated in the southern part of the
island and exceeding in altitude 9500 feet. There
are also a nunil»er of active volcanoes in the
eastern end of the peninsula of Menado, ranging
in altitude from 5000 to over 8000 feet. The
largest river is the Sadang, which rises in the
central part of the island and flows through the
southern i>eninsula. Lakes are abundant, and
liot springs also are found. The western coast is

practically without any indentation, while the
eastern coast forms the three spacious inlets of
Tomini, Tomori, and Boni.
The climate is tropical, but somewhat modified

by the elevation of the surface. The rainfall is

more abundant in the north than in the rest of
the island. Lying in the centre of the Indian
Archipelago, Celebes has a great tropical variety
and wealth of both fauna and flora. Among the
animals peculiar to the island are the tailless

baboon, the babirussa, with double tusks and re-

cur\'ed horns rising out of the head midway
between snout and eyes, the marsupial cuscus,
and the sapi-outan or wild cow, besides several
species of small birds. Deer, wild and tame buf-
faloes, wild swine, sheep, goats, etc., abound, and
monkeys are innumerable. The forests include
oak, teak, palm, cedar, and upas trees, while the
bamboo, which furnishes material for habita-
tions and every sort of implement, and even arti-

cles of dress, is everywhere found. Cloves, nut-
meg, spices, the tropical fruits, maize, rice, to-

bacco, sugar, and indigo are easily raised. The
geological composition of Celebes is only slightly

known. The larger part is probably composed of

sandstone and limestone, while the northern
peninsula of ^lenado is of volcanic origin. The
minerals of Celebes are gold, iron, salt, copper,
zinc, and coal. The coal, however, is of poor
quality. The gold is in quartz veins, and occurs
in deposits of sufficient richness to reward the
mining companies, of which there are several.

For administrative purposes, the northern
arm, Menado (and ^linahasa) is organized, with
the Sangir and Talaut islands, into Residency
No. XII., while the west, centre, and south of

Celebes, with Sumbawa and other islands, are
included in Residency No. XL of Insulinde or
Island India. Residency No. XIII. includes east-

ern Celebes, Gilolo, and the Aloluccas and other
islands between Celebes and New Guinea. The
princes of Celebes have pretty much their own
v,ay, being little interfered with by their Dutch
residents as long as they pay tribute or bring
forward the crops or forest products. Dutch mis-
sionary operations have been very successful in

this island. The coffee plantations established

on the mountain slopes by the Dutch about eighty
years ago, together with the revival of cocoa cul-

ture, have brought much wealth to the natives

and their masters. No part of Insulinde has
showTi better the results of peace, good govern-

ment, and missionary operations than certain

portions of Celebes, especially Minahasa. Of late

years, apart from the business of the Government,
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the imports in the ports, not including Macassar,

have averaged over $3,000,U00 and the exports

over $3,580,000, the commerce of the port of

Macassar reaching an annual total of $0,400,000.

The chief towns of the island are Macassar, Me-

nado, ami tJorontalo.

The jwpulation of the island is estimated at

2,000,000, including about 2400 Europeans. The

native inhabitants are of various origins and
characteristics, their ancestors having emigrated

from other islands. The most noteworthy j>eo-

ples are the Minahasans in the north, the Macas-

sars (i)roperly Mangkasars) and Bugis in the

soutli, while in the interior and toward the north

dwell tribes of the so-called 'Alfurus' (really

only a more primitive or proto ^Malayan type,

with, perhaps, some negroid strain). The Macas-

sars are the most highly developed of these peo-

ple, being of Malay origin, well built and muscu-

lar, with good complexions and bright eyes, brave,

ambitious, temperate, industrious, and skillful

hunters, but given at times to revenge, to gam-

bling, and to cock-fighting. They make good sol-

diers, but, despite all the Dutch have done to

prevent it, the habit of i-unning amuck is com-

mon. Their religion is Mohammedanism, much
degraded by local superstitions and beast-wor-

ship, and the abject fear of a local deity. Many
arc skillful craftsmen and excel in native manu-
factures, especially rich personal adornments.

They have a literature, chiefly romance and
drama, besides works of religion and law, trans-

lated from the Arabic and originally brought to

them by the missionaries of Islam. In Menado
tliirty-six tribes were confederated, under Dutch
direction, against an aggressive chief, and it is

among these people, especially the ^Minahasans,

that Dutch civilization has accomplished valu-

able results. The Wadjus are an interesting

tribe and active in trade. By language, all be-

long (some more or less remotely) to the Ma-
layan stock. The Javanese appear to have exert-

ed not a little influence upon the southern por-

tions of Celebes, and certain Hindu traces are

also due to them as intermediaries. The women
of Celebes are celebrated for the fine bark-cloth

made by them. Celebes has furnished many set-

tlers for other regions of the Malay Archipelago,

the Bugis, in particular, being great travelers and

colonizers, merchants, and seamen. The island

was first discovered and named by the Portu-

guese in 1512, but from about 1607 the Dutch
gradually obtained the supremacy, though it was

not until well into the Nineteenth Century that

everv district was under their control.

Consult: Lahure, L'ile de Celebes (Paris,

1879) ; Wallace, The Malay Archipelago (Lon-

don, 1880) ; van der Lith, Nederlandsch Ooat-

Indie, Vol. T. ; Hickson, .4 Naturalist in \orth

Celebes (London, 1880) ; Staden der Brink, Zuid-

Celebes (Utrecht, 1884).

CE'LER. One of the two architects—the

other one is Severus—mentioned by Tacitus as

employed by the Emperor Nero in his great con-

structive works. They undoubtedly carried out

Nero's scheme for a general reconstruction of

Rome on a rejiular plan after the great fire, and
were the architects of his colossal 'Golden

House,' the most immense of all imperial palaces,

which swallowed up a large quarter of the

city.

CELTERES (Lat., pi. of celer, rapid, Gk.

Kihit, ke.les, racer, Skt. Lnl, to drive). A body-

guard of 300 young men of the best Roman fami-
lies, organized, according to tradition, by Romu-
lus. Next to the King, their leader was the

highest oHicer of the State. This position was
held by Brutus when he expelled the Tarquins.

CELERY (Fr. eeleri, Lat. selinon, parsley,

from Gk. ai/uvov, selinon, parsley) (Apium gra-

veolens) . A biennial plant of the natural order
Umbelliferse, a native of Europe, now widely
cultivated for its leafstalks, which are blanched
and eaten raw with salt. One form, celeriac, is

extensively grown on the Continent of Europe
for its turnip-like root. The whole plant has an
aromatic flavor.

The celery industry has had a rapid develop-

ment in the United States during recent years,

owing largely to improved methods of culture.

The method now in general use is to sow the seed

in a hotbed, or for the late crop, in the open,

transplant once or twice, and set in the field
.

in level rows three or four feet apart and six

inches distant in the row. The stalks are

blanched by heaping earth against the plants,

setting up boards about a foot wide against

the row on either side, or by wrapping the plants

with paper or other material. In the so-called

'new celery culture' the rows are only G to 12

inches apart. The plants thus, thickly grown are

self-blanched and only the outside rows need pro-

tection from the light. Celery intended for

summer or fall use is blanched when the plants

are well grown; that grown for winter use is

taken up when cold weather comes on and set

in pits or a cool cellar, the roots being packed

in moist earth so that the plants may continue

a slow growth while blanching. Celery is gen-

erally grown on a moist, rich, peaty soil, well

drained and heavily fertilized; but good crops

have been grown on fertile clayey and sandy up-

lands. The crop requires an abundance of

moisture and fertilizer. Celeriac, or the root

form of celery, is handled about like celery, ex-

cept that it does not require blanching. It is

little grown in America except where there is a

German settlement. It is cooked and eaten with

sauce, used in salads, and pickled. For illustra-

tion, see Plate of Salad Plants.
Some sixty varieties of celery are cultivated

in the United States. Some are dwarf varieties,

scarce a foot high, while others grow nearly three

feet high. The leaves may be green, white, or

yellow. Paris Golden or Golden Self-Blanching.

White Plume, Giant Pascal, and Boston Market

are among the varieties that are most extensively

grown.
Celery Diseases. Celery is subject to a num-

ber of destructive parasitic diseases. The rust

or siui-scald, due to Cereospora apii, is recog-

nized by the gray or yellow spots upon the leaves.

The spots enlarge, run together, and finally de-

stroy the leaf. The disease is more prevalent

in dry situations than in moist ones, and where

celery is grown in very dry soils it should i)e

given some shade to prevent this diseas<«. .\

leaf-blight, caused by t^eptoria petroselina apii,

attacks all parts of the plant above the ground,

causing watery spots on stems and leaves. Black

dots soon appear in these areas and the spon-s

are widely scattered, .\ltention should be given

to plants when setting them out that no diseased

ones are used. If the plants are sound when
planted, any good fungicide (q.v.) will prevent

the sj)read of either of the above diseases. A
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Iiaoterial dif<ea»o is said to attack Home varieties,

i-auHiiig their stalks to Ix'eoiiie watery and worth-
leiM. It also spreads in market, (|uiekly causing
the hearts to melt away into a slimy, worthless
mass. In the market, celery should Ik* kept very
dry or else completely submerged in water to

prevent this loss.

Consult : Duggar and Bailey, "Notes I'pon Cel-

ery," in Cornell I'niversity Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Bulletin l.i2 (Ithaca, 1897) ; ^las-

sey, "Growing Celery in the South," in North
Carolina Agricultural Kxi)eriment Station Bul-
letin 83 (Raleigh, 18!)2).

CELESTIAL CITY. Tn Bunyan's Pilgrim's
I'rofircKS, (he goal of the j)ilgrim's journey,
which was reached by passing through the River
of Death.

CELESTIAL EMPIRE, The. An appella-
tion for (liiiiii, su;iuostcd by the title 'Tien Chao'
(Heavenly Dynasty), which the Chinese give to

their country'; whence, also, the term Celestials,

often popularly applied to the population. See
China.

CELESTINA, tha'lfs-te'nA. A Spanish prose
drama in twenty-one acts, originally entitled

U he Tragi-Comedti of Calisto ami Melibwa, prob-
ably begun by R^drigo Cota, of Toledo, about
the middle of the Fifteenth Century. It was
finished by Fernando do Rojas, and appeared in

about 1480. Consult Ticknor, Spanish Litera-
ture (Boston, 1803).

CEL^ESTINE (Lat. cwlestis, of the sky, then
blue, from cculum, sky). A strontium sulphate
that crystallizes in the orthorhombic system.
It is of a white color, though usually with a
faint blue tinge ( from which it derives its

name) and rarely reddish. The finest crystals

are those from Girgenti in Sicily, where it is

found with sulphur and gj'psum, and from the
Put-in-Bay Islands in Lake Erie. It has con-
siderable comnicrcial value as a source of stron-
tium, many of whose salts are used for produc-
ing a red light in fireworks. Barytocelestite is a
variety containing barium, and calciocelestite is

a variety containing calcium.

CELESTINE. The name of five popes. (1)
Cei.esti.nk 1., Pope 422-32, is supposed to have
been a near relative of the Emperor Valentinian.
There was not much of a 'pontificate' as yet and
the bishops of Rome were hardly active in the
East. He sent Palladius to Ireland as the first

bishop of that country. (2) Celestine II.

(Guido di Castello), Pope 1143-44. He gave ab-

solution to Louis VII. of France, on the King's
humble subjection, and removed the Papal in-

terdict from that country. (3) Celestine III.

(Giacinto Bobone Orsin'i), Pope 1191-98. He
is supposed to have been 85 years old when
chosen. He crowTied the Emperor Henry VI.
of Germany, and subsequently excommunicated
him for keeping Richard I. of England in prison.

In 1192 he confirmed the statutes of the Teu-
tonic Order of Knights. (4) Celestine IV.
(CrofTredo Castiglione of Milan). A nephew of

I'rban III. He was elected Pope by only seven
cardinals, October 25, 1241, and died November
10 of the same year. He was the author of a
history of Scotland, in which countr\' he was
once a monk. (5) Cei£Stine V. (Pietro di

MovoneK Pope in 1294. He was the son of a
peasant of Naples, became a Benedictine monk,

and lived many years in caves, after the man-
ner of John the Baptist. Terrible stories are
told of the severity of his penitential discipline.

During his hermit life he founded the order
that l)ear8 his name. (See Celehtines.) After
the death of Nicholas IV. he was elected Pope,
but refused to accept imtil persuaded by a
deputation of caniinals, reinforced by the Kings
of Naples and Hungary. He was chosen July 7,

1294, and was crowned August 29. He issued
two decrees, one confinning that of Gregory X.
ordering the shutting up of the cardinals when
in conclave, and one declaring the right of any
Pope to abdicate at pleasure— a right which,
after ruling five months and eight days, he exer-
cised himself. Decemi)er 13, 1294. In his dix-u-

nient of renunciaticm he assigned as the moving
causes "the desire for humility, for a purer life,

for a stainless conscience ; the deficiencies of his
own physical strength; his ignorance; the per-
verseness of the people, and his longing for the
tranquillity of his former life." Having divested
himself of every outward symbol of dignity, he
returned to his old solitude; but he was not per-

mitted to remain. His successor, Boniface VIIL,
sent for him, and, despite his efforts to escape,

imprisoned him in a castle, where, after lan-

guishing ten months in the inf(!cted atmosphere,
he died. May 19, 1296. lie was canonized in

1313. Yet Dante did not hesitate to put him
in hell, though at the entrance, because he had
abdicated : "I looked, and I beheld the shade of

him who made through cowardice the great re-

fusal" {.Inferno, iii.; and cf. xxvii).

CELESTINES. A congregation within the
Benedictine Order, founded by Pietro di Morone
about 1254, and confirmed bj' Urban IV. in 1264
and 1274. They were known at first as Hermits
of Saint Damian, but called themselves Celes-
tines when their foundej- ascended the Papal
chair under the name of Celestine V. They wear
a white gannent with black hood and scapular,
and live a purely contemplative life. In the
Thirteenth and Fourteenth centuries the order
rapidly spread through France, Italy, and Ger-
many, but subsequently decayed. The German
convents were mostly destroyed by the Reforma-
tion, and the French by the Revolution. At the
present day the order is almost extinct.

CETLIA. (1) Mother of Faith, Hope, and
Charity in Spenser's Faerie Queene. (2) Daugh-
ter of the usurper Frederick, and devoted cousin
of Rosalind, in Shakespeare's As You Like It.

(3) The heroine of The Humorous Lieutenant,
by Beaumont and Fletcher, who receives ad-
dresses from Antigonus, and Demetrius, his son,

and finally proves to bo Enanthe, the daughter
of Seleucis. She is happily married to Deme-
trius. (4) The chaste wife of Corvino (q.v. ) in

Jonson's Volpone, whom her fortune-seeking hus-
band sends to 'the Fox's' embraces. (5)- A young
girl in Whitehead's School for Lovers.

CELIBACY (from celibate, Fr. c6lihat, Lat.
ceelihatus, celibacy, from ccelehs, bachelor). Not-
withstanding the divine commendation of mar-
riage recorded in the Old Testament (Gen.
1. 28), the opinion had become prevalent
among the Jews, even before the time of Christ,

that celibacy was favorable to an intimate
union with God. This notion took its origin

in the widespread philosophy of a good and an
evil principle. The body, consisting of matter.
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the seat of evil, was looked upon as the prison
of tile pure soul, wliich was thought to be de-
filed by bodily enjoyments. Among the Jewish
sect of the Essenes, accordingly, a life of celi-

bacy was held to be the chief road to sanctity.
These ascetic views naturally led, in the first

place, to the disapproval of second marriages.
While, therefore, in the first Christian churches
every one was left at liberty to marrj- or not
as he thouglit fit, the objection to those who mar-
ried a second time had become so generally spread
that the Apostle Paul saw occasion to counsel
such Christian converts as were in widowhood
to remain so.

By the Second Centur>', however, the unmarried
life generally had begun to be extolled, and to be
held necessary for a life of sanctity, although sev-

eral at least of tlie Apostles themselves liad been
married. Two passages of Scripture (1. Cor.
vii. and Rev. .xiv. 4) were specially cited as
proving that celibacy was the genuine condition
of a Christian ; and, with the platonizing fathers
of the Second and Third centuries, the unmarried
of both sexes were held as stiinding higher than
the married. Accordingly, although there was
no e.xpress law against the marriage of the
clergy, many (especially of the bishops) re-

mained unmarried; a second marriage was, in
their case, already strictly prohibited.

As the Bishops of Rome rose in consideration
and gradually developed a firmer Church gov-
ernment, they called upon all who belonged to
the clerical order to live for the Church alone
and not marry. This requirement met with con-
stant resistance; still, it became more and more
the custom, in the Fourth Century, for the high-
er clergy to refrain from marriage, and from
them it went over to tlie lower orders and to the
monks. Provincial synods now began expressly
to interdict the clergA' from marrying. The
councils of Aneyra (canon 10) and Xeo-Capsarea
(canon 1), both in 314, permit marriage only to
deacons. The Council of Tours (461) exhorted
priests and deacons to perpetual celibacy, and
cited an 'ancient rule' that priests who' lived
with their wives should l>e debarred from priestly
functions. The Emperor Justinian (527-65) by
an edict declaretl all children born to a clergy-
man after ordination to be illegitimate and in-

capable of inheritance. There were still, how-
ever, many married priests who resisted the law,
and found encouragement in the opposition which
the Greek Church made to that of Rome in
this matter of celibacy. The council held at
Constantinople in 692 declared, in opposition to
the Church of Rome, that priests and deacons
might live with their wives as the laity do, ac-
cording to the ancient custom and ordinance of
the Apostles. The Orthodox Greek Church has
continued to adhere to this decision. Priests
and deacons in that Church may marry before
ordination, and live in marriage after* it; but
they are not allowed to marry a second time.
However, only a priest living in celibacy can be
chosen as bishop or patriarch.
The Church of Rome continued its endeavors

to enforce the law of celibacy, though for sev-
eral centuries they were attended with only par-
tial success. There still continued to be' num-
l)er« of priests with wives, although the councils
were always issuing new orders against them.
Popes Leo IX. (1049-54) and Nicholas II. (1058-

(il) interdicted all priests that had wives or
concubines from the e.xercise of any spiritual

function, on pain of excommunication. Alexan-
der II. (1061-73) decreed excommunication
against all who should attend a mass celebrated

by a priest having a wife or concubine. This
decision was renewed by Gregory VII. ( 1073-85).

in a council held at Rome in 1074, and a decretal
was issued that every layman who should re-

ceive the communion from the hands of a mar-
ried priest should be excommunicated, and that
every priest who married or lived in concubinage
should be deposed. The decree met with the most
violent opposition in all countries; but Gregory
succeeded in carrj'ing it out with the greatest

rigor, and, though individual instances of married
priests were still to be found in the Twelfth and
Thirteenth centuries, the celibacy of the Roman
Catholic clergy was established, and has since

continued both in theory and practice.

The violence thus done to human nature did

not fail to avenge itself in those rude times.

The licentiousness and corruption of many of

the priests became in many cases boundless, and
it was in vain that strict individuals as well as
councils strove against it. The alleged im-
morality of certain of the clergy became a re-

proach and byword in the mouth of the people,

and gave a powerful impulse to the religious

movement that began in the Sixteenth Century.
The leading Reformers declared against the celi-

bacy of the clergy as unfounded in Scripture

and contrary to the natural ordinance of God

;

and I.uther set the example of marrying. This
was not without effect on the Roman Catholic
clergy, and the question of the abolition of celi-

bacy was raised at the Council of Trent (1563).
But the majority of voices decided that God
would not withhold the gift of chastity from those

who rightly prayed for it, and the rule of celi-

bacy was thus finally and forever imposed on the

ministers of the Roman Catholic Church. Those
who have received only minor orders may marry
on resigning their office. For all grades above a
subdeacon a Papal dispensation is necessary. A
priest who marries incurs excoramimication, and
is incapable of any spiritual function. If a
married man wishes to become a priest, he is

ordained only on condition that he separate from
his wife, and that she, of her free will, consent

to the separation and enter a religious order, or
take the vow of celibacy. (It is unfortunate
that the usual monastic vow should be called

one of chastity instead of celibacy, because it

leads the ignorant and thoughtless to suppose
that chastity is violated in marriage, whereas
the married who are faithful to one another are
perfectly chaste. Again, one may be a celibate

and yet be unchaste. It would l)e better if the

words 'strictly continent' were used.) The
priests of the Eastern bodies which have sub-

mitted to Rome received permission from the
Popes to continue in marriage, if entered into

before ordination.

Notwithstanding these decisions, the contest

against clerical celibacy has again and again
been resumed in recent times, both within and
without the Roman Catholic Church. In fact,

all attempts at innovation within the bosom of

Ronuinism connect themselves with the attack on
celibacy, the al>olition of which would deeply
affect the constitution and position of that
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Church. So far back as 1817 the Roman Catholic

faculty of Tubingen expressed the opinion that

compulsory celibacy was one of the chief causes

of the want of Roman Catholic ministers. In

1S2(J the Roman Catholic clergj' of Silesia put in

petitions to the bishop for the abolition of celi-

bacy; and unions were afterwards formed in

Baden, Wdrttemberg, ISavaria, Silesia, and Rhen-

ish Prussia, which, along with alterations in

the doctrines and ritual of the Roman Church,

combined attacks on the prohibition of marriage

to the clergy. A work was also published by

.1. A. and August in Theiner, Die Kinfuhruny der

Erzwungenen Khelosifjkeit bei den christlichen

Ueiatlichen und Hire Folgen (Altenburg, 1828;

reprint ed. by Rippold, Barmen, 1894), which ex-

cited great attention. At the forefront of the

movement for a change in the clerical rule was
Ignaz Heinrich Karl von Wessenberg (1774-

1860). At last the abolition of the law came
to be discussed in the legislatures of Baden,

Saxony, and other coimtries. The Church
claimed this subject as belonging exclusively to

her jurisdiction, and not to that of the State,

and in \V(lrtteml>erg the clergy induced the Gov-
ernment to suppress the anti-celibacy society;

but this onlj' made their opponents in the press

the more zealous. In France, also, the ques-

tion, about 1820, was eagerly discussed; and in

Spain the Academy of Ecclesiastical Science

took the subject into consideration in a meeting
held in 1842; while the Portuguese chambers had
previously, in 1835, discussed it, though without
result. The same took place in Brazil about
1827.

During the commotions of 1848 the subject

was agjiin brought into prominence in Germany.
The 'German Catholics' (q.v.) had already abol-

ished celibacy, and a general measure was called

for in the Frankfort Parliament, in the Prussian
Assembly, and in the press. In Austria, also,

voices were raised against it; but here the State

took the side of the Pope, who, in a bull of 1847,

had added fresh stringency to the rule of celi-

bacy and condemned its infringement. (See

Bachelor; Marriage.) For the general subject,

consult: Lea, Historical Sketch of fiacerdotal

Celibacy (Philadelphia, 188fi) ; Schmitt, Der
Priestercolibat (MHnster, 1870).

CELIMiJNE, sAie'man'. The principal char-

acter in Moli^re's comedy Le misanthrope. She
i» a vain, worldly coquette who has been careful

to rid herself of all womanly emotion or senti-

ment. She is looked upon, in the play, as the
fiancee of Alceste, the 'misanthrope,' but re-

ceives addresses from Acaste and Clitandre, ig-

nores her lover's protestations, refuses to go to

the country and live simply and naturally, and is

finally released by him in disgust. She is the
traditional stage coquette, and probably suggest-

ed Millimant (q.v.) in Congreve's Way of the
World, who is the stock artificial society woman
in classic English drama.

CELIIfA. A village and the county-seat of

Mercer County, Ohio, 0,5 miles southwest of

Toledo, on the Grand Reservoir and on the Lake
Erie and Western, the Cincinnati Northern, and
other railroads (Map: Ohio, A 4). It has some
manufacturing interests. Population, in 1890,
2702; in 1900, 2815.

CELL (Fr.ce??e,Lat. cella, Gk.*rrt/m, fcaHa,Skt.

idlA, hut, connected witTi hat. celare, to hide, Skt.

iaruiui, refuge). The general meaning, with the

Romans as with us, was that of a storertxnu or

small apartment where objects of any kind were
stowed away, though it d<H's not denot*' a sub-

terranean storeroom, like the English cellar.

Cclla was also used to denote the inner room of

an ancient temple (like the Greek vn6^), where
the image of the god was placed. In modem
architecture, the term vaulting cell signifies the

hollow space between the principal ribs of a
vaulted roof.

CELL. In early Christian usage, (1) a
chapel erected over a tomb; or (2) a monastic
dwelling either of a single monk or of a ccmi-

niunity subordinate to an abbey, and compelled

to pay tithes to it. Its occupants were obliged

to present themselves at the abbey at staled

times.

CELL (in animals). The morphological and
physiological visible unit of the body of organ-

isms. It is essentially tlie same in plants and
animals, and is usually of microscopic size. The
yolk, or yellow, of a hen's egg is, however, one
cell. The name cell is something of a mis-

nomer, for it implies a wall-inclosed chamber.
But though many cells, especially among plants,

are provided with thick walls, these may be en-

tirely absent, and, when present, are usually, in

animals at least, exceedingly delicate. Conse-

quently, we regard the cell-wall as of less im-

portance than the cell -contents, which constitute

the more active parts. Tlie cell-content is known
as protoplasm. The protoplasm consists of two
main parts—a centrally placed, usually more
or less spherical or ellipsoidal body called the
nucleus, and the rest of the protoplasm, called

cytoplasm. Nucleus and cytoplasm are each de-

pendent on the other, and botli are necessary to

cell life. The nucleus is easily distinguished
by the circumstance that it contains much sub-

stance which is easily stained by various dyes.

This stainable substance is known as chromatin.
The cytoplasm usually contains relatively large

water-filled spaces, called vacuoles, and small
particles of food-substance and other substances
that are easily 'stained'—i.e. seize upon the
coloring matter of dyestuffs when placed in

them. In its general structure protoplasm con-

sists typically of water and the truly vital sub-

stance called plasma. The plasma exists in a
great variety of forms. Frequently it occurs in

films surroimding little vesicles of water, a»
the films of foan> surroimd air-spaces, or as the
wax of the honeycomb surrounds the honey.
Sometimes it seems to extend in fine threads
through the water-spaces. Still, again, the water-
.?paces may be almost entirely absent. The liv-

ing, 'active' protoplasm seems to be constantly
in motion, as can be judged by the motion of the
particles which flow in the transparent current.

Besides these particles, larger masses, such as
drops of oil, pigment bodies, food-granules, and
excretory bodies may be seen in the plasma or
lodged in the water-spaces between the plasma-
walls.

The cell-wall, or cell-membrane, is produced by
the cell itself, usually by a transformation of its

own substance. It is frequently, at least, to be
regarded as still made up of living matter. In
many cases, when the cell-wall is thick, it can be
seen to be perforated to permit of the passage of
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films of protoplasm by which the adjacent cells

are organically connected. In plants where a
<,'reat weight has to l)e borne and great rigidity

given, the cell-wall often gains a great thick-

ness and constitutes the wood of the dead plant.

The nucleus is essential to the processes of

assimilation and growth, and probably controls

in these operations. While its general form is

siibspherical, it may become greatly elongated,

lobed, branched, form a series like a string of

beads, or appear as two bodies or even as a mass
of chromatin, scattered throughout the cell. In
the chromatin network lie the chromatic par-

ticles and certain larger bodies called nucleoli.

There may be many nucleoli, or only one large

one. The typical nucleolus is regarded as an
excretion product which is eventually cast out
of the nucleus. The plasm films separating the

nucleus from the cytoplasm are usually very

evident, and, taken together, constitute the so-

called nuclear membrane. It is of course a liv-

ing membrane. Outside of the nuclear mem-
brane is often found a minute particle, the

centrosome.

Cell-Division.—The method by which the mul-
ticellular body is produced from the unicellular

egg was long misunderstood. It was thought
that cells crystallized out of a homogeneous
matrix, or that new cells were formed inside of

the preexisting cells. It is now knowTi that

tliere is one process of cell-multiplication

and one only—namely, division of a cell into

two equal parts. This division involves all

parts of the cell—cytoplasm, nucleus, and cen-

irosome. The method of cell-division varies in

different cases ; two main tyi)es may, however,
be distinguished— mitotic division or 'karyo-

kinesis,' and amitotic division. The mitotic
division seems to be the more usual type, so it

may be first considered. For purposes of descrip-

tion, four series of stages or phases may be
recognized: (1) The prophases, or preparatory
changes; (2) the metaphase, or acme of the di-

vision process; (3) the anaphases, or aggrega-
tion of nuclear material at the centres; (4) the
telophases, or those in which the cytoplasm di-

vides and the two new nuclei are established.

( 1 ) Prophases.—In the cytoplasm the cen-

trosome l)ecomes double, if not so already, and
the two centres move apart. A set of radiations
now make their appearance in the cytoplasm

—

the asters—having the centrosonies at their cen-

tres. Between the centrosonies the asters pass
over into each other, making a spindle-shaped
figure composed of lines — the karyokinetic
spindle. At the same time changes are occurring
in the nucleus. The chromatin, which has pre-

viously consisted of scattered particles, becomes
condensed into a deeply staining thread, which
is coiled as a twisted or spiral thread within
the nuclear membrane (skein or spireme stage).
Kventually this thick thread, from which the
mitotic process takes its name (Gk. ///rof, a
thread), breaks into a numl>er of deeply stain-

ing rods ( centrosonies ) . The number of centro-

sonies is believed to be constant in each species
throughout the whole series of cell-divisions in

the individual, and is always even. In the
threadworm (.Vscaris) there arc 2 or 4 chromo-
somes ; in certain liverworts, 8 ; in certain in-

sects, 12, 16, 20, etc.; in the frog and mouse, 24;
in the crustacean Artemia, 168; in man, prob-

ably 16. The nucleoli are either cast out into
the cytoplasm or are gradually dissolved in
place.

(2) Metaphase.—In this phase the spindle has
come to lie in the equator of the nucleus, and
the nuclear membrane has disappeared.^ Eaeh
chromosome splits lengthwise in equivalent parts,
one-half of each going toward each pole. Con-
sequently, each of the daugliter nuclei receives
exactly equivalent portions of the chromatic
substance of the mother nucleus.

(3) Anaphases.—The separated parts of the
chromosomes move to the two poles of the spin-
dle, and these group themselves closely together.
For a time the spindle fibres still persist as fine

threads connecting the chromosomes, and in the
middle of their course a plate of fine granules
often appears lying across the fibres. The asters
fade away and the process of nuclear division is

accomplished.

(4) Telophases.—The whole cell now divides,
the division plane passing through the plate of
granules, which plate helps form the new cell-

wall. The chromatophores seem to absorb water,
swell up, press against each other, and form
spherical nuclei. Alongside each nucleus i» found
the centrosome of the new cell. What are the
purpose and the mechanism of mitosis? The
purpose is quite certainly the exact division of
the chromatic material. Concerning the mech-
anism there is still much difference of opinion.
It seems probable that currents in the plasma
films convey the chromosomes from each other
and toward the opposite poles. The division of
the cytoplasmic body may result from a centrip-
etal flowing toward the centres of the two asters.

But we are ignorant of the causes which deter-

mine the direction of flow.

Amitotic Division.—This consists of a con-
striction of a nucleus without any formation of
chromosomes. After two nuclei are formed the
cj'toplasmic body may divide. The significance

of amitosis is very uncertain. It is especially

common among cells that are about to perish

;

it seems to be induced by peculiar conditions of
the cytoplasm.

The History of the Cell Theory.—The first in-

vestigations into the finer structure of organisms
were made by Malpighi and by Grew, at the end
of the Sixteenth Century, upon plants. They
discovered in them small, fluid-filled spaces with
firm walls. But it was not until the early part
of the Nineteenth Century that the general no-

tion that the whole body of the higher organisms
was composed of a mass of cells was gsiined. This
generalization became established by Schleid-

en and by Schwann in 1838. The importance of

the cell-contents was not at first appreciated,

but when they were found in constant motion in

the live plant-cell (Corti, 1772, and Treviranus,

1807), the idea that they were the essential liv-

ing substance came to prevail. The name of
protoplasm was first assigned to the cell-con-

tents by Mohl (1846). Gradually, as cells with-

out walls were discovered, the idea of cell took
<in this form—a mass of protoplasm possessing

a single nucleus.

The chemical composition of protopla.sm throws
little light on vital action, although vital action

is a chemical process. The reason is that the

form of the molecules rather than the quantita-

tive analysis or the enumeration of the elements
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is at the basis of life. Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, are always present, and Hulphur, phos-

]»h(>nis, ]M)tni4siiiiii, and certain other alkalis and
metals are usually found in small quantities.

The dead protoplasm consists chiefly of albumi-

nous substances, including nuclein, 34 per cent.;

lecithin and fats, 14 per cent.; various albu-

minoids, 14 per cent.; and, for the rest, numer-

ous other substances.

Cell Activity.—Cells, apart from the process

of division, show active processes in their proto-

plasm, especinlly by their capacity for move-

ment and response to stimulus. Cell-movement

takes on diverse forma according to circum-

stances. In naked, free cells, like the Amwba,
the most evident movements are the throwing

out of blunt, finger-like processes (
pseudopodia )

.

If one of these takes the lead it determines the

direction of locomotion of the whole cell, for

the rest of the body flows into the pseudopod.

Often the pseudopodia are numerous and ex-

tremely fine; imder these circumstances minute
particles may be seen streaming in the current

of the protoplasm which moves along the thread.

In the case of cells with a firm wall, the proto-

plasm often streams in fine threads through the

fluid-filled cell-space, or in other cases a mar-
velous rotatory movement is seen. The causes of

protoplasmic movement are not altogether clear.

Recently, however, attention has been called to

the fact that other foamy masses—especially a
drop of oil filled with vesicles of water—will send

out pseudopodium-like processes. So that the con-

stant movement of the proto])lasm may be the

physiological concomitant of its unstable struc-

ture. Other forms of cell-movement are the lash-

ing of whips (flagella) or little hairs (cilia)

covering the free swimming cell (Protozoa and
Protophj'ta )

.

Response to Stimulus.—Irritability is a funda-
mental proi>erty of protoplasm, so we find it

present in unicellular organisms and in the
tissue cells. Protoplasm is active only within
certain limits of temperature, beyond which
quiescence— heat rigor or cold rigor— occurs.

Protoplasm (of Myxomycetes) will flow with
reference to a source of heat— toward that tem-
perature to which it is most 'attuned.' The direc-

tion of light-rays may also determine the direc-

tion of locomotion. VVhen a ray of white light

passes obliquely through an amoeba, the latter

moves from the source of light. Also, the chloro-
phyl bodies of a leaf will move away from the
surface which is too intensely illuminated. Like-
wise the electric current, gravity, contact, and
chemical agents may awaken definite responses
in cell-protoplasm.

The forms assumed by cells are most diverse.
In the animal's body they are united to form
tissues, and the cells of each kind of tissue have
their peculiar form. The cells of the skin are
flattened or cuboidal ; those lining the food-canal
are columnar; muscles are composed of elongat-
ed compound cells and nerves give rise to proc-
esses that may be two feet or more in length.
These kinds of cells will be considered under
Histology.
The Genn-Cell.—The egg and the spermato-

zoon, the union of which is the initial act in
sexual reproduction, are each single cells, de-
rived, like the other cells of the body, by the
division of preexisting cells. The two kinds of

germ-cells are, however, very diflferent in ap-
jwaranee and function. The egg-cell (ovum) is

of great size, due to the fact that it is stuffed
full of food-material, the so-called yolk. The
nucleus is large, and is commonly called the
gemiinative vesicle, and in its open-meshed films
the chromatic material is lodged. The entire
egg is often enveloped in one or more envelopes
for itrf protection. The spermatozoon is of ex-
tremely small size. It is typically a thread-
like cell, enlarged at one end to form the head.
Behind the head is the middle piece, followed by
the lash or tail. The head contains the nucleus,
which is here dense, without water, but consist-
ing almost wholly of chromatin. The middle
piece seems to contain the centrosome. The outer
envelope of head and middle piece and the whole
of the tail are cytoplasmic, and play only an
incidental part in the fertilization of the cell.

See Fertilization.

Consult: E. B. Wilson, The Cell in Develop-
ment and Inheritance, page 483 (2d ed.. New
York, 1900) ; O. Hertwig, Die Zelle und die
Geicebe (Jena, I., 1893; 11., 1899; Eng. trans..

New York, 1900).

CELL (in plants). In its most fundamental
characters the plant-cell closely resembles the
animal cell. Like that, it possesses a nu-
cleus and cytoplasm, and may or may not
be surrounded by a cell-wall. Nearly all cells

are microscopic in size, a fair average being
about 0.004 to 0.002 inch in diameter. Some
cells, however, become much elongated, bast cells

over 0.2 inch in length having been reported,
and the internodal cells of Chara sometimes
reaching a length of 2 inches. On the other
hand, the cells of the yeast-plant are only
0.00032 inch in diameter, and the bacteria are
much smaller, ^^hen cells are free, there is a
tendency to assume the spherical form, and this
is the most usual shape in one-celled plants; but
where the cells are aggregated into tissues vari-

'
^';'

^f 'J- V '.^.- ?' •

Cell : /, a cell ohoninf wall (w), cytoplasm C/), vacuoles
(r). nucleus (*), and nucleolus (d)- 2, cell with heavy wall
(»r), and an elonfrat^Ml nucleus (k) with two nucleoli (d);3-5,
with same lettering; 6, a spindle showingcentroBphere8(z),
spindle fibres iy), and chromosomes (a).

ous modifications are met, the cells becoming
compressed, elongated, flattened, star-shaped,
etc. In all except a few of the lowest plants,
the cell has a wall of cellulose, a substance de*
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rived from the protoplasm. As growth pro-

ceeds, the original wall of cellulose may become
modified, the various changes being called ligni-

fication, suberization, etc. In spores the out«r

portion of the wall usually develops spines, fur-

rows, and various sculpturings, that are suffi-

i'iently constant to be of value in classification.

The internal modifications of the cell-wall are

no less numerous and striking. Sometimes there

is a uniform thickening, but more commonly the

thickening is irregular and results in the ap-

pearance of striations, spirals, rings, reticula-

tions, and different forms of pits.

CoXTEXTS. The most important contents of

the cell are the nucleus and the cytoplasm, but

besides these various other things may be pres-

ent, such as plastids, starch-grains, crystals, oil-

drops, sap, etc. Plastids are differentiated por-

tions of the cytoplasm, and it has been believed

by many that they are permanent organs of the

cell, passed on from one cell generation to an-

other, and it is undoubtedly true that they

divide and may persist throughout the greater

part of the life history of a plant; but whether
they are present in the initial cell of the plant

or not is a serious question, and if not, it must
be admitted that they may be formed de novo
from the cytoplasm. Colorless plastids are

called ieucoplasts,' and colored ones 'chromato-

phores.' If a chromatophore contains chloro-

phyll (the green pigment) it is called a 'chloro-

plast,' but if it contains any other coloring

matter it is a 'chromoplast.' The function of the

leucoplast is to produce starch, but if light con-

ditions are favorable the leucoplast may be con-

verted into a chloroplast. Chloroplasts vary
greatly in form, in size, and in the number found
in a single cell. In the higher plants they are

small flattened or discoid bodies, and many are

usually found in a single cell. However, in

Anthocoros (a liverwort) and Selaginella (little

club-mosses) , there is only one in a cell. The
greatest variety of forms is found among the

seaweeds (Algae), where there are not only the

small discoid forms, but also flattened plates,

coiled bands, etc. The chloroplasts, like the Ieu-

coplasts, produce starch, but they are also able

to manufacture carbohydrates in the presence

of light (photosynthesis, q.v.). Starch-ffrains

var>' in form and size. While the size may vary
greatly with age, the form is usually character-

istic of a given plant. The starch formed by the

chloroplasts is in the form of verj' small gran-

ules, wliich do not become large grains, but dis-

appear when light is removed, and are probably
carried to other portions of the plant. The
ordinary starch-grains are developed in the pro-

toplasm. Crystals composed of calcium oxalate

are widely distributed. In form they are pris-

matic, cubical, octohedral, acicular, etc. Those
which are needlelike in form are called 'raphides.'

Oystoliths composed of calcium carbonate are

much less common.
Cytoplasm and Nucleus. These are the liv-

ing portions of the cell. So far as known, there

is no difference in the structure of the cytoplasm
of animal and plant cells. The nutritive por-

tion of the cytoplasm has been termed the

'trophoplasm,' and the thread-like portions which
are particularly concerned in cell-division and
other phenomena of motion are called 'kinoplasm.'

The bounding ('limiting') layer of tlie cytoplasm
is called the 'ITautschicht.' While cells are

young, the cytoplasm fills the entire space be-

tween the nucleus and the cell-wall, but as the

cells increase in size vacuoles (apparently empty
spaces) appear, and the cytoplasm merely forms
a wall layer connected with the nucleus by con-

stantly shifting strands.

Nucleus. The nucleus is an exceedingly com-
plex structure. An undoubted nucleus has been
demonstrated in all groups of plants except in

blue-green Algae ( Cyanophyceae ) and Bacteria.

From the seed-plants down to the Algae a single

nucleus in a cell is the rule, but there are many
exceptions. The absolute size of nuclei is ex-

ceedingly variable. As a rule, it may be said

that large cells have large nuclei. The nuclei

of reproductive cells are generally larger than
those of the vegetative cells of the same plant.

The nuclei of the lilies, orchids, and conifers are

usually large, while those of mosses and dico-

tjiedons are small. For example, the nucleus

of the egg of the common Austrian pine {Pinus
laricio) can be seen with the naked eye, being

0.006 inch in diameter; while the nuclei of

some of the fungi are scarcely 0.00008 inch in

diameter. The nuclei of the lilies, which are

seldom more than 0.002 inch in diameter, may
be regarded as unusually large, and they have
been studied more than any other plant nuclei.

Form of Nucleus. The nucleus in young
cells is usually spherical, but as cells grow older

its form may change in innumerable ways.
When cells become elongated, as in the develop-

ment of vascular tissue, the nuclei may also

elongate, the length becoming a hundred times
as great as the breadth. In the mucilaginous
sap of some amaryllises nuclei . have been ob-

served in which the length had become more than
five thousand times as great as the breadth. In

the endosperm of Indian com the nuclei acquire

remarkable reticular forms, while in some of

the stonecrops {Sediim) they become variously

lobed. In some pollen-grains one of the nuclei

becomes so amoeboid in form that it is easy

to believe that it may be capable of amoeboid

movements; and in one of the slime-molds such

movements have actually been observed.

Division of Nucleus. It is accepted that a
nucleus never arises de novo, but only by the

division of a preexisting nucleus. The principal

structures concerned in division are the chromo-
somes, the linin, the spindle (achromatic figure),

and the centrosome. The last structure, how-
ever, is not so constantly present as in animals,

and many believe that it does not exist at all

in the fern-plants (pteridophytes) and seed-

plants (spermatophj'tes) . In the cells which
produce pollen-grains the spindle first appears
as a weft of fibres surrounding tlie nucleus,

which become grouped into cones forming a mul-
tipolar spindle, that gradually becomes bipolar.

In ordinarj' vegetative cells the spindle is bi-

polar from the start, making its appearance as

a pair of dome-shaped caps at opposite poles of

the nucleus. The chromatin is generally re-

garded as the most important part of the nu-

cleus, as it is believed to be the morphological

basis of heredity. During division the chromatin
assumes the form of a narrow band which divides

into a definite number of more or less elongated

pieces, the chromosomes. The number of chromo-
somes is constant in a given species, and the

numlwr in the sexless generation ( sporophvte

)

is always double the number found in the sexua*
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generation (ganictophyte). The reduction in

nunilK>r takes place during the fonnation of

Hporert. When the nucleus of the spemi fuses

with timt of the egg, the double number is re-

stored. The splitting of the chromosomes in the

vegetative divisions, and perhaps also in the

divisions concerned in the reduction of chromo-
somes, is longitudinal. Some of the fibres of the

spindle become attached to the chromosomes,
half the number being drawn to one pole and half

to the other, while a series of granules, the be-

ginning of a new cell-wall, appears on the fibres

which stretch between the young nuclei. The
wall l)ecomes completed as the fibres disappear.

In the formation of the endosi>emi of seeds, and
in some other cases, nuclear division may take

place without being followed by the formation

of a cell-wall—a phenomenon called free nuclear

division. See Febtilization ; Cytoix)GY.

CEL'LA (Lat. cell). The name applied to the

central chamber or naos of a Greek or Greco-

Roman temple; sometimes limited to the most
sacred inclosure, containing the chief object of

veneration, and sometimes extended to include the
antechamber or prouaos and the storehouse for

native offerings in the rear. See Temple.

CELLAMABE, thft'lyji-ma'rft, Antonio del
Gll'DicE, Prince of (16.57-1733). A Spanish dip-

lomat, born in Naples. He was trained at the
Spanish Court, and during the War of the Span-
i.sh Succession was an active partisan of Philip

V. In 1715 he was appointed Ambassador to

France, where he was the leading figure in the
conspiracy to effect the overthrow of the Duke
of Orleans and obtain the French regency for

Philip V. Consult Martens, Causes calibres du
droit des gens (2d ed. Leipzig, 1861).

CELOiABEB. (Fr. celUrier, Lat. cellerariua,

from cellnriuin, cellar, from cella, cell). A per-

son under the Roman emperors who supervised
the domestic affairs of the household and exam-
ined accounts. The same title was given in later

times to the purveyors for monasteries or priests.

As an officer of a monastery the cellarer regu-
lated every matter affecting provisions.

CELLA'BIITS, Kelij:b Christoph (1638-
1707). A German scholar, born in Schmalkalden
(Hesse-Nassau). He was educated at the uni-
versities of Jena and Giessen, and after holding
posts as instructor or rector in various gym-
nasia, was appointed professor of history and
eloquence at Halle in 1693. By his manuals he
promoted the knowledge of geography and his-

tory, and by his editions of Latin authors greatly
encouraged classical studies in Germany. Among
his publications are Orthographia Latina (new
ed. by Harles, 2 vols., 1768), and yotitia Orbis
Antiqui (new ed. by Schwarz, 2 vols., 1773).
Consult Hail, Oratia de Vita et StudUs (Halle,
187.5).

CELLE, tselld. A town in the Prussian Prov-
ince of Hanover, situated on the left bank of
the navigable Aller, 23 miles northeast of
Hanover (Map: Prussia, D 2). It consists of
the old town and of a number of suburbs an-
nexed to it during the second half of the Nine-
teenth Century. Among the notable buildings
are the ca-stle", formerly (1.369-1705) the resi-
dence of the Dukes of Celle; a number of old
churches with monuments of royal personages;
and the Rathaus, dating from the Sixteenth Cen-
tury. The chief products of the to\vn are woolen

yarn, printer's ink, soap, tobacco, etc. It has a
considerable trade in iuml>er and salt. Celle
is the seat of the supreme court of the province,
and has a library of 60,000 volumes, including
a number of manuscripts. Population, in 1890,
18.!»01 ; in 1900, 19,872.

CEL'LIEB, Alfred (1844-91). An English
musician, born at Hackney. He was appointed
organist of All Saints', lilaekheath, in 1862, and
of Saint Alban's, London, in 1868. Knmi 1877
to 1879 he was the conductor of the Opera
Comique, London. His works include some popu-
lar songs and part-songs, compositions for piano-
forte and orchestra, and several operettas and
operas, including The Tower of London (1875) ;

The Sultan of Mocha (1876); The Hpectre
Knight (1876); In the Hulks (1880); and The
Mountebanks (with book by W. S. Gilbert; pre-

sented in 1892). He also set to music (1881)
Longfellow's Masque of Pandora and (1883)
Gnxy's Elegy.

CELLINI, chgl-le'ne, Benvenuto (1500-71).
An Italian sculptor and goldsmith. He was bom
in Florence. In compliance with the wishes of

his father, Cellini devoted himself to music until

his fifteenth year, but his desire to learn design-

ing prevailed, and he became a pupil of the sculp-

tor Marconi. As the result of a duel in which he
was concerned he was forced to leave Florence,

and after wandering from town to town finally

went to Rome. Here he attracted the attention

of Pope Clement VII. by his beautiful designs.

Cellini became the greatest worker in precious
metals of his time. From liis autobiography we
learn that he was also initiated in "the mys-
teries of the brass-foundry, the methods of ham-
mering iron, the secrets of chiseling steel for

medals, and casting dies. . . . Enameling
and niello formed special branches of his craft;

nor could architecture be neglected." He was em-
ployed to fashion silver vases, to design medals
and settings for jewels, to enamel bookbindings,

cast portraits in bronze, and decorate sword-
blades—in fact, to exercise his perfect art on
court trappings, palace decorations, and the per-

sonal adornment of those who figured in the

splendid society that existed in the days of the

French and Italian Renaissance. Cellini was in

Rome when it was besieged hy the Constable de
Bourbon, and, according to his own account, it

was he who killed both the Constable and the

Prince of Orange. Several not very honorable ad-

ventures necessitated frequent changes of scene at

this period of Cellini's life. He went to Flor-

ence and !Mantua and then returned to Rome,
where he worked imder ^lichelangelo. It is said

that the friend of a man whom he had killed

in duel came to Pope Paul III. and demanded
the punishment of the murderer, but the Pope
assured him that such an artist as Cellini was
beyond the law. Nevertheless, this same Pope
put him in prison on the charge of having taken
jewels from the Castle of San Angelo at the time
of the siege. Francis I. invited him subsequently

to his Court, and Cellini stayed in France five

years, the recipient of a pension and title

"from the King. There he modeled the bronze
relief of the "Nymph of Fontainebleau" (now in

the Louvre), a fine specimen of his work.
Upon his return from France, where he had

alienated himself from every one at the Court
by his quarrels and eccentricities, Cellini went
to Florence, and found a friend there in Cosmo
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de' Medici. During this period he produced the

bronze statue of Perseus with the head of

Medusa (now in the Loggia in Florence). This
statue, which is colossal, proves that Cellini was
essentially a worker in the small. The figure is

lacking in simplicity of modeling and breadth

of treatment, and is overwrought in detail,

showing that his habitual work on smaller fig-

ures unfitted him for productions on a larger

scale. The Perseus gives one the impression of

an enlarged statuette. In the Vienna Art Mu-
seum is a salt-cellar of wonderful workmanship.
It is of embossed gold and enamel, ornamented
with figures of Neptune and Cybele in high relief.

It was in such examples of decorative work that

Cellini excelled. That which required the skill

of a perfect craftsman appealed most readily to

his imagination. Though always an admirer of

Michelangelo, he had not, like that master,

an intellectual ideal, and never seemed to look

beyond the production of mere beauty in his

figure work. In his fifty-eighth year he began

to write liis autobiography, and during this time

he shaved his xmsanctimonious head and retired

to a Hionastery. But two years afterwards he

returned to the reckless, dissolute life he had
led in his youth. He died in Florence, February

25, 1571, and was buried in the Church of Santa

Annunziata. It is not the existing examples

of Cellini's art alone that make his name
memorable. His place is made definite by his

remarkable personality as betrayed in his auto-

biograjihy, which has been translated by Goethe

and others. He lived in a time when the pas-

sions of men were uncontrolled, and Cellini him-

self embodied them all. His acts of hatred,

theft, murder, and sensuality are all set forth

in w riting, and he also portrays in strong phrase-

ology the scenes, political, social, and ecclesi-

astical, that made up the history of his contem-

]K)raries. His words give vivid pictures of that

period of the Renaissance as well as of his own
turbulent, brilliant career.

BiBLiOGRAPUY. The Life of Benvenulo Cellini,

trans, by .). A. Symonds (New York, 1888) ; J.

A. Svinonds, Renaisunnce in Italy (New York,

1885) ; Leander Scott, Sculpture, Renaissance

and ^foflmi (New York. 1886).

CELL OF PEAUCELLIEB, pft's'-lyft'. See

Li.\k.v(;k.s.

CELLULAR TISSUE. See Connective Tis-

81.TE; Histology.

CEL'LULITIS (Neo-Lat^ from Lat. cellula,

dim. of cella, cell), or Ethmypuitis (Neo-Lat.,

from Gk. ifiiMoq, vthmos, colander + i'^//, hyphe,

•web). A disease<l condition of the subcutaneous

areolar tissue and connective tissue, presenting

<B<lcma, swelling, hardness, bogginess. fluctuation,

suppuration, and sometimes sloughing. It is

usuitlly preceded by a wound, such as the bite of

an animal, or an infected lesion of some sort. A
dissection wound is a common type. The pain

is severe, and there are generally somewhat grave

constitiitional symptoijis, a» fever, severe head-

ache, nausea, prostration, loss of appetite, and
general weakness. Salines, iron, and sometimes
stimulants are useful, with incisions to relieve

tension or to let out the products of suppuration.

See Pui.FXiMASiA.

CELLULOID {Ijtit. cellula, little cell, dim.

of rrlla. cell). A substance of modem invention

widely used in the arts as a substitute for ivory,

india-rubber, and leather, and for many other pur-
poses. Celluloid was first made in England by a
Mr. Parkes, of Birmingham, in 1856, and was
given at first the name parkesine. Its manu-
facture was developed in America by John W.
Hyatt, of Newark, N. J., in 1869, who is said
to have made the invention independently. Cel-

luloid is obtained by mixing gum camphor with
pyroxlin (guneotton pulp) in the proportion
of about two parts of pyroxylin to one of cam-
phor. The usual process is to dissolve the cam-
phor in the least possible quantity of alcohol
and sprinkle it over successive layers of the dry
pyroxylin, until the desired thickness is reached.
The mass, thus treated, sinks into transparent
lumps and in this form is worked for an hour
between cold rollers, and then between rollers

which are slightly heated. The mass is next
subjected to hydraulic pressure for twenty-four
hours in a room kept at a temperature of 70° F.

It is then cut into sheets of the desired thickness

and allowed to dry for fourteen days, when it is

ready to be manufactured into articles. It is

also manufactured in the form of a liquid coat-

ing to be applied to other materials, such as cot-

ton, linen, or paper, or for use in other ways.
Any color can be given to celluloid by the use
of coloring matter during the process of manu-
facture. Some of the advantages of celluloid,

besides its cheapness and durability, are that it

takes a high polish, does not warp or discolor,

and is impervious to moisture. As ordinarily

manufactured, it is highly inflammable.

CELLULOSE (from Lat. cellula, dim. of

cella, cell). The chief constitutent of the cell-

walls of ail vegetable cells. These walls consti-

tute the plant-skeleton and also form a protective

covering for the sensitive, living protoplasm. In
certain plants the reserve food is stored up in

the form of cellulose. The relative chemical
composition of cellulose is shown by the formula,

CgHioOs; its molecular structure is, however, ex-

ceedingly complex, probably much more so than
that of starch, to which it is chemically allied.

True cellulose is not found in animal tissues,

though considerable amounts of it are digested

and absorbed by man and especially by the herbi-

vora; its digestion is probably eflfected by a spe-

cific enzyme, of the action of which, however,
nothing is at present positively known. The
chief value of its digestion by the animal organ-

ism has been assume<l to consist in this, that

when it is dissolved, the true foodstuff of the

cells is liberated and becomes available. Cellu-

lose js manufactured on a large scale from wood,
cotton, linen rags, hemp, flax, and similar ma-
terials of vegetable origin. Being insoluble in all

ordinary solvents, it may be readily separated

from the other constituents, which are soluble

in water, alcohol, ether, dilute alkali, or dilute

acids. It is often further purified by treatment
with a cold mixture of nitric acid and potassium

chlorate (Schulze's reagent). The stability of

cellulose is so great that considerable quantities

of it are preserved unaltered throtigh the process

of formation of coal, in wlych its presence may
be demonstrated by means of suitable reagents.

It is soluble in an ammoniacal solution of cupric

oxide, from which it separates out in a pure state

on addition of acid; the precipitate is washed
with alcohol, and the cellulose is thus obtained in

the form of a white amorphous powder.

Tlie action of sulphuric acid on cellulose de-
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pends largely on the concentration of the acid.

Aluderately dilute Hulphuric acid iransfonns it,

in tliv euld, into 'eoiluidal cellulose,' which is

Huluble in water, but is reprccipitated on addi-

tion of a trace of acid or of salt solution. If

celluluse is dissolved in strong sulphuric acid

and the solution is diluted with water, a gelat-

inous mass separates out, which is known as
amyloid. In the presence of acid, amyloid is,

like starch, colored blue by a solution ot iodine.

This transformation may be employed for de-

tecting the presence of cellulose. Vegetable
parchment, too, is made fn)m cellulose by the use
of sulphuric acid; for this purpose unsized paper
is inunersed for a few instants into concentrated
sulphuric acid and then immediately washed
with water, the paper thus becoming more dura-
ble and less permeable to liquids. Another trans-

formation of cellulose, effected by sulphuric acid,

may be mentioned here : if cellulose derived from
cotton is digested for some time with strong
sulphuric acid, then diluted with water and sub-

jected to prolonged boiling, the cellulose la

partly converted into grape-sugar.
With strong nitric acid cellulose forms ex-

plosive nitrates known as nitro-celluloses, the
composition of which depends on the strength of

the acid employed and the duration of the re-

action. Collodion is a solution mainly of the

tetra-nitrate and the penta-nitrate of cellulose in

a tnixture of alcohol and ether. Guncotton is

the hexa-nitrate of cellulose, obtained by the
prolonged action of a mixture of concentrated
nitric and sulphuric acids.

If distilled in retorts, out of contact with air,

cellulose is decomposed with formation of methyl
alcohol, formic acid, acetic acid, and various
hydrocarbons. All of these products are formed
also in the destructive distillation of wood.

Cellulose is employed, in one or the other form,

for a variety of purposes in the arts. It is

largely used in the manufacture of paper and of

explosives. By dissolving the nitrocelluloses of

collodion in melted camphor the substance known
as celluloid is obtained, and celluloid is now ex-

tensively employed for making various articles

in common use. Practical use is now also made
of the swelling capacity of cellulose. The fact

that the substance, when wet, will rapidly fill up
a hole that has been made through it, has sug-

gested the idea of employing it to prevent leak-

age through shot-lioles. Within recent years the

usefulness of cellulose for this purpose has been
repeatedly demonstrated, and at present the

substance is actually employed as a packing for

the sides of war-vessels. See Cell; Cabbohy-
DKATES.
CELMAN, sal'mSn, ^Miguel Juarez. See

Juarez Celman, Miguel.

CELSIUS, sel'sl-us or sgl'shi-us, Anders
(1701-44). A Swedish astronomer, born in Up-
sala. In 1730 he became professor of astronomy
in Upsala University. He undertook a journey
to prominent observatories of Europe in 1732,

and in 1740 built the observatory at Upsala, and
was appointed its director. In 1737 he took part
in the French expedition sent to measure one
degree of meridian in the polar regions. He was
one of the first to call attention to the sub-

sidence of the sea-level off the northern coast
of Sweden, and urged the introduction of the
Gregorian calendar, to supersede the Julian. In
his monograph On the Measurement of Heat

(1742), he presented the first idea of the centi-

grade, also known as the Celsius, thermometer.
He published, among other scientihc treatises,.

De ObscrvationibuH pro Figura Telluria Deter-
minuuda in (hiUia Habit is.

CELSIUS, OjjOF vo.n (1716-94). A Swedish
historian. He was born in Upsala, where he
became professor of history in 1747. He was
appointed Bishop of Lund in 1777. In 1742 he
founded the first literary journal in Sweden.
His works on Gustavus I. and Eric XIV. are
characterized by careful investigation and strict

truthfulness, lie died while engaged upon his

celebrated work, Svea rikes kyrkohistoria, which
is the first attempt at a compilation of Swedish
Church history.

CEL'SUS (Gk. Kf?Mog, Kelsos). A Greek
philosopher of the Second Century, the earliest

literarj- opponent of Christianity. He wrote, in

177 or 178, an attack on Christianity, called

A6yof "AA^f, or A True Discourse. This work
has been lost, but by means of Origen's reply,

the Contra Celsum, it has been ingeniously recon-

structed by Keim (Celsus' wahres Wort wieder-
hergestellt, 1873). See Origen.

CELSUS. One of the adventurers, fancifully

styled by Trebellius Pollio the 'Thirty Tyrants,'

who, between a.d. 260 and 267, rose to usurp
tlie imperial throne of Rome. A military trib-

une, resident in Africa, he was proclaimed Em-
peror by Vibius Passienus, proconsul of the
province, and others; but on the seventh day of

his ill-starred reign he was murdered in Sicca.

CELSUS, AuLus Cornelius. A Latin physi-

cian and writer, who flourished probably in tlie

reign of Tiberius. He was called the Roman
Hippocrates, because he generally followed the

great 'father of medicine,' and introduced the

Hippocratic system among the Romans. Celsus
wrote not only on medicine, but also on rhetoric,

history, philosophy, the art of war, and agricul-

ture. His style is succinct and clear, but full of

Graecisms. Only part of his encyclopsedic work
survives, the De Atedicina, which is divided into

eight books. The portions relating to surgery

are exceedingly interesting and valuable, because

Celsus has there given an account of the opinions

and observations of the Alexandrian school of

medicine. The first edition of the De Atedicina

appeared in Florence in 1478. The standard
edition is that of Daremberg (Leipzig, 1859).

The De Aledicina has been translated into Eng-
lish by J. Grieve (3d ed., Edinburgh, 1837).

CELT. An implement used among the primi-

tive peoples of every part of the world. The
term is from the Welsh cellt, which signifies a
flint, or flintstone—a typical form of the imple-

ment. In developed form it is a chisel or

grooveless axe of any hard stone, used either

with or without a haft, in the former case

hafted either in line with or transverse to its

length and edge. In its nascent form it is an

elongated pebble or other stone of convenient

size, used in the hand with centripetal (i.e. in-

ward and downward) strokes. Next to the

hammerstone it is the most primitive implement

used by man (if not by the quadrumana) ; in-

deed, the hammer and celt, with the muUer,

pestle, and haftless axe a little higher in the

scale, are all differentiated from the original

protolith, or designless pebble, and are closely

akin in both form and function. At first shaped
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only by wear, the celt is in higher culture fash-

ioned by battering and grinding, then by chip-

ping, and tinally by combinations of chipping,

battering, and grinding best adapted to particu-

lar materials. 13etter tlian any other single im-
plement, the celt illustrates the transition from
protolithic culture to technolithic culture in

early human development. For illustration, see

.VBc'lLtOLOGY, AXIEKICAN.

CEL'TIBE'RI (Lat. nora. pi., from Celtus,

Celt + Jberus, Iberian, Gk. KE'A.Ti,ir/pig, Kelti-

beres). A powerful people of ancient Spain,
supposed to have sprung from a blending of the

Iberians or Spanish aborigines with Celtic in-

vaders from Gaul. The Celtil)eri inhabited a
large inland district of the peninsula, corre-

sponding to the southwest half of Aragon and
the northern and eastern parts of Castile, but the

name Celtiberia had often a wider signification,

including the countiy as far south as the sources

of the Guadalquivir. The Celtiberi were di-

vided into four tril>es, and were unquestionably
one of the bravest and noblest peoples in the

peninsula. Their cavalrj' and infantrj' were
equally excellent. The Romans met their power-
ful resistance after the Second Punic War, and
they were finalh' conquered by the destruction
of Xuniantia, one of their chief towns, by Scipio
Africanus in u.c. 133. They later joined the
revolt of Sertorius, but after his death in B.C.

72, they became quite Romanized in customs, lan-

guage, and dress.

CELTIC or KELTIC CHURCH (Lat. Cel-

iicus, from Celtw, Gk. Kt/.rat, Kvltai, or Kf/.-ot,

Keltoi; originally meaning high, and probably
connected with Lith. keltas, high, kdlnas, hill,

Lat. celsus, high, Gk. ko/^uvo^, kolonos, hill, less

plausibly connected with Olr. Goidel, Gael.
Gaidheal, Gael, Gael). The earliest Christian
Church in Great Britain and Ireland. It is

not definitely known when Christianity was
there introduced. Roman tradition puts it in

the Second C«ntury as the result of a request
from King Lucius of Eleutherrus, Bishop of
Rome from 177 to 193; others argue for the
same period, only they connect it with the fierce

persecution at Lyons, which drove Christians
across the English Channel. These fugitives car-
ried with them the Eastern form of Christianity
which the Lyons Church had. In the Third Cen-
turj' Christianity existed in Britain; and in

the Fourth, bishops from that country sign con-
ciliar rolls. In the Fifth Centurj' the British
province of Britain was essentially Christian. In
the Sixth Centurj' the invading Saxons drove the
Celts into the mountains of Wales and there
four bishoprics existed. Augustine was sent
to England by Gregory I. in 596, and so the
Roman form of Christianity, which in some de-
tails differed from the Celtic form, especially as
to the date of obser\'ing Easter, which the Celts
in common with the Eastern Church observed
on the 14th of Nisan, on whatever day of the
week it came, first found lodgment on British
soil. In 603 a conference was held by .Augustine
with sonie Celtic bishops, but his haughty bear-
ing alienated them. Gradually, however, the
Roman form encroached upon the Celtic, and in

777 the last station in South Wales had con-
formed to Rome. Still the Celtic Church was
not extinct farther north, but it was declining;
and in 1172 it was reformed upon the model of
Rome.

Christianity was introduced into Ireland by
Saint Patrick about 425, and he had converted
nearly the whole island before his death about 470.
As he was the grandson of Christians who dwelt
on the Clyde, Christianity must have penetrated
into Scotland in the Fourth Century, or even
earlier. But it was strengthened by Irish monks,
who, coming with Saint Columba about 563, car-
ried on missionary operations from lona as a cen-
tre, and especially in Northumbria. In 604 the
Celtic Church in Northumbria conformed to the
Roman model, and so its separate history ended,
as was the case in Scotland in 1153. In Ireland,
the merging of the Celtic Church into the Cath-
olic was completed in the same year, and hence-
forth England, Scotland, and Ireland are Chris-
tian without variant rites and ceremonies. See
CULDEES.

CELTIC LANGUAGES. A group of lan-
guages, both ancient and modern, belonging to
the Indo-European family, and now comprising
\\elsh, Breton (Armoric), Irish, Scottish Gaelic,
and Manx. The connection of the Celtic lan-

guages with the Indo-European family has
been recognized since the time of Pictet (1837)
and Bopp (18.38), but the scientific study of
them dates from Johann Caspar Zeuss, whose
Grammatica CcUica (1853) laid the foundations
of modem Celtic philology'. His work has been
continued by a series of distinguished scholars
both in the British Isles and on the Continent,
and rapid progress has been made in all depart-
ments of the subject. But Celtic studies are
still new, and it will be long before the Celtic
languages are as well understood or the litera-

tures as fully analyzed as those of the Germanic
and Romance peoples. Within the Indo-Euro-
pean family the Celtic group stands linguistical-

ly, as it does geographically, in closest relation
with the Italic and Germanic. Certain common
characteristics of the Celtic and Italic (e.g. the
formation of the passive in -r) have led to
the assumption of a common Italo-Celtic lan-

guage. But it is safer to account for them by a
theory of interaction and mutual influence. The
Celtic languages themselves fall into two main
divisions—the Continental and the Insular. Of
the Continental Celtic, or Gaulish, very little

is known. The Gaulish languages died out early,

and no literarv' monuments of them have been
preser^•ed. The only remains are inscriptions

and coins, which yield little besides proper
names. More material of the same sort is

found in the Greek and Latin historians. The
Insular Celtic consists of two groups of lan-

guages—the British, or Brythonic (comprising
Welsh. Breton, and Cornish ) , and the Gaelic, or
Goidelic (comprising Irish, Scottish Gaelic, and
Manx). Pictish has sometimes l>een reckoned
with the Celtic languages, but present opinion

inclines to regard it as not Indo-European. Of
the six insular Celtic languages, five are still

living. Cornish died out toward the end of the

Eighteenth Century. Welsh and Breton are each

spoken to-day by more than a million of people:

Irish by more than a half a million; and Scottish

Gaelic by rather fewer. These languages, how-
ever, do not constitute the sole vernacular of

the people, most of whom speak also either Eng-
lish or French, acvording to their nationality.

Manx seems likely to die out in the near future,

unless it is rescued by the earnest agitation now
going on in all the Celtic countries for the pres-
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crvation of their national tongues. See Neo-
Celtu' Movemk.nt.

UiBUOOBAPHY. Lhuyd, Archceologia Britan-

nica (Oxford, 1703), is still useful. The Grain-

inalica Ccllii-a apiu'iircd in a second edition,

much iniproved by tlic work of Ebel ( Berlin,

1S71). Important general articles on the Celtic

languages were contributed by Windisch to Ersch

and (Jruber's EucyklopUdie, part ii., section

x.\xv. (l^ipzig. 1884), and to Gniber's drundrias

der romanisvhcn Philoloijic (Strassburg. 1888,

et seq.). Consult, also, Brugmann, Verglei-

chende (Irammalik dcr indoffcrmanischcn Sprach-

rn (2d e<l., Strassburg. 18!)7). Important arti-

cles on all the Celtic languages are to be found in

tlie Rcvuc ccltique (Paris, 1870, et seq.); the

Zeitschrift fiir verglcichcnde Sprachforschung

(lierlin, 1852-90); and the Zeitschrift fur cel-

tische Philologie (Halle, 1891, et seq.). Ref-

erences to other scattered articles are given in

tliose periodicals. For Gaulish, consult Holder,

Altccltiiirher Sprachschatz (I-«ipzig, 1891); for

Irish Windisch, Kurzgefasste irische Gratnmatik
(Leipzig, 1879), a second edition of which is be-

ing brought up to date. For modern Irish, re-

cent grammars show very little advance over

O Donovan, Gramnxar of the Irish Language
(Dublin, 1845). A new grammar by the Chris-

tian Brothers, Dublin, is just announced (1902).

For Scottish Gaelic: Giliies, The Elements of

Gaelic Grantmar (London, 1896), based on the

elder work of the Rev. Alexander Stewart. ^lanx:

Kellv. A Practical Grammar of Manx, Manx So-

ciety (Douglas, 1859; London, 1870) ; Rhys, The
Outlines of the Phonology of Manx Gaelic (Doug-
las, 1894). Welsh: Rowland, A Grammar of the

Welsh Language (4th ed., Wrexham, 1876);
^lUwyl, Welsh Accidence, and Welsh Syntax
(London, 1897-1900), whieh are more scientifii^i

Breton: There are several old grammars by Ros-

trenen (Rennes, 1738) ; Le Gonidec (Paris,

1807) ; Guillfime (Vannes, 1836) ; and Hingant
(Trf>guier, 1868). Ernault has recently pub-

lished a Petite grammaire bretonne (Saint-

Brieue. 1897). See Gaelic; Irish; Manx;
Welsh.
CELTIC LITERATURE. See Breton

lilTERATUKE; CELTIC LaNOUAOE ; CORNISH LAN-
GUAGE AND lilTERATURE; IrISH (GaELIC) LiTER-

ATiTiE: AfANX Literature: Scottish (Gaelic)
Literature ; Welsh Language and Literatu-re.

CELTIC MUSIC. Welsh and Irish music
are inseparably connected, for although each

coxmtry developed its music in accordance with
its own traditions and local forms, the bard
Avas the dominant influence which shaped its

general character alike in both Wales and Ire-

land. Poetry was universally identified with
music, and musical instruments were used in-

dependently only to furnish dance or march
music. In the course of time these conditions

were changed, but it was not until the decline

of the bards that instrumental soloists became
a factor in the development of Celtic music.

From the earliest historical times, when in the

Eleventh Century a Welsh chieftain summoned
Welsh and Irish bards to a great music confer-

ence, down to the Seventeenth Century, when dis-

tinctive Celtic music ceased to be written, the

musical histories of Ireland and of Wales follow-

much the same general plan : and. to a certain

extent, early Scotch music (q.v.) may be asso-

ciated with them.

Welsh music was founded by, and for cen-

turies identified with, Druidism. Its intluence

is apparent even in the nioditied form of thotm

old songs which still exist. The cadences are

savage, weird, yet sad, and far superior artisti-

cally to their Irish parallels. The direct rens<in

for this superiority is the fact that the Welsh
harp had a perfect diatonic scale, while in Ire-

land the early scale had but five tones. This
diatonic scale made possible the full cadences
and great range of melody which is noteworthy
in the early pastoral music of Wales, and which
distinguished it from both the Scotch, with its

abrupt changes from major to minor, and the
less complete Irish. Traditionally Celtic musi-
cal instruments were introduced into Britain by
the Pha?nicians, but there is no historic basis

for such a belief. The principal Welsh musical
instruments were the tclyn, or harp; the crwth,
or sort of a violin; the pibgom, or hornpipe;
the pib-brairh, or bagpipe; the tadwrdd, a drum;
and the cornbuelin, or bugle-horn.

Irish Music.—The exact number and position

of the tones in the original Irish scale have been
long a subject of discussion. All that we can
be sure of is that at first only five notes were
used, and that later a sixth and a seventh were
added. The melodies were very similar to the
Scotch, with the important exception that the
Irish avoided the abrupt and violent modula-
tions so piuch used by the former. Dance-music,
of which there is a great variety, was mostly
written in six-eight time. The Seventeenth Cen-
tury marked the appearance of foreign musicians
in Ireland and the rapid decline and final dis-

appearance of a national music. The early
Irish musical instruments were the harp : the
bagpipe, distinguished from the Scotch pipe by
being blown upon by bellows, instead of from
the lips; the ben-baubhill, a horn of a wild ox
or buffalo; the bttinne, a metal trumpet: the
com, a long, curved tube; the stoc and the
sturgan, small trumpets; the musical branch,
an instrument adorned with single bells ; and the
tympan, a stringed instrument played with a
bow. Of these, by far the most important was
the harp, with its large number of strings and
its scale of fixed semi-tones. In the latest period
of Irish music (toward the end of the Eighteenth
Century) > there was great uniformity in the com-
pass, the scale, and the method of placing the
harp. The ordinary compass was from C below
the bass staff to D above the treble staff; and
the scale was generally that of G, though some-
times C was used. Almost certainly, however,
this uniformity was of comparatively recent date.

Some of the oldest harps are the so-called Harp
of Brian Boru, preserved at Trinity College, Dub-
lin, and having 30 strings; that of Robin Adair
at Hollybrooke, with 37 strings; and the Dall-

way Harp, dating from 1621, and having 52
strings. Among the many famous harpists were:
Turlogh O'Carolan ; Carroll O'Daly, the author
of "Eileen Aroon," appropriated by the Scotch as
"Robin Adair;" ]\Iyles Reilly; and Thomas and
William Conallon. Consult: Grove, Dictionary

of Music and Musicians (London, 1880) ; collec-

tions of Irish music by Bunting ( 1796, 1809,

1840), and by Petrie, in connection with the

Society for the Preservation of Irish Music
(1855); also collections of Welsh melodies by
Parry and by J. Thompson.
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CELTIC PEOPLES. A general designation
,,plii'd to an ensemble of ethnic groups consti-

tuting the predominant element in central and
western Europe before the rise of the Roman
power and the influx of the German tribes, and
speaking a language known to us as Celtic.

See Celtic Languages.
By various early wTiters the users of Celtic

dialects or languages were treated as a distinct

ethnic stock or race, known as the Celts or
Kelts ; but this view is now generally abandoned.
Thus, Keane (1899) observes that the languages
are spoken by peoples of so many types that the
word Celt "has long ceased to have any ethnical
significance;" Ripley (1899) says of the term
that ''a very grave objection to its use pertains;"
and Deniker (1900) declares "there is no 'Celtic'

type or race."

The Celtic-speaking peoples occupied in an-
tiquity a very wide territory. Radiating from
central Europe, which is their earliest ascertain-
able seat, they spread far into the west, the
south, and even the southeast. The date of their
settlement in Gaul is doubtful, being variously
estimated from n.c. 1200 to 700. They invaded
Italy in the Fourth Century B.C., and in the
Third Century made their way into Greece and
as far as Asia Minor. It is inferred from a
statement of Saint Jerome that a Celtic lan-
guage continued to be spoken in Galatia until
the Fourth Century of our era. The height of
the power of the Celtic peoples was probably
about B.C. 400. Before that time they had begun
to feel the pressure of the Germanic tribes to
the north and east of them, and in the cen-
turies that followed the Roman Empire succeed-
ed in subjugating a large part of the Celtic ter-

ritory. In the British Isles they continued for
centuries to maintain their independence.

Beyond these few general facts, our knowledge
of the history of the Celtic-speaking peoples is

obscure, as is indicated by the diverse views con-
cerning their relations to other Eurasian groups.
Their mythologj' embraced earth gods and vari-
ous sylvan genii, together with sun or fire deities,
and was peculiarly rich in elfin demons and
tutelaries, which still pervade the lore of peo-
ples of Celtic ancestry. There were traces also
of zoic tutelaries, or beast gods, though this
pha.se of mythologic development appears to have
been practically past before the records began;
and, as among other branches of the Aryan stock,
tradition ran back into the haze of half-deified
culture heroes. The social mechanism was dom-
inated by fiducial or ecclesiastical factors, as
illustrated by the hierarchic power of the Druids
(q.v. ), an order of priests or shamans who per-
formed sylvan rites and practiced magical cere-
monies surviving long in the form of ordeal and
augury, exorcism and obsession ; and the clan
system was so deep-rooted as still to survive
with vestiges of maternal organization clearly
traceable, not only in the avuncular descent of
authority in the Highland clans, but in the witch-
craft so vividly depicted by Shakespeare. The
germ of literatiire appeared in the Oghams and
Ogham ic inscriptions of Ireland—i.e. in semi-
arbitrary characters incised in stone or wood
or used in other ways in simple records of men
and events. According to Logan {The Scottish
Gael, 1855) and others, there was a definite
Gaelic alphabet of eighteen letters, each sym-

VoL. IV.—19.

bolizing a tree or shrub, and in still earlier
times there was a widespread symbolic system
embracing the cross, tlie fylfot or swastika, the
trefoil or trivet, and other figures; while in

.some degree the symbolism ran into colors and
weaves, as illustrated by the Highland tartans.
In most of the Celtic groups the musical and
poetic elements essential to literary and dra-
matic development were fostered by classes of
popular entertainers—bards, pipers, minstrels

—

who chanted tribal traditions or played and sang
patriotic airs, and at a later period sang folk-
ballads or recited folk-tales, and thus prepared
the way for that dramatic and oratorical talent
for which the Celtic peoples and their descend-
ants are still distinguished. As summarized by
Brinton, "The Irish possessed a sparse litera-

ture, going back to the Eighth Century, and
the Welsh to the Twelfth, while the oldest
Scotch or Breton songs date at the farthest from
the Fourteenth Century" {Races and Peoples,
1890, page 155).

Briefly, then, the Celtic tongues flourished be-
fore the beginning of written history, and con-
tributed in important measure to the character
and vigor of the Aryan tongues, as the vernacular
of several of the most distinctive and diverse of
the vigorous peoples of central and western Eu-
rope, up to a time well within the historical
period. They give a stamp to early and even mod-
ern literature written in the English. Some of
them survive as oral rather than literary lan-
guages, but all of them are gradually disappear-
ing.

Of the voluminous literature relating to the
Celtic-speaking peoples, the following may be
noted as representative and useful: Brinton,
Races and Peoples (New York, 1890) ; Rhys and
Jones, The Welsh People (London, 1900) ; Th6-
baud. The Irish Race (Philadelphia, 1873) ; Bed-
doe, The Races of Britain (London, 1885) ; Logan,
The Scottish Gael (London, 1855) ; Prichard. The
Eastern Origin of the Celtic Nations, edited by
Latham (London, 1857) ; Roemer, Origins of the
English People (New York, 1887) ; Keane, Man,
Past and Present (Cambridge, Eng., 1899) ; Rip-
ley, Races of Europe (New York, 1899) ; Deniker,
The Races of Man (London, 1900).

CELTIC VEBSION. See Bible.

CEL'TIS. See Nettle-Tbee.

CEMBAL D'AMOUR, siiN'biil' dfi'moor'(Fr.,
clavichord of love). A musical instrument be-
longing to the clavichord family, invented by
Gottfried Silbermann early in the Eighteenth
Century. Its form was that of an English spinet.

The strings were twice as long as those of the
ordinary clavichord ; and when touched, the keys
struck the central node of the string, both halves
of which vibrated simultaneously, thus producing
a double volume of sound. There were two
bridges instead of one. as in the clavichord, and
two soundboards, of unt»qual forms and dimen-
sions. The cembal d'amour stands between the
clavichord and the pianoforte.

CEM'BIIA NUT. See Pine.

CEMENT (OF. cement, ciment, Sp., Portug.,
It. cimeiito, from Lat. cwmentum, rubble, from
rcedrrr, to cut). .\ny composition which at one
temperature or degree of moisture is plastic and
at another temperature and degree of moisture
is tenacious, and which, because of these quali-
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ties, is employed for uniting metals, stone, glass,

wood, or other materials. Solder, guniH, putty,

niueilnge, glue, plaster of Paris, limes, and hy-

draulic cements are all comprehended in this

definition. The most important class of cements,

structurally and connnercially, is that com-
prising lime, hydraulic lime, and hydraulic

cement. The cements of this class will be de-

scrilH'd first.

LiMK. T.ime, common lime, quicklime, or caus-

tic lime, as it is variously named, is produced
l>y burning limestone in kilns until the carbonic

acid has been driven o<r. The clinker resulting

from this burning possesses the property of dis-

integration or slaking upon being treated with

n Kullii'ient quantity of water. The slaking of

lime is due to its rapid hydration when in con-

tact with water, and the process is accompanied
by a material increase in volume and a con-

siderable evolution of heat. If the quantity of

water be just sufficient to cause the hydration

of tlie lime, it is reduced to a dry powder, while

if the water l»e in excess it becomes a paste. The
slaked lime thus fonned, when mixed to a paste

with water and allowed to stand in the air, has

the property of hardening and firmly adhering

to any surface with which it may be in contact.

This hardening of common limes will take place

only in air. When lime is very pure and its

activity is very great, it is known as fat lime

;

if the lime contains, either mixed with it or in

combination, considerable amounts of inert im-

purities which lessen the activity of the lime,

cause a partial loss of the property of slaking,

and diminish its power of hardening, it is

known as meagre lime. The common meth-
od of slaking lime consists in covering it

with from two to three times its volume of

water, and allowing it to stand until all the

lumps are reduced and the mixture is in the con-

dition of a thick paste. For use in construc-

tion, this paste is mixed with from two to three

times its volume of sand, when it is called lime

mortar. The process of hardening of lime mor-
tar consists in the gradual formation of car-

bonate of lime through the absorption of car-

bonic acid from the air, accompanied by the

crj'stallization of the mass of hydrated lime as it

gradually dries out. The hardening process is a
slow one at best, and the lime mortar used in the

interior of thick masses of mnsonrj', where the

air cannot get at it, will take years to become
hard. Lime mortar should be used only in

masonry exposed to the air. See Building.

Hydravlic Lime. Hydraulic lime is obtained
by burning limestone containing enough silica

and alumina to impart to it the ability to hard-
en imder Avater. In calcination the silica and
alumina combine with a portion of the lime to
form silicates and aluminates of lime, leaving
the remainder of the lime as free lime in an
uncombined state. When treated with water
the free lime is slaked. The manufacture of

hydraulic lime is practically confined to Europe,
and consists, after the quarrj'ing of the rock, of

burning, slaking, and bolting the material. The
burning is accomplished in kilns, and is a proc-
ess requiring considerable skill and careful at-

tention. To slake the clinker it is spread in

layers from four inches to eight inches deep and
sprinkled with water. The object is to slake the
free lime without hydrating the silicates and

aluminates. After the lime has been reduced
to powder by slaking, it is passed tlirough sieves

and ])acked for shipment. Hydraulic lime is used
in the same manner as coninu»n lime, being mixed
w ith water and hand to a paste. When in the

air hydraulic lime acts like common lime, slow-

ly absorbing carbonic acid, drying, and harden-
ing. In water the action of hydraulic lime is

altogether difTerent from that of ccmimon lime,

since, owing to tlie presence of the silicates and
aluminates of lime, the hydraulic lime hardens
imder water, while the common lime does not.

Hydbauuc Cement. Hydraulic cements are
classified as natural cements, Portland cements,
and puzzolanic cements. Natural cement is the
product obtained by calcining at a low tempera-
ture a natural limestone without pulverization
or admixture of other materials, and finely

grinding the clinker. In Eurojje these cements
are called Roman cements, and they were first

manufactured in England in 1796, by James
Parker. Natural cements began to be manufac-
tured in France about 182.5; in the United States
natural-cement rock was discovered while build-

ing the Erie Canal in New York, in 1818. France
and the United States are the principal pro-

ducers of natural cement, their respective out-
puts being 2,000,000 barrels and 8,800,000 barrels
annually. The principal centres of natural-ce-
ment manufacture in the United States are:

Ulster County, N. Y. ; Cumberland, Md. ; Louis-
ville, Ky. ; Milwaukee, Wis.; and Utica, 111. The
rock employed is an argillaceous limestone. The
process of manufacture consists in mining and
quarrying this limestone; breaking it into lumps
about the size of one's hand; calcining these
lumps with coal in kilns, and finally crushing
and grinding the clinker. Natural cements are
characterized by a very rapid set and slowness
in gaining strength subsequently; they have less

strength than Portland cement.
Portland cement is the product obtained by

calcining to incipient vitrifaction an intimate
artificial admixture of two or more raw mate-
rials, and finally grinding the clinker. Chem-
ically Portland cement is a combination consist-

ing principally of silicates and aluminates of
lime, and the raw materials must necessarily
contain silica, alumina, and lime. Within these
limitations, a great variety of raw materials are
capable of being utilized for cement-making; in

England chalk and clay are used principally ; in

Germany and France marl and clay and lime-
stone and slate arc employed. In the United
States marl and clay, limestone and clay, and
argillaceous limestone of difTerent compositions
are used. The first process in the manufacture
of Portland cement is the mixing of the raw ma-
terials. This mixture must be uniform and
homogeneous, and the respective ingredients
properly proportioned, which requires that they
be reduced to a fine powder. The method of re-

duction practiced depends upon the character of
the raw materials ; when soluble in water they
are usuallj' reduced by one of the wet processes.

The wet process proper, formerly extensively
used in England, consists in applying an excess

of water to the clay and chalk, mixing them in

a sort of pug mill to a thin paste, which is run
into settling basins, where the water is decanted
oflF as the solid matter settles until the mixture
is dry enough to be cut into blocks or bricks.
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In the semi-wet process only enoiij^h water is

added to reduce the mixture to a plastic condi-

tion in the pug mill.

When hard materials incapable of dissolution

by water are employed, they are ground dry

in grinding mills, the powder being then either

slightly moistened and made into bricks, or,

where the rotary kiln is used, stored in powdered

form. In the wet and semi-wet processes the

bricks or blocks are dried and then burned in

kilns, of which there are several varieties. (See

Kilns.) In the dr>' process, drying preliminary

to burning is usually unnecessary. In the Unit-

ed States, where the rotarj' kiln is used, the

dry powder or the wet paste is run directly into

the kiln without previous brick-making or dry-

ing. The burning or calcination is continued

until incipient vitrifaction of the raw mixture
occurs, the resulting clinker lieing dark-green or

black in color. The clinker is crushed and then
ground to an impalpable powder, when, after a
period of curing, it is ready for use. (See

Cbcshixg axd Grinding ^VIaciiinery.) Ex-
treme fineness of grinding is a prime essential

of good Portland cement, many brands of which
are ground so fine that from 90 to 96 per cent, of

the powder will pass through a sieve having
10,000 meshes per square inch. Portland cement
sets slower than natural cement, and attains a
greater final strength.

Puzrolanic cement, or puzzolana, is a term
applied to a combination of silica and alumina,
which, when mixed with common lime and made
into mortar, has the property of hardening
under water. Natural puzzolanic cements have
been used in Italy from very early times, and
are made by grinding certain volcanic tufas and
mixing the powder with slaked lime. These
cements are still made and used in Italy and
some other parts of Europe. The most common-
ly employed artificial puzzolanic cement is made
from blast-furnace slag and lime. The hot slag,

as it comes from the furnace, is run into cold

water, and becomes granulated. It is ground
to fine powder, and then this powder is ground
with lime.

The chemical composition of the three principal

classes of cement is about as follows:

and sand to an extremely fine powder and a very
intimate mixture. .S'wrfct, a cement much used in

India, is made of one part slaked lime and one-

half to one part of finely ground brick-dust.

When hydraulic cement powder is mixed with
water to a plastic condition and allowed to

stand, it gradually combines into a solid mass,

and this process of combination is known as the

setting of the cement. Cements of different char-

acters differ verj' widely in their rate and man-
ner of setting; some occupy but a few minutes
in the operation, while others require several

hours; some begin setting immediately, and take
considerable time to complete the set, while

others stand for a considerable time with no ap-

parent action, and then set very quickly. After
the completion of the setting of the cement, the

mixture continues to increase in cohesive strength

for a considerable period of time, and this subse-

quent development of strength is called the

hardening of the cement. The properties of set-

ting and hardening of cement by which a plastic

paste is transformed into a hard stone are those

upon which the value of cement as a structural

material depends. Setting and hardening pro-

ceed under water as effectively as in air.

Previous to its use in structural work, cement
is usually tested. The usual tests made are for

specific gravity, fineness of grinding, rapidity

of setting, tensile strength, and soundness.

Other tests sometimes made are for compressive

and transverse strength, adhesive strength, re-

sistance to abrasion, permeability to water, and
chemical composition. The test for fineness of

grinding consists in determining the proportion

of the cement powder which will pass standard

sieves. The sieves commonlj' employed have

2500, 10,000. and 40,000 meshes per square inch,

but the 40,000-niesh sieve is not frequently used

in making ordinary working tests. The standard

test for rate of setting consists in making cakes

of neat cement about two or three inches in

diameter and one-half inch thick to a stiff paste,

observing the time when they will bear a needle

one-twelfth inch in diameter, sustaining a weight
of one-fourth of a pound, and noting this as

the beginning of setting; then continuing the

observations with a needle one-twenty-fourth

CLEMENT

silica per cent
Aluinliia. " "
Iron oxide, ' "
I.lme, " "
MaK»<''*i<v. " "
Sulphuric acid, " "

Portland

20.3 to 26.1
5.2 to 10.6
2.1 to 5.3

68. to 67.

0.33 to 2.3
0.26 to 1.78

Natural

31.1 to 35.4
6.3 to 14.5
1.7 to 5.1

32.3 to 53.5
1.44 to 20.9

Slag

18. to 28.

9. to 19.

0.33 to 2.8
.36 to 55.

0.5 to 7.

0.18 to 2.7

In addition to the three principal classes of

hydraulic cements just described, there are sev-

eral other classes of minor importance. Mixed
cefncnts include a considerable number of ce-

ments which are formed of admixtures of dif-

ferent grades of other cement ; of the overburned

or undcrburncd portions of the clinker, or of

foreign material added to the cement, (irap-

piers cetncnts are made by grmding to powder
the grappiers left from the slaking and bolting

of hydraulic lime. Mixetl cements and grap-

piers cements are European prmlucts solely.

Sand rcrncnt is the name given to the material

formed by grinding together Portland cement

inch in diameter, carrying a weight of one pound
until the material is sufficiently firm to bear

this, when it may Ix? called fully set.

Tests for tensile strength are made by break-

ing test pieces, briquettes, whose smallest sec-

tion is one inch .square, in s|>ecial tensile testing

machines. The cement paste or mortar is made
into brj«pjettes in small molds, and is allowed

to reniain in the molds until set; the briquettes

are then removed and kept in a moist atmos-

phere for 24 hours, and then immersed in water,

where they remain until tested. Test-s are usu-

nllj' made when the briquettes are 7 and 28

days old, and they consist in pulling the briquette
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in two Jind noting tlie pounds of pull required.

TestH for soiiiuiness conKiHt in pincing cakes

similar to tliosi^ use<l in the test for slitting in

water and noting, after a few days, wliether

checks or cracks have develojied, which indicate

» tendency to disintegration. This is called the

normal test for soundness; accelerated tests for

soundness are sometimes made, and consist in

immersing the cement cake in either hot or
boiling water, or heating it in a hot kiln or in

tianie, and ohserving whether cracks develop.

Considerahle doubt exists as to the value of

«ecelerated tests. Chemical analyses of a ce-

ment are of value chieHy as a check when the
other tests indicate a doubtful cenient,

The strengths conunonly required by specifica-

tions in the United States are based upon the
recommendations of the American Society of

Civil Kngineers, which give the following aver-

age value per square inch:

usage, Canada balsam that has evaporated until

rather hard is a very us«'ful cement; from its

transparency it makes an almost invisible joint.

The surfaces should be slightly warmed and the
balsam brushed over them, after which they
should be kc|)t pressed together for a short time.

Thick copal or mastic varnish may be used in

the same manner. (lum slu-llac, dissolve<l in

alcohol in sufTicient quantity to form a treacly

liquid, forms a stronger cement than the above,

but its color is objectionable for some purposes.

The shellac may be dissolved in naplitha, but
the cement thus produced is not equal to that in

alcohol. The liquid glue sold in the shops is

usually prepared in this manner; another kind
is made of a mixture of the solutions of shellac

and india-rubl)er. A cement which is sold in

sticks consists of shellac or gnm mastic fused

and molded into a convenient form. It is ap-

plied by heating the surfaces to be joined just

AOE OF BRIQUKTTB
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stituted for the beeswax, and less red used, a
mucli better cement is made. Mucilage is a
name applied to a great variety of sticky or
gummy preparations used for fastening paper
and other light materials together. It is some-
times a thickened aqueous solution of gum, and
sometimes a preparation of dextrin, glue, or
other adhesive materials generally containing
some preservative substance or compound, as
creosote or salicylic acid.

Bibliography. Among the best books treat-

ing of hydraulic cements are: Spalding, Notes
on History and Use of Hydraulic Cement (Itha-

ca, 1893) ; Baker, A Treatise on Masonry Con-
struction (New York, 1889) ; Candlot, Ciments
et chaux hydraitliques (Paris, 1897). See, also.

Building; ^Iortab; Concrete: Foundations;
Masonry ; K

i

ln s.

CEM'ENTATTION. In petrography, the pro-
cess by wiiich loose materials, such as sands,
gravels, and fossil casts, are consolidated into
firm rocks. Cementation is caused by the
deposition of mineral matter from solutions
which have penetrated the loose materials. By
this process sands and gravels become quartzites
and conglomerates, while the shells of fossils, if

calcareous, yield limestones. The most common
cementing substances are quartz, calcite, and
iron ores. See Sandstone; Limestone; and
Conglomerate.

CEMENTATION PROCESS, in Steel-JVIak-

ING. See luo.N and Steel.

CEMETERY (OF. cemetiere, Lat. cocmite-

riuni, Gk. Kotfii/rr/piov, koimeterion, sleeping place,

later gravej^ard, from Koifjiav^ koinian, to put to

sleep, from ice'iirOai, keisthai, to lie down). A
graveyard or otlier place of deposit for the dead.
The term is used with particular reference to
those extensive ornamental burial-grounds which
have been established in the United States and
other countries, as the practice of burying within
and around churches has gradually been aban-
doned. (See Burial.) There was at first a
natural feeling of regret at the prospect of de-

serting places of deposit for the dead so hallowed
by ancient use and associations as the church and
the churchyard, but in many instances such
places were in reality surrounded by degrading,
disgusting, and unsanitary circumstances. On
the other hand, the new places of interment be-

gan to develop humanizing and elevating inilu-

enees, in the way of beautiful trees and flowers,

natural scenery, and artistic monuments. The
fine burial-grounds of the Turks, extending over
large tracts and adorned by cypress and other
trees, may have suggested the desirability of such
cemeteries to Kuro])eans. Around Constanti-
nople tiie cemeteries are located in vast tracts

of woods under whose branches stand thousands
of tombstones. It is the custom never to reopen
a grave, and a new resting-place is given to

ever}- one, with the result that the dead now oc-

cupy a wider territory than that which is covered
by the homes .of the living. The Turks believe

that until the body is buried the soul is in a
state of discomfort, and the funeral therefore

takes place as soon as possible after death. No
coffin is used. The body is laid in tlie grave and
a few rough boards placed about it and then
the earth is shoveled in, care being taken to leave

a small opening from the head of the corpse to

the surface of the ground. This method, from

a sanitary standpoint, is preferable to the cus-
tom of using double wood or even metallic coffins,

for as little as possible should be done to inter-
fere with the speedy dissolution of the body into
its elements.

The famous P6re Lachaise, in Paris, is the
most celebrated of modern cemeteries, although
by no means the largest. It was laid out in 1804,
and comprises about 110 acres, and about 20,000
monuments erected to the memory of nearly all
the great men of France of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury. Twice this cemetery and the neighboring
heights have been the scene of desperate fight-

ing. In 1814, during the attack on Paris by the
Allies, it was stormed by a Russian column; and
in 1871 the Communists made their last stand
among these tombs, where 900 of them were
killed, 200 being buried in quicklime in one
huge grave, and 700 in another. Paris lias also
the cemeteries of Montparnasse and Montmartre,
besides many smaller burial-grounds. In 1874
a very large cemetery was laid out 16 miles
north of Paris, covering nearly 1300 acres. In
France every city and town is required by law
to provide a burial-ground beyond its barriers,
properly laid out and planted, and each inter-
ment must take place in a separate grave. This
law does not apply to Paris, however. There the
dead are buried 40 or 50 at a time in the fosses
communes, or the cemeteries outside of the city
limits, the poor being interred gratuitously, and
a charge being made in all other cases. The
fosse, when full, is left undisturbed for five

years ; then all the crosses and other memorials
are removed, the level of the ground is raised four
or five feet by fresh earth, and interments begin
again. For 50 francs a grave can be leased for
five years ; but when permanent monuments are
desired the ground nmst be purchased in fee.

Pit-burial is also practiced in Naples and in
other cities of Continental Europe. In one of
the Neapolitan cemeteries a pit is opened each
day in which all the burials of the day are made.
At night a joint funeral service is held for all

and the pit is filled, not to be opened for a year.
In English cities, about 1840, the people began

to discuss the dangers to public health arising
from the condition of the graveyards surround-
ing and the vaults within and underneath the
great churches. In London these receptacles

were literally crammed with coffins, and the sur-

rounding air was infected to a dangerous degree.

Coffins were piled upon each other until they
came wittiin a few inches of the surface of the
ground, and then the ground was raised from
time to time until its level came nearly op \.o

the lower windows of the church. To make
room for new burials old bones were thrown out,

and this led to systematic robbing of graves for
the sake of the coffin-plates and the ornaments
sometimes buried with the bodies. The result

of this action and discussion was an entire

change in the system. Burials within the Itniit.s

of the cities and villages were prohibited, and
as a necessity rural cemeteries were founded.

The chief cenieteries of Txmdon at present are:

Kensal Green, on the Harrow Road. 2*4 miles

from Paddington; Ilighgate. on a slope of High-
gate Hill ; Abney Park, the Norwood, and Nim-
head cemetefies, on the south ; the West London
Cemetery at Brompton ; llford and liev-stoae

cemeteries in Essex; the Victoria and Tower
Hamlets cenieteries in East London; while
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farther from the city were laid out the ceme-
teries of Woking and Colney Hatch.

Of tlie cemeteries still in use in southern
Europe, the catacombs of Sicily are the most
remarkable. In one of these, near Palermo, un-

der an old Capucliin monastery, there are four
subterranean corridors, in whicn more than 2000
corpses are ranged in niches in the wall, many
of them shrunk into the most grotesque atti-

tudes, or lianging with pendent heads or limbs
from their rccei)tacle8. As a preparation for its

niche, tlie body is desiccated in an oven, and then
dressed as in life and put in its place in the wall.

At one end of tliis cemetery there is an altar,

strangely ornamented with a mosaic of human
skulls and bones.

t'anipo Santo (holy field) is the Italian desig-

nation for a cemetery or burying-ground, but
more especially for an inclosed place of inter-

ment, surrounded internally by an arcade, and
designed to receive the remains of persons of dis-

tinction. The most famous campo santo, and
that from which the others derived the name, is

that of Pisa—in the neighborhood of the cathe-

dral and leaning tower, and consecrated to the
memory of men who had deserved well of the
republic. It was founded by Archbishop Ubaldo,
toward the end of tlie Twelfth Centurj'. The
Archbishop, having been driven out of Palestine
by Saladin, brought his fifty-three vessels, which
had been destined for the conquest, laden with
the earth of the Holy Land. This he deposited
on the spot which was thence called the holy
field, and which, as we have said, gave its name
as a generic term to the burjing-grounds of Italy.

The architect of the existing building was Gio-
vanni Pisano, under whose superintendence it

was completed in 1283. It contains an area of
over 400 feet in length and 118 feet in breadth,
and is surrounded by a lofty wall, on the inner
side of which a wide arcade runs round the
whole inclosure. giving to it the character of

one magnificent cloister. At the smaller eastern
side there is a large chapel, and two smaller
chapels of smaller size on the northern side.

The lofty circular arches of the arcade are filled

with the richest Gothic tracery, which belongs,
however, to a later date—the latter half of the
Fifteenth Century—and consequently formed no
part of the original design. The walls are
adorned with frescoes which are of great interest

and value, both absolutely and with reference to
the history of art. The oldest of those which
have been preserved adorn one side of the eastern
wall ; they represent the passion of Christ, His
resurrection, and other sacred subjects. These
remarkable paintings are supposed to date from
before the middle of the Fourteenth Century, and
are ascribed to BufTalmaco. But the most mar-
velous productions are those of Giotto (q.v.), of

Simone ^lemmi, and of Andrea and Bernardo
Orcagna.

America closely followed England in the sani-
tary reform of burial-places, and many years ago
burial within certain limits of cities was pro-
hibited except in special cases, such as the use
of private vaults in churchyards. Within the
limits of Greater New York, however, in the ter-

ritory included in the Borough of Queens, and
once forming the town of Newtown, there are, it

has been estimated, 1800 acres of cemeteries,
covering one-tenth part of a district which con-

tains 25,000 living inhabitants and the remains
of 1,000,000 dead.

The United States has more beautiful ceme-
teries than any other country. Conspicuous
among these are the great national cemeteries
located in a few Northern and many Southern cit-

ies, for the burial of soldiers, especially those who
were killed in the Civil War. The oldest and
one of the most beautiful of the great ceme-
teries in the United States is Mount Auburn,
near Boston. Laurel Hill Cemetery, in Philadel-
phia, was opened in 1836. It is on the Schuyl-
kill River, about four miles north of the centre
of the city, and is part of a region of great
beauty. This was followed by Greenwood Ceme-
terj', the first and one of the largest burial-places
for New York and Brooklyn, established by a
company chartered in 1838. The grounds occupy
a fine situation on the east side of New York
Bay about three miles south of the city hall in

Brooklyn. From the higher points of the cenie-

terj', the eye takes in New York and Brooklyn,
the bay, half a dozen cities in New Jersey, the
far-off Palisades, the broad lower bay, the High-
lands near Sandy Hook, Coney Island, and a
grand view of the Atlantic Ocean. Lake View
Cemetery, at Cleveland, Ohio, is one of the cele-

brated places of interment in the interior States,

and contains the Garfield mausoleum.
The site of a cemetery is a matter of ex-

treme importance. It should be situated as far

as possible from any populous locality, in order
that it may not interfere with the needs of the
living, and so may remain undisturbed for the
greatest possible length of time. The soil should
be light and porous, permitting abundant en-

trance of water and accompanying air, to expe-
dite decomposition. There should be good, natu-
ral underdrainage, but care should be taken that
the drainage from cemeteries does not discharge
directly into drinking-waters. The frequent
proximity of cemeteries and reservoir sites is a
fact to be deprecated. There should be strict

municipal regulation of the depth and distance
apart at which graves may be dug. The owner-
ship of cemeteries is divided among municipali-
ties, churches, and private corporations. In the
Continental cities municipal ownership of ceme-
teries is the rule, although there are some private
cemeteries, especially in Germany and Holland.
In some cities, as Cologne, Naples, Dresden, and
Rome, the management of funerals is also con-

trolled by the municipality, the result being to
decrease greatly burial expenses. British towns
usually have numicipal cemeteries, but most of

them are old and little used, the newer burial-

grounds being privately owned. Manchester,
Nottingham, and several other of the larger

towns have very recently taken steps to provide
adequate municipal cemeteries.

In the United States the largest and most
popular cemeteries are usually owned by private
corporations. About half of the cities having
a population of over 25,000 own cemeteries, but
in all but fifteen of these there are also private
cemeteries. The city of Boston is a notable ex-

ception to the general rule, controlling, as it does,

many cemeteries. In 1897 it created a cemetery
department, consisting of a commission of five

trustees appointed by the mayor. It employs a
superintendent at a salary of $2500, who keeps
all records of burials and transfers. For infor-

mation about ancient burial-places, see Neckop-
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OLiS; Gbaveyard, For information concerning

burial customs, see Burial.

CEMETERY LAWS. Laws which have for

their chief objects the selection, adornment, regu-

lation, and protection of suitable burial-places

for the dead. Cemeteries may be so located as

to endanger health by corrupting air or water,

and hence their location may be controlled either

by the courts or by the legislature. In the

United States cemetery associations are fre-

quently incorporated under State statutes, and
r.re generally exempted from taxation. The ob-

ject of this exemption is not only to relieve such

associations from the burden of taxation, but to

secure burial-grounds from sale for the non-pay-

ment of taxes. From similar considerations, a
burial-lot cannot be seized or sold for the debts

of its owner, and if he executes a mortgage upon
it, the transaction is void as against public

policy, provided interments have been made
therein. Cemetery lots in which burials have
not been made, however, may be bought and sold,

subject to the rules of the association controlling

them. The desecration of cemeteries, as well

as the unlawful interference with those who
have vested rights in their use, are severely pun-

ishable. Consult Perley, Mortuary Law (Boston,

1896).

CENACLE, s&'na'kl' (Fr., dinner-chamber,

from Lat. ccnaculum, dining-room, from cena,

cesna, Umb. gesna, dinner) . A name given to a Pa-

risian literary group of varying constituency that

began about 182G to gather around Charles No-
dier (q.v. ) and sought to revive in French litera-

ture the old monarchical spirit, the spirit of

mediieval mystery and spiritual submission. Of
the First Ct-^nacle, as it is called, the chief mem-
bers were Vigny and the Deschamps brothers.

These w-ere soon joined by Lamartine, Hugo, and
Sainte-Beuve, who describes the group as "royal-

ists by birth, Christians by convention and a
vague sentimentality." Their organ was La
Muse FruriQaise. They soon grew iconoclastic

toward classicism, and wore led by the exigencies

of controversy from their monarchical position

to a democratic attitude. Lamartine and Hugo
had favored the Bourbons. They now turned
even from the Orleanists to the Revolution and
Napoleon. Thus the Cenacle won the alliance of

ilusset, Ab'rimCe, and the elder Dumas, and
after the Revolution of 1830, of Gautier and
Gerard de Nerval. But with that year and the

trium])h of Hugo's Ilcrn'uni, its reason for ex-

istence disappeared, and the spirit of individu-

ality inherent in romanticism soon caused the

CC>nacle to dissolve in fact and as an influence.

CE'NA TRIMALCHIONIS, trt-mal'kI-<-/nIs

(Trimalchio's Dinner-Party) . The most impor-

tant episode in the Hatirw of. Petronius. It is a
vivid description of a dinner-party given by Tri-

malchio, a former slave, who had become very

rich in trade. The lavish feast is descrilied by

a certain Fncolpius, one of the guests, and the

story is of value for the specimens of colloquial

Latin, tlie srrnio plrhcius, preser\'ed in it.

CEN'CHRXTS. Sec Bub Grass.

CENCI, eh»inVhA, liEATRicE (1577-00). An
Italian of the Sixteenth Century, the heroine

of a celebrated tragedy in real life. She was the

daughter of Francesco Cenci. a wealthy Roman
nobleman, head of a family notorious for its

crimes and proiligacy. It had long been sup-

posed that Beatrice was the victim of her father's
brutal passion, and that this was her provoca-
tion for the murder of Francesco, a crime in
which she was aided by several other members
of the family. With her accomplices, she was
executed in 1599. A famous portrait in the
Barberini Palace, Rome, supposed to have been
painted by Guido Reni, caused her to be known as
the i)eautiful parricide.' One of Shelley's most
powerful dramas. The Ccnci, is founded upon
the traditional story of Beatrice. It is now be-

lieved, however, owing to the researches of Ber-
tolotti, that Francesco was much less of a mon-
ster than was supposed, and that Beatrice, even
aside from the question of her share in the mur-
der, was in character far from innocent; it fur-

ther appears, according to Bertolotti, that she
was not beautiful, and that the famous painting
is not of Beatrice, nor by Guido Reni. Consult
Bertolotti, Francesco Cenci e la sua famiglia
(Florence, 1879) ; and for the traditional ac-

count, Muratori, /Irinoii d'/faZto (Milan, 1744-49).

CENCI, The. A powerful poetic tragedy by
Shelley (1819). Though written for the stage,

and offered for presentation, the nature of the
drama is such as to make its acceptance im-
possible.

CENEDA, cha-nft'da. An Italian city. See
VlTTORIO.

CENIS, se-ne', Mont, or Monte Cenisio. A
mountain of the Alps, between Savoy and Pied-

mont, on the frontier between Italy and France,
forming part of the watershed between the val-

leys of the Dora Riparia and the Arc (Map:
France, 6). The culminating point of the pass
over Mont Cenis reaches an elevation of about
0850 feet above the sea. The mountain is com-
posed of schist, limestone, and gypsum, and is

covered with a rich vegetation. The road over
the pass, constructed in 1803-10, under Napo-
leon's orders, has a total length of 40 miles, and
prior to the construction of the railway tunnel
under the Col-de-Frejus, about 14 miles south-

west of !Mont Cenis, was one of the most patron-

ized routes across the Alps. The tunnel, con-

structed in 1857-70, is nearly 8 miles long and
varies in altitude from 3775 to 4245 feet. The
cost of construction was nearly 75,000,000 francs

($14,475,000). See Tunnels.

CE'NOMA'NIAN (so called from the ancient
Celtic tribe of Cenomani) . The name given by
the French to the lower portion of the upper
Cretaceous period. It corresponds to the Dakota
epoch of American geologists.

CEN'OTAPH (Fr. chtotaphe, Lat. cenotaph-

iuni, from (ik. Kevordftov, kenotaphion, empty
tomb, from kevo^, kcnos, empty + TO^f, taphos,

tomb). A monument which does not cover the

remains of the deceased. Such were originally

erected for those whose bones could not be
brought home for interment, as for those who
died in foreign parts or had perished at sea.

CE'NOZOIC (from Gk. Katrdc, kainos, new 4*

^u^, z6f, life). One of the main divisions or
eras of geological time, preceded by the Mesozoic
era and followed by the Recent era. The term is

used bj some geologists to include the Tertiary
and Quaternary periods, while others limit it to
the Tertiary alone.

CENSEB (abbreviation of enceixscr, OF. en-
crnscr, from Med. Lat. incensare, to burn incense.
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from incensv.m, incense, from incendere, to burn,
from in, in + cendere, to bum ) . A vessel for

burning perfumes (see Ixcense). also called

'thurible,' from
thus, frankincense.

It is to8s«'(l in the

nir corcnionially

(1 u r i n fi public

worsliip to (litTuse

the perfume of

the incense. Cen-
sers were used
from very early
times in the Jew-
ish services, and
have been all along
omplovcd in those

of tlie Roman
Catholic and East-
ern churches; also

of recent years in

the Episcopal
Church. Little is

known of their

precise shape be-

^"'^' ^^^^ Twelfth
Century, at which

time they were richly decorated, and sometimes
made in the form of small churches, as e.g. those
in the cathedrals of Treves and Xiinuir. They
were also often shaped like a ball, with two hol-

low halves. In later specimens the upper half
varies very much in form, being often surmounted
by a turret. The lower half, resting on a foot,

holds the charcoal and the incense, while the
upper one is i)erforated to allow the smoke to
escape, and moves up and down on three or four
chains.

CEN'SO, Sp. pron. thfin'sA. In Spanish law,
an annual payment, in money or in produce,
charged upon land for an indeterminate period.
The Spanish civil code of 1889 (in force in Cuba,
Porto Rico, and the Philippines) recognizes and
regulates three classes of ceH.so. Censo enfiteutico
is the ground-rent paid by the holder of a per-
petual lease. (See Emphyteusis.) Caiso reaer-
rativo is an annual pa\-ment reserved by the con-
veyor of land and made a perpetual charge upon
the land conveyed. Ceiiso consifjuaiivo is an an-
nual payment which the owner of land, in con-
sideration of a capital sum paid him, has placed
as a perpetual charge upon his land. In the first

of these ca.ses the recipient of the annual payment
is titular owner (dueilo dirccto). In the second
and third cases he is not owner, but a creditor
of the land; his claim runs against every person
who takes the land by purchase, devise, or in-

heritance, and it is a lien upon the land. In all

cases the censo may be redeemed (i.e. the land
may be freed from the annual charge) by pay-
ment of the corresponding capital. In cases
where this capital or redemption value is not
indicated in the contract, it is estimated at the
ratio of 100 to 8. The right of redemption may,
however, be suspended by contract in the case of
the purchased rent-charge {cenfio consignativo)
for twenty years, and in the other cases ifor sixty
years.

CENSOR (Lat., judge, from censere. to
assess, judge). The name of two Roman officers

of State. The office was established bv Servius
Tullius, the fifth King of Rome. After the ex-

pulsion of the kings, it was held by the consuls,
s|K'cial magistrates not l>eing appointed till B.C.

443. It continued to be filled by patricians till

B.C. 351, when Onsor Marcius Rutilus, a plebeian,

was elected. Twelve years later it was enacted
that one of the censors (tlierc were always two)
must l)e a plebeian. In n.c. 131 both censors, for

the first time, were plebeians. The censors were
elected in the comitia ccnluriata, presiijed over
by a consul. The term fif office at first lasted
five years, but was shortly afterwards limited to
eighteen months. The censorship was reganled
as the highest dignity in the State, except the
dictatorship. It was a sacred and irresponsible
magistracy, whose powers were vast and unde-
fined, and whose decisions were received with
solenm reverence. The duties of the censors were
threefold: (1) The taking of the census, or
register of the citizens and of their property;
(2) the regimen moritm (regulation of morals)

;

(3) the administration of the finances of the
State. The taking of the census was originally

their sole function (hence their name), and was
held in the Campus Martins, in a building called

villa publico. The regimen mor'um was the most
dreaded and absolute of their powers. It grew
naturally out of the exercise of the previous
duty, which compelled them to exclude unworthy
persons from the lists of citizens. Gradually
the superintendence of the cen.sors extended from
the public to the private life of citizens. They
could inflict disgrace (ignominia) on any one
whose conduct did not square with their notions
of rectitude or duty. For instance, if a man
neglected the cultivation of his fields, or carried

on a disreputable trade, or refused to marry, or
treated his family either too kindly or too harsh-
ly, or was extravagant, or guilty of bribery,

cowardice, or the like, he might be degraded.
The administration of the finances of the State
included the regulation of the tributum, or prop-
erty-tax; of the vectigalia, such as the tithes
paid for the public lands, salt-works, mines,
customs, etc.. which were usually leased out to
speculators for five years ; the preparation of the
State budget, etc.

CEN'SORI'NUS. a chronologist and gram-
marian of the Third Centurj' a.u.. known by a
work called De Die ?^'aiali, in which he treated
of man's generations, his natal hour, and the
influence that the stars and genii exercise over
his fate. Its chief value to us lies in the facts
and dates derived fr»m earlier authors whose
works are now lost. It has been edited bv
Ilultsch (Ix'ipzig, 1867).

CENSORSHIP. The exercise of the duties or
powers of a censor (q.v. ). The term in its

broadest application includes the general super
vision and control of public morals and the pub-
lic welfare, such as was exercised by the Roman
censors. The term is now, however, almost ex-

clusively applied to the examination of manu-
scripts, writings, and literary productions of all

kinds as a condition of their publication, with
the suppression of part or all, as may seem neces-

sary to the censor or licensor, for the protection
of public morals or the integrity of the govern-
ment. The censorship of public morals, as such,

does not now exist among civilized races in the
forni in which it was exercised by the Roman
censors : but a supervision over the personal af-

fairs and private conduct of the public is exer-
cised, under various designations, in some of the
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Bcmi-civilizcd or less advanced nations of to-day;
thus, in Russia the conduct and acts of the peo-

ple are subject to rigid rules and restrictions

which are enforced by otficials of arbitrary au-

thority. In France, also, the authority of the

agent dc moEurs reaches to such matters as the

supervision of the public spending of money be-

yond one's means. Sumptuary laws belong some-
what to the same class as those creating censor-

ships of private conduct, and these have existed

from time to time during the history of many
mouern civilized nations. See Sumitlaby Laws.
The advance of civilization and the develop-

ment of the idea of the right to personal liberty

is doing away with the censorship of private con-

duct in all of the civilized races; and the censor-

ship of the press and of the drama are the most
important relics of this class of public supervi-

sion of private conduct.

The censorship of the press was intended to

prevent the publication and effect of literature

supposed or believed to contain matter likely to

corrupt morals or be subversive of the govern-

ment. It came into existence with the invention

of the printing-press, although in all despotic

governments in the history of man writings of-

fensive to the Government have been suppressed

or destroyed, and in many cases the author pun-
ished as well, for the same motives as those which
gave rise to the censorship of the press and of

the drama. Literary censorship was rigidly

maintained by the Roman Catholic Church as

early as the year 1515, and ail books published
within its control were subjected to the strictest

examination and expurgation or suppression

when deemed necessary. (See Index and Vati-
C.VN.) The censorship of the press in England
was strictly enforced as early as 1G.37 by order

of the Star Chamber, which order was estab-

lished by statute in 16G2. It was against this

statute that Milton wrote his Areopagitica, and
the censorship was abolished in 1G!)3. In France
the censorship which had existed since the inven-

tion of the art of printing was abolished in 1789,

and revived at intervals until 1830, when it was
finally abolished. With the growth of the con-

stitutional government in the States of modem
Europe the censorship of the press has been abol-

ished. For a fuller discussion and treatment of

the subject, see Freedom of the Press.

Censorship of dramatic productions is based
upon the necessity of protecting the public from
the influence of immoral plays. This is accom-
plished in the United States by the law which
enables any public immorality to l)e suppressed

as soon as an overt act has been committed,
which can lie shown to be an offense against pub-

lic morals. In England, however, a censorship of

the stage exists under the provisions of (5 and 7

Vict., 0. 68. Formerly, in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth centuries, the performance of plays

was controlled by the Master of Revels and the

Lord Chamberlain; and the statute 10, CJeorge

II., c. 28, defined and established the duties and
powers of the Lord Chamlwrlain in this capacity.

Under this statute his powers were restriete<l

as to their territorial limits; but by the statute

6 and 7 Vict, his jurisdiction is extended (by

section 12) to the whole United Kingdom. Chap-
ter 68 of this statute provides that one copy of

ever\' new stage play, every new act, scene, part,

prologue, or epilogue, of a play, intendeil to be

acted for hire at any theatre in Oreat Britain

should be sent seven days previous to the Lord
Chamberlain for his allowance, and he may
license or refuse to license its production, and
may revoke a license already granted, and forbid

the production of the play whenever it appears
to him advantageous for the preservation of good
morals or decency or to preserve public peace.

His authority is exercised upon the recommenda-
tion of his reader. He has no authority to

license playhouses. This power is vested in the
County Council, who may delegate it to the Jus-

tice of the Peace who formerly exercised it. See
The Law Magazine and Law Review, 19, 220.

Something akin to censorship is to be found ia
the statutory and administrative restrictions on
the use of the mails for the circulation of gam-
bling and fraudulent circulars and obscene pub-
lications. The protection of the public, there-

fore, from wrongful publications is, in general,

left in Great Britain and the United States to

the enforcement of the laws protecting public and
individual rights from violation; and so, the

circumstances under which a publication is made
may be such that the publisher may be enjoined

by the court from further publication of the

same matter, if this be necessary for the protec-

tion of violated rights.

Where a territory or country is under martial
law censorship of the press by the military au-

thorities is commonly exercised in all countries,

so far as it is considered necessary by the mili-

tary authorities. See Copyright; Libel; Xews-
TAPEB; Martial Law; Freedom of the Press.

CENSUS (Lat., registration, from censere, to

assess, to judge). The familiar use of the Mord
census is to denote the periodical coimting of the

people, and this is its primary meaning. As the

census of population has been usually accom-

panied by comprehensive investigations into

agriculture, manufactures, etc., the term has

come to be employed for any statistical investi-

gation which proceeds by the method of direct

interrogation. Used in this broad way the name
census designates one of the two methods of

statistical research, the other being registration.

Census and registration are not interchangeable,

but one is frequently used as a substitute for the

other. A census portrays conditions at a given

time, a register the changes which take place.

As two successive censuses by comparison show
the resultant of these changes, we can, under
certain circumstances, by summing up the

changes, arrive at the general condition of affairs

without a direct enumeration.
Antecedents of the Census.—The origin of the

American census in the well-known constitu-

tional provision that representation and direct

taxation should be proportional to population,

suggests the intimate connection between census

operations and government necessities. That
similar necessities in early days gave rise to

enumerations of the jieople will l»e readily

understood. We find references to counting the

jM'ople in our accounts of ancient peoples like

the Hebrews and the Romans. China and Japan
also havQ records of very early enumerations.

These records seem to have been undertaken for

fiscal or military purposes, to establish the

ownership of landed property or to determine
military contingents,^ and involved a count of

the people not as the main issue but as an
incident. In this they differed from the census
operations of to-day.
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This is likewise true of such records as that

of the Domesday Hook froijuently pointed out as
illustrations of statistical practice during the

Middle Ages. Indeed, a direct enumeration of

the whole people having no other object in view
than to ascertain their nuntl)er, first took place

with the census of the United States in 1790,

and the principal development of the census

occurred in tiie Nineteenth Century. IJefore that
time there had been, in several European States,

ctTorts directed to ascertaining the number of

tne people or of particular classes. Perhaps the

most comprehensive of these efforts took place

in Sweden. In 1G80 parish registers were intro-

duced, in which not only births and deaths, but
also arrivals and departures were to l)e noted.

Tlie most usual form of the census is the
census of population, recurring at regular in-

tervals of five or ten years, as the case may be.

The inauguration of regular census-taking by
the l.'nited States in 1700 has already been noted.

England, Holland, and Norway followed in 1801.

In France a census took place in 1801, but after

that irregularly until 1831, when the regular
series begins. In Prussia a census was taken
in 18) (5, but without any instnictions to the
local authorities, who were free to use their
own discretion in the matter. It was hardly
until the middle of the Nineteenth Century, as
we shall see in reviewing the history of census-
taking in the United States, that methods ac-

quired stability.

By means of tliese registers the numl)er of the
population was ascertained, and beginning with
1749 comprehensive statements for the entire

land were published. Such population registers

from which, in lieu of an enumeration, the num-
ber of the population can be ascertained, exist

to-day in many places. It was mainly from
such registers that the early notices of the popu-
lation of Prussia and Austria were gathered.
To them should be added the reports made from
time to time by the administrative offices of the
various districts of the number of persons, espe-

cially of those capable of bearing arms, under
their jurisdiction. In all this we see the be-

ginnings of the modern census.

Enumeration of Population.—^The census has
been a matter of slow growth. In its present-

day form it involves a record of the salient facts

pertaining to every person in the rommiinity,
these facts being summarized for territorial and
other groups. But it was a long time in coming
to this point, and early records are oftentimes
very summary.

Development of Population Census.—The pro-
gress of census-taking can be seen in an exami-
nation of the development of the census of the
United States. That of 1790 was a model under-
taking, whose results were fully stated in an
octavo pamphlet of fifty-six pages, while the
report upon population in the census of 1890
tills two quarto volumes, of 2181 pages. The cen-
sus of 1790 recorded only the heads of families,
dividing the members of "the family into the fol-

lowing classes: free whites, males 16 years and
over, males under 16 years, females, other free
persons, and slaves. 'Until 18.50 no essential
change was made in the form of enumeration,
though the clas.ses were enlarged to embrace age,
occupation, physical infirmity, and other data.
By 1840 the schedule had grown so unwieldy
that for each family there were as many as sev-
enty spaces in which entries might be made. In
this period there could be no tabulation of sta-
tistics in the modern sense of the word. No
combinations other than those given in the orig-
inal schedule could be made, and facts given
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under one head, e.g. age, could not be combined
with tliose given under another, e.g. illiteracy.

In 1850 a radical change was introduced, and for

the first time every inhabitant was recorded by
name, the questions being answered for each per-

son specifically, and not for the family group of

which he was a part. This change in the manner
of asking the questions necessitated the establish-

n:ent of a central ollice in Washington in which
all the schedules were gathered and the tabula-

tions made. The collection of the figures was in

the hands of the United States marshals until

1880, but since that date has been in charge of

the Census Office, and considerable improvement
in the quality of the returns has resulted. The
census of 1900 was taken under a law of 1899,
which notably improved the mechanism of cen-

sus-taking in minor points.

Census Methods.—The operations of the cen-

sus are manifold, and can be stated only in the
briefest manner. Preliminary steps are the
preparation of the schedules and the division of

the country into enumeration districts. The
schedules are sometimes minutely prescribed by
law, but the better way is for the act to enimier-
ate the points to be covered and leave the formu-
lation of the questions to the experience and
discretion of the census authorities. The country
must be divided into well-defined enumeration
districts, containing approximately the same
number of persons, and not too extensive to be
fully covered by the enumerator in the time al-

lotted to him. In countries where the census
is taken in a single day, the districts must of
necessity be -smaller than in the United States,
where two weeks are given the enumerator in

cities, and a month in rural districts. After
he has completed his work his papers are sent
to Washington for examination and tabulation.
In 1800 the work of tabulation was done by
electrical machines, the invention of Mr. Herman
Hollenth. These machines have now acquired a
permanent place in census work. The facts re-

corded on the schedules are drawn off by a
punching machine on cards, where each perfora-
tion represents some one of the characteristics
noted on the schedules. Such a card is prepared
for each individual. The cards are placed in a
holder and brought into contact with a large
number of points corresponding in location to
the perforations. If there is a hole in the card
the point passes through, establishes a current,
and makes a record upon a recording dial. The
points which touch the cards at places where
there are no perforations are pushed back by
springs and return into place when the card
is taken out. By means of this machine the
count is made with imerring accuracy and the
number of combinations of the different data is

greatly increased. It will be readily understood,
if it has not been expressly stated, that a modem
census of population is something more than
a statement of the number of the people. The
facts usually embraced in census inquiries re-

late to sex, race, age, nativity, citizenship, con-
jugal condition, occupation, literacy, and, in
foreign countries, religious belief.

' The geo-
graphical distribution of the people gives another
and most important element. These various ele-

ments in conjunction with the geographical de-
tail furnish an almost endless variety of com-
binations. The result is a minute analysis of
the population from these various points of view.

The Scope of Census Enumerations.—The de-
cennial census authorized by the Constitution has
from the beginning been utilized to secure in-

formation beyond the mere number of inhabi-
tants, which would have satisfied the constitu-
tional requirement. This tendency showed itself

first in the elaboration of the population sched-
ules already noted, but as early as 1810 addi-
tional inquiries were added. As time progressed
these became \ery numerous, and reached their
culmination in 1890, when, among twenty-five
volumes which contained the results of the cen-
sus, two only relate to the count of the popula-
tion. The multiplication of inquiries was
thought to retard the progress of the main in-

vestigations, and by the law governing the census
of 1900, the enumeration was limited to popula-
tion, mortality, agriculture, and manufactures.
The law stipulated, moreover, that the work
should be complete in two years and the publica-
tion in January, 1902, of the first volume of the
population report promises the fulfillment of

the requirement. We may turn now to a brief

consideration of the lines of inquiry represented
in the census of 1900. The obvious value of mor-
tality statistics has led, in the United States,

to the attempt to gather them through the cen-

sus. The question as to the deaths which had
occurred during the census year first appeared
in 18,50, and has not since been omitted. The
returns are notoriously defective, and it is

usually recognized among statisticians that ac-

curate figures can only be obtained by systematic
and continuous registration. The widespread
interest in vital statistics is probably responsi-

ble for the maintenance of this inquiry among
the census schedules. The only valuable part
of these volumes is that which assembles the re-

sults of the registration records from those parts
of the country where they exist. But the at-

tempt to gather general mortality statistics in

this manner flouts the distinction between cen-

sus and registration noted in the beginning of

this article.

Agriculture first appeared as a subject of in-

quiry in 1840, when a few general questions as to

the value of farm crops were asked. In 1850 we
find a special schedule for farmers, but the range
of the inquiry was not materially increased

though the form of question was much improved.

In 1880 the scope of the inquirj' was greatly

widened and special inquiries concerning cereals

and forestry were undertaken. The develop-

ment of the census has been more in the detail of

publication than in change of method.

The history of manufacturing statistics dates

back to the census of 1810. Without instructions

or definite schedules, the marshals were directed

to report upon the manufactures in their dis-

tricts. The mass of heterogeneous material

which resulted could not be gathered together

into statistics, though they formed the basis for a
general statement by Mr. Tench Co.xe, in which
estimate and conjecture were freely used to

supplement defects of the data. The follow-

ing census of 1820 had a better schedule, but

results were hardly more satisfactory. Indeed,

so general was the discontent with the figures

that in 18.30 the inquiry was abandoned. While

an attempt was again made in 1840 to col-

lect such statistics, it was not until 1850. with

a reorganized census service, that valuable re-

sults were secured. The separate schedule for
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manufacturing and mechanical industries adopt-

ed in 1850 was in form substantially tlie same
as that now in use. It has been gradually ex-

panded and improved. In 1880 the industrial

schedule.s were confided to special agents in

cities and manufacturing districts. With the

census of 1880 were incorporated a large number
of special inquiries, and for the more important
industries a mass of specifically appropriate mat-
ter was collected.

Among the subjects of census inquiry in 1880

and 18!K) we find, in addition to those above
described, defective classes, crime, pauperism,
and l)enevolence, mines and mining, fish and fish-

eries, social statistics, education, insurance,

mortgages, farm and home proprietorship and
indebtedness, churches, transportation, wealth,

del)t and taxation, social statistics of cities and
Indians.

Bibliography. The fullest account of the

census of the United States is found in an offi-

cial publication, Wright and Hunt, The History
and (irou'lh of the United States Census (Wash-
ington, 1900). Consult, also: The Federal Cen-
sus, by a Committee of the American Economic
As.sociation (New York, 'ISOO) ; Falkner, "The
Development of the Census," in Annals of the

American Academy of Political and Social

Science (Philadelphia, 1898). For the methods
of European countries, the most useful com-
pilation is Bodio, Studi preparatorii per il iv.

censimcnto decennale deUa popolazione del regno
(Rome, 1892), the author of which was the Di-

rector of the Italian Statistical Bureau. Dr.

Bertillon, chief of the Municipal Statistics of

Paris, has published Statistique intemationale
rfsiiltant des recensements de la population dans
Ics divers pays d'Evrope (Paris, 1899), a com-
pilation of the results of European censuses oi

population.

CENT (Fr. cent, from Lat. centum, hundred).
A coin of the United States valued at the one-

hundredth part of a dollar. The division of

the coinage imit into hundredths is quite fre-

quent ; and names indicating this division are
found in the centime of France, the centesimo
of Italy, the centavo of the South American re-

publics, and the cent of Holland. In Belgium
the coins of one and two centimes are popularly
known as cents. In the United States the use
of the word cent dates from the act of Congress
of 1786 which adopted the dollar of one hundred
cents as the coinage basis of the United States.

While in Colonial times dollars (Spanish) were
frequent in the circulation, the minor coins in

use were either English coppers or home-made
substitutes for them. In 1787 a mint estab-

lished by Congress at New Haven, Conn., began
coining what are known as the 'Fregio' or
'Franklin' cents, which were issued for many
years. In 1791 a coin bearing a head of Wash-
ington and the words 'one cent' was struck in

England as a pattern piece, and in 1792 another,
Avithout the word 'cent,' both of these meeting
with the President's modest disapproval. In 1792
(April 2) Congress authorized the issue of a
copper cent of 264 grains, and a half-cent in

proportion. These appeared in 1793. the cent
being reduced to 208 grains. In 179G (act of

January 26) the weight of the cent was reduced
to 168 grains and the half-cent was ])roportion-

ately reduced, a new design being adopted also.

The head of Liberty was changed in 1808, and
again in 1810. In 1815 and 1835 no copper coins

were issued. By act of March 3, 1851, a three-

cent coin, three-fourths silver, was authorized,

and in 1853 its weight was reduced from 12%
grains to 11.52 grains. By the act of February
21, 1857, the half-cent was discontinued, and the
old copper cent was replaced by a smaller coin,

composed of .88 copper and .12 nickel, and weigh-
ing 72 grains. In 1864 (act of April 22) the
bronze cent was introduced, weighing 48 grains,
and consisting of .95 copper and .05 tin and
y.inc. By the same act the one and two cent coins
were made a legal tender for sums not exceed-
ing 10 and 20 cents respectively, and the coinage
of two-cent pieces to weigh 96 grains was au-
thorized. In 1805 (act of March 3) the one and
two cent coins became each a legal tender to the
amount of 4 cents only, and a three-cent coin
was authorized, to consist of three-fourths cop-

per and one-fourth nickel, to weigh 30 grains,

and to be legal tender for any sum not exceeding
60 cents. In 1866 (May 16) a new act provided
for the coinage of a five-cent piece, three-fourths
copper and one-fourth nickel, to weigh 77.16
grains, and to be a legal tender for any sum not
exceeding $1. The 'Coinage Act of 1873' (Febru-
ary 12) discarded the two-cent piece and limited
the issue of coins of the denomination of cent
to a five-cent piece and a three-cent piece (three-

fourths copper and one-fourth nickel, and weigh-
ing 77.16 and 30 grains respectively), and a
one-cent piece ( .05 copper and .05 tin and zinc,

weighing 48 grains). The coins authorized by
this act Avere made a legal tender at their nom-
inal value for any amount not exceeding 25
cents in any one pajTiient. The minor coinage
was further simplified by the discontinuance of
the three-cent piece by act of September 26,
1890. The cents issued in 1793, 1799, and 1804,
and the copper cent of 1856 are very rare, as are
the half-cents of 1793, 1831, 1840-48, and 1852.
See Numismatics.

CENTAU'REA (Neo-Lat., from Lat. Cen-
tnurin, Gk. Kivraipfiov, kentaureion, from Gk.
Kivravpog, kcntauroft, centaur). A genus of

plants of the natural order Compositae, contain-
ing at least 400 species of annual and perennial
herbaceous plants, chiefly natives of the Mediter-
ranean regions and Australia. The bluebottle,

or corn bluebottle {Centanrea cyranus) , is com-
mon in grain-fields in Europe, and has escaped
from gardens in parts of the United States. The
juice of the florets of the disk, with a little alum,
dyes a beautiful and permanent blue. The large
bluebottle (Ccntaurea montana) , a native of cen-

tral Europe, is frequently cultivated in flower-

gjirdens. Its flowers are considerably larger, and
it is a perennial. Sweet sultan (Centanrea
moschata) , a native of the Levant, with fra-

grant flowers, is also conunon in flower-gardens.

It is an annual or biennial. Several species

having the involucre spiny bear the name of
star-thistle. Centanrea calcitrapa being most
widelj' known.

CENTAURS (T>it. Centauri, Gk. KevTuvpoc,

Kentauroi, of uncertain etymology). A race of
monsters, half man and half horse, which Greek
legend localized in Thessaly. Such monsters
are very early represented in Greek art. armed
with a double-headed axe or branches of trees,

and frequently in combat with an archer. Two
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types may be distinguished. In one a human
body from the waist upward is joined to the

l>ody and four legs of a liorse ; in the earlier type

the fore legs are also human, and the hinder parts

only are equine. Greek legend knows two good
centaurs, Chiron
(q.v.) and Pholus;
but the others are
represented as sav-

age and lustful.

They appear most
often in battle with
the Lapithae

(
q.v. )

,

or with Heracles.

In later art they
appear in the Di-

on y s i a c circle,

drawing the char-

iot of the god,

plagued by Cupids,

or in company with
satyrs and nymphs.
The etjTiiology and
original meaning
of the name are

wholly uncertain.

It is possible that

they are a personi-

fication of the winter torrents so common in

Greece and often very destructive.

CENTAUIIUS (Lat., from Gk. Klvravpoc,

Kcntauros) . The Centaur, one of the constella-

tions in the Southern Hemisphere, represented

on the celestial globe by a form half man and
half horse. The principal star in this constelli.

tion, a Centauri, has been found to have the

largest parallax (q.v.) of any fixed star. In
other words, a Centauri is nearer to us in space

than any other star. The difficulty of measur-
ing stellar distance is so great, on account of

the extreme delicacy of the necessarj' obser\'a-

tions, that it was not until 1838 that such meas-
urements were rendered possible by Bessel (q.v.),

who determined the parallax of 61 Cygni with
great precision. In the very next year Hender-
son, at the Cape of Good Hope Observatory,

measured the parallax of a Centauri, but hia

results have since been replaced by the more ac-

curate recent heliometric observations of Gill

and Elkin, made at the same observatory. These
astronomers make the distance 4.4 light-years,

a 'light-year' being the distance traversed by
light in one year. When we remember that light

mo/es with a velocity of ISG.3.30 miles a second,

we can form some idea of the immense distance

separating us from our nearest neighbor among
the fixed stars.

CENTAURY (Lat. centduria, Gk. KEvrai'.

ptinv, l:tiit(iurci'j)i. from Gli. Kevravpo^, kentauros,
centaur; so called because it was supposed to

have healed the wounded foot of the centaur
Chiron), Eri/ihrtra. A genus of plants of the

order Gentianaceie. having a funnel-shaped regu-

lar five-partite corolla. The species are pretty

little annuals, natives chiefly of the temp<'rate

parts of Europe and Asia, with pink or rose-

»colored flowers. They possess the tonic and
other medicinal virtues of gentian, and although
not frefjuently administered by physicians, are

an important domestic medicine; and the tops

are collected, when the plant is in flower, by the

country people both in England and on the Con-

tinent of Europe, to be employed in cases of

dyspepsia, in intermittent fevers, and as a vermi-
fuge. They contain a substance called cen-

taurin, the hydrochlorate of which is said to be

an excellent febrifuge. The common centaury
(Erythrcea centaurium) is the species most fre-

quent in Great Britain, a plant of eight inches

to a foot in height, with flowers collected in

loose heads, growing in dry pastures. Two or
three other species are found on sandy seashores.

Nearly allied to these is the American centaury
{Sabbatia angularis) , an annual plant with an
erect, quadrangular stem, extensively distributed
throughout the United States and Canada, and
much used in the domestic practice of America
as a prophylactic against autumnal fevers in

strong infusions and large and repeated doses.

There are more than a dozen species of Sabbatia
in the United States, and the European species

of centaury are introduced to some extent in

waste grounds.

CENTENARY (Lat. centenarius, consisting

of a hundred, from centeni, numbered by hun-
dreds, from centum, hundred). A hundredth
of anything; a period of a hundred years; but
usually employed to denote the commemoration
of an important event. The centenary of Ameri-
can independence was celebrated by a centennial

exhibition in 1876; the 6J-centenary of Pope's
birth in 1888; the fer-centenary of Shakespeare's
birth in 1864; the oc^o-centenary of the Bologna
University in 1888. See Millenaby.

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION, Intebna-
TIOXAI.. An international exhibition of arts,

manufactures, and products of the soil and
mines, held in Philadelphia, Pa., from May 10

lo November 10, 1876. The exhibition was de-

signed as a celebration of the one hundredth anni-

versary of the Declaration of Independence, and
to illustrate the progress and industrial develop-

nient which had taken place since that event.

The project was originally proposed by an asso-

ciation of citizens of Philadelphia in 1870. and
was officially authorized by Congress on March
3, 1871, when a centennial commission, of which
.loseph R. Hawley became president, was named
by President Grant. This commission, on May
12, 1873, appointed Alfred T. Goshorn director-

general, under whose immediate direction the

various subordinate officers were then chosen.

The funds for the exhibition were obtained from
the following appropriations: City of Philadel-

phia, .$1,.500,000: State of Pennsylvania, $1..500,-

000; Congress, $1,500,000; and private subscrip-

tions, $2,300,000. .\ site in Fairmount Park, com-
prising an area of 236 acres, was inclosed, within

which more than 200 buildings were erected. Of
these, the Main Building, a structure of iron and
glass, was designed for the exhibition of manu-
factures, prodiicts of mines and nietallurg>-, and
various objects showing the development of sci-

ence and education of all nations. It covered an
area of 20 acres, and was 1880 feet long by 464

feet wide: Machinery Hall, next in size, was 1402

feet long by 360 feet wide, and was c<instructed

of wood, with iron ties and struts into large

traces upon piers of solid masonrj'; Agricultural

Hall was 820 feet long by 540 feet wide, and was
of w(H>d and glass; Horticultural Hall, of iron

and glass, in the Moorish style of architecture,

was .383 feet long by 193 feet wide; and Memorial
Hall, of granite, glass, and iron, in the modem
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Renaisannee style of arehitofture, was used as an
art pillerv, and was 3fi6 feet long by 210 feet

wide and'8» feet in height, costing $1,500,000.

This building was construcU'd in perniunent form,

and has since l)cen used as an art niuseuui. The
snutlicr buildings were erected at the expense of

various countries. States, and individual firms.

In accordance with an act of Congress of June
6, 1874, the President invited foreign govern-

ments to be represented and take part in the in-

ternational exhibition. Forty-nine foreign gov-

ernments and dejjendencies responded to this

invitation; and many, in addition to sending im-

portant exhibits of their products, erected build-

ings on the grounds for the use of their respective

commissions.

The exhibits, of which there were upward
of 50,000, were classified in 30 groups, each of

which was subdivided into classes, and these in

turn were again subdivided into smallerdivisions.

They were examined by a jury of awards, of

which Francis A. Walker was chief, composed of

233 judges, of whom 118 were foreign and 115

American. Awards, consisting of a diploma and
a medal, were granted to 13,104 exhibitors, 7802

being given to foreign countries and 5302 to the

United States. The total number of admissions

was 9,910,900, of which 8,004,274 were paid. The
largest number of persons .admitted on any one

day was on Pennsylvania Day (September 28),

wlien 274,919 persons entered the grounds. Dur-
ing the exhibition the Governors of the various

States were invited to accompany excursions

to the fair, where usually receptions were held

in the State buildings. By such means, interest

was stinuilated, and citizens generally took

advantage of these excursions to visit the ex-

hibition. Representatives from each State and
Territory were invited to deliver addresses upon
its history, progress, present condition, and re-

sources; also various organizations held meet-

ings on the exhibition grounds on special days.

There were, also, the following official ceremonies

connected with the exhibition: 0[)ening exer-

cises, on ^fay 10; centennial celebration of the

Declaration of Independence, on July 4; dis-

tribution of awards to exhibitors, on September

27; and closing exercises, on November 10.

The Centennial Exhibition marked an impor-

tant stage in the industrial development of the

United States, as well as in the growth of indus-

trial expositions generally. Coming, as it did,

at a time of prosperity following the Civil War,
it offered an opportunity for individual manufac-
turers to show the great advances that had been

made under the stimulus of the demands of active

trade. It was, moreover, the first opportunity

where the products and manufactures of every

section of the United States were so brought to-

gether as to give a concrete representation of the

material resources and capacities of the nation

as a whole. The international aspect given to the

exhibition by the coiiperation of foreign countries

served to emphasize the closer commercial rela-

tions that were being established between the

United States and various distant nations. From
South America and the Far East came extensive

exhibits; and it may be mentioned as a single

consequence that articles of Japanese manufac-
ture became well known in the United States for

the first time, and soon entered into extensive use

for decorative and other purposes. The fine

quality of many goods exhibited by European

makers was impressed upon American manufac*
turers, and an important result was the tendency
to adapt their labor-saving and more rapid ma-
chinery to tlic manufaclure of higlier grades
and more ornamental products. The bringing
togetlier of importtint works of art also was an
event of imi)ortance to tiie American people,
whose art galleries and academies were at that
time in little more than a fonnative state. Great-
est of all the les8(ms learned from the exhibition
was the realization, not only of the great prog-
ress, but of the extended and diverse resourccii of
the nation, together with its homogeneity and po-

tentiality in industrial matters, in spite of the
then recent war, devastating a large and im-
portant territory. As the exhibition was visited
by numerous visitors from abroad, tliese facts
were equally patent to them and served to demon-
strate to the world the extent of the development
of the United States. Regarded in its larger as-

pect, the Centennial Exhibition illustrated con-
ditions existing at a time when the changes
wrought by the development of rapid communica-
tion and the extended use of mechanical power in

various industries were clearly indicated. The
railway, telegraph, and post-office had already
bound the world closely together, so that a more
intimate acquaintance among nations and easier

interchange of goods was possible. The use of
steam and inventive genius had efTected trans-

formations in manufacturing, and the methods in

vogue in the United States were now brought to
the serious attention of Europe. As an exhibition,

the Centennial was organized on a larger scale

and on a more truly international basis than any
previously attempted, and as a result its success

was extraordinary. Being the first exhibition of

the kind in the United States, it paved the way
for subsequent undertakings which have proved
as successful. See Exhibitions, Inuistbial.

The hi.story of the exhibition is given in a
series of nine volumes published by the Depart-
ment of State (Washington, 1880), of which
Vols. I. and II. are devoted to the reports of the
director-general and the chiefs of the bureaus of

administration; Vols. 111. to VI II., which were
edited by Francis A. Walker, to a description of

the exhibits: and Vol. IX., a quarto volume, by
Dorsey Gardner, to the grounds and buildings.

CENTENNIAL STATE. Colorado. See

States, I'dpilau Names of.

CENTENO, th&n-ta'nd, Diego (1505-49). A
Spanish soldier, born at Ciudad Rodrigo. In

1534 he went with Pedro de Alvarado to Peru,

where he contended aprainst the elder Almagro
at Las Salinas ( 1.538), and the younger Almagro
at Chapas (1542) ; made himself master of part

of the country by killing the tyrannical Alma-
dras; and in 1544 declared against Gonzalo Pi-

zarro. He was, however, several times defeated

by Carvajal, and, his army being disbanded, was
compelled to seek refuge in a cave near Arequipa.

On the arrival of Gasca, the envoy of Charles

v., Centeno collected an army in support of the

Rovalist cause in Charcas, but was again de-

feated (October 20, 1547) by Pizarro and Car-

vajal at Huarina. In the following year he con-

tributed to the final defeat of Pizarro, toward

whom he displayed more clemency than did the

other Royalists'. His death, at La Plata, is

said to have been caused by poison administered
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at a baiKjiK't by officers who feared the revela-

tions which he had purposed to make to the King.

CENTER. See Centre.

CENTERING. See Centbino.

CEN'TERVILLE. A eity and the county-

soat of Apjianoose County, Iowa, 90 miles south-

east of l)«'s Moines, on the Chicago, Rock Island

and Pacific, the Keokuk and Western, and the

Iowa Central railroads (Map: Iowa. D4). Coal

and limestone underlie the vicinity, and large

quantities are shipped. Pork-packing and the

exportation of live stock are prominent indus-

tries, and there are manufactures of lumber,

flour, iron, and other articles. The city has a

park and a public library. Settled in 1847,

Centerville was incorporated in the following

year. Its government is administered by a

mavnr, elected bienniallv, and a city council.

Population, in 1890, 3668'; in 1900, 5256.

CENTERVILLE. A town and county-seat

of QutHMi Anne County, Md., 30 miles east by
north of Annapolis, on the Corsica River, at the

liead of navigation, and on the Queen Anne's and
the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore

railroads (Map: ifaryland, N 4). The town is

Kurrounded by a fertile agricultural and peach-

growing district, and has carriage-works, ma-
chine-shops, flour-mill, canning-factory, cream-
try, shirt-factory, etc. The water-works are

owned by the mimicipality. Population, in

1890, 1309; in 1900, 1231.

CENT-GARDES, siix'gard'. The title of a
special body-guard instituted by Louis XI. of

Prance in 1474, consisting of 100 nobles, acting

as guards of the palace, each of whom main-
tained two archers. The latter were later devel-

oped into the gardes du corps. The Cent-gardes

v.ere disbanded in 1727 by Louis XV., restored

by Napoleon III., and finally dissolved at the

fall of the Empire.

CENTIGRADE SCALE (Fr., from Lat. cen-

tum, hundred + gradus, degree). A scale for

thermometers where the zero is fixed at the freez-

ing-point of water, and the 100° point at the

temperature at which water boils under a pres-

sure of 760 millimeters (30 inches). See Thek-
MOMETKY and Thermometers.

CENTIME, sjix'tem' (from Lat. centesimus,

hundredth, from centum, hundred). In the

French monetary system, the hundredth part of

a franc, or two mills.

CENTIPEDE, or CENTIPED (Lat. centi-

peda, centupcda, from centum, hundred -f- pes,

foot). Centipedes belong to the order Chilopoda,

one of the two principal groups of the Myria-

poda, and in some places are popularly known
as 'galley-worms.' They have fewer segments in

the body than the Chilognatha, the millipedes,

in which respect they more closely approach
spiders and insects; a centipede, indeed, is like

a primitive insect in structure. The form of

the boily is flattened, has more concentration

headward than in the millipedes, and each seg-

ment bears one pair of legs. In counting the

segments, the ventral surface should be observed,

for the dorsal shields often overlap. The head,

covered by a flat shield, bears a pair of long

antenna", a pair of small, strong mandibles, and
a [)air of vmder jaws; and it contains poison-

glands, the venom being emitted through a pair

of modified legs.

Uabits and Habitat.—Centipedes are active
and ferocious. All are fond of dark and damp
places, and stay by day under stones and bark, in

decaying wood and leaves, or in loose soil. They
go in search of food by night, devouring worms,
moUusks, and insects, which they are able to
pursue with much persistence, guided almost
wholly by the sense of touch, for their powers
of vision are at the best poorly developed. Only
one family, Scutigeridae, has compound eyes.

In the other forms the eyes are simple or absent.
According to Plateau, centipedes can distinguish
light from dark, but, since they are night prowl-
ers, the blind forms seem to get on as well a»
the others. As destroyers of insects, etc., cen-

tipedes are, therefore, of practical importance
to agriculture. The smaller forms seldom, if

ever, bite man, and the poison is never fatal.

The bite of the large tropical forms, however,
is painful and serious. According to Humboldt,
the children of South American Indians tear off

the head and eat the remainder of the body.

Classification and History.—Four families are
distinguished—namely, Scutigeridae, Lithobiidae,

Scolopendridap, and GeophilidiP. To the Scuti-

geridae belong long, stout myriapods, and the
genus Scutigera is distinguished by its long
legs, but is rare in the United States north of
New York City. The body of the Lithobiidae is

unevenly jointed. The genus Lithobius is of

world-wide distribution, Lithobius forficatus in-

habiting both Europe and America. The Scolo-

pendridae usually have four ocelli and from 17

to 20 jointed antennae. To the genus Scolo-

pendra the large-jointed centipedes belong, such
as the giant centipede (Scolopendra gigantea) of

tropical America and the West Indies. The
Geophilidae have from 30 to 200 segments, the

typical genus (Geophilus) inhabiting both Eu-
rope and America, under stones and decaying
wood. One European species is phosphorescent.

The centipedes appeared later in geological times
than the millipedes. A Geophilus occurs in the

Lower Carboniferous of Nova Scotia and the

coal formations of Germany, and the order is

well represented in Tertiary times. Compare
Millipede ; and for bibliography, etc., see Myria-
roDA.

CENTLIVRE, sllN'tl^'vr', Susanna (c.l667-

1723). An English dramatic authoress, the

daughter of a Lincolnshire gentleman named
Freeman, bom (most probably) in Ireland. Her
early history is obscure; but when sixteen years

of age she won the heart of a nephew of Sir

Stephen Fox, who, however, died shortly after

their marriage. Her second husband (an oflScer

named (Carrol) lost his life in a duel. Left in

extreme poverty, his widow endeavored to sup-

port herself by writing for the theatre, and after

producing a tragedy called The Perjured Hus-
band, made her appearance on the stage. She
afterwards married (1700) Joseph Centlivre,

principal cook to Queen Anne. Of her plays. The
Husf/bodjf, in which the leading character. Mar-
plot, is highly amusing (1709) ; A Bold Stroke

for a Wife (1718): and The Wonder (1714),

though not distinguished by purity of style or

truthfulness of portraiture, are lively in their

plots, and have kept their place on the stage. Her
collected Dramatic Works appeared in 1761 (3

vols.) : new edition containing an account of her
life (Ix)ndon, 1872).
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CENT NOUVELLES NOUVELLES, sUn
uoC'vOl' ( Kr., Imiulrt'd now stories). A follet--

Ijon of Fn-ncli talcs, niimy of tlieiii tukt-n from
the works of Italian novelists, first printed by
\'6rard, in an undated folio, from a manuseript
of the year 1456. Boocaecio (q.v.) and Poggio
(q.v. ) are the principal sources. The tales were
originally written for the Court of Burgundy,
probably at the direction of Philip the Good
(q.v.). Antoine de la Salle had scmie part in

collecting and editing them. They were repub-

lishe<l in Paris in 1858, under the editorship of

Thomas Wright. They are marked by an ex-

tremely cynical and obscene wit.

CEN'TO (Fr. centon, It. cen^one, from Lat.
cento, patchwork, Gk. KtvTfXJv, kentrdn, patch-
work, from KtvTpov, kcntron, pin, from Kurdv,
lentein, to prick). A name applied to literary

trivialities in the form of poems manufactured
by putting together distinct verses or passages

of one author, or of several authors, so as to

make a new moaning. After the decay of genu-
ine poetry among thjR Greeks, this worthless
verse manufacture came into vogue, as is proved
by the Homero-ccntones, a patchwork of lines

taken from Homer (edited by Toucher, Leip-

zig, 1793) ; but it was much more common among
the Romans in the later times of the Empire,
when Vergil was frequently abused in this fash-

ion, as in the Cento yuptialis of Ausonius (who
gives rules for the composition of the cento),

and especially in the Cento Vergilianus, con-

.structed in the Fourth Century by Proba Fal-

conia, wife of the proconsul Adelfius, and giv-

ing, in Vergil's misplaced words, an epitome of

sacred history. The cento was a favorite recrea-

tion in the Middle Ages. In the Twelfth Cen-
turj' a monk named Metellus contrived to make
a cento of spiritual hymns out of Horace and
Vergil. Consult Delepierre, Tableau de la lit-

teraturc du centon (London, 1874-75).

CENTO, chfn'to. A city in northern Italy,

IG miles north of Bologna, situated in a fertile

plain, on the left bank of the Reno (Map: Italy,

J? 3). It has a former palace of Count Chia-
velli-Pannini, and in the cluirches are many
paintings by Guercino, whose interesting home
is still shown, and whose statue adorns the prin-

cipal square. Cento is connected by canal with
San Giovanni and with Forrara. and is a hemp
and rice market. Population (commune), in

1881, 17,000; in 1001, 19,118.

CENTCNES H0MEB1CI (Lat., Homeric
centos, translation of Gk. ofir/iMKivrpuveg, homSr-
okentrones, or 6fiT/f)6Kt:vTf)a, homerokentra, from
0/jiT/po^, Horn eras, Homer -+- Ktvrpuv, kentrdn,
cento). A poem founded on the life of Christ
and written in Homeric hexameters. It dates
probably from the Fifth Contur\% and was
printed by Aldus in 1501, and by Stephens in

1568. It has been ascribed to the Empress
Eudocia.

CENTO NOVELLE ANTICHE, ch§n'td
n6-vel'l& an-te'kft (It., hundred new stories). A
collection of tales belonging to Italy and the
Thirteenth Century. They are founded variously
on historical events and mediaeval romances and
tableaux. See Italian Language and Litera-
TIRE.

CENTORBI, ch?n-tor'b«. The former name
of the Sicilian city Centuripe (q.v.).

CENTRAL AMERICA. That portion of the
AmoriciiM continent iK'twoon Mexico on the north
and Colombia on llic soutii, embracing the States
of Costa llica, Nicaragua, Salvador, Honduras,
and Guatemala, and the Colony of Briti.sh Hon-
duras (Map: World, America, J 8—special
map). It extends from latitude 8° to 18° 30' N.,
and has un area estimated at about 181,500
square miles. Where it joins the Isthmus of
I'anama the distance between the Atlantic and
Pacific is reduced to about 75 miles. It is in

general a mountainous region, the elevations
reaching about 13,000 feet in the north, and over
11,000 feet in the south. The interrupted moun-
tain chain along the west coast is, in a sense, the
connecting link between the cordilleras of North
and South America. The chain includes numer-
ous volcanoes, which have ejected enormous quan-
tities of lava and ashes. Tliere are two extensive
lakes, those of Nicaragua and ilanagua. The
west coast of Central America is bold and steep,

but most of the eastern coast lies at low altitudes.
The population is cliiefly of mixed Spanish and
Indian blood. The prehistoric remains in this
region are of great interest.

History. The coast of Central America was
first sighted by Columbus on his fourth voyage,
in August, 1502. After 1513 a part of what is

now Costa Rica was conquered by Pedro Arias de
A Vila. From 1.522 to 1525 the country was in

dispute between Avila and Cortez, who, after the
conquest of Mexico, dispatched Alvarado to sub-
due Guatemala (1523-24). Cortez himself in-

vaded the country in 1524-25, completing its sub-

jugation. All of Central America constituted
the Captain-Generalcy of Guatemala until 1821.

In that year Guatemala proclaimed its inde-

pendence, and in 1822 the five Audiencias, corre-

sponding to the present five States, were united
to the Mexican Empire of Iturbide. They re-

gained their independence soon after, and in

July, 1823, constituted themselves the Republic
of the United States of Central America. From
the first there was a bitter conflict between the
Federalist element, which was strongest in Hon-
duras, and the Conservative Party, comprising
the clergy and the old Spanish bureaucracy,
which were opposed to centralization, their
stronghold being Guatemala. Tlie struggle be-

tween those two elements has persisted to the
present day, and has shown itself in the numer-
ous unsuccessful attempts to establish a fed-

erated Central America. The Liberals were in

the ascendent up to 1839, under the leadership

of General Moraz6n. In 1839, however, the
union was dissolved, as the result of the success-

ful uprising of the Conservatives of Guatemala
under Carrera. General Moraz6n made an at-

tempt to restore the Federal Republic, but was
captured and shot in Costa Rica in 1842. In that
year a now union of all the States, excepting
Costa Rica, was brought about, but this was
dissolved in 1845. Costa Rica, in general, took
very little part in the political affairs of Central
America. In 1850 Honduras, Salvador, and Nic-

aragua endeavored to restore the Republic by
force, but their armies were overthrown in the
following year by Carrera. It was during the

period of disturbances which followed the victory
of Guatemala that the filibuster Walker (q.v.)

made his audacious attempts to seize on the Gov-
ernment of Nicaragua (1856) and Salvador
(1860). Of subsequent efforts to establish a fed-
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erated republic in Central America, the most
important were those of Barrios, President of

Ciuateniala, who resorted to force (1885) and
perished in the attempt, and the peaceful union

formed in 1895 by Nicaragua, Salvador, and
Honduras, which combined to form the Greater

Kepublic of Central America, with provisions for

the admission of Guatemala and Costa Rica. A
constitution was adopted, and went into effect on
November 1, 1898, but one month later, owing to

the dissatisfaction of Salvador, the union was
dissolved. Great Britain, in 1665, extended her

protection to the Mosquito Coast, which was re-

linquished in 1850. Through colonization British

Honduras was established in that year. See
America: British Honduras; Costa Rica;
Guatemala; Honduras; Nicaragua; Salva-
dor: Mosquito Coast.

CENTRAL CITY. A city and county-seat of

Gilpin County, Col., 40 miles west by north of

Denver, on the Colorado and Southern Railroad

( Map : Colorado, E 2 ) . It is the centre of sup-

ply for a rich mining district, and is engaged in

gold-mining. The first discovery in the State of

gold in paying quantities was made at Central

City: it was settled in 1859, and was incorpo-

rated in 18G4. The government is administered

by a mayor, annually elected, and a city council.

There are municipal water-works. Population,

in 1890, 2480; in 1900, 3ll4.

CENTRAL CITY. The county-seat of Mer-
rick County. Nob., 132 miles west of Omaha, on
the Platte River, and on the Union Pacific and
the Burlington and Missouri River railroads

(Map: Nebraska. F 2). Population, in 1890,

1368: in 1900, 1571.

CENTRAL FALLS. A city in Providence

County, R. I., 4 miles north of Providence, on
the Bl'ackstone River, and on the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad (Map: Rhode Isl-

and, C 2). It has extensive manufactures of

cotton, woolen, and silk goods, haircloth, and
machinery. Central Falls has a public library

and parks, and obtains its water-supply from
Pawtueket, though it owns the pipe system by
which the water is supplied. The city, formerly

included in the town of Lincoln, was incorporated

in 1895, having been settled in the Eighteenth

Century. Under its present charter, the mayor
is elected annually, and the city council is a

bicameral assembly. The executive, with the

consent of the board of aldermen, nominates po-

lice ndioers, and the school committee is chosen

by popular election; except in these departments,

all ollicials are selected by the council. Popula-

tion, in 1900, 18,167.

CENTRAL FORCES. Forces which pro-

duce on a moving body an acceleration toward a
fixed jM'int called the 'centre of force.' Il-

lustrations are afforded by the motion of a stone

whirled in a sling, bj' the motion of the moon
with reference to the earth, or of the earth

with reference to the sun. It is evident, since

tile line of action of the force is through a fi.\ed

point, that the moving body will always move
in a definite plane, and that the moment of the

force anmnd a line through the fixed point per-

pendicular to this plane l)eing zero, there is no
change in the angular momentum around this

line. (See Mechanics.) This leads at once

to wlwt is called the principle of the 'conserva-

tion of areas,' or the statement that, if a radius

Vol. IV.-90.

vector be drawn from the fixed point to the

moving body, it will describe equal areas in

e(jual intervals of time; thus, the nearer the

body is to the centre, the greater must be its

speed.

It can be shown further that, if the force

is an attraction varying inversely as the square

of the distance from the centre to the body, the

orbit of the body will be an ellipse, hyperbola

or parabola, depending upon the conditions under
which the motion may be regarded as being

started, the centre of the force being a focus.

If the orbit is elliptical, it may be shown that

I he square of the period of revolution of the

body in its orbit is proportioned to the cube of

the major axis of the ellipse. See Tait and
Steele, Dynamics of a Particle (London, 1856).

The great astronomer Kepler, in 1609, by a
careful consideration of the observations of

Tycho Brahe on the motions of the planets, de-

duced the fact that these motions obeyed the

three laws stated above; viz. they satisfy the

conservation of areas, their orbits are elliptical

about the sun as a focus, and the squares of their

periods are proportional to the cubes of the major
axis of the orbit. These are, therefore, often

called 'Kepler's laws.' Sir Isaac Newton some
years later showed that these laws were a neces-

sary consequence of his principle of universal

gravitation, which states that any two particles

of matter act upon each other with a force of

attraction which varies directly as the product

of the masses of the particles and inversely as

the square of their distance apart, and of the

further principle that a large spherical body acts

upon outside points as if its matter were con-

centrated at its centre.

CENTRA'LIA. A city in Clarion County,

111., 62 miles east of Saint Louis, Mo., on the

Illinois Central, the Jacksonville and Saint

Louis, the Southern, and the Illinois Southern
railroads (Map: Illinois, C 5). It is the centre

of a noted fruit-growing countrj', and has a large

trade in fruit, especially apples and strawberries.

Coal-mining is another important industry, and
there are also the repair-shops of the Illinois

Central Railroad, flour-mills, glass-works, and
manufactures of boxes, crates, pick-handles, and
envelopes. The city owns and operates its water-

works, and has a large city hall, Carnegie public

library, and parks. Settled in 1853, Centralia

was incorporated in 1859, and is now governed

under a charter of 1872, since amended at various

times, which provides for a mayor, elected bien-

nially, and a citv council. Population, in 1890,

4763*; in 1900, 6721.

CENTRAL INDIA POLITICAL AGENCY.
The official name ft)r a group of feudatory States

in the centre of India, the principal of which

are Gwalior. Indore, Rewah. Bhopal, Bundel-

khand, Baghelkhand, and West Malwa. The
total numl)er. including the smaller States,

is over seventv, covering about 90,000 square

miles. Population, in 1801, 10.318.812; in 1901,

8,501.883.

CENTRALISTS. A political party in Mex-
ico, and some of the South American republics,

which advocated the centralization of the gov-

(rnment, as against a federalizjition of separate

States. It has b«»en a factor in Mexican politics

since 1823; and the fight for the ascendency

between it and the Federalists has caustnl many
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rtivolutioiiH in Spanish-Aineriean countries. See
C'KNTKAU/ATION ; ulsu MEXICO.

CENTRALIZATION. In political theory, a
term ux-d to tU-nuU- tht- tendency on the part of
a central auliiorily to reserve to itself increasing
powers of le<,Msiation and administration. Alore
strictly interpreted, the word centralization is

capable of bearin^j; a double meaning. It may
signify the complete unification of a political
entity as opposed to a loose as.semblage of quasi-
independent members. In this sen.se we speak
of a strongly centralized federal government as
opposed to a mere confederation of States. In
this sense, too, the term might be used to de-
scriiw the la.\ organization of the niediieval
State in whioli tlie element of nationality was
practically made inipo.ssible by the feudal sys-
tem. In its second meaning, centralization in a
State already completelj' unified would describe
the concentration of governmental functions in the
supreme Government in matters even of local
interest. In no State, of course, is there any
example of an absolutely centralized government,
since in the nature of things some degree of
power must be delegated to autliorities provin-
cial, municipal, and local, and thus in Russia,
which stands as a type of autocracy, we find
large powers of 'self-government enjoyed by the
rural communes especially. In proportion only
ns the tendency toward centralization is stronger
than the spirit of local self-government, can a
government be spoken of as centralized or not.
Jn ancient Rome the municipia possessed a very
large measure of self-government under laws
emanating from Rome. At the same time, so far
as the broader aspects of government were con-
cerned, the Empire was thoroughly centralized
and was ruled from the Urbs as a unit. In the
Middle Ages the power of the central govern-
ments, wherever there were such, was naturally
small, and the privileges of provincial divisions,
towns, and communes proportionately large.
Powers which are at present conceded to be
within the province of the sovereign, even in the
least centralized of modern States, such as the
administration of public charity and public edu-
cation and of justice, were, during the Middle
Ages, relegated to the clergy and the territorial
lords respectively. The growtk of modern States
has been in fact simply a great centralizing
movement, but in certain countries the process
of centralization has been more complete than in
others. England stands as a type of the first

class in which a way seems to have been found
for reconciling a strong central organization
with wide powers of local .self-government.
France may be taken as a type of the second
class, where the administration even of com-
munal affairs is in large measure regulated by
the central Government. In general, it may be
said that the Latin countries, in which the
traditions of the Roman Empire and the in-
fluence of the civil law are most strong, are more
highly centralized than the northern nations of
Europe. The extreme tendency on the part of a
government to arrogate to itself functions be-
longing to small groups of inhabitants may,
when applied to individuals, assume the char-
acter of paternalism or State socialism.

CENTRAL PARK. See New York City.

CENTRAL PROVINCES. A chief-commis-
eionership of British India, created in 18G1, and

embracing the former IMovince of Nagjjur, the
two territories of Sagar and Nerbudda, and
other territories added since (Map: India, D 4).
It is bounded by the Central India Agency and
Chota-Nagpur on the north, Orissa on the east,
Madras on the southeast, and Hyderaliad, Berar,
and Bombay on the sijuthwest and west. Its
total area is llo,J).3» scpiare miles, of wliich the
portion under direct British administration con-
tains 8(!,G17 scpiare miles. The surface is covered
with numerous hilly ranges, among which the
chief, the Satpura range, enters from the west,
runs in an easterly direction, and has numerous
olFshoots. The northern part l)elongs to the basin
of the Xerbudda and forms a valley of about 10,-
000 square miles, with an average elevation of
1000 feet above sea-level. The portion soutli of
the Satpura range is watered by the Wardha,
Wainganga, and the Mahanadi rivers, and con-
tains most of the cultivable land of the province.
All of these rivers are navigable for some dis-
tance except during the dry season.
The climate is hot and dry, and the rainfall is

generally satisfactory, but tiie soil absorbs the
moisture so quickly that artificial irrigation
becomes necessary in cultivation, and this is sup-
plied mostly by tanks. Of the total area of the
British possessions in the provinces, only about
one-fourth is cultivated, while the rest is either
unfit for cultivation or covered with forests and
jungle. About one-third of the total area under
cultivation consists of rice-fields, while the re-
mainder is under wheat and other food grains,
oilseeds, and cotton. The mineral deposits con-
sist chiefly of coal and iron. Tiie manufacturing
industries are but little developed and consist
chiefly in the production of cotton goods and iron
articles. The Central Provinces are traversed by
two almost parallel railway lines in the north
and in the south, connecting Bombay with Cal-
cutta and Allahabad.
The administration consists of a chief com-

missioner assisted by a secretary and a numlwr
of commissicmers in charge of difTerent depart-
ments. The British possessions are divided into
the four divisions of Nagpur, Jabalpur, Ner-
budda, and Chhattisgarh, each in charge of a
commissioner. The tributary. States are fifteen
in number.

Education is partly aided by the Government
and partly private. There ' are about 2300
schools of all kinds, of which only 300 are in
the native States. The population of the Brit-
ish territory was 10,784,294 in 1891, and 9,845,-
318 in 1901. The native States had a population
of 2,100,511 in 1891 and 1,983,490 in 1901.
Nearly 82 per cent, of the population is Hindu;
over 16 per cent. Animistic, and the remainder
is made up of Mohammedans, Jains, and Chris-
tians. The chief town and seat of administra-
tion is Nagpur (q.v.).

CENTRAL STATE. Kansas. See States,
POPII.AR X.\.Mi:S OK.

CENTRAL STATIONS. See Electric
LiGiiTiNc;: and Telephone.

CENTRARCHIDiE, sen-trar'kl-dg (Neo-
Lat., from Gk. kivt^ov, kentron, spine -+- apx^C,
archos, anus). A family of fresh-water fishes of
North America^ It includes the various bass,
sunfish, etc., all fishes of regular, well-balanced
form, marked by a spot on the operculum. There
are about thirty species, all gamey and voracious.
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and food-fish of considerable importance. They
build nests by cleaninji away an area of gravel

or sand, and watch them until the young are

able to swim. See Bass; Bream; Calico-Bass ;

Crapi'ik; rvOCK-BASS; Sunfish, etc.

CENTRE (Fr. centre, Lat. centrum, Gk. k/v-

rpov, kcntron, centre, from Kevvfiv, kentein, to

prick). A term variously used in mathematics.

(For centre of a curve, see Curves.) Centre of a

pencil, the vertex of a pencil of lines in a plane.

Similarly the vertex of a sheaf of lines is called

the centre. Centre of involution, a point in a

range of points in involution such that the

product of its distances from any two corre-

sponding points is constant. Centre of curva-

ture of a i)lane curve at any point, the centre of

the osculating circle (q.v.). Similarly the cen-

tre of curvature of a surface is the centre of

the osculating sphere. Centre of perspective,

homolof/!/. collincation, the point in which all

lines joining pairs of corresponding points in

perspective figures are concurrent. In case the

figures are congruent the centre of perspective is

called the centre of symmetry. (For centre of

similarity, or similitude, see Similarity.) Cen-

tre of mean position or mean centre of points on

a line, a point from which the algebraic sum
of the distances to the given points is zero. The
mathematical notion of centre of mean position

corres[)on(ls to the mechanical idea of centre of

mass and centre of gravity; e.g. the mean centre

of the vertices of a triangle, i.e. the centroid,

corresponds to the centre of mass of a homo-
geneous 1rinn,L'ul;ir plate.

CENTRE OF BUOYANCY. See Buoyancy.

CENTRE OF GRAVITY. Owing to gravita-

tion (q.v.), all bodies on the surface of the earth

are being acted on by forces drawing them
toward the centre of the earth. These forces are

all sensibly parallel, owing to the large size, of

the earth compared with that of most natural

objects, and produce what is ordinarily called

'weight.' The weight of any particle of matter
whose ma'JS is m is therefore equal to mp, where

g is the acceleration A\hich the body would have
toward the earth if allowed to fall freely. Tlie

value of f/ is jiroved by experiment to be the

same for all kinds and quantities of matter, but
to vary from point to point on the earth's sur-

face. Any large body may be considered as

made up of parts, all being acted upon by paral-

lel forces, and the resultant of these forces will

be the weight of the body, and will be a force

whose value, position, and direction are given by
the ordinary laws for compounding parallel

Mech.wics. ) The point in the

space connected with the body)
through which this re-

sultant always passes,

however the body is

turned or placed, is

called its 'centre of

gravity.' Thus, if m^
and m., are the masses
of two small bodies,

wliich may be called

'])articlos.' kept at a
distance h ai)art. their

centre of gravity may l)e calculated as follows:

Througii any pdint () in the vertical plane, in-

cluding the' particles, draw two straight lines,

OX and OY, at right angles to and parallel re-

spectively to the vertical lines representing the

weights of »H, and w™. l>et x, and x^ be the

)>erpendieular distances of w, and ?nj from OY;
then, by the law of parallel forces, the resultant

of the two forces .TOj.r/ and m^g is a parallel force

(mi + mi)g at a distance x from OY, where

m,gx, -\-m2gX2
^~ (m, -f m^g

Hence
ni,a;, 4- WjXa

X = 1

—

m, -r nij

Now, if the two bodies be moved in space,

.still keeping their distance h apart, OX and OY
moving with them, they

can be so j)laced that

forces. ( See
body ( or in

\
y^ ^

'C'-.

m,9

OX is now vertical, as

in the diagram. Call

the distances of w, and
W; from OX j/, and y^.

The resultant now is

a force (»i, + n\«)g

parallel to OX, and at

a distance y such that

Hence

y

(nil + m,)^

It is evident from geometry that in both cases

I he resultant passes through a point on the

line joining the two particles whose distance

from the one of ma.ss m is

[This may be shown by choosing to coincide

with the particle whose mass is m. In that case

Xy^ = 0, t/t = 0, and therefore

+ TOa
y — -yi

by similarAnd
triangles, these condi-

tions are satisfied by
a point C on the line

00' such that

00']oc=

—

±—
-X This point is. there-

•"f I fore, the centre of

N^ gravity, being inde-

pendent of the direction of the line OO'. It

is evident, further, from these t«quations for x
and y, that the centre of gravity coincides

with "the 'centre of inertia' (q.v.). The centre

of gravity (-f any number of particles nniy be

found in a perfectly similar way. For a uniform

straight wire or rod the centre of gravity is its

middle point; for a triangrriar plane figure it

i:; the intersection of the three bisectors of the

sides drawn from the opposite vertides; for a

homogeneous pyramid it is the point of inter-

section of the lines drawn from each vertex to

the centre of gravity of the opposite face.

If a solid body is suspended by a string fas-

tened to it. or if it is balanced on a point, the

line of action of this upward stipporting force

must pass through the centre of gravity, if the

body is at rest. This gives, therefore, a direct

method of determining the position of the c-entre

of gravity of a solid by experiment; suspend it
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by a string or balance it on a point, draw in the
body a vertical lino pnosing through the point
of support; suajx'nd the body by faMtening the

string to a diircn'ril point, or balance it witli

another portion of the body resting «»n the pivot,

draw in the b<Hl3' a vertical line through the new
point of Hup|>ort ; the intersection of these two
lines is the centre of gravity.

CENTRE OF GYRATION. It is proved in

mechanics (<|.v.) that the moment of inertia

of any rigid Ixnly alM)ut an axis throtigh the
centre of inertia may be written MIc*, where M
is the mass of the body, k is called the 'radius

of gj'ration* for that particular a.xis. A point

in the body at a distance k from this axis, and
so situated that the line joining it to the centre

of inertia is perjiendicular to the axis, is called

the 'centre of gyration.' If the whole mass of

the btxly were concentrated into a particle at
this point, and connected by a cord without mass
to the axis, it would have the same energy of

rotation as the original body if it had the same
angular motion. It is obvious that there will be

difbrent radii and centres of gyration for dif-

ferent axes of rotation.

CENTRE OF IMPACT. The mean point of

impact, or tlie mean of all the hits, when a pro-

jectile strikes a target a number of times. It

is a point of the mean trajectory. See Ballis-
tics; and GuNNEHY.
CENTRE OF INERTIA (Lat. inertia, inac-

tivity, literally unskillfulness) . The centre of

inertia of two particles whos<? masses are m, and
»Mj is defined as follows: Draw in the plane which
includes the two particles two lines OX and
OY at right angles to each other; let the dis-

V

i

1

'r

tances of the particles from OX be i/, and j/,, and
from OY be x, and j*,; then the centre of inertia

is such .a point that its distances from OY and
OX are given by the equations

»rt, 3F, + m- x^

y m. -I- in.

y =
It is evident from these equations that this

point coincides with the centre of gravity (q.v. ) ;

and that if the distance between the particles is

h, the centre of inertia is upon a line joining the

two particles at a distance equal to — h
'^ ^ w»j -r wij

from the particle OTi

[This is at once evident if the line OX is

chosen to pass through both particles, and if O
is made to coincide with the particle whose mass
is w,. In this case i/i == J/i = 0, hence i/ = 0;

as, = Oi a; = A, hence x , h

In a perfectly similar manner, the poHition

of the centre of inertia of any numl)er of par-

ticles or of a solid body made up of particles may
be calculated.

The physical properties of the centre of in-

ertia are most interesting. They are as follows:

( 1 ) If a blow or a force is applied to a body in

such a direction that the line of action passes
through the centre of inertia, the whole body
will rectMve a vel<K'ity in the direction of the
force ; there will lie no rotation, and the vehx-ity
and acceleration will be exactly what they would
be if the same blow or force were applied to a
single particle whose mass equals that of the
body. (2) If the line of action does not pass
through the centre of inertia, there will be rota-
tion exactly as if the centre of inertia were
pivoted ; but the body will also move as a whole
so that the centre of inertia will describe the
same path as it would if the line of action of
the force had passed through it. These two prop-
erties give a simple, self-evident method of locat-
ing the centre of inertia of a body by direct
experiment: Place it on a smooth table, and by
trying different directions determine one such
that a blow in this direction produces no rota-
tion, simply translation; draw a line in the body
marking this direction; locate another similar
line, and the centre of inertia is where these two
lines intersect.

Illustrations of these two general properties
of the centre of inertia are numerous. If a man
falls from a building without striking the wall
in his descent, his centre of inertia describes a
vertical line, however he twists or turns. If a
hammer is thrown obliquely upward in the air,
it will revolve rapidly; but one point of the
hanmier—viz. its centre of inertia—will describe
a smooth curve, called a parabola, which a
single particle would describe if it were thrown
iipward in the same manner. When a bomb-
shell explodes in its flight, the fragments fly off
in different directions; but their centre of in-
ertia at any instant is on a parabola, the same
that it would have followed if there had been no
explosion. See Mechanics.

CENTRE OF OSCILLATION (Lat. oscilla-
tio, a swinginji). The period of oscillation of a
simple pendulum—i.e. of a minute particle of
matter vibrating through a small amplitude at
the end of a fine thread which is supposed to be
without weight, is given by the formula:

where t =3.1410, / is the length of the thread,
and g is the acceleration of a falling body due to
gravity. Thus, the period varies as the square
root of the length of the pendulum. If, however,
the vibrating body is a large solid oscillating
about a fixed axis, the period of oscillation is

given by the formula

where I is the moment of inertia around the
axis of suspension, M is the mass of the body,
and h is the perpendicular distance from the
axis of suspension to the Centre of gravity of
the body.

If each particle of the vibrating body were
separately connwted with the axis of suspen-
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sion by a fine thread and entirely disconnected

from the rest of the body, it would form a

simple pendulum; but in general its period

would not he that of the body itself. Those

nearest the axis of suspension would also vibrate

in a shorter time than tliose farther away. As
a rule it is possible, however, to find a series of

particles which, vibrating as simple pendulums,

would have the same period as that of the body.

Their distance from the axis of suspension is evi-

dentlv given by the condition

/ I

/
I

Mh
If a line can be drawn in the body parallel

to the axis of suspension, at the distance I from

it, and so that the plane of the two lines includes

the centre of gravity, it is called the 'axis of

oscillation,' with reference to the given axis of

suspension. It may be shown that if the body

be suspended so as to vibrate about the axis of

oscillation, the former axis of suspension will

be the new axis of oscillation, and the period of

vibration is the same in both cases. The inter-

section of the axis of oscillation by a plane pass-

ing through the centre of gravity and perpen-

dicular to the axis is called the 'centre of oscil-

lation.'

CENTRE OF PERCUSSION (Lat. percussio,

a beating, striking). If a rigid body is suspend-

ed so that it can turn freely about a fixed axis

—e.g. a door—a iine of percussion' is such a
line that a blow struck the body in that direc-

tion produces no reaction of any kind on the

axis. In general, when a blow is struck the body
in any chance direction, the axis experiences

both a twist and a sidewise push ; and, if the

axis is held in fi.xed bearings, they must be strong

enough to resist these. The point where the line

of percussion intersects the plane which passes

through the axis of suspension and the centre

of inertia is called the 'centre of percussion.'

This point may be proved to lie on the 'axis of

oscillation,' with reference to the given axis of

suspension. If the body is hanging freely from
a point, so that the centre of gravity lies ver-

tically below it, the centre of percussion coin-

cides with the centre of oscillation.

CENTRE OF PRESSURE, the centre of

pressure of any surface inmiersed in a fluid is

the point in which the resultant of the pressures

of the fluid on the several points meets the sur-

face. The pressure of a fluid at a point is the

'force per unit area' at that point, or the limit-

ing value of the ratio of the force acting over

a surface to the area of the surface, as the sur-

face is taken smaller and smaller. This pres-

sure is due to two things—the weight of the

fluid and the reaction of the walls of the vessel

which contains the fluid. (See Hydrostatics.)
The pressure due to a gas is generally uniform
over a surface, unless it is very large, and so the

centre of pressure is the centre of gravity of the

surface; but in liquids it is diff'erent. When the

bottom of a vessel containing a liquid, or when a
plane immersed in a liquid is horizontal, the pres-

sures on all the points of it are the same ; obvi-

ously they form a system of equal parallel forces,

whose resultant will pass through the centre of

gravity of the bottom or plane. But when the

plane is inclined at an angle to the surface of the

liquid, the pressure is not the same at all points,

being greater at. the lower than at the upper
points. The resultant of the forces, then, will

not pass through the centre of gravity of the sur-

face, but through a point below it. This point

is the centre of pressure. In the case of a vessel

with a rectangle for one side, the centre of pres-

sure is at the distance of one-third of the height

from the bottom. In the general case it must be

found by calculation involving the calculus.

CENTRE PINTLE CARRIAGE. A gun-

carriage in which the chassis, or way on which
the upper part of a coast gim moves, is attached

to the pintle of the platform at its middle, and
revolves around it through the entire circum-

ference of the circle. The traverse circles are

consequently continuous. By this arrangement
a much greater horizontal field of fire is secured.

See Okdnaxck; and Coast Artillery.

CENTRIF1JGAL (Neo-Lat. centrifugus, from
Lat. centrum, centre + fugere, to flee). A
machine employed in the process of clarification

and filtration. It consists of a circular vessel

so constructed as to be capable of being made to

revolve at a very high rate of speed. When the

muddy liquid is placed in the vessel and the

whole caused to revolve, it is found that the

particles of dust, mud, or other matter fly to the

circumference, leaving the liquid in the centre

practically clear. By suitable arrangements the

clear liquid can be drawn ofT. A machine of this

kind is used in sugar-refining, and on a smaller

scale in chemical laboratories.

CENTRIFUGAL and CENTRIP'ETAL (in

botany). See Inflorescence.

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE. See Central
Forces; and ilECiiANics (section on Dynamics)

.

CENTRING (from centre, Fr. centre, from
Lat. centrum, Gk. Kivrpov, kentron, centre, from
KEVTtlv, kentein, to prick). The framework
upon which an arch or vault of stone, brick, or

iron is supported during its construction. The
simplest form of centring is that used by ma-
sons and bricklayers for the arches of windows
and doors, which consist of boards cut to the

required shape, upon the curved etlge of which
the bricks or stones of the arch are supported
until they are keyed in. In building bridges or
other structures where arches of great span are

to be constructed, the centring is usually made
of framed timbers, or timbers and iron com-
bined. The arrangement of tlie timbers should
he such that the strain upon each shall be main-
ly a thrust in the direction of its length, for if

the strain were transverse, a comparatively slight

force would snap or l>end it, and if a longitu-

dinal pull, the whole structure would be no
stronger than the joints holding the pieces of

timber together. In arches of great span, such

as that of Waterloo Bridge, London, the Cabin
.lohn Bridge, Washington, or the Luxembourg
Bridge (see BRinr.F), a longitudinal pulling

strain is almost inevitable in some parts, as a
lM*ani of great length would bend to some extent

under a thrusting strain. In such cases great

skill and care are demanded in the designing and
constniction of the joints. As an arch is built

from the piers toward the keystone, the weight
upon the haunches during construction tends to
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push the cro\vn upward, and therefore the prob-

lem of de8i;,'nin>,' a framed centriiif,' involves the

resirttance of this tendency, as well as the support-

ing of tlie weight of the materials.

The centring of Waterloo Hridge, over the

Thames at London, designed by llennie, pre-

sents a line example of the fulfillment of

these requirements. The weight is resisted by

direct thrust upon l)eams passing obliquely down-

ward from various parts; one of ojich pair

of these oblique beams thrusts outward, and is

directly supported by the abutments; the other

thrusts inward, toward a support equidistant

from the abutments, the yielding of which is

prevented by thc^ longitudinal pull of lower and
longer oblique lieams. In this and other modern
structures cast-iron shoes have been successfully

used for the tying joints subject to the longi-

tudinal pulling strain. The ilexible centring, so

called from its yielding at the joints, and varj'ing

its form with the load put upon it, is now aban-

doned. It was chiefly u.sed by French engineers.

That of Perronet for the bridge of Neuilly is a

celebrated example. Occasionally, when a very

great span is required, and tlie navigation will

permit, piers are built or piles are driven to

support the centring, and the design is much
simplified thereby. Cupolas like the Pantheon
and Saint Peter's in Rome, Saint Paul's in Lon-

don, or the flat domes of the Turkish mosques,

require very effective centrings. See Bridge-

Biildixg; Tunnel.
CENTRIP'ETAL FORCE. See Central

FORCKS.

.CEN'TROSOME (from Gk. Kevrpov, kentron,

centre -f ffw/i«, soma, body). The two polar

centres of the spindle, or the two 'dynamic cen-

tres' from which the 'archoplasmic' threads radi-

ate and toward which the halves of the split

chromatin elements are drawn at the time of

cell-division. During the resting stage of the

cell only one centrosome is present. See Cell;
Embryolooy.

CENTUM'VIRI (Lat. nom. pi., board of a
hundred men. from centuvi, hundred -j- vir,

man). In ancient Rome, a body of judges, three

from each tribe, in charge of civil cases. Under
the Empire the number was increased to 180,

presided over by the Decemviri Stlitibus ludi-

condis, and the sessions were held in the Basilica

. Julia, in the Forum. Here the younger Pliny

pleaded, and the Emperor Trajan sometimes lis-

tened to the arguments.

CENTTJ'RION (Lat. centurio, from centuria,

company of a hundred, from centum, hundred).

In the Roman Army, the captain of a centuria

or company. There were sixty centurions in

each legion, a junior and a senior for each of

the thirty maniples; and the senior of the first

maniple of the first cohort was the chief centu-

rion, or primipilus, of the legion, and often had
the real command of the entire body.

CENTURIPE, chgn'too-re'pi. A city in

Sicily, 28 miles northwest of Catania, formerly

called Centorbi (Map: Italy, J 10). It was
destroyed in 1233 by Emperor Frederick II., and
the inhabitants were transplanted to his new
town, Agosta (q.v.), but it wa.s rebuilt in 1548.

Population, in 1881 (commune), 9000; in 1901,

11,311.

CENTURY PLANT. See Agave.

CENTURY WHITE. The nickname of John
White (1590-1(545), author of First Century of

Hcandalous Maliynant I'riesls.

CEORL, kMrl or chCrl (AS., man, husband,
Ger. hcrl, man, possibly ultimately connected
with Skt. jura, bridegroom, paramour), or
Churl. In the Anglo-Saxon social order, a com-
mon freeman, as distinguished from an eorl

(earl), who was a privileged freeman. As the

term earl did not originally imply a patent of

nobility, nor even lordship or dominion, but only
superior birth and social position; .so the title

churl implied no degradation or inferior status,

but, <m the contrary, marked its posses.sor off

from the lower classes—the lact, or unfree man,
and the theow, or slave. The ceorl was capalile

of owning land, and had a share in the common
plowland and meadow-land of his community.
The churls were the citizens of the mark (q.v.),

or hundred (q.v.), composing the moot (q.v.), or

general assembly of tiie people, and administer-

ing the local justice and government. See Vil-
leinage, and consult the authorities there re-

ferred to ; also Freeman. Ilistory of the Norman
Conquest of England, Vol. I. (2d ed., Oxford,
Eng.. 1S70-76).

CE'OS. See ]Maize.

CEPH'AE'LIS. See Ipecacuanha.

CEPH'ALAL'GIA. See Headache.

CEPHALASTPIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. /te-

<paK-f), kcplialc, head + dffirfj, aspis, shield). A
genus of primitive armored fossil fishes of the

order Osteostraci, found in the brackish and
fresh-water deposits of the British and North
American Devonian formations. The bodj' was
elongated, triangular in section, and covered
throughout with armor. The armor of the head
region consists of a single heavy principal plate

on the dorsal surface, which, when viewed from
above, has the form of a horseshoe or the cara-

pace of a king-crab (Limulus). A ventral plate

is opposed to the dorsal plate and there are a
few small accessory plates. There are no jaws,

for tlie mouth was of the same form as that of

the modern lamprey-eel, in which animal it is a
sucking organ. Indeed, the lampreys are believed

to Ije degenerate descendants from early heavily

armored types like Cephalaspis and its associates

among the Ostracodermi. The skeleton of Ce-

phalaspis must have been wholly cartilaginous,

for no traces of it have been preserved. The
body was covered by bony scale- like rings, it had
a single dorsal fin, and the tail-fin was hetero-

cercal as in the modern sharks. The best ex-

amples of Cephalaspis have been obtained in the

Old Red Sandstone of Scotland and England.
The American examples are of less satisfactory

preservation and are found in the Devonian
sandstones of the provinces of New Brunswick
and Quebec, Canada. For illustration, see Os-
TRACOOF.RMI.

CEPHAL'IC INDEX. See Craniometry.

CEPH'ALIZATION (from Gk. xe^aXi), fcc-

phale, head). The phenomena of progressive

conc-entration and enlargement of the parts of

the body belonging to the head; a phenomenon
characteristic of segmented animals. Cephaliza-

tion is only a special case of the law of division

of labor. In the earlier metameric animals the

head is only slightly different externally from
the other segments, and consists of but two or
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three nietameres. Already, however, the prin-

cipal sense-organs are located in the head, and

the central nervous system is enlarged there to

form a brain. In the Arthropoda and the verte-

brates the number of nietameres in the head is

increased, there being five head-metameres in

the crayfish, probably five in insects, and from

nine to thirteen in vertebrates. The head now
takes on the principal sensory and psychical

functions, which are abandoned by the rest of

the body. The sense-organs become more and

more coiaeentrated at the head and they become

larger; the nerve-centres at the head becorne

relatively more important, and so the brain in-

creases in size, while the interrelation of parts

becomes more intimate, so that the head not only

becomes larger, but also more of a unit, and the

brain more efticicnt as a controlling factor.

CEPHAXODISCUS. An extraordinary deep-

sea animal, regarded as allied to Balanoglossus

(q.v.), and classed, with a related genus, Rhabdo-

pleura. among the Adelochorda, as the lowest of

the phylum ('hordata. They were formerly re-

garded as polyzoans, but resemble Balanoglos-

sus in structure, having a proboscis, a collar and
collar-cavity, and a trunk, containing a structure

resembling a notochord. "Cephalodiscus has an

investment in the form of a branching gelatinous

structure, which is beset with numerous short,

filiform processes, and contains a number of

cavities occupied by zooids. The latter are not

in organic continuity, so that, though inclosed in

a common investment, they do not form a colony

in the sense in which the word is used of the

Polyzoa or hydroid polyps. . . . They mul-

tiply by buds, but these become detached before

they are mature. . . . Rhabdopleura occurs

in colonies of zooids organically connected to-

gether, and inclosed in, though not in organic

continuity with, a system of Viranching mem-
branous tubes." Consult Parker and Haswell,

Text-Book of Zoology (London and New York,

1897).

CEPHALOCHOBDA, sef'al-d-kor'dji (Xeo-

I.at. nom. pi., from Gk. Kt<t>a\-f), kephale, head +
XopS-^, chorda, cord). A small class of chordate

animals, including the lancelet. These are usu-

ally regarded as offshoots of the primary verte-

brate type, although some maintain that they are

pioneer or ancestral types themselves and fore-

shadow fishes. See Amphio.xls.

CEPH ALO'NIA, or KEPH'ALLE'NIA
(CJk. Ke<^oXXi7Wo, from »c£</)aXi), kephale, head +
Ivoi, onos, donkey). The largest of the Ionian

Islands (q.v. ) , situated off the coast of Greece, be-

tween latitudes 38°and .38° 30' N. and longitudes
20° 21' and 20° 49' E. (Map: Greece, B 3).

Its greatest length is about 32 miles, and its total

area 302 square miles. The surface is mountain-
ous, rising near the centre to* an altitude of 3714
feet. The soil is for the most part thin, and
water scarce and the rainfall slight. The climate
is warm and dry, but agreeable. Earthquakes are

not infrequent. The inhabitants are industri-

ous and enterprising, and have planted vineyards
wherever the grape will grow. There is little

available land for the cultivation of grain, but the
output of fruit is considerable. The chief prod-
ucts are olives, currants, and other southern
fruits and vegetables, wine, and oil. The popula-
tion in 1899 was 80,178, The language spoken is

a Greek dialect. The chief towns are Argostoli

(q.v.), the capital, and Lixuri, on the Bay of

Livada, on the southwest coast.

Cephalonia is called, by Homer, SanieorSamos.
Later the island appears under the name of

Cephallenia, derived from its inhabitants. It

successively fell into the hands of the Athenians,

Romans, Byzantines, Normans, and Venetians,

from the last of whom it was repeatedly wrested

by the Turks. On the fall of the Venetian Re-

public, in 1797, it was seized by the French, who
were in their turn dislodged by the Russians. In

1809 it came into the possession of England. It

was ceded to Greece in 1864. With Ithaca and
some neighboring islets Cephalonia now forms a

nomarchy of that kingdom.

CEPH'ALOP'ODA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from

Gk. (C€0aX^, kephale, head + irovs, pous, foot).

The highest and most specialized class of ilol-

lusca, characterized by the presence of a circlet of

fleshy arms surrounding the mouth on the front

of the head. These arms, also called 'tentacles'

and 'feet,' are modifications of the 'foot' which,

as the muscular organ of locomotion of the Gas-

tropoda and the Pelecypoda, occupies a ventral

position on the body of the animal in those

classes. In the Cephalopoda the foot has moved
forward and become divided into two sections.

The anterior section forms the circlet of arms
that serve both as accessory mouth-parts, to catch

and hold the prey, and as organs of creeping loco-

motion. The posterior section has become de-

veloped into part of a most efficient hydrostatic

organ of propulsion, called the 'hyponome' or

'siphon.' The body of the cephalopod is essen-

tially a bag formed' of the 'mantle,' which entirely

incloses the visceral organs, and which is open

only at the end to which the head is attached. In

some genera this bag is almost spherical, and
creeping locomotion is accomplished chiefly by the

ajipendages of the head: in others, the body is

elongated, and furnished with two fin-like ex-

pansions on the sides, and the animal propels it-

self through the water by means of the hydro-

static organ, the hyponome. The ordinary posi-

tion of the cephalopod in water is quite different

from that of any other niollusk. A chiton, a

snail, or a clam moves with the foot down, the

mouth at the anterior end, and the visceral hump .

uppermost on the dorsal surface. A cephalopod

when creeping has a very similar position, ex-

cept that the mouth is ventral. In swimming,
however, cephalopods have the mouth at the an-

terior end, and what was the anterior side is now
the dorsal side of the animal. Thus the cephalo-

pod, in taking to an active swimming life, has

tipped backward through an angle of 90°. Cepha-

lojKxis are able to swim fonvard or backward,

often with great rapidity, the most important

means of locomotion being the hyponome, near

the under side of the head. The mantle is at-

tached to the neck only on the dorsal side ; else-

where there is free communication between the

mantle-cavity and the outside. When the mantle

relaxes, water fills the cavity: when it contracts

it closes tight about the neck; there is no exit

for the contained water save through the hypo-

nome, and, as contraction takes place suddenly

and forcibly, a jet of water is expelled from the

hyponome. causing the animal to dart backward
through the water.

The head of a cephalopod is roundish, more
distinct from the rest of the body than it is in
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other mollusks, and is generally furnished with

two large and prominent eyes that are very simi-

lar in structure to those of vertebrate animals.

The nervous system is very well (levelo{)e(l, and
is more centralized than in other mollusks. The
ganglia are well concentrated in what may he

calle<l the brain, which lies above and around the

u-sophagus, and is more or less wholly included

within the cartilage of the head. From this

brain nerves go to the various organs and
parts of the body. The senses of hearing and
smell are regarded as weak, but that of taste

seems to be strong. The moiith opens in the

midst of the circlet of arms. It is furnished

M-ith a strong, homy beak of two jaws that

move vertically like those of a parrot, but the

upper jaw is the shorter of the two. In addition

to the jaw«, there is a lingual ribbon covered

with minute teeth, like that of the odontophore
of the gastropods. The digestive apparatus is

\ery complicated. The gullet swells out into a
crop, and there is a gizzard as muscular as that

of a bird. The intestine, after a few convolu-

tions, terminates in the cavity which contains

the gills at the base of the hyponome, by which
the water is ejected from the mantle-cavity after

having supplied air for respiration. There are
Iwo gills in most living cephalopods, one on
each side, lying close to the body-wall ; the
only exceptions to this rule are* in the three
species of nautilus which have four gills, a pair
on each side. Eacli gill consists of many mem-
branous plates fixed to two sides of a stalk.

The heart in the Tetrabranchiata consists of a
single ventricle only ; bvit there are four auricles,

one for each gill; the Dibranchiata have two
auricles, one for each gill. In the latter group,
moreover, are found two contractile reservoirs

(branchial or respiratory hearts), one for each
gill, by which the blood is pumped into these
organs.
The arms or feet are very numerous in the

Tetrabranchiata, and are not provided with suck-
ers, but are hollow and furnished with long, re-

tractile tentacles. In the Dibranchiata the arms
are either eight or ten in number, are furnished
with suckers (acetabular, and in the ten-armed
genera two of the arms are much longer than the
others and differ from them in form. The suck-
ers are muscular disks, with cartilaginous rims,
capable of exact application to any object, with
central cavities the bottoms of which can be re-

tracted at will to form a vacuum, and thus ren-

der the adhesion of the sucker close and firm
after the manner of a cupping-glass. The poulpe
or octojius has each of its eight flexible arms
crowded with 120 pairs of such suckers, and as
animals of this kind, with arms several feet

long, exist commonly in the tropics, they are
considered dangerous neighbors. Still more for-

midable, however, are the hook-squids of the
south seas, the two long anus of which have
suckers furnished in the centres with hooks that
enter the flesh of any creature upon which the
squid may lay hold.

The sexes are distinct in all cephalopods. In
most cases the male is smaller than the female.
He differs, moreover, in the asymmetry of his
arms, one of Avhich is more or less modified to
form a copulatory organ. In two or three genera
this modified arm breaks off from the body dur-
ing copulation, and finds its way into the mantle-
cavity of the female, where it empties itself of

the male sperm-cells which it carries. The first

zoologist who found such an arm in the mantle-
cavity of a female arg<maut (q.v. ) mistook it

for a parasitic worm and called it 'hectocotylus'

(hundred cups), from the numerous suckers

which it bears. When its true nature was dis-

covered, it was called a 'hectocotilized' arm, and
the ternj is still used in that connection. The
eggs have a horny covering, and after their

extrusion from the parent they become aggluti-

nated into masses of various forms. The young
from the first very much resemble the mature
animals, except in size.

All dibranchiates are provided with a peculiar

organ of defense, called an 'ink-bag,' which is

absent in the tetrabranchiates. This ink-bag is

filled with a peculiar secretion, capable of being

expelled at will through the hyponome to darken
the surrounding wafer and thus facilitate the

escape of the cephalopod. (See Sepia.) The
tetrabranchiate cephalopods have a chambered
shell which is described in further detail below.

(See also Nautilus.) The dibranchiates have
no true external shells—the shell of the female

argonaut (q.v.) being scarcely an exception—
but they have an internal shell, homologous to

the external tetrabranchiate shell, known as

cuttlefish - bone, etc., sometimes merely rudi-

mentary, included between the folds of the man-
tle and apparently serving to support the organs
and to give rigidity to the body while swimming.
The cephalopods are all very voracious; they

are carnivorous, feeding on fish, mollusks, crus-

tiiceans, etc. Even a powerful crab is not safe

from the attack of a dibranchiate cephalopod
little bigger than itself; the arms of the octopus,

so abundantly provided with suckers, seize the
crab, trammel every movement, and the parrot-

like beak is strong enough to break the hard
shell. Cephalopods are all marine, and they are

found in the temperate and tropical parts of all

seas. Nautilus, the single modem genus of the

tetrabranchiates, with three species, lives in the

Indian and South Pacific oceans, where it creeps

on the bottom, near the shore, in comparatively

shallow water. The dibranchiates are quite

abimdantly represented at the present time. The
members of the two living orders, Sepioidea and
Octopoda, have rather different habits and corre-

spondingly different habitats. The Octopoda,
with round, sac-like bodies and eight arms, are

essentially creepers on the bottom, like the

poulpe or octopus. They live in shallow water
along the shore, hiding in cavities during the

day and creeping about over the rocks of the

bottom by night. They are also capable, when
they find themselves in large bodies of water, of

swimming rapidly by means of the hyponome.
They are often handsomely colored creatures, but
they are generally repulsive objects.

The l^capoda hdve long, slender bodies and
ten arms, of which two are much longer than the

rest. They are foimd in all seas, often in deep
water. Many of them congregate in hordes in

the open sea, swimming about with great rapid-

ity. Unlike the octopods, they seldom creep on
the bottom, the hyponome being the principal

organ of locomotion. Their motions are ex-

tremely graceful, and they are often beautifully

colored. In size the living cephalopods range
from a few inches in length (Sepiola) to many
feet. The largest invertebrate is undoubtedly a
giant squid (Architeuthis) of the Newfoundland
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banks, that often attain-* a Itngtli over all of

50 feet, of which the Inxly has a length of 9

feet, with a thickness of feet, and the arms the

enormous length of 40 feet. Tliis creature is

indeed the 'devil-tish' about which so many
thrilling stories have been told.

Fossil CEPnAtbPODA. The shells of cephalo-

pods are more or less common in the rocks of all

ages, from the top of the Cambrian to the top

of the Mesozoic, while in the Tertiary deposits

they are less frequently met with. In some
formations they are so abundant as to constitute

the greater part of the mass. They are objects

of much interest to the geologist, in that they

furnish excellent 'index fossils' for the identifica-

tion of the formations, as in the case of the

Triassic and .Jurassic rocks of Europe, which are

subdivided into a great number of zones, accord-

ing to the particular species of Ammonoidea
that they contain. To the paleontologist they

are also* of very great interest, because, better

than any other class of animals, they aflFord op-

portunity for studying the mode of evolution of

races of animals, and illustrations of the various

laws of bioplastologv', such as Agassiz's law of

recapitulation or palingenesis, the inheritance

of acquired characters, the laws of acceleration,

etc. For some of the interesting and important

results derived from the study of the fossil shells

of tetrabranehiate cephalopods, the reader should

consult the papers of Hyatt, Buckman, Foord,

and others, which are cited at the end of this

article. The philosophic bearings of the study of

cephalopods can be dwelt upon only lightly in

this article, as lack of space prevents a proper

arraj' of facts necessary for their elucidation.

The cephalopods were very important mem-
bers of the faunas that inhabited the early seas

of our globe, and were then far more abundant
than they are now. The tctrabranchiates are

represented by at least 7500 fossil species, of

which number 5000 are members of the totally

extinct order Ammonoidea, which began in the

Silurian and culminated in the Cretaceous time.

The remaining 2500 are Xautiloidea, which ap-

jieared in the late Cambrian time, and which
have continued to the present day, though they

enjoyed their climax during the early Paleozoic

ages' of the Ordovician and Silurian. The di-

branchiates are far less important as fossils.

They appeared in the early Mesozoic, where they

were represented by numerous Belemnitoidea,

which declined with the close of Cretaceous time,

and they have continued to the present era,

when they are represented by some 200 known spe-

cies of the Sepioidea and Octopoda.
The study of fossil ce])halopods is based almost

entirely on the shell characters, for traces of

the soft parts are only seldom found. The fossil

ink-bags, jaws, and hooks of certain dibranchi-
ates are rare exceptions. (See Squid; Sepia.)
As already indicatetl. cephalopods are divided,

according to their gill-structure, into two sub-

classes— Tetrabranchiata and Dibranchiata—
which groups differ also in respect of their shell

characters. The shell of the tetrabranch is built

on the plan of that of the nautilus, though, in-

stead of being clostely coiled, it may l>e loosely
coiled (Gyroceras), curve<l (Cyrtoceras) . or
straight (Orthoceras) . In the dibranchiates the
.shell is internal, and has the form of a pen or
cuttlefish-bone ; or, in those early Mesozoic gen-
era that show^ close relations to the tetrabranchs

from which they have been recently evolved, the
shape of a solid, limey, cigar-formed guard, into

the larger end of whicli is inserted a chambered
conical shell that' resembles Orthoceras. (See
BEiiiMXiTES.) One modem dibranchiate (Spi-

rula) has an internal shell remarkably like that
of certain loosely coiled nautiloids of the De-
vonian.

The tj-pe of tetrabranehiate shell is found in

the nautilus. Here the shell is coiled so closely

that the outer whorls to a considerable extent
envelop or clasp the inner turns. In section, a
nautilus-shell is seen to be essentially a coiled,

elongated cone with quite regular transverse

walls or 'septa' dividing the internal cavity into

a number of chambers or 'camerae,' of which the

largest is the outermost or living-chamber occu-

pied by the animal. Extending from the living-

chamber through all the posterior chambers to

the apex of the shell, and piercing each septum,
is a slender tiite, the 'siphimcle,' which occupies

a position near the centre of the cone, and which
ser\'es to maintain communication between the

living-chamber and the posterior regions of the
shell. Each of the septa represents a stage in

the development of the individual, so that in

each nautilus - shell we have all the stages

through which the shell has passed from the

embryonic period, represented by the minute apex
in the centre of the coil, to the adult or senile

stage, represented by the living-chamber on the

outside of the coil. It will be readily recognized

that this condition is of utmost value for the

study of the evolution of the group, and that it

is scarcely equaled in any other class of animals.

For this reason the cephalopods have furnished

greater contributions to the knowledge of bio-

plastology than have any other organisms.

At the apex of the nautilus-shell is seen a
scar that marks the place of attachment of a
deciduous embrA'onic shell or 'protoconch.' which
probably fell off as soon as the true shell began
to develop. The developmental stages of the
living nautilus are less well known than are

those of most of its extinct ancestors, but the

existence of the deciduous embryonic sac is in-

ferre<l from the presence of a thin-walled cal-

careous bulb on the apices of several Paleozoic

relatives of Nautilus, and also in its descend-

ants, the goniatitoids and ammonoids. The
septa are imited to the side walls of the cone
along lines that show prominently in the fossil

forms, which are nearly always filled solid with

infiltrate<l calcite. These are the suture-lines,

which furnish characters of the greatest impor-

tance in determining the relationships, especially

of the species of Ammonoidea. The lines of

growth on the outside of the shell indicate the

form of the margin of the aperture, and vary
with the habits of the animal. In living Nau-
tilus the hypononie is near the outer ventral

curve of the aperture of the shell, and there is

on that side an emargination or sinus known as

the 'hyponomic sinus.' The size of this sinus

corresponds to the swimming activity of the

animal; the larger the sinus the more active the

swinmier, and vice versa. The aperture of Nau-
tilus is open wide, and the animal is considered

to l)e a goiid crawler. In some of the Paleozoic

nautiloids the aperture is much restricted, and
the ability to crawl must have been greatly di-

minished, while the swimming power was in-
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creoHwl, ns ovitU'iut'tl hy the Honunvhut larger

size of tlio liyi>ori()iiiio sinus.

Tliu (U'j^ri'f «)f curvature of the shell is impor-

tant. The earliest relatives of Nautilus were
straii^ht shells that had all the luorphic ehar-

nctors of Nautilus itself; stniii curved and coiled

forms ai>])eared, and the coiled forms were in all

cases evolved from 8trai<?ht forms llirou^li inter-

mediate curved forms. Aceomi)anyin<j the

chanjres in curvature were also chanj^es in the
form and position of the siphunde. (See On-
TiKKKRAs; Cyutck'EUas ; Nautili's.) The coiled

forms, such as Nautilus, etc., appeartnl in con-

siderable numlKTs at a very early ajje in the
Lower Ordovician period, and certain nautilioonic

genera c<mtinued, often in abundance, in the

late Paleozoic and Mesozoic periods, to the

present time, Nautilus itself maintaining its

early form without chim}»e. The straifjht cones

(Orthoceras and its allies) Iwgan at an even ear-

lier ape in the Upper (Cambrian. They reached
a cfreat expansion durin<j the Ordovician and
Silurian periods, when they gave rise to many
peculiar genera, such as Conoceras, Piloceras, As-
coceras, Sphyradoceras, Endoceras, and Lituites;
they declined through the Devonian and Car-
boniferous periods, and became extinct in the
Triassic.

Various stocks of straight shells, in assum-
ing the habits of both crawlers and swimmers,
assumed curved forms and gave rise to such
genera as Cyrtoceras, Phragmoceras, Gomphoce-
ras, etc., at various periods in the history of

each stock. The shells of some of these curved
forms, through adaptation to a crawling life on
the ocean l)ottom, became more closely coiled,

their organization changed, and a new order (the
Ammonoidea) arose, which outnumbered its an-
cestors, the Nautiloidea, enj«)yed a pyrotechnic
expansion during the early ^lesozoic period, soon
began to decline, and eventually, at the end of

the Cretaceous, became suddenly totallj' extinct.

The ammonoidean shells differ from the nau-
tiloidean in that they always have a calcareous
protoconch of sac-like form attached to the apex
of the cone. On this protoconch is formed the

early ammonoid shell with tlie septa of simple
curves like those of the nautiloids. After a few
chambers have been formed the septa become
crimped or wrinkled, and the sutures wavy or
with prominent curves. In the earliest Devonian
members of the group, the goniatitoids. these
.e^imply curved or undulating sutures are the
rule in adult shells. Later members of the iles-

ozoie Age show sutures of great complexity. It is

in these later forms—the ceratitoids and am-
monitoids—that the illustrations of Agassiz's law
of recapitulation are observed. If an adult am-
monite shell, such as Tropites, be broken and
the fragments be arranged in order from apex
to living-chamber, the sutures will be found to
increase in complexity from simple curves to
complex wavy lines. The simple suture will re-

call that of the Silurian nautilus, the wavy
suture that of the Devonian goniatite, and the
complex suture is that of the normal ammonoid.
Together with the change in the form of the
suture-lines, there is a change in the position of

the siphuncle. This is illustrated in the sections
of Paltopleurocoras and Parkinsonia (Cephalo-
poda. Plate I., Figs. 1 and 2), where in the first

chamber the siphuncle is central, as in Nautilus,
and in successive chambers approaches nearer to

tlif oiilti ventral wall of the sliell, with wlijcli it

finally unites. We have lu-re instances where the
shell i)asses in its development from embryo to

adult through stages that recall the forms of its

past ancestors. Some of the more complex types
of ammonitoid sutures are shown in figures 6,

i>, and 10 of Plate I., where also the illustrations

of Phylbx-eras (Figs. 10 and 11) show the rela-

tions between the crimping of the septum and
the complexity of the suture-line.

The embryos of anuuonoids ( IMate I., Figs. 14 i

to 19) exhibit three ty|K« distinguished as asel-

late, latisellate, and angustisellate, which terms
refer to the form of the first s\iture-line. As a
rule the asellate protoconchs are the more primi-
tive, as in the early goniatitoids. The later

gimiatitoids have latisellate embryos. The an-
gustisellate embryos appear in the Triassic
genera of ceratitoids, and nearly all of the am-
monitoids of the Jurassic and Cretaceous have
angustisellate protoconchs. ^lany ammonoids
are knox^n to liave possessed opercular plates

that served to dose the aperture of the shell after

the retreat of the animal, as shown in the illus-

tration of Oppelia (Plate I., Fig. 13). This
organ is known as the anaptychus when single,

and aptychus when double, and examples of it

were in early days supposed to be the carapaces
of phyllopod crustaceans.

In form, the annnonoids vary from globular
shells (Cyclolobus, Plate IT., Fig. 4) to flattened

discoids (Pinacoceras, Plate 11., Figs. 10 and
11), and their surfaces are variously ornament-
ed, from smooth Oephyroceras (Plate II., Fig.

16), costate Dipoloceras (Plate II., Fig. 6), to

nodose Trachyceras (Plate II., Fig. 9), and in

the phylogerontic (senile) stages of some races

short spines are developed ( Ancyloceras, Plate
11., Fig. 17). The normal ammonoid shell is a
flat, closely wound coil, but the latest members
of several races in the Cretaceous rocks have the
shell imcoiled or straight in the adult stages,

though closely coiled in the early stages of their

growth. In some the uncoiling begins only in

old age (Scaphites, Plate 11., Fig. 5 and Ma-
croscaphites (Plate II., Fig. 3) ; in others it is

accelerated and appears at relatively earlier

periods in the development, as in Baculites

(Plate IT., Fig. 7), Spiroceras (Plate II., Fig.

1), Haniites (I'late IT., I''ig. 2), and Ancyloceras
(Plate IT., Fig. 17). The uncoiling sometimes
jiroduces a turreted shell, as in Turrilites (Plate
IT., Fig. 15). These uncoiled shells of the Cre-

taceous rocks are degenerate descendants from
earlier normal Cretaceous or Jurassic ancestors,

as can be demonstrated by the forms of their

sutures. The degeneracy is exhibited also in

the form of the sutures, which have become more
simple, and in the shape of the cone, which has
lost its flattened section due to the closely coiled

condition, and assumed the rounded, cylindrical

section of its earliest ancestors of the Paleozoic,

though it retains the 'impressed zone' to serve

as evidence of its relationship. For notes on
the fossil forms of dibranchiates, see articles re-

ferried to at end of the bibliography.

Bibliography. For general description of the
anatomy and habits of cephalopods, consult:

Fischer, Manuel de conchyliolofjie et de paleon-
tolopie conchyliolofjique (Paris, 1887); Owen,
Memoir on the Pearly \aufilus (London, 1832) ;

Willey, "In the Home of the Nautilus," in Nat-
ural Science, Vol. VI. (London, 1895) ; Moseley,
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Xarratiie of the Voyage of the Challenger, Vol.

I. (London, 1880) ; Kerr, "Anatomy of Nautilus
Ponipilius," in Proceedings Zoological Society of

London, 1895 (London, 1895) ; Parker and Has-
well, Textbook of Zoology. Vol. I. (London and
New York, 1897). For fossil forms, consult:

Nicholson and TTydekker, Manual of Paleon-

tology, Vol. I. (Edinburgh and London, 1889) ;

Zittei and Eastman, Textbook of Paleontology,

Vol. 1. (London and New York, 1900); Buck-

man, "Divisions of So-called Jurassic Time," in

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society,

Vol. LIV. (London, 1898) ; Foord, Catalogue of

the Fossil Cephalopoda in the British Museum
of yatural History, Parts I., II., III. (London,

1888-97); Hyatt, "Genera of Fossil Cephalo-

pods," in Proceedinqs of the Boston Society of

Natural History, \o\. XXII. (Boston, 1884);
Hyatt, "The Genesis of the Arietidie," Smith-

sonian Miscellaneous Contributions, No. 673

(Washington, 1889) ; Hyatt, "The Phylogeny of

an Acquired Characteristic," Proceedings Ameri-
can Philosophical Soc-icty, Vol. XXXIL, No. 134

(Philadelpliia, 1894) ; this is a summary of the

author's researches on cephalopods and a most
important contribution to the literature of evo-

lution. For fuller lists of titles, see the bibliog-

raphies in Zittel-Eastman, Textbook of Paleon-

tology (London and New York, 1900), where the

most important works cited are those of Barrande,

Clarke, Deiner, Giimljel, Hall, von Hauer. Haug,
Holm. Hyatt. Mojsisovics, Neumayr, Nikitin,

Noetling, d'Orbigny, Quenstedt. Smith, Waagen.
See also the articles on Ammonites; Ammonoi-
i»E.\; Bei-emmtes; Ceratites ; Cuttlefish;
GoxiATiTES; Nautilus: Octopus; Orthoceras;
Poulpe: Spirula: Squid; Sepia.

CEPHALUS. A grandson of .Folus, and the

husband of Procris, whom he inadvertently

killed wliile she was spying upon him in suspi-

cion of his fidelity. After undergoing punish-
ment for his unintentional crime, he settled in

an island which was called, after him, Cephal-
lenia.

CEPHEUS, se'ph^-us or se'fiis (Lat.. from
Ctk. Krj(peijs, Kepheus, in Greek mytholog}' a king
of Etliioj)ia who was husband of Cassiope, father

of Andromeda, and father-in-law of Perseus). A
constellation of the Northern Hemisphere. Its

principal star, Alderaniin, is of the third magni-
tude.

CEPH'ISOD'OTUS (Lat., from Gk. Kv<pur6-

SoTOi, Kcphisodotos) . The name of two Greek
sculptors, who worked during the Fourth Cen-
tury D.c. The younger was the son of the fa-

mous Praxiteles (q.v.), and of his works only
scanty mention has been preserved. He and his

brother Timarchos made a statue of Menander
(q.v.), which was set up in the theatre at
Athens, and of which the base has btH'n found
bearing the signature of the artists. The elder

Cephisodotus seems to have been the elder
brother, or possibly the father, of Praxiteles,

and his works mark the transition from the art
of the Fifth Century to that of the Fourth. His
group of Irene (Peace) and the infant Plutus
(Wealth) is probably reproduced in the so-called

Leucothea in Mimich. The allegorical subject
is in keeping with the later tendencies, but the
style shows close dependence upon the art of
Phidias. The date of Cephisodotus is deter-

mined largely by this statue, as it was set up in
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Athens after the battle of Naxos in B.C. 376, and
probably in celebration of the peace of B.C. 371.

The group of Zeus, Artemis, and Megalopolis in

the city of Megalopolis was certainly erected
after b.c. 370, but the remains of the building
seem to point to a much later date, and it is

probable that the artist was the younger Cephiso-
dotus.

CEPHIS'SXJS (Lat., from Gk. Kv<purff6s, Ke-
phissos) . One of the two principal rivers of
Attica, flowing into the Saronic Gulf between
Athens and the Piranis. Nearly all the rivers of

Greece are small rapid torrents—entirely dry, or
a mere chain of pools during the summer months;
but the Cephissus has a constant supply of water
from the springs on the side of Mount Pames
and Mount Pentelicus. The greater part of its

water, however, is diverted into artificial chan-
nels for purposes of irrigation, and the exact
course of the ancient bed can no longer be ascer-

tained. The principal river of western Boeotia

has the same name.

CERACCHI, chA-ra-Tie, Giuseppe (c.1760-

1802). An Italian sculptor. He was born in

Corsica, and early moved to Rome, where he ac-

quired considerable reputation. In 1772 he went
to England, where he was on terms of friendship

with Sir Joshua Reynolds, whose bust he
modeled. He afterwards came to America, and
made busts of Washington (in the Boston
Athenaium), Hamilton, and other statesmen.
Returning to Italy in 1796, he made a bust of

Napoleon, who was then at Milan. Three years
later he joined some artists in Paris in an at-

tempt to regenerate the Republic. He formed
a plot with Arena, Topino, Lebrun, and others

to assassinate the First Consul. One of the con-

spirators revealed the plot to Fouche, and Cerac-

ciii and all his fellow conspirators but one were
executed.

CEBAM, or ZEBAM, Port. pron. se-riiN'.

The largest island of the Moluccas
(
q.v. ) . Dutch

East Indies, situated between longitudes 127° 55'

and 130° 50' E., and latitudes 2° 45' and 3° 40'

S. It has a length of 185 miles and a breadth
of 30 miles (Map: East Indies, H 5). Including

a few adjacent small islands, it occupies an area
of over 6900 square miles. The surface is nujun-

tainous, a range of volcanic origin traversing its

length, and reaching in its highest elevation an
altitude of about 9800 feet. Tlie interior is cov-

ered with thick forests of cocoa and sago palms.

The cultivated portion on the coast is very pro-

ductive. Yielding rice, tobacco, and cocoa. The
population is estimated at 100,000 to 200,000,

chiefly Alfurus, who, in spite of the dominion of

the Dutch, have still retained their original cus-

toms and mode of life.

CERAMBYCIDJE, ser'Am-bIs1-d6 (Neo-J^t.

nom. pi., from Gk. Kepifi^v^, kerambyx, homed
beetle). A prominent family of cryptopentam-

erous beetles, commonly known as longhoms,
and including about 13.000 descril)ed species, of

which 600 belong in the United States. A few
find nourishment in herbaceous plants, but in

most the soft, white grubs, with powerful mandi-
bles, and sometimes legless, live concealed in

burrows in wood, feeding upon it, and there pass-

ing the juipal stage also. The life of these l)ee-

tles nuiy lie very long. They have been found

still inhabiting the wood of furniture several

years in use, and, according to Sereno Watson,
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rr.ay live forty- five yoar.s; but it is not certain

whether this prolongation of life takes place in

the pupal or larval stage— probably the latter,

a8 larva? entombed in dried wood are so poorly

nourished that they must reach maturity slowly.

Several kinds of these beetles produce sound by
stridulation, and some even possess two sets of

stridulating organs. Several species greatly re-

semble Hymeno|)tera in appearance and behavior.

The family is subdivided into three subfamilies

—the Prionina?, Cerambycina?, and Laniiinic. The
Prion in«p are tlie largest of the longhorns and
have a thin, toothed margin on the thorax ; the

grubs infest the roots of the grape, apple, pear,

poplar, pine, and other trees. Of the typical

Cerambycinte, 400 species occur in the United
States, and adults may be found frequently on
the goldenrod. feeding on the pollen. The locust-

borer {Cyllene robinice) and the oak-pruner

( Elaphadion villosum ) , elsewhere described, are

examples. Of the Lamiina;, one form, the 'saw-

yer,' does much harm to pine-trees ; another de-

structive genus is Saperda, injurious to apples,

raspberries, etc. The various bright-red beetles

on milkweed also belong to this subfamily. For
a synopsis of the classification and descriptive

tables of genera, etc., see C. W. Leng. Bulletin

Brooklyn Entomological Society, Vol. VII.

(Brooklyn, 1884) ; continued in Entomologica
Americana, Vols. I.-IV. (Brooklyn, 1885-89).

CERAMIC (Fr. cframique, from Gk. Kepa/u-

jt6i, keraviikos, ceramic, from K^pa/ios, keramos,
potter's clay). A term used to designate the

department of plastic art which comprises all

objects made of clay, including terracotta, porce-

lain, and all other forms of pottery (q.v.).

CER'AMI'CirS (Lat., from Gk. KepafuiKSs,

Keratncikos, from Kepafuvs, kcrameus, potter,

from Kdpafutt, fceramos, potter's clay). The pot-

ters' quarter at Athens, which was divided into

the Outer and Inner Ceramicus. In the Outer
Ceraniicus were buried those who had fallen in

battle, and hence were honored by the State with
a public funeral and a monument. For an ac-

count of this ceremony, consult Thucydides, Bk.

II., trans, by Jowett (London, 1881).

CERAR'GYRITE (from Gk. Kipa^, keras,

horn + 6-P7vpiTijs,\ argyritcs, made of silver, from
Apyvpoi, uniyros, silver). A valuable ore of

silver (AgCl) that crystallizes in the isometric

system, and in color is light gray to light green. It

is found largely in Peru, Chile, and Mexico,

where the mineral occurs of a greenish color with
native silver; also in the Ural Mountains, and
in NorAvay. In the United States it occurs in

various localities in Colorado, Nevada, and Utah.
This mineral is usually found in veins of clay

slate, accompanied with other ores of silver, and
chiefly in the higher parts of such veins.

CERASTES (Lat., Gk. icepdo-T?;?, kerastSs,

horned snake, from Kipa^, keras, horn ) . A genus
of viperine serpents of northern Africa and
Arabia, characterized especially by "the presence

in the male, and sometimes in the female, of a
pair of scale-covered, horn-like processes above
the eyes." There are two species, called homed
vipers. See Viper.

CERASTITJM. See Chickweed.

CE'RATE (Lat. ceratutn, wax plaster, from
ceratus, p.p. of '-erare, to wax, from cera, wax).
A compound of wax with oily and medicinal sub-

stances in sucli pro|iortion.s as to have the con-
sistency of an unguent (q.v.). Cerates are inter-

mediate l>etween ointments and plasters, and
their consistency should be such that when
spread upon leather or cloth at ordinary tem-
]ieratures and applied to the skin they will not
be melted by its heat.

CERAT'I0CAR1D.aE (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. Ktpdrtov, keration, dim. of K^pat, keras,
horn -f Kapls, karis, shrimp). A family of inter-

esting Paleozoic Crustacea, of the onler Phyllo-

carida, members of a group of synthetic forms
that are intermediate between the Phyllopoda
on one hand and the Malacostraca on the other.

See Cru.stacka ; Piiyllocabida.

CERATITES, sfr'atl'tSz (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. «c^pat, keras, horn ) . A genus of discoid

ammonoidean ceplialopod shells, found as fossils

in the Triassic rocks of Europe and America.
The principal points of distinction are afforded
by the broad low saddles and the short narrow
simple lobes of the suture-line. The form of
the suture-line of this genus is often used as
typical of one of the stages through which the
sutures of the higher Ammonoidea pa.ss in their

evolution from the simple curve of the early
nautiloids to the complex sutures of the later
animonoids. See Cephai-opoda; Ammonites.
CER'ATOa)TJS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. x^pat,

keras, horn + 65o6s, odous, tooth). A fish. See
Barkamunija.

CER'ATO'NIA. See Cabob.

CER'ATO'SA (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk.
K^pat, keras, horn ) . An order or group of
sponges, in which the skeleton consists of elastic

fibres of a horny substance (spongin). The
toilet sponges are examples. Set Sponge.

CER'ATOSATJ'RUS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk.
K^pas, keras, horn + cavpos, sauros, lizard). A
carnivorous dinosaur from the upper Jurassic
deposits of Colorado, distinguished from all other
dinosaurs by the horn on the front of its skull.

The animal was about 18 or 20 feet long with
the hinder part of the trunk, and also the tail,

heavily built. Its head was rather large, and
besides the single horn on the nose there was a
prominent bonj' ridge in front of each eye. The
teeth were numerous and well fitted for cutting
and chewing flesh. The neck was short and
thick. The fore limbs were remarkably small and
were probably of no aid in locomotion, though
the beast may have used them for holding food

while eating. In contrast with the tiny fore

limbs, the hind limbs were large and powerful,

and were armed with sharp retractile claws. The
feet were digitigrade, that is they rested on the

ends of the fingers instead of on the palms. The
pelvic bones are peculiar in that they are anky-
losed or joined together by the soldering of the

joints. The pubes are long and are united at

their ends to form a solid, massive piece, which
probably served as an accessory support for the

animal while resting. Another point of pecu-

liarity is the form of the vertebral centra, which
are flat on their anterior and concave on their

posterior faces. Only a single species, Cerato-

saurus nasicornis, is known to belong to this

genus. See Dinosauria.

CERAU'NIAN MOUNTAINS (Gk. to Ke-

pain>ia bprj, ta Keraiinia horc, from ntpawd^, ke-

raunos, thunder, from their frequent storms).
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The ancient name of two mountain ranges. (1)

A ridge of mountains in the northwest corner of

Epirus, projecting into the Adriatic Sea, other-

wise called .Acroceraunian, now known as Khi-

inara. (2) The southeastern extremity of the

Caucasus range. 'Hiere was also a mountain in

Libya L-alled Ceraunian.

CER'BERUS (Lat., from Gk. Kip^epo^, Ker-

beros, perliaps connected with Skt. 4arvara,

speckled). In Greek niytholog}', the name of the

dog—the oflspring (according to Hesiod) of

Typhon and Echidna—who guarded the portal

of the infernal regions. Cerberus appears in

early literature and art in connection with the

twelfth labor of Hercules (q.v.), by whom he

was brought from the lower world. Later he

becomes the guardian of the portal, and fawns

on the arriving souls, but prevents any attempt

at escajje. In the poets, Cerberus is described as

many-headed, but the popular conception seems

to have been that of a dog with three or two

heads, with a tail ending in a serpent, or with a

mane of serpents. In early art there is no well-

established type. The origin of the conception of

Cerberus is still a matter of dispute.

CERCA'RIA ( Xeo-Lat., from Gk. K^pKos, ker-

kos, tail of a beast). A larval trematode worm,

in a particular stage of development. See

Trematoda.

CERCELEE, sSr'sli' (OF. cercel, Fr. cerceau,

Lat. circellus, a little ring, Lat. circus, circle),

or Rkcercel^e. In heraldry, a cross circling, or

curling at the ends, like a ram's horn.

CER'CIS. See Judas's Tree.

CERCOPES. The two gnomes who worried

and robbed Hercules in his sleej). A poem, bear-

ing their name, is attributed to Homer.

CER'COPITHE'CIDiE (Xeo-Lat., from Gk.

KtpKOTrievicos, krrkui>ilhekos, long-tailed ape, from

KipKoq, kerkos, tail of a beast + iriBriKos, pithckos,

ape). A family of primates, containing all the

Old World monkeys, other than anthropoid apes.

(See ^Monkey.) The several genera are described

and illustrated under Baboon: Langub; Ma-
caque, and many individual names.

CERDO'NIANS. A sect of Gnostics, founded

bv Cerdo, a Syrian, who came to Rome about

a.d. 140 and developed by his disciple Marcion.

They held that there were two primal causes

—

the perfectly good and the perfectly evil. The

good created the world, is the God of the Jews,

and the author of the Old Testament. Jesua

Christ is the son of the good Deity; he was sent

into the world to oppose evil; but his incarna-

tion, and consequently his sutTerings, were mere

appearance. Doming the human body the work

of the evil Deity, the Cerdonians prohibited mar-

riage, wine, and flesh-eating, and advocated fast-

ing and other austerities. Cerdo rejected the

< )ld Testament, and all of the New. except a part

of Luke's Gospel and Paul's Epistles.

CEREALS, or CEREAL PLANTS (Fr.

cMal, Lat. cerealis, pertaining to Ceres, goddess

of agriculture). The plants belonging to the

Gramineir, or grass family, cultivated for their

seeds as an article of food. They are also called

corn-plants, or bread-plants. The most common
cereals are wheat {Triticum), barley (Horde-

um), rye (.s'errt/f), oats {A vena), rice (Oryza),

maize or Indian corn {Zea), different kinds of

millets (Sctarui, I'anicvm, etc.). and various

sorghums {Sorghum or Andropogon) . The word
Vercalia is sometimes used to designate cereal

plants.

CBR'EBEL'LUM. See Nervous System.

CER'EBRAL HEMORRHAGE. See Apo-

plexy.

CER'EBRA'TION (from Lat. cerebrum,

brain, connected with Gk. Kdpa, kara, Skt. siras,

head, Ger. Uirn, brain, Eng. dial, harns, brains).

Unconscious. A supposed rellex and uncon-

scious action of the cerebrum (Lat. brain), con-

ditioning an involuntary and unconscious elab-

oration and association of ideas. It "is the

precise parallel, in the higher sphere of cerebral

or mental activity, to the movements of our

limbs, and to the direction of those movements
through our visual sense, which we put in train

volitionally when we set out on some habitually

repeated walk, but which then proceed not only

automatically, but unconsciously, so long as our

attention continues to be uninterruptedly di-

verted from them." (W. B. Carpenter, Principles

of Mental Physiology, London, 1879.) An il-

lustration would be the 'cropping up' of some
name or date which we have previously 'tried to

recall' without avail. The phrase has now fallen

into disuse, some writers referring the phenom-

ena to a subconscious (q.v.) incubation, others

invoking the known laws of association (q.v.),

or emphasizing that relegation of cerebral func-

tions to lower centres which is a consequence of

the law of habit (q.v.). Consult James, Psy-

chology (New York, 1890).

CER^BRIN, CeoHi«,N,0„ (from Lat. cere-

brum, brain) . An organic substance found in the

brain, the nerves, and in pus-corpuscles, from the

substance of which it may be obtained by ex-

tracting with alcohol. The cerebrin thus ob-

tained is freed from lecithin by treatment with

barium hydroxide, and purified by recrystalliza-

tion from alcohol. Cerebrin is a colorless, trans-

parent substance insoluble in water and in cold

alcohol and ether. When heated with dilute

acids, it is transformed into galactose and the

nitrogenous substance known as sphingosin.

CER'EBRO-SPI'NAL FLUID. A clear,

limpid, slightly albuminous fluid, having a salt-

ish taste, and a faintly alkaline reaction, and
not containing more than 1.5 per cent, of solid

matters. It is found between the arachnoid

membrane and the pia mater of the brain (q.v.)

and spinal cord, within the skull and the verte-

bral canal, enveloping them so as to afford me-
chanical support and also to serve as a cushion

to prevent injury from concussion, and to equal-

ize pressure when the body is in different posi-

tions or the vessels of the brain contain varying

amounts of blood, as claimed by some. It is

of physiological value to the brain as lymph.

In certain diseases the amount of the cerebro-

spinal fluid is vastly increased. See Hydro-
cepiiams; Nkrvoi s System.

CEREBRO-SPINAL MEN'INGI'TIS. See

MEM.\(iITIS.

CERTEBRUM. See Nervous System.

CEREMONIAL (Fr. c&r&moniale, Ijni. c<gri-

monialis, fniiii r(rriinonia, ceremony), COUBT.

The origin of elaborate formalities in the daily

life of a monarchical court is to be traced to the

East^'rn nations, whose genius is in harmony
with such external expressions of reverence.
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The Roman €'in|)i'n»rs were at first cautious in

the inlroduftion of >Ufli crrcnionial, owiii;? to the

traditional aversion of their sul>j('cts to king-

ly pump. Dioc'h'lian was the lirst to establish

it on a lar;it' soalo, and the later Byzantine em-
perors lar-iely develoix'd it. (.'harlemaj^nie, on
assuming the title of Emperor, introduced into

western Kurope a considerable amount of this

formality; and the whole spirit of the feudal
system, with its regular gradations of rank and
its complete theoretical organization, by which
every member of the body politic had his own
definite place, favored its extension. Some
further impulse was given by the marriage of

the Emperor Otho II. to the GriH'k princess

Theophano (1)72) ; but it reached a more elabo-

rate development at the Court of Philip the Good,
Duke of Burgundy (1419-07). This prince, whose
power equaled that of the sovereigns of his time,

while he could not place himself on a level with
them, found satisfaction in establishing a cere-

monial full of minute formalities. Through the
marriage of Mary of Burgundy with Maximilian,
tliey were introduced into the Austrian Court,
wiiere they held their ground until the reign of

Joseph II. (1741-00), to whose modern ideas

they were obnoxious. By dynastic connection
they spread to Spain and found tiiere a congenial

soil, fiourishing in all their fullness until com-
paratively recent times. In France ceremonial
was not so elaborate until the reign of Francis
II. Henry III. also took great pleasure in the

ordering of stately formalities; but their estab-

lishment really dates from the marriage of Aime
of Austria with Louis XIII. (1G1.5), and her son

Louis XIV. had only to put the finishing touches
to the system, which is as inseparable from the

idea of his reign as the wig is from any repre-

sentation of his person. So burdensome did its

pressure become at the French Court that Fred-
erick the Great said he would appoint a deputy,
if he were King of France, to attend to the cere-

monies and leave him time for riding.. The Revo-
lution destroyed ceremonial for a time, but Na-
poleon attempted to add to the prestige of his

throne by its regstablishment. The Bourbon
Restoration revived it still further, but the 'July

monarchy' adapted itself more to modern condi-

tions. In England, Queen Victoria's personal
taste for simplicity abridged ceremonial observ-

ance during her reign ; but it was to a certain

extent restored under her successor, Edward VII.
See Precedence; Titles of Hoxob.

CEREMONY (Fr. cdr^monie, Lat. ccerimonia,

sacred rite, probably connected with Skt. karman,
act, from kar, to do). Almost any act, when
performed in a regular, orderly, and' formal man-
ner, and when viewed, not with reference to its

object, but the mode of its performance, becomes
a ceremony; and the more entirely the attention
of the performers is withdrawn from the object

of the act, and fixed upon the manner of its

performance, the more ceremonious does it be-

come. The purely formal character of ceremony
is thus illustrated by Hooker: "The name cere-

mony," he says, "we do not use in so large a
meaning as to bring sacraments within the com-
pass and reach thereof, although things belong-
ing to the outward form and seemly administra-
tion of them are contained in that name." The
remark is applicable to the most trivial cere-

monies of social life and of State pageantry, as
well as to the most sacred rites of religion, for a

ceremony which is its own object would scarcely
l)e entitled to 1h' regarded even as a ceremony.
The most empty display has always the ulterior
object of imposing on somebody.

Ceremonies may be divided into four cla.sses:

(1) religious een'monies; (2) social ceremonies;
(3) State ceremonies; (4) international cere-

monies.

Religious and State ceremonies will be treated
of respectively under their various denomina-
tions. See, for the first, Liturgy; Mash; Pro-
cessions; Rite, etc.; for the second. Cere-
monial, Court; Coronation; Coi'Bt; Parlia-
ment, etc. Social ceremonies will, in a great
measure, fall under the heads Coirtesv; Eti-
Qt'ETTE; Forms ok Address; Precedence, etc.;

and international ceremonies under Ambassa-
dor; CONSIL; DlPIX)MACY, etc.

CEREMONY, Military. A stated military
exerci.se or formality, designed to show honor
to an important person, to present the qualities
of the troops concerned to advantage, or to
facilitate their inspection. Ceremonies include
reviews, musters, inspections, parades, guard-
mounting, funeral escorts, escorts of the color,

and escorts of htmor, which are described under
their ajipropriate heads.

CE'RES (probably connected with Lat. crcare,
to create, crescere, to grow, Gk. K6fio(, koros,
youth, Goth, hairdu, Ger. Herde, Engl, herd, Engl.
hurst, town, O. Ir. cam, heap. Arm. ser, species,

Skt. iardha, host, Ar. sar.)da, species). The
name given by the Romans to the Greek Demeter
{Arifii/TJip), goddess of the grain, which is re-

garded as her gift to mankind. In the systema-
tized Greek mythology, Demeter is daughter of
Cronos, and sister of Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades.
By her brother Zeus she became the mother
of Persephone or Proserpina (q.v. ). In Greek
worship Demeter and Persephone (or Cora) are
regularly united, fonning a pair of divinities,

whose es.sential nature has become clear through
the studies of Mannhardt, Maid- und FeldkuUe
(Danzig, 1875-77), and Mythologische Forschun-
gen (Strassburg, 1884), also of Frazer, (Joldev
Bough (2d ed.. New York, 1900). At bottom,
they are a dual impersonation of the 'corn spirit,*

of whose worship many traces are still observ-
able in the harvest customs of European peas-
ants. The great legend connected with Demeter
is that told in the Homeric Hj-mn, which pre-

serves the sacred version of Eleusis. According
to the common version. Hades (Pluto) surprised
Persephone as she was gathering flowers in a
meadow, and bore her away to the lower world.
Demeter long sought her daughter sorrowing, un-
til at length she learned her fate from the all-

seeing Helios (the sun). In her grief she hid
herself, and the earth ceased to yield her fruit.

Moved at last, Zeus sent Hermes to« fetch Perse-

phone, but Hades had persuaded her to eat a
pomegranate, and thus bound her to stay with

_

him. At last, the agreement was made that she
should spend two-thirds of the year with her
mother and one-third with her husband. In the
course of her wanderings. Demeter was kindly
entertained at Eleusis, and in requital extended
her special blessing to the spot, and from there

sent out Triptolemus (q.v.) to bear the knowl-
edge of agriculture to the world. The worship of

Demeter was nearly universal in the ancient
world, but probably the most important cult was
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at Eleusis in Attica, where were celebrated the

Kleusinian Mysteries (q.v.). There was also a

very important cult at Athens, where the Thes-

mophoria (see Greek Festivals) were cele-

brated. In Arcadia tlie goddesses were distinct-

ly chthonic, and regarded as awful deities of the

lower world. Swine and horses were especially

connected with these deities, and they are often

distinguished in works of art by a bunch of

grain, or a torch, or somewhat rarely by the

mystic box. Demeter also appears as a Kouro-
tr'ophos, that is, a guardian of children, repre-

sented as a seated figure holding a child. On
vases representations of the Eleusinian story

are not infrequent, and the rajje of Persephone

is frequent on sarcophagi, but statues of the

goddesses are not common. The most .striking

is the beautiful seated figure from Cnidus, now
in the British ^luseum. Fragments of the colos-

sal cult statues at Lycosura, the work of De-

mophon. are now at Athens. The Romans adopt-

ed the worship of the Greek Demeter about B.C.

493, and identified her with their own goddess

of the growth of the harvest, Ceres, who along

with Tellus, the earth, was honored with special

sacrifices, both after seed-time and just before

the harvest. Her great festival was the Cerealia,

on .April 19, which was celebrated with games
in the circus. In addition to Mannhardt and
Frazer, cited above, consult Preller, Demeter
and I'ersephove (Hamburg, 1837), and a long

article by Lenormant in Daremberg and Saglio,

Dictionnaire des antiquites grecques et romaines
(Paris. 1802).

C£B£S. The earliest known of the planetoids

(q.v.). It was first seen by Piazzi at Palermo,

January 1, 1801, the very first day of the Nine-

teenth Century. Piazzi continued to observe its

motion till February 13, when illness obliged him
to di.scontinue his observations. News traveled

slowly in those days, and the Continental astron-

omers did not hear of Ceres until the end of

March. By that time the planet had approached

too near the sun for observations to l)e possible.

Nor did the astronomers of that day pos.sess a

method of computing planetary orbits, when the

obserA'ations upon which such computations are

based extended over a period of time as short

as six weeks. Under these circumstances, it

was not possible to predict what would be the

planet's exact position on the sky when it should

become visible in the following winter. There
was consequently great danger of the planetoid

U^jng lost again. Fortunately, Gauss (q.v.),

then only 24 years of age. quickly devised a new
method of orbit computation, and succeeded in

predicting the planet's motions with sufficient

accuracy to enable Von Zach and others to re-

observe Ceres at the end of the year, when
Gauss's computations had l)ecome available.

CERES. An ancient statue of the Grecian
goddess of the grain, now standing in the Munich
Glyptothek. It is a striking example of sculp-

ture in different colored stone. The head and
lines i'rc of white, the draperies of black marble.

CE'REUS (I>at.. waxy, from cera, wax). A
genus of plants of the order Cactacese. contain-

ing 100 or more species, among which are some
of the most splendid flowers of that order. The
species abound in the southwestern part of the

Ignited States, extending through Mexico and
Central America into South .-Vmerica. One of

these is Ccreiis sjuxiosus, one of the most com-
mon greenhouse plants in tlie United States, and
sometimes cultivated even in windows. Its large

flowers are of a fine .scarlet color, the inner
petals with a violet tinge. The fruit, when well

ripened, is of a delicious flavor. The plant is a
native of Mexico.
A number of species are grown under the name

of night-blooming cereus. Of these, Cereua nycti-

calus, Cereus triangularis, and Vereus grandiflo-

rus are the best known. Their large, fragrant,
white flowers are exceedingly beautiful. Some
of the species are truly arborescent— the Su-
warro, Cereus giganteus, of Arizona, California,

and northern 5lexico, attaining a height of 50
feet or more and 18 inches to 2 feet in diameter.
The fruits of this species are eagerly sought for
food by "the natives. Cereus pasaeana, of Ar-
gentina, is a similar tree-like form. They branch
sparingly and resemble huge candelabra in out-

line. The night-blooming forms have cylindrical

or angled stems, and are trailers or climbers.

The others vary in form between these extremes.

CE'BIA^IS, Petilius. A Roman general,

first encountered in connection with his defeat,

as legate of the ninth legion, by the insurgent
British forces of Boadicea. In a.d. 69, when
Vespasian claimed the Empire, Cerialis has-

tened to join Vespasian's army in Italy, and was
appointed a general under Antonius. He was
assigned to the command of an advance body of

cavalry, and was afterwards defeated in a slight

skirmish just without Rome. Having crushed
the revolt of Civilis he was sent in a.d. 71 to

Britain as consular legate to the Roman Govern-
ment there, and in that capacity in great part
subjugated the Brigantes. Agricola served under
him as commander of the twentieth legion.

CEBIGNOLA, cha'r^-nyo'la. An ancient
city in southern Italy, 23 miles southeast of

Foggia, on a hill in a fertile but treeless plain

(Map: Italy. K 6). It markets cotton and oil.

and is celebrated for the victory won April 28,

1503. by the Spaniards over the French, which
established Spanish authority in Naples. Popu-
lation, in 1881 (commune)", 24,000; in 1901,

34,195.

CEBIGO, cha'r§-go, or Ktth'eka (anc. Cythe-
ra, Kythcra). One of the largest of the Ionian

islands, situated off the southern coast of Greece

in about latitude 36° 15' N., longitude 23° E.

(Map: Greece, D 6). Area, 107 square miles.

Its surface is mountainous, reaching an altitude

of 1650 feet, and the soil is barren. Corn, wine,

and olives are raised, and some cattle. The
island is noted for its two beautiful caverns. In

ancient times Cythora was considered the sacred

abode of Venus. Population, in 1889, 10,524.

The chief port is Kapsali.

CEB1M0N. A lord of Ephesus, in Shake-
speare's I'vriclcs. He has been a student of

medicine and saves the life of Thaisa. daughter

of Simonides, who was supposed to have died at

sea.

CEBINTHUS (T^t., from Gk. Ki)p«i^t. Ki-
rinthos). A heretic who lived at the close of

the .\postolic .\ge. but of whom we have nothing
better than \mcertain and confused accounts.

It is said that he was an Egv'ptian. perhaps also

a .Tew by birth, and studied philosophy in Alex-

andria. From Egypt he passed into Asia Minor.
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and lived in Epheaus contemporaneously (accord-
ing to the belief of the Church) with the aged
Apostle .John. Tradition tells us that Jolin held
the heretic in such detestation, tliat, on a certain
occasion, wlien he encountered Cerintlius in the
baths of Ephesus, he inunediately left the place,
saying to those about him: "Ix-t us Hee, lest the
bath should fall while Cerinthus, the enemy of
the truth, is there." It was believed in the an-
cient Church that the Gospel of Saint John was
written in opposition to the tenets of Cerinthus;
and tlie Konian presbyter Caius (about the close
of the Second Century) supposed that Cerinthus
liad revenged himself by falsely ascribing the
authorship of the Apocalypse to Saint John—it

being in reality his own work! The fathers con-
tradict one anotlior in their accounts of Cerin-
thus. Some descrilH- him as a complete Gnostic,
in which case he would be the earliest recorded
teacher of that sect ; others say that he held
coarse and sensual millenarian views, making
the millennium (q.v.), with the licentious fancy
of an Arab, consist chietly in 'nuptial delights,'

and that he believed the Jewish ceremonial law
to be in part binding upon Christians. There
can be no doubt that Cerinthus made use of the
Jewish law at least as a symbol for his Gnostic
doctrines, and also employed millenarian terms
in a symbolical manner; a very natural thing
for him to do, on the In'pothesis which Neander
and others have suggested—that Gnosticism
originated, not among tlie minds which had re-

ceived a true Hellenic culture, but among the
Judaizing sects, whose theosophy was a jumble
of the spiritual and the material. Cerinthus
being the oldest teacher of Judaico-Gnostic prin-
ciples, there would naturally be a greater in-

congruity and want of harmony in his language
and ideas than characterized Gnosticism at a
later period of its development; and subsequent
ecclesiastical writers, destitute of precise histori-

cal knowledge and sound principles of criticism,

could hardly avoid misunderstanding a system
which is not consistent throughout, but bears
evident marks of being formed in a transition

epoch.

CEItlTE (from Neo-Lat. cerium). A hy-
drated cerium silicate of complex composition
containing other metals of the cerium group, as
didjnnium and lanthanum. It crystallizes in the
orthorhombic system and is of a brownish red
color. It is found at Bastniis in Westmanland,
Sweden, and is the chief source of the element
cerium. A partial separation of the metals con-

tained in cerite may be effected by treating the
mineral with sulphuric acid and separating the
resulting sulphates by taking advantage of the
difFerences in their solubility. Cerium may then
be completely isolated from the insoluble portion
by converting this into nitrate and subjecting

to a process of decomposition, the nitrate of

cerium being more readily broken up by heat
(and hence rendered insoluble) than the other
nitrates present.

CE'RITJM (Neo-Lat., named after the planet
Ceres). A metallic element discovered by Ber-
zelius in 1803. It is not found native, but occurs
combined in many Swedish minerals, especially

as the silicate in cerite. which contains 56 per
cent, of cerium peroxide. It also occurs in

samarskite. a mineral found in North Carolina.
After cerium has been isolated from the other
constituents of cerite (q.v.), it may be obtained

in the metallic state by the electrolysis of its

anhydrous chloride, or by fusing the latter with
metallic sodium.
Cerium (symbol, Ce; atomic weight, 140)

is a steel-gray, ductile, and malleable metal
whose melting-jmint is higher tlian that of silver.
Its specific gravity varies between 5.5 and 6.03.
It fonns two s<'ries of salts, the cerous and
eerie. Cerous sulphate is used to produce a deep,
blue-black color on fabrics. Cerous o.Yalate is

sometimes used in medicine, especially for the
vomiting of pregnancy.

CERNUSCHI, chCr-noosTtd, Enrico (1821-
96). An Italian economist. He was born in
Milan, and took part in the Italian Revolution
of 1848, in which he was an ardent Republican.
In 1850 he took refuge in France and engaged in
banking. He became a principal stockholder of
Lc Siccle, and discussed in that journal economic
subjects with considerable ability. Owing to his
denunciation of socialism, his life was in great
peril from the communists in 1871. He left France
and visited Egypt, China, and Japan, bringing
back valuable ethnological and art collections.
These he bequeathed to the city of Paris, and
they now form the Musee Cernuschi, opened in
1898. He visited the United States in 1877,
and delivered many addresses on economic ques-
tions, championing the cause of bimetallism.
Among his works are: Mccanique de I'cchange

(1865); Contre le billet de banque (1866); Il-

lusions des sociHcs cooperatives (1866) ; Or et
argent (1874); Silver Vindicated (1876); Le
Bland bill (1878) ; Le bimetallisme d quinze et

demi (1881); and Le grand procds de I'union
latine (1884).

CE^O (from Sp. sierra, saw, sawfish, from
Lat. scrra, saw). An uncommon marine fish

{Scomberomorus regale) similar to, but larger
than, the Spanish mackerel, reaching 20 pounds
in weight. It belongs to the western Atlantic.
Another species, the sierra {Scomberomorus ca-
balla), is called 'king-cero,' and may weigh 100
pounds, and is found in the warmer parts of
the Atlantic. Both are good food.

CEROG^APHY (from Gk. Kripoypa<t>la, kero-
graphia, encaustic painting, from Kr)f>oypa4>eiv,

kerographein, to paint with wax, from /cijpis,

keros, wax + ypd^eiv, graphein, to write ) . The
art of painting with wax. It was employed by
Greek and early Roman painters. Wax, as a
medium, is .sometimes used by our modern mural
painters, as it gives the dull effect of fresco
painting, more suited to mural work than the
disturbing effect of oil, which shines in spots
at certain angles of light. See Encaustic
P.\INTING.

CE'ROPLASTIC (Gk. KVf><nr\aa-TiK6s, krro-
plaslikos. modeling in wax, from (cij/jiTrXtwros,

keroplastos, molded in wax, from KTip6i, keros,

wax + irXd<r<r««', plassein, to mold). The art of

modeling in wa.x. See W.\xwork.

CERNY, cher'nd, Fbedekick. See Guthrie,
Fbedekick.

CERQUOZZI, chgr-kwAt's*, Michelangelo
(1602-60). An Italian painter, bom in Rome.
He began his art as a painter of fruit and flow-

ers under Pietro Bonzi, but afterwards devoted
himself to battle pictures and was called 'delle

Battaglic.' There are pictures by him in the
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principal museums of Europe, but his best work
is in Rome, "The Four Seasons" (Palazzo Sal-

viati )

.

CEBBITO, cher-re'tA, Fbancesca, called

Fanny (1821 — ). A French ballet-dancer, bom
in Naples. She made her d^but in Paris in a
ballet, La fille de marbre, written by her hus-

band, M. Saint-L^on (1847). She also appeared
in La vivandiere, Le violon du diable, and in

Hemma, the scenery of which she designed with
Th^ophile Gautier.' So great were her talents

and charm that the Italians have called her 'the

fourth grace.' She retired from the stage in

1854.

CEBBO DE PASCO, ser'rd da paslc*. The
capital of the Peruvian Department of Junin,

»>ituated in a sterile region 14,000 feet above
sea-level, at the northern end of Lake Chinchay-
cocha (Map: Peru, B 6). The temperature

averages 40° the year round. The town is poorly

built over the silver-mines which make it famous.

Thev are, however, not so productive as formerly.

Population, about 14,000.

CEBBO GOBDO (Sp., Big Mountain). A
mountain pa^s near Jalapa, on the National Road
I«tween Vera Cruz and the City of Mexico.

Here, on April 18, 1847. during the war between
the United States and Mexico, General Scott,

with a force of 8500, dislodged and defeated Gen-

eral Santa Anna, with a force of about 12,000.

While Scott was advancing from Vera Cruz, the

Mexicans had strongly intrenched themselves in

a position which seemed impregnable, their right

resting on a precipice rising above an almost

impassable ravine, and their left occupying the

heights of Atalaya and Cerro Gordo. Scott, ar-

riving before the fortifications on April 14, spent

two days in reconnoitring, and on the 17th sent

General Twiggs by a precarious pathway to take

the high ground on Santa Anna's left, and then,

if possible, cut oflF his retreat by occupying the

Jalapa road in his rear. Twiggs succeeded in

taking Atalaya on the 17th, and on the follow-

ing day the Americans attacked with great vigor

in front and flank, taking the height of Cerro

Gordo, capturing the Mexican camp, securing

3000 prisoners, and forcing the rest of the Mex-
ican army in great confusion from the field.

The Americans lost 63 killed and 368 wounded
(General Shields being among the latter) ; the

Mexicans, probably as many as 1000, though the

exact figures have never been ascertained. The
victory enabled Scott to advance toward the City

of Mexico, and did much toward demoralizing

the Mexican troops. Consult: Bancroft, History

of J/rxtco, Vol. V. (San Francisco, 1885);
Wright, General Bcott (New York, 1894) ; and
C. M. Wilcox, History of the Mexican War
(Washington, 1892).

CEBTALDO, ch6r-tUl'd6. A town in central

Italy, 35 miles southwest of Florence (Map:
Italy, F 4). Here Boccaccio lived and died. His
house, restored in 1823 by Countess Carlotta

Lenzoni-Medici, and the original site of his tomb
are objects of general interest. Population, in

1881 (roinniune), 8000; in 1901, 9129.

CEBTHIADJE. See Cbeepeb.

CEBTIFICATE (Fr. certificat, from :Med.

l>at. rrrtificiitus, p.p. of certificare, to certify,

from Lat. certus, sure -f- facere, to make) . A
written testimony to the truth of a certain fact

or fnctus. Tt may be required or authorized by

Vol. IV.—ai.

law, when it has an official character and is

receivable as evidence of the facts therein stated

;

or it may be voluntary, when it has no greater
value as evidence than any other private writing.
Examples of legally authorized certificates are
certificates of an insolvent's or a bankrupt's dis-

charge; certificate of the appointment and quali-

fication of a person as the administrator of a
decedent's estate, or as a notary public, or other
officer; certificate that a ship has been regis-

tered; certificate by a notary public or similar

officer that the execution of a document has been
duly acknowledged before him. For the legal

effect of such certificates as evidence, consult the

authorities referred to under Evidence.

CEBTIFICATE OF MEBIT, United States
Army. A certificate of merit, awarded on the

recommendation of his commanding officer to an
enlisted man who has distinguished himself in

the service. According to Article XXV. United
States Army Regulations, recommendations for

a certificate of merit must originate with an
eye-witness, preferably the immediate command-
ing officer. Each case must be submitted sepa-

rately, forwarded through the regular channels,

and must be favorably indorsed by each com-
mander. Extra pay at the rate of $2 per month
from the date of distinguished service is allowed
to each enlisted man to whom a certificate of

merit is granted.

CEBTIOBABI, ser'shi-A-ra'ri (Lat., to be
certified, from certior, comparative of certus,

sure ) . A common-law writ issued by a superior

court to an inferior one, or to a body acting in a
quasi-judicial capacity, such as commissioners,

magistrates, assessors of taxes, etc. The writ

issues only when there is no other adequate rem-

edy, and it is used in both criminal and civil

cases. It requires the record of a proceeding

in the inferior court or before the quasi-judicial

body to be certified by that court or body and
returned to the court issuing the writ for the

purpose either of reviewing the same or of re-

moving the action or proceeding to the higher

court for trial. WTien certiorari is used as a

means of review, questions of law. rather than

those of fact, are involved, determining whether

the inferior court had jurisdiction or proceeded

in accordance with law. For example, if a board

of assessors of taxes should decide that the prop-

erty of a bank invested in L^nited States bonds

could be taxed under the authority of the State,

they would decide a question of law which
might, by means of a writ of certiorari, be re-

opened before superior tribunals, and ultimately

before the Supreme Court of the United States.

It would not, however, raise any question of fact

or confer upon the superior court any ministerial

power vested in the board of assessors of taxes.

The writ is granted or refused at the discretion

of the superior court, and the usual result is

that the proceedings below are either affirmed

or set aside. In courts of equity a similar use

is made of certiorari, which may be granted on
application by original bill under the 'Evarts

Act' of ^larcli 3. 1891. Certain decisions of the

Circuit Court of Appeals may be reviewed by the

United States Supreme Court by certiorari.

In England, certiorari issues in civil cases out

of the chancery division of the High Court of

Justice, and in criminal cases from the King's

Bench division of the same court. It is now
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chiefly used in the hitter diviHion, and is the
usual mode of correcting excesses of justices of

the ]>eace in miscellaneous matters. Consult:
Spelling, Treatise on Extraordinary Relief in
Equity and at Law (Boston, 1901); Wood,
Treatise on the Legal Remedies of .\landamu8
and Prohibition, etc. (3d ed., Albany, 1896).

CEBTOSA, cher-tf/sA (It.). A monastery of
the order of CarthuHiuns (q.v.), whence the
Italian name is derived. The most famous is the
I'crtosa di Pavia in Lombardy, one of the most
complete and beautiful monuments of Italian
art, erected with the cooperation of several gen-
erations of the greatest Lombard artists. It was
foimdcd in 1396 by Gian Galeazzo Visconti, and
begun in the same late Gothic style as the
cathedral of Milan, but before the nave had been
completed in this style, the influence of the early
Renaissance had become supreme, and the choir
and transept, as well as the beautiful cloisters,

were executed in the new style, with rich and
artistic details in terra-cotta, as was also the
facade, begun in its present form in 1491. This
is the masterpiece among Renaissance fagades,

not onl}' for the richness and perfection of its

sculptures, but for the harmony of its design.

The interior of the church is a Latin cross

('^49 X 173 feet), with eight heavy piers, four-

teen chapels, apsidal transepts, and a dome over
the intersection. It is a museum of Renaissance
sculpture and painting, most of the latter the
work of Borgognone, including the designs for

the choir-stalls. The sepulchral monument of

the founder is mainly by Cristoforo Romano.
The most famous sculptors who worked on the
cloisters and facade were the brothers Monte-
gazza, Amadro, Fusina (Fifteenth Century),
Briosco, Giacomo della Porta, Busti, and Solari

(Sixteenth Century). This monument was the

practical school at which the Lombard school of

sculpture developed throughout its golden age.

CEBUTilEN ( Neo-Lat., from Lat. cera, wax)

.

Ear-wax, a yellow, oily secretion from certain

glands lying in the external auditory canal, or
the passage that leads from the external
opening of the ear to the membrane of the tym-
panum. Its use is to render the skin of this

part pliable, as it is a variety of sebaceous mat-
ter, and also to entangle dust, etc., which may
enter the canal, and thus secure its removal.

Its bitter taste prevents insects from entering

the auditory canal. The motion of the jaw in

eating and talking should loosen the wax, and,
by working it outward, prevent its accumula-
tion. When it does accumulate, it causes par-

tial deafness, and also a buzzing noise in the

head, from adhering to the ear-drum. It must
be removed by syringing in such cases.

CE^TJSE (Fr. ceruse, Lat. cerussa, white
lead, from cera, wax), Flake-White, Kbemnitz
White, and Nottingham White. Names some-
times applied to white lead (q.v.). The name
ceruse is also applied to cerusite

(
q.v. )

.

CE'BTJSITE (from ceruse, from Lat. cerussa,

white lead). Natural lead carbonate (PbCOj).
It crystallizes in the orthorhombic system and
has a vitreous or pearly lustre, and is of a
gray or grayish-black color, sometimes tinged

with blue or green, owing to the presence of

salts of copper. It is formed by the alteration

of galena or lead sulphide, which, as it oxidizes

to sulphate, may be changed to a carbonate by

means of solutions of calcium l)icarbonate. The
most famous localities are the lead - mines of
Siberia, and the Altai Region; also various
places in Sweden and (iermany, while fine crys-

tals are found in Cornwall, England, in the
United States it occurs at Plienixvillc, Pa., and
at lead deposits in Virginia, North Carolina, Mis-
souri. Wisconsin, Colorado, Utah, and Arizona.
Dana reports its observation as a recent forma-
tion at P<mipeii, Italy, and at Lauriiun, Greece.

CEBVAL'CES. Sec El.K.

CEBVANTES SAAVEDBA, sPr-vin'tez, Sp.
pron. th/ir-vJin'tAs sil'tl-v.'i'drii, Miguel de (1547-
1616). The most famous of all Spanish writers,

and author of the world-reno\vned Don Quixote.
His early years are involved in much obscurity.
It is known that he was of pure Castilian stock,

being the second son of Rodrigo de Cervantes
and Leonor de Cortinas ; that his birthplace was
Alcal& de Henares, although for 200 years this

was a matter of dispute, seven cities claiming
the honor; and that he was baptized Octol)er 9,

1547, whence it is plausibly conjectured, in view
of his name, that he was bom on the Michaelmas
Day preceding. There is a tradition, now gen-
erally discredited, that Cervantes spent two
years at the University of Salamanca. What is

definitely known is that he studied under Lope
de Hoyos, a teacher of some celebrity in Madrid

;

and when, on the occasion of the death of Isabel

of Valois, Philip II.'s third wife, Hoyos edited
a memorial volume of verse, six of the poems
were contributed by Cervantes, his earliest known
essay in literature. But his practical education
in the knowledge of life—the education which
conies from action and hardship and disap-
pointment—still lay before him. At 21 he left

Spain in the suite of the special nuncio, Giulio
Acquaviva, who was returning to Rome. Here
a new crusade was being organized against the
Turks, and Cervantes soon caught the prevail-
ing contagion. He enlisted in a regiment of
Spanish infantry, and played a gallant part at
the battle of I^epanto, receiving wounds one of
which crippled his left hand for life, "for the
greater glory of his right," as he phrased it.

He also took part in engsxgements before Na-
varino, Corfu, Tunis—after which he was for a
time again in Italy, and there presumably ac-

quired that knowledge of the language which later

bore fruit in the slight coloring of Italian idioms
that are to be found in even his best pages. In
1575 he set sail for Spain, but the vessel was
seized by Algerine pirates and all on board car-

ried into Algiers as prisoners.

Cervantes's captivity lasted for five years,
during Avhich he showed noteworthy fortitude
and intrepidity, offering himself as leader in all

attempts of the Christians to escape, attempts
always frustrated at the last moment; forced
to witness the almost daily atrocities which his
owner, Hassan Pasha, practiced upon his fellow-

prisoners, and often himself threatened with
inhuman tortures, although, through some un-
explained influence, the threats were never car-

ried out. Finally the sum demanded for his
ransom, painfully raised by his widowed mother
and sister, and eked out by the efforts of a pious
friar, Juan Gil, and some Christian merchants
in Algiers, was paid, and Cervantes was free to
return to Spain. This period of his career de-

serves to be dwelt upon, for it was here that his
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character was ripening and the foundation
being laid for that wide understanding of human
nature whicli makes his great work a delight to

all peoples and at all times. It was this ordeal

which waked the soldier, the 'mutilated of Le-

panto,' from his dream of romance, and pre-

pared him for transition into the writer
capable of the higher and finer humanity of the

Don Quixote. The plays which he is said to
have written in captivity are lost. The earliest

known literary efforts after his return to Spain
are some sonnets published in 1583, the year be-

fore his marriage to Catalina de Palacios Sala-

zar, a young lady of good family from Esquivias,

in Xew Castile. Little is known of the marriage
beyond the fact that she bore him no children,

and that she outlived him by ten years. It is

said, however, that while courting her he found
inspiration to write his pastoral novel, the Gala-
tea, published in 1585. Extravagant, artificial,

and affected, like others of its type, it never-
theless served to bring Cervantes into notice;

and, although never finished, seems to have been
regarded by him to the last with especial fond-

ness, for in Doti Quixote he makes the Barber
say: 'This book has some invention; it pro-

poses something and concludes nothing; it be-

hooves us to wait for the second part which he
promises." To this and the following years be-

long a long line of dramas—twenty or thirty
according to his own account. Of most of these
even the titles have perished. We know of the
(J ran Turquesca ; the Jerusalen; the Batalia
naval; the Amaranta ; the Bosque amorosa ; the
Arsinda, and the Cnnfusa, which the author
flattered himself was "good among the best of

the coniedies of the cloak and sword." The two
suniving plays are El trato de Argel (Life
in Algiers) and La yumancia, which deals with
the siege of Numantia and its capture by Scipio
Africanus. Together these two plays show the
best and the worst of Cervantes's dramatic tal-

ent. The former is an incoherent medley of
personal reminiscences, in which demons and
lions and such moral abstractions as Necessity
and Opportunity are introduced side by side with
real characters. La Numancia is a tragedy of
heroic energj* and intense pathos, which has just-
ly excited the admiration of Shelley, Goethe, and
August Sclilegel, and is little less than remark-
able when we remember that Shakespeare had
not yet written, and neither Comeille nor Racine
had been bom. Nevertheless, it must be recog-
nized that Cervantes was practically a failure
as a dramatist, and in 1588 was forced to leave
the Madrid stage, which was before Lope de
Vega had \teg\m to write plays—a fact that dis-

poses of the legend that he was driven out by
Lope. For the next few years he lived in strait-
ened circumstances. In 1588 he received the po-
sition of commissary at Seville, under the Pro-
vef'dor-General of the Indian fleet. He seems to
have held this place until 1593. In 1594 he was
made tax-gatherer in Granada, but three years
later not only lost the position, through an ab-
sconding subordinate, but suffered a three
months' imprisonment besides. In 1005, while
residing in Valladolid, he once more appeared as
an author, this time destined to win immortal
fame. In writing Don Quixote, which popular
tradition says was begun in jail. Cervantes's
avowed purpose was "to diminish the authority

and acceptance that books of chivalry have in
the world and among the vulgar." Yet he did
not intend to burlesque the old Spanish knight-
errantry, for this was already a thing of the
past. He sought rather to put an end to the
absurd and affected romances which it was then
the fashion to read ; and how well he succeeded
is attested by the fact that after the appearance
of Don Quixote no new chivalresque romance was
published in Spain. What further purpose Cer-
vantes had, and what hidden allegoric meaning
lurks in Don Quixote, has provoked endless con-
troversy. One of the latest critics of Spanish
literature, Mr. Fitzmaurice-Kelly, has very sensi-
bly said: "That an allegory of human life was
intended is incredible. Cervantes presents the
ingenious gentleman as a prince of courtesy, af-

fable, gallant, wise on all points save the trifling

one which annihilates time and space and changes
the aspects of the universe; and he attaches to
him Saneho, self-seeking, cautious, practical in
presence of vulgar opportunities. The types are
eternal. But it were too much to assume that
there exists any conscious symbolic or esoteric

purpose in the dual presentation." Carlyle, with
curious ineptitude, calls Don Quixote "our joy-

fullest modern book." He would have done well
to recall that the Barber in Don Quixote speaks
of Cervantes as "rather a man of sorrow," and
to have heeded Landor, who says that readers
who see nothing more than a burlesque in Don
Quixote have but a shallow appreciation of the
work.
Though received with enthusiasm, Don Quixote

brought no pecuniar}' reward to the author.
After a silence of several years, he produced, in
1613, his twelve Xovelas exemplares (Exemplary
Tales) ; in 1614 his Mage al Parnaso (Voyage
to Parnassus), a rhymed review of contemporary
poets; and in the following year a volume of

mediocre dramas. At this time, while engaged
upon the second part of Don Quixote, Cer\'ante8

learned that a certain Alonzo Fernandez de
Avellaneda, at Tarragona, had published a spuri-

ous continuation, a cynical and amusing volume,
which had the effect of spurring on Cervantes
to the completion of the true continuation, which
otherwise might never have been finished. Cer-
vantes died April 23, 1616, just after complet-
ing his last novel, Persiles Sigismunda, which
was published posthumously.

Of the many editions of Don Quixote, the fol-

lowing may be mentioned: The first edition
(Madrid, 1605; second part, 1615); that by
Pellicer (Madrid, 1797-98) ; that of Diego Cle-

mencia (Madrid, 1833-39), containing an excel-

lent commentary; a photographic reproduction
of the first edition (Barcelona. 1871-74) ; and
a recent critical text, edited by Fitzmaurice-
Kelly, in course of publication (London, 1889
et seq.). Cervantes, Obras Completas (in 12
vols.), appeared in 1863-64. The earliest Eng-
lish version is that of Sheldon (London, 1612-

20; latest reprint, by Henley, 1896). Later
renderings deserving mention are: Ormsby's
(London, 1885), Duffield's (I^ndon, 1881).
Watts's (London, 1894). The latter contains a
lengthy biography. Mr. Watts has also contrib-
uted a short "Life of Cervantes" to the Oreat
Writers ftrries, which includes a brief but con-

venient bibliography.
Among the various other accounts of his life

and works are: Navarrete, Vida de Miguel Cer-
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rante$ (Madrid, 1810) ; Chasles, Michel de Cer-

rantea, aa vie, son temps, son omvre (Paris,

1868) ; Baunwtark, Cervantes Baavedra (Frei-

burg, 1875) ; Aierini6e, La vie et I'aeuvre de Cer-

vantes (Paris, 1877) ; Mainez, Vida de Cervantes

(Cadiz, 1878) ; Dorer, Cervantes und seine

Mcrke, with bibliography (I^eipzig, 1881) ; Kelly,

Life of Miguel de Cervantes (London, 1892);

Dunininc, Kssai sur la vie et lea auvrea de Cer-

vantes (Paris, 1897). For an exhaustive bibliog-

raphy of his writings, consult Rius, Bibliografia

critiea de las obraa de Cervantes Baavedra (Mad-
rid, 1900).

CERVERA Y TOPETE, ther-vJl'rft 6 td-

pft'tA, Pasqial. Com)E I)E Jekez, Marques de

Santa Anna (1833—). A Spanish admiral, born

in Jerez, in the Province of Cadiz. His father

was one of the wealthiest wine - merchants of

Spain; his mother a daughter of Count Porpete

y Velle, a member of the royal family. Cervera

was educated at San Fernando (1848-51), and
after his graduation served on several training-

ships. He distinguished himself during the cam-
paign against Morocco in 1859, and was appoint-

ed a first lieutenant. He was a member of the

Spanish expedition against Cochin China in 1862,

and afterwards was appointed attache of the

Spanish legation at Washington. Subsequently

he was promoted to the rank of captain, and
was put in comn?and of a vessel sent to Peru
during the war of 1806. Upon the outbreak

of the Ten Years' War in Cuba (1868-78) he

was engaged in the blockade of Cuban ports, but
was recalled by the Government and appointed

Secretary of the Na^'y in the Spanish Cabinet.

He was advanced to the rank of admiral, and
soon thereafter placed in command of the Pelayo,

the original first-class battle-ship of the Spanish
Navy. He was next appointed adjutant to the

Queen Regent, and was made chief of the Span-

ish commission sent to the European Naval Con-

ference held in London in 1891.

Upon the outbreak of the Spanish-American
War he was placed in command of the squadron
sent to America, consisting of the cruisers In-

fanta Maria Teresa, Cristdbal Colon, Almirante
Oquendo, and Yizcaya, and the torpedo-boat

destroyers Terror, Furor, and Pluton. The fleet

left Cadiz April 8th and the Cape Verde Islands

April 29th. From this latter date Cervera elud-

ed the American fleet, and his whereabouts caused

much apprehension, especially in the cities along

the Atlantic Coast. He had shaped his course

for Cuba, however, and about May 19th his

squadron entered the harbor at Santiago, where
it was blockaded by American vessels under the

command of Admiral Sampson. On July 3d—
by the express orders of his Government, it is

.said—Cervera made a bold dash from the harbor
and gave battle to the American vessels; but in

the running fight which ensued his fleet was de-

stroyed and he was taken prisoner by Lieutenant
Wainwright of the Gloucester. By reason of his

exceptional bravery, his courteous and dignified

bearing, and his generous conduct toward Lieu-

tenant Hobson, he was made the object of much
official and popular courtesy. Immediately after

the battle President McKinley gave him permis-

sion to communicate with his family by cable,

and he received many other personal attentions.

On July 10 he was taken to Portsmouth, and
thence to Annapolis (July 16). With the mem-
bers of his staff he sailed for Spain on Septem-

ber 12, 1898, and arrived at Santander Septem-
ber 21. Upon his return to Spain he was sub-

jected to court-martial, a procedun- usual in

European countries, in order that all the facts

relative to a defeat or other disaster may be
fully known, and tlie blame or reason for such
defeat or disaster fairly placed. He was acquit-

ted and libenited, July 7, 1899.

CERVETEBI, ch5r-va'tA-r*, or CERVE-
TERE, -tft-rA. A village on the site of the an-

cient Caere, in south Etruria, near the Tyrrhe-
nian Sea, in the district of Civita Vecchia, 32
miles west of Rome. The ancient town, which
was said to have borne the name Agylla before
the Etruscan conquest, became one of the twelve
Etruscan cities. According to Roman tradition,

it afforded refuge to the Tarquins after their
expulsion from Rome, and was by the Romans
chosen as the safest hiding-place for the Vestals
and the sacred treasures during the occupation
of the capital by the Gauls. Under the Republic
and Empire the city continued to exist, but later

steadily declined, and about 1250 was deserted
by a large portion of its inhabitants, who re-

moved to the present village of Ceri. As Caere

was said to be the first city admitted to the
Roman State as a municipium sine suffragio, or
without the right of suffrage, the name Caerites

became typical for citizens of such municipia.
Near the ancient city have been found a large
number of fine Etruscan chamber tombs, many of

which were richly decorated with paintings and
reliefs. Among the most famous are the Regu-
lini-Galassi, which yielded in 1836 a rich harvest
of gold ornaments, arms, etc., and the tomb of

the Tarcna, the Etruscan name which the Ro-
mans transferred to Latin as Tarquinii. Consult
Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, I. (rev.

ed., London, 1878).

CERVIA, chCr'v^-a. An interesting city in

north Italy, on the Adriatic, 13 miles southeast
of Ravenna (Map: Italy, G 3). It has a beauti-

ful cathedral and a theatre, and markets much
salt from the lagoons east of the town. Popula-
tion, in 1881 (commune), 7000; in 1901, 7942.

CER'VIDiE (Neo-Lat., from Lat. ccrvus,

stag). That family of ruminants which em-
braces all the deer. (For characteristics, see

Deer.) It is subdivided into musk-deer (Mos-
chinfp) and true deer (Cervinae), the latter in-

cluding many genera, described under Brocket;
Deeb; Elk; Gt'emal; Munt.tac; Reindeer,
etc., or under individual names, as Moose;
Sambur; Wapiti, etc. For classification of

genera and species, consult Brooke, in Proceed-
ings Zoological Society of London (London,
1878. illustrated).

CERVIN, sdr'vfiN', Mont. See Mattebhobn.

CER'VUS. See Deer ; Elk,

CESALPINO, eha'zAl-pe'nd, Andrea (Lat.

C.ESALPiNius) (1519-1603). An Italian botanist

and physiologist. He was bom in Arezzo, Tus-

cany, studied at the University of Pisa, and for

many years was professor of botany there.

Thence he was summoned to Rome to become
physician - in - ordinary to Pope Clement VIII.

and professor of medicine at the Sapienza
College. He published a work of metaphysical
speculation, Qucestiones Peripateticce (1571),
based on Aristotle. In his Katoptron, aive

Speculum Artis MediccB Uippocraticum (1601)
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he stated the theory respecting the circulation

of the blood which Harvey, by his subsequent

experimental researches, definitely established.

He is best known, however, for his De Plantis

(1583), in which he presented the first botan-

ical system philosophically constructed accord-

ing to a natural order of classification. The in-

debtedness of Linnaeus to him is considerable.

Among his other works are a D(emonum In-

vestigatio Peripatetica (1580).

CESANA, cha-zii'na, Giuseppe Augusto
(18-21— ). An Italian journalist. He was bom
in Milan, October 8, 1821, studied law, but soon

abandoned that profession, and in 1854 estab-

lished in Turin L'Espero, the first of many im-

portant journals which owed their existence

wholly or in part to his enterprise. II Pasquino
was founded soon after, in conjunction with

Piacentini; the Corriere italiano (18G5) was an
individual venture; II Fanfulla (1870), the

joint creation of Cesana, Piacentini, and De
Rensis. Eighteen years later he left II Fanfulla

to accept the editorship of L'ltalie, an influen-

tial paper published in Rome in the French lan-

guage, which he directed with much success until

his retirement in 1803. Cesana is also the au-

thor of several novels, the first of which, Tom-
maso Canella, is remembered chiefly because its

title afterwards became the author's pseudonym.
His son, Luigi Cesana, is also a prominent jour-

nalist, and since 1878 proprietor and editor of

the Mcssagero.

CESARI, ch&'zs\-re, Antonio (1760-1828).

All Italian philologist, born in Verona. He is

known by his attempt to restore to the Italian

language of the day the purity and virility of

the Renaissance. His monumental Vocabolario

delta Crunca was published in 1806-09, and his

other works include Alcune novelle (1810);
Bellezze delta Commedia di Dante (1824-26).

CESABI, GirsEPPE, Cavaliere d'Arpino

'c. 1565- 1640). An Italian painter, bom in

Rome. He was a pupil of Roncalli, and is a
noteworthy example of the fact that, despite

the traditions of the Renaissance, bad art could

flourish and be popular in Italy in the Seven-

leenlh Century. Cesari was encouraged in Rome,
and so munificently rewarded for his works that

he rested content with a facility of handling that

which readily gave pleasiire, and became indiffer-

ent to a thorough study and practice of his art.

Both drawing and perspective were so at fault

in his work that he was considered to have had
a most pernicious influence on public taste. He
was greatly opposed to the Carracci School, and
rather identified himself with the 'Idealists,' but

after his own line and methods. His frescoes in

tlic Capitol are well colored, and are deemed his

bt->t work. His finest pictures are "Diana and
Acta-on" and "Bathing Nymphs." He died July

3, 1640.

CESAROTTI, chri'z&-r6t't*, MelCiiiobe ( 1730-

1808). An Italian poet. He was bom and edu-

cated in Padua, where his brilliant promise as a
student won him, at an early age, an appoint-

ment to teach rhetoric in the university, and in

1768 he was elected to the chair of Greek and
Hebrew. Although an old man when the French
invaded Italy, he warmly esjjoused their cause,

and received a pension from Napoleon, in whose
honor he wrote an adulatory poem. "Pronea,"

and who later made him Kiiiglit and then Com-

mander of the Iron Crown. Cesarotti was a pro-

lific writer, and his collected works fill forty

ample volumes (Pisa, 1800-13). Besides a mucli

over-praised rendering of the Iliad, his many
translations include .i^schylus's Prometheus ; se-

lections from Demosthenes and Juvenal ; several

of Voltaire's tragedies; and Gray's Elegy. Most
important of all was his Ossian, which owed its

great vogue in Italy to the novelty of its mingled
chivalry and sentimentalism, and visibly influ-

enced the style of Alfieri, Monti, and other
writers of the younger generation. Consult : Bar-
bieri, Memorie intorno all' ahhate Cesarotti
(Padua, 1810) ; and more recently, Alemanni, I7»

filosofo delle lettere (Turin, 1894).

CESENA, cha-za'na. A city in central Italy,

52 miles southeast of Bologna (Map: Italy, G3).
It is pleasantly situated on the Savio, and has
a lyceum, a gymnasium, a technical school, and
a seminary. The cathedral contains two fine mar-
ble Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century altars, and
the handsome city hall has a colossal statue of

Pius VI., who, like his successor, Pius VII., was
born here. In the library (founded in 1452 by
Domenico Malatesta Xovello) are 4000 MSS.,
many of which were used by Aldus Manutius in

preparing his famous editions of the classics.

On a hill near the town is the Church of Santa
Maria del Monte, attributed to Bramante, with
Fifteenth Century carved stalls. Cesena markets
hemp, wine, vegetables, and silk and refined sul-

phur. It was already famous for its wines in

Roman times. In the Middle Ages it became
subject to the Ghibelline family of Mont«feltro,

then to the Guelf family of Malatesta (see Dante,

Inferno, xxvii. 53), and after\vards it was seized

by Cesare Borgia and incorporated with the

Papal territorv. Population, in 1881 (com-

mune), 38,000;' in 1901, 42,240.

CESNOLA, ches'n6-la, Luigi Palma di. Count
(1832— ). An Italo-American archaeologist. He
was bom near Turin, Italy, was educated at the

Royal Military Academy there, and served in the

Sardinian Army during the war against Austria

in 1849, and, as staff officer, in the Crimean War.
He came to New York in 1860, where he engaged

in teaching languages. He volunteered for ser-

vice at the outbreak of the Civil War, and, as

colonel of the Fourth New York Cavalry, took

part in many engagements until June, 1863,

when he was wounded and taken prisoner. At
the close of the war he was brevetted brigadier-

general, was naturalized, and was appointed

consul at Cypms. lie then spent some time in

making a valuable archaeological collection, which

in 1873 became the property of the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art, in New York City. Five

years later he was appointed director of that in-

stitution. The following year his collections

were the subject of a long and bitter controversy,

their genuineness being questioned by art critics,

but in the end General Cesnola's work wa« gen-

erallv accepted as trustworthy. He has published

Cyitrus, Its Ancient Cities, Tombs, and Temples

(1878); The Metropolitan Museum of Art

(1882); and numerous pamphlets on art sub-

jects.

CESPEDES, thas'pA-nfts, Pari/) de (1538-

1608). A Spanish painter, architect, sculptor,

and man of letters. He was bom in Cordova, of

a noble Castilian family; was educated at the

University of .Alcaia de Henares, and studied
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under Federigo Zuccaro in Rome. He was a
bold and correct draughtsman, a skillful anat-
omist, and a master of color and composition.
His best picture is "The Last Supper," in the

cathedral of Cordova, of which he became canon
in 1577. He wrote several works on art, includ-

ing a poem on the art of painting, and a learned
work entitled Comparacidn de la antigua y mo-
derna pinlura y eacultura (1004).

CESPEDES Y BORGES, thfis'pft-D&s 6 bOr'-

n&s, Cahi-os Manuel de (1819-74). A Cuban
patriot. He was bom at Bayamo, in the Prov-
ince of Santiago de Cuba, and studied at the uni-

versities of Havana, Barcelona, and Madrid. In
Spain he became involved with Prim in a con-

spiracy to overthrow the Government, and was
comi)elled to flee. After traveling for some time
on the Continent, he returned to Cuba and began
the practice of law, publishing at the same time
a play and minor poetical pieces. As early as
1852 he suffered imprisonment for his revolution-

ary sentiments, and he was the leader of the
revolt which broke out in 1868. On October 10,

1868, he proclaimed the independence of Cuba at
Yara, and, with an army of some thousands, took
possession of Bayamo. In January, 1869, he was
forced to retreat to Guaimaro, where the republic

was formally organized, April 10, 1869, and he
was elected President. After 1870 his popularity
waned rapidly, and in 1873 he was deposed by
the Cuban Congress. He perished the next year;
whether slain by his own servant or Spanish
soldiers is uncertain.

CESS. See Land Tax.

CES'SIO BONO'RUM (Lat., surrender of

goods). In the Roman law and under the mod-
ern systems derived from it, a process of volun-

tary bankruptcy whereby the debtor is per-

mitted to escape the more painful personal and
public consequences of insolvency by making a
full and free surrender of all his goods, or of

all his property, real and personal. In the Ro-
man law the consequences thus averted were
comprehended under the term infamy (infamia),
by which was meant the loss of certain civil

rights—as the capacity to hold office, to act as

guardian or trustee, and the like. In the Scotch

law, a cesaio bonortim operates to relieve the debt-

or from the liability to arrest and imprisonment
for debt. This indulgence is granted upon peti-

tion by the debtor setting forth the fact of his

insolvency and his willingness to surrender his

property to his creditors. If it appear, on hear-

ing, that the indebtedness is legitimate and the

application free from fraud, a decree of cessio

honorum is made, and this operates as an as-

signment of the debtor's estate to a trustee for

the benefit of the creditors at large. As a gen-

eral thing, a cessio honorum does not, however,
operate, like a decree in bankruptcy, to absolve

the debtor from his liabilities, but is analogous
in its results to the proceedings in insolvency

common to most of the United States. See
BANKRrpTCY; Insolvency.

CESSION (Lat. cessio, surrender, from cedere,

to yield). In international law, the formal
transfer of territory by one State to Another.

It may be the result of a gift, or of a sale, or

of the fortimes of war. Most cessions have been
forced from the ceding States as conditions of

l»eace. The effect of a cession of territory upon
the civil and political rights of the inhabitants

of the ceded territory is generally determined
by the treaty under which the transfer is made.
in the absence of special stipulations on the
subje<*, the inhabitants of the ceded territt)ry

change their allegiance from one sovereignty to
another as soon as the transfer is complete ; l)ut

the old laws continue in force until abrogated
or changed by the new sovereign. The relations

of the people to each other and their titles to
projHjrty are not affected by the cession. A
State which is forced to cede a part of its ter-

ritory is not bound to indemnify its citizens who
may suffer a loss of property by the cession.

See Conquest. Consult: Lawrence, Principlea

of International Law (3d ed., Boston, 1900) ;

Kent, Commentaries on American Law (12th ed.,

Boston, 1873).

CESSPOOL (more correctly sess; dialectic

Engl, suss, soss, puddle, from Gael, sos, coarse
mixture). A well or pit, often inclosed by
masonry or wood, for the reception of sewage
and drainage from dwellings. Cesspools should
be made water-tight and emptied at stated in-

tervals. Sometimes, however, they are connected
with a blind drain through which the liquid
will soak into the soil. A sink-hole or leaching
cesspool has its bottom or sides so constructed
that the contents soak readily into the soil.

CESTI, chfts'ta, Mabc' Antonio (1620-69).
An Italian dramatic composer, born in Arezzo. He
studied under Carissimi, and became maestro di

cappella to Ferdinand II. and assistant kappel-
meister to the Emperor I^eopold I. His operas
were uniformly successful, but only La Dori
(1663) and II pomo d'oro (1666) have come
down to us. A number of his cantatas have been
preserved, but they are important chiefly for hav-
ing been the first cantatas performed on the stage.
He died in Venice.

CESTIAN BBIDGE. An ancient bridge at
Rome joining the island of ^'Esculapius with the
Trastevere, or Janiculan bank of the Tiber. It

was built by Lucius Cestius, a prefect of the city,

in B.C. 46, and restored by the Emperor Gratia-
nus in 370 with material taken from the Thea-
tre of Marcellus. Two modern arches were added
when the bed of the river was widened in 1889;
only the middle arch is ancient. It is now called

the Ponte di San Bartolomeo, from the neighbor-
ing church of that name.

CESTITTS, Pyramid of. A Roman tomb of

the Augustan Age, near the Porta San Paolo,
Rome. It is a unique imitation of Egyptian
models. The exterior form is perfectly preserved,
the pyramid rising 110 feet from a base 96 feet

sqxiare. It is built of concrete, faced with slabs

of white marble, and rests on a base of traver-

tine. In the centre is a small sepulchral cham-
ber whose surface of stucco was decorated with
paintings of female figures and ornamental
scrolls, quite perfect when the tomb was discov-

ered and opened in 1603. The name and circum-
stances of Gaius Cestius, who was buried here,

are given in inscriptions, but be is otherwise un-
known.
CESTOTDA (Neo-Lat., variant of Cestoidea,

from Gk. Ke<Tr6s, kestos, girdle + elSos, eidos,

form). A subclass of Platodes (flatworms) con-
Bisting of tapeworms and similar endoparasites,
without cilia, without intestine, but with nu-
merous testes, ovaries, and one or two yolk-
glands. Cestodes are very widely distributed.
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but especially abundant in warm climates. They
occur as intestinal parasites in species of all the

classes of vertebrates, especially mammals, but

the complete life historj' is known for compara-

tively few species. The group contains two or-

ders, the ilonozoa, tlnsegmented individuals

(rare), and the Polyzoa, segmented tapeworms.

For structure, habits, and effects upon the sys-

tem of the host, see Tapeworm.

CESTRACIONT, s63-trii'shi-6nt (Neo-Lat.,

from Neo-Lat. cestracion, from Gk. K^trrpa, kes-

ira, weapon, from Ktyreiv, kentein, to prick).

PAVEMEXT-TEETH OF A

CESTBAaOST.

A shark of the family Cestraeiontidse, whose
three or four living species are chiefly interest-

ing because they represent the oldest fossil

sharks known, whose remains begin to be found
in the Devonian, and in the Carboniferous be-

come numerous and of larger size than the exist-

ing cestraeiont. Thence the race declined some-

what, but may be traced to the present. They
arc known as pavement-toothed sharks, because

the many teeth in the back of the mouth have a
jiavement-like arrangement. The surviving spe-

cies are confined to the warmer parts of the

Pacific Ocean, and are known as Port Jackson
sharks. None exceed 5 feet in length, and they

are distinguished by having two dorsal fins, in

front of each of which is a strong, sharp spine,

now smooth, but in fossil forms variously sculp-

tured. The best-known species is the nurse-

shark {Cestracion philippi). Little is known of

their habits, but they are believed to subsist

mainly on mollusks, whose shells are crushed be-

tween' the 'pavements' of teeth. See Colored

Plato of FrsiiKs of the Philippines.

CESTROTUM (Lat.. from Gk. Ki<rrpo», Tees-

iron, graving-tool, from Ktvrtlv, kentein, to

prick). A species of encaustic painting (q.v.)

on horn or ivory, the lines of the design being

burned in with "the cestrum or burning needle,

and wax introtluced in the furrows thus made.

CES'TBUM (Lat.. from Gk. Kirrpov, kestron,

graving-tool, from Ktvretp, kentein, to prick).

The implement or sj)atula employed by the an-

cients in the two kinds of encaustic painting:

viz.. wax and ivory encaustic. The cestrum was
made of ivory, one end .pointed, the other end
flat. S«'e Enc.wstic Paixting.

CESTUI QUE TRUST, sfe^'twft ke or 8#t'w6

(OF., he whom the trust). The technical legal

term for the one for whose benefit a trust exist.s

:

the person who has the beneficial interest, as

distinguished from the legal estate in lands or

goods; the beneficiary of a trust. Compare
Cestlt Que Use, and see Trust,

CESTUI QUE USE (OF., he whom the
use). In English law, the person to whose use
—i.e. for whose benefit—another holds the fee of

lands or tenements. The term is nearly identical

in meaning witli the modern term cestui que
trust (q.v.), and will be more fully explained in

connection with uses and trusts.

CESTUI QUE VIE, ve (OF., he for whose
life). In the English and American law of real

property, a person whose life is the measure of

the duration of an estate. A life estate, which
was the characteristic estate of the early feudal

law and is still of common occurrence, may be

granted to one for his own life, or for the life of

another, or even for the lives of several others.

Thus, if a man by his last will devises lands to

his daughter to have and to hold diiring the life

of the mother, the latter, though having no
interest in the estate, is knowTi as the cestui que
vie. So, also, if a life tenant of an estate for his

own life conveys the same to another, he thereby
steps into the position of a cestui que vie. His life

continues to be the measure of the estate, not-

withstanding it is now held and enjoyed by an-

other. When the cestui que vie dies the estate

comes to an end. See Life Estate.

CES'TUS (Lat., from Gk. K€ffr6s, kestos,

girdle, from Kevrelv, kentein, to prick, to stitch).

In Homer cestus is an epithet of a magic band
(it does not seem to be a girdle) which Hera
borrows from Aphrodite when anxious to lure

Zeus to her side. The later writers sometimes
use the word to denote a girdle. Cestus (or,

more correctly, ccsstus, from the Lat. ccedere.

CE8TUB A8 A PBO- CESTUS AS A WEAPOX.
TECTIO.N.

to slay) is also the name of the covering for the

hands" worn by Roman pugilists. Among the

Greeks until about B.C. 400, pugilists wound long

bands of soft leather about the fingers and hand
to protect them from injurj'. By degrees this

protection became a means of offense, as the

leather thongs were made thicker and harder,

and finally became a formidable weapon, as is

shown, e.g. on the fine bmnzc statue of a seated

pugilist now in the Museo delle Therme in

Rome. In still later times the heavy leather

thongs were further strengthened by metal bands.
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or even almost wholly replat-ed by metal. With
such a weapon it is no wonder that we hear of

serious injury and even death as a result of the

pugilistic encounters.

CETACEA, s^-ta'8h6-& (Xeo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Lat. cctus, Gk. ic^toi, k(^to8, whale). An
order of aquatic mamma U, comprising the whales,

dolphins, and porpoises. Tlie members of this

order, in becoming more perfectly adapted to an
aqtiatic life, have abandoned the normal form,

and assumed the outward form and nmch of the

internal structure of fish. Their bodies are fish-

like, with smooth skins. Their pectoral or fore

limbs are reduced to paddles that perform the
functions of the pectoral fins of fish ; their pelvic

or hind limbs have disappeared entirely, and the
pelvis itself has become reduced to a pair of hori-

zontal bones that are remnants of the ischia. The
tail is provided with a horizontal caudal fin, and
a posterior dorsal fin is usually present on the

back. There are also important modifications in

the vertebral column and skull. The order com-
prises three suborders: Archseoceti, all extinct

animals, with long snouts, forward nostrils, and
heterodont teeth ; Odontoceti, including several

families and about 60 species, comprising the

toothed whales, with porpoises, dolphins, belugas,

killers, etc., of small size, and the huge sperm-
whales ; and Mystacoceti, with nostrils far back,

and their jaws bearing whalebone instead of

teeth, as in the whalebone whale. For detailed

descriptions and habits, see articles on the differ-

ent members of the order.

Fossil, Cetacea. Fossil forms of the Cetacea
are not common, and the evolution of the order
cannot be satisfactorily traced. The earliest

representative is the genus Zeuglodon, the only
member of the suborder Archaeoceti. This genus
appears in the Eocene rocks of Europe, North
Africa, and North America, and its skull pre-

sents closer resemblances to the normal mam-
malian skull than are to be found in that of

any other cetacean. Its teeth are of two kinds,

conical simple incisors, and compressed ser-

rated two-rooted molars. In the Miocene rocks
are found the earliest Odontoceti or toothed
whales, in which the skull tends to become
asymmetrical and the teeth to multiply and be-

come similar and conical; and in the Pliocene
all the modern types of this suborder were
evolved, although their mode of evolution is not
known. In the Miocene there appeared also the
earliest known members of the Mystacoceti, or
whalebone whales, which were of much smaller
size and which had longer necks than have their

modern descendants. The evolution of the Mys-
tacoceti from Odontoceti is indicated by the

presence, in the fetal stages, of some genera of

the former group, of rudimentary calcified teeth

which soon drop out to be replaced, in the adult
stages, by whalebone. The Tertiary deposits of

Patagonia may be looked to for the discovery of

interesting material bearing on the evolution of

this aberrant group of mammals. See Physo-
DON; Porpoise; Dolphin; Squalodon; Whale;
Zeuglodon.

CETEWAYO, k6ch-wa'yd. See Zululand.

CETINA, Gltterre de ( ? -c.1560). A
Spanish lyric poet. Little authentic is known of

him beyond the fact that he served in the army at

Pavia, in Tunis, and in Flanders, and obtained

the patronage of the Prince of Ascoli. He was

a member of the Italianizing school, and wrote iit

the smaller verse-forms. His work was little

known until all of it supjtosed to be extant wa»
collected bv de Castro in the Biblioteca de autores
(.xpailoles '(Vol. XXXII., Madrid, 1854). Some
previously unpublished burlesques appeared in

(Jayoso's Ensai/o de una biblioteca eapauola ( Vol.
II.). Translations of a number of specimens may
be found in the collection Bliiten apanischer
Poesie, by Hoffmann (3d ed., Magdeburg, 1830).

CETlNJE, che-te'nyA. The capital of Monte-
negro and residence of the Prince and tlie higher
secular and ecclesiastical authorities of the
principality (Map: Balkan Peninsula, B 3). It

is situated at an altitude of nearly 2000 feet, in

a deep valley surrounded by mountains. In its

general appearance it looks more like a village
than a capital of a country. Even the palace
of the Prince is an unpretentious, one-story
house. The town has an old monastery, a number
of institutions for secondary education, including
a girls' institute, and a theatre. The population
numbers about 4000. The town was destroyed
by the Turks in 1683, 1714, and 1785.

CETOT'OLITH ( from Gk. /c^tos, k€t08, whale
+ o5j, ous, ear + Xldos, lithos, stone). The fossil

ear-bone of a whale. Cetotoliths are often found
in the Tertiary deposits of Europe and Nortli

America, and in many parts of these formations
they are the only remnants of the skeletons of
whales that have been preserved. This is due to
their harder consistency, which is greater than
that of the rest of the skull and bones. See
Cetacea; Whale.

CETRA'RIA. See Iceland Moss.

CETTE, s6t. A seaport town and fortress of
the third class, in the Department of Htrault^
France, on a neck of land between the lagoon of
Thau and the Mediterranean, about 25 miles
southwest of Montpellier (Map: France, K 8).
The town is entered by a causeway raised above
the Thau lagoon, and a bridge of fifty-two arches.

The main features of its fortifications are the
redoubt of Claire and the forts of Saint Louia
and Saint Pierre. The space inclosed by the
piers and breakwaters forming the harbor is

about 30 acres, and the depth is of from 16 to
19 feet. A broad, deep canal, lined with excel-

lent quays, connects the port with the lagoon of
Thau, and so with the Canal du Midi and the
Rhone, thus giving to Cette an extensive inland
traffic; it has likewise an active foreign com-
merce and is, next to Marseilles, the most im-
portant French port on the Mediterranean. The
principal trade is in wine, brandy, salt, dyestuffs,

perfumery, and verdigris. Cette has ship-build-

ing yards, large cooperage works, manufactures
of chemicals and perfumes, and fisheries of

oysters and anchovies. Population, in 1901, of
town, 31,946; of commune, 33,246.

CETTIGNE. See Cetinje.

CETUS (Lat., from Gk. k^tos, ketos, whale).
One of the constellations. Among its stars is a
very remarkable variable called 6 Ceti. It has
been named Mira (the wonderful), on account
of its extraordinary changes of luminosity.
Since 1596, when its variability was first dis-

covered by Fabricius, it has blazed up sufficiently

to be visible to the unaided eye once in about
eleven months. It usually remains visible a
number of days, and then sinks again into the
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comparative unimportance of a telescopic star
of the ninth magnitude.

CUTTLES, kenen, CoRXEtis J. tax (1594-
1G04|. A Dutch painter, bom in London. His
earlier work shows the influence of Van Dyke,
but after returning to Holland his style bet^une

more indiridual, and his portraits, though a
trifle monotonous, are well drawn. His finest

picture is at The Hague: "The Magistrates of

the Town Seated Around a Table." There are
portraits by him in Paris, Berlin, Dresden, and
London, and many in Holland.

CEUTA, thi-oo'tii. The chief Spanish penal
settlement or presidio, on the northern coast of

Africa, situated on a small promontory in

Morocco, about 17 miles south of Gibraltar
(Map: Africa, D 1). It is well fortified by a
citadel and several batteries and is comparative-
ly well built. It has a cathedral, and is

the seat of a bishop, and administratively be-

l<ngs to the Province of Cadiz. Its harbor is

small and unprotected. The populaticm (1900),
13,^43, is composed of Spaniards, Moors, Ne-
groes, and Jews, and includes a considerable

number of convicts. Ceuta is of Roman origin.

It passed in 1415 from the Moors to the Portu-

guese, and in 15S0 was annexed with all the

Portuguese territories to Spain, in whose pos-

session it has since remained.

CSVA, ch&'vi, ToMMASO (1648-1736). An
Italian mathematician and poet, bom in Milan.
His De Xatura Grarium (1669) was the first ex-

]iosition of Xewton's law of gravitation published
in Italy. He invented an instrument for the tri-

seotion of angles, and published valuable investi-

gations in his Opuacula MathewMtica (1699).
HU poem Puer Jesu* (1699: edited by Broxner,
1842), in epic manner, is of worth.

CEV'ADTT.TA. See Sabadiixa.

CEVAIXOS, thivallAs. Pkdbo (1761-1838).
.\ Spanish politician and diplomat, bom in San-
tander (in the province of that name). He was
educated in Valladolid, and appointed secretaiy

to the embassy in Lisbon. In the confusion inci-

dent to Napoleon's interference in Spanish affairs;

he took sides with the Crown Prince Ferdinand
(afterwards Ferdinand VII.), whom he advised
to arrange the interview with Napoleon at Ba-
Tonne. He was afterwards a member of the
Junta of the Spanish insurgents, and acted as
agent of that interest in London. In 1806 he
published his Exposition de* fait* et de* trame*,

fui out prepare Voccupation de la comnmme
d'Espagne. descriptive of Napoleonic methods.
He continued prominent during the struggle for

independence, and was for a time a Cabinet min-
ister under Ferdinand VII. He alfto held posts
as Ambassador at Naples and Vienna.

C^^VEHHES, sft'Tte' (ancient Cebenna). The
chief mountain range in the south of France
(Map: France, K 7). Divided into two groups,
the Northern and Sonthem C^vennes, they form
the watershed between the river system of the
Rhone on one side and those of the Garonne and
Loire on the other. Their general direction is

from northeast to southwest, eonunencing at the
southern extremity of the Lyonnais Mountains,
and extending under different local names as far
as the Canal du Midi, where they approach the
northern oflTsets of the Pyrenees. The central
ma<«.« of the C^vennes lies in the departments
Loiihre and Ard^che, Mont M^Mie (the culmi-

nating point of the chain) having an elevation of
5754 feet. The average height is from 3000 to
4000 feet. The masses consist chiefly of amphi-
bolic rocks, graywacke, and limestone, covered
with Tertiary' formations, which in many places
are interrupted by volcanic rocks. The C^vennes
have been celebrated as the arena of religious
warfare. They were the scene of the persecutions
of the Albigenses (q.v. ) and the Waldmses
(q.v.) in tike Middle Ages and of the Cami-
sards (q.v.) in the Seventeenth Century. Con-
sult: R. L. Stevenson, Trarels icith a Donkey in
the Cecennes (9th ed., London, 1895) ; Ribiard,
L'histoire Cevenale d'apre* de* document* (Cazil-
lac, 1898).

C&VEHOI.E (s&'re-nol') BACE. A term ap-
plied by Deniker to the Celtic or Alpine short-
headed type of Europeans, also called Occidental,
llie name is derived from the Cevennes, in
France, the locality of its most characteristic
tvpe. Consult Deniker, Races of Man (London,
I'SOO).

CEYLOS, s^-ldn' or ai-ldn' (Hind. 8iJan, Pali
Sihatana, from Skt. Simhala, Ceylon, from
simhoy lion; Lat. Taprobane, from Gk. Tawpopimi,
from Skt. tamraparma, copper-leaf, on account of
the shape of the island, from tamra, copper +
parna, leaf; the Skt. name of the island is

Ijanka). An island in the Indian Ocean, and a
Crown colony of Great Britain, situated southeast
of the Indian peninsula, from which it is sepa-
rated by Palk Strait and the Gulf of Manar
( 3klap : India, D 7 ) . Its location is between lati-

tudes 5" 5.5' and 9° 51' N., and between longitudes
79=" 41' and 81° 54' E. It is almost pear-shaped,
having a length of about 266 miles, and a width
vararing from 32 to 140 mUes, with a total area
of over 25,300 square miles.

Phtsicax Featukes. In its northern part,

Ceylon is a level country, interspersed here and
there with low hill chains. The southern part,

on the contrary, is mountainous in its character.

The mountain masses of the island cover an area
of over 4000 square miles and run in various
directions with a gradual decline toward the
north. The highest peaks are Pedrotallagalla

(8280 feet), and Adam's Peak (7420 feet), a fa-

mous place of pilgrimage among Oriental nations
and especially held in high esteem by the Bud-
dhists. Geologically the northern part of Ceylon
shows a predominance of coral limestone, while
the prevailing composition of the mountains is

gneiss occasionally intersected with veins of

quartx and sometimes overlaid with clay or

limestone. Ceylon has numerous rivers, mostly
dependent on the rains for their water. The
principal of them is the Mahavela-ganga. rising

in the mountains in the vicinity of Adam's Peak
and falling into the ocean near Trincomali Bay.
It is quite deep and even navigable for a shwt
distance during the rainy season, but is easily

forded in the dry season. There are ancient re-

mains of dams and canals which formerly con-

nected extensive lagoons along the east coast.

The climate of Ceylon, although superior to
that of most tropical countries, is still sufll-

ciently unhealthful. especially in the low r^oas,
to prevent European immigration on a large

scale. In some parts of the island there is prac-

tically onhr one season, a humid and oppressive

heat interrupted now and then by copious show-
ers. The average annual temperature ranges
from about 70' to 90°, in accordance with the
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altitude of the locality. In the mountains the
tenipvniture ia pleasantly cool and not infrequently
cold in the night. In the valley of Nurwara-
Eliya, situated at an altitude of nearly 0000 feet

and used for a sunutoriuni, the teni}H'rature

seldom rises above 70° and has an annual aver-
age of about (52°. The rainfall shows as much
diversity as tlie temperature, ranging from 30
lo SO. and sometimes 120 inches per year.

The llora of Ceylon is remarkable for its

beauty as well as for its variety, and constitutes
one of the principal attractions of the island.

It is especially rich in palms, of which the most
prominent si^ciniens are the cocoanut, areca,
and feathery pahns. The elevated portions of the
island were formerly covered with thick forests

of valuable trees, some of which cannot be found
elsewhere in the world. Most of these forests

are being destroyed to make way for the exten-
sive tea plantations, which now constitute the
most prominent feature of the island. Ceylon
is also especially rich in ferns and flowers, of

Avhich there are endless varieties.

The animal kingdom of Ceylon is also remark-
able for its variety. Chief among the quadru-
peds is the elephant, which, although tuskless,
is of much value as a beast of burden, and is

largely exported from the island. The bear,
k'opard, buffalo, several species of the monkey,
and the Indian humped ox are also abundant.
The island contains over 3000 species of birds
and many varieties of reptiles, among which the
most prominent is the crocodile.

Agriculture is the chief industry of Ceylon
as well as the main source of its prosperity. Of
a total of over 16,000,000 acres covered by the
island, an area of about 3,000,000 acres, or about
19 per cent, is under cultivation and pasture.
Of these, about 750,000 acres are under rice and
grain, 19,000 acres under coffee, over 400,000
acres under tea, about 860,000 acres under
cocoanuts, and 33,000 acres under cacao. The
cultivation of grain and cocoanuts receives but
scant attention from foreign settlers, who are
the principal owTiers of the large tea plantations
to which the island owes its importance. The
cultivation of tea in Ceylon is of comparatively
recent origin, the first plantations having been
established by Europeans in the latter part of
the Nineteenth Centurj^ after the failure of the
coffee plantations. The tea plantations, of which
there are about 1000 at present, are situated
mostly in the mountain regions of the central
jirovince, some of them lying as high as 7000 feet

above the sea. Owing to the reluctance of the
Singlialese to work on the tea plantations (a
reluctance due partly to their satisfaction with
their present condition and partly to their

mistrust of foreigners), the tea-planters depend
for their labor on imported coolies, who come
over to the island with their families, and
after a stay of several years generally return
to India. Of a total of about 400,000 people
engaged on the tea plantations, only a small
fraction consists of Singhalese, but their pro-
portion is gradually increasing. The rapid de-

velopment of the tea industry is best showTi by
the increase in the exports of the commodity.
In 1S73 there were exported from the island 23
pounds, which increased to 100,000 pounds in

1879 and 2.392.975 pounds in 1884. In 1895
it reached 98.581,060 pounds, while in 1899 it

amounted to nearly 130,000,000 pounds. This as-

tonishing advance may be partly accounted for
by the fact that many of the tea plantations
occupy the sites of the former coffee plantations,
and thus had the advantage of a prepared soil.

The coffee industry, introduced first by tlie Djittli

and afterwards taken up by the liritish settlers,

enjoyed an artificial prosperity until after the
middle of tl>e Nineteenth Century, wlien it was
almost completely destroyed by disease of the
plants, and has been gradually declining since
then. Cinnamon, tobacco, and cinchona are also
cultivated to some extent. The areca-palm yields
the areca-nut. Of minerals, Ceylon has some
iron, and extensive deposits of graphite, which
constitutes one of the staples of the island.
Gem-quarries are also worked extensively, and
the pearl-fisheries are a State monopoly.
Under British occupation, the commerce of

Ceylon has made considerable progress. The
value of tlie total commerce for 1899 was about
Rs. 224,000,000, divided equally between imports
and exports, while in 1892 it amounted only to
about Rs. 133,000,000, the imports exceeding
the exports by about Rs. 9,000.000. The trade is

chiefly with Great Britain and India. The ex-
ports and the imports of the former from and
to Ceylon, for 1899, amounted to Rs. 31,500,000
and Rs. 61,000,000 respectively, while India ex-
ported to Ceylon about Rs. 67,000,000 worth,
and imi)orted only about Rs. 5,300,000. The
chief exports are tea, cocoanut products, spices,
and graphite. The imports consist chiefly of
cotton goods, rice and grains, coal, and beverages.
The total direct commerce of the United States
with Ceylon for 1899 amounted to a little over
$4,600,000, of which over $4,500,000 represented
imports into the United States. The three prin-
cipal ports of the island are Colombo, the capi-
tal, Galle, and Trincomali. The first named,
while less favored by nature than the other two,
is the chief port, and its harbor, improved by the
construction of the gigantic breakwater, now
admits the largest vessels. The total tonnage
entered and cleared at Ceylon ports in 1899 was
7,439,205. The railway lines of the island have
a total length of 297 miles and are almost en-
tirely owTied and operated by the Government.

Administration. Ceylon has been adminis-
tered since 1831 by a Governor assisted by an
executive council of five members (all Govern-
ment appointees) and a legislative council of
seventeen members, including the members of
the executive council and four other Government
officers, while the rest represent the native and
the foreign elements of the island. For admin-
istrative purposes Ceylon is divided into nine
])rovinces, each administered by a Government
agent. The code of the colony is a modification
of the Roman-Dutch law, while the criminal law
is based on the Indian Penal Code. Justice is

administered by a supreme court, police, and dis-
trict courts, and courts of request. Minor cases
are dealt with by the village councils. The bud-
get of the island has increased from about
Rs. 21,000,000 to Rs. 26,000.000. The chief
sources of revenue are customs, licenses, monopo-
lies, and railways. The chief items of expendi-
ture are administration, public works, service of
the debt, military forces, and fortifications and
pensions. The foreign public debt amounted at
the end of 1899 to £3.445.840. and the local silver
debt to Rs. 3,253,191. Public instruction is in
charge of a special department presided over by
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a director assisted by a staff of inspectors. The
total number of schools in 1899 was 3640, with a
total attendance of over 1113,000, or a little less

than 6 per cent, of the total population. Of the

total nunilxT of schools, 489 were maintained
by the Government, 1263 received grants in aid,

and 1887 wore unaided. Among the educational

establishments of the island there are two col-

leges, one agricultural school, and one school of

forestry, and a number of industrial schools.

iNiiAiUTAXTS. According to the census of

1901, the total number of inhabitants of Ceylon,

including all races, was 3,576,990. The two
principal races are the Singhalese and the Tamil.
The Singhalese form about two-thirds of the

native population and they live in the southern
and south central portion of the island. They
are the descendants of colonists from the valley

of the Ganges who first settled on the island

during the Sixth Century B.C. In their customs,
costume, and general appearance, they have re-

mained unchanged since the days of Ptolemy.
The dress of the men, who have delicate features

and slender liinbs, is singularly effeminate, and
consists of a comboy, fastened at the waist and
hanging straight to the ankles in a manner very
much resembling a white cotton petticoat, while

a jacket of white linen or duck covers the upper
part of the body. Their long hair, turned back
from the forehead, is confined with combs, and
earrings are worn by way of ornament. The
women, in addition to the comboy, cover the

upper part of the figure with a white muslin
jacket, and adorn themselves with necklaces,

bangles, rings, and jewelry. The Singhalese are

Aryans by language, but in blood they are some-
what mixed, though fundamentally of the Avhite

race. The Kandyans, or Highlanders, are a
Kturdy race, and maintained their independence

for centuries after the conquest of the low country
by European settlers. They keep up more of

their ancient customs than the coast Singhalese.

Polyandry, which was formerly universal, still

lingers among them, and is an ancient usage to

which they strongly adhere. The Malabars^ or
Tamils, are of Dravidian stock and are sprung
from those early invaders of Ceylon who from
time to time swept across from southern Hindu-
stan, and contended with the Singhalese kings
for the sovereignty of the island. The Moormen,
so called by the Portuguese, are the most ener-

getic and intelligent of the native communities,
and are met with in everj' province as enter-

prising traders. They are a very distinct race

from the Singhalese, but have no tradition of

their origin. Europeans generally believe them
to be of Arab descent, but Tennent is of the opin-

ion that "they may be a remnant of the Persians,

by whom the island was frequented in the Fourth
and Fifth centuries." The Tamils are largely

devotees of Hinduism, while the Singhalese are
Buddhists; Ceylonese Buddhism, indeed, is the
nutst vigorous branch of that faith.

The 'burghers' are a people of European de-

scent, who have become naturalized. Those of

Portuguese extraction hold the lowest place, and
are mostly tradesmen and artisans; but the
Dutch burghers frequently fill responsible posts,

and are employed in the Government offices.

The aboriginal inhabitants of the country are
represented by the Veddas, a people occupying
one of tlie lowest stages in human culture at the

present time. They number about 3000, and oc-

cupy a district in the eastern part of the island,

where they have preserved their ancient customs
and manner of living for more than 2000 years.

They appear to have little religion, although
they recognize gods, as Wilhelm Geiger's investi-

gations have shown. The tribe is divided into

the Coast Veddas, Rock Veddas, and Village Ved-
das. The Coast Veddas are a little more civilized

than the others. The Rock Veddas hide them-
selves in the jungle, live by the chase, and sleep

in trees or caves. They use fire to cook their

meat, and their greatest gastronomic treats are
the iguana lizard and roasted monkey. The vil-

lage Veddas locate themselves in the vicinity of
European settlements on the eastern coast, living

in rude huts of mud and bark, and are hardly
more civilized than their brethren of the jungles.

The exertions of the Government to reclaim this

shy and harmless, but degraded people, have in

some degree succeeded.

Language and Litebatibe. The Ceylonese,
Singhalese, or Sinhalese is a modern Indian dia-

lect spoken in the south of Ceylon, while a
Dravidian dialect, the Tamil, is the language of

the northern part of the island. The Singhalese
is allied most closely to the Maharashtri, Prak-
rit, and the Pali, the most important Middle
Indian dialects, and it seems to have come from
the northwest of India. The Singhalese differs

more from the Prakrit and Pali than is the ease

with most of the modem Indian dialects. The
change of vowels on account of a following u,

or i ('umlaut'), the entire loss of the aspirates,

and the change of c to s, and of j to d, while *,

whether original or developed, may become h
or remain unchanged, are noteworthy character-

istics of this dialect. In its nominal system
Singhalese has become analytic, like the other

modem Indian dialects, but in its verbal system
it represents a comparatively old stage of lin-

guistic development. There was formerly nuich

discussion w^hether Singhalese was an Indian or a
Dravidian language. It is now, however, gener-

ally regarded as a true Aryan dialect, despite

the many loan-words which have been incorpo-

rated into its vocabulary. The older form of

Singhalese is called Elu, which is still employed
for poetical composition. Dialects of the Sin-

ghalese are Maladive, and the patois of the Ved-
das, as well, as the jargon of the Rodiyas, which
seems to be a slang of the standard language.

Singhalese is written in a special, graceful char-

acter, apparently derived, like the epigraphical

letters, from the Brahml alphabet of the Asoka
inscriptions.

Singhalese literature is rather scanty. The
oldest monument of it is a glossary to the com-
mentary on the Dhammapada in the Tenth Cen-

tury. The prose literature is chiefly religious,

but there are also grammatical works, such as

the fUdat-sangarUva, and, what is especially note-

worthy in Indian literature, histories, suoli as

the Diparansa. The golden period of Singhalese

poetry was in the Fifteenth Century, when the

falnlihini-savdesaya was written. Many of the

poems deal with the Buddhist birth-stories, or
Jsitakas, as the kusajataka of Alagiyavanna
^lohottAla or Mukaveti. a poet of the Singhalese

Renaissance at the beginning of the Seventeenth
Centurv'. There are many inscriptions in Singha-
lese, dating from the last centuries B.C. to the
Nineteenth Century a.d. .After the Fifth Cen-
tury, however, they are comparatively infrequent.
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Reuoion. The prevailing religion of Ceylon
witliin hitttoric times has been Kuddhi»m; ii is

Htill tiie faith of almost the entire southern and
central portions, or two-thirds of the island.

Hinduihui, or the sects of Brahnianism, is con-

lined eliiolly to the north. Christianity and
Mohammedanism have a considerable representa-
tion tiiroughout the land. The census of 18U1
gives the following statistics: Buddhism, 1,877,-

043; Hinduism, 615,922; Christianity, 302,127;
Mohammedanism, 211,955. Singhalese Buddhism
is the principal representative of Southern Bud-
dhism, which includes also Siam and Burma,
in contrast to the Northern Buddhism of China,
Japan, and Tibet. All have their origin, of

course, in India. (See Buddhism and India.)
The history of the faith as a national religion in

Ceylon is reserved in the Pali chronicles of
Ceylon, the MahSvanaa and the Dipavansa.
Tradition claims that Buddha himself visited the
island (Lanka) on three different occasions. His
sacred footprint, the sripada, on Adam's Peak
(q.v. ), is still a place of hallowed pilgrimage for
the faithful. The real introduction of Bud-
dliism into Ceylon, however, dates from the
Third Century B.C., when ^Mahinda came from
India and established the faith under the patron-
age of King Tissa of Ceylon, a contemporary of
the great Asoka (q.v.). Mahinda's own sister,

the Princess Sanghamitta, brought from Buddha
Gayii a branch of the sacred Bo-tree, or Ficua
religiosa, from which the famous tree at Anura-
dhapura is directly descended. (See Bo-Tree.)
The faith thus established entered upon its

history in the island. In the Fourth Century
A.D. the great Buddhist scholar and commentator,
Buddhaghosa, came from India to Ceylon, and
by his admirable treatise on the Buddhist doc-
trines, the Vissuddhi-maqga, or Way of Purity,
Ret up a standard of interpretation of the sacred
texts which has been authoritative since his time.
Under Parkakrama Bahu I., the greatest Bud-
dhist of Ceylon, c. 1200 a.d. was the time of
the highest prosperity of the faith : but a depres-
sion, more or less great, followed later, and
Brahmanism, Avhich had contributed more than
one admixture from the earliest Tamil invasions
and the rule of the Malamar kings, proved a
formidable rival. In spite, however, of all oppos-
ing claims, including Mohammedanism and
Christianity, the title of Buddhism is still para-
mount, and it has been kept practically free from
sects. Three divisions or societies, however, are
recognizable. The largest of these in point ol
numbers, some 50 per cent., and the earliest to
develop, is a division due to the influence of
Siamese monks who were imported into the
Kandyan territory, about a.d. 17.50, to restore
decadent Buddhism. The second, or Amarapura
society, was founded about a.d. 1800, when Bud-
dhist missionaries from Burma were intro-
duced. The third, or Ramany branch, repre-
sents a somewhat reactionary movement or ten-
dency to stricter conformity to the faith of the
ancient books. Only the Siamese society culti-

vates caste: the other two reject it as foreign
to Buddhism,, although of ancient origin. There
are some other slight points of distinction be-
tween the three. In this connection it may
be worth noting that Christianity has taken hold
largely among the fishermen class, who are re-

garded as among the lowest orders of the com-
munity. Hinduism, or Brahmanism, for the

most part is the faith of the Tamil or Malabar
population of Ceylon; the Moormen are Moham-
medans. The first Protestant missionaries that
went to Ceylon after tlie Portuguese and the
Dutch supremacies had given place to the Brit-
ish, were sent by the Baptists in 1813; the
Wesleyan Methodists followed in 1814; the
American missionaries entered the field in 181(i;

and the Cliurch of England came in 1818. The
progress of Christianity among the p«-<)ple has
been very considerable; schools have been estab-
lished; female seminaries endowed; and col-

legiate institutions founded, especially under the
guidance of missionaries.

Antiquities. The buried cities and ruins of
massive monuments in Ceylon make its anti-

quities a subject of importance to the student
of art, archa'ology, and history. These vestiges
of early civilization are directly connected with
Buddhism as the national faith of the island.
In all Buddhist coimtries the sacred buildings
present, with certain modifications, the same gen-
eral character (see articles Buddhism; Bukma,
etc.), and in Cejion we find the usual three
classes represented by temples (panaalas) , mon-
asteries {rihdras), and relic shrines (dagabas)

.

The latter, from da, dhatu, relic, and gaba,
garbha, receptacle, denotes a casket, and then a
large structure erected to contain some sacred relic

of Buddha. The form of these is bell-shaped, on a
square base. They answer in general to the
pagodas of Burma and the topes of Afghanistan.
The most famous of the dagabas in Ceylon is the
Dalada Maligava, the Temple of the Tooth, at
Kandy, containing a tooth of Gautama Buddha
brought from India to Ceylon about a.d. 300.
The original relic was destroyed by the Portu-
guese, but its substitute, a piece of discolored
ivory resembling a crocodile's tooth, is jealously
guarded in a sacred shrine and shown only to
royal personages or on the rarest occasions. The
labor which must have been bestowed upon some
of these shrines and edifices in the early ages of
the Singhalese monarchy is astonishing. Some
of the ruined structures in the half-buried cities

of tlie north of the island almost rival the pyra-
mids of Egypt or other monuments of antiquity
in their desolate grandeur. The architectural
remains of 2000 years ago, as seen at Anurad-
hapura, Polonnaruwa, Dambulla, Kalavewa, Ma-
hintale, and Sigiri are of the greatest interest
alike to the traveler and to the antiquarian. The
rock-hewn temple of Gal-vihaira at Polonnaruwa,
the capital of ancient Ceylon, is much the same
to-day as it was when described in the MahCi-
vansa. The massive pile of the Rankot Dagaba
and the Jetavanarama Temple, in the same re-

gion, with the colossal statues of Buddha here and
elsewhere, well repay a visit after Anuradha-
pura, with its famous Bo-tree alluded to above.
Among the antiquities of Ceylon the ruined tanks
must also be mentioned, as they are wonderful
monuments ;

• 30 enormous reservoirs and about
700 smaller tanks still exist, though for the
most part in ruins. Something has been done
toward restoring these magnificent works of ir-

rigation.

History. There are abundant allusions to
Ceylon in ancient writers, and the island appears
in early Sanskrit works under the name of
Lanka; but no direct knowledge concerning its

history was accessible in Europe until about the
year 1826. The opening up of the records of
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Ceylon's early history was due to the labors of

(ieorge Tumour (1794-1843), who devoted him-
self to a study of the Pali chronicles, and com-
posed an Epitome of the History of Ceylon from
the year B.C. 543 to a.d. 1798. His records give

the reigns of 166 kings who reigned during this

period of 2341 years. He based his work chiefly

on the most famous of the Singhalese books, the

Mahuranaa, a metrical chronicle, in the Pali

language, which gives an account of the island

during the above twenty-three centuries. The
story begins with the invasion of Vijaya, or

Wijayo (B.C. 543), son of a petty Indian sove-

reign in the country watered by the Ganges.
We subdued the Yakkhas, the aboriginal in-

habitants; married a daughter of one of the na-

tive chiefs, whom he subsequently repudiated for

an Indian princess; and founded a dynasty that

held undivided sovereignty in Ceylon for nearly

eight centuries. He bestowed on his kingdom
his patrimonial name of Slhala, or Sinhala

(whence Sinhalese (Singhalese), Ceylon), and
promoted the settlement of colonists from the

mainland. In the reign of the great King Tissa,

<-alIed Devanfimpiyatissa, or Devenipiatissa (B.C.

307), Buddhism was established as the national

religion, and his reign was further remarkable
by the planting of the sacred Bo-tree (B.C. 288) ;

and now commenced the erection of those stupen-

dous buildings already noticed. The next impor-
tant epoch in Singhalese history is the usurpation
of the Malabars (B.C. 237), foreign mercenaries
from tlie Coromandel coast, to whom the native

sovereigns had intrusted the defense of the

island. Several Malabar invasions are chron-

icled in the history of Ceylon, and these foreign-

ers long contended with the native princes for

supreme authority. Passing on to a.d. 1071, a
native dynasty was then reestablished in the

jierson of Vijaya Bfihu, and his recovery of the

throne delivered the country from the domina-
tion of the Malabars or Tamils for a time, and
prepared the way for the restoration of the

royal race nearly a centurj' later in the person
of the illustrious Parakrama Bahu. Parakra-
nia's roign commenced in a.d. 1153, and it was
one of the most renowned eras in the history of

Ceylon. He devoted himself to religion and agri-

culture, and besides many notable religious edi-

iic-es; he cau.sed no fewer than 1470 tanks to be
constructed, subsequently known as the 'seas of

Parfikrama.' Thirty years after the death of

this monarch, the Malabars landed with a large

army and speedily conquered the whole island.

In 1235 a native dynasty recovered a part of

the kingdom. During the reign of Dharma
Parakrama IX. the Portuguese first visited

Oylon (1505) ; but it was in 1517 that they first

formed a permanent settlement at Colombo for

trading purposes. Their encroachments soon
aroused the opposition of the patriotic Kandyans,
and it is a remarkable fact that, although they
were even ignorant of the use of gunpowder when
the Pfirtiiguose came, in 1505, they ultimately
excelled their enemies as musketeers, and were
finally able to bring 20,000 stand of arms to l)ear

against them. 'Amity, commerce, and religion,'

was the Portuguese motto; but their rule in

Ceylon is a sad story of rapacity, bigotry, and
<'ruelty. They were at last driven from the

island by the Dutch in 1058, after a contest of

twenty years, when, as Sir J. E. Tennent re-

marks, "the fanatical zeal of the Roman Catholic

sovereign for the propagation of the faith was
replaced by the earnest toil of the Dutch traders
to intrench their trading monopolies; and the

almost chivalrous energy with which the soldiers

of Portugal resisted the attacks of the native
princes was exchanged for the subdued humble-
ness with which the merchants of Holland en-

dured the insults and outrages perpetrated by
the tyrants of Kandy upon their envoys and
officers." But the purely military tenure of the
Dutch was destined to give place to the coloni-

zation of the British. It was during the great
European war succeeding the French Revolution
that the English gained possession of the island.

On August 1, 1795, an expedition under Col.

James Stuart landed at Trincomalee, which was
speedily captured, and finally the garrison of

Colombo surrendered, on February 16, 1796. By
this capitulation all the Dutch settlements and
strongholds in Ceylon were ceded to the English,
though the island was not formally annexed to
the British crown till the Peace of Amiens,
!March 27, 1802. The native sovereigns, how-
ever, continued in the possession of their moun-
tain territory': but at length the Kandyan king,

Vikrama Raja Sinha, after perpetrating the
most frightful atrocities on his own people, seized

and murdered certain native merchants, British

subjects, trading to Kandy. War followed;
in Januarj', 1815, Kandy was taken, and the
t\Tant was sent a captive to the fortress of Vel-
lore. On ^larch 2, 1815, a treaty was concluded
with the native chiefs, by which the King was for-

mally deposed and his territories annexed to the
British cro^vn. Since then the island has made
rapid strides in material prosperity; many im-
portant public works have been completed, and
others are still in progress.
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CEYLON TEA-TREE. See El.eodexdbox.

CEZIMBBA, s&zem'brA. A coast town of

Portugal, in the Province of Estremadura, about
18 miles south of Lisbon (Map: Portugal, A3).
It has a good harbor and fisheries. Population
of the commune, in 1890, 8438; in 1900, 9066.

C. G. S.. or CENTIMETER-QRAM-SEC-
OND SYSTEM. That system of units or stand-

ards for the measurement of physical quantities

which is based upon the centimeter as the unit
of length, the gram as the unit of mass, and the
mean solar second as the unit of time duration.
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It has been adopted by all scientific bodies, by
most governments, and is in daily commercial
use at the present time (1902) by all the lead-

inj? nations of the world e,\cej)t Russia, Great
Britain, and the I'nited Suites.

The cfniintttrr has a length which is the one-

hundredth of that of a certain platinum bar kept
in Paris, known as the mitre des archives, tne

length being measured when the bar is at the

temperature of 0* Centigrade. Its abbreviation

is 'cm.' TIjc gram has a mass which is the one-

thousandth of that of a piece of platinum kept
in Paris, known as the kilogramme dcs archives.

Its abbreviation is 'gm.' The mean solar second
is an intenal of time such that 60 X 60 X 24 of

them compose a mean solar day—that is, the

length of time such that 365 of them compose
a year. Its abbreviation is 'sec' •

it should be noted that the meter is nearly
one-ten-niillionth of the distance from the pole

of the earth to the equator, measured along any
meridian on the earth's surface. Further, the
gram has very exactly the same mass as one
cubic centimeter of distilled water at 4° C.

(its temperature of maximum density), and at

normal atmospheric pressure, for the most ac-

curate results give for this mass 0.99996 gram.
A liter is the volume occupied by one kilogram
of pure water at 4° and at normal pressure.

Various multiples and fractions of these units
have received names. (See Metric System.)
Thus, one thousand meters is called a kilometer;
one-tenth of a centimeter a millimeter; one-

thousandth of a millimeter a micron, whose
abbreviation or symbol is V ; one-thousandth
of a micron, or one-millionth of a millimeter,
has the symbol 'fifi.' The other divisions of tbe

meter and those of the gram have the usual
decimal names and notations. The words 'min-

utes,' 'hours,' etc., require no explanation. Units
for the various mechanical quantities are based
directly on the centimeter, gram, and second.
Thus, a unit velocity on the C. G. S. system is a
speed of one centimeter per second in a definite

direction, etc. (See Mechanics and Mechanical
Units.) A unit force is called a dyne; a unit
of energy an erg ; but these units are incon-

veniently small, and so multiples of them are
used in general. A megadyne is 1,000,000 or 10*

dynes; a joule is 10,000.000, or 10' ergs. The
practical unit of pressure is, therefore, 1 mega-
dyne per square centimeter, and is called a
harie; the practical unit of power or activity

is 1 joule per second, and it is called a watt.
There are also several sets of electrical units

(q.v.), based on these mechanical ones, as are
also the ordinary units for measuring heat en-
ergy and photometric quantities. (See Heat;
and Photometby.) Consult Everett, Illustra-

tions of the Centimetre-Gramme System (Lon-
don, 1875).

CHABANEATJ, sbft'b&'nft', Camille (1831— ). A French philologist, bom at Nontron, Dor-
dogne. His first work, Histoire et thdorie de la

conjugaison frangaise (1868), attracted consider-
able attention, and he afterwards became pro-
fessor of the French language and literature of

the Middle Ages at Monpellier, and collaborator
in the Revue des langues romanes (1872).
Among his works are: Orammaire limousine
(1876); La langue et la litt^rature provengales
(1879) ; and Biographies des trouhadours en
langue provengale (1885).

CHABAS, sh&'bA^ Francois Joseph (1817-

82). A French Egyptologist. Though engaged
in business as a wine-merchant throughout most
of his life, at Chfllon-sur-Snflne, he became a
leading authority on Egyptian archirologj'. In
1873 he declined the chair of Egyptian language
and archirology in the College de France. Of
his numerous publications, some of the most
valuable are translations of hieroglyphic and
hieratic writings. Among them are: Le papyrus
magique Harris (1861); Voyage d'un Egyptien
en Syrie, en Ph^nicie ct en Palestine au XIV.
siMe avant notre ere (1866) ; and Recherches
pour servir A Vhistoire de la XIX. dynastie
(1873).

CHABASITE, kilb'i-sit. See Zeolite.

CHABLAIS, shA'blft'. An old division of the
Province of Annecy, in Savoy, now the ar-

rondissement of Thonon, Department of Haute-
Savoie, France,* bordering on Lake Geneva.

CEABOT, shft'bA', Francois (1759-94). A
French Revolutionist, born at Saint-Geniez-Dol

(Rouergue). Originally a Capuchin monk, he
abandoned the order, and identified himself with
the Revolutionary movements. He was elected to
the Legislative Assembly in 1791, and to the Con-
vention in 1792. He joined the Cordeliers Club,
and became known as a violent extremist. It

was on his motion that Nfltre Dame was made
the Temple of Reason, and it was he who origi-

nated the designation 'La Montagne' for the
rabid legislators occupying the topmost seats.

Publicly accused by Robespierre, he was con-

demned with the Dantonists, and, after an un-
successful attempt at suicide, was guillotined.

CHABOT, Philippe de. Seigneur de Brion
and Comte de Chami (1480-1543). A French
general and admiral. He defended Marseilles

in 1524, and in 1525 was made prisoner at
Pavia. On his release he was made admiral,
and in 1535 commander-in-chief. In 1541 he
was convicted of fraud against the national

treasure, on charses preferred by the Constable
Montmorency, but was pardoned by King Fran-
cis I. He was the patron of Jacques Cartier, the

famous explorer, and is said to have been the
first to suggest the colonization of Canada. He
was known as the Admiral de Brion.

CHABBIAS, ka'brl-as (Lat., from Gk. Xa-
^plas) (B.C. ?-3.57). An Athenian general, the

son of Ctesippus. He was first made general in

B.C. 390, when he took part in the Thracian
expedition of Thrasybulus. From this time

until his death, in 357, he was in almost con-

stant service. In 388, while on his way to Cy-

prus to support King Evagoras against the Per-

sians, he defeated the Spartans at ^gina. In

378, by bringing into operation a new manoeuvre

—that of awaiting the charge of the enemy with

one knee braced against the shield and the spear

held in position for throwing—be compelled

Agesilaus, who had invaded Boeotia, to with-

draw without fighting. In B.C. 376 he defeated

the Lacedaemonians at Naxos. At this time

many islands and towns were brought, through

his cflTorts, into the new Athenian League. In

373 he was general with Iphicrates, and in 369

he fought against the Thebans in Peloponnesus.

In 367-66 he was charged with treason in con-

nection with the seizure of Oropus by tbe The-

bans, but was acquitted. In 357 he was trierarch
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at the battle of Chios, and was killed while fight-

ing.

CHABBIEB, sh^Tjre'a', Alexis Emmaniel
(1842-93). A French composer, bom at Am-
bert. His first success was an operetta in three

acts, L'Etoile (1877). He next attracted atten-

tion as a syniphonist in Espana (1883), a fine

piece of instrumentation. Ouendoline (1886),

another opera in three acts, was first sung in

Brussels. His dramatic works include Le rot

malgrc lui (1887), and Briseis les muscadins,

and some symphonies, such as 8uUe pastorale,

ilarche de cipayes, and Prelude et tnarche fran-

false.

CHABBILLAT, shaajr^'ya', Henbi Louis
(1842— ). A French dramatist and journalist.

He was bom in Marseilles, and in 1866 founded
the journal Le gamin de Paris. After directing

the Theatre Ambigu Comique (1878-82), he re-

turned to journalism and literature. His works
include the following operettas: Mazeppa
(1872); La belle Bourbonnuise (1874); L'eU-

phant blanc (1873) ; Les trois margots (1877) ;

La fiancee dit roi de Garbe.

CHACALACA, cha'ka-la'ka ( onomatopoetic
word). A guan of the genus Ortalis, of which
several species exist between Venezuela and
northeastern Mexico; specifically, Ortalis vetula,

McCall's chacalaca of the Rio Grande Valley.

See Guan.
CHACMA, chak'ma (Hottentot). A baboon.

8ce Baikx)n.

CHAC-MOOL, shak'miJoK. A name given by
Le Plongeon to a statue which he discovered in
1876 in the uninhabited city of Chichen-Itsa,

Yucatan, and which he supposed to be a repre-

sentation of one of the olden chiefs, named Chac-
Mool, of the Maya Indians. The statue now
stands in the National Museum, Mexico ; but
the accuracy of Le Plongeon's conjectural chris-

tening of it is questioned.

CHACO, shaHi*, El. A Territory of Argen-
tina, situated in the northeastern part of the Re-
public, and bounded by the Territory of Formosa
on the northeast, the river Paranfi on the east,

the Province of Santa F^ on the south, and
Salta and Santiago del Estero on the west and
north (Map: Argentina, E 8). Its area is esti-

mated at over 52,000 square miles. The surface

is even, but sparsely watered. Population, in

1900, 12,197. The chief settlement is Resisten-

cia, situated on the ParanA, near Corrientea, and
connected bv rail with Santa Ff», with a popula-

tion of about 1200.

CHACO, El Gban. A name applied to a re-

gion of central South America extending north-
ward from the Salado River to about latitude
18° S., and included between the Paraguay and
ParanA rivers on the east and the foot-hills

of the Andes on the west. It thus comprises a
hirge part of northern Argentina and western
Paraguay, and smaller portions of southeastern
Bolivia and southwestern Brazil. The Chaco
Horeal includes the section north of the Pil-

coniayo; the Chaco Central, the section between
Ihp Pilcomayo and the Bcrniejo : and the Chaco
Austral, the section south of the latter river.

The region is a vast plain, undulating in places,

but for the most part flat, and sloping gently
toward the southeast. Its mean elevation ranges
from about 1000 feet on the western edge to

100 feet on the east. The large rivers which
cross the Gran Chaco are subject to periodical

freshets, and inundate vast areas of the low-

lying ground. With the subsidence of the wa-
ters, numerous lakes and swamps are formed
which may remain for a greater part of the
year. These lowlands are covered with heavy
forests, and with thickets of vines and bushes,
while the more elevated areas support a luxuri-

ant growth of grasses. A large part of the re-

gion lies within the great Tertiary basin of

South America, and has a sandy or clayey soil.

The climate is generally hot, except in the win-
ter months, and the daily range of temperature
is extreme. The rainfall is rather low, the heavi-

est precipitation occurring in summer. Except
on the borders, the entire area is uncultivated
and thinly populated. A few nomadic and sav-

age Indian tribes live in the interior, and have
resisted all attempts of the various governments
toward their civilization. The hostility of the

Indians and the dense, matted growth of vegeta-

tion along the streams have been serious ob-

stacles to the exploration of the Gran Chaco.
In the last few years Argentina and Bolivia
have undertaken the exploration and develop-

ment of parts of the region, and this work doubt-

less will be continued in the future. See Argen-
tina: BoLi\iA; Paraguay.

CHACONNE, sha'kiin' (Fr., from Sp. cha-

cona, usually derived from Basque chucun,
pretty). An obsolete dance. The movement is

slow, and the music—a series of variations on a
ground bass, mostly eight bars in length—ap-

pears in sonatas as well as in ballets.

CHACOBNAC, shd'kOr'nfik', Jean (1823-

73 ) . A French astronomer. He was bom in

Lyons, and was astronomer at the Paris Observa-

tory from 1854 until his death. He is the dis-

coverer of several planetoids, and published the

following works: Atlas ecliptique (1856), and
Atlas des annales de I'observatoire imp^ial de
Paris (1860-63).

CHAD, chad, Saint. See Ceadda.

CHAD or TCHAD, Lake. A large lake in

Central Africa, lying at an altitude of about 900
feet ( Map : Africa, F 3 ) . Surrounded by the

French dependencies of Kanem and Bagirmi. Ger-

man Kamerun, and the British possession of

Bomu, the lake is within the spheres of influence

of these three powers. The size of the lake varies

greatly. During the dry season it is said to

cover an area of about 10,000 square miles : but
the area is increased to 20,000 square miles or

more during the rainy season, from July to Oc-

tober. The water is fresh and abounds in ani-

mal life, while the surface, except during the

rainy season, is thickly covered with reeds and
other aquatic plants. Lake Chad receives the

waters of the river Shari from the south, the

Komadugu-Waube froni the west, and the wet-

season stream Bahr-el-Ghazal from the east,

but is without any visible outlet, and the fact

of the water remaining fresh gives rise to the

theory that it has a subterranean outflow. The
coasts are, with the exception of the northeastern

portion, very low and swampy. In the eastern

part of the lake there are a large number of

small islands inhabited by native tribes, num-
bering perhaps 30.000 individuals. Islands also

fringe the western shores. The lake is sup-

posed to have been known to Ptolemy, and it
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M-as probably the Kura I^ke of the Middle Ages.

In ni<Hlern times it was first visited by Denhara

and Clapjicrton in 1823, and later explored by

<^»)erwejf in 1851, Barth in 1852, and Nachtigal

in 1871-72.

CHAiyBAND, Rev. Mb. An oily hypocrite

in Dickens's Uleak House. He delivers impressive

lectures to 'Guater' and 'Joe,' the crossing-sweep-

er, on the subject of 'terewth' (truth). His
wife had been nurse of Esther Summerson.

CHADB0I7RNE, child1)em, Paux Ansel
( 182;{-8.'J) . An American educator. He was
born in North Berwick, Maine; graduated at

Williams College in 1848, and became profes-

sor of chemistry and physics there in 1853. In

1858, without giving up his duties at Williams-

town, he taught the same subjects at Bowdoin
College and at the Berkshire Medical College.

In 18G6 he became first president of the Massa-
chusetts Agricultural College, and in 1867 was
chosen president of the University of Wiscon-
sin. He was elected to succeed Mark Hopkins
as president of Williams College in 1872, but re-

signed in 1881, and in the following year again

l>ecame president of the Massachusetts Agricul-

tural College. During all this time he took an
active part in politics, sitting twice in the Mas-
sachusetts Senate, besides carrying on manu-
facturing enterprises. He wrote Natural Theol-

ogy (1867), and Instinct in Animals and Men
( 1872) , and edited Public Service of the State of

yeic York (1881).

CHAD'DERTON. A manufacturing town in

Lancashire, England, adjacent to Oldham (q.v.).

Population in 1891, 22,100; in 1901, 24,900.

CHAD^ON. A city and county - seat of

Dawes County, Neb., 55 miles east by south of

the northwestern comer of the State; on the

Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Rail-

road (Map: Nebraska, B 1). The most impor-

tant city of an extensive tract of territory, it is

the centre of considerable wholesale interests,

and of an export trade in live stock. There are

also some industrial establishments. Popula-
tion in 1890, 1867; in 1900, 1665.

CHAirWICK, Sir Edwin (1800-90). An
English social and sanitary reformer, bom near
Rochdale. He studied law, but early gave his

attention to social and sanitary questions. An
article on Life Assurance gained him the friend-

ship of George Grote, and one on Preventive Po-
lice, of Jeremy Bentham, whose private secre-

tary he became. In 1832 he received an appoint-

ment as assistant commissioner on the first Eng-
lish Poor Law Commission, and to him were
largely due the radical reforms made in the sys-

tem of poor relief. This was followed by his

appointment as secretary of the Poor Law Board,
in which office and on the Board of Health for

twenty years he carried out beneficent reforms.

To him England owed its first Sanitary Com-
mission, organized in 1838, and the Registrar
General's office was established through his in-

itiative. He retired on a pension in 1854. He
subsequently took great interest in promoting
competitive examinations for Government offices,

and indeed in almost all questions of social econ-

omy. He was long an active member of the As-
sociation for the Promotion of Social Science,

and of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science.

CHADWICK, Geokge Whitfield (1854—).
An American coiuposor, born in Lowell, Manx.
He studied under P^ugene Tluiyer in America,
and under Jadassohn, Reinccke, and Rheinberger
in Euroj)e, where he went in 1877. Returning to

America in 1880, he became organist in the South
Congregational Church, Boston, and instructor
in harmony and composition in the New England
Conservatory of Music, of which he became direc-

tor. His works include: The Viking's Last
Voyage (1881); three overtures, Thalia, Melpo-
mene, and Kip Van Winkle; and music for the
Columbian Ode, sung at the opening of the
World's Fair at Chicago, in 1893. His most
noteworthy work is Judith (1901), a lyric

drama, which was heralded as an example of

Twentieth Century oratorio. He regularly con-

ducts the Springfield and Worcester, Mass., fes-

tivals.

CHADWICK, James Read (1844— ). An
American gynecologist. He was born in Boston,
and graduated at Harvard University in 1805,

and at the Harvard Medical School in 1871. He
founded the American Gynecological Society,

was its secretary from 1876 to 1882, and became
its president in 1897. He became librarian of

the Boston Medical Library Association in 1875,

and president of the Massachusetts Cremation
Society in 1892.

CHADWICK, John White (1840—). An
American clergj'man of the Unitarian Church,
bom in Marblehead, Mass. For a time he was'
a shoemaker. He graduated in 1864 at the
Harvard Divinity School, and was in the .same

year ordained to the Unitarian ministry and in-

stalled as pastor of the Second Unitarian Church
of Brooklyn, N. Y. He is known as one of the
prominent preachers of his denomination, of

whose most advanced thought he is a representa-

tive. His published discourses, including Some
Aspects of Religion (1879); Belief and Life
(1881); Origin' and Destiny (1883); and A
Daring Faith ( 1885) , have been extensively read,

and have been characterized as constituting "a
noble body of ethical literature." Best kno^vn.
however, of his literarv works, are his collections,

A Book of Poems (1876; 7th ed., 1885); In
Nazareth Toxrn : A Christmas Fantasy, and
Other Poems (1883) ; and A Few Verses (1900).
Among his other publications may be cited

a biography of Rev. N. A. Staples (1870) ; The
Bible of To-Day (1875) ; The Faith of Reason
(1879) : Old and New Unitarian Belief (1894) ;

and Theodore Parker, Preacher, Reformer
(1900).

CHJENOMORPHiE, ke'nA-mOr'f^ (Neo-Lat.
noni. pi., from Gk. xa^*"""- chainein, to gape +
iwp4>-fi, morphe, form). An order of birds, em-
bracing the ducks, geese, swans, screamers, and
flamingos and tlfeir allies. They are character-

ized by cranial features in common, being des-

mognathous, with the palatal bones united across

the median line.

CHiEREA, k^-re'a, Gaius Cassius. The
murderer of the Emperor Caligula (q.v.). He
was tribune of the pretorian cohort. With
Cornelius Sabinus and others he formed a con-

spiracy, and on January 24, a.d. 41, the fourth

day of the Palatine Games in honor of Augustus,
was the first to strike down the Emperor as the

latter returned through the palace. He lent his

aid to the senatorial scheme for the reestablish-
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ment of the republic, but when on the following
day Claudius was proclaimed Emperor by the
soldiers, he was executed by order of the new
ruler.

CHJEREAS AND CALLIRHOE. A Greek
romance, by an unknown writer, calling himself
'Chariton of Aphrodisias,' variously placed be-

tween the Fifth and Ninth centuries a.d. The
heroine is married to ChiPreas, and soon apparently
dies, but comes to life in the tomb. She is carried
otf by robbers, and after various adventures is

finally restored to her husband. The work was
printed from the only known manuscript by James
Philip d'Or\-ille. at Amsterdam, in 1750, with a

complete conimentarA-. It has been translated
into the principal modem languages.

CH^RONEA, ker'6-ne'a (Lat., from Gk Xat-
p^peia, Chairiineia) . An ancient town of Bceo-

tia, near the Cephissus, on the borders of

Phocis. Here, in B.C. 338, Philip of Macedon
signally defeated the united forces of the Athe-
nians and Bcpotians. and so crushed the liberties

of Greece. A nioimd of earth, about a mile from
the modern village of Kaprtena. which occupies
the site of the old city, still marks the place
where the Thebans who fell in the battle were
buried: the grave was also marked by a magnif-
icent colossal lion, which survived until the
Greek war of liberation, when it was blown up
by a Greek guerrilla, who believed it to contain
treasure. At Chieronea also, B.C. 86, Sulla de-

feated Arehelaus, the general of Mithridates.
Plutarch (q.v. ) wa? a native of this town.

CHJETODONTID^, ke'tft-don'ti-de (Neo-
Lat. nom. pi., from Gk. x*^''"'?' chaite, mane +
iSoAi, of/o MS, tooth). A family of tropical spiny-

rayed fishes. See Bltterfly-Fisii.

CHiETOGNATHA, ke-tog'na-thfi (Neo-Lat.
nom. pi., from Gk. x"^''"'!^ chaite, mane + yydffoi

f/nathos. jaw). Marine annelids, cylindrical or

fish-shaped, forming a group of the phylum Nema-
thelminthes. It includes the arrow-worms (Sa-

gitta). and the related genus Spadella.

CHiETOPODA, k^-t«)p^6-da (Xeo-Lat. nom.
pi., from Gk. x'^"''?. chaite, mane + xoiJs, pous,
toott. Marine worms. See Anxulata.

CHAFARINAS, chi-fa-re'nas, or Zaffari-
NE.s. A group of three small islands belonging to

Spain, situated ofT the coast of Morocco, opposite

the month of the Muluya River, in longitude 2°

20' W. The Chafarinas, the Tres Insulce of the

ancients, have long l)een known for the natural
liarbor or refuge they afford. There are fortifica-

tions on the middle island. Spain took posses-

sion of the group in 1848. Population, in 1900,
420.

CHAFER, or COCKCHAFER (.AS. ceafor,

Ger. hufcr, OllG. kviar, chcruro ; probably con-

nected with Ger. Kiefer, MHG. kiver, AS. ceafl,

OS. kiifh jaw-bone), etc. A beetle; properly one
injtirious to wood. In England all scarabs

(dung-beetles) are so called, the name being found
frequently as the last part of such compounds as
ciK'kchafer, leaf - chafer, rose - chafer, etc. The
cockchafer. May-beetle, or dor-bug {Melolonthn
rulfjaris) is substantially the same as the June-
bug (q.v.) of the I'nited States.

CHAFTEE, Ad>-a Romanza (1842—). An
American soldier. He was bom at Orwell. Ohio,
and in 1801 entered the Sixth United States

Cavalry. He was promoted to be first lieutenant

Vol. rv.—M.

in 1805, and in the same year received the brevet
of captain for gallant conduct at Dinwiddie
Court House. In 1897 he was made lieutenant-
colonel, and in 1898 saw service in Cuba during
the Spanish-American War, distinguishing him-
self at El Caney, and was brevetted major-general
of volunteers. In 1900 he was sent to take com-
mand of the United States forces in China, being
I)romoted to l>e major-general of volunteers, and
took an important part in the expedition against
Peking. Subsequently he was put in command
of the United States army in the Philippine Is-

lands. In 1901 he was appointed major-general
in the regular army.

CHAFFINCH (so called because the finch is

fond of chaff or grain). A handsome and fa-

miliar European finch (Fringilla ccplebs) and one
of the foremost cage-birds, especially in Ger-
many. It is common in England and known
there by many provincial names. The male, in
summer, has the top of the head and nape of the
neck bluish-gray; the back chestnut; the wings
almost black, with two conspicuous white bars;
the tail nearly black. The colors of the female
(and of the male in winter) are much duller
than those of the summer male. In the colder
northern countries it is migratory, but spends
the winter in flocks in England and all around
the Mediterranean, where it is shot in great
numbers for market, especially in Italy. It

builds a very soft and beautiful nest, garnished
with lichens and placed in a bush, and lays
spotted eggs. Its food is highly varied and its

habits generally are typically fringilline.

The chaffinch is one of the birds most sought
by bird-catchers, as well as reared from the nest,

to be a cage songster. Its naturally loud, clear,

and trilling voice is susceptible of being trained
almost to articulate human words ; and so docile

is it that the German bird-trainers teach these

finches several distinct tunes and trills besides

cultivating their own powers of melody and imi-

tation. Bechstein, in Naturgeschichte der Steu-

benvogel (Gotha, 1792), gives an extended ac-

count of these vocal accomplishments, the proper
acquirement of which renders chaffinches among
the most valuable of cage-birds. See Cage-Bird,
and Plate of Cage-Birds.

CHAGA, cha'gA, or WA CHAGA, wji cha'gA.

A Bantu people on the southern slopes of Mount
Kilimanjaro, German East Africa. They are an
interesting people, friendly, exceedingly supersti-

tious, much hara.ssed by the Masai, and in turn
raiding the Wa Gweno and other tribes. The
Chaga jwssess considerable skill in iron-working,

their assegais being the largest and finest in

Africa. Their hide shields are large, oval,

decorated with totemic symbols. They employ
jxjisoned arrows. They brew beer in large

wooden vessels, and have partially domesticated
the wild bee. They hunt also the abundant fauna
on the slopes of Kilimanjaro, but do not ascend
very high up the mountains.

CHAGOS (chii'gAs) ISLANDS. A small
archipelago in the Indian Ocean, situated between
latitudes 4° 30' and 7° 30' S. and longitudes 71°

15' and 72° 40' E. (Map: World, Eastern Hemi-
sphere, K 28). They are mostly of coral forma-

tion. The chief island of the group, Diego
Garcia, is over 12 miles long and over miles

wide, and has a population of 700. The chief

product is cocoanut oil. The group belongs to
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Great Britain, and is an administrative depend-

ency of Mauritius.

CHAOBES, chU'grfts. A river of Colombia,
South AnuTica, flowing nearly across the Isth-

mus of Panama and entering the Atlantic west
of Colon (Map: South America, A 2). It is over
100 miles long and it is ths intention to use
its abundant waters in connection with the

Panama Canal (q.v.). At its mouth is situated

the port of Chagres.

CHAHA, chiilift, or CHAJA. See Scbeameb.

CHAILLil-LONG, shA'yA'lON', Chables
1840— ). An American explorer. He was bom
in Maryland of French descent, and served in the

L'nion Army during the Civil War. In 1869 he
was appointed lieutenant-colonel in the Egyptian
Army, and four years later became chief of

staff to General Gordon, then engaged in sup-

pressing the slave trade on the White Nile. Soon
afterwards he was sent by the Khedive to the
Court of the King of Uganda, who acknowledged
himself the vassal of Egj'pt. He published an
account of this expedition in Central Africa:
Xaked Truths of Naked People (1876). Return-
ing to New York, he studied law at Columbia,
and in 1882 went to Alexandria to practice in-

ternational law. There he rendered important
services during the Alexandria massacre, and
the subsequent bombardment by the English
squadron. In the absence of the United States

consul-general and consular agents, he reestab-

lished the consulate and protected many Euro-
peans and Americans. Later in the same year
he practiced international law in Paris, and in

1887 was appointed United States consul-general

and secretary of legation in Korea. In 1884
he published The Three Prophets: Chinese Oor-
don, the Mahdi, and Arabi Pacha.

CHAIN (OF. chaine, Fr. chaine, Dutch
keten, ketting, MLG. kedene, kede, Ger. Kette,

OHG. chettiiia, from Lat. catena, chain). A
series of flexibly connected links of metal or

other material designed, for ornament or to serve

the purpose of cord, rope, or cables. Chains are

evidently of very ancient origin. Nearly all old

writers speak of their use, and they are re-

peatedly referred to in the Bible. Remnants of

chains of Roman manufacture are preserved in

museums and they show a variety of link forma-
tions and excellent workmanship. The uses made
of chains by the ancients were few and unimpor-
tant compared with the multitude of uses to

which they are applied at present. They served

for ornament, as emblems of investiture and
badges of office, and as fetters for captors, but
cordage was employed for all other purposes to

which chains are now extensively applied.

Chains are now employed as ornaments and for

the various purposes of a band, cord, rope, or

cable in hoisting and hauling operations, in

transmitting power, and in connecting, confining,

and restraining objects. The modem chain of

commerce, therefore, embraces chains varying in

size and material, from the thread-like article of

pure gold to the ship's cable of iron, each link of

which weighs from 100 to 200 pounds, and will

withstand a breaking strain of many tons.

Structurally, chains may be somewhat roughly
divided into those whose separate links are each

composed of a single piece of metal and those

whose links are each made up of several sepa-

rate pieces of metal. The ordinary oval link

hoisting chain is an example of the first class,

while the bicycle chain exemplifies quite well the
sec(md class. Chains may 1m* also divided into
hand-made and machine-made chains, but the
division is not a sharp one. It is also common
practice to define chains by special names based
upon the form of the link, as stud chains, open-
link chains, and twisted-link chains; or upon the
use to which the chain is put, as crane chain,

chain cable, and bicycle chains, or upon the name
of the inventor or some other real or apparent
peculiarity. This form of definition so far as it

is practiced is neither complete nor systematic.

Chains are made in a variety of ways dejK'nd-

ing upon the material used, the size, the link

formation, the purpose to which the article is to
be put, etc. Chains for cranes, ship's cables,

dredges, etc., are always hand-made, that is, each
link is welded by hand and often is both formed
and welded by hand from rolled bar iron. The
various stages of operation are substantially as
follows: The workman, taking a round bar or
rod of iron of the proper diameter, heats it in a
forge and then by means of a chisel cuts off a
piece long enough to form a single link. This
piece is again heated and then l)ent by hammer-
blows around a suitably shaped nose until it has
a U shape. The U-shaped piece is then hooked
into the last completed link of the chain and
the unconnected ends thrust again into the forge

to receive a welding heat. The final process is to

weld together the unconnected ends around a
nose of suitable shape and to bring the link to

perfect form and dimensions. In chains made
as just described, the weld is usually at the end
of the link. When making large ship's cables

the chain-maker often uses presses for bending
the bars into link form and the bending is so

done as to bring the weld at the side of the

link. The welding may also he done by power
hammers in making very large cables.

In making stud chains or twisted-link chains

the only change in the mode of procedure de-

scribed above is the introduction of the neces-

sary additional operation of inserting the brace

or stud or of twisting the link, just previous to

closing up the ends of the U-piece for the final

welding operation. A stud chain is an open-link

chain, in each link of which a transverse stud or

brace is placed to prevent the sides of the links

from closing up or drawing together when the

chain is subjected to a heavy pull or load.

Twisted links are of great advantage when a

chain has to be wound on a drum, since they lie

flat and smooth on the drum.

Generally speaking, all chains over one inch in

size are made by hand, but the great bulk of the

chains of smaller sizes are made by machinery.

Machine-made iron chains are of two kinds,,

known as welded chains and weldless chains. In

making welded chains by machine the rod of iron

is first run through a machine called a winder,,

which winds it around a mandrel and turns it

out in the form of a long spiral spring. Thia

rod is then cut by a machine so that each twist

or spiral is severed from the next and the stock

is in the form of rings whose open ends only

need to be welded together to form complete

closed links. The welding is done by heating

the ring and placing it in dies, which, under the

blows of a trip-hammer operated by the work-

man's foot, form it into shape and weld together
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the open ends. The welding is done link by link
as in the case of hand-made chains.

These small sizes of machine-welded chains
are often made with twisted links, but are never
made in the form of stud chains. VVeldless

machine-made chains are manufactured by auto-
matic macliinerj- which takes the rolled iron,

cuts it into lengths, forms these lengths into
links, and connects or couples the links into com-
pleted chains. In weldless chains the links are
formed by twisting or locking the unconnected
ends of the short lengths of rod. There are
numerous forms of such connections and certain
advantages are claimed for each form. Chains of

this construction are made only in the small
sizes which are used for horse-halters, cow-ties,

dog-chains, fence-chains, sash-chains, curtain-
chains, picture-chains, harness-chains, and simi-
lar purposes. For many of these purposes brass,
bronze, and composition metals are used instead
of iron, but the process of manufacturing the
chain is otherwise unchanged. With the single
exception of the stud chain, the chains so far de-

scribed have each link composed of a single piece
of metal bent to form and welded, twisted into a
closed ring.

Chains for transmitting power are of an en-
tirely different construction. In these each link
is made of several pieces of metal connected by
rivets, bolts, or stud screws, and is so formed as
to engage with the teeth of a sprocket wheel.
The bicycle chain is an excellent example of this

variety of chains, but there are several forms in

use which are even more perfect. Chains of this

kind are made by assembling by hand the several
parts composing each link and connecting them
together; the separate parts are themselves cut,

stamped, turned, threaded or otherwise formed
by machinery designed especially for the pur-
pose.

Watch-chains, neck-chains, and other chains
made of precious metal for ornament form a class

by themselves. Some of the larger and heavier
chains of this class, which are made in the
simple forms common to the chains of brass and
iron which have been described, are made by
methods closely corresponding to those used in

making iron and brass chains. The smaller sizes

of wire chains are made by machinery with
twisted and locked links, others are formed by
methods analogous to that adopted in producing
machine-made welded chains of iron, the links
being closed by brazing instead of by welding.
In still other forms the links are stamped and
cut from metal plate and are assembled and
brazed together by hand.

The strength of chains is a very important
matter in certain uses to which chains are put.

For example, the safety of an anchored ship and
the lives of its crew may often depend upon the
strength of its chain cable. For this reason the
British Admiralty and the organizations corre-

sponding to this body which exist in other coun-
tries, r»'(juire all chain cable to undergo severe

tests before it is used on shipboard. Similar
tests are required by railways, builders of

cranes and dredges, and other large users of chain.

The size of chains is defined by the diameter of

the bar of which the links are made; thus, a
one-inch chain is one whose links are made by
bars one inch in diameter. .According to tests

made by the T'nited States Testing Board, "with
proper material and construction the ultimate

resistance of chains may be expected to vary
from 155 per cent, to 170 per cent, of that of
the bar used in making the links and to show an
average of about 163 per cent." This conclusion
refers only to hand-welded chain cable. The
Pennsylvania Railroad requires its 1^-inch crane-
chain to stand without giving way a pull of

70,000 pounds, and not to break under a load
of 116,000 pounds. The British Admiralty re-

quires a 2-inch stud chain cable to withstand a
proof load of 72 tons before it is used. These
figures are selected at random for the purpose
of illustration. For a statement of the test re-

quirements of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the
British Admiralty, and the United States Test-
ing Board, see Kent, Mechanical Engineer's
Pocket Book (New York, 1901). Special litera-

ture on the manufacture of chains is very scarce,

and such as there is will be found scattered
through the engineeripg papers and the proceed-
ings of the various engineering societies.

CHAIN, AifciiOR. See Cable; Anchor.
CHAIN, Engixeeb's, or Subveyob's. See

EXGIXEERIXG In.STRX'MENTS.

CHAIN BRIDGE. See Bridge.

CHAIN CABLE, See Cables.

CHAIN CORAL. See Haltsites.

CHAIN CREEPER. See Bauhinia.

CHAIN MAIL, or CHAIN ARMOR. A
coat of hammered iron links, interwoven into the
form of a garment. It was much more flexible

and convenient than either the bymie (q.v. ) or
plate armor, but was not as good a protection as
the latter. It was much used from the Twelfth
to the Fourteenth Century. See Armor.

CHAIN-SHOT. A projectile composed of

two shot fastened together by a short chain, and
used chiefly at sea to cut or destroy the enemy's
rigging. They have long been obsolete.

CHAIN-SNAKE. A North American harm-
less snake {Ophiobolus getulus) , found from the
Hudson River and Great Lakes to Mexico, and
subject to great variation in color and markings.

CHAIN-8XAKE—TOP AND PBOFILB VIEWS.

The typical form of the East and South is lus-

trous black, crossed by about thirty yellow lines

which unite along the sides, forming a chain-

like pattern ; the belly is yellowish, blotched with
black; head-plates black, with yellow spots. The
lighter and larger variety west of the Mississippi

is sayi, and that of the Pacific Coast Boylii. tja

the last the markings are ivory-white, and in the

form of bands encircling the body, and broaden-

ing, but not coalescing along the sides, so that

it has been described as "cream-colored, sharply
marked by rings of black," instead of the re-

verse. Everywhere these snakes are large (4 to

6 feet), strong, active, and mainly nocturnal.

They do not take to water nor climb trees, and
feed mainly upon small mammals, amphibians,

and reptiles, including other snakes; and thev
are protected by the country people of the South
and West, as one of the 'king* snakes (q. v.), be-

cause they constantly destroy venomous reptiles.
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CHAISSAIGNAC, 8h&'8&'ny&k^ Charles
Makie EuoCAKU (1805-79). A French physician.

He wns born in Nantes, and in 1835 became pro-

Hector and professor at the university and physi-

cian at the Central Bureau of the Hospitals of

Paris. He is the originator of the surgical o])eration

known as ^crasement, by means of which tumors,

piles, polypi, and other growths may be removed
without the effusion of blood. The general in-

troduction of drainage in surgery is also due
to his initiative. His principal works include:

Traiti de Vicraaement Unbare (1866); Legona
aur la trach^ometrie (1855) ; Clinique chirurgi-

cale (1854-58) ; Traits pratique de la auppura-

tion ct du drainage chirurgical (2 vols., 1859) ;

Dea I'empoiaonnement du aang par matiires

organiquea (1873).

CHAX D'EST ANGE, shft'dft'tHNzh', Gus-
TAVE LoLis Adolphe Victob Charles (1800-

70). A French advocate and politician. In 1857

Napoleon III. appointed him procureur g&n&ral

and soon after Councilor of State. In 1862 he
was made Senator. In 1863 he was vice-president

of the Council of State; and in 1864 was ap-

pointed president of the Department of Public
Works and Fine Arts. As an advocate, especial-

ly in criminal cases, he won great fame.
* CHAJ'JUG. See Hajjug.

CHALAZA, ka-la'zfi (Xeo-Lat., from Gk.

X<iX«itt, chalaza, hailstone, pimple). The basal

region of an ovule, in which there is no diflFeren-

tiation of integument. See Ovi^le.

CHALAZOGAMY, kal'&-z6g^ft-ml (from Gk.

X<i/.afa, chalaza, liailstone, pimple -f ydfioi,

gamos, marriage, from yafuiv, gamein, to marry).
The passage of the pollen-tube through the cha-

laza of the ovule. In seed-plants the pollen-tube

ordinarily reaches the egg by passing through

CasuarinH showing chalazoganiy: p, pollen-tube descend-
ing to the chalazal region of the ovule and entering the
bundle-region (b), turning upward Into the nucellus (n),

entering the emDryo-sac (e) from below, and thus approach-
ing the egg.

the micropyle, which is a small passageway left

by the integument of the ovule. In certain cases,

however, it has been discovered that the pollen-

tube does not enter in this way, but pierces the

ovule in the general region of the chalaza, which
is the base of the ovule, where tlie integument
and body of the ovule are indistinguishable. In
this way the tube approaches the egg from be-

neath, and burrows its way through the inter-

vening tissue. This phenomenon is known as
'chalazogamy,* as distinguished from tlie ordi-

nary method, which has l)een called 'porogamy.'
Chalazogamy has l)een discovered as yet only in
connectifwi with the amentaceous trees, those in

which it has been recorded being birch, alder,
hornlieam, walnut, hazel, casuarina, and elm.
While in most of these cases the pollen-tube en-
ters through the chalazal region, in the elm it

passes into the o\'ule above the chalaza. How-
ever, the term chalazogamy has been extended
to include all cases in which the pollen-tube does
not enter by way of the micropyle.

CHALCE'DON (Lat., from KaAxi?««ii', Kal-
chCdon, or Xa/.Ktiddy, ChalkSddn

)

. A city of an-
cient BithjTiia, at the entrance of the Bosporus,
opposite to Byzantium. It was founded about
B.C. 677 by a colony from Megara, and soon be-

came a place of considerable trade and impor-
tance. It contained several temples, one of
which, dedicated to Apollo, had an oracle. After
the liberation of the Greek cities from Persian
rule, Chalcedon joined the Athenian League, but
at the end of the Poloponnesian war came into
possession of the Spartans. With the rest of

Bithynia, it was bequeathed to the Romans by
King Nicomedes. Inuring the Mithridatic war
it was the scene of a bold exploit of the Pontic
sovereign. Bithynia having been invaded by
Mithridates, all the wealthy Romans in the dis-

trict fled for refuge to Chalcedon, whereupon he
broke the chains that protected the port, burned
four ships, and towed away the remaining sixty.

Under the Empire Chalcedon was made a free

city, and it was the scene of a general council,

held A.D. 451. Chosroes II., King of Persia,
captured it a.d. 616, after which it declined, un-
til it was finally demolished by the Turks, who
used its niins to build mosques and other edifices

in Constantinople. Chalcedon was the birthplace
of the philosopher Xenocrates.
The Council of Chalcedon, to which allusion

has been made, was the fourth general coun-
cil, and was assembled by the Emperor Marcian
for the purpose of drawing up a form of doctrine
in regard to the nature of Christ, which should
equally avoid the errors of the Nestorians (q.v.

)

and those of the Monophysites (q. v.). Six hun-
dred bishops, almost all of the Eastern or Greek
Church, were present. The doctrine declared to

be orthodox was tliat in Christ there were two
natures, which could not be intermixed (this

clause was directed against the Monophysites),
and which also were not in entire separation

(this was directed against the Nestorians), but
which were so conjoined that their union de-

stroyed neither the peculiarity of each nature
nor the oneness of Christ's person.

CHALCEDONY, kal-s§d'6-n! (Lat. chalcedo-

nius, a gem named after Gk. XaXK7i66v,Chalked6n,

a city in Asia Minor, where it abounded, Gk.
Xa7.K7i6uv, chalkedon, chalcedony). A crystalline

variety of quartz of various shades of white, yel-

low, brown, green, and blue. It is transparent
or translucent, and some of the milk-white varie-

ties are opaque. It occurs in mammillary, bo-

tryoidal, and stalactitic shapes, and as a lining
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or filling of cavities in rooks. The principal va-

rieties of chalcedony are agate, which is banded
and strijied: carnelian, which is clear and of

various shades of red; chrysoprase, an apple-

green variety, in which the color is due to nickel

oxide : heliotrope of bloodstone, of a dark green
color, with small spots of jasper; onyx, con-

sisting of bands of different colors, usually black
and white: plasma, of a deep green color; and
sardonyx, a red banded variety of onyx, all of

which are described in spcoial articles under
their names. The variety of its colors and the

high luster that it takes by polishing, render
chalcedony valuable for brooches, necklaces, and
other ornaments, and some varieties of it are cut
as seal-stones. Chalcedony is found in Great
Britain, in Brazil, and in a number of localities

in Colorado and California. The formation of

the famous agatized wood of Chalcedony Park,
Ariz., is caused by a natural replacement of the

woolly fibre by chalcedony from siliceous waters.

CHALCEDONYX, kal-s6d'6-nlks (from Gk.
Xa?iKr/6(l)v^ chalkedon, chalcedony -|- 6n.j, onyx,
finger-nail, onyx. Lat. onyx. See Chalcedony).
A variety of agate consisting of alternate layers

of a white opaque and a grayish translucent
chalcedony.

CHALCHIHUITL, chal'chd-we't'l (Mexi-
can). A green mineral referred to by Spanish
writers contemporary with Cortez. It was held
in high repute by the ancient Mexicans, who val-

ued it more than gold. The ^Mexicans believed

that the art of cutting and polishing chalchihuitl

had been taught them by the god Quetzalcohuatl.
The best authorities believe the mineral to have
been the bluish-green variety of turquoise from
the Los Cerillos mines, New Mexico, although
some still think it is a variety of jadeite.

CHALCIDICE, kal-sidl-se (Lat., from Gk.
XoAmJ^/c^, sc. x<^P«, chora, district, ChalkidikS, of
Chalcis). The ancient name of three districts

in Grecian or partly Grecian lands. ( 1 ) In Eu-
boea, the land belonging to the inhabitants of
the town of Chalcis, on the southwestern side of

the island, near the Strait of Euripus. (2) A
district of Macedonia, between the Thermaic and
StrjTiionic Gulfs. The lower part of this dis-

trict forms three peninsulas, called, from west
to east. Pallene (or, more anciently, Phlegra),
iSithonia, and Acte or Athos. This district re-

ceived its name from Chalcis, in Euboea, having
l>een settled in the Eighth Century B.C. by colo-

nists from that place. Among the flourishing
towns of Chalcidice were Olynthus and Potidsea.
(.3) R district in Syria, extending eastward
frf)m the Orontes River to the desert, and called
riialcidice from the town of Chalcis, lying there-
in.

CHALCIS, kal'sis (Lat., from Gk. Xa;**/?,

Chalki.i). The capital of the island and no-
ma rchy of Eubcea, Greece, situated on the Euri-
pus, the strait which separates the island from
Bu'otia (Map: Greece. E 3). The Euripus is

divided into two channels, of unequal breadth
and depth, by a rock, which is surmounted by
a castle, partly of Venetian and partly of Turk-
ish construction. A shallow channel, 85 feet
wide, separates the rock from Bceotia, and is

crossed by a stone bridge. The main channel,
about 120 feet wide, through which a strong
current flows, was at one time crossed by a
drawbridge, which has recently been rcnioved in

connection with operations for widening and
deepening the channel. The site seems to have
been occupied in very early times, and during
the Ninth and Eighth centuries u.c. the inhabit-

ants were active colonizers, specially toward the
north, where they gave their name to the Chal-
cidian peninsula on the Macedonian coast. They
also appear early as allies of the Corinthians
in the Greek colonization of Italy and Sicily,

where they settled Cumae and Naxos, and gave
their alphabet to the Italians. After a long
war with its rival, Eretria, Chalcis acquired
the undisputed headship of Eubcea, and rapidly
rose to wealth and importance. Its govern-
ment was strongly aristocratic, but after a
crushing defeat at the hands Of the Athenians
(B.C. 506), the nobles were driven out and a
democracy established. It subsequently fell un-
der the power of the Macedonians and Romans,
and was at this time a place of great military
importance, nearly nine miles in circumference,
and had many fine temples, theatres, and other
public buildings. Aristotle died at Chalcis. In
the Middle Ages, it was prosperous under the
Venetians, who held it for nearly three centu-
ries, until its conquest by the Turks in 1470.
Not many ancient remains now exist at Chalcis.
The streets are narrow, but the houses, many of
which owe their origin to the Venetians, are sub-
stantial and spacious. It suffered from an
earthquake in 1894. Population about 9900.

CHALCIS (kal'sis) FLIES, or CHALCID-
IDM, ki'il-sidl-de (Neo-Lat. nom pi., from Gk.
Xa?jclg, chalkis, lizard, either from XaXxls, ChalkiSf
a city of Eubcea, or, more probably, like the
name of the town itself, from ;faP.K(5f, chalkoSf
copper). A group of very small hymenoptera,
characterized by elbowed feelers. They number
thousands of species, and are truly parasitic, ex-

cept a few gall-making genera. One large sec-

tion glues its eggs upcm the backs of caterpillars

of moths. These eggs hatch in about two days,
when the grubs quickly bury their heads in the
skin of their host and begin to feed, growing
more rapidly than any other known insect-larvse,

and reaching full growth within three or four
days. The first to mature then withdraws its

head, preparatory to pupating—an act which at
once causes the

death of the ex-

hausted caterpillar

and consequently of

many belated
grubs. The more
advanced survivors
spin and attach
their cocoon to the

under side of the
empty skin of the

dead host, which
thus furnishes a
roof, and within
about eight days complete their transformation

and emerge as adult chalceids. The fact that

they attack many fly-maggots, caterpillars, etc.,

greatly inurious to cultivated plants, and de-

stroy
' them with such speed and certainty,

places them among the most valuable aids man-
kind has in his warfare against insect pests.

It is due to these insects, principally, that

the cotton-worm of the South is kept down,
and millions of dollars' worth of cotton saved
each vear. "Nowhere in Nature." remarks L. O.

CHAuaa rLT.
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Howard, "is there a more marked example of tlio

co-relation Wtween structure and habits than oc-

cors in this family. . . So that it is possible

for an experienced person, on seeinj? a new Hpe-

cies of ehalcis fly, to tell precisely what kind of

insect it will be found parasitic upon." See
Howard, The Insect Book (New York, 1901);
also papers, often illustrated, by L. O. Howard
and Win. H. Ashniead, in the publications of the

U. S. Department of Agricult\jre.

CHALCOCITE. See Coppkr.

CHALCOGRAPHY, kill-kftg'rA-fl (from Gk.
XaXxd^, chalkoH, copper + ypa^eiv, graphein, to
write ) . A modem term used to signify engraving
on copper.

CHALCONDYLAS, kal - kOn'dl - lAs, Deme-
TBil's (C.1424-C.151I). A Greek scholar. He
was born in Athens, and after teaching Greek in

various cities of Italy, was called by Lorenzo de'

Medici to the chair of Greek in Florence (1471),
where Pope Leo X. was one of his pupils. After
the death of the Prince (1492), he was professor

of Greek in Milan, where he died. Chalcondylas
wrote a Greek grammar, entitled Erotemata
(c.1493), and superintended editions of Homer
(1488), of Isocrates (1493), and of the Lexicon
of Suidas (1499). Consult Hody, De Greeds II-

lustribus, edited by Jebb. (London, 1742),

CHALCOPYRITE, kJll'kd-pI'rtt (from Gk.
Xa.\K6s, cltitlkos, copper + vvplTiji, pyrites, flint,

from rOp, pyr, fire), commonly called Copper
Pyrites. A copper-iron sulphide that crystallizes

in the tetragonal system. It has a metallic lustre,

is of a brass - yellow color, and is often tar-

nished or iridescent. It occurs widely dissemi-
natetl in metallic veins and in the older rocks,

frequently with pyrite or iron sulphide, and some-
times with nickel and cobalt sulphide. This
mineral o<-cur3 in large deposits in Sweden, in

the Harz Mountains, in Bohemia, Hungary,
New South Wales, and in South Africa. In the

United States it is found quite largely in Colo-

rado, Montana, Arizona, Utah, and California,

where it frequently carries gold and silver. It

is also found in Vermont, Tennessee, and North
Carolina, and is here mined as a copper ore.

When tarnished it is sometimes called peacock
ore, owing to the iridescent film of brilliant

colors with which it becomes coated.

CHALD.S:A, kal-de'a. See Babylonia.

CHALDiEAN ( kfll-de'an ) RITE, Christians
OF THE, also called Syro-Chaldeans, or Syro-
Orientals. a branch of the Nestorians who
acknowledge the Pope of Rome. They use the

Eastern rite, and are under the Patriarch of

Babylon. They are supposed to number about
30,000. See Nestorians.

CHALDiEANS (from Lat. Chaldcei, Gk.Xal-
6aioi, Chaldaioi, Heb. Kasdim, Assyr. Kaldi, pos-

sibly from Assyr. kashddu, to conquer). Prop-
erly a designation of a Semitic people, whose
original home was southeast of Babylonia, on the
Persian Gulf, in the Sea Land (Mat Tamti).
There was a considerable number of Kaldu States,

such as Bit Ammukani, Bit Dakan, Bit Shilani,

Bit Shaali. Bit Adini and Bit Yakin. Of these

the most important seems to have been Bit Ya-
kin. Hommel's theory that Ur (Mughghayar)
belonged to the realm of the Kaldu as early as
the Third Millennium B.C. is not convincing. It

is possible that already the Pashi dynasty (ji.c.

1139-1000) was Chaldtpan. In the case of Mat
Tamti (1006-983) and Bit Bazi (983-03), this i»

quite probable. Adad Nirari III., in 803, re-

ceived tribute from Kaldu princes. In 723
Ukinzir, of Bit Ammukani, consequently a Chal-
da>an, ascended the throne of Babylon. Mardu-
kapaliddin (Merodach Baladan), ruler of Bit
Yakin, made himself King of Babylon in 721,
and maintained himself with the aid of Elamites
and Aranueans, until 710. In 702, he returned
for nine months, but was driven back to Bit
Yakin bv Sennacherib. In 693-89 another Chal-
dsean, Mushezib Marduk, occupied the throne of
Babylon. But it was with Nabuapaluzur (Na-
bopolassar) (c.626-604) and Nebukuduruzur
(Nebuchadnezzar), his son (604-561), that Chal-
daean princes seated themselves upon this throne
who were able to make Babylonia a world-power.
Nabukudenizur's son, Amil Marduk (Evil Mero-
dach), who reigned 562-560, was overthrown by
Nirgal Sharuzur (560-556), and the son of this
usurper, Labashi Marduk (556), was the last
Chaldaean king. He was supplanted by a Baby-
lonian, Nabunaid (Nabonidos), who reigned 555-
538. The period of foreign conquests and a
powerful inner administration had made the
terms Chaldaean and Babylonian practically sy-
nonjTiious with foreigners. Hebrew writers of
the postexilic period speak of the Babylonians as
Chalda'ans ( Kasdim ) . In the Second Century
B.C. the term Chaldsean was used by the author
of the Book of Daniel as a designation of a class
of magicians. Concerning the Chaldaean language
we have no other information than that which
may be gleaned from proper names. These sug-
gest a closer kinship to the Babylonian than to
either Arabic or Aramaic. After the conquest of
Babylon, the native Chaldsean dialect was no
doubt crowded out by Babylonian and Aramaic.
The latter was regarded by Daniel not alto-
gether erroneously as the "language of the Chal-
dspans." Hence Aramaic was called 'Chaldee' by
Jerome, and the confusing term has remained in
use until recent times. The failure to distin-
guish between Babylonians and Chaldjeans has
added to this confusion. The Chaldi, a people
related to the modem Georgians of the Caucasus,
were called by the old geographers 'Pontic Chal-
dieans,' but they were Chalda'ans in name only
and non-Semitic. (See Chaldians). Consult:
Delattre, "Les Chaldeens." in Revue des questions
historiques (Paris, 1896) ; W^inckler, Vnter-
suchunfjen zur altorientalischen Oeschichte (Leip-
zig, 1889) ; Brinton, Protohistoric Ethnography
of Western Asia (Philadelphia, 1895).

CHALDEE (kJil'd^) MANUSCRIPT, The.
A pungent satire, purporting to be the transla-
tion of a Chaldee manuscript newly discovered
in the Great Library of Paris. It appeared,
anonymously, in Rlacktcood's Magazine, October,
1817; but its conception and the first thirty-
seven verses of Chapter I. are to be ascribed to
James Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd, and the rest
to Professor John Wilson ('Christopher North'),
and J. G. Lockhart. It ridiculed the powerful
Whig party then dominant in Edinburgh, and
especially the Edinburgh Review, which was the
mouthpiece of that party. All literary Edin-
burgh of 1817 was brought into it, and it

abounded in scathing personalities, many of
which are entirely indefensible. It is divided
into chapters and verses, and the diction is a
parody of that of the Bible.
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CHALDEE PARAPHRASE. See Tabgum.
CHALDIANS, krU-di'anz (Gk.Xa/^aloi, Chal-

iiaioi, Xd'/.6ot, Chaldoi, Lat. Chaldi) . A people
inhabitiug Armenia before the arrival of the
Haik. The early Assyrian kings called this

country Nairi. It was then inhabited by petty
nomadic tribes of uncertain ethnic relation.

About B.C. 900 the Chaldians seem to have
entered the country from the northeast, and
tounded a powerful kingdom. The name by
which they designated themselves, and the laud
which they conquered, was that of their chief

god, Chaldis. It is impossible, as yet, to deter-
mine to what family of nations they belonged.
Hut a connection may be suspected with such
people as the ^lushki, Kashki, Tabal, Kummuch,
and Chatti. The Assyrians, from the time of

Ashurnazirpal (885-8G0), called them Urartu,
which may have been the name of the first tribe

or district with which they became acquainted.
It is possible that Arame, against whom Shal-
manezer II. (859-825) fought in B.C. 857 and 845,
was the first Chaldian king who succeeded in

uniting under his sceptre the territory around
Lake Van. In 833 Shalmanezer II. warred with
a Sarduris, who is possibly to be identified with
the Sarduris, son of Lutipris, of whom three in-

scriptions in Assyrian have been found. These
agree most closely with the Assyrian inscriptions
of the time in form and character. Ispuinis, who
is called I'shpina by Shamshi Adad IV. (825-

812), associated with himself hLs son, Mennas.
It is possible that Ispuinis was the conqueror and
organizer of the territory of Biaina, and that he
made Tuspas the capital. Mennas is known to
us chiefly through his building enterprises. The
canals he constructed reveal the great architec-
tural skill of the builders and their remarkable
knowledge of hydraulics. They also show the
great extent of territorj' and large resources of
the King. In 802, 792, and 785 Adad Xirani III.

(812-783) made campaigns against Mennas.
About eighty inscriptions in the Chaldian lan-
guage of this King have been found. Argistis
( 785-760 ) , a great conqueror, further extended
the boundaries of Chaldia. He left a long in-

scription on the rock of Van, and many others.
In vain Shalmanezer III. (783-773) repeatedly
invaded his territory. He was defeated, and the
jMJwer of the Chaldian king grew apace. Sar-
duris II. (760-730) appears to have a right to
call himself 'king of kings,' as he was the actual
liege lord over the whole territory known as Suri
(hence Syria), extending over Melitene, Comma-
gene, Arpad, Cilicia, and -some adjoining dis-

tricts. Owing to the weakness of Assyria during
the generation from Shalmanezer III. to Tig-
lathpileser III., Chaldia became quite the most
important power in Western Asia. In the strug-
gle for empire between Chaldia and Assyria, Tig-
lathpileser III. (745-728) was able in 735, by
an exi>edition into the very heart of Chaldia, to
ei^tablish the Assyrian power in Asia by greatly
weakening the rival State, yet wa.s obliged to re-

tire without being able to capture the impreg-
nable capital. The final struggle between Rusas
I. (730-712) and Sargon (722-705) ended in the
loss of Chaldian supremacy. The Assyrian re-

ports are indeed wrcmg in stating that Rusas
committed suicide. He was even able to extend
his power somewhat after the alleged defeat,

north and east. But in the west and the south
Assyria had efTectually checked the growth of

Chaldia. And toward the end of Sargon's reign
the Kimmerians fell upon Chaldia from the
north. This invasion Argistis III., mentioned by
Sargon in 709, or his successor, Rusas II., seems
to have still been in a position to repulse. But
their territory unquestionably suffered much.
Internally these reigns are marked by great ad-
vance in architecture, sculpture, and other arts.
Kusas II. built an important residence city at
Toprakkaleh, near Van, called Rusaehina. the
ruins of which have been excavated. Erimenas is

known only as the father of Rusas III., who ap-
pears to have been the father of Sarduris III.,
mentioned in an inscription of Assurbanipal
(668-626) as having finally submitted to Assyrian
suzerainty. If this is more than a vain boast, it

may mean that the Scj-thians (Ashkuza), having
established themselves in the territory of the
^Manual, and become allies of the Assyrians about
630, forced their western neighbors to seek safety
from repeated raids in acknowledging Assyrian
authority. It is possible that with the fall of the
Scythian power through the Medes, the Chal-
dians also were incorporated in the Median Em-
pire immediately before or soon after the de-
struction of Nineveh, in 607. The invasion of
the Haik, the modern Armenians, in the Sixth
Century B.C. drove the Chaldians into exile.
While the Assyrian form of the name survived
in the biblical Ararat (Gen. viii. 4; Jeremiah li.

27; II. Kings xix. 37; Isaiah xxxvii. 38) and in
the Alarodioi, who, according to Herodotus,
served in the army of Xelrxes, the name of Chal-
dian has been preserved in the Chaldaioi of Soph-
ocles, Xenophon, Strabo, and Plutarch, in the
Chaldoi and the theme Chaldia of Byzantine
times, and in numerous place-names. Possibly
there is even a remnant of the old Chaldians in
C'halt, near Baiburt.
The Chaldians worshiped as their highest god

Chaldis, by the side of him Ardinis, a sun-god,
and Teisbas, a storm-god, as well as a host of
minor deities conceived as the sons of Chaldis.
Their civilization was no doubt borrowed from
Assyria, but in some respects advanced beyond
the point reached by the Assyrians themselves.
They were probably the discoverers of the meth-
ods of iron-working, for which the region became
famous among the Greeks. Unlike the Assyrians,
they erected their buildings of massive walls of
stone. The countrv' was intersected with fine

roads and canals, showing great technical knowl-
edge. Their sculptures are more lifelike than
the A.ssyrian. They excelled in mosaics, filigree-

work, and ceramics.

The Chaldian language was written in cune-
iform cha meters, borrowed from the Assyrian,
but simplified by giving only one value to each
sign, avoiding signs representing closed syllables,

and using as a rule separate signs for the vowels,
thus made to approach to a purely alphal>etieal

system. The family to which it belongs has not
l)een detenninetl. It has some affinity with the
Georgian, and may belong to the same group as
^litanian, Hittite, and some early Asian lan-

guages. Xearly two hundred native inscriptions

have been discovered in all parts of modern Ar-
menia, presenting some diale<'tieal differences.

They were first studied by Schultz and Hini-ks.
who worked out the general idea with the aid
of Assyrian ideographs. Guyard first noticed
the identity of the imprecations at the end of the
inscription with those found on Assyrian docu-
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iiient8. Sayce establisheil the main outlines of
the ^runinmr. D. H. Mdller cloareil up ninny
diflk'ultics. Uelck and Lehniann discovorcd moat
uf the inseriptionii, and Sandolgian ha» brought
them together in a corpus.

BiBLiotiRAi'iiY. A good account of the Chal-
dians is found in MaspOro, The Passing of the
Empires (London, 1899). Consult: Sayce, in

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, XIV.-XX.
(London, 1882-94) ; Belck and Lchmann, Zeit-

srhrift fUr Ethnologic (lierlin, 1892, et acq.) ;

id., in Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie (Leipzig,

1892, et seq.) and in Vcrhandlungcn der Ber-
liner anthropologischen Ocscllschaft (Berlin,
1892, et seq.) ; Mdller, Die Keilinschrift von As-
chrut Daga (Vienna, 1890) ; Nikolsky, Les in-

scriptions cunciformes dc Koelani Girlan
(1893); Olnistend, in American Journal of
Semitic Languages (Chicago, 1901).

CHALET, shA'ia' (from Med. Lat. castel-
letum, dim. of castellum, fort, castle, from cas-
trum, fort). The French-Swiss name for the
wooden summer hut of the Swiss herdsmen on
the mountains; but the terra is also extended to
include Swiss houses generally, and picturesque
and ornate villas built in imitation of them.

CHALEURS BAY, or BAIE DES CHA-
LEUBS, ba da sha'ler' (Fr., bay of heat). An
inlet on the west side of the Gulf of Saint Law-
rence, which partly separates New Brunswick
from Quebec (Map: Newfoundland, D 5). It is

about eighty-five miles in length from east to
west, and has a maximum width of over 20
miles. While its depth is only about 250 feet in
the channel, yet a depth of 100 feet is found
(|uite near the shore, thus affording commodious
anchorage and easy access to the land. Chaleurs
Hay receives numerous small streams, chief of
which are the Nepisiguit River from the south,
and the the Patapedia River from the west.
Fishing is the chief industry. A number of
towns skirt the shore. Chaleurs Bay receives

its name from Jacques Cartier, who entered it in
the hottest month of 1535.

CHALICE, chSlls (Fr. calice, It. calice, AS.
calic, Ger. Kelch, OHG. chelih, from Lat. calix,

Skt. kalam, cup). This ancient name for a
drinking-cup has been retained for the vessels
used for the wine in the holy sacrament. Some
of the earliest were made of wood or horn;
others, of which there are some superb Byzan-
tine examples, of glass, crystal, or agate. But
on account of their fragility, these materials fell

into general disuse in favor of precious metals;
and most mediaeval, Renaissance, and modem
chalices are of gold, silver-gilt, or silver, often
decorated with enamels and set with precious
stones. They were among the objects on which
the goldsmith lavished the greatest care. Many
examples remain in industrial and other muse-
ums, and in church treasuries throughout Eu-
rope ; in some cases, small parish or cathedral
(hurehes have preserved their old pieces more
carefully than the larger institutions.

There were two classes of chalices: the ordi-
7iary chalice, used by the priest at the altar, and
the ministering chalice, for the communion of
the congregation. The latter was larger and
frequently had two handles. The chalice always
consisted of three parts—a bowl, a long neck, and
a foot. It varied very nuich in shape. The
earliest (Fourth to Eight Century) had a deep,

slender bowl, which became broader and more
semicircular in the Romanesque age, and then
changed radically during the Gothic period,
passing first to a broader (lat bowl, with en-
larged foot, and tlien to a conical, tunnel-
shaped bowl with longer neck, often broken with
bulbs. The bowl itself, which was originally
the most decorative part, tended to become the
simplest with smooth surface. The chalice is

the symbol of Saint John the Evangelist. Com-
pare Giefers, Uebcr den Altarktlch ( Paderborn,
1856) ; Corblet, Histoire du sacrement de I'Eu-
vharintic (Paris, 1885).

CHALK (AS. cealc, Ger. Kalk, Fr. chaux, Ir.

cailc, from Lat. calx, lime). A soft earthy vari-
ety of limestone or carbonate of lime, which often
forms beds of great thickness and extent. It is
usually yellowish or white in color, has an
earthy texture, is rough to the touch, and ad-
heres slightly to the tongue. The average chemi-
cal composition is as follows: (1) English chalk—calcium carbonate, 97.90 per cent. ; silica, .66
per cent.; magnesium carbonate, 0.10 per cent.;
ferric oxide, 0.35 per cent. ; (2) Arkansas chalk

—

calcium carbonate, 95.29 per cent.; silica, 4.42
per cent.; alumina, 2.21 per cent.; ferric oxide,
2.21 per cent.

Chalk is formed by the accumulation on the
ocean bottom of the tiny shells of foraminifera,
fragments of molluscan shells, sea-urchins' spines,
and sponge-spicules, and when a thin sample
of it is examined under the miscroscope it is an
object of great beauty. It is very abundant in
certain areas and also in certain geological
formations, the Cretaceous system being so
named on account of the thick and extensive
deposits of chalk which it contains. These de-
posits are especially abundant in England and
France, where the great white cliffs of chalk
on both sides of the English Channel, notably in
the vicinity of Dover, England, and Dieppe,
France, are conspicuous objects. Under London
the chalk formation has a thickness of from
600 to 800 feet. In the United States chalk is
known to occur in Iowa, Texas, and Arkansas,
and other States.

Chalk is sometimes used as a building-stone,
for, while it is sufficiently soft when fresh to be
sawn, it often shows a tendency to harden on
exposure to the air. It is burned to lime and
the mortar is used generally in the construction
of buildings in London. In England chalk has
been used for many years as an ingredient of
Portland cement, and more recently the Arkansas
chalk has been employed for the same purpose.
When ground and mixed with water it forms
'whitewash.' If the ground material is freed
from grit by washing, it is known as 'whit-
ing,' which is used for cleaning silver and making
putty. 'Gilder's white' and 'Paris white' are
forms of the same material which have been
more carefully washed. On account of its color
and softness, it finds general application as a
marking material, but when so used has to be
mixed with some bonding substance. (See
Crayon.) Like lime and gypsum, chalk is u.sed
in farming to ameliorate the texture of the soil.

In a purified condition it is administered as medi-
cine to correct acidity of the stomach. See Cre-
taceous System ; Soil ; Portland Cement ;

Lime.

CHALK, Black. See Crayon.
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CHALK FORMATION. See Cretaceous
SYSTtil.

CHALKSTONE, Lord. A character which

Garrifk liiiiist'lt impersonated most successfully

in his play Lethe.

CHALLEMEL-LACOUR, shal'mel' l&'koor',

PailAmanu (1827-96). A French publicist and
politician. He bettame professor of philosophy at

the Lyceum of Pau in 1849, and at the time of

the coup d'etat, while holding a similar position

at the Lyceum of Limoges, was arrested because

of his pronounced Republican opinions. After a

few months of imprisonment, he was expelled

from France. He went to Belgium, where he lec-

tured on literature, and thence to Germany and
Italy. In 1856 he became professor of French

literature at the Polytechnic Institute of Zurich,

and in 1859, being amnestied, returned to France.

He soon became known as one of the ablest con-

tributors to the Temps, the Revue Moderne, and
other influential journals. For a short time he

was editor of the Revue des Deux llondes. After

the fall of the Empire he became prefect of the

Department of the Rhone. He was elected deputy

(1872), Senator (1876), president of the Senate

(1893). He wa?, from 1880 to 1882, Ambas-
sador to England, and became Minister of For-

eign AlFairs in 1883. He translated Ritter's

Geschichte der Philosophie, and edited the Works
of Madame d'Epinay, the friend of Rousseau.
His essays were collected as Etudes et reflections

d'un pessiviiftte ( 1901 )

.

CHALLENGE (OF. chalenge, chalouge. It.

calogna, accusation, from Lat. calutnnia, false

accusation, from calvi, to deceive). In criminal
law, a request or demand to fight with deadly
weapons. No set phrase or form of words is

necessary to constitute a challenge. Any lan-

guage which, when connected witli the circum-
stances of a quarrel and the conduct of the par-

ties, shows an intention to invite or solicit a
meeting in order to fight with deadly weapons,
amounts to a challenge. Giving a challenge, or
knowingly bearing one, or even inciting to a
challenge, is a criminal offense at common law.

The tendency of modern statutes is to subject

all persons connected with a challenge to severe

criminal punishment, and to disqualify them
from holding public office thereafter. See

Dueling.
In civil procedure, a challenge is a formal

exception taken to one or more jurors. When
exception is taken to the entire panel, it is

called a challenge to the array, or to the panel,

or a motion to set aside the panel, or to quash
the array. A challenge is said to be for cause,

when it is based upon a state of facts which, if

established, renders the juror incompetent, as

that he is pecuniarily interested in the case, or

disqualified by reason of age, sex, or mental
condition. A challenge is said to be to the

favcr, when founded on a charge that the juror

is biased or subject to some improper influence.

A peremptory challenge is one for which no
reason need be assigned. The number of per-

emptory challengt^s. and the criminal cases in

which they are allowed, are regulated by statute.

Cliallenges are to be made after the appearance
of the jurors and before they are sworn. See

•TlRY.

CHALLENGER EXPEDITION. A scien-

tilic cxidnial i'iti of the n|M'ii sea sent out by the

British Government in 1872-76. In 1872 the
Challenger, a corvette of 2306 tons, was com-
pletely fitted out and furnished with every scien-

tific appliance for examining the sea from
surface to bottom, e.g. with natural - historj'

workroom, chemical laboratory', and aquarium.
The ship was placed in charge of a naval survey-
ing staff under Captain Xares and of a scien-

tific staff, with Prof. Wj'ville Thomson (q.v. ) at
their head, for the purjiose of sounding the
depths, mapping the basins, and determining the
physical and biological conditions of the Atlan-
tic, the Southern, and the Pacific Oceans. During
three and a half jears the Challenger cruised

over 68,900 nautical miles. Investigations were
made at 362 stations, at each of which were
determined the depth of channel, the bottom,
surface, and intermediate temperatures, currents,

and fauna, and the atmospheric and meteorologi-

cal conditions. The route was by Madeira, the

Canaries, the \Yest Indies, Xova Scotia. Ber-

mudas, Azores, Cape Verde, Fernando Xoronha,
Bahia, Tristan d'Acunha, Cape of Good Hope,
Kerguelen, Melbourne, the Chinese Sea, Hong
Kong, Japan, Valparaiso, Straits of Magellan,
Montevideo, Vigo, and Portsmouth. Between
the Admiralty Islands and Japan the Challenger

made her deepest sounding, 4575 fathoms. Con-

sult Wj-ville Thomson and Dr. John Murray, edi-

tors of the copious Reports on the Scientific Re-

sults of the Voyage of H. M. S. Challenger (50

vols., London, 1880-95). They fall into a .Yar-

rative <2 vols., 1882-85) : Zoology (30 vols.,

1880-89) ; Physics and Chemistry (3 vols., 1884-

89); Botany (1885-86). A popular narrative

of the cruise is Moseley's A yaturaliat on the

Challenger (London, 1879).

CHAL1JS, James (1803-82). An English

astronomer. He was born at Braintree, Essex,

and was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge.
He became Plumian professor of astronomy and
experimental philosophy at Cambridge in 1830,

and from then until 1861 was also director of the

Cambridge observatory. His labors were di-

rected principally to the determination of the

positions of sim, moon, and planets, with the

object of increasing tabular accuracy. Among
the valuable improvements devised by him were

the coUimating eye-piece (1850), the transit-

reducer, and the meteoroscope. In addition to

225 contributions to scientific publications, he

published several independent works on astron-

omy, mathematics, and physics.

CHALTJONEB, Richard (1691-1781). An
English Catholic prelate. He was the son of a

dissenter, but was brought up among Roman
Catholics and sent to an English college at

Douai. where he finally became professor of

divinity and vice-rector. In 1730 he joined the

English mission in London, and on the death of

Dr. Benjamin Petre, in 1758. he became vicar

apostolic of the London district. During much
of his residence he was subjected to persecutions.

He was the author of numerous controversial

and devotional works, the most popular one

being The Garden vf the Soul (1740). which has

been translated into various languages and con-

tinues to be the most popular prayer-book anions

English Catholics. As an antidote to Fox's

well-known Martyrology, he wrote Memoirs of

Missionary Priests and Other Catholics of Both

Sexes that Have Suffered Death in England on

Religious Accounts (1741-42). He published •
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version of the Douiii Dible, which is substan-

tially that used by finglish-speaking Catholics.

For his Life, consult Barnard (1784).

CHAL'MEBS, Alexandeb (1759-1834). A
8cotti»sli hidgrapher and editor. He was edu-

cated ill Aberdeen, and early in life edited sev-

eral newspapers in London, besides contributing

to j)eriodicals, but he devoted himself chielly to

writing prefaces for new editions of English
classics. Of the many works edited by him, The
liritinh Essayists, in forty-five volumes, is still

regarded as useful. His fame rests more particu-

larly on his Ovneral Biographical Dictionary (32
vols., 1812-14), in which, however, the various
articles are, for the most part, long and tedious
and lacking in research and accuracy.

CHALMERS, George (1742-1825). A Scot-

tish antitjuarian and historian. He was educated
in Aberdeen, studied law in Edinburgh, emigrated
to America in 1763, and practiced law in Balti-

more until the Revolution. Being a loyalist, he
then returned to Great Britain, and from 1786
until his death was chief clerk of the Board of

Trade. He wrote a number of works on the
Colonies, and biographies of De Foe, Thomas
Paine, and Mary, Queen of Scots; but his most
important work is Caledonia: An Account, His-
torical ojid Topographical, of North Britain
(1807-24), which displays profound research into

the history of Scotland, and is not yet entirely

superseded.

CHALMEBS, Geobge Paxji, (1836-78). A
Scottish painter, born in Montrose. He studied
at tlie Trustees School in Edinburgh under Scott
I^auder, and began by painting portraits. After-

wards his work included subject-pictures and
landscapes. j\mong these are "The Favorite
Air" ( 1854) ; "The End of the Harvest" (1873) ;

and "Running Water" (1875).

CHALMEBS, TnoMAS (1780-1847). A Scot-

tish theologian. He was born in Anstruther,
Fifeshire, Easter day, March 17, 1780, educated
at the University of Saint Andrews, and in his

nineteenth year licensed to preach the gospel. In
1803 he was ordained minister of the parish
of Kilmany, in Fifeshire, near Saint Andrews.
At this period his attention was entirely absorbed
by mathematics, political economy, and natural
philosophy, to the neglect of the studies apper-
taining to his profession. But personal illness,

new anxieties, the reading of Wilberforce's View
of Practical Religion, and thought required for

his article on Christianity for Brewster's Edin-
hurgh Encyclopcedia (1810) avakened his dor-

mant spiritual nature, and he grew earnest, elo-

quent, devout, and faithful to his pastoral

duties. In -luly, 1815, he was translated to the

Tron Church and Parish, Glasgow, where his

niagniticent oratory took the city by storm. His
Astronomical Discourses (1817) had a pro-

digious popularity. During the same year he
visited London, where his preaching excited as
great sensation as at home. But Chalmers's
energies could not be exhausted by mere oratory.

Discovering that his parish was in a state of

great ignorance and immorality, he began to de-

vise a scheme for overtaking and checking the

alarming evil. It seemed to him that the only
means by which this could be accomplished was
by "revivifying, remodeling, and extending the

old parochial economy of Scotland," which had
proved so fruitful of good in the rural parishes.

CHALMEBS.

In order to wrestle more closely with the igno-

rance and vice of Glasgow, Chalmers, in 1815),

became minister of Saint John's parish, "the
population of which was made up principally of

weavers, laborers, factory-workers, and other
operatives." Of its 2000 families, more than
800 had no connection with any Christian Church
and the children were growing up in ignorance.
He broke up his parish into twenty-five districts,

each of which he placed under separate manage-
n)ent, and establisiied two week-day schools, and
between 40 and 50 local Sabbath-schools, for the
instruction of the "poorer and neglected
classes," more than 1000 of whom attended. In

a nuiltitude of other ways he sought to elevate

and purify the lives of his parishioners. See
Chalmers's Christian and Civic Economy of Large
Tonns (3 vols., 1821-26). His plan of parochial

work carried out in Glasgow, although aban-
doned soon after its inception and not elsewhere
imitated, may be called the suggestion of the
modern method of dealing with the dependent
classes as seen in the charity organization so-

cieties and in settlement work. His parental
relation to these phenomena has found deserved
lecognition in the condensed edition of his

Christian and Civic Economy, by Prof. C. R.

Henderson (New York, 1900), and in a similar
work published in London in the same year,

Chalmers on Charity, a Selection of Passages and
Scenes to Illustrate the Social Teaching and
Practical Work of Thomas Chalmers, edited by
N. Mastennan.
But such herculean toils began to undermine

his constitution, and in 1823 he accepted the

offer of the moral philosophy chair in Saint
Andrews, where he wrote his treatise on the Use
and Abuse of Literary and Ecclesiastical En-
doxcments (1827). In 1828 he was transferred

to the chair of theology in Edinburgh, and
in 1832 published a work on political economy
in connection with the moral state and moral
prospects of society. In 1833 appeared his

Bridgewater treatise. On the Adaptation of Ex-
ternal Nature to the Moral and Intellectual
Constitution of Man. It was received with great
favor, and obtained for the author many litcrnrv

honors, the Royal Society of Edinburgh electing

him a fellow, and the French Institute a corre-

sponding member, while the University of Ox-
ford conferred upon him the degree of D.C.L.
In 1834 he was appointed convener of the
church-extension committee; and after seven
years of enthusiastic labor, announced that up-
ward of £300,000 had been collected from the
nation, and 220 new churches built. Meanwhile,
however, troubles were springing up in the bosom
of the Church itself. Tlie evangelical party had
become predominant in the General Assembly,
and came forward as the vindicators of popular
rights; the struggles in regard to patronage be-

tween them and the 'moderate' or 'Erastian'

party became keener and more frequent, until

the decision of the civil courts in the famous
'Auchterarder' and 'Strathbogie' cases brought
matters to a crisis: and on May 18, 1843, Chal-
mers, followed by 470 clergymen, left the Church
of his fathers, rather than sacrifice those prin-

ciples which he believed essential to the purity,

honor, and independence of the Church. (See
Preskyterian Cihrches.) The rapid forma-
tion and organization of the Free Church were
^eatly owing to his indefatigable exertions, in
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consequence of which he was elected principal

of the Free Church College, and spent the close

of his life in the zealous performance of his

learned duties, and in perfecting his Institutes

of Theology. He died suddenly at Morningside,

Edinburgh, May 30, 1847.

The works of Chalmers contain valuable, and

in some cases original, contributions to the

sciences of natural theologj', Christian apolo-

getics, and political economy; while on minor

topics, such as the Church-establishment ques-

tion, they exhibit both novelty and ingenuity of

argument. As an orator, Chalmers was unique

and unrivaled. His works were collected (23

vols., 1836-42) ;
posthumous works (9 vols.,

1847-49) ; select works (12 vols., 1854-79). For

bis life, consult: \V. Hanna (4 vols., Edinburgh,

1849-52); D. Fraser (New York, 1881); Mrs.

Oliphant (London, 1893. 2d ed., 1896); W. G.

Blaikee (New York, 1897).

CHAL'ON, John Jasies (1778-1854). An
Englisii artist, born in Geneva, Switzerland. He
was a pupil of the Royal Academy and became

a member in 1841. His picture "Napoleon on

Board the Bellerophon" is in Greenwich Hospital,

and "A View of Hastings" in South Kensington.

His brother, .Vlfred Edwabd (1781-1860), born

in the same place, became a painter in water-

color to Queen Victoria. He painted portraits

of many of the aristocratic ladies of the day.

Like his brother, he painted in oil also, and some
of his subject pictures have been taken for orig-

inals of Watteau.

CHALONS - SUR - MARNE, sha'lox' s\ir

marn'. A garrison town of France, capital of

the Department of Marne, 107 miles east of Paris

by rail, on the right bank of the River Marne,
which is here crossed by a handsome stone bridge

{ Map : France, L 3 ) . Chalons-sur-Marne is an
old walled town and the seat of a bishopric. The
houses are chiefly of timber, lath, and plaster.

The situation, however, is agreeable, and the

town contains some fine public buildings, the prin-

cipal of which is the cathedral of Saint Etienne,

which contains one of the finest grand altars in

France. On the east side of the town there is

the splendid Promenade du Jard, or park, which
covers nineteen acres. Chalons has a school of

industry, a communal college, a seminary, a mu-
seum, and a library. It manufactures woolens,

cotton, leather, etc., and has a considerable trade

in grain, hemp, rape-seed oil, and champagne.
Population in 1901, of town, 21,290; of com-
mune, 26,737. Chalons is of great historical

imj)ortance. It was known as the Roman Cat-

alnunum in the Third Century; witnessed the

defeat of Tetricus by Aurelian in a.d. 274 ; of the

Alemanni by Jovinus in 266 ; and here or in

the district (Catalaunian Fields), in 451, was
fought one of the fifteen decisive battles of

the world (according to Sir Edward Creasy),
when the Romans an<l their allies, the Visigoths,

defeated Attila and his Iluns. The town success-

fully resisted the English attacks in 1430-34; it

was taken by the Prussians in 1814, and by the

Russians in the following year. In 1870 it was
occupied by the Germans after the evacuation
by MacMahon of the celebrated camp established

here in 1856 by Napoleon III.

CHALON-STJR-SAONE, syr sAn. The capi-

tal of an arrondissement of the Department
SaOne-et-Loire, France, about 33 miles north

of Macon ( Map : France, L 5 ) . It is situ-

ated on the right bank of the SaOne, at the point

where that river is joined by the Canal du
Centre, which unites the SaOne with the Loire.

Vineyards, woods, meadows, and cultivated fields

surround it and add variety and beauty to the

situation. It is an irregularly built town with
walls and towers, although along the river the
houses are modern and in some cases luxurious,

and the quays are excellent. It has two fine

churches, a communal college, and a library

of 22,000 volumes. Its manufactures include

hats, hosiery, vinegar, oil, pottery, jewelry, and
imitation pearls; and it has a large trade in the
agricultural and other produce of the district.

Steamboats navigate the Sa6ne from Chalon-sur-

Saone downward. Population, in 1901, of town,

25,565; of commune, 29,058. Chalon-sur-Sa6ne
occupies the site of the ancient Cabillonum or

Caballinum.
CHALOTAIS, sha'16'ta', Lons Ren^ de Ca-

RADERic, La. See La Chalotais, Louis Re:n6
DE CaBADEKIC.
CHALT7KYAS, chaloo'kyas. The names of

several dynasties of Hindu kings. The early and
western Chalukyas of Bfidami and Kalyana ruled
during the Sixth and Seventh centuries a.d., and
another line of the same dynasty reigned over

Kalyana from a.d. 973 to 1183. The other im-

portant lines of the Chalukyas were the eastern

(a.d. 615-1127), and the Chalukyas of Anhilvad
(A.D. 941-1296).

CHALYBEATE (ka-lib'§-&t) WAT'ERS
(from Lat. chalybs, Gk. x^/.vip, chalyps, from
Xa/.v^eg, Chalyhes, iron-workers in Asia Minor).
Natural mineral waters that contain considerable

amounts of iron in solution. The carbonate is

generally held in solution by an excess of car-

bonic acid, and is precipitated as soon as the

latter has escaped into the air. This accounts

for the characteristic deposits of ochre or ferric

oxide on the surface of stones near the mouth
of chalybeate-water springs. Chalybeate springs

may be subdivided into carbonated ehalybcate

{or carbonated ferruginous) and sulphated chaly-

beate. Examples of the former are Islington

Spa, Oddy's Saline Water, and Tunbridge Wells,

England; and Bailey Springs, Alabama, and
Rawley Springs, Virginia, in the United States.

An excess of carbonic acid communicates to the

water a sparkling aspect and a pleasant acidu-

lous taste. Of such a character are the mineral

springs at Pyrmont in Germany, and they are

called carbonated chalybeate or carbonated fer-

ruginous. The sulphated chalybeate waters con-

tain ferrous sulphate dissolved in them, and
of this character are the Sand Rock Spring on

the Isle of Wight, and the Springs at MofTat

and Vicarsbridge in England, and the Rockbridge

Alum Springs, Virginia, and the Texas Sour

Springs, in the United States. Chalyl>eate waters

have a more or less astringent or styptic taste,

and show a piirplish black tint when mixed with

some varieties of wine, owing to the tannin pres-

ent. A pale blue color is produced when a few

drops of potassium ferrocyanide are added.

Chalybeate waters are frequently prescribed in

cases of debility, and as the carbonated varieties

are lighter on the stomach, they are generally

preferred. The chalybeate waters should h«

avoided in plethoric, febrile, and inflammatory

conditions of the system. See Cabbonated or

Acidulous Waters'; and Mineral Waters.
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CHAM, shfiN (1810-7U). The paeudonym of

Count Aut:D(:E he No£, a French caricaturist,

lie was born in Paris, the son of a peer uf France.
He was int^-'nded for science, but preferring paint-

ing, he studied with Paul Delaroche and after-

wards with Charlet, and develojMjd a talent for

the grotesque. Beginning in 1842, he contributed,
chiefly to Charirari (the Punch of Paris), an im-
mense nun)l)er of caricatures, and some sketches,

under the signature of 'Cham.' His political car-

toons were singularly sharp and effective. He
also produi-ed several vaudevilles.

CHAMiEBOPS, kfim'^-rdps (Lat., from Gk.
Xa/iaipoip^ chamairops, from x*^/^) chamai, on the
ground -|-/«JV, rhojjs, bush). A genus of palms
with fan-shaped leaves. It is less exclu-
sively tropical than palms are in general,
and one species, Chamcerojis humilis, is the
only palm truly indigenous to Europe. It ex-
tends as far northward as the neighborhood of

Nice. It is sometimes called the palmetto. The
llowers are in spathes about 6 to 8 inches long;
the fruit is a three-sided, blackish, spongy drupe,
which is eaten, as are also the young shoots.

This palm is one of the most tolerant of all

palms to cold, and, on that account, is com-
monly grown. In its native regions the leaves

are much used for thatching, and for making
brooms, hats, chair-bottoms, etc. They abound
in an excellent fibre, which the Arabs mix with
camel's hair, and make into tent-covers ; cordage
and sometimes sail-cloth are made of it in Spain;
it is imported into France, and used for making
carpets, under the name of African hair. The
French in Algeria make paper and pasteboard
of it ; and it is a valuable commercial commodity,
as a material for paper-making, cordage, up-
holstery, etc. Other species, sometimes referred

to this genus, abundant in India, China, etc.,

serve similar purposes, and deserve attention in

connection with paper. To this genus is referred

also the West Indian palm, which yields the
material for chip hats. See Brazilian Grass.
Fossil Forms. Several species of the genus

Chama?rops, recognized by their leaves alone,

have been found in the Tertiary deposits of Eu-
rope and North America. In former times the

genus grew over an area that extended much
farther northward than its present area of dis-

tribution does now—namely, as far as the lati-

tude of England and Germany—and the species

found show little variation from those living at
the present day. See Palm ; Fossil.

CHAMALHARI, cha-nial'Tia-r^. A peak of

the Himalayas (q.v. ), in northwest Bhutan
(Map: India, E 3). It has an altitude of about
24,000 feet.

CHAM'BA. One of the feudatory Punjab
States of north India, between latitudes 32° and
33° 9' N., and longitudes 7.5° 54' and 76° 30' E.
(Map: India, C 2). Area, 3126 square miles.

Population, in 1891, 124,032; in 1901, 128,000.

CHAMBERED NAUTLLITS, The. A noted
poem by Oliver Wendell Holmes, published in

1857, in his Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table.

CHAMBERLAIN, cham'ber-lin. A city and
county-seat of Brule County, S. D., 65 miles
southeast of Pierre, on the Missouri River and
on the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul Rail-

road. It is in the centre of a fine stock-raising

region, and carries on a considerable trade by
river. The citv is the seat of a Government

Indian school. Population, in 1890, 939: in
1900, 874.

CHAMBERLAIN (OF., chambrelein, cham-
hcrlain, Fr. chambellan, Sp. camurlengo, It.

camarlingo, from Med. Lat. camarlingua, from
OHG. chamarlino, chumarling, chamberlain, from
chamara, Ger. Kummer, room, from Lat. camera,
room, Gk. xafjidpa, kamara, room with vaulted
ceiling; connected with Lat. camur, crooked, Gk.
KdfjLTTeip, kamptein, to bend, Ir. cam, crooked),
Lord. In Great Britain an olTicer of state dating
from very early times, formerly an influential
member of the Government and still of high
standing in the roj'al household. He indorses
the King's answer on petitions and often com-
municates his Majesty's pleasure to Parliament
and to the council. He has control over all the
officers and servants of the royal chambers, ex-
cept those of the bedchamber, as well as of
all tradesmen connected with the royal house-
hold. Cards of admission to the King's drawing-
room and other royal functions must be obtained
from him. All theatres in towns in which a
royal palace is situated require to be licensed
by the Lord Chamberlain, and no new play can
be performed anywhere without his license. One
of the leading members of his staff is the Ex-
aminer of Plays, whose duties are to attend to
these matters. In accordance with ancient cus-
tom, the Lord Chamberlain is still a member
of the privy council, but his tenure of office de-
pends on that of the political party to which
he belongs.

CHAMBERLAIN, The Lord Great. In
Great Britain an hereditary officer of great an-
tiquity, and formerly of great importance. He
has the government of the palace at Westminster,
and, during the sitting of Parliament, has charge
of the House of Lords, and issues tickets of ad-
mission on the opening or prorogation of Parlia-
ment.

CHAMBERLAIN, Austen (1863—). An
English politician, eldest son of Joseph Cham-
berlain. He was educated at Rugby and at Trin-
ity College, Cambridge, and was elected to Par-
liament from East Worcestershire. In 1900 he
became Financial Secretary to the Treasury; and
in 1902, upon the formation of the Balfour Cabi-
net, Postmaster-General of the British Post-Office.

CHAMBERLAIN, Alexander Francis
( 1865— ) . A Canadian ethnologist and educator,
bom at Kenninghall, England. He graduated in
1886 at Toronto University, and from 1886 to
1891 was examiner in modern languages succes-
sively at Toronto University, Trinity University,
and in the educational department of Ontario
Province. He was appointed lecturer on anthro-
pology at Clark University in 1892. He is a
fellow of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, a member and officer of
many learned societies, and in addition to con-
tributions to The Journal of American Folk-
Lore, Modern Language Notes, and other period-
icals, has published Report on the Kootenay
Indians (1892); Language of the Mississaga
Indians (1892); The Mythology of the Colum-
bian Discot:ery (1893): and The Child and
Childhood in Folk-Thought (1896).

CHAMBERLAIN, Daniel Henry (1835—).
An American politician. He was bom at West
Brookfield, Mass., and was educated at Yale and
at the Harvard Law School. In 1864 he entered
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the Union Army and served until the close of the
Civil \\ ar, chiefly as a staff officer. At the close
of the war he settled in South Carolina, where
he became a cotton-planter, and was a member of
the State Constitutional Convention (1807-68),
Attorney-General ( 1868-72), and Governor (1874-
76). He was inaugurated a second time, but his
election was contested by Wade Hampton, and
he relinquished his office (1877) and removed
to New York to practice his profession,

CHAMBERLAIN, Jacob (1835— ). An
American missionary of the Reformed Dutch
Church, born at Sharon, Conn. He graduated at
the Western Reserve College, 1856, and New
Brunswick Theological Seminary, 1859, and re-

ceived the degree of M.D. (College of Physicians
and Surgeons, New York City), 1859. In De-
cember of 1859 he went as missionary to the
Arcot mission, southern India, and has ever since
labored in its service. He is recognized as one
of the master missionaries, and is an orator of
kindling enthusiasm. His medical and surgical
skill is of a high order, but he makes the ser-

vice to the soul his chief concern. His lin-

guistic attainments are remarkable and he has
plaj'ed a prominent part in translating the
Scriptures into Telugu. In English, he has pub-
lished A Home, or Christian Giving (1879);
Break 'Cocoanuts Over the Wheels: or, All Pull
for Christ (1885) ; Native Churches and Foreign
Missionary Societies (1879); Winding Up; In
the Tiger Jungle (1896) ; Ths Cobra's Den and
Other Stories of Missionary Work Among the
Telugus of India (1900).

CHAMBERLAIN, Joseph (1836— ). A
British Radical, Unionist, and Imperialist states-
man. He was bom in London, July, 1836, and
was educated at the University College School.
He entered the screw-manufacturing firm of Net-
tlefold & Chamberlain, Birmingham, and re-

tired in 1874, shortly after the death of his
father, one of the partners. He early distin-

guished himself in local debating societies by his
radical opinions and fluency of speech. In 1868
he was named president of the first executive
committee of the National Educational League,
held in Birmingham (q.v.), and the same year
was elected town councilor. He became very
popular in the northern industrial centres; was
three times elected mayor of Birmingham, 1873-

76, and chairman of the school board, 1874-76.
His mayoralty was marked by numerous city
improvements and eml)cllishments, accomplished
against much opposition. After an unsuccessful
contest in Sheffield, 1874, he entered Parliament,
in 1876, on a Birmingham by-election, and soon
achieved distinction. He was returned at the
general election in 1880, and appointed president
of the Board of Trade by Gladstone, with member-
ship in the Cabinet. He was instrumental in
reforming the bankruptcy laws and unsuccess-
fully attempted to amend the navigation laws.
His influence increased throughout the nation by
his advocacy of popular reforms, including a
plan for the 'restitution' of land, the 'ransom'
of property, and the consequent regeneration of
the masses. He was recognized as the leader of
the Radical Party, and at the general election
in 1886 was elected to Parliament by West Bir-
mingham. He became President of the Local
(Jnvernment Board, but resigned in March, be-
cause of his antagonism to Gladstone's Home
Rule Bill, and with Lord Hartington he organ-

ized the Liberal Union Party, which supported
the Conservatives. He was fiercely assailed by
Home Rulers as a renegade. In 1887 his visit
and speeches in Ulster strengthened the Union
cause there. The following year he went as chief
commissioner to Washington,and effected an agree-
ment concerning the Canadian fisheries dispute.
He was married op November 15, 1888, to Miss
Endicott, daughter of President Cleveland's War
Secretary, When Lord Hartington became Duke
of Devonshire (December, 1891), Chamberlain
succeeded him as leader of the Liberal Union
Party in the Commons. In 1895 he was appoint-
ed Colonial Secretary in the Marquis of Salis-
bury's 'coalition' Ministry, and showed untiring
energy in developing the commercial interests of
the colonies. In 1896 his firmness settled the
Ashanti trouble without bloodshed, and his deci-
sion and effective diplomacy safely steered his
office through the Transvaal imbroglio over the
Jameson raid, and the intrigues in which Clecil
Rhodes's South African Company had almost
involved the home Government. He was in-
criminated as an accesson,', but as a self-ap-
pointed witness explicitly denied the charge, and
notwithstanding subsequent foreign journalistic
affirmations and investigations, no conclusive evi-
dence was produced to show the complicity of
any one connected with his office. In 1897 his
able cooperation secured the passage of the
Workmen's Compensation Act. In 1898 he
strongly advocated an Anglo-American alliance.
With a predilection for the "new' or American
diplomacy, which startled European circles in
that year, his straightforward utterances on for-
eign affairs brought upon him the vituperation
of Russia over his 'long spoon' speech on the
Port Arthur and Talien-wan occupation. This
was followed by the indignation of the French
(1899) over the threat he made regarding their
ill manners, as shown in the caricatures of the
Queen; and by the anger of the Germans, whose
treatment of their prisoners in the Franco-Prus-
sian War he had compared with that of the Brit-
ish in the conflict with the Boers. He persist-
ently urged the claims of the L'itlanders on the
Transvaal Government, and conducted the nego-
tiations which ended in the invasion of Natal by
the Boers of the Transvaal and their allies, the
Free Staters. He was reelected to Parliament
against opposition in 1900, and defended his
South African policy on the grounds of expedi-
ency and justice, predicting its ultimate triumph.
In the Commons, the minority, disclaiming
malice, attempted his aspersion by an insinu-
ation of personal interest in governmental war
contracts, which his self-possessed defense, cool

and cynical in its aggressiveness, easily disposed
of. He received a strong majority support, and,
reappointed Colonial Secretary, systematized a
plan of reconstruction for the Boer country
which received ministerial approval and popular
indorsement. His concessions to Canada's com-
mercial autonomy and his measures for the con-
stitution of the Australian Commonwealth have
l-een special features of his colonial administra-
tion. On the retirement of Lord Salisbury, and
the succession of Balfour, he was continue*! in

the same office. He has received academic hon-
ors. D.C.L., Oxford : LL.D., Cambridge ; and in

1896 was elected Lord Rector of Glasgow Uni-
versity. Mr. Chamberlain has occasionally con-

tributed to periodical literature. Consult: <?ham-
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berlain, "Municipal Institutions in America and
England. ConipariHon of Uinningham and Bos-

ton," in Vol. I., xiv., Forum (New York, 1892) ;

Morris, The Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain
(New York, 1901) ; and Jeyes, Joseph Chamber-
lain (London, 1896).

CHAMBERLAIN, Joshua Lawhence (1828
— ) . An American soldier and educator. He
was born in Brewer, Me., graduated at Bowdoin
College in 1852, and at the Bangor Theological

Seminary in 1855, and was professor of modem
languages at Bowdoin when the Civil War broke
out. He then enlisted in the Union Army and
served with distinction throughout the war, was
six tiroes wounded, and left the service (1865)
with the brevet rank of major-general. From
1866 to 1870 lie was Governor of Maine, and in

1871 was chosen president of Bowdoin College.

When the Democrats and Fusionists, under the

lead of Governor Garcelon, undertook in 1879-

80 to get possession of the State government, and
there was some danger of civil war. General
Chamberlain commanded the militia of the State.

He adhered to the regularly elected I^egislature,

as sustained by the unanimous opinion of the

Supreme Court, and prevented the intended vio-

lence and usurpation. He resigned the presi-

dency of Bowdoin in 1883, and removed to New
York to practice law. He has written Maine:
Her Place in History (1877) ; American Ideals,

and Ethics and Politics of the Spanish Question,

and is the editor of an extensive work entitled

T'nii'ersities and Their Sons (1898).

CHAMBERLAIN, Mellen (1821-1900). An
American librarian and historical writer. He
was born in Pembroke, N. H., graduated at Dart-
mouth in 1844 and at the Harvard Law School

in 1848, and in 1849 began the practice of the

law in Chelsea, Mass. He subsequently served

for some years in the Massachusetts Ijegislature

;

was chairman of the Judiciary Committee in the

Senate ; became a justice of the Boston Municipal
Court in 1866; and from 1870 to 1878 was Chief

Justice. From 1878 to 1890 he was librarian-

in-chief of the Boston Public Library. He de-

voted much of his time to the study of American
history, and wrote a number of monographs and
essays of considerable value, some of which
were collected into a volume entitled, John
Adams, the Statesman of the Revolution, and
Other Essays (1898). Among his other publica-

tions are: The History of Winnisimmet, Rumney
Marsh, and Pullin Point (1880) ; The Journals

of Captain Henry Dearborn, 1775-83 (1886-87) ;

and several chapters, notably the one entitled

"The Revolution Impending," in Winsor's Nar-
rative and Critical History of America (Boston,

1884-89).

CHAMBERLAIN, Montague (1844—). A
Canadian ornithologist, bom at Saint John, New
Brunswick. In 1890 he became recorder of

Harvard University, and in 1893 secretary of the

Lawrence Scientific School. He was one of the

founders of the American Ornithological Union.
Besides a revision of NuttalVs Handbook of the

Birds of Eastern North America (1872), he has
published the following important works and
lectures: Catalogue of Birds of New Brunswick;
Catalogue of Mammals of New Brunswick; Sys-

tematic lable of Birds of Canada; Birds of

Field and Grove; Song Birds of New England;
Birds' Nests; Mental and Moral Characteristics

of the Indians; Past, Present, and Future of
the Indians.

CHAMBERLAIN, Sir Neville Bowles
(1820-1902). An English soldier, l)orn in Bra-
zil. He entered the Indian Army in 1837, and
served throughout the Afghan war of 1839-42,
during which he was six times wounded. In 1842
he was attached to the Governor-General's body-
guard, with which he, in 1843, participated in
the battle of Maharajpur. He was promoted to
be lieutenant-colonel, commande<l the Punjab
frontier force from 1854 to 1857, in the latter
year became adjutant-general of the Indian
Army, and during the Mutiny (1857-58) distin-

guished himself, being present at the taking of
Delhi. He was commissioned lieutenant-general
in 1872, full general in 1877, and field-marshal
in 1900. In 1870-81 he was commander-in-chief
of the Madras Army, in 1878 was a member of a
special mission to the Ameer of Afghanistan, and
for some time was military member of the Coun-
cil of the Viceroy of India. It was said of him
before his retirement from active service that he
had been more often wounded than any other
officer of the British Army.
CHAMBERLIN, Thomas Cbowdeb ( 1843—)

.

An American geologist, bom at Mattoon, 111.

He graduated in 1866 at Beloit College, studied
science at Michigan University, and from 1869
to 1873 was professor of natural science at the
State Normal School, Whitewater, Wis. From
1873 to 1884 he was professor of geology at Be-
loit College, and from 1887 to 1892 was president
of tlie University of Wisconsin. In 1892 he took
charge of the geological department of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, and later became editor of

the Journal of Geology. In 1873-76 he was assist-

ant State geologist for Wisconsin, in 1876-81 was
chief geologist, and in 1882 was a United States
geologist in charge of the glacial division. While
engaged in this active geological work he col-

lected and published a large amount of new ma-
terial relative to the character of the glacial de-

posits in the Northern States, upon which he
based some interesting theories. He has also

made a study of modem glaciers, with valuable
scientific results. He was geologist of the Peary
Arctic relief expedition in 1894. His publica-
tions include Outline of a Course of Oral Instruc-

tion (1872), Geology of Wisconsin (1877-83),
and many geological papers.

CHAMBER MUSIC. A term used to desig-

nate music that is specially adapted for per-

formance in a room. The name originally com-
prised both vocal and instrumental music, not
intended for the church ; but it is now almost
restricted to the various combinations of the
pianoforte with strings or strings alone, as duos,
trios, quartets, quintets, etc. Chamber music
is the most delicate, refined, and perfect branch
of the art, the size of the small auditorium al-

lowing of the most exquisite shadings and nu-
ances. The greatest masters of music have left

some of the world's richest musical legacies in

their chamber music.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. A body of
merchants and traders, associated for the pur-
pose of promoting the interests of its own mem-
bers, of the to\vn or district to which the society
belongs, and of the community generally, in so

far as these have reference to trade and merchan-
dise. Of the means by which these objects are
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Boiight to be accomplished, the following may be

mentioned as the most prominent : ( 1 ) By rep-

resentins and urging on the legislature the views

of their members in mercantile affairs; (2) by
aiding in the prepanitioa of legislative measures
having reference to trade, such, for example, as

the bankrupt acts; (3) by collecting statistics

bearing upon the staple trade of the district;

(4) in *ome places, by acting as a sort of court

of arbitration in mercantile questions; (5) by
attaining, by combination, advantages in trade

which might be beyond the reach of individual

enterprise.

Chambers of Commerce originated on the Con-

tinent of Europe, when, with the gradual disin-

tegration of tne old guild system, they were

clothed with some of the municipal and adminis-

trative functions which had in earlier times been

exercised by the craft guilds. The first of these

organizations on record is that of Marseilles,

which was originally established about the year

1600, and acquired a definite organization in

1650. Similar bodies were created at Dunkirk
in 1700, and in the following year at Rouen,

Toulouse, ' Lyons, Bordeaux, and other points,

lairing the Napoleonic period, when the French

influence extended to Holland, Germany, Aus-

tria, and Italy, similar organizations were estab-

lished in the principal cities of those countries.

Before this time they had spread to Scotland,

where the year 1783 witnessed the establishment

of the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, and to the

American Colonies, where the New York Chamber
of Commerce was organized in 1768. It was not

until the early part of the Nineteenth Century

that the institution took root in England. The
Chamber of Commerce of Manchester was organ-

ized in 1820, but that of London not imtil 1882.

At the present time such organizations, whether

under the original name of Chamber of Com-
merce or under that of Board of Trade, are well

nigh universal, and no town of any considerable

importance lacks such a corporate representation

of its mercantile interests.

In the United States, and in England and her

colonies. Chambers of Commerce are purely vol-

untary' associations. They select their o^\•n mem-
bers and are accountable to no one for their ac-

tions. Their sole purpose is to render themselves

serviceable to mercantile interests, by such ac-

tion as will influence public opinion and law-

making bodies. In European countries they have

a somewhat more official character. They are

there elected bodies chosen by ballot among the

mercantile classes. The law prescribes who shall

have the right to participate in such elections.

In some countries it is made their duty to ex-

press their opinion in advance upon proposed

legislation, and in the Hanse cities they must by
law be consulted before certain kinds of legis-

lation can be considered. They are also intrusted

frequently with minor administrative duties,

such as the prescribing of port regulations and
the like.

CHAMBERS (OF. chambre, cambre. It.

camara, Ger. Knmmer, OHG. chamara, chamber,

from Lat. camera, room, Ok. KOfidpa, kamara,

room with vaulted ceiling; connected with Lat.

camur, crooked, Gk. xd/nrTuv, kamjUein, to bend,

Ir. cam. crooked). In law, the private room or

otfice of a judge in which he hears motions, signs

papers, or does other business pertaining to his

office. A judge is said to act at 'chambers*

when any legal proceeding is carried on befqre

him out of court, either at his office or residence,

or other convenient place, including the court-

room itself, provided he is acting as a judge of

the court and not as the court itself.

In general, ex parte proceedings and proceed-

ings incidental to an action or to the main pro-

ceeding may be carried on at chambers. Modem
statutes have increased materially the business

which may be transacted in this manner; and
the codes of civil procedure adopted in several

of the L'nited States expressly provide that cer-

tain acts may be done by the court, and others by
a judge of the court.

Under the English statutes, 16 Victoria, ch.

SO. and 36 and 37 Victoria, ch. 66. the office of

master in chancery (q.v. ) was abolished, and
the business formerly transacted by him was
directed to be transacted under the direction of

a judge at chambers by officers of the court.

Consult: the authorities referred to under
Practice; also Coe, Practice at the Judges*
Chambers, Queen's Bench, etc. (London, 1876).
See Master ix Chaxceby.

CHAMBERS, eham'berz, Charles Haddox
(1860 — ). An English playwright. He was
bom April 22, 1860, and educated at Sydney,

N. S. W., where he entered the civil service in

1875. Two years afterwards he turned for a
time to a life of more adventurous experiences in

the Tjush.' His first visit to England was in

1880. and in 1882 he went to London to engage
in literary work. His first work was in the

way of articles and stories for the periodicals,

but about 1886 he began dramatic writing. Af-

ter several minor achievements, he made his first

great success with Captain Swift, which was pro-

duced at the HavTuarket Theatre, June 20, 1888.

Since then he has written The Idler, first pro-

duced in New York at the Lyceum Theatre, and
a few weeks later at the St. James, London
(1891); The Honorable Herbert (Vaudeville,

1892) ; John a' Dreams (Ha.vmarket, 1894) ; The
Tyranny of Tears (1899), and other plays.

CHAMBERS, Ephraim (1680-1740). An
English cyclopsedist. In early life he was an
apprentice to a map and globe maker in Lon-

don, where he foraied the plan of compiling an
eucyclopa?dia on a larger scale than that of John
Harris's Lexicon Technicum (1704), then the

only work of the kind in the language. He pub-

lished by subscription the first edition of his

Cyclopcedia, or a I'nirersal Dictionary of Arts

and Sciences, in 1728. Ten years later the sec-

ond edition api^ared, and in the year follow-

ing the third. The fourth was issued in 1741. a
year after the editor's death, and many other

editions have since hoen issued. A French trans-

lation of it gave rise to Diderot's and D'Alem-

bert's EncyclopMie. It was also expanded into

Dr. Rees's once well-known HncyclojHrdia. Cham-
bers was an avowed freethinker, irascible, kind

to the poor. an<l extremely frugal.

CHAMBERS, Robert (1802-71). A Scotch

tiublisher anil author. Kirn at Peebles, Scot-

and, July 10. 1802. He attended the grammar
»ch(x)l, where he leame<l Latin ; and at home read

through the fourth edition of the Encyclopedia
Hritannica. The family moved to Edinburgh in

1813. where, five years later. Robert set up as n

book-seller, read extensively, and began writing.
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His Traditions of J-Jdinhurph (1823) procured

him the friendship of Sir Unlt<»r Scott, who con-

tributed various memoranda for the work. It

M'as followed by a hirge numl»er of books, among
which an* Popular liUymes of Scotland (1826),
Picture of Scotland (1826). and History of the

Rebellions in Scotland ( 1828-29) . lie also edited

Scottish Itallada and Songs (1829), the Bio-

graphical Dictionary of Kmincnt Scotsmen (4
vols., 1832-.34), and many other collections. The
success of Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, found-

ed in 1832 by his >^rother. William Chaml)ers, was
materially promoted by his many essays, moral
and humorous. His great work, however, is the
Vestiges of the Xatural IJistory of Creation, pub-

lished anonymously in 1844. It is a brilliant ex-

position of development in the natural world, and
it prepared the public for the theories of DaiTvin.

Among his later works are Ancient Sea Margins
( 1848) , Life and Works of Robert Burns ( 1851 )

,

Domestic Animals of Scotland (1859-61), and
The Book of Dai/s, a miscellany (1863). Ever
since 1832, he had been a member of the firm of

William and Robert Chambers, printers and pub-
lishers. In 1863 he received from Saint An-
drews the decree of I.L.D. He died March 17,

1871. A collection of his miscellaneous papers
appeared in seven volumes (1847).

CHAMBERS, Robert William (1865—).
An American painter and author, bom in Brook-
lyn, X. Y. He pursued art studies abroad, first

exhibited at the Paris Salon of 1889, and subse-

quently worked as an illustrator for New York
weeklies. Since 1893 he has devoted himself
chiefly to literature. His writings include a
drama. The Witch of IJllangoiran, numerous
short stories contributed to magazines, and sev-

eral volumes of fiction, among them The King
in Yellow (1893); Lorraine (1896); The Cam-
bric Mask (1899); The Conspirators (1900);
and Cardigan (1901).

CHAMBERS, Talbot Wilson (1819-96). An
American clergA'man. He was bom at Carlisle,

Pa., graduated in 1834 at Rutgers College,

studied in 1836-37 at Princeton Theological Sem-
inary, and in 1838 was licensed to preach. From
1839 to 1849 he was pastor of the Second Re-
formed Dutch Church, Somerville, X. J., and
from 1849 to 1871 one of the pastors of the Col-
legiate Dutch Church of New York City. He
was a member of the Old Testament Company of
the American Bible Revision Committee. He
published The Noon Prayer-meeting in Fulton
Street (1857); Memoir of Theodore Freling-
huysen (1863): expositions of Amos and Zech-
ariali (in the Schaff-Lange Commentary. 1874) :

The Psalter: A Witness to the Divine Origin of
the Bible (1876) ; and a Companion to the Re-
vised Version of the Old Testament (1885).

CHAMBERS, William (1800-83). A Scotch
jmblisher and author, elder brother of Robert
Chaml^rs. He was bom at Peebles, April 16,
1800. and as a boy and youth passed through ex-
periences similar to his brother's. He began bus-
iness as a bookseller in Edinburgh (1819) and
afterward added printing. Between 1825 and
18.30 he A\Tote the Book of Scotland, and jointly
with his brother, the Gazetteer of Scotland. On
Febmarj- 4, 1832. he issued the first number of
Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, the first of a class
of popular periodicals of a wholesome kind, now
so generally diflTused. From the first the ven-

ture •was a success, and soon the circulation of
the weekly journal reached 80,000. The two
brothers now (1832) establisht»d the firm of W.
&. R. Chambers, in which they were united in

writing, editing, and jjrinting a long series of

works designed for popular instruction. Among
them are Information for the People (2 vols.) ;

the Educational Course (250 vols.) ; Cyclopae-

dia of English Literature (2 vols.) ; Miscellany

of Useful and Entertaining Tracts (20 vols.) ;

Papers for the People (12 vols.) ; and the well-

known Cyclopaedia (10 vols., 1859-68). In con-

ducting these laborious undertakings, the firm

necessarily depended upon many assistants.

Among William Chambers's independent works
are. Things as They Are in America (the result

of a visit to the United States in 1863) ; The
Youth's Companion and Counsellor ; History of
Peebleshire; Ailie Qilroy ; Stories of Remarkable
Persons; Stories of Old Families; and His-

torical Sketch of Saint Giles's Cathedral. In
1849 he acquired tlie estate of Glenormiston in

Peebleshire, and a few years afterwards founded
and endowed an institution in his native town
for social improvement. Twice elected Lord
Provost of Edinburgh, he occupied that oflioe

for four years (1865-69), during which he pro-

moted several important public acts, including

one for the improvement of the older part of the

city. In recognition of his great services, the

Universitv of Edinburgh conferred upon him the

degree of'LL.D. (1872). He died May 20, 1883,

and Robert Chambers (1832-1888), eldest son
of the Robert Chaml)ers named above, became ed-

itor of the Journal and head of the firm. On his

death, in 1888, he was in turn succeeded by liis

son, Charles Edward Stuart Chambers ( 1860-

— ), who is also a well-known editor. Consult
Chambers, Memoir of W. and R. Chambers
(Edinburgh, 1872; 13th ed., with additions,

1884).

CHAMBERS, Sir William (1726-96). An
English architect. He was born in Stockholm,
but was brought to England in his infancy. In
his youth, as a supercargo in the service of the
Swedish East India Company, he made a voyage
to China, and there produced sketches, which
were published under the title Designs for Chi-

nese Buildings. At the age of 18 he left the sea,

and studied architecture in Italy and Paris. He
returned to England in 1755, and became the

foremost living English architect, continuing the

propaganda for the Palladian style begun by In-

igo Jones. His masterpiece is the remodeling of

Somerset House in 177(5. He also designed build-

ings for Kew Gardens, the pagoda among them.
He wrote several books, including a Dissertation

on Oriental Gardening, in which he praised ex-

travagantly the Chinese artificial system of lay-

ing out grounds. The book called forth several

keen satires, of which the most widely circulated

was An Heroic Epistle to Sir William Chambers,
probably written by WMlliam Mason. It is said

that Horace Walpole had a hand in it also.

Chambers's high reputation as a writer rests up-

on his standard work for classic architecture,

A Treatise on the Decorative Part of Civil Archi-

tecture. He was created Knight of the Polar

Star by the King of Sweden (1771). and George
III. permitted him to use his title in England.

CHAMBERSBURG. A borough and county-

seat of P'ranklin Countv. Pa., 52 miles southwest
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of Harrisburg: on Conocochea^ue Creek; and
on the Cumberhnid Vallej', Western Maryland,
Pliiladel|)hia and Reading, and other railroads

(Map: Pennsylvania, D 4). It is finely situated

in the broad Cumberland Valley, in the midst of

a populous and well-cultivated region, and is

well built. Chanibersburg is the seat of Wilson
College (Presbyterian) for women, organized

1S70; it has a court-house, a memorial fountain,

and many handsome churches, while in the vicin-

ity are Wolf Lake, Mont Alto, and Pen-Mar
parks. There are manufactures of shoes, ho-

siery, flour, furniture, wool, dresses, gloves, pa-

per, iron, milling machinery, engines, and boil-

ers ; and the shops of the Cumberland Valley
Railroad are located here. The city owns and
operates its water-works and electric-light plant.

Its government has its source in special acts of

the State Legislature, which provide for a chief

burgess, elected every three years, and a borough
council. Population, in 1890, 7863; in 1900,

88G4.

Chaniljersburg was first settled (in 1730) by
Benjamin Chambers, an immigrant from Ireland,

and was for many vears called "Falling Spring."

It was incorporated in 1803. On July 30, 1864,

the Confederate General McCausland burned the

town in default of the payment of a ransom of

$100,000. It was entirely 'rebuilt after the war.
Consult History of Franklin County (Chicago,

1887).

CHAMBEBTIN, shax'bar'tax'. A red wine
of Burgundy, which is famous for having been
a favorite with both Louis XIV. and Napoleon.
The grape is grown on the hills near Dijon and
the vineyard (Chambertin) is divided among
several proprietors. See Wines.

CHAMBEBY, shiiN'b&'rfe'. The capital of

the Fn-nch Department of Savoie, situated in an
elevated valley about six miles south of Lake
Bourget, at an elevation of over 800 feet (Map:
France, N 6). It contains a cathedral dating
from the Fifteenth Century and a number of in-

teresting old churches. Its castle, which was
repeatedly demolished by fire, has been restored,

and is now used by the administrative authori-
ties of the department. There are also a mu-
seum, a fine library, a number of institutions for

higher and secondary education, and a theatre.
The chief industries are the manufacture of lace,

silk fabrics, leather, and soap. Population, in

1901, of town, 15,683; of commune, 22,108.

CHAMBE'ZI. A river of Africa, one of the
liead-stn'ams of the Congo (Map: Congo Free
}<tate, F 5 ) . It rises in the plateau between the
lakes of Tanganyika and Nyassa and. flowing
southwest, enters Lake Bang\veolo in the wet sea-

son, but during the dry season skirts the south-
ern border of the shnmken lake and flows direct-

ly into the Luapula River.

CHAMBIGES, shaN'b^^zh', Martin ( T-1532).
A French architect of the late Gothic j)eriod. He
built parts of three of the finest cathedrals in

France—Sens (transept, 1494; portals. 1;>0 1-13)

,

Troves (fagade, 1502), and Bcauvais (transept.
1500-32)—and was one of the few really great
architects of his age. His son, Pikrre Cham-
niOES, besides assisting his father, took part in

the building of the Hfltel de Ville, in Paris
(1533-34), and of the Chftteau de Fontainebleau
(1538). but his claim to originality rests on the

Vol IV.—23.

remarkable Chateau de Saint Germain, which
stands between the Gothic and Classic styles, and
between Feudal and Renaissance castles, in a
style peculiar to itself.

CHAMBLY (shaN'bldO BIVEB. See Riche-
UEU.

CHAMBOBD, shJiN'bOr'. A celebrated castle
of the Renaissance in France. It is situated in
the Department of Loir-et-Cher, about 12 miles
east of Blois, in the midst of a park 21 miles
in circumference. It was begun by Francis I.

in 1526, and was continued by his successors of
the houses of Valois and Bourbon. The building
marks the transition between the fortified castle

and the Italian palace, and is surmounted by a
vast number of turrets, minarets, and cones.

The most prominent features of the structure are
its six round towers, each 60 feet in diameter.
The double spiral staircase in the central tower
is so contrived that persons ascending and de-

scending may pass each other without meeting.
The castle, which contains 440 chambers, was
the residence of Francis I.. Henri II., and Louis
XIV., and the scene of the first presentation of Mo-
liere's Bourgeois Gentilhomme. Among the other
occupants of Chambord were Marshal Saxe, Stan-
islas Leszczj-nski, King of Poland, and ilarshal
Berthier, upon whom it was bestowed by Na-
poleon. In 1821 it was bought from Berthier's

widow by a number of Legitimists and pre-

sented to the infant Due de Bordeaux, who was
afterwards known as the Comte de Chambord.
Consult Millot, Les chateaux historiques: Cham-
bord (Paris, 1875).

CHAMBORD, Henri Charles Ferdinand
Marie Diecdoxn^ d'Artois, Due de Bordeaux,
Comte de (1820-83). A Bourbon claimant to
the French throne. He was the son of the Due
de Berry, who was murdered by Louvel on Feb-
ruary 13, 1820, and the grandson of Charles X.
Seven months after the death of the Due de
Berry, who was heir presumptive to the throne
of France, his widow gave birth to a prince, who
received the title of Due de Bordeaux—that of

count, by which he was subsequently known, be-

ing derived from the castle of Chambord (q.v.),

presented to him at his christening. He was
baptized amid circumstances of great pomp, with
water brought by Chateaubriand from the River
Jordan, and received the appellation of Venfant
du miracle. Chambord was chosen by Charles X.
to succeed him when, in 1830, he abdicated the
French throne; and at the death of Charles the
Legitimists proclaimed Chambord King. In 1839

the prince visited Italy, accompanied by his

mother, and was received by the petty courts

with great distinction. After the death of the

Due d'Angouleme, in 1844, the heads of the dif-

ferent factions of Legitimists met in London to

pay their united homage, and the Due de Bor-
deaux made a "jjilgrimage to Belgrave Square"
to receive it. In 1846 he married a sister of the

Due de ^lodena, who had never acknowledged
the monarchy of July. After the Revolution of

1848 many Legitimists were returned to the Na-
tional Assembly, and in 1850 the Comte de Cham-
bord appeared at Wiesbaden, where a congress of

his adherents assembled to consult as to their

future policy. As the Comte de Chambord was
without heirs, a union of the partisans of

the elder Bourbons with the Orleaniats was ef-
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fected, but no attempts were made to carry out

the arrangement. After the fall of Napoleon
111., in 1870, repeated attempts were again made
to effect a coalition between the supporters of

the Bourbons and the Orleanist claims; but

whatever eliunce there might have been for a
royal restoration during the troubled days of the

Thinl Republic before 1880 were ruined by the

Comte de Chambord's obstinate refusal to aban-

don his extreme Legitimist views, which he aired

more than once in 'royal' proclamations. He
died at Frohsdorf, in Lower Austria, which had
been his residence for many years, August 24,

1883.

CHAMBBE ABDENTE, shaN'brUr'daNt'

(fiery room). A tribunal established by Fran-

cis 1. in 1535 for the trial and execution of here-

tics apprehended by the Inquisition. It derived

its name from the manner of execution, which
was chiefly by burning. It flourished during the

civil wars and the time of the League, but sank
into abeyance under the early Bourbons. Louis

XIV., however, employed it in the investigation

of the numerous reports of poisonings that fol-

lowed the apprehension of the Marquise de Brin-

villiers (q.v.). It was discovered that a certain

hag named La Voisin, posing as a sorceress, had
been driving a lively trade in poisons—'succes-

sion powders,' they were called—with such as

were afflicted with superfluous husbands, fathers,

or rival heirs. Manj' persons of the highest

Court circles, the Marshal Luxembourg among
them, were summoned before the tribunal, but
the affair ended with the execution of the sor-

ceress only, in 1680. With this the Chambre
Ardente ceased its activity. Consult Weiss, La
chambre ardente (Paris, 1889).

CHAMBBE DES DlfPUT]6s, shilxbr' dft

di'pi.rt&'. The building in Paris in which the

sessions of the French Legislature are held. It is

called also 'Palais du Corps L6gislatif' and
•Palais Bourbon,' and was built in 1722 for the

Duchess of Bourbon, becoming national property
in 1790. It fronts the Seine opposite the Pont
de la Concorde. Tlie style is that of a Greek
temple, with twelve Corinthian columns. The
steps and fagade are ornamented with statues and
reliefs.

CHAMBBE INTBOXTVABLE, shaxbrJiN

-

troH'va'br. The name given to a packed assem-
bly of deputies in France which sat from October,

1815, to April, 1816. The epithet (meaning
"chamber whose like cannot l)e found" ) originat-

ed with Louis XVII., by whom, after his resto-

ration, this chamber had been summoned. Louis,
no doubt, used the term ironically, for he realized

the injury which was sustained by his cause
through the fanaticism of these deputies; but
they, for the most part, accepted the name seri-

ously as a compliment. The former chamber,
which had shown much moderation, had been dis-

solved under the influence of the Court party,

and the Ministry, led by Talleyrand, had exerted
itself to procure the election of a submissive
chamber. Tbe ultra-Royalis :s were for a time in

the ascendent. The number of the deputies was
arbitrarily raised from 259 to 392, and many of

the elections, especially in the south, took place

under the supervision of the partisans of reac-

tion or of foreign troops. At the elections in

Nlmes more than 100 persons were killed by

the Royalist bands. At last, on October 7, the
King opened the chamlwr, on which he enjoined
quiet and moderation; but when, in one of

the first sittings, Boyer d'Argcnson asked for

the intervention of the chamlK»r in behalf of the
Protestants, who were l>eing slaughtered in the
south by the ultra-Royalist bands, the speaker
was called to order, and the chamber from that
time ceased to obserA'c any boimds or modera-
tion. The fanatical legislation that followed in-

spired the ministers, the King, and especially
the Emperor Alexander, with so nuicli aversion
and fear that the Chamber was dissolved on April
5, 1816, an event which was received with uni-
versal rejoicing. The electoral law of February
5, 1817, prevented the return of a similar cham-
ber, and it was by the modified electoral law of

1820 that ultra-Royalism regained a predomi-
nating influence in the Parliament. See White
Terror.

CHAMBUBU. See Papaw.
CHAMECK, sha-mgk' (Brazil), The coaita.

See Spiuer-monkey.

CHAMELEON, kii-me'l$-fln (Lat. chamwleon,.
Gk. ;^;a/iai/./(jv, chainaileOn, from jfO-H-^'-, chamai,
on the ground -f- Ituv, IcOn, lion ) . An African
lizard of the family Chamseleontidae, of very i>e-

culiar form and structure, and placed at the head
of the order Lacertilia. The body is much com-
pressed, the dorsal line sharp, in some of the
species rising into an elevated crest; the back of

the head is also elevated into a sort of cone. The
neck is very short, and does not admit of the

head being turned, for which, however, com-
pensation is found in the remarkable powers of
motion possessed by the large, prominent eyes,

which move independently of one another, and
are covered with a membrajie pierced only with
a small hole for the pupil to look through. There
ore no external ears. The skin is not covered
with scales, but, like shagreen, is rough with
granules. The legs raise the body rather higher
than in most of the saurians ; the toes, both of

the fore and hind feet, are divided into two sets,

one directed forward and the other backward,
so that each foot has the power of grasping like

a hand. The tail is long and prehensile. The
hmgs are very large, and are connected with air-

cells that lie among the muscles and beneath the
skin, so that the animal has a remarkable power
of inflating itself with air. The tongue is re-

markably extensile, and is the organ by which
the animal seizes the insects which constitute

its food, being darted at them with unerring
aim, while a viscous saliva causes them to ad-

here to it, and they are carried with it into the
mouth.
The chameleons are slow in their movements,

except those of the ej'es and the tongue, and
remain long fixed in one spot, aw'aiting the ap-
proach of insects, which they seize on their com-
ing within reach. They all live among the
branches of trees, but lay their large eggs (10
or 12) under leaves on the ground. Their power
of fasting is great, and, along with their gulping
of air, gave rise to the fable, current among the
ancients and until recent times, of their living

on air, and led to other fables and to their
ancient use in medicine. Their celebrated power
of changing color is not equally fabulous, and
may be used to render the animal less easy of ob-

servation, by assimilating it to the color of sur-
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rounding objects. It may depend in part on
the action of light; it is certainly connected with
the fear and other passions of the creature. Milne
Edwards has discovered that it depends upon
the presence of two differently colored layers of

pigment underneatli a transparent skin. Both
may show simultaneously, or blend, or one may
replace the other. This power of changing color

is possessed by many lizards, and is explained

more fully under ilETACiiROSis. One species

(Chamceleon vulgaris) is found wild along thef

European shore of the Mediterranean, and is

often made captive.

American (Jhameleona are the small, slender

lizards of the ig\ianid genus Anolis, very com-
mon throughout tropical America and represent-

ed in the southern United States by a single

species (Anolis principalis), often also called

'scorpion.' It is 3 to 3i^ inches long in body,

with a tail 5 to inches long. Below it is

whit*, above emerald-green, or the color of any
natural object upon which it rests. Beneath the

capacious mouth is a large dewlap, which "can

be vertically expanded like a fan, when it is of a
deep-red shade, or may be retracted so as to be

scarcely visible." They are extremely active

during the warm hours of the day, and extremely

amusing as they dart and scramble about bushes,

rocks, or buildings in search of insects, of which

they destroy a vast number. In Jamaica and the

Antilles they are often household pets. A close-

ly allied tropical species is illustrated on the

Colored Plate of Lizards.

CHAMELEON. A so\ithern constellation

within the Antarctic polar circle.

CHAMFEB (OF. chamfrein, chamfrain, of

uncertain origin). In architecture, an angle or

arris which is obliquely beveled or cut off is said

to be chamfered. The chamfer is sometimes a

concave or hollow chamfer; when it does not

extend over the entire length of the arris it is

called a stopped chamfer. It was most used in

mediseval architecture, and in Gothic buildings

it is greatly varied and decorated.

CHAMFORT, sha>''f6r', S^bastien Roch
Nicolas (1741-94). A French epigrammatist,

the best talker of his generation in France. He
was born in Auvergne, an illegitimate child, was
educated on a scholarship in Paris, and achieved

a distinction in classic studies that led him in

after-vears to write, "What I learned I have

forgotten. The little that I do know I have

guessed." He left school to Wcome an abbC, "a

costume, not a profession," he said, adding when
offered a benefice that he "preferred honor to

honors." For the moment, however, he got

neither. Booksellers declined his books, and for

a year he lived by writing other people's sermons

and on chance journalistic crumbs. Then he won
iin academic prize and became the fashion in the

literary salons, where he led a life of gallantry

from wliich he had presently to seek rest and re-

(•ii|H'ration at Spa and elsewhere. Returning, he

wrote a successful drama. La jeune Indicnne

(1704). He made a living, scanty to be sure,

more by his tongue than by his pen, paying for

liis entertainment by the entertainment that he

gave to his hosts, especially Madame Helvf'tius,

and Chabanon, who resigned to him a pension of

1200 livres on the Mercure de France. Occasion-

ally he won academic prizes, as by his eulogies on

Miili^re and Lafontaine. But with every epi-

gram his reputation grew. The King added 1200
livres to his pension and the Prince de Conde
made him his secretary, a post that he found
vmcongenial to his bohemianism. He withdrew
to Auteuil, and married a clever woman of forty-

eight, who died six months after. Then he
went to Holland, but returned to accept a seat in

(he Academy in 1781. An unfortunate and
mysterious love affair soon made him quit the
Court forever, but he gathered about him at the
house of M. de Vaudreuil a congenial circle,

which included ilirabeau, whom Chamfort help-
ed with his orations. He worked actively for the
Revolution with tongue and pen, for a time as
secretary of the Jacobin Club and as street ora-
tor. He was with the stormers of the Bastile.

But with the fall of the Girondists his political

life ended and his criticisms of the Terrorists
soon made them anxious to silence his bitter

tongue with the guillotine. This he escaped by
suicide with dagger and pistol. He did not die

immediately, however, but lived to bequeath to

the world two final epigrams. "I declare," he
dictated to the police who came to arrest him
and signed with his blood, "that I wished to die

free rather than be led slave to prison." To
Abb6 Si6y^, who owed his political fortune to
Chamfort's epigram on the Third Estate, "It is

everything and has nothing," he said, as his last

word, "I am going at last from a world where
the heart must either break or turn to bronze."

Xo writing of Chamfort's is worth recalling save

his aphorisms {AJdTimes et pensees) , which,
after those of La Rochefoucauld, are the keenest

and most incisive, the most pregnantly cynical

of modern literature. They are restrained in ut-

terance, violent in implication, subtle in manner,
iconoclastic in effect. Chamfort's Works form
five volumes (1824-2,5) ; his select Works (1852)
have a critical preface by Houssaye. Consult:
Sainte - Beuve, Causeries du lundi, Vol. TV.
(Paris, 1857-62) ; and Pelisson, Chamfort, Etude
sur sa vie, son caractere et ses ccrits (Paris,

1895).

CHAMFRON, or CHAMPFBAIN (Fr.

chanfrein, of uncertain origin). A frontlet of

metal, forming part of Jhe armor worn by a
charger in late mediseval times. It protected the

forehead, eyes, and nostrils, and was frequently

provided with a projecting spike. It came into

use about the beginning of the Fourteenth Cen-

tury. In the Fifteenth Century the chamfron
was sometimes adorned with precious metals

and became an object of great cost. To prevent

shying in tourneys, the chamfron was often made
so that the horse could see nothing in front of

him.

CHAMIDiE, kam'i-dft (Neo-Lat. noin. pi.,

from Gk. x^^'"^^^) chainein, to gape) . A group of

curious marine pelecypoda, allied to the genus

Cardita. and having shells with unequal valves,

tuat exhibit a tendency to spiral development of

the beaks. In the recent forms, and many of the

fossil representatives, which are far more numer-

ous than those now living, one of the valves is

attached to some supporting object by direct

cementation of the outer wall of the valve, and
there is usually a considerable thickness of the

shell-wall of this valve. The only living genus,

Chamn, is less different from the normal clam
form, as seen in Cardita, than are its numerous
fossil relatives from the Mesozoic and Tertiary

rocks. Chama has a shell of which the larger
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(attached) valve is convex with a somewhat
spiral non-elevated beak, and a smaller spiral

dattened valve that supjfests a lid for the larger

<ine, which latter contains in its cavity the bulk of

the animal. This jienus, with about fifty-five liv-

ing s|)ecies, is found abundantly in warm seas,

especially the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean,
where its shells are common on coral reefs, fast-

ened into the cavities of the coral masses. Fossil
species of Chama. little difFerent from the modern
forms, are found first in the Cretaceous rocks, and
the penus attained its maximum in the Eocene,
when it was quite abundant in the European
Mediterranean Sea of that period. The related
fossil genera, found in the Mesozoic rocks, pre-

sent some curious forms, due to extreme inequal-
ity or to spiral extension of tlie beaks of the
valves. Diceras. of the I'pper Jura, has the two
valves of slightly unequal size, with their beaks
twisted spirally outward, so that they resemble a
pair of ram's horns. Requienia, of the Cretaceous,
resembles a turreted gastropod with the aperture
of its spirally rolled larger (left) valve closed
by the operculum-like flattened right valve.
Other allied genera are Monopleura, Caprina,
etc., all from the Cretaceous rocks. For descrip-
tion of similar and closely allied, though even
more aberrant, fossil pelecypods, see the articles

on HippuBiTES; and, for illustrations, see Ruw-
ST*:.

CHAMIEB, shfi-mer', Frederic (1796-1870).
An English novelist. He was born in London,
entered the navy in 1809, and distinguished him-
self in the American War of 1812. He retired in

183.3 and was promoted captain in 1856. The
success of Marryat in depicting sea life led

Chamier to enter the same field, in which he was
not without success, though in invention and
humor he falls short of his model. His best
romances are: Life of a ffailor (1837) ; Ben Brace
( 1835) ; The Arethusa (1836) ; and Jack Adams
(1838). All of his novels have been translated
into German. He also wrote a Review of the
French Revolution of ISI/S (1849), in which he
gives a prejudiced view of some of the prominent
actors.

CHAMINADE, sha'm^'n&d', CficiLE Louise
Stephanie (1861— ). A French composer, bom
in Paris. Although descended from a family of

sailors, and thus lacking any hereditary artistic

temperament, she early showed her musical pre-

cocity, composing, when only eight years old,

sacred music, which was praised by Bizet. She
studied under Le Couppey, Savard, Marsick, and
Oodard, and made her df^but as a pianist when
eighteen, appearing with success in various
European cities. Not only is Chaminade a bril-

liant pianist, but she is also well known as a
conductor. Her fame, however, rests upon her
compositions, which are among the most note-

worthy of modern music. They are characterized

by a comprehensive technical knowledge, virility,

and strikingly original melodies and rhythms.
Some of her most novel effects are produced by
a skillful use of tone chromatics. Among her
best known instrumental pieces are: La lisonjera

(The Flatterer) ; Pas des amphores; and Pas des

ccharpes (Scarf Dance) ; Au matin for two
pianos; Cnllirhoe, a ballet symphony performed

' first in 1888 in Marseilles; and Les amazones, a
lyric symphony. Of equal importance are her

songs, many of which have been introduced by

Nordica and Plancon. They include "Le Ritour-
nelle." "Madrigal," "Rosamunde," "The Silver
Ring," '"Hcrrcuse," etc.

CHAMISSO, shA-m^s'sA, Ademiert vo.v

(1781-18;J8). A German poet of the day and
naturalist. Although born in Champagne,
France, he in childhood shared the exile of his
parents, fleeing from the terrors of the French
Revolution. In 1796 he became a page at the
Berlin Court, and though his parents afterwards
returned to France, education had made Ger-
many more congenial to his poetic nature, and
he identified himself wholly with his adopted
country. In 1798 he entered the army as ensign,
and in 1801 Ijecame lieutenant. He showed his
interest in the military calling by two technical
treatises published in 1798 and 1799. Already
he had joined a romantic brotherhood, which in-

cluded several young men destined to fame,
Varnhagen, Hitzig, and Alexander zur Lippe.
He studied Homer diligently, translated much
into German, and in 1803 essayed a Faust, the
only one of his early poems preserved in his
Works. He also cooperated as editor of the
Musenahnanach (1804-07). In 1806 he resigned
from the army and spent several years in futile

and discontented bohemian wanderings. He was
in France in 1806 and again in 1810, when he
imdertook to turn into French Schlegel's noted
Jicctures on Art and Literature, staying with him
and Madame de Stael at Chaumont, and later

at Coppet, till his manners made him impossible.
Here he was led to study botany, and in 1812 he
matriculated as a student of medicine in Berlin.

In the next year, during the War of Liberation,
he retired to Kimersdorf, and while there wrote
liis most noteworthy prose work, Peter Schle-
mihl, a wonderful tale of the loss of a shadow by
compact with the devil, an idea familiar to folk-

lore and already developed by Goethe in his

Marchen, and by Korner in his Teufel von Sala-
manca, but here given its enduring and classic

form. He took part in Captain Kotzebue's Rus-
sian Polar expedition (1815-18), and in 1835 pub-
lished in a Journal an accoimt of it which in

style and power of description is among the clas-

sics of travel. He returned to Berlin in I8I9,

and was appointed assistant custodian of the
botanical garden. While here he married An-
toine Piaste. Having recovered an indemnity of

100,000 francs for his French estates, he visited

Paris in 1825. ' His greatest literary activity

dates from his return, when he settled down to

domestic life and peaceful production stimulated
by the genial companionship of his wife, to whose
inspiration we owe especially the charming
poetic cycles Frauenliebe und -Leben, and Lebens-

Lieder und -Bilder. He also made on admirable
translation of the Song of Thtym, from the Ed-
da, and many versions from other languages.

From 1832 till his death he w-as editor of the

German Musenalmanach, which he made an au-

liual of much literary importance. His poetry is

small in amount, but widely popular in Germany,
home of his ballads and romances rank among
the finest in German literature. His interna-

tional reputation rests on the many translations

of Peter Schlemihl. His collected Works fill six

volumes (Leipzig, 1836-39; 6th ed., Berlin,

1874), containing also his Biography by Hitzig,

and his Letters. Consult, also: Fulda, Chamisso
und seine Zeit (Leipzig, 1881) ; and Du Bois-
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Revmond, Chamisso uls Xaturforscher (Leipzig,

1889).

CHAMOIS, sham'mi, Fr. pron. shh-mwh' (Fr.,

It. camozza; probably from MHG. yemeze, gemz,
Ger. Gemse, chamois ; cf. also 8p., Port, gamo,
fallow deer), or Gemse. A goat-antelope (A't/pt-

capra tragus), inhabiting the high mountains of

southern Europe. It occurs in the Pyrenees,
where it is called 'izard;' in the mountains of the
coasts of Spain, Dalmatia, and Greece; in the
Alps, Carpathian, Caucasus, and Taurus ranges,
and in Georgia. The izard of Spain and the atchi
of the Caucasus and beyond differ somewhat
from the typical chamois of Tyrol, but only as
local races. The chamois is about the size of
a large goat, but the neck is longer in proportion,
and the body shorter. The color is brown, deeper
in winter than in summer; the tail is black; the
head a pale yellow, with a dark-brown band
along each cheek. The horns, seldom more than
6 or 7 inches long, rising nearly straight up from
the forehead, are black and so bent back at the
tip as to form a hook. (See Plate of Goat-
Antei.opes. ) The usual summer resort of the
chamois is in the higher regions of the mountains
which it inhabits, not far from the snow-line,
and it is often to be seen lying on the snow. In
winter it descends to the higher forests, where,
indeed, the females and their young fawns
spend most of the time. The aromatic and bitter
plants of the mountain pastures are its favorite
food. Flocks of 100 are sometimes seen ; but in
the Swiss Alps, where the numbers have been
much reduced by hunting, the flocks are generally
very small, and often consist only of a few in-

dividuals. Old males often live solitarily. The
chamois produces one or two young at a birth,
in May or June.

It is an animal of extraordinary agility, and
flocks may often be observed sporting in a re-

markable manner among the rocky heights. It
can leap over ravines 16 to 18 feet wide; a
wall of 14 feet high presents no obstacle to it;

and it passes readily up or down precipices which
almost no other quadruped could attempt. It is

said to descend obliquely almost perpendicular
precipices of more than 20 feet, striking its feet
once or twice against the rock, as if to stay and
guide its descent, and alighting securely, often
on a very narrow ridge of rock, with its hind feet

first, and bringing the fore feet almost into con-
tact with them. When a flock of chamois are
feeding (usually early in the morning) one is

always on the watch, and by a sort of whistle
announces apprehended danger.
The hunting of the chamois is attended with

great hardship and much danger, but calls forth
the highest qualities of both sportsmanship and
moimtaineering, since no great numl)ers exist,
nor is any free hunting to be had except in the
remotest and loftiest Carpathians, or else in
Persia. This is due to the fact that for many
years the Alpine resorts, and much of the region
to the eastward, have been most strictly pre-
served by royal decree or private o\vnership, and
only a verv limited number of animals permitted
to be killed annually; yet much poaching is done.
The finest and proper way is to stalk the quarry
alone, or with only a guide, but battue methods
are frequently followed in Bavaria and Transyl-
vania. The flesh of the chamois is highly
esteemed. Its skin is made into leather, and
from it the original 'shammoy,' or 'shammy

leather,' so much prized for softness and warmth,
was obtained. (See Leather.) Its horns and
hoofs are mounted, as ornaments, alpenstock-
handles, etc., and form a valuable article of trade
at mountain resorts. \Mien taken young the
chamois is easily tamed.

CHAMOMILE, kam'6-mil, or CAMOMILE
(OF. cumamille, Med. Lat. camamilla, Lat.
chamomilla, from Gk. x^/^^, chamai, on the
ground + firfKav, melon, apple). A genus of
plants of the natural color Compositae, sub-
order Tubuliflora;, distinguished by imbricated
bracts, a scaly conical receptacle, a ray of one
row of female florets, those of the disk hermaph-
rodite, the acha^nia obscurely four-cornered, and
destitute of pappus. The species are annual and
perennial herbaceous plants, chiefly natives of
Europe and other temperate parts of the world.
The common chamomile {A.nthemis nobilis)

,

the Roman or true chamomile, the most impor-
tant species of the genus, well known for its

medicinal virtues, is a perennial plant with a
stem about a foot long, procumbent and much
branched, each branch terminated by a flower
(head of flowers) more than an inch broad, with
yellow disk and white ray, the whole plant in-

tensely bitter and highly aromatic. It contains
a bitter principle, tannin, and a volatile oil, oil

of chamomile, which abounds most of all in the
involucre. The dried flowers constitute the part
used in medicine; the infusion made from them
is used to a slight extent as a stomachic tonic,

especially in convalescence. The German chamo-
mile, or Matricaria, consists of the flowers of

Matricaria chamomilla. This is called wild
chamomile in Great Britain. Its flowers are
smaller and the taste and odor stronger and
less pleasant. No small quantity of common
chamomile is illegally used in the manufacture
of beer in England, and it is imported from Ger-
many for this purpose. Yet this plant is so
abundant in some parts of the south of England
as to form a principal part of the pasture in

sheep-walks, and to fill the whole air with its

scent. The other British species of chamomile
are mere weeds; one of them, called stinking
chamomile {Anthemis cotula), is so acrid as to
blister the fingers if much handled. But the
flowers of the ox-eye chamomile, or dj'er's

chamomile {Anthemis tinctoria), a native of
many parts of the Continent of Europe, yield a
beautiful yellow dye, on account of which the
plant is often cultivated.

CHAMONIX, shi'md'n^, or CHAMOUNI,
sh&'moH'n^' (Lat. Campus munitus). The name
of a wild and romantic valley and village among
the Alps in the Department of Haute-Savoie,
France (Map: France, N 6). It lies at an eleva-

tion of about 3400 feet above the level of the sea,

is about 13 miles long and 1 mile broad, and
is traversed by the Arve. It begins at the
northeast, from the Col-de-Balme, over which
there is a mule-path to Martigny, in the upper
valley of the Rhone. From the other end issues

the road to Geneva, which is 53 Vj miles from
Chamonix. On the north side lie Mont le Br^vent
and the chain of the Aigiiilles Rouges, and on
the south is the giant group of Mont Blanc, with
its enormous glaciers. The chief of these glaciers

are the Glacier des Bossons, des Bois, d'Argen-
ti^re, and du Tour. By ascending to a point called

Afontanvert. we come upon the upper course of a
glacier, where it expands into a great mountain-
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lake of ice called the Mer de Glace, in which

there is a solitary rock or oasis called Le Jardin,

about 7 acres in extent, and covered with the

most beautiful herbage. Until 1741 the valley

was almost unknown ; the region was considered

a wilderness, and known by the name of I^s

MontagiH'8 Mnudites, or 'accursed mountains.'

In that year it was visited by two Englishmen,

Pococke and VVyndham, who ascended as far as

Montanvert. It was only, however, in 1775, that

the attention of travelers was effectually called

to it by Saussure and Bourrit. The valley ia

rich in peculiar plants, and furnishes an aro-

matic and perfectly white honey. The village of

C'liamonix owes its origin to the Benedictine

convent founded between 1088 and 1099. The
inhabitants depend for a livelihood partly upon

the tourists who visit the valley, and partly upon
the pastures and upon hunting. There are several

good hotels, and the best guides are to be found

here for the neighboring Alps. It is from Chamo-
nix that Mont Blanc is usually ascended. Con-

sult Whymper, Chnmonix and the Range of Mont
lilanc (London, 1896).

CHAMONT, sha'mAN'. The brother of the

hero in Otway's The Orphan. He is a typical

lulventurcr, m<?rcenary, and fighter of Restoration

tragedy.

CHAMOTJCHOTJAN, or Ashuapmouciiouan.
A northwestern affluent of Lake Saint John
(q.v. ). Quebec, Canada, and the outlet of Cha-

mouchouan, Obatogaman, Shabogama, and other

lakes of the district.

CHAMPAGNE, shiiN'pA'ny' ( Fr., flat country,

it. cuinpugna, Lat. cattipania, plain, from campus,

lield). A former province of France, now in-

eluded within the Departments of Marne, Haute-

Mame, Seine-et-Marne, Aube, Ardennes, Aisne,

and Yonne. The province was about 180 miles

long by 150 broad, its surface presenting ex-

tensive plains with ranges of hills, especially

in the north and east, from the vineyards of

which is produced the famous champagne wine.

In ancient times Champagne was subjugated by
Cspsar, and afterwards was annexed to the king-

dom established by the Franks. After the Tenth
Century it had its own counts, who were vassals

of the French kings. The capital was Troyes. By
the marriage of Philip IV. with Joanna, heiress

to the Kingdom of Navarre, in 1284, Champagne
and Brie came to the French Crown, and were
incorporated in 1361.

CHAMPAGNE, shaN'p&'ny', or CHAM-
PAIGNE, Philippe de (1602-74). A Flemish

l»ainter. He was born in Brussels, where he

studied under Fouquiferse, but returned to Paris

in 1621. He was soon employed with Nicholas

Poussin in painting the decorations of the Lux-
embourg Palace for Marie de Medicis. Later he

was much employed by Richelieu, whose por-

trait he painted many times. His masterpiece

is "The Last Supper" (in the Louvre), which

he painted for the Port Royalists, with whom he

was closely associated in his latter years. He
was member and later rector of the Acad§mie de

Peinture et de Sculpture, founded in 1648.

CHAMPAGNE (sham-pan') WINE. See

WlXE.
CHAMPAGNY, shaN'pft'ny^'. Francois Jo-

seph XoMPfcRE (1804-82). A French publicist,

born in Vienna. He became a member of the

Neo-Catholic party, and with Montalembert con-

tended for Catholic sc-hools of instruction inde-

pendent of the L'niversity of France. The Corre-

spondant and Ami de la religion of Paris counted
him on their staffs. In 1869 he was elected to

the French Academy. His publications include

Du projet de loi sur la libert{' d'enaeignement

(1847), and Histoire dea C^aars (4 vols,

1841-43).

CHAMPAGNY, shftN'pa'nyfe', Jean Baptiste
NoxipfcuE UE, Due de C^adore (1756-1834). A
French courtier and diplomat, born at Roanne.
In 1789 he was elected to the States-General,
and as a supporter of the Third Estate became
a prominent member of the General Assembly.
During the Reign of Terror he was imprisoned
(1793), but was released after Robespierre's
fall, and was made a councilor of State by Napo-
leon. His adaptability and his skill in negotia-

tion won liim Napoleon's favor, and he became
Ambassador to Vienna (1801-04); Minister of

the Interior (1804-07), and Minister of Foreign
Affairs (1807-11). In 1809 he accompanied
the Emperor to Austria, where he negotiated the
Treaty of Vienna. After the restoration of the
Bourbons (1814), he retired from public life,

but in 1819 was restored to the Chamber of

Peers.

CHAMPAIGN, sham-pan'. A city in Cham-
paign County, 111., 128 miles south by west of
Chicago, on the Illinois Central, the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint Louis, and a
branch of the Wabash railroads (Map: Illinois,

D 3). It is located in an agricultural region,

and has an ice and cold storage plant, railroad
shops of the Illinois Central, and extensive
foundries. It is the twin town of Urbana, and
has a fine public library with about 8000 volumes.
There are several parks in the city. Settled in

1855, Champaign was incorporated five years
later. Its government is administered by a
mayor, elected every two years, and a city council.
Population, in 1890, 5849; in 1900, 9098.

CHAMP DE MAI, shSN de mft. See Champ
DE Mars.

CHAMP DE MARS, mars (Fr., Field of
Mars, Lat. Campus Martius). The name given
to the annual meetings held in the month of

March by the Franks of Gaul in the Fifth Cen-
tury, and later. These were either national as-

semblies called for the purpose of deliberation

upon important matters, and for the trial of im-
portant cases, or else military reviews. The
Champs de Mars were not held as frequently
under the later Merovingians, but were revived

by Pepin, who held his meetings, however, in

May (hence the name Champ de Mai) and made
the body legislative in character. At a subse-

quent period the meeting was revived as the

council for the King.

CHAMP DE MARS (Fr., Field of Mars).
A great parallelogram in Paris, between the
Seine and the Ecole Militaire, used especially

for military purposes and drills. It is 1093 yards
long and 537 wide, with four rows of trees on
each side, flanked by ditches, and entered by
five gates. It has been the scene of many remark-
able political and public celebrations, from tlie

Feasts of the Federation and of the Supreme
Being during the French Revolution, to the uni-
versal expositions of 1867, 1878, and 1889.

CHAMPEAUX, shaN'pC, Gutllaume de.
See GuTLLAUME DE Champeaux.
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CHAMPERICO, chjim'pa-re^d. A port of

<iuatt'iiiala, situated on the Pacific coast, at
the mouth of the Salanio, 100 miles southwest
of Guatemala. The town is connected with
^Acapulco, Mexico, by steamship, and with the
interior by railroad, and is the residence of a
United States consular agent. Its chief article

of export is coffee. Population, 1000.

CHAMPERTY, sham'p5r-ti, or CHAM-
PARTY (OF. champart, from Med. Lat. cam-
/;i/*«j\s. campars, campartagiurn, from Lat. campi
pars, part of the field, from campi partitio, a
division of lands). A bargain between the
plaintiff or defendant in a suit, and a third
party, generally a lawyer, that the latter shall

have part of the land, debt, or other thing sued
for, in the event of success, and that in the
meantime he shall carry on the suit at his own
expense. This practice has been strictly forbid-

den bv statute in England from very early times
(3 Edward I. c. 25: 13 Edward I. c. 49; etc.) ;

and in Scotland the rule of the civil law by
which the pactum de quota litis was held to be
a pactum illicitum, and as such void, has all

along been part of the common law. Such prac-

tices were also forbidden by statute to meml>ers
of the college of justice (1594 c. 216). There
is this difference between the laws of the two
countries, however, that whereas in England the
offense has always l)een punished criminally, in

Scotland the only penalty which it entails, beyond
nullity of the bargain, is deprivation of otSce.

According to Blackstone, the word "signifies the

purchasing of a suit, or a right of suing—a prac-

tice so much abhorred by our law that it is one
main reason why a chose in action, or thing of

which one hath the right but not the posses-

sion, is not assignable at common law, because
no man should purchase any pretense to sue
in another's right."

In many of the United States, however, cham-
pertous agreements are authorized by statute;

and, both in England and in this country, the

prevailing tendencj' is toward freedom of con-

tract l>etween litigant and lawyer, and between
the owner of a chose in action (q.v. ) and any
one who is willing to buy it. See Maintenance.

CHAMPFIiEURY, shiiN'flS'r^. The pseudo-

nym of Jules Fleury-Husson (1821-89), A
French novelist and miscellaneous writer, bom
at Laon. His early work was an essential though
an apparently accidental contribution to the

naturalistic movement in French fiction, though
most of his novels are romantic and even bohe-

mian. In these he appears as a quiet and
genial observer of the follies of mankind, not
a satirist of its vices. In Chien-Caillou (1847),
and especially in his best novel, Les bourgeois

lie .Molinchart (1854), he forms a most interest-

ing connecting link between Balzac in his Scenes

de la vie de province, and Flaul)ert in the epix-h-

making Madame Horary (1850). Champfleury
wrote also three volumes of Etudes litt^raircs,

and a valuable Bibliographie ccramique, as well

as other works on the history of pottery baaed

on the collections of the porcelain manufactory
at Sevres, of which, in 1872, he was made cus-

todian.

CHAMPION (Fr., Med. I.at. campio, com-
Jiatant. from campus, [battle] -field). In the

judicial combats of the Middle Ages, women,
children, and aged persons were allowed to ap-

pear by deputy in the lists. Such a deputy was
called a champion. Those who followed this pro-
fession were generally of the lowest class, and
were regarded as disreputable, and in case of
defeat were liable to equal punishment with their
clients. They were obliged to wear a peculiar
armor Jind dress of leather, and were not al-

lowed to fight on horseback. Champions are
mentioned as early as the time of Charlemagne.
A noble was not required to meet a plebeian, nor
were the clergy allowed to enter the lists. In
the age of chivalry the champion was a knight,
who entered the lists in behalf of an injured
lady, or child, or any one incapable of self-

defense. The term champion was also applied to
the knight who saw that no injury or insult was
offered to ladies at tournaments. In Eng-
land, formerly, on coronation day a knight fully
armed would challenge all who denied the King's
right to the throne. The custom, which dates
back to William the Conqueror, became, in the
time of Richard III., the hereditary right of the
Dj'moke family, and was last observed at the
coronation of George IV.

CHAMPION, The. An anti-ministerial jour-
nal founded by Henry Fielding, while living in
the Temple, in 1739. In 1741 he was assisted by
James Ralph, who had edited the Universal
Spectator, and who continued to bring out the
new venture after Fielding had retired from it.

The paper was modeled after Addison's Spectator
and is noteworthy as containing a rather fierce

attack by Fielding on Colley Gibber, who had
referred to him slightingly in his Apology.

CHAMPION HTLLS. A group of hills in

Hinds County, Miss., 20 miles east of Vicksburg,
where. May 16, 1863, during the Civil War, a
Federal force of about 15,000 (actually engaged),
under (Jeneral Grant, defeated a somewhat larger
Confederate force under General Pemberton, the
battle lasting about four hours, and the losses

in killed, wounded, captured, and missing being
about 2450 for the Federals and 5500 for the Con-
federates (Map: Mississippi, D 6).

CHAMPLAIN, shflm-plan'. A lake lying be-

tween Vermont and Xew York (Map: New York,
G 1). It is 110 miles long and increases in

width from one-quarter of a mile in the south
to 13 miles in the north. Its area is about 600
square miles, of which two-thirds is in Vermont.
The northern extremity extends 6 miles into

Canada. It is about 95 feet above the sea, has
a maximum depth of some 300 feet, and is

navigable for the largest vessels. It is drained
at the north by the Richelieu River (q.v.), which
empties into the Saint Lawrence. It is con-

nected with the Hudson by a canal from White-
hall. Its principal islands are those composing
Grand Isle County, Vt. Grand Isle, 12 miles
long and I to 4 miles wide, contains two town-
ships—Grand Isle and South Hero. North Hero,
14 miles long, 2 to 3 miles wide, and Isle Ijl

Motte, 6 miles long and 1 to 2 miles wide, are the

other main islands of the group. Alburg Penin-

sula, about 12 miles long and projecting south
from Canada into the lake, completes the terri-

tory of Grand Isle County. The general shore-line

is sinuous and offers many fine bays and bold

promontories. The scenerj' in this region is beau-
tiful. The Green Mountain range (q.v.) lies

about 20 miles east of the lake; on the west ar©
the .\dirondacks. The chief towns along the w»-
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terline are Rouse's Point, Plattsburg, Port
Henry, Crown Point, and Whitehall in New York,
and Burlington in Vermont, Lake Chaniplain re-

ceives I lie (lifscliarge of Lake George and of sev-

eral wniall rivers. It was discovered by Samuel
de Chaniplain in 1009, whence the name. Its

amphitheatre was the scene of much activity

during; the French and Indian War, and also dur-

ing the American Revolution.
The Battij: of Lake Ciiamplain. The name

given to a decisive naval engagement of the War
of 1812, fought off the town of Plattsburg, on
September II, I8I4, between a British fleet under
Captain George DowTiie and an American squad-

ron under Commodore Thomas Macdonough. In
July, 1814, a British army of about 11,000 men,
under Sir George Prevost, undertook the invasion

of New York, by the way of the western shore of

I^ke Champlain. To reinforce this movement it

was necessary, however, to dispose of the small
American fleet which was then at Plattsburg. In
preparation for the coming naval battle, both
sides increased their strength by the building of

ships. On Septeml)er 11 the British fleet entered

Plattsburg Harbor, and assailed the American
squadron, which was awaiting their attack at

anchor. Macdonough had chosen an advantageous
position, with his line of battle so disposed as to

make it impossible for the enemy to turn either

flank. The two fleets were about equally matched
in fighting strength, the American squadron num-
bering 14 vessels of some 2250 tons, with 882
men and 8B guns ; while the strength of the Brit-

ish comprised 16 vessels of 2400 tons, with 937
men and 92 guns. The advantage in training and
seamanship was probably on the side of the Brit-

ish. The battle lasted about two and one-half

hours, and ended in a victory for the Americans.
Owing to the close range at which the ships en-

gaged, the loss was heavy on both sides, the
Americans losing about 200, as against more
than .300 for the British. As a result of the bat-

tle, the plan of British invasion by land was
abandoned, and Prevost retreated in haste to Can-
ada. The victory was also eflTcctive in hurrying
on the close of hostilities. Consult: Roosevelt, The
Naval War of 1S12 (New York, 1882); John-
son, History of the War of 1812-15 (New York,
1882).

CHAMPLAIN, Samuel de (1567-1635). A
French explorer and colonizer, the founder of

Quebec, and the most prominent figure in the
early history of New France. He was born at
Brouage, in Saintonge, the son of a ship captain;
received a careful training in the principles of

navigation and cartography; entered the army,
and served in Brittany as quartermaster of cav-

alry under D'Aumont, Saint-Luc, and Brissac.

In 1598 he accompanied his uncle, recently ap-
pointed pilot general of Spain, when the latter

carried home from Blavet the Spanish soldiers who
had served in France as allies of the Leaguers,
and in January, 1599, he was placed in com-
mand of the Saint-Julian, which, with several
other vessels, started at that time for the West
Indies. After an absence of more than two years,

during which he visited various Spanish settle-

ments in America, including Mexico City and
New Granada, Champlain returned to France
and made a careful report of his observations to

Henry IV. This report, entitled Bref discours
des choses plus remarquahles que Samuel Cham-
plain a reconnues aux ludes Occidentales, re-

mains in manuscript at Dieppe, and was not
printed in the original until 1870, though an
English translation was published by the liak-
luyt Society in 1859. In it Champlain suggest*
the building of .i canal across the Isthmus of
Panama, "by which," he says, "the voyage to
the South Sea would be shortened by more than
1600 leagues." In 1603 he accompanied the ex-

pedition sent out by Amvar de Chastes to
choose a site for a proposed settlement, explored
the Saint Lawrence to the La Chine Rapids and
the Saguenay for 30 or 40 miles, and soon after
his return published a small work entitled Des
sauvages: ou voyage de Samuel Champlain de
Brouage fait en la France Xouvelle, wliieli, to-

gether with his other works, has been of tlve

utmost value to historians, and gives an espe-
cially interesting account of the character and
habits of the Indians. In the following year,
Champlain came to America with De Monts
(q.v.), who, on De Chastes's death (1603), had
secured the privilege of colonizing Acadia, and
during the next three years, in the course of four
separate voyages, explored the Bay of Fundy and
the New England coast from the mouth of the
Saint Croix to Vineyard Sound, though he
also spent much of his time during this period at
the settlement which was established first at
Saint Croix and afterwards at Port Royal, near
the present Annapolis, Nova Scotia (q.v.). In
1007 he returned with the discouraged colonists
to France, but in 1008 came again to America,
this time as Lieutenant-Governor (an office which
he held until his death), and on July 3 began to
lay the foundations of Quebec (q.v.).

In 1609 he accompanied a band of Montagnais,
Huron, and Algonquin Indians on an expedition
against the Iroquois, discovered the lake which
bears his name, and on July 30, near the present
Ticonderoga, was instrumental in defeating a
band of ilohawks—an event of great historical
importance, since it definitely committed France
to the policy, probably adopted by Champlain,.
whereby the French endeavored, by antagonizing
the Five Nations, to secure the alliance of the
diverse tribes of Canada, while the Iroquois were
impelled to unite first with the Dutch and after-

wards with the English. From 1009 until his
death, Champlain si>ent part of almost every
year in France, zealously looking after the inter-

ests of the colony, and while in Paris in 1 610 he
married Mademoiselle Hf^l^ne Boullf>, then only
12 years of age, who, however, did not come to
Canada until 1620. In 1610 he again took an
active part in a battle with the Iroquois, who
had formed a barricade of trees near the Sorel,

and in 1611 he established a temporary trading-
post on the site of the present Montreal. On the
reorganization of the Government of New France
in 1612, he was reappointed Lieutenant-Governor
under de Soissons, and subsequently held this
position under the Prince de Conde, the Due de
Montmorency, the Due de Ventadour, and Cardi-
nal Richelieu. In 1613, lured by the tales of
one Vignau, who claimed to have found a great
lake at the sources of the Ottawa and a salt sea
not far distant, Champlain proceeded up the
Ottawa as far as Allumette Island. Two years
later he accompanied a band of Indians, known
as 'The Great War Party,* on an expedition
against the Iroquois, and after a circuitous jour-

ney by way of the Ottaw^a, Lake Nipissing,
Georgian Bay, Trent River, and Lake Erie, un-
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successfully attacked the great Seneca fortress,

located probably near the eastern end of Oneida

Lake in New York. This was the last of his

expeditions either for war or for exploration,

and he passed the rest of his life for the most

part in Quebec and in Paris. In 161!) he pub-

lished a third volume, Voyages et decouvertes

fatten en la ?\oitveUe France, depuis I'annce 1615

fusques d la fin de Vann^e 1618; and in 1632

he issued his last work, Les Voyages de la Aoit-

velle France Occidentale, dicte Canada, faites par

le Sieur de Champlain Xainctongeais . . .

et toutes les decouvertes qu'il a faites en ce pais

depuis Van 1603 jiisques en Van 1629, which is

in part an abridgment of his three previous

works relating to Canada. In July, 1629, he was

forced to surrender Quebec to an English fleet

under David Kirke, and, after being detained for

some time as a prisoner in England, he went to

France, whence, in 1633, he again came to

Quebec (New France having been restored by

England in the previous year), and there on

Christmas Day, 1635, he died.

Bold and intrepid, far-seeing and resourceful,

tactful in his dealings with his white subordi-

nates and his red allies, bom to command, and

thoroughly imbued with the spirit of adventure

and discover^', he was the real founder of French

power in America, and richly earned his title,

•The Father of New France.' "Of the pioneers

of the North American forests," says Parkman,

"his name stands foremost on the list. It was

he who struck the deepest and boldest strokes

into the heart of their pristine barbarism.

. . His character belonged partly to the

past, partly to the present. The preux chevalier,

the crusader, the romance-loving explorer, the

curious knowledge-seeking traveler, the practical

navigator, all found their share in him. . . .

His books mark the man—all for his theme and
purpose, nothing for himself. Crude in style,

full of the superficial errors of carelessness

and haste, rarely difTuse, often brief to a fault,

they bear on every page the palpable impress of

truth." In 1870 a complete edition of Cham-
plain's works was issued under the editorship

of Laverdi&re and Casgrain, as CEuvres de Cham-^

plain, publi^es sous le patronage de VXJyiiversite

Laval (6 vols., Quebec, 1870), and an English

translation of the Voyages was published by the

Prince Society, under the title. Voyages of

Hnmuel de Champlain, Translated from the

French by Charles P. Otis, with Historical Illus-

trations and Memoir by Rev. E. F. Slafter (3

vols., Boston, 1878-82). For sketches of Cham-
plain, consult: Pkrkman, Pioneers of France in

the New ^Vorld (Boston, 1865) ; VVinsor. Narra-

tive and Critical History of America, Vol. IV.

(8 vols., Boston, 1886-89) ; Winsor, Cartier to

Frontenac (Boston, 1894) ; and an excellent,

though brief, biography by Sedg\vick in the

"Riverside Biographical Series" (Boston, 1902).

CHAMP LEVlf, shUN' le-vft'. See Enamel.

CHAMPLIN, chftmplln, James Tift (1811-

82). .\n .Xinerican educator. Ho was born in

Ccdchestcr. Conn., graduated at Brown Tniver-

sity in 1834, and entered the Baptist ministry.

He was j)rofessor of ancient languages in Water-
ville College (now Colby University) from 1841

to 1857, and was president from 1857 to 1872.

He published a number of college text-books, in-

cluding a Text-Book of Intellectual Philosophy

(1860) ; First Principles of Ethics (1861) ; and

a Text-Book of Political Economy (1868).

CHAMPLIN, John Denison (1834-). An
American writer. He was born in Stonington,

Conn., graduated at Yale in 1856, studied law

in Litchfield, Conn., and was admitted to the bar

in 1859. In 1862 he began newspaper work, and
from 1865 to 1869 was editor of the Litchfield

Hentinel. He edited Fox's Mission to Russia

(1873), was one of the corps of editors of

Appleton's American Cyclopoedia (1873-77), and
was one of the editors of the Standard Dictionary

(1892-94). He also edited Young Folks' Cyclo-

pedia of Common Things (1879) ; Young Folks*

Cyclopwdia of Persons and Places ( 1880 ) ; Young
Folks' Cyclopcedia of Literature and Art (1901) ;

and with Arthur E. Bostwick, Young Folks*

Cyclopcedia of Games and imports (New York,

1890), and was joint editor with C. C. Perkins

of a Cyclopcedia of Painters and Paintings (4

vols.. New Y'ork, 1881-87), and with W. F. An-
thorp. of Cyclopcedia of Music and Musicians (3

vols.. Nev.- York, 1881-91).

CHAMPMESLE, shaN'm&'lft', Marie De.s-

MARES (1641-98). A celebrated French actress,

born in Rouen, and married in 1667 to Charles

Chevillet de Champmesle, who was an important

comedian and playwright of his day. She had
already begun her career in the provinces when
she came with her husband in 1669 to the Theatre

du Marais in Paris. Her great reputation seems

to have started with her acting of Hermione in

Andromaque at the Hotel de Bourgogne the fol-

lowing year. Racine was notoriously captivated

by her charms, and the public appreciation of

her acting was almost as enthusiastic. She and

her husband went over in a few years to the

Theatre Grt^n^gaud, and in 1680 at the union of

the companies they became members of the new
Com^die Francaise. During her brilliant career

'La Champmesle' created a large number of the

famous rOles, among them Berenice, Ariane,

PhMre, V^nus, in Les amours de Venus et

d'Adonis, Atalide in Bajazet, Monime in Mith-

ridate, Iphig^nie in Iphigenie en Aulide, and the

same character in Oreste et Pylade. She left the

stage, in the vain attempt to restore her health at

Auteuil, where she died.

CHAMPNEY, champ'nl, Benjamin (1817

— ) . An American painter, bom at New Ipswich,

N. H. He studied in Boston and Paris, and

several times exhibited at the Salon. His best

works are paintings of \Vhite Mountain scenery.

He has written Sixty Years' Memories of Art

and Artists.

CHAMPNEY, James Wells (1843—). An
American iirtist, born in Boston. He first stud-

ied wood-engraving, then was a pupil of the

.^twerp Academy, and afterwards of Edouard

Frtre at Ecouen, France. His works include

genre subjects and many excellent portraits in

pastel. His wife. Elizaiieth Williams Champ-
NEY (1850— ), is the author of the Witch Winnie

Books, the series of \'assar Girls Abroad, and

Romance of the Feudal ChAtcaux (1900).

CHAMPNEYS, champ'nlz. Basil (1842—).

An Knglish architect and author. He graduated

at Trinitv College antl studied architecture as a

pupil of John Pritchard of London. He built the

divinity and literary schools at Newnham. the

.\rchirological Mustnim at Cambridge. Indian

institute (New College), Mansfield College (Ox-
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ford). ButltT Musfuiii (Harrow), the Quincen-

tenary Biiildinps (Westminster College), ami
many oluuclies and schools. His publications

include Vovcniry I'attnore, Memoirs and Corre-

Hpondence (1900).

CHAMPOLLION, shUN'pA'lyOx', Jean Fran-

cis ( !7!tO-18.{'2). A French Egyptologist. He
was born December 23, 17U0, at Figeac, Depart-

ment of I^t. He is often called Champollion le

.leune. in distinction from his brother Champol-
lion Figeac, a professor at Grenoble, who edu-

cated him. In 1807 he went to Paris to pursue

his various Oriental studies, and in 1810 was ap-

pointed professor of history at the lyceum of

Crenuble. In 1814 he published L'Egypte sous

Ics I'haraons, a study of the geography of ancient

Kgypt. Afterwards he essayed the decipherment

of the Egyptian hieroglyphics to which the dis-

covery of the Rosetta stone had attracted wide-

spread interest. His brilliant results were first

comnmnicated in his Lettre d Monsieur Dacier

to the public (1822), and were more fully stated

in his Precis du systrme hicroglyphique (1824).

It is now generally recognized that the attempts

to ascribe priority in the decipherment of hiero-

glyphics to Dr. Thomas Young, and even to

charge Champollion with plagiarizing Young's
diswveries, were entirely unjust. Champollion
worked indej>endently, and in any case Young's
results published in' 1819 were of slight impor-

tance as compared with those obtained by

Champollion. Champollion was sent by the

French Government to study the museums of

Italy in 1824, and in 1828 to Egypt, where he

Joined a Tuscan expedition, headed by Rosel-

lini. After his return he became a member of

the French Academic des Inscriptions (1830),

and in 1832, professor of Egyptology at the Col-

lege de France. His premature death was doubt-

less due to constant overwork. His genius and
his untiring industry are most clearly shown in

his posthumous works. His Grammaire 4gyp-
iicnne (1836) an^hmDicfionnairehi^roglyphique
( 1841 ) were both unfinished at his death. His
Soticcs nianiiscrites ( 1844, et seq.) , at first in in-

complete form, gives a more adequate idea of the

results of his Egyptian journey than the more ex-

tensive Monuments de VEgypte, published 1835

et seq. Of the numerous books and essays pub-

lished during his lifetime, the most noteworthy
are Pantheon Egyptien (1824); Sur I'ecriture

hit'-ratique (1821); Sur I'ecriture d^motique
(1824). After Champollion's death, Egyptology
retrograded temporarily, and much time was
wasted in fruitless disputes on the merits of

Champollion's system. At present, no one doubts
the enormous debt of gratitude owed by science to

the great decipherer, whose system has been bril-

liantly confirmed by modern discoveries, although
it has been greatly^ developed and improved in

matters of detail. Consult Aime Champollion,
Ijch deux Champollion, leur vie et leurs oeuvres

(Grenoble. 1888).

CHAMPOLLION, .Jean Jacques (1778-

1807), usually called Champollion Figeac. A
distinguished French archteologist, elder brother

of .T. F. Champollion (q.v.), the founder of Egyp-
tology. He was bom at Figeac, in the Depart-
ment of Lot, October 5. 1778. After completing
his collegiate' studies, he was for a time libra-

rian, and afterwards professor of Greek at Gren-
oble. In 1828 he was appointed keeper of manu-
scripts in the Royal Library in Paris, and twenty

years later became librarian at Fontainebleau.
He was at the same time professor in tlie hk-oie

des Chartes. He died May 9, 1807, in iiis eighty-

ninth year. Champollion first published a num-
ber of works on French history and philology.

Among them were: Antiquit^a de Grenoble
(1807) ; Recherches sur les patois ou idiomea de
France (1809); Xouveaux Mairciaaementa aur
la ville de Cularo, aujourd'hui Grenoble (1814).
Then, at his brother's suggestion, he turned his
attention to Egyptian archa>ology, limiting his
fatudics, however, to the Greek documents bearing
upon the subject. His Atinalea dea Lagides
(1819, with HuppUment, 1821) was crowTied by
the Institute, and he published later, utilizing
his brother's manuscript collections, L'Egypte an-
cienne et moderne (1840), and L'dcriture demo-
tique 4gyptienne ( 1843). Among his other works
are: Traits H&ineutaire d'archdologie (2d ed.

1843) ; Ilistoire des peuples anciena et modemes,
I'Asie centrale, I'Inde et la Chine (1857) ; Mono-
graphic du palais de Fontainebleau (1859-64);
Documents paUographiques relatifa d I'hiatoire

des beaux-arts et des belles-lettres pendant le

moyen (tge (1868). Champollion also collabo-
rated actively in editing the MSS. left by his
brother. Consult AimC Champollion, Les' deux
Champollion, leur vie et leura oeuvres (Grenoble,
1888).

CHAMPS ELYS]6eS, shaN'zA'l^'za'. The
fashionable promenade of Paris—a magnificent
avenue, extending from the Place de la Concorde
to the Arc de I'Etoile, about one and one-third
miles. It was laid out in 1616 by Marie de'
Medicis, and is lined with fine trees and hand-
some edifices, among them the Palais de I'Elys^e
and the Palais de I'lndustrie, in which the Salon
is held. The afternoon concourse of carriages is

one of the sights of Paris. The lower end of the
avenue abounds in caf^s chantants, entertain-
ments of various kinds, and restaurants.

CHANAK KALESSI, cha-nak' kU'lfis-se', or
Kale Sultanie (Turkish, Pot Castle). A
strongly fortified town of Asiatic Turkey, situ-

ated on the Dardanelles (Map: Turkey in Asia,
B 2). It is of considerable strategical impor-
tance, and is the seat of high military officials.

It has a well-developed pottery industry and a
population of about 10,000.

CHANAR, cha-niir', or ESPINAL, fi'sp^-naP.

Names applied to the very thorny xerophytic
(dry region) thickets of Argentina. See
Thicket.

CHANCE (OF. cheance, from Med. Lat. ca-

dentia, fall, from Lat. cadere, to fall). A word
which in its original and strict meaning may be
defined as the causelessness of an event. (See
Causality.) But with the growing insight into
the universal prevalence of causality, chance in
this sense of the term is in most scientific and
philosophical circles no longer regarded as possi-

ble. The word continues to be used in a diflferent

sense, viz. the unknown cause of an event. The
cause may be entirely unknown, or unknown
only in detail. In either case there is a lack
of predictability, and in so far as an event is

unpredictable it is said to be due to chance. The
only case where chance is still believed in as the
absence of causality is the case of volition. ( See
Determinism and Free Will.) The unpredicta-
ble event is itself called an accident, sometimes
also itself a chance. See Probahility.
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CHANCEL (OF., from Med. Lat. cancellus,

screen, Lat. cancelli, grating, dim. of cancer^

lattice ) . The end of the cluirch opposite the

entrance. Usually in fact, and always in ritual,

the east end, the choir end, was called the chan-

cel because it was divided from the body of the

church by a screen or rail which marked the

beginning of the part reserved for the clerg3\

In Roman Catholic churches the screen was usu-

ally not high except in monastic churches, and
in Gothic cathedrals, but in Greek and Russian
churches it completely shuts off the spectator,

as it did also in many mediiBval English
churches. The division was made sometimes so

as to include the place for singers in the nave,

sometimes it divided off only the altar and what
was behind it to the end of the apse. In fact,

it was used in England as practically synony-
mous with choir. A chancel aisle is the aisle or

deambulatory of the choir. See Apse; Basilica;
Choik : CiiiRCii ; Reredos.

CHANCELADE, shiiN's'-lad'. A prehistoric

station in Dordogne, France, belonging to the

Magdalenian Paleolithic epoch. At the foot of

an escarpment, beneath seven feet of debris, a hu-

man skeleton was found on the bed rock. For
the literature, consult ]Mortillet, Le Prehistorique

(Paris, 1900).

CHANCELLOB (OF. chanceler, Fr. chance-

licr, Lat. canceUarius, porter, doorkeeper, from
cancelli, lattice). Under the later Roman em-
perors the chancellor was an usher or officer

whose duty it was to stand at the railing or
latticework (cancelli) to protect the judicial

officer from the crowding of the people and to

act as intermediary between him and those hav-

ing business with the court. Upon the breaking
up of the Roman Empire the officer of the Crown
in both the Eastern Empire and the Roman-
German Empire and the kingdoms of the West,
whose duty it was as notary or scribe to prepare
and seal all important documents, was known as

a chancellor. His position was one of great in-

fluence, and he became the chief officer of the

Crown. The office was also adopted by the

ecclesiastical court at Rome as an inheritance

from the Roman Empire, and the office was in

turn created in the several bishoprics, each
diocese having its chancellor. In France the

chancellor was an officer of State of great
power and dignity. He was charged with the

care of the great seal ; he presided over the

King's councils, and under him several other

officers bearing the name of chancellor were em-
y>loyed in the administration of justice and the
preservation of public order. During the Revo-
lution the office was abolished (17!tO). It was
revived by Napoleon I., though deprived of many
of its functions. It was continued by the Bour-
bons, but finally, in 1848, merged with the Min-
istry of Justice. The chief functionary of the
Austrian Empire and of other European States

has often been termed chancellor, and on the
establishment of the German Empire Bismarck,
as the Prime Minister and chief administrative
officer, was made Chancellor of the Empire
(Reichskanzler.)

In England the chancellor, known as the Lord
Chancellor or Lord High Chancellor, ia the high-

est judicial officer of the Crown, the law adviser

of the Ministrj' and the Keeper of the Great Seal.

The existence of the office in England, as in the

other States of Europe, is to be ascribed to the

influence of the constitution of the Roman Em-
pire, this influence .being exercised in no small
measure through the medium of the Church.
In the early history of the office the Chancellor
was always an ecclesiastic and the confidential

adviser of the sovereign in State affairs. It is

for this reason that he has been called the keeper
of the King's conscience, and it is to this peculiar
method of exercising his judicial functions upon
equitable or conscientious, as distinguished from
purely legal, principles that the Court of Chan-
cery (q.v.), over which he presided, became of the
highest importance in English jurisprudence.
The Lord High Chancellor is the highest civil

officer of the Crown, ranking next after the royal
family and the Archbishop of Canterbury. The
Chancellor is a privy councilor by his office, a
member of the Cabinet, and prolocutor, or presid-

ing officer in the House of Lords, by prescription.

The writs for the convocation of Parliament are
issued in his name. Though the form in which his

tenure of office is terminated is by the resumption
of the Great Seal by the sovereign, the Chancellor
practically resigns office with the party to which
he is attached. He has the appointment of all

justices of the peace throughout the kingdom,
but this privilege he exercises generally on the

recommendation of the Lords Lieutenants. But
the most important, and, as it now seems, some-
what anomalous branch of his patronage, arises

out of his having been originally an ecclesiastic.

Though the last bishop who held the office was
John Williams, Archbishop of York, who was lord

keeper from July 10, 1621, to November 1, 1625,

the Chancellor still continues to be patron of all

the Crown livings of the value of £20 per annum,
or under (though in 1863 about 300 were sold

to augment the incomes of those sold and those
retained ) , and visitor of all hospitals and col-

leges of the King's foundation. As representing

the paternal character of the sovereign, again,

the Chancellor is the general guardian of all in-

fants, idiots, and lunatics, and has the super-

. vision of all charitable uses in the kingdom. As
regards his judicial patronage, the arrangement
is, that the Chancellor appoints in general all

the judges of the superior courts, except the two
Chief Justices, who are nominated by the Prime
Minister of the day. Of inferior appointments,
the latter also has reserved to him the commis-
sioners of bankruptcy and the judges of the

county courts. All these functions the Chancellor

performs in addition to his extensive duties as

the supreme judge of the Court of Chancery, both
as an ordinary court of common law and of

record, and as an extraordinary court of equity.

Much inconvenience had arisen from the accumu-
lation of duties in the single person of this high
dignitary, and various expedients had been de-

vised for lessening the evil. Vice-chancellors had
been appointed, and the duties of the Master of

the Rolls had been extended. In 1875 a consider-

able change vas made by consolidating all the

vice-chancellors' courts into one division, called

the Chancery Division of the High Court. And
the Chancellor's duties in the House of Lords as

the highest appeal court were lightened by statute

in 1876. The proposal of a Minister of Justice

has, however, not yet found favor. Tlie salary of

the Chancellor is £10,000 a year, and he has an
annuity of £5000 on his retirement from office.

The style of the Chancellor, since the union with

Scotland, has been Lord High Chancellor of Great
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Britain; but he has scarcely any jurisdiction in

Scutland, and in Ireland there is a separateChan-
cellor, having? powers in nu)«t renpccts tlie same
as tJiose of the Chancellor of Great Britain. To
slay Ujc Chancellor is treason under 25 Edward
111., c. 2.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer is the Min-
ister of Finance under the British Government.
He is a member of the Cabinet and of the House
of Commons. Formerly he was a judfje ex officio

of the chancery division of the Court of Excheq-
uer, but the equity jurisdiction of the Court of

Exchequer was transferred to the Court of Chan-
cery by statute 5 Vict. V,, since which he has had
no judicial functions. See Curia Regis; Ex-
chequer.
The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster is an

officer who formerly presided over the courts of

law and equity in the Duchy of Lancaster. He
is a menilx-r of the Cabinet. The office is now
a sinecure.

In several of the United States the term chan-
cellor has been applied to the chief judicial officer

of the court of chancery when such court has
been maintained as a distinct court from the

courts of common law. In several of the States

the judges of law courts have been given equity
jurisdiction, thus doing away with the separate

court of chancerj-. The title has not been used
in New York since 1849, when the law courts

of that State were given equity jurisdiction. The
court and title still exist in Delaware, New
Jersey, and some other States. The term is also

employed in designating the foreman of the

Scotch jury, the secretary of an embassy or con-

sulate, the administrative officer of a college or

university, or of an order. (See Chancery;
Kqcuty.) In Oxford and Cambridge the chan-

cellor is generally some great nobleman, and
has little or no connection with university ad-

ministration, which is in the hands of the vice-

chancellor, chosen from among the heads of the

colleges. In the United States chancellor is used
in a few instances for president, to designate the

head of an educational institution.

In the ecclesiastical use of the term, the chan-
cellor of a cathedral is a dignified official, usually

a canon, who superintends the arrangements for

the celebration of the religious scn'iees. His
office is quite distinct from that of the chancellor

of a diocese, who is vicar-general to the bishop,

and an ecclesiastical judge appointed to assist

the bishop in questions of ecclesiastical law, and
hold his courts for him. By 37 Henry VIII.,

Chap. 17, it is provided that the chancellor of a
diocese may be a laj'man, whether married or
single, provided he be doctor of the civil law
lawfully create and made in some university.

By the canons of 1603 he must be a bachelor of

law at least, or a master of arts. There are cer-

tain cases, however, in which the bishop must sit

in person. In case of complaint against a clerk

in holy orders, for any ecclesiastical offense

against the Church Discipline Act (3 and 4 Vict.,

Chap. 86), the bishop is to hear the cause, as-

sisted by three assessors, of whom the dean of

his cathedral, or one of his archdeacons, or his

chancellor, must be one ; and a sergeant-at-law,
or advocate who has practiced five years in the
court of the archbishop of the province, or bar-
rister of seven years' standing, another.

CHANCELLOR, Charles William (1833— ). An American physician, born in Vir-

ginia. He was educated at the University of
Virginia, and practiced medicine at Alexandria.
During the Civil War he was medical director

on the staff of General Pickett. In 1868 he was
appointed profes.^or of surgery in the Washing-
ton College of Maryland, and 'from 18!>3 to 1897
was United States consul at Havre, France. He
is the author of a Treatise on Mineral Waters,
a work on Hewagc Disposal, and many essays on
medical siibjects.

CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER.
See ExciiKgiKR.

CHANCELLOR, Richard ( ? -1556). An
English navigator, who, in 1550, was the com-
panion of Roger Bodenham on his voyage to

Candia and Chios. In 1553 he was appointed
pilot-general of the northern expedition under
Sir Hugh Willoughby, the purpose of which was
primarily to seek a northeast passage to China.
During a hurricane off the Lofoden Islands the
ships were scattered. The Edouard Bonaventure,
under Chancellor, alone entered the White Sea,

landing near the present site of Archangel. From
here Chancellor proceeded to Moscow, where he
was well received by the Czar, with whom he
succeeded in negotiating a treaty of commerce,
and shortly afterwards the Muscovy Company
was established. Chancellor and his crew were
shipwrecked and drowned while returning from
a second voyage to Russia in 1556.

CHAN'CELLORSVILLE, Battle of. One
of the most important battles of the Civil War,
fought May 2-4, 1863, at Chancellorsvillc, Va.,

11 miles west of Fredericksburg, between the

Federal Army of the Potomac, numbering
about 130,000, under General Hooker, and the

Confederate Army of Northern Virginia, num-
bering about 60,000, under General Lee. Hooker
had superseded Bumside on January 26, and by
the middle of April had succeeded in thoroughly
reorganizing his army, restoring its morale, and

CBAKCKLLOB8TILLK.

preparing it for action. At this time the Fed-
eral and Confederate armies lay facing each other

across the Rappahannock at Fredericksburg.
Hooker resolved to turn the Confederate left

fiank, first sending nearly all his cavalry, under
Stonenian, to destroy Lee's communications with
Richmond. The main movement began on April

27, when Hooker sent a portion of the army,
under Sedgwick, to distract Lee's attention by
crossing below Fredericksburg, while the main
force effected a crossing above the town. This
movement was successfully executed, and during
the night of April 30 the main force was concen-
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trat^ at Chancellorsville, on Lee's left flank.

Lee then turned to face Hooker, and on May 1

the latter timidly drew in his advance, and placed

himself on the defensive. Early on May 2, Lee

ordered Jackson, who had been stationed on his

extreme rijjht, with 30,000 men, to make a wide

detour, and. swinping round to the extreme right

of the Feileral position, make an unexpected as-

sault upon the enemy's flank. The direction of

this movement was not apparent to the Federals,

M-ho began to regard it in the nature of a retreat.

About (i P.M., after a march of some 15 miles,

Jackson fell suddenly upon the flank and rear

of Howard's corps, which constituted the right

flank of the Federal army, and, taking it by

surprise, stampeded it. Jackson, while in ad-

vance of his troops, was fired upon and mortally

wounded by his own men, who mistook his

escort for a detachment of Federals. Dur-

ing the progress of this movement Lee sought to

divert the attention of Hooker by a lively dem-

onstration on his front. On the morning of May
o Lee made a vigoroiis attack on front and flank,

in which Jackson's force, now commanded by

Stuart, played a leading part. The brunt of the

assault fell" upon General Sickles, on the Federal

right, and General Slocum, at the centre. Hooker,

who was stunned by the impact of a ball on a pil-

lar against which he was leaning, showed inde-

cision ; Sickles, w)io had stayed Stuart's fierce on-

slaught, fell short of ammunition; some 30,000

fresii troops were not called into action; and at

last the Federal line gave way, the army, however,

falling back only a short distance to a strong de-

fensive position. Lee was deterred from imme-

diately following up his advantage by the news

that his position was threatened on the right by

the advance of the Federal force under Sedg-

wick. At night, on May 2, Hooker had sent word

to Sedgwick to advance on Chancellorsville from

Fredericksburg. On May 3 Sedgwick attempted

to execute the order and captured Fredericks-

burg and the heights behind it. Lee sent re-

inforcements which checked his advance, and on

the night of May 4-5 Sedg\vick recrossed the Rap-

pahannock. I.ee then prepared to advance against

Hooker on the 5th, but the latter hastily with-

drew his army across the river during a heavy

storm. In the four days, :May 1-4, the Federals

had lost about 17,300 in killed, wounded, and

missing; the Confederates about 12,465. Lee had

clearly outgeneraled Hooker at every point, and

had won an important victory with greatly in-

ferior forces; but his success was almost counter-

balanced by his loss of .Tackson. Emboldened by

this victoiy and the apparent demoralization of

the Federal army, he planned his invasion of

Pennsylvania, which ended in the battle of Get-

tvsburg (q.v.). Consult: Tkidge, The Campaign of

ChauceUorsrille (Boston, 1881); Doubleday,

ClumwUorHvillc and Gettysburg (2d ed., New
York, 1882); .Johnson and Buel (editors), Bat-

tles and Leaders of the Civil War, Vol. III. (4

vols. New York, 1887); Official Records, Vol.

XXV. (Washington. 1889).

CHANCE-MEDLEY (Engl, chance + med-
ley), and CnAiD-MEDLEY, or MellS (OF. chaudr,

hot -f medUe, fray). French expressions bor-

rowed by the Scotch law. Though sometimes

used interchangeably, they are, in reality, dis-

tinct in meaning, the one signifying a casual

affray, the otlier an airray in the heat of blood

or passion. Both are, in the United States and

in most countries, recognized as pleas in mitiga-

tion of the offense of homicide (q.v.). See, also,

Defense; Sanctuary.

CHANCESr (Fr. chancellerte, It,, Med. Lat.

cancelleria, from cancellarius, chancellor, from

Lat. cancelli, lattice). Court of. I-i English

law, the court presided over by the Lord High
Chancellor, and until recently the highest court

in England, inferior only to Parliament. Orig-

inally a chancery was the office of a secretary

or chancellor (q.v.), where official documents
were put in form, sealed, and dispatched, or filed

as records.

The jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery waa
developed subsequently to the establishment of

the English courts of law, and consisted of that

portion of the King's judicial prerogative in

civil causes which he had not delegated to the

courts of law. Whenever, in the early history

of the common law, a suitor conceived that he

had sufTered an injury or wrong for which the

courts of law afforded no remedy by means of a
common-law writ (q.v.), his only recourse was to

petition the Cro\vn. These petitions came to be

addressed to the Chancellor, who, as the chief

officer and adviser of the Crown and Keeper of

the Great Seal, was deemed to be a personal

representative of the King, and thus endowed
with his judicial prerogative. The practice

of obtaining relief in this manner gradually took

on the character of a judicial proceeding, and the

Chancellor's office, or chancery, came to be known
as the court of the Chancellor or the Court of

Chancery; or in modem times, as the Court of

Equity (q.v.). To this peculiar origin of chan-

cery jurisdiction is due several peculiarities in

the manner in which jurisdiction is exercised

which are fimdamental in equity jurisprudence.

Thus, as the Chancellor was the personal repre-

sentative of the King, his authority was personal.

It could be exercised at any time, whether in

term time or vacation, and at any place in the

kingdom. Unlike the judges of the courts of

law, he could command an act to be or not to

be done, as, by virtue of his oSice, his com-

mands were the commands of the sovereign, he

who refused obedience was guilty of contempt to

the King, and his disobedience was pimishable

by imprisonment; and, as an ecclesiastic, the

Chancellor could invoke the power of the Church
and punish the contempt by excommunication.

By reason of these powers of the Chancellor, the

Court of Chancery became a court acting in

personam, as distinguished from courts of law,

which acted in rem.
The common-law procedure was founded on the

theory that the parties to an action owed no

ol)edience to the court. Thus, if the plaintiff

broijght an action at law to recover property

wrongfully withheld from him by the defendant,

or to recover damages for tort or breach of con-

tract, the court could give judgment for the

plaintiff, and then by its writ direct the sheriff

to seize the projH>rty and deliver it to the plain-

tiff or levy upon the defendant's property and

then satisfy the judgment; but if the defendant

concealed the property of the plaintiff or his

own, or removed it from the jurisdiction, the

court of law was powerless to act. On the other

hand, the court of tHpiity. in a proper case, could

dire<'t the defendant to perform his contract or

to tiim over property to the plaintiff, or to do

any act required by justice or the necessities of
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the case. It followetl, from the difference in the

character of the juristliction tliat waa exercised

by the two courts, timt while tlu' relief afforded

by the court of Inw wan neccHsiirily remedial, the

relief afforded in chancery might be. and fre-

quently was, preventive. Thus the court of law
had no power to restrain a defendant from doing
an act which might injure the plaintiff in the

future, but the Chancellor, by reason of his power
to command, might issue an injunction directing

the defendant to refrain from such an act.

Another important consequence of the differ-

ence in kind of jurisdiction exercised by the two
courts was the ability of the Chancellor to deal

with a many-sided controversy. A controversy

at law was necessarily two-sided. The law court

could only find a verdict and direct a judgment
for either the plaintiff or the defendant; but in-

asmuch as the Chancellor might require obedience

to his decrees on pain of punishment for con-

tempt, it was possible for him, in a single pro-

ceeding, to determine and adjvist the rights of

numerous parties, not only as between plaintiff

and defendant, but as between those who, nom-
inally codefendants, actually had some contro-

versy among themselves. As recourse to the

Chancellor was originally due to the inability of

the litigant to obtain relief at law, it became a
fundamental principle of the Court of Chancery
that it would take jurisdiction of the cause only
when it appeared that there was no adequate
remedy at law. Moreover, as the Chancellor was
originally an ecclesiastic, and the 'keeper of the

King's conscience,' he was said to exercise his

jurisdiction on conscientious or equitiible prin-

ciples, for the purpose of doing justice, without
regard to the strict rules of the common law.

This gave rise to certain basic equitable princi-

ples unknown to the law, but which, when once

established by precedent, were applied by the

court of equity in much the same manner that

courts of law applied legal principles.

Upon these principles chancery, as do our
modern courts of equity, afforded relief in eases

of fraud (q.v.) and mistake (q.v.). It compelled
defendants before it to give discovery (q.v.), ad-

ministered trusts, etc., all matters of which
courts of law took no cognizance. It also ob-

tained an administrative jurisdiction over the

affairs of married women, infants, and insane

persons, by virtue of the Chancellor representing

the King in his administrative capacity.

Thus there grew up with the common law a
great legal system which, while consistent with
and, indeed, supplementary to it, was largely

independent of it. Its office was to mitigate the

rigor of the rules of the common law and supply
its deficiencies, and this it was able to do be-

cause of the manner in which it exercised its

jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of the court of

chancery is (a) coordinate, (b) supplementary,
and (c) exclusive.

Jurisdiction is said to be coordinate when the

litigant has his election to seek relief at law or

in chancery. Hence, for breach of contract the

plaintiff has the alternative of recovering dam-
ages at law; or, if legal damages are inadequate,

securing specific performance of the contract by
decree of the chancellor.

The jurisdiction of chancery is said to be sup-

plemental when, for the purpose of protecting

rights recognized and enforced by courts of law,

it confers and enforces new equitable rights ; thus

the right of the mortgagor to redeem mortgaged
property and of the mortgagee to foreclose in

equity, and, in a similar manner, the exercise of

its jurisdiction over waste (q.v.), are typical
examples of tlm supplemental jurisdiction of

chancery. (See MoRT(iAOE. ) The jurisdiction
of chancery is exclusive when its powers are ex-

erted in protecting purely equitable rigiits—that
is, rights recognized in chancery, but of which
the law takes no cognizance. The most notable
example is the jurisdiction exercised in chancery
over uses and trusts (q.v.).

Before 1873 the constitution of the Court of

Chancery in England consisted of the Lord High
Chancellor, the .Master of the Rolls, and three
vice-chancellors. In that year an act was passed
by which the Court of Chancery became one di-

vision of the High Court of .Justice, retaining
only its equity jurisdiction, its ordinary juris-

diction being transferred to other divisions of

the court. This forms an important part of that
'fusion of law and equity' under the judicature
acts (1873-76), which has so simplified and made
orderly the practice of English courts.

In the United States the terms court of chan-
cery and chancery are used in some States as
equivalent to courts of equity and equity. The
principles and practice of equity were generally
transferred to this country as they existed in

England; but in most of the States there are no
separate courts of chancery, the same judge sit-

ting, according to the nature of the case, either

as a common-law or equity court. A few States,

however, instituted courts of chancery under
that name ; these were Alabama, Delaware, Flor-

ida, Mississippi, New Jersey, Tennessee, and Ver-
mont.' As early as 1848 the State of New York
not only abolished the distinction between courts
of equity and common law, but did away with the
old forms of practice in both.

Many of the States have followed this reform.

By the United States Constitution Federal courts
are especially given jurisdiction in equity as
well as in common law, and the distinction be-

tween procedure at law and equity has been
maintained, though both systems are adminis-
tered bj' the same courts. ( See Equity ; Equity
Pleading; Practice.) Consult: Kerly, His-

torical Sketch of the Equitable Jurisdiction of
the Court of Chancery (Cambridge, Eng., 1890) ;

Gilbert, History and Practice of the High Court

of Chancery (London, 1758; first American edi-

tion, Washington, 1874) ; Marsh, History of the

Court of Chancery and of the Rise and Develop-
ment of the Doctrines of Equity (Toronto, 1890).

CHANCES, The. A comedy by John
Fletcher, first printed in the folio edition of

1647. It was altered by George Villiers, Duke
of Buckingham, in 1682; but "the licentiousness

of that nobleman's pen rendering the play im-

proper for representation" at later and more
refined periods, it was revised a second time by
Garrick in 1773. Its source is Cervantes's novel

La Sciiora Cornelia. A musical drama entitled

Don John, or the Two Violettas, produced in

1821, was based on it.

CHANDA, chun'da. The capital of a district

of the same name, in the Nagpur Division, Cen-
tral Provinces, British India (Map: India, C 4).

The town stands on the left bank of the Virfii,

near its junction with the Wardha, 90 miles south
of the town of Nagpur. Its walls, built of cut
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stone, and surrounded by a high parapet, are 6
miles round, from 15 to 20 feet high, and flanked
with rough towers large enough for the heaviest
guns, its arch«ologital remains, temples, regal
tombs, and gigantic monolithic figures are in-

teresting. It is well supplied with water. Chan-
da is tlie terminus of a branch connection of the
Bombay Railway, and is noted for its great fair

of three weeks' duration, held annually, in April.
Population, 17,000. The district contains con-
siderable iron and coal deposits. Area, 10,749
square miles. Population, in 1891, 697,600; in

1901, 589,400.

CHANDALA, chiin-dil'lJi (Skt. candala).
The lowest of the impure classes in Hindu caste.

See Caste.

CHANDELETJB (shan'de-loor') ISLANDS.
A group of about fifteen small islands Ijing in
the Gulf of Mexico from 20 to 30 miles off

the east coast of Louisiana, from which main-
land they are separated by Chandeleur Sound
(Map: Louisiana, G 4). A lighthouse on the
north end of the most northern island is in

latitude 30° 2' N. and longitude 88° 52' W.; it

has a fixed white light.

CHANDEBNAGAB, chun'der-nug'er ( Skt.
candranagara, city of the moon, from candra,
moon -f nagara, city). A city in India with a
territory of about 3^4 square miles, belonging to
France, situated on the west bank of the Hugli,
21 miles above Calcutta by rail, in latitude 22°
50' X. and longitude 88° 23' E. (Map: India,
E 4). A former rival to Calcutta in commercial
importance, its trade has declined owing to the
silting of its river approaches. The population,
about 26,000, consists of a French sub-governor
with a small military detachment, and a few
Europeans and Eurasians, the great bulk being
natives. The settlement dates from 1673. It
was taken three times by the English, but was
finally restored to France in 1816.

CHAND'LEB, Charles Frederick (1836—).
An American chemist, bom at Lancaster, Mass.
lie was e<lucated at the Lawrence Scientific
School of Harvard University, and at the uni-
versities of Guttingen and Berlin. After being
director of the chemical department of Union
College, Schenectady, N. Y. (1857), he was ap-
pointed professor of chemistry in the New York
College of Pharmacy (1858). In 1864 he became
professor of analytical and applied chemistry in
the School of Mines, Columbia University, and
in 1876 he was appointed to the chair of' chem-
istry and medical jurisprudence in the College
of Physicians and Surgeons. In 1865 he be-
came chemist, and in 1873 president of the
Board of Health of the city of New York. He
was made president of the American Chemical As-
sociation of the British Society of Chemistry in
1899. and of the Chemist Club in 1899. In as-
sociation with his brother. Prof. W. H. Chandler,
of I^high I'niversity, he, in 1870, established
the monthly publication entitled The American
Chemist (1870-77). His numerous papers, most
of which are published in the before-mentioned
journal and in the annual reports of the Health
Department of New York, include: Report on
Wntrrs for Locomotires and Boiler Incruntations
(1805); Chemistry of Oas-Lighting (1876);
DanqerouH Kerosene; Lecture on Water (1871) ;

Photo-Meehnnicnl Processes (1890); Report on
Dangrrous Cosmetics (1870); Report on Petro-

leum aa an Illuminator (1871) ; Report on the
Waters of the Hudson Ricer (1872); Synopsis
of Organic Chemistry (printed for the class of
'65, Union College, Schenectady, 1864) ; Manual
of Qualitative Analysis (pamphlet, 1873).
Among the numerous reforms introduced during
the administration of Professor Chandler are
the segregation of slaughter-hou.ses and the pas-
sage of the Tenement-House Act, which provides
that the plans of every tenement-house must first

be submitted to the Board of Health.

CHANDLEB, Seth (1845—). An Ameri-
can astronomer, bom in Boston, Mass. He was
long attached to the Harvard Observatory; was
awarded the gold medal of the Royal Astronom-
ical Society of London in 1896 for his deter-
mination of the laws of the variations of latitude
or movements of the earth's pole, and his re-

searches on variable stars, of which he has pre-
pared a catalogue. He was elected a member
of the National Academy of Sciences in 1888 and
is the inventor of the instrument known as the
almucantar (q.v.). In 1896 he assumed the edi-
torship of the Astronomical Journal.

CHANDLEB, William Eatox (1835—). An
American politician. He was born in New Hamp-
shii-e, and graduated at the Harvard Law
School in 1855. He was Speaker of the New
Hampshire Legislature in 1863-64, was appointed
judge-advocate-general of the navy in 1865, and
was First Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
under Secretary McCulloch from 1865 to 1869.
He was Secretary of the Navy from 1882 to 1885,
and it was during his administration that the
building of the modern na\'y was begun. From
1881 to 1901 he was United States Senator from
New Hampshire.

CHANDLEB, Zachari.\h (1813-79). An
American merchant and politician. He was bom
at Bedford, N. H., was educated in a common
school, and in 1833 removed to Detroit, Mich.,
where he became a wealthy and prosperous dry-
goods merchant. He was an active member of
the Whig Party, and in 1851 was elected mayor
of the city. In 1852 he was nominated for (Jov-

emor, but was defeated. He took an active part
in the organization of the Republican Party, and
in 1857 was sent to the L'nited States Senate,
where he soon became conspicuous as a radical
opponent of all schemes for the extension of
slaverj'. When the Civil War broke out he was
one of the foremost advocates of a vigorous
prosecution of hostilities, and urged that 500,000
volunteers instead of 75.000 he called for at
the start. He was reelected to the Senate in

1863 and again in 1869; served as Secretary of
the Interior in the Cabinet of President Grant
from 1875 to 1877; was chairman of the Repub-
lican National Committee in 1876, taking an
active part in the Presidential campaign; and in
February, 1879, was again elected to the Senate,
where he soon attracted general attention by a
virulent attack on JefTerson Davis. He died sud-
denly in Chicago, whither he had gone to make
a political speech. He was a man of great force
and of unusual administrative capacity, but ex-
cited widespread antagonism by his radicalism in
politics and by his unscrupulousness as a p<dit-
ical 7nanag('r.

CHANDOGYA, chfln'dA-jI'A. In Hindu liter-
ature, the name of a Brahmana of the Samaveda,
in ten books, of which the eight known in Europe
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up to the presw'iit day fonn the iniiwrtant Chan-

dogya Ipanishad, trcntiiiR of the valueH of the

sacred Byllnhle C)in. It has been translated by

MUller in V'ol. I. of the tiacred Hooks of the East.

CHANDRAGUPTA, ehan'drii-g!5Up't&. See

SANDKAcorns,

CHANDRAKANTA, chfln'driikUn'tA (Skt.,

iH'aiuifiil as the moon, from vandra, moon +
k&nia, h)vely, from ham, to love). The moon-
stone; a jewel, in Hindu legend, said to be

formed of eonpeiiled moon-rays and to be dis-

soluble under tliat planet's light.

CHANTRON. See Chamfko.n.

CHANGARNIER, shJlN'^r'nyft', Nicolas
Anne Tu^odule (1793-1877). A French gen-

eral, born at Autun. He was educated at the

military school of Saint-Cyr, entered the army,
and took part, in 1823, in the Spanish expedition.

In 1830 he went as captain to Algeria, where
he distinguished himself, and rose to the rank of

general of division. After the Revolution of

1848 he superseded Cavaignac (q.v.) as Gover-

nor of Algeria, but when chosen a member of the

National Assembly he returned to Paris in the

same year and was appointed commander-in-
chief of the National Guard, and, when Louis

Napoleon became President, of the troops in

Paris. He was a member of the Assembly, and
held at the same time his double office in the

army, until the coup d'etat of December, 1851,

when lie was exiled. He returned to France in

1859 after the proclamation of general amnesty.

On the outbreak of the Franco-German War,
Changarnier offered his services to the Govern-

ment, but they were rejected by Marshal Leboeuf,

the Minister of War. In August, however, the

Emperor asked him to join the army of Bazaine.

He assisted in the defense of Metz, and was em-

ployed by Bazaine in the negotiations with Prince

Frederick Charles which led to the capitulation

of Bazaine's army, on October 27, 1870. He re-

turned to France* in 1871 and served in the As-

sembly until 1873, when he participated in the

y>roceedings which caused the downfall of Thiers.

In 1875 he voted against the constitutional law
recognizing the Republic, and in the Senate, of

which he was made a life member, in the same
year, he showed himself an enemy of Republican

Institutions. He died in Paris, February 14,

1877.

CHANG-CHOW, chang'chou'. The capital

of tlie l)epartment of Chang-chow, Fu-kien,

China, on the Kiu-lung estuarv', 35 miles west

of Amoy (Maj): China, E 7). It is a walled city,

inclosed within a circuit of 4*4 miles, and has

broad granite-paved streets with fine stores.

The chief building is a Buddhist temple, dating

from the Eighth Century. A wooden bridge

nearly 800 feet long, resting on twenty-five stone

piles, spans the river. The town has manu-
factures of silk, sugar, crystal, and bricks, and
carries on an extensive domestic and export

trade in tea and sugar. Population, estimated,

between 900,000 and 1,000,000.

CHANGELING. It was at one time a com-
mon superstition that infants were taken from
their cradles by fairies, who left instead their

own weakly and starving elves. The children

so left were called changeUnfjs, and were known
by their peevishness, and their backwardness in

walking and speaking. As it was supposed that

the fairies had no power to change children that
had In-en christened, infants were carefully

watched until such time as that ceremony had
been performed. This superstition is alluded to

by Shakespeare, S]M'nser, and otlier poets.

CHANGELING, The. A drama, by Middle-
t<m and Rowley, jiroduced in 1023, and published

in quarto in 1053. After tlie Restoration, in

1(501, it was successfully revive<l. It is in great
measure founded on an episode in Reynolds's The
Triutnjdts of God's RevoKjc.

CHANGE-OF-DAY LINE. See Date-Line.

CHANGO, chiii./go. A dwarfish tribe living

in the rainless coast region bordering upon the

desert of Atacama, northern Chile. They sul)sist

entirely upon sea-food. The men are said to

average but four feet nine inches in height.

Nothing definite is known concerning their lan-

guage.

CHANG-SHA, chilng'shU'. Capital of the

riiincse Province of Hu-nan. situated on the

Sian-kiang, about 350 miles north of Canton
(Map: China, D 6). It is surrounded by a wall

and has an important silk industry. Population,

estimated at 300,000.

CHANK-SHELL (Hind, iankh, from Skt.

sanlcha, conch-shell). The top-shaped shell of

any of several gastropod mollusks of the genus
Turbinella, specifically Turhinella pyrum. They
are obtained chiefly by diving in water 12 or 15

feet deep, along the coasts of southern India

and Ceylon, the chief fishery being at Tuticorin,

on the Gulf of Manar, where about 325,000 are

obtained each winter, and are chiefly .sent to

1, Chank-Shell. 2. Arm of Vishnu, with Chank-Shell.

Dacca. They are much u.sed as ornaments,
often elaborately carved, by Hindu women, the

arms and legs being encircled with them ; and
many of them are buried with the bodies of

opulent persons. This esteem among the Hindus
is due to the fact tliat the shell is a sacred

emblem of Vishnu, who is usually represented

as holding one.

CHANLER, William A.stob (1867--). An
American politician and traveler, born in New-
port, R. I. After expensive foreign tours, he

undertook, with Chevalier Ludwig von Hiihnel,

the exploration of the region east and west of

Mount Kenia, in Africa. They left Zanzibar in

September, 1892. and reached the coast again

in July, 1893. Their experiences and .scientific

work on this trip Chanler embodied in his book,

Through Jungle and Desert (1896). Upon his
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return to the United States, lie entered political
life and became a member of the New York State
Legislature, from the Fifth Asembly District
in 1S97, and from the Fourteenth in 1899. He
served with special commendation from Shaf-
ter, weneral in eommand, in the battles before
Santiago, Cuba (July 1-2, 1898).

CHANLIETT, shjin'lye', Guillaume Amfbye
(1G39-1720). A French poet, bom at Fontenaj-
( Vixin Xorniand ) . He was one of the dissolute

abbes so conmion at that period of French litera-

ture, and was called by his contemporaries
*L'Anacri'on du Temple.' Voltaire speaks highly
of his verses, which have a grace and facility

that make them still read. The best edition
is that of the Marquis de la Fari (1774).

CHANNEL, OF A Stream. The hollow or de-

pression between the banks through which the
water flows. A river may have several channels
in part* of its course. In such a case, the main
channel has been defined by judicial authority
to be "that bed of the river over which the
principal volume of water flows." It may or
may not be coincident with the deepest water or
the best currents for navigation. See Ripabiajt
Rights; River.

CHANNEL, or CHANNELZtTG (OF.
chaneL from Lat. canalis^ gi'oove, connected with
Skt. khan, OPers. kan, to dig) . The name given
to the cuned grooves of columns which are cut
in parallel rows. It is usual to distinguish the
channels in a Doric column, which adjoin one
another, from the flutes of the Ionic and Corin-
thian columns, which are separated by an arris.

See Column.
CHANNEL. See Exgush Channel.
CHANNEL BASS. A sciaenid fish. See Red-

fish.

CHANNELBILL. A large Australian cuck-
oo {Sci/throps Xovce-HoUandce) , having a very
large and curiously grooved beak, so that it was
long considered a species of hombill. See Plate
of CrcKoos.

CHANNEL CAT. See Catfishes.

CHANNELING-MACHINES. See Quabry-
iNd.

CHANNEL ISLANDS (Fr. VArchipel de la

\lnnche, the Channel Archipelago). A group of
islands geographically connected with France,
but politically attached to Great Britain, in the
English Channel, to the west of the peninsula of

Cotentin. The islands lie 10 to .30 miles distant
from the Normandy coast, and 50 to 120 miles
south of the English coast (Map: France, D 2).
'I'hej' comprise Jersey, Guernsey, Aldemey, and
Sark. and a number of islets. Their combined
area is about 75 square miles.

Famous for their strategic position, historj', an-
tiquities, genial climate, and picturesque and
varied scenerj-, they constitute favorite and fash-
ionable resorts for English, French, and even
American invalids and tourists. The small and
highly cultivatetl farm holdings, ranging from 5
to 12 acres, and the good military roads, give the
islands the appearance of carefully laid out pleas-

ure grounds, and gained from Victor Hugo, long a
resident, the designation of 'gardens of the sea.'

The principal industry is agriculture. The soil

produces good crops ; horticulture and floricultiiro

flourish, potatoes are extensively cultivated for
exportation, the annual yield in Jersey exceeding

Vol.. I v.—24.

60,000 tons, valued at $1,320,000, while Guernsey
supplies London and Paris with enormous quanti-
ties of fruit, grown under glass. The chief
fertilizer is rratc, or seaweed, the regular gath-
ering of which, controlled by legislation, is one
of the characteristic insular scenes. A large
quantity is used in the manufacture of kelp and
iodine, its value to Guernsey being estimated at
$150,000 annually. The three larger islands are
noted for distinctive breeds of cattle, the purity
of each breed being jealously guarded; they are
remarkable for their small size, symmetry, color,
and beauty, and for the yield and quality of their
milk, making dairy farming a profitable industrj'.
There are important fisheries of turbot, John
Dory, conger-eels, oysters, lobsters, monster
crabs, etc. The quarries of Jersey and Guernsey
are extensively worked and export fine granite
for building purposes. There is daily communi-
cation by steamers with various English and
French ports, and an average of 3000 vessels of
200,000 gross tonnage enter and clear the Chan-
nel Island ports annually.

The geology of the islands is particularly in-

teresting in the primary formation of granite
rocks; vegetation is rich and varied, and scien-

tists here find a comprehensive field of study in a
small compass. The coasts are rocky and danger-
ous, and the tidal currents treacherous; light-

houses stand on the more important headlands
and outlying reefs. The population in 1901 was
95,841. The chief town is Saint Helier, on the
island of Jersey. Among the farming popula-
tion the vernacular language is old Norman
French, which differs in peculiarities of spelling
and pronunciation in each island, and even in
parishes of the same island. The English lan-

guage predominates in the town districts, which
contain a large proportion of British and many
French residents. Officially attached to Hamp-
shire, England, and the diocese of Winchester,
the islands are self-governed and aflTord interest-

ing examples of home rule, forming, as Freeman
states, 'distinct commonwealths.' They comprise
the two bailiwicks of Jersey and Guernsey—the
latter including Aldemey, Sark, Herm. and ad-
jacent isles each presided over by a 'bailiflP or
chief magistrate of native extraction appointed
by the British Cro^^^l, and assisted by a 'States'

or Legislative Assembly, comprising 'jurats' or
magistrates, the rectors of the parishes, all life

officers, the 'constables' or parochial mayors, and
a number of 'deputies' or representatives elected

for a term. Judicial afl'airs are managed by a
royal court, consisting of the bailiflf and jurats,

who thus fill the anomalous dual pt)sitions of

law-makers and law-dispensers. The British
Government is represented by lieutenant-gover-
nors, generally army officers of distinction, who
are appointed for five years, command the mili-

tary forces in the islands, have the right of veto
and an equal seat with the hailifT in the Staten
Assembly, but no vote. French is the official

language of the legislatures and courts, but after

long opposition the optional use of English has
been adopted. There are also ecclesia.stical

courts. Taxation is light, living is inexpensive,

but military service at fixed periods is compul-
sory on all male natives and residents from 16

to 60 years of age.

The laws of the islands are derived from the
Coutumier de Normandie, the islands having
once formed part of the Duchy of Normandy.
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They are tlio Hole remains of that duchy, at-

tached to the British crown, whence their inde-

pendence and the huniorouH local contention that

Great liritain is an appanage of the Channel

Islands, legal documents referring to the mon-
arch as Duke of Normandy and King of Great

Britain and Ireland. The islands originally were
joined to the CJontinent ; raised beaches and other

traces of disruption exist. Cave-dwellings and
numerous megulithie cromlechs, tumuli, and
menhirs prove the habitation of a prehistoric

race; a few old Norman chapels remain; the

oldest churches. Saint Brelade's, Jersey, and
Saint Sampson's, Guernsey, date from 1111, and
earthworks, fortifications, and castles dating from
Roman and subsequent perimls exist. The Romans
occupied the islands during the Third and Fourth

centuries; Ca?sarca (Jersey), Ciesar's Isle, and
Sarnia (Guprnsey) occur in the itinerary of An-
toninus. Christianity was introduced by Irish

missionaries about a.d. 460, Saint Helier being

the apostle of Jersey and Saint Sampson of

Guernsey. The islands were taken by Rollo pre-

vious to his invasion of Normandy, the famous
Roman de Kou, by Wace (q.v.), a native of Jer-

sey, who wrote in the Twelfth Century, celebrat-

ing his deeds.

After the Conquest the islands alternated be-

tween Norman and English rule until 1204, when
with the loss of Normandy they remained faith-

ful to England and steadfastly resisted many
subsequent attempts on the part of France to

capture them. In Henry VI.'s reign the French
held part of Jersey for six years. During the

Civil War they were the scene of many notable

events, Jersey remaining loyal and Episcopal, and
Guernsey republican and Presbyterian. During
the Revolutionary War in America a French
expedition landed in Jersey in 1781, but was
defeated with great loss. During the French and
American wars, when shipbuilding was an im-

portant local industry, the islanders fitted out

many privateers, and, in Burke's words, became
"one of the naval powers of the world." cap-

turing many rich prizes. The islands are fa-

vorite asylums for political refugees. Their

nunil)ers have included Charles II., Earl Claren-

don, Victor Hugo, and General Boulanger. Popu
lation, in 1891, 92,200; in 1901, 95,800. Consult:

Urquhart, Channel Islands, l^orman Law (Lon-

don, 1844) ; Pegot-Ogier, Histoire des lies de la

Manche (Paris, 1881) ; Ansted and Latham, The
Channel Islands (London, 1896) ; De Cl<:>ry, Les
iles nnrmnndes (Paris, 1898) ; and .separate arti-

cles. Aldernev; Jersey; Guernsey; and Sabk.

CHANTIINO, Edward (1856— ). An Ameri-
can historian. He was born in Dorchester,
Mass., and in 1878 graduated at Harvard, where
he became instructor in history in 1883, assistant'

professor in 1887, and profes.sor in 1897. His
publications include: Totcn and County Oov-
crnment in the English Colonics (1884); The
United States of America (1896), in the Cam-
bridge (Eng.) Historical Series; and two excel-

lent text-books, .4 Student's Uistori/ of the United
States ( 1897) . and A Short History of the United
States for School Use (1900)." He has col-

laborated with Justin Winsor in the publication
of Vols. II.. VI., and VII. of the Narrative and
Critical History of America (1886-89), with T.

W. Higginson in English History for Americans
( 1893 ) , and with A. B. Hart in the Guide to the
Study of American History (1896).

CHANNING, Edward Tvurei. (1790-1856).
An Aiiu'riciui scholar, the brotiier of William
Ellery Clumning. He was educated at Harvard,
and began the practice of law in Boston, but
devoted his attention chiefly to literature. From
1817 to 1819 he edited the North American Ke-

victr, and was a regular contributor to it through
a large part of his life. He was professor of

rhetoric and oratory in Harvard College from
1819 to 1851. A volume of his U>ctures was pub-
lished in 1856 with a memoir by R. H. Dana.

CHANNING, William Ellery (1780-1842).

An AnuTican Unitarian preacher and author.

He was born April 7, 1780, in Newport, R. I.,

entered Harvard at the age of fifteen, and took

his degree in 1798. He taught for two years in

Richmond and then studied divinity. In 1803

he was ordained minister of Federal Stn-et

Church in Boston. During the earlier years of

his ministry his theological peculiarities had
little prominence in his discourses, and in con-

sequence he stood upon friendly terms with hi*

brethren in more orthodox churches. In 1819,

however, he preached a sermon at the ordination

of the Rev. Jared Sparks, in which he pointed

out the inadequacy of the Calvinistic theohjgy

then current, and advocated the L'nitarian doc-

trine with so much zeal and ability that he wa»
termed 'the apostle of Unitarianism.' This in-

volved him in a controversy, a thing which

he naturally loathed. To the end of his life

he preserved a devoutly Christian heart, shrink-

ing with the delicate instinct of a refined na-

ture from everything cold, one-sided, and dog-

matic, whether Unitarian or Trinitarian. As
late as 1841, he wrote, "1 am little of a Uni-

tarian, have little sympathy with the system of

Priestley and Belsham, and stand aloof from all

but those who strive and pray for clearer light."

In 1821 he received the title of D.D. from Har-
vard University, on account of the great talent he
had exhibited in his tractates on the Evidences

of Christianity and of Revealed Religion, his ad-

dress on War, and his Sermons. In 1822 he
visited Europe, and made the acquaintance of

several English authors, among them Words-
worth and Coleridge, both of wliom were strongly

impressed in his favor. Coleridge said of him:
"He has the love of wisdom and the wisdom of

love." In 1823 he published Remarks on Na-
t tonal Literature ; in 1826, On the Character and
Writings of John Milton; in 1829, On the

Character and M'ritings of Fenelon ; in 1835, an
essay on Negro Slavery, strongly opposing it

from the moral point of view; and in 1838 an
essay on Self-Culture. Besides these he wrote
a variety of other essays and treati.ses, all char-

acterized by vigor, eloquence, pure taste, and a
lofty tone of moral earnestness. He died Octo-

ber 2, 1842, at Bennington, Vt. His complete
works have been several times reprinted (e.g.

in one volume, Boston, 1875). More important
than his purely theological speculations was the
public exercise of a wide influence on his con-

temporaries in regard to social and philanthropic
questions and the organization of charity; in

the interest of peace, of temperance work, and of

education, the ethics of political life, and the
question of slavery. In the last-named mat-
ter, while never taking the extreme abolition

position, he gave much moral support to the
movement ; and in concert with Emerson and
other great intellectual leaders, was a great
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factor in tlie strenuous New England life of the

middle of the Nineteenth Century. An interest-

ing memoir of him was published by his nephew,
William Henry Channing" (3 vols., London, 1848,

and reprintod in Boston, 1880).

CHANNING, William Elleby (1818—).
An American journalist, poet, and essayist, a
nephew of the great Unitarian preacher of the

same name. He was born in Boston, was edu-

cated at Harvard, and was for many years con-

nected with various newspapers and magazines.

He published volumes of poems, and in prose:

Youth of the Poet and Painter; Thoreau, the

Poet-Xaturalist (1873); and Conversations in

Rome Between an Artist, a Catholic, and a
Critic (1847).

CHANNING, W'lLLiAM Hexby (1810-84).

An American Unitarian clergyman and author.

He was born in Boston, ilass., May 25, 1810, and
was a nephew of William EUery Channing. He
graduated at Harvard in 1829, at Cambridge

Divinity School in 1833, and was ordained in

charge of a Unitarian church in Cincinnati in

1835. After filling several pastorates in the Uni-

ted States, he succeeded ( 1857 ) James Martineau

as minister of the Hope Street Unitarian Chapel,

Liverpool, England. At the commencement of

the Rebellion he returned ( 1862) and took charge

of the Unitarian church in Washington, D. C.

He was one of the early supporters of the social-

istic movement in this country, was editor of

The Present and The Harbinger, and in 1848 pre-

sided over a socialistic association in Boston.

He was a prolific writer, contributing to the

Xorth American Review, The Dial, The Christian

Examiner, and other serials. Among his larger

works are a translation of Jouffroy's Ethics

(1840); Memoirs of [his uncle] William EUery
Channing (3 vols., 1848) ; Memoirs of [his

cousin] the Rev. James H. Perkins (1851);

Memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoli (in conjunc-

tion with Emerson and J. F. Clarke) (1852). He
died in London, December 23, 1884. For his life,

consult O. B. Frothingliam (Boston, 1886).

CHANSON DE ROLAND, shJiN'sON' de r6'-

lax' (Fr., song of Roland). The best-known and

oldest of the extant French chansons de geste

(q.v. ) ; the type of the class in its best and purest

fonn. It was written demonstrably not later

than 1095, possibly as early as 1066. The sup-

posed author's name is given in the text as Turol-

dus. but he has not been otherwise identified. The
pfK'm, which consists of about 4000 lines, deals

with the death of Roland at Roncesvalles, and its

avenging by Charlemagne. The only ancient

manuscript still preservetl, dating probably from

1170, is in the Bodleian Librarj' at Oxford. It

was first edited in modem times by Michel

(Paris, 1837), but more recent scholars have

added much to our knowledge. Consult espe-

ciallv the editions by MUller (Gottingen, 1878) ;

L^oii r.autier (Tours, 1872 et seq.) ; and Stengel

(Heilbronn, 1878) ; and Seelmann, Bibliographic

des nltfranzoaiachen Rolandsliedea (Heilbronn,

1888 K
CHANSONS DE GESTE or GESTES, zhAst

(Fr., sriii;,'^ (if acliievement or adventure). The
name u'enerally given by scholars to tlie large and
important class of epic poems which sprang into

existence in France in the latter part of the Tenth
Century or the beginning of the Eleventh. The
history of their origin is obscure, and there is

no evidence for the existence of preceding ballads
out of which they were compiled. The earlier

ones are written in decasyllabic iambic lines, ar-

ranged in groups (called in French laisses or
tirades) of varj'ing number, connected by as-

sonance or vowel-rhyme, the consonants of the
final syllables not being the same. This asso-

nance was soon replaced by rhyme, and the ten-

syllable line about 1200 by the twelve-syllable

or Alexandrine, which is said to take its name
from the poem Alexandre le Grand, by Alexandre
de Bemay and Lambert le Tors. Their subject is

uniformly French history, treated in a romantic
spirit, and generally centring around Charle-
magne as the epic hero. As their name implies,

they were composed, not to be read, but to be
sung or recited. About 110 of them are pre-

ser\'ed, averaging 6000 lines apiece. Excepting
the oldest and best-known, the Chanson de Ro-
land (q.v.), and the Thirteenth-Century Fiera-
bras, the following, all of the Twelfth Century,
are the best in the judgment of the most com-
jietent critics: Aliscans, Amis et Amiles, An-
tioche, Berte aux grans Piis, Oarin le Loherain,
Gerard de Roussillon, Huon de Bordeaux, Ogier
de Danemarche, Raoul de Cambrai, and the
Voyage de Charlemagne d Constantinople. Con-
suit; L6on Gautier, Les epopees fran<;aises (2d
ed., 4 vols., Paris, 1878-94) ; id., in Petit de
Julleville, Histoire de la langue et litterature

franqaise (Paris, 1896-98) ; Rajna. Le origini

dell' epopea francesca (Florence, 1884) ; Saints-

bury. The Flourishing of Romance and the Rise

of Allegory (New York. 1897); G. Paris, Uis-

toire poetique de Charlemagne (Paris, 1865) ;

and see French Literature; Troxtvere; Jox-
GLEtTt.

CHANT (¥r. chant, from Lat. cantus, from
canere, to sing). A form of choral music be-

tween singing and recitative and especially used
for litanies and psalms in the Roman Catholic
and Protestant Episcopal service. The chant is

the ancient style of church song, certainly as old

as Christianity, which seems to have inherited it

from the Jewish Church. The ancient Persians
chanted or intoned their religious hvTnns, the
Gathas (q.v.) ; Samt Paul exhorts believers to
sing (to chant) psalms and hymns and spiritual

songs; and Pliny the Younger mentions the early

morning assembling of Christians to chant hymns
to Christ. As rhymed and metrical hymns, now so

common, were the product of a later art, so the
tunes accompanying them are motlem as com-
pared with chants. See Amrrosian Chant;
Greooriax Chjint; Plain Chant.

CHANT, L.*.URA Ormiston (1848—). An
English lecturer and reformer, l>orn at Chep-
stow. She was at various times a teacher, nurse,

student of medicine, dress-reformer, and crusader

against I>ondon concert-halls. Subsequently she

became known as a speaker on various social

and literary themes, and at the time of the

(iran^j-Turkish War took bands of nurses to

Crete and to the Greek frontier. She visited the

United States in 1896, and in many public ad-

dresses told what she was doing and purposed to

do for the betterment of society in general and
women in particular. Her publications include

Verona, and Other Poems (1887).

CHANT DU DifPART, shax' d\\ dA'pilr', Le
( Fr.. song of departure). A song of the French
Revolution with words by Marie Joseph Blaise

Ch<'nier, music by Mehul. It was composed for
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the ff'te on the fifth anniverhury of the taking of

the Bastille. July 14, 1794. This is the only

Frent'h national air written during the Ileign of

Terror, ami when sung it created as great an
elfet-t as La Marseillaise (q.v.).

CHANTAL, sliilN'till', Jeanne Fban^oise
Fb^myot, Baroness de (1572-1641). The founder

of the Order of the Visitation. Nhe was tJie

daughter of Benigne FrCniyot, president of the

Parliament of Burgundy, and in her twentieth

year married Christophe de Rabutin, Baron de

Chantal. While out shooting, he was accidentally

killed by a companion, and his widow devoted

herself to the education of their four children

and to the practice of virtue. In 1(>04 she met
Saint Francis de Sales, and passed under his

spiritual direction. At his suggestion, in 1610,

she joined two other pious women in a com-
munity, and, when it was confirmed as an order,

made the solemn vows, adding a special one al-

ways to choose, in a doubt between two actions,

that which tended the most toward perfection.

She died at Moulins, was buried at Annecy, and
canonfzed by Clement XIII.. in 1767. Her fes-

tival is August 21. Consult Bougaud, Histoire

de la saintc Chantal (2 vols., Paris. 1893).

CHANTEPIE DE LA SATJSSAYE, shSN't'-

pf'' de lA sA'sa'. See La Saussaye.

CHANTERELLE, shaN't'-rgP. See Mush-
room.
CHAN'TICLEER (OF. Chantecler, name of

the cock in the Renart epic, from chanter, Lat,

can tare, to sing -|- cler, Lat. clarus, clear). An
imaginative name for a cock. It occurs both in

Old French and Middle English. The cock in the

mediffival version of ^sop, Reynard the Fox
(q.v.), goes by this name, as does also the barn-

yard hero of Chaucer's Nun's Priest's Tale, who
"had in his governance seven hennes," one of

which "was cleped faire Damoselle Pertelote."

CHANTILLY, shaN't^'y^'. A town of France
in the Department of Oise, about 23 miles north-

northeast of Paris. Its environs are very pic-

turesque and the place derives additional inter-

est from its two chateaux surrounded by a
magnificent park, both of which belonged to the

Cond^ family from 1632 to 1830. The smaller

of the two chateaux is of more recent construc-

tion and is regarded as one of the finest speci-

mens of French Renaissance. The larger cha-

teau with its splendid art collections is now,

through the gift of the Due d'Aumale, in the

possession of the Institut de France. The prod-

ucts of Chantilly are porcelain and lace. Chan-

tilly is also a horse-racing centre, with a fine

course, and noted for the three annual race meet-

ings held here. Population, in 1901, of town,

4463; of commune, 4791. Consult "Le Chateau
de Chantillv," in Revue de I'art ancien et modeme,
Vol. III. (Paris, 1898).

CHANTILLY, shan-tll'll. A post-village in

Fairfax County, Va., 20 miles west of Washing-
ton, where, during a furious thunder-storm on
September 1, 1862, after the second battle of Bull

Run (q.v.), an indecisive engagement occurred

between a part of Pope's army under Generals

Hooker, Reno, and Kearny, and two divisions of

Lee's army under General Jackson. On the fol-

lowing day the Federal troops were withdrawn to

the fortifications about Washington. Each side

lost heavily, and among the Federal dead were
Generals Isaac J. Stevens and Philip Kearny.

CHANTRY (OF. chantcrie, Med. Lat. can-
tariu, chantry, from Lat. cantare, frequentative
of camre, to sing). A foundation to provide
masses for the repose of the soul of the jtatron

or his friends, or the chajK'l or altar in a church
wliere such service was performed. Legislation
against chantries began under Henry Vlll. in

1545, when they were dissolved by law and the
property given to the King; but, the law being
inoperative, another act was pas.«ed under Edward
VI. in 1547, which had the desired effect, and
the King entered into possession of the funds,
which amounted to a large sum, as at the time
there were a thousand such foundations in Eng-
land, with certain very carefully ordained ex-

ceptions. The te.xt of this important act is

found in Henry Gee's Documents Illustrative of
the History of the English Church (London,
1896, pp. 328-357).

CHANTRY, chfin'trt, Sir Fbancis (1781-
1841). An English sculptor. He was born in

the village of Norton, Derbyshire, April 7, 1781.

His first modeling was done in pastry for the
table of a wealthy lady named Stanley, who be-

came interested in him and placed him with
a carver and frame manufacturer in Sheffield,

where Chantry produced several admirable mod-
els in clay. He received some instruction in

painting from John Raphael Smith and adver-
tised that he would make portraits in crayon.
Shortly afterwards he visited Edinburgh and
Dublin without receiving much encouragement.
He then went to London and studied at the Royal
Academy, and in 1804 exhibited a portrait in oil.

In the following year he turned his attention
again to sculpture, and exhibited three busts
which displayed great ability. He soon became
recognized, and in 1809 Mr. Alexander, an archi-
tect, gave him an order for four colossal busts
of Howe. Saint Vincent, Nelson, and Duncan,
for Trinity House and the Greenwich Naval
Asylum. His next work was the bust of Pitt in
1811. He soon after produced a bust of George
III. for the city of London, which was greatly
admired. He was later emploj-ed upon several
statues for Saint Paul's besides designs for

church sepulchres; among the latter was the
monument of two children, daughters of Rev.
W. Robinson, which was placed in Litchfield

Chapel. This beautiful work is Chantry's mas-
terpiece in that branch of art. It was exhibited
in 1818 and gained the artist a unanimous elec-

tion to the Royal Academy. In 1819 he visited

Italy and was elected a member of the academies
of Rome and Florence. He afterwards returned
to London, where he was knighted in 1835. He
amassed a large fortune. He died November 25,

1841. Among his unfinished works is the colos-

sal equestrian statue of the Duke of Wellington,
intended to be placed in the front of the Royal
Exchange. He also left what is now known
as the Chantry Bequest, representing a sum of

money for the purchase annually of a picture

exhibited at the Royal Academy. About 1890

the picture by the American portrait-painter

Jolin S. Sargent, entitled "Carnation Lily, Lily

Rose," was selected by the trustees for purchase
by this fund. Chantry's statue of Washington is

owned by the city of Boston. Consult: Scott,

Sculpture, Renaissance and Modem (New York,

1886) ; Radcliffe, Schools and Masters of Sculp-

ture (New York, 1894).
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CHANUTE, chi-nuot'. A city in Neosho
County, Kau., 12G miles south-southwest of

Kansu's City, Mo., on the Atchison, Topeka and
iSanta F6 and the Missouri, Kansas and Texas
railroads { ilap : Kansas, G 4 ) . The repair-

shops of the former railroad are located here,

and there are also a number of manufacturing
plants of importance, all operated by natural

gas which is found in abundance. Oil has been

recently discovered, and, within a radius of two
miles, there are a large number of producing

wells. The city is lighted by natural gas, and
owns and operates its gas plant and water-works.
Settled in 1872, Chanute was incorporated 1873,

and is governed imder a charter revised in 1888,

which provides for a mayor, elected biennially,

and a citv council. Population, in 1890, 2826;
in 1900, 4208.

CHANZy, shiix'z^', Antoine Eugene Alfred

( 1823-83) . A French soldier, born at Nouart (Ar-

dennes). He studied at the Military School of

Saint Cyr, received a commission in the Zouaves,

served in Algeria, and rose to the rank of major.

He fought in the Lombardy campaign of 1859,

and i)articipated in the Syrian expedition of 1860-

61. Commissioned general of brigade, he remained

in Algeria until the outbreak of the Franco-Prus-

sian War. His request for a brigade command
was refused by the Government, but in October

he obtained from the Government of National

Defense the command of a division, and soon after

of the Sixteenth Corps of the Army of the Loire.

In December he became commander-in-chief of the

Second Army of the Loire (known also as the

Army of the West), and distinguished himself

in the stubborn retreat from Beaugency to Laval.

Ipon the conclusion of the armistice he was elect-

ed to the National Assembly, and in 1872 was ap-

pointed commander of the Seventh Army Corps.

From 1873 to 1879 he was Governor of Algeria,

and in 1875 was elected Life Senator. In 1879

he received a third of the total vote at the Presi-

dential elections, and in 1880-81 was Ambassador
at St. Petersburg. He is generally recognized as

one of the most prominent figures in the conduct
of the French resistance to Prussian invasion.

He published Ln deuxieme armee de la Lmre
(1871). Consult the biographies bv Chuquet
(Paris. 1884) and Villefranche (Paris) 1890).

CHAO-CHAU, chou'chou'. A town in the
Province f)f Kwang-tung, China, 15 miles north
of the treatv port of Swatow (Map: China, E 7).

Population," in 1898, estimated at 200,000.

CHAOS, ka'os (Lat., from Gk. jfdof, chaos,

abyss, from ;i'a/v£<v, chainein, to yawn. ;fd(Tife<v,

chaskein, to gai)e ) . In the ancient cosmogonies,
the original innnite space, which was filled with
cloud and darkness, from which sprang all things

that exist. It gave birth to Erebus and Night,

and, as a cosmic form, waa the mother of Eros.

In the later poets and philosophers the word
chaos was applied to the confused, shapeless
mass out of which the universe was formed into

a cosmos, or harmonious order. Chaos was some-
times used also with reference to the universe aa

ft whole, to the spac-c between heaven and earth,

anc! to tlie lower world.

CHAPALA (chA-priii) LAKE. The lai^jpst

lake in Mexico, situated in the State of Jalisco,

in latitude 20° 15' N. and longitude 103° W.
(Map: Mexico, G 7). It lies at an altitude of

about 6000 feet, and covers an area of about 1400

square miles. Its chief tributary stream is the

Rio Lemia, which enters from the east, and
its outlet is the Rio Santiago, which leaves the
lake on the north side, a few miles west of the

mouth of the Rio Lerma. The lake contains a
number of islands. Few towns are found on its

shores.

CHAPARRAL, cha'pi-r4l' ( Sp. chaparra, live

oak, probably from Basque achaparra, from aitza,

rock -f abarra, evergreen oak). A thorny xero-

phytic (drj' ground) type of thicket, especially

characteristic of Texas, Arizona, and the Mexi-
cos. See Thicket.

CHAPARRAL COCK, See Road-bunneb.

CHAP-BOOKS (Engl, chap, AS. ceap, bar-

gain, Engl, cheap, Ger. Kauf, trade, Lat. caupo,
innkeeper + books ) . The name given to a vari-

ety of old and scarce tracts or booklets of a
homely kind, which at one time formed the only
popular literature. In the trade of the book-

speller they are distinguishable from the ordinary
products of the press by their inferior paper and
typography, and are reputed to have been sold

by chapmen, or peddlers ; hence their designation.

The older chap-books issued in the early part of

the Seventeenth Century are printed in black

letter, and are in the form of small volumes.

Those of a later date are in the type now in

use, but are equally plain in appearance. Of
either variety, they were mostly printed in Lon-
don, many being without dates. They were of a
miscellaneous kind, including theological tracts,

lives of heroes, martyrs, and wonderful person-

ages, interpretations of dreams, fortune-telling,

prognostications of the weather, stories of giants,

ghosts, hobgoblins, and witches, histories in

verse, and songs and ballads. An inferior class

of tracts succeeded these books for the common
people, and are best known as Penny Chap-books.
For the most part they consisted of a single

sheet, duodecimo, or 24 pages. Besides the title,

the first page usually contained a coarse wood-
cut embellishment. The paper was of the coars-

est kind adapted for printing, and the price, as

the name imports, was a penny each. The sub-

jects, besides being of a similar nature to the

above, included stories of roguery and broad

humor. These penny chap-books were issued by
an obscure class of publishers in London and
several English provincial towns, particularly

Newcastle-on-Tvne. They were also issued from
the presses of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Falkirk, and
Paisley. After 1800 the chap-books rapidly de-

clined' in popularity, their place being taken by
Hannah More's Repository Tracts, the Penny
Magazine, and other cheap publications. Collec-

tions of the older chap-books are now found only

in the libraries of bibliophiles, by whom they

have been picked up at extravagant prices from
dealers in second-hand books. Consult: Notices

of Fugitive Tracts and Chap-books, Percy So-

ciety. Vol. XXIX. (London, 1851) : Popular Eng-

lish Histories, Percy Society. Vol. XXIII. (Lon-

don, 1848), both edited by Halliwell; an'd Ash-

ton, A Histonj of the Chap-books of the Eigh-

teenth Century (London, 1882). Other countries

have their chap-books. For France, consult

Nisard. Histoire des lirres populaires (Paris,

1854) ; for Germany, Simrock, Deutsche Volks-

buchcr (13 vols., Berlin, 1839-67; new edition.

1887).
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CHAPEAU DE PAILLE, slui'pA' de pU'y'

(Fr., straw liat). A painting by Kubens (q.v.),

lianging in the National (Jallery, lx)ndon. It

repn-w-nts a young girl clad in a black velvet

dretM, her face being t-frt'ctively shaded by a

Htraw hat, broadbrininie<l and plumed. The
««»rk is noteworthy, aw has often l)een pointed

out, from the fact that, deMi)ite the siiadow cast

by the hat. the face is brouglit out in the clearest

aiul most vivid colors.

CHAPEL (OF. chapelc, capele, from Med.

l4it. mfieUa, chapel, sanctuary for relics, prob-

ably referring to the covering of the altar dur-

ing* mass, from capellus, diminutive of capa,

cappa, hood, mantle, of uncertain origin, prob-

ably not connected either with Lat. capere, to

take, or caput, head). During the Middle Ages

the term grew to signify a small building or

room, either detached, annexed to, or an integral

part of. a larger structure, and not possessing

the full privih'ges and characteristics of a
church. Ordinarily mass could be said in chapels

only on certain dates, especially on their saints'

days: otherwise they were mainly oratories.

Baptism could never be administered in them, nor

cemeteries attached to them. The extent of their

privileges depended on the pleasure of the local

bishop. Episcopal palaces had their chapels;

one of the earliest was that at Ravenna (Fifth

Century). The original Papal chajiel of the

Lateran Palace was the Sanctum Sanctorum. For
a time the chapel in the Papal palace at Avignon
served in that capacity, but now the Sistine

Chapel at the Vatican has taken its place. Civil

rulers also had chapels in their palaces. The
Byzantine Duke of Rome had his in the old

palace of the Caesars. That of the doges of

Venice was Saint Mark's. Charlemagne had his

largest one at Aix-la-Chapelle, in the present

cathedral; that of the mediaeval emperors was
at Goslar. The feudal nobility regarded a chap-

el as indispensable in every great castle, as at

the VVartburg in Germany, Coucy in France, and
later at the chateaux of the dukes of Berry and
Burgundy, at Pierrefonds, Urbino, and elsewhere.

In the' great communal palaces of mediseval

republics there were extremely artistic chapels,

as at Nuremberg, Siena, Perugia, and Florence.

The great associations, such as the Knights Tem-
plars (Tortosa), Knights of Saint John (Krak
der Ritter), the Prussian Knights of the Cross

(Schloss Marienburg), had large chapels to hold

all the members of the orders. A l)eautiful mod-
ern reproductiCTi of such feudal mediseval chapels

is at Neuschwanstein, in the Bavarian highlands

—the masterpiece of King Ludwig. Other cor-

porations, such as universities and guilds, either

had separate structures or chapels in their larger

buildings.

Another class of chapels is that connected with
a church. Before the Eighth Century it was
rare for chapels or oratories to form an integral

part of any church, or for any altar to be erect-

ed except in the main apse, and later in each of

the two side apses. But after this date, with the

multiplication of relics and the increased fervor

of the worship of saints, altars were multiplied

in chajiels which were at first excrescences from,

but soon became a part of the plan of, the church
itself. The richness of the choir of Romanesque
and Gothic churches is due to the symmetrical
projection of radiating chapels. Often the cen-

tral chapel, or lady chapel, dedicated to the

N'irgin Mary, was longer than the rest. Some-
times a continuous line of chai>cls opened out
of the side aisles, as in Notre Dame in Paris
(Twelfth Century) and a multitude of later

churches. In this way it was possible to pay
sjiecial separate devotion to each saint whose
relics were preserved in any church, and to allow
wealtliy families to build separate chap«;ls for

their patron saints. These private, chapels were
used as family oratories, as burial-places for its

meml)ers. and were decorated with paintings and
Hculptures at its expense. Another cla^s is

composed of the numerous small places of prayer
and worship scattered over the country and not
connected with any church ; such as chapels of

stations oi the cross, votive chapels on the site

of some miracle, and wayside shrines. The term
is also applied to places of worship erected by
Dissenters in England, the term church being
restricted by usage to the buildings of the Estab-
lishment. Our modem universities have their

chapels for faculty and students, such as the
Battell Chapel at Yale and the Marquand Chapel
at Princeton, in imitation of the magnificent
chapels possessed by each college at Oxford and
Cambridge. There are also special classes of

chantry, domestic, memorial, mortuary, parochi-
al, and proprietary chapels. Consult Martin,
Manual of Ecclesiastical Architecture (Cincin-
nati, 1897).

CHAPELAIN, shA'phlN', Jean (1595-1674).
A French poet and man of letters, born in Paris.

He was one of the first and most infiuential

members of the Academy. His scholarly in-

stincts prompte^l him to pursue classical studies.

He was for many years tutor of the sons of

Grand Provost de la Trousse. He wrote a
preface for Marini's notorious Adone, then trans-

lated the Guzman d'Alfarache of Aleman, and
by four inferior odes won from Richelieu a pen-
sion and a place in the new Academy. Here he
helped Richelieu with his dramas, planned the
Academy's Grammar and Dictionary, and edited
its observations, made to order, on Corneille's

Vid. In 1656 he published half of a long-heralded
epic on Joan of Arc, La Pucelle d'Orlcans. His
literary reputation now collapsed under a shower
of epigrams from Boileau, Fureti&re, and Mont-
dor. The manuscript of the latter half of the
epic remains still unpublished in the National
Librarj'. Yet when, in 1662, Chapelain was asked
by Colbert to draw up a memorial to guide the
King in pensioning literarj' men, he showed him-
self learned, just, and generous. He continued a
favorite of the Court; but though in his earlier

years an excellent and amiable man, in old age he
became miserly to a degree that is said to have
occasioned his death. His Lettres, edited in part
by T. de Larroque (2 vols., Paris, 1880-83), are
of great interest. Consult: E. de Molfenes, La
Pucelle, par Jean Chapelain (Paris, 1891);
Fabre, Chapelain et no8 deux premieres Acade-
mies (Paris, 1890) : and Miihlan, Jean Chape-
lain : Eine biographisch-kritische Studie ( Leip-
zig, 189.3).

CHAP'EL HILL. A town in Orange County,
N. C, 12 miles southwest of Durham, on a
branch of the Southern Railroad (Map: North
Carolina, D 2). It is the seat of the University

of North Carolina (q.v. ). Settled at the close of

the Eighteenth Century, the tovim was incor-

porated in 1851, and is now governed under a
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charter of 1809, wliich provides for a mayor,
elected annuallv, and a council. Population, in

18JK), 1017: in'lltOO, 10!)9.

CHAPELLE, shA-p^K, Placide Louis (1842— ). An American prelate, born in the diocese

of Mende, France. He studied theology and phi-

losophy at Saint Mary's College, Baltimore, Md.,
was an instructor in Saint Charles's College in

1863-()5, and was ordained priest in 1865. In 1870
he became assistant pastor of Saint John's Church,
lialtiniore, of which he was later pastor, and in

1882 pastor of Saint Matthew's, Washington,
D. C. He was in 1891 appointed coadjutor bishop
to Archbishop Salpointe, of Santa F6, whom in

1894 he succeeded. In 1897 he was appointed
Archbishop of New Orleans, in 1898 apostolic

delegate of Cuba and Porto Rico, and in 1899
apostolic delegate of the Philippine Islands.

CHAPELLE ARDENTE, shii'peK iir'daNt'

(Fr., glowing chapel). A room or mortuary
chapel wherein the dead body of a person of

high rank, whether ecclesiastical or civil, is laid.

The hangings are in black, and burning candles
illuminate the scene until the final removal for

burial. The custom is of great antiquity in the
Catholic Church.

CHAPEL ROYAL (Fr. chapelle royale) . In
the Ciiiirch of England a chapel royal is com-
posed of two deans ( a dean and a subdean ) , forty-

eight royal chaplains, ten priests, and a lay choir,

htyled 'gentlemen of the chapel,' a clerk and sev-

eral deputy clerks of the closet, and an organist.

The services are performed in London in the small
oratory in Saint James's Palace. In Scotland
the appointments to the Chapel Royal are purely
honorarj', involving no services and carrying
with them no compensation, though formerly it

was attached to the palace at Holyrood and cor-

responded with the similar establishment in Eng-
land.

CHATIN, Edwin Hubbell (1814-80). An
American Universalist clergjman. He wa.s bom
in Washington County, N. Y., received a second-
ary school education, and in 1837 began preach-
ing in Richmond, Va., to a congregation of Uni-
tarians and Universalists. In 1846 he went to
Massachusetts, and two years later to New York,
where he became pastor of the Fourth Universal-
ist Church, which later became the Church of
the Divine Paternity, one of the wealthiest
churches in that city, and remained until his
death. In 1872 he succeeded Dr. Emerson as
editor of the Christian Leader, the principal Uni-
versalist paper. Besides his regular sermons, he
ilelivered a great number of lectures, and pub-
lished 'several volumes, among which are: Duties
of Young Mem (1855) ; Duties of Young Women;
Characters in the Oospcls (1852); Hours of
Communion (1844); Discourses on the Lord's
Prayer (1850); The Crown of Thorns (1860);
Discourses on the Beatitudes (1853) ; Moral As-
pects of City Life (1853) ; and True Manliness
(1854).

CHAPLAIN (AS. capellane, OF., Fr. chape-
lain, Med. Lat. capcllanus, chaplain, from capelln,
chapel). Originally the title of the ecclesiastic

who accompanied an army and carried the relics

of the patron ssiint. (See Ciiapkl). It has now
come to signify a clergv'man not having charge
of a parish, but employed to officiate at court, in

the household of a nobleman, or in an anny, gar-
rison, ship, etc. Such officials began early to

be appointed in the palace of the Byzantine em-
perors. The practice afterwards extended to the
Western Empire, and to the courts of j)etty
princes and even of knights, and continued to
subsist after the Reformation. Forty-eight
clergymen of the Church of England hold office

as chaplains of the sovereign, four of whom are
in attendance each month. Six clergj-men of the
Church of Scotland have a similar title in Scot-
land; but their only duty is to conduct prayer
at the elections of Scotch representative peers.
A statute of Henry VIII. limits the right of
nominating private chaplains in England; thus,
an archbishop may have eight, a duke six, a
baron three; and chaplains so appointed have
certain privileges, and may hold two benefices
with cure of souls.

CHAPLAIN. A military clergyman, having
the rank and status of a non-combatant offi-

cer. In the United States Army, chaplains are
appointed by the President and assigned or trans-
ferred by the Secretary of War. Usually they are
attached to the various army posts of the de-
partments, imder the department commander,
who is authorized to recommend to the Secretary
of War such transfer of the chaplains in his com-
mand a.s may be deemed for the best interests of
the service. By act of Congress, approved Feb-
ruary 2, 1901, it is provided that the establish-
ment of chaplains shall consist of 57 men, ap-
portioned as follows: One to each regiment of
cavalry, 45 to the infantrv, and 12 for the artil-

lery corps. They receive the rank and pay of a
captain of infantrv, are chosen from all reli-

gious denominations, and must not have passed
the age of 40 on date of appointment. Chap-
lains are required to render to the adjutant-gen-
eral of the army monthly reports of duties per-
formed, and keep a record of all marriage, bap-
tismal, and funeral sen'ices performed by them.
In time of war, or on active service, chaplains
are assigned to the various units of command.

In the United States Navy there are 24 chap-
lains, who perform religious duties on board
naval vessels; 4 with the rank of captain. 7

with the rank of commander, and 13 with the
rank of lieutenant. The pay of a chaplain during
the first five years after date of his commission
is $2500 per annum while at sea, $2000 when
on shore duty, and $1600 when on leave or await-
ing orders; the corresponding rates of pay after
live years are $2800, $2300, and $1900.

Cbaplains are a part of the establi.shment of
all European armies, attendance at the regula-
tion religious services conducted by them l>eing

compulsory for all officers and men, except in the
French Army and Navy. In the British Anny
the Chaplain's Department is under the control
of the chaplain-general.

CHAPLEAXT, shti'plA'. Sir Joseph Adolphe
(1840-98). A Canadian politician. He was bom
at Sainte Th<>r&se de Blainville, QucIkk?, was edu-
cated at the colleges of Terrebonne and Saint
Hyacinthe, and in 1861 was called to the bar.

He sat in the Quebec Legislature for Terrebonne,
and was at different times Solicitor-General. Pro-
vincial Secretary. Provincial Premier, and Minis-
ter of Agriculture and Public Works in the
(lovernment of Quebetn In 1882 he entered the
Cabinet of Canada as Secretarj' of State, under
Sir John Macdonald. This ofllce he held until
1892, when he was appointed Minister of Cus-
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toiiiH, and 8ul)H«Hjuently Lieut«'nnnt-Goveriior of

Qupliet-. For some years he «xr»pie«l the chair of

inteniational hiw in the Montreal WH-tion of

l^val I'niversity. In polities he was a deter-

niine<l Conservative, and as an orator he was
perhaps the niost brilliant among French Cana-
dians.

CHAPLET (OF. chapelet, dim. of chapel, Fr.

chaprau, hat, from Med. I^t. capellua, ho<xl. dim.
of capa, cappa, hood, mantle). A garland or

head-hand of leaves and flowers. In heraldry,

a chaplet is always composed of four roses, the
other piirts being leaves.

CHAPLIN, shA'plA.N', Charles (1825-91). A
French painter ancl engraver. He was born of

English parents at I^es Andelys, France, and be-

came a French citizen. He studied at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts, and painted decorations in the
Tuileries, the ElysCK?, and other public and pri-

vate buildings in Paris. His portraits of women
are much praised, and he has been called 'the

paint<»r of the boudoir.' Chaplin was a popular
teacher. His pictures, "Souvenirs" and "Les
balles de savon," are in the Luxembourg. He
etched after Rubens, Watteau, and some of his

own works.

CHAPMAN (AS. c&tptnan, trader, OHG.
choufmann, Ger. Kaufmann, from ccap, barter,

business -f- nia»i»j, man). A trader, but popu-
larly applied in a more limited .sense to a dealer

in small articles, who travels as a peddler or at-

tends markets. Chapman is from chap, equiva-
lent to cheap, a word which in its origin signi-

fied a market or place for trading; hence, Cheap-
side, Hdxtchcap, See CiiAP-BOOKS.

CHAPMAN, Alvan Wextworth (1809-99).

An American botanist. He was bom at South-
ampton, Mass., and graduated at Amherst Col-

lege in 1820. He was a botanist of exceptional

ability, and a botanical genus, the 'Chapmannia,'
has lieen named after him. He published the

work entitled Flora of the Southern United
States -(ISCiO).

CHAPMAN, Frank Michler (1864—). An
American ornithologist, bom at Englewood, N. J.

He was appointed assistant curator in vertebrate

7x»ology in the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, New York City, in 1887. In 1897 he was
eleet<?d to the presidency of the Linnsean Society,

of New York. He has made some excellent close-

range photographic studies of bird-life, and in

addition to many contributions to The Auk, of

which he became associate editor, and to Bird
Life, of which he has for some time been editor-

in-chief, he has published a Handbook of Birds of
Eastern \orth America (1895), Bird Life, a
(ruide to the Study of Our Common Birds ( 1897),
and Bird Studies with a Camera (1900).

CHAPMAN, George (c.1559-1634). An Eng-
lish poet and dramatist, bom near Hitchin, Hert-
fordshire. According to Wood, he studied at
Oxford and Cambridge. In 1598 he was already
known as a successful playwright. Among his
earliest and best plays are: The Blind Beggar of
Alexandria (printed 1598) ; All Fools (printed
1605) ; Easticard Hoe! in collaboration with
•lonson and Alarston (1605); The Gentleman
Usher (1606) ; Bnssy d'Ambois, a Tragedy, the
most popular of all (1607); Conspiracy and
Tragedy of Charles, Duke of Byron (1608) ; May

Day (1011); The Widow's Tears (1612): and
Citsar and I'ompey (1631). Though Chapman's
j)lay8 are usiuilly weak in plot and in the devel-

opment of character, they abound in striking pas-
sages. Ik-sides plays, Chapman wrote much
else: The Shadotc of' Night (1594) ; Ovid's Ban-
quet of Scnce (1595) ; De (iuiana. Carmen Epi-
oum (159(») ; a continuation of Marlowe's Hero
and Leander ( 1598) ; The Tears of Peace ( 1609),
and several other poems. He is, however, best
known as the first translator of Homer into
English verse. The Iliad appeared in install-
ments (1598-1611) ; likewise the Odyssey (1614-
15). Both were published together in 1616.
For the former. Chapman employed rh\Tned
verse of seven accented syllables; foV the latter,
rhymed verse of five accented syllables. The
translation of the Iliad has been criticised for its

inaccuracy. On the other luind, it has been
praised for its rapid movement and it is a noble
poem. The complete works of Chapman, in three
volujnes, were edited by Shepherd, with an elab-
orate introductory essay by Swinburne (Lon-
don, 1874-75). A literal reprint of the plays
was published by Pearson (London, 1873). Selec-
tions from the plays are to be found in the Mer-
maid Series, edited by Phelps (London and New-
York) ; Swinburne, (leorge Chapman: A Critical
Essay (London, 1875) ; and Matthew Arnold,
essay "On Translating Homer" (lb!)5). Consult
Coleridge, Literary Remains, Vol. I. (London,
18.36-39).

CHAPMAN, Mrs. Maria (Weston) (1806-
85). An American reformer, prominent as an
Abolitionist during the anti-slavery struggle.
She was born in Weymouth, Mass., was educated
partly there and partly in England, and in 1829-
30 was principal of the Y'oung Ladies' High
School in Boston, ilass. In 1830 she married
Henry G. Chapman, who died twelve years later.

After 1834 she was active as an Abolitionist,
writing much for the press and speaking occa-
sionally in public. She was treasurer for several
years of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society,
and was the editor of The Liberty Bell, an anti-
slavery annual, which, says Samuel J. May,
"year after year rung out the clearest notes of
jx-rsonal, civil, and spiritual liberty." She wrote
the pamphlets Right and Wrong in Massachu-
setts and Right and Wrong in Boston, which had
a wide circulation, and compiled the official anti-

slavery hynm-book. The Songs of the Free. From
1848 to 1856 she lived in Paris, France. She
was an intimate friend of Harriet Martineau, and
published the latter's Autobiography, with Me-
morials, in 1877. Lowell, in his "Fable for
Critics," characterizes her as follows:

There was Maria Chapman, too,
With her swift eyes of clear steel blue,

A noble woman, brave and apt,
Cumcea'B sybil not more rapt,
Who nii^ht with those fair tresses shorn
The Maid of Orleans' casque have worn.
Herself the .loan of our Arc,
For every shaft a shining mark.

CHAPONE, Hksteb (1727-1801). An Eng-
lish essayist. She wrote a short romance in her
ninth year, and while still very young became
proficient in Italian, Latin, music, and drawing.
She wrote for the Rambler, Adventurer, and
Centleman's Magazine, but is best remembered
Ity her Letters on the Improvement of the Mind
(1772), which went through many editions. In
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ITfiO she married ifr. Chapone, an attorney, who
died ten months afterwards. Her Works, icith

a Life Draicn Up by her Ovon Family, appeared
in 1807, in four volumes.

CHAPPATJIi. See SQuaw-Fish.

CHAPPE, shap, Clavde (1763-1805). A
French inventor, bom in Rouen, who, in 1792,

contrived the first working ocular telegraph of

importance. His invention (called a 'sema-

phore') consisted of an upright post, on the top

of which was fixed a transverse bar, and at the

ends of the bar two smaller arms movable on

pivots. The position of the bars represented

letters or words ; and, by means of such machines

placed at remote but easily visible points, mes-

sages were conveyed fifty leagues in a quarter of

an hour. Until' almost the period of electric

telegraphy the machine was used for military

puri>oses,' and especially for noting the arrival

of ships, in nearly all the countries of Europe.

A similar invention had, however, been produced

by Hooke as early as 1684, and Chappe was so

harassed by charges that he had stolen his ideas

from others that he committed suicide. -

CHAPPE D'AUTEBOCHE, shap' d6'tr6sh',

Jean (1722-69), A French astronomer, born at

.Mauriac, Auvergne. He was ordained to the

priesthood, but afterwards devoted himself to

astronomy. In 1761 he obser\-ed the transit of

Venus at Tobolsk, on which phenomenon he pub-

lished the report entitled Voyage en Siberie fait

en 1161 (2 vols., Paris, 1768). In reply to the

unfavorable opinions on Russia expressed in

this work, Catharine II. and ShuvaloflF caused

the publication of the refutation entitled Anti-

dote ou examen du niauvais livre superbement
imprime, intitule: Voyage de I'abbe Chappe
dWuteroche (1771). Chappe's report on the

transit of Venus, a.s obser\'ed by him in Cali-

fornia in 1769, was published in Paris (1772).

CHAPPED HANDS. A form of eczema pro-

ducetl by undue exposure to extremes of cold

and heat, and affecting chiefly the most exposed

joints, over which the skin swells and cracks,

with itching, pain, and heat. In the most severe

cases there is ulceration, which is difficult to

heal in prop)ortion to the length of time the

disease has been neglected. Chapping may gen-

erally be avoided if the hands are washed always
with tepid water, and not habitually exposed to

great cold, or, when cold, to the heat of a fire,

or kept clean and not washed very frequently,

and always thoroughly dried. When formetl,

they may be treated with oxide of zinc ointment

;

or with dilute solution of borax in glycerin and
water; or with glycerin alone, slightly diluted

with water; the hands being in any case habitu-

ally covered with buckskin or kid gloves in cold

weather.

CHAPRA, or CHUPRA, chiip'ra. A town in

India, in the Province of Behar, Bengal, on the

north bank of the Ganges, 35 miles northwest of

Patna (Map: India. D 3). It extends nearly a
mile along the river, and has several pagodas,
mosques, and churches. There is trade in cot-

ton, sugar, and salti)etre. Population, in 1891,

57.352: in 1901, 45,400.

CHAPTAL, shAp'tAK. .Teax Antoine. Coimt
de CiiANTELorp (1756-18.32). \ French chemist
and statesman. He studied medicine and chem-
istrj', and became professor of chemistry at Mont-

pellier. Subsequently, he established chemical
works near there, and acquired celebrity for pro-

ducing chemicals which had hitherto been im-
ported. It is said that the Spanish Government
ofTered him a large pension to go to Spain, and
his biographer relates that Washington wrote re-

peatedly to Chaptal inviting him to come to
America. During the Revolution the Committee
of Public Safety put him in charge of the Salt-

petre works of Grenelle. After the 18th Bru-
maire (Xoveml)er 9, 1799) he was made a coun-
cilor of State by Napoleon, and succeeded Lucien
Bonaparte as ilinister of the Interior, in which
capacity he establishetl chambers of commerce, a
school of arts, and in many ways contributed to

the material development of the country. In 1804
he lost Napoleon's favor, but he was recalled the
following year and made a member of the Senate.
On Napoleon's return from Elba, Chaptal was
made Director-General of Commerce and Manufac-
tures and ^Minister of State. The downfall of the
Empire sent him to private life. He wrote a
treatise on applied chemistry which was trans-

lated into the principal European languages. Con-
sult Flourens, Eloges historiques (Paris. 1856-

62).

CHAPTER. A stated assembly of monks or
canons ; from this, the canons and other digni-

taries of a cathedral or collegiate church, con-

sidered as the council of the bishop. The name
arose from the practice of reading at daily meet-
ing a chapter of the rule under which the monks
or canons lived. It is applied in modem usage
tc the body of canons, whether in a Roman
Catholic or Anglican cathedral. They have
special stalls assigned to them in the choir of

the cathedral, and usually a house in the pre-

cincts. The obligations of members of the chap-
ter are substantially the same in both, and in-

clude daily participation in divine service, resi-

dence during a fixed portion of the year, and as-

sistance in the deliberations of the body. Roman
Catholic canons are distinguished by the title

'very reverend,' and by permission to wear the
rochet and mozetta in choir. The bishop in

both churches may appoint honorary canons, who
are not members of the chapter. It wa.s for-

merly the custom so to appoint secular princes;

thus the Emperor was always an honorary canon
of Cologne. Consult Bouix, De Capitulis (Paris,

1852).

CHAPTER COFFEE-HOUSE. An Eigh-

teenth Century resort for wits and literarA' men.
Its site is on the south side of Paternoster Row.
London, situated at the corner of Chapter-House
Court, Saint Paul's. It is at present a tavern.

CHAPTER-HOUSE (Engl, chapter, Fr.. OF.
chapitre, from Lat. capititlum, chapter, dim. of

caput, head -f house). The building in which
the monks and canons of monastic establish-

ments, and the dean and chapter of cathedral

and collegiate churches, meet for the manage-
ment of the aflFairs of their order or society.

(5^e Cathedral; Citapteb.) Chapter-houses fre-

quently exhibit the most elaborate architec-

tural adornment : as. for example, those at York,

Southwell, and Wells. The original stained-

glass windows remain at York, and are of ex-

quisite beauty. On the walls of that at Westmin-
ster the original fres<>o-painting has been discov-

ered. Chapter-houses are of various forms;
those at York and Westminster are octagonal;
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those at Oxford, Exeter, Canterbury, Gloucester,

etc., are parnllclograms; Ijichiield is an oblong
octagon; Lincoln, a decagon; and Worcester, a
circle. They are always contiguous to the

church, and are generally placed to the west of

the transepts. They generally either open into

the church, or are entered by a passage. Chap-
tcr-houses were often used as places of sepul-

tun", and have sometimes crypts under them,
as at Wolls luul Westminster.

CHAPTERS, The Three. The name given to

the condemnation issued by the Emperor Justin-

ian in 544 against the three persons or writings

—

viz. ( 1 ) the person and writings of Theodore
of Mopsuestia; (2) the writings of Theodore
against Cyril and for Nestorius; (3) the letter

which Ibas of Edessa is said to have written to

the Persian Maris. The word 'chapter' in this

use was understood to mean a form of anathema
which threatened with excommunication every
one who maintained the deprecated doctrine.

The Emperor interfered in the theological dis-

jiutes of the period in the interest of orthodoxy.
Unwittingly he stirred up a great controversy,
because he seemed to be condemning the Council
of Chalcedon (451).

CHAPU, shA'pv', Henri Michel Antoine
(1833-91). A French sculptor, born at Lem6e,
Seine-et-Marne. He studied in Paris under Pra-
dier, Duret, and Cogniet, and received the Grand
Prix de Rome in 1855. He devoted himself
largely to subjects of a mythological and alle-

gorical character, and executed many fine works,
among which may be mentioned: "Jeanne d'Arc

at Domrcmy" (Luxembourg Gallery) ; statue of

"Youth" for the monument to Henri Regnault;
statue of the novelist Flaubert; and "Cantate"
for the facade of the Grand Opera, Paris.

CHAPUIi'TEPEC (Aztec, hill of the grass-

hoppers). A small hill, 3 miles southwest of

the city of Mexico, rising about 150 feet above
the surrounding plain. On it the Aztec mon-
archs are said to have made their summer home

;

and here, in 1785, Galvez, then Viceroy of Mex-
ico, began to erect an imposing fortified castle,

which, though never fully completed, was used
after 1822 as a military school. In the war
between Mexico and the United States the hill

was strongly fortified by the Mexicans, and was
the scene ("September 12-13, 1847) of the last

serious conflict of the war. After the battle of

Molino del Rey (q.v.), Scott planned a move-
ment against Chapultepee, and on September 12

opened a heavy bombardment, under cover of

which, on the following day. Generals Pillow and
Quitman, supported respectively by Generals
Worth and Smith, made gallant assaults, the
former carrying the fortifications on the west
and the latter on the southeast; and the Mexi-

cans, after making a stubborn defense, were
driven in confusion back toward the city. On
the 14th the Americans entered the City of Mex-
ico, and the war was virtually ended. During
the three days (12th, 13th, and 14th) the Ameri-
cans lost 863 in killed and wounded ( General Pil-

low being among the latter) , while the Mexicans
are known tp have lost a much larger number.
On the side of the Americans about 7500 men
were engaged; on the side of the Mexicans, about
4000. Consult : H. H. Bancroft, History of Mex-
ico, Vol. V. (San Francisco, 1885), and C. M.

Wilcox, History of thi Mtxiian War (Washing-
ton, 1802).

CHAR (Gael, ceara, blood -colored, from
Gael., Ir. cear, blood). A name given to the
numerous varieties of Salvelinua alpinus, a fish

of the salmon family, and extended to several
American 'trout.' The char has smaller scales

than the true trout (Salmo), difTers in the
structure of the vomer, and has red instead of
black spots, especially during the breeding sea-

son. The color is "grayish or green above, the
lower parts red, especially in the male; lower
fins anteriorly margined with white. Sides of
body with roimd red spots; back not marbled."
This species has a wide distribution, occurring
in cold lakes and mountain streams of central
and northern Europe, of northeastern America,
and probably also in Siberia. It is extremely vari-

able, and has, consequently, received a host of spe-

cific names, such as '.saibling,' 'sillbling,' 'ombre
chevalier,' 'Greenland trout,' etc. The chars "are
by far the most active and handsome of the
trout, and live in the coldest, clearest, and most
secluded waters" (J. & E.). They take pref-
erence over the trout as game fish. The best
known of the distinctively American chars is

the brook-trout, or speckled trout; but the trout
of the Rangeley Lakes, in Maine, is somewhat
nearer the European type. See Trout.

CHARACE-ffi, ka-rtVs*-§. See Chabales.

CHARACTER (Lat., from Gk. xapaicT-^p, cha-
raktfr, feature, graving-tool, from ;t^a/)dCT<Te«v, cha-

rassein, to engrave). A name given in ethics

to the self-conscious nature of an agent. This na-
ture manifests itself in, and as, lihe continuity
of the various successive voluntary a>cts of the
agent. Character has popularl}' been construed
as a sort of causal substrate, underlying acts of

conduct and giving rise to them. This popular
conception has been responsible for the difficul-

ties ordinarily thought to be involved in free
will (q.v.). The conception of character not as
a substrate, but as a continuity, of a man's volun-
tary acts, enables us to escape all these diffi-

culties, and also keeps us in t/)uch with the facts
as they actually appear in experience. No one
has ever known his own or his neighbor's char-
acter as a substrate. But what every one knows
or can know is the general way in whicli he or
his neighbor acts, and it is this general mode of
conduct that constitutes character. The char-
acter may lie vacillating or firm, noble or base;
but whatever it l)e, it primarily is the way a man
conducts himself, and it is only false metaphysics
which turns a law of action into a substrate.
See Substance; Ethics; Determinism.

CHARACTERISTIC. A term variously em-
ployed in mathematics, requiring specific defini-

tion in each case. The integral part of a
logarithm is called its characteristic; thus, in
logl25 = 2.0969. logO.013 = 2.1139. log5 =
6990, the characteristics of the three logarithms

are, respectively, 2, —2, and 0. The character-
istic of the common logarithm of a number con-
taining an integral part is one less than the
number of integral places; that of a decimal is

negative, and is one more, in actual value, than
the number of ciphers preceding the first sig-

nificant figure. On account of this simple rela-

tion, the characteristic is not ordinarily given
in the tables of common logarithms.
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In the method of characteristics due to Chasles

<(j.v. ), which appeared in the Comptes rendus

(1864), may be found the first trace of the 'nu-

merative geometry,' the object being to determine

how many geometric figures of given definition

satisfy a certain number of conditions. A num-
ber which expresses how many simple singulari-

ties may replace a higher singularity of an alge-

braic cur\-e or surface is called a characteristic

number. The elementary right-angled triangle,

whose hypotenuse is sensibly equal to the ele-

ment of the arc of a curve, was called by Pascal

the characteristic triangle. In the application of

determinants (q.v.) to tlie solution of equations

the minors of a certain order in the resultant

may not all vanish, while all minors of higher

order become zero, in which case the equations

have a known number of solutions. The number
fxpressing the highest order in which some minor
does not vanish is called the characteristic of the

determinant. In the theory of functions (q.v.),

certain rational integral functions are called

characteristic functions. In the theory of dif-

ferential equations, there are certain algebraic

equations every root of which determines an in-

tegral of the given differential equations. (See

Calculus.) These are called characteristic

equations.

CHARADE, sha-rad' (Fr., Languedoc char-

rade, idle talk, probably from Sp. charrada,

speech or action of a chat-ro, clo^vn) . A form of

amusement which consists in dividing a word of

one or more syllables into its component syl-

lables, or into its component letters, something

predicated of each ; and then, the whole being re-

united, and something predicated of that also,

the reader or listener is asked to guess the word.

As a specimen of the charade depending upon
syllables, we adduce the following:
' '"My first is plowed for various reasons, and

grrain is frequently buried in it to little pur-

po.se. My second is neither riches nor honors,

yet the former would generally be given for it,

and the latter are often tasteless without it.

My whole applies equally to spring, summer,
autumn, and winter; and both fish and flesh,

praise and censure, mirth and melancholy, are

the better for being in it. Answer: Sea-son."

As a specimen of the second class of charades,

we take the following example from the French:

" Quatrp njpmbres font tout men blen,

Mon demler vaut mon tout, et mon tout ne vaut rien."

The word is z6ro. It is composed of four letters,

of which the last (viz. o) is equal to zero; the

whole, zero itself, being equal to nothing.

But. besides charades of this nature, there is

another kind rather popular at evening parties

—

the acted charades—the character of which is

entirely dramatic. Half a dozen or so of the

company retire to a private apartment, and there

agree to select a certain word as the subject of

the cliarade. The next thing done is to take

the first syllable, and arrange a little scene and
dialogue, each member taking a certain part.

This Iwing accomplished, the amateur actors re-

turn to the drawing-room and commence their

perfornmnce, the rest of the company constitut-

ing the spectators. Care is tjiken to mention
conspicuously, and yet not obtrusively, in the

course of the dialogue, the svllable which is the

subject of the scene. On its conclusion thej'

again retire and devise a new series of incidents

for the next syllable, and so on. Finally they
retire to contrive the final scene, into which the

whole word must be dexterously introduced at an
odd moment, when the spectators are thought to

be off the scent. The company are then asked
to guess the word. For the effective performance
of a charade of this sort, the actors must possess

a good share of inventiveness, self-possession,

and ready talk, as the greater portion of the
dialogue has to be extemporized.

CHARALES, ki-ralez (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. xf'^P^, chara, delight, from ;fo/pe<v, chai-

rein, to rejoice). The most highly developed
order of the green algse, Chlorophycew (q.v.).

They are often called 'stoneworts,' because the
bodies are generally heavily incrusted w^th
lime, as in the species of Chara; but there are
many species of Nitella entirely free from min-
eral deposit. The cells of Xitella are very in-

teresting for the clearness with which they show
the circulation of protoplasm. The vegetative

body is complex for an alga. There is an axis

or stalk from which arise whorls of lateral

branches (leaves). The female organ consists

of a very large cell (containing the egg), sur-

roimded by spirally wound filaments, inaking a
structure (oogonium) of considerable beauty.

CHARAI.K8 : 1, apex, showing: apical cell (a), the 8ncce«-

rion o( nodal (n) and Internodal (in) cells, and the younj?
leaves (/); 2, oSgonlum (above) and antheridiuui ; S, the

same enlarged and showing connections ; 4, sperms.

The male organ (antheridium) is a spherical,

multicellular body situated near the oiigonium.

In the interior are numerous filaments divided

by partitions into disk-like cells, each of which

produces a sperm. An antheridium may de-

velop from 20,000 to 40,000 sperms, which escape

into the water and swim to the oiigonium. The
Xorth .American genera and species of Charalea

have been descril)e<l by Allen, The CharacecB of

"Sorth America (New York, 1888) ; Braun, Frag-

mente etner ilonotpraphie der Characeen, edited

bv Nordstedt (Berlin. 1882); Filarsky, Die
Characeen (Budapest, 1893).

CHARAlTOIS, sh&'rftnw^'. Tn Massinger and
Field's Fatal Dotcry, the son of the Marshal of

Burgundy. By his own imprisonment he redeems

the body of his father, who had died in prison,

and whose corpse had been seized for debt.
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CHARBON, shilr'lx'm. See Anthrax.

CHARBON ROUGE, shilr'hrtx' roSzh' (Fr.),

or Red Charcoal. A variety of charcoal ob-

tftined hy suhjectinjj wood to t!ie action of heat-

ed air fn>in furnaces, or of steam, which has been
rai!*e<l to a tpinperature of 572° F. Air-dried

wood, by the ordinary process of charrinj;. yields

at the best 21 to 26 per cent, of black charcoal;

but when acted on by heated air or steam, as
menti<«u'd above, 30 or 42 per cent, of cliarlKm

rouble is i>btained. It is usexl in the manufacture
of punpowder. It has a dark-red color, and con-

sists of about 75 per cent, pure carbon and 25
I^r cent, livdrogen and oxygen.

CHAR'CAS. See Chuquisaca.

CHARCOAL (probably from ME. charken, to
crackle, AS. ccarcian, to creak, variant of cracian,

to crack 4- cole, coal ; less plausibly from chcr,

turn, from AS. cerr, Ger. Kchr, turn -\- cole,

coal ) . A black, porous substance burning with-
out smoke or flame, and formed by the imperfect
combustion of organic matter, either animal or
vegetable. Animal charcoal is produced by cal-

cining the bones and ivory of animals in closed

retorts. In this process the charcoal proper,
which consists of the earthy and saline portions
of the bone, combined with carbon, is left in the
retort, while the volatile matter is allowed to
escape into another compartment, where it is

distilled. The escaping gas contains, among its

other components, an oil which, when burned
in closed chambers, deposits a soot which is

known as bone-black or ivory-black pigment.
(See Lampblack.) Animal charcoal, or bone-
black, is itself a most useful material in the
arts, on account of its power of absorbing color-

ing matter and odors. It is the best material
known for filtering saccharine solutions (see

Sugar), and various processes have been invent-

ed for recalcining bone-black after it has been
used imtil no longer eflFective.

Wood-charcoal may be produced either in

temporary furnaces formed by simply covering
piles of wood with earth or sand, or in permanent
furnaces specially designed for the purpose. If

the former method is employed the woo<l is fired

usually at the top, a central space being left

from bottom to top for the progress of the fire.

The gases are allowed to escape through holes

left in the top. This method is much less fre-

quently employed than formerly, as it not only
produces an inferior grade of charcoal for manu-
facturing purposes, though not for fuel, but
also involves the loss of the by-products, which
escape in the gases and are lost. A charcoal-

furnace is usually a dome-shaped structure with
openings at the top and side for putting in the

wood and a pipe or tube near the top for the

escape of the volatile products. The wood rests

on grates, and the quantity of air is regulated
by a closely fitting ash-pit door. The wood is

fired at the bottom, and when the process of com-
bustion has sufficiently advanced, the ash-pit

door is closed. The wood is now slowly car-

bonized, and the gaseous products escape into

another chamber, where they are treated as de-

scribed Tinder Lampblack.
Wood-charcoal has many uses. It is valuable

as a fuel, a polish, a filter, an absorbent of

gases and aqueous vapors. As it is a non-

conductor of heat, it is used as a packing for ice-

chests; it is essential in various kinds of elec-

trical apparatus, and is an ingredient in gun-
powder and fireworks.

CHARCOAL BLACKS. Pigments prei)ared
both from animal and vegetable substances—e.g.

burnt ivory, Imnes. vine-twigs, peacli-stones, nut
and other shells, the smoke of rosin condensed,
etc. See Charcoal.

CHARCOT, shUr'kA', Jeax Martin (1825-93).
\ Frencli neurologist, born in Paris. He re-

ceived his degi'ce of M.D. in 1853, and in 18.56

was appointed physician to the Central Bureau
of Hospitals. In 1873 he was elected a meml)er
of the Academy of Medicine, in the section of

pathological anatomy, and in the same year be-

came professor of i)atliological anatomy in the
Faculty of Medicine in Paris, a position which he
exchanged in 1882 for the professorship of dis-

eases of the nervous system. He was widely known
through his lectures delivered at the Salprtri^re

Hospital. His various works are entitled : De
I'expectation en mrdccine (1857); De la pneu-
monie chronique (1860) ; La medecine empirique
ct la medecine scientifique (1867); Lemons cli-

niques sur les maladies des vieillards (1868);
Lemons sur les maladies du systdme nerveux
(1873); Legons sur les maladies du foie, des
voies biliaires et des reins (1877) ; Localisations

dans les maladies du cerveau et de la moelle

cpinicre (1876-80); Legons sur les maladies du
systeme nerveux faites a la Salp^tricre (1880).
Charcot also annotated the French translation of

Baring Garrod's Treatise oti (lout. He was one

of the editors of the Archives de physiologic. His
extensive researches on the value of hypnotic sug-

gestion, in the treatment of hysteria and other

morbid conditions, formed important contribu-

tions to our knowledge of nervous diseases and
their therapeutics, and won for Charcot a wide
reputation among the laity as well as in the

medical world.

CHARD, Swiss Chard, or Sea-Kale. A
form of the common garden beet (q.v.), in which
the edible portion is the enlarged fleshy stalk and
midrib of the leaves. Unlike garden beets, the

roots are small and woody. Chard is used as a
pot vegetable for greens and salad. It is grown,

in the same manner as garden beets, by planting

in early spring in rows 16 tr 20 inches apart,

and thinning to stand 14 to 16 inches distant in

the row. The stalks and leaves are ready for use

toward the close of summer.

CHARDIN, shHr'dflN', Jean* (Sir John) ( 1643-

1713). A French-English traveler, born in Paris.

In 1664-69, and again in 1671-75, he made exten-

sive journeys to Persia and India, where he had
many adventures and acquired much wealth by

trade in jewels. Because of the persecution of

the Protestants in France, he settled in London

in 1681, was k-nighted by Charles II., and was
ofteu referred to as 'the flower of merchants.'

He was for some years English envoy to the

Netherlands, and devoted his later years to Ori-

ental studies. In 1686 he published a portion

of the Travels of Sir John Chardin into Persia

and the East Indies. A reprint of the French
edition of the complete work appeared in Paris

in 1811. He gives a graphic and faithful accoimt

of what he saw and heard, and the part dealing

with Persia, at whose capital he lived for many
years, is of especial value.
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CHABDON, sluir'don. A village and county-

seat of lioauya County, Ohio, about 30 miles

east by north of Cleveland, on the Pittsburg and
Westera and the Cleveland and Eastern Subur-
ban railroads (Map: Ohio, H 2). It is the

centre of an agricultural region. Population, in

1890, 1084; in 1900, 1300.

CHABENTE, sha'riixt' (connected with Olr.,

Welsh, Corn., Bret, car, friend. Gall. Carentus,

Brit. Cnrantinus, Lat. cams, dear). A river in

the west of France, rising in the Department of

Haute-Vienne, about 14 miles northwest of Cha-
ins (Map: France. F 6). It first flows north-

west to Civray, where it turns southward into

the Department of Charente to Angouleme;
thence it Hows westward past Chateauneuf, Jar-

iiac, and Cogna«, and, entering Charente-In-

f^rieure, runs northwest past Saintes, and falls

into the Atlantic below Rochefort, opposite the

islands Olt-ron and Aix. This river gives its

name to two departments, remarkable for the

productiveness of their vineyards. Length, 224
miles. The tide is felt as high as Saintes, and
the river is navigable to Angouleme, 104 miles.

CHARENTE. A southwestern department
of France, named after the Charente River, and
formed chiefly out of the old Province of Augou-
mois ( Map : France, GO). Area, 2294 square
miles. Population, in 1890. 352,829; in 1901,

350..305. Capital, Angouleme.

CHARENTE-INFERIETJRE, sha'rJLx'taN'-

fft'ri- cr'. A wcrrtern maritime department of

Franc-e, including part of the former Province of

Angoumois, with the greater part of Saintonge
and a small portion of Poitou (Map: France, F 6)

.

Area, 2635 square miles. Population, in 1896,

450.014: in 1901, 4.52,149. It is watered on its

boundaries by the Sfevre-Xiortaise and the Gi-

ronde, and in the centre by the navigable Cha-
rente and the coast stream Sendre. The surface
is level ; the soil produces hemp, flax, saffron,

and wine in great quantities. The oyster and
pilchard fisheries are important. The chief har-
l>ors are those of Rochefort and La Rochelle; the
latter town is the capital of the department.

CHARENTON, shS'rax'tflx' (connected with
(;all. Ctirrntus, Lat. cams, dear). A town of

France, in the Department of Seine, situated on
the right bank of the Marne, 5 miles southeast of

Paris (Map: France, C 7). The bridge over the
river, which is important from a military point
of view, l)eing considered one of the keys of the
capital, and which has frequently been the scene
of conflicts, is defended by two forts, forming
n part of the fortifications of Paris. At the
other side of the river is the national lunatic
asylum, formerly called Charenton Saint Maurice
and now Saint Maurice simply. The industries

of Charenton are piano-making and the manufac-
ture of porcelain an<l india-rubber goo<ls. Popu-
lation, in 1901, of town, 17,758; of commune, 17,-

980.

CHARENTON - LE - PONT, -le-p6N'. See
CUAUK.N TON.

CHARES, ka'rez (Lat.. from Gk. Xapnc)
< t i-.'.ilA n.c). An Athenian general, the son
of riieocliares. He was appointed general in n.c.

307. ami in the same year relieved tlie Phliasians,
who were besieged by the Argives and Sicyonians.
When Oropus was taken, he was recalled from
the Peloponnesus; but soon after, the Athenians

and Arcadians, having entered into an alliance,

returned and made an unsuccessful attempt to

seize Corinth. In B.C. 361 he was sent to Cor-
cyra, where, through his uncompromising bear-

ing, he destroyed the Athenian influence. In B.C.

358 or 357 he was in the Chersonese, whither he
had been sent to demand the withdrawal of

Cersobleptes. When the Social War broke out
and Chios revolted from Athens, Chares and
Chabrias led an attack on the island and town,
the former at the head of a land force, the lat>-

ter with a fleet. The attack proved unsuccess-

ful, Chabrias being killed and Chares forced to
retire. In B.C. 350, being sent, in joint command
with Iphicrates, Menestheus, and Timotheus, to

relieve Samos, he fought alone at Embatta,
against the judgment of the other commanders,
and was defeated. At the trial of accountability.

Chares appeared as the formal accuser of his

colleagues, who were convicted and deposed.

Chares was now put in sole command, and, in

order to secure funds for his troops, he, in B.C.

355, joined the rebellious satrap Artabazus, and
gained a brilliant victory over the King's forces.

Much booty was obtained, and Chares was re-

warded by the Athenians with a golden crown.
In B.C. 353 he recaptured Sestos, which had re-

volted from Athens during the Social War, and
in B.C. 349 he was sent to the aid of Olynthus,
with what result we do not know. In B.C. 338
he fought, as one of the Athenian generals, at
Chseronea. After the seizure of Thebes, his sur-

render being demanded by Alexander, he with-

drew from Athens, but appeared again in B.C.

332 at Mitylene, at the head of 2000 Persians.

At the approach of the Macedonian fleet he sur-

rendered the town on condition that the troops

be allowed to depart in safety. His death took
place before the year B.C. 324.

CHARES (Gk. Xdp^g). A Grecian worker in

bronze, a native of Lindus. and the designer of

tlie Colossus of Rhodes. He lived in the Third
Century B.C., and was a pupil of Lysippus.

CHARETTE DE LA CONTRIE, sha'rgf de

1& koN'tre', Francois Atiianase (1763-96). A
French royalist, born at Couff6, Loire-Inferieure.

In 1793 he became the head of the royalist bands

of Lower Poitou, and finally gained control of all

of Lower Vendee. His gallant exploits made him
dreaded by the Republicans. He entered into a

treaty with the Convention on February 15, 1795,

which, however, did not end the war. After sev-

eral leaders of the VendiVans had been executed

by General Hoche. Charette de la Contrie resumed
operations. He was defeated at Saint-Cyr and

then confined himself to guerrilla warfare. He
was severely wounded in one of his encounters

with the Republican troops, and was captured,

^larch 29, 1796, and shot at Nantes.

CHARGE ( from OF., Fr. charger. It. caricare,

to load, from Med. I>at. carricare, to load a car,

from Lat. carrus, car. from Gall, carros, Olr.,

Welsh. OBret. carr, car). The quantity of gun-

powder or other explosive used in loading a gun,

torpedo, or projectile. The full or aennce

churgc of gunpowder is the amount with which
a g)jn is designed to give its maximum velocity

in 8er\'ice. Ueduccd charges are used for tar-

get practice or for high-angle fire when it is

desired to fire over an inter\-ening obsUiele and
have the shell fall behind it. The charge for a
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projwtilc is called the bursting charge. See
BAU.ISTIC8 and Glnmshy.

CHARGE, in military tiictica. See Attack;
Battij:; Tactics. For heraldic charges, see

liKKAI.imY.

CHARGE AND SPECIFICATION. The
formal written statement before a general court-

martial of the offense alleged to have been com-
mitted by the aecused. In the United States

service a military charge consists of two parts

—

the technical charge designating the general char-

acter of the offense and the specification giving

the statement of the offense in detail. The arti-

cle of war under which the offense comes is

mentioned in the charge. See Courts, Military.

CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE,
The. a poem by Alfred, Lord Tennyson, written

in commemoration of the famous episode at the

battle of Balaklava (October 25, 1854), and pub-

lished in quarto (London, 1855). An altered ver-

sion apj)eared under the title of In Honorem
(1856, octavo). In the second edition, the line

"some one had blundered," which had been
erased from the original draft, was restored.

The metre is that of Drayton's "Battle of Agin-
court."

CHARGER. See Horse, for a discussion of

the niilitarv uses of the horse.

CHARoifi D'AFFAIRES, shar'zhft' d&'far'

(Fr., charged with affairs). A diplomatic agent,

ranking fourth, after ambassadors, ministers, and
resident ministers. He is accredited not to the
sovereign, but to the State department of a
foreign power, and he holds his credentials only
from the minister. Sometimes, however, he may
be empowered by an ambassador to act in his

absence.

CHARICLEA, kflr'I-klg'A. Daughter of Per-
sina, the Queen of /Ethiopia, and heroine of the
story, in a Fourth Century novel by Heliodorus,
entitled Theagcnes and Chariclea.

CHARING (chAr^ng) CROSS. A district

on the northwest bank of the Thames between
the Strand and Whitehall, adjacent to a great
cross, which is one and a quarter miles from Saint
Paul's, and is at present contained within the
yards of the Southeastern Railway Company.
The district stands upon the old site of the
Thirteenth Century village of Cherringe, where,
in 1291, a Gothic cross was erected by Edward I.

as a token that the bier of his beloved wife, Elea-
nor, had been set do\vn there during its journey
from Grantham, Lincolnshire, to Westminster
Abbey. In 1647 the cross was demolishe<l by the
Parliamentary Party as a relic of Popish super-
stition. The present copy was erected near the
original site in 1865. The site itself, as near as
it can be guessed, is now occupied by Le Sueur's
equestrian statue of Charles I., Avhich was cast

in 16.33 and erected in 1674.

CHARIOT (OF. chariot, dim. of char, car).

In ancient times, a kind of carriage used either

for pleasure or in war. The use of the chariot
in war and peace was general in the East, and
it is common on Egyptian, Babylonian, and As-
syrian monuments. It was early introduced
among the Greeks, and is represented on My-
cena*an works of art. In the Homeric poems the
chariot is employed to convey the heroes to the
field of battle, though they usually fight on foot,

and also on journeys. In historical times the

war chariot was not used by Greeks or Romans,
though still a part of the Persian armies. Ca'sar

also found chariots in use among the Britons, and
they are fretjuently mentioned in the Irish

epics. The ancient chariot was a light two-

wheeled car, usually with a closed front and
sides, but open behind. In the earliest times
the chariot was, drawn l)y two horses, yoked to a
pole, and this type was not uncommon later. ( See
BlOA.) The racing chariot was the quadriga, and
was drawn by four horses, harnessed abreast. The
centre pair were attached to the yoke, the
outer were attached to the chariot by traces.

The quadriga used in the Roman triumph was
often elaborately adorned. The war chariot used
by the Britons, Persians, and other peoples were
often armed with scythes attached to the axles.

For abundant illustrations of the ancient chariot

in its many forms, see Daremberg and Saglio,

Dictiontiairc dcs antiquites, s. v. Currus. See
Carriage.

CHARIS, ka'ris. In Homer's Iliad, the wife

of Hephipstus, and the personification of grace,

amplified into the Three Charities (q.v. ).

CHARISIUS, kd-rlshl-us, Flavius Sosi-
pater. a Roman grammarian of the Fourth Cen-
tury a.d. Nothing is known of his personality,

and only a portion of the first five books of his

Grammar

—

Ars Grammatica—is preserved. It

is largely a work of compilation, but is valuable
to us for its many quotations from early authors.
The text will be found in Volume I. of Keil,

Grammatici Latiin (Leipzig, 1857).

CHARISTICARIES, kar-is'tl-ka'rlz (Med.
Lat. charisticariuH, from Gk. ;fa/9iOT;KOf, charis-

tikos, generous, from x^^P^, chara, favor, from
Xaipeiv, chairein, to rejoice). In Greek ecclesi-

astical history, officers who had full power over
the revenues of hospitals and monasteries.

CHARITABLE TRUSTS, or CHARITIES.
Property, real or jHTsonal, vested in trustees to

be administered by them for religious, eleemosy-
nary, educational, or other benevolent purposes
of a public nature. The origin and use of the
term is due to the difficulty, more apparent than
real, experienced by the English Court of Chan-
cery in enforcing trusts created for the benefit

of a class of indefinite and unascertainable bene-
ficiaries, as a trust for the benefit of the insane,
generally, or for the benefit of the poor of Lon-
don. Inasmuch as there was no ascertained per-
son having the right to invoke the jurisdiction of
the court to comj)el the trustee to perform the
duty imposed on him, such a trust was deemed
in many instances to be unenforceable and
void. To avoid this consequence when the at-

tempted trust was of a salutary character, an
early English statute, known as the Statute of
Charitable Uses (43 Eliz. cap. 4, 1601), was
passed, declaring such trusts valid and enforce-
able by commissioners appointed by the Court of
Chancery. Such trusts have since been known
as charitable uses, or charitable trusts. It is

probable that the administration of such trusts
fell to some extent within the prerogative juris-
diction of the Chancellor before the statute, and
its principal effect was to enlarge the jurisdiction
of the Court of Chancery and to define the uses
which were to be recognized as charitable, as
distinguished from those which, after the Refor-
mation, were deemed superstitious and void as
pertaining to the Catholic Church.
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Tlie charitable trust is distinguished from the

private trust, wiiich includes all other trusts,

in that ( 1) it always exists for charity or public

beneficence; (2) its beneficiaries are indefinite

and undetermined; and (Sf it may and usually
dues create a perpetuity.

I. An enumeration of the charitable objects,

for which such trusts may be created and up-

held, is found in the statute of Elizabeth. Those
objects may be groui>ed, as appears by the defini-

tion given, under four general heads, as follows:

( 1 ) gifts for strictly eleemosynary objects, i.e.

for charity in its narrow, popular sense, such as

gifts for the poor, for sick, disabled, or demented
persons, and for hospitals, homes, and asylums.

(2) Gifts for educational purposes, as for schools

and colleges, to build or equip libraries, and to

endow scholarships, fellowships, and the like.

(3) Gifts for the purposes of religion, such as

those for the building or repairing of churches,

for missions, and for spreading the Gospel. (4)

Gifts for lightening the expenses of government,
such as bequests for the erection of public build-

ings, docks, wharves, canals, etc.

II. Indefiniteness in the beneficiaries, either

as to the class to be benefited, or as to the indi-

viduals in a determined class who will be the

objects of the bounty, is the predominant distin-

guishing feature of charitable uses or trusts. If

the beneficiaries be definitely specified, no matter
how charitable the object of the gift, it con-

stitutes a private trust and is valid without the

aid of the statute, and must be construed and
governed ac-cordingly. Thus, a trust for the sup-

|)ort and comfort of designated persons in a cer-

tain hospital would be private, while a trust for

all those who should be cared for by such an
institution would be public, or charitable. This
feature of trusts for charity, coupled with the
liberal spirit in which courts construe such gifts,

has led to the method of executing them, called

cy pres ('as near as'). By this doctrine is

meant, that when such gifts cannot be applied
according to the precise intention of the donor,
although the general purpose of the trust is

proper, they will be employed for the purpose In

a maimer as near as possible {cy pres) to that
which was designated. It assumed two forms in

Kngland. in one form it was employed by the
Chancellor in the exercise of a prerogative, execu-
tive power, delegated to him under the sign
manual of the Crown, and was carried to the ex-

tent of applying a trust for charities to some
charitable purpose, even when the particular
oitjects for which it was intended were illegal

and void. In its other form, it was exercised
by the Chancellor in the performance of his
judicial functions, and was applied only to such
diaritahle trusts as were legal and valid in their

inception, but which, because of some change in

law or circumstances, could not be carried out
in exactly the manner indicated by the donor.
In this latter form, but not in the former, the cy
pres doctrine is recognized and applied in some,
though not in all, of the American States, where
trusts for charity are allowed. Vox example, a
bequest made l)efore the fall of slavery in the
I'nited States, to trustees, to be applied to vari-
ous methods of creating a sentiment against
negro slaverj' in America, was applied, after the
close of the Civil War, by the Massachusetts
courts, to the American Freedmen's Union Com-
mission; and in Missouri, trustees having been

directed by will to establish forever a charitable

home upon land devised to them, and a portion

of the land having been cut off from the residue

by a new street and rendered useless for the
building, that portion was ordered by the court
to be sold and the proceeds applied to the pay-
ment of the debts of the same institution.

III. A trust necessarily suspends, during its

continuance, the power of free and unrestrained
alienation of property. It is, therefore, re-

stricted by the common-law principle and preva-
lent statutory provisions, which forbid such sus-
pension except for a limited time measured by
the lives of one or more individuals. A suspen-
sion beyond such a period is known as a perpetu-
ity (q.v.) and is invalid. But property donated
to trustees for charitable purposes may remain
in the hands of such trustees for all time, not-
withstanding the fact that the absolute power
of alienation is thus indefinitely suspended.
Similarly a provision for accumulation (q.v.),

void under the same rule in case of a private
trust, does not impair a charitable trust.

Gifts for charitable uses are of considerable
antiquity. They were known and fostered by the
Christian emperors of Rome as 'pious uses,' and
it was in this form and under this description
that the doctrine passed from the civil law into
the law of England, where, as has been said

above, pious or charitable uses were enforced to

some extent by the Chancellor long before the
statutes of 39 'and 43 Elizabeth.

In England the system of charitable trusts and
the method of administering them is now based
upon a series of modern statutes of the most
enlightened character, known as the Charitable
Trusts Acts, passed in 1853, 1855, 1860, 1869. and
1888, and, lastly, upon the ilortmain and Chari-

table Uses Act, passed in 1891. In the United
States the statutes of Elizabeth have not gen-

erally been enacted, but in most of the States

the principle embodied in those acts and en-

forced by the English Court of Chancery has been

judicially recognized as a part of the boily of

legal principles brought over from the mother
country, and many trusts not strictly within the

English statute are here held to be valid by
analogy. Xew York, long a conspicuous excep-

tion, has recently by statute made possible the

creation of trusts for charitable purposes, but
there are still several States in which no dis-

tinction is made between charitable trusts and
trusts for private purposes.

Bibliography. The literature of the subject

is extensive. Among the most important works
dealing exclusively with it are Shelford, Treatise

on the Laic of Mortmain, and Charitable Uses

and Trusts (London, 1836); Tudor. Lair of

Charities and Mortmain (London, 1890), Con-

sult, also, the general treatises on trust and
equity jurisdiction, as Perry, Treatise on the Law
of Trusts and Trustees (oth ed., Boston, 1899),

and Pomerov. Treatise on Equity Jurisprudence,

etc. (San Francisco, 1892). See Mortmain;
Trist.

CHABITIES. In Greek mythology, the

three goddesses of grace and charm, called Gra-

ti.T by the Romans. They were the offspring of

Zeus,"and were named Euphrosyne (joy), Thalia

(bloom), and Aglaia (brilliance). Their home
was on Ohniipus, with the Muses. Their oldest

shrine was' at Orchomenus in B<potia, where their

festival, the Charitesia, was celebrated, lu sculp-
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iure they usually apiiear as three beautiful maid-
end hund in hand.

CHABITIES. The public and private in-

Htitulioiis of society wliose object is the relief

of those sulFering from poverty, sickness, and all

forms of human disease, provided such relief is

given without compensation, and proceeds solely

from the motive of human sympathy.
In ancient times few such institutions existed.

Tlie unfortunate individual who was unable to

care for liimself had to look to the immediate
circle of his nearest of kin, or, more frequently,

vas allowed to perish, or actually put to death

because lie was refzarded as a burden Ivy the com-
munity which had to struggle for existence with-

out being able to accunuilate any social surplus

of wealtli. This is peculiarly the case in a no-

madic society. The historical growth of the

spirit of charity is briefly and admirably describ-

ed in I/Ocky's History of European Morals.

The first'efTorts at institutional relief were those

of the early Christian Church. They were car-

ried out in response to the teaching of the

Church that it is more blessed to give than to

receive; that there is merit in the very act of

giving, and that the future welfare of the giver

is in a measure dependent on his generosity.

Such a doctrine gave little thought to the ef-

fect of the gift on the recipient, or, indeed, to

the welfare of the recipient after tlie gift was
once bestowed. Naturally a reckless sj'stem of

charity developed, which in some cases had to be

suppressed, and in other eases where the Church,
especially in northern Europe during the Ref-

ormation period, lost most of its property and
was unable to continue the support of large

numbers of undeserving poor, something had to

be done as a substitute by public authorities.

In this way a system of public charity grew up
in England, though in the beginning it was a
part of the criminal law, providing not meas-
ures of relief, but regulations and institutions for

the repression of 'vagabonds' and 'sturdy beg-

gars.'

The earliest and most popular really chari-

table institutions were hospitals. Private char-

ities, supported entirely by voluntary contribu-

tions, had their beginning, usually, in institutions

for the relief of foundlings and abandoned chil-

dren. By the end of the Eighteenth Century in

Europe many such institutions existed, and the

public almshouse or workhouse, supported from
public funds, had been established in most coun-

tries especially for the relief of the aged poor. At
the beginning of the Nineteenth Century a great
movement for the reform and extension of these

institutions began. In America the almshouse
was then practicallj- the only public institution

provided for the needy and helpless; although
private societies for the relief of peculiar kinds
of distress soon began to multiply.

A history of the philanthropy and charities of

the Nineteenth Century, some volumes of which
have already appeared, was prepared for the In-

ternational Exposition in 1900, and has been clas-

sified as follows, the classification being a fairly

comprehensive one of modern charities : ( 1

)

Institutional care of destitute adults: (2) De-
fectives, insane, feeble-minded, epileptic; (3)
The treatment of criminals; (4) Hospitals, dis-

pensaries, nursing; ( .5 ) Destitute, neglected and
delinquent children ; ( 6 ) Care and relief of needy
families ; ( 7 ) Supervisory and educational move-
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ments; (8) Preventive and ctmstructive phi-

lanthropy. The public authorities have, in most
modern countries, assumed responsibility for

1, 2, and 3; 4 and 5 are divided l>etween public
and private agencies; 0, 7, and 8 are still largely
in private hands.
The line cannot be clearly drawn between pub-

lic and private charities. Public charities are
those supported entirely, or in jiart, from funds
raised by ta.xation, while private charities arc
those supported by voluntary contributions, ad-
ministered by societies esjwcially organized for

'the purpose. Private charitable societies are fre-

quently placed under some public supervision.

A general principle giving the sphere of activity

of public and private charities has been stated
as follows: Public charities should provide for
those well-defined and more or less permanent
needs of the community for the relief of which
experience has been sufficient to enable us to

formulate very definite rules and regulations
which can be carried out more or less mechani-
cally by public officials who must interpret laws
more often literally than in the spirit in which
they were framed, while private charities should
deal with those forms of relief still in the ex-

perimental stage, with a view of demonstrating
what can be done by the public authorities on
a larger scale.

Private philanthropy centres about the home
and the family. It views the home as the im-
portant element which must be protected and
preserved. Public charity has followed private
initiative, gradually taking up those institutions

shown to be necessary. To protect the home, the
tenements are brought under regulation. (See
Housing Problkm.) To enable the bread-winner
to support the family, dangerous employments
are regulated. (See Factory Inspection.) Sana-
toria are built for consumptives. Children are
properly cared for. (See Dependent Childbe.x;
Juvenile Offenders; Cruelty to Children,
Pre\'ention of.) Foundling hospitals and chil-

dren's aid societies rescue the abandoned. It

is sought to get at the causes of distress and to
remove them rather than to minimize results

of bad conditions. (See Pauperism; Charity
Organization Society; Social Settlements.)
Visiting nurses attend the sick poor, and diet

kitchens furnish suitable food. Playgrounds
are established for the children. Wherever a
need is manifest, some attempt is made to sup-
ply it. Charity is becoming less sentimental
and more methodical and scientific. Its admin-
istrators are trained experts. All civilized na-
tions are pursuing similar courses, and while
many problems are not yet solved, great prog-
ress is being made. See, also, Poor Laws; So-
cial Debtor Classes.

CHARITIES AND CORRECTION, The Na-
tional Conference of. An association of some
1400 members in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico, who are interested in philanthropic ef-

forts. Many of the members are actively con-

nected with charitable activities in various
cities. There are no tests of membership. All
shades of thought are represented. The confer-

ence has no platform and adopts, usually, only
resolutions of thanks. All persons are privileged
to participate in the discussions. It is simply
an exchange for the comparison of views and
experiences, not a body organized to accomplish
any undertaking. One result of its deliberations
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had been to arouse public interest leading to the
establiishnient of local or State conferences, and
in securing needed legislation.

The first session was held in New York City
in 1874 at the invitation of the Social Science

Association, with which body joint meetings
were licld till 1878, though the proceedings were
published separately after 187lJ. In 1879 the

first separate convention met in Chicago, with
delegates from twelve States. The membership
and attendance have steadily increased. The
State Ciovernors frequently appoint representa-

tives, as do tlie mayors of large cities. Delegates
from foreign lands are often present. In 1880

the first report on the organization of charity

was read, and thenceforth this topic has had
great attention. In 1893 a membership fee was
charged, ti)e expense previously having been met
by contributions. The membership fee is $2.50,

entitling the members to the volume of Proceed-

ings and the quarterly Bulletin. These vol-

umes contain a vast amount of valuable informa-

tion on the charitable activities of America.
The conference holds annual meetings in May
in the various cities of the country. The evening
sessions are devoted to general questions. Sec-

tion meetings are held during the day. These
sections are in charge of special committees, com-
posed of experts in the various fields. The gen-

eral secretary is Joseph P. Byers, Columbus,
Ohio. Consult Proceedings of the National Con-

ference of Charities and Correction (Boston,

1874, et seq.K

CHARITON, chnr'i-ton. A city and county-

seat of I^ucas County, Iowa, 56 miles south by
east of Des Moines, on the Chariton River, and
on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincj' Railroad
(Map: Iowa, D 3). The city contains a public

library, established in 1898, and has manufac-
tures of foiuidry and machine-shop products,

agricultural implements and machines, bricks,

flour, carriages, and wagons, windmills, tanks,

pump.s, pipe, etc. There is a municipal electric

light plant. Population, in 1890, 3122; in 1900,

3989.

CHARITON, kar^-t6n (Gk. Xapirov). A
f ireek prose-writer, the author of a romance en-

titled The Lovers of Chcereas and Callirhoe, writ-

ten not earlier than the Fifth Century a.d. Of
the autlior's birthplace and personal history we
know nothing; for the statement at the begin-

ning and end of the work that the writer was a
native of Aphro<lisias in Caria has long been
recognized as a pure invention. Consult Rohde,
Der f/riechische Roman und seine Vorldufer
(I>eipzig, 1898).

CHARITY, Brothers and Sisters of. See
Brotiikks and Sisters of Charity.

CHARITY ORGANIZATION SOCIETY.
Ass<K'iations bearing this name or known as
Asstx-iated Charities, United Charities, or Bu-
reau of Charities, existed in 1901 in 134 cities

of the United States, with 17 other societies par-
tially adopting their methods, and in 7 Canadian
cities. They are also found in tlie English and
Australian cities and organizations more or less

closely resembling them exist in Europe. The
parent society, known as The Swiely for Organ-
izing Charity and Suppressing Mendicity, was
started in London in 1SH9 and was supp<irtod by
such men as Gladstone. Ruskin. and Cnrdinal
Manning. The first Charity Organization Society

Vol. IV.—25.

in America was organized in Buffalo, N. Y., in
1887, through the influence of Rev. S. H. Gur-
teen, who was acquainted with the work of the
London society. The Charity Organization So-
ciety has already become one of the most suc-
cessful of charitable undertakings and wields
great influence. The founders of the London so-

ciety said tliat its main object was "the cure as
distinguished from the mere alleviation of dis-
tress." Another object was to bring about such
a cooperation between existing charities as to
avoid overlapping of fields and duplication of
efforts. To man}' of the earlier societies the
reason for existence was almsgiving to those in
distress, little, if any, careful investigation being
made as to the cause of the trouble and less at-
tention being paid to the work of other agencies.
Whenever such a condition obtains it is always
found that many people are practically supported
in idleness; that 'charity tramps' and profes-
sional beggars abound. The very existence of
these various dissociated agencies is a tempta-
tion to those on the border line of self-support
to seek assistance. As one person says: "We
have no right to make our alms a temptation
to the poor; and it is a dangerous, though easy,
thing to teach a man that he can live without
work." The charity organization societies, there-
fore, stand for certain general principles.

Cooperation. They act as a clearing house
for all philanthropic societies and individuals.
Careful records are kept of all cases. These are
preserved in envelopes—one for each family. In
these envelopes are put all the information regard-
ing the individual and family history; the re-

ports of investigations; all letters and other
relevant matter. The record is kept as nearly
up to date as possible. These envelopes are so
filed that they can be found in a moment. The
records are confidential and are given only to
persons or societies having a legitimate interest

in the family. Their use prevents duplication
and fraud. Public officials frequently find them
of great assistance. The society undertakes to
know just what the other organizations do. As
they seek to cure distress, not merely to relieve

it, whenever a case comes under their care a
careful investigation is made of the family's

condition, sources of income, possible means of

assistance, friends, former employers, etc. In
cases of emergency assistance is at once given
or secured. Then some plan is formed—com-
prehensive, but subject to constant modification

—and this plan is followed until, if possible, the
family becomes self-supporting, or, if this is im-
possible, until some permanent disposition may
be made so that the family may have no excuse
for asking further assistance. This often in-

volves the calling upon a number of institutions

for their services. There is. however, a clearly

defined end in view so that the organizations as-

sisting are rendering a most valuable co«»pera-

tion. The Charity Organization Society does not
duplicate existing agencies, but seeks to supple-

ment them. Many consider this the most inijKir-

tant feature of their work. Some charity organi-

zation societies have even had no relief fund,

preferring to act wholly as mediators.

Personal Service. The purstiit of a eompre-
liensive plan involves an inuuense amount of

time and labor. Under the old system a sum of

money or other necessaries were given and the

recipient disappeared from sight and notice till
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trouble broH^'lit liim back. The Charity Organi-

zation Society seeks to show a personal, friendly

interest in the family. To further this aim, a

corps of 'friendly visitors' is developed—culti-

vated, intellijjent men and women—who under-

take to visit a family rejiularly, to share sym-
pathetically in its troubles and its pleasures.

The power of this personal interest of a tactful

and resourceful person on the family life is

liard to estimate. These friendly visitors are

always tmpnid, and thus their interest is wholly
unseilish. The way is opened for all sorts of sug-

gestions for improvement, for making the home
attractive to the children and father. The friend-

ly visitors hold regular conferences.

Social Service. CJrowing out of the intimate

knowledge gained by frequent personal visits

conies the opportunity to influence the commu-
nity regarding the necessity for playgrounds, bet-

ter sanitarj' and housing conditions, factory

legislation, and the like. Such service is of the

highest value, often accomplishing great reforms.

The present movement to reform the tenements

in New York City is largely the result of the

labors of the Charity Organization Society and
interested individuals. Here should be noted the

possibility of handling special relief funds in

times of emergency. The Charity Organization

Society, with its trained force and intimate

knowledge of local conditions, can act to great

advantage. Mention should be made of the in-

fluence exerted to cut down unwise appropria-

tions for supposed charitable purposes. Another
valuable service is the investigation of charita-

ble organizations for the information of intend-

ing donors. IJy no means the least valuable part

of this social work is in getting so many people

directly interested in the work of the society.

Self-Heu>. The object of the Charity Organi-

zation Society is to 'help to self-help.' It is not

sought to give something for nothing. The self-

respect and the independence of the individual

is always to be preserved. Work rather than
alms is given. Laundries, sewing-rooms, wood-
yards, employment bureaus, are maintained ac-

cording to local needs. In some cities the vacant
lots and waste places have been transformed
into vegetable gardens, carried on, under expert

guidance, by the poor. When necessary the pro-

fessional beggars are prosecuted; lists of un-

worthy alms-seekers are published, to compel
them to seek honest employment.

Preventive Work. The head of the family is

dealt with whenever possible. The children who
ask for assistance on behalf of parents are told

that the parents must come in person. The child

must not form the begging habit. All workers
will testify to the value of preventive efTorts on
behalf of the children. Summer camps, home
libraries, local associations, mothers' meetings,

penny savings banks, are among the forms this

work assumes. This great power of adapting the

work to local needs and conditions is of the

utmost importance.
It will be seen from the foregoing that the

work of the Charity Organization Society is to

an unusual degree administrative—personal.

This is the secret of the great work it is able to

do, but is frequently a cause of complaint to

those who do not grasp the situation. Personal

service is considered the highest form of giving.

A large part of the income of the Charity Organi-

zation Society is therefore spent in salaries. The

complexity of the organization naturally increases

with the Kize of the city. There is a board of

directors chosen from among those who contrib-

ute to the s<K-iety, and under the directors an
executive committee. Tlie administrative officer

is the superintendent, who has his necessary as-

sistants. The larger cities are divided into dis-

tricts, each in charge of a district superintendent,
who is responsible for the work in the district.

Applicants for help are referred to the district

in which they live. The central and district

offices are open daily. The central office keeps on
lile a digest of all cases from each district. In
each district a 'decisions conmiittee' meets
weekly to discuss the various cases and decide
upon courses of action. The funds come from
private donors.

ExPKRT Service. The work of the Charity
Organiziition Society calls for educated and
trained men and w(»jnen. The mere desire to do
good is no qualification, nor is charitable work
in general any longer a dumping-ground for those

who have failed in other professions. The high-

est abilities are sought, and some societies are

conducting special scliools for portions of the

year for the training of workers. The adminis-
tration of charity has become a profession.

PniLiCATiONS. The best periodical in America
devoted to the charitable field is Chnrities, pub-
lished by the Charity Organization Society of New
York City. In England this place is filled by
the Charity Organization Review of the London
Society. Consult: Warner, American Charities

(New Y'^ork, 1894) ; Devine, The Practice of

Charity (New York, 1901) ; Richmond, Friendly
Visiting (New York, 1900) ; Loch, Charity Or-

ganization (London, 1892) ; Reports of Societies

(Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, etc.).

See Paipekism ; Social Dehtor Classes.

CHARIVARI, sha'r^'va'rft' (Low Lat. chari-

varinni). A French term used to designate a
wild tumult and uproar, produced by the beating

of pans, kettles, and dishes, mingled with whis-

tling, bawling, groans, and hisses, and got up for

the purpose of expressing a general dislike to the

person against whom it is directed. The etymology
of charivari is obscure ; the Germans translate it

by Katzenmusik, the English of which is cater-

iraulivg. In France, during the Middle Ages, a
charivari was generally raised against persons

contracting second nuptials, in which case the

widow was especially assailed. On these occa-

sions the participators in it, who were masked,
accompanied their hubbub by the singing of

satirical and indecent verses, and would not
cease till the wedding couple had purchased their

peace by ransom. Charivari answers to the

English concert upon 'marrow-bones and cleav-

ers.' with which it was customary to attack a
married couple who lived in notorious discord.

It was also organized against an unequal match
—e.g. where there was great disparity in age.

In some of the rural districts of the United

States a like custom prevails, the instruments of

discord being horns, tin pans, horse-fiddles, and
whistles. The rustic American corruption of the

word 'charivari' is 'shiveree,' for which a syno-

nym is 'skimmerton.' Similar customs seem to

have existed under different names in all parts of

Europe, and sometimes they were of such a

licentious and violent character as to require mili-

tary interference to put them down. Even as
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early as the Fourteenth Century, the Church
found itself forced to threaten punishment, and
even excounnunication, against those who partici-

pated in thcni. In more recent times the chari-

vari has taken a purely political coloring; as,

for example, during the Restoration in France,

at which time, however, the popular voice began
to seek vent by casting its satirical darts against
public men through the press. Among the papers

of this sort the most famous is the Charivari.

which was established in Paris, December 2, 1832,

corresponding to the English publication Punch
(q.v.).

CHARKOV, KarTifiv. See Khabkov.
CHABLEMAGNE, shilr'le-mAn, Fr. pron.

shiir T-ma'ny'. See Charles the Great.

CHARLEMAGNE CYCLE OF ROMAN-
CES. A division of one of tlie three principal

cycles of romances which took form in France
in the Thirteenth Century. These three cycles

may roughly be designated as the gestes royales,

the ycstes de Guillaume, and the gestes de Doon
dc Mayence. The first of these divisions was
composed of all the poems which had been writ-

ten about the three regal historic figures Pepin,

Charles, and Louis, and the Charlemagne Cycle
was composed exclusively of all those poems
which centred about the life and Court of the

second of these characters. It consisted of a col-

lection and arrangement made by certain itin-

erant musicians, who were editorially minded, of

whatever of the ancient chansons de geste per-

tained particularly to the deeds of this one hero.

Many of these chansons were founded on certain

heroic ballads which Charlemagne himself had
caused to be presened in writing. These had al-

ready formed the basis of two Latin chronicle-

histories by a monk of Saint Gall (890), and
by Benedict of Saint-Andre (968), entitled, De
(testis Karoli Magni; and the two latter works
were doubtless of great aid to the Thirteenth
Century codifiers of the gestes. The cycle is

composed of the following individual narrative

poems: Fierabras; Garin de Montglane; Gallien

le Rhetor^; Ogier le Danois ; Les Quatres Filz

Aymou, and others of varj'ing dates. A prose
\ers)on of it, in French, was printed at Bagnyon
in 1478. Consult G. Paris, Histoire poetique de
Charlemagne (Paris, 1865).

CHABLEROI, shiir'l'rwU' (Fr., Charles king)

.

A Belgian town and fortress in the Province of

ilainaut, situated on the Sambre and on the
Charleroi Canal, between Mons and Xanmr. It is

divided into the upper and lower town (Map:
Belgium, C 4). It possesses an archaeological

museum, with a mineralogical collection and an
industrial school, and is altogether dej)endent
upon the activities of the .surrounding region.

The district is rich in coal and iron, the number
of smelting-furnaces and nail-factories in the
neighborhood V)eing very great, 'i'he iron-works
of Couillet, which yield a third of all the cast
iron produced in Belgium, are within a mile or
two of the town. Population, in 1890, 21,900;
in 1900, 24,800. In 1666 the village of Charnoi
was fortified by the Spaniards, and named, in

honor of the King, Charles II., Charleroi.

CHARLEROI, shUr'le-roi'. A borough in

Washington Connty, Pa., 40 miles south of Pitts-

burg, on the Monongahela River, and on the
Pittsburg, Virginia and Charleston Railroad.
It is an important manufacturing centre, with

extensive glass - works of various kinds, and
shovel-works. Charleroi was settled in 1890, and
incorporated in the following year. The govern-

ment is vested in a burgess, elected every three

years, and a borough council, chosen on a general
ticket. Population, in 1900, 5930.

CHARLES THE GREAT, or CHARLE-
MAGNE (from Lat. Carolus Magnus, Charles
the (Jreat) (742-814). King of the Franks after

7l>8, and Roman Emperor from 800 to 814. He
was the son of Pepin the Short, the first Carolin-
gian King, and of Bertha, a daughter of Chari-
bert. Count of Laon, and was bom probably on
April 2, 742. His birthplace is unknown ; but
from the fondness which he displayed throughout
his life for the cities of Aix-la-Chapelle and In-

gelheim, it has been conjectured that he was
born in one of these places. Of his early youth
and education nothing is known, even by Ein-
hard, his contemporary biographer. He was
brought up at the Court of his father, and re-

ceived the thorough military training which
constituted the education of the time. He took
part in his father's expeditions against Aquitaine
in 761 and 762. On Pepin's death, in 768, the

Frankish kingdom was divided between his two
sons, Charles receiving the eastern part or Aus-
trasia, which was predominantly Germanic, to-

gether with a part of Aquitaine, while his

brother Carloman received Neustria, the Ro-
mance part of the Frankish domains. Carloman
died in 771, and Charles, with the consent of

the Frankish nobles, took possession of the en-

tire kingdom, to the exclusion^ of the young sons
of his brother. Their mother fled to Desiderius,

King of the Lombards, and the ensuing com-
plications led to the first great war of Charles's

reign. Charles had, ere this, in 770, offended

Desiderius by repudiating his second wife. Desid-

erata, who was that monarch's daughter. The
latter, therefore, received Carloman's widow
hospitably, and urged Pope Adrian I. to crown
the sons of Carloman. Upon the Pope's refusal,

he invaded the Papal territorj'. The Pope there-

upon sunmioned the Frankish King to his aid.

Charles endeavored to avert the war; but upon
the refusal of Desiderius to restore the Papal
cities of the Pentapolis, he crossed the Alps, with
two armies, from Geneva by the Great Saint
Bernard and Mont Cenis, in 773, and besiegefl

Desiderius in Pavia, forcing him, after a ten
months' siege, to surrender and retire to a mon-
astery. In 777 he proclaimed himself King of

the Lombards, and was acknowledged as such by
the Lombard dukes. He secured the Pope's favor
by confirming the donation of lands made to the

Holy See by Pepin. In the winter of 776 he
again crossed the .Alps and criished a Lombard
revolt, henceforth ruling over northern and cen-

tral Italy as far south as Spoleto. In 780 he
went to Italy, where the Pope crowned his sec-

ond son, Pepin, King of Italy, and his third son,

Louis, an infant, three years old. King of Aqui-
taine. In 787 he completed the conquest of the

Lombards by the subjugation of the Duke of

Beneventum.
The severest war undertaken by Charles was

his contest with the Saxons. The struggle was
of long standing, having lieen waged by his

father and grandfather, and contemplated the in-

corporation of the Saxons into the Frankish
kingdom and their conversion to Christianity.

The obstinate resistance of the Saxons has
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scarcely Imh'ii ttiuulrd in luMtory. In 772 Charles
advanced as far an the NN'eser. and destniyed the

fumuu!« 'IrniinsuP—aecording to heatlien l)e!ief,

the eoluMui .supporting the earth. Tliere were in-

cessant revolts, bnt in 7*5 Charles earriinl his

arms as far as the Kiln?, in 777 he could even
hold the Frankish National AssiMnbly on Saxon
soil, at Paderborn. But in 778, on news of

Charles's absence in Spain, the Saxons again
arose, and advanced almost to Cologne; but
Charles again drove them back to the Ell)e. They
destroyed a Frankish army in the Siintel High-
lands in 782; and Charles, after a new victory,

avenged this disaster by the massacre, at Verden,
of 4500 prisoners in one day. Tliis caused a gen-

eral rising of the Saxons ; but, in 783-85, the

P'rankish monarch at last succeeded in reducing
them to subjection. Their great leader, Widu-
kind, submitted to baptism, and their principal

chiefs became Charles's vassals. The Saxons
north of the Elbe submitted in 804, and 10,000

of them were led into the interior of Germany
as hostages. Charles proceeded to extend his

arms beyond the boundaries of Saxony. The
neighboring Slavs were either his allies or else

were made tributary, and even the Bohemians
were in part subdued. The Danes were confined

to the north of the Eider, which became the

northern boundary of Charles's kingdom.
Charles was equally suocessful in the south-

east. His marriage, in 771, with Hildegarde,
daugliter of Duke Godfrey of Suabia, secured his

influence in that duchy. In Bavaria his cousin,

Tassilo, ruled practically as an independent
sovereign. He had been allied with the Lom-
bards, but in 781 he took the oath of allegiance

to Charles. In 787 he rebelled, but was forced

to surrender, and was deposed in 788. Tassilo

had also been allied with the Avars, a fierce

nomadic tribe which occupied the great plain

of the middle Danul)e. The wars which Charles
undertook against them in 791-96 resulted in the

entire destruction of the nation, the Raab be-

coming the southeastern boundary of the Frank-
ish kingdom. In 778, at the invitation of the
Emir of Saragossa, who was in revolt against his

suzerain, the Caliph of Cordova, Charles invaded

northeastern Spain. This campaign against the

infidel figures very prominently in mediieval

legends, but in reality it was without direct re-

sult. Charles was summoned home by the news
of a Saxon revolt, and in his return over the

Pyrenees, the rear-guard of his army was as-

sailed and annihilated, probably in the Pass of

Roncesvalles, by the Basques. In this battle

Roland (q.v. ), afterwards the hero of a vast

legendary literature, fell. In 779 Charles sent

his son Louis to Spain, and after the fall of

Barcelona he established the Spanish 'mark,' ex-

tending from the Pyrenees to the Ebro. It was
the policy of Charles to establish such 'marks'

on the borders of his dominions as bulwarks
against the uncivilized nations by which they
were surroimded. Against the Danes he estab-

lished the Danish 'mark' south of the Eider;
against the Sorabians the Thuringian 'mark;'

against the Bohemians the Frankish 'mark:' and
against the Southern Slavs the 'marks' of Ca-

rinthia and Friuli. The land in these districts

was parceled out among Frankish vassals, and
the margraves who ruled over them had far

greater power than the ordinary counts. Charles
also made use of the Church to secure his con-

quests. In the Saxon wars the Saxons were
baptized by the thousands, and the iiishoprics of
iialberstadt, Paderborn, Alinden, Verden, Bre-
m«'n, -Miinster, and Osnabrlick were erected. He
also founded great monasteries, like Corvey and
llerford, which were in fact fortresses in the
eneniy's country.

By the conquest, organization, and rule of such
extensive dominions and of peoples so different
in race and political tradition, Charles had vir-

tually established an empire. His assumption
of the inij)erial title and the revival of the West-
ern Roman Empire were but the logical consum-
mation of his great work. This event took place
on the occasion of an expedition to Italy, the ob-

ject of which was to support Pope Leo III.

against the rebellious Romans. While Charles
was worshiping in Saint Peter's on Christmas
Day, 800, the Pope, unexpectedly, as it appeared,
set a crown upon his head, and amid the acclama-
tions of the people, saluted him as 'Carolus
Augustus, Emperor of the Romans.' Charles was
liinjself adverse to the coronation—not that he
did not desire the imperial crown, but because he
did not wish to concede to the Pope and his suc-

cessors the right of bestowing it. In itself it

added nothing directly to Charles's power, yet
it greatly confirmed and increased the respect
entertained for him, such was the lustre of a
title with which were associated recollections of

all the greatness of the Roman Empire. There
is said to have been a scheme for the union of the
newly revived Western Empire with the Empire
of the East, by Charles's marriage with Irene

(q.v.), the Byzantine Empress. If so, it failed

by reason of Irene's overthrow. Besides the
moral weight of Roman tradition, the imperial
title added to Charles's ofTice of King the power-
ful temporal headsltip of the Christian Church.
This was strongly emphasized in the new oath
of allegiance to him, as Emperor, which Charles
caused all his subjects to swear soon after his
coronation. He proceeded to organize the empire
with a view to strengthening the imperial power.
The old national dukedoms having been abol-

ished, Charles governed his dominions through
counts, whom he himself appointed. Each count
presided over an ancient canton {Oau), a sub-
division of the dukedom. Three times a year
the count held a regidar court, which all freemen
were bound to attend, and in times of war he
assembled the military levy of the Gau. To
watch over the counts Charles sent his 'Missi
Dominici,' usually a count and a bishop, to the
extreme ends of the empire. Their functions were
to look after the administration of the Church, to
collect the Emperor's revenues, and hold the
superior court. Charles did not attempt to

interfere with local Germanic institutions, but
caused the ancient laws to be codified and reduced
to writing. Although his rule was in fact abso-
lute, he retained the ancient national assemblies,
which every freeman might attend. They met
twice a year, in spring {Maifeld; see Champ de
Mai) and in autunm, and decided upon matters
of State, particularly on peace and war. Here
the '^lissi Dominici' made their reports, and the

Church councils were held. Besides the 'Missi'

and his counselors, there were the two chief

court officials—the Apocrisiarius. who stood at

the head of Church affairs, and the Count Pala-

tine (Comes Palatinus), who presided over the

secular administration. The income from the
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royal domains, wliioh Charles skillfully man-
aged, logetlier with the revenues from the admin-
istration of justice and free-will olTerings, pro-

vided for the expenses of the State.

Charles promoted to the fullest extent the in-

terests of the Church. He rwognized in it a
powerful ally, both in increasing and ruling his

dominions. His wars were religious as well as

political: he introduced Christianity into the

countries wiiiclj he conquered. He made the sys-

tem of tithes c()m|)ulsory throughout the empire,

and riclily endowed bishoprics and monasteries.

But while increasing the power of the Church,
he was its undisputed head and ruler. He him-
self appointed all tiie higher clergy. He called

the National Councils of the Church, and pre-

sided over tliem, even when legates of the Pope
were j)rescnl. amending their decrees and re-

forming tlie discijiline of the clergy. He did not

hesitate to interfere in doctrinal matters, even in

opposition to the Pope, as when, in 784, in the

famous Lihri Carolini (q.v.), he declared the

Pope's doctrine on image-wcrship false and per-

nicious. He also effected a closer Church or-

ganization, by subordmating more strictly the
l)ishoprics to the archbishoprics and by strength-

ening the hold of the bishop over the churches of

his diocese. The monasteries, however, he left

independent of this scheme of organization.

Xo less glorious than his political achieve-

ments was the revival of science, literature, and
art which Charles brought about—a renaissance

all the brighter for the gloom by which it was
preceded and followed. He summoned to his

Court the greatest scholars of the age: Alcuin,

the Englishman, who became the head of the

Palace Sdiool ; Paulus Diaconus, the Lombard,
who wrote a history of his people; Peter of Pisa,

the grammarian : Angilbert, and Theodulf, the

greatest p(K'ts of the day, who wrote in imita-

tion of the ancient autliors; finally Einhard,
Charles's secretary and friend. In this circle of

scholars Cliarles moved as a comrade and friend,

much a.s did Lorenzo de' ^fedici in the Platonic
Academy of Elorence. He himself possessed an
amount of lc:irning uniisual in his age, in spite

of the fact that he could not write, having begun
to learn too late in life. He was very fond of

his native tongue—tlu Frankish—and himself
drew up a granmiar of fhe language. He in-

vented Frankish names for the months of the
year and for the winds, and even caused a collec-

tion of old (ierman pcK'nis and legends, then cur-

rent, to 1m- made, which his pious son Lotiis de-

.stroyed, because of its heathenism. In his Palace
School, his own sons and those of the nobility

received a liberal education; but he also com-
manded that each cathedral and monastery
should have a school to which laymen, as well
as clergA', should be admitted. The school which
Alcuin established at Tours, under his patron-
age, was famous for centuries. He even designed
to have a public school for all freemen in con-

nection with eadi parish. He was tio less liberal

in his patronage of the fine arts. He built sump-
tuous j)alaces. particularly at liis favorite resi-

dences, Aix-la-Chapelle and Ingelheim—for he
had no fixed capital—and inany cliurches, chief

among which was the Minster of .\i.\. He en-

deavored zealously to promote agriculture, manu-
factures, and commerce. He projected gn-at
national works, one of which was a canal to con-

nect the Rhine and the Danube; but he deemed

nothing beneath his attention which concerned
the interests of his empire or of his people. He
required his subjects to plant certain kinds of
fruit-trees, the cultivation of which was thus ex-
tended northward in Europe. His own domains
were an e.vample of sujierior cultivation.

Charles the Great was one of the most im-
posing figures, not only of the Middle Ages, but
of all history. His perscmality impressed it.self

upon the imagination of the people of the Middle
Ages as that of no other man has done. Ro-
mances and legends grew up around his name,
and those of his nobles, or paladins. According
to contemporary accounts, he was above the ordi-

nary stature and of a noble and commanding
presence. He was fond of manly exercises, par-
ticularly of hunting, ami his strength was pro-
digious. His mode of life was simple. In eating
and drinking, he was very moderate. He wore
the simple, ancient costume of his people, except
on great state occasions, when he used Byzan-
tine robes and ceremonial. His death took place
on Januarj' 28, 814. He was buried in the ^lin-
ster of Aix, and was succeeded by his .son Louis,
known as the Pious.

Bibliography. Besides his capitularies (q.v.),
there are extant letteis and Latin poems a.scribed

to Charles the (Jreat. (Consult Dummler, Poeiw
Latini .T]ri Carolini, Leipzig, 1881-84.) The
chief source for his historj' is the biography, by
his secretary. Einhard, Vita Caroli Magni, edited
by Pertz, in the Monumenta Germanice Historica,
and .separately (Hanover, 1863 >; Engl, trans, by
Glaister (London, 1877). Other sources are the
letters and poems of Alcuin, Paulus Diaconus,
and Angilbert, and the contemporary annals, for
a description and editions of which consult Wat-
tenbach, Deutschlands (ieschichtsquellen im Mit-
lelalter, Vol. I. (Berlin, 1893). The most de-
tailed modem account of his reign is Abel and
Von Simpson, Jahrbiicher des frankischen Retches
unter Karl dem Crosscn (I..eipzig, 1883, 1888).
Consult, also: Vetault, Charlemagne (Tours,
1876) ; Dollinger, Das Kaisertum Karls der
Crosne uud seiner Sachfolper (Munich. 1864) ;

Haureau, Charlemagne et son cour (Paris, 1888).
The best English works on Charles are : Mombert,
IJistorif of Charles the Great (New York, 1888) ;

Hodgkin, Charles the Great (Ix)ndon, 1897) ;

Dairs, Charlemagne, in Heroes of the Nations
series (New York, 1900) ; Mullinger, (Schools of
Charles the Great (London, 1877) ; Clemen. Die
I'ortriitdarstellungen Karls der Grosse (Aachen,
1890).

CHARLES II. Holy Roman Emperor. See
Ch.\ui.ks 1., riiK Bau), King of France.

CHARLES III. Holy Roman Emperor. See
CHAin.K.s 11.. TiiK Fat, King of France.

CHARLES IV. (1316-78). Holy Roman
JCmperor from 1346 to 1378. lie was born at
Prague, May 14, 1.1(6, and was the son and
s\icc-essor of John of Luxemburg. King of

Bohemia, who fell in the battle f)f CnVy in

1346. With the aid of Pope Clement VL, to

whom he had previously taken an oath sacri-

ficing several imi)erial prerogatives, he was
(•lected Emperor by five electors on July 11,

134(>. This was done l>ecause the Emperor
Louis IV. (q.v.) had been placed under the
greater excommunication by the Pope. Charles
and Louis ccmtended for the prize until the death
of the latter in 1347. On Easter dav, 1355, Charlea
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IV. M'as crowned Emporor at Rome. In 1350 he
issued the (Joldon Hull (q.v.), establishing n new
rule for the election of the King of the Konmns.
On .lune \'.i, 13(5r), he was erowned King of Aries.

In 137U he had his son, Wenceslaus, eleeted Em-
peror, to sucei'ed him after his death, and seeured

the Pojw's eontimiation of the election, in spite

of the provisions of the (Jolden Hull. He died

at Prague, November 20, 1378. Charles was an
artful politician, and directed his efforts mainly
to securing power for his own family and for his

hereditary kingdom of Hohemia, which was very
nourishing under his reign. He, with the Arch-
bishop of Prague, foundetl the University of

Prague, on the model of tliat of Paris, in 1348.

For his early years, till 1340, we liave an auto-

biography, "VMta Caroli IV^ ab ipso conscripta,"

in Boehmer, Fontea rcrtim Germanicarum, Vol. I.

(Stuttgart, 1843).

CHARLES V. (1500-58). Holy Roman Em-
peror, and, under the title of Charles I., King
of Spain. He was bom at Ghent, February 24,

1500, and was the eldest son of Philip, Archduke
of .Vustria, and of Joanna, the daughter of P^er-

dinand and Isabella of Spain. Philip's parents
were the Emperor Maximilian and Mary, daugh-
ter and heiress of Charles the Hold, Duke of

Hurgundy. On the death of his father in 1506,

C'harles, at the age of six, inherited the Hurgun-
dian realm, consisting in the main of the rich

and populous provinces of the Netherlands, then
at the height of their prosperity. On the death
of his grandfather, Ferdinand, in 1516, he became
King of Spain, as his motlier, Joanna, was of

disordered intellect and incapable of reigning. To
the Spanish Crown Ixdonged Naples, Sicily, and
Sardinia ; the Spaniards were just entering upon
their great career of conquest in the New World.
Charles was not very favorably received by the
Spanish nobles, who were doubtful of his rights
and jealous of the followers whom he brought
from Flanders, whore he had been educated. The
repression of the liberties of the people, which
had already gone far under his grandfather, and
which his son was to reduce to a system, contin-
ued unchecked under Charles, in spite of the ap-
peals of the Cortes. The prelates absorbed the
wealth of the kingdom, and were used by Charles
as the agents of the Government. In the early

l)art of his reign (1520) the towns of Castile
were driven to revolt for the maintenance of their
ancient liberties. It was with difficulty that the
insurrection was put down (1521). (See Padil-
I.A. Ji:.v.\ i)E.) On the death of his grandfather,
Maximilian, in 1519, Charles conjointly with his
younger brother, Ferdinand, succeeded to the pos-
session of the hereditary dominions of the House
of Hapsburg ( House of Austria ) . On June 28,
1519, he was raised to the imperial throne of
Germany by the choice of the electors, the rival
candidates being Francis I. of France and Henry
VIII. of England, and wfis crowned at Aix-la-
Chapelle. October 23, 1520. Owing to the jeal-

ousy of his Spanish connections, he was required
to sign an election agreement (Wahlkapitulation)
guaranteeing certain rights to the German na-
tion, a practice followed by his successors in

the imperial office. Charles was now by far the
most powerful sovereign in Christendom. In his
earlier years he had been frivolous and dissolute,
but he now became mindful of the duties and
dignity of his high position. He ascended the
imperial throne at a time when Germanv was

in a state of unprecedented agitation, because of
the movement set on foot by i.,uther (q.v.). To
restore tranquillity, a great diet was held at
Worms in 1521, before which Luther made the
memorable defense of his doctrines. Just at this

moment the great struggle between France and
Spain broke out afresh, Francis I. taking up
arms against his rival, whose attention was
drawn away from the internal ail'airs of Ger-
many. Thus, instead of vigorously assailing the
Protestant movement when it might still have
been in his power to quell it, Charles, who was
not alive to its significance, permitted it to take
deep root.

.

The war between Charles and Francis, in which
the former had Henry VIII. of England as an
ally, and was strengthened by the defection of

the powerful Charles of Hourbon (q.v.), proved
disastrous to France. The PVench were swept out
of Lombardy, and in an attempt to regain pos-

session of it, Francis was defeated before the
walls of Pavia, Februarj' 24, 1525, and taken
prisoner. He was forced to sign a humiliating
treaty at ^ladrid, January, 1526; but hardly had
he been set at liberty, when he prepared to renew
the struggle, with Henry VIII. now on his side

and with the support of Pope Clement VII., of

the House of Medici, who, alarmed at the vic-

tories of Charles, was anxious to rid Italy of the
Imperialists, and induced some of the Italian
States to join him. The Emperor's forces, imder
FrundslxTg and Charles of Hourbon. took Rome
itself by storm (1527), plundered it, and made
the Pope a prisoner. Charles pretended great
regret, went into mourning with all his Court,
and caused prayers to be said for the Pope's
liberation, while, by his own direction, the Pope
was kept for seven months a captive. The Peace
of Cambrai, between Charles and Francis, in

1529, deprived France of Lombardy, for the pos-
session of which she had fought so furiously. In
1530 Clement VII.. into whose scheme for the
restoration of the Medici in Florence Charles had
entered, crowned the victorious monarch at Bo-
logna as King of Lombardy and Emperor of the
Romans (the last coronation of a German Em-
peror by the Pope). Simultaneously with these
events, a great drama was being enacted in the
basin of the Danube, which brought a still greater
concentration of power in the hands of the Haps-
burg dynasty. In 1526 the Ottoman Sultan, Soly-
man the ^lagnificent, laid low the power of Hun-
gary in the battle of Mobiles. The Hungarian
monarch, Tx)uis II., who was also King of Bo-
hemia, did not survive the defeat, and Ferdinand
of Hapsburg, his brother-in-law, was chosen his
successor in Hohemia, while some of the nobles
in Hungary also conferred upon him the royal
crown. Thus were laid the foimdations of the
modern Hapsburg monarchy of Austria-Hungary.
Previous to this, in 1521-22, Charles had relin-

quished to Ferdinand the sole sovereignty over
the principal portion of the old hereditary
Austrian dominions. Having made peace with
his formidable rival, Charles now thought to

put an end to the religious differences in Ger-
many, and to repel the Turks, who had over-

run Hungary and laid siege to Vienna. But
the diet at Augsburg, in 1530, proved how vain
was the hope of restoring the former state of

things in Germany; and when the Emperor re-

fused to recognize the confession of the Protest-

ants (see Augsburg Confession), they refused
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to help him against the Turks. In 1531 the

Protestant princ-es formed the League of Schmal-
kald (q.v.), and allied themselves with France
and England for their ovra protection. This,

and the continued assatilts of the Turks, com-
pelled the Emperor to yield in some measure to

the demands of the Protestants, and to conclude
the Peace of Nuremberg (1532). In 1535 Charles
undertook an expedition from Spain against the

pirate IJarliarossa, who had established himself

in Tunis, and whose vessels did great injury to

the commerce of Spain and Italy. In this expe-

dition he was completely successful, and set free

no fewer than 22,000 Christians, who had been
held as slaves. \\ar again broke out with
France. An armistice for ten years was con-

cluded at Nice in 1538, which left the bulk of the
dominions of the despoiled Duke of Savoy in the
hands of Francis. Charles visited Paris, where
he was magnificently entertained. In 1540 the
proud city of Ghent, the birthplace of the Em-
peror, received a terrible chastisement at his

hands for daring to resist his msindates. In 1541
Charles undertook an expedition against Algiers,

but returned discomfited. In 1542-44 Charles
was engaged in a fresh war with France, Henry
Vllt. being once more his ally. It was terminated
by the Treaty of Crespy, advantageous to the Em-
.peror. The suspension of the struggle with
France left the Emperor at liberty to turn his

arms against the Protestants of Germany, at
whose head were Philip the Magnanimous, Land-
grave of Hesse, and John Frederick, Elector of

Saxony. Charles received the support of the am-
bitious Protestant prince, Maurice, Duke of Sax-
ony (of the Al!)ertine line). The victory of

Miihn)erg, April 24, 1547, placed the Protestants
at the mercy of Charles, who deprived John Fred-
erick of his territories. In 1548 the Augsburg
Interim was published, fixing the degree of re-

ligious toleration to be accorded in Germany
pending the decision of the Council of Trent,
which had been opened in 1545. In 1551 Magde-
))urg, a great stronghold of Protestantism, suc-
cumbed to the arms of Maurice of Saxony. But
this prince himself now became thoroughly
alarmed at the arbitrarv manner in which the
Einj)eror was proceeding to carry out his political

aims, and suddenly turned his arms against him,
allying himself with Henry II. of France. Charles
was compellerl to flee before the arms of the Pro-
testants, and in 1552, through his brother Ferdi-
nand, he concluded with them the Peace of Pas-
sau, by which the Lutheran States were allowed
the exercise of their religion. A more definite

settlement was made, in the Peace of Augsburg,
in 1555. In the meanwhile Henry II. seized the
three bishoprics of Toul, Metz, and Verdun
(15.52), and an attempt of the Emperor to re-

conquer Metz failed miserably.
Weary of the constant struggles and heavy

responsil)ilities of his ill-assorted realms, Charles
now declared his resolution to seek repose and
devote the remainder of his days to God. In
1555-56 he resigned the Netherlands and Spain to

his son Philip, and abdicated the imperial crown
in favor of his brother Ferdinand, and retire<l

to the Monastery of Yuste, in Estremadura. At
Yuste Charles spent two years, partly in me-
chanical pursuits, partly in religious exercises,
which are said to have assiuncd a character of
<he nmst gloomy asceticism, and partly in active
participation in politics. He died September

21, 1558. By his wife, Isabella, daughter of

King Emmanuel of Portugal, he had one son, his

successor, Philip II. of Spain, and two daugh-
ters. Charles V. was a prince of remarkable
executive powers. He showed a shrewd and some-
times statesmanlike ability in meeting the diffi-

cult problems of his reign ; but this gave way
more and more to the morbid religiosity inherited
from the Spanish side of his house. While he
spared his Protestant subjects in Germany for
political reasons, he persecuted heresy unspar-
ingly in Spain, where policy imposed upon him
no restraint. As a general he ranks high. In
temperament and disposition he was cold, phleg-
matic, stoical, and devoid of chivalry.

Consult: W. Eobertson, History of the Reign
of Charles Y., with an account of the Emperor's
life after his abdication by Prescott (Phila-
delphia, 1864-67) ; Baumgarten, Geschichte Karls
y. (Stuttgart, 1885-92) ; Lanz, Korrespondenz
des Kaisers Karl V. (Leipzig, 1844-46) ; Sando-
val, Historia de la vida y hechos del Emperador
Carlos V. (Valladolid, 1604) ; Sepuloeda, De
Rebus Gestis Caroli V. (Madrid, 1780) : Ranke,
Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reforma-
tion (Leipzig, 1894).

CHARLES VI. (1685-1740). Holy Roman
Emperor from 1711 to 1740, and the last of the
direct male line of the House of Hapsburg. He
was the second son of the Emperor Leopold I.,

and was bom October 1, 1685. His father wished
to secure for him the crown of Spain; but
Charles II. of Spain assigned it by testament
to Philip of Anjou, whereupon arose the great
War of the Spanish Succession, Britain and Hol-
land taking part with the Emperor against
France, for the maintenance of the balance of

])ower in Europe. (See Succession Wabs.)
Charles was acknowledge<l by the Allies as
Charles III. of Spain, but had not succeeded in

obtaining permanent possession of the kingdom
when the death of his brother, the Emperor
Joseph L, recalled him to Germany in 1711; and
as he now became Emperor of fJermany. England
and Holland concluded the Peace of Utrecht with
France in 1713, not wishing to see him also
King of Spain. Charles continued the war for

f-ome time; but by the Peace of Rastadt (1714)
gave up his claim to Spain, being confirmed,

however, in possession of the Spanish Nether-
lands and of the Spanish possessions in Italy.

He was successful in a war against the Turks,
marked by splendid Austrian victories under
Prince Eugene, and concluded by the Treaty of

Passarowitz (1718), and in a war with Spain,
which arose out of the project of the Spanish
minister, Alberoni (q.v.), and in which the Quad-
ruple Alliance was formetl—France. England,
and Holland joining the Emperor against Spain.
Charles had lost his only son, and being anxious
to secure the throne to his own descendants,
named his daughter, Maria Theresa (q.v.), as
his heiress, by a Pragmatic Sanction, published
April 10, 1713. For more than twenty .vears the

foreign policy of Charles was dictated by the sole

<lesire of obtaining the ratification of the Prag-
matic Sanction from the European powers. To
iiccomplish this he sacrifict>d .Austrian terri-

tories in Italy and Spain, and the commercial
prosperity of Flanders to England and Holland.
(See OsTExn Company.) He won over Pnissia
by the concession of extensive privileges, and
bribed Russia by allowing it a free hand in
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Poland. lU- was uiisiuri'ssful in tho so-called

War of the rolish Suetfssion, \vaye«l against

France and Spain, in tlie course of which Don
Carlos conquered tlie Two Sicilies in 1734-45. He
was also worste<l in a second war with the Turks,

teniiinated by the Peace of Belgrade, in 1739, in

Avhiclj .\ustria made some cessions of territory.

He dietl October 20, 1740. He was of a mild and
benevolent disposition, but full of superstition

and conservative prejudices. Consult: Mailath,

(Irsrhiclile <lcs ostirrrcrrhischcn Kaiserataates

(Hambur}.', 1834-50) ; Coxe, Uistory of the House

of Atislria (London, 1847).

CHARLES Vn. (1007-1745). Holy Roman
Empcnn- from 1742 to 1745. He was tiie son of

Ma.ximilian Emmanuel, Elector of Bavaria, and
for .some time (Jovernor of the Spanish Nether-

lands. After the conquest of ihc Bavarian ter-

ritories, and tlie pronunciation of the ban of the

Empire apainst his fatlier by the Emperor Joseph

I. (see Spanish Succession, War of), he was
for some time a prisoner; but after the death

of .Joseph, Charles married the latter's youngest

dauglitcr, and in 172G siiccecded his fatlier as

Elector of Bavaria, as such styled Charles Albert.

He refused his consent to the Pragmatic Sanc-

tion (q.v.) : and, on the death of Charles VI.

in 1740, advance<l a claim to the Austrian do-

minions in right of his wife, and upon the

furtlier ground of a testament of Ferdinand I.

At first he Avas successful with the aid of the

Frencli forces, and caused himself to be pro-

claimed Archduke of Austria at Linz and King
of Bohemia at Pragiie. In 1742 lie was elected

Emperor. The Hungarians, however, rose in favor

of ;Maria Theresa, and he was driven from Austria

and from Bohemia, and for a time even from his

Bavarian capital, Munich. Disea.se and calami-

ties combined to cause his death, January 20,

1745. "Misfortune," he said, "will never leave

me till I leave it."

CHARLES I. (1600-49). King of England,

Scotland, and Ireland from 1625 to 1649. The
second son of James I. of England and VI. of

Scotland, he was born at Dunfermline, Novem-
ber 19, 1000, and created Duke of Albany at

his baptism, December 23. He was a deli-

cate child, tongue-tied, and troubled with weak
joints and ankles. In 1605 he was created

Duke of York, and on the death of his brother

Henry, November 6, 1612, became heir apparent,

but was not created Prince of Wales until No-

vember 3, 1616. He outgrew his physical de-

fects, with the exception of a slight stutter;

became a diligent theological student, an accom-

plished scholar, and skillful in the sports of tilt-

ing, tennis, and marksmanship. At twenty-two
years of age he had developed artistic and musi-

cal tastes, and was distinguished for modesty of

conduct and morals. Negotiations for his mar-

riage were made, first with Princess Chris-

tian, sister of Louis XIII. of France, in 1613,

and then with the Infanta ^laria of Spain,

daughter of Philip III., in 1614. In February,

1623, occurred his journey to Spain, at the sug-

gestion of his favorite com])anion, Buckingham,
who accompanied him. Unannounced, he arrived

in ]\Iadrid, to the consternation of the Spanish

statesmen, who had already decided against the

marriage. After much duplicity on both sides,

Charles returned to England in October, being

received with popular acclamation. Negotia-

tions were broken oil" ou religious jiretexts, al-

though the unwillingness of Pliilip to lielp in the
restoration of Ciiarles's l)rother-in-law, Fred-
erick, to tho l^alatinate, was the real cause.

Charles aroused national enthusiasm by advo-
cating war, and exi)n'ssed his readiness to con-

quer Spain; but his father wished for a military
expedition to the Palatinate. On March 27,
1625, James died, and Charles succ-eedcd to the
throne. To gain France as an ally, on May 1 he
married, by proxy. Princess Heiirictte Marie of
France (l(i09-69), receiving his bride at Canter-
bury, <m June 13. The natitmal admiration was
quenched by this marriage, with its accompany-
ing violations of parliamentary Protestant
pledges; and before a year had elapsed, Charles,
linding the Queen's Catholic retinue of 440 per-
sons too troublesome, deported them to France.
His marriage subsequently proved particularly
happy. His reign, however, was doomed to failure.

He was a puppet in the hands of his favorite,

Buckingham, whom he had appointed Prime
ilinister in defiance of public wishes, and whose
warlike schemes ended ignominiously. Three Par-
liaments, convoked in four years, were dissolved
in royal exasperation at their refusal to comply
with his arbitrary measures, and public feeling
became embittered. The third Parliament pre-

sented the Petition of I'iqht (q.v.) in 1628. The
King temporized and conceded, then—although
Buckingham's assassination had removed one
cause of the contention—dissolved Parliament and
cau.sed some of the leading members to be impris-
oned, one of whom. Sir .John Eliot, was allowed to

sicken and die in the Tower, although he present-

ed several petitions for a temporary release. In-

fluenced by the Queen, and with Laud and Went-
worth as chief advisers, Charles governed with-
out a Parliament for <'lcven years, the despotic
Star Chamber and High Commission courts
giving semblance of legal sanction to forced
loans, poimdage, tonnage, ship money, and other
extraordinary measures to meet governmental
expenses. Republican principles developed and
expanded, toward which Charles opposed a policy
of severe repression. His attempt to impose
I'Ipiscopacy provoked the Scotch to restore Pres-
byterianism. and to adopt the Solemn Eeagiie and
Covenant. Febniary 28. 1638. In 16;?9 Charles
assembled an army to enforce his will ; the Cove-
nanters retaliated and advanced to the Border.
I'nable to proceed without supplies, in 1640
Charles summoned the 'Short Parliament,' which
he dissolved in three weeks, as the members re-

fused to listen to his demands, but drew up a
statement of public grievances, demanded an in-

quiry into Eliot's death, and insisted on peace
with Scotland. Obtaining money by irregular
means, Charles advanced against the Scots, who
crossed the Border and defeated his army at New-
burn-upon-TATie, and soon afterwards occupied
Newcastle and Durham, everywhere receiving
popular sATiipathy and support. His money ex-

hausted, the King was compelled to call the 'Long
Parliament.' which met November 3, 1640. Led
by the ripe, sagacious, and dauntless Pym, it

proceeded to redress grievances, and showed its

resolution by impeaching and imprisoning the
instigators of royal despotism—Laud, and \\'ent-

worth. who had been created Earl of Strafford.

The King tried to save Strafford by bribery;
then consented to a plot to overawe Parlia-

ment by military force, which being discovered.
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Strafford was condemned to death. Charles

humbly asked for a milder punishment; but, in

trepidation for the life of his Queen, which he

considered in danger from mob violence, signed

Stratford's death warrant, and contirmed a

bill by which PiU-liaTnent was not to be dis-

solved' without its own consent. The Kinjj was
now pledged to constitutional rule; but un-

happily, imbued with extreme notions of kingly

prerogative, could not rest content. He visited

Scotland, hoping by concessions to win favor and
armed support; but while there the Irish Re-

bellion and Ulster Massacre occurred, and, know-
ing that Charles had intrigued for the military

assistance of the Irish Catholic lords. Parlia-

ment enlarged its demands. The Commons ac-

c-epted a petition against the royally appointed
bishops who disputed their authority, and who
were mobbed on their way to the House of Lords.

On his return from Scotland the King had
yielded to the provisions of The Grand Re-

monstrance' : but now, learning of the impending
impeachment of his Queen, who had sought as-

sisUmce from Rome, he planned the sudden coup
of appearing in the Commons with an armed
force, and. accusing Pym, Hampden, Hollis,

Haselrig. and Strode of treason, demanded their

arrest and delivery to him.
Intense excitement ensued; shouts of 'Privi-

lege of Parliament' were raised; the indicted

members, forewarned, had taken refuge in the

City, and the King retired with undignified

threats. The country was aroused. Parliament
and the nation were declared in peril, and
liondon prepared to defend itself. Met with
his own weapons, the alarmed King fled

with his family to Hampton Court. Seven

months later he raised the royal standard

at Nottingham, August 22, 1642. and civil war
commenced and proceeded, although arbitration

was vainly attempted from time to time. The
Royalists at first were the victors; but after

several reverses the Parliamentary forces ac-

quired experience and discipline, and Cromwell
and Fairfax annihilated the royal army at

Naseby, June 14, 1645. Guerrilla warfare con-

tinued until Charles gave himself up to the

Scottish army at Newark, on May 5, 1646. Ne-
gotiations were fruitlessly renewed, and he was
delivered to the English Parliament, who as-

signed him a residenc-e at Holmby House, near
Northampton. After four months, his qualified

reply to a Parliamentary proposal resulted in

his conveyance by Cornet Joyce to Hampton
Court. He continued his intrigues and opposi-

tion to all constitutional propositions, and. after

three months, escaped to the Isle of Wight,
where he hoped to receive aid from the governor
of Carisbrooke Castle, but was imprisoned.
Cromwell and the Independents lost patience, and
compelled Parliament to pa.S8 an act of treason
against further negotiation with the King, who
was removed to Hurst Castle. The Scots and
English Presbyterians, deeming the regal person
sacred and inviolable, thought to rescue him,
but were defeated, and their represent^itives ex-

pelled from Parliament, which appointed a court
to judge the King. He was removed from Hurst
Castle to Windsor, on Deceml)er 2.S. 1648. and
on January 20. 164J), was taken to Westminster
Hall, where the court was ojiened with great
solemnity. Charles repudiated its legality, and
refused to plead. On the 27th he was sentenced

in death as a tyrant, murderer, and enemy of

the nation, by sixty-seven out ol the original one
hundred and thirty-five judges (Gardiner, Civil

War, IV., 293, 308-13). Scotland protested, the

royal family entreated, France and the Nether-
lands interceded, in vain. After a pathetic part-

ing from two of his children, he calmly prepared
for death and bore himself with dignity. He
was beheaded at Whitehall, Januarj' 30, 1649.

The last words of his speech on the scaffold were,

"I must tell you that liberty and freedom consist

in having of government those laws by which
the lives and the goods of the people may be
most their own. It is not having share in the

government, sirs ; that is nothing pertaining to

them," a sentiment that was plagiarized by the
opponents of Chartism (q.v,) as late as 1848.

In private character Charles was a man of

culture, kind, of irreproachable life, and of great
physical courage; but in political affairs he was
imscrupulous, and blindly obstinate in his belief

in the 'divine right of kings.' By Charles II.'s

l>ersonal edict at the Restoration, until its can-

c-ellation by Parliament in 1859, January 30 re-

ceived special observances in the Anglican Church
as '"the day of the martyrdom of the Blessed

King Charles I." After his death api>eared

Eikon Basilike: The Portraiture of His Sacred
Majesty in His Solitude and Sufferings, attribut-

ed to the King, but written by Bishop Gauden,
who, in 1 65 1, published at The Hague Keliquiw
Sa<rcB Carolina', The W'orks of that Great ilon-

arch and Glorious Martyr, King Charles I. The
liest works on the reign are: Gardiner, History

of England, 160S-.'i2 (10 vols., London and New-

York, new edition 1883-84), and his Ciril War
(4 vols.. London, New York, and Bombay. L894-

97 ) , containing full citation of the original

.sources: also his Puritan Revolution (London,

1876) ; Chancellor, Charles I., 1600-25 (London,
1886) ; Harris, Life and Work^ (i^ndon, 1758) ;

Skelton, Life of Charles I. (London, 1898) : Ma.s-

son. Life of Milton (7 vols.. London, 1873-94) ;

and Disraeli, Commentaries on the Life and
Reign of Charles /. (5 vols.. London. 1828-31).

Original materials are contained in: Letters of
Charles /. to Henrietta Maria (London, 1836);
Clarendon. Great Rebellion (6 vols., Oxford,

1888) : Whitelocke. Memorials (4 vols., new edi-

tion, Oxford. 1853) ; Gardiner. Constitutional

Docuvients (Oxford. 1889) ; and the Calendars

of State Papers, edited bv Hamilton (London,

1890-93).

CHARLES II. (1630-85). King of England,

Scotland, and Ireland from 1649 (reigned from
1660) to 1685. He was the second, but eldest sur-

viving son. of Charles I., and was Prinw of

Wales from his birth. He was born at Saint

James's Palace. London. May 29. 1630. and bap-

tized by Bishop Laud on July 7, Louis XIII. of

Fnuice lx»ing one of his sponsors. At eight years

of age an establishment was provided for him as

heir apparent, with William Cavendish, Earl of

Newcastle (q.v.), as governor, and Dr. Brian

Duppa as tutor. The following year he broke

his arm, and his life was endangered by a severe

illness. He took his seat in the House of I-.ords

in 1640. and his first public act was to carry his

father's letter in favor of Strafford to the peers.

He held a nominal conmiand in the early cam-
paigns of the Civil War, and was present at

Edgehill in 1642, where he narrowly escaped
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capture. Appoiiittni ^«'n«>ral of tlie avi'sUm-ii forces,

lit' parted from bis father at Oxford, Marcli 4,

H54o, and reinuincd in safety in Somerset, Devon,
and (.'ornwall ; after Naseby, he escaped by way
of Scilly and .lerHcy and joined his mother in

I'aris, where he remained for two years, to liis

moral disadvantage. In July, l(t48, he sailed

from HelvfH'tsluis with nineteen ships, for the
I'liaiiu's, where he took several prizes. He issued

a priK-lamation of conciliation to the Londoners
and ScoU*, and returned to The Hague, where,
during his father's trial, he did his utmost to

save him, forwarding a blank charter with his

signature attaclied for Parliament to inscril)e

its own terms of clemency. At his father's

<ieath he assumed the title of King, and was pro-

claimed in Scotland, Ireland, the Channel
Islands, and one or two places in England.
After vacillating between Holland, France, and
Jersey, with the intention of invading Ireland,

he returned to Holland, and, embarking at Ter-
heyden for Scotland, arrived in Cromarty Firth
June 10. IfioO, despite an attempt to intercept
him. On September 3 a Scottish force fighting
for him was defeated at Dunbar, and this has-

tened his coronation at Scone, January 1, 1651,

after an acknowledgment of his father's faults
and various declarations and concessions of a
feeble .character. He suddenly invaded England
the following August, with 10,000 men. and was
proclaimed King at Carlisle and other places on
his advance. Cromwell hastened to meet and
surround him, and, after two encounters, routed
his arjiiy at Worcester, September 3, 1651.
Charles was hunted and a price was put upon his
head, but after hiding at Boscobel (q.v. ) and
other places, through the loyalty of friends

and his own courage and address, he safely em-
barked at Shoreham on October 15, and landed
at Fecamp. Xormandy, the next day. Eight
years of impecunious and profligate exile were
variously spent in France and at Cologne and
Bruges, until not long after Cromwell's death,
when, the coimtrv being threatened with militaiy
despotism, the popular wish throughout England
for the restoration of royalty was consummated
by General Monk (q.v.), after Charles's concil-

iatory Breda declaration, and he was proclaimed
King at Westminster, May 8, 1660. He landed
at Dover on the 26th, and was welcomed, at
Whitehall, by the two houses of Parliament
on May 29, 1060, after an enthusiastic accla-

mation by thousands on his progress through
London. He was crowned on April 23, 1661.
His first Parliament, distinguished by abase-
ment and insistence on 'royal prerogative,'
gave him an untrammeled course. Clarendon,
his dignified companion in exile, was appointed
chief minister. Episcopacy was restored, and
English and Scotch Nonconformists and Presby-
terians subjected to persecution. He extended
an indemnifving act. dating from Januarv 1,

1637, to June 24, 1660, to all political offend-
ers, excluding the regicides, of whom thirteen
were executed, while the bodies of Cromwell
and Ireton were hung in chains, and the
remains of Blake, Bradshaw, and others cast
out of Westminster Abbey into potter's fields.

Extravagant, and always in want of money,
Charles gladly assented to the abolition of the
feudal rights of knight service, wardship, and
purveyance in consideration of an annuitv of
£1,200.000. On May 20, 1662, he married Cath-

arine of Braganza ((j.v.) for her large dowry.
He shamefully sold Dunkirk and Mardick to the
French, and for a pecuniary consideration made
war against the Netherlands, in (»j)f)osition to
English commercial interests and the popular
feeling. In 1667 13e Ruyter, commanding the
Dutch fleet, sailed up the Medway and burned
several war-ships at Chatham, and Charles was
comiK'lled to conclude the ignominious Peace of
Breda. This precipitated Clarendon's downfall,
which was followed by the appointment of tlie

unpopular Cabal Ministry ((j.v.), who sought to
restore Catholicism and absolution. Charles
sought to conciliate the people by the Triple
Alliance, in May. 1668, with Sweden and the
States-General ; but the French Court persuaded
him to make war against the United Provinces.
He basely accepted a pension from the French
tJovernment; and, as even this, with all that
he could get from his Parliament, was insuf-

ficient for his expenses, he resorted to illegal

means to raise money. The dubi<ms 'popish plot'

(see Gates) against the King's life caused great
excitement among the people, and Lord Stafford
and other persons were unjustly executed. The
Parliament of 1679, against the will of the Court,
enacted the celebrated Habeas Corpus Act (q.v.).
and a bill was mooted to exclude the King's
brother, the Duke of York, from the succession
on account of his Roman Catholicism. The
King had, however, crushed the Presbyterians
of Scotland, and, more absolute than any of his
I?redecessors, adopted most arbitrary measures.
The city of London was deprived of its privileges,
because of the election of a sheriff disagreeable
to the Court. The Rye House plot (q.v.), a
widely extended conspiracy, was discovered in

1683, and cost the lives of a number of persons,
among whom were Lord Russell and Algernon
Sidney. Charles had begun to recognize the ne-

cessity of a more liberal policy, when an attack
of apoplexy caused his death, on P^bruary 6,

1685. In his dying hours he received absolution
from a Roman Catholic priest, although he had
not previously avowed his attachment to that
religion. His reign was full of events dishonor-
able to his country, of which he himself was gen-
erally the cause. His life was dissolute, the num-
ber of his mistresses and the profligacy of his
(^urt being scarcely paralleled in British history.
His afTability, however, won him popularity,
which was familiarly expressed by the nicknames
of "The ]Merry Monarch" and "Old Rowley."
Consult: Pepys, Diary, ed. Wheatley (London,
1899) ; Evelyn, Diary (new ed., London, 1854) ;

Clarendon, History of the Rebellion and the Civil
Wars in England (last ed., Oxford, 1849) ; Bur-
net, History of the Reformation of the Church
of England (last ed., London, 1873) ; Hallam,
Constitutional History of England (8th ed., Lon-
don, 1855) ; Macaulaj', History of England (8th
ed., London, 1852) ; Somers, Tracts, Vols. VII.,
VIIL (London, 1809-15) ; Calendar of State Pa-
pers of the Reign of Charles IT. (ed. Green, 21
vols., London, 1860-87) ; Harris, Life of Charles
11. (London, 1766) ; Hoskyns, Charles II. in the
Channel Islands (London, 1854) ; Cunningham,
Story of Nell Gwynn (new ed., London, 1893) ;

Molloy, Royalty Restored (London, 1885) ; For-
neron, Louise de Kcroualle (Paris, 1886) ;

"Charles II." in Stephen, Dictionary National
Biography, Vol. X. (New York, 1887); Jesse,
Memoirs, Vol. III. (newed., London, 1876) ; Mas-
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son, Life of Milton (London, 1873-94). For favor-

able estinmtes of Cliarles. consult: Guiney, "An
Enquirendo into the Wit and Other Good Parts

of his Late Majesty King Charles the Second," in

Patrius (Boston, 1897) ; and Street, "An Eulogj-

of Charles the Serond," in Quales Ego (London,

1896).

CHARLES I., THE Bald (translation of Fr.

Charles Ic Chauve) (823-77). King of France

from 843 to 877 ; as Roman Emperor, Charles II.

He was the son of Louis the Pious, by his sec-

ond wife, Judith. The determination of Judith

to secure a kingdom for her son led to repeated

wars between the sons of Louis, until, by the

Treaty of Verdun (q.v.), in 843, Charles re-

ceived the western portion of the empire, which

from this time may he called the Kingdom of

France; or, more strictly, the Wcst-Frankish

Kingdom. The government of Charles was

weak ; the great nobles were rapidly becom-

ing independent; the Northmen pillaged the

countrv, almost without resistance on the part

of Charles, who bribed them to depart. Yet on

the death of the Emperor Louis II., in 875,

Charles received the imperial crown, through

the favor of the Pope. He died in 877.

CHARLES II., THE Fat (translation of Fr.

Charles le Gros, Ger. Karl der Dicke) (839-88).

King of France after 885: as Roman Emperor,

Charles III. He was the third son of Louis the

German (q.v.). At his father's death, in 876,

he became King of only a portion of Germany;

but within eight years seven kings of the Caro-

lingian line met with untimely deaths, and only

one left a legitimate heir. In 885 the only two
representatives of the male line were Charles

and a bov five years old, afterwards Charles the

Simple of France. Consequently, Charles was

recognized as King, and ruled over almost all

the lands which had formed the empire of

Charles the Great. He was also crowned Em-
l)eror of the Romans in 881. He was a weak

and cowardly ruler. When the Northmen be-

sieged Paris he made no resistance, but bribed

them to leave the capital, and allowed them to

plunder elsewhere. His subjects revolted. He
was deposed in 8S7, and died in January, 888.

CHARLES III., THE Simple (translation of

Fr. Charles Ic Simple, or le Sot) (879-929).

King of France from 893 to 929. He was the

posthumous son of Louis the Stammerer (q.v.).

At the death of Charles the Fat, Eudes, Count

of Paris, was chosen King of France; but many
of the Franks were still faithful to the Carolin-

gian dynasty (q.v.), and rallied about Charles.

In 89.3' he assumed the crown, and, after three

years of fighting, forced Eudes to promise him

the succession to the kingdom. Consequently, on

the death of Eudes, in 898, he was generally

recognized as King; but he proved to l)e a weak
ruler. His most important act was the cession

of the future Normandy (q.v.) to the Northmen.

In 922 his subjects revolted. In 923 he was made
a prisoner, ami died in captivity in 929.

CHARLES IV., the Fair (translation of

Fr. Charles le liel) ( 1294-1328) . King of France

from 1322 to 1328, and the last of the CaiJetian

line. He was the youngest son of Philip IV.,

the Fair, and succeeded his brother. Philip V.

His policy was to strengthen and consolidate the

royal power. This he did by repressing unruly

nobles, increasing the royal revenue, and adding

cities, such as those of the Agenais, which he

took from the English, to the royal domains. He
introduced some financial reforms and expelled

the Lombard bankers, who were much disliked.

CHARtiES v., THE Wise (translation of Fr.

Charles Ic Sage) (1337-80). King of France

from 1364 to 1380. He was the son of King
John II., the Good, and on his father's being

made prisoner by the English at the battle of

Poitiers (September 19, 1356) he assumed the

regency. The most significant event of his rule

was the vigorous efTort of the peasants, aided by
a part of the bourgeoisie, to deliver themselves

from the tyranny of nobles and the Court,

which resulted in the popular uprising called the

Jacquerie (q.v.). Upon the death of his father,

in 1364, Charles ascended the throne. By his

cautious policy he succeeded in introducing order

in the kingdom, and in reestablishing the power
of the Crown, which had been much shaken.

War with England raged for a number of years,

but with results highly favorable to Charles,

who stripped his enemies of all their conquests

in France except a few fortified places. He died

September 16, 1380. Charles was a generous

patron of literature and the arts. He founded

the Bibliothdque Royale, and increased the priv-

ileges of the university. He rid himself of the

so-called 'grand companies'—bands of mercenaries

who were terrorizing many parts of the country
—^by employing them in wars outside of France.

(See GrESCLTX.) He built the Bastille to keep

the turbulent citizens of Paris in order.

CHARLES VI. ( 1368-1422) . King of France

from 1380 to 1422. He was the son and suc-

cessor of Charles V., and less than thirteen years

of age at his father's death. For several years

he was under the guardianship of four uncles,

one of whom (the Duke of Anjou) acted as

regent. Their ambitions led to civil war. In

1388 Charles took the government into his own
hands, and ruled well for some years, till he be-

came insane. A regent was appointed, and
party strife broke out again. The two great par-

ties into which the nation was divided were those

of Orleans and Burgundy. Each party, at differ-

ent times, called in the English to its aid.

Henry V. took advantage of the civil conflict,

and at the battle of Agincourt, in 1415, won a

victory which left France almost helpless. Mur-
ders, massacre, and all the horrors of civil war
devastated France until, in 1420, a peace was
made at Troyes, by which Charles VI. disin-

herited his son and accepted Henrj' V. as his

successor. He died October 21, 1422, leaving

most of France in the hands of the English. See

Agincoirt; Artevelde, Philip van; Fbaxce.

CHARLES VII. (1403-61). King of France

from 1422 to 1461. He was the fifth son and the

successor of Charles VI., and was bom on Feb-

ruary 22, 1403. When his father died Charles

had little prospect of ruling France. Paris and

almost all the north were in the hands of the

English, who proclaimetl as King Henry VI. of

England, who was then 18 months old. and made
the" Duke of Bedford regent. For the first six

years Charles .showed little energj', and was
compelled by the English to evacuate Cham-
pagne and Elaine. In 1427 the French forces

obtained their first success, when the English

failed in their siege of Montargis; but in Oo-

tobor, 1428, the latter investetl OrK^ans, which
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was* the most important city lu-ld by the party

of Charles, and on February 12, 142!», the Fremh

met witli a disastrous defeat at llarenjj.s. At

this critical moment .loan of Arc (q.v.) came

to the Kinj,^s aid, and the »'wiie of Orleans was

raised on May 8, 142!). Charlec was consecrat-

etl Kinjr at Uheims, July 17, 1420. The English

gradually lost their possessions in France, and

the Duke of Burjrundy. their ally, went over to

Charles. The latter entered Paris in 143(i, and

in the following years the Knglish lost all their

i'"rench possessions except Calais. Tiie last bat-

tle, a disastrous defeat for the English, was at

Castillon. .luly 17, 1453. Aft*r he was estab-

lished on tile throne. Charles devoted himself to

the reorganization of the Government, to the re-

lorm of the finances, and to the formation of a

powerful and well-disciplined army. He strove

by every means to increase his own power, but

his government was not despotic, and France

recovered from the effects of the terrible calami-

ties of the long war. Charles encouraged com-

merce and literature, and had the prosperity of

his subjects at heart; but he was timid and ir-

resolute, afraid of plots against himself, and

almost continuously under the control of some

woman. He made no effort to save the Maid of

Orh'ans from her fate. For many years he

yielded in almost everything to the wishes of

his mistress, Agnes Sorel, who, however, exer-

cised a beneficent influence over him. See

Agnes Sorf:l.

CHARLES VIII. ( 1470-98) . King of France

from 1485 to 1498. He was born at Amboise,

and succeeded to the throne on the death

of his father. Louis XL, in 1483. For some time

the Government was carried on under the re-

gency of his sister, Anne of Heaujeu. who
displayed fine political statesmanship in defend-

ing the rights of the Crown against the en-

croachments of the States-General, in the

repression of the feudal princes, and in the an-

nexation to France of Brittany through the

marriage of its Duchess, Anne, to the young

King. When Charles attained his twenty-first

year he took the royal power into his own

'hands. He was a high-spirited, generous youth,

and a good king: but his fame rests less on his

rule in France than on the part he played in

the history of Italy. Solicited, in 1494. by

Ludovico i'l Z^Ioro. Duke of IMilan. to help hmi

against Alfonso of Naples, Charles revived the

ancient claims of the House of Anjou to the

Kingdom of Naples and achieved its conquest the

following year. The Italian princes were

alarmed at his success, and the league of Venice

was formed against him, by the Pope, the Em-

peror, Maximilian I., Ferdinand of Aragon,

Venice, and Milan. An attempt was made to bar

his exit from Italy; but at Fomovo, near Pia-

cenza. Charles broke through a powerful army

and safely cfTected his retreat. It was with dif-

ficulty that he was deterred by his councilors

from ' resuming his warlike designs on Italy.

Charles's incursion into that country marks an

epoch in the history pf the peninsula. I.eft to

itself, Italy might have attained national unity,

as Spain did, or France. With the incoming of

C;harles began the intrusion of the northern na-

tions into Italian affairs, and that play of policy

which went on for 400 years in the distracted

country, and did not end till Victor Emmanuel

drove the lust foreigner from Italian soil in 1870.

Consult: Mcmoirti of Philip dc Cominca, trans-

laU'd (London, 1855) ; Delal)orde, Charles \ 111.

en Itnlie (Paris. 1884): S^gur, Uiatoire de

Charles Mil. (Paris, 1884).

CHARLES IX. (15.50-74). King of France

from 1500 to 1574. He was born at Saint-Ger-

main-en-Laye, .lune 27, 1550. Ciiarles 8Uccee(hMl

his elder brother, Francis II., at the age of ten,

under the regency of his mother, Catharine de'

Medici (q.v.). He was declared of age three

j'ears later, but his mother continued to rule

in his name, though he bore the responsibility

for her violent deeds. Intrigues and civil wars

marked the whole course of his unhappy reign.

The Huguenots were driven to take u|) arms in

1502. The barbarities and excesses practiced both

by the followers of (Juise and by the partisans of

CondC' (outrages in which Catholics and Hugue-

nots were alike involved) would have been sutli-

cient to characterize this reign as one of the

most miserable in French history. But the dia-

bolical massacre of Saint Bartholomew (q.v.),

which was delil>erately ])lanned and executed by

Catharine solely for political purposes, eclipsed

ail the other brutalities of the epoch. There has

been much dispute as to the responsibility of

Charles IX. for the various atrocities of his

reign; but it is certain that throughout his life

he was too weak to resist his strong-minded

mother. Charles died at the ChAteau de Vin-

cennes, May 30, 1574. Consult Mf>rimf>e, Chro-

mque du rignc de Charles IX. (Paris, 1889).

CHARLES X. (17.57-1836). King of France

from 1.S24 to 1S30, the last sovereign of the elder

line of the House of Bourbon. He was born in

Versailles, October 9, 1757. He was the younger

brother of Louis XVI. and Louis XVIIl., bore the

title of Count of Artois, and in 1773 married the

Princess Maria Theresa of Savoy. After the out-

break of the Revolution in 1789, he became the

leixder of the ^migrH. In 1795 he sailed with an

p:nglish expedition to Brittany to arouse the

French Royalists against the Revolutionary Gov-

ernment. Although the Vendeeans were ready to

rally around his standard in great force, his

courage failed, and he returned to England,

abandoning his deluded supporters in France to

their fate. With the Restoration he reappeared

in France, and became the head of the bigoted

ultra-Royalist faction. (See Cuambre Introu-

VABLE.)
'

In the circle of .Jesuits, priests,

and nobles of the old school that surrounded

him originated most of those extreme measures

against which the better-minded Louis XVI 11.

(q.v.) inelTectuallv protested at times. The

death of Louis. September 16, 1824, brought

Charles to the throne. He took the oath of ad-

herence to the charter, but soon displayed his

intention of restoring the absolutism of the

old French monarchy. Popular discontent rap-

idly increased during the succeeding five years.

The King sought in vain to allay it by embarking

the nation in a military enterprise, the expedi-

tion against Algiers, undertaken in 1830. In

March, 18.30, Charles adjourned the chambers

on account of an address of remonstrance in re-

ply to a royal speech. In May the Chamber of

Deputies was dissolved and new elections were

ordered. The deputies who signed the address

were reelected. On -July 25 the celebrated ordi-

nances were signed putting an end to the free-
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dom of the press, alreatly largely curtailed, de-

creein<i a new mode of election, and dissolving the

recently elected Chamber. The people of Paris

took up arms, and the revolution of July 27-29

overthrew the Bourbon monarchs. As a last re-

source Charles abdicated the throne, August 2,

1830, in favor of his grandson, Henry, Duke of

Bordeaux. It was too late, however, as the

revolution was accomplished, and Louis Phi-

lippe, Duke of Orleans, was chosen King of the

French. Charles made his escape to England,

resided for some tinie at Holyrood, and after-

wards at Prague. He took no part in the polit-

ical intrigues and attempts of the Duchess of

Berrj\ He died of cholera at Gorz, November 6,

183fi' Charles X. was a characteristic example
of that type of Bourbons who "never learn any-

thing and never forget anything."

CHARLES III. (1345-86). King of Naples

from 1381 to 138G, also known as Charles of Du-
razzo and Charles 11. of Hungan,'. His father,

Louis of Gravina, died in prison, having rebelled

against Joanna 1. of Naples. The Queen adopted

Charles, but afterwards abandoned him in favor

of Louis 1. of Anjou. Charles descended into

Italy, at the invitation of Pope Urban VI., and
seized the crown of Naples (1381), causing

Joanna to be strangled in prison (1382). Louis

of Anjou contested the throne, and Charles had
to wage war with his rival, who died in 1384.

He was invited to accept the crovs-n of Hungary
by a party dissatisfied with the rule of Queen
Elizabeth and her daughter, and was crowned
at the close of the year 1385; but soon a revolt

was incited against the Italians, and Charles

was poisoned in prison.

CHARLES II. (1332-87). King of Navarre,

known as The 1>.\i>. He was the son of Philip of

Evreux and of .Joanna, the daughter of the

French King, Louis X. He became King of

Navarre in 1349 on the death of his mother, and
in 1352 married Joanna, the daughter of John II.

of France. Between the two rulers an implacable

hatred prevailed, resulting in great misfortunes

to France. In 1354 John confiscated the exten-

sive possessions of the King of Navarre in

Normandy, and in revenge Charles formed an
alliance with the English and made preparations

for the invasion of France. The two kings, how-
ever, U'came reconciled ; Charles's territories were
restored to him and in 1355 he was in Paris,

ostensibly on terms of friendship with the King,

but in reality plotting with the nobles against

him. As a result he was thrown into prison and
was not freed until Noveml)er, 1357. In the same
year he was in Paris, at peace with the Dauphin,
and enjoying great ywpularity with the bour-

geoisie. As a champion of the people he sided

with Etienne Marcel (q.v.) in the revolt of Paris
against the royal authority, and in June. 1358,

was made captain of the city. His perfidiousness

and cruelty, however, in repressing .Jacquerie

destroyed his popularity, and after playing fast

and loose with the Dauphin and the Knglish he
formed an alliance with the latter and ravaged
northern France for more than a year, till bought
oft" in 1359. After 13(52 his importance in French
politics waned, but he found sufficient scope for

the exercise of his talent for duplicity in the
complicated politics of the Il)erian Peninsula. In
1378 Charles V. of France deprived him of his

yjossessions in that eountrj' while a Castilian
army invaded Navarre. With the aid of the

English, however, he succeeded in warding off

the danger on the side of Castile. He died on
January 1, 1387. Charles was possessed of great

political genius and tine oratorical gifts; but he
was mercenar\-, cruel, and perfectly unscrupu-
lous in the attainment of his ends. He was
twice accused of attempting to poison the French
King, not without sufficient evidence.

CHARLES I. (1863—). King of Portugal
since 1889. The son of Luiz I. and of Maria Pia,

the daughter of Victor Emmanuel II. of Italy, he
was born September 28, 1863. He succeeded to

the throne October 19, 1889. He married, in 1886,
Marie Amelie, the daughter of the Comte de
Paris. Of this union came two sons, Luiz Phi-
lippe, Duke of Braganza. bom ilarch 21, 1887,
and Manoel. born November 15, 1889. His reign
has witnessed the rise of a strong radical party
in Portugal, traceable in great measure to the
financial difficulties under which the country
labored during the last decade of the Nineteenth
Century. In international affairs the political

status of Portugal has been enhanced by the
growth of European colonization in Africa and
the increased importance of its possessions in

that continent, especially in East Africa.

CHARLES I. (1839—). King of Rumania.
He was born April 20, 1839. the second son of

Prince Karl Anton of Hohenzollem-Sigmaringen.
He served in the Prussian Army, and after the

dethronement of Alexander John (Cuza) was
elected Prince of Rumania, April 20, 1866, and
arrived in the capital, Bucharest, in May. The
country was in a wretched condition, the prey of

rival factions and foreign intrigues. The new
Prince showed tact and statesmanship in the work
of reorganization. At the outbreak of the Russo-
Turkish War (q.v.), in 1877, the Rumanian
army was mobilized, an alliance was concluded
with Russia, and Prince Charles took the com-
mand in person. The army was kept in Ruma-
nian territory for some weeks, after the opening
of the campaign, because of Austrian jealousy

of military activity on the part of her Bal-

kan neighbors. Prince Charles took the field

with his Rumanians, however, when an attack
on Ple\Tia had been opened, and rendered valu-

able assistance in the hardest fighting of the

war. A few weeks after the beginning of the

war Rumania declared her independence (May
21). In 1881 Rumania assumed the title of

kingdom, and on May 22 Charles was crowned as
King at Bucharest. L'nder him the internal de-

velopment of the country has gone actively for-

ward, education has advanced, and a safe course
has been steered in the difficult politics of south-

eastern Europe. Charles married Princess Eliza-

beth von Wied (known by her pon-name Carmen
Sylva). November 15. 1869. The succession, in

case of his dying childless, was settled upon his

elder brother. T^eopold. who renounce the claim

in favor of his son, Ferdinand. Consult Whit-
man. Ifeminisrcnces of the King of Rumania
(London. 1809).

CHARLES I. King of Spain. See Chables
v.. Holy Honian Emperor.

CHARLES II. (1661-1700). King of Spain
from 1665 to 1700. He was the son of Philip

IV., and was luit four years old when his father

died, the regency being in the hands of the

Queen-mother. Maria .\nna of .\ustria. During
her rule Spain was much weakene<l by an un-
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fiuocessfiil war witli Fniiu-c, and l»y the loss of

Sicily. In 1(>7.') Cliarh-s aHsuinod the govern-

ment, taking for his chief adviser Don John,
an illegitimate son of the late Kinjj, who was a
man of ability. Hy marrying j^ouise of Orleans,

a nieee of Louis XIV., Charles maintained har-

mony with France for several years. After her
death Charles married a sister of the Emperor
J..eopold 1. He joined the Cirand Alliance in tiie

war against Louis XIV., which was concluded by
the Peace of Ilyswick (1697). Charles was
childless, and was prevailed upon to appoint as

his 8uect»8sor Philip of Anjou, grandson of Louis
XIV. On his death, November 1, 1700, the claim
of Philip of Anjou was contested and the War of

the Spanish Succession ensued. See Spanish
SrccKissioN, War ok; Ciiakles VI.; Louis XIV.

CHARLES III. (1710-88). King of Spain
from 1759 to 1788. He was the second son of

Philip v., and great-grandson of Louis XIV. of

France. Parma and Piacenza were obtained for

him when he was only fifteen to satisfy the am-
bition of his mother, Elizabeth Farnese. In 1734
he invaded the Two Sicilies, then belonging to

Austria, and completed their conquest in 1735,

when he was crownfed King as Charles III., the

Emperor Charles VI. being forced to recognize

his title in the treaties of Vienna (1735, 1738).
On the death of his brother, Ferdinand VI., in

1759, Charles succeeded to the Spanish throne.

He was a man of ability and liberal ideas, and
effected many reforms, especially in financial ad-

ministration. The Jesuits were banished in 1767
and an elTort was made to bring the Inquisition

under the control of the civil power. Charles en-

deavored to put a stop to brigandage and to

Algerine piracy, and interested himself in the
development of commerce and the arts and sci-

ences. He was an ally of France in the Seven
Years' War. and in 1763 was compelled to cede
Florida to England, Louisiana being made over to

Spain by France. At the close of the American
War of Independence Florida was restored to

Spain. Unsuccessful attempts were made in 1781
and 1782 to take Gibraltar from the English.
Charles died in ^Madrid, December 14, 1788. Con-
sult: CoUetta, History of the Kingdom of Naples,
173Jrl825, translated by Homer (Edinburgh,
1858) ; Armstrong, Elizabeth Farnese (London,
1892) ; Danvila, Hisioria general de Espaua, pub-
lished under tlie direction of Cftnovas del Castillo

(Madrid, 1892).

CHARLES IV. (1748-1819). King of Spain
from 1788 to 1808. He was the son and successor
of Charles III., and was born in Naples, Novem-
ber 12, 1748. When very young, Charles mar-
ried his cousin, Maria Louisa, of Parma, who
soon acquired great influence over him. The gov-
ernment was conducted chiefly by Godoy (q.v.),

a handsome but dissolute guardsman and a favor-

ite of the Queen, who was made Duke of Alcudia,
and Minister of Foreign Affairs. Peace with the
French Republic was concluded in 1795. after a
disastrous war, undertaken at the instance of

Godoy. Soon after this peace an offensive and
defensive alliance was made with France, and
Spain speedily became involved in war with Por-
tugal and also with England, the main event of

which was the destruction of the Spanish fleet by
Nelson at Trafalgar in 1805. In 1807 Charles
made a secret treaty with Napoleon according to

which Portugal was to be seized by the French
and Spanish, and the greater part to be divided

l»etween Godoy and the Infanta Maria Louisa,
<»U»ecn of Elruria, while Charles was to assume
the title of Emperor of America ; at the same
time 10,000 Spanish troops were to be sent to the
assistance of the French in Denmark. Mean-
while, Napoleon was intriguing with Don Ferdi-
nand, the heir to the throne. On March 19, 1808,
Charles, alarmed by disturbances in .Madrid, ab-
dicated in Ferdinand's favor. He declared inmie-
diately that this act was not voluntary. In a
meeting with Napoleon at Bayonne, Charles sur-
rendered the crown on May 5, 1808, to the French
Emperor, who gave him a pension of 6,000,000
francs, and the castle and grounds of Chambord.
He died January 19, 1819, in Rome. See Godoy;
Spain. •

CHARLES IX. (1550-1611). King of Sweden
from 1604 to 1611. He was the third son of
Gustavus Vasi\, and in 1560 became Duke of
Sodermanland. In 1592 he became regent of the
kingdom after the death of his father, John, and
as such favored the introduction of the Reformed
religion into Sweden. In 1593 he secured the
adoption of the Augsburg creed as the basis of
the national religion, and he confirmed the posi-

tion of Protestantism by his victory at Staonge-
bro in 1598 over his nephew, Sigismund of Po-
land, who was rightful King of Sweden, but who,
as a decided partisan of Catholicism, was objec-
tionable to the mass of the people. After many
attempts at compromise, Sigisnumd was formally
deposed in 1399 and Charles was made regent.

He ascended the throne in 1604. He engaged in
wars with Poland, Russia, and Denmark, but his
people did not share his ambitions and denied
him the support he desired. Charles founded the
University of Gothenburg and made a new code
of laws. He wrote a rhymed ciironiele of the
war with Poland.

CHARLES X. GUSTAVUS ( 1622-60) . King
of Sweden from 1654 to 1660. He was born at
Nykoping, Novemlier 8, 1622, the sop of Cath-
arine, eldest sister of Gustavus AdolphuS; and
of John Casimir, Count Palatine of Zweibriicken
(Deux Ponts). After studying at the University
of Upsala, he traveled through France, Germany,
and Switzerland, and joined the army of Torsten-
son (q.v.) in 1642. He fought at the battles of

•Tankau and Ivcipzig, and at the close of the
Thirty Years' War was the representative of

Queen Christina at the conference held subse-

quently to the Treaty of ^^estphalia. On the ab-

dication of Christina he suicceeded, June 16, 1654,
to the throne of a kingdom in an almost bankrupt
condition. In 1655 Charles invaded Poland, whose
King, John Casimir, indulged in pretensions to

the Swedish Crown, compelled the Elector of
Brandenburg, Frederick William, to enter into
an alliance with him, defeated the Polish army in

a great battle at Warsaw (.Tuly 28-30, 1656) 'and
overran the country, but retired when Russia and
Austria prepared to assist the Poles, while the
King of Denmark invaded the Swedish terri-

tories in Germany. He attacked Denmark in

1658, crossing the Little Belt on the ice, and
secured for Sweden the provinces of Scania, Hal-
land, and Bleking. Renewing the war in the
same year, Charles laid siege to Copenhagen.
The Dutch came to the assistance of the Danes
and defeated the Swedish fleet, and in 1659
(^^harles had to abandon the siege. At the same
time his forces were defeated in Pomerania by
the Elector of Brandenburg, who had turned
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against him. Charles died in Gothenburg, Feb-
ruary 13, 16(J0. Consult Geijer und Carlson,
Geschichte Schucdetis, Vol. IV. (Gotha, 1855-75).

CHARLES XI. (1655-97). King of Sweden
from l(i(iO to 10!»7. He was the son of Charles
X. and Hedwig Eleonora of Holstein, and was
bom November 24, 1055. During his minority
the government was intrusted to his mother,
Hedwig, as regent. By the Peace of Oliva (May
3, 16()0) with Poland, Sweden obtained Esthonia,
part of Livonia, and Oesel, and the Polish mon-
arch renounced all pretensions to the Swedish
crown; that of Copenhagen (June 6, ICGO) was
generally confirmatory of the treaty of Roeskilde
with Denmark. (See Charles X.) A treaty
with Russia on the basis of the status quo fol-

lowed in lti()l ; and from this period till 1672
the kingdom \\as free from foreign wars, but it

was misgoverned In' the regency and the educa-
tion of the young King was neglected, willfully,

it is charged, in order that he might longer be
kept in leading-strings. Until he reached man-
hood he could neither read nor write. In De-
cember, 1672, Charles assumed the reins of gov-
ernment. In 1074 he was called upon by Louis
XIV., under a treaty made by the regency, to
engage in the war of France on the German
princes and Holland. The Swedes invaded Bran-
denburg and met a severe defeat at Fehrbellin
in 1675. Charles, however, overthrew the Danes,
who were allies of Brandenburg, at Halmstadt,
Lund, and Landskrona, but his fleet was de-

feated by the Dutch near Ocland, and again by
the Danes at Blekinge and Kiiige; and many of

Sweden's recent acquisitions were wrested from
her. These, however, were restored by the peace
of Saint-Gerniain-en-Laye (September 17, 1079).
Charles now entered upon an active period of

reform in the administration, aided by his most
trusted counselor, John Gyllenstem. In 1680
a struggle commenced between the Crown, sup-
ported by the burghers and peasants, on the
one hand, and the nobles on the other; and a
considerable diminution of the power of the
nobles was the consequence. Tlie resumption
of all the Crown lands which had been alienated
since 1009 was a fatal blow to the power of

the nobles, and by a voluntary declaration of

the estates, December 9, 1082, the King was
invested with absolute authority. By a judi-

cious administration of the revenues, Charles
was enabled to extinguish the public debt, reor-

ganize the fleet and anny, and by 1693 to dis-

pen.se with extraordinary subsidies. Though
ab.sohite, he never imposed a tax but with the
consent of the estates; and he published every
year a detailed accomit of revenue and expendi-
ture. He established the finances on a sound •

basis and brought the army and navy of the
kingdom to a state of high efRciency. The codi-

fication of the laws was conunenced, but was
imflnislu'd at his death, which took place in

Stockholm, April 15, 1697. Consult Geijer und
Carlson, Oeschichte Schwedens, Vols. IV.-V.
(Gotha. 1855-75).

CHARLES XII. (1682-l'718). King of
Sweden from 1097 to 1718. He was the eldest
son of Charles XI. and of Ulrica Eleonora of

Denmark, and was born in Stockholm, June 27,
1082. His youth gave no promise, either of

ability or purpose befitting a sovereign, but he
showed his mettle when Sweden, soon after his

accession, was threatened by a coalition of

Frederick IV. of Denmark, Augustus the Strong,
Elector of Saxony and King of Poland, and Peter
of Russia, who was yet to win his title of 'the
Great.' Sweden had been for seventy years one of
the great powers of Europe, as a result of the
policy of the kings of the house of Vasa (q.v.) ; it

possessed territory all about the Baltic, and its
troops were reputed the best in Europe. The
^^ar of the North that was now brought on by
the coalition was at first on Sweden's part a
war of defense; then, through the successes of
Charles, a war of aggression and conquest, and
finally, through his failure, a struggle for ex-
istence. Its story is a mingling of brilliant tri-

umph and disheartening defeat, both resulting
from the meteoric and ill-balanced genius, reck-
less ambition, and fatal obstinacy of the Swedish
King, qualities that have won for him in history
the name of 'Madman of the North.' He was a
born soldier, and had taken Alexander the Great
for his favorite hero. He was fond of all daring
sports, careless of exposure, and unsparing of
himself and others. When intelligence of the
hostile league that threatened him reached Stock-
holm, the young King surprised every one around
him by the energy and efficiency he displayed.
Frederick IV. of Denmark had invaded Schleswig-
Hol-stein, whose Duke, a brother-in-law of the
Swedish King, had called the latter to his as-
sistance. In a six weeks' campaign Denmark
was brought to terms and Frederick signed the
Peace of Travendal on August 8, 1700. Charles
now turned promptly to the defense of the Swed-
ish possessions on the Baltic menaced by Russia
and Poland. Russia sought to obtain the Swed-
ish provinces of Ingria and Carelia, while Livo-
nia and Esthonia, whose nobility detested the
firm and often severe rule of Sweden, wished to
put themselves under the weaker Polish mon-
archy. Hastening toward Riga, Charles com-
pelled the Poles to raise the siege of that place,
and then by forced marches brought his army
of a little over 8000 men to the relief of Narva
in Esthonia, which was beleaguered by 40,000
Russians, while Peter himself had gone to hasten,
the advance of 20,000 more. The disciplined
Swedish troops, although jaded by forced
marches, administered a severe defeat to the Rus-
sians before the walls of the city (November 30,
1700), and Europe expected to see the whole
Russian Empire brought under the sway of the
young Swede who seemed to have revived the
martial glory of the great Gustavus. Unfortu-
nately for Charles, he seems to have entertained
the same mad dream of conquest. Only the as-

tute Peter looked the situation squarely in the
face and souglit to learn its lesson for Russia.
He strengthened his alliance with Augustus of
Poland, and at Birsen in Februar>', 1701. it was
agreed that Augustus should occupy the atten-

tion of the Swedes in the west and Peter in the
east, and that they should divide the Baltic

provinces. The war thus opened in Denmark
and the Baltic provinces involved the control

of the lialtie and lasted for twenty-one years,

ending in the marked diminution of the power
of Sweden and the rise of Russia as the great
Baltic power. Its first years, however, pointed
to no such result. Influenced by the advice of

his generals. Charles did not follow up his suc-

cess against Peter, who was really his dangerous
antagonist, but sought the overthrow of the King
of Poland, while Peter was left to develop his
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re»i)un*t's. I'lic coninH'ht (if I'oliiml was aocom-
plishi-d. owiri); to the ohronie disajinH-iiU'iits

amoii<; the nobility in that unfortunate eountry,

but live y«'ars wen* nwessary for its eonipietiun.

The eountry was overrun l)y tiie Swedisli troops,

Au^istus was finally driven inU) Saxony, and
Charles, who had determined. a;;ainst the advice

of his principal counselor, Pi]^H'r, to aveoniplish

his enemy's dethronement, secured the election

of Stanislas lyeszczynsiki, who was crowned in

Warsjiw, in (X-tober, 1705. .Meanwhile the Czar
had U'en en;;a;;etl in the coiiquest of the liultic

l>rovinces and had been preparing' for the ulti-

mate contest with Charles. The latter now car-

ried the war into Saxony, marching through
8ileaia and posing as the protector of the

Protestants. Seeing his hereditary dominions
in danger, Augustus sued for peace. Charles ex-

acted from him in the Treaty of Altranstiidt

(170(5) a renunciation of the Polish crown and
of all alliances, the recognition of Stanislas, and
the delivery to Charles of Patkul. the head of the
Livonian malcontents, who had been instrumental
in bringing about the coalition between Augustus
and Peter. Patkul was executed as a traitor.

Charles was now at the height of his power, with
a disciplin<'d army of 40.000 men, stationed near
I..eipzig, holding Clermany in awe. If his mili-

tary ability had been seconded liy moderate and
wise statesmanship he might have made himself
the most powerful sovereign of Europe. France
hoped that he might attjick the Grand Alliance,

and the meml)ers of the Alliance feared it, but
after exacting humiliating terms from the Em-
j>eror Josejih I. Charles turned his face eastward
to reconquer the Baltic provinces, and then to

conquer Russia and perhaj)s Asia. He entered
upon this daring plan with about 46.000 men.
The tactics of the Russians were those afterwards
employed to defeat Napoleon. Charles was lured

on into the interior of Russia, his army harassetl

on the way, and finally on July 8. 170!>, while be-

sieging Pultava, on the border of the Ukraine, he
was attacked l)y the Russian army in force and
the entire fabric of his military success was shat-

tered in one disastrous engagement. His army
was annihilated and he himself barely escaped
into Turkish territory, with 300 of his guard.
He prevailed upon the Sultan to take up arms
against Russia, and in 1711 Peter the Great
found himself in a most precarious position on
the banks of the Pruth. He was p<>rmitted. how-
ever, to escape, and the treaty which he was
forced to conclude with the Turks was of no bene-

fit to Charles. The Swedish monarch spent the

next three years in semi-captivity among the
Turks, engaged in fruitless intrigiies to induce
the Ottoman Government to attack Russia. Had
he at once returned to his kingdom and turned
his real abilities to good use for the State, the
history of Sweden might have been different. In-

stead, with an obstinacy that was simply mad-
ness, he wasted his time in this scheme for re-

venge. \^Tien he found that his plots were of no
avail he defied the Turkish power, was made a
prisoner, but escaped in 1714, and, dashing on
horseback disguised through Hungary and Ger-
many, reached Stralsurid, which was at once in-

vested by a combined force of Danes, Prussians,
and Saxons, and after a year's siege compelled to
surrender. The King was wounded in the siege.

After driving the Danes from Scania, he invaded
Norway and was killed by a cannon-ball while

l»esieging Kre<krikshal<l, IW-emln'r 11, 1718. In
private life Charles was almost an ascetic. See
SwKUK.N ; Peter TiiK (iKEAT: Rtshia ; Poland.

liiiti.iOGiiAi'iiY. There are valuable Swetlisli

works relating to this reign: Axelson, liidru<;

till Icti n ni'domt:n otn Sverigea tillittAud jtA Karl
XII :s tUl ("Contribution to the Knowledge of

the Condition of Sweden in tiie Time of Charles
Xll.") (VVisby, 1888): E. Carlsen (ed.), Karl
XII :8 egenhavdiga brcf ("Autograph Letters of

Charles Xll."') (StcK-kholm, \H'Xi) ; Carlson,
Hccrigv.H historia under konungitruc <if pfalziska
hu8ct ("History of Sweden Under the Kings
of the Palatine House") (Stockholm, 185.5-81),

also in German abridgment (Gotha, 1887).
Consult, also, V'oltaire, Histoire de Charles XII.
(Rouen, 1730), which cites much valuable con-

temporary evidence. A verj* full bibliography
may be found in Lavisse and Rsimbaud, Histoire
(}6n6rale. Vol, VI. (Paris, \m^) . This work
also contains an admirable account of the strug-

gle for tiie Baltic.

CHARLES XIII. (1748-1818). King of

Sweden from 180!) to 1818. He was the son of

King Adolphus Frederic. As high admiral of

Sweden, he distinguished himself by winning a
notable victory over the Russians in the Gulf of

Finland in 1788. He also rendered important
political and diplomatic services to his brother,

Gustavus III., who created him Duke of Soder-
inanland. After the assassination of Gustavus
III. in 171)2, Charles assumed the regency for

Gustavus IV. Adolphus, and held it until 1796.

In 1809, when at a critical juncture Gustavus
had proved unequal to the situation, Charles was
made administrator of the kingdom. A few
months later Gustavus was deposed and Charles
accepted the kingship, under a constitution
adopted by the Diet. He cultivated friendship
with Russia and England. In 1814 the union of

Norway and Sweden under one sovereign was
effected. He died February 5, 1818. See Sweden.

CHARLES XIV. JOHN (1764-1844). King
of Sweden and Norway from 1818 to 1844, and
l)efore his elevation to the throne General Jean
Baptiste Jules Bernadotte, a celebrated marshal
of Napoleon. He was born in Pau, France,
January 20, 1764, the son of a French lawyer.
He fought in the Revolutionarj' wars (from 1794
as general of division) in Belgium, Germany, and
Italy, and in 1799, in the last year of the Direc-

tory, was Minister of War. In 1800 he sup-

pressed a rising of the Chouans, and in 1804 Na-
poleon created him marshal. He bore a distin-

guished part in the victory of Austerlitz in 1805,

for which he was made Prince of Pontecoroo,
and won fresh laurels in the campaign against
the Prussians in 1806-07 and at Wagram in 1809.

He was never one of the personal following of

Napoleon, who appears to have been jealous of

the general. He was chosen by the Swedish Diet
in 1810 Crown Prince and successor of Charles
XIII. (q.v.). The only condition of moment was
that he should become a Protestant. Bemad* '

'^e

agreed, changed lus name to Charles John, and
soon began to exercise many of the royal fimc-

tions. The Crown Prince resisted the efforts of

Napoleon to involve Sweden in his designs

against England. The country was soon engaged
in war with France, and at the head of the

northern troops Prince Charles joined the Allies

in the final struggle with Napoleon, and con-

tributed to the victory of Leipzig (October,
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1813). He forced Denmark in the Treaty of Kiel
to give up Norway, and conducted the campaign
for its subjugation (1814). Charles Xlll. died

in 1818, and was succeeded by Prince Charles
John as Charles XIV. John. The period of his

administration was characterized by progress in

all directions, both public and private. Charles
was the only one of Napoleon's generals who
founded a permanent dynasty. He died March
8, 1844. The present royal house of Sweden
and Norway is descended from Bernadotte, but
intermarriage with Germans has made it

thoroughly Teutonic. See Swkdex. Consult:
Meredith, Memorials of Charles John, King of
Sweden and yoricay (London, 1829) ; Sarrans,
Histoire dc Bernadotte, Charles XIV. Jean
(Paris, 1845) ; Recueil des lettres, discours et

proclamat ions de Charles XIV. Jean (Stockholm,
1858).

CHARLES XV. (1826-72). King of Sweden
and Norway from 1859 to 1872. He succeeded
his father, Oscar I., who was a son of Charles
XIV. John (q.v.). The rule of Charles was
liberal and popular. The most important event
was the change (in 1866) in the constitution

of tlie Parliament, whicli has since consisted of

two chambers, one elected by the provincial rep-

resentatives and the other by the people. He had
a taste for literature and art, and published a
volume of poems. In 1850 he married Louisa,
daughter of the King of the Netherlands, by
whom he had one daughter, who became the wife
of Prince Frederick of Denmark. He died Sep-

tember 18, 1872.

CHARLES THE BOLD (translation of Fr.

Charles Ic Trmcroire) (1433-77). The last Duke
of Burgundy. He was the son of Philip the

Good, of the House of Valois, and of Isabella of

Portugal, and was bom in Dijon, November 10,

1433. During his father's life he bore the title

of Count of Charolais. He was of a fiery, am-
bitious, and violent disposition. From an early
period to the end of his life he was a declared

enemy of Louis XI. of France, the nominal feudal
superior of Burgundy, and when Louis caused
Philip to deliver up some towns on the Somme,
Charles left his father's Court and formed an
alliance with the Duke of Brittany and some of

the great nobles of France for the maintenance
of feudal rights against the CroAvn. Their forces

ravaged Picardy and Ile-de-France, threatened
Paris, and defeated the King at Montlh^ry
(1465). The result was a treaty by which the
Count of Charolais obtained the towns on the
Somme and the counties of Boulogne, Guines, and
Ponthieu for himself. In 1467 he succeeded his

father as Duke of Burgundy. The Burgundian
realm comprised Flanders, Brabant, and nearly
all the rest of the Netherlands, in addition to

Burgundy and Franche-Comt^. Richer and more
powerful than any other prince of his time,

Charles the Bold conceived the design of restoring

the old kingdom of Burgundy, which involved the

conquest of Lorraine, Provence, Dauphiny, and
part of Switzerland. War raged between him and
France afterwards with but little intermission
till 1475. In September of that year Charles
found himself at leisure to attempt the prosecu-
tion of his favorite scheme of conquest, and s(H)n

made himself master of Tx)rraine. In the follow-

ing year he inva<led Switzerland, stormed Gran-
son, btit was soon after terribly defeated by the

Vou IV.—26.

Swiss near that place, and lost his baggage and
nmch treasure. Three months later he appeared
again in Switzerland with a new army of 60,000
men, and laid siege to Morat, where he sustained
in June, 1476, another and still more overwhelm-
ing defeat. Nevertheless he refused to listen to
terms and laid siege to Nancy in the fall of
1476. His army was small, and in a battle fought
on January 5, 1477, before that town, he was
overwhelmed by Ren6 of Lorraine and his Swiss
mercenaries, and lost his life. His daughter and
heiress, Mary, married the Emperor Maximilian
I With his life ended the long resistance of the
great French vassals to the power of the central-

ized monarchy. Consult Kirk, History of Charles
the Bold (3 vols., Philadelphia, 1864-68).

CHARLES, Loins John (1771-1847). Arch-
duke of Austria. He was the third son of the
Emperor Leopold II. and was bom in Florence,
September 5, 1771. He pursued his military
studies with much ardor; and, having displayed
great ability in inferior commands in the battles
of Jemmapes, Neerwinden, and Wattignies, was
intrusted, in 1796, with the chief command of
tlie Austrian Army of the Rhine. After inflict-

ing repeated defeats upon iloreau, Jourdan, and
Bernadotte, he drove the French across the Rhine
and captured the stronghold of Kehl, January 10,

1797. In 1799 he was again at the head of the
Army of the Rhine, was several times victorious
over Jourdan, protected Suabia, and succesfully
opposed' Mass^na, but suffered defeat at Ziirich,

June 4. In 1800 bad health compelled him to
retire from active service; but being appointed
Governor-General of Bohemia, he formed a new
army there. After the battle of Hohenlinden
( 1800) he was again called to the chief command,
and succeeded in staying the rapid progress of

Moreau, but almost immediately entered into an
armistice Avith him, which was followed by the
peace of Luneville. In 1805 he commanded the
army opposed to Massena in Italy, and fought the
hard battle of Caldiero: but upon bad tidings

from Germany, retreated from the left bank of

the Adige to Croatia. This retreat was one of his

greatest military achievements. Made generalis-

simo of the Austrian forces, he won, in 1809, the
great battle of Aspem (q.v.), which first showed
Europe that Napoleon was not invincible ; but he
did not promptly enough follow up his victory,

and Napoleon, who hastened to reinforce his

army, retrieved his fortunes at Wagram. The
Archduke was now compelled to give way before

the enemj', till he reached Znaim, where an armi-
stice was concluded on July 12th. In the cam-
paigns of 1813 and 1814 he had no part. He
lived in retirement till his death, which tx?eurred

April 30, 1847. He was author of Grundsatze
der Strategie (1814). Consult: Duller, Erzher-
zog Karl (Vienna, 1844-45) ; Zeissberg, Erzherzog
Karl (Vienna, 1895).

CHARLES. Elizabeth Rundij: (1826-96).

.Vn English religious novelist, the wife of Andrew
P. Charles, of London. She wrote Chronicles

of the Schonberg-Cotta Family (1863), a story

of the German Reformation; Diary of Mrs. Kitty
Trevylan (1864) ; and other popular works of

fiction.

CHARLES, shilrl, Jacqces .\lexandre C6sa«
(1746-1822). A French physicist and aeronaut
noted for skill in experiments and public demon-
strations. He made the first balloon (Charliire)
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filled with hydrogen gas, and on December 1,

1783, made a suceeasful a«eent to the height of

7000 feet. He invented a thermometric liydrom-

eter and a number of optical instruments.

CHARLES, R. H. ( 1855— ) . A British divine

and author, lie was born in County Tyrone,

Ireland, and was educated at Queen's College,

Belfast, Trinity College, Dublin, and Queen's

Lniversitv. He was curate of Saint Mark's,

Whitecha'pel, from 1883 to 1885, of Saint Philip's

from 1885 to 1886, and of Saint Mark's, Ken-
sington, from 1880 to 1889. Among his numerous
publications ma}' be mentioned: Hook of Enoch
(translated from the Ethiopic, 1893) ; Kthiopic

Text of the Hook of Jubilees (edited from four

MSS., 1894) ; Book of the Secrets of Enoch
(1895) ; Apocahipse of liarucb (translated from
the Syriae, 1890) ; Joicctt Lectures for 1898-09.

CHARLES AL^BERT (1798-1849). King of

Sardinia from 1831 to 1849. He was the son of

Prince Charles Emmanuel of Savoy-Carignan,

and in 1800 succeeded to his father's title and
estates in France and Piedmont. In 1817 he

married !Maria Theresa, daughter of the Arch-

duke Ferdinand of Tuscany. On the outbreak of

the revolutionary movement in Piedmont in 1821,

he was made regent upon the abdication of

Victor Emmanuel I., until Charles Felix, the

brother of the late King, should arrive to assume
the sovereignty. He displeased, during his short

reign of a week, both the Liberal Party and its

opponents, and Charles Felix disavowed all his

acts, and for some time forbade his appearance

at Court. In 1829, however, he was appointed

Viceroy of Sardinia. On the death of Charles

Felix, April 27, 1831, he ascended the throne.

Under the impulse of the movements of 1848,

Charles Albert granted to Sardinia a con-

stitution, the Statuto, which became the con-

stitutional basis of the new Italy (see Cavoub).
The King entered warmly into the project of

Italian unity, and evidently expected to place

himself at the head of the whole movement and

of the new kingdom of Italy. He was not, how-

ever, in real sympathy with the democracy of the

pew liberalism, and he was too visionarj' and un-

practical to lead Sardinia along the diflicult road

that lay before her. When the Lombards and
Venetians rose against the Austrian Government,
he declared war against Austria, March 23, 1848,

and at first was successful; but his army was
deficient in organization and leadership, and at

Custozza, July 25, 1848, and at Novara, March
23, 1849, his hopes were wrecked by crushing de-

feats at the hands of the Austrians. On the

battlefield of Novara he resigned the crown in

favor of his son, Victor Emmanuel. He retired

to Portugal, and died in Oporto on the 28th of

July of the same year. See Italy; Sardinia;

Savoy, House of.

CHARLES AUGUSTUS (1757 - 1828).

Grand Duke of Saxe-Weimar. He lost his father

in the first year of his life, and, together with a

posthumous* brother, was educated with great

care during the regency of his mother, a woman
of liberal ideas and great strength of character.

Wieland, Knebel, and other prominent men were

among the teachers of young Charles Augustus.

In December, 1774, he made the acquaintance of

Goethe, and they at once became friends. As
soon a-s Charles Augustus assumed the reigns of

government, on his eighteenth birthday, he called

Goethe to Weimar, and their intinuu-y was in-

terrupted only by death. Owing to his own love
of letters and the influence of his mother, Amalie
(q.v. ), the Court of Sa.xe-Weimar liecame the
shrine of German literature. Schiller, Herder,
Wieland, and others lived under Augustus's pro-
tection, and the Court Theatre at Weimar wit-
nessed the first production of Iphujihiic (1780)
and Tasso (1789). In 1780 Cliarles Augustus
entered the Prussian Army, in which he remained
until the defeat at Jena in 1800, when he became
a member of the Rhenish Confederacy and fur-

nished aid to the French. In 1813 he joined in

the coalition against Napoleon, and took com-
mand of an army of Saxons, Hessians, and Rus-
sians. He fought among the Allies in 1815, and
the Congress of Vienna rewarded his services

by enlarging his principality and making it a
grand ducliy. Consult Diintzer, Goethe und
Karl August (2d ed. Leipzig, 1888).

CHARLES DE BLOIS, shilrl de blwU, or DE
CHATILLON ( ? -1304). A claimant to the
Duchy of Brittany. He was a nephew of Philip
VI. of France, and became involved in a struggle

with Jean de Montfort for the possession of the
duchy. He was killed at the battle of Auray.

CHABLES EMMAN'UEL I., Duke of Savoy.
(1580-1030). See Savoy, Hoise of.

CHARLES ERED'ERICK AUGUS'TUS
WILO-IAM: (1804-73). Duke of Brunswick, son

of Duke Frederick William, who fell at the battle

of Quatre-Bras. He was born in the Duchy of

Brunswick, and after his father's death was put
under the care of King George IV. of England.
He ascended the ducal throne in 1823, but his

administration was intolerable, and he was ex-

pelled by his subjects in 1830. The remainder of

his life he passed chiefiy in London, Paris, and
Geneva, and at his death he bequeathed his im-

mense fortune to the last-named city.

CHARLES GRANTJISON, The Hlstoby of
Sir. The title of a novel by Samuel Richardson

(1753), depicting the author's ideal of a fault-

less hero.

CHARLES MARTEL' (Fr., Charles the

Hammer) (689-741). Mayor of the Palace under
the last Merovingian kings, and the son of Pepin
of Heristal. After his father's death in 7 14 he was
proclaimed Mayor of the Palace by the Austra-

sians. A war between Austrasia and Neustria fol-

lowed, which ended in Charles becoming undis-

puted ruler of all the Franks, the titular kings

being mere puppets in his hands. He was en-

gaged in long wars against the revolted Ale-

manni, Bavarians, and against the Saxons, but

his importance as a historic personage is chiefly

due to his wars against the Saracens, who,
having conquered Septimania from the Visigoths,

in 720, advanced into Aquitaine, conquered Bor-

deaux, defeated the Duke of Aquitaine, crossed

the Garonne, advanced to the Loire, and threat-

ened Tours. Charles overthrew them near Poi-

tiers, in 732, in a great battle, in which their

leader, Abd-er-Rahman, fell, and their progress,

which had filled all Christendom with alarm,

was checked for a time. He defeated them again

in 738, when they had advanced into the Bur-
gundian territories as far as Lyons, deprived

them of Langiiedoc, which he added to the king-

dom of the Franks, and left them nothing of

their possessions north of the Pyrenees beyond
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the river Aude. Charles attempted to convert
Saxony and Frisia to Christianity and gave aid

to Saint Boniface (q.v. ) in his missions. He
died on October 22, 741, at Quiercy on the Oise,

leaving the government of the kingdom to be
divided between his two sons, Carloman and
Pepin the Short.

CHARLES OF ANJOU, au'zhoo'. Count of

Provence and King of Naples and Sicily (1226-

85). He was the seventh son of Louis VIII. of

France, and wedded Beatrice, heiress of Provence.

In 1248 he went on a crusade in company with
his brother, Louis IX., suflFered captivity in

Egypt with him, and returned to Provence in

1250. Exceedingly ambitious, he sought every-

where for opportunities to increase his posses-

sion3. For aid rendered Margaret of Flanders

(q.v.), he was promised the Province of Hai-

naut; but Louis interfered and Charles was com-
pelled to relinquish Hainaut for a large sum of

money. In 1202 Pope Urban IV. invited Charles

to assume the crown of the Two Sicilies, and to

assist in the overthrow of the bastard Manfred,
the Ghibelline King. In 1263 Charles was made
Senator of Rome, and in 1266 was crowned King
of the Two Sicilies. A crusade was preached
against Manfred, who was overwhelmed and slain

in the battle of Benevento. In 1268 the young
Conradin, the legitimate heir, was defeated at

Tagliacozzo, captured, and executed; a like fate

was dealt out to many Italian nobles; estates

were confiscated to reward the French merce-

naries, and Charles established himself firmly in

power. In 1270 Charles participated in the dis-

astrous crusade of his brother, Louis IX., and
later ( 1282), when he was preparing for another

expedition, news was brought of the rebellion

afterwards known as the Sicilian Vespers (q.v.).

Charles at once sent his fleet against Messina,

refusing all offers of capitulation; but the city

held out until assistance came from Don Pedro
of Aragon, and Charles's fleet was burned. In

1285 the King died at Poggio. Charles of Anjou
was one of the most powerful rulers of his time
in Christendom. He was all-powerful in the

councils of France; ruled over Anjou, Provence,

and the Two Sicilies; was Senator of Rome, Im-
perial Vicar of Tuscany, Governor of Bologna,

and lord of several other cities; he had also

bought the rights to the kingdom of Jerusalem.

Consult: Stemfeld, Karl von Anjou (Berlin,

1888), which treats of Charles's career up to

1265; Archivio atorico Italiano, 3d series. Vols.

XXII.-XXVI. (Florence, 1875-77); id., 4th

series, Vols. I.-VII. (Florence, 1878-81).

CHARLES OF ORLD^ANS, Orlft'SN' (1391-

14(i5). A French poet and nobleman, the son of

Duke Louis of Orleans. He was brought up at

the Court of Blois, and upon the death of his

father (who was murdered by the Burgimdians
and Valentino of Milan) succeeded to his estates.

At the battle of Agincourt (1415) he was taken
prisoner. He was never in close imprisonment,

but it was nearly twenty-five years before he was
ransomed and returned to Blois. Here he gath-

ered about him the literary people of the day.

Villon joined in the poetical competitions he held

at his Court. But Charles was not the rival of

Villon; he was the last of the niedijpval poets

—

Villon is modern. His favorite subjects were
Love and Spring, and on these two themes he
composed many rondels, one of which is the

charming I.e temps a laiaa6 son manteau, so often

introduced into anthologies. Saintsburj' says of

him: "Few early poets are better known than
Charles of Orleans, and few deserve their popu-
larity better." His son afterwards became Louis
XII. of France. The best edition of his works
is that by Hfiricault (1874).

CHARLES CITY. The county-seat of Floyd
County, Iowa, 140 miles northwest of Dubuque,
on Cedar River, and on the Illinois Central and
the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul railroads

(Map: Iowa, El). It has good water-power,
and manufactures store fixtures, wood furnish-

ings, furniture, sashes and doors, harrows, wag-
ons, and carriages. The city has an opera-house
and a large park, and is the seat of Charles
City College ( Methodist Episcopal

)
, organized

in 1891. Settled in 1856, Charles City was in-

corporated in 1869 under a general law, and is

governed by a mayor, elected every two years,
and a city council. The water-works are owned
and operated bv the municipality. PopulatiMi,
in 1890, 2802; in 1900, 4227. '

CHARLES RIVER. A river of eastern
Massachusetts ( Map : Massachusetts, E 3 ) . It

rises in the western part of Norfolk Coimty in

a number of small headstreams which coimect
small lakes, and, pursuing a zigzag northeasterly
course, empties into Boston Harbor. In the
middle and lower parts of its 47-mile course, the
Charles is very attractive for boating excursions.

The chief towns on its banks are the Newtons,
Waltham, Watertown, Cambridge, Brookline, and
Boston. Below Watertown the stream is tidal,

and between Cambridge on one side and Boston
on the other it widens into what is locally

k-nown as the Back Bay, adjoining the fashion-

able quarter of Boston.

CHARLES'S WAIN, A common name for

the constellation Ursa Major (q.v.).

CHARLESTON, charlz'ton. A city and
county-seat of Coles County, 111., 48 miles west of

Terre Haute, Ind., on the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago and Saint Louis and the Toledo, Saint
Louis and Western railroads (Map: Illinois, D
4). It is the centre of a farming district, and
has manufactures of flour, brooms, stoves, and
tiles. The city is the seat of the Eastern Illinois

Normal School, and possesses a Carnegie free

library and parks. Charleston was settled in

1830, incorporated in 1855, and at present is gov-
erned under a charter of 1870 which provides for

a mayor, elected every two years, and a city coun-
cil. The water-works are owned and operated by
the municipality. One of the famous Lincoln-
Douglas debates was held here in 1858. Popula-
tion, in 1890. 41.35; in 1900, 5488.

CHARLESTON. A city and county-seat of
^Iississi|)pi Count)', ^lo., 15 miles west by south
of Cairo, 111., on the Saint Louis. Iron Mountain
and Southern Railroad (Map: Missouri. G 5).
It is in a highly productive agricultural region,

and ships grain, flour, fruits, potatoes, and live

stock. The industries include flour-mills and saw-
mills, stave and heading factories, and manu-
factures of •axe-handles, boots, etc. Population,
in 1890, 1381; in 1900, 1893.

CHARLESTON. A port of entry and an im-
portant commercial centre, the largest city in

South Carolina and the county-seat of Charles-
ton County (Map: South Carolina, D 4). It

is seven miles from the ocean, on a low penin-
sula formed by the Ashley and Cooper rivers.
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which unite in a broad bay atfurding an excellent

harbor, 130 miles by rail from the State capital,

Columbia, and 82 miles northeast of Savannah,
Ga.

Charleston is a city of great historic and
scenic interest, with picturesque houses sur-

rounded by pleasant gardens, and witlj some ir-

regular and narrow streets. In tlie soutliem
part of the city are White Point Garden, a linely

woodetl park, containing the Jasper Monument
and a bust of William Gilmore Sims, and the

Battery, a popular promenade commanding a
view of the harbor. The corner of Broad and
Meeting streets is the site of the court-house,

{>ost-oflice, and city hall, the last containing a col-

ection of historic relics and portraits. Other
prominent buildings are Saint Michael's Church,
opened for worship in 1761, the Roman Catholic

Cathedral. Saint Philip's Church (Protestant
Episcopal), the custom-house of white marble,

the Memminger Normal School, and the Thom-
son Auditorium. The city has a valuable library

of 20,000 volumes (subscription) dating from the

year 1748; and a number of charitable institu-

tions, the more notable of which are the city hos-

pital, Charleston Orphan House, Euston Home,
and Home for Mothers, Widows, and Daughters
of Confederate Soldiers. As an educational

centre, Charleston is the seat of the College of

Charleston, founded in 1785; South Carolina
Medical College; South Carolina Military

Academy, which became known for the part its

students played in 18G1 in the Civil War;
Porter Military Academy; and Avery Normal
Institute for colored students. The city main-
tains a well-equipped system of public schools,

dating from 1810, and comprising primary and
grammar schools, and a girls' high or normal
school, in which are enrolled over 5000 pupils.

About $60,000 is devoted annually to the educa-

tional department. Monuments of William Pitt

and John C. Calhoun, and a bust of Henry Tim-
rod, the poet, are among the objects of interest.

Outside of the city are found several resorts at-

tractive on account of popular amusements and
for natural beauties: Chicora Park, four miles

beyond the city limits on the Cooper River; Isle

of Palms, north of Sullivan's Island, and di-

rectly on the ocean; Magnolia Gardens, 12 miles

distant on the Ashley; and Sullivan's Island,

with a fine beach for surf bathing. Magnolia
Cemetery, three miles north of the City Hall, is

a beautiful spot, with fine trees, shrubs, and
flowering plants.

The harbor, landlocked and one of the safest

on the coast, has been so improved since the con-

struction of jetties as to admit large vessels,

the depth of water on the bar at mean high
water being over 29 feet. West of the channel
is a lighthouse with a flashing light at an ele-

vation of 1.33 feet. The harbor defenses include

Fort Moultrie on Sullivan's Island—where the

Federal Government, at an expenditure of over

$500,000, is making extensive improvements de-

signed to render the artillery post at that point
one of the most completely equipped in the

United States—and Fort Sumter. The other

forts, well known in history, are now abandoned.
The United States Navy Department has decided

to transfer the naval station at Port Royal. S. C,
to Charleston. An admirable site on the Cooper
River, about seven miles from the city, has been
secured, and plans requiring an outlay of several

millions of dollars have been adopted for the
construction of an extensive and well-appointed
navy-yard.
The city has about nine miles of water-front,

most of the wharves lying on the Cooper River.
Good transportation facilities, by rail and water,
form a feature of its equipment as a commercial
centre. Tlie Clyde Line connects Charleston with
New York, Boston, and Jacksonville, and freight-

steamers go to importsxnt foreign and domestic
ports; the Atlantic Coast Line, Southern, and
Plant System railways afford railroad communi-
cation.

In the early years of the Nineteenth Century
Charleston was the chief cotton port in the
United States, and down to 1860 it held third
place among the cotton-receiving ports. Since the
Civil War, however, the Charleston trade has de-

veloped but slowly, and during recent years the
export trade has been declining. In 1901 the total
exports amounted to $7,084,215, and imports to

$1,477,719. Besides cotton exports (value in 1901,

$6,728,665) there are large exports of rice, phos-
phates, fertilizers, lumber, and naval stores. The
import trade has been slowly advancing and
there is an important wholesale and jobbing
trade witli cities of the interior. Large quanti-
ties of fruit and early vegetables are shipj>ed

to Northern cities. Charleston, though known
rather as a commercial centre, is the seat of con-
siderable industrial interests, the principal of

which are the manufacture of fertilizers, and
cotton-compressing. There are also extensive rice-

mills, carriage-factories, sash and blind factories,

and manufactures of bagging, baskets, barrels,

flour, lead, refined oil, beer, ice, etc.

The government is administered, under the
charter of 1836, by a mayor who holds office

for four years, and a city council, the members
of which are elected one-half by wards, and one-

half at large. The executive controls appoint-
ments to the board of health and, with the con-

sent of the council, nominates commissioners of

the citj' hospital, board of fire masters, commis-
sioners of the Colonial Common, and park com-
missioners. All other administrative officials are
elected by the municipal council. The annual
expenditures of the city amount to about $600,-

000, the main items of expense being $30,000 for

street lighting, $50,000 for the fire department,
$60,000 for charitable institutions, an4 $75,000
for the police department.

Population, in 1790, 16,359; in 1850, 42,985;
in I860, 40,522; in 1870, 48,956; in 1890, 54,955;
in 1900, 55.807, including 31,500 i>crsons of negro
descent, and 2600 of foreign birth.

History.—In 1670 an English colony under
Governor William Sayle came to Albemarle
Point, on the west bank of the Ashley River,
three miles from the present city, and founded
Charles To^vn (named in honor of Charles II.),

the first permanent settlement in Carolina.
In 1680 the public offices were removed to the
present site of Charleston, where a number of

families had previously settled. The population
was increased, in 1685-86, by a company of

Huguenot refugees, in 1755 by 1200 Acadian
exiles, and in 1793 by 500 French refugees from
San Domingo. In 1775 Charleston was one of

the chief cities, and the third seaport in impor-
tance in America, and it was the first Southern
city to join the revolutionary movement. In
March, 1776, a South Carolina convention met
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in Charlestcm and adopted the first independent
State Constitution. On June 28, 1776, the gar-
rison on Sullivan's Island, under Colonel Moul-
trie (see FoBT Moultkie), repulsed an attack
by the British tleet, and in 1779 the city was
again successfully defended, this time against
General Prevost; but on May 12, 1780, with its

garrison of 7000 under (General Lincoln, it was
captured after a siege of six weeks by a British
force of 16,000 under Sir Henry Clinton, its loss
being regarded as one of the greatest disasters of
the Revolutionary War. On December 14, 1782,
the British evacuated the city, and the Americans
again took possession of it. Charleston was in-

corporated in 1783. and until 1790 was the capi-
tal of the State. In 1784 the first bale of cotton
exported from America to Europe was shipped
from this port. Charleston was the centre of
the nullification movement of 1832, and in 1860
the Democratic convention, being afterwards ad-
joume<l to Baltimore, met here, as did also the
State convention which, on December 20, passed
the first ordinance of secession. On April 12-13,

1861, the Civil War was opened by the Confed-
erate bombardment and capture of Fort Sumter
(q.v.) in Charleston Harbor. In 1863 a Federal
fleet imder Admiral Dupont unsuccessfully at-

tacked the fortifications of the harbor, and,
though closely besieged, and frequently bom-
barded, the city remained in possession of the
Confederates until February 17, 1865, when it

was evacuated, and all the public buildings,
stores, cotton-warehouses, and shipping were
burned by order of General Hardee, the Confed-
erate commander. On the following day the
Union forces under General Sherman took pos-
session. On August 31, 1886, Charleston suf-

fered terribly from an earthquake shock, the
severest in the history of the United States.
Seven-eighths of the houses were rendered unfit
for habitation, many persons were killed, and
property valued at over $8,000,000 was destroyed.
The damage, however, was quickly repaired. The
South Carolina Interstate and \\ est Indian Ex-
position (q.v.) opened here December 2, 1901.

Consult: McCrady, South Carolina Under the
Proprietary Government (New York, 1897) ;

South Carolina Under the Royal Government
(New York, 1899) ; and South Carolina in the
Revolution (New York, 1901) ; also Powell, His-
toric Towns of the Southern States (New York,
1900).

CHARLESTON. The capital of West Vir-
ginia and county-seat of Kanawha County, about
130 miles south by west of Wheeling, at the
junction of the Kanawha and Elk rivers, and on
the Chesapeake and Ohio, the Kanawha and
Michigan, and other railroads (Map: West Vir-
ginia, C 3). It has regular steamboat communi-
cation with the principal river ports, and is an
important shipping point for coal, salt, and
timber. There are deposits of natural gas and
oil in the neighborhood. The manufactures in-

clude iron, engines and boilers, furniture, car-

riages, fire-brick, luml)er, and woolens. Charles-
ton has also boat-building yards, color and veneer
works, and railroad shops of the Kanawha and
Michigan. The chief buildings are the Capitol,

the custom-house, and the coimty coiirt-house.

A fort was built at Charleston about 1786; the
town was incorporated in 1794. and the city in

1870. Charleston has been the capital since

1870, with the exception of the perio<l, 1875-85,

when Wheeling was the seat of government.
Population, in 1890, 6742; in 1900, 11,099.

CHARLESTON EXPOSITION. See South
Carolina Interstate and West Indian Exposi-
tion.

CHARLESTOWN. Formerly a city of Mid-
dlesex County, Mass., now incorporated with
Boston ( q.v. )

.

Charlestown was settled in 1629, by a small
company from Salem, and was organized as a
town in 16.34. The territory originally within
its limits has from time to time been divided up
to form the towns of Wobum, Maiden. Stone-
ham, Burlington, and Somerville, and parts of
Medford, Cambridge, Arlington, and Reading.
The battle of Bunker Hill was fought here on
June 17, 1775, when the British set fire to the
town, destroying 320 buildings, valued at $525,-
000. The battle is commemorated by the Bunker
Hill Monument, a granite shaft 220 feet high,
which was completed in 1843, the corner-
stone of which was laid by General Lafayette,
with appropriate ceremonies, in 1825, Daniel
Webster delivering a notable address on each
occasion. In 1873, its population then being
23,373, Charlestown was annexed to Boston.
Consult: Frothingham, History of Charlestotcn
(Boston, 1845), and Hunnewell, A Century of
Toicn Life, a History ^f Charlestown from
1115 to 1881 (Boston, 1888).

CHARLESTOWN. A city and county-seat
of Jefferson County, W. Va., 55 miles northwest
of Washington, D. C, on the Baltimore and Ohio
and the Norfolk and Western railroads (Map:
West Virginia, G 2). It is in a fertile agricul-

tural district, has deposits of limestone and iron

ore in the vicinity, and manufactures bra.ss

fittings, bridges, harness, collars, fly-nets, and
various wooden products, cigars, etc. The city
is known as a summer resort. It has a fine

court-house and jail. Among its educational
institutions are Stephenson Seminarj- and Pow-
hatan College, both for young ladies. Charles-
town was settled about 1750, and was first in-

corporated in 1786. It was here that John
Brown was tried, condemned, and hanged De-
cember 2, 1859. On October 18, 1863. a Con-
federate cavalry division, under General Imbo-
den, captured the place and secured 424 prisoners
and large quantities of military stores ; but, on
tne approach of a superior l^nion force, almost
immediatelv withdrew. Population in 1890,
2287: in 1900. 2392.

CHARLES WILLIAM FERDINAND, Duke
of Brunswick (1780-1806). See Bbuxswick,
House of.

CHARLET, shjlr'lft'. Nicot.as Toussatnt
(1792-1845). A French draughtsman and paint-
er. He was bom in Paris. October 20, 1792.
He made the soldier of the Empire the subject
of his peculiar wit and fancy, depicting him
often with a touch of pathos. In 1817 he was
placed for instruction under the painter Gros.
and soon became renowned for his lithographed
<lesigns of military subjects. His "Grenadier
of Waterloo" was one of his most popular pro-
dtictions. He did not confine himself to litho-

graph subjects altogether, but worked rapidly
in water-colors, and in sepia and oil. Among
his pictures in oil are the "Episode in the Cam-
paign of Russia" and "Wounde*! Soldiers Halt-
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!ng in n Rain." Tie took dolij^ht in representing
humorously rustic scenes of peasants and chil-

dren, and in attaching to these desifjns quaint
descriptive mottoes. He enjoyed the friendship
of the distinjjuished painter G<^ricault, whom he
(tnce restrained by ^ood-nature<l ridicule from
committinjr suicide. Charlet introduced Napo-
leon I, in HO many of his pictures that his work
has been called "an epic in pencil of the pray
coat and the little hat." He died October 29,
184.5. Consult Muther, History of Modern Paint-
ing (London, 1890).

CHABLEVILLE, shUri'-v^K (Fr., Charles's
town ) . A town of France, on the Meuse, in the
J)cj)artment of Ardennes, about a mile from MC'-
zi&res, with which it conmnmicafes bj' a suspen-
sion bridge over the Meuse { Map : France, L 2 )

.

It is a thriving place, well built, with clean
spacious streets. It has a teachers' college, a
lyceum, and a library of 23,500 printed volumes
and 557 MSS. It manufactures hardware, leather,
and beer, and the Meuse affords facilities for
considerable trade in coal, iron, slate, wine, and
nails. Population, in 1901, of town. 17,901 ; of
commune, 18,772. It was the mediseval Arcce
Remorum and Carolopolis, and an important
military station imtil the destruction of its for-
tifications in 1087.

CHARLEVOIX, f^iir'l'-vwa', Piebke Fran-
cois X.wiEK i)E (1082-1701). A French mission-
ary and traveler, best kno\\'n as the historian of
'>sew France.' He was bom' in Saint-Quentin,
became a member of the Society of Jesus in 1098,
and from 1705 to 1709 taught* in the Jesuit Col-
lege in Quel)ec, Canada. He then returned to
France, where he taught "the humanities and
pliilosophy" in a Jesuit college; but in 1720 was
sent to America by the Duke of Orlf'ans to gather
information concerning the 'Western Sea,' then
supposed to be only a short distance from the
Mississippi River. Arriving at Quebec in Sep-
teml)er, he ascended the Saint Lawrence and the
Great Lakes as far as Michilimackinac, and,
after questioning the Indians, reported that the
Pacific could probably best be reached by way
of the Missouri, "the source of which," he said,
"is certainly not far from the sea." He . pro-
ceeded by way of Lake Michigan and the Illinois
River to the Mississippi, descended in a small
vessel to New Orleans, and, after suffering a
shipwreck, went to the island of San Domingo,
whence, in December, 1722, he returned to
France. Subsequently he was sent on various
missions by his order, and from 1733 to 1755
collaborated on the Journal den TrH^oux. He
was a voluminous writer, but is best known for
his Histoire et description g^n^rale de la Nou-
relle France avec le journal historique d'un voy-
age fait dans I'Amerique septentrionale (1744;
English translation by J. G. Shea, 180.5-72), a
work which, though written from the Jesuit
standpoint and frequently marred by carelessness
and a fatiguing prolixity, contains much valuable
material, and has been of great sen-ice to later
\vriters on the histor\' of the French in America.
.\mong his other writings, some of which have
considerable value, are: Histoire et description
generate du Japon (1715; subsequent editions,
much enlarged, 1730 and 1754) ; Histoire du
christianisme au Japon; Vie de la mdre Marie de
I'Tncarnation, fondatrice des TJrsulines de la Xou-
relle France (1724) ; Histoire de Vile espagnole.

oil de Saint-Dominique (1730) ; and Histoire du
Paraguay (1750; English translation, 1709).

CHARLIES. A nickname given to London
watchmen in the reign of Charles I., suggested
by that monarch's interest in improving the con-
diticm of the city street patrol. The term held
gooil until the reorganization of the police force
by Sir Rol)ert Peel in 1829, after which time it
was exchanged for that of 'bobbies' or 'peelers.'

CHAROiOCK. See Mustard.

CHARLOTTE, shUr'lfit. A city and county-
seat of Eaton County, .Mich., 18 m'iles southwest
of Lansing, on the Michigan Central and the
Chicago and Grand Trunk railroads (Map:
Michigan, J 0). It is of importance as a manu-
facturing centre, and has furniture and carriage
factories, brewery, creamery, grain - elevators,
grist-mills, etc. Settled in i835, Charlotte was
incorporated as a village in 1803, and in 1871
as a city. The government is administered by
an annually elected mayor and a city council.
The water-works are owned and operated by the
municipality. Population, in 1890, 3807; in
1900, 4092.

CHARLOTTE. A city and county-seat of
Mecklenburg County, N. C., 125 miles west by
south of Raleigh, on Sugar Creek, and on the
Southern and the Seaboard Air-line railroads
(Map: North Carolina, B 2). It is in the gold
region of the State, and a branch mint was es-
tablished here in 1838. It was closed by the
breaking out of the Civil War, reopened in 1809,
and was made an assay office. The city has two
female coIleg:es, a military institute, and other
educational institutions, a Carnegie public li-

brary', a library for the colored population, hos-
l)itals for white and colored persons, a United
States court-house, Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation building, and Vance Park. Biddle Uni-
versity (Presbyterian), for colored students,
opened in 1807, is just outside the city limits.
Charlotte is the centre of important commercial
interests, and has extensive manufactures of cot-
ton, iron, mill supplies, caskets, show-cases,
leather belting, clothing, etc. The government,
imder a charter of 1800 and subsequent amend-
ments, is vested in a mayor, biennially elected,
and a city council, with school commissioners
elected by popular vote. There are municipal
water-works. Population, in 1880, 7094; in
1890, 11,557; in 1900, 18,091.

Settled about 1750, Charlotte was incorporated
in 1708, and in 1774 was made the county-seat.
The so-called Mecklenburg Declaration of Inde-
pendence (q.v.) Avas adopted here on May 31,
1775, the signers of which are commemorated
by a monument. In September, 1780. Lord Corn-
wallis, after a short skirmish, entered Cliarlotte
and occupied it for several days, and later in
the year General Gates made his headquarters
here, until superseded by General Greene on De-
cember 2. Consult W.' H. Foote, Sketches of
North Carolina (New York, 1840).

CHARLOTTE. ( 1 ) The daughter of Sir Jas-
per in Fielding's farce The Mock Doctor. The
character was suggested by Lucinde in Molifere's

Medecin malgre lui. (2) The gay fianc<!»e of
Cantwell, who later marries Darnley, in Bicker-
staffe's Hypocrite, suggested bv Marianne in Mo-
li&re's Tartuffe. (3) The simple wife of Albert,
whom Werther loves, in Goethe's Sorrows of
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Werther. (4) The sweetheart of Wrangle in

Cibber's eonie«.ly The Refusal.

CHARLOTTE, Aunt, See Yoxge, Chab-
LOTTE M.

CHARLOTTE AMALIE, shJir-lSt' ft-mii'ld-e.

The only town of the island of Saint Thomas, in

the West Indies (Map: West Indies, P 5). It

has a spacious harbor, is an important coaling
station, and has a population of about 12,000.

CHARLOTTE ELIZABETH, shiir'lot ^-llz'-

A-beth. The pseudonym of Mrs. Charlotte Eliza-

beth Tonna. an English religious writer (1790-

1846).

CHARLOTTE HARBOR, A shallow inlet

on the gulf coast of Florida, extending inland
about 2.5 miles (Map: Florida, F 5). The inner
harbor is about 10 miles wide at its widest part.

The outer harbor is separated from the Gulf of

Mexico by a line of keys which reduces the
main entrance to the bay to a width of three-

fourths of a mile. Pine Island partly divides the
inner from the outer harbor. Wild water-fowl
and fish are plentiful,

CHARLOTTENBUBG, shar-lot'ten - boorK
(Ger., Cliarlotte's towTi). A prosperous town
and residential suburb of Berlin in the western
outskirts of the city (Map: Prussia, E 2). It is

connected wtth Berlin by street railway and by
the Stadtbahn. an elevated road. It has numer-
ous educational institutions, including a gynma-
sium, high school, royal institute of glass-paint-

ing, artillery and engineering school, technical
academy, physical-technical institute, and a mili-

tary preparatory school. The Technical Acad-
emy is a spacious and noteworthy building, con-

taining statues and busts and a valuable archi-

tectural museum. The manufacturing interests

of the city are important; chief among them is

the Royal Porcelain Factory, founded in 1761,
a famous and interesting institution. There are
also iron-foundries, and manufactures of ma-
chiner%', glass, pottery, electrical apparatus,
paper, leather, and chemicals. Charlottenburg
was founded in 1705, by Frederick I., and since

the Franco-Prussian War has grown with aston-
ishing rapidity. The palace, the main portion of

which was finished by 1699, under Schliiter's di-

rection, for Sophia Charlotte, second wife of

Frederick I., consists of a group of buildings,
with a pleasant garden laid out by the French
landscape gardener Le Notre. The rococo orna-
mentations and the porcelain chamber attract at-

tention. Emperor Frederick III. was confined
here during a part of his fatal illness. In the
garden is the handsome Doric mausoleum, erected
m 1810 by Gentze, according to the designs of
Schinkel, containing the tombs of Frederick
William III. and Queen Louisa, and Emperor
William I. and Empress Augusta. The recum-
bent figures of the first two, by Ranch, arc par-
ticularly fine. Population, in* 1890, 77,000; in

1900, 18!),000.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, sharnots-vll. A city

and county-seat of Albemarle County, Va., 100
miles northwest of Richmond, on the Rivanna
River, and on the Southern and the Chesapeake
and Ohio railroads (Map: Virginia, F 3). It is

the seat «)f the University of Virginia (q.v.),

founded !)y Thomas Jefferson, and of AlWmarle
Oollege. Rawlings Female Institute, and other
educational institutions. Monticello, Jefferson's

home, is but three miles distant, to the southeast.
The city has woolen, flour, and planing mills,

cigar-factories, wine - presses, etc. Settled as
early as 1744, Charlottesville was chartered as
a city in 1888. The government, under a charter
of 1900, is administered by a mayor, elected
every two years, and a city council. The water-
works and gas plant are owned and operated by
the municipality. Population, in 1890, 5591;
in 1900, 6449.

CHARLOTTETOWN, shar'lot-toun. Capital
of Prince Edward Island, Canada, in Queen's
County, situated on the southern coast, on Hills-
borough Bay, and at the confluence of three rivers
(Map: Maritime Provinces, F 3). It has a fine

harbor, which admits the largest vessels. The
town stands on rising ground, and contains the
Provincial Government and Dominion buildings,
a court-house. Young Men's Christian Association
building, an athenseum, exchange, city hall, hos-
pitals, an asylum for lunatics, a normal school.
Prince of Wales College, Saint Dunstan's (Ro-
man Catholic Church) College, a Methodist col-

lege, and a business college. A woolen factory,
iron-foundry, carriage and furniture factories,
railroad workshops, breweries, and the exporta-
tion of agricultural produce and fish, make it a
busy place. There are steamers to various ports
of the Dominion, churches, newspapers, banks,
gas and electric lights, excellent water-works, etc.

It is the seat of a United States consulate and
the see of a Roman Catholic bishopric. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 11,373; in 1901, 12,080. Char-
lottetown was founded about 1750, as the French
Port la Joie. In 1775, during the Revolutionary
War, the town was looted by two American
l»rivateers, an act which was condemned by
Washington, who liberated the prisoners and
restored their property. Canadian confederation
originated at a conference held in 1864 in Char-
lottetown,

CHARM. See Ixcantatiox and IMagic.

CHARMANTE GABRIELLE, shar'maNt'
gA'bre'el'. A French song, written by Henry
IV, to his mistress, Gabrielle d'Estr^es, and sent
to her in a letter dated May 21, 1597. The music
was also formerly attributed to Henry, but it is

almost certainly by his Court musician, Eustache
Ducaurroy. The music was not original, being
adapted by Ducaurroy from an air .Yoe7 which
he had composed previously. The song was in-

cluded in the Thesaurus Harmonicus of Besard
(1602), in the Cabinet, ou Trcsor des nouvelles
chansons (1602), and continued popular till the
time of the Revolution. Revived after the Res-
toration, it still holds a certain share of public
favor.

CHARMIAN, kar'ml-an. The faithful at-

tendant of Cleopatra, in Shakespeare's Antony
and Cleopatra. On the death of her royal mis-
tress, she applies one of the fatal asps to her
own body and dies.

CHARMIDES, kilr'ml-dez (I^t., from Gk,
Xaf)fii^r/c) (c.450-404 B.C.). A pupil of Socrates,

cousin of Critiaa, and maternal uncle of Plato,

who introduces him in one of the Dialogues. He
was one of the 'Thirty Tyrants' who came into

power in Athens in B.C. 404. but was slain the
same year, while fighting against Thrasybulus,
See Plato, Charmides, and Xenophon, Memora-
bilia.
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CHABMIDES. One of the dialogues of Plato

repri'st'iiting a conversation between Socrates,

young Cliarinides, and two other Athenians, on
tlie Hubfct of moderation.

CHABNAT, Kliilr'nA', Cl.\ude Joseph D<::sib£

(1828— ). A French traveler, l)orn in Fleurieux,
RhAne. In 1857, under the auspices of the
French Government, he Iwgan a long series of

expeditions to Mexico and other parts of the
world. With the further assistance of Pierre
jjorillard, he, in 1880, undertook the explora-
tion and excavation of the ancient cities of

Mexico. He made many important discoveries,

the chief results of which are set forth in the
collection at the Museum of the TrocadC'ro, and
in his work Lcs aticictinc8 villcs du nouveau
tnonde (1884), of which an English translation
appeared in 1887 {The Ancient Cities of the
New World, by Mesdames Gonino and Conant;
introduction by Allen T. Rice). He has also
published Cit^s ct ruities amdricaines (1863),
with an atlas.

CHARNEL-HOUSE (OF. charnel, camel,
Med. Lat. carnulc, charnel, from caro, flesh +
house). A chamber situated in a churchyard
or other burying-pl ace, in which the bones of the
dead which were thrown up by the grave-diggers
were reverently deposited. The charnel-house
was generally vaulted in the roof, and was often
a building complete in itself, having a chapel
or chantry attached to it. In such cases the
charnel-vault was commonly a crj'pt under the
chapel, and even in churches it was not uncom-
mon for the vault or crypt to be employed as
a charnel-house.

CHARNIS]^, shUr'n^'zA', Charles de Menou,
fc»eigneur D'Aulnay de ( ? -1650). A French
proprietor in Acadia. In 1632 he accompanied
the party under Isaac de Razilly which settled at
La Have for the purpose of recovering the Aca-
dian possessions of France. In 1635 Charnis6
commanded an expedition to the Penobscot Riv-
er, where he conquered the fort which had been
built there by the Plymouth colonists, telling

its defenders that in the following year he would
anne.x the entire region to the fortieth degree,

north latitude. After the death of Razilly, Char-
nis6 succeeded to the command, and made Port
Royal (Annapolis) the chief settlement of Aca-
dia, then a vast territory embracing what is now
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and afterwards
extending to the Penobscot. He later treacher-
ously captured Fort La Tour, and in 1645 went
to France, where he was appointed Governor and
lieutenant-general of Acadia by the Government
of Louis XIV. (1647). As soon, however, as the
charge of treachery reached the Court, Charnis6
was dismissed from office and superseded by Le
Tour.

CHAR'NOCK, Stephen (1628-80). An Eng-
lish Puritan theologian. He was educated at
Cambridge and at Oxford, and became proctor
at the latter when Oliver Cromwell was chan-
cellor. He went to Ireland as chaplain to Henry
Cromwell, Lord Deputy. In 1600 he was si-

lenced by the Act of Uniformity, and returned
to London, where he preached for fifteen years,

but without a settled congregation. He was a
man of great piety and vast learning. After his
death his writings were published, the chief being
On the ExccUevce and Attributes of God (1681-

82). In 1860 President James McCosh published

un edition of Chamock's works, with a life of
the author.

CHARN'WOOD FOREST. A forest in the
northwestern part of I.«ice8tersliire, England.
It lies on a gradual rise of ground culminating
in IJardon Hill, which is 900 feet high.

CHARON, ka'ron (I^t., from Gk. Xdpwv,
Etrusc. Vharun). In classical mythology, the
ferrj'man of the Lower World, who conveys the
souls of the dead to the realm of Hades. Charon
does not appear in the Homeric jxh-uis, though
he was early prominent in j)opular belief and
appeared in one of the lost epics, whenc-e Poly-
gnotus introduced him into his great painting
of "Odysseus in the Lower World." From the
Fifth Century B.C. Charon appears frequently in
literature. He is also often represented on the
Athenian white lecythi, vases buried with the
dead, where he is depicted as a bearded man
wearing the short tunic and pointed cap of a sea-
man, in a skiff witli a single oar. To pay the
fare a small coin (obolns) was placed in the
mouth of the dead. On Etruscan monuments-
Charon is represented as a demon of death, with
bestial face, huge tusks, and pointed ears, carry-
ing snakes, or, more commonly, a large hammer.
The bodies of fallen gladiators were dragged
from the arena by a man disguised as thi»
Etruscan demon. *

CHABONDAS, k&-r6nMris (Lat., from Gk.
Xapu)v6ag). A celebrated legislator of ancient
Greece. He was born at Catana, in Sicily, and
is mentioned, with Lycurgus, Solon, Zaleucus,^
and others, as a famous lawgiver. To him were
ascribed the laws of the Chalcidian colonies
in Sicily and Italy. The date when he lived
is quite uncertain, but he probably belonged
to the Sixth Century B.C. Little is known of
his laws, for what purports to have originated
with him is probably to be assigned to later
modifications of his work. He is said to have
required that whoever proposed a change in his
laws should appear before the people with a hal-
ter round his neck, ready to forfeit his life if the
change were not adopted.

CHARON OF LAMPSACUS (first half of
Fifth Century B.C.). One of the earlier Greek
historical writers, known as logographers. He
l)receded Herodotus in narrating the events of
the Persian War. The extant fragments of his
works were collected by Kreuzer, in his Uistori-
vorum Grcecorum Antiquissimorum Fragmenta;
and by !Miiller, Fragmenta Historicorum Grceco-
rum (Paris. 1841).

CHARON'S (ka'ronz) STAIRCASE (trans-
lation of Gk. Xapuveiog K?.lfia^j('har6neios klimax)^
A series of steps which led from the middle of
the stage down into the orchestra, in the Greek
theatre. It was thus designated because 'the
ghost' generally made his entrance by them.

CHARPENTIER, shar'piix'tyik', Fban^ois
Philippe (1734-1817). A French mechanic, en-
graver, and designer. He was born in Blois, and
studied engraving in Paris. He is the inventor of
the aquatint or nitric-acid process in engraving,
but sold his secret to Count Caylus. The earliest
engravings in aquatint made by him are the
following: "Perseus and Andromeda," after Van-
loo; "The Decapitation of John the Baptist,""
after Guercino; and "The Children's Bacchanal,'*
after de Witt. As 'roval mechanician' he after-
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wards effected numerous iiiii)rovements in the

construction of lighthouses, war-vessels, and
firearms.

CHABPENTIEB, Gusta\-e (I860-). A
Frt'iu'h cuiiiposer, born in Dieuze, Lorraine. He
studied at the Paris Conservatory under Massart,
Pessard, and Massinet, taking the Grand Prix de
Rome in 1887. He has written numerous songs

and orchestral pieces and a sj'mphonic drama, La
vie du parte, produced at the Grande Opera in

1892. But the most notable of his works is the

opera Louise, of which he wrote both words and
music, and which was produced in 1900 at the

Op4ra Comique. The scene is laid in modem
Paris (in Montmartre) and the realism and dra-

matic power of the libretto as well as the beauty
and originality of the music took Paris by storm,

and placed Charpentier in the front rank of

modem composers. He is also the author of

three operas which are as yet in manuscript.

CHABPENTIEB, Joiianx Fkiedbicu Wil-
HELM ToissAiXT (1738-1S05). A German min-
ing engineer. He was born in Dresden, studied
law and mathematics at the University of Leip-

zig, and became instructor in mathematics at the

Mining School of Freiberg, where he became
interested in mining methods and metallurgy.
As the introducer into Germany of the processes

of amalgamation employed in Hungary and of

various other improvements, Charpentier takes
high rank among the German metallurgists of

the Eighteenth Centun,-. His scientific methods
of mining as well as his geognostic investigations

greatly stimulated the development of these

branches in (Jermany.

CHABPENTIEB, Louis Eug£xe (1811-90).

A French painter. He was bom in Paris and
studied there under Gerard and Cogniet. He
exhibited first in the Salon of 1831, "Le bivouac
de cuirassiers," and afterwards became known
entirely as a painter of battle pictures in a large

panoramic style with great attention to detail.

In Versailles, where he became professor of de-

signing in 1870, there are three pictures by him

—

"La bataille de la Moscova" (1843), "L'episode
du si^ge d'Anvers" (1845), and "La bataille

de Tchernaia" (1857).

CHABPENTIEB, Mabc Antoixe (1634-
1702). A French composer, bom in Paris. He
studied under Carissimi in Rome, and became
chapelmaster to the Dauphin under Louis XIV.
Here he came into rivalry with Lully, who dis-

placed him. Charpentier then turned his atten-

tion to religious music and was at his death
chapelmaster of the Sainte Chapelle. He wrote
the opera Circe (1675) ; the music to the Malade
imaginaire, Le sort d'Andromede (c.l670) ;

MM^e (1693); and a number of masses and
pastorales. Some of his music, still in manu-
script, is in the Bibliothftque Nationale in Paris.

CHABPIE, shiir'p^ (Fr., from p.p. of OF.
chnrpir, to pluck, from I^t. carpere, to seize).

Ravelings of linen; lint. They were used by sur-
geons as dressing for discharging wounds, ulcers,
etc., before sterilized and sublimated gauze came
into vogue.

CHABBAS, shft'rii', Jean Baptiste .\noLPiiE
( ISlO-Ci.")). A French military writer, born in

Pfalzburg. Lorraine. He enteral the artillery
and engineering school in Metz, became an officer

of artillery, served in Algeria, and in 1848 was
appointed a lieutenant-colonel and Under-Secre-

tarj' of State in the Ministry of War. Having
vigorously opposed the j)olitics of Louis Napo-
leon, he was banished after the coup d'etat, and
resided in Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland.

He wrote two valuable works — Histoire de
la compagne de L^lo : Waterloo (1858), and an
incomplete Histoire de la guerre de 1813 en
AUemagiie (1866).

CHABBETTE, shji'r6t', TiiE Knight of the
(translation of Fr. Chevalier de la Charrette).
A contemptuous nickname earned by Lancelot
(q.v.), in a French variation of the Arthurian
legends. According to this version the knight,,

while galloping to the rescue of Guinevere, fell

from his horse and was brought home in a cart
{charrette) . A modernized edition of Chrestien

de Troyes's Roman de la Charrette appeared in

Rheims, 1849, under the direction of Tarbe.

CHABBIEBE, sha'ryir', Isabelle de Saint-
Hyacixthe de (1740-1805). A Swiss writer.

She was born in Utrecht, the daughter of a
Dutch nobleman. In 1771 she married a Swiss
who had been her brother's teacher, and went
to live near Xeuchatel. As a writer she waa
entirely French in spirit. Under the pseudonym
Abb6 de Latour, she published Lettres ueuchate-

loises (1784) ; Caliste, ou lettres ecrites de Lau-
sanne (1788)—her masterpiece—and Les troia

femmes (1798). She also wrote some plays. She
was on terras of close friendship with Madame
de Stael and Benjamin Constant, and was well

known as a brilliant and beautiful woman.

CHABBON, sha'rox', Pierbe (1541-1603).

A French theologian and philosopher. He was
(me of the twenty-five children of a bookseller

of Paris. He practiced law for a time in

Paris, but not having immediate success, he

studied theology, and rose to eminence as a

preacher. In Bordeaux he formed a short but
important friendship with Montaigne, who, on
his death in 1592, requested Charron to bear the

arms of the Montaigne family. In 1594 Charron
published Les trois I'ecrites, in which he dog-

matically defended the Roman Catholic Church.

This was followed by a book of sermons, and in

1604 came his most remarkable work. De la sa-

gesse, in which he expressed himself skeptically

with regard to science, but asserted the compe-
tence of reason to construct an adequate sys-

tem of morality. Consult Liebscher, Charron
und sein Werk : De la sagesse (I^ipzig, 1890).

CHABBXJA, chsir-roo'ji. A savage and war-

like tribe formerly roving, without fixed homes,

over the greater part of Uruguay. Tliey were
of dark complexion and heavily built, fought

on horseback, and used the bolas. They had the

custom of cutting off a finger-joint on the death

of a relative. Owing to their fierce and con-

tinuous wars with the Spaniards, they are novr

practically extinct. Their language, spoken also

by a few* subordinate tribes, constituted a dis-

tinct stock.

CHABT (Fr. rharte, charter. Lat. charta^

paper, from Gk. x^P'^V, chartC, paper). A marine

or hydrographic map, exhibiting a portion of a
sea or other body of water, with the islands, ad-

jacent coasts, soundings, currents, etc. (See

AIap. ) Charts are made of convenient size and

scale for the pur]>ose desired and are usually

constnicted on the principle of Mercator's pro-

jection : charts of the oceans on the gnomonie
projection are, however, published by the Hydro-
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graphic Office of the United States Navy for the

couvenicnce of nnvigators who wish to follow

greal-circk' coursi'!*; and the coast and harbor
charts of the I'nited States, published by the

L'nittHl Slates Coast and Geodetic Survey, are

on the jKjJyeonie jirojection. ChartvS are con-

structed with more accuracy than ordinary maps,
and elForts are made tu emlxKly in them all the

infurmatiiin possible. The meridians and paral-

lels of latitude are drawn at convenient intervals,

and on Imrbor charts the exact geographical

position of some datum point is given. One or
more compass-roses ( i.e. plans similar to the

face of a compass-card) are engraved in the

chart where most neede<l, or where they will not
interfere with soundings or other matters, and
these show the magnetic variation, while the
annual change is recorded in a note. In the
case of harl)or cliarts the rise and fall of the
tide and luiii-fidal interval are given; this is

important when the tidal range is considerable,

for the depths, or soundings, recorded are based
upon some particular state of the tide, usually
that of mean low water. Shoals and shallow
waters are indicated by dotted shading, or stip-

pled tint, in order that their presence may more
readily be noticed, and rocks are marked by
crosses or other conventional signs. Tlie sound-
ings are expressed in fathoms, or in feet, which-
ever will best serve in the particular locality,

and a note under the title states which is used.

The character of the bottom is indicated by
symbols, giving the kind of material (sand, mud,
rock) and its hardness, fineness, color, etc.

Lighthouses, buoys, beacons, and other aids

to navigation are carefully shown in their proper
position ; and, when desirable to do so, the
proper courses for entering or leaving a port or
cliannel are indicated by broken lines, alongside

which the compass courses are printed. The
depths and coast-line in nearly all parts of the

world are constantly changing, as are the light-

houses, buoys, and aids to navigation. This
requires unceasing watchfulness on the part of

chart-issuing olRces, and the correction of charts
constitutes more than half the expense connected
with their production and issue. Charts already
printed and on the shelves of the issuing office

are corrected by hand, several draughtsmen being
constantly engaged in the work. If, however, the

correction in this manner takes more than a few
minutes, the copies on the shelves are destroyed
and a new edition printed with the correction

embotlii'd in the engraving. The sources of

information for corrections are the reports from
men-of-war or merchant ships, from lighthouse

boards, inspectors of harbors, channels, and
waterways, new surveys, and the like. These
are embodied in Notices to Mariners and pub-
lished at short intervals, usually once a week.
The information is arranged in the most con-

venient manner possible for the use of naviga-

tors, the number of each chart affected by a note

being stated. In addition to this, the notices

give a list of charts of which new editions have
been published, or which have been extensively

corrected.

For purposes of navigation the character of

the projection (i.e. the plan by which the curved
surface of the earth is represented (mi a plane)

is most important. The Mercator projection is

most used and decidedly the most popular. The
meridians are rectilinear and parallel, and this

enables the navigator to lay down the compass
course as a straight line; and cliarts on this

projection of the same scale and latitude may be

joined at the edges. Neither of these important
characteristics is possessed by tlie polyconic,

which is best suited to the delineation of small
areas such as harbors of moderate extent or
certain types of ocean charts. The line of

sight and the great - circle course are nearly
straight lines on a polyconic chart, and areas
and sliapes near the central meridian are un-

distorted. The saving of distance through fol-

lowing great-circle areas is very slight except on
long voyages, and the conditions of average wind
and weather are likely to reduce the value of the

saving even then, because the great-circle arc,

when it differs from the rhumb line (q.v.), al-

ways lies on the polar (and therefore u.sually the
colder and stormier) side of it. Whether it is

desirable to follow a great circle or not can
readily he determined by comparing the course
as laid down on a great-circle chart (gnomonic
projection) with a wind, weather, and current
chart, such as the pilot chart issued by the Hy-
drographic Office of the United States Navy. See
Pilot Chart.

Charts are now chiefly printed from engraved
plates (copper, except in France, where many
soft steel plates are used), for various reasons,
tiic principal of which is that it facilitates the

introduction of new matter in certain parts with-

out the necessity of reproducing the whole. To
effect the correction the plate is turned face

downward on a smooth anvil or hard surface,

and the area to be re-engraved smoothed out and
the metal brought up flush with the general
surface of the plate by beating on the back over
the predetermined area with a round-faced ham-
mer. Preliminary charts, and others of tem-
porary interest, or of which the details do not
change, are largely produced by photo-lithog-

raphy. With this process tough, flexible paper
cannot be satisfactorily used, and if a photo-
lithographic chart is to be much handled it re-

quires backing with cloth.

As already stated, there are in the United
States two chart-making offices, the Hydrographic
Office of the Navy, and the Coast Survey, the

latter publishing charts (about 800) of the

United States coast only; and the former, charts

(about 1500) of the Great Lakes and of foreign

territory and seas. The main office of each of

these establishments is in Washington, but for

the purpose of gathering and disseminating in-

formation of service to navigators, the Hydro-
graphic Office has branches in all the principal

seaports of the United States and several on the
Great Lakes. It is likely that additional ones
will soon be opened at Manila and Honolulu,
with obser\'ing stations at Guam and Tutuila,

when these can be reached by telegraph. In

Great Britain the Hydrographic Office is under
the Admiralty. Charts are also published by
nearly all the European powers, and by Brazil,

Chile, and Japan; and there are several private

makers who issue charts of special localities.

The price of Government charts is very low,

barely sufficient to cover the cost of printing and
paper.

CHABTA, kar'til, Magna. See Magna
ClIARTA.

CHABTE, shart (Fr., charter, from Lat.

charta, paper). A French term, used especially
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to designate the constitution or organic law
granted by Louis XVIII. on his restoration in

1814. It was formerly written chartrc. The
\\ord is an old one and applied to a large class of

legal documents. Among the best known of the

older chartes was the Vharle yormande or aux
Sormands, containing the privileges granted to

the Normans (1314-15) by Louis X. The Tresor

des Chartes of France is one of the important
bureaus of the national archives. The Ecole

des Chartes in Paris is the leading school of

tue world for instruction in the study of histori-

cal dix'uuients. The charte of 1814 has always
been considered the fundamental law of constitu-

tional monarchy when that form of government
has existed in France. It was an act of royal

grace and not in any sense a popular constitution

or even a contract lietween King and people. This
fact eventually led to the Revolution of 1830.

The charte sworn to on the 29th of August of

that year by King Louis Philippe explicitly

recognized the sovereignty of the people. This
document, with some modifications, remained in

force till the Revolution of 1848.

CHABTER (OF. chartre, from Lat. chartula,
dim. of Gk. X('P~'h charte, paper). A formal
writing by which property is granted or rights

and privileges are conferred. The term was
formerly applied to a written conveyance of land,

and property held under such an instrvunent was,
in Anglo-Saxon law, called 'charter-land,' or
'bookland' (q.v.). In this sense, the word has
given way to 'deed.'

The term charter is used to describe a grant of

land, franchises, or other privileges by the State,

or a solemn guaranty by the sovereign of popular
rights. Magna Carta (q.v.) , or the great charter
issued by King John in 1215, is one of the chief

constitutional docimients of Great Britain. It

has been the custom of the British Government
for centuries to grant political charters to some
of its colonies.

In American colonial history, grants of fran-

chise, governmental privileges, and estates to
companies for the purpose of establishing colo-

nies, to the inhabitants of colonies in general,

or to individual ]>roprietors were embodied in

charters. Of the first sort were the charters of

Massachusetts Bay, granted by Charles I. ( 1629)

,

and the charter of Georgia, granted by George
11. (1732). Of the second sort was the charter
of Connecticut granted to the people of the
colony by Charles II. (16(52). Of the third sort

were tiie original charter of New York, granted
to the Duke of York by Charles II. (1664), and
the charter of ^laryland, granted to Lord Balti-

more by Charles I. ( 1632) . Some of the colonial

municipal charters remain in force to the pres-

ent day. but the general provisiims of charters
are of Jittle use in the United States, as corpo-
rations are now created by the several Legisla-

tures or by Congress. Blackstone describes such
charter governments as "civil corporations, with
the power of making by-laws for their own in-

terior regulations, not contrary to the laws of

England ; and with sueh rights and authorities
as are specially given them in their several

charters of incorporation." Judge Story criti-

cises Blackstone's view, declaring that the char-

ter colonies of America "were great political

establishments, possessing the general powers of

government and rights of sovereignty, dependent
indeed <m the realm of England, but still pos-

sessing within their own territorial limits the
general powers of legislation and taxation."
None of the British colonies, at present, "possess
the general powers of government and rights of

sovereignty." Their legislative authority is at
all times subordinate to that of Parliament, and
their legislative acts partake more of the nature
of by-laws than of Parliamentary statutes. The
charter of their legislative powers and privileges
is known as the "Colonial Laws Act, 1865."

In modern municipal law, the terra charter is

most frequently used to denote the grant of a
franchise (q.v.) by the sovereign power to a
corporation. According to Blackstone, "the
King's consent is absolutely necessary to the
erection of any corporation, either expressly or
impliedly given," and "the immediate creative
act is usually perfonned by the King alone, in

virtue of his rojal prerogative."
In the United States, corporations are char-_

tered, as a rule, by legislative act; either by a
special statute which confers upon a particular
corporation the special powers and privileges

named therein, or under a general law which pro-
vides the method to be pursued by persons who
would organize a corporation. In the latter case,

tlie articles of association, taken in connection
with the provisions of the general statute, con-
stitute the charter. If the corporation is a pub-
lic one, such as a city, county, or town, its

charter may be changed at will by the Legislature.
Such a corporation is a mere agency of the State
for the exercise of governmental powers within
a particular area. It has no vested right to any
of its powers or franchises. Its charter "is not
a contract, but a law for the public good." On
the other hand, the charter of a private corpo-
ration is a contract between the State and the
corporators. As such, it is protected from repeal
or modification by the provision of the Federal
Constitution which declares that "no State shall

. . . pass any . . . law impairing the
obligation of contracts." (Article I., § 10.)

The State granting the charter may, however,
reserve the right to alter, amend, or repeal it.

If the State does make this reservation, it is at
liberty to act in accordance therewith, notwith-
standing the constitutional provision. Consult:
Dicey, Lectures Introductory to the Study of the
Law of the English Constitution (4th ed., Lon-
don, 1893) ; Cooley, General Principles of Con-
stitutional Laic in the United States. See Cob-
PORATIOX ; DaRTMOITTII COLLEGE CaSE.

CHABTEBHOUSE (a corruption of Fr.

Chartreuse). The name applied in England to

Carthusian monasteries. The first was founded
at Witham, on the borders of Selwood Forest, in

1178, by King Henry II., in fulfillment of a vow
made on tlie occasion of his memorable penance
at the tomb of Saint Thomas of Canterbury.
The second was at llinton in Somersetshire
(1222) ; the third at Beauvale, Nottinghamshire
(1343) ; the fourth, and njost famous, to which
the name is restricted in general usage, was
situated in London. It was endowed by the will

of Michael de Northburgh. Bishop of London,
1355-61, and the monks took possession of it in

1371. Its history is not of much general interest

until the reign of Henry VIII.. when in l.")35 and
the following years a nuinln'r of the monks suf-

fered death for refusing to acknowledge the royal
supremacy in spiritual matters, the prior, John
Houghton, being the first martyr for the old
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faith uadcr the Heforniutiuii. The monastery
van dissolved in 1538. The house parsed through
various hands, returning to the Crown under
Mary by the attainder of the Duke of North-
unilH'rland, and under Elizabeth by that of the
Duke of Norfolk. The latter's son, the Earl of
Sujrolk, sold it in 1011 for £13,000 to Sir
Thomas Sutton, whose coal lands in Durham
had made him one of the richest Englishmen of
his day. He richly endowed it as a hospital or
almshouse for poor old men and a free gnunmar
school, "to feed, clothe, and educate a certain
number of poor boys, who without such assist-
ance would be likely to go untjiught." The 'poor
brethren' were 80 in number, none being admitted
under 50 years of age; they must Ikj bachelors
and members of the Church of England. Each
had a separate apartment, a share of attendance
from domestics, and ample, thougli plain, diet,
and an allowance of about £26 a year for clothes
and pocket money. This part of the institution
is best known by the famous description of it

given in The Newcomes by Thackeray, who was
himself educated at Charterhouse. The school
Mas not long limited to the forty foundation
scholars, and grew until at the present time it
ranks among the great public schools of Eng-
land. Among the eminent men who have been
educated here are Blackstone, Addison, Steele,
John Wesley, and George Grote. In 1872, the old
location amid crowded streets being thought un-
healthy, the school removed to Godahning in
Surrey. 30 miles from London. The old premises
were sold to the Merchant Taylors' School, which
is now installed here in handsome new school
buildings erected in 1875. The quaint old hos-
pital and chapel, the latter containing Sutton's
tomb, still remain. Consult: Hendricks, The
London Charterhouse (London, 1889) ; Haig
Brown, Charterhouse, Past and Present (Godal-
ming, 1879) ; Eardley-Wilmot and Streatfield,
Charterhouse, Old and Xeic (London, 1894) ;

Tod, Charterhouse (London, 1900) ; Doreau,
Henri VIII. et les martyres de la Chartreuse de
Londres (Paris, 1891).

CHAB'TEBIS, Archibald Hamh-tokt (1835— ). A Scottish clergj-man and educator. He
was born in Wamphray, educated in Edinburgh,
TiJbingen, and Bonn, and in 18G3 was appointed
minister of the Park Parish, Glasgow. From
1868 to 1898 he was professor of biblical criti-

cism in Edinburgh, where he is now professor
emeritus. He was a royal chaplain in 1869, and
in 1892 moderator of the General Assembly of
the Church of Scotland. He has been prominent
in the development of many important Church
activities. His publications include a Life of
Professor James Robertson (1863); Canonicity
(1881) ; and A Faithful Churchman (1897).

CHABTEB OAK. A large tree that stood
in Hartford, Conn., until blown dowTi August,
1856, when its age was computed to be nearly
1000 years. The tradition relating to it is as
follows: When Sir Edmund Andros was ap-
pointed Governor-General of New England he
came to Hartford in' 1687 to receive the colonial
charter. This the colonists were loath to sur-
render, but, appearing to submit, carried it to the
council-chamber, where, during the debate, the
lights were extinguished and in the ensuing con-
fusion the document was carried from the room
to its subsequent hiding-place in the hollow of
<he. tree. Here it remained until 1869, when the

deposition of Andros made further concealment
unnecessary.

CHABTEB-PABTY (Fr. charte partie, di-
vided deed, one i)art Ix'ing given to each party
concerned; cf. indenture), in maritime law, a
contract under seal by the owner (ir master of
a ship, to carry a comj)lete cargo of goo<ls or to
furnish a vessel or part of a vessel for that
purpose. It is one form of the contract of
affreightment (q.v.), the other being the familiar
hill of lading (q.v.), which is employed when
gomls are shipped to form only a part of an in-
t«nded cargo. Such a charter may ojM'rate as a
lease of the .ship itself, which tlicrcupon passes
under the control of the charterer; or, more
commonly, it confers upon the shipin-r the right
to have his entire cargo conveyed in the char-
tered vessel, in which case the charterer acquires
no property right in the ship, nor any voice in
its management. In the latter form of charter-
party the master or owner of the vessel occupies
the position of a common carrier (q.v.). But
where the charter transfers the possession and
control of the ship, the master is the agent of
the charterer, who becomes responsible for his
acts and for those of the crew, and who, in the
event of the chartered ship's earning salvage,
becomes entitled to the salvage reward.
The ordinary charter-party describes the par-

ties, the ship, and the voyage, stipulates that
the ship is seaworthy, and will receive the cargo
and perform the voyage promptly, and notes
tliose perils of the sea for which the master and
ship-owner will not be responsible. On the part
of the freighter, it stipulates to load and unload
within a given time, with an allowance of so
many lay or running days for loading and un-
loading the cargo, and the rate and time of pay-
ment of the freightage, and date of commence-
ment of demurrage. Consult Scrutton, Contracts
of Affreightment as Expressed in Charter Parties
and mils of Lading (4th ed., London, 1899).

CHABTIEB, shiir'tyft', Alain (c.l390-c.
1440). A French poet and diplomatist of very
great literarj' influence in the Fifteenth Cen-
tury, but since then almost forgotten save for
the famous kiss bestowed by Margaret of Scot-
land, wife of Louis the Dauphin, afterwards
Louis XL, on the lips of the sleeping poet, who
is said to have been the ugliest man of his day.
He studied in Paris, served Charles VI. in im-
portant negotiations, and Charles VII. as notary
and financial secretary, as well as on a mission
to Scotland. He was prebendary and ardideacon of
Notre Dame de Paris. Passages of his Br^viaire
des Seigneurs were set to be learned by heart
by Court pages; Marot and Saint-Gelais, poets
of the second following generation, praise him
warmlj'; the English Lydgate studied and imi-
tated him. His poems are mainly of lovefs' con-
troversy, but his Litre des quatre dames and
the Invective Quardrilogue (1422) were evoked
by the disasters of Agineourt and show a fine

patriotic spirit. His Lay de la belle dame sans
merci suggested at least a title to Keats. His
work shows a boldness and freedom of thought
that foreshadow the Renaissance. Consult De-
launay. Etude sur Alain Chartier (Paris, 1876).

CHABTISM. A Radical reform movement
which grew to culmination in England from
1838 to 1848. Its name originated in the Na-
tional or People's Charter, which embodied the
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scheme of reform under six specific titles : ( 1

)

The right of voting to every male and every

naturalizc'tl foreigner resident in the kingdom
for more than two years, who should be 21 years

of age, of sound mind, and luitonvicted of crime;

(2) equal electoral districts; (3) vote by ballot;

(4) annual Parliaments; (5) no property quali-

fication for members; and (G) payment of mem-
bers of I'arliament for their services. The Re-

form Bill of 1832 had failed to satisfy the work-
ing chisses, and after a terrible period of com-
mercial di'iJression and want, an unsuccessful

attempt was made to institute a greater reform
in the House of Commons, whereupon six mem-
bers of I'arliament and six workingmen drew
up the charter, which was hailed by large num-
bers of persons with enthusiasm. Immense meet-
ings were held throughout the country, many of

them attended by two or three hundred thousand
people. Fiery orators fanned the excitement,

and, under the guidance of extremists, physical

force was spoken of as the only means of obtain-

ing justice. The more moderate were overruled
by the fanatics, and the people, aroused by suf-

fering, were easily wrought into frenzy by those

who assumed direction. The Chartist propa-
ganda was vigorously carried on by Feargus
O'Connor in the yorthcrn Star, an organ which
attained phenomenal circulation. In the autumn
of 1838 torchlight meetings were held. Their
danger was obvious, and they were at once pro-

claimed illegal. Some of the leaders were ar-

rested, amid intense excitement, and imprisoned.
A body calling itself the National Convention,

elected by the Chartists throughout the kingdom,
commenced sitting in Birmingham in May, 1839.

It proposed various means of coercing the legisla-

ture into submission, recommending a run on the

savings banks for gold, abstinence from excisable

articles, exclusive dealing, and, as a last resort,

universal cessation from labor. During its sit-

ting a collision took place with the military in

Birmingham. Public meetings were forbidden,
and alarming excesses were committed by the
irritated mob. In June, 1839, a petition in favor
of the charter was presented to the House of

Commons, ostensibly signed by 1,280,000 persons.

The House refused to name a day for its consid-

eration and the national convention retaliated by
advising tlie people to cease from work through-
out the country. This advice was not followed,

but the disturbance increased, and in November
an outbreak took place in Newport, which re-

sulted in the death of ten persons and the wound-
ing of great numl)ers. For their part in this

insurrection three leaders were sentenced to
death, but their punishment was afterwards com-
nuited to transportation. In 1842 great riots

took place in the northern and midland districts,

not directly caused by the Chartists, but en-
couraged and aided by them after the disturb-
ances l)eg5in. In the same year an attempt was
made by Joseph Sturge to unite all friends of
popular enfranchisement in a complete suffrage
union, but he only succeeded in dividing their
ranks. In 1848 the turmoil in France created
great excitement in England, and much anxiety
was felt lest an anned attempt should be made
to subvert the institutions of the country. Two
hundred thousand special constables were en-
rolled in London alone, among winch number was
the subsequent Emi>eror, Napoleon III. A serious
outbreak was expected in London on the day

O'Connor named in Parliament as the time when
he would counsel violence if his demands were
not met. On the fateful day, however, he ad-
vised the assembled multitudes to disperse to

their homes, and thenceforth lost his influence

with the masses.
In the language of Charles I. (q.v.), the op-

ponents of Chartism denied that men as such
had a right to vote; their right was to be well
governed, and universal suffrage was more likely

to destroy society than to confer happiness or
insure justice.

From 1848 Chartism as an organization grad-
ually died, owing to the improvement in the
circumstances of the people which followed the
repeal of the com laws. The principles of the
charter were not new, and since then the chief

points have become law, for which consumma-
tion a certain amount of credit must be given to
this agitation.

The Chartist leaders included Feargus O'Con-
nor, Attwood, Lovett, Stephens, Vincent, Ernest
Jones, Thomas Cooper, and others. Consult

:

Life of Thomas Cooper: An Autobiography (Lon-
don, 1880) ; Carlyle, Chartism (London, 1839) ;

Kingsley, Alton Locke (London, 1856) ; and
Gammage, History of the Chartist Movement
(London, 1894).

CHARTISTS. See Chaetism.

CHARTRAN, shar'trilN', TiifioBALD (1849
— ). A French painter, bom in Besancon
(Doubs). He was a pupil of Cabanel. In 1872
he exhibited at the Salon his first picture, "Le
corps de ^lonseigneur Darboy expose en chapelle

ardente au palais de I'archeveque de Paris,"

which was much praised. In 1877 he obtained
the Prix de Rome. Afterwards he painted reli-

gious and historical pictures and many portraits.

His coloring is always fine, and his portraits

have a characteristic distinction.

CHARTRES, shiir'tr' (Med. Lat. Camotum,
Lat. Carnutum civitas, Gall. Autricum). A city

of France, capital of the Department of Eure-et-

Loir, and seat of a bishopric, 47 miles southwest
of Paris (Map: France, H 3). It is built partly

at the base, and partly on the declivity of a hill

overlooking the river Eure, here divided into two
channels, one flowing within and the other with-

out the former ramparts, which have been con-

verted into agreeable promenades. Chartres con-

sists of an upper and a lower town connected by
streets almost inaccessible to carriages. The
upper town has some good streets, but the lower

is ill-built. Many of the houses are quaintly

gabled, timbered buildings. The cathedral, one

of the largest and most imposing ecclesiastical

structures in Europe, with its lofty spires, one
of them towering to a height of 413 feet, crowns
the top of the nill. It has numerous stained

windows, the workmanship of which is unsur-

passed, if indeed equaled, elsewhere in France,

and many of them date from the Thirteenth Cen-

tury. It is also famous for its sculptures. This

splendid edifice was the source of inspiration for

James Russell Lowell's poem "The Cathedral."

Tlie Church of Saint Pierre and the obelisk

to the memory of General Marceau are also ob-

jects of interest. Chartres has manufactures
of woolens, hosiery, and leather, and is the

great cattle and grain market of the depart

-

nu>nt. It has two teachers' colleges, a lyceum.

a library of 80,000 printed volumes and 1796
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MSS., a museuii!, niul a botnnicul garden. Popu-
lation, in 1001, of town, 10,232; of commune,
23,431. Chartres, founded by the Carnutes and
the seat of the College of Druids, is one of the

most ancient cities of France. In mediaeval

times it wus the capital of the fertile Province of

Beauce, and on several o<;casions was besieged by
Normans and Burgundinns. Francis I. conferred

upon it the dignity of a duchy, and the title

since 1001 has l)een connected with the Orleans
family. Chartres suffered during the religious

wars, was captured by llenrj' IV. in 1501, and
witnessed his coronation in 1504. In 1870 it was
occupied by the Germans, and formed their base

of operations against the Army of the Loire.

Consult: Doyen, Histoire de Chartres (2 vols.,

Chartres, 1780) ; Duval, Lo cathMrale de Char-
tres (Paris, 1807) ; Joanne, Chartres (Paris,

1887).

CHARTRES, Robert Philippe Louis Eu-
gene Ferdinand d'Orl^ans, Duke de (1840— ).

A French soldier, the second son of the Duke
of Orleans (died 1842), and the grandson of

Louis Philippe. He was bom in Paris, but when
only eight years of age Avas driven into e.\ile

by the Revolution of 1848, and subsequently lived

in Germany and England until 1858, when he en-

tered the military school in Turin, Italy. In

1850 he served in the campaign against Austria,

and in 1801 came to America with his elder

brother, the Comt« de Paris (q.v.), entered the

Federal Army, and served on General McClel-

lan's staff during the Peninsular campaign. He
returned to England in 1803 and there, in the

following year, married his cousin, the eldest

daughter of the Prince de Joinville. After the

Revolution of September 4, 1870, in France, he

served in General Chanzj''s army under the pseu-

donym of 'Robert le Fort,' and before the close

of the war had risen successively to the ranks

of captain and chief of squadron. He became
chief of squadron in the Chasseurs d'Afrique,

under his own name, in 1870, served in Algeria,

and was appointed colonel of chasseurs in 1878,

but in 1883 was suspended from the active

service. Three years later his name was stricken

from the army list in pursuance of the law of

that year which excluded members of royal fam-

ilies from serving in the army or the navy. He
published Souvenirs de voyages (1869).

CHARTREUSE, shilr'trez'. A famous li-

queur (q.v.), so called from the fact that it is

made at the celebrated Carthusian monastery, La
Grande Chartreuse, near Grenoble. Three quali-

ties are made, green, yellow, and white, the

green being the richest and most delicate in

flavor. Chartreuse is said to be a most complex

product, resulting from the maceration and dis-

tillation of balm leaves and tops as a principal

ingredient, with orange-peel, dried hyssop-tops,

peppermint, w'ormwood, angelica seed and root,

cinnamon, mace, cloves, Tonquin beans. Calamus
aromaticus, and cardamoms.

CHARTREUSE, La Grande. A celebrated

monastery in France, near Grenoble, in the

wild and romantic valley of the Guiers, 3205

feet above the sea. It owes its origin to Saint

Bruno, the founder of the Carthusian Order

(close of Eleventh Century), which took its name
from a neigliboring hamlet. The present con-

vent is a huge structure of no architectural

beauty, dating mostly from 1650, earlier build-

ings having been tlest roved several times by fire.

Tlie whole neighlMirhood at one time belonged
to the monks, but they were despoiled by tlie

Revolution. At F(»urvoirie, about four miles
down the valley, they manufacture the celebrated
liqueur which takes its name from the monastery.
See Bruno, Saint; Carthusians; and consult
Dubois, Jj(i grande Chartreuse ((Jronoble, 1846),

CHARTREUSE DE PARME, de pUrm, La.
The title of a French novel (1839), by Stendhal
(Henri Beyle), presenting an admirable picture
of life at one of the jxitty courts of Italy after

the downfall of Napoleon.

CHARTUXARY, kilr'tft-la-rl (Lat. char-
tularia, from charta, a paper). A collection

of charters. So soon as any body, ecclesiastical

or secular, came to be possessed of a considerable
number of charters, obvious considerations of

convenience and safety would suggest the ad-

vantage of having them classified and copied into

a book or roll. Such book or roll has generally
received the name of a chartulary. Mabillon
traces chartularies in France as far back as the
Tenth Century, and some antiquarians think that
chartularies were compiled even still earlier. But
it was not until the Twelfth and Thirteenth cen-

turies that chartularies became common. They
were kept not only by all kinds of religious and
civil corporations, but even by private families.

Many of them have been printed. The name
'chartulary' was also applied in western Europe
to a registrar or keeper of records, who was
known as 'chartophylax' in the Eastern Church
and Empire. •

CHARYBDIS, ka-rlVdls. See Scylla and
Charyhuis.

CHARYLLIS, kA-rll'lls. A character in

Spenser's Colin Clout's Come Home Again, meant
to represent Lady Ann Compton, daughter of

Sir John Spenser of Althorpe.

CHASE, George (1849—). An American
legal writer. He was born in Portland, Maine,
graduated at Yale in 1870, and at the Columbia
Law School in 1873. He became assistant pro-

fessor of mimicipal law at Columbia in 1875,

and in 1878 professor of criminal law, torts, and
procedure. In 1891 he became dean of the New
York Law School. He has edited Chase's Black-
stone's Commentaries (1876) ; Stephens's Digest

of the Law of Evidence ( 1886 ) ; and Johnson's
Ready Legal Adviser (1881).

CHASE, Philander (1775-1852). A Prot-

estant Episcopal bishop and educator. He was
born in Cornish, N. H., graduated at Dartmouth
in 1795, and was ordained a deacon of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Cliurch in 1798. He labored

as a missionary in western New York, and in

1811 became rector of Christ's Church, Hartford,

Conn. In 1817 he went to Ohio, where two years

later he laid the foundation of Kenyon College

and Gambler Theological Seminary, of which he

was first president. In 1835 he became Bishop of

Illinois, where he was instrumental in founding
Jubilee College, at Robin's Nest. Among his

works are: A Plea for the West (1826) ; The
Star in the West, or Kenyon College (1828);
Reminiscences ( 1 848 )

.

CHASE, Pliny Earle (1820-86). An Ameri-
can scientist. He was born in Worcester, Mass.,

and educated at Harvard University, graduating
in 1839. He engaged in teaching and business
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in Philadelphia until 1871, when he became pro-

fessor of logic and philosophy in Haverford Col-

lege. He investigated many problems in physics
and celestial mechanics, and was the author of

Elements of Meteorology (1884). For an in-

vestigation on gravity he received the Magellanic
gold medal of the American Philosophical So-
ciety, in 1864, and was a vice-president of this

organization, as well as a member of many scien-

tific societies, both European and American.

CHASE, Salmon Pobtlvnd (1808-73). An
American statesman. He was born in Cornish,
N. H., January 13, 1808, and was a nephew of
Bishop Chase, who supervised his earlier edu-
cation in Ohio. He graduated at Dartmouth
College in 1826, opened a school for boys in

Washington, D. C, where he studied law under
William Wirt; was admitted to the bar in 1830,
and began to practice in Ohio, where almost his

earliest work was the preparation of an edition
of the statutes of Ohio with annotations, and a
sketch of the history of the State. This work
assisted him in gaining practice, and in 1834 he
was appointed solicitor in Cincinnati for the
Bank of the United States. His first effort in
a cause touching slavery was in defense (1837)
of a colored woman claimed as a fugitive, and
of James G. Birney (q.v.) for harboring her.

This was the celebrated Matilda case. He
maintained that the Fugitive Slave Law (q.v.)

of 1793 was void, because unwarranted by the
Federal Constitution, and argued that slavery
was a local institution; and that, as the slave
had been brought into a free State by her mas-
ter, .she was in fact free. In 1847, in the Van
Zandt case, before the United States Supreme
Court, he took the ground that under the ordi-
nance of 1787 (q.v.) no fugitive from service
could be reclaimed from Ohio unless he had
escaped from one of the original thirteen States

;

that it was the understanding of the framers of
the Constitution that slavery was to be left to the
disposal of the several States, without sanction
or support from the Federal Government; and
that the clause in the Constitution relating to
persons held to service was a compact between
the States, conferring no power of legislation on
Congress and never being intended to confer such
power. Chase also took part in many other
cases involving the constitutionality of the Fugi-
tive Slave Law and came to be known among
the slave-holders of Kentucky as the 'attorney-
general of fugitive slaves.' Being in active cor-
respondence with editors, clergj'men, and poli-
ticians engaged in the anti-slavery movement,
he soon became a recognized leader of the cause
in Ohio. Although favoring the abolition of
slavery, he differed radically from Garrison both
as to methods of effecting that end and as to the
relation of such movements to the existing law
of the land. He voted for Harrison in 1840;
but after the death of the President, when it
became clearly apparent that the Whig Party
could never be made a party of freedom, he
withdrew from it in 1841, and was thereafter
grominent as a member of the Liberal Party in
ihio, which he helped to organize. He took

part in the National Liberty Convention in Buf-
falo in 1843, and subsequent conventions, until
the nomination by the Free-Soilers (in 1848)
of Martin Van Buron for President; was a
leading niember, and in most cases directed the
proceedings. He was frequeiflly called upon to

prepare formal addresses and platforms for his
party, and, in particular, was the author of the
Liberty Platform of 1843, the Liberty Address
of 1845, the resolutions of the People's Conven-
tion of 1847, and the Free Soil Platform of
1848. In Februarj', 1840, he was chosen United
States Senator from Ohio, his vote coming from
all the Democrats and from a few of the Free
Soil members. In the Senate he was an out-
spoken opponent of slavery extension, and he
refused to accept Clay's compromise measures
in 1850. Though imder obligations to no one
party for. his election, he usually acted with
the Democrats, until the nomination, in 1852,
of Pierce on a strongly pro-slavery platform,
when he withdrew and undertook the formation
of an independent Democratic Party.
Remaining in the Senate entirely independent

of party relations, he became, even at the side
of Sumner and Seward, the leader in the opposi-
tion to the Kansas-Nebraska Bill (q.v.), and,
acting with Giddings and Sumner, he sent out
the historic "Appeal of the Independent Demo-
crats." In 1855 the 'anti-Nebraska' elements in
Ohio fixed upon him as their candidate for Gov-
ernor, and, after a vigorous and close contest,
he defeated the candidate of the Old Democrats,
and brought Ohio into line as a probable Repub-
lican State in the campaign of 1856. In that
year Chase was put forward as a candidate for
the Republican nomination for the Presidency,
but he withdrew his name. In 1857 he was re-
elected Governor of Ohio, and became recognized
thenceforth as a leader in the new national party.
During his service as Governor he was much occu-
pied with matters connected with the slavery
problem, and at the expiration of his term he
was (in February, 1860) elected again to the
Senate for the term beginning March 4, 1861. He
was one of the candidates for the Republican
nomination for the Presidency in 1860, and, fail-

ing to secure it, he was later appointed by Lin-
coln Secretary of the Treasury. In that' office,

which he held until June, 1864, when he resigned
owing to differences between himself and Presi-
dent Lincoln, Chase rendered important public
service. The maintenance of national credit and
the supply of funds with which to prosecute the
war, the provision and regulation of a currency
sj'stem, the creation of a national banking
system, and the administration of a national
finance under conditions never l)efore experienced
or anticipated, mark these years as the most im-
portant in the history of the department, and
distinguish Chase as one of the great Secretaries
of the Treasury.

In the autumn of 1864 Chief Justice Taney
died, and Chase was appointed as his successor
in December of that year, retaining the office

through a period in which were liantled d<nvn a
series of decisions second in importance only to
those of ^larshall. Chase dissented from the
court's decision in the Milligan Case and in the
so-called Slaughter-House Cases; he wrote the
decision in Hepburn vs. Griswold, which held
that the I^egal-Tender Act, so far as it com-
pelled the acceptance of paper money in payment
of debts antedating the statute which provided
for such money, was unconstitutional. The effect

of this was naturally to disprove an important
part of Chase's work as Secretary of the Treas-
ury; and this decision against his own work was
soon afterwards, in the Legal-Tender Cases, re-
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versed by a slightly reorganized court. He also

wrote the opinion in the case of Texas vs. White,

in which the nature of the Union and the effect

thereon of the Civil War were clearly expound-

ed, tlie natiiin being characterized as "an in-

destructible Union composed of indestructible

States." As Chief Justice, Chase presided over

the inii)eachnient trial of President Andrew
Johnson. He tecanie separated from the Re-
publican Party, and was in 1868 a candidate for

the Democratic nonunation for the Presidency,

while his willingness to secure the same nomina-
tion in 1872 emphasized the weakness of his posi-

tion. There is no doubt that as early as 1804 he

had set his heart upon a Presidential nomination,

and that he had to some extent intrigued against

Lincoln, even while sitting in his Cabinet. In

1870 he was stricken with paralysis, from the

effects of which he died, May 7, 1873, in New
York. For his biography, consult: Warden
(Cincinnati, 1874), a work undertaken at Chase's

own request; Schuckers (New York, 1874) ; and
for the most recent and authoritative "Life,"

Hart (Boston, 1899), in the "American States-

men Series."

CHASE, Samuel (1741-1811). An Americaa
jurist, one of the signers of the Declaration of

Independence. He was born in Somerset County,
Md., studied law in Annapolis, was admitted to

the bar in 1761 ; soon attained a considerable

practice; and became prominent in colonial pol-

itics. He served for more than twenty years in

the General Assembly of Marj'land; was promi-
nent as one of the 'Sons of Liberty' during the

Stami) Act excitement ; was one of the framers

of the 'Declaration of Rights of Maryland;' and
from 1774 to 1778 was a member of the Continen-

tal Congress. In 1775 he was associated with
Franklin and Carroll in an unsuccessful mission

to secure the good will of Canada, and soon after

his return advocated and signed the Declaration

of Independence. As agent for the State of

Maryland, he went to England in 1783 to recover

the value of stock held by it in the Bank of Eng-

land before the outbreak of the war, and after

remaining a year succeeded in obtaining about

$650,000. In 1788 he was a member of the con-

vention which ratified the Federal Constitution

for Maryland, but was himself, along with Luther
Martin,* opposed to that document. He was
appointed Judge of the General Court of Mary-
land in 1791, and Judge of the Criminal Court

for Baltimore County in 1793, and in 1796 be-

came, by Washington's appointment, an associate

justice of the United States Supreme Court. He
presided over the trials of Thomas Cooper, John
Fries, and Thomas Callender in 1800, and con-

ducted the two latter with such asperity and
apparent favoritism that the counsel for the de-

fendants indignantly withdrew. As a judge,

though frequently presiding with firmness and
ability, he was unable to suppress or conceal his

decided political predilections, and on various

occasions, notably in Baltimore on !May 2, 1803.

delivered what his political opponents regarded

as partisan haningiies to the grand jury. This

harangue in Baltimore attracted the notice of

prominent Democrats, who were then engaged in

a general movement to diminish the influence

of the judiciary, and. on John Randolph's motion,

the House of Representatives passed a resolu-

tion of impeachment in 1804. In the following

year the trial was conducted with much cere-

mony before the Senate, Chase being, represented
by Luther Martin, K. G. Harper, Charles 1^*,

P. B. Key, and Joseph Hopkinson, and the prose-

cution by John Randolph, G. W. Campbell,
Joseph Nicholson, C. A. Rodney, John Boyle,

Peter Early, and Christopher Clark. By the

latter, eight articles were exhibited, two setting

forth Chase's oppressive treatment of Fries, two
more charging similar treatment of Callender,

two others charging an infringement of the laws
of Virginia in the Callender case, one relating

to alleged unbecoming and unfair conduct before

a Delaware grand jury, and the last calling Chase
to account for his harangue before the Baltimore
grand jury. Chase was finally acquitted on all

but two charges—partisanship in the Callender

trial and 'electioneering* before the Baltimore
grand jury—and no article received the two-

thirds vote requisite for impeachment. This de-

cision has been regarded as of considerable sig-

nificance in the history of the American judici-

ary, serving as it did to discountenance im-

peachment trials unless based on really serious

grounds, and at the same time warning judges

to suppress all manifestations of partisanship

on the bench. After the trial, until his death.

Chase continued to serve as a memlier of the

Supreme Court. Consult an article "The Im-
peachment Trial of Judge Samuel Chase" in the

American Law RerAew, Vol. XXXIII. (Saint

Louis, 1889), and Smith and Lloyd (reporters).

The Trial of Samuel Chase (Washington, 1805).

CHASE, Thomas (1827-92). An American
educator, born in Worcester, Mass. He gradu-

ated in 1848 at Harvard University, studied at

the University of Berlin and the Coll&ge de

France, and was professor of Greek and Latin

at Haverford College in 1855-75. From 1875 to

188G he was president of Haverford. He was a

member of the American committee for the re-

vision of the New Testament, and a delegate to

the Stockholm Philological Congress of 1889. He
published Hellas: Her Monuments and Scenery

(1863), a Lalin Grammar (1882), and editions

(1881) of Cicero on Immortality (1868), The
.Uneid (1869), Horace (1872), Four Books of

Livy, and (1876) Juvenal and Persius.

CHASE, William Merritt (1849—). An
American painter. He was bom in Franklin,

Ind., November 1, 1849. After studying un-

der B. F. Hays, in Indianapolis, he removed
to New York and placed himself in the schools

of the National Academy of Design. He went

to Munich in 1872, and there painted with

Piloty and Wagner, acquiring a thoroughly

German method, which at that time was bitu-

minous and dark. He returned to America

in 1878 and established himself in New i^ork.

Here he began to change his style of paint-

ing, gradually clarifying his color and showing

an appreciation for the work of the French

school, rather than that of the German, in which

he had been educated. His still-life studies, inte-

riors, and portraits became steadily higher and

lighter in tone, showing that he referred con-

stantly to nature. He interested himself much
in the teaching of art in New York and Philadel-

phia, and in the summer school which he created

at Shinnecock, on Long Island. He was for sev-

eral successive years president of the Society of

American Artists.
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CHASIDIM, kA-se'dim (Heb., saints). A
name I'liiployed at diirerent periods of history to

designate a sect of Pietists among the Jews. ( 1

)

Beginning in the time of the high priest Simon
the Just (B.C. 300-270), a sect of Jews arose

Mhich was distinguished by its strict observance

of ceremonial regulations. They firmly opposed

all Hellenizing tendencies, and clung closer and
closer to the ceremonies of Judaism. The mem-
bers even suffered death in preference to trans-

gressing the rites of their religion. They carried

out to the letter the Sabbath laws and incurred

loss and personal danger rather than extinguish

a fire on tliat day; but they were no less strin-

gent in carrying out the purely ethical features

of the law, and were noted for their kindness and
charity. Under Mattathias, the Hasmonean, they

took part in the Jewish wars for independence,

and were keen patriots, although lacking the

ardor and spirit of the Hasmoneans themselves.

In the days of John Hyrcanus, when Judaea was
again independent, the Pietists withdrew into a

life of retirement, and became the sect of Essenes

(q.v.), while those of the Chasidim who were

not willing to resign participation in political

affairs branched off into the sect of Pharisees

(q.v.). These Chasidim are mentioned in the

Apocrypha (cf. I. Mac. ii. 42), as 'Asidaeans'

or 'Hasida-ans.' Consult Hamburger, Realen-

cifkloiMidie fiir Bibel und Talmud, Vol. II. (Leip-

zig, 189G).

(2) In modem times the name Chasidim is

applied to a sect which originated in Poland

under the leadership of Israel of Miedziboz

(died 1759), and after his death of Beer of Miz-

ricz (died 1772). Israel was called 'Baal Shem,'

•master of the name,' because he professed to

l»erforni miracles by using the name of God, and

tlie sect that followed him was characterized by

a belief in miracles, and in the approach of the

coming of the Messiah. They opposed Talmudic
learning, because their leader was not a Tal-

mudist. Their worship became characterized

by its noisiness and the almost frenzied gyra-

tions of its devotees. Beer was dignified with

the title 'Zaddik' (righteous), and claimed

to represent God upon earth. The members of

the sect formed a kind of fraternity, and it

spread rapidly, numbering about fifty thousand

in 1770. The new division provoked great oppo-

sition on the part of the Talmudists, and in 1781,

in Vilna, the Chasidim were declared to l)e here-

tics, but the sect continued to flourish, and to-

day has a large number of adherents. With their

antipathy to the Talmud on the one hand, the

Chasidim combine an aversion to all modern cul-

ture on the other, their literature consisting of

mystical, cabalistic works. Consult Schechter,

Siiidiefi »« Judnism (New York, 1896).

CHASING (short form of enchafie; Fr. en-

ch&mer, from en + cMsse, frame, OF. casse. It.

cdssn. Cat., Lat. capfia, case, from capcre, to

hold). The art of working in met^ils. This is an

art of very early times, and was practiced largely

by the Greeks in ornamenting the draperies and
parts of co.stume« of their religious figures for

the temples. It is produced by punching from
Whind the general character of the design, which
is afterwards perfected by chiseling the details.

This results in a kind of embossed engraving,

often of great richness. The favorite metal used

for this purpose was silver, although gold, and

in very early times even iroHr, was thus orna-

VoL. IV.—27.

niented. That the art was known at a very
early period may be inferred from the shield of

.Vchilles, the ark of Cypselus, and other produc-

tions of the kind. Such portions of the colossal

statues made by Phidias and Polycletus as were
not of ivory were produced by this art. The
statue of Athena was richly adorned in this

manner. Besides Phidias and Polycletus, Myron,
Mys, and Mentor were celebrated toreutic artists

in antiquity, and among many modems the

most famous is Benvenuto Cellini (q.v.).

CHAS^A. A city and county-seat of Car-
ver County, Minn., 22 miles southwest of Min-
neapolis, on the Minnesota River, and on the

Minneapolis and Saint Louis and the Chicago,

Milwaukee and Saint Paul railroads (Map: Min-
nesota, E 6). It is the seat of an extensive

brick-making industry, and has also a flour-mill,

creamerv, foundry and machine shops, etc. Popu-
lation, 1890, 2210; 1900, 2165.

CHASLES, shal, Michel (1793-1880). A
Frencli mathematician. He was bom at Eper-
non, entered the Ecole Polytechnique, of Paris, in

1812, took part in the defense of Paris in 1814,

and reentered the school in the following year.

At graduation he secured the much coveted pro-

motion to a commission in the engineer corps,

but resigned it, with rare generosity, to allow

one of his fellow classmates to take the place,

retiring to Chartres for the purpose of studying

geometry. For a quarter of a century Chasles

devoted the leisure which his wealth afforded to

a profound study of this science. After a perusal

of the works of Lagrange or Laplace, he read

ApoUonius and Archimedes, and sought to clarify

the obscure passages of Pappus. Chasles's classi-

cal work, Apergu historique sur Vorigine et le d^-

veloppement des mcthodes en geonietrie (1837,

2d ed., 1875), while modest in title, is powerful

in exposition, clear in style, and rich in ingenious

comparisons. In 1841 he was made professor of

geodesy and mechanics at the Ecole Polytech-

nique, and in 1846 professor of geometry at the

Sorbonne, which chair he occupied for twenty-

one years. The appendix to the AperQU histo-

rique contains the general theory of homography
and reciprocity. Synthetic or projective geom-

etry was elaborated by him, as was also the

'method of characteristics,' the basis of enumer-

ative geometry afterwards extended by Schubert

to M-dimensional space. Chasles contributed also

some valuable propositions to integral calculus;

his discussions of the displacement of solid bodies

and of static electricity have become classics in

the field of science, and his solution (1845) by

I)rojective geometry of the difficult problem of

the attraction of an ellipsoid on an external point

is noteworthy. The words of an illustrious

Englishman, "M. Chasles is the emperor of geom-

etry," rightly suggest his title to fame.

It is not an uninteresting fact that Chasles

was duped bv the notorious forger Vrain Lucas.

In 1867 Chasles announce] that he was in pos-

session of 27.000 letters and documents of great

value: among them were papers believed to have

been written bv Dante. Petrarch, Ra»>elais. Julius

Ctpsar, and Shakespeare, as well as some by Pas-

cal, which were intended to prove that Pascal

had anticipated some of the greatest discoveries

of Newton. Scarcely one himdred of them prov-

ing genuine. Chasles suffered not only the em-

barrassment of being deceived, but also the loss

of his expenditure of 200,000 francs.
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Among the chief works of Chaslea are, besides

the Apercti historique mentioned above, the fol-

lowing: Traits de g^om^trie sup&rieure (1852;

2d ed. 1880) ; Traits des sections coniques ( 1868-

76) ; Rapport sur lea progri's de la g^omdtrie

(1871); and ITrois livres de porismes d'Euclide

(1863). His various memoirs on perspective

and projective figures, duality, tortuous curves,

and the principle of correspondence were pub-

lished in the Journal de I'Ecole Polytechnique
(1840(55).

CHASLES, ViCTOB EUPIlfeMIEN PlIILABfeTE

( 17J>8-1873). A French literary critic, born at

Mainvillers (Eure-et-Loir) . He studied at the

Lyc^ Imperial, and went to England, where he
assisted in the preparation of an edition of Greek
and l^tin authors. In 1837 he was appointed

curator of the Mazarin Library, and in 1841 pro-

fessor of Continental languages and literatures

at the College de France. He wrote for periodi-

cals, chiefly the Journal des D^bats and the Re-

rue des Deux Mondes, a large number of articles

collected under the title Esquisses. His other

works include Oliver Cromwell (1847); Oalileo

Galilei (1862); Etudes contemporaines (1866);
and L'Ar^tin, sa vie et ses Merits (1873). His
most comprehensive work is Etudes de littdra-

ture comparde, in about 20 volumes (1847-64),

which treats of the literature of antiquity, of the

Middle Ages, of Italy, Spain, England, the Unit-

ed States, etc. Two volumes of so-called M6-
vioire.1 Avere posthumously published (1876-77).

CHASMOGAMY, kaz-mSg'fi-mi (Gk. x^^^fia,

chasma, opening -f jafwg, gamos, marriage)

.

Flowers which open are said to exhibit chasmog-
amy, as opposed to cleistogamy, in which case

the flowers never open. See Pollination.

CHASMOPHYTES, kAz'mfi-flts. Crevice

plants. Sec Rock Plant.

CHASSi:, sha-sa', David Hendbik, Baron
(1765-1849). A Dutch soldier, bom at Tiel,

Gelderland. He entered the army at an early

age, and when the anti-Orange party was crushed

by a Prussian army, in 1787, Chass§ joined the

French ranks and served for a term under
Pichegru. He afterwards fought with distinc-

tion in the French wars of the Revolution and
the Empire, and, for the frequency with which
he ordered bayonet charges, was nicknamed
'Gt'nf'ral BaTonette.' He was made lieutenant-

general for his services in the passes of the

Pyrenees. After the conclusion of peace he

entered the Dutch Army, and served with great

gallantry on the field of Waterloo. During the

Belgian Revolution Chass^ commanded the cita-

del of Antwerp, and bravely defended it against

j>n overwhelming force of Belgians and French,

from November 29 to December 23, 1832, when
he was forced to surrender.

CHASSEIiOTTP - LAITBAT, shasioo'16'bfi',

Francois, Marquis de (1754-1833). A French

military engineer, born at Saint Somin (Cha-

rente-Inf^rieure) . Having risen to be colonel, he

rendered valuable services to the Republic. He
defended Montm^dy in 1792, conducted the en-

gineering operations at Maestricht in 1794, and
in 1796 served as chief of engineers in the Army
of Italy under Bonaparte, by whom he was pro-

moted to be brigadier-general of engineers. From
this time imtil 1812 he repeatedly served as head
of the engineer corps of the Napoleonic armies.

In 1815 he declared for T^nis XVTII. He wrote

Essais sur quelqxus parlies d'artillerie et des
fortifications (1811).

CHASSELOUP-LAUBAT, Justin Napo-
leon Sami'KL Prosi'KK, Marquis de (1805-73).
A Frenclj politician, son of the preceding. He
entered the Chamber of Deputies in 1837, and
afterwards became Councilor of State. In the
Legislative Assembly of 1849 he was a supporter
of Louis Napoleon, who in 1851 made him Min-
ister of Marine. After the coup d'etat he waa
elected to the Corps I./'gislatif. In 1859 he be-
came Minister of Colonies, and gave a marked
impulse to French colonization. In 1869 he pre-
sided over the Council of State until the acces-
sion of Ollivier.

CHASSEPOT, shfts'pd'. A kind of breech-
loading rifle. The chassepOt derived its name from
its inventor, Antoine Alphonse ChassepOt, and
was used by the French during the Franco-Prus-
sian War of 1870, but it has since been super-
seded by the modern Lebel magazine rifle. It was,
however, a great improvement on the rifles or
guns previously in use, and marked the real com-
mencement of the epoch of needle, breech, and
magazine loading firearms generally. The chasse-
pOt had four grooves, and could be fired 12
times a minute. Its range wa.s 1200 yards, and
its cartridge had a calibre of .433 inch. See
Small Arms.

CHASSERIAIT, sha'sft'r^'O', Theodore (181 9-

56). A French painter. He was born on the
island of Samanfi, near San Domingo. At the
age of thirteen he entered the atelier of Ingres,
and at sixteen he had already exhibited in the
Salon. At first he painted in the manner of his

master, Ingres, but afterwards became an imita-
tor of Delaroche. His masterpiece, the "Tepi-
darium at Pompeii," now in the Louvre, was first

exhibited in 1853.

CHASSEUBS, sha'ser' ( Fr., from chasser, to
hunt, cliase). A branch of the military forces

-

of France. Before the era of railroads, long-
range and rapid-fire artillery and rifles, light
cavalry and light infantry were much used, and
were very necessary, for service in advance or
on the flanks of the army. They were designed
and equipped for greater mobility than was
possible for the army as a whole, and were very
generally adopted throughout Europe at large,

under various titles. The English Rifles and
Light Infantry, Prussian and Austrian JHger,
and later the Italian Bersaglieri, were all of this

type, and while they still retain their former
titles, the characteristics that once distinguished
them have, in the evolution of the science of war-
fare, of necessity become general.

Every modem soldier must be a good shot,

a marksman or sharp-shooter if possible; and
in every branch and detail mobility itself. The
chasseurs, who derive their name (Fr., hunt-
er) from the same source as the Prussian
Jager, are divided into two branches: the
mounted chasseurs (chasseurs-A-cheval) , or light
cavalry, and the dismounted chasseurs {chas-
seurs-a-pied) , or light infantry. After the re-

organization of the French Army in 1873 there
Mere twenty regiments of rJinsseurs-d-chernl. be-
sides four regiments of Chas/ieurs d'Afrique
(regiments raised and equipped for special ser-

vice in .Africa), and thirty battalions of chas'
seurs-d-pied.
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CHASTELAIN, sliii'tluN', Georges (c.1405-

75). A French chronicler and poet, born in

Inlanders. He became attached to the Court of

the Duke of Burgundy, Philip the Good, in the

character of chronicler, and served Charles the
Bold in the same capacity. His chronicle of the
times, Vhronique des choses de ce temps, is more
valuable than many of such writings, on account
of its veracity, although naturally he is partial

to his patrons.

CHASTELABD, shA'tlUr'. A dramatic poem
by Algernon Charles Swinburne, published in

London in 1865, and in New York in the same
year. Later editions appeared in the former
place in 1866, 1867, and 1868. It is founded on
the love of a French page for Mary, Queen of

Scots; but the historic facts are treated with
some license.

CHASTELABD, Piekre de Boscosel (1540-

63 ) . A French poet at the Court of Francis II.

and his young wife, Mary, whom he afterwards
accompanied as page of Damville (1561) to
Scotland, where his indiscreet love invited, and
at last almost compelled, his execution. He it

was who carried to Mary the famous Regrets of

his poetic master Ronsard. Chastelard and the
Queen exchanged also amorous verses of their

own composition. His last words are said to
have been a profession of undying love. Consult
Swinburne, Chastelard : A Tragedy (London and
New York, 1865).

CHASTELER, shi'tli', Jean Gabriel Joseph
Albert, Marquis de (1763-1825). An Austrian
general. He was born in Belgium, received his
military education in Vienna, and entered the
Austrian service. He took a prominent part in

the campaigns against the Turks in 1789 and
those against France during the Revolution, and
especially distinguished himself at Wattignies in

1793. He fought in the Tyrol against Napoleon,
but was beaten by Lefebvre, at VVorgl in 1809,
and was conipelled to fly to Hungary. When the
Lombardo-Venetian kingdom was established, he
was made Governor of Venice.

CHASTELLUX, shA'tlyks', Francois Jean,
Marquis dc (1734-88). A French soldier and
writer. He was born in Paris, entered the
French Army in 1749, distinguished himself
in the Seven Years' War, and from 1780 to 1782
served as a major-general in the French army,
under Rochambeau, which cooperated with the
Americans against the English in the Revolu-
tionary War. After his return to France until
liis death he held the position of inspector
of infantry, and in 1786 he became a mar-
quis by the death of an elder brother. His
reputation rests chiefly upon his Voyages
dans VAm^rique septentrionale, dans les anndes
Jim, J7S1 et 1782 (1786; Eng. translation
by Kent, 1787) in which he gives an interest-

ing account of many persons and places con-
nected with the American Revolution and of
many localities visited by him in a tour through
the Middle States and the northern j)art of
Virginia. For the most part the book has been
considered a reasonably accurate picture of the
United States at that time, but certain portions
of it met with severe criticism, especially at the
bands of Brissot de Warville, who wrote an
Examen critique des "Voyages dans VAm&rique
Beptentrionale" dans lequel on refute princi-

palement ses opinions sur les Quakers, sur Ics

negres, sur le peuple et sur I'homme (Paris,

1787). Chastellux also wrote: De la f^liciti

publique, ou considerations sur le sort dea
hommes dans les differentes epoques de Vhistoire

(1772), which was highly praised by Voltaire
(who is said to have ranked it above Montes-
quieu's Esprit des lois) , but which gave con-

siderable offense to many by its strictures upon
Christianity; De Vunian de la poesie et de la

musique (1775) ; and Discours sur les avantages
et les desavantages qui rcsultent pour VEurope
de la decouverte de VAmerique (1787), in which,
answering the famous question proposed by
Raynal, he asserts that the advantages have
greatly outweighed the disadvantages. Consult:
Chastellux, tsotice sur le marquis de Chastellux
(Paris, 1822), and Pascallet, 'Notice historiqu^
f,ur la maison de Chastellux (Paris, 1844).

CHASTE MAID IN CHEAPSIDE, A. A
comedy by Middleton

(
q.v. ) ,

printed in quarto
(1630) and acted about 1612 at the Swan
Theatre, London.

CHASTE TREE. See Vitex.

CHASUBLE, chaz'A-b'l. See Costume,
Ecclesiastical.

CHAT (from chat, so called on account of its

note ) . Originally one of the Old World ground-
keeping warblers or small thrushes of the large
sub-family Saxicolinae, elsewhere described under
Stone-Chat, Whin-Chat, etc. In America, one
of a group of large warblers (Icteriinae) , of which
the best known is the yellow-breasted chat
(Icteria virens), a bird some seven or eight
inches long, common in the eastern United States,

at least southward. The tail is considerably
longer than the wing. The color is olive-green
above, bright yellow beneath, fading into white
posteriorly. The song is a most extraordinary
jumble of whistles, chucks, and caws, and is

chiefly uttered when the male is in the air, carry-
ing on aerial evolutions little less remarkable
than his song. The chats are insectivorous and
are inhabitants of thickets and copses, where
they can conceal themselves readily when too
closely approached. The nest is built of coarse
grass, leaves, and strips of bark, in a bush near
the ground, and the eggs, five in number, are
white evenly spotted with brown. Consult Ab-
bott, A Naturalist's Rambles (New York, 1884).

CHATEAU, sha't6', CHATEL, sh&'teK or
CASTEL, k&'st?F (Fr., castle, from Lat. o«.s-

tellum, dim. of castrum, camp). Names applied
in France and in southern Europe to the resi-

dences of the feudal lords of the soil. The
name chdteau-fort is now applied to the forti-

fied castles, erected before the Fifteenth Centurj'.

The term chateau is also applied to the modern
French country house, when the proprietor is

also the owner of extensive adjoining landed
property. Royal residences, like the Louvre,
were also called chateaux, although they were
in reality palaces {palais). The valley of the
Loire contains an unusually large number of

chAteaux, both royal, as Amboise, Blois, and
Chambord, and private, as Chenonceaux, Lon-
geais, Chflteaudun, Chaumont, and Azai-le-Ri-

deau. The word is also a component part of many
names of places in France. See the bibliography
of Castile; consult, also. Petit, Lea Chdteaux de
la Loire (Paris, 1861).
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CHATEAUBRIAND, Bh6'tA'br*-ilN', Fran-

cois KtNfe AKii-sTK, Vicoiiite de (1768-1848),

A Fri'iicli author and stateMinan. He was born

in Saint Malo, the most Catholic of French prov-

inces, and the warm piety of his mother and
the (liatant reserve of his father combined witlj

the tftranpe Breton lejjeiids and the mysterious
vastness of tlie noi};hlM)ring ocean to nurse

in the child religious sentiment and poetic

mysticism. To these elements direction and
intensity were given by his education at

Dole and Rennes. At twenty he entered the

army, thinking to try his fortune in India, but
tile Revolution diverted him from this, and in

1700 \w obtained a Government commission to

seek the Nortliwest Passage, a quest that took
him, according to his own possibly inaccurate ac-

count, on wide journeys on the Great Lakes and
prairies of America, and even to semi-tropical

Florida, and brought him much association with
Rousseau-like Indian 'children of nature,' and
self-communion in primeval forests. These in-

lluences first revealed Chateaubriand to himself,

and were revealed in all his future work, but
most brilliantly in Les Natchez, planned about
this time, though unpublished for thirty years,

and in the stories that originally were connected
with it: the epoch-making Atala (1801); and
Rcn^ (1802). The excesses of the Revolution
modified Ch.lteaubriand's zeal for political re-

form, and on his return to Europe (1792) after

a hasty and unhappy marriage, of his parents*

making, he cast his lot with the army of the

fmigrf»s. He was wounded at the siege of Thion-
ville (September, 1792), and suffering and in

want he went in 1793 to England, where he sup-
ported himself for several years by literarj' work,
and wrote the pessimistic and skeptical Easai
8ur les r^t^olutious (1797). Here, too, he elabo-

rated Atala, Rend, and Les Natchez, inspired
partly by Rousseau's Emile, partly by Saint
Pierre's Pavl et Virgin ie. These show a marked
change in Chateaubriand's religious attitude,

attributed bv him to the death of his mother
(1798).

Tliat France was ready for a Christian and
idealistic reaction the Concordat (July 15, 1801)
was about to prove. Returning to France in

1800, he struck a note that set all hearts vibrat-

ing. Atala was immediately and universally
popular. Tt roused a dormant spirit of romantic
idealism, and, in the mental state that it dis-

closed, anticipated much in Lamartine and Hugo.
The eloquent descriptions of nature showed rare
powers of minute observation. Chateaubriand
immediately took the leading place in French
letters and retained it unquestioned till the ap-
pearance of Lamartine's Meditations (1820).
Le genie du Christianisme (1802), a brilliant

piece of special pleading, suggests that aesthetic

rather than moral interests drew Chateaubriand
to the Church. At bottom he was still a pessi-

mist and a skeptic, though perhaps as sincere
as he could be, for neither rational nor logical

consistency was a dominant characteristic in him.
The author of the 0&ni€, and its readers also,

were less interested to find that Christianity
is true than that it is sentimentally poetic,

prthetic, and aesthetic.

Chateaubriand, whose apotheosis of Christi-
anity fell in with Napoleon's plans at this time,
received a diplomatic post in Rome (1803). He
was involved in intrigues, was transferred to

Switzerland, and on the execution of the Due
d Enghien (1804) resigned and iH'gan a cam-
paign of criticism against Napoleon, who, he
said, "made the world tremble, but me—never."
In 1800 he started on an extensive tour in the
East, visiting Greece, Turkey, Asia Minor, Pales-

tine, Tunis, and Spain. He embodied his impres-
sions in Lc8 martyrs (1809), a prose epic of

rising Christianity and sinking paganism; in

Lea aventures du dernier des Abenceragea ( 1826),
a Moorish story, and in Itin^aire de Faria A
Jiruftalem (1811), all showing "opulence of im-
agination and poverty of heart." The fall of Na-
poleon evoked Uc Buonapurte et dea Bourbons
(1814), which, according to Louis XVIll., was
worth 100,000 men to the Legitimist cause. The
work brought its author several diplomatic ap-

pointments, which he resigned in order to be free

to oppose ministries that displeased him, until

toward 1830 he seemed tending to liberalism.

The OrlC'anist triumph brought him back
promptly to the lost cause. Chateaubriand now
sank into a discouraged silence. He translated
Paradise Lost (1830), wrote a Vie de Ranci, the
ascetic (1844), and revised and completed his

Mcmoires d'outre-tomhe, published a little pre-

maturel}', just before his death (1848). and
translated (1902). This is a work of some his-

toric interest, great eloquence, remarkable preju-

dices, and unique self-conceit

—

"Ren6 with docu-
mentary evidence," as it has been wittily called.

For Chateaubriand is his own Ren6, and in Ren6
lies his literary significance.

Rend and Atala mark the beginning of the
Romantic School. They are to France what
Goethe's Werther is to Germany, the germ of the
so-called maladie du aiccle, a dilettant, morbid,
introspective pessimism that was to infect Senan-
cour, Lamartine, Vigny, Musset, and the youth-
ful work of Sainte-Beuve, Dumas, and George
Sand. It can be traced also, masked by stronger
powers, in Hugo and in Byron. This moral in-

fluence, the helpfulness of which has been ques-

tioned, was accompanied by very great services

to art. Chateaubriand was the first in France to

draw attention to the literary resources of the
Middle Ages and Christian antiquity. He was a
renovator in imagination, criticism, history, and
the founder of the new descriptive school of ideal-

ization and personification of nature, and thus as
much the father of Loti as of Thierry and
Michelet. He made literature national in as-

piration. Christian in spirit ; he persuaded his

generation to break with the imitation of imi-

tation that had sapped the literary life of the
Eighteenth Century. His style left its mark on
poetry, history, fiction, on the very lan-

guage. His effect on morals and religion has
been considered morbid and transitory. In liter-

ary art he marks an era. Chateaubriand's
works were edited by Sainte-Beuve (1859-60).
Consult also: Sainte-Beuve, Chateaubriand et

son groupe littiraire (Paris, 1860) ; Vinet,

Madame de Stael et Chateaubriand (Paris,

1857) ; Villemain, Chateaubriand, sa vie, ses

Merits et son influence (Paris, 1859) ; Danielo,
Lea Conversations de Chateaubriand (Paris,

1864) ; Bomier, Eloge de Chateaubriand (Paris,

1864) ; France, Lucile de Chateaubriand (Paris,

1879) ; Bardoux, Chateaubriand (Paris, 1893) ;

Faguet, JjC XIX. Steele (Paris, 1887) ; I^scure,
Chateaubriand (Paris, 1892) ; Pailh^s, Chateau-
briand, sa femme et aea amia (Bordeaux, 1896) ;
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Maurel, Essai sur Chateaubriand (Paris, 1899) ;

iiertrin, La sinceritc rcliyieuse de Chateau-
briand (1901), and Brunetiftre, Evolution de la

pocsie lyrique, Vol. I. (Paris, 1894) ; and Evolu-
tion des genres, Vol. 1. (Paris, 1898) ; Memoires
d'outre-tombc, trans, by Teixeira de Maltos (6
vols., Ni'w York and London, 1902).

CHATEAUDUN, sha'WdeN' (Fr. chateau,
castle + (jiall. dun, Olr. dun, stronghold). The
capital of an arrondissenient in the Depart-
ment of Eure-et-Loir, France, situated on the

Loir, about 28 miles from Orleans (Map: France,
H 3). The town contains an old castle, with an
enormous tower, a number of houses dating from
the Fourt(>enth, Fifteenth, and Sixteenth cen-

turies, a college, and a library. Population, in

1901, of town, 5502; of commune, 7146. During
the Middle Ages Chateaudun was the residence of

the Counts of Dunois; it was burned by the Ger-
mans in 1870. Consult Un coin de Vancien
Dunois (ChAteaudun, 1869).

CHATEAUGAY, shat'6-ga', Battle of. An
engagement on October 25, 1813, at the junction
of the Chateaugay and Outarde rivers in Xew
York State, between 1000 English, strongly in-

trenched, and about 4000 Americans, the latter

being defeated, owing to the incapacity of their

leader. General Hampton, who brought less than
half of his troops into action. The loss of the
Americans was .38. that of the British, 25.

CHATEAUNEUF DE RAUDON, sha't6'nef'

dp rtiN'doN' (Fr., Castle of Randon, the hill on
which it is situated). A village of France, in

the Department of Loz&re, 12 miles northeast of

blende, celebrated in connection with an incident
of the Hundred Y'ears' War. In 1380 the fort-

ress, then held by the English, wa.s besieged by
the troops of Charles V., under the command of

the gallant Du Guesclin. The English governor,
hard pressed, promised to yield in fifteen days,
if no succor arrived. In the meantime, Du Gues-
clin died, and his successor at the end of the
fifteen days summoned the governor to surrender.
He refused to give the keys to any one except
Du Guesclin ; and when told that he was dead,
marched out, and on bended knee laid the keys
and his sword on Du (iuesclin's bier. A monu-
ment commemorating the death of Du Guesclin
was erected in 1820.

CHATEAURENAULT, shii't6're-nA'„ CHA-
TEAURENAUT, -rf-n6', or CHATEAURE-
GNAUD, -rr-iiyA', Fkanc;ois Loris Hoi s«elet,
Maniuis de (1637-1716). A French vice-admiral.
In 1673, while in command of five ships, he
dispersed a fieet of eight vessels under .\dmiral
de Uuyter in the North Sea, and in 1677 with
six vessels he <lefeated a Dutch fleet of twenty-
five vessels imder Admiral Evertzen off the coast
of Spain. He was also commander-in-chief of

the (leet sent to Ireland by Louis XIV. to sup-
port the causo of James II. He became a
marshal of France in 1703.

CHAtEAUROUX, 8h&'t6'r?5<3' (named in
honor of I'rinc*' Haoul of D'^ols. who founded
it in the Tenth Century). A town of France,
capital of the Department of Indre. situated on
the left bank of the river Indre, 160 miles south
of Paris by railway (Map: France, Ho). The
town, which was formerly dirty and ill built, has
been greatly improved within the last few de-

cades. Its gloomy castle on a hill above the

river was the prison of Cardinal Richelieu's

niece, the Princesse de Conde, during 23 years.

The town h:is extensive factories of woolen and cot-

ton goods, liosiery, yam, hats, paper, parchment,
hardware, tobacco, and leather. Population, in

1901, of town, 21,058; of commune, 24,957.

CHATEAUROUX, Mabie Anne, Duchesse de
(1717-44). A daughter of Marquis de Xesle and
favorite of Louis XV. She was bom in Paris,
and after the death of her husband. Marquis de
la Tournelle, succeeded her three sisters as the
favorite of Louis XV. of France, who made her
the Duchess of Chateauroux (1743). During
the war of 1744 she accompanied the King as far
as Metz, where he was taken ill, and was pre-

vailed upon by the Bishop of Soissons to dismiss
her. Upon his return to Paris, however, she con-
sented to a reconciliation on condition that her
principal enemies at Court should be banished.
She died soon afterwards, probably through
violence. Consult Gay, Madame la duchesse de
Chateauroux (Paris, 1839).

CHATEAU-THIERRY, sh&'to'tyar'r^'

(named in honor of Theuderich or Thierry IV.,

for whom it was founded by Charles Martel in

the Eighth Century). The capital of an arron-
dissement in the Department of Aisne, France,
situated on the river Marne, 59 miles from
Paris by rail. Its chief buildings are a com-
mercial college, a public library, an old cathedral,

and ruins of a castle erected in the Eighth Cen-
tury (Map: France, K 3). It has manufactures
of musical instruments and woolen yarn. Popu-
lation, in 1901, of town, 6501; of commune,
7083. The position of Chateau-Thierry has stib-

jected it to many disasters. It was captured by
the English in 1421, by Charles V. in 1545, by the
Spanish in 1591 ; was pillaged in the Fronde
wars in 1652, and suffered severely in the Napo-
leonic campaign of 1814. Chateau-Thierry was
the birthplace of La Fontaine. Consult Poquet,
Histoire de Chdteau-Thierry (Chateau-Thierry,
2 vols. 1839-40).

CHATEAUX EN ESPAGNE, Sn nft'sp&'ny'

(Fr., castles in Spain). Romance castles; castles

in the air; day-dreams.

CHATELAIN, sha'thlN'. See Castellan.
CHATELAIN DE COUCY ET DE LA

DAME DE FAYEL, shA'tlaN' de koo's^' ^ de
li dam de fA'yfF. Histoire dl' ( Fr., history
of the Chatelain of Coucy and the Lady of

Fayel). A French romance founded on the
quasi-historical loves of Renaud. Chatelain de
Coucy. and belonging to the Thirteenth Centurj'.

.An edition by M. Crapelet appeared in Paris in

1829. See CorcY, Renaid, C. de.

CHATELET, shA'tlA'. A town of B<'lginm
in the Province of Hainaut, situated a few miles
east of Charleroi on the Sambre (Map: Belgium,
C 4). It contains a numl)er of smelting-works
and iron-foundries. In its vicinity is the town
of Chatelineau with a population of nearlv 13.-

000. Population of ChAtelet (1900), 11,807.

CHATELET (Fr., a little castle). A forti-

fi<-atioii jilaced at the entrance to towns or at
the mouth of rivers. The most noteil chAte-
lets were the large and small chatelets of Paris.

That either one was built by Julius Caesar is

purely mythical; but it would seem that Charles
the Bald spoke of them in his capitular>' of 887.
as a defense against the Normans. The great
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ch&ielet situated on tlie preuent Place du ChAte-
let was remodeled in the years 1500 and 1084,

became the seat of royal justice for Paris, and
continued such until tlie Revolution of 1781).

Otiicialb were added gradually until just previous

to the Revolution the list numl)ered over 700.

The first morgue was established iinder the
chfttelet in 1303. It wa« also a noted prison,

and although Louis XVI. endeavored to abolish

it in 1780, it still contained many prisoners at

the opening of the Revolution. In 1802 the

large chfttelet was demolished to open the way for

the Boulevard Si^bastopol. The small chfttelet

situated near the present HOtel-Dieu was re-

built in the Twelfth and Thirteenth centuries,

and useil as a prison in the Eighteenth Century.
It was demolished in 1782.

CHATELET, Le Grand. A fortress in Paris,

said by tradition to have been built by Julius
Caesar, and kno^-n to have been in existence in

885 at the Norman siege of Paris. It later be-

came the castle of the Counts of Paris and the

centre of the judicial system of the city. As the

city prison it was notorious for its treatment of

prisoners. It was removed in 1802.

CHATELET-LOMONT, shft'tlft'16'mON', Ga-
BRIELLE Emilie, Marquise du (1706-49). A
French author, bom in Paris. She was dis-

tinguished for her wit, talent, and learning,

especially in mathematics and physics, but chiefly

for her intimacy with Voltaire, who was for

several years her guest at Cirey, her complacent
husband's country seat on the Lorraine frontier.

In 1747 she exchanged Voltaire's cooling aflFec-

tions for those of Captain Saint-Lambert, but the
philosopher remained her devoted and indulgent
friend till her death in childbirth two years
later. She translated Newton's Principia, with
annotations, and wrote on the philosophy of Leib-

nitz, but her Correspondance with Voltaire is the
most instructive and interesting of her produc-
tions. Consult Capefigue, La marquise du Chd-
telet (Paris, 1868).

CHATELLERAULT, shft't^l'rA' (Med. Lat.
Castrum Ueraldi, Castellum Airaldi, herald's
castle ) . A town of France, capital of an arron-
dissement in the Department of Vienne, situated
on the river of that name, 18 miles north-
northeast of Poitiers (Map: France, G 5).
A handsome stone bridge, with a massive
castellated gateway built by Sully, connects
it with a suburb on the other side of the
river. Chfttellerault, which is an ill-built, mean-
looking town, is one of the chief seats of the
manufacture of cutlery in France, and since 1820
has had a national manufactory of swords
and bayonets, employing nearly 2000 workmen.
There are also extensive manufactures of mill-

stones, watches, leather, candles, and lace. Its

river-port makes it the entrepflt for the pro-
duce of wine, brandy, and prunes of an ex-

tensive district. Population, in 1901, of town,
17,962; of commune, 20,801. Consult Lalanne,
Hisfoire de Chatellerault (Chfttellerault, 1859).

CHATHAM, chat'am (AS. Coteham. village
of huts, from cot, hut + ham, inclosure). A
Parliamentary borough, river-port, fortified town,
and naval arsenal, in the county of Kent, Eng-
land, on the estuary of the Medway, 30 miles
east-southeast of London (Map: England, G 5).
It lies a little to the east of Rochester, with
which it is practically united. The streets are

generally irregular and narrow, but much has
been done to improve this since tlie incorporation
of the town in 1890. It sends one member to

Parliament. Its gas and water supply is fur-

nished by private companies, but the municipal-
ity has built a pier, established a public park
and recreation grounds, constructed a tine new
town hall and municipal offices, and expends a
considerable sum on technical education. Chat-
ham owes its importance to its naval and mili-

tary establishments, situated at Brompton
village (on a height half a mile north of

ChatTiam). The so-called lines or fortifications

which inclose these works are the frequent scenes

of field operations, sham fights, and reviews.
From a military point of view, the lines of de-

tached forts connected with Chatham, which
have superseded for defensive purposes the old

'lines,' constitute a fortification of great
strength, and, together with the strong forts

erected on the Medway, form an excellent pro-

tection to London from invasion from the south-
east coast. Chatham is an important military
post with large infantry, artillery, and engineer
barracks, a school of military engineering, and a
large military hospital. As a naval base, it is

one of the most important in the kingdom. The
royal dockyard, which was first established by
Queen Elizabeth, embraces an area of about 500
acres and contains building slips and floating

docks in which the largest ships of the navy may
be built or repaired. One basin, famous for its

size, has a frontage of 6000 feet and a width of

800 feet. At times 5000 workmen are employed.
In connection with the j'ard is a metal-mill which
supplies it with copper plates and bolts. Mel-
ville Hospital is a large establishment for sailors

and marines. There are also extensive barracks
for marines. Population, in 1891, 31,700; in

1901, 40,800. Consult "Chatham," in Municipal
Journal (London, 1900).

CHATHAM. A town in Northumberland
County, New Brunswick, on the Miramichi Riv-
er, near its entrance into Miramichi Bay, six

miles northeast of Newcastle (Map: New Bruns-
wick, D 2). It has a Roman Catholic cathedral,

a college, hospital, and a temperance hall. It

is a port of entry, with a fine harbor, shipyards,

foundries, mills, gas-works, and a large export
trade in fish, lumber, etc. Population, 5000.

CHATHAM. A town in Kent County, On-
tario, Canada, on the Thames River, 45 miles
east-northeast of Detroit, Mich., reached by the

Grand Trunk Railway and the Erie and Huron
Railroad, and by steamboats from lakes Erie and
Huron (Map: Ontario, A 5). It is in a rich

agricultural district, has a large trade in grain
and lumber, and manufactures machinery, car-

riage's, wagons, iron goods, woolens, soap, and
tobacco. The United States is represented bv a
consul. Population, in 1891, 9052; in 1901,
9068.

CHATHAM. A borough in Morris County,
N. .T., 23 miles from New York City and 15
miles west of Newark, on the Passaic River
and on the Lackawanna Railroad (Map: New
Jersey, D 2 ) . With a picturesque situation and
good roads, it has become a residential suburb of

New York and Newark. It is the centre of an ex-

tensive rose-growing industry. Chatham owns
and operates its water-works and electric-light

plant. It was incorporated as a village in 1892
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and an a borough in 1897. A town meeting ia

held annually for the election of officers. Popu-
lation, ill 1890, 780; in 1900, 1361.

CHATHAM, Earl of. See Pitt, Wiluam.

CHATHAM ENGINEER SCHOOL. See

MlLlTAKY KdLCATIOX.

CHATHAM ISLANDS. A small group in

the Pat-ilk- Ocean, 380 miles east of South la-

laud. New Zealand, in latitudes 43° 38' to 44° 40'

S., longitudes 177° to 179° W. (Map: Australia,

L 7) . In position they are almost exactly the an-

tipodes to Toulouse, France. Area, 375 square

miles. They were discovered in 1791 by Lieuten-

ant Broughton, and the name of his ship waa
given to both the cluster and its chief member.

A salt or brackish lake, 20 miles long, occupies the

interior of Chatham Island. The soil and climate

of the archipelago, in general, are good. Wheat
yields abundantly, and horses, cattle, sheep, and
pigs thrive well.' The seal-fisheries are an impor-

tant industry, and considerable trade is carried on
in supplies for wlialers and passing ships. Tim-

ber is almost unknown ; the native canoe, instead

of being cut out of a single tree, is merely wicker-

work bound together by cordage of native flax.

The aljoriginal Morioris, who in 1831 numbered
1200, have been supplanted by a mixed popula-

tion of Maoris and whites, a few only surviving.

The population, in 1901, was 419. The Chatham
Islands are politically attached to New Zealand.

CHATI, sha'tc''. See Wildcat.

CHATILLON-SUR-SEINE, sha't^'yoN' syr-

s&n' ( Fr., castle: cf. Sp. castillo, castle). The
capital of an arrondissement in the Department
of Cote-d'Or, France, on the Seine, about 45 milea

north-northwest of Dijon (Map: France L 4).

The town is divided into two parts by the river.

The Hotel de Ville, occupying a mediaeval Bene-

dictine convent, and the Chateau Marmont, built

by Marahal Marmont, who was bom in Chatil-

lon, are among the chief buildings of interest.

There are important manufactures of woolens,

cottons, hats, and leather, and iron-works. Popu-
lati(m. in 1901, of tovra, 4448; of commune, 4807.

Clultillon was an important fortified town in the

Twelfth Century, and the seat of the dukes of

Burgundy. It was the capital of the Pays de la

Montague, part of Burgundy. From February
to March 19, 1814, a congress of the allied

jiowers assembled at Chfttillon vainly endeavored

to come to terms with Napoleon. The failure

of negotiations was followed by the resumption

of hostilities. Here a German detachment suf-

fered a severe repulse, on November 19, 1870, at

the hands of Ricciotti Garibaldi, and were driven

back upon Chftteau-Villain.

CHATILLON. The ambassador, or herald,

from France to King John, in Shakespeare's

play of the latter name. He requires the Eng-
lish King to relinquish the sovereignty of Eng-
land, Ireland, and the English possessions in

France.

CHAT'MOSS. A bog in Lancashire, England,
alxiut 12 miles s<piare, and celebrated as the

scene of successful efforts for the reclaiming of

bogs in the end of the Eighteenth and beginning

of the Nineteenth Ontury, and of one of the

great engineering triumphs of George Stephenson
in the construction of the Liverpool and Man-
chester Railway.

CHATOYANT, shi-toi'ant, Fr. pron. sha'twa'
ya.N' (Fr., from cliul, cat). A mineral is chatoy-
ant when it exhibits a changeable internal light.

The phenomenon is said to be due to minute in-

ternal striations of the composite crystals of

which the mineral consists. It is esi)ecially

noticeable when the mineral is cut with a convex
face (c/i ca6oc/ion). See Cat's-Eye.

CHATRIAN, sha'tr§-aN', Alexandre. See
Erckxiann-Ciiatrian.

CHATROITSSE, shd'trocs'', Emile FRANgois
(1829— ). A French sculptor. He was bom
in Paris, and studied there under Rude. His
most notable works are: "La renaissance fran-

gaise" (1863), in the Palace of Fontainebleau;
"Les crimes de la guerre" (1876) ; "La lecture"

(1886), in the Luxembourg; and "Jeanne d'Arc"
(1887).

CHATS'WORTH. The mansion of the Duke
of Devonshire, and one of the most splendid pri-

vate seats in England. It is situated in Derby-
shire, on the Derwent. Sir William Cavendish,
in 1570, began the old mansion, which was fin-

ished by his widow, afterwards Countess of

Shrewsbury. In this building Mary, Queen of

Scots, was imprisoned for thirteen years. The
present edifice includes the Ionic pile, 183 by 172

feet, built 1087-1706, by the first Duke of Devon-
shire, after designs by Talman and Wren. The
fagade is 720 feet long, or, with the terraces,

1200 feet. The grounds around are nine miles in

circuit, and are surpassed only by those at Ver-
sailles.

CHAT'TAHOO'CHEE. A river rising on the
southern slope of the Blue Ridge, in northern
Georgia. It traverses the State in a south-

westerly direction to its western edge, where,
turning south, it becomes the boundary between
Georgia and Alabama, and finally, after receiving

the Flint from the east, crosses Florida under
the name of Appalachicola. It empties into the
Gulf of Mexico (Map: Alabama, D 4). The
Chattahoochee is over 500 miles long, is navi-

gable to Columbus, 200 miles, and drains an
area of about 17,000 square miles.

CHAT'TANOO'GA. A city and county-seat
of Hamilton County, Tenn., 150 miles southeast
of Nashville, on the Tennessee River (Map:
Tennessee, F 5). The river is navigable eight

months of the year as far as this place, and
several lines of railroad pass through the city,

making it an important railroad centre. It is

finely situated amid picturesque scenery. To the
south is Lookout Mountain, from which a mag-
nificent view reaches seven States. Chattanooga
has a handsome marble custom-house, the Baron-
ess Erlanger Hospital, a public library, a fine

oi>era-house, Grant University (Methodist Epis-

copal ) , the Chattanooga Female Institute, and
the Chattanooga Medical College. The Chicka-
mauga National Military Park, laid out by the

Federal Government on the site of the battle of

Chickamauga, is south by east of the city, and
was dedicated in 1895. Another feature of inter-

est is the National Cemetery, one of the largest

in the country, containing 1.3,322 graves. A con-

siderable trade is carried on in grain, iron. coal,

and lumlier, and there are extensive manufac-
tures of iron and steel, machinery', lumlier in va
rious products, cotton goods, furniture, bricks

and tiles, and many other articles. The govern-
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ment of Chattanooga is administered by a mayor,

elected every two yeara, and a city council, eoni-

I)osed of two boards. The executive and legisla-

tive branches are entirely distinct, all funds be-

ing provided by one body and disbursed by the

other. The annual income and exjx'nditures of

the city balance at nearly .$:J00,000. The main
items of exix-nse are: .$30,000 for the police de-

partment, including police courts, jails, refor-

njatories, etc.; $35,000 for the fire department;

and $45,000 for schools. Originally called Ross's

Landing, Chattanooga was settled in 1836, and
was incorporated in 1851. It became of great

military importance in the Civil War, and the

vicinity was the scene of several hotly contested

battles. In 1863 it was occupied by the Union
forces. The city was almost destroyed during

the war. Population, in 1870, 6093; in 1880,

12,892; in 1890, 29,100; in 1900, 30,154.

CHATTANOOGA, Battle of. One of the

most important battles of the Civil War, fought

in the vicinity of Chattanooga, Tenn., November
23-25, 1863, between a Federal army of 60,000,

under General Grant, and a Confederate army
of about 40.000, under General Bragg. After

the battle of Chickamauga (q.v.), Bragg had
held the Federal troops closely besieged in Chat-

tanooga, and, by seizing nearly all of their lines

of supply, threatened them with starvation. In

October Thomas superseded Rosecrans, who had
commanded at Chickamauga, and on the 23d
Grant, recently placed in command of the mili-

tary operations in the West, arrived in per-

son. Grant immediately reopened his communi-
cations with the Federal base of supplies at

Nashville (October 26, 27, and 28), by advanc-

ing Hooker's troops from Bridgeport and send-

ing a small force from Chattanooga to seize

the points in Lookout Valley which controlled

Brown's Ferry. After awaiting reinforcements

BATTLEFIELD OF CHATTANODOA.

under Sherman, he took the aggressive on Novem-
ber 23, when Thomas, in an engagement lasting

two hours, drove back Bragg's advanced guards
and established a new Federal line a mile in

advance of the old one. On the 24th Sherman,
on the left, carried a detached point of Mission-
ary Ridge, and Hooker, on the right, in the fa-

mous 'Battle above the Clouds.' carried Lookout
Mountain, the Confederates retreating from his

front during the night. At daylight on the
25th Sherman renewed his attack on the Con-
federate right, but, owing to the unavoidable
delay of Hooker in coming to his assistance, was
placed in a precarious position, and as a diver-

sion Grant ordered a demonstration by Thomas's
troops, under Sheridan and Wood, against the
(,'onfederate centre. These troops quickly drove
the enenjy from his rille trenches, and then,

without orders from Grant or Thomas, rushed
impetuously up the steep hill (Missionary
Ridge), and, in one of the most remarkable
charges known in military history, carried the
fortifications under a terrific fire, gained posses-

sion of the crest of the ridge, and drove the Con-
federates, panic-stricken, from the field. The
Confederate retreat now became general, and
during the night Bragg, hotly pursued by Sheri-

dan, withdrew rapidly up the Chickamauga V^al-

ley. The losses in killed, wounded, and missing
were for the Federals 5815; for the Confederates,
6687. The victory not only relieved Chattanooga,
but also forced lx)ngstreet, then besieging Bum-
side at Knoxville, to retreat into Virginia. Con-
sult: the Official Records, Vol. XXXI. (Wa.shing-
ton, 1890) ; Cist, The Army of the Cumberland
(New York, 1897) ; Nicolay and Hay, Abraham
Lincoln: A History, Vol. Vlll. (10 vols., New
York, 1897) ; and Grant, Personal Memoirs (2
vols., ne\v edition. New York, 1895).

CHAT'TEL (OF. chatel, catel, Med. Lat. cap-

tate, capitale, property, from Lat. caput, head).
A term nearly, though not quite, coextensive

with the term personal property (q.v.)—that is,

property which passes to tlie executor or ad-

ministrator, as distinguished from real prop-

erty which is inheritable and passes to the heir.

By chattel is meant that species of perscmal

property which is capable of physical delivery

and possession. Thus, choses in possession are
chattels, but choses in action (q.v.), although
personal property, are not chattels in the tech-

nical sense.

Chattels are classified as chattels real and
chattels personal. A chattel real is any interest

or property in land less than a freehold. As
opposed to freeholds, chattels real are regarded
as personal property; but, as l>eing interests in

real property, they are called chattels real, to
distinguish them from other chattels, which are

called chattels personal.

Certain objects which are a part of the real

estate may become chattels upon being severed

from the real estate—as, for example, timber
which has been cut, or ore which has been mined
and removed from the land ; and certain other
objects which are still attached to and form a
part of real property—as, for example, growing
annual crops or emblements (q.v.)—are for

some purposes regarded as chattels. On the

other hand, in general, chattels which become
attached to the land or are used as a part of the

real estate lose their character as chattels, and
become real estate. Thus, the materials u.sed

in constructing a house or other structure form-

ing a part of the real estate are real estate. Cer-

tain chattels, however, affixed to the real estate,

but capable of removal—as, for example, ma-
chinery, articles of furniture, etc.—retain their

character as chattels for some purposes, while

for others they are deemed to be real estate.

Chattels of the Church are known as fixtures

(q.v.).

At common law title to chattels personal in

existence could be transferred by mere agree-

ment (see Sales), except in ease of gift, when
delivery of the chattel was required in order to
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confer a title upon the grantee. (See, also,

StATLTE OF Fraud, as alFecting the sale of

chattels.) The various branches of the law of

chattels are specifically treated under the vari-

ous titles relating to them, such as Sales;
Caveat Emptor ; Title ; Replevin ; Conver-
sion, etc., and tlie authorities mentioned imder
those titles, as well as under Personal Prop-
RBTY, may be consulted for a fuller statement
of the law. For the early law as to ownership
of chattels in England, consult Pollock and
Maitland, History of English Law (Boston,

1899).

CHATTEL MORTGAGE. The transfer of

personal property as rsecurity for a debt or obli-

gation in such manner as to pass title to the

transferee or mortgagee which may be revested

in the transferrer or mortgagor upon payment
of the debt or performance of the obligation ; but
upon his failure to pay or perform, the title be-

comes absolute in the mortgagee. Courts of

equity, however, will allow the mortgagor to

redeerii the mortgaged chattel after the debt

or obligation becomes due. (See Mortgage;
Pledge.) The mortgagor of chattels is general-

ly held to have title even in jurisdictions where
the mortgagee of real estate is deemed to acquire

only an equitable lien, as distinguished from a
legal title. At common law a chattel mortgage
might be made without writing or other for-

mality, provided the chattel was delivered to the

mortgagee; but under modem statutes, particu-

larly those relating to registration (q.v.) of mort-

gages, a chattel mortgage is required to be in

writing and recorded in order to give it validity

against third parties, and in some jurisdictions,

by statute, chattel mortgages become void unless

refiled or otherwise renewed, as by statute re-

quired, from year to year. Consult Cobhey,

A Practical Treatise on the Law of Chattel

Mortgage (Saint Paul, 1893).

CHATTERER. A term formerly applied to

the waxwings and some related birds with little

applicability. It is now, with more or less pro-

priety, restricted by omithologista to the South
American passerine family Cotingidae, which
may be better called cotingas. See CkmNGA and
Waxwing.

CHATTERTON, Thomas (1752-1770). An
Englisli poet, bom in Bristol, November 20,

1752. His father, who had once been a sexton

of Saint Mary RedclitTe, Bristol, and also master
of a charity school, died about two months be-

fore the poet's birth. Chatterton was educated

at the school of which his father had been

master, and was thought a dull child; but. mak-
ing acquaintance with a black-letter Bible which
his mother often used, the dormant spirit flashed

up. From this boolc he learned to read. From
early years he was fond of all kinds of antiqui-

ties; he clung around old walls like the ivj',

and haunted twilight ruins like the bat. At the

age of fourteen he was apprenticed to John
Lambert, an attorney. His situation here was
uncomfortable: he took his meals in the kitchen
with the footl)oy, and, when refractory, was chas-

tised with a ruler. In October, 1708. the new
Bridge at Bristol was opened, and Chatterton
sent to a newspaper an account, in antique
phraseology' and spelling, of the ceremonies at-

tending the opening of the old one in 1248, the

whole purporting to be taken from an ancient

manuscript. In the preceding year he presented
himself to a certain Bristol pewterer, Burgum
by name, and astonished the craftsman by the
sight of a parchment in which his pedigree was
traced back to the Norman Conquest. He also

exhibited to his friends copies of old poems,
which, he said, were composed by one Thomas
Rowley, a unethical monk of the Fifteenth Cen-
tury. These manuscripts made some stir in his

native city, but not enough to satisfy Chatterton.
Accordingly, Horace Walpole, at that time col-

lecting additional materials for his Anecdotes of
Painting in England, received from Chatterton
several pages of antique writing, accompanied by
a short note (1769). The pretended manuscript
gave biographical sketches of celebrated painters
who had flourished in England several centuries
before, and of whose existence Walpole had never
dreamed. Walpole, put off his guard, answered
his unknown correspondent at once; expressed
his delight at receiving the manuscript: and de-

sired, as a personal favor, that all the other
antique writings, poems included, mentioned in

the note should be forwarded. Chatterton im-
mediately sent accounts of a great many more
painters and poets, and also gave some slight

sketch of his personal history. On receipt of
this second communication, Walpole suspected a
trick. The poems he showed to Mason and Gray,
who at once pronounced them forgeries. He
then wrote Chatterton, administering a great
deal of excellent advice. Chatterton replied, de-

siring that the manuscript should be returned
at. once ; but by the time the letter reached Lon-
don Walpole was about to start for Paris, and
it was allowed to remain unanswered. It was
returned three months later. From his earliest

youth Chatterton had a ghastly familiarity with
the idea of suicide. Among his paf)ers preserved
in the British Museum is a last will and testa-

ment, "executed in the presence of Omniscience,
the 14th of April, 1770," full of the wildest wit
and profanity. This and similar documents
falling into the hands of his friends, led to his

dismissal from Lambert's office. Released from
the slavery of law. Chatterton left for London,
April 24, 1770, taking with him the Rowley
manuscript. He found shelter in the house of
one Walmsley, a plasterer, in Shoreditch. No
sooner had he settled there than he began to
work a.s with a hundred hands. During the last

few months of his life he poured forth squibs,

satiric poems, political essays, burlettas, letters

in the style of Junius, and meditated writing a
history of England, to appear in parts. For a
time his prospects seemed very bright. He ob-

tained an introduction to Lord Mayor Beckford;
he sent glowing letters home, accompanied by
presents to his mother and sisters. Ultimately
he left the plasterer's in Shoreditch. and took
lodgings in Brooke Street, adjoining Holborn.
I'nhappily for him. editors of opposition papers
were willing enough to insert and praise his

articles, but were disinclined to render an
equivalent in cash. The means of life were now
fast failing. On August 25. 1770. his landlady,
alanned that her lodger did not make his ap-
|iearance. had the door of his room broken open

:

saw the floor littered with small pieces of paper,
and Chatterton "lying on the bed with his legs
hanging over, quite dead." He had taken
arsenic, in anticipation of a slower death from
starvation.
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Chatterton, dying before he was eighteen years

old, was fertainly a marvelous boy. While a
peculiar interest in attached to all that he wrote,

he is best rcmeniWred as the author of the

so-called 'Rowley Poems.' Of them only one

—

"Kiinour and Juga"—appeared during his life.

The rest were coUoctod ami jjublislu'd by T. Tyr-
whitt. in 1777. Some of thom possess that rare
l»eauty of imagination which we associate with
Coleridge and Keats. Indeed, these latter poets
owed much to Chatterton. So, too, did Rossetti
and William Morris. We may cite especially:

"The Ballade of Charity," the first and third
"Kclogucs;" the "Tragedy of /Ella;" the "Trag-
edy of Godwin:" "The Tournament;" and the
"Parliament of Sprites." Consult: Masson,
Chatterton: A Biography (New York, 1899) ;

The Poetical Works of Chatterton, edited by
Skeat (London, 1875) ; Watts-Dimton's essay in

Ward, English Poets, III. (London and New-
York. 1880) ; and Beers, English Romanticism
(Now York. 1898).

CHAUCER, ehfl'ser. Geoffrey (c.1340-1400).
The first great English poet. The son of John
Chaucer, a London vintner, he was born in Lon-
don about 1340, or possibly a few years earlier.

Of the poet's life few trustworthy details have
come down to us; the usual biography is a fab-

rication. But certain facts are contained in the
odicial documents of the time, and, besides this,

Chaucer sometimes speaks of himself. In 1357
he was in the sen'ice of the Countess of Ulster,

wife of Lionel, the son of Edward III. His po-

sition was most likely that of a page. He was
in the army of his King, who invaded France
in 1359-60. He was taken prisoner, but was
ransomed on March 1 of the latter year. Chau-
cer is not mentioned again until 1367, when he
received from the King a pension of 20 marks
imder the title of 'valet.' From this time on
Chaucer may be followed more closely, his name
occurring frequently in public documents. From
valet he rose to the rank of squire in the King's
household. Chaucer was soon sent on several

important foreign missions to Flanders, France,
and Italy. His first Italian journey was in

1372-73, when he went to Genoa and Florence,

and, as many believe, to Padua, where he learned
from Petrarch the story of the Patient Griselda,

the tale told by the Clerk of Oxford, one of the
Canterbury pilgrims. In 1378 he again went to
Italy, returning early the next year. In 1374
he was appointed comptroller of the customs for

wool, skins, etc., at the port of London, and in

1382 comptroller of petty customs—of wine, can-
dles, and other small articles. Both these posi-

tions he lost in 1386. but in that year he was
elected, to Parliament from Kent. Three years
later he was appointed clerk of the King's works
at Westminster, the Tower of London, and va-
rious royal manors, and in 1390 clerk of the
works for Saint George's Chapel. Windsor. Dur-
ing 1391 he lost these positions, probably be-

cause the repairs were completed. At about this

time he became forester of North Petherton
Park. Somersetshire. This appointment he held
until his death. After 1386 Chaucer was at

various times in financial trouble. It is not to
be supposed that he was inefficient as an execu-
tive ofl'icer: he was rather a sufferer from the
ups and doAvns of politics. During the reign of
Richard 11. (1377-99) there were two parties.

one led by John of Gaunt and the other by the

Duke of Gloucester. Chaucer belonged to tiie

first and shared in its reverses. When Henry
Bolingbroke gained the throne as Henry IV.

(1399), Chaucer was placed in better circum-
stances, but he did not live to enjoy his good
fortune. He died on October 25, 1400, and was
buried in Westminster Abbey. Chaucer was
married some time lM*fore 1374, probably as
early as 1366. The surname of his wife is un-
certain, but her Christian name was Philippa.
She seems to have died in 1387. The fifth cen-

tenary of Chaucer's death was observed on Oc-
tober 25, 1900, when the Poet Laureate imveiled
a memorial window to him in Saint Saviour's
Church, Southwark.

Chaucer was thus a man of affairs as well as
a poet. The exact date of composition cannot bo
fixed for his various poems. In grouping them,
it has been customary to a.ssign those that show
a knowledge of Italian literature to a period fol-

lowing the first visit to Italy. But this proce-

dure is not quite convincing. In the prologue to

the "Legende of Good Women," written about
1385, Chaucer mentions his most important
poems down to that date—"Troylus and Cry-
seyde," "The House of Fame," "Boke of the Duch-
esse," the "Assembly of Foules," "Palamon and
Arcite," "Life of Saint Cecile" (the last two
were incorporated into the Canterbury Tales)

and many ballades, roundels, and virelays. All

these poems just mentioned by name are very
beautiful. Of them, "Troylus and Cryseyde,"
founded on the mediaeval Troy legend, is by far

the longest. It was a favorite with Dante Ros-
setti; and Chaucer is indeed most subtle here in

his psycholog}\ In much of the work cited

above, Chaucer was to some extent a translator.

He did not, however, follow Boccaccio and his

other originals slavishly, but rather made use

of them in a broad and free way. His greatest

work is the Canterbury Tales. Here Chaucer
brings together at the Tabard Inn men and
women of every degree, from the knight to the

cook, and plans to have each tell stories on the

way to Canterbury and on the return. Of this

vast scheme he lived to carry out only a part.

The stories were intended to represent the types

current in his day, such as the romance of chiv-

alry, the legend, and the fabliau, or fable, and
they were to be in harmony with the characters

sketched so delightfully in the prologue. Of this

prologue. Dryden wrote the famous passage:

"'Tis sufficient to say, according to the proverb,

that here is God's plenty. We have our forefa-

thers and great-grandames all before us, as they

were in Chaucer's day; their general characters

are still remaining in mankind, and even in

England, though they are called by other names
than those of monks, and friars, and canons, and
lady abbesses, and nuns; for mankind is ever

the same, and nothing lost out of nature, though

everything is altered."

Chaucer wTote several minor poems, among
which are the "Complaint to Pity" and the

"Complaint to His Purse." WTiile it is agreed

that Chaucer translated "The Romance of the

Rose," there is disagreement as to whether the

extant version is wholly his. Indeed, it has been

argued, though not very successfully, that it is

throughout the work of another hand. "The
Court of Love." "The Flower and the Leaf," and
certain other poems that have been attributed to

him critics no longer accept as his. Chaucer
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also translated the work of Boethius entitled

De Consolatione Fhilosophiw, a favorite book
of the Middle Ages, and one of which we have a
version by King Alfred. No better than his con-

temporaries in prose, Chaucer rises far above
them all in verse. At a time when English
poetry was dull and without art, he wrought as
a craftsman of the very first rank. He invented
the seven-line stanza and the heroic couplet em-
ployed bj' Dryden, Pope, and a host of other
poets. He was indeed the father of English
poetry.

The first competent editor of Chaucer was
Thomas Tyrwhitt, whose edition of the Canter-
bury Tales appeared in 1775, a glossary being
added three years later, ^n admirable edition

of the Complete Works, by Walter W. Skeat,
in seven volumes, was published at Oxford in

1894-97. A convenient edition in one volume
is the Globe (London and New York, 1898).
The most exhaustive work on Chaucer is by
T. R. Lounsbury: Studies in Chaucer (3 vols.,

New York, 1892). Indispensable to the Chaucer
student are the publications of the Chaucer
Society, founded in 1867 by F. J. Furnivall.
Consult also: Ten Brink, Chaucer: Studien zur
(leschichte seiner Schriften (Milnster, 1870) ;

Chancer: Sprache und Verkunst (Leipzig, 1884) ;

and Skeat, The Chaucer Canon (Oxford, 1900).

CHAUCEB OF FRANCE, The. A name
given to Clement Marot (q.v.), a French poet
(1497-1544).

CHAUCER'S DREAM. A title originally

prefixed to that poem of Chaucer which is now
known as The Bok of the Duchesse, or The Deth
of Blanche. In all editions of Chaucer subse-

quent to that of Speght in 1597, however, it

is given to a poem which had been hitherto un-
recognized. Although little is known as to the
origin or history of the latter piece, there is no
reason to doubt the authenticity of the author-
ship. The earliest manuscript of it which has
come down belonps to the year 1550.

CHAUCER SOCIETY, The. A society

founded in 1867 in London, by F. J. Furnivall,
for the purpose of facilitating Chaucerian re-

search and opening a knowledge of the great
poet's works to the public.

CHAUCI, kft'st. An ancient German tribe

which dwelt along the North Sea, between the
Amisia ( Ems ) and the Albis ( Elbe ) . The Romans
often came into conflict with them, notably dur-

ing the reign of Claudius (41-54). Tacitus
(Germ. 35) records that they were conspicuous
for their love of peace and justice, powerful
but not ambitious, ready to resist aggression, but
never provoking war. Aft«r the Fifth Century
they disappear from history.

CHAUDESAIGUES, shA'dzag' (Fr. transla-

tion of Lat. Calrntes Aquce, hot springs). A
watering-place of France, in the Department of

Cantal, about 12 miles south-southwest of Saint-

Flour (Map: France, K 7). It has five hot
springs with a maximum temperature of 177",

the waters of which are considered as very effi-

cacious in cases of rheumatism, and are also

used for washing clothes and the heating of

houses. There are also three cold springs. Pop-

ulation, in 1901, of town, 1066; of commune,
1645.

CHAUDET, shA'dA'. Antoine Denis (1763-

1810). A French sculptor and painter, bom in

Paris. His statue of (Edipus, finished in 1801,
established for him a high reputation. Among
his other works are "Paul and Virginia," "Sensi-
bility," a silver statue of "Peace," and the "Na-
poleon" that crowned the VendOme Column. His
activity as a painter was secondary. His wife,
Jeanne Elizabeth Gabion (1767-1832), was his
pupil in painting.

CHAUDIERE (shd'dyar') LAKE (Fr., cal-

dron). An expansion of Ottawa River in Can-
ada, just above the City of Ottawa, at which
place the Chaudi^re Falls occur (Map: Onta-
rio, G 2).

CHAUDlfiRE RIVER. A river of Canada
which rises near the northwest border of Maine,
in small headstreams which flow into Lake Me-
gantic, from which the Chaudifere River issues.

It flows generally north-northwest to join the
Saint Lawrence, about seven miles above Quebec.
It is about 120 miles long (Map: Quebec, E 4).
The falls of the same name are 2% miles above
its mouth.

CHAUFFEUR, shA'fer' (Fr., burner), or
Garrotteur. a member of the bands of out-
laws during the Reign of Terror in France who
roamed over the northeastern part of the country,
xmder the lead of John the Skinner, or Schinder-
hannes. They garroted men and women, and
roasted their feet to compel them to disclose hid-

den treasure. In 1803 vigorous measures were
taken which resulted in their suppression. (See
Brigandage.) With the increasing use of the
automobile as a means of recreation and trans-
portation, the term chauffeur was applied to the
driver who operated the carriage and the me-
chanic who was carried to look after the machin-
eTv and fuel. The origin of this use of the term
is found in France, where automobiling first won
favor as a sport, the word chauffeur ^eing there
employed to designate a fireman or stoker. See
Automobile.

CHAULIAC, shft'lyftk', GuY DE (c.l300-c.80).

A French surgeon. He first practiced in Lyons,
and was physician to three of the Popes of Avi-
gnon. In his profession he was far in advance of

the time, and his Chirurgia Magna (1363) was
for three centuries the indispensable manual of

surgeons.

CHAUMETTE, shd'mgf, Pierre Gaspard
1763-94). A notorious character of the French
Revolution, bom at Nevers. Through Camille
Desmoulins, he was made a member of the Club
of Cordeliers ; and he soon became connected with
one of the revolutionary journals. After the
events of August 10, he became procureur-
syndic of Paris. He was guillotined April
13, 1794, at the instance of Robespierre. Chau-
mette was one of the most extravagant revolu-

tionists in an age that had gone mad on revolu-

tion. At one time, according to tradition, he
proposed that the French people should be made
to wear wooden shoes and to subsist on potatoes.

CHAUMI^RE INDIENNE, shA'myftr' Sn'-

d6-?n'. La. See Saint Rerre, Jacques Henbi
Bernardin de.

CHAUMONOT, shA'mA'ny. Pierre Marie
Jo.sEPii (1611-93). A French Jesuit missionary

in North America. lie was the son of a vine-

dresser, but wns brought up by his uncle, a
priest, who lived at Chfttillon, on the Seine. At
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the age of ten he ran off, with a companion, to

study music at Beaune, IJurgundy, under the

Fathers of the Oratory; but, having stolen 100

Bols (about a dollar) from his uncle, and dread-

ing to be disgraced therefor at his home, he made
a pilgrimage to Rome, wliere he fell under the

inlluence of the Jesuits, and in 1039 went to

Canada as a missionary to the Indians. Soon
after arriving at Quebec, he left for work among
the Hurons, and for a year was stationed at Os-

sossane. For some time he busied himself gath-

ering information for a dictionary of the Huron
language and dialects, and in 1540 accompanied
Brebeuf (q.v.) on a mission to the Neutral Na-
tion, a tribe which then lived west of the Iro-

quois, between Lake Ontario and Lake Erie.

This mission proving unsuccessful, he went to

Saint Michael, where he remained until 1648,

when the Iroquois destroyed this settlement, to-

gether with nearly all the others in this vicinity,

and almost exterminated the Hurons. Chau-
monot accompanied the survivors first to Saint

Joseph's Island, in Lake Huron, and afterwards

to the island of Orleans, where he was able to

complete the work on his dictionary and prepare

a gi-ammar besides. From 1G55 to 1658 he

worked among the Iroquois at Onondaga, and
then spent some time in Montreal, where, in

1663, he founded the Society of the Holy Family.

He finally returned to the Hurons, among whom
he remained \mtil his death. His life Avas full

of hardship, persecution, and suffering, and, like

that of the other Jesuit missionaries of the time,

was remarkable for its self-abnegation and un-

obtrusive heroism. Chaumonot left a curious

autobiography, Vie de P. M. J. Chaumonot, 4crite

par lui-m^me (1688), the original of which is

in the Hfltel-Dieu, Quebec. It was published by
Shea, in New York, in 1858. A continuation

(to 1693), Smte de la vie de P. M. J. Chau-
monot par un pcre de la compagnie (probably

Rale), was also published in New York in the

same year.

CHAUMONT, sh6'm6N' (Fr., bald hill). The
capital of the Department of Haute-Marne,
France, situated on an elevation between the

rivers Mame and Suize, about 140 miles south-

east of Paris (Map: France, M 3). The railway

viaduct across the Suize is a remarkable struc-

ture, 1960 feet long with 50 arches. The city is

well built, with clean, spacious streets, and fine

promenades around the upper part of the town.

The Church of Saint Jean exhibits fine examples

of Flamboyant Gothic, of Renaissance, and transi-

tional architecture of the Thirteenth, Fifteenth,

and Sixteenth centuries, and contains some good

paintings and sculptures. Among the town's

monuments is a bronze statue of Philippe Le
Bon, a native and the pioneer of gas-lighting in

France. There are considerable manufactures,

including wax candles, hosiery, cotton, yarn, kid

gloves, etc. Tliere is also a brisk trade in grain,

ironware, and coal. The town traces its origin to

a baronial castle erected in 940. At Chaumont
on March 1. 1814, the allied powers formulated a

plan for the reconstruction of western Europe,

and boimd themselves by treaty not to lay down
arms till France had been reduced to its ancient

boundaries. Population, 1901, of town, 11,697;

of commune, 14,622.

CHATJNA, chou'na. A bird. See Screamer.

CHAUNCEY, chiin'sl or chftn'sl, Isaac ( 1772-

1840). An American naval officer. He was bom
in Black Rcx-k, Conn., and at an early age began
a seafaring life in the n)ercantile service, in

which he was conspicuous for enterprise and
energy. In 1799 he entered the newly organi7jed

navy as a lieutenant, and in 1802 he was made
acting captain, commanding the Chesapeake, the

flagship of the squadron sent against Tripoli.

Throughout the War of 1812 he had command
on the Great Lakes. In 1813 he participated in

the capture of York (now Tonmto) and of Fort
George, thus helping to drive the enemy from the

whole of the Niagara region, and on October 5 he
captured five British vessels and a regiment of

troops. At the close of the war he was placed

in command of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, and in

1815 commanded the Mediterranean sqmidron,
and, with William Shaler, consul, negotiated
the treaty of peace with Algiers.

CHAUNCY, or CHAUNCEY, Cn.\Ri.ES

(1592-1672). An American clergyman and edu-

cator, the second president of Harvard College.

He was bom at Yardley, England ;
graduated, in

1613, at Trinity College, Cambridge, of which
he was for some time a fellow, and for several

years was professor of Greek there. He was
vicar of Ware from 1627 to 1633, and of Marston
Saint Lawrence, Northamptonshire, from 1633

to 1637, and in both pastorates came into fre-

(juent conflict with the ecclesiastical authorities.

He was first called to account for his opposition

to the Book of Sports, and for his presumption
in substituting catechetical exercises for the

prohibited afternoon sermon, and in 1629 he was
brought before the Court of High Commission
for having said that "idolatry was admitted

into the Church," and that "there is much athe-

ism, popery, Arminianism, and heresy crept into

the Church." In 1635 he was again brought be-

fore the court, this time for objecting to a rail

aroimd the communion table, and to the act of

kneeling at the communion service, and after

trial publicly recanted. In 1638 he emigrated
to America, and for three years preached in

Plymouth; but in 1641 he became the pastor at

Scituate, where, says Mather, "he remained for

three and three times three years, cultivating

the vineyard of the Lord." In 1654 he planned

to return to his old pastorate at Ware; but the

overseers of Harvard had meantime chosen him
to succeed President Dunster, and "by their ve-

hement importunity" induced him to remain.

From this time until his death he was president

of the college. Besides a number of sermons, he

published: The Doctrine of the Saerament, with
the Right Use Thereof (1642) ; The Plain Doc-

trine of the Justification of a Sinner in the Sight

of God (1659), a collection of twenty-six ser-

mons; and Antisynodnlia Scripta Americana
(1662). Consult: The interesting sketch in Cot-

ton Mather, Magnalia (London, 1702), and
Fowler, Memorials of the Chaunceys (Boston,

1858).

CHATJNTER, ch^nt'er (OF. chantur, It.

can to tore, Lat. cantator, singer, from cantare,

frequentative of canere, to sing). The highest

pipe of the bagpipe (q.v.), on which the chaunt

or melody is played.

CHAUS, ka'us (Neo-Lat., from the native

name). The Indian jungle-cat (q.v.).
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CHAUSSARD, sho'siir', Pierbe Jean Bap-
TISTE (17(56-1823). A French author. He was
bom in Paris, and was educated at the Coll&ge

Saint Jean de Beauvais. In 1792 he was sent

as commissioner to Belgium to effect a union
l)etween that country and France, and upon his

return he was appointed Secretary-General of

Public Instruction. His M^moires historiques et

politiqucs sur la r&volution de Belgique et du
pays (Ic Liege (1793) is an important contribu-

tion to the history of that period.

CHAUSSES, sh6s (Fr., stockings). In the

^Middle Ages, defensive armor for the legs. Some
were made of padded and quilted cloth, with
metal studs ; some of chain mail ; some of rivet-

ed plates : and some of banded mail. It was not
«nu>ual to fasten them by lacing behind the leg.

CHAUTAUQUA, sha-tflTcwa. A town in

Chautauqua County, N. Y., popular as a sum-
mer resort, and noted for its educational facili-

ties and its picturesque situation 1290 feet above
sea-level, on the western shore of Chautauqua
Lake (Map: New York, A 3). Steamboats ply

on the lake, which is reached by several rail-

roads. The town has a hotel and numerous
cottages, and among features connected with the

educational work of the Chautauqua Assembly
are an amphitheatre with a seating capacity of

5000, the 'Hall in the Grove.' a museum, gym-
nasium and athletic field, administration build-

ing, and buildings for lectures, recitations, etc.

The New York State Summer Institute also is

located here. The population was, in 1890, 3259;
in 1900. 3.500.

CHAUTAUQUA. The name of a lake and a
county in southwestern New York, which has,

during the past quarter of a century, become
associated with a system of popular education

now generally known, but by many only vague-

ly understood. The fundamental principle of

this system is that the higher education may
and should l)e extended to all alike, and that edu-

cation, best begun in academy, college, and uni-

versity, is not confined to youth, but continues
through the whole of life. Broadly speaking,

the influence of Chautauqua is two-fold—it is

exerted, through the summer assembly, directly

upon those in attendance; and, by means of

reading circles and correspondence instruction,

upon self-educating readers and students in their

own homes. These two plans may be success-

fully combined, for, by supplementing home
study during the year with six weeks' residence

at Chautauqua in the summer, a conscientious

and persevering student may do work of a high
grade. The function of Chautauqua in the edu-

cational system of the United States is, there-

fore, compensatory and supplementary. While
its methods cannot be by any means an adequate
substitute for college training, they may stimu-

late personal development among ambitious per-

sons denied college opportunities, and among all

classes may encourage habits of systematic read-

ing and study.

The Summer Assembly. The first Chautau-
qua assembly (known as the 'Sunday-school As-

sembly') was in session August 4-18, 1874. as the

result of a plan formed by I.«wis Miller, Esq.,

of Akron, Ohio, and Rev. John H. Vincent, of

New York. Both men were interested in the im-

Vrovement and development of Sunday-schools.

To this end they devised a meeting which should
be more than a mere conference of two or three
days, and which should include courses of study
in pedagogical principles, biblical analysis, and
practical questions of Sunday-school organiza-
tion and management, extending over a period
of ten days or two weeks. The plan also recog-
nized the importance of recreative exercises, and
of certain lectures of a general character not
strictly related to the main subject of Sunday-
schools. It was decided to hold this 'assembly*
in camp, to adopt the unquestionably good fea-

tures of the so-called camp-meeting, but to give
prominence to the calm, earnest, careful study
of important principles and methods. Although
the plan originated with members of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, there was no thought of
making the assembly denominational. At the
first session all the leading Protestant bodies
were represented, and there has never since been
any attempt to make distinctions. The attend-
ance in 1874 was gratifyingly large. In spite
of primitive lodgings and many discomforts,
there was a spirit of enthusiasm which promised
well for the success of the experiment. The
Simday - school Normal Department provided
iiieans for daily study under experienced in-

structors ; prominent speakers gave lectures of a
popular character on biblical themes. A large
model of Palestine (300 feet long) was laid
out near the lake (which served as the Mediter-
ranean), and students were conducted through
this miniature land by Oriental travelers.

The assembly plans widened rapidly in suc-
cessive years. The system which had succeeded
in the case of Bible study was quickly extended
to include scienc-e, language (the teaching of
Hebrew began in 1875), and literature. Music
of a better grade was introduced, and a large
chorus was drilled daily. This expansion has
continued, until now the staff of lecturers and
instructors numbers more than two hundred men
and women prominent in all departments of edu-
cational life. Every year, at least one well-

known British scholar is induced to cross the
Atlantic especially to lecture at Chautauqua.
Gradually, progressive courses on some one topic
have been substituted for miscellaneous addresses
on a great variety of subjects. In 1876 the ses-

sion was lengthened to three weeks, and now
covers nearly two months. Thus began the
Chautauqua assembly, based on the theory that
change of occupation, not idleness, is true rec-

reation, and that the summer vacation may be
made a means of d?velopment and stimulus to

those engaged during the year in the ordinary
pursuits of life.

Summer Schools. In 1879 a school for
teachers in secular subjects, called 'The Teachers'
Retreat,' was opened, with a faculty of eflUcient

instructors. This^ department has grown stead-

ily in numbers and importance, and is a leading
summer school of methods. It is now the School
of Pedagogy. In the same year (1879) the
School of Languages (now the C!olIege of Lib-
eral Arts) began, with courses in German.
French, Latin, Greek. Hebrew, and Sanskrit.
The development of this school has been marked
by important changes, largely due to Dr. Wil-
liam R. Harper, president of the University of
Chicago, who became instructor in Hebrew in
1882, and principal in 1885. In 1888 the School
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of the English Bible (now the School of Sacred
Liternture) was organized, alno under the prin-

cipalship of Dr. Harper. This department, de-

HJ^ncd to promote the study of the Bible as a
;;r«'ut literary masterpiece as well as an inspired
volume, was received with immediate favor, and
has groMii rapidly. In addition to these three
schools, many other subjects of study have been
added, until there are now fourteen distinct de-

partments, under the principalship of Prof.
(U'orge E. Vincent, son of the founder of the
institution. These various schools are as follows:

( 1 ) School of English Language and Literature;
(2) School of AJodem Languages; (3) School
of Classical Ijinguages; (4) School of Mathe-
matics and Sciences; (5) School of Social Sci-

ences; (6) School of Pedagogy; (7) School of
Tloligious Teaching; (8) School of Library
Training; (9) School of Music; (10) School of
Fine Arts; (11) School of Expression; (12)
School of Physical Education; (13) School of
Domestic Science; (14) School of Practical Arts

;

(15) School of Arts and Crafts. Many of these
schools are under the direction, or command the
sen'ices, of professors from the leading universi-

ties and colleges of the country.

In addition to the instruction given in these
schools, the institution includes : ( 1 ) A variety
of lecture courses on the university-extension
model, in which a number of lectures are given
by one professor and upon which the attendance
is large; (2) public lectures and addresses by
men and women prominent in various depart-
ments of life; (3) recreative and resthetic en-
tertainments, such as concerts, dramatic recit-

als, stereopticon lectures, etc. The public pro-
grams are divided into series each extending over
a week and each emphasizing in the discussions
some great movement of the time. No additional
fee is charged for these lines of work, and they
form a most popular and most successful part of
the assembly work. More than two thousand
students have been in the summer school of a
single year.

The Chautauqua Litebaby and Scientific
CiBCLE. Probably Chautauqua is best known in

connection with this plan of systematic home
reading. In 1878 at Chautauqua this plan was
proposed and explained. The announcement
went out to the press, and the first year 7000
persons were enrolled. From that time, every
autumn and winter, readers varying in number
from 8000 to 25,000 have joined the circle. Dur-
ing this period more than 260,000 persons have
taken this work. About 50 per cent, of these
have done continuous work for two years, and
about 50,000 have completed the four years' course.

The system was founded in the belief that
thousands of ambitious men and women were
only waiting for definite suggestion and aid in
reading. The plan consists of : ( 1 ) A four
years' course of reading, including selections in
English from the ancient classics, history, eco-
nomics, literature, and art. Each year of the
four is devoted especially to a great nation, and
is known as 'The Greek Year,' 'The Roman Year,'
'The English Year,' or 'The American Year.' No
attempt is made to study language or mathe-
matics. The coxirse is general, and follows in a
measure the subjects taught in the average col-
lege; it gives what has been called the 'college
outlook.' (2) Certain books, many of them
specially prepared by well-known authors, are

designated each year by a council of .six promi-
nent men. (3) A montlily magazine. The ("hau-
tauquan, containing supplementary articles on
the feubjects of the course by the leading writers
of the day; general miscellaneous matter on cur-
rent affairs; several departments designed to
aid the reader, such as apportionment of the
course by the week or month, notes on the books,
outlines of reading, word studies, etc. (4) A
membership book, sent to each reader, including
analyses of the required books, and question
papers (memoranda), to be filled out and re-

turned to the office. These papers are intended
to aid the reader in reviewing and systematically
arranging the facts and principles he has learned.
They are not examinations, nor are they rcgarrlcd

as such. (5) Local circles, which may be formed
in any community where three or more readers
desire the benefit of comradeship. More than
10,000 such circles have been formed. (6) A
certificate, granted at the end of the course to
all who state in writing that they have faith-

fully read all the required literature. Such
certificate has no significance beyond the fact
stated, and, of course, has no relation to a degree.

The readers enrolling each year are known as
a 'class,' and assume the numeral of the year
during which their course is completed, after
the plan of American colleges. This device,

with the thought that so many people in this

country and in foreign lands are reading the
same books at the same time, creates a certain
spirit of fraternity and enthusiasm that contrib-

utes to the success of the plan. For those who
have completed the four years' course, or for

others, there are many special courses in his-

tory, literature, science, and art, which enable
a reader who has found a congenial subject in

the general course to pursue a specialty. There
is also a plan by which these special courses may
be directed by correspondence with one or an-
other college professor. More than seventy-five

such specialized courses are now offered. The
importance of continued reading is always em-
phasized.

In 1902 a new charter was granted to Chautau-
qua in the nature of an amendment to the former
law. It states that the purpose and object of

Chautauqua Institution shall be to promote the
intellectual, social, physical, moral, and religious

welfare of the people. To this end it may hold
meetings and provide for recreation, instruction,

health, and comfort on its grounds at Chautau-
qua; conduct schools and classes; maintain
libraries, museums, reading and study clubs, and
other agencies for home education ;

publish books
and serials, and do such other things as are need-

ful or proper to further its general purpose.

Present Status. Architecturally the summer
city of Chautauqua has kept pace with the prog-

ress of the plan. All the schools and classes are
provided with suitable buildings ; there are
public lecture halls of capacity varying from
200 to 5000, a well-equipped gymnasium, mu-
seum, etc. A large organ and a chime of eight
bells are the permanent property of the assem-
bly. The revenue of the assembly is collected,

like the custom dues of a foreign city, at the
gates. No public 'collections' are ever taken.

A tax is levied upon all who enter and become
members of the community. Chautauqua car-

ries the municipal idea beyond mere material

matters to include public instruction and enter-
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tainnient. All exercises, except class instruc-

tion in the college, are free to any one within

the town limits, and a tuition ticket giving all

the educational privileges of the assembly may
be had at a nominal price.

Social Assemblages. There are now scat-

tered throughout the United States and Canada
more than three hundred local assemblies mod-
eled after the original Chautauqua. Most of

these are local in their influence; but a few,

such as the Champlain Assembly at Plattsburg,

X. Y. (see Catholic Summer School), and the

Jewish Chautauqua at Atlantic City, N. J. (see

Jewish Chautauqua Society, The), are doing
for special interests or sects a work quite similar

in character to that at Chautauqua. There is no
organic relation between these local assemblies

and the original, but most of them adopt as a
part of their regular work the home reading

courses of the mother institution.

Bibliography. Vincent, The Chautauqua
Movement, with introduction by Miller (Boston,

1886) ; The Chautauqua Magazine (Meadville,

Pa., 1880-90) ; The Chautauqua Assembly Daily
Herald ; The United States Bureau of Edu<;ation,

Report for (Washington, 1891-92, 1894-95, 1899-

1900) ; Martin, Social Circles and How to Form
Them (Boston, 1888) ; Chautauqua Reading
Circle Literature (Meadville, Pa., 1896-97):

Raymond, About Chautauqua : As an Idea, as a
Pouer. and as a Place (Toledo, 1886).

CHAUTAUQUA LAKE. A beautiful stretch

of water in Chautauqua County, in extreme
Western New York, 730 feet above the level of

Lake Erie, and about 1300 feet above the sea

(Map: New York, A3). It is 18 miles long and
about 2 miles wide, with an outlet into Cone-
wango Creek, and thence into Allegheny River.

It drains only a small area, having no large

feeding streams. The lake is in a country famed
for its scenery, and on its banks is the celebrated

Chautauqua Summer School. Maysville is at
the head of the lake and Jamestown at the foot,

on the outlet.

CHAUVEAU, sh6'v6', Pierre Joseph Olivier
(1820-90). A Canadian statesman and writer,

bom and educated in Quebec. He was chosen to

the Provincial Legislature in 1844, and became
Solicitor-General in 1851 and Provincial Secre-

tary in 18.53. In 1855 he was appointed super-
intendent of education for Lower Canada. On
the organization of the Confederation he became
Premier of Quebec, and in 1873 was chosen
Speaker of the Canadian Senate. He became
professor of Roman law in Laval University in

1878, and at one time was president of the Royal
Society of Canada. Besides poems, he published:
Charles Ouerin, roman de moeurs canadiennes
(1852); L'instruction publique au Canada
(1876) ; and Francois-Xavier Oameau, sa vie et

8€8 aeuvres ( 1883).

CHAUVEAU-LAGARDE, shA'vA" Id'giird',

Claude Fran(;ois (1756-1841). A French advo-
cate, born at Chartres. He courageously defended
Marie Antoinette, the Princess Elizabeth, Gen-
eral ^liranda, Brissot, and Charlotte Corday be-

fore the Revolutionary tribunal. Apprehended
and imprisoned, he escaped death through the
fall of Robespierre. In 1828 he was appointed a
counselor of the Court of Cassation. His chief
work is Note historique stir le proems de Marie-
Antoinette et de Madame Elisabeth (1818).

CHAUVENET, sho've-nft', William (1820-
70). An American mathematician. He was
bom in Milford, Pa., graduated at Yale in 1840,
was professor of mathematics in the navy from
1841 to 1859, and assisted in the establishment
of the Naval Academy at Annapolis and of its

observatory, of which he was made director.
He was for a time professor of mathematics
and astronomy and chancellor in Washington
University,' at Saint Louis, Mo. Among his
works are an excellent Treatise on Plane and
Spherical Trigonometry (1850), and a Manual
of Spherical and Practical Astronomy (1863).
Consult "Memoir of William Chauvenet," in the
liiographical Memoirs of the Academy (Wash-
ington, 1877).

CHAUVINISM, sho'vtn-Iz'm. The name
given in France to a policy of excessive national
self-glorification, accompanied by an attitude of
aggressive hostility to everything foreign. Chau-
vin was the name of an old battle-scarred veteran
of the Empire who adored the memory of Na-
poleon and who was continually talking of his
achievements at Austerlitz and Jena, and his
determination to take a brilliant revenge for
Waterloo. The vaudevillists of the day—Scribe,
Cognard, Bayard, and Dumanoir—seized upon
him as a subject for the comic stage, and
since then a Chauvinist has come to mean a man
who has extravagant and narrow-minded notions
of patriotism and enmity toward foreign people,
equivalent to our word Jingo.

CHAUX-DE-FONDS, shi'de-fox'. La (Fr.,

deep lime ) . A town in the Canton of Neuchatel,
Switzerland, nine miles northwest of Neuchatel
(Map: Switzerland, A 1 ). It is situated in a bleak
valley of the Jura, at an elevation of 3070 feet

above the sea, and is regularly built, with broad,
straight streets, and stone houses. The most
notable structures are the aqueduct, 13 miles
long; the Protestant church, with a fine, vaulted
roof; the hospital; the college, which contains
the municipal picture gallery; the historical mu-
seum; and the library. Among the educational
institutions is a watch-making and technical
school. Chaux-de-Fonds is the second largest
watch and clock making centre in Switzerland,
and also manufactures articles in gold, silver,

bronze, and enamels, lenses and scientific instru-

ments. Population, in 1888, 25,603; 1900, 36.-

388.

CHAVES, sha'vCsh (Portug., hot). A town
and fortress of the second class in Portugal, in

Tras-os-Montes, near the Spanish frontier, situ-

ated on a plain on the left bank of the Tamega,
which is here crossed by an old Roman bridge of

twelve arches (Map: Portugal, B 2). In the

neighborhood are saline springs, which are much
frequented, and the remains of a Roman bath-

house. Its industries consist of silk and linen

weaving. Population, about 7000.

CHAY ROOT (Tamil, chaya), Chota, or

Sayan {Oldenlandia umbellata). A perennial

herbaceous plant of the order Rubiaceie, said to be

a native of India. It is cultivated on the coast of

Coromandel for the sake of its long, orange-colored

roots, the bark of which affords a beautiful red

dye. The quality of the bark is said to be im-

proved by keeping it for some years. It is the

coloring matter obtained from chay root which is

used to paint the red figures on chintz. Chay root
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iH the Indian madder, and with it some tribes in

Ceylon formerly paid their tribute.

CHEAP'SIDE (M. Engl, chcpe, AS. c€ap,

bargain, ultimately connected with Lat. caupo,

innkeeper + side). A street in London extend-

ing from Saint Paul's Churchyard east to the

Mansion House. It is famous for its fine stores,

espifially of jewelers and mercers, and for its

historical reminiscences. It was originally an
open square crosed l)y Watling Street (q.v.),

where fairs, markets, and the like were held dur-

ing the Middle Ages. It is from its mediaeval

use that it received its name. The square was
narrowe<l down into a street after the 'Great

Fire.'

CHEAT (abbrevation of escheat; OF. eschet,

Med. Lat. excadcre, from Lat. ex, out -f- cadere,

to fall) . As a term of English criminal law, cheat
has a narrower signification than in popular
usage. For example, a man may be induced to

sell goods on credit to another by the false rep-

resentation of the latter concerning his finan-

cial responsibility, and thus be defrauded; but
such fraud by the purchaser does not amount to

a conmion-law cheat. To constitute that offense,

fiClse weights and measures, or a false token,
coin, or sign must be used, or there must be a
conspiracy (q.v.) to cheat and defraud. It was
an offense against public trade, rather than
against an individual. By statute, both in

England and in the United States, many fraudu-
lent acts are indictable which did not amount to
conmion-law cheats. See False Pretenses.

CHEAT. See Brome Grass.

CHEAT RIVER. A river of West Virginia,
formed by four forks, rising in the eastern part
of the State in the Alleghany Mountains, and
uniting in Tucker County (Map: West Virginia,
E 2). It flows through a region rich in iron and
coal, and joins the Monongahela River in Penn-
sylvania, 4 miles from the State line. It is about
125 miles long, but drains a rather narrow area,

owing to its nearness to other streams. It fur-

nishes abundant water-power, and in portions of

its course flows through narrow gorges amid
magnificent scenery.

CHEATS, The. A comedy by John Wilson
(q.v.), written in 1662, published in London, in

quarto, in 1064, and performed by Killegrew's
company at Vere Street, Clare Market, in 1663.

It is a satirical farce in mockery of the Non-
conformists, and excited so much disapproba-
tion that it was soon withdrawn. See Scruple.

CHEATS OF SCAPIN, skS'pfiN', The. A
farce by Otway, performed in February, 1677,
and published in the same year, bound up with
the author's Titus and Berenice, which had been
first produced at the same performance. A sec-

ond edition appeared in 1701. It is a close

adaptation of Aloliftre's Les fourberies de Scapin,
and was played as far down as the end of the
Eighteenth Century. The first edition was dedi-

cated to Lord Rochester.

CHEBEC. The least fly-catcher (Empidonax
minimus) , a small, olive-green garden bird, com-
mon in the eastern United States, so named from
its sharply accented call-note. See Pewee.

CHEBOYGAN, she-boi'gan. A city and
county-seat of Cheboygan County, Mich.. 165
miles north by west of Bay City, at the mouth
of the Cheboygan River, on Lake Huron, and

on the Michigan Central Railroad (Map: .Micfii-

gan, J 3). It has a good harI)or, connected with
lake ports by regular steamship lines, and con-

trols large luml>ering interests. Settled in 1840,

Cheboygan was incorporated in 1877. The gov-

ernment is administered by a mayor, annually
elected, and a city council. The water-works are
owned and operated bv the municipality. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 6235;' in 11)00, 6489.

CHECHEN. See TciiETCllEN.

CHECK, or CHEQUE. A bill of exchange
(q.v.) drawn on a banker payable on demand.
Such is the definition given in the English Bills

of Exchange Act, 1882 (45 and 46 Vict., c. 61,

§ 73), and in the Negotiable Instruments Law,
which has been adopted by a number of the United
States. (See Laws of New York, 1897, chap.

612, § 321.) In a few States it has been held

that an instrument drawn upon a printed blank-
check form, and differing from an ordinary check
only in that it was payable on a day subsequent
to its date, is a check, as distinguished from a
bill of exchange. Such was not the prevailing

view, however, even before the statutes above
referred to. It is not necessary that a check be
drawn by a customer on his banker, nor that it

be drawn against funds, although ordinarily it

is so drawn ; and a person who obtains money
on a check which he knows is drawn by one not
entitled to draw for the amount specified there-

in commits a fraud and may be liable to crim-
inal punishment. A check is intended for prompt
presentment, and not for use as a continuing
security; and when presented it is to be paid
by the banker and canceled, not accepted and
returned to the holder. In this country the
usage of certifying checks prevails. The liability

of a bank which certifies a check drawn upon it

is the same as that of a drawee who acepts a
bill. The effect of certification upon the draw-
er's liability depends upon whether it was pro-

cured by the holder or by the drawer. If the
drawer procures it, he remains liable on the
check as the drawer of an accepted bill of ex-

change, payable on demand. If the holder pro-
cures it. the drawer and indorsers are discharged
from liability. In other words, the holder in

the latter case chooses to substitute for payment
by the bank its promise to pay. Mere delay in
presenting a check does not discharge the drawer,
unless loss is caused to him thereby. At common
law, if the delay did result in loss, as where
the bank failed during the period of delay, the
drawer was discharged in toto. By the English
Bills of Exchange Act and the American Nego-
tiable Instruments I>aw, this has been modified,
and he is discharged only to the extent of the
loss caused by the delay.

Crossing checks is an English usage which
does not prevail in this country. It consists

( 1 ) in writing across the face of the check the
words 'and company' between two parallel
lines, or in simply drawing two parallel trans-
verse lines across the face; or (2) in writing
across the face the name of the banker. The
first is called a general crossing, the latter a
special crossing. A crossed check is payable
only when presented through a bank, and one
crossed specially is payable only through the
bank specified. The usage was introduced as
a protection and safeguard to the owner of the
check, but it did not restrain the negotiability
of the instrument. The Bills of Exchange Act
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A CHECKERED BEETLE.

provides that if the crossing is accompanied with

the words 'not negotiable,' a person taking the

check shall not have, and shall not be capable

of giving, a better title than that of the person

from whoni he took it.

In most respects other than those mentioned

above, checks are governed by the rules which

apply to bills of exchange. Consult the authori-

ties "referred to under Negotiable Instruments.

CHECKERBERRY. See Gaulthebia and
I'aktridck-Ukrkv.

CHECKERED BEETLE. A beetle of the

serricorn pentanierovis family Cleridse, so named
because of its variegated markings, ilany of

them are ant-like in form and movement. The
adults are found on flowers, such as Spirea alba,

and on trunks of

trees, where they
subsist on nectar and
sweet sap. The lar-

ViP live under bark,

and feed on wood-
boring larA'fe, even
penetrating into the
burrows in search of

them. Some infest the hives of bees, where they

devour the young bees, burrowing their way from
cell to cell, and still others feed on dead animal
matter. A synopsis of the North American spe-

cies, by J. L. Le Conte, will be found in the

AniKils of the Lvceum of Natural Historv of New
York. \ol. V. (New York, 1849).

CHECKERS (OF. eschequier, from ML.
srocnrium, chess-board, from scacci, chess, from
Pers. shah, king), or Draughts (Dutch dragt,

Ger. Tracht, burden, from AS. dragan, to draw,

Ger. tragen, to carry). A game played with

'men' on a checkered board, made square, di-

vided into sixty-four equal square spaces, col-

ored alternately black and white. The draughts
or checkers are circular and flat. There arc many
varieties of checkers—Chinese, English, Polish,

Spanish, Italian, and Turkish. The game is also

found among the native tribes of the interior of

New Zealand. In France it is called les dames,
from its having l)een a favorite game with ladies:

in Scotland the draught-board is called the dam-
brod.
Two persons play this game, each having a set

of twelve men—one set black, the other white.

The men may be placed either on the black or

white squares, but they must all be placeil

on one color only. In England it is usual to

play upon the white squares, with a black square
to the lower right, and in Scotland upon the

black, with a white square to the lower right.

The men may be moved diagonally only, and
by one square at a time. If an enemy's man
stands in the way. no move may take place un-

less there be a vacant square beyond into which
the piece can be lifted. The man leaped over is

then taken and removed from the board. The ob-

ject of the game is to clear the board of the

enemy's men, or to hem them in so that they
cannot lie moved, and whichever party does so

first wins the game. As no piece can move more
than one step diagonally at a time, there can
be no taking till the antagonists come to close

quarters, and the advancing of them cautiously

into each other's neighborhood is the chief art

of the game. When a man on either side has
made his way, either by taking or by a clear

Vol. IV.—M.

open path, to the opposite side of the board, he

is entitled to be 'crowned,' which is done by
placing another man on the top of his man.
Crowned men may move either backward or

forward, but always diagonally and by one

square at a time, as before, and this additional

power gives a great advantage to the player

who owns the greatest number of 'kings,' and
usually decides the game in his favor. Joshua
Sturges's work, entitled The Guide to the Game
of Draughts, first printe<l in 18(K), edited by
Kean and last published in 1892, is the standard
authority. The rules and many diagrams will

be found in Spalding's Home Library (New
York).

CHECKING. In arithmetic, one of the old-

est and best methods of checking the results of

operations in decimal arithmetic is known as

casting out nines. It originated at an early date

among the Hindus, and from them it passed to

the Arabs. Proofs for this rule appear in the

works of Avicenna in the Tenth Century. Luca
Pacioli (1404) adds this check to his work on
division, pointing out cases in which it fails. Its

use in elementary schools has been neglected

more on the Continent of Europe than in Eng-
land, and not until recently has the method been

seriously urged by American teachers. The pro-

cess may be best explained by an example.
Required to check the multiplication, 35 X 34

= 1190:

( 1 ) Dividing 35 by 9, the remainder is 8

;

(2) Dividing 34 by 9, the remainder is 7;

(3) Dividing 56 ("the product of 7 and 8) by

9, the remainder is 2

;

(4) Dividing 1190 by 9, the remainder is like-

wise 2.

But 2 = 2; therefore the product, 1190, is cor-

rect.

According to a proposition in the theory of

numbers, the remainder arising from dividing

a number by 9 (called the excess) is the same
as that arising from dividing the sum of the

digits bv 9. Hence, the above remainders may
be obtai'ned thus: (1) 3-f 5 = 8; (2) 3+ 4 =
7; (3) 5-f 6 = 11 =9 + 2; (4) 1 -f 1 -f 9 +
= 9 + 2 ; but 2 = 2 as before.

In the case of addition, the excess in the sum
is equal to the excess in the sum of the excesses

of the addends. Thus, in 635 -+- 234 = 869,

6-f3 + 5 = 9 + 5, 2+ 3 + 4 = 9 + 0, 8 + 6 +
9 = 2X9 + 5, but 5 + = 5; therefore the sum
809 is correct.

From the identity of division, dividend = di-

visor X quotient + remainder, it appears that

the excess in the first member must equal that

in the second. Hence, the check for division is

made to depend upon that for addition and
multiplication. Thus, in 8765 = 42 X 208 + 29,

8 + 7 + 6 + 6 = 2X9 + 8; 4 + 2 = 6,

2 + + 8 = 9 +1, 2 + 9 = 9 + 2:6X1 +
2 = 8; but 8 = 8, therefore the division is

correct.

In practice, the sum of the digits is rarely

found. As soon as the addition produces 9, this

is rejected, and so on. Thus, in 1801.36. 6 + 3
= 9, 1 + + 8 = 9: hence, 1 is the excess.

If the result obtained from any operation dif-

fers from the true result by a multiple of 9,

the check evidently fails, as is also the case if

the result difTers from the true result by having
certain digits interchanged. These cases, how-
ever, rarely occur. Any number could be chosen
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for the purpose of checking, but the excess for

1) is easier found than that for any other num-
ber not having more exceptions to its elficiency.

The method of casting out nines is only one of

several important diecks used in mathematical
operations. In algebra, one of the principal

checks is that of arbitrary values. Thus, in the

multiplication of a* + 2ab -f b' by a + 6, the

product is o» -f 3a''6 + Sab* + b\ This may be

checked by substituting any arbitrary values

for a and 5, as « = 2, b = 3, giving .•> X 25 =
125. There is also the check of homogeneity,

likewise illustrated by the above multiplication,

where the product of two homogeneous functions

of degrees 2 and 3 respectively is also homoge-
neous of degree 2 + 3. Functions which are, as

in the al)ove case, symmetric with respect to cer-

tain letters, also give rise in general to func-

tions symmetric with respect to those letters

when one is operated upon by the other, thus sug-

gesting a simple check. The use of checks char-

acterizes the work of all who have to perform
operations of various kinds in any of the

branches of mathematics, and the importance of

the subject can hardly be overestimated. Consult
Beman and Smith, Higher Arithmetic (Boston,

1895).

CHECKY, chfkl, or CHEQUEE, chek'ft (OF.

escheque, from eschequer, to check). The name
given in heraldry to a field or charge composed
of small squares of different tinctures, generally

metal and color.

CHEDDAB CHEESE, See Cheese ; Cheese-
Making.

CHEDOBLAOMEB, k6d'0r-la-<ymer. A king
of Elam, who. according to Gen. xiv., conquered
Palestine, but thirteen years later was forced

to make an invasion in order to establish his

authority. He was accompanied by Amraphel
(q.v.) of Shinar, Arioch (q.v.) of Ellasar, and
Tidal (q.v.) of Gojim. Having conquered the

Rephaim. the Zamzummim, the Emim, and the

Horites, and proceeded as far as El Paran, he re-

turned by way of El Mishpat, slew the Amale-
kites and the Amorites in Hazezon Tamar, and
defeated in a pitched battle the five kings

of Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboiim, and
Zoar, but was smitten near Dan by Abram,
who rescued his nephew. Lot. The historical

character of this narrative cannot be maintained.
Chedorlaomer is indeed a possible Elamitish
name, as Kudur occurs in Kudur nanchundi and
Kudur nabiik, and Lagamam or Lagamal is the

name of an Elamitish goddess. Three cuneiform
tablets have been found dating from the early

Seleucid and the Arsacid periods, in which some
scholars have seen a reference to King Kudur
Lafiamar, but the name in the first is only
Kudur Ku Ku mal, in the second Kudur nuch
( ?) gu mal, and in the third, Kudur nuch ( ?)

gu ; the first also has the names Eri Eaku and
Tundchula, and the second Erielcua. When these

men lived cannot be determined. An invasion

of Palestine by an Elamitish king is not improb-
a1)le. But there is as yet no evidence from the
monuments of any of these kings. It is regarded
as most probable that the names were foimd by
some Babylonian Jew and put into connection on
the one hand with the symbolical and fictitious

names of the kings of the submerged cities (see

Sodom) ; on the other, with Abram. This mid-
rash is supposed to have been written in the

Fourth Century n.c.. and it is possible that the
appendix in which Melchizedek (q.v.) figures i»

even later. Consult, especially. King, Letters
and Inscriptions of Hammurabi I, (London,
1898).

CHEDU'BA. An island off Arakan, Burma,
in the Bay of Bengal, stretching from latitude
18° 40' to 18" 66' N., and from longitude 93° 31'

to 93° 50' E. Area, 240 square miles. Popula-
tion, 24,000 (Map: Burma, B 3). ITio soil is

fertile, yielding rice, tobacco, sugar, indigo, cot-

ton, hemp, and large quantities of a vegetable
oil, equally fitted for burning and for varnishing.
The principal mineral is petroleum. The island
is of volcanic origin, and the coast has earthy
cones, which emit mud and gas. The small town
of Cheduba, or Manaung, in the northeast, ha-*

a population of 2000.

CHEE'CHA (native name). A gecko (Hemi-
dactylus frcenatus) of Ceylon, India, and the
Orient, four or five inches long, which is semi-
domesticated. "It makes its appearance soon
after sunset, about the walls of the Indian
dwellings, in search of flies and other small in-

sects. If some attention be shown it, however,
it will present itself every evening at the accus-
tomed place, . . . soon becoming very tame."
See Gecko.

CHEEIjA, or CHILA. See Sebpent-Eaole.

CHEEB, or CHIB. See Pheasant.

CHEEB'YBLE, Frank. The nephew of the
Cheeryble brothers in Dickens's Nicholas Nickle-
by. He becomes the husband of Kate Nickleby.

CHEEBYBLE BBOTHEBS, The. Twin
brothers, Charles and Edwin by name, who are
benevolent friends to Nicholas and Kate in

Dickens's Nicholas Nickleby. They are a pair of

impulsive, warm-hearted London merchants, who
are customarily clad in "broad-skirted blue coats,

drab breeches, high gaiters, and low-crowned,
broad-brimmed white hats," and whose double
chins "rest in the folds of white neckerchiefs."
They are said to be drawn from the Grant
brothers who were Manchester cotton-spinners in

Dickens's day.

CHEESE (AS. cese, from Lat. caseus, cheese).

A food product made from milk by separating
the curd or casein and portions of the fat and
other constituents from the whey, shaping the
mass into different forms, and usually ripening
or curing it. The product has l)cen known since

earliest times, the oldest mention of it dating
back to about B.C. 1400. It was a common food
material long before butter was known, the ref-

erences to butter in the Bible being more correct-

ly translated, 'curdled milk.' The Greeks were
familiar with cheese-making at the time of

Homer, and Aristotle refers to the renneting
of milk with the sap of the fig. Hippocrates
mentions cheese made from mare's milk and
from goat's milk. Sheep's milk was employed
for this purpose by the early Egyptians. The
Romans used cheese as food (juite extensively,

and were familiar with several kinds, one sim-
ilar to Limburger, others flavored with spices

and herbs, and some which were smoked in the
process of making. Columella gives a very good
description of the methods employed in cheese-

making, and Pliny describes the foreign cheeses
to be had in Rome, some of which were quite
celebrated.
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At the present day more than one hundred
and fifty different kinds of cheese made in

Europe and America have been described. These
depend for their characteristics upon the kind
and condition of the milk used, the process of

making, the seasoning, and especially upon the

conditions incident to the ripening or curing.

(See Cheese-Making.) Cow's milk is, of course,

mainly used, but in some parts of Europe the

milk of goats and sheep is also employed. The
milk may he sweet or sour, it may contain dif-

ferent amounts of fat, depending upon whether
whole milk, skim milk, or milk to which cream
is added is used, and the cheese may be hard or

soft, according to the amount of water left in it

and the character of the curing. The principal

hard cheeses are the common Cheddar cheese,

the English Cheshire, Gloucester, Wiltshire, and
Stilton, the Dutch Gouda and Edam, the Schweit-
zer (Swiss) or Emmenthaler (known also as

Gruy^re), and the Italian Parmesan and Gor-
gonzola. Among the soft cheeses are Brie
(Fromage de Brie), Camembert, Neuchatel, Lim-
burger, 'brick,' Philadelphia cream, and cottage

cheese, or 'smierkilse.' The famous Roquefort
is k semi-soft cheese. In addition to these,

there are many fancy brands of cheese, made in

the United States and Canada, by mixing groimd
cheese with cream, or butter, or oils, and some-
times adding a flavoring material, such as

Meadow-Sweet, Club-House, Canadian Club, etc.

Pineapple cheese is ordinary cheese made very
firm and pressed into the shape suggested by
its name. In composition, cheeses of the same
general variety vary quite widely, owing to

differences in the richness of the milk used,

the amount of water left in the curd, and
the age of the pro.duct. As cheese ripens and
ages it dries out considerably, losing from 8 to

15 per cent, of its water. The water in ordinary
factory cheese varies all the way from 15 to over
50 per cent., although in well-cured cheese it

usually constitutes about one-third, or 35 per

cent. The remainder is solid matter, composed
mainly of fat, casein ( protein) , and a little sugar
and ash (mostly salt). Fully one-half of the
solids in a whole-milk cheese should be fat; in

Sugar,
ash,
etc.

Cheddar (American)
" madefrom partlj

Hkiinmed milk,
niacin from slcim

mlllc 4«.7 16.4 31.5 «.4
Pinpapple 28.0 38.9 29.9 8.2
S<'hweltw»r 82.7 82.6 29.5 5.2
Edam 84.0 27.4 30.9 7.7
PanneHivn 82.7 26.1 86.8 6.4
Stilton (mode from milk
and cn-am) 29.1 86.6 27.4 7.9

ChH«hliv 84.8 29.6 28.6 7.1
Roqnpfort 88.8 81.6 28.4 6.8
Limburger 42.1 29.4 23.0 5.5
Neuchftt«l 43.4 32.8 17.1 7.2
Fromage de Brie 51.4 25.7 17.9 5.0

skim-milk cheese the proportion is considerably
less. Van Slyke found the average composition
of whole-milk cheese made in New York factories

to be: Water, 31.5: fat, 37; protein, 20.25; ash.

sugar, etc.. 5.25 per cent. The average of a large

number of American analyses differs but little

from this, and is as follows: Water, 34.2; fat,

33.7; protein, 25.9; aeh, sugar, etc., 6.2 per cent.

Water
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sorts. The distress which some persons experi-

ence after enting cheese may be due to a variety

t»f cauM's. such an over-indulfifence, especially at

the end of a hearty meal, catinj; a conccntruti'd

food without proj)er dilution with other foods,

or in«ulUcient mastication. There are undouht-

etlly some persons who <-annot eat cheese, ow-

in;; to some personal idiosyncrasy not easily

explaine<l. just as there are those who cannot

eat strawberries or some other food. In general,

it may l)e said that cheese thoroughly deserves

the reputation of being a nutritious and whole-

some food which it has had for centuries. Cheese
is eaten alone, or combined with other food

nuiterials. The more highly flavored kinds are

most commonly served at dessert and eaten in

small quantities, while the mild sorts often re-

place to a considerable extent meat or other

aniuial food, and constitute an important part

of the meal. Occasionally cheese causes a severe,

or even fatal, illness. This is due to the growth
of peculiar micro-organisms and the consequent
production of poisonous substances called pto-

maines (q.v.). But these are by no means con-

fined to cheese, and are likely to occur in many
other highly nitrogenous fo<>d8.

For l)can-cheesp, or bean-curd, see SoT Beans.

CHEESE FACTORY. A place where cheese

is made on a commercial scale. The first cheese

factory in the United States was established at
Rome,* N. Y., in 18.51, by Mr. Jesse Williams, a
farmer and skillful cheese-maker. The idea of

bringing together daily the milk from several

neighboring farms, to be made into cheese by
a skillful ojKTator, has spread extensively

throughout the dairy States, and has been adopt-

ed abroad. In 1869 the number of cheese fac-

tories in the United States had reached over

1000. and since that time this cooperative, or

factory, system has practically superseded the

making of cheese on farms. There are now said

to be nearly .3000 factories in the United States.

The advantages of the system are diminished
cost of production, a more uniform and superior

quality of cheese, a higher and more regular

price, and a great reduction of labor at the

farm. Cheese factories are operated on two
plans—namely, the stock-company or coopera-

tive system, under which the farmers own and
manage the factory, through proper officers; and
the proprietary plan, in which an individual

owns and operates the factory, making cheese

for the patrons for a certain price, which in New
York State is usually one dollar per hundred-
weight. The milk is hauled to the factory daily

by the patrons, the distance being in many in-

stances several miles. Payment for the milk is

usually made on the basis of the weight, account
l)eing taken of the amount of milk required to

make a pound of cheese. The demonstration that
the fat content is a reliable index to the cheese-

producing value of milk has led some progressive
factories to adopt this basis, which is carried out
as at creameries (q.v.). There is a Avide dif-

ference in the size of cheese factories. Some
make only five or six cheeses a day, while others

make over twenty in the height of the season.

An average-sized factorv produces from eight to

ten cheeses a day, requiring the milk of about
300 cows. The kind made is almost exclusively
Cheddar cheese.

CHEESE-INSECTS. Insects affecting cheese
are as follows: Cheese-hopper or Cheese-skip-

per, the larva of I'iophila ctuei, a small, black,

shining, two-winged fly, which lays its eggs on
cheesi', smoke<l ham, and chipj)ed Ix-ef. The wiiite,

slender eggs hatch in twenty-four to thirty-six

hours, and the c\lindrical, white, tapering lar\'a

feeds voraciously upon the cheese, ham, or l>eef,

completing its growth in from seven to eight
(lays, and remaining in the pupal condition ten

days longer. The name is derived from the fact

that the larva will bring the two ends of the

body together and suddenly release them, like

a spring, jumping in this way for 3 or 4 inches.

In the United States this insect plays a more
important rflle as an enemy of smoked ham than
of cheese. It seems to prefer the outer, fatty

portions. The substances attacked should be

kept in scrupulously clean, well-aired rooms, the
windows should be screened through the sum-
mer, and all shelf-cracks should l)e occasionally

washed out with a kerosene emulsion. Cheese-

mite, a minute, whitish, gregarious mite ( 7';/-

roglyphvs siro) of a genus destructive to flour,

sugar, etc., which feeds upon cheese, leaving a
brown, powdery mass of shed skins where it has
worked. Cleanliness in the place where cheese

is kept is the best preventive.

CHEESE-MAKING. The making of Ched-
dar cheese, wliich is the conmion cheese made in

the United States and Canada, and also exten-

sively in England, may be taken as illustrating

the general principles upon which the process

depends. The milk used should be free from
taint or smell, and of good quality as regards
composition. While the casein of the milk is

the part which is curdled and gives the body to
the cheese, the fat is an important constituent
of the finished product, and it has been conclu-

sively shown that the cheese-producing power
of milk is measured by its percentage of fat.

Hence the fat content of milk indicates its value
for both cheese and butter making. The casein

in milk exists in a state of semi-solution, from
which it is separated or curdled by acids, as in

the case of sour milk, or by rennet extract pre-

pared from the stomachs of young mammals, usu-

ally calves. The latter is most commonly used
for producing the curd, as the curdled casein is

called. The fresh milk is first ripened to the
jiroper degree—i.e. a certain amount of lactic

acid is developed in it by keeping it for a short

time at about S.'i" F. The acidity accelerates

the action of the rennet. When the milk is

sufficiently ripe, the rennet is added in diluted

form and stirred in, the milk being held at from
82° to 86° F. Ten or fifteen minutes are re-

quired to carry the curdling to the proper stage,

after which the curd is cut into small pieces

with gangs of steel knives, in order to facili-

tate the contraction of the curd and the ex-

pulsion of the whey. The mass is then stirred

gently for about five minutes, and subsequently
heated to about 98° or 100°, the result being
the formation of more acid and a further shrink-

age of the curd. The object in these operations

is to separate the whey from the curd with the
least possible loss of fat. Most of the fat is

inclosed irt the curd mechanically, but some
little goes into the whey, the amoimt depending
upon the skill of the operator. When the curd
has a-ssumed the y)roper consistency (usually

judged by its stringing out in little threads whcix
touched with a hot iron), the whey is drawn off

and the curd is allowed to mat together into a
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solid mass. This is cut up into blocks, which
are turned so as to maintain a uniform heat
throughout. The development of acid, which
continues, changes the character of the curd, and
when the hot-iron test shows threads 2 or 3
inches long the curd is ground, or, more properly
speaking, cut. and salted, the salt hardening the

curd and cheeking the further development of

acid. It is then pressed to bring it into suit-

able form and remove any surplus whey. After
this it is ripened in rooms or cellars kept at a
temperature not above 05° or 70° for several

weeks, and even months. This rijiening is an
important and critical part of the process, and
has nuich to do with determining the generaJ
quality and character of the cheese. In it the
casein is peptonized and changed to forms which
are digestible, and the characteristic flavors are

developed. If the temperature of the curing-

room is too high, the cheese ripens rapidly, but
gets off flavor and even spoils; and if the air is

too moist, the cheese molds. Low temperature
and slow curing are much the safest methods,
since they favor the making of cheese of the

best quality.

The losses in cheese-making occur in the whey
and in drippings from the cheese-press. The
albumin, a milk constitiient similar to casein,

is not coagulated by the rennet, and passes into

the whey. This is true also of the milk-sugar,

only a little being carried into the curd. The
fat of the milk is quite largely (all but 5 or

10 per cent.) recovered in the cheese in careful

making. The amount of cheese that can be made
from 100 pounds of milk depends upon (1) the

skill of the maker. (2) the amount of water left

in the cheese, and (.3) the composition of the

milk. As mentioned above, the richer the milk
is in fat. the greater the amoimt of cheese that

can be made from it; but with poor making
this increase of fat in the milk may very easily

be lost.

In the manufacture of other kinds of cheese

than Cheddar, the details of the process are

modified somewhat, or different kinds of milk
are used, or the ripening process is different.

In the case of a number of kinds special fer-

ments are introduced into the curd to bring

about desired characteristics and flavors. This

is true of Roquefort cheese, which was originally

made from slieep's milk, but in which some cow's

milk is now often used. A mold cultivated upon
bread is mixed with the curd, and this gradually

permeates the whole mass, giving it a mottled
bluish color and imparting a characteristic

flavor. The characteristics of Limhurger are

also due to specific fermentations induced dur-

ing ripening, which result in a putrefactive odor
and pungent taste. This cheese is made from
sweet milk, the curd being formed into cakes
about 5 inches square and 2 inches thick, and
not pressed. The main cause of the putrefactive
fermentation during ripening is the extremely
moist condition in which it is kept. The sur-

face soon begins to get shiny and soft. l>econiing

reddi.sh-yellow, and this changed condition gradu-
ally extends to the centre. Schweitzer or Em-
menthaler cheese is made from perfectly fresh,

fcweet milk—i.e. without rij)ening—and is of

waxy texture, with large 'eyes' or holes dis-

tributed evenly through it. The curing covers

two stages, and is carried on in two cellars to

secure the proper comlitions. It requires a

number of months, a fine Swiss cheese being at
least eight or ten months old before it is eaten.

The spherical dark-red Edam cheese is made
quite similarly to Cheddar cheese, the curd being
placed in molds to give it its form. It is some-
times made of partly skimmed milk. The curing
process is practically the same as for Cheddar
cheese, being continued for at least eight or ten

months. The color is due to the application of

an alcoholic solution of carmine when the cheese
is ready for market.

The rich Stilton cheese of England, which is

very highly esteemed, is made of milk to which
cream is added, and is ripened for two years.
This ripening is sometimes assisted by mixing
some old grated cheese with the curd. Tlie

Italian Parmesan cheese is made from skimmed
or partly skimmed milk, much like Cheddar
cheese, but is ripened for a much longer time.
It is not considered fit for eating until a year
and a half old, and the ripening does not reach
its height until three or four years old. It is

very hard, and keeps almost indefinitely. The
familiar cottage cheese, Dutch cheese, or smier-
kiise, is made of sour milk, no rennet being used,
and is eaten while fresh. Part skim milk is

often used, or a little cream or butter may be
added to the curd. The American XeuchAtel,
which comes in little cakes wrapped in tinfoil,

is likewise a soft, unripened cheese, to be eaten
while fresh, but is made with sweet milk with
the addition of rennet. See also Cheese Fac-
tory, for more detailed accounts of the proc-
esses of cheese-making, and descriptions of other
kinds of cheese.

Bibliography. Decker, Cheese-Making (Co-
lumbus. 1900) ; Monrad, A B C in Cheese-Making
(Winnetka, 111., 1894) : Harris, Cheese and Butter
Makers' Handbook (Glasgow, 1885) ; Oliver, if tOfc,

Cheese, and Butter (London, 1894) ; Long and
Benson, Cheese and Cheese-Making, Butter and
MilTc (London, 1896) ; Sbeldon, British Dairying
(London, 1896) ; Newell, Handbook on Cheese-
Making (Grand Rapids, 1889) ; Wing, Milk and
Its Products (New York, 1897) ; Eugling, Hand-
buch fur die Praktische Kdserei (Leipzig, 1901 ) ;

Rigaux, Laiterie, beurre et fabrication des from-
ages (Paris, 1901).

CHEESE RENNET. See Bedstbaw.

CHEETA, che'tA, CHITA (Hind, effa, from
Skt. citra, spotted), or Hunting-leopabd. A
large tropical cat (Cynaelurus jubatus) . It

forms an aberrant genus of the Felidae, differ-

ing from Felis prominently by its greater com-
parative length and slendemess of limb, which
enables it to run for a short distance with the
greatest speed, probably, of any of the larger

mammals, and also by the fact that its claws
are short, blunt, and almost non-retractile. It

therefore pursues its prey by chase rather than
by stealth, and to these dog-like characteristics

adds a docility unusual among cats. It is about
the length of the leopard, but stands much
higher; in color it varies from tawny to bright
rufous, lighter underneath, marked everywhere
except on the throat with small, solid spots of

black, which are neither rosettes nor arranged
in lines; the length of the crisp, erectile hair
('hackles') on the neck and shoulders is an-

f>ther feature. See Plate of Wild Cats.
The cheeta is distributed over nearly all Africa,

but commonly only in the equatorial jungles, and
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thenoe Bparingly eastward to India. It is in

southern India "that it is best known, because

there it is kept tame and trained by many
wealthy natives for the chase of blnck-buck, etc.

The methoids of traininji are de8«Tihe<l by J. 1..

Kipling {lieaat and ^f<nt in India, London,

18»l). and result often in producing a harmless

household pet. When taken hunting,' it is driven

in a cart, leashed and hooded, so that the sport

resembles falconry. As soon as the game is

sighted the attendant removes the hood, the

cheetA, quivering with excitement, understand-

ing perfectly the meaning of the movement; and

then the freed animal, after a glance to find

its prey, rushes forward, overtakes and drags

it down; it will, however, use catlike stealth

should circumstances suggest. The game is never

brought back, but held by the cheeta, which must

be found quickly and captured—an operation

requiring skill, for its native ferocity has been

arouse<l. Having been rewarded with a draught

of blood, it is rehooded and confined. The sport

(to which the caracal has occasionally been trained

for the chase of birds) is of very ancient date, as

a|)i)enr9 from its depiction on early Assyrian and

Egyptian monuments. It was introduced into

Europe by returning Crusaders in the Fourteenth

Century,* and flourished for two centuries in

Italy and France. For particulars consult ar-

ticle' by J. E. Harting in The Field (London, De-

cember 26, 1885). For general description, see

Koi/al J^'atural History, Vol. I. (London, 1894) ;

for wild habits in Africa, Drummond, Large

(lame ... of Southern Africa (London,

1875) ; for habits and sport in India, Blanford,

Fauna of British India [mammals] (London,

1888-91 ) ; Baker, Wild Beasts and Their Ways
(New York, 1890) ; and Sanderson, Wild Beasts

of India (London, 1893). Facts and illustra-

tions relating to its use in sport in the Middle

Ages may be found in La Croix, Mrrurs et usages

des moyen dges (6th ed., Paris, 1878).

CHEETAL, ehe'tul, or CHITAL (Hind,

cital, from Skt. citra, spotted). The axis deer.

CHEET'HAM;, Henby (1827-99). An Eng-

lish clergyman and religious author. He was
bom at Nottingham, studied at Christ's College,

Cambridge, and in 1856 was settled as curate of

Saffron Walden, Essex. He held the vicarage of

Quarndon, Derbyshire, from 1858 to 1870, and
was consecrated Bishop of Sierra Leone in the

latter year. In 1882 he resigned to become

Vicar of Rotherham, Yorkshire. He published:

One Hundred Texts of Irish Church Missions;

fiermons; and other works.

CHEETHAM, Samuel (1827—). An Eng-
lish divine and theologian of the Established

Church, Archdeacon and Canon of Rochester. He
was born at Hambleton, educated at Christ's

College. Cambridge, and was fellow there in 1850

and assistant tutor in 1853-58. From 1863 to

1882 he was professor of pastoral theology at

King's College, and from 1879 to 1882 Arch-

deacon of Southwark. He was an editor of the

Dictiotiarif of Christian Antiquities (1875-80),

and published: A History of the Christian

Church During the First Six Centuries (1894) ;

The Mysteries, Pagan and Christian (1897) ; and
Medi<€'val Church' History (1899).

CHEE'VER, EzEKiEL (1615-1708). An
American educator. He was bom in London,
but came to New England in 1637, and assisted

(1638) in founding New Haven, where he be-

came prominent as a deacon, a minister, and
especially as a teacher. He also taught in

Ipswich and in Charlostfln, and was at the head
of the Boston Latin School for thirty-eight

years. He prepared the Accidence, a Short In-

troduction to the Latin Tongue, which was used

as a text-book for more than a century, and
wrote Siripture I'rophecien Explained.

CHEEVEB, Gkorce Barbell (1807-90). An
American Congregational clergyman. He was
born in Hallowell, Maine, and graduated at

Bowdoin College in 1825, and at the Andover
Theological Seminary in 1830. Two years later

he was installed as pastor of a Congregational

church in Salem, Mass. The Unitarian contro-

versy attracted his attention, and he was an
eamest defender of the orthodox system. Tem-
perance also became a leading idea, and in 1835

he published in a Salem newspaper "Deacon
Giles's Distillery," a bitterly satirical allegory

which had a wonderful popularity. The author
was prosecuted and imprisoned a month for

libel. He then traveled for some time in Europe,

and, on his return in 1839, became pastor of

the Allen Street Presbyterian Church in New
York. He resigned in 1844, and from 1846 until

his retirement in 1867 was pastor of the Church
of the Puritans, New York. During the fierce

debate that preceded the Civil War, he was an
active and uncompromising anti-slavery advo-

cate. At an early age he began to contribute

to the North American Review, and later wrote
much for the Independent and the Bibliotheca

Sacra. Among his published works are: Studies

in Poetry (1830); Lectures oh the Pilgrim's

Progress (1843); Wanderings of a Pilgrim

(1846) ; Journal of the Pilarims at Plymouth in

1620 (1878) ; and Ood Against Slavery (1857).

CHEFOO. See CiiiFU.

CHEGGS. A market gardener in Dickens's

Old Curiosity Shop. He marries Sophie Wackles,

to the discomfiture of Dick Swiveller.

CHEHATiIS, A river in the southwestern
part of the State of W'ashington. It rises in

l.,ewis County, flows through Chehalis County,

and empties into Gray's Harbor after a course of

about 125 miles. The stream is navigable some
distance for light steamboats.

CHEIRANTHXJS, kt-r.in'thu3. See Wall-
flower.

CHEIROLEPIS, kt-r6l'$-pT8. See Chibolepis.

CHEIROMANCY, See Chibomancy,

CHEIROTHERIUM, kl'r6-the'rl-iim (Neo-

Lat., from Gk. x^^P, cheir, hand. + ^vpi<n>, thS-

rion, dim. of i?V> ther, beast) . The name given by

Dr. Kaup to the animal which produced the pe-

culiar hand-like impressions on the Triassic

rocks of this country and Germany. The re-

mains of the animal having been found and its

structure made out, this name has given place to

the more characteristic one of Labyrinthodon

(q.v.).

CHEKE, Sir John (1514-57). An English

scholar, one of the revivers of classical learn-

ing in England during the Sixteenth Century.

He was bom at Cambridge, June 14, 1514,

and became a fellow of Saint John's College

in 1529. While at the university he devoted

himself assiduously to the study of Latin and

Greek, particularly the latter language, then
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much neglected in England. When the first

legius professorship of Greek was founded in

Cambridge by King Henry Vlll., Cheke was
appointed to the chair. In 1544 he became tutor
to Prince Edward (afterwards Edward VI.),
whose elevation to the throne secured him wealth
and distinction. He became a member of Parlia-
ment in 1547, provost of King's College, 1548,
and was knighted in 1552.

When Mary came to the throne Cheke, being
a Protestant, was stripped of all his possessions
and after having been imprisoned tied to the
Continent. In 1550 he was seized in Belgium
by the agents of Philip II. of Spain and brought
back to England. Being now comjielled to choose
between the stake and the Catholic religion, he
accepted the latter. He died September 13, 1557.
Of his numerous writings, the most remarkable
is his translation of the Gospel of Saint Matthew,
edited by Goodwin (1843). Consult Strype, Lt/e
of Vheke (Oxford, 1821).

CHEKH (ch?K) LANGTTAaE AND LIT-
ERATURE. See Czech Language and Czech
LrrERATlKE.

CHE-KIANG, che'kMlng' (Chinese, crooked
river). A maritime and eastern province of
China, bounded by the province of Kiang-Su on
the north, the Pacific on the east, Fu-Kien on
the south, and Kiang-Si and Ngan-Hui on the
west. The Chusan Archipelago is also a part
of the province. It is the smallest of the
eighteen provinces, and one of the oldest and
most fertile parts of the empire, 34,700 square
miles in area. Drained by fourteen large

rivers (and the Yang-tse-kiang once had a
mouth here) and many smaller streams, it pro-

duces abundantly tea, rice, cotton, silk, wheat,
indigo, and other crops, while the forest and fruit

trees comprise every species known in eastern
China, so that the people have little need to im-
port materials for food or clothing. Its capital is

Hang-chow, the centre of the silk district, and
on the line of China's projected railway system.
Ning-po is the chief seaport. Other important
cities are Wen-Chau, a treaty port in the south,
and Hu-Chau in the north. In 1899 Italy at-

tempted to gain part of this province, but failed.

Population, in 1896, 11,843,000.

CHELAN, che'lSn, Lake. A serpentine sheet
of water in the Okanogan country, State of Wash-
ington, situated amid picturesque mountain and
glacier scenery (Map: Washington, El). It is

over 40 miles long and from 2 to 3 miles wide.
It is fed by the Stehekin or Pierce River, on
which are the famous Rainbow Falls, 300 feet

high, 3 miles above the entrance to the lake.

The lake drains at Chelan Falls into the Colum-
bia River. Stehekin, Moore, Johns, and Chelan
on its banks are sununer resorts. Steamers ply
on its waters, and there are fine angling and
shooting in the district.

CHELARD, she-lilr', Hippolyte Aivdb£ Jean
Baptiste (1789-1861). A French musician, born
in Paris. He studied under FiHis, and at the
I'aris Conservatory under Gossoc and Dourlen.
In 1811 he won the Grand Prix de Rome, and be-

came in Italy a pupil of Baini, Zingarelli, and
Paisirllo. His first opera, Jja casa d vendere
( 1815), was produced in Naples; but his second,
Macbeth (book by Rouget de Lisle), was not
brought out till 1827. Its failure discouraged
Chelard, who retire<i to Munich and rewrote the

entire work. In revised form it met with con-
siderable success, and its composer was appointed
(/'ourt Kapellmeister of Bavaria. In 1829 he re-

turned to Paris and opened a music store, but
upon its destruction in the Revolution of 1830
he returned to Munich. He conducted German
opera in London (1832-33), and in 1836 was
called to \\eimar as Kapellmeister of the Grand
Duke. His successful operas, Der Student
(1831); Mitternacht (1831); Die Hermanns-
schlacht (1835), his best work; Der Scheiben-
toni (1842), and Der Seekadett (1844), were all

produced in Germany. He died in Weimar. A
posthumous opera, L'Aquila romana, was pro-
duced in 1864 in Milan.

CHELIDONITJS, kel'i-do'ni-us, Benedictus
( ?-1521). A Benedictine monk. His true name
was Schwalbe ('a swallow'), of which the name
by which he is better known is a Graeco-Latin
punning translation. While in the abbey of
Saint Egidius, in Nuremberg, built by the Em-
peror Conrad III., in 1140, for the Scotch Bene-
dictines, he wrote, in 1511, the Latin verses to
Albert Diirer's cartoons on "The Apocalypse," the
"Passion of Christ," and the "Life of the Virgin
Mary," besides poems on his monastery and its

abbots. His love of learning earned him the
nickname 'Musophilus.' In 1515 he became abbot
of the Scotch Benedictine monasterj' of the Vir-
gin Mary in Vienna, and there he died, Septem-
ber 8, 1521.

CHELIUS, Ka'li-oos, Maximilian Joseph
VON (1794-1876). A German physician. He was
born in Mannheim, and was educated at the Uni-
versity of Heidelberg. He was professor of sur-
gery in Heidelberg from 1817 to 1864, where he
contributed greatly to the advancement of the sci-

ence. His more important w^orks include: Hand-
buch der Chirurgie (8th ed., 1858) ; Ueber die
Heilung der Blasen-Scheidenfisteln durch Kauter-
isation (1845) ; Zur Lehre von den Staphylomen
des Auges (1858).

CHELLEAN, shSl'ia'aN'. The designation ap-
plied by French archaeologists to the epoch repre-
sented by the oldest (Pleistocene) relics of man
in Europe, named from Chelles, in the Depart-
ment of Seine-et-Marne. The climate of the Chel-
l6an epoch was warm and humid, and the flora of

the Seine Valley was that of the Mediterranean
Basin. Man belonged to the dolichocephalic
Neanderthal type, and is supposed to have been
contemporary with the hippopotamus, rhinoceros,
and Elephas antiques. The fact of man's exist-

ence there rests on the occurrence in vast num-
bers of the leaf-shaped, chipped flint implement
calle<d by the French Chellt'an. Consult Mortillet,

Le Pr^historique (Paris, 1900).

CHELLES, shel, Jean de ( ? -c.l270). A
French architect and sculptor, famous for having
built and decorated the beautiful end of the south
transept of Notre Dame in Paris (begun in 1257),
with its sculptured nortal and rose window. The
contemporary chapels of the nave are also prob-
ably by him, and part of the old Louvre.

CHELMINSKI, ch^l-mln'skA, Jan (1851—).
A Polish genre and landscape painter. He was
bom at Brzostov, Russian Poland, and studied at
the Mtmich Academy and with Franz Adam.
Among his principal works are the following:
"Stag Hunt in the Time of Ixiuis XV.;" "Morn-
ing in the TTkniine:" "Huntsman on Horsebiiok;"
".\n Afternoon in Hyde Park. London" (1888);
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"Review of the First Cavalry Brigade by Prinoe
LuitpoM of Bavaria" (1888).

CHELMSFORD, clif^iDz'fCrd. The county-

town of Essex, England, at the conlluenee of the

ChelnuT and the Cam, 2(] niiles east-northeast

of London (Map: England, (Jl 5). The town
contains factories for making agricultural im-

plements and electric appliances, iron-foundries,

breweries, and grain-mills. Its chief trade is in

agricultural produce. It has large and itnportant

corn and cattle markets. Population, in 1901,

12,600. Chelmsford belonged to the Bishop of

London from Anglo-Saxon times to 1545. it was
a prosperous town under the Edwards.

CHELMSFORD, Fredkrick Augustus The-
8IGEU, second Baron (1827— ). A British general.

He was educated at Eton, and entered the army
at the age of seventeen. He served before Sebas-

topol and in the Indian Mutiny; was adjutant-

general in the Abyssinian campaign of 18(57-68;

and commanded the forces in the Kaffir and Zulu
wars of 1878 and 1871). He reached the rank of

general in 1888, and retired in 18U3.

CHELONIA, kMo'ni-& (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from lik. x*'' '•"''/, chelonf tortoise), or Testu-
DIKATA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from testudo, tor-

toise). An order of reptiles, having the body
prot<K!ted above and below by bony expansions
forming shields usually covered with homy
plates. It is the least variable of the reptilian

group, and eomj)rises the turtles, tortoises, ter-

rapins, carets, etc. See Tortoise and Turtle,
under which heads a description of fossil forms
will also be. found.

CHELSEA, cUVs^ (AS. Celchyp, Chalkport,
from crlc, clialk + hyp, port) . Formerly a subur-

ban village of London, England, on the north
bank of the Thames, four and one-half miles
southwest of Saint Paul's, and now a metropoli-

tan and Parliamentary borough of Greater Lon-
don (q.v. ). From the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth
Century it was a place of aristocratic habitation,

and is now the chief literary and artistic residen-

tial section of London. During the Nineteenth
Century George Eliot, Rossetti, and Carlyle, 'the

Sage of Chelsea,' were residents. The celebrated

Eanelagh and Cremorne (Jardens were situated

here. Bridges connect Chelsea with Battersea, on
the south bank of the river. Its features of note
are the Chelsea Hospital for Superannuated and
Invalid Soldiers, founded by Charles II. in 1682;
the Royal Asylum for Soldiers' Children; mili-

tary barracks; the old Church of Saint Luke's,

built in 1307-27, and one of the most interesting

of metropolitan parish churches ; the Sloane
Botanic Gardens; the London Water-works of

1772, and the 'Embankment,' a favorite riverside

promenade. Chelsea porcelain has been famous
since the Eighteenth Centun'. Population of

borough, in 18^1, 72.954; in 1901. 73,856. Con-
sult: Martin, Old Chelsea (London, 1888);
Beaver, Memorials of Old Chelsea (London,
1890).

CHELSEA. A city in Suffolk County, Mass.,
and a suburb of Boston, from which it is distant
2 miles, on the Boston and Maine Railroad
( Map : ^Massachusetts, E 3 ) . It is connected
with Charlestown by a bridge across the Mystic
River, and with Boston by ferry and steam and
electric railroads. The principal public buildings
are the court-house, city hall, the United States
naval and marine hospitals, soldiers' home, Fitz

Public Library, and Odd Fellows' and Masonic
halls. The city contains also Union Park and
public playgrounds, and a soldiers' monument.
Though Chelsea is principally a residential place,

it has manufactures of rubber goo<ls, woolens,
foundry and machine-shop products, shoe«, brass
goods, stoves and furnaces, tiles, pottery, etc. The
city owns and operates its water-works. The
government is conducted under a charter of

1894, revised 1899, which provides for a mayor,
elected annually, and a board of aldermen, the
majority of whom are elected at large for two
years, the remaining members being chosen an-

nually, one from each city ward. The board
of aldermen elects the city clerk, treasurer,

solicitor, auditor, assessors, messenger, clerk of

committees, and commissioners of sinking fund,
and, upon nomination of the exei-utive, all other
municipal officials. The mayor's clerk alone is

appointed by the mayor. The annual income of

the city is about $425,000: the principal expen-
ditures are: $35,000 for the police department,
$30,000 for tlie fire department, and $120,000 for

schools. Population, in 1890, 27,909; in 1900,

34,072.
First settled in 1626 as Winnisimmet, Chelsea

was part of Boston from 1634 to 1638, when it

was incoriiorated as a town under its present
name. Here, in May, 1775, occurred a sharp
skirmish between a body of British troops and a
thousand Americans under Stark and Putnam,
the latter being victorious. Chelsea was incor-

porated as a city in 1857. Out of parts of

Chelsea the present towns of Winthrop and
Revere were created. Consult Winsor, Memo-
rial H tutor)/ of Boston (4 vols., Boston, 1880-81).

CHELSEA. .\ town and countv-seat of

Orange County, Vt., 21 miles south by east of

the State capital, ^lontpelier (Map: Vermont,
E 6). It has manufactures of lumber and dairy
products. Population, in 1890, 12.30; in 1900,
1070.

CHELSEA CHINA. Chinaware made in
Chelsea, England, between 1745 and 1784. Its
leading marks are an anchor and triangle.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL. An asylum in Chel-
sea, England, for disabled and superannuated
soldiers. It was founded by Charles II., who
built the present building in 1082-92, on the site

of the College for Religious Controversy (Prot-
estant) founded by James I. in 1609. Originally
one day's pay per year and two in leap-year
were deducted from the pay of soldiers in ser-

vice in order to defray the hospital expenses.
This deduction, however, has long since ceased,

and the asylum is maintained by Parliamentary
grant and governed by a board of commissioners
appointed by the Crown, who are charged also
with the duty of awarding all pensions granted
by the British Government. The initial plan of
giving all pensioners accommodation in the
asylum has been necessarily abandoned, and,
with the exception of about 500 or 600, in-

valided soldiers are now out-pensioners. The
appropriations for out-pensioners in the year
1899-1900 was, in round numbers, £1,300,000, as
against £33,000 for in-pensioners.

CHELSEA VILLAGE. A former village,

now a part of New York. In the early part of

the Nineteenth Century it formed the farm of
Clement C. Moore, author of "'Twas the Night
Before Christmas," who, when on the point of

abandoning it on the ground of its distance from
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the city, was persuaded to sell it in building-
lots. The name is still in use by old residents,

and is preserved in Chelsea Square, l)etween

Twentieth and Twenty-first streets, and Ninth
and Tenth avenues, the site of the General Theo-
logical Seminary.

CHELTENHAM, chgl't'n-am ( village on the
Chelt I . A nninieipal and Parliamentary bor-

ough and fasliionable watering-place in Glouces-

tershire, England, eight miles northeast of the

city of Gloucester (Map: England, E 5). It lies

in a picturesque valley, on the Chelt, a small
stream which rises in the adjacent hills and flows

into the Severn. It is sheltered on the east and
southeast by a semicircle of the Cotswold Hills.

The town is regularly laid out and well built,

and has fine public promenades, gardens, ter-

races, and squares. Among its numerous
churches, the Parish Church of Saint Mary's, dat-

ing from the Fourteenth Century, is a fine

example of Gothic architecture. The town was
incorporated in 1876. It returns one member
to Parliament. The town authorities have shown
a desire to give it all modem improvements by
installing electric lighting, providing an excel-

lent water-supply and a modern system of

sewerage in connection with three large sewage
farms. They also maintain a public library, an
art school, baths, a cattle market, and slaughter-
houses. Cheltenham has become famous for its

colleges and schools, among which are the
grammar school (founded in 1574), Cheltenham
College, training colleges for school-teachers,
and many private schools. Its popularity, how-
ever, is chiefly due to its mineral springs, con-
sidered to be specially efficacious in cases of

dyspepsia and affections of the liver. In conse-
quence, such a large proportion of the resident
population consists of Anglo-Indians that the
to\NTi has been nicknamed 'Asia Minor.' The
Cotswold Hunt holds its meets here, and draws
many visitors during the hunting season. Ro-
man remains have been discovered on the site

of the town. It is mentioned in Domesday Book,
but it was not until the discovery of its mineral
springs, in 1716, that it began to rise into im-
portance. The visit of Gteorge III. in 1788 set
upon it the seal of fashion. Its growth in popu-
lation in the Nineteenth Century was very rapid.
In 1804 it numlH»red only 3000; in 1841 it had
increased to 31,000; in 1891 it was 47,121; and
1901, 4!>,439.

CHEMASH. See ABcii.toLOGY, American.

CHEMICAL FIRE-ENGINE. See Fire-
Eno ink.

CHEMICAL NOTATION, See Chemistry.

CHEMISTRY. The science of the various
material substances that are capable of exist-

ence, of their relations to one another, and of
the laws governing their various transforma-
tions.

The Na.me. The origin of the word chemistry
is uncertain. Chemia (or Chemi) is tlie old

name of EgA'pt, and as the art of making gold
and silver was first practiced in that country,
the firiviice of chemria ( x'//"^"» ) ma.V have meant
originally 'the science of Egypt.' * Later, how-
ever, at the time of the Alexandrian alchemists,
the word was used to denote some substance

;

and as, on the one hand, the word chemi moans
'black.' ami. on the other hand, the first step
in the transnnitation of metals is known to

have been a process of blackening, we conclude
that chemeia may at. that time have denoted the
'philosopher's stone'— i.e. the substance em-
ployed in the process of blackening the metals.
Similarly, in the form al-klmiya, the term is

used also by the early Arabic writers to denote,
not their art, but a substance employed in that
art. With them, however, the term was used
in much the same sense as the word al-iksir,

and this suggests another possible derivation.
The word j7;«ir is derived from the Greek xfrox
(f;7pof), which means dry. Possibly, then, the word
kimiyd may have been derived from the Greek
chymos {x^fi^), which means ZiV/uid; and while
at one time both iAr«ir and kimiya were used to
denote a substance, the words chymeia x^W^^)
and alchymy gradually came to denote the art
in which that substanc-e was employed, the sub-
stance itself (the philosopher's stone) retain-
ing only the name al-iksir.

The Branches of Chemistry. The facts of
chemistry have been grouped in a variety of
ways, either in the interests of research or ac-
cording to their usefulness in connection with
kindred sciences or with the arts. Hence such
titles as Animal, Vegetable, Medical, Astronom-
ical, Metallurgical Chemistry, etc., which in a
general way explain themselves. Chemistry
proper may be considered as comprising the 'fol-

lowing four branches: analytical, descriptive,
general, and applied. Analytical chemistry may
be defined as the art of determining the compo-
sition of substances : xmder the names of tecli-

nical analysis, physiological analysis, etc., many
of its methods form an important part of ap-
plied chemistry. Descriptive chemistry deals
with the chemical and physical characteristics
of substances ; it forms a record of the properties
of substances, which are arranged, for conve-
nience of reference or for didatic purposes, in
accordance with the principles of general chem-
istry. The two great subdivisions of descriptive
chemistry are inorganic and organic chemistrj-,
the latter dealing with the compounds of car-

bon, the former with those of all the other
elements. General chemistry includes theoreti-
cal and physical chemistry, which are usually
treated together ; theoretical chemistrj' com-
prises the laws of the composition and chem-
ical behavior of compounds; physical chemistr>"
treats of the physical properties of compoxuids, of
homogeneous mixtures, and of the physical
phenomena (thermal, electrical, etc.) accom-
panying the transformations of substances in

general. Applied chetnistry comprises all the
facts and methods of chemistry that find prac-
tical employment. The most important sub-
divisions of this branch are: (1) Biological
chemistry, including the chemical facts connect-

ed with physiological and pathological phenom-
ena in animals and plants; (2) agricultural
chemistrj', which deals with problems of rural
economy; and (3) industrial, technological, or
practical chemistrj', which deals with the uses of
cliemistry in the arts and manufactures.

The ^Iethods of Chemical Philosophy. Like
any other science, chemistry may use two dif-

ferent ways in discovering and demonstrating
its general principles. On the one hand—and
this is the surest way—a principle may l>e in-

duced from a large number of exi>erimental
observations; it is then nothing but the state-

ment of a gi>neral fact, and is termed an cm-
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pirical late. Thus, the principle of the conserva-
tion of matter is an empirical law. Perhaps this

law may suggest itself a priori; but as a law
of science it has been induced from facts es-

tal>lishcd by the balance. On the other hand,
there are problems which cannot be attacked
by cxiK-rlnient. Thus, the problem of the ulti-

mate structure of matter lies far beyond our
power of direct observation; j'et it is intimately
connected with the correlation of substances,
and therefore chemistrj' is compelled to consider
it for purely practical reasons. In cases of this

nature, chemistrj', like any other science, and
like speculative philosophy, makes some plaus-
ible assumption, termed a hypothesis. Like
speculative philosophy, it develops the hypothe-
sis, combines it, if necessary, with other assump-
tions, and thus builds up a theory. But at this

point, where speculative research reaches its

»on plus ultra, the work of the scinetist really
l>egins. The general principles forming part of

the theory are busily applied to phenomena capa-
ble of direct observation, and then, if their cor-

rectness is indicated by actual experiment, they
become theoretical laics. A scientific theory has
for its object, first, to correlate seemingly
different facts, and, secondly, to throw light on
the road of investigation and lead to the estab-
lisli'ment of new facts. Thus, the atomic theory
of chemistry has correlated the various chemical
substances with regard to their composition and
c<mstitution, and it has revealed the possible

existence of innumerable compounds many of

which have since been actually prepared—an
acliievement not imlike the discovery of Neptune
by theoretical astronomy.

SUBSTANCES.

The Chemical Elements. The ultimate de-

composition of all known forms of matter has
produced over seventy substances which could
not be further decomposed, and which are there-

fore regarded as forming the qualitative basis

of all things. None of the substances which we
term elements has been broken up into different

constituents or changed without gain of weight
into some other substance, in any of the innu-
merable processes ever employed by man. More-
over, spectroscopic study of the sun and the stars
fihows that the elements of the earth exist un-
deeomposed also in the heavenly bodies, in spite

of the high temperatures prevailing on many of
them. Of course it seems strange, and certainly
does not appeal to our imagination, that the
universe should be made up of several kinds of
matter essentially different from one another.
We should like to think of the elements as repre-

senting outwardly different forms of some pri-

mary matter pervading all space and making up
all things. As a matter of speculation, views
of this nature are even now held by many emi-
nent chemists, although no actual step has yet
been taken in the direction of making them
part of science. Yet the view that the chem-
ical elements are related to one another in some
mysterious way is supported not only by specula-
tion, but also by the fact, long known, that cer-

tain elements are quite similar in their proper-
ties. Chemists have well known for many de-
cades how very closely chlorine, bromine, and
iodine resemble one another. Sodium and potas-
sium, too, are so much alike that for most pur-
poses it makes no difference whether we use the
hydroxide of the one (caustic soda) or the

hydroxide of the other (caustic potash). A
large number of facts of this nature have been
systematizetl by Mcndelf-eff and Lothar Meyer,
who have shown (1809) that not only the ele-

ments just mentioned, but the rest of the ele-

ments, too, can be arranged in groups, the
members of which are quite similar in their
properties. This remarkable relation, extending
as it does to all the well-known elements, can
hardly be considered accidental; it must have a
cause, and that cause must lie in some hidden
relationship uniting the elements themselves,
and at the same time rendering them quite dis-

tinct from all other forms of matter—i.e. from
substances that can be decomposed by tJie ordi-
nary physical and chemical agencies. See Pebi-
ODic Law.
Chemical Compounds. The conception of the

qualitative unity of a chemical element defines
clearly the distinction l)etween elementarj' sub-
stances on the one hand and compounds and
mixtures on the other. The distinction between
a chemical compound and a mixture is not easy
to define precisely and generally. But l)efore

we proceed to formulate this latter distinction, it

may be well to consider two simple cases illus-

trating the formation of true chemical com-
pounds.

First, -when hydrogen and oxygen are mixed
in certain proportions at ordinary tem|)eratures,
a gas is obtained which still exhibits the prop-
erties of the two constituents, each of which be-

haves just as if the other was not present. If

the walls of the vessel containing them are por-
ous, both diffuse out, but the hydrogen diffuses

out more rapidly; and so it would be if the two
gases were confined in porous vessels separately.
Now, if we should apply to our mixture suffi-

cient heat, a remarkable change would suddenly
set in—an explosion would take place, the hydro-
gen as well as the oxygen would cease to exist as
such, and a new substance (water) would be
found in their place. By suitable methods (e.g.

by the use of a galvanic current) water may be
decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen ; but while
it exists as water, it has a set of properties all

its own, and docs not exhibit any of the prop-
erties of either hydrogen or oxygen.

Secondly, if finely divided iron and finely di-

vided sulphur should be carefully mixed in cer-

tain proportions and left at ordinary tempera-
tures for any length of time, the two would con-

tinue alongside each other, iron as iron, sulphur
as sulphur. A microscope would show two differ-

ent kinds of particles. A magnet would separate
out the iron and leave the sulphur. But, again, if

we should heat the mixture, a change would take
place, accompanied by an evolution of heat and
light, and, as a result, we would find a substance
(sulphide of iron) which has none of the prop-
erties of either sulphur or iron, although these
substances may be obtained fi'om it by suitable
methods of decomposition.

It is therefore clear that a chemical compound
is an 'individual' with properties peculiar to it-

self and different from those of its components:
in a mixture, each constituent retains its own
individuality, and may be recognized by its own
properties. A compound is invariably found to
be homogeneous, even if examined with a power-
ful microscope ; a mixture may be homogeneous,
as in the case of hydrogen and oxygen, or it

may be heterogeneous, as in the case of iron and
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sulphur. In separating the constituents of a
niixlurt', advantajie is taken of the differences in

tlieir properties—in the case of hydrogen and
oxygen, the difference in diffusibility ; in the case

ot'iron and sulphur, the fact that iron possesses

magnetic properties while sulphur does not. The
pro|>erties oftenest taken advantage of for sepa-

rating substances without destroying their in-

dividuality are volatility and solubility; and on
these are based, respectively, the processes of

distillation and crystallization.

When a sufficiently stable chemical compound
is subjected to one of these processes, and is

thus gradually divided into two or more por-

tions, the latter are qualitatively identical with
one another and with the whole. Thus, when
pure water is subjected to distillation, its com-
position remains unchanged while any portion

of it is being removed. The successive portions

of the escaping vapor, too, miLst have the same
composition—viz. that of pure water. Similarly,

in the case of pure alcohol, when part of a given

amount is removed by distillation, the portion

remaining undistilled, as well as the distillate,

cannot be anything but pure alcohol, and hence
cannot but have the same composition as the

liquid before the distillation. Quite different is

the case of mixtures. Let, for example, a liquid

made up of alcohol and water be subjected to

distillation, and let the process be discontinued
when a portion of the liquid has passed over.

The liquor remaining behind undistilled will

then be found to be much weaker—i.e. to con-

tain a greater proportion of water—than the orig-

inal liquor before the distillation. On the con-

trary, the escaping vapor will be found to con-

tain a smaller proportion of water than the orig-

inal liquor before the distillation. The reason is

mainly in the fact that water and alcohol are
not equally volatile in the mixture; and, of

course, the more volatile constituent—viz. alco-

hol—distills over more rapidly than w'ater, the
less volatile constituent. The process of dis-

tillation is very often actually employed by
chemists when it is required to ascertain whether
a given liquid represents a single compoimd or a
mixture. During crystallization, too, a single

substance must obviously remain unchanged.
T.et, for example, a given amount of magnesium
sulphate (Epsom salt) be dissolved in water
and allowed to crystallize; any portion of the
crystalline matter separating out must obviously
have the same composition as the given salt. On
the contrary, if every crystal of a given sub-
stance contains two or more different com-
pounds— say, magnesium sulphate and zinc
sulphate—then any portion crystallizing out
from the solution will be found to have a compo-
sition quite different from that of the given sub-
stance. The reason is mostly in the fact that
the constituent substances of a mixture are not
equally soluble in water; and. of course, the
less soluble constituent will tend to crystallize

out more rapidly than the constituent whose
solubility is greater.

It must, however, be remembered that certain
mixtures, too, retain their chemical composition
imchanged when divided into two or more frac-

tions by distillation or crystallization. Thus,
alcohol containing about 2 per cent, of water
will remain absolutely unchanged if divided into

fractions by distillation; each fraction will still

contain the same percentage of water. A cer-

tain mixture of water and nitric acid, and mix-
tures of certain other substances, are known to
behave in the same way. At one time these mix-
tures were actually taken to be chemical com-
pK)und3. This view, however, was discarded as
soon as it was shown that the composition of
such mixtures can be readily changed by chang-
ing the conditions under which the distillation

or crj-stallization takes place. If such a mix-
ture is, namely, distilled in an apparatus con-
nected with an air-pump, the temperature at
which the distillation takes place can be lowered
by lowering the pressure, and then the composi-
licm will l)e found to have changed considerably
if the liquid is examined after a part of it has
passed over. No such thing can be observed
in the case of a single chemical compound. Wa-
ter, for instance, may, by varying the pressure
with the aid of an air-pump, be distilled at any
ordinary temperature, yet its composition will of

course remain unchanged. See Distillation.

In accordance with the above consideratiMis,

a chemical compound may be defined as o homo-
geneous substance which can, by suitable meth-
ads, be .broken up into elements, but whose com-
position is not changed by fractional distillation

or crystallization carried out under variable con-
ditions of temperature. This definition is suffi-

cient for most purposes of theoretical and prac-
tical chemistry.

The Atomic Theobt. Once we have made cer-

tain that we will not, by insufficient definition

of our concepts, confound mixtures of substances
with isolated chemical compounds, we are ready
to undertake the investigation of compounds,
their physical and physiological properties, their
composition, and their constitution and reactions

—i.e. their chemical properties. Tlie physical
properties, such as color, crystalline form, solu-

bility in various solvents, the boiling or melting
point, etc., serve the purpose of readily identify-

ing known compounds. A knowledge of the
physiological properties of compounds is desir-

able, because compounds are often capable of
therapeutic action, and may, therefore, be used
in medicine. The theoretical chemist, however,
is interested in all such projjerties only inas-

much as they are manifestations of the intimate
nature of the compounds characterized by them,
and his principal aim is to find a precise expres-
sion for the dependence of properties on chem-
ical composition and constitution.

The composition of a compound is revealed by
chemical analysis, which shows ( 1 ) what the
constituent elements are (qualitative analysis)
and (2) in what relative quantities those ele-

ments are contained in the compound (quantita-
tive analysis). A remarkable law that governs
the quantitative composition of compounds be-

came kno^^'n about the beginning of the Nine-
teenth Century. This law, called 'the law of
multiple proportions,' may be enunciated in the
following form : Tliere is for every chemical ele-

ment a characteristic nimiber that represents its

combining weight ; and the composition of any
chemical compound may be represente<l either
by the combining weights of its elements or by
simple multiples of those weights. Thus, using
the combining weights as we know them at pres-

ent, we may state the composition of a few
compounds as follows: Carbonic oxide ia com-
posed of 12 parts of carbon and 16 parts of

oxygen; carbonic acid of 12 parts of carbon and
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32 pnrts of oxygen ; waUr of 2 parts of hydrogen

aind It) parts of oxygen.; niarMh gas of 12 parts

of carbon and 4 parts of Ijydrogen: olefiant gas

(ethylene) of 24 parts of carbon and 4 parts of

hydrogen, etc. The combining weights of the

three elements mentioned are, approximately:
carlnm, 12; hydrogen, 1; oxygen, 10; and it is

easy to see that in stating the composition of

our compounds we have been able to use either

these numbers or simple multiples of them. Dal-

ton was le<l to the discovery of this law by the

hyjMitlH'sis according to which all matter is made
up of 'atoms'— i.e. of minute particles incapable

of further subdivision. The atomic theorj', based

on this hypothesis, comprises the following as-

sumptions: The atoms of any given element are

identical; the atoms of dilferent elements are

different and have different weights; by the

force of chemical affmity several atoms may be

held in combination, forming a particle, or

'molecule,' of a compound, and very large num-
bers of molecules are necessary to make up even

the smallest amounts of compounds which we
are actually capable of handling. In accord-

ance with these assumptions, let M stand for

the numl)er of molecules making up a certain

amount of some compound containing two ele-

ments; and let the amount of the first element

in it be a, the amount of the second element h.

Let, further, A stand for the weight of a single

atom of one of the elements, and n stand for

the number of such atoms contained in a single

molecule of the compound. Then, evidently, the

weight a of the first element in the compound
equals M X n X A. Similarly, if A' stand for

the weight of a single atom of the second ele-

ment, and n' for the number of its atoms con-

tained in a single molecule of the compound,
then, evidently, the total weight h of the second

element in M molecules equals M X n' X A'.

We therefore have
a: &:: .Vn.l : Mn'A'
or, a-.h-.-.nA: n'A'

In case a molecule of the compound should

contain equal numbers of atoms of the two ele-

ments, then n = m', and hence

a:h:: A: A'

But these proportions tell lis that the weights

(a and 6) of the elements in a compound are

proportional either to the weighte of single

atoms (A and A'), or to multiples {nA and
n'A') of those weights. Thus the fundamental
law of chemical composition follows as a direct

conscqiience from, and is, hence, completely ex-

plained by, the atomic hypothesis, without which
it would be a mystery. The 'combining weights'

mentioned above in connection with our state-

ment of the law are seen, in the light of the

hypothesis, to represent the relative weights of

the atoms themselves, and are therefore termed
atomic loeights.

But while the fundamental assumptions of the

atomic theory thus establish a general relation be-

tween the quantitative composition of substances

and the relative weights of atoms, they do not

furnish a sufficient basis for determining, these

relative ^\1eights in an unequiAtx-al manner.
When we apply the above proportions to some
given substance—say, water—for the purpose

of determining the atomic weights of its ele-

ments, we find ourselves compelled to make some
additional assumption. Indeed, chemical analy-

sis shows that water contains 11.1 per cent, of

hydrogen and 88.'J imt ccul. of oxygen. We
therefore have

a:b = 11.1:88.9 = 1:8 (nearly)

and hence
nA: n'A':: 1: 8,

where A and A' are, resi^ctively, the weights of

single atoms of hydrogen and oxygen, while

n and n' are, resjM»ctively, the numbers of atoms
of these elements in a molecule of water. What
we are after is the ratio .1 : A'— i.e. the relative

weights of single atoms; but this we evidently

cannot find unless we assign some numerical
value to the ratio n: /»'. Dalton assunied that
a molecule of water is made up of one atom of

hydrogen and one of oxygen—i.e. n=^ n' =. 1,

and therefore he found
A: A'::\: 8,

i.e. an atom of oxygen is 8 times as heavy as

an atom of hydrogen. ( In reality, Dalton thus
obtained, for the atomic weight of oxygen, the

figure 6; but this was due to his imperfect knowl-
edge of the proportion of hydrogen and oxygen in

water )

.

Dalton's asstmiption was quite arbitrary. But
in subsequent years, as the substances known
grew numerous and complex, chemists began to

feel the want of some general theoretical prin-

ciple which would render arbitrary, and hence
confusing, assumptions unnecessary. Then Ger-

hardt and Cannizzaro enriched Dalton's atomic
theory by adding to it a principle which had
been enunciated by Avogadro as early as 1811,

but which had remained unemployed as long as

it was not urgently needed. According to Avo-
gadro, equal volumes of different gases contain

equal numbers of molecules if the temperatures
and pressures of the gases are the same. This
theoretical principle, and its use in determining
the atomic weights of the elements, have been

explained at some length under Atomic Weights
and AvoGADRo's Rule (qq.v.), and require no
further discussion here. Suffice it to state that

it forms part of the very foundation of the pres-

ent atomic and molecular theory, and that it is

involved in the discussion of most, if not all,

problems of modern chemistry.

A still further addition was made to the fun-

damental hypotheses of the atomic theory before

it attained its maximum of possibilities. This
last addition, gradually incorporated during the

second half of the Nineteenth Century, consists

of certain assum])tions concerning the combin-
ing forces of atoms, the number of such forces

peculiar to the atom of each element, and the

directions in which those forces act. (See below,

under Chemical Formulas : and see the articles

Valency; Carbon Compounds; and Stereo-
chemistry.) These assumptions, forming the

so-called 'doctrine of valency,' were adopted
mainly because of the necessity of explaining

the isomerism of organic compounds—i.e. the

fact that quite different compounds may have
exactly the .same composition. And it was
mainly when fortified by these assumptions that

the atomic theory enabled us to know compounds
before they have actually been found in nature

or in a chemical laboratory.

"But," says Ostwald, "it seems as if the adapt-

ability of the atomic hypothesis is near exhaus-

tion, and it is well to realize that, according to

the lesson repeatedly taught by the history of

science, such an end is sooner or later inevit-

able." In the future, he believes, chemists will
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speak a lanpuacro five from tlie atomic or any
other hypothesis, and based on nothing but ex-

perimental observations.

Chemical FoBMt;r.AS. In the notation based

on the atomic theory, the atoms of the several

elements and their relative weights are repre-

sented by symbols, such as H for hydrogen, O
for oxygen, C for carbon, etc.; H standing for 1,

O for' 10, C for 12, etc. (A list of elements,

with their symbols and atomic weights, may be

found in the article Atosiic \^'eigiits.) When
two or more elements combine chemically, their

atoms are assumed to become associated in

groui)s (molecules) without being in any way
changed. The assumption is based on the fact

that the elements of a compound can be re-

obtained from it in the free state, though we
do not know, of course, what really becomes of

an element when it combines with other ele-

ments ; for. as we have seen above, chemical com-
bination usually causes the properties of the ele-

ments to disappear more or less completelj'. In
accordance with the assumption, the formula of

a compound is made up from the symbols of its

elements. For example, the formula of carbonic

oxide is CO: that of carbonic acid is COj, etc.;

C denoting one atom of carbon, O^ two atoms of

oxygen, etc. The formulas at present used by
chemists are of three different kinds—viz. em-
pirical, molecular, and graphic.

An empirical formula, as the name suggests,

may be considered as involving no hypothesis
whatever; it is merely the simplest form in

which the composition of a compound may be
expressed in tenns of the atomic weights of its

elements. For example, analysis shows that
acetic acid contains fl parts of carbon, 1 part of

hydrogen, and 8 parts of oxygen ; or—what is

the same—12 parts of carbon, 2 of hydrogen,
and 16 of oxygen. Using the symbol C to repre-

sent 12 parts of carbon, the symbol H 1 part of

hydrogen, and the symbol O 16 parts of oxygen,
we may denote the composition of acetic acid by
the empirical formula CIIoO, which is nothing
but a symbolic expression of the results of

analysis.

But analysis also shows that certain other
substances have the same composition as acetic

acid ; for example, the well-known formaldehyde.
It is therefore clear that, in order to denote
their compounds in a definite manner, chemists
must employ fornuilas which express something
else besides composition. Now, Avogadro's hy-
pothesis leads to a knowledge of the relative

weight of the molecule of a compound, that
weipht being, namely, twice as great as the vapor
density of the comi>ound referred to hydrogen.
(See MoLECi'LES—Moi,Ecri.AR Weioiits.) So, to
compare acetic acid and formaldehyde, we deter-

mine their vapor densities, and as the vapor of

acetic acid is found to be .30 times as heavy as
hydrogen, and formaldehyde vapor is found to
be 15 times as heavy as hydrogen, we assign to
the acid the 'molecular weight' 60, and to the
aldehyde the 'molectilar weiglit' 30. On the basis
of this difference, we represent the two com-
pounds, respectively, by the fornuilas CjII.O, and
Cir.O. which have the total weights 60 and .30,

while the relative weights of the constituent
elements are obviously the same in both. For-
mulas like these, which denote not only the

relative composition of substances, but also their

molecular weights, are termed molecular formu-

las. In the case of formaldehyde, the molecular
formula, CHjO, happens to be identical with the

empirical formula, CH...O; in many other in-

stances, however, this is not so. A thing ex-

ceedingly important to remember is, that molecu-
lar formulas represent practically equal volumes
of substances in the gaseous (or dissolved) state,

under the same conditions of pressure and tem-

perature. See AvoGADBo's Rlle.
But even molecular formulas do not, in very

many cases, suffice to characterize fully the com-
j)ounds represented by them, for different com-
pounds may have not only the same composition,

but also the same molecular weight. Consider,

for example, the ethereal salt formed by the

action of formic acid on wood alcohol. Tliis

compound, called methj'l formate or methyl-
formic ester, has precisely the same composition
as formaldehyde and acetic acid, and precisely

the same vapor density as the latter. It must
therefore be represented by the same molecular
formula as acetic acid:

CjH^O, C,H,0,
Acetic a«ld Methyl formate

To differentiate compounds like these, chemists

use graphic or structural formulas. Such for-

mulas represent compounds as different because

the atoms are differently combined within their

molecules, though the kind and number of atoms
are the same. To exhibit these differences of

combination, chemists employ the assumptions
of the doctrine of valency. They assume an atom
of hydrogen to be always 'univalent,' because
as a rule it is incapable of holding in combina-
tion more than a single atom of another ele-

ment; they assume an atom of carbon to be

•quadri-valent' because in marsh gas, CH„ they

find it combined with four atoms of hydrogen,

and for other reasons of the same nature; and
they assume an atom of oxygen to be 'divalent'

because in water, H2O, they find it combined
with two atoms of hydrogen. With the aid

of these assumptions, symbolized by dashes

('bonds') linking together the atoms, they rep-

resent acetic acid and methyl formate, respec-

tively, by the following graphic formulas:

H H

O
I

0=C

H-O-H
I

H
Acetic acid

H—C-H

I

0=C
I

H
Methyl formate

The differences between the two formulas are

obvious ; thus, the formula of methyl formate
shows one of its oxygen atoms as linking to-

gether two carbon atoms, while in the formula
of acetic acid the corresponding oxygen atom
links a carbon atom to an atom of hydrogen.

An explanation of the principles used in deter-

mining which of all graphic formulas possible

in a given case should be assigned to the com-
pound under consideration may be found in the

article Carbon CoMPoi'Nns. To determine the
'chemical constitution' of a compound means to

determine its firnpiiic formula; for the latter cor-

responds with, and is therefore a simple expres-

sion of, its most important chemical properties.

Graphic formulas often have an abbreviated
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form ; the dashes are omitted, the atoms are

oombiiKHl into groups, and these are written so

tlmt their relative arran^Muent in the mole-

tiile may be. evident. Such abbreviated expres-

sions are usually en)j>l(>yed, for convenience'

sake, in preference to the full graphic formulas.

Thikt, acetic acid is represented by the formula
('H,.C'0.()H (or simply CH,C()OH, or CH,CO,H) ;

methyl formate is represtMited by the formula
H.Cd.OCHj; etc. Remembering the valencies pe-

culiar to the constituent elements, the chemist

has no drfliculty in reconstructing the graphic

formulas from abbreviations of this kind. There
is, however, another kind of constitutional for-

muhis, which may be described as incomplete, or

imperfect, because they are made up of atomic
groups which can be represented, not by only

one, but by two or more different graphical

schemes. Such formulas are assigned to com-
pounds when we do not know enough about their

chemical nature.

MiXTUKKS. We have seen in a preceding para-

graph that while the properties of a chemical
compound are quite different from those of its

constituent elements, the properties of a mix-
ture are made up by the alligation of those of the

components. This is true in the case of all gaseous
mixtures, and one of the general laws of gases

is that the pi-essure in a vessel containing sev-

eral gases is equal to the sum of the pressures

that would be exerted by them if each was iso-

lated in a similar vessel (Dalton's law). But in

the case of homogeneotis ('physical') mixtures
in the solid or liquid state, the principle of the

'additivity of properties' is only a rough ap-

proximation, for in such mixtures the properties

of each component are often considerably affected

by the presence of the other components. A class

of mixtures whose theory forms one of the most
important chapters of physical chemistry will

be discussed in the article Solution.

TRANSFORMATIONS.

We have seen above that when heat is applied

to a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen, or to a
mixture of powdered iron and sulphur, changes
set in which result in the formation of entirely

new substances—water and sulphide of iron

respectively. Changes of tliis kind are termed
chemical reactions. On the other hand, there

are changes of matter that are much less pro-

found in their character and involve neither the

disappearance of the given nor the formation of

new chemical substances. Such changes (mostly
changes of state) are termed physical trans-

formations. Thus, for example, the mere evap-

oration of water may be spoken of as a physical

transformation, because liquid water and water
vapor are chemically identical. The science of

chemistry deals with physical as well as with
chemical transformations, mainly because the

former often influence and accompany the latter.

Following are the laws governing the various
transformations of matter:

(1) Conservation of Mass. Xo transforma-
tion is known to involve gain or loss of the
mass of matter. When, for example, a candle
burns up in the air, its material is not lost ; it

merely combines with the oxygen of tlie air to
form two invisible products—water vapor and
carbonic acid; but tliese, too, are matter, for
they have weight, and their mass is precisely

equal to the original mass of the candle, plus the
moss of oxygen consumed. Hence the inductive

principle known as the law of the indestructi-

bility or conservation of mass. A strong argu-

ment in favor of this law is found in tlie fact

that in spite of the violent processes undoubted-
ly taking place in tlu' sun, its weight has not in

the least changed within historical tiiiicM; for

an appreciable change in tlie mass of the .sun

would have involved a change in the length of

the day, and such a change is positively known
not to have taken place. Of course, the main
evidence in favor of the principle of conservation
is presented by the innumerable quantitative

processes actually employed by chemists. Be-

sides, accurate investigations have been insti-

tuted for the s{H'cial purpose of testing the pre-

cision of the principle, and have invariably failed

to prove it incorrect.

(2) Conservation of the Elements. Xo
transformation is known to involve the transmu-
tation of one chemical element into another.

Combining this with the preceding principle, w«
get what is known as the law of conservation of

the elements. According to this, no transforma-
tion involves gain or loss of the mass of each of

the chemical elements, and hence, while an ele-

ment may exist either free or in a state of

chemical combination with other elements, its

total mass in the universe is unchangeable.

(3) Combining Quantities. While we can
mix substances in any desired proportion, chem-
ical combination can only take place between
certain definite relative quantities, which de-

pend on the nature of the reacting substances.

Thus, hydrogen and oxygen combine in the pro-

portion of 1 part by weight of the former to 8
parts by weight of the latter; or, what is the

same, they combine entirely when the volume
of hydrogen is twice as great as the volume of

oxygen (oxygen is 16 times as heavy as hydro-

gen). If, instead of these relative quantities,

we should mix, say, 1 part by weight of hydrogen
with 9 parts of oxygen, we would still find that
only 8 parts of the latter have combined with all

of the hydrogen into water, and that 1 part of

oxygen has remained uncombined ; the case

would be analogous if, instead of an excess of

oxygen, we employed an excess of hydrogen.
Hence, the conception of 'combining quantities.*

Early in the Nineteenth Centur\% Gay Lussae
discovered a remarkable fact—viz. that the rela-

tive combining volumes of gases can in all cases

be expressed in the form of simple arithmetical
ratios. We have just seen that hydrogen and
oxygen combine in the ratio of 2 volumes of the
former to 1 of the latter ( the product is 2 volumes
of water). In the case of the reacting pair, hy-
drogen and chlorine, the ratio is still simpler, 1

volume of hydrogen combining with 1 volume of

chlorine (the product is 2 volumes of hydro-
chloric acid). It was this general fact that sug-

gested to Avogadro his celebrated hypothesis, in

accordance with which we explain the fact that
2 volumes of hydrogen react with 1 of oxvgen,
by saying that every 2 molecules of the fJrmer
react with every 1 molecule of the latter.

Chemical Eqi-ations. The three principles

just stated are expressed symbolically in those
equations which chemists use to represent the
^arious reactions of substances. Take, for ex-

ample, the equation representing the combustion
of marsh gas—that is, its combination with
oxvgen—viz.

:

CH, 4- 2O2 = CO, + 2H5O
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The symbols CH,, 20i, CO2, and 2H,0, represent,

respectively, certain relative weights of marsh
gas, oxygen, carbonic acid, and water; and the

sign of equality denotes that the total mass of

the carbonic acid and water yielded is precisely

the same as the total mass of the marsh gas
sind oxygen that have disappeared as such. Simi-
larly, the fact that the total number of C's, H's,

and O's is respectively equal in the two mem-
bers of the equation reminds us of the principle

of conservation of the elements. Further, CH4,
Oj, COj, and HjO represent equal volumes of the
four substances, and hence the equation expresses
that 2 volumes of oxygen are required to bum
completely 1 volume of marsh gas, and that
the products of the combustion are a volume of

carbonic acid equal to that of the marsh gas
burned and twice that volume of water vapor.

Reversible Reactions. In mathematics, the
members of an equation can always be trans-
posed at pleasure, and a = 6 may as well be
written b ^ a. Not so in chemistry. A chem-
ical equation represents not merely an equality
of quantities, but an actual reaction of sub-
stances. And if, for example, marsh gas and
oxygen react to form carbonic acid and water, it

does not by any means follow that carbonic acid
and water will react to form marsh gas and
oxygen, which would be expressed by the above
equation if written in the form

CO2 + 2H,0 = CH, + 2O2
There are, however, reactions that can actually
be reversed. For instance, ordinary ethyl alco-

hol and acetic acid react to form ethyl-acetic
ester and water. But ethyl-acetic ester and
water also react to form ethyl alcohol and acetic
acid. In this case we are, of course, justified in
writing the equation in either of the following
forms:

C,H,,OH + CH,CO,H = CH,CO,C,H, -f H,0
Alcohol Acetic acid Ester Water

CHsCO^CjHj + H^O = C^.OH + CHjCO^H
Ester Water Alcohol Acetic acid

Reactions of this nature are termed reversible
reactiofis, and are now denoted by expressions in
which the sign of equality is replaced by two
arrows pointing in opposite directions. Thus,
the reactions just mentioned would be represent-
ed as follows:

C,H,OH + CHaCO^H^ CH,C0,C,H5 + H,0
Alcohol Acetic acid Ester Water
The investigation of reversible reactions has re-

sulted in the establishment of the so-called law
of mass action, which is at the basis of modem
chemical statics and dynamics. This will be dis-

cussed at some length in the article Reaction.

TiiEKMOCHEMicAL Equ.\tions. Every given
quantity of matter carries with it a certain quan-
tity of energy. Heat being a form of energy, it

is clear that the hotter the body the greater its

energv'. To cool it, we must abstract some of its

heat by bringing it into contact witli some cooler
body ; and tJien, by determining the rise of tem-
perature in the latter, we can leam how much
energy the hot body has lost. But while we can
thus readily find out how much more energy a
body contains at one temperature than at an-
other, we have no way of telling liow much
energy it contains altogether, for we have no
way of abstracting its energy entirely. Never-
theless, we know that different substances gen-
erally contain different amounts of energy, even

if their temperatures are precisely the same.
This is plainly shown by the fact that different

substances have different 'specific heats'—that
is to say, that different amounts of heat are re-

quired to cause an equal rise of temperature in

equal masses of them.

Now, since during chemical reactions the given
substances disappear as such and new ones arise

in their place, it is evident that chemical reac-

tions must be accompanied by either evolution
or absorption of heat. For, like the mass of

matter, a quantity of energy can be neither de-

stroyed nor created out of nothing, by a chem-
ical or any other transformation. If the orig-

inal reacting substances contain more energy
than the products of the reaction, the reaction

will cause some energy to be given off; thus,

hydrogen gas and oxj'gen gas contain much more
energy than the water vapor that may be formed
from them, and hence their combination (the
'burning') sets free much energy in the form of

sensible heat. Precisely the same amount of
energy would, on the contrary, be taken up if

water were decomposed into its elements, hydro-
gen and oxygen. Reactions in which energy is

given off are called exothermal reactions; those
in which energy is taken up are called endother-
mat reactions. It must not be thought, however,
that transfers of energy are involved in chemical
reactions alone. Thus, the evaporation of water
is a purely physical transformation, and yet it

involves the absorption of much heat. For this

reason, if a chemist wishes to ascertain how
much energy has been given off or taken up in

a given chemical reaction, he must make a
thorough study of the physical changes accom-
panying the reaction and of the transfers of
energy caused by those changes. In this respect

the most important form of physical change is

the dissolution of solids in liquids, especially in

water, because many important reactions take
place in aqueous solutions.

The above considerations make it evident that
the chemical equations discussed in preceding
paragraphs are really incomplete ; for they repre-

sent transformations of matter without st<iting

what changes of energy accompany them. When-
ever, therefore, questions of energy are of mo-
ment, whether in theoretical discussions or in

problems dealing with foods, fuels, etc., chem-
ists use a more complete form of equations—viz.

'thermoehemical equations.' In writing these,

Ostwald has adopted the following notation

:

Gases are denoted by their chemical formulas
inclosed in parentheses; solids by their fonnu-
las inclosed in brackets ; liquids simply by their
formulas; substances dissolved in a great deal
of water by the symbol Aq (i.e. aqua, water)
affixed to their chemical formulas. Thus, (H;0)
denotes water vapor; [HjO] denotes ice; HjO
denotes liquid water; KClAq denotes potassium
chloride in very dilute aqueous solution. Ost-
wald also proposes to denote the energy taken
up or given off during reactions in t«>rms of
kilojoulcs, denoted by the symbol J. One kiln-

jcule (= 10000000006 ergs) 'is the same as 230.1
calories, a calorie being here the amount of hent
required to raise by 1° C. the teniperature of

one gram of water of 18° C. For example, the
neutralization of hydrochloric acid by potash in

dilute solution, which is ordinarily represented
by the equation

HCl + KOH = KCl + HA
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would be denoted thermochemically in the follow-

ing form:
HC'lAq -f KOlIAq = KClAq + 57.3J.

In tliis manner the thermueheuiieal notation

gives brief, complete, and prifiiie expression to

all tl>e important facts connected with the truns-

formatiims of matter. The nunilwr of kilojoules

represents the total amount of energj' given off

or taken up, whether all that energy is in the

form of heat, or part of it is in the form of

mechanical work, light, or electricity.

HISTORY.

Ancient Histoby. The history of ancient phi-

loRophy records certain theories of matter, which
have had a directing inlluence on chemical

thought during later centuries. The most im-

portant ideas date from the Fifth Century B.C.

Emj>ed<K'les (c.4!)0-30 B.C.). who may have de-

rived his views from the ancient philosophers of

the East, held that air, water, earth, and fire

are four elements unrelated to one another and
forming the basis of the universe. Aristotle

(B.C. .S84-22) added a fifth element, ouaia

(oixjiaV a purely spiritual substance pervad-

ing tfie infinity of space. During the Middle
Ages not a little energj' was lost in researches

after this 'fifth essence,' which, by confusion of

ideas, came to be regarded as a fifth elementary
form of matter. To Aristotle the material ele-

ments were not altogether different from one an-

other, but were forms of a primary substance

diff'erentiated by projwrties—as dry, moist, hot,

cold—that were not essential to its nature. Hence,

later, the alchemists' attempts to turn metals
into one another, crowned by the belief that such

transmutations cannot be efi"ected by any knowTi

means. The atomic conception dates from Democ-
ritus (c.400-370 B.C.). who held that all bodies

are made up of the atoms of one and the same
tiubstance, and that the differences exhibited by
the various forms of matter are due entirely to

differences in the size and shape of their atoms.

It is hardly necessary to state that if this unde-
veloped idea of Democritus had not furnished

a suggestion that led to the building up of a
u.seful chemical doctrine, it would deserve no
mention in the historj* of science. It is thus
clear that the ancients did nothing directly

toward the building up of a science of chemistry.

Indeed, how much chemical knowledge can we
expect to find in an age when a man like Aris-

totle did not hesitate to assert that a vessel will

hold as much water if filled with ashes as when
empty?

However, the ancients knew some facts and
processes which lie within the .scope of modern
chemistry. Most of that knowledge was gained
empirically by the Egj'ptians, and was by them
communicated to the Jews and Phoenicians, and
later to the Greeks and Romans. The metallurgy
of gold, silver, copper, iron, lesid, tin, mercury,
and perhaps zinc, and the preparation of certain

alloys, were known at quite an early date. The
Egj'ptians had highly developed the art of mak-
ing glass and of coloring it by means of certain

metallic oxides, and many extant specimens of

Eg^•ptian pottery are beautifully enameled in

various colors. The art of dyeing fabrics with
the aid of mordants had likewise been developed

at an early date, and many mineral and organic
coloring matters were kno\\-n to the Egyptians,
Phoenicians, and Jews. The Egyptians were also

probably the first to employ substances for

medicinal purposes.

Alchemy. Egypt was the birthplace of al-

chemy, the pretended art of making gold and
silver from base metals, lia.si'd on su])erfi8ial ob-

servation and the erroneous interpretation of

phenomena, this pseudo-art subsequently ab-

sorbed the attention of men for many centuries

(see Alchemy), and rendered seientilic progress,

and hence the development of the UHcful arts,

impossible. Thus, tlie arts of metallurgy and of

dyeing remained through the Middle Ages prac-

tically what they had been in Egypt long before

the beginning of our era. Nevertheless, in their

fantastic search after the philosopher's stone,

the alchemists discovered methods of preparing
many new substances, perfected many processes

of manipulation, and thus slowly paved the way
for the future investigator. Bismuth and anti-

mony, sulpliuric, hydrochloric, and nitric acids,

the chloride and the carbonate of ammonium,
the nitrates of potassium and silver, compounds
of mercury, antimony, and arsenic—these and
many other important substances were first pre-

pared and their properties were first studied by
the alchemists. Of course, the interpretation of

known facts was absurd, based as it often was
on the most groundless assumptions—for in-

stance, the assumption that most substances and
certainly all metals contain sulphur. As to the

compounds of carbon, the alchemists did hardly
anything toward laying a foundation for future

organic chemistry, although they learned to con-

centrate aqueous acetic acid by distillation and
to prepare a few metallic acetates, and were
familiar with certain reactions, such as the
transformation of ordinary alcohol under the

influence of sulphuric acid, the formation of cer-

tain esters, etc. A nxmiber of substances de-

rived from the organic world were also used for

medicinal purposes ; but it was not until the
beginning of the 'iatrochemical' period that the

art of preparing substances began to be looked
upon as a handmaid of medicine. Alchemy prop-

er had only one great object in view—to en-

noble the base metals and to prolong life in-

definitely—and this remained the principal aim
of some of the best men even to the close of the

era of iatrochemistrj', and even the scientific

achievements of more recent times have not suf-

ficed to banish the fancy completely.

Iatbochemistby (Gk. mrpAf, iatros, physi-

cian). The first great iatrochemist was Para-
celsus (1493-1541), who taught that the aim of

chemistry was the preparation, not of gold, but
of therapeutic agents. Adopting a view cur-

rent among alchemists prior to his time, he held
that, everj'thing being composed of sulphur, mer-
cury, and salt, if the amoimt of any of these
happens to rise above or fall below the normal in

the animal body, the result is a condition of

disease. Hence, disease must be combated by
chemical means. Paracelsus therefore devoted
himself to pharmacy and medical chemistry, and
soon became famotis through the many happy
cures that he actually succeeded in effecting.

Unfortunately the advent\irous life that he led,

and his gross lack of modesty, aroused suspicion
in many, and the bitterest opposition among the

more conser\ative members of the medical pro-

fession, and obscured his fame and greatly di-

minished the sphere of his influence. Neverthe-
less, his great work was accomplished; pure
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alchemy had received at his Iiands the first

|»o\verful blow, pliarniacy had been firmly linked

to chemical science, and medicine had been
aroused from tlie torpor of many centuries.

Following in the steps of Paracelsus came
Turquet de Mayerae (1573-1G55), Andreas Liba-

viiis ( ?-lGlG), Oswald Croll, Adrian van Myn-
aicht, and the great Van Helmont (1577-1644).

Van Helmont not only realized that the processes

of life, in health and disease, are largely dependent
upon chemical changes, but he abandoned the ar-

bitrary assumptions of Paracelsus concerning the

chemical basis of the animal body, and his keen
•experimental researches imparted a powerful im-

pulse to the development of scientific metiicine.

Equally, if not more, important was his recogni-

tion of the fact that there may be other gases

than air, and that atmospheric air, carbonic

acid, liydrogen. marsh gas, and sulphurous acid

may l>e quite different from one another. In cer-

tain special cases he also succeeded in showing
that substances are not lost, either qualitatively

or quantitatively, when they enter into chemical
combination, and that they may be retobtained

entirely from the resulting compounds. Yet he
believed in the possibility of making gold, and
amcHig the absurdities found in his writings is

the assertion—strange to relate—that mice may
be spontaneously produced in buckets filled with
soiled linen and wheat flour! But if the spirit

of the time j^ermitted such beliefs, so much
more wonderful must apiiear the scientific pene-
tration of his genius, so much more deserved is

his place among the best names of both chem-
istry and medicine. Other important names in

connection with iatrochemistry are those of Syl-

vius (1014-72) and Tachenius. Sylvius was
the first to grasp the similarity between the
processes of respiration and combustion, and,
recognizing the distinction l)etween arterial and
Tenous blood, he understood that the bright
color of the former was due to the action of air.

Digestion, too, he considered as a purely chem-
ical process. His pupil, Tachenius, was the first

clearly to recognize that salts are substances
formed by the luiion of acids and bases; he
studied the composition and properties of many
substances, invented a number of interesting
qualitative tests, and even subjected a few re-

actions to quantitative investigation, determin-
ing, for instance, the gain of weight involved in

the oxidation of lead.

The age of iatrochemistry marks a great peri-

od in chemical history. During this period, for
the first time, we find many thoughtful men
making an endeavor to free themselves from the
preconceived ideas of the past, and to approach
nature in a critical spirit and with a curiosity
purely scientific. With iatrochemistry was thus
born the possibility of chemical progress. But
this is not the only thing for which mankind is

indebted to that period. For, wliile the iatro-

chemists were preparing the first material for
the very foundation of future chemistry, others
were busy developing industries which have since

become afTiIiated to our science. Foremost
among these men were Agricola, Palissy, and
-Glauber. Georg Agricola (1490-1555) rendt're<l

great services to mining and nietallurgj*, intro-

ducing rational scientific methods into the former
and jwrfecting many of the processes of the latter.

His splendid treatise on metallurgy, in which
these processes were described for the first time.

Vol. IV.—M.

long remained the standard work on its subject*

Besides, he introduced a practical system for the
classification of minerals, based on their physical
properties, such as color, hardness, etc. Bern-
hard Palissy (c.1510-8!)), considering worthless
and ridiculous the efforts of alchemy, devoted
himself to experimental research in ceramic art,

and invented a number of valuable methods of
coloring and enameling articles of pottery.

Johann Rudolf Glauber (1604-68) improved
many processes of dyeing, and prepared a num-
ber of useful salts, including sodium sulphate
("Glauber's salt'), the chlorides of zinc, tin, ar-

senic, copper, lead, and iron, the nitrate of am-
monium, tartar emetic, etc. He even succeeded
in gaining some insight into the rationale of cer-

tain processes; but this did not prevent him
from adhering to the most fantastic absurdities
of alchemy to the very end of his life. In con-
nection with tlie iatrochemical period, reference
must finally' be made to the wonderful develop-
ment of the art of making articles of glass, and
to the rapid progress of the liquor industry,
which had only been founded toward the end of
the Fifteenth Century—i.e. a short time before
the commencement of the period. As to scien-

tific pharmacy, we have already stated that its

beginning coincides with that of iatrochemistry,
and it is hardly necessary to add that the latter
enriched it with many new preparations, and
with a knowledge of the medicinal properties of
substances already known.
About the middle of the Seventeenth Centurj',

iatrochemistry came to a sudden decline. That
this had to happen sooner or later is clear, if

we consider that a true medical chemistry could
not possibly flourish before, on the one hand,
chemistry itself was placed on a sound basis,

and before, on the other hand, anatomy and
physiology had attained a stage of serious de-
velopment. The iatrochemists had evidently
misdirected their efforts, and if we should in our
present structure of chemistry mark the parts
established by them, we would find that their
lasting contributions were verj' few. The his-

torical importance of the period is chiefly in the
fact that witli it came a revolution against tra-
ditional errors and a change in the direction of
research.

The Forerunners of Chemistry. In the
Seventeenth Century we find the Englishman
Robert Boyle (1627-01) grasping truth with an
insight unprecedented, and in many respects
not yet surpassed. Boyle understood that chem-
istry must be treated as an indej)endent science—i.e. primarily without reference to applications
of any sort, and that only in this, manner could
the relationships between chemical phenomena'
projH'r be discovered. He maintained that chem-
ists should consider as an element only a sub-
stance which, in spite of exhaustive actual ef-

forts, they have not succeeded in discomposing.
And even this methml, though necessary and suf-

ficient for the purjKJses of science, he <iid not re-

gard as proving the elementary nature of a sub-
stance absolutely l)eyond doubt. Still, he was
inclined to consider the metals as elements, and,
l)roving experimentally that the pro<lucts of the
destructive distillation of wood are compoimd,
he refuted tlio opinion—then generally prevalent
—that dry distillation breaks up substances into
their elements. He further defined the distinc-

tion between a chemical compound and a mix-
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ture; the properties of n clieniical compound, he
maintained, lire (juite diiFerent from those of its

components, while in a mixture eueh cons4^itucnt

retains its characteristic proi>erties practically

unaffected. Above all, he earnestly warned chem-
ists against adopting hypotheses and general

theories « priori. Theories are necessary; but
unless they are generalizations cautiously made
from observed facts, they may be dangerously
misleading.

Boyle's views are now accepted universally.

Had he grasped and succeeded in spreading
abroad one more idea—viz. the absolute neces-

sity of quantitative investigation—he would have
doubtless become the founder of the science of

chemistry—that is to say, with him would have
commenced the epoch enlightened by truth and
free from fundamental errors. This he did not
accomplish ; nor was it possible to accomplish
it before the characteristics of gaseous matter
came to be known better than they were in his

day. And so it came about that chemists failed

to appreciate his great warning against hypothe-
ses tliat are not rigidly correlated with facts,

adopted a belief in a fiery 'phlogiston,' and thus
created a period of darkness that lasted a
century. It must be remembered that the im-
])ortant phenomena of what we now call oxida-
tion engaged the attention of chemists toward
the end of the Seventeenth Century and through
the entire Eighteenth Century. These phenom-
ena were explained by the supposed existence of

phlogiston, a substance which may have been
first produced in the erring mind of some al-

chemist, but the first clear reference to which,
under the name of terra pinguis, we find in the
works of Becher (1635-82). Stahl (16G0-1734)
named it phlogiston, endowed it with certain
imaginary properties, and used it as the basis
of a doctrine which was soon accepted through-
out the civilized world.

To give a clear and precise account of this, as
of any other erroneous doctrine, is a matter of
considerable difficulty. For when ingenious men
are dominated by error, they usually mold it

into a variety of forms in their efforts to give it

the appearance of truth and render it consistent
with itself. The phlogistians handled their hy-
pothesis with much dexterity. Yet their thought,
lacking the character of quantitative precision,
was weak; for quantitative conceptions, while
already mastered by the physicist, were still in a
state of confusion in the mind of the chemist.
Distinguishing clearly between the absolute
weight of bodies and their specific gravity, we
have no difficulty in understanding that although
water vapor is lighter than air, its addition to a
given body must increase the weight of the lat-

ter, because water, whether liquid or vaporized,
has weight. Stahl believed that the conversion
of a 'calx'—i.e. a metallic oxide—into metal was
caused by the addition of phlogiston. He knew
that the conversion was accompanied by a dimi-
nution of weight ; but from this fact he only de-
duced that phlogiston must be 'lighter than air,'

failing to grasp that such an addition may make
a body lighter in the sense of producing a sys-
tem of lower specific gravity, but must neces-
sarily make it heavier in the sense of increasing
its absolute weight. It is more probable, how-
ever, that Stahl understood this in a general
way, but thought that the metals had a lower
specific gravity than their calces. At least, Junc-

ker, a pupil of Stahl's, asserts this about mcUils
and calces as a matter of fact, although lioyle
had long since shown experimentally that the
specific gravity of metals is really higher than
that of their calces. Much more extraordinary
is the conception that we find in the writings of
Guyton de Alorvcau, Macqucr, and otiicrs, who
tauglit that phlogiston had less than no nvight

!

Stahl conceived of phlogiston as a fiery prim-iple,
'materia aut principium ignis, nan ipse ignis.'

Seeing that charcoal bums up completely, and
is capable of producing metals by adding itself,

as he thought, to their calces, he considered char-
coal as made up almost entirely of plilogiston.

Cavendish, knowing that 'inllammable air' is

given off when metals are dissolved in acids,
adopted the view that that inflammable air
(hydrogen) was phlogiston, witli which metals
part on coming into contact with acids. An in-

convenient fact in connection with tiie phlogistic
theory was that combustion, including the trans-
formation of metals into calces, could only take
place in the air. Stahl and his followers referred
to this fact as if it were quite natural that if

phlogiston was to be absorbed from metals there
must be a medium capable of absorbing it.

There were thoughtful men, however, who would
not be satisfied with explanations of this kind.
Boerhaave, whose Elementa Chemiw (1732)
served for many years as the standard text-book
of chemistry, taught distinctly that the conver-
sion of metals into calces involved the absorp-
tion of something from the air. Tliis he deduced
by combining the fact that the presence of air
was necessary with the fact that the conversion
involved increase in weight. The latter fact he
even freed from an erroneous explanation at-
tached to it by Boyle, who had thought that the
increase in weight was due to absorption of heat
during calcination; by the use of the balance
Boerhaave showed that metals have precisely
the same weight when glowing hot a.s when cold,
and thus proved that heat has no weight. So
near the truth were some. Yet none rose to
combat the phlogistic theory, and all—even
Boerhaave—were dominated by it more or less.

Two things were necessary to make away with
phlogiston: First, a clear knowledge of some
of the ordinary gases; secondly, a clear quanti-
tative knowledge of some of the ordinary chem-
ical transformations. The gases in question are
carbonic acid, oxygen, and air. As to quanti-
tative chemical knowledge, it can, of course, be
acquired only by the use of the balance. Car-
bonic acid was known since the time of Van
Helmont; yet chemists were not sure but that
it might be impure air, until Joseph Black iso-

lated it and demonstrated its properties in 1755.
Bergman completed the study of this gas in
J 774. The presence and properties of oxygen
were suspected by Boyle, Mayow (1669), Boer-
haave, and others; but it was first actually iso-

lated by Priestley and Scheele in 1774. The nitro-
gen of the air was isolated by Rutherford in
1772. It must be remarked here that the ap-
paratus and manipulations of 'pneumatic chem-
istry' were gradually perfected by Boyle, Hales,
Moitrel d'Element, Black, and Priestley, the lat-

ter having invented the method of collecting
gases over mercury, which rendered possible the
i.eolation of gases that are soluble in water. But
the precise demonstration of the composition
of gases, the introduction of the systematic
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use of the balance, are due to the founder
of quantitative chemistry—the French physi-
cist and chemist Lavoisier.

But before we proceed to narrate the further
progress of chemical philosophy, it remains to
enumerate briefly the most important achieve-

ments of chemical technology during the reign
of phlogiston. In spite of its fundamental error,

chemistry was making fairly rapid progress, and
this naturally told, on the industries. Boyle and
Kunkel improved many metallurgical processes
and the manufacture of glass. The manufacture
of iron and steel owed valuable improvements
to the researches of Bergman, Gahn, Rinman,
and Rf'aumur. Stahl, Scheele, Hellot, JIacquer,
and others introduced new dyestuffs and im-
proved many processes of dyeing. The prepara-
tion of zinc was improved by Marggraff, and its

manufacture on a large scale was commenced at
Bristol in 1743. The manufacture of sulphuric
acid was commenced by Ward at Richmond ; and
in 1746 lead chambers were first introduced by
Roebuck. In 1747 ^MarggraflF discovered sugar in

beets ; however, the sugar industry was not bom
until the beginning of the Nineteenth Century.
Piarly in the Eighteenth Century (1703) Bottger
was accidentally led to the invention of porce-
lain, and its manufacture commenced at Meissen
in 1710; but the processes were kept secret, and
the manufacture was confined to ileissen until
Reaumur rediscovered them by systematic re-

search, and finally, in 1769, great porcelain
works were established also at Sevres, near Paris.
In the course of the period many substances were
introduced as therapeutic agents, and Scheele
discovered a number of important compounds
of carbon.

Modern Chemistkt. If, after we have become
accustomed to think of modem chemistry as
founded in the latter part of the Eighteenth
Century, we take up the writings of phlogistic
chemists prior to that time, we may be greatly
surprised to find that our general principles were
not at all imknown to them. They certainly be-

lieved in the indestructibility of matter, and
some of them described molecules and atoms in
much the same way as we describe them at the
present day. And yet their knowledge cannot be
rightly considered as constituting a science.

Their abstract speculations were very keen : their
knowledge of chemical facts was quite extensive;
but that mathematical correspondence between
abstract principles and concrete phenomena
which alone constitutes science did not exist.

And .so, even when the properties of gases were
Tio longer unknown, all chemical knowledge re-

maine<l in a state of confusion, and elements
continued to be considered as compounds, com-
pounds as elements, combinations aa decomposi-
tions, and decompositions as combinations, until
the work of establishing the scientifie corre-
spondence was begun by Lavoisier.

Endowed by nature with a keenly critical
mind, Lavoisier acquired the habit of'quantita-
tive thinking by early training in mathematics
and physics, and by subsequent association with
some of the most brilliant mathematicians and
physicists of his time. As early as 1770 we find
him solving a problem of chemistry by a purely
quantitative method. It was known, namely,
that when water is kept boiling for some time in
a glass vessel, there is formed in it an earthy
deposit; it was therefore believed that water

could be converted into 'earth.' Lavoisier heat-

ed water in a glass vessel, weighed the vessel be-

fore and after the operation, and found that
the vessel plus the deposit after the operation
weighed exactly as much as the vessel alone
weighed before. He thus proved that the earthy
deposit came, not from the water, but from
the glass of the ves.sel. In 1772 he turned the
same quantitative method of experimenting and
reasoning to the conversion of metals into calces,

and in 1774 published the following observation:
When metallic tin is heated in a .sealed retort
full of air, it becomes transformed into its calx

;

the weight of the sealed retort with its contents
is exactly the same after the reaction as before;
if the retort is now opened, air rushes into it

and the weight is increased ; the increase is equal
to the difference in weight between the calx
formed and the mass of metallic tin employed.
From this Lavoisier concluded that the trans-
formation of tin into its calx involved the ab-
sorption of air, and that phlogiston had nothing
to do with the phenomenon. It also became evi-

dent to him that the balance of precision could
serve the chemist no less than the telescope
ser\'ed the astronomer, and that the principle
of indestructibility, which could and should be
established experimentally, ought to be at the
basis of all chemical reasoning. When Priestley
and Scheele discovered oxygen, they thought that
it was this constituent of air that was capable of
absorbing phlogiston from metals : Lavoisier
demonstrated that it was this constituent of air
that combined with metals to form calces. He
recognized that the same gas combined with
sulphur, phosphorus, charcoal, and other com-
bustible substances, and as he regarded the result-
ing compounds as acids, he gave to the gas the
name oxygen (from the Greek ofif, oxys, acid,

and yev-/)^, gems, producing), and adopted the
view that it was an indispensable constituent of
all acids (this view was discarded half a century
later). Carbonic acid he recognized as a com-
pound of carbon and oxygen, and when Caven-
dish found that the sole product of the combus-
tion of hydrogen in oxygen was water, Lavoisier
understood that water was not an element, but
a compound of hydrogen and oxygen, and had
no difficulty in determining its quantitative com-
position. Carbonic acid and water he also showed
to be the products of the combustion of organic
substances, and soon he recognized that respira-
tion, too, was a process of organic combustion.

Logical and consistent as Lavoisier's method
appears to the unprejudiced mind, it failed to
appeal to some of the most eminent men of his
time. Thoroughly accustomed to the inverted
principles of the phlogistic doctrine, those men
adhered to them as firmly as fanatics will ad-
here to an absurd creed, and some of them, in-

cluding Priestley, himself the discoverer of oxy-
gen, died believers in phlogiston. Nevertheless,
I.avoisier lived to see the light of his system
spread over the entire scientific world, and
turn chaos into order. He had established a
rigid correspondence between the law of inde-

structibility and chemical transformations, and
had thus built the first bridge between an ab-

stract principle and the world of chemical phe-

nomena. The concept rlenirnt was now correctly

applied to oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, sulphur,
phosphorus, and the metals then known in the

free state; the concept compound was correctly
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applied to water and the oxides of the metals.

True enough, in his list of elements (1787)
Lavoisier included also light and heat and the

compounds potash, soda, and lime; on the

other hand, ne considered the element chlorine

as a compound containing oxygen. But this did

not interfere with further progress. The first

bridge of chemistry was finnly established, and
the lingering errors were rectified (mainly by
Sir Humphry Davy) early in the Nineteenth
Century. The development of another corre-

spondence—viz. that between the hypothesis of

the atomic constitution of matter and the quan-
tilalive composition of substances—was already
noted in a preceding section of this article. Here
it may be obsen'ed that the law of multiple pro-

portions was first "discovered by Richter ( 1762-

1807), and that Proust (1754-1826) continued
Richter's researches and clearly demonstrated
the law in course of a controversy with Berthol-

Ict. Dalton (1804) re-discovered the law de-

ductively and then proved it experimentally; he
was thus the first to establish a rational connec-

tion between the old atomic hj'pothesis and the
facts of chemical composition.

After the relation between the known metals
and their oxides was established, Lavoisier him-
self, and others, began to suspect the true na-
ture even of oxides whose metals were not yet
known in the free state, and attempts began to
be made to decompose these oxides so as to iso-

late their metallic elements. About the begin-

ning of the Nineteenth Century, Sir Humphry
Davy (1778-1829) undertook to investigate the
effect of the galvanic current on chemical com-
jiounds. In 1807-08 he succeeded in decompos-
ing caustic potash and caustic soda, obtaining
from them the metals potassium and sodium.
About the same time Seebeck similarly decom-
posed the oxides of calcium, barium, strontium,
and magnesium, obtaining these metals in the
form of their amalgams—i.e. combinations with
mercury. From these amalgams Davy isolated

the metals themselves and gave them their pres-

ent names. From the metals Davy turned his

genius to the non-metallic elements. Chlorine,
known since 1774, remained unrecognized as an
element, and was generally considered as the
oxide of hydrochloric acid. In 1811 Davy clear-

ly demonstrated its elementary nature; and
when, soon afterwards, Courtois discovered io-

dine, Davy showed that this substance, too, so
similar to chlorine, must be considered as an
clement. Davy also was the first to demonstrate
clearly the elementary nature of nitrogen, and
even of fluorine ( from the similarity of hydro-
fluoric to hydrochloric acid, and of the fluorides
to the chlorides), although the latter element
was not yet known in the free state, and re-

mained \mknown until 1887. The value of
Davy's contributions can be readily appreciated
if we remember that the substances he was deal-
ing with are among the commonest in the entire
range of chemistry, and if we imagine how much
confusion would suddenly ensue in all depart-
ments of the science if we were to forget their
existence or their true nature.

Dualism. On the basis of his electrolytic in-

vestigations, Davy also constructed an electro-

chemical theory which was subsequently modi-
fied and extended by Berzelius. According to
Davy (1807), when the atoms of different ele-

ments come into contact, they become charged

with the opposite fonns of electricity, by whose
attractive force they are held togetlier, c(m»titut-

ing chemical comjKtunds. Berzelius's theory was
as follows: The atom of each element does not
become charged with electricity on coming in

cimtact with other atoms, but i« charged, wheth-
er combined with other atoms or not. With re-

spect to the electrical charges of tlieir atoms,
the elements form an 'electro-chemical order,*

oxygen being the most electro-negative, potas-

sium the most electro-positive, and hydrogen di-

viding the electro-negative from the electro-posi-

tive elements. All bases are produced by the
combination of oxygen with electro-positive, all

acids by the combination of oxygen with electro-

negative elements. Yet basea and acids are not
altogether neutral ; in tlie former positive elec-

tricity, in the latter negative electricity, pre-

dominates. This is why bases and acids show no
mutual chemical indifference, but combine to
form salts. When the terminals of a sufliciently

powerful galvanic battery are immersed in the
solution of a salt, the base of the latter is at-

tracted more strongly by the negative terminal
than by the acid, and the acid is attracted
more strongly by the positive terminal than
by the base ; hence electrolysis ensues, the base
being deposited on the negative, the acid on the
positive, terminal. In brief, Berzelius main-
tained ( 1 ) that oxygen is an indispensable con-

stituent of bases, acids, and salts; (2) that
bases, acids, and salts have a dual constitution,

each being made up of an electro-positive and an
electro-negative part; (3) that chemical affinity

is nothing but the mutual attraction of opposite
forms of electricity. In the first of these prin-
ciples Berzelius followed Lavoisier, for years re-

fusing to accept Davy's view that chlorine and
nitrogen were elements, and that their com-
pounds with hydrogen— namely, hydrochloric
acid and ammonia— although respectively an
acid and a base, contained no oxygen. The
structure of the entire theory became somewhat
shaky when the correctness of Davy's views was
finally recognized by all, including Berzelius him-
self (1820). Nevertheless, Berzelius, and with
him the entire chemical world, continued to ad-
here to the electro-chemical theory, and thus a
strictly dualistic conception of compounds con-
tinued to reign in the science. The thirties, how-
ever, brought much new evidence against Ber-
zelius's principles. First of all it was recog-
nized that electrolysis breaks up a salt, primarily
not into two oxides, but into a free metal and
an acid radicle. For example, potassium sul-

phate is broken up, primarily not into K2O and
SOj, but into K, and the radicle SO,. This made
it evident that sulphuric acid was not SO,, but
HjSO, (i.e. SO3 chemically combined with HjO),
because the SO4 radicle was seen to be the true
acidic compound of potassium sulphate. Two
important conclusions thus thrust themselves
upon chemists: (1) An acid is not a binary
compound of oxygen with an electro-negative
element, but a combination of hydrogen with an
electro-negative radicle; (2) a salt is not a com-
pound of two oxides (e.g. K.O.SO,), but a com-
bination of a metallic element with the electro-

negative radicle (e.g. SO,) of an acid. The
first of these conclusions, together with Davy's
discovery that hydrochloric acid contained hy-
drogen but no oxygen, indicated that not oxy-
gen, but hydrogen, is an indispensable com-
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ponent of acids, and this view was further

strengthened by Graham's and Liebig's classical

studies of the so-called polybasic acids. But so

profound was Berzelius's belief in dualism, and
so great was his authority, that the electro-

chemical theory still continued to stand, and the

conclusions just pointed out were not generally

accepted for some years. The final blow to dual-

ism came from the young organic chemistry, in

which the electric theory had been applied as

generally as in the inorganic branch of the
science. About the middle of the thirties Lau-
rent and Dumas made a series of important dis-

coveries showing that chlorine and other ele-

ments could be substituted for the hydrogen of or-

ganic compounds, and that the nature of the lat-

ter was thereby affected very little. But if part of

the nmlecule of a compound can combine with
either of such electrically different atoms as
those of hydrogen and of chlorine, then there is

no reason for believing that that part is essen-

tially either electro-positive or electro-negative,

and hence there is no reason for believing that
every compoimd is made up of two electrically

opposite parts. The more evidence to this effect

was brought forward, the more bitterly old Ber-
zelius adhered to the electro-chemical theory.

But finally it became evident to all that, as
Liebig wrote, "the wheel of time cannot stand
still," and "Berzelius is fighting for a lost

cause ;" and thus, toward the end of the thirties,

electro-chemical dualism was overthro-ft-n. As
a result of their struggle against dualism, chem-
is^ls then fell into the opposite extreme, and
adopted a purely unitary view of chemical com-
bination. The molecule of a compound wa.s

conceived to be a composite unit somewhat like

tlie solar system, in which the planets are held
together by mutual attraction, but which does
not by any means consist of two essentially dif-

ferent parts, endowed with two opposite forms
of energy. Such unitary views of combination
are still prevalent in chemistry to-day. But
''the wheel of time cannot stand still," and re-

cent years have forced upon us theories which
make us feel that extreme unitarism is just as

inadequate as extreme dualism. The elements
certainly differ in their electrical properties, and
chemists have even succeeded now in expressing
tliose differences mathematically. Electricity,

while not identical with the energy that causes
the mutual attraction of atoms, is yet certainly

one of the factors determining that attraction.

At present, however, it is impossible to tell what
compromise between chemical unitarism and
electro-chemical dualism will ultimately be
adopted.

Obganic Chemistry. When the general prin-

ciples of chemistry were established, and the
atomic hj'pothesis had lent to the science a keen
|»ower of penetration, it became possible to ap-
proach the world of organic matter with the hope
of shedding some light upon its mysterj'. Since
then organic research occupied chemists almost
exclusively during a greater part of the Nine-

teenth Century, and the result of that inquiry
has been not only a vast store of empirical

knowledge of organic compounds, but also a set

of general principles that have strengthened the

theoretical basis of the science, and have led to

some of the great industrial achievements of

modem times.

Early in the Nineteenth Century it was uni-

versally believed that organic substances could
not be produced without the agency of the 'force

of life.' Whether therie is such a distinct 'force,'

and what its relations may be to the measurable
forms of energy, we do not know as yet. But
we do know that organic compounds can also
l>e produced by chemical agencies alone, without
the intervention of anything else. For chemists
have actually succeeded in building up from their
elements many thousands of compounds that
occur ready formed only in the organisms of

animals and plants. The first of such compounds
reproduced in the laboratory was urea, which
Wohler made artificially in 1828. The old be-

lief, however, lingered, some chemists contend-
ing that urea could not be looked upon as a true
organic compound. But when Kolbe synthesized
acetic acid in 1845, and when other indisputably
organic compounds were made from their ele-

ments, then all agreed that there was no essen-

tial difference between organic and inorganic
compounds, and that the former were nothing
but the compounds of carbon. At present many
dyestuffs, drugs, and perfumes, which could once
be obtained only from plants, are made artificial-

ly on a large scale, and so are many valuable
carbon compounds that are not known to occur
ready formed at all.

While the belief in an indispensable force of
life thus delayed for a time the progress of

chemical synthesis, chemists early directed their
attention to the problem of molecular constitu-

tion. Berzelius was led to this problem by his

electro-chemical theory. But in the twenties
facts became known which made its study an
imperative necessity also from a purely prac-
tical standpoint. Not small was the surprise of

chemists when Gay-Lussac and Liebig found,
in 1823, that silver fulminate had precisely the
same composition as silver cyanate. Two years
later, Faraday discovered a volatile liquid hydro-
carbon that had precisely the same composition
as ethylene gas. Berzelius first thought it un-
wise to abolish, on the evidence of a few facts,

what had seemed an axiom—viz. that two dif-

ferent compounds cannot possibly have the same
composition. But when he discovered that race-

mic and tartaric acids, too, had the same com-
position, he realized that the character of a sub-

stance must depend not only on its composition,
but also on its constitution—i.e. not only on the
kind and number, but also on the arrangement
of the atoms in its molecule. Thus was born that
^reat problem of modem chemistry—to deter-

mine the constitution of substances from the
standpoint of the atomic hypothesis.

In 1832 Liebig and WJihler made an important
discovery: A series of compounds allied to ben-

zoic acid were transformed by them into one an-

other, and through all the transformations a
group of atoms (made up of carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen), which they named 'the benzoyl
radicle,' remained unchanged ; the molecules of

benzoic acid, benzaldeHyde. l)enzamide, and ben-

zoyl chloride, contained that radicle in common,
as if it were a single atom of some element. The
discovery of benzoyl was followed by Liebig's

discovery of ethyl, a radicle common to ordinary
alcohol and ether, and by Bunsen's discovery of

cacodyl, which is possessed in common by several

compounds of arsenic. The discovery of radicles

was obviously the first step toward a knowledge
of the constitution of compounds. But almost
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from the beginning the idea of radicles became
HAsocinted with certain other ideas that could
not Ih? maintained in the light of more knowl-
edge, lierzelius sululividod organic radicles, like

the elements, into electro-positive and electro-

negative. On the other hand, it was generally
e.\i)ected that radicles would eventually be iso-

lated and thus constitute a series of simple com-
])ound8 whose molecules would bear the same re-

lation to the substances of organic chemistry
as the atoms of the elements bear to the com-
pounds of inorganic chemistry, liut when the
electro-chenjical theory was overthrown, while
attempts to isolate radicles remained fruitless,

the opinion began to spread that the theory of
radicles had made of organic chemistry a science
of imaginarj' substances, and, hence, the sooner
the theory was abolished the better for the young
science. But how, then, were organic compounds
to be correlated? A solution of this problem
was suggested by Dumas in 1839. Continuing
his researches on the substitution of different
elements for one another in organic compounds,
Dumas found that in acetic acid hydrogen could
be exchanged for chlorine, and that the resulting
compound ( trichlor-acetic acid) was very much
like acetic acid itself. Similar facts had already
been observed, since 1834, by himself as well as
by Laurent. It now occurred to Dumas that. in
correlating their substances chemists could be
guided solely by the phenomena of substitution.
.Acetic acid and its chlorine-substitution product
obviously belong to the same 'type,' and similar
relations e.\ist between other substances as well.
If, therefore, the phenomena of substitution were
investigated in connection with organic com-
pounds in general, the result would be a group-
ing of compoiinds free from all hypothesis, but
based on and exhibiting clearly their natural
relationship. Such were, in nuce, Dumas's views,
on the basis of which the celebrated 'thexjry of
types' was gradually built up in course of the
fourth and fifth decades. The most important
contributions to the theory were made by Ger-
hardt, Wurtz, Hofmann. and Williamson. Ger-
hardt realized that Dumas's ideas were worthy
of being developed, but he also realized that this
could not be done without the aid of the idea
of radicles. No objection could be raised against
the latter idea, once it were freed from all un-
necessary associations, especially from the belief
that radicles were unalterable substances capable
of independent existence. To sav that ben-
zoyl chloride, C7H5OCI ; benzoic acid, CtHbOj;
and benzamide, C7H7ON, contain in common the
benzoyl radicle—i.e. the group of atoms CtHbO—
was only to express what was evident from their
formulas. On the other hand, the recognition
of radicles must obviously lead to the discovery
of the relationship of compound, and thus, to-
gether with the phenomena of substitution, guide
in grouping compounds in accordance with the
idsa of types. In 1849 Wurtz and Hofmann
discoA-ered a series of compounds that bore an
unmistakable resemblance to ordinary ammonia,
and could be considered as ammonia in which
one or more hydrogen atoms were replaced by
radicles. They proposed to group them together
as Itelonging to the 'ammonia type.' In 1850
Williamson showed that alcohols, ethers, and
acids could be referred to the 'water type.' Or-
dinary alcohol, for instance, whose formula is
CjHjO, could be considered as water, 11,0, in

which one hydrogen atom has been replaced by
the ethyl radicle, CJIi. Ordinary ether, C,H,„0,
could Ik> considered as water, 11,(), in which two
hydrogen atoms have been replaced by two ethyl
radicles, ether being thus (C,ll.,)iO. Acetic
acid, CjH^Oj, could l)e considered as water. HjO,
in which one hvdrogen atom has been replaced
by the radicle "CJIjO. Now, ether, (C,H,),0,
was obtained from alcohol, CM.}\0, by the use
of dehydrating agents. Williamson therefore
held, by analogy, that it ought to 1h? possible to
transform acetic acid. Cll.O.HO, into a com-
pound, (Cjr,0),0. When, in 1852, Frankland
actually succeeded in effecting this transforma-
tion by the use of dehydrating agents, the use-
fulness of the type theory was demonstrated.
For nothing is more striking proof of the value
of a theorA' than its capacity for revealing un-
known facts. To the types ammonia and water
Gerhardt added the types hydrogen and hydro-
chloric acid, and for a time it seemed that all

organic compounds could be grouped under these
four simple tj7>es. It was soon found necessary,
however, to introduce the idea.s of 'condensed
types.' like the condensed water type, (HjO)^
'mixed types,' and the type marsh gas, CH^. In
course of the fifties the type theory thus gradu-
ally became less and less simple, and, hence, less

and less valuable for the purpose of correlating
organic compoimds.
Meanwhile an idea of inestimable value had

thrust itself upon chemists. Inspecting the typ-
ical formulas of compounds, they could not help
noticing that certain radicles (e.g. methyl, CH,,
or ethyl, CjHj) were capable of replacing each
a single atom of hydrogen ; others were capable of
replacing each two atoms of hydrogen, etc. In other
words, some radicles were seen to be equivalent to
an atom of hydrogen; others had double its com-
bining capacity, etc. Hence the idea of the
valency of radicles and atoms. Like most other
general ideas, that of valency was not new. In
a vague and more or less specialized form it may
be found in the researches of Berzelius, Graham,
Liebig, and others; and Frankland, who first

clearly enunciated it, in 1852, justly points out
that it was probably a vague recognition of the
valency of radicles, as exhibited by the facts of
substitution, that gave birth to the theory of
tj'pes. Frankland's statements, however, at-
tracted no attention. In 1858 KekulC and
Couper independently developed the same idea,
the latter proposing to symbolize the combining
capacity of different atoms by the dashes now
generally employed in graphic formulas. Ke-
kule called attention to the quadrivalence of
the carbon atom, as shown directlv bv compounds
like the following: CH„ CH^CL'CHjCU, CHC1„
CCl,; or indirectly by such compounds as COj,
COCL. In the former compounds a single atom
of carbon is seen to be equivalent to four atoms
of hydrogen, and a single chlorine atom to a
single atom of hydrogen, which is also shown by
the formula of hydrochloric acid, HCl. In a
compound like COCL, the oxygen atom must
therefore be assumed to be divalent, and so it is

directly shown to be by the formula HjO. Ke-
kulC' soon came to the conclusion that in practi-

cally all organic compounds one carbon atom is

combined with a quantity of other elements
which is equivalent to four atoms of hydrogen.
This gave rise to a lively controversy, the critic

Kolbe especially maintaining that the valency of
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an element may not be the same in all of its

compounds. Kekul^'s view, however, was finally

accepted by all, and in 1860 chemists the world
over were busy determining the 'structure* of

organic compounds—a problem which has since

occupied the attention of a majority of them
almost exclusively. The theory of types, the
mother of structural theory, exhibited the radi-

cles of compounds, and thus explained those

cases of isomerism in which compounds are dif-

ferent because they contain different radicles.

Those further cases in which the radicles them-
selves are differently constituted it could not
explain. The doctrine of valency, showing the
different ways in which the atoms can be linked

in the radicles, has furnished a satisfactorj- solu-

tion of the problem of molecular constitution,

and has completely explained the fact that the

molecules of different compounds may be made
up of the same atoms. At first Kekule failed

to appreciate the full value of his own ideas. In
the very memoir in which he states the doctrine
of valency, he advances the view that this doc-

trine cannot by any means solve the problem of
the constitution of compounds; the old problem,
he thought, might possibly be solved some day
by physical chemistry. Perhaps he was not al-

together wrong. For now, after half a century
cf experience, organic chemists are beginning to
complain of the inadequacy of the structural
theory, even with its more recent development

—

stereochemistrj- (q.v. )—and to look forward to
some broader idea, that would correlate a larger
number of kno\\-n phenomena and permit of fore-

seeing a larger number of as yet unknown facts.

What that idea will be, no one can tell as yet.

General Ciiemlstry. The doctrine of valency
could not have come into existence if not for
the fact that toward the end of the fifties chem-
ists had learned the true atomic weights of the
elements. Without a knowledge of the true
relative weights of atoms, it would have been im-
possible to know their true number in molecules,
and, hence, impossible to know their true valen-
cies. Atomic weights were determined, calculat-
ed, and re-calculated ever since Dalton first es-

tablished the atomic theory. Dalton himself, as
.stated in a previous section of this article,

determined atomic weights on the basis of cer-

tain simple assumptions. Soon afterwards Ber-
zelius devoted hinisel/ to the problem with great
assiduity. From the law of combining volumes,
discovered by Gav-Lussac in 1808, Berzelius
inferred that equal volumes of gaseous elements
must contain equal numbers of particles. In
1819 .Mitsfherlich discovered the principle of
isomorphism. (See Atomic Weights.) Berze-
lius had carried out about two thousand analyses,
and had thus determined the relative quantities
of the elements contained in a great variety of
compounds. By combining the principle of iso-

morphism with that of equal gas«'ou3 volumes,
he was now able to calculate the atomic weights
of the elements. Now, his principle of equal
volumes was not quite correct. To him the par-
ticles of a gaseous element in the uncombined
state were isolated atoms. While he distin-
guished l)etween the particles of compounds and
the atoms of elements, he failed to distinguish
between the free particles of elements and their
atoms. That the particle of an element might be
made up of two or more single atoms, it would
have been impossible for him to admit; for, ac-

cording to his electro-chemical theory, only un-
like atoms could exist in combination with one
another. Avogadro's memoir of 1811, in which
more correct views on the subject had been ad-
vanced, therefore remained uimoticed, and Ber-
zelius's atomic weights were for years employed
by all. Xor were most of those figures wrong;
for in many cases Berzelius's error eliminated
itself, owing to the fact that the molecules of
the ordinary' gaseous elements are made up of
equal numbers of atoms. Knowing the true
atomic weiglits of the ordinary gaseous elements,
Berzelius was able to obtain correct figures for
many other elements, with the aid of the principle
of isomorphism and certain other principles that
need not be explained here. Thus, his figure for
mercury was 200, that for phosphorus 31, that
for sulphur 32—figures practically identical
with those accepted at present. In 1827, how-
ever, Dumas invented his celebrated method of
determining vapor densities, and undertook to
apply Berzelius's principle of equal volumes to
elements which are not ordinarily gaseous.
Finding that the vapor of mercury is 101 times
as hea\y as an equal volume of hydrogen, the
vapor of phosphorus 62.8 times, and the vapor
of .sulphur 96 times, as heavy as hydrogen,
Dumas concluded that the relative weights of
their atoms must be, respectively, 101, 62.8,

and 96, and not 200, 31, and 32, 'as Berzelius
thought. The error of Berzelius's principle
thus emerged in the results of Dumas. But
instead of rectif.ving the error of his prin-
ciple b.v introducing the concept of the mole-
cules of elements, Berzelius only concluded
that the principle was imreliahle. The result
Avas that chemists began to disagree as to the
true values of the atomic Aveights, and many
even abandoned the hope of ever knowing atomic
weights altogether, and decided to use nothing
but equivalents. These represented the Aveights

of elements that Avere capable of combining Avith,

or of being replaced by, unit Aveight of hydrogen.
For example, Berzelius's \\e\\ that an atom of
oxygen AA'as 16 times as heaAy as an atom of
hydrogen Avas abandoned, and as hydrogen com-
bined Avith 8 times its Aveight of oxygen, the lat-

ter Avas represented by its equiA'alent 8. But
the use of equiA'alents Avas not uniA'ersal, many
chemists using systems in Avhich the figures AAere

partlA' equivalents, partl.v atomic Axeights, and
thus for .vears great confusion reigned in chem-
ical notation, the true purpose of Avhich is to
aA-oid confusion by exhibiting the composition
of substances in the simplest and clearest pos-
sible manner. In the forties, Laurent and Ger
hardt became convinced that the progress of
knowledge in organic chemistry A\-as seriously
impeded by the lack of a consistent system of
atomic Aveights. Tlieir researches soon led them
to distinguish clearly betAveen the atoms and
molecules of elements, and to grasp the full

value of .AA'ogadro's principle for determining
the relntiA-e Aveiglits of molecules. With the aid
of this principle, Gerhardt foimd the true atomic
Aveights of the elements: and. in the latter part
of the fifties, his pupil Cannizzjiro demonstrated
dearl.A' the consistency of the principle Avith

all known facts. Thus was paA'ed the Avay for
the doctrine of A'alcncy. A few years later (in

1869) Mendeh'-eff and I^thar Meyer established
a remarkable connection betA\-een the properties
of the elements and their atomic Aveights (see
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Periodic Law), and thus the correctness of the
latU'r was vonlimird in a verj* Htriking manner.
The further progress of general chemistry has

been mainly in connection with the various sub-
divisions of physical chemistry, l)rief historical
accounts of which may be found under Reac-
tion ; SoLiTioN ; DisscK'iATioN ; Thermochemis-
try ; and Electrochemistry. See also the article
Laboratory.

Conclusion. In conclusion, we could not do
Itetter than emphasize, with Dr. F. W. Clarke,
the necessity of systematizjvtion of chemical re-

search. The birth of general scientific ideas may
be beyond control; but the search of empirical
knowledge, which must form the basis for all

generalizations, can and ought to be organized
instead of being left entirely to the inclinations
of individual investigators. Some organization
of restMireh has been realized at the German uni-
versities, with splendid results; and further or-
ganization is certain to yield an even more abun-
dant crop.
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CHEMISTRY, AoBicutTXTBAL. The branch of

clieniical stionce which deals with the problems
of the soil, the nutrition of plants and animals,

the composition of their products, and their

value as food for man and animals. Its field

borders on those of vej^etable and animal physiol-

ogy on the one hand, and of physics and geology

on the other; and in working out problems in

agriculture, the agric\iltural chemist has fre-

quently been led into these adjoining branches of

science. His work has, however, been essentially

chemical, and thus a quite distinct and well-

defined branch of chemical science has been
built up.

Hlstory. The first attempt to bring together
in a systematic manner the teachings of chem-
istry as applied to agricult\ire was made by Sir
Humphry Davy, in a series of lectures before
the British Board of Agriculture, early in the

Nineteenth Century (Elements of Agricultural
Chemistry, 1814). Davj' regarded the soil as
the source of all nourishment of plants, and he
announced the general principle that plant food
must be practically dissolved before it can enter
the organism of the plant. But while he and
his predecessors knew the value of certain ma-
terials for plant food, they did not know the
constituents wliich gave them this value. Oil,

for example, was long supposed to be one of the
most valuable fertilizing constituents, and Davy
supposed sugar to be also. One of the reasons
for this error was imdoubtedly the belief that
the carbon of plants was derived through the
roots from the humus—i.e. the partially decom-
posed organic matter of the soil. The errors of

this 'humus theory' were pointed out, about 1840,
by Justus von IJebig, who in his generalizations
drew heavily upon the works of Saussure and
Boussingault. Liebig showed the carbonic acid
of the air to be the source from which plants
derive their carbon, and tlie leaves to be the
medium through which this assimilation takes
jjlace. He thus laid down a fundamental prin-
ciple of physiological botany. He established
the interdependence of plants and animals with
relation to carbonic acid, which is a vitalizing
principle of the one and an excretory product
of the other. In place of the 'humus theory' he
advanced his famous 'mineral theory,' accord-
ing to which the soil furnishes to plants their
ash or mineral constituents; and this led him
to .suggest the employment of artificial fertiliz-

ers for keeping up the supply of the mineral con-
stituents of the soil, and thus maintaining its

fertility. Liebig's views, with some modifica-
tions, form the basis of our present theories;
but, on the other hand, we have learned much re-

garding tlie true value of humus and its func-
tions in the soil. See Manures.

In the field of animal nutrition, or the utili-

zation of plants and their products in fee<ling
animals, agricultural chemistry has likewise led
to the establisbment of the underlying principles
and the methods of research. The earlier ideas
regarding the valuable food constituents of plants
were equally as crude as those regarding the fer-

tilizing constituents. There was a prevalent be-

lief in a subtle, undefined property of forage
plants, upon which their nutritive properties
largely depended, and it was a long time l)efore

the connection between nutritive value and
chemical composition was traced. Boussingault,
in France, attempted to classify feeding stuffs

on the basis of their nitrogenous constituents;
and Thaer, in Germany, compared them with
hay, and prepared his tables of 'hay values.' At
length Henneberg worked out a classification

of the nutritive constituents of feeding stuffs,

and a method of analysis known as the Weende
method. His classification and method have been
extensively employed, having served as the basis
in most of the investigation since. These studies
in animal nutrition have led the agricultural
chemist into a field of inquiry intimately con-
nected with physiology proper; and in the de-

velopment of the present theories, as well as in
their application in practice, agricultural chem-
istry has contributed much more than physiology
itself, and lias usually been the leader.

Agricultural chemistry laid the foundation for
a science of agriculture, and one of the most im-
portant and far-reaching influences of the early
agricultural chemists was that which led to the
establishment of the agricultural experiment
station. The teaching of agriculture in agri-
cultural schools and colleges preceded it in most
countries, but the investigation and experimen-
tation was for the most part in the hands of
the agricultural chemists. Their work led them
into agricultural experiments of various kinds,
as a matter of necessity, and Liebig, Boussin-
gault, Lawes and Gilbert, and others, laid out
experimental fields for carrj-ing on their studies
and testing their theories. As the practice of
fertilizing the soil became introduced in the Old
World, farmers found themselves confronted by
a variety of problems relating to their soils and
fertilizing materials which they were unable to
answer, and they quite naturally turned for ad-
vice and guidance to the agricultural chemists
who had developed these theories. Thus experi-
ment stations came to be established, first by
agricultural societies of private individuals, and
later with Government aid. (See AcRici^XTrRAL
Experiment Stations.) In the United States,
the researches and writings of S. W. Johnson
(How Crops Groir, 1809; ?/oic Crops Feed,

1870), C. A. Goessmann, E. W. Hilgard, G. C.
Caldwell, W. O. Atwater, and other chemists,
prepared the way for the establishment of ex-

periment stations as State institutions ; and out
of these has grown a system of stations under
Government aid and supervision, embracing every
State and Territory in the Union, and providing,
incidentally, the most munificent endowment for

agricultural-chemical research to be found in

any country.

Agricultubal Analysis. The chemical sub-
stances with which agricultural chemistry is

primarily concerned are those comprising the
ash, or mineral constituents, and the fmxl con-

stituents of plants. As the soil is the source of the
mineral constituents of plants, and usually of

the nitrogen also, those elements of the soil which
serve as food for plants— i.e. which enter into

their composition—are embraced in the field of
agricultural chemistry; and. on the other hand,
as farm animals derive their nourishment from
plants, agricultural chemistry is naturally con-

cerned with the food constituents of these plants.

The plant is thus a link between the soil and the
animal, as regards the mineral elements; but the
]>lant g«»ts its carbon from the air, and develops
from it a series of carlwn-containing compounds,
which, in turn, are the source of carbon to the
animal.
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In the analysis of the plant, we find first that
the tissue contains n very large percentage of

water—up to !)0 per cent.—which is indis]>en-

sable to its growth and circulatory system. This
water is exjH'Iled by heating the plant in a dry
oven at about 212° F. for several hours. The
residue, or dry tmiticr, consists of organic con-

stituents and tt relatively small proportion of ash.

The former are combustible, and hence the ash
is determined by burning the sample. Tlie ash
consists chiefly of lime, magnesia, potash, soda,

iron, silica, chlorine, and carbonic, sulphuric,

and phosphoric acids. In plant analysis, deter-

minations are made of all these constitutents.

in analyzing fertilizers, only the potftsh, phos-

phoric acid, and nitrogen are considered, these

three l)eing often spoken of as the fertilizing

constituents. In fertilizer analysis, it is cus-

tomary to carry out separate determinations of

the phosphoric acid soluble in water (mono-cal-

cium phosphate), of 'reverted' phosphoric acid

—i.e. that soluble in a standard solution of am-
monium citrate (di-calcium pliosphate) , and of

the insoluble form (tri-calcium phosphate).
The soluble and reverted forms are more readily

available to plants than the insoluble form, and
are valued at a higher price. In complete analy-

sis of soils, other mineral ingredients besides the
potash and phosphoric acid are determined, such
as magnesium, calcium, sodium, manganese, iron,

alumina, and silica, and also the humus. The
latter is a very important constituent of soil in

determining its fertility, ability to retain mois-
ture, and to support biological changes which
render the soil constituents available to plants.

Mechanical analysis of the soil is also made, in

which the sample is separated into particles of

different sizes by means of water, and the per-

centage of each grade ascertained. The value
of an agricultural soil depends to a considerable

extent upon its mechanical condition, as shown
by this analysis, since this largely governs its

capacity for moisture, capillarity, suitability for

certain crops, and other q\ialities. In the exam-
ination of soils, there have been many attempts
to estimate the amount of the fertilizing ingre-

dients present in forms available to plants. This
is done by extracting the soil with weak acids and
analyzing the extract, or by growing plants in

j)ots of the soil and analyzing the crop. Impor-
tant as this matter is in determining the fertiliz-

ers needed by soils, no method has yet been de-

vised which is entirely reliable and satisfactory.

Of the organic constituents of plants, those
of most concern to the agricultural chemist are
the so-called food constituents, which determine
the value of the plant as food for animals or
man. These may be divided into the nitroge-

nous, or those containing nitrogen, and the non-
nitrogenous substances. The nitrogenous are
grouped imder the name of protein, and include
albiuninoids, containing about 15 to 18 per cent,

of nitrogen, the amides, and a variety of other
bodies. Of the non-nitrogenous constituents, the
most important are ( 1 ) the fats and oils and
(2) the carbohydrates, including starch, sugars,
pentoses, cellulose, fibre, etc. The protein of

plants is estimated by determining the nitrogen
and multiplying the result by 6^, on the as-

sumption that the protein constituents average
about 16 per cent, of nitrogen. As this does
not always hold true, the result is subject to
slight error. In determining the fats, the mate-

rial is extracted with ether, in a special extrac-
tion apparatus, the ether expelled, and the resi-

due weighed. This is not pure fat, but contains
also the waxes, chlorophyll, lecithin, and some
other bodies in small quantities. The fibre or
cellulose is usually determined separately from
the other carbohydrates. This is done by dis-

solving out the other constituents of the plant
with dilute alkali and acid, and weighing the
residue, a correction being often made for the
remaining traces of nitrog«'n and ash. As a
large variety of other carbohydrates are usually
present, which are of similar feeding value, they
are not determined individually, except for spe-

cial purposes, but are grouped with the organic
acids and some other substances about which
little is known, under the general head of nitro-

gen-free extract. This is done on the supposi-
tion that everything else has been accounted for
in the water, ash, fat, protein, and fibre deter-

mined separately; and hence the difference be-

tween the sum of the percentage amounts of
these and 100 represents the nitrogen-free ex-

tract. Accurate methods have been worked out
for determining the sugars, starches, pentoses,
galactose, etc., separately, and these are used
for special analysis. For example, in studying
sugar-producing plants, the sugar is determined
very exactly. The principal organic acids in

plants are oxalic, malic, citric, and tartaric, and
these are determined on occasion, as in analysis
of fruits, beverages, and some vegetables.

In the analysis of dairj' products, which comes
within the scope of the agricultural chemist, the
principal subjects are milk, butter, and cheese.

In milk analysis, the specific gravity (by lac-

tometer), water, total solids (dry matter), fat,

casein, sugar, and ash are determined, the fat
being the constituent considered especially, as
showing the richness of the milk and its value
for butter and cheese making. ( See Milk ;

Dairying.) Butter is analyzed mainly with a
view to detecting adulteration with oleomarga-
rine, renovated butter, etc. Clieese is examined
for water, fat, nitrogen, and ash, the principal
objects being to determine its foml value and
tc detect adulteration. There is a long list of
other substances which come within the scope
of the agricultural chemist for analysis, such as
fungicides and insecticides, human foods and
beverages, tanning materials, etc., which can
only be referred to here.

In dairying, the investigations of agricultural
chemistry have been far-reaching in their results,

largely modifying dairy practice in a number of
respects. For example, Babcock has worked out
a rapid, simple, and accurate method of testing
milk and cream as to their fat content. This
test has come into very general use, and has
not only changed the method of paying for milk
at creameries and cheese factories, but led to
the selection of cows giving richer milk. The
same chemist, with Russell, a bacteriologist, has
made elaborate studies of tlie ripening of cheese,

and has discovered an inherent ferment in milk
whose presence is held to account for most of the
characteristic changes during ripening.

The inspection or control work, which is now
carried on in nearly every country, has afforded
agriculturists needed protection in- the purchase
of fertilizers, feeding stuffs, and the like, and
reduced the traffic to a business basis. The per-

centages of essential constituents in these mate-
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rials is now guaranteed by the sellers, and the
goods inspected to see that they meet the guaran-
tee. Dairy products of various kinds liave been
subjected to systematic inspection, and of late

this has been extended to materials used for in^

secticides and fungicides, the consumption of

wiiich is assuming large proportions.

The earliest treatise on methods of agricul-
tural analysis in the United States was pub-
lished by Prof. G. C. Caldwell in 1869. Since
1884 the Association of Official Agricultural
Chemists has been a potent factor in testing and
developing methods of analysis. It holds an an-
nual meeting and publishes a large volume of
proceedings and papers. Similar associations
exist in Germany, Holland, and Belgium, and a
numl)er of other European countries.

Feeding and Metabolism Experiments. The
analysis of plants as above shows the total
amount of the constituents present ; but as these
are not all in form to be digested by the animal,
digestion exj>eriments are made by the chemist
on live subjects. In these experiments the
amount and composition of the feed consumed
by the animal, and of the corresponding excreta
voided, are definitely determined for a short
period, and by calculation the percentages of
protein, fat, fibre, and nitrogen-free extract ac-

tually digested are ascertained. These percent-
ages are called the coefpeients of digestibility,

and have to be determined for each feeding stuff

separately. A method of artificial digestion has
been worked out, in which the feed is treated
with pepsin and hydrochloric acid and with pan-
creas solution, but it is not generally considered
to be as reliable as the natural method. In re-

cent years the bomb calorimeter has come into
quite extensive use in the study of feeding stuffs,

for measuring the fuel value, or the capacity of
the feed for furnishing heat and energy for work.
In this apparatus a sample of the material is

ignited with oxygen in a platinum-lined bomb,
and the heat evolved is measured by means of
very accurate thermometers, suspended in a
water-jacket surrounding the bomb. For fur-

ther details regarding fuel value and the sub-
ject of animal nutrition in general, see Feeding
Stiffs, and Feeding Farm Animals.
Very refined and delicate methods and appara-

tus have also been elaborated for studying the
functions of the different nutrients in animal
feeding, and the way in which they are used in
the animal body in producing animal heat and
energy- for work, repairing the waste of the body,
and making growth or meat or milk. In the
ordinarA- feeding experiment with cattle, or
sheep, or pigs, the herd is divided into equal
lots, and fed in periotls varj'ing from a few
weeks' to several months' duration, account l)e-

ing kept of the amounts of food of known com-
position which each lot or individual eats, and
of the changes in weight. At the conclusion
the animals are often slaughtered and the com-
position of the carcass determined. In this way
the feeding value of nearly every available feed-

ing stuff, and of a great variety of compound
rations, has been studied, and the specific effect

of nutrients from different sources on the qual-
ity of the l>eef, pork, butter, etc. Much of this

fee<ling work has also been directed toward the
relation of live stock to the problem of mainte-
nance of soil fertility, and the development of a
rational system of agriculture. It has been shown

that by feeding the crops largely on the farm
where they are produced, and applying the ma-
nure to the soil, the fertility of the latter can
be conserA-ed, the supplj' of hiunus kept up, and
the expense for commercial fertilizers reduced to
a minimum. The reason of this is that when
crops are fed to growing stock or milch cows,
from 60 to 90 per cent, of their fertilizing in-

gredients, voided in the solid and liquid manure,
are retained upon the farm.

In studying the fundamental principles of nu-
trition, and the function of the different nutri-
ents, the total income and outgo of the body
during the experimental period must be deter-
mined. This includes the carbonic acid and other
gases given off, as well as the excreta. For
measuring these gases a respiration apparatus
is employed, which usually consists of a closed
chamber in which the animal or person is placed,
with means for measuring and sampling auto-
matically the air as it enters and leaves the
chamber. With such a respiration apparatus
Henneberg, Kiihn, and others have worked out
the functions and relative values of the different
nutrients, and many of the imderlying princi-
ples of nutrition. Atwater and Rosa have com-
bined a calorimeter with the respiration appa-
ratus, and made many improvements in the
accuracy of the latter. In their apparatus the
chamber in which the subject is placed is a
calorimeter, with very delicate arrangements for
registering the heat given off by the subject.

With the aid of this highly sensitive respiration
calorimeter, it has been possible to demonstrate
the absolute conservation of matter and energy
in the body. A similar apparatus for use with
animals has been constructed by Armsby.

FERTILIZER Experiments. The investigations

of the agricultural chemist in studying the fer-

tilizer requirements of different crops, tlie value
of different forms of plant food and their

effect on the quality of the crop, and a wide
range of similar problems, are conducted either

in pots or in plats in the field. The preliminary
studies are often made in pots or boxes, filled

with sterile sand, to which definite amoimts of

humus and fertilizers have been added. The
conditions are under complete control, and every
part of the plants can be saved for analysis.

These pots are usually mounted on trucks, so

that they can be placed under cover at night or
during a rain. The plat work is especially for

testing theories under field conditions, studying
fertilizer requirements, the draught of different

kinds of crops, the changes in humus content
and fertility of the soil under various systems
of treatment, and the like. The plats are most
commonly about one-tenth of an acre in area,

selected with much attention to uniformity of

the soil, and often imder-drained and provided
with basins for collecting the drainage water
from each plat. Great care is exercised in pre-

])aring the land, applying the fertilizers, culti-

vating the crops, and har\-esting them, so as to

have the treatment of all uniform except as re-

gards the special experimental feature. For
studying soils in the field, samples are taken at

inter\"als with a tube specially made for the pur-
pose, which is driven into the ground to the depth

required, removing a core of the soil. These sam-
ples are taken to the laborntorj' and tested or

analyzed. These studies of plant production and
soil fertility have been accompanied ''v • '"'vlual
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refinonient of methods, and a great deal of inves-

tigation has had purely that aim. The field covered
has Ihh'H very hroad, and has not always been
strictly chemical. For example, the discovery
of the ability of leguminous plants (clovers, peas,

and the like) to appropriate to their use the free

nitrogen of the atmosphere, and thus, \mder cer-

tain conditions, to enrich the soil with nitrogen
(the most expensive fertilizing element) from
the air, was made by a German agricultural
chemist, who also demonstrated the agency of
bacteria in bringing about this assimilation.
See also Green Manuring; Rotation of Crops.

BiHLiOGRAPiiv. Among the more important
treatises on agricultural chemistry, the following
may be mentioned: Johnston, Lectures on the
Application of Chemistry and Oeology to Agri-
culture (New York, 1850) ; Johnson, How Crops
Feed (New York, 1900) ; Johnson, How Crops
Grow (New York, 1900) ; Storer, Agriculture
in fiome of Its Relations with Chemistry (New
York, 1897) ; Wiley, Principles and Practice of
Agricultural Analysis (3 vols., Easton, Pa., 1894-

97) ; Deh^rain, Traits de chimie agricole (Paris,
1892) ; Sachsse, Lehrbuch der Agriculturchemie
(I^ipzig, 1888) ; Mayer, Lehrbuch der Agricul-
turchemie (Heidelberg, 1895). See Food; and
the special articles upon the principal foods.

CHEMISTBY, Analytical. See Analysis,
Chemical. ^lany special processes of analytical
chemistry may be found described under the
names of the substances in connection with which
they are usiially employed.

CHEMISTRY, Oboanic. See Chemistry;
Valency; Carbon Compounds; Stereochemis-
try; Hydrocarbons; Alcohols; Aldehydes;
Ketones ; Ethers : Esters ; Amines : Amides ;

Phenols ; Diazo-Compounds ; Carbohydrates ;

Alkaloids, etc. All the more important organic
compounds may be found described under their

special names.

CHEMISTRY, Physical. See Avogadro's
Rule; Molecui.es—Moij:cular Weights; Re-
action ; Solution ; Dissociation ; Thermochem-
istry; Electrochemistry; Photochemistry;
Evaporation ; Distilij^tion ; Boiling - Point ;

;Melting-Point ; Critical Point; Acids, etc.

CHEMISTRY, Physiological. One of the
biological sciences, having for its object the
study and investigation of the manifold chem-
ical processes taking place in living organisms,
both animal and vegetable. Physical, or me-
chanical, physiology deals with those functions
of living organisms explainable by physical laws
and studied by physical methods. Chemical
physiology, or physiological chemistry, deals with
those functions explainable by chemical laws
and studied by chemical methods. In the study
of physiological chemistry, therefore, the facts

to be collected and the methods pursued are al-

most wholly chemical, while the application is

purely physiological.

In the early days of physiological chemistry,
energy was devoted mainly to the simple study
of chemical composition. The various tissues
and organs, especially of the higher animals,
were analyzed, their chemical composition ex-

amined, and the chemical nature of the various
proximate principles occurring in these tissues

ascertained. It was found that twelve chemical
elements enter into the composition of all living
organisms—viz. carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxy-

gen, sulphur, phosphorus, chlorine, sodium, po-
tassiimi, calcium, magnesium, and iron—while
more recently iodine has l)een found widely dis-

tributed in organic combination. The first six

of the above elements enter mainly into the
make-up of the organic substances of the living
body, while the last six occur chiefly as inorganic
or mineral compounds. Sulphur and phosphorus,
however, are especially characterized by the
fact that they are widely distributed in organic
combination—that is, as an integral part of
complex organic compounds, as proteids. nucleo-
proteids, and various crystalline substances

—

while at the same time in oxidized form as sul-

phates and phosphates of the alkalies and alkali
earths, they are ever present as part of the
inorganic salts, or mineral matter, so abundant
in animal and vegetable tissues. Iron likewise
occurs both in organic combination, as in fer-

ruginous nucleo-proteids and in the pigment of
the red blood-corpuscles, and in the form of
simple iron salts. The ideas of pliysiologists

were revolutionized, and physiological chemistry
took on new dignity, when it was seen that the
various chemical substances—both simple and
complex—formed in the tissues of living organ-
isms could be constructed in the laboratory by
comparatively simple methods. (See Chemis-
try.) As a result, there rapidly developed great
activity in the study of the chemical nature and
chemical relationship of the organic compounds
occurring in the body; methods were devised for
producing them artificially; their genetic rela-

tionships were traced out; and much light was
thrown upon the conditions attending their for-

mation in the body. To-day the study of the
chemical constitution of the various end-prod-
ucts of catabolism formed in and excreted from
the body has given most useful information re-

garding a host of chemical processes occurring
in the organism, and has enabled the physiologist
to trace out many of the individual steps in the
breaking dowTi of complex organic material. In
other words, chemical methods and simple chem-
ical principles are quite suflficient to explain the
nature of the many processes going on in liv-

ing organisms by which the life and activity of
the organism arc maintained.
The various chemical processes characteristic

of living organisms may be divided into two
main groups—viz. synthetic and analytic ; i.e.

building up and breaking dowTi. S\Tithetical

processes are most prominent in the vegetable
kingdom. The plant-cell alone has the power of

building up complex organic compounds out of

simple elementary substances. The most strik-

ing illustration of this constructive power is

seen in the formation of protcid or albuminous
material. This important constituent of every
living cell, in part the chemical basis of proto-

plasm, originates solely through the sjTithetical

power of the plant-cell. The carbonic acid of

the atmosphere furnishes the carbon, hydrogen
is drawn from the moisture, nitrogen from am-
monia or nitrates in the air and water, oxygen
from the air, sulphur and phosphorus from the

sulphates and phosphates of the soil. From
these elements proteid, the most complex organic

substance known in nature, is constructed. As
indicative of its chemical composition, we
ascribe to it various formulae according to its

exact nature, for there are many different pro-

teids in both the animal and vegetable king-
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donis. Egg-albumin is represented by the for-

mula CjoiH322NjjO„Si; vegetable globulin, by the

formula CaaHwiNaoOgaS,.
The proteid of the animal kingdom is simply

an alteration product of the vegetable synthetic

product. The animal cell can simply transform
and modify, but it cannot construct proteid;

that is the province of the vegetable cell only.

Synthetical processes, however, do occur in the

animal kingdom, but they are limited in extent.

A good illustration is afforded by the formation
of hippuric acid in the kidneys. Glycocoll and
any benzoyl - containing compound, on passing
through the kidney, are, under the influence of

the epithelial cells of the kidney and the ever-

present blood, made to combine, and hippuric

acid results. This reaction may be formulated
as follows:

CHj(XHj)C(X)H + CHjCOOH =
Glycoc-oll Benzoic acid

CttHjCO.XH.CHoCOOH -f H,0
Hippuric acid Water

As is evident from the reaction given, this

form of sj'nthetical operation does not involve

much chemical transformation; two moderately
complex substances are simply combined with
liberation of a molecule of water, a process not
to be compared with the building up of a com-
plex albuminous body from simple groups or
radicles.

In the animal body analytical processes are
most conspicuous. Here complex organic mate-
rial is transformed and ultimately broken down
with liberation of the energj' stored up in the
large molecules, and which came primarily from
the Sim. These analytical or destructive changes
are of various kinds, such as hydrolysis, oxida-
tion, reduction, etc.

Examples of hydrolytic decomposition or
change are perhaps best seen in connection with
the digestive processes. Here the various classes

of foodstuffs, under the influence of the diges-

tive juices, are gradually transformed into more
or less soluble and diffusible products well fitted

for absorption. Proteid, for example, is con-

verted into a row of soluble proteoses and pep-
tones : a transformation brought about by cer-

tain enzjTiies or ferments, such as pepsin and
trypsin. The change, little understood, is termed
catalytic, since it is assumed to occur through
mere contact of the enzj'me ; but what really hap-
pens is the taking on by the proteid of one or
more molecules of water (hydrolysis) with sub-

sequent splitting or cleavage of the molecule,

and formation of a number of simpler prcxlucts.

Hence, the products are frequently termed hydro-
lytic cleavage products. A like transformation
occurs in the digestion of starch with saliva or
jmncreatic juice, whereby soluble dextrins and
sugars result, under the influence of the enzymes
contained in the above secretions. Further, cane-

sugar, under the influence of the invert ferment
secreted by the intestinal cells, is split into two
molecules of a simpler sugar during digestion,

as a result of simple hydration. The reaction

which takes place may he represented as follows:

. CJIJ\, + H,0 = C,UJ\ + C.H,A
Cane-8UKar Dextrow Dextrtioe

Hydrolytic processes of the above type are very
common methods by which chemical changes are
effected in the animal body.

Oxidative changes are especially conspicuous
in animal tissues. Oxidation is the principal

method by which the organic material of the tis-

sues is broken down. Naturally, this oxidation
is brought about in some measure by the oxygen
coming to the tissues in the arterial blood, but
there are present in many, if not in all, tissues
of the animal body, as well as in vegetable tis-

sues, peculiar ferments such as the oxidases
which are capable of inciting oxidation. Many
of the oxidative processes going on in the ani-
mal body seem to be connected with the life of
the cell of the tissue or organ involved, but it is

quite probable that in most, if not in all, such
cases there are really oxidizing enzymes present,
generated no doubt by the activity of the cell.

The best example of reduction in the animal
body is found in the changes going on in the
lower end of the small intestine and at the be-

ginning of the large intestine, where various
reducing gases are generated through the growth
and activity of anaerobiotic bacteria. These mi-
cro-organisms are ever present in the intestine,
and, as products of their growth, hydrogen, car-
buretted hydrogen, hydrogen sulphide, and car-
bonic acid are formed in varying amounts. These
reducing gases are quite able to reduce other sub-
stances brought in contact with them in the in-

testine, and it is in this way that the pigments
of the urine and of the fiBces are formed from
the bilirubin of the bile.

The ultimate object of the various chemical
processes occurring in the animal body is the
liberation of the energy necessary to keep up the
vital processes. Upon this ability depends life

and all forms of vital activity. The potential
energy of the foodstuffs, the fuel of the animal
body, is derived from the sun. As Bunge has
stated it, "all the potential energy' of vegetable
substances is converted sunlight." The food-
stuffs, whether animal or vegetable, are rendered
capable of absorption by the several digestive
processes. After passing into the blood or lymph,
tbey are carried to the various organs and tis-

sues of the body, where they are assimilated,
and, by processes of anabolism, are built up, in
part, into the tissues of the body, or in part di-

rectly burned with liberation of their energy.
This energy shows itself either in the form of
heat or as work—i.e. muscular movements, or
organized movements by which we perform work.
The sjim of the work performed by an animal,
and of the heat which it gives out, is the exact
equivalent of the potential energy contained in
the food taken in, or in the material of the
tissues burned uji. This energy is liberated as
the result of oxidation, and the energj- is es.sen-

tially the same in amoimt, whether the oxidation
is carried on in the body or by combustion out-
side of the body. In other words, the amount
of energj' liberated is the same whether the food-
stuff or its equivalent is burned directly to car-
bonic acid and water, or whether it is broken
down gradually, step by step, until the final

stage in the oxidation is reached. A man of
average body weight, doing an average amount
of work, must consume foo<l material sufficient

to yield .3000 kilogram -degree units of heat, or
.3000 large calories, if he is to kwp himself in
equilibrium. The amount of heat required to
keep the body continuously at 38° C, no matter
what the temperature of the surrounding air, is

by no means small, and, in addition, it is to bo
rememl)ered that all the invohmtarj' musetilar
movements, such as the beating of the heart, the
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muscular nioveincntrt involved in respiration,

umi the constant movements of the intestinal

walls, involve a lar>;<? expenditure of energy
which is quite independent of the energy required

for nui.Hcular contraction when some task is to be

|H»rfornied. Consiniuently, in the case of an ac-

tive nian^ the amount of chemical activity in-

volved in the various pnwesses incidental to the

liberation of the required energy is large.

The eflicient and economical lilwration of this

encrg}' in the body is dcj)endent not only upon
the completeness of digestion, the readiness of

absorption and assimilation, and the eiriciency

of the circulation, but much depends also upon
the proiKT working of the excretory apparatus.

Waste products formed in oxidation must be

removed, otherwise the physiological rhythm is

interfered with. The ashes and clinkers must be

taken from the human furnace if the fires are to

be kept burning freely. For this purpose, the

skin, lungs, and kidneys are efficient channels,

and the study of the excretions poured out
throtigh these several eniunctories throws much
light upon the extent and character of the oxida-

tion going on in the body. It is a truism that

the chemical study of the urine throws light

especially upon the extent and character of the

proteid metabolism going on in the body. The
nitrogenous waste products—those which come
from the breaking down of proteid material

—

find their outlet through the urine, and abnor-

malities in this excretion have a significance

easy of interpretation.

It must not be overlooked, in considering the

domain of physiological chemistry, that its .scope

is a broad one. The chemical processes going
on in the animal body, for example, are multi-

tudinous. There are few functions in which
physiological chemistry does not play some part,

and the light which its study throws upon physi-

ology as a whole can hardly be estimated. The
phenomenon of muscular contraction is in great
part chemical. Until the discovery of muscle-
plasma and the contained myosinogen by Kiihne,
physiologists were in the dark regarding what
took place inside the muscle-fibre during eon-

traction and after the death of the fibre. The
discovery of glycogen in the liver by Claude
Bernard, and the relationship of glycogen to the
sugar of the blood, opened up the whole subject
of the glycogenic function of the liver, and
thereby paved the way for a clearer understand-
ing of the function of carbohydrate material in

the body. The subject of secretion and the mode
of formation of the digestive enzjTiies from their

precursors, the zjniogens, inside the cells of the
secreting glands, was imraveled in great part
through the application of chemical methods by
such eminent physiologists as Cor\"isart, Kiihne,
Heidenhain, and Langley.

The study of lymph-formation was rendered
possible through the use of chemical methods,
and the same methods of study have taught
physiologists all that is known regarding the
chemical nature of the blood, its various chem-
ical constituents, and the various parts played
by the serum, pla.sma, and corpuscles in the co-

agulation of the blood and in many normal and
abnormal processes.

Metabolism in the liver—aside from glyeogen-
formation—has had much light thrown upon it

by chemical methods of study, and the whole
broad subject of internal secretion and the duct-

less glands has been heli)ed forward at a rapid
j»uce by the work of physiological chemists, who
have unraveled in part the chemical nature of

the specific substances responsible for the physio-
logical action of the various .secretions.

Lastly, mention may be made of the part
which physiological chemistry is now playing
in the development of our knowledge concerning
bacteriology and the infectious diseases. The
micro-organisms which are responsible for the
various infi>ctious diseases now preying on man-
kind owe their action in great part to specific

chemical poisons which they produce. The chem-
ical nature and physiological action of these
poisons is being carefully studied, and, with
fuller knowledge of their properties, ready meth-
ods for combating these diseases will be avail-
able. Even to-day our knowledge of these toxins
is consideral)lc, and more than one antitoxin
has been discovered by which immunity can be
secured or a logical method of treatment devised.
Here is a large and practical field for the appli-
cation of the principles and methods of physio-
logical chemistry, and we may hope in the near
future for such an extension of our knowledge
of bacterial poisons as will enable us to cope
successfully with these destroyers of health and
life. A study of physiological chemistry prom-
ises expansion of knowledge concerning the nor-
mal changes occurring in the organism, and also
aflfords a means of recognizing the approach of
abnormal conditions, the forerunners of disease
and death.

Bibliography. Waller and Symes, Elemen-
tary Physiological Chemistry ( London, 1897 ) ;

Bunge, Text-Book of Physiological and Patho-
logical Chemistry, trans, by Woolbridge (London,
1890; new German ed. Leipzig, 1894) ; Hammar-
sten, A Text-Book of Physiological Chemistry,
trans, by Mandel (New York, 1893) ; Wurtz,
Traitd de chimie biologique (Paris, 1880-85)

;

Salkowski, Practicum der phyaiologischen und
pathologischen Chemie (Berlin, 1893) ; Hoppe-
Seyler, Handbuch der physiologisch- und patho-
logisch-chemischen Analyse fiir Aerzte und
Htudirende (Berlin, 1893) ; Neumeister, Lehr-
buch der phyaiologischen Chemie (Jena, 1897).
The substances forming the chemical basis of
the organisms of animals and plants, may be
found described under their special names. See
also Food.

CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS, Laws Re-
lating TO. In the United States the terms apo-
thecaries, druggists, pharmacists, and sometimes
chemists, are used with little or no distinction

as names of those licensed to compoimd and sell

drugs and medicines upon prescriptions of physi-

cian^ or othenvise ; in Great Britain, however, a
legal distinction exists between the three classes

—apothecaries, chemists and druggists, and phar-
maceutical chemists. The law of 1868, designed
especially to restrict the sale of poisons, made
the classification just referred to for the sake
of public convenience. Under this law, apothe-
caries form practically a lower branch of the
medical profession, having the right to practice
in certain classes of cases ; chemists and drug-
gists are those who have passed an examination
at the pharmacy college, and have received a
license to sell and compound drugs and poisons

;

pharmaceutical chemists are those who have
passed a second, 'major,' examination, and who
constitute a higher branch of the profession.
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Laws relating to the business of selling and
compounding drugs and medicines, imder what-
ever name the business is carried on, and whether
in the United States or in England, are either

laws limiting and defining the qualifications of

those who may carry on the business, or restrict-

ing the sale of poisons or intoxicating liquors,

or defining the liability for injuries caused by
carelessness or ignorance. Generally speaking,
the statutes of the States in the United States

require a person wishing to adopt the profession

of druggist either to pass an examination before

a board appointed for that purpose, or to pro-

duce a diploma from a college of pharmacy rec-

ognized as having authority and weight. Either
State or city ordinances prescribe the conditions
under which poisons may be sold, directing, for

instance, that certain kinds of labels be used on
lH)ttles containing the poisons, and that the
names of persons purchasing be entered in a book
open for public inspection. Druggists are some-
times also forbidden to sell certain drugs or
liquors except on physicians' certificates. Gross
carelessness on the part of a druggist in com-
pounding a prescription, if it leads to death or
serious injury, is a penal oflFense; if death ensue,
the offense usually amounts to manslaughter.

CHEMTTYPE. A process invented by C.
Piil, of Copenhagen, in 1843, for producing on
a metal plate an engraving in relief. A design
is etched or engraved on a polished plate of zinc,

and the depressions filled with a melted metal,
the composition of which is secret, which is then
reduced to the exact level of the zinc, so that
the design appears as if inlaid. An acid is then
applied to the surface, which dissolves the zinc,

leaving the inlaid metal in relief, and from
which an electrotype may be made, or the orig-

inal may be used directly on the printing-press.

The process was formerly employed for print-

ing maps, but is now seldom used. The term
chemitype has also been applied to several proc-
esses for obtaining drawings or impressions from
an engraved plate in relief, suitable for print-

ing on an ordinary press.

CHEMNITZ, k^m'nlts (from OCh. Slav.
hameiii, lAth. akmu, stone, Gk. axfiuv, akm6n,
anvil, Skt. aimati, stone). The foremost manu-
facturing town, and the third in population, in

the Kingdom of Saxony, situated in a fertile

valley at the base of the Erzgebirge, and at the
confluence of the river Chemnitz with three other
rivers, about 50 miles west-southwest of Dres-
den (Map: Germany, E 3). The city consists

of an older inner town, almost circular in form,
intersected by narrow streets, completely sur-

rounded by modem suburbs. Among its numer-
ous squares and public places are the Haupt-
markt, which contains the Old Rathaus, a
handsome late Gothic structure; the Ne\\-markt

;

the Schillorplatz, with the Church of Saint Peter
and the Royal Technical Schools; the Stadt-

park, and the gardens surrounding the ca.stle

pond. Its notable public buildings include
the Church of Saint James, restored in 1880;
the New Rathaus, post-office. Imperial Bank,
law court-s. Central Railway Station, the large

cattle market, and the castle. The city owns
its water, gas, and electric works, maintains a
municipal pawnshop, and is governed by a mu-
nicipal council of 48 members and an executive

board of 25. It is the seat of government of

the district. Its educational institutions in-

clude, besides the Royal Gymnasium, two high
schools and schools for all the technical branches,
one being supported by the town, in addition to

some eighteen elementary schools. There is also

a municipal library of over 30,000 volumes, and
a theatre. Chemnitz is known for its textile

products, including cotton, linen, and woolen
goods, especially cotton hosiery. The manufac-
ture of locomotives and machinery of all kinds is

another very important industry. Its position

at the junction of several railway lines adds to

its commercial importance. It is the seat of an
American consulate. Population, in 1890, 139,-

000; in 1900, 207,000.

History.—Chemnitz was originally a settle-

ment of the Wends; but the present town grew
up round a Benedictine monastery which Em-
l>eror Lothair founded in 1125. By 1300 it had
a fully organized communal government, and in

1494 it received municipal rights. The indus-

trial historj' of the town begins in the Thirteenth
Century, when it possessed extensive bleacheries.

In the Thirty Years' War Chemnitz was laid

waste; but later in the century the introduction

of cotton manufacturing revived its prosperity.

CHEMNITZ, kem'nits, KEMNITZ, CHEM-
NTTITJS, Martin (1522-8G). Next to Luther
and Melanchthon the most distinguished Glerman
Protestant theologian of the Sixteenth Century.

He was bom at Treuenbrietzen, in Brandenburg,
November 9, 1522; studied at Frankfort-on-the-

Oder and Wittenberg; and in 1548 became rector

of the cathedral school of Kunigsberg. About
1550 he began to devote himself seriously to the-

ology, and in 1553 went back to Wittenberg,

where he became familiar with Melanchthon and
delivered prelections on Loci Communes, whence
sprang his own Loci Theologici, which for method
and learning excels all similar books of the

same age. In 1554 he was made a preacher in

Brunswick, where he wrote his Repetitio SatKB

Doctrinee de Vera Pnescntia Corporis et Sangui-

nis Domini in Coena Sacra (1561), in which he
defended Luther's view of the Lord's Supper
against that of the Swiss reformers; the Theo-

logice Jesuitorum Pnecipua Capita (1562) ; and
the Examen Concilii Trideiitini (4 vols., 1565-

73), a work in which he argued with remark-
able acuteness and learning against the dogmas
of the Church of Rome. His Corpus Doctrines

I'rutenicum (1566), written in conjunction with
Joachim Miirlin, became a standard work of

divinity among the Prussian Protestants. But
his greatest ecclesiastical achievement was in-

ducing the Saxon and Swabian churches to

adopt as their confession of faith the Concordien-

formel, and thus extending and consolidating

the creed of Luther. He died in Bmnswick,
April 8. 1586. For his life, consult C. G. H.
I^ntz (Gotha, 1866).

CHEMNITZ, ^Iatthaus Frieoricii (1815-

70). A German poet, bom in Barmstedt, Hol-

stein. For a number of years he was editor of

the Hamburger Nachrichten. He is best known
as the author of "Schleswig-Holstein meeruni-

schlungen," which, as set to music by Bellmann,

was extremelv popular throughout Germany, par-

ticularly in 1848-49 and 1863-64.

CHEMNITZEB or KHEMNITZER, ki^m'nlt-

sPr, IvANOviTCH (1745-84). .\ Russian fabulist.

He was born at Yenotayevsk. .Astrakhan, the son

of a German physician of Chemnitz, who had
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uen'cd in the Russian Army under Peter the
Great. He participated in the campaigns of

the Seven Years' War and afterwards devoted
himself to mining engineering, and subsequently
visited Ciormany, Holland, and France. Upon
his return lie accepted a position as consul to

Smyrna, where an attack of melancholia hastened
his death. Jn contradistinction to Sumarokoff
nnd others among the earlier fabulists of Russia,
whose works are essentially satires, Chemnitzer
W'fUi the first to introduce the genuine fable into

Russian literature. Although to some extent
translations or imitations of La Fontaine and
Gellert, his works show considerable origi-

nality, and their good-humor, vivacity of dia-

logue, simplicity, and distinctively national
chanuiter have greatly endeared them to the

Russian people. The latest and best edition of

his works is that of Grot (Saint Petersburg,

1873).

CHEMOSH, ke'mSsh. The national god of

the Moabites, mentioned as such in the Bible
( Num. xxi. 29 ; Jer. xlviii. 40 ) and on the Moab-
ite Stone. He bears the same relation to the
Moabites as the national deity Yahweh does to
the Hebrews. Little is known of the worship
of Chemosh ; the Moabite Stone tells that Mesha,
King of ^loab, built a high place for the wor-
ship of his god ; and when Solomon, as a politi-

cal symbol of his control over surrounding na-
tions, introduced the official cults of other
deities by the side of the national Yahweh, he
also built a high place in Chemosh's honor.
From the fact that the King of the Moabites
oflTered up his son to the god (IL Kings iii. 27),
it has been conjectured that human sacrifices

formed part of the worship of Chemosh. The
Amorites are apparently said to have worshiped
Chemosh (Judges xi. 24), but the passage
(Judges xi. 12-28) in which this statement occurs
is probably an interpolation, and should refer

to Moab. Chemosh was formerly variously
identified with Saturn or Mars, but these identi-

fications have no value. The etymology of the
name is not known.

CHEM'OTAXIS (Neo-Lat., from Gk. xVf^'^,
chemeia, alchemy -f- ra^i^, taxis, arrangement,
from T&aaetv, tassein, to arrange). The sensitive-

ness of free-swimming organisms to certain

chemical substances, by virtue of which they ap-

proach or recede from the source of the sub-

stance. Chemotaxis seems to be fundamentally
the same as chemotropism (q.v.), though the re-

action is unlike. It has been held that in many
organisms the unequal stimulation of diflFerent

parts of the creature by the diffusing chemical
substance causes the motor organs on one side

to act more strongly than those on the other.

Thus, the body is swung aroimd in the medium
until it is so placed that all sides are equally
stimulated. This condition occurs only when
the axis of the organism coincides with some of

the lines of diflFusion of the stimulating chem-
ical compound. Since the motor organs still act,

but now equally on all sides, swimming must
take place either toward or away from the
source of diflFusion. More recent study, however,
has sho^\^l that with certain substances the or-

ganisms, swimming in all directions, accidentally
pass into the constantly increasing sphere of in-

fluence of the diflFusing substance; but as they
swim through it, reach the limit, and are about
to pass out into the pure solvent again, a re-

action occurs which reverses the movement of the
motor organs. The creatures thus seem to re-

bound from the invisil)le limit whenever they
reach it. The region occupied by the diffusing
i^ubstance therefore acts as a trap into which
they may pass but from which they cannot
escape. Other substances repel a given organ-
ism. In this case the reversal of motion occurs
as soon as they reach the boundary of the region
occupied by the diffusing particles.

Chemotactic sensitiveness is observed, among
plants, in zoospores of various algie and fungi,
in sperms of mosses and ferns, and in many bac-
teria. Fern-sperms are attracted by malic acid
and its salts, as well as by many salts of the
common mineral acids. Sperms of mosses are
attracted by cane-sugar. Such reactions may be
demonstrated as follows: Very fine capillary
glass tubes are prepared, of such diameter that
the sperms can swim easily into them. These are
cut into lengths of about one centimeter, and one
end of each is sealed in the fiame. These tubes
are submerged in the solution to be tested, and
the whole is exhausted of air under an air-

pump. Air is then allowed to reenter the re-

ceiver, and the fluid is forced into the tubes,
leaving only a small bubble of air at the closed
end. A drop of water containing the sperms is

now mounted on a microscopic slide in the ordi-
nary way. The tubes just described are placed
under the edges of the cover-glass, their open
ends inside. After a short time the sperms may
be observed swimming toward and into the tubes,
or away from them. The mode of response of an
organism is profoundly influenced by the con-
centration of the substance.

CHEMOT'ROPISM (from Gk. xVlfeia, che-
meia, alchemy -f- Tponri, tropS, a turning, from
rplireiv, trepein, to turn ) . The sensitiveness of
certain plant-organs by virtue of which they
change the direction of their growth when acted
upon by chemical substances. If an organ
bends so as to grow toward the source of a sub-
stance, it is said to be positively chemotropic to

CHEMOTBOPI8M.
Positive chemotropism. a, Hyphw of a fungns, Mucor,

enteriiidf utonia of leaf of Tradescantia which has been In-
jected with ainiuouiuin chloride"^ ti, pollen-tubeHof Digitalis
entering stoma of same, injected with 4 per cent. Bolution
of cane-sugar. (After Mlyoshi.)

that substance; if it turns away from it, it is

negatively chemotropic. The organ tends to

place itself so that it shall be equally stimulated
on all sides by the diffusing chemical substance.
In elongating organs, such as roots, fungous fila-

ments, etc., the reaction is one of growth ; the
curvature is brought about either by the retarda-
tion of growth on one side or by its acceleration

on the other, or by both together. Of course the
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side on which retardation occurs becomes con-

cave ; the opposite side convex. If a root is posi-

tively cheniotropie toward a substance, that side

which comes in contact with the most of the sub-

stance— as the latter diffuses through the

medium in which the root is growing—will be

retarded in growth and become concave. If the

root is negatively chemotropic, acceleration of

growth will take' the place of this retardation,

and that side will become convex. Thus the root-

tip is turned either toward or away from the

source of the diffusing compound, and the bend-

ing continues until all sides are equally stimu-

lated. Wliat the mechanism of this response is

has not been made out. It is probable that the

difference in absorption of the stimulating sub-

stance on the two sides is accountable for the

change in growth, but further than this we can-

not go. The reaction is seen in case of many
gases, liquids, and solids when dissolved in

water. The term aerotropism (q.v.) has been
applied to the power of responding to gases in

this way. A good example of chemotropism is

furnished by the following: If fungi be grown
in a plate of moist gelatin, and an excess of sugar
be added to a certain part of the gelatin plate,

the filaments will bend and grow from all parts

of the medium toward the part which is richer

in sugar. The diffusion of the sugar from this re-

gion out into the surrounding material is the oc-

casion of the response. Also, certain fungi which
grow upon decaying meat (e.g. Saprolegnia) are
similarly attracted by meat extract. Another
e.xample occurs in the fly - catching sundew
{Drosera). The tentacles upon its leaves ex-

hibit chemotropism toward nitrogenous com-
pounds and toward ammonium phosphate to a
very marked degree. A solution of 1 part of

this substance in 50,000 parts of water is suffi-

cient to produce a pronoimced bending.

CHEMUNG (she-miing') GROUP. A series

of sanilstoiii's and shales of marine origin, consti-

tuting the uppermost member of the Devonian
system in southern and western New York and
eastern Pennsylvania, and deriving its name
from the Chemung Narrows, near Elmira, X. Y.,

where the formation was first described. The
Chemung group formed the top of the 'New York
system' of the early New York State Geologi-

cal Sur\'ey. It succeeds the Portage group,
which it conformably' overlies, and which it re-

sembles in the shallow-water character of most
of its deposits. The rocks are mostly shales,

though sandstones are frequent, and a pudding-
stone bed, known as the Panama Conglomerate,
occurs in the western part of New York, at a
horizon about 2.')0 feet below the top of the group.

In the vicinity of its original locality, near
Klmira. the Chemung group has a thickness of

about 1500 feet; it thins westward toward the

Pennsylvania-Ohio line, where it disappears. To-

ward the east it changes its character, the marine
deposits giving way to the estuarine and brack-

ish-water deposits of its littoral facies, the Cats-

kill formation (q.v.). Southward, through

eastern Pennsylvania, the thickness of the marine
deposits increases, and along the northern .\p-

palachian Mountains the group is fnmi ^'lOO to

5000 firt thick. Its southward continiiation be-

low Pennsylvania has not been well <letermined.

The Chenuing ro<-ks, as a rule, alwund in fossil

contents. Brachiopo<ls are most abundant, in

plates forming whole lavers of rock, where the
Vol. IV.—30.

shells were washed together by currents and
strewn over the shallow bottoms. Land plants,

prophetic of the forms seen in the later coal-

measures, are common in the more easterly por-

tions of the formation, especially in the estuarine
beds of the Catskill series, where a large fern,

ArchiBopteris (q.v.), is often found. At several

localities in western New York have been found
large numbers of Dictyospongidae (q.v. ), allies of,

and probably when alive just as beautiful

as, the modern glass-sponge (Euplectella) . The
characteristic fossils are: Brachiopods—Spiri-

fer disjunctus, Atrypa hystrix, and A. spinosa,

RhjTichonella contracta, Productella lachrj'mosa;
Pelecypods—Pterinea chemungensis, Grammysia
subarcuatus, Prorhynchus nasutum, Schizodus
chemungensis. Some phyllocarid Crustacea have
been found, and in a few localities 'fish-ljeds'

have yielded good examples of Holoptj'chius,

Bothriolepis, etc. The economic products of the

Chemung consist of building-stone, and oil and
gas in the western counties of New York.

BiBLiOGKAPiiY. Williams, '"On the Fossil Fau-
nas of the Upper Devonian, etc.," in Bulletin No.
3 of the United States Geological Survey (Wash-
ington, 1884) ; "On the Fossil Faunas of the

Upper Devonian : The Genesee Section," in Bulle-

tin \o. 4 of the United States Geological Sur-

vcg (Washington, 1887) ; Prosser, "The Classifi-

cation and Distribution of the Hamilton and
Chemung Series of Central and Eastern New-

York," Part I., in Forty-ninth Annual Report
Xew York State Museum, Vol. II. (Albany,

1898) ; Part II., op. cit. 51st, Vol. II. (Albany.

1899) ; Stevenson, "The Chemung and Catskill

on the Eastern Side of the Appalachian Basin,"

in Proceedings American Association Advance-
ment of Science, Vol. XL. (Salem, 1891). See,

also, Devonian System; Catskill Formation;
Clay; Brick; Oil; Gas; Petroleum.

CHE'NA (Hind.). The Hindu name of the

most common and widespread species (Ophio-

cephalus striatus) of the 'walking* or serpent-

headed fishes. See Walking Fishes.

CHENAB, chd-nilb' (Pers.. gathering of

waters). The largest of the five rivers which
give name to the Punjab (q.v.), British India

(Map: India, B 2). It rises at an altitude of

14,000 feet above the sea in the western Hima-
layas, flows through the Ritanka Pass, and, after

a southwest direction, enters the plains of the

Panjab, at Riasi. It receives from the right the

•Iheiam, and from the left the Ravi and the

(Jhara, with its affluents, the Sutlej and the Beas.

After its junction with the Ghara, near I'chh. it

assumes the name of the Panjnad (five rivers),

anrt flows into the Indus, near Mithankot. Its

length is al)out 7.")0 miles. In the lower part of

its course it is from a half-mile to one mile in

breadth. It is navigable by rafts 50 miles below

Riasi.

CHENAVARD, shA'nft'viir', Paul Joseph
(1808-95). A French historical painter, bom
in Lyons. He was a pupil of Ingres and Dela-

croix*, and began for the Pantlu'on a st»ri»>s of

historical frescoes, interrupted by the reversion

of the structure to the Church. Such portions

as were exivuted are now in the Museum of

Lyons. His other works include "Death of Cato
and of Brutus." Cons\ilt Silvestre. "Etude sur

Paul Chenavard." in his Ilistoire des artistes

vivants (Paris, 1855-56).
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CHE'NEBY, Thomas (1820-84). An Eng-
lish journalist and Ainbic scholar. lie was
l>orn in tlic llarbndoes, was (>dncat(Hl at Cain-
l)ridge, and iH'nune correspondent for tlio London
Times in the Crimean Wor. Afterwards lie be-

came a writer of editorials, and in 1877 suc-
ceeded John T. Delane as editor of the Times.
He was an excellent Arabic and Hebrew scholar;
was professor of Arabic at Oxford from 1800 to
1877; and was a nieml)er of the company of the
Old Testament revisers. He published a trans-
lation of the Six Assemblies of Hariri (1807),
and an edition of the Alachberoth Ithiel of Harizi
(1872).

CHEIfEY, Charles Edward (1830—). A
bishop of the Reformed Episcopal Church in
America. He was born in Canandaigua, N. Y.,
and graduated at Hobart College in 1857, and
two years later at the Theological Seminary of
Virginia, He was ordained to the Protestant
Episcopal priesthood, and in 1800 became rector
of Christ Church, Chicago. For refusing to use
the word 'regenerate' in the baptismal offices, he
^\as tried and suspended by an ecclesiastical
court, and when he refused to yield was deposed
from the priesthood. Soon afterwards (in De-
cember, 1873) he was chosen assistant bishop,
and afterwards bishop, of the Reformed Episco-
pal Church, theu newly organized, and became
again rector of Christ Church, Chicago, the
parish following its pastor into the new com-
nuinion.

CHENEY, JoHX Vance (1848—). An
American librarian and poet, born in Groveland,
N. Y. He studied law in Woodstock, Vt. (1871-
74). and in Haverhill, Mass. (1874-75), and
practiced for a year in New York. He then re-

moved to California (1870), and was librarian
of the Free Public Library in San Francisco from
1887 to 1894. Since 1894 he has been librarian
of the Newberry Library in Chicago. He has
published several volumes of poems, including:
Thistle Drift (1887); Queen Helen, and Other
Poems (1895) ; Out of the Silence (1897) ; and
For Thinking Hearts (1901) ; and two volumes
of essays: The Golden Guess (1893), and That
Dome in Air (1895).

CHENEY, Seth Wells (1810-50). An
American artist. He was born in Connecticut,
studied art in Paris, and became famous for his
crayon portraits, those of Theodore Parker and
William CuUen Bryant being especially well
known. To him is attributed the beginning of
crayon work in the United States. His widow,
Ednaii Dow Cheney (1824—), became a well-
known author. She took an active part in the
Freedman's Aid movement, and was later a
prominent advocate of woman suffrage.

CHENIEB, sh&'nyfi', Andr6 Marie de ( 1702-
94 ) . A French poet. He w^as bom in Constanti-
nople, where his father, Louis de Chenier, a
historian of some note, was consul-general. Andr6
was sent in infancy to France, and studied in
Paris. His mother was Greek, and he had a
strong predilection for Greek poets, from whom
he adapted verses as early as 1779. In 1782
he entered the army, but resigned that year
and gave himself up to study and poetry,
writing idyls and planning longer works. His
health failed from overstudy, and he passed 1785-
86 in travel. On his return he conceived a
passion for Madame de Bonneuil that inspired

many of his elegies, ninarkable for their classic
purity of language and their restrained vigor of
thought, antl showing him an apt, probably
the aptest, pupil of the Greek anthologists. He
wrote also at this time, in imitation of Ovid, a
poem on the "Art of Love;" a po«>tic theory of
testhetics, "L'Invention ;" and a Lucretian philo-
sophic poem, "Hermes," which remains a noble
fragment, but "Susanne," a Miltonic treatment
of the biblical legend, is little more than
a preliminary sketch. None of this work was
then published. In 1787 ChOnier went as secre-
tary of legation to London. This uncongenial
post he resigned in 1790, and entered with
patriotic zeal into the revolutionary movement,
joining the moderate party as a lover of lil)erty

and a hater of anarchy. He wrote a manifesto in
this spirit for the Society of '89, which brought
liim a medal from Stanislas Poniatowski of Po-
land and fierce denunciation from Camille Des-
nioulins, in Les revolutions de France et de Bra-
bant. In 1791 he wrote the Jeu de Paumc, a
superb Pindaric ode on the meeting of the Third
Estiite. The same year he was defeated in the
election for the National Assembly. In 1792 hi*
anti-Jacobin attitude involved him in sharp con-
troversy, and the fall of the monarchy made him
resolve to retire from politics and devote himself
to study and art.

But the trial of the King brought him again to
the front. He offered to sliare in the prepara-
tion of the King's defense and in the responsi-
bility for it. Then, broken in spirit, he with-
drew to Rouen and Versailles, whence he wrote
the striking poems, "A Versailles" and "A Fan-
ny." He could not resign himself to be a passive
spectator of the Terror. On January G, 1794,
seized for protesting against the arrest of his
hostess, Madame de Pastoret, at Passy, he re-

mained in Saint-Lazare prison till his execution,
July 25. Here he wrote his most famous poems,
an iambic denunciation of the Convention, and
the exquisite "Jeune Captive," dedicated to his
fellow-prisoner, Mademoiselle de Coigny (later
Duchess of Fleury). It is said that on his way
to execution he recited to his fellow-condemned,
the poet Roucher, the opening lines of Racine's
Andromaqiic. His last words are reported as:
"I have done nothing for posterity, and yet I had
something in me." He had indeed published only
the "Jeu de Paume" and "Ode a Charlotte Cor-
day," the self-appointed executioner of Marat.
His other poems were first edited in 1819, by La-
touche. He became at once a restraining and
chastening force in the new romantic poetry. He
still stands among French poets as an envied
model of formal purity, stately yet vigorous dic-

tion, and a lyric style that is warmly pas-
sionate, yet never obtrusively personal. The best
edition of Chf^nier is by Becq de Fouqui&res (3
vols., 1862), who also* published (1840) Xou-
veaux documents sur Andre Chenier, CEuvres en
prose. There is also a later edition of Chenier's
Prose (1879) and Poesie (1889), by L. Moland.
Consult: Becq de Fouqui&res, Lettres critiques
sur Ch&nier (Paris, 1881) ; Vall6e, Chenier et les

Jacobins (Paris, 1881); Rouquet, Les Chenier,
portraits, lettres et fragments inedits (Paris,

1891); Bertheleroy, Eloge de Chenier (1901);
Haraszti, La poesie d'Andre Chenier (Pari«,

1892); Morillot. Andre Chenier (Paris. 1894);
Heller, Andre Chenier (New York, 1895).
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CHENIEB, Marie Joseph de (1764-1811).

A Frt'iuh jxK't and dramatist, the younger brother

of Andrt' Marie de Chf'nier. He was bom in

Constantinople, was educated in France, and en-

tered the army at seventeen, but soon left it,

and at twenty produced Azemire (1784), a
rather feeble tragedy. His Charles IX., however,

excited in 1789 intense enthusiasm, its intrin-

sic merit being supplemented both by the occa-

sion of the eve of the Revolution and by the

genius of the great actor Talma, who achieved

in it his first renown. This play is still acted.

Other dramas, now forgotten, followed

—

Henri

yjll. and Jean Calaa in 1791, Caius Gracchus

in 1792. This last was proscribed for its anti-

Jacobin phrase, 'Laws and not blood,' as was
his Timoleon in the following year. He now be-

came, as member of the Jacobin Club, a literary

politician and political poet. He was suc-

cessively member of the Convention, the Coun-

cil of Five Hundred, the Tribunate, and of the

Committees of Public Instruction, General Secur-

ity, and Public Safety. Under Napoleon he was
.meml)er of the Educational Jury of the Seine,

and member of the Committee of Public Instruc-

tion (180."-06). He lectured on literature under
imperial patronage, and wrote, at Napoleon's

command, a good Tableau historique des progres

de la litterature fran^aise (1808), that has been

often reprinted. His most noteworthy poems are

the national song, the Chant du depart; Sur le

mort de Mirabeau; and Sur Voligarchie de Robes-

pierre. His liest satires are the Lettre a Voltaire

(1806), and the well-named Epitre sur la calom-

nie (1797), which may seem to illustrate the vice

it denounces. Ch^nier d. serves also remem-
brance for his work as translator, not only from
the I^tin and Greek poets, but from the German
Lessing and the English Gray. Chenier's IVorfcs

are collected in eight volumes (1823-26). His
poetry is separately printed (1844).

CHENILLE, shd-neK (Fr., caterpillar). A
thick, velvety, tufted cord of silk, wool, or wor-

sted, having short fibres or threads standing out

at right angles from a central core of thread or

wire, and so bearing some resemblance to a

woolly caterpillar. It is made by weaving four

warp threads, or crossing three warp threads

about filling threads that are afterwards cut;

and is used in trimming and bordering dresses,

in ornamental sewing, and in manufactured trim-

mings. In certain kinds of carpet, chenille is

used instead of yam to form the filling. (See

Cabpet.) In embroidery also chenille is em-
ployed. l)eing either laid on the surface of the

stuff or drawn through with a needle. Chenille

is usetl also in combination with wool or cotton

in the manufacture of a cloth known as chenille

cloth.

CHENNEVIERES - POINTEL, flhA-n#v'yftr'

pwA.N'tcK. Charles Pmi.n'PE, Marquis de
(1820— ). A French administrator and art
critic, bom at Falaise. In 1851 he received the
title of inspector of museums of the provinces,

and in 18.55 was chosen inspector-general of ex-

hibitions of art, and was further given charge of

the organization of the Salon at the Palais de
I'Elys^'e. He was also made manager of the
Luxemlxiurg Museum, and in 1873 director of

fine arts. In 1874 he instituted a prix du Salon,

whose recipient was given the opportunity to

spend three years in study in Rome. In this

capacity he had the choice of artists and subjects

for the decoration of the Pantheon. His interest

in things artistic included making the teaching

of drawing obligatory in the common schools of

France. Among his nuinerous works on art and
kindred subjects are: Lettrea sur I'art frangaia

(1851) ; Notice historique et dcacriptive aur la

galerie d'Apollon au Louvre (1851); Portraits

in^dita d'artiatea fravgais (1853) ; Les derniers

contea de Jean de Falaise, his own nom-de-plume
(1860).

CHENONCEAUX, ahe-nQn'sf/. A celebrated

castle in the Department of Indre-et-Loire,

France, built on piles in the river Cher, four

miles east of B16r6 (Map: France, C 6). Its

foundations were laid in 1515. It became Crown
property in 1535, and was a favorite occasional

residence of Francis I. Henry II. presented it

to the celebrated Diana of Poitiers, who lavished

much money on its embellishment, as did also

Catharine de' Medici, after she had dispossessed

Diana. Among the curiosities shown to the

visitor is the mirror used by Mary Stuart, Queen
of Scots, during her honeymoon spent at Che-

nonceaux with Francis II. in 1559. The castle

became private property in the Eighteenth Cen-

tury, and was long an attractive resort for the

distinguished literary and scientific men of that

period, including Montesquieu, Voltaire, Fonte-

nelle, Buffon, Bolingbroke, and Rousseau. It

escaped the ravages of the revolutionary period,

and is in a fine state of preservation.

CHENOPODIACEiE, ke'n6-p6'di-a's^-e (Neo-

Lat. nom. pi., from Gk. x')»'. chen. goose + iroig,

pous, foot). An order of dicotyledonous plants,

consisting of herbs and half shrubs, with entire

or divided leaves that are destitute of stipules.

The flowers are inconspicuous, hermaphrodite,

or unisexual; the perianth deeply divided, per-

sistent; the stamens inserted into its base, oppo-

site to its segments, and equal to them in num-
ber, or fewer: the ovary single, free, or occa/-

sionally adhering to the' tube of the perianth,

with a' single ovule attached to the base of the

cavity; the style generally with two to four di-

visions. The fruit is membranous, inclosed in

the perianth, which sometimes becomes fleshy.

The seed has a curved or spiral embryo. There

are about seventy-five genera and five hundred

known species, most of which have a weed-like

appearance and grow in waste places. They are

widely diffused over the world, but are particu-

larly abundant in the northern parts of Europe

and Asia. Beet and spinach are aniong the best

known and most useful plants of the order.

Many are occasionally used as pot-herbs, as

some species of Chenopodium and of Orache.

The fmit of the strawberry blite {lilitum capi-

intum and BUtum rirgntiim). a common weed

in the south of Europe, has some resemblance in

appearance to a strawberry, and has a sweetish,

insipid tjiste. The seed of quinoa (q.v.) is used

for food as a kind of grain. Some members of

the order are aromatic. See CHENOPonirM.
As most of the species of this order frequent

situations where the soil abounds in salt, neces-

sitating a reduction of transpiration by the

plant, many curious devices to prevent too

abundant giving off of water are shown. In

Salicomia the leaves are wholly suppressed, and

the stem is curiously jointed. In many others

the leaves are covered with peculiar scales or

hairs, giving to the plant a mealy appearance,

and structural differences are also present by
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which water is kfi)t witliin llie plant, so that
there is not such a draining' of the soil and conse-
quent absorption of salt as would be expected in
plants growing in salt marshes, etc. Two great
groups are formed of the genera—the Cyclolobea;,
in which the embryo is ring-shaped, or horseshoe-
shaped, and Spirolobete, in which the embryo
is spirally coiled. Beta, Chenopodium, Spinacia,
Atriplex, Kochia, Corispermum, and Salicomia
belong to the first group, and Sarcobatus, Sueda,
and Salsola to the last.

CHENOPODIUM, kf'n6-po'dl-0m (Neo-Lat.,
from Cik. x'l", ch&n, goose -f jroi'f, pons, foot). A
genus of plants of the order Chenopodiacea?, some
species of which are well known by the name of
goosefoot. as weeds in gardens, on heaps of rub-
bish, and in waste places. The species are mostly
annuals, with entire or toothed leaves, which in
some cases have a sort of mealy hoariness. They
are mostly natives of Euroi)e, and of the tem-
j)erate parts of Asia; but some are natives of
America, into which, however, some of the com-
mon European species have found their way,
and are naturalized as weeds. The genus has
hermaphrodite flowers with perianth of five small
green scales, five stamens, and solitary flat seeds.
The leaves of many species are used as a sub-
stitute for spinach, particularly those of the
good-Henry, wild spinach, or English mer-
cury (Chenopodium bonun-hcnricus) , a perennial
plant, native of Great Britain and other parts
of Europe, often found growing by waysides, with
stem more than a foot high, powdered with mi-
niite, transparent globules, and large, alternate,
triangular, arrow-shaped, entire leaves. It is

cultivated in some places, particularly in Lin-
colnshire, chiefly for the leaves, but the young
shoots are also used as asparagus. Chenopodium
urbiciim, Chenopodium album, etc., annuals com-
mon in waste places, are also excellent substi-
tutes for spinach. Chenopodium olidum and
Chenopodium vulvaria (stinking goosefoot), an-
nuals with an extremely nauseous odor, growing
in waste places in Great Britain and elsewhere,
especially near the sea, are popular medicines,
in much repute as antispasmodics and emmena-
gogues. Chenopodium botrys, a native of the
south of Europe, with pinnatifid leaves resem-
bling those of the oak, and hence called Jerusa-
lem oak, is in use as an expectorant and anthel-
mintic. It is not fetid like the species last
named, but agreeably fragrant. Chenopodium
ambrosioides has a strong aromatic odor, is used
in Mexico instead of tea, and is much cultivated
in France, an infusion of it being deemed useful
in ner\'ous disorders. The same species, kno^vn
in the United States as wormseed, has a strong
and somewhat aromatic odor, and enjoys a
high reputation as a vermifuge. Its seeds are
chiefly used, or the essential oil extracted from
them, called oil of wormseed. More important
than any of these species, as aflFording an im-
portant article of food in the countries of South
America, of which it is a n.ative, is quinoa
(Chenopodium quinoa), the seeds of which are
large and abundant and are extensively used.
The coast blite (Chenopodium rubrum) and the
strawberry blite (Chenopodium capitatum, for-

merly known as Jilitum maritimum and Blitum
capitatum) are indigenous species along the sea-

coast, about the Great Lakes and westward.

CHENU, shf-ny', ,Jka.\ Charlk-s (1808-79).
A Fn-iuli naturalist and army physician. He
was bom in Metz, and wa>* educated in Paris. In
182!) he entered the sanitary corps of the army,
and subsequently he was a physician in the Cri'
mean War. During the Franco-Prussian War he
was at the head of the ambulance corps of the
Paris press. In addition to publishing several
valuable works on the medico-surgical statistics
of nxMlem French campaigns, he edited the colos-
sal publication entitled, Encyclopedie d'histoire
naturelle (31 vols., 1850-01).

CHEOPS, ke'ops. The name under which the
second King of the Fourth Egyptian dynasty,
who built the greatest of the "pyramids, near
Ghizeh, is generally known, in that form the
name is given by Herodotus. He is called Chem-
bes by Diodorus, Saophis by Eratosthenes, and
Souphis by Manetho; the hieroglyphic fonn
is Khufu. He carried on successful wars
against the Bedouins of the Sinai Peninsula.
Among the Greeks many fables concerning his
wickedness, his repentance, and the prostitution
of his daughter to gain money for his pyramid,
were current. The Egyptians. liowcveV, con-
sidered him a wise and powerful ruler, and to
him the foundation of many temples was
ascribed. Various monuments Ijearing his name
have survived; outside of Egypt there have been
discovered only the inscriptions at Wady Mag-
harah, near Sinai, where the old copper-mines
were worked, under him, by the Egyptians. For
an account of his reign, see Egypt; for a de-
scription of his tomb, see Pyramids.

CHEPHREN, k6f'r?n. A King of Egypt, the
builder of the pyramid near Ghizeh, second in
size of the great pyramids. The usual form of
his name is taken from Herodotus; other Greek
writers call him Chabyras (Diodorus), Souphis
(Manetho), Saophis (Eratosthenes). In Egyp-
tian his name is Kha'-f-re'. The Greeks, misled
by the similarity of the two names, commonly
call him the brother of Cheops; but, according
to Egj'ptian tradition, he was his son. The fa-

mous Sphinx near the pyramids was attributed
to Chephren as early as about B.C. 1450, but
whether correctly is much disputed, as is also
the question as to whether the magnificent stat-
ues of Chephren found in a neighboring pit were
erected by that King himself or by worshipers
of a later period.

CHEPSTOW, chfp'std. A market-town and
river port of ilonmouthshire, England, on the
AVye, about 15 miles east-northeast of Newport
(Map: England, D 5). It lies between bold
cliflfs, on a slope rising from the river, in the
midst of beautiful scenery. Its castle, dating
from the Thirteenth Century, is well preserved.
The river is notable for its high tides, which
reach at times the height of 50 feet. In the
neighborhood are the fine ruins of Tintem Abbey
and Caldicot Castle. Population, in 1891, 3400;
in 1901, 3000. Consult: Wakeman. "The Town
and Castle of Chepstow," in British Archceolog-
ical Journal, Vol. X. (London, 1855) ; Marsh,
Annals of Chepstow Castle (Exeter, 1883).

CHEPUT'NETFCOOK. A lake system in
Maine. See Saixt Croix Riveb.

CHEQUE, chek. See Check.
CHER, shar (Gall. Cams, connected with

Bret, quer, Lat. cams, dear) . A tributary of the
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Loire, rising near Crocq, in the Department of

Creuse, France (-Map: France, H 4). It flows

in a tortuous course for 200 miles, in a general
northwest direction, until it joins the Loire be-

low Tours. It is navigable to Vierzon, 47 miles

from its mouth.

CHEB. A central department of France, to

which the river Cher gives its name. The sur-

face is mostly level, traversed by well-wooded
elevations, and produces corn, fruits, wine,
hemp, flax, etc. The climate is mild and pleas-

ant. Area, 2700 square miles. Population,
in 1896, 347,393; in 1901, 342,889. Capital,
Bourgcs.

CHEBASCO, kft-ras'kd. A city in north Italy,

36 miles south of Turin, near the confluence of

the Stura and the Tanaro (Map: Italy, C 3).
It has a domed church, two triumphal arches,
a gA'mnasium, and a technical school, markets
grain, wine, and truffles, and manufactures silk.

The fortifications that made Cherasco important
in the Middle Ages were destroyed by the French
in 1801. The Peace of Cherasco in 1631 ended
the Franco-Austrian War, and in 1796 the
armistice of Cherasco was followed by the treaty
in which the King of Sardinia ceded Savoy and
Nice to France. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune). 9000; in 1901, 9054.

CHEBASKOV, ka-ras'k6v, Mikhail Mat-
^EYEvncII. See Kheraskov.
CHEBAW, ch^-ra'. A town in Chesterfield

County, S. C, 140 miles north of Charleston, on
the Pedee River, and on the Seaboard Air Line
and the Atlantic Coast Line railroads (Map:
South Carolina, E 2) . It has some industries, the
most in)portant of which are a canning factory
and planing and veneering mills. During the
Civil War Cheravv was for a time a depot of
supplies for the Confederates. General Sherman
captured it on March 3, 1805, and destroyed an
immense amount of stores, including 3600 bar-

rels of gunpowder. Population, in 1890, 976;
in 1900. 1151.

CHEBBOUBG, shar'boor'. A fortified seaport
town and arsenal of France, in the Department of

Manchc, at the mouth of the Divette River and
at the head of a deep bay on the northern ex-

tremity of the peninsula of Cotentin, on the Eng-
lish Channel (Map: France, E 2). Among its

prominent buildings are the Church of Sainte
Trinity (Fifteenth Century), lately restored, in

front of which is a bronze statue of Napoleon I.

;

that of Saint Clement: the Hotel de Ville; the
marine library, containing 25,000 volumes; the
museum and theatre. It owes its importance
to its defensive and naval works. Napoleon I.

began to build the great defenses of this northern
stronghold of France. His nephew, Napoleon III.,

developed his plans, but not with the original

view of an invasion of England. Occupying a
prominent position on the French coast, only
some 60 miles removed from the southern shore
of England, the harbor works have been extended,
strengthened, fortified, and provided with cannon,
the d(K'kvards improved, and facilities of em-
barkation afforded. The vast breakwater of
Cherbourg incloses a space of nearly 2000
acres. In connection with its fortifications,

this breakwater assimies an importance that
attaches to no other work of the kind in ex-

istence. At the apex of the angle formed by
the meeting of the two branches of the break-

water, or digue, there is a central fort or bat-
tery, measuring 509 feet on the inner line

of the parapet, which forms a flat semi-ellipse.
The ciroilar forts at the extremities of the
breakwater are remarkably well placed for pur-
poses of defense. Behind the centre battery there
is an elliptical tower, measuring 225 feet on the
major and 123 feet on the minor axis. The en-
trances to the harbor are round the end of the
mole ; and the passages are further defended by
the fortifications of the He P6l6e, and by the bat-
teries of La Roche Chavaignac and Fort Querque-
ville. A series of coast redoubts, and the two
large fortifications of Les Roches des Flamands
and du Hornet, are situated behind this outer
zone of defense. Besides batteries on the mole,
Cherbourg is defended by many regular forts and
redoubts. The town itself is commanded by the
towering fort and mountain of La Roule, and
Fort d'Octeville, on the heights behind. The
military port of Cherbourg comprises a small
outer harbor the entrance to which is 206 feet
wide at its narrowest point. This harbor com-
municates by means of a lock with a floating
basin, 957 feet long by 712 feet wide. The
outer harbor has four building slips for first-

class ships, besides some smaller slips and a fine

graving-dock. In August, 1858, an inner floating
harbor Avas opened. This harbor, entirely cut
out of solid rock, has a length of about 930
yards and a breadth of 437 yards, and is sur-
rounded by building slips and capacious graving-
docks. Cherbourg has a safe and commodious
commercial port quite distinct from the other,
situated on the southeast. Among its numer-
ous industries are ship-building, sugar-refin-

ing, lace-making, tanning, and dyeing. The
United States is represented by a consular agent.
Population in 1901, of town, 36,326; of com-
mune, 42,938.

Cherbourg is a town of Gallic origin, and ia

identified with the Roman CoriaUum. In the
Hundred Years' War it was captured by the Eng-
lish (1418), after a siege of four months, but
was regained by Charles VII. in 1450, after which
it remained in the hands of the French. Louis
XIV. attempted to make it a military fort, but
the works were dismantled in 1689. In 1758 the
English inflicted severe damage upon the fortifi-

cations. On June 19, 1864, the Confederate
cruiser Alabama steamed out of Cherbourg Har-
bor to meet the Federal war-ship Kearsarge, and
during the historic fight that ensued was de-
stroyed about nine miles from the harbor.

CHEBBULIEZ, 8hftr'bi.i'lyft', Antoine Eus6b
(1797-1869). A Swiss political economist and
jurist, professor of economics in Geneva and
afterwards in the National Polytechnic School in

Zurich. He was a contributor to cyclopaedias and
periodicals, and the author of De la di^mocratie
en (Suisse (1845) ; Le aocialisme c'est la barbarie
(1848); and Precis de la science ^conomique
(1862).

CHEBBULIEZ. shftr'bv'lyA'. Charle.s Victoh
(1829-99). A cosmopolitan French novelist, son
of a professor in Goiicvn, wlicre he was horn,

and where he studied history and philosophy, as
well as in Pari«<. Bonn, and lierlin. He taught,
and then traveled widely, gathering material
that he afterwards used in social and political

essays, and also in his novels. Of his writings
the first, Apropon d'un chernl ( 1860) , was archaeo-

logical ; others Avere scientific. He first caught
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popular favor by Le comte Koatia (1803). The
bf«t of a iiiultitudi' that followed in quick suc-

ot'ssion are: Prosper Randove (1868); Ladislas

Bolaki (1809); Miss Hovel (1870); Meta Hoi-

denia (1873) ; and Samuel lirohl et Cie. (1877).

Tie i« be»t in cosmopolitan characterizations of

RuHsians, Poles, English, Germans, or Jews

—

persona of exaggerated independence, incoherent

and improbable as the plots in which they fig-

ure. Cherbuliez's descriptions are varied and
clever, but superficial ; his psychology is weak
and conventional ; the story may be interesting,

but the ending is apt to be trivial. He grazes

burning questions of sociology or science, deftly

adapting his treatment to currents of popular
interest, and with a sharp, cynical, and rather

narrow irony. Cherbuliez became an academi-
cian in 1881. Most of his novels have been
popular in English translations. His essays,

under the assumed name of CJ. Valbert, are in

part collected, under variou.s titles, and deal with
politics, literature, and art. Consult the Eloge,

by E. Faguet, on his succession to Cherbuliez's

seat in the French Academy.

CHEBET, she-ra', Jules (1830— ). A
Frenoli artist, bom in Paris. He was the first

to take up and make an art of poster designing.

In 1866 he set up his own printing establishment
in Paris, and printed the first posters in color.

This establishment was afterwards acquired by
the Maison Caix (1881). With very simple
means he accomplished a most artistic effect,

and his original and charming work opened a
new field for artists. Jules Cheret's posters

were catalogued by M. Biraldi, and number more
than 500. The finest of them is the "Fetes de
Mont-de-Marsan."

CHEBETHITES AND PELETHITES,
kfr'^-thits, pel'e-thits. Two peoples settled in

the Negeb of Palestine, and furnishing a
bodyguard for David. They are mentioned
together in II. Sam. viii. 18; xv. 18; xx.

7, 23; I. Kings i. 38, 44; I. Chron. xviii. 17.

In all these passages the troops are referred to.

The Cherothites alone are mentioned in I. Sam.
XXX. 14; Zeph. ii. 5; Ezekiel xxv. 16; and prob-

ably Ezekiel xxx. 5. The Greek and Syriac ver-

sions translate Cherethim as 'Cretans,' and they
are evidently regarded as belonging to the

Philistines. The Pelethites are probably only a
dialectical pronunciation of Philistines. There
is nothing improbable in David's having a body-
guard made up of Philistines. Possibly the

Cherethites were more closely related to the

Eteo-cretans than were the Pulsta, or Philistines.

CHEBIBON, shPrl-bftn. The capital of the

residency of that name, situated on the northern

coast of Java, about 125 miles southeast of Ba-
tavia. Although it has lost to a great extent

its commercial importance, it still has a consid-

erable trade in coffee, indigo, and teak wood.
Population, about 19,000.

CHEB'IMOY'EB (Fr. chMmolier, corrup-
tion of Peruv. cherimoles) or Chirimota {Anona
cherimolia) . One of the most esteemed fruits of

Brazil and Peru, now common and even natural-
ized in some parts of the East Indies and other
tropical countries of the Old World, and ciiltivat-

ed upon the Keys of Florida and in California.
The tree is from 15 to 30 feet in height, with
drooping branches and oblong leaves which are
velvety beneath. The fruit is of most delicious

llavor, is sometimes descril)ed as the finest of all

fruits, and sometimes as inferior only to the mangos-
teen. It belongs to the same genus with the cus-

tard-apple (q.v.). Both flowers and fruit emit
a pleasant fragrance, but when the tree is cov-
ered with bloom the odor is so strong as to be
almost overpowering. The fruit varies from the
size of an orange to 16 pounds or upward in

weight. It is roundish or heart-shaped. Ex-
ternally it is nearly smooth, greenish or brown-
ish yellow when ripe, and often with a reddish
cheek. The skin is rather thick and tough and
marked off into pentagonal or hexagonal areas.
Internally, the fruit is snow-white and juicy,
and contains a number of small brown seeds.

CHERKES'SIANS. See Circassians,

CHEB'NIGOV. See Tchehnigov.

CHEB'NOZEM (Russ. chernozemu, from cher-
nuii, l)lack -f zrmlya, earth). The Russian name
for a very fertile black or dark-colored soil cov-

ering the larger part of the southern third of
Russia, extending from the southwestern boun-
daries to the southern half of the Ural ]Moun-
tains, and reaching beyond the Ural Mountains
into Asiatic Russia. The aggregate area of this

soil is estimated to be from 216,000,000 to 270,-

000,000 acres. Soils similar to chernozem are
found on the prairies of the western United
States and the pampas of Argentina. Typical
chernozem is formed by the admixture of humus
with loess (qq.v. ). The proportion of humus
varies from 3 to 10 per cent., the humus con-
taining from 5 to 8 per cent, of nitrogen. Cher-
nozem is rich in plant food, and is of great
depth, so that it bears continuous culture with
the same crops without deterioration ; but its

physical properties, due to its very fine particles,

are such that under unfavorable weather condi-
tions it loses its normal granular structure, dries
out, and becomes so compact as to result in crop
failures, followed by the distressing famines
which occur occasionally in Russia.

CHEB'NYSHEV'SKI. See TcnEBNY8HE\'SKi.

CHEE'OKEE (X. Amer. Indian, upland
field). The largest and most important native
tribe of the eastern United States. They are of
remote Iroquoian affinity, and formerly occu-
pied the mountain region of the Carol inas, Ten-
nessee. Georgia, and Alabama, in numerous
permanent villages of substantially built log
houses. They depended chiefly upon agriculture,
and raised large crops of corn, pumpkins, and
beans. De Soto passed through their country in
1540, and for three centuries later they were
prominent in the history of the South, taking
precedence during the colonial period over all the
other tribes of that region. They espoused the
British cause during the Revolution, but in 1785
made a treaty of peace with the United States,
and at once took up the road to civilization, at-

taining in a very short time a high degree of
prosperity and advancement. This was largely
due to the work of devoted missionaries, and to

tne presence of a respectable mixed-blood element,
the descendants of former British traders. In
1820 they adopted the regular civilized form of
government, and seven years later formulated a
constitution under the style of the 'Cherokee Na-
tion.' In the interval, Sequoya (q.v.), known
also as George Guess, had devised for the lan-

guage an alphabet, which was officially adopted
bv the Cherokee Government. Within a short
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time a national press was established, and a

considerable body of printed literature appeared

in the native langiiage.

Meanwhile, however, gold had been discov

cred in the Cherokee country, and at once

strong pressure was brought to bear to compel
the removal of the Indians. Notwithstanding a
decision of the Supreme Court upholding the

autonomy of the Cherokee Nation, the State of

GJeorgia extended her laws over their country,

and President Andrew Jackson' refused to inter-

fere in their behalf. Despite the repeated and
enersetic protests of more than nine-tenths of

the Cherokee Nation, a treaty was negotiated

with a small faction which bound the tribe to

remove within three years beyond the Missis-

sippi, whither a small portion of them had
removed some years before. The Cherokees re-

pudiated the instrument, and in 1838 they were
removed by military force, several thousands
dying on the march or from hardships incident

to the removal. Throughout this crisis the great
leader of the patriot party was the chief John
Ross (q.v.), who served as principal chief of

the Cherokee Nation from his first election in

1828 to his death in 1866. On their arrival in

the Indian Territory they reestablished their

Government, with Tahlequah as the capital. The
outbreak of the Civil War in 1861 brought di-

vision to their councils, calamity and miserj' to

their people, the tribe being about equally di-

vided in sentiment, and furnishing large con-

tingents to both the Government and Confed-
erate forces, each contending army in turn
sweeping the Cherokee country, until it was left

almost a desert waste. At the close of the war
they entered into a new treaty with the United
States, l)y which they agreed to free their negro
slaves and admit them to full Cherokee citizen-

ship. Since then their history has been chiefly a
narrative of successive acts in the hopeless strug-

gle to preserve their national existence from the
overmastering grasp of the white man. In 1892
they sold their western territorial extension,

known as the 'Cherokee Outlet.' Since then, by
rapid successive acts of Congress, their tribal

autonomy has been curtailed until hardly more
than a shadow remains, and allotment and com-
plete absorption into the white man's govern-
ment are but a question of a short time. Under
their present national Government they have an
elective principal chief, a Senate, and a House of

Representatives, and a complete system of public
schools. The Cherokees of pure and mixed blood,

exclusive of adopted citizens and repudiated
claimants, mav number perhaps 20,000, besides
whom some 1400 more, known as the Eastern
Band, reside on or adjoining a reservation in

western North Carolina, being descendants of
those who escaped and fled to the mountains at
the time of the removal.

CHERON, shft'rON'.ELiSABETii Sophie (1048-
1711). .\ French artist and poet. She was bom
in Paris, and at the age of twenty l)ecame a
member of the Royal Academy of Painting and
Sculpture, then presided over by Tx; Brun. This
rare honor for a woman was gained by her re-

markable engravings and paintings, already high-
ly esteemed. She was also the author of a poem,
hes cerincs rettversrcs (1717), and a work en-
titled Livre de princijws d dessein (1706), con-
taining some of her own engravings. At the age
of sixty she married M. Le Hay.

CHERRY (AS. ciris, (jk^r. Eirsche, from Lat.
cerasits, (ik. Kf/maSc, keraaos, cherry-tree, from
icipag, kcras, horn). • Cultivated cherries have
sprung almost entirely from two parent species—Pruntts cerasus and Prunua avium—both of
European origin. (For illustration, see Colored
Plate of Drupe.s. ) Besides these species, the cherry
is represented in Europe, America, Japan, and
China by indigenous species, none of which have
attained economic importance save the Japanese
form (Prunus pseudocerasua) , in honor of which
the famous Cherry Festival is given every year.

In America the choke-cherry {Prunus Virgin-
iana) has sometimes been cultivated. The bird-

cherry {Prunus Pennsylvanica) is grown for
ornament, while Prunus Bessii and Prunus pu-
mila, two dwarf forms native to the prairie re-

gion of the Northwest, have lately come into

notice because of their fruit.

The garden cherries are varieties of either

Prunus cerasus or Prunus avium. To Prunus
cerasus belong the ilorellos and Amarelles—two
of the three groups of sour cherries, in which
the tree characteristics are spreading habit and
willowy, drooping branches; to Prunus avium
belong the Hearts, Bigarreaux, and Mazzards, the

street cherries, and the Dukes, the third group of

sour cherries, characterized by tall, robust, up-
right trees.

The cherry is usually increased by budding
the desired variety on ^lazzard or ilahaleb
stocks. Mazzard stocks are now counted best for

both the sweet and sour cherries ; but, because

buds take more readily on the Mahaleb, this is

extensively used as a stock for the sour cherries.

Cherries prefer a well-drained gravelly loam,
w-ell enriched with plant food. While they need
moisture, they will not tolerate a wet location.

The fruit is grown commercially in Europe and
the United States. In the eastern United States

the sour cherries form an important item in the

canning business, while on the Pacific Coast the

sweet-cherry industry reaches its highest de-

velopment.

The fruit of the cherry is much valued as an
article of food by the inhabitants of some parts

of France, especially by the wood-cutters and
charcoal-burners of the forests; and among their

modes of preparing it is that of making it

an ingredient in soups. It ripens in Norway
as far north as latitude 63°. In some parts of

Germany the public roads are lined for many
miles together with avenues of cherry-trees.

The wild black cherry {Prunus serotina) is a
splendid timber-tree, the wood lieing highly

prized for finishing and furniture, while the bark
is used in medicine and the fruit is used for

making brandy.

Cherry Diseases. The cherry is subject to a
munber of fungous disea.ses, most of which are

also common to other fruits, as brown rot (see

l*EAcn), leaf-blight (see Plvm). and black knot
(see Pmm). .\ common disease of the cherr>%

known as mildew, is caused by the fungus Podo-
sphcera OTt/canth(r, which is found ui)on the

apple also, especially upon nursery stock. The
affected leaves are gray with the fungus, and
they soon dry and fall from the tree. Am-
moniacal copper carbonate has been found a
very efficient fungicide (q.v.) for preventing it.

There is a verv coiimion leaf-scorch in Europe
due to Gnomonia erifthrostoma, that has not yet

appeared in America. When attacked by tJiis
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disease the leaves wither suddenly, but remain
on the trees all winter. The fruit ripens un-

evenly, cracks, and rots. In (ipnimny relief was
secured by collecting and burning all the leaves

for two seasons. To l)e successful, this would
have to l)e practiced over a considerable area,

as the winds can spread the disease to quite a
distance.

CHERRY. (1) Tlie daughter of Boniface,

the innkocjM'r in Karquhar's Beaux' Stratagem.

(2) A nickname of Charity Pecksniff, in Dick-

ens's Martin Chiizzleirit.

CHERRY-BIRD, or CEDAR-BIRD. See
Waxwinc.
CHERRY-LAUREL, or Laubel-Cherby. A

name given to those sj)ecies of Prunus which
have evergreen leaves. They are also often called

laurel. They have small flowers in long racemes,

and small fniit of a nauseous taste, and most
parts of the plant, but particularly the leaves

and kernels, contain hydrocyanic (prussic) acid,

and are therefore very poisonous. The common
cherry-laurel, sometimes called the bay laurel

or laurel bay, very often spoken of simply
as the laurel or common laurel (Prunus lauro-

crrasus) , is a shnib, sometimes of very large

size, with ovate-lanceolate, convex, smooth, re-

motely serrated, shining, yellowish-green leaves,

and erect racemes of flowers. It came originally

from Asia, but is now naturalized throughout
the south of Europe, and is one of the most com-
mon ornamental shrubs in Great Britain. It

is propagated by seeds, layers, and cuttings. Its

leaves resemble bitter almonds in smell and taste,

and contain in great abimdance the same essen-

tial oil of almonds, which is rich in hydrocyanic
acid. From these leaves, by maceration in water
for twenty-four hours and subsequent distilla-

tion, is obtained the laurel water, or cherry-

laurel water, sometimes employed in medicine
as a substitute for hydrocyanic acid. The leaves

are sometimes employed also for flavoring pud-
dings, sauces, etc., and are safer for such pur-
poses than the oil of bitter almonds, but ought
to be used with caution. Another species, also

very common as an ornamental shrub in Great
Britain, but not quite so hardy as the common
cherry-laurel, is the Portugal laurel {Prunus
Lusiianica) , a native of Portugal, a large shrub
—sometimes a tree—with dark-green leaves and
lateral racemes. It does not grow so well under
the shadew of trees as does the common cherry-

laurel. See CiiEBRY.

CHERRY VALLEY. A village in Otsego
County, N. Y., 68 miles west of Albany, on the

Delaware and Hudson Railroad (Map: New
York, F 3). Population, in 1890, 685; in 1900,

772. It was the scene of a famous massacre
during the Revolutionary' War, 600 Indians
under Joseph Brant and 200 Tories and English
under Walter Butler attacking it on November
11, 1778, killing 16 of the small garrison sta-

tioned here and 30 of the inhabitants, including
women and children, burning nearly all the
buildings, and carrying off 71 prisoners, whom
they treated with great cruelty. Consult Hal-
sey. The Old Netc York Frontier (New York,
1901).

CHERSIPHRON, ker'sI-frSn (Lat., from Gk.
Xc/)(T/o«(.»i'), ( ? -C.546 B.C.). A famous Cretan
architect of the Sixth Century B.C., born at

Cnossus. He planned, and in part constructed,

the older temple of Artemis at Ephesus, being
assisted in the work by his son Matagenes. Cher-
siphron apparently died before the completion of

the sculpture of the colunms—that is, before B.C.

646.

CHERSO, k^r'sd. A long, narrow island of

Austria, in the Adriatic, 12 miles south-southwest
of Fiume (.Map: Austria, D 4). It has an area
of about 105 square miles. Its surface is gener-
ally hilly and rugged, with forests in the north.
The vine and olive are cultivated to some ex-

tent. Administratively it belongs to the Dis-

trict of Lussin, Istria. Its inhabitants are
chiefly engaged in maritime industries. Its
population was 8274 in 1900, including over 3000
Italians. The chief town, Cherso, has a popula-
tion of about 5000.

CHERSON, Ker-son'. See Khebson.
CHERSONESUS, ker's6-ne'sus (Lat., from

Gk. XEf}a6ir/aoc, from x'Y^'^'f , chersos, dry land +
v^aoi, nrsos, island, land-island, i.e. peninsula).
A name applied by the ancient Greeks to several
peninsulas and promontories. Three of the most
frequently mentioned are: (1) The Thracian
Chersonese, northwest of the Hellespont; (2) the
Taurie Cliersonese, in the Black Sea, the modern
Crimea ; and ( 3 ) the Cimbrian Chersonese, the
modern Jutland.

CHERT, chert (akin to Ir. ceart, pebble,

Welsh carefj, stone, Gael, carr, shelf of nx-k).
An amorphous mineral substance, composed of a
mixture of hydrated and anhydrous silica, which
has the hardness of quartz and a splintery or
conchoidal fracture. The color varies from
white to black, but is commonly a neutral gray
or brown. Chert is commonly associated with
carbonate rocks, particularlj' limestone, and is

believed to be due partly to mechanical deposi-
tion, partly to chemical deposition from water
at the time of the deposition of the carbonate
rocks, and perhaps in part to a concentration
or segregation subseqtient to the formation of
such rocks. The name homstone was formerly
more frequently employed for the same sub-
stance. See Quartz; Siliceous Rocks.
CHERTSEY, chfs'I or chgrt'si (AS. Ccortes

fg, Ceort's island ) . A market town of Surrey,
England, on the Thames, 25 miles west-south-
west of London (Map: England, F 5). It is

irregularly built and is surrounded by villas.

The chief trade is in malt and flour. Many
vegetables are raised for the London market.
Population, in 1891, 11,300: in 1901, 12,760.
Chertsej- arose from a Benedictine monastery
founded in 666, and rebuilt in 964 by Edgar.
Charles James Fox lived on Saint Anne's Hill,

about a mile from the town, and the poet Cowley
lived and died here.

CHERUB (Low Lat., from Heb. K'rfibh,
cherub; Heb. plural cherubim, Engl, plural also
cherubs). The Hebrew name for a winged crea-

ture with a human countenance, which in the
religious symbolism of the Old Testament is rep-

resented in attendance upon Jehovah, and as
forming part of the court of heavenly beings
around his throne. Cherubim are mentioned
in Oono'sis (iii. 24) as guards of paradise; a
cherub with a flaming sword hindered the ap-
proach of Adam and Even to the sacred tree. In
the Holy of Holies in the tabernacle, and after-

wards in the temple, two cherubim wrought in

embossed metal were represented above the
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mercy-seat or covering the ark of the covenant,

so that they appeared to rise out of it. Figures
of cherubim were also wrought into the hangings
of the Holy of Holies, and into the car\*ed wood-
work of the walls and doors of the temple. The
cherubim that appear in the visions of Ezekiel

and the Revelation of John are of a much more
complex character. In Ezekiel (chapter 1) they
have the body of a man, whose head, besides a
human countenance, has also that of a lion, an
ox, and an eagle : they are provided with four
wings, two of which support the chariot of Je-

hovah and serve to fly, while the other two
cover tlie body. They move straight forward,
not onh- by means of wings, but with whirling
wheels full of fire. In the Revelation four
ehcTubim, covered with eyes and having six

wings, surround the throne of Jehovah ; the
first has the face of a lion, the second of an ox,

the third of a man, and the fourth of an eagle.

This gave rise at a verj' early period to the
symbolical figures of the four Evangelists, the
human countenance being associated with Mat-
thew, that of the lion with Mark, of the ox
with Luke, and of the eagle with John. In the
developed system of .Jewish angelology, the
cherubim (so, e.g. in the Book of Enoch) form
one of the ten highest classes of angels. In ac-

counting for the origin of the sjTubol, one must
distinguish between forms of it which are now
distinctively Hebraic and such as evidently con-

tain foreign admixtures. The cherub belongs
to the class of winged monsters and chimseras
that we encounter among various nations. Such
are the winged griffins on Phoenician monuments,
which have been traced back to the Hittite
art of Syria. The existence of such monsters is

probably connected with primitive notions of

evolution which imagine a period in which crea-

tures of a mixed type filled the universe. To the
same order of ideas, therefore, as the cherubim
belong the seraphim or 'winged serpents' which
form part of the imagery in Isaiah (chapter vi.).

In Ezekiel, however, specifically Babylonian de-

velopments of the original conception of cheru-
bim have been introduced, and his description
represents a combination of early Hebrew with
later Babylonian notions. Tlie fiery flames (as
also the fiery burning sword referred to in Gen.
iii. 24) is a Babylonian notion, and likewise the
very complicated conception of a cherub with
four faces. On the other hand, the cherubim
seated on the covering of the ark represent the
more primitive view of monsters guarding the
approach to a sacred spot and chosen by the
deity as his bodygtiard. though in the art itself,

since the description of the tabernacle may be-

long to a later periml, foreign elements may be
discerned. It is rather strange that the cherubim,
which are thus of a forbidding character, should
have l)ecome the kind of angels that are ordina-
rily associated with the term. The transition to
the more pleasing conception is foimd in Jewish
angelologj' above referred to, in which the
cherubim are repn«sented as youthful angels,
bearing the glory of God as it passes through the
lieavens. In the hierarchical gradations estab-

lished by Christian theologians, cherubim rank
next to the seraphim as the second of the nine
orders of angels.

CHERUB, The. A nickname given to the
meek and angelically patient father of Miss Bella
Wilfer in Dickens's Our Mutual Friend.

CHERUBIN, sh&'ry'bax'. A valet in the
Mariagc dc Figaro, by Beaumarchais (q.v. ). He
is portrayed as a precocious youth just growing
into manhood, ignorant of the opposite sex, but
intoxicated with his own continual thoughts of
them.

CHi^RUBIN DE LA RONDA, de lA rOx'da',
Dox. The name of the 'Bachelor of Salamanca'
in Le Sage's novel of that name.

CHERUBINI, ka'roo-be'n^, :Makia Lligi
Carlo Zenobio Salvatore (1760-1842). An
Italian composer. He was born in Florence, and
began to study music at the age of six, under his

father, a musician in the Pergola Theatre, and
composition when nine years of age, under the
brothers Felici and Bizarri and Castrucci. His
earliest work was a Mass and Credo in D, and by
1776 his list included a Te Deum and an ora-

torio. Granted an allowance by the Grand Duke,
he went to Bologna in 1778, spending there and
in Milan four years under Sarti, from whom he
acquired his remarkable knowledge of counter-

point and fugue. In 1780 his first opera, Quinto
Fabio, was produced, and was followed quickly by
other dramatic works. In 1784 he went to Lon-
don, and held the post of composer to the King
for one year. Here two operas, La finta princi-

pcssa and Giulio Sabino, were brought out. In
1785 he visited Paris, and later Turin, and pro-

duced Ifigenia in Aulide (1787), returning in

1788 to make Paris his home. Demaphon
(1788) indicated that he was adopting a new
style, and Lodo'isha (1791) proved that he had
abandoned the light Neapolitan style of his ear-

lier works. Among later operas were: Elisa

(1794); Mrdce (1797): L'hoiellerie portugaise

( 1798) ; Les deux journies, in German called Der
Wassertriiger, and considered his operatic mas-
terpiece (1800): and Anacrcon (1803).

In 1795 Cherubini was appointed one of the
inspectetirs dcs etudes in the new Conservatory
of Music. In 1805 he went to Vienna to write
an opera for the Imperial Opera House. Here he
made the acquaintance of Haydn and Beethoven,
both of whom considered the opera Faniska
(1806) a masterpiece. He returned to France,
but finding little favor with Napoleon, went to

the estate of the Prince de Chimay to recuperate.

At the latter's request he wrote a church compo-
sition, the famous !Mass in F (1809). and after

that date wrote almost exclusively sacred music.
In 1814 he was made a knight of the legion of

Honor by Louis XVIII. In 1815 Cherubini
visited Ix)ndon, where he composed a symphony
and overtures for the Philharmonic Society. In
1816 he was appointed, with Ix>sueur. nnisician

and superintendent of the King's chapel, and
1821-41 he was director of the Paris Conser\'a-

torj'. which he advanced to the high standard
it still preser\'es. Cherubini has been called "the
link between classic idealism and modern roman-
ticism." "His sacretl compositions, notably the
requiems in C and D (1817 and 18.36). are dis-

tinguished by a severe grandeur, and his dra-

matic work by brilliant and original instru-

mental efTects." His work on coimterpoint
( 18.35) is still a standard. For his life, consult:

I^rlioz, M^moires (Paris. 1878) : Bellasis. Che-
rubini (London. 1874) with catalogiie of compo-
sitions, and the memoir by Pougin. in Le Mencs-
trel; and Crowest, Cherubini (London and New
York, 1890).
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CE^RUEL, shA'rM'fi', Pierbe Adolphe ( 1809-

91). A French historian. lie was bom in

Koiicn, was educated at the Ecole Norinule of

Paris, l>ecanie an instructor there in 184St, and
in 18(S6 was appointed inspector-general of public

education and rector of the Academy of Strass-

burg. Subsequently he held the rectorate of the

Poitiers Academy. He wrote a number of accu-

rate, thorough, and very readable works, such

as the Dirtionnaire historique dea institutions,

inuurx rt coutumes de la France (2 vols. 1855;

(ith ed. 1884). and the Histoire de France sous

Ir minislrre de Maxarin (3 vols, 1882-83).

CHEBUSCI, k^-riis'st. A German tribe first

mentioned by Ca?sar. They dwelt in the region

of the Weser, their country lying to tlie north-

€iv8t of that of the Chatti. They are chiefly

memorable in connection with their great leader,

Arminius, or Hermann, who, having formed
an alliance with other German tribes, attacked

and annihilated the Roman legions under Varus,

in the Teutoburg Forest, a.d. 9. After the death

of Arminius, internal strifes broke out among
the Cherusci, and Tacitus says that they were
subjugated by the Chatti, a neighboring tribe.

Notwithstanding this, they again aj)pear as the

chief tribe in the military league of the Saxons
about the end of the Third Century. In the begin-

ning of the Fourth Century they are included

among the peoples who had leagued against Con-
stantine, and toward the close of the same
centurj' are still mentioned distinctively by
Claudian.

CHER'VIL (AS. cerfille, Ger. Kerbel, from
Lat. ccerefolium, from Gk. xa^/jf^y/.Z-ov, chaire-

fihyllon, from x"'V'^<*'» chairein, to rejoice +
<pvX?Mv, phyllon, leaf) (Scnndix cerefolium or
Anthriscus cerefolium). An umbelliferous plant
which has long been cultivated as a pot-herb,

used in soups and for a garnish, in the same
manner as parsley. It is much more used in

some parts of the Continent of Europe than in

Great Britain or in the United States. It is a
native of Europe naturalized in some parts of

England and in a few localities in the United
States. The leaves have a peculiar, somewhat
sweetish, pleasantly aromatic smell and taste,

by which the plant may be known from its con-

gener Scandix anthriscus, a weed whose leaves

have a disagreeable smell, and which is also

distinguished by its hispid fruit. The iimbellif-

erous plant called Venus's-comb or shepherd's-

needle {Scandix pectcn or Scandix pecten

veneris) , a native of Europe, often found in grain-

fields, and remarkable for the appearance and
large size of its fruit, and another species, Scan-
dix australis, which grows in the south of Eu-
rope, have a taste and smell resembling chervil,

and are used in the same way on the Continent.

Sweet chervil, or sweet cicely (Myrrhis odorata,

the Scandix odorata of the older botanists),

a native of the south of Europe and of

some parts of Asia, common in the neigh-

borhood of houses in Great Britain, although
probably not a true native, is frequently

cultivated in Germany under the name of

Spanish chervil or anise chervil. In Scotland
the plant is commonly called myrrh by the peas-

antry. Its smell is peculiarly attractive to bees,

and the insides of empty hives are sometimes
rubbed with its leaves, to induce swarms to enter.

Chcerophyllum tuherosum, sometimes called

turnip-rooted chervil, is cultivated for the sake
of its carrot-shaped nK)ts, which are used in

liie same manner as carrots. The seed is said to

lose its vitality quickly, and should l)e 8tratifie<l

or sown in the fall soon after ripening. The
quality of the root is said to be improved by
keeping.

CHEBVILLE, shar'veK, Gaspard Georges,
Marquis de (1821-98). A French author. He
was born in Chartres, and for some time collabo-

rated with the elder Dumas. Subsequently he

became known as a writer on the chase, angling,

and animal life. From the list of his indepen-

dent works may be cited: Les arvnturc.s d'tin

chiende-chasse '(1862 : 2d ed. 1882); Uistoire

d'un trap bon chien (1867; an illustrated ed.

1884) : and Lcs ^l&phants (1895).

CHEB'WELL. A stream which falls into

the Isis, or Thames, near Oxford, England. It

rises in the southwest of Northamptonshire, and
forms the western boundary of Oxfordshire for a
considerable distance (Map: England, E 5).

CHES'APEAKE, The. A thirty-eight-gun

vessel famous in the history of the American
Navy. Early in 1807, after undergoing partial

repairs in the Washington Navy Yard, she pro-

ceeded to Hampton Koads, where Commodore
James Barron (q.v.) assumed command. On
June 22, poorly equipped, insufficiently manned
by an untrained crew, and wholly unfit for im-

mediate action, she started across the Atlantic

on a training cruise ; but when well out to sea

was overtaken and stopped by the British frig-

ate Leopard, 50 guns, whose commander de-

manded the restitution of British deserters al-

leged to form a part of the Chesapeake^s crew.

On Barron's refusal to return the sailors de-

manded, or to permit search for them, the British

attacked with vigor, soon killing three and
wounding eighteen of the Americans and serious-

ly crippling their vessel. From the Chesapeake
only one gun was fired, and tliat with great dif-

ficulty and without efTect. Barron finally struck
his colors, and the British reclaimed four de-

serters, three of whom, though they had been
formerly impressed into the British service, were
native-bom Americans. The aflfair caused in-

tense excitement throughout the country, anti-

British feeling ran high, and the people every-
where demanded 'reparation or war.' President
JeflFerson immediately (July 2) issued a proc-

lamation, which proved futile,' ordering British
cruisers to depart from American ports and /or-

bidding all aid and intercourse with them; and,
through Monroe, indignantly demanded redress,

but without avail, from the British Government.
The incident was one of the chief occurrences
that led up to the War of 1812, and is famous in

American history as 'The Chesapeake Affair' or
the 'Chesapeake Outrage.' On June 1, 1813,

the Chesapeake, then commanded by Captain
Lawrence and carrying 50 guns, fought a battle
in Massachusetts Bay with the British thirty-

eight-gun vessel the Shannon, Captain Broke,
then earrving 52 guns. The two vessels were
almost evenly matched, except that the Chesa-
peake had an untrained crew and had only re-

cently changed captains. After an engagement
lasting fifteen minutes, the Chesapeake, rendered
unmanageable by the terrible fire of the Shan-
non, was forced to surrender after Captain Law-
rence had received a mortal wound. This gallant
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commander exhorted his men to the end with the

words, "Don't give up the ship!" Out of a crew
of 379, the Chesapeake lost til killed or mortally

wounded, and 85 severely and slightly wounded

;

while out of a crew of 330, the Shannon lost

33 killed and 50 wounded. The Chesapeake was
taken as a prize to Halifax, was afterwards used
as a British war-vessel, and in 1820 was sold as

old tinil)er. Consult: Henrj- Adams, History of

the I'nitcd States, Vol. IV. (9 vols.. New York,

1889-91); McMaster, History of the People of

the United States, Vols. III. and IV. (Ne>v York,
1883— ) ; Cooper, History of the Xavy of the

United States (2 vols., London, 1839) ; Roose^
velt. The Naval War of 1812 (New York, 1882) ;

and Barnes, Xaval Actions of the War of 1812
(New York. 189G).

CHES'APEAKE BAY (N. Amer. Indian,

gre.Tt salt water). The largest inlet on the At-

lantic coast of the United States (Map: United
States, L 3: Maryland, Mo). It penetrates

Virginia and ^larA'land, and is 200 miles long,

with a maximum width of nearly 40 miles, but an
average width of less than 20 miles. Its entrance,

12 miles wide, has on the north Cape Charles

(q.v.), and on the south Cape Henry (q.v.).

This bay has numerous arms, many of which
are the estuaries of navigable rivers, such as

the Susquehanna, Gunpowder, Patapsco, Pa-

tuxent, Potomac, Rappahannock, York, and
James rivers on the western shore, and the Elk,

Chester, Choptank, Nanticoke, and Pocomoke
rivers on the eastern shore. Unlike the shallow
eounds in North and South Carolina, this net-

work of gulfs and estuaries, with an average
depth of from 30 to 60 feet (usually the latter in

the main channel), affords navigation for the

largest vessels. In consequence. Baltimore and
Norfolk are extensive shipping ports. Chesapeake
Bay is noted for its extensive oyster-betls, and
the vast numbers of water-fowl which frequent

its waters. The shore lands of the bay produce
a great amoimt of garden stuff, which is sent to

Baltimore and the Northern markets. Chesa-
peake Bay is connected with Delaware Bay by
canal.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOG. See Field Dog.

CHESELDEN, cluVel-drn. William (1688-

1752). An English surgeon and anatomist. He
commenced his medical studies in 1703, estab-

lished himself as a lecturer on anatomy in 1711,

and in the following year was elected a fellow

of the Royal Society. He ^as afterwards ap-

pointed surgeon to Saint Tliomas's, Saint
George's, and Westminster hospitals, where he
acquired a great reputfltion as an operator. His
principal works are: Anatomy of the Human
Body (1713), long a text-book on the subject in

England; a Treatise on the High Operation for

the Stone (1723): and Osteology, or Anatomy
of the Bones (1733).

CHESHIBE, chfsh'er (for Chestershire, from
Chcstir. the capital of the county + shire). A
maritime county in the west of England, iMumded
north bv the river Mersev and partly by the Irish

Sea (Map: England, D 3). Its area is 1009

square miles. The surface forms an extensive,

nearly level plain between the Derbyshire and
Welsh mountains, chiefly occupied by grazing

and dairy tracts, which are among the most im-

portant in England. Dairy farming and cheese-

making are the principal agricultural industries.

Cheshire is also an important manufacturing
county. The chief mineral products are rock salt

and coal. The chief towns are Chester (the
county town), Macclesfield, Stockport, Congle-
tc-n, Knutsford, and Birkenhead. Population,
in 1891, 730,058; in 1901, 814,550.

CHESHIBE, Joseph Blount (1850—). An
American Protestant Episcopal clergjTnan, Bish-
op of North Carolina. He was bom at Tar-
boro, N. C, graduated at Trinity College (Hart-
ford, Conn.) in 1869, and practiced law from
1872 to 1878. He was ordained priest in 1880,
was consecrated bishop coadjutor in 1893. and
bishop in the same year. His publications in-

clude The Early Conventions of the Episcopal
Church in \orth Carolina (1882), and various
pamphlets and addresses. He has edited Sketches
of Church History in S'orth Carolina (1892).

CHESHIBE CHEESE. See Cheese ; Cheese-
^I.\KIX(J.

CHES'HUNT. A town of Hertfordshire, Eng-
land, on the Jjca, about 7 miles south of Hert-
ford and 14 miles north of London (Map: Eng-
land, F 5). It is famous for its rose-gardens,
and has a large theological college. Population,
in 1901, 12,300. Cheshunt was probably a Ro-
man station. Consult Cheshunt College (Lon-
don, 1868).

CHESNEY, ch§s'nl, Chakles Cobnwaixis
(1826-76). A British military engineer and
critic. He was a brevet colonel in the British
Royal Engineers, and for many years was pro-
fessor of military history at the Staff College
at Sandhurst. He first attracted general atten-
tion by A Military View of Recent Campaigns
in Virginia and Maryland (1863), and in 1868
published his Waterloo Lectures, perhaps his
ablest work. He also published The Military
Pesourccs of Prussia and France (1870). and
Essays in Modern Military Biography (1874).
'llie latter contains valuable critical estimates
of the military careers of Generals U. S. Grant
and R. E. J^ee, and of 'Chinese' Gordon.

CHESNEY, Fra.vcis Rawdox (1789-1872).
A British soldier and explorer. In 1829 he in-

spected the route of the Suez Canal and proved
the undertaking to be feasible, so that I>e I.«es-

seps forty years afterwards stj-led him the
'father of the Suez Canal.* He is especially
known, however, as the explorer of the Eu-
phrates, and the founder of the overland route
to India by way of that river. He wrote: Expe-
dition for the Suri-py of the Euphrates and
Tigris (1850), and Xarratire of the Euphrates
Expedition (1868). Consult his Life, by his
wife and daughter, edited by Stanley Lane- Poole
(London. 1885).

CHESS (OF. esches. Fr. pi. tehees, from It.

scacchi, Med. Lat. scacri, from Pers. shah, king).
The origin of this, the most intellectual of all

games of skill, has been much dispute<l; but it

is safe to say that under the Sanskrit name of
chaturanga. consisting of four meml)ers. a game
essentially the same as mo<lern chess was played
in Hindustan in vorj- remote ages. Marked
traces of its early .Asiatic origin may still be
discerned in its nomenclature and other char-
acteristics. From Hindustan, chess spread into
Persia, and thence into .Arabia. The .Arabs, it

v.-ould appear, introduced it into Spain in the
Eighth Century: though it may have been im-
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ported still earlier into Constantinople and prob-

ably sonic other citieH of eastern Europe. An
interest iufr refen'nce to it occurs in the French
poem of "Huon de Bordeaux" (c.l450), which
supplied Shakespeare with some of the dramatis
pcrsotur of Ills Midsummer Sight's Dream. This

eonnec'tion is especially noteworthy because of

the probability that it also suggested to him
tlie introduction of Ferdinand and Miranda
playing at chess in the Tempest; although it

is likely that he was acquainted with the fact

tiuit during his own lifetime Naples, the country
of Ft'rdinand, was the centre of European ciiess-

playing, and skill in the game temporarily
reache<l a height which it never attained again
until the mid<llc of the Eighteenth Centixry, when
I'hilidor (F. A. Danican) became famous all over

i'hirope.

llenjamin Franklin was the first American to

bring the game into prominence, both as a player

and a writer; but its jiractice was confined to

a few until the early part of the Nineteenth
Centurj'. By 1857 there were sufiicient chess

clubs to justify a national congress, at which
Paul Morphy of New Orleans won the champion-
ship. He was such a phenomenal player that next

\ear he was sent to Europe, and there he carried

off all the honors. From that time chess has
had a settled place among our pastimes, and
Americans, in all the phases of the game, in

international contests, have held a high place.

The original Tlindu game was played on a
board of sixty-four squares, as now, but by four
persons, two being allied against two, as in

whist. Hence the name chnturanga, from cha-

= c r.

tur, 'four,' and anpa, 'a member' or 'component
part.' The name shatranj, used by the Persians
and Arabs, is a corruption of the Sanskrit. The
English, French, and other European names are
derived from the Persian term shah, 'king.'

Cheek, the warning when the king is in danger,
is but another form of shah; in fact, 'king' is

sometimes used for 'check,' and in German
schach is both the name of the game and the
term of warning. The term rook is from the

Sanskrit roka, Persian rukh, meaning a ship or
chariot; pairn is said to be from peon, an at-

tendant or foot soldi<'r.

The chess-board is nuirked out into sixty-four
square divisions, which are colored alternately
l)lack and white, in order the more clearly to
determine and denote the respective movements
of the several pieces. In [dacing the thirty-two
pieces with which the game is played upon the
board, each player must always have a white
corner square at his right hand. Tliere are two
sets of pieces, of opposite colors, of sixteen men
each, and of various powers according to their

rank. These sets of men are arrayed opposite
to each other and attack, defend, and capture
like hostile armies. Tlie accompanying diagram
will best explain the name, form, and place of

each man at the commencement of the game.
The superior ofTicers occupying the first row

on each side are called pieces; the inferior men,
all alike, standing on the row immediately in

front of the pieces, are called paicns. Their
moves and powers, along with the peculiar terms
used in chess, may be briefly described as
follows

:

A pairn, at his first move, may advance either
one or two squares, straightforward; but after

having once moved, he can only advance a single

square at a time. In capturing an adverse piece,

however, a pawn moves one square diagonally,
cither right or left ; but the pawn never moves
backward. On arriving at an eighth square, or
the extreme line of the board, a pawn may be
exchanged for any piece his owner chooses to
call for, except a king, so that a player may
have several queens on the board at once. If,

on moving two squares, a pa^^•n pass by an ad-

verse pawn which has arrived at the fifth line,

the advanced adverse pawn may take the other in

passing in exactly the same manner as if the
latter had moved but one square.

A bishop moves any number of squares diag-
onally, but diagonally only ; therefore a bishop
can never change the color of his square.

A knight moves two squares, so as always to
change color—that is, he moves one square for-

ward or backward and one diagonally. On ac-

count of this crooked movement, he can leap
over or between any surrounding pieces; and
therefore a knight's check—unless he can be
taken—always compels the king to move.
The rook, or castle, moves any number of

squares forward, backward, or sidewise, but not
diagonally.

The queen is by far the most powerful of the
pieces, and moves over any number of squares,
either in straight lines or diagonals, forward,
backward, or sidewise; so that her action is a
imion of that of the rook and bishop. At start-

ing the queen always stands on a square of her
own color.

The king is the most important piece on the
board, as the game dcj>ends upon his safety. He
moves only one square at once, in any direction,

except when he eastles—a term to be explained
presently. The king cannot be taken : but when
any Other piece attacks him, he is said to be in

check, and must either move out of check or
interpose some one of his subjects, unless the
checking piece can be captured. When there is

no means of rescuing the king from check, he is

said to be checkmated, and the game is over. Of
course, the two kings can never meet, as they
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would be in check to each other. Double check

is when a piece, by being moved, not only gives

check itself, but also discovers a previously

masked attack from another.

Castling is a privilege allowed to the king

once in a game. The move is performed either

with the king's rook or queen's rook; in the

former case the king is moved to the king's

knight's square and the king's rook is placed on

the king's bishop's square; in the latter case the

king is played to the queen's bishop's square,

and the quee'n's rook played to the queen's square.

But the king cannot castle after having once

moved, nor at a moment when he is actually in

check, nor with a rook that has muved, nor when
he passes over a square attacked or checked by

an adverse piece, nor when any piece stands be-

tween him and the rook with which he would
castle, nor when in the act of castling either the

king or rook would have to capture an adverse

piece.

A draxcn game results from neither player

being able to checkmate the other; thus, a king
left alone on each side must of course produce
a draw, as does also a king with a bishop, or a

knight, against a king.

Stalemate, or the not being able to move either

the king or any other piece, also constitutes a

drawn game.
Odds is a term applied to the advantage which

a stronger plaj-er should give to a weaker; thus,

the removal of a rook or knight from the better

player's forces may be fair odds ; or, if the

players are more nearly matched, the one may
give a pawn. WTien the odds of a pawn are

given, it is always understood to be the king's

bishop's pawTi.

Gambit is a technical word implying the sac-

rifice of a pawn early in the game, for the pur-

pose of taking up an attacking position with the

pieces.

Supposing the worth of a pawn to be repre-

sented by unity, the following is a tolerable

average estimate of the comparative value of

the pieces : PaA\Ti, 1 ; bishop, 3 ; knight, 3 ; king,

4 ; rook. 5 ; queen, 9.

The rows of squares running straight up and
down the board are called files, those running
from side to side are called lines, and those run-
ning obliquely across are termed diagonals.
The playing over the following short game will

serve the learner as a little initiatory practice:

WHITE. BLACK.

1. Kinsr'H pawn two. 1. King's pawn two.
2. KiiiK'H biHhop to queen's 2. KIuk's bishop to queen's

f)istiop's -Itii. bishop's 4th.
.'!. Ciii-<'ii to king's rook's 8. King's knight to kin^^s

>'l> bishop's 3d.
4. Uiii-i'U takes * king's bish-

op's pawn, giving black
check niat«>.

The foregoing brief mode of giving a check-
male is called the acholar'a mate, and is often

practical upon young and unwary players. Any
contractiims u.sed, such as 'K' for king. 'B' for

bishop, etc.. will readily be understood by the
use of the diajrrams.

In the conduct of the game, and in the prac-

tice of chess, the following rules, precepts, and
hints will l)e found very generally useful : Play

'Taking is always iiertormed by lifting thecaptured man
from the hoanl, and placing the captoron hissniiare. The
Sawn is the only man whose mode of taking illffers from
is ordinary move.

forth your minor pieces early, and castle your
king in good time. You may sometimes delay

castling with advantage, but not often. Do not

expect to be able to establish an enduring attack

with half your forces at home. Seek to let your
style of play be attacking, and remember the

gaining or losing of time in your measures is

the element of winning or losing the game.
Never touch a piece without moving it, nor suf-

fer yourself or your opponent to infringe any
other of the laws of the game.

You will find, when first player, that the open-

ing, springing from your playing first king's

pawii two, and then your king's knight to the

bishop's third, is one of the best that you can

adopt; but do not adhere to any one opening

only. If you wish to adopt a purely defensive

opening, vou mav plav first king's pawn one,

and follow up with Q P 2 and Q B P 2. Next
to playing with good players, nothing will con-

duce to improvement more than looking on at

two expert players while they play. Wanting
these advantages, it is best to play over openings

and actual games from books or journals. To
prevent blimders and oversights, always en-

deavor to perceive the motive of your adversary's

move before you play; and look often round the

board to see that you are not losing sight of

any better move than the one you intended, or

that you are not suflFering yourself to be tempted
by a bait.

The L.\\vs of Chess. The most elaborate and
complete code of rules is to be found in Staun-

ton, Chess Praxis (London, 1893). In that code

every law of the game is fully explained, filling

sixty-six pages of the book.

For the antiquities of the subject, consult

Forbes, History of Chess (London, 1860). Mod-
em practical works are: Morphy, Games at

Chess, edited by Lowenthal (New York, 1860) ;

Stanton. Chess: Theory and Practice (London.

1883) ; Gossip, Chess Player's Manual (London,

1875) ; Walker, Chess and Chess Players (Lon-

don, 1850).

CHESS, or CHEAT. A common name of the

Bromus sccalinus. See Bbome Grass.

CHEST (palatalization of AS. cist, cest, from
Lat. cista, Gk. kUttij, kist€, chest, box), or

Thorax. In anatomy, the part of the body
which lies beneath the neck and above the ab-

domen (q.v.), constituting the uppermost of the

two divisions of the trunk, or that which con-

tains the heart and lungs, and is Iwunded exter-

nally by the ribs. The chest is somewhat conical

in form, the broad or lower end of the cone

being shut in by the diaphragm, a large muscu-
lar partition which projects upward from the

lower ribs, being convex toward the chest and
concave toward the abdomen. In respiration

(q.v.), the diaphragm descends by its own mus-
cular contracti<m. while at the same time the

ribs are drawn upward and outward by the ac-

cessory muscles of inspiration. The cavity of

the chest is thus enlarged, the lungs are expand-
ed, and air is drawn into them through the

trachea, or windpipe, and the bronchial tubes.

The combination of l)one. cartilage, nuiscle. an<l

tendon entering into the composition of the

cheat are such as to permit of expansile move-
ment to the extent required, and yet to guard
against over-expansion, which would be fatal to

the delicate structures within. The bones of
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the chest are at the same time a powerful pro-

tection uguinat oxtemal injury.

The strurturi'H forming the walls of the chest

are: (1) Tlie backbone or Hpiniil column, divided

into twenty-four true vertebra', twelve of which,

called the dornal vertebnv, form the thoracic por-

tion. (2) Twelve ribs on either side, attached

behind the dorsal vertebra', and ending in front

in the costal cartilages. (3) The sternum, or

breast-bone, wliich occupies the middle line in

front, and to which the costal cartilages are at-

tached on either side. (4) The diaphragm
(q.v.). See also Skkleton.
The contents of the chest are the heart, the

great arteries and veins, the lungs, the trachea

or windpipe, the bronchi or branches of the

trachea, leading to the lungs, the oesophagus or

gullet, certain important nerve-trunks, and the

thoracic duct (q.v.) or general terminus of the

lymphatic system of vessels, by which the chyle

and lymph are discharged into the blood. Tlie

very great importance of these parts to life, and

their great liability to deranged action, renders

the chest the seatof a large proportion of the

diseases which afflict humanity, and especially

of those which end in death. Indeed, of the

three organs which the great physiologist IMchat

called the 'tripod of life'—viz. the brain, heart,

and lungs—the chest contains two; hence its

condition in almost all diseases, and especially

in fatal diseases, is an object of the utmost
solicitude to the physician.

The diseases of the chest depend in some cases

on alterations in its form, as by rickets (q.v.)

and other conditions affecting the bones in early

childhood or in youth, or by too tight lacing in

girls. The lungs and air-tubes are subject to a

great variety of diseases, among which the prin-

cipal are consumption, or pulmonary tubercu-

losis (q.v.), pneumonia (q.v.), pleurisy (q.v.),

and bronchitis q.v.). The heart is subject to

pericarditis, endocarditis, enlargement (hyper-

trophy), dilatation, and degeneration of its

muscular texture. The aorta, or great artery,

is often aflTected with degeneration of its walls,

and occasionally with aneurism. The great

veins are liable to over-distension, and to ob-

struction by tumors or by coagulation of the

contained blood. The thoracic duct is also

sometimes obstructed by external pressure, and
the oesophagus has a number of diseases usually

described in connection with the alimentary

canal. Most of the diseases here referred to are

described either in special articles, or under

Heart, and Respibation, Organs of. See also

AxrsciLTATioN, and Percussion.

CHEST, Naval. The name of Chest has been

given to certain funds maintained for the benefit

of seamen belonging to the English Navy. A
fund, called the Chest at Chatham, was sug-

gested so long ago as the days of Drake and
Hawkins, for the relief of superannuated and
wounded seamen. In 1590 all seafaring men in

Queen Elizabeth's service consented to a stop-

page out of their pay of two shillings to six

shillings per month to support this fund. The
money was not in those days, as it would be

now, put out to interest ; it was kept in a chest,

and hence the name given to the fund itself.

During the Eighteenth Century the system be-

came organized in a better manner: but still the

fund retained the name of chest ; insomuch that
when the office was removed from Chatham to

Greenwich, in 1803, it became the Cheat at

tireenwich. The chest is managed ex olficio,

and the accounts are annually laid In-fore Par-
liament. Handsome gifts are occasionally made
to the fund by individuals. Disabled sailors re-

ceive a present sum of numey, if not deprived of

the power of earning a living; but if their in-

juries are more permanent they receive a pen-

sion from the Ciii'st for one year, or for several

years, or for life, paid half-yearly.

CHES'TEB (.\S. ceastcr, from Lat. caxtra,

camp). An ancient episcopal city, municipal
and Parliamentary l)orough, and river {)ort. the

capital of Cheshire, England, on the right bank
of the Dee, 22 miles from its estuary, and 1(5

miles southeast of Liverpool (Map: England,
D ^). It stands on a rocky sandstone height,

the greater part being inclose<l by ancient walls

seven or eight feet thick, nearly two miles in

circuit, pierced by four gates, and now forming
a promenade from which excellent views of the

city and vicinity are obtained. The two main
streets cross each other at right angles, and were
cut out of the rock by the Romans four to ten

feet below the level of the houses. The houses

in these streets are curiously arranged; the

front parts of their second stories, as far back
as 16 feet, form a continuous paved promenade
or covered gallery, open in front, and reached

by flights of steps from the street below, with
private houses above, inferior shops and ware-

houses below, and the ciiief shops of the town
within. These arcades, called the 'rows,' to-

gether with the ancient walls and the half-tim-

bered construction of many of the houses, with
quaintly carved ornamental gables of the Six-

teenth Ctentury, render Chester perhaps the most
picturesque city in England. The cathedral is

an irregular massive structure of crumbling
sandstone, with a tower of 127 feet. It was for-

merly the Church of the Abbey of Saint Wer-
burgh, which for six hundred and fifty years was
one of the richest in England. The cathedral

grammar school was founded bj' Henry VIII.

Saint John's Church, long in ruins, but partially

restored since 1868, is supposed to have been

of early Saxon origin. Among other noted
buildings are the castle built by William the

Conqueror, now used as barracks, the town
liall, linen hall, and music hall. There are also

many quaint private houses, such as Clod's Provi-

dence House, so called from the inscription on
it; Bishop Lloyd's House, and Stanley House.
The Dee is crossed by three bridges—an old

stone one, a suspension bridge, and Grosvenor
Bridge, consisting of one superb stone arch of

200 feet span. Chester sends one member to Par-

liament. Although Chester can boast of great
antiquity, it has not fallen behind in carrying

out modem improvements, and this has been done
with due regard to the quaint architectural fea-

tures of the city. P^lectrie lighting has been in-

stalled ; a modern sewerage system, including
precipitation works, has been introduced; public

baths, markets, a free library, a museum, and a
hospital are maintained by the municipality.

There are two public parks, and on the Roodee,

outside the walls, there is a large race-track, from
which the city derives a considerable profit.

Chester has manufactures of lead, iron-foundries,

chemical works, and a ship-building yard. It

manufactures boots and shoes for export. Its

principal trade, however, is in cheese, for which
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it is a famous market. It has an increasing

shipping trade, importing metal ores, timber,

etc., and exporting iron and its manufactures.
Chester is the terminus of several railway lines,

and the union railway station is one of the finest

in Great Britain. About three and one-half miles

from the city is Eaton Hall, the magnificent seat

of the Duke of Westminster. Population, in

1891, 37,105; in 1901, 36,281.

Chester was the Deva of the Romans, the Brit-

ish Caer Lleonvawr, and the Saxon Legancester
or Laegeceaster. It was devastated by Ethelfrid,

King of Xorthumbria. in 607, after the massacre
of 1200 monks of Bangor Yscoed, who had as-

sembled to pray for the success of their com-
patriots. In 828 it was taken by the Sa.xons. and
in 894 by the Danes. Ethelred' retook it in 904,

and rebuilt the walls. From the Norman Con-
quest to the time of Henry III. the earls of

Chester had their own courts and parliaments
at Chester, with eight subfeudatories and the

superiors of the great religious houses, Chester
being then a county palatine. Henry III. made
bis eldest son Earl of Chester, a title held since

by the Prince of Wales. In 1128 the town re-

ceived its first charter. After a long siege ( 1643-

46) the Parliamentarj' forces took the city.

BiBUOGRAPHY. Howson, "Chester Cathedral,"
in Cathedrals of England (Philadelphia, 1895) ;

Freeman. "Earlv Historv of Chester," in Archceo-

logical Journal', Vol. XLIII. (London, 1886) ;

I^ch-SzArma. "The Rows of Chester;" Picton,

"The Walls of Chester:" Smith, "The Walls of

Chester," in Archceological Journal, Vol. XLIV.
(London. 1888).

CHESTER. A town and port of entry on
Mahone Bay, Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia,

Canada, 45 miles southwest of Halifax (Map:
Nova Scotia. E 5). The town was founded by
New Englanders in 1760, and has manufacturing
and fishing industries. Population, 2000. The
village of Chester Basin, five miles distant, pic-

turesquely situated on a hill overlooking the

bay, is a popular summer resort.

CHESTER. A city and county-seat of Ran-
dolph County, III., on -the Mississippi River, 75
miles l)elow Saint Louis, and on the Illinois

Southern and the Wabash, Chester and Western
railroads (Map: Illinois, C 6) . It has a public li-

brary. The Southern Illinois Penitentiary and the

Illinois Asylum for the Criminal Insane are sit-

uated here. The city carries on a considerable

trade, and has manufactures of flour, knit goods,

foundrv pro<lucts, wagons, etc. Population, in

1890, 270S: in 1900, 2832.

CHESTER. A city in Delaware Coxmty, Pa.,

14 miles southwest of Philadelphia, on the Dela-

ware River, and on the Baltimore and Ohio,

the Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia and Reading
railroads (Map: Pennsylvania, F 4). It has a
free library, two hospitals, and two parks, and
is the seat of the Pennsylvania Military College

and the Crozer Theological Seminary (Baptist).

Of historic interest are the city hall, built in

1724, and the house of William Penn. Chester

has large manufactories of cotton and woolen

goods, dyestuffs, iron and steel, boilers and en-

gines. lunil)er in various products, cipirs. plaster,

boards, ice. and many other articles ; and is

noted for its ship-building. The government

of the city is carried on by a mayor, elected for

three years, and a bicameral city council. The

executive, with the concurrence of the council,

appoints the health board, park commissioners,
police, and con)missionpr of highways; the city

solicitor, engineer, and board of revision of taxes
are elected by the coimcil ; other offices are filled

bv popular election. Population, in 1880, 14,997

;

if. 1890, 20,226; in 1900, 33,988.
Chester, the oldest town in Pennsylvania,

settled by Swedes in 1644, was called Upland
imtil 1682, when Penn arrived and gave it its

present name. It was laid out in 1700, was in-

corporated as a borough in 1701, and was char^
tered as a city in 1866. The first Pennsyl-
vania Assembly convened here in 1682. During
the Revolution it was alternately occupied by
the British and the Americans, and after the
battle of BrandyAvine, in 1777, W^ashington re-

assembled his troops here. Consult: Ashmead,
Historical Sketch of Chester (Chester, 1883).

CHESTER. A city and county-seat of Chester
County. S. C, 62 miles north by west of Colum-
bia, on the Southern, the Seaboard Air Line, and
other railroads (Map: South Carolina, C 2).
It is in a fertile cotton-growing and general agri-

cultural country, and has cotton-mills, cotton-
gins, a cottonseed-oil mill, flour and lumber mills,

iron and wood-working establishments, etc.

Population, in 1890, 2703; in 1900, 4075.

CHESTER, Colby Mitchell (1844—). An
American naval officer. He was bom in Con-
necticut, graduated at the United States Mili-

tary Academy in 1863, and in 1864 participated
in the operations against Mobile. In 1881 he
was appointed commander, and from 1881 to
1885 was hydrographic inspector of the coast
survey. From 1888 to 1889 he was a member of

the commission for establishing a navy-yard on
the Pacific Coast, from 1890 to 1894 was com-
mandant at Annapolis, and from 1897 to 1898
was commander of the South Atlantic Squadron.
He was appointed captain in 1896.

CHESTER, .losEPH Lemi-el (1821-82). An
American antiquary. He was bom in Norwich,
Conn., and until 1852 was a merchant's clerk in

Philadelphia. He was after^vards clerk in the
House of Representatives and aide-de-camp to
the Governor of Pennsylvania. After 1858 he
resided in London, where he spent ten years in

the compilation of an annotated abstract of the
registers of Westminster Abbey (1876). This
work was published by the Harleian Society, of
which, in 1869, he had been a founder. At the
time of his death he was regarded as perhaps the
most learned genealogist in England or .\merica.
He also edited Educational Laics of Virginia
(1854); The Reiester Booke of Saynte De'ni«
Hackchurch (1878) ; and other similar compila-
tions.

CHESTERFIELD. A municipal borough and
market town in Derbyshire, England, at the con-
fluence of the Hipper and Rother, about 12

miles south of Sheffield (Man: England, D 3).
There are manufactures of leather, silk, lace,

earthenware, and machinery: and the minerals
in the neighborhood, including coal, iron, pot-
ters* and brick clay, slate, and lead, are being
greatly developed. Trade is facilitated by a
canal connecting Chesterfield with the Tr»«nt,

and by the main line of the Midland Railway.
Owing to the rapid growth of its manufactures
and the increase of its population, it has become
a flourishing municipality. The gas and water
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BuppliPH are mnnnKod by a special board; parks,

Jiublic baths, n oomptory, markets, and slauj^hter-

louses are maintained by the municipality. It

also ojH'rates its street railways. The town has

an excellent system of sewerage, and in connec-

tion therewith maintains a sewajje farm. Its

educational institutions include an ancient pfram-

niar school and technical school, and a public

library maintained by the town. The town is

of ^reat antiquity. Its first charter was re-

ceived in the reij»n of King John. The parish

church of All Saints, dating from the Fourteenth
Century, is remarkable for its curious twisted

spire.
' George Stephenson is buried in Trinity

Church. Population, in 1801, 22,000; in 1901,

27,200. Consult Yeatman, The Records of Ches-

terfield (Chesterfield, 1884).

CHESTERFIELD, Philip Dormeb Stan-
HOi'K. Earl of (1094-1773). An English states-

man and author, eldest son of the third Earl of

ChestcTileld. He was born in London, September
22, 1G!)4. He studied for about a year at Trinity

Hall. Cambridge, and then left to travel in

Flanders ( 1714) . The next year he was appoint-

ed a gentleman of the bedchamber to the Prince

of Wales, and entered the House of Commons
as a Whig. On the death of his father (1726),
he succeeded to the earldom and took his seat in

the House of Lords. Two years later he was
appointed Ambassador to The Hague: in 1730
he was made a Knight of the Garter and Lord
Steward of the Household. Dismissed from olTiee

(1733), he became a bitter opponent of Walpole.
Particularly brilliant was his speech against

the Licensing Act (1737). In 1744 he joined

the Pelham ^linistry, and the next year was ap-

pointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, a post for

which he was admirably qualified. In 1746 he
became Secretarj- of State, and was offered a
dukedom. In 1748 he resigned office, and passed

the rest of his life in leisure. He died March 24,

1773. Distinguished for wit and graceful man-
ners, he was for a time on terms of intimacy
with Pope, Swift, Bolingbroke, and other eminent
contemporaries. At an inopportune time he
thrust himself forward as a j)atron of Dr. John-
son, and was repudiated in a celebrated letter

(February 7, 1755). Chesterfield's literary fame
rests upon his Letters (published 1774) to his

natural son, Philip Dormer, written for the im-

provement of his manners. Long very popular,

these letters contain counsel still valuable. Their
immorality was justly censured by Dr. John-
son, and with equal justice Sainte-Beuve praised

their practical good sense. Consult: Letters of
Chesterfield, edited by Lord Mahon (London,
1845-53), and by J. Bradshaw (London, 1892) ;

also Browning, Wit and Wisdom of Lord Chester-

field (London, 1875) ; Hill, Worldly Wisdom of
Lord Chesterfield (New York, 1891): and Col-

lins, Essays and f^tiidies (London, 1895).

CHESTERFIELD INLET. An inlet of Hud-
son Bay. which extends westward for a distance
of over 200 miles from the northwest corner of

the bay (Map: Canada, M 4). It has a vari-

able width, which does not exceed 25 miles, and
is in water conneotion, near its head, with
the string of large lakes lying to the southwest.
It contains a number of islands, and at its west-
em extremity it widens into Baker Lake.

CHESTER PLAYS, The. A group of mys-
tery plays on scriptural subjects, twenty-four in

all, played by the guilds of Chester during three

days at Whitsuntide. A Sixteenth-Century proc-

lamation concerning them ascribes them, in ob-

scure phrase, to either Sir Henry Francis, a
monk, or to Sir John Amway, mavor of Chester
in 1327-28. Tlie earliest manuscript of them is

in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, and
is dated 1581. Tlie only complete edition of

them was made by Mr. Thomas Wright, for the

Shakespeare Society, London (2 vols., London,
1843-47).

CHESTTERTOWN. A town and county-seat
of Kent C'oimty, Md., 30 miles east of Baltimore,
on the Chester River, and on the Pennsylvania
Railroad (Map: Maryland, N 4). It has plan-

ing-mills, strawboard-mills, and phosphate and
basket factories. Washington College, organized
in 1783. is situated here. The town government
is administered by three commissioners, who
hold office for three years. Population, in 1890,

2632; in 1000, 3008.

CHESTNUT, ch<4s'niit (formerly chesten-nut,

a contamination of AS. cisten, OHG. chestinna,

kestiiino. Ger. Kastanie, chestnut, and OF. chas-

taine, It. cnstafpui, Lat. castanea, chestnut, from
Gk, Kaffxavia, kastanea. Arm. kask, chestnut; con-

nected with Gk. Kd<rTaim, Kastana, orKaffravala,

Kastanaia, a city of Pontus noted for chestnuts )

.

Castniiea. A genus of plants of the natural

order Cupuliferae, closely allied to the l)eech

(Fagus) , and distinguished from it by long

male catkins, longitudinally set with groups of

ilowers, a five to eight celled ovary (bur), and
compressed, rounded nuts. Three species are of

horticultural and commercial importance for

their nuts and wood—the European or Spanish
chestnut (Castanea sativa), the Japanese (Cas-

ianea Japonica or Castanea crenata), and the

American {Castanea Americana). The Euro-

pean chestnut grows wild in extensive forests

in the south of Europe, west of Asia, and north

of Africa, and is a large, stately tree. The nuts

are usually two in each bur, very large, and of

a dark mahogany color. The American chestnut

is taller and more spreading. In forests it

reaches a height of 100 feet, with a trunk 3 to

4 feet in diameter. It is native from Maine to

Michigan and southward to Louisiana, and is

generally found on high, sandy land, gravel

ridges, or moimtain slopes comparatively free

from limestone. Twenty or more improved va-

rieties are in cultivation. The Japanese chest-

nut is a smaller tree than either the European
or American, and has a compact, symmetrical
habit. Its large nuts, early and heavy bearing
propensities, comparative freedom from blights,

and complete union on either its own American-
grown or on native American seedlings has
brought it into extended use in the United States

within recent years as an orchard tree and in

grafting over native chestnut forests. Chestnuts
are usually propagated from seed, and the seed-

lings are later grafted or budded with improved
varieties. A common way in the United States is

to graft the sprouts arising from the stumps of

cut-over chestnut lands with European or Jap-
anese varieties. Chestnut timber is coarse-

grained, light, and durable, and it finds exten-

sive use in furniture-making, and for posts and
fence-timbers.

In addition to the three species noted above,

there are a number of dwarf forms known as

chinquapins. The common or tree chinquapin
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(Castanea pumila) and the bu8h chinquapin

(Castunca alnifolia) are natives of the States

south and west of Pennsylvania as far as Texas.

The former is a shrub four to five feet high,

though occasionally reaching a height of 30 or 40

feet; the latter rarely exceeds three feet. The
nuts are smaller than chestnuts, but ripen ear-

lier, are edible, and to some extent marketed. A
number of other species are native to the East.

Castanea argentca and Castanea tungurrut of

Java are large trees with edible nuts. Castanap-

sis chrysophylla is a California evergreen, the

small fruit or nuts of which are eaten. The
horse-chestnut (q.v.) is entirely different from

the true chestnut.

Food Value.—Chestnuts when fresh contain

84 i)er cent, of edible portion and 16 per cent, of

refuse (shell). The edible portion has the fol-

lowing percentage composition : Water, 45.0 ;
pro-

tein, 6.2; fat, 5.4; total carbohydrates, 42.1;

and ash, 1.3. The fuel value is 1125 calories per

pound. Unlike most nuts, the chestnut is rich

in carbohydrates (largely starch), rather than

fat or protein. In Euroi>e steamed chestnuts

are eaten either with salt or milk. They are also

boiled and roasted, or are used combined with

other food materials, and in the manufacture of

confectionery. In the form of a cake, called in

Italy 'need,' they are a common food. In the

United States they are eaten raw or roasted,

and are also used for making dessert, for stuffing

poultry, and in other ways. The candied chest-

nuts, or 'murron ylacc,' are also well kno\\-n. Ac-

cording to recent investigation, cooked chestnuts

are quite thoroughly digested. Chestnuts are

<lricd. and are sometimes ground to a flour, used

for making a bread or cake.

CHESUN'COOK LAKES. A name given to

a group of lakes in Piscataquis County, Maine,

the chief being Chesuneook Lake, 18 miles long

and from 1 to 2 miles wide, and Ripogenus Lake,

2 miles long and 1 mile wide, which are but
expansions of the Penobscot River (Map: Maine,
E 3). Lake Chesuneook has the following feed-

ing lakes or ponds: Longeley Pond, Umba-
zooksus Lake, Cuxabexis, Duck and Moose
ponds, ilud Pond, Ragged Lake, and Caribou
Lake, 7 miles long and 1% miles wide. Lake
Ripogenus has as a feeder Harrington I^ake, 3

miles long and 1 mile wide. Lobster Pond, 5

miles long and IV2 miles wide, between Ragged
Lake and \orth Bay of Moosehead Lake, may
also be included in the Chesuneook system. Ly-
ing to the northwest of this section and directly

connected with it by the Cauquomgomoc River, 12

miles long, are I>ake Cauquomgomoc, about 7

miles long and nearly 2 miles wide, and its feed-

ing lakes—Loan Lake, Poland Pond, Round Pond,
and Sliallnw Lake.

CHETIMACHES, shgt'I-mAsh', Lake. See

Gbam) Lake.

CHETTLE, Henby ( ? -c.l607). An Eng-
lish dramatist. Of the thirteen or more plays

he wrote single-handed, only one has survived

—

the lurid Tragedy of Hoffman, or a Revenge for

a Father (performed 1002, printed 1631. edited

hy H. H. T>eonard, 1851). Of thirty-six plays

on which he collal>orated, only Unir were print-

ed. Verv attractive is The I'leasuvt Comedie of

Patient 'Orissil (printed 1003; edited by J. P.

Collier. 1841). Chettle's name is forever linked

with Shakespeare's. He edited Greene's Oroata-

Vol IV.—si.

u>orth of Wit (1592), in which Shakespeare was
attacked; apologized in a memorable passage in

a pamphlet entitled Kind Heart's Uream (1592

or 1593; reprinted by C. H. Ingleby in Shake-

speare Allusion Books, 1874) ; and apparently

alluded to Shakespeare in "Silver-tongued Meli-

cert," in England's Mourning Garment ( 1603

;

reprinted with Kind Heart's Dream, as above).

CHEVALIEB, shgv'A-ler' (Fr., variant of

cavalier. It. cuvaliere, from ML. caballarius,

horseman, from Lat. caballus, horse). In her-

aldry, a horseman armed at all points. In the

more general acceptation it signifies a knight

(q.v.). See Banneret; Cuivalby.

CHEVALIEB., The Young. The popular

title of the grandson of James II. of England,

otherwise known as the Young Pretender (q.v.).

See Stuart, Charles Edward Louis Casimib.

CHEVALIEB, she-vft'lyA', Albert. An Eng-

lish music-hall singer, and composer of 'coster"-

songs. He made his first public appearance in

1877, at the Prince of Wales's Theatre, during

the Bancroft management, in An Unequal Hatch.

For some years he continued as a regular actor,

at the Court Theatre, with John Hare, and else-

where, till in February, 1891, he made a great hit

at the Pavilion Music Hall, developing his spe-

cial gift of mimicking the traits of the London
costermonger. This, and his song^, have brought

him great popularity and financial success. In

1896 he sjient some time in the United States,

repeating his favorite performances. He is also

the author of dramatic pieces, notably Tommy
Dodd, which he produced at the Globe Theatre,

London, in 1898.

CHEVALIEB, Michel (1806-79). A French

economist. He was bom in Limoges, Januarj- 13,

1806, and was at the age of 18 admitted as a
pupil of the PoMechnic School. Thence he

went to the School of Mines, and some days be-

fore the Revolution of July he was appointed en-

gineer to the Department du Nord. In early

life he favored the views of Saint Simon, and
his outspoken utterances led to his imprisonment.

Upon his release he recanted, and was sent by

the Government in 1832 to the United States to

study the American railroad system. He traveled

for two years in the United States, Mexico, and
Cuba, and published the results of his experi-

ences in a series of letters in the Journal des

D^bats. After his return he held various Govern-

ment positions, and in 1845 he was elected a

deputy, but served only till next year, his cham-
pionship of free trade preventing his reelection.

He lost his professorship diiring the Provisional

Government, but later won the favor of I..ouis

Napoleon, and was rein.stated. In 1860. after

the conclusion of the commercial treaty with

England, he became Senator. He died in Mont-

pellier in 1879. Of his works, that most frequent-

ly quoted is his Probable Fall in the Price of

(Sold (18.")4). In it he calls attention to the ef-

fects of the gold discoveries in California and
Australia, and urges that gold should be de-

monetized. Other works are: Letters from \orth
.America (1836): Material Interests in France:
Public Works. Roads, Canals, Railways (1838) :

Letters on the Organization of Labor and the

Question of the Laborers (1848).

CHEVALIEB AU CYGNE, 6 sA'ny' (Fr.,

knight of the swan). A character also known
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as Ilelina, <K?c'urrin^» in tlu' leolandic Sapiis, the
legends of Germany and Flanders, and the early
French romances. In the latter he is* made
grandfather to Godfrey de Bouillon. His name is

more especially familiar as the title of a set of

chanaona composed sliortly after the Crusades,
among the individual titles of which are: "An-
tioche;" "Les Ch^tifs;" and "Les Enfances de
GtKlefroy."

CHEVALIER DE MAISON ROUQE, de
niA'zoN' roozh ( Fr., knight of the red house). A
novel by the elder Dumas, published in 1846 in

Paris.

CHEVALIER DE SAINT GEORGE, de
sky zliorzh ( Fr., knight of Saint tJeorge). A
title assumed by the 'Old Pretender,' James
Stuart.

CHEVALIER D'HARMENTAL, dUrmiiN'-
tAl', Le ( Fr.. tlie kniglit of Haiinental). A novel

by Dumas p^re, published in Paris in 1843, and
adapted for the stage in 1849. A share of the
authorship of the work is to be ascribed to M.
Auguste Alaquet.

CHEVALIER D'INDUSTRIE, diiN'dy'strfe'

(Fr., knight of industry). A man who lives by
expedients and trickery. The term is derived
from a comedy in verse of that name by Alex-
andre Duval, in five acts, which was presented
at the Thf-atre Francais, on April 3, 1809. The
hero, Saint-Remi, is a chevalier d'industrie, who
palms himself off as a gentleman of quality. The
scene is laid in the home of a rich merchant,
where, after a number of diverting escapades,
Saint-Remi's roguery is finally exposed. It is one
of the weakest of Duval's plays.

CHEVALIER SANS PEUR ET SANS RE-
PROCHE, siiN per A siiN nl'prAsh'. See Bay-
ard, Pierre du Terrail.

CHEVAUX-DE-FRISE, shc-v6'de-fr^z' (Fr.,

horses of Friesland). An array of sharp or
ragged points placed in a position toward the

CHEVAtrX-DE-FRI8E.

enemy and designed to stay his advance. They
are usually made of wood or iron, and are as
a rule a substitute for regular abatis. See
Abatis and Fortification.

CHEV^CHE, she-vgsh', or CIVETTA. The
common names in France and Italy, respectively,
of the 'little owl' (Carine noctun)—the bird of
Pallas Athene, and hence the emblem of Athens,
and associated with Minerva and the idea of Wis-
dom. See Owl, and Plate of Owls.

CHEVEREL, shgv'er-el, Sir Christopheb
and I-ADY. Characters in Mr. Oilfil's Loce Story,
a tale among Gleorge Eliot's Scenes of Clerical

Life. It is at their country house that Mr. Gil-

fil first meets Caterina and learns to love her,

in spite of her passion for the Cheverels' nephew.

CHEVERNY, she-vflr'ne', Philippe Huralt,
Count de (1528-99). A French statesman and
author. He was bom at Cheverny, in Brittany,

and was appointed Chancellor in 15(52, through
the intluence of Catherine de' Medici. I'nder
her son, Henrj' 111., he became Guard of the
Seals (1578), and Chancellor of France (1581),
but fell into disgrace by supporting the League,
and was deprived of his post in 15HH. In 1590 he
was restored to favor by Henry IV., whom he
served iintil his death. Count de Cheverny was
the author of M6moirea d'eatat (1G3U).

CHEVERT, shc-var', Fra>-<,ois de (1695-
1769). A French general. He was born at
Verdun, and took part in nearly all of the im-
portant campaigns fought during the reign of
Louis XV. ^larshal Sa.xe placed him in com-
mand of tlie grenadiers at the battle of Prague,
and Chevert and his sergi^ant, Pascal, were the
first to mount the walls of the city. It was his

skillful manoeuvre also that decided the battle of

Ilastembeck, gained by Marshal d'Estrf^es over
the Duke of Cumberland. He became lieutenant-

general in 1748.

CHEVES, chevz, Langdox (1776-1857). An
AuK'rican lawyer and statesman, sometimes
called "the Hercules of the United States Bank.'
He was born in Abbeville County, S. C. ; was
self-educated ; was admitted to the Charleston
bar in 1797, and rapidly rose to eminence as a
lawyer. In 1808 he became Attorney-General
of his State, and. after .serving three terms in

the South Carolina Legislature, was elected to
Congress by the Young Republican Party, in

1811. In Congress he was closely associated
with William Lowndes, Henry Clay, and John
C. Calhoim, and formed with them the celebrat-

ed 'War Mess.' He ser\'ed as Speaker in 1814.

and by his casting vote defeated the Dallas Bill

for re-chartering the United States Bank. In
J814, refusing the Treasury portfolio in Madi-
son's Cabinet recently vacated by Gallatin, he re-

sumed the practice of law in South Carolina,
and from 1816 to 1819 was one of the associate
justices of the State. In January, 1819. he was
elected one of the directors of the United States
Bank, and in the following ^larch was chosen
to succeed Mr. .Tones as president of that in-

stitution. The bank was then in a deplorable
condition, and insolvency seemed almost in-

evitable; but Cheves set about restoring its

credit, and, by continuing a previous policy of
curtailing the note issues, by enforcing a rigid
collection of all balances due from local banks,
and by securing a loan of $2,000,000 in Europe,
he fully accomplished his purpose within three
years. In December, 1822. he resigned and was
succeeded by Nicholas Biddle (q.v.). Subsequent-
ly, until his death, he lived in retirement, first in

Philadelphia, then in Lancaster, Pa., and finally

in Charleston, S. C. ; but in 1850 he went as a
delegate to the celebrated Nashville Conference,
where he expressed himself in favor of a South-
ern Confederacy, but strongly deprecated anv
independent action by separate Southern States.
A brief account of his services to the United
States Bank is given in the Annual Report of
the American Historical Association for 1896
(Washington, 1897).

CHEVIOT HILLS. A mountain range in

the coimties of Northumberland and Roxburgh,
on the English and Scotch borders, extending 35
miles, from near the junction of the Till and
Tweed in the northeast, to the sources of the
Liddel in the southwest (Map: England, D 1).
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The highest point is Cheviot Teak, 2658 feet

high. The Cheviot Hills are celebrated in the

history and romance of border warfare.

CHEVREAXJ, she-vr6', Henri (1823—). A
French legislator. He was born in Belleville,

Seine He was one of the strongest supporters

of the coup d'etat of 1851. In 1870 he super-

seded Baron Haussniann as prefect of the Seine,

and, after the first defeat sustained by the

French Anny in that year, was appointed Min-

ister of the 'interior, 'in this capacity he ener-

getically promoted the organization of the Garde

Mobile "throughout the country, encouraging the

formation of bodies of francs-tireurs (sharp-

shooters), and completing in Baris the equip-

ment of sixtv new battalions of the Garde Na-

tionale. After the disaster at Sedan and the

Revolution of September 4, he fled to Brussels,

and subsequently rejoined the Empress Eugenie

in England. He was elected a member of the

Chamber of Deputies in 1885.

CHEVRETJL, shc-vreK, Michel Eug£xe
(1780-1889). A French chemist, born at Angers,

in the Department of Maine-et-Loire. He studied

chemistry in Paris, became assistant to Vauque-

lin, in 1813 was appointed professor of the phys-

ical sciences at the Lycoe Charlemagne. In 1820

he was made examiner in the Ecole Polytechnique,

and in 1824 director of the dyeing department in

the Gobelin manufactory. In 1830 he became pro-

fessor of applied chemistry in the Museum of

Natural History, and in 1879 retired from active

service. In recognition of his important ser-

vices to science, many honors were conferred

upon him; he was made a member of the Insti-

tute, a Fellow of the Royal Society of London, a

Commander of the Legion of Honor, etc. In 1886

the centenary of his birth was celebrated with

great enthusiasm ; and in the same year Harvard

University, on the 250th anniversary of its foun-

dation, conferred upon him the degree of LL.D.

A monument to his memory was erected at An-

gers in 1893. Another statue of Chevreul may be

seen in the Museum of Natural History in Paris.

Among his researches may be mentioned his suc-

cessful investigation of the chemical nature of

fats, which has led to the achievement of indus-

trial results of the greatest importance. He was

the first to demonstrate that the various fats

are mixtures of glycerides, or compounds of

glycerin with oleic, stearic, and palmitic acids.

(See Fats.) He wrote: Recherches chimiques

8ur les corps gras d'origine animale (1823) ; Con-

siddrationa gdndralea siir I'analyse organique et

sur sea applications (1824); LeQons de chimie

appliqude d la teinture (2 vols., 1831) ; De la loi

du conirastc simulian6 d<:s cmilcurs et de I'as-

sortimcnt des objets colorids (1839) ; Theorie des

effcls optiques que presentent les {•toffcs de sole

(1846) ; Des coulcurs et de leur application aua

arts industriels (1864); R6sum6 d'une histoire

de hi matirre (1878) ; etc. See Malloizel. (Euvrcs

mientifiques de Chevreul (1887) ; also, Hofmann,

"Nekrolog auf Chevreul," in the Bcrichte dcr

deutsrhen chemischen Gesellschaft, for 1887.

CHEVREUSE, shevrPz', Marie de Rohan,
Duchesse de (1600-79). One of the foremost op-

ponents to Richelieu at the Court of France.

As the result of her activities, she was banished

by the all-powerful Minister. Having returned,

subsequent to the death of Louis XIII., from resi-

dence in England, she participated in the Fronde

(q.v.). Consult the biography by Cousin (2d ed..

I'aris, 1852).

CnfevRON, shev'riin (Fr., Med. Lat. capro,

rafter, from Lat. caper, goat). (1) In architec-

ture, a molding in the form of a succession of

chevrons (i.e. broken forns), otherwise called a

zigzag molding. In general, it is characteristic of

Norman architecture, but is also found in other

European media-val architecture. (2) In her-

aldry (q.v.), one of the charges known as ordi-

naries.

CHEVRONS. Badges or insignia of rank or

service, consisting of stripes meeting at an

angle, and worn on the sleeve of the coat by

non-commissioned officers and men. In the United

States Army, such badges of rank are worn by

all non-commissioned officers, and are of cloth

corresponding in colors and pipings to the pat-

terns laid down for stripes on trousers. (See Uni-

forms, Military.) The chevrons are worn with

the points up, though previous to 1902 they

Avere worn with the points down, except by

the cadet officers of the United States Military

Acadenw and the non-commissioned officers of

the United States Marine Corps. Chevrons worn

by non-commissioned officers of the line, accord-

ing to their rank, are as follows, those upon the

overcoat being below the elbow, midway between

the elbow and the end of the sleeve; those for

the other coats being worn above the elbow:

Regimental sergeant-major, three bars and an

arc of three bars; regimental quartermaster-

sergeant, three bars and a tie of three bars;

regimental commissary sergeant, three bars and

a tie of three bars, having a crescent (points

front) three-quarters of an inch below the inner

angle of the chevron; squadron or battalion

sergeant-major, three bars and an arc of two

bars; chief musician, three bars and an arc of

two bars, with a bugle in the centre; chief

trumpeter, three bars and an arc of one bar, with

a bugle in the centre; principal musician, three

bars and a bugle; drwm-ma;or, three bars and two

embroidered cross-batons; first sergeant, three

bars and a lozenge; troop, battery, or company
quartermaster-sergeants, three bars and a tie

of one bar; sergeant, three bars; color-sergeant,

three bars and a star; corporal, two bars; lance-

corporal, one bar: stable sergeant, field artillery,

three bars and a horse's head. Post permanent

staff, engineer, hospital, ordnance, and signal

corps non-commissioned officers wear chevrons in

which the stripes are accompanied usually by a

cloth device designating the corps or department

of the service to which they belong. See ^IiLi-

TARY Insioma.
Service chevrons are worn by all enlisted men

who have served faithfully for one term of en-

listment, for either three or five years, and con-
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sist of a diagonal Jmlf-chevron of cloth of the
eolor of tJie corps, depurtnient, or arm of ser-
vice in whieli they have served, won»'a» a
mark of distinction upon both sleeves of the dress
coat below the elbow. To indicate service in war,
tt diagonal half-chevron of wliite cloth, with
piping of the same color as the facings of the
corps, department, or arm of service in which the
soldier earned the right to wear it, is used; tliose

for the engineers have in addition a stitdiing of
white silk on each side of the chevron, which is

worn on both sleeves of the dress coat. (For con-
ditions under which service-in-war chevrons are
worn, see UiXiFORMs, Military.) The chevrons to
indicate service and service in war, if more than
one. will be worn one above the other, in the
order in which they were earned, one-quarter of
an incli distance between them, and only for
wars and such Indian campaigns as have been
so designated by tlie Secretary of War in orders.

Chevrons of varying number and design are
worn for the same reason and purpose in prac-
tically every civilized army, the English and
French systems more closely approaching the
United States than do the otlier nations of
Continental Europe. Chevrons as badges of dis-
tinction were first introduced in the Prussian
cavalry in 1889, and are worn by expert swords-
men. In France veterans and non-commissioned
olficers promoted for long service are called chev-
ronnes. In England warrant and non-commis-
sioned officers wear the badges similarly to the
French, on the left sleeve of the coat, between the
elbow and the shoulder. Four chevrons denote
the rank of quartermaster-sergeant, three a ser-
geant, two a corporal, and one a lance-corporal
of infantry, a bombardier of artillery, and a
second corporal of engineers. They are worn
point downward. Warrant officers (i.e. regi-
mental sergeant-major or bandmaster) are dis-
tinguished, the former by a gold crowTi worn over
the left cuff, and the latter by a gold lyre simi-
larly worn. Chevrons for long service are worn
by private soldiers on the right forearm, points
upward. Chevrons for long .service in the case of
enlisted men or for rank in the case of non-com-
missioned officers below the rank of full sergeant
are of cotton braid, the color of which is deter-
mined In' the arm of the .service to which the
wearer belongs. Non-commissioned officers of ser-
geant's rank and upward wear gold chevrons.

CHEVROTAIN, shgv'nVtan' (Fr., from OF.
chevrof, dim. of chevre, from Lat. caper, goat).
A group (Tragulina) of diminutive, hornless,
deer-like animals, the smallest known ungulates,
which are intermediate in structure between
pigs, camels, and deer, but resemble agoutis in
form, standing only about 12 inches high. Sev-
eral species inhabit southern India, Ceylon, and
the Malayan region, and one inhabits the Philip-
pines. These belong to the genus Tragulus, and
the best known are the kanchil (Trafjulus kan-
chil) of the Malayan Islands and the Indian
cheyrotain, or mouse-deer {Tragulus memmina)

,

which differs from the others in being spotted
Avith white. Usually the fur has some soft and
beaiitiful hue of rufous, tawny, or mouse-gray.
In West Africa is a related species, the 'biche
cochon,' or 'water-deer' {Dorcatherium aquati-
cus) , which is rich brown, with the back and
sides spotted and striped. All are shy little

creatures, walking with a queer, stiff-legged, tip-

toeing gait, and hiding in thickets and rocky

jungles, but capable of becoming gentle pets.
These constitute the family Tragulidie, which
seems to be a scant survival of a group of forms
widely distributed throughout all the Uimperate
zone in Middle Tertiary times, and traceable to
the same ances«ry as the deer. See Plate of
Fallow Dkkr, Misk, etc.

CHEVY CHASE (probably a corruption of
Fr. chcvauchce, raid; scarcely connected with
Engl, chevy, chivy, to drive, from (Jypsy chiv,
goad). The name of perhaps the most famous of
British ballads. It has l)een preserved in two
forms, known severally as the Scotch version
and the English version, of which the former is
the older and the more imaginative. To the
Scotch ballad there is a reference in The Com-
playnt of Scotland (1549). and apparently in
Sidney's Apologia for Poetry (1595). The Eng-
lish poem, best known in England, was praised
by Addison for its naturalness and simplicity
{Spectator, Nos. 70, 74, 85), and continues to be
a favorite poem. It is impossible to reconcile
its incidents with history, but the event which
is meant to be commemorated appears to have
been the battle of Otterbum, in August, 1388

—

a fight which Froissart declares to have lieen
the bravest and most chivalrous which was
fought in his day. According to the ballad,
Percy, surnamed Hotspur, vowed that he would
enter Scotland, and take his pleasure for three
days in the woods of his rival, and slay the deer
therein at will. Douglas sent back word that he
would prevent the sport. Accordingly, at the
time of the hay harvest, Percy, with .stag-hounds
and archers, pas.sed into the domains of his foe,
and slew a hundred fat bucks. After the English
had hastily cooked their game, Douglas, clad in
armor, and heading his Scottish spears, came on
the scene. Haughty challenge and defiance passed
between the captains, and the battle joined. In
the centre of the fray the two leaders met, and
during tlie fierce combat an English arrow struck
Douglas to the heart. "Fight on, my merry men
all!" cried he, and died. Percv, with all the
chivalrous feeling of his race, took the dead man
by the hand, and vowed that he would have given
all his lands to save him, for a braver knight
never fell by such a chance. Sir Hugh Mont-
gomery, having seen the fall of Douglas, clapped
spurs to his horse, dashed on Percy, and struck
his spear through his body a long cloth yard and
more. When the battle ended, representatives of
every noble family on either side of the Border
lay on the bloody greensward. Consult "The
Hunting of the Cheviot," in Child, English and
Scottish Ballads, Vol. III. (Boston, 1878).

CHEW, Benjamin (1722-1810). An Ameri-
can jurist, born at West River, Md. He studied
law in the office of Andrew Hamilton (q.v.)
in Philadelphia, Pa., and afterwards in London;
returned to Philadelphia in 1754, and was suc-
cessively Register of Wills, Attorney-General, and
Chief Justice of Pennsylvania. After the adop-
tion of the Declaration of Independence he
joined the ranks of the Loyal i.sts, or Tories, re-
signed the Chief-Justiceship, and retired to pri-
vate life. Stubbornly refusing to sign a parole,
he was imprisoned at Fredericksburg, Va., in
1777. In the same year his elegant mansion
(still known as the 'Chew House') in German-
town was badly damaged by the cannonading to
which it was subjected during the battle of
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Gerniantown, its occupation early in the engage-

ment by the British, and the foolish attempt of

the Americans to capture it, probably turning
the fortunes of the day. (See Germantown.)
Che^v was president of the High Court of Errors
and Appeals from 17.90 until the abolition of

this court in 180G.

CHEWING-GUM. A preparation of some
form of g\uu resin, to which a flavoring matter
is often added. Tlie gum resin of black spruce

( Abies nigra), in its original state, was probably
first used for this purpose ; but the demand is

now supplied by various manufactured prepara-

tions, and spruce gum occurs less frequently than
formerly. The gum resins of sweet-gum (Liquid-

Qinbar styraci/lua) , tamarack (Larix Ameri-
cana), and certain other forest trees are also

used. The substance most extensively employed
in the manufacture of chewing-gum is chicle gum,
an elastic gum from the naseberry {Achras sa-

potu), a tree found in Central and tropical

South America, somewhat similar to the india-

rubber tree. Balsam of tolu, which is prepared
from a gum also found in South America, is a

constituent of certain kinds of gum, while paraf-

fin, or some preparation of it, has also been em-
ployed. To most of these gums it is customary
to add sugar-water and some flavoring matter.

The practice of chewing gum is probably harm-
less, and in mild cases of indigestion it may even

be somewhat beneficial, by mechanically stimulat-

ing the flow of saliva. Pepsin and similar sub-

stands are often mixed in with the gum; but
it is safe to say that the success of any particular

brand depends more upon its sweetness and flavor

than upon any beneficial properties.

CHEWINK' (imitation of its crj'), or To-

WHEE. A large terrestrial finch of the genus
Pipilo, represented by several species in North
America, of which the common Eastern species,

the red-eyed towhee {Pipilo erythrophthalmus)

.

is l»est known. It is about 8 inches in length,

of which the tail is nearly half. The male is

black, with a white belly and chestnut sides, and
with prciniinent white markings on the tail. The
female is grayish-brown where the male is black.

It is a migratorj' bird, wintering in the Southern
States and breeding from Georgia northward.
The ne.st is built on or near the ground, of bark
and leaves, lined with grass, and usually most
cleverly hidden by an apparently accidental roof

of twigs, leaves, etc. Eggs, four or five, white,

spotted with rufous. The chewink is an active

bird, spending its time mostly on the ground in

woods and thickets, scratching about in the leaves

in search of its insect prey, and now and then

flying to some low branch or convenient fence-

rail to utter his mehxlious 'chewJnk' ; or, in the

spring, to pour forth a short but most musical
song. The various names chewink. towhee, joree,

etc., are in imitation of its sharp call-note, while
'ground-mbin' refers to its colors, suggesting

those of the American robin. For illustration,

see Plate of Sparrows.

CHEYENNE, sht-gn'. The capital of Wyo-
ming and county-seat of I^jiramie County, 106

miles north of D«>nver, Colo., on the Union Pa-
cific, the Burlington and Missouri River, and
the Cheyenne and Northern railroads (Map:
Wyoming. G 5). It has a considerable trade in

cattle and sheep, possesses large shops of the

Union Pacific Railroad, and has lignite and iron

mines in the vicinity. Among the prominent
buildings are the State Capitol, the high school.

Soldiers' and Sailors' Home, Carnegie Library,
and the stone depot of the Union Pacific Rail-

road. The place was first settled in 1867, when
the Union Pacific Railroad reached that point,

and in 1869 was chosen as the Territorial capital

of Wyoming. In the same year a large portion

of the town was destroyed by fire. The govern-
ment is administered under the charter of 1869,
the year of incorporation, and provides for a
mayor, chosen every two years, and a city coun-
cil, elected bj' wards. The chief of police is

appointed by the executive ; the park and street

cominissioners are selected by the council ; and
all other administrative officials are named by
the mayor, with the consent of the council.

School officials are chosen by popular vote.

Population, in 1890, 11,690; in 1900, 14,087.

CHEYENNE, shi-Sn' or she-. A brave and
warlike plains tribe of Algonquian stock. They
lived at one time on the Cheyenne River, of Min-
nesota, but, owing to pressure from the hostile

Sioux, crossed the Missouri and drifted do^^•n into

the plains. They have an interesting social or-

ganizjition, with eleven subdivisions and a council

of five chiefs, besides the military organization

known to the whites as the 'Dog Soldiers.' They
are high-spirited and honorable, and have been
prominent in nearly all the wars upon the

])lains up to a very recent period. They call

themselves by a name which signifies 'our peo-

ple,' the name Cheyenne being of Sioux origin

and signifying 'red'—i.e. 'alien.' They number
now about 3450, of whom about 1400 (Northern
Cheyenne) are on a reservation in ilontana, the

remainder (Southern Cheyenne) being associat-

ed with the Arapahoes in Oklahoma, their reser-

vation having been opened to settlement in

1892.

CHEYNE, Chan, George (1671-1743). An
English physician. He was bom in Methlick,

Aberdeenshire, studied in Edinburgh, and in 1702

went to London, where he was elected fellow of

the Royal Society. He became enormouslj' cor-

pulent, and having secured relief by a milk and
vegetable diet, recommended this treatment in

all his subsequent treatises. His works, eminent-

ly argumentative in tone, were widely popular,

and were translated into foreign languages.

They include: Efssau on Uenlth and Long Life

(1724; seventh edition, 1726); The English

Malady (1733; sixth edition, 1739) ; and Essay
on Regimen (1740). His correspondence with
Richardson, the novelist, appeared in 1817, as

Original Letters, edited by Rebecca Warner.

CHEYNE, Thomas Kelly (1841—). An
English biblical critic. He was born in Lon-

don, Septeniber 18, 1841; took the degree of

B.A. at Oxford, 1862; was fellow of Balliol

College there, 1868-82; became Oriel professor

of the interpretation of Holy Scripture, 1885;

and Canon of Rochester, 1885. He was rector

of Tendring. Essex, 1880-85; a member of the

Old Testament Revision Company, and Bamp-
ton lecturer. 1889. He has attained great fame
as an advocate of critical views in Old Testa-

ment learning. His publications include; Com-
vu-ntaries on Isaiah (1880-81; third edition,

1884), Jeremiah ( 1883-84), Hosea (1884),Mi(*h

( 1882) : a new translation of the Psalms ( 1884) ;

and critical works, such as Job and Solomon
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(1887) ; Jeremiah, His Life aud Times (1888) ;

The llallotcing of Criticism (1888) ; The Origin

and Ifcligioua Contents of the Psalter (Hampton
lecturt«8, 1891 ) ; Aids to the Devout Study of

Criticism (1892); Founders of Old Testament
Criticism (1894); Introduction to the Hook of

Isaiah (1895) ; The Christian Use of the Psalms
(1890); Jcirish Keliqious Life After the Exile

(1898). Witli J. S. iilack he edits the Encyclo-

jxrdia Hiblica (1899 seqq.).

CHEZY, shft'z^', A.NTOINE LftOXARD DE (1773-

1832). A French Orientalist, born at Neuilly.

He was the son of Antoine Chozy, a well-knowTi

engineer. After studying for a wliile at the

Ecole Polytechnique, he entered the Bibliothfeque

Nationale* as librarian, in the department of

manuscripts, and published a translation of

Djami's poem, Les amours de Medjnoun et Leila

(1807). Besides his study of Persian, he de-

voted himself to Sanskrit, and a chair of that lan-

guage was created for him at the CoU&ge de
France (1814). Among his works are an analy-

sis of the Meghaduta of Kalidasa (1817); La
mort de Yadjnadatta (1826) ; La reconnaissance

de Sakountala (1830); and some fragments of

Arabic, L'authologie ^otique d'Amarou (1831).

CHHATISGABH, chut'^s-gar'. A division

of the Central Provinces, British India (q.v.),

comprising the districts of Raipur, Bilaspur, and
Sambalpur, and several small feudatory States.

Area, 25.013 square miles. Population, in 1891,

3.545,000; in 1901, 3,284,100.

CHIABBEBA, kyabra'rji, Gabbieixo (1552-

1C37). An Italian poet, sometimes called the

Italian Pindar. He was bom at Savona, June 8,

1552. A posthumous child, he was educated
under his uncle's care in Kome, where he after-

wards lived many years; but having taken ven-

geance for an injury done him by an Italian

nobleman, he retired to his birthplace, where he

married at the age of fifty, and where he spent

the rest of his life in independence and the

tranquil enjoyment of literary pursuits. He
died October 14, 1637. Chiabrera's poetical fac-

ulty developed late. He conceived a great ad-

miration for Pindar and Anacreon, both of

whom he strove to imitate, and successfully, as
his contemporaries thought. Later poets and
critics, such as Monti, Leopardi, and De Sanctis,

are far from unanimous in their judgment of his

verse, in which merit of form does not make up
for paucity of ideas. His poems include several

attempts at epics modeled on the .Eneid; odes,

canzoni, and canzonetti, the last being praised
for their ease and elegance. The latest edition of

his works was published in Milan (1807-08).

CHIAJA, kyji'ya, La (dialectic form of It.

piazza, place, park). A fashionable boulevard
in modem Naples, extending along the coast for

about a mile from the Largo Vittoria. Upon it

is the Villa Nazionale.

CHIANA, kyil'nS. A river, the ancient
Clanis, in central Italy, which once belonged en-

tirely to the Tiber system. During the early

Middle Ages, however, the mountain streams,

with their deposits, converted the level, fertile

valley into a swamp (which Dante spoke of as

an accursed sink). Xow, as the result of the

drainage system planned by Torricelli and Vi-

vJlini and fully carried out at the beginning of

the last century by Count Fossombroni, the valley

is one of the most fruitful districts in Italy. A

water-shed is formed which sends the Chiana Tos-
cana, or Maestro Canal, north into the Arno,
and the Chiana Romana south into a branch of

the Tiber at Orvieto. Among the lakes of the

Chiana valley are Montepulciano and Chiusi.

CHIANTI, kyiin't*. The mountain district

in Tuscany, central Italy, about 30 miles south-
cast of Florence, which produces the red wine
famous the world over as Chianti (Map: Italy,

F 4).

CHIAPA, ch^-ti^p&, Bishop of. A title often
applied to Bartolomeo de las Casas, the famous
Spanish Dominican, who held that office between
1544 and 1547, and made every effort to amelio-
rate the condition of the Indians in Mexico and
elsewhere.

CHIAPAS, ch^-a'pis (from the Aztec tribe

of Chiapaiiccs, Chapanecs, or Chapas, who derived
their name from Aztec chapa, red macaw). A
Pacific State of Mexico, situated at the south-

eastern end of the country, and bounded by the

State of Tabasco on the north, Guatemala on
the east, the Pacific on the south, and the States
of Oaxaca and Vera Cruz on the west (Map:
Mexico, N 9) . It covers an area of 27,222 square
miles. In the southern part are a number of

volcanoes, ranging in altitude from about 1500
to over 7000 feet, while the centre consists of a
fertile plateau, the most cultivated portion of

the State. The climate is moderate and health-

ful. The State produces corn, coffee, cocoa,

sugar, tobacco, and indigo in small quantities,

as agriculture is still in a backward condition

;

gold, silver, copper, and petroleum are mined.
>(ear Palenque, one of the towns of Chiapas, are
some of the most extensive and magnificent ruins

in this portion of America. Population, in 1900,

365,216, chiefly aborigines. Capital, Tuxtla Gu-
tierrez. Consult: Stephens, Incidents of Travel
(New York, 1845) ; The State of Chiapas (Mex-
ico, 1895).

CHIABAMONTE GULFI, kyU'rA-mon'ta
gool'fe. A town in the Sicilian Province of Syra-
cuse, situated on a high hill, about eight miles
north of Ragusa. The chief occupation is the
cultivation of the vine. Population, in 1901,

10,548.

CHIABAMONTI, kyU'ra-mon't^, MusEO. A
division of tlie Vatican Museum, arranged in a
corridor 900 feet long, containing some 300
marble sculptures.

CHIABI, kyii'r^ (It., clear). A city in north
Italy, 36 miles east of Milan (Map: Italy, D 2).

It has silk-factories and tanneries. On September
1, 1701, the Austrians, under Prince Eugene, here

defeated the French and Spanish, under Villeroi.

Population, in 1881 (commune), 10,414; in 1901,

10,810.

CHIABI, Giuseppe (1654-1727). An Italian

painter, born in Rome. He was a pupil of Carlo
Maratta, whom he closely imitated, and under
whose direction he executed many excellent

easel-pictures. In addition to his many smaller

works, which included sacred, historical, and
mythological subjects, he painted some frescoes,

notably an "Adoration of the Magi," in Santa
Maria del Suflfragio, Rome.

CHIABOSCUBO, kya'r6-skoo'r6 (It., light

and dark, from Lat. clarus, clear + obscurus,

obscure) . In painting, a most important quality,

for without light and shade the sense of projec-
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tion, rotundity, and corporeity cannot exist. But
chiaroscuro is more than that element which
gives volume to an object or group of objects;

it is at its best that pervading sense of light

which merges into shadow still carrying the
qualities of light and color with it, so that the
whole object may be homogeneous in color.

Painters often fail to produce this effect, and
the color of an object, after merging into shad-
ow, loses in some hands, in the shadowed por-

tion, the quality that rightly belongs .to it. A
master of this art was Rembrandt, into whose
very depths of shadow we ma\' look and still

feel a sense of light reaching thither. There is

nothing opaque in Rembrandt's effect of shadow
—it has air and space as nature has ; so nmch so,

indeed, that certain effects in nature have been
endowed with his name, and when a natural light
and shade is observed striking an object in na-
ture effectively, it is spoken of as Rembrandt-
esque.

CHIASMA, kt az'ma. See Decussation.

CHIASMUS, ki-az'mus. See Syntax, Fig-
I'RES OF.

CHIASTOLITE, kt-as't6-llt (from Gk. x^<^-
t6j, chiastos, diagonal, from x'^^f"") chiazein,

to yawn, from x*> ''''ij name of the twenty-
second letter of the (ireek alphabet + XlOoi,

lithos, stone). A dark-colored variety of anda-
lusite, consisting of stout crystals which, owing
to a regular arrangement of carbonaceous im-
purities through the interior, show in cross-

section a colored cross. This mineral is found
in Andalusia, Spain, in Tyrol, in Saxony, in Aus-
tria, and elsewhere in Europe, where it is fre-

quently sold as a gem, and, owing to the cross-

like appearance, is prized, especially among the
lower classes. In the United States the best

chiastolites are found in Lancaster and West-
ford, Mass., and especially in Mariposa County,
€al.

CHIAVARI, kya'vi-r^. A maritime city in

Italy, 24 miles east-southeast of Genoa (Map:
Italy, 1) .3 ) . Numerous old towers, one of them
of considerable size, are scattered through the
town, which has a handsome new city hall, statues
of Garibaldi and ^lazzini, by Rivalta, attractive

public gardens, good bathing, a technical and nau-
tical school, and a gymnasium. It is a market for

wine. oil. choose, and fish, and manufactures lace,

silk, and furniture, particularly the slender
chairs called scdi di Chiavari. Chiavari is a
starting-point for the ascent of Mount Penna

;

altitude. .5(590 foot. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune). 12.000; in 1901, 12,500.

CHIAVENNA, kyjl-vgn'nft (Lat. Clavenna,
probably from rlaris, key). A town in north
Italy, i)icturesquely situated north of Lake Como,
on the Mera, at the mouth of the Bregaglia Val-
ley, through which passes the road to the Enga-
dine. The beautiful Church of San Lorenzo has
a campanile rising from an aroadod inclostire.
and a baptistery containing a Thirteonth-Contury
font (^lap: Italy. D 1). Interesting, also, are
the ruins of an unfinished castle, and the giants'
kettles (nutrmitte dri fjifjnnti). in the Capiola
Valley. The chief trade is in fruit and wine,
and the chief manufactures are silk, cotton,
beer, and a coarse ware out out of a soft stone
found in the neighborhood. The situation made
the ancient Clavenna one of the most important

keys to the Alps. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune), 4292; in 1901, 4788.

CHIBA, che^a. A prefectural town of Japan,
situated on the coast, about 17 miles by rail from
Tokio. It yields large quantities of marine
products. Population, in 1898, 26,233.

CHIB'CHA, or Muysca (So. Amer. Indian,
men ) . An important nation or confederacy cen-
tring, at the time of the Spanish Conquest, on
the upper Magdalena River, about Bogota, Co-
lombia, their language being the general trade
language throughout the whole mountain region
of that State. Detached tribes of the same
stock were found along the isthmus, and in
Costa Rica. In culture the Chibchas ranked
close to the Quiehuas, practicing agriculture by
the aid of an extensive system of irrigation,
weaving cotton cloth, and working gold with a
high degree of skill, although ignorant of the
use of copper and bronze. They offered heroic
resistance to the Spaniards, but were finally sub-
dued and well-nigh exterminated, only a few
renmants still surviving in their native moun-
tains.

CHIBOUQUE or CHIBOUK, chi-book'
(Turk, chibuq, small stick, tube of the pipe). A
tobacco-pipe used in Turkey and Egypt, having
a long wooden stem, often of valuable material,
a mouthpiece of glass or amber, and a bowl of
baked clay.

CHIC, shek (Fr., probably from Ger. Geschick,
fate, destiny, skill, dexterity, knack). A word in
modern colloquial use, of foreign origin. The
term is used in painting to express the art of
giving efficiency in the most dexterous manner
possible, with ability and adroitness closely unit-
ed. The word is also employed in connection
with fashion; and, spoken of in this sense,
means style, manner, grace, and 'go.' Although
of German origin, it has been received into
general usage through the French, the language
which fixed the present form of the word. See
PSCIIUTT.

CHIC A, cheTcii (So. Amer.). A dye-stuff,
which gives an orange-red color to cotton. It is

obtained by boiling the leaves of a species of
Bignonia {Bignonia Chica, Humb.), a native of
the banks of the Cassiquiare and the Orinoco.
The Indians u.se it for painting their bodies.

CHICA, che'kft (So. Amer. Indian), Pito,
Peso, or Maize Beer. A fermented liquor made
from maize or Indian com. It is much used in
some parts of South America. See Beer.

CHICA (Sp., fem. of chico, .small, from Lat.
ciccus, trifle). A lively dance, popular in Spain
and in South America as well

; possibly of Moor-
ish origin.

CHICAGO, shI-kfl'gA. The county-seat of
Cook County, 111., the second city in population
and importance of the United States, and the
railroad centre and commercial metropolis of the
West (Map: Illinois, E 2). It is situated on the
southwest shore of Lake ^Michigan, at the mcmtha
of the Chicago and Calumet rivers, in latitude
41° .5.3' 0" N., longitude 87° .38' 1" W. : distant
2417 miles from the Pacific coast. 911 from New
York, 811 from Washington, and 915 from New
Orleans.

Description. The city, one of the few great
metropolises of the world built directly on a lake-
front, extends along the lake for 24 miles, occu-
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pying, on a renin rkably level site, an area of

about l!>0 square miles, at a mean elevation of

25 feet above tlie lake and of .'iS'i feet above sea-

level. W'itliin the municipal liniiUs are several

iKxIies of water, the largest of which—Calumet,
Hyde, and Wolf lakes—are near the Indiana
line, the last one lyin;; partly in that State. Chi-

cago was ori^'inaily built on a Hat prairie, which
wna but slightly elevated above the lake, and
characterized by sand and swamp ; but the grade
of a large portion has been raised, block after

block of buildings being lifted to the required

level, streets elevated, and vast areas of solid

masonry substructure laid.

Nature made of the lake-shore a level line of

sand. The city's lake-front is protected south
from Twelfth Street by the Illinois Central Kail-

road, and north from Twelfth Street to Chicago
Avenue by the Government Pier, which protects

the harbor. North from Chicago Avenue the

Lake Shore Drive and I.,incoln Park are secured
by a massive sea-wall. Chicago is situated upon
both sides of the Chicago River (q.v. ), which, at

a point little more than half a mile from its raouth,

is formed by the junction of two streams or
branches, one flowing from the northwest and the
other from the southwest. Tlie river and branches
divide the city into three natural parts, legally

known as the South, West, and North divisions.

The South Division includes all the territory

south of the nuun river, and the North Division

the area north of the river; while the West Divi-

sion comprises all that part of the city west of

the two branches. These sectioms are connected

by 60 or more bridges and several tunnels.

The bridges, of both the swinging and lift tjTJes,

are operated mostly by steam, though with some
of the more recent the motive power is electric-

ity and compressed air. Grade crossings of the
steam-railroads are obviated by numerous bridges,

viaducts, and by track-elevation—the city con-

taining more than twice as many miles of ele-

vated tracks as are to be found in the combined
mileage of all other cities in the United States.

The street-railroad system, comprising cable, elec-

tric, and elevated roads, operates over 1000 miles

of track, connecting all parts of Chicago and ex-

tending to the suburbs. The various steam-rail-

roads, which have over 1.500 miles of track within
the city limits, offer additional transportation
facilities; and a belt line, encircling the city on
three sides, affords intercommunication between
the many lines.

Aside from geographical divisions, there are in

Chicago, as in many other large cities, well-de-

fined business and racial areas—the well-known
cosmopolitanism of the city being illustrated in

its distinct foreign quarters, which present all

the appearance of an alien city.

The business centre is found wholly in the
South Division, and extends from the river south
to Twelfth Street. It contains the passenger-
stations of several railroads, administration
buildings, hotels, banks, commercial houses,

Board of Trade, theatres, the newspapers, and the

'skyscrapers,' which have made of the Chicago
office-buildings an architectural tj'pe. State,

Clark. Dearborn, T.a Salle, "Market, and ^ladison

streets and Fifth and Wabash avenues are typical

business streets. Fifth Avenue and Market Street

being prominent centres of the wholesale dry-
goods interests, and State Street the centre of

the retail trade. In Chicago there has been a

noteworthy development of the department store,

establishments here ranking among the largest
and most complete in the L'nited States. Manu-
facturing establishnu'nts are found in various
parts of the city, while the great live-stfX'k and
ai>attoir industry centres in the famous Union
Stwkyards, 475 acres in extent, some five miles
southwest of the City Mall. On the waterways,
among the obje<'ts of particular interest, are the
great grain-elevators, of which there are thirty or
more. The produce-market. South Water Street,
presents a scene of great animation in the early
hours of the day.

The streets, with few exceptions, cross at right
angles, and are generally wide, some of the boule-
vards being 120 feet in width. Some of the long
thoroughfares, notably Western Avenue and
Halsted Street, nearly ecpial the length of the
city. There are over 4000 miles of streets, over
1300 of which are paved, jirincipally with wooden
blocks, macadam, and asphalt, the mileage of the
last-named material having increased rapidly in

the last few years, ilost of the main avenues
are parallel with the lake. Of these, the Lake
Shore Drive, Michigan, Drexel, and Grand boule-

vards, Prairie and Calumet avenues, Pine, Rush,
and Cass streets, and La Salle Avenue, with
Washington Boulevard running east and west, are
conspicuous representiitives of Chicago's more at-

tractive residence avenues.

Detached houses mark the purely residence dis-

tricts, which, together with the more recently

acquired suburban areas where rural conditions

to some extent still prevail, and the magnificent
parks and boulevards of the public-park system,

are noticeable in contrast with the congested busi-

ness area, with its noise, dust, and smoke, and
scattered tall office-buildings. Of these varying
mammoth structures, the tallest reaches 21
stories in height, and the largest has a capacity
for 6000 tenants. They are constructed of a
structural steel frame with an exterior shell of
masonry, generally of terra-cotta. For some time
a municipal ordinance limited the height of

buildings to 150 feet, but this restriction was
removed in 1902.

Buildings. In the centre of the business
quarter, and covering an entire square, is the
Court-House and City Hall—a magnificent twin
building of limestone, with fine granite columns,
in a free rendering of French Renaissance, erect-

ed at a cost of $4,500,000. The east half is used
for county purposes, and the west half by the
city. In a space between the buildings is the
Drake Fountain, with a bronze statue of Colum-
bus, erected in 1802. On La Salle Street, running
south from the City Hall, are some of the finest

office-buildings. The Chamber of Commerce, one
of the finest commercial structures in the world,
costing more than $1,000,000, is 14 stories high,

with a great central court roofed by an immense
skylight, and a richly furnished interior. The
Temple, of French-Gothic architecture, 1.3 stories

high, consists of two great wings united by a
narrow vinculum, forming interior courts which
admit light and air. The first two stories are
faced with red granite, the rest with red brick;

and from the roof springs a bronze spire, 70 feet

high, surmounted by a female figure. The Rook-
ery, a Romanesque building of granite, brick, and
terra-cotta, 10 stories high, contains 600 offices,

elaborately finished. The Board of Trade, built

in 1885 at the foot of La Salle Street, is an
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enormous granite building, with a tower 322 feet

liigh, commanding a magnificent view. The Ex-
change Hall iis 174 feet long by 155 feet wide.

Other larjic structures on La 8alle Street are the

Taconia, the Young Men's Christian Association,

New York Life and Home Insurance buildings,

and the Illinois Trust and Savings-Bank, one of

the lincst banking edifices in the city—a massive

structure, with imposing columns in front and
an attractive central court.

To the east, on Jackson Street, is the Custom-
House and Post-Otfice, covering an entire block.

In this vicinity are four great buildings, 16

stories high: the (ircat Northern Hotel and Tiie-

atrc, the Monon. tlie Manhattan, and the Monad-
nock—costing $3,000,000, constructed of steel,

and finislied in granite and marble. Next to the

last is the Union League Club, one of the most
handsomely appointed club-houses in Chicago.

West of the Federal Building, on Adams Street,

is the Rand & ilcNally Building, well equipped,

and one of the largest printing and publishing

houses in the world. On the same street is

the A\holesale establishment of Marshall Field &
Comi)any, by Richardson—of note as a more at-

tractive type of the commercial building, wherein

purely commercial utility is not preeminent.

At the corner of Monroe and Dearborn streets is

the First National Bank, containing one of the

largest banking-rooms in the world. Dearborn
Street is the site of several tall structures,

among which the Unity, Hartford, Marquette, Old

Colony, Manhattan, and Fisher buildings are

prominent. Situated on one of the most busy
corners in the heart of Chicago is the new
12-story building of the Chicago Tribune, one

of the best examples of the growth of the a'sthetic

in Chicago. It is in the Italian style, being at-

tractively built of Bedford stone, gray pressed

brick, and terra-cotta trimmings. The corridors

are floored in mosaics, with marble wainscoting.

The w(M)dwork is in mahogany throughoiit, and
the fioors of the office portions of the building

are of polished oak. On State Street is the

Spanish Renaissance Columbus Building, com-
pleted in 1893, at a cost of .$800,000. It

19 14 stories high, with a tower 240 feet high,

tipped with a globe of opalescent glass, lighted

by a powerful electric light. Over the entrance

is a bronze statue of Columbus, and in the in-

terior are two glass mosaics depicting scenes

in his life. The retail house of Marshall Field

& Company, on State, Washington, and Ran-
dolph streets and Wabash Avenue, represents the

climax of Chicago's great buildings. There are in

this structure over 1,000,000 square feet of floor-

space, equivalent to 23 acres. The new granite

addition of 12 stories erected upon the site for-

merly occupied by Central Music Hall, State and
Randolph stre«'ts, rests upon 84 caissons of con-

crete, extending nearly 100 feet below the street-

level. On one corm-r of Randolph Street is the

Masnnic Temple, the highest building in the city.

Other structures of interest are the Fair, a build-

ing 1!)0 by 350 feet, and 180 feet high, with a
floor-si)ace of (577,500 square feet; the build-

ing of Siegel. CoojK^r & Company, which affords

542,700 square feet floor-space; the Title and
Trust Company Building, 1(5 stories high, which
contains the Law Library of the Chicago Bar
Association, and offices occupied mainly by law-

yers; the Venetian and Reliance buildings, 13

and 14 stories, respectively—the former tenanted

by physicians and the latter by dentists; the
Merchants' Loan and Trust Company Building,
a 12-story structure of granite, finished in ma-
hogany and marble; the publishing house (if

A. C. McClurg & Company, 10 stories in height;

the Kimball Hall Building, a musical centre with
200 studios, a music-hall, and two recital-halls;

the stately Schiller Building, 17 stories high,

containing the German Theatre, halls, club-

rooms, and offices; and the new Ashland Block,
10 stories high, built in classic style.

On Michigan Avenue and Congress Street is

the Auditorium, built at a cost of .$3,500,000, of

granite and brick, 10 stories high, and extending,

on the longest front, 300 feet. It contains a
large hotel facing the lake, and a beautiful

theatre. The tower, occupied by a branch of the
United States Signal Service, commands a mag-
nificent view from its height of 270 feet. The
niJiin entrance, on Congress Street, leads through
a beautiful court, splendidly decorated and with
an elaborate mosaic floor, to the grand staircase

of marble and bronze. The theatre, which seats

5000 persons, is luxuriously furnished and dec-

orated with attractive mural paintings. The Fine
Arts Building, Michigan Boulevard, is a centre

of artistic, literary, and educational interests.

It contains three auditoriums: Studebaker Hall
with a seating capacity of 1550; University Hall
with a seating capacity of 703 ; and an assembly
room with 425 seats. North of it is the splen-

did Romanesque Chicago Club House. On the

Lake Front Park, at Adams Street, is the build-

ing of the Art Institute, 320 feet long and 208
feet wide, built of Bedford limestone in Greek
style. The institution, dating from 1860, was
known previous to 1882 as the Chicago Academy
of Design. It contains a library and a lecture-

hall, and collections of great value, some of which
are loaned, including paintings, sculptures (both

originals and reproductions), textiles, and an-

tiquities. Connected with the institute is a
school of art instruction ( see below ) . On the

opposite side of the avenue, to the north, is the

magnificent structure of the Chicago Public Li-

brary, built 1893-97. It is a successful rendering

of the classic type of architecture, and cost

$2,125,000. The interior is enriched with Sienna
and Carrara marble, with 10,000 square feet

of glass mosaic, and with beautiful frescoes,

mottoes, etc. The library has been planned to

accommodate 2,000,000 volumes, and an illus-

tration of its extraordinary size may l)e found
in the delivery-room, 139 by 49 feet. The build-

ing contains also a large G. A. R. Memorial Hall.

On the North Side, on Walton Place, is the

Newberry Library, an imjiosing structure of

steel and granite, which, when completed accord-

ing to the projected plan, will occupy an entire

square, and afford room for 4,000,000 volumes.

Other institutions of allied character, which
have noteworthy buildings, are the Chicago His-

torical S(K'iety, in a stone edifice at (~)ntario

Street and Dearborn Avenue—the repository of

a fine collection of paintings and interesting hi.s-

torieal relics, and of a valuable library; and the

Chicago Academy of Sciences in Lincoln Park.

The buildings of the University of Chicago, of

which twenty or more have already lHM>n erected,

are planned to cover a plot of 40 acres, bordering

the Midway Plaisanee between .Tackson and
Washington" parks. Tliey are built principally

of limestone, in Gothic type. Other notable
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buildinprs arc the Union, the Chieago and North-

\vfst<?rn, Dfarborn, and the Grand Central Rail-

road sUitions; ami among ecclesia«tifal edific-es

are the Cathedral of the Holy Name (Roman
Catholic), the Cathedral of Saint Peter and

Saint Paul (Protestant Episcopal), and the

Second Presbyterian, Plymouth (Congregational),

Church of Christ (Christian Science), and the

First I'nitarian churches.

Parks. Chicago has a splendid system of

public i)arks, covering over 2200 acres, and con-

nected by wide, level boub'vards which have aided

materially in making tlie greater Chieago an

organic whole. There are al)out 40 parks, of

which seven are of considerable extent. There

are, in addition, numerous attractive playgrounds

to meet the needs of great masses of children who
were without convenient access to the parks. The
principal ])arks arc maintained by State funds,

and are controlleil by a Board of Commissioners

for each division of" the city, appointed by the

Governor; the smaller areas are under municipal

control. In the city there are about 45 boule-

vartls, aggregating in length a total of 70 miles.

These include the well-known Lake Shore Drive,

Slieridan Road, Diversey Avenue, and Ridge

Avenue boulevards in the* North Division ; Hum-
boldt. Wasliington. and Jackson boulevards in

the West Division; Michigan Avenue, Grand,

Drexel, and Garfield boulevards in the South
Division. The North Side park system centres

in Lincoln Park (320 acres), one of the most
Iteautiful in the city, with attractions in the way
of a zoological collection, conservatories and
gardens, and an electrically ilhmiinated fountain.

It has, also, statues of Lincoln and Grant (among
the most notable of the city), of Linmrus,

Schiller, and La Salle, and the Ottawa Indian

monuments. Of the South Side parks, the Lake
Front (210 acres) , adjoining the business section

on the east, is noteworthy, being on ground mostly

reclaimed from the lake. It contains the Art In-

stitute and the proposed site for the Field Co-

lumbian ^luseum, now in Jackson Park. Jack-

son Park (580 acres) has a world-wide reputa-

tion, having Wen the spacious site of the

World's Columbian Exposition (q.v.), of which
a few features remain, the most important being

the Field Columbian Museum. It was the Art
Building of the Exposition, has a library and
scientific collections, and is endowed with $1,500,-

000. The famous ^lidway Plaisance (80 acres)

leads from Jackson Park past the buildings of

the University of Chicago to Washington Park
(371 acres), noteworthy for its trees and flowers.

The West Side Division has a total park area of

625 acres, including Douglas Park (179 acres),

Garfield Park (185 acres), and Humboldt Park
(200 acres), all of which contain lakes and
special features. In the last-named park is

located a fine monument to Humboldt. The dis-

tribution of smaller parks and squares through-

out the city adds to the effectiveness of .the

system.

Other notable monuments of the city are the

mausoleum and statue of Stephen A. Douglas in

Douglas ^lonument Square ; an equestrian statue

of General Ix)gan in Lake Front Park; the Po-

lice Monument, Haymarket Square, commemorat-
ing the victims of the Anarchist riot of 1886;

and the Confederate Monument in Oakwoods
C/emetery. At the end of Michigan Avenue, a

tablet marks the site of Fort Dearborn. There

are several cemeteries within the city limits. Of
these, Graceland and Rosehill, in the Nortli Divi-

sion, are worthy of particular mention for beauty.

Educational Institltionh. t;hicago has a
carefully planned system of public-school educa-
tion. In 1847 there were four scboolhouses in

Cliicago, built at a cost of $5000 ejich—two-story

brick buildings with an assembly-room and four
classrooms on each floor. The educational de-

partment in 1002 comprised 15 high schools, in-

cluding English high and manual training
schools, and 233 elementary schools, besides a
normal school, a reformatory school, a parental
school, and institutions for the deaf. The course

of elementary instruction inclines to tlie English
public school and the ( 'ontinental ( lyci'-e and j^'jm-

nasiiun ) systems wherein Latin is ofl'ered at an
early period. The study of German is introduced
as an elective in the grammar grades on account
of the large number of Germans in the city's

population. Manual training is provided for

boys of the seventh and eighth granunar grades,

and household training—cooking and sewing

—

for girls of the same classes. The programme is

purely elective for those who are not. candidates
for graduation.

The school year of 1900-01 closed a decade of

remarkable growth. During this period the
school population increased from 329,796 to

626,516, or 90 per cent.; while the attendance in

the private and parochial schools only increased

from 61,916 to 84,737, or 36 per cent. At a total

expenditure of $8,855,000 there were erected 103
new buildings. The number of teachers increased

from 3,300 to 5,951, or 80 per cent.

The higher educational institutions are the
University of Chicago (q.v.) ; Saint Ignatius'a

College (Roman Catholic) ; the Northwestern
University (Methodist Episcopal), at Evanston,
whose professional schools, excepting the Gar-
rett Biblical Institute, are in Chicago. The Chi-

cago (Congregational), Chicago Lutheran, Mc-
Cormick (Presbyterian), and Western (Prot-

estant Episcopal ) , are theological seminaries.

There are several medical schools, tlie most prom-
inent of which are the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, the Rush, the Homneopathic, the Hahne-
mann, and the Bennet ; several schools of law

;

also dental colleges, colleges of pharmacy, train-

ing-schools for nurses, and a veterinary college,

art schools, and schools of music. In the educa-
tional work of the city, a prominent place is oc-

cupied by the Art Institute, the numerous classes

of >\hich are as free as practicable, and are at-

tended by 1000 or more students. Its Art School,

which is self-supporting, ofTers one of the most
complete courses in America ; besides the usual
branches of art, prosjiective and mechanical draw-
ing, ceramics, and the modeling of ornament are

taught by a large staflT of professors. There are a
year's traveling scholarship in the department of

drawing and painting, and two annual scholar-

ships for women. The library and gallery of

the museum, as well as the lectures, are open to

all students. The fee is from $5.00 to $25.00 for

a term of 12 weeks. The Armour Institute of

Technology, similar in scope to the Pratt and
Drexel Institutes, has been enlarged since its

inception in 1893 to include, besides manual and
technical training, various cour.ses in engineer-

ing, architecture, and science, leading to the de-

gree of B.S. The Lewis Institute, opened in

1896, is an institution for the practical training
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of poor young men. The Chicago Athenaeum is a
private philanthropic institution, maintaining
daily and nightly sessions for a considerable part

of the year, to which students are admitted at

any time on pajnnent of a nominal tuition fee. It

has also a lilirary and reading-room.

LiiJRARiES. Chicago has three great libraries,

beside* that of the University of Chicago. The
Public Library, with over 300,000 volumes,

founded in 187"2, has one of the largest circula-

tions in the country, and mainUiins 50 or more
delivery stations at various points in the city.

The Newborn.' Library is a reference library,

containing notably fine collections on music, med-
icine, and religion. The John Crerar Library,

which occupies temporarj* quarters until its per-

manent home shall be erected in the South Di-

vision, is endowed with $2,.500,000, and has valu-

able works on natural, physical, and social science.

Accessions to these libraries are made with refer-

ence to the other book collections in the city,

thus affording opportunity for a wide range of

study. Tlie library of the Chicago Law Insti-

tute is large and valuable, and the Chicago His-

torical Society has a fine collection of Americana.
There arc also the libraries of the several educa-

tional institutions, and of the Chicago Academy
of Sciences and the Field Columbian Museum.
Charitable Institutioxs. The city con-

tains a great numl>er of hospitals—the largest

being the Cook County Hospital; the Presbyte-

rian: the United States Marine Hospital, one

of the largest of its kind in the country; Saint

Luke's and Saint Joseph's Hospitals; the

Women's Hospital; and the Hospital of the Alex-

ian Brothers. There are many dispensaries, asy-

lums, and homes, day nurseries, reformatories,

and relief societies. One of the most interesting

institutions is the Armour Mission (non-secta-

rian), the object of which is industrial, mental,

and religious training. It is maintained as a

memorial to Mr. Joseph Armour. In the crowded
communities of the city are a dozen or more
social settlements for the improvement of the

masses, some denominational and others non-sec-

tarian. Of these the most influential is Hull

House, South Halsted Street, suggested by Toyn-

bee Hall, London, and without religious or sec-

tarian limitations. The Chicago Bureau of Jus-

tice is unique in its emplojinent of legal talent in

aiding the poor to recover just wage-claims. The
Bureau of Associated Charities carries on a
worthy work, particularly by means of its sum-
mer camps and outings; and the Chicago Charity
OrganiziJtion Sttciety, made up of representatives

from the various allied organizations, exercises to

some extent a centralize<l power by virtue of its

general supervision.

TuEATBES, Clubs, Hotels. There are nu-

merous first-class theatres and plaws of amuse-
ment in Chicago. The leading play-houses are the

Auditorium, the Chicago 0|>era House, the Co-

lumbia, the German Theatre. Grand Opera H<mse,
Havlin's, Hooley's, the Haymarkct, McVicker's,

the Great Northern, and the Illinois. The Fine
Arts (Studebaker) Building and Steinway Hall

are used for concerts and lectures.

The leading clubs are the Argo, Athletic, Calu-

met, Chicago, Illinois. Iroquois, La Salle, Mar-
quette. Standard, Union, I'nion League, and the

Chicajro Women's Club. The Calumet, Chicago,

Athletic, and Union I^agtie have magnificent

club-houses.

Chicago is known as a great convention city.

Its hotel acconunodations, which were increased
considerably for the World's Fair, are very ex-

tensive. Among the most prominent hotels are
the Auditorium, with a large annex; the
Richelieu, Great Northern, Metropole, Palmer
House, Grand Pacific, Wellington, Lexington,
Victoria, Virginia, and the Leland.

Commerce axd Industry. The secret of Chi-
cago's rapid development is found in its com-
manding position relative to an extensive and
phenomenally productive region. Situated at the
southern end of Lake Michigan, the city enjoys
the navigable facilities of the Great Lakes, while
the railways crossing the country from the East
to the Northwest naturally touch here. The
Southern lines, connecting with the Great
Lakes, also find it a natural terminal point.

Chicago, the greatest railway centre of the United
States, is therefore of first importance as a col-

lecting and distributing centre. The numerous
railways converging in and tributary to the city

operate 120,000 miles of line, two-thirds of the
total mileage of the United States. These connec-

tions reach every State of the Union; also Can-
ada and Mexico. The railways are supplemented,
too, by lake navigation. Lines of steamers con-

nect Chicago not only with the Northern States
and Canada, but with the outside world. The im-
portance of this outlet has greatly increased with
the recent improvements in canals at different

points, ocean vessels now making their way to
Chicago, ilany difficulties still beset this branch
of transportation, however, and its practicability

on an extensive scale is yet to be determined. Per-
haps the possibility of uniting Chicago with the
Gulf of Mexico is equally significant. It is esti-

mated, indeed, that the new sewerage canal con-

necting Lake Michigan with the Mississippi River
represents two-thirds of the work necessary to
make of it a ship canaL
The port of Chicago owes much to the pres-

ence of rivers. The mouth of the Chicago River,
formerly a sluggish bayou, has been deepened by
piers that extend into the lake, leaving an en-

trance-way about 500 feet wide; while long break-

waters on the east and southeast, constructed by
the United States Government, form an outer
harbor with an average depth of 16 feet, and an
area of about 455 acres. Additicmal protection

to vessels is given by an exterior breakwater,
5436 feet long, which extends in a northeasterly
direction about a mile from the river's mouth.
In South Chicago, at the northern mouth of
Calumet River, is another harlM)r. 300 feet wide
between piers. The Illinois and Michigan Canal,
constructed in 1836-48, which connects with the
Mississippi and its affluents, is an important
means of transportation. This canal extends to

La Salle, the head of navigation on the Illinois.

It is 96 miles in length, and at its highest level

was originally 12 feet above the lake; but in

1866-70 the city deepened it, so that it is now
8% feet below the onlinary level of the lake.

The tonnage of vessels arriving at Chicago in

1000 was 7.044.000, as against 4.616,000 in 1880.

This places Chicago next to London, New York,

and .\ntwerp as a commercial port. There is a
decided increa.se in the average tonnage of ves-

sels frequenting Chicago, as is evident from the

fact that during the alwve period the miml»er of

vessels decreased from 13.218 to 8714. Foreign ex-

ports by lake increased from $3,900,000 in 1891
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to $9,920,000 in 1898. Over half of this amount
is reprt'sfiited by corn, wlieat boin^' the next item.

The laryest lake import is lumber. The vastncss

of the forests to the north, and of the farming
interests of the surrounding region, gives Chicago
preeedent-e over all other markets in lumber,

grain, and live stock. For tliirty years tlie an-

nual imports of lumber have exceeded 1,000,000,-

000 feet, and in certain years have doubled that

amount. About one-half of this import has been,

in turn, shipped to other points. The trade in

lumber products has shown, in recent years, some
tendency to decline. The imports of grain in

11)00 amounted to 307,000,000 bushels, besides

9,300,000 barrels of Hour. In these products
Chicago has exceeded Minneajiolis, Duluth, Mil-

wauktH% and Saint Louis combined. There is a
marked increase in the importation of com and
oats. For the decade ending with 1900, the an-

nual importation of hogs has averaged over 8,-

000,000 head, and of cattle and sheep over 3,000,-

000 each. There has been, recently, a large in-

crease in the importation of butter and dairy
products—the imports of butter for 1900 being

244,000,000 pounds.

As a natural consequence of being a collecting

and distributing centre, Chicago has developed

an extensive manufacturing industry. According
to the census of 1900, the manufactured products
reached a total value of $888,780,000, and there

were 202,000 wage-earners employed—an increase

of 37.8 per cent, during the decade. A large per

cent, of the live stock received in Chicago is

slauglitered and packed there, the total value of

these j)acking-house products in 1900 l)eing $248,-

811,000. For two decades the average number of

hogs packed annually has been about 5.000,000

head. This is considerably over a third of the

total number packed in the West during that

period. Over 25.000 men are employed in the in-

dustry. Every part of the slaughtered animal is

utilized, thus giving rise to the manufacture of

important by-products (such as soap and can-

dles), the value of this product alone in 1900 be-

ing over $9,000,000. The tanning of leather is

of almost equal importance.

The convenient location of Chicago with re-

spect to the coal-fields of Illinois and the iron-ore

regions of Lake Superior contributes greatly to-

ward the industries which depend upon these two
supplies. The iron and steel products in 1900
reached a value of $31,461,000, while the foundry
and machine-shop products passed $44,561,000.

The demand of the surrounding region for agri-

cultural implements gives rise to another impor-
tant branch of manufacturing. The output of

agricultural implements in 1900 amounted to $24,-

848,000. Chicago is a centre for the manufacture
of harvesting-mlichines. The McCormick Harsest-
ing-Machine Company's works, which comprise
a number of buildings and cover an area of 150
acres, have a capacity in finished product of three

machines a minute. Being a lumber-market, the
city has developed extensive manufactures of

lumber, the value of the manufactures of furni-

ture being estimated at $12,344,000, and the lum-
ber and planing mills products at .$7,530,000.

Owing to Chicago's prominence as a railroad cen-

tre, the manufacture of dependent products is

naturally great. The products itemized in the

census report as "Cars, steam-railroads, not in-

cluding operations of railroad companies,"
amounted to $19,108,000, and the "Cars, and

general shop construction and repairs," to $8,-

145,000. Chicago is the leading clothing manu-
facturing centre of the West, the total pnxluct in
1900 e.xct'cding $r.7,0(M),000 in value. A like posi-

tion is held in the printing and publishing busi-
ness, this output in l!Mt(l being estimated at over
$32,000,000. There is also a long list of other
important manufactures—electrical apparatus,
bicycles, tricycles, roasted and ground coffee, etc.

GovEK.NMENT. The Constitution of Illinois pro-
vides for uniformity in the government of mu-
nicipalities, prohibiting special legislation. Chi-
cago is, accordingly, governed by a general act
of the Legislature passed in 18^5, and by such
subsequent acts as liave in some measure modified
the original act. The council is unicameral, with
70 elected memljers, there being two from each of
the 35 wards. An elected mayor presides at the
meetings of the council, and has a vote in case of
a tie. He also has a veto, which may be over-
ridden, however, by a two-thirds vote of the coun-
cil. Some of the powers vested in the council
have been delegated by it to special departments
— i.e., police department, etc. These departments
are in the hands of single commissioners, who
are appointed by the mayor, and whose terms
of oflice expire with tlie term of the mayor
(two years). The mayor is further fortified

with the power to remove these commissioners;
but such act may be disapproved by a two-thirds
vote of the council. The legislative function of
the school department is intrusted to a board of
education of 21 members, who are appointed by
the mayor and confirmed by the council. The
trustees are appointed for a term of two years,
and serve without pay. Civil-service methods
prevail in the administration of affairs, the regu-
lations being prescribed by the State Civil-Ser-

vice Commission. Owing to prohibitive legisla-

tion, the township and county government still

exists. Township officers are elected in town-
meetings, as in the rural districts, and the county
elects a board of commissioners. These organiza-
tions are an important factor in the financial
affairs of the city.

The city owns and oi)erates its water-works
system and electric-light plant. The water-sup-
ply is obtained from Lake Michigan, cribs having
been located at a distance of from two to four
miles from the shore, in order to secure uncon-
taminated water. It is conveyed to the city by
means of underground tunnels. Notwithstanding
this precaution, there was evidence that the
drainage of the city into the lake affected tlie

quality of the water, and consequently the mu-
nicipality was induced to construct the greatest
sanitary engineering work of the country—the
Chicago Drainage Canal (q.v.). It was built

with a view to ship navigation. When the
Illinois River shall have been improved, access to

the sea through the Mississippi will be assured.
Finance. The j>eT capita receipts and expendi-

tures of Chicago are low when compared with
those of other large cities, and it suffers from in-

adequate funds. The State Constitution places
a limit upon tax-rates, and intrusts the assess-

ments and collection of the taxes to the town-
ships. Therefore, the various townships repre-

sented in the city are left to rival one another
in minimizing the assessments as an inducement
to voters. As a result the taxes are unevenly
levied, and quite insufficient. The municipality
is, accordingly, compelled to resort in an unusual
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degree to indirect taxes—such as licenses, fees,

tim-s, etc. Property, real and personal, is now
assessed on the basis of 20 per cent, of its full

value. The budgets are determined by commit-
tees of the council. The total debt is $35,164,000,
or tlie comparatively modest per capita amount of

ij;l!i.42. The following are the principal items
of the receipts and e.\i)enditure for the year
lyOO: The actual income was $2(5,867,000, of

wliich $14,295,000 was from property tax, and
over .i>3,000,000 each from liquor 1 icenses, water-
works, and sjjecial assessments. The total expen-

diture, including loans repaid, was $22,673,000, of

which $19,518,000 was for maintenance and opera-

tion—the largest items being: Schools, $6,200,-

000: police department, $3,773,000; fire depart-

ment, $1,617,000: interest on debt, $1,313,000;
and water-works, $1,240,000. There are certain

items of county and township government not
herein included—e.g. the county maintains the

charitable institutions at an annual cost of

$80(1,000.

Po!ni^\Tio>'. Xo other city has attained any-
thing like the magnitude of Chicago in so short a
time. With but 4470 inhabitants in 1840, the city

had increased in 1870 to 298,997, ranking fifth

among American cities; in 1880, to 503,185, rank-
ing fourth: in 1890. to 1,099.8.50, standing sec-

ond; in 1900, to 1,698,575, still holding second
place. Greater New York alone had as great an
absolute growth during the last decade ; but New-
York's jier cent, of increase was much less. Chi-

cago's phenomenal growth seems quite natural,
however, when compared with the development of

the 'Great West.' of which it is a part. Chicago
has a remarkably liigh per cent. (34) of foreign-

bom population, and of the native-born, 59 per
c-ent. are of foreign parentage. Of the foreign na-

tionalities the Germans are most numerous, ag-

gregating more than twice the number of Irish

—

the latter having shown a decided inclination to

remain in the Eastern towns. Chicago contrasts
also with Eastern cities in that it has a large

number of Swedes and Norwegians, Bohemians.
Poles, and Canadians, while the number of Ital-

ians. Russians, and Austrians is comparatively
small. The negro population is given at 30.15().

Certain of the foreign nationalities, notably the
Germans and Swedes, are well distributed over
the city; others tend to congregate in limite<l dis-

tricts which are overcrowded—chiefly those ad-
joining the central business section of the city.

Chicago boasts of the healthfulness of its situa-
tion and ssinitarv conditions, having the lowest
death-rate (14.68) of any of the large cities in
the United States.

History. The name 'Chicago' is probably de-
rive<l from an Indian word meaning 'wild
<mion'—a plant which grows abundantly in this
locality. Before the coming of the whites, the
place was a rendezvous for various Indian tril»es,

and a favorite meeting-place for voyageurs and
traders. In 1673 l)oth Marquette and Joljet

stopped here for a few days, and the former
upent most of the winter of 1674-75 here. Later,
the lf)cality was visited by \m Salle. Hennepin,
and others; and on a map (Franklin's) published
in Quebec, in 1685, it was designated as Fort Chi-
cagou, which would seem to indicate the exist-

ence thus early of a trading-post.

Jean Baptiste Point de Saible, a mulatto refu-

gee from Haiti, who came about 1779, is gen-
erallv considered the first settler. In 1796 he

sold his cabin to Le Mai, a French fur-trader,
who in turn sold out early in 1804 to John Kin-
zie, the first white man of American birth to
make his home here. The miliUiry importance of
the place was quickly recognized by the Govern-
ment, which in 1795 forced the Indians to cede
a tract of land "six miles square at the mouth
of the Chicago River," and late in 1804 erected
Fort Dearborn (q.v.) on the south bank of the
river, near its mouth. On August 15, 1812, in
accordance with orders received several days
earlier. Captain Heald and the garrisons evacu-
ated this fort, but were ambushed by their Miami
escorts and other Indians, and 38 .soldiers, two
women, and 12 children were killed, and many
others captured. On the following day the fort

was burned, but it was rebuilt in 1816. In 1830
the town was laid out and the first map, dated
August 4, gives its area as three-eighths of a
square mile. There were then twelve families
here, besides the garrison. Three years later
Chicago was incorporated as a town, its popula-
tion being 550. and its area 560 acres; and in

1837, then having 4170 inhabitants, it was char-
tered as a city. In 1833, 7000 Indians assembled
here and sold a large tract of land in this vicin-

ity, agreeing to move across the Mississippi. This
tiiey did two years later; and the fort, being no
longer necessary, was abandoned in 1837 and
demolished in 1856.

The Illinois and Michigan Canal, begun in

1836, was finished in 1848; and in the .same

year the first railroad, the Chicago and Galena
Union, was completed. Four years later the
Michigan Southern and the Michigan Central,
the first roads leading to the East, entered the
city, which from this time grew with unprece-
dented rapidity. In 1860 the Republican Na-
tional Convention, by which Lincoln was nom-
inated, was held in Chicago. In October, 1871, the
most destructive fire in the history of the countrj'

occurred here. Breaking out in a bam in De
Koven Street, and fanned by a gale, it spread
with the greatest rapidity, and raged uncon-
trolled for two days and nights, sweeping over
2100 acres, destroying 17,450 buildings, and caus-

ing 2(X) deaths, besides the greatest destitution

and suffering. Out of a population of 324.000,

more than 70.000 were rendered homeless, and al-

most one-third of the property in the citv ($190,-

000.000 out of $620,000,000) 'was destroyed. Re-
lief poured in from all smes, $7,000,000 being
quickly contributed in Eurojie and .\merica, and
within a year the city was largely rebuilt.

In July, 1877, the railroad riots, caused by
discontented laborers, necessitated the calling out
of militia and United States tro<ips, and in .May,

1886, occurred the celebrated 'Haymarket riot.s'

(q.v.), consequent upon the labor troubles of

1885-86. On May 4, while the police were at-

tempting to break up an Anarchist meeting, a
l>onib was thrown among them, and 27 of their
numl)er were wounded, of wh<mi seven subse-

quently died. In 1893 the great World's Fair
(see \VoRi.n's Coi.rMm.\N Expcsition) was held
here. In 1894 a large nund»er of laborers went
on a strike, destroying property valuetl at
$1,000,000. and again making it neces.sary to call

out the militia and a detachment of Unite<I

States tnxtps.

BinLiOGRAPiiY. MaHon (editor). Earlif Chi-
capo and Illinois (Chicago, 1800) ; Kirkland, TAc
Story of Chicago (Chicago, 1802) ; and Moses
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and Kirkland, Iliston/ of Chicago (Chicago,

1895) ; the various papers in Frrtjus's Historical

Series, Urn. 1-22 (Chicago, I87«i-H2) ; Hurllmrt,
Chicago Antiquities (Chicago, 1881 ) , and a chap-

ter hj' Lyman .1. Gage, in Powell, Historic

Toiciis of the Western States (New York, 1901) ;

-Andreas. Hifitory of Chicago (Chicago, 1884).

CHICAGO DBAINAGE CANAL. This
canal was built to connect the west branch of the

south fork of the Chicago River (q.v. ) with the

Des I'laines River, one of the head streams of the

Illinois River, under such conditions that the

water flows from Lake Michigan, tljrough the

Chicago River and the canal, into the Des
Plaines River, tluis reversing the direction of flow

of the Chicago River. The object of the canal

is to divert to the Illinois River the sewage of

Chicago, which had been previously discharged
into Lake Michigan. The engineering difficulties

were peculiar, and aroused much professional

and general interest. Work was begun on the

canal on September 3, 1802, and it was formally
opened on January 28, 1900. The canal proper
begins on the west fork of the south branch of

the Chicago River, at Robey Street, 5.8 miles
from the lake, up .to which point the Chicago
River had to be dredged, and 'extends to Lock-
port, a distance of 28.05 miles, where the water
action is controlled. Here there is a basin of

sufficient width to allow vessels to turn. The
tail-race below Lockport, which carries the water
to the Des Plainos River, is 0500 feet long. The
flow of water through this race is controlled by
sluice-gates and a dam. It was necessary, how-
ever, to carry the construction to Joliet, 7.1

miles farther, so that the total distance from
the lake to .Joliet is about 40 miles. The width
of the canal is 160 feet at the bottom and 162
feet at the top, through rock, and 110 to 202
feet at the bottom and 200 to 300 at the top,

through earthy soil, the actual width in most
of the distance l)eing but 100 feet, this being
sufficient for the flow of water at the rate of

300,000 cubic feet per minute. The depth is 36
feet, Avith a minimum depth of water of 22 feet.

The cost of the canal \ip to the time of 'opening*

was about .$33,000,000. The construction has
been most of the time under the charge of Chief
Engineer Isham Randolph. Current numbers of

the fJngineering Neics contain much information
in regard to the canal. See Sewage Disposal.

CHICAGO OBCHESTBA. A permanent
orchestra, under the direction and leadership

of Theodore Thomas (q.v.), and established at

Chicago, 111. It was organized in 1891, and
is supported partly by subscription and partly
by the sale of seats for the Friday afternoon
public rehearsal and the Saturday evening con-

cert, which are given weekly during the season.

The rates of admission are designedly moderate,
the deficit at the close of the season being peri-

odically met by the guarantors of the associa-

tion, a number of public-spirited citizens, through
whose generosity alone the establishment of a
permanent orchestra has been made possible.

The organization nominally consists of about
sixty players, but is invariably augmented as
needs demand. In 1898 the orchestra was re-

inforced by a chorus of mixed voices under the
direction of Arthur Mees. but it was found ad-
visable to abandon the idea at the close of the
season. The history of the organization has
not been entirely peaceful. A strict adherence

to the highest classic ideals, and an unswerving
refusal to l)e influenced by local criticism or
financial exigencies, at first caused considerable
friction, but the annually dei-rcasing deficit and
the greatly increased attendance have amply
justified the course of the conductor, who has
brought his organizjition to a plane of excellence
where it conij)ares favorably with the world's
gn-atest orchestras.

CHICAGO RIVER. A navigable stream in
the city of Chicago, which forn)erly emptied into

Lake Michigan, l)ut tlie direction of whose cur-

rent has been reversed by the construction of the
Chicago Drainage Canal. It is formed by two
branches, the North Fork and the South Fork,
and it is less than a mile from this junction to

Lake Michigan (Map: Chicago, .7 9). Nearly 4
miles from the main river, the south branch sepa-

rates into a west fork and a south fork. The United
States Government and the city of Chicago have
expended large amounts of money in keeping
the river open to navigation. The Illinois and
ilichigiin Canal connects the Cliicago River at

Bridgeport with the Illinois River at La Salle,

a distance of nearly 100 miles, and during 1893-

19lX) the Chicago Drainage Canal (q.v.) was
constructed, connecting tlie west fork of the
south branch and Joliet, on the Des Plaines
River, the distance being 28.05 miles. See Chi-
cago.

CHICAGO UNIVERSITY (officially styled

The University of Chicago) . A leading Ameri-
can university, situated in Chicago, 111. The
university was estal)lished at the instance of

prominent Baptists throughout the country, and
through gifts made chiefly by 31 r. John D.

Rockefeller, to replace the former University of

Chicago, a Baptist institution opened in 1857,

but which had been obliged, through lack of

funds, to close its doors in 1886. In recognition

of the funds given by Baptists to start .the new
university, it was provided in the charter that
while no religious tests should ever be exacted
from the imiversity professors or students, yet

at all times two-thirds of the trustees, and also

the president of the imiversity, should be mem-
l»ers of regular Baptist churches.
As provided in its plan of organization, the

university includes five divisions: First, schools,

colleges, and academies; second, the university

aflfiliations; third, university extension; fourth,

the university libraries, laboratories, and iiuise-

ums; fifth, the university press. The first divi-

sion includes the graduate schools, of which the

divinity school, the graduate school of arts and
literature, and the Ogden graduate school of

science and the law school have already been or-

ganized, while schools of medicine, technology, fine

arts, and music are yet to be established. Of
the schools established, the Ogden School of

Science was founded under the will of William
1>. Ogden, his executors allotting to Chicago 70
per cent, of the moneys he devised to charities.

The divinity .school was established under an
agreement of the university made in 1891 with
the Baptist Theological Union of Chicago, by
which its seniinarj' became the divinity school

of the university. The colleges of the university

are either integral parts of it or are affiliated.

The former include the colleges of art, literature,

s-cience. commerce, and administration, and the

university (teachers') college. The academies
of the university are either an organic part of
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it, as in the case of the University Academy at

Morgan Park, or are affiliated with it. The
purpose of the university affiliations is to

raise the standard of primary, secondary, and
collegiate training, and to secure the niaxinmm
of economy in the interaction of the different

factors of' etlueation. To accomplish this, the

university ntaintains an intimate relationship

with certain preparatory schools and colleges.

In general this affiliation gives the imiversity

a varying amount of control over the educa-

tional activity of the college or school, and
the university on its part grants official rec-

ognition, by means of degrees or certificates,

to all work done under this indirect form
of supervision. In 1902 the affiliated colleges

were: Des ^loines College, Iowa; Kalamazoo
College, Michigan: John B. Stetson Univer-

sity, Florida : Butler College, Indiana ; and
the Rush Medical College, Chicago. At the same
time the affiliated academies included: Morgan
Park Academy (the University Academy), at
Morgan Park, 111.; Frances Shinier Academy,
Mount Carroll, 111.; Bradley Pol}i;echnic Insti-

tute, Peoria, 111.; South Side Academy, Chicago;
Harvard School, Chicago ; Kenwood Institute,

Chicago; Wayland Academy, Beaver Dam, Wis.;
Rugby Schooi, Kenilworth, 111. ; Chicago Manual
Training School ; Culver ililitary Academy, Cul-

ver, Ind. ; Elgin Academy, Elgin, 111.; Dearborn
Seminarv', Chicago; and the University School for

Girls. Chicago. In the department of university

extension the attempt is made to bring the uni-

versity to those who cannot come to it. Lec-

ture and study courses are given outside of

Chicago, and work done in them is recog-

nized and credited by the university. More
important are the correspondence courses, which
are definitely arranged in majors and minors, ac-

cording to the regular university schedule,

and on which credits are allowed toward
the university degrees. The university libraries

number at present about 304,000 volumes.
The main collection, purchased in Berlin, con-

tains 175,000 volumes. Other collections in-

clude: The Theological Seminary Library, 40,000
volumes; library of the former University of

Chicago, 10,000: Edward Olsen Library, 5000:
departmental libraries, 74,000. The laboratories

and museums include: The Kent Chemical Lab-
oratory, Ryerson Physical Laboratory, the

Yerkes Astronomical Observatory, the Walker
Museum, ITaskel Oriental Museum (includ-

ing biblical, comparative religion, Syrian, and
Egyptian collections), and the Hull biolog-

ical laboratories (including the zoological, physi-

ological, anatomical, and botanical laboratories)

.

The university press publishes both separate
books and pamphlets and departmental jour-

nals. The departmental journals are as fol-

lows: The Journal of Political Economy; the

American Journal of Sociology: American Jour-

nal of Semitic Language and Literature ; Biblical

World; The Astrophyaical Journal; Journal of

Geology; School Reriew; Botanical Gazette;
American Journal of Theology; The Elementary
Teacher and Course of Study; The Manual
Training Magazine; and The University Record.

Und,er the head of separate publications, the

university press issues many important pam-
phlets and books, usually written by professors or

post-graduate students in the course of special-

ized imiversitv work.

The arrangement of courses at the University
of Chicago is unique among American universi-

ties. The academic year consists of four terms:
and these four terms, equally divided, complete
the calendar as well as the scholastic year. In-

struction is arranged with a single term of twelve
weeks as the unit, instead of taking for the unit
the scholastic year. Students are permitted to

drop or take up university work at the beginning
of any term, and a degree is given whenever the
requisite amount of courses, computed by units,

has been completed. The courses are arranged by
majors and minors, according to the group sys-

tem, and the student is required to take courses
in definite groups. This system has the advantage
of eradicating such artificial barriers to obtaining
an education as are likely to follow from continu-
ous courses of nine months each and from arbi-

trarily required studies. The degrees conferred
by the university are: A.B., Ph.B., B.S., A.
M., Ph.M., M.S., Ph.D., Th.B., B.D., D.D.,
LL.D. These degrees are given upon comple-
tion of work in the senior colleges of the
university. Chicago, however, has also junior
colleges, and graduation from these entitle

the students to the degree or title of Asso-
ciate in the arts, philosophy, or science. The
work of the jimior colleges is roughly equivalent
to the work ordinarily done in the best Ameri-
can colleges in the freshman and sophomore
years. A degree is given on the completion of
this work, mainly to give recognition to such
students as are for any reason unable to com-
plete the course.

The University of Chicago has grown with ex-

traordinary rapidity since it was first opened to
students in 1892. This growth has been made
possible by many large gifts. Of the lienefac-

tors of the college should be especially mentioned:
ilr. John D. Rockefeller, whose gifts have
amounted to over $9,000,000; Mr. Marshall
Field, who gave the original site for the
university; Mr. S. A. Kent, Mr. Silas B.
Cobb, yir. Martin A. Ryerson, ^Ir. Charles
T. Yerkes, Miss Helen Culver, and Mrs. Anne
Hitchcock. The present buildings of the uni-
versity, which have been erected almost entirely

from private donations, include Cobb Lec-
ture Hall, Kent Chemical Laboratory, Walker
Museum, Ryerson Physical Laboratory, Haskell
Oriental iluseum. a group of graduate and divin-

ity dormitories. Snell Hall, Beecher, Kelly, and
Xancy Foster halls for women, g^-nmasiums, four
biological laboratories (comprising the Charles
J. Hull group, 1896-97: Yerkes Obser\atorv',

Geneva, 1897: and Green Hall, for women, 1898).
Provision also has been made for the erection of
some ten further buildings in the near future.
As shown by the president's report, the general
assets of the universitv on June .30. 1902.

amounted to $15,004,000. of which $8,000,000
represented investments, and the remainder
buildings, grounds, and equipments. The cur-

rent expenditures for the year previous had
amounted to $1,048,737, and for the following year
they were estimated at $1,003,000. Gifts to meet
the excess of current liabilities over fixed income
have been made since the foundation of the uni-

versity, mainly by Mr. John D. Rockefeller. In
the autumn quarter of 1901 the total number of '

students entered was 2646. not deducting repeti-

tions: while deducting repetitions the number
was 2431. These sttidents were distributed as
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follows: Divinity school, 192; graduate school,
435; the colleges, 1041; medical school, 271;
bchool of education, 107. In 1892 the attendance
at the university was 594, thus showing nearly
a livefold increase within ten years.
The president of the university, holding oflice

since its foundation in 1891, is William Itainey
Harper, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D., formerly professor
of Semitic and biblical literature in Vale Uni-
versity. The administrative and scholastic

methods of the university have been largely
molded by Dr. Harj)er, and a large measure of

the university's immediate success is ascribed to
his influence.

CHICANEAU, sh^'kA'nA'. The judge in

Ra<'inf*s farce Les Plaideurs, whose idde fixe is

to hold trials, and who finally turns his own
home into a court of inquisition, where his ser-

vants and pet animals plead and are convicted.

CHICH^N-ITZA, chl-chAn'^-tzJl' (Maya Itzd,

well-nioiiths). The most important of the an-

cient ruined cities of Yucatan, Mexico, situated

18 miles southwest of the town of Valladolid, in

the northern part of the peninsula. It derives its

compound name from its former occupants, the

Itzfi tribe of the great Mayan stock, and from
two remarkable natural pools or wells, still exist-

ing, which undoubtedly furnished the water-sup-
ply of the ancient inhabitants, and may have
determined the original selection of the site.

\\'ith our present imperfect knowledge of Maya
chronologj', it is sufficient to state that the eri-

dence indicates this as one of the most ancient
cities of the peninsula, and that it continued
to be occupied as a native stronghold long after

the surrounding districts had yielded to the
Spaniards.
The principal ruins, which were described in

detail by Stephens in 1843 (Incidents of Travel
in Ynrotan) , cover an area of about one square
mile, with smaller edifices scattered about the
encircling forest. The general structural type is

that of the platform pyramid, ascended by means
of broad stairways leading up to vaulted cham-
bers, whose walls are covered with sculptured
figures and hieroglyphic inscriptions or vividly

colored paintings resembling those of the Aztec
codices. The material is the white limestone of

the country, cut into shapely blocks and set in

ordinari' mortar, the thicker walls being some-
times filled in with a composition of mortar and
broken stone. Each prominent stnicture is known
to the natives under a distinct name. One of the
most interesting is that denominated the 'Tennis
Court' or 'Gymnasium.' It consists of two im-
mense parallel walls, each 274 feet long and 30
feet thick, and standing 120 feet apart. Both
walls are covered with sculptures in bas-relief,

and projecting from the centre of each, at the
height of 20 feet from the ground, is set an im-
mense sculptured ring of stone, representing two
entwined serpents. From contemporary Spanish
descriptions it is almost certain that this was a
courtyard, devoted to the playing of a favorite
game, in which the effort was to send the ball

through the stone ring fixed in the wall. An-
other of the important ruins is the 'Castillo,' a
pyramidal mound 200 feet square at the base, and
rising 75 feet to a platform, the approach being
by means of a grand staircase with two colossal
serpents' heads in sculptured stone at the base.
The Palace or Nunnery {Casa de las Monjas) is

a rectangular mass more than 100 feet long.

and somewhat less in width, with an L-shapi'd
wing on the eastern side, 00 feet long, llest-
ing on this artificial platform, which is over
30 feet high, is a rectangular structure 90 feet
long, 18 feet wide, and 18 feet in height; and
this, in turn, is crowned by a smaller edifice 30
feet long by 12 feet wide. The L-shaped wing is

a s|)ecimen of the best Mayan architecture.
Minor ruins are the Caracol or Hound Tower,
the Cluchanchob or Red House, and the Temples
of the Tables, the Tigers, and the Cones. Consult
Holmes, Arrhwological Ktudies in Ancient Cities
of Mexico (Chicago, 1895).

CHICHESTER, chlch'es-ter (AS. Cissanceas-
ter, Lat. Cisscp castriivi, camp of Cissa). A muni-
cii)al borough and episcopal city in Sussex, Eng-
land, \7Vj miles east-northeast of Portsmouth
(Map: England, F 6). It is well built and has
wide streets. The ancient city walls are now
utilized as a public promenade. The cathedral,
erected in the Twelfth and Thirteenth centuries,
is remarkable for its uni(jue features of double
aisles and detached campanile. Other notable
public buildings are the guildhall, formerly the
church of a Franciscan monastery ; the Church of
Saint Olave, one of the oldest in Chichester; and
Saint Mary's Hospital, which was founded as a
nunnery in the Twelfth Century. The town has a
theological college, and there is an ancient gram-
mar school founded in 1497. The chief trade is in
agricultural products and live stock. There are
malting, brewing, and tanning establishments,
and manufactures of wooden-ware. The harbor,
two miles to the southwest of the city, is a deep
inlet of the English Channel, about eight square
miles in area, and is connected with Chichester by
a canal. Chichester was the Roman Itetfnum. It
was taken and partially destroyed, in 491, by
the South Saxons. It was soon afterwards re-

built by Cissa, their King. It.was for some time
the capital of the Kingdom of Sussex. It was in-
corporated in 1213. During the Civil War it was
taken in succession by Rojalists and Parliamen-
tarians. Population, in 1901, 12,200. Consult:
Hills, "Chichester Cathedral," in Arrhwological
Journal, Vol. XX. (London, 1864) , and "TheCity
Walls," in id.. Vol. XLll. (London, 188G) ; Hay,
History of Chichester (Chichester, 1804).

CHICHEVACHE, sh^sh'viish'. A creature in
French fable, represented as a lean cow, which
lived upon submissive wives. The name and the
conception arose from the corruption of the old
French chichcface (ugly face) to chichevache
(lean cow). Bicome, the complement of Chiche-
vache, is a fat beast, nourished on submissive
husbands.

CHICHIMECA, che'ch^maTcft (Aztec, per-
haps from chichiltic, red + mecayotl, race).
'Dog people,' a term of contempt anciently ap-
plied by the more cultured Aztecs to the wild
tribes northward of the Valley of Mexico. The
name has no ethnic significance whatever.

CHICK, Mrs. Louisa. The sister of Mr. Dom-
bey, in Dickens's Dombey and Son. She is an
anaemic copy of her brother, and he is the only
person for whom she possesses the slightest sem-
blance of afTection.

CHICKADEE. Sfe Titmouse.

CHICKAHOMINY. A river in Virginia,
about 75 miles long, flowing into the James
about 40 miles southeast of Richmond. On and
near this river occurred, during the Civil War,
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the battles of Seven Pines or Fair Oaks, Me-
chaniosville, Gaines's Mill or Cold Harbor,

Savage's Station, Frazier's Farm, Malvern Hill,

and the second battle of Cold Harbor (qq.v.).

The first of these enfiagenients was fought on May
31 and June 1, 1862. The battle of Mechanics-

ville took place on June 2(5. 1862, and the last

of the seven days' battles, that of ilalvern Hill,

on Julv 1. Tlie second battle of Cold Harbor
was fought on June 3, 1864. See Seven Days'
Battles. Thk.

CHICK'AMAU'GA. A creek in the extreme
northwestern part of Georgia and in southern

Tennessee. It is a tributary of the Tennessee

River, into which it empties a few miles above

Chattanooga. It is famous on account of the

battle of Chiokamauga.

CHICKAMAUGA, Battle of. One of the

most hotly contested battles of the Civil War,
sometimes* called "the Great Battle of the West.'

It was fought September 19 and 20, 1863, near
Chickamaugii Creek, about 12 miles east of Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., between a Federal army of

65,000, under General Rosecrans (q.v.), and a
<^onfederate army of 70.000, under General
Bragg (

q.v. ) . Manceuvred out of Chattanooga
(September 8) by the brilliant strategy of Rose-
crans, Bragg had started in apparent retreat

toward the south, and had been followed by Rose-
crans, whose troops, forced to cross the moun-
tains at widely separated points, were scattered

over a great extent of territory. Soon perceiv-

ing that the Confederate retreat 'was only ap-
parent, and fe.aring an attack in detail, Rose-
crans rapidly concentrated his forces, and, by
shifting Thomas to the extreme left (September
18), thwarted an attempt by Bragg to attain his

rear and shut him off from Chattanooga. At
9 A.M. on the 19th the battle began with a fierce

attack by the Confederate right, under (General

Polk, on the Federal left ; but Thomas held his

ground, and the day ended without decisive ad-

vantage to either side. The fighting was re-

newed early on
the 20th. and was
proceeding with
varying fortune,

when, in pursu-
ance of a misin-
terpreted order
from Rosecrans. a
division was with-

drawn from the
Federal right. This
made a gap in the
line of battle
through which
Longstreet, c o m -

manding the Con-
federate left,

poured his troops,

soon routing the

Federal right and
centre (under Mc-
Cook and Critten-

den respectively),

and driving them
in wild disorder

bock towanl Chattanooga. The whole Confe<lerate

army was now massed against the Fe<leral left:

but Thomas stootl firm against tremendous odds
throughout the day, gallantly repulsing attack

after attack, and infiicting great damage on the

Vol. IV.-sa.

CHICKAMArOA.

enemy. His remarkable courage and skillful

generalship alone saved the whole Federal army
from meeting with an overwhelming defeat, and
earned for him the title of 'The Rock of Chicka-
mauga.' During the night, under orders from
Rosecrans, he retired to Rossville, and on the
21st withdrew behind the fortifications of Chat-
tanooga. The Federal army lost 16.179 in killed

wounded, and missing; the Confederate, about
17,800. Though the battle was won by Bragg,
Chattanooga, the prize for which it was fought,
remained in the pos.session of Rosecrans. Con-
sult: Official Records, Vol. XXX. (Washing-
ton) ; Cist, The Army of the Cuviberland (New
York, 1882); and Johnson and Buel (editors),

Battles and Leaders of the Civil War (4 vols..

New York, 1887).

CHICKAMAUGA NATIONAL MILI-
TARY PARK. A park in Georgia, situated on
the site of the battle of Chickamauga, a few
miles southea.st of Chattanooga, Tenn., near the
Tennessee and (Georgia line. It was established

under the authority of Congress, with the co-

operation of these two States. The legal bounda-
ries embrace a compact area of 15 square miles,

which cover the main scene of the battle; but
there have also been secured several small neigh-
boring tracts which are the sites of events of

special military interest. It is the object, so far

as possible, to preserve the conditions as they
existed at the time of the battle, and in order
to make clear the positions and movements of the
troops engaged, monuments, historical tablets,

and other guide marks have been set up at

the proper points. Several lofty observation
towers have been erected, which command a
view of the battlefield. A large part of the park
is forest land, but a considerable portion has
been cleared of underbrush and small timber,
in order to permit free access and unobstructed
views. In addition to acquiring these lands, the
Federal Government has obtained a concession
of many miles of approaching roadways which
have been beautified. Congress appropriated
$725,000 for this work, and the States have given
$400,000 additional. The park was dedicated
September 19-21, 1895. It is the first time that

a battlefield has been so completely marked and
set aside as a monument of the event which
happened within its boundary.

CHICK'AREE (imitation of its cry), or

Hackee. Old book names of the North American
red squirrel. See Squirrel.

CHICK'ASAW. An important Muskhogean
tribe formerly occupying northern Mississippi

and the adjacent part of Tennessee, and now
settled in the western part of the Indian Terri-

tory with an autonomous government, under

the name of the 'Chickasaw Nation.' They were

a restless and warlike people, and throughout

the colonial period adhered to the Knglish side

as against the French, who tried repeatedly, but

without success, to siiMue them. From the clo.se

of the Revolution they have generally main-

taine<I friendly relations with the Tnitetl States.

In 1832 they sold all their remaining lands east

of the Mississippi, and agreeil to remove to their

present location. They joined the Confederaoy

during the Civil War, and at its close were

obliged to free their slaves and admit them to

equal Chickasaw citizenship. Those of pure and
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mixed Chickasaw blood may number from 3000
to 5000, although the whole number of 'citizens,'

including Indians, negroes, nnd adopted whites,
is 10,500.

CHICKASAW BLUFFS, or BAYOU, blf^il.

Battle of. A battle fought, Decenibcr 29, 1862,
between a Federal force under General Sherman
and a Confederate force under General Peniber-

ton, strongly intrenched on the bluffs above
Chickasaw Bayou, the Federals being repulsed
with great loss. It was the result of an attempt
by Sherman to attain the rear of Vicksburg, by
way of Yazoo River, with a view to coilperating

with General Grant in his operations against that

city. (See Vicksburg, Siege of). The Federal
loss in killed, wounded, and missing was almost
2000: the Confederate less than 200. An inter-

esting account of the engagement is given in

Sherman. Memoirs (2 vols.. New York, 1888).

CHICKEN. See Fowl.

CHICKEN-BIRD, or CHICKEN-PLOVEB.
The turnstono.

CHICKEN CHOLERA. See Fowl Cholera.

CHICKEN-FLEA. See Chigoe.

CHICKEN-LICE. See Fowl; Louse.

CHICKEN-POX, or Varicella (Neo-Lat.,

from variola, smallpox, from Lat. varius,

spotted). An acute contagious disease, chiefly

of children. It is characterized by early fever,

an eruption of papules and vesicles, with mild
constitutional disturbance. In most cases fever

is present twenty-four hours l)efore the eruption
appears. The eruption comes out in crops, on
the face, scalp, or shoulders, as red, widely scat-

tired papules, spreading slowly over the body,
one crop maturing while another is appearing.
Thus red papules, blebs filled with clear fluid,

and crusts, are found at the same time in a small
area. Pitting is rare, and generally occurs,

if ever, on the face. Chicken-pox is extremely
contagious, but very rarely dangerous. Compli-
cations or serious sequels are rare. Erysipelas,
gangrene, inflammation of glands, abscesses, or
kidney disea.se may occur. Isolation of cases is

necessary till all crusts separate and fall off.

(liicken-pox bears no relation to smallpox, and
is unaffected by vaccination.

CHICKEN-SNAKE. (1) A very slender
harmless snake (Coluber quadrivittatua) , about
3 feet long, yelU)wi.sh-brown, with a straw-col-

ored head, tail, and abdomen, and two browTi
stripes along each side of the body. It is com-
mon from South Carolina to Florida and Ala-
bama, and often enters buildings in search of

mice and young poultry; and is sometimes
known as the 'four-lined snake.' (2) In the
Northern States, the milk-snake (q.v.).

CHICKENSTALKER, Mrs. An aged shop-
keeper in Charles Dickens's The Chimes.

CHICKEN TORTOISE, tflr'tis, or CHICK-
EN TURTLE. One of the edible 'painted'

turtles (Chrysemys reticulata) of the southern
I'nited states.

CHICK'ERING, Jonas (1797-1853). A self-

taught piano-maker of Boston, who eventually
established the largest piano manufactory in
the United States. He was greatly esteemed
for his public spirit and benevolence.

CHICKLING VETCH. See Lathybcs.

CHICK-PEA (corruption of chichpra, from
OF. chirhc, from Lat. cicer, chick -|- Kngl. />to).

A plant of the genus Cicer, of the natural order
Ijeguminoste, having pinnate leaves, solitary
axillary stalked flowers, and two-seeded pods,
inflated like bladders. The connnon chick-i)ea
(C'tcer arietinum ) is a native of southern Europe.
It is an annual, n{j to 2 fwt high, of a stiff, up-
right habit, covered with glandular hairs. The
seeds abound in starch, and have a slightly bit-
terish taste. They are about the size of common
peas, and resemble in ajjpearance a ram's head;
hence the specific name. The rij)e .seeds are eaten
cither boiled entire or made into i)easoup. They
are sometimes roasted as a substitute for coffee.
A red-seeded variety is extensively grown in the
East, both for table and stock food.

CHICKWEED. A name applied to a num-
ber of species of Stellaria. One of the most
common weeds of gardens and cultivated fields
is a species of stitchwort or .starwort (Stellaria
media). It is a native of most parts of Europe
and of Asia, appearing during the colder months
even on the plains of India, and has been abun-
dantly introduced in America and elsewhere. It
is an annual, with a weak procumbent stem and
ovate leaves, very variable, but always charac-
terized by having the stem curiously marked
with one or two lines of hairs. The leaves of
chickweed afford a fine instance of the 'sleep of
plants,' in that they clo.se up on the young
shoots at night. Although generally regarded
as a troublesome weed, chickweed is used for feed-
ing cage-birds, which are very fond of both its

leaves and seeds. It is a good substitute for
spinach or greens. A number of species of a nearly
allied genus, Cerastium, natives of Europe, also
bear the name of chickweed, or mouse-ear chick-
weed, and the name is occasionally given to
other plants, either botanicallj' allied or of
somewhat similar appearance, as to Holosteum
umbellatum, introduced from Europe, common
in parts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, where
it is called jagtred chickweed.

CHICLANA-DE-LA-FRONTERA, che^-klU'-

Tik d^ la fr.'n-tA'ra. A town of Andalusia. Spain,
about 12 miles southeast of Cadiz (Map: Spain,
D 3). It is pleasantly situated on the Lirio, and
has manufactures of linen, earthenware, and
brandy. Its mineral baths are much frequented
by the inhabitants of Cadiz. Population, in
1901, 10,808.

CHICLAYO, chp-klji'y6. A town in the De-
partment of Lambayeque, Peru, situated in a
sugar-growing plain near the coast (Map: Peru,
B 5). It is the residence of a United States
consular agent. Population, 13,000.

CHICMOZTOC, chlk'mos-tok' (Nahuatl. seven
caves). The mvthical birthplace of the Nahuatl
race, in Aztec legend.

CHICO, che'kfi (Sp., small). A city in Butte
County. Cal., 96 miles north of Sacramento, on
Chico Creek and on the Southern Pacific Rail-
road (Map: California, C 2). It is the seat of a
State normal school, and contains a public
library. The city has flour-mills, lumber-mills,
foundry and machine shops, etc., and carries on
a considerable trade in grain, fniits, live stock,
wool, and lumber. Population, in 1890, 2894;
in 1900. 2640.

CHICOPEE. A city in Hampden County,
Mass., three miles north of Springfield, on the
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east side of the Connecticut River, at the mouth
of the Chieopee, and on the Boston and Maine
Railroad (Map: Massachusetts, B 3). By means
of several dams, abundant water-power is derived
from the Chieoj)ee River for the variety of manu-
factures for which the city is noted. The prod-
ucts include firearms, cotton goods, knit goods,
bicycles, knitting-machines, agricultural imple-
ments, bronze statuary, swords, machine and
mechanics' tools, boilers, carpets, athletic goods,
and many other articles. The city maintains
an almshouse and a public library of about
21,000 volumes. The government is vested in a
mayor and a city council, the majority of whose
members are elected at large, and in the custom-
ary administrative departments. Population, in

1890, 14.050; in 1000, 19,167.

Settled about 1675, Chieopee was incorporated
as a town in 1848, including the villages of

Chieopee Falls, Fairview. and Willimansett,
and was chartered as a city in 1890. Consult
Holland, History of Western Massachusetts
(Springfield, 1855).

CHICOPEE RIVEB. A river formed near
Three Rivers, Mass., by the junction of the
Quaboag, Ware, and Swift rivers (Map: Massa-
chusetts, B 3 ) . It flows west, and empties into

the Connecticut River at Chieopee. It is 20 miles

long from the mouth to Three Rivers, and with
the Quaboag about 50 miles. It drains an area
of 700 square miles, and has twenty-eight ponds
in its basin. It has a rapid fall, thus affording

extensive power at Chieopee, Chieopee Falls, Lud-
low, and Three Rivers. The name Chieopee is

sometimes applied to the Quaboag branch as
well.

CHICORY, or SUCCORY (Fr. chicor^e, Lat.
ctchorium, from Gk. Kix^piov, kichorion, chicory).

A plant belonging to the genus Cichorium, of the
natural order Composite, the same natural fam-
ily of plants to which the sunflower, the oxeye
daisy, the dandelion, the lettuce, and other use-

ful and obnoxious plants belong. The few spe-

cies are all herbaceous perennials, with spread-
ing branches and milky juice, natives of Europe
and western Asia. Chicory has become natural-
ized in the United States, occurring as a weed
along roadsides, in fence rows, and in fields.

Common chicory (Cichorium intybus) grows
from one to five feet high. The leaves resemble
those of the dandelion, but are generally larger,

with the exception of those on the upper part of

the stalk, which are small and inclined to be
lance-shaped, and the flowers, of a beautiful blue,

though sometimes pink or white, occur in heads
from 1 to l\i> inches in diameter. The plant

has a long, carrot-shaped root, whitish-yellow or
grayish-yellow in color on the outside, but white
within. Chicory is quite extensively cultivated

in Europe for use as a table salad, for fodder,

and for the roots. It is also grown to some extent
for its roots in the United States. (For illus-

tration, see Salad Pl.\nt8.) The young leaves,

when properly blanched, are considered equal
as a salad to those of endive, a plant l)elonging

to this same genus. The yoimg green leaves are

eaten much in the same manner as spinach,

and the roots, as long as they are young and
tender, are also used as a food. The plant also

has some merit as a forage crop. It is princi-

pally cultivated, however, for its roots, which
are roasted and ground, and in that form are
used as a substitute for coffee and as an adulter-

ant for cofTee, snuff, and other articles. Chicory
itself, however, is sometimes adulterated.

CHICOT, che^6, Fr. pron. sh^'k^. See
Gymxocladus.
CHICOUTIMI, sh$-ko<5't*-me'. The capital of

Chicoutimi County, Quebec, Canada, at the con-
fluence of the Chicoutimi River with the Sauge-
nay, and on a junction line of the Quebec and Lake
Saint John Railway (Map: Canada, E 2). It is

an important lumber town, with one of the largest
establishments and trades in that commodity in
Canada. It is the see of a Roman Catholic bish-
opric, and has a cathedral, college, convents, and
sailors' hospital. The settlement dates from the
Jesuit chapel built in 1670, interesting relics

of which were found during the erection of a
new chapel in 1893. Population, in 1901, 3826.

CHIEF (OF. chef, chief. It. capo, from Lat.
caput, head). In heraldry (q.v.), an honorable
ordinary.

CHIEF JUSTICE. In the English and
American judicial .systems, the title of the pre-
siding justice of a bench or court of judges

—

the terms judge and justice being identical in
meaning. The presiding or superior judge of the
King's (or Queen's) Bench and of the Court of
Common Pleas in England has always borne
this title, the former being known also as the
Chief .Justice of England, and ranking all other
judicial officers of the kingdom except the Chan-
cellor (q.v.). The corresponding officer of the
Court of Exchequer, whose judges were known
as barons, was called the Chief Baron. See
Bakon.
The presiding justice of the Supreme»Court of

the United States, and of the courts of highest
jurisdiction in most of the several States, bears
the title of Chief Justice or Chief Judge, as the
case may be. The Chief Justice of the United
States is the highest judicial otficer of the re-

public. Among his functions are those of admin-
istering the oath on the occasion of the inaugura-
tion of the President and Vice-President, and
of presiding over the Senate of the United States
when that body is resolved into a high court for
the trial of impeachments. The Chief Justice
ranks next after the President of the United
States in official dignity.

CHIEMSEE, Kem'za'. The largest lake of
Bavaria, situated in Upper Bavaria, about 42
miles southeast of Munich, at an altitude of over
1700 feet. It covers an area of about 33 square
miles, and is irregular in shape. The southern
coast is generally swampy, while on the other
sides the surrounding country is hilly and ex-

ceedingly picturesque (Map: Germany. E 5).
The tributaries of the lake are the Achen and
Prien, and its outlet is the Alz. It contains
three islets, on one of which is the royal palace
built by King Louis II., an edifice of fairy-like

splendor.

CHIERI, kya'r* (Lat. Carea, or Ceara). A
city in north Italy, in a fertile, hilly country,
1 1 miles southeast of Turin. The most interest-

ing churches are San Domenico, dating from
1260. and Santa Maria della Scala. from 140.5.

Chieri has a gymnasium, a technical school, and
a theatre, and linen, cotton, and silk factories.

It was a manufacturing centre as far back as
1422. In the Eleventh Centur>' it was an inde-
pendent republic. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune), 13.000; in 1900, 14,312.
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CHIETI, kyfl't^. An archiepiscopal city in

soutli Italy, capital of the Province of Chieti,

99 miles south of Ancona, near the Peacara, on
a hill from which is a splendid view, extending
to the Adriatic, eight miles away (Map: Italy,

J 6), It has nine churches l)esides the nuigiiiil-

cent Gothic cathedral, a gj'mnasium, a normal
school, a technical school, a seminary, a theatre,

four consen'atories of music, a military hospi-

tal, and a chamber of commerce. It is an im-
portant centre of trade, markets wine, oil, grain,
and silk, and manufactures silk and wool. There
are a few remains of the ancient Teate Marrucino-
runi, which was the most important city of the
Sabclli, and fell into the hands of the Romans
B.C. 305, in the last Samnite War. If was held
successively by the Goths and by the Lombards,
and was destroyed by Pepin the Short. It was
rebuilt by the Normans, who made it the capital
of the Abruzzi. From.it the order of the Thea-
tines. founded in 1555 by Paul IV., was named.
Population, in 1881 (commune), 22,000; in 1901,
26.000.

CHIFFCHAFF (imitation of its cry). A
small European warbler ( Phylloscopus coUy-
bita), having a twittering note suggesting the
name; also called 'willow wren' in Great Britain,
where it is common about gardens during sum-
mer.

CHIFFINCH, Master Thomas. A drunken
sycophant and pander to King Cfharles in Scott's

Peveril of the Peak.

CHI-FIT or CHEEFOO, che'foo'. A city in

the Province of Shantung, China, so called by
foreigners, though the Chinese name is Yen-tai,
and Chi-fu proper is on the opposite side of the
harbor. Chi-fu is in latitude 37° 32' N. and
longitude 121° 25' E. Opened to foreign trade in

1862, the town has a native population of 32,876,
with 400 foreigners living in a quarter clean, well
kept, and well lighted. The natives are very
orderly and civil. The climate is so bracing that
in summer Chi-fu, with its good hotels and
boarding-houses, is a much visited sanitarium,
being but two days' journey from Shanghai. The
winter is severe, the spring lovely and cool, the
summer hot and rainy, and the autumn perfect,
with warm days, cool winds, and cold nights.
Summer amusements are varied, and there is a
good club. Since the Chino-Japanese War, Chi-
fu has become a coaling station much resorted
to by the navies of foreign countries. Chi-fu was
the seat of the famous convention of 1876 be-
tween Sir Thomas Wade and Li Hung Chang.
The trade is largelj' in bean cake and beans, ex-
ported mainly to the southern ports of China.
Silk, straw braid, and vermicelli are the other
chief exports. The planting of grapes and the
making of wine is a promising industry. Gold-
mines 20 leagues away are worked by native
capital. The net value of the trade for 1898 was
26,238,774 taels. The total tonnage of shipping
in 1897 was 2,385,301, of which 1,327,559 was
British.

CHIGI (ke'j^) FAMILY. An eminent Ital-

ian family. Agostino Ciiigi, its founder, was
a celebrated banker, bom at Siena about the
year 1465. Established in Rome as early as
1485, Chigi grew immensely wealthy through
banking and the possession of valuable alum-
mines. His income was estimated at 70,000
golden ducats a year (about $700,000). He

was one of the great art patrons of the day,
and Peruzzi, Perugino, Sebastiano del Piombo,
and, above all, Raphael, owed much to his gen-
erosity and friendship. Peruzzi built for him
the famous Villa Farnese, which Raphael and
Sodonia dccorate<l with fresc<H>s. Me (lie<l in
Rome in 1520. There is a good biography of
him in Italian by Cugnoni, Agostino Chigi, il

magnifico (Rome,' 1881-83). Consult also Gre-
gorovius, Geschichte der Stadt Ifom (4th ed., 8
vols., Stuttgart, 1886-96; English translation, 7
vols., London, 1894-1900).

—

Chigi, Fabio. See
Alexander VII., Pope, 1655-67.—Cmoi, Fla-
vio, cardinal, born in 1810, was. up to the year
1848, an officer in the Papal noble guard. He
then took orders, and became Bishop of Mira
in partibus. In 1856 he represented the Papacy
at the coronation of Alexander II., Czar of
Russia, and from 1861 to 1873 he was the Papal
nuncio in Paris. In the last-named year he was
created a cardinal. Chigi was distinguished for
his finesse and courtesy of l3earing in all diplo-
matic business. He died in Rome, Februarj' 15,
1885.—His nephew, Don Mario Chigi, Prince
of Chigi-Albani, who was born in 1832, is a mar-
shal of the Roman Church and the present head
of the family.

CHIGNECTO (shig-n^k'tft) BAY. The
northern extension of the Bay of P'undy, partly
separating Nova Scotia from New Brunswick
( Map : Nova Scotia, E 4 ) . The main portion
of the bay is about 30 miles long and aver-
ages 8 to 10 miles in width; but in its northern
part it separates into two narrow arms, one ex-

tending northward about 12 miles, and the other
about the same distance to the northeast. Nu-
merous towns border the bay and its extensions,
and it receives several tributary streams. See
also FuNDY, Bay of.

CHIGNON, shin'ydn, Fr. pron. shfe'nydN'.

See Haik-uressing.

CHIGOE, chig'*, CHIGGEB, chlg'ger, or
JIGKGER (of West Indian or South American
origin ) . ( 1 ) A species of flea ( Sarcopsylla
penetrans) , rather smaller than the common flea,

and with less powerful limbs, found in the West
Indies and South America, where it is excessively
troublesome, attacking any exposed part of the
human body, and efl"ecting a lodgment between
the skin and the flesh, often under the skin of

the foot or the nails of the toes. At first its

presence is indicated only by a slight itching
or tingling; but an ulceration due to the de-

velopment of a mass of eggs is likely soon to be
the result, which is not only very painful, but
even dangerous. Another species (Sarcopsylla
gallinacea ) attacks the eyelids of poultry.

(2) In the southern United States, the name
is applied to the minute scarlet forms of vari-

ous mites which attach themselves to the skin
of man and other vertebrates, or even burrow
into it; they seek those parts of the body par-
ticularly upon which the clothing presses tightly.

Their bite is verj* annoying, though not fatal

to man ; but they may collect in such numbers
under the wings of newly hatched chicks as
to cause death. Salt-water bathing alleviates

the burning of their bites on man, and on such
animals as chicks salted lard or the drippings
of salted bacon soon give relief when smeared on
the infested surfaces. During the Civil War
the soldiers often kept a piece of bacon with
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which to rub infested parts of their bodies after

the day's march.

CHIHUAHUA, ch^-wJlVa (Aztec, water-

course ) . An inhind State of Mexico, bounded
on the north by the United States, on the east by

the Mexican State of Coahuila, on the south

by Durango, and on the west by Sinaloa and
Sonora. Area, 87,802 square miles. Tlie sur-

face is on the whole elevated, with a number of

isolated peaks in the east and a well-marked

mountain chain, known as the Sierra Madre, on
the west. The State is well watered, and its

chief river is the Rio Conchos, a tributary of the

Rio Grande. The climate is somewhat dry and
healthful, and the soil fertile, producing com,
wheat, several kinds of vegetables, and fruit, in-

cluding grapes. Cotton is also grown success-

fully. The forests are iound mostly in the

mountainous districts of the west. Chihuahua
has considerable mineral deposits, its silver-

mines being among the richest in the republic.

Some of them were worked by the Indians at

the time of the Spanish Conquest. The State is

traversed from north to south by the Mexican
Central Railway. Population, in*1895, 260,008;

in 1!)00. 327,004. A considerable portion of the

population is creole or white; the rest consists

of Indians partly civilized. There are some
Apaches in the mountains, who still continue

their forays on the settlements. The close of

the Nineteenth Century, however, witnessed

great changes in the status of the State. Large
numbers of foreigners, chiefly Americans, have

secured control of the industries, and have al-

ready raised the State to a leading place in the

republic. Capital, Chihuahua.

CHIHUAHUA. The capital of the North
Mexican State of the same name, on the Mexi-

can Central Railway (Map: Mexico, F 3). It

is situated at an elevation of about 4650 feet,

on the Chihuahua River, in a plain surrounded

by mountains, and it is regularly built, with

broad, well-kept streets. It has a fine public

square, in which is a monument erected to

Hidalgo and his generals, the leaders of the Revo-

lution of 1810. The parish church, completed in

1780, is the most pretentious building, and other

features of interest are a college, formerly be-

longing to the Jesuits, and an aqueduct which
dates from the close of the Seventeenth Cen-

tury. The city is the centre of a rich silver-

mining district, and is known also for its stock-

raising and industrial interests, the cotton and
woolen mills being among the most important

in the republic. Fruits, particularly grapes and
figs, are grown extensively in the adjacent re-

gion. A United States consulate is located here.

Chihuahua was founded in 1539, and formerly

was a much larger city, its population in the

Eighteenth Conturv having reached 70,000.

Population, in 1895* 18,279.

CHIKABA, chA-kii'rA. See Chousinoha.

CHILAn BALAm, chMan' bA-lHm', Books
OF. The native name given to a series of Maya-
Spanish document* still preserved among the

Maya of Yucatan, based on more ancient na-

tive records destroyed at the time of the Span-
ish Conquest, and relating to the history, reli-

gion, culture, and social organization of the
Maya people before the advent of the white man.
The name signifies literally 'tiger-mouth,' and
figuratively 'priestly interpreter.' See disserta-

tion in Brinton's Essays of an Americanist (Phil-

adelphia, 1870).

CHILBLAIN, or Frostbite. A dermatitis,

or skin disease with inflammation, following
exposure of the feet to the cold and to chafing
or pressure in the shoes, or rarely of the temple,
nose, chin, and cheeks. The lesion is a small
oval or round patch of reddened and elevated
tissue with a purplish centre. Ulceration or
even sloughing may follow, in the severe cases;

but in the ordinary chilblain, or pernio, there is

only itching, burning, and stinging of the spots
when warm, with a tenderness on pressure.

Tincture of iodine, tincture of the chloride of
iron, tincture of camphor, are all efficacious.

Sweating of the feet should be avoided. Socks
should be changed whenever moist, and cotton
socks should be worn in winter. General tonic

treatment and outdoor exercise should be taken.

CHILD, Francis -Tames (1825 96). A dis-

tinguished American scholar and teacher. He
was born in Boston, educated there in the public
schools, and was graduated, at the head of his

class, from Harvard in 1846. He immediately
entered into the service of the college, becoming
in 1S51 Boylston professor of rhetoric and ora-

tory, and in 1876 professor of English, which
post he held until his death, September 11, 1896.

His native zeal for learning and genuine love

of literature, supplemented by a thorough knowl-
edge of the best in foreign scholarship, enabled
him not only to make his courses at Harvard
very valuable, but also to enrich American schol-

arship with a series of excellent editions and
studies. His contributions are an edition of

Four Old Plays (1848) ; the Poetical Works of
Edmund Spenser (1855), which remains the best
edition of the poet, and which was his special

contribution to the American edition of the
British poets, of which he was general editor;
Observations on tke Language of Chaucer
(1862) : Ohsert^otions on the Language of Gow-
er's Confessio Amantis (1866) ; and his greatest
work, the definitive and monumental edition of
the Eng!i.^h and Scottish Ballads. This was
first issued in eight small volumes (Boston,
1857-58), and, after a most painstaking research
and revision, appeared in ten large volumes
(Boston, 1882-98). P'or biographical sketches of
Profes.sor Child, consult: Norton, in Vol. VI. of
the Harvard Graduates' Magazine (Boston,
1899), and Kittredge, in the revised edition of
the English and Scottish Ballads.

CHILD, Sir .Tosiaii (lB.30-09). .An eminent
London merchant, and one of the popular Eng-
lish writers on commerce and political economy.
He was the second son of Richard Child, a
merchant of I^ondon. His principal work is en-

titled Brief Observations Concerning Trade and
the Interest of Money (1668) : a second edition,

much enlarged, entitled .4 .Veir Discourse of
Trade, was published in 1690. In this work he
explains his plans for the relief and employ-
ment of the poor, including the substitution of
districts or unions for parishes, and for the com-
pulsory transportation of paupers to the colonies.

He was one of the directors, and for some time
chairman, of the East India Company, and is

said to have written several tracts in defense of
the trade to the East Indies, which were pub-
lished anonymously. In 1678 he was created a
baronet. He died June 22, 1699.
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CHILD, Lydia Maria Fbancis (1802-80). An
American iiuthor, born in Medford, Mass. In-

spired by an article in the Xurth American Re-
vxeic, »l>e wrote a novel dealing with early New
England life entitled Hobumok (1821). Her
next story, The Rebels (1822), dealt with Boston
before the Revolution. After a short experience

at school-teaching, she married, in 1828, David
l..ee Child, a journalist, and a little laU'r, coming
under tJarrison's inJluence, both she and her hus-
band found their real life work. In 1833 she
published what is regarded as the first anti-

siavery book by an American, Appeal for That
Class of Americana Called African. She was, of

c*oiirse, more or less ostracized, but made con-

verts. In 1840 she began to edit the \atio)ial

Anti-f^lavery Slandard, in New York. In 1844,

Avith her husband, she settled in Wayland, Mass.,

and continued her work of propaganda, hav-

ing meanwhile published many volumes of a
miscellaneous nature, including her best per-

formance, Philothea (1836), a tale of the time
of Pericles. In 18.53 she issued Isaac T. Hopper:
A True Life, having learned to know that philan-
thropist during her stay in New York. She
should also be remembered as a writer for chil-

dren. Her literarj' work has not continued pop-
ular, being often over-ambitious, as in the case

of her Progress of Religious Ideas Through Suc-
cessive Ages (3 vols., 1855) ; but her personality

was a fine one, and is well depicted in Higginson,
Contemporaries (Boston, 1899). Consult her
Letters (Boston, 1882).

CHILDBIRTH. See Obstetrics.

CeiLDEBERT. See France.

CHILDE HAR'OLD'S PILGRIMAGE. A
narrative poem, by Lord Byron (q.v. ). It is in

four cantos, the first two of which appeared in

March, 1812, in quarto, and the last two in 1816
and 1818, severally. The publisher, Murray, gave
£600 for the first two cantos, and 2000 guineas
for the fourth. The piece abounds in descriptive

passages, and is conceived in an eminently 'Wer-
theresque' spirit, detailing the impressions of a

romantic youth during his Wanderjohre.

CHIL'DERMAS ( AS. cilda mcesse, or cildra

massse, children's mass), or Holy Innocents'
Day. a day ( December 28 ; in the East, Decem-
ber 29) observed by the Roman, Greek, Anglican,

and other churches in remembrance of the chil-

dren killed by Herod. It was considered unlucky
to marry or to begin any work on this day. The
learned Gregory saj's: "It has been a custom

—

and yet is elsewhere—to whip up the children

upon Innocents' Day morning, that the memory
of Herod's murder might stick the closer." It

is also a holiday in the Church of England.

CHILDERS, chirderz, Hugh Culling Eabd-
LEY (1827-nfi). An English statesman. He was
bom in London, graduated at Cambridge in

1850, and then went to Australia, where he was
commissioner of trade and customs for Victoria
until 1857. He then returned to England, and
entered Parliament. He was First Lord of the
Admiralty, in Gladstone's first Ministry, from
1868 to iSTl, and introduced several important
reforms in the Navy. In the second Gladstone
Ministry he was Secretary of War from 1880 to

1882. *He then became Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, and during his term of office effected

a reduction in rates for telegrams. In the
Gladstone Ministn' of 1886 he was Home Secre-

tary. He wrote in behalf of free trade and na-
tional education, and was a fellow of the Royal
Society.

CHILDERS, Robert C^sab (1838-7G). An
English Urientiil scholar. He was educated at
Wadham College, Oxford, where he was Hebrew
scholar. In 1860 he was appointed a writer in
the Ceylon civil service, and acted as private
secretary to the Governor, Sir Ciiarles McCarthy.
The state of his health forced him to return to
England in 1864, and in 1872 he became sub-
librarian at the India Office, London. From
1873 until his death he was professor of Pali and
Buddhist literature at L-niversity College, Lon-
don. \Nhile a resident in Ceylon, Childers had
acquired a thorough knowledge of the Singhalese
or Ceylonese language. In 1869 he published
his first contribution to Oriental literature, in
the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. This
was the Pali text of the Khuddukn I'atha, with
a translation into English, and notes. It was
the first Pali text ever printed in England.
To the prejiaration of a Pali dictionary, of
which he felt the imperative need, Childers de-
voted nearly all of his time from 1869 until his
death. This work was completed in 1875, in two
volumes, and was awarded the Volney prize
for 1876 by the Institute of France. After the
completion of this great work he contributed
many minor papers to the transactions of the
learned societies, and had in contemplation a
complete translation of the Buddhist Jataka
Book. His unwearied exertions, however, told
upon his enfeebled constitution, and he devel-
oped consumption, of which he died, July 25,
1876.

CHILD LABOR. Although children have
always been used for employments accessory to
those of their parents, it was the simpler re-

quirements of the factory system which made
the child a cheap and convenient form of labor,
or the .source of support for lazy or unfortunate
adults. The apprentice system in England, by
which the parish hired out its pauper children
to the factories, subjected little children to such
inhuman hours, brutal treatment, and unsanitary
conditions that the Government was urged to in-

terfere. Later, the children of the poor worked
under similar conditions. The English Govern-
ment has published many valuable reports, and
the course of English factory legislation has been
to raise gradually the age for beginning work, to

lessen the working hours, and to require some
education for the children. In the United States
child labor has only become a serious question
within the last thirty years. The census of 1880
was a revelation, showing children at work in

many industries, some of which were extremely
dangerous to health and morals. One of the
worst forms, and the hardest to reach, is that of

the sweat-shops. State factory laws, which place

restrictions on child labor, are not uniform
throughout the States, and are often wanting
in the West and South. These laws tend to in-

clude mercantile pursuits and other occupations.

Many children are illegally employed. Even the

most efficient factory inspector cannot circum-
vent the self-interest of employers, the greed and
dishonesty of parents, or provide a remedy when
the child is a necessary support for the family.

The idea still prevails that the parents own the

child. The evils to the child are disease, deform-

ity, and ignorance, with often no industrial
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training, the child being employed in drudg-
ery or some simple mechanical process. Child
labor tends to depress wages and to develop in

the community an ignorant, criminal, easily

paujwrized element, accustomed to a low stan-

dard of living. The remedies proposed are fac-

tory legislation and compulsory education laws.

For full bibliography for the United States,

consult: Amcricun Journal of Sociology, III.

(Chicago, 1890) (contains page references to

factory inspectors' reports) ; Child Labor, in

American Economic Association publications.

Vol. V. (Baltimore, 1899) ; two prize essays by
Taylor, The Modern Factory System (London,
1891). See National Education, Systems of;
Factory Legislation : Sweat-Siiop.

CHILD OF NATURE, The. A play by Mrs.
Inchbald (q.v.). It was produced at Covent
Carden, November 28, 1788, and published in

London. It is taken from Madame de Genlis.

CHILD OF THE SEA. A surname given to
Amadis de Gaul, the mediseval hero. It origi-

nated in the storj' that, while still in his cradle,

he was thrown into the ocean by his mother to
conceal her dishonor.

CHILD PSYCHOLOGY, sl-k6l'6-jl. The
study of the mind of the child forms one depart-
ment of general psychology. The existence of such
a department implies that the mental processes of

the child are, to a certain degree, unique, or at
least that they demand a special method of in-

vestigation. It is difficult to say in a word what
the method of child psychology is. The subject

has been approached from so many directions,

and with so many divergent motives, that it is

not easy to make one's way through the vast
amount of unclassified material which has been
accumulating for a score of years. There is no
doubt that a strong incentive to the study of

the child's mind has been furnished by the great
interest manifested for some decades in evolu-

tion. After Darwin, this interest centred in biol-

ogy: later, it included the investigation of

mental phenomena as well; and, as a result,

comparative psychology has appeared. The
minds of the animal, of the child, and of the
adult now represent different stages in a single

process, different levels of mental elaboration,

corresponding more or less perfectly with stages

of physical development. But the place of the

child-mind in this series has only a general sig-

nificance. It is the middle link in the chain.

When we come to look more closely at the mat-
ter, we realize that childhood is itself a transi-

tion period, and that it includes a large number
of developmental stages. This fact has led to

the division of childhood into a number of

periods or epochs, beginning at or before birth

and continuing through youth. The division has
sometimes rested upon a psychological basis,

sometimes upon a physiological, an anatomical,

or an anthropological basis. We may. e.g., mark
off peri*Kls by changes in mental capacity^-devel-

opment of the senses, speech, emotional activity,

power of attention, etc.—or by the functional

activities of various bodily organs; or by stages

of physical growth ; or by the successive ap-

pearance of racial characteristics. This last

mode of division rests upon an alleged similarity

between racial development and individual de-

velopment. It implies a specific, evolutionary

interpretation of the facts, and has led to the

'recapitulation theory.' This theory posits a
parallelism, physical and mental, bietween the
epochs through which the race has passed—from
primitive to civilized man, on the one hand, and
the growth of the individual on the other. One
phase of recapitulation has been adopted by the
Herbartians in their theory of 'culture epochs.'
They contend that the individual passes through
the same stages of culture that the race has
traversed. The theory seems to hold only when
it is taken broadly. The 'young savage' in the
child is strikingly apparent at times; and his

passion for hunting, fishing, roving, and intoler-

ance of restraint are strong reminders of lower
grades of culture. But there are many unlike
factors in the environment of the child and the
savage. The race wrought its own culture; the
child has its culture thrust upon it. It lives in

a social and moral forcing-house, from which
a primitive race is exempt, except in so far as
it comes in contact with more civilized peoples.

These differences, together with the physical
immaturity of the child, can but cut across
and modify 'recapitulation.' And yet this may
be clearly traced in certain general tendencies
of the child ; e.g. in the use of gesture lan-

guage, in word-invent ions and onomatopoeia, in

rhythmic movements, in the character of his

drawings, and in his testhetic preferences. We
should, however, find similar resemblances be-

tween the child of civilization and the child of

primitive culture. The two seem to differ chiefly

in the shorter period of infancy and adolescence
which is allotted to the primitive child. So that
we are led to a fact which is perhaps more im-
portant than the alleged recapitulation—the fact

that childhood differs comparatively little be-

tween one level of culture and another, whereas
the mental status of the adult varies materially.

But not only does the evolutionary study of

the child-mind hint at the parallelism of indi-

vidual and racial development; it intimates that
the child often 'harks back' to experiences of

his animal progenitors. Many of his emotions,
as fear and anger, his instinctive and impulsive
actions, his vegetarian propensities, habits of

scratching, biting, clawing, teasing, his cruelty,

many of his games and plays, have been instanced

as showing atavistic tendencies. In this matter,

again, the via media is the only safe way. Many
so-called atavisms are simply analogies, some
of them poor analogies, whose real explanation

is to be found within the experience of the indi-

vidual himself. We grant that the experience of

the human young has many points in common
with the experience of certain of the lower ani-

mals; but the question is whether the likeness

is not usually coincidental. Take, e.g. the cruelty

of the child. It is due largely to a failure to

appreciate the significance of pain; while in the

savage it is the natural result (where it really

exists) of a hard struggle for survival.

Beside the evolutionary method, we find much
work in child psychology proceeding from a gen-

eral interest in childhoixl. This is a part of the

child-study movement, which has acquired great

momentum within the last few years. Child-

study embraces many aspects of childhood

—

psychological, anatomical, physiological, hygienic,

pathological, aesthetic, moral, sociological. Still

another incentive to child psychology is given by

pedagogj'. Many practical problems which con-

front educators depend upon psychology for
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solution. The mental capneity of aehool-children

is determined by psycholoji^ical methods. The
hygiene of the attention and of nieniory, the

fatigue-ert'ects of various disciplines, the times
and seasons of mental aptitude and dullness, the
child's power of assoi-iation, and the most effec-

tive incentives to an awakening of interest, are
all psychological questions, which necessarily

inlluence methods of teaching and the arrange-
ment of school curricula. Still, it is evident that
psychologj' is directly concerned with a small
number only of the problems of child-study and
|)edagogj'; i.e. with the problems which relate

immediately to the mind of the child.

Adult psychology forms the logical basis for

child psychology; for in passing from the mind
of the adult to that of the child, psychology pro-

ceeds from the known to the less known. One's
own mental processes may be known at first

hand ; and although no one can know a fellow-

mind except through the various avenues of ex-

pression, langaiage is so flexible, and at the same
time so stable, that adults who are trained in

introspection can communicate their feelings,

ideas, and emotions with little danger of mis-
understanding. But it is diflferent with the child.

Even though he has acquired a language, he is

so unskilled in its use that he would not be able

to report many of his mental processes were he
able to observe them. It follows, then, that the
psychologist must approach the child's mind only
after analyzing and classifying the contents of

the normal adult mind. Although he is obliged

to supplement his methods by others more in-

direct, his study has given him an outline map
of every human mind, and, more than this, he has
learned to estimate and to criticise his material.

Introspection may, then, be replaced very largely

by individual observation, reinforced (where pos-

sible) by experiment, and by statistical inquiries.

We have seen that we can know the conscious-

ness of the child only by investigating it at dif-

ferent levels, i.e. at different ages. The mind of

the infant is radically different from the mind
of the child of eight, and this again from the

mind of adolescent youth. There is some dif-

ference of opinion as to where lines of division

shall be drawn. Almost every student of child

psychology separates childhood into periods, ac-

cording to his own system. Since the transition

from one period to another is gradual, it is im-

possible to make sharp distinctions. Those divi-

sions are best which mark the decisive and con-

stant periods in mental development. Perhaps
the most simple and the most practical is

some such division as the following: (1) from
the beginning of consciousness to the acquire-

ment of speech; (2) from the acquirement
of speech to school-entrance; (3) from school-

entrance to puberty; and (4) the period of

adolescence. Each period has its peculiar fea-

tures and its special problems. In the first,

as in fact in all the epochs, a good deal of

aid is derived from physiology. At birth and
for some time afterwards the nervous system is

incomplete, 'unripe,' as Flechsig has put it. The
higher cerebral centres, in particular, are not
yet in a condition to functionate, so that con-

sciousness must be extremely meagre. More-
over, some of the sense-organs mature after birth.

The ear does not functionate for some days;
there is no coordination in movements of the

eyes ; and even the macula Iwtea does not develop

until intra-uterine life has ended. The suc-
cessive beginning of nervous functions furnishes
the best key to the nature of the infant's con-
sciousness. To this is added tlie list of move-
ments, gradually increasing in number and com-
plexity, from whk-h more may be learned of the
developing consciousness. The dilliculty in in-

terpreting these movements is partly removed by
reference to the structure of the adult mind, and
by a free use of the law of parsimony, which
allows only the simplest adequate explanation.

Wlien the individual is able to make verbal
reports of his experience, the metho<l is some-
what changed. He may be asked, e.g. to discrim-
inate or name colors, to judge a spatial or tem-
poral interval, or to undergo a test of memory
or fatigue or attention. His introspections are
by no means comparable with the laboratory in-

trospections of the trained psychologist. The
child lacks the necessary patience, concentration,
interest, and knowledge. Still, if the conditions
are carefully arranged, and the investigator
knows his sources of error, trustworthy results

may be secured. Besides the observations whicli

the psychologist is able to make for himself, there
are the notes of parents, especially througli tlie

first and second periods, and of the teacher dur-

ing the third and fourth. We have the classical

studies of Preyer and Darwin, and of great teach-

ers like Pestalozzi and Froeliel, and also hun-
dreds of more or less reliable and systematic
observations by parents, teachers, and physicians,

autobiographical sketches of childhood, records

of early memories, statistical inquiries by the
questionary method—results obtained by sending
out lists of questions to a large number of ob-

servers—accounts of unusual minds, as of the

blind, of deaf-mutes, and of such individuals as
Laura Bridgman, 'psychological vivisections.' as
they have been called.

There is, further, over and above the analysis
of conscious complexes in which all children

agree, an individual psychology of childhood to be
worked out. Even within the same environment,
children develop noteworthy differences. One, we
say, has 'musical endowment,' another has 'a tem-
per,' another evinces an aptitude for drawing, an-

other is imaginative, another is willful, etc. Every
one of these mental peculiarities is a highly com-
plex affair, although we ordinarily describe it in

a word or phrase ; and it is important to know
in just what 'endowment' consists, and how much
is due to nurture and training. Whether the

poet or the criminal or the painter 'is born, not
made,' we shall know only when psychology has
made a more thorough study of mental varia-

tions and their conditions among children. Here,

again, the methods of individual and of type

psychology, which have developed within the gen-

eral field, furnish a starting-point for the in-

vestigation of children.

It is clear that so much material, gathered

from so many sources, needs careful working over

by psychology from a single, definite point of

view. Each method must be scrutinized criti-

cally, and employed only where it is serA-iceable.

The qiiestionary, e.g. is essentially a gross and
statistical method, which will succeed where a

great body of objective facts is required; as re-

gards, e.g. the child's means of expressing anger

or fear, or his notions of his own rights. But»

like loose autobiography and the casual observa-
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tions of untrained persons, it will never replace

the more subtle uietliods of psychology.

BiRLiocRAPUY. Preyer, The Mind of the Child:

I. The ISenses and the Will (New York, 1888) ;

II. The Development of the Intellect (New York,

1889) ; Perez, First Three Years of Childhood

(Syracuse, 18ltM) ; Uppenheiin, The Development

of 'the Child (New York, 1898); Chamberlain,

The Child- A Htudi/ in the Evolution of Man
(London, 1900) ; Shinn, Xotes on the Develop-

ment of the Child (New Y'ork, 1893).

CHILDBEN, Societies fob. In modem
charitable work, great emphasis is laid upon
work for the children, as they stand in the great-

est need of protection and assistance, and can be

most easily influenced for the better. The chil-

dren's aid societies and foundling hospitals care

for the dependent children and find homes for

them, while the Humane Association and So-

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
shield them from abuse. Juvenile offenders are

trained in industrial schools and reformatories.

There are homes for crippled children, special

hospitals for the sick, cr^hes for those whose
mothers must work, schools for the deaf and
dumb, the blind and feeble-minded. Boys' and
girls' clubs are found in all cities. Home libra-

ries bring books within easy reach. In some
States boards of children's guardians become
responsible for those left destitute. See De-
PENOKNT C'.m.nREX: Penology.

CHILDREN IN THE WOOD, The. A Brit-

ish ballad, better known under the title of "The
Babes in the Wood." According to Ritson, it

"appears to have been written in 1595, being en-

tered that year on the Stationers' Books." Bish-

op Percy considers the subject to have been de-

rived from an old play by Roliert Y'arrington
(IGOl), v.hieh tells of "a young child, murthered
in a wood by two ruffins with the consent of

his unkle." -\s the scene of the latter piece,

however, is laid in Padua, not in Norfolk, Percy's
reasons for a later date are by no means con-

clusive. As a matter of fact, nothing is defi-

nitely known of the authorship or date of the
poem. -\ black-letter copy, very old, was con-
tained in Pepys's collection, and bore the title.

The Children in the Wood, or the Xorfolk Gentle-
man's Last Will and Testament ; to the tune of
Roger.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. In Scott's
Legend of Montrose, a wild race of Scotch High-
landers, a branch of the MacGregors. Landseer
has painted a picture with the same title.

CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY. An asso-
ciation for rescuing neglected, wayward, and de-

pendent children. The first was started in New
York City in 1853, by Charles L. Brace. Its ob-

jects are to rescue neglected and dependent chil-

dren, train them, and find situations and homes,
chiefly in country districts. These and similar
societies, under various names, are found in all

cities, and have done a valuable work. See De-
pendent Children.

CHILDREN'S CRUSADE. .\ disastrous ex-
pedition, undertaken in 12 12. by large bands of

children from France and Germany to recover
the Holy Sepulchre. The movement wa-s begun
by itinerant priests, who promised the children
divine assistance and miraculous intervention.
It is said that .50,000 boys and girls took part in

the fatal Journey. The Glerman division, after

great hardship, reached Genoa, where, disap-

pointed in the expected miracle of a dry path
through the sea, they dispersed, some remaining
and being absorl>ed in Genoese families, while
the remainder with difliculty made their way
home. The French army, after similar experi-

ences, reached Marseilles, where some traders of-

fered to convey them free of charge in seven

ships to the Holy Land. Two of the vessels

foundered on the voyage ; tw o others reached
Alexandria, where the traders sold all the chil-

dren into slavery and none were returned.

CHILD-STUDY. See Child Psychology.

CHILDS, George William (1829-94). An
American publisher and philanthropist. He was
born in Baltimore, entered the navy in 1842, and
spent fifteen months in the service. He then
became a clerk in a bookstore in Philadelphia,

but established an independent business in 1847,

and in 1849 became a partner in the publishing
house of Childs & Peterson. In 1864 he pur-

chased the Philadelphia Public Ledger, one of

the earliest cheap newspapers of the country,

which under him attained a wide circulation and
influence. His public gifts were munificent, in-

cluding a memorial window in Westminster
Abbey to Cowper and George Herbert: one in

Saint Margaret's, Westminster, to Milton; a
reredos in Saint Thomas's. Winchester, com-
memorating Bishops Ken and Andrews ; a monu-
ment at Kensal Green to Leigh Himt; a memo-
rial fountain at Stratford-on-Avon : and in the

United States, the presentation to the Typo-
graphical Society of Philadelphia of the print-

ers' cemetery, 'Woodlands.' in that city: the

erection of monuments over the graves of Edgar
A. Poe and Richard A. Proctor; the erection of

a stone cross on the site of the first Christian

service on the California coast, at Point Reyes;
and a subscription that made possible the erec-

tion and endowment of the Home for Union
Printers at Colorado Springs. His benefactions

to private persons also were Ihrge. Childless

himself, he educated as many as eight hundred
boys and girls. He constantly had a number of

aged literary- workers on his private pension
list, and made many gifts and loans to struggling
authors. He frequently bought up an entire edi-

tion of some book of an author whom he wished
to aid. In 1885 he published Recollections of
General Grant, and in 1890 a volume of Per-
sonal Recollections.

CHILE, chena, or CHILI, che^* (an Indian
name whose origin his not been satisfactorily

explained, no less than six derivations having
been suggested; perhaps from the Quichua chiri

or c^i7i. cold, referring to the perpetual snow
on many of the mountains). A republic in South
America, occupying the western coast of the con-

tinent from the river Samu, 17° 57' S., down to

Cape Horn. By the latest arrangement of the
boundary line in the southern part of the repub-

lic, all the territory south of latitude 52° S. be-

longs to Chile, with the exception of the eastern

half of the Tierra del Fuego Territory and
Staten Island. l>oth assigned to .\rgentina. Chile

is bounded by Peru on the north, Bolivia and
Argentina on the east, and the Pacific on the

south and west. Thus defined, Chile has a length

of a1)out 2700 miles, while its width varies

from about 2.50 miles in the Province of Anto-
fagasta to about 68 miles in its narrowest part.
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with an avera^ of about 87 miles. The popula-
tion was estimated at the close of 18UU at
3,110,08'>, including 50,000 Indians. The area
and population in 1886 and 1895 are shown in

the following table:

MaKntlaneM (Ter.)
(•hU..«

Llnnquihue
Valdlria
Araiico
Cautln
MalltH'o
Bfu-Bfo
Coiuwpcidn

,

Nuble
,

MauW
Linares
Taica
Curlffl
ColchaKOa
O'HlKginn
8antlaero
Valparaiso
Acoucasua
Coqulnioo
Atacama
Antofagrasta....
TarapacA
Tacna

Area
square
miles

76.a»2
3,U96
7.833
8.315
4.348
8.137
3.857
4,158
3.535
3.556
3.931
8,589
3,678
2,913
8,796
3,534
6.333
1,659
6.336

13,873
38.38U
72,304
19,306
8,688

Total 290,839

Popula-
tion
(1886)

2,066
73.430
63.809
50.938
73,668
83.291
69,492
101,768
182,459
149.871
124.145
110,652
133,472
100,002
155,687
87.641
329.753
203,320
144,125
176,344
76,566
31,213
45,086
39,533

3,537,330

6,17a
77.760
78,315
60,687
69,237
78,321
98,322
88,749
188,190
152,935
119,791
101,858
128.961

103,242
167,566
86,277

415,636
320,766
113,166
160,898
69.713
44,086
89,761
24,160

3,713,146

19.4
10.0
7.3
13.9
25.1
34.3
21.3
66.1
43.0
40.8
29.2
36.0
35.4
41.6
33.7
79.5
134.9
19.3
12.4
3.1
0.6
4.6
3.8

9.3

Topography. The long coast rises nearly
everywliere steeply from the sea. Tlie region bor-

dering it is called the Coast Cordillera. This
is not a mountain range, but a diversified table-

land rising at some points to 3300 feet, but
usually much lower. It is composed of granite
and mica-schists, skirted in some regions by Ter-
tiary deposits which, in places, extend far in-

land. Older sedimentary rocks do not occur in

the coast regions excepting a narrow strip of

chalk skirting the shore. Chilo6 and the smaller
iiilands to the south have the characteristics of
the Coast Cordillera and are a continuation of it.

The topography of the country behind the
Coast Cordillera may be divided into four parts.
The most northern, extending from the northern
border down to the neighborhood of Copiapo,
about 27° 25' S., is a fairly even plain falling
steeply toward the sea and rising to the Bolivian
plateau from 12,000 to 14,000 feet above sea-
Icvcl. Here and there are terrace escarpments,
and mountains rise in some places above the
plateau; but there is no continuous range, and
the numerous volcanoes, one of which, the
Llullailaco, is higher than Chimborazo by about
100 feet, are completely isolated from one an-
other. There are no east-and-west Cordilleras
in this part of Chile, which is crossed by the rail-

road from the port of Antofagasta to Bolivia
with no zigzags and without a single tunnel,
large cutting, •r great embankment.
The second division, between 27° 25' and 33° S.,

is marked by a number of transverse spurs run-
ning from the Cordilleras which form the east-
ern boundary to the ocean and separating the
river valleys from one another. These spurs, in
traveling north or south, are crossed by pass«s
which are often very steep.

In the third section the mountainous coast
lands are separated from the Cordilleras by a lon-
gitudinal valley which extends without interrup-

tion from the transverse ridge of Chacabueo,
north of Santiago, to Puerto Montt, sloping from
an elevation of 2300 feet in tlic north to sea-
level at Puerto Montt; continuing under the sea,
it cuts oir the island of Chilo<'' from the mainland.
This central valley, about 000 miles in lengtli,

was originally a huge cleft that was gradually
filled up by detritus wa.shed down from the
Andes and the Coast Cordillera. The drift and
alluvial deposits form a layer fully 330 feet
thick through which no well has yet U'en sunk.
The soil is very rich, and as tlie valley is trav-
ersed and irrigated by numerous riverti* from the
Andes, it is the great agricultural region of
Chile. In the northern paft of the valley is San-
tiago, the capital.

In the fourth section, south of Puerto Montt,
the Cordilleras approach the sea and the main-
land consists of nothing but the slopes of the
mountains and a strip of country lying to the
east between some of the higliest elevations of
the Cordilleras and the water-parting lietween
the two oceans. This strip has long been in dis-

pute between Argentina and Chile. Their boun-
dary treaty defined the boundary as the water-
parting foVmed by the high cordilleras. When
it was ascertained that the water-parting did not
coincide with the line of greatest elevation, but
was in large part east of it, the Chileans claimed
all the country west of the water-parting, while
Argentina insisted that the line of greatest eleva-
tion formed the frontier. The dispute, referred
to the British Government, was in process of
arbitration in 1902. The chain of the Andes is

composed not only of volcanic products, but also
of upheaved strata of the older Cretaceous and
Jurassic formations. It continues straight to
Cape Horn, forming a labyrinth of fiords, head-
ing in glaciers, islands, and peninsulas. This con-
figuration is similar to that of the Norwegian
coast and of Xorth America, north of lati-

tude 50°.

The chief rivers run from the Andes straight
to the sea through openings in the Coast Cordil-
lera. Their principal tributaries, however, flow
from south to north in spite of the slope south-
ward of the central valley, a singular fact first

observed by Dr. Peter Moller. The river Maule,
which reaches the Pacific at about 35° S., is

navigable from the central valley for light craft;
farther south, the rivers Imperial, Biblio, Val-
divia, and Bueno are navigated for some distance
by small steamboats. Many rivers rise east of the
Cordilleras and for a space run north or south
until they find an opening in the range through
which they reach the ocean. A striking feature
of the southern part of the central valley is the
existence of several large lakes at the western
foot of the Andes.

Most of the coast line is remarkably uniform
and it is only in the region of the fiords, mainly
south of the forty-second parallel, that excellent
natural harbors are found ; but commerce here is

small and the harbors are little utilized. Val-
paraiso, the princip.il port of the west coast of
South America, stands on a bay exposed to heavy
seas, and vessels are wrecked in the harbor every
year. The ports to the north are merely road-
steads, the most important being seven little

towns from Arica to Taltal, known as the Nitrate
Ports, because nitrate of soda, the leading export
of the country, is -shipped from them. The best
shipping facilities south of Valparaiso are at
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Con<iituci(in, Tome, Araueo, and Lebu (coal

shipments), V'aldivia. and Puerto Montt. Punta
Arenas, on the iStrait of Magellan, is a coaling

station for all vessels passing through the Strait.

Climate. The climate of Chile must be char-

acterized as oceanic or insular, the changes of

temperature being relatively slight. The north-

ern coast lies within the region of winds which
in summer blow both toward the equator and
toward the interior of the continent, and is in

winter almost free from storms. The southern

coast lies within the region of strong westerly

winds which blow at all seasons of the year.

The fact that all these winds blow the sea-air

toward the land accounts for the uniform tem-
perature. The climate of the Chilean coast much
resembles that of the Californian coast. In the

summer the diurnal periodicity of the wind is

one of the marked climatic features; on the

coast the sea-breeze blows during the day with
great strength, and on the Andean heights with
stormy violence. The average temperatures at
low altitudes van.' during the year from 65° F. at
the north to 40° F. at the extreme south ; during
Januarj' they vary from 72° F. at the north to
50° F.'at the south, and in July from 62° F.

at the north to 32° F. at the south. The tem-
perature decreases about 1° F. for each 300 feet

of altitude. The average annual rainfall along
the coast is less than 8 inches north of latitude
35" S., but from the latter parallel the amoimt
increases verj' rapidly southward to over 80
inches in latitude 38° S. ; and this excessive rain-

fall, reaching in some cases 130 inches, extends
almost to the Strait of Magellan. The rainfall

toward the interior increases slightly at the
north, but decreases very rapidly in the region

of great precipitation at the south. In the north-

em part all months lack rain ; between latitudes
30° and 40° S. winter is the rainy season, with
dry summers, but south of about latitude 40° S.

not only is the winter rainy, but in the summer-
time considerable precipitation occurs.

The marked contrasts in the amount of rain-

fall in different parts of Chile show clearly the
climatic control over the distribution of the popu-
lation and their pursuits. From about latitude
28° S. to the northern boundary, the country
lies in the rainless zone of the southeast trade
winds and is consequently a desert, agriculture
being impossible except in small irrigated dis-

tricts. Alining is here the only important in-

dustrj-. minerals are the only exports, and nearly
everything in the way of food must be brought
into the northern third of Chile. South of the
twenty-eighth parallel the influence of westerly
or sea winds begins slightly to be felt, some rain
falls, and the quantity steadily increases toward
the south. In this region agriculture is profitable

and is the chief occupation. The barren nitrate-

fields and mining districts are replaced by green
valleys and vine-clad hills. The agricultural
zone extends south to about the fortieth parallel,

where the rainfall becomes excessive, as the coast
is exposed to the full force of the prevailing west-
erly winds. This is a region of extensive forests,

and. when developed, its large industries will be
lumbering and fisheries. South of the forty-fifth

parallel the size and variety of the tre(>H l)egin

to diminish under the influence of the lowering
temperature.

Flora. In the latitude of about 40' 8. the
vegetation of Chile reaches its maximum growth.

In this climate of no extreme cold, tiie flora is

always green and of mixed variety; in luxuriance
the plant-growth is almost tropical. The plains
have the peumo-tree, and a species of palm
which is becoming rare. Forests of beech and
cypress also occur. North of this middle region

the rainfall diminishes, and the vegetation be-

comes thinner; the forests are contined to the
mountain slopes, and the plains remain bare.

The cacti are the last plants bordering on the
arid plateau region of northern Chile. South
of the central region, where the temperature de-

cieases while the rainfall increases, are forests

in which are found the Fitzroya patagonica—wrongly called a larch—the express, and the
beech. The most widely diffused plant intro-

duced from Europe and other regions is the oak,
which grows more rapidly in Chile than in the
northern hemisphere; among other imported
plants are the poplar, which lines the favorite
drives in the larger towns ; the willow, chestnut,
eucalyptus, and apple trees, and a number of eco-

nomic plants, as wheat and the vine.

Fao'a. Chile is poor in animal life. The
chief mammals are the piuna and other wild
cats, fox, polecat, otter, the guanaco (which
frequents the southern sections in large herds),
the huemul, the pudu deer, the chinchilla, and
the coypii. Among the marine mammals are the
whale, dolphin, and seal. Birds include con-
dors, buzzards, hawks, owls, cranes, parrots, hum-
ming-birds, and, in the southern archipelagoes,
many varieties of water-fowl. Among the rep-

tiles of the northern part are found several kinds
of lizards, and farther south toads and frogs.

Turtles are absent. Snakes are not numerous
or venomous. Few fishes exist in the Chilean
fresh waters, but the coastal marine waters are
prolific of both animal life and algse. Beetles
aboimd. Land mammals are scarce in the archi-

pelago regions.

Agkiccltube. The agricultural activities of

Chile are almost wholly confined to the great
central valley. This is the region of large estates

equipped with modem machinery and owned by
the wealthy classes, who are so potent in the
political life of the republic. Furthermore, a
large part of the best agricultural land is held
by the Roman Catholic Church, whose political

and material power is relatively greater in Chile
than in any other of the Spanish-American
States. It is estimated that about 50 per cent,

of the population is engaged in agricultural pur-
suits. A large proportion of the natives are en-

gaged as farm laborers on the extensive estates.

The high price of lands prevailing in the central
valley (based more on the mineral deposits they
are supposed to contain than on their fertility)

makes purchase difficult for the lower classes. The
un(K*cupied land in the less favorable part of the
country usually requires a considerable outlay
of labor and capital before it yields crops; even
then its fertility is not always sufTicient to repay
the farmer. Another obstacle to the development
of the farming resources of the countrj- is the
'nitrate boom.' Owing to the rapid development
of nitrate-mining and the scarcity of lalxir in

Chile, wages increased in a considerable degree,

and many families from the agricultural districts

of the south were induced to move to the mining
districts of the north, thereby greatly raising the

price of agricultural labor. The most important
crops are wheat, maize, and barley. Apples and
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pears are the leading fruits. Most of the bread-

Btuffs of California were fonnoriy supplied by
Chile, which also exported great quantities of

cereals to EurofH'; but owing to the development
of grain-raising in the Pacific Coast region of the

Uniti-d States and the increasing competition of

Argentina, grain exports have largely declined.

The average crop of cereals is about 16,000,000

hectoliters, of which two-thirds is u.sually wheat.

Next to cereals, the vine is the most important
agricultural industry, about 250,000 acres, for the

most part in the provinces of Concepci6n and
Colcha^ua, being given to grape-raising. About
1,000,000 hectoliters of wine are annually pro-

duced. It is the preferred beverage in the prov-

inces, where the industry is important and con-

siderable quantities are exported to other Latin-

American States. Many other farm crops and
fruits of the temperate zones thrive in the cen-

tral valley. Industrial plants such as flax, hemp,
and tobacco are as yet cultivated only with a

view to supplj'ing the local needs. The climate

is very favorable for domestic animals. The
horse of Chile is valued as highly as that of

Argentina, Cattle-raising has made rapid prog-

ress since a heavy tax was placed upon imports
from Argentina in 1896. Ox-teams are every-

wliere employed on the farms; the cows are in-

ferior as milkers. Sheep thrive in the central

valley and their number is steadily increasing.

(Joats are very numerous in the mountainous
regions.

Mixing. Chile is one of the chief mineral-

producing countries of South America. Prior to

the Peruvian War the mineral for which Chile

was mainly known was copper, which still occu-

pies an important place in the mining output
of the country. With the acquisition of the Prov-

ince of Tacna from Peru, the inexhaustible ni-

trate deposits of that region attracted the at-

tention of foreign investors, and since then the

output of that mineral has reached such enor-

mous proportions that Chile is found to be the

chief source of the world's entire supply. The de-

velopment of this industry may be best seen from
the fact that the product, which amounted in

1884 to 550,000 tons, increased to 1,000,000 tons
in 1890 and 1,475,000 tons in 1900, the product
of that year being valued at about $40,000,000.
The nitrate deposits are worked mainly by Euro-
pean, and especially English, capital, and the

output is almost entirely exported to Europe and
the United States, where it is used for fer-

tilizing purposes. The copper-mines are situated
chiefly in the provinces of Coquimbo and Ata-
cama, and the annual yield amounts at present
to about 25,000 tons, or 5 per cent, of the world's
production, Chile ranking only after the United
States and Spain in the quantity mined. Gold
and silver ores are also found in paying quanti-
ties, and the annual output of these two metals
amounts to more than $4,000,000. While most
of the mining industries are in the north, a large
field of coal, somewhat inferior in quality, is

being developed in the south ; coal is carried to

the sea by the Arauco Railroad, and some is ex-

ported to the more northern republics. Borax,
lead, tin, borate of lime, and a few other min-
erals are also mined. The annual value of all the
mineral exports from Chile in the closing years
of the Nineteonth Centurv was from $50,000,000
to $60,000,000. United States money.
Manufactures and C!ommebce. The manufac-

turing industries of Chile are as yet unimpor-
tant. The natives, like most Spanish Americans,
do not take readily to manufacturing, wliile the
foreign element is still too small Ut e.xercise a
IK'rceptible influence on the industrial life of the
country. In the southern part of Chile, and
es|)ecially in the German settlement of Valdivia,
there are a number of large breweries, distil-

leries, tanneries, and sawmills. Soap, furniture,
and shoes are also manufactured. The scarcity
of labor and inadequate communication facili-

ties will probably prevent the industrial develop-
ment of the country for some time, foreign
capital confining itself chiefly to the more re-

munerative exploitation of "the mineral prod-
ucts of the country. The rapid development of
the mineral resources of Chile has been attend-
ed by a corresponding increase in its export
trade. In 1855 Chile exported to the value of
about $19,000,000. In 1894 the exports sliowed
an increase to $25,000,000. while in 1900 they
amoimted to $61,200,000. The mineral products
constitute over 90 per cent, of the total value
of the exports, and agricultural products about
9 per cent. The import trade in 1855 amounted
to about $17,000,000; in 1894 it exceeded $18,-
000,000; while in 1900 it was valued at $46,-
900,000. The imports are made up chiefly of
manufactured articke, and include necessaries
of life, articles of luxury, also machinery and
other metal products. Over 50 per cent, of the
trade is with Great Britain. (Jcrniany figures
second, and the United States third. The trade
of the United States with Chile amounted at the
close of the century to more than $10,000,000,
70 per cent, of which represented exports from
Chile, and 30 per cent, imports into that coun-
try. \Miile the exports from Chile to the United
States greatly increased during the last decade
of the century, the imports from the United
States remained practically stationary, as the
following figures will show:
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interest -l)earing scrip payable to bearer, and lend

money when secured by first lien on real estate.

Tbaxsi'obtatiox. in regard to transporta-

tion and communication facilities, Chile stands

in the front rank among the South American
countries. The first railway line in Chile was
opened in 1852— the short line connecting
Copiapu, the capital of Atacama, with Caldera,

on the coast. The construction of railway lines

by the State was l)egun as early as 1857, when
the line between Valparaiso and Santiago was
opened. It was not, however, until 1888 that
the construction of State lines was begun on a
large scale. In that year Congress authorized
the construction of twelve lines by the State, with
a total length of about 750 miles. In 1900 the

total length of railways in operation was about
2880 miles, of which 1353 miles were operated
by the State. The State lines are conducted in a
progressive way in regard to equipment and man-
agement, while the rates are unusually low. Nu-
merous new railway lines are projected: and a
number are nearing completion, among them the
line connecting Valparaiso with Buenos Ayres,
Argentina, of which only a small part across the
Andes remains to be constructed. (For a further
account of this undertaking, see Railicays, under
Aroentixa.) Tramway lines are operated in

every city of importance. The telegraph lines

owned bv the State had a total length of nearly
11,882 miles in 1900. There were 2710 mile's

owned by private companies. The telegraph
rates are also very low, and the use of the tele-

graph and telci)iione is extensive, owing to

the poor condition of the country roads. The
shipping of the Chilean ports exceeds that of

any other coimtry in South America. In 1899
there entered and cleared over 15,000 vessels,

with a registered tonnage of over 18,000,000.

There were 11,320,000 tons in 1885. About 40
per cent, of the carrying trade is done in British
bottoms, and the rest in German, French, and
Chilean. The Chilean merchant marine num-
l>ered, in 1900, 142 vessels (39 steamers), with a
total tonnage of 71,214. The Chilean ports are
connected with Europe by six steamship lines.

FiXAXCE. The financial condition of Chile is

far from satisfactory. The constant wars have
enormously increased the public debt, and the
rapid increase in the revenue since the Peru-
vian War, on account of the export duties on ni-

trate, has brought about an extravagance in
public expenditures. The budget has almost
doubled during the last fifteen years, the esti-

mated revenue and ex|M*nditure for 1901 being
$41,000,000 and $43,000,000 respectively. Of the
former, about .)0 jH>r cent, was derived from export
duties on nitrate and the sale of nitrate proper-
ties. The chief items of exix-nditure are: Railway
building and other profitable works, one-third of
the total expenditures: justice and instruction,
one-sixth; interior administration, one-s<«venth

;

war and marine, nearly one-fourth: finance. about
8 per cent. The external and internal debts
(including municipal) of Chile in 1900 amounte<I
to ,$85,000,000 and $25,000,000 respectivelv. Tlie
rate of interest on the external debt varies from
4Vi to 6 per cent., nnd the annual service
amounts to about $0,000,000. The gold stand-
ard was adopted by Chile in 1895. In 1898
paper money to the amount of alwut $17,000,000
was issued, and a new loan of .$20,000,000 was
authorized for the conversion of this paj)er with-

in four years. In 1901 the Government decided
to extend this period two years.

GovEKXMENT. The Constitution of Chile,

adopted May 25, 1833, guarantees to all citizens

equality before the law, the inviolability of

property, immunity from restraints on domicile
and migration, and freedom of instruction, asso-

ciation, petition, and the press. The legislative

authority is vested in a National Congres»,
consisting of a Senate and a House of Represen-
tatives, which meet at the capital, Santiago.
The members of the I.,ower House are elected

directly by the people (one for every 30,000
inhabitants), for a term of three years, while
the members of the Senate are chosen from
the provinces, by the same electorate, for a period
of six years, on the basis of one Senator for
every three Deputies. Electors to either house
must be 21 years of age, and able to read and
write. Members of Congress receive no re-

muneration. The executive power is exercised
by a President, elected for a term of five years,
by delegates chosen by the people of the prov-
inces, to the number of three delegates for every
Deputy. He is assisted in the discharge of his

duties by a Council of State, consisting of five

members nominated by himself and six members
named by Congress, and by a Cabinet of six

I^linisters who preside over the departments of

the Interior, Foreign Affairs, Worship and Col-
onization, Justice and Public Instruction, War
and Navy, Industry and Public Works. The su-

preme judicial power is lodged in a high court of

justice, located at Santiago, which is composed of

seven members, and exercises control over the
tribunals of the nation.

A democratic republic in form, the govern-
ment of Chile in reality is more like an oli-

garchy than a democracy. The overthrow of the
Spanish authority produced no change in eco-

nomic or social conditions, and political power
under the new rf'gime remained in the hands
of the great landowners who had controlled
affairs under the monarchy. The great majority
of the i>opulation have continued in comparative
ignorance to the present day. Even though they
may satisfy the educational qualification re-

quired for the suffrage, their blind prejudices
have made them perfectly pliable in the hands
of the Conservative Party and its faithful allies,

the Catholic clergy. As a result of the monopoly
of power by a small number of families, the
civil ser^'ice has .suffered. Lucrative places

under Government are distributed as favors to

impecunious relatives, or as rewrds for political

ser^'ices. and the country is over-burdeneil with
public functionaries. Higher ideals of govern-

ment, however, are upheld by an active Liberal
opposition, which agitates its cause in Congress
and in the press, and has best furthered its aims
by secularizing and reorganizing public education.
The system of local government is uniform

in Chile, and is characterized by the concentra-

tion of authority in the President of the repub-
lic and his agents. For administrative pur-
poses, the country is divided into 23 provinces,
which are subdivided into 74 departments. M5
Piibdelegations. nnd 3008 districts. .\t the head
of each district is an inspector: the inspectors
are responsible to the snMelegates. the sub-
delegates to the governors of the departments,
and these to the intendentes of the provinces.

The governors and intendentes are appointed and
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controlled by the President. The departments
eonstitutc one or more municipal distriets, whose
atrnirH nre administered by a council of six alder-

men ami three alcaldes, presided over by the in-

tendentes, governors, or sulxielegati^s, who pos-

sess a veto power. No one may be a member
of the council who is connected with the State
either as employC' or as a contractor for the

performance of some public service. The au-

tluuity of the municipality extends over th«

matters of police (in tiie capitals of the de-

partments the police are under the control of

the President), sanitation, primary instruction,

and the regulation of agriculture, industry, and
commerce. The expenses of government are met
!»artly by direct and indirect ta.xation and part-

y by subsidies from the general Government.
The council is responsible to the popular Assem-
bly, composetl of all registered electors, whose
sanction is required in such important matters
ns the negotiation of municipal loans, the incep-

tion of important public works, or the alienation

of the public domains. The i)opular Assembly,
too, votes the annual budget and audits the
municipal accounts as submitted by the alcaldes.

.Justice is administered in the first instance
by district judges in petty or civil disputes and
misdemeanors, and by justices of subdelegation
in more important civil suits and minor crim-
inal ofTenses. Cases of greater consequence are
tried, in the first instance, before the judges of
letters, of whom there is one at least in every
department. Appeals from their decisions lie

to the courts of appeal, six in number, located
permanently in the chief cities, and exercising
jurisdiction over groups of provinces. The tri-

bunal of last resort is the High Court at San-
tiago.

Education. Public instruction, though gra-
tuitously provided by the State, is still in an
unsatisfactory condition. Some advance has
been made in recent years through the efforts of

the progressive element among the people. A
large number of teachers have been brought over
from Germany, and not a little has been done
toward reorganizing the educational system on
the most modern principles of pedagogy and
school administration. Primary instruction is

provided in elementary and graded schools, con-
trol letl by district visitors and inspectors. In
1900 there were 1547 public primary schools,
with 11-1,410 pupils and 2692 teachers. Second-
ary instruction is afforded by the Institute
Nacional ; also by the lycees, of which there is

one in every provincial capital and in the chief
towns of the principal departments; in 1899 the
number of students in the secondary schools was
7278. The State University at Santiago gives
courses in law and political science, medicine and
pharmacy, the physical and mathematical sci-

ences, and fine arts. There are. besides, schools
of agriculture and mining and other technical in-

stitutions, a pedagogical institute, normal schools,
an academy of painting and sculpture, a con-
servatory of music and oratory, and military and
naval academies. In every bishopric there is a
seminary for the training of the Catholic clergy.

Every year the State sends to Europe, to be edu-
cated at the national expense, such students as

may have distinguished themselves in the institu-

tions of higher learning at home. Upon their re-

turn they are required to render some service to

the State for a certain period, in whatever calling

they may have chosen. The numWr of students
in private institutions of different grades
was 50,599 in 1900.

Popi'LATiox. The population of Chile, accord-
ing to the census of 1885, was 2,527,320; but these
figures are regarded as too high. In 1895 the
population was 2,712,145, and at the end of
1900 it was estimated at about 3,100,000, or
about 10.7 per s<iuare mile, a ratio three times
as great as that of Argentina, and two and
one-half times as great as that of Brazil. The
number of foreigners in 1895 was 72,812,
as against 65,000 in 1885, and included 8296
Spaniards, 7809 Frenchmen, 7049 Germans, 7586
Italians, 6241 Englishmen and natives of ten
more European ccmntries, 13,695 Peruvians, 6654
Bolivians, and only 701 persons from the United
States. About one-fourth of the native population
is of pure Spanish origin, wliiie the remainder
are either mixed or of pure Indian origin.

Immicb.\tiox, notwithstanding the energetic
efforts of the Chilean Government, has been
rather light, and attended with little success.
One of the most promising colonial ventures is

the German colony of Valdivia. Its success,
however, has been due to the exceptional character
of the colonists, as well as to the conditions under
which they came. When the Chilean Govern-
ment, encouraged by the example of the Valdivia
colony, began to encourage colonization on a
larger scale, by means of foreign agencies and
free passage to the country, the immigrant popu-
lation became less desirable in character, and
only a small proportion became permanent set-

tlers. Still the foreign population has played
not a little part in the development of the
country. Tliroughout Chile, nevertheless, the
natural increase of population is small, owing
to the utter disregard for life among the natives,

and to the high rate of infant mortality, amount-
ing to about 59 per cent, among children below
the age of 7.

Religton. The Roman Catholic faith is the
religion of the State, and is maintained by the
general Government, which has the right of nom-
ination to the archiepiscopate and to the three
bishoprics into which the country is divided.
Religious instruction is compulsory in the pub-
lic schools, and the clerical institutions are al-

lowed full freedom of education. The congrega-
tions are formed by the State, and the constitu-
tional limitations on their rights to acquire
property are disregarded. The priests possess
an immense influence over the people, who look
to them for guidance in politics as well as in

matters of faith. Though the Constitution pro-
hibits the public exercise of any other religion

than the Catholic, the clause has been so inter-

preted as to afford the fullest measure of tolera-

tion to dissenting creeds. Marriage was made a
civil contract by the law of 1888.

Army and Navy. Military service is obli-

gatory on all citizens. The army, of which the
maximum strength is 9000 men, ranks in im-
portance below the navy, which, after that of

Argentina, is the most powerful in Soiith Amer-
ica. The national guard comprises all citizens

between the ages of 20 and 40. See Modern
Armies, under Armies; and Modern \avies,
under Navies.

HTSTOBT.

The Araucanians were the most important of

the Indian tribes living in what is now Chile,
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and the history of the country before 1800 is

mainly concerned with the continuous efforts of

the Spanish to subjugate this fierce and intelli-

gent nation. The survivors of the pure native

race who still maintain their virtual indepen-

dence are few; in general, the mixture of Arau-
canian blood with that of the Spanish con-

querors has given to the Chilean race its re-

markable efTieieiK-y in war. The Incas of Peru,
at the period of their greatest power ( 1450-

1533), subdued a few of the northern branches
of the Araucanian race, but at the time of the

Spanish conquest their dominion was not firmly

established. As soon as the Incas in Peru had
been overwhelmed, Almagro gathered a force

for the conquest of Chile, and in 1535 started

south. He spent two years and a half in the
countrj', but, encountering little success, with-

drew to Peru in 1538. In 1540 Valdivia led a
second expedition into the Araucanian terri-

tory, and began the real conquest of Chile. He
founded Santiago in 1541. Concepcion in 1550,

and Valdivia in 1553, and thus secured, after

much hard fighting, a permanent hold on the
countrj'.

For two hundred and fifty years the history

of Chile is the record of slow expansion, through
the development of mines and farms, and of al-

most constant wars with the natives. These
were finally forced to sign a treaty in 1773,
which, in their weakened condition, they con-

tinued to respect. The Governors of Chile were
appointed for the most part by the Viceroys of

Peru, and the post was considered the regular
stepping-stone to the viceregal office. The news
of Napoleon's invasion of Spain and the abdica-

tion of Ferdinand VII. aroused great unrest in

all the Spanish-American colonies, and induced
a number of leading Chileans to call an assem-
bly which forced the Governor to resign, and,
Septeml^er 18, 1810, organized a junta de gobier-

tw to govern the land so long as the French
should hold Spain. This date is considered the
anniversary of Chilean independence. There
followed several years of intermittent fighting
with the Spanish forces in Peru, varied by
struggles between rival factions among the
jjatriots, led by the Carrera brothers and by
l>>n Bernardo OTIiggins. In 1814 this rivalry
enabled the Viceroy, Osario, to reestablish his au-
thority in the south, and to maintain it for two
and a half years. In the winter of 1816-17 Gen-
eral San Martin led an army of Argentine yfiu-

chos across the mountains, and by the decisive
victory of Chacabuco, February 12, 1817, forced
the Spaniards out of Chile. A year later, on the
anniversary of the battle, O'Higgins formally
declared the absolute independence of Chile. The
patriot army had meanwhile followed the Span-
iards to Peru, and on the .Maipu Plains, near
Santiago, April 5, 1818, another battle was
fought which virtually ended the Spanish dom-
ination, although desultory fighting continued
for a few years. It was not until 1844 that
Spain formally recognized the loss of her prov-
inces.

O'Higgins ruled as dictator from 1818 to
1823, when he was induced to withdraw, and a
constitution was adopted. This was revised in

1828, and again in 1833, when substantially the
same document in force at present was adopt-
ed. It has, however, been amended frequently,

the most important changes being made in 1874.

This Constitution provides for a republican form
of government, with a property qualification so
high that the voters form practically an oli-

garchy. In 1843 the question of the Argentine
boundary arose, and continued a menace to
peaceful relations until 1885, when a treaty
was signed which gave Chile half of Tierra del
Fuego and the shores of the Strait of Magel-
lan, providing, however, for the neutrality of
this waterway. Another boundary commission
was then needed to determine the exact position
of the line, which was to follow the watershed
of the Andes. Disputes and rumors of war have
continued to distract both countries to the pres-

ent day (1902). Spain, in 1864-65, forced both
Peru and Chile into war by a series of petty
squabbles over diplomatic titles and procedure,
and there followed a year of active naval war-
fare. Hostilities dragged on until 1869, when
the United States ^Minister succeeded in putting
an end to active operations. Spain, however,
refused to acknowledge herself beaten until

1871. when a provisional treaty was signed at
Washington, followed bv a definitive peace in

1879.

The exceedingly valuable nitrate deposits in

the Atacama Desert, north of Chile, were opened
up by Chilean capital, and between 1866 and
1878 Chile repeatedly advanced claims to the
possession of this territory. Eventually, April

5, 1879, it declared war on Bolivia and Peru.
Its armies were less in numbers, but far better
equipped and officered, than those of its op-
jwnents, and it had much the superior fleet. The
naval operations were watched with special in-

terest by all outside powers, as being the first

between modern ironclads. On October 8, 1879,
the Peruvian battle-ship Huascar was taken
by the Chilean fleet, and on November 19
the combined Peruvian and Bolivian forces were
almost annihilated at Dolores. In October, 1880,

Chile was in possession of all the disputed ter-

ritory, and the United States Minister succeed-

ed in bringing about negotiations for peace. The
conditions imposed by Chile were not accepted
by the allies, negotiations were broken off, and
the battle of Miraflores, January 15, 1881. gave
the Chileans possession of Lima, Callao, and
practically all of the other Peruvian cities. Des-
ultory fighting continued until October 20. 1883,
when a treaty dictated by Chile was finally

signed by the Peruvians. It gave to Chile the
territory in dispute, excepting the districts of

Tacna and Arica, which it was to administer for

ten years, a plebiscite at the end of that peri(xl to

determine whether the inhabitants wished to re-

turn to Peru or continue under Chilean rule. The
Government of Chile, however, has been careful

to postpone such an ap|>eal to the popular voice,

and as late as 1900 the Chilean Congress rejected

a convention concluded with Peru in 1898 provid-

ing for a plebiscite. In 1891 war broke out be-

tween the President. Balmaivda, and his opixv
nents in the Congress. The Congressionalists

induced the principal part of the national fleet to

revolt, and seized the nitrate provinces, and, with
the revenue derived from them, purcha.sed modem
anns and munitions, with which they defeatetl

the regular army near Valparaiso, captured that

city, and entered Santiago (.\ugust). Balmaceda
committed suicide, and order was promptly re-

stored with the election of Jorge Montt as his

successor. During the Civil War the United States
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had taken sides with the establiflhed Government,
and, us a result, after the capture of Valparaiso,
there was muoh ill feelin;; against the United
States. A number of sailorn fnnn the I'nited

Stntt's steamship litiUimorv on shore leave were
attiU'k»Hl by a moli and one of them was killed.

Serious I'omjdicatiuns threatened for a while, but
the Chilean tJ<ivernment eventually apologized
and paid $76,000 for the benefit of the injured
sailors.

For general information concerning Chile, con-

sult: Vincent, Round and About South America
(New York, 1000): Smith, Temperate Chile
(London. 1!)00) : Fitzgerald, The Highest Andes
' Ldiiddn. 18!t'.») ; Kspinoza, (icografia de Chile
(Santiago, 18!)7) ; Kunz, Chile und die deutscheti

colonien ( I^eipzig. ISIU).

There is an excellent short history of Chile
by Hancock (Chicago, 1893). Molina, Geo-
graphical, Natural, and Civil History of Chile
(London, 1817), is popular, but unreliable. On
the war with Peru, there are a great number of

books, of which the best are: Markham, The
Mar lietireen Peru and Chile (London, 1882) ;

Barros Arana. La guerre du Pacifique ( Paris.

1882) ; and the report of Lieutenant Mason, of

the I'nited States Navy, who witnessed the
fighting in the character of naval expert for the
Unite<i States Government. The most recent
general history is that of Perez Garcia, Uistoria
natural, militar, civil y sagrada del reino de
Chile (Santiago, 1000). For illustration, see

Coats of Abms and Maritime Flags.

CHIL'EAN GUAVA, g\va''va. See Mybtle.
CHILE PINE. See Araucabia.

CHI-LI, che'16. See Pe-chi-li.

CHILKOV. See Kiiilkoff.

CHILLAN, chMyan'. A town in Chile, sit-

uated 700 feet above sea-level, 120 miles north-
east of Concepcifin (Map: Chile, C 11). It is

regularly built, and has a Franciscan missionary
church and a normal school. To the southwest
are sulphur baths and to the east is the volcano
of Nevado de Chilian, 9000 feet high. Population,
35,000. Chilian was founded in 1579, and rebuilt
in 1835, after its destruction by an earthquake.

CHILLICOTHE, chll'll-k6th'6. A city and
county-seat of Livingston County, Mo., 80 miles
northeast of Kansas City; on the Wabash, the
Hannibal and Saint .Joseph, and the Chicago,
Milwaukee and Saint Paul railroads (Map: Mis-
souri, C 2). It has a library of 7000 volumes, the

State Industrial Home for Girls, and a private
normal school. The city is a commercial centre
for an agricultural, lumbering, coal-mining, and
stock-raising country; ships apples, eggs, poultry,
wool, and hides; and manufactures staves, han-
dles, boxes, etc. Settled in 1840, Chillicothe was
incorporated in 1852. The government is admin-
istered under a revised charter of 1873, which
provides for a mayor, elected biennially, and a
municipal council. Population, 1890, 57i7; 1900,
6005.

CHILLICOTHE. A city and county-seat of
Ross County, Ohio, 50 miles south of Columbus,
on the Scioto River, the Ohio and Erie Canal,
and on the Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern, the
Cincinnati, Hamilton and DaN'ton, and the Nor-
folk and Western railroads (Map: Ohio, E 7).
It is picturesquely situated in the Scioto Valley,
the centre of an agricultural reerion, and has

railroad shops of the Baltimore and Ohio South-
western, and manufactures of wagons, shoes, fur-

niture, paper, flour, engines, and agricultural
implements. The city has a public library and
a fine court-hou.se. It was first incorporated in

1802, and since 1851 has been governed under a
general State law. The administration is vested
in a mayor, chosen biennially, and a city c(mn(il
which elects the board of health, and confirms the
executive's appointments of fire, stswcr, and park
commissioners. The board of education is se-

lected by the people. Population, 1890, 11,288;
1900, 12,976.

About nine miles from Chillicothe was sit-

uated the Indian village of the same name,
which in May, 1779, was unsuccessfully attacked
by a band of Kentuckians under John Bowman,
and in August, 1780, was burned by Colonel
Clark. Chillicothe was first settled by the whites
in 1706. and was the capital of Ohio from 1800 to
1810. Consult Howe, Historical Collections of
Ohio, Vol. III. (Columbus, 1889-91).

CHILTLIES. See C'ap.suhm.

CHIL'LINGHAM CATTLE. See Cattle,
CniLLl.N(illA.M.

CHELLINGHAM WHITE CATTLE. A
breed of long-horned cattle, prevailing white, long
preserved upon the Chillingham estates in north-
em England, and regarded as a relic, compara-
tively pure in blood, of the native British ox.
Consult works upon cattle, and illustrated ar-

ticles in The Field (of London), August 16 and
23, and December 13, 1800. See Plate of Wild
CATTLE.

CHIL'LINGWORTH, Roger. The fiendish
husband of Hester Prynne in Hawthorne's The
Scarlet Letter, who probes, gloatingly, into the
recesses of the erring minister's heart. See
Dimmesdale, Arthur.
CHILLINGWORTH, William (1602-44).

An eminent Englisli theologian. He was born in

Oxford in 1602, educated at Trinity College,
Oxford, and elected fellow in 1628. The argu-
ments of a Jesuit named Fisher induced him to
become a Roman Catholic, and in 1630 he with-
drew to Douai; but his godfather, William
I^ud, then Bishop of London, persuaded him to

reexamine the whole controversy between Roman
Catholics and Protestants, the result of which
was that in 1631 he left Douai, and in 1634 re-

turned to the bosom of the Anglican Church.
Four years later (1638), in Oxford, he published
a work entitled The Religion of Protestants a
Safe ^Yay to Salvation. It was exceedingly keen,
ingenious, and conclusive in point of argument.
Chilling\vorth was perhaps the ablest disputant
of his age ; and had there not been a certain

fickleness and want of solidity about his intel-

lect, and a nervous suspicion that all human
reasoning might be vitiated by undiscovered fal-

lacies, he might have produced a really great

work. - The Religion of Protestants acquired a
wide popularity. Chillingworth wasoflfered Church
preferment, which he at first refused—having cer-

tain scruples in regard to the subscription to

the Thirty-nine Articles—but afterwards accept-

ed. He became Chancellor of Salisbury, Preben-

dary of Brixworth, in Northamptonshire (1638),
and Master of Wigton's Hospital in I^reicester-

shire. He was a strong Royalist, and on the

breaking out of the Civil War (1643) accom-
panied the King's forces. He died, a prisoner of
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war, at Chichester, January 30, 1U44. The best

edition of The Keligion of Protestants, along with

his other works, appeared in 3 vols. (1838). For
his life, consult T. Birch (London, 1742).

CHIL'IilP, Mb. a mild bird-like little doc-

tor in Dickens's David Coitpcr/ield. He attends

Mrs. L'opperfield in her confinement and thus

aids in bringing the title character into the

world.

CHILLON, Fr. pron. she'ySN', Engl. pron.

shil'lOu. A castle and fortress of Switzerland.

It is situated in the Canton of Vaud, at the

eastern end of the lake of Geneva, on an isolated

rock almost entirely surrounded by water. The
castle was founded many hundred years before

the fortress, which was erected by the rulers of

Savoy in the middle of the Thirteenth Century,

and is celebrated in connection with the Genevan
patriot Bonnivard, who, from 1530 to 1536, lay

a pri-soner in one of its underground dungeons, a

subject which Byron has treated in his Prisoner

of Chillon. See BoNMVARO. The illustration

"Alpine Scenery" in the article Alps shows this

castle.

CHILO^, che'16-a'. The insular province of

Chile, consisting of an archipelago off the west-

ern coast of South America. The gi-oup takes its

name from its principal island (Map: Chile,

C 12). It is separated from the rest of the re-

public by the Gulf and the Canal of Chacao,

and consists of the main island and over one

hundi-ed small, mostly uninhabited, islets, with a

total area of 3995 square miles. The principal

island contains most of the population of the

province. It is of volcanic origin and mountain-

ous, covered largely with thick forests yielding

great quantities of wood for export. In the east-

em part the soil is fertile and well cultivated.

The climate, although hot and moist, has none of

the deadly qualities which characterize that of

the mainland. Corn, wheat, barley, and hemp
are produced extensively, and domestic animals

are raised in large numbers. Population, 1895,

77,750. Ancud, or San Carlos Ancud, the seat of

government and chief seaport, is situated on the

northern coast and has a population of about
3200. The archipelago was discovered by the

Spaniards as early as 1558. It was the last por-

tion of Spanish America to throw ofT the mother
country's yoke.

CHILOGNATHA, kt-ldg^nft-thft (Neo-Lat.

nom. pi., from Gk. x**^"*' cheilos, lip + yt^6os,

(fnathos, jaw), or Diplopoda (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. 5ixX6oj, diploos, double -f xovs, pons,

foot). A division of Myriapoda containing the

millipedes (q.v.)-

CHILON, ki'l6n (Lat., from Gk. XfXwr). A
Laceda-monian, son of Damagetus; one of the

earliest personalities in Spartan history of whom
a definite political act is recorded. He was
Ephor in B.C. 500 or 550, and is .said to have
been the originator of that ofiice, as well as the

first person to occupy it. It is further said that

he died at Pisa, of joy at the news of his son's

victory in the Olympian games. He was reckoned

one of the Seven Wise ^fen of Greece, and many
of his pithy sayings have been handed down to

us. Among other such, the famous guiding

rules. "Know thyself" and "Nothing in excess,"

are ascril)cd to him.

CHILOPODA, kt-l6p'A-dft (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. x«^<>». cheiloa, lip + iro^, poua, foot).

Vou IV.—33.

A division of Myriapoda containing the centi-

))edes (q.v.).

CHIL'PERIC. The name of two Merovin-

gian kings. CiiiLPEBic I., King of Soissons from
501 to 584, was the husband of Fredegunda. (See

Bruxhilua. ) He was cruel, unjust, and irre-

ligious, but energetic and brave. Chilperic II.,

King of Neustria from 716 to 720, was the ablest

of the later Merovingians. In 719, after sub-

mitting to Charles Martel (q.v.), he was pro-

claimed King of all the Franks.

CHILTERN HUNDREDS, Steward of the.

An English Crown ollioer. formerly appointed to

preserve peace and protect the inhabitants and
neighbors of the three hundreds (nominally vil-

lages) of Stoke, Burnham, and Desborough in

Buckinghamshire, from the robbers who infested

the beech forests of the adjacent Chiltem Hills.

This primary purpose is, however, obsolete; the

olfice is now applied for by members of the House
of Commons who wish to resign their seats, an
allowable excuse for such resignation being the

acceptance of a place of 'honor and profit' under
the Crown. As such, the Stewardship of the Chil-

tem Hundreds, among other similar sinecure

offices, more generally presents itself, with its

salarj' of twenty shillings and accompanying fees.

It is rarely refused by its patron, the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, and as soon as obtained, is va-

cated in readiness for the next resigning mem-
ber. The practice began about the year 1750.

Its legality has been disputed, but numerous
precedents ' have established it. One refusal is

recorded in 1842. Consult: Standard Library

Cyclopedia (London. 1848) : Foster, The Chil-

tern Hundreds (London, 1897).

CHILTON. A city and county-seat of Calu-

met County, Wis.. 77 miles north of ^Milwaukee;

on the Manitowoc River and on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee and Saint Paul Railroad (Map: Wiscon-

sin, E 4) . It is the centre of an agricultural and
dairj'ing district largely interested in barley cul-

tivation and the manufacture of cheese, and has

grain-elevators, flour-mills, machine-shops and
boiler-works, lumber-mills, brewery and malt-

works, etc. Population, 1890, 1424; 1900, 1460.

CHILTON, Robert Hall (1817-79). An
American soldier, bom in Virginia. He grad-

uated in 1837 at the United States Military

Academy, rose to be captain of First Dragoons

in 1846, and major and paymaster in 1854.

During the Mexican War he distinguished him-

self at the battle of Buena Vista. In 1861 he

resigned from the United States Arniy, in the

same year was appointed a lieutenant-colonel

in the Adjutant-General's Department of the

Army of the Confederate States, and in 1862 be-

came a brigadier-general. For some time he was

chief of staff to General R. E. T^h". In 1869-

79 he was president of a manufacturing concern

in Columbus. (Ja.

CHIMACHIMA, chP'mft-che'mft. A cara-

cara of the American Isthmian region {IbifctiT

chimarhima) prevailingly white when adult. See

Caracara.

CHIMiERA. kl-mA'rft (Lat.. from Gk. x^t^V*^

chimaira, probably fern, of xZ/xa/'ot. rhimaros,

vearling goat, from x'^/'"^''<
<'h''ifn6n, Lat. hirmx,

Skt. himn. winter, not connected, as sometimes

supposed, with Heb. khiimar, to cook). A myth-

ical monster, who was killed by Bellerophon
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(q.v.) with the nid of Pegasus. According to
Homer, tiie ohiimi'ra was a fire-breathing nion-
Bter with the head of a lion, a goat'a body, and
a serpent's Uul. The rationalistic account of
the chinwra is that it represented a volcanic
niountiiin in l^ycia whose top was the resort of

lions, its middle of goats, and the marshy ground
at the bottom of serpents. Jn the same nmnner,
Bellerophon's victory over the chimiera is ex-

plained by saying that he first made his resi-

dence on this mountain. The chima>ra alone and
in conflict with liellerophon is not uncommon in

ancient art. The finest representation is the
large bronze in Florence. Cnimffira is used fig-

uratively to denote any monstrous or impossible
conception, the unnatural birth of the fancy. It

is fre<iuently depicted on shields, as an heraldic
charge. For illustration, see Plate of Dipnoi
AKD Chim.kba.

CHIMiEBA. A representative of a family
(Chinucridiv) of strange cartilaginous fishes

(q.v.) constituting the Holocephali. They are
shark-like, and very interesting to the ichthy-
ologist in their structure, which shows their
strong affinity to ancient types of which they are
the scant survivors, but have nothing but their
grotesqueness to attract popular interest, as their
Hesh is not good. The large eggs, fertilized inter-

nally, are surrounded by a horny case which, in
some species, may be 10 inches long. There are
three living genera—Chimaera, Callorhynchus,
and Harriotta. Chima?ra is found along the coasts
of Europe and Japan, on the west coast of North
America and at the Cape of Good Hope. Chimcera
monstrosa, of the Mediterranean and Atlantic,
is its largest and best-known species and may
reach a length of three feet; in Europe it is

called 'king of the herrings;' in America, chi-

msera, rat-fish, sea-cat, etc. Callorhynchus oc-

curs in the south temperate zone, and Harriotta
is confined to the deep seas. See Plate of Dipnoi
AND Chim.«ba.

Fossil Forms. The genus Chimaera is found
in a fossil state in the Tertiary deposits from
the Miocene upward, ilany related but extinct

genera are known from the Devonian upward.
The chima'roids reached their maximum of evo-

lution in the Cretaceous and Eocene, and many
of the extinct species were much larger than any
now living. The strong cutting teeth of Rhyn-
chodus and Ptyctodus described from the lower
Devonian of North America and Russia are the
only remains of the earliest members of the
group of which no other traces have been found.
In the Liassic of England specimens of Myria-
canthus have been found so well preserved as to

show the form of the cartilaginous snout, which
resembles that of the modern genus Callorhyn-
chus. Teeth and dorsal spines of chimaeroids are
common in the Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks. One
genus, Ischyodus, of which a perfect skeleton
was found in the lithographic limestones of the
Solenhofen Jurassic, has also been found in the
Cretaceous of New Zealand and the Eocene of

North America, indicating that this genus en-

joyed in those early days a very wide distribu-
tion. See Squaloraja.

CHIMANGO, sh^-miin'gfi. A widespread and
familiar carrion-hawk {Ibycter chimango) of the
plains regions of South America, black, with the
under parts brownish ochre in the adult. For af-

finities and habits, see Cabacara, and the books
there mentioned.

CHIMAPHILA, kt-mflf'Mft. See Winteb-
GREK.V.

CHIMAY, sh^'mft', Jeanne Marie Ionack
TiifcKiosK i)E Caharrus, Princcss de (1773-1835).
She was the <laughter of the Oomte de Cabarrus,
Minister of Finance in Spain; was early married
to the Marquis de Fontenay, but soon divorced
from him, and next married Tallien, the French
revolutionist, whom she induced to engage in a
plot for the overthrow of Robespierre, thus be-
coming the chief promoter of the Revolution of
•fuly. 1794. Her social triumphs, consequent from
her beauty and her free manners, gave her hus-
band offense, and he left her, going with Na-
poleon to Egypt. A divorce followed on his re-

turn, and Jeanne married, in 1805, the Comte de
Caraman, who afterwards became the Prince de
Chimay, with whom she lived peaceably. While
ranking first among the beauties of the time, she
was never admitted to Court circles.

CHIM'BORA'ZO, So. Amer. pron. chgm'bd-
ra's6 (native name, Chiquipoya) . A %)lcanic
peak, one of the highest of the Andes, in Ecua-
dor, rising 20,500 feet above the sea, but only
about 11,000 feet above the level of its own table-
land of Quito (Map: Ecuador, B 4). Its lati-

tude and longitude are 1° 20' S. and 79° W.
The mountain has no crater, is built up of tra-

chytie volcanic rocks, and is evidently an extinct
volcanic peak. It is capped with perpetual snow,
and was long regarded as the loftiest mountain
in the world. The summit was for the first time
reached by Wliymper in 1880. Humboldt, Bous-
singault, Hall, and Stiibel all made ineffectual at-

tempts to reach its top.

CHIMBOTE, ch^m-bo'ta. A seaport in the
Department of Ancachs, Peru, situated on the
Puerto Ferrol ( j\Iap : Peru, B 5 ) . It has an
active trade, and is the terminus of the railroad
from Huaraz, whose port it is.

CHIMENE, sh^'man'. The scrupulous and
nicely introspective heroine of Corneille's Le
Cid. She refuses Rodrigo because he slew her
father to save his own father's honor, and, in
spite of her passion for him, seeks in every way
his death.

CHIMENTI, k^-mftn'ti^, Jacopo di. See Cle-
MENTi, Jacopo di, da Empoli.

CHIMEBE, shi-mer'. See Costume, Eccle-
siastical.

CHIMES (from AS. cimhal, cimbala, from
Lat. ci/mbnliim, from Gk. Kiix^aXov, kymbalon,
cymbal, from id/ilSo^, kymbos, Skt. kumbha,
jar) . Music played on a set of bells in a church-
tower, either by a performer or bj' mechanism.
This ancient and interesting class of music is

believed to have originated in some of the Ger-
man monasteries. In the Fifteenth Century the
ringing of church chimes became very general in

North Germany, Holland, and Belgium ; the last-

mentioned country was especially famed for its

bell-ringing, retaining this prestige for three suc-
ceeding centuries. Bell-ringing has always
reached its greatest popularity in flat countries,
where the sound of the bells can 'carry' over a
great distance. In England, where it is often
called 'change-ringing,' this custom has also

found great favor, and may be said to be one of

the national institutions. A chime of bells may
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number .lom five to twelve, and is rung by
swinging, causing the clapper inside to strike

the 1^11. With this limited scale, and the rather

uncertain method of producing the tone, only
very simple diatonic melodies are possible.

Carillons are more elaborate affairs, in which
the bells are stationary, and are rung by strik-

ing on the outside with a hammer. Carillons

were formerly played by a performer, who struck

the huge keys that connected with the hammer,
and with his feet operated the pedals that com-
municated with the larger bells. His place is now
usually taken by machinery. The number of

bells in a carillon varies from ten to forty, or

even more; the famous one at Ghent has 48.

Chimes have been introduced into many Amer-
ican churches. Those of Christ Church in Phila-

delphia, Christ Church in Boston, and Trinity

Church in New York are probably the oldest in

the United States. The chimes of the old Christ

Church of Philadelphia have an historic interest.

The bells were sent from England as a present

from Queen Anne, and during the Revolution

they were taken down and sunk in the Delaware
River, as it was feared the British might capture

them. At the close of the war they were re-

hung in the old belfry. Among the celebrated

chimes of Europe are those of Copenhagen, Ghent,

and Amsterdam. The word chimes is here used
in its general sense, including both carillons and
the smaller set of bells. See Beix.

CHIMES, The; a Gobux Story of Some
Bells that Rang an Old Year out and a New
Year in. A Christmas tale by Charles Dickens,

written in Genoa in 1844 and published in Lon-

don in December of the same year. It was illus-

trated by Doyle, Iveech, Maclise, and Stanfield.

CHIM'MIE FADTDEN. A character invented

by Edward W. Townsend, and introduced in

sketches published in the New York Sun, Har-
per's Wecklt/, the Century magazine, and in book
form. Chimniie is a buttons, who utters quaint
philosophy and humor in a picturesque dialect.

CHIMNEY (Fr. cheminee, ML. caminata,
fireplace, from Lat. caminus, hearth, from Gk.
m/tivog kaminos, oven, furnace). A vertical

structure of stone, brick, or metal, containing

an internal passageway or flue through which
the smoke and waste gases of combustion are

carried off from a furnace, fireplace, stove, etc.

Chimneys also perform the important function of

supplying draught to the fire from which they
ret-eive the smoke and waste gases. The action

of the chimney de|>ends upon the simple prin-

ciple that a column of heated air is lighter than
a cooler column of equal height'; when therefore

a Hue full of heated air communicates freely by
the lower part with the cooler air around it, the

greater weight of the latter pushes the warm
air upward, and thus an ascending current is

produced. Other conditions being equal, the

draught of a chimney will vary as the square
root of the height. The straighter and more per-

I>endicular the chimney, the stronger will be the

draught, because the friction of the ascending

current will be less, and the cooling efTect of a

long and tortuous course will be saved. The
maximum efficiency of a given chimney is at-

tained when all the air that pas.ses up it enters

by the bottom of the fire. In this case, its tem-

perature is raised to the uttermost by passing

tlirou'^h the whole of the fire, and the fire is at

the same time urged to increased combustion by
the blast thus obtained. A powerful furnace
may be constructed by connecting a suitable fire-

place, capable of being closed all round excepting
at the bottom, with a tall chimney; and the
amount of draught may be regulated by in-

creasing or diminishing the aperture through
which the air is admitted to the bottom of the
fireplace, or by an adjustable opening above the
fireplac-e, which will diminish the effective
draught as its size is increased, or by a combina-
tion of both of these contrivances. Often an arti-

ficial or forced draught is given to a chimney
by means of a fan or blower, a steam-jet, or the
exhaust of a steam-engine which is so arranged
that it forces a current of air upward through
the flue.

There is reason to believe that the chimney, in
its present sense of a funnel from the hearth or
fireplace to the roof of the house, is a modern
invention. In Greek houses it is supposed that
there were no chimneys, and that the smoke es-

ca|)ed through a hole in the roof. What the ar-

rangement was in houses in which there was an
upper story is not known; perhaps the smoke
was conve3-ed by a short funnel through the side-

wall of the house, which seems to have been the
first form of chimney invented in the Middle Ages.
The Roman caminus, again, was not a chimney,
but a sort of stove; and it has been a subject of
ntuch dispute whether the Romans had any arti-

ficial mode of carrying off the smoke, or whether
it was allowed to escape through the doors, win-
dows, and openings in the roof. As the climate
and the habits of the people both led to the
houses of. the ancient.s being veri* much more
open than ours are, it is probable that the occa-

sional fires which they had of wood or charcoal
may have given them no great inconvenience. It

is known, besides, that the rooms in Roman
houses were frequently heated by means of hot
air, which was brought in pipes from a furnace
below. In England there is no evidence of the
use of chimney-shafts earlier than the T\velfth

Centurj'. In Rochester Castle (c. 1 130), com-
plete fireplaces appear; but the flues go only a
few feet up in the thickness of the wall, and are
then turned out through the wall to the back of
the fireplace, the openings being small oblong-

holes. The earliest chimney-shafts are circular,

and of considerable height. Afterwards chim-
neys are found in great variety of forms. Pre-
vious to the Sixteenth Century many of them
are short, and terminated by a spire or pinnacle,
having apertures of various shapes.

These a{)ertures are sometimes in the pinnacle,

sometimes under it, the smoke escaping as from
some modern manufacturing chimney-stacks,
which are built in the form of an Egyptian obe-

lisk. Clustered chimney-stacks do not appear
until late in the Fifteenth Century, when they
seem to have been intro<luce<i simultaneously
with the use of brick for this purpose. E^ch of
the earlier clustereil chimneys consists of two
flues which adhere to each other, and are not

set separate, as afterwards was the practice. I>in«r

after they were invented, and in use for other
rooms, our ancestors did not generally introduce
them into their halls, which, till the end of the
Fifteenth or beginning of the Sixteenth Centurv,
pontintied as formerly to l>e heated by a fire on-

an open hearth in the centre of the hall, the
smoke escaping through an opening in the roof
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known by the name of louvre. In many of the

older halls in which chimneys exist they have
evidently l)een inserted about thiw period.

Next to their use in removinj; the waste gases

and 8Ui)j)lying the necessary draught for do-

mestic and other heating apparatus, the most
im|K>rtant use of chimneys is in connection

with steam-power plants and metallurgical fur-

naces of manufacturing and smelting works.

Chimneys for power and smelting plants are

structures of considerable size and cost. They
are built of masonry, usually brickwork, and
of metal, usually sluH-t steel. One of the largest

brick chimneys in the world is that of the power
plant of the Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany in New York City, and a description of

it will give a very clear idea of the character of

such structures as they were built at the end

of the Nineteenth Century. This chimney is

353 feet high, with an internal diameter of 22

feet; weighs 8540 tons, and required 3,400,000

bricks for its construction. In building the

foundations, which cover an area of about 85

feet square, the earth was removed to a depth of

20 feet below the power-house floor, and 1300

piles were driven to a depth of about 40 feet

over the entire area. These piles were cut off

at a level of one foot above the top of the excava-

tion bottom, and an immense concrete block was
laid upon them 85 feet square and 20 feet thick.

Smoke-flues lead from the boilers to the chim-

ney from opposite directions, and as there are

three stories in the boiler-house upon which the

boilers are installed, there are six large open-

ings to the chinmey, two on each of the three

floors. The chimney is built of two concentric

shells, and the outer shell is stiffened by twelve

interior longitudinal ribs projecting radially

toward the inner .shell and having a clearance of

l^ inch. The inner shaft has a constant diameter

of 22 feet, and the outside dimensions of the

chinmey range from a square base 55 feet on a

side to' a cylindrical neck 26 feet 10 inches in

diameter, 3iG feet above. The inner shell varies

from 24 inches thick at the base to 8 inches

thick at the top, and is lined with 8 inches of

fire-brick for a height of 90 feet, and with 4

inches of fire-brick for 25 feet more; above this

height the shell is not lined. The outer shell is

28 inches thick at the base and 16 inches thick

at the top. The top of the chimney is protected

by a cast-iron cap.

As an example of steel chimneys, that for the

Ridgewood pumping station of the Brooklyn,

N. Y., water-works may be selected. The height

LOCATION
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most familiar and pleasing exhibitions of Amer-
ican bird- life is to watch the swifts at sunset

circling in a twittering crowd about the chinmey-
top, into which, as dusk comes on, they drop, one
after the other, as if each went down tlie vortex
of a whirlpool. The scientific name of the com-
mon species of the United States is Chcetura pe-

lagica. See Plate of Swlfts and Tueib Xests.

CHIMPAN'ZEE (Guinea). An anthropoid
ape (AntUropopithecus niger) of equatorial
Africa, which has been known to Europeans for

500 years. The chimpanzee, though taller than
an orang (q.v. ), falls short of the stature of the
gorilla, and never exhibits the breadth and mas-
siveness of frame shown by an old male of that
species; five feet is a good height for this ani-

mal, and no great difference is observable be-

tween the sexes. This height is a matter of

measurement rather than of observation, how-
ever, as the chimpanzee rarely stands upright,
and habitually walks bent over and supporting
itself upon its long forearms and knuckles, the
fingers being bent in ; most of its time, indeed,

is passed in trees. The range of the genus ex-

tends from the .Atlantic coast of mid-Africa
eastward through the forest region to the Nile,

from about 10 degrees south to 12 degrees north

DKNTITION OF CHIMPA.NZEE.

of the equator. Throughout this great area it

seems to be fairly numerous, and is known under
many names; the probability favoring the reality

of a second species, discriminated by Du Chaillu
as the bald chimpanzee {A. calvus) . They are
strictly forest-dwelling animals, haunting the
densest jungle and climbing to the topmost
branches, where they go about in families or
small bands, feeding almost wholly upon soft

fruits, but varying their diet with grubs, insft-ts.

honey, birds' eggs, fledglings, birds, etc. This
appetite causes them to wander widely in search
of fresh food, and in some districts they are
greatly destructive of the banana and other plan-
tations of the natives. Simply guarding these
plantations, when the fruit is ripe, is usually
sufiicient to sjive the crop, since the ajies are
timid toward men and run when they can; but if

cornered they prove very troublesome foes to

deal with, showing much courage, and seeking
to grasp their enemy in their long arms, chew his

hands, and gash his throat with their terrible

teeth. Dr. Livingstone and others say that the
chimpanzee is a match for the leopard, but is

quickly killed (but not eaten) by the lion. The
robust natives of the central Sudan chase thess
animals into the tree-tops, drive them into traps,
and otherwise kill them off by regular hunts.
They seem to be largely nocturnal, and often fill

the woods with loud, reiterated cries, which are
varied through every variety of horrid noise, can
be heard a long distance, and seem to be uttered
by large troops in concert, though perhaps only a
few are really screaming and bellowing together.
Such noises doubtless serve the double purpose
of keeping the apes wandering through the black-
ness of the forest night, within hail of one an-
other, and of terrifying possible enemies. No
particular sleeping-place seems to be made by
this ape, but when one is about to become a
mother, the pair build a platform-like nest in a
tree-top, upon which the female rests imtil her
young one (twins are only occasional) is bom
and able to travel. The young are often cap-
tured and kept as tame pets, by the negroes and
wandering Arabs; and thus for two or three
centuries the civilized world has been supplied
with living examples.

No other of the greater apes is so human in its

characteristics, appearance, and intelligence, and
numberless accounts exist of the interesting ways
and great docility of the animal when properly
treated and trained. Though it often becomes
morose and savage when old ( if able to sur%'ive

the pulmonary diseases which kill most of its

kind in youth ) , when young it is teachable, af-

fectionate, and playful to a remarkable degree.

"Even in a wild state," remarks Wright {River-
side Xatiiral History, Vol. V.. p. 526: Boston,
1884), "the chimpanzee appears to indulge the
instinct of play, which renders it such an attract-

ive inmate of the zoological garden. Savage
. describes how a hollow tree may Ije used

as a drum to call the young ones to play, and
how the old folks sit around keeping watch, and
ready to administer a rebuke if desen-ed. So
entirely human are the chimpanzees in their
ways, that the natives of certain tribes believe

them to be relations which have been degraded
from a former higher state to their present
forest life."

The structural resemblance to the gorilla has
been noted ; but the head is rounder, and the
face lacks the great ridges above the eyes and
massive jaws of that animal, and the canines are
fcmaller, while the lips are more extensile and
mobile, and the whole expression milder; the
ears are very large and the nose insignificant.

The naked skin of the face is yellowish, darken-
ing with age, but that of the palms of the hands
and soles of the feet much darker; and gray hairs
often l)ocome conspicuous about the mouth and
chin. The body is covered everj'Avhere else with
shining black hair, moat abundant on the head
and shoulders, where it hangs long and thick.

Much has been written as to these animals,
especially in the works of Savage, Du Chaillu.

Livingstone, Sohweinfurth. and other explorers
of western and central .Africa; also in regjird to

chimpanzees in captivity. .\ good general ac-

count is contained in <'a.saell'a MaturnI Histortt,

Vol. I. (London, 1883) ; and a more scientific
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one in Hartmann's Anlhrupuid Apes (New York,
188U), where a full account is given uf 'Mafuka,'

tlie rtuppost'd liybrid between gurillu and ciiini-

panzee, Ion;? resident in Dresden. A famous edu-

eate<l captive, 'Sally,' lived for eiglit years in

the London Zoolojjical tJardens, and was the sub-

ject <»f psychological training and cxjx'rinient,

<lescril>ed by Romanes in the Procccdinga of the

Zobloyical Hocivty of London (1889); and the

history and exploits of another celebrated chim-
panzee, 'Joanna,' are recorded in the same Pro-

ceedings (18»9, p. 290, et seq.)- See Gorilla
and Orang-utan ; and Plate of Anthropoid
Apes.

CHIMESYAN, chlm'e-ayan. A considerable
tril)e about the mouth of the Skeena Biver, lati-

tude 54° N., British Columbia. They are ath-

letic and well formed, practice tattooing and
wear labrets, together with rings in the nose ajid

ears, but do not flatten the head as do the more
southern tribes. They are expert fishermen,

Aveavers, and basket-makers, and live in large

communal houses of boards, with gable roofs and
verandas. They have the clan system and are
organized into three distinct social orders. Slav-

erj' also exists among them, as among other tribes

of the northwest coast. They have many cere-

monial customs, inchiding the potlatch (q.v.).

The name is said to signify people living 'on the

main river,' i.e. the Skeena. They number now
about 2450 in British Columbia besides some
600 who have within recent years crossed the line

into Alaska. ( See Metlakahtla. ) The Chimes-
yan, with the Nass tribes adjoining them on the
north, constitute together a distinct linguistic

stock.

CHI'NA. See Chinese Empire.

CHINA, and CHINAWARE. See Pottery.

CHINA BARK. See Cinchona.

CHINA CINNAMON. See Cassla..

CHINA CLAY. See Clay.

CHINA GRASS, or CHINESE GRASS. The
popular name of a fibre used in China for the
mantifactiireof a beautiful fabric known as grass-

cloth. The name appears to have originated in

the belief that the fibre was that of a grass; but
this is not the case, it being obtained from Bceh-
meria nii^ea (q.v.), a plant allied to the nettle.

Grass-cloth is now brought in considerable quan-
tity to stores, especially in the form of hand-
kerchiefs and other textiles. It has a fine

glossy appearance and a peculiar transparency,
i^ee B(Khmeria; Ramie.

CHINA INK. Another name for India ink
<q.v.).

CHINANDEGA, che'nan-dsVgA. A town of

Nicaragua situated 25 miles northwest of I-ieon,

and connected with the Pacific coast by railroad
(Map: Central America, D 4). It is the cap-
ital of a department of the same name, is the
centre of a corn district, and has considerable
trade. Population, 12,000.

CHINA SEA, or South Sea. A partially
inclosed sea, lying off the southeastern coast of

Asia (Map: Asia, L 7). It is bounded by China
and Formosa on the north' where it connects by
the Strait of Formosa with the Eastern Sea ; by
French Indo-China, Siam, and the Malay Penin-
sula on the west; and by the island loop of Bor-
neo and the Philippines on the south and east.

On its western border are the indentations occu-
pied by the Gulf of Siam and the (iulf of Tong-
king, the latter being partly shut off by the
island of Hainan. The sea increases in depth
from south to north; soundings of more than
l;{,000 feet have luvn made off Liizon, but much
of the southern portion has a depth of less than
1000 feet. Typhoons of great violence endanger
navigation during certain seasons. The chief
ports on the China Sea, or dose to it, are Ma-
nila, Singapore, Bangkok, Saigon, Canton, and
Hong Kong. The largest rivers draining into it

are the ^lekong, Menam, and the Si-kiang, or
West River. With the exception of Hainan,
there are no large islands.

CHINA TREE, Pride of India, or Persian
Lilac (Melia azcdarach) . A handsome tree, a
native of India and Persia, and the type of the
natural order Meliacese. The tree is widely dis-

tributed throughout the warmer portions of the
globe.' It grows to a height of 30 or 40 feet,

and has bright-green compound leaves and fra-
grant lilac flowers. It resists drought and is

highly thought of as a shade-tree in regions
adapted to its requirements. It will withstand
considerable cold, but cannot be recommended
for regions where freezes are frequent. The
abundant lilac-colored flowers appear early in
the spring, and the leaves are retained late' into
autumn, followed by the attractive clusters of
berries, making the tree attractive at all seasons
of the year. The wood is rather coarse, but dur-
able and handsomely marked, making it valuable
for cabinet use. The leaves, flowers, and berries
are reputed to have medicinal properties, al-

though not recognized in some pharmacopoeias.
In Australia the tree is known as white cedar,
and its uses are numerous. A number of forms
of China trees are common in cultivation, one
of the most handsome being that known as the
Texas umbrella-tree. Its spreading habit and
dense foliage make it one of the most desirable
shade-trees known.

CHINA WAX. The secretion of an insect
(Coccus) which lives on the ash-trees of China.
See Wax.
CHINCHA ISLANDS, Hp. pron. chen'cha.

A group of three small islands in the Pacific,

near latitude 13° 40' S. and longitude 70° 30'

W., 12 miles from tlie coast of Peru (Map: Peru,
BO). The area of the entire group is only about
4000 acres. The surface is rocky and devoid of
vegetation. The islands were of some importance
formerly, due to immense guano deposits which
began to be exported by the Government in 1840,
and were exhausted by 1874.

CHINCH-BUG (from Sp., Port, chinche, It.

cimice, from Lat. cimex, bug, and Engl. bug).
A small blackish bug {Blissus leucopterus) , with
white wing-covers marked with a 0-shaped dark
line. It belongs to the Lygseidte, one of the most
extensive and injurious families of plant-bugs,
of which some 175 species belong to North Amer-
ica. The chinch-bug is .spread all over the United
States and throughout Central America and the
West Indies ; and is the most destructive bug,
and probably the most destructive insect in the
country, especially in the Mississippi Valley. It

appears in incalculable numbers in dry seasons,
and the Department of Agriculture places the
average annual damage at $20,000,000. The
adults live through the winter in old grass and
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rubbish. Early in the spring the female lays

500 or more eggs on the roots and stems of

grain. The young, at first, are red in color, and,

clustering in crowds on the stems and leaves of

grain or maize, suck out the juices and kill the

plants. Wheat suffers most. There are two gen-

erations in a year. When arriving at maturity
the broods scatter, and should a strong wind be

blowing at the time the insects are on the wing,

they may be blown or carried many miles. Wet
and cold springs and severe winters help to keep
down the nmnber of this pest. In Kansas sev-

eral contagious diseases that attack this bug
have been discovered, and to facilitate the spread
of such diseases infested chinch-bugs are sent to

various parts of the State with alleged en-

couraging results. Several illustrated mono-
graphs of this species have been issued, of which
the most complete is that by F. M. Webster, The
Chinch-bug (Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington. 1898).

CHINCHILLA DE MONTE - ARAGON,
chon-clie'lya da mon'tii irra-gun'. A town of

Spain, in the Province of Albacete, 10 miles

.southeast of the city of that name (Map: Spain,

E 3 ) . It is surrounded by walls, and has a

castle. It has manufactures of cloth, linen,

leather, earthenware, and glass, and a trade in

the agricultural produce of the district. Popula-

tion, in 18S7, ()09G; in 190Q, 6544.

CHINCHIL'LA (Sp., from So. Amer. In-

dian). A small South American rodent allied to

the cavies, but outwardly much resembling a
ground-squirrel, which represents an extensive

family (Chinchillidae) . All the species are gre-

garious; feed much on roots, for which their

strong and sharp incisors are particularly

adapted ; and live either in holes, which they se-

lect for themselves in rocky districts, or in bur-
rows, which they excavate. They are valued for

their fur, particularly the chinchilla of the
Andes {Chinchilla lanigera) , whose mouse-gray
and extremely soft and lustrous fur constitutes an
important article of commerce, but their numbers
are said to be perceptibly decreasing. The an-

cient Peruvians were accustomed to employ the
wool of the chinchilla for the manufacture of

fine fabrics. See Plato of Cavies.

CHINDWARA, chlnd-wii'ril. The capital of
a district of the same name in the Xerbudda Di-

vision, Central Provinces, British India (Map:
India, C 4). It is situated in latitude 22° 3' N.
and longitude 78° 58' E., occupying a plateau
amid the Deoghur Mountains, 2100 feet above
the level of the sea. Its climate is one of the
most agreeable and salubrious in India, and at-

tracts many visitors in search of health or recrea-
tion. Area of district, 4631 square miles. Popu-
lation, in 1S91. 407.500: in 1901, 408,100.

CHINESE ARROWROOT. See Xehmbo.
CHINESE ART. For the purpose of this

hiquiry tlic history of China may l)e said to begin
with the Dynasty of the Han and the accession of
Kao-Tsou about n.r. 200. Some very interesting
sculptures on sandstone, parts of family tombs,
brought together long afterwards by native anti-
quarians and preserved in the Province of Shan-
tung, are the earliest works of the kind which
it is possible to date even approximately. But
it is observable that in this, the earliest piece of
ancient art so far examined, we have something
which remains in a seaboard province and within

a few hours' ride of a great thoroughfare. The
same peculiarity obtains in whatever is known
of Chinese architecture, architectural sculpture,
and fi.\ed and jjermanent art of any sort; it is

close to some great c-entre never wholly closed
to Europeans. What the vast territories of the
empire contain, and what its swarming millions
have produced during the two thousand years
of record and the thirty centuries of legen-
dary history, is not as yet ascertained. No
residents of China and no travelers from Euro-
pean lands have given to the world a full ac-
count of the remains in even one province;
and even the external appearance of buildings in
the remoter provinces is known only from very
recent photographs taken by casual passers-by.
In fact, archteological science has not l)een in-

troduced into the .study of Chinese buildings
and ruins, and the slightest observation has been
accepted as complete and as containing truth ap-
plicable to the whole empire.
The famous Great Wall of China is generally

thought to date from the close of the Third Cen-
tury B.C., but this, in spite of its vast extent and
the evidence it gives of much practical capacity
among large classes of the population, is not in

any sense a work of fine art. nor is it equal, in any
part of its length of some 1500 miles, to the walls
and gates of the greater cities. It does, however,
enable us to accept more readily the extraordinary
tales of important works done by the first Han
Emperor, Kao-Tsou. already named, especially in
the way of bridges built over the numerous water-
courses of the central and western provinces of
the empire. These bridges were sometimes mas-
sive, rivaling modern engineering works in the
prodigious amount of labor and expense involved,
and sometimes of light material and hung in air
over mountain torrents.

Abciiitecture. Architecture in the usual sense
is not known to have been carried to important
results in China before the appearance there of
the Buddhist influence in the course of the First
(;;entury A.n. Then Indian types were introduced
and the Taa or pagoda of Chinese form appeared;
although none of such early date has been identi-

fied. These towers, as they now exist, are usually
constructed of brick, which material is con-
cealed in many cases by an elaborate facing of
what are spoken of as 'tiles,' but which are
frequently very massive and of elaborate form,
embossed with sculptured designs very richly
painted. Others exist, which are built chiefly of
stone. Some reach the height of thirteen stories;

but this seems to be unusual.

The roof is far more prominent in Chinese ar-
chitecture than in that of Europe; and the
roofs must have been always of wood, as ther
are to this dav: round losrs of no irreat size, or
lencrths of bamboo. The curious and often noted
tent-like form of these roofs with hollow curves,
the steep pitch of the upper part, growing less

and less until the brond eaves are almost hori-

zontal, are not to be a^criljcd to any attempted
imitation of the actual tent of canvas or tex-

tile material. They are unquestionably the re-

sult of the neculiar framinir of the roof, which,
whether hwUt of hollow bnmhoos or of light
solid pieces, whether squared or preserving the
natural form of the log, is constructed in a way
alloffcther diflTcTPnt from that tised in the roof-

building of Eiirope. The artistic importance of

these roofs, their value, individually or in groups.
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and their novelty to Europoaiis, hnve led to a
hasty ahHUinptiun that Chim-so urehiteeture takes

ita turniti and its design mainly from original

timber building. Of tliis, however, there is no
evidence; bricks are known to have been used in

great abundance in China at an epoch long before

the commencement of our era, and skill in han-

dling granite and stratitied stone is traditional.

\\\mk1 must have In'en eonunon. from an antiquity

compantble to that of the buildings of Chaldea.

As to the general plan of buildings, it is evi-

dent that from the beginning until the present

time, the Chinese idea of a residence has been
nearly that which the peoples of the Mediter-
ranean held during the years of classical an-

tiquity; and that the Chinese palace and temple
have been what those of the Mediterranean world
were until the time came for competition between
towns and States in the way of mor^ striking and
more permanent structures. A Chinaman's house,

if he is a rich man, is a group of small one-

story buildings interspersed with gardens, all

within a bounding wall. Precisely the same
tendency is visible in the temples of China, the

'pagodas' or tower- 1 ike structures of whatever
fonn being decorative and symbolical accessories,

like the church-steeple in a village of low wooden
houses in America. In such low buildings the
roof is, of course, the most visible and striking

feature, and the fact that the forms of this roof

interested the builders and became the dominat-
ing element in their design, even in the towers,
is in no way surprising. We see this in full glory
in Japan down to an epoch now scarcely closed.

(See Japan, Arotiitkctube of.) The construction

is unlike that of Europe, inasmuch as it ignores
diagonal bracing and substitutes for it a step-

like series of vertical struts and horizontal ties.

Thus, if we have to carry a pair of sloping

rafters, these rafters are, in Europe, secured at
the top of the wall and again where the two
rafters meet at the ridge; but the Chinaman sup-
ports each rafter at four, five, or six points in its

length, and thus prevents it from having any
tendency to push sidewise. The purlins, or long
horizontal pieces which carry the light outer
rafters and the roof-covering, are supported in

Europe by the main rafters of the truss (see

Roof), but in the East on the successive steps
resulting from the square-framed structure. The
scientific construction of Europe is so entirely

identified with the triangle (see Roof; Tru.ss)
that we can hardly imagine wooden architecture
which ignores it; and yet such buildings in China
and Japan have been found to last a thousand
years in perfect condition.

The monumental gateways of China have al-

ways been admired by Europeans. The term
pai-loo is applied to these, although some writers
use that term for such a gateway when having
several divisions, and pai-lonf/ when there is but
one opening or passage. The pai-loo on the road
leading to the tomb of the ^ling emperors is of

marble and has five openings; another, at the
entrance of the Chun-Tsiang-Cha. has three round
arches, and the one called the Porcelain Gate has
three pointed arches—all these being in Peking.
There is a great pai-loo of granite in the city
of Ning-po, and several in the southern provinces
are elaborately worked in marble. These gate-
ways are frequently set up as memorials, ap-
proved by the sovereign as deserved by one of
his subjects.

Although public buildings are very commonly
devoi<l of great niassiveness and of that kind of
dignity which conies of ponderous and enduring
structure, this is replaced v»'ry largely by elab-

orate surfat-e decoration. For this purpose the
unequaled skill of the Chinese in all forms of
ceramic art, their great power as decorative
sculptors in wood and stone, and the knowledge
and taste they show in painting in permanent
colors by a method which we calL roughly 'lac-

quering'—though in reality lac does not enter
into it—give their permanent decoration great
value. Wooden scri'ens and partitions, veran-
das and garden houses, receive exquisite adorn-
ment in modeled and colored patterns, the use of
textile fabrics and enameled tiles.

Painting. The art of painting, in a large and
complete sense, is known to have existed in very
early times. It is evident from history and legend
that the artistic painting of the epoch already al-

luded to as tiiat of the Han Dynasty was descrip-
tive, emblematic, decorative in a large way as-

well as in minute refinement, and the subject of
great admiration and care among the learned of
the country. The stories about the early paint-
ers bear a curious resemblance to the stories-

about the Greek painters of the great epoch. We
have the paintings of a somewhat later time in

great abundance, and their relation to the earlier

ones is known to be clo.se. Native and Japanese
engravings and woodcuts preserve for us the
compositions of Chinese pictures of the Eighth.
Century a.d., and prints from the.se are not in-

accessible. The same extraordinary power of ex-
pressing with a few lines the important artistic

facts of a landscape, of a flying bird or of a
group of flowers, and the .same inadequate draw-
ing of the human form and of the higher orders
of quadrupeds that have become familiar to u»
in more recent Japanese art, are noticeable in

these ancient works. Change and the development
of one style from another are as familiar in the
far East as in Europe, and as easily noted by
those who make a special study of them ; but to
the ob.server who is accustomed to European art
alone the modifications are not very noticeable.

All fine art is based upon a series of conventions;
and to many Europeans who have grown familiar
with the conventions of Eastern art these -seem

even less fixed and absolute and are accepted
more readily than those of Europe. Thus the
erroneous idea that "the Chinese don't under-
stand perspective" is based upon an assumption
that the perspective of European painting i»

actually correct. In like manner the absence of

cast shadows in Chinese paintings gives a false

idea of the art to those persons who are unaware
of the like avoidance of shadows in European art.

There are none in book-illumination, none in the

painted miniatures from the Eighth to the Fif-

teenth Conturv, and none in glass-painting even

of the richest and most elaborate sort. Modern
mural paintings are often so composed in form
and color as to avoid the appearance of shadow.

Scx^i.PTiRK. Sculpture, in China, is identified

with movable pieces, of decorative effect, more
than with architectural enrichment or with close

representation of nature. Wood-car\'ing and elabo-

rately wrought modeling in clay, which is after-

wards fired, and the surfaces painted arid glazed,

are carried to a refinement unknown in Europe.
The carving of hard stones, like jade and rock

crystal, and soft stones like opaque, veined tale
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and steatite, and of ivory, is an art especially

identified with China. Jade carvings are of great
elaboration, as where a single piece containing

250 cubic inches is wrought into two complete
vases, side by side and separated from one an-

other, except as leaves and twigs, all cut out of

the solid mass, connect them.

The bronze industry is closely connected with
sculpture, for it is the extreme skill of the

motleler which has made the Chinese bronzes

famous. Vases are preser\ed which are undoubt-
edly two thousand years old ; but the production
of large and small pieces has never ceased. A
little figure four inclies high, as of a priest or a
worshiper, will be full of movement and energy,

and of pathetic or humorous expression ; and in

like manner the basin of a fountain six feet

across and halt as deep will be a single casting,

perfectly formed and flawless.

Applied Arts. In China the arts of molding
and baking clay and of adorning the objects so

made by painting is of unknown antiquity, but
pieces exist which can with safety be dated
several hundred years B.C. The famous and
peculiarly Chinese discovery of porcelain (q.v.),

which is nothing more than pottery made
from a peculiar clay and with a peculiar

glaze, although claimed by Chinese authori-

ties for an epoch many hundred years B.C.,

cannot be definitely fixed before a.d. 960, al-

though there is no doubt that it was known be-

fore that time. From that time on till the Four-
teenth Century it is thought that decoration
in color was applied only in the glaze covering
the whole surface or large parts of the surface

;

but, of course, no such assertion can be verified.

During the Ming Dynasty, beginning in 1368, tiie

full glory of Chinese painted decoration on
ceramic ware, and especially on porcelain, was
reached. The method of decoration is briefly

this: upon the partly baked or slightly baked
body of the piece, painting is done in one of

several shades of blue, that being the only
color which will bear the heat of the furnace
to which it is to be exposed. This being fired,

the glaze is applied over the blue painting, and
the piece may then be finished. It is, however,
common to paint the piece again, upon the glaze,

with enamel colors, that is to say, colors which
will fuse at a much lower heat than that of the

original and the later firing already described,

and which, moreover, are more or less translucent
in their nature. Thus a fine Chinese bowl will

have two systems of decoration combined into

one polychromatic design, the blue shows through
the glaze and acts as the outline or skeleton of

the design, and upon this and mingled with it is

an elaborate pattern in red. green, yellow, each
of several tints. This pattern is graded not only
by the difTerence in the color, but also by the
amount of heat to which it has been exposed, and
again, by the greater or less thickness of the coat
or bed of semi-translucent color through which
the bluish white surface of the glaze itself

is seen. To persons who have studied other
ceramic arts of great importance, and especially
the art of Persia, the painted 'overglaze' decora-
tion of even the finest Chinese vases and tiles

seems hard. The outlines are uncompromising;
the flower is raised a little above the smooth sur-

face around it, and its edge leaves no doubt as
to the place of l»eginning of the colored surface
which stands for a petal or leaf. This, in con-

trast with the e.\quisite clouded gradations of the
finest Persian wares, seems cold and formal to
many European students; The coarser potteries
of China are free from this fault, but they have
been little studied in Europe.

It is in enameling upon metal and in te.xtile

fabrics and embroidery that Chinese art as
known to Europeans is most attractive. The
enameling is done as the same work is done in
Europe; the substance, a kind of soft glass, i»
ground fine, mixed with some viscous material,
and applied with the brush to the surface to be
covered. This, put into the enameling furnace,
which is not of very great heat, fuses and then
hardens completely, producing, as the decorative
artist wishes, an opaque or a translucent super-
ficial adornment. The custom in China is to use
what is known as the cloisonne method (see
Enamel), and in carrying out the designs in this
material the Chinese use strong and vivid colors
to an e-xtent much exceeding the practice of the
Japanese or other Eastern nations. In fact, the
Chinese are the greatest masters of chromatic
effect in pure strong color—dark and light blue,
dark and bright red, green of two or three tints,
dark yellow, light yellow, and the golden effect
given by the metallic edge, which may be of brass
or may be gilded—all these go to make up a color
harmony which the workmen of no other nation
succeed in so well as do the Chinese.

Somewhat the same merit is seen in their
textile fabrics, especially in their silk-weaving.
Many processes are used and the weaves are
sometimes extremely elaborate, as in the case
of velvet with pile upon pile (see Velvet), and
in those curious figured and flowered silks in
which there is a decided break or opening between
the threads which form one part of the pattern
and those of another part or of the background.
Embroidery in the hands of the Chinese is as it
were an enlargement of the field of textile fabric,

for it is used continually to help out and make
still more decorative a piece which, as it leave*
the weaver's hands, is already very rich.

During the recent centuries of decay and col-

lapse the arts of China have suffered a great
eclipse, and it has seemed at times as if no more
fine porcelain or enamel was, or would be, pro-
duced. But even in our own time there has been
a marked increase in the number of exports of
such fine wares, and although these are apt to be
copies of ancient work, there is nothing except
European commercial influence to prevent a re-

birth of native art.

BiBMOORAPiiY. The most important work by
a European on the arts of China is Bushell, On-
cntnl Ceramic Art: CnUertion of W. T. Wnlterit
(New York, 1889). an expensive folio which con-
tains many excellent chromo-lithographs. Monk-
house, .1 Hifttorif nnd Description of Chinese
Porcelain (New York, 1901). to which Dr.
Bushell has also contributed, is valuable, both
for its text and its illustrations, although it

lacks unity, .\fter that of Dr. Bushell. the most
imporfiint work on Chines«' pottery and ponvlain
is (irandi<licr, ha ceramique chinoiae (Paris.
1894). (tulland, Chinese Porcelain (Ixindon.
1898). gives interestinu descriptions, hut shows
an inad<'(]uat(> comprehensi(m of the significance
of Chinese art. It is illustrated from photo-
graphs. .More truthful than photographs in some
Mays are the admirable etchinsrs by Jules .Tacque-
mart, in Jacquemart and ].# Blant, Hiatoire de Ut
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porcilainc (Paris, 1802). Pak-ologue, L'art chi-

nois (I'uris, 1888), one of u net of the Jiiblio-

thvijue <lc I'vuscigucmcnt dea beuux-urts, is a con-

venient liundbuok. Tlie special excellence of

Chinese artists, their great ingenuity and taste in

pro<lueing surface tirnaiiieiitation in color, is well

«xeni|)lilieil in Owen .Jones, Exumjiks of ('hittcse

Ornavicnt (London, 1807). William Anderson,

in his ('ataloyuf of Jupuncne and Chinese Paint-

ings in the Itritish Museum (London, 1880). and
in the elalnirately illustrated work The Pictorial

Ari8 of Japan (London, 1880), deals with Chi-

nese pictorial art in color and in monochrome.

Chinese architecture in the strict sense has hard-

ly lHH>n treated by Europeans. There are several

essays scantily illustrated in the Publications of

the Itoi/al Institute of Pritish Architects (Ix)n-

don, 1800-07, 1873-74, and 18»5). The Diction-

ory of Architecture of the Arcliitectural Publica-

tion Society of London, Vol. II. (published about
1805), contains an essay on Chinese architecture

which sunuuarizos the small amount of knowl-

etlge then existing. The separate paragraphs are

signed by dilFerent writers, but the name of the

editor is not given. There is little of more recent

<late. Choisy, in his Histoire de Varchitecture

(Paris, 181)0), has given a short but trustworthy
analysis of Chinese methods of building, and of

the resulting architectural effect. Viollet-le-Duc,

Histoire. de I'habitation humaine (Paris, 1875),
though with a more popular treatment, shows an
almost equal understanding of the earliest con-

struction in bamboos and round timber of small
scantling. Cram, in the Dictionary of Architec-

ture and Buildipg (New York, 1901-02), has
summed up accurately what is really known of

Chinese architecture, and his article on Japan in

the same work continites the subject.

CHINESE EMPIRE (Fr. Chine, Med. Lat.
China, \r. >'///, Pers. Chin, Skt. Cina ; Gk., for

the people, "Ztvai, Sinai, ^ijpes, Hcres, Lat. Seres;
Turk. Khatai, Mongol. Kitat, whence Engl.

Cathay, Russ. Kitai, from the race, generally held

to be Tungusic, of Kitan, or Khitan, who ruled in

the north of China from the Tenth to the Twelfth
Century : the natives call their country Chung-
Kxco. 'Midland,' poetically ChungHira, 'Flower

of the Middle.' or Ta-Tsing-Kuo, 'Realm of the

Great Light,* an appellation applied to the empire
in toto, and one which shows the origin of the

word China). An imperial domain extending over
most of the southeastern third of Asia, and em-
bracing the whole area of continental drainage
into the Pacific south of the Amur River, with
the exception of Indo-China. It has an esti-

mated area of about 4.225.000 square miles, and
an estimated population of 400.000.000 souls. It

is irregularly circular in shape, lying between
latitudes 18° and 54° X. and longitudes 74° and
135° E. : and it includes, besides China proper and
Tibet, Eastern Turkestan, Mongolia, and Man-
churia. These dependencies are described under
their names, and need here only a few words.

Tibet is an elevated, cold, and largely sterile

plateau, surrounded by lofty mountains; and
Eastern Turkestan is an elevated and almost
waterless basin (the Tarim) northwest of

Tibet. Its northern border is the gigantic Tian
Shan range. An area of elevated desert plateaus
(including the Desert of Gobi, or Shamo) north
of Tibet and China proper is known as Mongo-
lia (or .Jungaria at its western end). It is

bounded on the east bv the north and south

Khingan Mountains, between which and the coast
lies Alanchuria. All of these regions are hab-
itable only in limited districts, and support a
scattered native population under the nominal
control of China: while they represent in space
two-thirds of the Chinese Empire, they amount
hardly to a tenth of its population or resources,

the other nine-tenths i>elongiiig to China in the
common and restricted meaning of the term.

China Proper. This is the compact, roughly
quadrangular area forming the southeastern
third of the empire, extending from the coast
(some 2.500 miles in length) westward to the
lofty and crowded mountain ranges that form
the eastern border of the Til)etan Plateau, and
northward to the southern border of Mongolia.
The only artificial boundary is the compara-
tively short one between China and Tongking.
The total area of China proper is estimated at
about 1,500,000 square miles, or about one-third
of that of the whole empire, and within this area
is included all but three or four per cent, of the
total population of the Chinese Empire. The whole
circuit of the land frontier (about 4500 miles)
consists of almost impassable mountains and
desertSjWhich from remote antiquity have effectu-

al Ij' cut off this corner of the world from inter-

change of people, products, and ideas with other
regions and races; from this physical isolation

have arisen most of the peculiarities characteris-
tic of Chinese civilization and manner of thought.
The vast moimtains and plateaus between China
and Tibet cover a wide area, and send many spurs
eastward and southward, especially into north-
central China, where the Kuen-lun is prolonged
eastward in two lines, which diminish to hills

toward the coast, but rise again in the Shan-
tung Peninsula. Similarly, the Himalayas are
continued across the southern part of China in

reduced and broken lines of elevation, and this
prolongation then sweeps northward in the promi-
nent range which reaches from Canton to Ning-
po, outside of which is the coast region of Fu-
kien. Southwestward of all lie the heights that
form the northern backbone of Indo-China.

These primary east-and-wcst lines of moun-
tains divide China into three great valleys. The
southernmost, south of the Himalayan exten-
sions, is that of the Si-kiang, which drains the
two Kwang provinces into the sea at ilacao.
North of its watershed between the Himalayan
extensions and the central Kuen-lun extensions
lies the valley of the Yang-tse-kiang, wliich is the
most densely populated, highly cultivated, and im-
portant part of the whole empire. This mighty
river, exceeding .3000 miles in length, originates
in central Tibet, and flows througli hundreds of

miles of self-eroded mountain valley, leading first

eastward, then southward to northern Yunnan,
then northeastward through the canons of the
Province of Sze-chuen. until it finally reaches the
plains and traverses them to the Yellow Sea. It

has many names, but all recognize it as Ta-kiang—'great river.' As far up as Hankow-Wuchang
(.500 miles) it may be navigated by ocean steam-
ers; still farther. 303 miles up to I-chang, by
smaller vessels. There the gorges begin, and fur-

ther navigation is by handboats, which often
must be hauled along the bank. Like all snow-
fed rivers, the Yang-tse-kiang is subject to sudden
floods, which often amount to 50 feet as far
down as Hankow; a resultant compensation, how-
ever, is the constant renewal of fertility to the
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flooded lands, which enables them to be incessantly

cultivatetl by a dense population. The largest

lowland tributary of the Yang-tse-kiang is the

Han, which drains the interior valley of the

double Kuen-lun extension.

North of the waterslied of the Yang-tse-kiang,

occupying the northern quarter or third of all

China, is the vast basin of the Ho-ang-ho, a river

hardly inferior to the Yang-tse-kiang in size or

economic importance. It also forces its way out
from its lofty Tibetan birthplace through hun-

dreds of miles of mountain gorges, makes a long

detour to the north, then flows for a great dis-

tance due south, after which it turns abruptly to

the east, and finally flows due northeast to the

Gulf of Pe-chi-li. Down this vast stream come
floods from the melting of snows or from sudden
storms in the mountains along its upper course;

and frequently so overwhelming are the resultant

inundations, in spite of mar\elous works for the

restraint of the waters, that thousands of lives

are lost, and sometimes widespread famine fol-

lows the desolation of the land.

While mountains and hills fill the western
two-thirds of China, and cultivation is possible

only in more or less spacious valleys, the eastern
third of the coimtry. except near the south coast,

is mostly level plain, divided into the two vast
lower basins of the Yang-tse-kiang and Ho-ang-ho,
plus those of some lesser sea-flowing rivers. This
plain reaches inward for 500 miles on the Y'ang-

tse-kiang and 600 on the Ho-ang-ho, and is so low
that these rivers, as far up as Hankow or Si-

ngan-fu. are only about 150 feet above the sea.

Hence their current becomes very slow, a freshet

overspreads broad areas, the silt brought down is

rapidly and evenly deposited, and the rivers have
in times past extended over their respective

plains and formed vast deltas. The Ho-ang-ho
has repeatedly shifted its main mouth from north
to south of the Shan-tung Peninsula and back
again. In addition to this alluvial deposition,

vast quantities of wind-blown dust from the
deserts and mountain-sides of Tibet and Mon-
golia have for ages been falling upon the ever-

growing coast plains, constituting what is known
as the 'loess.' (See paragraph on Oeology.) Sub-
ordinate drainage basins of less extent are
those of the Pei-ho, in Pe-chi-li; the Hwai-ho,
in Ho-nan, consumed in irrigation works; and
the small coast streams cut off from the Yang-
tse-kiang basin by the coast range that runs
from Hong Kong to Xing-po. The coast is broken
with many bays and gulfs, and a number of fair-

ly good harbors. On the north is the Gulf of

Pe-chi-li, with its arm, I-ao-tung Gulf. South
of the mountainous Shantung Peninsula is the
Yellow Sea, and in the south coast is the Gulf
of Tongking. Of islamis, the largest is Hainan,
off the southern coast.

The lakes of China are almost all near the
mouth of the Yang-tse-kiang. the largest hav-
ing a circumference of about 220 miles, and
named T>ing-ting-hu. so calle^l because it was con-
sidered the cradle of the aboriginal kings. Po-
yang-hu, 00 miles long, has its outlet in the
Yang-tse-kiang, and is famous for its beautiful
scen«ry and its picturesque islands. In this

lake there are, in addition to those islands

formed by nature, artificial floating islands on
which farmers build habitations ancl raise crops,

cattle, and fowls. The lakes of Kiang-su are
important as reservoirs for the Grand Canal.

The Grand Canal, running from Yang-chow to
Tien-tsin, but practically serviceable through its

feeders from Nanking to Peking, was formerly
the route of the great fleet of vessels bearing the
tribute of rice to the capital. Artificial rivers
and canals greatly aid navigation in China.
The Cheat \Vall. The Chinese rarely use stone

for architectural purposes, except in commemora-
tive arches and bridges, and chiefiy for trim-
ming or paving; they are much given to the use
of brick. The great wall is surfaced with brick.
This wall, one of the most stupendous works
ever conceived and executed by man, was pri-

marily erected toward the close of the Third Cen-
tury B.C., in sign of the destruction of the
feudal system in China, and of the unification
of the many provinces into an empire by the
first She-Hwaug-Ti, or universal emperor, one of

the Tsin djTiasty. It has been preserved and ex-

tended through many reigns with the futile idea
of keeping back the Tartars. About the year
1547, under the Ming Dynasty, its length was in-

creased by about 300 miles. At the present time
it is, along large parts of its course, little more
than a mass of debris. It is 25 feet thick at the
base and 15 feet at the top, with towers at inter-

vals of about 100 yards. It is about 1250 miles
long, stretching over high hills and very deep val-

leys and across rivers. FJeginning at the western
frontier of Kiang-si, it follows the general east-

ward trend of the mountains, making great
bends north and south. In Shan-si it has a long
loop embracing over half the province, and
forming double walls many miles apart. It

reaches the sea at Shan-hai-kwan.

CuMATE. China lies mainly in the north tem-
perate zone, the extreme southern portion only be-

ing within the tropics. Lying on the eastern side

of the continent, with most of its area within
the region of the prevailing westerly winds, it

has a continental climate, with considerable
range of temperature throughout the year, ex-

cept upon the immediate seacoast. The mean
annual temperature at Peking, in the north, is

51°, at Canton, in the south, 69°. At Peking
the monthly range of temperature is from 79°

in July to 23° in Januarj', while at Canton the
corresponding figures are 82° and 55°. The
temperatures at Canton are greatly modified by
the monsoon winds, to which the southern coast
is exposed. Inland the range of temperature is

nnich greater.

The rainfall is greatest on the south coast,

where it often exceeds 100 inches annually, and
diminishes northward. .At Hong Kong it is 90
inches, at Peking 24 inches. It is greatest on
the coast, and diminishes inland over the inhab-
ited areas, though it is in most parts of China,
and in most years, sufficient for the needs
of agriculture; still, disastrous Ux-al droughts
have oc<'urred, and, owing to lack of means of

comnumication. have caused serious famines.
Most of the rain falls in the summer months,
being brought by the southwest monsoons.

Fi/)RA. Tea, rice, and bamboo are the 'three

most valuable vegetable product.s—the first for

drinking fnot xisually taken at meals), the sec-

ond for food, and the third for the cqjistniction

of habitations and implements. The vast area

and climatic conditions of China allow a won-
derful variety lx)th of natural pro<lucts and of

pro«lucts grown by man. Besides the timber
(forests, which are richest in the mountainous
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rcpions—most of tlu- po|)ulous regions of China
pro|K>r iK'ing eoiiiparativcly trt'eless, except

where there are fruit orchards—there are the

tallow, varnish, and camphor tn-es, the pine and
hanyan, the cypress and mulberry. The mul-
berry is cultivated by the millions, but rather

na a* bush, and almost wholly for its leaf, which
is tlie food of silkworms. In the south the

coeoanut and other kinds of palm, with the sub-

tropical fruits and nuts, are numerous. Among
the fruits, those of the Occidental genera prevail

in the north, such as apples, grapes, peaches,

many excellent varieties having been introduced

from America. In the south the oranges, pine-

apples, mangoes, li-chi, bananas, and many fruits

of native growth without European common
names, enable most of the inhabitants to enjoy

fruit throughout the year. The bamboo, of

which over sixty varieties have l>een described,

is of all sizes, furnishing not only its young
sprouts as food, but serving numberless pur-

jKjses. What iron is to the American, bamboo
is to the Chinese. It is used in the building

trades, in the decorative arts, and in the manu-
facture of furniture and utensils, and especially

of paper. It plays an important part in phar-

macy. It furnishes themes for Chinese poets.

"Order is maintained throughout the whole em-
jiire by it, and a sprig of it is borne in the van
of the funeral procession." Many plants now
common in the West, such as camelias, azaleas,

and gardenias, are natives of China.

Fauna. The vast tracts of sparsely inhabit-

ed country, and the wide variations of ele-

vation and climate, cause considerable dif-

ferentiation in the fauna. Tigers, panthers,
leopards, wildcats, civet-cats, tree-civets and mar-
tens, black and brown bears, twenty species

of bats, several varieties of monkeys, wolves,

foxes, antelopes, deer of eleven kinds, including

threi^ of the musk-deer, and, in Yunnan Province,

the elephant, rhinoceros, and tapir, are .some

of the wild animals. The water-buffalo, cattle

and horses, sheep and goats, mules and donkeys,
pigs of various varieties, weasels, otters, badgers,

stoats, sea-otters, moles, muskrats, hedgehogs,
hares and rabbits, a dozen kinds of squirrels, and
twenty-five species of rats and mice are known.
The lists of Swinhoe and David contain two hun-
dred species of mammalia. Sea-food is so abun-
dant that in Macao one may have a different

kind of fish for breakfast every morning in the

year, it is said. Porpoises, finwhales, eels, sharks,

and sturgeons are numerous off the coasts;

and alligators, snakes, frogs, and tortoises

aboimd. Of birds, over seven hundred species

have already been described. The entomology
has been very litle studied. Locusts in swarms
often do great damage, and scorpions, the mantis
or 'praying beetle.' centipedes, fireflies, and
beetles are found ever^'where.

Geoix)gy and ^fiXERAT, Resource.s. Our
knowledge of the geological conformation of

China is limited to the incomplete records of
von Richthofen and a few other scientists who
have penetrated into the interior, and to the
reports of mining engineers on portions of Man-
churia and China proper. It is known, however,
that most of China is floored by geological for-

mations of Mesozoic or older times, the only
areas presenting earlier formations being the
great plain of the lower Ho-ang-ho, and the

smaller plain of the Yang-tse-kiang, which are

covered by Quaternary deposits. Tlic mountain
ranges are composed of Arcluvan rocks, granites,
gnei.sses, and sciiist or Paleozoic rocks, and the
\alleys of Paleozoic or Mesozoic beds. Perhaps
the most remarkable and characteristic forma-
tion is the friable brownish-yellow earth called
'loess,' which forms a nuintle several hundred
feet thick spreading over the highest hills and
deepest valleys, and by its bold scul|)luring into'
terraced and steppe-like prominences, making a
l)icturesque landscape. The loess formation is

l)articularly prominent in the provinces of Shen-
si, Shan-si, llo-nan, and Shantung, along the
Ho-ang-ho Valley, where it occupies an area of
many thousand square miles. The soil in these
regions is exceedingly fertile; but, owing to its

porous, absorbent cluiracter, a large rainfall is re-

<juired to make it productive. Vast amounts of
the loess are washed annually into the Ho-ang-ho
and borne seaward by that river.

The most valuable of China's mineral re-

sources are the deposits of coal, which are said
to extend over more than 400,000 square miles,
and to exceed those of any other country in
the world. Coal is known to exist in every
one of the eighteen provinces, but at present is

mined in only a few localities. Among these
are Kai-ping. in Pe-chi-li, Fang-shan (anthra-
cite), Po-sluin, in Siian-tung. Chang-kin, I-chow,
I-sien, and Kan-su. Beds of anthracite are known
to exist in eastern Shan-si, and of bituminous coal
in the western part of the same province, each
field being estimated to have an area of 1.3..500

square miles. Of metals China has been pro-
ductive since remote antiqtiity. Gold is still

washed from the .sands of the Amur River in
Manchuria, and along the upper course of the
Yang-tse-kiang, and auriferous (jiiartz veins are
worked in the mountains of Pe-chi-li and Shan-
tung. Alining as conducted by the natives, how-
ever, is exceedingly crude and on a limited .scale.

The workings are abandoned upon reaching wa-
ter-level, and consequently the best mines liave

long been idle. The present annual output of gold
probably does not exceed $3..500.000. Silver-lead
ores are produced in Pe-chi-li and Yunnan, the
values in silver sometimes l>eing as high as 500
ounces per ton. Copper-mines, of which some
are under Government control, were exploited
long before the Christian era, the metal being
particularly prized for coinage purposes. There
are rich deposits in Yunnan and Hunan-. Iron
ore is fovmd in Shan-si, in juxtaposition with
coal. Tin and quicksilver ores are known to
occur in extensive deposits, but they are wrought
in small quantities and by crude methods. The
salt-works of Sze-chuen present an exami)Ie of a
Chinese industry attaining a development com-
parable to that of the more progressive nations.
Artesian wells are driven to depths of 1500 feet

or more, to reach the brine, which is pumped
through bamboo tubing and evaporated over fur-

naces, natural gas being used for fuel. From
these works the salt is transported down the
Y'ang-tse-kiang and marketed in distant parts of
the empire. Within recent years foreign capi-

talists have endeavored to develop the mining in-

dustry of China, and some valuable concessions

have been secured. Under these governmental
grants active operations were begun in the min-
ing districts of the northern provinces, but, un-

fortunately, the political troubles prevented a suc-

cessful issue. It is certain that the industry will
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undergo raj)itl development as soon as a more
stable condition of allairs is assured.

AoBiCfLTURE. China is essentially an agri-

cultural country, the bulk of the people being

tillers of the soil. Agriculture is held in the

highest honor, tlie farmer ranking, in theory

at least, next to the scholar, and before the

merchant and artisan, in the four classifications

of the ])eople. With solemn ceremonies the Em-
peror, in the Temple of Agriculture in Peking,

annually inaugurates the farming season at the

s])ring eijuinox. China has a more equal distri-

bution of land tiian any European or American
nation, estates of a few tliousand acres being
rather rare, and a plot of 10 acjes being con-

sidered a good-sized farm. Nominally the land
belongs to the Emperor, and as a matter of

actual practice a man's title to his land ceases

as soon as he fails to cultivate it. Owing to

the great congestion of population, extremely
small subdivisions of acreage is the rule. How-
ever, as it results in a highly intensive method
of cultivation, it is by no means an unmixed
evil, for the land is cultivated with a care and
an intelligence unrivaled in the world. The sys-

tem of rotation of crops has been adopted since

time immemorial, and such a high appreciation
is shown of the value of fertilizers that no part
of the animal and vegetable refuse is wasted.
Not satisfied with cultivating every inch of fer-

tile land, the Chinaman proceeds with wonderful
patience and endurance to create artificial fields

wherever he can find place for a layer of soil.

Thus, it is a matter of common occurrence to

meet in Chinese waters floating fields consisting

of large rafts covered with earth. Another apd
more important extension of arable land is by
means of the .so-called terrace fields, which are
formed by covering the mountain slopes with
fertile soil. Even the shifting sand-fields are

gradually converted into rich ground. The im-
plements of the Chinese are crude and clumsy
in construction. Irrigation is as highly de-

veloped as fertilization, and the whole country
is covered with a network of canals and ditciies

—even the terrace fields on tlie mountain slopes

are provided with nn abundant supply of water.
The chief agricultural products of China are

grain, cotton, and tea. Of grain, rice is the
most important staple, and is raised largely in

the middle and southern parts. In the north,
wheat, corn, buckwheat, oats, and a little rice

are produced. Tea is grown mostly in the south,
although its cultivation is carried as far north
as latitude 31° N. It is planted, as a rule,

on mountain-sides sloping to the south, and in

soil composed mainly of loam. The tea-bushes
yield three crops a year—April, July, and Au-
gust. (For further details, see article on Tea.)
Cotton is raised as far north as ttie Province of
Shan-si, but only in the low valleys here. The
provinces in which it is ronfiderably grown are
Shen-si, Kiang-su, Ngan-hwei, Che-kiang, Hu-peh,
Kiang-si, Mu-nan. and Kwang-si. Tobacco is cul-

tivated throughout China, and the opium-smok-
ing habit is responsible for an ev+onsive cultiva-

tion of the poppy. Cane-sugar is succvssfiilly

produced in four southern provinces—Che-kiang,
Fu-kien, Kiang-si, and Kwang-tung; indigo in

Che-kiang an<l Kiang-si ; and hemp in two middle
provinces—Hunan and Shen-si. The silkworm
culture centres in the Province of Kiang-su. The
vegetables include carrots, peas, cai)bage, pepper,

garlic, and beans. Stock-breeding claims little at-

tention. Milk, butter, and cheese are practically

unknown, and eggs, fish, and game are consid-

ered more important than the flesh of domestic
animals.

Manufacti'BES. The Western world is under
a great debt to China for many inventions which
have been brought to Europe and there improved.
For many centuries the Chinese alone had silk,

paper, jade, porcelain, clocks, the art of print-

ing, the magnetic needle, and gunpowder. They
excel in whatever requires patience and routine
skill ; but since they regard originality as in

bad taste, if not morally wrong, they make
little mechanical progress. The favorite ma-
terials of their workmen are silk, cotton, linen,

bamboo, clay, and wood. Printing by means of

movable types was known in Cliina from an
early age, and many books thus made and still

extant are older than the time of Gutenberg and
Koster. However, the invention so strikingly

useful in a system having but 26 phonetic let-

ters, is of far less value when tens of thousands
of characters are used. The making of porcelain

goes back to very ancient times, Cliinese scent-

bottles with inscriptions having been found in

Egyptian tombs as early as B.C. 1700. Their
weaving, embroidery, engraving on wood, stone,

and metal, fine gold and silver work, ivory-carv-

ing, lacquer-ware, and bronze-casting are worthy
of high admiration. In recent years foreign

methods and machinery have been introduced,

but tile results thus far seem to demonstrate that
the Chinese, at least in the beginning of their

newer industrial development, will need foreign

guidance. Bricks, cotton goods, matches, powder,
rifles, cannon, nmnitions of war, steel and iron,

have thus far, however, been manufactured with
success.

Transportation and Communication. There
are many roads throughout the well-settled parts
of China, but they are in bad repair, and are al-

most impassable for wheeled vehicles. As has
been seen above, the navigable rivers furnish

many avenues of commerce, and these, with the

numerous canals, carry a vast volume of trade.

The railway question may be said to be the
pivotal matter of Chinese economic and political

life to-day. The immense extent of territory

and the wretched condition of Chinese high-

roads combine to hinder commercial intercourse

between the various parts of the country; in-

deed, to thwart all ecimomic development. At
the same time the backward state of the Chinese
people in all matters requiring advanced indus-

trial equipment, and a genius for and experience
in financial organization and ability to handle
undertakings on so large a scale as a national

railway requires, throws the initiative on the
foreign nations who are eagerly seeking Chinese
trade. Hence, this subject of railroads has l)e-

<'ome in China a politico-diplomatic matter,
each of the great Powers endeavorinu to secure
concessions for what are expected to l)e the most
profitable roads, as well as for such as may have
an important strateijic value should a partition

of China or a <'onllict of foreign powers in her
territory evenfnally take place. Railway build-

ing in China is in its infancy; but fhe lines of

what will iMM'onie main trunk roads have not
only been mapi)od out. but actually surveyed,

and all preliminary steps, such as securing Gov-
ernnient concessions and financial backing, have
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b«>n Uiken. Knowing? alrciuly the roHources and
rulative economic importance of the variuUH wc-
tionH of China, we may analyze the constructed

and projected railways as controlled and planned
by the various foreijjn nations. Thus far the

total mileage of completed railways in China,
with the exception of the Itussian line to Port
Arthur, does not excwd 1000 miles.

( 1 ) The liuHsian tiplwrc of Influence.—In the

extnnne' nortlieastern s<>ction of the empire
(Manchuria) Russia has laid her line from Port

-\rth»ir. at the southern end of the Liao-tung
Peninsula, running north through Mukden and
farther on tiirough Kirin and IVnlune (Petuna)—
a line of nearly 1000 miles, (inally connecting with

the Trans-Siberian Kiiilway. A branch road con-

nects this feeder of the trans-Siberian road with
tne rich port of Xiu-chwang, near the eastern

coast of the Liao-tung (Julf. This road, though of

immense value to Chinese trade, especially the tea

trade, is entirely in Russian hands, and is less

subject to Chinese control than any other rail-

road in the country, although by a clause of

doubtful value it is supposed to revert to the

Chinese Government in eighty years. The road
is not only of supreme strategic importance to

Russia, but promises to l)e<'omc quite lucrative

as well. Within the two years of 1890-98 its

freight traflTic more than trebled, increasing from
192,000 tons to fl 16.000, and the number of pas-

sengers increased almost fourfold—from 244,000
to 948,000. A concession for building a railway
from Cheng-ting, in Pe-chi-li, to Tai-yuan, in

Shan-si, with an eventual extension to Si-ngan-fu,

the capital of Shcn-si, has been secured by the
Russo-Chinesc Bank, and the work of construc-
tion delegated by the latter to a French syndi-
cate. Si-ngan-fu is the terminal point of the cara-

van route, and Russia thereby secures for its

railways the entire tea trade, as well as the still

more important mineral and agricultural trade
which is bound to spring up in that region as
soon as the road is completed. Thus Russia
has cut into the heart of the mining region of
China, on which the English thought they had
secured a firm hold through their mining con-
cessions. Russia has, moreover, secured the
privilege of connecting the port of Niu-chwang
with Peking, should such a road be decided upon
by the Chinese Government. In that case the
Russian Government would be in a position, in
the event of war. to pour its troops into the very
capital of the Chinese Empire. But all of these
lines are comparatively insignificant, or may be
called mere feeders, compared with the great
concession wrimg by Russia from the Chinese in
the teeth of the fiercest opposition on the part
of Great Britain and Germany—viz. the great
projected Chinese trunk line which is to traverse
the entire length of China all the way from
Peking in the north to Canton in the' south.
The road, when completed, is destined to bring
into closest touch two interests which have
hitherto stood far apart—namely, the Russian
and American. The Peking-Canton railroad nat-
urally falls apart into two distinct and almost
equal divisions (north and south) of the Yang-
tse-kiang. The northern section is to nm from
Peking to Hankow on the Yang-tse-kiang, a rich
river port accessible to large ocean-going vessels,
and, with the two neighboring towns of Han-
yang and Wu-chang, having a population of about
1,500,000. This section was originally granted

to a Chinese railway syndicate, wliich, owing to

general incapacity and lack of native financial

support, was constrained to seek foreign aid. A
Belgian syndicate then secured the concession
through tlie connivance of the French and Rus-
sian ministers and the Russo-Chinese Bank. This
dispositiim of the ccmcession was little relished

by the English, first, i)wause the railway will

serve to connect the Russian and tlic French
spheres of inlluence in the northeast and south-
west respect ivcdy, and, second, Iwcause through its

entire length of about 850 miles it will tap some
of the richest of China's provinces, furnishing an
outlet for the agricultural and mineral pnMlucts
which tlie English themselves largely control.

(2) The American Concession.—The concession
for the southern section of the great trunk line

connecting Hankow witli Canton has been grant-
ed to an American syndicate known as the Ameri-
can China Development Company. The length
of that line measures about a thousand miles,
and though the territory through which it passes
is not so rich as along the northern section, its

two populous termini alone—viz. Hankow and
Wuchang on the one hand, with large iron and
steel plants and other important manufactures,
and Canton and Hong Kong on the other, with
about an equal population, and constituting the
most important and richest ports of China

—

insure a lucrative traflic. Moreover, a great part
of the traffic of the northern section will require
the Hankow-Canton line as an outlet for its

southern points of destination, unless it takes the
roundabout route of the Yang-tse-kiang and the
Pacific Ocean.

. (3) The British Sphere of Influence.—The
Peking-Tien-tsin-Taku Railway, in the Province
of Pe-chi-li, grew out of a little local railway
built with the aid of British cajjilal by Li Hung
Chang from Tien-tsin to his mines. It was ex-
tended northwest to Peking, and northeast,
through a rich coal district, to the port of Shan-
liai-kwan, on the Manchurian border. Thence
the road was extended along the Manchurian
coast for 11.3 miles to Kin-chow, at the head of
the Liao-tung Gulf. Another projected extension
of 10(3 miles from Kin-chow to Sin-min-thun,
only 40 miles distant from Mukden, will bring
the road in contact with the Russian railway, re-

quiring only a branch of that length to effect an
actual junction. This extension of British lines
in the semi-Russian territorj' of Manchuria is

an offset to the Russian encroachments in the
region of English mining concessions in the
provinces of Shan-si and Shen-si mentioned
above; and, owing to the great rivalry and jeal-

ousy between the two nations, cannot but serve
as an additional element of friction. Indeed,
some irritation occurred in 1899, and, in spite of
an agreement reached between the two Govern-
ments, led to a new conflict during the Boxer
troubles, when the road was seized by the Rus-
sians, by whom it was restored to the British

only in February, 1000. The road described is

managed and run almost exclusively by means of

Chinese employr's, and is extremely profitable.

A more important and less disputed English con-

cession is the road from Tien-tsin to Chin
Kiang, below Nanking on the Yang-tse-kiang. It

runs parallel to the ancient Imperial canal, which

has fallen into disuse, as has everything else de-

pending on Chinese officials for maintenance.
This line will pass through a number of large
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fities in the rich eastorn c<ja»t region, and will be

prolonged as far as Ning-po, in order to take in

the rich ports of Nanking, Shanghai, and Hang-
cliow. As it will thus connect the capital of the

empire with the south, it may, in conjunction

with the Ho-ang-ho and Yang-tse-kiang, serve to

compete with i\w other tnmk line—the Russian-

American Peking-Canton road mentioned abdve
—for all purposes of foreign and coast trade.

Like that other trunk road, the construction

and exploitation of this railway is to l>e divided

territorially between two nations—Germany and
England—the northern section (passing through
Shan-tung, which contains the Kiao-chau dis-

trict) naturally falling to the Germans, and
the southern to the English. As a compen-
sation for the Russian Peking - Hankow con-

cession, the English have been granted a con-

cession for the construction of lines in the min-
ing regions of Shan-si and Ho-nan. They will

of course utilize this concession in connection
with the extensive mining operations which they
carry on in those provinces. These roads, how-
ever, will have to use the Russian-American
trunk line as an outlet, except in so far as they
shall be able to use the Ho-ang-ho and Yang-tse-
kiang. A more far-reaching English project is

the construction of a railway in southwestern
China to connect the Yang-tse-kiang with the
Indo-Burmese line. This line, if built, would
practically bring about direct railway communi-
cation between China and India, and would afford

travelers an all-rail route through China from
Siberia to India. While not of great commercial
importance, it would be extremely valuable to the
British, for military reasons, to offset the French
lines in that section of the territory, which,
through the great Peking-Canton line, will be in

easy communication with the Russians in the
north.

(4) The French Sphere of Influence.—^The

chief railway interests of the French centre in

the extreme south of China, directly west and
southwest of Canton. There are to be lines from
Hanoi, in Tongking, to Yun-nan, in the province
of that name, and to Xan-ning, in Kwang-si, the
latter point to be further connected with the
Chinese treaty port of Pakhoi. These roads will

be built chiefly at the expense of the French
Government, which is interested in them for

their military' importance. In addition to these,

French capital is invested in a number of the
Russian lines, as indicated above.

(5) German Concessions.—In addition to the
Tien-tsin-Ching-kiang line, in which, as already
stated, the Germans are interested together with
the English, the Germans have secured exclu-

sive concessions in the entire Province of Shan-
tung, where they are building a triangular

line to connect Kiao-chau with Tsi-nan, on the

Ho-ang-ho, in such manner as to inclose all

the valuable mining region of Shan-tung. This
line is intended to serve at the same time as an
outlet for the mineral products of Shan-si and
Ho-nan, and may be extended later so as to take
in the entire region along the Ho-ang-ho, in

which case the German sphere will serve as a
'buffer State' between the Russian and British

territories.

In nearly all of these foreign concessions the
Chinese Government not only reser>'es for itself

the ultimate reversion of the railway lines and
their equipment without any compensation, but_

also the lion's share of the profits. To reduce
the opportunities for foreign interference to a
minimum, provision is made for Chinese control
in all cases. The foreign syndicate obtaining a
concession is permitted only to construct and
operate the road. The land on which the road
is built, or has to be built, is purchased by a
syndicate of Chinese subjects in whose hands is

also vested the financial control of the road.
Provision is made even for the ultimate native
control of the operation of the road, as well, by
requiring every foreign syndicate to maintain
a school for the instruction of young Chinese in

the .sciences and arts pertaining to the business
(railroad or mining as the case may be). The
foreign sjTidicate receives 5 per cent, on the
capital invested and one-fifth of the net profits,

the remaining four-fifths being equally divided be-

tween the native sj-ndicate and the Chinese Gov-
ernment. Thus the Government secures 40 per
cent, of the net profits and the final reversion of

the road, in addition to the privilege of trans-
porting troops and ammunition at half rates.

The telegraph has been extended somewhat
rapidly, the mileage of wire being 14,000 miles,

with 250 offices, the lines constructed and oper-

ated mainly by the Chinese Gfovernment. The
postal service, initiated by the Government in

1897, is operated by carts and runners. In 1902
there were more than 400 miles of railway in

operation in China proper.
Commerce. The commercial relations of China

with foreign countries are a matter of recent his-

tory. Although the Portuguese established a
trading port in China as early as 1522, and trade
was thenceforth carried on almost without inter-

ruption by them and the Dutch, the English, and
the Americans, these secular relations lacked
stability and safety, owing to the refusal of the
Chinese Government to grant suitable protection,

and to its avowed hostility to foreigners. Only
since 1842. the year of the conclusion of the

Treaty of Nanking, which followed the so-called

Opium War with England, has commerce enjoyed
the official sanction of the Chinese Government in

specially designated ports. The number of these

ports steadily increased as one or another Euro-
pean power succeeded in wringing concessions

from China. As a rule such concessions have
followed in the wake of active hostilities, and un-

doubtedly the troubles in China engendered by
the Boxer uprising in 1900 are certain likewise

to lead to an unprecedented expansion of Chinese
commerce. Previous to the conclusion of the last

international agreement the following ports were
open to foreign commerce:

NIn-ohvang.
TIen-twIn
Chl-fu
Kino-chan...
rhuTiK-klng.
J-<-hanK
Sha-Khl
Ycx'how

,

Hankow
Klii-kiang...,

Wn-hii ,

Nanking
chliiKklang..
ShniiKhnl
.Sii-chow

,

Nlug-po

Oroaa value of the trade

Inl8M
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HauK-chow.
WeiK'how...,
8an-tu-ao...
Fu-cbuw
Amoy ...,

Mwatow
Wu-chow
Mau-«taul
Canton
Kow-lun
Lappa
Kiuug-chow.
Pakhoi
Luug-chow..
Meug-tHM....
Hae-utBO

UroM valu« of th« trade
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tlie expense of the foreign shipping, as shown by
the following table of vessels entered and cleared,

1894-1899:
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various Chiiu-sf distrii-ls loss than provinces may
be likenoil to tlu> capilKl, i-allicdral town, StaU;
capital, iiiuiiiL-ipality of tiie lirst rank, niunic-ipul-

ity of the Ht'cond rank, al»bi-y tuwn, and borough
of Euroiw, ditlering greatly in territory and popu-
lation, however, and al-so in relative historical or
I'uniinerciul iniportanre. liut, on the whole, China
is an empire of villager, three-fourths of the
jH'ople dwelling in these. Relatively to the whole
population, there are fewer large cities in China
than in Western lands.

The various grades of officers are distinguished
by the color and material of the tiny knob sur-

mounting the eap. The only permanent nobility

consists of the descendants of Confucius. In
the imperial or Manchu class there are nine
orders of noliility, but with every generation the
holder of title declines in dignity until he reaches
the common people. There are also five ancient
orders open to the civil and military servants
of the State. The existing Chinese system of

conferring patents of nobility and honorary titles

has descended from the feudal States of the Sixth
Century B.C.

The government of China, then, is a harmoni-
ous blending of local liberty with centralized
authority. The general maxim of politics is to
rule the nation by moral agency rather than by
physical force, relying on education more than
on arms, keeping the line of promotion open to

the wisest and ablest men, who may come from
any social level or position in life. Thus China
ia a great democracy, and the Chinese in a way
one of the freest people in Asia. Even an aborig-

inal savage n'ay become a Viceroy. Though in

theory the Emperor is the Son of Heaven, if he
docs not reign wisely, or is wicked, or indolent,

the people may depose him. and if their rebellion

succeeds it is because Heaven has willed it so.

Chinese law is the growth of many centuries,
and is based on immemorial custon*. Though
voluminous and complex, it is regulated by the
fundamental principle of parental authority,
which has been the great conserving force and
unifying power throughout the ages. Tradition-
ally referred in their origin to the .sovereigns

Yao and Shun (n.c. 2357-2208), the laws have
been repromulgated in modified forms with every
change of dynasty, until, with all their faults,

they are admirably adapted to the requirements
of China's teeming population of peace-loving
subjects. The laws are divided into lut and lai,

that is, fundamental and supplemental, the
former permanent, the latter liable to revision

every few years. They may be classified as gen-
eral, civil, fiseal, military, criminal, and those
relating to public works. The criminal code is

remarkable for the conciseness and simplicity of

its language, yet the actual punishment inflicted

depends very much upon the judge. Torture is

used to extract testimony. Theoretically no one
is condemned until he has confessed his crime,
though often, doubtless, the innocent will confess
to any charge to escape torture and die quickly;
for as a rule the Chinese prefer death to long
confinement, and capital punishment follows
quickly after sentence. The punishments in-

flicted are flogging with the bamboo, banishment,
and death by strangling or decapitation. Man-
acles of wood, iron fetters, the cangue or portable
pillory, and not a few other instruments of tor-
ture are in use. T^awyers, in the Western sense of
the term, are unknown, and those aiding prison-

ers form a disreputal>le class not allowed in
court. Oaths are taken on a cock's head chopped
from its body. In theory the accuse<l is already
guilty, and a Chines<' judge, like the French, acts
as prosecutor as well as arbiter. In spite of the
prevalence of •)ril)<?ry, judges are apt to give com-
mon-sense decisions.

Akmy and Navy. No one knows the real
strength of the Chinese army, not even the Chi-
nese Government itself, for there is no such thing
as a national army. The Manchu and Chinese
soldiers are in difFerent divisions, the former sup-
posed to number 170,000, quartered in most of

the large cities under command of Manchu gen-
erals, each soldier receiving his rice and three
taels a month. The provincial armies, with the
exception of the Manchu garrisons, are main-
tained at the expense of the Viceroys. Oflicial

figures are utterly deceptive, for the commanding
officers receive only nominal salaries and 'save

the face' of things at an inspection, by hiring
men temporarily. Officially there are the army
under the Eight Banners and the Ying Ping or
national anny, which on paper numl)ers over a
million men. One may divide the available forces

into the active army, including the army of Man-
churia, the army of the centre, the army of

Turkestan, and, as a reserve force, the territorial

army, which is supposed to number in war 600,-

000 men. W'hile modern rifles and cannon have
been made in China, or imported in great abun-
dance, the bow and arrow are still in use. Lord
Beresford, in 1898, inspected fourteen different

'armies,' and counted as many different kinds of

rifles, flnding only one army complete in detail

iiccording to Western ideas, most of the others
being in the rudimentary .stages of organization
and without transport or medical service. Yet
all testimony seems to show that the Chinese
need but good training, equipment, and leader-

hhip to make excellent soldiers or sailors.

The Chinese navy is divided into two squad-
rons, the Pei-yang and the Nan-Yang, or North
and South. The former consists of three cruisers

of 3400 tons, German built, and two torpedo
boats; the other vessels, cruisers and torpedo
destroyers, ordered in Europe being unpaid for.

The southern squadron consists of six cruisers of

3500 tons, one cruiser of smaller tonnage, four
old-fashioned gunboats of 400 tons, and four
torpedo-boats, all built in Europe.

At least forty forts and batteries, some of them
immensely powerful, have been built and armed
with modern high-power guns from Europe, and
the artillerists are men of fine physical appear-

ance. There are also seA'pn arsenals in the em-
pire, at Tientsin, Shanghai, Nanking, Hang-kow,
Fu-chow, Canton, and Cheng-tu, the one at Shang-
hai, where there is also a naval school, being
finely equipped.
Population. Beyond rough estimates made

for purposes of taxation and tributes, no official

census of China has yet been taken, and anything
like .nn official enumeration of the empire is un-

known. Considerations of revenue make the

counting rather of the nature of an assessment,

for young children and aged men were not in-

cluded. War, rebellion, famine, and flood have
produced great fluctuations in the population.

The Tai-ping Rebellion reduced the registration

by two-fifths. It may be stated that 400.000,000

in nnmd numbers approximates the truth, al-

though some authorities are not willing to con-
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cede so large a ligiire. It is i*ertain that while

the fertile plain region is over-populated, two-

thirds of the empire, and even of China proper,

could maintain a much greater population. In

1894 the population of China proj)er, according

to E. H. Parker, one of the ablest economic
students of the Chinese, was 421,800,000; Sze-

chuen, the most populous province, having 79,-

500,000 inhabitants, and Kwei-chow, the least

populous, 4,800.000. The population of Great
Britain and Bengal probably exceeds in density

that of the average population of China, though
no European State except Belgium can reach the

average of the eastern Chinese provinces. If the

Chinese should develop their energies by the in-

troduction of scientific farming, mining, engineer-

ing, and railways, China proper could easily

double its population without endangering its

food-supply. The following is a list of provinces,

with the meanings of their appellations:

PHOVIXCE8
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IcM (imini^rHiitM fruni nortliorn China into the
extreme south), a dolielux'i'phaliv Mongolian
tj'pe, which he considiTs related to the long-

headed element found among the Tungusi*8 and in

the tumuli of the Trans-Baikal country, are the

real representatives of the ancient Chinese
proj>er. Of the more or less 'aboriginal' and
non-Chinese |H'ople of China the following may
be mentioned: the Miao-tse in the eastern parts

of Kwei-chow, the south of Hu-nan, northern
Kwang-si, and northwestern Kwang-tung; the

Lolos (or N«^8us) of western Sze-chuen and north-

eastern Yun-uan ; the Tu-jen, Meo. Yao, etc., of

Kwang-si; the Shans and other Thai tribes of

the Hurmese-Chinese frontier, who belong more
or less remotely to the same stock as the Bur-
mese, Siamese, etc. Of these aboriginal peoples
the nu)st important are the Miao-tse, looked upon
by many authorities as representing the earlier

]>opulation of a great part of China and as hav-

ing a 'sub-Caucasian' strain of blood, but con-

sidered by others as allied to the Tibetan type.

The Lolos appear, by speech at least, to be closer

to the Thai peoples of Farther India. All through
the south and west of China the intermingling
of peoples has taken place, sometimes on a large

scale. The 'savages' have not been so nearly ex-

terminated or driven out as some believe.

In temperament the Chinese are usually taci-

turn, often morose, lethargic, or fitfully vehe-

ment. The most marked mental peculiarity in

the Chinaman is the wonderful development of

the faculty of memory, without a corresponding
exercise of the faculty of judgment. Books are
frequently learned by heart and repeated from
beginning to end without mistake. The Chinese
are persevering and industrious, patient, peace-

able, and polite. Their dread of giving offence

makes them seem to the foreigner deceitful,

often when they are least so. Credulity and
sjTiipathy are marked characteristics. As to
their morals and religion, the judgments of for-

eigners are worth very little, for these diflfer

greatly and are so tinged with the personality
of the observer that fair conclusions are impos-
sible. With little fear of death, though they
politely avoid the subject in conversation or
make use of euphemisms, the Chinese resort
readily to suicide when in difficulties. In the
stolidity with which they undergo torture they
resemble the North American Indians. As a
rule they look with contempt upon arms and
war. and have always cultivated the arts which
maintain peace and harmonious human inter-

course, so that for ages China has been prac-
tically without an army and without a police
force. In one respect China is the freest country
in Asia ; local self-government has been carried
to a very high degree, insuring both personal
freedom and excellence in civil organization. The
Chinese are lacking, however, in military or
naval discipline, and are apt to lose self-control
and yield to panic in times of sudden danger.
In the main they are temperate, practical to the
last degree, unimaginative, imbiied with a mer-
cantile spirit, yet literary. Though there are
manifold varieties of character and disposition,
the inhabitants of China proper are practically
one people, notwithstanding that differences in
dialect are so great as to make it nearly impos-
sible for the uneducated of distant provinces to
understand one another.
The essence of the Chinese social system, which

has survived all political clianges, assimilating
all new elements, atid absorbing China's con-
querors, is the worship of ancestors, the word
worship being taken in the old English sense of
honor. Filial piety is the first of all virtues. All
Chinese worship at the tombs of their parents.
In the houses of the well-to-do, one room, the
domestic sanctuary, is set apart for the tablets
inscribed with the names of deccaw>(l relatives and
ancestors, before which ct^remonies, regulated by
tne classic Book of Rites, are performed. Indeed,
China is ruled more from the cemetery than
from the Emf)eror'8 palace, the care of the dead
being often apparently a more im]>ortant duty
than the sustenance of the living. It is always
the past that is the Golden Age, and reverence
for a man or thing is in proportion to age.
Much thought is given to the location of graves
and cemeteries, this matter, like a myriad of
others, being regulated by the feng-shui (liter-

ally, wind and water), a most elaborate systeni
of superstition which contains the germs of a
rude natural science. To be buried properly is

the ambition of every Chinaman; the possession
of a handsome coffin is often the most desirable
of assets, and frequently this article is a most
acceptable present to elders or relatives. The
dead are honored by banquets, and in the crises
of life ancestors are appealed to for help and
direction. In ancient times human sacrifices

were made at the graves of the dead. The fire-

crackers, which are .set off in such great numbers
at the burial of the dead or in visits to ceme-
teries, are but substitutes for the figures of men

;

in the course of time the powder-charged paper
has taken the place of the human sacrifice. At
the present time these pyrotechnics are supposed
1o drive away the foul spirits which love to lurk
about the haunts of men, and with which the
Chinese imagination overpopulatcs heaven, earth,
and air.

Next to death, marriage is the most important
event, and is universal, bachelors and old maids
in health and mature life lieing quite unknown.
Yet in social life there is a strict separation of

the sexes, and the preliminaries of marriage are
taken in charge by parents or professional match-
makers called the go-betweens. Often the future
bride and groom do not see each other until the
woman raises her cap from her covered eyes on
the wedding day. ^linute regulations direct
every step in this and in all other social ceremo-
nies, so that at all times and circumstances the
Chinaman knows just what to do, and even in a
house knows just where and when to sit down or
to stand up. Polygamy is not legal or general,
but if the wife proves barren the husband is very
apt to take a concubine, for the order of Chinese
society requires heirs, and especially sons, to
keep up the ancestral sacrifices. The parents
have full power over their children, but the duty
of administering chastisement is usually left to
the wife. Though in times of generous food-sup-
])ly child-murder is but little practiced, yet mil-
lions of young children die every year; for a
sick child vjien imresponsive to remedies is sus-

pected to be non-human and must pass through
an ordeal of neglect, cold, or starvation. If it

dies the inference is that it was not human, but
either of demoniac origin or else possessed. If it

lives, it is human. The Chinese are thus contin-
ually under the influence of superstition, which
not infrequently bursts out into great disorders.
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as in the Boxer uprising. In all their inter-

course, especially among the higher classes, a
tedious and laborious etiquette rules all actions,

the Chinese being the slaves of precedent, a cir-

cumstance which accounts in part for that lack

of mental initiative which i* the curse of the

nation. Chinese manners were regulated by the

code in the Li-King or Book of Rites, 3000 years
ago, and anv'thing that savors of innovation is

hooted down as impiety, if not treason. At Pe-

king a department of the Government, the Board
of Rites, has charge of the interpretation of the

Li-King and the direction of ceremonies. The
Chinese are therefore prone to think that most
Occidentals, though good mechanics, perhaps, are
destitute of politeness and morals.

The daily food of the Chinese is for the most
part ric-e with a morsel of pork or poultry,

though millet is much used by the poor in the

north. In their cookery, which in the main is

wholesome, are some peculiar delicacies, such as

soup made from a glutinous substance that is

found in birds' nests, sharks' fins, deer-sinews,

and ducks' tongues. Their drink is brewed from
rice and is a kind of beer, though distilled liquors

from the same grain are very strong. The sam-
shu of southern China and the whisky of Man-
churia, with the imextracted fusel oil, make mis-

chievous drunkards. Usually, however, liquor

is drunk hot out of tiny cups at mealtime, and
tea before or after meals only, in cups that

have no saucer or handle, but a cover which
holds the 'draw.' Out of this cover, the Euro-

I)eans, on introducing tea, made a saucer, adding
a handle to the cup. Many festivals and holy
days, local, religious, and national, are cele-

brated, but the greatest of all is Xew Year's
Day, before which debts are paid and new cloth-

ing is bought. Congratulations and festivities

prevail, for this is every one's birthday, all

dating their ages from this day. Though a child

be born twenty-four hours before New Year's
Day, it is considered to be in its second year. The
festival of the first full moon, the feast of lan-

terns, and the festival of the dragon boat, are the

other famous holidays. The streets on such occa-

sions are full of music and gaiety, and night is

turned into day by myriads of lanterns made of

paper and gorgeous with painted scenes in many
iiues. The Chinaman is usually afraid of losing

his dignity by active eflFort, and outdoor sports are

not as j'et in vogue, unless some utilitarian object

is in view, kite-flying and shuttlecock being the

most violent in which adults engage; but cards

and dominoes, the theatre, gossiping and visit-

ing, storA'-telling, peep-shows and entertjiinments

given by itinerant showmen are very common and
much enjoyed. There are hundreds of children's

games and sports. Thousands of traveling per-

fonners, acrobats, wonder-workers, marionette-
players, and purveyors of amusements of every

sort, including movable refreshment stands and
bake-shops, gain a living by amusing the little

folks. Nonsense rhymes and comic doggerel for

children are chanted by nurses and parents,

though for the most part these are as imknown
to foreigners as of old the Arabian Nights' Enter-
tainments were to the closet students of Arabic.

The Chinese do not shake hands, and kissing is

unknown among them, but prostrations, saluta-

tions, and congratulations are very frequent.

From the standpoint of common sense, the

Chinese dress is one of the best in the world.

varying in material and thickness according to
the season; the state of temperature usually
takes its name and quality from the number of
garments put on. One prominent idea in the
theory of Chinese dress is to conceal or mini-
mize the visible distinctions of sex, and only in

their head-dress and footgear are the women
noticeably different in appearance from the men.
.\ k»ose jacket fitting closely around the neck
and short wide trousers are the principal gar-
ments. Shoes are made of silk or cotton, with
thick felt soles, but the upper classes wear boots
of satin, into which they thrust their fans or
pipes. The mourning color is white. Until their
conquest by the Manchus, the Chinese wore their
hair like the Koreans, gathered in a knot at the
top, and only after much bloodshed were the con-
querors able to compel the Chinese to adopt the
symbol of subordination and loyalty. Now 200,-

000,000 males shave the front part of their heads
and braid their hair in a long queue. This fa.sh-

ion gives employment to multitudes of barbers,

for it is rarely that even a poor man attends to

his own hair-dressing. For months after the

death of an emperor, an event which allows no
one to shave for a hundred days, the barbers have
difficulty in earning a living. Hot water is pre-

ferred both for drinking and washing. After
meals the face is wiped with a damp hot cloth.

It is thought dangerous in itself to put cold

water in the stomach, as it certainly is where
drainage is so little attended to. Water to be
drunk is first boiled. L'nlike the Manchu women,
Chinese girls, especially among the upper classes,

have their feet bound in early childhood. After

the torture of years is over, the lady with 'lilies'

totters about as best she can, rarely going out of

the house, and hearing of the outside world
through servants and visitors, her circle of

friends contracting rather than enlarging as life

goes on.

For Art in China, see Chinese Art.

Religion. There are five religions in China
that are well established. These are the Con-
fucian, Buddhist, Taoist, Mohammedan, and
Christian: each of them a 'book' religion, and,

excepting Taoism, with an historical founder.

The religion of the ancient Chinese consisted of

the double worship of God and of ancestors.

Confucius gathered up and gave literary form to
the national traditions. In doing this he so
edited the ancient documents as to throw into

shadow the spiritual and to lay emphasis upon
the material side of life. By forbidding ambition
he cut the tap-root of progress and produced a
stagnant civilization. His system is still the
basis of Chinese society and government. It is

less a religion than a philosophy and practi-

cal code, having reference simply to this life,

and making good citizens and neighl>ors rather
than developing the possibilities of mankind. On
its philosophical side, Confucianism has gone
through many changes, until it has become the
ciced and the substitute for religion with the
lettered classes. (See Ciii'-m.) Though his tab-

let is saluted, and sacrifies of oxen and sheep are
made before it at the equinoxes, it is hardly ae-

curate to say that Confucius is worshipe<l.

I^o-tse (q.v.)—or, to T^tinize it, T^aocius

—

a contemporary of Confucius, though older than
he, was more of a true philosopher or inquirer
into the causes of things. He taught the
doctrine of Tao. His remarkable treatise, the
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Tao Teh Ki'ig {too iiirans reason), contains

neither Hupcrstition nor reli^jion, hut a system

of rationuiirim. A vast, intauKihle, impersonal

first principle is repinletl there as the parent

of all thin};s, and man must attempt to realize

this principle by escaping; from all mental dis-

traction. Ijio-tse's s|)eculations paved the way
for Buddhism. In its subsetjuent development,

or dejfradation, it has become little more than

a fantaslic sy-item of spirit- worship, of which
alchemy, incantation, and intercourse with the

dead are the chief characteristics. As a religion

it is not as ancient as Buddhism, and there is

little or no connection between Lao-tse's teach-

ings and the Taoism of to-day.

Buddhism entered China shortly after the

o]x>ning of the Christian era, and in its develop-

ment has taken the Northern, or expanded form,

with its paradise, goddess of mercy, scriptures,

voluminous and imposing ritual, passionate

rhetoric, and a thousand stimulating intluences

which satisfied a mental craving not provided

for in the simple materialism of Confucius. Be-

sides monasteries and images, the Buddhist tem-
ples are found all over China, but in decay. The
priests are illiterate, and despised by the edu-

cated. The monks and nuns are usually beg-

gars, the former recognizable by their yellow
robe. Only in a few places can Buddhism be

said to be vigorous. The language of the sacred
canon is Sanskrit, now known to few in China.

Mohammedanism was introduced directly from
Arabia, and, as is believed, by the maternal uncle
of Mohammed. Arriving in caravans from cen-

tral Asia, or in ships by sea, the missionaries
preached the faith industriously, and there are
now about 20,000,000 Moslems in the empire.
They have obtained State recognition. The three
provinces Yun-nan, Kan-su, and Shen-si contain
nine-tenths of these believers in one God, there
being 10.000.000 north of the Yang-tse-kiang
and 200,000 in Peking. Mosques are numerous,
tach containing a tablet in gold letters and read-

ing "May the Emperor live ten thousand years."

There is a large native literature on the subject
of the faith of Islam in China.

The progress of Christianity has been slow.
A tablet found in 102fi, at Changan, Shen-si, in-

dicates that the Nestorians introduced Christian-
ity into China early in the Sixth Century. The
Jesuits Ruggi.nro and Rioci went to China in

1579 and 1581. Protestant missions were led by
Robert Morrison in 1807. The latest estimates
nttribute to the Roman Catholics somewhat more
than a million adherents, and to the Protestants
about 100,000. Most of the men in the reform
party have been pupils of the missionaries.

Confucianism has enjoyed State patronage
and protection for about 2100 years. There have
heen severe struggles among the various adher-
ents of 'the three relicions* for supremacy; but
the Chinese mind, indiflferent to things abstract,

is in its way tolerant, and there is outward
peace. ^Millions of natives, scarcely knowing
*the three religions' as separate, accept them in

a mechanical unity, each meeting a different

want in human nature. Confucianism supplies
the need of a moral code, Taoism ministers to
the superstitious mind, and Buddhism, with its

metaphysics and vague aspirations, appeals to
the mystic element in man. There is also a
State ritual, with the Temple of Heaven in

Feking, at which sacrifices of the first class, to

heaven and earth, are made, the Kmperor acting
for his people: but he does not minister as a
priest, nor is there any such thing as a priest-

iiood in China. The second class of offerings is

to the sun, moon, gods of the land, spirits, and
sages, and the third class to deceased statesmen
and scholars. On a smaller scale, these ritual

ceremonies are observed by the magistrates; for,

above all, the Chinaman in every rank is a
pantheist. Practically the Chinese are religious-

ly inclined, having deep veneration for the idea
of a soul and of inmiortality. Hence their great
respect for the dead, love of funeral ceremonies,
readiness to spend money over graves, desire to

propitiate the ghosts of ancestors, yearning for

sons, the strong family sentiment of unity, and
the strict subordination of the younger to the
elder. They are tolerant and non-militant. Except
that there is no day of rest, and that the idea of

'praise' never entered tlie Chinaman's mind, a
good man in China is, in natural religion, very
much what a good man is in Christendom. In
faith, doctrine, and dogma, it is very different,

for the average Chinaman is uninterested in

metaphysics. In the j)ropagation of religion by
foreigners, true and simple Christianity exer-

cises a lasting effect for good on the Chinese
mind. Most of the so-called 'religious' troubles

come from the clashing of militant alien doc-

trine with the village customs and social habits
so dear to the rustic mind. Toward the ques-

tions of liquor, slavery, and concubinage, and in

social customs generally, the entire mental atti-

tudes of Eurojjean and native differ.

Education. Differing as the Chinese people
do so greatly in local peculiarities, their system
of education has made them a nation, binding
together the distant parts of the empire and
holding them in close unity during the various
conquests which they have undergone. Their
.system of education has been their chief defense,

for by it they have conquered their conquerors
and made them like themselves. Education
means less personal development than the means
of obtaining office, and consequently it is sought
eagerly by all classes. The system of appoint-
ment to office by competitive literary examina-
tion has existed for nearly seventeen centuries;

but as only a small fraction of aspirants can
enter even the lower grades of salaried office,

there exists necessarily a body of many millions

of so-called literati. In China proper not more
than 6 per cent, of the men and 2 per cent, of

the women can read an ordinary book, although
traders and mechanics may be able to write
lluently the characters needed for ordinary let-

ters and bookkeeping, using especially tho.se

which describe the articles used in their business,

the technical terms, etc. The literary men, re-

jected in the examinations, are found all over

the empire, employed as teachers and in other

clerical occupations, forming a class intensely

conservative, which, for the most part, keeps
alive the ancient traditions and opposes every-

thing foreign. In every town or village there is

a school, taught by one or more masters. The
worship of letters is like a religion, and great

reverence is shown for what is written or print-

ed. Education is almost entirely a matter of

memory and the skillful use of the brush-pen;

the mass of people, including many so-called

educated men, have little notion of science. The
Christian missionaries have succeeded in scat-
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tering broadcast tiauslatioiis of Western works
of science and literature, and the establishment
of the 'runy-wen College at Peking, in which in-

struction is given in niotlern languages, science,

and literature, has imbued a number of Chinese
with Western ideas. The graduates of Covern-
ment schools and colleges are far outnumbered
by those from the missionary colleges, who have
thus created a public sentiment which loudly
demands educational reform. Since 1887, mathe-
matics are required in the public examinations.
Technical education is given at the arsenals and
military and naval schools. In many of the
treaty ports, especially in Shanghai, the centre
of much educational activity, and in Hong Kong,
newspapers published in Chinese circulate all

over the empire.

History. The historical period in the devel-

opment of the Chinese begins with the Chow
UjTiasty, founded in n.c. 1122. Chronicled his-

tory dates from about B.C. 770. Prior to that
time there are traditions only. Legends of more
or less interest point to a body of emigrants fol-

lowing the course of the Yellow River eastward.
One school of writers, of whom the late Terrien
de Lacouperie is the chief (see his Western
Origin of the Early Chinese Civilization, from
B.C. 2300 to A.D.' 200, London, 1894), insists

that the basic elements of Chinese civilization

were derived from the ilesopotamian region.

The majority of critical scholars follow in the
main the Chinese authors, but reject as unhis-
tcrical the legendary notices of the period before
the first history written by Confucius. Fu-hi
(B.C. 2852) is considered the foimder of Chi-
nese social order. In Yao (the Chinese King
Alfred) and Shun (b.c. 2357-2208), as glorified

by Confucius, the Chinese find not only the pat-

terns of regal virtue and the models of all wis-

dom, but the originators of their civilization

and prosperity. These legendary worthies estab-

lished marts and fairs, drained flooded lands,

extended the empire to the sea, and, in brief,

made the Golden Age of China. Their descend-
ants became degenerate, and were supplanted by
the Shang Dynasty (b.c. 1 706- 11 54), with twenty-
eight rulers, most of them vicious and cruel.

The feudal system arose under the Chow Dynasty
(B.C. 1122-255), by which China was governed for

nine hundred years, during which period litera-

lure and the fine arts flourished. China was
divided into seventy-two principalities, out of

which arose several States whose names and
importance, even yet in the Twentieth Century,
exert a potent influence on the internal politics

of China. All traces of nomadic life disappeared,
agriculture became universal, and great public
works were constructed. This is the classical

China pictured in ancient poetry, and afTecting

BO powerfully the imagination of the modem
Chinese. Luxury, misrule, and internecine war, •

however, brought the nation to deep distress, in

the midst of which Confucius was born, B.C. 551.
The three great sages, Confucius, Laocius, and
Mencius, flourished within a century or two of

one another. Vice and anarchy were too great
to be checked by the wise men ; and in 255 the
Chow Dynasty came to an end, followed by the
Tsin, or Chin, from which China derives its

name.
The Tsina gave five rulers to the nation, one

of whom (Prince Cheng) restored order, abol-

ished the feudal system, drove back the Hun

Tartars into the desert, built the Great Wall as
a symbol both of defense and of United China,
jind extended the empire southward of the
iang - tse - kiang Valley. To break utterly the
power of feudalism, which was popular with the
scholars, he beheaded hundreds of them, and or-

dered all literature to be destroyed. He was the
llrst universal Emperor, or She-Hwang-Ti (q.v. ),
a title which has been borne since by the emper-
ors of China, and forms the basis of Chinese
political orthodoxy and of China's claim to
sovereignty over all the nations of the eastern
half of Asia. After his death rel)ellion broke out,
and the Han line of rulers (c.206 B.C.- 190 a.d.)
began. Henceforth no dynasty occupied the
tiirone for so long a period as three centuries,
most of them lasting a much shorter time.
China's political organization, with its changes
and developments (there have been no fewer than
thirty-three dynasties), compels contrast with
the stability of her social system. During the
time of the Hans the Jews entered China, set-
tling in Ho-nan Province. Buddhism was also
introduced about that time. The ancient texts
of Confucius were recovered and engraved on
stone; ink and paper were introduced; libraries
were established; and famous scholars arose.
The system of competitive examinations for en-
trance into the civil service became an institu-
tion. The soldiers of China drove the Tartar
hordes as far west as Turkestan, and added Mon-
golia to the empire. The Chinese still proudly
call themselves 'the sons of Han.' The epoch
of the three kingdoms (a.d. 190 to 265) was one
of war and misrule. Under the Tsin dynasties,
Western and Eastern (a.d. 265-419), the Hun
Tartars menaced both the Roman and Chinese
empires, and an embassy from Constantinople,
sent by Theodosius, arrived at the Chinese capi-
tal. From A.D. 419 to 618 fifteen minor dynas-
ties filled out the troubled period, during which
time two Nestorian monks visited China. It
was they who introduced the silk industry into
southern Europe. During the great Tang Dy-
i<asty, one of the longest in the annals of historic
China (a.d. 618-905), the empire extended from
the Caspian Sea to the Pacific Ocean, and em-
bassies from Rome, Nepal, Persia. Japan, Korea,
Tibet, and various vassal nations often met at
ihe Court of China. Chinese armies won vic-

tories on all sides. The Han-lin Yuan (Forest
of Pencils), or the Imperial Academy (whose
library, the largest in China, was burned during
the siege in Peking. 1900), was founded. The
art of printing by blocks imparted a powerful
stimulus to native literary activity in this gold-
en age of literature, when commerce with the
Roman Empire, EgA-pt and the Arabs, Japan, and
the East Iiidies also flourished. On the fall of
the Tang Dynasty, throujjh vice and eH'miinaey,
five feeble dynasties ruled, l)etween a.d. 907 and
960. Then 'the era of the Sungs (960-1126)
opened, with a fresh burst of literary splendor,
making the Augustan age of China, with its

amazing activity of book-making and printing,
and the formation of libraries.

Rut another great change was impending,
lender the leadership of (Jenghis Khan, the M«m-
gola overran northern China, lender Kublai,
grandson of Genghis, who establishe<l the Mongol
dynasty in China, the Chinese Empire reached its

most splendid development. Kublai's realm ex-

tended from the Dnieper in Russia to the Pacific
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Ocean, and from tlio Arctic Oceuu to the Straits

of Malacca. ' The laws were codilied, and litera-

ture and public works nourished. For a half-

i-cntury there was considerable commerce with
Italy. Marco Tolo and his two uncles then lived

in the empire, in the service of the Khan, used
pafier money and passports, and traveled on the
CJrniKl Canal, at a time wlien paper mcmey, pass-

ports, and canals were unknown in Euro|)e. In-

(ercourso with the Arabs and the Persians was
continuous, and the hiuhway into Europe was
maintained until the Mongols in Central Asia
embraced Islam and turned bigots, when coni-

tiumication ceased. The Mongol dynasty, one of

the many foreign dynasties of China, ended in

13G8, wlien the throne was occupied by the native

Ming or Bright Dynasty, noted as patrons of

the arts of peace. They cultivated friendly re-

lations with other nations, and from them drew
students to their great university in Nanking.
Under tlieir rule tlie Portuguese and Spaniards
enteral China, Canton became the centre of for-

eign trade, and Peking, under Kicci, the focus of

Konian Christianity.

MoDERX HiSTOKY. The last Chinese imperial

line, the Ming Dynasty (13GS-1044), was of low
origin, its founder having risen to power in a
national reaction which followed the period of

disorder due to the disintegration of the Mongol
Empire under the successors of Kublai Khan.
The first Ming sovereign added Tongking and
Cochin China to the empire. China, however,
was continually harassed by the Tartars, and in

1G43 the warlike Manchus, besought to defend
the country against its enemies, entered it as
peaceful conquerors, and a ^Manchu prince estab-

lished himself in Peking without serious opposi-
tion, beginning the present Ta-Tsing, or 'Great
Pure,' Dynasty (IG44). The enforced adoption by
the Chinese of the plaited queue of the Manchus
at first produc-ed friction between the races, but
this gradually disappeared, and Manchus and
Chinese assumed harmonious relations, although
the former remained a distinct military and offi-

cial caste. In most cases the customs of the
country and the methods of administration re-

mained Chinese, as did the language, and, like

most numerically weak conquerors, the ^lanchus
were assimilated to the ways of the people whom
they had subdued. Kang-hi (1GG2-1722), the
second of the Manchu emperors, was perhaps the
greatest of his line. Under him the boundaries
of the empire were extended, notably by the
conquest of Tibet; sciences and arts were en-
couraged, and the great dictionary of the Chinese
language was begun. His successor, Yung Cheng
n723-.3G), began the persecution of the Catholic
missionaries. These had entered the country fol-

lowing in the footsteps of the Portuguese
traders, who had appeared in China as early
as 1516, and had been well received at first. The
Chinese were never able to comprehend how ad-
herents of the same religion could quarrel as
they saw the Jesuits, Franciscans, and Domini-
cans quarrel, and the missionaries lost credit
accordingly. Nor did the Portuguese traders
conduct theni.selves in a way to win the respect
of the Chinese, and the avarice, violence, and the
spirit of bitter rivalry exhibited by them, as well
as by the Spani.sh, Dutch, and English, all of
whom in the Seventeenth Century followed the
Portuguese in the Chinese field, tended to ac-
centuate the suspicion with which the foreigners

were regarded. A narrow and exclusive policy,
intended to protect Cliina from the aggression,
of the 'barbarians,' was initiated before tlie close
of the Ming jwriod, and was develojK'd by the
Manchu emperors as time went on. Mutual mis-
understandings due to the collision of diametri-
cally opposed civilizations generate<l continual
troubles. Since the lil)eral days of the Mongol
rulers the Chinese had been retiring within
themselves, and tlie admission of foreigners to
privileges of trade and intercourse was regarded
as a special grace to inferiors. Diplomatic inter-
course, in the V^'estern sense, they could not un-
derstand, since the Emi>eror, the Son of Heaven,
had no equals, and those who approached him
could only do so as vassals. The \Vestern nations
failed to understand this point of view, and
Portugal, Spain, Holland, and England tried to
enter into permanent relations with the Chinese
(iovernnient, vith most humiliating results. Only
Russia had any success in dealing with China
officially before the first English war. Russia'»
rapid march across Asia had brouglit it into con-
tact with China in the Sixteentli Century, and the
first treaty made between China and a Christian
power was that of Nertchinsk with Russia,
September 12, 1G89, by which the latter's advance
on the Amur was checked. The Russians, with
their knowledge of Oriental peoples, have always
known better than other Europeans how to deal
with the Chinese, conceding much to their preju-
dices in non-essentials, but refusing to acknowl-
edge any inferiority. The United States entered
the China field in 1785; and in the palmy days-
of the old Oriental trade the commerce of the
United States was second in volume among the
Western nations; but the American Government
made no attempt to safeguard the interests of its

citizens, or to enter into relations with the Chi-
nese Government. England began to trade with
Canton in 1635, but this amounted to little imtil
1664.

From 1664 until 1834 England's Chinese trade
was in the hands of the East India Company,
which the people of the Far East could never
learn to regard as a political power. The Chi-
nese Government looked upon the representa-
tives of the East India Company in the same way
as they regarded the hong merchants—a body
without political status, to whom all matters re-

garding foreign trade had been relegated. The
growth of English trade was vigorously fought by
the Portuguese, who were first in the field, and
wished to maintain a monopoly; but the trade
and influence of the Portuguese declined rapidly
after 1753, until their once prosperous station of
^lacao hardly paid its own expenses. The growth
of European interests in the Far East created
an epoch in Chinese history in spite of the
spirit of exclusiveness. A crisis was precipitated
when the monopoly of the East India Com-
jiany came to an end in 1834, at about the
same time when the heavy responsibilities to
their own Government which the hong merchants,
were compelled to assume had made several of
Ihem bankrupt. Trade, which had been regulated
by these two corporations, became demoralized,
and under the conditions of mutual distrust and
misimderstanding which already existed, trouble
was inevitable. .The opium traffic, a most impor-
tant part of Oriental trade, brought existing-
diflferences to a head. This traffic had been made
illegal by the Chinese Grovemment in 1796, but
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the edicts had never been enforced. Chinese

orticials connived at the trade, tlie hong mer-

chants found it profitable, and the English Gov-

ernment refused to suppress it. In 1837 the

Chinese Government decided to -carry out its

decrees, and a governor, Lin, was sent to Canton
in 1839 for that purpose. Lin called upon the

hong merchants and others to surrender the

opium in their possession. Elliott, the British

superintendent of trade, secured all the opium
in the hands of British subjects and turned it

over to the Chinese Governor; but he refused to

sign a bond which would have made all vessels

thereafter engaging in the traflSc subject to con-

fiscation, and persons connected therewith pun-

ishable with death. The reluctance of the Brit-

ish Government to interfere with a trade that

was worth from $5,000,000 to $8,000,000 annu-

ally to the Government of British India made
nil efforts to avoid war unavailing, and hostilities

were opened at the beginning of 1840. After the

British had captured several ports, taken Ching-

kiang in a bloody assault, and threatened Nan-
king, a treaty was made at the latter city by
which the five ports, Canton, Amoy, Fu-chow,
Ning-po, and Shanghai, were opened to British

ta-ade; a war indemnity of $21,000,000 was ex-

acted; the island of Hong Kong was ceded to

England ; a regular customs tariff was estab-

lished at the open ports; and in consideration of

a transit duty to be levied in addition, goods

were given free conveyance to all places in China.

The opium question was not touched upon. This

first commercial treaty entered into officially by

China aroused gieat interest in Europe and
America. An embassy from the United States,

headed by Caleb Gushing, negotiated a similar

treaty in 1844, and a treaty with France was
concluded the same year. British trade grew
rapidly after the treaty, the terms of which
China" persistently sought to evade. In 1856

a Chinese lorcha, the Arroic, was seized by Chi-

nese officials for alleged piracy, whereupon the

owners ran up the English flag and claimed that

the Arroic was an English boat. Thereupon
England's representative in China, Sir .John Bow-
ring, made an imperative demand upon China
for restitution and an apology to the British

Government. His demands, though unwarranted
by the facts in the case, were all met bj' China,

except that for an apology. This the Chinese

officials refused to make, and the complications

arising from the incident brought on a new war
in the autumn of 1856. France had an old com-
plaint against China for the murder of some
missionaries, and joined England in 1857. The
war closed temporarily in 1858, with the Treaty

of Tientsin. England and France were to have
ministers at the Chinese Court, at least on spe-

cial occasions, and China was to l)e represented

at London and Paris. Christianity was to be

tolerated in China. A certain measure of free-

dom of access to Chinese rivers for p]nglish and
Frem-h merchant vessels, and to the interior of

China for subjects of the contracting powers,
was guaranteed. China was to pay the expen-ses

of the war, and the term 'barbarian' was no
longer to he applied to Europeans in China. Two
years later it became necessar>' to renew the war
to secure a ratification of the treaty by the

Imperial Government, and this was only obtained

when the allied armies held Peking at their

mercy. At the time of the conclusion of the

Treaty of Tientsin with England and France,
Cbina signed a treaty with Russia, in which she
<-eded the Amur territory to that power.

Meanwhile, in 1850, there had broken out in

southern China a formidable insurrection, which
did not fail to affect the foreign relations of the
country. This was the Tai-ping Rebellion, as it

was known outside. By the Chinese it was called

the 'War of the l^ng-haired Reliels.' A school-

master named Hung-siu-tseuen had become pos-

sessed of a religious enthusiasm through the
writings of some Protestant converts, and had set

up a propaganda to overthrow Confucianism and
bring China to the worship of the true God.
His followers were known as 'God-worshipers.'

They soon allied themselves with lawless bands
of rebels against the Government. Their leader
assumed the title of Tien Wang, or 'Heavenly
King,' and established himself as a ruler in Nan-
king, where he lived a life of cruelty, license,

iind tyranny. The dynasty which he intended to

found was named the Ping Chao, or 'peace

dynasty,' which, with the prefix Tai ('great'),

gave the popular foreign name to the rebellion.

In the early part of 1853 the rebels had become
masters of Wu-chang and Nanking, which latter

place became their capital. In 1860 the treaty

port of Shanghai was threatened by the Tai-pings,

who thus came into collision with the Western
powers. A small army, raised at the expense of

the Shanghai merchants and maintained by the
Imperial Government, was created. It was
named the Ever-Victorious Army, and was organ-

ized and led by an American, Ward, who showed
great ability, but died before much had been ac-

complished. His successor, Burgevine, also an
American, was promptly dismissed, and the army
lemained imder the conmiand of an Englishman,
Holland, until he was defeated at Tai-tsan, Feb-

ruary 22, 1863. Li Hung Chang, then Governor-

General of the Kiang Provinces, applied for an
English officer, and Charles George (Jordon was
authorized to enter the Chinese service. He
brought the little army of 3000 or 4000 men to a

discipline and steadiness that enabled him to

perform wonders with it. At the same time the

French forces gave effective aid to the Imperial-

ists. In July, 1864, the Imperialists took Nan-
king, and the rebellion was practically stamped
out, although desultory warfare still continued

for a time. Bad faith shown by Li in dealing

with the defeated rebels led Gordon to refuse to
serve longer in connection with him : he refused

all rewards from the Emperor, but completed the

overthrow of the rebels. See Gordon, Charles
George.

The United States had watched with deep in-

terest the progress of the second Anglo-Chi-
nese War. and President Buchanan sent Wil-

liam B. Reed to follow the course of events

and to mediate on behalf of this Govern-

ment if that should be possible. In its friendly

attitude this country was supported by Russia.

The efforts of Mr. Reed resulted in a new treaty

between the I'nited States and China, negotiated

on .Time 18. 18.58. This was a treaty of amity
and commerce under which the United States

(Jovernment guaranteed that no .\merican ves-

sels should engage in contraband trade with
rhinn. The United States Minister to China
from 1801 to 1867. Anson Burlingame, was so

successful in winning the confidence of the Chi-

nese administration, then in progressive hands.
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that upon his rcHif^nution he was aHkcd to head

a Chines* enibaKsy accretlited to eleven leading

nations. In 1808 he set out from Peking at the

head of an imposing deputation of the highest

Chinese ollieials, and during tlie short time be-

fore his death in 180!) he did nuieh to bring

about friendly relations between China and the

Christian powers. The Hurlingame Treaty with

the Inited States sup])lenu>nted the Reed Treaty

in some important res|)ects. Even as late as

this China had not recognized the full equal-

ity of other nations by admitting their envoys

to' |H»rsonal audience with the Emperor, but on
June 29, 1873, the Chinese Emperor, under the

enlightened influence of Prince Kung and his

associates, gave personal audience to tlie Japa-

nese Ambassador and to the Ministers of Russia,

the I'nited States. Great Britain, France, and
Holland, with the German secretary as inter-

preter. The significance of this audience is evi-

dent. It represented the final breaking down of

Chinese isolation, and the recognition of the

great Powers of Euroj)e as the equals of China.

In 1884, France, in attempting to make good her

protectorate over Annam
(
q.v. ) , became involved

in a campaign against the (^hinese forces in

Tongking. The war was ended in June, 1885,

by a treaty giving France control of Tongking
and Annam, but leaving open the question of

Chinese suzerainty.

In 1894 Japan took advantage of disorders in

Korea to revive certain old claims to rights in

that country (see Japan and Korea), and sent

an expeditionary force into the peninsula. China,
which had always claimed suzerainty in Korea,
but had allowed Japan to obtain distinct diplo-

matic advantages in 1876 and 1882, hastened to

meet this demonstration, and after minor colli-

sions had taken place Japan declared war, August
1, and on the 26th concluded an offensive and de-

fensive alliance with Korea. On September 16

the Chinese were defeated at Ping-Yang, and on
the 18th a Chinese fleet was destroyed in a severe

naval battle at the mouth of the Yalu River. In
November Port Arthur, in the Liao-tung Penin-
sula. China's strongest fortress, was invested,

while the main column of the invading army
pres.sed on through Manchuria toward Peking.
Prince Kung made an appeal to the Powers for

intervention. The United States oflTered its ser-

vices as mediator, but they were declined by
Japan. Port Arthur was taken on the 21st.

The Japanese pushed their operations vigorously,

without regard to the approach of winter; de-

feated the Chinese at Kung-wa-sai, December 19;

captured Kai-ping, .January 10, 189.5; and the
strongly fortified port of Wei-hai-wei. in the

Shantung Peninsula, on February 14. The loss

of Wei-hai-wei. together with the remnant of
her na^'A^ left China at the mercy of her enemy,
Avith Peking in imminent danger of capture. Li
Hung Chang (q.v.) was commissioned to nego-
tiate a peace. By the Treaty of Shimonoseki,
April 17, 1895, China recognized the full inde-

pendence of Korea, ceded to .Japan the peninsula
of Liao-tung, the island of Formosa, and the
Pescadores, and agreed to pay an indemnity of

200,000.000 taels. A new commercial treaty
with .Japan, much more favorable than that
which had been invalidated by the war, was
promised. .Japan was to retain military occu-

pation of Wei-hai-wei until the commercial treaty
was made and the second installment of the in-

demnity paid, the l>alance of tlie latter to be se-

etired by pledging the customs revenue. The
collapse of China surprised most of the world,
which had been taught to believe that there was
tremendtius re8<«rve force and power of endurance
in this unwieldy but ancient empire. The reve-

lation of its weakness set'Uied to l)e just the op-
portunity for the great European Powers that
were ambitious of influence in the Far East.
Russia, France, and (jJermany promptly protested

against the cession of the peninsula of Liao-tung,
and brought such pressure to bear that Japan
relinquished this part of its conquest.

In the weakened condition of the Chinese Gov-
ernment, it was more than ever apparent that
political influence must go hand in hand with
commercial development in China. The embar-
rassments of the Imperial Government resulting
from the war afforded an opportunity to the
Powers to obtain valuable concessions. Russia
in 1895 placed, through France, a loan amount-
ing to $77,200,000, to enable China to meet the
payments of the indemnity. In 1896 the sum
of ' $80,000,000 was provided by German and
American capitalists, and in 1898 the same
amoimt was advanced by the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Deutsch-
Asiatische Bank. In return for these loans, valu-
able railway and trading concessions were exact-

ed, with a view to establishing in the decaying
empire spheres of influence which could in any
event be guarded against dangerous rivals. In
1897 Germany, by way of reparation for the
murder of two German missionaries, seized the
port of Kiao-chau, on the Shantung Peninsula,
and obtained from China extensive mining, trad-

ing, and railway privileges in the rich Province
of Shan-tung. In the early part of 1898, while
the British Government was endeavoring to

secure guarantees that the Yang-tse-kiang region

should not be alienated in any way, and that the
river should be more freely opened to naviga-
tion, Russia obtained a lease of the harbors of

Port Arthur and Ta-lien-wan in the Liao-tung
Peninsula, with railway concessions in the ad-

jacent territory. As an offset. Great Britain at
once demanded and obtained Wei-hai-wei on
similar terms.

The danger to China from the foreign Powers
now l)ecame so evident that two parties appeared,
divided upon the method of resistance. One
was a nationalist reform party, led by Kang Yu-
Wei, a Cantonese, and including Chang Chih
Tung, the Viceroy of Hu-peh and Hu-nan;
the other a reactionary conservative party,

inspired by the Dowager Empress. For a
brief period the reformers seemed to have
gained control at the palace, and held the ear

of the young Emperor, Rwang Su. Their wish
was to bring China into the ranks of modem
nations, along the road which Japan had trod so.

swiftly and so surely, and to throw off foreign

influence by creating a strong and independent
Chinese nation. Niimerous edicts issued from
the palace during the summer of 1898, which
seemed to point to the regeneration of China.

But against this attempt at reform by procla-

mation there were the inertia of the most con-

servative of people, the hatred of all things for-

eign, and the ^on.stant intriguing of the Empress
Dowager, a relentless and unscrupulous woman,
mother of the late Emperor Tung Chih and
aunt of the present ruler, whom she had put
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upon the throne. Long accustomed to control

the alFairs of the palace, she kept the weak
young Emperor in subjection. In September,

1898, he issued a proclamation practically trans-

ferring the sovereign authority to her, and con-

fessing himself sick in body and mind. From
that time he was lost sight of, and rumors of his

death became frequent. A number of the re-

formers were executed, but Kang Yu-Wei escaped
and went into exile. Anti-foreign demonstra-
tions in many quarters l)egan almost immediate-
ly, and marines were sent to Peking from the

foreign naval vessels on the China station, to

guard the legations. Assaults on the mission-

aries and destruction of their property became
of frequent occurrence, and it was evident that
the exactions and dictatorial ways of the for-

eigners had irritated the Chinese. If the liberal

reformers could have had their way, the difficulty

might have been peaceably met by creating an
orderly, civilized government, that would com-
mand the respect of the world; but with the tri-

umph of the reactionaries in the Government, the
spirit that was abroad found vent in violent and
barbaric outbreaks that only served further to

discredit China with civilized nations. The
seizure of full power by the Empress Dowager
was marked by the substitution of Manchus for

Chinese in the higher offic-es, which meant the
infusion of a more brutal and violent spirit in

the Government. In January, 1900, the puppet
Emperor was heard from once again, in a proc-

lamation made by the orders of the Empress
Dowager, naming Pu Chun, son of Psai Yi,

Prince Tuan, as the successor to the throne.

Reports were heard soon after of the activity

in Shan-tung of the organization popularly
known as the Boxers (a very free translation of

the Chinese name meaning 'The Fist of Righteous
Harmony'). This organization and another
which seems to have become identified with it

were apparently the beginnings of a patriotic

volunteer militia which was intended for the
defense of the country against foreign aggres-
sion. It had at the outset the favor of many
really well-meaning men, but it soon came into
the control of fanatics, whose motto was, 'Exter-

minate the foreigners.' As reports of its acts be-

gan to come in, the foreign ministers made fre-

quent representations to the Tsang-li-Yamen, or
Board of Foreign Relations, but without obtain-

ing any satisfaction. Matters went from bad to
worse, until the very legations in Peking were
threatened by.the reign of terror which enveloped
the capital. A relief force of 2000 marines and
hailors from the allied foreign fleets .set out for
Peking, .June 10, under the command of Vice-
Admiral Seymour, the British commander, but
this force was unable to reach Peking. On June
11, the chancellor of the Japanese legation was
murdered in Peking by Chinese soldiers. AI-

' ready there was little doubt that the Boxer out-
break was encouraged from the palace. On June
17, the allied fleets bombarded and captured the
Taku forts. Three daVs later Baron von Ket-
teler, the German Ambassador, was murdered in

the streets of Peking, on the way to the Tsung-
li-Yamen. The diplomatic corps, together with
their households and guards, before the end of
June, were all gathered in the British legation,
which was fortified as well as possible. Cut off
from all communication with the outside world,
they endured the horrors of a siege for nearly

two months. Meanwhile an allied army of relief

had been assembled at T-aku. It captured Tien-
tsin on July 14, and advanced to the relief of

the besieged legations. The march began on
August 4. the force numbering about 18,000
nien—Japanese, Russian, British, American, and
French. Pekingwas reached and the legations were
relieved on the 14th, the Imperial City being
taken on the following day. The Court escaped
into the interior. On the 28th troops of all the
nationalities represented (now including some
bodies of Germans also) marched through the
sacred precincts of the Forbidden City, as a
symbol of the humiliation of China. The ad-

vance on Peking and the occupation of Chinese
territory was attended with much looting, bru-
tality, and license, not at all creditable to the
Christian nations. Li Hung Chang and Prince
Ching were commissioned to treat with the Pow-
ers, and after months of weari.some negotiation,
prolonged by the differences among the Powers
and by the peculiar methods of Oriental diplo-

macy, a protocol embodying the terms of peace to
be imposed upon China was submitted to the Im-
l>erial Government. This document set forth the
expiatory measures imposed upon China on ac-

count of the Boxer outrages ; forbade the impor-
tation of arms and ammunition or the materials
for their manufacture ; provided for the pajTnent
and distribution of an indemnity of 450,000,000
haikwan taels, or $.333,000,000: the conversion
of ad valorem into si)ecific duties, and the im-
provement of the Pei-ho and Whang-pu rivers,

at the joint cost of the foreign Powers and
China ; prohibited Chinese membership in anti-

foreign societies under pain of death, and abol-
ished Government examinations for five years
in cities where foreigners had been ma.s.sacred ; or-

dered the dismissal of governors who should
hereafter permit anti-foreign agitation; and
transformed the semi-official Tsung-li-Yamen into
a ministry of foreign affairs, the VVai Wu Pu,
taking precedence of the other ministries. A
legation district in Peking which might be forti-

fied and guarded was defined, and certain points
were indicated that might be occupied by the
foreign Powers to keep communication open be-
tween the capital and the sea. In accordance
with this protocol, all foreign troops except the
legation guards were to be withdrawn in Sep-
tember, 1901, and the status quo was to be re-

established.

In an Imperial edict issued in F«bruary, 1901,
China accepted these terms, ^^^lile the Boxer
movement was in progress and the siege of the
legations in Peking was going on, the Chinese
forces made a vigorous and at first irresistible ad-
vance against the Russians in Manchuria, which
l»ecame the scene of bloody warfare. In July, 1890,
the Chinese cannonaded BlagovyeshtcheTisk,onthe
Amur River. Russia assembled large forces

which finally drove back the enemy, and at the
Wginning of October Mukden was in Russian
hands. During the progress of the peace nego-

tiations, the Powers dispatched punitive expedi-

tions in various directions, these operations con-

tinuing into the spring of 1001. In June, 1901,

Count Waldersee, who had been at the head of

the allied forces in China, laid down his com-
mand. In Januarr. 1902, the Chinese Court re-

turned to Pekinc On April 9. 1902, the 'Man-
churian Convention* between Russia and China
was sealed by the Chinese Emperor. Under its
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provisions Rushju uj^ntnl jjrailimlly to retire from
Motichuriu in eighteen months. Kussia'H control

over the Manehuriun llailway, however, was to

remain unimpaired.
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(3) Government and laws: Mayers, The Chi-

nese Government (Shanghai, 1886 and 1897) ;

Koss, The Afanchus, or the Reigning Dynasty of
China (London, 1880) ; Staunton, Ta-tsing-Leu-

Lee: The Penal Code of China (London, 1810) ;
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ental Religions: China (Boston, 1877) ; Eikins,

Religion in China (Boston, 1878), and Chinese
Buddhism (Boston, 1880) ; Douglas, Confucian-
ism and Taoism (London, 1879) ; Deal, Bud-
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de Lacouperie, Western Origin of Early Chinese
Civilization (London, 1894) ; Groot, Religious
Systems of the Chinese (4 vols., I^eyden, 1894-

1901 ) ; Heig, Die Religion und KuUur Chinas
(Berlin. 1900).

(5) Character, manners, and customs: Davis,

The Chinese (New York, 1836) ; Doolittle, Social

Life of the Chinese (2 vols.. New York, 1876) ;

Tcheng Ki-Tong, The Chinese, Painted by Them-
selves (London, 1887) ; T^ee Yan Phou, When I

iras a Boy in China (Boston, 1887) ; Simon, La
cit4 chinoise (Paris. 1890) ; Smith, Chinese
Characteristics (London, 1892), and Village

Life in China (New Y'ork, 1899) ; Douglas, So-
ciety in China (London, 1894) ; Fielde, A Cor-
ner of Cathay (New Y'ork, 1894) ; Holcombe,
The Real Chinaman (New York, 1895) ; Bard,

Lea Chinois chcz lUx (Paris, 1899) ; Little, Inti-

mate China (London, 1901); Wu Ting Fang,
"Chinese Civilization," University Record, Vol.

V. (Chicago, 1901).

(0) Commerce: Schumacher, "Die Organisa-
tion de« Fremdenhandels in China," Jahrbiicher
fur Gesctzgebung, Vol. XXIU. (Berlin, 1899);
La mission lyonnaise d'lxploration commcrciale
(71 Chine (Lyons, 1898) ; Bcresford, The Break-
up of China (New York, 1899) ; Parker, China:
Her History, Diplomacy, and Commerce (New
York, 1901).

(7) Economics: Raveneau, "La Chine (*cono-

mique," in Annals dc geographic. Vol. Vlll.
(Paris, 1899) ; Parsons, An American Engineer
in China (New iork, 1900) ; Schumacher,
"Eisenbahnbau und Eisenbahnplane in China," in

Arphiv fUr Eiscnbahnicesen (Berlin, 1899-1900).

(8) Literature: J^egge, The Chinese Classics

(5 vols.. Hong Kong, 1861-72) ; Martin, The Chi-

nese: Their Education, Philosophy, and Letters
(New York, 1881), and The Lore of Cathay
(New Y'ork, 1901) ; Watters, Essays on the Chi-
nese Language (Shanghai, 1896) ; Giles, A His-
tory of Chinese Literature (London, 1901);
Douglas, Chinese Stories (Edinburgh, 1895).

(9) History: Semmedo, History of China and
of the Late Tartar Invasion (London, 1655) ;

Brine, The Tacping Rebellion (London, 1862) ;

Giles, Historic China (London, 1882) ; Boulger,
History of China (3 vols., London, 1881-84) ;

Bretsclineider, Mediceval Researches from East
Asiatic Sources (2 vols., L<mdon, 1888) ; Hirth,
China and the Roman Orient (Leipzig, 1885) ;

Inouye, The Japan-China War (Yokohama, 1895) ;

Vladimir, The China-Japan War (London, 1896) ;

Williams, History of China (New York, 1897);
Macgowan, History of China (London, 1897) ;

Allan, Under the Dragon Flag (New York,
1898) ; Krebs, Chincsische Kriege seit IH'/O und
seine heutigen Sfreitkrafte (Berlin, 1900) ; Ed-
wards, The Story of China (London, 1900);
!Michie, The Englishman in China (2 vols., Lon-
don, 1900) ; Parker, A Thousand Years of the
Tartars (London, 1895) ; Lynch, Tlie War of the
Civilizations (London, 1901).

(10) Missions, politics, and foreign relations:

Staunton, A'aW Macartney's (q.v.) Embassy to

China (London, 1797) ; Hue, Christianity in
China, Tartary, and Tibet (3 vols., London,
1857) ; Oliphant, Earl Elgin's Missioti to China
(New York, 1860) ; Comenge, Los Chinos; social

y politico (Manila, 1894) : Poole and Dickens,

The Life of Sir Harry Parkes (London, 1894) ;

Curzon, Problems of the Far East (London,
1894) ; Jenkins, The Jesuits in China (London,
1894) ; The Anti-Foreign Riots in China in 1891
(Shanghai, 1892) ; Norman, Peoples and Politics

in the Far East (London, 1895) ; Speer, Mis-

sions and Politics in China (New York, 1900) ;

Michie, China and Christianity (Boston, 1900) ;

Colquhoun, China in Transformation (London,
1898) ; Krausse, China in Decay, with bibliog-

raphy (London, 1898) ; Reinsch, World Politics

at the End of the Xineteenth Century, as Influ-

enced by the Oriental Situation (New York,
1900) ; Wen Ching, The Chinese Crisis from
Within (London, 1900) ; Holcombe, The Real
Chinese Question (New York, 1900) ; Leroy-
Beaulieu, The Awakening of the East, translated

by R. Davey (New York, 1900); Will, World
Crisis in China (Baltimore, 1900) ; Chang Chih-
tung, China's Only Hope, translated by Wood-
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bridge (New York, 1900) ; Cordier, Histoire des
relations de la Chine avec les puissances occi-

dentaU's (Paris, 1901); Smith, China in Con-
rulsion (New York, 1901); Landor, China and
the Allies (New York, 1901) ; Ku Hung-ming,
Papers from a Viceroy^a Yamen (Shanghai,
1901).

CHINESE GORDON. The name given to

CJen. Charles George Gordon from his exploits in

putting down the Tai-ping Rebellion in 1863.

CHINESE HEMP. See CoRCiiOBUS.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION. This subject

first assumed importance in the United States

about the year 1870, although legislation hostile

to the Chinese began in California in 1855. The
California Legislature investigated the subject

in 1802 and the United States Congress sent a
joint special committee to the Pacitic Coast in

1870, the voluminous report of which gives the

most authentic information on the subject yet
publisH'^d. (Rep. 44th Cong. 2d Sess. Sen. R.

«)89, pp. 1281, Wash. 1877).
Up to 1808 the United States was trying to

compel China to admit Americans into that
country for the pursuit of trade and commerce.
The first treaty (1844) with China gave Ameri-
cans the right of residence in five ports and
gave them the rights of extra-territorial con-

sular jurisdiction. The Americans, though not
participating in the Chinese war of 1858, secured

all of the privileges obtained by other nations,

which were stipulated in the Reed Treaty of 1858.

Nothing was said in these treaties about Chinese
in America, who came here under the same condi-

tions as the citizens of other nations. The Bur-
lingame Treaty of 1808 deprecated involuntary
immigration—aimed at coolie labor—but de-

clared the right of migration to be an inherent

one, and a special resolution of Congress (July

27, 1808) declared the right of expatriation to

be a natural and inherent right of all people,

the obstruction or restriction of which is incon-

sistent with the fundamental principles of the

republic. This declaration became subsequently
an object of embarrassment in dealing with the

Chinese when anti-Chinese feeling on the Pacitic

Coast made it necessary for both political parties

in 1876 to insert anti-Chinese planks in their

platforms. The question of abrogating the treaty

of 1808 was discussed in Congress. A bill to

restrict Chinese immigration passed both Houses
of Congress in 1879. but was vetoed by President
liayes because it violated the Treaty of 1868. A
commission was sent to China in 1880 to nego-

tiate a new treaty to permit the absolute prohibi-

tion of Chinese immigiation. The Treaty of 1880

declared that "the (Jovemment of the United
States may regulate, limit, or suspend such com-
ing or residence, but may not absolutely prohibit

it." The treaty further stated that the limitation
must be reasonable and apply only to Chinese
laborers. The act of 1882 suspended the inmii-

gration of Chinj'se laborers for ten years and
gave those in the United States or those who
should arrive within 90 days after the passage
of the act the right to remain, but forbade the
naturalization of Chinese, and the act applied to

both skilled and unskilled lalxirers. The act was
amended in 1888, while a treaty, in which the
Chinese Government undertook to prohibit Chi-
nese laborers from coming to the Ignited States,

and our Government agreed to protect those here

from the violence and outrages to which they
were constantly subjected without redress, was
.still pending. The amendment prohibited the re-

turn on certificate of Chinamen once here who
went back to China, declared all such certificates

void, and practically made Chinese exclusion per-

manent. This act angered the Chinese Govern-
ment, which did not ratify the treaty. The act
of 1882 expired in 1892, and the Geary law con-
tinuing the exclusion for a further period of ten
years was passed May 5, 1892. President Roose-
velt recommended in his message to Congress,
December, 1901, the continuance of this policy,

and the general sentiment both in and out of

Congress still favors Chinese exclusion and will

demand further legislation to this end.
Tlie methods by which Chinese exclusion has

been accomplished have not been above reproach,

l)ut public opinion forced radical action on the
part of the Government. It is asserted by those
who advocate Chinese exclusion that the Chinese
come here not in families, but chiefly as male
laborers for a temporary' stay, to secure about
$1500 in savings and then return to China with a
competency. The difference between the Ameri-
can and Chinese civilization makes it almost im-
possible to assimilate them. They work for low
wages and live very cheaply. Whether or not
thej' would ever come to this country in sufficient

mmibers to constitute a menace to the economic
interests of American labor, which the American
workingman supposes, is doubtful.

The numl)er of Chinese who came to the
United States from 1848 to 1852, when they be-

gan to come as a result of the gold discoveries,

is estimated at 10,000. From 1852 to 1854 the
excess of arrivals over departures amounted to

31,861. During the next 15 years the annual de-

partures were about as great as the annual ar-

rivals; 1868 showed a net gain of 6876, and from
that year down to 1876 the net gain was about
11,000 per annum. The census of 1880 showed
105.465, exclusive of Hawaii; 1890, 107,488;
1900, 89,863. Consult Mayo-Smith, Emigration
and Immigration (New Y'ork, 1895). See Immi-
GBATIOX.

CHINESE LANGUAGE. WRITING, AND
LITERATURE. The language of China is an-
cient and important because of the vast number
of human beings speaking it ; but it ranks among
the most rudimentary forms of speech that have
maintained a long existence anywhere in the
world. It has matter-elements and nothing
else ; besides this, it is monosyllabic, each word
being uttered by a single movement of the organs
of speech, and expressing a complete idea or
thing. It is characterized by the unchangeability
of the root. Hence it is without inflections or
distinct parts of speech. The relation of a word
is recognized by its position in the sentence.

The same word may ser\'e as noun, adjective,

verb, or abverb. Gender, number, person, and
case are signified not bv the form of the word
itself, but by related additional words. Position
is evervthinir in the construction of Chinese
sentences. Cliinese is one of the simplest lan-

guages in the world, and at the same time one of
the most diflUcult: for while there is no gram-
mar except syntax, to be a scholar one must
learn the book language in its two or three dif-

ferent forms, the colloquial or spoken languages
in their various vernaculars, and the tones (as
many, it may be, as seven to a single sound).
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which incTcaso the number of simple words or

rootM from nearly ftOO to 12(K) or more. It is

very diHifiilt for a Wentern man to Ik* a master
of the ("hines<> tones. The variety of dialects

and their diniculties are overcome by what is

commonly called the 'mandarin' or t'ourt dialect,

the medium of oflicial communication, which,

though phonetically the poorest of the dialects,

has received considerable literary cultivation.

There is a vast dilTerence between the literary

and colloquial idioms. Yet though poor in form
—indeed, one of the poorest—the Chinese lan-

guage has been made, through ages of cultiva-

tion, and solely by the genius of those who use

it, superior as an instrument of thought to

many, perhaps to most, inflected languages.

"The contrast between the means and produc-

tion in Chinese," says Steinthal, "is a perfectly

unique phenomenon in langiiage history."

If, as seems probable, this language came orig-

inally with the primitive elements of Accadian
civilization from Western Asia, it is logical to

connect its written character with the Accadian
or proto-cuneifonn ideographs of ancient Meso-
potamia. These symbols, at first few in number
and derived from natural or artificial objects,

became stereotypted by use and so modified by
contractions as presently to lose all resemblance

to the original hieroglyphs. Native philologists

seem to recognize some such process as this in

arranging their language in 'six writings' (luh

shu), 608 imitative symbols, 107 signs of

thought, 740 combined ideas (e.g. 'woman' and
'broom' denoting a wife), 372 inverted significa-

tions (the character for 'hand' turned one way
meaning 'right,' the other 'left'), 21,810 phono-
grams—the bulk of the language—combining an
imitative with a sound symbol, and 598 meta-
phonic symbols and combinations, for the most
part accepted conventions difficult to explain.

This constitutes a vocabulary of 24,235 separate

words, which is approximately the total of words
in good usage; though this is increased by obso-

lete and compound characters in Kang-hi's dic-

tionary to 44,449. Here, as elsewhere, however,
the vocabulary of ordinary life is much more
limited, not far exceeding 3000; that of the

nine canonical books is only 4601. Doubtless the
aspect of the written character underwent a
change upon the invention of the hair pencil or

brush, ascribed to a general in the Third Cen-
tury B.C., when the hard stylus ceased to be

used, and other changes in the mechanics of

writing must account for thef obliteration of al-

most every semblance of its hieroglyphic origin

in the modern script. Some examples of such

modifications from supposed original forms are

given in the illustration. There being no alpha-

bet in Chinese, the difficulties in arranging this

assemblage of arbitrary signs are very great.

After various phonetic plans had been tried, the

characters were classified in the Sixth Century by
selecting the most significant part of each as its

key or radical, and by grouping together those in

which the same element occurred. These groups
were subsequently reduced from 542 to 214 in

the Sixteenth Centur>\ the characters xmder the
same radical being listed consecutively according
to the number of strokes required to write the

extra-radical portion. This latter part—usually
called the primitive—may be written above, be-

low, on either side, or inclosed within the radi-

cal ; it is necessary, therefore, to become per-

fectly familiar with these 214 signs before the
first step can be taken in acquiring a knowledge
of the written language. The number of char-
acters listed under each of these in the dictionary
varies from 5 to 1354. A n'markal)le limitation
in Chinese is the paucity of its sounds, hardly
more than 400 in all. The difficulty arising
from this is relieved by the employment of tones,

mentioned above, and by breathings or aspirates
(e.g. t'ang and tnng are two difterent words) ;

but in spite of these the number of homophonea
is excessive and embarrassing, and the spoken
tongue, with its varying dialectic pronunciations
of the same written character, nuiy be considered
the most difiicult in the world for an alien to

acquire. Great attention is paid to its callig-

raphy; no educated man allows himself to write
carelessly, and the appearance of a written or
printed page of Chinese characters in vertical

columns is more ornamental than that of a page
in any other language. Si.x diflferent styles of

script are recognized, of which only l^o—the
'pattern' and 'running' hands—are in common
use. Finally, in addition to the difficulties al-

ready enumerated, it may be said that a lan-

guage which cannot express by single words such
abstract ideas as space, relation, etc., must have
severely restricted the intellectual development
of the race compelled to employ it during forty

centuries of comparatively high civilization.

LiTEBATUBE. The history of Chinese litera-

ture is long—going back perhaps eighteen or
twenty centuries e.c. ; though, owing to the lack

of durable monuments, there are no credible

texts of very ancient inscriptions in China, as
tiiere are in Babjionia and Egypt. By the Sixth
Century B.C., when Confucius edited the famous
sacred canon known as the Ching (King), there
evidently existed a considerable literature in

verse and prose already considered old. To the
Chiiig, the model of literary form, the acme of

philosophic wisdom, is largely due that extraor-

dinary stability of Chinese tliought and institu-

tions which is the wonder of their history. They
consist of the 'Five Classics'—/ Ching [Yi King],
the "Book of Changes"; f>hu Ching, the "Book of

History"; »Sf/iffe Ching [Shi King], or "Book of

Odes"; Li Chi [Li Ki], or "Book of Rites"; and
the Ch'un ch'iu [Ch'un Ts'iu], or "Spring and
Autumn," the last being the only one claiming
Confucius as the actual author—and to these are
added the 'Four Books': The Liin Lit, or "Ane-
lects," of Confucius, his views and maxims re-

tailed by disciples ; the "Book of Mencius" ; the

Ta Hsiieh or "Great Learning"; and the Chung
Yung or "Doctrine of the ^lean," a short treatise

enlarging upon Confucius's teaching as to con-

duct, and ascribed to his grandson, K'ung Chi.

These classics of the Far East constitute as in-

teresting a body of literature as can be found
in any ancient civilization. No written product
of the human mind has for so long a period, or

so completely, molded the culture, morals, and
government of a large fraction of civilized man-
kind. Its profound and continvious study has
not only left abiding traces upon Chinese thought
and institutions, but has, through veneration for

the letter as well as the spirit, preserved the

language almost unchanged during three thou-

sand years, set a pennanent standard of literary

style, and stimulated the critical faculties of an
acute people to the production of thousands of

volumes of commentarv and discussion. The
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"Book of Changes," probably the oldest of the

'Five Classics/ is ascribed to Wen Wang, found-

er of the Chou (or Chow) Dynasty in the Twelfth
Century b.c. It consists of a series of apparently
random deductions based upon the groupings
of divided and undivided lines said originally to

have been copied and arranged from the back of

a tortoise by the chief Fu risi, thirty-three cen-

turies B.C. The eight diagrams of triplet

lines (thus, =,
= =, ^=, etc.) were enlarged

to sixty-four by doubling into sextets, each
representing some natural force or element and
followed by a short essay ascribing to every line

its highly fanciful and allegorical import. The
text is followed by ten icing, or commentaries,
long ascribed to Confucius, but unquestionably
of later origin. It is impossible to do more than
guess as to the real purpose of this antique puzzle,

foreign speculators calling it a philosophy, a
vocabulary of pre-Chinese tribes, a calendar of

the lunar year, etc., while the natives persist in

venerating it as divinely inspired, though they
cannot interpret its true meaning. The "Book
of History" embodies, like the Hebrew Scripture,

fragments of very ancient documents ; but its

present form is the work of Confucius, who in-

fused into its brief and rather monotonous rec-

ords his ideas of virtue, statecraft, and phi-

losophy. Though its text is not alwaj's beyond
dispute, this record places China indisputably

in the first rank of Asiatic nations for its au-

thentic data OH ancient times. Scarcely less im-

portant in this respect, and as a sociological

document, is the "'Book of Odes," while its hu-

man and literary interest far surpasses all the

other Ching. This poetical relic consists of 305
odes, chants, and ballads, said to have been gar-

nered by the Sage from 3000 songs current in

China at his time. They date from the Eigh-
teenth to the Sixth Century B.C., and many if

not most of them seem to have a religious use
and meaning; but it is hardly possible to exag-

gerate their interest to the scholar as true pic-

tures of the life and thought of antiquity, or

their value in illustrating the language, cults,

and customs of old China. They have inspired

eighty generations of Chinamen since Confucius
expressed approval of them by declaring that
''He who knows not the Hhih stands with his face

toward a wall." The fourth classic, the "Book
of Rites," does not properly belong to the Con-
fucian period, being the compilation of two
cousins named Tai, in the First Century B.C. It

got its present form after remodeling in the
becond Century a.»., and until the Fourteenth Cen-
tury was always joine<l with two older works

—

the Chou Li and / Li—both devoted, as it was,
to ceremonial forms and usages. The "Spring
and Autumn Annals" is the title of a brief rec-

ord of Confucius's native State between the years
722-484 B.C., written by the Sage himself, a book
upon which he considered his reputation would
stand for all time. It is hardly more than a
simple statement of events, devoid of conmient
or interest, but its dry annals were expanded by
the illuminating commentary of his disciple, Tso,
who made it altogether one of the most read-
able accojmts we have of the remote past, earn-

ing for its author the title of the Froissart of
ancient China.

The 'Four Books' are the works of three dis-

ciples of the Sage and of Mencius, his great ex-

positor, in the century following his death. The

"Analects" gives some accounts of the habits and
lecords the teachings of the gra^it moralist as
nearly as possible in his own words, thus forming
an invaluable repository of information about Con-
fucius and his moral system. In this is formu-
lated the famous text of altruism, the Golden
Rule in its Chinese form, "What you would not
others should do unto j'ou, do not unto them;"
and here are expressed his ideas as to the nature
of man, the necessity of education, of etiquette,

of self-repression, of filial surrender, and here
his agnosticism stands out in bold relief. The
"Book of Mf>ng tsz'," or Mencius, supplies at
rather greater length the teachings of Confucius's
greatest follower, a man who subordinated his

whole doctrine to the system of his master, but
who in breadth and strength of character seems
to have been superior to the Sage himself. Like
Socrates, he devoted himself to crushing the
sophists of his time, and through his learning
and influence in combating heterodox philoso-

phers he may be said to have established the
supremacy of the Confucian system in the mind
of China. As third among the 'Four Books*
comes the Ta Hsiieh [or Hioh], the "Great Learn-
ing," once constituting a chapter of the "Book
of Rites." It enlarges upon the regulation of
the individual, the family, the State, and the
Empire, and has conduced, theoretically at least,

to the maintenance during successive ages of
China's political solidarity under a system allow-
ing considerable liberty of home rule. Lastly,

the Chung Yung, also originally a section of the
'"Book of Rites," develops the idea of the prince-

ly man who, basing his actions upon the prin-

ciple of ching, or uprightness, and submitting to
the all-pervading ho, or harmony of the universe,

nevA departs from the just mean. From this

source come in great part the attitude of calm
and the assumption of impartiality studiously

cultivated by Chinese gentlemen.

In a sense these classical works may be con-

sidered the sum and substance of Chinese litera-

ture, for not only have the example and ethical

system of Confucius become supreme over the
minds of his countrymen, but forms of thought
and style have ever been kept subservient to
these early products of the national genius. Con-
fucius did much for his people, but he has much
to answer for in repressing original speculation,

freedom of research, and imagination by a color-

less formalism. Such was the idea of the 'First

Emperor' Ch'in, who two centuries after the
death of Confucius consolidated feudal China
into a real empire and greatly extended its do-

main. In order to combat the conservative lit-

erati who resisted his violent and rapid reforms
by preaching the doctrines of the dead past, he
decreed in n.c. 213 the destruction of all books
excepting those on science, agriculture, and divi-

nation (the last saving the / ching alone of the
classics), and forbidding their repro<luction or
study. The edict, which was carried out with
extraordinary thoroughness, brought death upon
4fiO recalcitrant scholars, and forms an epoch
in the history of Chinese letters. The tyrant's

dynasty did not endure long, and within a
half-century of his denth the ancient learning

was revived with double zest under the Han
DjTiasty (B.C. 200-A.n. 200). The new zeal also

brought with it a harvest of forgeries of old

works alleged to have been discovered in hiding-

places, but really efforts of clever writers to
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imitate the resunoitated ancients, whose pres-

tige in eastern Asia always far exeeeds the most
brilliant successes of authors among their own
tontt'niporaries. Ik'fore toufiiing upon this re-

vival t)f learning in China, however, it is projier

to refer i>rielly to the non-Confucian liter-

ature of Taoism and the mystics. The philoso-

pher Lao-tsz', an earlier contemporary of Confu-
cius, gave birth to a philosophy of quietism, the
esoteric meaning of which is hard to determine.
The pursuit of tao, as set forth in the Tao-te
chiiHf, a work ascribed (improperly) to the
teacher, suggests Hindu transcendentalism and
may be derived from India. In its purity it

never took nuich hold on the practical and world-
ly-minded Chinese, but idealists exist even there,

and to these such speculations have invariably
j»pi)ealed. In the Fourth Centurj' a.o. there arose
an author (Chwang Tsz') who illuminated for

his followers the dark places of tao, and by the
chann and erudition of his style elevated his

exposition to a high place in the literature of a
eounlry where style atones ff)r all heresy. The
history of the sect of tao, which passed from
]>ure mysticis!!! to tiie utmost pretensions of

alchemy and divination, does not belong here,

nor is there much more than this to be said of

the numerous writings of the Buddhists, which
begin here in the First Centurj' a.i).. but which
have never greatly aflfected the literary life of

educated China.

While elucidations of the Confucian canon con-
stitute an important part of the literary output
of China during its mediicval period, the chief

distinction of the Han era comes from the devel-

opment of poetry and of historical writing. To
Mei ShJng (Second Centura' a.d. ) belongs the
honor of first exhibiting the beauties of the five-

word metre, in which form have been produced
the finest specimens of the poetic art in the lan-

guage. Rhymes are of course easily found in a
monosyllabic language of few sounds, but Chinese
A'erse calls for similar tones to perfect the rhyme
and demands also the disposal of rising and fall-

ing tones in the line in accordance with a scheme
which recalls the niceties of metrical arrange-
ment among the Greeks. The identification of

the human mood with nature, which was almost
unknown in Europe until modern times, appears
strong and fresh as a poetic motif in China, as
elsewhere in the East, from very early ages. In
our comprehension of their art, however, the
need of translation is a portentous obstacle;
whatever the care of the translator, there must
always remain diflFerences in standpoint, in mode
of life, and intellectual environment to thwart
and prejudice the resulting effect upon readers in

an alien land. Wliere every chance allusion to
history and familiar custom, where nature her-
self, as exhibited in an exotic clime, require ex
planation before the sense is secure, it is hard to
keep the flowers of Chinese verse from withering
when transferred \o another speech. In history
the language, of course, fares better, and scholars
liave reason to look for la rarer results from trans-
lations of the standard Chinese historians than
from those of any other Asiatic peoples. First of
these authors in time and reputation—next to
Confucius, who preached but could not write his-

tory—is Sz'-ma Ch'ien (born B.C. 145), whose
''Historical Record' relates the history of China
from the beginning down to nearly his own period.
Its 520,500 words, all originally scratched on

bamboo tablets with a stylus, have been conned
and counted with such affectionate care in sub-
s<>(]uent ages as to have become the unvarying
ty|)e of historical presentation in China ever
since. Each dynasty has made it a serious busi-
ness to compile the nation's annals during
the preceding dynasty as well as to collect rec-

ords for its own reigns, and the twenty-four
dynastic histories prwluced in a uniform set of
210 volumes in 1747 are an exhibit of intellec-

tual activity creditable in the extreme to the
Chinese mind, even if their pages do not glow
with marks of genius or lofty imagination.
These official histories are supplemented by pri-

vate memoirs, local annals, travels, and topog-
raphies, and at long intervals authors have ap-
peared to continue the work of Confucius and
8z'-ma Ch'ien by revising and condensing the
national history into acceptable literary form.
Such have been Sz'-ma Kwang, whose history in

360 books appeared in the Eleventh Century, and
Chu Fu-tsz', who issued an 'abridgment' in 55
books in the Twelfth Century. On the whole, the
mass of historical literature of all kinds in

China may be called enormous, a mine as yet
almost unworked by European students. In the
rather .scant literature of foreign travel should
lie mentioned the accounts of the journeys of the
Buddhist pilgrims Fa Hsien in the Fourth Cen-
tury and of Hsiian Tsang in the Seventh Century
to India in search of holy books and images.
They seem to have inspired in China no lasting
interest in foreign lands nor desire to travel
abroad, but by the efforts of these and Other
priests in translating Buddhist books much of

the literature of that creed which would other-
wise have perished in its extinction in India has
been preser^•ed for the researches of modern
scholars.

After a long period of political disturbance
and comparative intellectual .sterility following
the fall of the House of Han, there arose the
T'ang Dynasty (a.d. 000-900), during which
China may be said to have reached the zenith of

its intellectual life. "Poetry," declares a Chi-
nese critic, "began with the Hhih, developed with
the Li Hao, burst forth and became perfect under
the T'angs. iluch excellent work was achieved
under the Han and Wei dynasties ; their writers
appear to have selected good subjects, but their

language was imequal to its expression." It was
notably the age of lyric verse, expressed in a lan-

guage which had by this time become refined and
adapted to the highest literary purposes. Long
flights are almost never attempted, the epic being
a product altogether alien to the Chinese mind

;

but as tests of skill under great technical diffi-

culties the eight-line poem and the still harder
four-line epigram or 'stop-short' have remained
favorite forms. Professor Giles describes the
invariable arrangement of the two conventional
tones in the latter stanza as follows:

Sharp sharp flat flat sharp
Flat flat sharp sharp flat

Flat flat flat sharp sharp
Sharp shan> sharp flat flat

"The effect produced by these tones," he says,

"is verj' marked and pleasing to the ear, and
often makes up for the faultiness of the rhymes,
which are simply the rhymes of the odes as heard
2500 years ago, many of them of course being no
longer rhymes at all. Thus there is as much
artificiality about a stanza of Chinese verse as
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there is about an Alcaic stanza in Latin. But in

the hands of the most gifted this artificiality is

altogether concealed by art, and the very tram-
mels of tone and rhyme appear to be necessary

aids and adjimcts to success." The names of

famous poets in this era are legion, and it would
be ditlicult as well as useless to enumerate them.
Anthologies of the period are numerous, and
always studied for their famous poems, as they

are set as standards for imitation. The 'Com-
plete Collection,' published in 1707, contains

nearly 50.000 poems of all sorts arranged in 900
books. Chief among their poets must, however,
be mentioned Li Po (705-762) and Tu Fu (712-

770). The former, a sort of Chinese Anacreon,
enjoyed immense popularity, became a spoiled

child of the imperial palace, where he performed
prodigies of impromptu verse-making when too

<lnmk to stand, fell a victim to Court intrigue,

and was drowned at last, very appropriately, in

a maudlin attempt to kiss the moon's reflection

in a river. Rather curiously, the Chinese,

though a temperate people, are passionately fond
of songs in praise of wine and rejoice in a long
array of poets who were more or less drunkards.
On the other hand, their literature as a whole is

singularly pure, standing in this respect high
among those of Orientals, though social life

among them is far from clean, and obscenity in

familiar intercourse is often if not always con-

doned. Li Po's contemporarj', Tu Fu, was also

a Court officer and favorite, and likewise com-
pelled to retire. His career resembled that of

Villon and ended in the mire, but his name has
been for a thousand years a household word in

Asia. One of his verses will serve as a .sample of

the summum honum of Chinese poetic art and as

an illustration of what is admired in the four-

line lyric epigram:

" White gleam the jniHs across the darkling tide,

«)n the green hills the scarlet flowers burn

;

Alas ! I see another spring has died . .

When will it come, the day of my return?"

It is perhaps creditable to Chinese institutions

that many of their great writers have been men
of official rank. In a land where the road to

office has long lain through the study of letters

this has resulted in efforts more or less serious

on the part of every mandarin to 'write,' and
produced in the aggregate a long list of respect-

able works. Among these the poet, philosopher,

and statesman Han Yii (7fi8-824), of the djTiasty

of T'ang, stands preeminent as a model of nobility

of character, ability in high office, and remark-
able elevation of literary style. His career is

familiar to every well-read Chinaman, one of

his compositions being customarily read by the
bier as a part of the funeral service, while an-
other, his protest to the Emperor on the subject

of receiving a bone of Buddha with imperial
honors, an ode which caused him a long banish-
ment, is one of the favorite 'pieces' for reading in

the language. Several women emerge from the ob-

scurity of female life in this time and take their
places among the famous men of letters in China,
a galaxy which knows neither creed nor sex,

which stands or falls only by the great test of an
approved style.

The literary life of China decreases in origi-

nal ity and power after the great T'ang period,

but some phases of its later periods are notable

for various rea.sons. The Rung and some minor
ld^'na.sties cover the Tenth and Twelfth centurie-*

Vou IV.-36.

during which renewed attention was paid to hiS'

tory, and Sz'-ma Kwang (1019-8G) and Chu Hsi
(1130-1200) flourished. The latter, one of the
most remarkable minds China ever produced, is

famous not only as a historian, but as a philoso-

pher, and it is his original interpretations of the
classics that constitute the system or code com-
monly called Confucianism bj' foreigners. The
rise of metaphysical speculation may be said to
be the distinguishing mark of this era, within
which, however, no phase of literature or learn-
ing was neglected and during which the inven-
tion of block printing (Tenth Century) gave
great impetus to book-making and the formation
of libraries. The Mongols themselves added
nothing to China's intellectual life, but their
dynasty is marked by the introduction of the
drama and of novels. Both of these forms of
literature are as important now in China as
elsewhere, and it is remarkable, in view of

the passion common to all Asiatics alike for
the story, that the art of fiction in its two high-
est forms should have been so tardy in develop-
ing here. Chinese plays, contrarj' to the notion
accepted in the West, are usually very short,

their plots being often ingenious and highly
melodramatic, but seldom complicated. No scen-

ery is used, and some of the accepted conventions
are naively frank. The plays follow each other
without change of scene or intermission, the ses-

sions, like school hours in China, lasting all day
long. Novels under the Ming (1368-1(544) and
present dynasties absorb increasing attention and
show great ability, though the plots are often too
long and intricate and the characters too numer-
ous to suit the taste of Europeans. Tlieir short
stories are, at their best, altogether admirable, if

their almost invariable introduction of the su-

pernatural be allowed, some of them, like the
Strange Stories (1679), ranking among the
world's be.st contes. China, like modern Europe,
has during recent centuries passed through the
encyclopaedic age, when scholars have devoted
themselves to amassing great repertories of the
literature, knowledge, and wit of past genera-
tions. No countrj', in fact, surpasses this em-
pire in the wealth and variety of her diction-

aries and encyclopaedias of all kinds, but these
can hardly be called literature. Nor does the
often scurrilous wit of their proverbs and gross
wall-literature—anonymous placards frequently
found on street-corners—call for mention in an
account of Chinese letters. The intellectual rec-

ord of the race is, on the whole, one to be proud
of and deser\-es more attention than it has yet

received from Western scholars.

BiBLiooRAPTiY. On the language, consult the
grammars of Williams (Canton, 1842) : Sohott
(Berlin. 18.57): ^Sfartin (Shanghai. ISfi."?) : and
Jtilien (Paris, 1870) : and the dictionaries of

Morrison (Shansrhai. 186.'>) : Medhtirst (Shang-
hai, 1847-48> : Williams (Shanghai. 1874) : and
Oiles (Shantrhai. 1892^ .Mso Edkins. China'ft

Place in Philolnrjt/ (Txmdon, 1871): Ball. The
Arcadian Affinitiat nf Chinese (T>ondon, 1885) ;

Terrien de I.jicouperie, The Lanpuages of China
Before the Chinese (London, 1887) : and Wal-
ters, Essaffs on the Chinese Language (Shang-
hai. 1889)".

Chief among translations of important work<i

stand: T^eirge, Chinese Classics, (new ed., 8 vols.,

(Kford. 189.T95) : also in Vols. III., XVI.,
XXVII., and XXVIII. of MUller's Sacred Books
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of the East; Iteal, Texts of Taoism, ibid., Vols.
XXXIX. and XL. (Oxford, 1892) ; Giles, Utrange
atorics from a Chinese Htudio (I^ndon, 1879),
and Chinese Poetry in English Verse (London,
18U8) ; also his Chuang Ssu (London, 188») ;

LooniiH, Confucius and the Chinese Classics ( San
P'rancisco, 18(!7) ; MarquiH d'llorvoy dc Saint
Dennis, I'ocsie de Vipoquc de Tang (Paris, 1870) ;

C. de liarli'z. La pit^nic chinoise (Paris, 18!).'{)
;

Carus, LaoTse's TaoTeh-King (Chicago, 18!)8) ;

Chuvannes, Memoires historiques de Use-ma
Ts'ien (Paris, 18»5-9})) ; Bazin, ThMtre chinois
(Paris, 1838) ; and I.KX,'khart, Manual of Chinese
Quotations ( Ho»g Kong, 1893). For literary
history and criticism, see \V3ii0, \otcs on Chi-
nese Literature (Shanghai, 1807) ; Giles, His-
toric China and Other tikctchcs (London, 1882),
and A History of Chinese Literature (New York,
1901), the only volume devoted to the sub-
ject; Martin, The Lore of Cathay (New York,
1901); James, Chinese Literature (Shanghai,
1899) ; Candlin, Chinese Fiction (Chicago,
1898). Consult also the Chinese Repository
(Canton, 1830-51) ; China Review (Hong Kong,
1870-1902); Transactions of China Branch of
Royal Asiatic Society (Shanghai, 1850-1902);
Ball, Things Chinese (New York, 1893) ; and
Cordicr's Bibliotheca Sinica (3 vols., Paris,
1881-95).

CHINESE MUSIC. The music of no other
ration presents such a vast dift'erence between the
theoretical writings and the practical execution
as does that of China. The theory of music had
reached a high state of development at the earliest
times of which we have record; but the practical
execution of music was then, and is still to-day,
nothing else than a barbarous, cacophonous com-
bination of noises worthy of the rudest savages.
The oldest Chinese scale consists of but five
tones: F, G, A, C, D. The names of these tones
were kung, chang, kio, che, yu. For centuries
this incomplete scale remained in use until Tsay-
Yu introduced, against violent opposition, the
two remaining tones B, E, known as pien-chung
(the mediator) and pjen-/io ( the leader ). Strange
to say, from the very beginning the Chinese
theory was acquainted with the full octave and
its division into twelve semitones. Each semi-
tone was called Lii. The idea was conceived of
arranging a series of twelve bamboo pipes so
that each pipe would produce one Lii. As the
older hymns, moving within the compass of the
old five-tone scale, could not be adapted to this
ne^y device, the pipes were divided into two
series, in each of which the progression should be
by whole tones, one called perfect, the other im-
perfect :

(1.) Series F, G, A, B, Cjf, DJf—perfect.
(2.) Series F«, G#, At, C, D, E —imperfect.
This progression of whole tones was soon found

unsatisfactory. As the result of various experi-
ments a new scale, consisting of fourteen tones,
Mas adopted. This began with the tetrachord
B, C, D, E, to which was added the octave F, G,
A, B, C, D, E, and three tones above, F, G, A.
Within this compass our C major scale is com-
prised, and the fact that the tones have the same
names in different octaves proves that the Chi-
nese understood the principle of the octave. But
V was still regarded as the fundamental tone.
The fifth tones above and below F are regarded
as its helpers, for by means of progression in
fifths it was possible to arrive again at the

starting tone: F—C—(i—D—A—E—B—Fjf

—

Ct
~GJ—Djt—A$—EJ (F). The first seven of these
tones, in the progression, are called 'principles,'
the other five 'complements.' The fifth above is
called Ta-Kinen-Keu (great interval), the fifth
below Tchao-Kit'.en-Kcu (small interval). Every
L(i or semitone may be taken as tlie fundamental
tone {kung) of a scale, and thus the same scale
can appear in twelve transpositions. As, more-
over, every LU can change its place seven times
within the same scale (i. e. it may be on the
first, second, third, etc., step), there arises the
total number of 84 scales.

The musical instruments of the Chinese are
strictly divided into eight classes, according to
the material employed to produce a tone. One of
the chief instruments is the king, consisting of a
frame on which are hung stone plates, which are
struck by a mallet. There are in all sixteen plates,
hanging in two rows. They are tuned in the
twelve Liis of the octave and four additional
tones. The nio-king is a king made of especially
fine plates, and this instrument is to be played
only by the Emperor himself. The cheng is a
peculiar instrument somewhat resembling a
small organ. It consists of a gourd over which
are arranged 12 or 24 bamboo pipes closed at
the lower end with metal plates, with which are
connected reeds. Each pijje has a hole which is

stopped with the finger to produce the tone. The
necessary wind is produced by a bellows. The
cheng is the diapason of the Chinese. By it all
other instruments are tuned. The fcw is a
stringed instrument with twenty-five strings
made of twisted silk. Yo and che are flutes made
of bamboo. The ov is seriously regarded as a mu-
sical instrument. It consists of a wooden image
of a tiger. The end of a concert is indicated by
striking three blows upon the head of this tiger
and running a small stick (chen) over the back
of the figure. The drums are built in all sizes,

and occupy a position of importance, for the
chief purpose of Chinese music is to make as
much noise as possible. As everything else, the
number of instruments, of singers, etc., is strictly
regulated by laws. According to the importance
of the occasion, the number of performers may
vary from two mandarins, two singers, and twelve
instrumentalists to as many as thirteen man-
darins, four singers, and fifty-two instrumental-
ists. The actual Chinese melodies are devoid of
all artistic sense; there is no rhythm, no sym-
metry, no melody. Most of the "airs illustrate
the conservatism of China by the fact that the
tones B and E, which were wanting in the oldest
scale, are almost always avoided. For full in-

formation the reader is referred to Ambros, Oe-
f.chichte dcr Mttsik, Vol. I. (Leipzig, 1880) ;

Eoussier, Xotes et observations sur le m^moire du
P. Amiot concernant la musique des Chinoia
(Paris, 1779).

CHINESE WALL. A wall once 1700 miles
long, extending between Mongolia and China
proper from Suchau, in Kansu, eastward to the
Gulf of Pe-chi-li, with an extension northeastward
to the Sungari River. It is called in Mongolian
the White Wall, in Chinese the wall of 10,000
Li, and is the most gigantic defensive work in the
world. In the Second Century B.C. an earthwork
against the incursions of the Tatars was thrown
up which in parts corresponds with the present
wall. The latter, however, as recent researches
indicate, dates only from the latter part of the
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Fourteenth Century. Since the accession of the

M.inchu Dynasty in 1G44, the wall has been al-

lowed to fall into decay, except at a few points

wliere it is maintained for customs purposes. The
wall is 35 feet high, 21 feet thick, and is faced

with granite blocks, with towers at frequent in-

tervals. Its course is irregular, but chosen with-

out regard to natural obstacles.

CHINESE WHITE. The white oxide of zinc

recently introduced into the arts under this name,

as a pigment in place of the preparations

of white lead. It changes very little either by
atniosplieric action, or by mixing with other pig-

ments ; but it has not the body of white lead. It

is prepared also for use in water-color painting,

and when so employed is known as body color

(q.v.). It renders water-colors less transparent

when mixed freely with them, but is very useful

when sketching on tinted paper, as by its means,

quick results and sharp effects may be obtained.

CHIN-FLY. A bot {Gastrophilus 7iasalis)

,

smaller than the horse-bot (Gastrophilus equi)

,

densely hairy and with the thorax rust-colored,

troublesome to equine animals in the southern

United States. "The eggs are laid on the lips

or nostrils within easy reach of the tongue. . .

Measures of prevention must consist in prevent-

ing as far as possible the deposition of the eggs,

for which purpose the application of a little tar

and fish-oil to the hairs of the under lip may
be of service, and where eggs are suspected the

use of a wash of carbolic acid to the lips and the

margin of nostrils." See Bot.

CHINGACHGOOK. An Indian chief, who
plays a prominent jiart in Cooper's Last of the

Mohicans, Pathfinder, Deerslayer, and Pioneer.

CHING-HAI. A fortified seaport in the Chi-

nese Provijice of Che-Kiang, situated at the mouth
of the river Yung, about 18 miles from Ning-po
(q.v.), of which it is the seaport. It has a
citadel and an estimated population of over 140,-

000. It was taken by the British in 1841.

CHING-TU, ching-too'. A Chinese city, capi-

tal of the Province of Sze-chuen, situated on the

River Min, in the midst of a fertile plain (one

of the largest in the empire), and a rich mining
region. Famous in Marco Polo's time, it is

fetill one of the richest cities in the empire, with

(lean streets and canals, carrying on a flourishing

trade with the cities of the Yang-tse River Valley.

It has telegraphic connection with Hankow. In the

arsenal, which has machinery of German and
British make, rifles and cartridges of the Mauser
pattern are turned out. It has a population of

nearly a millifm.

CHINIQUY, sh^'n^'k*', Chabij:s Pascal
Tkijcsim'ORK (1H0!)-99). A Canadian preacher.

He was bom at Kamouraska, Province of Quebec,

ordained in 18.33 as a Roman Catholic priest,

and after having had charge of several parishes,

started his successful temperance crusade (1846).

In IS.'il he established at Kankakee, 111., an ex-

tensive Roman Catliolic colony. He became a
Presbj'terian minister in 18o8, and thenceforth

spent much time in public addresses against the

Roman Catholic Church, and published a num-
ber of works, largely controversial, of which the

principal was Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
(188(5).

CHINKABA, chTD-kU'rA (from Skt. chikkira,

sort of antelope). The Indian gazelle {Gazella

Bennetti), sometimes improperly called 'ravine-

deer.' See Gazelle.

CHIN-KIANG-FXT, chen'kyang'foo'. A city

and port in China, named Rule-Uie-River City,

because of its former miliUiry importance. It is

situated at the junction of the Grand Canal, on
the right bank of the Yang-tse-kiang, about 150
miles from its mouth. The population is 140,000.

It was opened to commerce by the Treaty of Tien-

tsin (1858). Waterways connect it with Shan-
ghai. It has a bund or river-fronting esplanade,
clubhouse, and churches. In 1889 a native mobde-
stroyed half the foreign houses. Nearly destroyed
bj' the Tai-ping rebels, who occupied it from
1853 to 1857, it has fully regained its commercial
importance. Goat-skins, silk, rice, hides, wool,
and fancy products are exported, and opium, cot-

ton goods, and sugar are imported. In 1897 the
total trade amounted to $17,000,000, and the ton-

nage of shipping 3,555,739, of which 2,353,702
was British.

CHIN'NEBY-HAL'DANE, James Robert
Alexander, Lord Bishop of Argyll and the Isles.

See Argyll and the Isles.

CHINON, she'noN' (anciently called Caitw,
probably connected with Olr. coin, OWelsh cein,

beautiful, Gk. xalvadai, kainsthai, to surpass,
Alban. si, eye ) . A town of France in the De-
partment of Indre-et-Ixjire, situated on the
Vienne, 25 miles southwest of Tours (Map:
France, G 4). It has the remains of a huge old
castle, the occasional residence of the Plantag-
enet kings of England, and also of some of the
French sovereigns. It is celebrated as the birth-

place of Rabelais, and as the meeting place of

Jeanne d'Arc and Charles VII. in 1429, both
events being commemorated by monuments. Chi-
non has manufactures of druggets, serges, earthen-
ware, etc. Population in 1901, of town, 4183; of
commune, 6033.

CHINOOK, chi-nook'. Formerly an impor-
tant tribe occupying the country at the mouth of

the Columbia River, on the north bank, in Wash-
ington. They were venturesome fishermen and
enterprising traders, traveling long distances up
the river and along the coast in great canoes
hewn from immense cedar tnmks. They lived in
houses made from cedar boards, flattened the
head, owned slaves, and practiced the potlatch
(q.v.). Cognate tribes held both banks of the
Columbia as far up as the Dalles. The tribe has
dwindled to extinction, but its language forms
the basis of the noted Chinook jargon (q.v.)

.

CHINOOK. A term applied by the early
settlers of the Northwest Territory and in me-
teorological literature to a strong warm and dry
south or west wind descending the eastern slopes

of the Rocky Moimtains into Montana and Wyo-
ming, evaporating or melting the snow and bring-

ing great relief in cold weather. The name was
probably given to it because the wind occurred
in, or blew from, the territory occupied bj- the
Chinook Indians. It was at first supposed by
the settlers to be a brancli of the warm south-
west wind of the Pacific f\>ean that had crossed

over the Rocky Mountain range; indeed, the
moist southwest win<ls on the c»>asts of Oregon
and Washington have also been called chinook
wind.s. It is a mistake to think that the Montana
chinook originates over the warn> waters of the
Pacific; it is essentially a descending wind and
owes its temperature and dryness to this fact;
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it belongs to the saine class as the FUhn winds of
Switzerland. Several very diiFerent euinhinationB
of cunditiuns may cause descending winds, but in

any case descending air by cuniing under greater
pressure must be conjpressed and therefore
warmed up at the rate of about 1° Fahrenheit
for each 183 feet of descent, or 1° Centigrade jH'r

100 nieters. Therefore a fall of 5500 feet, such
as is very common in llowing over the Rockies,
will raise the temperature of the air by 30° Fahr-
enheit, and as this warmth is very slowly lost,

the warm air spreads over a wide extent of
^n)und. The hot winds of Kansas and Iowa un-
cdoubtedly also owe their liigh temperatures to
tlie fact that the air is descending rapidly. As
no moisture is ad<Ied to tiie mass of descending
air, the Fohn winds of Switzerland, the chinooks
of Montana, and especially the hot winds of
Kansas are extremely dry, and evaporate and
absorb any snow or moisture at the surface of
the ground. The proper explanation of chinooks
was first given by G. M. Dawson, 1879-1880, but
the most important early paper on the subject
was by Professor Mark W. Harrington of the
University of Michigan, in the American Meteoro-
logical Journal, Vol. 111. (Ann Arbor, 1887).

CHINOOK JABGON. An important trade
jargon constituting the chief medium of inter-

communication among all the tribes of the Pacific
Coast from northern California far up into Alas-
ka, and throughout the Columbia region. Owing
to its great usefulness • over a wide area, con-
siderable attention has been given to it by traders
and missionaries, despite its mongrel and skele-

ton character. According to an analysis of 500
words, two-fifths are of Chinook origin, two-fifths
from other Indian languages and Canadian
French, and one-fifth from the English, all,

however, being softened and modified to suit the
phonetic deficiencies of those using the jargon.
Consult: Hale, Manual of Oregon Trade Lan-
guage (London, 1890) ; Gill, Dictionary of Chi-
nook Jargon (Portland, Ore., 1891) ; Boas, "Chi-
nook Texts," in Smithsonian Bureau of Ethnology
(Washington, 1894) ; Pilling, "Bibliography of
Chinook Languages," in Smithsonian Bureau of
Ethnology (Washington, 1893).

CHINOOK SALMON. The common and
most valuable salmon of the Pacific Coast. See
<3uiNNAT. and Salmon.

CHINS. A general name applied to certain
peoples of a more or less primitive type inhabit-
ing the mountains of Assam, Arakan, the Burmo-
Chinese frontier, etc., known variously as Chins,
Kakhyens, Khyens, Katchins, or Singhpos. Physi-
cally they are now somewhat mixed with the other
peoples of this area, Karens, Burmese, and Shans,
with perhaps a later Hindu and an earlier Dra-
Tidian strain, the whole resting upon a Mongoloid
(Sinitic) basis. Some of the Chins are very
Avarlike, and great hunters. By language they
seem to belong in the Tibeto-Chinese stock, being
nearest related to the Burmese. Besides the gen-
eral works on Assam, Burma, etc., the literature
relating to the Chins includes Anderson, Manda-
lay and Momien (London, 1876), and Reid, Chin-
Lushai Land (London, 1893). The Chins of
Dardistan belong to another race altogether, and
«peak an Ar^'an tongue.

CHINSTJBA, chTn-soo'r5. A former towTi in
liengal. British India, on the right bank of the
fiugli, 20 miles above Calcutta, now incorporated

with Hugli (q.v.) (Map: India, E 4). Chinsura
was originally the chief Dutch settlement in Ben-
gal, and was establisiunl in 1({5({. It was ceded
in 1824 to the British, together with other
places on tiie mainland, in exchange for the Eng-
lisli jxjssessions in the island of Sumatra.

CHINTREUL, shaN'trSK, Antoine (1816-73).
\ French painter, born at Pont-de-Vaux (Ain).
His landscapes have assured him a position
among modern artists. Somewhat in the manner
of (^orot he has painted "ElFet de crepuscule"
(1848), 'La mare aux pommiers" (1850).
"Apr&s la pluie," "Pluie et soleil," and "MarCe
basse," his best picture.

CHINTZ (Hind, cint, cit, Beng. cit, chintz,
from Skt. chitra, spotted, variegated). A highly
glazed printed calico, with a pattern in many
colors on a white or light-colored ground. It
is chiefly used for bed-hangings, for covering
furniture, and other purposes where gay colors
are desired, and where there is much exposure
to dust, which does not adhere to its highly
calendered surface. See Cretonne.
CHIO, ke'6. See Chios.

CHIOGGIA, kyO'jA, or CHIOZZA, -dzA (med-
iaeval Clugia, from Lat. Fossa Clodia

)

. An episco-
pal city and fortified seaport of Italy, 18 miles
south of Venice (to which there are frequent
daily steamboats), and 63 miles by rail south-
east of Padua (Map: Italy, G 2). It is built on
piles, is surrounded by the Lombardo Ship Canal,
is cut in two by the Vena Canal, which is crossed
by nine bridges, and is connected with the main-
land by a stone bridge nearlj' 800 feet long, with
43 arches. The cathedral dates from 1633, the
Board of Trade building from 1322. The inhabi-
tants have always been distinguished by quaint
customs, costumes, and dialect, and the fisheries
have long been important. The other principal
industries are flax-spinning, ship-building, and
the manufacture of sails, bricks, candles, and
lace. The rivalry of Genoa and Venice was de-
cided here, December 23, 1379, by the victory of
the Venetian fleet. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune), 28,000; in 1901, 30,563.

CHION, kl'on (Lat., from Gk. Xluv). A na-
tive of Heraclea, on the Euxine Sea, son of
Matris and pupil of Plato. In conjunction with
Leonides and others, he tried, in B.C. 352, to lib-

erate his native city from the tyranny of Clear-
chus. Clearchus was killed, but his brother,
Satyrus, brought about the death of Chion, and
reasserted the tyranny. There are extant seven-
teen letters, which purport to have been written
by Chion, but are spurious.

CHIONIDES, ki-on'i-dez (from Gk. Xwv/Stjs).
A Greek comic poet, whose representations date
from B.C. 487. He is called the earliest writer
of the old Athenian comedy, in that he was the
first to impart to it that spirit of censorious
criticism, whether of morals, politics, or literary
tasle, which distinguished it down to the time
of Artaphernes. The extant fragments of his
M'orks have been edited in Meineke, Fragmenta
Comicorum Grwcorum (Paris, 1839-57), and
Kock, Comicorum Atticorum Fragmenta, Vol.
I., 4-7 (Leipzig, 1880-84).

CHIOS, ki'os (Gk. Xlos, Xwy, Kios, Turk.
Sagis addsch ; Scio in the Genoese form). A
Turkish island seven miles off the west coast of
Asia Minor, and about 50 miles in a direct .line
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west of Smyrna. Its length from north to south
is 32 miles; its greatest breadth is 18; area, about
400 square miles. Chios is consequently one of the
largest islands in the -l^gean Sea, and is, or was,
until the terriltle earthquake of 1881, one of the

most productive and beautiful, the name having
furnished in ancient times a sjTionym for wealth
and profligacy. The surface is largely occupied

by chalky limestone momi tains, which in the

north reach an altitude of 4080 feet in Mount
Oros. Along the centre of the east coast lies

the most extensive plain, around the capital,

Chios. It is a rich and picturesque district,

abounding in vines and orange, lemon, and
almond trees, and embellished with villas. The
climate is dry, especially in summer, and delight-

ful. The wine of Chios, famous in antiquity,

is still of some repute. Oil, cotton, and the

usual fruits of that latitude are produced, and
in the southwestern part a well-known variety

of mastic. Cheese, silk, wool, and silk and
woolen stutTs, as well as grain, cattle, salt, and
preserved fruits, figure prominently among the

products. The leading export articles are leather

($3,120,000 in 1899), mastic, fruits, and distilled

spirits. The leadinsr import are hides ($1,920,000

in 1899) and gra in"( $720,000 ) . Chios belongs to

the Turkish vila3'et Dschesairi-Bahri-Sefid, and
has a population of 59,600, mostly Greeks. The
population of the capital was 13,000 before the

disaster of 1881. The city has an Aga, a bishop

of the Greek Church, and is, with its new haven,

protected by a fortress. In 1899, 1299 ships of

689,683 tons entered here.

In early times the island was colonized by the

lonians, and remained an independent and pow-
erful State till B.C. .546, when it was subdued
by the Persians. It took part in the Ionian re-

volt, and contributed 100 vessels to the Greek
naval force which was defeated at the battle of

Lade (B.C. 494). From that time until B.C. 479

it was again subject to the Persians, but in the

latter year it was freed from the Persian yoke,

and became in B.C. 477 an independent member
of the Delian Confederacy. In B.C. 415 it took

part in the Sicilian expedition with fifty ships.

The island remained on its original footing of

autonomous ally of Athens, retaining its armed
force, its ships, and its fortifications, until B.C.

412, when it attempted to revolt—an attempt
which led in the end to its conquest and devasta-

tion. In more recent times the island has changed
hands repeatedly, and has experienced many
vicissitudes of fortune. In 1089 it was devastat-

ed by the Turks under Tzachas. In 1172 it was
in the possession of the Doge of Venice, Vital

Michieli. In 1346 it fell into the hands of tlie

Genoese, and in 1566 it was taken by the Turks,

in whose hands it has since, except for a short

interval (1694-95), remained. It was conferred

as private property upon the Sultana, enjoyed

her protection, and consequently prospered. In

1822 a number of the Sciotes having joined the

Samians in a revolt against Turkey, the island

was attacked by a Turkish fleet and army, and
the inhabitants were mercilessly slaughtered or

sold as slavesl The town and island were laid

waste. The island has since recovered, however,

and is now in a prosperous condition. In re-

cent years the island has suflTered from earth-

quakes, notably in March, 1881, when much
property was destroyed and many people lost

their lives.

CHIP'MAN, Xathamkl (1752-1843). An
American jurist and politician. He was bom in

Salisbury, Conn.; graduated at Yale in 1777;
served as a lieutenant in the Revolutionary Army,
and was present at the battles oi White Plains
and Monmouth. He was admitted to the bar in

1779, and began practice in Vermont, where
he became Chief Justice of the State court in

1789. In 1791 he was a member of the conven-
tion called to decide whether Vermont should
join the Union, and was one of the commission-
ers to arrange for the State's admission. Wash-
ington appointed him judge of the United States
C'ourt for the district of Vermont. In 1797 he
was chosen United States Senator, and in 1813
was again elected Chief Justice of the State. He
was afterwards, for twenty-seven years, profes-

sor of law in Middlebury College. He published
Principles of Government : A Treatise on Free
Institutions (1833), and other works of a simi-

lar character.

CHIPMAN, Ward (1787-1851). A Canadian
jurist, born in Saint John, New Brunswick. He
was educated there and at Harvard, and was
appointed Crov\-n agent for determining the north-
west angle of Nova Scotia. He was also suc-

cessively Advocate-General, clerk of the circuits,

and Solicitor-General. In 1825 he was appointed
puisne judge of the Supreme Court, and in 1834
became Chief Justice. He was, besides, president
of the Legislative Council and Speaker of the
Assembly.

CHIPMUNK (N. Amer. Indian, probably
originally imitative). An American ground-
squirrel of the genus Tamias, which forms a
connecting link between the arboreal squirrels

jtroper and the spermophiles. It is a small
animal, about 6 inches long, with a slender four-

inch tail. The color is reddish brown or gray,
with black and white stripes on the back. The
chipmunk (Tamias striattts) is one of the com-
monest and most pleasantly familiar animals in

eastern North America, living in stone walls and
stumps. It is almost always to be found aloni;

old fences and hedgerows, especially near woods,
and lives in a burrow, wherein it stores for
winter use large quantities of small nuts, acorns,

etc., and where it remains in a snug nest until

spring, frequently appearing, however, on the
warmer days. Other species occur in the central

and western L'nited States, of which the 'four-

lined' is extremely numerous and active through-
out the whole Rocky Mountain region. (See
Plate of Squirrels.) For systematic review
of the genus, consult J. A. Allen, American
iluseum of Natural History Bulletin, Vol. III.

(New York, 1890).

CHIPPAWA, chip's -wa. A village and port
of entry in Ontario, Canada, at the junction of
the Chippawa with the Niagara River, 2 miles
above the great falls (Map: Ontario, D 4). An
electric railway running from Queenston," past
the falls, terminates at Chippawa. Here Major-
(Jen. Joseph Brown, July 5, 1814, with 1900
Americans, of whom 68 were killed and 267
wounded, defeatetl the English under Major-
Genoral Rial, who had 2100 men, of whom 138
wer«' killed and 365 wounded. Population, 500.

CHIP'PENpALE, Thomas. A well-kno\m
English ciiliinct -maker of the Eighteenth Cen-
tury. Little is known of his life, except that he
was active in his trade about 1760. He marked-
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ly influenced tho construction of furniture in

Kn>;liui(1 in Iuh day. Consult Litchfield, 7//m«-

iralid Histori/ of Furniture (London, 1802).

CHIPPENDALE FURNITURE. A par-

ticular .style of lifjht and ele^jant drawinj;?-rooni

furniture, inlaid with colored woods, and first

made by Thomas ChipjK'ndale. Almost all mahog-
any furniture of the Kinhteenth ('entury is

popularly known as Chippendale. Chippendale's
designs are delicate and elaborate, though ])er-

haps somewhat overwrought. In 17.'>2 he pub-

lished a book of designs for furniture drawn by
himself. Of this work a se^cond edition appeared
in 1759, and a third in 1702. John VV'eale (Lon-
don, 1849) issue<l an elaborate volume entitled

Chippendale's Design/t for Sconces, Chimneys, and
Looking-glass Frames in the Old French Style,

fiee Fl^RMTi'RE.

CHIP'PENHAM. A market town in Wilt-
shire. England, on the Avon, 22 miles east of

Bristol (.Map: England, D 5). Chippenham is

famed for its markets of cheese and corn, its

cheese market being one of the largest in Brit-

ain. There is also a large condensed-milk fac-

tory. Population, in 1901, 5000. Near the town
is Lacock Abbey. It was the scene of the sign-

ing of the famous Treaty of Chippenham, or

\A'edmore, in 878, l)etween King Alfred the Great
«nd the Danish leader Guthrum.

CHIPPEWA, chlp'pt^-wji. See 0.iibwa.

CHIPPEWA FALLS. A city and county-
seat of Chippewa County, Wis., about 100 miles

east of Saint Paul, Minn., on the Chippewa
River, and on the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint
Paul, the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and
Omaha, and the Wisconsin Central railroads

(Map: Wisconsin, B 4). It possesses a public

library and a fine county court-house. The State

Home for the Feeble-minded and the Coimty In-

sane Aslyiun are located here. Tone Rock battle-

ground, near by, is of interest as the scene of

a Sioux-Ojibwa conllict. The city has fine wa-
ter-power, and important manufactures of lum-
l»er, wooden - ware, flour, shoes, gloves, beer,

woolen goods, foundry' pnxiucts, etc. Settled in

1838, Chippewa Falls was chartered as a city

in 1870. The government is administered, under
a revised charter of 1885, by a mayor, elected

bienniallv, and a municipal council. Popula-
tion, in 1800, 8070; in 1900, 8094.

CHIPPEWA RIVER. A river of Wisconsin,
rising in the northern part of the State, about
30 miles southeast of Ashland, on Lake Superior
( Map : Wisconsin, B 3 ) . It flows southwest,
meeting its west branch in Sawyer County, and,
receiving the Flambeau from the east and the

Red Cedar from the west, empties into the Mis-
sissippi River at the lower end of Lake Pepin.
It falls a distance of about 500 feet in the 200
miles of its course, and flows through the great
lumber region of the State. At Chippewa Falls

then; is available a large amount of water-
power.

CHIP'PEWY'AN. A nomadic hunting tribe

of Athabascan stock, roaming over the country
along Great Slave River from Lake Athabasca
to Great Slave Lake. They are said to have
lived formerly much farther to the southeast,
until driven out by the Cree, after the latter
had procured guns from the traders. The name,
which must not be confounded with Chippewa
or Ojibwa (q.v.), is of Cree origin, and signifies

'pointed coat,' referring to a characteristic fur
garment worn by the men. They are also fre-

ijuently known as Athabasca, from the lake near
which they reside. They number about 1000,

all now Christianized by Cp*Jiolic missionaries.

CHIP'PING WYCOMBE, wlk'am. See Wy-
CO.M HE.

CHIPPY, or Chipping-Bird (so called from
its note). One of the smallest and most numer-
ous of the migratory American sparrows (Spizel-

la socialis), distinguished by its small size,

unspotted, ashy-blue breast, and chestnut cap.

It is a general favorite, because of its gentle

manners and familiarity. It builds its nest in

shrubs, of grass and fine roots, and always lines

it with horse-hairs, whence it is .sometimes called

'hair-bird.' The eggs are four or five in num-
ber, blue, speckled at the larger end with black-

ish brown. Two or three broods are reared in a
season. (For illustration, see Sparrow.) Like
other sparrows, the chippy feeds chiefly on seeds,

but it often eats insects too. It is by no means
a songster, but the usual chippy-chippy-chippy
forms a trill that is musical and sweet. Consult
Weed, "Feeding Habits of the Chipping Spar-

row," New Hampshire College Agricultural Ex-
periment Station Bulletin 55 (Durham, 1898),
from which it appears that the bird does good
service for the gardener as a destroyer of in-

sects, and should be protected and encouraged.

See Sparrow.

CHIQUICHIQUI (che'k^-che'kft) PALM
(So. Amer. Indian). A palm {Leopoldinia

piassaba) called piassaba in northern Brazil.

It is one of the species yielding piassaba fibre,

which is employed in the manufacture of brushes.

The piassaba fibre exported from Pata is partly

obtained from it. It grows in swampy or oc-

casionally flooded lands, on the banks of the

Rio Negro and other rivers of Venezuela and
the north of Brazil, and has a crown of very
large, regularly pinnate leaves, with smooth,
slender stalks. The leaves, like those of many
other palms, are much used for thatching.

CHIQUINQUIRA, ch6-ken'k^-rii'. A city in

llie Department of Boyaca, Colombia, situated

44 miles west of Tunja, and 8600 feet above sea-

level (Map: Colombia, C 2). The town is famed
for its chapel having a miraculous picture of

the Virgin. The chapel is visited annually by
some 30,000 pilgrims, which number swells to

50,000 every seventh year, the time of public cele-

bration. The permanent population is about
13,000.

CHIQUITO, ch^ke'td (Sp., very small). A
group of tribes constituting a distinct stock,

between the headwaters of the MamorC and the

Paraguay, eastern Bolivia. They are of small

stature, whence the name, and were originally

agricultural, but warlike, living in palisaded

villages with houses regularlj' ranged in streets.

They resisted the Spaniards for nearly two cen-

turies, but in 1091 accepted the Jesuit mission-

aries, who established flourishing mission com-
munities among them, selecting the Chiquito

language proper as the general medium of com-
munication among the converts, who numbered
over 50,000, representing nearly fifty tribes. On
the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1707, the com-
mimities rapidly decayed, and within a genera-

tion nearly two-thirds of the Chiquito race had
disappeared. A considerable body still survives,
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living in straw-thatched adobe houses, cultivat-

ing cotton and sugar-cane and weaving ponchos
and haniniock.s.

CHIR'IMOY'A. See Chekimoyeb.

CHIROGALE, ki'r6-gal (from Gk. x^^P,

cheir, l»and -|- yaXrj, gale, weasel). A genus
(Chirogaleus) of small arboreal lemurs of Mad-
agascar, which have the interesting habit of

curling up in holes of trees and passing the diy
season in a state of torpidity. "Before this

takes place an immense deposit of fat accumu-
lates upon certain parts of the body, especially

upon the basal portion of the tail,

which by the time they emerge from their tor-

por has acquired its normal proportions. The
smallest species . . . live among the small

branches on the tops of the highest trees, feed-

ing on fruit and insects, and making nests which
resemble those of birds." Lydekker, Mammals
(London, 1891).

CHIROLEPIS, ki-rol'^-pls (Neo-Lat., from
Gk. x^lp, cheir, hand + \eirls, lepis, scale). The
earliest known ray-finned fish, found in the

Devonian rooks of Europe and North America.
The body was slender, about 20 inches in length,

and was covered by the regular rhomboidal
ganoid scales, which in this genus were very
small, and reinforced on their inner surfaces by
vertical ridges. The skull had almost the nor-

mal development of external bones, and the

jaws were strong and well provided with teeth.

The fins, which had very finely divided rays,

consisted of a pair of pectoral, a pair of pelvic,

and an anal and dorsal fin, and the tail was
lieteroeercal. Chirolepis is a member of a heter-

ogeneous family of fishes, the Palaeoniscidae, that

apparently gave rise to two widely divergent
evolutional series— namely, to the progressive

series of the teleosts on one hand, and on the

other hand to the regressive or degenerate series

terminating in the modern sturgeon. See Stub-
<;eon" : Pal.komscid.e.

CHIROMANCY, kl'rd-man'si (from Gk. x^lp,

cheir, hand -f- fjutyrtla, mnntcia, divination),

or PALNfiSTRY. The art of divination through
the study of the palm of the hand. The inter-

jTetative science of the hand in general is

termed chirosophy. It is divided into two
branches—ehirognomy, which is concerned with
studying man's tendencies through the form of

the hand and the fingers, and chiromancy, which
pretends to foretell by inspecting the lines of

the palm. Chiromancy is an ancient art which
was known among the Chaldeans, Assyrians,
Egj'ptians. and Hebrews, and was cultivated by
the philosophers Plato, Aristotle, Antiochus,
Ptolemy, and others. .Aristotle found on an
altar dedicated to Apollo a treatise on chiro-

mancy, written in letters of gold, and presented
it to Alexander the. Great as a gift worthy of

his lofty mind. References to the subject are
in Aristotle's HiHt. Avimalium (i. 15). and in

the Problemaia and Physiognomica, doubtfully
assigned to him. A reference in Juvenal (Sat.

vi. 581) is evidence that the art was practiced
among the Romans. That chiromancy was prac-
ticed and accepted. seriously in the Middle Ages
we know from frequent references to it in writ-
ings of that period. Alhertus Magnus. Paracelsus,
and Cardanus seem to have been greatly inter-

ested in the subject. Later it became involved
in jugglery, until in the Nineteenth Century it

again received a certain amount of serious con-

sideration, largely owing to the work of two
Frenchmen—Adrien Adolphe Desbarrolles (1801-

76) and Casimir Stanislas d'Arpentigny (bom
1798), an officer in the French Army.
Palmistry treats mainly of the mounts of the

hand, with the lines on them and the lines in-

terlacing the palm. The left hand is usually
the one studied, since it is less affected by use.

There are seven mount.s—that at the base of

the first finger is the mount of Jupiter; the
middle finger, the mount of Saturn ; the ring
finger, the mount of Apollo ; the little finger

the mount of Mercury; beneath Mercury the
mount of Mars; at the wrist, the mount of

I he 3Ioon; and at the thumb, the mount of

Venus. More important even than the mounts
are the four great lines—the line of life, of the
head, of the heart, and of fortune. The three
first named suggest the letter M, and represent
the trinity of human existence—sensation, in-

telligence, and action. The line of life, which
follows the mount of Venus and meets the line

of the head, determines the length of life, possi-

bility of illness, etc. The line of the head, which
crosses the palm obliquely from Jupiter to Mars,
indicates the intellectual quality. The line of

the heart, which crosses the hand horizontally

from Jupiter to ^lercury, indicates worth of

character; the nearer the line approaches Jupi-
ter the better the character. The line of fortune,

which cuts the hand vertically, if clear and
straight foretells a prosperous life. Other lines

of special interest are the Venus line, the line

of the liver, and line of Apollo. In general, the
lines indicate the strength or weakness of ten-

dencies, according to their length and clearness.

Each mount indicates a certain quality ; an
absence of the mount, an absence -of the quality.

Jupiter normally developed indicates ' love of

honor and a happy disjwsition ; Saturn, pru-

dence and wisdom, and therefore success ; Apollo,

a love of the beautiful and noble aspirations;
Mercury, a love of science, industry, and com-
merce ; Mars, courage and resolution ; the ^loon,

a dreamy disposition and morality; Venus, a
taste for beauty and a loving temjierament. Be-
side the mounts and the lines are squares, stars,

circles, points, triangles, crosses, rings, branches,
chains, forks, islands, etc., which corroborate or
modify according to their situation the indica-

tions deduced from the inspection of the mounts,
the lines, and the form of the hand and the
nails.

Bibliography. D'Arpentigny, La chirog-
nomie (Paris, 1843) ; Desbarrolles, Les mya-
t&rea de la main (Paris, 1879), and his R&v&la-
tiotiM completes (Paris, 1879) ; Lenormand, Sou-
venirs proph^tiques d'une sibylle (Paris, 1814) ;

Firth and Heron Allen. Chiromancy, or the Sci-

ence of Pahnistry (London. 1883) ; L. Cotton,
Palmistrtf and Its Practical Uses (Tendon,
1890) ; Wood, Scientific Palmistry (London,
1JK)0) ; Cheiro. Cheiro's Guide to the Hand (New
York, 1898). See Superstition.

CHIRON, kl'r6n (Lat., from Gk. Xelpur,
Cheiriin) . The most famous of the Centaurs
(q.v.). the son of Cronus and Philyra. Tie is dis-

tinguished from the other Centaurs by his mild-

ness and wisdom, and the general benevolence of
his character. Often represente<l in works of art,

these attributes of his are evident in a nobler and
more human bearing. Many Greek heroes yrere
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befriended and educated by Chiron, among others
Achillea, Actipoii, Aleon, and even Apollo. He
vaH uequuinted with the art of healing, and was
considt-red the inventor of the lyre.

CHIROPTERA, kt-roi/tA-ra (Neo-Lat, nom.
pi., from C)!k. x<ip, chcir, hand + trrtpdv, pteron,
wing). An order of niannnal^, tiie bats, char-
ftfterized by the possession of membranous
wings (patagia) sujjported upon the highly
nuxlilied bones of all limbs, and extended by the
greatly prolonged metacarpals and phalanges of

the manus. (For details, see Bat.) This order
is regi\rded as an ancient offshoot of the Insec-

tivora. to which it is allitnl in dentition and many
features of internal structure; it is also allied

to the Primates in dental ciiaracters, and espe-

cially in the structure and external character-
istics of the generative organs. Hence it is

usually classified in a linear arrangement next
to the Insectivora. It is divided into two sub-
orders

—

Frugivora Mcgachiroptera, or fruit-eat-

ers, and Animalivorons Microchiroptcra, or insect-

eaters, (ieologically the history of the order
begins in the Eocene Age.

CHI'ROTHE'RIUM. See SxEGOCEPHAi-iA.

CHIR PHEASANT, cher fez'ant. A crested
pheasant {('atrciis Wallichi) of the middje
ranges of the Himalaya, which varies from the
true pheasants in lacking the bright metallic
plumage, and in other details.

CHFRU (Hind., from Tibetan). An ante-
lope (I'anthalops Hodgsoni) inhabiting the pine
forests and elevated y)lains of Tibet. It is

about 32 inches in height, pale fawn in color,

with a black face in the bucks, and these alone
have long, gazelle-like horns. They sometimes
gather in autumn into great herds, and always
tax the stalker's patience by their watchfulness.

CHISELHITRST, chiz"l-herst, or CHISLE-
HURST. A parish in Kent, England, 11 miles
southeast of London. It was here, at Camden
House, that the exiled Napoleon III. fixed his
residence in 1871, and died January 9. 1873.
Chiselhurst remained the residence of the Em-
press EugC'nie until 1880. Population, in 1901,
7400.

CHISELMOUTH. A large, blackish chub
(Acrochrihis alutaceuft) of the Columbia River,
also called 'hardmouth' and 'squaremouth,' in

reference to the blunt, fleshy mouth, the low-er

lip of which is covered with a firm, sharp-edged
cartilaginous plate. It is occasionally eaten.

CHISHOLM, chlz'om, Mrs. Caroline
(Jones) (1808-77). An English philanthropist.
She established at Madras an industrial school
for the daughters of poor soldiers, and in 1838
went with her husband to Australia. She
founded at Sydney homes for the reception of
female colonists, and aided many wives and
children of liberated convicts to leave England
and join their husbands and parents, establish-
ing therefor the Family Colonization Loan So-
ciety.

CHISHOLM, William Wallace (1830-77).
An American official, bom in Morgan County, Ga.
As a Union sympathizer he was elected sheriff
by the negroes after the war, and reelected in
1873. He proved himself an able leader, and
succeeded in making the county the chief rally-
ing point of the Republican Party in the State.
He was arrested in the spring of 1877, on the

i,j2 CHITIN.

charge of having murdered John W. Gully, a
Democratic leader, who had been shot near Chis-
holm's dwelling. His family, consisting of his
wife, three sons, and a daughter, voluntarily
accompanied him to jail. On the morning fol-

lowing his arrest the doors of the jail were de-
molished by the mob, which probably consisted
largely of members of the Ku-Klux Klan. Chis-
holm's son, a boy of thirteen, was shot; a daugh-
ter of eighteen mortally wounded; and Chisholm
himself was fatally injured. As no evidence
of complicity in the murder of Gully existed
against Chisholm, the origin of the massacre has
been traced to the fact that, being in a posi-
tion to control the favor of the Republican
i*arty, Chisholm had incurred the animosity of
the Democrats of the district, who refused to ac-
cept the existing conditions. The episode of Chis-
holm's death suggested a very powerful chapter
in Tourg('(''s .1 Fool's F.rrmul.

CHISHOLM vs. GEORGIA. A noteworthy
case decided by the Supreme Court of the Unit-
ed States in 1793, and reported in 2 Dallas Re-
poi^ts, 419. In 1792 Alexander Chisholm, a citizen
of South Carolina, sued the State of Georgia in
the Federal courts, but the State refused to
make an appearance in the suit. The Supreme
Court, when tlie case came before it, took occa-
sion to review the origin and nature of the
Union, and decided that a State could properly
be made a party defendant to such a suit under
the grant to the Federal courts, in the Con-
stitution, of judicial power over cases "between
a State and citizens of another State." The agi-
tation incident to such a decision, apparently
invading the 'sovereignty' of each State, led
shortly thereafter to the adoption of the elev-

enth amendment to the Constitution, providing
that the Federal judicial power should not ex-
tend to any suit brought against a State by a
citizen of another State or of a foreign State.
Later, efforts were made to circumvent this pro-
hibition by a citizen assigning his claim to the
State of his domicile, and by then having the
suit brought in the name of the assignee State;
but it was held that this could not be done, in
Neio York vs. Louisiana, 108 United States Re-
ports, 70.

CHISTOPOL, che'std-pAl'. See Tschistopol.

CHISWICK, chizik (sandy bay). A suburb
of London, seven miles west-southwest of Saint
Paul's, on the left bank of the Thames. Around
Chiswick are many fine villas, extensive market
gardens for supplying London, and the gardens of
the London Horticultural Society. The church-
yard contains the grave of Hogarth. The Duke
of Devonshire's beautiful villa, Chiswick House,
is situated here. Population, in 1901, 29,800.

CHITAIi, che'tul, or CHITRA, che'tra. The
axis-deer. See .\xis.

CHITIN, kl'tin (from* Gk. x^riiv, chiton,
tunic). The chief chemical constituent of the
skeleton of insects and crustaceans. It diflfers

from the horn substance by being insoluble in
alkalies. It may be prepared from the body of
articulata by extracting with dilute hydrochloric
acid and alkali, then boiling with water, alcohol,
and ether. When pure, it is a white, amorphous
substance usually retaining the skeleton form.
Its exact chemical composition is unknown.
Boiling concentrated acids transform it chiefly
into glucosamine, CgHi^NOs.
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CHITON, ki'ton (hat., from Gk. x"""", Ionic

KiOiiv, kilhon, probably a loan-word from Heb.
ki'tOncth, coat). In ancient Greece, a sort of

bhirt or undergarment, worn next the skin by
both men and women. In Homeric times it was
worn by men alone, the peplos being the women's
underdrcss of this period. The Homeric chiton

was a close-fitting garment of linen, which, being
closed at the sides, was drawn on over the head,

while the peplos was a long, loose woolen gar-

ment, open at one side and fastened with a
brooch at the shoulder. In later times the

chiton came into use for both sexes, and was
of two general forms. That of the men resem-
bled the earlier Homeric chiton, being a short,

close-fitting garment, sewed at the sides and
provided with short sleeves or mere armholes;
while that of the women, the so-called Ionic

chiton, was long and loose, and was sewed at

the sides and provided with sleeves. The earlier

jieplos, however, was still used, being especially

favored by the Spartan women, whence it re-

ceived the name of Dorian. Later still there

came into use a sleeveless chiton for women.
The chiton was sometimes worn girded and
sometimes not. and it was of various colors and
cuts. Consult Anielung, in Pauly Wissona, Real-

encyklopiidie.

CHITON. x\ group of mollusks, the mail-
shells, constituting an order (Placopbora) in

the class Aninhineura. The shell is composed
of eight narrow, transverse, calcareous pieces,

overlup])ing each other in a row along the back,

and strongly attached to the mantle, which is

remarkably fleshy and fibrous. Chitons have the
power of rolling themselves up into a ball like

the armadillo (q.v. ), thus exposing nothing but
the hard shell. The organ of locomotion is an
oval foot, extending the whole length of the

CHITON, OR MAILr-8HELL.

1, attitude in life ; 2, detail of shell aud integument, dor-
sal Tiew.

animal, by meann of which chitons cling to rocks
po tenaciously that the heaviest surf does not
disturb them. More than 200 species are known;
they dwell in all climates, but are mo.st abun-
dant in the warmer seas. They occur at all

depths, but prefer the rocks along the shore,

where they sometimes are found in surprising
numbers. All North Atlantic species are small,

seldom an inch in length, but some of those found
in the tropics, and on the coast of California,

may be 8 or 10 inches long. Most of the chitons
are gray or brown in color. b\it some species are
very handsomely marked with red, orange, yel-

low, green, and other colors. The upper surface
may be comparatively rough, with papillsp and
ppines. In most cases it is nearly covered by

the shell plates, but in one or two genera the
plates are very narrow, and cover only the mid-
dorsal part of the animal, while in still others
the plates are completely concealed within the
thickened integument. "West Indian negroes"
are said to "eat the large chitons, which are
abundant on their rocky coasts, cutting ofT and
swallowing raw the fleshy foot, which they call

beef."

Fossil Forms. The modem chitons are the
survivors of a long line of ancestors that made
their first appearance in the Ordovician or Lower
Silurian rocks, attained some prominence during
Carboniferous time, and, with a slight decline

during the Tertiary period, have continued with
only slight changes of scarcely more than ge-

neric rank down to the present era. The group
thus affords an excellent example of the per-

sistence of a generalized primitive type. The
fossil genera are classified according to the form
of the articulating facets of the valves and the
proportions of the shell and its segments. See
also Placopiior.^..

CHITRALI, che-trale. The natives of Chi-
tral, a region on the borders of British India,
rortheast of Kafiristan, on the southeastern slope
of the Hindu-Kush. They belong, with the Kafirs
( Siahposh ) ,

physically to the white race and
linguisticallv to the Arvan stock. Their number
is estimated at between 150,000 and 200,000.

In the last years of the Nineteenth Century they
came into conflict with the English authorities,

and their ruler, the Mehtar, is now a British

^assal. An interesting account of this people
and their neighbors is given in Sir George Rob-
erston, Chitral (London, 1898).

CHIT'TAGONG' (corrupted from Chatgoan),
or Islamabad (city of Islam). <The second name
was conferred by Aurungzebe, who captured it;

toward the close of the Seventeenth Century.)

A city of eastern Bengal, India, capital of the
district of the same name, situated on several

small but steep hills on the Kamaphuli, 7 miles

from its mouth, in latitude 22° 20' N. and longi-

tude 91° 54' E. (:Map: Burma, A 2). Its cli-

mate is malarious. An important commercial
centre under the Portuguese, it came into posses-

.sion of the British, with Bengal proper, in 1760-

65. But having originally formed part of Ara-
kan, it was claimed, after a lapse of sixty years,

by the Burmese Emperor, as a dependency of that
territory—a claim which constituted one of the

grounds of the War of 1824. It has ship-build-

ing industries, and a considerable export trade

in rice, jute, gunny, and tea. The United States

is represented bv a consular agent. Population,
24.100.

CHITTAGONG WOOD. The wood of Chick-
rassin tabninris, a tree of the order Cedrelaceje,

a native of the mountainous countries to the
ea.st of Bengal. In some parts of India it is

called cedar or ba.<<tnrd cedar; names, however,
which are also given to other kinds of wood.
Chittagong wood is much valued in India, and
is used for all purposes for which mahogany is

used in Great Britain. It makes beautiful and
light furniture, but is apt to warp in very dry
weather, lieautifully veined and mottled pieces

are occasionally met with, and are highly valued.

CHITTENDEN, Rrs.sEL Henry (1856—).
An American chemist. He was born in New
Haven, Conn., February 18, 1856; graduated at
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the Sheffield Scieiitiflo St-hool of Yale University
in 1875; boonnie instructor in chemistry at Yale
in 1870; studied in IIcidcll)orp, (ierniuny. in

1878-79: took his doctor's <h'}rree at Yale in

1880; and has l)een professor of phyaiolouical
chemistry there since 1882. Since 1808 he has
also lxH«n lecturer on physiological chemistry at
Columbia I'niversity, New York. He is a mem-
l>er of numerous scientific bodies, and has been
president of the American Physiological Society
since 1896, and director of the Sheffield Scientific

School since 18t>(5. Dr. Chittenden has carried
out several important researches in physiological
chemistry, and has written Digestive Proteolysis
and numerous scientific papers.

CHITTENDEN, Thomas (1730-97). The
first Governor of Vermont. He was born in East
Cuilford, Conn., but emigrated to the so-called
New Hampshire Grants (now Vermont) in 1774.
Here he took an active part in the controversy
with New York, and was a member of the con-
vention which declared Vermont a State (1777),
and of the State Constitutional Convention of
1778. He was then Governor from 1778 to 1789,
and again from 1790 to 1797. Consult Chipman,
A Memoir (Boston, 1849).

CHITTIM, kitaim. See Kittim.

CHITTUR, chit-toor''. A town in the native
Rajput State of Udaipur, India, 270 miles south-
west of Agra (Map: India, C 6). It is re-

markable for the fortress which occupies the
summit of an isolated rock, nearly 6000 yards
in length and 1200 yards in breadth. The rock
is scarped all round to a depth of 80 or 100 feet,

about a fourth part of the entire altitude of
i>00 feet, ^^'ithin the inclosure, formed by a
wall 12 miles in circuit, are several temples,
tanks, a palace, commemorative pillars, and an
inner citadel. Population of adjacent town,
7000.

CHIT'TY, Joseph (177G-1841). An English
lawyer and writer on law. He was a success-
ful practitioner at the bar, and enjoyed a great
reputation for legal learning. His writings
became the text-books of the generation suc-
ceeding his own, their accuracy and systematic
character rendering them peculiarly suitable
for the purposes of law students. Among his
principal works are: Treatise on Parties to
Actions and to Pleadings (1808) ; Treatise on
the Law of Nations Relative to the Legal Ef-
fects of War on the Commerce of Belligerents
and Neutrals, and on Orders in Council in Li-
censes (1812); Treatise on Criminal Law
(1816) ; Synopsis of Practice in the King's
Bench and Common Pleas (1831-32) ; Treatise on
Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes (1799) ;

and an edition of Blackstone's Commentaries
(1832).

CHIUN, ki'un. A deity mentioned by the
prophet Amos (v. 26), who reproaches the Is-

raelites for having carried "the tabernacle of
your Mokx'h fmarg. better; Siccuth, your kingj,
and Chiun, your images, the star of your God."
The latter idol, Chiun, is now generally recog-
nized to have the Babylonian name of the planet
Saturn

—

Kaiiran, as the Syrians, Mandeans, and
Persians called him. The assertion that there is

an EgA'ptian god Ken, who may be identified with
Chiun. i'* quite unfounded.

CHIUSI, kyorf'se. A town of central Italy,
in the Province of Siena, 37 miles southeast of

Siena, with a population of 5000. It stands on
an eminence in the Val di Chiana, not far from
the lake of tlie same name. In ancient times,
under the name of Clusium, it was one of the
twelve cities of Etruri:i, and the residence of
Porsena (q.v.). When Italy was overrun by
the barbarians, Cliiusi fell into decay, the whole
valley was depopulated, and liecame the pestilen-
tial pool described l)y Dante. Since the improve-
ment of the course of the Chiana (q.v.), Chiusi
has l)egim to flourish again along with the whole
district. But it is in connection with the discov-
ery of Etruscan antiquities that Cliiusi is chiefly
heard of, as the necropolises have yielded a long
series of objects, representing Etruscan products
and imports from Greece. The earliest graves
show no Greek wares, and must reach well back
into the Eighth Century n.c. Succeeding graves
contain Greek vases of the Seventh Century, and
from the beginning of the Si.xth Century are
found the chamber tombs, often richly decorated.
The importance of the place is shown by the
3000 Etruscan inscriptions found in the neigh-
borhood. The objects found in the graves are
partly in the local museum and partly in Flor-
ence. Beneath the town is a series of under-
ground passages which seems to belong to the
old Etruscan system of drainage. Population, in
1881 (commune), 5017; in 1901, 6011. Consult
Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, Vol.
II. (rev. ed., London, 1878).

CHIVALRY, shlVal-rl (Fr. chevalerie, horse-
manship, kniglithood, from chevalier, horseman,
knight, from cheval, horse, from I^t. caballus,
hor.se). In the Middle Ages, the body of cus-
toms and ideals relating to the duties and priv-
ileges of knighthood. It owed its development
at first to feudal usages, with which it had
many relations, and later to the Church, which
adopted and altered the customs of chivalry to
further its own control of society. Chivalry
probably had its origin in the ancient Germanic
custom of arming the youth solemnly in the
presence of the warriors.' Tacitus refers to this
usage, and it seems to have prevailed through-
out the early Middle Ages. The chronicles re-
cord that Louis the Pious, at the age of thirteen,
received his arms from Charles the Great, and
that Charles the Bald, at the age of sixteen, re-
ceived his arms from Louis. The cavalry, after
the middle of the Eighth Century, grew to be the
most important part of the army, and as feu-
dalism developed there was a tendency to fix the
customs for the assumption of the arms and
to define the duties of the knight. The last
were, to a great extent, the regular duties of a
vassal, which included bravery, fidelity, and
loyalty. The conception of knightly honor,
which grew up slowly, was comparatively late.
The Crusades and the intense interest in reli-
gious matters in the Twelfth Century tended to
make chivalry more Christian. It was held to
be the knight's duty to defend Christianitv, to
protect the Cliureh, and to battle against the
infidel. Lanfranc Cigala, a little later, wrote:
"I do not hold him to be a knight who does not
go with a willing heart and all his might to
the aid of the Lord, who has so great need of
him."

According to the mediaeval conception of chiv-
alry, no one was born a knight. The candidate
for the honor was sent, at the age of about seven,
to act as page or valet in the household of
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some knight. There he obtained his education,

and when old enougli might become a squire.

The duty of the squire was to attend the knight

in battle or in tournament, to care for his horse

and weapons, and to act as his aid. In time,

the squire might be made a knight. The distinc-

tion could be conferred in the earlier period by
any knight ; at a subsequent period, the mon-
archs claimed the sole right to confer knighthood.

The age when the squire became a knight varied

;

there are cases where the honor was conferred

on boys of ten or eleven, but later it was usual

to defer it until the age of twenty-one or later.

In fact, some squires never became knights, in

order to avoid the expense of the ceremony. In

France, in the Thirteenth Century, a royal order

punished with a fine noble squires who had not

become knights by the time that they were
twenty-four years old.

The ceremony of admission into knighthood,

known as 'dubbing,' usually took place on a
festival, although squires were often made
knights on the battlefield, in recognition of deeds

of bravery. Occasionally before a battle took

place the dignity was conferred upon a consider-

able number. The essential parts of the dub-

bing in the early Twelfth Century were the

coliee, or accolade, a blow upon the neck or

shoulder, and the running the quintaine—i.e.

tilting on horseback against a figure stuflFed

with straw. Later there was a symbolical and
mystical development, which made the process

of initiation mainly a religious ceremony. Ac-
cording to one ritual of the Fifteenth Century,
the following were the details of the ceremony:
After bathing, as a symbol of purity, the candi-

date 'watched' his arms for a whole night before

the altar of some church or the grave of some
saint, and in the morning he confessed, often

aloud, attended communion and mass, and lis-

tened to a sermon on the duties of purity, fidel-

ity, honest}', the protection of the Church, wid-

ows, orphans, ladies, and all who were op-

pressed. A priest then blessed his sword and
other pieces of armor ; a knight made him take

oath to fultill all his duties; then the accolade,

which consisted of three strokes with the sword,

was given solemnly, and the following sentence

uttered: "In the name of the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, I make you knight." The knight
who had given the accolade embraced the new
knight, and girded him with his sword: the god-

fathers put on him tlie golden spurs, the symbol
of knighthood: and the lords and ladies pres-

ent assisted in clothing him with the other pieces

of armor. Lastly, he mounted on horseback and
ran 'la quintaine.'

At the end of the Twelfth Century and later,,

chivalry was profoundly influenced by the popu-
lar romances of Arthur, Charlemagne, and other

famous heroes. Manners became less brutal,

and a spirit of knight-errantry grew up. It be-

came the fashion to be rash, imprudent, and
extravagant in conduct. The Orlando of Ari-

osto and Don Quixote have made the follies

of declining chivalry familiar to all. Chivalry

was at its best in the Twelfth Century, in the

Fourteenth was declining rapidly, and in the

Fifteenth was thoroughly decadent. Knight and
squire gradually became mere titles of honor

which might be hereditary. Consult: Gautier,

La chevalerie (Paris, 1884) ; id., English trans-

lation bv Firth (London, 1890) ; Sir Walter

Scott, Essay on Chivalry (London, 1868) ; and
Stebbing, History of Chivalry and the Crusades
(London, 1830). See Feudaxism;. Knight;
Orders.

CHIVALRY, Court of, or Mabshal's Court.
An ancient military court of great dignity, which
was formerly held by the Lord High Constable

of England and the Earl Marshal. It had juris-

diction over civil matters affecting the naval
e&tablishments abroad, and of all military mat-
ters and infractions of the martial law both
within and without the kingdom. The extension

of the jurisdiction of the common-law courts and
the transfer of the jurisdiction over purely mili-

tary offenses to modern courts-martial, instituted

by Parliamentary authority, has reduced the court

of chivalry to a purely honorary position at the

English Court. During the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth centuries it played the role of a
court of honor (sec Herald's Coixege), but at

the present time it has no legitimate function

but that of "redressing encroachments and usur-

pations in matters of heraldry and coat-armor."

If in fact it should exercise this authority, the

Earl Marshal alone would act as judge of the

court, the office of Lord High Constable having
fallen into abeyance. Consult the commentaries
of Blackstone and Stephen.

Chivalry, Tenure in. The characteristic

form of land tenure under the feudal system, the

vassal, as tenant in chivalry, holding his land

of his feudal lord on condition of militarj' ser-

vice. See Feudal System; Knights' SER\acE;

Tenure.

CUIVASSO, ke-vjis's6. A city in north Italy,

on the left bank of the Po, 18 miles northeast of

Turin (Map: Italy, B 2). It markets grain and
cattle. It was the residence of the dukes of

Montferrat, and a stronghold until the fortifica-

tions were destroyed by the French in 1804. The
sulphur baths of San Genesio, two miles south of

the town, are frequented from May to December.
Population, in 1881 (commune), 9930; in 1901,

9913.

CHIVE, or CIVE (from Lat. cepa, onion)

(AUittm schcrnoprasum) . A plant of the same
genus with the leek and onion (see Allium), a
])erennial, one-half to one foot in height, with

very small, flat, clustered bulbs, increasing by
its bulbs so as to form a sort of tuft. The leaves

are tubular, cylindrical-tapering, radical, nearly

as long as the almost leafless flowering stem,

which is terminated by a hemispherical, many-
flowered umbel of bluish-rod or flesh-colored

flowers. The plant grows wild on the banks of

rivers, and in marshy or occasionally flooded

places in the middle "latitudes of Europe and
Asia, and on the northern borders of the United
States. Chives are commonly cultivated in

kitchen gardens, often as an edging for plots,

and are used for flavoring soups and stews. Their

properties are very similar to those of the onion.

The part used is the young leaves, which bear

repeated cuttings during the season.

CHIVERY, John. The son of a Marshalsea
turnkey in Dickens's Little Dorrit.

CHIVILCOY, ch6'v<il-ky*. A town in the

Province of Buenos Ayres, Argentina, situated

in a populous district west of Buenos, Ayres

(Map: Argentina. E 10). The inhabitants,

among whom are many Italians and Basques,
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are cnpajfed diiefly in tlie manufacture of brandy,

ironware, and niacliinery. Population, 15,000.

CHIVOT, 8h<^'v6', Henbi ( 1830— ) . A French
writer of vaudevilles. He was bom in Paris,

where he brou;<;ht out a lar'je nunilK-r of very

successful vaudevilles, light comedies, and oper-

ettas, most of which were written in collabora-

tion with Alfred l)uru (died 1889). Among
tlicse may be mentioned: Le soldo t malgrd lui,

operetta in two acts, music by M. F. Barbier

(1868); Lea cent viergcs, operetta in three

acts, music by M. Lecocq (1872), libretto writ-

ten in collaboration with Clairville; Le pompon,
music by M. Lecocq (1870); Madame Favart,

operetta in three acts, music by J. OfTenbach

(1879), of which 200 performances were given

in Paris; La mascottc, comic opera, in three acts,

music by Audran ( 1881) ; La cigale et la fourmi,
music by Audran (1886).

CHLADNI, kljid'n«s Ernst Florens Fried-

rich (1750-1827). A German physicist. He
was born in Wittenberg, and studied law there

and in Leipzig. He ultimately abandoned the

legal profession in order to devote himself to

physical science, and, being acquainted with

miisic, was led to observe that the laws of sound
M'cre by no means so well established as those

of other branches of physics. He therefore began

to apply his knowledge of mathematics and
physics to acoustics, and traveled for ten years

(after 1802) through Germany, Holland, France,

Itah', Russia, and Denmark, giving a series of

successful lectures on the subject. He discovered

the longitudinal vibration of strings and rods,

and also produced the experiments since known
by his name (see Ciiladni Figures), where the

vibration of a plate is studied by means of sard
figures. I'sing organ-pipes, he was able to deter-

mine tlie velocity of sound in gases other than
air, and, in addition, was the inventor of many
pieces of acoustic apparatus. Chladni's writ-

ings include Entdeckungen Uber die Theorie

des Klanges (1787); Akustik (1802); Neue
Beitrdge zur Akustik (1817) ; Beitriige zur prak-

tischen Akustik imd zur Lehre voin Instrumen-
tenbau (1822). Chladni also wrote several es-

says on meteoric stones. Consult: Bernhardt,

Dr. Ernst Chladni der Akustiker (Wittenberg,

1856) ; Melde, Chladni's Leben und Wirken (Mar-
burg, 1888) ; Kohlschiittcr. Ernst Florens Fried-

rich Chladni (Hamburg, 1897).

CHLADNI riGTTRES. Figures produced by
sand on a vibrating plate, forming designs more
or less complex, and depending upon the vibra-

tions of the plate. This important experiment
is due to Chladni (q.v.), and illustrates the

formation of nodes and segments in a vibrat-

ing plate. The plate used in the experiment
may be either metal or glass, and in shape may
be a disk, a square, or any other form whose
vibrations it is desired to study. The plate is

clamped to a stand at its centre, and its edge
is rubbed with a violin bow' and set into vibra-

tion. The point where the plate is clamped will

of course be a point of rest or node, while the

part of the plate in contact with the bow exe-

cutes the maximum vibration and will be a
ventral segment. When sand is strewn on the
plate it will take a position along the nodes,
being torced away from the points of vibrations

to positions of rest. The figures formed by the
sand take various forms, and indicate the vibra-

tion of the plate. A few of these figures, to-

gether with a plate clamped in position, are
bhown in the illustrations. The Chladni figures

FIO. 1. CLAMP AM) I'LATE FOB CHLADNI EXPERIMENT.

will be found described in most of the treatises

on physics, among which Miiller, Lehrbuch der
Physik und Meteorologie (9th ed,, by Pfaundler,

FIG. 2. CHLADNI FI0URE8.

Brunswick, 1886), originally an adaptation of
Pouillet, Elements de physique, may be recom-
mended.

CHLAMYDOSAURITS, klam'i-di-sn'rus. See
I-'rilleu Liza HI).

CHLA'MYS ( Lat., from Gk. x^«M«^s)- A form
of cloak worn among the Greeks by huntsmen
and horsemen, and the special garment of thie

Athenian ephebi. It was straight on one edge,
but circular on the other, with two long side
pieces, from which it was sometimes called the
'Thessalian wings.' It was clasped over one
shoulder or the breast. As the regular dress of
the cavalry it appears in a manifold variety of
adjustments on the frieze of the Parthenon. It

was not a woman's garment. The material was
usually wool, and it seems often to have been of
bright colors.

CHLOE, klC/^ (Lat., from Gk. xX<W, blooming,
verdant ) . 'A pretty, sportive shepherdess in
the Greek romance Daphnis and Chloe. She
has become the stock idvllic heroine. The name
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and character appear in Sidney's Arcadia, in

Fletcher's Faithful Hheyherdess, in Prior's

poems, and elsewhere. There is also a Chloe

in Jonson's Poetaster, although in this case her

personality can hardly be described as bucolic.

CHLOPICKI, Klu-prtsl;!, JozEF (1771-1854).

A Polish general and dictator of Poland during

the Revolution of 1830-31. He was born in

<Jalicia, entered the army in 1787, and fought

gallantly in the war for independence under Kos-

ciuszko. After the surrender of Warsaw to the

Russians, Xoveniber 8, 1794, Chlopicki went to

France, and joined the army of the Cisalpine

Jlepublic, under General Dombrowski. In 1806,

when Dombrowski and Wybicki called the Poles

to arms, under the protection of Napoleon, Chlo-

picki returned to his country, and fought gal-

lantly at Eylau and Friedland (1807). From
1808' to 1811 he took part in the Spanish cam-
paign. In 1812 he followed Napoleon to Rus-
sia, taking part in the bloody engagements at

Smolensk and on the ^loskva. After the remnants
of the invading force had returned, Chlopicki left

the Imperial ser^•ice, on account of certain slights.

After the taking of Paris by the Allies in 1814,

Emperor Alexander made him a general of di-

vision in the new Polish Army, but he soon re-

signed, owing to the violent temper of the com-
mander-in-chief, the Grand Duke Constantine.

When the insurrection of the Poles broke out in

1830, Chlopicki, who foressiw the hopeless nature
of the attempt, reluctantly obeyed the voice of the

nation, which had conferred upon him the dignity

of dictator ( December 5 ) . His moderate views
and hesitating policy involved him in disputes

with the patriot party, and on January 23, 1831,

he resigned his office; but to prove his sincerity,

he entered the Polish Army as a private soldier,

and took part as such in the battles of Waver and
Grochow. After the suppression of the insur-

rection, Chlopicki went to Cracow, and withdrew
altogether from public life.

CHLOIIAL (from Gk. x^^^P^^, chloros, green-

ish-yellow), CCljCHO. A colorless oily liquid

extensively used in medicine, in the form of its

hydrate. It has a peculiar irritating smell, and
boils at 97° C. Its specific gravity at 20° C. is

1.512. It is made on a large scale by the pro-

longed action of chlorine on ordinary alcohol

;

this yields first chloral alcoholate, which is then
transformed into chloral by distilling with
strong sulphuric acid at temperatures slightly

below 100° C. When mixed with an equivalent

quantity of water, chloral forms the hydrate
CCljCH^ OH ) ,, which no longer contains the

aldehyde group, CHO, contained in chloral.

Chloral hydrate is a colorless crystalline sub-

stance freely soluble in water and melting at
67° C. When distilled with sulphuric acid, it

is retransformed into chloral. Alkalies trans-

form chloral or its hydrate into chloroform.
Chloral is a powerful antiseptic, and, if taken
internally, acts as a powerful general depressant,

especially depressing the heart and causing a
slow, feeble, irregular pulse. It acts directly

on the brain, and, if administered in medicinal
doses, produces sleep which is refreshing and
does not seem to differ in any way from natural
sleep. Frequent administration of chloral is,

however, liable to cause what is known as

chronic chloral poisoning, and may permanently
affect the mind. In cases of poisoning froip

an overdose of chloral, sleep should be prevented

by all means, a strong coffee solution should be
injected into the rectum, etc. Chloral is often
administered in tetanus, whooping-cough, incon-
tinence of urine, and other diseases. The medi-
cinal dose of chloral hydrate is from 5 to 20
grains. Chloral was discovered by Liebig in

1832, and Liebreich, in 18G9, was the first to use
it as an amesthetic and hypnotic. Chloralamide
and chloralimide are chemically allied to chloral;
these substances were recently introduced in
medicine as substitutes for chloral.

CHLORAL HY'DRATE. See Chlob.\l.

CHLO'RALAMIDE, and CHLO'RALIM'-
IDE. Substances used in medicine as substi-
tutes for chloral (q.v. ).

CHLORASTROLITE ( from Gk. x^^wp^s. chlo-

ros, greenish-yellow -|- Surrpov, astroit, star +
\ldos, lithos, stone). A green, opaque, usually
mottled and stellated variety of prehnite or
thotnsonite, that is found in amygdaloid trap-

rock on the He Royale, Lake Superior. The
mineral generally occurs in the form of rolled

jjcbhles on the beach, and takes a high polish, in

consequence of which specimens are cut as gems
and sold to tourists.

CHLOREN'CHYMA (Neo-Lat., from Gk.
xXwp6s, chloros, greenish-yellow + tyx^i'^^ ^""

chyinu, injection, from iyxeiy, enchein, to pour in,

from iv, en, in + x"") chein, to pour). A col-

lective name for the tissues which bear chloro-

phyll (q.v.), the characteristic green pigment of

plants. See Leaf.

CHLCRIC ACID (from Gk. x>^op^, chloros,

greenish-yellow), HCIO3. A colorless liquid with
a pungent odor, prepared by decomposing ba-

rium chlorate with dilute sulphuric acid. It

rapidly bleaches vegetable colors, and gives up
its oxygen to organic bodies so rapidly that they
take fire. With the metals chloric acid forms u
series of salts called chlorates. The most im-

portant of these is potassium chlorate, a white
crystalline compound made on a large scale by
passing chlorine gas into a hot solution of lime
and adding potassium chloride. Potassitim
chlorate then separates out in the form of a
mass of crystals, and may be purified by recrys-

tallization from water. Potassium chlorate is

largely used as a source of o.xygen gas. It also

finds application in calico-printing, in the manu-
facture of safety matches, in the production of

fireworks, and as a detonator. Finally, it is em-
ployed medicinally in throat troubles, and it

is especially valuable in the treatment of ulcera-

tive stomatitis.

CHLCRIC ETHER. A name formerly given

to chloride of ethylene, or Dutch liquid, C,HjCl,.

The name is now applied to spirits of chloro-

form, a mixture containing 6 per cent, of chloro-

form and 94 per cent, of alcohol ; spirit of chloro-

form is often used in medicine as a fiavoring

agent.

CHLO'RIDES. See Hydrochi-oric Acid.

CHLORIM'ETRY, or CHLOROM'ETBY
( from CJk. \wp6s, chlorofi, greenish yellow -|-

fjuhftov, inrtroii, measure). The process of esti-

mating the amount of chlorine in hyi>ochlorit*s,

as bleaching-powder. The process depends upon
the oxidizing power of chlorine. The laboratory

methods usually employed consist in determin-

ing the amount of bleaching - powder reqiiirejl

in order to convert a known amount of arseni-
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OU8 acid into arxvnic acid, or a known amount
of fcrrtms suit into ferric salt; or else in de-

termining the qmmtily of iotline which will be

lilH'raU'd l>y a j{iven uniount of l)lfachin;;i)owdcr

from a standard solution of potassium iodide.

The first of these methods, originally proposed

by CJuy-T.,ussac, is applied in tlie following man-

ner: A solution of nrsenious oxide and hydro-

chloric acid is prepared of known strength, as

one in which a cubic centimeter requires for its

conversion into arsenic oxide O.Ol gi'am of

chlorine. A known amount of the bleaching-

|)owder is then mixed with water, made up
lo a given quantity, and junired from a burette

into the arsenious oxide solution, which has iH'cn

colori'd blue by adding a drop of indigo. The
uisap|K>arance of the blue color indicates that

the arsenious acid has lieen entirely converted

into arsenic acid, and the amount of chlorine

may then be determined from the quantity of

bleaching-powder solution used.

CHLO'RINE (from Gk.x>i->pk,chl6ros, green-

ish-yellow). A gaseous element discovered by
Scheele in 1774. It was supposed by its dis-

coverer to be hydrochloric acid deprived of

phlogiston, and was called by him dephlogisti-

cated marine acid gas. In 1785 HerthoUet ad-

\anced the view that this gas should be regard-

ed as a compound of hydrochloric acid with

oxygen, and this view was universally main-
tained for nearly a quarter of a century. The
error was first pointed out by Gay-Lussac and
Tlu'nard in 1809, and in the following year

Davy demonstrated clearly the elementary na-

ture of the gas, which he named chlorine. It is

never found free, but occurs extensively in the

form of chlorides, as in the mineral halite, or

rock salt, and in sea-water; in sylvite (potas-

sium chloride) ; in cerargA'rite (silver chloride) ;

also as alkaline chlorides in plants and animals.

It may be readily prepared by the action of hy-

drochloric acid on manganese dioxide, the chlo-

rine gas thus produced being washed by passing

through a small quantity of water and drying
with sulphuric acid. Commercially it is ob-

tained by passing over heated bricks a mixture
of air and hydrochloric acid, the oxidation of

the latter giving rise to the formation of free

chlorine, which is then utilized for the manufac-
ture of bleaching-powder (q.v. ).

Chlorine (symbol, CI; atomic weight, 35.45)

is a greenish-yellow gas with an irritating odor.

It is liquefied at 15° C. (59° F.), under a pres-

siire of four atmospheres, yielding a dark-yellow

liquid heavier than and not miscible with water.

Chlorine is a non-conductor of electricity, and is

exceedingly poisonous; it attacks the mucous
membranes, causing much irritation, and if in-

haled is capable of caiising death. It dissolves

in half its volume of cold water, yielding a solu-

tion that resembles the gas in color, odor, and
other properties. It finds important applica-

tion in the arts as a bleaching agent, and is

very extensively used in cotton and paper indus-

tries. Its bleaching action is due to the readi-

ness with which it combines, in the presence of

water, with the hydrogen of the coloring mat-
ter. This avidity for the hydrogen of organic

matter may be demonstrated by introducing a
lighted taper into an atmosphere of chlorine

—

the taper will continue to bum. its hydrogen
combining with the chlorine, while its carbon is

liberated in the form of soot. Chlorine is also

a iM)werful disinfectant and deodorant, and i»

much used for the destruction of the poisonous
germs of infectious disc-ascs. In chemical proc-

esses clilorine is frequently used as an oxidizer.

Chlorine combines readily with basic radical.^

to form chlorides. Its most important com-
pounds are described under Salt; Bleaciiino-
I'owuEii; Hyorochloric Acid, etc. Consult
Ivichardson and Watts, Treatise on Acids, Alka-
lies, and Halts (London, 1803-(57) ; also au-
thorities referred to under Bleach INO.

CHLO'BIS ( Lat., from Gk. XXwpfs ) . ( 1 ) The
(Ireek goddess of flowers, identilitd with the Ro-
man goddess Flora. (2) One of the daughters of

Ihe Theban Amphion and Niol)e. Slie and her
brother Amyclas were the only children of Niobe,
who escajjcd being slain by Apollo and Artemis.

(3) The daughter of Amphion of Orchomenoa,
and the mother of Ne-stor.

CHLO'RITES (from Gk. x'^(^P^g, chlOros,

grecnisli yellow) . A group of minerals crystalliz-

ing in the monoclinic system and related to the
micas. They are silicates of aluminum, mag-
nesium, and ferrous iron—the latter constituent

causing the characteristic green color—and also

contain chemically combined water in varying
proportions. The aluminum may be replaced
partially by ferric iron. They occur as distinct

crystals, or in the form of fibres and scales,

which possess a well-marked cleavage. The chlo-

rites are usually secondarj' minerals— i.e. they
have been formed by the alteration of other
magnesium silicates, such as garnet, amphibole,
j)yroxene, biotite, etc. This process of alteration,

commonly called chloritization,may be frequently

observed among the older rock formations. (See
Chlorite Schist, and Metamorphism.) In
chemistry the name chlorites is applied to the

salts of chlorous acid.

CHLORITE SCHIST, klo'rit shist. A foli-

ated rock containing more or less chlorite in

parallel plates. Associated with the chlorite

may be quartz and feldspar in considerable quan-
tity, hornblende, talc, mica, iron ores, and a
great variety of the rarer minerals. Chlorite

varies in quantity from an exceedingly small
amount to predominance. Chlorite schists are
metamorphic rocks resulting from the alteration

of almost any rock of appropriate composition.
The chlorite may replace biotite in biotite

schists, or, under proper conditions of pressure,

temperature, etc., it may crystallize out from
a rock originally containing no chlorite. See
Chlorite; Metamorphism.

CHLO'ROFORM (from chlorine + formyl), or
TRicnLOUO.METiiAXF., CHCl,. A colorless, heavy
liquid having a sweetish, ethereal odor and a
sweetish, burning taste. It does not mix with wa-
ter, but dissolves freely in alcohol and ether. Its

.specific gravity at 15° C. is 1.498, and it boils at
61° C. It is an excellent solvent for a variety of

substances, such as camphor, iodine, sulphur,
phosphorus, resins, fats, alkaloids, etc. It is

chiefly used, however, as an anaesthetic. It is

formed by the direct action of chlorine on meth-
ane, or marsh gas, in sunlight ; further, by the ac-

tion of sodium or potassium hydroxide on chloral
(q.v.). The method usually employed in making
chloroform on a large scale consists in distilling

from iron retorts a mixture of bleaching-pow-
der, water, and ordinarj' alcohol, or preferably
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acetone; the crude product of distillation is puri-
fied by shaking with strong sulphuric acid and
redistilling. To be fit for use as an anaesthetic,

chloroform must be perfectly pure; and as by the
action of light it is readily decomposed if kept
in contact with moist air, bottles containing
chloroform should be well stoppered and kept in

the dark. Pure chloroform is not darkened by
shaking with sulphuric acid; it should also con-

tain no phosgene gas, which forms by the action
of moist air on chloroform, and may cause bad
after-effects when the latter is employed as an
an.Tsthetic. To prevent the formation of phos-
gene gas a small amount of alcohol is added to
chloroform. The presence of chloroform in sub-
stances submitted for examination may be readily
detected by the so-called carbylamine reaction:
a small quantity of the substance is gently
warmed witii a mixture of aniline and an alco-

holic solution of caustic potash, when, if chloro-
form was present, an intensely nauseous smell is

observed, due to tlie formation of carbylamine
(phenyl isocyanide). Preparations of chloro-

form are often used to mask the taste of nau-
seous medicine. The chances of danger from
using chloroform as an anaesthetic are very
small; statistics show that no more than one
death occurs in 3000 cases of administration of

the substance. Ether, however, is even safer,

and is in this country preferred to chloroform.
If inhaled in small quantities, chloroform has the
effect of abolishing the sensation of pain; for

this purpose it is successfully employed in labor.

It may also be inhaled to relax spasms in cases
of tetanus, etc. As an anaesthetic, chloroform
should be administered with the greatest caution,
and etiier is substituted for it if the patient suf-

fers from heart disease. If anesthesia be pro-

longed several hours, three stages may be dis-

tinguished: At first the highest functions of

the organism are affected ; confusion of the mind
is accompanied in the patient by a pleasurable
feeling tliroughout the body; general sensation
is blunted, while the lower motor functions are
powerfully excited, and the arms and legs are
tossed about in a disorderly manner. This is

followed (second stage) by general depression,

and soon general anajsthesia sets in. The ad-

ministration of chloroform is, however, carried

on until the patient is partially narcotized and
reflex excitability is completely abolished (third

stage). During the administration of chloro-

form, vomiting is very liable to occur. If dan-
gerous symptoms appear, artificial respiration

should at once be resorted to, brandy injected

aubcutaneously, and the patient's lower extremi-

ties elevated. Chloroform was discovered by
Liebig and Soubeiran in 1831; its anuesthetic

properties were first observed by Simpson, of

Edinburgh, in 184S.

CHLO'ROPHANE ( from Gk. xXupit, chldroa,

greenish yellow + (ftaltviv, phainriti, to appear).
A variety of fluorite or fluorspar which emits a
bright emerald-gre<!ii light on a comparatively
low rise of temperature, in consequence of which
it has some value as a gem-stone. E.xcellent

specimens of this mineral are found in Trumbull,
Conn., and also Amelia Courthouse, V^a.

CHLO'ROPHY'CE.ffi (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from CJk. x^'->l>'^C, chloros, greenish-yellow -|- ^t'lcof,

phi/kos, seaweed). One of four great groups
of algie, and commonly called the green algse.

It comprises a large and diverse assemblage of
orders and families, partly described in the arti-
cle Aixj.E (q.v.). The color of the cells is gen-
erally clear green, due to chlorophyll which is

not masked by the presence of other pigments,
as in the red, brown, and blue-green algse. The

CHLOBOPHVCEiE.

1, Scenedesmns (a), and its division (b); 2, CTo<Ar/x, show-
ing escaping spores (a), a resting spore (b), and its germi-
nation (c) ; 3. Chlorosphcura, sliowing resting stage (a),
and formation of spores (b) ; 4, Stigeoclonium.

types of Chlorophyce.TB range from one-celled
forms to those as conspicuous as the sea-lettuce
(Ulva) and stoneworts (Charales). The lower
groups generally live in water, where they form
sediment in the bottom of ponds and ditches, or
slimy coatings on the surfaces of water plants
or other objects. Certain groups are free-swim-

CHLOBOPHVCK^.
1, hotrydium (a), showing formation of gametes (b), their

fusion (c), and a young plant (*/); a, Vauch«ria, showing-
sex-organa (a) formation of large spore (b), ita escape (c),
and germination (d) ; 3, Bryopsla.

ming, the cells being provided with cilia. Many
of the simpler forms live in the air, on bark of
trees, on sttmework, and in other moist and shaded
situations. The gn'en growth, pleurococcus, on
the north side of trees, is a familiar example.
Among the unicellular forms the desmids are

the most conspicuous and beautiful, comprising
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an immense nuinlH-r of sjn'cies. Al)ovp the uni-

cellular green aljfie are found filauientouH types,

Hometinies called confervas, and also membra-
nous |»rowth8 e»j)ecially well illustrated in the

»ea-lcttuees. Some of the filamentous forms
Qre slimy, and appear as frothy scums on the

surface of the water ('pond-scums'). Other
kinds, as the genus Vaucheria, form coarse, rough
mats at the bottom of ponds and ditches, or on
moist earth. The water-net (Ilydrudictyon)

sometimes grows so luxuriantly as almost to fill

the water. The highest groups in complexity of

body are the stoneworts and certain marine
forms, e.g. Caulerpa, which are differentiated

into stems, leaves, and root-like organs of at-

CHLOROPHYCE.f:.

Deemlds: a, Closterium; b, Micrat>terias; c, </, CoBmarium.

tachment. The resting stages of some Chloro-
phycete are very conspicuous. The color of 'red

snow' is due to the presence of the resting spores
of one of the Volvocales.

Generally speaking, the algal flora of a pond
or ditch depends largely on the season of

the year, the chemical nature of the water,
and the illumination, but also to a great
extent upon biological factors involved in the
special adaptation of species to one another and
their environment.

There are many special monographs covering
various orders in this large group. For general
treatment, consult Engler and Prantl, Die natiir-

lichen Pflanzenfamitien (Berlin, 1899 et seq.).

See Alg^.

CHLOR'OPHYIiL (Neo-Lat. chlorophyllum,
from Gk. x^^^p^i,chl6ros, greenish-yellow -+- ^I'A-

Aov, jthyllon, leaf). The green coloring matter
of ordinary foliage. This is not a single pigment,
but a mixture of at least two, one a green pig-

ment, to which the name is sometimes restricted,

and a yellow pigment, carotin or xanthophyll
(q.v.). Chlorophyll is also often associated with
I'lue (phvcocyanin), brown ( phycophsein ) , or red
(phycoeryjhrin) pigments, especially in the algie

showing these tints. Chlorophyll is only found
associated with protoplasm, by which, indeed, it

is produced. In some of the small plants it may
color the whole protoplasm of the cell, but usu-
ally it is restricted to certain definite portions
of the protoplasm called chloroplasts (q.v.). It

is restricted to plants, though it is not found in

all, being wanting in the whole class of fungi,
and in some of the seed-jjlants, especially those
which live us parasites or saprophytes (q.v.).

Chloroplasts have been said to (K-cur in animals,
but they turn out on examination to be minute
green alga-, which live associated with the ani-
mal (e.g. hydra, sponges, certain radiolaria, etc.).

The amount of chlorophyll in leaves, according
to Tschirch, varies from 0.2 to 1 gram per
square meter of surface. From the chloroplasts
it may be extracted by various solvents, alcohol,
ether, fatty and volatile oils, etc., but probably
at once undergoes an alteration in its composi-
tion. In alcoholic solution it exhibits the prop-
erty of fluorescence, being emerald-green by trans-
mitted liglit and deep blood-red by reflected light.

Molisch's test for chlorophyll is as follows: If

a bit of dry tissue to be tested be wetted with a
saturated watery solution of potassium hydrate,
it instantly turns brown, and after 15-30 minutes
becomes again green. This change appears imme-
diately on heating or adding water.
The chemical nature of chlorophyll is not satis-

factorily known. It is a complex and exceedingly
unstable nitrogenous carbon compound, probably
not containing iron, as once believed. Attempts
to analyze it result in so complex a series of de-

composition products that it is difficult to draw
any certain conclusions. All efforts to purify it

or to crystallize it meet with the same dilficulty,

and all the so-called 'pure chlorophyll' is one or
another decomposition product. Chlorophyll is

chemically related to hsemoglobin, the red color-

ing matter of the blood, as shown by the fact that
phylloporphyrin, a decomposition product of

chlorophyll, is very nearly identical with ha;mato-
porphyrin, a decomposition product of heemo-
globin.

The coloring matters in a live leaf absorb cer-

tain wave-lengths of light, noUibly X G80-660
(between the B and C lines of the spectrum).
There are also weaker absorption bands about
X 015-600, "K 5G0-540, X 530-527 (nearly E line),

and extensive absorption beyond A 490. These
absorbed portions are utilized in part for the
making of food (see Photosynthesis) ; though
the greater portion of the energy is dissipated in

evaporating water. In the absence of chlorophyll,

however, no formation of carbohydrate foods

can occur. To this there are only unimportant
exceptions.

Chlorophyll is formed usually only in the plas-

tids which lie near the surface of a plant exposed
to light of certain intensity. It is produced in

darkness in certain exceptional plants, e.g. em-
bryos of pines. It is only produced within cer-

tain limits of temperature and in the presence
of oxygen. Probably under the normal conditions
of life it is being continually formed and as con-

tinually destroyed. Intense light promotes its

destruction, so that plants may become blanched
thereby. Ordinary blanching (e.g. of celery) is

accomplished by darkening, whereby the forma-
tion of chloropliyll is checked.

CHIiCROPLAST ( from Gk, x'^"P<5f, chloros,

greenish-yellow -f- !T?MaT6c, plastos, formed from
TrMaaeiv, plassein, to shape). In botany, the
protoplasmic body found in green plants and dis-

tinguished by the green pigment chlorophyll.
Chloroplasts are developed only in the cells to
which a sufficient amount of light penetrates;
therefore, in the larger plants they are found
only in the cells near the surface. The absorp-
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tion of light by six to ten cell-layers is so com-
plete that neitlier chlorophj'll nor chloroplast is

developed. Chloroplasts originate from preex-

istent structures of the same kind. Unspecial-

ized protoplasmic organs known as plastids

(q.v.) multiply by direct division as the cells di-

vide. Later those plastids in the superficial cells

may differentiate into chloroplasts, which also

may increase by direct division ; those in storage

organs may become leucoplasts (q.v.) ; or in

appropriate regions they may form chromoplasts
(q.v.) ; or the cliloroplasts may later be trans-

formed into chromoplasts.
The fonn of chloroplasts is quite various in

some of the algse. In Spirogyra there are one to

several chloroplasts. Each is ribbon-like, with
an irregularly toothed edge, somewhat depressed
and thicker along the median line (thus trough-

like) and spirally coiled in the protoplasm near

CHLOROPLA8T8.
a.Lemna, with chloroplasts against the vertical walls; b,

Spirogyra, the twii chloroplasts consistiug of spiral bauds.

to the cell-wall. In Mougeottia the chloroplast
is single and plate-like, occupying the axis of the
cell. In Zygnema there are two chloroplasts,
each an irregular mass, with radiating arms
reaching to the periphery. All these chloroplasts
are peculiar in having one or more pyrenoids
(q.v.) imbedded in them. In species of Antho-
ceros and Selaginella each cell contains a single
irregular chloroplast. But in most algae and
mosses and in all the higher plants the chloro-
plasts are several or many in each cell, and have
a somewhat flattened globoid or ovoid form.
The structure of the chloroplast, like that of

other protoplasmic organs, is not definitely

known ; but it appears to be vacuolate, i.e. to
consist of a firmer colorless portion inclosing
many minute spaces filled with chlorophyll; but
just how the latter is related to the colorless
portion, and whether dissolved or not, is not
satisfactorily determined.
The chloroplasts are capable of moving about

the cell. When the protoplasm is rotating, the
chloroplasts are swept along with it ; but they
are capable of independent creeping. When a
leaf of sorrel, for example, is exposed to difTuse
light, the chloroplasts arrange themselves on the
best illuminated sides (top and bottom) with
their broad sides turned to the light. This posi-

tion is known as epistrophe. In direct sunlight

Vol IV.—36.

they pass to the side walls, standing edgewise to
the light, a position known as light apostrophe.
A somewhat similar position is assumed in pro-
longed darkness (dark apostrophe), the chloro-
plasts accumulating also on the bottom of the
cell.

Photosynthesis depends wholly upon the
chloroplast and its associated chlorophyll. The
decolorized chloroplast is unable to form carbo-
hydrates, and chlorophyll separated from the
chloroplast is equally functionless. See Exioux;
PlIOTOSYXTUESlS ; ilOVEMEXT ; PROTOPLASM.

CHLOBO^'SIS (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. x^-^pk,
chlOros, greenish-yellow). A peculiar form of
anaemia, common in young women, and connected
with the disorders incident to the beginning of
menstruation. It has been called the green sick-

ness, from the peculiar dingy greenish-yellow hue
of the complexion in some patients. The disease
is attended with very great debility, and often
with breath lessness, palpitation, and other symp-
toms, including a perverted appetite, which leads
the girl to eat chalk, slate pencils, etc. Chlorosis
is curable in a large proportion of cases. The
principal means to be employed are rest, out-of-
door air, moderate exercise, a selected diet, proper
clothing, iron, and arsenic.

CHLOBOSIS. A diseased state of plants, in
which a sickly green or greenish-yellow color
takes the place of the natural color. Sometimes
only a particular shoot is atTected by it, but very
generally the whole plant ; and it seems to de-
pend upon causes which render the plant alto-

gether unhealthy, the pallid appearance being
merely s\'mptomatic, and not only the formation
of chlorophyll, but all the functions of vegetable
life being languidly and imperfectly carried on.

There seems to be considerable evidence that
chlorosis is largely due to malnutrition of the
plant, but the specific cause is not known. Plants
affected by this disease are often to be seen

among crops generally healthy ; but whole crops of

grain, potatoes, etc., sometimes perish from it, or
are much diminished in value. Fruit-trees also

suffer from it. A' severe attack of chlorosis on
fruit-trees in a certain region in England is re-

corded where lime was abundant in the soil, and
hence the attack could not be attributed to a lack

of lime, as is sometimes claimed. A mixture of

nitrate of potash, superphosphate, and iron sul-

phate was given the trees as a fertilizer, with
excellent results. In France grapes are subject

to chlorosis to a great extent, and good results

are reported to have followed washing the vines

and fertilizing them in winter or early spring
with an iron sulphate solution.

CHMEL, Km^l, Joseph (1798-1858). An
Au.strian historian, born at Olmiltz. He was ap-

pointed in 1846 vice-director of State archives in

Vienna. His works include Die Hamlschriften
tier kaiserlich'kdniglichen FJofbibliothek zu Wien
(1840-41): Geschichte Kaiser Friedrichs IT.
(1840-4.1); and Urkunden, Briefe und Akten-
stucke zur Gesrhiehte Maximilians I. (1845).

CHMIELNICKI, Kmy?l-nIta'kA, BooDAjf
(1593-1G57). The leader of the Cossacks in the

great revolt asainst Poland in the middle of the

Seventeenth Century. He belonged to a noble

Polish family, and was bom in the ITcraine. He
won by his braver>' a high position among the
Cos.sack tribesmen about the Dnieper. Oppressed
by the Poles, the Cossacks rose in insurrection
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in 1048 under the leadersliip of Chmielnicki, who
had been wrought up against the Poles by
wrongs intliote<l upon biui. For a time Cluniel-

nioki wnged war victoriously, his followers com-
mitting the bU)odie8t excesses. At last, however,
fortune forsook his standard, and in 1054 he
placed himself under the protection of the Czar
of Russia, who, in return for the suzerainty thus
obtained, guaranteed to the Cossacks their an-

cient rights and privileges. In 1873 an eques-

trian statue of Chmielnicki was unveiled at Kiev.

For his life, consult Kostomaroff (Saint Peters-

burg, 1859).

CHMIELOWSKI, Kmyft-l6v'sk6, PiOTB ( 1848— ). A Polish writer, bom in Podolia. From
1881 to 1897 he was editor of the Ateneum, a
monthly review published in Warsaw. He has
written much in literary criticism, including
Studies and Sketches from the History of Polish
Literature (2 vols., 1886).

CHOATE, Joseph Hodges (1832—). An
American lawyer and diplomat. He was born
in Salem, Mass., and graduated at Harvard Col-

lege in 1852, and at the Harvard Law School in

1854. He then practiced law for a year in Bos-

ton, and afterward went to New York City, where
he soon became remarkably successful as a law-
yer. In 1884 he became a member of the famous
legal firm of Evarts, Choate and Beaman. As a
trial lawyer he is unsurpassed, and since 1865
he has conducted some of the most noteworthy
cases that have come before State and Federal
courts, as well as international tribunals. Among
them may be mentioned his successful defense of

General Fitz-John Porter, the Tweed Ring prose-

cution, the Tilden will contest, the Chinese ex-

clusion cases, the cases in which he successfully

contested the constitutionality of the Income Tax
Law of 1894, and the Bering Sea dispute, in

which he represented the Canadian Government.
Jlr. Choate has been a Republican since 1856,
when he supported John C. Fremont; and in

1894 he was president of the New York State
Constitutional Convention. He has been an op-

ponent of machine government, and in 1896 was
defeated for the United States Senatorship by
Thomas C. Piatt. In January, 1899, President
McKinley appointed him Ambassador to Great
Britain to succeed John Hay. He is a graceful
orator and after-dinner speaker.

CHOATE, RuFUS (1799-1859). One of the
most famous of American lawyers. He was born
in Ipswich, Mass., on October 1, 1799. As a child

he was remarkable for precocity, beginning
to read while still almost an infant, and being
able before his sixth year to repeat large por-

tions of the Bible and of Pilgrim's Progress. In
1815 he entered Dartmouth College, where he
soon attracted attention by his scholarly habits
and unusual abilities, and evinced an apti-

tude for classical and historical studies which
characterized him through life. He graduated
in 1819 as valedictorian of his class, was a
tutor at Dartmouth during the following year,
and then, under the inspiration 4f Webster's
great speech in the Dartmouth College case,

which he had heard in 1818, he took up the study
of law. entering the Cambridge Law School in

1821 and subsequently removing to the office (in

Washintrton) of Wilfiam Wirt (q.v.), then At-
torney-General of the L'^nited States. He re-

turned to ^Massachusetts in 1822, continued his

Biudles in Tpswich and Salem, was admitted to
the bar in the following year, and began j»ractice

in Danvers. He married, in 1825, Miss Helen
Olcott. He remained in Danvers untii 1828, when
he removed to Salem. In IH.'JU lie entered Con-
gress as a Whig, and immediately attracted gen-
eral attention by a brilliant speech in favor of a
l)rotective tariff. He was reelected in 1832, but-
resigned in 1834 before the expiration of his
term, and opened an office in Boston, where he
soon became the acknowledged leader, first of

the local, then of the State, and finally of the
New England bar. In 1841, Daniel Webster hav-
ing become Secretary of State, Choate was elected

to serve out his term in the United States Sen-
ate, and represented Massachusetts until 1845,
taking a conspicuous part in the debates on the
Oregon boundary, the tariff, and the annexation
of Texas. Weakened by overwork, he spent the
smnmer of 1850 in Europe. In 1852, as a mem-
ber of the Whig Convention in Baltimore, he led

the faction which advocated the nomination of
Webster, delivering on this occasion one of his
most eloquent addresses; and in 1856, along with
a section of the conservative Whigs, he sup-
ported Buchanan in opposition to Fremont. In
1859 his health failed him, and under the
advice of his physician he sailed for Europe,
but, feeling unable to complete the voyage, he
landed at Halifax, where in a few days—on
July 13—he died. Throughout his life he was
a thorough student not only of law, but also
of the classics, English literature, and his-

tory, reading with avidity and remembering ev-

erything that he read. His eloquence and re-

markable facilitj' in the use of the English lan-

guage, his intuitive knowledge of human nature,
and the acuteness and vigor of his intellect com-
bined to make him preeminently successful as
a lawyer—especially as a jury lawyer—and in
the course of a long career he seldom lost a case.

Consult : Brown, Life of Rufus Choate ( Boston,
1870) ; Brown, The Works of Rufus Choate, with
a Memoir (2 vols., Boston, 1862) ; Addresses and
Orations of Rufus Choate (6th ed., Boston,

1891) ; Neilson, Memories of Rufus Choate (Bos-
ton, 1884) ; and Whipple, Recollections of Emi-
nent Men (Boston, 1886).

CHOBI, cho'be. A Bantu people in south-
eastern Africa, extending from the Lower Lim-
popo to the sea. They are called Chobi on the
river and Mindonga on the coast. They disfigure

their faces with lumps raised bj' scarification.

CHOCOLATE (Mex. chocolatl, from choco,
coca -}- latl, water). A preparation made from
the seeds of Theobroma cacao. (See Cacao.)
These seeds are first reduced to a fine paste in a
heated iron mortar or by a machine, which is

poured into molds of white iron, in which it is

allowed to cool and harden. Chocolate is used as
a beverage, and for this purpose is dissolved in

hot water or milk. It is also much used as a con-

fection, and for this purpose is mixed with sugar,
flavoring matters, and various other substances.
Cocoa is made by reducing chocolate to a powder
and removing a portion of the cocoa-butter which
it contains, thus rendering it more digestible.

The cocoa-tree from which chocolate is made
flourishes in tropical regions.

The total annual product of chocolate is about
100.000.000 pounds. It was brought to Europe
by the Spaniards, who learned its use from the
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Mexicans. It was introduced into England about
1C57. In tlie time of Ciiarles II. it was still a
great luxury, costing Gs. 8d. per pound.
Good chocolate is externally smooth, firm, and

shining—not gritty in the fracture—easily sol-

uble, aromatic; not viscid after having been
liquefied and cooled, but oily on the surface, and
leaves no sediment of foreign substances. Choco-
late is adulterated in many waj-s, by mixing it

with rice-meal, oat-meal, flour, potato-starch,

roasted hazel-nuts or almonds, and with benzoin,

storax, etc., in place of vanilla.

CHOCTAW. An important IMuskhogean con-

federacy, formerly occupying southern Missis-

sippi and the adjacent parts of Alabama. They
were sedentary and agricultural, slow and un-
warlike in disposition, contrasting strongly with
their cousins, the restless Chickasaw. Through-
out the colonial period they generally sided with
the French, but were always doubtful allies.

They flattened the head and had peculiar
burial rites, the body being disinterred after a
few days, when the bones were picked clean by
old men appointed for the purpose, and after-

v>'ards preserved in their houses. About the close

of the Revolution they began to drift westward
into Louisiana. In 1830 they ceded all their

remaining lands east of the Mississippi and re-

moved to their present country in the Indian Ter-
ritory, where, under the style of the 'Choctaw
Nation,' they now have an autonomous form of

government similar to that of the Cherokee
(q.v. ). There are now about 20,000 'citizens'

in the nation, of whom perhaps two-thirds may
be of pure or mixed Choctaw blood. There are
also some hundreds still remaining in Missis-
sippi.

CHODKIEWICZ, Kod'k^-a'vlch, Jan Kabol
(1560-1621). A Polish general. He took part
in the campaigns against Wallachia, in 1602 re-

ceived command of the Polish army in Livonia,
and in 160.5 severely defeated Charles IX. of

Sweden near Kirchholm. Because of the lack
of adequate funds, he was unable properly to

follow up this victory, and in 1611 he concluded
a truce with the Swedes. He was sent by Sigis-

nnmd III. to Russia to prosecute the war there
in behalf of the Pseudo-Demetrius, but, hampered
by the disorganization of his army, was com-
pelled to relinquish Moscow, and ultimately re-

• turned to Poland. He commanded in 1620-21 an
army against the Turks. Consult the biography
by Xar'iszewicz (new ed., Leipzig, 1837).

CHODOWIECKI, ko'd6-vt-#ts'k^, D\niel Ni-
kolai's (1726-1801). A German painter and
engraver, bom in Danzig, West Prussia. At first

a merchant in Danzig and IJerlin. he afterwards
studied painting in the latter city; was for a
time a miniature-artist, but became chiefly suc-

cessful as an engraver. He was appointed direc-

tor of the Academy of Plastic Arts in Berlin in

1793. He executed about three thousand engrav-
ings, of which the lx»st are genre studies of every-

day life. Admirable plates were prepared by
him for Lessing's Minna von Bnrnhelm, Gellert's

Fnhrln, Schiller's Rauher, and German versions
of Don Quixote and several plays of Shakespeare.
Fine specimens of his work are "The Departure
of Jean Calas," and "General Zieter Remaining
Seated in the Presence of the King." The Berlin
Museum contains two unimportant pictures in

oil, and the Berlin Academy a number of wash

and pen-and-ink drawings. Consult : Engelmann,
Chodowiecki's siimtUche Kupferatiche (Leipzig,
1857; supplement, 1860); and Meyer, Chodo-
iciccki, der Peintre-Graveur (Berlin, 1887).

CHODZKO, Kodz'kd, Lex)nabd Jakob (1800-
71). A Polish historian, born at Oborek (Gov-
ernment of Vilna). After study at the Univer-
sity of Vilna), he traveled with Prince Michael
Cleophas Oginski (1765-1831), who had com-
manded a regiment in the insurrection of 1794.
Having taken up residence in Paris, he received
the appointment of adjutant to the Marquis de
Lafayette because of his activity in connection
with the July Revolution (1830). During the in-

surrection of 1863-64 in Russian Poland, he was
agent at Paris of the Revolutionary Government.
His publications include Observations sur la Po-
logne et les Polonais (1827), designed as an in-

troduction to Ozinski's Mcmoires sur la Pologne
et les Polonais dcpuis 1788 d 1815 (Paris, 2 vols.,

1826), and La Pologne historique, littcraire,

monumentalc et pittoresque (2 vols., 1835-37;
8th ed., 3 vols., 1854-57).

CHCENIX, ke'niks (Lat., from Gk. xo'^'f,
choinix). A Greek measure of capacity, varying
in size under difl"erent standards. In Athens,
according to the system introduced by Solon, it

was equivalent to 4 cotylae (cotyle^O.27 liter).

1.08 liters, 1.14 quarts. In the later Athenian
system, established about B.C. 100, the cotj'le

was equivalent to 0.2047 liter, the choenix to 6
cotyliE, 1.228 liters, 1.297 quarts.

CHOEFHOBI, ko-efd-ri. The. The second
tragedy of the Orestan trilogy by .^schylus

(q.v.).

CHOERILUS, ker^-lus (Lat., from Gk.
XoipiAog, Choirilos) . An Athenian dramatist of
the late Sixth and early Fifth centuries B.C., the
rival of Pratinas, Phrynichus, and .-Eschylus.

Tradition says that he was preeminent in satyrie

dramas. The lexicographers attribute to him
160 plays in all, and report that he won thirteen

victories, but scholars regard the number as
too large. It has been conjectured that he was
the first to reduce tragedies to writing.

CHCERILTJS OF SAMOS (c.470 B.C. - ?) . Tlie

author of an epic poem called the neparjls,

Perscis, or UepatKd, Pcrsika, descriptive of the
Persian wars. He was a friend of Herodotus
and of Lysander the Spartan, and latterly we
find him at the Court of Archelaiis of Macedonia.
Turning from the old mjlhology, he was the first

epic poet to choose his subject from the history

of the time. His work received the honor of pub-
lie recitation together with the poems of Homer,
and was admitted to the Epic Canon, later to be
ejected by the grammarians of Alexandria. The
fragments are included in Kinkel, Fpicorum Grte-

corum Fragmenta (Ijcipzig, 1878).

CHOGKSET. See Cunneb.

CHOIB, kwlr (older forms quire, quier, queers
modern spelling affected by Fr. chopur, l^t.
chorus, from Gk. x^P*^. fhoros, whence the word
is derived. Strictly speaking, the choir is the
part of the church occupie<l by the singers, wher-
ever that may 1m': but at diffen»nt perio«ls in
church architecture it came to designate two dis-

tinct sections: (1) In early churches, the part
midway between the unper end or sanctuary,
o<'cupied by the higher clersrv. and the lower end.

or nave and aisles, occupied by the laity; (2^ in
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mediffival and later churches, the entire upper
end uf the church, including high altar and apse,
to which the singing had been transferred. The
ritualitttic 8en»e, however, does not always agree
with the architectural ; for we speak of the choir
of a cathedral, meaning the entire upper end,
beyond the transepts witli its aisles or chapels,
regardless as to whether the singing is done
there or not. In early ba.silican churches the
upper end is called apse, and not choir, and the
choir, as in San Cleniente in Rome, is the
ppace below the high altar, extending part way
down the nave and slightly raised above its

level, surrounded by a decorative parapet within
which are marble benches for the singers, with a
pulpit on each side and a paschal candlestick.
This kind of choir is less a part of the architec-
ture than of the ritualistic furniture and orna-
ment. But, when monasticism gained comj)lete
control of church architecture in the Eighth Cen-
tury, the old distinctions between higher and
lower secular clergy no longer obtained, the divi-
sion between choir and sanctuary lapsed, and the
entire upper end became the choir. As the monks
were numerous, and on the mediaeval theory the
worship of God was the primary consideration,
the ediflcation of the laity being secondary, the
size of the choir increased and the choir-screen,
shutting off the monks and the services from the
laity in the lower part of the choir, was made
lofty and heavy. Only when episcopal power
returned and with it cathedral architecture and
numerous lay congregations, in the Eleventh and
Twelfth centuries, was this segregation of the
choir partly broken down and some return made
to early Christian custom. But the monastic
custom of high choir-screens was retained in
many cathedrals, especially in England, wliere
they entirely separate nave and choir, attendants
upon the services being usually seated within the
latter. In England the term 'chancel' is used to
designate the upper end of churches without
canons—e.g. parish churches. Ordinarily, archi-
tects distinguish an apse from a choir in the
sense of using the latter only when there is a
considerable projection beyond the transept or
nave. This projection often includes a certain
straight portion, as a continuation of the nave
and aisles; then a semicircle with projecting
choir-chapels and choir-aisles. For the aesthetic
significance of the development of the choir in
medifEval churches, the varieties of its form in
different schools, see Architecture.—Choir is
also the name given to the singers of the choral
service.

CHOIR-SCREEN, or CHOIR-WALL. The
screen or wall which divides the choir and pres-
bytery from the side aisles. It is often very
richly ornamented.

CHOISETTL, shwU'zdl', Claude Axtoine Ga-
URTEL. Due de (1762-1838). A French soldier
and politician. He was a colonel of dragoons
during the French Revolution, and warmly sup-
l>orted the royal cause. He was one of those who
arranged the flight of Louis XVI. in 1791, but,
the royal party having been captured, a price
wjis set upon his head, and he was finally taken
prisoner and confined at Dunkirk. He soon es-
caped, but was recaptured and was condemned to
death. He escaped death, however, and at the
Restoration received a seat in the House of Peers
from Louis XVTII. In the Revolution of 1830,
he was a member of the Provisional Government,

and afterwards he was appointed by Louis Phi-
lipl)e to the oHices of governor of the Louvre and
loyal aide-de-camp.

CHOISEUL-AMBOISE, shwA'zeK llN'bwttz',
Etie.n.ne Fra.nvoi.s, Due de ( 1719-85) . A French
statesman. He fought bravely in the War of
the Austrian Succession, but did not attain
any prominence until later, when his attractive
bearing and disposition won for him the favor
of Madame de Pompadour, and as long as she
lived his advancement was continuous and reg-
ular.^ He was made lieutenant-general in 1748.
In 1756 he was sent as ambassador to Rome,
where he adjusted with Pope Benedict XIV.
the dispute over the sacraments. In the same
year he went to Vienna, intrusted with the mis-
sion of uniting Austria with France against
Prussia. After accomplishing this he was made
Minister of Foreign Affairs (1758) and created
Due de Choiseul (he had formerly been Count
Stainville). He was the author of the Paote de
famille, which in 1761 brought about the alli-
ance of all the Bourbon crowns against foreign
aggression. His popularity with the Court and
the nation was increased when in 1763 he secured
terms of peace for France, which, though hu-
miliating, were far better than the French dared
to hope for. His reputation was enhanced by his
success in suppressing the Jesuits, whom Madame
de Pompadour had come to hate no less than did
i.he nation. His patroness died in 1764, but
Choiseul continued to direct both the internal and
external affairs of France. He was a skillful
courtier and shrewd diplomatist, and so con-
trolled the intrigues of European courts that
Catharine II. of Russia gave him the name le
cochcr de I'Europe ('the Coachman of Europe').
In 1768 he brought Corsica under French domin-
ion. In 1770 Madame du Barry caused his dis-
missal. He lived magnificently in Chanteloup
and (under Louis XVI.) in Paris. He died May
7, 1785. Consult: Memoires de Choiseul (2 vols.,
Paris, 1790) ; Boutry, Choiseul A Rome (Paris,
1895) ; Broglie, L'Alliance autrichienne Paris,
1895).

CHOISEirL-GOirFFIER,goo'-fy&', Marie Ga-
briel AuGUSTE Florent, Comte de (1752-1817).
A^^ French diplomatist and archaeologist. In
1776 he visited Greece and made a careful study
of the whole countrv. His investigations re-
sulted in the magnificent work Voyage pitta-*
resqiie de la Grcce (1782-1824). He became a
member of the French Academy in 1784, and two
years later he was sent as ambassador to Con-
stantinople, where he remained eight years.
During the Revolution he adhered to the royal
cause, and afterwards went to Russia, where'he
was made director of the imperial libraries and
of the Academy of Fine Arts. He returned to
France in 1802, and under the Restoration was
Minister of State. He was a life-long friend of
Talleyrand.

CHOISEUL-PRASLIN, -prfi'lSN', EuoftxE
Aktoine Horace, Comte de (1837— ). A French
])olitician. He served in the navy from 1853
to 1865, held some minor offices, and in 1869
was elected to the Corps L^gislatif. In 1871 he
was chosen to represent Seine-et-Mame in the
National Assembly. He was elected to the
Chamber in 1876, 1877. 1881. and 1889. From
]March to November, 1871, he was Minister Pleni-
potentiary of France to Italy, and in 1880 was
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appointetl Under-Secretarj' of State in the ^linis-

try for Foreign Affairs. In 1887 he was dis-

patched on a botanical mission to Ceylon and
the United States. He has been regarded as

very inllueiitial in the Republican majority.

CHOISY-LE-ROI, shw:\'z^'le-r\vii', or CHOI-
SY-SUR-SEINE, syr-san'. A town in the De-

partment of Seine, France, on the river Seine, 6

miles southeast of Paris. It owes its importance
to Louis XV., who built a pleasure chateau here,

the remains of which are now occupied by a

porcelain factory. The church and the town
hall also were built in the reign of Louis XV.
Among its monuments is a bronze statue of Rou-
get de risle, author of the Marseillaise, who died

here in 1836. The industries comprise textile,

porcelain, and glass factories. Population, in

1901, 11,281.

CHOKE, Gexer.\.l Cybus, A character, or

caricature, in Dickens's novel Martin Chuzzle-

tcit. He is an American citizen, and enjoys the

reputation of being "one of the most remarkable
men in the country." Martin meets him on his

visit to the I'nited States and is inveigled by him
into a ruinous land speculation.

CHOKE-BORE. See Shotgun.

CHOKE-CHERRY (so called on account of

its astringent fruit). A name given to those

species of the genus Prunus of which the fruit

is astringent. They are comprised in the section

Padus of the genus Prunus; they are natives of

North America and have small fruit that hangs
in racemes. The true choke-cherry is Prunus
Virginiana, which is a shrub or small tree.

Closely allied to it is the wild black cherry,

Prunus serotina. This is an important forest

tree, 60 feet higli, and ranging over the United
States from Elaine to Florida and west to the

Dakotas and Texas. It is a handsome tree and
its wood is one of the most valuable of Amer-
ican woods for cabinet-work. It has a consid-

erable resemblance to the Portugal laurel, al-

though the leaves are deciduous. The bark is

used as a febrifuge, pectoral, and tonic, under
the name of wild-cherry bark; and by distilling

it with water, a volatile oil is obtained from it

associated with hydrocyanic acid, called oil of

wild cherry. This bark allays nervous irrita-

tion, and is particularly suitable as a tonic. See
WlI.D CllKKRY.

CHOKE-DAMP. See Carbonic-Acid Gas.

CHOKED DISK. See Optic Neubitis.

CHOKING. The obstruction of the throat,

larynx, or win(lpii)e or oesophagus by morsels of

food or foreign bodies so that breathing is lim-

ited or prevented. Choking commonly causes
coughing, redness of the face, dribbling of the

saliva, etc., and may sometimes cause convulsions
and death. Relief is obtained by dislodging the

blocking substance by a blow on the back (which
causes an expiration of some force) , by an emetic,

as aponiorphia, administered hypodermically. by
removal with a forceps, coin-catcher, or probe,

or by pushing the obstruction down into the
stomach with a sound or sponge-probnng. A
foreign body may be so firmly lodged in the

throat, (psophagus, or bronchus as to necessitate

cutting into the oesophagus or traojiea and then
i:sing a forceps.

CHOLACWOXJE, kAl'ft -gftg (Gk. xo^^^wy*^
cholagCgos, from x"^'''a cf^ol;'^, bile + a>u}oc, ag6-

gos, bringing, from dye^v, a^ern, to carry). An
old term for a cathartic medicine which in-

creases the flow of bile. Cholagogues act either

by promoting the secretion of bile, or by facili-

tating the flow of bile from the gall-bladder into

the duodenum.

CHOLERA, k6K*-r& (Lat., from Gk. x'^'^P^r
cholera, tlie cholera, from xo^'l^ cholc, gall, bile).

A term applied to four different diseases known,
respectively, as cholera morbus, cholera nostras^

cholera Indica (or Asiatic cholera), and cholera

infantum. An account of the last-named disease

is given in a special article. The others may
be briefly described in the present sketch.

CuoLERA Morbus. This is a rarely serious

attack of gastroenteritis, characterized by vom-
iting, diarrh(pa, cold surface, anxious or even
faint feeling, cramps in the abdomen, and some
prostration. It is caused by eating indigestibles

or overloading the stomach, by excessive drink-

ing of ice-water, exertion or exposure immediate-
ly after eating, etc., and usually occurs in the

summer. In adults the treatment consists in

emptying tlie digestive tract, then giving opium
and carminatives, and resting the alimentary
canal for several hours.

Cholera Nostras. This is a diarrhoeal disease

which has appeared in various parts of Europe,
sometimes in epidemic form, sinCe the days of

Hippocrates. The name was adopted after

Asiatic cholera appeared and invaded Europe, to

distinguish it from the latter disease. Cholera
nostras resembles cholera morbus except that the

invasion is less sudden, the pains are more se-

vere, and the prostration is more pronounced.
Cramps occur in the legs, fingers, and arms,
the skin becomes blue, and delirium or convul-

sions occur. Death is rare except among the

aged, children, and invalids. No one. cause can
be named for it. The ordinary and normal in-

testinal bacteria (Bacillus coli communis) have
been found in the faeces, but not the spirilla. The
disease is not frequent in the United States,

unless it be considered identical with the severer

forms of cholera morbus. The term is but rarely

used by American physicians. During an epi-

demic of true cholera, it is difficult to differen-

tiate cases of cholera nostras, except by the ab-

sence of the spirilla in the dejections. In treat-

ing cholera nostras the digestive tract should be
emptied by washing out the stomach and by using
purgatives ; the rectum should be irrigated with
large quantities of hot tannin solution; the
patient should take a hot bath and be warmly
covered; the heart should he supported by proper
medication. The attack may last several days,

and is usually followed by considerable weak-
ness and digestive disturbances.

Cholera Ixdica, or Asiatic Cholera. This
is an infectious disease caused by drinking water
contaminated by the faeces of other cholera pa-

tients, and containing the Spirillum choleras. It

is probably never communicated by contagion,

that is, through the breath, perspiration, or
other emanation from the patient. The disease

originated in India, where it is endemic. It.s per-

manent home is Calcutta and the .southern part
of Rengal. It has existed since 1817 in endemic
form, and epidemics of it antedate the Christian
era. Cholera first appeared in China in 1S20;

in Arabia. Persia, and Mesopotamia in 1821 : in

Syria, Palestine, and on the shores of the Cas-
pian in 182,3. The second epidemic, starting from
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the Ganges in 182(i, passed through Persia and
j^strakhun to Russia in 1830, and to Poland in

1831. Meanwhile it extended through Mesopo-
tamia, Arabia, Palestine, and Eg>'pt, and from
Ihissia it passed into (Jcniiany. After invading
Austria, Hungary, VVallachia, and Turkey, it

reached England in 1831. llrought by Irish im-
migrants to Quebec in 1832, it entered the United
States by way of Detroit, Mich., and thence it

«pread through the West to the Pacific Coast
and south to New Orleans. Subsequent epi-

demics occurred in 1841, 1803, 1871, 1883, 1801,
and 1893. The disease prevailed in America in

1848 and 1852, and from 1805 to 1868. It ap-
peared in New Orleans and the valley of the
Mississippi River in 1873, and in 1892 a few
«ases came to the port of New York from Ham-
burg, Germany. In 1899 it was found by the
United States troops in the Philippine Islands,
"where it has probably been often prevalent.

Most cases of cholera begin with nausea, rest-
lessness, and chilly sensations, followed by vio-

lent and frequently recurring diarrhoea, with
vomiting and vertigo. In from one to six hours
buzzing in the ears, palpitation of the heart,
pressure over the stomach, an anxious, gray face,

and blueness of the whole surface supervene. The
bowels are emptied, painlessly, of discharges re-

sembling rice-water. Pain in the stomach and
in the region of the heart is often severe, and
cramps occur in the calves and arms. The pa-
tient suffers continually from thirst. The tem-
perature remains about 95° F., and the pulse
rarely exceeds 100, while the respiration is

Tisually increased to 30 or 40. Urine may be
suppressed. The patient may sink into a somno-
lent and then a comatose condition and die, or
«l8e he may suddenly improve, and then either
go on to convalescence or sink into fatal coma
in a few days. Of the mild cases, about 50 per
cent, die; while of those with subnormal tem-
])erature, cyanosis, and coma, 90 per cent. die.

A mild form of true Asiatic cholera, known as
cholerine, is rarely fatal, but is dangerously in-

fectious. Lobar or lobular pneumonia, enteritis,

nephritis, and neurasthenia may follow cholera.

Asiatic cholera is due to a slightly curved ba-
cillus which, from its shape, is called the comma
bacillus {Spirillum cholerce Asiaticce). The ba-
cillus, discovered by Koch in 1883, is a short mo-
tile rod from one to two micromillimeters long.
A number of such bacilli are often found clinging
to one another at their ends, and -thus forming
spirals of various lengths. The bacillus grows
in the presence of oxygen, and does not produce
spores, the temperature best adapted to its

growth being about that of the human body. It
is, however, quite resistant to cold, though it is

readily destroyed by drying or boiling. Its defi-

nite biological characteristics usually enable an
expert to determine its pressure or absence in
intestinal evacuation even at the earliest stages
•of the disease. The bacilli are usually confined
to the intestines, and during the active stages of
the disease may be present in enormous numbers.
The systemic effects seem to be due to absorption
of toxins produced by the bacilli and are of the
nature of a toxaemia. There are no pathological
changes which are characteristic of the disease,
and an autopsy shows those degenerative changes
"which usually accompany acute infection. In the
small intestines, where the bacteria are usually
-present in the largest numbers, there are apt to

be hemorrhages into the mucous membrane and
a more or less intense congestion. Tlie lymph
follicles of tiie intestines are apt to be swollen
and congested. The contents of the intestines
may either consist of the characteristic rice-

water fluid, or else may be dark-colored and
bloody.

Patients suffering from cholera should be thor-
oughly isolated. Suspicious cases, too, should be
isolated as soon as possible, and their dejections
should be subjected to a careful bacteriological
examination. The vessels receiving the dejecta
should contain a 5 per cent, solution of carbolic
acid, and should be cleansed with boiling water
after being used. The bedding and clothing of
the patient should be disinfected by steam, or
soaked for one hour in a 5 per cent, solution of

carbolic acid. The room used should be scrubbed
with a similar solution, and all loose articles

should be either burned or sterilized by steam
or by formaldehyde vapor. Bodies of the dead
should be promptly wrapped in a close sheet
saturated with bichloride of mercury or cacbolic
acid solution, and buried at once. Nurses, physi-
cians, and undertakers should disinfect their
hands, faces, and clothes with the greatest care.

According to a rule adopted in the United States
and in Germany, all patients arriving from in-

fected districts should be quarantined five days;
if cases of cholera have broken out among them,
the quarantine must be extended a week longer.

As further preventive measures in time of dan-
ger, all water used for drinking or for washing
table-ware should be boiled, and all fruit, ice,

and milk should be carefully inspected.
The treatment of cholera consists in support-

ing the patient by opium, astringents, stimulants,
heat, etc. Some success has followed flushing
the rectum with salt solution, and subcutaneous
injections of the same. Anti-cholera inoculation
has been used with considerable success, accord-
ing to Haffkine's method. Artificial immuniza-
tion is secured by subcutaneous injection of

cultures of diminished virulence followed by in-^

jections of cultures of increased virulence. In a
series of experiments with Haflkine's cholera
serum, made in Calcutta in 1900, where cholera
has been especially fatal among the coolies em-
ployed by tea-planters, the results were as fol-

lows: Of 654 uninoculated, 71 deaths; of 402
protected with anti-cholera inoculation, 12
deaths. Thus the proportion is 3.63 to 1, and the
reduction of mortality sho^vn is 72.47 per cent.

See Sebum Therapy. Consult Wendt, Treatise
on Cholera (New York, 1898).

CHOLEBA infantum: (Lat., the cholera
of children). A term used to designate choleri-

form diarrhoea in children. The disease is com-
paratively rare and of infectious origin. Strik-

ingly similar to Asiatic cholera, it is caused
mostly by feeding impure milk. Generally the
disease follows an ordinary mild diarrhcea of a
few days' or weeks' duration, but in some cases
death ensues within a few hours of the beginning
of the illness. The symptoms are due to the
specific poison of the disease acting upon the
heart, the nerve-centres, and the intestinal vaso-

motor nerves. The following are the most im-
portant symptoms: Prostration, steady rise of

temperature to 103° F., or even to 108° F.,

almost constant vomiting of food, serum, mu-
cus, and bilious material ; twelve to fifteen

passages from the bowels each day, first of
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green, yellow, or brownish color, later of col-

orless serum, in most cases odorless, in some
iew instances overpoweringly offensive; rapid

«maciation and loss of weight; depressed an-

terior fontanel, sunken eyes, sharp features,

a peculiar pallor and an anxious expression;

nervous irritation and moaning or crying; dull-

ness, stupor, relaxation, and coma or convul-

sions; rarely delirium. The disease is fatal in

two-thirds of the cases, and almost all cases

occur in bottle-fed children of the poor, during

the first or second simimer of their lives. Unless

the disease is attacked in its earliest stages, the

treatment is very unsatisfactorj'. It may consist

in stomach-washing and intestinal irrigation, in

early hypodermic injection of morphine, injec-

tion of saline solution into the cellular tissues

to the amount of a half-pint in twelve hours, giv-

ing graduated baths and ice-water enemata to

reduce the temperature, and administering stimu-

lants. If the treatment is successful and the

vomiting ceases, the patient may take cold

whey, barley water, and albumin water, fol-

lowed after twenty-four hours' rest by proper

food given at intei-vals of from two to five min-

utes. The term cholera infantum is also some-

times used, inaptly, as a synonym for gastro-

enteritis (q.v.).

In 1902 C. W. Duval and V. H. Bassett dis-

covered and isolated the bacillus which causes

the summer diarrhoeas of infants. Their inves-

tigations liave been verified by Drs. W. H. Welch
and James H. M. Knox, of Baltimore, Md., where
the discovery was made. They find this bacillus

to be identical with Bacillus dysenterice (Shiga),

which has been isolated in acute dysentery in

adults by Shiga of Japan, Flexnee and Strong in

the Philippines, Kruse in Germany, and Vedder
and Duval in the United States. It was not
found in the stools of healthy children, nor of

those suffering with simple diarrhoea. Consult

Holt, Diseases of Infants and Children (New
York, 1879).

CHOLESTERIN, kft-lfis'tgr-In (fromGk. x«>^,
chole, bile + arepeog, stereos, solid), CmH^iOH.
H,0. A white crystalline substance occurring as

a normal constituent in cell-protoplasm. It is

therefore widely disseminated in both the animal

and vegetable kingdoms. It is found in consider-

able quantities in the nerves and the white mat-

ter of the cerebro-spinal axis, and als6 occurs in

milk, in the blood, and the bile, and is the main
<;on8tituent of gall-stones, from which it may be

readily prepared by extracting with boiling

water and dissolving in hot alcohol. On cooling,

the alcoholic solution thus obtained deposits

cholestcrin in somewhat impure form ; the sub-

stance is then purified by recrystallization from
alcohol. Cholesterin crystallizes in glittering

nacreous scales, melting at 145° C, and boiling

at 360° C. Chemically it is a monatomic alcohol.

When its solution in chloroform is shaken with

strong sulphuric acid, the solution assumes a
blood-red coloration, which gradually changes to

"blue, green, and finally yellow. Cholesterin is in-

soluble in water.

CHOLET, shA'14'. A town of France, in the

Department of ^faine-et-Loire, on the right bank

of the Maine, 37 miles southwest of Angers

(Map: France F 4). It has manufactures of

linen, cotton, and woolen goods, including batiste

and flannel. There is also a brisk trade in lum-

ber, grain, and cattle. Population, in 1901, 15,-

335. Here, during the V'endean War, two ac-

tions were fought in 1793, in both of which the
iloyalists were decisively defeated.

CHOLIAMB, ko'li-fimb. See Metrical Feet.

CHOL'LUP, Major Hannibal. One of
Dickens's American characters in Martin Chuz-
zlewit, who is expert at 'eal'clating' his distance
—in spitting—"a splendid example of our native
raw material, sir." A type of the 'half-horse,

half-alligator' American of the raw Southwest.

CHOLMONDELEY, chum'll, Maby ( ?— ).

An English novelist, born at Hodnet, near Con-
dover in Shropshire, daughter of the rector there.

As a girl, she was delicate, and her education was
largely directed at home by her father. Owing
to the ill health of her mother. Miss Cholmon-
deley, when only sixteen years old, took charge
of the household and much of the parish work.
At this time she wrote her first three novels

at odd hours. In 1896 her father's health broke
down, and the family removed to London. Her
novels comprise: The Danvers Jewels, under the

pen-name of 'Pax' ( 1887 ) ; its sequel. Sir

Charles Danvers (1889); Diana Tempest, the

first novel to appear under her name (1893);
The Devotee (1897); Red Pottage (1899);
and Love in Extremes, a series of short

stories (1902). Beginning with a detective

story. Miss Cholmondeley has worked her" way
into the novel of contemporary life. She pos-

sesses humor and pathos, and usually keeps a
firm hold on her characters ; but a tendency to

melodrama prevents her work, in spite of its

popularity, from being wholly admirable.

CHOLXTLA, ch6-loola. An old town of Mex-
ico, in the State of Puebla, situated at an alti-

tude of nearly 7000 feet, about 15 miles north-

west of Puebla, with which it is connected by
rail (Map: Mexico, K 8). It is well built and
contains a pyramid of clay and brick supposed

to have been built by the aborigines in honor of

one of their deities, and surmounted by a half-

ruined chapel, probably erected by Cortes. Cho-

lula at the time of Cortes was a flourishing city

of 20,000 houses and a large number of temjjles.

It was the chief city of a semi-independent State

settled by a tribe of the Nahuatl race. The in-

habitants carried on a considerable trade and
had a more or less democratic form of govern-

ment. It was visited by Cortes in 1519, and in

spite of his friendly reception by the inhabitants,

he massacred a number of them, suspecting them
of plotting against the Spaniards. The popula-

tion of Cholula is about 9000.

CHONDROPTERYQII, k6n-dr6p'ter-Ij^-I

(Xeo-Lat. nom. pi., from Gk. x^^^P**^y ckottdros,

cartilage -+- irrepvytov, ptcrygion, fin), or Elas-

MOBRANCHii. A group of cartilaginous fishes,

including the sharks, rays, and chimaera. See

CHONDROSTEI, kOn-drds'te-t (Neo-Lat.,

from Gk. x*^'P<>f» chondros, cartilage -f- oarfov,

osteon, bone). An order of fishes within the

group Teleostomi, which includes the sturgeons

and closely allied forms. See Stlroeon.

CHONDROSTEUS, kfln-dr6s't<^-0s. A Juras-

sic f«)ssil fish, the direct ancestor of the modem
sturgeon, found in the Liassic beds of England.

The form of the body is very similar to that of

the sturgeon, and the skeleton differs only in the

form and arrangements of the cranial bones and
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in the presence of a Heries uf branchiostegal rays,

which latter churtictcr is reuiiniscent of the

Pala*oniHcidtr. The body was free from scales,

t'xcept on the up|)er edge of the caudal fin, where
thick rhombic scales like those of tiic sturgeon
were i)re.scnt. The type 8j)ocies, Chondrostcus
acipenscroidcs, wuh only 3 feet in length. An-
other species was about G feet long; and an asso-

ciated gi'nus, GyrosU'us, is known only by frag-

ments that indicate for it a length of 20 to 25
feet. See Stuiuskon.

CHONEK, or TZONEEA ('men') . The name
by which the Indians of Patagonia call them-
wlves. They are of various tribes, all savage
nomads, and constituting a distinct linguistic

stock. They are noted for their large size, aver-

aging, it is said, over six feet in height, and being
built in proportion. IJy the Pampas tribes they
are known as Tehuelche, 'southerners.'

CHONETES, kA-ne'tez (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Gk. x'W, chonC, x^^t choane, funnel, from
Xeiv, chein, to pour). A genus of fossil Brachio-

l)oda. of the order Protremata, which may be
recognized by the semicircular outline of the
much -compressed concavo-convex sliell, and by
the row of hollow spines on the upper margin
of the hinge-area of the ventral valve. The outer
surface of the shell is ornamented by radiating
striations in most of the species, while in some
Carboniferous species there is also a mesial fold

and sinus. The species are mostly small, seldom
exceeding an inch in transverse diameter. In
America the genus appears first in the Silurian
rocks, it attains its maximum evolution in the
Devonian and Carboniferous, and it became ex-

tinct with the close of the Permian; thus it is

a valuable index fossil for the Upper Paleozoic
rocks. About sixty American species are known,
and there is probably an equal number known
fiom Europe and Asia. See Braciiiopoda ; De-
vonian System; Carboniferous System.

CHONS, k5nz, or KHONSIT, kSn'sfl. An
Egyptian deity worshiped at Thebes, where he
had a special temple, built by Rameses III., at

Karnak. Of his original character little is known.
The sparrow-hawk was his sacred animal. Later
he was associated with the two principal gods of

Thebes—Ammon and Mut. He was called their

son, and is usually represented as a child or
youth, wearing the side lock, the badge of prince-

ly rank. As Ammon and Mut were solar deities,

Chons, their child, had to take a lunar part, and
he is therefore depicted bearing the moon on his

head. This led to his identification with other
moon gods—e.g. Thout. The Greeks identified

him with Heracles, as son of Ammon-Zeus.

CHONODENDRON, ko'n6-den'dr6n. See
CiSSAMPELOS.

CHONOS ARCHIPELAGO, cho'nds Ur'kl-

pel'i-gd. A group of islands aggregating 4700
square miles, oflF the west coast of Chile, ex-

tending from about latitude 44° to 46° S. and
from about longitude 74° to 75° W. (Map: Chile,

B 2). Many of the islands are barren, and the
total population is small, being chiefly Indians.
Administratively the group belongs to the Prov-
ince of Chilofi.

CHOPIN, shd'p.nN', FRfiD:&Bic Francois
(1810-49). The greatest modern master of

pianoforte composition. He was born at Zela-
zowa Wola, near Warsaw, Poland, February 22,

1810. The son of refined parents, his musical
education began as soon as liis predilection foi

music manifested itself. Adalbert Zwyny was
his piano-teacher, and later he had lessons in

composition from Joseph Eisner. When not
quite nine j-ears old he played in publie a con-
certo by (ijTowetz. Hoy-like, he thought more of

his new collar than of tlie impression made by his

playing. "Everybody was looking at it," was
ins remark to his mother. The father was a
professor in the Warsaw gymnasium, and the
family in comfortable circumstances. From the
aristocratic social entourage of his younger
years Chopin inherited the liking for fashionable
society which was one of his characteristics. A
delicate boy, he seems nevertheless to have en-

joyed a jest, and he had a talent for mimicry
which convinced his friends of later years (Liszt,

George Sand, and Balzac among them) that he
could have succeeded as an actor. He greatly
admired Paganini, who visited Warsaw in 1829.

In August, 1829, he gave two concerts in Vien-
na. "My manner of playing greatly pleased the
ladies," he wrote home. His first concert in

Warsaw was given in March, 1830, and was fol-

lowed by a second, the net receipts from both
being $600, by no means an inconsiderable sum
for a young pianist in those days. He had a love

romance with Constantia Gladowska, a vocal

pupil at the Warsaw conservatory, who, how-
ever, married a merchant. While giving concerts
in Munich, in September, 1831, he heard of the
Russian occupation of Warsaw. As a result he
settled, in October of the same year, in Paris,

which was his home for the remaining eighteen
years of his life.

He had composed, but not published, several

of his "Etudes," among them the great C minor.
Op. 10, No. 12, sometimes called the 'Revolu-
tionary,' because inspired by his wrath at the
fall of Warsaw before the Russians ; his first

sonata ; and his "F minor Concerto." The
'Adagio" (said to be Constantia Gladowska set

to music) and the "Rondo" had been publicly
played by him. (It may be said, in passing, that
the dates of publication of Chopin's works are
misleading as to the years of composition. Most
of them were composed much earlier.) During
his life in Paris he was surrounded by men of

genius and women at least of talent, among
them Liszt, Heine, Berlioz, M6rim{?e, Meyerbeer,
Balzac, Dumas, De Musset, Ary Schefi'er (who
painted his portrait, destroyed in Warsaw by
Russian soldiers, in September, 1863) , and George
Sand. He made frequent publie appearances as a
pianist. His "E minor Concerto" he played in

February, 1832. Mendelssohn was among those
who applauded him. Kalkbrenner was eager to

have Chopin study with him—on the mechanical
side. Chopin by letter consulted his former
teacher, Eisner, who wisely counseled against it,

for fear it might impair his originality. Great
delicacy and a singing quality of tone seem to

have been the characteristics of his playing. His
own virile pieces, as some of the "Polonaises,"
'"Ballades," "Scherzos," and "Etudes," probably
were beyond his physical powers. "Young man,"
he is reported to have said to a budding virtuoso
who apologized to Chopin for having broken a
string while playing the famous "Polonaise Mili-

taire," "if I could play that 'Polonaise' as it

should be interpreted, there would not be a string

left in the piano." Dr. William Mason, in his
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Memories of a Musical JAfe, repeats an anecdote
related to him by Dreyschock and illustrating

Chopin's delicacy of touch. Dreyschock and
Thalberg had just left one of Chopin's concerts.

.•\ftcr proceeding a short distance Thalberg sud-
denly began to shout at the top of his voice.

.\sked by Dreyschock what was the matter, he
replied: "I have been listening to nothing but
piano ; I want a little forte."

The familiar anecdote that Liszt and Chopin
changed seats at the piano while the lights were
turned down, and that the listeners could not
distinguish between their playing, is apocryphal.
Not so. however, the story of the coolness be-

tween Chopin and Meyerbeer, and its cause. It

resulted from Meyerbeer's claiming that the
charming little "Mazurka," Op. 33, No. 3 (in
C), was really in two-quarter instead of in
three-quarter time. "Give it to me for a ballet

and I will prove it to you in my next opera,"
were Meyerbeer's parting words to Chopin. The
incident is related by De Lcnz, who, in his Great
Piano Virtuosos of Our Time, has given charm-
ing glimpses of Chopin as a virtuoso and as a
teacher.

During the summer and early autumn of 1835
Chopin was in Germany. He met his father at
Karlsbad, and in Dresden fell in love with and
became engaged to Marie Wodzinski, whose
brothers had been his schoolmates. Chopin
thought of giving up Paris and settling near
Warsaw after his marriage. But Marie's father
objected to the engagement on the ground of Cho-
pin's lack of means, and it was broken in 1837.
In July of that year he made a trip to England of

only eleven days, but this sufficed to develop the
germs of consumption latent in his constitution.
(This disease was in the family. A sister died of

it, and his fatlier succumbed to combined chest
and heart trouble.)

Chopin met George Sand in 1837. The liaison

which resulted between them, and which she
deftly turned into 'copy' in Lucrezia Floriani
and Histoire dc ma vie, seems to have begun
to weary the 'polyandrous Sand' in 1844, and
the final break occurred in 1847. Sand's de-

scriptions of Chopin and his playing are of little

value, because of their exaggerated note and rub-
bishy sentimentalism. She tells, for instance, of

being delayed, while in Majorca, by a storm. On
returning to her house she found Chopin at the
piano. Terror-stricken by her absence in the
storm, and dreading the danger to which she
might be exposed, he had composed the tragic
sixth prelude in B minor. Unfortunately for
this pretty story, many of the preludes, this

among them, were composed before Chopin went
to Majorca. After his breach with Sand he
wrote: "I have never cur.sed any one; but now
I am so weary of life that I am near cursing
Lucrezia. But she sufTers, too. and more because
she grows older in wickedness."

Chopin paid a second visit to England in April,
1848. He played with success. In January,
1819, he returned to Paris to die. He had so
often been at death's door that, to quote Heller,
when tlie news of his death came it was doubted.
Kind women soothed his last days. Jane Stirling,
a Scotch woman who had been his pupil and
was in love with him (the two "Nocturnes,"
Op. .'>.'>, are dedicated to her), sent him 25,-

000 francs, for he was poor. His sister Louise,
and his 'sisterly friend,' the Countess Delphine

Potoeka, were with him to the end. "She told
me I would die in no arms but hers," he said,
two days before he died, referring to Sand. His
last utterance was "Plus," in answer to a ques-
tion if he sufTercd. He died on October 17, and
was buried in Pftre Lachaise, between Cherubini
and Bellini.

Chopin is the emancipator of the pianoforte
from the thraldom of the orchestral style of com-
position. He thought pianistically, and not
orchestrally. Every tone color, every efifect of
wliich the instrument is capable, he divined. He
placed pianoforte music definitely upon an inde-
l»endent basis. This is the reason why, although
])ractically he composed only for the pianoforte,
and almost wholly within smaller forms, he
ranks among the great composers.

"I cannot create a new school, because I do
not even know the old," he once said. But this
very absence of conservative prejudice made him
the leader of modern romanticism. An admirer
of Bach and Mozart, he brought a marvelous
insight into the laws of harmony, and a love of
orderliness, as concerns form, to his work. He
was one of the most adventurous of harmonists,
reveling in chromatics and in other new and
exquisite eflfects. Through his greatness and
permanence he may be called the originator of
the 'single-piece' composition, as distinguished
from the suite or sonata. A Pole, his music is

tinged with melancholy for his country's mis-
fortunes. The "ilazurkas," which are among his
most exquisite Avorks, are flowers scattered over
the grave of Poland. The "Nocturnes," developed
from Field and marvelously enriched, are more
personal and therefore sad in expression. Of the
'"Valses," graceful, vivacious, tender, Schumann
said "the dancers should be countesses;" of the
'"Polonaises," they are "cannon buried in flow-

ers;" of Chopin as a melodist, "he leans over
Germany into Italy"—all concise and apt charac-
terizations. In his comment on the "Valses,"
however. Schumann doubtless excepted the one
that Chopin wrote after watching Sand's dog
chasing its tail. Among his most beautiful com-
positions are the "Preludes."

Chopin's own delicate playing led to a style

of Chopin interpretation in which the effeminate
in his work was cultivated at the expense of the
virile. The latter is found in the F minor
"Fantaisie," and in plenty among the "Polo-
naises," the "Ballades," the "Scherzos," and the
"Etudes." No modern pianist can afford to ig-

nore this virile side of Chopin's work. He com-
j)osed two concertos, not ranked among his great-

est productions, yet which would be sadly
mi.ssed; "Impromptus;" a very few pieces of
chamber music; and songs.

Consult: Huneker, Chopin: The Man and Uis
Music (New York, 1900), the standard lifo of

Chopin, both as regards his personality and his

work; Finck, Chopin, ard Other Musical Kssays
(London, 188fl) ; Karasowski, Frederic Chopin,
from the German by Emily Hill (London, 1879) ;

Niecks, Chopin as Men and Musician (London,
1889) ; Liszt, Life of Chopin, translated by Cook
(London, 1877).

CHOPINE, chA-pen' (from Sp. chapin, clog).

A high clog or slipper, deriving its name, as is

supposed, from the sound chap, chop, made by
the wearers in walking. Chopines were of Turk-
ish origin, btit were introduce*! into England
from Venice diiring the reign of Elizabeth. They
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'were worn by ladies under the shoes, and were
usually made of wood covered with leather, often

of various colors, and frequently painted and
gilded. Some of them were as much as half

a yard high ; and in Venice, where they were
usually worn, their height distinguished the

quality of the lady. Evelyn, in his Diary (1645),
defines them as "high-heel'd shoes particularly

aflected by these proude dames, or, as some
say, invented to keepe them at home, it being
very diflicult to walke with them."

CHOPTANK RIVER. A river rising in

Kent County, Delaware (Map: Maryland, O 5).

It flows southwest through that State and
ilaryland, and becomes a wide estuary 20 miles

long as it nears Chesapeake Bay, into which it

empties. It is navigable for small vessels for

about 40 miles.

CHORAGIC (k6-raj'Ik) MONUMENT ( from
Gk. x'V")'"''^?* choragikos, choragic, from x^P^7^}
choraifos, leader of the chorus, from xop6q, choros,

dance + ayciv arjein, to lead ) . The clioragus, or
person at Athens who, on behalf of his . tribe,

had supported the chorus (q.v.), and who, in

competition with the other tribes, had exhibited

the best musical performance, received a tripod

for a prize ; but he had the expense of consecrat-

ing it, and of building the monument on which
it was placed. Tliere was in Athens a whole
street formed by these monuments, called the

'Street of the Tripods.' A fine specimen still

remaining is 'the choragic monument of

Lysicrates,' erected in B.C. 334, in honor of a
victory with a chorus of boys. Consult Stuart
and Revett, "Antiquities of Athens," I., Ameri-
can Journal -of Archceology, VIII. (Baltimore,

1893).

CHORALE, kd-ralft (Med. Lat. choralis, from
Lat. chorus, Gk. x^P^^y choros, dance, chorus). A
melody to which hymns or psalms are sung in

church by the congregation in unison. The
Catholic Church service has from early times

contained chorales, but the name is generally

applied to those in the style introduced by
Lutlier into the German Protestant Church in

the Sixteenth Century. Realizing the great

power of music to awaken religious emotion, he

determined to carry his reforms into the music
of the Church service, and to invigorate it with
new life. He selected simple tunes from many
sources, sacred and secular, and arranged them
to fit the hymns and psalms iised in the service.

. Some of the most attractive of the ancient Latin
hymns were chosen^the chorale "Herr Gott,

dich loben wir," is adapted from a song of praise

l)y Saint Ambrose. German songs furnished
material for many others.

The inspiration proved a great success; con-

gregations everywhere joined heartily in sing-

ing the familiar melodies, and their religious

interest took a new growth. The chorale became
a popular form of composition, and many fine

examples of this style were written during the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth centuries. The mast
important of the early collections of chorales
was the one published by Luther and his friend

Johanm Walther, in 1524, called the Enchiridion.
Chorales were intended always to have an organ
accompaniment, which was usually contrapuntal,
and as time went on these accompaniments were
made more and more elaborate by the organists,
•who found this a tempting field for display.

Originally chorales were strongly rhythmical in

character, with frequent alternations of duple
and triple rhythm: and this, l)ejiig in direct con-

trast to the droning, unrhytlimical nature of the
(iregorian chant, formed one of their greatest
attractions. By a gradual process of change,
however, this rhythmic element has disappeared,
and chorales are now sung in notes of almost
uniform length. German writers complain of

this 'flattening-out* process, and regret the loss

of character which has resulted. But even
without its original rhythm, the fine simplicity

and stately solemnity of the chorale render it

an ideal form for the expression of religious

fervor. Probably the most famous of all chorales
is the one popularly accredited to Luther him-
self
—"Ein' feste Burg ist unser Grott." This

stirring tune has been incorporated into many
compositions. It appears in one of Bach's can-
tatas, and in Mendelssohn's Reformation Sym-
phony; is heard in Wagner's Kaiser Marsch,
and forms an important theme in Meyerbeer's
opera Les Huguenots.

Bach's works abound in beautiful chorales,

and when these are sung by a large chorus the

effect is wonderfully impressive and inspiring.

CHORAL (kr/ral) MUSIC. Music written
in parts, usually for four different voices, and
performed by a chorus or choir. See Anthem;
Hymn.
CHORAL SOCIETIES. Associations of ama-

teur singers formed for the purpose of perform-
ing large choral works are of comparatively re-

cent date. During the iliddle Ages, and down
to the end of the Eighteenth Century, vocal

works were performed exclusively by profes-

sional musicians, who composed the regular
church choirs, or were attached to some royal

or aristocratic chapel. Public concerts were of

rare occurrence. The chief musical interest

after the beginning of the Seventeenth Century
was the opera. As operatic performances were
prohibited during T^nt, performances of oratorios

and other works of a sacred character were in-

stituted. With the growth of musical culture
music-lovers were no longer satisfied with the
few public performances, but met together for

the purpose of studying concerted works. For the
instrumental parts the services of professional

musicians were enlisted. Although the absence
of any high standards or lofty aims did not al-

low these early attempts of amateurs to reach

a high degree of perfection, these meetings,

nevertheless, did prepare the way for the estab-

lishment of choral societies with artistic aims.

The sudden and rapid growth of instrumental
music, beginning with Haydn and Mozart, and
resulting in the perfection of the modern orches-

tra, also created a desire for a higher standard
in the performance of vocal music.
The merest accident led to the establishment

of the first permanent choral society, which is

still in existence to-day and world-famous as
the Berliner Singakademie. Karl Christian
Fasch (1736-1800) had settled in Berlin as a
singing-master. In 1783 Reichardt, at that time
royal chapel-master, submitted to Fasch the

score of a sixteen-part mass by Benevoli. In a
spirit of rivalry Fasch at once set to work to

compose a similar mass, which he attempted
to perform with a chorus of twenty singers se-

lected from the royal chapel in Potsdam. This

attempt proved a failure, and the work was laid
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aside. Mcanwiiile the number of Fasch's pupils

had increased considerably. Among these were
the daughter and step-daughter of the Privy
Councilor von Milow, who were so much inter-

e.oted in their teacher that they persuaded a
number of fellow-students to form a little chorus
for the purpose of performing Fasch's mass.
This was in the autumn of 1790. During the

winter the meetings were discontinued; but
when, in the following spring, a meeting was
called, twenty-seven members were present. A
record of the meetings was then kept, and from
the date of the first of these (May 27, 1791)
the foundation of the Singakademie is reckoned.

These singeis entered heart and soul into the

task they had undertaken, and when the mass
had been successfully performed they did not

disband, but decided to remain together under
the able leadership of Fasch. In 1793 the so-

ciety numbered forty-three members, and per-

mission was obtained to hold their meetings in

the Royal Academy of Science and Art. Fasch
then formally organized the society. He retained

absolute control over all musical aflfairs, while

the administrative duties were vested in a board
consisting of three men and three women. Each
member paid twelve groschen a month, while
the professional instrumentalists were exempt
from dues in consideration of their services. At
first the meetings of the society were strictly

private. On April 8, 1794, a limited number of

persons were invited, who were so much im-

pressed with the excellence of the work done
that a demand for public concerts was created.

Accordingly, several concerts were given every

season. Admission was only by invitation.

When, in 1800, Zelter succeeded Fasch, a regular

scale of admission prices was adopted. By that

time the chorus of the society had increased to

115 voices. In 1802, the memlx>rship was 200;

in 1813, 300; in 1827, 400; in 1833, 500. At
present the membership is about flOO. Among
the proudest achievements of the Singakademie
is the performance of Bach's Saint Matthew
Passion, under the direction of Mendelssohn, in

1829.

In spite of the great success of the Berlin

Singakademie, the other cities of Germany were
slow to follow in the establishment of choral

societies. Thirty years after the foundation of

the Berlin institution only ten such societies

were in existence. But after that one city fol-

lowed another, so that to-day there is scarcely

a single town which does not boast its choral

society. In England choral culture was widely

dilTused througli the growth of music festivals.

Although originally the chorus at such festivals

was recruited from the regular choruses of the

churches, it was not long before the number of

singers was considerably increased by the addi-

tion of amateur voices. To-day England sur-

passes all other,countries in the excellence and
efficiency of its choral societies. The history of

English choral societies is practically that of

the English Music-Festival, to which article the

reader is referred.

In the I'nited States choral societies enjoy

the popular favor as much, and are cultivated

almost as extensively, as in England. When tho

Pilgrim Fathers first landed they opposed the

use of any kind of music in church; hut gradu-

ally a more libiral spirit gained ground, so

that not onlv was music introduced into tho

services, but schools of singing also were estab-
lished. The aim of these was merely to teach
the singing of simple hymns, but in 1724 a
'sacred singing school' was founded at Stough-
ton, Mass., and this, on November 7, 1786, be-
came the Stoughton Musical Society. Now that
a beginning had been made, other choral socie-

ties came into existence. Up to 1820 the choral
societies in the United States exceeded in num-
ber those of Germany, but could not compare
with them in the quality of the work done. With
increased facilities of communication with the
Old World, musical culture in America advanced
step by step, so that in 1815 the Handel and
Haydn Society was established in Boston. This
institution became to the development of music
in America what the Singakademie was in Ger-
many—a model for all similar organizations.
At its first concert, on Christmas Day, 1815,
the chorus of the Handel and Hadyn Society
consisted of one hundred members. Until 1847
the president of the society acted as conductor,
and consequently the performances were rather
crude, although marked by a spirit of earnest-

ness. In that year a professional musician was
elected as regular conductor. When, in 1852,
Carl Bergmann assumed the leadership, the per-

formances rose to a high level. But the present
excellence of the society is due to the untiring
and efficient labors of Carl Zerrahn, who directed

the destinies of the organization from 1854 to

1895.

Shortly after the establishment of the Boston
Handel and Haydn Society, a choral society

bearing the same name was organized in New
York. This, however, Avas short-lived, and in

1823 branched out into two rival societies—the

New York Choral Society and the New York
Sacred Music Society. The former of these began
its career on a very ambitious scale, and soon was
disbanded ; whereas the latter rose to great im-
portance, though it, too, came to an end in 1849.

But as soon as one society disbanded another
sprang up, so that New I'ork was never without
performances of choral Avorks. This continued
until 1873, when Dr. Leopold Damrosch founded
the Oratorio Society. The first concert took
place December 3, 1873, at which occasion the
chorus numbered about sixty members. When
Dr. Damrosch died, in 1885, his son Walter suc-

ceeded him as conductor. Under his direction

the chorus increa.sed to six hundred members.
Another choral society of importance is the
Musical Art Society, founded by Frank Dam-
rosch in 1896. This organization is unique in-

asmuch as it consists exclusively of profes-

sional, trained singers. The purpose of this

society is the performance of older church music
of the Palestrina style. The People's Choral
Union is a society founded by Frank Damrosch
in 1892. It consists of over three thousand mem-
l)ers, recruiting themselves from among the
laboring classes. The organization has three

classes of members—tho.'<e constituting the ele-

mentary class, the advanced class, and the choral

union proper. Any self-supporting man or wo-
man may join the elementary class, where thor-

ough instruction as to the proper use of the

voice and the rudiments of music is given. From
this class the pupils are promoted to the ad-

vanced class, whence, upon graduation, they pass

to the choral union. The attendance at the vari-

ous cla.Hses numbers about 2500, 450, and 1200 re-
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fpoctively. Meotin;is are hold every Sunday,
and once, in May, a public concert is jriven. An-
other important society, the Arion, was founded
in 1854. By 1002 its membership had increased

to 1200.

In the West, Cincinnati, Chicago, and Mil-
waukee are famous for their choral societies.

Here chiefly tlie (Jerman element of the popula-
tion forms male choruses. But there is no lack

of mixed choruses, which meet yearly for a great
singing festival. In making these festivals a
means for the spreading of musical culture and
intelligence, Theodore Thomas has been indefati-

gable. See Ml SIC Festival.

CHORASSAN, Kd'rft-sUn'. See Khorasan.

CHORAZIN, kfi-r.i'zln (Gk. XopaCeiv, Chora-
zcin). A town in Galilee mentioned in Matthew
xi. 21 and Luke x. 13. It was not far from
I^thsaida and Capemaimi, all three being in

the region wliere Jesus passed a large part of

his public ministry. It was condemned by him
because of its refusal to repent. The site has
l»een identified as that of the modern Kerazeb,
in a .small valley a short distance from the north
end of the Sea of Galilee and west of the Jordan.
Extensive ruins are to be seen here, showing
the former importance of the town, which, how-
ever, is not mentioned in ancient writings out-
side the Xew Testament.

CHORD, k6rd (from Lat. chorda, Gk. x'^P^'/,
chordr, string of a musical instrument). A com-
bination of two or more musical tones of dif-

ferent pitch, sounded simultaneously. In har-
mony, however, a chord must have at least three
tones. All chords, when in their original posi-

tions, are seen to be made up of a series of dia-

tonic thirds, erected above a fundamental tone
or root. The common chord or triad is the
basis of all harmony, and consists of a bass or
fundamental tone, with its third and fifth above.

A chord of the ninth is a five-tone chord,
formed bv adding another third to a dominant

A major triad has a major third and perfect
fifth. A minor triad has a minor third and per-

fect fifth, and a diminished triad has a minor
third and diminished fifth.

Dim.

Chords of the seventh are four-note chords with
the highest note an interval of a seventh above the
bass note. There are major, minor, dominant,
and diminished chords of the seventh. A major
seventh chord has a major third, perfect fifth,

and major seventh. A minor seventh chord is

a minor triad with a minor seventh added. The
dominant seventh chord, the most important and
frequently used of the seventh chords, is erected
upon the dominant (fifth degree) of both major
and minor modes, and contains a major triad
with a minor seventh. A diminished seventh
chord contains a diminished triad and a dimin-
ished seventh, and occurs only upon the seventh
degree of the minor mode.

Major. Minor Dom. Dim.

seventh chord. A chord is said to be in its

fundamental position when its root note is them
lowest tone. An inverted chord is one whose
position has been changed by setting its lowest

tone an octave higher. Then the inverted chord
may be again subjected to the process of inver-

sion. It is evident that a chord has as many
inversions as it contains intervaLs—i.e. a triad

has two, a seventh has three, and a ninth has

four inversions. This change of position makes

Fund, position. 1st inv. 2nd inv.

TRIAD.

SEVENTH. :

Fund, position. 1st inv. 2nd inv. Srd inif.

a great difi'erence in the eiTect of the chord, and
entirely alters its harmonic 'value'; yet it is

only the bass note that determines the inversion.

The notes above it may be arranged in any order

without affecting its character.

Chord in Fund, position. Chord inverted.

While chords in their primary form contain
cnly thirds, it Avill be seen that by inversion,

or by doubling one or more of the notes, other
intervals are formed. Consonant chords are the

triads and their inversions. All others are
dissonattt chords, containing one or more dis-

sonant intervals, and require to be resolved into

consonant chords to attain a point of repose.

See Consonance; Dissonance.
Broken chords are those which are separated

so that the notes are played successively instead
of simultaneously. The subject of chords, their

treatment, and their figuration, is treated fully

in any text-book on harmony; also, and with
admirable clearness, in Lavignac, Music and
Musicians (New York, 1899).

CHORDATA, kOr-diVtA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Lat. chorda, chord). The phylum of the
animal kingdom that embraces all the verte-

brated animals— fishes, amphibians, reptiles,

birds, and mammals, together with the Uro-
chorda, or ascidians, and the Adelochorda, or
Hemichorda (see Balanoglossus)—based upon
the fact that all these have as a common feature

a structure termed the notochord, although in

some of the lowest it is present only in the very

young condition. The notochord represents, and
in the higher forms is replaced by, the spinal

column. "Another nearly universal feature is
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the perforation of the wall of the pharynx, ei-

ther in the embryonic or larval condition only,

or throughout life, by a syi^tem of clefts—the

bronchial clefts; and a third is the almost uni-

versal presence at all stages, or onlj' in the

larva, of a cavity or eystem of cavities, the

neuroca-le, in the interior of the body, lying

above the central nervous system."

CHOREA, kA-re'a (Lat., from Gk. xop«^.
chorda, danc-e), or Saint Virus's Dance. A
disease characterized by involuntiiry and irregu-

lar jerky movements of the muscles of the face,

neck, chest, arms, hands, legs, feet, back, or

abdomen. The movements occur when the per-

son is performing voluntary motions, or when
at rest but awake; they generally cease during
sleep. Most cases occur in- neurotic children be-

tween the ages of five and fifteen, and are caused

by gout, rheumatism, fright, injury, or worry.

The disease is a little over twice as frequent in

boys as in girls. Often the attack begins by drop-

ping articles, grimacing, stumbling, or winking.

It may last from six weeks to six months, and re-

lapses' are frequent. The appetite is variable,

and nutrition is impaired, with resulting anae-

mia. In about 90 per cent, of the cases fibrinous

deposits are found on the walls of the heart.

The seat of the trouble is in the brain and
spinal cord, but there is no mental change in

the patient, except slight emotional excitabil-

ity. Chorea is rarely fatal in the United States.

In England the mortality reaches 2 per cent.

The treatment consists in rest from violent exer-

cise and all mental exertion, cold sponging,

nourishing food, iron, and arsenic, and a few
other drugs, electricity, and change of air. One
variety of chorea is hereditary : this is attended
with progressive mental deterioration, and ter-

minates in dementia (q.v.). It is to be observed
that the name Saint Vitus's dance (dance of

Saint Veit) was applied originally in Germany
to a diflFerent form of disease from that above

referred to—one closely approaching in its char-

acters the epidemic 'dancing mania,' which in

Italy was called tarantism (q.v.). Consult

Church and Peterson, Nervous and Mental Dis-

eases (Philadelphia. 1001).

CHORE'A SCRIPTO'RUM. See Occupation
Necro-sis.

CHOREE, kfhte'. See Metrical Feet.

CHOREPISCOPTJS, ko'r^-pls'kd-pus (Lat.,

from Gk. x^l'^~'"'^"~^i chdrepiskopos, from x^P^y
chora, place + k-iaKo^roq, episkopos, overseer,

bishop). An order of ministers of ancient ori-

gin, whose functions were to assist city bishops

in rural districts or remote places. They acted

in a subordinate capacity, and possessed limited

powers, acting as colleagues or vicars of the

bishops. They possessed the privilege of attend-

ing councils in their own right, and not merely
as substitutes for bishops. At first they were
confined to the Eastern Church, but began to

multiply in the Western Church in the Fifth

Centurj'. They were succeeded after the Tenth
Century by archdeacons, vicars - general, and
rural deans. In the East the order continued
to exist until the Ninth Century, when it was
superseded by the exarchs.

CHORIAMBUS, ko'rI-am'bOs. See Metrical
Feet.

CHORLEY, chrtr'll. A market and manufac-
turing town of Lancashire, England, on the

Leeds-Liverpool Canal, about 25 miles northeast
of Liverpool (Map: England, D 3). It is a
thoroughly progressive municipality. Since the
incorporation, in 1881, it has obtained control
of its gas-supply, and it maintains markets,
slaughter-houses, and cemeteries. Its water is

supplied by the Liverpool municipality. The
ancient Norman parish church is worthy of no-
tice. The manufacture of cottons, muslins, and
calicoes constitutes the principal industry. Rail-
way-cars are also made. In the neighborhood
are stone-quarries and collieries. Population,
in 1901, 26,900.

CHORLEY, Hexby Fothergill (1808-72).
-\n English author and critic. He was on the
staff of the London Athenaeum from 1833 to
1868. During most of that time his literary re-

views, especially in belles-lettres, were numer-
ous and important, and the entire direction of

the musical department was in his hands. He
wrote many librettos, and several novels, dramas,
and poems, but was more successful as a critic

and biographer. Among works separately pub-
lished were: Memorials of Mrs. Hemans ( 1836) ;

Music and Manners in fiance and Germany
(3 vols., 1841) ; Modern German Music (1854) ;

and Thirty Years' Musical Recollections (1862).
His unfinished autobiography formed the basis

of the Autobiography, Memoir, and Letters,

edited by Hewlett (London, 1873).

CHOROGI, ku'r6-gi. See Staciiys.

CHOROID (kc/roid) COAT. See Eye.

CHORON, shfi'rQN', Aijex.\ndre Etient«e
(1772-1834). A French writer on music. He
was born at Caen, studied with Roze and Bonesi,

and is said to have accumulated more informa-
tion on the theory and practice of music than
anv French musician before him. As correspond-
ing member of the Academy (1811), he under-
took the reorganization of the mait rises, or train-

ing-schools for church choirs, and was successive-

Iv appointed conductor of religious festivals and
d'irector of the Grand OpC^ra. (1816). In 1816
he reopened the Conservatoire, which had been
closed in the previous year, under the name of the
Ecole Royale de Chant et de Declamation. In
1817 his appointment to the directorship of the

Op<^ra was suddenly revoked, and he established

the famous Conservatoire de Musique Classique et

Religieuse, which existed until 1830, and greatly

promoted the musical instruction of the masses.
Choron was a pedagogue of pronounced genius,

who opened a new field to French musicians.
His numerous works include: Principes d'ac-

rompagnement des Scales d'ltalie (1804) ; Intro-

duction A Vftude g&n&rale et raisonn^ de la

musique. a capital .^'ork, though unfortunately
unfinished; M^thode de plaint-chant (1818) ; Ma-
nuel complet de musique vocale et instrumentale,

etc. (1836-38).

CHORRILLOS, chA-r^yAs. A bathing resort

of Peru, situated on the Bay of Chorrillos, 7

miles south of Lima (Map: Peru. B 6). The
town is a favorite summering place for the in-

habitants of Lima. Population, 5000. It was
the scene of a Peruvian defeat at the hands of the
Chileans. January 13, 1881.

CHORUS, kf/rrts ( T>at., from Gk, xo/xk" , chortu,
dance, oliorus ; connected with x^P''''^- chortos,

enclosure, I>at. hortus, garden, Olr. gort, crop,

Ger. Garten, garden, Engl. yard). Among the
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early Greeks, a festal dance, accompanied by
niU8ii-. Through its dcvclopnienl in tlie Atlic
theatre, the word came to mean particularly
the group of dancing hinger^ wlio touk part in

the rendering of a play, and wan also applied to

the parts of the composition itself which they
performed. The jirimitive dithyrambic chorus of

fifty Voices in luinor of Dionysus, supplemented
by the addition of actors (see Akion ; TiiEsris),
was in fact the source of tlie Cirock drama.

in tlie time of the Attic tragedy the chorus
consisted of twelve or fifteen persons, in charac-
ter bditting the scene and nature of the plot,

who usually made their entrance to the orches-
tra from the sides early in the play, and re-

mained there before the stage throughout the
performance. At pauses in the acting, the cho-
rus, with an accompaniment of dancing move-
ments, sang lyrical passages having reference
suggestively to the subject and progress of the
drama, and serving to heighten and solemnize the
impression produced by the actors. Occasionally
the chorus, in the person of its leader, called the
corj'pheus, participated briefly in the dialogue
its<'lf. The chorus lias been thought to repre-

sent the attitude of the ideal spectator of the
action, taking part with or against the persons
on the stage by advice, comfort, exhortation, or
dissuasion. At times the chorus was divided, and
spoke or sang antiphonally. These divisions

passed from side to side in movements from
whicli originated the naming of the single songs
or stanzas, such as strophe, antistrophe, and
epode. Of the musical element in the composi-
tion of the ancient choruses little is known with
any certainty. Possibly it was only a kind of

rhythmic declamation, and very simple, though
the metres of its verse are often complicated. It

•was accompanied by flutes in unison.

The charge of organizing the chorus was con-
sidered a great distinction among the people of
Athens, being one of the public services (?.ECTovpyiai,

leitourgiai) ofTered by rich citizens to the State.
The person appointed for the purpose was called

the choragus, and the onef most successful in each
competition was awarded a prize. The honor
was expensive, as the choragus had to pay all the
cost of training the chorus, besides feeding and
lodging them and providing their masques and
dresses.

In comedy, the chorus was somewhat more
numerous than in tragedy, and was often fan-
tastically adapted to the humor of the story, as,

for instance, that in the Clouds and that in the
Frogs, comedies of Aristophanes. Later com-
edy, however, gradually discarded the chorus,
and with the decline of ancient tragedy the
chorus fell into disuse. In recent times there
has been some attempt, as in Schiller's Bride of
Messina, to produce the chorus on the stage in the
manner of the ancients; but the music that has
been occasionally set to some of the Greek
tragedies can give but slight idea of that which
originally accompanied them. In general, by the
term 'chorus' is understood a musical composi-
tion arranged to be sung by a considerable num-
ber of voices together; or the body of singers
who collectively perform it, with or without in-

strumental accompaniment.
The musical chorus is the only artistic means by

which a simultaneous movement or sentiment of
a multitude can be represented in the drama, the
language or text being always of a simple

rhytlim, permitting only of a limited movement
suited to the combination of a multitude. It is,

however, not always n«-cessary that every part of
the chorus should manifest the same feeling or
smtiment. Two or more parts of the clxjrus may
act against each other, as suits the purport of the
drama. Double, trijile, and quadrujile choruses
are found in the old Italian compositions for
the Church. In opera (q.v.) the memlK-rs of the
chorus are generally entirely involved in the
action of the play and realistically represent
characters which figure in the drainalis pcrsonce.
Of UKxiern operas, the chorus has been used with
especial effect in those of AIeyerl)eer and Wagner.
In oratorio (q.v.) the chorus is of the greatest
importance, and the numbers now eniployed to sing
the chorus far exceed anything attempted a cen-
tury ago; this is not always an advantage, for the
lempi must necessarily be taken much more
slowly, which has a sluggish efl'ect; while in-

crease in the number of voices does not always
j)roduce a greater power of sound. The chorus
of thirty-five well-trained voices from the Pope's
chapel, which sang at the coronation of Napoleon
I., in the Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris, is

said to have produced a far greater and more
wonderful eflTect when they entered singing the
Tti cs J'clruti, than another chorus of hundreds
of voices, and eighty harps, that had been assem-
bled and trained for the same occasion, in ex-

pectation of surpassing all that man could im-
agine. Tlie greater the number, the greater is the
ditliculty in obtaining unity.

—

Chorus, in organ-
building, is the name given to stops of the mix-
ture species, some of which contain 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

or more pipes to each note, tuned at consonant
intervals in relation to the fundamental stops.
Consult: Haigh, The Attic Theatre (Oxford,
1889) ; id., The Tragic Drama of the Greeks (Ox-
ford, 1896) ; Donaldson, The Theatre of the Greeks
(London, 8th ed., 1875) ; Mees, Chorus and
Choral Music (New York, 1901).

CHOSE (shoz) IN ACTION (Fr. chose, thing,
from Med. Lat. cosa, causa, thing, Lat. causa,
cause). In the law of England, that kind of
property which is founded not in possession, but
in the legal right to possess. As this right can,
in general, be vindicated and made available only
by means of an action, the property to which it

relates, whether real or personal, is called a
thing (Lat. res, or Fr. chose) in action, to dis-

tinguish it from a thing already in possession.
The right to recover money due on bonds and
bills, and that to recover on goods bought and
not yet delivered, are examples of choses in ac-

tion, as is also the right to compensation for
damages occasioned by breach of contract or by
tort.

By the strict rule of the ancient common law,
no chose in action could be assigned or granted
over, because it was thought to l)e a great en-

couragement to litigiousness if a man were al-

lowed to make over to a stranger his right of
going to law. (See Champerty.) But this

nicety is not now so far regarded as to render
such a transaction really ineffectual. It is, on
the contrary, in substance a valid and constant
practice; though, in compliance with the ancient
principle, the effect of assigning a chose in action
is to confer on the assignee a power of attorney
to prosecute the action in the assignor's name
for the assignee's own benefit. The assignment
has this effect in law, and not in equity alone, as
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is commonly stated. If^ however, the assignor
interfered with his assignment by collecting the

chose in action, or otherwise, equity would pro-

tect the assignee's rights, provided the assign-

ment was made for value. The King is an ex-

ception to this general rule, for he may always
either grant or receive a chose in action by
assignment. By the law merchant an indorser
of negotiable paper could sue upon the paper in

his own name. The law relating to choses in

action was formerly the same in the United
States as in England. But in many States, as
in New York, the assignee of a chose in action

is now allowed to sue upon his right in his own
name, provided the chose in action is not a right

to recover for personal injuries, such right not
l>eing assignable. The assignee of a chose in ac-

tion, however, takes it subject to all defenses

which might have been interposed to it had the

action been brought upon it by the original owTier.

Choses in possession are commonly called chat-

tels (q.v. ). The branches of the law relating to

choses in action are specifically treated under
such titles as Assignment; Specific Perform-
ance; Bills and Notes, etc. Consult the au-

thorities referred to under Contract; and for a
discussion of the early English law upon the
ownership of choses in action, consult Pollock
and Maitland, History of English Law (Boston,
1899).

CHOSHI, chf/sh^. A prefectural town of

Japan, situated on the eastern coast of Nippon,
72 miles by rail from Tokyo (Map: Japan, G 6).

It extends for about 2% miles along the river of

Tonegawa, and has a temple situated on an
eminence in tlie centre of the city. The chief

occupation is the manufacture of fish-oil. Popu-
lation, in 1898, 3G,511.

CHO'SON'. See Korea.

CHOSROES. See Kiiosru.

CHOTA NAGPUR, cho'ta nag-poor', or Chut-
TA Nagpir. a southwest division and politi-

cal agency of Bengal, British India (q.v.). The
division comprises the five districts of HazAri-
bflgh, Ranchi, Palamau, ilSnbhum, and Singhbum.
It is sparsely inhabited, the largest towns not ex-

ceeding a population of .5000. Area, 26,963 miles.

Population, in 1891, 4,629,000; in 1901, 4,899,000.

The political agency comprises nine tributary
States whose area is 16,054 square miles. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 883,500; in 1901, 982,400. The
region is mountainous and lies between the basins
of the Ganges and its tributaries, the Sov and
the Manahadi. It is largely inhabited by aborigi-

nal tribes. Coal in considerable quantities is

found, and some gold. Tea. rice, corn, potatoes,

and oil-seods are cultivated. The climate is dry
and healthful.

CHOTIN. See Khotin.
CHOUANS, shoo'ilN' (corruption of Fr. chat-

huant, screech-owl) . The bands of insurgent peas-

ants in Brittany and Maine, who, during the
French Revolution, following tlie Vendeans,
fought for tlie King. They were so called

from Chouan, the nickname of their first leader,

Jean Cottereau, smuggler and soldier. The
species of mingled brigandage and warfare known
as the chouanneri( first broke out in 1793,

after having lieen fomented assiduously by the
priests and the agents of the royal family. After
several exploits of the guerrilla sort, Cottereau
was killed July 29, 1794, near Laval. Other

leaders, however, appeared: Cadoudal, DOsoteux,
Charette, Puisaye. • The pacification of La
Sendee in 1795 gave Hoche an opportunity to
crush the Chouans; but they sprang up again in

1799, and forced Napoleon to send against them
Brune, with 30,000 men, who suppressed the
rising. Eruptions of chouannerie continued till

1803, and it made its appearance once more in
1814-15. Consult: Beauchamp, Uistoire des
Chouans (Paris, 1806) ; Kerigant, Les Chouans
(Paris, 1882) ; Moulin, Mcmoires sur la Chouan-
nerie (Paris, 1893).

CHOUGH, chuf (AS. ceo, originally imita-
tive of the bird's note). A small crow of the
genus Fregilus, specifically the Cornish chough,
or red-legged crow {Fregilus graculus) , a widely
distributed but very local and diminishing bird,

inhabiting the high mountains of Europe, Persia,
India, the norl,h of Africa, and some parts of

the British seacoasts, but almost exclusively
confined to high cliflfs. In these it generally
makes its nests; sometimes, however, in ruined
towers. Its long hooked claws enable it to cling
easily to a rough rock, but it seems unwilling^

even to set its feet on turf. It lives in societies

like the rook. It feeds on insects, berries, grubs,
and grain. It is easily tamed, becomes very
familiar and forward, and exhibits in the high-
est degree the curiosity, pilfering disposition, and
delight in brilliant or glittering objects which
also characterize others of the crow family.
Other species of chough are known, one, the cho-

card or Alpine chough (Fregilus alpinus) , being
confined to the European Alps, and the others
natives of Australia, Java, etc.

CHOUICHA, chou'i-cha (Alaska). The quin-

nat ( q.v. )

.

CHOULANT, shoo'lJiN', JohanN Ludwig
(1791-1861). A German physician, born in Dres-

den. He studied in Dresden and Leipzig, and be-

came connected with the clinics in Dresden, in

which he was appointed professor of theraj>eutics

in 1823 and director in 1828. Subsequently he

acted for a number of years as head of the Acad-
emy. His published works include the following:

I.ehrbuch der speciellen Pathologie und Therapie
dcs Menschen (1831 and several later editions) ;

Handbuch der Biicherkunde fiir altere Medizin
(2d ed., 1841); Bibliotheca Medico-historica

(1842); and Die Anfdnge wissenschaftlicher

Xat urgeschirhte { 1856)

.

CHOUQUET, shoo'kA', Adolphe Gustave
(1819-86). A French writer on music, born in

Havre and educated at the Institution ^lassin in

Paris. He lived in the l'nite<l States from 1840
to 1860, and tiien returned to Paris, where he
twice won the Prix liordin (1864 and 1868) for

works on the history of music. He was appointed
cust<Mlian of the collection of instruments in the

Conservatory in 1871, and in 1875 published a

catalogue of them. His Ih/mnc dc la Paix was
the prize cantata of the Exposition of 1867. Of
his literary productions tlie tlistoire dr la inu-

sique dramati<iuc en France dcpuis ses origines

jusqx'A 7WS jnurs (1873) is probably the most
important.

CHOUSINGHA, chou'sIng-hA (East Indian).

The four-horned antelo|M' {Tctrnccrns quadricor-

.tis) of India. It is a small brown sjxM-ies re-

sembling the duikerboks, and distinguished by
the buck having four short smooth horns upon
tlie forehead. These animals are not gregarious.
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and conceal themselves in bushy places. See
Plato of (Jazel'^ks,

CHOUTEAU, shoo'tA, AuousTE (1739-1829).

An .American pi<jncer of French descent, born in

New Orleans. Under the direction of Pierre

J^iguest I^clMe he made the first settlement on
the site of Saint Louis, Mo., on February 15,

1764. (See Saint Loi'is.) He and his brother,

Pierre, were well known as traders for many
years in the West.

CHOUVACHES, choo-vttsh'ez. See TcHU-
VASIIKS.

CHOW-CHOW (strictly an adjective, mean-
ing 'mixed,' 'miscellaneous,' 'broken'; of un-

known origin, usually considered pidgin-Eng-

lish). A name most commonly used to denote

a kind of mixed pickles, made originally in the

East Indies, but now imitated elsewhere. Among
its principal ingredients may be mentioned
pickles, onions, cauliflower, and beans, all of

which are steeped in mustard. A kind of Chi-

nese sweetmeats, consisting of odds and ends of

orange-peel, ginger, bamboo-sirup, pumelo-rind,
etc., is also called chow-chow.

CHOW CHOW. A Chinese domestic dog
about the size of a modern Pomnieranian, with
so thick, plain, and even a coat that when it is

pressed down by the hand it rises again, just as

a close-wooled sheep's coat will do. It has one
characteristic which diflferentiatcs it from all

other dogs, a black tongue. Alany dogs have
black roofs to tiieir mouths, but no chow chow is

of the true breed that has not a black tongue.

Two varieties have been exhibited at bench-shows,
one all red, and the other all black. The chow
chow made its first appearance in America at the

Westminster Kennel Club's show in New York
in 1901.

CHOWDER ( Fr. chaudiere, pot, caldron, Lat.
caldaria, boiling pot, from caldus, calidus, warm,
hot). In the fishing villages of Brittany, faire

la chaudiire is to provide a caldron In which is

cooked a mess of fish and biscuit with some
savory condiments—a hodge-podge contributed
by the fishermen themselves, each of whom in

return receives his share of the prepared dish.

The French would seem to have carried this

practice to America, first to Newfoundland,
whejice it spread to Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick, and New England. Chowder is described
nowadaj's as "a many-sided dish, of pork and
fish, potatoes and bread, onions and turnips,

well peppered and salted, piled up in layers and
stewed together." The best-known form of
chowder is clam chotrder, so called because clams
are the principal ingredient.

CHOY'A. See Chay Root.

CHRESTIEN DE TROYES, krft'tyaN' de
trwil ( c.l 145-1 191 ). A French poet, the founder
of the mediseval courtly romance. He was bom
in Troyes, and was attached to the Court not only
of the Count of Champagne, his native district,

but also to those of the neighboring principalities

of Flanders and Hainaut. He is the most famous
of the authors who developed the Arthurian ro-

mances in France, and expressed the spirit of

the later chivalrj', much more refined and ap-
proaching much more nearly modern ideas than
the fierce and warlike epics of the Charlemagne
cycle. Arthur's Court, in his hands, becomes a

civilized and brilliant gathering, modeled after

those with which the poet was familiar. In fact,
though finding his subjects in the fantastic and
ideal legends of an earlier age, he treats them
most successfully when he deals with details
of every-day life, which he renders with the
fidelity of a modern novelist, delighting in the
reproduction of scenes of pomp and ceremony
to please the aristocratic society for whom he
wrote. It is probable, though the whole subject
is full of controversy, tliat to the novelist's in-

stinct of Chrestien is due the rounding out and
completion of what we may call the plot of the
Arthurian story, in which case a very high place
must be assigned to him among the romancers of
the world. From his working in of the (jirail

legend (see Gbail, The Holy) in his huge ro-

mance of J'erccvule Ic (iallois (ed. Potvin, vols.,

Mons, 18(56-71), which with its continuations by
other hands extends to 63,000 lines, sprang the
great epic of Wolfram von Eschenbach (q.v.)

which furnished Wagner with the material for
the libretto of Parsifal. His other main works,
in the best editions, are Erec et Enide (Forster,
Halle, 1896), Yvain or Le Chevalier au Lyon
(id., Halle, 1887) ; Le Chevalier d la Charrette
(Jonckbloet, The Hague, 1850; Forster, H^lle,

1899) ; and Cligis (id., Halle, 1884). They are
written in octosyllabic couplets, light, flowing,
and full of charm. Consult Potvin, liihliogra-
phie de Chrestien de Troyes (Brussels, 1863) ;

and see Fkencu Litkratlre; Arthur; Perceval.

CHRESTOM'ATHY (from Gk. xP'/f^-«/"«l^«a,

(hrcstomatheia, chrestomathy, from xpt^ffTOfiadifg,

chrestomathcs, eager to learn, from xi"i^'''^i' chrS-
stos, good -|- fiavOdveiv, manthanein, to learn) . A
collection of extracts, or text-books, useful in learn-
ing a language or gaining special information.

CHRIEMHILD. See Kbiemhild.

CHRISM, kriz'm (from AS. chrisma, OHG.
christno, Ger. Chrisam, from OF. chresme, Fr.
crSnie, It. crisma, Lat. chrisma, oil, from Gk.
xp'iofia, oiuUwent, from XP'"^, chriein, to anoint).
The name given to the oil consecrated on Maundy
Thursday, in the Roman Catholic and Greek
churches, by the bishop, and used in baptism,
confirmation, orders, and extreme unction. Therfe
are two kinds of chrism used in the Roman
Catholic Church—the one, a mixture of oil and
balsam, is used in baptism, confirmation, and
orders; the other, which is merely plain oil, is

used in extreme imction. That in the Greek
Church contains many ingredients.

CHRISOM, kriz'om (variant spelling of
chrism). The name of the white vesture laid
by the priest on the child in former times at
baptism, to signify its innocence. It was gen-
erally presented by the mother as an offering
to the Church when she came to be 'churched';
but if the child died before the mother was
'churched,' it was used as a shroud. By a com-
mon abuse of words, chrisom came to be applied
to the child itself if it died before it was bap-
tized. A chrisom child is a child in a chrisom
cloth.

CHRIST ( Lat. Christus, Gk. Xpiaroc:, Christoa,
anointed, from xP'^^'j chriein, to anoint). The
Greek term is found in the Septuagint, where
it translates varied forms of the Hebrew verb
mashakh (to anoint), most frequently the
nominal form mdshiakh (an anointed one;,
whence the English term Messiah is derived; and
also in the New Testament. The Hebrew idea
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of anointing was at first comprehensive, being
broadly applied, not only to priests (e.g. Lev.

iv. 5) and to kings (e.g. I. Sam. ii. 10), but
later to the prophets (e.g. I. Kings xix. IG)

and to the patriarchs (e.g. Ps. cv. 15). It came,
liowever, to be narrowed down to the king, as
the religious head of the nation ; and, as proph-
ecy gave rise to the expectation of an ideal king,

who was to be the redeemer and restorer of the
Jewish nation, it was finally referred specifically

to him (e.g. Ps. ii. 2). The first application of

this idea in its full technical sense to this ex-

pected king is found in the apocryphal Book of

Enoch (xlviii. 10).
In the New Testament, Christ is used both

as an appellative and as a proper name. In both
cases it occurs either with or without the article,

either alone or in combination with other terms
and names (e.g. Mark viii. 29; Luke xxiii. 2;
Rom. XV. 3; I. Cor. iii. 11). Always when used
as a proper name, and frequently where other-

wise used, it is a designation of Jesus of Naz-
areth, as the expected ^lessiah of the Jews. It

is from this application of the term that its

English meaning is derived. See Christology;
Chbistiamty; Jesus Christ; and Messiah.

CHRIST, Descent of, ixto Hades. See
Apocrypha (paragraph New Testament)

.

CHRIST AMONG THE DOCTORS. A paint-
ing by Ingres. It hangs in the Musee Municipal,
Montauban, France.

CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS. A fa-

mous statue by Michelangelo, in the Santa Maria
sopra ^Minerva, Rome. It was ordered by Meteleo
Vari and Paolo Castellari for that church in

1514, and was set in its present place, to the left

of the altar, seven years later. It was completed
by Pietro Urbano and Roderigo Frizzi, and repre-

sents its subject nude. A bronze drapery has
been recently added, an act which speaks more
for the modesty than the taste of its perpetrators.

CHRIST IN ART. The representations of

Christ are the most important part of Christian
iconography (q.v. ). In the early period art did

not try to embody God the Father or the Holy
Ghost in any human form—the former was sym-
bolized by a hand appearing out of a cloud, and
then only seldom ; the latter in the form of a
dove. In all the acts of creation and in the Old
Testament events embodying relations between
God and man, it is always the Son who is repre-

sented by the artist. So far as art is concerned,
the following categories are fairly compre-
hensive: (1) Portraiture of Christ; (2) Christ
in the Old Testament; (3) Christ in the
New Testament: His life on earth; (4) Christ
after the resurrection; (5) ideal conceptions
of Christ. In regard to Christ's appearance
on earth, the controversy among early writ-
ers was extremely bitter; and, as Irenseus

tells us, in the Second Century, that no re-

liable portraits existed, there was room for

any theory. There were, broadly speaking, two
schools. One, mainly the African Church, main-
tained that Christ was ugly, in order to pro-

claim the triumph of mind over matter, of in-

ternal over external beauty, and out of hatred
for the Hellenic and pagan worship of the l)eau-

tiful. The other, mainly the Greek fathers, re-

fused to see in Christ anything but perfection.

The Latin Church did not intervene forcibly on
•either side. These conceptions are reflected in

Vol. IV.—37.

art. In early Latin art, represented in the cata-

comb frescoes (Segond to Fourth centuries)

and sculptured sarcophagi (Third and Fourth).
He is a youth, beardless, with long, curly hair
—so young that by no possibility could it be sup-
posed to be the portrait of a man of thirty.

Artists evidently wished to avoid being accused
of attempting any such thing. But before the
close of the Fourth Century Saint xVugustine
speaks of the different types of portraits of

Christ which artists wei'e then attempting. Of
these types one survived all others, and, with
modifications, was handed down to the Renais-
sance. It was purely conventional, and only later

writers sought to base it upon early tradition,

such as the description in the spurious 'Letter

of Lentulus,' and the acheiropoetic images, or
miraculous portraits, like the handkerchief of

Veronica. This type had an oblong, oval face,

with broad, smooth forehead, straight, slender
nose, arched brows, hair parted in the middle
and falling in long ringlets over the shoulders,

a full beard of moderate length, and an expres-

sion grave but sweet. This bearded, poetic, and
intellectual type originated with Greek Chris-
tian art, and was brought by it to Italy. Some
examples of it appear in the catacombs; imper-
fectly in the sarcophagi (a fine example in the
Lateran Museum) ; better in the frescoes (at

Saint Calixtus and Saint Pontianus) ; coarsely at
Santa Costanza ; more refined in the mosaics of

Santa Pudentiana (c.400), Rome, and San Apol-
linare Nuovo (c.500-550), Ravenna. It is pri-

marily intended to represent the Christ tri-

umphant, transfigured, or in heaven, not the
Christ of the earthly miracles. The beardless

type became entirely obsolete before the close

of the Fifth Century, and Christ was repre-

sented bearded and older, whether on earth or
in heaven. This marks the close of the first

period, from c.lOO a.d. to 500, and during these
centuries Christ had been portrayed mainly as
follows

:

During the Second Century almost the ouly
way of presenting Him in the catacomb frescoes

was as the Good Shepherd, either carrying a
lamb on His shoulders or in the midst of the
sheep; then, in the Third Century, came the
first use of the scene of the Adoration of the
Magi, and perhaps even earlier the Baptism, the
Samaritan woman at the well, and the Resurrec-
tion of Lazarus—subjects used as symbols and
not as episodes. The commonest method was to

present Christ under symbols that only the faith-

ful would recognize—as the Lamb, the Fish, the
Vine, as Orpheus charming with his music.
\A'ith the triumph of Christianity (312), a new
stage opened, in which, on the one hand, the art

of the catacombs is continued in the sculptured
sarcophagi, and on the other the monumental
art of the basilicas strikes a new note in repre-

sentations of Christ. Such episodes of the life

of Christ as would be suitable were carved on
the sarcophagi; but as yet no complete historic

series of these episodes were attempted. Christ
triimi pliant was enthroned in the apses of the

new churches; enthroned or seated on a glolx"

or standing among the twelve apostles, teaching
them and giving Paul and Peter authority to

preach and govern. The scene is in the Heavenly
Jerusalem, and from beneath His feet flow the

four rivers of Paradise. The spiritualizing of

the scenes continued up to the Fifth Century

—
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the mosaics of Santa Costunza (c.330), Santa
Pudentiana (c.440), Santa Maria Maggiore
(c.4.'i(i), and Saint Paul (c.450), all in Runie,

show how the visions of Saint John acquired
mure and more inllucnce, until the culmination
is reached in the twenty-four elders casting their

crowns l)efore a radiant bust of Christ in a
medallion, with the four living creatures on
either side. While this spiritual element was
being developed, art was beginning to construct,

also under Cireek influence, a complete series of

pictures of the life of Christ, in three main
groups: (a) Infancy; (b) Miracles; (c) Passion;
beginning with (1) the Annunciation; (2)
Adoration of the Magi; (3) Massacre of the In-

nocents; (4) Presentation in the Temple; (5)
Flight into Egj-pt, etc. The collection of sarcoph-

agi in the I^ateran Museum in Rome give the

best series of subjects illustrating the miracles

—

the wooden doors of Santa Sabina (Fifth Cen-
turj'), and the mosaics of San Apollinare, Raven-
na, the most detailed series of the Passion scenes,

which were still without any element of suffering.

Christ even here was the triumphant King. In
the Santa Sabina reliefs is the first known por-

trayal of the Crucifixion. The San Apollinare
series of c.500 admirably illustrate their trans-

itional age. In the thirteen scenes from the
Miracles, Christ is the beardless youth of the
Christian sarcophagi (Fourth Century) ; in the
thirteen scenes from the Passion, He has the later

more majestic bearded type of the heavenly and
triumphant Christ. The favorite scene in the apse
of the basilicas is Christ on a throne or a globe.

His head surrounded by a nimbus, holding a
book in His left hand and blessing with His right,

accompanied bv angels and saints, who replace
the apostles oi the Fourth Century, except oc-

casionally, though Peter and Paul are often re-

tained. Sometimes—as at Saint John Lateran,
Saint Paul, and San Venanzio—only a bust of

Christ appears in the clouds. Until the Ninth
Century the popularity of the Apocalypse and
the scenes from the Heavenly Jerusalem caused
the lamb to be retained as an emblem of Christ,

even after a council of the Church had forbidden
such pictures. The period from c.500 to 800,
therefore, while it witnesses the creation of a
positively individual type of Christ, and gives
artists the liberty of portraying all the events
of His life—even those of the Passion—lays but
little stress on the humanity and the sufferings,

much on the divinity and triumph, of Christ.

The Carlovingian Age (800-1000) inaugurated
the idea of the terror - striking Christ. The
Apocalyptic scenes were partly replaced by re-

alistic Last Judgments. The story of the
painter-missionary Methodius terrifying the Bul-
garians into conversion by such a painting is

typical. At the beginning of the period it is

not universally so—witness the beautiful mo-
saics of Santa Prassede in Rome. The type of

Christ, also, still breathes majestic sweetness
and calm. Byzantine art probably invented at
this time some of its most beautiful types of

Christ, handed do^vn since by tradition—Christ
winged as the Angel of the Divine Will, or as
the High Priest. The illuminated manuscripts
of this f>eriod, both Byzantine and Carlovingian,
give the most varied material for study. A
favorite new composition is Christ cro\vning the
F-mperor (or Empress) of the East or West. In the
Eleventh and Twelfth centuries Christ becomes

more and more the severe Judge, with whom the
Virgin and John the Baptist act as intercessor,
though He is still surrounded by the four cheru-
bim evangelists, the twelve apostles, and some-
times the twenty-four elders. But He no longer
appears seated on a glolje or v throne with a
tew saints in the celestial sphere—He is almost
always brought into immediate contact with
human affairs. The frescoes of Ferentillo, San
Tommaso in Fomiis, San Pietro in Crado, in
Pisa, the mosaics of Toreello, and innunieral)le
other works of the Eleventh and Twelfth cen-
turies, show the increasing emphasis of the se-

vere side of Christ's character, and the theolog-
ical and dogmatic tendency. The growing asceti-
cism of the type of Christ is shown also in By-
zantine art, which, however, retains much beauty
and serenity, which it does not lose until the
Twelfth Century. The mosaics of San ^larco
in Venice, of the cathedral of Cefala, of Mon-
reale, and the Capella Palatina in Palermo, are
among the most important series of scenes and
types of Christ. The Byzantine conception, as
expressed in the Greek Guide to Painting, edited
and translated by Didron and Durand, should
be read in the presence of such mediseval \yorks,
to show how traditional and carefully taught
were all representations of the Saviour, as to
type, age, garments, color, attitude, grouping
with other figures, etc.

The morbid sentimentalism and realism of the
Thirteenth and Fourteenth centuries disputes the
field with the power to recreate a spiritual tyjie

of Christ. In Italy the tendency was to give
prominence to the sufferings of Christ. This is

painfully evident in those Crucifixions of the
Berlinghieri, of Margaritone, Cavallini, Giovanni
Pisano, and other painters and sculptors. The
emaciated and distorted bod}% the drawn face,

the gaping wounds are intended to excite an hys-
terical piety. French Gothic art was more sane.
The Christ carved for the cathedrals was the
Divine Teacher. The statue of the Beau Christ
of Amiens is typical of a large class, to be met
with in Chartres, Rheims, Paris and elsewhere.
Comparing the art of the West, both in its works
and in such literary treatises as that of Durand
(Rationale Divinorum Officiorum) , it is evident
that the West is comparatively narrow in its

range of representations, and that it lays in-

creasing emphasis on the psychological, even the
pathological side of Christ's life—a side very
lightly touched upon in the East. At the same
time representations of the three persons of the
Trinity became common in the West for the first

time, often strangely imagined. For the first

time, also, the scene of the Virgin and Child is

often repeated. Xot that it was entirely un-
known in earlier times, but its sudden popularity
accords with the humanitarian and psychological
period. We are now met with two important
facts: first, the death of the Christian (Byzan-
tine) art of the East, which removes the most
original and spiritual element in representations

of Christ ; second, the revival of painting under
Giotto and his successors. While painters con-

tinue, in their choice of subjects, to live on
earlier traditions, they not only show the effects

of the times by abandoning dogmatic representa-

tions of the Saviour for scenes of the Mother and
Child and the Crucifixion, but they show it also

by the attempt to give physical charm to the

portraiture of Christ. While adhering in broad
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lines to the portrait referred to at the beginning
of this article, each painter gave his own inter-

pretation, and so we have interesting creations

of such Italian artists as Gaddi, Orcagna, Masac-
cio, Fra Angelico, Leonardo, Raphael, and others.

There is less and less of religious significance and
idealism in these types until we reach such heads
as those of Titian, Rubens, Donienichino, Carracci,

and Rembrandt. With the departure of faith in

the artist the representations lose historic value

and are expressions of the individual taste of

the artist rather than a reHection of the religious

ideas of the age. Here, therefore, such a study
as this ends.
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CHRIST, Order of the Knights of, in Por-

tugal. An order instituted in 1317, by King
Diniz, of Portugal (1279-1325), and endowed
with property confiscated from the Order of

the Templars, which he suppressed in 1314.

It was founded in imitation of the Spanish or-

ders of Alcantara (q.v.) and Calatrava (q.v.),

and the lives of the Cistercians. The new
order was established '"for the defense of the

faith, the discomfiture of the Moors, and the

extension of the Portugtiese monarchy." With
some difficulty, Pope John XXII. was induced,

in 1319, to sanction the new order, but only on

condition that the knights swore fealty to the

Pope, and that their Grand Master made a

special vow of such obedience before the abbot

of the Cistercian monastery of Alcobaga, one of

the largest and richest then extant, who was the

Pope's special representative. The knights

joined in all Portuguese crusades against the

infidels, and also in their African and Indian

expeditions, receiving in compensation continual

additions to their own possessions. The Grand
Prior of the order was invested by Pope Calix-

tus III. (1455-58) with power equal to that of

a bishop; and, as an encouragement to adven-

ture, the knights were promised all the coun-

tries which they might discover, to be held under
the protection of Portugal. Under such favor-

able conditions, it is no wonder that the order

l)ecame immensely rich. Its headquarters was the

splendid castle of Thomar, 70 miles northeast

of Lisbon, whence it had l)een in 1334 transferred

from the castle of Castro Marino, at the mouth
of the Guadiana. .At length their wealth and
power excited the jealousy of the kings of Por-

tugal ; their future acnuisitions, and subse-

quently even their actual possessions, were de-

clared to be Crown possessions, and the offices of

Administrator and Grand Master were trans-

ferred to the Crown. Xohle descent, and three

years' military service against the infidel, were

required for admission. The members took the

three monkish vows of celibacv. povertv. and
obedience, till Pope Alexander VI. (1492-1503)

released them from the first two, on condition

of their applying the third part of their reve-

nues to the support of the Thomar cloister, the
priests of which were bound by the three vows.
In 1523 King John III. turned the order into a
monastic one. In 1797 it was secularized, and it

is now merely an honorary order.

Its membership is very large, consisting of six

knights of the Grand Cross, 450 commanders, and
an unlimited number of knights. Catholics of

noble descent alone are admitted.

CHRIST, Papal Order of. A branch of the
Portuguese order created by Pope John XXII.
(1316-34) for Italians. It" has only one class,

and is now merely honorary.

CHRIST, Person of. See Christology.

CHRIST, or CRISS-CROSS, ROW. The al-

phabet arranged in the form of a cross, as the

sjTiibols of Christ's crucifixion, for the use of

children, and so printed in old hornbooks, or
primers. The letter A was at the top and Z at
the foot of the cross. See Hornbook.

CHRIST, krist, Wilhelm von (1831— ). A
German classical philologist, bom at Geisenheim,

August 2, 1831. He has been professor in the

L'niversity of ilunich since 1860, and is the

author and editor of numerous works, of which
the most important are: Die metrische Ueberlie-

ferung der pindarischen Oden (1868); Metrik
der Gricchen und Ronier (1879) ; Attikusausgabe
des Demosthenes (1882) ; Griechische Litteratur-

geschichte (1898).

CHRISTABEL, krls'tS-bel. ( 1 ) An old bal-

lad which deals with the love of a princess, the

title character, for the valiant Sir Cauline. The
latter is killed in rescuing her from an East-

ern potentate, and she thereupon dies of grief.

(2) A poetical fragment by Coleridge (1816),

a bit of haunting melrwiy and genuine inspira-

tion. Before its publication, Scott heard lines of

it recited, and adopted the metre for his "Lay
of the Last Minstrel" (1805). Saintsbury finds

in it a metrical resemblance to Gottfried von
Strassburg's Tristan and Spenser's "The Oak
and the Brere." Admirably adapted as is the

vehicle, the story is itself of engrossing interest,

and is narrated with the poet's best art. A
parody appeared in Blackwood's, June, 1819.

CHRIS'TADEL'PHIANS (from Gk. Xfutrrd-

rff/.oof, Christadelphos, having brotherhood with
Christ, trom Xpiardc, Chritifos, Christ + a^e?.<i>6Cj

adelphos, brother), or Brothers of Christ. A
religious sect in the United States, Canada, and
Great Britain, organized by John Thomas, M. D.,

an Englishman, who came hither in 1844 and
at first belonged to the Disciples. But being

"convinced by a study ot the Bible that the car-

dinal doctrines of the existing churches corre-

spond with those of the apostate Church predicted

in Scripture," he spread his views. Making con-

verts, he formed them into societies, which, till

the outbreak of the Civil War, had no distinctive

name, but the one now held was selected when
their members claimed exemption from military

duty on the ground of conscientious opposition

to war. The principles of the sect are thus

stated: The Old and Xew Testaments are equally

important : God will restore to immortal life all

who love him in this life, but those who have

not accepted this immortal principle cease to

exist at death ; there is no personal devil : Christ

is the son of God. deriving from the Deity moral

perfection, but from His mother a human nature;
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lie has the threefold character of prophet, priest,

and king: the first ollice lie fulfilled by His life

and death on earth, and now as priest He me-
diates l)efore the Deity ; as king He will return to

earth and reign over all the world from the

tlirone of David in the Holv Land. In 1805 the

Christadelphians had in the United States 63
organ izjitions and some 1300 members. They
reject the doctrine of the Trinity, practice im-

mersion, and have no ordained ministry. Con-
sult II. K. Carroll, The Religious Forces of the

United States (New York. 1896), pp. 89-90, 454.

CHBIST k LA PAILLE, kr^st 4 1& p4y
( Fr., Christ of the straw ) . A painting by
Rubens, made about 1617, representing tlie

body of Christ lying on a stone bench and
covered with straw. The lifeless form is sup-
ported by Joseph of Arimatha*a, and the Virgin,
the Magdalen, and John weep beside it. The
canvas now hangs in the large central room of

the museum in Antwerp, Belgium. It was de-

signed as an altar-piece, and is flanked by pictures

of the Virgin and Child and the Evangelist Saint
John.

CHRISTCHURCH. A Parliamentary and
municipal borough and seaport on the English
Channel, in Hampshire, England, at the head of

the estuary formed by the Avon and Stour, 24
miles southwest of Southampton (Map: Eng-
land, E 6) . The priory church, partly of Norman
and partly of early English architecture, one of

the most interesting and beautiful of English
ecclesiastical structures, dates from the reign of

William Rufus, and was restored in 1861. The
Parliamentary borough comprises two favorite

watering-places, Muddiford and Bournemouth,
and returns one member to Parliament. Christ-

church Bay has a double tide everj' twelve hours.
Christchurch was known in Saxon times as Tweo-
naeteam, but took its present name from the
Augustinian Abbey of Christchurch, founded here
before the Conquest. Population, in 1891, 4000;
in 1001, 4200. The church contains a monument
to Shelley.

CHRISTCHURCH. The capital of the Prov-
ince of Canterbury, South Island, New Zealand,
situated on the river Avon, about eight miles
from the sea (Map: New Zealand, D 5). Its

port is Lyttleton, with which it is connected by
a railway. It is the centre of a great grazing
district, and also has flourishing manufactures,
of which boot and shoe making is the chief. There
is a large export trade, mainly in timber and
wool. The city possesses numerous fine public
buildings, churches, including a fine reproduction
of Caen Cathedral, France, a museum, a theatre,

Christ College, high schools, parks, and pleasure
grounds. The city has steam tramways, and
owns an abundant artesian well-water supply.
The United States is represented by a consular
ageTit. Christchurch is the see of the New Zea-
land Bishopric of Canterbury. The city owes its

foundation to the Canterbury' Association, incor-

porated by royal cliarter in 1849, a society of
influential men which included the Archbishop of

Canterbury, Lord Lyttleton, and other prelates
and peers. Each of its streets, laid out on a
rectangular plan, bears the name of an English
diocese. Population in 1891, 16,200; with sub-
urbs, 31.600: in 1901, 17,537.

CHRIST CHURCH. A college at Oxford,
England, the magnificent project of Cardinal

Wolsey, when, as the minister of Henry VIII.,
he was the most ])owerful man in England next
to the King. The foundation was to be known
as Cardinal College and was to have in connec-
tion with it a school in Ipswich, Wolsey's native
place. The plans for the college were drawn, and
the building l>egun in 1525, but with the fall of

the Cardinal in 1529, and his death in 1530, the
whole project fell to the ground. In 1532, how-
ever, Henry VIII. took up the work, refounded
the college on a smaller scale under the name of

King Henry the Eighth's College, and in 1545-

46 he again reconstituted it under the name it

now bears, and united it with his newly estab-

lished see of Oxford by the removal of the epis-

copal establishment from Osney to Christ
Church. He thus formed a unique union of

cathedral and college, from which the founda-
tion was called .fJdes Vhristi, or the House of

Christ. It is spoken of generally as the 'house,'

not the college, and the incumbents are referred

to as the Dean and Chapter, not of Oxford, but
of Christ Church. The original foundation was
for a dean, eight canons, eight clerks, a school-

master, one hundred students, choristers, and an
organist. In accordance with the few changes of

1882, there were a dean, six canons, thirty-one
senior students (i.e. fellows), two lecturers, a
number of honorary students, si.xty scholars, and
twenty-nine exhibitioners, besides six chaplains,

an organist, singing men, and choristers, the
whole forming the largest collegiate establish-

ment in Oxford. The buildings about the great
quadrangle (Tom Quad) include the cathedral,

which occupies the site, and contains some of the

work, of the Saxon nunnery of Saint Frides-

wide, and the Hall, with the exception of the

Hall of William Rufus at Westminster, the most
splendid example of its kind in England. Christ
Church is one of the foremost colleges in Oxford,
and has always been famous for its distinguished
members. Among these may be mentioned five

prime ministers of England in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury—Canning, Peel, Gladstone, Salisbury, and
Roseben'. Of the other political worthies may be
noted Arlington, Nottingham, Godolphin, Boling-

broke, Carteret, Wyndhani, Grenville, Sir G. C.

Lewis, Lord Elgin, and Lord Dalhousie. Christ
Church has had on its books, besides these, such
names as Lyttelton, Mansfield, John Locke, Wil-
liam Penn, Ben Jonson, Camden, Sir Philip Sid-

ney, John and Charles Wesley, Dr. Pusey, and
Ruskin.

CHRISTEN, kre'sten, Ada. See Bkeden,
Christiaxe.

CHRISTENING, kris'en-ing (from AS. aris-

teninn, to Christianize, baptize, from cristena,

(.'hristian, from Lat. Christianus, Gk. XptaTiav6(,

Christianas, Christian, from Xpia-og, Christos,

Christ). A term often used as equivalent to bap-
tism (q.v. ). It is disliked by some, and of course

liked by others, as favoring the doctrine of bap-

tismal regeneration ; being, indeed, according to its

derivation, expressive of the notion that a person
is made a Christian in baptism. But, like many
other terms, it is frequently employed without
reference to its origin, and without any intention

of conveying the opinion which it might be

strictly hold to imply.

CHRISTENING A SHIP. The present cus-

tom of christening ships doubtless grew out of

the ancient libations practiced when ships were
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launched. The action of blessing ships is alluded
to by the monks of Saint Denys. In July, 1418,

the Bishop of Bangor was sent to South Hamp-
ton to bless the King's ship, the Grace d Dieu,
and received £;"» for his expenses. The christening

is ordinarily performed by a lady, who breaks

a bottle of wine against the stem as the ship

starts down the ways in launching, and at the

same time utters the christening words. In

the Russian Navy the christening ceremony is

performed by a priest, and takes place at some
convenient time subsequent to the laying of the

keel. At the conclusion of it, a silver plate bear-

ing the name of the ship, date of christening, etc.,

is affixed to the keel.

CHRISTIAN. The name of the hero of Bun-
yan's I'ih/rim's Progress.

CHRISTIAN IL (1481-1559). King of Den-

mark and Norway from 151.3 to 1523, and of

Sweden from 1520 to 1523. He was bom at

Xyborg, on the island of Filnen, July 2, 1481.

As Crown Prince he distinguished himself in

1502 by the implacable cruelty with which he

suppressed a Xorvvegian insurrection. As King
he favored merchants, artisans, and peasantry,

and deprived the nobility of many of their ex-

clusive privileges. In 1520 he succeeded by force

of arms in recovering Sweden for the Danish

Crown, and marked his success by the execution

in Stockholm of ninety-four meB of high rank,

and followed this up with sweeping executions

throughout the country. His severity hastened

the approach of the successful revolt of S\yeden

under Gustavus Vasa, which seated the latter

on the Swedish throne in 1523. On his return

to Copenhagen, Christian found the clergj' and
nobles of Jutland also in open rebellion, and
in April, l.r23, he fled to the Netherlands with

his wife and children, calling upon the Emperor
Charles V., his wife's brother, for assistance.

Frederick of Holstein, uncle of Christian, took

possession of the kingdom, supported by the clergy

and nobles, but stoutly resisted by the burghers

and peasantry. Aided' by the Dutch, Christian

made a final attempt to recover his throne, land-

ing in Norway in 1530, but wa.s defeated and
made a prisoner in 1531, and remained until his

death, January 25, 1559, a captive in the Castle

of Sonderborg, on the island of Alsen. See

Dkxmark; Norway; Sweden.

CHRISTIAN rV. (1577-1648). King of

Denmark and Norway from 1588 to 1648. He
was bom April 12, 1577, in Fredericksborg, Zea-

land. In 1011-13 he carried on a war against the

young Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden, and yielded

some territory. In the second period of Ihe

Thirty Years' War (1625-29) an exaggerated

military reputation and England's support made
him the leader of the Protestants, but only dis-

aster resulted. His forces were overwhelmed by

Tilly at Lutter in 1626. He was driven back into

•lutiand, which was overrun by the enemy, and in

1629 made peace with the Emperor Ferdinand

II. at Liibeck. Soon after his Swedish rival \ye-

came the Protestant lender. He waged war with

Sweden unsuccessfully from 1643 to 1645. In

civil affairs, however, he proved himself a capable

sovereign, introducing financial and legislative

reforms, encouraging industry and science, and
giving a powerful impetus to both the external

and the internal trade of his kingdoms. The

]>resent capital of Norway was founded by him
and bears his name. See Denmark.

CHRISTIAN VII. (1749-1808). King of

Denmark and Norway from 1706 to 1808. He
succeeded his father, Frederick V'., in 1706. He
was miserably feeble and incapable, and scarcely

t'xercised any influence in the government. The
actual power was wielded successively by his

ministers, Bemstorff and Struensee, and his son
Frederick, who became joint regent with his

mother, Caroline ilatilda, sister of George III.

of England, in 1784, and upon the death of

Christian assumed the title of King Frederick
VI. (q.v.). Christian died March 13, 1808.

CHRISTIAN Vm. (1786-1848). King of

Denmark from 1839 to 1848. He was a nephew
of Christian VII., and was bom September 18,

1786. When Norway was ceded to Sweden by
the Treaty of Kiel, the people of the former coun-
try repudiated the act of alienation, and Prince
(;^hristian was made Governor. He raised an
army and convened a diet, at which a constitu-

tion was framed, and he was elected. May 29,

1814, King of Norway under the title of Chris-

tian I., but the Norwegians were unable to with-

stand the invading Swedish army under Bema-
dott«, and the Allied Powers compelled Christian

formally to relinquish the throne on October 10.

He succeeded Frederick VI. as King of Denmark
in 1839. His reign was characterized by industrial

progress and by increased political liberty.

CHRISTIAN IX. (1818—). King of Den-
mark since 1863. He was bom April 8, 1818,

the fourth son of Duke William of Schleswig-

Holstein-Sonderburg-Gliicksburg. As the male
line of the House of Oldenburg, which had oc-

cupied the Danish throne since 1448, was ap-

proaching extinction in th person of Frederick

VII., the great Powers, by the Treaty of Lon-
don, ilay 8, 1852, to maintain the integrity of

the Danish monarchy, "as connected with the

general interests of the balance of power in

Europe," guaranteed the succession to Prince

Christian, by right of his wife, who was a niece

of King Christian VIII. The London agreement
was ratified by the Danish Diet, by the Act of

Succession of July 31, 1853. Accordingly Chris-

tian became King on the death of Frederick,

November 15, 1863. Soon after his accession

the trouble over the duchies (see Sciileswio-

H0L.STEIN) reached an acute stage, and Den-
mark was compelled to relinquish them in

1804, after a brief war with .\ustria and Prus-

sia. From 1873 to 1S94 the King was engaged
in a constitutional conflict with the democratic
parties over the question of the responsibility

of the Ministry. The conser\'atives finally tri-

umphed. In 1874, on the occasion of the mil-

lenary of Iceland, he granted the island a new
constitution, and visited it in person. Chris-

tian married, May 26, 1842, Louise, daughter
of Elector William of Hesse-Casscl. They had
five children. Of these. Alexandra is Queen of

England, Dagmar is Empress Dowager of Rus-
sia, and George is King of Greece. Queen Louise
died Septeml>er 29, 1898.

CHRISTIAN OF Brinswick (Braunschweig-
Wolfeni>ilttel) (1599-1026). A German prelate

and soldier. Lutheran Bishop of Halberstadt. and
a prominent commander in the Thirty Years'

War. styled 'the Madman of Halberstadt.' He
was born in Groningen (Saxony), and became
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Bishop of Halberstadt in 1016. His military
training lie obtained in service in the Xether-
lands, under Maurice, Prince of Orange, against
the Spanish. After Frederick V., Kloctor Pala-
tine (q.v.), had lost Bohemia and the Palatinate
through the disastrous battle of Wliite Hill,

Christian offered his sword in defense of the
Electoral cause, and in 1621. with an army of

15,000, plundered Roman Catholic churches and
religious establishments along the river !Main and
through Westphalia. He was defeated by Gen-
eral Tilly at HOchst, and was dismissed by the
Elector. Subsequently, as a commander under
Prince ^laurice, he defeated the Spaniards at
Fleurus (in the modern Province of Hainaut,
Belgium). Afterwards he returned to Lower
Saxony, and was signally defeated by Tilly at
Stadtlohn (August G, 1623). With English and
French assistance he and Count Mansfield took
the field in 1625, in command of an army of

14,000, under the general direction of King
Christian IV. of Denmark, the Protestajit leader.

ITe died, however, before anything was accom-
plished. See Thirty Years' War.

CHRIS'TIAN'A. The wife of Christian in

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. She is left in tlie

City of Destruction (q.v.) by her husband. In
the second part of the allegory slie also leaves
that place, and her subsequent adventures form
the chief interest of the plot.

CHRISTIAN ART (Early). WTiile it is

easy to show when and how Christian art began,
it is not easy to say when it ended—if it has
ended. In the nomenclature of art historj',

however, the term early Christian art is gen-
erally accepted as describing the monuments pro-
duced under the influence of the Christian reli-

gion before the year 800, when Charles the Great
was crowned Emperor of the West, an event
which may be said to have inaugurated a new
period in the history of the Middle Ages. It

is, therefore. Christian art before its medieval
form was developed, while it still retains much
of antique tradition. It falls into three divi-

sions: (1) Pre-Constantinian (c.100-312)
; (2)

from Constantine to Justinian (c.3 12-550) ; (3)
Justinian to Charlemagne. The first period is

mainly illustrated by the Roman catacombs, and
shows Christian art in embryo; the second can
be studied principally in the great basilicas and
other churches of Italy, though the few examples
at all well preserved in the East show that art
was there quite as advanced; the third is illus-

trated in both East and West, but the decadence
which is so evident, so finally fatal to artistic
life in the West, is far less apparent in the East,
whose monuments are more numerous and mag-
nificent.

Architecture.—^There was very little opportu-
nity for anything characteristic in the architec-
ture of the early Christians. Constantine in 313
gave Christians freedom to erect places of wor-
ship. All that remains of early Christian art
before this date is described in the article on
Catacombs. The style formed in the Fourth
Century is called basilical, because this name
was given to the large churches that were by
far the most important monuments erected.
Christian architects faced the problem of creat-
ing a large interior for worshiping multitudes,
in contrast with ancient worship, which was in
the open air. In pagan temples nearly all the

artistic efforts had been concentrated on the
exteriors. Christian art neglected the exterior,
leaving it of l)are brick, conditioned in its form
entirely by the interior arrangement and propor-
tions. The arrangements of these churches are
elsewhere described. (See Basilica; Apse;
Transept; Atrium; Nave; Aisle; Altar;
Choir ; Confession. ) Structurally they were of
little importance. No rivalry with the great
domed and vaulted halls of the Roman imperial
baths was attempted. The interiors were roofed,
and the thin brick walls had simple doors and
windows. The general composition was good

—

columnar vestibule to a high, encircling wall;
square open court or atrium; oi)en porch with
three doors leading into an oblong interior divid-
ed into three or five aisles by rows of columns,
supporting either a straight architrave or a line
of arches. The dominant note of the interiors
was not form, light, and shade, but color, given
by mosaic paintings (see Mosaics) or frescoes
(see Fresco) on the walls and rich hangings be-
tween the columns. (See Hangings.) This is

what might be termed the official style, prevalent
throughout Italy and in Greek lands, but else-

where other ideals prevailed. The following
schools may be distinguished: (1) Roman—in
Rome, Milan, and most Italian cities; in south-
em Gaul ; and in Rhenish Germany. ( 2 ) Grceco-
Roman—with decided Hellenic and Oriental in-

fluences, in several cities of Italy, where this
element was strong, as in Ravenna and Naples;
in the Adriatic provinces of Istria and Dalmatia

;

and in Greece proper and the Balkan Peninsula.
(3) Asia Minor; with use of stone and of vault-
ing, with heavier proportions and diff"erences in

plan. ( 4 ) /S'yrta, especially in the ruined cities of
the Hauran, and regions of Antioch and Damas-
cus, where stone styles of great originality were
developed. (5) Egypt, where the Christian Copts
drew both from ancient Egj'ptian and from Hel-
lenic Christian models. (6) 'Northern Africa,
especially the present Algeria and Tunis, where
the French excavations have brought to light a
large number of early churches, but all in

ruins. In these schools the earliest works
were nearly always the finest, because in the
Fourth Century the Roman Empire was still

comparatively flourishing, and Imperial funds
were lavishly used in building and decorating
churches. The Church itself was far richer

than during the barbarian inroads. The early
Christian style lasted much longer in the West
than in the East or in Greece, because the
decay in the West caused by the barbarian in-

vasions prevented the developments and changes
that were possible in the East, where civilization

continued uninterruptedly at a high level. In
Italy, Gaul, Spain, and Germany it ruled far into

the Middle Ages, the basilical type of church
prevailing in many parts until the Twelfth Cen-
tury. But in the Orient, where it never had so

uniform a tj'pe, it gradually gave way to what
is termed the Byzantine style. In Salonica
( Thessalonica ) , which came next to Constanti-
nople as a Greek centre, the wooden - ceiled

churches continued to be built side by side with
the domical ones until the Eighth and Ninth
centuries. But elsewhere, as early as the Sev-

enth Century, the flimsier wooden-roofed style

had been entirely superseded by the Byzantine
vaulted structures. The following are some of

the basilicas which remain wholly or in part:
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In Rome—Santa Maria ilaggiore (Fifth Cen-

tury), San Paolo fuore li Muri (Fifth), Santa
Sabina (Fifth), San Pietro in Vincoli (Fifth),

San Lorenzo (Sixth, old part), Sant' Agnese
( Seventh ) , Santa Maria in Cosmedia ( Eighth )

,

Santa Prassede (Ninth), San Martino di

Monti (Ninth). In Ravenna—San Teodoro
(Fifth), San Francesco (Fifth), San Apol-

linare Nuovo (Sixth), San Apollinare in Classe.

In Spoleto—San Agostino. In Perugia—San
Pietro. Also on the Adriatic basilicas in Parenzo,

Pola, Grado, all of the Sixth Centur}'. In Con-
stantinople—Saint .John (Fifth). In Bethle-

hem^-Church of the Nativity. In Salonica

—

Saint Demetrius. In SjTia, such a multitude of

churches, from the basilica of Shagga, in the

Fourth Century, to the Church of Saint Simeon,
in Kal.it Siman, in the Sixth Centurj', that

enumeration would be impossible. In nearly all

these buildings, and in many others of less im-

portance or poorer preservation, the one official

type (see BIsilica) is followed. The differences

are mainly in the common use by Greek and
Eastern churches of the gallery for women over

the side aisles, of double capitals over the col-

umns, of polygonal apses, and of a modification

of the old Corinthian and Ionic orders that led

lip to Byzantine ornament. In fact, from the

beginning, architecture in the East was tending
toward the Byzantine. If one were to select a
half-dozen out of all the remaining early basili-

cas as the finest and best-preserved examples of

the style, these would be : Church of the Nativity,

Bethlehem ; Santa Maria Maggiore, Santa Sa-

bina, and Santa Prassede, Rome; the two San
Apollinare* in Ravenna: and the cathedral in

Parenzo. They have preser\-ed a great part of

their original decoration, as well as their archi-

tecture. There was another important class of

early Christian buildings, the baptisteries, chap-

els, sacristies, mausoleums, and other religious

structures, that were built not on an oblong, but
on a concentric plan—that is, buildings that

were circular, polygonal, or even equilaterally

cruciform. These buildings are of course com-
parable to Roman structures like the Pantheon,
the Temple of Vesta or Miner\-a Medica, or the

vaulted halls in the baths; but they were never

so bold or on so large a scale. At first even
churches were sometimes built in this form
(Antioch; San Stefano Rotondo, Rome; Saint

Georgp, Salonica) : but this was found im-

practicable for liturgical reasons, and it was
thenceforth confined to other religious and funer-

ary structures. Some were square externally

and octagonal internally, by means of niches,

like the two baptisteries in Ravenna and that in

Kalat Siman ; some purely circular, like Saint

George in Salonica. In these cases the dome
rests upon the cuter wall, but in the more
developed and monumental examples it rests

upon a row of columns, and is surrounded

by a concentric aisle imitated from the straight

aisles of the basilica, and covered by a lower

roof. Sometimes both dome and aisles are of

masonry, as in Santa Costanza in Rome and

Santa ilaria Maggiore in Nocera—both of them

of circular plan; at other times, with lighter

walls and higher proportions, the coverings are

of wood, as in the Lateran baptistery- in Rome,

which is octagonal, and San Stefano Rotondo,

which is circular and with two aisles. The type

with dome and vaults of stone, brick, or tile in

the hands of Eastern architects connects in the

Sixth Century with the early stages of the By-
zantine style, especially where the dome is placed

on a square plan, and thus, and by means of an
apse added at one end, a form is produced easily

used as a church. This is the case with the

Cathedral of Bozra and Saint George in Ezra in

Syria, and with Saints Scrgius and Bacchus in

Constantinople. Some of the buildings have
galleries over the aisles.

For civil buildings of this period, we must
go to the SjTian cities, where there remain thou-

sands of houses, halls, colonnades, sepulchral

monuments, all well built in stonework, and
telling us as much of contemporary life as Pom-
peii does for the previous centuries.

In so far as materials of construction are con-

cerned, bricks were the common material in the

West, including the Greek provinces, and this

precluded sculptured decoration, because no mar-
ble facing was used. But in the Orient, espe-

cially in Syria, local stone replaced brick, and
there is a great deal of good sculptural detail.

Here also the normal types of the classic orders,

slavishly followed further west, are varied by
many new forms, which are not only connected

with Persian and Byzantine ornament, but seem
to foreshadow Romanesque and Gothic foliage and
ornament. It is in Syria also that the greatest

variety and inventiveness of architectural plan,

composition, and form are shown. The master-

piece of the school is the monastery of Saint
Simeon in Kalat-Siman.

BiBLiOGBAPiiY. For Systematic treatment:
Holtzinger, Die altchristliche Architektur (Stutt-

gart, 1889) ; Dehio and Von Bezold, Die kirch-

liche Baukunst des Abendlandes (Stuttgart,

1884) ; Essenwein, Der christliche Kircheubau
(Frankfort-on-the-^Iain, 1886) ; Kraus, Geschich-

ie dor christlichcn Kunst (Freiburg, 1896) ; and
for plates; Hiibsch. Die altchristlichen Kirchen
(Karlsriihe, 1859-63) ; also French edition. Monu-
ments de I'architecture chr^tienne (Paris, 1860) ;

for Syria: De Vogiii^, Syrie Centrale (Paris,

1865)*

Sculpture. The earliest of the arts to fall, at

the decline of the Roman Empire, was sculpture.

The car^•ings on the Arch of Constantine, the

Column of Theodosius, and the Imi)erial portraits

of the Fourth Century, show this to have been

so, even in the case of the most pretentious monu-
ments. A few works of Christian sculpture of

pre-Constantinian date come l)efore this com-
plete decadence. Such are the statue of Saint

Ilipiwlytus and that of the Good Shepherd in

the Lateran Museum, and a few of the sarcophagi

(q.v.). The latter form the bulk of early

Christian marble sculpture during the Third,

Fourth, and Fifth centuries, after which there

was very little sculpture on a large scale of any
sort. These sarcophagi, after the fashion of the

earlier ones of the Etruscans and pagan Romans,
had a line of reliefs covering face and sides.

Sometimes, even, there were two superposed rows

of figures. Many subjects were usually crowded
together, though sometimes such sc«Mies as the

crossing of the Red Sea, or Jonah swallowed by
the whale, occupy the entire front. The scenes

are selected with evident relation to funerary

ideas and belief in future life, and are thus

very instructive. (See Iconography.) Most of

them occur also in the catacomb frescoes. The
technique begins to decline in the Fourth Cen-
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tuiy, as is shown by the liberal use of the trepan,

the loss of finish, und of good proportions. The
museum of the Lateran contains the largest col-

lection, but there are many in Aries. In fact,

throughout the Roman world a similar style

j»revailed. The sarcophagi in Ravenna sliow

the stiffness and limitations of the latest sar-

cophagi—those of the Fifth and Sixth centuries.

To this time probably belongs the last colossal

fetatue of antiquity—the bronze emperor found
at Barletta, hard in its style, showing the loss

of ability since the time of the famous . bronze
statue of Saint Peter in the Vatican (Fifth Cen-
tury). After the Sixth Century no attempt was
made at monumental sculpture, the religious

scruples of the Iconoclasts hastening the total

downfall, which was complete both for the East
and the West. The eclipse was to last about six

centuries.

Painting and Mosaics. The painted ornamen-
tation of the earliest crypts in the Roman cata-

combs, such as those of Domitilla and Priscilla,

show that not until the middle of the Second
Century was there enough that was significantly

Christian to be called Christian painting. The
technique is exactly the same as in contemporary
pagan monuments; but a system of symbolism
to express Christian faith is in process of forma-
tion. (See Iconography, Christian; this is

also described under Catacombs.) Everything
that could be regarded as a symbol of the resur-

rection and of salvation Avas represented, whether
in the form of animate and inanimate symbols,
such as the phoenix, the fish, or the bread; or of

symbolic scenes, such as Noah, Daniel, or the
three children in the furnace. In its limitation
and simplicity this art was very direct, and ap-
pealed alike to learned and unlearned. After
the time of Constantine, the historic, descriptive,

genre, and dogmatic elements were added to di-

versify the art, while the deterioration of tech-

nique detracted from its appeal. The catacombs
continue throughout the Fourth Century to fur-

nish practically the entire material for stud}% be-

cause the churches of this period still in existence
have partly or entirely lost their paintings. The
art of mosaic painting now entered the field of

figured composition, and rapidly displaced fresco

painting in the larger and richer churches. The
mausoleum of Constantia and the Church of

Saint Pudentiana in Rome preserve works of this

century of very different character—the former,
in its semi-pagan decoration, harking back to
the early catacombs, while the latter, Avith its

ordered scene of Christ enthroned teaching the
apostles and establishing the Church of the Jews
and of the Gentiles, shows the new dogmatic and
didactic tendency. While painting had been
rather sentimental and free, it became now more
systematically a religious handmaid. (See
IcoNOORAPiiY. ) The desire to tell the people all

the main facts of religious history led to the in-

vention of a series of chronological illustrations
of the events of the Old and New Testaments
which, originating as early as the Fifth Century,
"were handed down, almost unchanged, for about
a thousand years. The mosaics of Santa Maria
Maggiore in Rome, with their scenes from Genesis
(c.430), show the early phase of the style be-
fore its historic exuberance had been pruned to
the selection of fewer types. The historic series
soon became subordinate to the dogmatic, as in
the later mosaics (c.500) in San Apollinare

Nuovo, in Ravenna, portraying the life of Christ.
This was due to tlie intluence of the East and of
Greece. Although nearly all the preserved works
of painting and mosaic earlier than a.u. 800 are
found in the West, there are abundant proofs
that the change from the symbolic to the dog-
matico-historic style was due to the Orient. One
of these proofs is the series of Greek illuminated
manuscripts of the Fifth and Sixth centuries, in
which this style is fully developed, and which
may have served as models to the Western paint-
er—such were the Vienna and Colton Grenesis,
Rossano Gospels, etc. The Oriental love of color
also dictated the replacing of the thinner, "colder
fresco by the richer, warmer mosaics. The two
typical Italian schools are Rome and Ravenna,
the former representing the Latin, the latter the
Oriental-Hellenic current. In Rome the mosaics
of Santa Sabina (Fifth Century) and San Cos-
mas and Damian (c.530) are the finest of their
class—genuinely Roman; but the invasion of
Byzantine methods is shown a little later in San
Teodoro, and even more in San Venanzio. The
Ravenna series is richer in the Fifth and Sixth
centuries, with its two churches of San Apollinare,
San Vitale, the two baptisteries, the archiepisco-
pal palace, and the tomb of Galla Placidia, filled

with mosaics by the best artists of the Greek
school. The use of the gold ground, which they
made popular, revolutionized mosaic painting
and made its figures as clean-cut as those of a
Greek frieze. The period closes with the su-

premacy of the East in painting.

MiNOP. Arts. The smaller branches of art ap-
peared to feel the decadence the least. This was
especially true of ivory-carving (q.v. ) and metal
sculpture. One branch, that of illuminated
manuscripts (q.v.), may even be said to have
been created at this time. The subjects por-
trayed were the same as in the larger arts. Cer-
tain branches were especially popular in special
localities. Figured woven stuffs were worn in
the Orient, especially in Egypt, Saint Asterius
com'menting on the personages who carried all

the Old and New Testaments on their garments.
JNIany such textiles have been found in the
Fayum. Then there was the special industry of
figures delicately outlined in gold on glass, as
in so many cups found in the Roman catacombs.
The earthenware and bronze lamps also were
decorated with religious scenes. But the choic-
est remaining examples are the ivories and il-

luminations. The scenes carved on the diptychs
were necessarily limited in character to the fig-

ures and functions of the consuls; but a greater
variety appears in the boxes (pjTces), the book-
covers, and other objects of ecclesiastical use,
carved with great skill throughout this period,
but especially between the Fourth and the close
of the Sixth Century, which is also the Golden
Age for illuminations.

Symbolisai AND ICONOGRAPHY. All early Chris-
tian figured art expressed or taught some reli-

gious truth, and was not produced primarily,
for sesthetic reasons. Therefore, the study of its

subjects is even more interesting than that of its

style. This will be treated under the title Ico-
nography, as Avell as under Symbol; Emblem;
Allegory; etc.

Bibliography. Besides the authorities re-

ferred to under Cat.\combs and Iconography,
such as Garrucoi, Perate, De Rossi, etc., consult:
Kraus, Geschichte der christlichen Kunst (Frei-
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burg, 1895-97) ; Woltmann and Woermann. Ge-

schichte der Malerei (Leipzig, 1879) ; Ximmer-
mann, Giotto und die Kunst Italiens (Leipzig,

1899).

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS COLLEGE. A
Roman Catholic educational institution, situated

in Saint Louis, Mo., conducted by the Brothers

of the Christian Schools. The college was char-

tered in 1855, and maintains collegiate, scien-

tific, commercial, and preparatory departments.

The value of the college buildings and grounds

is about $650,000, and the total annual income is

$30,000. The library contains, approximately,

20,000 volumes. The student enrollment in all

departments is about 450.

CHRISTIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. A
religious denomination organized in 1896 by the

Rev. John Alexander Dowie, a former minister

in Australia. He came to the Pacific Coast of

the United States, and then to Chicago, 111.,

preaching and practicing faith-healing, and soon

attracted a large following. While the generally

received principles of the Christian religion are

taught, and the sacraments are observed in the

Christian Catholic Church, special prominence

is given to the doctrine of the divine cure of

disease in answer to prayer, or faith-healing.

A united consecration service at the close of the

proceedings is a usual feature of their meetings.

Baptism is administered to believers by trine

immersion. The organization of the Church
comprises the general overseer, its chief head

(now Mr. Dowie), overseers for the larger dis-

tricts, and seventies. Its work is carried on in

the three lines, religious, educational, and com-

mercial. The chief centre of the denominational

organization is at Zion City, near Chicago, where

large properties have been acquired and where its

institutions and business enterprises are situated.

-Jimior schools have been established. The highest

school is Zion College. The cornerstone of a wing

of an educational building was laid January 6,

1902. An assembly hall is contemplated. Among
the business enterprises at Zion City are: The
Zion Printing and Publishing House, Zion City

Bank, Zion general store, and industries, of which

the lace industry is planned on a very large scale.

Besides the United States and Canada, the Chris-

tian Catholic Church is represented in England,

Scotland, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand,

China, .Japan, and the South African states.

From the first baptism, IMarch 14, 1897, till the

end of 1901, 11,847 baptisms had been reported,

of which 7239 were in Chicago. In 1898 the de-

nominations reported three tabernacles, one hun-

dred halls and mission schools, and four divine-

healing houses. The organs of the denomination

are: Leaves of Healing, weekly (Chicago) ; Little

'White Dove, weekly (Chicago). Consult: J. A.

Dowie, .-1 Voice from Zion, four volumes of ad-

dresses (Chicago) ; Zion's Conflict tcith Methodist

Apostasy (Chicago, 1901), a treatise against

Free Masonry.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH, South. See Chbis-

T1.\NS.

CHRISTIAN CICERO, sIs'^rA (translation

of Lat. Cicero Christidniis) . A name given to

Lactantius, a Christian apologist of the Fourth

Century.

CHRISTIAN CONVENTION. See Chbis-

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR, Young People's
Society ok. A so<'iety originated by the Rev.

Francis E. Clark, pastor of a Congregational
church in Portland, Maine. Its first membership
consisted of thirty-five boys and girls, who met,
February 2, 1881, in the pastor's parlor, and
pledged themselves to attend and take some
part in a weekly prayer-iiufting. and once a
month to hold a consecration meeting. Other
duties, social, religious, literary, and of various
kinds, were assigned to different members. The
idea met with instant acceptance. It offered

young people in the Church .something to do and
to employ their energies. At present organiza-

tions similar to the first one are found the

world over in churches of various denomina-
tions; the joint membership is about 3,500.000;

and the annual conventions are attended by
enormous crowds. These scattered organizations

are bound together bv a corporation, the United
Society of Christian Endeavor, organized 1885,

with headquarters in Boston and managed by
a board of trustees. The organ of the society is

The Christian Endeavor IVor/d. In 1895 the

World's Christian Endeavor L'nion was formed.
For details, consult L. W. Bacon and C. A.
Xorthrup, Young People's Societies (New York,
1900).

CHRISTIAN ERA. See Calexdab; Chro-
nology,: Date; Year.

CHRISTIAN HERO, The. A moral treatise

by Richard Steele, published, with a dedication

to Lord Cutts, by Tonson, in London, in April,

1701. A second and elaborated edition appeared
in July of the same year. It purports to be "an
argument proving that no principles but those

of religion are suflacient to make a great man."

CHRISTIANIA, kr^s'te-a'n^-a, or KRISTI-
ANIA. The capital of Xonvay, situated at the

northern end of Christiania Fiord, in latitude 59°

55' X. and longitude 10° 43' E. (Map: Norway, D
7). It occupies about seven square miles. Chris-

tiania is composed of the old, well-built city

proper, and of a number of rather uninviting sub-

urbs where the poorer classes live. There are broad
streets, and fine, large squares adorned with monu-
ments. The promenade of Saint John's Hill is one
of the city's attractive features. The historic cita-

del of Akershus now serves as an arsenal and
prison. The most noteworthy churches are the

Gamle Akers Kirke, mentioned before 1150; the

Trinity Church, erected in the Gothic style in 1853-

58; the Church of Our Saviour, consecrated in 1697

and recently restored: and the Johannes Kirke,

completed in 1878. The more prominent secular

buihlings are the Parliament House, the Museum
of Art, the exchange, the royal palace, constructed

in 1825-48, the episcopal residence, and the I'ni-

versity. (See Christiania, UNn-ERSixY or.) The
botanical garden and astronomical observatory

are worthy of mention.
Christiania forms a separate official district,

and is administered by a magistracy composed of

the burgomaster and two councilmen. It has
good water-works and several electric car lines.

The educational institutions comprise, besides

the university, two hi.Ther military schools, a
pj'mnasium. a tei-hnical school, and a numl>er of

l^tin and 'real' schools. The Museum of Art
contains many meritorious paintings by Scandi-

navian and foreign artists, but no great master-
pieces. The Industrial Art Museum has fine
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ancient and modern »|)eoinu'ns of Xorweginn
handicraft. There are tlirec theatres, and a mu-
nicipal library of about 50,()00 volumes.

Industrially Christiania is quite important.

Among its leadinjj manufactured ])r()ducts are

paper, oil, cotton yarn, tobacco, furniture, iron-

wares and liquors. It is tlu- principal seaport

of Norway, handling about half of the imports,

and nearly one-lifth of the exjjorts. The harbor

is verj' spacious, and is kept open in winter by
means of ice-breakers. There is regular steam-

ship communication with Great Britain, Ger-

many, the Netherlands, and France, as well as

Mitii Denmark and Sweden. The capital is the

seat of a number of consular representatives, in-

cluding one from the United States. The popu-

lation, almost wholly Protestant, was 151,239 in

1891, and 227,(526 in 1900. The environs are very

attractive, offering magnificent views. The aver-

age annual temperature of Cliristiania is 42° F.

The city was founded in 1024 by Christian IV., on
the site of the town of Oslo, which dated from
1050, and was burned in 1624. Consult Amn^us,
La villc de Krisiiania, son commerce, sa naviga-

tion et son industrie—R^sunU historique (Chris-

tiania, liH)0).

CHB.ISTIANIA, University of. The Nor-
wegian State University. During the union of

Norway and Denmark, the Norwegian students

frequented the university at Copenhagen; but
the awakening of the national spirit at the end
of the Eighteenth Century finally compelled the

foundation of the Christiania University, under
Frederick VI., in 1811-1812, mainly through vol-

untary subscriptions. In the course of the Nine-

teenth Century, many buildings have been erected,

both by the State and by private contributions.

The university is under the control of the ^linis-

ter of Religion and Education. There were, in

1901, about 1400 students. The library is large,

containing 365,000 volumes. The university has

a botanical garden and an observatory, besides

various laboratories and museums, .

CHRISTIANITY ( from OF. Creatiente, Cres-

tientet, from Lat. Christ ianitas, Christianity,

from CJiristianus, Christian). Religion depends
upon two elements, the perception of need, and
belief in some higher power able to relieve it. Man
is verj' early brought to feel his helplessness in

respect to his own life and the things he most
needs for its maintenance. He earl}' forms the

idea of some higher being, some force of nature,

some departed spirit, or some superhuman being,

who has the power, even if not the will, to help

him preserve his life, or give him food. The
moment he turns to this being in supplication

and with some degree of trust, that moment he

has become a religious being. Thus Schleier-

macher was right in defining religion as essen-

tially the feeling of dependence.
As man progresses in knowledge of himself and

the world, he is led to see that this world is

never free from evils and that he is never lifted

to the complete independence of it. Hence he
begins to place the chief good for which he
strives in another Avorld and a life after this.

At the same time his conception of the super-

human being upon whom he depends becomes
more elevated, and he begins to view life under
ethical considerations, which lend color to his

view of the good to be attained in a future state.

This process may carrA' him to a high degree of

knowledge of God, immortality, and morality.

as it did tiie ancient Greeks, who found in Plato
a channel for the expression of the purest and
highest form of religion which any pagan people
attained.

. Christianity, now, partakes of the character
of all religion, in that it is fundamentally a
recognition by man of his dependence upon God;
but it is distinguislied from other religions by
the cliaracter of the j)rovision which it makes for

the satisfaction of the elementary religious de-

mand. It is the religion of salvation, and it

provides this through a definite channel, through
the work of a Saviour .sent from God, Jesus
Christ. It is in its own conception the absolute
and only true religion. Toward Judaism its

relation is that of the perfect to the divinely or-

dained, but preparatory and imperfect. Toward
the various forms of heathenism its relation is

that of the pure to the multifariously debased.

It recognizes in none of them saving power. If

any soul is saved in heathenism ( Romans ii.

14-16), it is because it has assumed the same
attitude toward God which Christianity requires,

and its salvation is granted solely upon the

ground of the perfect work of Christ wrought
for it as well as others. Without the essential

elements of the Gospel, without the atonement
of Christ, and without faith (confiding trust) in

God, Christianity teaches there is no .salvation

(Acts iv. 12).

The claim of absoluteness which is made for

Christianity is supported by the method in which
it originated. It is the religion of revelation.

God makes himself known to men bj' personal

communication in a supernatural way. He
speaks by chosen messengers (prophets) and sus-

tains their message by divine signs (miracles),

and at last, in the fullness of time, sends His own
Son, who takes upon Him humanity, reveals God
more perfectly than any of His forerunners, per-

forms the work of atonement, and then sends the

divine Spirit to work immanently in the soul and
be a new power of life, delivering it from the

control of sin.

This conception of supernatural origin is essen-

tial to Christianity. The great teachers who have
left the record of their teachings in the Bible

did not obtain their conceptions of truth by the

unaided operations of their own minds, as men
have discovered the powers of steam and elec-

tricity. If the knowledge of truth had grown in

this way, it would still have grown under the

effective agency of God, as the process of evolu-

tion is by the immanent working of His per-

sonal itj' (consult Le Conte, Evolution and Re-

ligion, New York, 1888). But revelation em-

phasizes that personality. It is accompanied by

the sense of personal contact with God. It gives

truth which is necessarily recognized as coming

from God and not as originating in the human
soul. Prophecy and miracles are equally per-

sonal. Prophecy is not a merely natural antici-

pation of the future by any shrewd guessing, or

by any special sjTiipathy with the divine mind,

enabling man to decipher the riddle of the

future, much less is it error and self-deceit. It

is God's personal communication to the prophet

of the unknown future as it lies in the divine

plan. Miracles are also God's present and per-

sonal interference in the course of nature. They

need not be conceived as destroying any funda-

mental law of nature, but they are what nature

never does and never can do without God, as it
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never does and never can do a multitude of

things wliich it does without man. And when
Jesus Christ conies into the world, the height of

the supernatural is reached. He cannot be re-

garded as an 'ideal man' merely, though He was
that. He did not originate as a man by the

nierely natural processes by which other men
originate. His peculiarity is not found in the

degree of intimacy with which He communed
with God. On the contrary, Christianity regards

Him as God come in the flesh. He is God in the

centre of His personality, and speaks with the

authority and knowledge of God. The work of

atonement which He performs is no mere incident

in His earthly career, nothing in which men have
any part, nor which they can do after Him; but

is unique as His person is unique, and neither

capable of imitation by man nor proposed for his

imitation, although His spirit is, even the spirit

in which He wrought this great work (Phil. ii.

5tf. ) . All the various explanations of the pe-

culiarities of Christianity are natural explana-

tions, and are foreign from the spirit of the sys-

tem. It is in distinction from and contradiction

of them all that it is 'supernatural.' It is not

on<>-natural. and is even natural, if in the scope

of that word the nature of God and the secrets

of eternity are embraced; but it is above nature,

as man knows nature.

Thus introduced into the world, Christianity

has a corresponding and a peculiar view of the

world. By this it is differentiated from other

religions as well as by its lofty claims. Chris-

tianity does not view the world as miserable, as

some Oriental religions do, and recommend self-

effacement as the remedy. The world is miser-

able!: but the chief thing* is its sin. Christianity

views the world as sinful and as condemned before

the bar of God for it^ guilt. The world is a lost

world. Christianity does not necessarily reject

evolution (q-v.), whereby the race is viewed as

progressing upon the whole, and even the Church
as developing in grace and knowledge, but it

nevertheless regards man as fallen. Tliere was
an original sin in the early history of the race,

and by heredity this has brought corruption, dis-

order,' disharmony, into all the succeeding genera-

tions. The result is that the world is a king-

dom of evil. Man was made to know God. Re-

move this knowledge from him by sin. and he

tends to evil, because his upward tendencies de-

pend upon the presence of his designed environ-

ment, God. The hopeless ruin of man apart

from God springs from the fact that nothing can

rise in the scale of moral life, or any other life,

when it is deprived of the sole designed agency

of its elevation. But with this view of man
and the world is combined another. The ap-

parent pessimism is changed to an optimism.

Man is capable of salvation, and is, in the divine

design, something great and noble. Christian-

it^k' comes to bring into his historj' the saving

power which shall rescue him from himself and

make him again a son of God. It presents to

him in Jesus Christ an ideal of purity which,

under the ministration of the divine Spirit, con-

vinces him of his sin. The same Spirit pro<luces

a new allegiance in his soul, allegiance to God

in Christ, creates a new purpose to do the right,

animates him by a new affection, that of an all-

embracing love,*and produces a new ol)edience to

the will of God. The change in him is not a mere

change of purpose. It is accompanied with the

gift of the Spirit as an abiding, renovating, in-

spiring, and enabling presence, so that the man
finds a new power in himself to overcome the
temptations of the world. Christianity puts
him, also, in a new society; and it thus saves

him. It brings him out from under the con-

demnation of the law of God, it puts him again
in his old position of communion with his

Father, and thus it both shows what he was in-

tended to be, and helps him increasingly to attain

to that ideal.

Some external organization is, of course, neces-

sary if the work of Cliristianity is to be done
in the world. Accordingly there has always been
a Church. The sacerdotal tendency, transplanted
from Judaism into early Christianity, strength-

ened by Augustine (q.v.), and culminating in

the Papacy, identified the visible with the in-

visible Church, made membership in it essential

to salvation, and viewed the hierarchy as essen-

tial to the being of the Church. This view is

largely held in the Anglican communion at the

present time. Other Protestant bodies have, how-
ever, laid the emphasis upon the invisible Church
to such a degree that they have acknowledged
the validity of any Church organization which,
seemed to possess the Spirit of Christ.

The evidences of Christianity vary from age
to age according to the needs of that age; they
must, however, always consist in the display of

the essential meaning of Christianity and its

place in the plan of the world. The chief exter-

nal arguments were formerly derived from the

fulfillment of prophecy and from the testimony of

miracles. The modern stress upon law in the

world has caused a change at this point. Proph-

ecy and miracle themselves have now become an
object of attack, and need defense. This is de-

rived from their inseparability from the sub-

stance of Christian doctrine and from the truth

of that as a whole. The argument for the truth

of Christianity as a whole is derived from two
principal sources: from history, particularly

from Christianity's place in history as a force

coiiperating with other forces to make historj*

what it is, and that upon its best side ; and from
the reasonableness of its doctrines and their

agreement with the results of every other realm

of human knowledge. The internal evidences of

Christianity were formerly occupied largely with

the character of Christ and the career of the

apostles as both exhibiting the presence of a
supernatural power. While these arguments
have not passed away, and never can, there has

been a tendency of late to lay a new stress upon
Christian experience as a source of evidence. Not
only does the Gospel, when accepted and tried, do

for the sinner what it professes itself able to do,

and thus prove itself because 'it works,' but the

Christian comes to possess an exix»riential and
thus an independent knowledge of the chief truths

of Christianity, which is logically indci)endent of

the Scriptures and the Church, and is thus able

to confirm their claims. Consult Stearns, fh-i-

dence of Christian Kxpcricncc (New York, 1891).

The extension of Christianity is no mean
argument in its favor and no small evidence

of its real character. It early extended with al-

most incretlible rapidity over the Roman Empire.

It is still extending, and in the missions of the

Nineteenth Century has renewed the triumphs

of its youth.
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CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE, Society fob
Promoting. One of the great religious associa-

tions connected with the Church of England,
and the oldest of them all. It was founded in

1698, although it did not receive its present name
till 1701 and had for its object: "(1) To pro-

mote and encourage the erecting of charity
schools in all parts of England and Wales; (2)

to disperse, both at home and abroad, Bibles and
tracts of religion ; and, in general, to advance the
honor of God, and the good of mankind, by pro-

moting Christian knowledge, both at home and
in other parts of the world, by the best methods
that should oflfer." These objects it has never
ceased to pursue, chiefly directing its efTorts to

the British dominions; partaking at once of the
nature of an educational association, a mission-
ary society, a Bible society, and a religious tract

society; and notwithstanding the operations of

other great societies in these several departments
of Christian benevolence, its revenue amounts to

about £100.000 a year. The Protestant mission-
aries who labored in the south of India in the
last centurj' were supported chiefly by this soci-

ety, which has also contributed largely of its

funds for the establishment of Christian schools
in that country.

CHRISTIANS, Christian CoNiTECTioif, and
Christian Chxjrch, South. The religious so-

cieties known as Christians originated near the
close of the Eighteenth Century in three uncon-
nected movements : ( 1 ) James O'Kelly and
others, in Virginia, withdrew from the Methodist
Episcopal Church in 1793, and in 1794 adopted
the name of 'Christians,' and substantially the
principles now held by the Christian connection;
(2) Abner Jones, a Baptist, led a movement in
1800, under which a church was formed in Lyn-
don, Vt., and other churches followed. The third
movement was begun by Barton W. Stone and
other ministers, Presbjiierians, in Kentucky and
Ohio. A religious magazine was started in' 1805,
and the Herald of Oospel Liberty, still the chief
organ of the Christian Connection, began publica-
tion in 1808. General meetings have been held
since 1819. The Soutliern Christian Association
was formed in 1847, and gave place in 1856
to the Southern Christian Convention. The
American Christian Convention (Northern) was
formed in 1856 and incorporated in 1872. The
Christians hold to the cardinal principles of
the Christian faith as generally accepted by the

cliurches, with the Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments as the only and sutlicient rule of
faith, and the interpretation of the sanie in the
exactness of verbal accuracy; insist that the
name 'Christian' is the only appellation needed,
while partisan or sectarian names are excluded;
maintain that Christian character or vital piety
is a just, and should be the only, test of fellow-
sliip or church membership; uphold the right of
private judgment and liberty of conscience; and
teach baptism of believers by inunersion, but
admit all believers to the communion table.
Their seventy-two conferences have power to re-
ceive and ordain pastors, but not to pass regula-
tions binding on the churches.

I. Christian Connection. The American
Christian Convention, as this body is otlicially

designated, is composed of the conferences of the
northern United States and Canada, with some
of the Southern conferences represented in it

as cooperative, not subordinate bodies. The func-
tion of this convention is to work with the con-
ferences for the common good, and furnish direc-
tion and leadersliip. It meets every four years,
and is therefore currently called 'the quadren-
nial.' The Mission Board' and Church Extension
department is an incorporated department of it,

througli which home missions (from 20 to 25
missionaries), a foreign mission in Japan, and a
new mission in Turkey are sustained; and is

assisted by the Women's Home and Foreign Mis-
sion Boards. The educational institutions com-
prise a Biblical Institute at Stanfordville, N. Y.,
six colleges, a seminary and a correspondence
school, and a publishing house at Davton, Ohio.
It has (1900) 984 ministers, 1200 churches, and
84,830 members. Its organs are: The Herald of
Gospel Liberty, Christian Missionary (both Day-
ton, Ohio) ; The Christian Messenger (New Bed-
ford, Mass.) ; The Christian Vanguard (Cana-
da) ; and conference and local papers. Consult:
N. Summerbell, Christian Principles : or, Why I
Prefer the Christian Church (Dayton, Ohio, 15th
ed. 1901) ; J. J. Summerbell, Life and Writings
of y. Summerbell (Dayton, Ohio, 1901).

II. The Christian Church, South. The
Christian churclies in the South withdrew from
the American Christian Convention in 1854, and
formed a separate convention in 1856. They were
much disturbed during the Civil War, and were
reorganized in 1866. The principles of this
branch are nearly identical with those of the
American Christian Convention. It has six
conferences, with 15,328 members; and colored
conferences, doing their own work, are mentioned.
The Convention has an active home mission asso-
ciation, and cooperates with the American Cliris-

tian Convention in missions in Japan and Syria.
An orphanage is to be established. The institu-

tion of learning is Elon College, N. C, where the
book depository is also located. Periodical, The
Christian Sun, Elon College, N. C.

CHRISTIANS, or Disciples of Saint John,
or ilEXD.EANS {Mand(Bans) (Lat. JohannitCB,
from Johannes, John ; the name applied to them
by the Carmelites in the Seventeenth Century).
A sect in Persia, in the country around Basra.
They seemingly deify John the Baptist and con-

sider Jesus an impostor. They say that they
dwelt on the Jordan in the time of Jesus, but
were driven from Palestine by the Mohamme-
dans. Their name 'Christians' is wholly a mis-
nomer. They consider the Jehovah of the Jews a
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spurious divinity, and Clirist a false teacher;
that the world was created by seven angels of
darkness who inhabit the seven planets, and there
is also a kingdom of light superintended by good
angels. Behind these kingdoms is a region of

splendor, and there is the supreme original being,

Ferha, and the female principle, Ajar. There are
conflicts between the worlds of darkness and of

light, but light is to triumph. The Mosaic and
Christian systems of religion came from the
region of darkness; but that of John the Baptist
from the region of light. Baptism is the means
of introducing men to the kingdom of light.

John was married, but his children sprang from
the Jordan. These people practice polygamy,
and forbid mourning for the dead. They have
live sacred books, of which four are doctrinal,

and one treats of astrology. It is supposed that

200 years ago they numbered about 100,000, but
now their number is estimated at only about
1500. Consult E. Babelon, Lcs Mendaites, leur

histoire et leurs doctrhies (Paris, 1882).

CHRISTIANSAND, kr^s'tg-An-sand. An
episcopal town of southern Norway, situated at
the mouth of the Torridalself, in the Bay of

Christiansand (Map: Norway, B 8). The town
exports lumber, fish, lobsters, hides, copper, and
iron. Its harbor is excellent, and is very much
used as a haven in stormy weather. There is reg-

ular communication by steamer with the rest of

Norway, and with Germany, England, and Den-
mark. The town is the seat of a United States
consular agent. Its fortifications have become
useless, because of the fortress built at Flekkerii,

6 miles distant. Population, in 1891, 12,813; in

1901, 14,566. Christiansand was founded by
Christian IV. in 1641, and was partially de-

stroyed by fire in 1892.

CHRISTIANSBURG, krls'chanz-bQrg. The
county-seat of ilontgoniery County, Va., 30
miles southwest of Roanoke, on the Norfolk and
Western Railroad (Map: Virginia, D 4). It is

known as a summer resort, and is the centre of a
large stock-raising district. The town owns and
operates its electric-light plant. Settled about
1770, Christiansburg was incorporated in 1832,

and is governed at present under a revised char-,

ter of 1854. Population, in 1900, 659.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE. A term given by
Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy, of Concord, N. H., to a
religio-scientific discovery which she declares to
liave been made by her in the year 1866.

It purports to reveal the science of God, and
to declare the actual truth about Deity; also

the science of life and of man, both of which
have been regarded as a mystery. It professes

to be the science of the divine Mind, or Omnis-
cience, and the science of Jesus' mission and
teaching—the science of Christianity.

Christian Science afTirms the divine individu-
ality or infinite spiritual pers«mality of (Jod,

and denies all man-made conceptions of llim as a
finite personality of anthropomorphic nature or
presence. It declares that C!od can only be
spiritually or supersensibly discerned, and that
the so-called material senses cannot cognize or
comprehend God. In defining (Jod, according to

Christian Science, Mrs. Eddy adds to the gen-
erally accepted synonyms for I)cily. such as Life,

Truth, Ix)ve, and Spirit, the further declaration
that God is the Divine Principle of all true being,

meaning thereby that He is the creative prin-

ciple, the cause, origin, source, basis, foundation,
government, and law of all that has actual and
permanent existence. She also declares that
God is Substance, meaning tliereby that Spirit,
Alind, is the only actual, immortal substance or
reality. In defining God as Good, she holds that
the divine consciousness includes only the con-
sciousness of good. She repudiates all assump-
tion that God has created or consented to any
form of evil, sin, sickness, or death, or that the
fundamental law of being provides for the in-

ception and continuance of sickness. She de-
clares that all of God's laws mean and provide
for life, and life only.

Christian Science purports to solve the mys-
tery of evil. It denies the personality of evil
as devil, and avers that evil has no real entity
or immortality. Sin or evil is a negation—

a

wrong sense of the truth of being—a wrong
sense of that which is eternally right. Christian
Science denies the supposed naturalness of sin,

sickness and death, and declares them to be
abnormities or monstrosities of the 'carnal mind,'
or 'mortal mind,' as it is termed in Christian
Science—the paraphernalia of an ignorant and
depraved sense of existence which can be mas-
tered and lawfully abolished.

Christian Science acknowledges the Messiah-
ship of the divine Christ as the manifested me-
diatorial link between sinning and suffering mor-
tals and the divine Love, God. It declares that
Jesus exhibited and taught the power of God to
heal and to save, and tliat Jesus' works, instead
of being unnatural and in contravention of law,
were divinely natural, scientific, and in demon-
stration of divine order. It claims to remove
the entire ministry of Christ from the realm of
impenetrable mystery, and to present it as a
lawful manifestation of the divine immanence

—

as the availability and adaptability of the truth
or science of being. It pronounces sin and sick-

ness the works of the devil, which Jesus came
to destroy, and declares that salvation through
Christ, which He demonstrated, naturallj' in-

cludes the healing of the sick as well as the
reformation of the sinner.

In reference to the cure of disease, it asserts
that the primary cause of sickness is to be found
in the mental realm. It declares that fear, sin,

superstition, ignorance, and a depraved, erro-

neous, fatal philosophy constitute the primal
cause of bodily degradation and depletion and
have involved the human race in mortality, and
the statement is made prophetically that when
the world fully learns this fact, it will, for the
first time, begin to scientifically cope with and
permanently master disease. It declares as a
scientific postulate that 'all manner of diseases'

are curable and that the practice of Christian
Science is attesting this statement by healing
all of the disca.ses lieretofore regarded as incur-

able, such as malignant cancers, etc.

As a religious denomination. Christian Scien-
tists l)elieve in (Jod, in the inspiration of the
Scriptures, in the divinity of Christ, in the su-

premacy of G«>d as Spirit, in |)niyer without ceas-

ing, and in all the essentials of Christianity, and
claim that the prime ofiice of Christian S<'ience is

to destroy evil and reform mankind. They believe

that all evil will eventually lie destroyed and be-

come extinct.

Tliis denomination had in 1902 about seven
hundred established church societies or eongre-
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gations in the United States, Great Britain, Can-

ada, Germany, and France, many of wliich have

acquired large and costly church edifices. At
the head of these is what is called the 'Mother

Church' in Boston, Mass., with a membership

of nearly 30,000, and of which Mrs. Eddy is the

pastor emeritus.

There is no central denominational govern-

ment. The Mother Church, through its 'manual,'

or Church by-laws, exercises some control over

the denomination as a whole, but the local or

branch churches have a purely congregational

form of organization and government. The de-

nomination maintains a 'publishing society,' and
issues a monthly magazine, The Christian Sci-

ence Journal, and a weekly paper, The Christian

Science Sentinel. The publishing house is in

Boston, and the denominational literature is

actively distributed. Reading-rooms, generally

open daily, are maintained in connection with

most of the churches.

As the discoverer of this science and the

founder of the incidental religious movement,
Mrs. Eddy has been and is the logical and in-

evitable leader of the denomination and its

activity. She has written several works concern-

ing Christian Science, the principal one being

Science and Health, with Key to the Scriptures,

which is known as the Christian Science text-

book. This book states that this science is utter-

ly imlike faitli cure, prayer cure, spiritualism,

theosophy, mesmerism, or hypnotism, and that

the healing is accomplished naturally, scientifi-

cally, and according to law, in demonstration of

fi.xed principles and accurate rule.

Although there are no compiled statistics

available, the Christian Scientists estimate their

numerical strength as nearly a million of peo-

ple throughout the world, very many of Avhom
believe that they have been healed of supposedly

incurable diseases.

For a complete statement of the Christian

Science belief, consult Eddy, Science and Health,

iciih a Key to the Scriptures (226th ed., Boston,

1902, and many editions since).

CHRISTIANSEN, kris'ti^ - an - sen, Arne
EiN.\B (1861— ). A Danish dramatist, uncon-

ventional, but noteworthy for his mastery of the

playwright's art. His first play, Lindow's
Bairns (1881), was a prose comedy. He then

passed several years in travel in various Euro-

pean coimtries and the Orient. On his return he

turned to tragedy in Xero (1885), and after-

wards wrote, besides prose dramas, several ro-

mantic historical plays in verse.

CHRISTIANSEN, Christian ( 1843— ) . A
Danisli physicist, born in Loenborg. He studied

in Copenhagen, subsequently taught at the

school of technology there, and in 1886 became
professor of physics in the university. He car-

ried out several interesting investigations on
i'Ubjects of natural philosophy, and wrote gen-

eral scientific works in Danish, including an in-

troduction into mathematical physics (1887-89).

Among his original contributions to physics, his

researches on radiant heat deserve mention.

CHRISTIANSFELD, kr^s't^-ans-felt (Ger.,

Christian's field). A settlement of Moravian
Brethren, in the northern part of Schleswig,

about two miles from the Danish frontier, found-

ed in 1772 CNIap: Germany. CI). The houses,

which are well built and cheerful in appearance.

arc arranged in two parallel streets, with the
church upon a green plot in the middle. There
is a cooperative farm, and there are manufac-
tures of soap, candles, leather, and tobacco. Pop-
ulation, less tiiiin 1000.

CHRISTIANS OF SAINT THOMAS. The
name of a branch of the Christian Church still

existing on the Malabar Coast, southwestern
India, hence called by themselves the Syrian
Church of Malagala, formed originally by ex-

communicated Xestorians, although it claims
the Apostle Thomas as its founder. In the
Eighth Century it received a metropolitan from
the Xestorian patriarch. The liturgy is in

the Syriac language. They still celebrate the
early agape, or love feast, use bread, salt, and
oil in the communion service, and anoint infants

on baptism. Their priests are allowed to marrj'.

Consult: Hugh, History of Christianity in India

(4 vols., London, 1839-45), and the monograph
by W. Germann, Die Kirche dea Thomaschriaten
(GUtersloh, 1877).

CHRISTIANSTAD, kr^s't^-ftn-stiid, or
KRISTIANSTAD ( Swed., Christian's city). A
town in southern Sweden, situated on the Helge,

about 14 miles from the Baltic and 265 miles
southwest of Stockholm (Map: Sweden, F 9).

It is regularly built and possesses an arsenal

and a magnificent church, and is the seat of a
court of justice. Its fortifications were destroyed

in 1847. The chief manufactures are woolen
stuffs, tobacco, leather, and gloves, while the

trade in brandy and grain- is considerable since

the river has been made navigable to this point.

Population, in 1892, 9686; in 1901, 10,318. The
town, which was founded by Christian IV. of

Denmark in 1014, came into the hands of Sweden
in 1G48, and had sufl'cred many sieges during
the wars between Denmark and Sweden.

CHRISTIANSTED, kr^s't^-an-stfd (Dan.,

Christian's city). The capital of the Danish
West Indies, and the chief town of the Island of

Santa Cruz (Map: West Indies, P 6). It stands

on the northeast coast of the island, and has an.

excellent harbor which is defended by a fort and
a batterj'. The population numbers about 10,000.

CHRISTIANSTJND, kr^s'td-an-synd ( Nor-
weg.. Christian's sound). A seaport on the west
coast of Norway, 85 miles west-southwest of

Trondhjem, situated on four small islands (ilap:

Norway, B 5). It is a very flourishing town,
having an excellent harbor formed by the isl-

ands. It exports great quantities of fish. It has

also a thriving coast trade, which is carried on
in its own ships. Population, in 1891, 10,381;

in 1901, 12,043. The toAvn was called Christian-

sund in 1742, in honor of Christian VI., who
gave it its privileges.

CHRISTIAN UNION, Independent
Chukciies of Christ in. The Christian Union
churches were formed in Ohio during the first

years of the Civil War, when enthusiasm for the

war in defense of the national Union against se-

cession was strong in the Northern churches, and
the duty of supporting the Government was freely

preached by their ministers. Under the leading,

principally, of the Rev. J. Flack, previously of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, church mem-
bers who were opposed to the war. and those

who disapproved of what was called political

preaching, were gathered into separate congre-

gations. After the period of the war and re-
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construction, the aim of these churches gradu-
ally became to promote Christian unity and un-

denominationalism. At the General Council of

1878 a paper defining the position of the organi-

zation was adopted which was essentially the

same in terms with the declaration of the Chris-

tian Connection, and the Christian Union
churches became affiliated with that body in

1890. At that time they had, according to the

census of 1890, 204 congregations, with 18,214
communicant members, in 17 States.

CHRISTIAN VERGIL (translation of Lat.
Vergiliiis Christ ianus) . An epithet given to

Marco Girolamo Vida.

CHRISTIAN YEAR, The. A religious work
by John Keble (1827), containing the reflec-

tions appropriate for the Sundays and holy
days throughout the year. It is marked by deep
religious sentiment, love of nature, and domes-
tic affect ion.

CHRISTIAS, kris'tl-as. See Vida, :Mabco
Girolamo.

CHRISTIE, kris'tl, Richard Copuey (1830-

1901). An English scholar and bibliophile, born
at Lenton, Nottinghamshire. He matriculated

in 1849 at Lincoln College, Oxford (where
began his friendship with Mark Pattison), and
aftenvards stiidicd for the bar. In 1854 he re-

ceived the appointment of professor of history

at Owens College, ^lanchester, recently founded,

and later he was given the chairs of political

economy and commercial science, and jurispru-

dence and law. The last of these appointments
he resigned in 1869, but his connection with the

college, as one of its governors and most inter-

ested advisers, lasted until his death. From
1872 to 1893 he was chancellor of the diocese of

Manchester. Christie left to 0\vens College his

rare librarj', containing one of the largest pri-

vate collections of editions of Horace (800 vol-

umes), as well as his collection of Renaissance

literature. As an author his most important
book is Etienne Dolet, the Martyr of the Re-

naissance (1880; rev. ed. 1899), which was
translated into French by C. Stryienski (1886),

and is worthy to be classed with his friend Pat-

tjson's Casaithon. Among other works by him
are valuable studies of certain Renaissance char-

acters. His bibliographical writings include:

The Marquis de Morante: His Library and its

Catalogue (1883); Catalogues of the Library

of the Due de la Yallidre (1885) ; Elzevir Bibli-

ography (1889); and Chronology of the Early
Aldines (1895). The most notable of his works
are collected in the fielected Essays and Papers

of Richard Coplei/ Christie, edited, with a mem-
oir, by W. A. Shaw (1902).

CHRISTIE, William Henry Mahonet (1845

— ). An English astronomer, born at Woolwich.

He received his education at King's College

School, London, and at the University of Cain-

bridge. In 1870 he was made chief assistant at

the Royal Observatory of Greenwich, and in 1880

secretary of the Royal Astronomical Society. In

1881 he succeeded Airy as astronomer royal.

His published works include a Manual of Ele-

mentary Astronomy (1875). and a numl)er of

valuable technical papers contributed to scien-

tific periodicals.

CHRISTINA, kr^stP'nft. Queen of Spain.

See Maria Christina.

CHRISTINA (1626-89). Queen of Sweden
from 1632 to 1654. She was the daughter of
the great Gustavus Adolphus, and was born De-
cember 18, 1626. She became Queen after the
death of her father in the battle of Liitzen, in
1632. Till 1644 she reigned under a regency
headed by the Chancellor Oxenstiema. Distin-
guished by the possession of a lively imagina-
tion, a good memorj-, uncommon intelligence,

and remarkable aptitude for serious study, she
received the education of a man rather than that
of a woman, and to this may in part be attribut-

ed the many eccentricities of her life. Her sub-
jects and counselors earnestly desired her to
marry, but the Queen's restless spirit would ac-

cept no such bond. In 1649 she had her cousin,
Charles Gustavus (see Charles X.), declared
her successor by the Estates of the realm. Her
reign was notable for the patronage of learning
and science ; but the Queen was too eccentric and
cared too little for politics to give that force to
the administration which the position of Sweden
in Europe at that time, and its own lively inter-

nal politics, required. In 1654 Christina volun-
tarily abdicated in favor of her cousin, reser\'ing

to herself sufficient revenues, her entire independ-
ence, and supreme authority over her suite and
household. She embraced Roman Catholicism,
and afterwards resided chiefly in Rome and in
France, gathering about her a court of brilliant

and learned men, and spending much time in

literary and scientific pursuits. She covered her-

self with infamy by the murder in 1657 at Fon-
tainebleau of her grand equerry and favorite,

Monaldeschi. After the death of Charles Gus-
tavus in 1660, Christina repaired to Sweden and
began to intrigue for the recovery of her throne

;

but her subjects cut short her pretensions by
forcing her to sign another formal act of abdica-
tion. She died April 19, 1689. Consult: Geyer,
Geschichte Schicedens, Vol. III. (Hamburg,
1836) ; Archenholtz, lie de Christine par elle-

m&me (Stockholm, 1751) ; Bain, Christina,

Queen of Sweden (London, 1889).

CHRISTINE DE PISAN, kr^'st^n' de
P^'zUn' (136.3-1431). A French writer. She
wrote some controversial and historical prose,

and considerable didactic verse, such as Le
chemin de longtie estude and the Poeme de la

pucelle. These works ser\'e the historian as
valuable pictures of the state of society in that
day. There is an edition of her (Eurres po^-

tiques by Roy (1887-92). For her biography,
consult Robineau (Paris, 1883).

CHRIS'TISON, Sir Robert (1797-1882). A
Scottish physician. He was born in Edinburgh,
studied medicine there, and aftenvards went to

Paris to study chemistry and toxicology, the
latter under the celebrated Orfila. It was in

that department of medical science that he later

lK»came especially eminent. He was twice presi-

dent of the Edinburgh College of Physicians;
was ordinarj' physician to the Queen in Scot-

land ; was createtl a baronet on Mr. Gladstone's
recommendation in 1871; and received many
other honors. He was best known for his Treat'

isc on Poisons (1820). Consult his Life, edited
by his sons (Edinburgh and London, 1885-86).

CHRISTLIEB, krAst'lAp, TiiEonoR (18.33-89).

.V German theologian, bom at Birkenfcld, Wflrt-
temlx'rg. He was educated in Tflbingen. taught
in France, and i)reache<l in Ix)ndon from 1858
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to 1865; returned to CkTinany. and in 1808

Mas made profcsaor of practical theology and
university preacher in Bonn. In 1873 Tie was
u delegate to the Evangelical Alliance in New
York. His best-known works, translated into

English, are: Modern Doubt and Christian Be-

lief (4th ed., 1879), and Protestant Foreign Mis-
sions: Their Present Utate (1880). He pub-

lished several books on missions.

CHRISTMAS, kris'mas (ME. Cristmas,

CristIN tiir.ssc, Christ's mass). The day on which
the nativity of the Saviour is observed. The in-

stitution of this festival is attributed by the

spurious decretals to Telesphorus, who flourished

in the reign of Antoninus Pius (a.d. 1381-61) ;

but this is xinhistorical. It is unknown just

when it originated, but surely Decenil)er 25 was
not generally observed as the day prior to Chry-
hostom's time (Fourth Century) in the Eastern
Church, although much earlier in the Western;
for there was no uniformity in the period of ob-

serving the Nativity among the early churches;

some held the festival in the month of ^lay or

April, others in January. It is, nevertheless,

almost certain that December 25 cannot be the

nativity of the Saviour, for it is then the height

of the rainy season in Judea, and shepherds could

hardly have been watching their flocks by night

on the plains.

Christmas not only became the parent of many
later festivals, such as those of the Virgin, but
especially from the Fifth to the Eighth Century
gathered round it, as it were, several other fes-

tivals, partly old and partly new, so that what
may be termed a Christmas cycle sprang up,

which surpassed all other groups of Christian

holidays in the manifold richness of its festal

usages, and furthered, more than any other, the

completion of the orderly and systematic dis-

tribution of Church festivals over the whole
year. Not casually or arbitrarily was the festi-

val of the Nativity appointed for December 25th.

Among the causes that coijperated in fixing this

period as the proper one, perhaps the most pow-
erful was that almost all the heathen nations re-

garded the winter solstice as a most important
point of the year, as the beginning of the re-

newed life and activity of the powers of nature,

and of the gods, who were originally merely the

symbolical personifications of these. In more
northerly countries, this fact must have made it-

self peculiarly palpable; hence the Celts and
Germans, from the oldest times, celebrated the

season with the greatest festivities. At the

winter solstice the Germans held their great Yule
feast (see Yule), in commemoration of the re-

turn of the fiery sun-wheel, and believed that dur-

ing the twelve nights reaching from December
25th to January 6th they could trace the per-

sonal movements and interferences on earth of

their great deities, Odin, Berchta. etc. ^lany of

the beliefs and usages of the old Germjins, and
also of the Romans, relating to this matter,
passed over from heathenism to Christianity, and
have partly survived to the present day. But
the Church also sought to combat and banish
—and in this it was to a large extent success-

ful—the deep-rooted heathen feeling, by adding,
for the purification of the heathen customs and
feasts which it retained, its grandly devised lit-

urg^', besides dramatic representations of the
birth of Christ and the first events of His life.

Hence sprang the so-called 'manger* songs and a

multitude of C'luistmas carols, as well as Christ-
mas dramas, which, at certain times and places,

degiMierated into farces or fools' feasts ((j.v.

)

H(»nce, also, originated, at a later i)eriod, the
Christ trees, or Christmas trees, adorned with
lights and gifts, the custom of reciprocal pres-

ents and of special Christmas meats and dishes,

such as Christmas rolls, cakes, currant loaves,

dumplings, etc. Thus Christmas became a uni-

versal social festival for young and old, high
and low, as no other Christian festival could
have become. At one time the festivities were
continued until Candlemas and Twelfth Day.

In the Roman Catholic Church each priest

celebrates three masses at Christmas, viz. at
midnight, at daybreak, and in the morning.
The day is also observed religiously by the An-
glican and Lutheran churches. The Scotch Pres-

byterians and English Nonconformists generally
rejected all religious observance of the day as

a 'human invention' and savoring t/>o much of

'papistry.' It is said that the Puritan found-
ers of New England established the Thanksgiving
festival as, in some measure, a substitute for

Christmas. At the present time the tendency is

strong toward religious observance of the day
in all Protestant bodies.

CHRISTMAS BOX. A small money gift to

persons in an inferior condition on the day after

Christmas, which is hence popularly called Box-
ing Day. The term and also the custom are

essentially English, though the making of pres-

ents at this season and at the new year is of

great antiquity. A number of interesting par-

ticulars concerning the Christmas box will be
found in Brand's Popular Antiquities (London,
1849).

CHRISTMAS CARDS. Pictured souvenirs
appropriate to Christmas, which modern fashion
has introduced into the social world. The earli-

est example of this art is attributed to J. C.

Horsley, R.A., who in 1846 made designs of this

character. Subsequently the demand for these

tokens has become enormous, and at present

Christmas cards are often of much artistic merit
in both design and coloring.

CHRISTMAS CAROL. See Carol.

CHRISTMAS CAROL, The. A Christmas
story by Charles Dickens, published in 1843. It

narrates the regeneration of the miser Scrooge
by the kind offices of 'Marley's Ghost.' The
story was published in London by Chapman &
Ifall, and 15,000 copies, bringing the author over

£700, were soon sold.

CHRISTMAS ISLAND. A small island in

the Indian Ocean, in latitude 10° 30' S. and
longitude 105° 45' E., and about 250 miles south

of the western end of Java. It has not a very
good anchorage, but has been colonized recently

from the Cocos Islands, chiefly for the purpose of

working valuable beds of phosphate of lime. It

is under British control, and administratively

belongs to the Straits Settlements.

CHRISTMAS ISLAND. A >rge, low atoll

in the Pacific Ocean, in about latitude 2° N. and
longitude 157Vi;° W. It has a good anchorage,

and belongs to the British Government. It was
discovered by Cook, in December, 1777.

CHRISTMAS ROSE. See HELLEnoRE.

CHRISTMAS PANTOMIMES. Harlequin-

ades given at Drury Lane and Covent Garden
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Theatres at Christmas time. The institution

dates from the end of the Seventeenth Centurj',

and reached its highest point luider Garrick.

The performance usually opens with the represen-

tation of some fairj' tale, the characters of which

change to the harlequin, columbine, and clown

of the pantomime which follows.

CHRIS'TODCRUS of Coptls (Gk. Xpurr6-

Swpos Korreis, ChristodOros Kopteus). A Greek
poet resident in Egj-pt, belonging to the close of

the Fifth and the beginning of the Sixth Century
A.D. His three books of epigrams have perished,

with the exception of two epigrams preserved in

the Greek Anthology. He is best known for his

description in 416 hexameter verses of the statues

contained in the gjinnasium of Zeuxippus, in

Constnntinople. This poem has considerable

>alue for both literature and the history of art.

CHRISTOI/OGY ( from Gk. XpurrSi, Christos,

Christ + "hoyla, logia, account, from X^etf, legein,

to say). A technical term in theology, signifying

the doctrine of the person of Christ, or the

answer to the question, What is the relation of

the divine and human in Christ? The elements

of the problem may be said to have been given

by the original and unvarying conviction of the

Church. That Christ was man was too plain to

be denied by any. On this depended the very pos-

sibility of our salvation (Heb. ii. 17, 18). But
no less plain did it seem from the beginning, to

the Apostles (John i. 14) and to the humble men
who bore the first testimony to Christ by the

surrender of their lives (Ignatius, Eph. vii.,

etc. ) , that He was truly God. On the subtleties

of this problem they did not dwell; but it cer-

tainly never occurred to them to divide His per-

sonality. And so, when more careful reflection

was forced upon the Church, the question was one

of adjustment of accepted truths. How could

divinity and humanity co-exist in the unity of

one person?
There were early answers to the question which

were tentative, and soon rejected as incorrect.

The Gnostics (q.v.) generally made the humanity

a mere appearance: but their whole system was
recognized as anti-Christian. The various theo-

ries of the Trinity which arose while the prelim-

inary question as to the relation of the divine

in Christ to the Father was under discussion,

directly affected the Christological problem.

Those which denied the Trinity ( Patripassian-

ists, Sabellians) solved the problem by removing

one of its elements. Arius made the divine

in Christ, and the rational principle as well,

the (created) logos. Trinitarians also put forth

some theories which were rejected as denying

more or less the elements of the problem in-

stead of reconciling them. Such were those of

Apollinaris (q.v.). who taught that the human-
ity of Christ was abridged, and that the place of

the self-determining principle (the poit ) was oc-

cupied by the divine Ix)gos; and of Eutyches

(q.v.), who held that after the incarnation there

was but one nature, the human being absorbed

in the divine. Xestorius (q.v.) held firmly to

the two natures, but dissolved the personality,

making Christ a twofold person, the natures

subsisting in 'conjimction.'

By the time of the Council of Chalcedon ( 451

)

these various efforts at explanation, resulting in

the essential modification of some element of the

theanthropic person, had all been thought

Vou IV.—38.

through and all finally condemned. The Church
was ready to adopt a creed which realUrmed all

the three elements of the problem in the follow-

ing words: We confess "one and the same Son,

our Lord Jesus Christ, the same perfect in God-
head and also perfect in manhood; truly God
and truly man, of a reasonable soul and body;
consubstantial with the Father according to the

Godhead, and consubstantial with us according

to the manhood; in all things like unto us, with-

out sin; begotten before all ages of the Father
according to the Godhead, and in these latter

days, for us and our salvation, bom of the Virgin
Mary, the mother of God, according to the man-
hood; one and the same Christ, Son, Lord, only

begotten, to be acknowledged in two natures, in-

confusedly, unchangeably, indivisibly, insepa-

rably; the distinction of natures being by no
means taken away by the union, but rather the

property of each nature being preserved and con-

curring in one person and one substance, not
parted or divided into two persons, but one and
the same Son and only begotten, God the Word,
the Lord Jesus Christ."

A careful examination, however, will reveal

the fact that the Council did not go beyond the
elements of the problem, making no real effort to

bring them to a true harmony by a rational ad-

justment. In fact, by its constant balancing of

t)ie one side over against the other, it rather

takes a Nestorianizing position, which is scarcely

saved from error by the naked insistence upon
the unity of the person. It was therefore al-

ready certain that at some later time the whole
problem should be taken up de novo, in the hope
of adjusting and combining what Chalcedon left

so unexplained. For a time, however, nothing
could be done, for the attention of the Church
was fully occupied with the anthropological con-

troversies (see AcGUSTiXE) and then with the

extension of the hierarchical system. But with
the Reformation this fundamental problem, like

almost every other problem of theology, was
brought afresh before the mind of the vigorous

young Protestant movement. The Lutheran the-

ologians made a strong effort to solve the diffi-

culty, rightly perceiving that it lay in maintain-

ing the unity of the person, the reality of the

two natures being established beyond dispute.

The solution proposed was the 'communication

of properties' whereby the divine was sup|>osed

to have communicated its peculiar property to

the human, and the human its peculiarity to the

divine. Hence the two became similar, and
there was no further difficulty in supposing a

union in one personality. But this theory was
finally generally rejected, and has to-day little

standing even among Lutherans. How the hu-

man could take on the divine, the material body
becoming omnipresent, did not grow clearer as

time went on. The only Christology which the

Reformation period may therefore be said to have

contributed to modern times was the Sorinian,

which revived that of the earlier anti-Trinita-

rians, and eventually maintained that Christ was
a more man.

During the past century there has been a

great deal of interest taken in Germany, in

particular, in the Christological problem, and
three strenuous and distinct theories of Christ's

person have been set forth. Professor Domer
of Berlin began, not with the person of Christ,

but with the two natures, saying that, as the
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person resulted fruui the union of the natures, it

could not be understood till the natures of which
it was coni|)08ed were undcnttood. The human-
ity of Christ is, therefore, the full human per-
sonality, with full self-consciousness and self-de-

termination. The divine nature is uncliungeably
the same, performing all its divine oiliccs after
the incarnation as before, and possessing all its

divine attributes. It is omnipotent and omni-
scient. But the hmnanity is neither of these;
and hence the divinity cannot impart itself com-
pletely to the humanity, and can, of course, less

to the child Jesus than to the man. Hence the
incarnation is viewed as the gradual impartation
of the Logos to the man Jesus, increasing with
his development, and perfect only after the as-

cension. This view seems to fail because it leaves

us with only a man in whom God dwelt, and not
with divinity and humanity in the unity of one
person.

Hence the second theory, that of the "kenosis,"
begins at a different point, at the one person of
Christ, which person the Kenotics make to be
the eternal Logos of God. This person takes
upon himself humanity, and makes it so his own
that its experiences become truly his experiences.

He enters into all its development as his own
development, so that his consciousness is a truly
human consciousness, while it is still the con-
sciousness of the divine element in Christ. This
can only be as the divine limits himself to the
capacities of the humanity which he assiunes.
The theory of the kenosis therefore teaches that
the eternal Logos, by a conscious divine act of
Belf-limitation, 'emptied' himself of his divine
form of existence and took upon himself the
human form of existence ( Phil. ii. 7 ) . Thus,
while He was in essence unchanged, He did not
have in exercise, and hence not in conscious pos-
session, the divine attributes of omnipotence,
omniscience, etc., but exercised the absolute
power and knowledge under the limitations of
His human form of existence. The unity of the
person of Christ is thus secured because into it

nothing enters of the divine which so far tran-
scends the human as to be irreconcilable with it,

and it is the unity of the divine self-conscious-

ness. This theory is growing in favor with men
of conservative and churchly tendencies; but it

cannot be said yet to have fully established it-

self even among them. The possibility of such a
self-limitation of the divine has not been made
indisputably clear. '

The last theory, if it can be called such, is

that of Ritschl. Weary of all the long onto-
logical disputes of the centuries, Ritschl sought
to render them all unnecessary by a strict limita-
tion of theology to that which is of 'interest' to
men, that is, that which furthers the religious
life. While he held, therefore, to the divinity of
Christ in the true sense, he refused to attempt
the explanation of its consistency with His hu-
manity, regarding it as great a mystery as the
consistency of the divine government with human
freedom. In Christ we have God. That is enough.
Whether He preexisted or not, and what the na-
ture of the Trinity is, are questions which do not
'interest' us. If we knew all about the pre-

existence of Christ, it would rather separate
Him from us than render faith in Him easier or
more sincere. The kenosis is 'romancing.' It

explains the incredible by the more incredible.

We must give up definitely the two natures and

all attempts to unite them. In the true human-
ity of Christ we have God. How, we do not
know. This view, which falls in with the ten-
dencies of tiie times to deny the miraculous and
supernatural and to seek simplicity, is also
spreading rapidly among the more radical theo-
logians. But it scarcely seems to offer substance
enough to prove a final resting-place for any one.
The future lies in the hands either of Chalcedon
better explained, or of pure humanitarianism.
BiBLiooKAPUY : Domer, History of the Doc-

trine of the Person of Christ (Stuttgart, 1846-
50) ; Shaff, Creeds of Christendom (Gth ed., New
York and London, 1890) ; Hefele, Conzilienge-
fchichte (Freiburg, 1873-79) ; Hamack, Dogmen-
geschichte (Freiburg, 1893). For the Lutheran
Christology: Krauth, The Conservative lieforma-
iion and Its Theology (Philadelphia, 1872) ; and
Schmidt, Doctrinal Theology of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church, translated by Jacobs and Hay
Philadelphia, 1875). For Dormer, consult his
Olaubenslehre, VoL IL (Berlin, 1875-81). On the
Kenosis consult Gess, Christi Person und Werk
(3 vols., Basel, 1870-87) ; Thomasius, Dogmatik
(Erlangen, 1852-61) ; Frank, System der christ-
lichen Wahrheit (Gdtersloh, 1885-86) ; Bruce,
The Humiliation of Christ (London, 1881);
Powell. Principle of the Incarnation (London,
1896). On Ritschl, his own Rechtfertigung und
Versohnung, Vol. III. (Bonn, 1888, 1889) ; J.
Orr, The Ritschlian Theology and the Evan-
gelical Faith (London, 1897) ; A. J. Swing, The
Theology of Albrecht Ritschl (New York, 1901).

CHRISTOPHE, kr6s't6f', Henri (17G7-1820).
A negro King of Haiti. He was born a slave in
the island of Grenada, purchased his freedom, and
settled in the French portion of Haiti, it would
seem, either as a butcher or a plantation over-
seer. In the insurrection against the French he
gained fame as one of the ablest lieutenants of
Toussaint L'Ouverture. He held out bravely
against General Leclerc for some time in 1802,
and, after laying down his arms, took part with
Dessalines in the successful rising of 1803.
During the short-lived Government of Dessalines,
who was slain by a military conspiracy in 1806,
Christophe was general-in-chief of the Haitian
Army. In February, 1807, he was appointed
President of Haiti for life. A republic being
about the same time organized at Port-au-Prince,
with Potion at its head, a protracted civil war
ensued. In 1811 Christophe was proclaimed
King of Haiti, by the name of Henry I., and was
crowned June 2, 1812. By his power and skill

Christophe was enabled tq counteract the at-

tempts made by France to regain its authority
in the island. His avarice and cruelty led to
an insurrection, which was aided by General
Boyer, who had succeeded PMion in 1818. The
rebellion spread to the capital and Christophe's
deposition was proclaimed at the head of the
troops. Deserted by his body-guard and liis

nobles, he shot himself October 8, 1820. He left

a code of laws, which he called the Code Henri,
in imitation of the Code Napol6on. Consult:
Hozard, Santo Domingo, Past and Present: icith

a Glance at Haiti (London, 1893) ; Madiore,
Histoire de Haiti (Port-au-Prince, 1897). See
Haiti.

CHRIS'TOPHER, Saint. A saint of the Ro-
man Catholic and Greek churches. He is sup-

posed to have suffered martyrdom about the
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middle of the Third Century. According to

vulgar legend, Christopher, whose name was
originally 'A56«/jios, Adokimos (the ignoble,

base), was a native of Palestine, Syria, or Lycia,

and a person of prodigious bulk and strength.

His height was twelve feet. So proud was he of

liis gigantic frame that he would serve only the

mightiest princes. Having attached himself to

one, who passed for the greatest of his day,

Christopher stayed with him for a short time,

but soon discovered that his master was terribly

afraid of the devil, in consequence of which Chris-

topher, with fearless consistency, passed into the

service of the latter. One day, however, when the

devil and he chanced to be walking through a
wood, they came across an image of Christ. His
new master exhibited such perturbation and
alarm at the sight that Christopher entirely lost

confidence in him, and resolved to find out the

Saviour, and follow him. For a long while he
searched in vain, but finally he fell in with a
hermit, who showed him Christ, and baptized

him. Christopher despised the customary pen-

ances, and, in consequence, it was imposed on him
to carry Christian pilgrims on his shoulders over

a stream which had no bridge. One day a little

child came to the stream; Christopher took it on
his shoulders, but soon began to sink under the

weight of his burden. The child was Christ him-
self, and to prove it, he commanded Christopher

to thrust his staff into the ground. He did so, and
next morning it had blossomed into a palm-tree

bearing fruit. This miracle converted thousands

to Christianity. Christopher's success excited

the enmity of Dagnus, the prefect of that region,

who put him in prison, scourged him with red-

hot rods, put a burning helmet on his head, and
clapped him on a burning stool. Christopher

fetill remained uninjured. Multitudes of poisoned

arrows were now discharged against him, but

they rebounded from his charmed body, and one
even wounded the prefect himself in the eye.

Christopher pitied his tormentor, and freely of-

fered his head to the executioner, that the prefect

might be healed by the blood which should fiow

from it. This was done, and, as a matter of

course, Dagnus and his family became Chris-

tians. The Greek Church celebrates his festival

on May 9; the Roman Catholic, on July 25.

Saint Christopher was greatly invoked in

times of pestilence, or when people were digging

for treasures, to frighten away the spirits who
watched over them. The formula used was called

a Christopher's prayer. He was also the patron

of an order of moderation, founded in Austria

in 1.517, for the purpose of checking excessive

drinking and swearing, and which was called

the Order of Saint Christopher.

CHRISTOPHER NORTH. The pen name
of Professor John Wilscm (q.v.).

CHRISTOPHLE, krA'stA'fl', Albert Silas

MfenftRic (MAKLKs (18.30—). A French jurist.

He was bom in Domfront (Orne) and studied

law in Caep. In 1870 he l)ecame Minister of

Public Works in the Dufaure Cabinet and greatly

improved the department under his charge, plac-

ing comiM'tent engineers at the head of every

branch of the service. He rotaine<l the portfolio

of public works in the Simon Ministry, but

resigned with the rest of the Cabinet in May,

1877. He was appointed director of the CrMit
Foncier in 1878. In 1877 he traveled through

France and visited several foreign countries

(notably Holland.) for the purpose of study-
ing railroad improvements.

CHRISTOPH'ORUS. Pope from November,
903, to June, 904. He thrust out of office and
imprisoned his predecessor, Leo V., only shortly
afterwards to experience the same treatment.

CHRISTOP'XTLOS, Atiianasios (1772-

1847). A modern Creek poet, bom in Kastoria
(European Turkey). He studied in Buda in

Hungary, and in Padua, and later became a judge
successively in Jassy and Bucharest. In that ca-

pacity he prepared a legal code for Wallachia.
He translated the fragments of Sappho and the

first book of the Iliad into Alodern Greek, and
wrote a grammar of Modern Greek (1805), and
published unimportant philological studies. His
best-known literary work is his collection of An-
acreontic songs (2 vols., 1833; in German, 1880),
which has long continued popular in Greece.

CHRIST'S COLLEGE. A college in Cam-
bridge, Eng., founded in 1505 by Lady Mar-
garet Beaufort, Countess of Richmond and Derby,
and mother of Henry Vll. There was an older

fotmdation called God's House, which had been
established by William Byngham, rector of Saint
John Zachary, Ijondon, in 1439, for the study of

grammar, and the training of grammar-school
teachers. It had consisted of a proctor and
twenty-four scholars, but had fallen on evil days,

had lost its original site by being moved to make
room for King's College, and had sunk in num-
bers and standing. It was refounded for a mas-
ter, twelve fellows, and forty-seven scholars, and
liberally endowed. Various additions were made
to its numbers by gifts of Edward VI., Sir John
Finch, and Sir Thomas Baines. There were, in

1902, fifteen fellowships, thirty scholarships, sev-

eral sizarships, and some studentships in divin-

ity. Among the eminent men who have studied

at Christ's College are Archbishops Grindal and
Bancroft, and Latimer, Cudworth, Quarles, Paley,

Milton, and Darwin.

CHRIST'S HOSPITAL. An English educa-

tional institution better known as the Blue-Coat

School. It was founded on the site of the Grey-

friars' Monastery, Newgate Street, London, by
Edward VI., in 1553, as a hospital for orphans

and foundlings. It has been one of the largest

and most important schools of its class in

England, including a preparatory school at Hert-

ford, and affording instruction to some eleven

hundred boys and ninety girls, the latter entirely

at Hertford. Boys are admitted between seven

and ten and discharged at fifteen, exc-ept the

'King's boj's.' who attend the mathematical

school (founded in connection with Christ's Hos-

pital in 1672, by Charles II.), and the 'Gre-

cians,' the highest class of scholars, of whom
four are annually chosen by examination to be

sent to each of the universities, Oxford and Cam-
bridge, on scholarships. The right of 'presenta-

tion,' or giving a boy or girl a place in the

school, is vested in the managing governors, con-

sisting of the Lord Mayor of London, the alder-

men, and twelve common councilmen. besides the

'donation governors,* consisting of all noblemen
and gentlemen who donate £.500 to the sehool.

The educati(m of the boys, originally strictly

classical, has of late tended more to commercial

training. The dress whi<'h has been worn by the

boys since the days of F^dward VI.. and from

wliich the school takes its name, is most pictur-
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esque. It consists of a lonjj blue woolen gown
or coat, reaching nearly to tlie feet, with a nar-

row red leatlier girdle around the waist, knee-

breeches and yellow stockings, and clergj'nien's

bands. Originally a blue worsted cap was worn,

but nowadays the boys generally go about bare-

headed. The original building, nearly destroyed

by the great fire of l<ondon, lOOG, was restored

after the designs of Christopher Wren, and

this building in turn, having fallen into decay,

was replaced in 1825 by Mr. Shaw. The Newgate
Strwt proj)erty was in 1889 ordered sold, and the

cornerstone of the new institution was laid at

Horsham (about 34 miles from London, in Sus-

sex) in October, 1897. On April 18, 1902, the

Blue Coats, assembled on the quadrangle, heard

the farewell address of the headmaster. There

will be boarding acconmiodations at Horsham
for 700 boys and 500 girls, and a total of 2320

children will be educated there, to nearly half of

whom both board and training will be free. In

the past there have been many distinguished men
connected with Christ's Hospital, notably Cole-

ridge, I^mb, and Leigh Hunt.

CHRIST'S THORN. See Jujube.

CHRISTY, krls'tl, Howard Chandler (1873

— ). An American magazine illustrator, born in

Morgan County, Ohio. In 1893 he began illustra-

tive work for periodicals. He became best known
for his depictions of society folk in stories of

manners. He also executed pastel series for re-

production in color, and prepared the drawings

for Winston Churchill's The Crisis (1901) and
other volumes of fiction.

CHROBAE, KrCbak, Rudolf (1843—). An
Austrian physician, bom in Tpoppau, Silesia.

He studied in Vienna, where he became professor

of obstetrics and gj'nteeology in 1879. His pub-

lished writings include important works on anat-

omy and pathology, within the domain of his

specialtv. These works form parts of the hand-

books of Strieker (1869-72) and Pitha-Billroth

(1885), and of Nothnagel's Specielle Pathologie

und Therupie (1896).

CHROMiESTHESIA, kr6m'6s-th6'zl-a. See

COLOBEl) HkAKIXG.
CHROMATES. See Chromium.
CHROMATIC (Fr. chromatique, It. croma-

tico, Lat. chromaticus, from Gk. xpw/uaTt#c6i, chro-

matikos, relating to color, from xi>"l^, chroma,

color, from xp'^f"'', chrdzein, to touch, color, from

XPod, chro'i, xpo^^f chroia, skin). In music, a

term applied to a series of notes at the interval

of a semitone from each other. Such a series is

produced by dividing the whole tones of the

diatonic (q.v.) scale into semitones, so that with

the two diatonic semitones, already in the nat-

ural scale, the octave is divided into twelve semi-

tones. Ascending chromatic passages are formed
by the whole tones of the diatonic scale being

raised or elevated by a sharp or a natural, ac-

cording to key, and descending passages by their

being lowered bv a flat or a natural, thus

:

CHROMATICS. See Color.

CHRCMATIN (from Gk. xP^/"*. chrOma,
color). In biology, a network of fine strands or
aggregations of substance that occurs in the
nucleus of the cell during its different phases and
has more avidity for staining agents than ordi-

nary protoplasm. See Chromosome; Cell.

CHROMAT'OPHORE (from Gk. xfu/xa, chro-

ma, color -|- 4>6i)os, phoroH, bearing, from ip^ittiv,

pherein, to bear). A protoplasmic body in plants
(see Plastid), which contains or is capable of

forming pigments. They are of three sorts,

chloroplasts, chromoplasts, and leucoplasts
(qq.v.).

CHRCMATROPE (by haplology for *chro-
matotropc, from Gk. x/iw/ui, c/iroma, color -f- rfxnr-^,

tropin, turn, from rfiiireiv, trcpein, to turn). An
optical toy consisting of a revolving disk, on
which are painted certain designs of various
colors. These figures are so arranged that when
the chromatrope is made to revolve rapidly,

streams of beautiful, brilliant colors seem to
flow either to or from the centre of motion,
according as tlie disk is made to rotate in

one direction or the opposite. The same prin-

ciple is utilized in the chromatrope slide, em-
ployed in magic-lantern exhibitions. In this,

two circular disks of glass are placed face to

face, each with a design radiating from the cen-

tre, and painted with brilliant transparent colors.

By a small pinion gearing in toothed wheels or
endless bands, the disks are made to move in op-

posite directions in their own plane. The effect

produced is a beautiful change of design and
color.

CHRO'MITE (from Gk. xP^M*. chroma,
color), or Chromic Iron Ore. The principal
source of chromium. It is an iron-black to brown-
ish-black ore containing the sesquioxides of

chromium and aluminum, protoxide of iron, and
some magnesia. Chromite is found in Norway,
France, Siberia, and New Caledonia, and espe-

cially in Asia Minor. It is also found in

various localities in the United States: near
Baltimore, Md. ; in Chester County, Pa. ; and in

a number of places in California. Thirty-five

hundred and ninety-nine tons, valued at $53,985,
were produced in the United States in 1890. This
amount diminished until in 1896 there were pro-

duced only 786 tons, valued at $6667; since then
none has been reported.

CHRO'MIUM (Neo-Lat., from Gk. xP^/wi,
chroma, color). A metallic element discovered
by Vauquelin in 1797. It does not occur free,

but is found in combination chiefly with iron

as chromite, which is the principal ore of chro-

mium, as crocoisite, a lead chromate, and as
wolchonskoite, a native chrome ochre. Chro-
mium is also a frequent constituent of meteoric
iron, and the green color of emerald, serpentine,

penninite, and other minerals, is due to this

element. The metal is readily obtained from
chromite bj' separating the iron and reducing the
remaining chromic oxide with charcoal by heat-

ing in a lime crucible. It may also be prepared
by the electrolysis of a solution of ehromous
chloride containing chromic chloride.

Chromium (symbol, Cr, atomic weight, 52.1)

is a grayish-white powder consisting of small
lustrous, verj' hard, brittle rhombohedral crys-

tals which have a specific gravity of 5.9 to 6.8,

and melt at a higher temperature than plati-

num. Owing to its high melting-point, the metal
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itself has no important uses, although when
added in quantities of less than 1 per cent, to

steel it yields an alloy called chrotnium steel,

which has a fine texture, great hardness, tenacity,

and elasticity. An alloy of chromium with alu-

minum has also been described. With o.xygen

chromium forms two basic oxides, which yield,

respectively, chromous and chromic compounds,
and an acid-forming oxide which yields chro-

mates. Chromic oxide may be obtained by ignit-

ing the hydroxide or by heating a mixture of

potassium bichromate and sulphur. It is a
green pigment of great permanence that is known
in commerce as chrome green and ultramarine
green. The hydrated oxide, which is made by
heating to dull redness 3 parts of boric acid and
1 part of potassium bichromate, is the pigment
known as emerald green, Guignet's green. Pen-
ttettier's green, and Veridian. Of similar com-
position is the green pigment called Arnaudon's
green.

Many of the chromates have considerable com-
mercial value, especially those of potassium, so-

dium, and ammonium. Among the bichromates,

that of potassium is the most important, as it

i«> used in the preparation of all other chromium
salts. Potassium bichromate is prepared from
chromite, the ore being, for this purpose, roasted,

finely ground, and mixed with half its weight of

potassium carbonate and twice its weight of

lime ; the mixture is heated to bright redness with
an oxidizing flame in a reverberatory furnace,

and, on cooling, the resulting mass is treated with
hot water; to the solution thus obtained potas-

sium sulphate is added for the purpose of precip-

itating the lime as sulphate, while the potassium
chromate produced remains dissolved; finally,

dilute sulphuric acid is added in order to con-

vert the chromate into bichromate. Potassium
bichromate cr\'stallizes in the form of bright-red

prisms. It is used for the preparation of

chrome pigments for the production of various

colors in calico-printing and dyeing; in the manu-
facture of safety matches; as a bleaching agent
for tallow, palm oil, etc., with sulphuric acid;

for the oxidation of anthracene to alizarin ; in

tanning leather; and in consequence of its prop-

erty of rendering gelatin insoluble when mixed
with that substance and exposed to light, it finds

extensive application in photogelatin processes.

Lead chromate is the bright-yellow precipitate

obtained when a solution of a lead salt is added
to potassium bichromate ; it is used as a pigment
under the name of chrome yellow.

CHRO'MOLITH'OGRAPH. See Lithogba-
THY.
CHRCMOPLAST (from xP"fM,chr6ma, color

+ irXcLarin, plastos, formed, from ir\dffffeiy, pluft-

aein, to form). A protoplasmic body in plants

which cont^iins a pigment other than green,

chiefly yellow or red. It is abundant in fruits

and flower leaves. In shape the chromoplasts

are rounded, fusiform, angular, or irregular,

their form being often determine<l by the pig-

ment they contain. Sometimes the pigment
exists in minute droplets in the protoplasm, but
more frequently it is crystalline; or both forms
may be present together. The crystals vary
from needlc-like or rod-like to tabular. The
slender crystals are sometimes curved and
often occur in fascicles. Chromoplasts are de-

rived from similar bodies by divisicm. A plas-

tid (q.v.), the primary undifferentiated body,

may develop directly into a chromoplast, or it

may be for a time a leucoplast (q.v.), or a
chloroplast (q.v.), and only later produce the
red or yellow pigment that characterizes a
chromoplast. If the chromoplasts have any spe-

cial function it is not known. In a general way
the color they impart may be useful, but the color
is frequently due to other causes. See Cell;
Color.

CHRO-'MOSOME (from Gk. xP^na, chroma,
color -j- ffu a soma, body). The name given to
the loops or other aggregations of chromatin
which collect in indirect cell-division about the
axis of the spindle and split into halves. The
two halves move toward opposite poles of the
spindle, where they aggregate and unite into the
form of the chromatin of a new nucleus. See
Chromatin ; Cell ; Embryology.

CHROIIOTYPE, or CHRCMATYPE (from
Gk. XP^M*, chroma, color + rinroi, typos, type).
A photographic process dependent upon the sen-

sitiveness to light of certain chromium salts,

especially the bichromates of the alkalies. The
chromotype has been superseded by the photo-
gelatin processes, and is at present hardly ever
used. (See Autotype.) The name is also ap-
plied to colored prints produced by 'chromatic
printing.*

CHRON'^CLE (from chronic, Fr. chronique.
It. crohico, Lat. chronicus, from Gk. xP^""'*^*
chronikos, relating to time, from xP^^^, chronos,
time). A species of historical record in which
events are treated in the order of time. A
chronicle is understood to differ from annals in

being more connected and full, the latter merely
recording individual occurrences under the suc-

cessive years or other dates. A great many of
the older histories were called chronicles, such
as the Sawon Chronicle, Holinshed's Chronicle.

CHRONICLE OF PA'ROS. An inscription

discovered on the island of Paros in 1627, con-

taining memoranda of much historic interest.

It mentions various facts, especially the artistic

ones, in Greek history, from the legendary reign

of Cecrops, King of Athens, in B.C. 1582. The
list originally extended to the archonship of Dio-
genetus, in B.C. 264; but the conclusion, from
the j'enr B.C. 35.5, is now lost. As a political

and military history the chronicle is faulty. It

is preserved at Oxford, among the Arundel
marbles.

CHRONICLE OF THE KINGS OF ENG-
LAND, krom the Time of the Roman.s' Gov-
ernment INTO TirE Death of Kino .Iames. An
historical work by Sir Richard Baker, published

in 1643, dedicated to Charles, Prince of Wales,
containing a laudatory preface by Sir Henry
Wottan (q.v.). It was a very popular work for

the century after its publication. It ran through
seven editions before the close of 1684. and was
translated into Dutch in 1649. In 1730 it was
extended up to the reign of George II. It is,

however, full of inaccuracies, and was sharply
criticised in 1672 by Thomas Rlount. in a pam-
phlet published in Oxford. It was a favorite with
Addison's Sir Roger de Coverley.

CHRONICLES (Heb. Dirrni hayi/amlm,
events of the days, Gk. Tlaiia\ttx6iuva, Pnralri-

pamrnn. omitted, sc. ^t/3X/o. hihlia. books). The
name of two of the books of the Old Testament,
which in the Hebrew canon form but one book.
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entitled "Book of Events of the Times." This
appears to liave been a designation commonly ap-

plied to special histories—such as, for example,.

•'Events of the Times of King David," or the

like. The Greek translators divided the long

Hebrew book into two, and adopted the title

"Things Omitted"—that is, not recorded in the

other historical books. Jerome suggested the

title "Chronicon," whence comes the English

name. The Book of Chronicles begins with
Adam and ends abruptly in the middle of Cyrus's

decree of restoration. The continuation of the

narrative is found in the Book of Ezra, which
completes the fragment of the decree of the Per-

sian King. Chronicles, in fact, formed originally

one work with Ezra and Nehemiah, displaying

throughout the peculiarities of a single author.

The apparent separation of Ezra and Nehemiah
from Chronicles proper is due to the insertion

in the former of extracts from the memoirs of

Ezra and Nehemiah and from other earlier docu-

ments. Of the authorship of Chronicles nothing
is known except what can be determined by in-

ternal evidence. The language, and more par-

ticularly the syntax, implies that the book is

one of the latest of the Old Testament. It is

evident that the author lived a considerable time
after Ezra, and stood entirely under the influence

of the religious institutions of the new theocracy.

This point of view determined the nature of his

interest in the early history of his people. The
true importance of Hebrew history centres for

him in the fact that this petty nation was the

people of Jehovah. The tragic interest which
distinguishes the annals of Israel from the for-

gotten history of Moab or Damascus lies wholly
in that long contest which finally vindicated the

reality of spiritual things and the supremacy of

Jehovah's purpose by tiie political ruin of the

nation which was the faithless depositary of

these sacred truths. After the captivity it was
impossible to write the history of Israel's for-

tunes otherwise than in a spirit of religious prag-

matism. But within the limits of the religious

conception of the plan and purpose of the Hebrew
history, more than one point of view might be
taken. The Book of Kings looks upon history

in the spirit of the prophets. But before the

Chronicler wrote, prophecy had become extinct.

The Jerusalem of Ezra was organized no longer

as a nation, but as a municipality and a church.
The centre of religious life was no longer the

prophetic word, but the ordinances of the Penta-
teuch and the liturgical service of the sanctuary.
The religious vocation of Israel was no longer

national, b\it ecclesiastical and municipal ; and
the historical continuity of the nation was vivid-

ly realized only within the walls of Jerusalem
and the courts of the Temple, in the solemn as-

sembly and stately ceremonial of a feast-day.

These influences naturally operated most strong-

ly on those who were officially attached to the

sanctuary. To a Levite, even more than to

other Jews, the history of Israel meant above
all things the history of Jerusalem, of the Tem-
ple, and of the Temple ordinances. The author
of Chronicles betrays in every page his essen-

tially I^evitical habit of mind. To such a mind,
in the fallen condition of the Jews as a political

nation, there seemed to be room for a new his-

torv, which should confine itself to matters still

interesting to the theocracy of Zion, keeping
Jerusalem and the Temple in the foreground, and

developing the divine significance of the history

in its causes and results, not so much with ref-

erence to the i)rophetic word as to the fixed

legislation of the Pentateuch, so that the whole
narrative might be made to teach that the glory

of Israel lies in the observance of the divine law
and ritual. For the sake of systematic complete-
ness, the author of the Chronicles begins with
Adam; but he had nothing to add to the Penta-
teuch, and the period from Moses to David con-

tained little that served his purpose. He there-

fore contracted the early history into a series of

genealogies, which were by no means the least

interesting part of his work at a time when every
Israelite was concerned to prove the purity of his

Hebrew descent. From the death of Saul, the

history becomes fuller, and runs parallel with
the books of Samuel and Kings. The limitations

of the author's interest in past times appear in

the omission, among other particulars, of David's
reign in Hebron; of the disorders in his family
and the revolt of Absalom ; of the circumstances
of Solomon's accession; and of many details as
to the wisdom and splendor of that sovereign,

as well as of his fall into idolatry. In the latter

history, the ten tribes are quite neglected, and
political aff"airs in Judah receive attention, not
in proportion to their intrinsic importance, but
according as they serve to exemplify God's help

to the obedient and His chastisement of the re-

Vjellious. That the author is always unwilling
to speak of the misfortunes of good rulers is not

to be ascribed to a desire to suppress the truth,

but shows that the book was throughout com-
posed not in purely historic interest, but with
a view to inculcate a practical lesson. The
more important additions which the Chronicler
makes to the old narrative consist partly of full

details of points connected with the history of

the sanctuary and the great feasts, or the archae-

ology of the Levitical ministry, and partly of

narratives of victories and defeats, of sins and
punishments, of obedience and its reward, which
could be made to point a plain religious lesson in

favor of faithful observance of the law. The
minor variations of Chronicles from the books
of Samuel and Kings are analogous to the larger

additions and omissions, so that the whole work
has a consistent and well-marked character, pre-

senting the history in quite a diff"erent perspec-

tive from that of the old narrative. It is still

possible to determine within certain limits the

nature of the sources which were employed by
the author. He had before him the canonical

books of Samuel and Kings, from which he made
excerpts; but, in addition to these, had at his

disposal '^lidrashic' compilations, in which the

past history was no longer told in sober fashion,

but, embellished with more or less fanciful de-

tails, was intended as a means of illustrating

religious ideas and of teaching moral lessons.

He mentions such a ^lidrash of the Book of

Kings (II. Chron. xxiv. 27), and also specifically

refers to a Midrash of the prophet Iddo (II.

Chron. xiii. 22), which appears to have been
a separate work either attributed to Iddo or in

which the prophet plays a prominent part. There
were probably other works of a similar character
in existence, and it is important to note that
these compilations were based upon the annals
of the kings of Israel and Judah respectively,

which also form the sources underlying the
canonical books of Kings. The variations of
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the Chronicles from the latter, however, are due
in most instances to his religious pragmatism.
Everything is done to emphasize tlie ancient im-
portance of the Levites, who are introduced at
points and on occ'a*<ions which are most inap-

propriate. He is also fond of high figures in

enumerating sums and armies. The speeches

introduced by him and put into the mouths of
prominent personages also reflect entirely the
Cinonicler's peculiar point of view. Taking all

this together, it is claimed by many that the
historical value of Chronicles, where it varies

from the books of Samuel and Kings, is small,

and, except in some details, which have chiefly

an interest as representing perhaps a more or
less widespread tradition, there is a reluctance

among modern critical scholars to depend upon
it in the study of Hebrew history.

Bibliography. See the commentaries of

Bertheau, Kittel, Keil, Benzinger, etc., and in-

troductions to the Old Testament of Driver,

Wildeboer, Kuenen, Bleek-Wellhausen, Konig,
Kautzsch, etc.

CHRONICLES OF THE CANONGATE. A
series of tales by Sir \Yalter Scott. The first set,

including The Highland Widow, The Surgeon's
Daughter, and Tico Drovers, was published in

1827; and the second, containing The Fair Maid
of Perth, appeared in the ensuing year. They
are supposed to be told by a certain Mr. Chrj's-

tal Croftangry, who, he informs us, got them
from a Mrs. Baliol. See Caxoxgate, Tiie.

CHRONICLES OF THE SCHONBERG-
COTTA ( shen'berK kot'ta ) FAMILY. A novel

by Miss Rundell (later Mrs. Andrew Charles),
published anonymously in London in 1863, and
in New York in the following year. It is as

'author' of this work that Mrs. Charles signed

her later works.

CHRON'ONHOT'ONTHOL'OGOS j fantasti-

cally coined word ) . A burlesque by Henry
Carey, produced February 22, 1734, at the Hay-
market, and described as "the most tragical

tragedy ever yet tragedized." It was partly
suggested by Fielding's Tom Thumb. The title

character is the Monarch of Queerummania
(q.v. ), and has become the type of all brag-

garts. The play was published in the quarto
edition of his dramatic works (London, 1743).

CHRON'OGRAM (from Gk. xP*wi. chrorios,

time + yftdnfui, gramma, letter, from yfxLtpeiv, gra-

phein, to write), or Chboxograpii. A whimsi-
cal device of the later Romans, resuscitated dur-

ing the Renaissance Period, by which a date is

given by selecting certain letters, among those

which form an inscription, and printing them
larger than the others. The principle will be
understood from the following chronogram, made
from the name of George Villiers, first Duke of

Buckingham

:

geobgIVs. DVX. bVCkIngaMLc.
The date MDCXVATIII. (1628) is that of the

year in which the duke was murdered by Felton,

at Portsmouth, Consult Hilton, Chronograms
(1882).

CHRON'OORAPH (Lat. chronographus,
from Gk. x/'<"^/''^^o*» chrnnographos, from

Xp4»"0», chronos, time -f ypi<f>tip, graphein, to

write). A term applied to instruments measur-
ing very short inten-als of time as well as to in-

struments recording such measures. Chrono-

graph watches, or pocket chronographs, will meas-
ure intervals of time down to fifths of a second,
for u.se at horse-races and other occasions where
a seconds watch is not exactly suited. They
have an ordinary quick-train lever movement,
carrying hands which move over a dial. One of

these is a seconds hand, very peculiarly made.
The seconds hand is double, consisting of two
distinct hands, one superposed on the other. A.s

the double seconds hand revolves, it is possible

to stop one of its component halves by touching
a spring at the side of the case. A record having
thus been made of the exact fraction of a second
marked by the position of the stopped hand, an-
other pressure of the spring makes it fly back to
its former position on the moving component.
The instrument is then ready for another obser-
vation. There are numerous modifications of

this form of instrimient ; they are sometimes
called stop - watches, or split - second fly - back
watches.
The astronomical chronograph is used to re-

cord permanently the exact instant of time when
certain astronomical obser^•ations are made.
Such a time record is of course extremely impor-
tant in almost all forms of astronomical work.
As usually constructed, the instrument consists

of a metal cylinder or drum, upon which is

wound a sheet of paper to receive the record.

The drum is connected with a clockwork appara-
tus which makes it turn on its axis once each
minute. At the same time, a fountain pen, or
some other form of marking instrument, is

pressed against the paper so that a line is traced
around the drum as it turns. The pen is attached
to an electro-magnet, which in turn is moved very
slowly by the clockwork along the axis of the
drum. The result of these motions of the drum
and pen is to trace a continuous spiral line on
the paper around the drum. The electro-magnet
is connected with the astronomer's standard
clock by wires, and once every second an electric

signal is sent automatically by the clock into

the magnet. This results in a short interruption
or break in the line traced by the pen. Such a
break, then, marks the beginning of each second
on the chronographic time-record. When the as-

tronomer wishes to record the exact time of an
observation, he has but to tap a telegraphic key
held in his hand, and a signal similar to the
clock signals will reach the chronographic electro-

magnet. The result is a break in the record line,

similar to those due to the clock. It is then
merely necessary to measure the position of the
observer's break with reference to the clock
breaks, to fix the exact fraction of a second cor-

responding to the observation. There is little

difficulty in thus measuring a chronographic rec-

ord to the twentieth part of a second of time.

See CiiROXOSCOPE.

CHRONOLOGY (Fr. chmnologie, from l>at.

chronolngia, from Gk. XP<'**^''7'*» chronologia,

from x/*^**"*' chronos, time -+ \6yos, logos, ac-

count). The branch of science which treats of

time a« measured, computed, and recorded. Its

object is to establish some methml of defining

time, to compute the intervals between important
historical events, and to fix the dates of events

uniformly with reference to some chosen point in

the history of the world.
The familiar units of time are the year, the

month, and the day. These are astronomical,

and are determined by recurring celestial
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phenomena. The epoch universally employed to-

day, before which and after which events are

said to have occurreil, is the birth of Christ.

The years before Christ are marked B.C. and
those after A.u. (Anno Domini). The astronom-

ical units, however, have not always iRt-n em-

ploywl, and the epoch or reckoning point differed

among various peoples. Thus in early days, such

vague periods as generations, or reigns of kings,

were assumed as units; but finally, through the

suggestion, it is said, of the philosopher Era-

tosthenes, who was in charge of the library in

Alexandria, in the Third Century B.C., the year

was introduced as the unit of time. The differ-

ence in epochs led to various suggestions which

were gradually discarded with the spread of

civilization and the closer intercourse of men.
The systems used by the Greeks and Romans
were most important in antiquity. The Greeks
calculated by Olympiads, beginning their era

from the years of the victory of Corcebus in the

Olympic games, which corresponds to the year

B.C. 776. The Romans began their era from the

founding of the city, generally accepted as the

year B.C. 753.

The study of the astronomical units and the

measurement of time belong to the department
of mathematical astronomy. The historian em-
ploys chronology to enable him to transfer events

in history located in time according to various

eras to his own system, the Christian Era.

The method of reckoning time by OljTnpiads

was used by the historian Timaeus about B.C. 240,

and was generally adopted by other Greek his-

torians. The Olympiads were determined by the

Olympic games, which were held every four years

in the summer-time. The Olympic year there-

fore begins in the middle of our year, and the

first and latter half of our year belong to differ-

ent Olympiads. Thus, Socrates was put to death

in the' first year of the 95th Olympiad. The
reckoning is as follows: 94 X 4 = 376; this sub-

tracted from 776 gives 400, but his death took

place in the eleventh month, hence 1 should be

subtracted, so that B.C. 390 is the year of his

death with reference to the Christian Era. If

the date falls after Christ, 776 must be sub-

tracted from the Olj'mpic year. The calculation

by Olympiads lasted down* to the Fifth Century
of our era.

The date of the foundation of Rome is given
by Fabius Pictor in a year corresponding to

B.C. 747, by Polybius in b.c. 750, by M. Porcius
Cato in d.c. 751, by Verrius Flaccus in B.C. 752,

and by Terentius Varro in B.C. 753. Among
Roman writers Livy follows Cato and at times
Fabius Pictor. Cicero and Pliny follow Varro.
The Varronian date is generally accepted by mod-
ern writers. In changing from the Roman to

the Christian Era, subtract the years of Rome
from 754 if the date is before Christ, but if the

date is after Christ subtract 754 from the year of

Rome.
The Greek and Roman methods continued in

use long after Christ. Constantine the Great
is said to have introduced the system known as

indiction. This was a cycle of fifteen years which
were denoted Indiction 1, Indiction 2, up to In-

diction 15, when the series began anew\ There
are four kinds of indictions, which owe their dif-

ference merely to the fact that they are reckoned
from different days. Thus the Indiction of Con-
stantinople began with September 1, a.d. 312;

the Imperial, on September 24, a.d. 312; the
Roman or Pontifical, on December 25, a.u. 312,
or January 1, a.d. 313; that of the Parliament
of Paris, in October. As a.d. 1 equals Indiction

4, add 3 to the year of the Christian Era and
divide by 15, and tlie remainder will he tin- num-
ber of the Indiction. If there is no remainder
the Indiction is 15.

The year of the Christian Era, as now ar-

ranged, like the Julian year, established by G.
Julius Cfpsar, extends from January 1 to Decem-
ber 31. The Christian Era was first used by
Dionysius Exigius in a.d. 533. He regarded the
birth of Christ as taking place in the year of

Rome 754, although early Christians placed it

in 750. The Dionysian year, however, dated from
the Annunciation, March 25 of the preceding
year. The commencement of the year was as-

signed to different days in different places. Thus
in England down to the Conquest it was counted
from Christmas or from March 25; from the
Conquest to 1155 from January 1, from 1155 to
1451 from March 25. In France the beginning
of the year varied in different dioceses, being
either Christmas or March 25, until 1564, when
January 1 was selected. In the middle of the
Sixteenth Century January 1 was determined
upon in Germany, Italy, Spain, and Portugal.
The era of the creation of the world is obtained
from the Old Testament, but varies in the differ-

ent texts. The Hebrew version reckons 165G years
from creation to the flood and 4000 years from
creation to the birth of Christ. The Samaritan
makes the latter interval much longer, though
it counts from the creation to the flood only
1307 years. The Septuagint version removes the
creation of the world to 6000 years before Christ

and 2250 years before the flood. It is now, how-
ever, universally admitted that the creation of

the world cannot be placed at so recent a date
as B.C. 0(^00, and the modern understanding of the

first chapter of Genesis leaves the period of the

creation quite indefinite, and one scheme of inter-

pretation stretches out the days of creation into

periods of indefinite length. Des Vignoles, a
writer on the chronology of sacred history, col-

lected more than two himdred different estimates

of the era of the creation, the shortest being
3483 and the longest 6084 years. If such or such
a date from the creation means anything, it is

probably to be read by the date fixed by Arch-
bishop Usher, which was B.C. 4004.

Various other eras are worthy of mention. The
era of Constantinople dates the creation of the

world 5508 years and 4 months before the be-

ginning of our era, the civil years beginning Sep-

tember 1, the ecclesiastical March 21 or April 1.

The era of Alexandria used by the Christians of

that city placed the creation of Adam 5500 years

before the birth of Christ. We must allow three

years for the date assigned by the early Chris-

tians to the Incarnation. Hence we may change
dates of this era to oiir own by subtracting 5502.

When Diocletian became Emperor, ten years were
omitted, and after that date, which is 5786 ac-

cording to the Alexandrian Era, we must subtract

5492. The mundane era of Antioch, used by the

Christians of Syria, is the same as the Alexan-

drians after the time of Diocletian. The Julian

period should be mentioned here. It was in-

vented by Joseph .Justus Scaliger in 1582 to ob-

viate the inconvenience of coimting in two ways,

before and after Christ. He estimated a period of
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7980 Julian years, and the first year of the Chris- of images there will be seen a continuous streak
tian Era corresponded to 4714 of his era. The or band of light. If the given source of light

era of Nabonassar, which obtains its name from be supplanted by an electric spark, and the mir-
the founder of the Kingdom of Babylon, was used ror set in rotation, as long as the duration of

by astronomers. Its date is February 26, B.C. the spark is less than is required by the mirror
747, whieh was calculated from records of Ptol- to retiect the rays acros.s the field in the form
emy, based on celestial phenomena. The Mace- of a band, then the spark will appear as a point

;

donian era, known also as that of the Seleucidae, but, increasing the speed of the mirror, a stage
began on September 1 of the Julian year, 312 will be reached where the image will be produced
years before our era. The era of Spain, used in in the form of a bright streak. The time of the
Spain, Portugal, Africa, and parts of France, spark can then be calculated in the following
dated from the conquest of Spain by Augustus way: First the velocity of the mirror is obsen'ed

;

in B.C. 39. As the era of Spain began January 1, then, suppose that the image of the spark ex-

38, subtract 38 from the number of the year to tends over what is equivalent to one-half a de-

change from the Spanish Era to the Christian, gree of arc. As the movement of the reflected

The following table gives the precise dates of the ray is, from the laws of reflection, twice that
beginning of the eras just mentioned and of of the reflecting mirror, it would follow that
others of less importance: when the mirror was revolving at a velocity of

B.C. 800 revolutions per second, the time consumed

St?nti^o"pirctvii::;;;:::::::::::::::;::.:::::S^^^^ \:^ ^y t^e mirror in causing the spark to appear
Alexandriau .iugrust 29. 5502 as a streak of light would be j^ X i X rh X
Antioch, Mundane Septemlier 1,5493 I or t <

• i n

n

a of a second.
JiUiau Period Januarv 1. 4713 ^ „.J^rV^ , , , ,, .

Mundane, Usher October 4004 »» heatstone also employed this apparatus to
Mundane, Jewish October 3761 studv the time consumed by an electric current

oKSv;;v;:zzzz3;z=:v=;?!'j^ I: ""i^l
i° p^^^^? ^-f ^

conductor, using for this pur-
Rome, foundation of. April 24, 753 pose the sparks furnished at different lengths of
Nabonaittuir February 26, 747 the conductor, and measuring the difference in

M^on&rGr^-^ZZ:Z:-.3;:;^piim^n: ^ time between their occurrences. A rotating mir-
Tynan October 19, 126 ror was also used by leddersen in his researches
Sidonian October 110 on the electric spark, and again bv Rood, the

^^^^.!^!:'^ZZZZZZZZf^S^^ 1: « ^^^^^^^ employing a concave mirrof, while the
Spanish Era January 1, 38 latter used a plane mirror in connection with a
Actian January 1, 30 system of lenses.

^ * ^ ruary
, ,|,^ Wheatstone is due another form of chrono-

Various other systems of chronology may be scope, which was used for measuring the veloc-

found mentioned under the names of the nations ity of a projectile from the time it left a can-

by whom they were employed. See also Calen- non until any desired point was reached. This
DAB: Year: iloNTii ; Day;' Cycle; etc. apparatus in its essence consisted of a clock

CHRONOM'ETER (Fr. chronometre. It.
^hich was set in motion and stopped by the

cronometro, from Gk. xP^"^,, chronos, time -f
"^mature of an electro-magnet. Across the muzzle

^por, metron, measure). The name ^ven prin- ^f
^^.^ ^»".,* wire was placed which was broken

dpWllv to such time-keepers as are uled for de-
"* *^j

^f'^
°^

V'^
.projectile and the circuit

„-^:;.;„ f »,„ i«„„;*..^« V+ o^., ti.„ „!,„.,•.„. opened, thus releasing the armature of the
termining the longitude at sea. Ihe mechanism i * i. j S- • i- xu i i

r- II ii *i i. « electro-magnet and setting in motion the clock-
is essentiallv the same as that of a common . „-f ., , , u a ^.u • j j-
^„f»i, «„i,r*+i.« „:,« Jo „.. „iKr „* *k« work. \N hen the shot reached the required dis-
watch, onlv the size is generallv greater; the . au • -i. » j jxi.ii.1 i*i' i.jr*-i- r tance the circuit was closed, and the clock
balance-wheel is compensated for variations of „. , • -^-i , , . ' ,i-, , . ,.,
. . jiuui-i i-u stopped in a similar fashion. \\ heatstone didtemperature; and the whole instrument is hung /S . . t iu- • ^ ^
in a^frame of balancing rings called gimbals

"ot claim a greater acciiracy for this mstrument

These prevent the ship's motion from influencing ^f"
*° A ""Lli^^Tu'

b»t improvements by

the chronometer's rate too much.
^

"jJVi,!^' iT^ ll * ^ iK
'" ^™ .'°"-

used the magnets only to throw the indicating
CHRON'OSCOPE (Fr. chronoacope, It. cro- part of the apparatus into gear with the move-

iwscopo, from (Jk. xp^wt, chronos, time -|- <rm>xit, ment, made the instrument more serviceable.

sfropo*, watcher, from (ncoxerf, «fcopein, to watch). W. Siemens used a rapidly rotating cylinder.
An instrument for measuring accurately small on a paper covering of which sparks from a cir-

intervals of time, used in psychology', physiology, cuit containing Leyden jars made the reoord-
and in many departments of exiH>rimental and marks. The introduction of a seconds pendulum
applied physics. The first attempt to measure into the circuit gave a record of the time by
a very small period of time was made by Sir causing spark-punctures at regular intonals,
Charles \\heatstone in 1834, when he endeavored and the desired times could be found by com-
to ascertain the duration of the electric spark, paring the distances. With this apparatus the
This was accomplished by means of a revolving velocity of a projectile while in the l)ore of the
mirror: and as this apparatus was the first and cannon could be measured, it being only neces-
simplest of a numl)er of similar instruments, it sary to insert insulated conductors at different
may be described at some length. On a hori- points where the circuit could l>e made or broken
zontal axis capable of Ijoing revolved at high by the traveling shot. Siemens also used this
speed, a mirror was fi.ved. The rays issuing form of chronoscope, or chronograph, to measure
from a luminous point, such as a small flame, the vehicity of the electric current. Helmholtz
were reflected from the mirror when at rest, and improve<l the instrument by providing mecha-
reached the eye of the observer. If the mirror is nism to give a constantly increasing velocity,
slowly revolved, the image of the luminous jniint making his measurement when the desired rate
will be either raised or lowered, and if the speed of speed was reached, the regulation being effect-

of rotation is increased, instead of a succession ed by the action of centrifugal force. This form
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of instrument has been employed extensively in

physiolugicul work, and there are numerous
uioditieationH now in use.

Tuning-forks (see Tumno-fobk Chbono-
(iR.vi>ii ) are also employed extensively for meas-
uring small intervals of time, as they furnish
an extremely accurate means for making such
determinations. A device used by Pouillet was
a circular disk of glass on which was a smaller
circle of tinfoil and a narrow strip extending
to the circimiferenoe. This was used to com-
l)lote an. electric circuit with a galvanometer,
the principle involved Ix-ing that with a con-

tinuous current for an extremely brief space of

time, the strength of the current and consequent-
ly the deflection of the galvanometer is propor-
tional to the time it is flowing.

In the Xobel chronoscope, extensively used in

artillery tests, there are eight bronze rotating
disks, each covered with a strip of blackened pa-
j)er, on which a record is made by means of an
electric spark. This instrument is used to measure
both internal and external velocities, as is also

the Schultz chronograph, which employs a tuning
fork and electro-magnets. The velocity at dif-

ferent distances is obtained by having the cir-

cuit opened or closed by means of the wires of

a screen through which the projectile passes.
In an instrument for a like purpose, the inven-
tion of Crehorc and Sqiiier, tlie record is ob-

tained by means of a l)eam of polarized light fall-

ing on a rapidly revolving photographic plate.

In this instrument the plane of polarization is

shifted by the action of a magnetic field produced
on closing the circuit. When a current flows
the beam is rotated so that it does not affect
the plate, leaving a blank in the path traced
by the beam. A tuning-fork is used to keep
track of the time, and by means of the wavy
line traced by it the time between interrupted
I)oints on the tracing of the first beam may be
ascertained.
The BoulengC* chronograph is now much used

in artillery tests of velocity, and depends upon
the distance a body falls in a given interval of
time. It will be found discussed and illustrated
in the article on Ballistics.
The chronoscope and chronograph, terms which

are more or less interchangeable, are also con-
structed in numerous other forms, in some of
which, for example, the principle of the pendu-
lum is employed, and one is now able to measure
time with an esrtreme degree of accuracy.
The instruments of Fizeau and Foucault to

measure the velocity of light must be considered
among the early forms of those instruments. In
the former a wheel with projecting teeth was
used to interrupt a beam of light which was
sent to a distant mirror and back. The speed
of the mirror was so adjusted that the beam
of light Avhich is transmitted through the space
between two teeth is received after reflection in
the next open space, and the velocity determined
by ascertaining the distance traveled by the beam
and the time consumed in the fraction of a revo-
lution of the toothed wheel. Foucault used a
revolving mirror, as did also Michelson, whose
determinations are considered most reliable and
accurate. Consult Mxiller-Pouillet, Lehrbuch der
Physik (Brunswick, 1886). See Ballistics;
ClIBONOGBAPH ; VELOCITY OF LiGHT.

CHJftUDIM, Kroo'd^m. A town of Bohemia,
Austria, situated on the river Chrudimka, 74

miles by rail from Prague (Map: Austria, E 2).
Jt has a number of churches, among them one
dating from the Thirteenth C'entury, and numer-
ous industrial establishments. Population, in

1890, 12,128; in 1900, 13,017.

CHBYSAL (kris'al), ob the AnvEXTrBES ok
A Guinea. A novel by Charles Johnstone, pub-
lished in four volumes, in London (1700-G5). Be-
fore the last two volunies appeared, the first tw«)
ran through sev'eral editions. An excellent edi-
tion was brought out in Ix)ndon in 1821, in three
volumes. The book gives an account of the lives
and characters of those into whose hands Chrysal
(the gold piece) passes. It contains a keenly
satirical estimate of the author's contemporaries
under this allegorical disguise. Consult: Scott.
Miscellanies (Edinburgh, 1861-62); also Davis,
Olio of Bibliographicai and Literary Anecdotes
(London, 1814).

CHRYSALDE, kr^'z&K. Friend and confi-
dant of Arnolphe, in Molifere's L'Ecole des femmea
(q.v.). He closes the piece with the optimistic
line, "Give thanks to God, who does all for the
best."

CHRYSALE, kr^'ziil'. The henpecked hus-
band of Pliilaminte in Alolifere's Lea femmea
savantes. He is the type of a bon bourgeois,
and, though under the domination of his prS-
cieuce wife, is inspired by the love he bears his
daughter Henriette to assert his authority, and
save her from the base Trissotin (q.v.).

CHRYSALIS, krls'd-lls. See Buttebtlies
AND ^lOTIIS.

CHRYSANDER, krg'sAn-dgr, Fbiedbich
(1820— ). A German writer on the science of
music. He was bom in Liibtheen, Mecklenl)urg-
Schwerin, and studied philosophy in Rostock,
but later gave up his time entirely to musical
study. He has contributed extensively to the
literature of this subject, and is especially well
known as the editor of Handel's works, his edi-

tion having been the first to be prepared from the
original sources. The edition was really pub-
lished by Chrysander as a private enterprise,
more particularly after the death of his col-

laborator, Gervinus. in 1871, when, equipped with
a simple hand-press and assisted by only one
printer and one engraver of music, he continued
the publication of the work at his own expense,
in this way completing all but three volumes.
Foremost among the striking improvements in-

troduced by Chrysander into this famous edition
are the following: A new German translation
of the original English text, emphasizing the re-

lation between word and tone; the concentration
of the dramatic element; the restoration of the
arias; and, most important of all, the restora-

tion of the original Handelian orchestra.

CHRYSANTHEMUM (Lat., from Gk. xpv<r-

dvOefwv, chrysanthemon, from x/'^^^j chrysos,
gold -H Av$efwv, nnthemon, flower). A genus of

j)lants belonging to the natural order Corapositse.

The species are natives of northern Europe, the
Canary Islands, East Africa, and the mountain
and boreal region of Asia. About one hundred
and fifty species have been described. The plants

of this genus are characterized by heterogamous
heads, with ligulate ray flowers in one row and
mostly pistillate and sterile, perfect disk florets,

and naked flat or hemispherical receptacles. The
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plants are free bloomers both in the wild and
cultivated state. The heads are solitary on long

l»eduncles, or corj-mbose. Usually the rays spread
"wide ojwn and are conspicuously show-y, white,

yellow, or rose-purplish in tint, while the disk

flowers are for the most part yellow.

The Chinese and Japanese species, Chrysanthe-
mum Indicum and Chrysanthemum Sinense, are
the prolific parents of the many forms now in

cultivation in Europe and the United States. The
diversity of color, shape, and size which has
been developed in these flowers is remarkable.
They range all the way from the pompon, or
button form, to the huge head that measures
nearly eiglit inches in diameter, and with ray
florets three or four inches in length. In shape
they are quilled or plain, double, semi-double,

and single, with florets erect or reflexed. They
are of nearly all colors and shades. The species

are generally wanting in fragrance. The dif-

ferent varieties are obtained from seedlings.

Chrysanthemums are generally gro\\Ti by florists

from cuttings and by amateurs in the garden
by division. The plant succeeds in either clay

or sand, providing the soil is rich and good culti-

vation is given. Disbudding is practiced to se-

cure large 'well-formed flowers.

Chrysanthemum lettcunthemum, or oxeye daisy,

is a common weed in pastures throughout the

Atlantic States. Another species. Chrysanthe-
mum segetum, is the corn-marigold of Europe.
Chrysanthemum frutescens, known in France as

marguerite, and widely cultivated in that coun-

try for ornamental purposes, has found its way
into other lands, and is grown either in pot cul-

ture or, where the climate will allow, in the

open air. Consult: "Chrysanthemum," in Cor-

nell University Agri. Exp. Sta. Bulletins 112, 136,

147 (Ithaca, 1896, 1897, 1898) ; Scott, The Show
Chrysanthemum and Its Cultivation (London,

1897).

CHRYSAOR, kri-sa'or or kris'&-6r (Lat.,

from Gk. Xpvffdwp) . ( 1 ) The son of Poseidon and
Medusa, in Greek legend. He sprang from his

mother's head when she was decapitated by Per-

seus. (2) The name of Artegal's sword in Spen-

ser's Faerie Queen.

CHRYSAROBIN, krIs'a-ron)in (Xeo-Lat.

chrysarobinum, from Gk. x/'i;<r6j, chrysos, gold -f-

E.Ind. aroba, bark of leguminous trees). A yel-

low, odorless and tasteless crystalline powder,

employed in the form of an ointment in the treat-

ment of scaling skin diseases, particularly

psoriasis. It is derived from Goa powder, a

substance found in the wood of the Brazilian

tree Audira araroba. Its chemical composition

is C3„H„07. It is almost insoluble in water, and
slightly soluble in alcohol, but dissolves freely in

ether, benzene, and chloroform.

CHRYSE CHORA, kri's* ki/rft (Gk. Xpwrii

Xiipa^ Golden Land). A name given by the an-

cients to a part of India, comprising the present

Burma and the northern part of Pegu. Com-
pare the Sanskrit Surarna-bhilmi.

CHRYSEIS, krt-sS^s. In the Iliad, Asty-

nome. the daughter of Chryses, priest of Apollo

at Chrj'se. She fell to the share of Agamemnon
in the distribution of spoils during the Trojan
War. and the ransom offered by her father was
harshly refused by Agamemnon. Apollo, to pun-

ish the slight to his priest, sent a i>estilence on

the Greek camp, \vhich was averted only -4)7 the
return of Chrjseis to her father.

CHRYSELEPHANTINE, krls'61 - $ - fSn'tln

(from Gk. xP«'<''«''«^<i'^"^s, chryselephantinos, of
gold and ivory, from yjivaln, chrysos, gold -+-

i\e<j>6.vTivoz^ elephantinos, made of ivory, from
Ikiipas, elephas, ivory, elephant). The art which
prevailed among the Greeks of covering their

statues with ivory and gold. The body of these
figures was usually of wood over which a thin
plating of ivory was fastened, and certain por-

tions of the garments were made of gold. The hair,

also, was of gold. These garments and the hair
were usually chased. (See Chasing.) The mod-
eled body of these statues belonged to the art of

sculpture, while the chasing and ornamentation
of the draperies and hair was called toreutic art.

The statues were mainly of religious character
and used for the ornamentation of temples.
Winckelmann has calculated that about 100 stat-

ues of this kind are mentioned by the ancients.

The colossal works executed by Phidias in

Athens, in the time of Pericles, are the most
famous of this class, the greatest being the Pallas
of the Parthenon. It was 26 cubits high, and
represented the goddess in armor, covered with a
long robe. The famous Oljinpian Jupiter of

Phidias, executed in the same materials, was also

a world-wide wonder.

CHRYSES, krl's^z. A priest of Apollo at

Chryse, and father of Chryseis.

CHRYSrPPUS, kri-sip'pus (Lat., from Gk.
'S.piaiinros:) (c.280-207 B.C.). An eminent Stoic

philosopher of Soli in Cilioia. He came to

Athens when still a youth, and eagerly de-

voted himself to philosophical pursuits. His
principal master was Cleanthes, the successor

of Zeno, although he is said to have also studied

under the academic teachers, Arcesilaus and
Lacydes, and learned from them what were the

objections urged by skeptics against the doc-

trines of the Stoics. He possessed an eager and
facile mind, and enjoyed the reputation of being
the keenest disputant of his time; yet his dis-

courses were clever and subtle rather than se-

riously argumentative. His confidence in his

own abilities was so great that, according to

tradition, he told Cleanthes he desired to know
only the principles of his system, the argu-

ments he would find for himself; it was also

his common practice to take at different times
opposite sides of the same question, so that
he furnished his opponents with the means of

convicting him of inconsistency. Carneades
(q.v.), his chief adversary, especially availed

himself of this opportunity. In philosophy he
was an expounder, not an originator. His liter-

ary industry was great. He is said to have
written no fewer than 500 lines each day, and
Diogenes Laertius speaks of over 705 books by
him. These were in the fields of philasophy

projier, logic, physics, ethics, grammar, and in-

terpretation of the poets; only fragments re-

main in the works of Plutarch. .Elian, Cicero,

Sene<'a, and Aulus Gellius. These were edite<l bv
Petersen. 1827; Ritter and Prellcr (Gotha. 1886-

88). Consult: Baguet, Dc Chrysippi Vita. Doc-

trina ct Reliquiis (Paris, 1882) • Zeller. Philoso-

phic dcr Cricrhcn (T^ipzig. 1881).

CHRYS'OBER'YX (from I^t. chrysoberyllus.

from Gk. x/"'<'"<'^')P«'^^*» golden berj'l, from xpw-
«rAt, chrjisos, gold + p^pvXKot^ b^yllos, beryl ) . A
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beryllium alumiuute that cryiitallizcs in the
ortliorhouibic system. It has a vitreous lustre,

and is found in various sliades of green, and
is sometimes red by transmitted light. The green-

ish varieties showing a eliatoyant effect are called

cat's-eye (q.v.), while opalescent specimens are

named cymophane. Chrysoberyl was known to

the ancients and was called Oriental chrysolite

or Oriental topaz. It is found in Brazil, Ceylon,
and in the Ural Mountains. A variety of an
emerald-green color, but red by transmitted light,

is called alexandrite, in honor of the Czar Alex-
ander II. In the United States chrysoberyl oc-

curs at Haddam, Conn., and at Norway, Stow,
and several other localities in Maine. The largest

transparent crystals are frequently cut into

gems.

CHRYS'OCOLXA (Xeo-Lat., from Gk. xflv-

abKoWa^chrysokolla, gold solder, fromx/>i'<»'<5i,(/tr//-

sos, gold + xAXXa, kolla, glue). A hydrated cop-

per silicate that is cryptocrystalline. It is shiny,

has a vitreous lustre, and varies in color from
green to bluish-green and turquoise blue. It is

found in Cornwall, England; Hungary; Siberia;

Australia; Chile; and. with other copper ores, in

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Michigan,
Arizona, and elsewhere in the United States.

^^"hen found in sufficiently abundant quantities it

is a valuable ore of copper, as it contains when
pure 45 per cent, of copper oxide. The name
chrysocolla was applied by the ancients to any
green mineral, as malachite, containing copper
and capable of being used as a pigment.

CHRYS'OLITE (from OF. crisolite, Fr. chry-
solithe, from Lat. chrysolithos, Gk. xP^<^^^'-^o^,

chrysolithos, from xP^'^^t chrysos, gold + \lOos,

lithos, stone). A magnesium-iron silicate that
crystallizes in tlie orthorhombic system. It is

of a green color, varying from j^ellow to brown,
with a vitreous lustre, and when cut is prized

as a gem-stone. Chrj'solite is frequently foimd
in lava, as at Vesuvius, and in the volcanic
rocks of Sicily, the Azores, the Hawaiian islands,

and elsewhere. Fine specimens have been brought
from Egj'pt and sold for jewelry. In the United
States it is found in the form of small, olive-

green, pitted grains or pebbles, with garnet, in

Arizona and New ^lexieo, where the grains are
called 'Job's tears' on account of their pitted

appearance. It also occurs in basalt near
Montreal, and elsewhere in Canada. The so-

called chrysolite of the jeweler is usually chryso-
beryl, and the chrysolithus mentioned by Pliny
is supposed to have been topaz. It is said that
many of the so-called emeralds in European
churches, as those of the 'Three Magi' in the
Cathedral of Cologne, are chrysolites, and not
emeralds.

CHRYSOLOGUS, kri-s6K6-gus (Lat., from
Gk. xP''<''^^<'7<'s, from XP^"'^- chrysos, gold -|-

\670j, loyos, speech: referring to his oratorical
powers), Peter (406-450). Bishop of Ravenna
in 4^3. He opposed Arianism and Eutychianism.
About a himdred genuine sermons of his have
come down to us, thoiigh there are 76 others at-

tributed to him. They do not bear out his repu-
tation for eloquence, but show an earnest and
spiritually minded natiire. His works are in

Migne, Pat. Lat. LII. There is a partial trans-

lation into German bv M. Held (Kempfen. 1874).
For his life, consult H. Dapper (Cologne, 1867) ;

and F. V. Stablewski (Posen, 1871).

CHRYSOLORAS, krIs'A-lo'ras, Manuel
( ?-1415). A Byzantine Greek sciiolar, born
in the middle of the Fourteenth Century. He
has the distinction of being the first important
teaciier of Greek in the modem world. Toward
the end of the Fourteenth Century his ianw as a
scholar reached Italy, and Guarino da Verona
went to Constantinople to study under him.
About 1393 he was sent by the Byzantine Em-
peror to the West to ask assistance from Italy
and England against the Turks. While on this

mission he becanie known to many Italians, and
in 1300, at the invitation of the Florentine Re-
public, he settled in Florence as a teacher of
Greek literature. During the next few years
Chrj'soloras had, among the most eminent of his

pupils, NiccolO Niccoli, Leonardo Bruni, Manetti,
and others.

In 1400 he left Florence, and two years later

he was teaching in Pavia, where he translated
Plato's Republic into Latin. During the next
decade he seems to have traveled in France,
Spain, and England, and to have been engaged in

teaching Greek in a number of Italian cities.

He was employed by Poj^e Gregory XII. in an
attempt to bring about the union of the Greek
with the Roman Church. He accompanied John
XXIII. to the Council of Constance, and died
while it was in progress, April 15, 1415.

His most important work was his Greek Gram-
mar, first published in Venice in 1484, which
for many generations was the basis of Greek
teaching in Italy and elsewhere. Another in-

teresting work was his comparison of ancient and
modern Rome CZ&yKpKns TznXaiag aal veag P<jftf/s).

Consult: Voigt, Die Wiederbelebung des klassi-

schen Alterthums, I. (Berlin, 1895) ; Symonds,
Renaissance in Italy, II. (London, 1877).

CHRYS'OPRASE (from Lat. chrysoprasus,
Gk. xP^^^^P^"''^^ ^'' lysoprasos, from xpv<r6i, chry-
sos, gold + vpdffov, prason, leek). A variety of
chalcedony, the apjile-green color of which is due
to the presence of a small quantity of nickel
oxide. It is found in Silesia, Germany, and near
Riddles, Oregon, where it occurs in nickel ore in

veins over an inch thick; also in Tulare County,
Cal. Chrysoprase was formerly much sought
after as a gem-stone, but as it loses its color if

kept in a Avarm place, it is no longer much prized.

It is mentioned in the Bible, and by the ancients
was descriljed as a gem of a j'cllowish-green color,

the identity of which has never been definitely

esrtablished. Chrysoprase earth is the name given
to an apple-green variety of pimelite from Silesia.

CHRYSOSTOM, krrs'os-tom or kri-sos'tom

(from Gk. Xpv<r6<rT0fju)i, Chrysostomos, golden-
mouthed, from xpi'^'^s. chrysos, gold -f- aT6fia,

stoma, mouth ; so named from the splendor of his

eloquence), John, Saint (c.345-407). One of the
greatest Fathers of the early Church. He was born
in Antioch in a.d. 34.'5 or 347. He came of a patri-

cian family. His father, Secundus, died soon
after Chrysostom's birth. His mother, Anthusa,
was a pious woman, wholly devoted to her son,

who grew up under her loving instructions into

an earnest, gentle, and serious youth, passing
through none of those wild, dark struggles with
sinful passions which left an ineffaceable impress
on the soul of Augustine, and gave a sombre color-

ing to his whole theology. He studied oratory
under Libanius, a heathen rhetorician, as he at
first intended to be a jurist, and soon excelled his
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teacher; but, feeling called to give up worldly
pursuits, he abandoned legal for biblical study.

About 3G8 he was baptized and was ordained
a reader. He practiced the strictest asceticism
while still living at home, and on his mother's
death, about 375, he retired to the desert around
Antioch. After six years the ascetic severity of

Lis life and studies brought on an illness which
forced him to return to Antioch, where he was
ordained deacon by Bishop Meletius in 381, and
presbyter by Bishop Flavianus in 386. The elo-

quence, earnestness, and practical tone of his

preaching excited the attention of Jews, heathens,

and heretics, and secured for him the reputation

of the chief orator of the Eastern Church. In 398
the eimuch Eutropius, minister of the Emperor
Arcadius, who had been struck by the bold and
brilliant preaching of Chrysostom, elevated him
to the episcopate of Constantinople. Chrysostom
immediately began to restrict the episcopal ex-

jienditure in which his predecessors had indulged,

and bestowed so large a portion of his revenues

on hospitals and other charities that he gained

the surname of 'John the Almoner.' He also

endeavored to reform the lives of the clergy, and
sent missionaries into Scythia, Persia, Pales-

tine, and other lands. His faithful discharge of

his duties, especially in reproof of vices, excited

the enmity of the Patriarch of Alexandria, of The-

ophilus, and of the Empress Eudoxia, who suc-

ceeded in deposing and banishing him from the

capital (403). He was soon recalled, to be

banished again shortly afterwards ( 404 ) . He
was taken during July and August to Xicaea, now
Isnik, in Asia Minor, the place where the famous
Nicene Council was held, and there, to his great

disaj)pointment, he learned that his place of ban-

ishment was to be Cucusus, a little town in the

Armenian highlands, now called Gozene. It was
a weary journey, but he finally arrived there.

The Bishop of Cucusus received him kindly and
the climate agreed with him. So his zeal was
not abated. He labored for the conversion of the

peoples in the neighborhood, and wrote the seven-

teen letters (or rather moral essays) to OhTn-
pias, to whom he also addressed a treatise on the

proposition, "None can hurt the man who will

not hurt himself." The Emperor, enraged by the

general s^-mpathy expressed toward Chrysastom
by all true Christians, gave orders that he should

be banished to the remote Pitjms, on the north-

east coast of the Black Sea at the foot of the

Caucasus, a most desolate spot, and involving a
journey of hundreds of miles on foot. It was at

the very verge of the Eastern Roman Empire. The
march was l)egim and for three months kept up,

but when he reached the chapel of the martyr
Basiliscus, about six miles from Comana. in

Pontus, he could go no farther, and there died,

September 14, 407. blessing God with his dying
lips. The news of his death excited much sor-

row among all pious Christians, for Chrj-sos-

tom was a man who drew the hearts of his fel-

li ws after him; a lovable, manly Christian,

hating lies, worldliness, hypocrisy, and all man-
ner of untruthfulness, with that honest warmth
of temper which all vigorous people relish. A
sect sprang up after his death, or martyrdom as

they conceived it, called Johannista, who refused

to acknowledge his successors; nor did they re-

turn to the general communion till 438. when the

Archbishop Proclus prevailed on the Emperor
Theodosius II. to bring back the body of the saint

to Constantinople, where it was solemnly in-

terred, the Emperor himself publicly imploring
the pardon of heaven for the crime of his parents,
Arcadius and Eudoxia. The Greek Church cele-

brates the festival of Chrysostom on November
13; the Roman, on January 27. In his Homilies
(Thomas Aquinas said he would not give those
on Saint ^Matthew in exchange for the whole
city of Paris) Chrysostom disj)lays superior
powers of exegesis. In general, he rejects the
allegorical system of interpretation, and adheres
to the grammatical, basing his doctrines and sen-

timents on a rational apprehension of the letter

of Scripture. He is, however, far from being a
bibliolater. He recognized the presence of a hu-
man element in the Bible as well as a divine ; and
instead of attempting, by forced and artificial

hypotheses, to reconcile what he thought irrecon-

cilable in Scripture statements, he frankly ad-

mitted the existence of contradictions, and
shaped his theory of inspiration accordingly. But
his greatest and noblest excellence lay in that
power, springing from the fervor and holiness of

his heart, by which the consciences of the proud,
the worldly, and the profligate were awakened,
and all were made to feel the reality of the

Gospel message. The .surname 'Chrysostom' was
first applied some time after his death, and, as
it is supposed, by the Sixth Ecumenical Coimcil
in G80. Chrysostom's works are verj' numerous,
and consist of, 1st, Homilies, on parts of Scrip-

ture and points of doctrine; 2d, Commentaries,
on the whole Bible (part of which has perished) ;

3d, Epistles, addressed to various people; 4th,

Treatises, on different subjects (such as Provi-

dence, the Priesthood, etc.) ; and 5th, Liturgies.

Of these the most valuable, as well as the most
studied, are the Homilies, which are held to be

superior to everything else of the kind in ancient

Christian literature.

The most correct Greek edition of Chrysostom's
works is that by Henry Savil (8 vols., Eton,

1613) ; and the most complete Greek and Latin
edition is that bv Montfaucon ( 13 vols., Paris,

1718-38; republished in 1834-40). There is an
English translation in the first series of the Xicene

and Post-Xicene Fathers (London and New York,
1889-90). For his biographv. consult: W. R.

\V. Stephens (3d ed., London, 1883) ; R. W. Bush
(London, 1885); -F. H. Chase (London, 1887);
A. Puech (2d ed., Paris, 1900) ; G. Marshal
(Paris, 1898).

CHBYSOSTOME, kris'os-tom. An aged
student in Cer\-antes'8 Don Quixote. He dies of

a broken heart.

CHRYS'OTYPE (from Gk. xj^vff&rvrot^ chry-

soti/pos, wroujjht of gold, from xt^wrin^ chrysos,

gold + Ti)xot, typos, impression). A photogra-

phic pHx-ess invented by Sir John Herschel, which
depends on the reduction of a ferric salt to a
ferrous salt by the action of light, and the sub-

sequent precipitation of metallic gold on the
ferrous salt. The process is now hardly ever
used.

CHBZANOW, Kzha'nOv. A town in the
Austrian Crownland of Galicia. 27 miles west-

northwest of Cracow, the centre of an important
mineral region. J^ead, zinc. coal, and cadmium
are minetl. There is considerable trade in agri-

culturnl products. Population, in 1900, 10,200,

mostlv Poles.
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CHBZANOWSKI, Kzliu-nOv'ttk^, Adalbekt
( 1788-1801 ) . A Polish gt'iu-ral, who particijMited

iu Napok-ou's Kussian caiiipuij^u and iii the

battles of lA-ipzig, Paris, ami Waterloo, After
Napoleon's final defeat lie served in the national

arniv of I'oland, and was under Diebitsch in

Turkey in 1828-29. In the Polish Revolution of

18;J0 he served with distinction under the Pro-

visional Government, rose to the rank of general

of division, and in 1831 was made Governor of

Warsaw. lie was suspected of being friendly to

the Russians, and was for a long time imder a
sort of ostracism. In 184!) he was chosen by
Charles Albert commander-in-chief of the Sar-

dinian forces in his second war against Austria.

Ramnrino and Chrzanowski were cliarged with
treachery, and the former was put to death.

Chrzjinowski lived for a number of years in

Louisiana, but died in Paris.

CHTHONIAN (thon1-an) GODS. In Greek
mytliolog}', the deities connected with the govern-

ment of the lower world, as Hades, Persephone,
Demeter, and Hermes.

CHUB (variant of cub). A fish (Leuciscus
cephalun) of the family Cyprinidffi, bluish-black

on the upper parts, passing into silvery white
beneath, with the cheeks and gill-covers golden-

yellow. The chub is plentiful in many rivers of

England and Continental Europe, rarely reaches

a weight of 5 pounds, spawns in April and May,
and affords sport to anglers. In the United
States the name is applied to several species

of this family, most familiarly to the homed
dace (see Dace). The river-chub (Hybopsis
Kentuckieusis) measures 9 inches, and is foimd on
both sides of the AUeghanies. The chub of the

Columbia River is Mylochilus caurinus, 12 inches

long. See Plates of Cabp and Allies; and of

Dace and ^Iixnows.

CHTJB-MACKEBEL. A mackerel (Scomber
colias), widely distributed throughout both oceans

in temperate latitudes, and a food-fish of some
importance, though smaller than and inferior to

the common mackerel. Its form is shown in the

Plate of Mackehels ; the color is blue with about
30 wavy blackish streaks across the back. It is

locally known by many names, as 'linker,' 'easter.'

and 'thimble-eyed' mackerel ; and in England as

'Spanish' mackerel. It is extremely numerous in

the ^lediterranean Sea.

CHTJB-SUCKEB. A small brown sucker
(Eriinyzon sticetta) , called also 'creek-fish,' nu-
merous in lakes and quiet streams throughout the

central United States and along the Atlantic
Coast. The sexual difference is strong, males in

spring tisually having three large tubercles on
each side of the snout and the anal fin much
swollen.

CHUBUT, choo-boot'. A territory of Argen-
tina, occupying the northern portion of Pata-
gonia, and bounded by the Tcrritorj' of Rio Xegro
on the north, the Atlantic on the east, the Terri-

tory of Santa Cruz on the south, and Chile on the
west (Map: Argentine Republic, D 12). Its

area is over 90.000 square miles. It is only
slightly elevated in some parts, is traversed
by the rivers Chubut and Senguer. and contains
a number of lakes. Population in 1900, 4409.
The chief settlement is Rawson, near the eastern
coast, with a population of about 500.

CHTTCKWAL'LA. A large, stout-bodied
iguanid lizard (Hauromalus ater) of the desert

region of the soutliwcstern Lnilt'd Stales, it is

the largest lizard of the Colorado River plateaus,
except tlie heloderma. "The broad body is black
or blackisli and tlie large blunt tail is usually
marked witli white, or entirely white. It was
generally found on lava or other dark rocks, with
which its colorati(m harmonizes. It is a vege-
tarian, feeding entirely on the buds and flowers
of plants, with the addition sometimes of a few
leaves." It is much prized by the local Indians
as an article of food, and when well cooked is

liked by white men, its flesh resembling chicken.
A name for it in southern California is 'alder-

man lizsird.'

CHUCK-WILL'S-WIDOW (imitative of its

cry). A large niglitjar {Antrostomus Caroli-
nenaia) of the southern United States, whose
call-note resembles its name, is articulated with
great distinctness, and reiterated like that of its

congener, the whippoorwill. It is a much larger
bird than the whippoorwill, being a full foot in

length, but has the same pattern of plumage.
The mouth is enormous. The rietal bristles have
prominent lateral brandies, and both humming-
birds and sparrows have been found in the
stomach, though insects are its usual food. It

lays its eggs on the ground, making no nest.

CHUTA (Sp.). A name applied to Cyperus
esculent us, a perennial sedge that spreads ex-

tensivelj' by its underground root?tocks. It

bears numerous small tubers, on which account it

is also often called 'nut-grass,' or 'ground-al-

mond.' The tubers are edible, and are eagerly
sought after by hogs, which are frequently al-

lowed to pasture upon them at will. Chufas
grow well upon light, sandy soils, producing
large crops. Upon land required for general
farming they are liable to become a serious pest,

on account of the difficulty of their eradication.

When dried or parched the 'nuts' have a fine

flavor. They contain considerable amounts of

oil, starch, and sugar, the proportions of which
vary considerabh'. The oil is sometimes ex-

pressed, and for culinary purposes is said to be
unsurpassed. A similar species is Cyperus ro-

fundus, to which the name nut-grass more prop-
erly belongs. Both are met with in a wild state

in many parts of the United States, especially in
the South.

CHUF'FEY. An old clerk, in the employ of
Anthony Chuzzlewit, in Dickens's novel Martin
Cliuzzleu-it. He lives in his master's house, and
his reluctant recital of Jonas's villainy forms
perhaps the most dramatic feature of the story.

CHTJFTJ. See Cheops.

CHU-HI, choolie' (1130-1200). The modern
apostle of Confucianism in its philosophical

form, whose writings are the recognized standard
of orthodoxy and the creed of educated men in

China. He has been officially approved by suc-

cessive imperial dynasties, and even canonized.

His father was a Government officer, and he was
I'orn in Fu-kien. Precocious from childhood, he
took his second degree before he was 20 years old.

He devoted his leisure time when in office to

studying Buddhism and Taoism, but throwing
fhese aside alter a few years, he became an en-

thusiastic student of the writings of the school-

men of the Sung Dynasty ( a.d. 960-1 126) . Confu-
cianism, under the analysis and exposition of the

scholars Chow Tun-I and the brothers Cheng, had
received a new statement, emerging as something
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like a philosophical system, instead of the an-
cient simple ethics and ritual. Chu-Hi, ex-
panding and expounding the doctrines thus set

forth a century before his day, won fame all

over the empire, and was summoned by the Em-
peror to the Coiut for consultation in regard to
things literary and political. He elucidated
the doctrines of Confucius and ilencius, more
especially with reference to the nature of man,
the origin of good and evil, and the principles of

creation. In 1180, as governor of a city in

Kiang-si, he applied his principles and greatly
improved public morals. His study room was
the White Deer Grotto, on the hills near Lake
Pc-yang. Not content with philosophy, he simi-

moned around him famous scholars, who were
his pupils and worked over the great historical

annals of Sze-Ma Kwang, and thus furnished
the standard history of China ; for Chu-Hi's
work, having been many times since reprinted
with commentary and continuation, has been
widely read in all Chinese Asia. Nearly all

the histories and biographies (apart from an-
nals) written since his time in China, Korea,
Japan, etc., have been powerfully influenced by
Chu-Hi's model—that is. on the plan of philos-

ophy and edification, being less consecutive nar-
ratives of events than appraisals of men and
their actions as righteous and unrighteous, ac-

cording to Chu-Hi's standards.

Chu-Hi extended his labors in every direction
of metaphysical speculation, and his commen-
taries on the ancient writings of the sages have
held the intellect of learned men of China and
surrounding countries almost without challenge
or criticism, until about the beginning of the
secojid half of the Seventeenth Century, when
they began to be vigorously assailed in China,
and later in Korea and Japan. In Japan, Chu-
Hi's system is called Tei-shu, which is the
Japanese pronunciation of the names of the
Cheng brothers and of Chu-(Hi). It was offi-

cially encouraged by lyeyasu and his successors
very much as a State Church, and to oppose it

openly was at first politically dangerous. Its

most famous Japanese expounders were Kyuso,
Seiga, and Arai Hakuseki, the opponents of this
orthodox school and the critics of Chu-Hi being
Jinsai, Sorai, Togai, and others. The latter,

forming the Kogahu school, was noted for its

doubt of the truth of the teachings of Chu-Hi.
Chu-Hi's philosophy in Japan, as well as in
China, profoundly influenced the form and spirit
of literature, both scholastic and popular; but
in Japan, the Chinese teachings, becoming amal-
gamated in a common cause with Shinto, served
powerfully to stimulate the national sentiment
and feeling which overthrew the Shogun and
Yedo Government and restored the Mikado to
supreme power. Especially in the Province of
Mito was this union of Chinese philosophy and
Shinto teaching successfully carried out, power-
fully influencing the minds of the gentry and
scholars in bringing about the great revolution
of 1808. Thus one of the strangest phenomena
in history was witnessed in that the rule of the
Tokugawa family (1004-1808) was first .shaken
and then overthrown by the very doctrine "which
generations of able shoguns and their ministers
had eamestlj encouraged and protected."

In China, Chu-Hi's philosophy held its own
until near the clo.se of the Ming Dynasty ( 1368-

1644), when Chinese scholars began to feel that

Chu-Hi's system was too narrow to hold all the
truth. As a result of the profound thinking
stimulated by the Manchu conquest, a school of
criticism and opposition arose whose demand
was for a study of the ancient te.xts in their
purity. By continuation and expansion of philo-
sophical labor, and especially by coming into con-
tact with Occidental science and speculation,
modern reformers have come into view, whose
activity and aims have been so obscured to
Western minds by the Boxer uprising and the
necessary foreign invasion.

In brief, the system promulgated by Chu-Hi
is a body of thought which may be called the
result of Chinese reflection during fifteen hundred
years, put into logical Chinese form indeed, but
in reality an amalgamation of the three systems
or religions of China. It is the ethics o'f Con-
fucius transfused with the mystical elements of
Taoism and the speculations of Buddhism,
though very little acknowledgment is made to
any thought originating outside of the Confucian
cj'cle. It is less rationalistic than pantheistic,
for the cultivated Confucians believe in heaven
as a bundle of laws and forces, or at least an
orderly system of abstract principles and regu-
lated energy, but with no clear expression of
personality. Their voluminous discussions of
Spirit, Way, Reason, Law, are about what is

formless and invisible, ^^^len a term for Cre-
ator is used, it is a rare word and found only
in the vocabulary of scholars. There is no clear
grasp of the idea of a personal Creator. Man
is the highest expression of the forces of the
imiverse, and even gods and devils fear his de-
termined mind. The ultimate realities are force
and law. Man has no immortal soul : he is

highest in the scale of existence, yet he is only
one in the endless series. The station, duty, or
position in life is greater than the individual,
and it determines him. Hence, in Japan, while
loyalty (not filial piety, as in China) is the
root of the system, the high sense of honor and
willingness of self-efTacement in the line of duty.
Hence, also, in China the determination at all

hazards to 'save the face' of everything, and
the making of form and ritual equal to sub-
stance and containing it. In Japan in the
Twentieth Century, Chu-Hi's system is but a
memory, or at most an evanescent shadow; in
Korea it is powerful, yet rather as an adjunct to
political economy; in China it still holds its

own, but precariously, against the assaults of
the modern radical reformers, of whom Kang
Yu-Wei, who in 1899 emerged into notice as
adviser to the Emperor, is the most conspicuous
example and best known in the Occident.

CHUKCHI, chook'che'. See TcnuKTcm.

CHXJ-KIANG, choS'kyJlng' (Chinese, pearl
river), called also the C.\nto.n River. A river of

southern China, in the Province of Kwang-timg
(Map: China, D 7). It is formed by the North
and West rivers, which unite about 30 miles from
Canton, which is situated at the head of its ex-

tensive delta. The estuary is ver>' wide. The
total length of the river is about 100 miles. The
Si-Kiang is conne«'to<l with the delta of the Chu-
Kiang. Seo P.o<'v Tir.ftis.

CHUK'OB, or CHICK^OBE (Hind. cak6r,
Skt. cak6m, partridge). The Anglo-Indian name
of the common rcil-legiiod hill partridge (f'flrro-

h\9 chukor), a favorite game-bird in northern
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India and westward to the Black Sea. See

PABTRIIXiE.

CHUMBUL', or CHAMBAL (Skt. Carmati-

rati, having hides, from carman, hide). An un-

iiavipahle river of British India, rising in the

Vindhya Mountains, which form the southern

limit of the basin of the Ganges (Map: India, C
3). Its source, at a height of 2019 feet above the

sea, is in latitude 22° 26' W. and longitude 75°

45' E. In its generally northwestern course of

514 miles, it receives many tributaries on both

sides, till, in latitude 26° 30' N. and longitude
70° 19' E., it enters the .Tunma from the right

with such a volume of water that, when flooded,

it has lieen known to raise the united stream
7 or 8 feet in twelve hours.

CHTTN, KoTin, Karl (1852—). A German
zoologist, born in Iliichst-am-Main. He studied

the natural sciences in Giittingen and Leipzig,

from 1872 to 1875. In 1878 he became a privat-

docent in Leipzig; in 1883 professor of zoology in

Kiinigsberg, then in Breslau in 1889, and in

Leipzig in 1898. He has written: Das Nerven-
sifsiejn und die Mttslcalatur der Jtippenquallen

(1878); Die Ktcnophorcn des Golfs ron Xeapel
(1880) ; "Coelenterata," in Bronn's Klassen und
Ordnungen des Thierreichs (1891 et seq.) ; and
many less important works.

CHUNAM' (Tamil cunnam, Hind, cuna, lime,

from Skt. cHrna, powder) . A very fine kind of

quicklime made from calcined shells or from
very pure limestone, and used for chewing with
betel (q.v.), and for plaster. It is very white,

and takes a liigh polish. Both recent and fossil

shells are used for making chunam. Extensive
beds of fossil shells employed for this purpose
occur in the south of India, particularly in low,

marshy situations near the seacoast. The chu-

nam from Madras is among the best made.
The shells used are in the first place very care-

fully cleaned; they are then calcined in kilns,

with wood charcoal. When chunam is to be used
for plaster, it is mixed with fine river-sand and
thoroughly beaten up with water. The name is

applied also to a weight for gold in northern
India.

CHUNCHO, choon'chd. A group of savage
and warlike tribes living in the forests at the

extreme headwaters of the Ucayali River, cen-

tral Peru. They live in communal houses, culti-

vate corn, bananas, and pineapples, and range
the forests for game. They bury their dead in

their houses, and are said to be afraid to be at
any time in utter darkness for fear of evil

spirits. On account of their ferocity, very little

is definitely known of them ; but they are be-

lieved to be closely related to the Anti (q.v.).

CHTJNGA, chun'ga, or CHTJN'NIA (Neo-
Lat., from the native name). A crane-like bird

( Chuiifla Bauineistcri) of Argentina, closely re-

lated to the gariama (q.v.), but smaller, darker,
and more addicted to wooded districts. It is shy,
has a barking note, feeds largely upon locusts,

and nests on the ground; but the young are
easily and commonly domesticated.

CHTJNG-KINQ, ehoon'klng' (Chinese, middle
city). A city of China, the commercial capital
of the Province of Sze-chuen and one of the
most important commercial centres of western
China (Map: China, C 6). It is situated in

latitude 29° 33' N. and longitude 107° 2' E.,

on a small elevated peninsula at the confluence

of the rivers Kia-ling and Yang-tse-kiang. It is

surrounded by a strong stone wall, about five

miles in circumference an<l pierced with nine
gates. The climate is neither pleasant nor
healthful. Chung-king was opened to foreign trade
in 1891, and has since become the centre from
which the imports for western China are distrib-

uted through the affluents of the Yang-tse-kiang.
The population of the city, including the adjoin-

ing town of Kiang-peh-ting, which is incorporated
with Chung-king, and also a numlK*T of surround-
ing villages, is estimated at about 300,000.

CHUTRA. See Chahra.

CHTTQUET, shv'kft', XicoLAS (c.l445-c.l500).

A French mathematician. He was born in Paris
and died in Lyons. His works, entitled Le tri-

party en la science des nombres (1484) has been
copied many times, but was first printed in Bon-
compagni's Bnllettino di bibliografia e di storia

delle scienze matematiche e fisiche (Rome, 1880),
from a manuscript in the Biblioth§que Nationale.

The work consists of three parts: (1) Treatment
of rational numbers; (2) treatment of irrational

numbers; (3) treatment of equations. Chuquet
used the successive convergents of a continued
fraction to approximate roots of numbers (the

method used by Etienne de la Roche), and called

it ediocion entre le plus et le moins. In the*

Triparty appear not only the signs P and £5

for plus and minus, but also expressions like

IJ* 10, IJ2 . 17 for i/IO, t/rf.

Chuquet used the Cartesian ^exponent-notation
o", o', a* . . . for a, ax, ax' ... a"" for ax ~S the ex-

pressions equipolence and equipolent for equiv-

alence and equivalent, and the words byllion,

tryllion, quadrillion, quyllion, sixillion, septyllion,

ottyllion, nonyllion, as well as million. Consult:
Boncompagni, Bullettino XIII. (Rome, 1880) ;

and Cantor, Yorlesungen iiber Geschichte der
Mathcmatih, Vol. II. (Leipzig, 1900).

CHTJQXJISACA, choo'ke-sa'ki, CHABCAS or
SUCBE, soo'krii (So. Amer. Indian, place of

gold). A southeastern department of Bolivia,

bounded by the Department of Santa Cruz on the

north, Brazil on the east, Paraguay and the De-
jiartment of Tarija on the south, and of Potosl

and Oruro on the west (Map: Bolivia, E 7). Its

area is estimated at from 40,000 to over 70,000
square miles, the variations being due to the un-

defined southern boundary of the State. The
western part is mountainous and has a good
climate. The eastern part is mostly flat and
very sparsely inhabited. The forests are ex-

tensive, and plenty of grazing as well as agricul-

tural land is found. Tlie chief mineral deposit

is silver, which is mined to some extent and ex-

])orted. The civilized population was officially

estimated in 1890 at 125,000, including 85,000

Indians and about 7,500 whites. Capital, Sucre

(q.v.), which is also the capital of the republic.

CHXTR, Koor (Fr. Coire, It. Coira, Lat. Curia
RhxBtorum). The capital of the Swiss Canton of

Grisons, and an episcopal city, situated on the

Plessur, 60 miles southeast of Zurich in the

valley of the Upper Rhine, in a fertile plain

about 2000 feet above the sea. and surrounded by
high mountains (Map: Switzerland, D 2). The
town stands on uneven ground, has narrow
streets, and is divided into high and low sections.

The bishop's palace and the quarter around it,

inhabited by the Roman Catholics, occupy the
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summit of an eminence, and are separated from
the rest of the town by walls and battlements,
closed by double gates. In the same quarter
stands the old cathedral, called the Church of

Saint Lucius, a Byzantine edifice, founded in the

Eighth Century, and containing interesting paint-

ings by DOrer and Holbein. The episcopal pal-

ace, in the Renaissance style, displays two old

Koman towers and has rich archives and library.

In the lower city are the town hall, with fine

painted windows, the Rhaetian antiquarian mu-
seum, the cantonal library, and two theological

seminaries. Cluir was formerly an important
trade centre on the road from Germany to Italy

before the construction of the Saint Gotthard
Railroad. It flourishes still, owing to throngs
of tourists, and to the traffic in wine, fruit, and
agricultural products. Population, in 1900,

11,700. The town was settled by the Romans,
who named it Curia Rhff>torum, and from the

Fifth Century it was an episcopal see. It was
ruled by its bishops down to about the close of

the Middle Ages. It entered the Confederation

in 1498.

CHURCH (AS. circe, Ger. Kirche, from Gk.

KvpMKbv, kyriakon, church, from KiJptos, kyrios,

l(jrd ) . The word has the same double meaning as

its GriBCO-Latin equivalent, ecclesia; it signifies

both the ecclesiastical body of believers and the

building for worship.
Buii-inxo. There were at first, among the

Christians, no separate buildings for worship.

The faithful met in the large room of a private

house during the First and possibly the whole

of the Second Century. The gatherings at the

cemeteries to celebrate the anniversaries of the

deaths of martjTs probably gave rise to the

earliest special buildings for services, in chapels

connected with the cemeteries outside the city

walls, often built also at the entrance to the

catacombs. The catacomb chapels were also used

as churches. In the Third Century there were
separate churches of considerable size. Then
and during the two succeeding centuries there

were two main classes of churches: cemeterial

churches outside the walls, consecrated to mar-
tyrs; parish churches inside the walls, for more
regular worship. Then came two further dis-

tinctions: (1) the episcopal church or cathedral,

at which the bishop had his seat, among the

parish churches; (2) the conventual church, at-

tached to a monastery or nunnery, also called

an abbey church. There were occasions when a

church belf)ngi'd to both of these classes, for ex-

ample, if the cathedral, as was usually the case in

England, was a monastic foimdation. A sub-class

of the episcopal is the metropolitan church, that

of the archbishop or patriarch of a diocese; still

higher was the pontifical church—like the Lat-

cran basilica. A sub-class of the conventual

church is a priory, belonging to a monastery gov-

erned only by a prior. A numerous class of

churches is formed of the rural or country

churches, in charge of the country curate. Pala-

tine churches and chapels belong to imperial,

royal, or private palaces and castles.

The strict definition of a church is an eccle-

siastical building for worship in which full ser-

vice can be performed and the sacraments admin-

istered; in this it differs from oratories and

chapels, where only prayers can be offered and

the sacraments cannot be given, except o<'ca8ion-

ally, as on the patron saint's day. There was

Vol. IV.—39.

always a certain ceremony required for the con-
secrating and licensing of a church. The most
famous early instance was that of the basilica at
Tyre early in the reign of Constantine, when
F.usebius pronounced his celebrated oration before

a great assemblage of bishops and the court and
people. Mediaeval chronicles are full of descrip-

tions of the magnificent reunions and festivals

on such occasions. Often the popes were present

with the college of cardinals at the consecration

of cathedrals or large monastic churches. In
every case the bishops of the neighboring dio-

ceses gathered. No church could be built and
opened without being consecrated by the local

bishop or his representative. No early written
formulas of consecration have survived, but there

are a number dating from the period between the

Tenth and the Thirteenth centuries, which show
the development of an elaborate sjTnbolism. The
consecration was often recorded in a special in-

scription, with the names of the attending

bishops.

A church consists of two essential parts: the

»ave, for the congregation, and the sanctuary, for

the clergy. As distinguished from pagan methods
of worship, the mass of believers was gathered

within, not kept outside the place of worship.

In fact, the agapce, which were the original form
of the Christian gathering, had so slight a
liturgy as not to call for separation of clergy

and people. The Third and Fourth centuries,

however, with the development of Church organ-

ization and liturgy, witnessed the enrichment of

church architecture. The semicircle of the apse

(q.v.) held the presbyters and bishops; and in

front of it was placed the altar ; beyond the altar,

the choir (q.v.) held the readers and singers,

separated from the body of the church, or nave
(q.v.) , by a parapet, which inclosed the pulpits or

ambones (one or two). The nave itself was at

first generally single, the men being placed in

front and the women behind; but very soon the

form of the basilica with its side-aisles separated

by columns was adopted, and the men were placed

in one aisle, the women in the other, in order of

rank and condition. In the Orient, however, the

separation of the sexes, which was always con-

sidered necessary, wa.s made even more effective

by constructing galleries (q.v.) over the side-

aisles, in which the women were placed. The use

of martyrs' relics; soon required by Church regu-

lations in every church, led to the construction of

a shrine to contain them in or beneath the altar

(q.v.). This shrine, called the confession (q.v.),

developed, between the Sixth and Eighth cen-

turies, into a monumental crypt (q.v.) , sometimes

filling the entire space beneath the chiirch, but

more often only under the choir, whose pavement
was thus raised above the level of the nave. This

arrangement, almost universal in monastic and
other Ronuinesque churches, went out of fashion

in the Gothic cathedrals.

Churches were often oriented, that is to say.

were placed so that the apse faced the east (ex

oriente lux) while the facade faced west. This

was a part of Christian symbolism which bears

a curious nnalog;^- to Old Testament (Garden of

Eden) and ancient Oriental ideas, especially sun-

worship. Over the door of the church was often

an inscription such as "I am the Dfwr." etc. The
world was left outside. Tlie wheel of fortune ao

often represented on the facade figured the vicis-

situdes of carnal life. Inside was the spiritual
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life. The church was consecrated to the people of

Got!, "I'lebs Dei"; its walls were covered with'

painting's or mosaics expressing all the themes of

Christian history and belief necessary for the

Cliristinh people to know—the hook of the un-

learned. In the Orient, especially, but often also

in the West, there was a strict order in the ar-

rangement of sacred themes throughout the
church, so that the people should be led grad-

ually from the more elementary figurative sub-

jects near the doors to the most fundamental and
sacred ones in the sanctuary or apse, generally

filled with the figure of the triumphant Christ
and His attendant apostles and saints.

Speculation as to the origin of the form of the
church is more or less idle. The connection with
the already existing halls of the public and pri-

vate basilicas is self-evident. The building was
oblong, with a semicircular east end, on either

Bide of which was a small room used to keep the

treasures of the church and as a vestiary for

the clergy. These sacristies were afterwards
thrown into the church as side-apses. In some
large early churches the form of a T was given

to the plan by the addition of a cross-arm be-

tween apse and nave. (See Basilica). The
nave itself was flanked by one aisle on each side;

sometimes by two aisles ; sometimes also by lines

of side-chapels, though this was not done until the
later Middle Ages. The fagade (q.v.), usually
at the west end, sometimes took the outline of

the nave and aisles, sometimes was an inde-

pendent structure. Near it or connected with it

was a bell-tower (q.v.), while as the Middle
Ages progressed, towers were multiplied, espe-

cially in northern and central Europe, and be-

came an integral part of the architectural com-
position. It was in the Carolingian period, under
monastic influence, tha't the plan of churches
•was changed into the form of the cross (see

CuBiSTiAN Art; Gothic Art; Romanesque
Art), thus bringing in the transept (q.v.),

and still later that the choir was so enlarged as
almost and sometimes quite to rival the nave in

size, as was the case in many Gothic cathedrals.

Other forms, however, were sometimes in use:

Concentric churches, either round or polygonal,
such as San Stefano Rotondo in Rome, Nime-
guen, Ottmarsheim, etc. ; Greek crosses, as San
Marco; in Venice, single-nave churches, some-
times domed, as in Byzantine architecture, some-
limes vaulted or roofed, as in Dominican and
Franciscan churelies, whose hall form was in-

vented for the sake of the sermon.

Accessory Structxres. There were many ac-

cessory structures connected with churches. The
most usual were the episcopal palace, or the

parish house; the cloister for the canons or
monks attached to its service; the chapels dedi-

cated to special saints and martyrs; the hap-
tistery—in the case of churches where baptism
was allowed : the atria or cloistered courts in

front or beside the main building. The Cathedral
of Parenzo shows a typical grouping. In front,

the episcopal residence; then the baptistery, on
the axis of the church; then the rectangular
atrium surrounded by colonnades ; then the
church itself. This Avas the t>'pe from the Fourth
to the Ninth Century. The cathedrals of the
Twelfth and Thirteenth centuries show the per-

fecting of quite a different plan ; all the struc-

tures in front of the church have disappeared
and it fronts directly on the city street or

square. This scheme has ever since been retained,
except in monastic churches, which were within
the conventual walls.

Church furniture and decoration were always
a very important feature. A church was not
regarded as completed in the Middle Ages unless
it was covered with instructive sculptures or
paintings, through which it carried out a large
l)art of its mission. These decorations were not
left to the artist, but planned by the ecclesias-

tical authorities. (See Iconography.) Mosaics,
frescoes, tapestries, painted glass windows, with-
in; sculptured reliefs and statuary, without,
were used in profusion even in the times when
art had fallen lowest. The throne for the bishop
in the apse and the priest's .seats surrounding
it ; the altar, its canopy and confession ; the
choir screen and seats ; the ambones and pulpits
and paschal candlestick ; the altar pieces and
fronts; the main and side altars; the choir-
books ; the altar-service ; the monuments to great
ecclesiastic and civil personages against the side-

walls, in special chapels, and in floor-slabs; the
hanging lamps and tapestries—all gave ample
opportunity for rich display of color and form.
The bi.shop and chapters were among the greatest
art patrons. Saint Bernard's anger was excited
by the very profusion of this ecclesiastical art;
and he fought a crusade for simplicity, which
was successful only within his oaati order of

Cistercian monks. A second reaction against
church magnificence came with Protestartism,
which destroyed so many churches, and in build-

ing its own usually showed the most rigid sim-
plicity, to the great loss of art.

Bibliography. Up to the time of the Renais-
sance the history of architecture is the develop-
ment of the church building. Only general works
can here be cited. The most complete work cov-

ering the whole ground is Dehio and Von Bezold,

Die christliche liaukunst des Abendlandes (Stutt-

gart, 1884), plates and text still in course of

publication. See also Hiibsch, Altchristliche Kir-
chen (Karlsriihe, 1862-63) ; Lubke, Vorschule
zur Geschichie der Kirchenhaukunst des Mit-
telalters (BeTlin, 1858) ; Norton, C. E., Church-
building in the Middle Ages (New York, 1880) ;

Quast, Entrcickelung der Kirchenhaukunst des
Mittelalters (Berlin, 1858) ; Clausse, Monu-
ments du Chrisiianism au moyen age (Paris,

1893). For Germany, consult Schjifer, Muster-
giltige Kirchenhauten des Mittelalters in
Deutschland (Berlin, 1886) ; for France, Viollet-

le-Duc, "De la construction des {^difices religieux

en France," in Annales archdologiques, I.-IV.

(Paris, 1844-46). For the lesser church buildings,

see Baudot, Egliscs de hourgs ct villages (Paris,

1867) ; Brandon, Parish Churches (London,
1848). For Protestant church architecture, con-

sult Schultze, Das evangelische Kirchengebdude
(Leipzig, 1885) ; and especially Der Kirchenbau
des Protestantismus (Berlin, 1893), published by
the Vereinigung Berliner Architekten, and treat-

ing the entire period from the Reformation till

the present date.

CHtTRCH. An organization of Christians,

generally defined by Protestants in substantial ac-

cord with the Articles of the Church of England—"a congregation of faithful men, in which the
pure word of God is preached, and the sacra-

ments be duly administered in all those things
that are of necessity requisite to the same." The
Roman Catholic Church emphasizes in addition
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the "rule of legitimate pastors," and especially

subjection to the Bishop of Rome as Vicar of

Christ. Under these general definitions a great

variety of forms of outward organization are

recognized. The pajml government makes all

authority finally dependent upon the Pope, who
is the Bishop of Rome. The episcopal govern-

ment is administered by bishops, who are all

essentially equal in honor and authority, al-

though there may be archbishops who have a

certain priority and jurisdiction over other

bishops in definite particulars. (See Bishop.)

The prcsbytcrian government puts authority in

the hands of elders (q.v.), ministerial and lay,

elected ultimately by the congregation. (See

PRESBYTERIAXISM.) The congregational govern-

ment puts the entire authority over each local

congregation of believers in that congregation

alone. (See Coxgbegatioxalism. ) All Protest-

ants understand by the true Catholic Church
(invisible), the whole number of the truly re-

generated. Various theories are held as to the

manner in which the life of the Church is per-

petuated, that maintained by the great majority

of Christians, the msmbers of the Roman Catho-

lic, Eastern, and Anglican churches, being known
as the theorj' of apostolic succession (q.v.),

while the Protestant churches in general, agree-

ably to the definition quoted above, postulate no

formal system of handing down the Church from

age to age. For the discipline of the Church,

Bee Discipline, Ecclesiastical. See also Creeds

AND Confessions; Sacraments; Worship.
Ever since the Emperor Constantine the

Church has had the status of a corporation, and

been enabled to hold property. This has con-

sisted in lands and buildings and in invested

funds, the income of which was variously ap-

plied to the purposes of the Church. Under the

American system this property is derived solely

from gifts of private individuals, but the State

protects the Church in the enjoyment of its

l>ropcrty. See Civil Chl^cu Law.

CHURCH, Rev. Alfred John (1829—). An
English educator and author, born in London.

He was educated at King's College, London, and

at Lincoln College, Oxford; ordained (1853);

assistant master of Merchant Taylors' School,

I>ondon (1857-70) ; head master of Henley Gram-

mar School (1870-72), and of Retford Grammar
School (1873-80); professor of Latin in Uni-

versity College, London (1880-88); rector of

Ashley, Tetbury, Gloucestershire (1892-97). He
has done much to diffuse a knowledge of ancient

culture. Among his works are a translation of

Tacitus, in conjunction with W. J. Brodribb

(1862-77); stories from Homer, Vergil, Livy,

the Greek tragedians, and Herodotus; Roman Life

in the Days of Cicero (1883); Two Thousand

Years Ago (1885) ; To the Lions, a tale of the

early Church; and Carthage (1886). Church

also edited a collection of translations from Ten-

nyson into Latin verse, under the title Hone Ten-

nysnnian<e ( 1868)

.

CHURCH, Arthxtb Herbert (1834—). An
English chemist, born in London. He received

his education at King's College. London, and at

the University of Oxford, and in 1863 was made
professor of chemistry in the agricultural col-

lege of Cirencester. In 1879 he l)ccame professor

of chemistrv in the Royal Academy of Art«. He
lectured at Cooper's Hill from 1888 to 1900. and

presided over the Mineralogical Society from

1898 to 1901. Besides several new minerals, in-

cluding churchite, which is named after him, he

discovered the animal pigment turacin ; and he also

carried out a number of interesting researches in

organic, inorganic, physiological, and industrial

chemistry. His published works include the fol-

lowing: ' Precious Stones (1883) ; English Earth-

enware (1884) ; English Porcelain (1886) ; Food
Grains of India (1886); Color (2d ed., 1887);
The Laboratory Guide (1894) ; and Food (1901).

CHURCH, Benjamin (1639-1718). An early

New England soldier, famous as an Indian fighter

(
q.v. ) . He was born in Duxbury, Mass., founded

the town of Little Compton, Mass., in 1674, and
took an active part in the war against King
Philip, who was finally defeated and killed by
a force under Church, in 1G76. In 1689 he

ccmnianded a futile expedition against the In-

dians in the Kennebec region, and in the follow-

ing year was again sent into Maine, where he

captured several Indian forts along the Andro-

scoggin. In 1704 he commanded a force of about

700, which, in retaliation for the French and
Indian attack upon Deerfield, destroyed Grand
Pre and Beaubassin in Acadia. From memoranda
kept by him, his son. Thomas Church, published

in 1716 a book entitled Entertaining Passages

Relating to Philip's War—as also of Expe-

ditions more lately made against the Common
Enemy and Indian Rebels in the Eastern Parts of

Xe»c England—"a soldier's bluff narrative of his

own dangerous and enticing adventures," which
was widely read during the colonial period, ap-

peared in numerous editions, and was reprinted

in Boston under the editorship of H. M. Dexter

in 186.5-67.

CHURCH, Frederick Edwin (1826-1900).

An American painter, a pupil of Thomas Cole.

He was bom in Hartford, Conn., May 4, 1826.

The works which gave him prominence are

a "View, of East Rock, near New Haven," and

"Scenes in the Catskill Mountains." He visited

South America in 1853 and 1857; and in Ecua-

dor and New Granada made sketches for a num-
ber of paintings, some of which have attained

great celebrity, such as the "Heart of the Andes,"

"On the Cordilleras," and "Cotopaxi." Another

celebrated work is the "Horse-shoe Fall, Niag-

ara." He visited Jamaica, and afterwards Europe

and the Holy Larfd. Some of his other works are

"Damascus,''' "Jerusalem," "The Parthenon." and
"Tropical Scenery." Church had a fine pictorial

sense and good feeling for correct composition,

but his attention to and fondness for details

often marred the breadth of his most important

canva-ses. His sense of landscape seems mainly

pictorial, and as he antedate<l the new move-

ment of light and air which of recent years has

done so nuich to remove landsca|)e from the

merely pictorial school, his work depended large-

ly on scenic interest for its popularity. He
sought remote countries and unfamiliar regions

for his subjects, which he often painted on a

large scale; but, owing to his want of breadth in

treatment, they have failed to be permanently

impressive. He drew with care, and filled his

canvases with multitudinous details which ex-

cited respect for his skill; but they are not c«mi-

vincing proofs of a pnifound love of the verities

of nature, and are far remove<l from the sincerity

of Constable, let us say. who. much earlier, in-

flnonrwl for pood all landscape art in America.

He died in New York City. April 7, 1900.
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CHUBCH, Fhedehick Stuart, N.A. { 1842— )

,

An AiiK'riean artist. lie was born in Grand
liupids, Mich., June 12, 1842. He is a member
of the National Academy, Society of American
Artists, and American Water-color Society. His
specialties are animal and bird life and satirical

work. Among his pictures are "Weirdness,"
"Mud as March Hares," and "Tiie Sea Princess,"

in oil ; and "Hard Times" and "The Phantoms,"
in water-colors. He exhibited "Saint Cecilia" in

K<96. He also exhibited, in the National Acad-
emy of Desi^, 1901, "The Sea-Scrpent." Church
has a sensitive and delicate feeling for color

which he realizes more fully through his use of

water-color than in the medium of oil. His con-

ceits partake somewhat of the German order of

fancy and are quaint, sometimes humorous, and
sometimes philosophic. His sense of composition
and line is graceful and decorative.

CHURCH, Sir Richabd (1784-1873). A
British soldier. He served for many years in the
British Army, during which time (in 1809 and
1812) he raised two regiments of Greek light in-

fantry, in vain attempts to free the Peloponnesus.

In 1827 he was called to Greece by the struggling

patriots, and was chosen generalissimo of the land

forces. He cooperated in the revolutionary move-
ment of 1843 which gave Greece a constitutional

government, and thereafter, until his death, lived

in Athens.

CHURCH, Richabd William (1815-90). An
linglish author, and a clergyman of the Estab-
lished Church. He was bom in Lisbon, studied in

Oxford, was appointed a Fellow of Oriel, and was
Dean of Saint Paul's from 1871 until his death.

He is chiefly known as a scholar and writer.

His long list of publications includes: Essays
and Reviews (1854); Civilization and Religion

(1860) ; University Sermons (1868) ; The Begin-
ning of the Middle Ages (1877) ; and able vol-

umes on Bacon (1879) and Spenser (1879), in

the "English Men of Letters" series. A uniform
edition of many of his works appeared in 1888,

and a posthumous work on The Oxford Movement
was published in 1891.

CHURCH ALE. An annual festival, held
in England in a churchyard or near a church, at

which much ale was used. It is said by some to

have celebrated some anniversary, as the dedica-

tion of a church, or Easter or Whitsuntide. The
profits were used for church repairs. Church
ales are now represented by village fairs, wakes,
etc.

CHURCH CALENDAR. A table of holy
days, saints' days, church festivals, and the like.

Tlie earliest now existing, which contains the
Christian festivals, is that of Silvius, a.d. 448.

A fragment of a Gothic calendar remains, which
probably belongs to the Fd\irth Century. The
name is applied also to the fasti or catalogues

for particular churches, of the saints most hon-
ored by them, such as bishops, martyrs, etc. At
the Reformation the German Lutheran Church
retained the Roman calendar. The full calen-

dar of the Church of England contains nine col-

umns, giving the golden number, days of the
month, the dominical or Sunday letter, the ca-

lends, nones and ides, the daily Scripture lessons,

and the holy days of the Church, together with
some of the Roman festivals which have been re-

tained, not as having any religious value, but
Ijecause the practice of the courts or popular cus-

toms had become interwoven with tlicm. The
calendar of the Protestant Episcopal Church in

the I'nited Stated retains only the festivals which
are referable to a scriptural origin.

CHURCH CONGRESS. The name of free
gatherings of ministers and laymen of the Estab-
lished Church of England, annually convened fur

the discussion of ecclesiastical and religious ques-
tions. The first church congress was held in

18G1 in Cambridge and in the following years
successively in Oxford, Manchester, Bristol,

York, etc. The attendance is usually very large,

and comprises many bishops and lower dignita-
ries. Full reports of the proceedings of each ses-

sion are published. Such meetings, having the
advantage of free interchange of views, but with
no claim to ecclesiastical authority, have been
found very profitable; and in the Protestant
Episcopal Church of the United States they have
been held since 1875 in the years when the Gen-
oral Convonticni d(H's not meet.

CHURCH DIET. The free gathering of
ministers and lay members of GSerman Protest-
ant churches. Such meetings arose in conse-
quence of the revolutionary movement of 1848,
which threatened to endanger the influence of
ihe Evangelical Church upon society. Members
of the Lutheran, Reformed, the United Evan-
gelical, with the High Church 'confessionals,'

participated in the earlier meetings; but after

18G0 only the evangelical parties were represent-
ed. Annual reports are published.

CHURCH DISCIPLINE. The means em-
ployed by the Christian Church, besides the
ministration of word and sacraments, to secure
on the part of its office-bearers and members a
faithful adherence to their profession and a
corresponding blamelessness of life. It rests

upon the authority of Christ, and at the same
time necessarily arises, in some form, out of

the very constitution of the Chureli as a so-

ciety. Among the early Christians it soon as-

sumed forms of great severity toward ofi^enders,

especially toward the lapsed (q.v.). At a later

jieriod the discipline of the Church was chiefly

exercised with respect to persons accused of

heresy and schism. The penances of the Church
of Rome have long formed an important part of

its discipline, and therewith its indulgences
(q.v.) are closely connected, as well as its doc-

trine and rule of auricular confession. (See
Confession.) In the Protestant churches, pub-
lic confession of sins by which public scandal has
been given, and submission to public rebuke,
are sometimes required. Practices more analo-

gous to those of the primitive Church were
established in many churches after the Reforma-
tion, but in general have fallen greatly, or en-

tirely, into disuse. The power of exclusion
from the Lord's Supper, and from the rights and
privileges of church membership, is, however,
generally retained and exercised, until, by pro-

fession of repentance, and by reformation of life,

the cause of such exclusion is removed ; and
ministers orother office-bearers are, upon offense

given in their doctrine or conduct, suspended
from their functions, or altogether deposed from
their office. The exercise of church discipline

belongs more or less exclusively to a hierarchy,

or to the office-bearers assembled in church
courts, or to the members of each congregation,

according as the church is Episcopalian, Presby-
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terian, or independent in its church government.
There is an increasing tendency among Chris-

tians in general to scrutinize closely the claim
of right to exercise church discipline, and the
limits within which it may be exercised.

Legality of Ciuikcii Discipline. In the
United States, church discipline is administered
exclusively by church officials and judicatories.

The complete separation of Church and State
deprives the civil tribunals of all power to re-

vise or question ordinary acts of church dis-

cipline, or of exclusion from church member-
ship. Secular tribunals have to do only with
the rights of property and of personal liberty.

If these are illegally invaded, under pretext of

administering church discipline, the civil courts

have authority to afford redress. See Civil
Chukch Law.
Whether a church member is amenable to ec-

clesiastical punisliment is to be determined by
the proper officers or judicatories of the par-

ticular church, in accordance with its rules of

government and discipline. From their final de-

cision no appeal lies to a civil court. In the
language of the United States Supreme Court:
"The law knows no heresy, and is committed to

the support of no dogma, the establishment of

no sect. The right to organize voluntary reli-

gious associations to assist in the expression and
dissemination of any religious doctrine, and to

create tribunals for the decision of controverted
questions of faith within the association, and
for the ecclesiastical government of individuals,

congregations, and officers within the general
association is unquestioned. All who unite them-
selves to such a body do so with an implied
consent to this government, and are bound to

submit to it." The disciplinary authority of

such bodies, and the rights and duties of their

meml)ers, are governed by the same general rules

of law that control in case of social or political

dubs or other private organizations. See Reli-
Gioi's Societies; and compare Ecclesiastical
Law and Cub.
CHURCHES OF ASIA, The Seven. The

churches addressed in the opening chapters of

the Book of Revelation, under the following

names: Ephesus. Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira,

Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea, the order
lieing geographical, though it begins with Ephe-
sus as the church of the most important city.

From the qualities assigned these churches

in the above chapters, Smyrna, in spite of her
poverty, possessed the most commendable spir-

itual life, being designated in its message as

rich. C'l know thy tribulation and thy poverty,

but thou art rich," ii. 9.) This was perhaps

due to its continued exposure to persecution,

which later {c.l55) resulted in the martyr-

dom of its bishop, Polycarp, at the instigation

of the hostile Jews of the city. Its endiirance

remained a characteristic of its life. Smyrna be-

ing the last Christian city in Asia Minor to yield

to Turkish rule (1424).* On the other hand, in

spite of its wealth, Laodicea possessed the least

commendable spiritual life, and is spoken of

as in the unendurable condition of lukewnrm-

ness. ("Because thou art hikewarm, and neither

hot nor cold, I will spew thee out of my
mouth," iii. 16.) Little is known of its Chris-

tian life, though later it became the leading

bishopric of Phr>'gia.

Of the remaining churches, Philadelphia is

commended in terms almost equal to those ad-
dressed to Smyrna, though betraying, along with
its fidelity, a lack of strength in its religious

living, doubtless due to the smallness of the
church's numbers. ("I know that thou hast a
little power, and didst keep my word, and didst
not betray my name," iii. 8). Sardis, however,
is rebuked almost as severely as Laodicea, the
message reading, "I know thy works, that thou
hast a name, that thou livest and art dead"
( iii. 1 ) ; though a reservation is made of a few
names in the church which are worthy (verse 4).
Both churches became bishoprics, though Philadel-
phia finally took the place of Sardis (a.d. 1316).
With the life of the churches of Ephesus, Per-

gamum, and Thyatira fault is found in each
case, chiefly because of failure to separate the
religious life clearly and distinctly from the life

of the irreligious Avorld. Ephesus continued for
centuries the important ecclesiastical centre of
western Asia, being the place of the Council of
Ephesus (a.d. 431). Of the later history of
the churches of Pergamum and Thyatira little or
nothing is known, though Pergamum became a
bishopric and so continued through the Byzan-
tine period.

It was to this group of churches—or at least

to a portion of them—that Paul's encyclical let-

ter to the Ephesians was sent. See Ephesians,
Epistle to the.

CHURCH GOVERNMENT. See Chubch ;

Chubcii Discipline; Episcopacy; Independ-
ents ; Presbyterianism.

CHURCH HISTORY. The history of the
Christian religion and Church, or of the world
under its relations to ecclesiastical organization.
The earliest writers of Church history were, in

general, mere annalists or chroniclers, following
the order of the time; but the modern philo-

sophic treatment of history has led to the adop-
tion of less mechanical and arbitrary methods.
With much diversity on minor points, there is a
general agreement in dividing the history of the
Church into three great periods: The first, from
the birth of Christ to the time of Constantine;
the second, from that epoch to the Reformation

;

and the third, from the Reformation to the pres-

ent day. The earliest facts of Church history
are to be learned only from the New Testament
and from the brief hints in the letters and other
writings of the primitive fathers. Ilegesippus, a
Jewish Christian of the latter half of the Second
(^entury, put together some memorials of these

early times; but his work has survived only in

a few quotations. The real father of ecclesiasti-

cal history is Eusebius of Ca>sarea (died c.350).

His work was continued to the Fifth Century by
three important historians—So<!rates, Sozomen,
and Theodoret. In the West attempts were
made to translate, combine, and complete these

Eastern histories by Rufiniw, Sulpicius Severus,

and Cassiodorus. In the Sixth (Vntury Theo-
dorua lector. Zacharias, and Evagrius were of

some importance. But the stagnation which came
over Eastern theology was f(<lt in the historical

department, and only one Greek author is worth
naming throughoiit the whole of the ^Middle Agra
—Nicephorus Callistius, a priest of Constanti-

nople who wrote in the early Fourteenth Century,
and who drew his materinls from the library of

the Chun'h of Saint Sophia, of which he had
charge. In western Europe, on the other hand,
the stirring religious life which found expression
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in so much developnient of doctrine and disci-

pline also led to the careful rect>rding of impor-

tant events. The product of this literary activity

falls into three main classes—histories of sepa-

rate iH'opIes; atttinpts at universal histories;

and tlie mass of annals, chronicles, and bibliog-

raphies. The most prominent names in the first

class are: Isidore of Seville, for the Goths and
Vandals: Gregory of Tours, for the Franks;
Bede, for the Anglo-Saxons; and Paulus Diaco-

nus for the Lombards. The earliest mediceval at-

tempt at a general Church history was made by
Haymo of Ilalbcrstadt (died 853) ; another fol-

lowed in 872, by Anastasiua, the librarian of the

Roman Church. Ordericus Vitalis produced a
notable work about 1412. But the greatest gen-

eral history written in the Middle Ages was that

of the Dominican Antoninus, Archbishop of Flor-

ence from 1440-59. In places, especially in his

account of the donation of Constantine, he shows
an awakening of the critical spirit which was
fostered by Laurentius Valla and Nicolas of

Cusa. Tlie third class is far too large to treat

in detail. A catalogue raisonnd of it may be

found in Potthast, liibliothcca HistoricB medii
<gci (Berlin, 1802), or in Chevalier, Repertoire

des sources historiqucs du moyen age, Bio-bibli-

ographie (Paris, 1880).

A new era l>egan for ecclesiastical history
about the end of the Fifteenth Century. The
critical tendency aroused by the revival of let-

ters, the bringing to the West of early Greek
texts, the rendering of sources accessible by the

invention of printing, and the controversial spirit

of the Reformation, which forced both sides to

attempt to justify their position by history—all

these made great changes in the method. About
the middle of the Sixteenth Centurj- the Magde-
burg Centuriators (q.v.) undertook their great
work with a view of proving the utter iniquity

of all that had ever been done by the Papacy,
which to them was Antichrist, and though they
had imusual scholarship and knowledge of

sources, their polemical bias detracted much
from the value of their work. It called forth a
counter-blast from the Catholic side in the An-
nals of the Oratorian Baronius. who had access

to an immense number of valuable documents;
while of course he was not a modern historian,
yet he produced a work far in advance of any
previous attempt, and accepted so generally that
a century passed before any other work of the
same scope was undertaken. The next impor-
tant work from the Roman Catholic standpoint
came from France, as part of the general efflo-

rescence of the reign of Louis XIV. The names
of Godoau (died 1072), Maimbourg (died 1080),
Fleury (died 1724), and still more Natalis
Alexander (died 1724) and de Tillemont (died
1098), deserve to be remembered. Of modern
French works—all these are Roman Catholic

—

the best are Rohrbacher (died 1850), Darras,
and Guett^. Italy does not supply many names
of excellence in the general field ; the most not-
able are Orsi (died 1701), de Graveson (died
1733), and Berti (died 1700). The Italians
distinguished themselves more in special studies,
particularly Mansi, Muratori, de Rossi, Moroni,
and Tiraboschi. In Germany there has been since
the Reformation a continuous tradition of apolo-
gists for that movement and its principles. Spe-
cial histories of it were composed by Sleidan
and Seckendorf. In the Seventeenth Century

Calixtua distinguished himself in this depart-
ment, and, after him, lllig, Rechenberg, and
Thomasius. In the general field, still from the
Lutheran side, there are the mystic Arnold (died
1714), Mosheim (died 1755), and his pupil,
Schnichk (died 1808) ; Semler (died 1799), who
led the way to a more rationalistic treatment;
and Planck (died 1833). In modern timea
the first great name is Neander (died 1850),
and F. C. Baur, who followed out the im-
pulse of Semler. lias had much influence. Baur'a
work was continued by his son, F. Baur, and
his son-in-law, Zeller. Hase (died 1890) holds
a middle ground between Baur and the more
orthodox; and later still in time come Har-
nack, Hauck, and Loofs. Other historians in
the Reformed churches have been largely spe-

cialists, such as Pearson, Dallaus, Dodwell, Bev-
eridge, Bingham, Usher, Cave, and Blondel. The
Church of England, to which some of these
names belong, and which produced in the middle
of the Nineteenth Century Milman's History of
Latin Christianity and the work of Robertson,
has later been adorned by the learning of
Stubbs and Creighton. A succession of learned
German writers in the Roman Catholic Church
dates from Coimt von Stolberg (died 1819),
whose work was continued by von Kerz, Bri-
schar, and Katerkamp. Others of this school
are Hortig (died 1847), Ritter (died 1857),
Alzog (died 1878), Hefele (died 1893), Cardinal
Hergenruther (died 1890), and Pastor. In Amer-
ica, Church history has not been much cultivated,
but the best general historian is Philip SchalL
Others who have done good service are G. P.
Fisher,. J. H. Hurst, and H. C. Sheldon. The
modem tendency everywhere, as in other branches
of learning, is toward specialization ratlier than
an attempt to cover the entire field ; and a multi-
tude of works bearing on the history of par-
ticular churches and periods will be found re-

ferred to in the bibliography of the articles on
those subjects. For bibliography of a more ex-
tended nature, consult: Hagenbach, Encyklo-
padie und Methodologie der theologischen Wis-
senschaften (12th ed. by Reischle, Leipzig,
1889) ; Crooks and Hurst, Theological Ency-
clopcedia (New York, 1884), which is based upon
Hagenbach; and, for the names of Roman Cath-
olic works, Hurter, T\'omenclator Literarius (5
vols., Innsbruck, 1871-80).

_
CHURCHILL, Charles (1731-04). An Eng-

lish poet, born in Westminster, where his father
became a curate. lie was educated at W'est-

minster School, and two years later, at 17, made
a clandestine marriage. In 1750 he was or-

dained, and soon afterwards succeeded his father
as curate of Saint John's, Westminster. In
1701 he published anonymously (at his own risk,

the booksellers having offered him only five

guineas for it) The Roseiad, a satire on theatri-

cal managers and performers. Its success was
instant, and he avowed himself the author.
Later in the same year he brought out The
Apology, a bitter attack on his critics, which
added alike to his purse and to his notori-

ety. He now totally neglected the duties of his

office, and led a most dissolute life. His pa-
rishioners were scandalized, and his dean remon-
strated ; whereupon, to show his utter contempt
for the ministerial profession, Churchill ap-
])eared in a blue coat, gold-laced hat and waist-
coat, and large ruffles. He was obliged, however.
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to resign his preferment. A friend of John
Wilkes, he contributed to the North Briton.
Among his other poems, all more or less satirical,

are: "Night;" "The Prophecy of Famine: A
Scot's Pastoral:" the "Epistle to Hogarth;"
"The Author;" "The Candidate;" "The Ghost;"
"Gotham;" and "The Duellist." He died No-
vember 4, 1704. while on a visit to Wilkes in
Houlogne. Consult the Aldine edition of his
works, containing notes by Tooke, and the life by
Hannay (London, 1892).

CHUBCHIXiL, JonN. See Mablborough,
Duke ok.

CHURCHILL, Lord Randolph Henry Spen-
cer, usually called Lord Randolph Churchill
(1849-95). An English Conservative statesman.
The third son of the seventh Duke of Marl-
borough, he was born at Blenheim Palace, Feb-
ruary 13, 1849. He was educated at Eton, and
Merton College, Oxford, and entered Parliament
in 1874 as member for Woodstock. The same
year he married the brilliant Miss Jennie Jerome
of New York, who, as a prominent member of the
Primrose League, gave him valuable assistance
throughout his political career. He wa.s a qui-

escent member until 1880, when the Conservative
defeat roused him to action as the leader of

the Fourth Party—a small band of keen-minded
Conservatives. He distinguished himself as a
ready, unconventional debater, attracting par-
ticular attention by his audacious criticism of
Gladstone's foreign and domestic policy. He
became still more prominent as chairman of

the Conservative Union (1884), and in 1885 un-
successfully attempted to defeat Mr. Bright in

Birmingham, but was returned for South Pad-
dington, which was kept in reserve for him.
From .June, 1885. to January, 1886, he was Sec-

retary of State for India, his period of office

being marked . by the annexation of Burma.
For six months in 1886 he was Chancellor of the
Exchequer, but resigned, expressing the resolve

"to sacrifice himself on the altar of thrift and
economy." Thenceforward he incisively criti-

cised governmental expenditure, although always
voting with his party. He was the exponent of

Tory democracy, and had a considerable follow-

ing of young Conservatives, who looked upon
him as Ix)rd Beaconsfield's successor. "Con-
genital causes" suddenly occasioned a failing

of power; and in 1892 he sought recuperation
by travel and hunting in South Africa, sending
interesting descriptions of his tour to the Daily
Graphic, and publishing a volume entitled. Men,
Mines, and Animals in f^oiith Africa (1892).
During his absence he was reelected, but he
died January 24. 1895. Consult Escott, Life of
Lord Ifnndo'lph Churchill (London, 1895).

CHURCHILL, WiN.sTON (1871— ). An
American novelist, liom in Saint Louis, Novem-
ber 10. 1871. A graduate of the United States
Naval Academy (1894), Churchill first attract-

ed attention by naval stories in magazines. He
wrote The Celcbritif (1898). a novel, but first be-

came widely known through Richard Carvel
(1899), which was followed by The Crisis

(1901). a story of the Civil War.

CHURCHILL. Wtn.ston Leonard Spencer
(1874— ). An English author, son of Lord
Randolph Churchill. Educated at Harrow and
Sandhurst, he entered the army in 1895, serv-

ing in that year with the Spanish forces in
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Cuba, and receiving the order of Military Merit.
In 1897 he served with the Thirty-first Pun-
jab Infantry, and received a medal with clasp
for his conduct in Bajaur. He also acted as
orderly officer to Sir William Lockhart with
the Tirah expeditionary force in 1898, and was
with the Twenty-first fencers in the Nile expe-
ditionary force, again receiving a medal with
clasp for his services at the battle of Omdurman.
On the outbreak of the Boer War (1899) he went
to the Transvaal. On Novenil)er 15, he was
taken prisoner by the Boers while acting as
correspondent for the Morning Post. He was
imprisoned at Pretoria, but escaped later in the
year. In September, 1900, he was elected Conser-
vative member of Parliament for Oldham. He
has written: The Story of the Malakand Field
Force (1898) ; The River War (1899) ; Savrola
(1900); London to Ladysmith via Pretoria
(1900); and Ian Hamilton's March (1900).

CHURCHILL RIVER. A tributary of Hud-
son's Bay from the west, its waters being dis-
charged into Churchill Harbor at Fort Churchill
(Map: Northwest Territory, K 3). This river
is in water connection with a large series of
lakes in Keewatin, Athabasca, and Saskatche-
wan, and itself consists of a series of lakes and
intervening narrower river channels. Through
Reindeer or Caribou Lake the Churchill River
appears to be in connection with Wollaston or
Great Hatchet Lake, a portion of the water of
which flows into the Mackenzie River. Properly
speaking the headstream of the Churchill River
is Beaver River, which rises in northeastern
Alberta. The general course of the Churchill
River is at first east and then northeast; the
direct distance from the source to the mouth
is about 800 miles.

CHURCHING OF WOMEN. A religious
usage prevailing in the Christian Church from
an early period, of women, on their recovery
after child-bearing, going to church to give
thanks. It appears to have been borrowed from
the Jewish law (Lev. xii. 6). In the Church of
the early ages it was accompanied with various
rites, and in the Greek and Roman Catholic
churches it is imperative. In the Church ot
England, also, a service for the churching of
women finds its place in the liturgy. It takes
place after the fortieth day from parturition.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND. See England,
C'lIUIU'H OP".

CHURCH OF ENGLAND, Free. See Re-
formed Ei'i.scopAL Church.
CHURCH OF GOD. A religious denomina-

tion in the United States, sometimes called

Winebrennerians, whose doctrines agree gen-
erally with those of the Baptists. It orig-

inated in a revival which took place under
the preaching of the Rev. John Winebrenner. a
German Reformed pastor, at Harrisburg, Pa.,

and other places. Mr. Winebrenner's views hav-
ing undergone some change, he met with other
elders, in 1830. and they adopted a basis of
Church organization, the leading points of which
were that the believers in any given plac«> are,

under the divine order, to constitute one body;
that divisions into sects and parties under hu-
nian names and creeds is contrary to the spirit

of the New Testament ; that the l>elievrr8 of any
comnumity, organized into one body, constitute
God's household or family, and should be knowm
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as the Church of Clod ; that the Scriptures, with-

out note or coninicnt, constitute a suiru-ient rule

of faith and practice, while creeds and confes-

Hions tend to divisions and sects; and that the
ordinances of immersion in water in the name
of the Trinity, the washing of the saints' feet,

and the partaking of bread and wine in com-
memoration of the suffering and death of Christ,

are binding upon all believers. The organization
of the Church consists of seventeen annual elder-

ships, covering districts in fourteen States and
the Indian Territory, and a general eldership,

composed of delegates from the annual elder-

ships, meeting every three years, which has
charge of general concerns, with an executive
board serving three years. The words 'Church
of Cod' in the titles of the general and annual
elderships have recently been changed to

'Churches of God.* No official statistics are
compiled. The ministerial register for 1901 con-

tains 465 names. Other estimates for 1900 give
580 churches and 38,000 communicants. The
Church of God has a college at Findlay, Ohio,
with an endowment approaching $100,000, and
an academy at Barkeyville, Pa.; has a large
bookstore and publishing house at Harrisburg,
Pa.; sustains a missionarj' in India, in part of
the territory assigned to the Free Baptist
Church, and is also represented by missionaries
working in other foreign fields and under other
boards; and has, further, an active Woman's
Missionary Society. It is interested in bene-
ficiary education for the ministry, and is making
progress in educational matters generally. Its

qrgans are: The Church Advocate, weekly; The
Workman, quarterly; and five Sunday-school
helps (all Harrisburg, Pa.). Consult: Winebren-
ner, A Brief View of the Church of God (Harris-
burg, Pa.. 1840) ; id.. Practical and Doctrinal Ser-
mons (Harrisburg, 1860) . A History and Doctrines
of the Church of God is in preparation by J. H.
Forney, under direction of the general eldership.

CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST. See Men-
NOMTKS.

CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM,
See Sweden RORGiANS.

CHURCH RATES. In England, a tax or
assessment laid on the parishioners and occu-
piers of land within a parish, by a majority of
their own body in vestry assembled, for the pur-
pose of upholding and repairing the fabric of

the churgh and the belfry, the bells, seats, and
ornaments, the churchyard fence, and the ex-

penses (other than those of maintaining the
minister) incident to the celebration of divine
8er\'ice. The parishioners are convened for this
purpose by the church-wardens (q.v.). The
chancel (q.v.) being regarded as belonging pe-
culiarly to the clergy, the expense of maintain-
ing it is laid on the rector or vicar, though
custom frequently lays this burden also on the
parishioners, as in London and elsewhere.

The church rates were anciently a charge on
the tithes of the parish, which were divided into
three portions—one for the structure of the
church, one for the poor, and the third for the
ministers of the church. This distribution is

said to have originated with Pope Gregory I.,

who enjoined Saint Augustine thus to divide such
voluntary offerings as might be made to his
missionary church in England. A canon of Arch-
bishop .^Ifric, in 970, and an act of the Wit-

tenagemote in 1014, in Ktliclrcd's time, have
lieen quoted in proof of the recognition of this

rule by our Saxon fathers. It seems to have
been their custom, also, to devote to the repair
of each church a portion of the fines paid for
offenses committed within the district attached
to it; and every bishop was bound to contril)ute

to the repair of his own church from his own
means. A third of the tithes thus originally
devoted to the repairs of churches continued to
l)e applied to that purpose under the Normans
down to the mid<ile of the Thirteenth Century;
and the manner in which this burden came to be
bhifted to the parishioners has been a subject
of much discussion among legal antiquarians.
Lord (then Sir John) Campbell, who published
a pamphlet on the subject in 1837, is of opinion
that the contributions of the parishioners were
at first purely voluntarj', and that, the custom
growing, it at last assumed the form of an
obligation, and was enforced by ecclesiastical

censures. The care of the fabric of the church,
and the due administration of its offices, are laid

upon the ministers and the church-wardens con-
jointly, and the latter may be proceeded against
by citation, in the ecclesiastical courts, should
they neglect these duties. But there is no legal

mode of compelling the parishioners as a body
to provide the rate; and this circumstance has
occasioned much difficulty in imposing the tax
in parishes in which dissent is prevalent, and
led to many churches falling into a partially
ruinous condition. The proper criterion for the
amount of church rates is a valuation of the
property within the parish, grounded on the
rent that a tenant would be willing to pay for
it. Glebe land, the possessions of the Crown in

the actual occupation of the sovereign, and places
of public • worship, are not liable for church
rates ; but there is no other exception as regards
immovable propertj', and in some parishes cus-

tom even extends it to stock in trade. It has
been often decided in the courts that a retrospec-
tive church rate—i.e. a rate for expenses previ-
ously incurred— cannot be validly imposed.
Much difficulty has been experienced in recover-
ing the rates imposed by the parish on individu-
als refusing to pay. Previous to 53 Geo. III.,

chap. 127, the only mode was by suit in the ec-

clesiastical court. That statute, however, in
all cases under £10, empowered the justices of

the peace of the county where the church was
situated, on complaint of the church-wardens, to
inquire into the merits of the case, and order
payment. Against the decision of the justices
an appeal lies to the quarter sessions. In 1808
an end was put to all parochial contentions by
enacting that no suit or proceeding should there-
after be allowed in any court to enforce or com-
pel payment of a church rate, except where a
local act authorized this rate. But, except so
far as related to the compulsory payment of
these rates, the church-wardens might, as before,

make, assess, receive, and deal with such rates.

In each district parish the inhabitants may treat
their own church as if it were their parish
church, and make and receive rates for the repair
of the same. A body of trustees may now be ap-
pointed in each parish to receive contributions
for ecclesiastical purposes in the parish.

CHURCH TEMPERANCE SOCIETY. A
national organization of the Episcopal Church
in the United States for the promotion of tern-
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peranoe. It was^ founded in New York in 1881,
on the lines which the Church of England Tem-
perance Society had been pursuing for ten years
previously. Its president is the presiding bishop
of the Church. The society standi for a policy of
high license oa opposed to prohibition, and has
done effective work through legislative channels.
It has also endeavored to provide substitutes for
the saloon, the 'Squirrel Inn,' x>n the Bowery, in

New York City, being the most notable example.
In the same city it maintains lunch-wagons, and
has built and maintained seventeen free ice-wuter
fountains. In connection with the society's work
there is a Church Temperance Legion, which
provides moral, civic, and military training for
boys.

CHURCH TRIUMPHANT, The. A church
founded by George Schweinfurth, who was born
in Marion, Ohio, in 18.53. He left the ministry
of the Methodist Episcopal Church soon after
entering it, and became a follower of a Mrs.
Beekman, who professed to be "the spiritual

mother of Christ in His second coming." Be-
fore her death, in 1883, she declared Schwein-
furth to be "the Messiah of the New Dispensa-
tion," and her followers adhered to him. He
claimed to have received the same spirit as
Christ, and to be equal with Him and sinless,

and to have power to perform miracles, to bestow
the spirit upon others, and to free from the
curse and save from the commission of sin. The
Church Triumphant does not believe that Christ
was essentially divine, but that He was a man
who had experienced freedom from the power
and curse of sin, and then received the spirit of
God and became divine. The religious services

are without rites, ceremonies, or forms of wor-
ship, and consist chiefly of the reading of the
sermons prepared by Schweinfurth. The prin-
cipal centre of this Cnurch is at a place called

Mount Zion, near Rockford, 111., where it has a
special building. According to the latest pub-
lished enumeration, it has 4 societies, with 340
members, in the States of Colorado, Illinois,

Kentucky, Michigan, and Missouri. Consult
H. K. Carroll, The Reliqious Forces of the United
States (New Y'ork, 1893).

CHURCH-WARDENS. In England, eccle-

siastical ofticers, elected sometimes by the pa-

rishioners and ministers jointly, sometimes by the

minister alone, and sometimes by the parishion-

ers alone, for the purpose of protecting the edi-

fice of the church, superintending the celebration

ot public worship, and to form and execute other
parochial regulations. They are generally two
in number. (See CnfBcii Rate.s: Parish;
Vestry.) in the Protestant Episcopal Church
of the United States wardens are annually elect-

ed by each parish in Easter week ; their duties,

which are regulated by diocesan and not by gen-
eral canons, being virtually the same as those
of the corresponding English officials, omitting
such as relate to a Church established by the
State.

CHURCHTARD, Thomas (1520?-1004). An
English versifier and miscellaneous writer, bom
at Shrewsbury. He was a 8er\-ant in the housc-

liold of the Earl of Surrey; served in the mili-

tar>' in Ireland, the lyow Countries, and France;
and from 1500 poured forth an amazing number
of broadsides, pamphlets, and other more pre-

tentious works, generally dedicated to some noble

lord, seldom paid for, and now largely forgotten.
Disraeli (Calamities of Authors) says that "he
was frequently employed to supply verses for
court masques and pageantry," and adds that he
composed such pieces for the entertainment of
(jueen Elizabeth at Norwich. He died in pov-
erty and neglect. His best effort is The Worthi-
utss of Wales ( 1587 ; reissued in fac-simile in
1871 by the Spenser Society), a national poem of
some interest to the antiquarian and historian.

CHURN (AS. cyrin, Icel. kirna, Dan. kjcBmey
churn, dialectic Ger. Kern. NIcel. kjamay
cream) . A machine for agitating milk or cream,
for the production of butter. The principle of
the operation is considered in the article on
Butter (q.v.). Mere gentle stirring of the
cream, if continued long enough, will bring but-
ter; and agitation of the cream by means of
bubbles of air passed through it will accomplish
the .same result. The oldest form of churn was
the upright or plunge chum. This was labori-

ous, and was superseded by the dash chum, and
l>y a form in which the cream was agitated by
means of floats or paddles. There were many
kinds of these, with arrangements for cooling
or heating the cream. But these injured the
texture of the butter, because of the effect of the
stirring motion on the grain of the first particles
of butter formed. Barrel chums and rectangular
churns, hung upon the lower or the shorter axes,
have come into very general use, and box chums
which are oscillated, often called swing chums,
are much used, especially in small dairies.

The best churns are entirely hollow vessels
of the barrel or box shape, which agitate the
cream through concussion of the particles upon
the sides of the chum. The chum should not
be entirely filled; it should be left half, or pref-

erably only one-third, full. Although the yield
of butter is not much diminished by increasing
the amount churned at one time, the time re-

quired for churning is increased, and the tem-
perature is raised at the end of churning,
which is decidedly injurious to the butter, mak-
ing it softer and more difficult to handle. The
speed of the churn is an important factor, in

point of both time and completeness of churn-
ing. Too rapid churning gives the cream the
motion of the chum, and the particles of butter-

fat are not brought into contact with each
other. The labor of churning has been very
greatly decreased in the modem churn, and
forms have been made in which dog-power, horse-
power, and steam-power are employed. The
power churns, of immense size, are usually em-
ployed in creameries. The combined churn and
butter-worker has been described under BtrrrEB-
W'ORKEB (q.v.). The butter-extractor is essen-

tially a cn>am-separator and continuous chui.i

combined. The butter made with this machine
is, of course, sweet-cream butter.

CHURN-OWL or CHURR-OWL. A* pro-
vincial name in Great Britain for the nightjar
(q.v.) ; also 'fern-owl.'

CHUROYA, chilST-rr/vft. A tribe living upon
the Meta and I'ppcr ^uaviare rivers, eastern
Colombia. They are of low physical type, very
ugly, and go entirely naked, decorating their
l)odies with tattooing, in default of clothing.

With several other tribes of the same r^on,
they constitute a distinct linguistic stock.

CHURTIUS. See Hemp.
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CHUBUBUSCO, ehoo'ron-bvs'kA. A village

6 miles south of the City of Mexico, on the river

Churubusco, connected with the capital by an
elevated paved causeway. Here, on August 20,

1847, inunediately after the battle of Coutreras,
occurred one of the most important battles in

the war between the United States and Mexico.
The Mexicans, under the command of Santa
Anna, numbered about 30,000, most of whom
were stationed in a strongly fortified t4te-

de-potit, and in the large convent or church of
San Pablo. The Antericans, numbering about
0000, and commanded by Gen. Winfield Scott,

attacked with the greatest gallantry, and finally,

after three hours of fighting,.drove the Mexicans
from tlieir position. The Mexicans lost, in killed,

wounded, and prisoners, fully 7000 ; the Ameri-
cans, in killed and wounded, about 1100. This
battle is sometimes grouped with those of Con-
treras and San Antonio, also fought on the 20th,
under the general name, battles of Mexico. Con-
sult: Wilcox, History of the MexicanWar (Wash-
ington, 1892) ; General Scott, Autobiography
(New York, 1864) ; and Bancroft, History of
Mexico, Vol. V. (San Francisco, 1885),

CHUSAN, choo'sjin (Chinese, Boat Island).
An archipelago of! the coast of China, consist-

ing of the island of the same name and a few
smaller islands (Map: China, F 5). The island
of Chusan is situated about 40 miles northeast
of Ning-po, is of an oblong shape, and about
50 miles in circumference. Its surface is moun-
tainous; but there are many fertile valleys with
a plentiful supply of water, and the soil is very
carefully cultivated by the hardy and independent
people who inhabit the island. The flora is of
remarkable richness. Azaleas clothe the moun-
tains; clematis, roses, and honeysupkles grow in

great luxuriance. The camphor and tallow tree,

and many varieties of bamboo, are found in the
valleys. Tea is cultivated to some extent on the
hillsides. Among the minor islands the most
interesting is Putu, an islet covered with tem-
ples and inhabited by numerous monks, and con-
secrated entirely to religious purposes. Ad-
ministratively the group belongs to the Province
of Che-kiang. Population is estimated at from
200,000 to 500,000. The chief settlement is Ting-
hai, a fortified town, with a population of about
30,000.

CHUTIA NAGPUB, choo't^-A nftg-poor'. See
Chota Nagpub.

CHUT'NEE, or CHUTNY (Hind, chatnl).
An East Indian condiment, a compound of man-
goes, chillies or capsicum (q.v. ), and lime-juice,

with some portion of other native fruits, such
as tamarinds, the flavor being heightened by
garlic.

CHUZ'ZLEWIT, AxTiiONY. The 'father of
Jonas and vinole of young ^Martin, in Dickens's
Martin Chu^zleicit. He is a sly, grasping old
miser.

CHUZZLEWIT, Jonas. The cousin of young
Martin, and son of Anthony, Chuzzlewit, in Dick-
ens's Martin Chvzzleicit. He is a low, ignorant
fellow, who ill-treats his wife, tries to poison his
father, and commits a brutal murder. See Peck-
sniff, Chakity.

CHUZZLEWIT, Martin. The hero of
Dickens's novel of the same name. He is, at
first, ari unsuccessful apprentice to a hypocritical
architect named Pecksniff. He leaves the latter

in contemptuous anger, goes to America, and,
after making various amusing acquaintances
there, falls ill, and is brought back by his
faithful follower, Mark Tapley. He is finally
reconciled with his exacting grandfather, also
named Martin, and marries a prott'-gt'-e of the
latter, with whom he has long been in love.

CHWOLSON, Kv^l'sAn, Daniel (1820—). A
Russian archicologist. He was born, of Jewish
parentage, at \'ilna, and was educated at Bres-
lau, Vienna, and Saint Petersburg. He later
embraced Christianity, and became professor of
Oriental languages and literature at the Uni-
versity of Saint Petersburg (1855), and profes-
sor of Hebrew and of biblical archaeology at the
ecclesiastical academy in that city. His principal
works, devoted chiefly to the subject of Oriental
ethnography, include: Die Ssabicr und dcr Ssa-
bismus (2 vols., 1856), a valuable work to the
student of religious science; Concerning Home
Mediceval Accusations Against the Jews, in Kus-
sian (18G1) ; Ibn Dasia's Accounts of the Kha-
zars, Burtassi, liulgarians, in Russian (1867);
Die semitischcn Yiilker (1872) ; The Last Hup-
per and the Day of Christ's Death, in Russian
(2d ed., 1880; German, 1892).

CHYAVANA, cha-va'nsi. Described in the
Rigveda as a Rishi, whose youth the Ashvins re-

stored. The character and myth are elaborated
in the Shatapatha BrShmana and in the Mah&-
bharata,

CHYLE, kll (from Neo-Lat. chylus, from Gk.
X^^'j^y chylos, juice, from ;t'eZi', chein, to pour).
One of the products of tlie transformation of
food in the alimentary canal. On remaining for
some time in the stomach, food is partially dis-
solved, forming a thick, grayish, turbid liquid
called chyme. The chyme, which passes onward
into the small intestine, is acted upon by the bile,

pancreatic fluid, and intestinal juice, and through
their influence is separated into chyle, which is

absorbed or sucked up by the lacteals (q.v. ), and
into matters unfit for nutrition, which ultimately
find their way out of the system by the intestinal
canal. The mode in which this nutritious chyle
is taken up by vessels distributed over the small
intestines, and the changes which it undergoes
before it is converted into true blood, are de-
scribed in the articles Lacteals ; Thoracic Duct;
and Nutrition. When obtained from the tho-
racic duct of an animal during the process of
digestion, chyle is a white milky-looking or yel-

lowish fluid, Avith a faintly alkaline reaction.

Like the blood, it coagulates in about ten minutes
after its abstraction from the body of the ani-

mal; and in about three hours a small but dis-

tinct gelatinous clot is separated from the serous
fluid of the chyle, the surface of which is pink,
owing to the immature red blood-corpuscles
proper to the chyle. On examining chyle under
a microscope, we find that it contains numbers
of white corpuscles, a small number of de-

veloping red corpuscles, oil-globules of varying
sizes, also fatty granules together with fibrin.

Each oil-droplet is enveloped in an albuminous
envelope. The chemical constituents of chyle are

neutral fats, some fatty acids, lecithin, choles-

terin, serum-albumin, globulin, fibrin, sugar, urea,

leucin, sodium chloride, phosphates, and iron.

See Digestion.

CHYME, kim. See Chyi^; Digestion.
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CHYTKAUS, kfi-tra'oos (Neo-Lat., from Gk.
Xvrpaios, chytraios, made of earthenware, from
Xi^'pa, chytra, pipkin; a translation of his family
name Kochhafe, lit. cooking-pot), David (1530-

1600). A Lutheran theologian. He was bom
at Ingelfmgen, Wiirttemberg, studied at Tubingen
and VVittenberg; was a pupil of Melanchthon,
and became professor of theologj* at Rostock. His
learning and talents gave him a high position,

and he was employed by Maximilian II. to ar-

range the affairs of the Evangelical Church in

Austria. He was the principal author of the
statutes of Helmstedt, and one of the authors of

the Formula of Concord. He left a number of

important theological works.

CIALDINI, chAl-de'n^, Enrico, Duke of Gaeta
(1811-92). -\n Italian general, politician, and
diplomat. He was born at Castelvetro, near
Modena, and studied in the University of Parma.
He took part in the abortive insurrection of 1831,

and was forced to escape to Paris. In 1833 he
fought in Portugal, and in 1835 he joined the
Spanish Army. At the outbreak of the Italian
Revolution of 1848, Cialdini took command of a
regiment of Piedmontese infantry, and subse-

quently was captured by the Austrians. In
the Crimean War he commanded the third
division of the Sardinian contingent, and took
a distinguished part at the battle of the Tcher-
naya. At the beginning of the war of 1859 h«
was intrusted by Cavour with enlisting the
famous corps of sharpshooters known as the Cac-
ciatori delle Alpi ('Hunters of the Alps'), after-

wards commanded by Garibaldi. The fourth divi-

sion of the army was led by Cialdini, who
won the victory of Palestro, but further progress
of the Italians was stopped by the peace of Villa-

franca. In 1860 Cialdini defeated the Papal
army under General Lamorici§re, at Castelfi-

dardo. Diplomacy delayed the fall of Gaeta till

February 13, 1861, when it yielded to Cialdini.

He was now made General of the Army and Duke
of Gaeta. Turin erected a statue to the victor,

and Reggio elected him Deputy. He became Sena-
tor in 1804, and took a prominent part in the
campaign against Austria in 1866, replacing La-
marmora as Chief of the General Staff. In 1876-

79 and 1880-81 he was Ambassador to France.

CIAMPI, cham'p*, Ignazio (1824-80), An
Italian poet and historian, bom in Rome. He
studied law there, attained considerable reputa-
tion as an attorney, and became a member of the
Roman Council of State. From 1874 until his

death he was professor of modern history at the
University of Rome. Among his poetical works
are Serena (1857), the collection Poesie varie

(1857), the epic Stella (1858), and a complete
edition entitled Poesie (1880). His valuable his-

torical studies include La cittA etrusca (1866),
Innocenzo X. e la sua corte (1878), and, most
important, the Storia modema delta scoperta
deW America alia pace di Westfalui (2 vols.,

1881-83; ed. by Ca.stagnola).

CIAMPI, Sebastiano (1769-1847). An Ital-

ian author, born at Pistoja. From 1803 to 1818
he was a professor in the University of Pisa, and
from 1818 to 1822 at Warsaw. His publications

include: Memorie della vita di itcsser Cino da
Pistoja (1808), De Usu LingufP Italicte saltern a
Ba;culo Quinto (1817), and a Bibliografia critica

delle antiche reciproche corrispondenzc deW
Italia colla Russia, Polonia, etc. (1834-43). He

also did much to further the study of art
history.

CIAMFOLI, cham'pd-l*, DoMENico ( 1855— )

.

An Italian author, born at Atessa, in the Abruzzi.
He was called to the chair of the history of
literature in the Lyceum of Ancona. His chief

literary work has been in the domain of prose
fiction, with scene in the wild Apennine region.

The Fiabe abruzzesi (1877) and Conti abruzzesi

(1880) are examples. As a critic of Slavic
literature, he published Melodic russe (1881),
and other volumes.

CIANgA, th^-an'thS, Andres m: (c.1500— ).

A Spanish judge, born at Peiiafiel. He went to
Peru with Pedro de la Gasca in 1546, became a
member of the royal audience, and was president

of the audience in 1550-51, from the departure of

Gasca for Panama until the arrival from Spain
of Don Antonio de Mendoza, the second viceroy.

He was a judge of the court-martial which, after

the battle of Sacsahuana, in 1548, condemned to

death Gonzalo Pizarro (q.v.) and Francisco de
Carbajal (q.v.).

CIABDI, chiir'd*, Guguelmo (1844— ). An
Italian painter. He was bom in Venice, studied

at the Academy there, and further perfected him-
self in his art in Munich and Paris. His land-

scapes are effective; but he is best known for his

marine views, drawn for the most part from the

waterways of Venice, or the immediate environs

of the city. His canvases have been widely and
successfully exhibited. Among them may be men-
tioned "Porto d'Anzio" (1879), "Lagoons in the

Sunshine" (1883), "Canale della Giudecea"

(1885), "After the Storm" (1886), "Clouds of

Spring," and "Venetian Lagoons with Fishing-

boats."

CIBAO, s^bii'o. A central moimtain range of

Santo Domingo, Haiti (q.v.) (Map: West Indies,

M 5). It extends 20 miles from northwest to

southeast and attains an altitude of over 7000
feet in the highest jieaks of the island. The chief-

rivers of Haiti rise in the range; between the

mountains and along the north coast extend the

fertile valley and plain of Santiago, watered by
the Yaque. Columbus supposed the range to be

part of the Cipango (Japan) of Marco Polo.

Gold in considerable quantities has been found
here since Ojeda's first expedition of discovery in

1494.

CIBBEB, sib'ber, CAirs Gabriel (1630-1700).

A Danish-English sculptor, bom at Flensburg. in

Schleswig. He was sent to Rome to study, and then

went to England with the sculptor Stone. Among
his works are the figures of "Melancholy and
Raving Madness," once over the entrance to the

Bethlehem Hospital, but now in the South Ken-
sington ^luseuni ; the phoenix above the south

door of Saint Paul's Cathedral, and one of the

bas-reliefs on the Monument of London. His son

was CoUey Cibber, the dramatist.

CIBBEB, CoLLEY (1671-1757). An English

actor and dramatist, bom in London. In 1682

he was sent to the free school at Grantham, in

Lincolnshire. Five years thereafter he returned

to London, and in 1688 wa.s a volunteer in the

forces raiseil by the Earl of Devonshire in sup-

port of the Prince of Orange. He afterwards

turned to the stage, and after perforniing gratu-

itously for several months, he obtained an en-

gagement at IDs. per week, which was raised to
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158.; and on the coninicndation of Congrove, who
had witnessed his i»erforiiianee of Lord Touch-
wood, live additional uhillings per week were
added. Cibber now began to take the leading

parts in many comedies, and soon established his

reputation as an actor. In the meantime he was
writing comedies. Love's Last Hhift was pro-

duced in 109(5, and thereafter followed 29 more
plays. As a dramatist, Cibber claims to have
done much toward the reformation of the stage.

However immoral individual scenes in his plays
may be, the libertines are reclaimed in the last

act. As playwright and comedian, he was closely

connected with Drury Lane Theatre, of which he
became manager in 1710. He retired from the

stage in 1733, though after that date he occa-

sionally reappeared. Three years before he had
been appointed poet laureate. The poems he
now wrote were worthless, and exposed him to

scathing ridicule. Pope made him the hero of

the new Dunciad (1742). After retiring from
the stage, Cibber began his famous Apology,
which appeared in 1740. This book is not only
an important history of the Queen Anne stage;

it is one of the most amusing autobiographies
ever written. Cibber died December 12, 1757.

Consult Cibber, Apology, ed. by Lowe (London,
1888).

CIBBEB, Susannah Mabia (Abne) (1714-

C6). An English actress. She received instruc-

tion in music from her brother, Dr. Arne; first

appeared publicly in 1732, and rose to great
public favor in opera and oratorio. She was an
especial favorite with Handel and was the first

Galatea in his Acts and Galatea. He wrote the
contralto songs in the Messiah and the part of

Micah in iSamson expressly for her. Two years
after her marriage to Theophilus, son of the
dramatist Colley Cibber, which took place in

1734 and proved very unhappy, she appeared as
an actress, and soon gave her entire attention
to tragedy, excelling as Constance of Bretagne in

King John, and as Ophelia in Hamlet.

CIBOL, sib'ol. See Onion.

CIBO'BITJM (Lat., from Gk. Ki^tbpiov, kibo-

rion, shell, cup). A term used mainly in two
distinct senses: (1) for an altar-canopy, and (2)
for a vase to contain the reserved Sacrament,
from which communion is ordinarily given in the
Roman Catholic Church. From the earliest times
after Christianity emerged from the catacombs
(Fourth Centura) the high altar in a Christian
church or basilica was surmounted by a canopy
resting on columns, and made of gold, silver,

bronze, or marble. These canopies were among
the richest pieces of church furniture and were
decorated with reliefs, statues, and a variety of

architectural details. The earliest metal ciboria,

of which many superb examples were given by
the Popes to Roman*churches, have not survived
the melting-pot. The marble ones of the Sixth
Century, at Ravenna and Parenzo, are among the
earliest. That given by Justinian (Sixth Cen-
tury) to Saint Sophia, in Constantinople, was
the most sumptuous. Of mediaeval marble ex-

amples, there are many in Rome; of the classic

type, at San Lorenzo and San Giorgio ; of the
Gothic tj-pe, at Santa Cecilia and the Lateran,
decorated with mosaics and sculpture. A re-

markable Lombard example is at Sant' Ambrogio,
Milan; another at San Marco, Venice. Many
others are in the churches of southern Italy

(Elev-enth-Fourtcenth centuries). This custom
was abandoned throughout Europe, except -in

Italy, after the Thirteenth Century, the altar
being left uncovered. Since the Sixteenth Cen-
tury the ciborium, in this sense, has been called
in Italy a baldachin (q.v.). See Altab;
Canopy.
The second meaning, which is now the more

usual, designates a closed vase to contain the
Host. Such receptacles were originally ( Fourth-
Eighth centuries) in the form of a dove, made of
gold, silver, or gilt copper, suspended over the
high altar from the ciborium. Sometimes they
were inclosed in a tabernacle in the shape of a
tower. Then the dove-shaped receptacles were,
in the Ninth Century, replaced by pyxes (q.v.)

or small cylindrical bo.xes of gold, silver, ivory,
etc., which had been already in partial use. These
were suspended over the altar or placed in a
small niche in the wall near the altar, in
churches wiiere tliere was no ciborium over the
altar. The primitive connection between the con-
structive ciborium and this receptacle for the re-

served Sacrament caused the name ciborium to
be applied to the latter in late mediaeval times,
when the use of the constructive ciborium had
ceased; but the term pyxis is the more correct
name. The wall-niche in which the ciborium
is placed was also called ciborium ; it had decora-
tive architectural door-reliefs and a frontispiece;
and some of those executed during the Italian
Renaissance are exquisitely sculptured.

CIBBABIO, ch^-brjl'r^-o, Giovanni Antonio
LuiGi, Count (1802-70). An Italian historian
and politician. He was born in Turin, studied at
the university of that city, and took his degree of

doctor of laws in 1824. King Charles Albert of
Sardinia, with whom he was a great favorite,
sent him in 1848, when Italy rose against the
Austrians, as royal commissioner to Venice.
During the same year he was created a Senator
of the kingdom. When Charles Albert—after the
unfortunate issue of the war—went to live in
voluntary exile at Oporto, Cibrario was sent by
the Sardinian Senate to induce him to return.

In 1850 he was ajjpointed Superintendent-Gene-
ral of Customs, and negotiated a treaty of com-
merce with France. In 1852 he was made Min-
ister of Public Instruction by Victor Emmanuel,
and in 1855 he became Minister of Foreign Af-
fairs in Cavour's Cabinet. He resigned his posi-

tion in the following year, and he thenceforth
devoted himself mainly to historical research. He
died at Sal6, in the Province of Brescia. His
fame as a historian rests on the following works:
Notizie sulla storia dei principi di Savoia
(1825); Delle storie di Chieri (1827); Dell'

economia politica del medio evo (1839); Sto-

ria delta monorchia di Savoia (1843); Storia
di Torino (1847) ; Delia schiavitfi e del servag-
gio e specialmente dei servi agricoltori (1868).
Consult Odovici, II conte Luigi Cibrario (Flor-

ence, 1873).

CICA'DA. One of the Cicadidae, a family of

homopterous bugs, composed, for the most part,

of large insects, very few measuring less than
one inch across the opened wings, while many
are as large as seven inches. The fore wings are
usually transparent, but in some forms are
highly pigmented, especially with black and yel-

Icw. About 800 species are known, mostly trop-

ical.
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Habits, etc.—^The life of an adult cicada is

noisy and short. These are, indeed, the noisiest

insects in the world. Darwin heard them while
on the Beagle, when it was anchored a quarter of

a mile from shore. Only the males give the note.

"Happy," said the Greek poet Xenarchus, "the
cicadas' lives, for they have voiceless wives."
As no special auditory organs have been detected,

it has been suggested that cicadas are capable
of feeling rhythmical vibrations only. The sound-
making organs which the males possess fully

developed, and the females only partly, are pecu-
liar to the cicadas. They consist of enlarge-

ments of the metathoracic epimera, in the form
of an opercular covering beneath which there

is a very complicated apparatus. The sound is

made by the rapid vibration of one of the mem-
branes called the timbal. The other two mem-
branes probably are set in vibration by the first,

and, in connection with the opercula, the three

stigmata and the whole skeleton of the insect, in-

tensify the sound. The females are provided
with powerful ovipositors. The eggs are de-

posited in the twigs of trees or shrubs or in the

stems of herbs. The young hatch out in a few
weeks, drop to the ground, and begin there a long

subterranean existence. They feed on the sap
from the roots of trees. The larvae may pene-

trate as deep as twenty feet below the surface

of the ground, where it is difficult to make out
their life-historj'. The manner of transformation
from the larA-a to the pupa we do not know. The
pupa is incased in a hard shell and when about
ready to emerge from the ground may construct

a chimney of earth several inches in height, but
whether this is a purposeful act or not we do
not know. When the pupa crawls out of the

ground it fastens itself to some firm object, such

as a wooden fence or a tree-trunk, the skin splits

along the dorsal line of the thorax, and through
this the adult winged insect emerges. The pupal
skin when dried still retains the shape of the

pupa, and may be found attached to the sup-

port several days after the adult has ttowii away.

In the United States the two commonest forms
are the dogday harvest-fly {Cicada tibicena)

and the periodical cicada or 13 to 17 year

locust (Cicada septendecim) . The harvest-fly

is the black-and-green one that appears every

year in midsummer, and gives out its prolonged,

shrill, and to many persons ner>'e-racking. cry

from tree-tops during the heated hours of the

day; this form matures in two years, but since

there are two different broods, one appears every

year.

The Periodical Cicada.—This species requires

from 13 to 17 years for development, according,

mainly, to the temperature of the locality in

which it breeds. Heat hastens its development,

hence the 13 year forms occur in the South, but

in each locality there are always some individu-

als that come out a year or two ahead of the

main brood and others that lag a few years be-

hind. This form has the greatest longevity of

any known insect. The time of its periodicity

has been made out by noting its appearance in

certain localities for a considerable number of

years, twenty-two bnxxls having thus been de-

termined. Several of these broods, which are

dimorphic, may coexist in the same locality.

Hence lar^•«> of different ages, of several genera-

tions, may be found in the ground at one and the

same time and they will appear as adults in dif-

ferent years. The sound made by these insects

is peculiar, very loud, and closely resembles the

humming of a resonant telegraph pole when its

wires are vibrating in a strong breeze.

Consult: Woodworth, "Synopsis North Ameri-
can Cicadidae," in Psyche, Vol. V. (Cambridge,
Mass., 1888). For the 'seventeen-year locust'

see "The Periodical Cicada," an illustrated mono-
graph of 148 pages, by C. L. Marlatt, Bulle-

tin 1^ of the United States Department of Agri-
culture (Washington, 1898). See Locust.

CICADA-KILLEB. See Sand-Wasp.

CICATRIZATION (from Fr. cicatrisation^

from cicatriser, to scarify, from Lat. cicatrix,

a scar). The process of healing or skinning
over of an ulcer or broken surface in the skin or
in a mucous membrane, by which a fibrous mate-
rial, of a dense, resisting character, is substituted

for the lost tissues. The new tissue, in such a
case, is called the cicatrix, and consists of fibrous

connective tissue, with a tendency to contract, a
lack of elasticity, and a white, shining appear-
ance. The glands and other special structures

of the original tissue are wanting in the cicatrix.

See IXFLAMMATIOX ; ULCERATION.

CICCIONE, ch^-cho^nA, Andkea. An Italian

sculptor and architect, born in Naples in the first

part of the Fifteenth CenlurA'. He modeled the

fine tombs for King Ladislas (1415) and for Ca-
racciolo in the Church of San Giovanni at
Carbonara. He was also the architect of the

cloister of Santo Severino, the church and
monaster}' of Monte Oliveto, and several other
palaces and churches.

CICEIjY, sis'^-li (corruption of seseli, from
OF., Lat. seselis, from Gk. a4<r(\i, seseli, cicely)

(Myrrhis). A genus of umbelliferous plants,

nearly allied to chervil. One species, sweet cic-

ely (Myrrhis odorata) , is common in the central

and southern parts of Europe, and in similar cli-

mates in Asia, but in Great Britain it api)ear3 to

have been introduced. It is sometimes called

myrrh in Scotland. It is a branching perennial,

two feet high or upward, with large triply pin-

nate leaves and pinnatifid leaflets, somewhat
downy beneath ; the whole plant is powerfully
fragrant, the smell resembling that of anise. The
seeds, roots, and young leaves are used in Ger- ^
many and other countries in soups, etc. The
plant was formerh* much in use as a medicinal
aromatic. In the United States, sweet cicely is

the name given to the species of Osmorrhiza, a
genus closely related to Myrrhis.

CI'CER. See ChickPea.

CIC'EBO, Marcus Tullius ( 106-43 b.c. ) . The
greatest orator of Rome, and one of the most
illustrious of her statesmen and men of letters.

He was Ixirn at .\rpinum January 3, B.C. 106.

lie belonged to an ancient family, of the eques-

trian order, and was p<isses8ed of considerable

influence in his native district. His father, him-

self a man of culture, and desirous that his son

8hould acquire an eminent j)osition in the State,

removed him at an early age to Rome, where,

under the direction of the orator Crassus, he
\\as instructed in the language and literature of

Greece, and in all the other branches of a lil)eral

education. In his sixteenth year he assmued
the toga virilis, or manly toga, and was intro-

duced to the public life of a Roman citizen. He
now acquired a knowledge of law, and underwent
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a complete course of training in oratory. At
the same time he studied i)hiloso|)hy under three

Bueifssive instructors, of the Kpieurean, Aca-
demic, and Stoic scliools, and nc^'lccted no mental
exercise, however arduous, which might con-

duce to his future eminence; being thus early

of the opinion which he afterwards maintained
in his treatise De Oruttire, that an orator should
possess almost universal knowledge. With the

exception of a brief campaign under Sulla, in

the Social War, he passed his time in these pre-

liminary studies until his twenty-sixth year,

when he began to plead in public. In one of

his earliest causes he distinguished himself by
defending the rights of lloscius, a private citizen,

against one of the favorites of Sulla, who was
then dictator.

Soon after, for the benefit of hia health, and
to pursue his oratorical studies, he traveled to

the chief seats of learning in Greece and Asia,

and on his return was regarded as second to

no orator at the Roman bar. Having been
elected questor (B.C. 70), he was appointed by
lot to a government in Sicily, a post which he
filled with great ability, and to the entire sat-

isfaction of those whom he governed. Some
years after his return he laid tlie Sicilians under
still greater obligation by his successful prosecu-

tion of their pretor, Verres, against whom he
prepared no fewer than six orations, although the

first had the effect of disheartening the accused
BO effectually that he voluntarily retired into

exile. This was Cicero's first great triumph,
for Verres had as his counsel and advocate the

famous pleader Hortensius, who was at that time
the acknowledged head of the Roman bar. In
B.C. 69 Cicero filled the office of ffdile, and in 66
that of pretor. Supported by Pomi>eius, whose
favor he had gained by his advocacy of the Ma-
nilian Law, giving to that general the command
of the Mithridatic War, Cicero was at length

elected, by an overwhelming majority, to the
consulship (n.c. 63). His tenure of office was
rendered memorable by the conspiracy of Cati-

line, which he frustrated with admirable skill

and promptitude. (See Catimne. ) The highest
praises Avere showered upon Cicero; he was
hailed by Cato and Catullus as the 'father of his

country;' and public thanksgivings in his name
were voted to the gods. But his popularity did
not last long after the expiration of his consul-

ship. His enemies charged him with a public
crime in having put the conspiring nobles to

death without a formal trial, and he found it

necessary to leave Rome, and to take up his

residence in Thessalonica (b.c. 58). A formal
edict of banishment was pronounced against him,
but he was recalled from exile in about sixteen
months, and on his return to Rome was received
with great enthusiasm.

His recovered dignity, however, soon excited
the envy of the very party in the Senate with
which he had desired to make common cause;
•while Pompeius and Ca-sar, the greatest powers
in the State, from whose enmity he had most
to dread, courted his alliance and cooperation.
Thus, while preserving an appearance of inde-

pendence, he was betrayed into many actions
which he could not but regard as humiliating,
and which, by increasing the power of the tri-

umvirs, led indirectly to the ruin of the Re-
public. A remarkable exception to this trimming
policy is to be foimd in his assisting Milo

when suing for the consulship. Against the
wish of Pompeius, and in spite of the hostile
feeling of the populace, he defended him after he
had slain tlie demagogue Clodius in an accidental
encounter. During this period he composed his
works, De Oratore, De Jtcpublica, and De Legi-
bu8. After a year's admirable administration of
the Province of Cilicia (u.c. 51 to 50 y. he re-

turned to Italy on the eve of the Civil War.
With the convictions which he avowed, there was
but one course which it would have been honor-
able for him to pursue—to enlist himself, at all

hazards, on the side of Pomj)eius ami the Rei»ub-
lic. But instead of this he hesitated, balanced
the claims of duty and of interest, blamed I*om-

peius for his want of preparation, and criticised
the plan of his campaign, even after he had
joined the army of the Senate, so that Pom-
peius found his cooperation more annoying
than his opposition. After the battle of Phar-
salia had wrecked the Pompeian cause, Cic-
ero abruptly quitted his friends, and resolved
to throw himself upon the generosity of
the conqueror. After nine months' miserable
suspense at Brundisium, he was kindly re-

ceived by Ca?sar, whom he followed to Rome.
During the years which ensued he remained in
comparative retirement, composing his principal
works in philosophy and rhetoric, including those
entitled Orator; Hortensius; De Finibus; Tus-
culance Disputationes ; De Natura Deorum ; De
tienectute; De Amicitia; and De Officiis. On the
death of Ca;sar, he was disposed to unite his in-

terests with those of Brutus and the other
conspirators, but was restrained by dictates of

prudence. In the civil disturbances which fol-

lowed, he espoused the cause of Octavianus. and
composed his denunciatory orations against An-
tonius, which are known as the Philippics. These
orations were the occasion of his death. When
Octavianus and I^pidus joined with Antonius in

a triumvirate, Cicero was among the proscribed,

and his life was relentlessly sought. The sol-

diers of Antonius overtook him while his attend-
ants were bearing him, now old and in an in-

firm state of health, from his Formian villa to

Caieta, where he intended to embark. He met
his death with greater fortitude than he had
shown during many of the untoward incidents

of his life. Forbidding his attendants to make
any resistance, he stretched forward in the litter,

and offered his neck to the sword of his execu-
tioners. He died in the sixty-fourth year of his

age, on December 7, n.c. 4.3.

As a man, Cicero was high-minded, generous,
and possessed at all times of excellent inten-

tions; yet he was lacking in moral courage; he
was intensely egoistic and so unstable that he
failed to impress his ideas upon those about him.
His very sensitiveness and his high-strung,
emotional nature, which made him so successful

as an orator and as an interpreter of literary

themes, were fatal to his ambition as a states-

man. He lacked the intense conviction of a man
like Cato, and he lacked also the cool, haughty
courage and unshaken nerve of Cfpsar. He al-

ways saw with fatal facility the strength of each
side of every question, .so that he was continually
wavering between one position and another,

swayed by the impulses of the moment and ut-

terly devoid of that grim tenacity of purpose
which holds fast to the end. This is the reason
why, in the stormy times which attended and
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followed the death of Caesar, Cicero hesitated
and temporized and so miscalculated the attitude
and the intentions of the conflicting parties that,

in the end, both of them conceived for him an
enmity mingled with contempt.

In his oratory, Cicero represents a mean be-

tween the Attic simplicity of Demosthenes and
the so-called 'Asiatic' floridity of his own for-

mer rival, Hortensius. Ancient rhetoricians clas-

sified him as belonging to the Rhodian school of

eloquence. He had, indeed, all the gifts of na-
ture and of training which go to make the per-

fect orator—an impressionable nature, a vivid

imagination, and a master^' of language such as

has never been surpassed. The one defect in

Cicero's oratory is the defect that has been al-

ready noted in his character, and which may be
defined as a lack of sincerity, of genuine con-

viction, of the ring of truth. This strain of

insincerity makes him almost always seem to be

the special pleader who praises or denounces, as

the case may be, more from a certain sympathetic
facility for working up a temporary interest in

almost any cause, than from the impelling force

of a master mind which takes its stand upon the

rock of principle, from which neither self-interest

nor flattery nor danger can shake it free. Hence
there is nothing in all Cicero's oratorical effort

worthy to be set beside the one sublime master-

piece of Demosthenes without appearing by com-
parison light and hollow and almost trivial.

This defect, however, is wholly moral and psycho-

logical. On the linguistic side, and viewed sim-

ply as a master of language, it is impossible

to set Cicero's rank too high. The perfect har-

mony of his periods, the exquisite choice of his

words, the delicate balance of his cadences, whose
sound keeps up an ever running accompaniment
to sense, and the majestic roll of his wonderful
perorations are absolutely without counterpart

in Greek, or English, or any other language
whatsoever, and they make reasonable and true

the judgment of Quintilian, that "Cicero is now
less the name of a man than of eloquence itself."

As a man of letters, Cicero has also left to

posterity a mighty name. He created a prose

style which for richness and refinement has never

been surpassed, and which became at once the

standard by which all other Latin prose is now
tested and compared. He added, indeed, very
largely to the vocabulary of his o\vn language,

giving currency to striking and picturesque

words and phrases which had hitherto not entered

into the diction of formal literature, but which
were exctH'dingly expressive, and needed only the

authority of a genius like Cicero to gain univer

sal currency. Likewise, when necessary, and es-

pecially when paraplirasing in T.<atin the philo-

sophical writings of the Greeks, he struck out
new words to express new ideas, and these newly
minted words were so thoroughly in accordance

with the analogies of the Latin language as to be

at once accepted and approved. Cicero was a
facile writer, and he dealt with many subjects

in many departments of iiitellectual interest.

Nearly all of his philosophical books were bor-

rowed almost wholly from Greek sources and are
therefore entirely unoriginal in matter: but the

manner is most attractive and has a lucidity and
grace such as the Greek philosophical writers

seldom attained. His rhetorical works, written

in the dialogue form, are of great value, first

as being the production of one who was himself

an accomplished rhetorician, and in the second
place for the richness of the historical material
which Cicero scattered through them with a lav-

ish hand. Among the minor works of Cicero
two—a treatise on old age {De Senectute) and
one on friendship {De Amicitia) have always
been admired, both for their exquisite charm of
style and for their urbane and cultivated tone.
Highly important among the Ciceronian re-

mains are four collections of letters written by
Cicero to various acquaintances and friends, and
numbering in all 774 pieces. These letters were
not collected by Cicero himself, nor did he ever
intend that they should be published. They rep-

resent, therefore, an unstudied, unconscious,
spontaneous self-revelation of their author, and
they are, besides, an inexhaustible treasure-house
of information, often of a very intimate charac-
ter, concerning Cicero's contemporaries and the
political history of his time. This correspond-
ence was preserved and edited by Cicero's amanu-
ensis, Tullius Tiro, and also in part by Cicero's

familiar friend, Pomponius Atticus, to whom
very many of the letters were addressed. Cicero
likewise, in his early years, composed poetry,
little of which has survived and none of which
was favorably criticised by his own countrymen.
The extant orations of Cicero are fifty-seven

in number, of which the most famous are the four
against Catiline, the fourteen so-called Philippics
against Antony, the oration on behalf of Archias,
and two legal orations, one on behalf of L. Mu-
rena and the other on behalf of Marcus Caelius.

It should be remembered always in reading these

orations that they do not represent the actual
form in which they were delivered, but that
Cicero edited them freely, as Webster edited
his famous speech in reply to Hayne. Some of
the Ciceronian orations, in fact, were not deliv-

ered at all, and this was especially the case with
most of the Philippics, which were in reality

political tracts or pamphlets. Of the speeches
which have been mentioned above, the first ora-

tion against Catiline is the most highly wrought
and splendidly rhetorical ; the one in l)ehalf of
Archias is the most graceful, easy, and refined;

the two legal orations are the neatest and wit-

tiest; while the second Philippic is the most elab-

orately violent in the severity and at times the
coarseness of its_ denunciation.

The best complete text edition of Cicero's

works is that of Miiller (Leipzig, 1878). Thebest
edition of the letters with a commentary is that
of Tyrrell and Purser (6 vols., London. i885-99).

The letters are translated by Shuckburgh (Lon-
don, 1809). There are no good translations into

English of the rest of Cicero's works. There is a
German lexicon to the philosophical writings

( 1895) and to the orations (1884), both by Mer-
guet. For an account of Cicero's career, .«iee Mid-
dleton. Life of Cicrro (London, 1741), very old-

fashioned and extreme; Forsyth, Life of Cicero
(London, 1804) ; Davidson, Life of Cicero (New
York. 1894) ; and l^oissier, Cir^rnu rt urs amia
(5th ed.. Paris. 1895). An uncritical but inter-

esting book is Trollope, Life of Cicero (New York.
1880). For an unfavorable view of Cicero, see

Mommsen. Iliatori/ of Rome, vol. iv. (New
York, 1880). while the .strongest plea for Cicero

is that of Gerlach (Basel, 1804). On Cicero as

a philosopher, consult l>evin. Lecturea on the

PhiloKophif of Cicero (Cambridge, 1871) : on his

legal merits, Gasquy, Cic^on jurisconaulte
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(Paris, 1884) ; on hi8 rhetorical and oratorical

giftd, Causeret, Siir la luni/ur dc la rheloriguc

dans Cict-ron (Paris, 188(5) ; Thiele, llcrmagocaH
(Berlin, 1803) ; and ScarH, History of Oratory
(Chicajfo, 1890). Regarding the letters of Cice-

ro, consult Nisjird, \otca sur les Icttres dc Ci-

cvron (Paris, 1882). and the introduction to Tyr-
rell and Purser's edition, in vol. i.

CICEBO, QuiNTUS TuLUUS (c.102-43 B.C.).

A Roman commander, younger brother of Cicero,

the orator. He served as pretor in B.C. 62, and
was (fovenior of Asia for three years. As legatus,

he accompanied Ciesar to Britain in ».c. 55. He
commanded a legion in winter quarters in B.C.

64, and showed skill and courage in defending
iiis camp against vast forces of the Gauls under
Ambiorix. In 51 he served as legate to his

brother, Marcus Tullius, in Cilicia. After the

battle of Pharsalia, in which he had fought on
the side of Pompeius, he was proscribed by the

triumvirs and put to death by the emissaries

of Antonius. Quintus was perhaps the author of

the Commcntariolum PetHionis, a missive ad-

dressed to his brother and usually printed with
Cicero's letters to him, and of several tragedies,

which have been lost. Eighteen lines by him are
printed in Bileheler, Quinti Ciceronis Reliqviw
(Leipzig, 1809).

CICEBONE, sis'^-ro'n^, It. pron. che'chi-rO'-

i)i ( It., from Cicero, on account of his learning
or eloquence). A guide, usually for the purpose
of showing the curiosities and works of art in a
town to strangers. Ciceroni are of all Megrees,
from distinguished archieologists, who undertake
the office as a favor, to the humble guide-inter-

prctc.

CICHORIUM, sl-ki/rl-um. See Chicory.

CICINDELIDJE, sls'In-dell-de. See Tiger-
Beetles.

CICISBEO, che'ch^s-ba'6 ( It., whence Fr. cicis-

hee, sigisbee, probably from Fr. chic, Sp. chico,

small + beau, It. bcllo, beautiful ; i.e. a minor
gallant ) . A name given in Italy to the pro-

fessed gallant or constant attendant upon a
married lady. In the higher ranks of Italian

society, it was at one time considered unfash-
ionable for the husband to associate with his wife
anywhere except in his own .house. In society,

or at public places of amusement, the wife was
accompanied by her cicisbeo, who attended at her
toilet to receive her commands for the day. This
custom, which was once universal, and which
naturally gave rise to much scandal, has now
almost disappeared. Cicisbeo is synonjinous with
cavaliere servenfe. See Byron's poem Beppo.

CICOGNABA, chd'kd-nya'ra, Leopoldo, Count
(1767-1834). An Italian archaeologi.st and art-

historian. He was born in Ferrara, studied in

Modena and the Academy of San Luca, and be-

came successively ambassador of the Cisalpine
Republic to Turin, and a councilor of State. In
1808 he left the Government service and became
president of the Academy of Fine Arts in

Venice. He traveled extensively and made valu-
able collections of art-objects and works on art-

history. His chief publication is the Storia delta

scnltura dal stio risorgimento in Italia sino at

secolo di Napoleove (3 vols., 1813-18; 2d ed., 7

vols., 1824), a critical study of remarkable com-
pleteness and accuracy, which obtained for him a
European reputation. Consult: Becchi, Elogio

di Leopoldo Cicognara (1834) ; and Zanetti, Cen-
ni biografici di Leopoldo Cicognara (Venice,
1834).

CICONI, ch^chiVn*, Teobaldo ( 1824-63). An
Italian dramatist, bom in San Daniele (Friaul).
He studied in Padua, and in 1848 participated in

the insurrection in Tuscany, Venice, and Rome.
Subsequently he became known as a journalist
and poet. His comedy Le pcvorelle smarrite
(1857) was his first important popular success.

Other dramatic works, such as Le mofiche bianche
and La ririncita, coiifirnicd his reputation.

CID, The, or CID CAMPEADOB, Up. pron.
theo kiim'pft-a-Dor' (Sp., Lord Conqueror). The
name given in histories, traditions, and songs
to the most celebrated of Spain's national heroes.

There is so much of tlie mythical in the his-

tory of this j)ersonage that hyjwrcritical writers,

such as Masdea. have doubted his existence ; but
recent researches, more particularly those of

Dozy, and the investigation of newly discovered
Arabic sources, have succeeded in separating the
historical from the romantic. The following is

the result of these inquiries: Rodrigo or Ruy
Diaz (Roderic the son of Diego), generally
known as Ruy Diaz de Bivar, was descended
from one of the proudest families of Castile. His
name first appears in a document written in

1004, during the reign of Ferdinand the Great of

Leon. Under Sanclio II., son of Ferdinand, he
became standard-bearer and commander of the
royal troops. In a war between the two brothers,
Sancho II. and Alfonso VI. of Leon, it was a
stratagem of Roderic's—which, according to
modern notions, was anything but honorable

—

that secured the victory of Sancho at Llantada
over his brother, who was forced to seek refuge
with the Moorish King of Toledo (1701). He
appears at this time to have already been called
the Campcador, a word supposed to answer to
our 'champion.'

Upon the assassination of his friend and pa-
tron. King Sancho, he required the next heir,

Alfonso, to clear himself by oath of any par-
ticipation in his brother's murder, ere the nobles
of Leon and Castile should do homage to him.
By this act he incurred the new monarch's
enmity; an enmity which, however, the politic

King concealed in the hour of danger, and he
even consented to Roderic's marriage with his
cousin Ximena, daughter of Diego, Duke of As-
turias. But when the King thought the ser-

vices of Roderic no longer necessary to his own
safety, he lent a willing ear to the latter's per-

sonal enemies, and banished him in 1081. Roderic
then joined the Moorish King of Saragossa, in

whose service he fought against both Moslems
and Christians. It was probably during this

exile that he was first called the Cid or Sid, an
Arabic title which means lord. He frequently
defeated the King of Aragon and the Count of
Barcelona, the latter of whom, Berenguer Ramon
II., he took prisoner.

He was again reconciled to the King, but only
for a short time, when he was condemned to a
second exile. In order to support his family
and numerous followers, he now saw himself
forced to carry his sword against the Moors,
over whom he gained a victory, and established
himself as sovereign or lord of Valencia (1094).
He retained possession of Valencia five years,

during which time he took many neighboring
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fortresses. He died of grief in 1099, on learning
that his relative and comrade in arms, Alvar
Faflez, had been vanquished by the Moors, and
that the army wliicli he had sent to his assist-

ance had been defeated near Alcira. After the
Cid's death, his widow held Valencia till 1102,
when she was obliged to capitulate to the Al-
nioravides, and Uee to Castile, where she died in
1104. Her remains were placed by those of her
lord in the monastery of San Pedro de Cardefia,
near IJurgos. The Cid had a son, who was slain
by the Moors in a battle near Consuegra. He also
left behind him two daughters, one of whom was
married to the Count of Barcelona, the other to
the Infante of Navarre, through wliom the kings
of Spain claim kindred with ".l/io Cid el Campea-
dor." Relics of tlie 'Blessed Cid,' as he is still

called in Spain, such as his sword, shield,

banner, and drinking-cup, are still held in

great reverence by the populace. The numerous
Cid romances that were first published in the
Sixteenth Century contain the most romantic
improbabilities concerning the life and deeds
of the Cid. Consult Silva de varios romances
(1550), and Romancero general (1604). These
romances were taken from the ancient cantares
(national songs) and poemas, most of which are
entirely lost, llie most important of modern
works on this subject are: Dozy, Recherches sur
Vhistoire politique et litteraire de I'Espagne pen-
dant le mot/en age (3d ed., Leyden, 1881) ; Hu-
ber, (leschichte des Cid, etc. (Bremen, 1829), and
Southey, Chronicle of the Cid (London, 1808).
Consult also Willemaers, Le Cid (Brussels,

1873).

CID, Le. a famous tragedy by Pierre Cor-
neillc (q.v.).

CID'ABIS. See Sea-Ubchin.

CIDER (from OF. cidere, from Lat. sieera,

from Gk. vUepa, sikera, from Heb. shSkar, strong
drink, from shakar, to be intoxicated). The
fermented juice of apples, which is extensively
prepared in Gloucestershire and in other parts
of England, in Ireland, in the northern dis-

tricts of France, and in North America. The
apples are first ground or grated in a mill,

«nd the pulp is then made into a cheese by
mixing witii straw to hold it in shape, or
in some cases is placed in forms made of reed-

grass. It is then subjected to pressure, and
yields a dark-colored sweet liquid. The pomace
remaining is sometimes wet an<l pressed again,

yielding an inferior cider. Green or rotten apples
should not be used ; the former nnike cider de-

ficient in sugar and turbid from the suspended
particles of starch, while rotten fruit is sure
to im|)air the flavor of the cider. Early apples
make a much poorer quality of cider than do
fall and winter apples, as the latter contain
about 2.5 per cent, more of sugar. Fresh cider

contains 85 to 88 per cent, of water, 12 to 15

per cent, of total solid matter, consisting mostly
of sugar, and a little malic acid, the natural
acid of the apple. The 'working* or fermenta-
tion of cider, by which alcohol is produced, is due
to certain kinds of yeasts, which decom|)os«' the

sugar into alcohol and carbonic a<'id, the latter

passing into the air. In some countries pure
cultures of yeasts are, with advantage, now-

employed for the fermentation. .\ft<'r the first

or main fermentation the clear liquid is racked
off into clean casks, which are placed in a

Vol. IV.—40.

cool cellar for the second or still fermentation.
An acetic fermentation may take place by which
acetic acid is produced and the cider becomea
'hard,' or quite sour, unless properly handled.
The fermented cider contains only 2 or 3 per cent,
of solids (instead of 12 to 15 per cent, as in
the apple-juice), and from 4.5 to 7 per cent, of
alcohol. I3y again racking off the cider, after
the second fermentation, and placing it in casks
tightly bunged or in closely stoppered bottles,

it can be kept for a considerable time without
souring.

Cider brandy, or applejack, is a product de-
rived by distillation from fermented cider. It
contains very much more alcohol. For cider
vinegar, see Vinegar.

CI]^NEGA, se-a'na-g6, Castilian 8p. pron.
the-. See Spring.

CIl^NEGA (lagoon), or San Juan de la Cifi-

NEGA. A town in the Department of Magdalena,
Colombia, at the mouth of a lagoon on the north-
west coast, 10 miles south of Santa Marta, with
%\hich it is connected by rail. Its inhabitants,
estimated at 7000, are chiefly engaged in fisheries.

CIENFUEGOS, the'an-fwu''g6s (Sp., hundred
fires), or -Tagia. A city of Cuba, in the Prov-
ince of Santa Clara, situated on the southern
coast, about 130 miles southeast of Havana
(Map: Cuba, E 4). Cienfuegos has one of the
finest harbors in the West Indies, and is of con-

siderable commercial importance. The harbor
incloses an area of about 6 square leagues, with
a depth of 27 feet at the anchorage. The city is

well built and has many modem improvements.
The streets are wide and straight, and one of the
plazas is considered the finest in the island. Cien-
fuegos is lighted by gas and electricity, and has a
good water supply. Its conunerce is largely with
the United States. The principal exports are
sugar and tobacco. Cienfuegos is connected by rail

with Havana and a few other important points.

The harbor is supposed to have been visited by
Columbus during his first voyage. The settle-

ment here was made by refugees from San Do-
mingo in 1819, Cienfuegos being one of the young-
est cities in Cul)a. During the Spanish-American
War it was blockaded by Admiral Schley, then in

search of Cervera's fleet. Population, in 1899,

30,038.

CIENFUEGOS,' NiCA.sio Alvarez de (1764-

1809). A Spanish poet. He was born in Madrid,
was educated at Salamanca, and published his

first collection of poems in 1798. The e<litorship

of the Government journals El Mercurio and La
Gaceta was granted him, and subsequently he
obtained an appointment in the Foreign Office.

For participati(m in the jxipular demonstration
against the French at Madrid on May 2, 1808,

he was deported to France, where he died. His
dramas an' to later ta.ste stilted and ill-contrived.

His lyric verse, however, is still read. An edi-

tion of his Ohras poHicas appeared at Paris in

1821 (2 vols.).

CIESZKOWSKI, tsC'flsh-kOv'sk^^, ArorsT.
Count (1814-94). A Polish philosopher and
political economist, born at Sucha, PcxUachia,

and educated at the I'niversity of B<Mlin. He
was one of the founders of the liibliotrka llVir-

szawska. and in 1847 settled in Posen, whence
he was for years sent as a deputy to the Prus-

sian Chamber of Deptities. He was president of

the Society of the Friends of Science in Posen,
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and repeatedly, but vainly, endeavored to secure

the establishment of a university in that city.

His works, written in Oernian, French, and
Polish, include the following: Prolegomena zur

U uitorioaophie (1838); ilolt und Palingcne-

»ie (1842); Du credit et de la circulation

(2d ed.. 1847) ; Ojcze-Nasz (1848), a philosoph-

ical exposition of the Lord's Prayer.

CIEZA, th^-A'thA. A towTi of Spain, in the

Province of Murcia, situated on the left bank
of the Segura, 20 miles northwest of Murcia
(Map: Spain, E 3). It lies in a fertile region,

amid olive-groves, and contains a large number
of churches and monasteries. In its vicinity

are the ruins of an old Roman fortress. Popula-

tion, in 1900, 13,5i)0.

CIEZA DE LE6n, th^-jVthA d& lA-on',

l^DBO DE (1518-60). A Spanish soldier and
historian, born in Llerena. He accompanied
Pizarro, and up to 1552 fought much and trav-

eled widely. He wrote a Crdnica del I'cru ( in four

parts), a valuable authority on the geography
and early history of Peru, as well as on Peruvian
civilization under the Incas. Parts I. and II. of

his narrative have been translated into English

by Sir Clements R. Markham for the Hakluyt
Society.

CIGAR, CIGARETTE. See Tobacco.

CIGABETTE-BEETLE. A small ptinid

beetle {Lasiodenmi scrricome) . closely related

to the death-watch, which attacks stored tobacco.

It is a great pest in tobacco warehouses in both
Europe and America. See Tobacco Pests.

CIGAB-FISH. See Scad.

CIGNANI, chft-nyU'n^, Cablo, Count (1628-

1719). An Italian painter, born in Bologna.

He was the pupil of Francesco Albani, and, in

the eyes of many critics, his equal. His first

important works were two large paintings in

the Palazzo Publico, representing "The Entrance
ot Pope Paul III. into Bologna" and the passage
of Francis I. through the city. These were exe-

cuted imder the direction of Cardinal Farnese.

But Cignani's masterpiece is the painting of the
interior of the dome of the Chapel of the Ma-
donna del Fuoco in the cathedral at Forll, with
the assumption of the Virgin as the subject. This
is said to have tiiken him twenty years. He has
been compared to Guido Reni and Carracci ; and
while he is not really the equal of these artists,

his work is always rich in color and satisfactory

in design. The women and children in his pic-

tures are particularly charming.

CIGNABOLI, GiAMBETTiNO (1706-70). An
Italian painter, born in Verona. He was a pupil
of Balestra and Santo Prunati at Verona, and
pursued further studies at Venice. His works,
including altar-pieces at Pisa, Parma, and Ve-
rona, and "Madonna Enthroned, with Saints"
(Museum of the Prado, Madrid), place him
among the minor Veronese artists. He is better

known as the founder of the Academy of Painting
at Verona.

CIGOLI, ch$-go1*, T.UDO\aco Cardi da ( 1559-

1613). An Italian painter and architect. He
was born in Cigoli, and was a pupil of Allessan-

dro Allori and of Santo di Titi, but in style

imitated Correggio, and is sometimes called the
Correggio of Tuscany. He was employed by Pope
Paul V. in various works in Rome, and painted
for Saint Peter's a fresco which is now destroyed,

but which was consitlered to compare with those
of Raphael. Cigoli was painter, sculptor, jHK't,

musician, and architect. He decorated the city

of Florence for the marriage of Henry IV. of

France and Maria de' Medici. Some of his best

works are: "Martyrdoni of Saint Stephen," Uffizi

(Jallerj'; "Saint Francis," Pitti Gallery; "Flight
into Egj'pt;" "David with the Head of Goliath;"
"Tobias;" and "The Marriage of Saint Cath-
arine," in the Hermitage in Saint Petersburg.

CILIA or PLANTS ( Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Lat. cilium, eyelid). The cilia of plant-cells are
exceedingly delicate protoplasmic fibrils, whose
rapid vibratile movement in the water propels
the body. Some of the lowest unicellular alg«
are provided with cilia, generallj- a pair for each
cell, throughout the entire vegetative life of the
organism. But in the higher algse and some
fungi this motile condition is only present dur-
ing the reproductive periods, when asexual
swarm-spores (zoospores, q.v. ) are to be formed,
or motile sex-cells (gametes) are developed. The
ciliated cell is represented in groups above the
algse and fungi (thallophytes) only by the motile
sperms, characteristic of the mosses and ferns.

It makes its last appearance in the cycads and
certain other primitive gj'ninosperms.

Cilia are developed from cytoplasmic elements
in the protoplasm (see Cell), and in some types
are known to be formed by a definite proto-
plasmic body termed .i 'blepharoplast' (q.v.),

which is probably related to the structure gen-
erally called a 'centrosphere.'

a, Sperm ot Alga; b, spemi of Chara; c, sperm of Marsilea;
d, spore of CEdogonium; e, sperm of fern; /, male cell of
cycad.

CILICIA, 8l-llsh1-fi (Lat., from Gk. KtXtKk,
Kilikia, Assyr. Khilakku ) . An ancient country
occupying the southeastern portion of Asia
Minor. The Taurus range, which separated it

from Cappadocia and Lycaonia, boimded it on the

north, the Gulf of Issus and the Cilician Sea (be-

tween it and Cyprus) on the south, while the
.\7nanus Mountains and Pamphylia bounded it

respectively on the east and west. It was
watered by the Pyramus, Sams, and Calycadnus.
The eastern portion of Cilicia was fertile in

grain, wine, etc. ; while the western and more
mountainous portion furnished inexhaustible sup-
plies of timber to the ancients. The passes into
Syria are easy of access, but those through the
Taurus are very difficult, the easiest being the
'Cilician Gates,' through which Cyrus the Younger
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and Alexander the Great entered the country.
The chief city was Tarsus.
The early inhabitants of Cilicia appear to have

been of Semitic stock. At the time of the rise

of the Persian monarchy, the country was ruled
by the native dynasty of Syennesis. The Cilician

princes became vassals of the Persian kings. In
the period of Greek rule in the East, Cilicia be-

came the seat of dreaded pirates. Having car-

ried on their depredations too close to the shores
of Italy, the Roman arms were turned against
them, and they were subdued by Pompeius (B.C.

67). and Cilicia was made a Roman province,
though the mountainous western portion was
never thoroughly subjugated.

CILICIAN '(sMlsh'fln) GATES. The an-
cient name of a pass through the Taurus from
Cappadocia to Cilicia, referred to by Xenophon
as exceedingly difficult. The city of Tyana was
situated at the northern foot of the Taurus, at
the Cappadocian opening of the pass.

CILLI, tsin^. The capital of a district in

Styria, Austria, picturesquely situated amid hilly

wenery on the Sann, 38 miles northeast of Lei-

bach (Map: Austria, D 3). The town is of

great antiquity, and with the remains of its forti-

fied walls and castle, gabled houses, a Roman-
esque church, Gothic chapel, and fourteenth-cen-
tury parish church, retains a mediaeval aspect.

The municipal museum contains numerous Ro-
man antiquities and relics of the town's early
history. It is an increasingly pojiular summer
resort, owing to its warm river baths. Coal and
iron mines, smelting furnaces, and chemical
works are among its chief industrial establish-

ments, and there is an extensive trade carried on
in coal, iron, timber, cereals, cattle, leather, and
wine. The Roman Claudia Celeja, mentioned by
Pliny the Elder, was taken by the Emperor
Claudius B.C. 15, and subsequently formed part
of Aquileia. It was the capital of the Slavonian
District of Zellia from 1146 to 1331, and from
1339 to 1456 of the countv of Cilli. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 6264; in 1900, 6743.

CIMA, che'mft, Giovanni Battista (c.l460-

1517). An Italian painter, called 'II Conegliano.'

from the place of his birth. He is supposed to

have been a pupil of Giovanni Bellini, and his

pictures have the same religious feeling and
serenity. His favorite subject was the 'Madonna,'
with saints. Ruskin has praised and copied the
charming harmonious background of his "Madon-
na and Saints" now in the Church of Santa
Maria dell' Orto, Venice.

CIMABTJE, chg'mft-b?5J5'&, Giovanni (c.1240-

C.1302). 'Die first great j)ainter of the Revival
in Italy. He was b()rn in Florence and belonged
to a noble family, but of his studies nothing
definite is known. Vasari believes that he learned
painting of some Byzantine artists established

in Florence. While he certainly felt the Byzan-
tine influence, then paramount in Italy, it has
recently been discovered that he resided for a
while in Rome (1272), which was the centre of

an Italian artistic revival. (See Co.smati.) Ci-

mabue was the first Italian—at least, the first

Tuscan—to give individual life, grace, and move-
ment to his figures ; to soften the lines of drap-
ery, while maintaining a dignity and religious

feeling often absent from the work of his suc-

cessor, Giotto. Two remarkable pictures in

Florence are usually attributed to him, both of

them representing the Madonna and Child en-

throned, attended by angels ; one at Santa Maria
Novella, the other in the Belle Arti. Vasari re-

lates that the former excited so much admira-
tion that King Charles of Anjou visited the
artist's studio and the picture was carried in
triumphal procession to the church. The Na-
tional Gallerj' in London has a picture, and the
Louvre in Paris has another, attributed credil)ly

to this master; but they are not so important
as those in Florence, or as the fifth picture of
the same subject (a fresco) in Assisi. It was
in his extensive series of frescoes in Saint Fran-
cis, Assisi, that Cimabue developed his powers
to their fullest, having left behind him his stiff

early manner of the Belle Arti work, and even
his second Sienese manner of the Santa ^laria
Novella picture, for the softer and more classic
style learned in Rome from such works as the
San Clemente and other later frescoes. The
Church of Saint Francis was the Mecca of early
Italian painters. It is there that we can study
the beginning of the Revival : the best Roman,
Umbrian, and Tuscan painters of the second
half of the thirteenth century covered both the
Upper and Lower churches with an unparalleled
cycle of religious compositions. Here Cimabue
left his best works, in the Upper Church. Ac-
cording to Vasari, Cimabue was Giotto's master;
but this, like so many of his statements about
early artists, cannot be relied upon. Consult:
Strzygowski, Cimabue ttnd Rom (Vienna, 1888) ;

Forbes-Robertson, "Cimabue" in Oreat Paintern
of Christendom (London, 1877).

CIMABOSA, che'ma-nyzA, Domenico (1749-
1801). An Italian composer of operas, born as
the son of a poor mason, at Aversa, near Naples.
He studied music at the Conservator^' Santjv
JTaria di Ix)reto, under Manna, Sacchini, Fena-
roli, and Piccinni. His firstopera, Le stravaganze
del conte (1772), achieved fair success, and in

two years he had a reputation in all the leading
theatres of Italj', having composed half a dozen
operas, and surpassing in popularity all coni-

jiosers then living, Paisiello and Mozart among
them. In 1779 his L'ltaliana in Londra was
given in Rome, and other operas followed in rapid
succession. He accepted a call to go to Saint
Petersburg as composer, and conductor of the
Italian opera, but "the severe climate compelled
him to leave this lucrative post after three years
(1789-92). Vienna received him with distin-

guished honors, and II vinlrimonio scgreto, pro-

duced there, had reuuirkable success. In Naples
it had an unprecedented nm of sixty-seven nights
in 1793. Of the operas written subsequently, the
most famous was Le astuzie feminili (1794). In
1799 he joined a secret revolutionary society in

Naples; the plot was discovered, and Cimarosa
was sentenced to death, but this decree was com-
nuit-ed to exile. He died suddenly in Venice,

and his friends accused the Govcrnnu-nt of

jtoisoning him. However, an autopsy proved
the allegation imfounded. In all, he wrote about
eighty o[)era.s, of which numl)cr // matrimonio
still holds the stage. The greater number arc

comic opera.s, which picture the light-heartedness

and gayety of life of the last quarter of the
eighteenth century. In his serious o|)erus. such
as OU Ornzi c Curiazi and Artasm»\ Cimarosa
displays some power of characterization, coupled

with original orchestral effects, masterly handling
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of ditimatic situntidns, and tragic force, fully

ctiual to his rich vein of comedy.

CIM'BBI. An ancient warlike tribe, which,

with the Toutonea (q.v.), were the first (Jcrniaiis

tliat forctni their way into the Roman territory.

\\e hear of thein first in B.C. 113, when they

moved south througli the German forests, joined

with other northern tribes, and wandered through

Noricum and lllyricum. The Romans sent

against them the consul Papirius Carbo, but

he met with a signal defeat at Noreia, and the

road to Italy was left open to the enemy. Fortu-

nately for Rome, the Cimbri chose to migrate to

the Rhine, which they crossed, and proceeded

southward U) Gaul. By the year 109 tliey were

again on the Roman boundaries, and Junius

Silanus, who was sent against them, also suffered

a defeat. His successors were no more fortu-

nate, and the Romans met with a great disaster

at Arausio (Orange) in 10.5, when they lost

no fewer than 80,000 troops. The news of

this disaster created a panic in Rome. The
Constitution was disregarded, and Marius, the

successful general in Africa, was made consul

for five years, in the hope that he might crush

the 'Gallic' invaders. While he was gathering

great forces, the hordes of Cimbri and Teutones

poured into northern Italy. The skillful gen-

eralship of Marius now put an end to their

depredations. The Teutones were crushed at

Aquae Sextise (Aix) in Gaul (b.c. 102), and in

the following year a fearful battle was fought

with the Cimbri in the Campi Raudii, near Ver-

cella; (Vercelli), and the entire nomad race was
annihilated. The men were killed or captured,

and the women slew themselves and their chil-

dren (B.C. 101). The name Cimbrie Chersonese

was given by the ancients to the peninsula of Jut-

land.

CIMICIDiE, si-misl-de (Neo-Lat. nom. pi.,

from Lat. cimex, bug) . The family of bugs

represented by the bedbugs (genus Cimex) (q.v.).

CIMICirUGA, sI'mt-slFA-gft (Neo-Lat., from
Lat. cimex, bug + fugare, to rout, from fugere,

to flee), or Bugbane. An herb of the order Ra-
nunculaceae. Black snakeroot or black cohosh

(
Cimicifuga racemosa ) is found in all the North-

em United States, and is much used in rural dis-

tricts as a medicine, chiefly in the form of a

decoction. Tt contains a crj'stalline principle, two
resins and tannin, and has strong alterative and
sedative properties. It is sometimes used in cases

of dyspepsia, bronchitis, amenorrhea, and certain

other diseases. The medicinal dose of the ofB-

cinal extract of cimicifuga is from one to five

grains. For illustration, see Bloodroot.

CIMME'BIANS (Gk. Ki/i/jJptoi, Kimmerioi,
from Heb. Gomer, clay, in allusion to their sub-

terranean huts; Assyr. Gimirrai, Arm. Gamir,
Cappadocia). (1) In Homer, a mythical people,

living in the far west, on the shores of the
ocean, where the sun never shines and perpetual
darkness reigns. (2) An historical people, whose
country lay along the northern shore of the
Black Sea. including the Tauric Chersonese.
These latter at an early period made inroads Into

Asia Minor, and laid waste the country. There
were presumably several such incursions, but
the accounts are confused. It wa.s probably in

the seventh century B.C. that they were driven
from their homes by the Scythians and overran
Asia Min *. They on this occasion plundered

Sardis and destroyed Magnesia, but failed in an
attempt on Kphesus, and were finally driven

back by Alyattes of Lydia.

CIMOLITE, slm'6-llt. See Fuixeb's Earth.

CIMON, si'm<'»n (Lat., from Gk.K l/mv, Kimon)
( t -B.C. 44!J). An Athenian commander, the son

of Miltiades, the conqueror of Marathon. In

conjunction with Aristides, he was placed over

the Athenian contingent to the allied fleet, which,

imder the supreme conunand of the Spartan
Pausanias, continued the war against the Per-

sians (B.C. 477). He effected ihe important
conquest of ETon, a town on the river Strymon,
then garrisoned by the Persians. Later (c.4(56

B.C.), when commander-in-chief of the fleet, he

encoimtered a Persian fleet of 350 ships at the

river Eurymedon, destroyed or captured 200,

and defeated the land forces on the same day.

He succeeilcd likewise in driving the Persians

from Thrace, Caria, and Lycia, and ex|)eTi(led

much of the money which he had obtained by
the recovery of his patrimony in Thrace upon
the improvement of the city of Athens. At
this period he appears to have been the most
influential of the Athenians. The hereditary

enemy of Persia, he made it his policy to advo-

cate a close alliance with Sparta; and when
the Helots revolted, he led an army upon two
occasions to the support of the Spartan troops;

but on the second occasion, having lost the

confidence of his allies, he was ignominiously

dismissed. After his return to Athens, his policy

was opposed by the democracy, headed by Peri-

cles, who procured his banishment by ostracism.

He was recalled in the fifth year of his exile, and
was instrumental in obtaining a five years'

armistice l)etween the Spartans and the Athe-

nians. He died in the year B.C. 449, while be-

sieging the Persian garrison of Citium in

Cyprus.

CINCHONA, sin-ko'nA (Neo-Lat., prop. Chin-

chona, fnnn the Countess del Chinchon, wife of

the Viceroy of Peru ) . An imi)ortant genus

of trees of the order Rubiacea?. They yield the

bark, so much valued in medicine, known as

Peruvian bark, Jesuits' bark, china bark, quina,

quinquina, cinchona bark, etc., from which the

important alkaloids quinia or quinine (q.v.)

and cinchonia or cinchonine (q.v.) are obtained.

The properties of the alkaloids are astringent,

tonic, antiperiodic, and febrifugal. The species

of this genus are sometimes trees of considerable

size; but, an after-growth springing from their

roots when they have been felled, they often ap-

pear only as large shrubs, and some of them in

the highest mountain regions in which they are

found are low trees with stems only 8 or 10 feet

in height. Thev exist naturally only in South

America, between latitudes 20° S. and 10° N.,

and chiefly on the eastern slope of the second

range of the Cordilleras. All the cinchonas, of

which there are about fifty species, are evergreen

trees, with laurel-like, entire, opposite leaves,

stipules which soon fall off, and panicles of

flowers which, in general appearance, are not un-

like those of lilac or privet. The flowers are white

rose-colored, or purplish, and very fragrant. The
calyx is small and five-toothed; the corolla

tubular with a salver-shaped five-cleft limb. In

the true cinchona, the capsule splits from the

base upward.
Great difficultv has been found in determining
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the species by wliich the different varieties of

cinchona bark known in commerce are produced.
The common commercial names are derived part-
ly from the color of the barks, and partly from
the districts in which they are produced, or the
ports wlMM-e they are shipped. It appears that
calisaya bark, also called "royal' or 'yellow' bark,
one of the very best kinds—mostly shipped from
Arica, Chile—is chiefly the produce of Cinchona
calisaya, a large tree growing in hot mountain
valleys of Bolivia and the south of Peru. Other
kinds met with in the trade are crown, loxa,
or pale bark, derived from Cinchona officinalis

and its varieties; rod bark, from Cinchona suc-

cirubra ; Columbia bark, from Cinchona cordi-

folia ; and pale bark from Cinchona nitida and
Cinchona niicrantha. Yellow bark is also pro-
duced by the variety ledgeriana of Cinchona
calisaya. The varieties of this and Cinchona
sueci rubra are the ones most met with in culti-

vation.

In South America the cutting and peeling of
cinchona-trees is carried on by Indians, who go
in parties, and pursue their occupation during
the whole of the dry season. The trees were
formerlj' felled as near the root as possible, that
none of the bark might be lost. The bark, being
stripped ofT, is carefully dried ; the quilled
form of the thinner bark is acquired in drying.
The bark is made up into packages of various
sizes, but averaging about 150 pounds weight,
closely wrapped in woolen cloth, and afterwards
in hides, to be conveyed on mules' backs to the
towns. These packages are called 'drums' or
"seroons,' and are exported in this form. At
present less wasteful methods are employed, and
the bark is removed so as not to destroy the
trees. Strips of bark are sometimes removed
and the wounds covered with moss, thus increas-

ing the total yield.

A number of spurious kinds of Peruvian or
cinchona bark are either sent into the market
separately, or are employed for adulterating the
genuine kinds. They are bitter barks, and have,
in greater or less degree, febrifugal properties,

but are chemically and medicinally very differ-

ent from true cinchona bark. They are produced
by trees of genera very closely allied to Cinchona.
While cinchona-trees have been becoming every
year more scarce in their native regions, little

attempt has been made to cultivate them there,

notwithstanding the constantly increasing de-

n)an(l for the bark ; the Dutch have recently made
extensive plantations of them in Java, and the
same has l)een done in British India, from seeds

and plants obtained from South America by Mr.
Clements Markhani. Cinchona is also cultivated
extensively in Jamaica, Japan, C«ylon, etc. For
the cultivation of cinchona a good soil and open
subsoil are necessary. It seems to thrive best
at a considerable elevation above the sea. where
the temperature ranges from 55° to 65° F. It

will endure slight frost or a temperature of 100°

where shaded. In a wild state, the bark often
contains 5 per cent, or less of total alkaloids

;

but in cultivation, where only part of the bark
is removed and the denuded area covered and
kept moist, as much as 25 jwr cent, of alkaloids
has been obtained, nearly half of which was
genuine.

The Indians of Peru call the cinchona-trees
*kina,' whence are derived the names 'china,'

'quina,' etc. It is not certain that they knew

(he use of the bark before the arrival of the

Spaniards. It is a medicine of great value in

the cure of intermittent fevers (q.v.), etc., and
diseases attended with much febrile debility,-"

also in certain forms of neuralgia (q.v.), and
other diseases of the nervous system. It seems
to have been first imported ' into Europe in

1G39 by the Countess del Cinchon or Chinchon,
the wife of the Viceroy of Peru, who had been-

cured of an obstinate intermittent fever by meatts<^

of it. The Jesuit missionaries afterwards car-

ried it to Rome, and distributed it through their

several stations, and thus it acquired the name
of 'Jesuits' bark.' Cardinal Juan de Lugo hav-

ing been particularly active in recommending
and distributing it, it was also known as 'Car-

dinal de Lugo's powder.' It attained great

celebrity in Spain and Italy, being sold at high
prices by the Jesuits, by whom it was lauded
as an infallible remedy. Its mode of action not
being well understood, and the cases to whicn
it was applicable not well defined, it seems, in

the first instance, to have been employed with-

out due discrimination, and to have fallen very
much into the hands of empirics. Falling into

disuse in Europe, it was again brought into

notice by Sir Robert Talbor, or Talbot, an Eng-
lishman, who brought it to England in 1671, and
acquired great celebrity through the cure of in-

termittent fevers by means of it, and from
whom Louis XIV. purchased his secret in 1682.

A pound of bark at that time cost 100 louis d'or.

Talbor seems to have had the acuteness to dis-

cern and systematically to avail himself of the

healing virtues of the neglected Jesuits' bark,

which he mi.xcd with other substances, so as to

conceal its taste and odor. Soon afterwards,

both Morton and Sydenham, the most celebrated

English physicians of their time, adopted the

new remedy ; and its use, from this period,

gradually extende<l, both in England and France.

As it came into general use, it became a most
important article of export from Peru; but for

a long time the value of the bark to be procured
in New Granada remained unknown, and in order
to maintain a commercial monopoly, extraor-
dinary methods were employed to prevent it from
becoming known at a comparatively recent
period of Spanish rule in America. The discov-

ery of the alkaloids on which its properties-

chiefly depend was made early in the nineteenth
century.

The chief active principles are the alkaloids^

quinine, cinchonine. quinidine (qq.v.), cinchoni-

dine, and quinamine. The relative proportion
of the different alkaloids varie.«i widely with the
kind of bark and its age when taken from the

tree. Some species prmluce a large amount of
quinine and little of other alkaloids, and vice

ver.sa. Cinchona bark itself has in later times
fallen into comparative disuse, owing to the
discovery of the alkaloid quinine, which is now
extensively in use in me<licine in the form of
sulphate or disulphate of quinine, and is given
in doses of from 1 to 20 grains in almost all the
cases to which the bark was supfMised to be ap-
plicable. For notes on the production, cultiva-

tion, etc., of cinchona consult: Mueller. Extra-
Tropical Plants (Mellmume, 1895) ; Markham.
Perutuan Hark (lA)ndon, 1880) ; King, Manual
of Cinchona Cultivation in India (Calcutta,

1876) ; T>ambert, Description of the Genua Ctn-
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choua ( Ldiulon, 1S!)7) ; Kuntze, Chinchona

:

Alunogruphisihc atudie (Leipzig, 1878).

CINCHONIDINE, sln-kOnl-dln. See Cincho-
MNK.
CINCHONINE, sln'kA-nln (from NeoLat.

ciiicliuiiti) , ('uHjaNjO. An alkaloid occurring in

cinchuna bark along with quinine, and having
niueh the same, though by far less powerful,
l)hy.sioIogical effects as quinine. It is a white
trystalline substance, having neither odor nor
taste, but leaving a bitter after-taste in the
tnoutli. It is insoluble in water, and but spar-
ingly soluble in alcohol, ether, or chloroform.
The sulphate of cinchonine. { CjgHj^NjO ) jHjSOi -f
2ir.(), is a crystalline substance with a strong
bitter taste, and is moderately soluble in water,
alcohol, and chloroform.
The alkaloid cinchonidine, occurring together

with cinchonine, has the game chemical composi-
tion as the latter, though a much more pro-
nounced physiological effect. It differs from
cinchonine in certain of its physical properties,
and its sulphate, (C,eHt.N,0)..II,SO, + 3HjO, is

much less soluble in alcohol, and practically in-

soluble in chloroform. See Alicaloius.

CINCINNATI, sln'sln-nii'tl. The capital of
Hiiniilton County, Ohio; second city in the State,
and tenth in the United States in population, on
.the right bank of the Ohio River, in latitude
39° d' 30" N. and longitude 84° 26' W. (Map:
Ohio, AT). It lies 110 miles southwest of Colum-
bus, 270 miles southeast of Chicago, and 704
miles from New York, and 1210 miles from Xew
Orleans.
The city is built upon two plateaus, sur-

rounded by a semicircle of hills which ap-
proach close to the river above and below the
inclosed plain, the ends of the semicircle being
only two and a half miles apart. The first

plateau is 0.5 feet above low-water mark, and
rises on the north side 400 feet above the Ohio
River, which forms here a grand curve from east
to west; the second is elevated 50 to 100 feet
higher, some points reaching an elevation of 900
feet above sea-level. The summits of the hills

—

Mount Adams, Mount Auburn, Fairview Heights,
Price's Hill, and College Hill—accessible by
roads and by inclined plane railways, command
Buperb views of the river, of the Kentucky shore,
and of the rolling country surrounding the city.
Pierced by ravines, these thickly wooded high-
lands give a picturesque aspect to the city, and
are covered with the beautiful residences of
wealthy citizens; the Clifton, Avondale, and
I^ast Walnut Hills districts being especially
noteworthy for their scenic beauty and magnifi-
cent homes. The climate is very favorable. The
average temperature in summer is 75.24° ; in
winter, 34.28° ; the yearly mean being 54.72°.

Cincinnati covers an area of 38 square miles,
and has a river-frontage extending nearly 14
miles. The brick and the freestone found near at
hand, and the blue limestone quarried within the
city limits, are largely used for building mate-
rial. The streets and avenues, averaging 60 feet
in width, cross each other at right angles in
the old portion of the city, and conform to the
surface conditions in the new. A public landing
or levee extends along Front Street, the sloping
shore being paved and lined with floating docks
and wharf-boats. As three terraces constituting
the ascent rise one above another from the river-
level, the streets become more irregular, and the

buildings with extensive grounds spread out. The
lowest or 'bottom' streets, sometimes inundat-
ed by unusual floods of the Ohio River, are
mainly devoted to manufacturing and wholesale
trades; they also contain the few reniaining shun
quarters. The central and business portion of
tlie city, with numerous fine stores, is compactly
built, almost the whole plain being tilled up,
several former villages, of which Cumminsville
was the most important, having been absorbed
by the extending city. There are more than
twenty street-railway lines, all of which con-
verge at and encircle Fountain Square—men-
tioned below—as a common starting and ter-
minal point. The city has 386 miles of paved
and 224 miles of unpaved streets, 93 miles being
of macadam, 70 miles of cobble-stones, 47 miles
of granite and Belgian blocks, and 23 miles of
asphalt. There are 220 miles of sewers, and the
street railways aggregate 206 miles.

Beautiful suburban villages cluster about Cin-
cinnati, and are rendered easily accessible by the
street railroads. Covington. Newport, Dayton,
Ludlow, Bellevue, Linwood, Mount Lookout, Nor-
wood, Oakley (with its well-known race-course),
and Riverside are some of these near-by towns.
Their dwellings are large and costly, and are sur-
rounded by ample grounds. Fort Thomas, a
picturesque hill -station behind Newport, Ky., and
one of the most important depots of the Unit-
ed States Army, is forty minutes distant by
electric car. The large wire suspension bridge
across the Ohio, completed in 1867, at a cost of
$1,800,000, connects with Covington, Ky. It is

2252 feet long, with a span of 1057 feet, and
100 feet above low-water mark. Two bridges of
wrought iron, resting upon stone piers, connect
Cincinnati with Newport, Ky. A fourth bridge,
uniting the city with Ludlow, Ky., is that of the
Cincinnati Southern Railroad. It cost $3,348,675,
and has one of the longest truss spans in the
world. A fifth bridge, the Chesapeake and Ohio,
connecting Cincinnati with \^'est Covington, is a
cantilever. Two unimportant ferries also con-
nect Cincinnati with Covington and Ludlow.

Buildings. Among the fine and substantial
edifices may be mentioned the United States
Government Building, which contains the Post-
Office. Custom-House, court-rooms, and various
offices, erected at a cost of $5,000,000. It is of
sawed freestone, three stories high, in the Ro-
man-Corinthian style. The City Hall is equally
fine, and much larger. The*^ County Court-
House, with the jail, occupies a whole square;
it is built in the Romanesque style, and is nearly
fire-proof. The City Hospital, consisting of
eight distinct hiiildings arranged around a cen-
tral court, occupies a square of nearly four
acres, and accommodates 700 patients. The
Chamber of Commerce, Masonic Temple, and
Odd Fellows' Hall are grand and massive build-
ings. The City Workhouse has cells for 700
prisoners, with workshops and grounds for their
employment. Longview Asylum for the Insane,
at Carthage, 10 miles from'the city, is of brick,
in the Italian Renaissance style. Saint Peter's
Roman Catholic Cathedral is an immense struc-
ture, in the Grecian style, with a stone spire 224
feet high. The altar-piece is Murillo's original
"Saint Peter Delivered." Saint Paul's Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, the First and Second
Presbyterian churches. Saint Paul's Protestant
Episcopal Pro-Cathedral, the Jewish Synagogue,
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and Saint Francis de Sales Catholic Church, on
Walnut Hills, are all worthy of note. The First

Presbyterian tower with spire, 285 feet in height,

capped by a colossal gilded hand 'heavenward
pointing,' is a prominent feature as viewed
from tl»e river. It is now somewhat dwarfed
by a neighboring 'sky-8crai>er' of twenty-one sto-

ries, one of few edifices of its kind in Cincin-

nati. Cincinnati is the seat of a Roman Catho-
lic Archbishop and of a Protestant Episcopal
Bishop, and contains over 200 churches. The
buildings of the mimicipal markets are valued at
over $100,000.

Parks. The several fine parks, well wooded
and picturesque, cover an area of 540 acres. The
famous Eden Park, or 'Garden of Eden,' on
Mount Adams, has 216 acres inclosed, and con-

tains the Art Museum and Art School. The
Elsinore Gateway is a striking mediaeval repro-

duction ; and from the lofty water - tower, a
prominent object, the finest view of the sur-

rounding country is obtained. The chief reser-

voir of the city's water-works in the park is

a fine, ornamental sheet of water. Burnet
Woods, another delightful park, embraces 60
acres. The Zoological Garden, containing 60
acre of hills, vallejs, and ravines, is well

stocked with wild animals of all kinds. There
are 26 cemeteries ; Spring Grove, the best known,
has 600 acres of land, lies six miles from the

city, and is approached by an avenue 100 feet

wide. Among its costly monuments are the

Dexter, Fleischmann, and Robinson mausoleums,
and a bronze statue commemorating the soldiers

who died in the Civil War. The most noted

piece of ornamentation in the city is the Tyler-

Davidson Fountain, on the Esplanade of Foun-
tain Square, Fifth Street. It was cast at the

Roj-al Foundry in Munich, and cost $200,000.

The Garfield statue, at Eighth and Race streets,

and the equestrian statue of Gen. W. H. Harrison,

first Governor of Ohio, at Eighth and Vine
streets, are works of great merit.

iNSTiTrxioxs. The educational advantages of

the city are unsurpassed. There are several

high schools, and many public schools and inter-

mediate schools. The higher institutions include

a normal school : the University of Cincinnati,

an outgrowth of McMicken University, with
collegiate buildings in Burnet Woods Park and
an astronomical department with an ob.servatory

at Mount Lookout; Wesleyan Female College;

a Hebrew Union College; Saint Joseph's and
Saint Xavier's Jesuit colleges; the Lane Theo-
logical Seminary, at Walnut Hills; the Franklin

School; the Hughes and Woodward high schools;

several medical, musical, and commercial col-

leges: and colleges of law, pharmacy, and den-

tistry.

The Ohio Mechanics' Institute is a strong fac-

tor in the education of the masses. It has many
pupils, who attend the day and night schools,

where they are instructed in literature, science,

and mathematics. The Museum and .\rt School

in Pvden Park, founded by the Indies of Cin-

cinnati, has two large buildings, modeled after

the South Kensington Museum of Enirliind.

The Museum contains a fine collection of paint-

ings, statues, and works of art : and the school is

attended by hundreds of students. There are

many libraries, including the Young Men's Mer-
cantile; the Law: the Historical; the Mechan-
ics; and the Public Library. The last is situ-

ated in a commodious building on Vine Street,

is well equipped, containing over 300,000 works,
with numerous reading and circulating branches
in outlying districts. The Cuvier Club and the
Museum of the Historical and Philosophical So-

ciety, poorly housed on East Broadway, have
fine collections which are open to the public.

The latter is rich in relics of aboriginal mound-
dwellers, discovered in the vicinity, and especial-

ly at Madisonville.

Besides the public charities already mentioned,
there are numerous benevolent institutions, em-
bracing almost every conceivable need, and sup-
ported by private munificence.

HorELS, THEATBE.S, AND PlEASXJBE ReSOBTS.
The chief hotels are the Grand, Saint Nicholas,
Burnet House, Gibson House, Emery (with a
fine commercial arcade). Palace, Honing, and
the Dennison. There are several good clubs;

the Avondale Club House, with its well laid-out

grounds, is an elaborate suburban establishment
of world-wide fame. Among the buildings de-

voted to amusement, the splendid Music Hall,
founded and mainly endowed by Reuben Springer,
is justly celebrated. It is used also as an ex-

position building. It is 300 by 500 feet, will

seat 5400 persons, and has one of the largest

organs in the United States. Pike's Opera
House, the Grand Opera House, Walnut Street

Theatre, Columbia Theatre, College Hall, Green-
wood Hall, the Lyceum, Arbeiter Halle, Turner
Hall, Houck's Opera House, and Robinson's
Opera House are also noteworthy structures.

Owing to the large number of German residents,

the city has become noted for its musical so-

cieties, while it is also taking rank as a literary

and art centre. The annual musical festivals

are distinctive features of its art-life. 'Over
the Rhine' is the designation of that part of
the city which lies between the canal and the hills,

is inhabited almost exclusively by Germans, and is

famous for its concert and beer gardens. The elab-

orately installed summer pleasure resorts include

Coney Island, 10 miles up the river, reached by
hourly excursion steamers ; the Lagoon, on the

Kentucky side; and Chester Park, near Spring
Grove Cemetery.

Indt'stries a>'d Traxsportatiox. The com-
manding position of Cincinnati permits of admir-
able commercial relations with the Mississippi

and Ohio valleys. Mill Creek and the Miami and
Erie Canal, connecting with Lake Erie, are ex-

cellent waterways for the ste«mboats and barges

that bring the coal and iron and lumber from the

AUeghanies and the produce of the South to the

shores of the 'Queen City.' The commerce by
water has diminished since the advent of rail-

roads : but, owing to its cheap charges, it is still

considerable. Local companies control much of

the trade of the 1000 miles of the Ohio River

and 200 miles of the tributary streams; and
there is periodical communication with IxHiis-

ville and with New Orleans. Cincinnati is an
important railroad centre. The imposing Cen-

tral Union Depot on Central .\venue nnd Third
Street is a converging station for the Cleveland.

Cincinnati. Chicago and Saint Louis: tbe Balti-

more and Ohio; the Chesa?>eake nnd Ohio: the

Queen nnd Crescent; the Louisville and Xish-
ville: nnd other lines. The Cincinnntl. Hamilton
and Dayton, the Pennsylvania, and some minor
locnl railways have separate stntions.

The citv has nearly 8000 industrial establish-
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tnents. Among the leuding iiianufactures are

those of iiien's factory clothin},', diHtilled liquors,

malt liquors, foundry and niachine-shop i)roducts,

carriages and wagons, boots and shoes, furniture,

tobacco and cigars, soaps and candles. Slaughter-

ing and pork-packing are carried on extensively,

the last-named having been formerly the chief

industry. Other products comprise all kinds of

tanned' and curried leather goods, wirework,

fecalcs and balances, brick and tile, bridges, cut-

lery, hosiery and cotton goods, cheese and butter,

compressed yeast, biscuits, brooms, brushes, arti-

cles representing the wood-turning and wood-
tarving industries, etc. The Rockwood Pottery,

on the crest of Moimt Adams, a prominent strue-

tJire in an Klizabethan stjie of architecture, pro-

duces purely American wares of high artistic

merit, which are widely known.
GovER.XMEXT. The city government is con-

ducted upon the federal plan. The City Council
consists of a Board of Legislation, composed of

31 members— one from each municipal ward.
The Mayor, elected triennially, appoints a non-
partisan Board of Elections and a Board of

Supervisors—each of four members. The City

Clerk and his assistant are selected by the Board
of Legislation. The City Auditor, Treasurer,
Corporation Counsel, Police Court Judge, Police

Court Clerk, the Board of Legislation—already
mentioned—the Board of Education, and the

Board of Public Service, are elected by the peo-

ple. The last board, consisting of four members,
controls the street-cleaning, health, water, and
engineering departments, the parks, markets,
infirmary, charities, and the city's administra-
tive affairs in general. The School Board com-
prises 31 members—one from each ward—elected

for three years. This board also controls the
Public Library. The Police Department is gov-

erned by a non-partisan Board of four Police

Commissioners appointed by the Governor, and
the Fire Department by a Board of four Fire
Trustees, appointed by the Mayor. The water-
works, built and owned by the city since 1839,

cost $12,775,000, and have 394 miles of mains.
Water is pumped from the Ohio into reservoirs

in Eden Park.

The municipal income for the fiscal year of

1901 was $6.98.'5,526. The expenditures for

maintenance and operation amounted to over
*6,000,000. The' principal items included:

Schools, about $1,050,000, of which $110,000 is

devoted to the University; police department,
$600,000; fire department, $495,000; water-
works, $475,000; municipal lighting, $340,000;
hospitals, asylums, charities, $210,000; street-

cleaning and sprinkling, $200,000; other street

expenditures, $100,000.

The population, in 1810, was 2540; in 1850,

115,435; in 1870, 216,239; in 1880, 255,139; in

1890, 296,908; and in 1901 it was 325,902, of

which number 57,961 were foreign-born whites
and 14,500 were colored. The apparently slow
increase of population during the last decade
i» due to the introduction of the electric street

railways, which, enabling workmen to live in

suburban towns, has swelled the population of

these districts at the expense of the mother city.

History. On his way to attack the Indians
at Chillicothe, in 1780, George "Rogers Clark
stopped here, and erected two small blockhouses,

which, however, were soon abandoned. The per-

manent settlement dates from 1788, when a com-

pany from New .Jersey and Kentucky 8ettle«l on
part of the land bought from the Government in

the same year by John (Jleves Synunes (q.v.).

'J'he village, which, early in the following year,
was laid out by Col. Israel Ludlow, was pedan-
tically called 'Losantivillc'—a hybrid word, sig-

nifying 'the city opposite the mouth of the
Licking.' In June, 1789, Fort Washington was
built liere, and in 1790 the little village was
made the capittil of the newly erected Hamilton
County, and was renamed 'Cincinnati' by Gen-
eral St. Clair, in honor of the Society of the Cin-
cinnati. For some years it was only a strag-
gling village, inhabited for the most part by
typical frontiersmen, and in 1800 it had a popu-
lation of but 750. In 1802 it was incorjiorated

as a town; and in 1819, with a population of

about 7500, it became a city. The opening of

steamboat navigation on the Ohio in 1816, the
completion of the Miami Canal in 1830, and of
the first section of the Little Miami Railroad in

1843, with the gradual establishment of manufac-
tures, coupled with the advantageous situation
for purposes of trade—all tended to make the
growth of the city very rapid. Between 1845
and 1800 German immigrants came in consid-

erable numbers. Cincinnati's close commercial
and social relations with the South led its citi-

zens for the most part to oppose all anti-slavery

agitation, and the Philanthropist press, estab-

lished by James G. Birney, was destroyed by
mobs in 1836, on the ground that the city's

trade with the South could not be maintained if

Abolitionist papers were tolerated. Cincinnati
was, however, the rendezvous for fugitive slaves

escaping to Canada, and during the Civil War
its sympathies w'ere predominantly with the

North. In 1862, during the so-called 'siege of

Cincinnati,' the city Avas threatened by a Con-
federate force under Gen. Kirby Smith, and for

a time was put under martial law. Cincinnati

has suffered severely from floods, the most de-

structive of which occurred in 1832, when the

lower part of the city was submerged; in 1883,

Avhen more than 150 business houses were inun-

dated; and in 1884, when much property was
destroyed and many people rendered destitute.

In 1884 (March 28-31) occurred the famous
'Cincinnati Riot.' A mob, infuriated by the

lax administration of the law, broke into the

jail and attempted to lynch some murderers who
had received light sentences from the courts;

but, being frustrated, they burned the court-

house and other buildings. The State militia

was called out ; but before order could be re-

stored, 45 persons had been killed and 148

wounded.
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CINCINNATI, Society of the. An heredi-
tary j)atriotic society, organized on May 13,

17S3, by the American and foreign olficers of

the Continental Army, assembled in their can-
tonment on the Hudson River, near Fishkill,

N. Y. The original meeting was held in the
Verplanck House, then the headquarters ot

Baron Steuben, where the objects of the society

were thus formulated : "To perpetuate as well

the remembrance of this vast event [the War
of the Revolution] as the mutual friendships
which Imve been formed under the pressure of

common danger, and in many instances cemented
by the blood of the parties, the officers of the
American Arm}* do hereby, in the most solemn
manner, associate, constitute, and combine them-
selves into one society of friends, to endure as
long as they shall endure, or any of their closest

male posterity, and in failure thereof, the col-

lateral branches who may be deemed worthy of

becoming its supporters and members." And as
the officers of the Revolution were now returning
to their farms, which they had left to fight the
battles of tlie Republic, they named their society

the Society of the Cincinnati, after their Roman
prototype, Lucius Quinctius Cincinnatus. The
emblem chosen was an eagle, on which appears
as the principal figure Cincinnatus receiving a
sword and other military insignia presented by
three Senators, while in the background his wife
is standing at the door of their cottage, near
which are a plow and other instruments of hus-
bandry. Surrounding this is the motto, Omnia
Kelinquit Servare Kcmpublicam ; on the reverse
is shown a sun rising, a city with open gates,

and vessels entering the port, while Fame is

crowning Cincinnatus with a wreath inscribed,

Virtutis Prccmium ; while below are hands joined
supporting a heart with the motto, Esto Per-
petua—the whole susj)ended from a light-blue

ribbon edged with white, suggesting the union
of France and America. For illustration, see

Okdeks.
Membership was accorded to all Continental

officers who had served with honor and resigned
after three years' service, or who had been hon-
orablj' discharged for disability, and in turn to

the eldest male posterity of such officers. In
failure of direct male descent, the honor passed
to male descendants through intervening fenuile

descendants, and in failure of all direct dcstent,

the collateral descendants who should b<! judged
worthy of becoming members. The society was
organized into thirteen State societies. The first

general meeting was held in Philadelphia, on
May 7, 1784, at which delegates from the origi-

nal States were present, and an amended consti-

tution was adopted, under which a society was
authorised and organized in France. Although
(General Washington was the first president of

the society and held office until his death, the

society was immediately and continuously un-

]>opu1ar throughout the country. Many persons

claimed that it was the beginning of an hereditary
aristocracy, and others discerned the formation of

an armed league to seize all the military and civil

offices in the new Republic. Kven so conserva-

tive a statesman as lienjamin Franklin ques-

tioned the society's influence; while John Adams,
6amuel Adams, and Thomas Jefferson . were
avowedly hostile toward it. The Massachusetts

Legislature declared the society to be "dangerous
to the peace, liberty, and safety of the Union;"
and -Edamus Burke, an Irishman who was a
judge of the Supreme Court in South Carolina,
published a pamphlet under the pseudonym of

'CassiuH,' which attained a wide circulation, and
in which he endeavored to show that the society
was subversive of nearly every principle of hu-
man rights for which the War of the Revolution
was fought. The fact that many members of
the French nobility, who had served with the
Americans, including the Marquis de Lafayette,
were members of the society, gave some reason
for the popular impression against the Cincin-
nati; and opposition did not cease until after
the 'critical period' of American history had
passed and the Union was firmly established.
One of the most interesting results of the feeling-

against the society was the founding of Tam-
many Hall (q.v.) in New York, on the alleged
basis of 'pure democracy.' The State Societies
of Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia, Delaware,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire
soon ceased to exist, and although a temporary
interest in the society was revived by the visit

of Lafayette to the Lnited States in 1824, still

it was not until 1893 that Connecticut, as the
first of the revived State societies, was admitted
into the general society, and one by one the
other State societies were restored, until, at the
triennial Convention held in 1902, Georgia, the
last of the original thirteen, was provision-
ally readmitted. The State societies meet an-
nually, and the general society once in every
three years. The Presidents-General have been:
George Washington, Alexander Hamilton, C.

Cotesworth Pinckney, Thomas Pinckney, Aaron
Ogden, Morgan Lewis, William Popham, H. A. S.

Dearborn, Hamilton Fish, William WajTie, and
Winslow Warren. ^lany of the State societies,

such as Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
York, and North Carolina, have published State
books, in which is given a history of the society.

CINCINNATI, Uni\'eksity of. An educa-
tional institution situated in Cincinnati, Ohio.
The university was founded on bequests made
by Charles McMicken in 1858, and by grants
made subsequently by the city of Cincinnati.

By Mr. McMicken's will somewhat over $1,000,-

000 was given the city to found a college; but
the State of Louisiana, in which was situated
real estate amounting to nearly one-half of the
entire bequest, refused to recognize the validity
of the will, and the income from the remainder
of the estate was insufficient for the desired pur-
po.se. The matter, therefore, lapsed until 1870,
when an act of the Legislature made it possible

to unite the ^McMicken Fund with the other edu-
cational trusts in Cincinnati—notably the Cin-
cinnati College, the Wcxxlward High School, and
the Mechanics' Institute. Instruction was first

given in 1873, and in 1874 the Academic De-
partment of the university was organize<l. In
1890 the Medical College of Ohio, founded in

1819, was conveyed to the city, to l)e reorganized
as the Medical D<»partment of the imiversity. In
the same year the imiversitv organized a law
department, and in 1897 this department was
consolidated with the Law School of the Cin-
cinnati College, founded in 1833. .\i present
the departments of the university include: The
Academic Department, the Graduate Denart-
ment, the Summer School, the College of Engi-
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neering, the Medicnl Dcpartineiit, the Law De-
portnicnt, the Clinii-al und Puthulugicul School
of till' (.'incinnati Hospital (utliliuted), und the

Ohio College of Dental Surgery (alliliated). The
total endowment of tlie university, including
huildingH, equipment, and all sources of revenue,

is about $3,357,000. The library collection num-
bers approximately 08,000 volumes and 63,000
pamphlets. in H)01 there was a faculty of 164
amd a student body of al)out 1100.

CINCINNATI GROUP. See OBDO^^CIAN
System.

CINCINNATI MUSICAli FESTIVAL.
Established by Theodore Thomas in 1873, the

festivals have since been held biennially, under
his direction. Hitherto the festival had lasted

five days—from Tuesday till Saturday, inclu-

sive—within which period there were given seven
concerts, five in the evenings and two in the

afternoon (Thursday and Saturday) ; but in

15)02 the season was reduced to four days and
live concerts. The music is supplied by the

Chicago Orchestra (q.v.), augmented for the
occasion by a local chorus of about 500 voices,

and well-known soloists. The festival has been
an invariable artistic success, but has frequently

entailed considerable financial sacrifice on the

part of those responsible for the undertaking,

CINCINNATO, chen'chd-nil'td, Romolo
(C.1525-C.1000). An Italian painter. He was
born in Florence, but the greater part of his life

v.as spent in Spain. He was invited by Philip II.

to decorate the Escorial, and painted the cloister

in fresco, and several pictures in the church.

There are paintings b}' Cincinnato in the palace

of the Duke del Infantado at Guadalajara, and
in the Jesuit Church at Cuenca.

CIN'CINNA'TUS, Lucius Quinctius. A
hero of the semi- legendary period of Roman his-

tory. He was regarded by the later Romans as

the model of antique virtue and simple manners.
So far as we can discern his character through
the veil of legend, Cincinnatus appears to have
lieen an uncomi)romising patrician. About B.C.

460, he was chosen consul, and two years later

was made dictator. The story spys that when
the messengers from Rome came to tell Cincin-

natus of his new dignity, they found him plow-
ing on his small farm. He soon rescued the
Consul Lucius ]\Iinucius, who had been defeated

and surrounded by the ^-Equi. After n dictator-

ship of sixteen days, Cincinnatus returned to his

small farm on the Tiber. When eighty years
old, he was once more made dictator (B.C. 439),
and suppressed a threatened plebeian insurrec-

tion.

CINCIUS (sin'shl-Os) AL'IMEN'TUS, Lu-
cius. A Roman annalist of some note, pretor

in Sicily in B.C. 209. He wrote in the Greek
tongue a number of works, chief among which
is his Annates, containing an account of the
Second Punic War. During this war he himself
was imprisoned by Hannibal, who graciously
gave him an account of the Carthaginian march
through Gaul and across the Alps. His work
was more carefully critical than that of most
historical students of his time. Consult Pliiss,

De Cinciis Rerum Romanorum Scriptoribus
(Bonn, 1865).

CIN'DEBEI/IiA (from cinder, with dim.
termination -ella; cf. Fr. Cendrillon, and Ger.

Aschenbrodel, or Aschenputtel, of similar mean-
ing). An old fairy tale of Oriental origin. It

existed in Egypt in a legend of Khodopis and
Psanunetichus. It aj)pears in (iermaii lore in

the sixteenth century, and is among the fairy-

tales of Grimm. Perrault and Madame d'Aunoy
IK)pularized it for seventeenth-century France,
it deals with the marriage of a household drudge
to a prince who discovers her by finding her
marvelously small glass slipper, which excites
his curiosity as to the owner, and which no
Court lady is able to wear. The 'glass' slipper
is an error, arising from the confusion of vcrre,
glass, with the old vair, fur.

CIN^AS (Lat., from Gk. Ki»4as, Kineas) . A
Thessalian, the chief advist^r of Pyrrhus, King of
Epirus. He was a skilled diplomatist, well versed
in the art of persuasion, Pyrrhus saying of him
that he liad won more cities by his words than he
had won by his arms. His most famous work
was in visiting Rome, to arrange for peace, after
the defeat of the Romans in B.C. 280. While in
Rome he learned, in a single day, it is said, the
name of every man of importanc-e in the city. He
was not successful in securing peace, and when
he returned he told Pyrrhus tliat Rome was a
temple, and its Senate an assembly of kings.

CIN'EMAT'OGRAPH. See Kinetoscope.

CIN'ERA'RIA (\eo-Lat. nom pi., from Lat.
cinerarius, ashy, from cinis, ashes). A genus of

plants belonging to the order Composita', and
related to Senecio (q.v.), from which the species
are separated by some minor characters. As
commonly understood, the species are numerous
and widely distributed ; but as recentlj' limited,
there are only about 25 species, all of which are
indigenous to South Africa. The other species

are mostly grouped with Senecio. The most
common garden Cineraria l^j' this classification

becomes a Senecio. The plants are annual or
perennial herbs, with simple-toothed or sinuate-
lobed leaves, and many are notable on account
of the ashy appearance of their lower leaves;
hence the name (Latin cinis, -cris, ashes;. The
Cinerarias are popular greenhouse plants ; and
on acount of the ease of cultivation, free bloom-
ing, and lasting qualities they are much grown.
There has been nmch discussion regarding the
species most cultivated, Cineraria cruenta, many
strains of which are known. By some it is

claimed as a development from the wild species,

while others maintain it is a hybrid between
Cineraria cruenta and other species, all of

which are natives of the Canary Islands. The
single-flowered forms are the most popular.

CIN'ERARY URNS. Urns used by the na-
tions of antiquity to contain the ashes of the
dead when gathered from the funeral pile. Among
the Greeks the urn was buried like a coffin.

Among the Roftians it was frequently placed in

a niche in the family mausoleum or in one of

the great columbaria (q.v.). See Bubial; Cre-
mation.

CINGALESE, sln'gA-lez', or Singhalese. See
Ceylgx.

CINNA, OU LA CLEMENCE D'AUGUSTE,
s^'na, (To la klflmiiNs' do'giist'. A tragedy by
Pierre Corneille, produced in Paris in 1040, and
published in the collected edition of his works,
in 1044. It is supposed to be his masterpiece,
and deals with the temporary perfidy of a Ro-
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man citizen friend to Augustus, who is drawn
into a conspiracy against his imperial master by
his wife and friends. The conspiracy is discov-

ered, and Augustus pardons the offenders,

CIN'NA, LucHTS CoBWELivs. A Roman noble,

one of the principal supporters of the faction of

Marius. Sulla, after driving Alarius from Rome,
and before setting out on his expedition against
Mithridates, allowed Cinna to be elected to

the consulship. But Cinna had no sooner en-

tered upon that ollice (n.c. 87) than he im-
peached Sulla, endeavored to advance the politi-

cal status of the citizens who had been added to

Rome after the Social War, and agitated for the

recall of Alarius. The events that led to the re-

turn of Marius are stated in the article Marius
(q.v. ). After a cruel massacre of the Roman
citizens, in which some of the most eminent
statesmen and orators were slain, Marius and
Cinna declared themselves consuls. On the death
of Marius, which occurred within a few days of

his usurpation, Cinna made Valerius Flaccus his

tH)lleague for that year, and Papirius Carbo for

the two succeeding years. In B.C. 84 he prepared
to meet Sulla, who was then on his way from the

East to take vengeance upon his enemies, but
was slain by his disaffected troops at Brun-
disium. His daughter Cornelia married Julius

Caesar.

CINNABAB (Lat. cinnabaris, from Gk. lutf-

pd^pi, kinnabari, vermilion, from Pers. zinjarf.

Hind, shangarf). A name originally applied to

the red 'dragon's blood' that came from India,

and subsequently to other substances of a simi-

lar color, but now exclusively used to designate

the mercuric sulphide that crystallizes in the

hexagonal system. The Romans were familiar

with it, and both Pliny and Vitruvius described

the use of an ore of mercury for amalgamating
gold. It is found both crj-stallized and massive,

and is bright red to brown in color. Cinnabar
is the most important ore of mercury, and is

mined in Almaden, Spain; Idria, Camiola, Aus-
tria, and at New Almaden and elsewhere in

Santa Clara County, Cal. It is also found in

Southern Russia, China, Peru, New South Wales,
New Zealand, and South Africa. At Sulphur
Bank, Cal., and Steamboat Springs, Nev., it is

said to be still forming by .solfataric action. The
native cinnabar is not of sufficient purity to

be used directly as a pigment, but the artificial

mercuric sulphide constitutes the vermilion

(q.v.) of commerce. 'Hepatic cinnabar' is a
liver-brown granular or compact variety of cin-

nabar, which is found at Idria, Austria.

CINNAM1C (from cinnamon) ACID, CJI».
CH:CH.C'OOH. A chemical compound of carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen. It crj'stallizes in color-

less prisms, which are sparingly soluble in cold

water, but dissolve readily in boiling water,

alcohol, and ether. It melts' at 13.3° C. and l)oil3

with or without decomposition, according to the

manner in which it is heated, at about 300° C.

It exist<» naturally in a free state in liquid storax,

in the balsams of Tolu and Peru. and in gum \wn-

zoin, pnd is often deposited in large cr>'stals from
old samples of oil of cinnamon (cinnaniic alde-

hyde) and from cinnamon-water. It is always
formed from oil of cinnamon when the latter is

expose<l to the action of the air. Cinnamic acid

is usually made hv hoatine bcnzaldehyde with
acetic anhydride and dehydrated sodium acetate,

its formation takii^g place according to the fol-

lowing equation

:

C.H.CHO + CH^COONa =
Benzaldehjrde Sodium acetate

C.H;CH :CHCOONa -f H,0
Cinnamic acid (Sodium salt) Water

When fused with caustic potash, cinnamic acid
breaks up into benzoic and acetic acids. When
heated with lime, it splits up into styrolene (a
hydrocarbon) and carbonic acid. By the action
of nitric acid it may be converted into ortho-
nitro-cinnamic acid, which is related to indigo.
Being an unsaturated compound, cinnamic acid
readily forms with bromine, hydrochloric, hydro-
broniic, and hydriodic acids, etc. The substance
known as allo-cinnamic acid is stereo-isomeric
with cinnamic acid, and may be readily converted
into the latter.

CINNAMON. The dried bark of several
species of Ciunainomum, belonging to the natural
order Laurinea;. The leading species, Cinna-
momum Zeylanicum, indigenous to Ceylon, where
it may be found growing at an altitude of 3(X)0

feet above sea-level, has developed seven or eight
well-marked varieties, some of which are ranked
by botanists as species. From biblical times the
forests supplied the market, but its cultivation
Mas commenced by the Dutch. It is now grown in
Bra>!il, the West Indies, Egj-pt, the district about
Tellicherry (Malabar Coast), and Java, which
last two places most nearly approach Ceylon
in the quality of their cinnamon; but in none
of which, owing to differences of soil, climate,

methods of cultivation, or of exposure to sunlight,

it pro<luces bark of so high a quality as in its

home. Cinnamon plantations are in less favor
tiian formerly, coffee-culture being in the ascen-

dent. In the wild, the tree attains the height of

about 30 feet and a diameter of 12 to 18 inches,

but when cultivated it is made to form stools of

four or five stems. When the bark begins to

turn brown, usually in less than two years, these

stems, which may be eight feet tall and two
inches in diameter at the base, are harvested and
replaced by fresh ones. After being stripped of

leaves and twigs, which latter yield 'cinnamon
chips,' they are girdled transversely and slitted

longitudinally, and the bark stripped off with a
mama or knife similar in form to a nurserjnnan's

budding-knife. The pieces are then laid flat and
the outer bark removed by scraping or planing.

As the bark dries it forms rolls called quills, the

smaller of which are inserted into the larger,

which when fully drj* are tied in bundles for ship-

ment. Cassia cinnamon, cultivated in India and
southeastern China, is the bark of one or mon> un-

determined species, variously named by botanists,

Cinnamomum tamala, Ciniiamomum inns, and
Cinnamomum nitidum. These writers also con-

sider the species mentioned as coarse tj'pes of

Cinnamomum Zrylanicum. formerly intnxluced
into India from Ceylon and modified by main-
land environment. Cassia cinnamon, which is

exported to America from China and India, is

not, as is often supi>os«Hl, the sjime as Chinese cin-

namon, none of which reaches our ports, because

of the stendy demand and high prices paid for it

in China. The Cassia variety is cultivated: the

Chinese is not, but is obtained from old trees

growing, not in Chinese forests, but in those of

.Annam. These trees die. their bark being stripped

from tninks and twigs. Saipm cinnanmn is

derived from an undetermined species of cinna-
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mon which appeart'd in eoinnicrcc about 1876

and wliich has annually increased in importance.

Ceylon iinnanion is yellowish-brown, has a jh'cu-

liaV, fragrant odor and sweetish, aromatic, pun-

gent taste. In quality it surpasses the bark ob-

taine<l from the same species grown in other

countries, and also that of the other two species

imported into America. Cassia cinnamon is red-

dish-brown, and has a less delicate taste and odor

than the preceding. The Saigon variety, from
which the outer bark is not removed, has a gray

or grayish-brown exterior, with wlntish blotches,

warts,* and wrinkles. All three kinds contain a
volatile oil (oleum cinnamomi), tannin, sugar

and mannit, and are recogni7.ed in the Pharma-
copoeia of the United States. The oil, which is

given in doses of from one to five drops, is credit-

ed with aromatic, stonuichic, stimulant, and car-

minative qualities when taken internally, and
with rul)efacient properties when applied locally.

The bark, due to its tannic acid, has some astrin-

gent properties, and is commonly used to flavor

astringent powders and mixtures M'hich do not

contjiin iron. From very early times cinnamon,
either in 'sticks' or ground, has been used as a

spice in many culinary preparations.

CINNAMON-FEHN. See Osmunda.

CINNAMON-STONE. The yellow variety

of grossularite, or cakium aluminum garnet,

called esHonite, or more properly hessonite. Tlie

best cinnamon-stones come from Ceylon; but
specimens of a good quality have been found in

Oxford County, Maine, and elsewhere in the

United States, some of which would cut into

gems of over a carat in weight.

CINO DA PISTOJA, che'n6 d& pes-to'yi

(originally Glitto.ncino Si.niiialdi) (1270-

1330). An Italian jurist and poet, bom at Pis-

toja. He began the study of law there, and then

went to Bologna, where his masters were Lam-
berto di Ramponi and Franciscus Accursius. On
his return, he held a civil position in his native

city. Being a partisan of the Ghibelline faction,

he became involved in the Guelph and Ghibelline

disputes; and as the Guelph faction became tri-

umphant, he had to leave Pistoja, and in the

course of his travels visited Rome and journeyed
in France. When the death of the Emperor
Henry VII. left the Ghibelline cause in an ap-

parently hopeless state, he withdrew from party
strife, and made law his special study. He
received the degree of doctor at Bologna (1314),
and afterwards taught jurisprudence at Treviso,

Siena, Florence, Perugia, and Naples. He is the

author of two books on law. often reprinted,

Lectura in Codicem Justiniani (1483) and Lec-

tura in Digestum Vetus (1527). Among his

pupils were the celebrated Bartolus and Joannes
AndreiE. Cino is best remembered now for his

friendship with Dante, who speaks of him with
enthusiasm in De Tulgari Eloquio. Like Dante,
he had an ideal lady, to whom he addressed his

sonnets—a certain Selvaggia di Vergiolesi; and
there is. therefore, significance in his verses com-
forting Dante on the loss of Beatrice. Petrarch
called him 'Nostro Amoroso Messer Cino.' By
Carducci he is ranked midway between Caval-

canti and Dante. His works were printed in

Rome in 1559. The last edition of his poems is

that by Bindi and Fanfani. he rime ridotte a
miglior lezione (Pistoja, 1878). Consult: Chiap-

pelli. Vita e opere giuridiche di Cino da Pistoja

(Turin, 1881) ; and Kossetti, Daittc and his Cir-

cle (London, 1874;.

CINQ-MAB,S, s&Nk'milr^, H£Nai Coiffieb
Uuzft D'EtTiAT, Marquis de (1U20-42). A French
nobleman and conspirator, the favorite of Louis
XI 11. He was the son of Marquis d'Eltiat,

marshal of France (1581-1G32). Cinq-Mars
came to court as a prot^T-ge of Riclielieu in 1035,

receiving a commission in the Royal Guards. In
1037 he became Master of the Rol)es to the King,
and in 1039 was advanced by Richelieu, for

political reasons, to the high office of Grand
Equerr}' of France. Cinq-!Mars, however, was not
content to be Richelieu's tool, and had ambitions
of his own. He distinguished himself before

Arras in 1040, and desired a high military com-
mand. Richelieu would advance him no further

and in 1041 Cinq-Mars allied himself with the

Orleans faction, and became one of the chief

opponents of the Cardinal. In 1042 he accom-
panied the King to the siege of Narbonne, and
seemed high in the royal favor; but Richelieu
had unearthed particulars of a conspiracy, in

which Cinq-Mars was the chief, which included a
treaty with Spain, and after the incriminating
documents had been laid before the King, Cinq-
Mars and his accomplices were arrested. Gaston
d'OrlC'ans saved his own life by confessing and
implicating others. Cinq-Mars was imprisoned,
tried, and executed with De Thou, at Lyons,
September 12, 1042. A romantic novel by Alfred
de Vigny, Cinq-Mars, ou nne conjuration sous
Louis XIII., is founded on the alleged relations

between the conspirator and Maria de Gonzaga,
afterwards Queen of Poland, and there is an
opera by (iounod (1877) based on the story. An
English translation of this work has appeared
(New York, 1861). For historical accounts, con-

sult: Basserie, La conjuration de Cinq-Mars,
preface by Alfred Mezi&res (Paris, 1896) ; and
Bazin, Histoire de France sous Louis XIII.

(Paris, 1840).

CINQUECENTO, chen'k^v&-ch5n't6. An Ital-

ian teclinical term, which has been borrowed by
other langiuiges, meaning 'five hundred,' and used

to designate the art, literature, or any other

form of culture flourishing between 1500 and
1600. Roughly speaking, it is the 'Developed

Renaissance,' 'Hoch- Renaissance,' 'L'Age d'or,'

from Leonardo da Vinci to Paolo Veronese,

though its second half was almost everywhere,

except in Venice, a period of decadence.

CINQTJEFOIL, sink'foil'. See Potentiixa.

CINQXTE (sink) PORTS (Fr., five ports).

The ancient collective name of the five English

Channel ports—Sandwich, Dover, Hythe, Rom-
ney, and Hastings—which were enfranchised by
Edward the Confessor. William the Conqueror
subsequently granted them the privileges of an
almost independent State, tinder command of a
Warden, with a court at Dover Castle. Winchel-
sea and Rye were added later. Up to the reign

of Henry ' VII., their chief function was the

supply of the country's naval contingent. In
the time of Edward I. they provided fifty-seven

fully equipped ships, and frequently extended
their powers by equipping piratical expeditions.

Dating from the Revolution of 1688, their privi-

leges were gradually abolished, the Lord War-
den's jurisdiction ceasing in 1835. The appoint-

ment of Lord Warden with residence, and the

ancient privilege of carrying the canopy over
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the sovereign's head at a coronation still exists.
The ollicial residence, Walnier Castle, near Deal,
dates from the time of Henry VIII. There, as
Warden, the Duke of Wellington lived each
autumn from 1829, and he there died in 1852.
Notewortliy War<lens of recent date are Earl
Granville, the Right Honorable W. H. Smith,
the Marquis of Dufferin, and the Marquis of

Salisbury. Consult Burrows, Cinque Ports (2d
ed., London. 1888).

CINTIO, or CINTHIO, chen't*-o. See GiB-
ALDi, Giovanni Battista.

CINTRA, sen'trn. A small but picturesquely
situated town in Portugal, in the Province of
Estreniadura, about 15 miles west-northwest of
Lisbon (Map: Portugal, A3). It stands on
the declivity of the Sierra de Cintra, and contains
a palace of Moorish and Christian architecture,
anciently occupied by the Moorish kings, and
subsequently a favorite residence of the Christian
monarchs. A charming view of the town and of

the sea is to be had from the top of a hill crowned
•with the ruins of a Moorish castle. On another
hill-top stands La Pena, once a convent, after-

wards a residence of the King of Portugal, who
restored and gave it the outward appearance of a
feudal castle. In the neighborhood, also, is what
is called the Cork Convent, named so on account
of its cork-lined cells. Cintra is a favorite sum-
mer resort Avith the residents of Lisbon, and con-
tains a summer residence of the King, as well as
many private residences. Cintra is celebrated
for the convention concluded here, August 22,

1808, between the English and French, by which
the latter agreed to evacuate Portugal. Popula-
tion, in 18U0, 4846; 1900, 5918.

CIONE, ch^-o'nA, Axdrea di. See Orcagna.

CIOTAT, sy6'td'. La (Prov. Cioutat, from
I.at. ciriias, state, city). .\ seaport town of

France, in the Department of Bouches-du-Rh6ne,
situated on the west shore of a bay in the iledi-

terranean, about 15 miles southeast of Marseilles,

in the midst of olive, orange, and j)omegranatc
plantations (Map: France, M 8). It is well
built and has a good and commodious harbor,
formed by a mole, and well defended. The indus-

tries are chiefly cotton-spinning and ship-build-

ing, and there is an active trade in the produce
of the district. Population, in 1901, 11,622.

CXPARITJ, eh^pU'rl. Timoteo (1805-87). A
Rumanian ecclesiastic and philologist, bom in

Tran-sylvania. As professor in the theological

seminary of Blasendorf, he founded in 1867 the
Orgnnul Lumiuarci ('Organ of Light'), the first

Rumanian journal to be printed in Latin char-

acters. He was the most celebrated representa-

tive of the Latinist School in Transylvania, and
was the author of the following important works

:

De Latinitatc Linguoe Valarhirw (1855); De
Nomine Valachorum Oentili (1857) ; De Re Litte-

raria Valachrjrum (1858); Grnmmatica Limbei-
Romtne (2 vols., 1859-69). The latter work was
honored by a prize from the Rumanian Academy.

CIPHEB (from OF. cifre, Ger. Ziffer; from
ML. cifrn, zifcra, Ar. sifr, safr, cipher, from
safara, to be empty). An ornamental arrange-

ment of the initial letters of a name by which
they become also a private mark, adopte<l by
artists and architects as distinctive of their

work. That of Albrecht Diirer is well known.
That of the American painter \Mii8tler also is

well known—a conventionalized yellow butterfly.
Any complex arrangement of letters which an
individual employs as his signature becomes his
own property, and Albrecht Diirer secured an in-

junction, at one time, against an engraver who
made use of his cipher when employed in en-
graving his works.

CIPHER. See Cbyptographt ; SiGiTALura
AND Telegraphing, Military.

CIPRIANI, che'pr^-ii'nd, Giovanni Battista
(1727-85). An Italian-English painter and
etcher. He was bom in Florence in 1727 or
1728. He attended the school of Ignatius Hug-
ford, an Englishman settled in Florence, where
lie was a fellow-pupil of Bartolozzi (q.v.). In
later years Cipriani and Bartolozzi worked to-

gether in London, and by the union of their re-

spective talents— designing and engraving—
produced many works of rare excellence. Cipri-
ani was one of the first members of the Royal
Academy at its foundation in 1769. He executed
a few large portraits, most of which are at
Houghton; he also left a large number of draw-
ings, which are ranked as the most charming
efforts of his art. Cipriani died at Hammer-
smith, Deceml)er 14, 1785. and was buried in the
Chelsea burial-groimd, where Bartolozzi erected
a monument to his memory.

CIRCASSIA, slr-kjishl-fi. A region of the
northwestern Caucasus (q.v.) (Map: Russia,
F 6). In its largest sense, as the home of the
Kabardians and the Abkhasians, as well as of
the Circassians

(
q.v. ) , it is bounded by the

Kuban River on the north, the country of the
Lesghians on the east, Mingrelia on the south,
and the Black Sea on the west. Circassia has
been nominally a part of Russia since 1829. It

was only after a struggle of thirty-five years,
however, that Russian sway was fully estab-

lished.

CIRCASSIANS, sir-kash'anz, or TCHEB-
EES'SES. A term applied in general to the
northwestern group of peoples inhabiting the
region of the Caucasus, and in particular to the
Adighe or Tcherkesses (the first is their own
name; the second, from which the word Circtis-

sian comes, is that by which they are known to

the Turks and Russians), the most noteworthy
of these tribes. Other Circassian trilx's are the
Abkhasians on the Black Sea, the Kabardians,
Shapsukhs. Abadzeh, etc., all related more closely

by language than by race; for all are more or les.s

mixed with Tatar, Asiatic, Aryan, and other
intrusive elements. Except the Abkhasians (the
difference may be due to artificial lateral com-
pression), the Circassian tribes tend to be
brachycephalic, and of average rather than tall

stature. The Abkhasians are darker-skinned,
and not so well formcti or featured as the Cir-

cassians proper; and of the latter those of Kuban
are the least attractive. The Kabardians, who
formerly laid claim to greater purity of blood,

are now less pure than some of the Adighe. The
Circassians have pro<luced many men and women
of great physical Ix^nuty, and Circassian girls,

famous for their gmni looks, have long adorned
the harems of Turkish sultans, pashas, and men
of wealth, refining to no little extent their Mon-
golian blood—many of them, indeed, being ready
enough to change their mountain home for a
Turkish or Persian palace. The ethics of the

Circassians have always been of a primitive type.
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and Cherk^^ss is snid to si;,'nify as much aa
'brigand' ; but over against this may be set their
hospitality and b^-ave struggle for liberty against
the Kussians. When the llussian conquest was
conii)leted in 1804, more than 300,000 of them
left the Caucasus for various parts of Asiatic
and European Turkey, and they are said later
to have had a share in the Bulgarian massacres.
Those who are still in the old habitat number
about 150,000, and are losing more and more of
their racial purity. The higher classes of the
Circassians have adopted Islam, while among
the lower exists a certain kind of Christianity
or Islamism in combination with survivals of
oncient heathenism. The languages of the Cir-
cassian tribes are thought by some authorities to
be incorporating rather than agglutinative.
Since Neumann's liusslaud und die Tschcrkessen
(1840), the literature about the Circassians has
grown considerably. Especial reference may be
made to R. von Erckert's Der Kaukasus und
seine Volker (I^ipzig, 1887),, and the fourth
volume of Chantre's comprehensive Recherches
anthropologiqucs dans le Caucase (Lyons, 1885-
87).

CIRCE, ser's* (Lat., from Gk. Klp^r,, Kirke).
In Homer, the sister of ^'Esetes, and daughter of
Ilelios and the ocean nymph Perse. She lived
in a valley of the island of zEaja, surrounded by
human beings whom she had transformed into
wolves and lions. Here she transformed into
swine the companions of Odysseus, and when the
hero came to her palace she sought to exercise
the same enchantment upon him. Protected by
the magic herb, moly, which Hermes had given
him, he withstood her sorceries, and forced her
to disenchant his followers. He then remained
with her a year, and received instruction for
avoiding the dangers that still beset his home-
ward way. A Cyclic epic told of Telegonus, the
son of Circe and Odysseus, who, landing in
Ithaca, killed his father in battle. Later writers,
possibly even Hesiod, placed the island of Circe
in the Tyrrhenian Sea, and still later it was
identified with the Circean Promontory. In the
Alexandrian writers Circe also appears in the
story of the Argonauts, and to the same period
belongs the story that in jealousy of Scylla, she
transformed her rival into a monster, by pour-
ing her magic drugs into the water where Scylla
bathed.

CIRCE^, or CIRCEII. A town of ancient
Latium, situated on the promontory knowTi as
Mons Circeius (Monte Circeo). Though of an-
cient date, Cireei was never very famous, but
Tiberius and Domitian had villas there. On the
hill, about three miles from the sea, are remains
of early walls of polygonal masonry.

CIRCENSIAN (86r-86n'8han) GAMES. See
ClKCUS.

CIBCLE (from Lat. cireulus, dim. of circus,
Gk. KlpKOi, kirkns, KpUoi, krikos, circle). The
locus (q.v.) of all points in a plane at an equal
finite distance from a fixed point in that
plane. The fixed point is called the centre, ajid
the space inclosed, or, more properly, its meas-
ure, the area of the circle. The segment of any
straight line intercepted by the circle (AB in
Fig. 1) is called a chord. An^' chord passing
through the centre, O, is called a diameter, as
A^B'. The centre bisects any diameter, and the
halves are called radii. Any line drawn from

un external point cutting the circle, as PQ, is
called a secant: and any line which has contact
with the circle, but does not intersect it when
lirwluced. aa B^", is called a tangent. Any por-
tion of the area
limited by two ra-

dii, as OA and OB,
is called a sector;
and any portion
of the circle, BA'A,
is called an arc.

A chord is said Af
to divide the area

FlQ. 1.

into segments; the
segments are equal
if the chord is a
diameter. A plane
passing through
the centre of a
sphere cuts the
surface in a circle

called a great cir-

cle of the sphere. Circles of longitude are great
circles. Other circles of a sphere are called
small circles. Ancient writers usually called the
circle, as above defined, a circumference, the
word 'circle' being applied to the space inclosed.
In modern geometry, at least above the elements,
the word 'circumference' is not used, and the
word 'circle' applies to the cun'e.

In coordinate geometry (see Analytic Geom-
ETBV), the circle ranks as a curve of the second
order (see Curves), and belongs to the conic sec-

tions; the section of a riglit circular cone, per-
pendicular to the axis of the cone, being a circle.

The Cartesian equation of the circle, taking its

centre as the origin, is ar* -f y* = r*. The con-
structions of Euclidean geometry being limited
to the use of two instruments, the straight-edge
and the compasses, the circle and the straight
line are the two basal elements of plane geom-
etry. A few of the leading properties of the
circle are:

( 1 ) The ratio of the circumference to the
diameter is a constant; this is designated by
the symbol v. This ratio is approximately
S.141592; 3.1416 and even 31 are sufficiently ac-
curate for ordinarj' purposes'; thus the area of a
circle of radius 5 inches is 3.1416 X 5^ square
inches, or 78.54 square inches. The ratio t has
an interesting history. Tlie papyrus of Ahmes
(q.v.) (before B.C. 'l700) contains the value
(y)*or 3.1605: Archimedes (B.C. 287-212) de-
scribed it as lying between 3| and 3jJ; the
Almagest (q.v.) gives it as

the Romans often used 3'^; Aryabhatta (q.v.)
gave 3.1416; Bhaskara (q.v.), 3.14166; and
the Chinese of the sixth centur\' a.d., ^JS. Lu-
dolph van Ceulen (1586) computed v' to 35
decimal places, and in recent times it has been
carried to over 700 places. In 1794 Legendre
proved that ir is an irrational number. Fur-
thermore, it is not only incommensurable—that
is, not expressible as the quotient of two inte-

Erers—^but it has been proved by Lindeniann
(1882) to be transcendental. This means that
IT cannot be a root of an algebraic eqiiation
with integral coefficients. Certain irrational
(incommensurable) numbers may be represented
l>y elementary geometric lines; e.g. ^^Ts repre-
sented by the diagonal of a square of side 1;
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but T, being transcendental, cannot be repre-

sented by any construction depending solely upon
the straight-edge and conjpasses. It requires a
transcendental curve, such as the integraph of

Abdank-Abakanowicz.
Thus, through labors like those of Gauss, Her-

mite, and Lindomann. the true nature of ir has
been determined, and efforts at circle-squaring
by the instruments of elementary geometrj' have
been proved fiitile. Modern analysis has shown
T to be expressible by certain infinite series; e.g.

«r = 4(l-l + ^-^ + i- ...) (Leibnitz);

of a continued fraction, as in

(Brouncker)

2 + 25

2+49
2 +...;

or of a continued product, as

2 1-3-30-57-7
The method of approximating this ratio com-
monly use<l before the introduction of calculus

(q.v. ) consisted in computing the perimeters
of the circumscribed and inscribed polygons of

a circle of diameter 1. For, since the length of

the circumference in this case is the desired

ratio, the value of x lies between the values of

the perimeters of the given polygons. A history

of the development of this important problem
of geometry will be found in Rudio. Archimedes,
Uut/gens, Lambert, Lependre: vier Abhandlungen
Sber die Kreismessung (Leipzig, 1892).

(2) The centre of the circle is a centre of

sjTnmetry, and any diameter is an axis of sym-
metr>' (q.v.).

(3) The perimeter of a circle of radius r is

2'rr, and its areawr^. The area is greater than
that of any plane figure of the same perimeter.

(4) Concentric circles—that is, those having
the same centre—never intersect.

(5) Circles are similar figures (see Similar-
ity), and their areas are proportional to the
squares of their radii or diameters.

(6) Arcs of a circle are proportional to the
angles subtended at the centre, and conversely.

This property forms the basig of angular meas-
ure.

CiBcuLAB Measure. TTie supposed number of

days in the year early led to the division of the
circle into 360 equal parts, for use in astronomi-
cal instruments. A knowledge of the regular
hexagon probably led to the further division of

360 degrees into six parts of 60 degrees each.

The Babylonians divided each degree into 60
eijual parts, and each subdivision into 60 equal
parts, thus producing the sexagesimal .scale.

(See Notation.) Thus the circumference of

a circle is divided into 360 equal parts, called

degrees; each degree into 60 eqtial parts, called

minutes; and each minute into 60 equal parts,

called seconds. Further divisions are better

represented by decimal fractions. The circle

is hIso commonly divided into four equal parts

of 90 seconds each, called quadrants. By con-

necting the centre of a circle with the points

of equal division on the circumference, «>qual

imit angles are formed, whose magnitude is in-

dependent of the length of the radius; thus pro-
ducing an angle riieasure, the basis of the pro-
tractor (q.v.). For scientific purposes, however,
it would be more convenient to divide a quadrant
into 100 equal parts, called grades, and each of
these into 100 equal parts, called centesimal
minutes, and each of these into 100 equal parts,
called centesimal seconds. This plan, attempted
in France as part of the metric system, is kno\vn
as the centesimal division of the circle. For ex-
ample, 3S 45' 17" (read 3 grades, 45 centesimal
minutes, and 17 centesimal seconds) may be
written 3.4517. To translate this into sexa-
gesimal notation, 3« equals 3 X j%Y = 2.7°, 45
centesimal minutes 45 X rlSffir = 0.405' or
0.00675" ; and so on. The sexagesimal system is,

however, so well established that the centesimal
has only very recently, in France, come to take
important rank.
Kadiax Measure. In higher mathematics,

especially in anal-

ytic trigonometry,
another unit of

angular measure,
called the radian,
is in general use.

This is defined as
the angle subtend-
ed at the centre of

a circle by an arc
equal in length to

the radius ( Fig.

2 ) . The relation

of the radian to
other angular xinits

is as follows:
Fio. 2.

The radian AOB arc AB
4 right angles circumference

Therefore, the

2
radian equals

angles =
radian is

X 1 right angles. In degrees one

90"
2 "" = 57. 29°+ ;

or, more nearly,

57° 17' 44.6666" +.

- radians = a quadrant ; x radians = 180",

and ir radians = 360°.

„. , ,. 180° _. X radians .

Since 1 radian = , 1° = —.tt^.— and
180

fi° = :j-3- radians.
IWO

The word raxlian is commonly omitted in discus-
sions of angles; e.g. x radians = 180° is ex-

pressed X = 180°.

A few of the modem theories concerning the
circle are suggested by the following:

( 1 ) Co-axal Circlea.—The radical axis XX,
(Fig. 3) of two circles of radii r,, r, is the line

perpendicular to their centre line C,C„ and divid-

ing this line so that the difference of the squares
(in the s«'ginents equals the ditference of the
.H«juares on the radii. The common chord of two
intersecting circles is a segment of their ra^Iical

axis. .All circles having a common radical axis
pass through two real or two imairinary points,
and such a group of circles is calle<l a co-axal
system. If two circles are concentric, their
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radical nxia is the lino at infinity; therpfore, a
Bj'Htoin of concent rif circles pusses throujjh two
imaginary points at infinity. These are called the

circular points. The radical axis of two circles

is the locus of points from which tangents to

the two circles are equal. If a variable polygon
inscrilied in a circle of a coaxal system moves
so that all the sides but one touch fixed circles

of the system, the last side also touches, in

<'very position, a fixed circle of the system

< Poncelet's theorem )

.

Fia. 4.

(2) Inversion.—Let O (Fig. 4) be the centre

of a circle of radius r, and P, Q two points on
a line through O, such that OPOQ = r. P
and Q are called inverse points with respect to

the circle. Either point is said to be the inverse

of the other. The circle and its centre are called

the circle and centre of inversion, and r the

constant of inversion. If every point of a plane
figure be inverted with respect to a circle, or
every point of a figure in respect to a sphere, the

resulting figure is called the inverse image of

the given one. The inverse of a circle is either

a .straight line or a circle, according as the
centre of inversion is or is not on the given
circle. The centre of inversion is then the centre
of similitude of the original circle and its in-

verse; and the circle, its inverse, and the circle

of inversion are coaxal. The theory of inversion
Mfas invented by Stubbs and Ingram in 1842, and
has been made use of by Lord Kelvin in several
important propositions of mathematical physics.

(3) Pole and Polar.—The polar of any point
P, with respect to a circle, is the perpendicular
to the diameter OP drawn through the inverse

point. Hence the polar of a point exterior to a
circle is the chord joining the points of contact
of the tangents drawn from the external point.
Any point P lying on the polar of a point Q'

has its own polar passing through Q'. The
polars of any two points, and the line joining

the points, form a triangle called the self-recip-

rocal triangle with respect to the circle, the
three vertices being the poles of the opposite
sides.

(4) Involution.—Pairs of inverse points, P,

P'; Q. Q'; Ptc, on the same straight line, form
a svstem in involution, the relation between
them iH'ing OP OP' = OQOQ' = .... = r».

Here the inverse points are usually called con-
jugate ]>t)ints. Any iour points whatever of a
sj'stem in involution on a straight line have
their Anharmonic Ratio (q.v.) equal to that of
their four conjugates.

(5) Nine-Points Circle.—The intersection of

the three altitudes of a triangle is called the or-

thocentre. The mid-points of the segments from
the orthocentre to the vertices constitute three
points, the feet of the altitudes three more, and
the mid-points of the sides of the triangle three
more—all nine lying on the circumference of a
circle, called the nine-points circle.

In Fig. 5, O is the orthocentre and K, L, G, D,
M, E, H, N, F are the nine points.

Fig. 6.

(6) Seven-Points Circle (Brocard circle).

Point S in Fig. 6, so placed that its distances
from the sides of the triangle ABC are propor-
tional to the lengths of the respective sides, is

called the symmedian point of the triangle.

Lines through this point parallel to the sides

cut them in six points, D, E', E, F'. F, D', which
lie on a circle called the triplicate-ratio or

Fio. 6.

Tucker circle. If lines were drawn through A,
B, C, parallel to the sides of the triangles DEP,
D'E'F', they would intersect one another and F'E,

DE', FD' in P, P', L, M, N. These five points,
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together with S and the circumcentre of the tri-

angle, lie on a circle called the seven-points or

Brocard circle. P, P' are called the Brocard
points.

Consult: McClelland, Geometry of the Circle

(London. 1891); Casey, Sequel to Euclid
(Dublin, 1888); Catalan, TMorf^es et pro-

blemes de geometrie elementaire (Paris, 1870).

CIBCLE, ^L\Gic. A space in which sorcerers

Av»'re wont, according to the ancient popular be-

lief, to protect themselves from the fury of the

€vil spirits they had raised. This circle was
usually formed on a piece of ground from seven

to nine feet square, in the midst of some dark
forest, m a churchyard, vault, or other lonely

and dismal spot. The circle was described at

midnight in certain conditions of the moon and
weather. Inside the outer circle was another
soniHwhat less, in the centre of which the

sorcerer had his seat. The spaces between the

circles, as well as between the parallel lines

that inclosed the larger one, were filled 'with

all the holy names of God,' and a variety of

other characters supposed to be potent against

the powers of evil. Without the protection of

this circle, the magician, it was believed, would
have been carried off by the spirits, as he would
have been had he by chance got out of the

charmed space.

CIBCLE, :Meridian. See Meridian Cibcle.

CIBCLE, Mural. See Mural Cibcle.

CIBCLEVILLE. A city and the county-seat

of Pickaway County, Ohio, 30 miles south of

Columbus ; on the Scioto River, the Ohio and
Erie Canal, and the Cincinnati and Muskingum
Vallev and the Norfolk and Western railroads

(Map: Ohio, E 6). It was laid out in 1810, on
the site of a prehistoric circular fortification

(described in Howe's History of Ohio), from
which the name is taken. Pork-packing is an
important industrj-, and there are also exten-

sive manufactures of straw-boards, furniture,

farming implements, canned goods, flour, and
oom-meal. Settled in 1806, Circleville was in-

corporated in 1814, and is governed at present

under a revised charter of 1852, which provides

for a mayor, electe<l biennallv, and a city coxmcil.

Population, in 1890, 6550; in 1900, 6991.

CIBCUIT (Fr. circtiit, from Lat. circuitus,

from circuire, circumire, to go around; from
cirrnm, around + ire, to go). A territorial

division, within which a court of justice is to

be hold, at stated times and j)laces. The practice

of dividing England into circuits, and a.ssigning

to each division jtidges whose duty it is to hold

court therein at prescribed places and terms, be-

came settled during the reign of Edward I. As
early as the first ^lagna Charta, in 1215, it was
provided that certain assizes (cj.v.) for the re-

covery of lands should always be taken in the

counties in which the lands were situated, and
that two justices of the King should be sent to

each county four times a year for that purpose.

But the evils arising from the remote and ir-

regular sittings of the King's Court {curia

regis) were not obviated until the end of that

century. This early arrangement of circuits

has been modified from time to time, and it is

Tiow regulated by the Judicature Act of 1875,

and an order in council of 1876. In the United

States there are two classes of circuits—one

l)elonging to the judicial system of the Federal

Vol. IV.—41.

Government, the other to that of the State.
For a description of the several courts desig-
nated as circuit courts, see Court.

CIBCULAB NOTES. See Credit, Letters
OF.

CIBCXJLAB NUMBEBS. Numbers whose
powers end with the .same figure as do the num-
bers themselves: e.g. 0, 1, 5, 6, for 0o=0, ln=I,
5" being a multiple of 5, ends in 5, 6*= 36,
6''=216, etc.

CIBCTJLAB PABTS. The five elements in-

volved in a rule

for solving right-

angled spherical
triangles, formu-
lated by John Na-
pier (q.v.). The
five parts, c, a,

complement of A,
complement of G,
and complement of

h, as indicated in

the triangle, when co-a

arranged on the
circumference of a circle, admit of the following
selection: Any part as co-C has two adjacent
parts, as co-b, a,

and two opposite

parts, as co-A, c.

The rules of Na-
pier connect these ^^O""/ ^o-

by the following
mnemonic : The
sine of the middle
part equals the
product of the tan-

gents of the adja-
cent parts, and the
sine of the middle
part equals the
product of the cosines of the opposite parts.

CIBCULATING DECIMALS. Decimals in

which one or more figures arc continually re-

peated in the same order ; e.g. 0.333 0.25666

...., 0.3172172 .... , are circulating decimals.

These are sometimes called repeating decimals,

and the figure or set of figures repeated is called

the repetend. If the repetend begins at the deci-

mal point, the decimal is called a pure circulate;

otherwise the decimal is called a mixed circulate

;

eg. 0.2727 .... is a pure circulate, but 0.25999
.... is mixed. If the repetend contains but one
figure, it is called simple—otherwise, compound.
If the first figures of repetends are of the same
order, the repetends are said to be similar; and
if they end with figures of the same order, they
are s.iid to be conterminous; e.g. 0.639292 ....
and 0.253232 .... are both similar and conter-

minous. Periods over the first and last figures

of the repetend serve to indicate that a decimal

is a circulate; thus, 0.273 = 0.27373 .... Opera-
tions with circulating decimals may be performed
in the usual way, or the circulates may be re-

duced to common fractions. This is usually

done by applying the fonnula for the sum of an
infinite geometric progression. (See Series.)

Thus. O.ii'5 is the same as 0.35 -f 0.0035 -f

0.000035 + in which the first term is 0.36

and the rate 0.01 ; hence, the sum is

0.85_ _ ^.35 _ 85
1—0.01 ~ 0.99 ~ 99

co-/t
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That this fraction is the same as the decimal
0.35 may be seen by division.

CIRCULATINQ LIBRARY. See Libkaby.

CIRCULATING MEDIUM. See Monet.

CIRCULATION (Lat. circulatio, circular

course, from circulus, circle, dim. of circus,

circle). A term used in anatomy and physiol-

ogy to designate the course of the blood through
the blood-vessels. A knowledge of the heart,

arteries, capillaries, and veins (qq.v.) is, of

course, essential to a
complete understanding
of the subject of circula-

tion; but by means of a
diagram (Fig. 1), we
can indicate the circula-

tion of the blood in a
general way. The shaded
part of Fig. 1 represents

the vessels carrying the

impure or venous blood,

which has already given
up its oxygen to the body
and taken in exchange
the carbonic-acid gas.

The unshaded diagram
represents the vessels

filled with pure blood,

which is freely supplied
with oxygen ( arterial

blood). The heart is

shown here as composed
of four chambers, of

the blood: b. heart; V. which the two right ones
right ventricle; v', left ven- belong to the circulation
tricle; c, right auricle; tf. f vennns hloofi nnfl the
left auricle; a. aorta; d, ^^ ^ enous Dlooa ana tne

vena cava; e. greater cir- two left to that of ar-
culation; b. smaller clrcu- terial blood. Now the
lation; /, pulmonary ar- i,io^ from the whole
tery; g. pulmonary veins,

o'*^
.
irom tne w noie

body IS brought to the
right auricle of the heart (c) by two large veins,
the superior vena cava and the inferior vena cava,
both of which are here represented by d. By the
contraction of this chamber, the blood is forced
through the right auriculo-ventricular opening
into the second chamber of the right side of the
heart, the right ventricle {v), and this by its

contraction drives the blood to the lungs in the
direction of the arrow pointing to f. The blood
is prevented from returning into the auricle by
the tricuspid valve, which completely closes the
auriculo-ventricular opening during the contrac-
tion of the ventricle. In its passage through
the lungs the blood is purified and oxygenated,
and then is brought back to the heart again by
the four pulmonary veins, entering the auricle
on the left side. When this contracts, the blood
is forced onward into the left ventricle, and then
by ventricular contraction into the aorta for
general arterial distribution. The mitral valve
prevents regurgitation into the left auricle, and
the semi-lunar valve at the beginning of the
aorta stops any reflux into the ventricle. (Sim-
ilar valves are present in the pulmonary artery.

)

The aorta divides into branches, and these ' in
turn into smaller ones, imtil the whole body is

supplied by a minute arterial plexus, or network;
the smallest arteries divide into a finer network
of still more minute vessels, the capillaries,
which have extremely delicate walls, so that the
blood can come into the closest relation with the
cells of the body-tissues. It is in these capil-

Fi8. 1. circulation of

laries that the oxygon is given off, the nourish-

ment furnished to the body elements, and the
waste products taken up into the blood. The
capillaries then unite to form a venous plexus,

and later small veins which unite with each other
to form larger ones until we have all the blood
collected into the superior and inferior vense
cavae, and thus brought to the heart again.
We see, from this description, that there are

in reality two circulations—one, a short cir-

cuit, from the right side of the heart through
the lungs to the left side of the heart ; and the
second, a longer circuit, from the left side of
the heart through the body back to the right
side of the heart. In the heart the two circula-

tions connect with each other, and become con-
tinuous. In addition to the pulmonary and sys-

temic circulations, described above, we have
another subsidiary to the venous system, and
known as the portal circulation. This is not
indicated in tlie diagram. A certain amount of

the blood of the intestines is collected into the
portal vein and carried to the liver, where it

traverses a capillary network in intimate rela-

tion with the liver-cells. Bile is formed and
other important changes are effected in the blood,

which is highly charged with foodstuffs recently

absorbed in its passage through the . intestinal

capillaries. The blood is collected a second time
into veins, and carried to the inferior vena cava,

where it again joins the general circulation. In
its passage through other special organs, the
blood undergoes further modifications. See Kid-
ney; Spleen; etc.

The anatomy of the organs concerned is given
elsewhere, and we can consider them here only in

their mechanical relation to the circulation. The

Fio. 2. The lungs, heart, and principal blood-vessels in
man; a. A, veins from right and left arms; b, f, right and
left jugular veins, returning the blood from head and neck.
These four veins unite to form a single trunk, the veaa
cava superior, which enters the right auricle /; c, e, the
right and left carotid arteries, the latter rising directly
from the arch of the aorta, a'; the former from a short
trunk called the arteria innominata; g, the left subclavian
artery, rising directly from the aorta, while the right sub-
clavian artery rises from the arteria innominata : d, the
trachea or windpiije ; i, k, right and left lungs; /, /, the right
and left auricles; p, the right ventricle; o, the apex of the
ventricle ; m, the inferior or ascending vena cava; n, the
descending aorta, emerging from behind the heart; g, the
pulmonary artery.

heart is situated in the anterior part of the
chest, lying between the right and left lungs,

and inclosed in a membranous sac (the peri-
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cardium), which consists of an outer fibrous

layer and an inner serous lining. The fibrous

h layer is continuous
'^'"'^

witlj the outer coat

of the large ves-

sels, which enter
and leave the
heart; but the se-

rous layer is re-

flected from these
vessels on to the
heart itself, which
it entirely envel-

ops. We thus have
two sacs, the one
within the other,

but continuous
Fio. 3. Section of the human with each other at

heart: f, h, the two renm carte, t)i*»ir tiAnk-a ami
opeuinK Into d. the right auricle: "'f

''^ necKS. ana
a. the rigrht ventricle, frona which between the two
proceeds the pulmonary artery, sacs a closed cav-
dlviduiK into branches #r and i. -^ ^orciinp iiist
pjinc- to the right and left lungs '^' secreiing just

Iv; e, (f, the pulmonary enough fluid to lu-
from each lung) en- bricate its walls.

'« the left auricle, k; U ^-ti,- ^\,i„ „„,.;*„
tr,.. imtral valve: m, the left ven- >> ithin this cavity

tricle, from which proceeds the the heart, closely
aorta, whose arch is indicated by enveloped bv the
A, and the descending portion by .

• ^

n, none of lt« branches being inner sac, moves
shown In this flgure; o, the parti- free and unhin-
tion or septum between right and ^p^ed at every con-
left hearts. . .. , .,•

traction and with
the minimum of friction. The shape of the heart
is pyramidal ; it is suspended nearly in the mid-
line by the large vessels at its base, which firmly
fix this portion; but otherwise the organ lies wholly
free in the pericardium in a direction obliquely
downward and to the left. The walls of the heart
are almost entirely muscular, and the fibres are
so arranged that by their contraction they dimin-
ish each cavity in all dimensions, and drive the
blood fonvard with the greatest efficiency. The
work accomplished by each contraction of the
two ventricles together is estimated at about 4.5

foot-pounds. This represents the energy re-

quired to lift 4.5 pounds a height of one foot. On
this basis, Houghton computes the total work of

the heart in twenty-four hours at approximately
124 foot-tons.

In our outline of the circulation we have seen

how the direction of the blood-current in the

heart is rendered .constant by means of the car-

diac valves. The heart's action consists in suc-

cessive alternate contraction (systole) and re-

laxation (diastole) of the muscular walls of the

auricles and ventricles. During the period of

relaxation, the blood flows into the two auricles

from the veins, and they are gradually distended,

while a certain amount of blood passes on into

the ventricles through the auriculo-ventricular

openings, which are patent during the entire

diastole. At the end of this period the auricles

are completely dilated, and their muscular walls

contract and force nearly the entire contents

into the ventricles. This action is very sudden,

and occurs in l>oth auricles at the same moment.
The contraction begins near the entrance of the

large veins, and extends onward toward the

auriculo-ventricular openings; in this way the

reflux of blood into the veins is guarded against,

and any tendency is still further counteracted by
the mass of blood in the veins and by the valves

which are present in the veins near their opening

into the heart. The force of the blood flowing

into the ventricles is insufficient to open the semi-

lunar valves, but distends the ventricles them-
selves, which are still in a condition of relaxa-

Fio. 4. Upper surface of the heart, the aoriclee baTinjf
been removed.

tion. The tricuspid and mitral valves float up-
ward on the blood-current, and are in a position
to close readily at the commencement of ventricu-
lar contraction. The ventricular systole follows
immediately on the auricular systole. The con-
traction is slower but far more forcible, and
entirely empties the ventricular chambers at each
systole. The apex of the heart is thrown forward
and upward with a slight rotatory motion, and
this impulse (the apex beat) is detected be-

tween the fifth and sixth ribs, slightly to the
right of the left nipple. For a short time fol-

lowing the ventricular systole, the whole heart
is at rest. The entire cycle, therefore, can be
divided into three periods, in the first of which
the auricles contract, in the second the ventricles
contract, and in the third both auricles and ven-
tricles remain relaxed and at rest.

^Vhen we listen to the heart we hear two
sounds with every beat, and these are followed
by a short pause. We can roughly express their
relative quality by speaking the words 'lubb-

dQp.' The first sound is dull and protracted,
occurring at the same time as the apex-beat,
and coinciding, therefore, with the ventricular
systole. This sound is supposed to be due to

the vibration of the auriculo-ventricular valves
and their fibrous attachments, and also, to a
less extent, to the stretching of the ventricular
walls and the coats of the large arteries by the
tension at the mopient of contraction. The con-

traction of the mass of ventricular muscular tis-

sue is possibly a minor factor. The second sound
is shorter and much sharper in character; it is

probably dependent on the sudden closure of the
semilunar valves. Diseases of the heart-valves

modify these sounds, and enable one to detect

the abnormal condition. In the healthy adult,

the heart-beats number about seventy-two per
minute; but many circumstances, e.g. exercise,

cause wide variations, even in health. The heart

is under control of the nervous system, which
influences it in a highly complicated manner.
The arteries contain a considerable amount of

elastic tissue which, by yielding, breaks the

shock of ventricular systole, and thus protects

the vessels from sudden pressure. This tissue

also equalizes the blood-current by its elastic

recoil during cardiac diastole, and forces the

blood forward in a steady stream. It does not
originate force, however, but simply restores the

force expended on it by the contraction of the

ventricles. Because of their elastic character,

the arteries readilv dilate and contract according
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to the total aniount of blood in the body; the

muM-ular tissue of the arteries is an additional
factor liero. The arteries also tend to regain

their nornml calibre under all circumstHnces. be-

cause of this same elasticity, and easily adant
themselves to the different movements of the
lH)dy.

The most important function of the muscular
tissue in the arteries is to adjust the size

of the vessels to the amount of blood which each
part of the body requires, and also to adapt the

calibre to the quantity of blood that the arteries

contain at any moment. The force of the muscu-
• lar contraction in the arteries is probably a very
slifjht factor in propelling the blood. The im-

pulse of the blood, when it enters the arteries at

the moment of ventricular contraction, can be

felt in all the superficial arteries of any con-

siderable size ; and we designate this as the

pulse. For clinical purposes, it is usually felt

in the radial artery at the outer side of the wrist.

In the mesentery of the frog, we can trace the

circulation in the capillaries by means of the

microscope; and our observations here can prob-

ably, without error, be applied to the condition

in man. The red blood-corpuscles are seen mov-
ing along with considerable rapidity in the

middle of the blood-current, while the white cor-

puscles advance more sluggishly along the walls

of the capillaries. The capillaries present a far

larger surface with which the blood comes in con-

tact than the other blood-vessels, and therefore

offer the greatest resistance to the progress of

the blood. This resistance largely depends on
the vital capillary force, so that the capillaries

of themselves greatly influence the circulation.

On the other hand, the condition of the arteries

and veins exerts a decided control over the cir-

culation in the capillaries which connect them.
The propelling force in the veins is due to the

impulse from the ventricles, and, to some extent,

to the pressure exerted upon the veins by the

muscular movements of the body. The suction

action of thfe heart is also a factor to be con-

sidered. The presence of valves along the veins

enables them to take advantage of all the force

applied. It is estimated that a portion of the

blood can traverse the entire circuit of the cir-

culation in half a minute. The circulation be-

gins at a very early period in fetal life, and
])resents important modifications, which will be
described under Fetus (q.v.). See also Em-
bryology, Htman.
Our present knowledge of the circulation is of

comparatively recent date. It was first de-

scribed by Har>'e3', in his celebrated work, Exer-
citatio de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis, published in

1628.

CIRCULATION OF SAP. See Sap.

CIR'CULATO'RY SYSTEM, Evolution of.

Tlie organs by which fiuids and sometimes gases
and solids, suspended in the fluids, are trans-

ported from one part of the body to another.
A circulator}' system first becomes necessary
when the organism gets to be of great size and a
specialization of structure has taken place, so
that the nutrient regions where fluid and gas-

eous food are supplied are far removed from
the muscles, glands, and other organs which re-

quire that food, and where the excretory organs
are distant from the great centres of metabolism.
The circulatory svstem fulfills the function of

transportation between tlie muscles and glands
on the one hand, and the alimentary tract, res-

piratorj' organs, and kidneys on the other.

Lowest Forms.—In the Protozoa the body is so
small that no H{)ecial circulatory apparatus is

necessary. The cell-structure with its water-
spaces provides for carrying food in .solution to
tlie remotest pla.sm films. In the spimges the
body often attains great size, but by the system
of water-canals penetrating all parts* of the mass,
food and oxygen are directly brought, as it

were, to the door of every cell. Even in the
Cnidaria the body-wall is typically only two
cells thick, so that between the external* fluids
and those of the cavity every cell is brought into
direct contact with oxygenated wat«'r. In the
Scolecida. where a true body-cavity l)etween the
alimentary tract and the body-wall makes its

appearance, the fluids of this cavity serve to
carry nutritive fluids and excreted products. The
fluids of the body-cavity are often set in motion
by the cilia of the lining cells. In the Mollusca
the body is so large and the muscular system so
well developed that a more effective transporting
system is necessary. This is gained by the
separation of special tracts of the body-cavity.
In the dorsal part of the animal is a space that
has gained thick muscular walls and constitutes
a propelling organ or heart. The alimentary
tract usually perforates the heart so that nutri-
tive fluids by passing through the wall of the gut
may reach the circulating fluid. From the heart
a tubular space carries the circulating fluid to
the spaces of the mantle and of the muscles and
glands. These spaces are parts of the body-
cavity and, as in the case of the foot, some of

them even connect with the outside world. The
fluids in these spaces and in the gills make
their way, probably by the aid of cilia, to the
heart. Oxygen is obtained both in the thin-
walled mantle and in the gills. The Mollusca
show tlius a great advance in the specializjition

of a definite system of blood-vessels. The echino-
derms have acquired much the same or a less

perfect system of blood-spaces.

Arthropods.—Among segmented animals we
find that many of the Polychseta have a well-de-

fined system of blood-vessels, which they have
perhaps derived from the nemerteans. The system
shows an advance over that of nemerteans, how-
ever; for in the latter group there is no regular
circulation, whereas in the Polychaeta such a cir-

culation is established. Thej' have a main dorsal
vessel and a median ventral vessel, and a circular
transverse vessel running in the body-wall be-

tween the two. Vessels going to the alimentary
tract get nutritive fluids and those going to the
body-wall, parapodia. and gills bring back oxygen.
The blood-vessels contain corpuscles and often
hiemoglobin. Tlie dorsal-vessel 'heart' contracts
peristaltieally. Not all Polycha>ta have a com-
plete (closed) blood system, and in some cases

the body fluid is the only circulating medium.
The earthworms also have a well-developed sys-

tem of vessels.

In the Crustacea there is usually a dorsal-ves-

sel 'heart.' but well-defined arteries and veins

are often lacking, the heart pumping the general
fluids of the body-cavity. However, in the higher
Crustacea, as, e.g. the lobster, definite vessels

to the brain, muscles, gills, and alimentary
tract appear, from which organs the blood is re-

turned to the heart by blood-spaces. In insects
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the respiratory functions of the circulatory sys-
tem are largely replaced by respiratory tubes
which ramify even to the muscles. There is al-

ways a heart, however, and in Arachnoidea a
number of well-deline<l blood-vessels.

In Vertebrates the organs of circulation are
the heart, arteries, veins, and lymphatics. The
heart is the central organ of the circulatory
system. To it the blood is drawn by suction
and is again forced out from it. The heart, as
well as the rest of the vascular system, is of
mesoblastic origin and appears close behind the
gill-clefts. Like the other large blood-vessels,
it is composed of layers, the outer (serous), the
middle (muscular), and the inner (epithelium).
Hence in origin the heart is a strongly developed
blood-vessel. Its complicated structure, such as
occurs in the higher vertebrates, is the result of

folding and swellings. The heart in the lowest
of the vertebrates and in embryonic life is at
first divided into two chambers with valves be-

tween them to prevent the blood from flowing
backward again. One chamber, the auricle, re-

ceives the blood. The other, the ventricle, expels
it to the body again. By further modification
the sinus venosus develops at the venous end
and the bidbus arteriosus at the arterial end.
Such a condition of heart occurs at some time
in the embryonic development of all vertebrates,

and it is the permanent condition in many fishes.

With the development of lungs, and consequently
of the pulmonary artery and veins, the primitive
heart is much changed. This change from gilled

to lung-bearing condition may be studied in the

embryonic development of all lung-bearing verte-

brates. The heart of fishes is simple, and, in

structure, like the primitive heart described. It

receives venous blood only, which it forces to the

gills. In Dipnoi, where both gills and lungs
exist side by side, the heart is half way between
that of fishes and amphibia. In amphibia the

ventricle is single, and hence the blood in it is

mixed. In many of the amphibia the ventricle

is continued into a conus arteriosus, which is

spirally twisted and contains a transverse row
of valves. Among reptiles an incomplete ven-

tricular septum exists in lizards, snakes, and
turtles, but there is a complete one in croco-

diles. The blood from the right ventricle passes

into the pulmonary artery and into the left

aortic arch. There are fewer valves in the heart
and only one row at the l>eginning of the aorta
and pulmonary artery. In birds and mammals
there are two auricles and ventricles—that is

to say, auricular and ventricular septa are com-
plete. The ventricles are the larger, and have
more strongly develo|)ed walls. The blood from
the head, heart, and body passes into the right

auricle. In birds and mammals there is only
one aortic arch. In birds it is the fourth right

arch which persists, and in mammals the fourth
left. In the embryological development of birds

and mammals the auricles are, for a time, in

conmiunication through the foramen ovale.

Much variation exists among mammals in the
mode of origin of the carotids and subdaviana
from the arch of the aorta. In branchial verte-

brates the dorsal aorta is formed by the union
above the gills of the branchial vessels. The
nllantois vein, which plays so important a part
in reptiles and amphibia, is functional in birds
and mammals only for a time in embryonic life,

and from birds onward the hepatic-portal system
supplants the renal-portal.
The veins of vertebrates are provided with

valves to prevent a back flowing of the blood.
The lymphatic system of elasmobranchs, am-

phibia, and, to some extent, of birds and rep-
tiles, is provided with lymph-hearts. In fishes
and amphibia there are large lymph-spaces, but
from birds onward lymph-vessels with well-de-
fined trunks are present. The main lymph-
vessel is the thoracic duct which empties in
mammals into the left and in the Sauropsida into
both the right and left branchio-cephalic veins.
The Ijmph-vessels. like the veins, are provided
with valves which prevent a reflux of the lymph-
fluid. The lymph, like the blood, is composed
of fluid and corpuscles. Lymphatic tissue oc-

curs in fishes and amphibia, but lymph-glands
proper appear along the course of the lymph-
vessels, probably first in birds. In lymphatic
tissue or .glands the leucocytes, or white cor-
puscles of the blood, and lymph develop.
Bibliography. Sabatier, Etudes sur le coeur

dans la sMe des vert^brds (Paris, 1873) ; Mena-
gaux, Recherchea sur la circulation des Lamelli-
branches marines (Besangon, 1890); Bojanus,
"Ueber die Athem- und Kreislaufwerkzeuge der
zweischaligen Muscheln," in Isis (I8I7, 1820-

1827) ; Delage, "Contribution a I'etude de I'ap-

pareil circulatoire des cinistac^-s ^dreophthalmes
marines" in Archive de zoologie experimentale.
Vol. IX. (Paris, 1881); Cuenot, "Etude sur le

sang et les glandes lymphatiques dans la s^rie ani-
male," in Archive de zooloqie experimentale
(Paris, 1888-91) ; MtiUer, "Ueber das Gefasssys-
tem der Fische," in Abhandlungen der Berliner
Akademie (Berlin, 1839). See Comparative
Anatomy; and consult the authorities referred
to there.

CIR'CUMCEL'LIO'NES (Lat. nom. pi., from
circiim, around -j- cella, cell; also called in Med.
Lat. circelliones, by popular etymology with Lat.
circellus, circlet, dim. of circulus, circle). Fa-
natical Donatists of the fourth centurj', who got
their name from their habits of wandering.
They rambled over the coimtrv', plundering,
burning houses, and murdering those who made'
resistance, saying that by such means they
sought the crown of martyrdom. They styled
themselves agonistw, wrestlers, or soldiers of
Christ, and called their chiefs the leaders of
the sons of the Holy One. Constantine treated
them with forbearance; but his successors, Con-
stans and Constantius, put them down with a
strong hand. The name was also applied in the
thirteenth century to a sect of fanatical heretics
in Swabia, partisans of the Emperor Fre«l-

erick II.

CIRCUMCISION (Lat. circumcisio, from
cirrtiiiiridrrr, to cut around, from eircum,
around + cirdrre, to cut). The cutting away
of the foreskin, a religious ceremony practiced
by many p«'oples in dillerent parts of the world,
and going back to the earliest known periwls of
human history. It is probablv a substitute for
an original phallic sacrifice. Among many races
the custom of cutting olT the phallus of their
enemies has prevnile<l. It is significant that the
ancient Egyptians iH'rformed this muti1ati(ui only
in the case of enemies who were circumcised.
In order to be c«it off, the phallus must l)e clean
— i.e. fit to be oflTered. The purpose of such an
oflTering, presumably to some god of fertility,
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would naturally l>e tu iutTease the fniitfulncss

of those iiiukiii^ the sacrilicc. .lust as the sacri-

liee of the first-born was intended to insure the

life of those born later, so the offering of the

phallus of some youth was no doubt intended to

inerease the fertility of the tribe. The first

nuxlitioation of this rite seems to have been the

substitution of gelding for the removal of the

phallus, the object of ema.sculation being at-

tained without the loss of life. The next step,

at least in some cases, ap|)ears to have been

Huch a painful mutilation as thnt which Nie-

buhr learned to know between Hejaz and Abu-
Ari.sh, on the Arabian coast. (Consult /fesc/iret-

6Mn<7 von Arabien, Copenhagen. 1772.) While
very dangerous, this operation offered a chance

of imth life and virility. Finally, the removal
of the prepuce was all that was required. In

this form the mutilation was perpetuated either

as a sign of the devotee, as a badgi? of priestly

rank, or as a tribal mark. In the latter case it

was generally administered as a sign of puberty
and of capacity for participating in the cult,

admitting the young man to the rights of co-

habitation, and of presenting sacrifices to the

ancestors and the tribal gods. The rite retained

somewhat of its sacrificial character even after

it had been transferred to infancy, as was the

case with some peoples. That its object was to

l>ersuade the Deity to grant increased fertility

was still felt in Egj'pt and .Tudea at the time of

Herodotus and the priestly redactor of the

Pentateuch. Its value as a sanitary and pro-

phj'lactic measure was probably not brought to

light until it was necessary to apologize for it

as a superstition.

Circumcision seems to have been practiced

already among the aborigines of the Nile Valley,

who probably were akin to the Libyans. A man
belonging to this race, gored by a bull, on one of

the oldest monuments, is manifestly circum-
cised. (Consult Bulletin dcs correspondances
helUniques, Paris, 1892, and Steindorff, in

Mgyptiaca, Leipzig, 1897.) The dynastic Egyp-
tians probably derived the custom from them.
In the Grfeco-Roman i>eriod the rite may have
been confined to the priesthood in Egypt, as

Reitzenstein has tried to prove (Zwei religions-

geschichlliche Fragen, Strassburg, 1901). But
if Herodotus was well informed, all Egyptians
were circumcised. Boys may have been admitted
to priestly orders at the age of puberty; but
whether every circumcised boy whose mummy
or likeness has been found belonged to a priestly

family can neither be affirmed nor denied. The
Babylonians and Assyrians do not seem to have
practiced the rite. It cannot be proved that the
Moabites, Ammonites, and Edomites did so be-

fore their invasion of Syria. The Philistines

were not circumcised. But they were apparently
Cretans (see Caphtor), and, according to Egyp-
tian accounts, the Mycenaean peoples were not
circumcised. From the fact that this peculiarity

of the Philistines is strongly emphasized by the
Hebrews, it may be inferred that the Canaanites
practiced circumcision. They may have derived
the custom from some aborigines akin to the
proto-Egyptians and the Libyans, or from Egypt
in a later time. It is quite uncertain whether
the clans that afterwards formed the people of

Israel k-new the custom before they entered
Palestine. The story in Exodus iv. retains the
memory that the Moses clan considered itself

saved from threatening destructi<m by the adop-
tion of this rite from their Midianite or Kenitt?

neighbors. The sign of Cain (the Kenite) in

^ien. iv. is probably circumcision. This chapter
seems to reflect an earlier attempt on the part
of the Kenites to settle in Palestine. The peo-
ple of the northwest Arabian country of Aluzri,

to which the Moses clan l)elonged, do not seem
originally to have had the custom. This ap-
parently is also suggested in the story in Joshua
V. Here all Israel is circumcised at Gilgal,
upon 'the hill of the foreskins,' to remove 'the

reproach of the Mizrini,' which may mean the
reproach cast upon the i)eople of Muzri by their
neighbors for not being circumcised. That the
youth of Benjamin were brought to the sanctu-
ary called 'the hill of the foreskins' to be circum-
cised there can be little doubt. But the shrine
and the custom are likely to have been taken over
from the Canaanites. No conclusion can be
drawTi from Gen. xvii., except that in the Per-
sian period the fact that Ishmaelites practiced
circumcision in the thirteenth year was traced
back to the mythical ancestors of both Ishmael-
ites and Israelites. The story of Dinah in Gen.
xxxiv. suggests that the Hivites in Shechem were
forced to accept circumcision by Israelitish

tribes; but this may in reality show that the
custom existed among the Hivites and had to
be accounted for. It prevailed in some parts of

Arabia before Mohammed ; and, though not men-
tioned in the Koran, it has been retained by the
nations accepting Islam. There is no serious
objection to the assumption that everywhere in

the Semitic world it goes back to Egyptian, and
ultimately Libyan, influence. Whether the Col-
chians (Karki, Kashki) originally practiced
circumcision—and this might be taken as an in-

dication of its prevalence among kindred Asiatic
peoples—or it was brought to them in later

times by colonists from Syria or Egypt, cannot
be determined. It still prevails among the
Mandingos. Gallas, Falashas, and many Bantu
tribes in Africa, where it cannot be traced back
to Moslem influence. In Central America, and
among the Aztecs of ancient Mexico, circum-
cision, or a somewhat similar mutilation, was
practiced. It is still in use among the Teamas
and Manaos on the Amazon. The Otaheitans,
the Tongas, some Melanesians in Polynesia, and
nearly all tribes in Australia, have this custom.
In the present state of our knowledge, a trans-
mission of the rite through historic contact can
not be affirmed, and an independent develop-
ment from the same social and religious consid-
erations is most safely assumed.

Circumcision of females, consisting of mutila-
tion of the clitoris, is practiced in Egypt, Abys-
sinia, Western Africa, Arabia, and other coun-
tries. It was already known to Strabo. As it

is verj' generally found where male circumcision
prevails, it is probably analogous in its history

and development to the latter. The opposition
to circumcision began with some of the Hebrew
prophets (Jer. iv. 4; ix. 2.5-6). But it was the
struggle reflected in the Pauline literature that

eliminated this religious rite from the Christian
usage, except in isolated instances, such as the

Abyssinian Church. Consult: Ploss, Das Kind
in Branch und FUtte der Volker (Leipzig, 1884) ;

Salomon, Die Beschneidung (Brunswick, 1844) ;

Glassberg, Die Beschneidung (Berlin, 1896) ;

Zaborowski, in Bulletin de la Society d'Anthro-
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pologie de Paris (1893) ; Gunkel, in Archiv fur
Papi/rusforschung ( 1902 )

.

CIRCUMFERENCE. See Cibcle.

CIRCUMFLEX ( Fr. circonflexe, Lat. circum-

flexus, p.p. of circuutfiectere, to bend round,

from ciretrm, around -I- flectere, to bend.) A
mark used to denote an original rising and fall-

ing in the pronunciation of a long vowel. In
Greek the signs used are " "

; in Latin the

sign is ''
. The last sign is sometimes used in-

stead of the macron to denote simple length. The
presence of a circumflex accent in a French word
generally indicates that there has been a con-

traction, an s in most cases having originally

st'KxI between the vowel and the succeeding
consonant; e.g. f?te (feste), abtme (abisme),

ilpre (aspre).

CIRCUMLOCUTION OFFICE. The apt
name applied by Dickens in Little Dorrit to the

unspeakable British officialism. Of the law's

delay he has given a capital concrete example
in Bleak House.

CIR'CUMNUTATION (from circumnutate,
from Lat. circum. around + nutare, to nod). A
special case of Nl't.\tion (q.v.).

CIR'CUMPOTiAR STAB (Lat. circum,

around + polus, pole, axis). Any star which,

in the apparent daily revolution of the sky, does

not pass below the liorizon of the observer; or,

in familiar language, does not set. It will be
remembered that the apparent daily motion of

the stars is in reality the result of the actual

rotation of the earth upon an axis which passes

through the centre of the earth and a point in

the sky. near the north or polar star, and that

the lines in which the stars seem to move—called

lines of diurnal nmtion—are the circumferences
of circdes perpendicular to this axis. If an ob-

server is at the equator, the axis lies in the ob-

server's horizon, the circles of diurnal motion are

all perpendicular to the horizon, and all stars

seem to rise and set. If the observer is at a dis-

tance from the equator—for example, in lati-

tude 10° N.—the northern end of the celestial

axis is raised 10 degrees above the horizon, and
any star which is within 10 degrees of the north

pole of the sky will not pass below the horizon

in its apparent motion about the pole. The
largest circle of the sky that may be drawn
about the pole without passing below the hori-

zon of the obser\'er is called the circle of per-

petual apparition. A similar circle drawn about
the opposite pole, without coming above the

horizon, is called the circle of perpetual occulta-

lion. and the stars within that circle are never
visible to the obsen'er. What to an obsen'er at

a given latitude in the Northern Hemisphere is a
circle of i)er)»etual apparition, will to an obser^•er

in the Southern Hemisphere at any point equally

removed from the equator be a circle of per-

})etual occultation; and vice versa, what to the

former is a circle of ])erpetual occultation will

to the latter l)e a circle of per])etual apparition,

the stars within it being .southern circumpolar
stars.

CIRCUMSCRIBED AND INSCRIBED
FIGURES. In plane gr«mietry. a cur\'e is said

to be circumscril>ed alwut a polygon when it

passes through all the vertices of the polygon;
nnd in that case the polygon is said to Ix- in-

scribed in the curve. A polygon is said to be
circumscribed about a curve when all of its sides

are tangents to the curve, and in that case the
curve is said to be inscribed in the polygon.
Thus, a circle can be circumscribed about or in-

scribed in any triangle, and vice versa. This is

p.lso true of a square or of a regular pentagon,
hexagon, octagon, decagon, dodecagon, 15-gon,
and. in general, regular polygons containing
3;2'>,4-2n,o-2u,6-2",8-2n, 10-2", 12- 2", 1.5-2"
sides, and some others. The limitation is due
to the restrictions of Euclidean geometry in the
construction of regular polygons (q.v.). Sur-
faces, too, may be circumscribed and inscribed;
e.g. a pyramid whose lateral faces are tangent to
the surface of a cone is a circumscribed pyra-
mid, the cone being then inscribed in the pyra-
mid. The mensuration of the circle, sphere,
cone, and cylinder may be effected by means of
circumscribed and inscribed figures, with the
aid of the theory of limits (q.v.). Thus, the
perimeters of the circumscribed and inscribed
regular polygons of a circle may be computed,
and the circumference be taken, as the limit of
either as the number of sides is indefinitely in-

creased. When the diameter is 1 unit, this cir-

cumference becomes 3.14159265 units, which
number expresses an approximation of ir. See
ClBCLE.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. . Evi-
dence of facts and circumstances which surround,
and are connected with, the particular facts to
be proved, and which, taken together, the court
and jurj- may reasonably consider as tending to
prove or negative the particular facts sought to
be established in the case before them. Cir-

cumstantial evidence is most frequently called

for in criminal cases; especially where the crime
is secretly committed, as murder by poison sent
by mail, in which case there is generally little

positive and direct evidence that the accused
committed the act with which he is charged.
The circumstances precedent to and connected
with a crime may so associate the accused with
the crime that an inference of guilt would be
the only one that could reasonably be drawn
from such circumstances; in which ca.se there
may be a conviction, even though there is no one
who can testify, from actual knowledge, that the
accused committed the act. See Evidence.

CIRCUS (Lat. circus, ring, circus, alluding
to the shai)e of the arena). The Circus of an-

cient Rome corresponds to the Greek Stadium
(q.v.). It was a large, oblong space, with
curved end (whence the name), surrounded by
tiers of seats and adapted for chariot-races and
horse-races, and used also for the exhibition of
athletic exercises, mock contests, and conflicts

of wild beasts. Many sports originally held in
the Forum were afterwards given in the Circus.

During the entire republican |x»rio<l it was here
and in the Forum that the contests took place
which after the time of Ciesjtr were given in

the amphitheatres. The Circensian Games were
alleged by tradition to have originated in the

time of Romulus, when they were dedicated to
Consus or Neptune, and called Conaualia. After
the first war undertaken by Tarquinius Priscus,

in which he captured the I^tin city of Apiol«,

his victory was celel)rated by games. -\ space
was marked out for a circus around the Altar
of Consus in the Vallis ilurrin, between the

Aventine and the Palatine, and the senators and
knights were allowed to erect scaffoldings round
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it for themselves. The games continued to be

held annually, and the tiers of wooden seats

were made pernmnent and periodically renewed.

This was distinguished, subsequently to the erec-

tion of the Flaniinian and other circi, as the

Circus Maxinius. It was altered and enlarged

at various times. According to diflerent com-

putations, it was capable of holding 150,000,

200,000, or 485,000 persons. Its extent also has

lieen variously estimated. In the time of Julius

Csesar it was three stadia, or 1875 feet, long and

one stadium, or 625 feet, wide, while the depth

of the buildings surrounding the open space was
half a stadium, or about 312 feet. The lower

tiers of seats were, for the first time, built of

stone in the time of Julius Caesar; even after

that the upper tiers were of wood, until the time

of Domitian, when it was all of stone and
marble, though its stage of greatest magnificence

was reached under Trajan, who erected there a

triumphal arch. The exterior was formed of

three stories of arches, like the Coliseum, but
built of white marble. Next in date came the

Circus Flaminius, built in B.C. 221 in the Cam-
pus Martins, and a favorite meeting-place. It

measured about 1000 by 400 feet. There was
a Circus of Caligula and Nero, near the Vatican

;

a Circus of Hadrian near his mausoleum ; a
Stadium of Domitian at the Piazza Navona; a

Circus in the Gardens of Heliogabalus; and a

Circus of Maxentius on the Via Appia, two
miles from the city. All these served as stone-

quarries down to the close of the Renaissance,

so that few traces are left of any of tliem. ex-

cept that of Maxentius, which is merely stripped

of its surface decoration. Its construction is

believed to have differed very little from that of

the large Circus. Along the sides and at the

curved end were ascending ranges of wooden or

stone seats for the spectators, forming the cavea,

divided into bands (three in the Circus Maxi-
mus) or mceniana by horizontal passages called

ambulacra or prcecincttones. Each nKtmanum
was cut into cwiei by numbered flights of steps,

as in the theatre or amphitheatre, and each line

of seats was numbered; but there were no indi-

vidual seats, each person being allowed so much
space by lines marked. The vaults and piers sup-

porting the receding lines of seats were like

those of the Coliseum. Light columns were
erected, supporting temporary or permanent cov-

erings for the spectators. Boxes of especial

beauty were erected for the emperors, magis-
trates, etc.—some of them above the carceres.

At the end opposite the curve-end were the car-

ceres, or stalls, which were covered, and fur-

nished with gates, and in which the horses and
chariots remained until, on a given signal, the
gates were simultaneously flung open. In the

centre is the spina, a long and broad wall round
which the charioteers drove, terminating at both
ends at the metce, or goals-—three cones which
marked the turnings of the course. At each
extremity of the carceres is a stone tower. From
its gates and castellated appearance, the whole
of this side received the name of oppidum, or

'town.' Over the carceres were seats for the

president of the games, the consuls, or other dis-

tinguished persons. There were four entrances,

of which the most important were the porta
pomp(e and the porta triumphalis. The games
were inaugurated by a procession from the

Capitol, in which those bearing the images of

the gods went first, and were followed by the
performers in the games, the consuls, and others.

This procession entered through the porta pwn-
pce, while the porta triumphalis was that by
which the victors left the circus.

The spina, an object conspicuous from its

situation, was in general higlily decorated with
such objects as statues, small temples, altars,

etc. In the spina of the Circus Maximus, two
large obelisks were erwted by Augustus and
Constantius. This circus was also distinguished
by six towers, and by a canal or euripus, formed
by Julius Cjesar, to protect the spectators more
effectually during the conflicts of wild beasts.

The circus was especially adapted for races

—

an amusement of wliieh tne Romans were pas-

sionately fond. The length of the race was seven
circuits round the spina, and from ten to twenty
races were run in each day. The number of

chariots was usually four. The charioteers

adopted different colors, representing the four
seasons. Bets and party spirit ran high, and
the victor received a substantial pecuniary re-

ward at the end of the race. The athletic exer-

cises, such as boxing and wrestling, which some-
times terminated fatally, were probably exhibit-

ed in the large open space between the carceres

and the spina. The Indus Troice was a mock
conflict between young men on horseback. A
regular battle was sometimes represented
(pugna equestris et pedestris) . By the forma-
tion of canals and the introduction of vessels,

a naumachia, or sea-fight, was occasionally ex-

hibited; but under the Empire this species of

exhibition, as well as the venatio, was gradually
transferred to the amphitheatre (q.v., and Nau-
machia). In providing for the venatio, or hunt-
ing of wild beasts, vast sums of money were ex-

pended. Animals were procured from every
available part of the Roman Empire, including
Africa and Asia. The exhibition afforded not
only an opportunity for the display of private
munificence or ostentation, but attained the im-
portance of a political engine, which none who
aspired to popularity ventured to overlook.

When Pompey opened his new theatre, he is

said to have given public exhibitions in the cir-

cus for five days, during which time' 500 lion»

and 20 elephants were destroyed.

There is an almost continuous tradition from
the Roman days of various performances for the
amusement of the populace, corresponding in

many particulars to those of the Roman amphi-
theatre. (See Acrobat; .Juggler.) The mod-
ern circus, as a combination on a large scale of

feats of skill and dexterity, may be traced to
the performances given in London, from 1770 on,

bj' Philip Astley, at first in the open air, and
from 1780 in his amphitheatre. Aft«r his death,

in 1814. the great equestrian Ducrow was the
most prominent figure in the development of the
circus; but during Astley's lifetime tnaveling

circuses had become common in England, and
permanent amphitheatres had been opened in sev-

eral large towns. After Astley's, the most not-

able English circuses were Hengler's and San-
ger's. American traditions are less full and
clear, but the development seems to have begun
about the same time. The earliest definite

figure is Rickets, whose performance Gen. Wash-
ington is said to have witnessed in Philadelphia,

in 1780. But it was not until about 18.30 that
exhibitions on anything like a large scale began
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to be given. Purdy, Welch & Co., at this date,
and \an Amburgh a few years later, gave per-

formances which for the time were of consider-
able excellence ; in fact, greater merit was often
shown in individual work than later, as less re-

liance could be placed upon the magnificence of

the accessories. The humor of the clown, which
formed so large a part of the early attractions,
has diminished in effect with the growth of the
^ize of tlie ring. The horse, whose trained per-

formances were the mainstay of the circus fifty

years ago, has taken a secondary place. Feats
of strength and acrobatic exhibitions now form
the principal attraction ; and the more hazardous
they are, the better they are liked. In fact,

there is a noticeable tendency in the popu-
lar mind to return to the Roman appetite for

blood and peril of life. The lavish provision of

entertainment can no longer find place in one
ring; two and even three have become usual,

with different exhibitions going on simultane-
ously. The organization of the modem circus,

with which the name of P. T. Barnum (q.v.) is

inseparably associated, has become an extremely
costly and complicated affair, requiring as
great e.xecutive ability as the conduct of a small
army in the field. The development of railroad

systems of this latter period, however, has made
it possible to cover long distances with the im-
mense quantity of paraphernalia belonging to

the modem circus. The attainment of the pres-

ent gigantic proportions by these organizations,

and the investment of millions in the undertak-
ing, has led present-day managers into a ten-

dency toward consolidation of interests, which
has all but taken definite shape in a division of

territory between three or four great shows,
with an agreement to prevent conflict, one re-

maining in Europe for a year or two, while an-

other covers the American field. See Menagebi£.

CIHCUS IXAMINIUS. A circus built in a
part of the Campus Martins, called Prata Fla-

minia by the Censor Caius Flaminius Nepos, who
was kilietl in B.C. 217 at Lake Trasimenus. Its

central position made it the frequent scene of pub-

lic meetings and fairs; and in it, according

to Sallust, took place Tulla's massacre of 4000
prisoners in B.C. 82. The open space of the

circus was used as a rope-walk in the Middle
AgcH. and the arcades as lime-bumers' kilns. All

the remains have disappeared.

CIRENCESTER, siz'e-ter, slsVt^r, and slsl-

tcr (AS. ('irrii<('(i.ster, Cyrenceaatere) . A market-

town in Gloucestershire, England, on the Chum,
a branch of the Thames, and on the Thames and
Severn Canal, 17 miles southeast of Gloucester

(Map: England, E 5). It ha.s a large trade in

agricultural produce, and is an important wool-

market. There are also two breweries. In the

neighborhood are the well-known Royal Agricultu-

ral College, with a farm of over 450 acres, and

Oakley Park, the seat of Earl Bathurst. Cirences-

ter was the Roman Corineum Ceaster, at the junc-

tion of the Fossway with branches of the Icnield

and Ermin ronds, and has traces of ancient

walls two miles in circuit. Roman relics found

here, siich as coin-*, urns, etc., form an interesting

collection in the local museum. Rupert stormed

Cirencester in lfi42, but in 1046 it was given up
to the Parliament. Population, in 1901, 7500.

CIRIIiLO, chA-rPllft, Domenico (c.1734-99).

An Italian naturalist, bora in Grugno. He wa«

early called to a chair of botany in Naples, after-

wards accompanied Lady Walpole to France and
England, and on his return to Naples was ap-
pointed professor of medicine. He enjoyed,

the friendship of Buffon, Diderot. D'Alembert,
and Franklin ; and when the French established
the Parthenopean Republic in Naples, in 1799, he
was chosen a representative and became presi-

dent of the Legislative Commission. After the
reestablishment of the royal government he was
sentenced to death, and, stubbornly refusing to
ask for mercy, he was executed soon afterwards.
His principal works are Fundamenta Botanica
(1787), and Entomologioe Neapolitans Hpeci-
rnen (1787).

CIRL - BUNTING, serl'bun'tlng (Neo-Lat.
cirlus, from It. zirlo, whistling, zirlare, to
whistle, Sp. chirlar, to twitter). A small and
very handsome European bunting {Emberiza
cirlus), rare and local in England, often kept
as a cage-bird, though its song is slight.

CIRPAN, cher'pan. A town of Eastern Ru-
melia, Bulgaria, on the tributary of the Maritza,
30 miles east of Philippopolis. It is situated in

a fertile fruit-producing region, and is noted for

its mineral springs. Population, in 1893, 11,069.

CIRQITE, serk (Fr., circle). The name ap-
plied to basins occurring in mountainous regions
at the head of narrow stream-valleys and gorges.

They are characterized by precipitous walls,

which cur\'e around in a semicircle, forming a
natural amphitheatre. Their origin may be
traced to the erosive action of converging gla-

ciers and streamlets. See Cobby.

CIRRHO'SIS ( Neo-Lat., from Gk. «/J^,
kirrhos, tawny). A pathological change of tis-

sues, consisting of hardening due to increase of

connective tissue. It may occur in lung, spleen,

ovary, heart, stomach, and peritoneum, but is

oftener found in kitlney or liver. Cirrhosis of
the kidney (chronic diffuse inflammation of the
kidney, or chronic interstitial nephritis) is a
chronic inflammation of the connective-tissue

elements of the kidney. The kidney is usually
small, contracted, and nodular, the capsule ad-

herent; the corte.x is thin and red, and may con-

tain small cysts. Microscopically, there is seen
to be a marked increase in the interstitial con-

nective tissue, with degeneration and atrophy
of the functionatin*r elements, the renal tul)ules,

and the glomeruli. In the tubules the epithelium
is apt to be granular, fatty, and atrophied. In

the glomeruli the lesions vary from thickening
of the capsules and of the capillarj- walls with
hyaline degeneration, to complete atrophy and
disappearance of the glomeruli. (See Bbigut's
Disease.) Cirrhosis of the liver, or chronic
interstitial hepatitis, consists in a greater or less

increase in the connective tissue or supp<irtive

elements of the liver, at the ex|)ense of the func-

tionating tissue. The new connwtive tissue usu-
ally follows the line of the old connective tissue,

but may penetrate the lobules. It is often ir-

regular in its distribution, being more abundant
in one part of the liver than in another. Dur-
ing the early stages of the pnxluction of c-on-

nective tissue, the liver tends to enlarge, some-
times weighing eight to ten pounds (hypertrophic
cirrhosis), l-jitcr. the connwtive tissue tends

to contract, and the liver becomes smaller than
normal (atrophic cirrhosis). The surfaces of

the large livers are usually smooth, while the
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ilTef»ular contraction of the connective tissue in

the atrophic livers squeezes the lobules, and
usually results in nodular surfaces. The new
connective tissue, la'sjdcs causing atrophy of the

liver-ct'lls, often compresses branches of the j)or-

tal or hepatic veins an<l of the gall-ducts, thus

interfering with the nutrition of the liver-cells,

and causing stoppage of the bile-current. De-

pendent upon tiie condition in the liver and
the consequent disturbance of the portal circula-

tion, various secondary lesions occur, such as

dilatation of the veins, accumulation of fluid in

tlie alnlomen, swelling of the feet and legs, etc.

Increase in the connective-tissue elements of the

kidney (cirrhosis of the kidney) and of the walls

of the blood-vessels is frequently associated with

cirrhosis of the liver, probably dependent upon
the same obscure cause. See Liveb; Alcohol-
ism ; Dropsy.

CIR'RHUS. See Tendril.

CIR'RIPE'DIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from
Lat. cirnis, a lock, curl + pes, foot). An order

of small marine crustaceans (barnacles), charac-

terized by their fixed life. The body is indis-

tinctly segmented, attached by the head-end, and
surrounded by a mantle. Limbs of the trunk,

six pairs (rarely less or more), biramous, long

iind tendril-like. Circulatory system wanting.
The species are mostly hermaphroditic. The cir-

rii)ediu are closely allied to the Entomostraca.
See Barnacle, and Plate of Barnacles. For a
clesciij)tion of fossil forms, see Crustacea.

CIR'RUS. See Cloud.

CIRTA, sir'tA (Lat., from Gk. Klpra, Kirta,
Phoen. kereth, Heb. qiryat, city). A city of

northern Africa, the capital of the Numidian
prince Syphax, and an important fortress of

Masinissa and his successors. Later it became
u flourishing Roman colony. It was much in-

jured by the troops of Maxentius in a.d. 310, but
was restored by Constantine and named Constan-
tina. The modern Constantine occupies its site.

CISALPINE REPUBLIC (Lat. cisalpinus,

from cia, on this side + Alpes, Alps). The
name given to the Stat« constituted in 1797 by
the union of the Cispadane and Transpadane re-

publics ( respect ivel.v south and north of the Po,

Lat. Padus) , which had been established by Bona-
parte in May, 1796, after the battle of Lodi. The
Cisapline Republic embraced Lombardy, Mantua,
Bergamo, Brescia, Cremona, Verona, and Rovigo,
the Duchy of Modena, the Principality of Massa
and Carrai'a, and the three Legations of Bologna,
Ferrara, and the Romagna. The Republic had
a territory of more than 16,000 square miles, and
a population of 3,500,000. Milan was the seat

of the Government, or Directorj'. The Legislative

Assembly was composed of a Senate of 80 mem-
bers, and a Great Council of 160. The army con-

sisted of 20,000 French troops, paid by the Re-
public. A more intimate connection was formed
in 1798 between the new Republic and France, by
an oflTensive and defensive alliance. The Republic
vas dissolved for a time in 1799 by the vic-

tories of the Russians and Austrians, but was
restored by Bonaparte, after the victory of Ma-
rengo (1800), with some constitutional modifica-

tions and an increase of territory. In 1802 it

took the name of the 'Italian Republic' and
chose Bonaparte for its President. A deputation
from the Republic, in 180.5. ronferred on the Em-
peror Napoleon the title of King of Italy—after

which it formed the Kingdom of Italy till 1814.

See Italy; Nai-oleon 1.

CISCO. The name of two separate species of

whitefish: (1) the lake moon-eye (Aryyrusamua
Hoi/i) of the Great Lakes—the smallest and most
brightly colored of the whitefish; (2) the lake

or Michigan herring ( Argyromim us Artedi) ,oceu-

pying lakes in shallow places from Wisconsin to

Alaska. Both are excellent food-fish. See WuiXE-
risu.

CISLEITHANIA, sIs'lt-tha'nl-A or -tA'n*-4

(Neo-Lat., from vis, on this side + Gter. Leitha,

a little river which forms part of the boundary
between Austria and Hungary), or Cisleituan
Austria. A name applied to that portion of the
Austro-Hungarian monarchy represented in the
Reichsrat in Vienna. It contains nearly 116,-

000 square miles, and had a population of 26,107,-

304 in 1900, or considerably more than half of

the total population of Austria-Hungary.

CISPADANE REPUBLIC. A republican
State of Italy, which comprised Modena, Reggio,
Ferrara, and Bologna. It was united with the
Cisalpine Republic (q.v.) in 1797. It took its

name from the Padus or Po, which divided it

from the Transpadane Republic. It was estab-

lished in 1796 by Napoleon I. after the battle of

Lodi.

CISPLATINE (sls-pla'tln) REPXTBLIC
(Sp. Rcpuhlica Cisplatina, from Lat. cis, on this

side + Sp. Plata, the river dividing Uruguay
from the Argentine Republic). The name of the
Republic of Uruguay from 1828 to 1831. It had
previously belonged to Brazil, and had borne the
name of the Cisplatine Province.

CISSAMTPELOS (Gk. Kto-^d/uireXoi, kissampe-
los, from Kiaadc, kissos, ivy + AfiTTEAog, ampelos,
vine). A genus of plants of the natural order
Menispermacea?, of which some of the species

possess valuable medicinal properties, particu-
larly Cissampelos pareira, a native of the West
Indies and South America, the root of which
was formerly thought to be that called Pareira
brava. The plant is called velvetleaf in the
Went Indies, from the peculiar and beautiful ap-
pearance of the leaves. It is a climbing shrub,
with round leaves, racemes of small, yellow flow-

ers, and small, hairy, scarlet berries. The root of

Cissampelos appears in commerce in pieces of

2 or 3 feet long, varying from V^ to % inch in

diameter, tough, but so porous that air can be
blown from end to end of it. It is dark-brown
externally and light-yellow within. It has a
sweetish, afterwards nauseous, taste ; is used as

a tonic and diuretic, appears to exercise a specific

influence over the mucous membrane of the

urinary passages, and is administered with ad-

vantage in chronic inflammation of the bladder.

Formerly this plant was supposed to yield all of

the Pareira brava on the market; but now it is

rare, its place being supplied by the roots of

Chonodendron tomentosuni, a plant of the same
order found in Brazil, Peru, and elsewhere in

South America. The root of this species, as
found in the market, is of a grayish color, pale-

brown within, and with a waxy appearance when
freshly cut. The roots varj' from % inch to 3

inches in diameter, are longitudinally furrowed,
and in sections show concentric markings. An-
other kind is also found in the American mar-
ket, which greatly resembles Cissampelos tomen-
tosum, but its exact botanical origin is not known.
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The properties of all are the same. They con-

tain a bitter extractive and an alkaloid, pelosine

or cissanipeline, said to be identical with be-

beerine and buxine Pareira brava was intro-

duced into European medicine in the latter part
of the seventeenth century. In Brazil, in addi-

tion to its other uses, it is employed as a remedy
for snake-bites, a vinous infusion being taken in-

ternally, while the bruised leaves are bound over
the wound.

CISSET, s«'s&', Ebxest Louis Octave Covb-
TOT ( 1811-82). A French general. He was bom
in Paris, and was educated at the school of Saint
Cyr. Having served with distinction in Algeria
and the Crimea, he was promoted in 1803 to be
general of a division. He fought in the Franco-
Pinissian War, and in the contest against the
Commune of 1871. After being elected to the

National Assembly (Februarj'. 1871), he was
Minister of War from 1871 to* 1873 and in 1874-

76. He was elected life Senator in 1875.

CIS'SOID (Gk. Kiaaoeidiji, kissoeides, like

ivy, from KiatrSc, kissos, ivy •{- eZrfof, eidos, shape,

form ) . An ivy-like curve, first studied by
Diocle^, about B.C. 180. The commentary of

Diocles sets forth the definition of the cissoid,

which in modern notation will be understood

from the figure. The ordinates mm', nn' are
f'(|uidistant from the centre c, and the line 0»»
uts tin' in P', a point on tlie cissoid. A more
-vneral construction is the following: Draw any
line OR from O to XR, and take RP = OS.
Then P will be a point on the curve. The Carte-

X*
sian equation of this curve ia y* =^r , and the

l>nlar equation is r = 2a tan sin 9. (See

AxAi.YTic Oeometry.) The curve passes through
the |)oints (a, a) and (n

—

a), is symmetric with
respect to the X-axis, and lies between the Y-
axis (tzizO) and the asymptote XR. whose equa-

tion is jr = 2a ; the origin i-« a cusp of the first

s|)eoies. (See Cl"B\'KS.) Huygens expressed the

length of an arc of this curve limited by any
two points (rectified it) in 1651. The area of the

space included between the two branches and
their asymptote was first given by Fenuat

( 1601 ) ; it is equal to three times the area of the
generating circle. If, instead of the circle, any
other curve is taken as the generatrix, the result-

ing curve is called cissoidal. The cissoid is the

pedal (see Cubves) of a parabola with respect to

the vertex. This eur\'e has been used in solving

two famous problems of antiquity—the construc-

tion of two geometric means between two seg-

ments, and the duplication of the cube (q.v. ).

C'onsult : Klein. Vortrdge iiber ausgeiciihlte Fragen
der Elementargeometrie (Leipzig, 1895) ; trans-

lated by Beman and Smith, Famous Problems of
Elementary Geometry (Boston, 1894) ; Gow,
History of Greek Mathematics (Cambridge,
1884).

CIST, Hexby Mabtyx (1839—). An Ameri-
can lawyer and soldier, bom in Cincinnati, Ohio.

In 1858 he graduated at Farmer's (afterwards
known as Belmont) College. He became a mem-
ber of the Sixth Ohio Volunteers upon the out-

break of the Civil War, and advanced to the rank
of assistant adjutant in the Department of the

Cuml^erland, in which capacity he was attached

to the staff of Gfenerals Rosecrans and Thomas.
He was corresponding secretary of the Society of

the Army of the Cumberland from 1869 to 1892.

In addition to twenty annual reports of the so-

cietyi and numerous articles in periodicals, he
wrote Life of General George U. Thomas (in col-

laboration with Donn Piatt) and The Army of

the Cumberland (1882),

CIST-BURIAL (Welsh cist, from Lat. cista,

Gk. kUttti, kiste, chest). A mode of disposing of

the dead among various peoples, chief among
whom are certain American aborigines. A cell

or box of stone slabs was placed in a shal-

low grave, and in this the remains were placed,

usually folded into the smallest possible compass,
sometimes denuded of flesh, together with the

mortuary sacrifices ; over these a broad slab was
laid, and earth was spread above, sometimes in

a mound. See Archaeology, Amebican; Mas,
Science of; Mobtuaby Customs.

CISTER'CIANS. A branch of the Benedic-

tine (q.v.) Order; also known as Bemardines,

from their most famous member. It takes its name
from the mother house of Citeaux (Lat. Cister-

cium). near Dijon, which was founded in 1098

by Saint Robert, Abbot of Molesme. He trans-

ferred twenty of his most zealous monks from
the latter house, on account of the unhealth-

fulness of its site, and established a small and
poor monastery at Citeaux. (The present build-

ing dates from the eighteenth century; it was
confiscated at the Revolution, but recovered to

pious uses in 1846, since when it has been used

as a refomiatory. ) Robert's succes.sor, Alberic,

obtained from Pope Pasc-hal II. a confirmation of

the new foundation, and drew up statutes which

insisted on a strict obsen'ance of the Benedictine

rule. A brown habit was at first worn: soon,

however, i>erhaps to mark a contra.st with the

Cluniac Congregation, this was changed to

white, with a brown, and later a black scapu-

lar. Alberic died in 1109, and was succeeded by

Stephen Harding, an Englishman. He pressed

the rule of poverty to the utmost, applying it to

the community as much as to the individual

members. This extreme strictness diminished the

numl)er of postulants, so that the future looked

unpromising, when in 1112 Saint B««mard (q.v.).

with thirty companions, joined the struggling
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community. The nuuilH*rs now began to increase,

and Stoplu'n wu« enuhled witliin two years

to found four other abbeys—I^ Fert^, Pontigny,

Clairvaux, and Alorimond. Fifty years later the

Order numbered 343 abbt^ys, and by the middle

of the fourtwnth century more than 700—in

France, Germany, England, Ireland, Spain, Por-

tugal, Norway, and Sweden. The austere and
holy life of the early Cistercians won them uni-

versal re8|)eet, and a vast influence throughout
Christendonj. They produced few great writers,

but were indefatigable in collecting and copying
manuscripts for their libraries. Practical mat-
ters, however, were not neglected in their zeal

for literature and art; in England the Order was
a main cause of the growth of the wool industry.

After this Golden Age followed a period of

decline. The rule was less strictly observed;

many disorders crept in toward the end of the

fourteenth century, and by the middle of the fif-

teenth the Order had split into several congrega-

tions. The growth of luxury, the spread of the

mendicant orders, and the practice of granting

abbeys in commendam (see Abbot) all contrib-

uted to its decay. Among the more noteworthy
offshoots of the Cistercians were the Feuillants

and the Trappists (q.v.), and the Nuns of Port
Royal (q.v.) in France. Before the Reformation,
England had 75 Cistercian monasteries and 25

nunneries. Among the English abbeys were Fur-

ness. Fountains, Woburn, Tintern, Kirkstall, and
Rievaulx. Between internal decline and the hos-

tility of various governments in modern times,

the greiit majority of the Cistercian houses have
ceased to exist. They are represented by a few
in Belgium and Austria, one in England (at

Mount Saint Bernard, near Leicester), and two
in Ireland.

The influence of the Cistercians in art is suffi-

ciently important to call for a separate treat-

ment. When Saint Bernard directed the policy

of the Order, he used it to carry out, among other

things, his ideas as to the function of the fine

arts. He wrote and preached against the cur-

rent artistic extravagances in the construction,

decoration, and furnishing of churches. As the

Order spread throughout the world during the

twelfth century it carried with it these ideas,

some of which (for example, the invention of a
single low, wooden bell-tower) were even ex-

pressed in the constitutions of the Order. Cister-

cian artists, therefore, were architects, and of the

constructive rather than of the decorative school.

This is the only Order that can boast of having
consistently carried out an aesthetic ideal and
had a style of its own, similar in whatever land

it appears, and little affected by local art. Every-

where the Order exercised a strong influence. The
Dominicans and Franciscans borrowed from it

many of the peculiar traits of their churches.

The Cistercians adopted at once the vaulted type,

and were the pioneers of the Gotliic revolution,

carrying its germs, in Burgundian form, to nearly

every civilized country. It was not until the

middle of the thirteenth century that the Order
had largely yielded its simplicity to the advance

of the rich and harmonious style of cathedral

Gothic, though before that it had begun to change

in minor ways, as in allowing the use of stone

in place of wooden towers. Wlien the special

mission of the Order was finished, its monas-
teries, being in remote country districts, were
often allowed to go to ruin; but many of the

most notable architeclurul monuments of its

golden jx'riod remain worthy to stand by the side

of the great cathedrals. Such are tlie abbeys of

Maulbronn, Heiligen-kreuz, Lilienfeld, and Tiach-
nowitz, in Germany and Austria; of Chiaravalle,
Fossanova, and Cassimari, in Italy; of Pontigny
in France; Batalha in Portugal; Veruela in

Spain, and those named above in England.

For the history of the Order, consult: Janau-
schek, Oriyiiies Ciatercicusea (Vienna, 1877);
Guignard, Monuments primitifs de la ri-yle cis-

iercienne (Dijon, 1877) ; D'Arbois de Jubain-
ville and Pigeotte, Etude sur l'4tat int^rieur dea
abbayea cisterciennea aux XH. et XIII. aieclea

(Paris, 1858). For the architectural side of the
subject: Sharpe, The Architecture of the Viater-

ciana (London, 1874) ; Eulart, Ori^rtnes de I'archi-

tccture gothique en Italie (Paris, 1893) ; and
the works named under Monastic Abchitecture
(q.v.).

CISTERN (OF. ciaterne, Lat. ciaterna, reser-

voir, from cista, chest). An artificial reservoir,

usually of masonry or woodwork, and located

either above the ground, or, more commonly, in

an excavation. In places where the supply of

water is intermittent, or where rain-water is

used, every house requires a cistern, tank, or
other receptacle for storing water. For compara-
tively large supplies of water, such as are re-

quired for manufacturing and railway service,

receptacles for storing water are now almost uni-

versally termed reservoirs, tanks, or stand pipes.

See Water-WoBKS ; Dams and Reservoirs.

CITADEL (Fr. citadelle, It. cittadella, dim.
of cilta, a city, esj^cially a fortified city). The
fortified stronghold of a city or town ; hence also

the strongest part of any extensive fortification.

Its function in ancient systems of fortification

was akin to that of the donjon or keep of a
castle; it provided a refuge of last resort for a
garrison driven from the other works, in which

they might hold out for a while longer against

the enemy while awaiting succor from the outside.

The mediaeval citadel was accordingly situated,

as a rule, at the most commanding and exter-

nally inaccessible angle of the city walls, with

one gate opening toward the town and a sally-

port toward the country. Modern warfare, with

its long-range artillery and external lines of de-

fense by earthworks and masked batteries, has

rendered these old-time devices obsolete.

The term citadel is applied not only as above,

to special portions of a system of fortifications,

but also to any commanding and strongly de-

fended castle or fort dominating a town, at once

for defense and refuge. The acropoles of ancient

Greece (as at Athens, Corinth, Tiryns, etc.)

constituted the citadels of those towns. (See

Acropolis.) Edinburgh Castle, the ruined cita-

del-castle of Smyrna, and the historic fortress of

Antonia at Jerusalem (not extant) are ex-

amples of citadel-castles in this sense. The forti-

fied prison of the Bastille, in Paris, deemed im-

pregnable imtil the Revolution of 1789, was the

citadel of that royal capital. The fortified heights

of Quebec are still called the Citadel. See Castle.

CITATION (ML. citatlo, from Lat. citare, to

call). A mandate of a court of competent juris-

diction, commanding the person or persons named
therein to appear in that court for some purpose

specified briefly in the citation.
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It was originally the process by which a suit

was begun in the English ecclesiastical courts,

which formerly had jurisdiction over orphans,
decedents' estates, and divorce proceedings.

In the United States the term is most fre-

quently used to designate the process of surro-

gates', orphans', probate, and admiralty courts,

commanding persons interested in a proceeding in

such court to appear and show cause or reasons,

if they have any, why the relief demanded by the

party bringing the proceeding should not be
granted, or for the purpose of receiving instruc-

tions, to make an explanation, or to show cause
why they should not be punished for disolwdience

of some order, rule, or decree of the court.

The failure to obey a personal citation—that

is, one for instructions or discipline—may render

a party guilty of contempt of court; but if it is

merely formal, notifying a party to appear and
protect any interest he may have in a certain

proceeding, appearance is not insisted upon, and
the party merely waives any right to object to the

proceedings by failure to appear.

In Scotch practice, the act of an officer in sum-
moning a party to an action under a proper war-

rant is called citation. The term is also em-
ployed in the civil law.

The word 'citation' is also used in law in the

sense of the naming of an authority; as, the

citation of a reported case in a legal text-book.

See Summons; Subpcena; Pboceduhe.

CITHiETRON ( Lat., from Gk. KiOaLpdv, Kithai-

ron ) . A mountain range in Greece, between

Bceotia and Attica. The highest peak is a little

over 4600 feet above sea-level. It is now called

Elatias—i.e. 'Pine Mountain.'

CITH'ARA (Lat., from Gk. KMpa, Kithara,

a kind of lyre or lute). A musical instrument.

NVBIAM KIB8AB, OR aTBABA.

somewhat resembling a guitar, much used by the

Greeks and Romans, who attributed its invention

tc Apollo. In some respects it resembled a lyre;

but it was played resting on the knees, whereas
the lyre stood upright between them. The cithara
had a hollow body, made sometimes of tortoise-

shell, from which two horns branched upward,
supporting a cross-piece. The strings were
stretched from this cross-piece to the body of the
instrument, where they were supported by a
bridge. Sounds on the lower strings were pro-

duced by the fingers of the left hand; on the
upper, by the plectrum. From the cithara were
derived the mediaeval cither, and our modem
zither and guitar. The modem instrument most
nearly allied to the cithara is the Nubian kissar.

See Lyke.

CITIES OF THE PLAIN. An appellation of

the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, which were
situated in the plain about the Jordan, and were
destroyed because of their wickedness.

CITIZEN (OF. citeain, from Lat. civitas,

state, from civis, citizen). In its most general

sense, an individual member of a political so-

ciety, or State; one who owes allegiance to, and
may lawfully demand protection from, the Gov-
ernment, and thus equivalent to subject. The
original meaning of the term, as denoting a per-

son endowed with certain rights and privileges as

a native or naturalized resident in a city, a free

and lawful member of a civic community, has
in America become its secondary signification

;

its Roman meaning, as a member of a free, self-

governing commonwealth, having superseded it.

It is in this latter sense, also, that it is em-
ployed in the French and Swiss republics. In

England, however, it is properly employed only

in the narrower sense, as equivalent to municeps;
and this is its meaning, generally, in the law of

modern monarchical States, in which the rela-

tion of the citizen to the State is expressed by
the term 'subject.' In Imperial, as well as in

Republican Rome, the State continued legally to

be regarded as a commonwealth of free citizens,

bound together by the tie of common member-
ship of one body. The modem relation of sover-

eign and subject, which has been substituted for

that of commonwealth and citizen, is of feudal

origin, the oath of allegiance, on which it ia

ba»ed. being in its essence the creation of the

feudal obligation of fidelity and obedience due
from a vassal to hi? lord.

It will be obsen-ed, then, that the more general

sense of the term citizen—that in which it is

employed in the United States and in other

modern republics—is more closely in accordance

with the original and historical meaning of the

word. In the free republics of classical anti-

quity, the term 'citizen' signified, not a resident

of a' town, but a free, governing member of the

State, just as the temi civitas, from which we
derive our 'city,' signified, not merely a local

municipality («r6«), but the State at large. The
confusion is doubtless due to the imp<irtance of

the rrtle which several of these city-states—as

Athens and Rome—have played in histor>\ In

the ancient cities not nil the inhabitants, perhaps

not all the free inhabitants, were citizens, but

these constituted a class entitle<l to special privi-

leges and immunities: and as these cities formed
the type of free government in the ancient world,

the term 'citizen' soon came to mean one who
possessed full civil and political rights. The
Greek idea of citizenship ia expres.sed by Aris-

totle, who declared a citizen to be one to whom
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belonginl the riglit of purtioipating both in the
d(>lih«>nitivc or k'^'islativf and tin* judicial func-
tions of the political conununity of which he
was a menilMT. The ri^'ht was jealously guarded,
and was rarely conferred on those of foreign
hirth. In Home there were two classes of citizens—one that had a share in the soveri'ign power,
i.e. were capable of attjiining to the highest
offices of St«te; the other possessing only the
private rights of citizenship. These, however,
included the privilege of voting in the public as-
sembly. There, as in the American Republic and
in some other modern States, citizenship, though
usually acquired by birth, might be attained by
naturalization, or special grant of the State. In
the later period of the Empire, Roman citizen-

ship, so highly valued under the Republic and
early Empire, largely lost its distinctive charac-
ter, in consequence of the gradual disappearance
of the political and legal privileges which for-
merly attended it. In the third century of our
era, the constitution, or decree, of Caracalla ex-
tended it to all j)er8ons, except slaves, freedmen,
and their children, under the sway of the Empire,
and Justinian completed the work by extending it

to all free persons.

In the United States, as has been said before,
the word 'citizen' is used in its broadest sense, as
defined at the beginning of this article. Perhaps
as simple a statement as any is that made by an
Attorney-General of the United States, when he
said: "The phrase, 'a citizen of the United
States,' without addition or qualification, means
neither more nor less than a member of the na-
tion." The same person may be, and usually is, a
citizen of the United States and of the State in
which he resides. The two things are not, how-
ever, necessarily coexistent; for an inhabitant of
one of the Territories or of the District of Co-
lumbia is a citizen of the United States without
being a citizen of a single State, and there are
conceivable legal conditions which might make
a man a citizen of a certain State without being
a citizen of the United States. The idea of citi-

zenship does not necessarily involve the right of
voting or of other participation in political activ-
ity, as in the Greek conception of the term, for
women and minors may be citizens, although ex-
cluded from all direct political activity. The
question of race does not now enter into the defi-

nition of citizenship; previous to the adoption
of the Fourteenth Amendment, this could not be
stated, as the possession of negro blood was be-
fore that distinctly a disqualification from citi-

zenship; yet even before the passage of the Four-
teenth Amendment this position was doubted.
The decisions denying the citizenship of Indians
were foimded not on race distinction, but on the
existence of tribal relations, which were incon-
sistent with full allegiance to the United States.

A citizen of the United States may be either
native-born or naturalized. Among native-bom
citizens are included all persons bom in the
United States and not subject to any foreign
power, including even the children of alien
parents, unless the latter be ambassadors of a
foreign power, but excluding untaxed Indians
still in tribal relations; children bom in foreign
coimtries of fathers who were citizens of the
United States at the time of birth ; freedmen not
recognized as citizens before the Act of Emancipa-
tion, but so recognized by that act and by the
ensuing Fourteenth Amendment ; Indians bom in

the country who have abandoned tril>al relations^
have entered into civilized life, anJ iiave by pay-
ing taxes recognized their allegiance; and Indiana
who have accepted Allotments of land in severalty
under the Dawes Act of 1887.
We have already said that minors and women

are citizens in the meaning of the term found in
the United States Constitution; it is also true
that wives of citizens who were neither born in
the country nor naturalized become citizens by
their marriage, if they were not legally incapable
of naturalization. A naturalized citizen is one
who was originally a subject of a foreign State,
but who has been received by the United States as
a citizen under the acts of Congress bearing ou
that subject. Theoretically, treatises on interna-
tional law have always doubted the power of the
subject to throw off his natural allegiance, and
of a State to accept the allegiance of the subject
of a foreign country. But these riglits have been
exercised, in point of fact, very generally ; and the
riglit of naturalization is now recognized by
treaties between the United States and many
foreign powers. A person wlio is naturalized is

admitted to all the privileges and duties of citi-

zenship; and his naturalization includes that of
any minor children resident at the time in the
United States.

In regard to the dual citizenship to the general
Government and to the State in which a person
resides, it may be said that a citizen of the
United States owes his first and highest alle-

giance to the general Government. The relations
of the two fonns of allegiance have been defined
as follows by the United States Supreme Court:
"There is in our political sj'stem a government
of each of the several States, and a government
of the United States. Each is distinct from the
others, and has citizens of its own, who owe it

allegiance, and whose rights, within its juris-

diction, it must protect. The same person may be
at the same time a citizen of the United States
and a citizen of a State; but his rights of citizen-

ship under one of these governments will be differ-

ent from those he has under the other. The Gov-
ernment of the United States, although it is,

witliin the scope of its powers, supreme and be-

yond the States, can neitlier grant nor secure to
its citizens rights or privileges which are not ex-

pressly or by implication placed under its juris-

diction. All that cannot be so granted or secured
are left to the exclusive protection of the States.

A citizen of the United States owes his first and
highest allegiance to the general Government, and
not to the State of which he may be a citizen.

A declaration of var, or the commencement of

actual hostilities, between two States, ipso facto,

dissolves the partnership relation existing be-

tween citizens of the hostile States." The word
'citizen' is often loosely used as synonymous with
resident or inhabitant. ^^ here a law passed for

a particular purpose makes such loose use of the
word, and where no question of constitutional

rights is involved, the courts will interpret the
word according to the intention of the lawmakers.
See Alien; Allegiance; Nationality; Natu-
ralization; Subject; and the authorities re-

ferred to under those titles.

CITIZEN, The. A comedy by Arthur
Murphy, performed July 2, 1761, at the Drur\'

Lane Theatre, and printed (as a farce) in 1763.

It is founded in part on Destouches's Fausse
Agnes.
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CITIZEN KING, The (Fr. le roi citoyen).
An appellation bestowed upon Louis Philippe,

King of France from 1830 to 1848. He had favored
the revolutionary movement in his younger days,
and continued, even after he had mounted the
throne, to aympathize with the people, though
only in a half-liearted way.

CITIZEN OF GENE'VA (Fr. citoyen de
Geneve). An appellation of J. J. Rousseau, who
was born in Geneva.

CITIZEN OF THE WORLD, The. The pen-
name employed by Oliver Goldsmith, in his Let-
ters from a Chinese Philosopher, residing in Lon-
don, to His Friends in the East—a series of

papers, contributed to the Public Ledger, begin-

ning January 24, 1760, and published in book-
form in London, 1762.

CITBIC ACID (Fr. citrique, Lat. citricus,

from citrus, citron), C,H4(0H) (COOH), + H,0.
A crystalline organic substance found in various
plants, especially in the fruits of the lime {Citrus
bergamia) and the lemon (Citrus lemonum) . The
citric acid of commerce is obtained from the
lemon's juice, which is made in large quantities

in southern Italy, in northern Africa, in the

West Indies, etc. To obtain citric acid, lemon-
juice is boiled (to coagulate all proteid matter),
and neutralized with chalk and lime: the precipi-

tate of calcium citrate thus obtained is decom-
posed by boiling with dilute sulphuric acid; on
filtering, and evaporating the filtrate, citric acid

crystallizes out in the form of colorless rhombic
I)risms, freely soluble in water, and having an
agreeable acid taste. Citric acid has the property

of preventing the precipitation by potash or

ammonia of the hydroxides of iron and certain

other metals. This property is utilized in calico-

printing, citric acid being employed to prevent

the formation of certain colors where they are not

called for. Citric acid is also used in making
refreshing effervescent drinks; the pure acid, or

preferably lemon-juice, is very beneficial in scur-

vy; formerly it was popularly believed to be an
excellent remedy for rheumatism ; it is also used

to increase the secretion of saliva and to allay

thirst in fever. It is often used in medicine in

combination with iron, magnesium, lithium,

quinine, etc. Chemically, as its constitutional

formula shows, it is a monoxy-tribasic acid, and
is therefore capable of forming three series of

salts, in which one, two, or all the three of the

acid hydrogens are replaced by metals. It is

somewhat similar to tartaric acid, from which

it may, however, be readily distinguished by
testing the solubility of its calcium salt,

(C,H50T)iCa,+4H,0, which is insoluble in potash,

and is more soluble in cold than in hot water.

Citric acid melts at 100° C. in its water of crys-

tallization, which it loses at 130". If heated

further to 175' C, citric acid loses the elements

of water, and is transformed into aconitic acid

—

an unsaturated tribasic acid, having the formula

C,H,(COOH),. Citric acid was discovered by

Scheele, in 1784; its properties were investigated

by Berzelius and Liebig.

CIT'BIL, or CiTRONENFiNTC (probably cor-

rupted from citrine, Neo-I^t. citrincUa, from

Med. Lat. citrinus, citron-colored, from I^t. cit-

n/«, citron; socalled from the color of its breast).

A small canary-like finch {Chryaomitris citri-

nella), of southern Europe, related to the Ameri-

can goldfinch, and a favorite cage-bird in Europe
for the sake of its song.

CITSON (Lat. citrus. Ok. Klrpov, kitron, cit-

ron ; possibly of Semitic origin ; cf. Heb. qdtar,

At. qatara, to be fragrant). Citrus medica, or
genuina. (See Citrus.) A tree, allied to the
orange and lemon, cultivated in the south of

Europe, and to some extent in Florida and Cali-

fornia. It is a native of the forests of the north
of India. The citron has oblong toothed leaves;

the flowers are externally of a violet color; the

fruit is large, warted, and furrowed; the rind is

very thick and tender; the pulp is sub-acid. The
part chiefly valued is the rind, which is candied,

preserved, and used in confectionery and for culi-

nary purposes. The juice is sometimes employed
to make a syrup; or, with sugar and water, for a
beverage and for flavoring liquors. The name
'citron' is also applied, in the United States, to

a variety of melon resembling in appearance the
watermelon, but having a firm, white, inedible

core. The rind of this melon is used for pre-

serves, like that of the true citron. See Citrus ;

Orange: Lemon. For illustration, see Colored
Plate of CiTBus Fruits.

CIT'BONEIi'LA (Neo-Lat., dim. of Med. Lat.

citro, citron, from Lat. citrus, citron) . The name
of a fragrant ethereal oil imported from Ceylon,

and used by perfumers. Under the name of Idris

Jaghi, it is often employed as an adulterant of

certain aromatic oils.

CITRONELLE, sit'r6-n§l'. A village in Mo-
bile County, Ala., 30 miles north by west of

^lobile, on the Mobile and Ohio Railroad. Here,
on May 4, 1865, after receiving news of John-
ston's surrender to Sherman, Gen. Richard Taylor
surrendered to Gen. E. R. S. Canby the last Con-
federate army east of the Mississippi. Popula-
tion, in 1900, 696.

CITRON-MELON. See Watermelon.

CITRON WOOD or CITRUS WOOD. The
most costly furniture of Roman antiquity was
made from this wood, which is probably the Cal-

Utris quadriralvis—a tree of the pine family,

still employed in cabinet-making on account of its

beautiful grain. It grows in Algeria and has
large and gnarled roots from which the pieces

used for ornamental purposes are taken.

CITRUS (Lat., citron-tree). A genus of

plants of the order Rutaceie, consisting of thirty

or more species of trees and shrubs, most of which
bear spines or thorns and are natives of India

and other warm parts of Asia, but many of which
are now commonly cultivated in all warm cli-

mates on account of their fruit. This genus in-

cludes the orange, citron, lemon, lime, bergamot,
shaddock, pomelo, and forbidden fruit (qq.v.).

Citrus-trees are distinguished by numerous sta-

mens, irregularly united in bundles by their fila-

ments—a pulpy fruit, with a spongy or leathery

rind and smooth seeds. The leaves and the rind

of the fruit abound in volatile oil. The flowers

also contain volatile oil and emit a peculiar fra-

grance.

CITRUS DISEASES. See Oeangk, Dis-

EAKK.S OF.

CITTADELLA, chM'tA-dftllA (It, little city,

dim. of cittd, city). A city in North Italy,

Province of Padua, situated 14 miles northeast

of Vicenza (^lap: Italy, G 2). It has a beauti-

ful church and botanical gardens, and manufa(v
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tures of cotton and woolen goods. It was founded
in 122U, as a pruteetiun against Treviso, and has

Btili retained its walls, tower, and moat. Popu-
lation, in 1881 (commune) , 9087; in 11)01, 9880.

CITTA DI CASTELLO, ch^t-tU' d6 kAs-t^Kld

(It., City of the Castle). A city in the Province

of Perugia, Central Italy, situated near the left

bank of the Tiber, 20 miles east of Arezzo (Map:
Italy, G 4). It is surrounded by walls dating

from the beginning of the sixteenth century, and
contains a number of magnificent palaces, includ-

ing several belonging to the Vitelli, the lords of

the city during the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies. The cathedral, a Renaissance structure,

completed in 1540^ has a campanile and a
carA-ed portal belonging to the original Roman-
esque building of 1012. The town-hull, dating

from the fourteenth century, is a splendid build-

ing and contains a fine collection of Italian paint-

ings and other objects of art. Although some of

the first church pictures of Rjiphael were painted

for Cittft di Castello, the town does not possess

any originals of the master in its public collec-

tions. The chief manufactured products are

silk and nails. Its conunerce is of some im-

portance. Citta di Castello is the seat of a
bishop, and occupies the site of Tifernum Tiberi-

num, destroyed by Totila. Population, in 1881

(commune), 24,002; in 1901, 26,439.

CITTANOVA, chet'ta-n6'vji. A town in the

Province of Reggio, Calabria, Italy, 31 miles

northeast of Reggio. It arose from the ruins of

Casalnuovo, which was destroyed by an earth-

<}uake in 1783. Its present name dates from 1852.

The cultivation of olives and manufacture of

olive oil constitute its chief industry. Popula-
tion, in 1901 (commime), 11,713.

CITTA VECCHIA, ch^t-ta' vek'y&. See
Malta.
CITY (Fr. cit6, Lat. civitas) . In the United

States, a chartered municipal corporation whose
chief executive officer is usually known as the

mayor. The legislatures of the various States

have prescribed different requisites for the grant-

ing of city charters, the principal condition being

that in respect to population. Citj' charters vary
in the degree of power they, confer on the munici-
pal authorities, the measure of local autonomy
being usually, though not always, regulated by
the number of inhabitants. Besides the mayor,
there are, as a rule, a board of aldermen and a
common council. In Great Britain the term city

is generally applied to an incorporated cathedral

town—i.e. one which is, or has been, the seat of a
bishop or the capital of his see. In the sense

in which it was first used in the Romance lan-

guages of modern Europe, the word 'city,' like

its Latin original and the Greek ir6Xij, was prob-

ably equivalent to St^te ( rcspublica

)

, rather than
to town or borough (urbs municipium) ; and
while the latter signified a collection of hearths
and households, governed by municipal laws inter-

nally, but subject externally to the laws of the
country of which it formed a part, the former
was applied only to such towns as, with their

surrounding districts, were independent of any
external authority. The only cities in this sense

now are the free towns of Germany, and such of

the cantons of Switzerland as consist chiefly of

a town and its surroundings, as Geneva. The
ancient Gauls, though composing one nation, were
divided into tribes, living in different cantons.

each with its town, to which the term 'civitas'

was applied ; and as the}' also acknowledged a
species of central authority, several cities sending
delegates to a central one of greater extent and
importance to discuss their conunon affairs, there
is reason to believe that the term 'city' was ap-
plied, par excellence, to those central places of
meeting, and thus, from a very early period, sig-

nified a capital or metropolis, though not inde-

pendent. See Citizen.
Political ano Commercial Aspects. The

city has always been the centre of commercial and
industrial development, but its origin is to be
found among agricultural peoples, who possessed
the fertile lands and built themselves walled
towns, or took possession of some naturally forti-

fied places, such as the Acropolis of Athens, in

order to protect themselves from the attacks of

the predatory tribes. Within the city, handi-
craft, exchange, and various industries grew up.

Babylon and Egj-pt were full of these small com-
munities, now buried beneath the sand. They were
situated on rivers and the seacoast, and soon
became centres of commerce. Large cities were a
prominent feature of the ancient world ; Tliebes,

Memphis, Babylon, Nineveh, Susa, Tyre, Car-
thage, and Jerusalem w-ere great centres. Greece,

for its extent and population, had many large

cities. Alexandria is said to have contained over
500,000, and Rome was still larger. As capital

of the Empire of the East, Constantinople suc-

ceeded Rome as the principal city in Europe.
Civilization was associated with city life, as was
illustrated by the use of the word 'pagan' (Lat.

pnganus, dweller in a country district, where
heathenism often survived much longer than in

the city) . In the Mohammedan East, during part

of the Middle Ages, Bagdad, Damascus, and Cairo
led in population, while Cordova was the greatest

city of the Mohammedan West and for a time of

all Europe. Compact cities grew up in the Middle
Ages in nearly every European country. At the

beginning of the sixteenth centurj', Europe had
six or seven cities numbering 100,000; at the end,

thirteen or fourteen. During the seventeenth

century, while civil war prevailed, although the
population of Europe remained stationary, the

cities increased. Tlie total population increased
greatly in the eighteenth century.

A remarkable fact of the nineteenth century
has been the constant increase in urban life at

the expense of the rural districts. Cities have
grown absolutely and proportionally in respect to

the total population. This is almost universally

true. Naples, Budapest, Athens, Bucharest, Rus-
sian cities. South American cities, and even Jeru-

salem, Cairo, and Damascus may be included. The
tendency toward city life is noticeable in agri-

cultural Australia. England was the first coun-

try to recognize the new grouping of population,

and to adopt means to meet its dangers. The sea-

ports and cathedral and country towns were sud-

denly left far behind by the new manufacturing
towns, nianv of which had no corporate existence

in 1835. In 1851, 50.08 per cent, of England's
population was urban; in 1891, 72.05 per cent.

In Scotland the change has been revolutionary.

In 1801, of the 1.600.000 inhabitants, few resided

in to\\'ns; in 1891, out of over four million, only

928,500 were strictly rural. Almost the entire in-

crease of population in France within the last

half-century has been in the cities. In 1891,37.4
per cent, of the people were found in cities, while
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the rural population had actually decreased. The
recent growth of the German cities is almost un-
exampled. Forty-seven per cent, of the pop-
ulation now live under urban conditions. The
tendency toward city life is especially marked in
Prussia and Saxony. Statistics for other Conti-
nental countries are equally interesting. In the
United States a diffusion ol the population would
have seemed natural; but urban tendencies are
becoming stronger, as will appear from the fol-
lowing table:

YEAR
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CITY MATCH, The. A comedy by Jasper
Muyia-. printed at 0-\ford in 103i>, and produced
the same year, lir«t at Whitehall, Ix)iulon, be-

fore the King and Cjueen, and llien at Black-
friars. It was republished in lOSlI, and was re-

vised for the stage by Bromfield, in 1755, under
the title of The Schemers, and by Planche, in

1828, under the title of The Mervhanrs \Veddiug.

It is a clever though rather involved piece, criti-

cised by IVpys as 'silly.'

CITY MOUSE AND CANTERBUBY
MOUSE, The. An old fable of a country mouse
invited to the home of a mouse in the city, where,
while feasting on unaccustomed dainties, she is

terrified by the onslaught of a cat, and is led to

esteem the security of her frugal life in the fields

more highly than the town luxuries with their at-

tendant |)erils. The fable is a satire by Matthew
Prior (1()87) on Dryden's Bind and Panther.

CITY NIGHTCAP, The, A play by Robert
Davenport, licensed for the stage in 1624, though
not printed until 1661. Ten years later, an
adaptation of the play, by Mrs. Aphra Behn,
appeared under the title, The Amorous Prince.

It is included in Dodsley's Old Plays (1740).

CITY OF A HUNDRED TOWERS. An
appellation of Pavia, Italy, from its many towers
and steeples.

CITY OF BROTHERLY LOVE (Gk. ^tXo-

deX^/n, Philadelphia, from (j)i?.oc, philos, dear +
ade}.<j>6g, adelphos, brother; confused with ^i?ji-

Sehjua, Philadelphia, a city in Asia Minor,
named after Attains Philadelphus ) . The Eng-
lish rendering of the two Greek words compos-
ing the name Philadelphia, whence it is used as
an occasional appellation for that city. The
name was originally given by William Penn.

CITY OF CHURCHES. A name given to

Brooklyn, N. Y., on account of the large number
of its churches.

CITY OF DAVID. Jerusalem, which David
took from the Jebusites and made the capital of

his kingdom. The term is applied also to Bethle-

hem, where David is supposed to have been bom.

CITY OF DESTRUCTION, The. The city

from which Christian begins his journey to the
Celestial City, in Bunyan's 'Pt7.(7rtm'« Progress.
It represents the state of worldliness.

CITY OF DREADFUL NIGHT, The. A
poem by James Thomson, published from March
to May in the National Reformer, in 1874. It

was published in a collection of his poems (Lon-
don, 1880). An American edition appeared in

1892. It is a mystically pessimistic work, de-

scribing the author's descent into a city of black
hopelessness, whose denizens find no consolation,
even in the thought of the transiency of earthly
sorrow and pain.

CITY OF ELMS. A name given to New
Haven. Conn., from the fine elm-trees on the
Green and along the older streets of the town.

CITY OF GOD (Lat. De Civitate Dei). See
Saint Aigistine.

CITY OF HOMES. An appellation of Phila-
delphia, from its large number of dwelling-houses.

CITY OF MAGNIFICENT DISTANCES,
The. a term applied once somewhat derisive-

ly, but now proudly, to Washington, D. C.
The city was laid out at the end of the eigh-
teenth century on so grand a scale that the be-

lief was strong that it would never realize the
ideal of its founders.

CITY OF OAKS. A name for Raleigh, X. C.

CITY OF PALACES. A name for Calcutta.

CITY OF REFUGE (lleb. 'fr miglat). A
town reserved as a temporary asylum for homi-
cides fleeing from the vengeance of the avenger
of blood. The phrase refers particularly to the
Jewish form of the right of asylum, which ha»
existed, in most j)rimitive societies, as a device
for mitigating the excesses of private vengeance
and for securing some form of legal inquiry into

the offense charged. Such asylum, sanctioned and
protected by law, is clearly a survival from the
protection which the man-slayer sought and
found in his own family or tribe, early law per-

mitting the lex talionis, or right of retaliation,

on hehalf of the injured family or tribe, .so long
as the malefactor was at large. Asylum once
having been gained, the responsibility for the
crime was transferred to the community pro-

tecting the wrong-doer, the compensation due be-

ing a money payment, the amount of which wa»
regulated by law.

According to biblical law, there were six citiea

in which any one who committed murder unin-
tentionally could find an a.sylum (Num. xxxv.).
Three of these cities—Bezer, Ramoth in Gilead»

and Golan in Bashan—were east of the Jordan;
the other three—Kedesh in Galilee, Shechem,.

and Hebron—were to the west. If the murderer
reached any of these cities, he was safe from
the blood-avenger (Num. xx.\v. 12; Deut. iv.

41-43; Joshua xx. 2-9; Ex. xxi. 13; Deut. xix.

4-10). While the Law itself, in its present form
in the Book of Numbers, belongs to the post-

exilic period, there are certain features of it

which are unquestionably more ancient. The
three refuge cities to the west of the Jordan are
all ancient sanctuaries, and were probably, from
a much older period even than the Hebrew con-

quest of Palestine, asylums under the protection

of the deities worshiped in the places named.
The city of refuge is thus an institution grow-
ing out of the ancient custom, widely prevalent,

which made every sacred spot, every altar as
the resting-place of a deity, a place of refuge,

within whose domain even animals were safe

from the attacks of man. The oldest Hebrew
legislation (Ex. xxi. 12-14) recognizes this law
of asylum, while excluding from its protection

the willful murderer, who is to )>e seized even
at the altar of .Jehovah (Ex. xxi. 14). Since

it was the purpose of the religious reforms in-

stituted by King Josiah (q.v. ) to recognize the
sanctity of only one sanctuary—that of Jeru-

salem—the asylums connected with the numer-
ous sacred places naturally lost their force.

Accordingly, to overcome the difficulty involved

in obliging a murderer in anv part of the coun-

try to flee to Jerusalem, the six cities above men-
tioned were recognized as places of refuge, with
eventual provision of three more in Philistia,

Phoenicia, and Coele-Syria (Deut. xix. 8-10). In

the legislation in Numbers (chap, xxxv.), which
is later than Deuteronomy, further provision is

made— ( 1 ) that the murderer is not to go un-

punished, but to be taken from his asylum to

be tried in public, in order to check lawless-

ness, which prevailed through the survival of

the blood-feud customs to a late day; (2) the

man-slayer who had been acquitted was safe.
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upon the death of the high-priest in whose time
the murder was committed, to return to his home.

All privileges of the blood-avenger ceased with

the death of the high-priest, and any violence on
the part of the blood-aveuger would be regarded

as willful murder; whereas, previous to the

death of the high-priest, the manslayer, even

after acquittal, had to be on his guard, and if

slain by the blood-avenger, his death could not

be punished. It is doubtful whether the system
provided for in Numbers was ever actually car-

ried out, though in the days of Greek and
Roman supremacy many cities of Syria enjoyed

special privileges as asylums, and according to

Josephus (.\ntiq. xiii. 2, 3) Jerusalem was in-

cluded in the number. Consult Forster, DeAsylis
GrcFcoritm (Berlin). See. also, Asylum, Right
OF; Blood-Feid; Blood-Moxey.

CITY OF THE PLAQUE, The. A poem by
Professor John Wilson ('Christopher North'),

published, with others, in Edinburgh (1816). It

is a descriptive poem, partly founded on Defoe's

Journal of the Plague in London. At the time

of its appearance, it received favorable criticism

by JeflTrey, in the Edinburgh Revieic.

CITY OF THE PROPHET (Ar. iladinat

an-yahi). An appellation of Medina, Arabia,

where Mohammed took refuge in the year 622,

fleeing from Mecca.

CITY OF THE STRAITS. A name given

to Detroit, Mich., from its position on the De-

troit River, connecting Lake Saint Clair and
Lake Erie.

CITY OF THE STJN, The. A name given

to Baalbec, which was built on the ruins of

Heliopolis ('The Sun City').

CITY OF THE VIOLATED TREATY, The.

A name given to Limerick, Ireland, from the re-

peated violations of the treaty made October 3,

1691, after its surrender to the English and

Dutch forces.

CITY OF THE VIOLET CROWN, The. A
name applied to Athens.

CITY OF VICTORY (Ar. Misr alQohirat).

A translation of the Arabic name for Cairo, the

capital of Egj'pt.

CITY POINT. A village in Prince George

County, Va., 10 miles northeast of Petersburg;

on the James River and on the Norfolk and
Western Railroad (Map: Virginia, G 4). It has

a trade in brick, lumber, and phosphates, and

is of considerable historical interest. Here, in

1864, General fJrant made his headquarters, and

in his subsequent operations the city was used

by the Fetleral army as its principal landing-

place and depot for supplies. Population, about

1000.

CITY POLITIQUES, piMI-teks'. A satirical

comedy, i)robably printed for the first time in

1683, and produced at the King's Theatre, Lon-

don, the same year. It is a sharp attack on the

contemporary Whig faction, especially on Oates,

in the character of Dr. Pauchy. Only the King's

protection kept it from being suppressed by the

victims of the satire. Some authorities place the

date of publication as early as 167.5.

CITY RAMBLE, The; ob. The Playhouse
WEnniNO. A play by Elkanah Settle, printed

in London in 1711. and pnxluced at the Drury

Lane Theatre, Aupiist 17. 1711. It is partly

founded on Beaumont and Fletcher's Knight of

the Burning Pestle and The Coxcomb.

CITY "WTT, The; OB, The Woman Wears the
BBJ:EcnES. See Bkome, Ricuabd.

CIUDAD BOLIVAR, se'oo-DJii/ b6-le'var (Sp.,

'city of Bolivar'). The capital of the State of

Bolivar, Venezuela, on the right bank of the

Orinoco, about 240 miles from its mouth (Map:
Venezuela, E 2). It is situated at a narrow
point of the river, only 185 feet above the level

of the sea, and is well built, having spacious,

handsome buildings. Of these the more notable

are the palace of the Governor, the college, the

market, the cathedral, and the theatre. There are

several fine monuments in the Plazas Bolivar

and Guzman Blanco and in the cemetery. The
city is the seat of a bishop. Owing to its posi-

tion on the Orinoco, Ciudad Bolivar is an im-

portant commercial centre, now ranking among
the four largest ports of Venezuela. Its chief

export is coffee; but rubber, cattle, hides, sugar,

and asphalt also are exported in considerable

quantities. Population, in 1891, 11,686. Ciudad
Bolivar was founded in 1764, and was known
as Angostura until 1819, when the Congress met
which, under the inspiration of Simon Bolivar,

formed the new Republic of Colombia out of the

States of Venezuela and New Granada. Since

then the city has borne his name.

CrCTDAD DE LA FRONTERA, dA Ik fr6n-

ta'ri (Sp., the frontier city). (1) The name of

a town at the mouth of the river Tabasco, in

Southern IMexico. (2) The old Spanish name
for the town of Chachapoyas, Peru.

CIUDAD DE LAS CASAS, d& l&s kS'sAs.

See Sax Cbistobal de lo.s Llanos.

CIUDAD DE LOS REYES, d& 16s rsi'yfts

(Sp., 'city of the kings'). The name given by

Pizarro to the present city of Lima, Peru, when
he founded it, in 1535, on the banks of the river

called, by the Quichuan (Peruvian) Indians,

'Rimac,' meaning "The Babbler' (literally, 'one

who talks'). The Spaniards found difficulty in

pronouncing the word, and 'Rimac' became first

'Limac' and finally 'Lima.'

CIUDADELA, the'oo-Dd-DalA (Sp., little city,

dim. of ciudad, city). A seaport tovN-n of the

Spanish island of Minorca, situated on the west

coast. It is walled, "has a cathedral and several

convents, and in its vicinity are found a num-
ber of caves. Population, in" 1887, 8447 ; in 1900,

8645.

CIUDAD JUAREZ, s?'-?5?J-Dai/ HS5-Jl'r§th

(Sp., city of Juarez). A city in the State of

Chihuahua. Mexico, on the Rio Grande, opposite

El Paso. Tex., and on the Mexican Central Rail-

road (Map: Mexico. E 2). It is situated at an

altitude of 3800 feet above sea-level, in a fertile

district, devoted to agriculture. <»tock-raising.

and fruit and vine cultivation. The city has a

Mexican army-post, custom-house, and a statue

of Juarez. It* is the residence of a I'nited States

consul. Ciudad Juarez was formerly known as

El Paso del Norte. Population, about 7000.

CIUDAD PORFIRIO DIAZ, pAr fe'r^O

de'uth. A town in the State of Coahuiln. Mex-

ico, on the Rio Grande, opposite Eagle Pass,

Tex., and on the Mexican International Railroad

(Map: Mexico. H 3). It is the Mexican ter-

minus of the international bridge across the Rio
flrnndr iiiifl li!is a Mexican army-post and a
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custom-house. It is the residvtiL-e of a United
States consul. The town is the centre of an agri-

cultural, stock-raising, and fruit-growing region,

and carries on un extensive international trade.

Coal is found in the vicinity. Ciudad Porlirio

Diaz was founded in 184!), and derives its present
name from the President of the Republic. The
town was formerly called Piedras Negras. Popu-
lation, aboiit 5000.

CIUDAD HEAL, the'oo-uilD' rH-dV (Sp., royal

city). A town of Spain, capital of the province
of the same name, in New Castile, situated in a
fertile plain between the rivers Guadiana and
JabalOn, about 100 miles south of Madrid (Map:
Spain, C 3). It is surrounded by walls, is the

seat of a bishopric, and has some notable edifices,

including the municipal building, the parish
church of Santa Maria del Prado—a massive
Gothic structure, with a fine interior—and
several monasteries and hospitals. There are
manufactures of coarse woolens, linen, olive-oil.

Hour, leather, etc. ; also a trade in the agricul-

tural produce of the district, which is engaged in

raising stock, particularly mules, and bulls for

the ring. An annual fair is held. Population, in

1900, 15,327.

Ciudad Real was founded by Alphonso X.,

after the middle of the thirteenth century, as a
fortress against the floors, and soon attained
considerable importance from the privileges

granted by its founder. In 1809 the town was
the scene of a Spanish defeat by the French,
under S«'bastiani.

CIUDAD RODRIGO, ro-dre^gd (Sp.. city of

Rodrigo). A fortified town of Spain, in the
Province of Salamanca, near the Portuguese
frontier (Map: Spain, B 2). It is situated on
an elevation above the river Ciqueda, which is

here crossed by a fine bridge, and has a cathedral
of considerable architectural interest, the earli-

est portion of which dates from the close of the
twelfth century, three Roman columns, and re-

mains of an aqueduct. The manufactures in-

clude soap, leather, linen, woolens, etc. The
town is the seat of a bishop. Population, in
1900, 8007.

In the War of the Spanish Succession Ciudad
Rodrigo was taken by the English in 1706, and
recaptured by the French in the following year.
In July, 1810, the French, under Mass6na, cap-
tured it: but in January, 1812, it was retaken
by the British, under Wellington.

CIUDAD VICTORIA the'oo-DJii/ vlk-tc'r^-A
(Sp., city of victory). The capital of the State
of Tamaulipas, Mexico, 100 miles southeast of
Monterey ( Map : Mexico, K 6 ) . It is finely situ-

ated on the eastern slope of the great plateau,
and is the centre of a sugar-growing district. It
IS the see of a bishop and the residence of a
United States consular agent. Ciudad Victoria
dates from 1750, but not imtil 1825 was its

present name adopted. Population, in 1895,
14,575.

CrVET (Fr. civetie, from MGk. (aTrdTiov,

zapelion, from Ar. zabad, zubad, civet, from Pers.
zadab, froth of water). A genus (Viverra) of
carnivores of the Old-World family Viverridae,
connecting the cats with the hyenas, and hav-
ing the body elongated in some of the species
as much as in the weasel tribe; the head is also
long and the muzzle sharp. The ears are short,
broad, and rounded. The feet have five toes,

and the claws are only semi-retractile. There
is a more or less conspicuous erectile mane
along the back, as in hyenas. Near the sexual
organs, in both sexes, there is a large double
pouch, in which is secreted an odoriferous, fatty
substance, called 'civet,' much used in compound-
ing perfumes. There are several species of civet,

of which the best known is the common or Afri-
can civet (Viverra civelta) of nortiiern Africa,
from two to three feet long, brownish-gray, with
numerous black bands and spots. The civet
preys on birds, small quadrujKids, and reptiles,

and is regarded as a l)enefactor along the Kile,
on account of its appetite for crocodile's eggs.
It is very commonly kept in confinement for the
sake of its perfume, which is removed from the
bag about twice a week by means of a small
spatula, and is obtained most abundantly from
the male, especially after he has been irritated.
A dram is a large quantity to obtain at a time.
After being cleaned of hairs, washed, and dried,
civet is ready for the market, and is worth
from $10 to $12 an ounce, if pure. About 20,000
ounces are imported into London annually, and
this represents a large part of the total product.
'Jhe civets kept for the purpose of providing
perfume are fed on raw flesh ; the young partly
on farinaceous food. The j)rincipal source of
supply of commercial civet is northern Africa,
especially Abyssinia. Several other species of
civet occur in southeastern Asia and in the East
Indies, all handsomely striped or spotted. The
linsang and the binturong are most prominent
among these.

The 'American civet-cat' is the cacomistle
(q.v.).

Compare Ichneumon; Mongoos.
Fossil remains of the genus Viverra have

been found in those deposits of the Tertiary
Era that lie above the Middle Eocene. They
show no considerable variation from their mod-
ern descendants. The remains of other extinct

allied genera from the Tertiary show interesting

relations between the early members of the
famil}' Viverridae and the hyenas. See Viver-

CrVIALE, s^'v^fiP Jean (1792-1867). A
French surgeon, born at Thiezac, Cantal. He
is remembered for his discovery of the opera-

tion of iithotrity' for the removal of stones

from the bladder without the loss of blood. For
this discovery he was awarded a prize of 6000
francs by the Academy, in 1826. His publica-

tions include: ParulUle dcs divers moyens de
iraiter les ealculcux (1836-37) ; De Vuri'trotomie

(1849); Rcsultats cliniques de la lHhotritie

pendant les annees 1860-6.'/ (1865); and La
lithoiritie ct la tnille (1870).

CIVIC CROWN (Lat. corotm civica). One
of the most highly valued honors that a Roman
could obtain. It "was given for saving the life

of a citizen in battle or assault, and was voted
by the Senate to the Emperor Augustus as ser-

xator civium. The civic crown was merely a
wreath of oak leaves, with pendant acorns.

The one to whom it was given had the right to

wear it always. When he appeared at the games
all rose to do him honor, and he was entitled to

a seat next to the senators ; he was also excused
from all troublesome duties and services, with
the same immunities for his father and his

father's father.
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CIVIDALE DEL FBIULI, che'v^dalft dSl

fr^oo'l^ (probably from ALL. *cicitaliSj from
civitas, towTi). A city in northeastern Italy, in

the Province of Udine, near the Austrian border,
about 10 miles east by north of the city of that
name, with which it is connected by rail (Map:
Italy, H 1). The picturesque Xatisone, which
flows through the city, is spanned by a fifteenth-

century bridge. A cathedral of the same age con-

tains an 'often-restored' bapstistery of the eighth
century, and among its archives a translation of

the Gospels by Saint Jerome, written in the
fifth century, a tenth-centurj' psaltery, and many
other valuable manuscripts and art treasures. In
the museum are many Roman and Lombard
antiquities. C'ividale was for many years the

residence of Lombard dukes. The modernized
city has a militiirj- training-college, and silk,

cotton, and linen factories. Population (com-
mune), in 1881, 820.5; in 1901, 9061.

CIVIL ACTION (Lat. civil is, from civis,

citizen). Any judicial proceeding involving a
controversy between individuals in regard to
their private matters, distinguished from pro-

ceedings where public interests are concerned,
as in a criminal prosecution. Civil actions in-

clude the procedure in a court of chancery or
equity, and also those cases in which the State
submits to an action by an individual. See
Action ; Prosecution.

CIVIL ADMINISTKATION. In the most
general sense, equivalent to public administra-
tion—the conduct of the aflFairs of the State, or
Government, or of any subordinate division there-

of. In a more restricted sense, the term is fre-

quently employed to describe the management of

the mimicipal or non-military concerns of the

State; and sometimes, more narrowly, as refer-

ring to the executive and judicial departments
of the (Government, as distinguished from the
legislative. See Administration; and compare
Admi.nistbati>'e L.\w.

The principles and the methods of civil ad-

ministration vary greatly, from the simplicity

and flexibility of patriarchal government or other
personal autocracy, to the rigidity of a mod-
ern bureaucratic system, like that of France and
Russia, and the complexity of a highly devel-

oped political system, like that of Great Britain

and the United States. There is a general simi-

larity among modem civilized States in the or-

ganization and working of the central adminis-
tration. The great departments of State—those

having to do with foreign afTairs, with the army
and navy, with the collection and disbursement
of national revenue, with commerce and indus-

try, and with the post-office—present no great
diversity, either in functions or in organization.

The chiefs of these departments are ministers of

State, the principal and authorized advisers of

the Executive, or, as in Great Britain, consti-

tute the real Executive. (See Cabinet.) Usu-
ally these chiefs are political and therefore

temporary officers, who may come and go with-
out greatly modifying the organization and
methods of their departments. Their influence

is great while it lasts, but is short-lived; the
permanent policy of the administration, as well

as its methods and personnel, being for the most
part determined by permanent officials of great
experience, known as under-secretaries, assistant

secretaries, bureau chiefs, etc. As these per-

manent officials are the persons who really con-

duct the work of administration, so they are,

in everything but the political sense of the term,
responsible for the proper conduct of the afTairs

of their respective departments, and, being so,

they are usually unfettered in the choice of their

sublordinates.

In other matters, however, especially in those
of purely domestic concern—as the administra-
tion of justice; the maintenance of the public
peace; the supervision and control of religion,

of morals, and of public education; the levying
and collection of taxes, direct and indirect; the
conduct of elections, and the 'internal affairs'

generally of the community—there is as great
diversity in "the organization and methods of
administration as there is in the political char-

acter and ideals of the several States. In those
countries in which the feudal and monarchical
tradition is strongest, whatever the form of the
government may be, not only is the civil ad-
ministration most highly centralized, but it is

much further-reaching, more searching and ob-

trusive than in those countries which have more
completely emancipated themselves from that
tradition. This is as true of republican France
as of monarchical Germany and autocratic Rus-
sia. In the free governments, on the other hand
—as in the United States, Great Britain, and
her self-governing colonies—not only is the ad-
ministration decentralized, and left, as largely
as possible, in the hands of local self-governing
groups, but the general administration is rigidly

confined to matters of general or national con-

cern, and is not permitted to trench upon the
local concerns of the subordinate political groups
of the State. In these countries, accordingly,
sucli matters as the building and repair of roads
and bridges, and the maintenance of an adequate
constabulary or police force, are dealt with by
the borough, parish, town, or city, and not by
the State; while, in the United States, even the
matter of public education, which is conceded
to be an afTair of State, and is usually governed
by State statutes, is, for the most part, turned
over to the locality concerned—the city or school
district—for administration.

While in no modem civilized State is the ad-
ministration wholly centralized, or, on the other
hand, wholly decentralized, the two systems are,

in their principles and methods, if not in their
actual embodiment in practice, so sharply dis-

criminated as to call for a few words of com-
parison. Doubtless a centralized administration
is capable of a much higher degree of efficiency

than is attainable under the other system. For
matters of great moment, requiring time for
(heir maturing, and, when ripe, calling for

prompt and decisive action, it is indispensable.

Xo government would think of employing any
other system in its military and international
afTairs. Then, too, it achieves a certain uni-

formity and regularity of action, and thxis tends
to strengthen the established go^'PiTinient by
giving its administration an impersonal efTect

of permanence and solidity. On the other hand,
these very qualities of regularity and uniformity
of action tend to harden into the inflexibility

and routine of bureaucratic system, which, being
lifted alKtve public opinion and free from any
efTective criticism, crystallizes its abuses in the
form of hallowed customs, and lends itself too
easily to oppression.
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The virtues of the system of «le(«ntralization

are political rather than administrative. It is

only under tliis system that a free government
has free play for its varied activities and ex-

|>eriment«.. And, thougli its potential efficiency

is not to l>e compared with that of the system
of centralization, it has much to recommend it

from the purely administrative point of view.
While not adapted to the regulation of interna-
tional relations, or the carrying out of far-

reaching measures of policy, its responsiveness
to public opinion makes it an efficient agency
for supervising and controlling the far more nu-
merous and important private and local inter-

ests of the community. Being local and famil-
iar, it is vigilant and sympathetic^ and though
bome of the afTairs committed to it may be badly
administered, it is probable that the sum-total
of its achievement is greater than that of a
centralized administration, with its limited
knowledge and its indifference to criticism.

The character of the public administration

—

whether efficient or inefficient, economical or
wasteful, pure or corrupt—depends fundamen-
tally on the conception of the proper aim and
purpose of government which prevails. Ex-
travagance and corruption, and, with them, the
inefficiency they engender, flourish under any
government, whether popular or autocratic in

form, which is maintained for the benefit of the
ruler, wliether that be a king, an aristocracy, or
a political party. And, on the other hand, the
honest acceptance of the principle that govern-
ment is instituted for the benefit of the gov-
erned tends to produce clean and efficient ad-
ministration, whatever the external form of the
State. It is doubtless to the persistence of the
feudal conception of the State that we owe the
long era of corrupt and, upon the whole, ineffi-

cient administration of public affairs which has
marked the history of modern States. So long
as the executive head of the State is at once the
supreme land-owner and the lord paramount,
from whom all honor and protection are derived,
so long will the offices of administration be re-

garded as his perquisites, and the treasure de-
rived from taxation of the -people be expended
for the gratification of his ambitions and those
of his favorites. lie may, of his favor, or for
his own purposes, grant a certain measure of
efficient administration ; but the extravagance
and corruption which are inseparable from that
system will destroy the efficiency of the govern-
ment as well.

The profound modification of the theory of
government effected by the democratic movement
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in
substituting the welfare of the people at large
for that of the governing classes as the end and
aim of government, has brought about a corre-
sponding revolution in its administration. This
change became apparent in England upon the
accession of William of Orange to the throne in
1688, and in France a hundred years later, in
the Revolution; but owing to the development
of party government in the former country, and
the excesses to which that system led, it did not
become effective there until the middle of the
last century. It is true that more than one ad-
ministrative reform had been accomplished in
Oreat Britain—as in the provision of Magna
Charta, requiring all justices, constables, sher-

iffs, and bailiffs to have knowledge of the laws

of the realm; the statute of Edward VI. (1552)
forbidding the sale of offices (except the higher
judicial offices) ; and the extraordinary law en-
acted in the twelfth year of Richard 11. (1388),
declaring that "none shall obtain office by suit,

or for reward, but U|>on desert;" yet as late

as the period of the American Revolution the
'spoils system' of the distribution of public office

as the reward of party service flourished un-
checked. In the United States that vicious sys-

tem did not come into existence until the ad-
ministration of President Jackson, and it is only
now giving place to the system prefigured in the
statute of Richard II., above referred to. (See
Civil-Sebvice Reform; ;Mebit System.) The
more recent development of party government in
France has lately fastened the spoils system on
the administration of that country; but, upon
the whole, in Europe as well as in America,
civil administration has been enormously im-
proved, in purity and economy as well as in effi-

ciency, during the last hundred years; while in

England and many of the English colonies, and
in considerable portions of the administrative
system of the United States, it has completely
emancipated itself from the taint of corruption
and extravagance. (See Government.) For a
comparison of administrative systems and meth-
ods of controlling officers of administration, see
Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law (2
vols.. New York, 1893). Consult, also, Eaton,
Civil Service in Oreat Britain (New York,
1880).

CIVIL CHimCH LAW, American. The
body of law which defines the ecclesiastical
function of the State, and maintains the civil

status of the religious bodies within the United
States. The status of the American churches is

without a parallel in Christendom, in that in

no other State do all organizations for the pur-
poses of religion bear exactly the same legal

relation to the civil authority. This body of

law has been developing during the life of the
American people as a nation, and has become
one of the fundamental principles of their politi-

cal philosophy. It is to be found ( 1 ) in pro-
visions of the Federal and State constitutions;

(2) in statute legislation; (3) in the decisions
of the State and Federal courts, which now in-

clude about one thousand leading cases in these
matters.
The Ecclesiastical Function of the Ameri-

can State. Although there is within the United
States no church or churches by law established,
j'et the American State has an ecclesiastical

function to perform. Formulated in its briefest

terms, this ecclesiastical function is to cause it

to be legally possible and also convenient for
all residents, whether citizens, subjects, or aliens
within the jurisdiction of the American govern-
ments, to sustain voluntary ecclesiastical rela-

tions. In other States, it is regarded as a proper
function of the civil power to provide for definite

ecclesiastical relations; and the aggregate of

those relations so specifically provided for is re-

garded as constituting an ecclesiastical estab-
lishment. In either case, the civil power has an
ecclesiastical function ; but the difference in the
two concepts is this, that the development of the
individual's sphere of speech and action has in

the American State completely included the
sphere of speech and action for all purposes of
religion, and has correspondingly altered the na-
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tare of the ecclesiastical function of the State,
which, however, is none the less real because of
such alteration. Such a function of the Govern-
ment is no mere philosophical abstraction, but
is a working inf^titution. which has l)een in suc-
cessful operation for more than a century. It
has been carried wherever there has lieen an ex-
pansion of American sovereignty, and has been
made to meet new conditions among new peo-
ples, and has been so applied as to maintain its

principles intact, and has everywhere produced
substantially the same civil status for the
churches.

History of Civel Church Law. Like other
successful procedures, the separation of Church
and State, and the equal status of churches, were
not planned in detail and put into operation,
but developed gradually under the force of pub-
lic opinion. At the outbreak of the American
Revolution, the Colonies were divided ecclesias-

tically into three groups. In one group, con-
sisting of Xew York, Xew Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, and (Jeorgia, the direct establishment of
the communion of the Church of England was
more or less complete in law. Tn the second
^oup of Colonies, consisting of Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, and Connecticut, the Congrega-
tional form of ecclesiastical organization, on
the basis of the to^vn and 'poll' parish, was es-

tablished in law and in fact. In the third group
of Colonies, consisting of Rhode Island and Penn-
sylvania, no ecclesiastical establishments had
l»een developed, either in law or in fact. As a re-

sult of political revolution, the direct establish-
ments by royal authority were nullified in law.
The indirect establishments in the New England
Commonwealths, built upon provincial legisla-

tion and local administration, remained imdis-
turbed for some years. There remained, as sur-
vivals of the direct establishments, a number of
incorporated parishes in New York and Virginia,
and a few in other States; and, as remains of a
still earlier establishment in New York, there
were three or four incorporated Reformed Dutch
churches that had received special protection by
the Treaty of Breda, transferring the Province
of New Netherlands to the British in 1667. Dur-
ing the Colonial Period, religious dissent had.
with more or less vigor, resisted the legal Church
establishments, and especially the system of com-
pulsory taxation for the support of the clergy;

and the overthrow of British sovereignty brought
its oppf)rtunity. A demand develojwd very gen-
erally, even in the New England Commonwealths,
but with stronger political backing in other sec-

tions, for a complete divorcement of political

and Church afTairs. There is evidence that the
conditions were such that the politicians could
not disH'gard this demand. At the formation of

the Federal Oovemment. relif^ious ljl)»»rty was se-

cured to the people of the United States, so far
as the action of the Congress was concerned, by
the provisions of Chapter III., .Article 4, of the
-Constitution, and the First Amendment. Both of

these provisions were limitations upon the pow-
ers of Congress only; and neither the original

Constitution nor any of the early amendments
undertook to protect the n»ligious lib««rties of

the people against the action of their respective

State governments. Religious atTairs were in-

cluded within the sphere of domestic relations,

and were so left to the States to deal with.

There were then inserted in the early constitu-
tions of the several States the guarantees of
religious liberty generally in the forms that we
are familiar with. The development of the local
peculiarities in the ecclesiastical institutions of
the .several States and sections of the country
continued without interruption. The Colonial
legislatures had granted a few charters of in-
corporation to local churches, and this practice
was continued for some years by the State legis-
latures. It was, however, abandoned in time, be-
cause of the objection made by the political
minorities, that the granting of such particular
charters was special legislation, secured by po-
litical influence. At this period the American
churches were beginning to revive from the ex-
haustion caused by the war, and were becoming
the legal and equitable owners of property.
Legal means for securing property to pious and
charitable uses were sorely needed. Hence, a
demand arose in several of the Middle States for
a uniform procedure by which the local organi-
zations of all religious bodies could secure a
corporate form, with full control of their prop-
erty. To meet this demand there were enacted
a series of general statutes, beginning with that
of New York, of April 6, 1784. An act of similar
intent and of like provisions was pa.ssed, in
1793, by the State of New Jersey; and these two
statutes became the models for similar laws in
many of the Northern States. The provisions of
these statutes were very meagre. No reference
was made to particular ecclesiastical politics,
except in the case of the Protestant Episcopal
churches. The powers conferred upon the reli-

gious corporations so created were very limited,
and nowhere were such corporations allowed to
be self-perpetuating. Partiality to certain reli-

gious bodies was dreaded, and there was a very
real fear that something might be done toward
recreating an ecclesiastical establishment. The
prevailing policy in legislation during the period
extending through the third decade of the nine-
teenth century was based upon the idea that the
civil power should treat all organizations alike,
by doing as little as possible for any of them.
The method of providing for the incorporation
of religious societies by general statute has de-
veloped unequally in different sections of the
country. As late .as the year 1866. the States
of Rhode Island. Virginia, and South Carolina
had no such statute; and thirty vears later, in

1896, a general statute of incorporation was
still forbidden in the States of Virginia and
West Virginia.

The third stage in the development of Ameri-
can civil Church law has Ikh^u the result of spe-

cializing legislation in two directions. One form
has been the discrimination between religious
organizjitions proix-r and other social, educa-
tional, and philanthropic organiztttions. The
second form of specializiition has consisted in
supplementing the general provisions of the
statutes with optional provisions for corpora-
tions of particular denominations and polities.

Through these supplemental provisions, there
has been wrought into the statute law the recog-

nition of purely ecclesiastical functionaries; and
this is done most effectively by the creation of
ecclesiastical corporations sole. There has de-

veloped a marked legislative cordiality toward
the churches. .At the beginning of the twentieth
century, the policy is to treat all interests alike.
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by giving to each all that is asked. The early

concept of religious organization in American
law was naturally that of a simple and com-
pletely autonomous local society. To denomina-
tions whose type of polity corresponds to this

concept, the legislation of the general statute

era was satisfactory. The special optional pro-

visions have, therefore, been enacted as a rule

for the benefit of churches having polities by
which the local bodies sustain definite relations

to some more general authority, such as synod-

ical and episcopal churches. At the present

time, twenty-five distinct denominations have
been thus specially legislated for. American
religious corporations are not ecclesiastical cor-

porations in the sense of the English law, but
are merely private corporations not for profit.

The constituent elements of these corporations

varj' all the way from the total number of

church members to the corporation sole; as, for

example, a presiding elder, bishop, or archbishop.

Thk Pbi.nciples of Civil Church Law. In
the course of the adjudication of the many
causes that have arisen from ecclesiastical mat-
ters, the civil courts have developed the follow-

ing as the basic principles of American civil

Church law: (1) All ecclesiastical relations are

voluntary, both in their inception and continua-
tion. (2) The freedom of action for the pur-

poses of religion is guaranteed to every one by
the organic law, and is limited by the same law
by the civil rights of others, and by all that is

necessary for the purpose and good order of the

State and for the protection of public morals.

(3) No civil right can, in the eyes of the law,
be impaired by an ecclesiastical relation. (4)
The law of the land is a part of the law of the
churches. (5) No law of the churches, when it

is found to be in conflict with the law of the
land, has any validity. (6) The civil courts are
open for the adjudication of ecclesiastical causes
when civil rights are involved. (7) The civil

courts, wlien they assume jurisdiction of a cause,

will accept the decisions of ecclesiastical tribu-

nals, if such tribunals act according to the
Church law, and do not exceed their jurisdiction.

(8) The authority of the civil courts over all

religious organizations is secured by the same
means as in the case of private persons and secu-

lar organizations; judgments, decrees, and the
issue of the writs of mandamus, information in

the nature of quo M-arranto, prohibition, and in-

junction. (9) The principles of the law of

charitable uses and of trusts, as modified by
statute, are applied to property devoted to the
purposes of religion. (10) The American clergy-

man, from the standpoint of the law, is a volun-
tary member of the association to which he be-

longs. The station is not forced upon him ; he
seeks it. He accepts it with all its conse-
quences; with all the rules and laws and canons
then subsisting or to be made by competent au-
thority. Such laws cannot, in any event, en-
danger his life or liberty, impair any of his per-
sonal rights, deprive him of property acquired
under the laws, or interfere with the free exer-
cise and enjoyment of religious profession and
worship ; for these are protected by the constitu-
tions and laws.

The results of American civil Church law may
be summed up in the language of the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the case of Wat-
son vs. Jones, 13 Wall. U. S., 639, as follows:

"In this country, the full and free right to en-
tertain any religious iH'lief, to i)r:ictice any re-

ligious principle, and to teach any religious
doctrine, which does, not violate the laws of
morality and property, and which does not in-

fringe jjcrsonal rights, is conceded to all. The
law knows no heresy, is committed to the sup-
port of no dogma, the establishment of no sect."

It is these principles of civil Church law that
are to govern in all the relations of the civil

power and the churches beyond the confines of
the United States—in the insular possessions of
the Hawaiian Islands, Porto Rico, and the
Philippines.

CIVIL-DAMAGE ACTS. Statutes which
have been passed in many of the United States,
giving to those who sustain an actual injury by
or through any intoxicated person, as a result of
the intoxication, a right of action against the
person who sold or gave away the liquor which
caused the intoxication. In some States, this lia-

bility has been extended to the owner of the
premises where the liquor was dispensed; and
it is immaterial whether the liquor business is

lawful in the particular jurisdiction or not. These
statutes include injuries to person or property
of any one, and loss of support, by wife or child,

of a drunkard. Exemplary or punitive damages
are allowed in some cases, but actual injury must
also be proved. Where one in any way helps to
bring about the intoxication, he cannot recover.

These statutes have been held constitutional,
being within the 'police power' of the States
under which the liquor traffic is regulated. See
Loc.\L Option; Police Power; Prohibition.

CIVIL DEATH (Lat. mors civ His ) . The
status of a living person who is deprived by law
of his legal and civil rights.

The term is of feudal origin, and was intro-'

duced into the English law after the Norman
Conquest. At that time civil death was one of

the consequences of treason, banishment from the
realm, abjuration of the realm (by which a crim-
inal escaped otlier punishment by leaving the
country forever ) , felony, and the act of entering
upon a monastic life as a monk or nun ; and in all

of these cases, except felony, there was a total

extinction of all civil rights, including loss of real

and personal property, as if the person were phys-
ically dead. To avoid the effect of this, convey-

ances frequently made grants of estates for the
'natural life' of a person; and this phrase is

used to-day in creating life estates, although the

original reason for inserting the word 'natural*

has ceased. Treason and abjuration of the realm
involved forfeiture of property to the Crown as

a penalty; but one taking monastic vows could

make a will and appoint an executor to adminis-

ter his estate.

In the United States, generally, civil death

can occur only as the result of a sentence of im-

prisonment for life; but the doctrine is modified,

so that there is only a partial extinction of the

convict's rights, as in the New York statute pro-

viding that a sentence of life imprisonment shall

operate as an absolute divorce of the felon from
wife or husband; and in no case does his prop-

erty descend to his heirs, as under the early law

of England. The English law has also been

greatly modified by statutes and decisions. For
an annotation on civil death in the United
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States, consult Davis V9. Laning, 18 Law Rep.
Annot., 1882.

In some of the countries of Europe, the ancient
doctrine is still applied in cases of persons enter-
ing a monastic life. See Attaindeb; Fob-
FEITIRE; Oi'TXAWBY.

CIVIL ENGINEER. See Engineeb; En-
CINEEKINU.

CIVILIAN. This term has three meanings,
which are distinct, though intimately related.

( 1 ) In a popular sense, it signifies a person
V'hose pursuits are civil ; i.e. neither military nor
clerical. As a. law term, it means, either (2)
a pei-son who is versed in the principles and
rules in accordance with which civil rights may
be vindicated in society generally, or in the
particular State in which he belongs; or (3)
one who has made a special study of these rules

and principles as exhibited in the laws and gov-
ernment of Rome (the Roman civil law). The
civil law of Rome exercised such an influence

upon the formation of the municipal systems of

almost all the States of modern Europe, that
those who devoted themselves to its study were
regarded as 'civil' or municipal lawyers par
excellence. From the more learned training which
this study demanded, civilian came often to be
iu«ied as sjTionymous with professor or doctor,

as opposed to practitioner of law, the former
t-eing generally more deeply versed in the Roman
law than the latter: and this in its turn led to

its being loosely applied to the international

lawyers of the seventeenth century (Grotius,

Pufendorf, etc.), who generally belonged to the

class of civilians in the sense of Romanists, and
who, though their subject was altogether dif-

ferent, quoted largely and derived many analo-

gies from the Roman jurisprudence. At present,

iH the United States, from having no class of per-

sons who prosecute law as a science as opposed
to an art, the term 'civilian* has reverted to its

narrower mediaeval sense of student or teacher

of the Roman civil law; and thus we speak of

Savigny as a civilian, but not of Story.

CIVITLiIS, Julius (or Claudius). A chief of

the IJatavi, for twenty-five years connected with

the army of Rome. Alienated by unjust treat-

ment and by the execution of his brother, Julius

Paulus, he heade<l an insurrection in Gaul in a.d.

69. but in a.d. 70 was subdued by an army under
Cereal is, general of Vespasian. Tacitus extols

his patriotism and heroic acts.

CIVILIZATION. In general, the condition

of more advanced peoples in contradistinction

to those classed as barbaric and savage. Specifi-

cally, that stage of human culture characterized

by social organization based on the recognition of

proprietary rights, especially in land ; the third

stage in human development. See Man, Science
OF.

CrvrL LAW. ( 1 ) The law applicable to the

citizens {rives) of a particular State {civitan).

The Romans used the term jus civile in this

sense, distinguishing it from the law observed

by all nations (jus ffentium), and from the ideal

law of nature {jus naturale). (2) The Romans
also described their ordinary law, established by

custom and by legislation, as their civil law,

distinguishing it from the law introtluced by the

edicts of their magistrates very much as we
distinguish common law from equity. (3) In

the Middle Ages, civil law meant Roman law as

set forth in the law. books of Justinian, in dis-
tinction from the ecclesiastical or canon law. In
England, at the same period, civil law meant
Roman law as distinguished from English law.
(4) Because the part of the Roman law which
has most influenced European legal development
is that part which deals with the ordinary rela-

tions of private persons, civil law has come, in
modem European usage, to mean private law in
general, without regard to its origin, as distin-
guished from public law. (5) In modern Eng-
lish usage, civil law includes and designates all

the existing systems of private law that are in
the main based on the Roman law. Civil law
in this sense is a blend of Roman, Teutonic, ec-

clesiastical, and purely modem Lnstitutious and
rules, fitted into a framework which is still sub-
stantially Roman. It prevails not only upon the
Continent of Europe and in the dependencies of
the Continental European States, but also in

Scotland and in many parts of the world that
were first colonized and civilized by the Portu-
guese, Spanish, Dutch, or French, and which to-

day are independent (Central American and
South American republics), or are under the
rule of Great Britain (e.g. South Africa, some
of the West-Indian islands, the Province of Que-
bec) or are now included in, or belong to, the
United States (e.g. Louisiana, Porto Rico, and
the Philippines). It is also finding its way, in

some measure, into non-Christian portions of the
world (e.g. Turkey and Japan).

HISTORY OF THE CIVIL LAW.

I. The Roman City Laic {jus civile), during
the Royal Period ( down to about B.C. 500 ) . was
largely religious in its character. The patricians

had 'sacral,' OT religious, customs which controlled

the public law of the city and regulated their

own family relations. The so-called Royal Laws
{leges regice) , of which some fragments have
been preserved, were obviously priestly formula-
tions of these customs. The plebeians apparently
had no share in this religious law, and they cer-

tainly had special forms of marriage and of testa-

ment. The customs regulating projierty and debt
were the same for both orders, and were secular

in their character. The interpretation of all law,

however, whether religious or secular, rested

with patrician priests; and after the expulsion

of the kings the enforcement of the law was in

the hands of patrician magistrates. In conse-

quence of plebeian complaints and agitation, the

non-political custom of the city was reduced to

writing; and the Law of the Twelve Tables, thus

drafted, was submitted to and accepted by the

popular assembly (c.451-50 B.c.) This code, of

which numerous fragments have come down to

us, set forth simple rules suitable to an agri-

cultural community, in a remarkably clear and
terse fashion. It established equal law for both

orders, except in the matter of marriage; and
a few years later (c.445 B.C.) nren this inequal-

ity was removed. This law was prize<l by the

Romans as a charter of lilwrties, and they \\^r^

reluctant to amend its provisions by legislation.

The necessary development of the law was there-

fore obtained during the following three cen-

turies by interpretation. For two centuries the

priestly order remained the authoritative inter-

preters; but after B.C. 252. when a plebeian be-

came }>onlifcx mniimiis, the legal system lost

its pre<Iominantly religious character. With the

expansion of Rome, its law waa extended over
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Latiura; but the Roman city law was not ap-

plicable to the Italian allies («octi), unless ex-

pressly made so by treaty. Tlie best reconstruc-

tion of the Royal Laws is that of V'oigt; of the

Twelve Tables, that of Dirksen and Schiill. Both
may conveniently be consulted in Hruns, Fontes

luris llomani Antiqui, Legta ct Scgotia (0th

ed., Monimsen and Gradenwitz, editors, Leipzig,

181)3).

II. Roman Mediterranean Law {jus gen-

tium).—The extension of Roman rule over the

Aleiliterranean basin compelled the Romans to

work out a new system of law. The Roman
city law was not, in theory, applicable to the

provincials, since these were not citizens, but
subjects; and it would have been ill suited to

the needs of Mediterranean commerce. Between
the years B.C. 250 and 150, the new law re-

quired was developed: (1) in the edict of the

pretor of the foreigners {prwtor peregrinorum)

,

who administered justice in Rome in all contro-

versies except those in which both parties were
citizens; and (2) in the edicts of the provincial

governors
(
proconsuls and proj)retors ) . In mat-

ters of purely local interest (e.g. family rela-

tions and inheritance) the provincial edicts ap-

parently preserved local usages; but in matters

of commercial interest the provincial edicts were
patterned after the edict of the foreign pretor

in Rome. A common law of property, of con-

tracts, and of judicial procedure was thus estab-

lished for the entire Alediterranean basin. The
sources of this law, according to the Romans,
were the usages of all the ancient jw^oples (jus

gentium) and natural reason. During the last

century of the Republic, the rules of the new
system were gradually made applicable to con-

troversies between Roman citizens. This was ac-

complished in the edict of the city pretor. In
this edict, moreover, the Roman law of inheri-

tance was modified and made more equitable. Of
the city edict in its final form, much has been
]>reserved. The best reconstruction is that of

Lenel, Das Edictum Perpetuum (Leipzig, 1883).

III. Roman Imperial Law.—At the close of

the Republican Period, Roman citizenship had
been extended throughout - Italy. Under the
Empire it was gradually extended through the
provinces, until, early in the third century. Cara-
cal la made all the free inhabitants of the Empire
Roman citizens. With this change the city law
of Rome became, in theory, the law of the Em-
pire. The pretor of the foreigners and his edict

disappeared ; but the city edict and the pro-

vincial edicts remained in force. These, how-
ever, had ceased to develop; the city edict re-

ceived its final revision in the reign of Hadrian
(a.d. 117-138). During the first three centuries

of the Empire, the law was developed partly by
legislation, proceeding from the Emperor and
the senate, partly by juristic interpretation.

Legislation gradually efTaced provincial diversi-

ties; interpretation fused the city law and the
pretorian law into a harmonious system. In
this period, the leading jurists were drawn more
directly than before into the administration of

justice. Three of the most famous, Papinian,
Paul, and Llpian, were successively chief justices

of the Roman Empire. The juristic literature

of the late Republic and early Empire (B.C. 100
to A.D. 250) was very extensive, and of the high-

est order of excellence. It consisted largely of

the collection and criticism of recorded decisions

(reapoTiaa) and the scientific formulation of the
principles on which they were based; that is,

It was substantially u progressive digesting of

case law. Little of this literature has been pre-

served, except in the Digest of Justinian. Of the
uorks which have survived—which may conve-
niently be consulted in liuschke, Jurisprudenliw
Antcjustinianece quoe aj^persunt (5th ed., Leip-
zig, 1880)—the most important are the Institutes
of (jiaius and fragments of Paul's Sentences and
Ulpian's Rules. (Gaius has been translated by
Poste, Oxford, 1871, 3d ed. 1890; Gains and
Uipian by Abdy and Walker, Cambridge, Eng.,
1870, 3d ed. 1885; and by Muirhead, Edinburgh,
1880, 2d ed. 1895.)

IV. Codification.—After the middle of the
third century, the law was developed solely by
Imperial constitutions, viz. decisions (rescripta)

and enactments {leges). The first attempts at
codification were systematic arrangements of

these constitutions. Such were the Codex Gre-
gorianus (about a.d. 295) and a supplementary
Codex Uermogenianus, published in the following
century. These were private compilations. The
first otlicial revision of the Imperial laws was
made under the direction of the Byzantine Em-
peror Theodosius 11. The Codex Theodosianus
was published a.d. 438, not only in Constanti-

nople, but also, by arrangement with Valentinian
111., in Rome. The greater part of this code
has come down to us. The fullest edition is by
Hilnel, 1842. Some additional fragments have
been edited by Kriiger, 1880. Theodosius had
entertained, but did not carry out, a broader
plan, involving an official digest of the older law,

as set forth in tlie juristic literature. This plan
was taken up by the Byzantine Emperor Jus-

tinian, and carried out under the direction of

his minister, Tribonian. The law books pub-

lished by Justinian were: (1) Institutes (Novem-
ber 21, a.d. 533). This book, which sets forth

the elements of the law, is based on the Insti-

tutes of Gaius. It was intended primarily for

law students, but it was pulilished with statu-

tory' force. (2) Digest or Pandects (December
10, 533), a full exposition of the older law. civil

and pretorian. It is composed of excerpts from
the juristic literature of four centuries (c.lOO

B.C. to C.300 a.d.)—chiefly, however, from the

literature produced between a.d. 150 and a.d. 250.

The greater part of the excerpts seem to have
been reproduced without change; but antiquated

terms were replaced by those current in the sixth

century, and in some cases the passages quoted

were condensed or amplified. Like the litera-

ture from which it was compiled, the Digest is

substantially a collection of case law. (3)

Codex (April 7, 529; 'second reading,' December
17, 534)—a revised collection of Imperial con-

stitutions, based on the earlier codes and replac-

ing them. The language of these law books is

Latin, although some passages in the Digest and
many of the constitutions in the Code are in

Greek. During the remaining years of his reign,

Justinian issued many new constitutions (no-

vclla;), mostly in Greek; but of these no official

compilation was made. The combination of the

Novels with the other law books of Justinian,

under the general title Corpus Juris Civilis, dates

from the twelfth century. The best edition is

that by Mommsen and Kriiger. There are com-
plete French and German translations of the

Corpus Juris, but only the Institutes have been
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translated into English (Moyle's Institutes, 2d
ed. 1890). For the history of Roman law to
Justinian, the best English work is by Muirhead,
Historical Introduction to the Private Law of
Home (2d ed., Edinburgh, 1899).

V. Roman ottd Teutonic Law in the Middle
Ages.—The law books of Justinian remained in

force in the Byzantine Empire until the end
of the ninth century, wlien they were condensed
into a single Greek code, the Basilica. This, in

its turn, remained nominally in force until the
capture of Constantinople, by the Turks, in 1453;
but, in fact, briefer private compilations were
more generally used. One of these, the Hexa-
iiblos, made in Thessalonica (Salonica) in 1345,

had legal authority in Greece as late as the nine-

teenth century. In the Teutonic kingdoms estab-

lished on the ruins of the Western Roman Em-
pire, the conquered Romans continued to live (at

least in their relations with one another) by the

Roman law; and in some cases ollicial compila-
tions of Roman law (antedating those of Jus-

tinian) were made for their use. The most
important of these was the Lex Romana Visigo-

thorum, compiled at Aire, in Gascony, under the
authority of Alaric II. and published a.d. 506,

and commonly known as the 'Breviary of Alaric'

((J.V.). It included Imperial constitutions, a
condensation of the Institutes of Gaius, and
passages from Paul's Sentences. Until the

eleventh century, it was the principal source

from which Roman law was drawn in western
Europe. Even earlier, in the reign of Euric
( 4()6-84 ) , the Visigoths had begun to reduce

their own law to written form, and their exam-
ple was followed by other Teutonic tribes. So
came into existence the Leges Barbarorum (as

they were termed afterwards), written in Latin,

and exhibiting more or less Roman influence.

The most important of these are: The Lex An-
iiqua of the Visigoths, the law of the Burgun-
ilians (IjCx Qundobada) , and the law of the

Halian Franks (Lex Salica) , all dating from
the close of the fifth century; the law of the

Ripuarian Franks, dating from the close of the

sixth century; and the law of the Longobards,
compiled in the seventh century. In Spain Visi-

goth ic legislation developed, in the course of the

seventh century, into an elaborate code, the Lex
\ isiqothorum (later known as the 'Forum Judi-

cum' or 'Fuero Juzgo') . It is a blend of Teutonic,

Roman, and ecclesiastical law, and it bound Goths
and Romans alike. In the eighth century this na-

tional development was arrested by the Moorish
Cfmqiiest of the Iberian Peninsula. In the

Frankish Empire (which, in the course of the

eighth century, came to include all Christian

Kuroj)e. except Great Britain and Ireland and
the Byziintine Empire) the sysU'm of the 'per-

sonal statute' prevailed; each (Serman tril)e

lived by its own law. and the people representing

the Roman element in Gaul, Burgumly. and Italy

lived by Roman law. Here also, as in Spain, new
law (in this case European law) was in process

of creation by Imperial legislation { capitularies)

and the decisions of the Imperial courts; but in

the ninth century thin development also was ar-

rested by the disruption of the Empire. In the

new nations in proi-ess of formation, the royal

nuthoritv was too slight either to enforce

the old Frankish laws or to develop new
national law. With the gradual disappear-

ance of racial distinctions, the leges barba-

rorum became obsolete, and the 'personal
statute' was supplanted by local law, largely
customary in cluuacter. In southern France
and in central and southern Italy, where the
Roman element was strongest, the local laws
were mainly Roman; in Germany and in north-
ern France, they were mainly Teutonic; in north-
em Italy and in Spain, Roman and Teutonic
rules were more equally blended; but each local
system, in the absence of any appellate jurisdic-
tion, developed independently. Across these local
diflerences ran class distinctions; there were
separate courts and dilTerent laws for the nobles,
the peasants, and the townsmen. In most of
these courts judgments were rendered by men
familiar with the customs of their locality or
their class (scabini, 4chevins, Schoffen) , but
without other legal training. The most impor-
tant body of written law produced in this period
(except the canon law) was a twelfth-century
Lombard code of feudal law (Libri Feudorum)

,

which obtained great authority throughout Eu-
rope. Alany city laws, and not a few territorial

and local customs, were also put into written
form, usually by private persons. Among the
more important are the so-called Etablissements
de Saint Louis (1272 or 1273), the Grand coutu-
mier de Normandie (1270-75), and the Mirror of
the Saxons (Sachsenspiegel, about 1230).

VI. Canon Law.—Throughout the Middle Ages,
there existed still another set of courts—viz.

the ecclesiastic courts—applying a law which
was not local, but European, and which bound all

Christians. From the ordinary judge (index
ordinarius) , the bishop or his surrogate, appeals
ran to Rome, and the interpretation of the canon
law was kept uniform by the decisions of the
Papal Curia. In the Pope and the General
Council the Church possessed also effective legis-

lative organs. Canon law profoundly affected

tlie development of European law in many mat-
ters; in particular, it gave Europe a common
law of marriage and of family relations and
rational forms of judicial procedure. For the
development of the ecclesiastical law as a whole,

and for its codification, see Canon Law.
VII. Reception of the Law Books of Jus-

tinian.—Till the eleventh century, the only texts

of Roman law that were most used in Western
Europe were the 'IJreviary of Alaric' and similar

scanty compilations. In the eleventh century,

however, the law books of Justinian were studied

and used in Lombardy, in southern France, and
in Barcelona ; and there was a regular law school

in which the laws of Justinian were t^iught at
Pavia. Early in the twelfth century a more
tliorough and minute study of these texts, par-

ticularly of the Digest, was inaugurated at Bo-

logna by Imerius; the canon law was taught

with equal thoroughness; and by the close of the

(entury the University of Bologna had 10.000

students, largely foreigners from all parts of

Eurojie. Before the end of the thirteenth cen-

tury law schools were established in twelve

other Italian cities. From Italy the system-

atic study of the civil and canon laws spread
through Europe. In Italy the text of Justinian

was 'glossed'— i.e. furnishe*! with a ninning mar-
ginal commentary: and in the thirteenth cen-

tury one .\ccursius digested the glosses of his

predecessors and produced what came to l>e rec-

ognized as the standard gloss. The revival of the

study of the law books of Justinian was followed,
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in many parts of Europe, by the 'reception' of

thoHe books as authoritative law; where, as in

Italy and southern France. Hoiiiitn law of a sort

was already in use, the substitution of fuller and
better texts was a simple matter, and here the

reception came early. In Germany and the

I>Jetherlands it came late; it was not completed
until the beginning of the sixteenth century. The
reception was facilitated, especially in CJermany
and Italy, by the theory of 'continuous empire,'

which viewed the Roman emperors as legal prede-

cessors of the mediff'val kings and {)rinces. The
reception, further, was in part the result, and in

part the cause, of a gradual change in the organi-

zation of the courts, judges learned in the civil

and canon laws tiiking the place of the scabini,

or lay judges. The fundamental cause, however,
of the reception of ancient Roman law was the

inadequacy of medianal law. The revival of

commerce, in the twelfth and following cen-

turies, and the social changes which ensued,

necessitated a more highly developed law. The
first result of the revival of commerce was the

reception, throughout Euroj)e. of the ancient law
merchant, which had survived in the eastern

Mediterranean region; but this law was ap-

plicable only to traders, and it^ reception did not
solve the problems that were raised by the in-

creasing importance of personal property. Hence
the subsequent reception of the entire Roman
private law. In those parts of Europe where
economic conditions changed more slowly and
local customs longer remained adequate—e.g. in

Switzerland, in the Scandinavian kingdoms, and
in Russia—the law books of Justinian were not
received. These countries became civil-law coun-

tries later, partly through the influence of the

universities, partly by borrowing or imitating
French and German legislation. A second and
negative cause of the reception was the inability

of the mediipval State to work out the new law
that was required. In those countries in which
central legislative power existed, or in which
appeals were running to a supreme court, the

law books of Justinian were not received. They
were not received in England, nor in northern
France, nor in Aragon; and in Castile the

Roman law, as taught in the universities, was
received only indirectly, in the form of an inde-

pendent Spanish code—viz. the law of the 'Seven

Parts' {Las 8iete Partidas)
, prepared under the

auspices of Alfonso X. (1252-84). Even in

those countries in which the Imperial Roman
law was not received in gross, there was, never-

theless, more or less reception in detail; that
is, special institutions and rules were bor-

rowed. Where the law books of Justinian were
received, they were applied : ( 1 ) as modified
by the canon law; (2) as interpreted by the
Italian commentators; (.3) as subsidiary law. not
overriding, but only supplementing, local laws.

The judges trained in the Roman law were, how-
ever, not friendly to local laws. They insisted

that such laws must be proved to be in force;

and where the local law was unwritten, it was
not easy to convince them of its validity.

VIII. Modern Codification.—In Spain and in

France, the earlier modem codes were collections

of provincial and local laws—viz. the laws
(fueros) of the different Spanish provinces and
cities and the revisions of the same, dating from
the thirteenth century' to the nineteenth; and
the customs {coutumes) of the French provinces.

published under royal authority in the fifteenth

and following centuries. In Gernumy and in

Italy the earlier modem codes were State codes—e.g. those of Bavaria (1756), Prussia (1794),
Baden (a tran.^lation of the Code Napol<'on,
1809), and Saxony ( 18«53) ; and those of the Two
Sicilies (1819), Parma (1820), Piedmont-Sar-
dinia (1837), and Mo<lena (1851).
The principal civil codes now in force in Eu-

rope are national codes. The oldest of these is

the French Civil Code, commonly known as the
Code Napolf'on, promulgated in 1804. It is still

in force in Belgiuni, and it has served as a model
for much subsequent codification, especially in

l^atin coimtries. The Austrian Civil Code dates
from 181 1. The Italian Civil Code was published
in 1865; the Spanish Civil Code in 1888-89; both
of these are based upon the French Code. The
German Civil Code was published in 1890, and
has been in force since 1900. All of these codes,

except the Spanish, have su|)plantetl the older
provincial and State codes; indeed, the chief ob-

ject with which they were framed was to create
common national law. Nearly all of the smaller
European States have civil codes. In Switzerland,
where cantonal codes are still in force, there is

already a federal code of obligations, and a
general civil code is in preparation.

In America, French law has been codified in

Lower Canada ( now the Province of Quebec

;

Code of 1865) and in Louisiana (Code of 1808,
amended 1824, and since from time to time re-

vised). In nearly all the Spanish-American
States, the civil law has been codified, with the
Code Napolf'on as the chief model. The more
important of these codes are those of Bolivia

(1831), Peru (1851), Chile (1855), Uruguav
(1868), Argentina (1869), Mexico (1870, re-

vised 1884), Colombia (1873, revised 1887).
Identical with the Chilean Code, or based upon il,

are the codes of Nicaragua (1867), Guatemala
(1882), Salvador, Honduras, Venezuela (1880),
Costa Rica (1884), Ecuador (1890). The Ar-
gentine Code was adopted by Paraguay in 1889.

The Spanish Civil Code of 1889 is in force in

Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippines. To this

list of civil-law codes should be added the new
Civil Code of .Japan (1898). since its provisions,

except as regards the family, are largely drawn
from modern European codes. A general history

of European law is yet to be written, although
there are good histories of the law of Germany,
Italy, France, Spain, etc. Consult Savigny, (Ic-

schichte des romischen Rechts im Mitfelalter (2d

ed. Heidelberg, 1834-51), which is still the most
important general work. There are special works
on the reception of Roman law by Schmidt (Giit-

tingen, 1868) and Modderman (Groningen,

1874).

CIVIL LIST. An annual allowance granted

to the sovereign and the members of the royal

family in constitutional monarchies, where the

Parliament has obtained control of the purse. In

England down to 1660, the entire expenses of

government, civil and military, were defrayed

out of what was called the 'Royal Revenue.' This

revenue, which arose partly from Crown lands

and partly from other sources, remained for a
long period after the Conquest at the disposal of

the Crown; and even after supplies were voted
by Parliament, the specific mode of their ex-

penditure continued to be free from Parliamen-
tarv control. After the accession of William III.,
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a distinction was drawn between the military
and naval expenditure, which was henceforth
voted by Parliament annually, and the civil list

proper, which included the maintenance of the
royal household, the salaries of the judges, am-
bassadors, and such great officers of State, and
such miscellaneous disbursements as the secret-

service moiiev and pensions. The Civil List was
fixed at £000,000. Under William IV., all sala-

ries were transferred from the Civil List to the
National Budget, and the royal grant placed at
£510,000. Upon the accession of Victoria, the
hereditary revenues of the Crown were consoli-

dated with tlie national domains, in lieu of

which the sovereign was allowed an annual sti-

pend of £.385,000, to be devoted solely to the
support of the royal household and the honor and
dignity of the Crown. The British monarch also

enjoys the income from the Duchy of Lancaster,
varying from £50,000 to £00,000 annually. The
cnarges on the Civil List for the benefit of the
royal family amount to £108.000. In all the
countries of Continental Europe, with the ex-

ception of Russia and Turkey, the sovereign and
the memljcrs of the royal family are provided for

by a civil list, generally in proportion to the

value of the royal possessions which they may
have ce<led to the nation. The income of Euro-
pean monarchs ranges from $.300,000 in the
case of the King of Denmark to $4,000,000, which
represents the allowance made the King of Prus-
sia.

CIVIL PROCEDtmE. Legal procedure—
the process whereby legal rights are protected
and enforced, and violations of private or public

rights punished. As commonly employed in Eng-
lish and American law, however, the term 'civil'

refers to private as distinguished from public
rights, and civil procedure would not include the
pnx?esse3 of the tribunals in protecting the

peace and vindicating the dignity of the State,

i.e. criminal procedure. Neither does it cover

any administrative process of the State, nor
diplomatic or other action for protecting the
interests of citizens or subjects in foreign lands,

bee Procedi'Rf; International Law.
CIVIL RIGHTS. See Rights, Civil.

CIVIL RIGHTS ACT. See Reconstruction.

CIVIL RIGHTS BILL. In American his-

tory, a bill passed by Congress in 1865, for the
purpose of securing an equality of civil rights

to all citizens of the United States, and particu-

larly for the purpose of placing the freedmen in

the South on an equal political footing with the
whites. Its main provision was as follows: "All
persons bom in the United States and not sub-

ject to any foreign power, excluding Indians not
taxed, are hereby declared to be citizens of the

United States; and such citizens of every race

«nd color, without regard to any previous con-

dition of slavery or involuntary servitude, ex-

cept as a punishment for crime whereof the
party shall have been duly convicted, shall have
the same right, in every State and Territory of

the United States, to make and enforce contracts,

to sue. I)e parties, and give evidence, to in-

herit, purchase, lease, sell. hold, and convey real

and personal property, and to the full and equal
benefit of all laws and proceedings for the se-

curity of person and property, as is enjoyed by
white citizens, and shall l>e subject to like pun-
ishment, pains, and |)enalties, and to none other.

any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or cus-
tom to the contrary notwithstanding." The other
sections of the bill merely provided for the carry-
ing out of this provision and fixed penalties for
its infraction. The bill passed the Senate on
February 2 by a vote of 33 to 12, and the House
on March 13 by a vote of HI to 38; was vetoed
by President Johnson on JMarch 27, and was
passed over the veto by the Senate on April 6,
and by the House on April 9. It was the subject
of an animated debate both in and out of Con-
gress, and the challenging of its constitutionality
led to the passage and adoption of the Fourteenth
Amendment. Another bill, of March 1, 1875,
provided further for the rights of the blacks,
prescribing that blacks should not be distin-
guished from whites by inn-keepers, teachers or
officers of schools, theatre-managers, and com-
mon carriers; that Federal courts should have
exclusive jurisdiction over infractions of the
bill; and that negroes should not be excluded
from juries. See Reconstruction.

CIVIL SERVICE. The civil service of a
State is, properly speaking, the entire body of
public officials charged with the duty of conduct-
ing its civil administration. As commonly em-
ployed, however, the term does not include mem-
bers of the military and naval establishments,
nor members of the legislative branch of the
Government; nor, generally, other elective ofll-

cers. Indeed, in the popular connotation of the
phrase, the direct representatives of the sover-
eignty, whether elective or appointive, are not
usually included. Thus, neither the appointed
members of the British Cabinet nor the elected
President of the United States would usually be
described as civil servants; while there is no
doubt that the Viceroy of India and the Civil
Governor of the Philippine Islands, as well as
the members of the President's Cabinet, come
under that designation. On the other hand, it is

not usual to include within the description of the
civil service mere laborers, though the method
of their employment, theiK terms of office, and,
sometimes, the nature of their duties, render it

difficult to distinguish them from their co-em-
ployes of the State, who are undeniably within
the common acceptation of the term.
The civil service of a modern civilized State is

a very complex afi"air, consisting of a multitude
of officers and civil servants of various grades,

performing a great variety of highly diflTer-

entiated functions, and grouped in various ad-
ministrative departments. Some of the more im-
portant of these are modem additions to the
functions of the State, while others are of great
antiquity. Tlius. the officers of the royal house-

hold in England, many of the officers of the

courts of justice in Great Britain and the United
States, can trace their offices back to the very
beginnings of English history, while such great

administrative departments as the Post-Office,

the British Board of Trade, the United States

Department of .Agriculture and Interstate Com-
merce Commissi<m are of recent origin. It is to

Ihe modem additions, especially to the institu-

tion of a postal service, that we owe the enor-

mous increase in the number of public ser>'ant8

in the latter half of the nineteenth century. To
this should be added, however, as contributing

causes, the large increase in the numltor and size

of cities in recent times, with the growing neces-

sity for police protection, together with the as-
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Bumption, by municipalities and by the State,

of a variety of services and functions that were
previously left to private enterj)ri8e ; such as

the cleaning of streets, the removal of waste, and
the furnisliing of a water-sujjply in cities, and,

in some countries, the building and management
of telegraph-lines, railways, and canals, and of

irrigation-works on a large scale, by the general

Government.
The British civil service now numbers about

80.000 oflicials of all grades. At the head stand

the ollicers of the Royal Household, under several

departments ; then come the officers of the House
of Lords and the House of Commons ; then a vast

number of offices or departments, of which the

following are the more important: Treasury,

home oltice, foreign office, colonial office, India
office, war office, admiralty, board of trade, post-

office, customs, inland revenue ( including stamps,
taxes, and excise), exchequer and audit office,

office of woods and forests, office of works and
buildings. Duchy of Lancaster, public-record of-

fice, local government board, education depart-

ment, civil-service commission, registrar-general's

office, stationery office, ecclesiastical commission,
charity commission, patent-office, emigration
office, Trinity House, herald's college, law
and equity courts, ecclesiastical and admiralty
courts, prisons department, British Museum,
science and art department, diplomatic and con-

sular corps. Several departments peculiar to

Scotland and Ireland form distinct lists, not in-

cluded in the above. The heads of most of the

departments are political officers, changing with
the Ministry. Others, such as the head of the

exchequer and audit department, or the commis-
sioners of customs and of inland revenue, are

permanent officials. Excluding the judicial offices,

and a few departments where special knowledge
i& required, the civil service is open to the public

generally, the principle of open competition being

in force as regards most of the departments.
See Gbeat Britain, Government of.

The civil administration of the Federal Gov-
ernment of the United States is confided to a
body of upward of 100,000 officials. These are

all included within the eight general departments
of the National Government—the Departments
of State, Justice, Interior, War, Na\y, Treasury,
Post-Office, and Agriculture— and Congress,

though some of these contain a large number
and variety of bureaus dealing with a great
diversity of interests not logically related to the

main business of the department. As examples
of this incongruity, it is only necessary to men-
tion the National Observatory, under the juris-

diction of the Navy Department, and the Na-
tional Library, under that of Congress. The
President is the great source of power in the
American Federal system, all the officers of the
Government, excepting the Vice-President, the
members of the two Houses of Congress, and the
employ^^s of the latter, owing their offices to his

appointment.
Attention is elsewhere called to the curious

identity of the governmental and administrative
forms which have been adopted in the several

States of the American Union. (See State Grov-

EBNMENT.) The result of this identity is, of

course, a great similarity in the civil service of

the States. In most of the States, the principal

judicial officers and the heads of the great de-

partments of administration, as well as the Grov-

emor and Lieutenant-Governor, are chosen by
popular vote. Generally, each elective officer has
the power to name liis own subordinates, the
Governor's appointing power being limited to
his own clerks and secretaries and to tlie olficial.9^

of certain bureaus or commissions, which do not
come under the jurisdiction of the constitutional
departments of administration. The restricted
character of the functions of tlie States in our
Federal system has thus far furnished no occa-
sion for an extensive civil service, and, accord-
ingly, the number of persons employed in that
service in the State governments is very small
compared witli the number employed in the
Federal service. The establishment of a State
constabulary, or police system, or the assump-
tion by the Commonwealth of the ownership and
operation of telegraphs, railroads, or other great
industrial enterprises, would of course enor-
mously increase the civil service of the State.

In the modern city, on the other hand, by rea-

son of the great diversity and extent of the
functions of municipal government in our day,
the number of civil servants is very great, and
tends constantly to increase. Not only the purely
governmental operations of a city government, as
the maintenance of a police force and efficient

local tribunals; not only its quasi-governmental
functions, as the regulation and administration
of a system of public instruction, the cleaning
of streets, and the removal of waste; not only its

gigantic business enterprises, as in supplying its

citizens with water and gas, and the building and
operation of bridges, systems of transportation,
etc.; but also its administration of the property
interests committed to its charge, as the docks,
parks, streets, etc., call for a vast and com-
plicated machinery of administration and an
army of civil servants. American cities have
generally reproduced, with great fidelity and
uniformity, the type of municipal government
brought over by our earliest city-builders from
England. Tlie head of the administration is a
mayor, elected by popular vote, and with him
are usually chosen a treasurer, comptroller, or
other financial officer, and sometimes other heads
of departments. But generally the power of ap-
pointment vested in the mayor is a large one,
and often it extends to the appointment of most
if not all of the chiefs of the several administra-
tive departments of the local government. See
City; Municipal Government.

Local political divisions, such as counties,
towns, parishes, and school districts, present a
greater diversity of governmental form and ad-
ministration; but in the LTnited States the num-
ber of appointive officers in those divisions is

small, and in a general view of the subject of
civil service they do not call for special con-
sideration.

The method of appointment to the public ser-

vice and the tenure of the civil servant vary
greatly in England, according to the historical

character of the ser\'ice; in the United States,
according to the jurisdiction and the rank of the
official. High officers of State are appointed in

Great Britain by royal warrant; in the United
States, by commission. In the former country the
complexity of the ser\'ice is great, many public
officers deriving their status from long usage, and
being attended with privileges and immunities of
immemorial force. Many of them are for life,

many have the personal quality associated with
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the feudal tenure of land, and some are heredi-
tary. Indeed, by the coninion law of England,
public office was a species of real property, held
by a tenure, like land, and vesting in the in-

cumbent an estate, either for life or in fee. Even
as late as the middle of the eighteenth century,
offices are enumerated by Blackstone in his clas-

sification of real property as one of the class of
incorporeal hereditaments. (See Office.) To-
day, however, most of the positions in the public
service in England and all offices in the United
States are, in law, regarded as held in trust for
the public benefit; and though an appointment
to office usually vests in the incumbent a certain
definite right to perform its duties and enjoy
its emoluments, it no longer entitles him to
make merchandise of it, to alienate it, or to

transmit it to his heirs. All public offices in the
United States being of comparatively recent ori-

gin, and created by statute, there is much greater
simplicity and uniformity in the mode of their

creation and in the incidents of their tenure than
in Great Britain. Comparatively few positions

in the public service here are held by a life-tenure

—the principal exceptions being high judicial

positions in the Federal service and in a few of

the States. In many cases an office is held at the
will of the appointing power, and by statute a
large proportion of the positions in the Federal
service are held by a four years' tenure. See
Tenube-of-Office Act.

The power of appointment to the public ser-

vice, even when, as is usually the case, un-
restricted in theory, may be practically limited

by custom, by the despotism of political party
control, or, as in the case of the President of

the United States, by the operation of self-im-

posed rxiles. The British Parliament, and many
of the United States, have enacted laws restrict-

ing the exercise of the power of appointments,
and prescribing the qualifications for the civil

service, and providing for an impartial method
of selection among the candidates for office; and
in several States these provisions have been em-
bodied in the Constitution. The object of these

laws l)eing to raise the moral tone and improve
the efficiency of the civil ser\ice by eliminating,

so far as possible, jx)litical motives for appoint-

ments, and by securing to the incumbents of

public office inde|>endence of external control,

whether personal or political, some form of the

so-called 'merit system' (q.v.) has generally been

adopted. Similar boards exist in New York and
in many other cities to govern appointments to

municipal office. This system will be fully de-

scribed under that title; but it may l)e noticed,

here, that it is based on the principle of com-
petitive examinations, conducted by a board of

administrative officers known usually as 'Civil-

Service Commissioners.' The results of the ex-

aminations and the rating of the candidates are

reported by the Civil-Ser\'ice Board to the ap-

pointing officer, who makes his selection from
among the names so certified to him, as the law
may direct.

The power of appointment being vested in the

President of the I'nited States by the Federal

Constitution, it is not within the power of Con-
gress to fetter his action by the enactment of

similar laws. The merit system has. however,

been extensively applied by the voluntary action

of the President, most of the great departments

of the (lovemment being now wholly or in large

part under its operation—the most conspicuous
exceptions being the- poet-offices, the consular
service, and the Census Bureau.

In many of the States, by law, and in some de-
partments of the Federal Administration by
executive order, the independence of civil ser-

vants has been further secured by provisions
lestricting the power of removal from office, in

many cases by providing for a definite tenure,
and in others by requiring the removing officer

to file his reasons for making the proposed re-

moval, and to give the accused official an oppor-
tunity to be heard in his own defense. In still

other cases, where the tenure is for life, or
'during good behavior,' the action of the remov-
ing ollicer may l)e reviewed by the courts, and the
removed official reinstated if the grounds for the
removal are deemed by the court to be insuffi-

cient. GJenerally, however, where the tenure is

not permanent, the provisions above described
operate solely as a check on hasty and incon-

siderate action, and as securing to the civil ser-

vant reasonable notice and the consideration of
his claims upon the office, and vest no power of
review in the courts. It has been judicially de-

termined that the civil-service rules promulgated
by the President of the United States do not
have the force of general law, and confer upon
members of the service no right to invoke the
aid of the courts to protect them against viola-

tion thereof. They are the President's law, and
he alone can enforce them. The general effect

of the adoption of the merit system and of the
legislation last referred to has been most salu-

tary. The evils at which these laws w-ere aimed,
and the history of the popular movement which
resulted in their general adoption, will be found
set forth in the article on Civil-Seratice Reform.
See Ashley, The American Federal State (New
York, 1902) ; Anson, Law and Custom of the
Constitution (Oxford, 1892) ; Eaton, Civil Ser-

vice in Great Britain (New York, 1880) ; Good-
now. Comparative Administrative Law (New
York, 1893) ; and the authorities referred to

under Civii.-Service Eeform.

CIV3X-SERVICE REFORM. In the most
general sense, the adoption, by legislation or
executive action, of rules for improving the
civil service of the State by prescribing the quali-

fications of candidates for public office, and for

the good behavior of public servants and their

independence of external control. Specifically,

and as commonly employed in the United States,

the expression refers to the movement of the last

hundred years in Great Britain and the I'nited

States for the elimination from the public ad-

ministration of the corrupting influences of party
politics.

Owing to the power which has usually at-

tended the possessiim of public office and the lack

of any effective supervision or criticism, public

administration has in all stages of political

development been affected with corruption and
inefficiency and extravagance. The various forms
of autocratic government, which preceded the

more popular governments of otir day, furnished

a peculiarly favorable soil for the growth of

these evils. (See Civil Admixistr.ktion.) It

was a disappointing result of the first effective

appearance of government 'by the people* in

modem times, that it should not only have failed

to correct these tendencies of the earlier n^gime»

but should have intensified them and given them
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new and more enduring vitality. It is to the

excessive and vicious development of the party
Bystem in its earlier stages tliat we owe this

condition of aifairs. Human nature is much the

Mumo under all forms of government; and it is,

therefore, not to U' wondered at that great party

leaders, like Bolingbroke and Walpole, having
great patronagi' at lludr command, shouldemploy
it to consolidate their power or that of their

party. The 'spoils system,' as it is called in the

LJniltHl States, had its incei)liou with the real be-

ginning of popular government, in the reign of

William 111. William 111. was himself a great

administrator, and his first efforts were directed

to a reform in the ])ulilic service. But the only
permanent 'reform' elfected was the substitution

of Parliament for the Crown as the source of office

and official corruption. At the accession of Anne
in 1702, the party system had enveloped the

whole civil service of Great Britain. All of the

offices of State and all employments under them,
from the highest to the meanest, were the assets

of the party in power and were available for

party purposes. Tlie results of the system were
in tlie highest degree demoralizing to the public

administration and to the public spirit of the

nation. As has been well said of this period in

England, "the partisan system of appointments
and promotions aggravated the evils of Parlia-

mentary patronage, made administration costly

and feeble, spread corruption from the depart-
ments to cities, boroughs, and elections, while it

disgusted the better class of citizens, alarmed
statesmen, and exasperated and debased all po-

litical contests." Matters grew steadily worse
through the early part of George IIl.'s long reign,

the efforts of Rockingham, Burke, Pitt, and other
patriots to stay the tide of corrupt practices

being neutralized by the stubborn resistance of

the King. The tide turned, however, with the
coming in of the second Rockingham Ministry
in 1782, and when George IV. ascended the
throne, in 1820. though the partisan system
still existed, its worst abuses had been driven
cut by the growth of a better public sentiment.
The great Reform movement which culminated
in 18.32 had no direct concern with adminis-
tration and produced no immediate effect on
the movement for administrative reform ; but
the 'merit system' of selecting candidates for

office was tried on a small scale as early
as 1834, and slowly but steadily made its

way. It was probably the demoralization of

the Indian ser\ice which opened the ejes of

British statesmen to the necessity for more
sweeping methods of reform ; and after securing
the passage of the India Act of 1853, the Govern-
ment of Lord Aberdeen appointed a commission,
consisting of Sir Stafford Xorthcote and Sir
Charles Trevelyan. to make an inquiry into the
condition of the public service and to suggest im-
provements therein. This commission having in

the same year reported, recommending a uniform
system of competitive examinations to test per-

sonal fitness for the public service, in 1855 such
a system was established by the Ministry of

T^ord Palmerston. through an order of the Queen
in Council. This sweeping reform, which has
proved to be as permanent as it has been salutary,

vas brought about by the wisdom and experience
of the administration, in the face of a hostile

majority in Parliament and an apathetic public
opinion. The beneficial effects of the new sys-

tem quickly became apparent, and in the ex-
tremely short space of four years had roused a
strong public s(.-ntiment in its favor and won the
unanimous .support of Parliament, and in 1859
was fully legalized by statute. The last step
in the reform of the British civil service was
Uikeu in 1870, when the competition, previously
somewhat restricted, was thrown open by an
Order in Council to all persons of requisite age,
health, and character.

The 'spoils system' and its reform have had
a shorter and a more recent history in the
United States. It was instituted by President
Jackson in 1829, as an incident of his bitter
and proscrijjtive campaign for the Presidency,
at a time when it was already on the wane in
Great Britain. The doctrine enunciated in the
notorious declaration of Senator ilarcy, that "to
the victor belong the spoils of the enemy," rap-
idly became the accepted principle of political
action in this countrj', and represents a more
thoroughgoing and vicious form of the system
than ever existed in England. There, as here,

office was the reward of party service; but the
principle of the 'clean sweep,' whereby an in-

coming administration makes room for its sup-
porters by the wholesale removal of the incum-
bents of the public service, was the exclusive
possession of the American Republic. So well
adapted did this principle prove itself to the
American party system, that it spread rapidly
from the national Government to the several
States until it permeated the entire public life

of the country. So firmly did it become in-

trenched in the civic life of the American peo-
ple, that it has been affectionately described and
defended by its supporters as the 'American
system.' Its essentially artificial character is

evidenced by the fact that in the forty years
from the beginning of Washington's administra-
tion to that of Jackson, not a single subordi-
nate officer of the Government was removed
without cause, while in Jackson's first term the
number of such removals rose to thousands.

This was not accomplished without protest,

however. The new principle was vigorously
combated in the Senate of tlie United States by
Clay, Webster, Calhoun, and other leaders—the
first of whom denounced it as "a detestable sys-

tem, drawn from the worst periods of the Roman
Republic." But nothing availed to stay the tide,

and for forty years more no President raised his

voice against the system or failed to act upon
it. But the sentiment in favor of reform was
slowly gathering force, and in 1867 it found
its first effective expression in a report to the

House of Representatives, made by Mr. Thomas
A. Jenckes of Rhode Island, recommending the

establishment of a merit system, based upon
competitive examinations. A second report, rec-

ommending similar action, was made by Mr.
Jenckes the next year, but it was not until

1871 that the growing force of public opinion
compelled Congress to take action upon the sub-

ject. In that year a clause in the general appro-
priation bill authorized the President to prescribe

rules for admission to the civil service, and to

appoint a commission for that purpose. Presi-

dent Grant thereupon appointed the first Civil

Service Commission, with George William Cur-
tis as chairman, and in December of the same
year the Commission reported, recommending
a set of rules and regulations. This report was
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adopted and the rules and regulations of the
Commission put into effect, and thus the first

victor}' for Civil-Service Reform was won. These
rules, with certain additions to them recom-
mended by the Commission in the spring of 1872,
remained in foixje until the winter of 1875, when
the growing opposition of the politicians in-

<luced Congress to withhold the annual appro-
priation for the working of the system, and the
President yielded to party pressure and sus-

pended the o{>eration of the Civil-Sen'ice Rules.

The most memorable event in the long strug-

gle for the reform of the civil service in the
United States was the organization of the Civil-

Service Reform Association in New York in

May, 1877. This organizsition, and the National
Civil-Service Reform I>eague into which it de-

veloped, under the presidency of Mr. Curtis,

instituted an active propaganda for the creation

of a public sentiment in favor of the reform.

and by its meetings and public addresses, and
by the high and disinterested character of the

men who were prominent in its work, power-
fully stimulated the movement. After this

the triumph of the reform was not long de-

layed. In January. 1883, the bill introduced
by Senator Pendleton, of Ohio, which, in the lan-

guage of the National Civil-Service Reform
league, provided "a constitutional, practical,

and effective measure for the remedy of the

abuse known as the spoils system," was adopted
bj- overwhelming majorities of both Houses of

Congress, and the "merit system' was an estab-

lished fact. The Civil-Service Law, which went
into effect in July, 1883, prohibited the vicious

practice of levying assessments for partisan pur-

|K)ses upon meml)ors of the civil service of the

iiovernmcnt, authorized the appointment of a
commission to frame rules and regulations for

the civil service, and empowered the President,

from time to time, to determine by executive

order what classes of the public ser^•ices should

come under the operation of such rules. In the

same year a similar bill, applying the same
jirinciples to the civil senice of the State of

New York, was passed by the Legislature and
t>ecame a law, and in the following year the sys-

tem was extended by statute to the twenty-three

incorporated cities of that State. In 1884, also,

the new system was adopted in Massachusetts.

The reform of the civil service was now secure,

but still far from complete. The President

(Arthur), who had himself, as a New York
politician, been a devoted adherent of the old

system, nevertheless administered the new one

faithfully: but it was deemed expedient to pro-

ceed slowly in its application, and only 14,000

cmployf-s of the Government were at first

brought within the 'classified service.' It must
be said that the high tide of public feeling which

resulted in these sweeping victories for the

movement has never l>een reached again, and
that the active hostility of party leaders has

greatly retarded its progress. The new system

has made gains; it has been adopted in whole

or in part in a few more States, and it has been

extended by executive order of the President

to classes of public servants not previously af-

fected by it, but in many of the I'nited States

the political 'machine' has lieen strong enough

to maintain the old system unimpaired, and in

many others there is a complete absence of

popular feeling on the subject. In other words,

Vol. IV.—43.

the political development of the American peo-
ple has not yet reached the point, attained by
the English electorate a generation ago, of rec-

ognizing the supreme importance of clean and
efficient administration to the welfare of the
State. !Much of the progress of the past twenty
years has been due to the cautious initiative of

enlightened Presidents, especially of Cleveland,
Harrison, and Roosevelt, the last of whom has
long been known as a devoted friend of the

reform movement, and, as Civil-Service Com-
missioner under President Harrison, did much
to commend the new system to the American
people. The nature of the 'merit system' and its

operation will be described under that title.

The character of the partisan system will be
found discussed in the article on the 'Spoils

System.' See also Civil Seb\7CE; and consult:

Eaton, Civil Service in Great Britain: A History

of Abuses and Reforms and Their Bearing Upon
American Politics (New York, 1880) ; George
William Curtis, Orations and Addresses, vol. ii.

(New York, 18D4) ; Theodore Roosevelt, Ameri-
can Ideals, part ii. (New York, 1900) ; Bain,

Practical Essatjs (London) ; Clarke, Civil-Ser-

vice Law (3d ed.. New Y'ork, 1897) ; Rogers.

"George William Curtis and Civil-Service Re-

form," in Atlantic Monthly ( Januarj', 1893) ; and
the reports of the American Civil-Ser\-ice Reform
Association.

CIVIL WAR IN AMERICA- The copflict

between the Northern and Southern States of

the Union, in 1861-65; ostensibly and immediate-

ly occasioned by disagreement between the two
sections on the subject of the control of slavery,

hut perhaps not less the result of long-standing

differences in political and economic theories.

The public agitation of the Abolitionists; the

nomination of anti-slavery candidates for the

Presidency, at each election, from 1840; the

introduction in Congress of the 'Wilmot Pro-

viso' (q.v.), in 1846; the passage of the Fugitive

Slave L:\w, in 1850. and the incidents connected

with its enforcement; the repeal of the Mis-

souri Compromise in 1854; the 'Dred Scott' de-

cision (q.v.) in the I'nited States Supreme
Court, in 1857; the adoption of the Lecompton
Constitution for Kansas, in 1858; the John
Brown raid at Harper's Ferrj-, in 1859—served to

force slavery into conspicuous notice as the lead-

ing political issue to accentuate the irreconcil-

able divergence of beliefs relative thereto, and
to intensify the bitterness which rendered a
peaceful settlement of the problem still more
difficult. The projection into politics of a sec-

tional issue served to divide the only party
that still retained a following both North and
South—the Democratic—and to bring about the

nomination of four Presidential candidates in

1860: Stephen A. Douglas, of Illinois, and John
C. Breckenridge. of Kentucky, who were nomi-

nated by the two wings of the Democratic Party;
John Bell, of Tennessee, who was nominated by
the so-called Constitutional Union Party; and
Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, who was nominat-

ed by the Republican Party. Abraham Lincoln

was elected President, exclusively by the votes

of the North: and the immediate effect of his

election was to pre<'ipitate the secessionist move-
ment. A State convention met at Charleston.

December 17. and on the 2(Hh passed an ordi-

nance declaring that "the union now existing

between South Carolina and other States, under
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the name of the United States of America, is

hereby dissolved." This example was followed
by acts, similarly phrased, passed by conventions
of ten other Southern States, in the following
order: Mississippi, January 9, 1861; Florida,

January 10; Alabama, January 11; Georgia,
January 19; Louisiana, January 20; Texas,
Febnmry 1 ; Virginia, April 17 ; Arkansas, May
0; North Carolina, May 20; Tennessee, May 6.

The States of Missouri, Maryland, and Kentucky
were divided in sentiment on the question of se-

cession, and in the ensuing war had representa-

tives in the governments and armies of both sec-

tions. The western counties of Virginia remained
loj'al to the Union, and separated themselves
from the rest of the State. On February 4,

1861. a Congress met at Montgomery, Ala., in

which were represented all the States that
had passed ordinances of secession previous to

that date. This Congress adoi)ted for the new
organizjition a Provisional Federal Constitu-
tion, which was later ratified, and the title

'Confederate States of America.' Jefferson Davis,
of Mississippi, was elected President, and Alex-
ander H. Stephens, of Georgia, Vice-President,

of the new Confederacy. In the meantime
the State forces of South Carolina had seized

the United States Custom-House, Post-office, and
Arsenal in Charleston, and had taken possession
of Forts Pinckney and Moultrie in the harbor
of that city; Major Robert Anderson, in com-
mand of Fort Moultrie, with a force of only
128 men, many of whom were non-combatants,
having withdrawn to Fort Sumter, which he con-

sidered more defensible. On April 12, 1861, hos-
tilities began with the bombardment of Fort
Sumter, which, after a brave defense, although
several times set on fire by shells, was surren-
dered on the 14th by Major Anderson—the small
garrison withdrawing with the honors of war.
There were no casualties on either side. On the
day following this event. President Lincoln is-

sued a proclamation calling for 75,000 volunteers
for three months ; this was followed by a procla-
mation declaring the blockacde of the Southern
ports ; and. on May 3, a second call was issued
for 64,000 men for the army and 18,000 for the
navy, to serve 'during the war.' The United
States Regular Army consisted, January 1, 1861,
of 16,402 officers and men; but these had been
dispersed by John B. Floyd, Secretary of War
under Buchanan, to distant parts of the country.
Under his directions, also, quantities of arms
and ammunition had been transferred from
Northern to Southern arsenals, during 1860;
and the ships of the United States Navy were
mostly absent at foreign stations by direction of
the Secretary of the Navy, Touccy. A very large
proportion of the Southern army officers re-

signed and entered the Confederate service,

though this course was by no means so general
on the part of Southern officers in the navy.
In the Southern States, preparations for war
were carried on with great energy. Gen. Robert
E. Lee was appointed commander-in-chief of the
Confederate forces in Virginia, their main body
being concentrated at Manassas Junction. On
June 10 a Union force was repulsed by the. Con-
federates at Big Bethel, Va. (q.v.), and on July
21 was fought the first battle of Bull Run (q.v.),

when the Confederates, under Generals Johnston
and Beauregard, completely defeated the Fed-
erals, under General McDowell, and threatened

the capital. This was the first important battle
of the war, and its efFect was to rouse l)oth sides
to what now promised to \>e a long and bloody
struggle. Meanwhile, General McCleilan (q.v.)

had succeeded in wresting the western portion
of Virginia from the Confederates; and imme-
diately after the disastrous defeat at Bull Riui,
he was appointed commander-in-chief of the
Army of the Potomac. His skill in organizing
and disciplining large bodies of men, and mak-
ing valual)le soldiers out of raw and inexperi-
enced recruits, doubtless qualified that army for
the magnificent part it afterwards took in the
war.

The Congress of the United States met in
extra session July 4, 1861, and, in response to
the President's call, voted 500,000 men and $500,-

000,000. The Northern States, in their indi-

vidual capacity, had before this time drawn upon
their own resources in beiialf of the Union
cause—New York and Pennsylvania each vot-

ing $3,000,000 for the prosecution of the war;
Massachusetts and other New England States
sending regiments into the field fully armed and
equipped; while in every city, town, and village

volunteers were gathering and forming them-
selves into companies and regiments, to be after-

wards offered to the Governors of the respective
States, and through these officials to the coun-
try. The latter half of the year 1861 was de-

voted mainly to organization, and the engage-
ments that occurred were generally without
great importance. At the South the enlistment
of 400,000 men was going on under a call from
the Confederate Congress. The Confederates also
had possession of the United States Arsenal at
Harper's Ferry and of the Navy-Yard at Nor-
folk, Va., where they had seized 2000 cannon
and the steam-frigate Merrimac, one of the finest

in the United States Navy. General Lyon suc-

ceeded in seciiring Missouri for the Union by a
series of successful engagements, terminating in

the battle of Wilson's Creek (near Springfield),
August 10, in which he fell. On October 21
the Confederates gained a success by almost an-
nihilating the Federal force of 1500 to 1700 men
which had been sent to Ball's BluflF (q.v.) on
the Potomac, and left there unsupported. Gen.
U. S. Grant, after having seized Paducah, at the
mouth of the Tennessee Riverj and another
important strategic point at the mouth of the
Cumberland, captured, on November 7, the Con-
federate camp at Belmont, Mo., though he was
soon driven back by the Confederate General
Pillow, acting under orders from General Polk.
On the same date a United States naval force

under Admiral Dupont captured Forts Walker
and Beauregard at Port Royal, S. C. On the fol-

lowing day the Confederate commissioners. Ma-
son and Slidell, were taken, by Captain Wilkes
of the United States frigate San Jacinto, from the

British mail steamer Trent (q.v.), while on their

way to their respective missions to England and
France. Complications with England were avert-

ed by the prompt disavowal of Captain Wilkes's
act by the United States Government. The Fed-
eral force in the field in the beginning f 1862
was about 450,000 men; the Confederi..e force

about 350,000. During January some successes

were gained in Kentucky, at Prestonburg and
Mill Springs, by the Federals, under Colonel Gar-
field and General Thomas. General Grant, aided

by a naval force under Commodore Foote, cap-
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tured Fort Henry, on the Tennessee River, Febru-

ury 6; and ten days later General Grant at-

tacked Fort Donelson, on the Cumberland, which
surrendered with nearly 15,000 prisoners and 40
cannon. A naval expedition under General Burn-
side and Commodore Goldsborough captured Ro-
anoke Island. New Berne, X. C, on February 8.

On March 7-8 occurred the battle of Pea Ridge,

in western Arkansas, in which the Federals under
Gen. S. R. Curtis defeated the Confederates under
Gen. Earl Van Dorn. On March 9 the Confed-
erate ironclad Virginia (formerly the ilerriniac)

,

after having on the preceding day inflicted great
loss on the wooden vessels of the Union squadron
in Hampton Roads, was herself defeated in a re-

markable naval engagement by the newly con-

structed Monitor, under Worden. In the West
the Northern campaign was directed toward
opening the Mississippi, and toward cutting the

Memphis-Charleston railroad line. In the course

of the southward movement for the latter pur-

pose, General Grant fought the great two days'

battle of Shiloh (or of Pittsburg Landing), on
the Tennessee River, April 6-7. On the first day
the attack of the Confederates, under Generals

A. S. Johnston (who fell) and Beauregard,
threatened the destruction of the Union force,

but on the second day Grant, reinforced by Buell,

drove the enemy from the field. In this theatre

of the war, at the close of the following month,
the Federals, under Halleck, compelled the evacu-

ation by Beauregard of the important strategic

point of Corinth, Miss. On April 8 tieneral

Pope and Commodore Foote captured Island No.
10 (q.v.), in the Mississippi River. Fort Pulaski,

near Savannah, Ga., was bombarded and captured
by Major Gillmore. April 11; and at the close

of this month New Orleans was captured by Far-

ragut and occupied by Northern forces. The
Army of the Potomac, which had devoted its time
during the winter of 1861-62 to organization,

moved early in the spring to the peninsula formed
by the James and York rivers, and gained an
equivocal success at Williamsburgh, Va., ilay 5.

The array then advanced up the peninsula to the

Chickahominy, and won the battle of Fair Oaks
(Seven Pines), on May 31-June 1, against Gen.
Joseph E. Johnston, but the approach of 'Stone-

wall' Jackson, with a force fresh from a victo-

rious advance through the Shenandoah Valley,

to cooperate with Lee, made it necessary, in the

judgment of McClellan, to eflTect a change of

base to the James River; and this hazardous
movement was accomplished at the expense of

some of the hardest-fought engagements of the

war, known collectively as the Seven Days'

Battles—those of Oak Grove, June 25; Me-
chanicsville, June 26; Gaines's Mill, June 27;

Savage's Station, June 29; Frazier's Farm,
June 30; and Malvern Hill, July 1. In July
Halleck was appointed commander-in-chief of the

Union armies, but he did not assume personal

command. As a result of the pen insula move-

ment and the 'change of base.* the advantage
remained with the Confederates, who had suc-

cessfully defeated the original plan for the cap-

ture of" Richmond by this route. The scene of

the Eastern campaign was thus again shifted to

northern Virginia, and on August 29-30 occurred

the second battle of Bull Run (q.v.), between the

Federal forces commanded by Gen. John Pope
and the Confederates under Lee, Jackson, and
Longstreet. Pope was utterly defeated, and his

broken and dispirited columns were driven back
upon Washington. Lee now undertook the inva-

sion of the Union territory, and crossed the Poto-

mac into Maryland. McClellan encountered him
successfully at South Mountain. September 14,

and definitively checked his progress in the severe

battle of Antietam, September 16-17, forcing him
to retreat across the Potomac. Harper's Ferry,

which had been evacuated by the Confetlerates in

June, 1861, was recaptured by Stonewall Jack-

son (q.v.), September 15, 1862, when 11,583 men
and a great quantity of munitions of war fell

into the hands of the Confederates. On Septem-
ber 22 President Lincoln issued a proclamation
decreeing the emancipation on January 1, 1863,

of all slaves in the States which should till then
continue in a state of rebellion. This was fol-

lowed on January 1 by a proclamation definitively

emancipating the slaves in the rebellious

States. On November 7, 1862, General McClel-
lan was superseded in the command of the

Army of the Potomac by General Burnside,

against the wish of the latter, who was defeated
disastrously at Fre<lericksburg, Va., Dec-ember
13. (See Fredericksburg.) On Januarj' 26.

1863, General Burnside was relieved by General
Hooker, who was defeated by Lee in a great
battle at Chancellorsville (q.v.), on May 2-4. The
death of Stonewall Jackson made the victory a
dearly bought one for the Confederates. Lee fol-

lowed up this success by invading Maryland
again, and early in June entered Pennsylvania.
On June 28 Hooker was relieved from the

command of the Army of the Potomac by Gen.
George G. Meade

(
q.v.

) , and the latter at once
pursued the Confederates with such celerity and
determination that Lee was forced to stop and
give battle. The two armies met in the great
battle of Gettysburg, which lasted July 1-3. Gen-
eral Reynolds was killed during the first day's
fight, and on the last day General Hancock was
dangerously wounded. The result of the three

days' battle was a most complete Federal vic-

tory. Lee, having recrossed the Potomac, now
retreated to a position on the Rapidan, and stra-

tegic movements on the part of the two armies,
accompanied by occasional heavy skirmishing,
occupied the time until winter. In the South-
west, since the closo of 1862, the main operations
had centred about Vicksburg, converted by the
Confedferates into a great stronghold. After va-
rious attempts at its capture had failed. General
Grant, by a series of brilliant strategic move-
ments, succeeded in !May, 1863, in closely invest-

ing the city, and on July 4. almost at the mo-
ment of the victory of Gettysburg, General Pem-
l>erton was forced by famine to surren<ler the
place with his army of 30,000 men. The fall of
Port Hudson, July 8. secure<i the complete control
of the Mississippi by the Union forces, and thus
separated the two sections of the Confederacy.
The struggle for the middle ground of Kentucky
and Tennessee was marked by the battles of Perry-
ville. October 8, 1862. and of Murfreeslwro. De-
cember 31, 1862. and January 2, 1863. with a re-

sult favorable to the Federals. On September 9,

1863. General Rosecrans occupied Chattanooga.
On September 19-20 he fought a bloody battle at
Chickamauga and was defeated, the heroic stand
made by General Thomas alone saving the Union
army from destruction. This reverse was more
than redeemed by the great victory of Grant over
Bragg at Chattanooga (November 23-25—storm-
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ing of Ixx)kout Mountain, Novenibor 24, and of

AiiHMionnry Itid^, Nov(>inber 25). Tliis made
it pustiiblc for Shprnian to raise the siege of

Knoxville. where (ieneral Burnuide had l>cen hard
prensed by the Confederates under I^ngstreet. At
the elose of the year the Federal forcea held Mis-
souri, Arkansas, Kentucky. Tennessee, a large
jMirt of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Florida, and
Ihe Rio (irande frontier of Texas, and had control

of the Mississippi River. A draft in the North-
ern States for 300,000 men, with an exemption
clause, had added 50,000 men to the Federal
armies.

In the early part of 1864 General Banks, assist-

ed by Gen. A. J. Smith and a fleet under Admi-
ral Porter, undertook an expedition up the Red
River. A defeat at the liands of Generals Kirby
Smith and Richard Taylor at Sabine Cross Roads,
April 8, ruined the prospe<'ts of the expedition,
which ended in complete failure.

General Grant was made Lieutenant-General
and Commander-in-Chief in March. 1864. He
turned over his command in the West and South
to Sherman, and took personal command of the
armies of the East. A combined movement
against the two remaining armies of the Confed-
erates, those of Lee and Johnston, was now to be
made under the personal direction of these two
great generals. Sherman's army was in motion
from Chattanooga by May 7, and forced General
Johnston through Georgia as far as Atlanta, de-
feating the Confederates at almost every point
in a series of vigorous engagements, including
those at Dalton. Rome, and Rcsaca, though he
met with a severe defeat at Kenesaw Mountain.
General Hood, who now replaced General John-
ston, made repeated but disastrous attacks upon
Sherman's forces (July 20. 22, 28), and after be-
ing beleaguered in Atlanta, evacuated the city,

which was occupied by Sherman on September 2.

In the meantime the Army of the Potomac, with
General Meade in immediate command, had
broken camp on the Rapidan, and undertaken the
tremendous campaign of the 'Wilderness,' with
the design of forcing the fighting straight to
Richmond. During this campaign of forty-three
days, fully 130,000 men on the Federal side and
about 70.000 men on the Confederate side, with
constant reinforcements, we're engaged almost
continuously. On May 5-6 was fouglit the battle
of the Wilderness, which was followed by the
battles of Spottsylvania Court-House, the sharp
engagement on the North Anna, and the terrible
rejiulse of the Federal army at Cold Harbor on
June 3. Finally, on the night of June 12, the
Army of the Potomac crossed the Chickahominy,
and took position on the south side of the
James River. The design of this movement was
to threaten Richmond by way of Petersburg;
and, to thwart, it, Lee at once threw a large
portion of his army within the defenses of the
latter city, which proved to be impregnable to
assault, and only to be reduced by regular ap-
proaches and a skillful siege. Tlie regular in-
vestment of Petersburg was begun on .Tune 19.
While this protracted siege was in progress, the
Confederate General Early made a rapid move-
ment across the Potomac, achieving a success on
the Monocacy July 9, and threatening Washing-
ton itself. He then withdrew into the Shenan-
doah Valley, and engaged in a vigorous campaign
against General Sheridan, which ended, after a
defeat near Winchester on September 19, in Gene-

ral Early's utter rout at Cedar Cre<;k October 19.
On June 19 the Kcarsaryc ended the destructive
career of the Confederate cruiser Alabama, by
sinking her olf Cherbourg, France. In the month
of August .Admiral Farragut forced his way into
Mobile Hay and defeated the Confederate squad-
ron. General Sherman set out from Atlarita on
his famous 'March to the Sea' on November 15,
carrying his compact army of 60,000 men through
tiie heart of Georgia, and occujjied Savannali on
December 21, after carrying Fort McAllister by
assault on the 13th. While Slierman was thua
successful. General Hood had invaded Tennessee,
driving the Federal forces before him. His move-
ment ended in the battle of Naslnille, Decera-
l)er 15-16, where his army was destroyed by
General Thomas. Thus at the close of the
year the F'ederal forces were in possession of
a large portion of the South, and Slierman
was in a position to have the cooperation of
the na\'y, and thus to move northward securely,
so that he and Grant might hold between
their two armies the weakened forces of both
Lee and Johnston. In 1S64 Abraham Lincoln
was renominated by the Republicans, and Gen-
eral McClellan was nominated by the Demo-
crats, who put forth a platform declaring the
war a failure. Twenty-five States took part in
this election ; the electoral vote was 233, of whieli
Lincoln received 212; the popular vote of Lincoln
and Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee, was 2,223,035,
and that of McClellan and Pendleton 1,811,714.
During the latter part of December and Janu-
ary General Sherman had remained in Savan-
nah, resting his troops; but on February 1,

1865, he again took the field. Marching through
South Carolina, he took possession of Columbia
on February 17, and on the following day Charles-
ton, which had been besieged since 1863, was
occupied by the F^ederals. Sherman now pushed
on into North Carolina, where, on January 15,
Fort Fisher, near Wilmington, had been captured,
and where now two other Federal armies—under
Schofield from New Berne, and Terry from Wil-
ming^xjn—cooperated with him, the three armies
meeting at Goldsboro, N. C. (ien. J. E. John-
ston, with the main army of the Confederates in
that region, made an ineffectual attempt to check
Sherman's advance at Bentonville, N. C. On
March 24 General Grant issued an order for
a combined movement of the armies operating
against Richmond, to take place on the 29th.
But on the 25th General Lee made a desperate
attenipt to break through the Federal line on the
A])pomattox River, and Fort Stedman was cap-
tured by the Confederates, only to be immediately
retaken. On March 31 -April 1 General Sheridan
defeated the Confederates at Five Forks, which
protected the South-Side Railroad, and thereby
Lee's connections with Richmond, and captured
6000 prisoners. This was the final and irretriev-
able blow to the Confederate Army. On the fol-

lowing day, April 2, General Grant attacked
along the whole line in front of Petersburg, and
on the evening of that day both Petersburg and
Richmond were abandoned. General Lee retreated
toward Lynchburg, but was intercepted by Sheri-
dan, and on April 9 surrendered his army to Gen-
eral Grant at Appomattox Court-House. General
Johnston finally surrendered his army on April
26, although he had practically surrendered eight
days earlier. On May 4 General Taylor sur-
rendered the Confederate forces in Alabama to
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General Canby. The last fight of the war took
place May 13, 1865, on the Rio Grande. The
last Confederate army in the field—tlie Trans-
Mississippi—was surrendered by Kirby Smith,
on May 26. At the moment of final victory oc-

curretl the assassination of President Lincoln,

on April 14.

The number of Federal soldiers in the field

during the war was 2,666,999, the number draft-

ed and held to service being 43,347 ; furnished
substitutes, 73,607; paid commutation, 86,724;
total drafted, 206,678, to which should be added
87,588 credited to the States under the draft
of 1862; making in all drafted, 294,266. The
amount of commutation moneys received by
the Government was $26,366,316.78; the amount
of bounties paid by the United States Govern-
ment was $300,223,500; by State and local au-
thorities, $285,941,036. the casualties in the
Federal Army numbered 359,528; 110,070 men
were killed in action or died of wounds; and 249,-

458 men died from disease, accident, or other
causes. The entire available force capable of ac-

tive ser\'ice in the field, enrolled in the Confed-
erate armies, was about 500,000 men. Their entire

loss in killed and wounded during the war was
about 95,000 men ; that from disease, accident,

and other causes is unknown. During the war
Confederate cruisers, fitted out mostly in British

ports, scoured the ocean, doing irreparable dam-
age to the commerce of the United States. (See
Alabama Claims.) After the evacuation of

Richmond, JefTerson Davis, President of the
Confederacy, fled south, and was captured May
10, 1865, at Irwinville, Ga., by General Wil-
son's forces, as he was attempting to make his

escape farther south. In company with cer-

tain others of the prominent leaders of the
Confederacy, he was imprisoned for a time,
but was not eventually punished. See Nullifi-
cation; Reconstruction; United States; Lin-
coln ; Grant.
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CIVIL WARS IN FRANCE. A play by
Dekker and Drayton, produced in 1598.

CIVIL-WAR VETERANS, Societies of.
Associations of veterans of the United States Civil
War or their descendants. The predominant pur-
pose of these associations is social ; occasionally,
however, political aims have been added, as in the
case of the Grand Army of the Republic, which
has striven successfully for the increase of the
pension list and rate, and has become recognized
as a considerable factor in national politics.

The oldest of the Civil War associations is the
Military Order of the Loyal Legion. ( See Loyal
Legion.) Membership in this society is re-

stricted to officers of the army, navy, and marine
corps, and to their oldest male lineal descend-
ants; thus following closely, in organization,
the Society of the Cincinnati. The most influ-

ential as well as the largest of the societies of
the Civil War is the Grand Army of the Repub-
lic (q.v. ). This organization admits to mem-
bership any soldier or sailor of the army, navy,
or marine corps who was honorably discharged.
It has two auxiliary organizations, known as
the 'Woman's Relief Corps,' which admits to
membership mothers, wives, daughters, and sis-

ters of Union soldiers, and the Sons of Veterans,
which is composed of lineal descendants of those
who served in the Civil War. Similar to the
Grand Army is the l^nion Veteran Union (.see

Veteran Union, -Union), the membership clause
of which, however, is more exacting, requiring
service for a term of three years. This society
also has an auxiliary society, known as the
Ladies of the Union Veteran Union, and the
Loyal Guard, for its junior male members.
The l^nion Veteran Legion (see Veteran I.,egion,

I'nion) admits to membership only participants
in some battle who possess an honorable dis-
charge from the army. In addition to the fore-
going, there are three special organizations,
whose character is indicated by their names.
They are: The Society of the Army of the Ten-
nessee, organized on April 14. 1865: the Society
of the Army of the Cuml)erland, organized Feb-
ruary 6, 1868; and the Society of the Army of
the Potomac, organized September 2, 1868.
There was formerly a Society of the Army of
the .Tames, but that was merged, in 1876, into
the Society of the Army of the Potomac. There
are also numerous corps societies, such as that
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of the Elevcnlli Army Corps and the Sixth Army
Cx>rp8, vvhk-h hold uniiuul meetings, and whose
work has consisted hirgely in the erection of

monuments on various battle-iieUis and in other

phu-es to the menu)ry of their k>aders. The Na-
tional Association of Naval V«'teran» (q.v. ) ad-

mits (o memlKTship any a|)pointed or enlisted

nuin who served in the navy during the period

of the t^ivil War. The memory of the Civil War
is preserved in the Southern States through the

instrumentality of three flourishing organiza-

tions, known as the United Confederate Veterans
(see Confederate Veterans, United), which
admits to membership actual participants in

the Civil War; the United Sons of t'onfederate

Veterans (H«'e Confederate Veterans, United
Sons of), which was organized by the male de-

scendants of the Confederates; and the United
Daughters of the Confederacy (see Confed-
EKAcv, United Daighters of the), which ad-

mits to membership the widows, wives, mothers,
sisters, and lineal female descendants of those

who servetl in the Confederate armies. There are

various other societies which, while they do not
restrict their membership to participants in

the Civil War, admit to membership participat-

ors in that conflict or their descendants. Of
this character are the Military Order of Foreign
Wars (see Foreign Wars, Military Order of),
the Naval Order of the United States (q.v.),

and the Medal of Honor Legion (q.v.).

CI'VIS (Lat., citizen). A nom dc plume em-
ployed by Sir Henry Russell, in letters on Indian
affairs in the London Times, between 1842 and
1849.

CIVITA CASTELLANA, che'v^-tJi' kas'tgl-

Ijl'na (It., castle city). A city in central Italy,

about 27 miles north by west of Rome, in the

province of that name (Map: Italy, G 5). It

is picturesquely situated on an elevation above
the Rio Maggiore, which unites with the Treja
not far below the town, and flows into the Tiber
five miles farther down. The town is near the

site of the ancient Etruscan city of Falerii. The
surrounding ravines contain many Etruscan
tombs and the remains of an Etruscan temple.

There are also interesting ruins of a Roman
theatre, and the twelfth-century Abbey of Santa
Maria. The Neapolitans, led by Mack, were
here defeated by the French under MacDonald,
December 4, 1798. Population (commune), in

1881, 4406; in 1901, 5265.

CIVITALI, che'vMlll^, Matteo (1435-1501).
An Italian sculptor, bom at Lucca. He appar-
ently trained himself by study of the early Flor-

entines, in particular of Desiderio da Settignano
(q.v.). His manner is not unlike that of the

paintings of the time, and the reverential touch
which marks his principal work has caused him
to be regarded as among the foremost Renais-
sance sculptors. Tlie chief examples of his art

are to be found in the Cathedral of San Martino
at Lucca. They include a richly decorated pul-

pit (1498); the altar of Saint Regulus, with
figures of Saint John the Baptist and Saint Se-

bastian, and fine reliefs (1484); two angels,

represented as in adoration, in the Chapel of the
Sacrament; and, notably, the monument to Pie-

tro a Noceto, the secretary of Pope Nicholas V.
(1472). There is also a monument to Saint Ro-
manus by him in the Church of San Romano at

Lucca. Six statues by him in tlie Cliai>el of Saint
.John at tienoa are less charact4.>ristic. Consult
the study by Vriarte (Paris, 1880).

CIVITAVECCHIA, chr.'v6-til-vi'k'k6-A (It.,

old city). A fortified seaport in the Province
of Rome, central Italy, situated on the Tyrrhe-
nian Sea, 37 miles northwest of Rome (Map:
Italy, F 5). It is the chief port of Rome,
and its harbor is protected by two curving
moles and a breakwater with a lighthouse.

There are extensive dry-docks, a magazine, an
arsenal built by liernini, and a citadel construct-

ed from plans by Alichelangelo. The fortifica-

tions date from the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. ITie city has an aqueduct 18 miles
long. Civitavecchia is of considerable conmier-
cial importance, and has regular steam commu-
nication with p]ngland and France. It is the
seat of a bishop and of a numl)er of foreign con-

suls, including one from the United States. In
the vicinity of the town are situated sulphur-
springs, with remains of ancient baths. Civita-

vecchia is the ancient Centum Cellae, sometimes
called Portus Trajani in honor of Trajan. It

was destroyed by the Saracens in 828, but its ex-

iled inhabitants returned in 854, when it received

the name of Civitavecchia (old city). It was
fortified by Urban VIII., and declared a free

port by Innocent XII. in 1696. The French held

it from 1849 to 1870. Population, in 1881 (com-
mune), 11,980; in 1901, 17,589.

CIVOLI, chfe'vo-l^, LuDO\ioo. See CiooLi,

LUDOVICO Cardida.

CLAAR, klUr, Emil (1842—). A German
stage-manager and author. He was born at
Lemberg, and made his first appearance as an
actor at the Burgtheater, Vienna. After holding
engagements at Gratz, Briinn, Innsbruck, and at

the Court Theatre, Berlin, he successively be-

came stage-manager of the Stadttheater, I>'ip-

zig (1864-70), and of the Court Theatre, Wei-
mar (1870-71), and was subsequently appointed
director of the Landestheater, Prague, and the

Residenztheater, Berlin (1870-79). From 1879
to 1900 he was associated as director with the

two principal theatres of Frankfort-on-the-Main,

but afterwards he confined himself solely to the
management of the Schauspielhaus, in that city.

Among lyrical poems and dramas written by
him are the following: Gedichte (1868 and
1885) ; Xeue Gedichte (1894) ; Wcltliche Legen-
den (1898); Samson und Drlila, a comedy
(1872) ; Shelley, a tragedy (1876) ; Die Schwes-
tern, a drama (1892).

CLACKMAN'NAN (Gael. Clachan Mannan).
The county-town of Clackmannanshire, Scotland,

on the Devon, nine miles east of Stirling (Map:
Scotland, E 3 ) . The neighborhood is rich in

coal, iron, and limestone. On a hill above the

town is the ruined tower of a castle once be-

longing to the Bruces. Population, in 1901,

2494.

CLACKMANNANSHIRE. The smallest
county of Scotland, in the East ^Midland Divi-

sion, at the head of the Firth of Forth, and
bounded bv the counties of Perth, Fife, and
Stirling (Map: Scotland, E 3). Area, 48
square miles. It is an agricultural and coal-

mining county; oats, barley, wheat, and potatoes
are the chief crops. The leading towns are
Clackmannan, the county-town, Alloa, and Dol-
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lar. Population, in 1801, 10,900; in 1851, 23,-

000; in 1901, 32,000.

CLADODITS. See Cladoselache.

CLADOSELACHE, klad'6-sgl'a-k*. (Neo-

Lat., from Gk. <c\d5oi, klados, branch + <rAaxoj,

selachos, shark). The most primitive genus of

shark-like elasmobraneh fishes, found fossil in the

concretions of the Lower Carboniferous shales of

Ohio an<l elsewhere. The fish had an elongated,

round, tapering body, with a short, blunt head, and

eyes situated far 'in front. The fins, of which

there are a pair each of pectoral and pelvic, and

two low dorsal, are triangular, with broad bases

and without spines, the middle rays of the fins

being the longest. The lieterocercal tail-fin is

peculiar in its strongly upturned notochordal

axis, with the neural arches continued to the

top of the upper lobe; its vertical straight pos-

terior margin and long lower lobe is supported by

cartilaginous rays, so that it nearly equals in

size the upper *
lobe. The best-known species

are Cladoselache fyleri, with a length of 22

inches, and Cladoselache kepleri, which attained

a length of six feet. Both of these are from

the Cleveland shale of Ohio. Many of the tri-

^juspid teeth from the Upper Devonian and Car-

boniferous rocks of Europe and America, de-

scribed under the generic name of Cladodus,

seem to be teeth of Cladoselache. Consult Dean,

^'Contributions to the [Morphology of Cladosel-

ache (Cladodus) ," in Journal of Morphology, vol.

i.x.. No. 1 (Boston, 1894). See also Elasmo-
URANCHii; Selachii; Shark.

CLADRAS'TIS (Xeo-Lat., from KXdSos, kla-

dos, branch + dpavarbi, thraustos, brittle) {Cla-

d^astis tinctoria or liitea). A small leguminous

tree, resembling the common locust, having a

vellow bark, with cathartic properties. It is

variously called yellow wood, yellow ash, yel-

low locust, and fustic. The tree is native of

Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, and ad-

joining regions, growing in rich soils. It is also

common in cultivation.

CLAES, kliiz, Balthazab. The monomaniac
and chemist in Balzac's La recherche de Vabsolu,

whose search for the primal element causes the

<iomestic ruin therein described.

CLAF'LIN, Horace Brigham (1811-85). An
American merchant, born in Milford, Mass. He
established himself in business in Worcester,

Mass., where, within a few years, he built up
one of the largest mercantile establishments in

New England. In 184.3 he removed to New
York, where he establislipd the firm of Bulkley

& Claflin, a business which was conducted after

tlie retirement of William Bulkley, in 1851. under
the name of Claflin. Mellin & Company. Al-

though the business interests of Mr. Claflin were
seriously endangered by his strong anti-slavery

attitude, he steadfastly adhered to his opinions,

which he did not hesitate to express in public

meetings. Upon the outbreak of the Civil War,
the house was seriously affected, because of its

large business in the South. In -consequence of

Mr! Clartin's integrity and business ability,

liowever, the volume of trade greatly increased

during the war. and reached the enormous sum
of more than .$72,000,000 in 1865. From this

time until his death the transactions of the firm

probably exceeded those of any other mercantile
house in America. As a man Mr. Claflin was

noted for his liberality and his numerous chari-

ties.

CLAFLIN, William (1818—). An Ameri-
can merchant and politician, bom in Milford,

Mass. He was in the State House of Represen-

tatives from 1849 to 1852, was State Senator in

1860-61, and was president of the Senate in

1861. He became a member of the Republican
Executive Committee in 1864, and was its chair-

man from 1868 until 1872. He was also Lieu-

tenant-Governor of his State (1866-69), and
Governor (1869-71). He was elected to the

Fortieth Congress as a Republican.

CLAIBORNE, kla'bOrn, or CLAYBORNE,
William (c. 1589-C.1676). An American colonist,

prominent in the early history of Virginia and
Maryland. He was born in Westmoreland, Eng-
land; went to Virginia as surveyor in 1621, and
in 1625 was appointed by Charles I. Secretary

of State for that Colony. He founded a trading-

post on Kent Island in 1631, which became a
flourishing community, and was represented in

the Greneral Assembly of Virginia. Afterwards
the island was included in the grant to George
Calvert, first Lord Baltimore. Claiborne resorted

to arms to maintain his claim, and in 1645 made
a descent upon the island, from which, however,
he was soon driven. Its possession remained a
subject of animated controversy between Mary-
land and Virginia until 1776. After the execu-

tion of Charles I., when Virginia and Marjiand
had decided in favor of Charles II., Claiborne,

in a spirit of revenge, secured an appoint-

ment on the commission chosen by Cromwell to

reduce them to submission (1651). Tliis was
soon accomplished; Governor William Berke-

ley, of Virginia, was removed from office, and
Claiborne became Secretary of State of Vir-

ginia, under the new Governor, Richard Bennett.

In Marjiand all Catholics were promptly re-

moved from office—an act which caused consid-

erable friction until 1658, when the province

was restored to Lord Baltimore. After the Res-

toration, in 1660, Claiborne naturally ceased to

have influence at Court, and about 1676 he died
in obscurity.

CLAIBORNE, William Charles Cobe (1775-

1817). An American politician, first Governor
of the State of Louisiana. He was bom in Sus-

sex County, Va., studied law in Richmond, Va.,

removed to Tennessee, and in 1796 was a mem-
ber of the convention which drafted the State
Constitution. Though technically ineligible on
account of his age,' he was elected to succeed An-
drew Jackson as a member of Congress in 1797,

and servetl until 1801. In 1802 he was appointed
to succeed Winthrop Sargent as Governor of

Mississippi Territory. Together with Gen. James
Wilkinson, he was delegated to accept the

transfer of Louisiana to the United States in

1803, and in 1804 became first Govemor-General
of the Territory of Orleans—that part of the

Louisiana Purchase lying south of Mississippi

Territory' and of the thirty-third panillel. His
administration of office made him extremely un-
popular with the French and Spanish element;
Init upon the admission of Louisiana, in 1812, he
was elected the first Governor of the State, which
position he held until 1816. At New Orleans,

during the War of 1812, he cofiperated with Jack-
son in repelling the attack of the British. In
1816 he was elected to the Ignited States Senate,

but did not live long enough to take his seat.
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OLAIBOBNE STAGE (from Claiborne, in
Alnlmina). A HiilHlivision of the Eocene Ter-
tiary in American geology. The rocks of this

htage arc found along the Alabama and Tom-
bigl>ee rivers, in Alabama and in Arkansas. See
Tertiary System.

CLAIM (OF. claim, demand, from Lat.
I'hnnarc, to call out). A demand of a right;
hometinies used of the legal right asserted, as
a creditor's claim to Iw paid the amount due
him, sometimes of the amount alleged to be due.
In l)oth these senses the term is commonly em-
ployed in bankruptcy and other creditors pro-
ceedings against an insolvent debtor, and in the
administration of the estates of deceased per-
sons. In all such cases the claim must be proved
—i.e. verified by oath—in order to share in the
distribution of the assets ; the duty of the trustee
in the former case, and of the executor or ad-
ministrator in the latter, being limited to the
payment of duly authenticated claims against
the estate.

At the common law, a claim was a formal as-

sertion of title to, or of interest in, property,
real or personal, which was in the possession
of another. It was not a mere protest against
an unlawful seizin or detainer of property, but
was a recognized process for preserving the
rights of the claimant against extinction by
reason of lapse of time or other cause. It had,
therefore, much of the effect of an actual entry
upon land, and was available to one who, by
reason of his interest being a future and not a
present one (as a remainder or reversion), was
not entitled to make an immediate entry; or,

as Coke explains, "when a person dares not make
an entry on land for fear of being beaten or
other injury, he may approach as near as he
can to the land and claim the same, and that
shall be sufficient to vest the seizin in him." In
other cases, however, in which the claimant's
right depended on possession, it seems to have
been considered that, to make a claim to an
estate effective, there must be an actual entry
into some part of the lands claimed.

Continual claim was the process whereby one
who had been disseized of lands prevented his
claim from lapsing by reason of the death of his
disseizor, and the transmission of the lands to
the latter's heir by descent. In order to avoid
this consequence, it was necessary to make claim
within a year and a day of the disseizor's death,
and, to insure this, to repeat the formality con-
tinually within that interval until the descent
took place. See Advebse Possession; Dis-
seizin.

In the United States the term 'claim' has
acquired a distinctive sense as applied to the
initial or prima-fncie title acquired by settlers
to Government lands, and by prospectors to min-
eral lands, under United States statutes. The
term is also applied to the land so secured.
These claims may, upon the performance of the
terms of sale, ripen into complete and valid
titles; but. in the meantime, they confer on the
claimant or holder a recognized though defea-
sible property right, which may be bought and
sold and administered upon, like any other
property. Because of its precarious nature, it

is generally considered personal rather than real
property. See Government Lands; Preemp-
tion.

In admiralty proc-ecnlings the statement of
rights of the defendant or other party to prop-
erty attached under process of the court is called
the 'claim.'

Statement of claim is the pleading in whicli
the plaintiff sets forth the facts constitiiting
his cause of action. It su|)ersede8 the declara-
tion in England, and correspcmds to the com-
plaint in the code practice of most of the United
States. The facts are alleged in it in a plain,
concise, and natural way, avoiding the arbi-
trary forms that characterized the declaration
in common-law pleading. The phrase is used
in some jurisdictions to designate any narrative
of facts that is made the basis of a judicial or
official proceeding. See Declaration ; Pleading.

Claim of liberty, in English law, is a petition
to the sovereign, filed in the Court of Ex-
chequer, claiming a privilege or immunity, a»
freedom from jury duty, by virtue of custom
or the petitioner's rank. The claim was made
under an actual or supposed grant, as these
'liberties or franchises' (q.v.) were said to have
originally been a part of the Crown's preroga-
tive, which could only be enjoyed by a subject
by virtue of a grant from the sovereign.

CLAIMS, Court of. In the United States, a
tribunal created by act of Congress, or by the
legislatures of the several States, to entertain
and adjudicate claims against the General Gov-
ernment or against the States so authorizing
them. A State, being sovereign, can of course
not be sued, or subjected to legal process. It i»

perfectly obvious that, under ordinary circum-
stances, the tribunals that are instituted by the
sovereign power for the adjudication of contro-
versies and the punishment of offenses against
itself cannot be employed, either by a citizen or
by another sovereignty, to enforce claims against
such power. Indeed, in the legal sense of the
term, there can be no such thing as a 'claim*
against a sovereign State. In recent times, how-
ever, it has become customary for government*
voluntarily to submit alleged claims of a civil
nature—such, i.e., as involve a demand for a
money compensation— to tribunals of limited
powers for consideration and determination.
Where the controversies are international, the
tribunal may be a board or commission of arbi-
tration. Where the claim is that of an indi-
vidual citizen, the State may either authorize
the ordinary tribunals to hear and determine the
question at issue, or may create separate tri-

bunals for that purpose. The latter method is

the one that has been generally adopted in the
United States, both by the Federal Government
and the several States. The tribunal so created
is variously termed a 'court of claims' or a
'board of claims.' It must be borne in mind,
however, that the State does not abdicate its
sovereign authority to these courts, and that
no process lies for enforcing their decrees. The
judgments of a court of claims are in the nature
of recommendations only, certifying that the
adjudicated claim is, or is not, under the rules
established by the statute, a valid and proper
claim. If the judgment is in favor of the claim-
ant and against the State, the payment thereof
is, like the payment of an award made in an
international arbitration, a voluntary act.
Cnder the American system, such pa^-ment calls
for an appropriation by Congress or the Legisla-
ture of the State affected bv the decision.
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The Court of Claims of the United States
(which has served as a model for those of the
several States) was created by act of Congress,
February 24, 1855, and consisted originally of

three judges appointed by the President and
Senate, to hold office during good behavior, and
to have jurisdiction to hear and determine all

claims founded on any act of Congress, or on
any regulation of any executive department, or
on any contract, express or implied, with the
Government of the United States; and all claims
which might be referred to it by either House
of Congress. The Government was to be repre-
sented before it by a solicitor and assistant
solicitor appointed by the President; and the
compensation of all members of the court was
fixed by law. By the act of March 3, 1863, two
additional judges were to be appointed by the
President, and a Chief Justice from the whole
number of judges (five). By this act the court
was also authorized to take jurisdiction of all

set - offs, counter - claims, claims for damages,
liquidated or unliquidated, or other demands
whatsoever on the part of the Government
against any person making claim against the
Government in said court. If the judgment of

the court be in favor of the Government, it shall

be filed in the office of the clerk of the proper
district or circuit court of the United States,

and shall ipso facto become and be a judgment
of such district or circuit court, and shall be
enforced the same as other judgments. If the
judgment be in favor of the claimant, it is pro-
vided that the sum thereby found due to the
claimant shall be paid out of any general ap-
propriation made by law for the payment of

private claims, on presentation to the Secretary
of the Treasury of a duly certified copy of such
judgment. In cases where the amount in con-

troversy exceeds $3000, an appeal may be taken
to the Supreme Court of the United States at
any time within ninety days after judgment.
Where the judgment or decree may affect a
constitutional question, or furnish a precedent
affecting a class of cases, the United States may
take an appeal without regard to the amount in

controversy. Claims must be filed within six

years after the claim accrues, except in cases

of disability. The court is required to hold one
session annually, commencing on the first Mon-
day in October.

The jurisdiction of the court is not to extend
to any claim growing out of any treaty with
foreign nations or Indian tribes, unless such
claim was pending in said court December 1,

1862; nor shall the jurisdiction of the court ex-

tend to any claim against the United States for
the destriiction, appropriation, or damage of
any property by the army or navy engaged in

the suppression of the Civil War, from the com-
mencement to the close thereof. The general
principle characterizing all the legislation re-

lating to this court is that its jurisdiction is

confined to claims arising out of contract or for

damages in cases not founding in tort. Accord-
ingly, the Supreme Court of the United States
has held that a person injured by the tort—that
is, by the wrongful act—of a Government officer

or agent, cannot obtain redress in the Court of

Claims, but must apply to Congress for relief.

It has also been held, by the same court, that
in order to obtain a recovery upon an implied

contract, the claimant must show that the Unit-

ed States received a consideration for the claim
presented, or that they received money or prop-
erty with a duty to turn it over to the claimant,
or that the claimant had a lawful right to it

when the United States received and appropriat-
ed it. The statutes provided that claims of the
character above described may be recovered
whether or not they are such as would be prose-
cuted in a court of law, of equity, or of ad-
miralty if the United States were suable; but
the actions in this court are not actions at com-
mon law, and therefore the claimant has no
right to a jury trial; nor does this court pos-
sess the jurisdiction and powers of an equity
tribunal. The court has declared that it has
never felt itself bound by the strict rules of
common law or of equity pleading and practice,

but that its aim is to administer justice be-

tween the claimant and the Government in a
simple and expeditious manner. Proceedings
originate in the court by petition filed; and tes-

timony used in the hearing and determination
of claims is taken by commissioners who are ap-
pointed for the purpose by the court. Consult,
for full information, the United States statutes
and the digests. For the organization and juris-

diction of similar tribunals constituted by them,
the statutes of the several States must be con-
sulted.

CLAIRAC, kia'rak^ A town in the Depart-
ment of Lot-et-Garonne, France, situated on the
Lot, 16 miles northwest of Agen. It has a trade
in white wines. Clairac is interesting as the
first place in the south of France which, in 1527,
embraced the doctrines of the Reformation, on
the example of its abbot, Gerard Rouselle. It

was the scene of frequent contests between Roman
Catholics and Huguenots. Population, in 1891,
3562; in 1901, 2880.

CLAIRAUT, kl&'rd', Alexis Claude (1713-
65). A prominent French mathematician,
physicist, and astronomer, born in Paris. He
showed a precocity analogous to that of Pascal.
At the age of ten he read ITlSpital's works on
infinitesimal analysis and conic sections; be-

fore he was thirteen he presented a memoir on
curves to the French Academy of Sciences ; at
sixteen he published his first work, on curves
of double curvature, and at eighteen he was
elected a member of the Academy. In 1736 he
was appointed to accompany Maupertuis on an
expedition to Lapland, for the purpose of meas-
uring a degree of the meridian—a work which
proved, contrary to the opinion of Cassini, the
flattening of the earth toward the ooles. Shortly
after his return, in 1743, appeared his Theorie
de la fiqure de la terre, based on Newton's law
of gravitation, and on Maclaurin's results con-
cerning homogeneous ellipsoids. In the field of
mathematics Clairaut studied curves of the third
order, tortuous curves and projections, and was
the first to find the singular solution of a dif-

ferential equation of the first degree in x and i/.

The equation used by Clairaut, often called
Clairaut's form, is y = px + fip), in which

p =-j^. In physics he first showed the neces-
ax

sity of considering the attraction between the
parts of the fluid itself, in order to explain the
phenomenon of capillary action; computed the
change in gravity at high latitudes, and so fully
demonstrated the figure of the earth that little
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cssentiully new has since been added. At least,
mrording to Todhunter, "The splendid analysis
wliith l^nplaee supplied, adorned but did not
ivally alter tlie tlieory which started from the
creative hands of Clairaut." In the field of
astronomy he solved the famous jjroblem of
three IxMlies in the case of the sun, earth, and
moon; explained the motion of the lunar ap-
s'uU-H, nnd constructed lunar tables, later sup-
I)hinted by those of Mayer. Clairaut also pre-
tlicted the jetum of Halley's comet for about
April 16, 1759; althouf^h the degree of accuracy
was remarkable for the time, and the approxima-
tion closer than Halley's, it failed by a month,
and subjected its autlior to the ridicule of his
rival, D'AlembcTt. During his last years fond-
ness for society and desire for luxury hindered
his scientific work. His leading works (pub-
lished in Paris) are: Recherchea aur Ics courbea
d double courhure { 1731 ) ; Traitd de la figure de
la tcrre (1743 and 1808); Th^orie de la lune
(1752 and 17G5) ; Elcmenta de g^omftrie (1741
nnd 17G5) ; Elements d'algi^bre (1740 and 1760) ;

and TMorie du mouvement dea comHea ( 1760)

,

CLAIRIN, klft'rilN', Victor George (1843—).
A French painter, who was bom in Paris. He
was a pupil of Picot and Pils, and afterAvards
traveled in Spain and Morocco with Henri Re-
gnault. Many of his works are Spanish historical
scenes, and in this manner "Aprfes la victoire"
(1885) is notable. His portraits include those
of :Mounet-Sully as Hamlet (1889), Sarah Bern-
hardt, and ^Madame Krauss. He also executed
a number of decorative paintings in the Opera-
Hou.se, the Bourse, and in the Salle-des-jeux at
Monte Carlo. His work is fine in color, and his
decorative subjects efl'ective, and executed with
much freedom.

CLAIRON, kli'rdN', Mlle. (1723-1803). A
French actress, whose real name was Claire
Jos^plie Hippolyte Legris de Latude. She was
bom near Cond^, in Flanders, and had played
for several years at Rouen, Lille, and elsewhere
before she appeared at the Paris Opera, and a
little later, in September, 1743, made her first

appearance at the Theatre Frangais. This was
in Phedre. Her success was immediate and bril-

liant, and she became the rival of ^Ille. Dumesnil,
then at the height of her popularity. Mlle. Clai-
ron was of small stature, but with a beauty which
was both vivacious and dignified, and she was
gifted with a remarkable voice. She and her col-
league Lekain were known as innovators, for en-
deavoring to bring about a more rational mode
of costuming than Avas at that time conven-
tional upon the stage. Some of her greatest
achievements were in the Zelmire and Le aUge
de Calaia of Belloy, and in the tragedies of
Voltaire, Zulime, S^miramia, Olympic, Tancrede,
Oreate, and L'Orphelin de la Chine.

In 1765, as the' result of a scandal of which
she was a victim, she abandoned the stage.
For a number of years she resided at the Court
of Ansbach. The M^moirea d'Hippolyte Clairon
€t reflexiona aur la dMamation thMtrale, which
she wrote in old age, were published in 1799, in
Paris, wliere she died, four years later.

CLAIRVATJX, klar'vA' (from Lat. clara val-
Jls, fair vale: from clarua, clear, and vallia, val-
ley). A village in the Department of Aube,
France, about 10 miles above Bar-sur-Aube. on
the left bank of the river Aube (Map: France,

L 3). It is the site of the famous Cistercian
abbey {Clara Vallia) founded in 1115 by .Saint
Bernard, wlio presided over it until his death,
in 1153, when he was buried in the church. Tlie
abbey was suppressed during the Revolution, and
the extensive buildings are now used as a peni-
tentiary.

CLAIRVILLE, klflr'veK, Louis Fran<.oih
(1811-79). A French dramatic author, whose
real name was Nicolaie. He was bom January
28, 1811, in Lyons, but went early to Paris, and
in youth had a varied practical experience with
theatrical life. About 1837 he began his long
series of dramatic productions, which he wrote
generally in collaboration with other play-
wrights. Some of the more noted are the come-
dies La propriiU, c'eat le vol (1848), Lea ten-
tationa d'Antoinette (1850), Quinze heurea de
fiacre (1807), and the librettos to the operas
Daphnia et Chloe, by Oflenbach (1849), and La
fille de Madame Angot, by Lecocq ( 1873)

.

CLAIRVOY'ANCE (Fr. clairvoyant, clear-
seeing, from clair, Lat. clarua, clear +- voir, Lat
videi-c, to see). An alleged ability to see, in a
trance state, objects and occurrences which are
not discernible in the nomial state. Belief in
the clairvoyance of the hypnotic trance is as
old as history. Socrates, Apollonius, Cicero,
Pliny, Tertullian, all furnish records of the
prophetic dreams and utterances of clairvoy-
ants. In later times the visions of Swedenborg
(q.v.) and Davis have become widely known.
Of the existence of the somnambulistic state

of hypnosis (q.v.), in which clairvoyance is
said to occur most often, there can be no doubt.
Suggestion (q.v.), whether it be from without
(the words, passes, or other artifices of an oper-
ator), or from within (auto-suggestion, q.v.),
suffices in most people to induce this state. Cer-
tain other conditions (fasting, drugs, disease,
general emotional excitability) may induce an
apparently spontaneous and indeterminate ap-
pearance of somnambulism. Every one is fa-
miliar with the epidemic catalepsy of the reli-
gious revival, best exhibited, perhaps, by the
negroes of the South.
As to the existence of clairvoyance in som-

nambulism, opinions are divided. Some, with
Tuttle, consider clairvoyance "an inherent facul-
ty, a foregleam in this life of the ne.xt spiritual
life." They esteem the clairvoyant as a pe-
culiarly sensitive person, whose mind is, for the
time being, directed by some departed spirit,
and whose lips speak with an intelligence not
their own. Others consider that the clairvoy-
ant is able, without such direction, to see ob-
jects and occurrences beyond the ken of normal
vision. Still others take a middle ground, and
consider that the results are to be explained by
telepathic communication, not between departed
spirits and the medium, but between the minds
of one or more living persons and that of the
'percipient' (t4lepathie-d-troia) . Finally, many
scientific men absolutely deny the presence of
supernormal agencies. Consult: Floumoy, From
India to the Planet Mara (Paris, 1900*) ; Pod-
more, Apparitiona and Thought Tranaference
(London, 1895). See Apparitions ; Ecstasy.

CLAKAMA, kljk-ka'ma, CLOCKAMA, kld-
ka'mft. or KLOKAMA. An Amerind tribe of
the Chinookan stock. See Chinook.
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CO^VWIOMT, I9fj

1 AMERICAN HARD CLAM OR QUOHOC t Vt NUS MERCENARIA )

2 AMERICAN SOFT OR LONG CLAM-( MYA ARENARI A) SEE FIG 4
3 EDIBLE MUSSEL- (MYTILUS EDULIS)
4 BRITISH SOFT OR GAPER ,CLAM -

( MYA TRU NCATA I
;

<%Mn\A/iian PVTPMrkprk ciounKjc

5 PIODOCK OR OAT'E-FISHMPHOLASOACTYLUS I

6 RAZOR-CLAM.- (SOLEN ENSIS I

7 SCALLOP- ( PECTEN IRRADIANS)
8 COCKLE - (CARDIUM EOULE )
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CLALLAM, Ski-au\m, or Xusklala. A
Salislian tril)e, formerly of considerable impor-
tance. occ\ipying the jjreater part of the coast

extending west from Puget Sound, in Clallam
County, Wash. They still number about 330,
attached to the Puyallup Agency.

CLAM (older form also clamp, from the firm
clamp of tl»e shell, AS. clam, bond, OHG. clamma,
narrow pass; cf. also Dutch klamp, cleat). The
popular name of many widely various bivalve

moUusks, especially those good to eat. In the
Inited States it commonly designates either

the quohog (Venus mercetiaria) , distinguished
as the hard or round clam, or else the manni-
iiose (Mya arcmiria) , called long or soft clam.
The former is a heavy, globose shell, allied to

the cockles, which plows its way along sandy
bottoms, standing erect upon its thin edge, and
is obtained wholly by raking, in water from
10 to 40 feet in depth. It abounds from Cajie

C5od to Florida, and also near Shediac, New
Urunswick. and is the common 'clam' of New
York markets, where small ones (young) are
much esteemed under the name of 'little necks,'

after Little Neck, Long Island, whence they orig-

inally came. In Boston and New England the
Indian name 'quohog' attaches to this, and
'dam' usually means the Mya. called 'soft clams'
elsewhere. These are of a very diflFerent charac-
ter, having comparatively thin, smooth, elongat-

ed shells, a protrusile, blade-like foot, adapted
to digging, and siphons that may lie longer than
the siiell. They remain sunken in the sand of

the shore, between tide-marks, their siphon-

mouths just at the surface, and when disturbed
they eject a spurt of water as they withdraw
to safer depths. These clams are obtained by
<ligging at low tide; and they are cultivated by
tlie protection of certain favorable areas of sea-

beach, where they soon lie almost as thick as

I)aving-stones. Formerly enormous quantities

of both these clams, with razor-clams, etc., were
gathered and salted in New England as bait for

the cod- fisheries, but this demand has diminished.
(Jreat Britain has the 'gaper.' a closely allied

.s|)ecies. but it is not so popular. On the New
England coast two other large mollusks of deep
water are eaten when obtainable, under the name
of beach, sea, or surf clams—especially Spisula
solidissima. The Southeni States have a large

edible species, also, in the painted clam {Callista

i/igantea) . On the Pacific Coast— to which
Eastern clams have l)een transplanted with some
success, and are constantly sent, refrigerated,

for immediate consumption—several edible bi-

valves are used, for some of which the term has
been borrowed. Thus, the California 'Hat clam'
is a species of Semele, and others are of the

genera Tapes, Saxidomus, and Glycymeris. The
'geoduck,' gathered for food by the Indians of

the Northwest Coast, is (Jlyci/mcris qeneroKa.

Tiie shells of most of these were formerly used
by the natives in manufacturing the various
beads and shell ornaments which passed aa
money among them. (See Shell-Money.) In-

land, the word 'clam' refers to some of the
many fresh-water mussels. (See Mussel.) The
'giant' clam of the East Indies {Tridama gigas)

is the greatest of living mollusca, its soft part
amounting to 20 pounds of edible flesh, while
the (IfH'ply hollowed shells may weigh .500

pounds. "In some churches of France they are
employed to hold the holy water—a use which

well accords with the beautiful white of the
inner surface of the shell. ... In many of

the islands, stones are unknown ; but, as a sub-
stitute, the natives make their knives and axes
from the fragments of this shell," See Colored
Plate of EniBLE Clams.

Fossil Forms. The genus Mya ('soft' or
'long* clam) appeared in Tertiary time, with
species that show little difference from those
now living. So with the genus Mactra. The
family Veneridae, to which the little-neck clam
(Venus mercetiaria) belongs, is an old one; it

began in the Middle Jurassic, with small spe-

cies of rounded form, which can often with diflS-

culty be distinguished from the accompanying
species of Cyprinida>. The genera Tapes, Cythe-
rea, and Cyprimeria are abundant in Cretace-
ous rocks, Cytherea in the Eocene, and Venus
in the Miocene. Shells of several species of

Venus are extremely common, and finely pre-

served in the Miocene sands and marls of some
localities in Virginia and southern Europe.
For American clams of all sorts, consult: Goode,
Fishery Industries, sec. i. (Washington, 1884) ;

Lovell, Edible Mollusks of Great Britain, etc.

(London, 1884). For fo.ssil forms, see Tertiary;
MiocEXE. See Colored Plate of Clams ; and Edi-
ble Mussels.

CLAM. In heraldry, a term for an escalop
or cockleshell. It is supposed to indicate that
the bearer has been a crusader, or has made long
voyages by sea. See Hebaldby.

CLAMABT, kla'mar'. A town in the Depart-
ment of Seine, France, 4i/4 miles southwest of

Paris. It is a favorite residential suburb of Pa-
risians, and is the seat of the Hospice Ferrari, an
asylum for aged men. The Bois de Clamart,
which is part of the Bois de Meudon, is a popular
picnic resort of the Parisian bourgeoisie. Popu-
lation, in 1901, 7391.

CLAMECY, klA'me-s^. The capital of an ar-

rondissement in the Department of Ni^vre,

France, at the confluence of the Yonne and the
Beuvron, 38 miles northeast of Nevers (Map:
France, K 4 ) . Its parish church of Saint Martin,
surmounted by a fine square tower, has interest-

ing architectural features of the thirteenth, fif-

teenth, and sixteenth centuries. The twelfth-

century Church of Bethlehem is now the annex
of a hotel. The modern Chateau of Vauvert is a
handsome building in fine groimds. There are

manufactures of clqth, paper, leather, and pot-

tery, and a considerable timber trade by river

with Paris; a bronze bust, by Angers, of Jean
Rouvet, the native who in 1549 invented the wood-
raft for supplying Paris with timl)er, stands on a
bridge spanning the river. Population, in 1901,

5420.

CLAM-CRACKER. A sting-ray. See Rat.

CLAM-GALLAS, kliln/pii'lAs, Eduard
( 1805-91 ) . An Austrian general, born at Prague.

He entered the anuj' in 1823, and became a major-

general at the age of 40. In 1841 he ser\'ed with
distinction in the Italian and Hungarian cam-
paigns, and in the latter commanded the Transyl-

vanian corps which effectetl the union with the

Russians, and thus led to the defeat of General

Vem at Sepsi-Saint Gyorg>' and Kaszon-lTjfahi.

In 1859 he fought witli distinction at Magenta
and Solferino, but during the disastrous cam-
paign of 18(U5 he was defeated by the Prussians

at HUhnerwasser, Podol, MUnchengrat*, and
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GiUchin; wa« relieved of his oonininnd and
brou);lit before a military tribunal, by which,

however, he was aequilt«Hl. While he waa known
to have eoniniitted strategical errors, the chief

responsibility for the disasters was probably

traceable to his superior officers.

CLAMPING-SCREW. A tool used by car-

penters and joiners for holding work on a table,

or for securing two or more pieces together.

Two sorts are generally found: One of two
straight bars of wood or metal, each with a

screw passing through, the screw-end pressing

against the opposite bar; the second is a device

shaped like the letter G, through the upper end
of which the screw passes, and holds between its

point and the lower end the portions to be

clamped, generally for gluing together.

CLAN (Gael, clann, Ir. clann, eland, offspring,

tribe, Welsh plant, offspring, children, Lat.

planta, connected with Skt. kula, Lith. kiltis,

family). A collection of families united under

a chieftain, all claiming descent from a common
stock, and possessed of a common surname. The
word 'clan' has been adopted as the ethnological

generic term. Synonyms and parallels have been

sought in the Arabic hayy, the Greek )Vvof,

genos, the Roman pens, the Russian mir, the

German Gcvicinde, the Swiss almend, the Irish

sept, and the North American otem (totem).

It is now well established, however, that in the

primitive Indo-European organization of society

several families, presumably kindred, united in

a brotherhood (Greek (pparpia, phratria; South
Slavonic bratstvo; Latin curia, house) ; several

brotherhoods in a tril)e (Greek ^dA^, phyle,

South Slavonic pleme, Latin tribus) ; and finally

several tribes in a folk, or nation (Greek i&poc,

cthnos, Latin populus) . Higher than the folk

were loose federations merely of nations

—

Volker, or populi. From this scheme it is clear

that the primitive 'clan' is to be identified with
the brotherhood rather than with the y^vof,

genos, or gens. In fact, the Greek -ylvog is post-

Homeric, and therefore comparatively late;

doubtless it became politically important with
the rise of the aristocracy. • The typical Greek
yho( was but a powerftil family under a single

leader; most probably in early Attica the chief

of every noble ylvog had a seat in the great

aristocratic council (of the Areopagus). But
some Attic yivr/, genC, were mere guilds of cop-

persmiths, of heralds, etc. The typical Latin

gens likewise developed from the family, as is

indicated by the derivation of the gentile name
from the personal name, and was also a compara-
tively late institution. Probably every patrician

gens was once represented by its chief in the

senate. Whereas the ytvoq and gens are thus

seen to have been monarchical, the <l>paTpia,

phratria, and the curice were aristocratic; the

nobles held the offices and priesthoods, and
doubtless controlled the votes of the commons,
many of whom were clients. In all essentials

the bratstt:o resembles the gens (}fiof, genos)

of the Greeks and Romans. The general prin-

ciples of clanship were common rights and duties,

with obligations to avenge one another's wrongs.
The members were bound together, not only by
the sentiment of common origin and blood, but
also by the common worship of a protecting

deity, from whom all claimed descent. After

the introduction of Christianity among the South-

cm Slavs, a patron saint took the place of the
ancestral deity, who is still celebrated in song,
though shorn of his divine qualities. Much con-

fusion has arisen fnmi identifying the clan with
the village. The basis of the clan, tril>e, and
folk is kinship, real or assumed; the basis of

the village, pagus, and civitas is in some degre«*

territorial—the idea of neighbor partly sup-
planting that of kin. In simpler words, all the
villagers were not even presumably kinsmen.
Thus the village was the first step in the develop-
ment of political society from tribal life. No
theory of exogamy, metronymy, or of patriarchal
government will apply to all clans; there are
indications of a great variety of primitive usage.
Apart from the Southern Slavs and from sec-

tions of India, the Indo-European clan has con-
tinued most vital among the Celts, especially in

the Highlands of Scotland. The feuds of the
clans and the struggle between these autono-
mous societies, on the one hand, and the cen-
tral Govenunent on the other, made up a large
part of the history of Scotland to the suppres-
sion of the Reliellion of 1745, after which the
British Parliament enacted laws for the aboli-
tion of the hereditary jurisdiction of the Scot-
tish chieftains, and for the disarming of the
clans. The influence of the system still lingers,
however, in remote and sparsely populated dis-

tricts.

BiBLioGBAPHY. Fustcl de Coulanges, 'The An-
cient City (Eng. trans., Boston, 1889) ; Hearn,
The Aryan Household (London, 1789) ; Maine,
Early Law and Custom, (New York, 1883) : Zim-
mer, Altindisches Leben (Berlin, 1879) ; Mayne,
Hindu Laic and Usage (London, 1883) ; McLen-
nan, Studies in Ancient History (London, 1896) ;

Morgan, Ancient Society (New York, 1878) ;

Leist, Oreeco-italische liechtsgesehichte (Jena,
1884), and Altarisches Jus Gentium (Jena,

1889) ; Schrader, Sprachvergleichung und Ur-
geschichte (Jena, 1890)—very valuable; Meyer,
Geschichte des Altertums, vol. ii. (Stuttgart,
1893). For the true relation of the Greek and
Roman gens to the other groups, consult : Krauss,
Sitte und Branch der Siidslawen (Vienna, 1885) ;

Seebohm, Tribal System in Wales ( London,
1895) ; Skene, Celtic Scotland (3 vols.. Edin-
burgh, 1870-80) ; Smith, Dictionary of Greek and
Roman Antiquities (London, 1869) ; the articles

"Genos" and "Gens" in Howard, Local Constitu-

tional History of the United States, vol. i. (Bal-

timore, 1889). For the relation of the clan to

existing political institutions, see also Tkibe ; So-

ciology.

CLANDESTINE MABRIAGE, The. A
comedy by Colman and (Jarrick (1706). worked
over from the Rev. James Townley's farce The
False Concord.

CLANG TINT, Explaxatiox of. No one
who is at all familiar with music has any diffi-

culty in naming the instrument or class of in-

struments from which a given tone proceeds.

"The same note" may be sounded, e.g. on piano,

organ, violin, and harp. We recognize it as

"the same" in every case; and yet it "sounds

different," so that we can say, "This is the note

of a pipe, this of a struck, or bowed, or plucked

string." The criterion of difference, in such

cases, is termed clang tint, or clang color, or

timbre. The note of a musical instnmient is

not a pure tone (see Audition), but a mixture
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of tones. Strongest of the 'partial' tones is

the fundamental, the lowest constituent tone;

this dominates and gives name to the whole
tonal mass, so that the a' of the above-named
instruments is named a' and sounds as a^ in

virtue of its fundamentiil—a pure tone of (say)

440 vibratians in the one second. Besides the

fundamental, the note contains a number of

higher partials or overtones. If we represent

the pitch-number of the fundamental by 1, then

the pitch-numbers of the overtones stand to it

in the ratios 2, 3, 4, etc. ; hence a perfect musi-

cal note would contain the vibration-ratios

1:2:3:4:5:6:7 . . . , the overtones de-

creasing in intensity with their height, until

they finally became inaudible. The primary
reason tliat dllTercnees of clang tint obtain is

that the various musical instruments favor cer-

tain overtones, and suppress others (Helm-
holtz) ; in some cases, e.g., the resonance cham-
ber of the instrument reinforces only the odd-

numlx-red partials, 3, 5, etc. (clarinet) ; in

others, a particular overtone is killed by the

striking of a string at a certain fraction of its

length (in most modem pianos, the sixth over-

tone or seventh partial is thus suppressed) ; in

others, again, the low overtones are weak and
llie high are strong (bassoon, harmonium). A
practiced ear is sensible of these differences as

such, and can analyze the note into its tonal

components. For most hearers, however, the

differences exist merely as differences in the

"coloring' of the fundamental.
Tiicre are two further constituents of clang

tint : ( 1 ) Different musical tones are accom-
panied by characteristic noises in wind instru-

ments, by the rush or hiss of the air ; in string

instruments, by a scrape or thud or pluck. (2)
Different musical tones begin and end in char-

acteristic ways; the clangs of the zither are

<iry and short, those of the organ full and sus-

tained ; the oboe is flexible, the bombardon or
bass tuba luml)ers into the orchestral complex,
etc. Finally, there are many secondare' criteria

for the recognition of musical tones: the range
within which the fundamental falls, the inten-

sity of the clang, the peculiar melodic task set

to a sequence of tones, etc.

Consult: Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone (Eng.
trans., London, 189.5) ; Stumpf, Tonpsychologie
(Leipzig, 1890); Titchener, Experimental Psy-
choloffy (New York, 1901). See Instrumenta-
tion.

CLAN-NA-GAEL. An Irish secret society,

fnundt'd by fanatical Irishmen in the I'nited

States, for the purpose of intimidating the

British (Jovernment by violence and forcing

compliance with Irish demands for home rule.

It was responsible for the dynamite outrages of

1883 in London.

CLA'OSAXJ'RTTS. See The.speshs.

CLAP, Ro(;er (ir)09-91). An English colonist

in America ; one of the founders of Dorchester,

Mass. He was born in Salcomb, Devonshire,

Kngland; emigrated to New England, where he
became one of the first settlers in Dorchester,

in 1030. and was captain of the fort or 'castle'

on Castle Island fnmi 1005 to 108(). after which,

until his death, he lived in Boston. He is l>est

renieml)ercd for his Memoirs, which he prepared
about 1070, but which were not published imtil

1731, when they appeared under the title Mem-
oirs of Capt. Roger Clap, Relating Some of

God's Remarkable Providences to Him, in Bring-
ing Uim into New England, and Some of the

Straits and Afflictions the Good People Met uyith

Here in their Beginnings. Six subsequent edi-

tions were published, the last appearing in 1844,

as vol. i. of the Collections of the Dorchester
Antiquarian and Historical Society. The book
is of slight historical value.

CLAP, Thomas (1703-G7). An American
Congregational clergyman. He was bom at
Scituate, Mass., June 26, 1703; graduated at
Harvard, 1722; was minister at Windham,
Conn., from 1726 to 1740; president of Yale
College from 1740 to 1766, rendering valuable
service to the institution. Through his efforts,

a college building and chapel were erected.

His resignation was the result of his opposi-

tion to the revival movement headed by Jona-
than Edwards and George Whitefield. His in-

genuity and scientific attainments are attested
by his construction of the first orrery or plane-

tarium used in America. He published sermons,
letters, and tracts; Religious Constitution of
Colleges, Especially of Yale College ( 1754) ; His-
tory and Vindication of the Doctrines Received
and Established in the Chronicles of Xeic Eng-
land (1755); and Annals or History of Yale
College (1766). He died in New Haven, Conn.,
January 7, 1767.

CLAPHAM, klap'am. A metropolitan bor-

ough of London (q.v.), England, 4^4 miles south-
west of Saint Paul's Cathedral (Map: London.
F 6). It is noted for one of the busiest railway
centres in the world. 1200 trains passing through
Clapham Junction daily.

CLAPPER BAIL, or Mud-iien. See Rail.

CLAP'PERTON, Hugh (1788-1827). A
British explorer of Africa, born at Annan, Dum-
friesshire, Scotland. He entered the navy at
thirteen, served in the East Indies and off the
Canadian coast, and returned to England as
lieutenant in 1817. In 1822, in company with
Oudney and Denhani, he set out from the iledi-

terranean for the exploration of the interior of

Africa. Early in 1823 the expedition reached
Lake Chad. Thence Clapperton and Oudney
struck westward to find the source of the Niger

;

but on the way Oudney died, and Clapperton
was detained at Sokoto by the Sultan. He re-

turned to England in 1825. was promoted to be
commander, and wj^s jjlaced in charge of a second
expedition for the exploration of the Niger. He
set out from the coast of the Gulf of Guinea, his

party this time consisting of Richard Lander,
who published an account of his chief's experi-

ences, and three others, who died soon after leav-

ing the Bight of Benin. Cro.ssing the Niger to

Bussang, the two survivors reaclved Sokoto,
where Clapperton was detained for the second
time, on account of civil war, and, worn out by
hardships and failure, succumbed to disea.se.

For accounts of his explorations, consult: Nar-
rative of Travels and Discoveries in Xorfhem
and Central Africa, in the Years 1822, 182.h and

182k, by Major Denham, Captain Clapperton, and
the Late Dr. Oudney (l..ondon, 1826) ; and len-
der. Records of Captain Clapperton's Last Expe-
dition to Africa (London. 18.30).

CLAQUE, kli\k (Fr., hand-clapping). A body
of jHTsons. individually known as 'claqueurs.'

engaged to promote the success of a public

performance by bestowing upon it preconcerted
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applause, and thus giving the public a false

notion of the inipression it has made. In prin-

ciple, the claque has existed from time imme-
morial, since the friends of autiiors and actors

would naturally be expected to assist with their

appreciation; and tears and laughter in an
audience arc well known to l)e infectious. As
a paid institution, it is traditionally counted an
invention of Nero's time. According to Sue-

tonius, the actor-emperor had a body of 5000
stalwart applauders, whose example the public

were exj)ected to follow.

It was in Paris, however, that the claque was
first regularly organized into a trade. It is

said to have owed its suggestion to a trick

of the poet Dorat, who distributed free tickets

to his dependents upon condition that they ap-

plauded. About 1820 two men named Porcher

and Santon regularly established the business

of- insuring dramatic success {I'asaurance dea

aucci-s dramaliqucs) ; by supplying tlie theatres

with as many 'claqueurs' as the authors or man-
agers thought each piece would require. Since

their day various chefs de claque have gained

importance in a position which required dis-

crimination and tact. They have relations di-

rectly with the management of the theatres, and
commonly attend the last rehearsals of a piece,

in order to study it in advance, and receive in-

structions as to the points where demonstra-
tions are expected. Their assistants are, as a
rule, picked up merely for each occasion. The
main body of the claque sits generally near the

rear of the middle of the parterre, beneath the

chandelier, from which they have been called

chevaliers du lustre. Others are distributed in

different parts of the house, according to their

particular functions, which illustrates how mi-

nutely the art is organized. Thus, the connois-

seur is bound to learn the play by heart, and
call the attention of the audience about him to

the fine points ; the rieur or rigolard must laugh
at every jest: the pleurcur ('weeper') has to

manifest his sensibility at the moving passages.

This last part is generally assigned to women,
in whom the frequent use of the handkerchief

seems most natural. The chatouilleur ('tick-

ler' ) , on the other hand, " endeavors, by dis-

tributing bonbons, theatre-bills, etc., and by
lively conversation, to keep his neighbors in

good humor; and, lastly, the bisseur calls 'bis!'

with the utmost enthusiasm, at the conclusion

of the specified pieces of music.

The following incident, which found its way
into the newspapers on the occasion of the death

of the famous French actress Rachel, shows the

ludicrous seriousness with which the members
of the claque view their singular profession:

Mademoiselle Rachel had just created a new
character in a modern piece, and during the

first evening was loudly applauded. The next,

however, she thought her reception by no means
so warm, and she complained that the claque did

not do its duty. Its leader, on hearing of

Rachel's dissatisfaction, wrote to her as follows:

"Mademoiselle—I cannot remain under the oblo-

quy of a reproach from such lips as yours! The
following is an authentic statement of what
really took place: At the first representation, I

led the attack in person not less than thirty-

three times. We had three acclamations, four
hilarities, two thrilling movements, four renew-
als of applause, and two indefinite explosions.

In fact, to such an extent did we carry our aji

plause, that the occupants of the stalls were
scandalized, and cried out A la porte! My men
were iwsitively exhauste<l with fatigue, and
even intimated to me that they could not again
go through such an evening. Seeing such to \h'

the case, 1 applied for the manuscript, and, after
having profoundly studied the piece, 1 wan
obligc'd to make up my mind for the second
representation to certain curtailments in the
service of my men. 1 applied them, however,
only to MM. , and if tlie ad iutcrim offii-c

I hold affords me the opportunity, I will make
them ample amends. In such a situation as that
which I have just depicted, I have only to re-

quest you to believe firmly in my profound ad-
miration and respectful zeal ; and I venture to
entreat you to have some consideration for the
dilliculties which environ me." In spite of the
comic side of the business, the public is gen-
erally hostile, and there have been actual riots

owing to ill-timed efforts of the claque to over-
come popular disapproval of a play. Occasional
efforts have been made, with partial success, for
the abolition of the claque; but it still common-
ly prevails, and plausible arguments are urged
in its justification.

The allegation that, in London, theatrical ar-

tists and managers are obliged to endeavor to
insure success by means of a similar institution

is strenuously denied, although there, and in

Germany and the United States, similar artifices,

not so publicly organized, are practiced to some
extent.

GLABRA. ( 1 ) A character in Otway's adapta-
tion. Cheats of Hcapin, corresponding to Hya-
cinthe in Moli&re's Fourberies de 8capin. (2)
Ferdinand's mistress in Sheridan's The Duenna.

CLABAC, kM'r^k', Ciiables Othon Fr6d6-
Bic Jean Baptiste, Comte de. ( 1777-1847). A
French artist and antiquarian. He superintended
for a time the excavations at Pompeii, of which
he gave an account in Fouilles faites a Fompei
(1813) ; was a member of the French Embassy
in Brazil; and on returning to Paris was made
keeper of the Museum of Antiquities in the

Louvre, of which he published a catalogue.

Others of his works are Manuel de I'histoire de
I'art chez les anciens (1847), and Musce de
sculpture antique et modcrne (1826-52). The
latter, an inventory of all the principal monu-
ments in marble and bronze preserved in the

various museums of Europe, is still consulted

by arcVijpologists, and has been valuable for its

promotion of the study of antique art in France.

CLABCHEN, klerK'cn. A country maiden in

love with Egmont, in Goethe's Egmont. After

his death she poisons herself.

CLABE dr., plain; Welsh clau:r ; connected

with Gk. (cX^pos, Urros, lot) . A maritime county

in the Province of Munster, Ireland, bounded

north by Galway and Galway Bay; east and

south by the Shannon and its expansion. Lough
Derg, separating it from Tipperary, Limerick,

and Kerry; west by the Atlantic (Map: Ire-

land, B 4)'. Area, 1294 square miles—more than

half being arable, and only a small part in

wood. The surface is mostly hilly, with some

mountains, bogs, marshes, and rugged pastures.

The southwest third of the county forms part

of the Munster coal-field. Fine sheep and cattle

are raised on the pastures. There are fishing
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interests and manufactures of frieze and hosiery.

The chief town is Ennis, the county-town. Popu-
lation, in 1841, 286,500; in 1851, 212,700; in

1891, 126,244; in 1901, 112,100. Consult Frost,

History and Topography of the County of Clare
(Dublin, 1893).

CLABE, or CLARA, Saint (1191-1253). The
founder of the Order of Poor Clares, the Fran-
ciscan Order for women. She was a member of

a rich and noble family of Assisi, in the Duchy
of Spoleto. Attracted by the eloquence and
piety of Saint Francis of Assisi, she abandoned
the pleasures of social life, in which she had
previously indulged, and betook herself to soli-

tude, prayer, and mystic meditation. With the
advice of Saint Francis she founded her Order in

1212, and, after obtaining a great reputation
for sanctity, died at Assisi, August 11, 1253.
Two years afterwards she was canonized by Pope
Alexander IV. (See Ci^ares, Poor.) Consult
Demore, Vie de Sainte Claire d'Assisi (Paris,

1856).

CLABE, Ada. A rather insipid girl in Dick-
ens's Bleak House, friend of Esther, who later

marries the optimistic Carstone. Both she and
her husband are wards in chancery, and heirs in
the Jarndyce will case.

CLABE, Lady Clare de. An heiress in
Scott's poem Marmion, whose lover is ruined by
Marmion.

CLABE, John (1793-1864). An English
peasant poet. Born, July 13, 1793, at Helpstone,
near Peterborough, he was taken from school at
seven and employed on a farm, paying for such
education as his meagre wages would allow. He
became a servant in a public-house; was ap-
prenticed to a gardener; ran away, enlisted in

the militia, lived among the gypsies; worked as
a lime-burner, and at one time was compelled
to seek parish relief. In 1821 he published
Poems Descriptive of Rural Life and Scenery,
and later in the same year his Village Minstrel
and Other Poems. He became famous, was pat-
ronized and flattered, fell into dangerous habits,

and, becoming insane, died in a private asylum.
May 20, 1864. Though helped much by his
friends, Clare was always poor. When very
young he learned old songs, which first led him
to verse-making. Afterwards he came across
Thomson's Seasons, which he read constantly.
His poems deal with rustic scenes and the inci-

dents of village life. They are spontaneous and
musical, but lack vigor. For his life, consult:
Martin (London, 1865), and Cherry, Life and
Remains (Ix)ndon, 1873).

CLABE COLLEGE. One of the colleges of
the I'niversity of Cambridge. It was founded
as 'University Hall' by the university in 1326.
Ten years later its

. 'advocacy' or patronage was
made over to Elizabeth de Burgh, Countess of
Clare, by the chancellor of the university, Rich-
ard de 6aden. Part of the great estates she had
inherited by the death of her brother at Ban-
nockbum she devoted to refounding this hall,

first as Clare Hall, with the particular object of
educating clergy to take the place of those
swept off by the plague. In later generations
the college departed from this pious purpose
somewhat, though it was especially noted in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries for its di-

vines, who were learned, if somewhat too liberal-

minded for their times. Bishop Latimer was a

fellow of the college, as was Archbishop Tillot-

son; Cudworth was master, and among the other
members of the seventeenth century may be
noted William Whiston and Thomas Burnet.
Wheelock, the Anglo-Saxon scholar, and Ma-
s^res, the mathematician, were also members of

Clare. The buildings of the college have suffered
very frequently from fire. The present quad-
rangle, one of the most beautiful in Cambridge,
was begun in the seventeenth century; but the
work was interrupted by the Civil War, and it

was not completed till 1715. The present
foundation is a master, 18 fellows, 24 residents,

and two non-resident scholars, besides under-
graduates.

CLABE ISLAND. An island off the west
coast of Mayo, Ireland, at the entrance of Clew
Bay (Map: Ireland, A3). It has a length of
four and a half miles, with a breadth of two
miles. On its northeast extremity there is a
lighthouse at an elevation of 487 feet above the
sea. Population, 1000.

CLABEIIONT (Fr., 'fair mount'). A man-
sion at Esher, in Surrey, England, 15 miles
southwest of London. It was the home of

Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg ( later King of the
Belgians) in the early part of the nineteenth
century, and from 1848 to 1850 the residence of

the exiled Louis Philippe, King of the French,
who died there. In consequence, Claremont be-

came the headquarters of the Orleans Party.

CLABEMONT. A village in Los Angeles
County, Cal., 37 miles east of Los Angeles; on
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railrosid

(Map: California, E 4). It is in the centre of

a fruit-growing region, producing especially

oranges and lemons, and is the seat of Pomona
College (Congregational), established in 1888.

Population, less than a thousand.

CLABEMONT. A town in Sullivan County,
N. H., 50 miles northwest of Concord; on the

Boston and Maine Railroad (Map: New Hamp-
shire, E 8) . It is also on the Sugar River, which
furnishes abundant water-power. The town has
manufactures of cotton and woolen goods, paper,
diamond-drills, machinery, machinery supplies,

shoes, brick, lumber, brooms, and brushes, and
there are also granite and marble yards. Clare-

mont contains the Fiske Free Library, founded
in 1873. Population, in 1890, 5565; in 1900,
6498.

CLAB'ENCE, Duke of. A title occasion-

ally given to a younger member of the British

royal family. It was first bestowed on Lionel,

the second son of Edward III. In recent years
it was held by Albert Victor Christian Edward
n864-92), the eldest son of King Edward VII.,

then Prince of Wales.

CLABENCE, Fitzboy. One of Thackeray's
various uoms-de-phtme.

CLABENCLEUX, klflj'en-shiJS or -su. An
English heraldic officer, the first of the two pro-

vincial kings-of-arms. the second being Norroy.
The jurisdiction of Clarencieux extends over all

England south of the Trent, that of Norroy com-
prehending the portion north of that river.

Clarencieux is named after the Duke of Clarence,

third son of King Edward III. It is his duty
to visit his province, to survey the arms of all

persons bearing coat armor within it, to register

descents and marriages, and to marshal the
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funerals of all persons who are not under the
ilirection of Garter. He also j^rrants arms within
liis province, with the approval of the Earl
Marshal. See Garteb Kino-at-Abms ; Hebalds'
C'ouxtiE; Kino-at-Arms.

CLARENDON. A town and the county-
t-eat of Monroe County, Ark., 00 miles east of

JJttle Rock; on the White River and on the

Saint Louis and Southwestern, and the Arkan-
sas Midland railroads (Map: Arkansas, D 3).

It is surrounded by an agricultural and lum-
bering region, and has lumber-mills, stave and
wagon factories, foundry, cotton-gin, shoe-last

factory, etc. Population, in 1890, 1060; in 1900,

1840.

CLARENDON. A towm in Rutland County,
\ t., five miles south of Rutland; on the Rut-
land Railroad (Map: Vermont, B 7). The prin-

cipal industries are dairying, fruit-raising, and
sugar-making. The locality is visited for its

mineral springs, tlie waters of which are of

considerable medicinal value. The government is

administered by an annual town-meeting. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 928; in 1900, 915.

CLARENDON. A lodge in Wiltshire, near
Salisbury, England, where the 'Constitutions of

Clarendon,' fixing the limits between the juris-

diction of the civil and ecclesiastical courts,

were drawn up in 1164.

CLARENDON, Assize of. In English his-

tory, a royal decree issued in 1166, reestablish-

ing the system of mutual responsibility, or
frank-pledge (q.v. ), among the inhabitants of

each village. Twelve men from each hundred
were clothed with powers similar to those of

a grand jury. Consult Stubbs, Select Charters
Illustrative of English History (7th ed., Oxford,
18!M)).

CLARENDON, Constitutions of. A body
of laws defining the spheres of ecclesiastical and
secular jurisdiction in the courts of England,
adopted in 1164. In that year Henry II. sum-
moned the whole body of bishops and barons to
a council at Clarendon, and some of the oldest
members of the council were ordered to set down
in writing the customs in • use under Henry I.

The report was to be made the basis for the
definite determination of the disputes between
the King and the clergy. The document known
as the 'Constitutions of Clarendon' was presented
as the result of the inquiry. The constitutions
were sixteen in number. The substance of the
most important articles was as follows: Mem-
bers of the clergy accused of crime should be
sent to the ecclesiastical courts for trial, and,
if there convicted, were to be turned over to
the law courts for further punishment. There
was to be no appeal to Rome without the con-
sent of the Curia Regis, which court also deter-

mined what matters were to be decided by the
ecclesiastical tribunals. No beneficed clergy-
man might leave the realm wthout the King's
consent. No villein could be ordained without
the consent of his lord, and no tenant-in-chief
of the King could be excommunicated without
the King's knowledge. In addition to these
more important subjects, the 'constitutions' de-
cided the questions of advowson and presenta-
tion, baronial titles of prelates, election to
bishoprics and abbacies, and the right of the
King to goods of felons deposited under the
protection of the Church. Finally, the questions

of titles to ecclesiastical estates, the trial of
laymen for spiritual otfenses, and the bestowal
of churches in the King's gift were determined.
A great authority ui>on the 'Constitutions of

Clarendon' says: "They are no mere engine
of tyranny, or secular spite, against a church-
man; they are really a part of a great scheme
of administrative reform, by which the de-

batable ground between the spiritual and tem-
poral powers can be brought within the reach
of common justice, and the lawlessness arising
from professional jealousies abolished." The
enactment of the 'Constitutions of Clarendon'
brought to a crisis the dispute l)etween Henry
II. and Thomas j\ Becket (q.v.), who made him-
self the champion of the ecclesiastical jMJwer,

siding with Pope Alexander III. when the latter

rejected the 'constitutions.' Though the King
had to undergo penance after the murder of

Becket, most of the provisions of the 'Constitu-

tions of Clarendon' remained permanent gains
to tlie civil power. Consult: Stubbs, The Con-
stitutional History of England (Oxford, 1874-

78) ; Pauli, (Jeschichte von England (Gotha,
1853-58) ; and for the text of the 'Constitutions,'

Stubbs, Select Charters Illustrative of English
Constitutional History (7th ed., Oxford, 1890).

CLARENDON, Edward Hyde, Earl of. (1608-

74). An English historian, and Chancellor of

Charles II. The son of Henry Hyde, a private

gentleman, he was bom at Dinton, Wiltshire,

February 18, 1609. Destined for the Church,
he proceeded to Magdalen College, Oxford, where
he was graduated Bachelor of Arts, February
14, 1626. But instead of the clerical profession,

he entered the Middle Temple, under his uncle.

Chief Justice Sir Nicholas Hyde, treasurer of

the society, and was called to the bar November
22, 1633. With a leaning to letters rather than
law, his intimate friends were the brilliant

literati of the period—Ben Jonson, Waller, Sel-

den, Carew, Chilling\vorth, Hales, Falkland, and
others. To them in after-years he attributed

much of his knowledge and worldly experience.

He was twice married—his first wife dj'ing after

six months—and by both alliances gained pecu-

niary' and political inlluence. In 1634 he be-

came Keeper of the Writs and Rolls of the Com-
mon Pleas, and by some brilliant defense work
acquired an extensive law practice. He came
into high favor with Laud, and was frequently

consulted by him. He entered the 'Short Par-

liament' of' 1640 for Wootton Bassett, and dis-

tinguished himself as a supporter of the Popular
Party. He represented Saltash in the 'Long
Parliament,' but as an Episcopalian he eventu-

ally seceded from the Popular Party on eccle-

siastical questions, and thereby gained the

King's favor. He headed the Ro^yalist Party in

the Commons, and counseled conciliation by a
persistent api>eal to the 'known laws of the

land.' He was the author of most of the King's

answers to the Parliamentary manifestoes. At
the outbreak of the Civil War he attached him-

self to the Royal cause, and in 1643 was
knighted and made Chancellor of the Exchequer
and Privy Councilor. After viewing the battle

of Edgehill he joined Prince Charles (Charles

II.) in the West, and accompanied him in his

flight to Jersey. He remained in that island for

two years, and began his History of the Jiehel-

lion. In June, 1648, after capture and spolia-

tion by an Ostend pirate, he rejoined Prince
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Charles at The Hague. He exerted himself to

save the life of Charles I., and after that mon-
arch's execution was retained as counselor by
Charles 11., in 1049, going to Spain on an un-

successful mission for assistance. At Charles's

request he rejoined him in Paris, and as the

King's most trusted adviser there, as also in

Cologne and Bruges, spent the next nine years,

frequently in abject poverty. Charles formally

declared him Lord Chancellor in 1G58. Two
years later his daughter Anne formed a secret

marriage witli the Duke of York, aftenvards
James 11., and subsequently became the mother
of Mary and Anne, the future English queens.

The King and Clarendon were wroth; but
Clarendon's indignation was somewhat over-

acted, and excited an after-suspicion that he
deliberately proposed the barren Catherine of

Braganza as Charles XL's consort, to provide
for his posterity's succession to the throne. At
the Restoration Charles confirmed his appoint-

ment as Lord Chancellor, against violent oppo-
sition, and in November, 1660, created him
Baron Hyde. The same year he was elected

chancellor of Oxford University, and the April

following became Viscount Cornbury and Earl
of Clarendon. During his Premiership the set-

tlement of Scotland and Ireland owed much to

him, and he took a leading part in colonial ex-

tension. He was one of the eight proprietors

to whom the first Carolina Charter was granted
in 1663, the Cape Fear establishment being

named 'Clarendon County,' after him. He also

helped the Presbyterian Baxter, to whom he
offered a bishopric, in the incorporation of a
company for the propagation of the Gospel in

New England. The ill success of the Dutch
War and the sale of Dunkirk to the French
« roused public indignation, and he became ex-

ceedingly unpopular. In 1663 the Earl of Bris-

tol unsuccessfully accused him of bribery in the

House of Lords, but in 1667 he fell a victim to

Court intrigue; and having offended the King
by opposing his divorce, that he might marry
Fanny Stewart, whom Clarendon induced the

Duke' of Richmond to wed, Charles deprived him
of his offices, and indirectly advised him to with-

draw to Calais. Clarendon sent a vindication

to the Lords, which both Houses of Parliament
ordered to be burned by the common hangman.
After being almost murdered by some English

sailors at Evreux, he lived in exile for six years,

-sending humble appeals to be allowed to pa.ss

his remaining years on English soil. He died

in Rouen, December 9, 1674, and was buried in

Westminster Abl)ey.

In a generally profligate Court he was almost
the only moral man, and was distinguished for

his unswerving fidelity to the Episcopal Cliurch

and his determined maintenance of what he
considered the true and ideal English Consti-

tution. He was a ready debater and pleasing

speaker, but it is for his literary productions

that he is best remembered. The first edition

of his great Histont of the Rebellion (Oxford,
1702-04) was not printed from the original

manuscript, and some passages were slightly

altered by the editors. A complete edition, by
Dr. Bandinel. first appeared in 18*26; while the

best edition, in 6 vols., was published at Oxford
in 1888. He wrote also a lAfe of Edxcard Hyde,
Knrl of Clarendon, with a Continuation of the

History of the Grand Rebellion from the Res-

Vol. IV.—44.

toration to His Banishment in 1667 (1759) ; and
a History of the Rebellion and Civil War in Ire-

land (1120). Consult: Agar-EUis, Historical
Inquiry Respecting the Character of Edward
Hyde, Earl of Clarendon (London, 1827) ; Lis-

ter, Life and Administration of Edward Hyde,
First Earl of Clarendon (London, 1837-38) ;

Lewis, Lives of the Friends and Contemporaries
of Clarendon (3 vols., London, 1852) ; Camp-
bell, Lives of the Lords Chancellors, vol. iii. (Lon-
don. 1869) ; Oldmixon, Clarendon and Whitelocke
Compared (2d ed., London, 1787) ; and the his-

tories of Green, Ranke, and Gardiner.

CLARENDON, George William Frederick
ViLLiERS, fourth Earl of (1800-70). An English
diplomat and statesman, the eldest son of George
Villiers and grandson of Thomas Villiers, who
in 1752 married the heiress of the last Lord
Clarendon of the Hyde branch, and was created
Baron Hyde, 1756, and Earl of Clarendon,
1776. He was born in London, January 12,

1800. He entered Saint John's College, Cam-
bridge, in his sixteenth year, and by titular

privilege attained the M.A. degree in 1820.

The same year he entered the diplomatic ser-

vice as an attache to the British Embassy at
Saint Petersburg, and by twenty-three years of

age had acquired practical experience that was
of particular value in his subsequent career. He
was an accomplished linguist and writer. Ap-
pointed Commissioner of Customs in 1823, in

1827-29 he gained administrative knowledge in

arranging the union of the English and Irish

excise boards, and an insight into Irish charac-

ter and affairs which made him an authority
with Lord Lieutenant Paget, Marquis of Angle-
sey. In 1831, as coadjutor to Sir John Bow-
ring, he successfully negotiated a commercial
treaty with France, and in 1833 was sent as

envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten-

tiary to Madrid, wliere he acquired great influ-

ence and a lifelong popularity. He was re-

warded with the Grand Cross of the Bath in

1837, and at his uncle's death, December 22,

1S38, succeeding to the Clarendon peerage as
fourth Earl, he returned to England to take his

seat in the House of Lords. He entered Lord
Melbourne's Administration as Lord Privy Seal

in 1840, and also became Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster. When the Ministry fell, in

1841, he became ar) active member of the Oppo-
sition, but, as a stanch free-trader, warmly sup-

ported Sir Robert Peel's measures for the repeal

of the Com Laws. Under Lord Russell he became
president of the Board of Trade, in 1846. and
in the following year was appointed Lord Lieu-

tenant of Ireland. The insurrectionary follies

of Smith O'Brien and his followers were agi-

tating the country; but Clarendon's prompt and «

decisive measures soon restored tranquillity,

while his tact and impartiality allayed party
feeling. From 1852, under Lord Aberdeen, and
in 1855-58, imder Lord Palmerston, Clajenr
don was Foreign Secretary. Upon him fell the
onus of the Crimean War; and the peace of
1856. with its beneficial results to European
politics, testifies to his foresight and ability.

He retired with the Ministry in 1858; resumed
the Foreign Secretaryship in 1865-66, and held
it again under Gladstone from 1868 imtil his

sudden deatli. June 27. 1870. Consult Thornton.
Life of George 'William Frederick Villiers, Fourth
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Earl of Clarendon, in Foreign Secretaries of the

^'ineteenth Century, vol. iii. (London, 1881-82).

CLARENDON PRESS. A printing and pub-

lisliiu); csUiblislinu'iit eonm-cted witli Oxford
University (Kn^dand). It was founded in 1072,

and named Clarendon, because the printing-house

was paid tor by the j)roUtii on the sale of Lord
Clarendon's History of the Rebellion, of which
work tlie university has a perpetual copyright.

CLARENS, kl6'raN'. A village and health

resort in the Canton of Vaud, Switzerland; on

the Lake of Geneva, 1200 feet above sea-level,

and live miles east of Vevey (Map: Switzerland,

A 2). The town is chamlingly situated, has a
mild climate, and is a favorite resort for invalids.

It is known as the scene of Rousseau's La Nou-
velle H^loise.

CLARES, klarz. Poor, or Clabisses. A re-

ligious order founded by Saint Clare, with the

counsel and help of Saint Francis of Assisi, in

1212. At first, the nuns observed the rule of

Saint Benedict, but in 1224 the austerity of this

rule was mitigated by Saint Francis, and again

modified by Urban IV. in 1264. The Order rap-

idly increased, and by the end of the sixteenth

centurj' numbered nearly 50,000. The nuns de-

vote themselves chielly to the education of the

young. They are under the jurisdiction of the

General and Provincials of the Friars ^Minor.

In 1875 the first Poor Clares came to the United

States from Rome; in 1877 others came from
Germany. They had in 1900, in the United

States, live convents and 71 professed sisters;

in England, six convents; in Scotland, one; and
in Ireland, 8e\'en. The English follow the re-

form of Saint Colette, who in 1436 brought back

many French, Belgian, and German converts to

the strict Franciscan rule.

CLARET. See Wine.

CLARETIE, kliir't^', Jules (
properly Abs£ne

Abnauu) (1840— ). A French author and
theatrical manager, bom at Limoges (Haute-

Vienne). He studied at the Lyc6e Bonaparte of

Paris, and became known as a feuilletonist and
dramatic critic. During the Franco-Prussian War
he acted as correspondent for Paris papers for a
brief period. His first play won but moderate
success {La famille des Oueux, 1869), but sub-

sequent!}' dramatizations of several of his own
works of fiction, such as Les Muscadins (2 vols.,

1874; presented in that year), and Le Prince

Zilah (1884; presented in 1885), established him
upon the French stage. In 1885 he became di-

rector of the Comedie fran^aise, whose traditional

excellence he sought to maintain. He is best

known, however, for his novels and historical

works. Among the former are L'Assassin (1866),
Monsieur Ic Ministre (1882), Puyjoli (1890),
and L^Accusateur (1897). From the latter may
be cited Cinq ans aprcs (1876), a study of post-

bellum conditions in Alsace-Lorraine, and Les
Prussiens chez eux ( 1872). In 1888 Claretie was
elected to the Academic Frangaise.

CLARI, kla'r^, Giovanni Carlo !NLvbia
(1B69-C.1754). An Italian composer, pupil of
Colonna at Bologna. He became chapelmaster
at Pisa, where he died. His church-music, com-
prising psalms, masses, a requiem, and three
oratorios, ranks among the best of his time. He
also composed the opera II savio delirnnte. biit is

famous particularly for his madrigals, in which

branch of vocal com|H)sition he was surpassed
only by Steffani. Collections of these diietti and
ttrzetti were i)ul)lishe(l in 1720, 1740, and 1743.

CLARI, THE MAID OF MILAN. An
opera by Sir Henry Bishop (1823), introducing
John Howard Payne's "Home, Sweet Home,"
which was written expressly for it.

CLAR1BEL. See Babnabd, Ciiablotte Al-
INGTO.X.

CLARIBEL. (1) Phaon's lady love in

SjMjnscr's Faerie Qucene. Philenion maligns her
and she is killed by Phaon, who slays Phile-

mon also on discovering the deception. (2) One
of Alfred Tennyson's earliest poems (1830).

CLARIBEL, SiB. One of the four knights
who, in Spenser's Faerie Queene, fight for the

false Floriniel, and also encounter Britomart.

CLARICE, klilrls, Fr. pron. kl&'r^s', It. pron.

klA-re'chft. The wife of Rinaldo and sister of

Huon of Bordeaux, in the romances of Ariosto
and Boiardo.

CLARIFICATION. See Fining.

C L A R' I N or C L A R I N'. In Spenser's

Faerie Queene, a confidential companion of the
Amazonian Queen Radigund. Sent by Radigimd
to win over the captive Sir Artegal, she falls in

love with him herself, and is false to her mistress.

CLARIN''DA. A city and the county-seat of

Page County, Iowa, 75 miles southeast of Coun-
cil Bluffs ; on the Nodaway River, and on the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, and other rail-

roads (Map: Iowa, B 4). It is in an agricul-

tural and stock-raising region, which has alsa

valuable coal deposits; exports live stock, poul-

try, butter, eggs, seeds, grain, and coal, and
contains flour-mills, carriage-works, brick-works,

foundry, creamery, cold-storage plant, etc. The
State Asylum for the Insane is a short distance

from the city. Population, in 1890, 3262; in

1900, 3276.

CLARINDA. (1) In Massinger's Maid of
Honor, the maid of Carinola. (2) The maid of

Calista in Fletcher's Lover's Progress. (3) The
enamored of Colonel Manly in Mrs. Centlivre's

The Beau's Duel. (4) The fickle mistress of

Cleremont in Gibber's The Double Gallant. (5)

The mistress of Long\'il in Shadwell's The Vir-

tuoso.

CLARINET (Fr. clarinette, from It. clari-

netto, dim. of clarino, clarion, from cUtro, Lat.

clarus, clear), or Clarionet. A wood-wind in-

strument of the reed kind, developed by Joseph

Christopher Denner, in Nuremberg, in 1090, from
the chalumoau. a primitive wind instrument, by

the addition at the nodal point of a small hole

and key, which gave an additional register, one-

twelfth higher. Its tone is produced by a thin

piece of Spanish reed nicely flattened and tie*!,

or otherwise fixed to the mouthpiece. On the

body of the instrument there are 18 holes. 13

of them with keys for the fingers of the per-

former, bv which the notes are produced. In

extent (3% octaves), fullness, and variety of

tone, the clarinet is the most perfect of wind

instruments. Its construction, however, does

not admit of every key in music being played

on the same instrument : for which reason clari-

nets of different pitch, generally A, Bb, and C,

also a bass clarinet (usually in Bb) are used in

orchestra music. Mozart's familiar Eb major
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symphony is the first work of its kind in which

clarinets were employed. See Obcuestba.

CLAR'INGTON, Sir Arthur. A profligate

in Dekker and Ford's Witch of Edmonton.

CLARIS'SA. The wife of Gripe, in Van-
bnigli's coiiu'dy The Confederacy, a would-be

fine lady, in awe of the upi>er classes.

CLARISSA HAROiOWE. A novel, in the

form of a series of letters, by Samuel Richard-

son, published in 1748. See Harlowe, Clarissa.

CLARK, Abraham (1726-94). An American
patriot, one of the signers of the Declaration of

Independence. He was born near Elizabeth, N. J.

;

received a scant education; practiced law for a

time ; and, on the approach of the Revolutionary

War, actively identified himself with the patriot

cause. He was elected to the Provincial Con-

gress in 1775; was a member of the Continental

Congress in 1776-78, 1780-83, and 1785-88; was
a delegate to the Annapolis Convention (q.v.) in

1786. and from 1791 until his death was a mem-
ber of Congress.

CLARK, Alonzo (1807-87). An American
physician. He was born in Chester, Mass., and
graduated in 1828 at Williams, and in 1835 at

the New York College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, where he was professor of physiology and
pathology from 1848 to 1855, and of pathology

and practical medicine from 1855 to 1885. From
1875 to 1885 he was also dean and president of

the faculty. He wrote a number of papers on
medical subjects for the magazines.

CLARK, Alonzo Howard (1850—). An
American ichthyologist, bom in Boston. He
studied at Wesleyan University; in 1883 was a
member of the United States Commission at

the International Fisheries Exhibition, London,
and in 1889 was sent as expert commissioner to

the Paris Exposition of that year. In 1889 he
became an assistant secretary of the American
Historical Association. His publications, which
have appeared principally in the form of Gov-
ernment reports, include: Statistics of Fisheries

of Massachusetts (1882) ; History of the Mack-
erel Fishery (1883) ; and other similar works.

CLARK, Alvan (1808-87). An American
optician, bom at Ashfield, Mass. The son of a
farmer, he became a sell-taught engraver, por-

trait-painter, and optician, and was employed as

an engraver in a calico-print manufactory at

Lowell, Mass. He began the manufacture of

telescopes about 1844, and completed the first

achromatic lenses made in the United States.

He also devised an ingenious eyepiece for meas-
uring celestial arcs of lesser magnitudes. The
chief telescopes of recent times have been the

work of his establishment at Cambridgeport,
!Mass. The Proceedings of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society, vol. xvii. (London, 1857), con-

tains the list of his own discoveries with his tele-

scopes. See Telescope.

CLARK, Alvan Graham (1832-07). An
American optician and astronomer, born at Fall
River, Mass. He attained a fame equal to that
of his father, -Mvan Clark, with whom he was
assm'iated. Among the great telescope-lenses

made by him are those in the Lick Observatory
in California (36 inches in diameter), and in the
Naval Observatory at Washington (26 inches) ;

the 30-inch refractor for the Imperial Observa-
tory of Saint Petersburg; and the great 40-inch

lens, the largest ever made, for the Yerkes Ob-
servatory (at Williams Bay, Wis.) of the Uni-
versity of Chicago. He was also active as an
astronomical observer, and made many discov-

eries of double stars, including that of the com-
panion of Sirius, for which he received the
Lalande gold medal of the French Academy. He
was a member of the eclipse expeditions to
Jerez, Spain, in 1870, and to Wj'oming, in 1878.

Many improvements in connection with tele-

scope manufacture were introduced by him. See
Telescope.

CLARK, Daniel ( 1835— ) . A Canadian phy-
sician. He was born at Granton, Inverness-

shire, Scotland; went to Canada in 1841, and
graduated at Victoria University in 1858. He
subsequently received from the University of

Toronto the degiee of M.D., studied at Edin-
burgh, and practiced at Princeton, Ontario. Dur-
ing the Civil War he was for a short time at-

tached as volunteer surgeon to the Army of the

Potomac, and in 1872 was elected a member of

the Ontario Medical Council. He has since been
connected with various educational and chari-

table institutions, and in 1875 was appointed
superintendent of the Provincial Lunatic Asy-
lum, Toronto. He has published Pen Photo-
graphs (1873) ; John Garth, a novel; and other
works.

CLARK, Edward (1822— ). An American
architect, born in Philadelphia, Pa. He succeeded
Thomas U. Walter as architect of the United
States Capitol extension in 1865. He was ap-

pointed by Congress on the commission for the

completion of the Washington Monument, and
on the commission for the construction of the

Congressional Library, and did other governmen-
tal work. He was chosen a member of the Ameri-
can Institute of Architects, fellow of the Clar-

endon Historical Society of Edinburgh, and trustee

of the Corcoran Art Gallerv, in Washington,
D. C.

CLARK, Edwin Charles (1835— ). An Eng-
lish barrister and educator. He graduated at

Trinity College. Cambridge; became a scholar

and fellow of Trinity, and subsequently was ap-

pointed regius professor of civil law at Cam-
bridge. He has published: Early Roman Late:

Regal Period (1872); An Analysis of Criminal
Liability (1880); Practical Jurisprudence

(1883); and Cambridge Legal Studies (1888).

CLARK, Francis Edward (1851— ). An
American Congregational clergj'man. He was
bom at Aylmer, Canada, September 12, 1851

;

graduated at Dartmouth College in 1873, and at

Andover Theological Seminary in 1876. He held

a Congregational pastorate at Portland. Maine,
from 187(5 to 1883. and was pastor of Williston

Church, South Boston, from 1883 to 1887. In
1881 he organized the Williston Young People's

Society of Christian Endeavor in his church, and
in 1887 became president of the United Society

of Christian Endeavor, which sprang from it,

and editor of its official organ. The Golden Rule.

(See Christian Endeavor, Society of.) He
has published: The Children of the Church,
and the Y. P. S. C. E. as a Means of Rringing
Them Together (1888); Worldicidc Endeavor,
the Story of the Y. P. 8. C. E. from the Be-
ginning and in All Lands (1896) ; Felloir-Travel-

ers: a Personally Conducted Journey in Three
Continents; A New Way Around the World
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(lOOI), an account of experiences on the Trans-

Siberiun ]{ail\vuy; and other luinor works in

the interest of the Society.

CLABK, Ceorge Hogebs (1752-1818). An
American soldier and frontiersman, who ren-

dereti valuaMe services to the United States

during the Revolutionary War. He was born
near Monticello, in Albemarle County, Va. ; re-

ceived a common-school education ; made a tour
west of the Alleghanies in 1772; became a land
surveyor, and in 1774 served against the Indians

in Lord Dunmore's War (q.v. ). He spent some
months in Kentucky in 1775; removed thither

early in 177(5, and soon became the recognized

leader of the backwoodsmen. In June, 1776, he
was chosen one of two delegates to represent

Kentucky, then a district oif Virginia, in the
Virginia Legislature, and in this capacity not
only brought about the organization of Ken-
tucky as a separate county, but secured a large
supply of much-needed powder for the use of the
backwoodsmen. After his return, he conceived
a plan for the conquest of the 'Illinois Country,'
and having won the support of Patrick Henry,
then Governor of Virginia (to lay his plans be-

fore whom he had traveled on foot from Harroda-
burg, Ky., to Williamsburg, Va.), he was ap-
pointed lieutenant-colonel, raised the necessary
troops, and proceeded to the site of Louisville,

Ky. Starting from this point on June 28, 1778,
he captured Kaskaskia (q.v.) on July 4, and
by deputy secured the surrender of the other
French villages, Cahokia and Vincennes. General
Hamilton, the English commander at Detroit, re-

captured Vincennes, then held by Captain Helm,
in December; and Clark, upon hearing the news
at Kaskaskia, put himself at the head of 170 men,
and after an arduous march in the depth of
winter, through swamps and dense forests, forced
Hamilton to surrender, on February 24, 1779.
Early in 1780 he built Fort Jefferson, on the
left bank of the Mississippi, a short distance
below the mouth of the Ohio. From this time
imtil the close of the war, he was engaged al-

most constantly in warfare against the British
and Indians, totally defeating the Shawnees,
destroying the Indian villages along the Big
Miami, and rising to the rank of brigadier-gen-
eral of Virginia militia. After the close of the
war he led an unsuccessful expedition against
the Wabash Indians in 1786, came into conflict

with the Spanish authorities in the West, and
seems to have advocated an expedition, which
he was to lead, for the capture of Natchez and
Saint I^ouis and the opening of the Mississippi
to unrestricted navigation. In 179.3, during the
pro-French agitation in the United States, he
was commissioned a general by the French Gov-
ernment, and issued a call for volunteers for the
purpose of reconquering the Spanish possessions
along the Mississippi on behalf of the French.
He passed the latter part of his life in poverty
at Clarkesville, in Indiana, near Louisville, Ky.,
on part of the land granted him by the Virginia
Legislature.

Clark's .services during the Revolutionary War
were of the utmost value to the United States
Government, inasmuch as the virtual conquest
of the Northwest served as, perhaps, the chief
basis of the American claim, in the peace nego-
tiations of 1782-83, to the territory between the
Mississippi and the Alleghanies. But for this
conquest, according to many historians, the

western territory would probably have passed
cither to England or to Spain. In recognition of

his services, the Virginia Legislature, in 1783,
granted him a tract of 8049 acres—140,000 more
being granted to his oflicers and men—in the
present State of Indiana, and on two occasions
presented him with a sword. Clark wrote two
accounts of his expedition—one of which, his

Letter to (Jcorge Mason, of Virginin, was first

published in Cincinnati in 1869; and the other,

entitled his Memoir, and written probably in

his old age, at the re<juest, it is said, of Presi-

dents Jefferson and Madison, was first published
in part in Dillon's Indiana (1843). Consult:
English, The Conquest of the Country Northiceat

of the Ohio River, 1778-8S, and Life of George
Rogers Clark (Indianapolis, 1896) ; and Roose-
velt, Winning of the West, vols. i. and ii. (New
York, 1889). Many documents relating to Clark
and the conquest of the Illinois country are to
be found among tho Draper Manuscripts, in the
Library of the Wisconsin Historical Society,

Madison, Wis.

CLABK, Henry James (1826-73). An Amer-
ican naturalist, bom at Amherst, Mass. He
received his education at New York University;
then studied botany under Asa Gray at the
Cambridge Garden, and later under Agassiz at
Harvard. On graduating from the Lawrence
Scientific School, he remained with Agassiz, in

the capacity of private assistant, until 1860,

when he was made adjunct professor of zoology
at the Lawrence School. But he continued to

assist Agassiz until 1863. During the year 1864
he delivered a course of lectures at the Lowell
Institute, and from 1866 to 1869 was professor

of the natural sciences at the Pennsylvania Agri-
cultural College. From 1869 to 1872 he held a
similar post at the University of Kentucky, and
during the last year of his life was professor

of veterinary science at the Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College, in Amherst. His book-form
publications include an interesting volume en-

titled Mind in Nature (1865), constituting
Clark's Lowell Institute lectures of 1864. Con-
sult Packard, "Memoir of Henry James Clark,"
in Biographical Memoirs of the National Acad-
cniy of Sciences (Washington, 1877).

CLABK, Sir James (1788-1870). An Eng-
lish physician. On the accession of Queen Vic-
toria to the throne, he was appointed physician-
in-ordinary to her Majesty, and in that capacity
attended the Queen on most of her journeys to

Scotland and the Continent. His publications
include: On the Sanative Influence of Climate
(1829), and A Treatise on Pulmonary Consump-
tion (1835).

CLABK, John Bates ( 1847— ) . An Ameri-
can economist, bom at Providence, R. I., January
26, 1847, and educated at Brown University,
Amherst College, and at the universities of Hei-
delberg and Zurich. He was appointed professor

of political economy and history in Carleton
College, Minn., 1877 : professor of history and
political science in Smith College, 1881 ; professor

of political economy in Amherst College, 1892;
and in Columbia University, 1895. For three
years (1892-94) he was lecturer on economics
in the Johns Hopkins University, and (1893-

95) was president of the American Economic
Association. Besides numerous articles in sci-

entific periodicals, he has published the follow-
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ing works: The Philosophy of Wealth (1886) ;

Wages (1889); Capital and Its Earnings

(1888); The Distribution of Wealth (1901).

Since the death of Francis A. Walker, Professor

Clark, on account of his profound and original

contributions to the science of political economy,

has occupied the first place among American

economists. Consult Ely, "Decade of Economic

Theory," in Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science, vol. xv. (Philadel-

phia, 1900).

CLABK, Jonas Oilman (1815-1900). An
American philanthropist, bom at Hubbardston,

Mass. After a term of service as a carriage-

maker's apprentice, he began the manufacture of

tinware, with shops at Milford and Lowell. In

1853 he went to California, where he developed a

successful business. He invested largely in real

estate, and subsequently added to his fortune by

banking operations in the East. In 1887 he ob-

tained a charter for an institution of higher edu-

cation, and in 1889 founded Clark University at

Worcester, !Mass., with an endowment fund of

$1,000,000. Tlie terms of his will secured to the

university a further endowment of $2,500,000.

( See Clark University. ) He also established an

endowed public library at Hubbardston.

CLABK, Lewis Gaylord .(1810-73). An
American editor, bom in Otisco, N. Y. For
twenty-five years (1834-59) he edited, in New
York'City, the Knickerbocker Magazine, which,

by means of contributions from such writers as

Irving, Brj'ant, Willis, and Longfellow, and by his

own departments of the "Editor's Table" and

"Gossip with Readers and Correspondents," he

made the leading literary publication of the time

in the United States. Pecuniary distress caused

its discontinuance in 1859, and Clark removed

to Piermont, N. Y., where he lived in a residence

presented by former contributors to his maga-

zine, who raised the necessary funds in part by

publishing a volume of their contributions, un-

der the title, The Knickerbocker dallery. He
held a place for some time in the New York
Custom-House, but still contributed regularly

to most of the leading periodicals. His only

books are the Knickerbocker Sketch-Book (1850),

and Knick-Knarks from an Editor's Table ( 1852)

.

Consult Wendell. .4. Literary History of America
.(New York, 1900).

CLABK, Rev, T. The pseudonym of John
Gait, a Scottish novelist (1779-1839).

CLABK, Thomas March (1812—). An
American Episcopal prelate. He was bom at

Newburyport, Mass.; graduated at Yale in 1831;

studied theology at Princeton, and was licensed

to preach as a Presbyterian in 1835. He be-

came an Episcopalian in the following year, and
was rector of Grace Church, Boston, for seven

years, afterwards holding charges in Philadel-

phia, Hartford, and Providence. In 1854 he
was conse<-rated Bishop of Rhode Island, and in

1899. on the death of Bishop Williams, of Con-
necticut, became Presiding Bishop of the Episco-

pal Church in America. His Reminiscences ap-

peared in 1895; among his other works are

Early Discipline and Culture (1852), and Pri-

mary Truths of Religion (1869).

CLAB^ William (1770-1838). An Ameri-
can soldier and explorer, the associate of Meri-

wetlier Lewis on the famous Lewis and Clark

Expedition. He was born in Caroline County,

Va.; removed with his family to the site of

Louisville, Ky., in 1784; entered the army, and

served as a lieutenant of infantry, under General

Wayne, against the Indians, in 1791. He re-

signed, owing to ill health, in 1796; but in 1803

was recommissioned as a second lieutenant, and

from 1804 to 1806 shared with Meriwether

Lewis the command, of an exploring party which,

leaving Saint Louis in May, 1804, crossed the

continent, reaching the mouth of the Columbia

River in November, 1805, and arrived at Saint

Louis on its return in September, 1806. (See

Lewis and Clark Expedition, The.) Subse-

quently he was commissioned brigadier-general

of militia, served as Indian agent for the Ter-

ritory of Upper Louisiana, was Governor of

.Missouri Territory from 1813 to 1821, and acted

as Superintendent of Indian Affairs at Saint

Louis from 1822 until his death. Consult: The

biographical sketch in Coues (editor), History

of the Expedition Under the Command of Leiais

and Clark (New York, 1893), and the authori-

ties referred to under Lewis and Clark Expe-

dition, The.

CLABK, William Andrews (1839—). An
American capitalist and politician, bom near

Connellsville, Pa. He studied law at Mount
Pleasant (Iowa) University, but never prac-

ticed; drove an ox-team to Montana in 1863,

and by manufacturing, mercantile pursuits, min-

ing, and banking, acquired a large fortune. It is

said that he became the largest owner of copper-

mines in the world. In 1884 and 1889 he was
president of the Montana Constitutional Conven-

tion. He was Democratic nominee for United

States Senator in 1890, but although he claimed

the election, did not secure a seat. In 1899 he was

elected by the State Legislature to succeed Lee

Mantle a*s United States Senator. Thereupon,

at the instance of Marcus Daly, the Anaconda

mine-owner, and his political rival, there was

begun, before the Senate Committee on Elections

and Privileges, an investigation which resulted

in the recommendation by the committee that

the Senate adopt a resolution to the eflFect that

Clark "was not duly and legally elected to a

seat in the Senate." Clark, in an address to the

Senate, reviewed the report of the committee,

and submitted a copy of his resignation. Al-

most immediately thereafter he was appointed

by the acting GoVemor of Montana to fill the

vacancy caused by his resignation. This ap-

pointment was subsequently declared by the

Govemor to be invalid. Clark was elected to the

United States Senate by the Montana Legisla-

ture for the term of 1901-07.

CLABK, William Bullock (I860—). An
American geologist, born at Brattleboro, Vt.

He received his education at Amherst, Mass.,

and studied geology at Munich. In 1887 he was
made instructor in geology at Johns Hopkins
University, and in 1888 lx>came connected with

the United States Geological Sun-ey. In 1891

he was appointed din>ctor of the Maryland
Weather Service; from 1892 to 1894 was asso-

ciate professor of geology at Johns Hopkins
University, and in the latter year was made full

professor and placetl at the head of the geolog-

ical laboratory. In 1896 he was made State

Geologist of Maryland. His publications include

a number of interesting papers and reports deal-

ing with subjects of Vnwri.-an geology.
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CLABK, William (Jkorgk (1821-78). An
KDglisli scholar. He wan burn in March, 1821,

and iia!4.scd his l>oyluKKl in Vorkuhire. In 1844
he graduated from Trinity College, Cambridge,
with great distinction, and was elected fellow

of his college. He was subsequently elected a
tutor, and then public orator of the university

(18U7). In lS4i) he visited Spain, and in 185(J

he made a tour of Greece. Sketches of these

travels were pul)lished under the titles Gazpacho
(1850) and reloponnesua (1858). In 1853 he

took orders, publishing in 18(50 Four Sermons
preaclu'd at Trinity; but in 18(59 he asked his

Bishop to be relieved, stating his reasons for

the step in a pamphlet entitled, The Present
Dangers of the Church of England (1870). He
edited the first series of Cambridge Essays
(1855); contributed to Eraser's Magazine ; and
was one of the founders of the Journal of Philol-

ogy (1868), of which he Avas an editor; but he
is chiefly known for the Cambridge Shakespeare
(9 vols'., 1863-66), in which, though it was
planned by himself, he was aided by W. A.
Wright (q.v.). It furnishes the best text of any
yet published. The two editors also prepared
the lilobe Shakespeare (1864), and single plays
for students. Owing to ill health, Clark retired

from Cambridge in 1873 and passed his last

years at York, where he died. Noveml)er 6, 1878.

In 1883 the Clark Lectureship in English Litera-

ture was founded, at Trinity, from property he
left to the college.

CLABK, Willis Gaylobd (1810-41). An
American poet, born at Otisco, N. Y. He became
proprietor and editor of the Philadelphia Ga-
zette, and was long a contributor to the Knicker-
bocker Magazine, edited by his brother, Lewis
Gaylord Clark (q.v.), by whom were prepared
his Literary Rert^aitis (1844) and a complete edi-

tion of his poems (1847). The former of these

was made up chiefly of the Ollapodiana Papers,
a series of prose sketches that had first appeared
in the Knickerbocker. His poetry is contem-
plative and serious, his prose marked by hu-
morous fancy. Consult: Wendell, A Literary
Ilistory of America (New York, 1900).

CLABKE, Adam (c.1762-1832). A British
Methodist clergyman and biblical scholar, bom
in County Londonderry, Ireland. He studied at

John Wesley's School, at Kingswood, near Bris-

tol ; adopted the career of a Methodist preacher

;

was sent oiit by Wesley, in 1782, to preach the
Methodist doctrines, and was president of the
conferences of 1806, 1814, and 1822. He was a
thorough student of the classics, natural sci-

ence, Church history and Oriental languages and
literature, and published works in all of these
branches. Some of his books are: A Biblio-
graphical Dictionary (6 vols., 1803-04) ; Me-
moirs of the M'esley Family ; and, most important
of all, Commentary on the Bible (8 vols., 1810-

26). He was engaged in editing Rymer's Fce-

dera, from 1808 to 1818, when exhaustion com-
pelled him to give up the task. For his Life,
consult Etheridge (Ix»ndon, 1858).

CLABKE, Benjamin Franklin (1831— ).

An American engineer and educator, born at
Newport, Maine. He graduated in 1863 at
Brown University, and afterwards became con-
nected with the university as instructor (1863-
08), professor of mathematics (1868-93), profes-
sor of mechanical engineering (from 1893), and

acting president (1896-97 and 1898-99). In 1884
he published a biography and eulogy of Prof.
Samuel S. Greene.

CLABKE, CnABu:s CowDKN (1787-1877). An
English autiior and lecturer, bom in Enfield,
Middlesex. He was an intimate friend of Shel-
ley, Keats, Leigh Hunt, and Lamb. In conjunc-
tion with his wife, Mary Cowden Clarke (q.v.),
he annotated an edition of Shakespeare (1809),
and compiled The Shakespeare Key ( 1879). His
brilliant lectures on Shakespeare and other poets,
which he delivered in London (1834-54), gave
him a considerable reputation, and did much
to arouse a wider interest in the liigher drama.
He published: Tales from Chaucer (1833);
Shakespeare Characters (1863); Moli&rc Char-
acters (1865) ; Recollections of Writers (1878) ;

and numerous articles on the drama and fine

arts for periodicals. Consult Biography, by his
wife (London, 1887).

CLABKE, EowARD Danikl (1769-1822). An
English traveler and mineralogist. He was bom
at Willingdon, in Sus.sex; graduated at Cam-
bridge in 1790; and then traveled, as companion
to several wealthy young men, through the
greater part of Europe, Egj'pt, and Asia Minor,
remaining away from England until 1802. In
1807 he began a course of lectures on mineral-
ogy at Cambridge, and the university estab-
lished a professorship of that science for him.
He presented to the library a number of
valuable marbles; among others, the colossal
statue of the Eleusinian Ceres, discovered by
Wheeler in 1676, and now in the Fitzwilliam
Museum. His Travels (6 vols., 1810-23), were
received with extraordinary favor. Besides this
work and numerous publications bearing on
mineralogy', he wrote: Greek Marbles Brought
from the Shores of the Euxine, Archipelago, and
Mediterranean (1809), and The Tomb of Alex-
ander (1805). His collection of minerals, coins,

etc., was purchased by Cambridge University.
For his Life, consult Otter (London, 1825).

CLABKE, Helen Abcjiibald. An American
editor and critic, bom in Philadelphia. She
graduated, in 1884, at the music department of
the University of Pennsylvania; in 1889, with
Charlotte Porter, founded Poet-Lore, a quarterly
magazine of letters, and in addition to many
articles for reviews has published, in collabora-

tion with Charlotte Porter, editions of Robert
Browning's Poems (1896); Robert Browning's
Complete Poetical Works (1898); and Brown-
ing Study Programmes (1900).

CLABKE, Henri Jacques Guillaume,
Comte d'Hunebourg and Due de Feltre (1765-

1818). A French general, born at Landrecies
(Nord). He studied at the Ecole Militaire,

Paris, entered the cavalry, and having Ijecome

lieutenant-colonel, so distinguished himself at

Horchheim as to earn promotion to the rank
of brigadier-general. In 1793 he was deprived
of his command, as a suspect, but in 1795
was reinstated in the service as a general of

division, and made by Carnot chief of the topo-

graphical bureau of the War Ministry. Sent by
the Director^' to Italy to obsen-e the movements
of Napoleon, then commanding the French
army there, he entered into the spirit of that
general's plans, and was later rewarded by be-

ing appointed his private secretary. In 1805

he was Governor of Vienna, in 1806 of Berlin,
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and in 1807 Minister of War. Upon the entry
of the Allies into Paris, he declared himself a
Koyaiist ; during the Hundred Days accom-
panied l.ouis XVIIl. into exile to Ghent, and
from IS 15 to 1817 was again Minister of War.

CLABKE, J.\coB Auoi'STUS Lockhabt (1817-

80). An English physician, born in London.
He was brought up in France, but studied medi-
cine in England, at Guy's and Saint Thomas's
liospitals. He there divided his attention between
private medical practice and original research

in microscopic anatomy and pathology, giving

most of his time to research. A group of

ganglion-cells in the spinal column was named,
after him, *the posterior vesicular column of

Clarke.' The results of his investigations were
published in the form of special papers; he
wrote no books. A list of his papers may be
found in the Catalogue of the Library of the

Jledico-Vhirurgical Society (1879).

CLABKE, James Fbeemax (1810-88). An
American Unitarian clergj-man. He was born
ir Hanover, X. H., and graduated at Harvard
in 1829, and at the Cambridge Divinity School

in 1833. He was then called to become pastor
of a Unitarian church in Louisville, Ky. In
1841 he assisted in founding the Church of the
Disciples, Boston, of which he was pastor from
184 1 to 1850, and from 1853 until his death.

He was a friend of Emerson and Channing, a
sup|>orter of the anti-slaverj' movement, and
secretary of the American Unitarian Associa-

tion in 1859-62. He was also for many years
one of the overseers of Harvard, where he was
f,rofessor of natural religion and Christian doc-

trine (1807-71), and lecturer on ethnic re-

ligions ( 1876-77 ) . Besides a vast number of

articles contributed to current journals and
magazines, Dr. Clarke published many works,
including: Theodore (1841), a translation from
the German of De Wette; Campaign of 1812
(1848) ; Eleven Weeks in Europe (1852) ; Chris-

tian Doctrine of Prayer (1854, new ed. 1874) ;

The Hour Which Cometh and -Yojc Is (1864, 3d
«d. 1877) ; Orthodoxy : Its Truths and Errors
(8th ed., 1885) ; Steps of Belief (1870) ; The Ten
Great Religions (2 vols., 1871-83; vol. i., 22d
ed. 1886; vol. ii., 5th ed. 1880) ; Common Sense
in Religion (1874); Essentials and yon-Essen-
tials in Religion (1878); Manual of Unitarian
Belief (1884); Anti-Slavery Days (1884); and
\exed Questions (1886).

CLABKE, John (1009-76). An English phy-
sician, one of the founders of Rhode Island, in

America. He emigrated to Boston in 1637;
was one of the friends of Ann Hutchinson there,

and with her was driven out of the Colony.
Roger Williams received him, and Clarke thus
became one of the founders of Rhode Island. He
founded at Newport, probably in 1638, a Bap-
tist church, which, next to the one founded by
Roger Williams at Providence in 1636. was the
earliest in America. He went with Williams to
England in 1651. as an agent for the Colony, and
there published III Neirs from New England; or.

a Narrative of New England Persecution. After
remaining for twelve years in England, he pro-
cured from Charles n. a second charter for
Rhode Island, which secured to every person
the right to follow his own judgment in matters
of religion. On his rettirn he resumed the care
of the Newport church, and kept the pulpit

until his death. He was also a member of the
General Assembly from 1664 to 1669; was Dep-
uty Governor in 1669 and 1671, and afterwards
codified the Rhode Island laws. He has been
called 'the Father of American Baptists.' Con-
sult articles in the Baptist Quarterly (Philadel-
phia, 1876).

CLABKE, John :Mason ( 1857— ) . An Amer-
ican geologist and paleontologist, born at Canan-
daigua, N. Y. He studied at Amherst and the
University of Giittingen, and in 1881-84 was
professor of geologj- and mineralogy at Smith
College. In 1885 and 1886 he was lecturer on
geologj' at the Massachusetts State Agricultural
College, in Amherst. In 1894 he was appointed
State Geologist of New York and professor of
geologj' in the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
at Troy, and in 1898 State Paleontologist of
New York. His publications include: A etc De-
vonian Crustacea (1882) ; Cirriped Crustacea
from the Devonian (1883) ; Ueber deutsche ober-
devonische Crustaceen (1884); On Devonian
Spores (1885); and On the Higher Devonian
Faunas of Ontario County, New York (1886).

CLABKE, JoHX Sleepeb (1833-99). An
American comedian, after 1867 a resident of
England. He was born at Baltimore, and in his
boyhood was a schoolmate of Edwin Booth, with
whom he engaged in amateur dramatic readings.
Giving up the study of law in order to go upon
the stage, he made his first professional appear-
ance in Boston, as Frank Hardy, in Paul Pry,
at the Howard Athenaeum, in 1851. The next
year he went to Philadelphia. In 1859 he mar-
ried Asia Booth, the sister of his old schoolmate.
He made his appearance in New Y'ork, in 1861, as
Diggorj', in The Spectre Bridegroom. From 1864
to 1867 he was associated with Booth in the
management of the Winter Garden, New Y'ork;

they also had theatres in Philadelphia and Bos-
ton. Clarke's popularity was very great, among
his favorite parts being Dromio of Syracuse,
Paul Pry, Bob Brierly in the Ticket-of-Leave
Man, and especially Major Wellington de Boots
in Everybody's Friend, and Toodles. Having
gone to London in 1807, he made his English
d^but in the r6le of Afajor de Boots. His suc-
cess was such that he decided to remain in Eng-
land, thoucrh he afterwards made several visits

to the United States (1870, 1871. 1879, and
1884), where he was warmly welcomed. Some of
his later parts were Salem Scudder in The Octo-
roon, Dr. Pangloss in The Heir at Law, Ollapod
in The Poor Gentleman, Babbington Jones in
Among the Breakers, and Bob Acres in The
Rivals; but Toodles remained the favorite. Its

first run at the Strand Theatre, where Clarke
was long engaged, was for two hundred nights.
His later years were passed at leisure, near
London. Consult: Bell, in Matthews and Hut-
ton, Actors and Actresses of Great Britain and
the United States, vol. ii. (New York. 1886);
and Clapp and Edgett. Players of the Present
(New York. 1899).

CLABKE, MacDonald (1798-1842). An
American writer, known as 'The Mad Poet.' He
was a native of Bath, Maine, but was for many
years a conspicuous figure in New York City,
where his amiable eccentricities endeared him
to his contemporaries. He considered himself
a great poet, and, besides a mass of trash, wrot*
some things that are tender and lovable. AnuHig
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his conceits the best known is "Now Twilight
letd her curtain down, and pins it with a
titar." Among his puhlicutions, must of wiiich
are now rare, are: A Jicvivic of the Eve of Eter-
nity (1820); The Elixir of Moonshine, by the
Mad Poet (1822); The Bellea of Broadway
(1h;{3) ; Death in Disguise—a temperance poem
(1833) ; and A Cross and a Coronet (1841).

CLARKE, IklABcus. See Austbauan Liteb-
ATURE.

CLARKE, Maby Victobia Cowden ( 1809-98).
An English Shakespearean scholar and author,
fcjhe was the pupil and associate of Mary Lamb.
At the age of nineteen she was married to
Charles Cowden Clarke, and soon afterwards
l)egan the great work of her life, the Concord-
ance to Shakespeare, which was published in
London in 1840. She afterwards published: The
Girlhood of Shakespeare's Heroines (1850) ; The
Iron Cousin (1854); World-Noted Women
(1850) : The Shakespeare Key (1879) ; My Long
Life: An Autobiography (1806) ; and Letters to
an Enthusiast: lieing a Series of Letters ad-
dressed to Robert Balmanno, Esq., of Neic York,
IH.'>0-(]t, edited by A. U. Xettleton (Chicago,
1902).

CLARKE, Rebecca Sophia (1833—). An
American author, born at Norridgewock, Maine.
Under the pseudonym of 'Sophie May,' she pub-
lished such juvenile books as the Little Prudy
Stories (6 vols., 1864-65) ; Dotty Dimple Stories
(6 vols., 1867-60) ; and others.

CLARKE, Samuel (1675-1729), An Eng-
lish clergyman, born at Norwich, and educated
at Caius College, Cambridge. He was a disciple
of Newton, and attempted to modify the theo-
ries of Descartes. In 1698 he became chaplain
to Bishop Moore, of Nonvich, and undertook the
.study of divinity, publishing in 1699 Three
Practical Essays on Baptism, Confirmation, and
Repentance. In 1704-05 Clark delivered the
Boyle Lectures, out of which was developed his
Demonstration of the Being and Attributes
of God; and after the death of Locke, in 1704,
he was considered as at the head oif English
metaphysicians. Queen Anne made him one of
her chaplains, and presented him to the rectory
of Saint James, Westminster. In 1708 he pub-
lished A Discourse Concerning the Unalterable
Obligations of Natural Religion and the Truth
and Certainty of Christian Revelation, and in
1712 The Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity, in
which his denial of the belief of the primitive
Church in the Trinity brought upon him the
attacks of theologians. In 1714 the Lower House
of Convocation complained of his teachings and
sent the matter to the Upper House. Clarke
evaded the difficulty, and promised to be silent
on the subject of the Trinity. His views were
considered to be semi-Arian (see Abius), and in-
volved him not only with authorities of the
Established Church, but with the freethinkers
of his time. In 1715 appeared his Philosophical
Inquiry Concerning Human Liberty. The Prin-
cess of Wales, afterwards Queen Caroline, re-

quested him to discuss with Leibnitz the ques-
tions of time and space and their relations to
God. The correspondence to which this gave
rise is to he found in the collection of pa-
pers which passed between Clarke and Leibnitz
(1717). I.<eibnitz claimed that time and space
are confused perceptions; Clarke endows them

with real existence, as a necessary consequence
of the e-\lernal existence of Gotl. His work*
include an edition of Cicsar (1712); Homer's
Iliad, in Greek and Latin (1729); Exposition
of the Church Catechism (1729). His most
important work was done in the sphere of
ethics, where he maintained that morality is
"incumbent on men, from the verj' nature and
reason of things themselves." *'The fitness of
things" requires that every object be treated
according to its own nature, and therefore that
man l)e treated by man with due respect to his
freedom of choice. The laws of morality are as
reasonable as those of mathematics, and are
independent of the consequences of moral acts;
but God has so constituted the world that
morality is finally rewarded. See his Life, by
his friend Hoadly, prefixed to his collected
works, published in 1738; and consult L.
Stephen, History of English Thought in the
Eighteenth Century (London, 1876).

CLARKE, William Hobatio (1840— ), An
American organist and musical author. He was
born at Newton, Mass.; held positions as organ-
ist at Norwood, Dedham, Boston, and Wol)urn,
and subsequently removed to Dayton, Ohio,
where he was appointed superintendent of public
schools. Erom 1878 to 1887 he was organist at
the Tremont Temple, Boston. After his retire-

ment, he became established at Reading, Mass.
Cljirigold Hall, a well-known chapel of music in
that city, with its excellent four-manual organ,
was built by him. His New Method for Reed-
Organs is justly celebrated. It acquired an
extensive popularity, more than 100,000 copies
of the work having been sold within the twenty
years following its publication in 1869.

CLARKE, William Newton, D.D. (1841— ).
An American Baptist theologian. He was born
at Cazenovia, N. Y., December 2, 1841; grad-
uated at what is now Colgate University in

1861, and from Hamilton Theological Seminary
in 1863. After serving as a pastor, he was pro-
fessor in Toronto Baptist College from 1883 to
1887, and since 1890, of Christian theology in

Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y. He has
published: Commentary on the Gospel of Mark
(1881); The Circle of Theology: An Introduc-
tion to Theological Study (1897); Outline of
Christian Theology (1897); What Shall We
Think of Christianity? (1899) ; Can I Believe in
God the Father? (1899) ; A Study of Christian
Missions (1900).

CLARKE FORK. One of the most important
forks of the Columbia River, formed by the junc-
tion of the Flathead and Missoula rivers. Mon-
tana (Map: iMontana, A 1). It flows north-
west, through Lake Pend d'Oreille, in Idaho, con-

tinuing in a northwest course thence across the
northeast comer of Washington, empties into

the Columbia River (q.v. ) on the Canadian fron-

tier. It has a total length of about 650 miles,

from the source of either tributary', and pos-

sesses .ibundant water-power.

CLARKSBURG. A city and the county-
seat of Harrison County, W. Va., 100 miles
southeast of Wheeling; on the Monongahela
River, and on branches of the Baltimore and
Ohio and other railroads (Map: West Virginia,

D 2). It is in a country rich in coal, oil, and
natural gas. and has manufactures of woolen
goods, window-glass, decorated tableware, iron.
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and tinplate, and shaft-pulleys. The city con-
tains two hospitals, and is the seat of the Broad-
dus Classical and Jk-ientilio Institute. It was
the birthplace of 'Stonewall' Jackson. Settled
in 1772. Clarksburg was incorporated in 1849,
and is governed at present luider a charter of

1897, which provides for a mayor, elected an-
nually, and a city council chosen by wards. The
water-works are owned and operated by the
nninii-ipalitv. Population, in 1890, 3008; in

1900, 4050.

'

CLABK'SON, Matthew (1758-1825). An
American soldier and philanthropist, born in

Xew York City. At the outbreak of the Revo-
lutionary War he enlisted as a private, and in

1777 took part in the Saratoga campaign. He
afterwards served as aide-de-camp, with the rank
of major, to Gfen. Benedict Arnold ( August,
1778, March, 1779), and to Gen. Benjamin Lin-
coln (March, 1779-July, 1782) ; was taken pris-

oner at Charleston, on May 12, 1780, and in

1783 was brevetted lieutenant-colonel. After
the war he returned to Xew York, wliere he took
an active interest in all public and philan-

thropic enterprises. He .sensed several terms in

the State Legislature, was president for many
years of the bank of New Y'ork ; was governor
of the New York Hospital for thirty years, and
did much for prison reform and the establish-

ment of public schools. Consult The Clarksons

of Xew York (New York, 1875-76).

CLABKSON, Thomas (1760-1846). An Eng-
lish philanthropist and anti-slavery agitator,

bom in Cambridge. lie studied at Cambridge
X niversity, and early gave evidence of his an-

tagonism to slavery in a Latin prize essay,

which he wrote in 1785, on the question, "Is

it right to make slaves of others against their

will?" An English translation had an ex-

tensive circulation, and Clarkson resolved to

devote his life to a crusade against African
slavery. Associations were formed, and Clark-
son, besides visiting the principal cities of Eng-
land and going to Paris in the cause, published
numerous essays, pamphlets, and reports on the

subject. Wilberforce, whose coJiperation he had
secured, took the lead in the anti-slavery

agitation, and in 1787 brought the subject be-

fore Parliament. On March 25, 1807. the

bill for the suppression of the slave-trade be-

came a law, and Clarkson subsequently wrote
A History of the Rise, Progress, and Accomplish-
ment of the Abolition of the African Slave-

Trade (1808). On the formation of the Anti-

Slavery Society, in 1823, for the abolition of

slavery in the West Indies. Clarkson became one
of its leading members. He saw the object of

its efforts attained in 1833. His other works in-

clude: Memoirs of the Private and Public Life

of William Penn (1813); Thoughts on the

yecessity of Improving the Condition of the

Slaves in the liritish Colonies (1823). Consult:
Taylor, Biographical Sketch of Thomas dark-
son (1830), and Elmes, Thomas Clarkson,

(1876).

CLABKS'VILLE. A city and the county-seat
of Montgoniorv County, Tenn., 45 miles north-
west of Nashville; near the junction of the
Cumberland and Red rivers, and on the Louis-
ville and Nashville Railroad (Map: Tennessee,
I) 4). It is one of the great tobacco-markets of

the South, and has nianiifncturp« of iron, agri-

cultural implements, lumber, flour, etc.. and
valuable iron-ore deposits in the vicinity, it
is the seat of the Southwestern Presbyterian
University, founded in 1875, and of a Methodist
seminary for young ladies. Settled in 1780,
Clarksville was incorporated some five years
later, and is at present governed under a charter
of 1850, revised in 1891. The mayor is elected
every two years, and the city council controls
all appointments to municipal offices. The city
owns and operates its water-works. Popula-
tion, in 1880, 3880; in 1890, 7924; in 1900, 9431.

CLABESVILLE. A city and the county-seat
of Red River County, Tex., 61 miles west by
north of Texarkaua ; on the Texas and Pacific

Railroad ( Map : Texas, C 3 ) . The centre of a
fertile agricultural region, it carries on a large
trade in cotton, live stock, grain, and hides. The
industrial establishments include a cotton-com-
press, cottonseed-oil mill, etc. Population, in
1890, 1588; in 1900, 2069.

CLABK UNIVEBSITY. An institution of
higher education, founded in 1887, at Worcester,
ISIass., by Jonas Oilman Clark (q.v.). The uni-

versity was planned to afford opportimity for
full and free research along advanced lines; to
add as materially as might be to the ascertained
truths of science; and to equip educators and
specialists of the highest qualifications. It was
especially stipulated that the best academic
standards should forever be maintained, and
as the original endowment was insufficient to
equip courses in all subjects, but few courses
were at first equipped, and those completely.
These comprised post-graduate courses in the
fimdaraental sciences of physics, chemistry,
biologj', psychology', and education. Only ac-

credited college graduates are admitted as can-
didates for the Ph.D. degree; and students are
thrown largely upon their o\\-n resources, the in-

structors acting, so far as possible, as 'guides*

and counselors. Not many, but the best students,
men or women, are sought; and to aid these, ten
scholarships and twenty fellowships have been
established, ranging in value from $100 to $600.
Instruction is intrusted in some degree to the
fellows, and also to the docents (see Docext),
the latter representing the highest academic uni-
versitj' appointments. The librarj'. collected

for the specialized requirements of each depart-
ment, numbers sonje 20,000 volumes and 1500
pamphlets. Upon the death of Mr. Clark in

1900. the university received a bequest of

.t2.500.000 for the establishment of an imder-
graduate department, to be conducted upon the
same general plan, so far as feasible, as that of
the post-graduate dei)artment. This collegiate

department was organized in 1902 with Carroll
Davidson Wright (q.v.). United States Commis-
sioner of I..abor. as president. To what extent
Clark University has contributed to the higher
e<lucation of the countrj- may be judged from
the fact that within ten years fr«>m its founda-
tion its students and graduates published not
less than 500 works, memoirs, and monographs.
Three journals, furthermore, are regularly ptib-

lisho<l by the imiversity; these are the .4nifri«Mi
•lournal of Psychologif, the Pcrdagogical Semi-
nary, and the Mathematical Review. The presi-

dent of the university since its inception, and to
whom its development must in large measure be
ascribed, is Oranville Stanley Hall (q.v.),

formerly professor of psychology in Johns Hop-
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kins University. Consult Clark University, 1889-

99, Dccvnnial Celebration (Worcester, 1899).

CLASEN, kltt'zCTi, Lorenzo ( 1812— ) . A Ger-
num urlist and art critic, horn in D(is.seldorf. He
painted several historical pictures, including
"Poetic Contest on the Wartburg," and "The
Watch on the Rhine." But he is better known
for his art criticisms in periodicals, for his

editorship of Faber's Konversations-Lexikon fiir

bildendc Kunat, and for his publications, Dea
Kunstfrcundea Rriscabentcucr (1847), and Er-
lebtvs und Vcrwebtcs (188(5).

CLASSICS ( Lat. classicus, from clasaia, class,

from CO iare, (jck. KaXeiv, A:a/et;i, tocall). The term
claasici was originally applied to those citizens

of Rome that belonged to the first and most in-

fluential of the six classes into which Servius
TuIIius divided the population. As early as the
second century A.D., it is applied figuratively by
Gellius to writers of the highest rank; and this

mode of designation has since been very gener-
ally adopted, in both literature and art. Most
nations have had, at some one time, a more than
usual outburst of literature; this they usually
style the classical period of their literature, and
its most distinguished writers their classics. But
as the great productions of the writers and
artists of antiquity have continued to be looked
upon by moderns as models of perfection, the
vord 'classic' has come to designate, in a nar-

rower sense, the best writers of Greece and
Rome, and 'classical' to mean much the same as
^ancient.'

CLASSIFICATION OP SHIPS. See Al;
and Li.oYD.s.

CLASSIFICATION OF ANIMALS. Classi-

fication is tlie act of sorting out and putting
into groups kindred ideas, observations, or ob-

jects. As many classifications, then, are pos-

sible as are the categories which different per-

sons may erect ; for no two persons see things

in the same light, nor have the same thoughts.

Besides, there are many aspects that the one ob-

server may take in viewing the same thing.

Thus, we may classify plants and animals ac-

cording to their anatomical structure, the meth-
od of their embryological ' development, their

food or habitats. All classifications, then, are

arbitrary; are the attempts of man to arrange,

in an orderly fashion, his conceptions and ob-

servations. Classification in biology is, conse-

quently, to be regarded as a subjective process.

Nevertheless, the constant attempt of all mod-
em naturalists is to conform, in the formation
of their groups, as closely as possible to the

facts of nuLun-. and tlicieiiy exjirt'ss the natural
kinship or blood-relationship of animals, as
learned through the investigation of their struc-
ture and phylogeny. A natural and true classi-

fication, then, is a statement of near or remote
relationships, according to the degree of differ-

entiation the forms sought to be classified have
undergone in their descent from a more or less

remote common ancestor. If a complete classi-

fication of animals is ever made, it will be a com-
plete genealogy of the animal kingdom. In this
sense, classification is neither arbitrary nor
artificial, but only tentative; and it will be per-
manent in so far as it conforms to the facts of
kinship in descent. Hence, a nearer and nearer
approach to a natural and real classification
has been made with each forward step of knowl-
edge in embryology, morphology, and paleon-
tology.

"There is no question in natural history,"
said Louis Agassiz, in his classic Essay on Classi-
fication, "on which more diversified opinions are
entertained than on that of classification—not
that naturalists disagree as to the necessity of
some sort of arrangement in describing animals
or plants, for since nature has become the object
of special studies, it has been the universal aim
of all naturalists to arrange the objects of their
investigations in the most natural order pos-
sible. Even BuflTon, who began the publication
of his great Natural History by denying the ex-
istence in nature of anything like a system,
closed his work by grouping the birds according
to certain general features exhibited in common
by many of them. It is true, authors have dif-

fered in their estimation of the characters on
which their different arrangements are founded;
and it is equally true that they have not viewed
their arrangements in the same light, some hav-
ing plainly acknowledged the artificial character
of their systems, while others have urged theirs

'

as the true expression of the natural relations
which exist between the objects themselves."

By collaboration and by common consent, cer-

tain categories have been agreed upon ; and
these we generally have in mind when we speak
of the classification of the animal or vegetable
kingdom. These categories are founded mainly
on anatomical and embryological relationships
and differences; and in zoological classification,

for example, animals that resemble one another
in structure, development, or both, are grouped
closely together, or are more distantly associat-
ed, according to the nearness or remoteness of
the kinship as evidenced by the facts of struc-
ture or development, whether in existing or in

Individual
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extinct forms. These grades or degrees of
kinsliip we speak of as species, genera, families,
orders, classes, etc. Species are more nearly re-

lated than genera, genera than families, etc.

The total number of the kinds of animals, or
species, that are recognized is not far from 400,-

000. In order to think of them all, it is neces-
sary that they should be grouped into cate-

gories of larger size than species, and these, in

turn, into still larger ones. This is rendered
possible by the fact that animals show nearer
and remoter affinities. The ordinarj' lowest
category is species; but this may be subdivided
into races or varieties; several similar species
are grouped into a genus; related genera con-
stitute a family; several families may make up
an order. Orders constitute a class; classes a
phylum. For example see table preceding.

A particular species receives a composite
name, embracing first that of the genus, and,
second, that of the species; thus, the common
cat is Felis domestica.

Scientific yomenclature.—The custom, above
stated, of giving to each animal a double name,
that of its genus and its species, arose with
Linnaeus, and is called 'binomial nomenclature.'
It answers to a man's family and individual or
'Christian' name, as Smith, John. It always
consists of Greek or I^atin words, or of words
put into Latinized form, partly because of a
traditional custom descended from the early au-
thors, who wrote only in Latin, but mainly be-

cause it is thus made comprehensible to readers
in all languages. Furthermore, great confusion
would follow the attempted use of vernacular
names alone, since many different animals are
given the same name in popular speech, while
the .same animal is known by various names
in different localities. 'Robin' means several
very diverse birds to persons living in America,
Great Britain. India, or Australia, but Turdus
migratorius is unmistakably the American
thrush, locally called the robin. Theoretically,
these names are supposed to be suitably applied.
Thus, turdus is the old Latin term for a thrush-
like bird, and migratoritts, the Latin adjective
'migratory.' It often happens, however, through
the misapprehension or ignorance of the person
who first applies the name, that unsuitable or
positively erroneous appellations have been
given, or wrong collocations have been made. A
subsequent student, discovering this error, or
taking a different view of the animal's relation-
ship, endeavors to correct it by giving it a new,
and, in his opinion, better name; or he may
transfer it to another genus, but retain the
specific name. A third writer, not knowing
that the same animal has been previously de-
scribed and named, may name it something en-
tirely different. These changes and duplications
went on almost unchecked until the middle of
the nineteenth century, when the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science and
other influential bodies of naturalists devised
means of regulating the matter, which resulted
in certain now generally accepted rules, the sub-
stance of which is as follows: A name for a new
species is not recognized in science, unless it is

in the customary binomial form (the two parts
agreeing in number and gender), and has lieen

accompanied by a description by which the ani-
mal may be satisfactorily identified, and which
is published in some book or periodical accessible

to students in general ; and when this has been
done, no other person may give the animal a
different specific name. This is called the rule
of priority—^hat is, the first name legally ap-
plied must remain (as a mere label), whether
it is subsequently found to have been well chosen
or not. A limit, however, was found necessary
to this rule, and it is therefore agreed that no
name previous to the one made or sanctioned
by Linnaeus in the tenth edition of his Systema
yaturcF (17.58) shall be recognized. Certain
minor limitations are also made for local needs—as, for example, with reference to Rafinesque
in the United States. In zoological or botanical
nomenclature, a generic name can be applied
only to one group of organisms. If it is subse-
quently given to something else the new applica-
tion will not hold. According to one code, at
least, a generic name that has disappeared by
fusion of genera or the splitting of a genus can-
not be used again. In scientific works, the tech-

liical name of an animal is often followed by the
name (usually abbreviated) of the man who
named it as a whole, as Turdus migratorius,
Linn. ; but if the generic name was made by one
man nnd the sjiocific by another, both authorities
may be given, in order to avoid any mistake,
thus: Bluebird, Sialia sialis (Linn.), Halde-
mann. Latterly, the recognition of subdivisions
within .species, called subspecies, races, or varie-

ties, has led to the addition of a third name in

many cases, especially among birds—for ex-

ample, Falco peregrinus anatum means the
(American) variety anatum of the European
peregrine falcon, or our duck-hawk. Another
custom is that all specific and varietal names
shall begin with a small letter, even when 'prop-

er' adjectives or nouns. Similar rules and ex-

planations apply to the names of the higher
groups, which are capitalized always in the
plural, and, in the case of the family, take the
termination idee, which in zotilogj' invariably in-

dicates a group of family rank. {Xote.—In the
present work the rule of technical books is not
followed as to the initial of specific names, which
are capitalized as they would be in English.)

Categories of Ciasstfication. The number
of known species of living animals is perhaps
350.000, to which must be added over 50.000 fos-

sil described species, making over 400,000 in all.

To contain all these forms it is necessary to pro-

vide a complicated -system of categories of vary-
ing ranks. We recognize the fact that, in beast
as well as in man, no two individuals are exact-
ly alike. But just as the various members of
the B. Smith family more nearly resemble each
other than they do the .Tones or Brown families,

so certain other animals, while showing slight

individual differences, possess so many common,
constant qualities that we put them in the same
species. Likewise, several species have certain
qualities in common, while they differ in other
respects so markedly from all other species that
we class them together in one genus. In the
same way, a number of related genera fall nat-
urally into the same family.

Species.—A term applied in biology to the
unit of classification—that is, the lowest group
that receives a name. (For the exceptional

usage in respect to 'varieties,' see below.) Al-

though the term '.species' is almost universally

employed by biologists to-day, a precise defini-

tion cannot be applied to it; for there is abso-
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lutely no criterion by which a species may be

distinguished from a variety, on the one hand,

or n jjenuH on the other. Whether a lot of or-

ganiunm under consideration showing certain

differences shall be considere*! two varieties, two
species, or two genera, depends upon the per-

sonal characteristics of the classifier. If he be

conservative, and has studied extensively the-

systems of the past, he will draw his ideals from
them, and call those groups 'species' which show
about that difference accorded to other related

species by equally conservative classifiers in the

past. If he be radical, he will disregard the

ideals of his predecessors, and, according to his

personal bent, 'lump' the diverse forms into one
species, or possibly into one variety, or 'split'

them into distinct species. Indeed, a radical

may take occasion to 'revise' the grouping of a

conservative in accordance with his peculiar

ideals—in consequence of which, numbers of spe-

cies may disappear by inclusion into old ones,

or new ones may be added by division of old

ones; or, finally, the grouping may be thorough-
ly reorganized or disarranged. At the present

time naturalists have hit upon no method of

avoiding this intolerable condition of affairs,

which is rapidly bringing chaos into what was
supposed to be a 'system.' A century ago, be-

fore so extensive collections had been made and
studies were so critical, it was generally believed

that 'species' were perfectly distinct as well as

immutable things. Even many of the scientific

workers regarded the mythologj' of the first

chapters of Genesis as a scientific record, and
admitted that there were only so many 'species'

as were created in the beginning; that each
species received its name from Adam, and that

one pair of each (except parthenogenetic spe-

cies) was preserved in the Ark, to become the

progenitors (or progenitor) of all the members
of the species which have existed since. The
worthlessness, for scientific purposes, of this

literary account of the creation appears when
we try to enumerate the 'species' that were thus
created. We then realize that 'species' are not
natural phenomena, but human devices of con-

venience, like the ward-boundaries of a city.

The boundary lines between species may, in

some cases, be in part determined by natural

Khenomena, as ward-boimdaries may be limited

y a stream or a bluff.

The history of the ideas entertained concern-

ing species is an epitome of the most profound
biological thought. In the development of any
large idea, three stages may be recognized—first,

the speculative suggestion of it; second, the

clear statement of it as a working hypothesis;

and, third, the demonstration. Such has been
the history of the development of the modem
idea of species as part of a continuous stream
of life. The early Greeks were not troubled with
the idea of species; they sought only a satis-

factory speculative account of the origin of or-

ganisms. The early Christians interpreted the

'Mosaic' account of the creation liberally, regard-

ing the creation not so much as the forming of

completed organisms as the forming of the seed

out of which they were to arise. During the

Middle Ages, however, and especially from the

middle of the sixteenth to the middle of the

nineteenth century, the doctrine of 'special crea-

tion' was universally taught by the Church.
Milton's epics popularized the idea of creation

ready made, with adult animals of the different

siMM-ies; and the rigid conceptions of species

which the early botanists and zoologists had in-

vented seemed to support the teachings of the
churchmen. With the founding of universities

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, science

began to awaken, and one of the first products
of the Renaissance was the natural philosophers.

Such men as Francis Bacon, Descartes, Leibnitz,

and Spinoza did not limit their ideas to the
teachings of the Church ; they taught the neces-

sary principle of continuity, to which the natural
development of 'species' was a necessary corol-

lary. The more speculative naturalists, or phi-

losopher-naturalists, next applied the doctrine
of continuity, as an hyixithesis, to the facts of

organisms. Such were Bonnet, who recognized

that all life was continuous, and Oken, who
conceived that all organisms have developed out
of a primitive slime. Finally came tlie great
naturalists, putting forth the idea of the muta-
tion of species tentatively at first, then with
greater vigor, until Darwin came, at the fullness

of time, to precipitate the revolution. See Evo-
lution; Dabwin; Lamarck.

The view that species are wholly arbitrary
groups is not accepted by all naturalists. De
Vries especially lays stress on the point that
species are objective. Every species, he be-

lieves, is made up of a number of specific char-

acters, each of which depends upon a certain

chemical particle or aggregation of molecules,

which perpetuates itself and multiplies by self-

division. So long as the descendant chemical
particles remain like the parental ones, so long

the species persists. These particles may, how-
ever, suddenly change through some cause, not
precisely known, but probably environmental

;

and with a change in one of these particles goes

a change in the adult specific quality that it con-

trols, and also of the 'correlated' qualities. The
consequence is that a form with many new quali-

ties suddenly arises, and this form we may call a
new species. De Vries has studied (Die Muta-
tionstheorie, 1901) variable species in the field

—for example, the evening primrose—and finds

that new forms, clearly marked off from the
original, typical ones, are constantly arising.

They are, from the beginning, distinct and fully

formed species. There are, however, other theo-

ries to account for that 'distinctness' or isola-

tion which is not infrequently found. One is

that species originated in isolated situations.

A group of land animals, getting by acci-

dent upon an island and varying normally, will

in time come to be quite dissimilar from the forms
on the mainland, because, being isolated, any pe-

culiarities that may crop out among them will

not be swamped by intercrossing with the main
mass of the species. Tims, we find in the Gala-

pagos Islands that each island has a jwculiar

species of lizard' of a particular genus, and only

one species occurs on each island. The same is

true of certain sparrows on these islands. Even
on islands nearer the mainland, like Nantucket
or Fire Island, on the south side of Long Island,

there are peculiar forms—incipient species. It

is the isolation which has permitted them to
arise; even a less degree of isolation may per-

mit a difference to grow up. Thus, Darwin tell*

this story: "The two flocks of Leicester sheep
kept by Mr. Buckley and Mr. Burgess have been
purely bred from the original stock of Mr. Bake-
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-well for upward of fifty years. There is not a
suspicion existing in the mind of any one at all

acquainted with the subject that the owner of

either of them has deviated in any one instance

from the pure blood of Mr. Bakewell's flock;

and yet the difference between the sheep possessed

by these two gentlemen is so great that they
have the appearance of being quite different va-

rieties." Darwin's explanation of the lack of

intergrades l)etween many species differs from
the foregoing, and depends on the assumption
that, of the descendants of any species, those
that are most unlike are most apt to survive;

so that where the number of forms (varieties)

is verj- great, the intermediate ones (the inter-

grades) are pushed to the wall and are extin-

^ished. In Darwin's words: "As in each fully

stocked country natural selection necessarily

acts by the selected form having some advantage
in the struggle for life over other forms, there
will be a constant tendency in the improved
descendants of any one species to supplant and
exterminate, in each stage of descent, their prede-
<'essors and their original progenitor. For it

should be remembered that the competition will

gienerally be most severe between those forms
which are most nearly related to each other in

habits, constitution, and structure. Hence all

the intermediate forms between the earlier and
later states—that is, between the less and more
improved states of the same species—as well as
the original parent species itself, will generally
tend to become extinct. So it probably will be
with many whole collateral lines of descent,

which will be conquered by later and improved
lines." This striking pa.ssage of Da^^vin deserves
an experimental or statistical test. Until that
is had. it can only stand as an excellent illustra-

tion of Darwin's logical treatment of special

difficulties in his theory.

Another important attribute of a species is

that its members are frequently sterile, with
«ven closely related species. It would, howevejr,

be a mistake to assume that, on the one hand,
all species, or even the hybrid offspring of crossed
species, are always sterile. It is likewise an
error to suppose that, on the other hand, sterility

is confined to crosses between species. Breeders
of animals are accustomed to find a considerable

percentage of sterility between members of the
same species ; and when the members are close

Hootl-relations, the i>ercpntage becomes very high.

Nevertheless, the sterility of hybrids (crosses

between species) is so common that Cuvier gave
it as the sure criterion of species. For further
facts and explanations of this question, see

HVBRIDITy.
Finally, species are adapted to the conditions

in which they live. By many this characteristic
is considered a fimdamental one; so that, when
we have explained how their adaptations arise,

we have explained how the si^cies arase. It

may be worth while, here, to state that there
is a lack of unanimity in respect to the adaptive
nature of all specific characters. Those who as-

sert such adaptation insist that it cannot be
denied that any given apparently useless organ
may not be useful, or may not have been useful
in some period of the animal's life, or that of
its ancestors. See Evolittion: Natubal Selec-
tion; and similar titles, and the books men-
tioned thereunder.

Variety, in natural history, is the designation

of a group subordinate to species, distinguished
from a race chiefly by the circumstance that a
race is artificial. Varieties are regarded as the
first step in the formation of species. They are
not to be confused with variations, since, like

species, they are groups of similar individuals.

The question of when to call two differing lots

of animals species and when varieties is not
capable of satisfactory solution, except by erect-

ing an artificial and arbitrary bar separating
them. In the absence of any such arbitrary
rule, we find some naturalists 'splitting* one
species into many, by elevating the varieties to
specific rank; while another naturalist will

'lump' several species, reducing them to the rank
of varieties of one species. Many authors would
define varieties to be founded on differences due
to environment—differences that will disappear
with changing environment. Those who are
radical in recognizing by name minute and tran-
sitory differences of this kind confess that
they cannot recognize with certainty their own
varieties, imless they know the habitat of the
specimen. Other authors regard the difference

l^tween varietj- and species to be solely one of
degree of divergence in characters. As varieties

became recognized, the custom was formed of

adding a varietal name to the specific name, as
has already been explained.

Genus.—A category having a rank between
species and family, and consisting of a group of

species deemed to be more closely related to

each other than to anj'thing else. There is abso-

lutely no criterion by which we can distinguish
l)etween a genus and a species, on the one hand,
and a family on the other; but it is often a fact

that, when a collection of related species is ar-

ranged in an orderly fashion, more or less sharp
breaks occur, which enable naturalists to draw
lines. Consequently, the boundaries of genera
are being constantly widened or restricted; and
generic names change and disappear as a result

of fusion of genera or of splitting up of a genus.
Since the genus is that under which species are
usually indexed, this instability of generic names
is highly regrettable. What is needed is a rec-

ognition of the subjectiveness of generic names
and of the prime necessity of the stability of
nomenclature; no changes in generic names
should be made without the best of reasons.
The name of the genus (always written with a
capital initial) is combined with that of the
species. The name of the cat genus, for ex-
ample, is Felis; and Felis leo, Felis tigris, Felis
catus are the names of the lion, tiger, and
wildcat species. These cats are more alike to one
another than any one of them is to the dogs. The
latter belong to the genus Canis. The size of a
genus varies with the number of species it con-
tains; some genera containing a hundred spe-
cies or more, while others contain only one. Dar-
win believed that the species of a large genus
are more variable than those of a small one. In
any case, the species within a genus are not
regarded as having diverged very widely from
their common stock, and the criteria for generic
distinctions are largely superficial characteris-
tics.

Family.—A group of genera having a certain
resemblance to one another, which indicates
common descent, or 'family connection.' Fea-
tures of stnicture more or less external, and b«-

longing to parts, as limbs, wings, teeth, horns.
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etc., characteristic of methods of life, are of tlie

kind of characters iised in judging of family

limits. Thus, the prime family distinction of

the cats (Felida*) is the arrangement for re-

tracting the claws, which sharply defines them
as a group from the dogs, on one hand, and the

civets on the other; but the clieela is able to

retract its claws only partly, and this fact, in

connection with other distinctive features, cause

the animal to be placed in a genus separate from
Felis.

Order.—Several related families may fall to-

gether, by the possession in common of cliar-

acters denied to others, into a larger category

known as an order. A familiar example is the

order Camivora, embracing the families of cats,

dogs, civets, weasels, bears, etc., because all

these exhibit an organization developed along
lines of differentiation from other mammals,
tending to fit them to prey upon other animals
and digest a flesh diet. The various lines and
degrees of specialization are recognized by sub-

ordinate groupings in families and genera.

Class.—Groups of orders are found to agree in

certain very general and fundamental charac-

teristics of organization, such as having six legs

or eight legs; the production, by the skin, of

hair, feathers, or scales; the integument being
leathery or calcareous—and so on ; and such
groups form the next larger category, called a
class. Even here, however, there is large room
for difference of opinion as to limits; and, in

some classes, an intermediate category called

subclass seems necessary, as in the case of the

prime division of the class Mammalia into mono-
delpliic and didelphic, or of the class Cephalo-
poda into dibranchiate and tetrabranchiate. The
same difficulty has led to naming groups of in-

termediate rank elsewhere—such as superfami-
lies, subfamilies, subgenera, etc.

Phyla.—Classes combine into several grand
divisions of the animal kingdom, called sub-

kingdoms, or phyla, by having in common a
single or a few characteristics so broad and an-

cestral that they are spoken of as 'plan of struc-

ture.' Thus, all the mammals, birds, reptiles,

amphibians, and fishes, together with several

lowly representatives, such as the ascidians. are
united by a single characteristic of structure
possessed by no other animals—the presence of

a backbone, or its essential equivalent, the noto-
chord. This character is so wide-reaching and
fundamental that it springs from the very root
of the phylogenetic tree, and is of prime impor-
tance. By similar broad and fundamental 'plans

of structure' are the other phyla of the twelve
now recognized by most zoiilogists characterized.
Their origin is lost to view in the mists of
primeval time, but even here two divisions may
be recognized—the Protozoa and the ^letazoa

—

the former embracing the single phylum Pro-
tozoa, or one-celled animals: the latter, all the
rest which agree in consisting of many cells, hav-
ing a two-layered embryonic development.
Historical Sketch of Classification. The

Greeks had considerable knowledge concerning
animals, which Aristotle recorded, added to, and
arranged, for the first time of which we have
any knowledge, in an orderly fashion. Aristotle
had some conception of genera and species. It
is true that his y^pos {(jenos) was a rather elas-
tic term, since it Avas applied both to small and
la rge groups of animals. Aristotle also conceived

a difference belween vertebrates and inverte-
l)rate», although he made the distinction by
means of an erronwius delinition. The following
are the eight groups of animals as defined by
A ristotle

:

Animals icith Blood—Vertebrates:
(1) Viviparous animals (four-footed), and in

a special yii^os {ycnus) of this the whale was
placed. 1-1) Birds. (3) Oviparous, four-footed
animals. (4) Fishes.

Animals without {red) Blood—Invertebrates:
(5) Soft animals

(
fwXdKia, wui/aA-ta, i.e. Cepha-

lopoda). (6) Animals with soft shells (/taXo-

KdffTpaKa, malakostraka, i.e. Crusiacesi). (7) In-

sects. (8) Shelled animals (sea-urchins, snails,

mussels )

.

The elder Pliny added little to our knowledge
of animals. He was simply a compiler, who
copied freely from Aristotle, whom he some-
times misunderstood, and he admitted much of
the error and superstition of his time to rank
with fact. It was not until the seventeenth cen-
tury that any very great addition to our knowl-
edge of the structure, development, and relations
of animals was made.

LinncEus to Cuvier.—Ray wrote a Synopsis of
Mammalia and Itcpiilia (London, 1693), which
was used by the master systematizer, Linnaus
(1707-78), in his Systcma Naturce, as the foun-
dation upon which he built that part of his clas-

sification that had to do with vertebrates. Lin-
naeus did not add much to our knowledge as
an investigator; but he sifted and sorted, rejected
and retained, from the accumulations of his
predecessors, and out of this more or less chaotic
mass he erected his orderly system—the first

great classification of animals. His Hystema
XaturcB went through thirteen editions, twelve
of which were published during his lifetime,

and five of these were revisions by his own
hands. The arrangement by Linnseus was into
'classes/ as follows: (1) Mammalia. (2) Aves.
(3) Amphibia (including reptiles). (4) Pisces.

( 5 ) Insects ( including insects proper, myria-
pods, arachnids, and crustaceans). (6) Vermes
(radiates, mollusks, worms, cirripeds, and a
fish, myxine)

.

This classification was based mainly on exter-
nal appearance and some internal anatomy; and,
though imperfect and incomplete, it gave a great
impulse to the study of zoology and to more
orderly arrangements of animals, ba.sed on ana-
tomical characters. It was Linnaeus who intro-

duced binary nomenclature, since he first gave
everj'^ animal a generic and a specific name of
Latin origin.

The next great systematist was Cuvier (1769-
1832). "Cuvier did not," says Glaus, "as most
zootomists have done, look upon anatomical dis-

coveries and facts as in themselves the aim of
his researches; but he contemplated them from
a comparative point of view, which led him to
the establishment of general principles." More-
over, Cuvier appreciated fully the idea of 'corre-

lation.' "The organism," he declared, "consists
of a single and complete whole, in which single
parts cannot be changed without causing changes
in all the other parts." Cuvier became con-
vinced, from a study of the nervous system and
the arrangement of the systems of orja;ans, that
the animal kingdom is divided into four great
branches (Tableau H&mentaire de Vhistoire natu-
relle des animaux, Paris, 1798) as follows:
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Branch 1. Animalia Vertebrata. Classes: (1)
Mammalia. (2) Aves. (3) Reptilia. (4) Pisces.

Branch 2. Animalia Mollusca. Classes: (1)
Cephalopoda (not subdivided). (2) Pteropoda
(not subdivided). (3) Gastropoda. (Orders:

Pulmonata, Nudibranchia, Inferobranchia, Tecti-

branchia, Heteropoda, Pectinibranchia, Tubuli-
branchia, JScutibranchia, Cyclobranchia.) (4)
Acephala. (Orders: Testacea, Tunicata.) (5)
Brachiopoda (no subdivisions). (6) Cirrhopoda.

Branch 3. Animalia Articulata. Classes:

(1) Anneliies. (Orders: Tubicolae, Dorsibranch-
isB, Abranchise.) (2) Cinistacea. (Section 1:

Malacostraca. Orders: Decapoda. Stomatopoda,
Amphipoda, Lsemodipoda, Isopoda. Section 2:

Entomostraca. Orders: Brachiopoda, Poecilo-

poda, Trilobitse. ) (3) Arachnides. (Orders:

Pulmonarin?, Trachearise.) (4) Insects. (Orders:
Myriapoda, Thysanura, Parasita, Suctoria. Co-
leoptera. Orthoptera. Hemiptera, Neuroptera,
Hymcnoptera, Rhipiptera, Diptera.

)

Branch 4. Animalia Radinta. Classes: (1)
Echinoderms. (Orders: Pedicellata, Apoda.)
(2) Intestinal Worms. (Orders: Nematoidea,
Parenchymatosa. ) (3) Acalephte. (Orders:

Simplices. Hydrostaticae. ) (4) Polypi (Antho-
roa, Hydroida, Bn.'ozoa, Corallince, Spongiae).

(Orders: Carnosi, Gelatinosi, Polypiarii.) (5)
Infusoria. (Orders: Rotifera, Homogenea.)
Lamarck to Leuckart.—Probably to Lamarck,

more tlian to any other systematist, we are in-

debted for the term Invertebrata and to the ar-

rangement of groups in an ascending series. In
his llistoire naturelle des animaux sans verte-

bres (Paris, 1801), he classifies the invertebrates

as follows ( accepting the vertebrates as arranged
by Cuvier) :

I. Apathetic Animals. Do not feel; no brain,

no senses; rarely articulated.

Class 1. Infusoria. Orders: Nuda. Appendi-
culata.

Class 2. Polypi. Orders: Ciliata (Rotifera),

Denudati (hydroids), Vaginati (Anthozoa and
Bryozoa), and Natantes (crinoids and some
halcyonoids )

.

Class 3. Radiaria. Orders: Mollia (Acale-

phse), echinoderms (including Holothuriae and
Actiniae).

Class 4. Tunicata. Orders: Botryllaria (com-

ffound ascidians). Ascidia (simple ascidians).

Class 5. Vermes. Orders: Molles and Rigi-

duli (intestinal worms and gordius), Hispiduli
(Nais), Epizoaria; (epizoa and lernseans).

II. Sensitive Animals.
Class 6. Insects (hexapods). Orders: Aptera,

Diptera. Hemiptera, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera,
Neuroptera, Orthoptera, Coleoptera.

Class 7. Arachnids. Orders: Antennatotra-
cheales (Thysanura and MyriajxHla), Exantenna-
totracheales and Exantennato-brancheales ( Arach-
nida prof>er.

Class 8. Crustacea. Orders: Heterobranchia
(Branchiopofla. Isopoda. Amphipoda, Stoma-
poda ) and Homobranchia (Deca|KKla).

Class 9. Annelids. Orders: Apoda, Antennata,
Sedentaria.

Class 10. Cirripeds. Orders: Sessilia and
Pedunoulata.

Class 11. Conchifera. Orders: Dimyaria, Mon-
omyaria.

Class 12. Mollusks. Orders: Pteropoda. Gas-
tropoda, Trachelipoda, Cephalopoda, Heteropoda.

Sicbold and Stannius (1845) also divided

the animal kingdom into vertebrates and in-

vertebrates; and among the invertebrates the
Protozoa were recognized as a separate type,

and Vermes came to have very much the signifi-

cance that it has in our modern classifications.

The classification of Leuckart is interesting,

because it comes near to our present conceptions
of the relationship of animals, and because of

the fact that its author was a great teacher of
zoology; and, hence, his classification has had
great influence in education. Leuckart, Die
Morphologic und die Yertcandtschaftsverhaltnisse
der wirbellosen Thiere (Brunswick, 1848), divides
animals above Protozoa (to which he paid no at-

tention) into six 'types,' as follows:

Type I. Ccclenterata.

Class 1. Polj'pi. (Orders: Anthozoa and Cyli-

cozoa.

)

Class 2. Acalepha;. (Orders: Discophorae and
Ctenophorae.

)

Type II. Echinodermata.
Class 3. Pelmatozoa. (Orders: Cystidea and

Crinoidea.)
Class 4. Actinozoa. (Orders: Echinida and

Asterida.)
Class 5. Scytodermata. (Orders: Holothuriae

and Sipunculida.

)

Type III. Vermes.
Class 6. Anenterati. (Orders: Cestodes and

Acanthocephali.

)

Class 7. Apodes. (Orders: Nemertini, Tur-
bellarii, Trematodes, and Hirudinei.)

Class 8. Ciliati. (Orders: Bryozoa and Roti-
feri.)

Class 9. Annelides. (Orders: Nematodes, Lum-
bricini, and Branchiati.)

Type IV. Arthropoda.
Class 10. Crustacea. (Orders: Entomostraca

and Malacostraca.)

Class 11. Insecta. (Orders: Myriapoda,
Arachnida, and Hexapoda.)

Tj'pe V. Mollusca.
Class 12. Tunicata. (Orders: Ascidise and

Salpae.)

Class 13. Acephala. (Orders: Lamellibranchi-
ata and Brachiopoda.)
Class 14. Gastropoda. (Orders: Heterobran-

chiata, Dermatobranchia, Heteropoda, Cteno-
branchia, Pulmonata, and Cyclobranchia.)

Class 15. Cephalopoda.
Type VI. Vertebrata (according to Cuvier).

Oken, Von Baer, and Agassiz.—The foregoing
and certain other classifications had been devel-

oped in England, France, and (Germany, under
the guidance of anatomy ; but, in many of them,
the idea of the complexity of structure of ani-

mals seemed to outweigh the idea of unity of

structure. During the early part of the nine-

teenth century another school developed in Ger-
many, under the leadership of Schelling—the
School of Natural Philosophy—which has ex-

tended its influence to all the physical sciences.

Of its doctrines such men as Geofl'roy Saint
Hilaire in France, and Goethe and Oken in Ger-
many, became expoimders. and taught that unity
prevailed evervwhere; hence, the animal kingdom
was composed of an unbroken series of animals.
The most important system of classification

evolved by this school is that of Oken. Cor-
responding with the invertebrates is Oken's in-

testinal-body, or touch-animals, as he called them
{Lehrbuch der Naturphilosophie, Jena, 1810).
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(Jrade 1. Intehtixal A.mmals.
Cycle 1. Digestive Animals (liadiatA).

ria.ss 1. Infuisoria (Stomach Animals).
Class 2. Polypi (Intestine Animals).
Class 3. Aoalcpliie (Lacteal Animals).

Cycle II. Circulatifc Animals (^iollu8k8).

Class 4. Acephala (liiauriculate Animals).
Class 5. Gastropoda ( Uniuuriculate Animals).
Class 6. Cephalopoda (Bicardial Animals).
Cycle III. Respira five Animals {Ariiculaia.)

.

Class 7. Worms (Skin Animals).
Class 8. Crustacea (Branchial Animals).
Class 9. Insects (Tracheal Animals).
At the time that the School of Natural Phi-

losophy was thriving, another school had arisen

in Germany, which was rapidly accumulating
u new set of facts. This was the School of Em-
hryologists, which seems to have arisen under
tiie influence of Dollinger and such men as
Rathke, Van Beneden, Von Baer, Kolliker. and
Vogt as disciples. Von liaer early got the idea

that the ontogenetic develoj)ment of animals is

a recapitulation of their phylogenetic history;

and, in conformity with his embryological inves-

tigations, he proposed the following classifica-

tion of animals:
I. Peripheral Type (Radiata).
II. Massive Type (Mollusca).
III. Longitudinal Type (Articulata).
IV. Doubly Synmietrical Type ( Vertebrata )

.

Thus, Von Baer, with his classification based
on embr>'oIogical principles, and Cuvier with
his founded on comparative anatomy, arrived at
very similar general conclusions ; viz. that ani-

mals are built on four general plans, fall into

four general types. In the end the system of

Cuvier triumphed over that of the Natural Phi-
losophers. The later advances in the classifica-

tion of animals have been mainly made in filling

gaps and correcting errors. The number of types
has been increased. The Protozoa have become
a distinct type, Coelenterata and Echinodemiata
have l)een separated: likewise Arthropoda and
Annelida, and the old group Mollusca has been
l)roken up. The earlier classifications, founded
mainly on external resemblances and grosser ana-
tomical likenesses, were then greatly improved
by the refinement of anatomical technique—^by

the use of the microscope, by the study of em-
bryologj', by the distinction between analogy and
homology', by a knowledge of the fertility of
animals in cross-breeding, and by the study of
fossil-forms. With the discovery of so many
intermediate forms we are coming back toward
the views of the Natural Philo-sophers, who
maintained that unity rules throughout the
animal kingdom, as well as in all others; that
intermediate forms connect the various types,
and that there is no sharp line of demarcation
to be drawn between the various groups of ani-
mals.

Two systems which have had great in-

fluence, especially in directing the study of

the diflferent invertebrates, were those of Louis
Agassiz and Huxley. Agassiz retained the four
types of Cuvier. Most of the Protozoa he con-
sidered to be algae, and such forms as the Vor-
ticella he thought would be foimd to be closely

related to the Bryozoa. Following is an outline
of Agassiz's arrangement, from his Essay on
Classification (Boston, 1859) :

I. Radiata.

( 1 ) Polypi : Actinoids and Halcyonoids.

(2) Acalephic: liydroids, Discophore, and
Ctenophora'.

(3) Kcliinodcrms: Crinoids, ABteroids, Echi-
noids, Holothurioids.

II. Mollusca.

{ 1 ) Acephala : Bryozoa, Brachiopods, Tuni-
cata, Lamellibranchiata.

(2) (Gastropoda: Pteropoda, Hcteropoda, and
Gastropoda.

(3) Cephalopoda: Tetrabrancbiata and Di-
branchiata.

ill. Articulata.

( 1 ) Worms : Trematodes, Nematodes, Anne-
lids.

(2) Crustacea: Rotifera, Entomostraca, Te-
tradecapods, and Decapods.

(3) Insecta: Myriapods, Arachnids, and In-

sects proper.

Huxley arranges the invertebrates in lyne sec-

tions, as follows:

Section 1. Monera ( Foraminifera ; Heliozoa)
;

Radiolaria, Protoplasta, Gregarinidic, Catallacta,
Infusoria (Opalinina, Ciliata, Flagellata, Tenta-
culifera).

Section II. Porifera, Hydrozoa, Coralligena
( Ctenophora )

.

Section III. Turbellaria, Rotifera (Nemato-
rhyncha), Trematoda, Cestoidea.

Section IV. Hirudinea, Oligochoeta, Polychseta,
Gephyrea.

Section V. Crustacea, Arachnida (Pycnogo-
nida, Tardigrada, Pentastomida), Myriapoda,
Insecta.

Section VI. Polyzoa, Brachiopoda, Lamelli-
branchiata, Odontophora.

Section VII. Echinodermata.
Section VIII. Tunicata.
Section IX. Groups of uncertain place : Peri-

patidea, Myzostomata, Enteropneusta, Chaetog-

natha, Nematoidea, Physemaria, Acanthocephala,
Dicyemida.

"Our knowledge," says Huxley, "of the anat-

omy, and especially of the development of the
Invertebrata, is increasing with such prodigious
rapidity, that the views of taxonomists in re-

gard to the proper manner of expressing that
knowledge by classification are undergoing, and,
for some time to come, are likely to undergo,
incessant modification. To the beginner, who
is apt to make the mistake of looking upon
classification as the foundation and essence of

morphologj", instead of what it really is, the

superstructure and outcome thereof, this state

of things is distressing. Every handbook pre-

sents him with a different system of classifica-

tion; and he may, not unnaturally, despair of

finding any stability in science, the most general

results of which are capable of being stated in

such different ways. If, however, the student
will attend to the facts which constitute the

subject-matter of classification, rather than to

the modes of generalizing them which are ex-

))ressed in taxonomic systems, he will find that,

however apparently divergent these systems may
be, they have a great deal in common."

It has seemed desirable to dwell somewhat on

the history of the classification of the Inverte-

brata, because invertebrates have been the bat-

tling-ground, the bone of contention, with sys-

tematists since the time of Linna?us. The classi-

fication of vertebrates was early agreed upon;
indeed, four of the six clas.ses now accepted have

come do\vn to us from Aristotle's time.
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Classification of Vebtebkates. Fishes.—
Ichthyology began as a science with Artedi

tq.v.), who made a division into five classes, in a

useful but very artificial manner. This con-

tinued substantially unchanged until the gigan-

tic labors of Cuvier resulted in a revised classi-

fication, much nearer nature, recognizing clearly

the distinction between the fishes with bony

skeletons and those with cartilaginous skeletons.

Agassiz followed with a classification based upon
the forms of the scales, the most important fea-

ture of which was the recognition of the group
Ganoidei. The next great generalization in this

direction of systematic arrangement was that

of J. M filler, who developed the distinctness of

Amphioxus and the lampreys from other car-

tilaginous fishes, and so established the new
groups Cyclostomi and Leptocardii ; he also pro-

posed the group Dipnoi for Lepidosiren. Hux-
ley's studies and new material threw new light

upon the subject, and aided Gunther to form
a classification of fishes which, with one im-

portant exception, is still held by ichthyologists.

For details, see Fi.SH.

Aniphibia.—The Amphibia were for a long
time confused with the Reptilia. Thus Linnaeus,

1767, who first used the term Amphibia as a
group-name, included under it: (1) Reptiles

pedati, including turtles (Testudo) ; Draco;
Lacerta (including crocodiles, . lizards, and
newts) ; and Rana. (2) Serpentes apodi. (3)

?(antes pinnati, including certain fishes. Bron-
gniart. 1800. classifies reptiles as: Chelonia,

Saurii. Ophidii, and Batrachii (the last includ-

ing frogs, toads, and newts). Latreille, 1804;

Dumeril, ISOfi; and Oppel, 1811, while more
sharply discerning the true subdivisions of am-
phibians, still retain them under the head of

reptiles. First, De Blainville. writing in 1816,

makes Reptilia and Amphibia coordinate, but
subdivisions of the 'Amphibiens:' so likewise

Stannius, as late as 1856. Latreille. 1821, how-
ever, proposes a classification which is essen-

tially the same as that we now accept.

Reptiles.—Reptiles were put by Linnaeus under
the class Amphibia, and it was not until Bron-
gniart separated them that herpetology- began
upon a philosophic basis. It was further ad-

vanced by Dum^ril (1807) and Oppel (1811).

who placed Csecilia with the amphibians. Cuvier

and other writers did little to establish a ra-

tional system within this group; and even Du-
m^ril and Bibron, in their great Erpctologie

pcncrale (1834-54), cling to the idea that the

batrachians are only separable as an order from
reptiles. Although De Blainville, Leuckart, and
others had advcuated a much deeper separation,

it was not imtil Huxley's investigations dem-
onstrated the necessity of regarding the Am-
phibia and Reptilia as distinct classes that they
were so set apart. See Reptile.

Huxley, in his Anatomy of Vertebrated Ani-
mals (1871), divided the Vertebrata into

lehthyopsida (fishes, leptocardians, marsipo-
branchs. and Amphibia), 8aurop.sida (birds and
reptiles), and ^lamnialia.

Mantmnls and Birds.—Birds were too easily

distinguished and too compact a class to have
been much confounded with anything else,

though mediiPval writers often put bats, bees,

etc.. under the name. The history of their classi-

fication, therefore, falls within lines agreed upon
Vol. IV.—45.

from the first, and belongs to the article Bird.

The same may be said of the class Mammalia,
where tlie only confusion arose from the foolish-

ness of a few media'val authors, who classed bats

among birds, and whales with fishes; the history

of its classification will be found under Mam-
mal.
Oltllxe of Modern Classification. The

earlier writers always classified the animal king-

dom in a linear series; usually beginning with

mankind, and 'descending' to the creatures

deemed most inferior. This was not with them,
as it is with us, a mere matter of convenience

in making a list of the groups, but expressed

their belief in the doctrine, imchallenged from
antiquity to the time of Lamarck and Cuvier,

that there existed what they called a scala

naturcE. They meant by that their belief that

all animals could be arranged in an ascending

scale of organization—the infusorians being suc-

ceeded by polyps, these by radiated forms, these

by worm's, and so on to fishes, reptiles, birds, and
mammals. The orders within each class, the gen-

era within each family, conformed to the same
scale of increasing complexity; so that a linear

classification, from the lower invertebrates to the

highest vertebrates, was the expression of their

belief in an even progress of structure. Cuvier

broke into this by his arrangement of the ani-

mal kingdom, into four groups, unrelated to

each other—Radiata, Articulata, Mollusca, and
Yertebrata—to be classified in parallel coliunns,

if at all ; and this, again, has been super-

seded by the conception of a form of classi-

fication which simulates a branching tree, and
tries to express a true genetic arrangement (see

Phylogeny), the first attempt at which was
made by Lamarck. It is, however, impracticable

in the present work to attempt such an expres-

sion of the classification of animals, except for

restricted groups; and, in general, the linear

arrangement must be used, bearing in mind that

it is a convenient, not a scientific, expression.

The classification outlined below, and fol-

lowed throughout this Encyclopaedia, is that

made by Profs. T. Jeffrey Parker and William
A. Haswell (Text-Book of Zoology, London and
New York, 1897). It is the most complete formu-
lation of scientific conclusions, has an almost
world-wide acceptance, and is generally access-

ible to students and readers. These considera-

tions outweigh, for the purposes of a popular
encyclopaedia, any objections likely to be urged
against these authorities by specialists. The
advantage of taking and keeping a uniform
standard of classification and nomenclature
throughout a work of this kind is too evident to

require argument ; and should there be good
reason to differ from it, here and there, these

exceptions and divergences may easily be treated

as they arise. In paleontologv' this scheme is

supplemented by the substantially identical clas-

sification of Zittel-Eastman (Karl A. Von Zittel,

Cirundziiye der PaUiontologie, Munich. 1895;

translated and niodifie<l by C. R. Eastman, as

Text-Bonk of Paleontology, New York and Lon-
don. 1900).

It is needful here only to sketch the arrange-

ment of the larger groups, leaving the treatment
of orders, families, and lesser divisions to be
given in the descriptive articles under the titles

of groups, as Birds, Fish, Protozoa, etc.
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CL^VSSlFICATiON OF ANIMALS.

List of Phyla, Classes, and Subclasses.

SuuDiVISION Protozoa
( Un icellular A n imuls )

.

Phylum L Photozoa (Protozoans). Animals
composed of a single cell; or, if of several cells,

these are of one kind.

Class 1. Iliiizoi*ODA. Protozoa with retrac-
tile pseudopodia (Aniajba, etc.)

Class 2. Mycetozoa. Terrestrial protozoa,
plasinodial, and forming large
and complex cysts (Slimes).

Class 3. Mastioopuoba. Protozoa with-
out oilia, but with one or more
flagella.

Class 4. Spokozoa. Protozoa, without ap-
pendages; internal parasites.

Class 5. Infusoria. Protozoa with cilia,

or sucking tentacles.

Subdivision Metazoa
(Multicellular Animals).

Phylum II. PoRiFEBA (Sponges). Fixed
aquatic Aletazoa, whose body-wall is perforated
by incurrcnt pores.

Class PoRiFERA. Equivalent to the Phylum.
Subclass 1. Calcarea. Sponges with skele-

ton of calcareous spicules.

Subclass 2. Non-Calcarea. Skeleton, when
present, composed of siliceous

spicules or of spongin fibres.

Phylum III. CcELENTEBATA (Polyps, etc.).

Animals of radial structure, whose digestive
cavity is lined by the body-wall, and which have
nettling organs.

Class 1. Hydbozoa. Coelenterates, whose
body is composed of more than
two rays, and contains a single
cavity (Hydroids, Siphonophores,
etc.).

Class 2. ScYPHOzoA. Coelenterates with
many radii, and with radial
partitions in the cavity of the
body ( Jellyfishes )

.

Class 3. AcTiNOZOA. Attached individuals
or colonies.

Subclass 1. Zoantharia. Tentacles numer-
ous, and usually in multiples of
five (Sea-Anemones, Madrepores,
and Corals).

Subclass 2. Aleyonaria. Tentacles, eight
only (Red Corals, Sea-Fans, etc. )

.

Class 4. Ctenophora. Coelenterates with
only two radii, and rows of cilia-

plates.

Phylum IV. Platyhelminthes (Flatworms).
Bilaterally symmetrical, soft-bodied animals,
without true segmentation of the body; flattened
in a dorso-ventral direction, and having the body-
cavity filled with a loose meshwork of cells.

Class 1. Tukbellaria. Free-living flat-

worms, whose body is covered by
cilia ; alimentary tract with only
one opening to the exterior
(Planarians).

Class 2. Trematoda. Parasitic, unseg-
mented, without cilia in the
adult, and with a well-developed
digestive apparatus (Flukes).

Class 3. Cestoda. Elongated, usually un-
segmented hermaphrodite endo-
parasites, without mouth or ali-

mentary canal (Tapeworms, etc. )

.

Class 4. Nemektinea. Body more or less
llaltened; food-canal with mouth
and arms; aquatic, carnivorous.

Subclass 1. I'alwonemertinea.
Subclass 2. Schizuncmcrtca.
Subclass 3. Hoploncmcrlca.

Phylum V. Nemathklminthes (Round-
worms). Bilateral, unsegmented, round-bodied;
usually with alimentary tract, mouth, and arms.

Class 1. Nematoda. With intestinal canal;
without proboscis; free-living in

fresh or salt water, ,or parasitic
Cnireadworms).

Class 2. Acanthocephala. Mouth and in-

testines wanting; ))arasitic.

Class 3. Cha:tognatiia. Pelagic 'arrow-
worms;' spiny, and with a well-

developed nervous system.
Phylum VI. TRo<niELMiNTHE8 (Wheel-Ani-

malcules.) Characterized by having the larva in

tlie form of a Irochosphere.

Class 1. RoTiFEBA. Microscopic wheel-
animalcules, with a ciliated band
around the mouth, and a special

organ for attachment.
Class 2. DiNOPiiiLEA. Minute, worm-like,

having five to eight segments,
usually ciliated; and nephridia
in pairs; marine.

Class 3. Gastrotriciia. Minute, spindle-

shajjed, flattened and ciliated on
the ventral surface ; fresh waters.

Phylum VII. Molluscoiua (Sea-Mats and
Brachiopods). Small aquatic animals, having a
true body-cavity (except in Endoprocta) and
suspended alimentary canal ; dorsal region ab-

breviated and surmounted by lophophore.

Class 1. PoLYZOA. ^lolluscoida that form
colonies connected by one organic
substance; the ciliated band of

the lophophore is drawn out into

tentacles ( Bryozoans )

.

Subclass 1. Ectoprocta. Anus outside ten-

tacular corona.

Subclass 2. Endoprocta. Anus internal;

form colonies by budding.

Class 2. PiiOBONiDA. Worm-like polyzoans,

living in associations of individu-

als bom from ova, not by buds.

Class 3. Braciiiopoda. Polyzoa with the

body inclosed in a shell of two
valves; body usually attached by
a stalk (Lamp-Shells).

Phylum VIII. Echtnodermata (Echino-
derms). Animals of prevailinglj' radical struc-

ture, with intestinal wall distinct from body-wall,

and with calcareous plates in the skin.

Class 1. Asteroidea. Star-shaped echino-

derms, with a furrow (ambula-
crum) along the under side of the

arms (Starfish).

Class 2. Opiiiuroidea. Star-shaped echino-

derms, with the arms sharply
marked off' from the body, and
not grooved ( Brittle Stars )

.

Class 3. Echinoidea. Echinoderms with
the body globular or disk-shaped,

and armless (Sea-Urchins).

Class 4. Holothuroidea. Ech inoderms
elongated, worm-like, usually soft,

and with tentacles about the

mouth ( Trepangs )

.
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Class 5. Crinoiuea. Sessile, and having a
cup-shaped body (Crinoids).

Class 6. Cystoiuea. Globular, sessile, or
stalked (Fossil).

Class 7. Blastoidea. Ovate, stalked (Fos-

sil).

Phyliun IX. Annulata (Worms). Bilateral

segmented worms without jointed legs.

Class 1. CUiETOPODA. Worms made up of

a series of metameres, each bear-

ing parapodia and cirri (Anne-
lids).

Subclass 1. Polychata. Sexes distinct;

ovaries and testes simple and met-
anierically repeated (Marine An-
nelids).

Subclass 2. Vligochceta. Sexes united;
ovaries and testes few and com-
pact (Terrestrial and fresh-

water )

.

Class 2. Myzostomida. Disk-shaped, un-
segmcnted (Parasites of Crin-

oids )

.

Class 3. Gepiiyrea. Sessile annelids, with-
out external segmentation in the
adult (Marine).

Class 4. Arch I-Annelida. Minute marine
annelids, faintly segmented, often

parasitic.

Class 5. HiRuniXEA. Annelids with short
rings or none at all, and with
ventral suckers (Leeches).

Phylum X. Arthropoda ( Insects, Crusta-
ceans, etc). Symmetrical segmented animals,
with jointed appendages.

Class 1. Crustacea. Typically aquatic and
gill-bearing; usually two pairs of

antennae ( Crustaceans )

.

Subclass 1. Entomostraca. Usually small,

and with a varied number of ap-
pendages ( Water-Fleas, etc. )

.

Subclass 2. Malacostraca. Crustacea with
nineteen pairs of appendages
(Crabs, Crayfish, etc.).

Class 2. Trilobita. Body depressed, oval,

and divided into head, thorax, and
abdomen (Extinct Trilobites).

Class 3. Onychophora. Cylindrical, im-
segmentea, papillose, and with a
series of short walking append-
ages (Peripatus).

Class 4. Myriapoda. Tracheate arthropods,
consisting of several segments,
each bearing one or two pairs of
legs (Centipedes and Millipedes).

Class 5. Insecta. Arthropods with the
b(Kly in three divisions—head,
thorax, and abdomen—with six

thoracic legs, and usually with
wings (Insects).

Clasw 6. Arachnida. Air-breathing ar-
thropwls. without antennae (Spi-
ders, Scorpions, etc.).

IMiylum XI. Moi.i.rscA (Molhisks). Ani-
mals with unsegmented body, and without jointed
appendages; usually with a shell, and with a
muscular organ of locomotion (the foot).

NOTK. The PycDOfronlfin. Llnfruatulltlfi. and Tnrrilfrra-
d», "thouifh not In im.v way rcUt»'<l to one linother, and
of doubtful rplationshlpH to tho Araohnldn, are, an a mat-
ter of convpnlence, mentioned together here."

—

Parker and
Haswi>Il.

Class 1. Pelecypoda. MoUusks with a
nearly symmetrical body, leaf-

like gills, and a two-valved shell

(Bivalves).
Class 2. Amphineura. Bilaterally sym-

metrical ; anus at end of body
(Chitons).

Class 3. Gastropoda. Body unsymmetrical,
with head, feelers, eyes, and un-
paired foot; shell (when present)
univalve (Gastropods-).

Subclass 1. Htreptoneura. Visceral com-
missures twisted into a figure-

of-8 ; sexes distinct ( Limpets,
Whelks, etc.).

Subclass 2. Euthyneura. Visceral com-
missures not twisted into a fig-

ure-of-8; sexes united (Pulmo-
nates, Nudibranchs, etc. )

.

Class 4. ScAPHOPODA. Head rudimentary;
mouth-lobes formed into a tube,

inclosing the delicate shell (Ma-
rine).

Subclass 1. Scaphopoda. As above (Tusk-
SheUs).

Subclass 2. Rhodope. Minute, ciliated;

no shell.

Class 5. Cephalopoda. Head large ; mouth
surrounded by arms; foot funnel-
shaped (Cuttlefish).

Subclass 1. Dihranchiata. Two symmet-
rical branchiae; funnel tubular
(Squids and Octopods).

Subclass 2. Tetrabranchiata. Four bran-
chiije; shell multilocular (Nauti-
lus and Ammonites )

.

Phylum XII. Chordata (Chordates). Ani-
mals having a notoehord. which may (Subphy-
lum C) persist from birth, and become "in the
adult replaced more or less completely by a seg-

mented bony or cartilaginous axis—the spinal
or vertebral cohmm."

Subphylum and Class A. Adelochorda.
Marine worm-like animals, hav-
ing a notoehord as larvae ( Balano-
glossus, etc. )

.

Subphylum and Class B. Urochorda.
Animals, simple or compound,
marine, inclosed in a coriaceous
test, composed largely of cellu-

lose, and having a notoehord when
larvae (Ascidians).

Subphylum C. . Vertebrata. Animals bi-

laterally symmetrical, and hav-
ing a backbone (Vertebrates).

Sec. I. AcRANiA. Without a head (in-

cludes only the family Bran-
chiostomidae, Amphioxus, etc.).

Sec. II. Craniata. With a head ( Fishes,

Reptiles. Birds. Mammals).
Class 1. Cyclostomata. Eel-like verte-

brates, without a lower jaw;
mouth suctorial, and armed with
homy teeth ( l>ampreya )

.

Class 2. Plsces. Aquatic vertebrates, with
persistent gills and paired fins

(Fishes).
Subclass 1. Elasmobranchii. Fishes with

a cartilaginous skeleton, in which
the cranium is never ossified, nor
contains membrane-bones; gill-

openings usually in five pairs

(Sharks and Rays).
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Subclasa 2. Holwrphali. Cartilafjinous

tishes with lour pairs of gill-«lit.s,

nearly concealed by a fold uf skin
(C'hinm>ras).

Subclass 3. Teleoatomi. FishcH with the
skeleton complicated by mem-
brane-bones and ossifications, or
completely bony (Sturgeons and
ordinary Fish).

Subclass 4. Dipnoi. Fish-like animals,
having an apparatus for breath-

ing atmospheric air (Lung-
lishes).

Subclass 5. Ostracodermi. Paleozoic fish-

es, with an exoskeleton extraor-

dinarily developed about the

head, and apparently with no
endoskeleton (Cephalaapis, etc.).

Class 3. Amphibia. Ampliibious verte-

brates, breathing by gills in the

larval condition, and (usually)

by lungs when adult, and having
legs and five-toed feet (Amphib-
ians).

Class 4. Reptilia. Elongated, air-breathing

vertebrates, with a horny epi-

dermal skeleton of scales and one
occipital condyle (Reptiles).

Class 5. AvES. Vertebrates clothed with
feathers (Birds).

Subclass 1. Archceornithes. Birds having
a prolonged tail of many verte-

briE ( Archaeopterj'x )

.

Subclass 2. Neornithes. Birds having
the tail-vertebrae compacted into

a pygostyle ( Modern Birds )

.

Class 6. Mammalia. Vertebrates which
suckle their young, and are more
or less clothed with hair (Mam-
mals).

Subclass 1. Prototheria. Mammals with
oviducts separated (Didelphia).

Subclass 2. Theria. Mammals with ovi-

ducts united for a longer or
shorter part of their length
( Monodelphia )

.

A. Metal heria. Young born in rudimen-
tary condition,, and sheltered in

a pouch (Marsupials).

B. Eutheria, Young born in a uterus ; no
pouch present (higher Mammals).

BiBLTOGBAPHY. In addition to works men-
tioned above, consult: Bronn (editor), Klassen
U}id Ordnungen des Thierreichs (Leipzig and
Heidelberg, 1859, et seq.) ; Haeckel, Natiirliche
Hchopfungsgeachichte (Jena, 1868) ; Lankester,
Notes on Embryology and Classification (Lon-
don, 1877), and article "Zoology" in 9th ed.

Encj/clopcedia Britannica ; Leunis, Synopsis der
Thierkunde (Hanover, 1883-86) ; Huxley, An-
atomy of Vertebrates (New York, 1878), and
Anatomy of Invertebrated Animals (New York,
1888) ; Standard Natural History (Boston,
1885) ; Lang, Text-book of Comparative An-
atomy (London, 1891-96) ; Newton, Dictionary
of Birds (Tendon and New Y^ork, 1893-96) ;

Royal Natural History (London, 1895) ; Cam-
bridge Natural History (Cambridge, Eng., 1895,
et seq.) ; Parker and Haswell, Text-book of
Zoology (London and New York, 1897) ; Daven-
port, Introduction to Zoology (New York. 1900).
See, also, books mentioned under Evolution ;

Embbyology: and such titles as Bibd, Fish, In-

.st:cT, etc., and under biographies of the natural-
ists above mentioned.

CLAS'SIS (Lat., assembly). In the Re-
formed Church of Holland and America, the
name of an ecclesiastical body, made up of min-
isters and elders representative of churches, cor-
responding to a presbytery. The Classis hears
appeals from the consistories, which are the
oflficial boards of local churches, and the Synod
hears appeals from the Classis. The Classis also
confirms and dissolves pastoral connections, or-
dains and deposes ministers, and sends delegates
to the local and general synods.

CLASTIC BOCKS (Fr. clastique, from Gk.
K\a<rT6s, klastos, l)r<)ken, from /cXdi», klan, to
break), or Fbagmental Rocks. A petrographic
division which includes all rocks composed of
fragmental materials. See ^'Eolian Accumula-
tions; Aqueous Rocks; Bbeccia.

CLAT'SOP. An Amerind tribe of the Chinoo-
kan stock. See Chinook.

CLAUDE, kl6d, Jean (1619-87). A French
Protestant preacher and controversialist. He was
born at La Sauvetat-du-Droit, southwest France
(ancient District of Agenais). He studied at
Montauban, became pastor at Nimes in 1654, and
was also professor of theology in the Protestant
college there, where in 1661 he was forbidden to
preach, on account of his opposition to the pro-
I)osed imion with the Roman Catholics. In the
)iext year he obtained a post at Montauban, but
was removed from it also. He then went to
Paris, and was pastor at Charenton from 1666
until 1685. On the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes (1685), he was ordered to leave France
within twenty-four hours, and being welcomed
by William of Orange, preached at The Hague
until his death, January 13, 1687. He was the
greatest leader of the French Reformed churches,
their ablest disputant, their favorite preacher,

and their truest representative. His works in-

clude: A Defense of the Reformation (1671,
English translation, 1815) ; Complaints and
Cruel Prosecutions of the Protestants (1686;
English translation, 1707) ; and especially, as
more familiar to English readers. Essay on the

Composition of a Sermon (1778-79, 2 vols.)—

a

much-used manual of homiletics, frequently re-

printed, from the edition of Charles Simeon.
For his biography, consult Ladevfeze (Amster-
dam, 1687).

CLATJ'DIA GENS (Lat., Claudian family).

A patrician and plebeian clan in Rome, of Sabine
origin. The names of the patrician families, al-

ways distinguished for their arrogance and pride,

are Ctecus, Caudex, Centho, Crassus. Pulcher,

Regillensis, and Sabinus. The plebeian family
names are Asellus. Canina.. Centumalus, Cicero,

Flamen, and ^larcellus.

CLATJ'DIAN HARBOB. A harbor at the

mouth of the Tiber, two miles west of Ostia,

constructed in the face of great natural difficul-

ties by the Emperor Claudius. Its area ex-

ceeded 6,000,000 square feet with a depth of 15

feet to 18 feet, and was inclosed by two jetties

2400 feet long. The massive breakwater was
constructed by filling with concrete the great

&hip which had transported the Vatican obelisk

from EgA'pt, sinking .her, and from this founda-

tion building above the level of the water. On
the breakwater rose a lighthouse 200 feet high,
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built in imitation of the Pharos of Alexandria.
In time the Claudian harbor became inadequate
to the needs of the city and an inner harbor was
constructed by Trajan, now two miles inland.

The Claudian harbor, which is now inacessible

on account of the marshes, is depicted on a bas-

relief discovered in 1863.

CLAU'DIA'NUS, Claudius. A Latin poet
of Alexandria. He lived in the end of the fourth
and the beginning of the fifth century. He wrote
first in Greek, which appears to have been his

native tongue (though he was originally of

Koman extraction) ; but, as Gibbon says, he
"assumed in his mature age the familiar use and
absolute command of the Latin language; soared
above the heads of his feeble contemporaries; and
placed himself, after an interval of 300 years,

among the poets of ancient Rome." His poems
brought him into such repute that, at the
request of the Senate, the emperors Arcadius and
Honorius erected a statue in his honor in the
Forum of Trajan. The productions of Claudianus
that have come down to us consist of two epic

poems

—

The Rape of Proserpine, and the incom-

l)lete Battle of the Giants, besides panegA'tics on
Honorius, idyls, epigrams, and occasional poems.
Claudianus displays a brilliant fancy and rich

coloring, with variety and distinctness in his pic-

tures ; but he is often deficient in taste and grace-

fulness. The best editions are by Birt (Berlin,

1892) and Koch (Leipzig, 1893). A poor Eng-
lish translation was executed by Hawkins (Lon-
don, 1817). Consult Hodgkin, Claudius: The
Last of the Koman Poets (London, 1875).

CLAUDIANUS MAMERTUS ( ? -c.474).

A Christian poet and philosopher. A younger
brother of Saint Mamertus, Bishop of Vienne, he
was consecrated by the latter to the priesthood,

and became his assistant. He systematized the
liturgj', and was the author of the hymns known
as the Small Liturgies, sometimes heard in

Catholic churches during the services preceding
Ascension Day. The hynms Contra Poetas
Varios and Pange lingua gloriosi lauream cer-

iaminis have also been ascribed to him. In his

famous philosophical treatise, De Statu AnimfB
(published by Mosellanus, Basel. 1520, and, with
notes, by C. Barth, Zwickau, 1655), he shows
that "thought is inseparable from the essence

of the soul, and that its spiritual activity is in-

destructible" (Neander. History of Dogmas).
His complete works were edited by Engelbrecht,

and published in Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesias-

ticoruni Lntinorvm, \'o\. xi. (Vienna, 1885).

CLAU'DIA QUINTA. A Roman woman who
dis{)rovcd the charge of unchasteness brought
against her, when the ship carrying the image of

Cybele was brought to Rome from Pessimus in

B.C. 204. The vessel grounded on a shoal at the
mouth of the Tiber, and when the soothsayers
declared that it could be moved only by a pure
woman, Claudia came forward and. seizing the
rope, towed the ship to Rome.
CLAUOJIO. ( 1 ) In Shakespeare's Much Ado

About \othing. a young Florentine lord. He
is in love with Hero; but his affection is not
strong enough to prevent his believing the scan-

dal against her. (2) In Shakespeare^B Measure
for Measure, the lover of Juliet.

CLAU^DIUS. (1) In Shakespeare's Hamlet,
the King of Denmark, who poisons his brother,
Hamlet's father, and marries the widow. He is

slain by Hamlet, when the Queen, by mistake.

drinks the poisoned wine. (2) A servant whom
Brutus accuses of calling out in his sleep, after

the appearance of the ghost of Csesar, in Shake-
speare's tragedy, Julius Ccesar.

CLAUDIUS I. (Tiberius Claudius Nebo
Dbu.sus; otficially, Ti. Claudius- C^sab Au-
ousTAVis Gebmamcus) (B.C. 10-A.D. 54.) Ro-
man Emperor ( a.d. 41-54) . He was the youngest
son of Nero Claudius Drusus, stepson of the
Emperor Augustus, and was bom at Lugdunum
(Lyons), B.C. 10. Being naturally sickly and
infirm, his education was neglected, or left to be
cared for by women and freedmen. His sup-
posed imbecility saved him from the cruelty of

Caligula ; but Claudius, in his privacy, had
made considerable progress in the study of his-

tory, and wrote in Latin and Greek several ex-

tensive works now lost. After the assassination
of Caligula, Claudius was found by the soldiers

in a corner of the palace, where, in dread, he had
concealed himself. The Pretorians carried him
forth, proclaimed him Emperor, and compelled
his recognition by the Senate and many citizens

who had hoped to restore the Republic. By his

payment of the troops, who had raised him to the
throne, Claudius I. gave the first example of the

baneful practice which subjected Rome to a mili-

tary despotism under the succeeding emperors.
The first acts of his reign seemed to give promise
of mild and just government ; but in the year 42,

when a conspiracy against his life was detected,

his timidity led him to yield himself entirely to

the guidance of his infamous wife, Messalina,
who, in concert with the freedmen Pallas and
Narcissus, practiced cruelties and extortions with-

out restraint. Claudius meanwhile lived in

retirement, partly occupied in studies, and ex-

pended enormous sums in building, especially in

the construction of the famous Claudian Aque-
duct, Aqua Claudia. This great work occupied
30,000 laborers during 11 years. Abroad, the
armies of Claudius were victorious. Mauritania
was made a Roman province, the conquest of

Britain was commenced, and some progress was
made in Germany. After the execution of Mes-
salina, Agrippina (q.v.) married the Emperor,
and poisoned him (a.d. 54) in order to secure
the succession of her son Nero. After his death,

Claudius was deified.

CLAUDIUS II. (Mabcus Aubelius Clau-
dius, better known as Claudius Gothicus) (214-

270). Roman Kmperor (268-270). He had been
Governor of lUyria. and, after the death of Gal-
lienus, in 268, was proclaimed Emperor by the
soldiers. In the same year he overthrew his

rival. Aureolus, and conquered the Alemanni ; in

the following year he defeated a great host of

Goths that menaced Moesia, and .50,000 of them
perished in battle, whence the title Gothicus.

Claudius died of the pest, at Sirmium, April. 270.

CLAUDIUS. Abch of. A triumphal arch at

Rome, erected in a.d. 43 on the Via Lata, to com-
memorate the victories of Claudius in Britain. It

was destroved in the seventeenth century.

CLAUDIUS, Matthias (1740-1815). A Ger-

man poet and author, known as 'Asmus.' or

'Der Wan«lsbecker Bote.' bom at Reinfeld,

HolsteJn. He studied from 1759 to 1763 at

the University of Jena; from 1771 to 1775 was
editor, under the name of 'Asmus,' of the newly
established Wandsberkrr lidte (whence his sur-

names), and in 1776 of the Landzcitung, at

Damistadt. In the following year he returned
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to V\'ttntl»bcok. whore he henceforth lived. He
\va>» apiMiiiitetl in 1778 auditor of the provincial

bank of Altona, by the Crown Prince Frederick

of Denmark, who also, in 1785, granted him a

bmall annuity. lliH collected works, published

in 1775-1812 (eight parts), with the quaint

title Asmus Omnia Sua Hccum I'ortans, were in

<:reat part taken from his contributions to the

Waiidsbrckcr Bute. His prose is shrewd, apho-

ristic, with a certain naive humor; his verse, now
buoyantly merry, now patriotic, now in the best

sense religious, is always fresh, simple, and sin-

cere. Many of his lyrics, such as Der Mond ist

aufgrgntifjen and the Uheinweinlied ('Bekrilnzt

mit Laub'), have continued to be popular favor-

ites througliout Germany. He also translated

into Uerman FOnC'lon and other writers, French

and English. The collected works have been ex-

cellently edited by Redlich (12th ed., Gotha,
1882).* For his biography, consult Herbst
(Gotha, 1878) ; and Gerok (Darmstadt, 1881).

CLAUDIUS CiE'CUS, Appius. A Roman pa-

trician of the fourth and third centuries B.C.

\\'hen censor, in B.C. 312, he gained many ad-

herents by invading the traditional rights of the

patricians, and admitting men of low birth to

senatorial rank ; but his nominations were quickly
set aside. He is more memorable for having
at the same time undertaken the construction of

the jjrreat Appian Way from Rome to Capua,
and also of the first aqueduct (Aqua Appia) to

bring a supply of water into the city. In order

to complete; these works, he arbitrarily continued
his censorship beyond the legal limits. He was
elected consul in B.C. 307 and 296, and met with
success in several campaigns against the Samnites
and Etruscans. When Pyrrhus of Epirus sent

Cineas to Rome with terms of peace unfavorable

to Roman greatness, it was only the eloquence of

the aged Claudius that prevented the Senate from
accepting them. In his old age Claudius is said

to have become blind, whence his cognomen,
'Caecus.' He was the author of works in both
prose and verse, of which almost nothing is

knoAvn. Consult Mommsen, "Die patricischen

Claudier," in Romische Forschungen, vol. ii.

(Berlin. ISfiS).

CLAUDIUS CRAS'SUS, Appius. See Appitjs
CLAlDIIfS CRAS.SLS.

CLAUDIUS OF TU'RIN (Lat. Claudius
Turincrisis) ( ?-839). A Spanish-Italian bishop.

At first a preacher at the Court of Louis the
Pious, he became Bishop of Turin in 820. He
was one of the most radical reformers of early
times, and protested against the use of images,
the invocation of s-iints, and the veneration of

relics. His attitude kept him in constant con-
troversy with Pope Paschal I. Claudius wrote an
Apologeticiim, directed against the Abbot Theode-
mir, of the Convent of Psalmody, near Niraes.

The abbot's part was taken by Dungall, an Irish

scholar and teacher, who called upon the King
to ''crush the tail of the serpent in Claudius,
as Charlemagne had so well crushed the head in

his master. Felix of Urgel." .Tonas of Orleans
Avas appointed to examine the Apologeticum, and
cleared the bishop of the charge of heresy; but
Claudius died before this was known.

CLAUDE LORRAINE, kl6d lor'rSn'. See
GelIce. Claude.

CLAUS, klous, Karl Friedrich Wilhelm
(1835-99). A Gemian zoologist, born in Cassel.

He studied the natural sciences in Giessen, under
Leuckurt ; in 18()3 beuame profe».sor of zoology
in Marburg, in 1870 in Gottingen, and in 1873 in

Vienna. He was also director of the zoological

station at Triest. He was very active in the in-

vestigation of the Crustacea, and is also widely
known l)ecau»e of his Text-Book of Zoology. Of
his numerous works, the following are important:
Die freilebcnden Vopepoden (1803) ; Bcitriige zur
Kenvtnis der (Jatracodcn (1808); OrundzUge der
Zoologie (1808) ; Leber den Bau und die Ent-
wicklung der Cumaceen (1870); Die Metamor-
phose der Squilliden (1872) ; Ueber die Entwick-
lung Organisation und systematische tiiellung

der Arguliden (1875); Lehrbuch der Zoologie
(6th ed., 1897: trans, into English, under the
title of TeTt-Book of Zoology, by Claus and Sedg-
wick, London, 1897).

CLAUSEL, kld'zCF, Bebtband (1772-1842).
A French marshal, born at Mirepoix, in the De-
partment of Ari^ge, December 12, 1772. He en-

tered the army at an early age, and commanded
a brigade in the Italian campaign of 1799. He
was made a general of division of the Army of

the North, in 1804; distinguished himself in the

campaign of 1809 against Austria and subse-

quently in the war in Spain, where, after the
battle of Salamanca, July 22. 1812, he succeeded
Marmont in the chief command. He conducted
the verj' dillicult retreat from Portugal, with
the greatest circumsjiection, fighting a succes-

sion of battles. Although he stood by Napoleon
to the last, Louis XVIII., in 1814, named him
inspector-general of infantry. When Napoleon
returned to France in 1815, Clausel imme-
diately declared for him, was made a peer, and
received the command of the Army of the Pyre-
nees. On the return of the Bourbons he was
declared a traitor. He escaped to the United
States, and lived several years at Mobile, where
he wrote his Expose justificatif. During his ab-

sence he was condemned to dejith. but was sub-

sequently Tiermitted to return to France, was
elected Deputy in 1827 and 1830. and after the
July Revolution was put in command of the
troops in Algeria. For his services in that ca-

pacity he was made marshal of France in

1831, but was soon afterwards recalled. He
was appointed Governor-General of Algeria in

1835, and once more recalled in 1837. He re-

turned to France and defended himself, though
not quite successfully, both through the press

and from the tribune, against the attacks made
upon him. He died near Toulouse, April 21,

1842. Sec Algeria.

CLAUSEN, klou'zen, Thomas (1801-85). A
German astronomer, born at Niibel, in Schleswig.

He early devoted himself to the study of astron-

omy, was for several years assistant at the ob-

servatory of Altona. and from 1842 to 1872 was
connected M'ith the Observatory of Dorpat (now
Yuryev). first in the capacity of observer, later

as director. During his scientific career Clausen
made many important contributions to astron-

omy, and carried out elaborate calculations of

the paths of comets.

CLAUSENBURG, klou'zen-byrK. See Klau-
SE>'BUP.G.

CLAUSEWITZ, klou'-ze-vits, Kabl von
(1780-1831). A Prussian general and eminent
military writer, born at Burg. He entered the
army in 1792, took part in the campaigns on
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the Rhine in 1793-94, and attended the Berlin

Acadeiuv for young officers in 1801-03, when he

attracted tlie attention and won the favor of

Scharnhorst. He was adjutant to Prince Augus-

tus in 180G, was captured with him by the

Frendi at Prenzlau, and, after being exchanged,

served until 1812 as major in tlie Prussian Gen-

eral Staff, being employed after 1809 in the Min-

istry of War, under Scharnhorst. In 1810-12 he

was also military instructor to the Crown Prince

of Prussia, and to Prince Frederick of the Nether-

lands. At the outbreak of the Russian War in

1812. he entered the Russian service, and aided

Diebitsch in concluding the convention of Tau-

roggen. He accompanied Bliicher as Russian

staff officer during the campaign of 1813, the his-

tory of which he wrote, at the instance of Gnei-

senau. He reentered the service of Prussia in

1814, was appointed chief of staff under Thiel-

mann in the following year, and remained in

that position at Coblenz until 1818, when he

was made major-general and director of the

'\llgemeine Kriegsschule.' Finally, he was ap-

pointed, in 1831, chief of staff to Field-Mar-

shal Gneisenau, and served first in Berlin, then

on the Polish frontier. His writings are of

great value, and have led to a considerable

change in the theory of war. Theywere published

after'' his death as Hintcrlasscne Werke iiber

Krieg und Kriegfuhrung (10 vols., 1832-37), of

which the most noteworthy are: Vom Kriege;

Der Feldzug von 17!)6 in Italien; Uehersicht des

Feldzuges von 181S ; Der Feldzug von 1815; Ueber

das Lebcn und den Charakter von Scharnhorst.

CLATJSIUS, klou'ze-ns, Rudolf Julius

Emanuel (1822-88). A German physicist, born

at Kiislin. In 1855 he became professor in the

Polytechnic Institute of Zurich, in 1867 pro-

fess'or in the University of Wurzburg, and in

1869 professor at Bonn. Clausius is one of

the founders of the modern science of thermo-

<lynamics (q.v.), and in a paper before the Ber-

lin Academy of Sciences (1850) stated the sec-

ond law of thermodynamics, that "heat cannot

of itself pass from a colder to a hotter body."

The theory of electrolysis advanced by Clausius

has also played a conspicuous part in electricity.

He assumed that the ions are not in complete

union, but that a part of them are free to unite

with other ions. These uncombined ions, ac-

cordingly, are brought together under the action

of the current at the anode and kathode. Clau-

sius was one of the most celebrated mathematical

physicists of the nineteenth centurj', and his

researches and writings in heat, electricity, and

molecular physics of the greatest value. His

most important works are: Die n>€chanische

Wiirmetheorie (1870) ; Die Potentialfunktion und
das Potential (1859) ; and Ueber das Wesen der

Warme, verglichen wit Licht und Schall (1857).

For a biography of Clausius, consult Riecke,

Rudolf r'/yfM.sii/.'t"(Gottingen, 1889).

CLAUSON-KAAS, klou'/An-kils'. Adolf von
(1826— ). A Danisli promoter of manual train-

ing. He was born near Altona, of Danish

jiarenta, and after serving in the Danish cav-

alry devoted himself entirely to the advance-

ment of education. In 1870 he founded the

Danisli Clubs for Home lndustr>'. On the oc-

casion of the international expositions of 1873

and 1878, he pave a'series of public lectures on

manual training in several cities of Germany.
Holland, Russia, France, and elsewhere, jmd nlso

established a series of teachers' courses. In this

way he encouraged the revival of working-schools

for boys, his primary aim being the mechanical

development of the hand and of the eye in asso-

ciation with mental training. He conducted a
number of training-schools in Saxony, and intro-

duced a course of modeling and drawing in the

institution for the blind at Dresden.

CLAUSTHAL, klous'tAl (Ger., closed val-

ley, from Lat. clausum, p.p. of cludere, to close

-f- Ger. Thai, valley). An important mining

town in the Prussian Province of Hanover,

situated on a bleak plateau of the Upper Harz,

about 1800 feet above sea-level, and 25 miles

northeast of Gottingen (Map: Prussia, D 3).

Among its public buildings the most noteworthy

is the Cliurch of the Hcly Ghost, built of wood

in 1639, and considered the largest structure of

its kind in the world. The mines of Clausthal

vield silver, lead, copper, iron, and zinc, and are

among the most valuable and productive in

Germany. They are owned and operated by the

Prussian Government, which has established in

connection therewith a mining academy, with

an experimental laboratory, model workshop, and

a library of over 30,000 "volumes. The greater

portion of the male population finds emploj'ment

in the mines and smelting-works, while the

women are largelv occupied in the knitting-mills.

Population, in 1890, 8736; in 1900, 8565. Claus-

thal was founded by the dukes of Brunswick, in

the sixteenth century.

CLAVA'RIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat.

clava, club). A genus of fungi of the division

Hymenamycetes, subdivision Clavati. The spores

are produced equally on all parts of the surface.

The species are numerous, some of them simple

and club-shaped, some branched. Clavaria botry-

tis, a species common in oak and beech woods in

Germanv, growing on the ground among moss,

grass, heath, etc., is gathered when young, and

used as food, having a very agreeable sweetish

taste. It ceases to be edible when it becomes

old. Another German species, Clavaria flava.

which grows on sandy ground in fir-woods, is

used in the same way. Other species appear to

possess similar properties, and Liebig found

them to contain the saccharine substance called

mannite. Clavaria botrytis is the Keulenpilz,

and Clavaria flava the Ziegenbart (goat's-beard)

of the Germans. See Colored Plate of Edible

Fungi.

CLAVERACK, kliv'-er-nk. A town in Co-

lumbia County. N. Y.. 30 miles south of Albany,

on the Boston and Albany Railroad. The chief

industries are agriculture and the manufacture

of knit goods. The town has a public library,

and is the seat of the Pludson River Institute,

established in 1854. Among the points of inter-

est are a Dutch Reformed church, built in 1767,

and an old courthouse, erected in 1784. Settled

as early as 1660. Claverack (named Klauver

RachenI 'clover reaches,' by the Dutch) was or-

ganized as a town in 1788. and was the county-

st^at from 1786 to 1806. The government is ad-

ministered bv town meetings, held every two

years. Population, in 1890, 4518; in 1900, 4416.

CLA'VERHOUSE. See Graham, John.

CLAVICHORD, klftvl-kOrd (Fr. clavicorde,

Med. l>a(. rlnrichordiuut, from Tiat. rlavis, key

+

rhorda. string). An instrument of the harpsi-

chord family, and an important step in the evo-
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lution of the pianoforte. Its hiatory previous to
the fifteenth century is iinknown. The clavi-

chord \vn« Hhu)>c<i like the square pianoforte,
having a keyboard of white and bhick keys, and
H(riii;j:s of brass wire hvX in vibration by the
nctiiin of tangents or 'jacks* c-overed with metal.
Its tone, tliougli weak, was delicate, and, unlike
the harpsichord, or spinet, in which the strings
wen' plucked or twanged by quills or pieces of
hard leather, it responded to the gradations of
the player's touch. The clavichord was used in
Uerniany until the beginning of the nineteenth

CLAVICHORD.

eenturj'. Bach preferred it to the pianoforte of
his day, and wrote an essay for his son, Ver-
guch iiber die wahre Art Klavicr zu spielen, for
this instrument. Mozart used the clavichord
in composition, and Beethoven preferred it to
other keyed instruments; for upon it, he said,
'•one could best control tone and expressive inter-
pretation." See Harpsichord; Spinet.

CLAVICLE (Lat. clavicula, a little key,
dim. of clavis, key), or Collar-Bone. A long
l>one, curved somewhat like the italic letter f,
and placed at the upper and anterior part of
the thorax, in a nearly horizontal position. In
connection with the scapula or shoulder-blade,
the clavicle forms the shoulder, and is the only
Iwny connection between the upper extremity
and the trunk. The inner extremity of the clav-
icle articulates with the sternum (breast-bone)
and the cartilage of the first rib, while the outer
extremity articulates with the scapula. The
range of motion in the clavicle is extensive

—

especially in a vertical direction—and the vari-
ous movements of the arm are in this way read-
ily accommodated. In the female the clavicle
is smoother, slender, and presents a less marked
curve. The length, also, is slightly less, and the
position more nearly horizontal. 'Manual labor,
which brings the shoulder into constant exer-
cise, renders the clavicle thicker and tougher,
and therefore in right-handed people the right
clavicle shows greater development.

Since the clavicle favors the lateral movements
of the upper extremities, we do not find it in
animals whose fore limbs are used only for pro-
gression ; but it is present in almost all animals
whose anterior extremities are clawed and used
for prehension.

The clavicle is frequently fractured by direct
violence, and also by indirect force, as in falling
upon the hand. Dislocations are of less frequent
occurrence.

Ossification of the clavicle begins very early

—

even as soon as the thirteenth day, according to
BC'clard—and at birth this process' is almost com-
plete. Consult: Gray, Anatomy, edited by Pick

(London, 1803); lloldcn, Human Osteoloau
(New York, 1885).

CLAVIER, klA-fer' (from Lat. clavh, kev).
The German name for the pianoforte, and the
prototype of the clavichord (q.v.). In French,
'clavier' desigriates the keyboard of an organ or
pianoforte. For the practice clavier, see Piano-
JORTE.

CLAVIJERO, or CLAVIGEBO, kla'v^-Hft'rd,
Fra.nclsco Xavier (1731-87). A Mexican his-
torian, born in Vera Cruz. He early entered
tlie Order of the Jesuits, and became a teacher
of rhetoric and philosophy. He lived among the
Indians in various parts of Mexico as a mis-
sionary lor many years, and made himself fully
acquainted with the languages, traditions, and
antiquities of the aboriginal tribes. On the ex-
l)ulsion of the Mexican Jesuits by Spain, in 1767,
lie sailed for Italy, and with others of his Order
settled in Bologna, where he founded an acad-
emy. He wrote, in Spanish, a work on early
Mexican history: but, in order to publish it, he
^\as obliged to translate it into Italian. The
work finally appeared as .S/ort« antica del Mes-
aico (1780) ; it is a comprehensive and valuable
history of the Aztec Period. An English trans-
lation was made by Cullen (London, 1787). Cla-
vijero also wrote htoria della California (1789),
and works on physics and philo.sophy.

CLAVIJO, Span. pron. klii-ve'iifi. A play by
Goethe (1774), based on an episode in the
life of .Jos.'' Clavijo y Fajardo, a Spanish official
and journalist.

CLAVIJO, Don. A character in Don Quixote,
delivered by Don Quixote from the form of a
crocodile, into which he had been changed by
enchantment.

CLAVIJO, Rut Gonzalez de ( ? -1412). A
Spanish traveler in the Orient. He was born in
Madrid, and in 1398 and 1403 was sent by
Henry III. of Castile as ambassador to Tamer-
lane. The route followed by him from his point
of departure, Cadiz, took him to Trebizond, Ar-
menia, Persia, and Khorasan. He arrived at
Samarkand in 1404, and was well received at the
Court of Tamerlane. After his death, his suite
returned alone, after an absence of three years.
The 'journal' of Clavijo was published under
the title Historia del gran Tamerldn e itinerario
y narracion del viaje, etc. (1582; reprinted in
1782). It is valuable, not only because of its
high literary merit, but also for its historical
importance.

CLAVILElJo, 8p. pron. klji'v^-la'nyd. El
Aligero. Tlie wooden horse, said to have been
constructed by ^Merlin, which was managed by a
wooden pin in its forehead; whence its name, 'the
winged pin-timber.'

CLAY (AS. clwg. Ger. Klei; ultimately con-
nected with Lat. glus, gluten, glue, Gk. y\o s,

gloios, gum, OCh. Slav, glenii, slime). A term
applied to earthy material or soil which shows
plasticity when wet, thus permitting it to be
molded into any desired form, which it retains
when dry. Its distinguishing character is a
physical one; for clay varies widely in other
respects, being made up of fine mineral frag-
ments, the most prominent of which may be the
mineral kaolinite. a hydrated silicate of alu-
mina. Clay is formed primarily by the decompo-
sition of feldspathic rock in situ, and such a
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clay is said to be residual in its nature. The
material, however, is often washed down into

the lakes or ocean by the surface-waters, and
there spread out over the bottom as an alumi-

nous sediment; such a clay deposit being known
as a sedimentary one, which is not only strati-

tied, but may also be more extensive than a
residual. Sedimentary clay sometimes becomes
consolidated by the pressure of other sediments
which have been deposited on top of it, and it is

then termed shale. These shales, on grinding
and mixing with water, develop the same plas-

ticity as does soft clay.

The chief chemical constituents of clay are

silica and alumina; but, in addition to these,

variable quantities of iron oxide, lime, mag-
nesia, alkalies, water, and even rarer substances

are often present. These ingredients affect the

physical properties of the clay; such as its color

when burned, air and fire shrinkage, refractori-

ness, plasticity, and thus indirectly its uses.

The lime, magnesia, iron oxide, and alkalies

exert a fluxing action in burning, and the great-

er their quantity the lower the fusing-point of the

clay. Silica decreases the air and fire shrinkage
of a clay, while alumina and water have the re-

verse eflTect. The property of plasticity, to-

gether with that of hardening under fire, makes
clay an article of great value in the plastic arts.

Those clays which are low in plasticity are said
to be 'lean,' while the highly plastic varieties

are 'fat.' Clay does not fuse suddenly, but soft-

ens gradually under the influence of heat. In
very fusible clays this sintering may begin at
1500° or 1700° F., while in very refractory kinds
it does not take place until a temperature of
3000° F. or more is reached. The red color of

a burned clay is due to considerable iron oxide,

while buff is produced by a small quantity of

iron, or by an excess of lime. The following
table gives the composition of several grades of

clav:

SIO,
AI,0,
TI.O,
CaO
MkO
Alkalies.
H,0
lloisture,

1
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workmen handle each spadeful of clay; the first

uicri'ly loosens it up, while the neeond cuts out
any nodules of pyrite or other foreign matter,

and then throws the clay onto the platform,
where it is sorted for ware, brick, or whatever
product it is I)e8t siiited. \\ lien clay is very
iiard, it is first loosened with a pick. Dynamite
is »«imetimes employed to break up a bank into

loose pieces. Occasionally, mining underground
is resorted to reach a desired quality of clay;

and this method will be more and more common
as the best grades of superficial clays are ex-

hausted. The clay having been mined and sorted,

it is transported to the factory for further

manipulation.
Cldifii'orking or tempering of some sort is

generally required before clay can be used, and
particularly before it can be molded into brick,

pottery, sewer-pipe, or tiles. Reduction to a
plastic state may be effected by wet or dry
grinding, screening, pugging, washing, or by the

more natural process of weathering; or, a com-
bination of two or more of these methods may
be employed. The screening and washing may
be so arranged as to remove foreign material.

It must be understood that the term 'clay-work-

ing,' as here used, is limited to the preparation
of the raw material for molding or forming, the

other processes being treated separately, under
the various clay products, as will be the matter
of drj'ing; while burning, for the most part,

will be discussed under Kilns.
^y€athcrillg is a self-explanatory term. The

time involved may range from months to years,

but is more often the shorter period. With im-
provements in machinery and methods, less de-

pendence is placed on this process than formerly.

Soaking, like weathering, is a natural process,

but it is now used only under primitive condi-

tions, and where the clay is molded in a soft

form, without other working. The clay is simply
shoveled into pits, say 4X6 feet in extent, and
soaked in water over night.

Ring-pits are 25 to 30 feet in diameter, 3

feet deep, lined with brick or boards. An iron
wheel is passed over or through the clay, back
and forth, mixing in the sand, in case any is

used. Clay for some 30,000 bricks may be tem-
pered in six hours.

being particularly applicable to shales. The
pans are 7 to 9 feet in diameter, with either
perforated fioors or sides, through which the
nuitcrial falls as soon as it has reached the de-
sired fineness. The pan revolves horizontally
and by means of friction motion is imparted to
two iron wheels, mounted in the pan, to 14
inches wide, weighing 2000 to 6500 pounds each.
A pan with one-eighth inch holes has an average
capacity of 100 tons of clay per day of ten hours.

/Screening is .sometimes employed for clay
which has passed the dry pan. Screens may Ite

inclined sieves, either fixed or shaking, and ro-

tary cylindrical or octagonal in form. They de-
mand much attention to prevent clogging, and re-

quire heavy repairs, but nevertheless are cheap
and simple in operation.

Wet pans are mucli like dry pans, only their
bottoms are not perforated, and scrapers are
placed in front of the wheels, to throw up the
clay. They may be discharged through a trap-
door or by means of an automatic shovel. One
of their chief advantages is rapidity, only two
or three minutes being required to temper a
charge for brick and four or five minutes for
sewer-pipe.

Pug-mills appear to be used more than other
classes of tempering machines. They are either
vertical or horizontal, but in either case they
have a central revolving shaft, fitted with radial
knives extending nearly to the surrounding cyl-

DBT-PAN CLAT-ORIKDINS MACHINE.

Grinding is accomplished by passing the clay
between rolls, or in dry pans, the former process

COMBINED MIXIN'O AND PUOOINQ MACHINE.

indcr in which the clay is placed, or else fitted

with a worm screw. Both knives and screw
force the clay forward, as well as work it thor-

oughly, and by changing tlie angle of the adjusta-
ble knives the speed of the passing clay may be
regulated. Water is admitted as desired and
needed. When the clay is deficient in redness

after burning, hematite may lie added to the
pug with clay. Pug-mills are compact, and re-

quire less power than ring-pits.

Washing is effected by a variety of processes,

ranging from simple to complex. All of them
involve a reduction of the clay in water to a
semi-fluid state, or even to a state of suspen-
sion, which may be brought about by revolving
paddles or blades, mounted on a shaft in a
cylinder or trough, or by any thorough stirring.

The heavier, coarser impurities may be deposited
in a vat by sedimentation. The water, with the
remaining clay, may be removed by siphoning or
carefully poured off, and the clay allowed to

settle. This process is sometimes called ebulli-

tion, particularly where it is repeated many
times to recover fine-grained material. The pro-

cess of sedimentation may be altogether too slow,

especially where large quantities of clay are to

be treated, and in such a case the clay and water,
after being reduced, as described, to what is

known as slip, may be passed through shak-
ing-screens of wirecloth, having forty meshes to
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the inch. It is then sent to an agitator, or large
tank fitted with revolving paddles, to prevent
sedimentation, from which tank the screened slip

is forced by means of compressed air into a
series of canvas-lined compartments, known as
a press, where the water is expelled by the force

of tlie air. The press being loosened, the clay

is removed in sheets or cakes one to two inches

thick, weighing 30 to 40 pounds each, after

which it is ready for the pug-mill. Washing is

used in the preparation of some sorts of clay
for making into pottery.

BrnLioGBAPiiY. Bock. Die Ziegelindustrie (Leip-

zig. 1897) ; Dummler. Handbuch der Ziegel-fabri-

kation (Halle, 1897) ; Ries. "The Clays of New
York: Their Properties and Uses," in Xew
York State Museum Bulletin No. 33 (Albany,
1900—contains much general information on the

properties of clay and the methods of manufac-
ture) ; Young, The Ceramic Arts (New York,
1878) ; Prime, Pottery and Porcelain of All
Times and Nations (New York, 1878) ; Barber,
Pottery and Porcelain of the United States (New
York, 1900) ; Langenbeck, The Chemistry of Pot-

tery (Easton, Pa., 1890). Among the more im-
portant works issued by geological surveys of

States are the following: Blatchley, "Clays of

the Coal-Bearing Counties of Indiana," in Ticen-

tieth Annual Report of the Geological Survey of
Indiana (Indianapolis, 1896) ; Branner, "Bib-

liography of Clays and the Ceramic Arts," in

United States Geological Survey Bulletin No.
1J,3 (Washington, 1896); Buckley, "The Clays
of Wisconsin," in M'isconsin Geological Survey
Bulletins, vol. ii., part i. (Madison, 1901) ; Cook,
"The Clavs of New Jersey," in New Jersey Geo-

logical Survey Report for 1878 (Trenton, 1878) ;

Orton, "Clays and Clay-Working Industries

of Ohio," in Ohio Geological Survey, vol. vi.,

part i. (Columbus, Ohio, 1893) ; Ries, "The
Clays of Alabama," in Alabama Geological Sur-

rey Bulletin No. 6 (Jacksonville, Fla., 1900);
Ries, "The Clays and Clay Industries of North
Carolina," in the North Carolina Geological

Survey Bulletin No. 13 (Raleigh, X. C, 1897) ;

Ries, "The Clays and Shales of Michigan," in

Michigan Geological Survey, vol. viii. (Lansing,

Mich., 1901) ; Wheeler, "The Clays of Missouri,"

in Missouri Geological Survey, vol. xi. (Jeffer-

son City, Mo., 1896). See Alumina; Shale:
Pipe-Clay; Kaolin; Fibe-Clay; Loam; Soil;

Bbick
For the character, distribution, and methods

of manufacture in the United States, consult:

The Mineral Industry (New York, 1892 et seq.)
;

also, Davis. Practical Treatise on the Manufac-
ture of Bricks, Tiles, and Terra-Cotta (Phila-

delphia, 1895).

CLAY, Cassius Mabckllus (1810—). An
American abolitionist and politician, bom in

Madison County, Ky. He graduated at Yale in

1832. returned to Kentucky to practice law, and
was elected to the State legislature in 1835, in

1837, and in 1840, but in 1841 failed of reflec-

tion on nccoTint of his strong anti-slavery opin-

ions. In 1844 he made speeches in the Northern
States in advocacy of the election of Henry Clay
to the Presidency, and in the following year op-

posed the annexation of Texas, and established

at Lexington, Ky., The True American, a vigor-

ous anti-slavery paper, which, however, was sup-

pressed by a mob, but was revived by Mr. Clay,

and was published thereafter in Cincinnati. He

volunteered for sei-vice in the Mexican War in

1846, and was taken prisoner. In 1850 he left

the Whig Party, and was the Anti-Slavery can-

didate for Governor. In 1860 he supported Lin-

coln, and in 1801 was appointed Minister to

Russia, but returned to the United States in

1862, and was made major-general of volunteers.

In 1803, however, he resigned, and was again
appointed ilinister to Russia, where he remained
until 1869. He supported Greeley in 1872 and
Tilden in 1876, but went over to the Republican
Party to vote for Blaine in 1884. In the cam-
paign of 1896 he was in the gold-standard wing
of the Democratic Party. Consult his Life,

Memoirs, Writings, and Speeches (Cincinnati,

1886).

CLAY, Clement Claiborne (1819-82). An
American politician, born at Huntsville, Ala.

He graduated at the University of Alabama in

1835, and was admitted to the bar in 1840.

From 1842 to 1845 he was a member of the

State Legislature, from 1846 to 1848 was judge
of the Madison County Court, and in 1853 was
elected to the United States Senate. Upon the

secession of his State he withdrew from the Sen-
ate, and was forthwith elected to the Confederate
Congress. Having taken refuge in Canada at the
overthrow of the Confederacy, he later gave him-
self up, and in 1865-66 was imprisoned at For-
tress 5lonroe with Jefferson Davis.

CLAY, Fredebick (1840-89). An English
musician. He was born in Paris, received his

education under Molique in Paris and Haupt-
mann in Leipzig; returned to England in 1860,

and wrote several operas and operettas, which
were successful. His works include: Constance
(1865); Happy Arcadia (1872); Don Quixote
(1875) ; Princess Toto (1875) ; The Golden Ring
(1883); and the Black Crook, with Jacobi

(1873) ; also incidental music to Twelfth Night,
songs, part-songs, and cantatas.

CLAY, Green (1757-1826). An American
soldier. He was bom in Powhatan County, Va.

;

became a pioneer settler in Kentucky, then a
part of Virginia, about 1776; represented the
district for some time in the Virginia Legis-

lature, and was a member of the State Constitu-

tional Convention of 1799. In 1813 he led the
force of 3000 which relieved General Harrison,
then besieged by the British and Indians at Fort
Meigs, and afterwards defended that fort against
(Jeneral Proctor and Tecumseh. He was the
father of Cassius Marcellus Clay, and a cousin of

Ilenrj- Clay. See Fort Meigs.

CLAY, Henby (.1777-1852). An American
statesman, known, from his skill in devising com-
promises, as the 'Great Pacificator.' He was bom
April 12, 1777, in a neighborhood called 'The
Slashes,' in Hanover County, Va. His father, a
Baptist clergA'man in humble circumstances, died
when Henry was only four years old ; and his

mother, who seems to have been a wouuin of

forcible character, was left ill provided for.

Mrs. Clay married again in a few years, and her
second husband secured for Henry the position of

clerk in a retail shop in Richmond. This care-

ful stepfather, however, noting the brightness
and promise of the lad. used his influence in ob-

taining for him an appointment in the office of
the clerk of the High Court of Chancery, where
he remained for four years. Here he attracted
the notice of the Chancellor. George Wythe, and
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was employed by him to copy documents. The
intinmte association with Chancellor Wythe was
an important influence on Clay's life and devel-

opment; for he liad received almost no schooling,

and he never studied rcf^ularly, save for one year

in the ortice of Robert Brooke, tlien Attorney-Gen-
eral of Virginia. Clay was admitted to the bar

at twenty, but he soon left Kiclunond, and sought
the fuller opijortunities of the West, at Lexing-

ton, Ky. Here his attractive {)er8onality and
his skill as a speaker won him friends, and made
him a leading jury-lawyer. It was not long

before he turned his attention to politics, and
when, in 1709, the revision of the Kentucky Con-
f>titution was undertaken, Clay was found play-

ing an active and honorable part with the minor-
ity, and risking his personal prestige by his

advocacy of the gradual abolition of slavery.

This stand might have cost him dear, had he not
soon afterwards been able by his eloquence
to aid his State heartily in opposing the Alien
and Sedition Laws. He married in 1799, rose

steadily in his profession, and was elected to the

State Legislature in 1803. In 1800, having been
appointed to represent Kentucky for an unex-
pired term in the United States Senate, he took
from the first a conspicuous part in the pub-
lic business, bringing in a number of resolutions

and sitting on several committees. His first

speech—one on the bill for a bridge across

the Potomac—indicates his future course as one
of the most earnest advocates of the policy of

internal improvements. Scarcely had he returned
to Kentucky when he was reelected to the State
Legislature and made Speaker. It was at this

time that, sharing the rapidly growing hostility

toward England, and desiring to foster domestic
manufactures, he introduced the resolution that
all members of the Legislature should wear no
clothing made in foreign countries—a proposal
that Humphrey Marshall, a Federalist, stigma-
tized as the utterance of a demagogue. Angry
words were passed, a challenge followed, and in

the duel that was fought both parties were slight-

ly wounded. In the winter of 1809-10 Clay was
again sent to fill a vacancy in the Senate, where
he continued to be the champion of the protection

of home manufactures. When the question of

chartering the United States Bank came up, Clay
opposed the measure as corrupt and unconstitu-
tional ; and his remarks on this occasion were
treasured up to be used with great effect against
him when, in 1816, a revival of the matter made
manifest an alteration in his views.

Entering the National House of Representatives
in 1811, Clay was chosen Speaker as soon as
he appeared, and as leader of the vigorous de-

mocracy sprung up since the Revolution, he prac-
tically forced the war with England, speaking
with rash confidence of the ease with which
Canada could be overrun by his fellow Ken-
tuekians. He supported the war with all his
eloquence, in and out of Congress, and was in con-
sequence known as the 'War Hawk;' he advocat-
ed an increase of the army, and aroused much
enthusiasm for his measures. W^hen the war
seemed nearly a failure, he was one of the com-
missioners to arrange terms, resigning the Speak-
ership in .January, 1814. In spite of the disap-
pointment the war had brought to his hopes, he
contributed much to the success of the commission-
ers, who were far superior to the British represen-
tatives opposed to them, and who secured the best

possible terms in the Treaty of Ghent. He resist-

ed €»s|)ecially the British claim to the right of nav-
igsiting the Mississippi. On his return in 1815,

Clay, as the leading war statesman, was royally
welcomed. During his absence he had been re-

elec'ted to the House of Representatives, and, de-

clining the ofFcT of the mission to Russia, he took
his seat and was chosen Si>eaker—an oflice which
the later tender of a Cabinet place did not induce
him to resign. The tarifT of 181(5, which was
moderately protective, was urged by Clay, on the
ground that certain industries mu.st be built up
tor the nation's safety during war. This same
year he advocated the rechartering of the Na-
tional Bank to renew specie payments and to
prevent further distress, and with Calhoun he
lielped to pass the bill for internal improvements
vetoed bj' ^Madison. The Fifteenth Congress met
Deceml)er 1, 1817, and Clay was again elected

Speaker. In this session he continued to assert
the power of Congress to construct internal im-
provements, and he pleaded earnestly for the
recognition of the South American republics, a
cause always dear to his warm heart.

Clay was again chosen Speaker on the meeting
of the Sixteenth Congress and continued to be
its leading member, frequently criticising Mon-
roe's administration in hard terms. This was
the period of the great contest over the admission
of Missouri.

Clay, though not the author of the Missouri
Compromise of 1820, did bring about the com-
promise of the next year, by wliich it was agreed
that Missouri should be admitted (without re-

striction as to slavery) on her promise not to

prevent citizens of other States from settling

within her borders. Declining reelection to the
following Congress, he did not appear in active

politics again until 1823, when he reoccupied the
Speaker's chair. In the election of 1824 he was
a candidate for the Presidency, together with
Crawford, Jackson, and Adams.
The Electoral College failing to elect, the

choice between the three highest candidates
fell to the House, where Clay, who had
come fourth and was thus not eligible for elec-

tion, cast his strength for Adams. Soon after

the latter's inauguration, Clay was appoint-
ed Secretary of State—a fact which gave
point to the cry of 'Bargain and corruption,*

which, though baseless, and again and again re-

futed, never ceased to injure him in his political

career. His relations with Adams were de-

nounced by John Randolph as the "combination
of the Puritan with the blackleg," language which
provoked a challenge from Clay; but neither
party was wounded in the duel that ensued,
Randolph refusing to fire at his adversary the
second time. The Secretaryship of State, for-

merly regarded as the stepping-stone to the
Presidency, proved an obstacle to Clay, and
though he made an excellent officer, he regretted

his long absence from Congress, where he could
alM'ays lead. A strong opponent of Greneral Jack-
son as a candidate for the Presidency, he retired

with Mr. Adams after the latter's defeat in

1829. Two years later he was elected to the Sen-

ate. Here, in the difficult r6le of Senator and
Presidential candidate, he was prominent in his

advocacy of the protective system, which he dubbed
imreasonably, but successfully, the 'American
system.' Unanimously nominated by the Whigs,
Clay was overwhelmingly defeated by Jackson
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(1832), largely on account of his tariflF ideas,

and his unwise choice, as a party issue, of the
defense of the National Bank. When the Nulli-

fication controversy came up, Clay's compromise
ot 1833 prevented a resort to arms by satisfying
South Carolina with regard to the reduction of

the obnoxious tiU'iif and rendering the Force Bill

lumecessarv. In the subsequent anti-slavery
agitation he occupied a moderate position, but
lost few opportunities of opposing the adminis-
tration of Jackson. Throughout this period of

his career Clay shared the honors of the Senate
in its time of meridian glory with Daniel Web-
ster, John C. Calhoun, and T. H. Benton.

During Van Buren's Presidency, Clay unsuc-
cessfully opposed the administration measure of

an indej)endent treasury system, desiring in its

stead the establishment of a national bank ; but
after Harrison's election he procured its repeal,

the apparent victory proving, however, far from
permanent. In the election of 1840 he was cha-
grined at not receiving the Whig nomination, but
supported Harrison, and after the tatter's death
endeavore<l to carry out the Whig policy, espe-

cially with regard to rechartering a national
bank. In this attempt he was thwarted by the
vacillation and ambition of President Tyler.

After the breach between the 'Tyler men' and
the 'Clay Whigs' became apparently irreconcil-

able. Clay resigned his seat in the Senate and re-

tired to private life ( 1842) . He was nominated for

President in the campaign of 1844, and defeated
by James K. Polk. Clay's defeat was due to his

injudicious writing of letters, in which he did
not take a stand upon the question of the ad-
mission of Texas that satisfied the more extreme
opponents of slaverj'. He was again and for the
last time spoken of as an aspirant for Presi-

dential honors in the convention that nominated
Gfeneral Taylor in 1848. Meanwhile he had on
the whole lived in retirement, but had watched
with anxiety the gron-th of friction between
North and South consequent upon the Mexican
War. In 1848 he was reelected to the United
States Senate.

Taking his seat in the Senate in the winter
of 1849, and still more alarmed at the fierce dis-

play of sectional feeling on the slaverj' question.

Clay interposed in the cause of peace with the
series of resolutions subsequently known as the
Compromise of 18.50 (.see Compromise Meas-
UBES) : and, in a stirring speech, delivered in

spite of his advanced age and increasing in-

firmity, with all his accustomed energy and fire,

he apjjealed with great effect to tlie patriotism of
his hearers for the restoration of harmony and
the preservation of the Union—an effort which
was rewarded by the triumph, for a time at
least, of his pacific policy. His last speech in

the Senate was on the subject of a revision of
the tariff of 1846. Unable to occupy his seat
for more than a few days of the session of 1851-
52, owing to his failing health, he continued to
the end to manifest an interest in public affairs.
The last incident of importance in his career was
his inter>iew with Kossuth, when, a short time
before his death, he warned the Hungjirian pa-
triot of the futility of soliciting the interference
of the United States in the internal affairs of
Europe, and declared the true policy of this
country in dealing with foreign nations to be
that set forth by Washington in his Farewell Ad-
dress. Sinking rapidly after this, he died in

Washington on June 29, 1852, in the seventy-

sixth year of his age.

Clay is one of the most attractive figures in

American history. No statesman has possessed
more magnetism or been a more gallant party
leader. The wisdom of many of his policies may
be doubted, but his own zeal, integrity, and bril-

liancy as an advocate cannot be denied. His
oratorical powers have been traditional only, be-

cause his speeches, partly on account of his lack

of culture, have not held the attention of readers;
but both in the Senate and on the platform he
yielded in fire and charm of eloquence to none of

his great rivals. His patriotism is above suspi-

cion, but he was unfortunate in living in a bor-

der State and in occupying a middle position be-

tween the irreconcilabl-3 extremes of freedom and
slaverj'. This fact made him 'The Great Paci-

ficator,' but it probably cost him the Presidency,
and has somewhat lowered his standing in his-

tory. In private life Clay was not free from
some of the vices so prevalent among the men
of his comparatively coarse period, but he was
essentially of a fine nature and made hosts of

loyal friends. Perhaps the impression he made
upon his contemporaries cannot be better de-

scribed than by the statement that Clay was
Abraham Lincoln's "beau ideal of a statesman."

For the most complete edition of his speeches

and writings, consult: Colton, Life and Times
of Henry Clay (revised edition, 6 vols.. New
York, 1864) ; and for his biography, Schurz,
Henry Clay, "American Statesmen Series" (Bos-

ton, 1887). See also the histories of Schouler
and Rhodes.

CLAY'BORNE, W'illiam. See Claiborne,
WiLIJAM.

CLAY CENTRE. A city and the county-
seat of Clay Comity, Kan., 87 miles west by
north of Topeka ; on the Republican River, and
on the Union Pacific, the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific, and other railroads (Map: Kansas,
E 2). It contains a private hospital and a fine

court-house. The principal industrial establish-

ments are flour-mills, cigar-factories, foundry
and machine - shop, steel - tank factory, brick -

works, broom-factory, etc. The city has good
water-power, which is utilized by the electrie

light and power plant, and by some of the manu-
factories. There are two large greenhouses, which
make extensive shipments all over the State.
Population, in 1890, 2802; in 1900, 3069.

CLAY IRONSTONE. The name applied to
compact, argillaceous varieties of siderite, the
carbonate of iron. It frequently occurs in the
form of concretions, which may be so close to-

gether in some particular layer as to form a
continuous band. They are especially abundant
in some beds of the Carboniferous, and at times
serve as a low grade of iron ore. See Iron Ore;
BijvcKiiAND Ironstone.

CLAY-MARL. A calcareous variety of clay,

containing from 40 to 60 per cent, of carbonate
of lime. It is used as a fertilizer, and also in

the manufacture of Portland cement. Clay-
marls are found in many parts of New York,
New Jersey, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, and
other Northern States, and in the West. They
grade into true marls. See Marl; Soils.

CLAY-PLANTS. The early stages of vegeta-
tion on clay soil resemble those on rock areas,

and are treated under the head of Rock-Plants.
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The late stages are Mcsophytic (q.v.). See

FORKHTS; (iKAHH-LANUS.

CLAY'POLE, Noah. A character in Dick-

ens's Oliver Twist. A fellow-apprentice of Oli-

ver's at Mr. Sowerberry's, the undertaker. He
niarrit'8 Tharlotte, robs his master's till, and
j(»ins Fagin's company of pickpockets in London.

He is the spy on poor Nancy, who causes her

murder by Sikea, and afterwards turns King's

evidence.

CLAYS, kins, PiEBBE Jean (18191900). A
Belgian painter, born at Bruges. He studied in

Paris under Gudin, and, like his master, became
a painter of marine scenes. After his return

to Belgium, he sent pictures to the Salon almost
annually. His works are notable for their

breadth, luminosity, and sincerity. As an in-

terpreter of water, whether stormy or calm, he

had few equals. He was awarded a second-clasa

medal at the Exposition of 1878, and received

the decoration of the Legion of Honor in 1875.

Among his best paintings are: "A Squall on the

Scheldt;" "Canal in Zealand;" "Becalmed Near
Amsterdam;" "Calm in Zealand;" and "Open
Sea" (1889).

CLAY-SLATE. See Slate.

CLAY'TON, Augustine Smith (1783-1839).

-\n American jurist, born at Fredericksburg, Va.
He graduated at the University of Georgia in

1804, and in 1819 was elected judge of the Su-
perior Court of the Western Circuit in Georgia.

While lioldirig that office he supported the State

authorities in their occupation of territory of the

Cherokee Nation, but the United States Supreme
Court decided against the legality of the State's

action. For diflering with the Legislature on
one point of the controversy, however, he was
removed from office. He was elected to Congress
in 1831, served two terms, took an active part

in the opposition to the tariff and to the United
States Bank. He was reputed to be the author of

Crockett's Life of Van Buren.

CLAY'TON, EsTELLE. An American actress

and dramatic writer. She was born in New
York. Her family name was Evesson. After
the death of her father, she weiit upon the stage

(1878) with a traveling company, and later in

that year she attracted notice as Agnes Wick-
field, in Wilhins }ficaicber. She was with Au-
gustin Daly in 1879-80, and later for a time with
Dion Boucicault. In 1882-83 she appeared as
Nora in Esmeralda, at the ^Madison Square
Tljcatre; also in Hazel Kirkc, and as Constance
in Young Mrs. Winthrop. In 1885 she produced
her play of Tric-o-trin, at the Madison Square.
She 1)ecame the wife of Charles W. Durant in

1888. The same year she produced a dramati-
zation of The Quick or the Dead, with which
she afterwards toured successfully in the South.
She is the author also of the texts of the operas
Paulita (1890) ; The Viking (1895) ; and of A
Puritan Romance, a comedy produced at the
London Vaudeville, in 1897.

CLAYTON, John (1693-1773). An Ameri-
can botanist. He was bom in Fulham, England,
but in 1705 emigrated to Virginia, where for
fifty-one years he was clerk of Gloucester County.
Two great volumes and a hortue siccus of Vir-
ginia plants were left by him; but the manu-
scripts were destroyed by fire, together with the
records of Gloucester, at the beginning of the
Revolution.

CLAYTON, John Middleton (1796-1866).
An American jurist and politician, bom in Dags-
borough, Del. He graduated at Vale in 1815,
was admitted to the bar in 1818, and l)ecame a
l(>ading lawyer in hi.s State. He was for manv
years (1829-37, 1845-49, and 1851-50) a promi-
nent member of the United States Senate, and in
1849 became Secretary of State in the Cabinet of
President Taylor. In 1850 he negotiated with
the British (Jovernment the famous Clayton-
Bulwer Treaty (q.v.), which guaranteed the
strict neutrality of any interoceanic canal that
might be built across the American Isthmus.

CLAYTON, Powell (1833—). An American
soldier and ])olitician, bom in Bethel, Pa. He
followed his profession of civil engineering at
Leavenworth, Kan., and at the outbreak of the
Civil War became captain in the First Kansa.<(
Infantry, in the Federal Army. He rose to the
rank of brigadier-general during the struggle,
and at its close became a planter in Arkansas,
of which State he was chosen Governor in 1868.
He was a member of the Senate from 1871 to
1877, and was a member of every National Re-
publican Convention from 1872 to 1896. He was
appointed Minister to Mexico in 1897.

CLAYTON-BITLWER TREATY. A treaty
between the United States and Great Britain,
signed, after prolonged negotiations between
Secretary of State John M. Clayton (q.v.), on
the one side, and Sir Henry Bulwer, special Am-
bassador of Great Britain, on the other, on April
19, 1850, the ratifications being exchanged on
July 4. Its aim was, mainly, to facilitate the
construction of an interoceanic canal across the
American Isthmus, and incidentally to prevent
the encroachment of either contracting power
upon the territory of the Central American
States; and its main provisions were as follows:

( 1 ) Neither power was ever to "obtain or
maintain for itself any exclusive control over the
said ship-canal," or to "occupy, or fortify, or
colonize, or assume or exercise any dominion
over Nicaragua, ... or any part of Cen-
tral America." (2) The two powers formally
agreed to guarantee the protection and neutrality
of the canal. (3) They further agreed to invite
friendly powers "to enter into stipulations with
them similar to those they had entered into
with each other," and also to enter into treaties
with the Central American States "for the pur-
pose of more efTectually carrying out the great
design of this convention." (4) Vessels of the
two powers were, while traversing the canal in

time of war, to be exempt from detention, block-
ade, or capture. (5). The protection of the two
jwwers was extended to any other practicable
conununications across the Isthmus, whether by
railroad or canal, the intention being "to estab-
lish a general principle," as well as to settle one
particular object. At the time the ratifications

were exchanged, both powers issued explanatory
declarations. Great Britain announcing that "her
Majesty's Government do not understand the en-

gagements of that convention as applying to her
Majesty's settlement at Honduras, or its de-

pendencies;" the United States, that the treatj''

was not understood "to include the British settle-

ment in Honduras, commonly called 'British
Honduras,' as distinct from the State of Hon-
duras, nor the small islands in the neighborhood
of that settlement, which may be known as its

dependencies." Disputes arose over the terri-
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torial claims of Great Britain in Central Ameri-
ca, and her assumption of a protectorate over the

Mosquito Indians, contiiciing interpretations be-

ing placed on various provisions of the treaty by
the two powers. Another treaty, the Dallas-Clar-

endon treaty, designed to settle the pending dis-

putes, was signed in October, 1850, and was rat-

ified by the Senate soon afterwards, with the

addition of various amendments, which, however,
the British Government refused to accept. Dis-

putes continued almost up to the time of the Civil

War; but in 1860 Great Britain concluded trea-

ties with Honduras and Nicaragua, which pro-

vided for the cession to the former of the Bay
Islands, and the relinquishment of the British

protectorate over the ilosquito Indians. Presi-

dent Buchanan thereupon announced, in his

message for 1860, that "the discordant construc-

tions of the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty between the
two Governments . . . have resulted in a
final settlement, entirely satisfactory to this

Government." Nevertheless, after the close of

the war, controversies again arose, and in 1881

the treaty was the subject of a compromise
between Lord Granville and Secretary of State
Blaine, the latter contending that any inter-

oceanic canal across the American Isthmus
should be under the political control of the

United States; that the United States would
view with grave concern the interference of Euro-
pean powers; and that the treaty should be so

modified as to make it conform to conditions

which had materially changed since 1850. Sec-

retary of State Frelinghuysen, who succeeded
Blaine, in December, 1881, went further, and
contended that the treaty had become obsolete,

and was in reality no longer binding on either

power; while, on the other hand, Lord Granville
asserted that the treaty had never been abrogat-

ed, and was still in force. Finally, by the Hay-
Pauneefote Treaty, which was ratified by the

United States Senate in December, 1901, the
Clayton-Bulwer Treaty was formally annulled.

Consult Travis, The History of the Clayton-
Bultcer Treaty (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1900)—vol.

iii. of the "Publications of the Michigan Political

Science Association."

CLAYTCNIA (after John Clayton, a Vir-

ginian botanist), or Spring Beauty. One of the

most beautiful of the early spring flowers of the

United States. The plants are low, succulent
herbs, growing in rich ground of bottom-lands.
The delicate, rose-colored flowers are striped

with pink veins, and the leaves are linear or ob-

long. Two species, Claj'tonia Virginica and
Caroliniana, are common in the Unit«d States.

Claytonia perfoliata is found on the Pacific

Coast, and in Mexico and Cuba. Other species

of this genus are known in Europe and Asia, one
of them, Claytonia tuberosa, affording tubers
which are eaten by the peasants of Siberia.

CLAZOMENE, kl4-z6m'^-n^ (Lat., from Gk.
KXa^o/xeval. Klazomenai) . One of the twelve
cities of Ionia, on the west coast of Asia Minor.
It was situated on the south shore of the Her-
msean Gulf, west of Smyrna. Apparently about
the time of the formation of the Ix»ague of Delos,

a part of the inhabitants seem to have moved to

an island near the coast. Alexander the Great
<K)nnected the island with the mainland by a
dike, and the city subsequently extended over
the peninsula thus formed. The city was famous
as the birthplace of the philosopher Anaxagoras

(q.v.). The modern Vurla is near the site of
Clazomene. Consult Labahn, De Rebus Clazo-
tneniorum (Greifswald, 1875).

CLEANTE, kli'axt'. (1) A character in
Moli^re's Malade imaginairc, in love with An-
gelique. (2) In Molifere's Tartufe, the high-
minded brother-in-law of Orgon. (3) In Mo-
li&re's L'Avare, the son of the miser Harpagon.
Both father and .son desire to marry Mariane;
but the miser prefers the recovery of his gold
to the lady, who becomes the wife of Cleante.

CLEAN^HE. In Fletcher's Mad Lover, the
sister of Siphax of Paphos.

CLEANTHES, kl^-an'thez (Lat., from Gk.
KXedvdTjs, Kleanthcs) (c.300-220 B.c). A Stoic
philosopher. He was born at Assos, in Troas.
His poverty was such that he had to work all

night at drawing water, in order to obtain money
for his support, and to pay his class fee while at-

tending the lectures of Zeno, whom he succeeded
as head of the Stoic School about B.C. 263. He
died of voluntary starvation when about eighty
years old.

None of his writings are extant, except a
Hymn to Zeus, much admired, preserved by
Stobaeus (Eel. i. 2, 12). It is an admirable
union of religious feeling and philosophic
thought. The fragments have been collected by
Wachsmuth, Commentatio de Zenone et Cleanthe
(1874). Consult: Ritter and Preller, Historia
Philosophice Grcpcw (Gotha, 1888) ; Zeller, Phi-
losophie der Griechen (I-.eipzig, 1869-82).

CLEANTHES. (1) In Dryden's Cieowienes, the
friend of Cleomenes. (2) In Massinger, Middle-
ton, and Rowley's play. The Old Law, the son of
Leonides, who shows his filial piety by preserv-
ing his aged father from the operation of a law
condemning to death all men over eighty years
of age.

CliEAB, Cape. See Cape Cleab.

CLEARANCE. In the mercantile marine,
a permission from the custom-house officers, or
the emigration officers, or both, for the departure
of a ship from a port, showing that all the
formalities have been observed, and all dues, etc.,

paid. If a foreign vessel, she must also be certi-

fied by the consul of the nation to which she be-

longs. Hence the expression 'cleared out' orig-

inally used in reference to the departure of a
particular ship.

CLEARCHTJS, klA-ar'k^s (Lat., from Gk.
KX/apxo*' K Un rchon) . A Spartan commander of

the fifth century B.C., the son of Ramphias.
After serving in the Hellespont and at the battle

of Cvzicus. he became Governor of Byzantium,
where he ruled with tyrannical harshness. Dur-
ing his absence in Asia, the town was surrendered
to the Athenians, and Clearchus was punished by
a fine. He was afterwards sent to Thrace to

protect the Greek colonies there: but. being re-

called by the ephors, he proceeded to the Helles-

pont in defiance of their orders, and was con-

demned to death. Ho joined the younger Cyrus,
for whom he levieil an army of Greek merce-
naries, and whom he accompanied on the famous
'March of the Ten Thousand.* He alone, of the
Greeks, knew the real intentions of Cyrus; but
it was not until they had proceeded too far to re-

tire with safety that he disclosed them. At the
battle of Cunaxa (B.C. 401) he commanded the

right wing of the Greeks, and was tacitly recog-
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liizi'd as comiimnder-inchief when tlip retreat had
begun. He was, however, treacherously Heize<l

by the Persian general, Tissapbcmes, and put to

death.

CLEAR'FIELD. A borough and tlie county-
seat of Ch'arlield County, Pa., 172 miles east by
norlli of I'itt.sliurg; on tlie west branch of the
SuM]uehanna River, and on the Pennsylvania
Railroad (Map: Pcnn-sylvania, C 2). It is

situated in a fertile ajjricultural rcfjion, in

which there are also deposits of coal, limestone,
and fire - clay, and has several lumber - nulls,

flouring-mills, brick-yards, and ships out'foundry
products, tanned leather, etc. Clearfield was set-

tled in 1805, and in 1840 was incorporated as a
borou^'h. Population, in 1890, 2248; in 1900,
5081.

CLEARING-HOUSE. Clearing-house asso-

ciations are unions of banks, for the purpose
of securinf,' a «i)eedy settlement of the claims of

banks against one another. The oldest of these
is the London Clearing-IIouse, which appears to
have been established about 1775. The most
important clearing-house in the United States
is that of the city of New York, which was estab-
lished in 1853. Before the establishment of
clearing-houses, the process of settling the mutu-
al claims of banks upon one another was cum-
bersome and tardy. Each bank was forced to
send out runners, carrying to every other bank
the checks and claims that it had upon them.
As each bank settled periodically its bills with
every other bank, there was a continual inter-

change of money between them. All this has
been obviated by the establishment of clearing-
houses, in which representatives of the several
banks meet dail}', for the purpose of adjusting
the claims of the banks upon one another.
An insight into the workings of clearing-

houses can best be obtained by a brief descrip-
tion of the methods pursued in the New York
Clearing-House, which may be taken as typical
of all the rest. The banks represented send
daily to the clearing-house at least two clerks

—

a delivery-clerk and a settling-clerk. At the
clearing-house, each bank has a desk at which
the settling-clerk or clerks are seated. They
bring to the clearing-house in bundles the checks,
drafts, and other obligations due them from
other banks, each bank being represented by a
separate package. They bring also a list of the
amounts due them from each of the banks in
question. Before clearing begins, transcrip-
tions of these lists are handed to the inspec-
tor. The sum total represents the aggregate
amount to be settled for the day. Promptly at
10 o'clock, the delivery-clerks begin passing from
one desk to another, delivering to each the pack-
age of claims of all sorts that their banks have
against other banks. These claims are accepted
in bulk, without examination of the items. As
soon as all of the packages have been delivered,
they are carried back to the banks, where an
examination of the items takes place; and if

there are any that are not valid, the adjustment
takes place between the bank wliich has received
them and that which presented them, without
intervention of the clearing-house or rectifica-
tion of the accounts drawn up there. When all
of the packages have been received by the set-
tling-clerks at the clearing-house, the latter
draw up a statement of the demands made upon
them. As these never balance the claims made

by their banks, it is obvious that at the close of
eacli day's business some of the banks will be en-
titled to receive money and others obliged to
make payments, to settle the accounts. When
each clerk has made up his account, he forwards
a statement of the aggregates, with the amount
of the balance to be paid or to be received.
When all have forwarded their accounts to the
manager, and the accounts are proved by the
equality of the debit and credit aggregates and
balances, the manager certifies the amounts
which each bank owes to the associated banks, or
is entitled to receive from tliem.

In the London Clea ring-House, for the settle-
ment of balances a different rule prevails. Debit
balances are settled by checks on the Bank of
Kngland in favor of the associated banks, and
credit balances by similar checks drawn by the
associated banks in favor of the creditor banks.
In Ne\y York the amounts due by debtor banks
are paid in cash to the clearing-house manager,
who in turn pays the creditor banks. For this
purpose gold certificates issued by the United
States Government are used, and also clearing-
house gold certificates, which represent gold
coin deposited with the clearing-house, and Avhich
are valid only in the settlement of clearing-house
balances.

By the aid of the clearing-house, each bank
can settle all of its relations to the banks of the
city by a single payment, instead of adjusting
its relations with each bank separately. Further-
more, settlements are effected by the transfer
of a much smaller quantity of cash than would
be othervvise required. Thus, in the first year
of the New York Clearing-House, average daily
clearings of $19,104,594.94 were effecteid by
average daily payments of $988,078.06—but 5.17
I»er cent. In some years the i)ercentage of bal-
ances paid in money has fallen as low as 3 per
cent., and during the entire history of the New
York Clearing-House has never readied so much
as 7 per cent. The aggregate New York clear-
ings were $5,750,455,987 in 1854, and $77,020,-
672,494 in 1901 — the year of maximum ex-
changes. The aggregate exchanges reflect not
only the growth of the city in importance as a
commercial centre, but also the business condi-
tions throughout the country—rising in times
of notable prosperity and sinking in eras of de-
pression. Thus, we may contrast the clearings
of $35,461,052,826 in 1873, $48,565,818,212 in
1881, and $37,660,686,572 in 1890, with clearings
of $22,000,000,000 in 1874, $25,250,791,440 in
1885, and $24,230,145,-368 in 1894.
The New York Clearing-House is by far the

most important in the I'nited States. The excel-
lence of the system embodied in it and the facili-
ties which it affords to banks have been so gener-
ally appreciated that the institution has been
widely copied, even in some of the smaller cities.

On September 30, 1901, there were in the United
States no fewer than ninety clearing-house or-
ganizations, which had, in the year ending on
that date, transacted clearings to the extent
of $114,190,226,021. It must be said, however,
that five-eighths of the aggregate belonged to
New York City. Abroad, the London Clearing-
House transacted business in 1901 to the amount
of $9,561,169,000. Clearing-houses exist on the
Continent of Europe, though the use of checks
in daily life is far less frequent there than in
England and in the United States, and the clear-
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ings are not so important. On the other hand,
the institution is widely known in Canada, Aus-
tralia, and other Enfjlish colonies.

In the United States, the clearing-house asso-
ciations not only furnish the facilities for settle-

ments among banks which have been described,
but also enable the banks to act as units in mat-
ters of banking policy. They establish rules of
banking practice in the interest of the banks, as
a whole, which individual banks would not be
strong enough to maintain. Thus, many asso-
ciations fix the rates to be charged for the col-

lection of out-of-town checks. Certain associa-
tions prohibit the issue of certified checks by the
members. Many details of practice are thus
regulated by clearing-house rules. These asso-
ciations, too, foster among the banks a feeling of
solidarity of interest, and furnish an organ
through which this can find expression. In
times of financial distress, it may be a matter of
supreme importance to all the banks that none
go to the wall: for such an occurrence may cause
a run upon all the banks and a general catas-
trophe. The stronger banks, under such circum-
stances, come to the aid of their weaker brethren.

Nowhere is the fimction of the clearing-house
in sustaining the interests of the banks, and the
general credit of the community, more apparent
than in the issue of clearing-house loan certifi-

cates. The ordinary clearing-house gold certifi-

cate differs from a Government gold certificate

only in the fact that the clearing-hou.se, and not
the Government, is the custodian of the gold. It

is preferred over the Government certificate

because it can be issued in denominations better
suited to the needs of the banks. With these
certificates the loan certificates have nothing in

common. They are issued only in times of
panic, to meet temporary emergencies, and are
called in and canceled as soon as their work is

done. In times of panic there is an unusual
demand for means of payment. Under the na-
tional banking system of reserv'es, which permits
the country banks to deposit a portion of their
legal reserves in the commercial centres, this

strain is felt quite severely in the money centres.

It is only to a limited extent that such emer-
gencies can l)e met by restricting discounts. In
preparation for a demand which can be foreseen,
this usually takes place; but at the moment of

the crisis, credits must be expanded and loans
discounted freely, if the storm is to be weathered.
Where free banking exists, this is usually done
through increased note issues; but the banking
system of the United States does not admit of
such an increase. The clearing-house loan certifi-

cate relieves the situation by substituting cer-

tificates based, not on cash, but on securities for

the cash ordinarily used in clearing-house opera-
tions—thereby placing this cash at the disposal
of the banks for the use of their customers.

The clearing-house requires a deposit of se-

curities with a committee, and issues certificates

bearing a relatively high interest—in New York
City, six per cent., up to a certain per cent, of
the securities deposited, generally 75 per cent.

It generally provides that any loss arising from
the issue of the certificates shall be assessed pro
rata, either upon the capital and surplus or upon
the average clearings of the banks. Thus the
entire credit of the associated banks is pledged
for the redemption of the certificates. The inter-

est charge makes it to the advantage of the

Vol. IV.—46.

banks to redeem as soon as possible the certifi-

cates issued to them, and they rarely last more
than a few months. This expedient was first

tried by the New York Clearing-House in 1860,
and has been repeated in 18a2, 1863, 1873. 1884,
1890, and 1893. In the latter year the issue
began June 21 and ceased September 6. The
issue, the largest in the history of the clearing-
house, was $41,490,000. The last certificate was
redeemed November 1, a little more than four
months after the first issue. While, since 1860,
these issues in New York have amounted to over
$168,000,000, there has been no loss upon them.
The example set by New York was pretty gener-
ally followed by other clearing-houses in 1873,
and such issues have since been authorized by
other associations to meet a general financial

stringency or a local emergency.
BiDLiOGRAPHY. Cannon, Clearing - Houses

(New York, 1900) ; W^hite, Money and Banking
(New York, 1902) ; Jevons, Money and Mecha-
nism of Exchange (London, 1875) ; Report of the
Comptroller of the Currency (1896).

CLEAR LAKE. A body of water in Lake
County, Cal., about 90 miles north of San
Franci.sco (Map: California, B 2). It is about
25 miles long by from two to six miles wide;
there is a contraction in its southern part,
which is known as 'Lower Lake.' It is situated
in an elevated and picturesque region, which is a
popular resort for field and water sportsmen.
Lakeport is on the west shore, and Lower Lake
at the southeastern end.

CLEARNESS. A quality in painting, in
which light and shade (see Cuiaroscuro) is

successfully achieved without a sacrifice of
purity of color.

CLEARSTORY, or CLERESTORY. The
upper })art of any building lighted by a row of
windows ; or, more strictly, the upper part of the
central nave of a church, in which windows were
cut above the roof of the side-aisles. The object
of the clearstorj' is to give direct light to the
nave. Clearstories appear in all early Chris-
tian basilicas, and in a different form in
Byzantine churches—as, e.g. that around the
base of the dome of Saint Sophia. They are
lacking in a certain class of early Romanesque
churches with tunnel vaults and early groin
vaults, especially in the south of France, Bur-
gundy, and Lombardy, because the builders, who
were then experimenting with vaulting, were
afraid of its thrust, and did not dare to raise

the spring of the main vault sufficiently above
the .supporting side-vaults to allow of the in-

sertion of a line of windows below the spring.

Such were San Ambrogio at Milan (groin vaults),

Saint Etienne at Nevers, and Saint Sernin at
Toulouse (tunnel vaults). After the twelfth
century clearstories were again the rule.

CLEARWING. Any of the small moths of
the family .Egi^riidir. with transparent wings,
the caterpillars of which bore into the stems of
trees or plants, and hibernate there. Many of
the clearwings are so small, brilliantly colored,

and unlike moths, that they are easily mistaken
for wasps or flies. The most common is the
currant-borer (.Tlgeria tipuUformis) . imported
to America from Europe, and sometimes highly

destructive to currant and gooseberry bushes.

The peach-borer {ffanina eritiosa) is a pest in

peach orchards. See Goosebebby.
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CLEAVAGE (from cleave, AS. cliofan, Ger.
kliebcn. to cloavf. I^ut. fflubtrc, to \)ee\, Gk.
7Xi^(v, <)lt/i>hein, to hollow out). In geology, a
jtrojMTty induced, under cerUiin conditions, dur-
ing? dofonnation in u rock by virtue of which the
rock may be readily split into parallel layers or
rods. i.e. parallel to a plane or line. It is a
I»ro|)erty possessed also by certain original
gneisses tliat have not undergone deformation
since their first solidification. Cleavage, in rare
cases, may be parallel to planes of l)edding that
may l»e present in tlie rock-mass. The essential

condition of rock-cleavage is a parallel dimen-
sional arrangement of the constituent mineral
particles of the rock. In certain minerals, such
as mica, parnliel dimensional arrangement car-

ries with it a parallelism of the mineral cleav-

age. The cleavage of a rock may be observed
to occur parallel to the greater diameters of the
mineral particles, or to the parallel mineral-
cleavages. When the two coincide, as in the case
of mica, the rock-cleavage produced is parallel to
one plane. Where they do not coincide, two
rock-cleavages may l)e produced at angles to each
other, as in tlie case of feldspar, although one
may he conspicuous and the other obscure. The
property of rock-cleavage is observed in rocks
that have yielded to pressure by deformation
without conspicuous fracture. This deformation
can be induced only where the rock is under such
great pressure from all sides that it flows rather
than fractures. The planes or lines of rock-
cleavage are further observed to be normal to
the directions in which the rock-masses have
been most shortened.

A number of processes probably cooperate to
induce the parallel arrangement of mineral par-
ticles during the shortening of the rock-mass.
Chief among these is the recrystallization of old
mineral particles and the crystallization of new
particles through the agency of contained water.
This process results in the elongation of the
mineral particles of the rock in the plane or line

of greatest elongation of the rock-mass as a
whole, and in shortening normal to this direc-

tion ; in other words, it results' in the flattening
of the mineral particles through solution and
deposition of mineral material. Other processes
which produce rock-cleavage are the rotation
into parallel position of previously existing par-
ticles whose axes have unequal length, and the
flattening in situ of original mineral particles

through the process known as gliding—i.e. dif-

ferential movement along certain definite planes
and crystals without fracture. Cleavage is

found in almost all varieties of rocks which,
under pressure, have been made to flow, al-

though as a rule it is shown to best advantage
in the finer-grained rocks. Rocks possessing the
property of cleavage are called 'slates' or
'schists.'

Bibliography. Phillips, "Report on Cleavage
and Foliation in Rocks," in British Association
for the Advancement of Science (London, 1856) ;

Heim, Mechanismus der Gebirgsbildung, vol. ii.

(Basel, 1878) ; T\nidall, "Comparative View of
the Cleavage of Crystals and Slate-Rocks," in
Philosophical Magazine, 4th series, vol. xii.

(London, 1856) ; Daubr^e, Geologic exp^rimen-
tale, vol. i. (Paris, 1879); Van Hise, "Prin-
ciples of North American Pre-Cambrian Geol-
ogy," in Sixteenth Annual Report of the United
States Geological Survey (Washington, 1896).

CLEAVAGE OF CRYSTALS. Most crys-
tals, owing to the regular arrangement of the
molecules, possess directions along which co-
hesion is at a minimum. They, therefore, tend
to fracture along planes normal to these direc-
tions, which are called 'planes of cleavage.'
The tendency of a crystal to cleave is necessarily
the same for any plane as for any other parallel
plane; in other words, cleavage-planes have
direi'tion rather than position. Cleavage-planes,
in their relative perfection and number, conform
to the symmetry of the crystal in which they
occur. Tendency to cleave along special planes
determined in position as well as in direction i»
described as 'parting.' See Cbystalloobaphy

;

Mi.nkkai.O(;y.

CLEAVEOjAND, Moses (1754-1806). An
American pioneer, the founder of Cleveland,
Ohio. He was born in Canterbury, Conn.

; prac-
ticed law, served in the Revolutionary War, and
became a brigadier-general of militia in 1796.
In 1795 he joined a number of others in pur-
chasing from Connecticut, for $1,200,000, the
tract in Ohio known as the 'Connecticut Western
Reserve,' He directed the surveyors who laid

out the site of the present Cleveland, which was
named after him. The form of the name was al-

tered, in 1831, to Cleveland, by a newspaper edit-

or, who wished to economize space for a headline.

CLEAVELAND, Pabkeb (1780-1858). A
distinguished mineralogist. He was born in

Rowley, Mass.; graduated at Harvard in 1799,^

was tutor in mathematics there from 1803 to
1805, was chosen professor of mathematics and
natural philo.sophy and lecturer on chemistry
and mineralogy in Bowdoin College—a position
which he retained imtil his death, although many
professorships in other colleges and the presi-

dency of his own were offered to him. He
gathered a valuable collection of minerals, and
published a treatise on Mineralogy and Geology
(1816, 3d ed. 1856), which earned for him the
title of 'Father of American Mineralogy.*

CLEAVERS. See Goose-Gbass.

CLEBSCH, klgpsh, Rudolf Fbiedbich Al-
fred (1833-72). A German mathematician, bom
at KiJnigsberg, Prussia. He studied at Kiinigs-

berg, where he was a pupil of Hesse, Richelot,

and F. Neumann. He held the chair of theo-

retical mechanics at the polytechnic school in
Karlsruhe from 1858 to 1863; was made profes-

sor of mathematics at Giessen in 1863, and at
Gottingen in 1868. His attention was drawn to
algebra and geometry by the study of Salmon's
works. In 1868 he founded, with Neumann, the
Mathematische Annalen. His vast contributions

to the theory of invariants ; his use of the notion

of the deficiency of a curve; his applications of

the theory of elliptic and Abelian functions to
geometry and to the study of rational and
elliptic curves, have secured for him a pre-

eminent place among those who have advanced
the science of geometry. His works upon the
general theory of algebraic curves and surfaces

began with the determination of those points

upon an algebraic surface at which a straight

line has four-point contact. Clebsch undertook
to render the notion of 'deficiency' fruitful for

geometry—a notion foimd first in Riemann's
Theorie der Abelschen Funktionen (1857). By
'deficiency' of a curve is meant the diff"erence be-

tween the number of its double points and the
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maxinuim number possible in such a curve. ( See
Curves.) Ciebsch and Cremona studied the
representation of cubic surfaces on a plane
througli a one-to-one correspondence—a notion
that has led to the study of higher correspond-
ences between surfaces by Cayley (q.v.) and
Nother. Ciebsch solved, by aid of the addition
theorem of elliptic functions (see Functions),
the generalized form of Alalfatti's Problem. He
also solved (18(52) the so-called 'Pfaftian Prob-
lem' of differential equations, by making it de-

pend upon a system of simultaneous linear
partial differential equations whose statement
is possible without integration. Ciebsch took a
leading part in showing the great significance of
the theorj' of invariants for the theory of hyper-
elliptic and Abelian functions; and to him is

due the transformation of the theory of binary
to that of ternary forms. ( See Forms. ) He died
at Gottingen, Noveml)er 7, 1872. Vol. vii. of the
Mathematische Annalen contains an excellent
article on Ciebsch, in which the value of his
works is estimated by Brill, Gordan, Klein,
Mayer, Nother, and other contemporaries. His
Vorlesungen iiber Geometrie were edited by Linde-
mann (Leipzig, vol. i., 1875-76, vol. ii., 1891).

CLE'BXJRNE. A toAvn and the county- seat
of Johnson County, Te.x., 55 miles southwest of

Dallas; on the Gulf. Colorado and Santa F6
Railroad (Map: Texas, F 3). It has a large

trade in grain, live stock, cotton, wool, hides, and
produce, besides considerable interests as a dis-

tributing centre. The town contains cotton-com-
presses, cottonseed-oil mills, flour-mills, foundry
and machine-shop, etc. ; and division offices and
shops of the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Rail-

road. Population, in 1890, 3278; in 1900, 7493.

CliEBTJRNE, Patrick Ronayne (1828-64).

An American soldier, prominent as a Confederate
officer during the Civil War. He was born in

County Cork, Ireland ; studied medicine for a
time at Trinity College, England; ran away from
home, and served for several years in the British

Army. In 1855 he emigrated to the United
States, and settled in Helena, Ark., where he
studied law, was admitted to the bar, and prac-

ticed with considerable success. On the outbreak
of the Civil War, he enlisted in the Confederate
Army as a private, but by March, 1862, rose

to the rank of brigadier-general. He commanded
a brigade at the battle of Shiloh ; was wounded
in the battle of Perryville, Ky., on October 8,

1862; was promoted to be major-general in

December of that year; was distinguished for

gallantry at Murfreesboro, and at Chickaniauga
led a brilliant charge, and earned the title, 'The

Stonewall of the West.' In the battle of Mis-

sionary Ridge he commanded the right wing of

the Confederate army: subsequently took a con-

spicuous part, as division commander under
Johnston, against Sherman, and as a corps com-
mander under Hood, in the Atlanta campaign
against Sherman, and later, in the Tennes.see

campaign against Thomas and Schofield; and at

the battle of Franklin, on November 30, 1864,

he was killed while leading a charge on the

Federal works. He was one of the organizers

of the 'Order of the Southern Cross,' and was
one of the first men in the Confederacy to advo-

cate the use of colored troops. Consult the bio-

graphical sketch, by General Gordon, in Southern
Historical Society Papers, vol. xviii. (Richmond,
1889).

CLECK-^EATON. A town in the West Rid-
ing of Yorkshire, England, two and one-half miles
southwest of Bradford ( Map : England, F 3 ) . it

has manufactures of .woolens, worsteds, and blank-
ets. Population, in 1891, 11,800; in 1901, 12,500.

CLEDONISMAN'CY. See Superstition.

CLEETHOBPE WITH THRUNS'COE. A
progressive town and railway-junction in Lin-
colnshire, England, two and one-fourth miles
east-southeast of Grimsby (Map: England, F
3). It owns a new market and recreation-
grounds. There is an electric-lighting plant.
Population, in 1891, 4.300; in 1901, 12,600.

CLEF (Fr., key). A musical symbol, which is

placed on the staff, to fix the pitch of one note,
and thereby also to determine that of the succeed-
ing notes. There are three kinds of clefs—viz.

the G (treble), and C (tenor), and the F (bass).
The G clef is placed on the second line, thus

:

the C clef on the third line, thus

:

and the F clef on the fourth line, thus:

The C clef is a fifth below the G clef, and a fifth

aDove the F clef, thus:

f m m
The C clef is also placed on the fourth line for
some instruments, and for the tenor part in

vocal music, thus : *iw

m:

and in old vocal music the C clef placed on the
first line was used for the soprano. The tendency
at present, in vocalization, is to do away with

the C clef. The signature i2bz is a descendant of

G, through many stages of transformation. The
development of the two other clef-sjTiibols from
the letters C and F, though not so obvious to the
eye, is as much a matter of historj' as is the
former case.

CLEISHBOTHAM, klesh'b5tH-am,JEDEDlAH.
The imaginary 'collector' in Scott's series of
novels. Tales of My Landlord. He claims to be
schoolmaster and parish clerk of Gandercleuch,
in which capacity he meets Peter Pattieson. the
equally fictitious writer of the stories.

CLEISTHENES, klis'th^-nez. See Custhexes.
CLEISTOG'AMOUS FLOWERS (Gk. jcXfur-

t6s. kleisfos, that which may he closed, from
tcXe/nr, klciein, to close + ydftos, gamos, mar-
riage) . Relatively inconspicuous and never-open
flowers, which occur, along with the ordinary
flowers, in many plants, representing all of the
principal alliances of the flowering plant.s. Cleis-

togamous flowers are seldom in a conspicuous
position. One of the best-known illustrations is

in the stemless species of violets. In these, in

addition to the well-known conspicuous flowers,

cleistogamous flowers occur more or less con-

cealed near the base of the cluster of leaves and
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flower-stalks. Since these (lowers are never open,

tliey are nece»«urily self pollinated; but they are

very fertile, and produci- an abundance of si-ed.

The sijjnifieance of this diniorpiiiHUi in the How-

en* of rto many plants is not clear. It has l)een

HUfjj^csted tluit, in case eross-pollination is not

secured by u>e showy flowers, the presence of

self-pollinating cleistoganious flowers makes seed-

prodtietion secure. However, some plants with

cleistogamous flowers, as grasses and rushes,

are nnemophilous (wind-pollinated), so that it

is not a habit entirely related to the uncertain-

ties of pollination by insects. In comparing the

development of the cleistogamous and ordinary

flowers, it is discovered that the former are like

the latter at various stages of development.

The following quotation from Darwin's Dif-

ferent Forma of Floti^ra presents some detailed

dilTerenees: "In cleistogamoiis flowers, the

petals are rudimentary or quite aborted; their

stamens are often reduced in number, with

anthers of very small size, containing few pollen-

grains, which have remarkably thin, transparent

coats, and generally emit their tubes while still

inclosed within the anther-cells; and, lastly,

the pistil is much reduced in size, with the

stigma in some cases hardly at all developed.

These flowers do not secrete nectar or emit any
odor; from their small size, as well as from
the corolla being rudimentary, they are singular-

ly inconspicuous. Consequently, insects do not

visit them; nor, if they did, could they find an

entrance. Such flowers are, therefore, invariably

self-fertilized; yet they produce an abundance

of seed. In several cases, the young capsules

bury themselves beneath the ground, and the

seeds are there matured. These flowers are de-

veloped before, or after, or simultaneously with

the perfect ones."

CLKI8TOOAMY.

A plant of PoiygalA polygamy, showlnf? ordinary flowers
on erect fkerial steins, and numerous eleistogamous flowers
on underground stems.

CLEISTOGKAMY. Flowers which remain
closed through the blooming period, and hence
for the most part exclude pollen from other

flowers (cross-pollination) are said to exhibit

cleistogamy. See Clkistooamous Flowebs;
I'OLLINATKI.N.

CLEOiAND, William (c.1661-89). An Eng-
lish Covenanting poet. He is supposed to have
Ix-en born in Lanarkshire, Scotland. After leav-

ing Saint Andrew's University, he joined the
Covenanters, and at Bothwell Bridge acted as
captain. He was afterwards made lieutenant-

colonel of the Cameronian Regiment, under Lord
Angus Cameron, which was sent to put down
the uprising that followed the fall of Claverhouse
at KilliecrankJe. The Canieronians held out
after a whole day's fighting at Dunkeld ( August
21, 1089) against heavy odds; but during the

action Cleland was killed. He wrote Heveral
Poems and Verses, which appeared posthumously
in 1697; but he is better knowji through his

connection with the Cameronian Regiment.

CLlfiLIE, kia'l*'. The heroine of a romance
of tiie .same name, by Mademoiselle de Scud6ry,
originallv issued under her brother's name
(1050).

*

CLilMANGES, klil'milNzh', Nicolas de
(C.1300-C.1434). A French theologian—one of

the ablest Roman Catholic theologians of the

Middle Ages. He was educated in Paris, where
he studied theology under Pierre d'Ailly. He was
chosen rector of the imiversity in 1393, and was
esteemed, with his teacher and Gerson, the

glory of the institution. He was an ardent advo-

cate of reform in the Church, wrote strongly

against the immoral lives of many of the higher

clergy, and labored, with great pertinacity, to

heal ' the schism then existing—especially by
preventing the election of another Antipope in

place of the so-called Clement VII. But when
Pedro de Luna (q.v. ) was elected by the Avi-

gnon Cardinals in 1.394, taking the name of

Benedict XIII., ClOmanges became his secretary,

thinking that in this position he could render

a service to the divided Church. When, in 1407,

it came to a breach between Benedict and the

French Court. Cl«'manges, unjustly suspected of

being the author of the bull of excommunication
launched by Benedict against the King, left

Avignon, and went first to his canonry at Lan-
gres, and then into the retirement of the

Carthusian monasteries at Valprofonds and
Fontaine-du-Bosc. Here he pursued his studies,

and produced .several important works upon the

study of the Bible, and upon the corruptions

then existing in the Church. In 1415 he exer-

cised a great influence on the Council of Con-

stance, though never present in person, and
made a strong plea for Church unity and purity.

In 1425 he returned to Paris and to his lectures

on rhetoric and theology in the university, and

there died, probably in 1434. His collected

works, with a life bv J. 'Si. Lydius, appeared at

Leyden in 1013. the often-quoted De Ruina
EeclesicB sen de Corrupto Ecclesice statu, while

frequently attributed to Clf-manges, is demon-

strably riot his. Consult Miintz, Nicolas de CU-
manfjes, sa vie et scs ecrits (Strassburg, 1846).

CLEM'ATIS (Gk. kXtj/mtIs, kUmatis, brush-

wood, from KKfiiJM, klema, vine-shoot, from K\av,

klan, to break). A genus of plants of the nat-

ural order Ranunculacese, having four colored

sepals, petals small or none, and numerous one-

seeded acha^nia. with long, generally feathery,

awns. The species, wliich number about 150, are
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herbs or shrubs, generally with climbing stems,
mostly natives of temperate climates, and much
scattered over the world. They possess more or
less active properties. The long awns of some
species give the plants a beautiful appearance
even in winter. The Howers of many species are
also beautiful. Clevwtis vitalba, the common
traveler's-joy, is the only native of Great Brit-

ain, where it is common in the south, but be-

comes rarer to\\ard the north, and is scarcely
found in Scotland. The stems are capable of
being made into baskets. It rapidly covers walls
or unsightly objects. The fruit and leaves are
acrid and vesicant; the leaves are used as a
rubefacient in rheumatism, and those of other
species are also employed in the same way.
j^bout twenty species are indigenous to North
America, and of these Clematis Virginiaruj, or
virgin's-bower, is very widely distributed and
is common along wooded river-banks and road-
side walls, making a veiy showy appearance with
its graceful sprays of white flowers. Its fertile

flowers are succeeded by fruit with conspicuous
featherj' tails. Clematis verticillaris, with pe-

duncles bearing large, single, bluish-purple, and
drooping flowers, is a rare species, found in

rocky woods, from Maine to western New Eng-
land, and thence to Virginia, Wisconsin, and
northwestward. Clematis viorna, popularly
called leather-flower, has very thick purplish

sepals, ovate or oblong leaflets, fruit with very
plumose tails, and grows in rich soils in the Mid-
dle and Southern States. Clematis Pitcheri, a
species found along the ^Mississippi from Illinois

southward, lias a bell-shaped calyx, dull, purplish

sepals, and noticeably reticulated leaves. Clem,a-

tis ochroleuca, a rare species, found in Long
Island, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, has sim-

ple and entire leaves, silky beneath, and fruit

with very plumose tails. Among the many
species seen in our gardens are Clematis viticella,

with its solitary, bell-shaped blossoms, and
Clematis florida and Clematis patens, with large

blue and purple flowers, natives of Japan. One
of the most pleasing, an evergreen, with large

white flowers, is Clematis indivisa, a native of

New Zealand. Some species, as Clematis flam-

mula, are found in southern Europe and in

the mountainous parts of northern Africa. The
colors of the blossoms in this genus vary from
pure white to yellow, deep purple, and ruby or
scarlet. Some species are propagated by young
cuttings, or by layers ; others by grafting the

year-old shoots in spring on the roots of common
species, or they may be raised from seed in any
light soil. Numerous hybrid and otherwise im-

proved varieties are in cultivation. A serious

disease aflfecting clematis is due to attacks of

nematode worms on tiio roots. The disease seems
worst in houses and along protected walls. Fresh
soil, or soil in which the worms are killed by
heat or cold, is about the only remedy.

CLilMENCEATJ, klA'mUx'sA', Georges Ben-
JAMfN Ki'oftNE (1841 — ). A French politician,

bom at ^TouiHeron -en-Pa reds, in the Depart-

ment of Vend<V». September 28, 1841. While
studying medicine in Paris, ClC-menceau en-

gaged in political intrigties. and his extreme
republican views cost him his privileges as a
student. He went abroad for some time, and
paid a short visit to the Ignited States. On his

return to France in 1809, he finished his medical
course and began the practice of his profession.

There he acquired great political influence, and
after the fall of the Empire was chosen mayor
of the Eighteenth Arrondissement (Buttes-
Montmartre), and member of the Commission of

Education. In 1871 he was elected to the Na-
tional Assembly, where he voted throughout with
the Extreme Left. During the stormy period
of the Commune, Clemenceau acted with mod-
eration and good sense. After imavailing efforts

to bring about a reconciliation between the
Government and the Commune, he resigned his
office of mayor, and gave up his seat in the As-
sembly. In July, 1871, he was elected to the
Municipal Council, and rose to be president of
that body; in 1876 he became a member of the
Chamber of Deputies, and soon acquired con-
siderable prominence as the leader of the Ex-
treme Left, and the opponent, successively, of
Gambetta, Ferrj', and the Boulangists. The
Panama disclosures of 1892 had a damaging
effect on Clemenceau's political reputation, and
he lost his seat in the Chamber. For the last

ten years he has figured more as a journalist
than as a politician, devoting himself mainly
to the editing of the radical journal La Jus-
lice, founded by him in 1880. He published
Les massacres d'Arm^nie (1896); "L'iniquit^,"

"Contre la justice," and "Vers la reparation"
(1899-1900), reprints of articles in L'Aurore on
the Dreyfus Affair, championing Dreyfus; and
also several works of fiction and one or two
social studies. In 1902 he was elected a member
of the Senate. Consult Pelletan, Celehritis

contemporaines (2 vols., Paris, 1888).

CLEMENS, klgm'enz, Jeremiah (1814-65).
An American lawyer and politician. He was
bom at Huntsville, Ala., and graduated at the
University of Alabama in 1833. He was ad-

mitted to the bar in 1834; ser\'ed for several

terms in the State Legislature, and distinguished
himself in the Mexican War. He was United
States Senator from 1849 to 1853; was Presi-

dential Elector in 1856, and during the Civil

War accepted office imder the Confederacy,
though he never favored secession. In 1864 he
became a Unionist, and advocated the reelection

of Lincoln. He was the author of several novels,

including The Rivals: A Tale of the Times of
Aaron Burr and Aleoeander Hamilton (1859);
and Tobias Wilson: A Tale of the Great Rebel-
lion (1865).

CLEMENS, Samuel Lan-qhorxe (1835— ).

An American novelist and humorist, better

kno\\-n as 'JIark Twain'—a name derived from
calls used in taking soundings on the Missis-

sippi, and first employed by Mr. Clemens in

newspaper work in 1863. It had previously been
taken as a pen-name by Capt. Isaiah Sellers, in

the New Orleans Picayune. Mr. Clemens was
bom at Florida, Mo., November 30, 1835. He re-

ceived the common-school education of a frontier

tow^l, entered a printing-office in 1848, and, be-

coming an expert compositor, worked at this

trade in Saint liouis. New York, and other cities.

In 1851 he gave up printing, and became a steam-
boat pilot on the Mississippi, accumulating a
fund of experience that he was later to turn to
unique literary account. The Civil War closed
this livelihood to him. He joined a volunteer
squad of Confederate sympathizers, remaining
with the command for a JFew weeks, but seeing no-

active service. Then he went to Nevada with
his brother, who had been appointed Territorial
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Secretarj', and at Virginia City became a rei)orter

and stafr writer for the Territorial Knterpriae,

revealing here lirst to the public his powers of

liutnorouHly exaggi>rated description and sarcas-

tic wit. From Nevada he followed the trend to

iSan Francisco, tried mining in Calaveras County,
made a voyage to the Sandwich Islands, and at-

tracted attention us a humorous lecturer and
writer of localized fiction. The success of his

lectures and a book called by the name of the
first story. The Jumping Frog of Calaveras
County ( 1867 ) , led to his participating, with
journalistic intent, in an excursion to the Ori-

ent. His letters about his trip, in revised form,
became the well-known Innocents Abroad ( 1869)

.

which won him fame on both continents. Then
for two years (1869-71) Clemens edited the Buf-
falo Express. In 1872 he gathered reminiscences
of far-VVestem life in Roughing It. He moved to
Hartford and became a frequent contributor to
magazines and journals, chietly in a vein of exag-
gerated humor. His next book was The Oilded
Age (1873), written in collaboration with
Charles Dudley Warner, and afterwards success-
fully dramatized. Then came The Adventures of
Tom lawyer (1876). A second trip to Europe
furnished material for A Tramp Abroad (1880) ;

then followed The Stolen White Elephant
(1882) ; The Prince and the Pauper (1882). an
historical romance; JAfe on the Mississippi
(188.3) ; and Huckleberry Finn (1885). In 1884
he engaged in the publishing enterprise of Charles
L. Webster and C'ompany, the failure of which,
about a decade later, led him to make a lecture
tour around the world (1895-96), by means of
whicli he reestablished his fortune and more than
cleared his commercial honor. For ten years
after 1890, Mr. Clemens lived chiefly in Europe.
During this period he published A Connecticut
Yankee at King Arthur's Court (1889); The
American Claimant (1892); Merry Tales
(1892) ; The £1,000,000 Bank Note (1893) ; The
Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson (1894); Tom
Sawyer Abroad (1894); Personal Recollections

of Joan of .ire (1896); More Tramps Abroad
(1897); Following the Equator (1897); The
Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg (1900) ; and
since his return to America .4 Double-Barreled
Detective Story (1902). A uniform edition of

his works is issued by the Harpers. Although
popularly known as a humorist, Mr. Clemens has
a thoroughly serious side to his character, as
has been shown by his discussion of political

questions. He is also gifted with literary acu-
men, as he showed in a review of Professor Dow-
den's TAfe of Shelley, and in other papers subse-

quently collected in book form. But his best, and
perhaps his most permanent work, has been done
as a picaresque novelist in the Adventures of
Tom Saicyer and the Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn. No other writer has so vividly por-
trayed the irresponsible American boy, or so
given his readers an adequate impression of the
large, homely, spontaneous life led by native
Americans in the great Valley of the Mississippi.

CLEMENS, kle'menz, Titus Flavius. See
Clement of Alexandria.

CLEM'ENT (Lat. clemens, merciful, Gk. /t\i}-

/iiTJ, klemSs) . The name of fourteen popes. Clem-
KNT T., commonly known, in historical theology,
as 'Clement of Rome,' is probably not identical

with the Clement mentioned in Phil. iv. 3. After

the Apostles, however, no one stood in higher
honor among the early Christians; in fact, he
is sometimes, as by Clement of Alexandria,
called an 'apostle.' In the lists of bishops which
began to be produced in the latter half of the
second century, Clement stands third from Peter
in the Roman succession—the best order being
Linus, Anacletus, Clement. The provisional
dates assigned to him by the best modern his-

torians are A.D. 88-97; but there is much un-
certainty about them. According to Jerome,
Clement lived until the third year of Trajan
(A.D. 101). His Epistle may be dated with
high probability in the year 95 or 96. It was
written in the name of the church in Rome to
that in Corinth, and contains fraternal advice
and counsel in view of disturbances which had
arisen in the latter church. It is an impor-
tant source for the history of Primitive Chris-
tianity. It was for a long time honored as
'Scripture,' and read in public worship as late
as tfie fourth century. The other documents
which bear Clement's name are not from him.
What is known as II. Clement appears to be a
second-century homily, of unknown origin.

Several spurious epistles are attributed to him,
besides the pseudo-Clementine 'Recognitions and
Homilies,' on which see Clementina. Consult:
J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, part i.

;

Saint Clement of Rome (London, 1890) ; Knopf,
Der erste Clemensbrief (Leipzig, 1899) ; Gregg,
The Epistle of Saint Clement, Bishop of Rome
(London, 1899) ; KrUger, History of Early
Christian Literature (New York, 1897) ; Har-
nack, Chronologic der altchristlichen Litteratur
(Leipzig, 1897); BrUll, Der erste Brief des
Clemens von Rom an die Corinther (Freiburg,
1883).—Clement II., Pope 1040-47. He was a
Saxon, Suidger by name, and Bishop of Bam-
berg. The Emperor Henry III., whose Chancel-
lor he had been, made him Pope on the setting

aside of the three rival claimants, Benedict IX.,

Gregory VI., and Sylvester III.; and he crowned
Henry the next day. He was a determined op-

ponent of simony, against which he held a
synod a few months before his death.

—

Clement
III., Pope 1187-91. He was a Roman by birth,

and Cardinal-Bishop of Palestrina. He settled

some of the troubles between the Popes and the
Roman people, incited Philip Augustus and
Henry TI. of England to undertake the Third
Crusade, and in 1188 made the Scottish Church
directly dependent upon Rome, removing it from
tiie jurisdiction of the archbishops of York. The
title of Clement III. was also assumed by W'i-

bert (Guibert), Antipope from 1080 to' 1099
(died 1100).—Clement IV., Pope 1265-68. Gui
Foulquois le Gros, bom at Saint Gilles, on the
RhQne, of a noble Provencal family, at first a
soldier, later Archbishop of Narbonne and
Cardinal-Bishop of Sabina. He supported
Charles of Anjou in his claim to the crown of

the Two Sicilies, against Manfred, the natural
son of the Emperor Frederick II. He was a man
of austere piety, and set his face steadfastly

against nepotism. He encouraged and protected

Roger Bacon.

—

Clement V.. Pope 1305-14. Ber-

Irand de Goth, Archbishop of Bordeaux. He was
strongly under the influence of Philip the Fair, at
whose bidding he suppressed the Order of Tem-
plars (see Templar, Knights), and was the first

of the Popes to reside at Avignon, which con-

tinued to be the seat of the Papacy for nearly
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seventy years. Consult Rabanis, Cl&ment V, et

Philippe le Bel ( Paris, 1858 ) ; Lacoste, Nouvelles
etudes sur Clement V. (Bordeaux, 1896).

—

Clement VI., Poi)e 1342-52. Pierre Roger, Arch-
bishop of Rouen, and like his three predecessors

a Frenchniau. He too was entirely under French
influence, and refused to return from Avignon to

Rome, in spite of a formal invitation delivered
by a delegation headed by Petrarch. He excom-
municated the Emperor Louis of Bavaria, and
compelled him to submit to the most humiliating
conditions. As suzerain of the Kingdom of

Naples, he acquitted Queen Joanna of the mur-
der of her husband, and purchased the territory

of Avignon from her for 80,000 crowns. He
maintained the ecclesiastical jurisdiction against
the encroachments of Edward III. of England,
and made some negotiations for a reunion with
the Eastern Church. He lived in great splendor,

and contributed largely to the beautifying of the

Avignon residence.

—

T'lement VII., Pope 1523-

34. Giulio de' Medici, bom about 1475. Be-

fore his elevation, he had acquired some reputa-

tion for capacity in affairs which the unfortunate
events of his pontificate showed to have been ill-

founded. His worldliness and lack of insight

into the tendencies of the age disqualified him
from comprehending the great upheaval which
threatened the Church, while his timidity and
indecision no less disabled him from following

a consistent policy in secular affairs. He was at

first attached to the Imperial interest, but by
the overwhelming success of the Emperor Charles
V. in the battle of Pavia was terrified into join-

ing the other Italian powers in a league with
France. But his zeal was soon cooled, and by
want of foresight and unreasonable economy he
laid himself open to an attack from the turbulent
Roman nobles, which obliged him to invoke the

mediation of the Emj)eror. When this danger
seemed past, he veered back to his former en-

gagements, and ended bj' drawing upon himself
the army of the Constable de Bourbon. On May
C, 1527. followed the memorable and terrible sack
of Rome by the Imperial troops. The Pope re-

tired to the Castle of Sant' Angelo, where he
was kept a prisoner for over six months. He was
released upon very onerous conditions, and fled

immediately to Orvieto. The following year
he returned to Rome, and in 1529 he made his

peace with Charles V., who undertook to assist

in the restoration of the Medici in Florence, and
whom the Pope crowned at Bologna in 1530. For
several years Clement followed a policy of sub-

8er\'iency to the Emperor, on the one hand en-

deavoring to induce him to act with severity

against the Lutherans of Germany, and on the
other striving to elude his demand for a gen-

eral council. The loss of half of Germany to the
Church, and the breach with England, occasioned
by the Pope's refusal to sanction the divorce of

Henry VIII., made this a most unfortunate
pontificate. Consult: De' Rossi Mcmorie storiche

del pontificnto di Clemente VII. (Rome, 1837).
The title of Clement VII. was also assumed by
Robert of Geneva. .Antipope (see Antipope),
1378 94.—Cij:ment VIII.. Pope 1592-1605. Ip-

polito AUlobrandini, bom about 1536. He
brought about the reconciliation of Henry IV. of

France with the Church (1593), and, on the ex-

tinction of the male line of the house of Este,

annexed Ferrara, the last addition of importance
to the States of the Church. He acted as medi-

ator in the negotiations which resulted in the
Peace of Vervins. The last years of his pontif-

icate were occupied, among other important
questions, by the controversy between the
Jesuits and Dominicans on the question of grace,
which led him to establish in 1597 the celebrated
Congregatio de Auxiliis Divince Gratice. He was
a man of marked piety; he confessed daily to
Saint Philip Neri. and after the latter's death to
his successor in the headship of the Oratorians,
Cardinal Baronius. His love for letters was
shown by his promotion of a number of learned
scholars to the purple, and the issue of revised
editions of the Vulgate, the breviary, and the
liturgical books. Ihe title Clement VTII. was
also assumed by ^^gidius Nunoz, Antipope, 1425-
29.—Clement IX., Pope 1667-69. Giulio Ros-
pigliosi. He was bom in 1600 and studied in the
Roman Seminar}'. As Xuncio to Spain, he ac-

quired an insight into political affairs, and an
influence which enabled him, after his elevation
to the Papal throne, to bring about the peace
of Aix-la-Chapelle (1668) between France and
Spain. He endeavored to adjust the Jansenist
diflficulties in France, but his efforts failed to
bring about a permanent peace.

—

Clement X..
Pope 1670-76. Emilio Altieri, bom 1590. He
was the immediate successor of Clement IX., who
had made him a cardinal but a few months before
his death, and with his last breath designated
him as his choice for the Papal throne. In conse-

quence of his advanced age, he left much of the
government to his nephew. Cardinal Paluzzo
Paluzzi.

—

Clement XI., Pope 1700-21. Giovanni
Francesco Albani, bom 1649. He was employed
in many important diplomatic aflfairs, and made
cardinal a few months before his election to the
Papacy. His pontificate was troubled by many
disputes, with Prussia, with the Empire, and
with the recalcitrant Jansenists in France,
against whom he launched the famous constitu-
tions Vineam Domini Sabaoth (1705) and Uni-
genitus (1713). Another important decision by
this Pope forbade the Jesuit missionaries in

China to take part in heathen worship, or to
accommodate Christian language to pagan ideas
on the plea of conciliating the heathen.

—

Clem-
ent XII., Pope 1730-40. Lorenzo Corsini, born
1652, made cardinal 1706. He was more distin-

guished as a wise and kind-hearted temporal
sovereign, who did much for both art and indus-
try in his dominions, than as a great interna-
tional power. In 1738 he condemned the Free-
masons.

—

Clement XIII., Pope 1758-69. Carlo
Rezzonico, bom 1693; made cardinal 1737, on the
recommendation of Venice, his native State. His
reign was occupied with unceasing struggles for
the rights of the Church, and for the preserva-
tion of their ardent champions, the Jesuits,

against the liberalizing governments of his day,
such as those controlled by Pombal in Portugal
and Choiscul and Madame de Pompadour in

France. He witnessed, however, the expulsion of

the Jesuits from Portugal, France, and Spain.
It was believed that he was about to yield to
the demand for the suppression of the Order,
when he died, leaving these thorny ques-
tions to his successor, Clement XIV.

—

Clement
XIV., Pope 1769-74. Giovanni Vincenzio An-
tonio Ganganelli, bom 1705 at Sant' .\rcangelo.

near Rimini, where his father was a physician.
At the age of eighteen he entered the Order of
Minorites, and studied philosophy and theology.
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which he afterwards successfully taught. His
merits were iippieciated by tlie keen-sighted
Benedict XIV., who appointed him to the im-
portnnt p<»st of counselor to the Inquisition, and
under Clcnient XIII. he was made a cardinal. No
Pope had ever confronted greater diiliculties on
]iis iiccession. The kings of Portugal, France,
Spain, and Naples were at variance with him,
chiefly on account of his support of the Jesuits;
Venice wished to reform the religious orders
witlxuit his interference; Poland was seeking to
diminish his influence; the Romans themselves
were discontented. He first set about reconciling
the numarclis; he sent a nuncio to Lisbon, sus-
pended the bull In Cena Domini, and entered
into negotiations with Spain and France. After
several years of negotiation lie signed, on July
21, 1773, the famous brief Dominua ac Jiedemptor
r.oster, suppressing the society of the Jesuits.
The motive a.ssigucd in the brief is, "regard to
the peace of the Church." From this time he
showed signs of constant disquietude and un-
certainty as to whether he had acted rightly in
this grave matter, and his strength gradually
gave way. He died of a scorbutic disease. Septem-
l>er 22, 1774. Clenent XIV. was remarkable for
liberality of mind, address as a statesman,
sound learning, and mildness of character. He
cherished the arts and .sciences, and was the
founder of the Clementine Museum, which, by
the additions of Pius VI. and Pius VII., became
the chief ornament of the Vatican. Consult:
A. Theiner, (leschichte des Pontificals Clement
XIV. (Paris, 1853) ; Von Reumont, Oanganelli
(Papst Clement XIV.), seine Briefe und seine
Zeit (Berlin, 1847); Ravignan, CUment XIII.
et element XIV. (Paris, 1854).

CLEMENT OF Alexandria (Lat. Clemens
Alexandrinus, Gk. KXi/iixiji "'AXe^avdpf'tos, Klemes
Alexandreios) (c.l50-c.215) . Titus Flavius
Clemens, a celebrated Greek father of the
Church. He was probably of heathen parentage,
and his birthplace is unknown. He received a
liberal education, and sought out many teachers
in his search for truth. He finally resorted to
the Christian Pantaenus, who presided over the
catechetical school at Alexandria, and here he
entered the Church. He was ordained a pres-
byter, and succeeded Pantaenus as head of the
famous school, which was destined to achieve
much greater renown because of the influence
of his own and Origen's teaching. During the
persecution in the reign of Septimius Severus
(c.203 A.n.), Clement left Alexandria. We hear
of him afterwards in Palestine and Asia Minor;
but his later life is veiled in obscurity, and we
know neither the place nor the date of his
death.

Clement was a man of wide learning, and was
proficient in Greek philosophy, literature, and
history. Jerome called him 'the most learned
of men;' but this is mere friendly exaggeration.
As a theologian he ranks high, although inferior
to his famous pupil, Origen (q.v.). According
to his system, the divine Logos exhorts, educates,
and perfects the true Christian gnostic, through
a gradual process which is marked out, in three
stages, in Clement's chief works—the Exhorta-
tion to the Greeks, the Instructor, and the
Stromata ('miscellaneous'), which together form
a kind of trilogy. The first is a defense of the
faith, designed to win converts. The second con-
tains instructions in manners and morals for

cvery-day life. In this Clement has not hesitated
to draw freely from Stoic sources. The third
ia an jmsy.ntematic di-scussion of various points
of doctrinal theology, designed to guide the
mature Christian to a perfect knowledge
(gnosis). Apix-nded to the Stromata is one of
the earliest Christian hynms, familiar to the
modern world in the version iM'ginning, "Shep-
herd of tender youth." Of Clement's other writ-
ings the best known is the tractate, Who is the
Kick Man that Shall he Saved? In his inter-

pretation of Scripture Clement followed the
allegorical method, so much in vogue in Alexan-
dria. The best edition of C'lement's works is by
Potter (Oxford, 1715), reprinted in Migne's
Patrol. GrcEc, viii. and ix. (Paris, 1857).
An English translation may be found in the

Ante-Nicene Fathers, vol. ii., ed. by A. C. Coxe
(New York, 1885). Con.sult in general, the
article "Clement," in Smith and Wace, Diction-
ary of Christian Biography (London, 1877-87) ;

Charles Bigg, The Christian Platonists of Alex-
andria (Oxford, 1886) ; F. R. M. Hitchcock,
Clement of Alexandria (London, 1899) ; and
Eugftne de Faye, Clement d'Alexandrie (Paris,

1898).

CLEMENT, kl&'mUN', Jacques (c.1567-89).

The as.sassin of Henry III. of France. He was
bom at Sorbon, in the Department of Ardennes,
and in early life seems to have been a soldier.

Later he entered a Dominican convent in Paris.

Ignorant, passionate, and probably also demented,
Clf»nient became a fanatic partisan of the League
in its struggle against the French King and
Henry of Navarre. After the murder of the
Duke of Guise and his brother, at Blois, in 1588,

(Hfiment began to think of himself as the instru-

ment selected by Heaven to overthrow the
'tyrant,' tho.t is, Henrj' of Valois, and to avenge
the death of the two great leaders of the League.
He is said to have confided his plan to assas-

sinate the King to Bourgoing, the prior of his

convent, and to have received the latter's appro-
bation. It is asserted also by historians friendly

to the cause of Henry of Navarre that the plan
was brought to the knowledge of the Cardinal
of Mayenne and his sister, the Duchesse de Mont-
pensier, and that it was. in fact, carried out
with their assistance; and, on the whole, subse-

quent events tended to show that the leaders of

the League were acquainted with the scheme.
Letters of introduction to the King were ob-

tained for Clement from the president, Harlay,
and the Count de Brienne, who were then prison-

ers of the League in Paris. On July 31, 1589,

Clement set out for Saint Cloud, from where
Henry III. was directing the operations against
the capital. On the morning of August 1, he
was admitted to the presence of the King as the
bearer of an important letter, and while the King
was reading it, stabbed him. Henry threw the
knife into the assassin's face, exclaiming: "Oh!
the wicked monk; he has killed me! Put him to
death!" Clement was immediately cut down and
his body was subsequently quartered and burned.
The King died the next day. By the zealots

among the I>eaguers, the deed Mas received with
undisguised rejoicing, and according to Dau-
bign6, a Protestant, the act of Cl6ment was
praised from the pulpit, and the monk declared a
martyr. De Thou, a partisan of Henry IV., as-

serts that Pope Sixtus V. lauded Clement as the
liberator of his country, setting him above
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Judith, the slayer of lioloferues. For a defense
of the assassination of Henry III., consult Pinse-
let, Lc martyre du frire Jacques Clement (Paris,
1689).

CLEMENT, Jean Pierre (1809-70). A
Frcneli jutlitical ecoiioniist and historian, born at
Draguignan. He was an ottieial in the Ministry
of Finance, and wrote, with the aid of original
documents, a number of authoritative works
on finance, particularly French financial admin-
istration. These include: Histoire de la vie et
dv I'adininistration de Colbert (1846); Histoire
du systcme protecteur en France depuis Colbert
JHsqii'd la revolution de 18-'iS (1854); and
Etudes finnncieres et d'vconotnie sociale (1859).

CLEM'ENT, Justice. An 'old merry magis-
trate' in Jonson's Every Man in His Humour,
who threatens Cob with jail because "he depraves
and abuses an herb so generally received into the
courts of princes"—i.e. tobacco.

CLEMENTI, kia-men'te, Jacopo di, da Em-
l-OLi (often called CiiiMExri) (1554-1640). An
Italian painter of the Florentine school, bom at
Empoli. He was a pupil of Tommaso di San
Friano (or Tridano), and was influenced by the
works of Andrea del Sarto and other Florentine
masters. In his own canvases his manner is

severe to rigidity, his treatment often realistic,

and his color pleasing. Among his chief paint-
ings are "Christ in Gethsemane," in the Prado
Museum, Madrid; "Saint Ives," and the "Sacri-
fice of Isaac" in the Uflizi Gallery, Florence. He
was also a painter of still life.

CLEMENTI, kli-men't^, Muzio (1752-1832).
An Italian piano virtuoso and composer, bom
in Rome. His father, a goldsmith and fer-

vent music-lover, placed him under a relative,
Buroni, for lessons in piano and harmony, and
in 1761 Clementi became an organist. Later on,
Carpani taught him counterpoint; and Sarta-
relli, singing. In 1766 an Englishman, Beck-
ford, delighted with his playing, took him to
England, where he continued his musical studies
until 1770. He was now a finished virtuoso, and
published three piano sonatas (Op. 2)—the first

works of this kind that bear the modem form.
His success as a performer in London was extra-
ordinary, and in 1777-80 he was cembalist (con-
ductor) at the Italian opera there. His first tour
(1781) included Strassburg. Munich, and Vienna,
where his public contest with Mozart became an
historic event, though the palm was awarded to
neither. He aroused great enthusiasm in Paris
( 1785), but, in spite of it, decided to enter busi-
ness. He retumo<l to Ix)ndon. secured an inter-

€«t in the publishing and piano-manufacturing
firm of Longman & Broderip. and after its fail-

ure formed a partnership with Collard. The
mechanical perfection of the piano absorbed most
of his energies, yet he found time to write theo-

retical works, and to give instruction—a field in

which he had no rival. His concert tours in

Russia (1802), and afterwards in (Jermany and
Italy, were wonderfully successful ; but his enter-
prises in London, by which he amassed a fortune,

claimed most of his attention. He retired in old

ase to his estate at Evesham, near Ixindon. and
died there .March 10, 18.32. Among dementi's
pupils. Field, Cramer, Moscheles, Kalkbrenner,
and Meyerbeer are the most noteworthy. Even
Beethoven owes much to Clementi in his works
for the piano. His style as a performer was that

of a virtuoso, characterized by polish, vigor, and
brilliancy, and a beautiful singing tone; and he
es|)ecially excelled in improvisation. Of his
works tJie sonatas are brilliant and melodious,
while his series of exercises, Uradus ad Parnas-
sum (1817), remains an indispensable work in
every pianist's equipment. Consult: Ferris,
Great Violinists and Pianists (New York, 1894) ;

Shedlock, The Pianoforte Sonata (London. 1895) ;

Frojo, Muzio Clementi, la sua vita, le sue opere
e sua influenza sul proqresso dell' arte (Milan,
1878).

CLEM'ENTI'NA, or PSEUDO-CLEMEN-
TINE (siVdo-klemVn-tin) WBITINGS (Lat.
nom. pi., from Gk. KXrjftdin-M, KU'mentia, from
Lat. Clemens, Clement). A collection of dis-
courses and stories, bearing the name of Clement
of Rome (q.v.), of uncertain authorship and
date, but in their present form not earlier than
the beginning of the third century. The first
extemal testimony to their existence is found
in the writings of Origen (died c.254). The
groimdwork upon which the compilation rests
"lay, perhaps, date from the second century.
The pseudo-Clementine literature includes twenty
Homilies, ten Recognitions, and an Epitome,
which were all written in Greek. The last is
relatively unimportant. In the Homilies and
Recognitions we have what purports to be the
storj- of Clement's career, in company with his
teacher, the Apostle Peter. The bulk of the nar-
rative consists of an unsystematic and frequently
interrupted account of the experiences of Peter
with the arch-heretic Simon Magus, with whom
he carries on doctrinal and ethical discussions,
and whom he victoriously follows from place to
place, founding churches on the way.
The theological position of the writer is clear-

ly discernible. He is a Jewish Christian Gnostic,
perhaps of the sect of Elkesaites (q.v.). He ig-

nores (some would say, opposes) Paul, and exalts
the person of James, the Lord's brother. It is for
the sake of the teaching contained, rather than
for the sake of any historical narration, that
the Clementina exist. This purpose appears
most plainly in the Homilies. The Recogni-
tions traverse the same general ground, but with
A'ariation of treatment and with greater atten-
tion to the events themselves. Historical criti-
cism has not yet reached definite conclusions on
all the problems presented by these curious
writings. That there has been more or less work-
ing over of earlier material is generally con-
ceded. Recent opinion inclines toward Syria
as the probable home of the work on which the
writings are based (LTilhora), and toward Rome
as a possible source for the books in their present
form (Harnack). But we have thus far no
means of constructing even a plausible h\-pothe8is
as to the person or persons by whom they were
recast.

BiBUooKAPHY. Among editions of the pseudo-
Clementine writings may be mentioned: the edi-
tion of the Homilies by Lagjirde (I>eipzig,

1865) ; of the Recognitions by Gersdorf (Leip-
zig. 1838) ; of the Epitome by Dressel (I.ieipzig,

1859) ; Enir. trans, in the Ante-\icene Fathers,
od. by A. C. Coxe, vol. viii. Consult, in general:
G. Krdger. History of Early Christian Litera-
ture (Eng. trans.. New York, 1897) ; Hamack,
Ge^vhirhtr der altchriatlichen Litteratur, i.

(Leipzig, 1893) ; C. Bigg, The Clementine Homi-
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lies, in Studia Biblica ct Ecclesiastica, ii. (Ox-
lord. 1890).

CLEMENTINA, kla'mCn-te'nA, Lady. In
Kit'luirdson's novel /Sir Charlea (Jrandison, an
Italian infatuutinl with Sir Charles.

CLEM-ENTINES (Lat. Clementince, sc.

leffcs, laws, from Clemens, Clement). A collec-

tion of Pupal decrees and constitutions published
by Pope Clement V. in 1313. They constitute
five books and 52 titles in the Corpus Juris
Cauunici, and were separately edited and pub-
lished bv the Benedictines in 9 vols., with an
apiwndix (1885-1)2).

CLEM'ENT'S INN. An Inn of Chancery,
attaelied to the inner Temple, in London. It re-

ceived its name from the neighboring Saint
Clement's Well, and originally served as a place
of entertainment for those who made use of the
•waters. Master Shallow, in Shakespeare's Henry
JV., Part II., tells of an event happening "before
I caino to Clement's Inn."

CLE'OBU'LTJS (Lat., from Gk. KXe6/3ouXoj,

Kleoboulos). One of the Seven Wise Men of

Oreece. He was the son of Evagoras, and a
native of Lindus, in Rhodes, over which town he
was ruler. He lived between B.C. 628 and 558, and
was perhaps the first to give a literary form to
riddles, in which line he was followed by his
<iaughter, Cleobuline. He also wrote lyric poetry.
Diogenes Laertius ascribes to him a riddle on
the year, the epitaph on the tomb of Midas, and
a letter to Solon, all of which Diogenes has pre-

served for us. Consult Bergk, Poetce Lyrici
Grceci (Leipzig, 1900).

CLE'OFAS, Don. The Spanish student for
whose benefit Asmodeus exposes to view the
secret life of all Madrid by unroofing the houses,
in Lc Sage's Le diable boiteux.

CLilOMADES, kl&'6'ma'des'. The Adven-
tures OF (Fr., Les aventures de CUomades) . A
French poem, of some 20,000 lines, written by
Aden&s le Roi, toward the close of the thirteenth
century. Its plot is built upon the phenomenon
of a wooden horse capable of transporting its

rider to any destination.

CLEOM'BROTUS I. (Lat., from Gk. KXei^^-

fipoTos, Kleombrotos) ( ? -371 B.C.). A king of
Sparta (b.c. 380-71 ) . He was a son of Pausanias
and succeeded his brother, Agesipolis I. He com-
manded the Spartan army which was sent
against Thebes in B.C. 378, and which returned
I'onie without accomplishing anything; and two
years later he led into Boeotia a second equally
unsuccessful expedition. He was defeated and
killed in the battle of Leuctra (b.c. 371).

CLEOMEDES, kle'd-me'dez (Lat., from Gk.
KXeon-^drjs, KJeomedes) . A Greek writer on
astronomy of the first or second century a.d.

After the manner of the later Stoics, he devoted
himself to the study of meteorology and astron-
omy, and composed a treatise. The Circular
Theory of the Heavenly Bodies (KvicXt/c^; deupla
Tuv fxereiipwv, Kyhlike theoria ton meteoron )

,

which contains many truths of modem science

—

the spherical shape of the earth, the revolution of
the moon about the earth, etc. The best edition
is that by Ziegler (1891).

^
CLEOMENES (kl^6m'*-nez) I. (Lat.. from

Ok. KXeo/x^Mjj, Kleomenes) . A king of Sparta.
He was the son of Anaxandrides, and came to the

CLEON.

throne not later than n.c. 518 or 517. In compli-
ance with the mandate of the Delphic Oracle, he
in n.c. 510 assisted the Athenians in expelling
from their city Hippias, the last of the Pisistra-
tidip. Shortly after this event, he joined Isagoras,
the head of the Oligarchical Party at Athens, in
an attempt to overturn the Clisthenian Constitu-
tion. Clisthenes was driven from the city, and
seven hundred families, partisims of Clisthenes,
were sent into exile; but the undertaking, as a
whole, proved unsuccessful. Later he made an-
other attempt to aid Isagoras, but again without
success. At the time of the Ionic revolt, he was
appealed to in vain by Aristagoras to join the
Grecian cause. In the war which broke out be-
tween Sparta and Argos, about the time of the
capture of Miletus by the Persians, Cleomenes,
having by a piece of stratagem defeated the
Argives near Tiryns, treacherously slew a num-
ber of the survivors, and destroyed the rest by
setting fire to the grove in which they had taken
refuge. No fewer than six thousand Argive citi-

zens perished at this time, in and after the
battle. On his return to Sparta, Cleomenes was
impeached for not having attacked Argos, but
was acquitted. He afterwards, by bribing the
Delphic Oracle, secured the dethronement of his
colleague, Deniaratus, and in his later years be-
came insane, finally taking his own life.

CLEOMENES III. ( ? -219 B.C.). A king
of Sparta. He was the son of Leonidas II. and
the last of the Agidic. He became King about
B.C. 235. Cleomenes was the inheritor of the
aspirations of King Agis IV. ; his aim was to do
away with the ephorate at Sparta, and reassert
the power of the kings, and then to raise Sparta
to the position of leader in Greece. The further-
ance of his plans brought him into opposition
to the Achsean League. War broke out between
Sparta and the League in B.C. 227, and in the'
following year Cleomenes twice defeated the
Acha?ans in battle—once at the foot of Mount
L5'CiEU8, in Arcadia, and a second time at Leuc-
tra, in the territory of Megalopolis. After this

he proceeded to introduce his changes in the
Spartan Constitution; he abolished the ephorate,
restored the prerogatives of the kings, made a re-

distribution of the lands, and extended the
franchise. In the year B.C. 224 he utterly de-

feated the Acha-ans in a battle at D\nne, near
Hecatombseum, but in B.C. 221 was himself de-

feated at Sellasia by the combined forces of the
Macedonians and Achrcans, under the command
of Antigonus and Philopoemen. Fleeing to

Egypt, he there later endeavored to head an
insurrection of the people, but, failing in that,

took his own life. Cleomenes was the last great
statesman that Greece produced.

CLEOMENES, or The Spartan Hero. A
play by Dryden and Southeme, produced in May,
1692. The title character is an exiled monarch,
who seeks the assistance of a foreign ruler to

restore him to his throne. The subject caused
some opposition to the presentation of the play,

as it w^as thought to have a disagreeable Jacobite
significance.

CLE'ON. The governor of Tharsus, in Shake-
speare's Pericles, who, with his wife, is burned
to death for planning the murder of Marina,
daughter of Pericles.

CLEON (Lat.. from Gk. K\4wv, Kleon)
( ? -422 B.C.). An Athenian demagogue, who
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lived in the early part of tlie Peloponnesian
War. He was a son of CleiPnetus, and was by
trade a leather-dealer. He first came into promi-
nence as a public speaker who was opposed to the
policy of Pericles; and in B.C. 427, when the

matter of the treatment of the inhabitants of

Mitylene came up for consideration in the
Athenian Assembly^ he advocated the utmost
severity tolerated by custom of war. In B.C. 425,

when envoj-s arrived at Athens to treat of the
release of the Spartan citizens shut up on the

island of Sphacteria and to suggest peace, the

Athenians, instigated by Cleon, imposed such
terms upon Sparta that peace was found to be
impossible. Later in the same year, owing to a
casual remark made in the public assembly to

the effect that, if he were general, the Athenians
would not long remain in front of Sphacteria,

Cleon himself was placed in charge of the opera-

tions agiiinst the island. He promised to end the

siege ^^ithin twenty days; and, in conjunction
witli Demosthenes, he did this. In B.C. 422
Cleon was sent to oppose Brasidas, the Spartan
general, in Macedonia and Thrace, and to re-

cover the city of Amphipolis. He was successful

in taking the towns of Torone and Galepsus,
but was defeated and slain in the battle which
took place beneath the walls of Amphipolis.
Cleon is described by Thucydides and Aris-
tophanes as an insolent and venal politician,

and a demagogue of low tyj)e. It is generally
admitted that some of the details of Aris-

tophanes's picture may be out of proportion;

but whether Thucydides's estimate of Cleon's

character is a thoroughly just and unprejudiced
one is a mooted question. Cleon was a per-

suasive speaker, a clever hand at managing pub-
lic business in a popular way, and a strong advo-
cate of war. Consult Grote, History of Greece,
vol. vi. (London. 1888).

CLEONTE, kia'oxt'. A character in iMolifere's

Le bourgeois gcntilhomme, in love with Lucille.

CLE'OPATBA (Gk. Kkeorirpa) . The name
of several queens and princesses of Egj'pt of the

family of the Ptolemies (q.v. ). The most famous
of them, Cleopatra VI., daughter of Ptolemy
XL, Auletes, was bom in B.C. 69 or 68. Her
father died in 51, leaving a will wherein he
appointed as his successors his elder daughter,
Cleopatra, and his elder son, Ptolemy, and re-

quested the Roman people to see his testamentary
dispositions carried into effect. The will was duly
.ratified by the Roman Senate, and Cleopatra, then
about seventeen years old, and her brother, Ptol-

emy XII., a child of about twelve years, suc-

ceeded jointly to the throne of Egypt, with the
understanding that they should shortly marry.
In the third year of their reign, Ptolemy, urged
by his advisers, assumed sole control of the gov-

ernment and drove his sister into exile. She
promptly gathered an army in Syria, and pre-

pared to assert, her claims. It was at this time
that Pompey, seeking refuge with the King of

Egypt, after his defeat at Pharsalia, was mur-
dered by the King's advisers. Cleopatra seems
to have been unable to make good her claim by
force of arms; but, shortly after Pompey's death,
Cspsar arrived at Alexandria and. yielding to the
fascinations of the Egj-ptinn Queen. l>ecame her
lover and espoused her cause. He was for a time
hard pressed by the Eg^'ptians. but ultimately
triumphed and Ptolemy lost his life. ArsinoS,
the younger daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, was

carried off to grace Csesar's triumph at Rome.
Cleopatra now nominally married her younger
brother, Ptolemy XI II., and, after settling their
joint government upon a secure basis, went to
Rome, where she lived as Caesar's mistress until
his assassination in B.C. 44. After Caesar's death,
having, it is said, poisoned her brother, Ptolemy
XIII., she returned to Egj'pt, where she asso-

ciated with her on the throne her son by
(Jsesar, called Caesarion. In the civil war fol-

lowing Casar's death, Cleopatra having hesitated
to take sides with either party, Antony, after the
battle of Philippi (42), summoned her to meet
him at Tarsus in Cilicia to explain her con-
duct. When she appeared upon the Cydnus
on a splendidly adorned vessel, in the garb of the
goddess Aphrodite, the Roman triumvir fell a
victim to her charms, and returned with her to
Egypt. After living with her for some time, in

the course of which she bore him twin children,
Antony was compelled to return to Rome, where
he married Octavia. a sister of Octavius. When,
in 36, he went to the East in command of an
expedition against the Parthians, he sent for
Cleopatra, and she joined him at Antioch,
and after his defeat she met him in Syria with
troops and supplies. In .34, after a more suc-
cessful campaign against the Parthians, he
celebrated his triumph at Alexandria and con-
tinued to reside in EgA'pt. In 32 Octavianus
declared war against Cleopatra, and Antony, in
revenge, divorced his wife Octavia. Against the
counsel of Antony's advisers, Cleopatra insisted
en taking part in the ensuing campaign. At the
naval battle of Actium (31), believing An-
tony's defeat to be inevitable, she withdrew her
Heet from action, and fled to Alexandria. Her
lover, beholding her flight, made no further ef-

fort to retrieve his fortunes, but retired from the
battle and followed her. On the approach of Oc-
tavianus. Antony, deceived by the false report of
the Queen's death, fell by his own hand. Cleo-
patra made some attempts to bring Octavianus
under the influence of her charms, but, failing in

this, and hearing that he intended to exhibit her
in his triumph at Rome, she killed herself (b.c.

30), probably by poison, and according to an old
tradition, by the bite of a venomous serpent.
Cleopatra combined rare intellectual gifts with
physical charms, and she is immortal as one of
the most fascinating women of all time; so that
ever since her death, she has been a constant
theme for artists, dramatists, and poets. There
is no authentic portrait of Cleopatra extant, ex-
cept in her effigy upon coins. A composite pho-
tograph has been made of these by Gorringe in
his book Egyptian Obelisks (New York, 1865).

C«sarion, her son by Csesar. was put to
death by Octavius. Of her three children
by Antony, her daughter Cij:opatra married
•luba. King of Mauretania, who was allowed
by Octavius to take under his protection his
wife's two brothers. Alexander and Ptolemy.
In A.D. 40. Ptolemy, son of .Tuba and the younger
Cleopatra, wns slain by Caligula, and with
him ended the line of the Ptolemies. (See
I'toijcmy.) Consult: Strack. Die Dunastie der
PtoIemSer (1806) ; Mahaffy, The Empire of the
Ptolemies and Historic of Egypt Under the
Ptolemaie Dynasty (1809) : Lombroso, L'Egitto
dei Greci e dei liomani (1895).

CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLES. The name given
to two Egyptian obelisks of red syenite, which
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were transported from Ilelio|>olis to Alexandria
about the year B.C. 14, and remained there until

1877, when they were presented to the govern-

nientH of Great IJritain and the United States by
the Khedive Ismail Pasha. Of the two com-
panion monoliths, one now stands on the Thames
Embankment, J^ondon, the other in Central Park,
New York. The latter is 09 feet high, with a base

7 feet 7 inehes in diameter, and weighs 200 tons.

It is supported on four bronze crabs, reproduc-

tions from the originals preserved in the neigh-

boring Metropolitan Museum. The obelisk bears

inscriptions of Thothmes III. (about B.C. 1500)
and Rameses II. See Obelisk. Consult, Gor-

ringe, Egyptian Obelisks (New York, 1885).

CLEP'SYDRA (Gk. K\efiSpa, klepsydra, from
xX^Teiv, Llcptein, to steal + HSwp, hydor,

water). An ancient instrument for measuring
time by the elHu.x of water through a small ori-

fice. Two kinds have been in use. In the sim-

plest form the water was allowed to escape from
one vessel into another. This form was used in

the Athenian courts, where a speaker was al-

lowed a certain number of amphora: of water for

his speech, the quantity depending on the impor-

tance of the suit. The more complicated form
was said by some to have been invented by Plato,

while others gave the honor to Ctesibius of Alex-

andria. In this form the water was allowed to

How at a uniform rate into a receptacle, on
which was marked a scale of hours. Both forms
are said to have been introduced into Rome in

B.C. 159, and were widely used. Athenaeus

(iv. p. 174) applies the name to a variety of

the hydraulic organ.

CLERC, klilr, .Jean le. See Le Clebc, Jean.

CLERC, Laurent (1785-1869). A French
deaf-mute and educator, born near Lyons. He
was a favorite pupil of the Abb^ Sicard (q.v.) at

the institution of the deaf and dumb founded in

Paris by the AbbC de VEpGe, and after eight years

of study l>ecame himself a teacher. In 1816 he

came to the United States at the request of Dr.

Gallaudet (q.v.), and the next year the two
opened an institution for the deaf and dumb in

Hartford, Conn., where Clerc successfully taught
deaf-mutes for more than forty years. He mar-
ried a deaf-mute, who bore him several children,

all of whom had the sense of hearing and could

speak. See Deaf and Dumb, Institutions fob.

CLERESTORY. See Clearstory.

CLERFAYT or CLAIRFAIT, klar'fft',

Ch-vrles de Croix, Count (1733-1798). An
Austrian field-ma rs-hal, born at the Castle of

Bruille, Hainaut. Low Countries. He entered

the Austrian service in 1753, fought with distinc-

tion in the Seven Wars' War, and was advanced
to the rank of colonel. During the Turkish war
of 1787-91 he was commander of an army corps

which defeated the Moslem troops at Mehadia
and Kalafat. In 1792 he conmianded the Aus-
trian corps sent to the assistance of the Duke of

Brunswick in the war with France, and defeated
the French at Croix-aux-Bois (September 15).

Having withdraAXTi into Belgium, he defeated the

French at Aldenhoven (March 1, 1793), relieved

!Maestricht. decided the battle of Neerwinden
(March 18), and took Le Quesnoy (Septem-
ber 11). After this series of brilliant victories

he met with reverses at Wattignies (October
15 and 16). Mouscron (April 29, 1794), and
Hoogleede (June 13). In 1795 he was ap-

pointed field-marshal and conunander-in-cbief of
the Imi^erial armies on the Rhine, in which
capacity he defeated Jourdan at Ilochst (October
11), and relieved Mainz, storming the almost
impregniible works of the bj-siegers, which were
defended by an army of 80,000 men. After con-
cluding an armistice with the French Republic,
he returned to Vienna,, where he was hailed as
the savior of the Empire. Because of difTerence*
with the Im])erial Minister Thugut. he after-
wards resigned his position.

CLERGY (OF. clcrgie, Lat. clericus, from Gk.
kXi}/>(k6s, hh'rikos, clergyman, from K\i]po%, klCros,
lot). A term very generally applied to the
ministers of the Christian religion, in contradis-
tinction to the laity (q.v.). This use of the
term is very ancient, and appears to have grad-
ually become prevalent, as the ministers of relig-

ion more and more exclusively, instead of the
members of the Christian Church equally, began
to be regarded as God's 'heritage' and 'priest-

hood' (I. Pet. ii. 9, and v. 3), consecrated to
Him, and peculiarly His. The distinction between
the clergy and the laity became more marked
through the nuiltiplication of offices and titles

among the clergy, the ascription to them of a
place in the Christian Church similar to that
of the priests and Levites in the Jewish Church,
with peculiar rights and privileges, their assump-
tion of a peculiar dress and of official insignia,

the growth of monastic institutions, and the
introduction of celibacy. In harmony with the
notions on which this distinction is founded is

that of an indelible, or almost indelible, character
derived from ordination, so that a renunciation
of the clerical office is either viewed as an impos-
sibility or a sort of apostasy. These notions in

their highest degree belong to the Church of
Rome. In the Protestant churches the distinc-

tion between clergj' and laity is much less wide;
and, although the same terms are often used, it

is rather conventionally than in their full signi-

fication. The employment of official robes by the
clergy preceded their assumption of a peculiar
ordinary dress, and is not so intimately connected
with any peculiar pretensions. Among the priv-

ileges accorded to the clergy by the Roman
emperors, and in the Middle Ages, was exemp-
tion from civil offices; among the rights asserted

by them, and which caused much dispute, was
exemption from lay jurisdiction, even in cases

of felony. (See Benefit of Clergy.) The
clergy were distinguished into the higher clergy

and the lower clerg;v'; the latter including

ostiarii, acolytes, lectors, exorcists, etc. The
term secuhir clergj' is the designation of priests

of the Church of Rome who are not of any re-

ligious order, but have the care of parishes.

Monks who are in holy orders are designated

regular clergy (from regula, rule). See Orders,
Holy; Bishop; Priest; Deacon.

CLERGY, Benefit of. See Benefit of
Clergy.

CLERICUS, Johannes (1657-1736). See
Le Cu:sf', Jean.

CLER'^DJE. See Checkered Beetles.

CLERK (AS. clere, cleric, from Lat. clericus,

clergyman). In the Middle Ages, an appellation

for an ecclesiastic, extended at a later period to

mean a complimentary title for men of learning,

whether of the Church or not. In modem times

it indicates any one who makes and keeps rec-
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ords, public or private; but 'clerk in holy or-

ders' i-s still in England the legal designation of

a minister of the Established Church. (See

Clergy : Benefit of Clergy. )

CLEBK, Naval. There are two classes of

clerks in the United States Navy, called 'paj-mas-

ter's clerks' and 'captain's clerks.' Both formerly
•were civilians, and the paymaster's clerk is still

one. He is appointed at the request of the pay-

officer, and serves until his appointment is re-

voked. While in ser^'ice he wears a imiform sim-

ilar to that of warrant officers, and messes with
the junior officers. The pay varies from $1000 to

|il300, according to the class of ship on which he
is serving; on certain receiving-ships, and on
shore, at certain navy-yards, the pay of the prin-

cipal pay-clerk reaches $1800.

CLEBK, Pabisu. See Pabish Clebk.

CLEBKENWELL (clerks' well, Lat. Fons
C'lericorum, from its well which was a meeting-

point for the parish clerks of London). A par-

ish of London (q.v.), England, north of Saint
Paul's Cathedral, between Holbom Viaduct and
Islington. It is a noted district for the manu-
facture of metal articles, watches, and optical

instruments.

CLEBK-MAXWELL. See :Maxwell.

CLEBMONT, khlr'mciN'. An ancient town
in tlie Department of Oise, France, 36 miles

north of Paris (Map: France, J 2). The town
hall and Church of Saint Samson date from the

fourteenth centurj', and the hill on which the

town is built is surmounted by an old castle of

the tenth or eleventh century, used in modem
times as a penitentiary for women. Clermont
was an important place in the Middle Ages. It

was frequently taken and retaken in the wars
with the English, and in 1487 it was surrendered
to them as a ransom for the French leader La
Hire. Population, in 1901, 5723.

CLEBMONT - FEBBAND, -fgr'raN' (ML.
Clarits UoiiSj fair hill, from clarus, clear, and
mons, mountain ) . The capital of the Depart-
ment of Puy-de-D«5me, France, 215 miles south-

southeast of Paris (Map: France, T 6). It is

finely situated, on a gentle elevation, between the

rivers Bedat and Allier, at the foot of a range of

extinct volcanoes, crowned by the peak of Puy-de-
DOme, about five miles distant from the town.
It consists of the two towns of Clermont and
Montferrand, connected by a fine avenue of trees.

It contains several remarkable buildings; such
as the old Gothic cathedral, the com and linen

hall, the theatre, and the HOtel-Dieu or hospital,

various e<lucational and scientific institutions,

and a public librarj', in which are over 55,000
printed volumes and 1100 manuscripts. The
manufactures of the place are manifold, and in-

clude woolen and linen goods, machiner>'. straw
hats, chocolate, and needles, while there is an ex-

tensive traffic in the produce of the district, and
considerable transit trade between Paris and the

Kouth of France. There are two hot mineral
uprings in the to^^Ti, which are used for bathing.
Clermont-Ferrand is the seat of a bishop. Popu-
lation, in 189«. 50.870: in 1901, 52.9.33. A multi-
tude of Roman antiquities attest the antiquity
of the city. In tlie Middle Ages Clermont was
the residence of the counts of the same name, and
the capital of the Province of Auvergne, and be-

came the seat of one of the oldest bishoprics of

France. Several ecclesiastical councils were held
here, the most remarkable of which was that in
1095, at which the First Cru.sade was decreed by
Urban II. Among its monuments is a statue to
Pascal, who was a native of Clermont.

CLEBMONT L'ttilBAULT, Ik'ri/, or Cleb-
MOXT DE Lodeve. The capital of a canon in the
Department of Herault, France, situated on a
castle-crowned hill, rising from the banks of the
Ydromiel, 10 miles south of Lodeve by rail. Its
Romanesque Church of Saint Guelhelm-le-Dessert
is a fine building of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. Clermont is noted for its woolen
manufactures, especially army clothing, which
date from 1678 ; it has also tanneries, potteries,
manufactures of cutlery, lime and stone quar-
ries, and a coi^siderable trade in agricultural and
commercial products. Population, in 1901,
5280.

CLEBMONT TONNEBBE, t6'nar'. A well-
known French family. It originated in Dauphin
in the eleventh century. Stanislas Mabie Ade-
laide, Count de (175f-92). was born at Pont-jl-

Mousson. He entered the States-General in 1789
as representative of the nobility, and there,
as well as in the National Assembly, ac-
quired great influence. He was moderate in
his views, argued for the English system of two
legislative houses, and for the King's right to
veto. With Malouet and others he founded, in

1790, in order to counteract the Jacobins, the
Club des Amis de la Monarchic, and with Fontanes
he published the Journal des Impartiaux. He
perished in the massacre of August 10. 1792.

—

AiMt Mabie Gaspabd, Marquis, and aftenvards
Duke de (1779-1865), bom in Paris, was a
French general and minister. He was educated
at the Ecole Polytechnique, entered the army and
served in the campaigns in Italy, Germany, and
Spain. He was made aide-de-camp to Napoleon's
brother Joseph^ King of Spain. After the resto-

ration of Louis XVIII. he became Minister of
Marine, and later Minister of War. After the
July Revolution he refused the oath of allegiance
to the new government. He died in retirement
January 8, 1865.

CLEBY, kia'r^, Jean Baptiste Antoine
Haxet (1759-1809). The valet de chambre of
Louis XVI. He was born near Versailles. By
his own choice he followed the King to the Tem-
ple, and attended -him with the greatest de-
votion. After his death he remained in imprison-
ment for some time, and then rejoined the royal
family in Germany. In London he published his
popular account of Louis's captivity. Journal de
ce qui a'est pass<^ d la four du Temple pendant la

captivity de Louis XVI., roi de France (1798),
which has passed through many editions.

CLESINGEB, klA'ziiN'zhA', Jeav Baptiste
AUGISTE (1814-83). A French sculptor. He
was born at Besancon, October 22, 1814; studied
with his father, and made his apjiearance in the
Salon of 1843. His first work that attracted at-

tention was "The Woman Bitten by a Serpent"
(1847). He executed "Louise of Savoy" for the
Garden of the Luxembourg. In 1877 he ex-
hibited "The Dance with Castanets." a bronze
statue, and in 1867, "Cleopatra Before Ca'sar."
He occasionally exhibited paintings of sceneri'

and architcf'ture. He married a daughter of
Geori."' Sjui.l Ho <1io<I in Pari*. Jnnnarv 7. 1883.
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CLEVEDON, klt'v'don. A wntering-place in

SonitTsH, Kn;;laii(i. on the Itristol Cliaiitu'l and
Severn KHtuary, nine miles nurtlieast of Weston-
super-Mare. It has a fine beach, marine prome-
nade, a pier, and a coast -guard station. It is

noted for literary associations with Samuel Tay-
lor Coleridgi*; also with Hallam, the historian,

and his son Arthur, commemorated by Tenny-
son's "In Meinoriam," whose graves are in the
parish church of Saint Andrew. Population, in

1891, 5412; in 1901, 5898.

CLEVEOiAND (ME. clif, clef, pi. dives,
eleven, clilTs -|- land). A hilly region with some
picturesque fertile valleys, forming the eastern

part of the North Riding of Yorkshire, England,
between Whitby and the Tees. Since 1851 it has
become a busy and populous mining district, ow-
ing to the discovery of ironstone in the hills.

See MiDDi.E8BBOUGn.*

CLEVELAND. The county-seat of Cuyahoga
County, Ohio, the largest city of the State, and
the seventh in the United States, and an impor-
tant industrial and commercial centre, situated
on tiie south shore of I^ake Erie, at the mouth
of the Cuvahoga River, in latitude 41° 30'

5" N.. longitude 81° 42' 6" W. (Map: Ohio. G 2).
It is 1.38 miles northeast of Columbus, and 244
miles northeast of Cincinnati ; 357 miles east of

Chicago, 623 miles west by north of New York,
and 527 miles northwest of Washington.
The city. 689 feet above sea-level, and, at its

highest point, 115 feet above the lake, is beauti-
fully situated on elevated land, which slopes
gently toward the lake, and occupies an area of
over 33 square miles, with a lake-frontage of 10
miles, and extending back more than half that
distan<?e. It is divided unevenly by the Cuya-
hoga River, the larger portion lying on the east
side of that stream, and it is intersected also by
Kingsbury and Walworth 'runs,' the east and
west tributaries of the Cuyahoga. The land bor-
dering the river is low and flat, and here lie

many of the industrial works—lumber and coal
yards, ore-docks, etc.—almost hidden from view.
Owing to the variation in level of different parts
of the city, there are several elevated viaducts
and many bridges (a number of which are owned
by the municipality) spanning the Cuyahoga,
and uniting the sections of the city. The m(JBt
remarkable of these is a stone and iron viaduct,
oompleted in 1878, at a cost of $2,250,000, 3211
feet long, with a great central drawbridge 68
feet above the water-level. The central viaduct,
completed in 1888, extends across the river, and
connects with one which crosses Walworth Run.
The combined length of the two is 3931 feet, or,
including approaches, 5229 feet. A smaller via-
duct (835 feet long) spans Kingsbury Run.

Cleveland has features of beauty in its broad
streets, ranging from 40 to 132 "feet in width,
•which are so abundantly shaded with maples
and elms that the city has acquired the name
of the 'Forest City.'* There are about 485
miles of streets, in the pavement of which brick
and asphalt are extensively used. The public
park system includes about 1440 acres, distribut-
ed in areas of varying extent throughout the citv.
and its suburban districts to the east and west
are thoroughly accessible by the street railways,
which operate about 195 miles of track. In con-
trast with its extensive industrial and commer-
cial interests, Cleveland is notable as a city of

homes, and in this respect large tenements, with
congested population, are altogether an exception,
and even apartment houses are a recent devel-
opment. Detached houses with gardens are the
rule.

The lake-shore front and the valley of the
Cuyahoga, with West Cleveland, are centres of
the manufacturing industry, while the business
area extends from the lower part of the river
east along Superior Street, the main business
thoroughfare, which is 132 feet wide, and runs for
a distance parallel with the lake. It soon reaches
the public square, or Monumental Park, so called
from the statue of Gen. Moses Cleaveland and the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Alonument—a park of
about 10 acres, divided into four squares by
intersecting streets, from which centre the prin-
cipal streets on the east side of the city diverge.
The far-famed Euclid Avenue, 80 to 99 feet wide,
begins here and extends beyond Lake View Ceme-
tery, its continuation in Euclid Road, leading to
the city of Erie, Pa. Near Monumental Park
this avenue is used for business purposes, but for
the remainder of its length is built up with hand-
some private residences, surrounded by tasteful
and well-shaded grounds. Prospect Street, just
south of Euclid Avenue, is the second long thor-
oughfare in point of beauty. Other fine residence
avenues are Willson, Case, East Madison, Ames-
bury, Engleside, and Jennings, the first two
l>eing 99 feet in width.

Buildings. The more prominent buildings of
the city include the Post-office and Custom-house
of stone, the City Hall, County Court-House,
Chamber of Commerce, Society for Savings, Case
ITall, New Central Armory, the Music Hall,
Public Library, Adelbert College, the Cleveland
Medical College, Case School of Applied Science,

Northern Ohio Insane Asylum, Union Depot,
the Y. M. C. A., and -the market, which is one
of the largest in the United States. The Arcade,
built in 1889 at a cost of $850,000, is 400 feet

long by 180 feet wide, with a fine interior, ex-

tending on both sides of a central court, and
accommodating several tiers of stores fronted by
balconies on each story. Near by is the Colonial
Arcade, constructed in 1898, and containing the
Colonial Hotel. Other structures worthy of note
are the Perry-Payne, New England, Cuyahoga,
Garfield, Hickox, Lennox, Rose, and Williamson
buildings. The Plj'mouth ( Congregational )

,

First Presbj'terian, Saint Paul's (Protestant
Episcopal) churches, and the Roman Catholic
cathedral, are among the city's finest ecclesias-

tical edifices.

Recently a plan has been projected systematic-
ally to beautify the city by grouping the public

buildings that are to replace the present edifices,

some of which are rented, and which on the

whole are architecturally indifferent—an un-
dertaking to which $16,000,000 will ultimately
be devoted. A plot of land in the heart of the
city, one-quarter of a mile square, will be con-

verted into a park, inclosed by a quadrangle of

public buildings. Of these the City Hall and the
new Post-Office, the latter already authorized by
the Federal Government, will face each other.

Parks and Cemeteries. Among the many
fine parks belonging to the city, the largest is

Rockefeller Park, of 800 acres, a part of which
was given by the millionaire whose name it bears.

It includes the Valley of Doan Brook, with sev-

eral smaller parks and parkways, and is con-
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nected with Gordon and Wade parks by the

boulevard which extends also between these two.

Gordon Park, on the lake-front, comprises 122

acres, and with Wade Park (02 acres) to the

fcoutheast, is noted for its gardens. The latter con-

tains the statue of Commodore Perry, formerly

in ^lonumental Park, and a zoological garden.

Edgewater Park (89 acres) has well-kept lawns,

walks, and a beach with facilities for boating

and bathing. Brooklyn Park (1.39 acres); New-
burgh Park (IGO acres); Garfield, Brookside,

and Riverside parks; Shaker-Heights Park, just

outside the city limits, and named from the com-
munity whicli once occupied the land; Lakeview
Park, on the lake shore, Southside Park, and the

Circle on the west side of the river, are also

worthy of mention. Besides Euclid Avenue, the
more attractive drives are the Grand Public
Boulevard, Ambler Parkway, Gordon Boulevard,
and Ridge Road.

Cleveland has a number of cemeteries, the
largest of which are Woodland, Riverside, and
Lakeview. The last, one of the most beautiful

In the country, contains more than 300 acres,

with great natural advantages skillfully im-
proved. Here, on an eminence 250 feet above the
level of the lake, stands the Garfield Memorial,
completed in 1890 at a cost of $130.000—the bal-

cony near the top, 165 feet high, affording a fine

view of the city and its suburbs. It is built

principally of Ohio sandstone, and contains a
chapel with symbolical panels and reliefs of

scenes from the President's career, and his statue.

His remains lie in a crypt beneath.

Educational Institutions and Libbabies.
Cleveland has the normal equipment of a great
city in the matter of public schools, with a
sufficient number of high and manual-training
schools, besides numerous private and parochial
institutions. The public-school system is con-

ducted under what is coming to be known as the
'Cleveland Plan,' which prohibits all punish-
ment, eliminates mechanical methods, introduces
manual and domestic training to some extent in

all grades, and practically abolishes stated writ-

ten examinations—the teacher's judgment being
accepted as the general basis of promotion.
Cleveland claims to have been one of the first

cities in the United States to establish a high
school. The city is the seat of Saint Ignatius
College (Roman Catholic), opened in 1886;
Western Reserve University (q.v.), with its de-

partments of Adelbert College, Women's College,
and schools of medicine, law, and dentistry; and
the Case School of Applied Science (q.v.). It
contains also Saint Mary's Theological Seminary
(Roman Catholic), Baldwin University Law
School, Cleveland College of Law, Cleveland Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons (Ohio Wesleyan
T'niversity). Cleveland Homeopathic Medical
College, and Cleveland School of Pharmacy.

In addition to those of the various educational
institutions, Cleveland has a Public Library of
about 170,000 volumes, the Case Library (sub-
scription) of 50,000 volumes, Cleveland Medical
Library Association, Law Library Association,
and the Western Reserve Historical Society,
which has over 20.000 volumes and a valuable
historical collection.

Charities. The State institution for the in-

sane, founded in 1855. has 112 acres of ground
and buildings that accommodate 000 patients.
The City Infirmary and Hospital treats annually

1000 patients, and maintains a department for
out-door relief. Among several other hospitals
may be noted the liakeside Hospital, Federal
Marine, Cleveland General, Cleveland Homeo-
pathic, Saint Alexis, Saint Claire, Saint John's,
and Saint Vincent's Charity hospitals. Other
institutions are a house of correction, industrial
schools, homes for the aged, and Jewish, Roman
Catholic, and Protestant orphanages. Promi-
nent in the charitable work of Cleveland is the
Goodrich House, incorporated in 1897—a social

settlement in the poorer part of the city, which
contains clubs, kindergartens, gymnasium, baths^
sewing-rooms, public laundry, and parlors and
reading-rooms. With this equipment in a noble
building of brick, constructed at a cost of $80,000^

and expressly for its work, the Goodrich House
stands among the foremost institutional houses
in the United States. It is estimated that the
numerous charitable institutions of the city, some
with notably fine buildings, control property ex-

ceeding in value $3,500,000.

Clubs, Theatres, and Hotels. The Union,
Roadside, Tavern, Colonial, Rowfant, Excelsior,

and the Country clubs, all owning the houses in
which they are installed, the last-named being
six miles distant to the east on the lake-front,

.are representative organizations. Among the
principal places of amusement are the Lyceum
Theatre, Opera House, Academy of Music, and
the !Music Hall. The more prominent hotels in-

clude the HoUenden, Stillman, Weddell, Colonial,
Forest City, American, Kennard, and Hawiey
House.
Commerce and Industry. The construction of

the Ohio Canal—completed in 1832—connecting
Lake Erie with the Ohio River, the northern ter-

minus being the Cuyahoga River, gave Cleveland
commercial advantages over other cities on Lake
Erie; and though the canal has since declined
greatly in importance, the city has now other
and greater advantages by virtue of its location.

Chief of these is its proximity to the coal and oil

fields of Ohio and Pennsylvania on the one side,

and to the iron-producing regions of Lake Su-
perior on the other, Cleveland being one of the
most convenient points for the collection and
distribution of the products of both districts.

The city has thus become an important commer-
cial centre, and also a manufacturing place of
the first rank.

The bulk of the lake traffic consists of coal

and iron. The receipts of coal in 1899 amounted
to 5,544,000 tons, or nearly three times that of

1890; and the shipments for the same vear were
2,388,000 tons, or twice that of 1890. *The coal

is distributed among the various lake ports far-

ther west and north. The receijits of iron in

1900 were 3,376,000 tons as against 1,950,000 in

1892. Lumber and grain are the next most im-
portant commodities of the lake trade. Cleve-
land is the largest market for fresh-water fish in

America.
The city has remarkable advantages for the

accommodation of its shipping—two parallel

piers, built out 1500 feet into the lake, form a
channel 200 feet wide and 16 feet deep at the
mouth of the Cuyahoga: and the many windings
of the latter afford 16 miles of river-frontage,

over five of which are docked. A branch of the
Cuyahoga flowing westward, not far from the
lake, and parallel with it, has been dredged so as
to make an excellent ship-canal. In 1878 the
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United States Government bepan a breakwater to

inclose a harUir of refuge 3«iO acres in extent,

with an oiH'ning of 500 feet, opposite the mouth
of the river. The total length of the completed

breakwater will be about 10,000 feet. The western

portion has been completed, at a cost of $8,000,-

000, and the eastern portion is now in course of

constnu'tion. In the number of tons of freight

. received and 8hipi)ed by vessel, Cleveland ranks

fourth among tlie ports of the Great Lakes. The
water transportation is supplemented by nine

railways, some of which are the lending trunk-

lines of the countrj-: the I>ake Shore and Michi-

gan Southern ; the New York, Chicago and Saint

Louis; the Cleveland and Pittsburg; the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago and Saint Louis; and
the Cleveland, Columbus and Cincinnati.

Cleveland is now the second largest manufac-
turing centre on the Great Lakes and is rapidly

gaining on Cincinnati, its only rival within the

State. During the decade 18!)0-1900, the value

of its product increased from $113,240,000 to

$139,849,000, or 23.5 per cent. In the latter

year there were employed 58,800 wage-earners.

As above intimated, the most important group
of manufactures consists of iroi^ and steel, and
the large number of industries which depend
upon iron and steel as their raw material. Ac-
cording to the census of 1900, the iron and steel

products were valued at $24,276,000, and the

foundry and machine-shop products ranked sec-

ond with a product estimated at $15,428,000.

Other important industries are the production

of wire and wire nails, in which Cleveland out-

ranks all other American cities, and hardware, in

which it takes second place; bridges, electrical

apparatus and supplies, car-wheels, printing-

presses, .sewing-machines, bolts, nuts, washers,

and rivets. Another industry of this group is

shipbuilding. From an early date Cleveland led

in the construction of wooden vessels for the

lake traffic, and with the change from wood to

iron, has continued in the lead, producing to-day

more merchant vessels than any other American
city. The chief industries which depend upon
agricultural resources are slaughtering and
meat-packing, and the manufacture of malt
liquors, the former exceeding a value of $7,500,-

000 and the latter $4,000,000, according to the

census of 1900. The Standard Oil Company has
here one of its principal refining establishments,

and the planing-mills, clothing-factories, and
paint-works are also of great importance.

Government, Finance, etc. A new charter

was obtained in 1891, in which the distinction be-

tween executive and legislative functions is

clearly dra\\Ti, the new plan being known as the

Federal System. The city council is composed of

a single body of 22 members. The Mayor, who is

elected biennially, has the power of appointing
the heads of the various departments—law, public

works, police, fire, accounts, and charities and
corrections ; these officials constitute the Mayor's
Cabinet. The subordinate members of the differ-

ent departments are appointed by the heads of

the respective departments. The clerk of the

City Council is elected by that body. The direc-

tor of schools and the members of the school
board (who elect the superintendent of schools),

and the city treasurer, police judge, prosecuting
attorney, and clerk of the police court are elected

by the people. Firemen and policemen are
under civil-service reinilations.

The legal borrowing limit im 7 i)fcr cent, of the
assessed valuation. In 1900 the total indebted-

ness amounted to $10,930,000, for which a sink-

ing-fund provided $2,007,000. The net per cap-

ita debt was $37.52. The total tax-rate is $30
per $1000, of which $10.20 is for school purposes,

$13 for city purposes, $3.90 for county, and $2.90
for State purposes. The total actual income for

the year amounted to $0,371,000, of which the
property tax constituted $3,504,000. The total

expenditures for maintenance and operation were
$5,970,00, and for construction and other capital

outlay, $4,332,000.

The ample water-supply of the city is pumped
into IJirge reservoirs from two tunnels sunk 90
feet below the surface of the ground, and running
out for one and one-half miles to a crib at the

bottom of the lake. A new crib and tunnel have
recently been constructed, the crib at a distance

of four miles from the shore. The works were
originally constructed and are still owned and
operated by the city.

Population. Cleveland rose during the last

decade from tenth to seventh rank among the

cities of the United States, and is now the third

largest city west of the Alleghanies, and the sec-

ond largest of the Great Lake cities. The fol-

lowing gives her population by decades: in 1830.

107G; in 1840, 6071; in 1850, 17,034; in 1860.

43,419; in 1870, 92,829; in 1880, 160,146; in

1890, 261,353; in 1900, 381,768. There is only

a small negro population; but there is a large

foreign element, the foreign-born in 1900 num-
bering 124,600, or nearly one-third of the total

population. Among the foreign-bom the Ger-

mans are predominant, constituting in 1890 about
41 per cent., as against 13 per cent, for the

Irish, and 11 per cent, each for the Bohemians
and English. The native whites of foreign par-

ents number 163.500. Thus, the native whites of

native parents and the negroes together consti-

tute less than one-fourth of the total population.

History. In 1795 the Connecticut Land Com-
pany bought from Connecticut a large part of

that State's Western Reserve (q.v.) and in the

following year sent out a party under Gen. Moses
Cleaveland to survey their purchase. Cleave-

land selected the moiith of the Cuyahoga as the

site for a settlement, and in July, 1796, laid out

on the east bank a village, which took his name,
though the spelling was changed in 1831 to meet
the exigencies of a newspaper editor's head-lines.

In 1800, by act of Congress, the Western Reserve

was included for administrative purposes in the

iVorthwest Territory, and Trumbull County was
erected to include the land about the mouth of

the Cuyahoga. Of this, Cleveland, then having a

population of about 57, became the county-seat

in 1809. In 1814, Trumbull County having pre-

viously been subdivided, the village of Cleave-

land, in the county of Cuyahoga, was incorporat-

ed with a population of less than 100. In 1818

the first newspaper. The Cleveland Gazette and
Commercial Refjister, began publication, and in

1827 the Ohio Canal, which five years later was
completed to the Ohio, was opened between Cleve-

land and Akron, giving such an impetus to the

former that her population increased tenfold

(from 600 to 6000) between 1825 and 1835. In

1836 Cleveland was chartered as a city. In the

early fifties it was first connected by rail with

the East and with the other cities in Ohio, and
from this period dates its raarvelously rapid
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growth. In 1853 Ohio City, which had been
founded in 1817, and for many years had been a
great rival, was united to Cleveland. During
the Civil War a number of manufacturing estab-

lishments were set up here, and in the interval

1861-G5, owing to its ability to supply articles

lor which tliere was then an extraordinary de-

mand, Cleveland attracted many investors; its

lake traffic was doubled, and its population in-

creased 50 per cent. Its limits were greatly

extended by the addition in 1872 of East Cleve-

land, in 1873 of Xewburg, and in 1893 of West
Cleveland and Brooklyn. In 1891 a new charter
based on the so-called "Federal Plan' was granted
by the Legislature.

Consult: Kobison, History of the City of Cleve-

land (Cleveland, 1887) ; Aver, Cleveland in a
Nutshell (Cleveland, 1893) ; Howe, Historical

Collections of Ohio (Columbus, 1889-91).

CLEVELAND. A city and the county-seat
of Bradley County, Tenn., 30 miles east by north
of Chattanooga; on the Southern Railroad
(Map: Tennessee, C 5). It is the seat of the

Centenary Female College. The city is the centre

of a fertile agricultural district, has considerable

trade, and contains woolen-mills, flour-mills,

stove-works, chair-factory, etc. Settled about
1820, Cleveland was incorporated about 1880.

The government is administered under a revised

charter of 1898, which provides for a mayor,
bienniallv elected, and a municipal council. Pop-
ulation, in 1890, 2863; in 1900, 3858.

CLEVELAND, Ciiabij:s Dexter (1802-69).

An American educator, born in Massachusetts.

He graduated at Dartmouth in 1827, and was
professor of Latin and Greek in Dickinson Col-

lege, and of Latin in the L'niversity of the City
cf New York. From 1861 to 1867 he was United
States consul at Cardiff, Wales. He was a volu-

minous writer, but will be remembered only for

his Compendium of English Literature (1850) ;

English Literature in the Nineteenth Century
(1851) ; an Edition of Milton's Poetical Works,
with a Life (1851) ; and a Compendium of

American Literature (1858).

CLEVELAND, Dlche.ss of. See Villiebs.

CLEVELAND, John (1613-58). An English
Cavalier poet. He was bom at Loughborough,
Leicester, and educated at Cambridge, where, in

1634, he became a fellow of Saint John's College.

Six years later, when Cromwell was elected mem-
ber '

of Parliament for Cambridge, Cleveland

strenuously opposed him, and in consequence he

lost his fellowship in 1645. Joining the Royal-

ists, he was appointed judge-advocate in the

King's army. In 1655 he was seized at Norwich
and imprisoned at Yarmouth for three months,
when he was released by Cromwell. After that

he lived in retirement till his death. Cleveland

had in his time a great reputation as a wit and
clever satirist. A volume of his poems in circula-

tion l>efore 1656 was reissued in that year. In

1677 appeared a collection of his poems, entitled

Clievelandi Vindicice: or Clieveland'a Genuine
Poems, etc. It is incomplete. Cleveland still

awaits a competent editor. Thomas Fuller de-

scribes him as "a general artist, pure Latinist,

exq>iisite orator, and eminent poet."

CLEVELAND, (Stephen*) Gboveb (1837—).
The twenty-second and twenty-fourth President
of the Ignited States. He was born at Caldwell,

Essex County. N. J., March IS, 1837. In 1841

Vol. IV.—47.

his father, the Rev. Richard F. Cleveland (Yale,
1824), a Presbyterian minister, removed with his

family to Fayetteville, near Syracuse, N. Y., and
afterwards to Clinton, N. V., in the schools of

which places Gro\'er Cleveland was a scholar.

The death of his father in 1853 obliged him to

earn his own living, and the first position that
he held was that of a teacher in the New York
Institution for the Blind. A little later he
started for Cleveland, Ohio, where he e-vpected

to study and practice law. While passing
through Buffalo, however, he was induced to re-

main there by his uncle, Lewis F. Allen, who
secured for him a position with a pronrinent law
firm. He was admitted to practice in 1859 ; became
assistant district attorney for Erie County in

1863; was the Democratic candidate for district

attorney in 1865, but was defeated at the polls;

and in 1870 was elected sheriff of the county. At
the conclusion of his term of office of three years,

he resumed the practice of law, with marked suc-

cess. In November, 1881, he was nominated as
Democratic candidate for Mayor of Buffalo. The
city was strongly Republican, but long-continued
tenure of office had engendered flagrant corrup-
tion, and good men of all parties joined to up-
root it. Cleveland, being elected by a handsome
majority, reorganized the departments under his

charge on business principles, overcame corrupt
combinations, and promptly vetoed all measures
that savored of extravagance or dishonesty. His
notable service in that office was recognized in

1882, when he received the Democratic nomina-
tion for Governor of New York. His opponent
was Charles J. Folger (q.v.), then Secretary' of

the Treasury under President Arthur. The Re-
publican Party in the State was divided, and
among the independent voters there was strong
dissatisfaction with the methods that had se-

cured Mr. Folger's nomination. Mr. Cleveland's
reputation as a reformer was strongly in his

favor, and he was elected by the extraordinary
plurality of 192,854. His conduct as Governor
was marked by integrity, independence, and good
judgment, and he was early spoken of as a candi-

date for the Presidency. At the Democratic Na-
tional Convention, July, 1884, he was the leading

candidate on the first ballot, and in spite of a
zealous minority of delegates from his own State,

secured the necessary two-thirds of all the votes

on the second ballot. A large body of Independ-
ent Republicans declared themselves in his fa-

vor; but the accession of this new element was
partly offset by the defection of many Democrats.
Cleveland received 219 electoral votes against
182 for his opponent, James G. Blaine. Besides
the Southern States, he carried Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, and Indiana. He was inatigu-

rated March 4, 1885. On June 2 of the following

year he married !Miss Frances Folsom. His term
was characterize<l mainly by his bold advocacy of

a reduction of tariff duties, and by his opposi-

tion to what he consideretl imworthy bills. Dur-
ing his term he vetoetl or 'pocketed' 413 bills, 297
of which were private pension bills. During the

first session of Congress he directly antagonized
the Senate by refusing to give to that body his

reasons for removing certain officers, or to de-

liver up the papers ordering such removals; on
the ground that, under the Constitution, the
President is not amenable to Congress for such
acts, and that the papers were not official docu-

ments. His supporters maintain that, considering
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the immense diflieultu's surrounding such an un-

derUiking, liis civil-service reform pledges were

carried out as consistently as possible. He was
renoniinaied for the Presidency at iSaint Louis,

June 7, 1S88, but was defeated, receiving only

108 electoral votes to Harrison's 233, though

his popular vote exceeded hy more than 100,000

that of his opponent. (.)n the expiration of his

term of ollice he resumed in New York City the

practice of law, but still kept in touch with the

political interests of his party. At the National

benuK-ratic Convention of June, 18'J2, although

opposed by the delegation from his own State,

he was noniinated for the Presidency on the first

ballot, and in November was elected, receiving

277 electoral votes against 145 for Harrison (Re-

publican) and 22 for Weaver (Populist). Dur-

ing his second term, in the face of the violent

opposition of the mass of his own party, he ex-

erted himself unllinchingly for the maintenance

of tlie gold standard. To this end he called an
extra session of Congress in the summer of 1893,

and .secured the repeal of the Sherman Act of

1890, rcHiuiring the Government to make large

purchases of silver bullion. He maintained the

gold reserve by successive issues of Government
bonds. When the Democratic majority of Con-

gress passed a tarilT act, he allowed it to become

a law without his signature, considering it inade-

quate in many of its provisions. During the

great rnilroad strike at Chicago in 1894 he or-

dered out the United States troops to "prevent

the obstruction of the mails," although Governor
Altgeld, of Illinois, who had not asked for the

troops, protested vigorously against the meas-

ure. In the domain of foreign affairs, Mr. Cleve-

land's second administration was signalized by
his withdrawal from the Senate of the Hawaiian
Annexation Treaty negotiated by President Har-
rison; the upholding and advancement of the

Monroe Doctrine by his vigorous and successful

insistence upon the submission to arbitration

of the long-standing boundary dispute between

Great Britain and Venezuela ; and the promul-

gation of the Bering Sea arbitration award. In

consequence mainly of Mr. Cleveland's position

on the currency question, his administration was
not indorsed by the Democratic National Conven-
tion of 189*>. In the ensuing Presidential cam-
paign he supported General Palmer, the candi-

date of the Sound-Money Democrats. Since his

retirement he has lived at Princeton, N. J.

He has of late delivered, at Princeton Univer-

sity, two lectures annually on questions of pub-

lic policy, which have been printed. Consult:

Whittle, Grover Cleveland (London and New
York, 1896) ; and an appreciation in Peck, The
Personal Equation (New York, 1897).

CLE'VENGEB, SiiOBAL Vail (1812-43). An
American sculptor, born at Middletown, Ohio. He
first became known through his work as a stone-

carver in Cincinnati, and afterwards opened a
studio in New York. He executed busts of Clay,

Webster, Van Buren, Allston, Everett, and others.

His portrait bust of Webster has been used on a
United States postage-stamp, and is considered

the best likeness of that statesman. He realized

his own deficiencies in artistic education, and
took advantage of an opportunity to go to Rome
in 1840. While there he produced his "North
American Indian," which is characterized by the
sincere, bold treatment and skill in handling his

material shown in all Clevenger's work. But for

his early death, which occurred while he was on
his way home, he would ])robably have attained
high rank in his profession.

CLEVES, klevz (Dutch Kleefa, Ger. Kleve,
Fr. CUcts). A (ierman town of Dutch origin,

and former capital of a duchy of the same name,
situated in the Rhine Province of Prussia, about
live miles from the frontier of the Netherlands
(Map: Prussia, B 3). It is built on three hills,

and has still retained some of its Dutch charac-
teristics. It contains an old palace, the former
abode of the Dukes of Cleves, now used as a law-
court and prison ; an old Rathaus, with a num-
ber of antiquities and paintings; and an old

Catholic church, built in Gothic style, and con-

taining the tombs of the counts of Cleves. In
the vicinity of the town are situated chalybeate
springs. Cleves is frequented as a summer resort

by the Dutch. Population, in 1890, 10,409; in

1900, 14,684. The Duchy of Berg, which arose
in the Middle Ages, and which at the time of the
Reformation was united with the duchies of Jii-

lich and Berg, passed in the seventeenth century
into the possession of Brandenburg. It was
wrested from Prussia in the course of the Na-
poleonic wars, but restored in 1815.

CLEW. See Sails.

CLEWS, Henby (1830—). An American
banker, born in Staffordshire, England. He en-

tered mercantile pursuits in New York City in

1845, became a member of various firms, and in

1877 organized the firm of Henry Clews and Com-
pany. He was a founder of the Union League
Club, New York City, and also long treasurer of
the American Geographical Society and of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
He has published Ttrenty-eight Years in Wall
tHreet (1888), and The Wall Street Point of
Vieiu (1900).

CLICHi;, kl^'sha' (Fr., stereotyped). An
electrotype plate, the impression of a die in a
mass of fusii)le metal. It is employed by medal-
ists and die-sinkers to make proofs of their

work, and in order to judge the stage of their

work before the die is hardened. The term is

also applied to any stereotype plate used in

modern reproductive processes, such as photo-
graphic proofs on glass, either positives or
negatives.

CLICHY, or CLICHY - LA - GARENNE,
klfe'she'lA-ga'ren'. A northwestern suburb of

Paris, France. Population, in 1901, 39,291.

CLICK-BEETLE. A beetle of the family
ElateridiP, also known as elater, snapping-bug,
and skip-jack, on account of its acrobatic per-

formances. When disturbed these beetles curl

up their legs and fall to the ground, where they
lie rigid on their backs for some moments, and
then begin a series of springs into the air, accom-
panied by a clicking sound. When the beetle suc-

ceeds in landing on its feet, it runs off. In re-

gard to the springing, Le Conte says: "This is

effected by extending the prothorax so as to bring
the prosternal spine to the anterior part of the
meso.sternal cavity; then, suddenly relaxing the
muscles, so that the .spine descends violently into

the cavity, the force given by this sudden move-
ment causes the base of the elytra to strike the
supporting surface, and by their elasticity the
whole body is propelled upward." The larvae,

kno'wn as wireworms, are hard, brownish-yellow.
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and may live several years before gaining ma-
turity. Most of them are found under bark and
in rotten wood, but some live on the ground
on the roots of grass, Indian corn, and other
giains, as well as on those of certain vegetables.

When numerous enough they may do consider-

able damage. Fall plowing is said to be the

most elFective remedy against them. Of the 7000
described species of elaters 500 occur in Xorth
America. The most conspicuous click-beetle

found in the United States is the eyed elater

(Alaus oculatus), a grayish black beetle with
two large black eye-like spots on the prothorax;
its larva? live in rotting stumps. In the tropics

of America there are luminous species belonging
to the genus Pyrophorus, as the cucuyo (Pyro-
phorus uoctilucus) and others.

Bibliography. De Candeze, Monographic des
tHatfrrides (4 volumes and 3 supplements, Li&ge,

1857-1881) ; Le Conte, "Revision of the Elateri-

dflp of the United States," in Transactions of
Philosophical Society, vol. x. (Philadelphia,

1853) ; Horn, Papers in Transactions American
Entomoloqicnl Society, vols. xii.. xiii., xviii.

(Philadelphia, 1885, '86, '91). See Firefly.

CLI'DOMAN'OY. See Superstition.

CLIENT ( Lat. cliens, cluens, hearer, from
cluere, ( ik. kX^civ, klyein, Skt. 4ru, to hear; con-

nected ultimately with AS. hind, Engl. loud).
In law, one wlio consults or retains an attorney
or counselor-at-law for adv'ice, or to prosecute,

manage, or defend an action at law, or to repre-

sent him in any proceedings or business matters.
The client's relations with the attorney are in

the highest degree confidential, and the client is

protected by the most stringent rules of law in

making disclosures of his private affairs to his

legal adviser. See Attorney; Privileged Com-
Ml.MCATION.

CLIFF (AS. cUf, Icel., OS., Dutch klif, from
Icel. Idifa, ilE. cliven, to climb). A precipitous

slope of the land surface. Cliffs may be formed
in three ways: (1) by the erosive action of

water; (2) by the disintegrating influence of

rain, frosts, and the atmosphere, or weathering;

(3) by dislocations of the earth's crust. On
rocky coasts cliffs are carved out by the force of

waves, which beat against the shore-line, and by
weathering of the rock that lies above the reach
of the waves. The cliffs of Dover and of the Orkney
and Slietland islands are notable examples of

sea-cliffs. Gorges, canons, and ravines, which
are characterized by steep walls, are excavated
by the erosion of rimning water; they are usu-

ally found along the upper courses of rivers.

Cliffs may mark the line of outcrop of stratified

rocks, and in such cases are usually to be traced

to differpntial weathering of hard and soft strata.

In regions of disturbance, cliffs are formed by
faulting, which exposes a vertical rock-face or
scarp. Many of the notable elevations in the

Adirnndacks are characterized by faulted scarps.

See Suore; Canon; Failt; etc.

CLIFF-DWELLER. A name frequently used
to designate the su|)p(tsed extinct builders of the
numerous ancient cliff ruins scattered through-
out the cations and mesas of the arid Southwest,
along the upper waters of the Colorado and Rio
Grande—in Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New
Mexico. The ruins are either upon the summits
of the mesas or on shelves in the rock-walls of

the cafions. For a long time their origin was

a subject of much speculation ; but recent eth-

nologic investigation has proved that these ruins
are not the work of any extinct or distinct race,

but were built by the immediate ancestors of the
modern Pueblo Indians (q.v. ), some of whom,
in fact, notably the Hopi, still have their villages

upon the summits of almost inaccessible mesas
ior better protection against the wilder Navajo
and Apache, by whom tliey are surrounded. Cliff-

dwellings are divided into two types: (1) Habi-
tations built in niches or clefts in the caiion-

walls; and (2) domiciles excavated in softer

beds between hard ledges in the cliffs, sometimes
called 'cavate lodges.' See Archaeology, Ameri-
can. For illustration, see Casa Grande.

CLIF-'FORD, George, Earl of Cumberland
(1558-1(505). An English naval commander and
buccaneer, born in \\'estmoreland. He took the

degree of M.A. at Cambridge in 1576, and in 1588
commanded the Elizabeth Bonaventure, in the

actions against the Spanish Armada. Thence-
forward he was active chiefly in fitting out and
conducting piratical expeditions. Of these the

most important were one undertaken with seven

sail, in 1589, which captured several rich prizes,

and one with twenty sail, in 1598, which took
San Juan de Puerto Rico, but failed in an at-

tempt to intercept the Spanish treasure-galleons.

CLIFFORD, T-ucY Lane (Mrs. William King-
don). .\n English novelist. She was the daugh-
ter of John Lane of Barbados, in the British

West Indies, and in 1875 married William King-
don Clifford, the distinguished mathematician,
who died four years later. Mrs. Clifford is best

known by Love Letters of a Worldly Woman
(1891) and Aunt Anne (1892). Among her
other popular books are: Any How Stories ( 1882;
reissued with additions, 1899) ; Mrs. Keith's

Crime (1885); The Last Touches (1893); A
Wild Proxy (1894); A Flash of Summer
(1895); Mere Stories (1896); The Dominant
Note and Other Stories (1897); and Margaret
Vincent (1902).

CLIFFORD, PAtn.. The hero of Buhver's
novel of the same name, a highwayman who is

finally reformed through love.

CLIFFORD, Nathan (1803-81). An Ameri-
can jurist, born in Rxunney, N. H. He graduated
at the Hampton Literary Institution, was admit-

ted to the bar, and commenced practice in York
County, Maine, in 1827. He was a member of

the State Legislature from 1830 to 1834, was
Speaker of the House for the last two years, and
was Attorney-General from 1834 untiri838. He
served in Congress from 1839 to 1843. and in

1846 was Attorney-General in President Polk's

Cabinet. At the close of the Mexican War he
went as a special United States envoy to Mexico,
and negotiattvl a treaty by which California and
other territories became a part of the I'nited

States. In 1858 he l)ecame, by President Buchan-
an's appointment, an ass(x;iate justice of the

United States Supreme Court, and in 1877 wa.<j

president of the Electoral Conmiission (q.v.)

that decided the Hayes-Tilden Presidential con-

troversy. He publi.shed United States Circuit

Court Reports (1869).

CLIFFORD, William Kingdon (1845-1879).
An Knglish mathematician and physicist, born at
Exeter, lie was educated at a school in his na
five town, at King's College. London, and at
Trinity College, Cambridge, where he was second
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wranj^ler in the niutlu'iiiuUcal tripos of 18(57. In
August, 1871, III' WHS «'li«ftf(i to tlit> rliair of
niatluMuutics and niifliunics at University Col-

Itge, London, which post he rctainod until his

untimely death at Madeira, March 3, 1879. Clif-

ford first established his reputation as an origi-

nal thinker w ith the faculty of expressing scien-

tific thought in plain and simple language by a
lecture at the Royal Institution, On Home of the
Conditions of Mental Development. He was a
valued nieml)er of the Ltmdon Mathematical So-
ciety, contributing to the I'roeeedinga ; for a
time he acted as secretary, and afterwards vice-

president of the mathematical and physical sec-

tion of the British Association; he also lectured
to the Sunday lecture Society on such subjects
as Ether; Atoms; and The Smi's Place in the
Uniierae, and took an active interest in popular-
izing science. The versatility of his mind in

philosophical and scientific discussion was fur-

ther shown by his varied contributions to period-
ical literature. Besides these articles, and many
papers on mathematics, he issued the first part
of a larger te.xt-book. Elements of Dynamics
(1878). See Cliflford's Lectures and Essays, ed-

ited by Leslie Stephen and F. Pollock (London,
1879), which contains a biographical sketch by
the latter editor.

CLIFFORD'S INN. An inn of Chancery, at-

tached to the Inner Temple, in Tx)ndon, built in

1345, and named after Robert de Cliirord, who
lived in Edward II. 's reign. Like the other Inns
of Chancery it is now used for office and busi-

ness ymrposes.

CLIFF-SWALLOW, or Eaves-Swallow. A
swallow (I'etrochelidon lunifrons) familiar
throughout North America as one of those that
make their nests about barns and outhouses.
(See B.\RN-SwALLOW. ) It is distinguished from
other semi-domestic swallows by its short, square
tail, reddish rump, grayish breast and collar, and
white foreljead; and by the fact that it places
its flask-shaped nests of mud always on the out-

side of the building, unlike the fork-tailed true
barn-swallows, which go inside the building tb

nest. This swallow originally nested in colonies
wherever a rocky cliff afforded a chance to fasten
their nests in close companies upon its face. (See
l^late of Familiar Swallows.) These nests
were globular, with a spout-like neck, forming
the entrance, and were formed of pellets of mud,
and lined with grass and feathers. As soon as
human settlements began near their resorts,

these swallows abandoned the cliffs for the more
secure, better-sheltered place under the eaves of
such buildings as they were permitted to occupy;
and as the spread of civilization has finally cov-

ered most of the range of the species, only a fe^v

places in the remote West remain where these
birds may be seen nesting after their primitive
habit. In the eastern part of the country inter-

esting modifications of habit have followed their
long-continued association with man—among
others, a disposition to make a much simpler style

of nest, leaving off the domed roof and flask-like

entrance, and forming little more than a cup in

its place, since the overhanging eaves keep off the
rain and conceal the sitting bird. This genus
is almost cosmopolitan, has similar habits nearly
everywhere, and in all countries attaches itself

to and is welcomed by civilizaztion. Consult
Ingersoll, Wild Life of Orchard and Field ( New
York, 1902).

CLIFF-PLANTS. A group of droughl-planl^.
xerophytes ((|.v. ), foun<l diielly on river, lake, or
hca eiills. See RocK- Plants.

CLIFTON. A Ixmutiful and favorite water-
ing-place in the southwest of (iloucestershire,

England, forming the western suburb and part
of the Parliamentary borough of Bristol (^lap:
England, D 5). It has a tepid spring of 73° F.,

which contains carbonic acid and salts of mag-
nesia, and was brought into notice about 1695.
The deep valley of the Avon is here spanned by
a graceful suspension bridge. Population, in

1891, 44,700; in 1901, 44,400. See Bristol.

CLIFTON, or Su.si'KNsiox Bridge. Former
name of the town of Niagara Falls (q.v. ), On-
tario, Canada.

CLIFTON SPRINGS. A village in Ontario
County. X. V., 39 miles southeast of Rochester ; on
the l^ehigh Valley and the New York Central and
Hudson River railroads (ilap: New York, C 3).
It is situated amid beautiful scenery, and is

famous for its sulphur springs and the well-

equipped Clifton Springs Sanitarium. The vil-

lage has two public parks and libraries. Set-

tled about 18.50, Clifton Springs was incorporated
as a village in 1859. It owns and operates its

water-works. Population, in 1890, 1297 ; in

1900, 1617.

CLIM, kllm, or CLYM OF THE CLOUGH,
kliif (Clim of the valley, Icel. klofi, ravine, from
kiufa, to split, AS. clcofan, to cleave). An Eng-
lish archer, said to have lived one generation pre-

vious to Robin Hood. He is known through the
old ballad Adam Bell, Clym of the Cloughe, and
Wyllyam of Cloudeslee. The story runs that
these three men were outlawed for stealing veni-

son, and passed through many adventures and
hard fights with the sheriffs, justices, and mayor
of 'Merrie Carlile.' They went to the King for

pardon ; but he would have hanged them if the
Queen had not interceded for them. The ballad
is far older than the oldest copy extant, which is

the standard version, printed by Copeland about
1550. A fragment of an older one exists, recov-

ered by Mr. Payne Collier. It is curious to no-

tice that in this ballad William of Cloudeslee
shoots an apple from his son's head at si.x score

paces, in the presence of the King and Queen,
after the manner of William Tell, of the Conti-
nental legend.

CLIMACTERIC YEAR (Lat. climacteri-

cus, Gk. K\LfjMKrriptK6s, klimaktSrikos, climacteric,

from KXifidKTTjp, klimoktcr, round of a ladder,

dangerous point in life, from icXZ/iaf, klimax,
ladder, staircase). The year in the life of a
woman during which she undergoes what is com-
monly called the 'change of life,' and which gener-
ally falls between her forty-fifth and fiftieth years.

The term 'climacteric years' was once applied
also to certain years in man's life, which were
long believed by the disciples of astrology to have
a peculiar significance, and to be the critical

points of his health and fortime. Crises of this

kind were, namely, supposed to be reached in the
twenty-first, the thirty-fifth, the forty-ninth,

and the sixty-third years of man's life. The most
important of all was the sixty-third year, which
was called—by way of eminence

—

the climac-
teric year, or the 'grand climacteric' This year
was supposed to be fatal to most men, owing to

the fact that sixty-three is the product of the two
mystical numbers seven and nine.
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CLIMATE (OF. climat, from Lat. cUma, Gk.
kX/m, I: Hutu, region, slojje, from »cXivetv, klinein,

to ineline). A word used in meteorology- to indi-

cate the summation or general result of all the

solar and terrestrial inlluences that affect ani-

mal or vegetable life. It is possible, in fact, to

disregard the relation to life, and consider only

the meteorological phenomena as such, or the

phenomena that affect anj' phase of our activity.

Thus, one may ask. How does the climat* favor

navigation by sailing vessels, or the use of the

wind as a motive power? In one region the cli-

mate may favor the development of a certain

disease; in another, it may favor the develop-

ment of special varieties of plants or animals.
Tlie specific features that favor the growth of

either plants or animals, enabling them to make
a specific spot their home, are oftentimes so ob-

scure as to elude our observation and record;

therefore, climatology is, in many respects, still

an unsatisfactory study ; but it has made such
progress in the past fifty years as to have become
exceedingly important to many classes of indus-

tries, as well as to physicians, naturalists, and
agriculturists. Some varieties of plants are so

dependent upon the nature of the soil in which
they grow that Dr. Milton Whitney, of the

I'nited States Department of Agriculture, has
advocated defining climatology as that which
concerns the soil around the roots of the plant;
but this is too narrow a view of the subject.

According to the usage of classic Greek, cli-

mate concerned principally the temperature of a
place as regulated by the altitude of the sun at
inidday. As this varies with latitude, the an-

cients divided the known globe into zones two
degrees broad in latitude, each of which was
supposed to have its climate. At the present

time, by combining the accumulated work of

thousands of observers, we divide the globe into

irregular regions, each of which differs from
its neighbor in some important climatic con-

dition as to temperature, rainfall, pressure,

moisture, or the inclination of the sun and the

amount of cloudiness. In the extensive works of

the most eminent writers on climatology, espe-

cially those of Dr. Julius Hann, of Vienna, a
large number of meteorological items are enu-
merated as being essential to a complete study of

the climate of any place. These items include

not merely the mean temperature, rainfall, cloud-

iness, the barometric pressure and relative hu-

midity, but also the variations of these quanti-

ties, viz. their highest and lowest values each
day, or month, or year, and the liability to sud-

den rises or falls. For navigation and the use

of windmills, we need to know the average veloc-

ity of the wind, and perhaps especially the num-
ber of hours during which the wind exceeds a
specified limit. With reference to the growth
or importation of tender plants, the agricultur-

ist nee<ls to know the mean dates of the last frost

of spring and the first frost of the autumn, the

difference l)etween whi<'h is ordinarily called the

growing season. Since the establishment of the

fact that the germination of seed, the growth of

the plant, and the ripening of the harvest re-

quires a certain amount of heat or molecular
energy, efforts have been made to determine the

thermal constants for many plants, and for each
phase in growth. This 'thermal constant' is usu-

ally expressed as the sum total of the average

daily temperatures when such temperatures are

above 42° F. There is also a 'rainfall constant'
peculiar to each species of plant, the nature of
which has been investigated by Linsser, who has
shown that plants are able, by gradual evolution,

to change their own tliernial and aqueouis con-

stants, and eventually adapt themselves to a
change in climate. Linsser's laws serve as a
guide to those who would transplant a species

from one part of the world to another of different

climate.

In the study of climate with reference to navi-

gation, we have to consider the frequency of de-

structive storm-winds. Charts showing this fac-

tor have been published for all the oceans and
seas by the hydrographic offices of England,
France, Holland, Russia, and the United States.

In addition to this, for the special benefit of sail-

ing vessels, Galton has shown how to prepare
charts showing, for each .square degree, the prog-
ress that a vessel of a certain size and rig would
make if her sails were set so that she should go
in a certain direction. From the point of view
of insurance, both life insurance and fire insur-

ance, the destruction by wind, hail, and light-

ning have been studied ; these data, being plotted

on charts, show the climate of the country from
that point of view. Perhaps the most general
idea of the distribution of climate is given by
charts which show the frequency per month or
year with which storm-centres pass over a given
locality, and the direction in which they pass. A
map of such frequency for the eastern portion of

the United States was first published in the Sta-

tistical Atlas of Gen. Francis A. Walker in

1874, and the most extensive publication of this

kind was published in 1893 as Weather Bureau
Bulletin A, showing the frequency of storm-paths
for all parts of the Northern Hemisphere. The
wind, rain, and temperature are so distributed

around a storm-centre that, when its location is

known, the distribution of all the others can be
closely estimated. In general, in the Northern
Hemisphere, the regions that lie to the south of

the paths of the storm-centres have prevailing

warm, moist, southerly winds followed by occa-

sional sudden changes to cool, dry, westerly
winds. This change occurs with every passing
storm-centre, but the prevailing weather is clear

and pleasant. Stations lying on the north of the
paths of the storm-centres have prevailing east-

erly winds, with cloud and rain followed by cool

northwest winds : but the time occupied by the
trying easterly winds is proportionately larger.

It is difficult to descrilK" or exhibit the cli-

matic peculiarities of any region without the use
of charts. Elaborate publications of this kind,
for United States weather, have issued from the
Weather Bureau at Washington; the Climatic
Charts for the Years 1870-99 show the normal
jirecipitation for each quarter of the year, the
normal percentage of sunshine, the normal baro-

metric pressure, reduced to sea-level, the normal
temperature of the air at the surface of the
earth, the mean maximimi and mean minimtun
temperatures, the highest and lowest recorded
temperatures. In addition to these, charts of
first and last frost and of prevailing winds have
also been published. The ordinary popular text-

books on meteorology are very largely occupied
with climatologv. properly so called. Of the.se,

that by Prof. Frank Waldo (New York. ISOfi) is

probably the most complete for America ; the
treatises of Angot, TrotfJ* fl^mentairc de nxH^or-
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ologic (Paris, 1800) and llann's Handbuch der

Kliinatoloyie (Stuttgart, 1803) are the most
complete for Euro|M'an data. But in almost all

resjiects, the most eareful work of the kind ever

published is entitled AtUis of Metcorolof^y, vol. iii.

of IJarthohMnew's I'ht/.sirnl Atlas (London, 1800).

In this we have a general text on climatology ac-

companied by about four hundred maps illustrat-

ing the climate and the wciithcr of all parts of

the globe for each month and for the whole year,

and also an admirable bibliographical list of

more important modern publications on this sub-

ject. A table of about forty cohinins of numerical
data would s(H«in to be necessary in order to pre-

sent the complete idea of climate as imagined by
Hann, in his great text-book on Climatology;
but most of these are included in the plates and
diagrams collected in Bartholomew's Physical

Atlas.

Perhaps the most important feature control-

ling plant-life is the relative distribution of

tfuiperature and rain from month to month dur-

ing the year. Climatic types have been elabo-

rated by Harrington, Jlenry, and others, based

upon this distribution of rain. Thus, in one
region we have the prevailing summer rains; in

another, the prevailing winter rains; while in

still other places, the rains are divided into two
seasons with dry weafher between. Professor

Hinrichs introduced the idea of a climatic dis-

tinction based upon the law governing tlie num-
ber of light and heavy rains that had fallen

within a given space in a year's time. As the

largest falls occurred least frequently, and so

also the smallest falls, there is some intermediate
rainfall that is most likely to happen. By count-

ing up these different quantities, one obtains a
series of numl>ers that may be represented by
the equation of probabilities, and the constant
term in this equation becomes the so-called 'Hin-

richs Climatic Factor.'

The influence of climate on crops is a matter
of continued investigation in the various agri-

cultural experiment stations throughout the civ-

ilized globe, and the reader may refer to the

Experiment Station Record, published regularly

by the United States Department of Agriculture,

for the latest information on the subject. A
summary of this work has led some authorities

to the conclusion that cereal crops are raised

successfully only by means of careful special cul-

tivation, so that the resulting crop is not so

much an evidence of the influence of climate as

of the influence of human skill and husbandry in

modifying and assisting climate. In the interior

of continents, the clear, dry air facilitates great
ranges of temperature, both diurnal and annual

;

the soil is dry, evaporation rapid, and delicate

plants do not survive the rigors of cold and
drought. On the other hand, an oceanic or insu-

lar climate is more uniform as to temperature,
moisture, and cloudiness, and more favorable to

the development of animals and plants. Tlie in-

fluence of climate in disease is principally second-

ary in that climatic conditions affect the growth
of germs, fungi, and noxious animals, through
which man suffers.

There is no well-authenticated case of an ap-

preciable change of climate within the past two
thoxisand years. The researches of Eginitis on
the climate of Greece seem to establish this prin-

ciple beyond doubt. Neither is it possible that
anv change on the surface of the earth due to

man—such as deforestation, reforestation, agri-

culture, canals, railroads, or telegraph lines

—

can have had anything more than the slightest

local effect, if any, on climatic ])henomena that
depend ujjon the action of the whole atmosphere.
On the other hand, it is probable that appreciable
changes have taken place in the course of the
very long intervals known as geological periods
or irons. The plicnomena of the flora, the fauna,
the erosion, and the geological stratification, all

agree in showing that there have been times when
the Lake Region and the Saint I^awrence Valley,
the Middle States and New England, were cov-

ered with ice and glaciers; a similar condition
has prevailed over northwestern Europe. Such
changes may have been produced l)y changes in

the elevation of the land and distribution of the
ocean, by jKMiodic changes in latitude, by changes
in the composition of the earth's atmosphere, or
by changes in solar radiation. All of these are
plausible causes ; but at present there is no
agreement of authorities as to the real cause of

the changes in .so-called geological climate. To
these changes in the continents and the climates,

we may plausibly attribute the development of a
great variety of flora and fauna, the migratory
habits of birds, the traditions of the early his-

tory of the human race, and the extinct plants

and animals of paleontology. See Evolution.
One of the most evident causes of the differ-

ences of climate is the relation of the wind to the

land and ocean. When the prevailing wind is

from the ocean, the land experiences moist and
usually cloudy or rainy weather. This is due
essentially not so mucli to the temperature of

the water as to the mere fact that water of any
temperature will evaporate largely into the air,

and fill it with moisture. Thus, it is an error to

say that the climate of Great Britain and west-

ern Europe is affected by the (iulf Stream, or
that the climate of California and British Colum-
bia is controlled by the Japan Current ; in both
these cases it is the moist ocean wind that brings
cloud and rain, and the amount of this latter is

not influenced in the slightest degree by the Gulf
Stream or the Kuro Siwo. Another important
consideration in climatology is the relation of the

wind to the mountain ranges. Thus, on the wind-
ward side of a range, there is ascending air which
causes damp weather with cloud or rain; where-

as, on the leeward side of a mountain range there

is descending air, which is always dry and clear,

and frequently quite warm.
The relation of climate to physiography has

been essentially a relation of cause and effect.

The surface features of the land, as we now
know them, present to us hills and valleys which
we may easily recognize as the result of erosion

by wind and water, continued for many ages, and
assisted by frost and the varying hardness of

the different kinds of rock and soil. These
features, as we now see them, are usually all

that remain after a depth of many thousands of

feet of soil and rock has been broken down and
carried into the sea. Geology tells us what
strata and masses must, at one time, have ex-

isted; but physiography shows how all this

material has been carried away by the action of

the frost, wind, and rain, which constitute prom-
inent features of the climate.

Among the works that treat of meteorological

climate, the first place must be given to Bar-
tholomew, Atlas, vol. iii. Meteorology (Lbndon,
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1899). For the United States specifically, con-

sult the various publications of the Weather
Bureau, aud Waldo, Elementary Meteorology
(New York, 1890). For the world in general,

consult: Hann, Uandbuch der Klimatologie
(Stuttgart, 1897); Woeikof, Die Klimate der

Erde (Jena, 1887) ; and Hann, Lehrbuch der Me-
teorologic (Stuttgart, 1901).

CLIMATOLOQICAL ASSOCIATION,
Americax. a society for the study of clima-

tolog}', balneology, and the diseases of the respir-

atory and circulatory organs. It was organized

in New York City in 1884, and is composed of

physicians residing in the United States and
Canada. It consisted, in 1901. of 133 members.

CLIMATOLOGY, CLIMATOGBAPHY, See
Climate.

CLIMBING FERN, or Hartford Ferx
(Lygodium palmatum) . A species of fern found,

rarely, from Massachusetts to Kentucky and
southward, remarkable for climbing or twining
around weeds and shrubs. The leaves are broadly
palmate, and the fertile frondlets form a panicle

upon the upper portion of the stem. It is prized

for interior decoration of houses. For illustra-

tion, see Plate of Ferxs.

CLIMBING FISH. One of the small Orien-

tal fishes of tlie family Anabantidae, interesting

because of tlie modification of the upper portion

of their branchial apparatus into a series of leaf-

like structures, adapted for retaining small quan-
tities of water. This water is sufficient to keep
the gills moist for a considerable time, thus en-

abling the fish to subsist in mud or out of water.
For a special account of this apparatus, consult

Dobson, Proceedings of the Zoological Society of

London, 1874, p. 312. The numerous species live

in fresh water in southeastern Asia and its

neighboring islands, and in South Africa. The

BEAD or CLIMBING PERCH.

a, QUIb; b. Leaf-like apparatun twrviiij? as air-brcathinj^

lungs.

best-known and typical sjwcies is the climbing

jHTch {Annhns scnndens) , which is widely dis-

tributed in the Orient, and especially abundant
in the Ganges valley. It is al)out six inches in

length, somewhat resembles a perch, and has

large scales and a spiny dorsal fin. It has been

reported to climb palm-trees, but this neetls veri-

fication. It often, however, leaves pools which

are in danger of drying and travels over land in

search of water, iisually during the night or

early morning, while the dew is still on.

CLIMBING HEMPWEED. See Mikania.

CLIMBING PLANTS. See Lianas.

CLINCH. See Kxotting ; Spucing.

CLINCHANT, klax'shax', Jlstix (1820-81).
A French general, born at Thiaucourt (Meurthe).
He studied at the military college of Saint Cyr,
entered the infantrj- service in 1841, and fought
in the Crimea, in the Italian campaign of 1859,

and in Mexico. As commander of a brigade of

the Third Army Corps, he participated in the
battles before Metz. Having escajjed from im-
prisonment after the capitulation, he was ap-

pointed to the command of the Twentieth Army
Corps of the Army of the East, with the rank of

a general of division. He succeeded Bourbaki
(q.v. ) as commander of the Army of the East,

and, intercepted by tlie Germans under Von ilan-

teullel in an attempt at retreat, was compelled,

with his 84,000 troops, to withdraw into Switzer-

land, lie subsequently commanded the Fifth

Army Corps of the Army of Versailles against
the forces of the Conmiune, and in 1879 was
appointed Military Governor of Paris.

CLINCHES.. A 'prentice who ajjes the man-
about-town in Farquhar's comedies. The Constant
Lover and Sir ITarry Wildair.

CLINCHER-BUILT, or CLINKER-BUILT.
See Boat.

CLINCH RIVER. A tributary of the Ten-
nessee lli\er. rising in Kussell County. Virginia,

and (lowing in a southwestern direction through
Virginia and Tennessee (Map: Virginia, B 5),
joining the Tennessee River at Kingston. Its

length is estimated at over 200 miles.

CLINEDINST, Benjamix We.st (I860—).
An American illustrator, bom at \\'oodstock, Va.
He studied at the Virginia Military Institute

( Lexington ) . and became known as an artist for

periodicals and books. In oils and water-colors

he has executed several portraits and genre pic-

tures. He was awarded the Evans Prize of the
American Water-Color Society in 1900-

CLING'MAN, Thomas Laxier (1812-97).
An American politician and soldier, bom at
Huntsville, N. C. He graduated at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina in 1832, and was elected

to'the State Ix>gislature. From 1843 to 1858,

with the exception of one term, he was a Whig
memWr of Congress, where he became known as
a brilliant debater. In 1858 he was selected by
the Governor of his State to fill a vacancy exist-

ing in the United States Senate, whence, in 1861,

he withdrew to become a colonel in the Confeder-
ate Army. He was promoted to be brigadier-

general, ser\'ed throughout the war, and in 1868
was a delegate to the National Democratic Con-
vention. The existence in North Carolina of

diamonds, rubies, corundiun, platinum, and mica
was first nuide known by him. He published
Follies of the Positive Philosophers (1878) and
a volume of speeches (1878).

CLINGMAN'S DOME. One of the two high-

est peaks of the Smoky Mountains, situated in

Tennessee, just across the border from North
Carolina (Map: North Carolina, A 4). It is

0019 feet above the sea-level. It was named after

TluMnas L. Clingman.

CLINIC (Lat. clinictts, Gk. KXimxif, llinikos,

pertiiining to a bed. from #cXfr»;. klinf, from k\1-

vtiv, klinein, to incline). An institution or a de-

partment of a medical college, which is devoted
to the examination and Tree treatment of pa-

tients. Notwithstanding the derivation of the
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term, 'clinicar lectures have for many years been
delivered, not at the bedside, but in lecture-

rooniA, to vliich putients nrc able to come from
their hunios. The tonn 'clinic' is often applied
also to insUtutions whore free medical treatment
is furnished to patients who are able to walk in

and return to their homes, but where there are
no beds, as in u hospital. (See Dispensary.)
The term clinical medicine is applied to the
branch of medicine occupied with the investiga-
tion of diseases at the bedside.

CLINIC BAPTISM. In the ancient Church,
baptism administered to a person on a sick-bed
or death-bed. As such a baptism was irregular
and the usual rites could not be observed, the
question was discussed whether it was valid. In
tije third century Novatian declared that such
baptized persons should not be ordained, and in

314 the Synod of Neo-Ciesarea so ordered, and
this prohibition was. renewed by the sixth Synod
of Paris in 829. Saint Cyprian insisted strongly
on the validity of such baptism.

CLINK, The (Ger. Klinke, Dan. klink, Swed.
Jclinka, bolt, latch, fronj Ger. klingen, OHG.
chlingan, Dan. klinge, Swed. klinga, to clink, to
jingle). An old prison at Bankside, London,
in the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Winchester,
used for criminals of that part of the Manor of
Southwark which was known as 'The Liberty
of Clink,' and not embraced in the original
grant to the city of London (about 1327). The
later grant -was made expressly for the purpose
of securing jurisdiction over the malefactors
of the city of London who fled to Southwark.
The name has come to mean the 'guard-house,'
in the modern parlance of 'Tommy Atkins.'

CLINKER, Humphrey. The hero of Smol-
lett's novel of the same name. He is brought up
in a workhouse, and then enters the service of
Mr. Bramble, his natural father.

CLINKER-BUILT. See Boat.

CLINKERS (from clink, Ger. klingen, to
jingle). The scales or globules of black oxide of
iron, obtained from red-hot iron under the blows
oi a hammer. The same term is applied to the
slag of iroii-funiaccs, to the calcined products of

cement kilns, and. generally, to the slag-like

refuse of furnaces of all kinds. The cinder-like
masses which form the crust of some lava-
streams arc called clinkers by geologists.

CLINKSTONE. See Phonolite.

CLINOM'ETER (from Gk. k\Ii>€iv, klinein,
to incline -j- fiirpov, metron, measure; cf. Fr.
clinometre). An instrument used by geologists

for ascertaining the dip or inclination from the
horizontal of bedded rocks or veins. It consists
of a graduated arc, with a pendulum or plumb-
line hung at the centre. When the instrument is

placed on a horizontal surface, the pendulum
points to 0°, while on an inclined surface the
pendulum assumes a position corresponding to
the angle of inclination. The clinometer is some-
times attached to a compass, which latter is

required for determining the direction of out-
crop or strike of rocks.

CLI'NOSTAT (from Gk. k\Iv€iv, klinein, to
incline -|- ararbi, statos, placed, from la-rdvcu,

histanai, to stand). An apparatus for rotating
plants, periodically or constantly, in any desired
plane, for the purpose of eliminating or equaliz-
ing the eflFect of any directive stimulus, such as

light or gravity. (See Irritabiuty.) It consists
essentially of a strong clockwork, driven by a
spring or weight, with vanes or other device for
controlling tl»e sj)eed of the mechanism, which
may usually Im adjusted to make one rotation in
10 to 30 minutes. Suitable tables and clamps
for holding the vessel containing the plants are
provided. The intermitt^'nt dinostat is so ar-
ranged that at given intervals the mechanism is

released, and permitted to impart a quarter or a
half rotation to the plant.

CLINT, Alfred (1807-83), An English artist.

He was born in London, and was the son of the
well-known painter and engraver, George Clint.
His work consists of portraits, and particularly
studies of the scenery in Guernsey and Jersey,
which have furnished the subjects for many
charming landscapes. In 1869 he was made presi-

dent of the Society of British Artists.

CLIN'TON. A town in Huron County, On-
tario, Canada, 13 miles from Goderich, on a
branch of the Grand Trunk Railroad (Map:
Ontario, B 4). In and near the town are valu-
able salt-wells and a deposit of rock salt 20 feet

thick. Clinton is the headquarters of the Can-
ada Salt Association, has several factories, and
a large trade in grain and produce. The town
contains a collegiate institute and a model school,

and is electricully lighted. The United States
has a consular agent here. Population, in 1891,
263/5; in 1901, 2547.

CLINTON. A city and the county-seat of
Dewitt Count}', 111., 22 miles south of Blooming-
ton, on the Illinois Central Railroad (Map: Illi-

nois, D 3). It is the centre of a fertile agricul-
tural region. Clinton is governed, under a Stsite

law, by a mayor, elected for two years, and a city

council. The city owns and operates its water-
works. Population, in 1890, 2598; in 1900, 4452.

CLINTON. A city and the county-seat of
Clinton County, Iowa, 138 miles west of Chicago,
111.; on the Mississippi River, and on the Chi-
cago and Northwestern ; the Chicago, Milwaukee
and Saint Paul ; the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy, and other railroads (Map: Iowa, G 3).
The Mississippi is crossed at Clinton by three
bridges, one of which is three-fourths of a mile
long. The city contains two academies, business
colleges, and Wartburg College (Lutheran),
founded in 1800. Its manufactures are extensive,
including lumber in various products, machinery,
boilers, carriages, flour, mattresses, spring beds,

brooms, etc. Lumlwr and grain are largely ex-

ported. The city of Lyons, which in 1390 had
5799 inhabitants, was annexed to Clinton in

1895. Population, in 1890, 13,619; in 1900,
22,698.

CLINTON. A towTi in Worcester County,
Mass., 12 miles northeast of Worcester: on the
Xashua River, and on the Boston and Maine and
New York, New Haven and Hartford railroads
(]Map: Massachusetts. D 3). It has manufac-
tures of ginghams and plaids, machinerA'. wire-
work, worsteds, Brussels and Wilton carpets, etc.

Ihe town owns and operates its water-works, and
has a public library of 25,000 volumes, and a
park. Clinton was a part of Lancaster until

1850, when it was incorporated as a separate
town. Its government is administered by town-
meetings, which are convened quite frequently.

The board of selectmen, w^ho are elected for three
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years, appoint the chief of police, engineers, etc.

Popuhition, in 1890, 10,424; in 1900, 13,067.

CLINTON. A town in Hinds County, Miss.,

nine miles west-northwest of Jackson; on the
Alabama and Vicksburg Railroad. It is the seat

of Mississippi College (Baptist), organized in

1852; of Hillman College, established in 1853;
and Mount Herman Seminary for colored stu-

dents. Population, in 1900, 354.

CLINTON. A city and the county-seat of
Henry County, ^lo., 90 miles southeast of Kan-
sas City; on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas,
the Saint Louis and San Francisco, and the
Kansas City, Clinton and Springfield railroads
(Map: Missouri, C 3). It has potteries, flour-

mills, and iron-rolling mills, and exports hogs,

cattle, coal., and agricultural products. There
is an artesian well, which has a considerable
llow of white sulphur. Baird College is situ-

ated there. Settled in 183.5, Clinton was in-

corporated as a village in 1840. and at present
is governed under a general law, revised in 1899,
which provides for a mayor, who holds office for
two vears. and a citv council. Population, in
1890' 4737; in 1900, 5061.

CLINTON. A village in Oneida County,
X. v., nine miles west-southwest of Utica ; on
Oriskany Creek and on the New York. Ontario
and Western Railroad (^lap: New York, E 2).
It is the seat of Hamilton College (q.v.), Hough-
ton Seminary, and the Clinton Preparatory
School. There are mineral-springs here. Iron-

mining and smelting are the leading industries.

Population, in 1890, 1269; in 1900, 1340.

CLINTON, De Witt (1769-1828). An Ameri-
can statesman. He was born at Little Britain,

Orange County, X. Y., March 2, 1769, the son of

James Clinton, and was educated at Columbia
College, graduating with high honors in 1786.

Choosing the law for his vocation, he studied
under Samuel Jones, and was admitted to the bar
in 1788. He entered immediately into political

life, opposing the adoption of the Federal Con-
stitution, and becoming an ardent supporter of

his uncle, George Clinton (q.v.). who was then
(Governor of the State, and a leader of the Anti-
Fefleralist Party. In 1797 he was elected to the
State Assembly as a representative of New York
City, where he made his residence, and the next
year was chosen State Senator for four years.

He also became a member of the Council of Ap-
pointment. Up to this time the Governor had ex-

ercised the exclusive right to make nominations;
but Clinton vigorously attacked the system, suc-

ceeded in 1801 in procuring an amendment to

the Constitution giving the members of the Coun-
cil of Appointment equal rights of nomination
with the Governor, and by this means introduced
the 'spoils system' into Xew York politics. Dur-
ing this period he found time to devote himself
to scientific and social questions—especially the
use of steam in navigati<»n, and the abolition of

slavery and its kindred barbarism, imprison-
n:ent for debt. In 1802, when but thirty-three

years of age, he became a member of the United
States Senate, but soon resigned to accept the
office of Mayor of Xew York—an appointment
made by his uncle, the Governor, and the Cfuinoil

of Appointment: and this position he held, with
two short intermissions, until 1815. While
Mayor, he was also at various times State Sena-
tor,' a member of the Council of Appointment, a

commissioner on the Erie Canal route, and from
1811 to 1813 Lieutenant-Governor of the State.
After the retirement of his uncle from active par-
ticipation in State politics in 1804, he speedily
became the leader of the Republican Party in
Xew York, and in 1812 was chosen as its candi-
date for President. Madison was nominated by
the Republican Congressional Caucus; but the
X'^ew York section of the party, tired of Virgin-
ian control, insistetl on running Clinton, and
made a coalition with the Federalist* for that
purpose. Clinton, however, received only 89 elec-

toral votes to 128 for Madison. The canvass had
been hardly creditable to Clinton, and he was
not henceforth an important figure in national
politics; but as a great benefactor of his State
in his later years, he won fame and success. He
took a leading part in establishing the free-
school system of X'ew York City, and in the
establishment and promotion of various institu-
tions of science; in the improvement and modi-
fication of criminal laws; in the extension of
agriculture and manufactures; in the relief of
the poor, and the improvement of morals. But
his greatest service was his promotion of the
Erie Canal project. As citizen and commis-
sioner, his zeal, energy, and optimism in plan-
ning and urging on the completion of this great
water^vay inseparably connected his name with
the enterprise, both in the minds of its friends and
in the minds of those who sneered at 'Clinton's
Folly.' The canal became a political question,
and on this issue Clinton was elected Gov-
ernor in 1817. One of his first duties as Gov-
ernor was to break ground for the canal at Rome.
He was reelected in 1820, but declined a hopeless
nomination in 1822. His political opponents, led
by Martin Van Buren and the 'Albany Regency'
(q.v.), sought to end his political career, and in
1824 removed him from the office of canal com-
missioner. This partisan act provoked a storm
of public indignation, which elected Clinton Gov-
ernor in that year—an office which he held until
his death. The next year he opened the Erie
Canal. He died suddenly. February 11, 1828, at
Albany. Among his works are: Discourse Be-
f(,re the Neic York Historical Society: Memoir
on the Antitjuities of Western Sew York: Let-
ters on the yatural History and Internal Re-
sources of Xew York : Speeches to the Legis-
lature, and many historical and scientific

addresses. Consult: Lives, Hosack (Xew Y'ork.

1829) and by Renwick (X^ew York, 1840) ; also
Campbell. Life and 'Writings of De Witt Clinton
rXew York, 1849).

CLINTON, George (1739-1812). An Ameri-
can statesman, bom in Little Britain. X. Y. In
the French and Indian War he ser\-ed as a lieu-

tenant in the expedition against Fort Frontenac,
and after the war entered law and politics. He
was chosen to the Colonial .Assembly and to the
Continental Congress, was made brigadier-general
in the Revolutionary .Army, and in 1777 was
elected first Governor of Xew York. He was
rei'lected and occupied the executive chair for
eighteen years, and in 1801 was chosen for one
more term. ?>om 1805 until his death he was
Vice-President of the I'nited States. While Gov-
ernor, his discretion in civil aflTairs and his mili-
tary services were of great value to the State.
He opposed the ratification of the Federal Consti-
tution in the belief that it .granted too great
powers to the national officers, and while presid-
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ing officer of the Senate, during his term as
Vice-President, defeated by his deciding vote the
rechartering of the United States Hank (1811).

CLINTON, SirllENKY (c.1738-95). A British
general in the American Revolution. He was the
son of .-Vdniiral CJeorge Clinton (Governor of
Newfoundland from 17 '.i2 to 1741, and of New
York from 1741 to 1751), and the grandson of
Francis, sixth Earl of Lincoln. He was a niem-
l»er of Parliament for Boroughbridge and Newark
from 1772 to 1784, during which time he was
also in the army in America. He served as
major-general at the battle of Bunker Hill,

and took possession of New York after the de-
feat of Washington's forces in the battle of
Long Island (.August 27, 1770). For his part in
that battle he was promoted lieutenant-general
and knighted. In 1778 he succeeded Sir VVilliam
Howe as commander-in-chief, and, on his march
from Philadelphia to New York, fought with
Washington the unsuccessful battle of Monmouth
(q.v.). In December, 1779, he led an expedition
to South Carolina, and on May 12, 1780, cap-
tured Charleston, with (ieneral Lincoln's army of
6000 men. Replaced in command by Sir Guy
Carleton in 1782, Clinton returned to England.
Soon afterwards he published his Narrative of
the Campaign of 1781 in Xorth America (1783),
in answer to an account which Cornwallis had
published of that campaign. He was again in
Parliament (1790), and from 1793 until his
death was Governor of Gibraltar.

CLINTON, Henry Fynes (1781-1852). An
English classical scholar, born at Gamston, in
Nottinghamshire. He graduated at Oxford in

1805, and was a member of Parliament from 1806
to 1826. His two great works are the Fasti
Hcllenici (1824-34), and Fasti Romani (1845-

50), the civil and literary chronologies of Greece,
Rome, and Constantinople, which set classical

chronologj' upon a solid and scientific basis. Con-
sult The Literary Remains of Henry Fynes Clin-
ton, by his brother (London, 1854).

CLINTON, Jame.s (1736-1812). An Ameri-
can soldier, born in Ulster County, N. Y. He
was a brother of George Clinton (1739-1812),
and the father of De Witt Clinton. He early
entered the English Army; sers-ed as a captain
ir the French and Indian War, and distinguished
himself at the capture of Fort Frontenac. On
the outbreak of the Revolution, he took the side
of the Colonies and "was made a colonel. He
accompanied Montgomery to Quebec as brigadier-
general, and in 1777 was in command of P'ort

Clinton when it was captured by the British,

after a brilliant defense, in which he received a
bayonet wound. He was engaged against the
Indians in General Sullivan's Iroquois expedi-
tion (1779). and was present at the siege of
YorktowTi. He was delegate to the New York
Convention which ratified the Federal Consti-
tution, and was afterwards a commissioner to ad-
just the boundary line between Pennsylvania and
New York.

CLINTON STAGE. A name given to a sub-
division of the Silurian system. The Clinton
stage takes its name from the type locality at
Clinton. N. Y. ; but the strata are widely dis-

tributed in the eastern part of the United States,
occurring along the Appalachians from New
York to Alabama, and also in Ohio, Indiana,
and Wisconsin. The prevailing rocks are sand-

stones, limestones, and shales, which attain a
maximum thickness in the aggregate of about
1000 feet. A noteworthy feature of the Clinton
stage is a jwrsistent l)ed of oolitic iron ore that
is the basis of an active mining industry in
New York and Alabama. See Silurian System

;

Hematite.

CLINTON STATE PRISON. A prison
located in Danncinora, Clinton County, N. Y.
It was begun in 1844, and comprises a number of
buildings inclosed in a stockade which surrounds
thirty-seven acres of land. This location was
chosen for the purpose of employing convicts in
the mining and manufacture of iron, there being
abundance of that ore on the tract belonging to
the prison or to the State. It is also in a
densely wooded region, and the timber furnishes
tile cliarcoal used in the furnaces.

CLI'O ( Lat., from Gk. KXetti, Kleid, from »cXe/>,

klein, to celebrate, from kX^os, kleos, glory). In
Grecian mythol<)gj% one of the Nine Muses (q.v.).

When the individual muses were assigned
specific functions, Clio was at first called muse
of epic poetrj'. but later, and more commonly,
muse of history. In ancient art her common
attribute is a partly 0}>ened roll.

CLIO. A prominent genus of pteropod mol-
lusks. See Pteropoda.

CLIO. A pen-name of Addison, suggested
by the letters 'C,' 'L,' 'I,' 'O,' with which, re

spectively, he signed his ar-

ticles in the Spectator, accord- |t^\^

ing as he. wrote at Chelsea,
London, Islington, or 'The Of-
fice.'

CLIP HOOKS. Two hooks,
with points lying in opposite
directions, made in such a man-
ner that they overlap and fit

closely so as to form a single
eye when the necks are lashed
together; the eyes of the sepa-
rate hooks are in the same
thimble or on the same pivot,
and also fit closely to each
other when the necks are
brought together.

CLIPPER
(
probably con-

nected with Dutch klepper, fast
horse, from kleppen, to run
swiftly, and thus with Eng.
clap). A .sailing vessel built
with verv sharp lines, more or
less raking masts, and great spread of canvas, Avith

a view to speed ; a development of a model for the
mercantile marine, first built in this country at
Baltimore, and called the Baltimore Clipper. The
clippers. l)ecoming famous for quick nins. and oc-

casionally making better time than the steamers,
were especially employed in the South .American
trade, in the China trade (for tea and opium),
and in the early California trade, via Cape Horn.
For many years the 'fruit clippers' were cele-
brated for their rapid passages; and the 'opium
clippers' and 'slavers' attained an unenviable no-
toriety for speed. A 'clipper ship,' as compared
with the ordinary sailing ship, is longer, and gen-
erally of less beam in proportion to her length

;

very sharp at the bows, which are hollowed moro
or less below the water-line; gracefully fined

away toward the stem, which is almost always

CLIP OR 8I8TEB
HOOK.
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elliptical ; and, in fact, the comparison of the
race-horse to the beast of burden holds good in

<?omparing the clipi)er to the ordinary sailing

snip. The first American clipper was the Rain-
bow, a vessel of 750 tons, built in 1843 for the
China trade. The largest of these craft was the
Great Republic, 325 feet in length, 53 feet beam,
and 37 feet depth of hold, of 4000 tons capacity.
The Al)erdeen builders and Mr. Scott Russell,

in England, built some of the most magnificent
clipper sliips that have sailed the ocean. Among
the fastest passages are those made by the Fly-
ing Cloud in 1851, Xew York to San Francisco
in 89 days and 18 hours, making 374 miles in one
day. This record, however, was reduced by the
Comet, which made the same trip in 83 days; in

1854, by the Lightning, Boston to Liverpool, 2827
miles, in 13 days, and Melbourne to Liverpool,

12,190 miles, in 64 days; in 1865, by the Xightin-
gale from Mell)oume to X^w York, 12,720 miles,

in 73 days; the Thornton, Sandy Hook to Liver-

pool, 3000 miles, in 13 days, 9 hours; this record
was equaled by the Dreaduaught in 1859; 18G9,

the Golden Gate, an iron clipper ship, from Liver-

pool to San Francisco, 13,800 miles in 100 days.

The clipper, which was at its prime during the
period from 1840 to 1855, at the advent of the
steamship imderwent numerous transformations
as the ends of commerce demanded a greater
cargo-carrA'ing capacity at the expense of speed,

and as a type gradually passed away; changes
were made in the lines and rig, and smaller crews
were carried, with the object of increasing ton-

nage capacity and competing with steamships by
lower freight-rates. The effect of the model,
however, was shown in many subsequent ships

and yachts.

CLIPPER-BOW. The overhanging bow, with
short bowsprit (chiefly ornamental), which is

found in some woo<len steamers. The bow of

most steamers has a vertical stem. The clipper-

bow differs from the old sailing-ship bow in ris-

ing in a smooth cur\-e from the cutwater to the

scroll-head, while the latter had a reverse curve
as it approached the bowsprit.

CLISTHENES, klis'th^nez (Lat., from Gk.
K\eixrd^vr)i, Kleisthenes) . An Athenian states-

man. He was a member of the celebrated family
of the Alcmsponidse, and grandson of the Sicyo-

nian Clisthenes. He took a prominent part in the

expulsion of Hippias in B.C. 510. He made im-
portant changes in the Athenian Constitution,

which he rendered more democratic. The basis

of his reform was a redistribution of the people;

instead of four tribes, or phylie, which had pre-

viously existed, he made the number ten, and dis-

tributed among these the demes into which the
Attic territory was divided. He also instituted

ostracism, and was the first to suffer therefrom.
When Isagoras. the head of the oligarchical

|»arty at Athens, calle<l in Cleomenes. King of

Sparta. Clisthenes, with 700 heads of families,

was forced to retire from the city, but was after-

wards recalled.

CLITANDRE. klA'tax'dr', A favorite name
with ^Ioli^re, who calls four different characters
b}' it: (1) The sensible lover of Henriette in

Les femmes sai^antea. (2) The lover of An-
gflique in Georges Dandin. (3) A titled lover
of C^lim^ne in Le misanthrope. (4) The lover
of Lucinde in L'amour mMecin, who pretends to
be a physician in order to cure her.

CLITH'EROE (Welsh, Cled-dwyr, cliff near
the waters). A town of Lancashire, England, on

the Ribble, and at the foot of the Pendle Hills,

about 28 miles north of Manchester (Map: Eng-
land, D 3). Its notable buildings include the

Church of Saint Michael's, the ancient grammar-
school founded by Queen Alarj' in 1554, and the

ruins of an old castle built by one of the De
Lacy family in the twelfth century. The town
maintains a free public librarj', and expends a
considerable sum on technical education. Its in-

dustries consist of cotton and paper mills, and in

the neighborhood are extensive limestone-quar-

ries. Near Clitheroe is the Jesuit College of

Stonyhurst. Population, in 1891, 10,800; in 1901,

11,400. Clitheroe and Pontefract were the two
seats of the De I^cy family in Xorman times.

CLITOM'ACHTJS (Gk. K?^cT6fiaxos, Kleito-

machos, or possibl}^ KMurrdfiaxot, Kleistomachoa)
(C.190-C.110 B.C.). A Greek philosopher of the

new Academy, the most important among the

pupils of Cameades, whose spoken philosophy
he put in writing, and whom he succeeded as

leader of the school. He was a Carthaginian
by birth ; was called Hasdrubal in his own
tongue; came to Athens about 147, and became
head of the Xew Academy in 129. Of his many
works none remain save in translations given
by Cicero, who praises Clitomachus highly.

He was well known at Rome, if we are to believe

Cicero's statement that Crassus heard him lec-

ture at Athens in 111, and that he dedicated one
of his books to the poet Lucilius and one to Lu-
cius Censorinus, consul in 149 B.C.

CLITUS (Lat., from Gk. KXelroi, Kleitos)

( ?- B.C. 328 ) . The foster-brother ,of Alexander
the Great. He was the dearest friend of the King,
whose life he saved at the battle of the Granicus.
He held high positions in the Macedonian ar-

mies, and in 328 was made satrap of Bactria.

At a banquet given by Alexander in honor of the

Dioscuri, the King, goaded to madness by the

censures of Clitus, who reproached Alexander
with slothfulness, seized a spear, and in his

drunken rage slew him. Alexander bitterly re-

jiented his death, and showed his grief in the

most extravagant manner.

CLITUS. In Shakespeare's Julius Ccesar, the
servant of Brutus, who appears only in Act v.

Scene 5, and who refuses to hold the sword for

his master to fall upon.

CLIVE, Catherine (1711-85). A noted Eng-
lish actress, familiarly called 'Kitty Clive.' She
was a daughter of William Raftor, an Irish gen-

tleman of reduced circumstances, living in Ix)n-

don. There is a doubtful storj' about her having
been overheard singing whil» scrubbing a door-

step where there were some members of the Beef-

steak Club, and so securing a chance to begin her
career. At any rate, during CoUey Gibber's

management of Drurj' I^ne, she made her ap-

pearance there as a page, with a song, in Lee's

tragedy of Mithridates, probably in 1728. She
made a great hit, which she repeated in 1729 as
I'hillida in Cibber's Lore in a Riddle. About
1732 she was married to George Clive. .second

cousin of the famous Lord Clive. In 1742 she
sang the part of Delilah in Handel's ffamson,

then first prodticed. She left Drury Lane in

1743, during Fleetwood's management, but re-

sumed her connection with that theatre when
Garrick took its direction, three years later. Her
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last appcnrnncc waa in ITUi), as Violante in the
comedy of Tin- Wonder, CJairick liiiiis(>lf, out of
couiplinu'nt to her, taking the part of Don Felix.

Mrs. dive's talents were seen to best advantage
in comic parts, to which; however, she was not
always satisfied to restrict herself. Her vigorous
wit and sound sense made her the welcome com-
panion of some of the notable people of her time.
In her later life she was an intimate friend of
Horace W'alpole, who gave her a house at Straw-
Wrry Hill. She died IX'cember (5, 1785, and was
buried at Twickenham. Consult: Fitzgerald, Li/e

of .Urs. Catherine Clive (London, 1888) ; Austin
Dobson, in Matthews and Hutton, Actors and
Actrtnacs of Creat Uritnin and the United States,
vol. i. (New York, 1880) ; Doran, Annals of the
English Utage (London, 1888).

^ CLIVE, Robert, Baron Clive of Plassey (1725-
74). An Knglish general, whose achievements
laid the foundations of the British Indian Em-
pire. His father, a lawyer and small land-owner,
came of an ancient Shropshire family, whose
manor-seat, Styche, near ;^Iarket Drayton, dates
from the reign of Henry II. There* Clive was
born September 29, 1725, the eldest of thirteen
children. He spent several years with an uncle
at Hope Hall, near Manchester, and at various
schools showed more aptitude for pugilism, pluck,
and mischievousness than for study, although
one of his masters predicted his future celebrity.
At eighteen years of age he shipped to Madras as
a writer to the East India Company. The ship,
driven out of its course to Brazil, was detained
there for nine months, which Clive utilized by
learning Portuguese, a language of service to
him during his Indian administration. After his
arrival in Madras the climate and monotonous
drudgerj" of his duties made him unsuccessfully
attempt suicide. But with the outbreak of the
great struggle between the French and English
in India his opportunity came. He applied for
and obtained an ensign's commission, and dis-

tinguished himself in Boscawen's imsuccessful
siege of Pondicherry in 1748. His dauntless
courage, previously exhibited in a duel which
forms the idealized subject of Browning's poem
"Clive," now had scope for development. Eng-
lish influence was almost extinct in India,
through the prestige of the French and their
allies. In 1751, with 500 mixed English and
Sepoy troops, Clive marched from Madras and
captured Arcot, a city of 100,000 inhabitants, gar-
risoned by 1500 of Chunda Sahib's best troops.
The daring displayed in the capture of Arcot was
equaled by the intrepidity and fortitude exhibit-
ed in its successful defense by Clive and his little

band, reduced to 200 men, against a besieging
army of 7000 natives and French, and impressed
the natives with the strength and prowess of
Britain. Tlie succeeding campaign, in which
successes and personal escapes were of a most dra-
matic character, included the victories of Ami
and Kaveripak, and the capture of Kovilam
and Chingalpat. Henceforward Clive's name was
a local tower of strength ; the natives sur-
named him 'Sabat Jung,' or 'the During in
War'; and Pitt described him as "the youth of
twenty-seven years" who had done the deeds of
a "heaven-born general." In 1753, with his
bride, Margaret Maskel.vne, sister of the astrono-
mer, he visited England, and received a diamond-
hilted sword and the Avarm thanks of the India
Company. Possessed of a moderate fortune, ob-

tained from prize-money, he expended part in
redeeming the paternal estate, and relieving his
father from |)ecuniary embarrassment. The rest
soon disappeared in an unsuccessful Parliamen-
tary contest and the maintenance of a costly
estal)lishment. He returned to India in 1755. and
in 1750 was called to avenge the Black Hole
atrocity jM-rpel rated by Siraj-ud-Daula. Nawab
of Bengal. Clive advanced against the Nawab,
and in January, 1757, the English were again in
possession of Calcutta. A peace was arranged

;

but Clive, bent upon a l)rilliant exhibition of his
powers, and eager for the riciies of li<'ngal, soon
returned to the struggle. To insure his success,
he entered into a plot for the elevation to the
throne of Bengal of Siraj-ud-Daula's general,
Mir Jaflir, who was to desert his chief, and who
promised to shower wealth on Clive and the East
India Company for his services. On June 23,
1757. Siraj-ud-Daula was overthrown in the
battle of Plassey. This victory decided the as-
cendency of England over France in India, and
was followed by the rapid building up of a Brit-
ish Indian empire. Mir Jiillir was placed upon
the throne of Bengal, and kept his promises.
From shares in these and other spoils, and from
presents and territorial grants from native
princes, Clive amassed vast wealth, which yielded
an annual income of £40,000. After managing
the affairs of the East India Company at Cal-
cutta for some years, and winning fresh victories,

he returned to England in 1700, and was loaded
with thanks and honors. He became Parliamen-
tary member for Shrewsburv, was raised to the
Irish peerage as Baron Clive of Plassey, and
in 1764 was created Knight of the Bath. Through
the dishonesty of its servants, high and low. the
affairs of the Company became greatly involved
after his departure from India, and in 1705 he
was sent out to set them right. He proved as
competent an administrator as a warrior; and in

less than eighteen months, by his uncompromis-
ing and resolute attitude, "restored perfect order
and discipline in both the civil and military .ser-

vices, and brought back prosperity to the well-
nigh ruined finances of the Company." He re-

turned to England in 1707, and was received with
the distinction to which he was entitled. But
the energy he had displayed in righting Indian
affairs antagonized many who suffered pecunia-
rily from the suppression of dishonest practices;
and they, possessing influence, employed it in
raising English feeling against Clive. His Indian
administration was made the subject of animad-
version in Parliament in 1772. which he at first

ignored, but subsequently replied to in a vigorous
and eloquent speech, which elicited Pitt's ad-
miration. A Parliamentary inquiry, the follow-
ing year, failed to find that Clive had acquired
wealth by abuse of power ; and the only question-
able incident in his government was proved to
be a trick to match Oriental duplicity. At some
of the supposedly incriminating evidence. Clive
indignantly asserted himself with the celebrated
exclamation, "By God, Mr. Chairman, I stand
astonished at my own moderation!" A qualified
acquittal, which acknowledged his "great and
meritorious services," was not satisfactory to
Clive, who never recovered from the disgrace im-
plied in the trial ; this, with sickness, recourse to
opium to alleviate his sufferinsrs. and mental de-
pression, led to his suicide, November 22, 1774.

Consult: Malcolm, Life of Clive (3 vols., Lon-
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don, 1836) ; ^Malleson, Founders of the Indian
Empire: Lord L'live (London, 1882) ; Malleson,
D'risirc Battles of India (London, 1883) ; Mill,
Hist Dry of British India, vol. iii. (London,
1858) ; Onne, History of the Military Transac-
tions of the British yat ion in Indostan (London,
1803) ; Macaulayj_ Esttay on Clive (London,
1840).

CLOACA, klfi-alvti (Lat., sewer). The cIoac<F
or drains were subterranean passages, usually
built of stone, devised to carry off the spring or
waste water and the refuse of a Roman city. In
Koine the early city was naturally drained by
streams running through three valleys between
the hills. Three main channels were built to con-
fine these streams, receive the drainage, and carry
it to the Tiber. The largest of these, crossing the
Argiletum, Forum, and Velabrum, was called,

from its size, the Cloaca Maxima, though that of
the V'allis ^luroia and that near the Circus
Flaminius rival it in size and solidity. A net-
work of smaller passages empty into these main
channels. The system was largely due to the Tar-
quins. The Cloaca Maxima was built with three
large arches, one within the other. The space in-

closed by the innermost vault was upward of 13
feet in width, and of corresponding height. The
arches were built of large blocks of stone, fixed

together without cement, of the uniform size of

rather more than five feet five inches long and
three feet high. The flooring is paved like a
Roman road, and the side walls are built of
Gabii stone, in blocks measuring sometimes 45
cubic feet. The sewer was kept in a state of
etnciency by a continuous stream of superfluous
water from tlie aqueducts. Large portions of

the cloaca? remain in some places still visible,

but generally buried by the accumulation of
soil, at a considerable depth below the present
level of the streets. The mouth of the Cloaca
ilaxima at the Tiber is still visible. During the
Republic the sjir^-eillance of the Roman cloaca;

was one of the duties performed by the censors.

The Cloaca Maxima was repaired by Cato and
his colleagues in the censorship. Agrippa, when
edile, obtained praise for his exertions in cleans-

ing and repairing the cloacic, and is recorded to
have passed through them in a boat. L'nder the
Empire, officers called curatores cloacarum urbis
were appointed for their super\'ision. So thor-

oughly was the city undermined by these large

sewers that Pliny calls it urbs pensilis, a city

suspended in the air rather than resting upon the
earth. Drains of the .same description, but of

smaller dimensions, existed in other ancient Ro-
man cities.

CLOCHES DE COBNEVILLE, Les, 1&

klAsh' Ae k6r'n'-veK. A very popular operetta, in

three acts, produced at the Folies Dramatiques in

1877. The amusing libretto is by Clairville and
Charles Gabet, the music, from which many airs

have become popular, by Robert Planquette.

CLOCK (AS. clucqe, Icel. kliikka, Cxer. Gloeke,
l)ell, from ML. cloeca, bell, from 01 r. cloee, Ir.

Gael, clog, bell, clock, Welsh, Corn, cloch, ^lanx
clofff), bell). A mechanical instrument for meas-
uring and indicating the time of day. usually by
a mechanism consisting of two distinct portions:

First, a train or succession of toothe<l wheels for

transmission to a definite point of a motive force,

protluced by a weight or spring; and. second, an
escapement to regulate the expenditure of this

motive force with uniformity and requisite slow-
ness. A watch is simply a portable clock, to be
worn on the person, in which the motive force is

a spring. A marine chronometer is a watch of
unusual size, constructed and mounted with espe-
cial care, for determining longitude at sea. See
Watch ; Ciibonometer.

HisTORic.\L De\-eix)pmext. Among the prede-
cessors of the clock, as time-measurers, are the
sun-dial, the clepsydra or water-clock, and the
hour-glass. (See Dial; Clepsydra; Houb-
Glass. ) The clepsydra was a graduated trans-
parent vase, in which water trickled through a
bole in the bottom at such a rate that the reced-
ing water marked the passage of time. In the
hour-glass sand was substituted for water,
Anjong Eastern nations a great many curious
mechanical devices were introduced into the con-
struction of the clepsydra : the water was made
to flow in tears from the eyes of automata ; a
floating statue, falling with the liquid, pointed
to the passing hours, as indicated on the side of
the glass; finally, a mechanism was introduced
by which the water, as it fell, drop by drop,
turned a little wheel, which moved the hands on
the face of a dial, and so marked the hour. The
next step was the construction of a time-indi-
cator, whose hands were moved by the action of
falling weights instead o"f that of falling water.
When this step was taken, and the first true
clock constructed, is uncertain. Its invention is

claimed by many peoples, from the Chinese, B.C.

2000, to the Germans of the eleventh century.
Certain it is that clocks were in general use in

churches and monasteries throughout the latter
part of the Middle Ages, and that these ancient
tower-clocks were the progenitors of all our mod-
cm timekeepers.

The oldest clock of which we have a complete
description was set up in the tower of the palace
of Charles V. of France, in 1379, by a German
named Henry De Vick. This primitive clock
was constructed on the mechanical principle

which is the basis of all modern timekeepers.
This principle, as formulated by E. A. Marsh,
is "that the power

iStPr
stored up in a raised '

'
"

weight or coiled spring
shall be communicated
to a train of wheels
which are set revolv-

ing, and that the force

or motion shall be cut
up into a succession
of minute but equal
impulses by convert-

ing a rotary into a
vibratory motion. The
last and quickest
wheel of the train

shall have its teeth

so formed that they
are caught and escape
alternately, and hence
the wheel is calleil the
'scape - wheel.' and.
from its resemblance
to a crown, the 'crown-
wheel.' The bar and
staff, which, with its

projections, catch and
release the teeth, is termed the 'escapement.' and it

is through this device that the rotary is converted

FlO. 1. MBCBAX»M or
TICK'8 CLOCK.
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into the backward and forward motion." The
ncrompanyinjf sketch of De Vick's clock is use-

ful not only from its historical interest, but also

lH»cau8e, from its comparative simplicity, it will

form a jjroundwork for further explanation of

the mechanism of clocks in their more compli-

cated form. It M ill be readily understoo<l. from a
glance at the annexed fij^re ( Fig. 1 ) , that as the

weipht A tends to uncoil the cord and set in

motion the cj'linder B round its axis, the mo-
tion will l)e successively conmuinicated to tlie

various toothed wheels in the figure, and finally

to the crown-wheel

"I
or escapement-

-5 wheel, I; the teeth

of which so act on
the two small lev-

ers or pallets, b b,

projecting from
and forming part

of the suspended
upright spindle or
vertical axis, KM,
on which is fixed

the regulator or
balance, LL, that
an alternating or
vibratorj- instead

of a circular mo-
tion of the balance
itself is the result.

The hands of the
clock are attached
to the wheel N,
also set in motion
by the cylinder B.

Now, unless there
were some check
upon the motion.

it is manifest that the heaA-y weight A would
go rapidly to the ground, causing the wheels
to rotate, the balance to vibrate, and the
hands to go round with increasing velocity. In
order to prevent this rapid unwind 'ng of the
clockwork, and adjust it to the more deliberate
measurement of time, the balance is, in De
Vick's clock, loaded with two weights, m, m;

and the farther these

are removed from the

axis or spindle, KM,
the more heavily they
will resist and coim-
teract the escapement
of the levers, and the
rapidity of the rota-

tion of the Escape-

ment-wheel, till the
clock be brought to go
neither too quick nor
too slow.

Upon this simple
plan it is probable
that all clocks were
constructed until the
seventeenth century,
when the principle of

the pendulum was ap-
FlQ. 3. DE TICK'S OLD BAL- plied tO tllC SCicHCe of

ANCK COKVEBTED INTO THE i, i , rru
PENDULUM, pp, PaUets. horology. The prop-

erty of a pendulum
known as its isochronism (q.v.) constitutes
its value to clock-mechanism—that, when a
sxzspended body is swinging, any increase or

FlO. 2. BALANCE AND ESCAPE-
MENT OP THE FIB8T CLOCK, p p,
Pallets.

decrease in its speed will not change the num-
ber of vibrations it makes in a given time,
but only the length of the arc it describes.

This law of the {>enduluiii was discovered by
CJalileo, and was first applied (probably) to
clockwork by Huygens. about 1057. The two
accompanying cuts show how the horizontal
swing of the balance, as nuiintained in De Vick's
doi'k, was converted into the vertical swing of

the pendulum. By taking olF one of the weights
and hanging the balance in an upright position,

it becomes a pendiiluin. Ten years later Dr.

Hooke invented an escapement which enal)led a

weaker support to carry a heavier pendulum.
Subsequent im])rovements in the escapement and
pendulum (see Escapkment; Pendulum), and
in the use of tlie spring (see Watch) in place
of the pendulum, have brought the mechanism of
timekeepers down to the present degree of perfec-

tion.

Striking App.aratus. The principal function
of a clock, according to the media-val conception,

was that it should be a reliable instniment for

automatically calling out the hours, particularly

the hours for devotion. This conception of the
clock is shown in the word itself, which orig-

inally meant 'bell'—a meaning which has been
retained in the French word cloche. A strik-

ing apparatus was, therefore, early invented, and
it is interestinc to note that the striking mech-
anism of De Vick's clock is similar to that used
in some modern timepieces. A striking clock

contains one or more extra trains of wheels to

control the striker. In De Vick's clock twelve
pins projected from the wheel on which the hand
was attached. At each hour one of these pins,

by pushing a lever, released the striking-train,

which lifted the hammer that strikes the bell.

The number of strokes was determined by the

position of the notches around the edge of a
locking-plate, which held the lever controlling

the striking-train. These notches were so placed

that at one o'clock the catch in the lever entered

a notch as soon as one blow had been struck. At
two o'clock there

was a longer space
before the notch
was reached, so

that the bell was
struck twice ; at

three o'clock the

bell struck three

times before the

train was locked,

and so on. The
chief objection to

this striking ap-

paratus is that it

is thrown out of

order and strikes

wrong every time
the clock happens
to run down.
The rack and

snail t'epeating
mechanism has been used for two centuries. It is a
j>eculiar and intricate piece of mechanism. In or-

dinary clocks, the impelling power is a weight sim-

ilar to that which moves the time-measuring mech-

anism itself; but the pressure of this weight on

the striking machinery' is only permitted to come
into play at stated periods in course of the

workings' of the timekeeping apparatus—viz. at

Fio. 4. DR. hooke'8 escapement.
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the completion of every hour; when the minute-

wheel, which revolves once in an hour, and car-

ries the minute-hand of the clock along with it,

hrings it into action by the temporary release of

a catch or detent, permitting the weight wound
up on the cylinder of the striking apparatus to

run down a little, in doing which the ham-
mer is forced into action, so as to strike the bell.

\\ hether the strokes shall be one or many is de-

termined principally by two pieces of mechanism,
one called a 'snail,' from its form or outline,

with twelve steps, and the other a 'rack,' with
twelve teeth. The time during which the strik-

ing-weight is aUoiced to descend varies accord-

ing to the turning of the twelve steps of the snail

on its axis, and the position of the twelve teeth

of the rack at different hours of the day, being
sometimes only long enough to permit one blow
to be given by the hammer on the bell, and at
another time long enough for twelve such
blows.

It is not known when the alarm or when the

striking mechanism of the clock was first ap-

plied. The alarm was adopted for the use of the

priesthood, to arouse them to their morning de-

votions. Tlie first striking clock probably an-

nounced the hour by a single blow, as they still

do, to avoid noise in churches. During the seven-

teenth centurj' there existed a great taste for

striking clocks, and hence a great variety of

them. Several of Tompion's clocks not only

struck the quarters on eight bells, but also the

hour after each quarter; at 12 o'clock 44 blows
were struck, and between 12 and 1 no fewer than
113. Many struck the hour twice, like that of

Saint Clement Danes, in the Strand, London.
Before the fifteenth century chimes had Ijeen in-

troduced. (See Chimes ; also an article in the

Journal of the Society of Arts (London, March
29, 1901), on "Clocks, Carillons, and Bells.")

Clocks PROvinED with Automatoxs. The de-

sire to construct clocks which shall perform auto-

matically many other things besides simply re-

cording the time of day is as old as clockmak-
ing, and was developed to a wonderful degree in

the ancient clepsydra* of Oriental nations. In

deed, the automatons of the ancient Chinese and
Arabian clocks were the models upon which all

those of mediaeval Europe, including the famoii-

Strassburg clock, were based. Among the earlic-

of these automatons or 'jacks of tl.e clock' bui;

in the tower-clocks of Europe were those of the

clocks at Dijon, Cambrai, and Linden, in each

of which two figures appear and strike the hour-

ly bell. In 1495 the clock at Liibeck was built in

which the figures of the Twelve Apostles were
introduced.

Probably the most widely known of these

tower-clocics is the one in Strassburg Cathedral.

This famous clock has been reconstructed twice.

The first Strassburg clock was built in 1352,

under the direction of John. Bishop of Lichten-

berg. It contained a calendar, an astrolaln", and
a set of chimes composed of several cymbals.

Tliere were automatic figjires of the Virgin, of

the three Wise Men who Ikiw before her, and a
CfKfk, which moves its Iwak, crows, and llaps its

wings. The second Strassburg clock was built

in 1570. Its mechanical works were constructed

l»y Isnak and Josias Ilabrecht. of Schaflliausen.

Switzerland. Early in the nineteenth century

it was found that the clock required reconstruc-

tion, and the task was consigned to Charles

Schwilgu^, who consumed four years in its com-
pletion. Only a few of the original movements
were restored by SchwilguC', most of the present

mechanism being of his own design.

The following description of the present Strass-

burg clock indicates its most important fea-

tures: It is 30 feet high and 15 feet at the
base. On one side of the main portion is a
fiight of winding stairs, surmounted by five

columns. On the other side is a Gothic pil-

lar, the panels of which are filled with fig-

ure paintings. At the base of the main

.^^
1

;
'

FlO. 6. BTRABRBURS CATHEDRAL. CLOCK.

portion of the clock is a celestial globe, in-

dicating sidereal time, and showing the rising,

passing over the meridian of Strassburg. and
setting of all stars that apix»ar above the horizon,

visible to the naked eye. Behind the globe is a
calendar, showing the day of the month and the

fixed and movable feasts. A statue of Apollo
]>oints out the day of the month. The calendar

is in the form of an annular band, so arranged
as (o show many other astronomical events be-

sides the day of the month. Above the cal-
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ondar are figures drawn in cliariott*, one nj)i)ear-

iny eac-h day. On Sunday Apollo a|)|M'ars, drawn
by liorht's of the huh. On Monday i^iana, em-
blem of the moon, drawn by sta^s, appears. She
18 succeeded in turn l)y Mars, Mercury, Jupiter,

Venus, t'upid. and Saturn. Above these figures

is the dial which tells the time of day. On each
side of this dial sits a figure, one of which strikes

the quarter-hours, aii<l the otiier holds an hour-

glass, and turns it every sixty miutes. The next
story is devoted to a j)lanetariuui. and the next
is a globe for showing the i)ha»es of the moon.
Above this are movable figures, which in succes-

sion strike the quarter-hour. The first figure is

an infant, which strikes the bell with a rattle;

the second is a j'outh ; the third an old man; the

fourth is a figure of death, which strikes the
bell with a bone. In the highest compartment is

a figure of Ciirist. Each day at noon a proces-

sion of the Apostles passes lx>fore Him; while a
cock, i)erched above, appears and flaps its wings
and crows three times.

The clock at Beauvais, France, is almost as
wonderful a piece of mechanism as the Strass-

burg clock. It is composed of 14 diflTerent

movements, includes 90.000 different pieces, and
weighs 35,000 pounds. There are about 50 dials

for indicating different astronomical events. The
clock is 30 feet high, 16 feet broad, and nearly
D feet deep.

The clock in Lyons Cathedral is much like the
Strassburg clock. The old clock of Prague was
l)uilt by one Ilarausch ; and so jealous were the
citizens of Prague lest he should build a similar
clock in some other city—so the story goes

—

that they put out his eyes. This clock also con-

tains various mechanical figures. The hour is

rung by a skeleton, with the bell-rope in his

Lands.

Another monumental clock is that in the clock-

lower on the Piazza San Marco, Venice. A
Madonna sits on a platform between two doors
iiverlaid with gold. When the time for certain
religious festivals occurs, an angel comes out
from one of these doors, blows a trumpet, bows
to the Virgin, and passes out at the other door.

The hour is struck by two giants.

Belfry docks with automatons began to wane
in popularity during the seventeenth century,
and very few have been constructed since. House-
docks with automatons were first made in the

fifteenth centurv*; but the height of their popu-
larity was during the Renaissance, when won-
derful skill and great artistic talent were expend-
ed in their construction. A favorite design for
these docks was that of a ship, whose crew per-

formed numerous automatic functions. Perhaps
the most beautiful as well as famous of these

automatons is the ship-clock of Charles V. of

France, now in the Cluny iluseum. This clock
was mounted U])on rollers, on which its mecha-
nism caused it to advance and recede. Another
favorite design was a mounted huntsman, who,
at the stroke of the hour, moved his head and
arms, while the head and tail of the horse also

moved. During the eighteenth centurv' clocks
with mechanically singing birds were popular.
"Within recent years automaton house-clocks have
come to be regarded as interesting examples of

mechanical ingenuity and skill, to be occasion-
ally produced and admired, rather than as neces-
sary or desirable articles of furniture.
The United States has produced its share of

automaton clocks, though most of them have
been snuiller than the great tower-dwks of Eu-
rope. The 'Bittenhouse clock,' made in 1707 by
David Rittenhouse, of Piiiiadelphia, has six
dials, each marking off different astronomical
events. The 'Colund)Us clock,' made by a citi-

zen of Columbus, Ohio, is 18 feet wide and 11

feet high. Like the clocks already descril)ed,

this one records many astronomical events; in

addition, miniature figures perform various
movements. Thre<» towns of Pennsylvania

—

Donaldson, llazleton, and Wilkesbarre— have
possessed citizens who have added to their fame
by their remarkable clocks.

In 1880 a clock was placed on exhibition in

New York that was a striking illustration of

the elaborateness to which clockwork may be
carried. It was the work of Felix Meyer, who
spent more than ten years in its construction.
The clock is 18 feet high, 8 feet wide, and 5 feet

deep. It has 2000 wheels, runs by 700-pound
weights, and is wound up once in twelve daj's.

When the clock is in oi)eration, it shows the
local time in hours, minutes, and seconds ; the
difference in time at Chicago, Washington, San
Francisco, Melbourne, Pekin, Cairo, Constanti-
nople, Saint Petersburg, Vienna, London, Berlin,

and Paris; the day of the week, calendar day of

the month, month and season of the year, the
signs of the zodiac, revolutions of the earth on
its own axis and around the sun ; also the
phases of the moon and the movement of the
planets around the sun. The quarter-hour is

struck by an infant, the half-hour by a youth,
the three-quarter by an old man, and the hour
by death, as in the Strassburg clock. As the
hour strikes, a figure of Washington rises from
a chair and extends its right hand, presenting
the Declaration of Independence. A door is

opened by a servant, and all the Presidents, as
far as and including Hayes, each dressed in the

costume of his time, advance across the platform,
salute Washington, and retire through another
door.

Toweb-Clocks. As already pointed out, the
earliest European clocks were all tower-clocks

—the house or 'chamber' clock being a later in-

vention, closely connected with the invention of

watches. Among the early clock-builders, inge-

nuity and complication of mechanism, as dis-

played in the automatons, was considered of more
importance than accuracy as a timekeeper; but
within recent years much scientific skill has
been used to construct tower-clocks which, in

spite of their enormous size and great height,

with the accompanying atmospheric disturbances

at so great a distance from the earth, shall still

be accurate timekeepers.

One of the largest docks in the world is the

'Westminster clock,' in the British House of

Parliament, which was put in operation in 1860.

Its four dials, situated 180 feet above the ground,
are 22l^ feet in diameter. Each minute-hand
is 14 feet long, and the hour-figures on the

dock are 2 feet long. The pendulum is 13^/^ feet

long, and weighs 700 pounds. There are 5 bells,

weighing respectively 21 cwt., 26 cwt., 33^/4 cwt.,

78 cwt., and 13 tons II cwt., for striking the

first, second, and third quarters and the hour.

These bells are hung from massive wrought-iron
framing, in a chamber above the dial. The larg-

est, the hour-bell, popularly known as 'Big Ben,'

is 9 feet in diameter, and is struck by a hammer
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weighing 4 cwt., which is lifted 9 inches ver-

tically from the bell before it falls. This bell

and the great bell of Saint Paul's Cathedral are

tolled on the death of members of the royal

family of Great Britain. In the 'Westmin-
ster clock,' as in all the tower-clocks formerly
constructed, the mechanism which drives the

clock is located in the tower directly back of

the face. But in the city-hall clock erected in

Philadelphia in 1899 the clockwork is located

in the main part of the building, and is connected
with the dial-mechanism in the tower by means
of compressed air. The whole is based on the
fundamental principle of all modern mechanisms
—the governing of great forces by compara-
tively feeble ones. The primary clock is an as-

tronomical clock, constructed with the greatest

care, so as to be free from all disturbances from
dust, moisture, and vibrations, and is so con-

structed that without interfering with its deli-

cacy and accuracy it can operate four sets of

hands, each weighing 500 pounds. The dials are
the largest in the world, having a diameter of

25 feet. The total height of the tower is 547^
feet, and the centres of the dials are 362 feet

above the pavement. The hour-hand is 12 feet

long, and is entirely difTerent in shape from the
minute-hand, so they never can be mistaken.
The face of the dial is made up of several pieces,

and the usual numerals are omitted from the
face, not being of service at so great a height.

The clock was designed by Warren S. Johnson;
a detailed description of its mechanism was
written by him, and published in the Journal

of the Franklin Institute (Philadelphia) for

February, 1901.

Electric Clocks. An electric clock is one
whose mechanism is, in some way, either actu-

ated or controlled by electricity. There are two
types of elec-tric clocks— (1) Independent clocks,

whose mechanism is kept in operation by elec-

tricity; (2) systems of clocks which are con-

nected with a central or primary clock by an
electric circuit, and are so arranged that either

(a) the primary clock regulates its movements,
at stated inter>'als, by forcibly moving the hands
by an electric current into the proper position,

or (b) the primary clock directly runs the

hands of the secondary clocks, which are simply
dials without independent machinery.

Clocks of the first class usually have some
electromagnetic attachment applied to the mech-

anism, which keeps them constantly wound up;
in other words, they are constructed like ordi-

nary clocks, except that they are self-winding.

The' first self-winding clocks were made as early

as 1855 by Alexander Bain, who applied electro-

magnetic attachments to the bob of the pendu-

lum, which, in obedience to contacts connected

with the pendulum itself, attracted it to and fro.

Since that time many other means of applying

the electric current to keep a clock nmning have

been devised, and hundreds of patents for the

same have been taken out in England and
America; but, as yet. this form of electric

clock has proved of little practical value. An-
other form of independent electric clock was
put in operation in 1896, in the laboratory of

Durham College, North Carolina. The clock is

run directly by electromagnets, which are actu-

ated by a current from an earth battery. The
pendulum is swung by the electric current, and

it is this which moves the clock. The works

Vol. IV.-48.

and dial are placed on the pendulum and swing
with it.

In the second class of electric clock the
object is to keep a system of clocks correct by
an automatic connection with a central and
standard timekeeper. It is probable that this

method of time-service will be rapidly extended,
until not only public buildings, but private

offices are supplied with time from a central

clock, as they now receive a common service

in heat, light, power, water, etc. Instead of

employing the central clock simply as a regula-

tor, it may be adopted as an actual propeller of

the clocks on its circuit, and the secondary
clocks become mere dials for indicating time.

Fm. 6. AOTKU.NUMICAL CLOCK IN PHILADELPHIA OTY HALU

Certain difficulties have been encountered in the
electric connection between the main and sec-

ondary clocks, due, among other things, to in-

duced currents from crossed telephone or other
electric wires. In view of these difficulties, it

has been proposed by prominent electricians

that the Marconi wireless system be applied to

clocks, and thus obviate the faults of the old

system. Though the general adoption of elec-

trically controlled clocks is a development of
the close of the nineteenth century, they have
long been the subject of experimentation. In
1837 Alexander Bain began to experiment on
electricallv driven svnchronous clocks, and in
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1840 his Hystem was in use between Glasgow and
Ediiilmrgh.

I'.NKLMATic Clocks. A system of synchronous
clocks which are connected with the central

controlling clock by compressed uir instead of

electricity is called pneumatic. The clockwork

in the City Hall at Philadelphia, described

above, is of this type. The movement of the cen-

tral clock compresses air in the connecting tubes,

and cau.ses a bellows to expand at each dial,

thus moving the hands.
Astronomical Clocks. An astronomical

clock is one built with the simplest and most
accurate mechanism possible, and with every
possible protection against outside disturbances,

so that its movements will be sulliciently ac-

curate for astronomical calculations. One of the

most important considerations for an accurate

timekeeper of this class is that it should be

maintained at a constant temperature, and often

in astronomical observatories, rooms are special-

ly constructed for this particular purpose. It will

be noticed, from the accompanying cut of the

astronomical clock in the City Hall at Philadel-

phia, that the dial has three circles—the minute-
circle above the centre, the twelve-hour circle be-

neath the centre, and the hour-circle upon the

circumference of the dial. A clock regulated to

keep sidereal time is sometimes called an astro-

nomical clock, as is also a clock having a dial on
which the movements of the heavenly bodies are

shown.

Clocks and Watches Exported from the United States
(From the Statistical Abstractof theUnited States forl900)

year
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The contest was ended in an unexpected manner,
January 20, B.C. 52. Milo set out on a journey

to Lanuvium. On the way he met Clodius, who
was on his road to Rome. Both were accom-
panied bv armed followers, but passed each other

without disturbance. However, some of the men
in the rear-guard of eadi party began to quarrel;

a fight followed, and Clodius was killed. See

Milo; and consult Cicero's oration. Pro Milone,

which, however, is polemical and exaggerated.

CLODPATE, Justice. A country justice in

Shadwi'U's comedy Epsom Wells.

C L DT - JtJRGENSBTJRG, klfit-yy r'gens-

biMjrK, Peter K.\rlovitch, Baron (1805-07). A
Kussian sculptor, born at Reval. He studied at

the artillery school of Saint Petersburg, and was
for a short time in the army. He had his art

training at the Academy of Saint Petersburg,

wliero he was appointed a professor, and became
particularly skillful in his depiction of horses, es-

pecially as seen in vigorous action. The horses

executed for the quadriga group on the triumphal
arch erected at Saint Petersburg in 1838 are ex-

cellent specimens of this feature of his work. The
four colossal groups of "Horse-Tamers," in bronze,

on the Anitchkov Bridge, Saint Petersburg, are

also by him. Replicas of two of these are in the
grounds of the Schloss in Berlin.

CLCELIA, kle'li-&. A maiden given by the

Romans as a hostage to King Porsenna. She es-

caped from the Etrurian camp with some compan-
ions, swam the Tiber, and returned to Rome. The
Romans, however, bent upon keeping good faith,

sent the fugitives back to Porsenna, who. in ad-

miration of this generous action, freed Cloelia

and her fellow-hostages, and allowed her to take
with her some of the Etrurian youths. A statue

was erected in her honor on the Via Sacra.

CL(ELIA GENS. A patrician clan of Rome,
tracing its name to Clolius, one of the com-
l>anions of ,^^neas. It was supposed to have been
originally a noble Alban house. Tlie name is also

spelled Cluilia, and, in its ancient form, Cloulia.

CLOG ALMANAC. A form of rude calen-

dar, said to be of Danish origin, and consisting

of a square stick notched for months and days,

and showing the saints' days, moon's phases, and
other features of the almanac. Specimens are

to be seen in the British Museum and other col-

lections.

CLOISONNE, kIwa'zA'ni'. See Enamel.

CLOISTER (from OF. cloistre, Fr. cloitre,

from ML. claustrum, inclosure, from claudere,

to close). Strictly, the entire space inclosed

by the main encircling wall of a religious estab-

lishment (Germ. Kloster. monastery), including

church, dormitories, and all other buildings.

Thus, all the buildings for the body of canons
attached to a cathedral were included in the

term 'cloister.' A 'cloistered monk' is one living

within monastic precincts. But common usage
has recently limited the term to those rectangu-

lar courts, in the centre of the main group of

monastic or canonical buildings, which are sur-

rounded on all sides by a covered arcade. These
cloisters are the centre of monastic life; from
their arcades the refectorj', chapter-house, dor-

mitories, and church are reached. In their cen-

tral open space or (jarth are the well and garden.

Cathedrals had their cloisters—usually attached

to the north side of the church, the south side

being reserved for the episcopal palace. But
in monasteries the main cloister was in the

south ilank. Many large monasteries had more
than one cloister; one for the lay brothers, open
to all (sometimes in front of the church) ; one
for the monks; a third, smaller, for the abbot.

In such great early Benedictine monasteries as
Saint Gall there \Nas a cloister for the artisans.

The earliest examples of rudimentary cloisters

are in the monasteries of the fourth, fifth, and
sixth centuries, in Syria ; the earliest in the West
have disapi)eared, none being earlier than the

eleventh century. F'rom that time until the

fifteenth century Romanesque and Gothic cloisters

abound everywhere. With the advent of the
Renaissance and the decay of the orders in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, cloisters are
rarer, except in Italy.

The general type of cloi.ster is a colonnade
resting on' a high parapet, usually with a single

opening in the middle of each side of the
quadrangle leading into the central garden. In
earlier cloisters the columns are single, heavy,
and short, and the galleries are more ordinarily

covered with a wooden roof than vaulted. Above
these galleries rises a second story, either a
second gallery or a solid construction (dormi-
tory) ; in consequence of reconstructions, this

upper story is very seldom preserved. During
the twelfth century the single columns gave way
to coupled shafts, slenderer and higher than
those of the preceding style. Sometimes, espe-

cially in the North, piers supplemented or re-

placed columns. The cloister followed the

changes of style of other buildings. The finest

Romanesque cloisters are in southern France
and Italy; Germany and England enter the field

particularly during the Gothic period; Italy,

with few exceptions, furnishes the only fine

Renaissance examples. Saint Trophine in Aries

is a rich, and Le Puy in Velay is a plain,

example of French Romanesque cloisters, while

those of Thoronet and Silvacane show the French
Cistercian severity, and those of Fontfroide and
Laon show transition to Gothic. In Italy at
the same time there was far greater variety and
richness. The northern examples at Verona
(cathedral), Pomposa, and Bologna (San Ste-

fano) are simple; but farther south the twelfth

century developed richer types, as in the Orien-

tal examples at Salerno, Ravello, and Amalfi, and
the gem at Monreale (Palermo), with varied

columns and mosaic decoration. These were
soon to be followed by exquisite examples of the

Roman school (Fossanova, Saint Paul, and the

Lateran, Rome ) . In fact, Rome pos.sesses an
unrivaled series, from the heavy cloister of the

Tre Fontane and San I/orenzo to the delicate

cloister of Saint Paul, through all intermediate

stages. Gothic cloisters were beautiful every-

where, but the finest specinjens are those of the

north of Europe, especially France. The arcades

are surmounted by rich tracery, by which the

galleries, now usually covered with lofty groin

vaulting, are well lighted. In cooler climates

the tracery, sometimes the entire gallery, was
glazed. The cloisters of Noyon, Semur. Sois-

sons—the last-named e.vquisitely rich—of Mont-
Saint-Michel (with its novel tripod arrange-

ment of shafts), of Rouen, with a beautiful

second story, express the ideas of the Golden Age
of the thirteenth century in France: while those

of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries are
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Crer and inferior, as at JUordeaux and Nar-
ne. In CJeniiuny tlie most interesting are the

Cistercian cloisters, like those of Maulbronn,
AUenberg, and lleiligenkreuz. In England,
thoiigii there uro some good early Gothic ex-

amples—as at Salisbury—the best are late, as

at Gloucester, Hereford, and Canterbury.

CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH, TuE. An
historical novel of (he time of the early Renais-
sance, by Charles Ileade (1861). The scene ia

laid chiefly in Holland and Italy. The book
should be read and contrasted with George Eliot's

Roniold, which appeared almost simultaneously,
and which in part deals with a like theme.

CLONMEL' (Ir., honey-meadow). A munici-
pal borough in Tipperary and Waterford coun-
ties, Ireland, on both bunks of the Suir, 14 miles
south-southeast of Cashel (Map: Ireland, D 4).

It stands chiefly on the Tipperary side of the
Suir, and on one of the isles of the river. Among
its industries are Hour-milling, brewing, and
tanning. The chief exports are agricultural
produce and cattle. Barges of 20 to 50 tons
ply on the Suir to Waterford. Clonmel was an
important place in Danish times. In the thir-

teenth century the Franciscans established uni-

versities in the town. In 1G50 Cromwell be-

sieged the town and demolished the castle.

Clonmel was the birthplace of Laurence Sterne,
the novelist. Clonmel is still a great tourist

resort, hut there has been a gradual decrease

in its population. In 1871 it numbered about
10,000; in 1900, about 8000.

CLONTARF' (Ir.. bull's meadow). A to\vn

of Ireland, about three miles east-northeast of

Dublin (Map: Ireland, E 3). It is much fre-

quented during the summer months for sea-

bathing, and there are many handsome villas in

the vicinity. Clontarf is celebrated as the place

where, in 1014, Brian Boroimhe (q.v.) met his

death while winning a great victory over the

Danes. Population, in 1900. about 5000.

CLOOTS, klots, or KLOOTZ, Jean Baptiste
DU Val-dk-Grace, Baron (1755-94). A free-

thinking philosopher and republican enthusiast

of the French Revolution, generally referred to as

'Anacharsis Cloots, the Orator of the Hu-
man Race.' He was born June 24, 1755, at

Gnadenthal, near Cleves, the son of a German
baron of Dutch extraction, and was sent to

Paris to be educated when he was only eleven

3'ears of age. 'ITiere he seems to have imbibed ex-

tremely rationalistic ideas on religion and poli-

tics, which were strengthened by a short residence

in Berlin, where he came in contact with the Pots-
dam philosophers, one of whom was his uncle,

Cornelius de Pauw. Returning to France at the
age of twenty-one, Cloots began the campaign
of Reason by an attack on revealed religion,

and published a curious book, entitled Certitude
drs preiires du Mahomctiame—a satirical work,
which fell somewhat flat. A visit to England,
where he became intimate with Burke, was fol-

lowed by an extended tour on the Continent,
which his income of 10,000 livres a year al-

lowed him to make in ease and comfort. Everj'-

where he took occasion to preach his doc-

trines of liberty, equality, and fraternity, and
in several countries he barely escaped imprison-
ment. From Portugal the news of the outbreak
of the French Revolution sent him post-haste to
Paris, where he at once began to play an im-

portant part. He was instrumental in spreading
republican principles in Brittany, and on June
19, 1790, he appeared at the bar of the National
Assembly at the head of a throng of Parisians
from the slums dressed up in fantastic costume
t«' represent the nations of the earth, 'and de-

livered a niagnilo4]uent oration in behalf of
'Universal Repui)licanism.' To show the sincer-
ity of his principles, he discarded his rank and
titles (though not his income) and stood forth be-

fore the world as 'Anacharsis Cloots, Orator of
the Human Race, Representative of the Oppressed
Sovereign Peoples of Mankind.' Cloots was
made a French citizen, and in 1792 was elected
to the National Convention. He urged a war
of republican propaganda against Europe, and
voted for the death of the King, 'in the name
of the human race.' He was popular with the
visionaries and with the lower orders of Paris,
but incurred the enmity and suspicion of
Robespierre. In consequence, Cloots was ex-
pelled first from the Jacobin Club, and sub.se-

quently from the Convention. He was finally

arrested in 1794, and after a summary trial

was sent to the guillotine, together with Ht'-bert

and his followers, March 24, 1794. He left a
number of pseudo-philosopliical and political

works, the chief of which are L'orateur du genre
humain (1791) and Base constitutionelle de la

rcpuhlique du genre humain (1793). For his
life, consult: Avenel, Anacharsis Cloots, l'ora-

teur du genre humain (Paris, 1865) ; Gallois,

Histoire des journaux et dcs joumalistes de la

revolution fran^aise, vol. ii.; Bax, Outlines from
a Sew Htandpoint (T^ondon, 1891).

CLORIDANO, klo'r^'-dii'nfi. A young Moor,
in Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, the friend of
Medoro, with whom he seeks the body of King
Dardinello on the battlefield.

CLORIN'DA. (1) In Tasso's Jerusalem De-
livered, a leader of the forces opposing the
Crusaders at the siege of Jerusalem. Tancred
falls in love with her, but accidentally kills her
in a combat at night, and administers Christian
baptism to her before her death. (2) In Fletch-
er's Faithful Shepherdess, a beautiful character
on wliich Milton drew in Comus.
CLO'RIS. A maiden in love with Prince

Prettyman in Buckingham's The Rehearsal, who
commits suicide when he vreds old Joan.

CLOSE (from OF. clos, p.p. of clore, to shut,
from Lat. claudere, to close). A term in her-
aldry. When the wings of a bird are down and
close to the body, it is described as close. The
word is used only with reference to birds ad-
dicted to flight. See Heraldry.

CLOSE. A space inclosed by a wall or fence;

a court, yard, or quadrangle; a narrow side-

street or passage leading to a court; especially

the precincts of a cathedral or a monastery.
In a legal sense, it is a parcel of land in

which some one has an interest, amounting at
least to a right to present possession, and which
in fiction of law is considered as inclosed by an
ideal or invisible, if not real, boundary. Break-
ing or entering another's close is a trespass.

The term is not in general use in the United
States. See Curtilage ; Fee ; Trespass.
CLOSE POLLINATON. See Pollixaton.
CLOSE (klos) TIME. A portion of the

year during which game or fish may not be killed

or caught. See Game-Laws.
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CLOSET, kl6-z6t' (OF. closet, dim. of clos,

close). In heraldry (q.v.), the half of the
bar.

CLOSTER-SEV'EN ( Kxosteb-Ze\-en ) . See
Wiu.iAM Aicii.sTLS, Duke of Cumberland.

CLO'SURE, or CLOTURE, kld'tyr' (OF.
(lu.su re, Fr. cloture, from l^at. clausura, a clos-

ing, from cluvderc, to close). A rule of pro-
cedure adopted in the English Parliament, for
the purpose of terminating prolonged discussion,
and bringing matters under debate to an issue.

It had its origin in 1882, when the policy of

obstruction adopted by the Irish members made
legislation impossible. It was decided then that,

at the request of 40 members, the Speaker might
declare debate closed, and call for a vote on the
question under discussion. As modified in 1887
the rule now stands that the Speaker may cut
off discussion at the request of 200 members,
or at the request of 100 only, if less than 40
members vote in the negative. In France the
cloture has also been frequently used, since the
coup dV'tat of 1851. In the United States House
of Kepresentatives, and in the State Legislatures,

the same object is attained by moving the
'previous que-stion.'

CLOT, kl6, Antoixe B.\.RTHfiLEMY, or Clot
Bey (1793-1868). A French physician, born at

Grenoble. He studied at Montpellier. and for

several years practiced medicine and surgery at
Alarseilles. After 1822 he lived mostly in

Egypt, where by order of Mehemet Ali he estab-

lished hospitals and medical and pharmaceutical
colleges and organized the medical service of the

Army and Xav\-. In 18.32 he was given the rank
of an Egyptian bey, and in 1836 that of a gen-

eral. After the death of Mehemet Ali, Clot left

Egypt and resumed the practice of medicine at

-Marseilles. In 1854 he returned to Egj'pt, and
became physician - in - ordinary to the Viceroy,

Said Pasha. C'lot's great activity as an organ-
izer did not prevent him from carrying out im-
j>ortant scientific observations and gathering
large scientific collections. His published works
include: Relation des epidemiea de cholera-mor-
hus qui ont rcgn6 a I'Hegaiaz, a Suez et en Egypte
(1832) : De la peste ohserr^e en Egypte (1840) ;

Coup d'ceil sur la peste et Ics quarantaines
(1851) ; Mehimet-Ali, Vice-roi d'Egi/pte (1862) ;

De I'ophthalmie, du trichiasis, de Ventropion et

de la cataracte observes en Egypte (18(54) ; and
Un dernier mot sur la non-contagion de la peste

(1866).

CLOTAIRE, kld'tar', I. and H. See Mebo-
MN(iI.\XS.

CLOTBUR. See Cocklebub.

CLO'TEN. The stepson of Cymbeline, in

Shakespear<''s Cymbeline—a malicious character.

CLOTH. See Woolen and Worsted Manxj-
FAC-TIRKS; WEAVIN(i.

CLOTHES - MOTH. Any of several small
moths of the genus Tinea, the larvie of which
feed on woolen fabrics and furs. In the United
States the depredations wrought by clothes-

moths, or 'moth,' are caused by at least three

different species, which differ both in structure

and habits. One (Tinea pellionella) is a small
brown moth, with darker brown spots on the

fore wings, whose larva* live within a case com-
posed of bits of the food-material bound together

with silk. As the larvie increa.se in size, the

silk cases are lengthened, and when the case
Ijecomes too narrow it is split open and a new
part is inserted, as may be demonstrated by
changing the caterpillar from time to time to-

differently colored materials. The larva of
another, the carpet-moth (Tinea tapetzella),

lives within a winding gallery made up of bits

of carpet or other cloth held together with silk.

Its fore wings are blackish and yellowish white;
the hind wings and head are dark gray. The
straw-colored species (Tinea hiselliella) has a*

naked larva that spins a little silk over its food-

material, but makes neither a case nor a gal-

CLOTHEP-MOTH.

a. The moth ; b, feeding larva; c, pupa In case.

lery. When ready to pupate a cocoon is spun,
which, like the larval cases of the foregoing, is

composed of fragments of cloth bound together
by silk. In the spring or early summer woolen
clothes and furs should be thoroughly brushed
and subjected to direct sunlight. They should
then be carefully packed away in cloth bags or
tight boxes, together with naphtha - balls or
tobacco-leaves. Tarred paper and plenty of
newspapers are useful for wrapping up rugs.
Bits of camphor-wood or cedar are also helpful
in keeping out moths. A few drops of carbon
bisulphide allowed to evaporate in a tight com-
partment containing infested goods will kill

moths and eggs; but as it is very inflammable
and the fumes are injurious to man, it should be
used with caution. Benzine and gasoline are
also useful but rather dangerous moth-killers,

and printer's ink is poisonous. The best pre-

ventive for rugs, etc.. is constant use and 'kick-

ing about;' for small garments and furs, in-

closure in tight cloth bags. Consult Marlatt,
Household Insects of the United States (Depart-
ment of Agricultiire. Washington, 1896).

CLOTHO (Lat.-, from Gk. KXuBtli, Klothd, the
Spinster, from K\<J^iif, klOthein, to spin). One
of the three Fates. f4e Parc.*:.

CLOTILa)A, Saint (c.475-545). A daughter
of Chilj)eric, King of Burgundy, and wife of

Clovis, King of the Franks. Her father and
mother were murdered by her uncle, Gundebald,
who spared the child and educated her. She was
married to Clovis (q.v.). who through her in-

fluence was converted to Athanasian Christianity

in 496. He avenged the murder of her family
by reducing Gundebald to subjection. After the
death of Clovis Clotilda persuaded her sons to

renew the quarrel, and a war followed that
ended in the union of Burgundy with the Frank-
ish kingdom. Clotilda retired to Tours, and
practiced the austerities of a devotee until her
death. She was buried in the Itasilioa of Slaint

Pet*r. which she had built in Paris, and was can-

onized by Pope Pelagius. There is a statue
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of her in the LuxenilMnirK, and a fine church in
her honor was built in Paris between 1840 and
1850.

CLOUD, The. One of Percy Bysshe Shelley's
best-known poems (1820).

CLOUD, CLOUDINESS (AS. clQd, mass
of nx'k, hillock, which a cloud often resembles).
In general, anything that obscures the vision
through a clear atmosphere, as clouds of dust,
smoke, or moisture. The clouds of smoke over
cities and from forest lires and the clouds of
dust over the plains of India have an important
temporary influence on local climate. In
meteorology, the terms denote the moisture of
the atmosphere precipitated from an invisible
state of vapor into minute globular particles
that float for a long time in the air. These
particles are so small that they cannot descend
rapidly through the ordinary atmosphere, even
when perfectly still, on account of its viscous
resistance or so-called internal lluid-friction.
'J'he gentlest ascending current or the slight ver-
tical component of a nearly horizontal current
surlices to keep the cloudy particles from falling
to the ground.

Tlfc condensation of the invisible moisture of
the air into particles of water cannot be ac-
complished in the free atmosphere without a
decided reduction of temperature; and this may
occur in three ways: ( 1 ) If air comes in contact
with a cold solid, the latter may be covered
with dew; but if two masses of warm-moist and
cold-moist air come together, a slight condensa-
tion and haze or cloud may be formed where
they mi.x with each other. These clouds by
mixture have been extensively studied by Bril-

louin. (2) If moist air is cooled by radiation of
heat, the coolest portions will soon fall to the
temperature of the dew-point, and the vapor
therein begin to become visible as a fog; these
foggj' particles radiate rapidly, thereby increas-
ing the coolness of the air and stimulating the
formation of more fog. (3) But the principal
method by which cooling is effected in order
to form cloud is the process called dynamic cool-

ing, first expounded by Espy, Kelvin. Reye. and
Peslin, and developed in detail by Bezold and
Bigelow. Air expands when it is brought under
lower barometric pressure ; it may be by being
pushed up over a mountain, or it may be by rising

up because of its own buoyancy. In either case,

the expansion takes place against the adjacent
air, and presses the latter to one side. This opera-
tion constitutes work done on the resisting air,

and work involves the action of some force

which, in the present case, is almost invariably
the expansive force due to the heat that is latent
in the atmosphere—viz. in the air and vapor
combined, or the 80-called thermal content.
The work done in expansion is said to be done

at the expense of the internal heat of the air;
or, heat is abstracted from the expanding air
in order to do work on the air that is being
pushed aside. Consequently, the expanding air
grows cool in proportion to the work done.
When it is thereby cooled to the dew-point, the
vapor begins to condense upon dust particles
as solid nuclei and forms liquid drops; this in-
volves the giving up of a large amount of heat
known as the latent heat of vaporization, which
has to be lost by radiation from the drop,
wherefore the cooling of the mass becomes much
slower. In this process of condensation, a given
amount of cooling requires a much larger amount
of expansion, and therefore of work done, than
in the previous stage before cloudy condensation
began. This stage is illustrated in the formation
of the cumulus clouds seen with showers or thun-
der .storms or esjjecially in hail weather. On these
occasions, the cumulus clouds grow rapidly up-
ward to great heights. The upjier parts of these
clouds can be at such a low temperature as to
contain snow or hail in place of water particles.
The forms and the quantities of clouds, the
direction and velocity of their movements, the
apparent changes they undergo, and many other
peculiarities have for a century past formed an
item of increasing importance in the study of
meteorology.

The first step toward simplifying and harmon-
izing the old meteorological records was taken
by Luke Howard, in 1802, in his proposed classi-
fication of clouds into three primary forms
(cirrus, cumulus, stratus), and three interme-
diate forms (cirro-cumulus, cirro-stratus, and
ctimulo-stratvs), and these have been almost
universally adopted by modem observers; but
experience has shown that they do not give a
suflicient range of terms to enable one easily to
classify and describe all the varieties of clouds
that are to be observed. Probably no simple sys-
tem of nomenclature would suffice to do this,

and Cleveland Abbe has proposed for special
students a system of symbols based on the
methods of formation of the various kinds of
clouds. The many other modifications and new
terms that have been suggested are well com-
pared and discussed in a memoir by Mr. H. H.
Clayton, of the Blue Hill Meteorological Ob-
servatory, near Boston, Mass.

Mean Hkiohtb and Velocities or Clouds at Washington, D.C, Apbil, 1896, to Mabcb, 1897.

Cirrus j.

Cirro-stratus
<'irro-cumulu8

,

Alto-stratus
Alto-ouniulus
Strato-cumuluB

,

Nimbus
Cumulus, dome

" top
" base

Cumulo-nimbus, top
" " base

Stratus

MEAN BEIORT8

April to October to
September March

Meters

10,358
10.620
8.826
5,772
5,030
2,870
1,926
3,068
1,819

1,182
4,965
1,750

Meters

9,511

9,526
7,413
4.801

3,822
2,399
1,804
2,855
1,694

1,198
3.730

1,132

MEAN VELOCITIES

.\prilto October to
September March

M. P. S.

30.3
26.9
23.4
17.6
16.5
10.5
8.5

7.0

15.3

6.0

M. P. S.

34.9
30.4
33.4
21.3
21.1
16.1
11.9

10.9

di.'i

EXTREME HEIGHTS

Maximum Minimum

Meters

17,182
16,144
15,411
15,552
10,167
7,285
4,022

6,242

isigos

Meters

6,354
6,149
3,067
1,613
1,524
1,376
634

545

'i,249



TYPICAL CLOUD FORMS

1. CIRRUS.
2. CIRRO-CUMULUS.
3. STRATO-CUMULUS.

4. NIMBUS.
5. CUMULUS.
6. STRATUS.
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The descriptive abbreviations and classifica-

tion introduced by the International Meteorolog-
ical Congress, held at Munich in 1891, is that
which is now adopted more or less completely
by all the national weather bureaus. Systematic
observations upon the heights and movements of

all clouds were made at many stations through-

out the world in concert from May 1, 189G, to

July 1, 1897. From these observations a general
idea of tlic heights of the respective kinds of

clouds may be gathered, as shown in the preced-

ing list, comj)iled from Professor Bigelow's Re-
port oti International Cloudwork of the United
States Weather Bureau, page 20. The titles and
descriptions of the clouds are as used by the

International Committee.
Cirrus (Ct.). Isolated feathery clouds of

line fibrous texture, generally brilliant white,

frequently arranged in bands which spread like

the meridians on a celestial globe over a part of

the sky, and converge in perspective toward one
or two opposite points of the horizon. (In the
formation of such bands, cirro-stratus and cirro-

cumulus often take part.)

Cirro-Stratis (C'j'. S.). Fine whitish veil,

sometimes quite diffuse, giving a whitish ap-

pearance to the sky, and called by many 'cirrus

haze,' and sometimes of more or less distinct

structure, exhibiting tangled fibres. The veil

often produces halos around the sun and moon
when seen through it.

CiRRO-CuMUTXS (Ct. Cu.). Fleecy cloud.

Small white balls and wisps, without shadows,

or with very faint shadows, which are arranged
in groups and often in rows.

Alto-Cumulus (A. Cu.). Dense fleecy cloud.

Larger whitish or grayish balls, with shaded
portions, grouped in flocks or rows, frequently

so close together that their edges meet. The
different balls are generally larger and more
compact (passing into strato-cumulus) toward
the centre of the group, and more delicate and
wispy (passing into cirro-cumulus) on its

edges. They are very frequently arranged in

lines in one or two directions.

Alto-Strati:s (.1. S.) . Thick veil of a gray
or bluish color, exhibiting in the vicinity of the

sun and moon a brighter portion, which, with-

out causing halos. may produce coronae. This

form shows gradual transitions to cirro-stratus;

but, according to the measurements made at

Upsala, was of only half the altitude.

Strato-Cumulus (8. Cu.). Large balls or
rolls of dark cloud, which frequently cover the

whole sky, especially in winter, and give it at

times an undulated appearance. The stratum of

strato-cumulus is usually not very thick, and
blue sky often appears in the breaks through it.

Between this form and the alto-cumulus all

possible gradations are found. It is distin-

guished from nimbus by the ball-like or rolled

form, and because it does not tend to bring

rain.

Nimbus (N.). Rain-clouds. Dense masses of

dark, formless clouds, with ragged edges, from
which generally continuous rain or snow is fall-

ing. Through the breaks in these clouds there

is almost always seen a higher sheet of cirro-

stratus or alto-stratus. If the mass of nimbus
is torn up into small patches, or if low frag-

ments of cloud are floating much below a great

nimbus, they may be called fracto-nimbua

(the 'scud' of the sailors).

Cumulus (Cu.). Woolpack clouds. Thick
clouds, whose summits are domes with pro-

tuberances, but whose bases are flat. These
clouds appear to form in a diurnal ascensional
movement, which is almost always apparent.
When the cloud is opposite the sun, the surfaces
which are usually seen by the observer are more
brilliant than the edges of the protuberances.
When the illumination comes from the side, this

cloud shows a strong actual shadow ; on the

sunny side of the sky, however, it appears dark,

with bright edges. The true cumulus shows a
sharp border above and below. If often torn by
strong winds, the detached parts (fracto-

cumulus) present continual changes.

CuMULO-XiMBUs {Cu. X .) . Thundcr-cloud

;

shower-cloud. Heavy masses of clouds, rising

like mountains, towers, or anvils, generally sur-

rounded at the top by a veil or screen of fibrous

texture ('false cirrus'), and below by nimbus-
like masses of cloud. From their base generally

fall local showers of rain or snow, and some-
times hail or sleet. The upper edges are either

of compact, cumulus-like outline, and form mas-
sive summits, surrounded by delicate false cir-

rus, or the edges themselves are drawn out
into cirrus-like filaments. This last form is

most common in 'spring showers.' The front of

thunder-storm clouds of wide extent sometimes
shows a great arch stretching across a portion

of the sky, which is uniformly lighter in color.

Stratus (S). 'Lifted fog^ in a horizontal

stratum. When this stratum is torn by the

wind or by mountain summits into irregular

fragments, they may be called fracto-stratus.

In general, the cirrus, cirro-stratus, and cirro-

cumulus are the highest and swiftest ; the alto-

stratus, alto - cumulus, strato - cumulus, and
cumulo-nimbus are median; the nimbus, cumu-
lus, and stratus are lowest and slowest. These
three groups are also generally distinctive as to

their appearances and methods of formation.

There are some rarer forms of clouds that
have received special or local names, such as
the following: Phosphorescent, sometimes called

iridescent, opalescent, or luminous night clouds.

These are seen even at midnight in Europe as
distant, pure white clouds, near the horizon.

Measurements appear to show that they are

from 10 to 20 miles above sea-level; they may
possibly be self-luminous or phosphorescent, but
it is more likely that they shine by reflecting

the light from a 'distant twilight. Hoods, or
false cirri, enveloping a mountain-top, or the

summit of a cumulus dome. These are formed
in the air that is pushing upward over the

obstructing mountain. The tablecloth of Table
Mountain at Cai»e Town is formed somewhat
like the hood, but covers the whole flat top of the

mountain and hangs down a little way over the

leeward cliffs with frayed edges as the cloud-

matter evaporates back into invisible moisture.

The helm-cloud and helm-bar are stationary

clouds, formed at the summits of standing waves
of air. When an east wind blows over the

Crossfell Range, in Cumberland, England, there

is formed not merely a cloud or hood or helmet
with rain at the summit of the range, but a
series of undulations to the leeward, one or more
of which may rise high enough as a standing
wave to form a cloud at its summit: throuyh
this cloud, in fact, the wind is blowing, and the

cloud-particles formed on the windward side are
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cflrricd up through the cloud and down again on
the leeward side, evaporating and diHap|)earing

as they descend at about the same level as when
they were formed on the windward side. Tornado
cloud and waterspout cloud are the distinctive,

cloud-like fornj that reaches down nearly to the
Hurface of the earth or ocean from the main
cloud-mass above, and marks the central axis of

a whirling mass of air. Within such a whirl,

the barometric pressure is reduced by reason of

wntrifugal force, and any air that is drawn
inward expands, cools, and forms cloud, just as
it would do if it rose upward into regions of

lower pressure. When the whirl ceases, the
cloud immediately disappears. Globo-cirrus, a
cirrus cloud having a globular form, from which
stream downward fibres or filaments, as though
the particles of the globular mass were being
pulled out by the wind, or were settling down
by their own weight into air-currents of a differ-

ent velocity horizontal. Mammato - cumulus,
protuberances or pockets on the under side of
an otherwise flat-bottomed cloud, as though the
heavier portions of the cloud were settling down
in groups from the main cloud. This formation
may also sometimes represent the central por-
tions of adjacent whirls of air rising up into
the clouds; but this latter phenomenon, which
has beeii seen by Abbe, is probably not so fre-

quent as the former.
The stutly of tiie movements of the clouds is

our principal source of information relative to
the general motion of the air at considerable
heights above the sea or land. During the past
fifty years an increasing amount of attention
has been given to this matter, and the use of the
nephoscope and photogram-meter has greatly in-

creased the accuracy of observation. By inter-

national agreement, special observations were
made in many countries in 1896 and 1897, the
results of which were published during the years
1898-1901; of these reports the most important
is that by Prof. F. H. Bigelow, published in the
Annual Report of Prof. W^illis L. Moore, chief
of the United States Weather Bureau.
The average area covered by clouds, taking

the globe as a whole, is about one-half of its

surface. They, therefore, play a very important
part in the distribution of solar heat over the
earth's surface and within the atmosphere, and
the consideration of this influence alone is a
very important but difficult problem in the deter-
mination of the motions of the atmosphere. See
Dew; Evapouatiox ; Nephoscope ; Rain; Snow.
CLOUDBERRY (ME. cloud, mass of rock,

hill, AS. clild, roimd mass, mass of rock +
berri/) iRubvs chamcemorus) . A plant of the
same genus with the dewberry, which it re-

sembles. It has a trailing habit of growth, and
never attains a height of more than 8 to 10
inches ; the leaves, few, large, lobod, and some-
what kidney-shaped: the flower large and white,
male and female flowers on separate plants, the
female plant producing an orange-red fruit equal
in size to a dewberry, and of an agreeable flavor.

It is a native of the northern parts of Europe,
Asia, and America. In Great Britain it is

chiefly confined to elevated moors; in Norway
and Sweden it is much more abundant, and the
fruit is highly valued and made into excellent
preser\'es. In America it is found only sparingly
south of the Canadian boundary, but it is com-
mon and greatly prized in Newfoundland,

I^brador, Nova Scotia, and northern Quebec.
It is abundant through northern Canada, ex-
tending from the Atlantic to the Pacific and
north to tiie Arctic Circle. I'nfortunately, the
plant is of diflicult cultivation, and no attempt
to make it produce fruit freely in our gardens
has yet l)cen successful. Somewhat similar to
the cloudl)erry is Rubus geoides, which yields a
very agreeable fruit, as large as a raspberry, one
of the few native fruits of Terra del Fuego and
the Falkland Islands.

CLOUDBURST. A term first applied in the
United States about 1840, and in India about
1860, to a sudden extraordinarily heavy l(x:al

rain. No definite rate or amount of rainfall, or
area covered by it, has been assigned as a limit
proper for distinguishing cloudbursts from
ordinary heavy rains. Many special cases of
cloudbursts have been described in English and
American meteorological journals, especially in

the United States Monthly Weather Review,
from which it may be seen that the term is

rarely used unless six or more inches of rain
fall, and at the rate of 10 or more inches per
hour. Thus, in one case, 10 inches fell in an
hour; in another, the extreme case, 21 inches.
Nothing definite is known as to the areas cov-
ered by these heavy rains; but it is not likely

that the heaviest cover more than an acre, or
that the lighter ones cover more than a square
mile. Several cloudbursts have occurred on the
eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains; but
the great rains that cause the heavy floods

along the eastern slope of the Appalachians from
Georgia to Pennsylvania sometimes attain the
intense local character that is ordinarily at-

tached to the term cloudburst. Professor Ferrel
has explained how a mass of water can be held
within the cloud by means of rapidly ascending
currents ; but there is scant evidence of the
actual existence of the strong ascending wind
required by this explanation, and it seems
equally possible that cloudbursts may result

from the sudden formation of a large mass of

rain in a very tall cloud, rather than from the
gradual accumulation of rain in the clouds.

Consult: Ferrel, Recent Advances (Washington,
1885), and his Popular Treatise on the Winds
(New York, 189.3).

CLOUD ON TITLE. An apparent defect in

the title to real estate, based on a written instru-

ment, judgment, or order of court, which pur-

ports to create an interest or lien in or an
incumbrance upon the land in question. The
person whose land is so aflTected may have
the 'cloud' removed by appropriate proceeding
in equity, instituted by a bill in the nature of a
bill to quiet possession, known specifically as a
'bill to remove cloud on title.' The judgment
of the court may direct the obnoxious instrument
to be delivered up and canceled, or the record of

such incumbrance or lien canceled, or may by
decree declare a jtidgment, order of court, or

proceedings under an invalid tax-levy, to be void

and of no effect so far as the land in question

is concerned.

In order to obtain this remedy, however, the

instrument or act purporting to create the cloud

on title must have apparent validity. A deed

or mortgage void upon its face does not create

a cloud, and cannot be attacked by such a
proceeding. See Bill in Equity; Incumbrance;
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Title; and consult the authorities referred to

under the last-mentioned reference.

CLOUDS, The. The most famous of the
comedies of Aristophanes, produced in B.C. 423,
when it took the third prize. It is a satire on
the Sophists, and unjustly attacks Socrates as
Iheir representative.

CLOUDY BAY. An inlet of Cook Strait, to
the northeast of South Island, New Zealand.
Cloudy Harbor, on its north shore, is well known
(Map: East India Islands, L 7). The south
shore is hold and lofty, llie rivers Awatere and
Wairan flow into the bay.

CLOUET, kloo'ft'. A French family of paint-
ers, originally Flemish. Jehan, the first Clouet,
lived in Brussels about 1475, and does not seem
to have left his country. His son, Jehan, called
Jehannftt (c.1485-1541), came to France, and
settled at Tours, where he married Jeanne
Boucault. Afterwards he went to Paris, where,
about 1518, he became Court painter and valet-

deehambre to Francis I. Two portraits of the
King are attributed to him—one representing
him as a young man, in the Louvre, and the other
representing him as a middle-aged man, in the
Pitti Palace, Florence. This latter was also sup-
posed to be by Holbein, and may possibly be by
Francois, Jehannet's son. Both works have the
hall-mark of the Flemish School—a certain dry-
ness and elaboration of detail and great delicacy
of treatment.—FRANq-ois, also called Jehan or
Jehann'et (c.1510-72), was probably born at
Tours. He succeeded his father as Court painter
and valet-de-chambre to Francis I., and after-

wards held the same position under Henry II.,

Francis II., Charles IX.. and Henrj' III. There
are several allusions to him in the Court docu-
ments of the time, and we learn from them that
he molded the wax funeral effigies of Francis I.

and Henry II. Despite the influence of the
Italian artists, whom Francis and his successors
])atronized, Jehan was considered the first

painter of his day. The poets Ronsard and Du
Bellay both speak of his portraits. Many of his

works have been mistaken for those of Holbein,
and only two of his portraits, those of Charles
IX. and Elizabeth of Austria, have been posi-

tively identified as his. He preserves the Flem-
ish realistic method and love of detail, carried
to an extreme, in his treatment of such acces-

sories as jewels and lace, along with precision

and delicacy in flesh-painting. Other pictures

probably by him are portraits of Francis II. as

a child, in the Antwerp Museum, and of the Duke
of Anjou, Berlin Museum, and a portrait called

Sir Thomas More, in the Brussels Museum. His
subjects are usually small full - lengths, with
a background of greenish blue. A large number
of drawings are also attributed to him. Many
portraits in the style of Clouet were produced
by copyists and imitators. There is stipposed

to have been still another Clouet. a brother of

Francois; hut of him nothing is known. Con-
sult: Laborde. La rrnaissancr dcs arts d la cour
dc France (Paris, 1855) ; Woltmann und Woer-
mann, fleschichtc der Malerci, ii. (Ijeipzig, 1870-

82) ; Pattison, The Renaissance of Art in France
(London. 1879) ; Gower, Three Hundred Por-
traits hy Clouet at Castle Howard ( London, 1875)

.

CLOUOH, klnf. ARxnrR High (1810-61 ) . An
English autlior. He was born in Liverpool, but
when onlv four vears old was taken by his

father, a merchant, to Charleston, S. C. He re-

turned to England, however, in 1828, and was at
JIugby under Doctor Arnold, whose strenuous
apjjeal to moral responsibility in boys probably
had :in unhappy elfect upon Clough's tempera-
ment, naturally high-strung, with a tendency to
more or less morbid introspection. His Oxford
career had an even more decisive influence on
his life. He entered the university at the height
of the 'Tractarian Movement,' with one of whose
most brilliant men, William George Ward, he
was intimate, r'or a time he was carried away
by the new current, but the reaction took him
further in the opposite direction. He held a
fellowship at Oriel College from 1843 to 1848, but
relinquished it when it became clear to him
that he could no longer subscribe to the reli-

gious doctrines involved—becoming later an ex-
aminer under the Education Department, like

Matthew Arnold, with whom he had much in
common. His temperament was essentially skep-
tical—in no mere negative sense, but in that of
reverent and anxious seeking for the truth at all

costs. It is this characteristic which dominates
the whole of his literary work, whether verse or
prose. In his three longer poems, Dipsychus,
The Bothie of Tober-na-Vuolich, and Amours de
voyage, the anah'sis of character disturbed by
spiritual conflict is the main interest ; though he
shows a perfect consciousness that the habit of
self-analj'sis and suspense of judgment may be
carried too far. After his death, which oc-
curred on a tour in Italy, he was commemorated
in one of the noblest elegies in the English lan-

guage—Arnold's Thyrsis; and Lowell (whom,
with Emerson, Longfellow, and other eminent
men, he had met on a visit to America) expressed
the feeling that he would "be thought a hundred
years hence to have l)een the truest expression in
verse of the moral and intellectual tendencies,
the doubt and struggle toward settled convic-
tions, of the age in which he lived." His Poems
and Prose Remains, with letters and a memoir
by F. T. Palgrave, were published the year after
his death.

CLOUGH-LEIGHTEB, kluf'-la'ter. Henbt
(1874— ). An American organist and composer.
He was born in ^^ ashington. and was educated at
Columbia University (1887-89) and at Trinity
University, Toronto, Canada. So rapid was his
progress, that at the age of fifteen he received an
appointment as organist at Saint Michael and
All Angels' Church, Washington, and in 1892 he
became organist at the Church of the Epiphany
and the Jewish synagogue in that city. In 189*9

he removed to Providence, where he was for one
year organist of Grace Church. He was pro-
fessor of musical ethics and theorj' at the Howe
School of Music, Boston, Mass., in 1902. He has
written several excellent compositions, among
which are the following: Festival Service in D
Major (1890); Te Deum Laudamus, G Major
(1898); Ave Vinnm (1901); Wassail (1901);
Like a Rose Fihov.ld Be (1901).

CLOUS, John Waiter (18.37—). A German-
American soldier, horn and educated in Germany.
He came to the United States in 18.55, enlisted
in the Ignited States Army in 1857, and served
until 1802. when he was appointed second lieu-

tenant of the Sixth Infantry. He fought in the
Civil War. and greatly distinguished himself at
(!ettysburg. for which condtict he received the
brevet of first lieutenant and captain. He waa
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made a captain in the Thirty-eighth Infantry in

ISU7, and from 1SG8 to 1888 was engaged in fron-

tier wrvite, and Ixicanie conspicuous for his

bravery and skill in engagements with the In-

dians.' In 1880 he l)ecame major and judge-advo-

cate in the United States Army, and served until

18!)0 as assistant to the Judge- Advocate-Cjleneral.

He subsiMpienlly served successively as professor

of law at West Point ; staff otlicer to Major-Gen-

eral Meriitt (18U0-H8) ; staff oflicer to Lieuten-

unt-General \iiles during the Sj)anish-American

War: brigadier-general of volunteers; secretary

and recorder of the Commission for the Evacua-
tion of Cuba; deputy judge-advocate-general on
the staff of Major-Ceneral Brooke, and judge-ad-

vocate-general. He published a series of Lectures

on Milit'iry and Martial Law. At his own re-

quest he was retired, with the rank of brigadier-

general. May 24. 1001.

CLOVE AND ORANGE. An Elizabethan
'Tweed Icdee-and-Tweedledum,' occurring in Jon-
son's Every Man Out of His Humour; "the Gem-
ini of foppery, that, like a pair of foils, are fit

for nothing but to be practiced on."

CLOVE - BARK. The bark of Dicypellium
caryophyllatum, a little-known Brazilian tree,

also found in the West Indies. As marketed,
clove-bark resembles cinnamon cylinders from
one-half foot long and about one inch in diam-
eter, consisting of several pieces telescoped to-

gether. The bark is usually dark brown, smooth
or slightl}' wrinkled, with a mucilaginous, aro-

matic, pungent taste, which suggests a mixture
of cloves and cinnamon. In medicine it is known
as Cas-sia caryophyllata, and is used like, but
considered inferior to. cloves. A similar bark is

said to be obtained from the Myrtis caryophyl-
lata of Linnaeus, which grows in Ceylon. The
culilawan (sometimes culilawang) of the Mo-
luccas, which is sometimes confounded with
clove-bark, is derived from Cinnamomum or
Lam us culilawan.

CLOVER (AS. clcBfre, trefoil, of unknown
origin), or Trefoil (Trifoliurn). A genus of

plants of the natural order Leguminosse, suborder
Papilionaceae, containing a great number of

species, natives chiefly of temperate climates,

abounding most of all in Europe, although about
sixty species are indigenous to the United
States; some of them very important, in agri-

culture, as affording pasturage and fodder for

cattle and as a means for improving cultivated

soil. The name 'clover* is also popularly ap-

plied to certain plants, which have compound
leaves with three leaflets like the clovers, and
also belong to the order Leguminoscne. but which
are not included in the genus Trifolium—such

as sweet or Bokhara clover (Melilotus) , bur
clover (Medicago), prairie clover (Petaloste-

mon), bird's-foot clover (Lotus), and a number
of others. The true clovers {Trifolium) have
herbaceous, not twining stems; roundish heads
or oblong spikes of small flowers, the corolla re-

maining in a withered state till the ripening of

the seed ; the pod inclosed in the calyx, and con-

taining one or two, rarely three or four seeds.

About seventeen species belong to the flora of

Great Britain. The species of most importance
to the farmer is the common red clover (Tri-

folium pratense) . (For illustration, see Plates of

Dicotyledons and of BiX)onROOT.) This is a
native of America and of most parts of Europe,

growing in meadows and pastures. It stands in

the front rank of forage plants for good yields,

nutritive value, and adaptability to various cli-

mates and soils. It is a perennial, but is general-
ly treated as if it were a biennial. Its heads of
flowers are oval or nearly globular, very compact,
about lui inch in diameter, purple, more rarely
flesh-colored or white; the tube of the calyx is

downy; the .stipules run suddenly into a bristly

|)oint. The leaflets have very often a whitish
horseshoe mark in the centre. It is supposed
that clover found its way into England from the
Netherlands about the time of Queen Elizabeth;
but it was not until the close of the last century
that it was introduced into Scotland, where it is

now universally prevalent. Perennial red clover

(Trifolium pratense perenne) is a somewhat
hardier fonn than the ordinary forms of common
red clover and of longer duration, lasting for

two years or more. The zigzag clover ( Tri-

folium, medium
) , also called meadow clover,

marl-grass, and cow-grass, much resembles the
common red clover, but is easily distinguished

by the smooth tube of the calyx, and by the

broader, less membranaceous, and gradually acu-

minated stipules. The stems are also remark-
ably zigzag, and are more rigid than in Trifolium
pratense ; the heads of flowers are larger, more
lax, more nearly globose, and of a deeper purple
color, and the leaflets have no white spot. It

is a common plant in Great Britain and most
parts of Europe, and is also grown to some ex-

tent in the United States. White or Dutch
clover (Trifolium repens) is also a common
native of Great Britain, and of most parts of

Europe as well as of North America. When a
barren heath is turned up with the spade or
plow, white clover almost always appears. It

is more permanent than common red clover, and
it grows on nearly all soils, but its yield is

small. White clover is seldom grown alone, but
usually in mixtures of grasses and other clover.

The flowers of all kinds of clover are the delight

of bees, but those of white clover perhaps par-

ticularly so. Alsike or Swedish clover ( Tri-

folium hybridum), a perennial, regarded as in-

termediate in appearance between the common
red clover and the white clover, was introduced

into Great Britain from the south of Sweden in

1834. It is also becoming common in North
America. Crimson clover, or Italian clover

(Trifolium incarnatum), an annual, native of

the south of Europe, with oblong or cylindrical

spikes of rich crimson flowers, is much cultivated

in Continental Europe, and is also pretty exten-

sively grown in some parts of England and the

United States. Moliner's clover (Trifolium Mo-
lineri) very much resembles crimson clover, but

i3 biennial and has pale flowers. It is cultivated

in Europe. Alexandrian clover, or Egyptian
clover (Trifolium Alexandrinum) , an annual

species, a native of Egypt, universally cultivated

in its native country, where it is the principal

fodder for cattle, is supposed to be one of the

best kinds of clover for warm climates—such as,

for instance, the Southern United States. It has
oval heads of pale-yellow or whitish flowers. Yel-

low clover, or hop-trefoil (Trifolium procum-
bcns) , is common in dry, gravelly soils, but is not

much esteemed. It has smaller leaves and flower-

heads than has any of the cultivated species. The
flowers are ye1low% and the beads resemble minia-

ture hop-strobiles.
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Clovers are of great value to agriculture, on
account of the many different ways in whicli

they may be utilized. Clover is fed as hay, as
green fodder, and as silage, and it is use<l for

pasturage, for greon-manuring, and as a cover-

crop. It is chiefly valuable as a means of en-

riching the soil, being capable of appropriat-

ing free nitrogen from the air by means of its

roots. It has long been recognized that clover-

growing has a beneficial effect on the soil ; but
this phenomenon was not understood until about
1888, when scientists discovered that leguminous
plants, through the agency of bacteria living in

the characteristic tubercles or nodules on the

roots, take up free atmospheric nitrogen. In the

soil this nitrogen is oxidized to nitric acid, which
forms nitrates, and in this form the nitrogen is

assimilated by growing plants. In addition to

their power of taking up free nitrogen, clovers

are very valuable because of the large and deep
development of their root systems, which effects

a marked improvement in the physical condition

of the soil, and thus indirectly increases its fer-

tility. Plowing clover under for green manure is

a most effective method of adding humus to the

soil. During recent years crimson clover is rec-

ommended in the United States as a cover-crop

for orchards, to be sown late in summer when
the soil is no longer cultivated, and to be plowed
under the following spring. In this way the soil

is kept moist, its surface is kept from harden-

ing, and much available plant-food is afforded

the trees for the following season's growth. In
general, the common red clover is the most im-

portant in the United States.

Feeding Value.—On an average red clover

(green crop) has the following percentage com-
position: Water, 70.8; protein, 4.4; fat, l.I;

nitrogen-free extract, 13.5; crude fibre, 8.1; min-
eral matter 2.1. Red-clover silage contains

—

water, 72.0; protein, 4.2; fat. 1.2; nitrogen-free

extract, 11.6; crude fibre, 8.4; ash, 2.6 per cent.

Red-clover hay contains—water, 15.3; protein,

12.3; fat, 3.3 ;' nitrogen-free extract, 38.1; cnide
fibre, 24.8; and ash, 6.2 per cent. Other clovers

and their cured products resemble the above
quite closely. Clover forage is relatively highly

nitrogenous* is relished by all farm animals, and
is capable of replacing in part more expensive

concentrated feeding-stuffs—such as bran, lin-

seed meal, etc.

Clover is very important for soiling, as it is

available early in the season, and is relished.

Pigs do well on clover pasture, building good
bone and framework, and fatten rapidly later on
when given concentrated feed. Clover is very
succulent in the green, uncured state, and there-

fore, like all such feeds, liable to cause bloat, if

too much is eaten. Animals should not be turned
on clover pasture when very hungry, or while

the dew is on the clover. Some dry fodder should

be placed in racks in the pasture, as this is said

to relieve bloat.

Clover hay is not usually considered a satis-

factory coarse fodder for horses, as the dust it

carries proves detrimental. A limited amount
may. however, l)e fed to all kinds of horses,

with favorable results. It is a very satisfactory

coarse fodder for milch cows. It furnishes the

protein essential for milk, and is relished by the

animals. By feeding clover hay as one-half to

two-thirds of the coarse fodder of a ration, the
amount of concentrated feed required may be

diminished, and thus the cost of the ration low-

ered. For calves and young stock, clover hay is

very important. No. other coarse fodder is supe-

rior for sheep.

As shown by experiments with ruminants, the
following percentages of the nutrients in red-

clover forage are digestible: Dry matter, 66.1;

protein, 67.0; fat, 64.5; nitrogen-free extract,

77.6; crude fibre, 52.6; and ash, 55.0 per cent.

Red-clover hay has the following digestibil-

ity: Dry matter, 57.4; protein, 58.0; fat, 55.2;
nitrogen-free extract, 64.4 ; crude fibre, 54.2 ; and
ash, 29.1 per cent. In this respect it compares
favorably with other coarse-fodder crops, both
green and dry.

Clover Diseases.—There are two important
fungus diseases of clover—a 'rust,' and what has
been designated as the 'clover-rot.' The rust

(Uroviyces trifolii) is said to have first been
noticed in South America, and to have come to

the United States by way of Europe, where it is

quite destructive. It infests the leaves, leaf-

stalks, and stems, producing definite browTi
spots. The fungus pas.ses through three phases
—the first on the white clover, upon which mi-
nute cups are formed, filled with orange-colored
spores; the other two phases, red and black (so

called from the color of the spores occurring on
fed clover), are quite destructive. \Mien a por-

tion of a field is found affected, it is best to cover
the clover with straw and bum it to prevent
further spread. The 'clover-rot' (Sclerotinia tri-

foliorum) occurs on crimson clover in the Unit-
ed States, although common on red and other
clovers in Europe. It also occurs on alfalfa,

sainfoin, fenugreek, Bokhara clover, etc. Its

presence may usually be noted by all plants
being killed in patches a foot or more in diame-
ter. Small black bodies will be seen at the base
of the wilted stems in the autumn, followed by
the appearance of small mushroom-like bodies in

the spring. Burning, as mentioned above, and
rotation of crops, are recommended for its sup-
pression. A leaf-spot disease (Pseudopeziza tri-

folii) is sometimes quite destructive to clover
and alfalfa. Tlie disea.sed leaves show on their

upper surfaces small black specks, which enlarge
and extend through the leaf, destroying it.

\Mien present, this disease is liable to become
epidemic, causing considerable loss. Burning
over fields in autumn and frequent cutting pre-

vent serious loss to the crop. Another destruc-

tive parasite of clovers, although not a fungus,
is the dodder (q.v. ).

CLOVEB - INSECTS. Various insects in-

juriously affect cultivated clover, of which the
following are prominent: The roots are attacked
by borers, and the stems by a gall-making l>ee-

tle (Lanffuria Moznrdi) ; also by a cutworm, the
lar\'a of the zebra-moth

(
q.v. ) . Weevils do great

injury to clover in various parts of the plant;

the worst species {Hylcsinus trifolii) is an im-
portation from Europe. These minute beetles

pair in early spring, and then the female gnaws
a cavity in a root of two-year-old clover and
places it in four to six eggs. The larvae, as soon
as hatched, bore along the axes of the roots of

the clover, causing the plants to weaken and often
to die. Another beetle {Enipusn .tpharospmna)

,

calletl the clover leaf-beetle, sometimes appears
in swarms, coiling about the tips of the leaves.

The leaves are also attacked by a midge or gall-

gnat, and the seeds by another {Cecidomyia legu-
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minicola), the latter of which is very destruc-
tive. It lays its eggs in the blossoms of red
clover in May and June, and these hatch into
sniall reddish or yellowish maggots, which de-
stroy the forming seed. Upon reaching full

growth, they wriggle out from the floret and fall

to the ground, transforming to pupie within deli-

cate, spherical c(x?oons, from whicli the adults
issue the following spring. The larvre leave the
florets just before the time of cutting the first

crop of clover for hay, so that if the time of
cutting for this croj) be advanced two weeks, the
insect will be destroyed. Another enemy to the
seeds is the greenish caterpillar of a moth ( Gra-
pholitha intcrstinctana), which devours florets

and seed-vessels. The clover-hay worms, cater-
])illars of pyralid moths, esj)ecially Asopia cos-
talis, affect particularly stored hay in which
clover is mixed.

CLOVES (from Fr. clou, from Lat. claims,
nail, so called from the shape). The dried
flower-buds of the clove-tree, Caryophyllus aro-
tnaticus, of the natural order Myrtacea^. The
clove-tree is from 15 to 40 feet high, evergreen,
with a beautiful pyramidal head. The flowers
are small, but produced in great profusion in
cjTnes. The leaves, flowers, and bark have an
aromatic odor. The ripe fruit resembles an olive
in shape, but is not quite so large; it is of a
dark-red color; it sometimes appears in com-
merce in a dried state, under the curious name
of 'mother cloves'; it has an odor and flavor sim-
ilar to cloves, but much weaker; the broken
fruit-stalks are sometimes also used for the same
purposes as cloves, but the flower-buds them-
selves are the principal product of the tree.

They are gathered, and are dried by exposure to
the smoke of wood-fires, and afterwards to the
rays of the sun, or by the latter alone. When
first gathered they are reddish, but become of a
deeper-brown color. The unexpanded corolla
forms a little round head at the end of the calyx-
tube, which is about half an inch long, and thus
the appearance is not unlike that of a little nail,
whence the name. The clove-tree is a native of
the Spice Islands, but is now cultivated in
Sumatra, Bourbon. Mauritius, some parts of the
West Indies, and elsewhere. For illustration, see
Plate of Flavoring-Plants. The wild clove-tree
of the West Indies is Pimenta acris. See Myr-
TACE^K.
The properties of cloves depend chiefly on an

essential oil— oil of cloves — which forms one-
fifth or one-sixth of the whole weight, and is

used for flavoring dessert dishes and articles of
confectionery. The oil of cloves is obtained by
repeatedly distilling cloves with water, when two
oils pass over, one of which is lighter and the
other is heavier than water. The oil has a hot,
acrid taste, is light-yellow when pure, and brown-
red when not so carefully prepared. It has a
characteristic odor, and is soluble in ether, alco-
hol, and the fixed oils. When taken internally in
small quantities, it has the effect of aiding diges-
tion and of stimulating the appetite. It is some-
times used in medicine as a stomachic, carmina-
tive, and antispasmodic, and is often added to
scammony and castor-oil to prevent the griping
that is likely to be caused by those substances.
Oil of cloves is further employed in .scenting
soaps, and by the distiller. The chief constitu-
ents of the oil are eugenol, or eugenic acid,
CjoHijOa and a terpene, CisH^,

CLOVES, Oil of. See Cloves.

CLOVIO, kli/v*-o, OiuLio, called Macedo
(1498-1578). A miniature painter, born in
Croatia, lie went to Italy as a youth, and
rapidly won favor by his paintings and by en-
gravings on medals and seals. He received some
instruction from Giulio Romano in Rome, and
fJirolamo de Libri in Verona. About 1527 he
became a monk, and afterwards lived princi-
pally in Mantua and Perugia. His works were
executed for the princes of the day ; and, despite
the many figjires and excjuisite* finish of the
illuminations, he produced a great nuUiber of
them. The most famous is a breviarj', with
twenty-six scenes, done for Cardinal Farnese. and
now in the Naples Museum. A marvelous pro-
duction is the life of Frederick of Urbino. in the
Vatican Library. Tliis work shows Clovio's
qualities as an historical painter and portrait-
ist, the genre in which he is most successful.

Consult: Sakeinski, Das Lehen des Giulio Clo-
vio (Agram, 1852) ; and Bertolloti, Don Giulio
Clovio, principc dei mlniatori (Modena, 1882).

CLO^IS, CiiLODwiG, or Ciilodovecii (c.466-
511). A king of the Franks, of the line of the
]\Ierovingians. By the death of his father, in
481, he became King of the Salian Franks, whose
capital was at Tournai, in what is now the
Belgian Province of Hainaut. His first achieve-
ment was the overthrow, in 48G, of the Gallo-
Romans under Syagrius, near Soissons, after
which he extended his conquests to the Loire.
Clovis did not dispossess the inhabitants, as the
Franks were onlj^ few in numbers, and the
public lands were sufl^icient for them. About 493
Clovis married Clotilda, daughter of a Bur-
gundian prince. Clotilda was a Christian, and
earnestly desired the conversion of her husband,
v.ho, like most of the Franks, was still a heathen.
In a great battle with the Alemanni, in 496, Clo-
vis was hard pressed, and, as a last resource,
invoked the God of Clotilda, vowing that he
would become a Christian if he obtained the vic-
tory. The Alemanni were routed, and on Christ-
mas day of the same year Clovis and 3000 of his
army were baptized by Remigius, Bishop of
Rheims. Love of conquest concurring with zeal
for the Orthodox faith, Clovis inarched to the
southwest of Gaul again.st the heretic Visigoth,
Alaric II., whom he defeated and slew at Vouill^,
taking possession of the whole coimtry as far as
Bordeaux and Toulouse (507-10). Clovis now
took up his residence in Paris, where he died in
511. His groat aim had been the subjugation of
all the Prankish princes and the uiiion of the
whole Prankish people into a single powerful
kingdom. The means he employed to secure this
end were cruel and unscrupulous; but the end
itself would have been beneficial, if he had not
frustrated it at his death by redividing the newly
organized realm among his four sons, and expos-
ing it to the very perils from which he himself
had rescued it. An account of the deeds of
Clovis may be found in Gregory of Tours, His-
toria Francorum, Book II., edited bv Guadet and
Turanne (Paris, I83G-38). Consult, also, Jung-
haus, Geschichte der friinkischen Konige Childe-
rich und Chlodimg (Gottingcn, 1857).

CLOWES, kiouz, William Laird (1856—).
An English naval critic, who wrote imder the
name of 'Nauticus.' He was born at Hampstead,
and was educated at King's College, London, and
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at Lincoln's Inn for the law, which he aban-
doned for journalism. He served on the Stand-
ard (1885), Daily Xews (1887-90), and Times
(1890-05), and contributed largely to English
and foreign magazines. His articles on needs of
the navy, battle-ships, torpedo-boats, etc., became
widely known. He wa«^ editor and part author
of The Roynt Xavy : A History from the Earliest
Times to the Present (6 vols.. 1897-1901).
Among his numerous works are: The yaval
PockeiBook (an annual) ; Confessions of an
English Hachish-Eater (1883) ; Black America:
A Study of the ex-Slave and His Late Master
(1892); Blood is Thicker than Water (1894);
a volume of poems entitled Eclogues (1899).

CLOWN. See Jester; P.\xtomime.

CLUB. A word said to be derived from the
Saxon cleofan, to divide—a club being an asso-
ciation, the expenses of which are shared among
the members. Societies of somewhat the same
nature existed in ancient Greece and Rome, and
mention of them is made in Aristotle, Cicero,
Plutarch, and other ancient writers. The mod-
em club, however, had its origin in the London
taverns and coffee-houses. Thomas Occleve, who
wrote in the reign of Henry IV., mentions 'La
Court de Bonne Compagnie,' of which he was a
member; but the first celebrated club in London
is that to which belonged Shakespeare, Fletcher,
Raleigh, Beaumont, and other brilliant men of
letters who met at the Mermaid Tavern in Bread
Street. Ben Jonson founded a club which met at
the Devil Tavern, for which he is supposed to
have written his Leges Conviviales. The Calves'
Head, so named in allusion to Charles L, was a
famous London club, which existed in the latter
l)art of the seventeenth century and the early
part of the eighteenth centun.% and whose mem-
bers banqueted on January 31 on a calf's head.

In 1659 the first political club, the Rota, was
established and met at the Turk's Head in New
Palace Yard. The famous 'October ale' served at
the October Club was another political institu-
tion of which Swift became the leading spirit
after his conversion to Toryism. The Literary
Club, established in 1764 by Sir Joshua Reynolds
and Dr. Johnson, of which Goldsmith, Gibbon,
Garrick, Burke, and other celebrated men of let-

ters were members, afforded a meeting-place for
congenial spirits, where they could freely dis-
cuss the merits of the contemporary literarj' pro-
ductions and their authors. Its membership was
limited, and Garrick found it difficult to gain ad-
mission. This club still exists in London. It
is usually called the Literary Club, but its mem-
bers have alwavs claimed for it simplv the
title of 'Tlie Club.' The King's Head 'Club.
founded by the unscrupulous Shaftesbury, and
the Mug House Club, so called on account of
the ale-nuigs used by its memliers. were noted
political clubs of the early part of the eighteenth
century. The Kit-Kat, established about 1700,
was named after Christopher Katt, a noted
mutton-pie man. Its members toasted some cele-

brated l)eauty. whose name was inscribe*! on the
toasting-glass in verse. The Dukes of Marlbo-
rough and Devonshire. Sir Robert Walpole, Con-
gn>ve. Granville, and Addison were members of
the Kit-Kat. About the same time existed the
Tattler's Club in Shire Lane, and the famous
Beefsteak Society, who<»e members wore badges
inscrilxKl with the motto, 'Beef and Liberty.'
Its meml)ers were called 'Steaks.' Hogarth, Fox,

Sheridan, and the Duke of Clarence were among
its noted meml»ers. As already said, these clubs
had their origin in the taverns and coffee-houses
of London. To this class belonged Almack's,
established in 1764, and White's, established in
1698. as White's Chocolate House, and removed
in 1755 to Saint James Street. Brooks's was
established in 1764, and Boodle's, a famous re-
sort for countfy squires and hunting-men, in
1762.

It is, of course, very easy to understand the
genesis of clubs such as White's and Brooks's.
In those days men's personal associations de-
pended chiefly on party affiliation. Tories lived
with Tories, and Whi^ with Whigs. Intermar-
riages between persons of different political
families were not common. Hence, men flocked
to those taverns and public-houses where they
would meet members of their own party. The
next step was easy and obvious. The proprietor
would agree, of course for a consideration, to
exclude persons whose company would not be
agreeable to the habituOs of the place. It was
thus that White's and Brooks's were formed,
White's being a Tory and Brooks's a Whig club.
These clubs are known as 'proprietary clubs,' to
distinguish them from those of which the mem-
bers were the owners. The latter class of clubs
is, of course, the more recent.

About 1815, after the termination of the Na-
poleonic wars, the restaurant or dining-room was
introduced into the clubs. Many army and navy
officers, being no longer needed in active service,
were placed on half pay, and were thus com-
pelled to observe a strict economy. By combin-
ing their resources, they could live "well and
much more cheaply than when having their
meals alone. From that time on, the number of
clubs in England increased, until at the present
day there are more than one hundred prominent
clubs in London. These may be roughly divided
into the following classes: Purely social clubs,
to which belong Arthur's (established in 1765),
with a membership of 600; the Bachelor's Club
(established in 1881), with a membership of
920, admitting ladies as visitors; the Gros-
venor (established in 1883), with a membership
of 3000; the Junior Athenseum (established in
1864), with a membership of 500; the Piccadilly
(established in 1893), with a membership of
1500, admitting ladies as visitors; the L'nion
(established in 1822), with a membership of
1000; the Wellington (established in 1885),
with a membership of 1400; the Travellers'
Club (established in 1819), with 800 members.
To this last club no one may belong who has not
traveled for 500 miles in a direct line from Lon-
don. This rule was made just after the cessation
of the Napoleonic wars, during which traveling
on the Continent was difficult. Among the clubs
whose main purpose is political is the Carlton
(established in 18.32), which has a membership
pf 1800, and is Conservative; the Conservative
(established in 18-40). with a membership of
1300; the Constitutional (established in 1883),
with a membership of 6500; the Junior Carlton
(established in 1864), with a membership of
2100, and strictly Conservative. Tlie Junior
Conservative and the Junior Constitutional have
each a membership of 5,500, and are Conserva-
tive: the Primrose. establishe<l in 1886. has a
membership of .'iOOO. and is Conser>'ative: the
Reform, established in 1837, has a memliership
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of 1400, and is LilM?ral; the City Liberal, estab-

lished in 1874, hus u membership of 1)00, and is

Liberal.

Amonpf the literary, musical, artistic, and
scientific clubs stand out pn»«?minently the Athe-
iia>uni, founded in 1824 by Sir Walter Scott and
Thomas Moore, its members numbering 1200. It

is devoted to art, science, and literature. The
I'ress Club, established in 1882, is strictly jour-
nalistic; the (Jarrick, established in 1831, is

the liome of actors and of the patrons of the
drama; the Royal Societies, established in 1894,
is composed of 1700 nieml)ers behmging to the
learned associations. The principal clubs pat-
ronized by military and naval olTiccrs are as
follows: The Army and Xavy (established in

1837), with 2400 members; and the Junior Army
and Navy (established in 1809), with 2000 mem-
bers, including among them oflicers of the army,
navy, marine, yeomanry, and militia.

The two principal commercial clubs are: the
City of London (established in 1832), with a
membership of 800, the home of merchants and
bankers; and the Gresham (established in 1843),
with a membership of 475, and with a like clien-

tele.

Some of the leading athletic and sporting
clubs are: The Alpine (established in 1857),
devoted to mountain exploration ; the Automo-
bile (established in 1897), and interested in

motor locomotion, with a membership of 1036;
the Hurlingham, wliose members number 1200,
devotees of polo and jjigeon-shooting. The M.
C. C. (Lord's) Club (established in 1787) is the
headquarters for cricket, and has a membership
of 4700; the Prince's Racquet and Tennis (es-

tablished in 1833), with a membership of 1500,
devoted to the practice of these games; the
Renelagh, devoted to polo, golf, etc. (established
in 1894), with a membership of 1900. The Lean-
der and the Thames are among the principal row-
ing clubs in England. The New Oxford and Cam-
bridge, composed of the members of those univer-
sities, was established in 1884 for the purpose of
bringing graduates of those institutions into
closer social relations, and has a membership of

900 ; the United Universitj', also composed of
Oxford and Cambridge men, has the same
aim in view; the L^niversity for Ladies (estab-
lished in 1887) is composed of women educated
at universities and medical colleges. These
are the principal university clubs of England.
The Saint James Club, established in 1857.
has a membership of 050, and is the rendezvous
for diplomats. The Royal Yacht Squadron is the
leading Yacht Club, and is a very exclusive insti-

tution. These clubs are all housed in buildings
that are remarkable for their architectural mag-
nificence and for the completeness of their inte-

rior appointments. They combine the comforts of
a home and the service of a hotel without the re-

sponsibility of the one or the publicity of the
other, and are conducted at a comparatively
moderate expense to the individual members.
Attempts to introduce clubs in Continental

Europe long met with little success. In Ger-
many, such associations were discountenanced by
law. The first club established in France in 1782
had politics for its main object, and went by the
name of 'Le Club Politique.' Among the clubs
that played an important part in the French
Revolution may be noted the .Tacobins; the
Feuillants; the Montrang, of which Mirabeau

and Latouthe were prominent members; the Cor-
deliers, and others. Purely social clubs have
also Wen established in Paris. First among
them are the .lockey Club and the Cercle Roy-
al, the most fashionable and exclusive clubs in
Paris, The Club de Boston was established in
1885.

In the United States clubs were first intro-
duced in the latter part of the eighteenth cen-
tury. The lloboken Turtle Club, organized in
1797, is still in existence. Such a club was, how-
ever, of slight importance in the social life of the
town. In the city of New York the pioneer club,
in a modem sense, is the T'nion Club, established
in 1830. It is one of the oldest and most exclu-
sive in New York City. Its membership is lim-
ited to 1500, and its object is purely social. The
Century Club, organized in 1840, has the pro-
motion of art and literattire in view. Member-
ship is limited to authors, artists, and amateurs
in letters and tlie fine arts, and must not exceed
1300. The Union League Club was founded in
1863 for the purpose of discountenancing any
attempt to impair the integrity of the L'nited
States. The New York University Club, com-
posed of college and university graduates, was
incorporated in 1805. None except degree-hold-
ing persons are eligible for membership. Its aim
is literary and artistic. One of the most exclu-
sive clubs in New York, the Knickerbocker, was
organized in 1871. Its purpose is purely social.

The Lotus Club, organized in 1870, is the home
of journalists, authors, artists, musicians, and
friends of literature. Resident meml)ership is

limited to 500. The Catholic Club of the City
of New York has for its primary interest the
promotion of Roman Cntholic interests in New
York, and has existed since 1863. The Calumet,
a purely social organization, was established in

1879. Its meml)ership is limited to .500. The
Manhattan Club is a powerful factor in Demo-
cratic politics of New York. Its membership is

limited to 1500, and it has an actual enrolled
membership of 1200. It was organized in 1864,
in opposition to tlie Union League Club. The Re-
form Club has for its object the promotion of
good government and the abolition of the pro-
tective tariff. It was organized in 1878. The
United Service Club was organized in 1889 for

the promotion of military science. Membership
is limited to military and naval officers. The
Players' Club was organized in 1888, to pro-

mote social intercourse between the different

members of the dramatic profession. This club
was founded by Edwin Booth, who left the house,
with its furniture and pictures, to the associa-

tion.

Social clubs have also been formed exclusively

for women. It would seem that these should have
a raison d'etre, especially in the United States,

where ladies' luncheon-parties, at which the com-
pany of no man is cxi)ected or desired, are so

popular. Women's clubs are. however, ancient in-

stitutions. There were a number of them in an-

cient Rome, among them an assembly of matrons
known as the 'Minor Senate.' This institution re-

ceived imperial recognition. It was chiefly occu-

pied with questions of etiquette—such as the kind

of dress that ladies should wear, according to

their social position; the question astowhomight
be driven in carriages drawn by horses and who
should be compelled to drive mules ; whose sedan-

chairs should have ornaments of ivory and whose
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of silver, and other weighty problems. The mod-
ern ladies' clubs have, therefore, the authority of

very ancient example. They would seem to have
a reason for existence in the grejiarious and social

instincts of the sex ; but it is probable that the

popularity of these clubs has been affected by the

admission of ladies to certain of the privileges of

the men's clubs—a privilege which renders spec-

ial clubs for woliien less necessary.

There is still another class of clubs, such as the
Liederkranz and the Arion in New York, the
original purpose of which was musical. These
clubs have one point of special interest ; they are
German in their origin rather than English. If

the English public-house, to which, of course, it

was not the custom to admit women, is to be
taken as the origin of the typical club of the
present day, the German beer-garden may be
viewed as the origin of such clubs as the Lieder-
kranz and the Arion. The German went to the
beer-garden in company with his wife and daxigh-

ter, or his sweetheart: and so, in the modem
German clubs of New York, the men are usually
accompanied by the women.

It seems to be a recent tendency of clubs, par-
ticularly in the United Slates, to facilitate, so far

as is possible, the admission of ladies to club
privileges. In many of the clubs it is possible for

members to bring ladies to dine—a thing im-
beard of in England until twenty years ago, and
at that time scarcely kno^^•n in America. The
Bachelors' Club in London, founded about
twenty years ago, admitted ladies as visitors un-

der certain conditions: and that club is one of

the most successful in London. Other clHbs have
been founded which have the same characteris-

tic; but the innovation has not proved so popu-
lar in England as in the United States.

The degree to which ladies are to be permitted
to share the privileges of men's clubs is becom-
ing an interesting subject. During certain hours
the club must, in the nature of things, always
remain sacred to men. They cannot have that
comfort and unrestraint when ladies are present

which thev can have by themselves. During the
morning liours it is natural that the ladies

should be excluded. And there are also many
men to whom the presence of women in the clubs

in the evening would not be agreeable. Tlie divi-

sion of men into those who prefer to spend their

evenings in their domestic circle and those who
prefer to pass them with other men seems to be
inevitable and permanent.
As we have seen, the modem club, originating

in England, has spread all over the world. It is

neoessarv'. of course, that the club in each coun-
try shall have to some extent the characteristics

of that country. For instance, in a French club,

a newcomer must ask to be intrfwluced to the
members of the club, that being, in general, the
French habit. His failure to do so would be
resented by the members. In England, on the
oontrarj-, a man newly admitted would never
think of asking to l)e introduced personally to

the members. Certain differences between Eng-
lish and American society appear in the club
life of the two countries. In general, it may be
said that there is greater sociability in .American
than in English clubs. Indeed, the ideals of
club life in the two countries are, or at any rate
were, essentially dissimilar. Early in this cen-
tury Englishmen found that it was possible for
an individual to live at a club for £600 a year as

well as he could live at home for £6000. In the
club he could have everything that he could have
at home except the privacy of his own house.
If he could not quite have that, he wished to
have something as near it as might be. Hence
the original character of the English club was
somewhat solitary and unsocial. Another differ-

ence between English and American clubs was
originally this: The men who founded the great
EiUglish clubs were either without occupation or
at most half employed. The club was, therefore,
with them a place to live in and to spend a large
part of the day. The American clubs, on the
ccntrary, were originally founded by men fully

employed, for puriwses of social relaxation. Their
early equipment, as a rule, was two or three
rooms, where business men could meet outside of
business hours and talk. From such a nucleus as
this have grown up in our cities the great houses
with librarj', restaurant, billiard-rooms, baths,
and other appliances of luxurious living.

The present tendency, however, seems to be
for English and American clubs to assimilate in
character. In England the clubs have extended
through all the classes of the community, so that
in many of them membership consists fully as
much of business men as it does here. In the
United States, on the other hand, the number of
unemployed or half employed men is very much
on the increase, so that the men who use clubs
as places to live in have greatly increased in

number. It is said, by those who are in a posi-

tion to know, that the sociability which has char-
acterized American clubs has extended to these
societies in England and is on the increase
among them.

Regarded from a legal point of view, a club
may be incorporated or unincorporated ; but it is

essential to its character as a club that it shall

not be instituted for trading purposes, and shall

not carry on any occupation having gain for its

object. Social clubs, as we know them, are of
English origin and have usually been unincor-
porated, the earliest—such as ^Vhite's, Brooks's,
"The Beefsteak,' and other celebrated resorts in

London—being of the proprietarj- kind, one per-

son furnishing the club premises and all acces-

sories, in consideration of an entrance fee and
fixed annual subscriptions, the members being
mere licensees and not co-proprietors. This type
of club still survives in England and has of late

become quite comnwn in convivial and sporting
circles in New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
and other large cities of the United States. Gam-
ing clubs are usually conducted on this principle.

The more usual and familiar type of club at
the present time, however, is the 'members'
club,* in which the persons constituting the asso-
ciation are, by Virtue of their meml>ership, co-

owners of the property of the club and equally
entitled to share in its privileges. TTie legal

relation l)etween the members is that of mutual
contracting parties, the terms of the agreement
creating their mutual rights and obligations

being contained in the articles of assix-iation and
in the rules and regulations adopted thereunder.
These articles and rules also fix the powers and
determine the authority of the governing board
and other officers and committees of the club,

each ?nember being bound to submit to such
authority by his express or implie<l assent to

the rules and regular proceedings of the club.

Every new member becomes a party to the con-
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tract of association, whether he fonnally sub-

hcribes to its nrtielcs or not, though it is usual

to make such subscription.

The proceedings of social clubs have not often

come before the courts for review, and when they

have, it has usually been in connection with the

exercise of the right of expulsion of an obnox-

ious or offending nieniU'r. This is generally pro-

vided for and regulated by the rules of the club,

and, in general, it may be said that any member
who brings himself by his conduct within the

condemnation of the rules may be exj)elled in

the manner provided by them, or, in the absence

of any express provision, by the vote of a major-

ity of its mend)ers. But the courts are not blind

to the serious conseqiiences of an expulsion, es-

pecially in the forfeiture of the property rights

which it involves, and will see that tlie offending

member has fair play. He is entitled to a hear-

ing and to reasonable notice, whether the rules

of the club provide for it or not. The governing
committee is a quasi-judicial tribunal and must
act as such. But if the proceedings have been

regular and fairly conducted, the courts will

usually make no further inquiry. They will not,

under ordinary circumstances, imdertake to con-

trol the discretion of the Association or its com-
mittee, or to determine what is and what is not

proper conduct on the part of a member. Doubt-
less, however, if it appeared to the court that a
member against whom proceedings have been

taken was the victim of unreasonable prejudice

or of a conspiracy, it might order his reinstate-

ment.

Generally speaking, the individual members of

unincorporated clubs are not liable for the debts

of the concern, unless they have authorized the

transactions out of which such debts arose—

a

voluntary club not l>eing a partnership and no
agency l)eing presumed; but the assent necessary

to bind tlie members individually may be given
by resolution under the rules. Of course, where
no agency or ratification can lie shown, the stew-

ard or. house committee or other officer making
or directing a purchase becomes personally liable

upon the obligation incurred, the club, as such,

having no legal status. An incorporated club,

however, like any other corporation, may sue

and be sued in its corporate capacity ; and its

officers and members, so long as they have com-

plied with the law, are equally free from indi-

vidual liability for its debts. For this and other

reasons it has become a common practice to in-

corporate clubs of this character. But incorpo-

ration does not involve the existence of a capital

stock, in the ordinary sense of that term, nor of

corporate shares, nor has a club-member usually

a transferable interest. (For a remarkable ex-

ception to this rule, see Stock Exchange.)
For the dissolution of an incorporated club,

legal proceedings are necessary ; but a vol-

untary, unincorporated association may be dis-

solved informally by mutual agreement of its

meml>ers, and thereupon the property of the club

is distributed equally among them.

Although a club is not a place of public enter-

tainment, i.e. neither a tavern nor a hotel, within
the meaning of excise legislation, it may never-

theless be brought by statute under public regu-

lation. Of course, the proprietor of a 'propri-

etary' club' is subject to the same laws as any
other persons bviying and selling intoxicating
liquors. It has been held, however, that the fur-

nishing of wine, l>eer, etc., to a member of a
'member's club' is not 'giving or selling' liquors
within the excise laws. A club may also be a
common gambling-house under the law if its

members in considerable numlwrs habitually con-
gregate there for purjwses of gaming. See CoB-
I'OKATIO.N : .loiXT STOCK ASSOCIATION ; VOLUN-
TARY AH.SOCIATION ; and the aythorities there
referred to. See, also. Boys' Cllils; Girls'
Cliiis; Women's Clubs; Working Men's
Cubs; Working Women's Clubs. Consult also
Wertheimer. Jjaw Relating to Clubs (2d ed.,

London, 1889).

CLUB, The. A group of discontented Whigs
in the Scotch Convention of Estates, led by
Montgomery, Annandale, Ross, and Hume, who
for a time during 1089 and 1G90 succeeded in

blocking all legislative business.

CLUBFOOT (in Lat., talipes). A deformity
of the foot, due to a distortion of one or more
of the joints, and characterized by extreme ex-

tension, fiexion, adduction, abduction, or rota-

tion. Surgeons recognize several varieties: a
turning in of the foot (talipes varus), a turning
out (talipes valgus), an elevation of the heel

.so that the weight is borne on the ball of the
foot and the toes (talipes equinus), and a de-

l)ression of the heel with the front of the foot

raised from the ground (talipes calcaneus) . Two
of these forms are frequently combined (equina-
varus). We may also mention here the de-

formities fiatfoot (pes planus), where the arch
of the foot is lost, and its opposite (pes cavus),
where this arch is unduly exaggerated.

Clubfoot is either congenital or acquired.
When acquired, the deformity is usually due to

infantile paralysis (anterior poliomyelitis) . The
changes involve the muscles, tendons, bones, and
ligaments. The treatment is manual, mechanical,
or operative. Considerable improvement can be
obtained in congenital cases by the first method,
but those of long standing require splints or spe-

cial apparatus, or surgical interference with sec-

tions of the tendons and frequently removal of

parts of tlie bones. The first ojM>ration for club-

foot was done in 17.31, by Stromeyer. Consult
Gould and Pj'le, article "Talipes," in Cyclopedia

of Medicine and Surgery (Philadelphia, 1901).

CLUB-HOUSE. A building used as the head-
quarters of a club. While of no particular im-
portance in European countries, the club-houses
of England and the United States are, for archi-

tecture and comfort, one of the foremost classes

of contemporarj' buildings. The University Club
in New York has perhaps the most magnificent
halls and fittings.

CLUB-MOSS. The common name of the spe-

cies of Lycopodium and Selaginella. The plants

resemble coarse mosses, and frequently bear club-

like cones (strobili) of spore-bearing leaves.

They are also sometimes called ground-pines.

See Lycopodiales ; Pteridophytes.

CLUBBOOT, or Anbury. A disease to which
turnips, cabbages, cauliflowers, rutabagas, and
allied plants are liable, and which often proves
of serious importance to farmers, destroying the

crop of entire fields. It is called clubroot be-

cause of the knobs or tubercular excrescences

which form upon the root. The root often be-

comes divided into a numlier of parts, each in

some small degree swelling separately by itself;

whence the popular name, 'finger-and-toe disease.*
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The disease is caused by Plastnodiophora bras-

siccB, a fungus of low order, which multiplies

with great rapidity in the cells of the host. This

acts as a stimulus, causing the roots to assume
their strange appearance. The fungus can re-

main in the soil for a number of years. On
this account, care should be taken to rotate

crops, so that no cruciferous plants shall be

grown on the infested land for several years.

'Ihe seed-bed is often a source from which the

disease is spread, and it should receive atten-

tion. The application of lime to contaminated
soil, at the rate of 75 bushels per acre, has given

promising results. No cure is known.

CLUB-RTJSH. See SciRPUS.

CLUGNY. See Clcny.
CLUMBER SPANIEL. See Spaniel; and

Plate of Tkkkieks, Spaniels, etc., under Dog.

CLUMSY, Sir Tun belly. A boorish country
squire in Vanbrugh's play The Relapse. He also

appears in Sheridan's Trip to Scarborough.

CLUNCH. Old Madge's husband in Peele's

Old Mites' Tale, who brings home three travelers

to form an audience for his loquacious better

half.

CLU'TJ'IACS, or Congregattox of Cluny. A
branch of the Benedictine Order, founded at
Cluny in France about 5)10, by William, Duke of

Aquitaine. He placed at its head Berno, who
had made a great reputation by his conduct as

abbot of the monasteries of Gigny and Baume. It

spread rapidly, and at one time had more than
2000 convents, mainly in Italy and France, all

connected with the house at Cluny. In England
the first Cluniac house was founded in 1077. At
the time of the suppression of the monasteries
there were thirty-two houses. The Congregation
in France was dissolved in 1790 by the Constit-

uent Assembly ; the town of Cluny purchased the

magnificent Abbey Church for 100,000 francs and
pulled it down. When, a few years later, the citi-

zens invited Xapoleon to visit them, he dismissed
them contemptuously, calling them vandals. In
Paris the present Hotel de Cluny was begun
in the fifteenth century (on the site of the

old palace of the early Frankish kings) by the

Congregation of Cluny. but is now a rich museum
owned by the city of Paris. The Congregation
was reformed by Peter the Venerable (q.v. ), and
in 1131 Innocent II. dedicated the great church
of Cluny, which was one of the wonders of the

world. Among the great men whom the Congre-
gation has produced are Popes Gregory VII.,

Urban II., and Pashcal II.

CLUNY, klv'n^, or CLUGNY (Lat. Clunia-

cum, prol>iibly connected with Olr. chain, Ir.

clan, meadow, Gk. jcX^xoi, llepos, moisture. Lith.

szlapias, wet). A town in the Department of

Sadne-et-Loire. France, 12 miles northwest of Ma-
i.'on. It has manufactures of pottery, paper, etc.

Population, in 1001, 4108. Its architectural at-

tractions include, besides the celebrated abbey,

the Church of Notre Dame, dating from the thir-

teenth century; the Church of Saint Marcel, with
a beautiful Romanesque steeple of the twelfth

century; the ruins of Saint Mayeul ; portions of

the ancient fortifications: and picturesque houses,

dating from the twelfth century and later, all

classed among the historical monuments of

France. Before the erection of Saint Peter's at
Rome, the Abbey Chtirch at Cluny. which was l»e-

gun in 1089, was the largest building of its kind

Vol. IV.—49.

in Europe, being 650 feet long by 130 wide. It
is now in ruins, having been destroyed by order
of the town, to which it was sold after the con-

vent was suppressed by the Constituent Assem-
bly in 1790. (See Cluniacs.) A model of it is

preserved in the town museum, which was once a
part of the abbot's palace. Consult: Bernard,
Les chartes de I'abbaye de Cluny (Paris, 1876-

94) ; Duckett, The Archives of the Ancient Ab-
bey of Cluny (n.p. 1886).

CLUNY, klv'n^', H6tel de. A fine Gothic
edifice in Paris, built during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries by the abbots of the Benedic-

tine Abbey of Cluny, on the site of an ancient
Roman palace. In 1515 it was occupied by
Mary, the widow of Louis XII., and in 1537
James V. of Scotland was married in it. It

passed into the hands of the nation after the
Revolution, was acquired in 1833 by the anti-

quarian Dd Sommerard, and in 1842 was pur-
chased with its collections by the State. The
museum established in it is important for its

antiquities, particularly of France.

CLUPEIDiE (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat.

clupea, small river-fish -|- Gk. el5oj, eidos, shape,

form). An important family of soft-rayed fishes,

including the herring, shad, sardines, alewives.

etc. (q.v.). The body is usually elongated and
compressed; the bead naked; the body covered
with rather large scales, usually easily lost. The
lateral line is wanting. There is only one dorsal

fin, and the tail is forked. There are about 30
genera and 150 species found in all seas, and usu-
ally in immense shoals, ilany species are anad-
romous, while some remain in fresh water per-

manently. See Fisheries and Fish Culture.

CLUSEBET, klu'z'-r&', Gusta\-e Paul ( 1823-

1900). A French soldier and Communist, bom in

Paris. He was educated at Saint-Cyr, distin-

guished himself during the insurrection of 1848

in Paris, served in the Crimean War and in

Africa against the Kabyles, and became a cap-

tain in 1855. In 1858 he resigned his commis-
sion, and in 1860, as commander of the French
volunteers, joined Garibaldi in the expedition to

Sicily and Naples. At the outbreak of the Ameri-
can Civil War in 1861 he came to the United
States, entered the L^nion Army, served on the

staffs of McClellan and Fremont, and became
brigadier-general in 1862. Two years later he

was editor of The Xew Nation in New York, ad-

vocating the nomination of rr<»mont for the

Presidency. Returning to Europe, he took part

in the Fenian revolt of 1867. went back to France
in the same year and wrote for several radical

papers, but was condemned for certain publica-

tions and compelled to take refuge in England.

On the proclamation of the Republic in Septem-
ber. 1870, he took part in the insurrectionarv at-

tempts at Lyons and Marseilles, whence he fled to

Geneva. In January. 1871 we find him in Paris

where, after the establishment of the Commune,
he was appointed delegate of the War Department,
ard endeavored io improve the military organiza-

tion of the Communist troops, but soon gave

oflTenae to the Central Committee, was accused of

treachery, and was imprisoned at Mazas. When
the OovemmeTit tnwps entered Paris, he escaped

to England, thence to Mexico, and finally io

Switzerland. In 1872, durinir his absence, he
was formally sentenced to death: he returned to

France in 1881, two years after the amnesty, and
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was elected to the Chamber of Deputies in 1888,
188U, and ]8ii3. lie died August 21, 1900. near
Toulon. He published Miimoirca du g6n^ral
Cluaeret (1887-88).

CLUSITTM, klno'slilOm. An ancient town of

lUily, tlio modern Ciiiusi (q.v.).

CLUSTER-CUP. See .-Ecidium; Ubeoinales.

CLUSTERED PIER, or Column, or Com-
poiNi) PiKK. A form of architectural support
chanicteristic of the Middle Ages, tliough not
absolutely unknown to the ancient East, as is

shown by the JJabylonian cluster of four columns
found at Tclloh. It was not used in the Classic,

Karly Christian, or Hyzantine style, nor until
the development of the vaulted Romanesque in
the eleventh century. It probably originated in

the attempt to vary the plain square pier which
was then being used in place of the classic col-

umn, and to connect it with moldings of the
arcades and the ribs of the vaulting. These Ro-
manesque piers had a square or rectangular core,

tc each face of which a semi-cohunn or engaged
shaft was attached; this simplest form was
varied by the addition of minor shafts and re-

entrant angles. Very rich effects were thus
obtained, esi)ecially in central France and Eng-
land during the twelfth century. The developed
Gothic style of the thirteenth century adopted
the clustered pier as its regular support in in-

terior architecture. The Gothic pier differed in

l>eing usually far slenderer, more varied in plan,

and in a majority of cases based on a circular
or polygonal instead of a square core. The
larger shafts were sometimes—especially in Eng-
land—separated from the core, to which tliey

were fastened only at the base and at the capital
and by intermediary molded bands. But this

form was found unsatisfactory and was aban-
doned except in England for the solid pier,

which was a better support. Its simplest form
with circular core is shown in the nave of
Amiens Cathedral, but its variations are infinite,

being determined largely by the number, form,
the grouping of the vaulting ribs and moldings
above, by connecting with which the effective

sweep of architectural lines is continued from
floor to vaulting ridge. The neo-classicism of
the Renaissance put an end to the clustered pier
almost entirely except in its simplest rectangu-
lar forms.

CLUTTERBUCK, Captain Cuthbert. A
retired officer, the fictitious editor of Scott's The
Abbot, The Monastery, and The Fortunes of
Hiael.

CLUVER, klM'vSr, or CLUVER, kly'ver,
PiiiLiPP (1580-1622). A German antiquarian
and geographer, born in Danzig, lie first studied
law in Leyden, but soon forsook it for archae-
ology and geography, whereupon his father with-
drew all support and he was obliged to take ser-
vice in the Austrian Army. From 1607 to 161.3

he traveled through Norway, England, Scotland,
France, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, and in
1615 he settled in Leyden. where he was made
'Geographus Academicus.' In 1617-18 he roamed
once more through Italy and Sicily, on foot and
under great hardship. He was the founder of
historical geography and author of Germania An-
tigua (1616); Sicilia Antiqua (1619); Italia
Antiqua (1624), his principal work, and Intro-
ductio in Univeraam Geographiam (1624).

CLYDE (called (llotta by Tacitus, connected
with Olr. Cluad, name of a river, Gk. icXi/fctc,

kltjzeiu, to wash out, Lat. cluere, to purify, Goth.
hlatrs, AS. hlattor, Ger. luulcr, pure). The
third in size, commercially the most important,
river in Scotland, widely celebrated for the ro-
mantic beauty of its scenery (Map: Scotland, D
4). It is formed by several large streams of the
semicircular range of the Lead, Lowthcr, and
Moffat hills, and drains the counties of Lanark,
Renfrew, and Dumbarton, fiowing past Lanark,
Hamilton, Glasgow, Renfrew, and Dumbarton,
near which town it ojwns into the Firtii of Clyde.
In this course it receives a number of streams,
and flows through a fertile, wooded valley,
often extending into level plains, and often
having bold, wooded banks. From two miles
above to four miles below Lanark are the cele-

brated Falls of the Clyde—a series of cascades
and rapids, the largest in Scotland; the total de-
scent in the course of six miles being 230 feet,

over Old Red Sandstone rocks, amid very pictur-
esque scenery. Corra Linn, the grandest fall, forms
three distinct leaps—in all 84 feet high. Below
Glasgow the Clyde expands into an estuary, navi-
gable bj' the largest ves.scls, and at Greenock it

attains a breadth of about four miles. Opposite
this point it communicates with the Gareloch,and
a little below, with I^och Long on the north, and
turning, expands into the Firth of Clyde, which
extends between Argj'le, on the west, and Ren-
frew and Ayrshire, on the east, until it becomes
identified with the North Channel at the island
of Ailsa Craig, where its breadth is about 30
miles. In the Firth of Clyde are the islands Ar-
ran, Bute, Great Cumbrae, and Little Cumbrae.
In tlie north a narrow arm, called Loch Fyne, ex-
tends far into Argyllshire. The Clyde from its

source to Glasgow is, by its windings, 75 miles
long, and from Glasgow to the south end of the
peninsula of Cantyre the distance is about 90
miles. The basin of the Clyde occupies 1500
square miles. Floods sometimes raise its waters
20 feet. Clydesdale, or the Valley of the Clyde,
is noted for its coal and iron mines, orchards,
and horses. Bell, in 1812, launched on the Clyde
the first boat in Europe successfully propelled by
steam. The Clyde forms the centre of the ship-

building industry in Scotland. Consult Millar,
The Clyde from Its Source to the Sea (London,
1888).

CLYDE, Lord. See Campbell, Sib Colin.

CLYDE'BANK. A town in Dumbartonshire,
Scotland, on the Clyde, 7 miles northwest of
Glasgow (Map: Scotland, D 4). It has exten-

sive yards for building iron and steel ships.

Population (police burgh), in 1901, 18,654.

CLYDESDALE or PAISLEY TERRIER.
See Terrieu.

CLYM (kllm) OF THE CLOUQH, kluf.

See Clim.

CLYMENE, klim'*-n§. (1) The daughter of

Oceanus and Tethys. and mother, by Japetus, of

Atlas. Prometheus, and Epimetheus. (2) The
mother of Phaethon.

CLYMENIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi., from Lat.
Clymene, Gk. KXvfUvr/, Klymenr. name of a nymph,
originally p.p. of K\6eiv, klyein, to hear). A
genus of goniatitoid cephalopods, found in the

Upper Devonian rocks of Europe and North
America, and distinguished from the other gonia-
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tites by the dorsal position of its siphuncle. The
Bhell of this genus is a flattened spiral, the

whorls of which are closely coiled so that each

whorl clasps the outer half of that next inside

it. The suture-lines are simply curved or lobed.

In some beds of the European L'pper Devonian

the shells of this genua are so abundant as to

give the name 'Cljinenienkalk' to the limestone

containing them Consult Foord and Crick,

Catalogue of the Fossil Cephalopoda in the Brit-

ish Museum of Natural History, part iii., pp. 14-

32 (London, 1897). See also Goniatites;
CErn.vi-oi'ODA; Devonian System.

CLYMEB, kll'mer, George (1739-1813). An
American patriot, one of the signers of the Dec-

laration of Independence and a prominent mem-
ber of the Constitutional Convention of 1787.

He was born in Philadelphia, was orphaned when
only one year old, was educated at the College of

Philadelphia (now the University of Pennsyl-

vania), and became a merchant in his native

city. In 1772 he was appointed by Governor
Penn to the position of 'Justice of the Court of

General Quarter Sessions of the Peace, and of

the County Court of Common Pleas of Philadel-

phia.' On the approach of the Revolutionary

War, he became an active member of the patriot

party, and was chosen successively a member of

the Committee of Correspondence (1774) and of

the Provincial Congress of Penpsylvania (1775).

From July, 1775, to August, 1776, he served as

one of the two treasurers of the Continental Con-

gress; from October. 1775. to July. 1776. he was
a leading member of the Pennsylvania Commit-
tee of Safety; and in July, 1776, he was one of

the five men who were appointed by the Penn-
sylvania Legislature in place of the Pennsyl-

vania delegates who had opposed the Declara-

tion of Independence, which document he signed

on August 2. He was a prominent member
of the Constitutional Conventions of Pennsyl-

vania in 1776 and 1779; served as captain un-

der Cadwalader at the battle of Princeton; was
a member of the Pennsylvania Assembly in

1777 and 1778; was reelected to the Continen-

tal Congress in March of 1778; was sent to

Vallej^ Forge by Congress as- a special com-

missioner to inquire into the alleged maladmin-
istration of the Commissary Department ; and
in 1778 was one of the special commissioners

sent bv Congress to treat with the Indians at

Fort Pitt (Pittsburg). In May, 1780, he co-

operated with Robert Morris and others in found-

ing the Bank of Pennsylvania to facilitate the

furnishing of supplies to the army, and in both

1780 and 1781 he was reelected to the Continen-

tal Congress, by which in 1782 he, with Edward
Rutledge, was sent as special commissioner to

the Southern States, to secure the payment of

funds due to the national treasury. From 1782

to 1785 he lived at Princeton, N. J., but re-

turned to Philadelphia in the latter vear and

from then until 1789 was an influential member
of tlie Pennsylvania .\ssembly. He took a prom-

inent part in the Constitutional Convention of

1787; was a member of Congress from 1789 to

1791: was appointed by Washington in 1789 Su-

pervisor of the Internal Revenue for Pennsyl-

vania, in which capacity he was charged with

the collection of the tax on spirits which brought

on the Whisky Insurrection (q.v.) ; and in 1796

was one of the special commissioners appointed

by Washington to treat with the Creeks and

Cherokees in Georgia. Subsequently, though tak-

ing no further part in public liie, he took an
active interest in pul)lic enterprises of various
kinds, devoted much of his time to reading and
study, and was president of the Philadelphia
Bank and of the Academy of Fine Arts. He
was one of the foremost leaders during the Revo-
lutionary period, and had a wide reputation for

ability, learning, and patriotism. Consult Dick-
enson, in tlie Magazine of American History, voL
v. (New York, 1880).

CLTSTEB, klls'ter (Lat., from Gk. K\v<Tr-f)p,

klystcr, a syringe, from kXi/^co', klyzein, io

purify) . An old term for a medicine adminis-
tered in the liquid form by the rectum, or lower
end of the intestines. See Enema.

CLY'TEMNES'TRA (Lat., from Gk. K\v~
raifjiv^ffTpa, Klytaimnestra) . In Greek legend,

the daughter of King Tyndareus and Leda. and
the twin sister of Helene. She became the wife

of Agamenmon (q.v.), and bore him a son, Ores-
tes, and three daughters, Iphigenia, Electra, and
Chrysothemis. During the absence of Agamem-
non on his expedition to Troy she formed an
adulterous connection with .^gisthus (q.v.), mur-
dered her husband on his return, and reigned for

seven years with -Egisthus, till she was murdered
by her own son, Orestes.

CLYTIE, klish1-6 (Lat., from Gk. KXvrlr,,

Klytie) . A Greek maiden beloved by Helois

( the sun ) . When he deserted her for Leucothea,
she betrayed the latter to her father, who put

her to death. As her lover did not return, she

gazed after him, until in pity the gods changed
her to a flower, called by the Greeks ijXioTpiiriov,

heliotropion, of the same family as our helio-

trope. The so-called Clytie of the British Mu-
seum is only the portrait of a Roman maiden.

CNIDUS, ni'dus, or Gntdos (Lat., from Gk.

KvlSos, Knidos) . An ancient city on the western
extremity of the promontory of Triopion (now
CapeKrio),in Caria, Asia Minor, founded as a
colony from the east coast of the Peloponnesus,

hence said to be both Jjaconian and Argolic, and
one of the six cities of the Dorian League.

Cnidus (according to Strabo) had two ports,

one of which was a closed harbor for war ves-

sels. The original settlement was on an island,

but the city later spread to the mainland, and
a mole was built to unite the two parts. The
southern port was formed by two moles car-

ried into the sea to the depth of nearly 100

feet, one of which is nearly perfect at the

present day. The city was famous for its

worship of Aphrodite, and in one of its tem-
ples was the famous nude statue of the god-

dess by Praxiteles. The Cnidians valued this

work so highly that they are said to have refused

the ofTer of Nicomedes of Bithynia to pay their

large public debt in exchange for this statue. Off

Cnidus. the Athenian admiral (^onon defeated

the Spartan fleet in B.C. 394, and thus broke the

power of Sparta in Asia Minor. The site is still

covered with ruins, and in 1857-58 Sir Charles
T. Newton excavated the sacred precinct of De-
meter, discovering the fine seated stjitue of the
goddess now in the British Museum. Consult:

Newton, Di»rovrrirM at Hnlirarnassus, Cuidun.

atid llrnnchidfv (Ixmdon, 1862-63). and Trnrrla

(iiid Disrorrrirs in fhr Lrrnvt ( l^ondon, 1865).
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CNOSUS, no'fuQs, or Onosis (I^t.. from
Gk. KMtwit, KnOHOs, or less correctly Kvucffdt,

KnOsHu.s}. Ai\ ancient city of Crete, on the north
side of the island, 3 miles from the coust, near
the modern Cundia (q.v.), famous in legend as

the home of King Minos (q.v.) . The Dict^an cave
in the neigliborhood was a legendary birth-place

of Zeus, though in later times somewhat sup-

planted by the Idiean cave on Mount Ida as a
Heat of worship. Hon' also legend placini the

famous labyrinth (q.v.), in which the Minotaur
was conliiied. In inter times Cnosus was inhab-

ited by lX)rians, and shared with Gortyna the
chief power in the island. Of late the site has be-

come important from the excavations made by A.
J. Evans during 185)9-1900 and the following

years. These have shown that the site of the early

town was abandoned near the end of the Myce-
niean period, never to be reinhabited. A village

of the Mycenasan period has been discovered, and
also a palace of far greater size and splendor
than any yet known, l)earing witness to the great
power of the rulers of Cnosus in the heroic age.

The decorations include wall-paintings on stucco,

and reliefs of an artistic merit hitherto unsus-
pected in so remote a period (about B.C. 1500-

1200) outside of Egj'pt. The art, however, is

not Egyptian, but must be attributed to the pre-

Dorian civilization of Greece. In the palace
were also found a great number of clay tablets

bearing inscriptions in two varieties of writing,

neither of wnich can be read, though it seems
clear that some of the tablets contain invento-

ries of chariots, shields, and other stores. See
Arch-t:ology ; Mycen.«an Age.

COACH (Fr. coche, Ger. Kutsche, probably
from Hung, kocsi, coach, named after a little

place called Kocs (pronounced Koch) in western
Hungary ) . A heavy inclosed four-wheeled car-

riage for the convej'ance of passengers. The con-

struction of the coach differs from that of other
inclosed vehicles in the following particulars: (1)
The roof forms a part of the framing of the body,

and in this respect the construction is different

from other covered carriages in which the roof

is simply a canopy supported by iron rods or
Mooden pillars. (2) coaches from the earliest

times were suspended on springs. The coach
sent by Ladislas, King of Hungary, to Charles
VII. of France, is described as a carriage the

body of which 'trembled.' (3) A coach is always
designed with more than one seat for passengers.

According to Thrupp (see Bibliography be-

low), coaches were first made in the town of

Kocs, Hungary, and were so called from the

name of the town, just as landaus and berlins

are named from the towns which produced them.
The same author traces their development from
the huge agricultural wagons used on the Conti-

nent in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,

which were so constructed that, by different ad-

justment, they could carrj' a long timber, a
c&sk of wine, a load of hay, or a family. The
coaches of the Middle Ages were very elaborate
affairs, used only by royalty and nobility, and
for purposes of state. As late as 1550 there
•were only three coaches in Paris; one of these

belonged to the Queen, another to Diana of Poi-

.tiers, and a third to a nobleman who was too
corpulent to ride a horse. In 1631 a 'glass

coach,' that is, a coach with glass windows, was
built for the Infanta of Spain.
The first coach ever seen in England was made

in 1555 by Walter Rippon for the Earl of Rut-
land; in 1504 tiie same builder made a showy
vehicle for Queen Elizabeth. Later in her reign
the royal coaches were constructed with sliding
panels, so that the Queen could show herself to
her subjects whenever she desired.
State Coaches. The Romans during the Em-

pire had a system of public vehicles for hire
which traveled over definite routes and probably
at stated times. During the Middh' Ages no sucli

system of public conveyance pn-vailcd. Toward
the end of the sixteenth century wagons iH'gan
to travel regularly between the principal towns
of England to carry goods and people. These
wagons were called stages. They were soon
superseded by coaches. In 1602 we find a writer
condemning this innovation because "these
coaches make country gentlemen come to London
on small occasion, which otherwise they would
not do but on urgent necessity ; nay, the eon-
veniency of the passage makes their wives often
come up, who, rather than make such long jour-
nej's on horseback, would stay at home. Here,
when they come to town, they must be in the fash-
ion, get fine clothes, and by this means get such a
habit of idleness and love of pleasure that they
are uneasy ever after." In spite of such protests
coaches became more and more popular, and by
1750 an elaborate system of routes had been
established. In 1784 these coaches began to
carry the mail. The flourishing period of the
stage-coach was at the opening of the nineteenth
centurj' About this time an extensive good-
roads movement had been inspired by the sys-

tems of ^Macadam and Telford. The stage-coaches
acquired a speed of ten miles an hour on the most
important English routes. In America stage
routes, although established between some of the
principal cities, were never developed to the ex-

tent to which they were in England. The intro-

duction of transportation by steam proved a
speedy and successful rival. This form of car-
riage—the railway-car—has been given the name
of coach, and, indeed, the early passenger-cars
were modeled in shape after the coaches. For
further history, see Coaching.
At the beginning of the twentieth century

coaches are built both for public and private use,

and in design they are closely akin to those in

use in England during pre-railroad days. They
may be descrilied as consisting of two parts—the
carriage and the hody. Tlie former comprises the
axles, perch (or reach), futchells, and transom
(or bed), and many minor component parts,

which together with the wheels form a complete
vehicle or carriage upon which the body part is

supported by the springs. The latter are secured
to the bed and body by clips, and are always
made of several stiff plates, because of their

greater elasticity as compared with one plate of

steel of the same length. The pole fits between
the inside futchells, and completes the carriage

part. In the best-made carriages the dimensions
of a pole are: 3^/^ inches wide, and 4^4 deep,

measured at a point 2 feet from the splinter-

bar. For horses averaging between 15 and 16

hands, the length of the pole is usually 9 feet

from the front of the splinter-bar to the cross-

head or the pole-head ; for smaller horses, cobs,

etc., about 3 inches shorter. The body is prac-

tically the same in all coaches, and is usually

4 feet 10 inches in length, 4 feet wide, and 4
feet 2 inches high. It is built as lightly as pos-
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Bible, so as not to detract from the centre of

gravity of the coach. The roof is almost flat, in

order that seats may be built on it, or for bag-

gage, and the sides have a 'cant' in a horizontal

direction, and the 'turn under' in a vertical

direction. There are two boots, the one in front

being a few inches higher on the body than the

hind boot, which latter is about two feet long

(the front one three feet), and two feet deep.

Both these boots are a little narrower than the
body. The box and driving seat are placed on the

front part of the front boot, and are supported
by solid ends or risers. The shape of the seat

is made by the cushion, and not by the seat

itself, which is always flat. All modem coaches

have brakes, but a good driver rarely has re-

course to them, except in emergencies. (See

Dbiving.) a complete set of tools is carried

in case of accidents to horses or vehicle. The
•weight of a road coach varies from 2200 to 2600
pounds. Builders generally contrive to thro\\'

more of the whole weight into the carriage part,

in order to keep the centre of gravity low, and
because it has to withstand the bulk of the

strains. The cost of a coach depends very

largely upon its finish and the country in which
it is built. Approximately, average prices are:

in America. $2400; England, 300 guineas; and
France, 8000 francs.

The typical American coach is the Concord
coach, so called from Concord, X. H., where
many of them are built. Its principal con-

structive features are three parallel straight

perches connecting the hind axle with the front

transom bed, which steady a very rigid, rect-

angular frame. At each of the four corners of

this frame are placed stiff' iron standards carry-

ing at their upper ends square iron shackles.

Connecting with these .shackles are strong leather

straps, upon which rests the body of the coach,

a mode of suspension common to European car-

riages before the use of springs. These latter

are entirely absent in the Concord coach. The
so-called Hackney coach is not a coach at all, but
a four-wheeled vehicle. Consult: Adams, English

Pleasure Carriages (London, 1837); Thrupp,
History of the Art of Coach-building (London.

1877). See Carriages; Coaching.

COACH-DOG, or Dalmatian Carriage-Dog.
A dog of medium size, related to the hounds
(q.v.), and having the form and smooth coat of

o pointer, which properly is used only to follow

a carriage, as an ornamental part of the equip-

age, and as a watch-dog about the stable. This

dog should, therefore, be capable of endurance
on foot, trim of form, well groomed, and
'stylish' in appearance. Tlie coat must be pure
white, evenly spotted with small, round, distinct

spots, from half an inch to an inch in diameter,

either perfectly black or pure brown. The head
should be long, fine, and like that of a pointer,

but not so deep. This dog is commonly said

to have been first bred in Dalmatia. but the same
breed seems to have been common in Spain as

far back, at least, as the sixteenth century. It

is often used in Denmark to draw carts. See

Dog.

COACH-HORN. A straight tapering horn
made of bra-s ()r copper, and used to soimd
certain simple calls. There are no keys and the

range is limited to the six open notes (c'-g'-c*-

e*-g^-c*-), of which the high c is exceedingly

diflicult. The coach-horn varies considerably in

length, a short (42-inch) horn giving more
brilliant notes, and a long (56-inch) horn giving
a softer, richer tone. The various calls sounded
with the coach-horn have a well-recognized place

in coaching; and in addition to those used uni-

versally, as in the case of the examples noted be-

low, there are others employed by particular

coaches and routes. A few of the best-known
calls are as follows:

Get Ready. The Start.

i^^^^^^^
Clear the Road.

OfT Side.

f(L
\[ I m \ \ \ m Vl '^ '*>

I-
., *

fl

Near Side.

To the Right.

Change Horses.

To the Left.

COACHING, Driving or being driven in a
coach

(
q.v. ) drawn by four or more horses. The

driving of a coach requires great skill, coolness,

judgment, and a knowledge of horses on the part
of the driver; and, where indulged in as a sport
or pastime, may be said to derive its greatest
attraction from that fact alone. The history of
coaching is naturally part of the history of the
coach, for which see article CoACli. The first

stage in England was put on the road in 1659
and traveled between London and Coventry. At
the beginning of the eighteenth century there

were many coaches employe<l throughout the
country; but the slowness of travel was such that
it took a week to go from l^ndon to York, and
proportionately for all lesser distances. The
royal mail, which had been carried by a system
of post-boys under a contract speed of five miles
an hour, was, in 1784, undertaken by Palmer's
mail-coach service, which carried mail as well as
passengers, and grew to such a success that the
average s|)eed-rate of mail coaches was brought
up to 10 miles an hour. This, however, was due
almost entirely to the improvements in road
construction institute<l by Alacadam and Telford.

In 1836 coaching had l>eeome so important an
institution that 54 coaches were employed in

England. 30 in Ireland, and 10 in Scotland. The
British Government exercised a rigid supervision
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and discipline over the 8ta>^coach service, be-

caiiHe of itH connection with the poHt-olIice syn-

teni. and exacted a military punctuality and
regularity in its running and general nianagc-

nicnt. The lauded and country jjentry, generally,

maintained a zealous watchfulness over the con-

dition of the roads, and consequently much
coni]M>tition was indulged in by the people of

the countryside, to attract coaches to some par-
ticular route, and among the coaches themselves,

to establish the best records. The drivers were
frequently gentlemen, and often members of the
aristocracy. The 'Brighton Age,' in its palmy
days, numbered among its professional drivers
Charles Jones, Sir Saint Vincent Cotton, Dick
Brackenbury, and many others; while such dis-

tingiiished men as the Duke of Beaufort, Lord
Chesterfield, and Prince Henry Batthyflnyi were
among the amateur drivers of that and similar

coaches. Professional drivers would frequently
receive as much as $3000 and $4000 per year
for their services; an immense salary for those
days, and the best indication of the importance
attached to the position. After 1840 coaching as

a public necessity ceased to be; and with dimin-
ishing business, decay set in rapidly.

In America, even in Colonial times, four-horse
stage-wagons were in regular employment through-
out the country, the most important (1760) ply-

ing between Philadelphia and New York. Owing
to the absence of regular roads, the saddle-horse
was the favorite means of transport. Coaching
as a recreation or amusement began in England
about 1868—a revival which spread to America
as well as througl»ut Continental Europe. In
England it had as its leading supporters men
who remembered the pre-railroad coaching days,
and desired to save the institution from the
oblivion which threatened it. A more or less

successful effort had been made to keep alive

the old spirit of coaching on one or two of the
older routes; but at the time of the so-called

revival, the Four-in-Hand Club, established in

1856, and Sir Henry Peyton, were the only in-

terested ones. The results were not very per-

manent so far as England was concerned; for

in 1880 there were only four coaches running

—

a state of things, however, which has since con-

siderably improved.

In 1877 the 'Old Times' was again put on the
road between I^ondon and Saint Albans; the
Four-in-Hand and the Coaching Clubs afterwards
became permanent organizations, and their

'meets' have come to be regarded as among the
social events of the London season. The first

English coaching club was the B. D. C, or
Bensington Driving Club, limited originally to

sixteen members, and first organized in 1807. In
1823 the annual club meets were abandoned,
and in 1856 the club ceased to exist. The Four-
Horse Club, frequently but inaccurately referred
to as the Four-in-Hand Club, was formed in

1808, and, after a varied career, disbanded in

1830. Amateur coaching in the United States
may be said to have antedated the English re-

vival by two or three years, Mr. August Belmont
putting the first coach on the road in 1864.

Mr. Leonard Jerome is credited with the dis-

tinction of driving the first American-built coach,
and he, together with a number of other gentle-

men, founded in 1875 the New York Coaching
Club. Since then coaching has been a regular
feature of fashionable New York and Newport

life, the number and injuipment of the coaches
employed comparing most favorably with those
of either London or Paris. Indeed, modem coach-
ing in both England and France has received no
little im{)etus from American lovers of the pas-
time.

At the present day coaching is confined almost
exclusively to such great centres and cities of the
world as are most frequented by the wealthy and
leisure classes, as London, New York, Paris, Ber-
lin, Vienna, etc., and is generally employed in
connection with racing and other recreational
meetings. The following is a list of the principal
road coaches of New York, l>K)ndon, and Paris,
past and present, together with their routes and
time taken. A'e?c York: Brunswick Hotel to
Pelham Bridge, 15.5 miles in IV^ hours; Bruns-
wick Hotel to Yonkers, 18 miles in 1% hours;
Holland House to Ardsley Casino, 25.8 miles
in 214 hours. London: Northumberland Avenue
to Box Hill, 25 miles in 3 hours; Northumber-
land Avenue to Virginia Water, 26.5 miles in 314
hours; No'rthuml)erland Avenue to Wind.sor, 30
miles in 4 hours. Ports: New York Herald Office

to Cernay-la-Ville, 29 miles in 3 hours; New
York Herald Office to Pontoise, 26.3 miles in

2% hours; New York Herald Office to Maisons
Lafitte, 19.4 miles in 2 hours; New York Herald
Office to Versailles, 14.5 miles in 1% hours. Of
the 'two-day' trips, or routes which require an
entire day each way, the most important in the
United States is that from the Plaza Hotel, New
York, to Tuxedo Park, 47.5 miles, which is

covered in 7% hours. In England, the journey
from the White Horse Cellar, Piccadilly, to
Brighton (54 miles) is accomplished in 6
hours; while in France the distance from the
New York Herald Office, Paris, to Fontainebleau
(60 miles) is accomplished in 7 hours. Stages:
Under the best conditions a change of horses
would be made every seven miles, but ordinarily
it has to be done to suit the available stabling

accommodations of the route. The best authori-
ties agree that a fast coach, running out and in,

is best served by having a horse to each mile
of the road. Thus 30 horses would be necessary
to run a coach out and in once a day, between
points 30 miles apart. An illustration of the
distance between stages under normal conditions,

over a route 28 miles long, would be as follows:

First stage 7, second stage 8, third stage 7,

fourth stage 6 miles, each team serving one
stage each way. On hilly roads longer stages

are fre<juently made, but at a greatly reduced
rate of progress. It is common experience that
'pace' rather than 'pull' is responsible for the
disablement of the average coach-horse. The
bibliography of coaching is somewhat limited,

but the following works are both interesting

and comprehensive: Nimrod (C. J. Apperley),
Essnifs on the Road (London, 1876) ; the Duke
of Beaufort. Driving (London, 1887) ; Rogers, A
Manual of Coaching (Philadelphia, 1900).

COACH-WHIP SNAKE. See Whip-Snake.

COAGULATION (Lat. coagulatio, from co-

agularc, to curdle, from coagulum, rennet, from
CO-, together + agere, to drive ) . The amorphous
solidification of a liquid, or part of a liquid, as
when the casein of milk is solidified by rennet

in making cheese (q.v.), or the white of an egg
by boiling. The process varies in various sub-

stances. Albumen, or the white of an egg, co-
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agulates at a temperature of 160°. Milk is

coagulated or curdled by the action of rennet
or by acids. The fibrin in the blood, chyle, and
lymph of animals is coagulated after the sepa-
ration of these fluids from the living body.

COAHUILA, ko'A-we-'lfi, named from the Mex-
ican tribe Coahuiltecfi) . A northern State of
Mexico, separated from Texas on the north and
east by the Rio Grande, and covering an area of
63,570 square miles (Map: Mexico, H 4). With
the exception of the eastern part, which is some-
what mountainous, the surface forms an elevated
plateau, with a general incline toward the Rio
Grande. The western part is taken up by the
Bolson de Mapimi, a semi-desert region, only
partially explored, with many lagoons and vast
mineral resources. The climate is moderate
and healthful. The chief occupation is cattle-

raising, although the soil is well adapted for
the growing of cereals and European vegetables,

to which more and more attention is being paid.
In the southwest some vines and cotton are
cultivated. The State is traversed from north

types being connected by all degrees of inter-
mediate stages. In Carboniferous times certain
regions were covered by rank and luxuriant vege-
tation which grew upon swampy land slightly
raised above the level of the sea. As the plants
died, their remains fell into the water of the
swamp, and slowly formed an accumulation of
vegetable matter of increasing thickness. By
slow subsidence this thick layer of vegetable mat-
ter sank below the water, and became gradually
covered by sand, mud, or other mineral sedi-

ments, washed out from the shore. Successive
elevations and depressions, with intervening ac-
cumulations, may thus have yielded successive
beds. Subsequent elevation, folding of the
earth's crust, and accompanying metamorphism
followed by erosion of the surface, has exposed
to view the edges of the once deeply buried beds
of coal.

Composition. The following analyses of peat,
lignite or brown coal, and true coal indicate the
changes which vegetable matter undergoes by de-
cay and pressure:
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the heating power of coal is its most important
proporty, this is often tested by means of an
apparatus known as a Valorinieter.' ( See Calobi-
MKTUY.) The principle of the test depends on
the determination of the weight of water which
can l>e converted into steam at 212° F. under
atmospheric pressure with one pound of coal.

(See also Heat.) In addition to the varieties of

cowl given above, there may be mentioned semi-

hitumiuoua coal and canncl coal. The properties

of the dilferent varieties are as follows:

Anthracite contains 84 per cent, or more of

fixed carbon, and also little ash, sulphur, and
moisture. It has great heating power, and burns
with a smokeless flame. Owing to its compara-
tive scarcity, it commands a higher price than the

bituminous. Anthracite is dense, has a shining

lustre, and usually breaks with a smooth con-

choidal fracture. It is estimated by some
geologists that about ten inches of peat is re-

quired to make one inch of anthracite coal. In

tne United States anthracite coal is confined

chiefly to the eastern edge of the Appalachians in

Pennsylvania, where the folding of the rocks has
been very intense, and where the coal-seams have
been subjected to great pressure. It is also known
in Colorado, near Crested Butte, where the bitu-

minous coals have been locally changed to an-

thnxcite by the heat of basalt intrusions. It is

mined extensively in England, and large quanti-

ties are known in China.

Bituminous Coal contains 50 to 75 per cent, of

fixed carbon, and 25 to 30 per cent, volatile hydro-
carbons. It burns with a rather long and smoky
flame, and is also much used for steaming pur-
poses. Many bituminous coals have the prop-

erty of coking or caking (see Coke) when heated
to redness. Most of the Carboniferous and many
of the Mesozoic coals of the United States are
bituminous.

Semi-Bituminous Coal resembles bituminous
coal in appearance, but is intermediate between it

and anthracite. It contains from 70 to 84 per
cent, of fixed carbon, and is considered of su-

perior value for steaming purposes. This variety
is obtained from Pennsylvania, Maryland, and
West Virginia.

Cannel Coal is a variety of coal very rich in

volatile hydrocarbons, and found sparingly in

parts of Kentucky, Ohio, and Indiana. Its chief

use is as a gas-enricher, since it yields 8000 to

15,000 cubic feet of gas per ton. Cannel coal

is so called because it burns with a bright flame
like a candle, and the name parrot coal was given
to it in Scotland, from the crackling or chat-

tering noise it makes while burning. It is very
compact in texture and may even have an oily

look; certain forms found in England admit of
being polished, and ornamental articles have
been made from them and sold under the name of
jet.

Lignite, or Brown Coal, is a partially formed
coal, containing much moisture and volatile mat-
ter. It often shows the woody structure of peat
and bums very easily, but gives off little heat.
History and Use. The value of coal does not

seem to have been known to the ancients, nor is

it well known at what time it began to be used
for fuel. Some say that it was used by the
ancient Britons: at all events, it was an article
of household consumption to some extent during
the Anirlo-Saxon period as earlv as a.d. 8.52.

There seems to be reason for thinking that Eng-

land was the first Euroju-an country in which
coal was used in any considerable quantities.
In America the deposits near Richmond, Va.,
were discovered in 1701, and mining was begun in
1750, while anthracite was first produced in 1793.
Extended coal-mining in the United States did
not really l)egin, however, until about 1820.
Since that time up to the present, the increase
has been about 3500 i»er cent. In 1822 the
amount of coal mined in Virginia was about 48,-

000 long tons. Now the production for the United
States is about 270,000,000 short tons, or greater
than that of any other country of the world.

Coal is used largely for domestic purposes,
either as fuel or, in the form of gas, for illumina-
tion. Its use for the latter purpose is, however,
not so widespread as formerly, water-gas having
superseded it to a considerable extent. In the pro-
duction of steam for motive power it also finds

importiint applications. It is furthermore widely
employed in the metallurgical industry in the
form of either coal or coke, and in this connec-
tion may serve both as a fuel and as a reducing
agent. Coke (q.v.) is made only from bitumi-
nous coal. Lignite seldom has much value as a
fuel, owing to the large percentage of moisture
that it contains. Because of this moisture it

tends to crack in drying, and must therefore be
used soon after mining, and in localities where it

does not require long transportation from mine
to market. This is true, for instance, of some
of the lignite deposits in Colorado which are
near the Denver market, and therefore possess
commercial value. Lignite has sometimes been
successfully used in the manufacture of producer
gas, and indeed even peat has been found adapt-
able for this purpose.

Coal Areas. The leading coal-producing coun-
tries of the present day are the United States,
Great Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, Aus-
tria-Hungary, and Russia. The Russian coal-

fields are probably the most extensive in Europe.
In the Far East coal is known in India, the Malay
Archipelago, Japan, and China. The coal-fields

of the last-named country are probably the great-
est in the world, and may become a source of
European supply. Up to the present time they
have not been developed in a systematic manner.
Italy, Spain, Sweden, Australia, New Zealand,
Borneo, the Philippine Islands, and many coun-
tries in Africa also produce coal ; while in

America deposits Jire worked in Canada, Mexico,
Chile, and Argentina, and are known to occur in

Colombia and Peru.
United States. The coal-fields of the United

States are especially extensive; indeed, in some
instances the deposits of a single State exceed
those of Germany or France in area. They are
separable into several regions, the divisions l>eing

geographical and not geological. The geological

ages of the coals in 1. 2. 3, 4. and 6 are all Car-
boniferous, except small Triassic areas in Vir-
gmia and North Carolina. Those of 5 are Creta-
ceous and Tertiary.

By far the most important of these regions is

the Appalachian, which takes in portions of Penn-
sylvania, Ohio.West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland,
Eastern Kentucky. Eastern Tennessee, Georgia,
North Carolina, and Alabama. It is about 750
miles lone and 70 to 80 miles wide. The coals

are all bituminous or semi-bituminous with the
exception of those at the northeastern end, in

Pennsylvania, where close folding of the rocks
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has changed the bituminous into anthracite coal.

In general, the rocks at the upper or northern
end of the Appalachian belt are folded, while

Coal Fikldb of the United States

Region
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Crested Butte have been changed locally to North of the Yorkshire field is the large basin of
anthracite by the nietaniorphie action of igneous Northumberland and Durham, from which stcam-
iutruHiun8. Excellent coking cuals are found ing, coking, and liouse coals are produced. In
near Trinidad. The New Ale.xican coals are in Scotland the coal-mea.<urert arc extensively de-
part an extension of the Colorado veins, and velopcd in Ayrshire, Lanarkshire, Stirlingshire,
bear a good reputation, as do also many of and Fifesliire. The productive coal-fields of the
the Wyoming coals. California has little fuel United Kingdom belong to the Carboniferous
of good quality, and has for many years drawn period; brown coal of Jurassic or Tertiary age
on Australia for its coal-supply, but in recent is known to occur, but the seams are too small to
years the coals of Oregon, Washington, and be profitably exploited. The exports of coal from
British Columbia have become a source of supply, this country are of great importance, amounting
The rocks of the small Rhode Island area have in 1900 to 51,638,000 short terns, valued at

been so highly metamorphosed that the coal has $193,032,000. Much of the coal goes to Italy,
been altered to graphitic anthracite. It is sold Russia, Holland, and to the European countries
on the market as amorphous graphite, and has that possess small resources of the mineral, while
little value as a fuel. the remainder is exported to the more remote

Canad.^. The Acadian field includes deposits parts of the world,
in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the former Further details regarding the distribution of
being quite important. The coals are bituminous coal will be found under tlie titles of countries,

and of good quality. In the mountain ranges Output. The world's annual production at
of British Columbia extensive coal-seams have the present time is about 850,000,000 short
been discovered, and they are now under develop- ions; the output in 1900, according to The Min-
ment. A good quality of coke is made from the oral Industry, was distributed as follows:
coal of Crow's Nest Pass, which finds a market
at the British Columbian smelters. The most codntby short toks

productive mines of the Pacific Coast are locat- J;"'*^„^^»^» IfAll-*^'^j, i-r T 1 J I, 1 u- i.
Grpat Britain 2J)2,176.35'2

ed on Vancouver Island, whence large shipments Germany , \u,»^k\ai
of bituminous coal are made to San Francisco Auetrla-Huugary 43'.020,()49

and other ports in the Western United States. Bef^^m as'sSotls
South America. Coal, probably of Carbon- Kussia....!..."!!.."!!!!..!!!!!!!!!!!!.".'"..!!!...".'."!!!.'.""."!."!!.".'.' 16.5(km)oo

iferous age, is found in the Brazilian provinces Canada 5,60h,(>:jo

of s5o Pedro, Rio Grande do Sui, Santa Ca-
india!:::::::';;;.::;::::::::::::;.:::::::::::::::::::::::::^^ eiSm

tharina, also in the neighboring Republic of Uru- Spain 2!847!l99

guay. Very little development work has been done Sweden 278,1*2

in the fields, and the output is inconsiderable. In Africa"!!"!!!.!!!!.!!!.......!!.!!........."."! .546.503

Argentina and Chile, where Cretaceous coal oc- New South Wales........................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,16h!337

curs, there is more activity; but these countries New Zealand 1,225,603

still depend largely upon Great Britain for their vi'ctoritL". .!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!

237 052
supplies. In Peru both Cretaceous and Carbon- Tasmania 56!822

iferous deposits are found at various points in Other Countries 2,756,750

the interior, the former occupying a position on Total.. 843,247,288
the first rise of the Andes, while the latter oc-

curs in higher ground and at a greater distance It is interesting to follow the progress of the

from the coast. United States as a coal-producer. In 1868 Great

United Kingdom. Next to the coal-fields of Britain produced 3.6 times as much coal as the

the United States, those of the United Kingdom United States, while Germany's product that

are of the greatest economic importance. With- y^^'',^^\as 15 per cent, greater than that of

in the limits of England, Scotland, and Wales the United States. In 1871 the United States

there are more than twentv areas underlain by exceeded Germany s output by about 10 per

seams of anthracite, bituminous, and cannel coal. 9®"^., but afterwards fell back to third place until

The largest of these areas is that of South Welles, >" 18/7 she once more sprang forward, and

in Monmouthshire and Pembrokeshire, which has gamed on both Germany and Great Britain. In

a length of about 50 miles and a width of nearly 1899 the United States led the world, and sup-

20 miles. The coal-measures form an elliptical plied nearly 32 per cent, of its production,

basin, and are several thousand feet in thickness. The average price of bituminous coal at the

Coal is found in three horizons, of which the mines in the United States, per short ton, varied

upper has no less than 82 seams, measuring 180 between 1893 and 1900 from $0.80 to $1.04; while

feet in all. The lowest horizon yields valuable that of anthracite was between $1.41 and $1.59

steam and blast-furnace coal. In the. north of for the same period. The total number of laborers

England the coal-fields of Lancashire, Derby- employed during 1900 was 449,181, of which
shire, and York.shire are the largest. The Lan- number 144,206 were anthracite miners,

cashire field is of irregular quadrilateral form, During the closing years of the nineteenth cen-
with a width of about 18 miles from north to tury European countries have been confronted
south, and a length from east to west of more with a most serious problem—the exhaustion of
than 50 miles. It includes about 100 feet of their coal-supply. Tliis condition was empha-
ccal in workable seams, which dip at a high sized in 1899 and 1900 by the occurrence of
angle and are much broken by faulting. The strikes in the Wales coal regions, by war in
Yorkshire and Derbyshire measures occupy a South Africa, and by a stimulation of industries
single area that extends for a distance of about in Germany which required much additional
60 miles from Bradford on the north to near coal. Prospecting having shown but little re-

Derby on the south, and has a breadth of from serve material, the most natural result was to
3 to 32 miles. They yield bituminous coal, ex- look to the United States, and in 1900 there
oellent for steaming and iron-making purposes, began a movement of coal to Europe, which may
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before many years assume large proportions.
Ocean freights are the present great drawback.
Mining of Coal. The presence of coal in pay-

ing quantities having been determined by pros-
pecting and geological surveys, the next consid-
eration is to extract this coal from seams. No
definite rules can be given for the selection of a
method of mining that will cover all conditions;
each mine furnishes a distinct and separate
problem. Every system of mining, however,
aims to extract the maximum amount of the de-
posit in the best marketable shape and at a
minimum cost and danger. Speaking broadly,
all methods of mining come under the head of
either open working or closed working. Open
working is employed when the deposits have no
overburden of barren rock or earth, or where
this overburden is of such small depth that it

can be easily and cheaply' removed, leaving the
coal deposit exposed. The mining of such ex-
posed seams of coal is really a process of exca-
vation or quarrjing, and the machines used in
making open-pit excavations and in quarrying
are applicable to the work. Closed working is

adopted when the depth of the overburden is so
great that the mining must be conducted under-
ground. The first task in opening up under-
ground coal-seams is to secure access to the seam
by means of shafts, slopes, or tunnels. Shafts
are vertical openings from the ground surface
to the coal-seams. In the United States shafts
are usually made square or rectangular in form.
This practice is largely due to the fact that
timber is used for lining shafts. In Europe round
or oval shafts are frequently employed with lin-

ings of brick, iron, or masonry.
Grenerally the shafts are divided into two or

more compartments, in each of which is installed
an elevator for hoisting the coal-cars to the sur-
face. The number of compartments in a shaft
and their arrangements depend upon the par-
ticular use to which the shaft is to be put, the
number of shafts employed, and their depths.
Where the seams are comparatively near the
surface, it is usually cheaper to sink a number
of two or three compartment shafts than it is to
haul all the ore to one large shaft; while, when
the shafts are very deep, it is preferable to sink
a smaller number of four or six compartment
shafts and extend the underground haulage to
a single shaft over a great area of the workings.
Where timber lining is employed, a stronger
construction is obtained by placing the com-
partments side by side in a long, narrow shaft
than by grouping them in a square shaft. In
shallow mines separate shafts are often em-
ployed for hoisting and for pumping, ventilation
and ladder-ways. One of the largest coal-mine
shafts in America is situated at Wilkesbarre,
Pa.; it is 1039 feet deep, 12 X 52 feet in size,

and has five compartments. The methods of
sinking mine shafts are essentially the same as
those used in sinking shafts for tunnels. (See
TuN.NEL. ) Slopes are o|)ening3 l)eg\ui at the
outcrop of an inclined seam, which they fol-

low down into the earth. Slo|)es are usu-
ally made with three compartments side by
side, two of which are used as hoistways and the
third for the traveling-way, piping, etc. When
the dip of the slope is under 40 degrees the slope
is made about seven feet high, but when the dip
exceeds 40 degrees cages have to be used and a
great height is necessary. Slopes are usually

lined with timber. Tunnels are nearly horizontal
passageways beginning on the side of a hill or
mountain and extending into the earth until
they meet the coal-seam; they are built for both
haulage and drainage purposes, and are con-
structed like railway tunnels, except that the
cross-sectioh is usually much smaller, and that
it is lined with timl)er instead of with per-

manent masonry. The forms of timbering used
in coal-mining are various, and are of interest
chiefly to the practical miner; special treatises
should be consulted by those interested in the
details. In a general way, it may be said that
timber used for underground support in mines
should be of a light and elastic variety of wood.
Oak, beech, and similar woods are heavy and
have great strength, but when they do break it

is suddenly and without warning, thus bringing
disaster to the miners who might escape if a
tough wood were employed which gives warning
of rupture by bending and cracking. It is a
very common practice to employ preserved tim-
ber in mining work. See Timbeb Preservation.
The systems of working the coal-seams after

access is attained to them by the means de-

scribed are two, known as the room-and-pillar
and the long-wall systems. The room-and-pillar
method—also known as the pillar-and-chamber
or board-and-pillar method, which may in-

clude the pillar - and - stall system—is the oldest
of the systems, and the one very generally used
in the United States. By this system, coal is

first mined from a number of comparatively
small places, called rooms, chambers, stalls,

boards, etc., which are driven either square from
or at an angle to the haulageway. Pillars are
left to support the roof. In the long-wall meth-
od the whole face of the coal-seam is taken out,
leaving no coal behind, and the roof is allowed
to settle behind as the excavation progresses, care
being taken to preserve haulageways through
the falling material. Both the room-and-pillar
and the long-wall methods are employed in vari-
ous modifications, for the details of which spe-
cial treatises on coal-mines should be consulted. •

The coal is cut from the seam by hand or by
some form of coal-cutting machine. In America
machine cutting is used extensively. There are
four general types of machines in general use:
Pick machines, chain-cutter machines, cutter-bar
machines, and long-wall machines; the machines
most used in America are pick machines and
chain-cutter machirtes. Both compressed air and
electricity are used for operating coal-cutting
machines. Pick machines are very similar to a
rock-drill; chain -cutter machines consist of a
low metal bed - frame upon which is mounted a
motor that rotates a chain to which suitable
cutting teeth are attached. The ventilation of
the workings, owing to the presence of gases, is

a very important feature of coal-mining, and
great care is taken to lay out the workings so
as to facilitate ventilation. Mechanical ventila-
tion by means of fans and l)lowers (see Blowing
Maciiine.s) is usually employed. Hoisting in
mines is accomplished by means of cages run-
ning up and down the shafts, and operated by
large hoisting engines on the surface. There
are two general systems of hoisting in use

—

hoisting without attempt to balance the load, in
which the cage and its load are hoisted by the
engine and lowered by gravity, and hoisting in
balance, in which the descending cage or a spe-
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cial coHiiterbalanoe assistH the engine to hoiat

the loaded asit>nding cage. Haulage in mines is

Hcooniplislu'd by animal power or by steam
hoi.sting engines operating a system of rope haul-

age or by mine locomotives ojxTated by steam,

eleelrieity, eompressed air, or gasoline.

The preparation of mined eoal for*the market
consists in screening the coal over bars and
through revolving or over shaking screens, to-

gether with breaking it with rolls to produce the

n-qnired market size. The large lunips of slate

or other impurities are separated by hand, while

the smaller portions are picked out by auto-

matic pickers or by hand by boys or old men
seated along the chutes leading to the shipping
pockets or bins. When coal contains much sul-

j)nur, this is frequently removed by washing it

with water in special washing plants.

BiBMOGRAPiiY. Lesley, Manual of Coal and
Jt8 To})Oijrap}iy (Philadelphia, 1856)—a good
work, but difficult to find; Chance, "Coal-Alin-

ing," in Second Geological Hurvey of Pennsyl-
vania, Report AC (ITarrisburg, 1883) ; Hughes,
A Textbook of Coal-Mining (London, 1899) ;

Peel, Elementary Textbook of Coal-Mining (Lon-
don, 1901); Macfarlane, The Coal Regions of
America, Their Topography, Geology, and De-
velopment (Xew York, 1875) ; Nicolls, The iitory

of American Coals (Philadelphia, 1897) ; I^esley

and others, "Reports on the Coal- Fields of Penn-
sylvania," in various publications of the Second
Geological Surrey of Pennsylvania (Harrisburg)

.

Numerous scattered pajiers have been published
in the following annuals and periodicals: Trans-

actions of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers (New York) ; The Mineral Industry
(New York) ; The Engineering and Mining Jour-
nal (New York) ; Mines and Minerals (Scran-

ton, Pa.) ; "Alineral Resources of the United
States," United States Geological Survey (Wash-
ington). For foreign coal deposits, consult:

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Brit-

ain (London) ; Reports of Progress of the Geo-
logical Survey of the United Kingdom (Lon-

• don) ; Annales de la socidt^, g^ologigue de Bel-

pique (Lioge, 1874 et'seq. ); Bulletin de la so-

ciHc beige dc geologic, de paUontologie et

d'hydrologie (Brussels, 1877 et seq.) ; Annales
^es mines (Paris, 1816 et seq.) ; Bulletin de la

society g^ologique de France (Paris, 1896 et

seq.) ; Ix)z<^, Les charbons britanniques et leur

r]>uisement (Paris, 1900) ; Zeitschrift fiir prak-
tische Geologic (Berlin, 1893 et seq.). See An-
THBACITE; BiTVMINOl S COAI. ; CaBBOXIFEROUS
System ; Coke ; Citi.m ; Cretaceox's System ;

Peat; Tertiary System; Graphite; Carbon;
Fire-Clay ; and the articles on the diflFerent

States and countries in which coal has been
found.

COAL APPLES. The name given to some
curious specimens of spheroidal anthracite coal

found in the Mammoth seam of Pennsylvania.
They vary from one-fourth inch to ten inches in

diameter, but are usually about the size of a
hen's egg. They are thought to be due to
jointing.

COAL-BREAKER. A structure containing
machinery for the purpose of crushing, sorting,

and cleaning anthracite coal. The breaker is

often as much as 150 feet high, and rarely less

than 80 feet. The coal, as it is hoisted oiit of

the mine, is carried up to the top of the breaker
and discharged into a hopper, whence it passes

downward over bars, througli screens and crush-
ers, and is finally discharged into bins at the
bottom. The admixed slate is sepaiated partly
by special screens, and the slaty coal (bone
coal) is picked out by boys as it slides down the
chutes. Jn the more modern breakers water-jigs
are used very successfully to separate the slate

and coal. Ihe sizes pHnluced are described in

the article on Axthracite. The capacity of a
coal-breaker is commonly about 1000 tons per
day, but some excwd 'iodo tons in output. Con-
sult Chance, "Report on Coal-.Mining," Report
AC of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsyl-
vania (Harrisburg, 1883).

COALFISH (so named from its color). (1)
The pollack '<i.v.). (2) A singular and inter-

esting chirid fish (Anoploma fimhriata) of the
North Pacific, which is usually slaty-black
above and white below, but variable with age
and place. It is about 18 inches long, allied to
the rock-trout, and called in California beshow,
candlefish, and skilfish.

COAL-GAS. See Gas, Illuminating.

COALING SHIP. In modern naval vessels

coaling ship has become an operation of impor-
tance. Special machinery is provided for han-
dling it, and the men are drilled at coaling ex-

peditiously. Notwithstanding all that can be
(lone in the way of drill and the improvement
of appliances, the operation of coaling must take
many hours, and in time of war may necessitate

a trip to the nearest coaling-station. This loss

of time may prove most serious and defeat the
plans of a campaign. Means of coaling at sea

without leaving station, or while en route to a
place, are therefore sought. Several plans have
been devised, in the most successful of which a

steel hawser runs between the collier and the
vessel to be coaled, starting from a high point on
the collier's mast. This serves as a stay on
which bags, carried by a trolley, pass to and fro,

very much after the fashion of a cableway (q.v. ).

COAL-MEASURES. See Coal; Carbonif-
erous System.

COAL-OIL. See Petroleum.

COAL-TAR, or Gas-Tar. The thick, black,

opaque liquid that comes over and condenses in

the pipes when gas is distilled from coal. It is

slightly heavier than water, and has a strong,

disagreeable odor. Coal - tar is a mixture of

many distinct liquid and solid substances, and
the separation of the more useful of these con-

stitutes an important branch of manufacturing
chemistry. By distilling from wrought - iron

stills, the tar is first broken up into five frac-

tions, which are then further subjected to frac-

tional distillation separately:

(1) Crude yaphtha or Light Oil is the frac-

tion distilling over before the temperature of the

tar has risen to 170° C. This portion contains

a number of valuable hydrocarbons, including

l)enzene, toluene, xylene, etc. Another impor-

tant product obtained from this fraction is the

so-called solvent or burning naphtha of com-
merce, which is largely used for burning in

lamps, as a solvent for india-rubber and gutta-

percha, and for a variety of other purposes. The
ben/ene obtained fnnu this fraction is also used

ai=- a solvent, though most of it is converted into

aniline, all of the vast amount of aniline manu-
factured at present being derived from nitro-
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benzene, which is, in its turn, made from ben-

zene. To sej)arate its constituents, the crude
naphtha is first divided into three fractions by
distillation; each of these fractions is washed
successively with sulphuric acid and caustic

8oda, as well as with water, and subjected to

further fractional distillation.

(2) Middle Oil or Carbolic Oil is the crude
fraction distilling over from tar between the
temperatures of 170° and 230° C. This fraction

contains large quantities of naphthalene and
carbolic acid, the former separating out in the
form of a crystalline mass, while the latter re-

mains liquid. The naphthalene thus obtained
is purified by washing with caustic soda and
sulphuric acid, and distilling. On the other hand,
the crude liquid is treated with caustic-soda so-

lution, which takes up all of the carbolic acid

and from which the latter is separated by adding
sulphuric acid; the impure carbolic acid thus
obtained is further purified by distillation.

K aphtha lene is extensively iised in the manufac-
ture of colors. Carbolic acid is extensively used
as a disinfectant and for the manufacture of

picric acid.

(3) Creosote Oil is the crude fraction distilling

over from coal-tar between the temperatures of

230° and 270° C. This somewhat heavy oil is

largely used for the preservation of timber. See
Creosote.

(4) Anthracene Oil passes over above 270° C.

This fraction yields all the anthracene of com-
merce ; the anthracene crystallizes out from the

oil, and is somewhat purified by washing with
the solvent naphtha obtained from the first frac-

tion. Anthracene is extensively employed in the
manufacture of the beautiful alizarin dyes,

which were formerly made from madder-root.
See Aliz.\rtx.

(.5) The Pitch remaining in the stills after the

above fractions have passed over is used for

making asphalt and varnishes, for protecting

wood and metal work. etc.

Coal-tar is produced in large quantities in the
manufacture of illuminating gas, and while
scarcely half a century ago it was looked upon
as nothing but an oftensive waste product, at
present it constitutes the source of innimierable

substances of the greatest value to both science

and the industries. See bibliographical refer-

ences under Coal-Tab Colors ; Gas, Illuminat-
ing; and see the articles on the various products
nienlioned above.

COAL-TAB COLOBS. Coloring matters arti-

ficially prepared from coal-tar, chiefly from the

hydrocarbons extracte<l from it. (See Coal-
Tar.) The first observation of a colored com-
pound of this class was made by Runge in 1834;
but the real beginning of the great modern color

industry' dates from 1850, when W. H. Perkins
obtained a violet dyestufT by oxidizing impure
aniline with chromic acid, took out a patent
for it, and commenced manufacturing it in Eng-
land. Many other dyes were subseqtiently ob-

tained from aniline and the substances related to

it, by A. W. Hofmann, Gries, Girard, T>aufh, and
many others. But the moat sensational step
was the preparation by Graebe and Lieberniann
(1808) of a natural dyestuff—viz. the coloring
jirinciple of madder-root, from the anthracene
of coal-tar. In 1880 indigo was first prepared,
not from coal-tar products, but by a purely
synthetic method, and other natural colors have

since been prepared in a similar manner; so
that natural dyestuflfs reproduced by artificial

means need not necessarily originate from coal-

tar. The artificial indigo and alizarin are not
mere substitutes for the natural indigo and
madder; they are chemically identical with
them, and surpass them in purity, and their
adaptability to special methods in dyeing and
printing often makes them even more desirable.

But as the cost of manufacture is high, they
compete with the natural products on about
equal terms. The color industry was first de-

veloped in England and France, but the more
thorough technical instruction at the German
imiversities produced a body of skilled manufac-
turers and investigators who soon took the lead.

At present, in addition to the great factories

near Berlin, Frankfurt, Elberfeld, and Mann-
heim, and a host of smaller ones in various parts
of Germany, German capital controls many of

the establishments in France, Russia, and other
' countries. The I'nited States possess few inde-

pendent factories, and the list of their products
is rather limited; indeed, American dj'ers ap-
pear to call for a smaller range of dyestuffs
than those of other countries. A peculiar de-

velopment of the last fifteen years is the exten-
sion of the methods of the dye industry to the
production of artificial drugs, such as antipyrin,
antifebrin, etc., many of which are manufactured
in the same establishments which control the
dye patents.

Cl.vssification. Artificial colors were for-

merly classified merely according to the sources
from which they were obtained. Thus, many
of them, including magenta, 'aniline blue,' 'ani-

line green,' 'aniline yellow,' etc., were grouped
together as aniline colors. At present somewhat
dilterent systems of classification are used by
different authors, but all systems are based ex-

clusively on the chemical constitution of the
dyes.

Many attempts have been made to find a gen-
eral answer to the question. What must be the
chemical nature of a carbon compound in order
that it may be a dye? An all-embracing answer
to this question has not yet been found. But
experience has shown that the true dyestuffs
exhibit peculiar groupings of the constituent
atoms. Such 'chromophore' groupings produce,
however, only a tendenci/ toward color, but not
necessarily colors ; indeed, many compounds con-
taining them are perfectly colorless, and the
majority of true dyes become colorless if de-
prived of the small amount of oxygen they con-
tain, although their chromophore groups may
not be in the least affected. If. however, a
chromophore group is combined with certain
other atomic groups, the result is a dye. For
example, the .so-called azo-group (—\=N—

)

is chromophoric; the compound called azoWn-
zene, CJI-v—N=X—CnHj, although colored red
and evidently containing the azogroup, is not a
dye; but it becomes one when the so-called amido-
group (NH,) also is introduced into its mole-
cule, the compoundC,H,—N=N—C,H«NH„ called
amido - azobenzene. being a true dye. If. in-

stead of the amido-group, a hydroxy! group
(OH) is introduced, the resiilt is again a dye
(an orange one). Further, the tints of dyes
are pro<luced by variation in the 'substituting*

groups which replace hydrogen in the primi-
tive molecule. Thus, the introduction of the
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iiietliyl ti^ou\i (CH,) t,'enfrally inoreaseg the

violi't U'luli'ncy; tne phony I jjroup (C.Hj) pro-

tliu'fs bluish tints; the naphthyl grou^ (C,oH,) a
tondont-y toward brown-red, etc. '1 lie relative

IH»»iCion of the groups likewise plays a large

part in the determination of color. But, as we
have already ob.serve<l, a definite and all-embrac-

ing rule does not e.xist. Frequently compounds
must enter into combination with a base or an
acid before they will fix themselves upon the

fibre, and then the tints are frequently affected

by the different bases or acids to a varying de-

gree. For example, alizarin dyes red with the

hydroxide of aluminum, and black with the hy-

droxide of iron.

For the purposes of the present sketch, the

coal-tar colors may be grouped in five classes:

viz. the azo-colors; triphenyl-carbinol deriva-

tives; quinone derivatives; diphenyl-amine deriv-

atives; and indigo dyes.

Azo-CoLORS. Tlie characteristic compound of

this class is azo-benzene, CoH^N = NC„Hi, al-

ready mentioned above. We have seen that the

introduction of either NH, or OH in place of a

hydrogen atom produces a coloring matter—^yel-

low in the former, orange in the latter instance.

Replacing either or both of the phenyl groups

(Cellj) by more complex hydrocarbon groups

deepens the tone (with a tendency toward the

redder tints), increases the affinity for fibres,

and diminishes the liability to fade. The earlier

dyes of this class, such as 'aniline yellow,' 'Bis-

marck brown,' chrysoidin, etc., were singularly

brilliant, but were not fast; whereas the browns
and the many reds, ranging from scarlet to

purple, which are now produced under the names
of ponceaux or bordeaux, congos, quinoline red,

etc., are exceedingly permanent. In manufac-
turing this class of dyes, nitrous acid is allowed

to act upon an ice-cold solution of the salt of any
primary base (like aniline), and the *diazo-salt'

formed is allowed to act on another base or a
phenol ; an endless variety of combinations is

thus possible.

Tbipiienyi--Cabbinol Debivatives. These rep-

resent the first discoveries in the aniline dyes,

and some of them are still produced on the larg-

est possible scale. The fundamental compound
of the class is triphenyl-carbinol (CeH5)3COH,
and its derivatives are properly subdivided into

rosauilines, rosolic acids, and phthaleins.

In the rosaniline group, two or three amido-

groups (XH,) are introduced in place of hydro-

gen atoms of the phenyls (CeHj). The di-amido-

compounds are green ; the frt-amido-compounda
are red, violet, or blue. Strictly speaking, the

compounds thus obtained are not themselves

dyes, but are bases which must first be combined
with suitable acids, and thus brought into a

soluble form. Their salts are beautifully crys-

talline bodies in the solid condition, showing
colors quite different from those of the solutions,

and having peculiar lustres like those of beetles'

wings. The solutions have very intense colora-

tions and stain animal fibres readily and per-

manently, although they do not fix themselves

easily upon cotton or linen. They are the most
brilliant and lively dyes, but are strongly af-

fected by sunlight, and are consequently less use-

ful than some dyes of other classes. They are

generally manufactured by oxidizing processes at

a comparatively high temperature, whereby two
or three simpler compounds are welded, as it

were, into compcmnds of coai|>lix molecular
structure. Thus, in the manufacture of the well-

known magenta dye (a tri-amido-com|)ound) ap-
proximately ecjual quantities of aniline, ortho-
toluidine, and para-toluidine arc heated from
8 to 10 hours with arsenic oxide to 190° C, in

large iron kettles. A very thick mass results,

which can be extracted with hot water, and the
compound thus obtained is found to be made up
of molecular quantities of aniline, orthotolui-
dine, and para-toluidine, chemically combined.

Rosolic acid and its derivatives are made by
the condensation of various phenols, three
phenols being (;ondensed into one compound of

the rosolic acid group, just as three bases are
condensed into one compound of the rosaniline

group. The comparatively few dyes of .this

group give various shades of red. The hydroxyl
groups, and hence the acid character of the
phenols, remain unchanged in the products of

condensation; the latter therefore combine with
bases, and then they readily go into solution.

Th phthaleins differ from the rosolic acids

in so far as one of the three phenyls of the
triphenyl-carbinol is connected in them with a
carboxyl group ( COOH ) , the other two phenyls
having one or more hydroxyls apiece, as in the

rosolic acids. The phthaleins were discovered

by Adolph Baeyer, and are chiefly remarkable for

the fluorescence of their alkali salts in solution.

They are prepared by heating phenols with
phtiialic anhydride and a little sulphuric acid;

when resorcin i.^ taken as the phenol, a very
well-kno^^'n compound is obtained, which has
lieen called fluorescein, while its sodium salt is

known as uranin. Solutions of the latter are

yellow by transmitted light, but bright green by
reflected light. This fluorescence is so intense

that it is distinctly noticeable in extremely

dilute solutions; so that this salt has been used

to trace subterranean watercourses supposed to

connect two neighboring bodies of water, the dye

being thrown into one of these and fluorescence

being subsequently noticed in the other. The
potassium salt of a brominated fluorescein is

eosin, Ca^H^OjBriKj, with a magnificent red and
yellow fluorescence. These fluorescences disap-

pear on the fibre, but eosin and analogous sub-

stances impart very brilliant flesh-tints to silk

and wool.

The Quinone Derivatives. These contain the

characteristic nucleus

—

O
II

c

m
6

and are almost invariably colored, although they

become suitable for dj'es only when they also

contain several hydroxyl groups. By far the

most important substance of this class is

alizarin (q.v.), which was already mentioned as

identical with the active principle of madder.

Anthracene (q.v.), a coal-tar hydrocarbon, is con-

verted into anthraquinone by heating with

potassium bichromate and sulphuric acid; the

anthraquinone is acted upon by fuming sulphuric
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acid, and the resulting compound is melted with
caustic soda, yielding a sodium salt of alizarin.

This is soluble in water with a line red color, but
does not fasten upon any kind of fibre. If, how-
ever, cotton is previously impregnated with salts

of aluminum, iron, or chromium, the alizarin

will form insoluble salts ('lakes') with these

metals; and as the precipitation occurs within
the pores of the fibre, subsequent washing cannot
remove it. Colors of tins class of dyes are not
suitable for silk and wool, but are very intense

and permanent when properly applied to cotton.

The Dipuenyl-Ami.ne Derivatives. These in-

clude many varieties of dyes, such as the in-

dulins, indophenols, thiagins, etc. Their chem-
istry is ti)o involved to be disposed of in a few
words. It may, however, be mentioned that their

characteristic groups are similar to anthraqui-

iione, excepting that the oxygen of the latter is

replaced by sulphur, imido-groups, etc. The
more important dyes of this class include 'methy-

lene blue' and 'aniline black.'

IXDiGO Dyes. By far the most important of

these is indigo itself, a vegetable dje obtained

from a tropical plant cultivated in India since

the earliest times. The sap of this plant, when
fermented under conditions excluding oxygen,

yields iudifjo trhite, a soluble material having the

fornmla CnHiA'iO,; if the fermentation proceeds

in the open air. indigo blue, C,JI,oX;Oi, is pro-

duced. This substance is a derivative of the

base called indol, CgHiX, which occurs ready-

formed, in small quantities, in many animal and
vegetable secretions. It can be prepared arti-

ficially from aniline and chloraldehyde. When
indigo was found to consist of two indol mole-

cules joined together and oxidized, the clue for

the production of artificial indigo was at hand.

It has since been found that any benzene deriva-

tive having a nitrogenous group and a two-

ciirbon group in the 'oiiho' position may give

rise to the formation of indigo. The first prac-

tical method, devised by Baeyer in 1880, involved

the action of potassium hydroxide on ortho-

nitropropiolic acid; but many other methods
have been devised since then, such as the action

of melted potassium hydroxide on bromace-

tanilid, the action of halogenated acetone on
aniline, etc. Indigo is one of the most reliable

dycstuiTs, both as to brilliancy and permanency,

and there is little difference in these respects

l)etween the natural and artificial products. The
finished compound can. however, only be applied

after reduction to the soluble indigo-white, and
this makes its use in dyeing and printing some-

what cumbersome. In some of the methods for

preparing artificial indigo, the fibre can be im-

pregnated with one ingredient and the other ap-

plied either in the dye-vat or from the printing-

rolls; consequently, indigo can be and is often

directly prepared in the quantities and in the

])laces in which it is needed. See Indigo.

List of Coix)K8. The following arc some of

the l)est known commercial coal-tar colors, their

molecular formulas, and the principal methods
employed in their manufacture.

Aldehyde Green.—See Aniline Oreen below.

Aniline Blaek, C^Tlr:,y!„ made by the oxidation

of aniline with mineral salts.

Aniline Blue (triphenyl - rosaniline hydro-

chloride). C„H„N,C1, made by heating rosani-

line. benzoic acid, and aniline, and subsequently

adding hydrochloric acid.

Aniline Brotcn, Bismarck Brown, or Phenylene
Brown ( triamido-azobenzene ) , CuHuNj, made by
the action of nitrous acid on metaphenylene-
diamine.

Aniline Green, or Aldehj-de Green, CbH„N,S,0,
made by the action of ordinary aldehyde on an
acid solution of rosaniline sulphate and the sub-

sequent addition of sodium hyposulphite.
Aniline Orange.—This name is applied to va-

rious compounds made by the action of amido-
sulphonic acids on phenols. The name is often

. applied to the so-called Victoria Orange,
C\H,N,0,.

Aniline Red.—See Fuchsin below.

Aniline Scarlet, CigllijNjO^SXa, made by the
action of diazoxylene on naphthosulphonic acid.

Aniline Violet.—See Mauveln below.
Aniline Yellow (hydrochloride), CuHuNjCl,

made by the action of nitrous acid on an excess

of aniline.

Alizarin, CiJcl^Ot, made artificially by succes-

sive treatments of anthracene with chromic acid

and fuming sulphuric acid, and melting the
product with potassium hydro.\ide. Among the
dves allied to alizarin are: Alizarin Black,

C.ttHA-NaHSOs; Alizarin Blue, C^H^'O,; Aliz-

arin Orange, ChHtNOj; and Alizarin Violet, or
Gallein, C»H,oOi.

Auramin (hydrochloride), CijH„NjOCl, made
by the successive action of phosgene gas (carbon
oxychloride) and ammonia upon dimethyl-ani-
line.

Aurantia (anmionium salt of hexanitro-di-

phenylamine), C,,H5N70,i.NH4, made by the
action of nitric acid on methyl-diphenylamine.

Aurin, C,»HiiO., made by the action of oxalic

and sulphuric acids on phenol.

Benzaldehyde Green.—See Malachite Green be-

low.

Benzidine Red.—See Congo Red below.

Benzopurpurins, dyes of various scarlet shades.
Thoy are chemically allied to Congo Red (which
see below), and are made by treating salts

of toluidine (which is made from nitrotoluene,

and is analogous to benzidine) with nitrous
acid, and combining the resulting salts with
o- and /S-naphthylamine sulphonic acids.

Bismarck Brown.—See Aniline Brown above.
Blacklcy Blue.—See Indulin below.

Bordeaux.—See Ponceaux below.

Chrysotdin (hydrochloride), CuHuN^Cl, made
by the action of diazo-benzene chloride on meta-
phenylene diamine in aqueous solution.

f^o'ngo Red, or Benzidine Red, C„HaN,S,0,Na„
made by the action of nitrous acid and then of
sodium naphthionate on benzidine hydrochloride.

Eonin, C^oH.OjBr.K,. or C„H,05Br.Na„ made
by the action of bromine on fluorescein.

Erifth rosin, C9,H,OJ,Nai. made by the action
of iodine on fluorescein.

Fluorescein, CjoTI,;Oj. made by the action of
phthalic acid anhydride on resorcin.

Fuchsin, Rosaniline Tlydrochloride, Magenta,
or Aniline Red, CjnH„NiCl, made by the oxidation
of toluidine and aniline in the presence of acids.

Gallein.—See .\lizarin above.

TJelinnthin.—See diethyl Orange below.

Indigo.—See text of the article above.

Indulin, or Blackley Blue. C„H„N,. made by
heating aniline salts with amidoazobenzene.

Magenta.—See Fuchsin above.
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Malachite Urven, lieiiziildehydf Green, or Vic-

toria Green, 3C.li»N,CI.2ZnCI,+ H,t), made bv

the condensation of lienzjildoliyde with dimethyl-

aniline, and the Hub8e<iutiit addition of hydro-

chloric acid and zinc chloride.

Uurtius'a Yellow, CoHjNiO.SNa, made by the

action of nitric acid on o-naphthol-monosul-

phonic acid.

llauve'in (hydrochloride), or Aniline Violet,

C^iH^X.Cl, made by the action of chromic acid

on aniline containing? some toluidine.

Methyl Orange, C,,H„NjSO,Na, made by the

surt-cssivc action of nitrous acid and methyl-

;iniline upon para-amidobenzene-sulphonic acid;

it is the sodium salt of helianthin.

Methyl Violet, C^jH^NjCl, made by oxidizing

dimethyl-aniline with metallic salts.

Methylene Blue, C„H„N,SC1, made by heating

amido-dimethylaniline with sulphide of iron.

Xaphthol Yellow, C,oHjNA^K, made by the

action of nitric acid on o-naphthol-trisulphonic

acid.

Xigrosin, CjgHi-.Nj, made by heating aniline

salts with nitrobenzene.

yight Blue, CsUa.NaO (the hydrochloride of

this is the commercial dye), made by heating

pararosaniline with aniline and benzoic acid.

Pararosaniline (chloride), CiJIjgNaCl, made
by oxidizing a mixture of para-toluidine and
aniline with arsenic acid, or nitrobenzene.

Phenylenc Broun. See Aniline Brown above.

Ponccaux, or Bordeaux.— -Various derivatives

of azonaphthalene. "Ponceau 3R," CigHnNiOr
tSjNai, is made by combining diazo-cumene chlo-

ride with /3-naphthol-disulphonic acid.

Primtilin, CnH,jN;S(?), made by the action

of sulphuric acid on thiotoluidine.

Rcsoriin Yellow, or Tropa^olin, O, CijHi^iOsS,
made by the action of diazobenzene-sulphonic

acid on resorcin.

Rhodamine (hydrochloride), C2SH31N2P3CI,

made by the action of phosphorus trichloride on
lluoresceTn, and treatment of the product with
diethylamine.

RoceclUn, C2(,n,jNjO«SNa, made by the action

of /3-naphthol on the diazo-compound of naph-

thionic acid.

Rosaniline.—See Fuchsin above.

Rose Bengale, C2oH,Clj205K2, made by the

successive action of chlorine and iodine upon
fluorescein.

Rosolic Acid, C»H,.03, closely allied to aurin;
neither aurin nor rosolic acid is specially valu-

able.

Safranin, C^iHiiN^Cl, made by the oxidation

of a mixture of toluylene-diamine and aniline or

toluidine.

Tropacolin.—This name is applied to various

compounds made by the successive action of

nitrous acid and phenols upon amidobenzene
sulphonic acids. See Resorcin Yellow above.

Uranin, CajITjoOiNa,, the sodium salt of fluo-

rescein (which see above).
Vietoria Green.—See Malachite Green above.

Victoria Orange.—See Aniline Orange above.

Bibliography. Sohultz, Die Chemie des Stcin-

hohlentheers (Brunswick, 1890) ; Villon, Traits
pratique des ma fibres colorantes artificielles

(Paris, ISnO^ ; Ca^eneuve, Repertoire anohitique
des mafi^es colorantes artificielles (Lyons,
1893) ; Sehultz and .Tulius. Systematic Sur-
vey of the Organic Coloring Matters, trans-

lated by Green (New York, 1894) ; Hurst, Dic-

tionary of the Coal-Tar Colors (London, 1896);
Lcffevre, Traitd des matiires colorantes organ-
iijucs artificielles (2 vols., I'aris, 1890) ; Seye-
wetz and Silsey, Chimie dea malidrea colorantes
artificielles (Paris, 1897) ; Benedikt, Chemistry
of the Coal-Tar Colors, translated by Knecht
(London, 1900) ; Nietzki, Chemistry of the
Organic Dyestuffs, translated by Collin and
Richardson (London, 1892; newer German edi-

lion, Berlin, 1901). A journal devoted to the
progress of the coal-tar industry has, since

1877, been published in Berlin by Kriedlilnder,

under the title, Fortschrittc dcr Theerfarben-
Industrie und vcrwandter Industriezweige. The
most important dyestuff's will be found described
in some detail under their special names. See
also Dyking; Textile Pkintixg.

COAL'VILLE. A town of Leicestershire, Eng-
land, 10 miles northwest of l^icester, in the
midst of a coal district. Population, in 1901,
15,300.

COALVILLE. A city and the county-seat
of Summit County, Utah, 40 miles southeast of
Ogden : on the I'nion Pacific Railroad (Map:
Utah, B 1 ). It is in a coal-mining region. Pop-
ulation, in 1890, 1160; 1900, 808.

COAN, k(/an, Titus (1801-82). An Ameri-
can missionary, born in Connecticut. He was
ordained as a Congregational minister in 1833,

and in that year made a trip of exploration to

Patagonia, where he wished to establish a mis-
sion. Circumstances were unfavorable, and he
returned, but soon afterwards went to the Ha-
waiian Islands, and for forty-seven years was
stationed as a missionary at Ililo. Besides his

work as a missionary, Dr. Coan published many
valuable papers on the volcanoes of Hawaii, and
two books entitled Adventures in Patagonia
(1880) and Life in Hawaii (1881).

COANZA, k(Viin'zii. See Kuanza.
COASTAL PLAIN. In physiography, the

name given to a portion of the North American
Continent bordering the Atlantic Ocean and the

Gulf of Mexico. From New York to Georgia
the Coastal Plain includes the strip of low-lying

lands that is limited on the east by the Atlantic

and on the west by the first foot-hills of the

Appalachian Mountain system. In northern
Alabama the Coastal Plain passes around the

southern limit of the Appalachians, after which
it widens out and reaches northward as far as

the Ohio River. West of the Mississippi River
it extends with decreasing width southwestward
into Mexico. The peculiar features of the

Coastal Plain are its low elevation and the pre-

dominance of stratified rock-formations of recent

geological age. On the outer border the surface

is flat and raised but little above sea-level;

toward the interior there is an increasing di-

versity of relief owing to the higher elevation

and the extensive erosion by streams. The west-

ern limit of the plain, where the horizontal

strata give way to the upturned and eroded

rocks of the Appalachians, is marked by a sharp

slope and by numerous cataracts. Geologically

the Coastal Plain consists of Cretaceous, Ter-

tiary, and Quaternary beds, which still retain

the relative positions they acquired during de-

position, although they have since been elevated

above sea-level. Consult Mill. The International

Geography (New York, 1900). See Amebica;
United States.
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COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY',
U-MTKD States. A bureau of the Treasury De-
partment which has fur its object, first, the

survey of the coasts of the United States, prin-

cipally for the benefit of coninierce; and, second,

the task of determining the magnetic elements,

exact elevations, and geographical positions of

the interior. The origin of the survey dates
from recommendations made by President Jef-

ferson in 1807 in his message to Congress. As
the result of these recommendations an act of

Congress, approved February 10, 1807, author-
ized a survey of the coast of the United States

and appropriated $50,000 to pay for beginning
the work. On March 25, 1807, a circular letter

from the S>ecretary of the Treasury requested
plans for the execution of the work. Nothing
was inuuediately done beyond the consideration

of these plans, and no further action was taken
until April 16, 1811, when F. R. Hassler (q.v.),

whose plans had been approved by President

Jefferson, was sent to Europe to procure the

necessary instruments. Mr. Hassler's proposed
plan, briefly stated, was to determine the posi-

tions of certain prominent points of the coast

by astronomical observations and to connect

these points by trigonometrical lines from which
to make a geodetic survey. Mr. Hassler sailed

for Europe on August 29, 1811, and owing largely

to the war between England and the United
States which intervened, he spent four years in

England and on the Continent, returning to the

United States with his outfit complete on Octo-

ber 16, 1815. Field work was actually begim on
August 6, 1816, under the direction of Mr.
Hassler as superintendent. From this time until

April 14, 1818, operations were continued in the

vicinity of New York City. A base line was
measured in the valley of English Creek, May 7,

1817, and one of verification, twice measured,
was completed on December 6 of the same year.

The triangulation connecting these measured
lines represents the nucleus of the work of the

Coast Survey and embodies its first tangible

results. The trigonometric work now spans the

country from the Atlantic to the Pacific and
from Maine to Mobile; it covers the entire coast

and promises ultimately through the coiijieration

of Canada and Mexico to encompass the conti-

nent from Acapulco to the Arctic Ocean. On
April 14, 1818, it was enacted by Congress that

so much of the law relating to the survey of

the coast aa authorized the employment of other

yiersons than those l)elonging to the army and
navy he rejX'aled. Between 1818 and 18.32 little

work was done. The instruments, records, and
funds were transferred to the War Department,
and the Coast Survey may therefore be consid-

ered as in army ser\'ice during this period.

In 182.3. 1824, and 1825 efforts were made by
the Navy IX'partment to establish a hydro-

graphic corps, but public sentiment favored a

return to the ideas of Jefferson. Bills were in-

troduced in Congress in 1828 and in 18.31. and
one was finally passed, on July 10, 18.32. carry-

ing into effect the original law of 1807. On
Augiist of the same year Mr. Hassler was again

appointed superintendent. Field work was re-

sumed in .\pril, 18.3.3. Less than a year later,

March 12, 18.34, the administration of the Sur-

vey was transferred from the Treasury Depart-

ment to the Navy Department. Mr. Hassler,

however, remaining in charge. These conditions

Vol. IV.—60.

held for two years, when a transfer was effected

on Alarch 25, 1836, and the Treasury De-
partment again assumed control. Operations
continued without interruption until March 30,

1843, when a Board of Reorganization was con-

vened with Mr. Hassler as chairman. The plan
submitted by this board practically continued in

force the plans which had been formulated and
acted upon in former years by Mr. Hassler. The
scientific organization of the Sur\'ey may, there-

fc>re, be properly said to date from 1832. The
minor details of the organization have been
changed at various times so that the present
is in part the result of a gradual evolution. Mr.
Hassler died on November 20, 1843, having held
the office of superintendent twice, from August 3,

1816, to April 14, 1818. and from August 9, 1832,

to November 20, 1843. During his incumbency
of office the original triangulation in the vicinity

of New York City was extended eastward to

Point Judith, Rhode Island, and southward to

Cape Henlopen, Delaware. Altogether the area

included in this triangulation amounted to 9000
square miles, and determined the positions of

about 1200 stations to be used in the delineation

of about 1600 miles of shore line. Mr. Hassler
was succeeded by Prof. A. D. Bache (q.v.), who
became superintendent on December 12, 1843.

Professor Bache extended the triangulation along
the South Atlantic Coast and among the Florida

Kej's. He also instituted regular and systematic

observations of the tides and the Gulf Stream
and investigated magnetic forces and directions.

The Civil War practically stopped the sur\'ey,

although many of its officers were assigned to

service on Federal war vessels, where their

knowledge of the coast waters proved of great

service in the various naval operations which
were conducted by the Northern fleets. In 1867

Professor Bache died and was succeeded by Prof.

Benjamin Pierce, of Harvard University, who
served until February 17, 1874. Since then the

successive heads of the Survey have been: Car-

lile Patterson, who served until his death in

1881 ; Prof. Julius E. Hilgard, who resigned in

1885; Frank ^NI. Thorn, who resigned in 1889;

Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, who resigned in 1894

to become president of Worcester Polytechnic

Institute; Gen. W. \V. Duffield, who resigned in

1898; Prof. Henry S. Pritchett, who resigned in

1900 to become president of Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, ajid O. H. Tittnian, who was
appointed superintendent in 1901.

Turning now to the present organization of the

Survey, the original and the principal purpose

of the organiziition is a survey of the coasts of

the United States primarily for the benefit of

commerce. It is charged with the duty of pub-

lishing all results of such a survey that may
be useful to the public. There has been added

to its original duty, by legislation, that of

determining the magnetic elements, exact ele-

vations, and geographical positions of the inte-

rior. In 1878 the name of the organization was
changed by Congress from Coast Sur\-ey to

I'oast and Geodetic Sun'ey, in recognition of the

extension of its functions to include triangula-

tions in the interior.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey is a bureaiJ of

the Treasury Department: the head of the
bureau, known as the superintendent, report.s

to the Secretary' of the Treasury. The superin-

tendent is charged with full respon-^ibility in
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every n's|M><'t for all the work of the bureau.

Ue 18 aided in Huch of his duties as cannot be

delegated to ollicers of lo«or rank by an as-

sistant suiM'rintendent, who acts as superin-

tendent in his abs(>nec. Eight olFicers or groups
of ortieers report directly to the superintendent

and assistant superintendent, viz.: (1) The as-

sistant in charge of the ollice; (2) the inspec-

tor of hydrography and topography; (3) the in-

spector of geodetic work; (4) the inspector of

magnetic work; (5) the disbursing otlicer; (6)
the editor; (7) the chiefs of field parties; (8)

the heads of sub-oflices. The first four of these

oUicers have a general supervision over all the

operations of the Survey both in the field and
oHice, each acting as an advisory odieer to the

superintendent in regard to specified portions of

the work. The functions of the fiftli and sixth

oflicers are stated fully further on. The officers

in groups seven and eight have direct charge of

all operations in the field. Each field party is

a temporary organization which is created for a
spccitic o])iralion by an order of the superin-

tendent, which makes one of the officers of the

field force the chief of party, and, if necessary,

assigns to him as subordinates one or more other
oflicers from the same force. The party is dis-

banded when the work assigned to it has been
completed. If the party is for duty on land the

remainder of the organization of the party, the

hiring of recorders, laborers, drivers, etc., is left

entirely to the chief of party. If the party is

for duty on a vessel, the assignment of an officer

of the Held force to command the vessel carries

with it, necessarily, the command of the whole
force on board the vessel, including watch and
deck officers as well as crew. There were, in

1901, 60 officers on the field force. These officers

are subject to office duty between field seasons.

The Survey has its own fleet of 12 steamers and
6 sailing vessels, aside from launches and other
small crafts. There are at present three sub-

offices, each in charge of a field officer reporting

directly to the superintendent, viz. : at Seattle,

Wash.; San Francisco, Cal. ; and Manila, P. I.

The purpose of these sub-offices is to aid in the

prompt dis.semination of information, to serve

as storage depots, and to save traveling ex-

penses by providing points at which field officers

may be temporarily assigned to office duty be-

tween the seasons. At the Manila sub-office the
publication of preliminary charts is authorized.

The inspector of hydrography and topography,
reporting directly to the superintendent, has a
general supervision over the classes of field work
indicated in his title, places before the superin-
tendent plans for such work, makes the neces-

sary inspection in the field to insure that the
superintendent's orders are carried out economi-
cally and efl'eetively, and is especially charged
with the supervision of all matters relating to

the ships and their personnel. The Coast Pilot,

a publication giving full description of the coast
from the mariner's point of view, sailing direc-

tions, warnings as to dangers to navigation, and
other information of special value to navigators,
is prepared \inder his direction. The inspector
of geodetic work, reporting to the superintendent,
is charged with the duty of preparing plans for

the field operations of triangulation, astronomi-
cal determinations and precise leveling, and of

making inspections of parties in the field, and
of records and correspondence received at the of-

fice from field jjarties, with a view of insuring
that the field operations are in accordance with
the supermtciident's orders, are of the desired de-

gree ui accuracy, and are eflicient and economicaL
The inspector of magnetic work, reporting to

the suj>erintendent, is charged with similar
duties in regard to the magnetic work of the
Survey. The assistant in charge of the oflice,

reporting to the superintendent, has charge of

the oflice at Washington, is responsible for the
safety and arrangement of archives and property,
and receives all money paid to the Survey for

charts and other publications. As the oflicial

head of the office, the chiefs of the following divi-

sions of the office force report to him : Computing
division, magnetic division, tidal division, draw-
ing and engraving division, chart division, library

and archives division, and instrument division.

Each of these divisions, under the direction of

the assistant in charge of the office, prepares
replies for the sujierintendent's signature to

such parts of the correspondence as fall within
its particular field, and also furnishes such in-

formation and equipment to field parties as it is

within their power to furnish. In the com-
puting division, all computations in connection
with triangulation, astronomical determinations,

and precise leveling are made, appropriate regis-

ters of results are kept, and the results prepared
for publication as rapidly as possible. The mag-
netic division and the tidal division deal simi-

larly with the computations and publication of

magnetic and tidal results, respectively.

The drawing and engraving division is divided
into five sections: (1) the photographing section,

engaged in reducing, enlarging, and reproducing
drawings for various purposes; (2) the drawing
section, engaged in making from the original

topographical and hydrographical field sheets,

the oflice drawings, which are the original from
which charts are produced, eitlier by engraving
on copper or by photolithography; (3) the en-

graving section, engaged in copi>er-plate engrav-

ing; (4) the electrotype section, engaged in pro-

ducing, from the original engraved coj)j)er plates

by electrotype process, the copper plates actually

used in printing the charts; (5) the printing

section, engaged in printing charts from the

copper plates (the lithograph printing is done by
contract outside of the organization). The chart

division is divided into two sections. The hydro-

graphic section is engaged in completing un-

finished hydrographic sheets sent in from the

field, corrections of charts especially with refer-

ence to aid to navigation (lights, buoys, etc.),

preparation of Monthh/ yotices to Mariners in

regard to this matter, and the inspection of

charts in their various stages of preparation.

The chart section is engaged in applying such

hand corrections to charts at the last opportu-

nity before issuing, as have become necessarj' on

account of such changes, principally in the aids

to navigation, as have taken place after the

chart was printed ; and with the clerical work
connected with the issue and sale of charts. The
library and archives division has charge of the

librarj' of the Survey and the archives in which

all hydrographic and topographic sheets and all

the original records and computations are stored.

The instrument division has charge of all the

instruments and general propyerty. Many of the

best of the new instruments for the Survey are

made in this division and it is continually en-
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gaged in the repairing and renKxlelinj^ necessary
to keep the instrumental outfit at a hi{»h stand-
ard of ellioiency. The accountinj^ division, at the
head of wliich is the disbursing officer, is not a
division of the office in the sense of reporting to
the assistant in charge of the office. This dis-

bursing officer makes all disbursements on ac-

count of the Survey, with the approval of the
suiH'rintendent, renders a quarterly account of
all such disbursements to the first auditor of
the Treasury Department for auditing by him,
renders a statement of expenditures and balances
to the superintendent whenever required to do so,

suspends returns for correction or disallows all

items of expenditure irregular in form or in con-
travention of law or regulations, and refers to
the first comptroller of the Treasury, for de-

cision, all apparently excessive or unnecessary
charges. The editor, reporting to the superin-
tendent, compiles the administrative part of the
annual report and acts as editor in connection
with all other publications of the Survey ex-

cept the charts.

COAST ARTIIjLERY, or Fortress Artil-
ij;ky. Inder this head are included the heavier
guns and mortars, which are used for the arma-
ment of permanent works, usually on the sea-

coast, and which are mounted on carriages not
intended for transporting the guns, but only as
supports from which they are to be fired. These
carriages are designed so that the guns may be
pointed in any direction at various angles of ele-

vation and depression. They are classified as
barbette, caseniate, and flank defense, according
to their use, and into front pintle (the pintle be-

ing the pivot or bearing containing the axis of ro-

tation) and centre pintle according to the manner
of traversing. Barbette carriages are intended to

be fired over an open parapet, and are of two
forms— fixed and disappearing. Disappearing
carriages are hidden behind the parapet except
when firing. They are of two classes—disappear-
ing carriages proper and the gun-lift carriages.

Casemate carriages are those mounted in a cov-

ered emplacement and fired through an em-
brasure ( q.v. )

.

The modern seacoast cannon in the United
States service are the 8, 10, and 12-inch breech-

loading rifles and the 12-inch breech-loading

mortar. In addition there is a 12 cm. (4.7 inch)

rapid-fire gun, using a projectile weighing 45
pounds propelled by smokeless powder. The 8-

inch rifle weighs 32,480 pounds and fires a
300-pound projectile with a charge of 125 pounds
of powder. The 10-inch rifle weighs 67,200

pounds and fires a 575-pound projectile with 250
j.ounds of powder. The 12-inch rifle weighs 128,-

71!) pounds and fires a lOOO-pcmnd projectile

with 487 pounds of powder. These guns are

mounted on barbette carriages. The barbette

cnrriages are non-disapi)earing and disappearing.

The r2-inch breech-loading rifltnl mortar weighs

29,000 pounds and fires a 1000-pound projectile

with 105 pounds of powder. The illustration

shows in detail a typical gun and mortar for

coast defense as used in the United States

service. Other illustrations, including one of a

United States disapfH'aring gun, will be found in

the article Okd.nanck.
The 16-inch breech-loading rifle of the United

States system is one of the largest guns ever

constructed. The Italian 17.7-inch, the French
16.5-inch, and the Armstrong 16.26-inch guns,

do not compare in point of energy and range
with the recent American gun. With smokeless
powder the gun requires a charge of 570 pounds
(of the old black powder 1176 pounds would be
needed) and fires a projectile 5 feet 4 inches
long, weighing 2400 pounds, with a muzzle
velocity of 2300 feet per second, developing a
muzzle energy of 88.000 foot-tons, which gives a
penetration of 42.3 inches of steel at the muzzle.
These figures will be considerably increased when
a suitable slow-burning powder is secured, but
even now the gun shows an enormous superiority
to any of the large guns mentioned above. The
Italian gun, for instance, with a projectile weigh-
ing 2000 pounds and a muzzle velocity of 1700
foot-seconds (feet per second), develops only
40,000 foot-tons muzzle energy, not half that of
the American gun. The French gun projectile
weighs 1700 pounds, and with 1700 foot-seconds
muzzle velocity, develops a maximum muzzle
energy of only 36,000 foot-tons, while the Eng-
lish gun projectile of 1800 pounds, with a muzzle
velocity of 2100 foot-seconds, gives a muzzle
energy of 51,000 foot-tons. It is seen, therefore,
that the maximum energy of the Italian gun is

45 per cent., that of the French gun 41 per cent.,

and that of the English gun 65 per cent, that of
the United States gun. The maximum range of
this enormous gim is 20.978 miles, the projectile
reaching a height of 30,516 feet in this flight.

The total length of the gun is 49 feet 2.9 inches;
its weight about 130 tons.

England uses both breech and muzzle-loading
cannon in her coast defense. Her largest guns
are the four 100-ton guns at Malta and Gib-
raltar. Probably the most powerful gun in the
English system is the wire-wound 12-inch breech-
loading rifle, Mark VIII., which is 37 feet 1 inch
long, weighs 46 tons, and fires an 850-pound
projectile, with a muzzle velocity of 2367 foot-

seconds. The coast artillery guns are the rifled

muzzle-loading 64-pounders, 80-pounders, 7, 9,

10, 10.4, 11, 12, 12.5, 16, and 17.72 inch guns.
The breech-loading, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9.2, 10. 13.5 inch
and 32-pounder smooth bore. In all, England
has 920 guns of various types mounted in her
seacoast forts.

Coast defense in France is intrusted to 17
batteries, each including 4 officers, 129 men, and
4 horses, four of which are at the different

rendezvous for the fleet. The guns actually
mounted along the coast are of about 12 types,

varying from a 58 'ton, 34-cm. (13.8 inches)
gun, firing a projectile of 924 pounds with a 440-
pound charge of powder, giving a muzzle velocity
of 2450 fjK)t-seconds, to the 8-ton, 19-cm. (7.48)
gim, firing a projectile weighing 165 pounds,
with a 35-pound charge of ])owder, and giving
a muzzle velocity of 1410 foot-seconds.

Italy's fortress artillery has various arms,
from 45-cm. guns (18.1-inch) weighing 101 Ions
and firing a 2200-pound projectile, formerly sup-
poseil to be the most powerful gun in the world,
down to Nordenfeldts and double-barreled mi-
trailleuses. In lielgium there are two brigades
of fortress artillery having 58 active and 12

other batteries. The fortress artillery in Rus-
sia has a variety of gtms, which include the
following: 4.2-inch steel guns, 6-inch, 8-inch,

14-inch, 11-inch. 10-inch, the lO-barreled Catling,
and the 8-barre]e«I Maxim automatic machine
gun.
A description of the various guns and mortars
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iiso<l in the United Stiites will be fuund in a
publication of the War Department, Modern
It'unfi and Mortars ( VVawhington, i8»r)), which
was prepared for the instruction of artillery

pinnerrt. Consult, also, HrufF, Ordnance and
(ivnntry (New York, 1000), and Drill Regula-

tioiiH for Coast Artillery United States Army,
which are published from time to time by the

War Department.
The construction of coast artillery and other

cannon, to^'ether with tlieir carria;;es or mounts.

is descrilH'd and illuslrated under Ordnance,
whicii should be read in connection with this

article, while the historical development of

coast artillery as well as of cannon of all forms
is discussed under Abtii.ijcry. The use of coast

artillery as a means of defense is treated under
the title Coast Defen.se, where the tactics of

coast artillery are described. The forts and
other defenses in which coast guns are mounted
are discussed in tlie article Fortification.

COAST DEFENSE. The defense of a sea-

coast involves the principles of both strategy and
tactics. In considering the principles of strategy

applicable to coast fortification it is essential to

take into account the navy as our first line of de-

fense. Every nation possessing a coast line has
eomiiiercial interests, to protect which she re-

quires a navy. Her fleet, whatever its strength,

will require points of support on the home
coast, to serve as a basis of operation in attack

or defense. These points of support contain all

the material necessary for building or equipping
ships; they furnish all the needed men and sup-

plies to the navy, and must offer for a beaten

fleet, or one which on the outbreak of war has not

yet completed its equipment, a safe harbor to

repair damages or complete equipment. The
material of a navy is very expensive and is diffi-

cult or impossible to secure after war has begun

;

consequently, the greater part must be prepared
in time of peace and collected at the points of

support, for which purpose extensive depots,

magazines, and other constructions must be erect-

ed. To prevent all these constructions from be-

ing demolished at one blow, and to guard the
fleet, while still taking in supplies or completiiig

its equipment, against surprise, these points of

support must be protected by suitable means,
and this is the purpose of fortifications.

The only points of a coast that fulfill the con-

ditions imposed by these considerations are the
larger harbors (always bays and mouths of

rivers), and they must be fortified not only
against attack by sea, but also against land at-

tack, for the late war between Japan and China
showed conclusively that important naval ports
(Port .\ithur and Wei-hai-wei. for example) may
be taken by forces landed on the coast without
risking an attack on them by sea.

In applying the principles of land tactics to the
selection of sites for, and the construction of, sea-

coast forts, some modifications must be introduced,
due to the fact that the enemy in the latter case
is confined to the navigable channels, so that all

"his possible flanking attempts can be foreseen and
provided against. The principles of tactics which
find application here are: (1) To obstruct
the enemy's advance, while leaving free that of
1 he forces of the defense for offensive movements

;

in other words, so to obstruct the water ap-
proaches against the enemy as to leave free en-
trance and exit for the defending fleet. (2) To

be sujM'rior to tiiu enemy at tlie point of attack;

that is, to bring to bear on the channels of ap-

proach a heavier fire of high-power guns and how-
itwrs and mortars tnan any fleet able to operate
there can bring to U'ar on the defenses. (3) To
place the isolated units for most effective action
so as to be mutually supjiorting: this is accom-
plished by scattering the forts to prevent the en-

emy from concentrating his fire, at the same time
arranging them so that fire can be concentrated on
liim. (4) To protect well the flanks of the posi-

tion and compel the enemy, if he attacks at all.

to make a direct frontal attack. This is done by
closing all unnecessary channels, by protecting the

obstructions by means of rapid-firing guns and
the operators by means of bonibproofs, and at
night by illuminating the obstructed field with
search-hghts. (5) To provide means for offensive

returns against countermining ojK'rations, either

by means of a swarm of torpedo-boats, or by bat-

teries for operating movable torpedoes from the
shore.

There are two systems of guns in use in coast
artillery: the flat trajectory, high-power guns,
designed to pierce the side armor of battle-ships,

and the high angle pieces (howitzers or mortars)
whose projectiles are designed to fall on the
decKS. Both are necessary, and each has its proper
sphere of action, the former having by far the
greater accuracy, and the latter attacking the
battle-ship at its weakest point. In Europe how-
itzers are generally preferred; but the recent tests

of mortars near Portland, Maine, have proved the
greater value of the latter. The calibre of the
fort guns must be at least equal to that which the
depth of water in the channel will enable the
enemy to bring against the defenses and sufficient

to pierce his armor at the outer mine field, or at
al)out two-mile range. The greatest thickness of
Kruppized steel used in the latest battle-ships is

about 12 inches at the belt, and to penetrate this

at the required range will require a 10-inch gun.
The average thickness of deck armor most in use
at present is about 3 inches of hardened nickel
steel, and to penetrate this a high-angle gun
(howitzer or mortar) 12 inches in calibre will f)e

required. These, then, are the maximum calibres
required against battle-ships, but to prevent dis-

tant bomf)ardment of cities, etc., there is a 12-inch
rifle and for close ranges also an 8-inch rifle.

Armored cruisers have from .5 to G inclies of hard-
ened nickel-steel armor, and to penetrate their

armor within the mine field (where they first

come seriously into play) will require a 5-inch or
0-inch rapid-fire gun. The smaller vessels have
but little armor protection, but as they come into

action at the outer mine field (about 3330 yards)
the .smaller calibre guns to fight them must have
the necessary penetration at that range, conse-

(luently must be about 2.5 to 3 inches in calibre.

The number of guns of each calibre should l>e

at least half of, and preferably equal to. those the

enemy can brmg to bear. The latter is deter-

mined by noting on the map the length of channel
(within three miles of the fort considered) which
the enemy's fleet can occupy, and allowing from
five to ten ships to the mile. From the depth of

channel the ships of the enemy which can go there

can l)e determined, and from their armor and
armament the kind and number of guns required.

If the enemy's armament is not known, then in

deep channels from 30 to 60 guns of 6-inch calibre

and over must be allowed to the mile (Abbot).
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The outer mine line is derived by the intersection
of the curves representing the limit of armor-
piercing ranges of the guns on either side of the

entnince, so that these torj)edoes are under the
effective fire of all the guns in the harbor; the
inner line is usually at the narrowest part of the
entrance.

The battle tactics of coast defense comprise de-

fense against blockade, bombardment, and attack

by sea.

DEFENSE AGAINST BLOCKADE.
The object of a blockade is the isolation of the

port concerned in order to close all commercial
communication by way of the sea, and presup-

poses the defeat of the enemy's fleet, which may
also be shut up in the port. The observation of

tne movements of a daring enemy thus shut in

is one of the most difficult problems which fleets

have to encounter, and history shows that it is

almost impossible. "For example, in 1759, the

French fleet succeeded in breaking through the

blockade of Dunkirk without being observed by
the English fleet consisting of 66 ships." "In
1805 Nelson was in continuous obsenation of tlie

harbor of Toulon. In spite of this fact the

P'rench fleet succeeded in running out, returning
again because of injuries at sea. again leaving the

harbor and joining the Spanish fleet, the com-
bined fleets then sailing for the West Indies.

Only after their return was Nelson enabled to seize

them." The defender will naturally resist the

blockade as long as possible and try to fit his fleet

for active service again as promptly as he can.

His first duty, then, is to keep the blockading
fleet as far out as possible, and this dutj- will

fall to the coast artillery, which must be con-

stantly prepared, the guns ready for immediate
action, the stations and range-finders continually

manned, and the search-lights constantly at work.

The plentiful use of electric light as a fighting

agent is a passive factor, but one of very high

value. His next duty is to inflict as much dam-
age as possible on the blockading fleet, and this

duty falls to the fleet stationed in the harbor,

which must at all times be ready for action, and
single torpedo-boats should be sent out under
cover of darkness, to attempt the destruction of

the enemy's ships. When the defeated fleet is

ready for sea again the coast artillery will open
a heaNy fire on the enemy's shij)s. and. aided by
their own artillery fire, the home fleet will en-

deavor to break through. This will naturally

lead to a purely naval engagement, which need not

be further considered here.

DEFENSE AGAI.NST BOMBARDMENT.
Bombardments aim chiefly at the destruction

of the naval establishments of a fort, such as the

arsenals, docks, magazines, and ships of the fleet

lying in the harbor, but also secondarily at the

destruction of cities and establishments other

than those purely naval, in order to pro<luce a de-

pressing effect on the people. Bombardments are

applicable only under special circumstances and
not against everv' harbor; indeetl. the latter must
be a true roadstead. But even then the fortifica-

tions and armament must be either weak or obso-

lete. From this fact, and because of the limited

supply of ammunition carried by ships, a bom-

bardment will but rarely l)e justifie<l. If it is at-

tempted, however, the attacking fleet will set

aside a small portion of its artillery to attack the

coast artilleri', reservine the greater part to

attack the establishments lying within the harbor.

The defender will attempt to hold the open sea
as long as possible with his fleet, but when driven
in he will assemble his ships in rear of the outer
obstructions, or at least attempt to hold that line

with his tori>edo-boats. The coast artillery will

endeavor to keep the enemy as far as possible

from the harbor. The object being to prevent, if

possible, a bombardment of the harbor or city,

all guns should take part, and when the enemy's
fleet approaches the proper range, high-angle fire,

with deck-piercing shell, will be used. The gun-
boats and coast defenders or monitors of the home
fleet can materially assist the coast artillery by
the fire of their guns, but they must be protected
from the enemy's torpedo-boats by a number of

destroyers. As in case of blockade, the guns must
be kept constantly manned and ready for action,

and at night the search-lights must be constantly
at work. Should the enemy be forced to retire,

the home fleet must advance to the attack. See

Bombardment.
DEFENSE against ATTACK BT SEA.

In attacking a hostile coast a fleet may either

direct its efforts against a fortified harbor, or at-

tempt to take possession of unfortified coast re-

gions. The problem for the defense, therefore,

naturally resolves itself into the defense of

fortified places, and the defense of unfortified

coast regions. The phases of the attack by sea in

the first case are, in order, the removal of the
outer obstructions, the reconnaissance, the artil-

lery duel, the removal of the inner obstructions,

the forcing of the entrance, and, finally, land-

ings to obtain full possession of the forts. The
phases of the defense will correspond.

Before endeavoring to ascertain the position of

the guns of the defender, the attacking fleet will

seek to destroy outer obstructions, in order
to get possession of the outer bay, and, if the
opportunity should offer, to force the passage.

The torpedoes of the mine fields and the guns of

the batteries on shore are complementary means
of defense, each inadequate without the other.

The obstructions are a passive means, but only
become real obstacles when protected by the coast
artillery; on the other hand, the latter alone;

without the obstructions, cannot prevent the
enemy from entering the harbor. The outer mine
field is so important that there will be a serious

struggle over it, for, once the attacking fleet

passes over it, its further work is greatly sim-
plified.

The defender, therefore, must be constantly on
the alert, especially at night, when the search-

lights are continually in use lighting up the fore-

ground Ix'yond the mines. .All approaching ships
are fire«l u|xm by the artillery, and since the
enemy will probably not attempt to remove the
mines with any but his smaller vessels, such as
torj>edo boats (since the outer mine field is placed

intentionally in the field of greatest effect of the
guns on shore, both vertical and horizontal),

rapid-fire guns should be use<l, l>ecaus«»thesesmall

vessels move rapidly, offer but a small targi»t.

and their work, by the time their purjmse is

known on shore, can be done promptly. Moreover,
since the attack may l>e directe<l on several points

of the mine field at the stime time, it is best to

assign the rapid-fire batteries to particular sectors

of the mine field to insure pn»nipt action on all

the enemy's vess<»ls. The tor|K*do-lM>ats of the de-

fense remain close up to the mine fields in order
to fight the enemy's torpedo-boats while they are
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endeavoring to remove the mines. The counter-
attacking tori)e<io flotilla must Ih» followed by one
or two mine-laying Hhips, for repairing the dam-
age<l mine lineM.

The attacker's object in n>connaiasance is to

obtain full and accurate knowledge of the location

and power of the defender's guns of all calibres

and kinds, the position of the torpedo batt^^ricis

and mine observation stations, and finally to

lind out what new gun positions have been erected

for the war. The defense, therefore, endeavors to

veil all his batteries that cannot be readily seen
from the sea, and to still further deceive the en-

emy he ertHJts a number of small batteries.

Batteries with disappearing carriages and mortar
batteries have here a great tactical advantage,
because they can be readily concealed. While the
fleet is reconnoitring, therefore, beyond the outer
mines, only such gims of the defense open fire as
cannot be ooncealetl^ but as the ships come near
the mines, and take up the formation in column,
the other batteries open lire and with armor-pierc-
ing projectiles. Each battery is assigned to a
different ship, on which it concentrates its tire,

and which it follows until it is sunk or gets be-

yond armor-piercing range. The coast artillery is

assisted in this work by the guns of the ships
that may be in the harbor, these vessels moving
inside the mine field on lines perpendicular to
the enemy's line of advance, making the greatest
possible use of their artillery, the torpedo-boats
making counter-attacks when possible. The in-

fantry garrison of the fortified place is posted on
outpost along the shore, and prevents the enemy
from landing reconnoitring parties, or fires on
torpedo-boats sent along the shore to reconnoitre.

In case the mine obstruction was removed by the
enenjy before his reconnaissance, the defender's
larger vessels cannot take so advanced a position
close up to the mine field, and as soon as the at-

tacker approaches the latter the defender must
bring all his guns into action.

The object of the artillery attack is to silence

all coast forts and batteries commanding the har-
bor entrance, to put out of action all guns
mounted in them, and to destroy all positions
flanking the obstructions. It is the preparation
for the final assault. The main strength of the
defense in this phase of the action will be the
coast artillery, and since the enemy, because of

his limited supply of ammunition, will probably
endeavor to gain the upper hand as rapidly as
possible, this artillery will require an energetic,
decisive, and rapid service, and should be assisted
by the artillery fire of the ships of the defense
that may be in the harbor. The targets to be
attacked are mainly the large, heavy battle-ships.
of which the vital parts are protected by power-
ful armor. The latter must be destroyed to put
the ship out of action, and this is a task set for
the heavy gims. The conduct of the coast ar-
tillery nmst be systematic, and hence the com-
mand of fortified places is under a fortress com-
mander, under whom are the district commanders,
and these again control the group of battery
commanders and ttie search-light stations. The
heavier armor of a battle-ship is on her belt, ex-
tending above and below the water-line, while the
deck is but slightly protected. The large calibre,
flat-trajectory guns are used for piercing the
heavy side armor, and with the new United States
explosive D (or another of equal value. Maxi-
mite), and the delay-action fuse of the Ordnance

Department, the destructive effect is exi)ected to
Im! enormous. Howitzer or mortar shells are
used for piercing deck armor; rapid-fire gims for
firing on unprotected parts and clearing decks and
tops.

The naval battle of Santiago clearly illus-

trated the value of a good artillery, and if such
a magnificent action is possible from aboard
ship, a far more favorable effect is to be expected
from the land. But this battle also shows how
dangerous it is to neglect all preparations on the
part of the coast artillery, and the Spanish coast
artillery must l)ear a large portion of the blame
for the sacrifice of Cervera's fieet. Special at-

tenticm must be paid to the equipment of the ob-
servation stations of the district artillery com-
manders. Good telescopes and photographs and
plans of the enemy's ships must be on hand for
immediate use, to enable them to recognize the
diflferent ships, and in the group and battery com-
manders' stations there nmst be more detailed
plans of the ships to determine the projectiles to
l)e used at various ranges. Works are now pub-
lished giving, in silhouette, the appearance (to
the naked eye, at a particular distance) of every
important war-ship.

The inner obstructions consist of lines of mines,
sea barricades, and occasionally also of a subma-
rine dike. The decisive engagement for the pos-

session of the harbor will be ftought at this bar-
rier, for which reason it is protected by numerous
rapid-fire and torpedo batteries. The reconnais-
sance of the inner obstructions, and even their
partial removal, may be attempted by the enemy
during the artillery duel, "hence the defender must
make constant use of his search-lights to detect

such a move. The assailant will first attempt to
destroy the inner obstructions by means of tor-

|)edo-koats, then he will try to break them up by
artillery fire, and finally he may attempt to land
detachments at night to blow them up, or send a
drifting mine-destroyer against them. The inner
mines are usually within the eflFective armor-
piercing range of the heavy guns, as well as under
the fire of the rapid-fire batteries ; the former act
against the armored ships, the latter against the
small and fast torpedo-boats or unarmored ves-

sels.

The forcing of the entrance is the closing act
of the assailant's undertaking, and its object is

the ^nal occupation of the disputed harbor. At
the head of the final assault are torpedo-boats
which, acting as a patrol, make a final attempt
to break through the obstructions. These, as
well as the torpedo flotilla following them, should
be greeted with a hail of projectiles from the

rapid-fire guns of the shore batteries. All other
coast guns and howitzers should be directed

against the battle-ships of the attacking fleet, and
should fire especially at the leading ship. As the

attacking vessels enter the harbor the fire of the

coast guns is concentrated more and more against

the vessels following. This artillery battle is

continued until each fort in succession is taken
by the enemy. The home fleet inclosed in the har-

bor should now attempt to break through the

lines at all hazards, and this can best be done at

night. Unfortified coast regions are subjected

to attack by the enemy's fleet, the purpose being
either to support the operations of a land army,
cr to attack a fortified harbor from the land side.

Military history proves that it is by no means
easy to capture a well-defended harbor by the
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means at the disposal of a fleet. The success of

Farragut in the Civil War appears to contradict

this statement, but it must be remembered that
the condition of the navy on the one hand, and
that of the coast artillery on the other, were at
that time more favorable for forcing a harbor
than they are to-day. Nevertheless, on many oc-

casions, Farragut himself, while attacking a sea-

coast, called for assistance from the artillery on
the land side. Wars are so short nowadays, and
decisive battles are sought so quickly in the in-

terest of the countries concerned, that the cooper-
ation of a strong land army is now deemed es-

sential to support the naval attack; indeed, the
land attack will generally be the principal one.

This was shown to be the case in the China-Jap-
anese War as well as in the Spanish-American
War. The best protection of a seacoast of a
country lies in the possession of a powerful navy,
but should the latter meet with misfortune the
coast nuist be protected to prevent landings. The
defense of the imfortified portions of the coast
will be intrusted to a special coast guard corps,

strong enough to oppose the enemy at all points
with superior forces. To determine what this

strength should l)e, the landing of the Japanese
for the purpose of attacking Wei-hai-wei fur-

nishes some useful data. The army of 27,000
men was landed in thirty-six hours, consequently,
with the better means available to-day, about 20,-

000 men can be landed in twenty-four hours, hence
a coast defense corps of equal strength should be
able to appear at the landing-place in that time,

and considering the necessary detachments to be
left at various points, it will take about 30.000

men to guard the coast between two fortified forts

not over a day's cruise apart.
Consult Abbot, Defense of the Seacoast of

the United States (New York, 1888) ; and Wis-
ser, Tactics of Coast Defense (Kansas City,

1902) . For a description of the ordnance used in

modem coa.st defense, see Coa.st Artillery and
Okd.xance, the historical side of the subject be-

ing treated under Artillery. The article on
Fortification discusses the histork' and construc-

tion of coast defenses, together with the scheme
adopted for the defense of the coast of the Unit-

ed States, and should be read in this connection.

COAST GUARD. The coast-guard ser^'ice of

Great Britain was originally established as a
means of revenue protection, but was reorganized
and transferred to the Admiralty in 1856. It now
partakes of the character of a naval reserve, life-

saving, and signal service in addition to its du-
ties in connection with the customs. It is under
the control of the Admiral Superintendent of

Naval Reserves, who has a captain in the navy as
his assistant. The coasts of the United Kingdom
are divided into nine districts—Hull. Harwich.
Nowhaveu. VVeJ^nouth, Holyhead, I^ith, Clyde,

Limerick, and Kingstown—each presided over by
the captain of the coast-guard station ship of the
district, which vessels are usually old - type
armorclads, though in 1901 two of them were pro-

tected cruisers. In addition there were (in 1901)

eleven gunboat cruisers of 461 to 810 tons, seven
small steam cruisers of 300 to 520 tons, five sail-

ing cruisers (four yawls, one cutter) of 120 to

131 tons, five sailing cruisers (cutters) of 70
tons, and seven sailintr cruisers (cutters) of 70
to 60 tons. The districts are subdivided into 81

divisions in charge of inspecting officers consisting

at present of 32 commanders, 36 lieutenants, and

the remainder of subordinate coast-guard officers.

The divisions are divided into 238 stations, each
in charge of a chief officer who is about equal in

rank to a warrant officer. The coast between sta-

tions is patrolled at all times, day and night, and
means of signaling to vessels is kept ready for
instant service. The regulations of entrj' vary
from time to time, but the men are all good-con-
duct men who have completed a long term of ser-

vice in the naw and are not above a certain age.
According to tKe budget of 1901-02, the numl^r
of commissioned officers attached to the coast-

guard service is 89, exclusive of officers regularly
8er\'uig on board the vessels of the navy acting as
station ships and gunboats. There are also 238
chief officers of stations and 3873 petty officers

and seamen, making a total of 4200 persons.

COASTING. An outdoor winter game, sup-
posedly of Russian origin. Tlie sport consists
of sliding down a slippery bank or other inclined
grade of snow or ice, by means of a sled. (See
Tobogganing.) The rider may make the trip
either sitting, lying, or kneeling on one knee,
each method having its own advantages, but the
most general is that of sitting sidewise on the
rear of the sled, and steering with one leg, which
is trailed behind. Coasters are not supposed to

utilize hills which are used for traffic, even sup-
posing such a prohibition is not a matter of local

law. For the various kinds of sled used, see Sled.

COASTING TRADE. The commerce carried

on by sea between the different ports of the same
country. In Great Britain, 'coastwise' is de-

fined to mean 'from any one part of the United
Kingdom to any other part thereof.' Vessels en-

gaged in this commerce are subject to different

rates and regulations from over-sea traders, and
the masters must keep their books showing that
their cargoes come strictly within the definition of

coasting trade. Formerly, no goods or passengers
were allowed to be carried from one port of the
United Kingdom to another except in British ves-

sels; but this restriction was repealed in 1854,
and the coasting trade in Great Britain is now
open to all the world, though the share of foreign
nations is inconsiderable. This is seen in the fact

that in 1898 the shipping cleared from British
ports to other British ports, amounted to 30..'>04.-

091 tons, but of this only 134,551 was foreign
shipping.
Owing to the length of coast, this trade in the

United States is faf more extensive than in any
other country.' Of the forty-nine States and
Territories (exclusive of Alaska), eighteen
lorder on the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf
of Mexico, and three border on the Pacific
Ocean, to which may be added the enormous
coast-line of .\laska, Hawaii, and Porto Rico.
The extensive conmierce of the Great I^kes
is also included in the coasting trade. In the
time of the early settlements such trading was
done in small shallops, sloops, and schooners, and
there was ver>' little of it. This trade is re-

stricted to .\merican vessels, and with the growth
of the country in population the trade has grown
enormously. At the present time many hundreds
of steamers and many more hundreds of sailing

craft are constantly plying from Maine to Texas,
transferring the cotton, sugar, and rice of the
South to Northern, and the IiuhIkt. grain, and
manufacture*! sroo<ls of the North to Southern
murkets. The swift propeller brinsr' the oranges
and strawberries of Florida to Maine, and takes
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back the ice of the lVnol)«cot. In summer these

cuusting Hteanier» do a large share of the paa-

ueiiger as well as trade trallic. The thoroughness
of the coast survey, and the introduction of the

Mcather service whereby mariners are duly fore-

warned of danger, have done much to prevent the

disasters which were common not long ago, and
even the dreaded Cape Hatteras has lost much of

its terror. There are no records of the volume of

business which is done in the coasting trade, but
the fact that the licensed tonnage in the coasting

trade and fisheries grew from 3,100,017 tons in

18G0 to 4,338.146 in 1000, coupled with the fact

that the tonnage of steam vessels increased from
770.041 tons in 1800 to 2,280,825 tons in 1000,
attests its growth. Moreover, the fact that
81*5,705 tons of American shipping registered in

lOUO in the foreign trade were rei)resented by
4,000,114 tons in the statistics of tonnage cleared,

gives us by way of comparison some idea of the
enormous business which must be done in the
roasting trade. The reports of the United States

Commission of Navigation contains an account of

material relating to all shipping questions.

COAST LINE. See Siiobe.

COAST PILOT. A pilot licensed to conduct
vessels from one part of the coast to another.

He is expected to be familiar with all buoys,
Iwacons. lightliouses, and other aids to naviga-
tion along the part of the coast for which he
pilots, and to have such a knowledge of the
soundings, currents, weather, etc., as to enable
him to conduct safely a vessel in thick or bad
weather or at night. Upon reaching the en-

trance to a port the local pilots take charge of

the vessel. The term is also applied to a series

of volumes published by the I'nited States Coast
and Geodetic Survey, which give information in

regard to the coast of the United States in great
detail.

COAST RANGE. The system of uplifts which
extends along the Pacific Coast with interrup-

tions from .southern California to the Strait of

Juan de Fuca in Washington (Map: California,

B 1 ) . The name is al.so given to the range of

n)ountains that defines the coast line of British

Cohmibia and which is flanked by the Island

Range on the west and merges into the Cas-
cades toward the east. The Coast Range of the
I'nited States has its beginning in the San
Jacinto Range of southern California. Thence
the line of elevations is continued in a general
northwesterly direction by the Santa Ana, San
Bernardino, San Gabriel, and Sierra Madre
ranges, and by the San Rafael Range, the last

being joined by a spur of the Sierra Nevadas
lying to the east. From this point (about lati-

tude 35" N.) northwest to the Bay of San Fran-
cisco there are two well-defined ranges, the one
known locally as the 'Coast Range' rising

abruptly from the shore line, and the other
(Monte Diablo) paralleling the coast but lying
some fifty miles inland. Both ranges are inter-

nipted by the indented trough of San Francisco
Bay.

Throughout northern California the Coast
Range is formed by more or less disconnected
nioimtain groups, which near the Oregon boim-
dar>' diverge to the east and connect with the
Cascade Range. Further north, in Oregon and
Washington, the uplifts are less marked, the ele-

vations averaging only from 1000 to 3000 feet.

'Ihe Olympic Mountains, however, near the
Strait of Juan de Fuca in Washington, in-

clude several peaks of considerable elevation,
the highest being Mount Olympus, with an alti-

tude of 8150 feet. The culminating points of the
Coast Range are found in southern California,
where are located San Bernardino Mountain, 11,-

000 feet; San Jacinto Mountain, 10,087; Teha-
chii)i Peak, 0214, and Mount Pinos, 0214. In cen-
tral and nortlicrn California, the extreme eleva-
tions are attained in Mount Diablo, .3840 feet,

and laqua Buttes, 3580 feet. Except in .southern
California, the Coast Range presents no marked
barrier to the drainage of the coastal region. This
is due both to the interrupted character of the
range and to its low altitude. The principal
rivers crossing it are the Chehalis, Columbia,
Unipqua, Rogue, Klamath, Eel, Sacramento, and
Santa Maria. The Salinas River occupies the
valley between the parallel ranges of southern
California and flows into the Bay of Mon-
terey. See topography of California, Oregon,
Washington ; and for Coast Range of British
Columbia see topography of British Columbia.

COAST-RANGE TROUT. A local name in
California for the rainbow trout (q.v.).

COATBRIDGE, kr>t1)rlj. A prominent and
prosperous town of Lanarkshire, Scotland, nine
miles east of Gla.sgow (Map: Scotland, D 4).
The town is in the centre of a mineral district,

and contains malleable-iron works, and many
other woiks connected with the iron industry.
Owing to the great increase in the iron trade,
Coatbridge has grown rapidly in size and pros-
perity. Population, in 1841, 1500; in 1001,
36.081.

COATES'VILLE. A borough in Chester
County, Pa., 30 miles west of Philadelphia; on
the Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia and
Reading railroads. It contains a fine Y. M. C. A.
building, and is noted as an industrial centre,
the establishments including iron and steel-

works, steel-plate mills, boiler-works, brass and
iron foundries, silk-mills, etc. Settled about
1800, Coatesville was incorporated in 1867. The
government is vested in a burgess, elected every
three years, and a borough council chosen on a
general ticket. There are municipal water-
works. Population, in 1800, 3680; in 1000, 5721.

COATI, k6-ii't6, or Coati-Mondi. The native
Brazilian name of certain tropical raccoons of
the genus Nasua. They are not unlike the tj'pi-

cal raccoons in many of their characteristics, but
the body is more elongated. They are from two
to three feet long, and are chiefly remarkable
for the elongation of the snout, which is a sort

of flexible proboscis, and is used in search of
food, and in rooting up the earth to obtain
worms and insects. They are often domesticated
in South America, and are very affectionate,

active, troublesome, and amusing. They are
arboreal in their habits, and besides insects, eat
birds and their eggs. Only two species are
knoAvn, the Mexican coati {Xasua narica) and
the Brazilian red coati (\asua rufa). The for-

mer is brownish-gray and is found from Panama
northward to southern Mexico. The other is

reddish-brown and occurs throughout South
America east of the Andes. Consult: Pop. Sci-

ence Monthly, vol. ii. (New York, 1872) ; Ameri-
can Naturalist, vol. x. (Boston, 1877) ; Proc.
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U. S. Xational Museum (Washington, 1889).

See Plate of Minor Carnivores.

COATICOOK, k6-flt1-kyk. A town and port

of entry in Stanstead County, Quebec, Canada,
on the'Coaticook River and' the Grand Trunk
Railway, 120 miles southwest of Quebec (Map:
Quebec, E 5). It ig a manufacturing and indus-

trial centre and has a United States consulate.

Population, in 1891, 3086; in 1901, 2880.

COAT OF AKMS. As understood in heraldry,

at the present day, a relic of the ancient armo-
rial insignia which were formerly embroidered

upon a coat or vest worn over the armor, to

render a knight conspicuous in battle. See

Hebaldry.

COAT OF ARMS, National. .The coats of

arms whose use has obtained official sanction by
modern national governments represent in most
cases the family heraldic insignia of their sov-

ereigns. As such their treatment falls most ap-

proi)riately under Heraldry. See Heraldry.

COAT OF MAIL. In the armor of the Middle

Ages, a suit made of metal scales or rings, linked

one within another. See Armor.

COATZACOALCOS, kd-at'sa-k6-al'k6s. A
port in the State of Vera Cruz, Mexico, on the

Gulf of Cami>eche, at the mouth of the Coatza-

coalcos River, 170 miles northeast of Oaxaca
(Map: Mexico, M 8). It is the residence of a

United States consular agent. The exports con-

sist chiefly of rubber and timber. Population,

3000.

COATZACOALCOS. A river of Mexico rising

in the Sierra Madre, flowing most of the distance

across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and empty-

ing into the Gulf of Mexico (Jlap: Mexico. M
9). One of the possible routes for a trans-isth-

mian canal is partly along its course. It has a

length of about 150 miles and is navigable for

a short distance from its mouth.

COB, Oliver. A character in Ben Jonson's

Every Man in His Humour, one of the water-

carriers who distributed water in London before

the city had its public water-supply.

COBALT (Ger. Kobalt ; possibly the same as

Kohold, goblin). A metallic element discovered

by Brandt in 1735. The word coVmlt is found in

the works of Paracelsus and other early writers,

and was used to designate minerals that suggest-

ed the appearance of metallic ores, but when

smelted failed to yield any metal; hence, the

name 'cobalt.' signifying s])rite, was given to such

minerals on accoimt of the illusive character of

their metallic constituents. It was also applied

to certain blue pigments containing cobalt as far

back as the times of the Greeks, but it was not

until Brandt investigated the blue coloring of

smalt that the elementary character of the

metal was established. The element is found

free only in meteorites, but it usually occurs

in nature with arsenic or sulphur, and with

nickel and other metals, as smaltite, a cobalt

diiirscnide; as skuftcruditc, a cobalt triarsen-

ide; as cohaltite, a cobalt sulpharsenide ;
as

asbolite, a wad containing oxide of cobalt; and

as the earthy minerals jioumcite from New Cale-

donia, and ffarnirrite from Oregon. The metal

itself may be prepared by igniting the oxalate,

when the carbon and oxygen pass off, leaving the

cobalt behind.

Cobalt (symbol Co, atomic weight 59) is a

steel-gray lustrous crystalline metal that is

nearly white when polished, somewhat malleable,

ductile at a red heat, and highly magnetic, with
a specific gravity of 8.5 to 8.9. it melts at 1500°

C. The metal has no uses by itself, although it

forms alloys with copper, iron, and manganese,
and it may be deposited on metals by electro-

plating as a fine, lu.strous coating, which is said

to be harder, more tenacious, and of greater

beauty than that obtained with nickel. Cobalt
combines with oxygen to form a monoxide or

cobaltous oxide, and a sesquioxide or cobaltic

oxide. Its principal commercial salts are pig-

ments. Of these the most important is the

cobalto-cobaltic oxide, which is a mixture of

both oxides, corresponding in character to the

magnetic oxide of iron. This is obtained com-
mercially from the ores of cobalt and from speiss

in the separation of nickel ; in the latter case

the speiss is fused with fluor-spar and chalk so

as to yield a richer matt containing less iron;

the matt is ground and oxidized by thorough
roasting, which also serves to expel arsenic and
sulphur ; it is then dissolved in hydrochloric

acid and diluted with water. From this solution

cobalt oxide is precipitated by the addition of

bleaching-powder. This oxide is used for the

l)reparation of various salts of cobalt and for

making the smalt employed by enamelers and
potters for the production of the finest blue glaze

on porcelain. When heated with alumina it

yields a fine blue pigment which is called vari-

ously cobalt blue, cobalt ultramarine, and The-

iiard's blue; and when heated with zinc oxide it

yields the pigment called cobalt green or Rin-

mann's green. Smalt is a permanent blue pig-

ment consisting essentially of cobalt silicate and
potash; it is also called bleu d^azur and bleu de
saxe. Zaffre is an impure oxide obtained by
roasting cobalt ore and mixing with several

parts of coarse sand. During 1899, 10,230

pounds of cobalt oxide were mined in the United
States, having a value of $18,512.

COBALTITE. A mineral cobalt sulpharsen-

ide, whose composition is CoAsS. It erj'stallizes

in the isometric system, has a metallic lustre. and
is silver-white, tending to red, in color. It oc-

curs in association with other metallic sulphides,

especially those of lead and silver, and is found
in Sweden, where excellent crystals are known;
also in Norway, and at various localities in

Silesia, but not in the United States to any ex-

tent. It has occasionally been cut as a gem. and
then resembles a flesh-colored pyrite. When pres-

ent in sufficient quantities it is a valuable ore

of cobalt.

COBAN, kA-nUn'. The capital of the Depart-
mc:il of Aha Verapaz. Guatemala, on the Rio
Cojab6n, alwut 90 miles north of the city of

Guatemala (Map: Central America, B 3). It

is picturesquely situated on the slopes of a hill,

and is irregularlj* built. Its modem buildings

are of some merit. The town has minor manu-
factures, and is the centre of a fertile district

producing cofTee, cocoa, vanilla, and sugarcane.
Population, in 1900. 24.475.

COBB, Henry Ive.s (1859— ). An American
archit«M"t. He was bom in BnK)kline, Mass., and
was educated at the Massachusetts Institute of

Te<-hnology and at Harvard, where he grajluat^-d

in 1880. He has l)een architect of numerous
public buildings, notably in Chicago. Among
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these are the Opora House, the Newberry Li-

brary, and the Cburc-h of the Atonoiiiont. In
1893* he was ont* of the National Board of Archi-

tects for the World's Columbian Exposition

building, and afterwards was retained as special

architect by the United States Government.

COBB, Howell (1815-68). An American poli-

tician. He was bom in Jelrerson County, Geor-

gia, graduated at Franklin College in 1834, and
was admitted to the bar in 1830. From 1837 to

1840 he was Solicitor-fJoneral of his State, and
from 1843 to 1851 was a member of Congress.

In 1849, after a long and bitter contest, he was
elected Speaker of the House. He was one of the

leaders of the Southern Party in Congress, and
favored the extension of slavery into the terri-

tory acquired from Mexico. He was chosen Gov-

ernor of Georgia in 1851, and was again sent to

Congress in 1855. He M-as Secretary of the

Treasury in Buchanan's Cabinet, but resigned

in 1860 to join the South in the approaching
war. He was the president of the congress

that drafted and adopted the Confederate Con-
stitution, but antagonism to JefTerson Davis
compelled his retirement from the Secession Ad-
ministration. He was appointed major-general

in the Southern Army, but did not take part in

any considerable military operations. After the

declaration of peace he bitterly opposed the re-

construction policy of the Federal Government.

COBB, Sylvanus (1799-1806). An American
minister of the Universal ist Church, bom at

Norway, Maine. He edited The Christian Free-

man for twenty years and published The New
Testament, icith Explanatory Xotes (1804); A
Compend of Divinity, and Discussions. He was
prominent in anti-slavery and temperance move-
ments His name is more widely known through
the wrjtings of his son Sylvanus (1823-87), a
prolific and very popular writer of tales and
sketches of adventure, who ))ublished also the

Memoir accompanying his father's Au/o6to</rap7ii/

(Boston, 1807).

COBB, Thomas Reed Root (1823-62). An
American lawyer and author. He was bom at

Cherry Hill, Ga., graduated in 1841 at the Uni-
versity of Georgia, and from 1849 to 1857 was a
reporter of the State Supreme Court. During a
part of the Civil War he served in the Confeder-

ate Congress, where for a time he was chairman
of the Committee on Military AfTairs. He after-

wards became a general in the Confederate Army
and fell at Fredericksburg. He published Digest

of the Laws of Oeorgia ( 1851 ) ; Inquiry into

the Law of Negro {Slavery in the United States

(1858) ; and Historical Sketch of Slavery, from
the Earliest Periods (18.59).

COBBE, kob, Frances Power (1822—). An
Knglish philanthropist and author. She was
born in Dublin in 1822, and was the great-grand-
daughter of Charles Cobbe, Archbishop of Dub-
lin. Though brought up in an atmosphere of

evangelical piety and sent to a fashionable

boarding-school, which proved to be torture to

her vigorous, independent spirit, yet her early
study of theological, ethical, and religious sub-

jects finally brought her to the acceptance of the
doctrines of theism. In 1857. after a year of

travel in Italy, she joined Mary Carpenter at

Bristol in conducting schools and reformatories
for girls. She contributed articles to Macmil-
lan's and other magazines and weeklies, and, be-

ginning in 1807, was for seven years an editorial

writer for the Echo, a l^rfnidon daily. Later she
wrote for the Standard. During this period her
sp<*cial subjects were the suffrage and property
rights for women, and vivisection. She has long
been one of the foremost opponents of vivisection

in England, and when the columns of the news-
papers were closed to her for the discussion of

this subject, she estaljlished a monthly periodical

for that purpose. Her published works make a
long list. They are all characterized by a re-

markably fluent and forcible style. Among them
are Intuitive Morals (1855); Broken Nights
(1804); Daricini.<<m in Morals (1872); Hopes
of the Human Race (1874) ; Duties of Women
( 1880) ; The Scientific Spirit of the Age ( 1888) ;

The Modem* Hack: Papers on Vivisection

(1889); and a charming Autobiography (2
vols., London, 1894).

COB'BETT, William (1762-1835). An Eng-
lish political writer. He was born March 9, 1762,

at Farnham, Surrej', where his father, a peasant
farmer, trained him in habits of industry and
self-dependence. He took a dislike to rural occu-

].ations, and at sixteen years of age went to Lon-
don, where he was employed as a copying clerk;

but, this becoming distasteful, he enlisted in the

Fifty-fourth Regiment of infantry, which shortly

afterwards went to Nova Scotia. He remained
in the regiment eight years, and by good con-

duct, activity, and intelligence became sergeant-

major. During this period he devoted his leisure

to self-education. On his return to England in

1791 he obtained his discharge through the kind
offices of Lord Edward Fitzgerald, married, and,

later went to France, where he learned the lan-

guage. In the following year he went to Amer-
ica, and, failing in an attempt to obtain a Govern-
ment position, supported himself for a time at

Wilmington, Del., teaching English to French
emigrants, Talleyrand being one of his pupils.

He settled in Philadel])hia and became a political

writer. Under the signature of 'Peter Porcupine'

he was as keen a Tory as in later life he was a
Radical, and, being stung by disparaging criti-

cism of his mother country, he lashed American
democracy and French republicanism with coarse,

bitter, and personal scorn. Twice prosecuted for

libel, he left America in June, 1800, and returned

to England, where, in January, 1802, he started

his famous Weekly Political Register, which
continued uninterruptedly until his death. At
first Tory, the Register pradnaWy changed its

politics and became the determined opponent of

the Government and the uncompromising cham-
pion of Radicalism. Having previously been

found guilty twice of libel on certain members
of the Government, he was in 1810 fined £1000

and sentenced to two years' imprisonment in

Newgate for his severe comment-s in the Register

upon the flogging of five militiamen by Hessian

mercenaries. In sore financial straits, and again

in danger of imprisonment for free speech,

Cobbett returned to America in 1817, and for

two years farmed on Long Island, transmitting

his articles for the Register with unfailing regu-

larity. On his return to England in 1820, his

strange whim of transporting the bones and relics

of Thomas Paine, whom he had formerly reviled

and now fulsomely eulogized, met with contempt

and ridicule. He established a seed farm at

Kensington, and for some years engaged in agri-

culture. In 1829-30 he traversed England and
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Scotland on horseback, delivering political lec-

tures in the principal towns, and he was received
everywhere with enthusiasm as the most power-
ful advocate of the people's rights. In 1832 he
was returned to the first Reform Parliament as
meml)er for Oldham. His first speeches did not
add to his reputation, but caused amusement,
Peel blandly informing him that they would re-

ceive the attention due to any 'respectable mem-
ber,' but he eventually gained a respectful hear-

ing. He was engaged in a debate on the malt
tax just before his death at Normandy Farm,
near Guildford, June 18, 1835. Cobbett was the
compiler of the Parliamentary History (London,
1806), which after 1812 was published as Han-
sard's Debates, and originated Howell's State
Trials (London, 1809-28) . Among his best-known
works are his Grammar of the English Lan-
guage (1819); Rural Rides (1830); Cottage
Economy (1822); and Advice to Young Men
and Women (1829). His History of the Protest-

ant Reformation (2 parts, 1824-27) attacks the
Keformers, defends Roman Catholicism, and,
often translated, has been extensively circulated

in France and Italy. His sons published an an-

notated abridgment of his political works (9
vols., 1848). While not a man of the first order
of intellect, and excluded from the higher refine-

ments of thought, in matters of common sense
Cobbett exhibited vigor far surpassing that of

any other writer of his day. Despite crochets,

he rendered lasting service to the cause of the
people. Consult: His autobiographical Li/e and
Advejitures of Peter Porcupine (Philadelphia,

J798) ; E. Smith, Life of Cobbett (2 vols., Lon-
don, 1878); Huish, Life of Cobbett (London,
1836) ; Waters, Cobbett and His Grammar
(New York, 1883) ; Watson, Biographies of
Wilkes and Cobbett (London, 1870).

COBBLER, or COBBLER-FISH. (1) See
KiLUFi.sH. (2) See Tiireadfisii.

COBBLER OF PRESTON, The. A musical
burlesque by Charles Johnson, produced in 1716
and altered a century later. Its plot was sug-

gested by the adventures of Christopher Sly in

Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew.

COB'BOLD, Thomas Spencer (1828-86). An
English scientist, born at Ipswich. He studied

anatomy under Crosse and later took the regular
medical course at the University of Edinburgh.
In 18.')7 he went to London, and from 1857 to

1861 he lectured on botany at Saint Mary's Hos-
pital. In 1861 he began his lectures at the Mid-
dlesex Hospital, and subsequently, while prac-

ticing medicine, also lectured on geology at the

British Museum. In 1873 he was made profes-

sor of botany and later acted as professor of

helniinthology at the Royal Veterinary College.

Although he was a scientist in the broadest

sense of the term, his investigations were chiefly

in the field of helmintholog;*'—the science of par-

asites; and his published works deal chiefly

with subjects of this science. His writings in-

clude: Entozon: An Introduction to the Study

of Helminthology. with Reference More Particu-

larly to the Internal Parasites of Man (1864,

and supplement, 1869); Tapeworms (1866, and
several subsequent editions); Worm* (1872);
Parasites (1879); Human Parasites (1882);
Parasites of Meat and Prepared Flesh Foods
(1884); also a large number of original me-
moirs published in various scientific periodicals.

795 COBDEN.

COB'DEN, RiCHABD (1804-65). An English
statesman and economist known as the Apostle
of Free Trade. He \vas born in the hamlet of

Heyshott. near Midhurst, in Sussex, on June 3,

1804, of a family which for centuries had been
settled in the place. His father was a sweet-

natured, incapable man, who proved unequal to

the task of supporting his family. In 1814 the
farm was sold and young Cobden was sent off

to be educated at a Yorkshire school, where he
learned nothing and sufTcred much for five un-
happy years. In 1819 he entered his uncle's

warehouse in Old Change, London, and devoted
himself with great energy to his new business,

finding time, nevertheless, at nights, for study
and reading. At twenty-one he was a commer-
cial traveler for his uncle's house, and loved the
business for the opportunities it gave him of

studying men and things. In 1828 he set up as
the commission agent of a large manufacturing
house in Manchester on a capital consisting
mainly of energy, ability, and his good name.
In 1831 he and his partners had prospered suf-

ficiently to start in business for themselves as
calico-printers at Sabden. near Clitheroe. and in

the following year branches were established in

London and Manchester. The 'Cobden prints,'

tasteful and original in design, became famous,
and the partners were speedily on the way to

the accumulation of a large fortune. In 1832
Cobden settled in Manchester, and from that
time his private aflfairs became secondary to

the interest which he displayed in the broad
practical principles of economics and public edu-
cation. From 1832 to 1835 he must have been
busy educating himself, for this was the only
time during his early life when he could have
found the leisure to acquire the profound knowl-
edge of political history and economics for

which he was distinguished. Reading and for-

eign travel continued to the last to be a great
pas.sion of his life.

In 1835 Cobden published a pamphlet entitled

England, Ireland, and Ameriea, 'by a Manchester
Manufacturer,' and this was followed in 1836 by
another pamphlet on Russia. These two pam-
phlets were epoch-making, in that they boldly
challenged the prevalent ideas of foreign policy

and foreign trade in England. It would .seem

that the sober-minded Cobden, an enthusiast in

his way, had become convinced that commerce
was the great torch-l>earer of civilization and
the great foundation of national prosperity.

Anything, therefore, which interfered with the
free exchange of commodities between nation and
nation was harmful, and for this reason protec-

tion, which dammed the current of trade, and
war, which sought entirely to destroy it, were
pernicious. He attacked the historical English
policy of intervention in Euro])ean affairs, on the
ground that it breeded interminable wars in

Europe, while it crushed the English taxpayer
with the burden of an enornunis debt. The bal-

ance of power, the political ideal for which so

many sanguinary contests had been fought, Cob-
den ridiculed as an impossible adjustment which,

in spite of centuries of bloodshed and diplomacy,
still left statesmen facing an obstinate, un-

stable equilibrium. He strongly deprecated, too,

the prevailing spirit of hatred for Russia, the

great biigbear of English statesmen. Summed
up, his plea was for the principles of peace, non-

intervention, and a policy of retrenchment and
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free trade as a means of husbanding the national

resouri't's f«)r the };reat economic strujjf^le that

was fa»t approacliing with the entrance of the

United States into Ihe markets of the world.

In 1835 he made a brief tour in the I'niled States

and Canada. In the winter and spring of 183G-

37 Cobden traveled in Spain, Turkey, and Egypt.

On his return lie entered into Manchester munic-

ipal politics, iH'ing one of those who s<'cured the

incorporation of that city in 1838. Popular edu-

cation was a subject of great interest to him,

nud he discussed it in many public sj)ecches. In

1R37 he was a candidate for Parliament at Stock-

port, but was defeated.

The history of Cobden's connection with the

anti-Corn Law agitation began in October, 1838,

when an anti-Corn I^w association was founded
in Manchester. (See Corn Laws.) Cobden was
one of its earliest meml)ers and soon became its

guiding spirit. He converted the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce to his views and made it

a powerful instrument of agitation. Anti-Corn
I^w as.sociations were founded in many towns of

the north, and in London, in March, 1839, the

delegates of the various associations united to

form the Anti-Corn I>aw League (q.v. ), of which
Cobden, with si.x others, constituted the council.

From the first he was the soul of the movement,
and to the people at large he seemed to be the

embodiment of the cause. With magnificent tal-

ents for organizjition, with an unequalcd gift for

popular oratory, and above all, with his kindling

enthusiasm and tremendous capacity for work,
he was what would be called in modern parlance
campaign manager, press bureau, and stump
speaker all in one. The historj^ of the anti-Corn

I^w agitation belongs properly elsewhere, but
Cobden's activity is so identified with the work
of the Leagiie that the two can hardly be sepa-

rated. Wonderful instances are quoted of the

sudden conversion of hostile audiences in coun-

try and town, as they listened to Cobden's sim-

ple, sincere, and irrefutable arguments; and his

success in his 'campaign of education' was all

the more rapid in that his teachings confined

themselves to driving home the elemental truth
that food is a desirable thing for people who
starve. In 1841 he entered Parliament from
Stockport. His reception in the House was not

friendly; but his evident sincerity and his

straightforward, unanswerable arguments always
gained him a hearing. At the beginning of the
session, Mr. Charles Villier's annual motion to

consider the repeal of the Com Laws was reject-

ed by a vote of 393 to 90, yet within five years
after he had entered Parliament, Cobden had con-

verted Sir Robert Peel and his party to free

trade. In 1843 considerable odium was heaped
upon his name as the result of an attack on the

Government, which Peel unjustly took to be

an exhortation to personal violence against him-
self. Cobden, however, was undaunted, and
continued to plead, in Parliament and out,

against the "system of legislative murder" which
"starved people to death." On March 13. 1845,

he delivered an especially powerful speech in

the House, at the end of which Peel is said to

liave muttered, "Those may answer him who can,

I cannot do it." The famine in Ireland came
to the aid of the Anti-Corn Law League. On
December 5, 1845, the Prime Minister pronounced
for the total repeal of the Com Laws and in

1846 the battle had been won. Speaking in

Parliament in that year, Peel declared that
to Cobden was due the honor for the great re-

form which had just been enacted. That the
intense earnestness which animated Cobden
throughout the struggle was something more
than enthusiasm for a principle in economics is

shown in the following words of John Bright,

his life-long friend and supporter, spoken at the
unveiling of Colxlen's monument at Bradford in

1877. It was in September, 1841, and Bright
was mourning t)ver the dead body of his young
wife when Cobden came to him saying: "There
are thousands of houses in England at this

moment where wives, mothers, and children are
dying of hunger. Now, when the first paroxysm
of your grief has passed, I would advise you to
come wit\j me, and we will never rest until the

Corn Law is reiK-aled." The struggle and the
triumph are tiius descril>ed by Mr. Bright: "We
were joined, not by scores, but by hundreds, and
afterwards by thousands, and afterwards by
countless multitudes; and afterwards, famine
itself, against which we had warred, joined in.

A great minister was converted, and minorities

became majorities, and finally the barrier was
entirely thrown down, and since then, though
there has been suffering, and much suffering, in

many homes in England, no wife, and no mother,
and no little child has been starved to death
as a result of famine made by law."

During the agitation for the repeal of the

Com Laws, Cobden had neglected his own affairs

entirely, and at the end he was a poor man. A
popular subscription of more than £75,000 was
made up for him and he went abroad for rest.

His nature, however, was opposed to rest, and
during his long travels in France, Spain, Italy,

Germany, and Russia, he did not cease to ad-

vocate in public speeches and interviews with
sovereigns and statesmen the great principles of

free trade, peace, and non-intervention. During
his absence he was elected to Parliament from
the West Riding of Yorkshire (1847), and on
his return to England he aftiliated himself with
numerous peace societies and subsequently at-

tended a number of international peace con-

gresses in Paris, Frankfort, and London. In

1849 he moved in Parliament that action be
taken toward the establishment of international

arbitration, and in 1851 he proposed a general

reduction of armaments. He was active in com-
bating the periodic outbursts of anti-Gallic and
anti-Russian fever such as that which spread
over the country in 1853, and lost thereby that

inunense popularity which he had acquired in the

struggle against the Corn Laws. He bitterly

assailed Palmerston's policy of active interven-

tion in European affairs, and with John Bright
opposed the war against Russia in 1854, for

which he was virulently assailed by the unani-

mous voice of a war-mad nation. Far from con-

sidering the preservation of Turkey as desirable,

Cobden maintained that the downfall of the Ot-

toratin Empire in Europe would redound to the

welfare of the Christian peoples of the Balkans
and to the cause of civilization. In 1857. as the

result of an attack by Cobden on the Chinese
policy of the Cabinet, the Palmerston Ministry
was outvoted and forced to appeal to the country.

Cobden stood for Huddersfield. but his unpopu-
larity on account of his attitude toward the

Avar recently ended was still great and he Avas

defeated. In 1859 he came to the United States,
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this being his second visit after a lapse of

twenty-four years. On his return the post of

President of the Board of Trade was offered him
by Palmerston, with a place in the Cabinet.

Against the urgent advice of his friends. Cobden
declined the oiler, refusing frankly to take sides

with a man from whom he differed toto calo on
matters of foreign policy. At the suggestion of

M. Chevalier, the eminent champion of free trade,

Cobden went to France in 1859 to attempt the

negoti^ilion of a commercial treaty between that

country and England. He possessed the support

of none of the English ministers save Gladstone,

but his reputation was such that in his unofficial

capacity he succeeded in converting the French
Emperor and his ministers to his views. In
January, 1860, Cobden was clothed with official

authority and in the same month the treaty

was concluded. He remained in Paris until

Noveinlx-r, accomplishing the tremendous labor

necessary in the minute adjustment of a new
tariff schedule. On returning to England, he
declined the offer of a baronetcy and resumed
his activity in Parliament. With John Bright

he earnestly supported the cause of the North
in the Civil War, and in Parliament severely

criticised the course of the Government in

permitting the equipment of Confederate cruis-

ers for the purpose of preying on American
commerce. His last speech in Parliament was
delivered in July, 1864. He contracted serious

bronchial trouble as the result of exposure in

traveling on a public mission to London, and
died there July 2, 1865. His death was ac-

knowledged as a national loss by men of such

widely differing opinions as Palmerston. Disraeli,

and John Bright, and was received with sorrow

in France and other countries of the Continent.

Cobden's Speeches on Questions of Public

Policit were published by his friends John Bright

and thorold Rogers in i870. The best biography

is that by John Morley, Richard Cobden's Life

(London,' 1881). Consult also Gamier, Richard

Cobden, les liqueurs et la ligue (Paris, 1846) ;

Bastiat, Cobden, et la ligue ou I'agitation pour
la liberte du commerce (Paris, 1848).

COBDEN CLTTB, An association of leading

free-traders instituted in London in 1866, in

honor of Richard Cobden (q.v.), with the object

of diffusing in all parts of the world those prin-

ciples with which his name is connected. For
this purpose it has published tracts, pamphlets,

and books, for free circulation, especially in

Great Britain, the United States, and the British

colon if.-s.

COBEGO, kft-ba'gd, or KAGUAN, kjl'gwan.

The native name of a singular group of East

Indian flying insectivores. constituting the family

Galeopithecidjp and genus Galeopithecus, having

one species {daleopithecus volitans) and per-

haps another. They are known in the Malayan
region as cobegos, colugos, kaguans, kubongs.

etc., and in many books as flying lemurs,

this alH'rrant and puzzling group having at first

lieen considered lemuroids. They are slender,

long-limhed. large-clawed, long-tailed, fox-headed

animals, about 18 inches in length, clothed

in exquisitely soft, short and protectively mot-

tled fur, and provided with a folded extension

of the skin which extends from the neck nearly

to the tip of the tail and includes tlio feet,

which are fully webbed. This parachute thus

equals that of the best furnished bats in ex-

tent, but it is furry both above and below.

The dentition, the pectoral position of the

teats, to which the single young one (bom so

incomplete as to suggest marsupial affinities)

is attached, and the habit of clinging to a sup-

port head downward, are other resemblances to

the bats; in flight the cobego does not equal

them, but it can sail longer distances, and come
nearer to guiding its course, than do any other
'flying* mammals. It is wholly arboreal in its

life, and active mainly in the evening and early

morning, disliking the glare of day, and impeded
by the darkness of midnight. It spends most of

its time scrambling about the branches and seems
to feed upon anything that comes in its way, but
mostly upon leaves and fruit. In sleep it hangs
head downward, clinging with its hind feet,

and by means of the prehensile free tips of its

tail, when it is nearly invisible among the

flickering lights of the leaves. Consult: Wallace,

ilalay Archipelago (London, 1869) ; Moseley,
yules by a Xaturalist on the 'Challenger' (Lon-
don, 1879).

COBET, ko-bdt', Cabel Gabriel ( 1813-89) . A
brilliant Dutch classical scholar. He was bom
in Paris and studied from 1831 to 1836 in Ley-
den, where, after a scientific journey to Italy

at Government cost in 1840-45, he became a pro-

fessor in 1847. Cobet was one of the most saga-

cious and acute of modem critics in the depart-

ment of Greek philology. He published, besides

other works of high merit: Oratio de Arte Inter-

pretandi (his inaugural address) (1847) ; VaruB
Lectiones (1854); Novce Lectiones (1858); Mis-

cellanea Critica (1876) ; Collectanea Critica

n878) ; works on Dionysius of Halicamassus,
and Xenophon; and editions of Diogenes Laer-

tius, Xenophon's Anabasis and Hellenica, Lysias,

and Cornelius Nepos. See Textual Cbiticism.

COB'HAM, Lord. See Oldcastle, Sib John.

COTBIA, or Crab-Eater. See Sergeaxt-Fish.

COBIJA, kft-be'iift. A seaport in the Province

of Antofagdsla, Chile, about 70 miles north of

Antofaga.sta (Map: Chile, D 8). It was formerly

a considerable town, but has lost its commerce
and now contains a population of but 500.

Cobija, once known as Puerto la Mar, was part

of Bolivia and its only seaport until ceded to

Chile in 1883. It suffered from an earthquake
and tidal wave in 1877.

COBLENZ, or KOBLENZ, ki/bl^nts (corrapt-

ed from the Latin name Confluentia, or Confluen-

ies, from confiuere, to flow together, from con-,

together + ^uere, to flow). The capital of the

Prussian Rhine Province, about 57 miles south-

east of Cologne. l»eautifully situated at the junc-

tion of the Rhine and the Moselle, both of which
are cro.ssed here by bridges (Map: Prussia. B 3).

It consists of the old town, along the Moselle, and
the new town, farther up the Rhine. In the

old town many of the streets are irregular, nar-

row, and dirty; but in the new, they are gen-

erally well built, moderately wide, and clean.

Among the principal buildings are the Church
of Saint Castor, founded early in the ninth cen-

turj'. containing the tomb of Archbishop Kunoof
Falkenstein: the so-called Kaufhaus, built in

1477 as a town-hall: the ancient Burg, erected

by the Archbishop of Trev-js in 1276, recently

restored by the town; and the large Electoral

Palace, now a royal palace, complete*! in 1786.

On the extreme point of the city, at the junction
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of the rivers, stands the splendid equestrian

statue of Emperor William 1.. erected by the

province. Cohlenz has numerous and excellent

educational institutions, including a royal gj'm-

nasiuni, a teachers' seminary, and a conservatorj'

of music. Its chief industry is the production of

the sparkling Moselle wine. There are also manu-
factures of machinery, pianos, and lacquered

wares. Coblenz, with its system of forts, includ-

ing; Ehrenbreit stein on the opposite bank of the

Rhine, constitutes a strong fortress. Population,

in 1890, 32,004; in 1900, 45,146. Coblenz was
known to the Romans as Confluentes. In 1018 it

was conferred by Henry II. upon the archbishops
of Treves. After 1789 it was the headquarters of

the French Emigres, and in 1794 it passed to

France. In 1815 it was ceded to Prussia.

COBOURG, ko^borg. The capital of North-
umberland County, Ontario. Canada, on Lake On-
tario and the tJrand Trunk Railroad; 69 miles
northeast of Toronto ( Map : Toronto, E 4 ) . It is

a port of entrj'. with a commodious harbor and
regular steam communication with United States

and Canadian lake ports, and has woolen mills,

car-factory, and breweries. The town is well

built and contains a college, and owns a public

hall and municipal gas, electric lighting, and
water works. Population, in 1891, 4289; in 1901,
4239.

CCBRA, or COBRA DE CAPELLO, ko^iri
da kft-p^l'd (Port., hooded snake). One of a group
of Oriental venomous snakes constituting the pro-

teroglyphic genus Naja. There are six or seven
species, dwelling in Asia and Africa. " Of the
African sjtecies the best known is the asp
{Naja haie) ; see Asp. The Asiatic cobras are
not large, except the 'giant' cobra (Naja bun-
gartis), which is sometimes 13 feet long. (See
Hamadbyad.) Several species belong mainly to

the Malayan region and are comparatively small
and harmless. None is American, the 'cobras' of

Brazil being something else, usually harmless.
The cobra de capello (Naja tripudians) is the

most interesting one, as it is exceedingly numerous
throughout India and Ceylon, thence westward
to the Caspian, and eastward throughout the
Malay Peninsula and into southern China ; and is

justly regarded as the most deadly of venomous
serpents—certainly the most harmful considered
in the aggregate, the annual mortality from its

bite in India alone exceeding 5000 human beings,

besides a great quantity of live stock. Little can
be done to prevent this, because of the religious

veneration with which the 'blacksnake' (the na-
tive name) is regarded by the larger part of the
population. This species rarely exceeds six feet

in length and is a rather slender, brownish snake
(bluish beneath) with lighter cross-bars; but
the markings are variable. The head is small,
without the triangular and separated appearance
of the vipers; but when the snake is angrj' or
excited and about to strike, it lifts from the
ground a third of its length, and spreads the nu-
chal ribs until the neck expands into a broad,
shell-like hood of terrifying appearance ; and the
back of this hood displays a yellow mark, more or
less of the shape of a pair of spectacles.

These cobras wander even up to elevations of
8000 feet in the Himalayas, but are most common
in the lowland jungles, where they are able to
climb trees, although seldom doing so; and as
they can swim well they often enter the water
after frogs, fish, etc. They are attracted to vil-

lages, enter gardens and housos in search of mice
and other small manunals, or of eggs und young
l)oultry, and are likely. e8i»eciallyduringthe rainy
season, to take up their residence in old houses,
broken walls, fodder-stacks and rubbish-heaps, and
remain there. It is about such places, especially at
night, that thej' are most often trcxlden upon, and
fatal bites are received. They are sluggish and
strike rarely except when provoked or endangered

;

and they may be killed by a slight blow. Their
bite, when well delivered by a vigorous snake, is

almost surely fatal ; men have l>een known to per-
ish within half an hour, and in such cases all so-

called remedies are useless. The immunity this
snake receives among the Hindus is due toa belief

that it once sjiread its hood as a shade over Bud-
dha while he slept, and was blessed by the saint,
who placed the spectacle-mark upon. its back as a
warning to the kite not to molest it. Little head-
way can be made against this superstition in ef-

forts toward extermination of this deadly reptile,

which occasionally penetrates even the gardens
and parks of large towns. Its natural enemies are
few, chiefly the kite, the mongoos (q.v.), and cat-
tle (by tramping).

Bibliography. For these and other poisonous
snakes of the Old World, consult authorities re-

ferred to under Snake; also Fayrer, Thanato-
phidia of India (London, 1874) ; Ewart, Poison-
ous l^nalces of India (London, 1878). See Pro-
TEROGLYPiiA; and Colored Plate of Foreign
Venomous Serpents.

COBRE, ko^rft. A small town in the Prov-
ince of Santiago, Cuba, about 9 miles from Santi-
ago de Cuba. It is the centre of a copper-mining
district, and derives its name from that metal.
Cobre dates from the sixteenth century, the
mines having been exploited first in 1558. Popu-
lation, 1899, 1028.

COBURG, ko1)(x»rK (Lat. Melocabus). The
capital of tlie Duchy of Coburg, and, alternately
with Gotha, the residence of tlie Duke of Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha, picturesquely situated on the left

bank of the Itz. a tributary of the Main, about
26 miles north-northea.st of Bamberg (Map: Ger-
many. D 3). Its principal public buildings are
chiefly found on the Marktplatz and Schloss-
platz. The former, adorned with a statue of
Prince Albert, contains the old Rathaus, the
handsome Government buildings, and the arsenal,
with the Ducal Library of 60.000 volumes. The
Schlossplatz contains the large palace erected in

1549 and restored in 1093, two smaller ducal pal-

aces, and the theatre. The Church of Saint Mo-
ritz, a handsome late Gothic structure, dating
from the fifteenth century, contains some fine

monuments and brasses. On a hill about 500 feet

above the town stands the ancient castle of the
Dukes of Coburg. dating from the eleventh cen-

turj-. It has recently been restored and fitted up
as a museum. Tlie rooms which Luther occupied,
when in concealment here in 1530, are still ex-

hibited to the visitor, as well as the pulpit from
which he preached in the chapel of the castle.

There are flourishing industries of beer-brewing,
the weaving of woolen and linen fabrics, and
the manufacture of porcelain and basket ware.
Population, in 1890, 17,106; in 1900, 20,459.
The town of Coburg grew up around the castle,

and is mentioned for the first time in 1207. In
1485 it passed to the Ernestine line of Saxon
dukes, and became in 1735 the capital of Saxe-
Coburg.
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COBUBO FAMILY. An old German ducal
family, dating from the fifteenth century, which
has contracted various alliances with the English

and Continental royal houses. Queen Victoria's

mother was a sister of Duke Ernest I. of Coburg.
The first wife of Ernest's brother, Leopold 1.,

King of Belgium, was a daughter of George IV.,

of England, and his second wife was a daughter
of Louis Philipi>e. All>ert (q.v. ), the son of

Ernest L, was the husband of Victoria.

COBTJRG PENINSULA. A peninsula on the

north coast of Australia, lying west of the Gulf
of Carpentaria. It extends in a northwesterly di-

rection toward Melville Island, from which it is

divided by Dundas Strait (Map: North Aus-
tralia, El). On its northeast side is the bay
known as Port Essington, at the head of which,

about latitude 11" 22' S., longitude 132° 10'

E., was established, in 1839, the settlement of

Victoria—abandoned, on account of its in-

salubrity, six years later. The district abounds
with swamp buffaloes which were originally im-

ported from Java.

COBWEB. The web woven by spiders, prin-

cipally by small, slim spiders of the family The-

ridiidae. See Spider.

COBWEB. One of the four fairies that appear

in Act iii.. Scene 1, and Act iv.. Scene 1, of

Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream; a

dainty creation who speaks just three words dur-

ing tne entire play.

CO'CA (So. Amer. name), Erythroxylon co-

ca. A shrub of the natural order Erj'throxy-

laccne, of which the leaves are much used by the

inhabitants of Peru and Bolivia as a narcotic

and stimulant. (For illustration, see Plate of

Cornflower.) The dried leaves are chewed

with a little finely powdered unslaked lime or

with the alkaline ashes of the quinoa (q.y.), or

certain other plants. The principal constituents

of coca are cocaine, and several derivatives, hy-

grine, cocatannic acid, etc. As a local anaesthetic

the alkaloid cocaine is unexcelled. The common
forms of administering are in the wine of coca,

a fluid extract, and the alkaloid cocaine. The

properties and effects of coca resemble those of

opium, although it is less narcotic, while it pos-

sesses the property of dilating the pupil of the

eye, which opium does not possess. It also les-

sens the desire for ordinary food, and for some

time, at least, enables the' person who uses it

to endure greater and more protracted exertion

than he otherAvise could, and with less food. The

leaves are sometimes mixed with forage for

mules, when especially long trips are taken. It

is especially remarkable for its property of pre-

venting the difficultv of respiration, so common
in the ascent of long and steep slopes at great

(levations. But when used habitually and in

excess, it weakens the digestion, produces biliary

nnd other disorders, and finally induces a miser-

able ruin both of body and mind. It has been

in use from a very "remote period among the

Indians of South America, and was extensively

cultivated before the Spanish conquest. :Many

of the Indians of the Peruvian Andes are to

this day excessivelv addicted to it. and its use

prevails also to a considerable extent among

the other inhabitants of Ihe same regions. Its

culture and use have extended into Brazil. (See

Cocaine.) The shrub is extensively cultivated in

various parts of South America and in Ceylon,

India, and Java. It could probably be grown in

parts of Florida and California. The shrub is 3-6

feet high, with rusty branches and leaves some-
what like tea-leaves, which are borne on the ends
of the branches, the small yellow flowers some
distance below. The annual production of leaves

in South American trade is estimated at 30 to 50
million pounds. There are many other species of
Erjihroxylon in addition to Erythroxylon coca.

The name is from the red wood of some species.

COCADBILLE, kok'&drll. A monster de-

scribed by Sir John Mandeville as living on the
island of Silha, and corresponding to the croco-

dile, of which the word is an early form.

COCAINE, koTvii-in, CitH„NO,. An alkaloid
derived from coca - leaves. The hydrochlorate,

CijHiiNO/HCl, produces temporary insensibility

when applied to the conjunctiva, mucous mem-
branes, or denuded surfaces, or when injected

beneath the skin. It is not absorbed by the un-
broken skin, however. It also causes a tempo-
rary contraction of the blood-vessels of the region

anipsthetized, but this is followed by congestion.

Applied to the conjunctiva, it causes anaesthesia,

dilatation of the pupil, diminution of intraocular

tension, and some interference with accommoda-
tion. For dilating the pupil it is sometimes em-
ployed in combination with homatropine (q.v.).

As a local ansesthetic for regions covered by skin
it is injected in solution, by a hypodermic
needle, into the tissue which is to be anaesthe-

tized. The toxic dose varies greatly, some per-

sons being unfavorably affected by a small

amount. The only result may be restlessness

and excitement, or there may be headache, rapid
respiration, delirium, coma, or convulsions, Avith

wide dilatation of the pupils. Persons addicted

to the cocaine habit use the drug internally or
by hypodermic injection. Its prolonged use
causes digestive disturbance, general weakness of

mind and body, muscular twitching, and insom-

nia.

Within recent years cocaine has been success-

fully employed as an anaesthetic in major sur-

gical operations; if injected into the spinal col-

umn, cocaine has the remarkable effect of pro-

ducing complete insensibility to pain in the entire

part of the body below the point where it is

injected, but no effect at all above that point.

The advantage of not causing ansethesia where
it is unnecessary is obvious; nor does cocaine,

in the hands of an -expert surgeon, produce any
disagreeable after-effects. S>ee Alkaloids.

COCANADA, ko'ki-nji'dii (corrupted from
Telugu knki)i(idi). The capital of the Godavari
District, Madras. India. 3 15 miles north-northeast

of Madras, and after that city, the principal port

on the Coromandel coast (Map: India. D 5).

Navigable canals connect it with the Godavari
River at Dowlaishwaram. The commercial estab-

lishments and docks of the town are on the banks

of one of these canals which leads to the pro-

tected roadstead in Coringa Bay. It has a light-

house visible fourteen miles. I>arge quantities

of cotton are exported, and there are exports

also of rice, sugar, oil-seeds, and cigars. Popu-

lation. 41.000.

COCCAJO, Merlino. See Merlino Coccajo.

COCCEIANS, kftk-s^'yonz. The name given

to the ailherents of Johannes Coocejua. the sev-

enteenth-centurj' theologian (q.v.), who held
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that the fuluro history of Cliristianity was to were issued in AmHterdani (1075), with a life

be found foreshadowed in the Old Testament. by his son.

COCCE'IUS, Nebva, or Nebva Marcus
(T-33). The grandfather of the Emperor Nerva
—elected consul A.u. 22. His legal learning is

extolled by Tacitus and he is frtHjueiitly men-
tioned in the Digest. He was the originator of

the tunnel (Grotta di Posilipo) on the road
leading from Naples to Buise, and had charge of

public works under Tiberius, to whom he was
a constant companion. Notwithstanding the

Emperor's entreaties, he starved himself to death

in the year a.d. 33, because of continual ill

health.

COCCEJI, kAk-tsft'y*, Heinbich von, Baron
(1644-171!)). A German jurist. He was born at
Bremen, and studied jurisprudence and philoso-

phy in Ijcyden and afterwards in Paris and Ox-
ford. He was made professor in Heidelberg in

1072 and in Utrecht in 1688, and two years later

was appointed to a similar office in Frankfort-

on-the-Oder. In 1712 he was created a baron
of the realm. As an erudite jurist, Coc-

ceji was the oracle of many courts, and his work
on German civil law. Juris Publici Prudentia
(1695), was almost universally used as a text-

book for this branch of jurisprudence.

COCCEJI, Samuel von, Baron (1679-1755).

A German jurist, born in Heidelberg, son of the

preceding. He became Prussian Minister of

State and of War (1727), director of ecclesias-

tical affairs and curator-general of the universi-

ties of the kingdom (1730), president of the

High Court of Appeals (1731), chief of the

Prussian judiciary (1738), and Chancellor

(1747). He exerted the greatest influence upon
the development of Prussian law. The legal codes

prepared by him, and respectively entitled Pro-

jekt des Codicis Fridericiani Pomeranici (1747),

and Projekt des Codicis Fridericiani Marchici

(1748), remained in operation until 1780.

COCCEJTJS, k6k-tsa'y«os, or Koch, Johannes
(1603-69). A German Protestant theologian.

He was bom in Bremen, and made his first

studies there. In 1625 he went to Hamburg,
and acquired a thorough knowledge of Oriental

languages under the guidance of a learned Jew.

Returning to Bremen in 1630, he taught Hebrew
there, and was appointed professor of theology

in Franeker in 1643, and in Leyden in 1650. Coc-

cejus's chief work is the Lexicon et Commenta-
rius Semionis flebraici et Chaldaici Veteris Tes-

tamenti (Leyden 1669), the first tolerably com-
plete dictionary of the Hebrew language. In

spite of his great learning, Coccejus held very
peculiar hermeneutical principles, which enabled

him to discover the whole New Testament in

the Old. The representation abundantly em-
ployed in the latter of a covenant between God
and man, he carried out in his interpretation of

the New Testament, and made it the centre of his

theology. This idea of there being two covenants
—one of the works, or that before the Fall, and
one of grace, that after it—was first broached by
William Ames (died 1633) ; but Coccejus elabo-

rated it, and so became the virtual founder of the

federal theology' (q.v. ), the theology' of the

Westminster standards, and long accepted by all

the Reformed. The most complete exposition of

his views is in his Summa Doetrinw de Fnedere

et Testamento Dei (1648). His collected works

COC'CIDiSB (XeoLat. nom. pi., from Lat.
coccutH, (ik. k6«cicos, kokkos, Iwrry). A family of

bugs, including the scale-bugs or bark-lice, the

mealy l)UgH, and others without popular names.
'Ihis family not only departs the most widely
from the Heniiptera, but in it the most anoma-
lous forms among insects are found ; and the most
extraordinary diversities occur, even in the two
sexes of the same species. The habit of secreting
a shell or covering of some sort is common to

nil the Coccidae, most frequently in the form
of a scale made up of east skins and excreted
matter. Sometimes, as in the case of tlie mealy
bugs, the covering is white and powdery ; and
in the 'ground-pearls' it is glassy or shell-like,

and may entirely encase the insect. A few gall-

forming species occur in Australia. The young
mite-like females at first have the power of loco-

motion. The perfect male has only one pair of

wings, like flies. Sexual reproduction is the
normal method, while parthenogenesis and vivip-

arous reproduction, so common in the aphids, is

a rare method among the Coccidae. Almost com-
plete histolysis may occur in the female, lasting

for several years. The yovmg of both sexes sink

the rostrum into plants, suck the sap, and secrete

a waxy coating or shield of some sort, under
which they undergo subsequent development.
Coccidae occur on bark, leaves, and fruits of vari-

ous trees, and as they are sap-suckers they may
greatly impoverish or kill the plant. The black

or brown scale-like spots on oranges and lemons
are really scale-insects, and by such transpor-

tation they gain world-wide distribution.

Honey-dew is secreted by the Coccida*, but
usually not so plentifully as by the Aphidae,

yet RC'aumur records a case where it dripped
to the groimd and tasted sweet. The 'man'
still used by the Arabs for food is probably
the manna of Exodus, and is secreted by a coc-

cus. White wax is secreted by a species in

India, and another produces in China the wax
commercially known as China wax. The shelly

resinous scale produced by another form is

the lac or shellac of commerce, while the body
of the lac-producing insect afl'ords the red dye
known as lake. Other Asiatic and European
species furnish dyes. The tropical American
Coccus cacti, however, yields the most famous
of the insect dyes, known as cochineal (q.v.).

Ax in and axinic acid are produced by another
ilexican coccus. For the latest systematic ac-

count of the family by Cockerell, consult: "Four
New Diaspine Coccidae," besides other articles

in the Canadian Entomologist (London, 1899) ;

also publications of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and of the Cornell I^ni-

versity Experiment Station, especially for 1882-

83. See Lac-Insect; Scaijc-Ix.sect.

COCCIUS, k6k'ts^-oo3, Ernst Adolf (1825-

90). A German oculist, born near Leipzig. He
studied medicine at the universities of Leipzig
and Prague, and practiced several years in Leip-

zig, where he became connected with the uni-

versity in 1851. He was made full professor of

medicine there in 1867. Coccius made contribu-

tions of great value to the diagnosis of the dis-

eases of the eye. His published works include:

Ueher die Anwendung des Augenspiegels nebst

Angabe eines neuen Instruments (Leipzig, 1853) j
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I'ebcr die Neubildutig von (ilashduten im Auye
(1857); Der Mechanisinus der Akkomodation
den mcnschlichen Auycs tiach lieobachtungen im
I.ehen (1807) ; Ueber Au;/enverletzungeH undihre
Bchandlung (1871) ; Ophthalmomctrie und Span-
tiiingfiincssung am kraukcti Auge (1872) ; Ueber
die Diagnose des Hehpurpurs im Leben (1877).

COC'CO (West Indian name), Cocoa-Root,
T.vuo, or Eddoes. Plants of the genus Colo-

casia. and of the nearly allied genus Caladium,
of the natural order Araoeir. very generally

cultivated in tropical and sub-tropical countries

for their roots, or flat underground corms,

which abound in starch, and are used as articles

of food, being deprived by roasting or boiling

of the characteristic acridity of the order

—

which, indeed, some of them possess in a com-
paratively small degree. They are totally dif-

ferent from the true yams. The names cocco,

cocoa-root, and eddfjes, perhaps more strictly

belong to Colocasia antiquorum, a stemless plant

with ovate leaves, and flowers inclosed in a cylin-

drical erect spathe. The taste of its roots is

like that of potatoes, and the plants are much
cultivated. Colocasia macrorrhiza is a closely re-

lated species of the South Sea Islands. In the

Himalaya these plants form the principal food

of many of the inhabitants. The root in its

fresh state is stimulant, diaphoretic, and ex-

pectorant. In Hawaii, and the South Sea Islands

generally, taro is one of the staple sources of

food for the natives. The rootstock is roasted,

after which it is pounded in wooden trays with
water into a thick dough. This is allowed to

ferment, and may be eaten in that state or pre-

pared in a number of ways. Its native name in

Hawaii is poi. In Japan, Porto Rico, etc.. the

rootstocks are utilized as we use potatoes.

COCCOSTEUS, kok-kos't^-us (Neo-Lat., from
Gk. k6kkos, kokkos, herry -\- dcreov, osteon, bone).

A genus of heavily armored fishes, of the order

Arthrodira, fossil remains of which are found

in the Devonian rocks of Europe and North

America. The head and the forward part of the

trunk were covered with strong, bony plates, and
the plates of these two regions articulated by a

liinge- joint that admitted of free movement of

the head upon the trunk. The skull had large

orbits, placed well forward, and in the middle of

the frontal surface was a pit that indicated the

position of the pineal body. The jaws were

strong, and the mandibles or lower jaws were

fumislied with conical teeth. The trunk of Coc-

posteus was shark-like in form, and was provided

with a single dorsal fin, an anal fin. and a pair

of rudimentary p<'lvic fins. It was probably

covered by a soft skin that readily decomposed

after the "death of the animal, arid that hence

escaped fossil ization. The vertebral column shows

an interesting progressive stage in the evolution

from the cartilaginoiis backbone of the earlier

fish to the completely calcified skeleton of the

later genera. The neural arches and the spiny

processes of the vertebrif have alone become cal-

cified, so that in well-preser\'ed specimens they

appear as two rows of bony processes, with an

inter^'ening empty canal tliat represents the car-

tilaginous centra or 'bodies' of the vertebral

elements. All the spe<'ics of the Coccostcus are

small, none of them having been found with a

length greater than 20 inches. The best-known

species and the type of the genus is Coccosteua

Vob. IV.—61.

decipiens, which is conmion in the Old Red
Sandstone of the Scottish Devonian. A few
specimens, though none so perfect as the Scot-

tisli, have been found in the North American De-

vonian. See Fisii ; Dipnoi; Llng-Fi.su.

COC'CULUS IN'DICUS (Neo-Lat. cocculus,

dim. of Lat. coccuin, berry, and Lat. indicus, In-

dian). The name given to a very poisonous seed

brought from the East Indies, which is used for

various medicinal purposes, and illegally, it is

said, for imparting a bitter flavor to malt li-

quors. It possesses acrid and intoxicating quali-

ties. It is used in India for stupefying fish, that

they may be taken by the hand. When the seeds,

kno\\'n as 'fish-berries,' are thrown into a stream,

any fish in the neighborhood are quickly stupe-

fied. It contains a most poisonous principle,

called 'picrotoxin,' while the pericarp contains

another called 'menispermin,' equally poisonous.

It is the seed of the Anamirta paniculata, a
beautiful climbing plant, of the natural order
MenispermaceiE. The action of picrotoxin, when
taken internally in poisonous doses, resembles
that of strychnine (see Nux Vomica) ; the most
noticeable symptoms being uneasiness, restless-

ness, and tetanic convulsions. The drug is u.sed

to destroy lice and the parasite ringAvorm. It

has been employed internally, in small doses, to

check the night sweats of phthisis. Poisoning
occasionally occurs from drinking the drug, as

it is sometimes prepared as a domestic parasiti-

cide—the bottle being filled with equal volumes
of the berries and rum, and allowed to stand
after shaking. Absorption through broken skin

also causes poisoning at times. The genus Ana-
mirta is closel}"^ allied to the genus Cocculus
( see Calumba ) , in which it was formerly in-

cluded. The fruit of several allied species pos-

sesses properties analogous to those of the Ana-
mirta paniculata.

COCCYX. See Spinal Column.

COCHABAMBA, ko'chi-bam'bft (Cocha, lake

-f- baniba. plain). The capital of the Depart-
ment of Cochabamba, Bolivia, situated on the

Rio de la Rocha, in a fertile valley, about 8000
feet above the sea-level (Map: Bolivia, D 7).

It is laid out with wide and regular streets, and
contains several pretentious structures, notably
the theatre. Government building, and the hos-

pitals of Viedma and San Salvador. Cocha-
bamba has a college and secondary schools. The
city manufactures cotton and woolen gmids,

leather, soap, and earthenware, and bt^sides car-

ries on considerable trade, especially in grain.

Population, in 1896. 2n,.530. Cochabamba was
founded in 1.50.3, and was called Oropesa. In
1847 it was created an episcopal see.

COCHEM, kc'k'KPm. The capital of a district

in the Rhine Province. I'russia. at the confiuencc

of the Moselle and Endert, 24 miles southwest of

Coblenz. It is noted for its picturesque situa-

tion, near the entrance to the Kmperor William
Railway Tunnel, two and two-thirds miles in

length, the longest in Ctermany. Coehem has
steamboat and railway stations, interesting

luediiFval houses, and a beautiful riverside park,

in which is a war moiuiment by Sdiies. The an-

cient epis<>opal castle of the archbishops of

Treves, destroyed by the French in 1089 and re

stored since ISfiS. crowns a hill t«i the south of

the town. Population, in 1900, 3586.
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COCHEBY, kAsh'r^', Louis Adolphe (1819-

1900). A French stuteHinan. He was bom in

Paris, where he practiced law, and occupied the

post of Chief of Cabinet in the Ministry of Jus-

tice during the Revolution of 1848. He was sub-

sequently editor of the Avcnir yational, and in

18»8 established the journal entitled LI tidepen-

dant dc Montargis. As a member of the Legisla-

tive Assembly, he declared against tlie war with
CJermany. and after September 4, 1870. acted as

General Commisbioner of the Naticmal Defense

in tlie Department of Loiret. Under Dufaure,
he became under-secretary of the finances, and
from 1875 to 1884 he was minister of the postal

and tolepraphic service.

COCHIMI, kd-che'm^. A tribe, possibly of

Yunian stock, formerly occupying the northern

and central portions of the peninsula of Lower
California, Alexico. According to the account of

the Jesuit Baegert, wlio labored among them for

some years in the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury, they, like the Guaicuru and Pericu, who
occupied the southern part of the peninsula,

were in the lowest grade of culture, naked, with-

out agriculture of any kind, and with no per-

manent shelters, depending entirely upon fishing,

hunting, and wild fruits for subsistence. The
dead were first buried, and after a certain time
the remains were dug up, the bones cleaned and
painted red, and preserved in ossuaries.

COCHIN, k6-chen' or ko'chin (Tamil kaei,

Telugu koci, harbor). Once the capital of the
principality of the same name, but now a sea-

port of the District of Malabar, Madras, British

India (^lap: India, C 7). It stands on the

south side of the principal channel between the

open ocean and a lagoon known as the 'Back-

water.' This lagoon, 120 miles long, is, even in

its lowest state, always navigable for canoes,

and forms a valuable means of communication
with the interior. Cochin is one of the chief

cities on this coast for ship-building and mari-
time commerce. Here the Portuguese erected

their first fort in India, in 1503. They were
supplemented by the Dutch in 1662. Under the
Dutch Cochin was a great emporium of trade. In
1706 the town was captured by the British, and
again in 1806, when its fortifications and public

buildings were destroyed and its private dwell-

ings very much damaged. Notwithstanding this

check, the place continued to flourish. It has a
safe harbor, citadel, and arsenal. It is the see

of a Roman Catholic bishop and of two Syrian
bishops. Among the buildings is a church,
erected by the Portuguese in the early part of the

sixteenth century. The population, numbering
about 17,600, is very heterogeneous, including
Hindus, descendants of the Portuguese and
Dutch, Armenians, Arabs, Jews, and Persians.
The Black Jews of Cochin occupy a separate
suburb. The trade consists chiefly in the export
of cocoa, oil, cocoa-fibre, teak-wood, cardamoms,
etc. Water is brought from a distance of 18
miles. The average temperature is 78° F. Ad-
joining Cochin is a native town of the same
name, nearly as populous, in the State of Cochin.

COCHIN, kd-chen'. A native State, tributary
to ^Madras, India (q.v. ). bounded northwest,
north, and northeast by Malabar and Coimbatur

;

east and south by Travancore. and west by the
Indian Ocean (Map : India, C 6 ) . It has an area
of 1362 square miles, consisting chiefly of low-

land, lying between a narrow strt'lch of raised
coast-line and tlie Western (Jhftts (q.v.), part of

which are included in the SUite and separate it

from inner India. Behind the coast-line lies the
shallow backwater. 120 miles long, and varj'ingin
breadth from a few himdrcd yards to ten miles;
it has three connections with the ocean, and is

fed by tlie variable mountain torrents of the
GhAts. During the wet season tlie backwater
forms a navigable channel. The region is one of

the most humid in the world, especially during
the southwest monsoon of June, July. August,
and September; even during the remainder of the
year dry weather is comparatively unknown. The
cocoanut is the most valuable product of the
country ; the forests also prwluce red cedar, teak,
and other hard woods, but these are becoming
scarce. Rice, [)epi)er, cardamoms, ginger, betel-

nut, yams, arrowroot, sweet potatoes, and coffee

are cultivated in the low count rj'. There are
manufactures of salt on the coast. The capital

is Emakolam, although the ruler's palace is situ-

ated at Tripunthora ; the chief seaport, besides
the British town, of Cochin (q.v.), is Malipuram.
Population, in 1801. 723.000; in 1000. 815.200,
consisting ciiiefly of Hindus; there are a few
Mohammedans and a large nuinl>er of Christians
and Jews. The .Jews are classified into white
and black ; and the Christians, estimated at one-

fifth of the population, are divided between the
Syrian and Romish churches; they trace their

origin partly to the Portuguese conquest and
partly to the missionary labors of Saint Thomas,
the Apostle. Consult: Day. Land of the Per-

niouls : or, Cochin, its Past and Present (Ma-
dras, 1863).

COCHIN (from Cc/c/ttn-China). A breed of

large domestic fowls, highly esteemed as pro-
ducers of flesh and large eggs. They are known
in black, buff, partridge (variegated), and white
varieties, have yellow-feathered legs (except in

the black variety), and single erect combs. See
F0W1..S, and Colored Plate of Fowls.

COCHIN, kfi'shaN', CiiABijis Nicolas (1715-

90). A French engraver and art critic, born in

Paris. He was the most celebrated of a promi-
nent family of engravers and painters, and was
the son of Charles Nicolas Cochin (1688-1754)
and Louise Madeleine Hortemels, who was an
etcher of note. He became engraver to the King
in 1739, and in this capacity executed a series

of Court subjects, such as "The Marriage of the
Dauphin" (1755). His designs include vignettes,

frontispieces, ornamental letters, and a num-
ber of portraits. His works are catalogued by
Jombert in 1770. Among them are etchings for

Joseph Vernet's Ports de France (1760-67), and
designs for the Orlando Furioso (1775-83) and
the Gerusalemtne Liberata (1783-86). He was
made perpetual secretary to the Acad§mie des

Beaux-Arts in 17.55. His criticisms on art have
been printed under the title (Fjuvres di verses

(1871); and he also wrote Voyage d'ltalie

(1758), and some Memoires secrets (1881).

CO'CHIN-CHI'NA, k«/chln-chl'na. A pos-

session of France, in the extreme south of the

peninsula of Indo-China, lying between Cam-
bodia a^'id Annam on the north and the China
Sea (Map: Asia, K 7). Its area is estimated

at 23.160 square miles. It is traversed by the

Mekong, which forms an extensive delta. The
country is mainly a low plain, of alluvial origin.
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Tliere is a region of granitic highlands in the

northeast, representing the last spurs of the An-
nani cliain, and reaching a height of 2300 feet.

The ilekong separates into three arms in Cochin-
China, and together with many smaller rivers

forms a network of waterways. The Province of

Saigon is watered by the rivers Saigon, Donnai,
and the two Vaicos. The delta-land, almost
wholly covered with rice-fields and gardens, is

frequently inundated, and the peninsula of Ca-
mau is like a gi-eat deserted swamp.

Cochin-China lies in the region of the mon-
soons. Typhoons frequently work great destruc-

tion. The healthfulness of the climate varies
inversely with the frequency of the rains. The
severest heat is in the spring of the year. Places

near the seacoast are most favorable to Euro-
peans. Tl»e llora is like that of Indo-China in

general. The gamboge-tree abounds, but palms
are few. The vast forests are rich in the finest

kinds of timber. There is game of every sort,

from the elephant, rhinoceros, tiger, deer, and
wild boar, to the smallest rodents. Among the
birds are the peacock, partridge, snipe, wood-
cock, and pheasant. The rivers contain fish of

many sj>ecies; alligators are numerous. There
is little mineral wealth, except phosphate of lime
and salt. Most of the inhabitants are agricul-

turists and fishermen. About one-fifth of the
area is cultivated, and the chief product is rice,

which amounted in 1900 to 607.800 tons. The
coffee-culture is rapidly growing. There were
429.228 coffee-plants in 1899, mostly belonging
to Europeans. Sugar-cane, mulberry-leaves, pep-

per, betelnuts, cotton, tobacco, maize, and va-

rious valuable grasses, seeds, gums, and drugs
are also produced. There are 200.000 water-buf-
faloes and 150,000 zebus employed in labor.

There are no native industries worthy of mention,
except the manufacture of salt and of coarse silk

stuffs.

There are few good roads ; but the innumerable
little streams give easy access to all parts of the

country, and new canals have been excavated by
the French to facilitate commerce. There are 51

miles of railway. Concessions have been granted
to build a line from Saigon to Tan-linh. In

1896 there were 2276 miles of telegraph. The
chief article of commerce is rice. The minor ex-

fjorts consist of fish, cotton, silk, hides, and
pepper. The articles imported are textiles,

metals and metal implements, and liquors. The
imports and exports for 1900 amounted to 121,-

675,000 francs and 107,350,000 francs respec-

tively. The principal commercial port of the

colony is Saigon (q.v.), the capital. In 1900

673 vessels cleared here, with 770.422 tons.

Trade is almost entirely in the hands of the Chi-

nese. There are five banks at Saigon. The local

annual budget of 1901 balanced at 4,204,244

piastres.

The colony is represented by a Deputy in the

French Parliament. It is divided into four large

provinces—Saigon. Mitho, Vinh-long. and Ba.ssac

—and twenty districts or inspectorates. The mu-
nicipalities of Saigon and Cholon are officially

designated as provinces. The Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor is assisted by a Privy Council, composed of

all the heads of departments as official members
and several imofficial members. I'nder the Ex-

ecutive is a Colonial Council of fifteen members,

seven of whom are natives, partly elected by the

residents. The smaller councils in the arrondiase-

ments are often composed entirely of natives.

Municipal councils, part French and part native,

rule in Saigon and Cholon. Every chief town
has a citadel and garrison, and the collection of

revenue and the suppression of robbery are se-

cured by military posts in the interior. Besides

a varying number of French troops, a force of

2405 native soldiers is maintained. The popula-

tion in 1898 was estimated at 2,323,499. of whom
4451 were Europeans, 2,054,851 Annamites, 183,-

659 Cambodians, 65,801 Chinese, and G374 Mois.
The Catholic population numbers about 75,000,

and the Buddhist 1,700,000. In 1897 there were
376 schools, with 804 teachers and 18,760 pupils.

Cochin-China before the second half of the nine-

teenth century constituted a part of China, Cam-
bodia, and Annam successively. In 1861 the

French took Saigon, and by treaty in the follow-

ing year acquired the provinces of Saigon, Bien-

hoa, and Mitho. Hostilities continued until 1879.

In 1888 the colony became a part of the Governor-

Generalship of Indo-China. The name Cochin-

China was formerly applied to the whole eastern

division of the Indo-Chinese Peninsula, including

Tongking, Annam proper, and Lower Cochin-

China. Consult: Lemire. La Cochinchine fran-

Caise (Paris, 1887) ; De Lanessan, L'ltido-chine

fratiQaise (Paris, 1888) ; Norman, Peoples and
Politics of the Far East (Tx)ndon, 1895) ; Baurac,

La Cochinchine et ses habitants (Saigon, 1896-

99).

COCHINEAL, k6ch^-nel (from Sp. cochinilla,

cochineal, wood-louse, from Lat. coccineus, scar-

let, from coccum, berry, or from Sp. cochina, sow;
sc called either from the color, or, if the second
derivation be preferred, from the shape). A
scale- insect used as a dyestuff for scarlet and
crimson, and in the preparation of carmine and
lakes. Cochineal consists of the bodies of the
females of a coecid (see Coccid.«) called Coccus
cacti, because it feeds upon plants of the cactus
family, particularly on one known in ^lexico as
the nopal (Opuntia cQchiniUifera) , nearly allied

to the prickly pear. (See Cactus.) These in-

sects are minute, 70,000, it is said, being required

to weigh a pound in a dried state—when not
adulterated by red lead or other heaNy dust. The
male is of a deep-red color, and has white Avings.

The female, which is wingless, is deep-brown,
covered with a white powder ; flat beneath,

convex above. Branches of nopal covered with
insects are cut off, before the rainy season
sets in, and carefully sheltered in a covered
building. From these supplies the planta-

tions are stocked at the clo.se of the wet
season, about the middle of October. When
warmed by the sun the females soon begin to lay

?ggs, each female producing more than 1000
young, which soon spread themselves over the

plants. The males are very few—not more than
1 to 100 or 200 females—and are of no value as

a dye. The first crop of females is picked off

about the middle of Deceml>er. and until May
successive generations are gathered from time
to time. The females, full of young, lose about
two-thirds of their weight in drying. The proc-

ess of gathering the insects is extremely tedious,

a day's picking amounting only to about two
ounces of cochineal. The killing is done in

three ways: (1) By placing on a hot iron: (2)

by placing in a hot oven: and (3) by dipping
in a basket into boiling water, which is ponsiderrf

the best method. When killed and dried, they
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may be kept for any length uf time without in-

jury. The name 'cochineal' is limited to that
upecies tirst cultivated in Mexico, but long trans-

planted successfully to the Canur}' Islands,

Java, and other warm parts of the Old World.
Other sj^cies were known to the ancient Hebrews
and Egj'ptians, and were largely cultivated on a
species of oak. Among the Arabs this insect is

known as kermea, 'red dye,' and it is largely

cultivated in Algeria (Knowledge, London,
1901). Cochineal was formerly much used for
coloring wool or silk a scarlet or crimson; but,

owing to the cost of its production, and to the
fact that the colors, although brilliant, are not
very enduring, this dye has been greatly re-

placed by cheaper coal-tar products ; and, for
this reason, the cochineal industry has been rap-
idly declining. See Carmine.

OOCHITUATE (c6-chlt'a-at) LAKE. A lake
in ^liddlesex County, Mass., 17 miles west of
Boston. It is very narrow and irregular, with
a length of about four miles, and has an area
of little more than one square mile. From this

lake and the connecting ponds, the city of Boston
draws its principal supply of water (Map: Mas-
sachusetts, E 3).

COCHLEA, k6k1^&. See Eab.

COCHLEARIA, k6k'lfe-a'rl-i. See SCUBVY-
Gbass.

COCHRANE, John (1813-98). An American
soldier and lawyer. He was bom in Palatine,
N. Y., graduated at Hamilton College in 1831,
served as Surveyor of the Port of New York from
1853 to 1857, aiid from 1850 to 1862 was a Demo-
cratic member of Congress, where he took a
prominent part in the debates on land reform,
revenue, and other public questions. At the out-

break of the Civil War he became colonel of the
First United States Chasseurs, which he com-
manded in the Peninsular campaign. In June,
1862, he was appointed brigadier-general of vol-

unteers, but resigned his commission in June,

1863, on account of failing health. In 1864 he
was nominated for the Vice-Presidency on the

ticket with John C. Fremont. As leader of the

New Y'^ork delegation to the Cincinnati Conven-
tion in 1872, he was instrumental in securing the

nomination of Horace Greeley (q.v.) for the

Presidency.

COCHRANE, kok'ran, Thomas, tenth Earl
of Dundonald (1775-1860). A British admiral,
familiarly known as Lord Cochrane. The son
of the ninth Earl of Dundonald, he was bom
at Annsfield, Lanarkshire, December 14, 1775.

His father, a scientist, ruined himself by experi-

mental invention, and Thomas received such
desultory education as was volunteered by the
village minister and schoolmaster. He was des-

tined for the army, but in his seventeenth year
joined his uncle's ship, on which he had been en-

rolled five years previously, and, in consequence
of this priority, received rapid promotion. After
serving in the Norway fiords and on the North
American station, he won recognition in 1801
by a successful series of daring exploits in the
Mediterranean, the most brilliant being the cap-

ture of a Spanish frigate of 600 tons and 319
men, which had been sent in quest of his small
brig of 158 tons and 54 men. Shortly afterwards
his vessels were captured by three French line-of-

battle ships, afted several hours' resistance, but
he was himself immediately released on parole. In

1802 he took advanUige of the peace to repair his
defective early education by a six months' assidu-
ous course at Edinburgh University. He had im-
prudently oircnded Lord Saint Vincent by a
comparison, and at the renewal of hostilities in
1803 he was maliciously appoint(;d to the stag-
nant Orkney station to protect non-existent fish-

eries. But with a change of admiralty in 1804,
he received a new ship, and within ten days cap-
tured several prizes. By a daring ruse he clev-
erly evaded a squadron of French battle-ships
and sailed his prizes into Plymouth Harbor,
three golden candlesticks, each five feet high,
decorating his mastheads as specimens of spoil.

In 1806, after a rejection, owing to his refusal
to bribe the electors, he was returned as mem-
ber of Parliament for Honiton. The next year
he was elected for Westminster, but his indis-
criminate exposure of naval abuses led to his
l>eing immediately ordered off to the Mediter-
ranean. During four years he added to his repu-
tation by a sequence of minor naval exploits,
and in 1809 was selected to bum out the French
fleet which Lord Gambler had blockaded in Aix
Roads, near Rochefort. He drove almost the whole
squadron ashore, and destroyed four ships; but,
as he was unsupported by his superior. Gam-
bier, who deliberately ignored his signals, the
victory was incomplete. Cochrane received the
Knighthood of the Bath, but he emphatically
expressed his disgust at the incompetency of
Gambler, who demanded a court-martial. Through
influence and a friendly court, Gambier was ex-
onerated, while Cochrane, discredited, was forced
to retire on half pay. In Parliament Coch-
rane continued his unsparing criticism of naval
corruption, and thereby he made enemies who
were glad to encompass his downfall, when,
through a French ofiicer who had applied to him
for service, and whom he delivered to justice, he
was implicated in an attempt to influence the
stock market by spreading the rumor of Na-
poleon's death. His uncle and another were found
guilty and punished; and Cochrane, although in-

nocent, was fined £1000, struck off" tlie navy list,

expelled from Parliament, degraded from his
knighthood, sentenced to a year's imprisonment,
and to stand for an hour in the pillory. Owing
to popular indignation, the pillory punishment
was omitted. His Westminster constituents re-

mained his friends and reelected him. He es-

caped from jail in 1815, took his seat in the
House, but was expelled by force, imprisoned
for the rest of his term, and fined anew £100.
Disgusted with vain attempts at justification,

he accepted an invitation to organize the Chilean
Na^'y, and in 1818 proceeded to Valparaiso. He
put the wretched Chilean vessels into the best

possible condition, and gained a series of remark-
able successes over the Spanish fleet. In 1820 he
took Valdivia and carried San Martin's army to

Peru, having previously destroyed Spanish com-
merce on the Pacific coast, and performed a
brilliant exploit in cutting out the Spanish
frigate Esmeralda from under the enemy's guns
at the Castle of Callao. Non-fulfillment of con-

tracts and the refusal of arrears of pay caused
him to resign, and soon afterwards he became
admiral in the Brazilian Navy. During this

appointment (1823-25) he compelled the Portu-

guese to evacuate Bahia, reduced Maranhao,
and for his services received the marquisate of

Maranhao; but the same causes as in the Chil-



COCKATOOS AND MACAWS

1. ROSEATE COCKATOO (Cacatus roseicap>Mus).
2. WESTERN BLACK COCKATOO (Calyptorhynohus

stellatus).
3. BILL OF NO. 2—front view.

4. GREAT BLACK COCKATOO < Mlcroglossus aterrimua).
5. BLUE-FRONTED MACAW I Ara chloropt«ra).
6. QREEN-WINQED MACAW (Ara nobllls).
7. SLENDER-BILLED COCKATOO (LIchmctIa naaica).
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ean service led to his resignation from the Bra-
zilian. His ne.xt appointment was the command
of the Greek Navy (1827-28); but an insuffi-

ciency of ships and men prevented the accom-
plishment of anything of importance. In 1831 he
succeeded to the Dundonald jx'erage; in the fol-

lowing year, William IV. satisfied a general wish
by granting him a free pardon for the offense

of which he had been convicted, and in 1847
Queen \'ictoria reinstated him in the Order of

the Bath and to his naval rank. In 1877 his

heirs received compensation for his unjust con-

demnation in a restoration of eighteen years' loss

of pay and allowances as a naval officer. From
1848 to 1851 he was commander-in-chief of the
North American and West Indian stations, and
became rear-admiral of the United Kingdom in

1854. To an advanced age he busied himself
with scientific inventions for the navy, and early
recognized the advantage of steam-power and of

the application of the screw propeller to war-
ships. He published: \otes on the Mineralogy,
Government, and Condition of the British West
India Islands (1851); yarrative of Services in

the Liberation of Chile, Peru, and Brazil (1859) ;

and an Autobiography (2 vols.. 2d ed., 1860) ;

the same completed bv the eleventh Earl and
H. R. Fox Bourne (2 vols., London, 1869). He
died at Kensington, and was buried in West-
minster Abbey. Consult : Fortescue, Dundonald
(London, 1895), and Atlay, Trial of Lord Coch-
rane Before Lord Ellenborough (London, 1897).

COCINERO, ko's4-na'r6 (Sp., cook). The
name of various species of West Indian cr6valle

(q.v.).

COCTi, The. A primitive tavern or alehouse
on Fleet Street, near Temple Bar, London, with
decorations of the period of James I. It is a fa-

mous resort, and is well known through Tenny-
son's "Will Waterproof's Lyrical Monologiie."

The same name was borne by several other Lon-

don taverns, of which one on Threadneedle Street

was specially renowned.

COCKADE (Fr. cocarde or coquarde, from
coq, cock ) . A word first found in the works of

Kabelais, and in the early part of the seven-

teenth century used to designate a cocked hat

or cap set jauntily on the head. Later on. how-
ever, it acquired a more restricted meaning, and
was applied to the clasp or knot of riblwn which
decorated the loop or cock of the hat. The word
is now employed to designate a rosette or knot
of ribbon, leather, or other material worn on the

hat as a badge or ornament. Cockades have al-

ways been used as party badges and insignia

since the War of the Spanish Succession, when
the red and white cockade was adopted by the

French. In England the Stuart cockade was
white, the Hanoverian was black, and frequent

references to the rival colors are to be met with

in the literature of the time. As early as 1767,

a regulation in France provided that every

French soldier should *mo»mt the cockade.' the

color IxMng white; and a later decree, in 1782,

restricted the wearing of cockades to the mili-

tary. From this period till the outbreak of the

French Revolution the cockade was an exclu-

sively military emblem, and 'to mount the ccjck-

ade' was sjiionymous with becoming a soldier,

both in France "and England. After the meeting

of the States-General of France in 1789. cockades

of green were worn by the advanced party, but

these soon gave way to the more popular red,

white, and blue—the tricolor of the Revolution.
See Tricolob.

Every nation of Europe has its own cockade.
In OJermany, black, yellow, and white, and black,
red, and gold have been used; in Austria, black
and yellow; in Russia, green and white. In
England the cockades worn are always black

—

the old Hanoverian color; but being used, gen-
erally, as part of the livery of coachmen and
footmen, they have lost all special significance.
Consult: Genealogical Magazi)ic, vols, i.-iii.

(London, 1897-99) ; Racinet, La costume his-
toriqiie (6 vols., Paris, 1888).

COCKAIGNE, k6k-an'. A name given to an
imaginary land of good things—of idleness, lux-
ury, and perfect happiness. The word appears
in a variety of spellings in English and French,
and means the 'land of abundance.' In it the
rivers flowed with wine, the houses were built of
dainties, and cooked fowls offered themselves for
eating. Its English synonym is 'lubberland.' It

is the subject of a popular satirical poem of the
thirteenth century. The Land of Cockaigne, and
is a burlesque term applied to I^ondon and to
Paris.

COCK AND THE FOX, The. A modernized
version of Chaucer's Xitn's Priest's Tale—made
by John Dn,den and published, with other trans-
lations, under the title of Fables, in 1699, short-
ly before his death.

COCK'ATIEL (from Dutch kakatielje, from
Port, cacatilho, cacatelho, cockatoo). One of

the small, long-tailed Australian parrots of the
genus Calopsitta, sometimes called 'cockatoo
parrakeets,' or 'ground parrakeets,' particularly
the favorite cage-bird (Calopsitta Novw-Hol-
landiai). This pretty species is found wild
nearly all over Australia, where it goes about
in flocks, and nests in hollow trees. It is about
12 inches long, half of which belongs to the
tail, which ends in two prolonged and sharply
pointed feathers. "The prevailing hue is dark-
gray, . . . the forehead and cheeks are
lemon-yellow, while the feathers of the crest,

which cannot be depressed, are yellow at the
base and gray above. A bright patch of reddish
orange on the ear-coverts occupies the middle of
the yellow area, and the . . , wings are
ornamented with a broad band of white." See
Cockatoo, and Plat? of Parrots and Parra-
keets,

COCKATOO' (Hind, kakataa, Malay kaka-
t&a, onomatopoetic from its cry). A bird of the
family Cacatuidte, of the order Psittaci (q.v.).

They are closely related to the true parrots, and
by some ornithologists are regarded as merely a
subdivision of that family. The bill is high and
curved from the base, and the tail is long, broad,

and rounded. The head is also large, and in the
true cockatoos is surmounted by a crest of long
and pointed feathers, with their tips direc-ted

forward, which can l>e erecttnl and expande*! like

a fan or depressed at the pleasure of the bird.

The true cockatoos (Cacatua) are generally
whitish in color, often finely tinged with red,

orange, or other colors. The name 'cockatoo,*

however, is also commonly extended to nearly
allied genera, as Calyptorhynchus and Micro-
plossus, in both of which the plumage is gener-

ally dark, and to which belong the black cocka-

toos of Au!>tralia and of the Indian Archipelago.
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The genus MicroglotwuM, oue of which is the

Ijrent bh»ek ccMrkutoo or ara (q.v.) of New
Guinea {iliiruylosHua atcrrimus) , the largest

of all the I'sittac'i, in remarkable for the struc-

ture of its tonj^o, which is cylindrical, tubular,
capable of In-in;,' greatly protruded from the
mouth, and terminates in a cloven, horny tip.

All the cockatoos are natives of the Philippines,

Sevf Guinea, and adjacent islands, and especially

of Australia and Tasmania, where they formerly
abounded, and were hunted for food by the na-
tives. They live on fruits and seeds, insect

larvae, etc. Some of them are frequently to be
seen in confinement in Europe, particularly the
lesser sulj)hur-crested cockatoo (C'acatua gale-

rita), which, although of comparatively tame
plumage, is a general favorite on accoimt of its

docility. None of the cockatoos learn to speak
many words. Their name is derived from their
cry. See Plate of Cockatoos and I^Iacaws.
Compare Pabrot.

COCKBURN, k6'T)Qm, Sir Alexandeb James
Edmund (1802-80), Baronet, Lord Chief Jus-
tice of England. Born December 24, 1802, the
son of Alexander Cockburn, who was at one time
British Minister to Colombia, he was brought up
on the Continent, and in 1822 entered at Trinity
Hall, Cambridge, and was called to the bar in
1829. He was very successful as a practitioner,
and in 1841 was made a Queen's counsel. His
early practice was largely in connection with
election petitions, in which he was very success-
ful. In 1847 he was elected to Parliament as a
Liberal from Southampton, and distinguished
himself by the ardor and eloquence with which
he supported the vigorous foreign policy of
Palmerston. From this time on his promotion
was rapid. In 1850 he was appointed Solicitor-

GSeneral, and in the next year was promoted to the
Attorney-Generalship. In 1854 he was made re-

corder of Bristol; in 1856 he was appointed
Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas, and
in June, 1859, he became Lord Chief Justice of
England. In 1858 he succeeded to the baronetcy
of his imcle, the Dean of York. It fell to his lot,

as a judge of the Queen's Bench, to conduct the
trial of the celebrated Tichborne case (q.v.).

His distinguished position as the head of the
British Ijench was emphasized by his appoint-
ment in 1871 to represent Great Britain in the
international court of arbitration convened for
the settlement of the long-standing controversy
between that country and the United States over
the Alabama claims (q.v.). For a sketch of his
life, consult the Law Magazine for 1851, page
193, and 4th series, vol. vi., page 191; also Law
Times, vol. xx., pages 68-88.

COCKBTJRN, AuciA, or Alison Rutherford
(1712-94). A Scotch ballad-writer. In 1731
she was married to Patrick Cockburn, of Ormis-
ton. an advocate, and subsequently became ac-

quainted witli Burns, Hume, Lord Monboddo,
and other celebrities of the day. Her lyric, "I've
Seen the Smiling of Fortune Beguiling" (to the
air of "The Flowers of the Forest"), has long
been famous. She was one of the belles of Edin-
burgh, a graceful dancer, and an indefatigable
letter-writer. A relative of Walter Scott's mother,
she all of her life sustained friendly relations
with the poet and novelist.

COCKBTJRN, Cathebina Trotteb (1679-
1749). An English dramatist and philosophical

writer, born in London. She wrote several plays,
among which may be mentioned: Agnes de Castro
(1690); Fatal Friendship (1698); Love at a
Loss (1701) ; and Revolutions of titccden (1706).
She is also known for her defense of the phi-
losophy of Locke, and later for championing the
views of Dr. Samuel Clarke. A collection of
her prose works was published with a Memoir
by Birch (London, 1751).

COCKBURN, Sir George (1772-1853). An
English naval olTicer. His operations against
Martinique brought about the surrender of that
island in 1809. He was active in the war with the
United States in 1812-15, planning and executing
with General Ross the marauding expeditions
along the shores of Chesapeake Bay, and burning
the public buildings in Washington. His last

noteworthy sea employment was to convey Napo-
leon to Saint Helena, where he remained in 1815-

16 as governor and commandant. He rose to the
rank of admiral, was several times returned to
Parliament, and was one of the Lords of the
Admiralty.

COCKBURN, George Ralph Richardson
(1834— ). A Canadian educator and member of
Parliament. He was born in Edinburgh, Scot-
land; graduated at the university there in 1857;
studied for several months in Germany and
France, and in 1858 went to Canada, where in
1861 he became principal of Upper Canada Col-
lege, which ollice he held for twenty years. From
1887 to 1896 he was a meml)er of the Canadian
Parliament. He has always warmly advocated
British imperial federation. In 1893 he was
chief commissioner from Canada to the World's
Fair at Chicago.

COCKBURN, Henry Thomas, Lord (1779-
1854). A Scottish advocate and judge. He was
born in Edinburgh in 1779, and was educated at
the high school of Edinburgh and afterwards at
Edinburgh University. He was called to the
Scottish bar in 1800. and seven years later was
appointed one of the advocates whose duty it is

to assist the Lord Advocate in the prosecution
of criminal offenders, but was dismissed after
holding otfice four years. Not till the introduc-
tion of jury trial in civil causes into Scotland, in

1816, did Cockburn find opportunity for re-

munerative professional employment. His powers
were better adapted for success with a popular
than with a professional tribunal. Under the
Grey Ministry of 1830 he was appqjnted Solici-

tor-General for Scotland ; and four years later

he was made one of the judges of the Scottish
supreme civil and criminal courts, and took the
title of Lord Cockburn. He died April 26, 1854,

at his residence of Bonaly, in the neighborhood
of Edinburgh.

Lord Cockburn contributed, to the Edinburgh
Review, a series of articles on the reform of the
Scotch legal procedure, which had considerable

influence. Late in life he undertook the task of

writing the biography of his friend Francis
Jeflfrey, the celebrated Scotch essayist and judge.

This was published in 18.52. Cockburn will be

best remembered by the Memorials of His Time,
which appeared posthumoiisly in 1856. It is a
kind of autobiography, into which have been inter-

woven numerous anecdotes illustrating old Scot-

tish life, and numerous sketches of the men who
composed the brilliant circle of Edinburgh so-

ciety at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
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For details of his life, con.sult his Memorials of

His Own Time, and Lhainbers's Biographical Die-

tionanj (>{ J-Jotinciit Hcotsmen.

COCKCHAFEB. See Chafeb.

COCKER. A small dog. See Spaniel.

COCK'ER, Edwabu (c.16.31-75). An English
engraver and teaclier. He was born probably
in Northamptonshire, and died in London. The
first edition of his famous arithmetic (which
was the first to confine itself to commercial
questions only) was published posthumously in

1678, by John Hawkins. At one time it was
thought (following De Morgan's belief) that
Hawkins wrote this work, but the evidence is

against this view. Its popularity lasted nearly
a century, and its sale probably exceeded 100
editions. The expression 'according to Cocker'

became proverbial through its frequent use on
the title-pages of arithmetical treatises follow-

ing his method. Cocker's chief works are: Tutor
to Arithmetic (1664); Compleat Arithmetician
(before 1609) ; Arithmetic, edited by Hawkins
(1678) : and numerous contributions to methods
of calligraphy.

COCKERELL, k6k'er-el, Chakles Eobebt
(1788-1863). An English architect, born in

London. In 1810-17 he visited Greece, Italy, and
Asia Minor to study ancient architectural re-

mains, made excavations at ^Egina and other

places, and enriched the British Museum with

many rare and valuable fragments, notably from
the temple of Jupiter Panhellenius at -Egina
and Apollo Epicurius, near Phigaleia. He be-

came surveyor of Saint Paul's Cathedral in

1819, chief architect of the Bank of England in

1833, and a member of the Royal Academy in

1836. From 1840 to 1857 he was professor of

architecture in the Royal Academy. He was the

designer of many public buildings, such as the

Hanover Chapel in London, and the Taylor
Buildings at Oxford. His works include: The
Templf of Jupiter Olympius at Agrigentum
(1830); Ancient Sculptures in Lincoln Cathe-

dral ( 1848) ; and Iconography of the West Front

of Wells Cathedral (1851).

COCKERILL, kok'er-Il, John (1790-1840)

An English manufacturer, bom at Haslingdtn

^Vith his brother, Charles, he established in Bt r

lin a successful woolen-factory, and subsequently

at Seraing, near Li^ge, Belgium, an iron-foundry

and machine-shop, which l)ecame the largest on

the Continent. King William I. of the Nether-

lands was for rt time a partner in this business.

COCKrERMOUTH. A town of Cumberland,

England, at the confluence of the Cocker and
Derwont, 25 miles southwe>vt of Carlisle (Map:
England, C 2). It is situated in an agricultural

district, and in the vicinity are extensive coal-

mines. On the left bank of the Cocker are the

ruins of a castle built in the eleventh century

and destroyed by the Parliamentarians in 1048.

Near by is' a tumulus, with a Roman camp and
ditch, where many ancient relics have been found.

The town was the birthplace of the poet Words-

worth. It has woolen and flax mills and manu-
factures hats, paper, hosiery, etc. Population,

in 1891. .'»464; in 1901, 5400."

COCK-FIGHTING. This is a sport of the

highest antiquity, and to-day is the great pas-

time of millions, in the place of its origin, the

far Orient, as well as a favorite sport in many

Western nations, including practically all Latin
America. It is noted in the earliest records of

China, it was a couiinon pastime of the Persians

long before the Greek invasion, it existed in

ancient Rome, and Fitzstephen vouches for it in

England in the twelfth century. Ascham, the

tutor of Queen Elizabeth, was charged with being

"too much given to dicing and cock-fighting," and
is known to have had the intention of writing

"a book of the Cock-pitte." Cock-pits existed in

the metropolis of England (as they did in New
York) well into the nineteenth centuiy. Pierce

Egan describes the Cock-pit Royal in Fulton
Street, Westminster, as a large, lofty, and circu-

lar building with seats rising as in an amphi-
theatre. In the middle of it was a round,

matted stage of about 18 to 20 feet in diameter,

rimmed with an edge 8 or 10 feet high, to keep

the cocks from falling over into the auditorium
in their combats. There was a chalk ring in the

centre of the matted stage, about a yard in

diameter, and another chalk-mark within it,

much smaller, which was intended for the setting-

to when the birds become too exhausted to make
hostile advances toward each other; they were

then placed back to back within the inner mark.
A large and rude branch candlestick was sus-

pended low over the mat on the nights of battle.

This description will practically suffice for all

cock-pits.

SAME-COCK, WrrH STKEL SPVBS.

The origin of the breed of game-cocks is lost

in an obscurity as dim as that of the origin of

the sport. The jungle-cock of India may have

been its progenitor; he has the constitutional

instinct of fighting highly developed. To-day
there are various strains—'AVarhorses.' "F'annie

Carters.' 'E.-^lin Red Quills,' '.Arkansas Travelers.'

'Gordons,' 'Cotton Bolls.' 'Transatlantics.' and
'Hustlers,' are only a few of those which are

favorites in the Carolinas, Virginia, and Georgia.
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The 'W'arliorse' Btniin is j^eiuTnlly admitted to

rank the highest, tlumgh 'E«lin Ked Quills' and
'(jordons' run them elo.se. The 'W'arhorses' are

the product of a cross In'twecn brown and black

birds imported from Ireland, and called 'Irish

Gilders,' and some dark-gray Irish birds. The
resulting birds soon after their introduction

fought all through the South, defeating the then
fashionable 'Shawlnecks,' 'Baltimore Topknots,'

and 'Dominiques.* The breed is still maintained
ir. its integrity, and its reputation has spread
from the Southern Stat4?s to ilexico. The cocks

are mostly gray, and they are preferred to the

red ones; the hens are nearly all jet-black.

The game-cock needs neither education nor
experience to teach him to fight, and his capacity
for giving and taking punishment till dead has
passed into a proverb. The principal quali-

ties to be desired are ( 1 ) cutting, i.e. the

ability to hit with their heels, about every time
they rise, and to rise every time their opponents
do; (2) hard hitting—the blows of the heels

driven home by the force of the wings applied

to them as the cocks rise; (3) rapidity of

fighting. Cocks may be good cutters which are

not hard hitters, but disable or kill their an-

tagonists without apparently heavy blows.

Others are what are called wing- fighters, from
making a great noise and shuffling with their

wings, but scarcely using their legs at all; these

are practically worthless.

A good breed is not the only prerequisite to vic-

tory; the birds must be judiciously strengthened

and hardened by a course of diet and physical

training to stand the great exertion necessary. This
period used to extend over six weeks, but modem
methods have reduced it to ten days, during
which time they are restricted to a prescribed

diet, and exercised in running and sparring.

Then they are 'cut out,' i.e. have their wings
trimmed to spread diagonally, the tail cut about
one-third of the distance from the end, and the

hackle and feathers about the rump shortened.

If they fight with 'short heels' the gaffs or spurs

are l^j inches long; if with 'long heels' 2^2
inches long; these gaflFs or spurs are of steel,

though some of the old aristocrats had them
made of silver. The birds are matched by
weight; those within two ounces of each other's

v/eight are matches. Tlie figlits are conducted
according to the local rules of the district, which
vary considerably, although the variations are

all modifications of the old English rules. Dis-

tinct sets of rules govern the United States and
Canada; another set, England; yet others, France
and Belgium.
When the pairs have been matched they are

taken to the ring, examined and certified, and
turned down to fight, on the ground (matted or

carpeted or othenvise as the case may be) . After
that the setters-to are not to touch thorn, unless

they either hang in the mat, or in each other,

or in the edge of the pit. until they leave off

fighting as long as a person can count a pre-

scribed number aloud. Then the setters-to take
up the cocks, carry them into the middle of the

pit, deliver them on their legs, beak to beak.

After each cessation of the combat, they are

set to again in the same manner, and continue
the fight until one cock refuses or is unable to

fight, or is killed.

Large sums used to be staked, as much as
$5000 a match and $25,000 a main having been

laid by tlie Earl of Derby in 1830. His birdn
are a famous iireed to the present day. The
Welsh main (now discontinue<l) was the most
sanguinary form of fighting; as many as sixteen
cocks would be nuitched ; then the eight victors,
then the four survivors, then the final two, until
but a single cock remained alive.

During the latter half of the nineteenth cen-
tury the sport of cock-fighting was made illegal

throughout Croat Britain. In Amerii^ it is

similarly prohibited in nearly all the States of
the Union, either exprosslj- or by laws for the
prevention of cruelty to animals. In some
States, where it is not forbidden by the statutes
of the State, it is in some instances made illegal

by local laws.

For early historj', consult: Markham, The
Pleasures of Princes, or Goodmen's Recreations
(London, 1614) ; Fairfax, Complete i^portsmanr
(London, 1764) ; Blain, Rural Hports (London,
1853).

COCK LANE OHOST, The. A supposed
ghost, whose manifestations occurred in 1762 in

Cock Lane, London, in connection with a young
girl named Parsons and her parents. Investiga-

tion di.sclosed a conspiracy against a former
resident, Mr. Kent, whose wife had died, and
who was supposed to be accused by her ghost
of murder. Parsons and his wife were punished.
Among the investigators was Dr. Johnson, who
described the mysterious occurrences in the
Gentleman's Magazine, and who, because of his

connection with the matter, was made the object

of attack in Churchill's poem, "The Ghost."
Consult Lang, Cock Lane and Common Sense
(London, 1894).

COCKLE, kdk'l (Fr. coquille, shell, from
Gk. Koyx^^tov, knnchylion, dim. of Koyx^^Vt kon-
chyle, from k6vxv, konchf, shell, Lat. concha', Skt.

sankha, shell) , Lychnis. A genus of plants of the

natural order Carj'ophyllacoiB. The common
cockle, or corn-cockle (Lychnis gijihago) is a
frequent weed among crops of grain, a native of

Europe or the west of Asia, but now to be found
in almost all parts of the world. For illustration,

see Plate of Ckanbebry. It is an annual plant,

clothed with long, white, appressed hair; three

feet high, branched, with large, solitary, terminal
reddish-purple flowers. The root, stem, leaves, and
seed were formerly used in medicine; the seed is

still sometimes .sold in Germany under the name
of 'black cumin' ( Schwartz-kiimmel ) . The corn-

cockle is a very troublesome weed in some parts

of Great Britain and the United States. The
seed can hardly be screened from wheat, and in

some localities millers reduce the grade of grain

on account of the presence of cockle. Sowing
clean seed is about the only means of combating
it, aside from pulling the plants from the field.

COCKLE. A globose marine bivalved mol-

lusk. especially of tlie family Cardiidap, often

called 'heart-cockle' because, viewed endwise, the

outline of the shell is like that of the ace of

hearts. Cockles are usually gregarious, and
vast numbers are found half-buried on sandy and
muddy banks. The common European cockle

(Caraium edule) is a valuable shell-fish, ex-

tensively sold in Great Britain; other sf>ecie8

are less commonly eaten elsewhere. The num-
ber of known species is great; they are most
numerous within the tropics, and particularly in

the Indian Ocean, where some have shells very
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beautiful in sculpture and coloring. The shell
upon which Venus is represented, in ancient art,
as riding upon the sea is a cockle; and several
other genera, such as Venus, Cytherea, Selene,
etc., are named in reference to this myth. Con-
sult Lovell, Edible Mollusks of Great Britain,
etc. (London, 1B81> ; and see Colored Plate of
Clams and Edihle Mussels.
COCKLEBUB,, or Clotbub. A name given to

the species of Xanthium, a genus of Cc:;npositie,

of which there are but few species, but these
are widely distributed. Three species are all
too conunon in the United States—Xanthium
spinosuni (called spiny clotbur) and Xanthium
strumarium, both of which were probably intro-
duced from the Old World, and the native species.
Xanthium Canadense. For illustration, see Plate
of CoKNFLOW'EB. They are coarse, annual, branch-
ing plants, one to three feet high, with alter-
nate, rough, heart-shaped leaves. The stem is

frequently spotted with brown or purple. The
flowers are in separate groups, the female ones
furnishing the well-known burs, which are about
an inch long and covered with stout hooked
prickles. These are troublesome to animals,
especially to sheep, the wool of which is often
seriously depreciated by their presence. The
seeds contain two cells with an ovule in each.
These retain their vitality for a long time, and
both do not germinate in the same season. Being
an annual, this weed can be exterminated if it

be prevented from seeding for a number of
years. In the south of Africa stringent laws
for its eradication were enacted on account of
the injury to the wool industry.

COCKLOFT, Pi.xDAB. The nom-de-plume used
by Wasliinfiton Ir\'ing in Salmagundi.

COCK'NEY. A word of disputed origin, used
as a general term for a Londoner, more specif-
icallj' for one "bom within the sound of Bow-
Bells." It has been connected with cocagne or
Cockaigne, and w ith the Thames, which is said to
have been called the Cockney.

COCKNEY SCHOOL OF POETRY. A nick-

name which John Gibson Lockhart tried to fasten
upon a school of writers, inQliiding Leigh Hunt,
Keats, and Hazlitt, whom he thought vulgar.
Their productions were said "to consist of the
most incongruous ideas in the most uncouth
language." Consult the articles "On the Cockney
School," in Blackwood's Magazine (Edinburgh,
October and November, 1817), where the ex-

pression was first used; also the article on
Keats's "EndjTnion," in Quarterly Review (Lon-
don. April. 1818).

COCK-OF-THE-PLAINS. See Grouse.

COCK-OF-THE-ROCK (so called from build-

ing its nest on rocks). A remarkable bird of

northern South America, representing a sub-

family (Rupicolinae) of the cotingas, three forms
of which are known. The most familiar is

Rupicola crocea, inhabiting the Ix)wer Amazon
Valley; it is about the size of a large pigeon,

almost purely orange in plumage, and has a
remarkable flat-sided crest. Two other spe<-ies (or

varieties) are found higher up the Amazon, and
in Ecuador. In each case the female is dull olive-

brown and uncrested. They inhabit rocky water-

courses and bushy hillsides, where they remain
close to the ground and build their nests, largely

of mud. on some rock. They are among the birds

which court the females by assembling for

'dances' in certain cleared spaces, each displaying
its showy plumage by queer antics until chosen
by some observant hen.

Great numbers of these splendid birds are shot
annually, as their skins not only command a
high price for millinery purposes, but are much
employed by the Indians in making a variety of
beautiful decorations, and they are thus becom-
ing rare. A 1-irge state mantle, formerly worn
by the Emperor of Brazil, was entirely composed
01 their feathers; and in some districts of South
America, it is said, the natives are, or were,
comjjelled to bring a certain supply of skins as
tribute. Their flesh is well-flavored, but of a
ver\- peculiar color, being bright orange-red.
The cock-of-the-rock is much valued by residents
of the Amazon Valley as a cage-bird. Consult
Hudson, A Xaturalist in the La Plata (London,
1892 ) . See Plate of Cotingas.

COCK-OF-THE-WOODS. See Capebcaillie.

COCKPIT. In old sailing men-of-war the
apartment in whicli the wounded were placed
during the engagement. It was ordinarily below
the water-line on the orlop deck, and 'served,
under ordinary circumstances, as a broad pas-
sageway to the storerooms on each side of it.

xVt one time the warrant oflicers w^ere quartered
in the forward cockpit, and occasionally other
oflScers, for whom there was no room on the
decks above, were quartered in staterooms open-
ing from the after one, where storerooms were
ordinarily placed.

COCK-PIT, The. A London theatre of the
seventeenth century, changed from a cock-pit, on
Cockpit Alley, the present Pitt Place. It was
succeeded by the Ph<Bnix Thesitre, which in turn
was replaced by the Drury Lane Theatre.

COCKRAN, kok'ran, William Bourke ( 1854— ). An American lawyer and politician. He
was born in Ireland, was educated in that coun-
try and in France, shortly after his arrival
in the United States, in 1871, was appointed
teacher in a private academy, and subsequently
became principal of a public school in West-
chester County, N. Y. He studied law at the
same time, was admitted to the bar in 1876. and
soon took a prominent part as a Democrat in
State politics. In 1882 he l)ecame counsel to the
sheriff of New York City, and was reappointed
in 188.5. He was elected to Congress in 188G and
again in 1801 ; opposed the nomination of Cleve-
land for the Presidency: in 1896 supported Mc-
Kinley; and in 1900. advocated the election of
Brj'an. He is an eloquent and polished, though
somewhat florid, speaker.

COCK'RELL, Francis Marion (1834—).
An American lawyer and politician. He was
bom in .Tolinson County. Mo., graduated at
Chapel Hill College in IS;!.!, and practiced law
for some time at Warrensburg. ^lo. During the
Civil War he served in the Confederate Army,
in wliich he ro.n<' to the rank of brigadier-general,
and since 1874 has l>een a Demwratic meml>er
of tlic I'nited States Senate.

COCKROACH, or Koach. An orthopterous
insect of the family BInttidie. several spj^-ies of
which are household pests throughout the civil-

iz«'d world. Those most common are: (1) The
Croton-btig {Blotta Grrmanica) , so called from
its becoming noticeable in New York when
Croton water was introduced, hut which is of
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foreign origin, and of eu&uiupulitun range, having
followed civilized man to all parts of the globe;

it is of nu-diuMi bize, brown or yellowish, with
winga, iu the adult, extending beyond the abdo-
men. (2) The Oriental or pro{)er cockroach
{Periplaiicta Oricntalis) is also a widely dis-

tributi'd pest, introduced from tlie East. Al-

though it is not at all related to the beetles

( Coleoptera ) , its British name 'black beetle*

•well describes its dark, shining, robust appear-
ance: its wings are characteristically shorter
than the abdomen. (3) The American cockroach
( Pcriplancta Americana) probably originated in

tropical America, whence it long ago spread to
most of tlie seaport cities of the world; it is

large and reddish brown, with very long wings.

(4) The Australian cockroach {Periplaneta Aus-
tralasia'), much like the American, but smaller.

In addition to these, whicli frequent houses,
bakeries, warehouses, and shipping, there are a
large number of wood-cockroaclies but rarely

that they serve as scavengers to a small degree,
and are the enemies of bedbugs.

Consult: for extended illustrated accounts of
Kptx;ies above mentioned, Marlatt, Household In-
sects (Dei)artment of Agriculture, Washington,
18!)0; revised reprint, 1!)02) ; for general account
of the Blattida", De Saussure, Melanycs Orthopt^-
rologiques, fascicule ii. (Geneva, 1878) ; for

structure. Carpenter, Insects: Their Structure
and Life (Ix)ndon, 1809).

Fossil Forms. During the latter part of the
Paleozoic era cockroaches seem to have been
very abundant, and to have formed the dominant
feature of the insect life of that time. Their
remains are present, though much less abun-
dantly, in the Triassic rock's also, and some have
been found in the Tertiary. The t<jtal number
of fossil species is about 225, of which number
193 species are Paleozoic, and of these 133 are
American. The Paleozoic cockroaches are as a
rule larger, and have broader bodies than do the
modem species. Their wings are quite common

COCKBOACHE8 INFESTIN'Q HOUSES.

1, The American cockroach (Periplaneta Americana). 2, Egg-capsule or 'pod' of the same (somewhat enlarged); a,
side view; b, end view; the dotted figure shows the natural size. 3, Australian roach (_PeripIaneta Australasiw); nat-
ural size, i. Croton-bug, or Gerniau roacli (lilatta Germanica) ; natural size. 5, Its egg-capsule; double size. 6, Orien-
tal cockroach, or 'black beetle' (Periplaneta Orientalis) ; natural size.

Roaches as a group prefer warm, moist places.

They go abroad mainly at night, and thus often
escape notice even where they are abundant;
and their excessively flattened body permits them
to creep into very narrow crevices—below base-

boards, in table-drawers, etc., where the eggs
('nits') are laid, surrounded by a peculiar 'pod;'

but they are often carried by the female until

nearly ready to hatch. The new-born young
have nearly the same shape as the adult, but are
wingless and pale in color. They are practically

omnivorous, injuring all kinds of provisions,

eating parts of books, blackened boots, and even
the nails and eyelashes of sleeping children. The
loss caused to provisions by their appetite is far

surpassed by the remaining food being rendered
unfit for human use, on account of the nauseous
'roachy* odor noticed wherever they congregate in

large numbers. Their onlv claim to credit is

in the shales of the Coal Measures and Permian
at several localities, such as Richmond, Ohio;
Cassville, W. Va. ; Mazon Creek, 111.; and Com-
mentry, France. At a few localities the larval

forms (nymphs) have been found and described

under the generic name Dipeltis. The cockroach
wings of the Coal Measures are usually found in

shales that are replete with the leaves of ferns.

One of the commonest ferns is Neuropteris, and
the insect's wings so closely resemble the leaflets of

this fern that the likeness has been remarked upon
and explained as a case of protective mimicry,
adopted by the insect to enable it to elude its

pursuers by hiding among the fallen fem-leaves.

For a full history of these insects, with recom-

mendations for their suppression as a pest, con-

sult : Howard and Marlatt, "Principal Household
Insects of the United States," in United fitates

Department of Agriculture, Division of Entomol-
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ogy Bulletin Jf, ne"\v series (Washington, 1896) ;

also JNlaill aud Denny, I'he structure and Life
History of the Cockroach (London, 1887).

COCKS, Richard. A grocer and merchant-
adventurer of Coventry, England. He was one
of the charter nienihers of the East India Com-
pany (1000), merchant at Bayonne, France (1603-
08), and one of the seven Englishmen who accom-
panied Capt. John Saris to Japan, on the first

voyage of Englishmen thither. He established
the British factory on the island of Hirado in
1613, and began June 1, 1615, to keep a journal,
which is now of the greatest value as a contribu-
tion to the historj' of Japan and the foreigners
there during the first quarter of the century, and
as a picture of manners and customs. The Diary
ends Alarch 24, 1022. The great hope of the Eng-
lish was to open commerce with China, but they
could not successfully compete with the Dutch,
who undersold them, and in the end starved them
out of the country. In April, 1623, the dissolu-
tion of the English factory was decided upon,
and Cocks and the other Englishmen arrived at
Batavia Januarj' 27, 1624. Cocks made many
travels through Japan, even to Yedo, meeting
lyeyasu and many native notables and the
Korean Embassy. He introduced white potatoes
into Japan from Java, and 'Java potato' is still

the name applied to this tuber by the Japanese.
The diary of Richard Cocks, carefully edited and
annotated by Edward Slaimde Thompson, with
introduction and index, was published in two
handsome volumes by the Hakluyt Society (Lon-
don, 1883).

COCKSCOMB (from its crest, resembling the
comb of a cock), Celosia cristata. An annual
plant of the natural order Amarantacese, a native
of the tropics, and formerly much grown in

greenhouses and gardens. It grows with an up-
right stem, which becomes flattened upward,
divides, expands, and forms a sort of wavy crest,

covered with pointed bracts, and bearing on
its surface many very small flowers. There are
both tall and dwarf forms, and a number of
colors of each. The plant is of easy cultivation.
See Amaranth.
COCK'S-FOOT GRASS. See Orchard Grass.

COCKSPUR GRASS. See BtR Grass.

COCK'S-SPUR THORN. See Crataegus,

COCKSWAIN. See Coxswain.
COCK'TON, Hexry (1807-53). An English

humorous novelist, born in Ixjudon. His works,
of which Valentine Vox, the Ventriloquist (1840),
is the best, were very successful in their day.
Stanley Thome was illustrated by so distin-

guished a trio as George Cruikshank, Alfred
Crowquill, and John Leech.

COCLES, kc/klez, Hobatius, 'the one-eyed.'
One of the mythical heroes of ancient Rome.
Aided by Lartius and Herminius, he defended
the Sublician Bridge against a great army under
Lars Porsona, keeping the enemy at bay imtil the
Romans behind them destroyed the bridge. When
the bridge was about to fall. Cocles sent his two
companions back ; and when it had fallen, sheath-
ing his sword and praying the river to favor
him, he plunged in and swam safely to the shore.

He received for a reward as much land as he
could draw a plow around in a day, and a statue
in the Comitium. No hero was held in higher
honor, and Roman writers never wearied of tell-

ing what Macaulay repeats in his spirited Lays
of Ancient Rome, "How well Horatius kept the
bridge, in the brave days of old."

COCOA, ku'kd. See Cacao.

COCOA BUTTEB. A pure white solid fat,
obtained from the seeds of Theobroma Cacao,
having a specific gravity of .945 to .952. It is

used in cosmetics and other pharmaceutical
preparations, and in the manufacture of con-
fectionery. See Cacao; Oils.

COCOANUT, or COCONUT (Fr. coco. Ok.
KovKi, kouki, cocoa-tree, from Anc. Egypt. kukUf
cocoa-tree). The well-known fruit of a species
of palm (Cocos nucifera), perhaps originally a
native of the Indian coasts and South Sea Isl-

ands, although there is evidence of its phehistoric
occurrence on the west coast of Central and
South America. (For illustration, see Plate of
Palms.) It is now diflfused over all tropical
regions. The cocoanut palm belongs to a
genus having pinnate leaves, and male and
female flowers on the same tree, the female
flowers at the base of each spadix. There are
about 30 known species, nearly all of which
are natives of South America. Many of the
species prefer dry and somewhat elevated dis-
tricts. The cocoanut palm, on the contrary, is

seldom found at any considerable distance from
the seacoast, except where it has been introduced
by man, and generally succeeds best in sandy soil
near the sea. It is always one of the first of
the larger plants to establish itself in the low
islands of the Pacific Ocean, as soon as there is
soil enough. It has a cylindrical stem, about 2
feet in diameter, and from 60 to 100 feet high,
with many rings marking the place of former
leaves, and bearing at its summit a crown of
from 16 to 20 leaves, which generally curve down-
ward, and are from 12 to 20 feet in length, with
numerous leaflets, 2 to 3 feet long. The flowers
proceed from within a large pointed spathe; the
fruit grows in short racemes, which bear, in
favorable situations, from 5 to 15 nuts; and 10
or 12 of these racemes, in different stages, may
be seen at once on a tree, about 80 or 100 nuts
being its ordinary annual yield. The tree bears
fruit in from seven to eight years from the time
of planting, and continues productive for seventy
or eighty years. Of the three round, black scars
at one end of the shell, the largest one through
which an opening is commonly made to get out
the milk is the destined outlet of the germinat-
ing embryo, which is situated there, the kernel
consisting generally of the endosperm destined
for its nourishment. The thick husk is remark-
ably adapted to the preservation of the seed,
while the nut is tossed about by the waves,
until it reaches some shore far distant from
that on which it grew.

The cocoanut affords to the inhabitants of
many tropical coasts and islands a great part
of their food ; it is not only eaten as it comes
from the tree, both ripe and unripe, being filled

in a young state with a pleasant, milky fluid,

but is aLso prepared in a variety of ways, as in
curries, etc.

The kernel of the cocoanut contains more than
70 per cent, of a fixed oil. called cocoanut oil,

or cocoanut butter. The oil is it.self an impor-
tant article of commerce, being miich employed
for the manufacture of 'stearin candles.' and
also of a 'marine soap' which forms a lather with
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•M-water. It is also employed as an article of

food, so long as it remains free from rancidity

—to which, however, it is very liable. It is

obtained by pressure of the bruised kernel, or

by boiling over a slow fire, and skimming oiT

the oil as it lloats on the surface. A (|uart, it is

said, may be obtained from seven or eight cocoa-

nuts. It is liquid at the ordinary temperature
of tropical countries, but in colder climates be-

comes a white, solid, butter-like oil. It becomes
liquid about 74° F. It can be separated by com-
pression into a liquid portion called 'olein,' and
u more solid part termed 'stearin,' or 'cocosin,'

which is of complex constitution. The cake re-

sulting from the pressure of the endosperm for

its oil is an important cattle-food. Cocoanut
oil is not a good lamp-oil, as it chars on the
•wick and burns with a smoky flame.

The root of the cocoanut palm possesses nar-
cotic properties, and is sometimes chewed in-

stead of the an>ca-nut. When the stem is young,
its central part is sweet and edible ; but when
old, this is a mass of hard fibre. The terminal
bud (palm-cabbage) is esteemed a delicacy, and
trees are often cut down for the sake of it. The
saccharine sap of the flower-spathes before they
open is a source of toddy and palm wine, and by
distillation the liquor arrack. In the East In-

dies the juice is often boiled down to yield
sugar (jaggery).

The dried leaves of the cocoanut palm are
much used for thatch, and for many other pur-
poses, as the making of mats, screens, baskets,

etc., by plaiting the leaflets. The midribs of the
leaves supply the natives of tropical coasts with
oars. The wood of the lower part of the stem
is very hard, takes a beautiful polish, and is

employed for a great variety of purposes, under
the name of porcupine-wood. The fibrous cen-

tre of old stems is made into cordage. By far
the most important fibrous product of the cocoa-
nut-tree is coir (q.v.), the fibre of the husk of

the somewhat immature nut. If the nuts are
allowed to ripen, the coir is coarser and more
brittle. The husk of the ripe nut is used for
fuel, and also, when cut across, for polishing
furniture, scrubbing floors, etc. The shell of the
cocoanut is made into cups, goblets, ladles, etc.,

and is often finely polished and elaborately orna-
mented by carving.

Cocos butyracea. one of the South American
species of this genus, is a very large tree, and its

nut abounds in an oil and butter of similar
quality to that obtained from the cocoanut. The
double cocoanut of the Seychelles Islands is the
fruit of a palm of a different genus (Lodoicea
sechellarum) . Cocos Weddellianum is the spe-

cies most commonly cultivated in greenhouses
and in the open as an ornamental. For illustra-

tion, see Pai.ms.

COCOANUT or ROBBER CRAB. A large
terrestrial maorurous crab {Birffus latro). of the
East Indies, which feeds on cocoanuts. Although
allied to the hermit, it has the abdomen symmet-
rical and covered above, with a series of horny
plates, so that it requires no borrowed shell or
other artificial protection. It is found in the
islands of the Indian and South Pacific oceans,
and may reach a size larger than that of any
other land crab, enabling it to handle the largest
nuts; and Forbes says that "one of its pincer-
claws is developed into an organ of extraordinary
power, capable, when the creature is enraged, of

breaking a man's arm." Its flesh is edible. It

digs and inhabits burrows and long tunnels, lined

with fibres 8tripj)ed from cocoanuts. In these it

lurks during the day, going abroad, as a rule, only
at night. It feeds mainly upon fallen cocoanuts,

not gathering them from the trees, as has been
asserted, although it often climbs into the palms.
"To get at the contents of tlie nut, the crab first

tears away the fibre overlying the three 'even,'

and then hammers away with its claws at the
latter until a hole is made, when it extracts the

kernel by means of its smaller pincers." This
crab has its gills so modified as to function as
lungs. It occaHJimally visits the water, and
periodically resorts to the sea to spawn, where
the young pass through their developmental
stages in the water like other crabs. Several
species are known. Consult: Darwin, A Natu-
ralist's Vomige (London, 18G0) ; Forbes. A Natu-
ralist's Wanderings in the Eastern Archipelago
(New York. ISS.")). See Plate of Crabs.

COCOA-PLUM. An edible drupaceous fruit

growing on a shrub (Chrysobalanus Icaco) of the

order Rosacese, in Florida and the West Indies.

It is yellow, purple, or black, and is much like

a large plum in appearance. The skin is thin,

and the sweet white pulp adheres firmly to the
stone.

COCOA-ROOT. See Cocco.

COCOA-TREE CLUB, The. A London club,

developed about the middle of the eighteenth
century from the Tory Cocoa-Tree Chocolate
House, which flourished during the reign of

Queen Anne. It was a gathering place of .lacob-

ites, and was frequented by many leading men
of the day.

COCOMA, k6-ko'mft. An important tribe of

Tupian stock, anciently living at the junction
of the Huallaga and Marafion (Amazon), but
now lower down at Nauta, at the entrance of

the Ucayali. northeastern Peru. Before the
Jesuits established missions among them, about
1680, they had the custom of eating their dead
relatives "and grinding their bones to powder
to drink in a native liquor, assigning as a rea-

son that "it was better to be inside a friend
than to be swallowed up in the cold earth."
They are described as shrewd, provident, and
industrious, good boatmen, and braver fighters

than most of the civilized Indians.

COCONUT. See Cocoanut.
COCOON' (from Fr. cocon, dim. of coque,

shell, from Lat. concha, shell). The pupa-case
of an insect. See Insect; Butterflies and
Moths; and Ant.
COCCPA. An agricultural tribe, supposed

to be of Yuman stock, formerly holding the
country about the mouth of the Colorado River
and the head of the Gulf of California, in Mex-
ico, and sometimes ranging northward into Ari-
zona. They still numl)er about 500. but are
rapidly wasting away from contact with Ameri-
can civilization. Their present habitat is on the
Colorado River from the Gila to its mouth.

CO'CO RIVER, Wanks, or Segovia. A river
in Central America, forming a portion of the
boundary line between Honduras and Nicaragua
(Map: Central America, M .5). It runs in a
generally northeasterly direction, and enters the
sea at Cape Gracias S Dios. Its total length is

about 300 miles, and it is navigable through a
portion of the course.
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COCY'TUS (Lat., from Ck. Kw((ut6j, Kdkytos,
river of wailing, from kuk6(iv, kokyein, to wail,

Skt. Am, to cry). A tributary of the Acheron
in Epirus. now called Bw/3<^s. Bobos. Cocjlus was
:tlso the name of a river of the infernal regions,

a branch of the Stj-x.

COD (origin obscure; possibly from cod, shell,

husk, or from Flem. kodde, club, from the

rounded shape of the fish). A fish (Gadus
caUnrias) of the family Gadidje, which almost
rivals the herring in its importance to mankind.
The body is elongate, slightly compressed, and
lai)ers toward the tail, so that with the rather

large head it appears heavy anteriorly. The
body is covered with small scales. There are

three dorsal and two anal fins. From the end
of the lower jaw hangs a well-developed barbel.

The general color varies greatly, being greenish,

brownish, or even yellowish and reddish. The
back and sides have numerous round, reddish-

brown spots. The fins are dark. It will attain

a weight of four to five pounds in about three

years, and may ultimately reach a weight of
*] 50 to 200 pounds, but the usual weight of large

sjiecimens is from 15 to 30 pounds.
The home of this fish is in the shallower parts

of northern seas. "The southern limit of the

species." on the American side of the Atlantic,

according to Goode, "may safely be considered

to be Cape Hatteras, in latitude 35° 10'. Along
the coast of the Middle States, New England,

and British North America, and upon all the

ofl'shore banks of this region, cod are usually

found in great abundance during part of the

year at least, . . . and it is more than prob-

able that they occur in the waters of the Arctic

Sea to the north of the American continent." It

no doubt extends around the northern shore of the

continent to Bering's Strait, and thence into the

North Pacific, for the cod of the coastal waters and
shallows off Alaska, Siberia," and thence down to

Vancouver Island and Japan are the same in ap-

pearance and habits, and probably specifically

identical. On the European side of the Atlantic

it frequents the Scandinavian and Spitzbergen

coasts, the North Sea, and the waters about

Great Britain and Iceland. Its favorite haunts

are the ocean banks, down to about 120 fathoms,

but it frequently approaches close to the coast,

enters bays, and ascends the estuaries of large

rivers. It is a powerful swimmer, predatory,

having strong teeth upon the vomer, and one of

the most voracious denizens of the sea. It eats

anj-thing and everything it can, capturing other

fishes, squids, etc!, in large niunl)ers, and de-

vouring great quantities of deep-sea clams, which

it swallows whole. The stomachs of cods have

supplied to conchologists great numbers of rare

shells, and heiorc the days of deep dredging

many conchological specimens were obtainable

onlv in this way.
These fish are very prolific. fl,OO0.(K)O eggs hav-

ing been taken from a single female weighing 75

pounds^ The spawning season lasts from ()cto-

l)er to April, but the eggs of any given feniale

do not all ripen at once. "Impelled by the

spawning instinct, the cckIs 8e<*k the shoal wa-

ters of the coast or banks in shoals consisting of

both sexes." Here tlie eggs are extruded, float

to the surface, and toss alwut until they hatch,

and the fry escape to become the prey of innu-

merable foes. It appears, however, that many
(some sav most) cod void their eg^s in deep

water, whence they rise and drift toward the
shore. The destruction of eggs and young
through various agencies must be very large;

since, in spite of the enormous numbers pro-

duced, comparatively few reach maturity, so

that the number of cod is limited, and liable

to be materially reduced by persistent fishing.

This diminution began to be felt, in fact, long
ago, the cod almost disappearing from easily

accessible inshore resorts, so that the fishermen
have been obliged to go to the more distant
oceanic banks. To compensate for this loss, the
species has long been extensively propagated,
both in Europe and America, more than 100,-

000,000 fry having been hatched and planted dur-
ing the year 1897 alone by the United States
Fish Commission. For the methods and results

of these efforts, see Fisu-Cultube ; for the meth-
ods, extent, and value of the products of cod-

fishing, see Fisheries; and for portraits of im-

portant species, see Plate of Codfish and Allies,
Several other species, important as food, be-

long to this family, such as tomcod, haddock,
ling, etc., which are elsewhere described. The
'codfish' of the San Francisco markets, however,
is an entirely different fish, a chirid {Ophiodon
elongatus), for which see Cultus-Cod.
For the most complete history of the cod

family, consult G. Browne Goode, in Fisheries

and Fishery Industries of the United States,

Tenth Census (Washington, 1884), in which
other books are mentioned. See Cod-Li\"EB Oil.

CCDA (It., tail, end). The concluding pas-

sage of a musical composition. Originally a
single phrase intended as a M'inding-up cadence,

it grew in importance in the sonata, rondo, etc.,

becoming in some cases an independent move-
ment.

CODAZZI, k6-dat's*, Agostino (1792-1859).
An Italian traveler, engineer, and geographer,
born at Lugo, near Ferrara. He entered the

army as a volunteer, and aftenvards set up
as a merchant at ConstAntinople, whence he
made extensive journeys through Europe. In
1817 he went to the United States. He served

in the Venezuelan Revolutionary Army, and
later entered the Colombian service, in which
he rose in 1826 to be a lieutenant-colonel. From
1831 to 1838 he prepared maps of the State of

Venezuela, being compelled, for the purpose of

topographical surveys, to explore the deserts of
Guiana, and to penetrate nearly to the sources
of the Orinoco. The results of this undertaking
he published in Paris in 1841, under the title

Resumen de la geografia de Venezuela (with an
atlas). He subsequently made surveys of the
Isthmus of Panama, with reference to the pos-

sibility of an interoceanic ship-canal.

CODDE, kAd'dc, Picteb (c.l598-I678). A
Dutch painter, born in .Amsterdam. He is of

the school of Frans Hals, and is known to have
completed one of the letter's pictures. His sub-

jects, generally groups of i)eople drinking, sing-

ing, or dancing, are brilliantly painted and have
much spirit. The U'st of them is "The Ball"
(1633). His treatment of costume is espec-ially

good. It is only recently that his works have
been clearly identified and their value under-

stood.

COD'DINGTON, William (1001-78). One of

the founders, and the first Governor, of the Col-

ony of Rhode Island. He was bom in Boston,
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Lincolnshire, Kn^'hind ; canie to Plymouth Col-

ony in lli'M) with a ooinmission as magistrate,

landed at Salem, and was for some time a trader

in Boston, He underttuik the defense of Ann
Hutchinson, and opposed similar persecution in

other cases, but without success. In l(i38, with
eijfhteen others, he removed to the island of

.Aquidnek (later Rhmle Island), and founded a
colony which was to he "judjjed and jjuided by
the laws of Christ." Coddington was elected CJov-

ornor in 1040. and held tiie oflice until the Colony
was incor|)orated in the charter with Providence
Plantations in 1647. He went to England in

1({41), and two years later obtained a commission
to povem Aqui<lnek and Conanicut for life. His
opponents in the Colony, throu<jh Rojfer \\illiams
and John Clark, succeeded in havinj? this re-

vok€Hl (1(>5'2); but Coddington did not finally

submit until 1655. He became a Quaker in

IHGU, and from 1074 until his death was apain
in ollice as Governor. He left a work entitled.

Demonstration of True Love unto the Rulers of
Massachufietts (1674). Consult "William Cod-
dington in Rhode Island Colonial Affairs," No. 4
of the Rhode Island Historical Tracts (Provi-
dence, 1898).

CODE ( from Lat. caudex or codex, trunk of a
tree, tablet for writing). The word code is

often loosely employed to describe : ( 1 ) A set

of rules of any sort, as when we speak of the
moral code or of the code of honor. (2) Any
compilation of legal rules, from a collection of

early customs like the Salic law down to the
building laws of a modern municipality.
As a modern legal term, the word code (Fr.

code. It. codice, Sp. cddigo, Ger. Oesetzbuch)
may be defined as an orderly presentation, in

statutory form, of some distinct branch or
fairly extensive portion of the law. On the
Continent of Europe and in Latin America there
are regularly in each State : ( 1 ) A civil code,

setting forth the law of persons, domestic rela-

tions, property, obligations, and succession; (2)
a commercial code; (3) a penal, or criminal,

code; (4) a code of civil procedure; and (5) a
code of criminal procedure. Systematic arrange-
ments of other and less extensive portions of

the law, resembling the English Consolidation
Acts, are sometimes termed codes, but more com-
monly laws. For European and Latin-Ameri-
can civil codes, see paragraph VIII. of the sub-

title History, in the article Ci\aL Law.
In Great Britain, the statutes of the realm

have been revised by eliminating obsolete and
repealed enactments (Revised Statutes, 1870,

1885) ; and statutes relating to certain subjects

have been brought together in consolidation acts,

of which, perhaps, the most important are the
statut<?-law revision and civil-procedure acts of
1881 and 1883: but the only important acts in

which the statutory and common-law rules re-

lating to a given subject have been combined
are: The Bills of Exchange Act (1882): the
Partnership Act (1890) ; and the Sale-of-Goods
Act (1893). In British India codification has
been carried much further. Not only have the
general and provincial statutes been revised, but
there are codes of civil and criminal procedure
(1859 and 1861, new codes 1882 and 1898), a
penal code (1860), and acts nearly equivalent
to codes governing contracts (1872), and trans-
fers of property, easements, and trusts (1882).
Ceylon and the Straits Settlements have adopted

or adapted some of the Indian code-s. Canada,
New South Wales. Victoria. New Zealand, and
Queensland have criminal codes.

In the United States the general or public
statutes of the Federal Government, and those
of a great majority of the States, are periodically
revised, and these revisions are sometimes called
codes. When (as is usually the case) the re-

vision is passed by the Ix'gislature, it replaces
the original acts. The Revised Statutes are
grouiK'd according to the subjocts witli which
they deal, and the arrangement of subjects is

sometimes systematic, but more often alphabeti-
cal. Under either arrangement these compila-
tions ordinarily contain more or less complete
codes of criminal law and procedure, and some-
times codes of civil procedure. Nearly one-
fourth of the States have separate codes of pro-
cedure; a small number have separate penal
codes. The Revised Statutes rarely include any-
thing approaching a complete civil code, and
only four States (California, Louisiana, North
Dakota, and South Dakota) have separate codes
of this character; for in most of the States the
substantive private law, especially the law of
personal property and of contracts, is still in
the main common law. In Louisiana, where the
common law has never obtained, there has been
a civil code since 1808; but no State has yet
passed a civil code which completely supersedes
the common law. The first attempt to combine
common and statutory law in a civil code was
made in Georgia in 1860, in connection with a
general revision of the law ; but this code was
not meant to be a complete enactment of the
common law. Iowa, Ohio, and Texas have gone
further than most of the other States in enact-
ing common-law rules, but not so far as Geor-
gia. The nearest ap])roach to a complete enact-
ment of the common law is found in a civil code
which was drafted in New York, but which was
not adopted in that State. It was adopted in
the Territory of Dakota, 1865, and in California,
1872; and many of its provisions have passed
into the laws of Montana, Utah, and Wyoming.
This code, although frequently revised, has not
completely superseded the common law. Consult
Estate ofApple, 66 Cal. 432.

The question of codification, in England and
in the L'nited States, is practically a question
of the advisability of transforming common law
into statutory law. The conditions are different

from those which have prevailed on the Conti-
nent of Europe. There the earlier modern codi-

fications were provincial ; and they were made
partly to protect existing customs against the Ro-
manizing tendencies of the courts, and partly to
substitute, for the Roman laws, civil and canon
laws written in the vernacular. The great codes
now in force in France. Italy, and Germany were
constructed to replace the earlier local provincial

and State codes and to establish uniform nation-
al law. The codification movement in Switzerland
has the same purpose; it proposes to substitute
federal law for cantonal law. (See CI\^L Law,
History, VIII.) In England the existing com-
mon law is national, and codification by act of
Parliament will simply change its form and the
mode of its future development. In the United
States, also, the common law is national; but
inasmuch as the United States Congress cannot
codify the common law for the States, codifica-

tion is possible only in the form of State codes;
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and even if the State codes were uniform at the

outset, it would be impcssible to keep them uni-

form. Codification in the United States accord-

ingly means the deliberate creation of a diversity

ot laws similar to that which has made national
oditication necessary in Europe. An opposite

movement, toward uniformity, is represented

in the United States by the Negotiable Instru-

ments Act, drafted in 1890 by commissioners
from the several States and already enacted in a
considerable number of States and Territories.

Bibliography. Bentham's works, especially

his Vieic of a Complete Code of Law (Edin-
burgh, 1843) ; Savigny, The Vocation of Our
Age for Legislation and Jurisprudence (1814;
trans, by Hayward, London, 1831); Field,

speeches. Arguments, and Miscellaneous Papers
Xew York, 1884-90) ; Carter, Proposed Codifi-

cation of Our Common Laic (New York, 1884) ;

Provinces of the Written and Unicritten Law
'New York, 1889); Dillon, Our Legal Chaos
New York) ; F. J. Stimson and Munroe Smith.
Statute and Common Law," Political Science

Quarterly, vols. ii. and iii. (New York. 1888-89) ;

llbert, Legislative Methods and Forms (London,
lltOl).

CODE NAPOLEON. Properly, the entire

body of French law as contained in the so-called

Five Codes promulgated between 1804 and 1810.

In general usage, however, the term is restricted

to the first of these, tde code of civil or private

law enacted in 1804 and still in force. The re-

lation of this code to the general development of

iiiuropean law is indicated in Civil Law, His-

tory, VIII. At the outbreak of the Revolution

(1789) there was great diversity in the laws by
which different parts of France were governed,

and the establishment of a general or national

code was one of the reforms urgently demanded.
Such a code was promised in the Constitution of

1791, and the Convention caused a code to be

draughted in 1793: but this draught was rejected

because it contained ''no new and grand ideas,

suitable to the regenerated France." It was not

until the revolutionary storm had spent its force

and Napoleon, as First Consul, had established

a strong government that the work could be

pushed through. In July, 1800, the task was
intrusted to a commission consisting of the most

eminent jurists in France, chief among them
being Bigot-Preameneu, Malleville, Portalis, and
Tronchet These men completed their work in

four months. After the proposed code had been

approved by the principal courts of justice, it

was discussed in the Council of State, where Na-
poleon displayed great interest in the work and
made manv shrewd suggestions, and it was then

Mibmitted,' title by title, to the legislative body.

Mere it encountered opposition, because it was
(onsidered too conservative: and it was not

passed until the legislature had been reformed

into docilitv. The entire code was promulgated

March 21, 1804, as Code citnl des Francais. In

1807 the title was change<l to Code Napol^n.

Ihese two designations have since prevailed al-

lemately. according to the form of government.

After the completion of the civil code, other

co<les were adopted, dealing with civil procedure,

I)enal law, criminal i)nKedure. and commerce.

The Code Napolf-on intro<luced little new law.

It was a compromise lietween the customary law

of the northern provinces, which was substan-

tially German, and the law of eastern and south-

ern France, which was mainly Roman. It con-

sists of three 'books.' The first deals with per-

sons, including family relations. The second
deals with rights in things, but does not include

the law of pledge and mortgage. The third, en-

titled "Various modes of acquiring ownership,"
includes succession, by testament and ah intes-

tato ; matrimonial property law; the law of liens

and mortgages ; and the rules regarding proscrip-

tion.

The great merits of the code are simplicity

(sometimes secured by superficiality) and clear-

ness of statement. In spite of these merits, the

code has aroused the usual amount of contro-

versies, some of which are still unsettled, and has
required no little judicial interpretation. To
contemporary jurists it seemed fairly complete;

but experience has revealed many 'open places'

which have been fiUetl, in part by judicial deci-

sions and in part by supplementary legislation.

There has been also considerable legislative

amendment.
The Code Napoleon, as a result of French con-

quests, was introduced before 1814 into many
parts of central and southern Europe. In most
instances independent national codes have since

been substituted: but the Code Napoleon is still

in force in Belgium, in Holland, in several

Swiss cantons, and in Italy the newer codes

are largely based upon the French. The same is

true of the code of Louisiana, of most of the

Central American and South American codes, and
of the Spanish Code of 1889. The Code Napo-
leon is contained in Roger and Sorel, Codes et

lois usuellcs (1.5th ed. Paris, 1883). There are

commentaries by Marcade and Pont, Explication

th^orique et pratique du code civil (Paris. 1874-

94) ; Mourlon, Repetitions ^crites sur le Code
Napoleon (12th ed. Paris. 188.5).

CODE^INE (from Gk. icwScta, kwleia, a poppy-

head), CHjiNO,. One of the alkaloids found in

opium, in which it exists in relatively small

quantities. In chemical constitution it is close-

ly allied to morphine, from which it is now usu-

ally prepared. Its physiological action is simi-

lar to that of morphine, and it is used in medi-

cine to diminish sensibility to pain: it is also

sometimes prescribed in diabetes. Co<leine is a

white crystalline substance sparingly soluble in

water, freely soluble in alcohol, ether, chloro-

form, and other organic liquids. It may be

readily identified by 'dissolving a small quantity

in strong sulphuric acid and adding a trace of

ferric chloride solution, which produces a blue

coloration. The medicinal dose of codeine is

from one-quarter to two grains.

COa>EX (Lat., trunk of a tree, tablet). The
name 'codex' seems to have been applied first to

books that were made by laying sheets one on an-

other, like tablets, in sets of three, four, or more.

Each one of such sets, when folded and stitched

together, constitutetl a Innik (liber) in the

more technical sense. Any number of these

*lKX)ks' might be bound together in a large lH»ok

or codex. In distinction from the cotlex, the

volume or roll was made by pasting or stitching

the separate sheets together edgewise, thus form-

ing a long ribbon which had to lie rolled in order

to be easily handled.

The word is at present used almost exclusively

for manuscript copies of the whole or parts of

the Bible or of the Greek and Roman classics.
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Some of the most imporUiiL of tlm former
are noted in the artich* on the New Testament
Itxt. (St»e Bmui:.) About a.u. 200 the eodex

form be^jan to supplant the roll form. The ear-

lier codices appear to have been larger than the

later ones. It was perhaps in imitation of the

ap[)earance of the open roll, with its several

parallel columns of readin;^ matter, that the

early codices were written with three or even

four colunuis on a [ja^e. Later it was more
iisual to write but two, and finally but one. Co-

dices were of either paper or parchment—of

various grades—the latter l)eing always the more
common. The oldest codices were written in

uncial script—that is, in semi-capitals; the let-

ters l)eing, as a rule, separate from each other.

They are without word-divisions, punctuation,

breathings, or accents. The separate books have
only the simplest titles. In the fifth and sixth

centuries the text was broken up into large sec-

tions beginning with large capital letters, ac-

cents and breathings were introduced, the titles

enlarged, and more or less of introductory mat-
ter added. Some slight attempts at decoration

were also indulged in. Late uncial codices, from
the seventh to the tenth centurj', were frequent-

ly elaborately decorated with the parchment
colored purple and the text written in gold or
silver letters—e,g. the Codex Rossanensis. In
the monasteries of the Middle Ages decorated
or illuminated manuscripts were manufactured
in large numbers. In the tenth century the

uncial hand gave Avay to the cursive or running
hand. Codices so written are called minuscules,

in distinction from the majuscules or uncials.

For other particulars, see Bible; Book; Pale-
CHiRAPHV; Textual Criticism.

Consult: F. H. A. Scrivener, Introduction to

the Textual Criticism of the New Testament
(London, 1894) ; Gregory, Textkritik des neuen
Testaments (Leipzig, 1900) ; Birt, Das antike
Buchicesen (Berlin, 1882) ; Wattenbach, Pake-
ographic (Leipzig, 1877-78).

CO'DIJE'UM:. See Cboton.

CODICIL (Lat. codicillus, little book or writ-

ing, dim. of codex, code). A supplement to a
will, whereby anything omitted is added, or any-

thing in the body of the will is revoked or ex-

plained or changed, as to provide for altered

circumstances of the testator or beneficiaries,

A codicil is authenticated or executed in the
same manner as the will, and is considered a
part of the will.

There may be as many codicils to a will as a
testator cares to make, and where a provision
in a codicil is inconsistent with a provision in

a Avill, the provision in the codicil governs, as

the purpose of making the codicil is to express
the testator's latest wishes as to the disposition

of his property after his death. By the Roman
and early English law a codicil was an informal
will, made without the appointment of executors,
which was considered necessary in a valid will

;

but the term is no longer used in this sense. See
Will, and the authorities there cited.

CODIFICATION. See Code.

CODLING (dim. of cod). A squirrel-hake
(q.v.) . or some other species of the genus Phj'cis.

CODLING MOTH. A small tortricid moth
(Carpocapsa pomonella), which is the most
serious pest of the apple, flourishing wherever
that fruit is cultivated. The females go about

depositing eggs in the blossom-ends of the ap-
ples, when the fruit is beginning to form^-one
egg, usually, in each blossom. They hatch in a
short time, and the almost invisible caterpillars

eat their way into the core, where they rapidly
grow into the 'apple-worms' too often exposed by
our incautious biting. They are nearly an inch
long, wlien fully grown, and whitish, with pale-

yellow heads. When about three weeks old they
bore through to the rind, leave the fruit, and,
seeking some protected place, spin tough gray
silken cocoons, in which they remain until
spring, when they mature and emerge in time to

attack the starting fruit. The pjerfect insects

fly only at night, and are rarely seen ; they
measure about an inch across the open wings,
"and the fore wings are gray with dark, wavy
lines and a bronze spot on the outer margin; the
hind wings are brown." Spraying with London
purple has proved verj' successful as a pre-

ventive; and various methods of trapping have
been tried—the traps consisting of convenient
harbors, as loose wads of old carj)et, rough little

boxes, loose piles of shingles, etc., placed near
gathered fruit and tempting to the worms as
residences, which later may be taken out and
burned. See Apple Insects.

COD-LIVER OIL ( Oleum Morrhuce, or Oleum
Jecoris Aselli) . One of the most valuable thera-

peutic agents at the disposal of the medical
practitioner. It is a pale-yellow fixed oil, ob-

tained from the livers of the cod ( Gadus callarias)

and of other related species of fish that are
caught in the northern parts of the Atlantic

Ocean. Cod-liver oil is a better food and is

more rapidly absorbed than any other oil ; its

value as a food is due mainly to its being much
more readily oxidized than other oils. The l)ene-

fit derived from it in disease associated with
loss of flesh cannot be overestimated. It is given
ir tuberculosis, in rickets, in tertiary syphilis,

in chronic bronchitis, chronic eczema, in many
nervous diseases, in general feebleness, etc. It

should, however, be administered with some cau-

tion, and in moderate quantities, larger doses

being liable to cause sickness and diarrhoea. In

those eases in which the oil is rejected by the

stomach, it may be rubbed into the skin, through
which it is readily and certainly absorbed; this

treatment is, of course, disagreeable on account
of the nauseating smell of the oil. The taste

of the oil may be masked to some extent by tak-

ing it in coffee or in whisky, or bj' adding to a
dose of the oil a few drops of ether and a drop
of oil of peppermint. The taste is completely
abolished by taking the oil in soft gelatin cap-

.sules now prepared by many manufacturing
houses; after remaining in such capsules for

some time, the oil turns rather dark, but does

not seem to be thereby deteriorated. Cod-liver

oil is often taken in the form of emulsions. An
emulsion recommended by many medical men
contains, besides cod-liver oil, the yolk of an
egg, powdered tragacanth, elixir of saccharin,

sodium bicarbonate, tincture of benzoin, oil of

bitter almonds, chloroform, alcohol, and water.

With malt extract, too, cod-liver oil makes an
excellent emulsion. The common dose of the

pure oil is from a dessert-spoonful to a table-

spoonful three times a day.

Manufacture. In preparing the oil for

medicinal purposes, only perfectly healthy livers

should be used, and the green-colored (or spot-
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ted), diseased livers rejected. In former times
the oil was obtained as follows. The fishermen
would stow away the livers in barrels, which
were kept unopened till the end of the fishing

t»fcason ; that is to say, from one to four months.
During that time the livers would undergo putre-

faction, their hepatio aills, containing the oil,

would burst open, and the escaping brownish-
yellow oil (called pale oil) would rise to the
top of the barrels and be drawn off. The livers

would then be allowed to undergo further putre-
faction, and a quantity of dark-brown oil (called

light-brotcn oil) would again be drawn off.

Finally, by heating the dismtegrated liver-resi-

dues thus obtained above the boiling tempera-
ture of water, a last quantity of oil (called 6roim
oil, tliough really black), would be obtained. This
primitive method, a knowledge of the details of
which would render the oil too repulsive to most
I»atients to swallow, is still employed to some
extent. By far the greater quantity of the
oil. however, now reaching the market is pre-

pared in a much cleaner way by the steam
proc-ess first introduced by Miiller in 1853. In-

stead of allowing the livers to undergo putre-
factive decomposition. Miiller obtained the oil

by simply heating for about three hours the
fresh livers, which were carefully selected,

cleaned by washing with water, and separated
fiom the gall-bladders.

To avoid delay, the livers are often heated on
board vessels, in wooden apparatus, steam being
conducted directly into the mass of livers. Usu-
ally, however, the livers are heated in tinned
sheet-iron vessels, either single or double walled.
The single-walled apparatus is heated over large

water-baths; the double-walled by passing steam
into the space inclosed between the interior

and the exterior walls. In all these apparatus
the temperature is about that of boiling water.

An improvement recommended during recent

years consists in heating the livers at a con-

siderably lower temperature, for a much shorter
time, and as far as possible out of contact
with the air; it is a.sserted that in this man-
ner the oxidation of the oil may be almost
completely prevented and that the oil would,
therefore, not become rancid, nor acquire the
disagreeable property of causing eructations.

Composition. Besides a large proportion of

its, cod-liver oil has been shown to contain (1)

a peculiar principle called gaduin (CkH^O,) ;

(2) a crystalline substance called morrhuol: (3)

traces of bromine and iodine; (4) biliary prin-

ci|>Ics: and other substances. The brown oils

contain also considerable quantities of ptomaines,
which cannot but be injurious to health; bleach-

ing brown oil by sunlight only masks the pres-

ence of such substances without destroying their

injurious properties, and should therefore not be

resorted to. It is generally l)elieved that the

great benefit derived from cod-liver oil in tuber-

culosis is due to the specific action of some
active principle that must be containtnl in the

oil. It is probable, however, that the effect is

due to nothing but the food-value of the fatty

constituents of the oil. These fats are commonly
assumed to consist, like other natural fats, of

the glycerides of oleic, palmitic, and stearic

acids. MJiller's chemist, P. M. Heyerdahl, states,

on the contrary, that cod-liver oil contains a

little palmitic, but no oleic or stearic acid; ac-

« ording to him it consists mainly of the glyoer-
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ides of therapic and jecoleic acids (C,tH»0, and
t^'iJIssOu respectively), two unsaturated organic
acids which are not known to exist anywhere else

in nature, and to which the therapeutic action of
cod-liver oil is due. The solid fat that is some-
times removed by freezing the oil is, according
to Heyerdahl, also composed mainly of those
glycerides; so that its removal appears to serve
no purpose whatever. In view of the readiness
v.ith which the fats of cod-liver oil imdergo
oxidation, the oil should be kept out of contact
with the air. Cod-liver oil is now prepared in

Norway, the United States, Canada, Newfound-
land, Great Britain, Iceland, and Russia. By
far the greater proportion of the oil reaching the
market comes from Lofoten and Romsdal in

Norway.

CODOGNO, kft-do'ny*. A city in the Prov-
ince of Milan, north Italy, 30 miles east of
Pavia (Map: Italy, D 2). It is the principal
export market for Parmesan cheese, and has tan-

neries and linen, silk, and majolica factories.

Population (commune), in 1881, 11,444; in 1901,
11,594.

COD'RINGTON, Sir Edwabd (1770-1851).
A British admiral, born in Gloucestershire. He
entered the nsLxy in 1783, and at Trafalgar (Oc-
tober 21, 1805) was captain of the Orion. He
afterwards served in the ^Mediterranean and in

North America, and rose to the rank of vice-ad-

miral in 1821. In 1826 he was appointed com-
mander-in-chief of the ilediterranean Squadron,
and commanded the English, Russian, and French
fleets against the Turks at the battle of Navarino
(q.v. ), immediateh' after which he was recalled

for having exceeded his orders. He was made ad-
miral in 1837. Consult the ilemoir of the Life of
Sir Edward Codrington, edited by his daughter.
Lady Bouchier (London, 1873-75).

CODRINGTON, Sir William John (1804-
84). An En;:lish general, son of Sir Edward
Codrington. He entered the army in 1821. Dur-
ing the Crimean War he commanded a brigade
at the battle of the Alma and at Inkerman, and
in 1855 succeeded Sir .lames Simpson as com-
mander-in-chief in the Crimea. He was elected

to Parliament in 1857, was Governor of Gibraltar
from 1859 to 1865, and in 1863 was appointed
general.

COa)BUS (Lat.. from Ok. KMpoj, Kodros).
The reputiMl last King of .\thens. He was the son
of Melanthus, and is supposed to have reigned
about B.C. 1060. According to tradition, he
sacrificed his life for his country during a war
between the .\thenians and the Dorians. An
oracle having declared that the people whose king
was slain by the enemy should be victorious,

Codrus, in the disguise of a peasant, went to the
Dorian camp and provoked a quarrel, in which
he was killed. His son Medon was chosen
Archon for life.

COT)Y, Wiii.iAM Frederick (1845—). An
American scout and showman, known as 'Buffalo

Bill.' He was bom in Scott Coimty. Iowa, and
became one of the riders of the Pony Express
(q.v.) at its establishment in I860, and at the
l>eginning of the Civil War was a Government
scout and guide. In 1863 he enlisted in the
Seventh Kansas Cavalry, and at the close of the

war contracted with the Kansas Pacific Railroad
to furnish buffalo-meat to its laborers building
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the line, in this wa^ earning the name 'Buffalo

Bill.' He was again with the army as scout
from 1808 to 1872, when lie wax elected to the

Nebraska Legislature. He served in the Fifth
Cavalry in the Sioux War of 1876, and in the
battle of Indian Creek killed Chief Yellow Hand.
In 1883 he organized his 'Wild West Show,* a
representation of actual life on the plains, and
in 1887 took the 'show' to Europe for the first

time.

COEDUCATION (Lat. co-, together + edu-
catio, education, from educare, to bring up, to
educate). The association of the sexes in the
same classes for instruction is a system that
prevails generally in the public elementary
schools of the United States and quite exten-
sively in Europe. Except in a few large Eastern
cities, as New York and Boston, the free public
elementary school in the United States is a
mixed school. On the other hand, somewhat less

than half the private elementary schools in this

country are either for boys, or for girls, ex-
clusively, and in 1899-1900 about 9 per cent,

of the pupils receiving elementary instruction
were in such schools. The English elementary
schools have since 1891 become practically free,

and largely coeducational. In France each
commune having more than .500 inhabitants must
establish a separate elementary school for girls,

unless a mixed school is sanctioned by the de-
partmental council. In Prussia the Volksschu-
len, or people's schools, were, according to the
law of 1871, advised to separate the sexes wher-
ever possible, except when there were only two
teachers in a school. Nevertheless, in 1896 the
mixed schools exceeded the others by more than
half. In Switzerland the elementary schools are
very largely mixed schools: but the course of
study and the length of the course in some
cantons vary for the sexes, while in Basel the
boys' and girls' schools are separate. In Sweden
practically all, and in Austria 85 per cent, of

the public elementary schools, are coeducational

;

while in Italy the reverse is triic, only about one-
fifth of the schools of this grade having such a
character.

When, however, we turn to secondary educa-
tion, we find that in Europe the sexes are almost
universally separated. In Prussia the various
classes of Gymnasium and Realschulen are. with
the exception of a few girls' g^'mnasia, for boys
exclusively. Elsewhere in Germany, where girls

are given public secondary education, as in
Bavaria, Saxony, and Baden, their schools are
separated. The French public secondary school
system consists of State lyc^es and communal
colleges for boys and girls separately. The sec-

ondary schools of Switzerland and for the most
part those of Sweden keep the sexes apart. Eng-
land has no public secondary schools for girls.

The private secondary schools are, to a slight
extent, coeducational when they are predomi-
nantly day schools or contain younger children.
In the United States the contrast is striking.
In 1899 there were 5495 public high schools, of
which 5439 were coeducational, 22 for girls only,
and 34 for boys. Of 1957 private secondary
schools, 1092 were coeducational, 541 for girls,

and 324 for boys, exclusively. The public normal
schools in 1898-99 numbered 166. Of these, two
•were distinctly for women ; twelve had no men in
attendance, though presumably coeducational;
the rest contained both sexes. Of the 165

private normal sdiools five jjrepare kindergarten
teachers and have no men in attendance, one is

distinctly for women, wliile two olliers have no
men, and three no women in attendance. The
rest have a mixed attendance. The English
training-schools for teachers, the French primary
and superior normal schools, and the Prussian
normal schools separate the sexes.

An examination of the facts stated above will
show that so far as Europe is concerned they
bear out the general theory current there, that
the sexes sliould be separated as far as possible

in education. Wherever separate schools can be
maintained, the Frencli and Prussian S3^stems
require them, and they are plainly favored by
the English. Since, however, elementary in-

struction has come to be regarded as necessary
for both sexes, wherever financial considerations
prevent separate schools, the elementary school
is mixed. And it is this financial consideration
that has most largely been the occasion of mixed
schools in the United States. Through the
efforts of Horace Mann, a system of town coedu-
cational high schools was in 1826 initiated in

Massachusetts, and from that' time on such
schools spread, at first slowly, then rapidly,

throughout the Republic, until to-day they are
almost within reach of all. The victory of

public secondary education was in general the
victory of coeducation.

The Civil War placed both elementary and
secondary education largely in the hands of

women teachers. There accordingly followed a
demand on their part for better opportunities
for instruction. Oberlin Collegiate Institute in

Ohio had, in 1833, admitted women. In 1855
Antioch College, also in Ohio, was founded—co-

educational from the beginning, and having as
its first president Horace Mann, the ardent advo-
cate of this system. The following State univer-

sities were from the beginning coeducational:

Utah, opened in 1850; Iowa, opened in 1850;
Washington, opene<l in 1862; Kansas, opened in

1866; Minnesota, opened in 1868; and Nebraska,
opened in 1871. The State universities of In-

diana and Michigan admitted women in 1868
and 1870 respectively. To-day, of the thirty-

two State universities, all except those of Vir-
ginia, Georgia, and Louisiana are coeducational.

Of private colleges, Cornell, after an investi-

gation and stimulated by a generous offer from
Henry W. Sage, admitted women in 1872. Other
private institutions were, however, somewhat
slow to follow. Boston University, founded
in 1873. admitted women from the first, and in

1883 the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
became coeducational. To-day, of fifty-eight

leading colleges and universities, four are inde-

pendent colleges for women, three are women's
colleges affiliated with colleges for men. thirty

are coeducational, and of the remaining twenty-
one, five have affiliated women's colleges. In
addition, all the great university foundations,

except Har\'ard and Princeton, admit women to

graduate instruction. Only twelve of the fifty-

eight institutions admit women to none of their

departments; and these are, with one or two
exceptions, on the Atlantic seaboard. W'omen
are also rapidly gaining ground in the profes-

sional colleges.' In 1899 eighty out of 149 col-

leges of medicine, sixty-four out of eighty-six

colleges of law, forty-four out of fifty-six colleges

of dentistry, and forty-eight out of fifty-two col-
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leges of pharmacy in the United States were
cueducatiunal.

In Canada, McGill University was opened to
women in 18S3. To-day all the Canadian uni-
versities, six in number, admit women. The
leading universities of Australia admit women
not only as students, but as lecturers and pro-
lossors. In 1878 the University of I^ndon
opened all degrees, honors, and prizes to students
of both sexes on equal terms. Victoria Uni-
versity and the University of Wales give similar
jjrivileges to women. The University of Durham
e.vcludes women from only the degree in theology.
Cambridge admits women to nearly all university
and college lectures and grants a titular degree
to such as fulfill the regular conditions. This
degree, however, does not admit them to the
governing lx)ard of the university. At O.xford
women are admitted to nearly all university and
college lectures, except those in medicine. They
may take the examinations, and the results are
announced, but they do not receive a degree.
The four universities of Scotland, Aberdeen,
^aint Andrews, Edinburgh, and Glasgow admit
A omen to all degrees except in law, and Aberdeen
ven to that. The Royal University of Ireland

grants equal privileges to both sexes. In France
women are admitted to lectures on the same
terms with men, professors, however, having
a discretionary power of exclusion.

In Germany the struggle of women for admis-
sion to the universities has been especially stub-
born, and resistance has now to a very consider-
able extent given way. To be admitted, a woman
must obtain consent from the Minister of In-

struction, the rector of the university, and the
professors whose courses she wishes to attend.
Ordinarily only the courses of the philosophical

faculty are thrown open to them, but in a few
cases women have attended courses in medicine
and law. Heidelberg, Freiburg, and Gottingen
were among the first to grant the degree of

Ph.D. to women; but in 1898 Berlin, perhaps the
most conservative of all in this respect, bestowed
this degree on Friiulein Neumann. In 1898-99,

315 women, mostly foreigners, attended the Ger-
man universities. In Austria, since 1878, women
have been admitted to the eight universities as
hearers, and recently, in the case of foreigners,

as matriculated students. During the winter of

1899-1900 forty women were registered at

Vienna, and in 1897 the degree of M.D. was
granted to Friiulein Possauer. In 1895 the three

Hungarian universities were thrown open to

women, and graduates of the medical depart-

ments are allowed to practice. The Italian uni-

versities have, since 1876, all been ojK^n to

women on the same terms with men, and the fe-

male attendance is large. The medical facultie.s

of the Swedish universities were opened to women
in 1870. and those of law and philosophy in 1873.

ill 1899 six women had taken the degree of

Licentiate in Philosophy, and one that of Doctor
of Laws. The latter. Friiulein Eschelsson. was
made privat-dficent (q.v.). to lecture on civil law.

In Switzerland the universities are all open to

women, and in most cases on the same terms
as to men. .\t Zilrich women were formally

admitted in 1872, and they are even permitted to

hold professorial chairs. There were, in 1895,

200 women in attendance, and a woman was lec-

turer on Roman law. Women have been ad-

mitted on the same terms as men to the Uni-

versity of Copenhagen since 1875. The Spanish
universities and those of the Netherlands are
equally open to both sexes. Russian higher edu-
cation for women has had a stormy history. The
medical schools were opened to them about 1800,
then closed, and again in 1872 reopened on ac-
count of the Nihilism that sprang up among
women who went abroad, and particularly to
Switzerland, to study. A separate medical
school for women was established at Saint
Petersburg in 1872, suppressed in 1882 on ac-
count of Nihilism, and in 1897 reopened. The
universities are now closed to women, but there
are higher courses given to them at Saint Peters-
burg under the Minister of Public Instruction.

Investigations made by the University of Wis-
consin, and in 1893-94 by the University of
Virginia, have shown that in ct>edueational in-

stitutions, according to testimony gathered in
the United States and England, women e«]ual
or even surpass men in excellence of scholarship.
Up to 1898 54 per cent, of the women taking
examinations for matriculation at the University
of London had passed, as against 53 per cent, of
men for the same period. Nor has the percent-
age of withdrawals from college on account of
health been greater with women than with men.
Investigations into the health, etc., of college
women are given under Collegiate Edl'catiox
FOB WoxiEN. In the West, where coeducation is

practically universal, no evil consequences have
spnmg from it, and there is but slight demand
for separate schools. The main objection of l)oth

male and female students to coeducation is that
it implies more restraint than exists where the
sexes are apart. Of the many arguments for
coeducation, doubtless that of economy has been
most effective. It is noteworthy that in a report
of the Massachusetts Society for the University
Education of Women the fact that the Uni-
versity of California had a preponderance of
women students was taken as a sign of the need
for a separate college. Indeed, it may be said
that having won, in most cases, their contention
for admission to institutions for men, the advo-
cates of higher education for women are turning
their attention more and more toward separate
schools, and that the privilege of separate edu-
cation is, particularly in the East, coming to be
sought and preferred by women rather than by
men. Consult: Clarke. «Siejr in Education (Bos-

ton, 1873) ; Fairchild. "Coe<iucation of the
Sexes," in Ut^ort of United States Conimisftioncr

of Education (Washington. 1898), and Circular

of Information, No. 2 (1883), on coeducation
in the public schools; A. Solman Smith, "Co-
education of the Sexes in the United States,"

with bibliography, in Ifepori of United States
Commissioner of Education (Washington. 1891-

92) ; "Coeducation." in Rejwrt of United States

Commissioner of Education (Washington. IBM-
OS).

COEFFICIENT (Lat. co-, together -f effxocre,

in work out. prmluce). In algebra, any factor

of an expH'ssion is called the ciienicient of the
rest of the product. The word, however, is nsu-

ally applied only to some factor whose nu-
merical value is expres»e<l or known, and which
appears first in the product—e.g. in the expres-

sion .lax, 3 is the coefficient of ar, and 3rt is the

coefijcient of x. Vieta seems to have intnxluced

the use of the word in this sense (l.iOl). Since

n = 1 •<?. the coefficient 1 mav he understootl be-
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fore any letter. The cueflicients in any alge-

braic e<iuatiun uf the furiii

j-o -|- «,aa-l + a^D~2 -|- . . . . on =0
are relulcd to tlie roiita; thus,

>\ + ri + . . . r„=2i\ = a„ r^rt + r,r, + . .

.

ra - , rji = 2 i\r. = — (/, r^r^ ... >d = ± «d
See EgUATioN ; for differential coefficient, see

Calculus; and for binomial coefficients, Bi-

nomial Theorem.
Detached Coefficients. In many operations

with algebraic functions, in which the letters are

involved in ascending or descending powers, the

required calculation may l)e performed with co-

efficients only—e.g. to multiply

x" + 3x^y + 3xv' + if hy x" + 2xy -\- y'

1
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contains scattered nerve and muscle cells, skeletal
cells, and piginent-cells.

Tlie mouth is usually surrounded with a circle

of tentacles, which function both as organs of
touch and as cai)turing organs. The number
of these oral tentacles varies from two to sev-

eral hundred, and their size and shape vary
quite as much. On these tentacles, and often on
other parts of the body, there are batteries of
remarkable stinging cells. (See Nematocyst. )

These are wanting in only one class, the Cteno-
phores (q.v.). The sense-organs of the Coelen-

terata are very simple, as a rule, and many
torms have no other sense than that of touch.
Pigment eyes and positional organs of several
kinds occur in the free-swimming forms.

FEATURES OF 0(ELENTERATA.

1. Gpneral nnutoniy : a, mouth ; b, gullet ; b, cavity of
the bod.v (enteron) ; e. Integument, compoHed of e<-t<)derm

and en<loderm, separated by a Bpa<« ; c c, convoluted
cords (crimijeda) cuntatniiig thread-<'ells (see 2), and form-
ing the free e<lge8 of the niesent«'r.v («;> ; t t, tentacles;
/• r<'iir()dii<'tive organ contained within the mesentery. 2.

l-eell or stinging-cell (nematocyst) of a hydra, un-
iged: a, formative matrix (cnidnblast): h, colled

1 within the cell; c, trigger hair (cnidodl). 3. The
same everted and dlschargedby rupture of the cell follow-
ing a touch upon the cnldocU.

The sexes are separate, and the eggs are set

free and fertilized in the water. In their life

history the Coelenterata show some of the most
interesting phenomena in the whole animal
kingdom. To understand them we must remem-
ber that these animals not only reproduce by
means of eggs, but even more frequently, like

plants, by budding, and that oftentimes, as in

plants, the buds do not become detached, but re-

main connected with the parent stock as long as

tlioy live. Moreover, in the type of Cflelenterata

we have two very different sorts of individuals

—

those which are" bell-shaped and free-swimming,

known as medusa* (q.v.), and those which are

more or less cvlindrical, and are attached to

some object, known as polyps (q.v.). Now, it

so happens that the polyp form of a species may
give rise to a medusa by budding, and that me-
dusa breaks away and bee(Mnes free-swimming;
it gives rise to eggs which in turn develop into

attached polyps. This process is simple alterna-

tion of generations (q.v.)—that is, each genera-
tion is like its grandparents, and not like its

parents. The process may become simplified,

until the medusa generation is entirely lost, by
the medusa bud never getting free from the
polyp and ultimately losing even the appearance
of a medusa. Or the process may become very
much complicated by additional generations pro-

duced by budding coming in between the others.

The forms which produce the eggs are of course
the sexual generations, while those that produce
the buds are the asexual.
The interesting and important question as to

whether the first Coelenterata were medusoid or
polypoid forms has been vigorou.sly debated,
but is by no means fully determined yet. Owing
to the fact that the buds so often remain inti-

mately connected with the parent, we find more
or less complicated colonies or stocks very com-
mon. These may be free-swimming, as in the
siphonophores (q.v.), having then arisen from
medusae; or they may be fixed as in all corals

(q.v.), and in such cases have arisen from
polyps. In most such colonies, owing to the
division of labor that has taken place, we have
differently appearing individuals in one colony,

some being adapted to locomotion, some to cap-

turing prey, some to digesting food, some for de-

fensive purposes, and some simply for reproduc-
tion.

The Coelenterata are a large group, of many
hundred species, widely distributed in the oceans
of all parts of the world. Only three or
four species are known as occurring in fresh

water. As individuals most of the species are

small, though a few sea-anemones and some me-
dusae reach a diameter of over a foot ; in colo-

nies, however, some of the reef-building corals

cover an extraordinary area. As for color, the
Ctelenterata are among the most gorgeous of

animals; no shades are too exquisite or delicate.

Nearly all are carnivorous, though perhaps some
forms may use vegetable matter in part. The
only species of any direct use to man are the
precious and the lime-protlucing corals.

In classification the Ca-lenterata present dif-

ficulties. The ctenophores are so different in

some important ways from other ctelenterates,

that some zoologists prefer to regard them as a
separate type, especially since two genera are

known that connect them directly with the flat-

worms (Platoda) ; but as they are radially sj-m-

metrical and have a gastro-vascular system, they

really come within the definition of coelenterates.

The type then may be divided into three great

classes: (1) fli/drozoa (q.v.), which have no
gastral filaments and have an endodermal ce.soph-

agus. if any; (2) 8ci/phozoa (q.v.). which have
endodermal ga.stral filaments and give rise to

me<lusir; (3) Actinosoa, or Anthosoa (q.v.).

which are polyp-fonn, possess mesenteries, and
never give rise to medusie: and (4) Ctenophnra
(q.v.), distinguished by having eight meridional

rows of swimming-plates.

Fossir, Forms. The Coplenterata comprise

some of the oldest fossils found in the Lower
Cambrian rocks (Archseocyathus and Ethmophyl-
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lum) ; thoy iiuTeiise rii|)idly in variety, imd nt-

tuiiu'tl iilrciuJy. i-arly in tlie Silurian, jj;ri>at ini-

jw)rtani'i'asnK'iv-l)uiliii'rrt in thcrt'ef-buildin^coralrt

(see CoRAi, Isi.A.M»; Limkstone; Dolomite),
which persistcil throu^fh all furniations to the

jiresent time, their remains often forming the

greater part of whole mountain rangj's. aa in

the Southern Alps. Medusoid impressions, repre-

scMiting not only the Hydroniedusie. hut also

the Soyphomeduarp, occur as early as the Cambrian
in Bohemia, Sweden, and North America, and are

known fnmi later rocks. (See ^Medusa; .Telly-

F18JI.) Those suborders of the Hydromedusae,
whose species possess either chitinous-ealcareous

or calcareous skeletons—viz. the Hydrocorallinse

and Tubularitp—are also found in the fossil con-

dition, though only sparingly and not until the

Mesozoic and Tertiary formations. The most
important representntives of the first suborder
are the calcareous skeletons of Millepora, appear-
ing in the Eocene, and of the second sub-order,

the masses of calcareous concentric lamelhe with
supporting pillars, which have been described

as Ellipsactinia from the Alpine Jurassic, and
as Parkeria and Porosphiera from the Cretace-
ous. Similar calcareous concentrically lamellose
forms, but without larger apertures on the sur-

face, the Stromatoporoidea (see Stromatopora) ,

are extremely common in the Silurian and De-
vonian systems, where they were reef-builders

and important rock-making organisms, being
associated with the corals. Their real systematic
position being unknown, they are provisionally
allied Avith the Hydromedusa*.
A like relation to the Hydromeduste is held by

the graptolites (see Graptolita), which, form-
ing chitinous hydroid-like colonies, swarmed,
either as holoplanktonic or pseudoplanktonic or-

ganisms, in the Silurian seas. They differ in

some important features, as the possession of a
sicula and virgula, from the hydroids. On ac-

count of the world-wide distribution of their spe-

cies and their short range, they are most impor-
tant horizon-markers or index fossils.

For bililiography of fossil forms, see the ar-

ticles on Coral ; Graptouta ; MEDUSiE ; Stboma-
topora; Jelly- Fibii; etc.

See also Acaleph.e; Alcyonaria; Sea-Anem-
ones; Anthozoa; Hydroids; Polyps; Portu-
(ifESE !Man-of-war; Sea-Fans; Sea-Pen; Si-

puonophora; Zoophytes. Consult: Agassiz, L.,

Contributions to the Natural History of the

United States, vols. iii. and iv. (Boston, 1862) ;

Agassiz, A.. Monofiraph of North American
Acalephw, and other papers in the Memoirs of
the Museum of Comparative Zoology; and
Fewkes, "Aid to Collectors of Cflelenterata," etc.,

Bulletin of Essex Institute, vol. xxiii. (Salem,
1893).

C<EIiE-SYRIA, sg^^-sir^-a (Lat., from Gk.
KofXij Sup/a, Koile Syria, hollow Syria). A geo-
liraphical term used by Greek writers in three
different senses: (1) Originally, in the first cen-

tury of the Selucid era. Ca?le-Syria was the
name given to the region lying between the
Jjebanon and Anti-Lebanon mountains in Svria
(cf. I. Esdras iv. 48). 'The Valley of Lebanon'
denotes the same district. (2) Later, in the
second century B.C., it was used to designate all

the Syrian regions in the southwest—i.e. East
and West Palestine, the Lebanon region, and
other adjacent lands except Phoenicia. Such
is its significance in most instances in I. Esdras

and in the i^'irst and Second .MaccalMH-s. (li) In
Koman times Ca-le-Syria did not include West
Palestine, certainly not Samaria and .ludea. and
probably not Galilee. It then signified that por-
tion of Syria of which Damascus was the me-
tropolis—i.e. the Lebanon countries, the terri-

tory about Damascus, and East-.Iordan Palestine.
Some ancient writers, as Polybius and Josephus,
at times use the term in a loose way, as includ-
ing all southern Syria as far as the Egyptian
border.

COELHO, kd-a'ly6 ( Port., rabbit), or Conejos.
The rabbit-lish {I'romcthichthys Prometheus) of
tlie Middle Atlantic, so called in Madeira. See
Rabbit-Fisii.

COELHO, GoN^ALO. A Portuguese navigator,
the commander of a ship on the coast of Sene-
gambia about 1488. He is supposed to have
been the leader of the expedition of I'lOl to ex-

plore the Brazilian coast. Afterwards he was
placed in conunand of six ships sent out from
Lisbon in 1503 to seek a passage to the East
Indies around the southern part of Brazil, the
extent of South America being at that time un
known. After suffering shipwreck and becoming
separated from a part of his fleet, Coelho con-

tinued his journey of exploration in the remain-
ing ships beyond the present site of Rio de
Janeiro, returning to Lisbon in 1506.

COELHO DE ALBUQUERQUE, d& al'bM-
k^r'kil, DuARTE ( 1537-C.7!)). A Portuguese gov-
ernor. He was born at Olinda, Pernambuco, and
was the oldest son of Duarte Coelho Pereira,

whom he succeeded as Captain-General of Per-
nambuco in 1554, which possession, after com-
pleting his education in Europe, he governed per-

sonally from 1560 to 1572. On his return to

Portugal he accompanied Dom SebastiSo to Af-
rica, was captured by the Moors, August 4,

1578. and died in captivity at Fez.

CCE'LICA (Lat. nom. pi., celestial, from
caelum, heaven). A collection of short poems by
Fulke Greville (1633).

CCELIC'OLJE (Lat., worship>ers of heaven).
A sect oondenmed in decrees issued by Theo-
dosius II. in 408 {Cod. Theodos. 16, 5, 43) and
in 409 {Cod. Theodos. 16, 8, 19) as marked by
a "new and unwonted audacity," and, as heret-

ical, ordered to conform within a year or take
the consequences. Augustine alludes to it in a

letter {Ep. xliv., cap. vi., § 13) written in 398.

Consequently the sect was extant in the fourth

and the fifth centuries. It seemingly did not last

much longer. Its exact nature is difficult to de-

termine, but probably it presented a combination
of .Jewish and Christian doctrines and practices,

among which the most prominent was the use of

baptism along with circumcision.

COELLO, k6-a'lyft, Aix)Nzo Sanchez (c.l515-

90). A Spanish painter of Portuguese descent,

born near Valencia. His first work was done
probably imder some minor Flemish master in

Madrid. Afterwards he went to Lisbon with An-
tonio Moro, and worked there until he succeeded

that artist as Court painter to Philip II. of Spain.

He l>ecame a great favorite with Philip, and ex-

ecuted many portraits of the King, his children,

and the personages of the Court. Among his best

works are portraits of Don Carlos and the Infanta

Isabella in the Prado; of two unknown ladies,

life-size, in the Museum of Vienna, and that of
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Alexander Famese in the Uerniitage at Saint
I'etersburg. In the Escorial there are some far
less interestini^ pictures of saints by him, and
there is a ''Siartyrdom of Saint Sebastian" in .

tiie Prado, which is one of his best subject pic-

tures.

COELLO, CL.\rDio (1021-93). A Spanish
luiinUT, born in Madrid. He studied under
I'raniesco Kizi, and afterwards under Carreuo de
Mirado, who was a pupil of Velasquez. Coello
was in Rome for some time and returned to

8pain in company with the painter Jose Donoso.
Together the artists painted many large pictures

lor churches, and decorations in fresco for vari-

ous palaces. All of these works have disap-

peared. Their designs for the triumphal arches
raised to celebrate the marriage of Charles II.

with Marie Louise d'Orleans brought Coello to

I he notic-e of the King, and a few years later he
I'ccame Court painter. At this time he painted
his greatest picture, "Charles on His Knees
Among the Nobles of His Court." In this there

are more than fifty portraits. Coello was now
tiie foremost painter of his time, but the rise of

J>uca tJiordano discouraged him and he lost his

l)restige. Coello's mature style was based on
that of Rubens and Titian, and his best work is

of extraordinary power. His finest pictures are in

the galleries at Toledo, Salamanca, and Madrid.
Two of his large religious compositions are at
tlie Prado. In the Hemiitage at Saint Peters-

burg there is a portrait of Coello by himself.

CCELOBYNCHUS, se'16rin'kus (Neo-Lat..

from Gk. koIXos, koilos, hollow -f- I>&yxo^< rhynchos,
jiose). A genus of small deep-sea fishes of the
family Macruridje (q.v. ) . allied to the cods, which
inhabit the deeper parts of various oceans and
seas. There are many species, of which a com-
mon one is the silvery gray carminatus of the

West Indian region. See Plate of Codfish and
Alues.

COEN, koon, Jan Pieterszoon (1587-29).
The founder of the Dutch colonial power in the
Kast Indies. He entered the service of the East
India Company in l(i07, and was Governor-
<;eneral in 1618-23 and again in 1(527-29. During
liis first term he fought successfully against the

Knglish and the native princes, and in 1619
•lestroyed the town of Jacatra, on the site of

which he soon afterwards founded Batavia. He
succeeded in compelling the English to withdraw
nearly all their factories from the archipelago

and in shutting them out from the trade of the

islands.

CCENO'BIA (Neo-Lat. nom. pi. of ccenohium,
(Jk. KoivSfiiov, hoinobioti, life in a community,
from Koivdi, koinos, common -f- /S'OJ, bios, life).

.\ term applied t certain colonies of cells among
the alga-, remarkable for their n>gularity of

form. They are develoi)ed inside mother cells

whose contents divide into the required number
of daughter cells, which group themselves in the

interior. In some forms (Volvocnh's) the indi-

vidual cells are ciliated, so that the entire colony

swims through the water. The colony of Vol-

vox may have as many as 22,000 cells. Other

colonies are motionless, and contain a small

nuniljer of cells arranged with beautiful syrn-

metry (Pediastrum. Sc<'nedesmus ) , etc. The
water-net ( Hvdrotlictyon ) is an immense cceno-

i)iuni of 700 to 20,000 cells.

CQEN'OCYTE (Gk. koiv&s, koinoa, common
-+- Kirroj, kytus, cavity). The body of an unpar-
titioned plant, and also a segment of the body
of an incompletely partitioned plant, found chief-

ly among certain algar and fungi, it differs

from a single cell, which has one nucleus, in
that the contained protoplasm contains many
nuclei. The protoplasm lies in a continuous
cavity where portions of it containing the nuclei
and other structures slowly circulate. Excellent
illustrations are presented by the molds among
the fungi, and by the order Siphonales among
the alga;. For details, see Alo.*;; Fungi.

COEBCION ( from Lat. coercio, from coercere,
to restrain, from co-, together + arcere, to con-
line). In law, such a degree of physical force,

or threatened personal violence, or intimidation,
applied to a person as constrains or induces him
to do some act which, but for such constraint,
he would not have done.

''

Under some circumstances coercion applied
to a person's wife, husband, or near relative,

or injury to his property, will be held to have
the same etfect as if it were applied to the per-

son himself.

The consequences of an act done imder coercion
may generally be avoided by a person, as it is

not the product of his will and he is not con-

sidered responsible for it. In the United States,

generally, where a person commits a crime under
such coercion that he has a reasonable appre-
hension of instant death or serious bodily harm
he is excused from the consequences. A less

degree of coercion will render a civil act void-

able. See Dlress.

COERCION ACTS. See Ireland.

CCEUR, ker. Jacques (c. 1395- 1456). A cele-

brated French merchant and financier, bom at

iiourges. As early as 1433 he began to trade

with the Levant. In 1436 Charles VII. made
him master of the mint in Paris, and in 1441 he
was ennobled. Three years later he was sent

as one of the royal commissioners to preside

over the new Parliament of Languedoc. and. m
1448 he represented the French King at the Court

of Pope Nicholas V., who treated him with great

asvomtvu.

Im, water-npt (Hydrodlct.von); tb, th»» name with two
masbM enlarged ; 1, Pandorina.
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distinction and granted him a special license to

tratlic with the infidels. The power and fame
of Ca>ur were now at their higliest. He had
represented France in three embassies, and had
furnislied mucli of the money for the war which
had driven tlie English from Normandy. He was
invested with various ollicea of dignity, and pos-

sessed the largest fortune that had ever been
amassed by a private French citizen. The
sea was covered with his ships and he carried on
trade with England, Flanders, Spain, Italy,

Turkey, Asia, and Africa. His fall, however,
was sudden. In February, 1450, Agnes Sorel,

the King's mistress, died ; and Cceur, wlio was
one of her executors, was accused of having
poisoned her. There was no reasonable ground
for sucli a charge; nevertheless the needy and
unscrupulous King, in July, 1451, ordered liis

arrest and the seizure of his goods, reserving for

liimself a large sum to carry on the war in

Uuienne. Cceur was tried and convicted by men
whose business it was to convict him without
regard to the evidence or to justice, and he was
condemned to pay to the King an enormous sum
and to remain a prisoner until the judgment was
fully satisfied. All his property was confiscated,

and he was subject to exile during the royal
])leasure. In 1454 he managed to escape, and,

though pursued, succeeded in reaching Rome,
where he was well received by the Pope. He
died at Chios. Consult ClOment, J. Cceur et

Charles VII. (Paris, 1886).

CCEUR D'AL:fiNE, ker di-len' (Fr., awl-
heart; the French translation of the Indian tri-

bal name Skitswish). A lake in Kootenai Coun-
ty, Idaho (Map: Idaho, A 2). It lies in a wild
region surrounded by the mountains of the same
name. It is about 30 miles long and from two to

four miles wide. Its w-aters are cool and clear and
afford excellent fishing. It receives the Saint
Joseph River from the east at its southern end,

and has for its outlet the Spokane River, which
flows west from its northern end.

CCEUB D'AL^NE. A Salishan tribe formerly
liolding the territory about the lake and river

of the same name in northern Idaho, and now
settled upon a reservation in the same coun-

try. The name, signifying *awl-heart,' is said to

have been originally given to a chief of the tribe

in derision of his stinginess. The natives call

themselves Skitswish, the Skeetsomish of Lewis
and Clark. They now number 450.

CCEUB, DE LION, de I^'On' (Fr., Lion-
hearted ) . A title given to Richard I., King of

England, for his exploits, mainly in the Crusades.

COFFEE (Turk., Ar. qahice, the coflfee bev-

erage). A beverage made of the roasted seeds

of the cofTee-tree, Coffea Arahica, a native of

Abyssinia and Arabia, now naturalized in many
tropical countries. The genus CofTea comprises
a number of species, but the Coffea Arabica is

the species widest known which possesses valu-

able properties; the seeds of Coffea Mauritiana,
prepared in the same way, are bitter and slightly

emetic. In the wild state Coffea Arabica is a
slender tree 15 to 25 feet high, with fewbranches;
in cultivation it is seldom allowed to become more
than 6 to- 10 feet high, and is made to assume
a sort of pyramidal form, with horizontal

branches almost from the ground. The leaves

are evergreen and leathery; the flowers are small,

fragrant, and snow-white; and the whole appear-

ance of the tree is very ]ilcasing. The fruit,

when ripe, is of a dark-scarlet color, and the
seeds are horn-like and hard. The seeds are
commonly termed colfitvlx.'ans, a name derived
not from any resemblance of the seeds to beans,
but from the Arabic word bunn, which means
'coffee.' The seeds are also sometimes, but very
incorrectly, designated coffee-berries. For illus-

tration, see Beverage Plants.
The earlier history of the coffee-tree is not

very clear. It was not known to the Greeks or
Romans, but in Arabia it was certainly in use
in the fifttvnth century. Toward the end of the
seventeenth century, plants were carried from
Mocha to Batavia by Wieser, a burgomaster of
Amsterdam, and from the botanical gardens at
Amsterdam, the Paris Garden obtained a tree.

A layer of this was carried out to Martinique in

1720, where it succeeded so well* that in a few
years all the West Indies could be supplied with
young trees. The following sorts are particu-
larly distinguished from one another in com-
merce: Mocha coffee, which comes from Arabia,
and is known by its small gray beans inclining
tf greenish; Java or East Indian coffee, which
has large yellow beans; Jamaica coffee, with
beans somewhat smaller and greenish; Surinam
coffee, which has the largest beans; Bourbon
coffee, with beans pale yellow and almost whit-
ish. The coffee-tree succeeds where the temiiera-

ture of the year ranges from 60° to 90° F. It

does best in a sandy or gravelly soil, well

drained, and on high lands or hill ranges from
1000 to 3000 feet above the sea. In Peru and
Ecuador it is acclimatized at an elevation of

6000 feet, where, however, frost never occurs.

The fruit ripens in hot-houses. Coffee planta-

tions are laid out pretty much in the same way
everyAvhere. One-year-old trees 12 to 16 inches

high are set from the nursery. They need shade
at first and in a hot dry climate should be
shaded at all times. They are pruned to the

same height, and the gi'ound between them is

carefully kept clear of weeds. Where the cli-

mate is dry, abundant irrigation is necessary,

but the supply of water is cut off as the fruit

begins to rijwn, in order to improve its quality.

The tree yields its first crop in the third year,

and the crop from a full-grown tree may amount
to two pounds of coffee-beans. The life of a
tree is about forty years. As the coffee-tree

continues flowering for eight months, its fruits

are of very unequal ripeness; in the West In-

dies and Brazil three gatherings are made an-

nually. The beans are placed on mats or large

floors specially adapted for the purpose, where
they are dried by the sun's rays, being mean-
while frequently turned. They are passed be-

tween rollers to remove the dried pulp of the

bean, and the membrane which incloses the seeds

themselves, and the coffee is afterwards freed

from impurities by winnowing, and conveyed in

bags to the seaports. As equal care is not, how-
ever, bestowed upon the preparation of it in all

places where it is cultivated, there are great dif-

ferences in quality and price. The use of coffee

as a beverage was introduced from Arabia, in the

sixteenth century, into Egypt and Constanti

nople. Leonhard Rauwolf, a Grerman physician,

was probably the first to make coffee known
in Europe, by the account of his travels printed

in 1573. Soon after the first introduction of
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coffee, coffee-houses arose almost everywhere.

The first in Europe was established at Constanti-

nople in 1551. In London the first coffee-house

was opened in Newman's Court, Cornh ill, in 1652,

by a Creek named Pasqua. This Cri-ek was the

servant of an English merchant named Edwards,
who brought some coffee with him from Smyrna,
and whose house, when the fact became known,
was so thronged with friends and visitors to

taste the new beverage, that to relieve himself

from annoyance, Edwards established his servant

in a coffee-house. The first coffee-house in France
was opened at Marseilles in 1G71, and in 1672

there was one opened in Paris, which soon had
several competitors. In the East coffee is not

usuall}' prepared as a beverage in the same way
as in Europe, except by Europeans. A decoction

of the unroasted seeds is there generally drunk;
and for the 'Sultan's coffee.' the pericarp, with

the dried pulp roasted, is employed.

The great demand for coffee has led to the

employment of a number of cheaper substitutes,

of which chicory (q.v.) root is the best known.
Of others, dandelion root, carrot, the seeds of

the conunon yellow iris, cereals, and sweet pota-

toes may be mentioned. They are prepared by
roasting like coffee. The seeds of Astragalus
Ihpticus are known on the Continent of Eu-
rope as Swedish coffee, and are said to be

the best substitutes for coffee yet discov-

ered. But all the substitutes lack the most
important constituent of true coffee, viz., caf-

feine (
q.v. ) , and are therefore very different from

it in their qualities. Coffee is subject to great

adulteration, most of the articles specified as

substitutes being employed for this purpose.

The chief substance of mixture is chicory, the use

of which is not injurious, however. The chief

effect of adding chicory is to deepen the color. A
variety of coffee known as Liberian coffee, a na-

tive of Western Africa, is being introduced into

some countries, particularly in Ceylon. It is a

much coarser variety, but thus far it has with-

stood the ravages of the leaf disease that had
nearly destroyed the coffee plantations of that

count rj'. The leaves of the coffee-trees are used in

the western part of Sumatra instead of the seeds.

They are prepared by quick drying in a manner
similar to that in which tea-leaves are prepared;

and in this state contain even a larger proportion

of caffeine than the coffee-beans of our shops.

It seems not improbable that the use of the cof-

fee-leaf may yet extend very much.

Unroasted coffee has on an average the follow-

ing percentage composition: water, 11.2; protein,

12.1 (including caffeine, 1.2); fat. 12.3; nitro-

gen-free extract, 42.3: crude fibre, 18.2; ash, 3.9.

Roasted coffee contains per cent.: water, 1.1;

protein. 14.0 ( including caffeine, 1.2) ; fat, 14.5;

nitrogen-free extract, 45.8; crude fibre, 19.9; ash,

4.7. Of the total material, some 25 per cent, is

soluble in water, half of this being nitrogen-free

extract. When the beans are roasted till they

as.sume a reddish-brown color, they lose 15 per

cent, bv weight, and gain 30 per cent, in bulk;

when roasted till they become chestnut-brown,

they decrease 20 per cent, by weight and increase

50 per cent, in bulk; while if the roasting is

continued till the beans become dark-brown, they

lose 25 per cent, in weight and acquire 50 per

cent, in bulk. The beans should never be darker

than a light-brown color, which is quite sufficient

to bring out the excellent aroma and other qual-

ities of the coffee; when the roasting is carried

further, more or less charring is the result and
a disagreeable burned smell is produced, which
tends to overcome the natural pleasant aroma.
The improvement in flavor by roasting is prol)-

ably due, in part at least, to the formation
of caramel. Coffee does not retard the action

of the bowels, as strong infusions of tea tend
to do, partly because there is less of the as-

tringent principle, and also owing to the pres-

ence of the aromatic oil wliich tends to move
the bowels. The important offices which coffee

fulfills are, to allay the sensjition of hunger;
to produce an exhilarating and refreshing effect

;

and, possibly to diminish the amount of wear
and tear, or waste of the animal frame, which
occurs more or less at ever^' minute. (See Nu-
trition.) The grounds of coffee are nutritious,

containing considerable protein, and some of the

Eastern nations take advantage of this. The
coffee is ground very fine and allowed to remain
in infusion, being consumed with it. In most re-

spects coffee possesses properties similar to those

of tea (q.v.).

An endless variety of apparatus has been con-

trived—some of them of great complexity—for

preparing coffee for the table. The chief object

aimed at by Western nations is, to obtain the

liquor free from all sediment. In France and
elsewhere a very popular beverage is prepared

known as caf^ au lait. Coflee and milk are boiled

separately and mixed in equal proportions im-

mediately before serving. In the so-called French
coffee-pot, boiling water is poured very slowly

upon the freshly and finely ground coffee, and
then allowed to drip through two strainers into

the bottom of the pot. This process makes ex-

cellent coffee, but is rather slow. Another and
much quicker method, used by the Germans, is to

infuse coffee like tea, and this has the advantage

of bringing out the flavor. In using the Vienna
coffee-pot, the water is poured through a pipe

into a lower compartment of the pot. A drum
with a strainer at the top is then fitted over the

pipe, and in this drum the coffee is placed. A
glass cover is adjusted over the pot, which is then

placed over an alcohol flame. When the water

boils, it rushes through the coffee and through

the strainer and pours over the sides of the drum
into the upper compartment of the pot. from

which it is poured into the cups. The glass

cover acts as a condenser of the steam and pre-

vents the aroma from escaping. The nations of

the Orient, generally, either follow the usage of

the Turks, who drink their coffee thick with sedi-

ment ; or the nomadic Arabs, who make it from

the dried pulp, in much the same manner as tea

is prepared in Occidental countries. A more
curious method is that of the Somali, who Iwil

the l)erries in oil, and soak maize in the mixture.

The trade in coffee is of great importance.

Brazil leads in its production, exceeding all other

countries combined. I^rfirge exportations are also

made from Mexico, Centra! America..Tava, Suma-

tra. India. Ceylon, .Arabia, Hawaii, and the West
Indies. The exportation of coffee in 1898-09 was
891.000 tons. Of this amount. Europe consumed
525.000 tons. The annual consumption of cof-

fee in the Ignited States is above 367.000 tons.

The importation into the United States during

the years 1895-99. inclusively, averaged 734..'>58,-

816 pounds, of the annual value of $76,562,265.
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Dodiu'tiiig the amount exjjorlcd, the average con-

i>uiu])tiun per capita i» ovt-r !) pounds.
Many sorts of cereal coffee are on the market.

They «re made of such materials as parched
grains, j)eas, etc. On an average, they contain

per cent.: water, 0.2; protein, 13.3; fat, 3.4;

total carbohydrates, 72.6; ash, 4.5. Only a por-

tion of this material is soluble and enters into

the infusion. It is perhaps a fair statement that

the infusion of genuine coflfee and cereal coffee

each contain on the average 5>8 per cent, water
and 2 per cent, nutritive material. See Adul-
teration.

COFFEE-BUG. Any of several sorts of scale-

insect which live on the coffee-tree. The pest is en-

countered in all parts of the world, and spraying

•with insecticides, or other means of eradication,

are often necessary to save the crop. It is stated

that some years ago the experiment was tried in

Ceylon of introducing into the plantations a red

ant (Fomiica amnragdina) , abundant in many
of the gardens and jungles of the island, which
feeds greedily on the coccids ; but the fierce as-

saults of the ants on t^e naked skins of the

laborers made them threaten to leave the estates,

80 that the ants were not further encouraged.

COFFEE-HOUSE POLITICIAN, The. A
play by Fielding (1730).

COFFEE-HOUSES. Places of refreshment,

first opened in the sixteenth centurj' in Constan-

tinople. In London they were, so to speak,

club-houses free to all who could buy a cup ; and
yet each was known for its special circle of vis-

itors, literary, scientific, religious, or political.

In the absence of newspapers they were a great

means of spreading news and of discussing pub-

lic questions. Nearly all of the middle and
higher classes attended them daily, and they

came to exert so powerful an influence in politics

that in 1675 Charles II. attempted to suppress

them, but in vain. Consult Macaulay, History

of England, vol. i. (New York, 1858).

COFFERDAM. A dam built to cut off a

small body of water from the adjacent bay, river,

€tc. It consists of rows of piles, or piles and
planking, the space between the rows filled in

•with clay, cement, or other material. The term
is also applied to iron or steel air-tight inclos-

iires used in digging under water timnels or exca-

vations. (See Foundations, under Cofferdam
Process.) On board modern ships the term is

applied to inclosures designed to keep out water.

They occasionally surround hatches, but their

most important use is to form a continuous

double wall to the sides of a ship. Above the

protective deck the cofferdam is fitted as a con-

tinuous tank (with numerous bulkheads dividing

it into sections), extending from that deck to

several feet above the water-line. It is packed,

in the United States Navy, with compressed
corn-pith cellulose, which is designed to check the

influx of water through a shot-hole, which it does

by swelling up, as soon as wetted, and closing

the hole. If the hole made is not too large or

the pressure of water too great, it operates very
satisfactorily.

COF'FEYVHiLE. A city in Montgomery
Coxinty, l^an., 170 miles south by west of Kan-
sas City; on the Verdigris River, and on the !Mis-

souri Pacific, the Atchison. Topeka and Santa
F4. the Missouri, Kansas and Texas and other

railroads (Map: Kansas, C 4). It contains a

fine Railroad Y. M. C. A. building with a library.
Tlie city carries on an extensive trade with
Indian Territory, and has strawboard, planing,
and flour mills, brick and pottery works, and a
plow-factory. Settled in 1869, Coffeyville was
incorporated two years later. The government,
under a charter of 1887, is administered by a
mayor elected biennially and a city council. The
water-works and the electric-light plant are
owned and operated by the municipality, and
there is a natural -gas plant operated under
franchise. Population, in 185)0, 2282; in 1900,
4953.

COFFIN. In ordinary sense, a burial - case

;

usually a box or chest, in which the dead are
inclosed for interment, or sometimes for crema-
tion. In modern times the ordinary material of
the case is wood, usually with metallic attach-
ments; lead, copper, iron, glass, terra-cotta, stone,

etc., are sometimes employed. In earlier times the
coflin was chiefly symbolic rather than merely
utilitarian, and the material and form varied
widely; and the early customs find parallels and
interpretations among those of primitive peo-
ples still surviving. Perhaps the simplest type
of burial-case is that of the Seri Indians (q.v.) ;

among them the body of a deceased matron is

dressed and decorated, folded in small compass
in a shallow grave (perhaps floored with a large

turtle plastron), supplied with food and imple-
ments, and then covered with a large carapace;
this shell of a tutelary deity being regarded as a
protection, both actual and symbolic. Among the
Papago Indians a corpse is merely enshrouded in

all the habiliments of life, and then placed in a

miniature 'house of the dead' made of stone or
wood in imitation of a dwelling; and this type
grades among various peoples into cists (q.v.)

of slabs, rock-hewn sepulchres, ornate tombs, and
massive sarcophagi. Among riparian and mari-
time peoples of lowly culture the canoe or boat
is the symbol of the home, and the body of a
deceased owner may be placed in his vessel,

which is portable, and may be borne to a chosen
place of sepulture; and it is this type of burial-

case which can be traced through the customs
of many peoples to the ordinary coffin of mod-
em times. See Burial; Mummy-Case ; Sabcoph-
Aous ; and Man, Science of.

COF'FIN, Charles Carletox (1823-96). An
American war correspondent, novelist, and ju-

venile writer, bom at Bo.scawen, N. H. Beginning
as a farmer's boy, he tried civil engineering;

then returned to farming, then became an expert
telegrapher, and finally undertook journalism in

Boston. He first attained distinction during
the Civil War, as correspondent in the field

for the Boston Journal. Tie served that news-
paper also during the Austro-Prussian War of

1866, and in a journey round the world. On
his return he became popular as a lecturer, and
was a member of the ^lassachusetts Legislature

(1884-85). Among his many books are: The
Great Commercial Prize (18.58), advocating a
transcontinental railroad corresponding with the

pre.sent Northern Pacific; Daifs and Nights on
the Battlefield (1864): Following the Flag
(1865) ; Vrinning His Vi'ay (1865) ; Four Years

of Fighting (1866): Our Neir Way Round the

World (1869); The Seat of Empire (1870);
Caleb Krinkle (1875) ; History of Boscawen
(1877) ; Boys of '76 (1879) ; Story of Liberty
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(1879) ; Old Times in tlie Colonies (1880) ; Life

Of (hirfield (1880) ; Building the Xation (1883) ;

The Drum-Beat of the \ation (1887) ; Marching
to Victory (1888); and Freedom Triumphant
(1891. Coffin was distinguished for his in-

terest in labor legislation and economic ques-

tions. He had a facile style and a vein of

characteristically New England humor that se-

cured for his books a wide popularity. Consult
Oriffis. The Life of Charles Carleton Coffin

(Boston. 1894).

COFFIN, Sir Isaac (1759-1839). A British

admiral, born in Boston, Mass. He entered the

British Navy in 1773, served in the American
Revolution, and rose through all grades to the

rank of admiral (1814). In 1818 he was elected

to Parliament, where he remained until 1826.

In the latter year he founded and endowed, on
the island of Nantucket, a school which is still

called by his name.

COFFIN, James Henby (1806-73). An
American mathematician and meteorologist, born

at Williamsburg. Mass. He graduated in 1828

at Amherst College, and in 1829 opened at

Greenfield, Mass., the Fellenburg Manual Labor
Institution, the first school of the sort in New
England, and probably in the country. From
184(5 until his death he held the chair of mathe-
matics and astronomy at Lafayette College. His
scientific attainments were notable. He erected

on Blount Greylock, at a height of about 4000
feet above sea-level, an observatory, where care-

ful observations were made by means of a self-

registering anemometer of his own device. In

1846 he was appointed one of the first collab-

orators in the work of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, under whose auspices he published Winds
of the yorthern Hemisphere (1853)—his chief

volume, based on data collected from more than

six hundred stations on land and at sea; Psy-

<-h(o>irtrical Tables (1856); and The Orbit and
Phenomena of a Meteoric Fire Ball (1869). The
theory of atmospheric circulation, known on the

<"onti"nent as the Buys-Ballot (q.v.) Law. was
announced by him in* 1853 at a meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science. His further works include Holar and
Lunar Fclipses (1845), and Elements of Conic

Sections (1849).

COFFIN, John Huntington Crane (1815-

1)0). An American astronomer. He was born in

Wicasset. Maine, graduated at Bowdoin College

in 1834, and in 1836 was appointi»d professor of

mathematics in the United States Navy. In

1844 he was detailed to the Naval Observatory.

He was professor of astronomy and navigation

in the I'nited States Naval Academy from 1853

to 1865, and from 186(> was in charge of the

.4»ieriVfl;i Ephemeris and Xautical Almanac.

He published a number of papers, mostly on

astronomy.

COFFIN, Joshua (1792-1864). An Ameri-

<an antiquarian, bom at Newbury, Mass. He
graduated in 1817 at Dartmouth College, and

afterwards became an instructor of the poet

Whittier, who paid tribute to his memory in

the poem "To My Old Schoolmaster." He was a

founder of the "New England Antislavery So-

ciety, of which he l>ecame the first rec<»rding

secretary. He published a History of Ancient

l^'eirhury (1845).

COFFIN, Long Tom. A simple, daring sailor

in The Pilot, by J. Fenimore CoojK'r, one of the
strongest delineatioiis of a sailor character in

literature.

COFFIN, William Andkr.son (1855—).
An American landscajjc painter, born at Alle-

gheny, Pa., January 31, 1855. He studied at the
Vale Art School, and was afterwards a pupil of

Bonnat in Paris. His work represents the dif-

ferent moods of nature in rural scenery, and his

first successes were in depicting mcxtnlight effects

in the country—placid farmhouses and hillsides

in lunar light. His picture, the "Rain," was
purchased by the Metropolitan Museum. The
success of many art movements has been due to

Mr. Coffin's activity in organization. He was
the art director of the Pan-American Exposition
of 1901, at Buffalo. He has been the recipient
of various medals at American exhibitions, and
obtained a bronze medal at the Paris Exposition
of 1889. He is well known as a writer on art
topics in the leading magazines.

COFFINHAL, kO'f^naP, Jean Baptiste
(1754-94). A French Revolutionist. He was
born at Aurillac, Cantal, and after studying
medicine and the law, became a lawyer in Paris.

He was for some time president of the Jacobin
Club, and in 1792 was successively appointed
justice and vice-president of the Revolutionary
Tribunal. It has been said that in sentencing
Lavoisier to death he used the words, "The
world has no longer any use for chemists."
Later he became implicated in the fall of Robes-
pierre, and although he succeeded in effecting

his escape to the He des Cygnes, he was l>etrayed

by a friend, summoned before the Revolutionary
Tribunal, and shortly afterwards condemned and
executed.

COGALNICEANU, kd-gal-n*-chft-Un', Mi-
chael (1817-91). A Rumanian statesman and
historian. He was born at Jassy, and was edu-

cated at Luneville (1834) and Berlin. Upon his

return he became one of the most active members
of the party agitating for the union of Moldavia
and Wallachia into a single Rumanian princi-

pality, a party which subsequently supjHjrted him
faithfully. In 1840 he founded the journal

Dacia Literara, and somewhat later the powerful
unionist organ, iitena Dunfirei. Upon the estab-

lishment of the union inider Prince Cusa (1859)
he was prominent in national affairs, and as Min-
ister of Public Instruction he founded in 1860 the
University of .Jassy. Under Charles of Hohenzol-
lern. Cogalniceanu was Minister of the Interior

from 1868 to 1870; was Minister of Foreign
Affairs at the time of the Russo-Turkish War
(1877-78). participating in the Congn^ss of Ber-

lin; again Minister of the Interior in 1879-80.

and Minister pleni|M>tontiarv at Paris (1880-81).

He distinguished himself by his zeal in the cause

of educational, legislative, and political reform.

COGHETTI, kA-g<'t't^ Francesco (1804-75).

An Italian painter. He was l>orn at Bergamo,
was a pupil of Camuccini in R<mie. where he
settled |M>rmanently, and was for a ntimlter of

years president of the Academy of San Luca.

He devoted himself es|>eciaUy to the sttuly of

Raphael, an<l is recognized as the head of the

modem Italian s«'hool. which strove to restore

the classical styles of painting. He executed

many altar-pieces for churches, and fresco-

paintings for palaces in Ik'rgamo, Rome, and
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Savona, notably "The Exploits of Alexander the

Great," in the Villa Torlonia, Home; "The Tri-

umph of IJacehus," "linttle of the Amazons,"
and "The Four Klements," in the Palazzo Tor-

lonia, Rome; "The Myth of Cupid and Psyche"

and "The Parnassus of Famous Men," in the

Villa Torlonia at Castel Gandolfo. His frescoes

in the Basilica at Savona also deserve especial

mention.

COQHLAN, kog'lfln, Charles Francis (1841-

99). A comedian, of Irish parentage. He was
born in Paris. France, and educated for the bar,

but adopted the stage, making his first appear-

ance at the Haymarket, London, in April, 1860.

After having been leading man of the Prince of

Wales's Theatre, he came to America in the

autumn of 1870, and played at the Fifth Avenue
Theatre, New York City, under Augustin Daly.

He was leading man at the Union Square Theatre

during the run of The (Jel^braied Case. He
appeared at Wallack's Theatre with his sister.

Rose; played engagements with Mrs. Langtry

( 1885-91 ) ; created Alec d'Urberville in Mrs.

Fiske's production of Tess of the d'Urbervilles

(i897) and successfully produced (1898) his

The lioyal Box, a version of Dumas's Kean.
Among his other plays are: Lady Baxter; A
Quiet Rubber; and Citizen Pierre. The last

he produced without success in the year of his

death, which occurred in Galveston, Tex. Cogh-

lan was one of the most graceful yet forceful of

modern actors, equally at home in old English

comedy and in modern emotional rflles. Consult

Clapp'and Edgett, "Players of the Present," in

the Dunlap Society Publications (New York,

1899).

COGHLAN, Rose (1853—). An English

American actress, sister of Charles Coghlan. She

was born at Peterborough, England, and her the-

atrical career began at the Greenock Theatre,

Scotland, where she appeared as one of the

witches in Macbeth. She was first induced to

come to America by E. A. Sothem in 1871,

and appeared in burlesque at Wallack's Theatre,

New York, during the season of 1872-73. From
1873 to 1877 she was again in England, where
she played for a time with Barry Sullivan, and
had very successful runs in Twelfth Night and
a piece called All for Her. In 1877 she reap-

peared at Wallack's ; the following year she was
the Countess Zicka in the first American presen-

tation of Diplomacy. In 1880 she made a great

hit as Stephanie in Forgct-Me-Not. She re-

mained at Wallack's Theatre most of the time

till 1888, when she played Lady Teazle in The
School for Scandal. Her rf'pertoire there includ-

ed a wide range of characters, which she acted

with great resource of feeling and technique.

Since then she has starred and has appeared in

several large melodramatic productions. Con-

sult: McKay, Famous American Actors of To-

day (New York, 1896) : Strang, Famous Ac-

tresses of the Day in America (Boston, 1899).

COGIA HASSAN ALHABBAL, ko^gyA

has'sAn al-hiib'bal. One of the tales of the

Arabian Nights. The hero is a rope-maker who
becomes wealthy by finding a large diamond in-

side a fish.

COGIA HOTTSSAN, hiJos'sfin. In the story

of "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," in The
Arabian Nights, the captain of the Forty Thieves,

detected and slain by Morgiana.

COGNAC, kft'nyak' (Lat. Vondutc, (iall. Con-
date, continence, frnni eon, Lat. cum, together -h
de, Skt. dhfi, to place). A town in the l^epart-

ment of Charente, France, pictures(juely situ-

ated on an old castle-crowned hill t)verlooking

the river Charente, 31 miles west of Angoul(>me
by rail (Map: France, F 6). Cognac is cele-

brated as the place where the famous Ctignac

brandy is manufactured. The cultivation of

the vine and distillation of brandy form the
chief industry of the inhabitants of the district.

Francis 1. was born here in 1494. Population,
in 1901, 19,483.

COGNATE (Lat. cognatus, cognate, from co-,

together + gnat us, born, from nasci, to Ije horn;
connected with Gk. ylyve<rOai, gignesthoi, Skt.

jan, to be born). A term a|>plied to relatives of

the female branch of a family. It is most com-
monly emploj'ed in the civil (Roman) law. and
in its technical sense did not come into general

use in the English law. In many systems of

law cognates rank next after agnates in the in-

heritance of property. The term is not generally

used in the I'nited States. See Agnate; De-
scent; Inheritance.

COGNIARD, kA'nvUr'. Charles Theodore
(1800-72), and Jean Hippolyte (1807-82). Two
French dramatists and theatrical managers.
They were brothers, and wrote in collaboration a
great number of fairy plays, vaudevilles, and
other light pieces, which were imusually suc-

cessful. Their first success was La cocarde tri-

colore (1831), which was played nearly two hun-

dred times. Among the operettas produced at the

Vari^t^s, under the management of Hyppolyte
Cogniard, were La bcUc Hclene; Barbe-bleu; Pc-

richolc ; and the (Jrande Duchesse.

COGNIET, kG'nyft', L6oN (1794-1880). A
French painter, born irv Paris. He studied under
Gucrin, and won the Prix de Rome in 1817. His
work attracted no particular attention until his

"Marius Among the Ruins of Carthage" was
exhibited in 1824. This picture was bought by
the French Government. "Saint Etienne Carry-
ing Help to a Poor Family" (1827) is another

excellent example of Cogniet's style. His other

works include a ceiling in the Louvre, "The Ex-
pedition to Egypt," and his masterpiece, "Tin-

toretto Painting the Portrait of His Dead
Daughter" (1845). His portraits include those

of I^Iar(k!hal Maison (1831), Louis Philippe,

Pierre Guerin (1831), and of M. de Crillon

( 1852) . He was a noted teacher and the founder

of a well-known school, the painter Bonnat hav-

ing been one of his pupils.

COGNIZANCE (Lat. cognitio, investigation,

inquiry, from con, with, and nosco, know). (1)

An old term of the common law signifying juris-

diction, acknowledgment.
Cognizance of Pleas was jurisdiction of causes,

a privilege granted by the King to a city or

town to institute a tribunal for the trial of

suits. Sometimes such a jurisdiction was con-

ferred to the exclusion of that of the regvilar

tribunals of the kingdom. It was by such a

grant that the universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge acquired their legal jurisdiction. It is

in this sense that the expression claim of cog-

nizance is used, when one court intervenes to

assert jurisdiction over a cause which has been

wrongfully instituted in another court. The

term is not employed in this special significa-
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tion in the United States, though it occurs in
the general sense of jurisdiction, as in the ex-
pression "to take cognizance of a cause of ac-
tion." iSee JuEisuitTioN.

In pleading, cognizance signifies a formal
aeknowledgiiient of an act alleged, as in replevin,
an acknowledgment of tlie taking of the goods
sought to be recovered; and in the fictitious

process, known as "levying a fine,' an acknowl-
edgment by the defendant that the lands claimed
are the property of the claimant. See Flne;
Replevin; Pleading.

(2) A term in heraldrj', used in a loose man-
ner, sometimes to signify a crest (q.v.). and
sometimes a badge (q.v.) or other distinguishing
mark.

COGNO'MEN (Lat., from co-, together -j-

itotnen, name, Gk. 6vofia, onoma, Skt. naman. Get.
yame; connected with Lat. gnoscere, Gk. 7t7»'ti-

^K€iw, gignOskein, Skt. jna, Ger. kennen, Engl.
know). Equivalent to family name or surname.
A Roman of social position ordinarily had three
names, the last being his cognomen and the
name by which his family was known. In Mar-
cus TuUius Cicero, the first name is the prwno-
men, or personal name; the second the nomen,
or name of the gens; and the third denotes the
family, or branch of the gens.

COGNOSCENTI. See Connoisseub.

COGNO'VIT (Lat., he has acknowledged). A
written confession of liability by the defendant
in an action authorizing the plaintiff to enter
judgment for a specified sum. either absolutely
or upon terms as to time of entry or payment.
It is given only after the action is begun, and
before the defendant has answered or otherwise
pleaded, and in this respect differs from a con-

fession of judgment, now used in England and
in most of the States of the United States, which
is given before the action is commenced, but is

about the same in form. As originally used, the
cognovit is superseded in almost every jurisdic-

tion to-day by an order of the court entered on
consent. It is still in use in some of the States
of the United States where common-law plead-

ing is still retained.

COGS'WELL, .Joseph Green (1786-1871).
An Aiiicrioan librarian and bibliographer. He
was born in Ipswich, Mass., graduated at Har-
vard in 1806, and studied law, but preferred to

teach, and became a tutor at Harvard in 1814.

With Gfeorge Ticknor he spent two years (1816-

18) at the University of Gitttingen. where he
paid special attention to the inothotls and prin-

ciples of instruction. In 1820 he was made
professor of mineralogy and geology and li-

brarian of Harvard College, and in 1823, with
George Bancroft, founded the Round Hill School
at Northampton, Mass. He removed to New
York, to become editor of the Review in that
city, in 1836; continued in that work until

1842: became a personal friend of John Jacob
Astor. and was appointed one of the trustees

of the fund to create the Astor Librarj'. He
was. t)esi(les, the chief adviser of the philanthro-

pist in planning this librar>'. He became super-

intendent in 1848. and went abroad to purchase
volumes for the collection. His general biblio-

praj)hical knowle<lge was of great service to the
library, one great work undertaken by him being
the preparation of an analytical and alphabetical

catalogue of the collection. He contributed valu-

able papers to periodicals, and numerous speci-
mens to the botanical and mineralogical collec-

tions at Harvard. Consult Ticknor (editor).

Life of Joseph Green Cogswell, as Sketched in
His Letters (Cambridge, Mass., 1874).

COGSWELL, Mason Fitch (I76I-1830). An
American physician, adopted son of Samuel
Huntington, president of the Continental Con-
gress. He was bom in Connecticut, graduated
at Yale in 1780, and settled in Hartford, where
he was instrumental in establishing the first

asylum for the deaf and dumb in America. He
was also a founder of the Connecticut Retreat for
the Insane at Hartford, and introduced into
America the methods of removing a cataract
from the eve, and of tying the carotid artery
(1803).

COG-WHEEL. See Gearing.

COHABITATION (from Lat. cohahitatio,
from cohabitare, to dwell together, from co-, to-

gether + habitare, to dwell. The act of a man
and woman in living together as husband and
wife. Cohabitation does not necessarily in-

volve the notion of sexual intercourse, and,
in a strict legal sense, as applied to hus-
band and wife, may mean only consortium,
and not concubitus; but the term is com-
monly held, even in law, to carry with it the
latter implication, and this is always so where
the parties are unmarried. It raises a legal pre-

sumption of marriage between the parties co-

habiting, which may, however, be rebutted by
other evidence. See Marbiage, and the authori-
ties there referred to.

COHEN, ko'en, Emil (1842—). A German
mineralogist, bom in Jutland, He studied
in the universities of Berlin and Heidelberg, and
from 1867 to 1872 was assistant in mineralogy" in

the latter university. He then spent a year and
a half in South Africa, and after devoting the
following years to mineralogical studies and to

the preparation of works descriptive of his Afri-
can explorations, became professor of petrog-

raphy in Strassburg in 1878. In 1885 he was
made professor of mineralogj- in Greifswald. His
published works include the following: Geognos-
tisch-petrographische Skizzen aus SUdafrika
(1874) ; Erlautemde Bemerkungensuder Routen-
karte eincr Reise von Lydenburg nach den Gold-
feldern und von Lydenburg nach dcr Dclagoabai
iin ostlichcn SUdafKika (1875); and Sammlting
ron il ikrophotographien zur Yeranschaulichung
der mikroKkopiaehen Struktur ron Hineralien
und Gesteinen (1881-83; 3d ed., 1899).

COHEN, Henri (1808-80). A French numis-
matist, bom at Amsterdam, Holland. For a
niuuber of years, he held the post of curator of

the numismatic collection in the National Li-

brarj' in Paris. He is known as the author of

two highly valuable works. Description gt^n^rale

des monnairs de la r^publii/uc rnniaine (18.57),

and Description historiquc des monnaies frap-

jn'^es sons Vempire romain (7 vols., 1859-68; 2d
cd., prepared by Feuardent. 1880 et seq.).

COHEN, Hermann (1843—). A German
philosopher, l)om at Cosing. As one of the lead-

ers of the Neo-Kantian movement (see Nbo-
Kantianism). he did perhaps as much as any
other follower of Kant to make the Critical

Philosophy l)etter known to students. This he
has accomplishe<l by banishing the 'thing -in-

itself from his system, and bringing philosophy
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into closer connection with tlie sciences. His
contributions to the interpretation of Kant's
writings are of permanent value. Hi» works
include Kant's Thcoriv dcr Krfahrung (2d ed.

(1895) ; Katit'a Begriitidung der Ethik (1877);
Vinton's Idcetikhrc und die Mathematik (187») ;

/;i« Ilekenntniss und die Judenfrage (1880) ; Die
\achstenliebe im Tahnud (1884); Kant's Be-

grundung der Aesthetik (1889).

COHERER (from cohere, from Lat. cohce-

rerc, to cling together, from co-, together +
hcerere, to cling). An instrument invented in

1890 by Professor Branly, of Paris, for the de-

tection of so-called 'electrical waves,' that is,

of waves in the ether produced by electrical

oscillations. (The principle of this action had
been discovered before by Varley and Calzecchi-

Onesti.) It consists essentially of a tube con-

taining minute filings of some metal, into each
end of which a wire enters for a sufficient dis-

tance. It has been observed that under ordi-

nary conditions such a tube does not allow an
electric current to pass; but, if electrical waves
fall upon it, a current can be passed most easily,

thus affording a simple means of telling when
electrical waves are passing. One explanation is

that, when put in the tube loosely, the filings

do not make electrical connection, owing to thin

surface layers of condensed gases, etc. ; but
under the action of the electrical waves these

layers are cleaned ofT, possibly by minute sparks
passing between the filings, and thus establish-

ing metallic connection through the tube. If,

after the waves have passed, the tube is tapped
forcibly, the filings are knocked apart, and the
tube again becomes a non-conductor. The metals
whose filings are used ordinarily are silver and
nickel. Others might be used, but it has been
shown that with some substances the electrical

resistance is increased by the waves, not de-

creased. See Wireless Telegraphy.

COHESION ( Fr. cohesion, It. coesione, from
Lat. cohwrere, to cling together). The name
given to that property of matter observed when
two portions of the same matter are brought
closely into contact ; thus one speaks of the

cohesion of water, meaning the forces manifest
at any point in water owing to the mutual ac-

tion of the molecules. Sometimes the word is

used to express the phenomenon observed when
two pieces of a solid are stuck together, such as

two pieces of glass, two pieces of lead, etc.

The forces of cohesion in a liquid are greatly

aflTected by having substances dissolved in it,

and, in short, by anything which affects the
molecules or their arrangements.

COHN, kon, Ferdinand Julius (1828-98).
A German botanist, born at Breslau. He studied

at the universities of Berlin and Breslau, be-

came connected with the latter institution in

1850. and was made full professor there in 1872.

His investigations concerned chiefly the physi-

ology and morphology of plants, to our knowl-
edge of which he made numerous contributions

of the highest importance. Besides a number of

papers on special topics of his science, his pub-
lished works include the following: Zur \aturge-
schichfe des Protococcus plurialis (1850); Vn-
tersttchungen iiber die Entwickelungsgeschichte
der mikroskopischen Algen und Pilze (1853);
Neue Untersuchungen iiber Bakterien (1872-75) ;

Die Pflanze, Vortriige aus dem Oebiete der Bo-

tanik (2d ed., 1895-lt7). He also edited the
Beitragc zur Biologic dcr Pflamen and the Kryp-
togamcnfloru HckUsiins. C)ne of his best-known
contributions to science was tl)e demonstratiun
that bacteria are vegetal organisms. Consult
Pauline Cohn, Ferdinand Cohn, Blatter der Erin-
nerung (Breslau, 1901).

COHN, GusTAV (1840—). A German politi-

cal ec<jnomist. He was bom at .Marienwenler,
and studied at Berlin and Jena. His tour
through England in 1873 gave him the materials
for his work, Untersuchungen iiber die englische
Eisenbahnpolilik (1874). In 1884 he became pro-
fessor of political scieixce at Giittingen, and in

1892 served as a member of the Imperial Com-
mission appointed to investigate the affairs and
regulations of the Stock Exchange. His more im-
portant works include: System der Nationaliikon-
omie (1885 and 1889; Engl, trans, in the Econo-
mic Studies of Chicago University) and Zur
Geschichtc und Politik des Verkehrsicesens
(1900).

COHNHEIM, krm'him, Julius Friedricii
(183!)-S4). A German pathologist, born at
Demmin in Pomerania. After studying medi-
cine at several universities, including those of
Berlin and Wiirzburg, he became connected with
the pathological institute of the Chariti», Berlin.
In 1808 he was made professor of pathology at
Kiel, from 1872 to 1878 was professor at
Breslau, and during the last years of his life

held a similar position at Leipzig. His pub-
lished works include the following: Unter-
suchungen iiber die embolischen Prozesse ( 1872) ;

Neue Untersuchungen iiber die Entziindung
(1873) ; Vorlcsungen iiber allgemeitie Pathologic
(1877-80); Die Tuberkulose vom Standpunkle
der InfektionsU'hre (1881). Conheim was the
first to demonstrate that pus consists largely of

white blood-corpuscles, thus throwing much light

on the nature of inflammations. Consult: Ponfick,

Geddchtnisrede auf Cohnheim (Breslau, 1884) ;

also, Kiihne's biographical sketch published witli

the Oesammelte Abh/indlungen von J. F. Cohn-
heim (Breslau, 1885).

CCHO (American Indian). A local name in

Alaska for the silver salmon (Oncorhynchus ki-

sutch) . See Salmon.

COHOES, kfi-hoz'. A city in Albany Coxmty,
N. Y., nine miles north of Albany; at the junc-
tion of the Mohawk and Hudson rivers, and on
the Delaware and Hudson and the New York
Central and Hudson River railroads (Map: New
York, G 3). The Erie and Champlain canals
also pass through the city, uniting a short dis-

tance to the south. In this section of the Erie
Canal there are several locks which lift the
boats from the lower level of the Hudson Valley
to that above the ^lohawk Falls. The city is

furnished with abimdant water-power by the
Mohawk, here crossed by a long railroad bridge
affording a fine view of the falls, which are 75
feet high and 900 feet wide. A dam above the

falls stores the water which is supplied by
canals to the mills and factories. Cohoes is

noted as a manufacturing centre, its industries

including large cotton-mills, woolen-mills, knit-

ting-mills, axe-factories, rolling-mills, and many
other industrial establishments. Cohoes was for

many years a part of the Rensselaer Manor. Its

first settlers were Dutch, and probably came
as early as 1630. It was incorporated as a
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village in 1848, and in 1870 was chartered as a
city. Population, in 1890, 22,509; in 1900, 23,-

910.

CCHORT (Lat. cohora, originally meaning
inclosure, connected with Gk. xop^^*. chortos,
garden, Olr. gort, sedge, Ger. (Jartcn, garden,
AS. geard, i:^igl. yard) . A portion of a legion in
the ancient Koman armies. Usually there were
GOO men to a cohort, and ten cohorts to a legion
(q.v. ). See Centurion.

CCHOSH. The American Indian name of

black snakeroot ' (Cimicifuya racemosa). It

occurs in the United States from Maine to Wis-
consin and south to Florida. The rhizomes,
which are emploj'ed in medicine, contain resin,

wax, tannin, and a crystalline principle. Al-
terative, sedative, and emmenagogue properties
are attributed to it. See Plate with article San-
Gl'IN.\RIA.

COIF (from OF. coifc, Fr. coiffe, It. cuffia,

from ^IL. cofia, coif, from OHG. chuppa, cap
under the helmet, from chuph, Ger. Kopf ; con-
nected with AS. cuppe, Engl. cup). (1) A cover-
ing for the head in general, but more especially

for the circular portion on the crown, which cer-

tain of the Roman Catholic clergy in monastic
orders are in the habit of shaving. (See Ton-
8URE.) A special signification refers to the dis-

tinguishing mark of sergeants-at-law, which,
though nothing but an insignificant black patch
on top of the legal wig. is now the only remi-
niscence of tlie tonsure among English lawyers.
On attaining the degrees of the coif, or becoming
a sergeant, a barrister detires from the Inn of

Court by which he was called to the bar and
becomes a member of Sergeants' Inn.

(2) In the armor of the ^liddle ^^ges, a defen-

sive hood, usually surmounted by a helmet,
sometimes continuous with the hauberk, and
soniptimes separate.

COIMBATORE^ kd-Im^ator', or KOIMBA-
TUR, ktVim'ba-toor' (Telugu, also Koiampadi,
Koihmutur, Koiamufuru) . A city in Madras,
British India, capital of the district of the same
name, situated near the left bank of the Noyel, a
tributary of the Kaven', in latitude 11° N.,

longitude 77° 1' E. (Map: India, C 6). It lies

304 miles southwest of Madras, with which it is

connected by rail. It occupies the south de-

clivity of the Nilgiri, 1483 feet above the sea,

and has a cool and healthful climate. The ad-

jacent low-lying plains, however, are malari-

ous and dangerous to health. The suburban
Pa^roda of Pcrur is an important archa'ological

stnufure. Population, in 1891, 46,400; in 1901,

53.000.

COIMBRA, kA-gm'brft. A city of Portugal,

capital of a district of the same name, in Beira,

picturesquely situated, partly on a steep rock

and ])artly in a plain, amid vineyards and orange
orchards.'on the right bank of the river Mondego,
110 miles north-northeast of Lisbon (Map: Por-

tugal. A 2). The upper town is badly built,

its streets being steep, narrow, and dirty. Of
the public buildings, the most noteworthy are

the cathedral, the churches of Sa5 Francisco

and Sao Salvador, and the convents of Santa Cruz
and Santa Clara. There is a fine aqueduct of

twenty-one arches, dating from the sixteenth cen-

tury'.
" The famous I^niversity of Coimbra (q.v.),

at Lisbon, is the only one in Portugal.

Coimbra has manufactures of linen, woolen, earth-

enware, and combs. Population, in 1890, 17,329.
Coimbra was the Conimbriea of the Romans. In
1064 it was taken from the Moors by Ferdinand
I., and for two hundred and fifty years (1129-
1383) was the capital of Portugal. It was the
scene of prolonged fighting between Massena and
Wellington in the campaigns of 1810 and 1811.

COIMBRA, University of. The State Uni-
versity of Portugal, and the only university in
that kingdom. With some 1600 students in
theology, law, medicine, mathematics, and phi-
losophy, its library, hospitals, observatory, mu-
seums, and laboratories, it is an institution of
great national importance. Its history is long
and checivered. Founded in 1290 by the poet-
king, Diniz, at Lisbon, a supplementary charter
was issued in 1308, transferring it, because of
dissensions between town and gown, to Coimbra,
the first of a long series of migrations which
make it unique among universities. From 1308
to 1380 it vibrated between Coimbra and LLsbon,
in the latter year being settled at Lisbon. In
1537 it migrated again to Coimbra, where it
has since remained. It was at the beginning
of this last period that it reckoned Camoens
(q.v.) among its members. Alone among Con-
tinental universities to-day, it preserves the
mediieval academic dress; and in this, as in its
architecture, traditions, and customs, it finds its
only rivals in picturesque interest in Oxford and
Cambridge. Consult Braga, Historia da Vni-
versidade de Coimbra (Lisbon, 1892).

COINAGE (from Engl., OF. coin, wedge,
piece of money, from Lat. cuneus, wedge; con-
nected with Gk. Kuvos, konos, cone, Skt. «ana,
whetstone, from ^m, to sharpen). Coins are
pieces of metal designed to circulate as money,
whose weight and fineness are certified by the im-
pressions they bear. These impressions are the
symbols of the authority by whose orders the
coins are issued, but they also bear an important
function in maintaining the integrity of the coin.
To insure constancy in the weight of the coin
it is necessarj' to protect it against clipping
and against unnecessary wear and tear, or
abrasion. The form of the coin is, in itself, a
guaranty. Convenience of carriage, as well as
greater durability, has given the preference to a
rounded, generally a circular coin, over other
shapes. Where, as in Japan, we find oblong
coins, the corners are generally rounded off. Tlie

sj'mmetry of outline guarantees the coin. This
i.^ heightened by milling the edges. Raised in-

scriptions serve the same purpose and do so
better than incised letters, which are also used.

The design upon the face of the coin is usually
protected by raised edges, which project as much
as the highest part of the design.

The importance of these features of modern
coins in maintaining intact the weight of the
coin by showing at once any attempte«l clipping,

and by preventing the wearing off of surfaces by
use. can best be appreciate<l by comparing them
with the crude, irregular disks fnnn which early
coins were made, and the high relief of many
of the tlesigns upon them.

Gold and silver were used in settling ac-

counts before coins were invented, but scales

were a necessary adjunct of such transactions.

Just as gold dust is weighed in the mining
regions, so oil exchanges effecteil by the nietals

before the introduction of coinage involved
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weighing the iiiPtnl uned. The prevalence of ex-

chunjj>e l»y weight is rellected in the eorresjxjnd-

ence, ut leant in their origin, between coins and
measures of weight. To go back no further than
the origin of Knglish money, it is sutlicient to

recall that the monetary.]K)und was once a pound
\\ eight of silver. This system was derived from
the nu)ney of Charles the Great, and while in the

hubstMiuent development they departed widely
from the original source, the monetary systems
of modern Euro])e all trace back to the pound of
silver.

The invention of coins, which, in classical an-
tiquity, seem to have been first used in Lydia. did
away in a measure with the necessity of weigh-
ing. In the multiplicity of Grecian States, coins

were numerous, and while this was removed by
the Roman Empire, it reappeared with the break-
up of the Empire of Charles the Great. Not only
did eacli nation make its own coins, but with
the disintegration of central authority, nobles

and cities usurix>d this right or had it con-

ferred upon them by feeble monarchs. The mul-
tiplicity of coins restricted the area within which
they were current. Outside of such areas they
had no legal validity; they did not pass by
count, but, if at all, only by weight. Certain
coins, however, bore such an excellent reputa-

tion for uniformity and excellence of workman-
ship that they acquired an international circula-

tion ar.d passed generally by count or tale. As
modern centralized States became strongly
rooted, a unification of the coinage took place,

and the numerous units disappeared. Improve-
ments in the processes of coinage have made
efTective the certification of weight and fineness

Avhich coinage implies.

The right to coin money is a prerogative of

the State and one of the foremost marks of

sovereignty. The circulation of coins rests, in

the first instance, upon the authority of the

State ; but that authority must be exercised in

good faith. Coinage issued by individuals would
lack authority and lack also the guaranty of

good faith. There have been occasions of great
dearth of monej' where private persons have is-

sued coins. Such issues are known as tokens,

and gain circulation either from their similarity

to legal coins or from the promise of redeeming
them. Their total lack of uniformity gives a
picture of what might be expected were the issue

of coins left wholly to private initiative. Almost
equally obvious is the necessity for the manu-
facture by the State of the coins which it issues.

To delegate the manufacture of its coins to a
private establishment, as was done in France
before 1870, requires such a minute control of

all its operations by State officials that the plan
has generally been abandoned. The greater in-

tegrity of a national mint over a private enter-

prise is further illustrated by the fact that the
mints of the leading nations are frequently called

upon to execute the coinage for smaller States
which have no mints of their own. Thus, in

1901, the United States Mint executed a gold
coinage for Costa Rica.

The metallic circulation of a country usually
consists of standard coins and token coins, with
respect to whose issue different rules prevail.

The first are those of the standard monetary
metal, and their coinage is usually free. This
means that such coins are freely issued to in-

dividuals who bring bullion to the mint for

coinage. There may be a ccjinage eliarge or this
transformation may be made gratuitously by
the State. Gratuitous coinage, wliich prevaild

in England and the United States, is favored
because it promotes the transformation of bul-

lion into coin to meet the demands of trade. A
coinage charge, as in France ( 7 francs 44 cen-
times |)er kilogram of gold, or 3437 francs), is

justified on the ground that the value of the
coin is greater than that of the bullion by the
cost of production; and, further, that the policy
of the Goverimient should be to give reasonable
ease tu the transformation, but not to favor a
constant oscillation between coin and bullion.

The English language knows but one name,
seigniorage, for such coinage charges, whether
they merely cover the cost of coinage (Fr.

brassage) or are high enough to involve a
profit. High seigniorage charges upon the stand-

ard money metal defeat the purposes of free

coinage and are no longer customary. See
Seigniobage.

Token coins are those whose metallic value
is less than their nominal value. As such coin-

age involves a profit to the State, the State re-

serves the right of issue to itself. (See AIonet
for an exposition of the principles of such is-

sues.) In the United States this applies to the

silver, nickel, and bronze coins. The metallic

value of the coin is no protection against its

unauthorized issue by individuals, but this pro-

tection is secured by the laws punishing counter-

feiting. The processes of manufacturing a good
counterfeit are so complex and require such
heavy machinery that the secret manufacture
can hardly escape detection.

"Important considerations in coinage legisla-

tion, apart from the larger monetary aspects, are

to se(;ure uniformity in the coin at its manufac-
ture and to maintain the integrity of the coin in

circulation. Absolute accuracy in weight and
fineness for every coin issued is out of the ques-

tion. The law therefore allows, in the manu-
facture of coin, a certain tolerance both of

weight and fineness. Variations within these

limits, over or under the standard fixed by the

law, do not disqualify the piece from issue. In

former days these limits were often set quite

wide, and by systematically getting under rather

than over the average, considerable profits were

stolen from the coinage. This was one of the

abuses of the old regime in France which awak-
ened the ire of the legislators of the Revolution

when they took the reform of the coinage in

hand. It should of course l^e the object to make
these limits as narrow as possible, with the id«a

that the deviations, one side or the other, should

balance, so that for the mass of the coinage the

legally established standard should prevail. In

the United States the standard fineness for both

gold and silver is 900, and no gold ingot showing

a greater deviation than one-thousandth, or silver

ingot with a greater deviation than three-thou-

sandths can be used in coinage. As to weight,

the rule for single pieces prohibits deviations

of more than one-half a grain for the double

eagle (516 grains legal weight) or eagle, or more
than a quarter of a grain for the half-eagle.

The law also provides that in "weighing a num-
ber of pieces together, when delivered by the

coiner to the superintendent, and by the super-

intendent to the depositor, the deviation from the

standard weight shall not exceed one-hundredth
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of an ounce in $5000 in double eagles, eagles, and
half-eagles."

Every effort is made by watching the process
of manufacture to insure the observance of these
rules. Trial pieces of every lot of coin which
passes through the mint:i must be reserved.
Once a year an Assay Commission is appointed
for the examination of these sample pieces, which
are both weighed and assayed. The accuracy of
tHe work of the United States mints is shown
by the report of the Assay Commission for 1901
that the fineness of gold coins varied from 899.5
to 900.2, the legal limits being 899 to 901, while
that of silver coins varied from 898.2 to 900.9,
the legal limits being 897 to 903.

In the circulation of coins from hand to hand,
the friction gradually wears the impressions off

and reduces the weight of the coin. It is, there-

fore, customary for coinage legislation to deter-

mine the point at which the coin loses its legal

validity. In the United States gold coins which
have lost more than one-half of one per cent, of
their weight in twenty years from date of issue,

or proportional amounts for less periods, are
legal tender only by weight. All such coins re-

ceived by the (government must be recoined. The
depreciation of coins by abrasion has, in earlier

times, been a serious problem. By a familiar
monetarj' law (Gresham's Law), full-weight

money is always preferred for export, while the
worn coin remains at home. If the home circu-

lation is much worn, there is a great temptation
tc 'sweat' all the new coins which come from the

mint for the profit of the transaction. Hence the
necessity from time to time of general re-"

coinage of the money in circulation. The Govern-
ment calls in all outstanding coins of certain

dates and replaces them with new coins, declar-

ing, moreover, that after a certain date the coins

not presented shall lose their legal-tender

quality.

In England, coining, although a prerogative

of tlie Crown, is regulated by Parliament. By
the Constitution of the United States the power
of coining money, regulating the value thereof,

and of foreign coin is granted to Congress, and
the several States are prohibited from coining

money as well as from making anything but gold

and silver coin a tender in payment of debts.

The uttering of spurious coin, therefore, is a
crime against the United States. It is also pun-
ishable by a State government as a cheat. Coin
has been judicially defined as "a piece of metal
stamped and made legally current as money."
A counterfeit coin is one made fal.sely in imita-

tion of the genuine, and intended to resemble

or to pass for it. The mutilation or debasement
of United States coin, as well as the fraudulent

importation or use of spurious foreign coin, is

a crime under Federal statutes. See Counteb-
FEITIXO.

The works cited under Money contain much
information in relation to coinage. Consult

also lieportft of the Director of the Hint, and

Coinafie Lairs of the United States. See Mint;
Money; Numismatics; Leoai. Tender.

COIB (Tamil kayiru, cord), or CocoANUT
Fibre. The fibre of the husk of the coooanut

palm. Coir is a corruption of a word meaning
rope. Its manufactiire has become an important

industry, both in England and .America. The
fibre of the husk is divided into two cla-ssos—the

ordinary fibre converted directly into mats, and

Vol. IV.-M.

the so-called brush fibre, which lies just under
the skin. The latter is packed under great
pressure, and then shipped to the manufacturer.
It is spun by special machinery, and produces a
perfectly cabled yarn, which is woven into door-
mats or ordinary yard-matting. In 1901 the
coir imported into the United States amounted
to 3,901,384 pounds, valued at $141,830. The
refuse from coir is used for stuffing mattresses,
and also in horticulture as a protection against
insects for vines and young trees.

COIBE, kwUr. See Chub.
COIT, James Milnor (1845—). An Ameri-

can teacher, bom at Harrisburg, Pa. He re-

ceived his education at Hobart College, was con-
nected for some time with the Cleveland Tube
Works, and has for many years taught natural
science at Saint Paul's School, Concord, X. H. He
is a member of several learned and patriotic so-

cieties, and his publications include the follow-
ing interesting works: A Manual of Chemical
Arithmetic (1886) ; Treatise on the X-Rays and
Their Relation to Medical and Surgical Sciences
(1897) ; and Liquid Air (1899).

GOITER, VoLCHER (1534-90). A Dutch
anatomist, born at Groningen. He studied in
France and in Italy, where he heard the lectures

of Fallopius at Pisa, was city physician of Nu-
remberg, and later was attached as surgeon to the
army of Johann Kasimir, Count Palatine of the
Rhine. He is considered one of the founders of
the science of pathological anatomy. Numerous
anatomical discoveries are credited to him, in-

cluding that of the superior muscles of the nose.

His studies in osteology and myologj' are par-
tially set forth in the volumes Tabulce Exter-
narum et Intemarum Humani Corporis Partium
(1573) and Lectiones Oabrielis Fallopii (1575),
which are also interesting as revealing one of

the earliest attempts at an examination of the
internal structure of birds. Indeed, his table,

De Differevtiis Avium, included in the latter, is

among tlie first ornithological classifications.

C0JUTEPEQT7E, k6-Hoo'tA-pa'k&. The capi-

tal of the Department of Cuscatlfin, Salva-
dor, about 15 miles east of San Salvador (Map:
Central America, C 4). It is situated north of

the volcano Cojutepeque, and niear Lake Ilo-

pango. The city has considerable transit trade.

Cojutepeque, for a few years after 1854, when
San Salvador was -destroyed by an earthquake,
was the seat of government of the Republic.

COKE (probably connoc-ted with cake). A
hard, brittle, porous solid, of a blackish-gray
color and more or less metallic lustre. It does
not soil the fingers when rubl»ed. and gives no
smoke when burning. It absorbs moisture from
the air to a verj' great extent. In general, the
operation of making coke consists of expelling

by heat the gaseous elements of bituminous coal.

The residue resulting consists chiefly of pure
carbon. mixe<l with varj'ing amounts of ash con-

taining sulphur and phosphorus, and is known as
coke. In the manufacture of illuminating gas,
coke is produced as a by-product (see Gas. Il-

luminating) ; but this method is inadequate to
pro<luoe the requisite quality and amount, and the
manufacture of coke is itself an industry of great
and rapidly increasing importance. Coke, char-

coal, and anthracite coal are the fuels most
used in metallurgy', and of the»»e coke pos-

sesses the advantages and is without the dis-

J
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advantages of the other two. Its hardness en-

ables it to sustain the wciglit of furnace charges,

and its porosity helps to make it readily com-
bustible. Cliarcmil is too soft, while anthracite
ct>al, which is in reality a natural coke, is hard
enough, but is so dense in structure that its

combustion is slow and its calorific energj' mod-
i-rate. The superiority of coke is due to its cel-

lular structure. The walls are hard and vitre-

ous, and the tiny passages between afFord free

course for the oxidizing gases of the blast-fur-

nace. IJesides its use in metallurgy, coke is an
important fuel in other industrial operations,

and it is Inking adopted for locomotives on
some railroads. In 1899 the Boston and Maine
Railroad began using coke as a fuel. Its ad-

vantages are that it is smokeless and does not
produce sparks, thus decreasing the number of

lires caused by the locomotives. Coke is also

employed as a filtering material in water and
sewage purification, being used extensively for

the latter purpose, particularly in English prac-

tice.

Not all bituminous coals can be made into

coke, and much experiment and research on the
part of chemists have been devoted to ascertain-

ing the necessary constituents of a good coking
coal. It appears that the coking property of

coal is independent of the constituents, such as
moisture, fixed carbon, ash, and sulphur, which
it contains, and depends wholly upon the rela-

tions and volumes of the elements composing the
volatile combustible matters of the coal. Just
what these relations and volumes are has not
been definitely shown. In Continental Europe,
wliere the manufacture of coke has been very
highly developed, only a poor quality of coal is

available, and much ingenuity has been expend-
ed in constructing furnaces suitable for this in-

ferior grade of material. In America there has
been as yet an abundant supply of coal of the
very best quality for coking purposes, the supply
having been drawn chiefly from the Connellsville

coal of Pennsylvania and the Pocahontas coal of

Virginia. But with the increasing demand for

coke for metallurgical and other purposes, the
poorer grades of coking coal must be drawn
upon.

The preliminary preparation of coal for the
manufacture of coke is chiefly a cleansing and
separating process. Some of the best coking
coal requires no special treatment, but is

charged into the coke - ovens direct from the
mines. It is usually found advantageous, how-
ever, to break up the coal into small pieces, in

order that the volatile matter may be utilized

to the utmost extent. When the coal is not uni-
form in size, it is found that it cooks unevenly,
the finer portion fusing much more rapidly.
When there is much slate in the coal, it is

necessary to wash it ; the slate separating itself

from the coal in the process of washing, on ac-

count of its greater weight. Fire-clay also will
be separated and washed out. Before washing,
however, it is necessary carefully to sort the
coal according to size. Various machines of

great efficiency have been devised for crushing,
sorting, and washing coal ready for the ovens,
which are described in great detail, as are also
the different forms of coke-ovens., by John Ful-
ton in his Treatise on the Manufacture of Coke
(Scranton, Pa., 1895). Three general methods
have been followed in the process of transform-

ing coal into coke. The first was the primitive
and wasteful process, borrowed from tiie char-
coal-burners, of open-air burning. The coal is

simply i)iled in a rectangular heap on the
ground, with longitudinal and vertical flues run-
ning through it, in which enough wood is i)laced

to ignite the whole mass of coal. The lire is

lighted at the base of the vertical flues, and
gradually extends through the mass. When the
mass ceases to flame it indicates that the gase-
ous matter has been expelled, and the fire is

partially smothered by covering the heap with
fine dust. Last of all, the mass is sprinkled
with a hose, the water l)eing at once ef)nverted
into steam, which jwrmeates the wliole mass.
This process of coke-making requires from five

to eight days.

The second method of making coke, and one
which is still largely employed, is in the bee-

hive oven, many improvements in its construc-
tion having been made from time to time. As
late as 1893, all of the 44.201 coke-ovens in the
United States were constructed on the l)eehive

plan. The chief advantage claimed for it is

that it produces from prime coking con Is the
best quality of metallurgical fuel. A minor ad-
vantage is that water is applied to cool it, while
the coke is still in the oven, after which the oven
heat reduces the amount of moisture in the
coke. The great disadvantage of the l)eehive

oven is that, as ordinarily constructed, the
valuable bj'-products—ammonia and tar—con-
tained in the volatile matter are entirely lost.

This oven is not adapted to inferior grades of
coal. It derives its name from the dome shape
of Its interior. It is usually built of stone
masonry, on a firm foundation, with its interior

lined with specially designed fire-brick. The bee-

hive oven is usually about 12 feet in diameter
and 6 to 7 feet high in the centre. The coal is

charged through a hole in the centre of the roof,

and is leveled off to an even depth of about 23
inches. The fresh charge is fired by tlie heat
remaining in the walls from the previous charge,
and the combustion is supported l)y air admitted
through the front door, over the top of the
charge. The volatile matter in the coal is driven
ofl' by the heat and burned in the top of the oven,
along with a portion of the fixed carbon. The
source of heat being at the top, the coking proc-
ess proceeds downward, and is effected by the
partial combustion of the charge itself. In Eng-
land, and in a few American plants, the volatile
matter is gathered into a conduit and carried
under boilers, to raise steam for pumping water
and other purposes; but usually the gases escape
directly into the open air and are wasted.

As early as 1760 attempts were made in Ger-
many to save the by-products from coke-ovens.
It is now accomplished in the retort oven, which
was devised in Europe for the double purpose of
saving the by-products and for utilizing for coke-
making inferior grades of coal. Very slow
progress was made in developing the process,

and it was not until 1883 that it was put upon
a paying basis. This was due to the unsatis-
factory design of the early coke-ovens and to the
low price of the by-products, on account of the
supply from gas-works. In 1856 Knab of France
built a group of retort coke-ovens which had
for their object, in addition to the making of

coke, the double purpose of separating the tar
and ammonia from the gases generated, and of
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then returning these gases to be burned in the

flues to lieat the ovens. The principal defect

of these ovens was the failure to proportion the

several parts to the quality of coal to be coked.

This mistake was corrected by Carves of France
in the Knab-Carvfts oven of 1873, which has
proved a model for later ovens. Subsequent im-

provements were made by Albert Huessner in

dermany and G. Siebel in France, in 1881. Coke
produced in by-product ovens was regarded with
disfavor till Dr. Otto introduced improvements
which were patented in 1883 and are embodied
in the Otto-Hoffmann coke-oven, to which the

Siemens regenerator is applied. In 1887 the

Seraet-Solvay oven for coking dry coals, or a
mixture of pitchy and dry coals, came into no-

tice. The Belgian ovens, designed for coking
poor grades of coal, are also widely used in

Europe.
The retort oven used in the Semet-Solvay

process is a long, narrow chamber from 30 to

33 feet long, about 6 feet high, and from 15 to

the last traces of tar and ammonia are removed.
The gas is now returned to be burned in the

Hues of the coke-oven ; but as this consumes little

more than half of that generated, the rest is

available for other purposes. The tar is col-

lected into tanks, and the ammonia is concen-

trated into a strong crude licjuor or into sulphate
of anunoniu. A ton of coal will yield from 15

to 25 pounds of sulphate and 5 to 14 gallons of

tar. The demand for these by-products is rap-

idly becoming greater, and in some of the most
recent coke-ovens their manufacture is consid-

ered of more importance than the coke itself.

In Germany, 12,000 Otto- Hoffmann coke-ovens

are in operation, of whicii 400 save the by-prod-

ucts and the remainder do not. There were, in

i901, in America, either completed or in course

of construction, about 2000 such ovens. Of these

only those in three plants attempt to save il-

luminating gas.

The accompanying table gives the yield in coke

and other products of certain standard coals:

YIKLD8 OP Various Coaus in Otto-Hoffmann Ovknb

AVERAGE OPERATINO RESULTS

Everett, Dominion coal ,

Olassport, Youprhlopheny coal
Clermany, Westphalian coal

distillation tests

Connelsville coking coal
PittsburK " "
Eastern Pa. " "

Virfrinla " "

Kanawha " "

Coke,
per cent.

72.83
75.60
74.50

76.31
68.25
86.00
66.01

73.60

Tar,
per cent.

4.99
5.07

3.70

6.14
4.38
2.00
4.70

6.40

Sulphate,
per cent.

1.010
1.100

1.280

1.223
.908

.800

1.070
LOOO

Total Ga« per
2000 pounds,
cubic feet

About 9.000
9.000
9,600

8,924
8.884
8.400

10.090
10,289

20 inches wide, depending on the quantity of

the coal to be coked. The ovens are built in

blocks of from 25 to 34, separated by flues in

which gas is burned, the heat from which cokes

the coal. The charge is introduced through sev-

eral openings in the top, the ovens are nearly

filled, and tlien tightly sealed. As the heat in

these ovens conies from the sides instead of the

top, as in the beehive oveU;, the flow of gases

generated is from the sides to the centre, while

the free expansion of the coke is somewhat
checked. As a result, some coals that in a bee-

hive oven make a coke that is too soft and
spongj' for blast-furnace use, .are hardened and
strengthened in the retort oven so that they are

able to bear the furnace burden. The ovens

being so much narrower, the process of coking

requires only hnlf as much time as in the bee-

hive furnace. When the charge is coked it is

pushed out by means of rams through doors at

each end, the doors are inmiediately closed, and
the oven is ready for a recharge with almost no
loss of heat. The coke is quenched as soon as

it leaves the oven. The gases are conducted

from the oven, through an opening in the top,

into a collecting main. This is a hydraulic main,

like that used in illuininating-gns works. Tlie

gas bubbles through the water, and a part of the

tar and ammonia is condensed and separated

as the gas cools, and then collected. The gas

next passes through tubular condensers, where it

is cooled by contact with a series of tubes

through which cold water is flowing. During
this process more ammonia and tar are con-

densed. The gas now goes through an exhauster,

and, last of all, to a .scrubbing apparatus, where

For a complete discussion of the coke indus-

try, reference should be made to the "Mineral
Resources of the United States," which form a
jiart of the Annual Reports of the United States

Geological Surrey: and to Piatt, "Special Re-
port on Coke Manufacture," Pennsylvania Sec-

ond Geological Survey Report of Progress L
(Harrisburg, 1876) ; Fulton, Coke: A Treatise

on the Manufacture of Coke and the Saving of
liy-Products (Scranton, 1895) ; Parker, Manu-
facture of Coke in 1806 ( Wa.shington, 1897) ;

Weeks, "Coke," in Ignited States Census Office

Eleventh Report on Manufacturing Industries

(Washington, 1895). See Ammonia; Gas; and
Tab.

COKE, kyk or kok, Sir Edward (1552-1034).

A distinguished English lawyer and judge. He
was born at Mileham. in Norfolk, on February 1,

1552. p]ducated at the free grammar scIkm)! at

Norwich, and at Trinity College, Cambridge, he

]>assed thence to Clifford's Inn, and subse<|uently

to the Inner Temple, to study law. and was called

to the bar in April, 1578. His great ability,

legal learning, and the tact he exhibited in the

conduct of his cases, secured him a large prac-

tice on the very threshold of his cann-r. In

158(1 he was appointed recorder of Norwich, in

1592 recorder of T.ond«)n. a position he resigned

the same year for the Solicitor-Generalship. In

the following year he was elected meml)er of

Parliament for the county of Norfolk, and was
chosen Speaker of the House of Commons. In

5594 he wns made .\ttorney-Onoral. nnd it was
in this capacity that he conducte<l the prosecu-

tion in the famous State trials of Southampton
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and Essex in 1601, of Sir Waltor Rnloi«h in

1603 (in which he exhibited a brutal rancor and
bitterness), and of the Gunpowder philters in

1605. He held this office until 1600, when he

was apjMjinted Chief Justice of theComnion Pleas,

tlie duties of which position he diseharji;ed in a

manner that secured for him a great reputa-

tion. Upright and indoixMulent. with a high no-

lion of the dignity and importance of his office,

he did not. in an age of judicial sycophancy,

hesitate to oppose any illegal encroachment by

royalty. At the suggestion of Bacon (between

wliom'and Coke there was a long-standing hos-

tility), James I., in order to bring him over, ap-

pointed Coke, in 1613, Chief Justice of the King's

Bench, and shortly afterwards Privy Counr
cilor. But here he proved equally incorrigible,

among other things maintaining, in the Com-
mendams case, that the King had no power to

stay the proceedings in a court of justice, even

after his more pliable colleagues had retracted

and begged the royal pardon on their knees for

having entertained and expressed that opinion.

This was too much. Coke, in a few months
(November, 1616), was relieved from his Chief-

Justiceship. His ardent and unflinching sup-

{>ort of liberal measures in Parliament, especial-

y of the right of freedom of debate, soon brought

him into further trouble with the Court party,

and in 1621-22 he suflfered nine months' im-

l)risonment in the Tower. In the third Parlia-

ment of Charles I. (1628) Coke took an active

part in framing the celebrated Petition of Right,

and it was in a great measure owing to his

advocacy that the Lords were induced to agree

to it. He died September 3, 1634. He had an
extraordinary popularity, and his utterances

and courage did much to contribute to the final

result in the struggle between the Crown and
the Commons. Yet he was of an intolerant

disposition, and in religious matters and in

his fear of the growth and influence of the Papal
power he was fanatical. He is now best known
for his law treatise. Coke Upon Littleton ; or,

the First Institute, a work of extraordinary
learning and of great acumen, which is still,

perhaps, the most influential and authoritative

treatise on English law. His other works
are the Second, Third, and Fourth Institutes;

The Complete Copyholder; and Reading on
Fines; while his collection of law reports, which
made an epoch in the historj'^ of law on their

appearance, are still of great value to the pro-

fession. Consult: Johnson, Life of Sir Ed-
tcard Coke (2d ed., London, 1845), which is

somewhat untrustworthy; also Woolrych, The
Life of Sir Edward Coke (London, 1826) ; and
the sketches of his life in Foss. Judges of Eng-
land, vol. vi. (London, 1857), and in Campbell,
The Lives of the Chief Justices of England,
etc., vol. i. (London, 1849).

COKE, Thomas (1747-1814). The first

bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. He
was born at Brecon, Wales ; was educated at Ox-
ford, and took orders in the Church of England
in 1770. About 1772 he was converted, and
showed great fervor; in 1770 he met Wesley for

the first time, and after that began open-air
preaching. In consequence of his revivalism, he
was dismissed from his curacy of South Pether-
ton, and attached himself to the Methodist So-

ciety. In 1782 he was appointed president of the
Irish Conference, and two years later he was

made superintendent for America, with j)ower to

confer ordination, by the laying on of hands ad-

ministered by John Wesley and two other clergy-

men of the Church of England. Charles Wes-
ley, who had not been aware of the ceremony,
and heartily disapproved of it, wrote the well-

known epigram

:

8o paHlly arp blnhopH niado
By iimu'M or woiiian'H whim ;

Wesley IiIh liuiidH on Coke hath laid.
But who laid hands on hini ?

In 1787, both Coke and Asbury, whom Coke
had ordained, assumed the title of bishop,

much to John Wesley's displeasure. They trav-

eled together among the various conferences
until the middle of 1785, when Coke returned to

England. He made in all nine visits to America,
and spent the rest of his life in active mission-

ary work, in personal visitation in the United
Kingdom and in America, and in the encourage-

ment of enterprises for the Christianizing of

Asia and Africa. After Wesley's death Coke was
secretary of the General Conference, and, with
Asbury, he drew up The Doctrine and Discipline

of the Methodist Episcopal Church of America
(1787). In 1813 he applied unsuccessfully to

Lord Liverpool and William Wilberforce to be
appointed bishop for India. He promised, in that

event, to return most fully and faithfully into

the bosom of the Established Cliurch, to do
everything in his power to promote her interests,

and to submit to such regulations as might be

imposed by the Government and the Bench of

Bishops at home. In the same year he sailed for

Ceylon, but died of apoplexy on the voyage.
May 3, 1814, and was buried in the Indian
Ocean. He was of a very energetic disposition,

and of remarkable executive abilities. He had
the advantage of considerable personal means,
which he spent freely in the cause. Among his

works are a Life of John Wesley (1792) ; a com-
mentary on the Scriptures (6 vols., 1803-08) ;

History of the West Indies (3 vols., 1808-11).

For his life, consult Etheridge (London, 1860).

COKES, Bartholomew. A well-drawn pic-

ture of a simpleton in Jonson's Bartholomew
Fair.

COL, k61 (Fr., neck). In geography, a de-

pression or pass in a mountain range. In those
parts of the Alps where the French language
prevails, the passes are usually named cols—
as the Col de Balme, the Col du G^ant, etc.

COLADA, k6-la'D5. One of the two swords
of the Cid, taken from the Count of Barcelona.

COLA-NUT, or KOLA-NUT. The seed-
not properly the nut— of Cola acuminata, a

large tree of the natural order Sterculiacese, na-

tive to western tropical Africa, cultivated in

the West Indies, Brazil, and other tropical coun-

tries, where it has, to some extent, become nat-

uralized. The seeds average about an inch in

length, are brown or reddish-gray, slightly mot-
tled, have an odor resembling nutmeg, and a
bitter flavor when fresh, which becomes mildly
aromatic with age. In the tropics, especially in

the Sudan, where they are known as guru-nuts,

they are employed as a stimulant and as a reme-
dy for tropical diarrhoea. Tlie nuts contain from
0.7 per cent, to 2 per cent, of alkaloid caflfeTne

(q.v.). and small amounts of tannin and theo-

bromine. According to Knebel and to Hilger,

fresh cola-nut probably contains no caffeine at
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all, but a glucoside, the fermentative decompo-
sition of whicli yields caffeine, glucose, and cola-
red.

COLBAN, kol'bAn, Adolphine Mabie (1814-
84). A Norwegian novelist, whose literary
genius was developed late and by necessity. She
was born ii» Christiania, l)ecember 18, 1814.
Left a widow without resources in 1850, she
went to Paris, where a friend published part of
her correspondence as Lettres d'une barbare.
These were received with such favor that she
was led to essay fiction, and between 1869 and
1881 published seven volumes of tales, most of
which were translated into German. Jeg lever
(1877) is the most characteristic, but nearly all
nre charming for their sympathetic insight into
Norwegian character.

COLBERG, kol'bf-rK. See Kolbekg.

COLBERT, kfil^ar', Jean Baptiste (1619-
83). A French statesman. Minister of Finance
under Louis XIV. He was bom at Rheims,
August 29, 1619, and sensed his apprenticeship
in a woolen draper's shop. He afterwards went
to Paris, and soon obtained a position nn,
the War Office, where his tireless activity
brought him into notice. He became secre-
tary to Le Tellier, then at the head of the
War Office, and through his influence was made
a counselor of the King and introduced to Ma-
zarin, who soon employed him in important
affairs of State. On his deathbed Mazarin rec-
ommended Colbert to the King, who in 1665 ap-
pointed him Comptroller-General of the Finances.
Colbert found the finances in a ruinous condi-
tion, and immediately entered upon an elaborate
programme of reform. Fouquet, the Superin-
tendent of Buildings imder Mazarin, was found
guilty of maladministration, and was imprisoned
for life. The new Comptroller instituted a
council of finance and a chamber of justice, to
call to account the farmers of the State revenues,
who were forced to yield up all the wealth of
the Crown of which they had fraudulently pos-
sessed themselves. In twentv vears the revenue
rose to 116.000,000 livres, of which but 23,000,-
000 were spent in collection and administration,
whereas beforie Colbert took the finances in hand
the revenue had amounted to only 84.000.000
livres, of which 52,000,000 were absorbed in col-

lection. Colbert did not rest satisfied with being
a financial reformer, but in various ways devel-
oped the industrial activity of the nation
by State support. He was created ^Minis-

ter of Marine in 1669, and shortly afterwards
he acquired control of commerce, the colo-
nies, and the royal expenditure. French trade
was extended, and roads and canals—including
the great canal of Languedoc—were built. Cer-
tain features of his economic policy, such as a
too stringent regulation of commerce, high pro-
tective duties, and the maintenance of the cor-
poration system, have been frequently criticised,
but they were rather the faults of (he age than of
the man. He organized anew the colonies in

Canada, Martinique, and Haiti, and founded
those of Cayenne and ^Madagascar.

Perhaps the most successftll of all Colbert's
reforms was the creation of a French navy.
He found France in 1669 with a few old hulks,
and provided her in three years with a fleet of
sixty ships of the line and fortv frigates. The
mercantile marine was also develoyx-d, and boun-

ties were given on ships built in {"ranee. Col-
bert revised the Civil Code, introduced a code
of marine law, as well as the so-called Code Xoir
for the colonies. Statistical tables of the popu-
lation were first made out by his orders. Men
of learning and genius found in him a generous
jtatron. The academies of inscriptions, science,
and architecture were founded by him. In short,
he appears as the promoter of industry, com-
merce, art, science, and literature—the founder
of a new epoch in France. Notwithstanding his
remarkable ingenuity, the unbounded extrava-
gance of his master forced him to raise money
in ways objectionable to his reason, and to main-
tain war taxes in time of peace. The last years
of his life were a constant struggle to find mon#y
for Louis's ruinous wars, and he died Septem-
ber 6, 1683, bitterly disappointed because his
great services were but ill appreciated by the
King, whose confidence in Colbert had been un-
dermined by the favorite Louvois. The people
of Paris, enraged at the oppressive taxes, would
have torn his dead body to pieces, but for the
intervention of the military and his burial by
night. He left large estates in France, and some
of his offices descended to his sons, one of whom
became Minister of Marine and another Superin-
tendent of Buildings. A tliird was made Arch-
bishop of Eouen. It is not the least of Colbert's
merits that he saw the wisdom of Richelieu's
tolerant course toward the Huguenots, and re-
strained the King from that fatal policy of
persecution which began with the revocation of
the Edict of Nantes (q.v.) soon after the great
Minister's death. Among Colbert's posthumous
papers were found Mcmoires sur Ics affaires de
France (c.l663), and a fragment, Particularitcs
secretes de la vie du Roy, which have been pub-
lished several times.

Consult: Ch'ment, Vie de Colbert (Paris,
1846) ; id., Lettres, instructions, et mcmoires de
Colbert (9 vols., Paris. 1861-82); id.. Histoire
de Colbert et son administration, edited by
Mme. Clement (Paris, 1874) ; Gourdault, Col-
bert, ministre de Louis XIV. (Tours, 1885).
Sargent, Economic Policy of Colbert (London,
1899), contains a bibliography of works relat-
ing to Colbert and his time. See France; Louis
XIV.

COLBERT, Jean Baptiste, Marquis de Sei-
gnelay (1651-90). A French statesman, ilinister
of Marine, and son of the famous Minister of Fi-
nance. In 1683 he succee<led liis fatlier as the head
of the navy, and successfully continued the jwlicy
which raised that branch of ]>ublic defense to
high efficiency. He was ambitious of attaining
success both as diplomatist and warrior, and per-
sonallv led a naval expedition against (Jenoa in

1684.
*

COLBURN, k(M1)nrn, Warren (1793-1833).
An .\inerican j'ducator, !)orn in Dedham. Mass.
He gra<Iuatcd at Harvard in 1820, and in the
same year o|)cned a i)rivate school in Uoston.
His taste turncnl to mathematics, and in 1821
he published First Ijcssotis in Intvllrctual .Iri/A-

mctic, the sale of which far excveded that of

any previous mathematical work. It was trans-

lated into nearly all the languages of Europe,
and into some of those of India. From teaching,
Colburn went into manufacturing, and was
superintendent of large establishments in Walt-
ham and Lowell; but much of his time was
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devoted to lecturing ou eoiuincrcv', natural his-

tory, physica, and astronomy, lie i)ublished a
i<e<iucl to his arithmetic (1824), and an Algebra

(1827).

COLBY, Frank Moore (1865— ). An Ameri-

can wlitor and writer, born in Wasliington, D. C.

lie studied at the (.'ohiinbian I'niversity in that

city, and afterwards at Columbia University,

New York, where he graduated in 1888 and re-

ceived his master's degree in 1889. He wa.s acting

professor of history at Amherst College from
1890 to 1891, lecturer on history at Columbia
and instructor in history and economics at

Barnard College from 1891 to 1895, and profes-

sor of economics at New York University from
1895 to 1900. From 1893 to 1895 he was a mem-
ber of the etlitorial staff of Johnson's Cyclopwdia,

in the department of history and political science.

In 1898 he became editor of the International

Year-Book and one of the editors of the Inter-

national Ctfclopa-dia, and two years later one
of the e<litors of the New International Encyclo-

p<edia. His other literary work has included

editorial writing for the Commercial Advertiser

(New Y'ork), critical articles for the Bookman
and other magazines, and Outlines of General
History (New York, 1900).

COLBY, Thomas Frederick (1784-1852).
An English engineer, connected with the British

ordnance survey for forty-five years. He in-

vented the 'compensation bar,' an apparatus used
in base-measurements, consisting of a rod of

brass and iron, the ends of which remain always
at the same distance in spite of changes of tem-
perature. In 1824 he planned, and from then
until 1846 supervised, the survey of Ireland, an
undertaking of great magnitude and importance.
Consult Portlock, Memoirs of the Life of General
Colby (London, 1869).

COLBY COLLEGE. An institution of higher
education, founded by the Baptists of the District

of Maine, and situated at Waterville, Maine. It

was chartered by the Legislature of Massachu-
setts in 1813, and was known as *Tlie Maine
Literary and Theological Institution' until 1820,

when its name changed to Waterville College. In
1867 the name was again changed to Colby Uni-
versity, in honor of Mr. Gardiner Colby, whose
gifts to the college amounted to $200,000. The
name of the institution was changed in 1899 to

Colby College. The principal buildings of the col-

lege include ^lemorial Hall, Champlin Hall, Co-
burn Hall, the Shannon Observatory, and Chemi-
cal Hall. Colby College offers courses leading to

the B.A. degree, without requiring Greek for en-

trance. Men and women are admitted on equal
terms and pursue the same studies, though in

separate classes. The courses are largely elective

after the first year. The library numbers 37,000
volumes and 20,000 pamphlets. The number of

students is about 200. The endowment funds of

the college amount to over $450,000, and the

value of the college property is $250,000.

CpLCHAGITA, kfil-chU'gwi. A province of

Chile, bounded on the north by the provinces of

Santiago and O'Higgins, on the east by Argen-
tina, on the south by the Chilean Province of

Curic6, and on the west by the Pacific (Map:
Chile, C 10). Area, 2795 square miles. The east-

em and western parts are traversed by the Andes
and the Coast Range respectively, while the
middle section forms a part of the central %'alley

of Chile, the best-cultivated part of the coun-
trj'. The soil is well watered and of exceptional

fertility, yielding corn, wheat, oats, and Ixians.

(yattle-raising is carried on extensively. The
province is traversed by the Santiago-V'aldivia

llailway. Population, in 1895, 157,560. Capital,

San Fernando.

COLCHESTER, kf>l'ch6s-ter. A Parliamen-
tary and municipal borough and river port of

Essex, England, on the south bank of the Colne,

12 miles from the sea, and 51 miles northeast of

London (Map: England, G 5). It is partly sur-

rounded by the remains of an old Roman wall.

The most notable building is the castle erected

in the reign of William Rufus, with walls from
10 to 30 feet thick. The Norman keep is .said

to be the largest in England. The ruins of Saint
Botolph's Priory are an interesting bit of Nor-
man workmanship, and in the Holy Trinity
Church Saxon features are found. The streets

are well paved and lighted by electricity, sup-

plied by the town, which also owns the water-

supply. The town also maintains baths, rec-

reation grounds, and markets. Its educational

institutions include the Albert School of Science

and Art and a pulilic library. Colchester derives

a considerable revenue from the oyster fishery

in the Colne. Its corn markets are important,

and its manufactures include boots and shoes. It

has a quay for vessels of 150 tons at the suburl)

called Hythe. Population, in 1891, 34,600; in

1901, 38,400. Colchester is the Vamulodunum of

the British and Romans and the later Colne-

ceaster (
Colne Castle ) of the Saxons. Great quan-

tities of Roman remains have been found here,

bushels of coins of many emperors, vases, urns,

lamps, pavements, and baths. The town was
ravaged by the plague in 1348, 1360, and 1665.

In the Civil War, Colchester held out for the

King, but was captured by (iencral Fairfax after

a three months' siege. Old King Cole of merry
memory, according to the legend, gave the town
its modern name. Consult: Cutts, Colchester

(London, 1889) : Round. "Colchester During the

Commonwealth," in Knglish Historical Revieir,

vol. XV. (London, 1900).

COLCHESTER. A town in Chittenden
County, Vt., containing the village of Winooski
(Map: Vermont, B 3). Winooski is a manu-
facturing village, two miles from Burlington,

on the Central Vermont Railroad. It is in an
agricultural district, and has manufactures of

cotton and woolen goods, metal goods, lumber
and woodenware, carriages and wagons, screens,

etc. Population (Winooski village, in 1890,

.3659; in 1900, 3783); town, in 1890, 5143; in

1900, 5352.

COLCHESTER, first Baron. See Abbott,
ClIARLE.S.

COL'CHICINE ( Fr., from Lat. colchicum, Gk.

Ko\xi'c6v, kolchihon, the poisonous meadow-saf-
fron, from Gk. KoXx's, Kolchis, a country on the

Black Sea). C,:Hj,NO„. A bitter alkaloid, the

active principle of colchicum root, the corm of

Colchicum autumnale (Linne), growing in .south-

em and central Europe. It is a crvstalline sub-

stance soluble in water, alcohol, and chloroform.

Colchicum preparations are u.sed in medicine to

relieve pain in gout. In larger doses colchicine

is poisonous, and even in medicinal doses may
act as a powerful gastro-intestinal irritant and
heart depressant, in which case its administra-
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tion must be temporarily discontinued. The
medicinal dose of colchicuni root, which contains
about 0.5 per cent, of colchicine, is from 2 to 8
grains, in i>owder. The dose of colchicum seed,
which contains less of the alkaloid than the
corm. is from 1 to 5 grains.

COLCHICUM, kOllci-kiim (Lat., from Gk.
ko\xik6v, kolchikon, the poisonous meadow-saf-
fron). A genus of plants of the natural order
Liliaeese, native to Euroi)e and to the Mediter-
ranean region. The species, of which there are
about thirty, are stemless, with flowers half sub-
terranean like the crocus, only the limb of the
perianth and part of the tube rising above ground.
The flowers much resemble crocus-flowers. The
only British species is Colchicum autumnale. the
ineadow-safl"ron, sometimes also, but incorrectly,
named autunm crocus, which is plentiful in
meadows and pastures in some parts of England
and of the Continent of Europe. The flowers are
pale purple; they appear in autumn unaccom-
panied by any leaves ; the leaves, which are large
and broadly lanceolate, appear in spring, when
the stalk which bears the ripening fruit rises
among them. The whole plant is very acrid
and poisonous, chiefly owing to the presence of
colchicine. Cattle are not infrequently injured
by it in pastures where it abounds. It is, how-
ever, not difficult to extirpate, the repeated pull-
ing of it by hand, as it appears above ground,
being sufficient for this purpose; the roots soon
become exhausted and die. It is a valuable
medicinal plant, the parts chiefly used for
medicinal purposes being the corm (popularly
called the root) and the seeds. The seeds are
round, brown, and rather larger than mustard-
seed : and fatal accidents have occurred from
their poisonous nature. Other species of Col-

chicum appear to possess similar properties.
(See Colchicine.) Colchicum autumnale is

common in flower borders, and a numlier of
other species are employed in the same manner.
Most of the species are autumn-blooming, a few
flowering in spring along with the crocuses,
snowdrops, etc. Colchicum hiteum is one of the
finest of spring-flowering sjiecies, and Colchicum
Parkinsoni, Colchicum speciosum, and Colchicum
autumnale of autumn-blooming species. For il-

lustration, see Plate of Cornflower.

COLCHIS, kdlHcTs (Lat., from Gk. KoXx/f,
Kolchis\. In ancient geography, a region on the
east coast of the Pontus Euxinus or Black Sea,
situated north of Armenia and south of the
Caucasus. It corresponded very nearly to the
Russian Government of Kutais. It was celebrated
in the very earliest times as the native cotmtry
of Medea (q.v.), and the goal of the Argonauts
(q.v. ), and was afterwards better known to the
Greeks as the seat of some -colonies of the Mile-
sians. It was noted for its wine and fruits. The
Colchians seem to have differed ethnologically

from their neighbors, which led Hero<lotU8 to

argue that they were descended from Egj'ptian
invaders. Darius Hystaspes made them tribu-

tary to Persia; subsequently, they threw off

their allegiance, and were ruled by kings of their

own; the country then came under the dominion
of Milhridates. King of Pontus; afterwards,
there were princes of Colchis dependent on the
Romans. The principal town was Dio.scuria.«i

(called under the Romans Sebastopolis and now

Iskuriah) ; the principal river was the Phasis,
now the Hion.

COLCOTHAB. See Iron.

COLD. See Catakrh.
COLDBATH FIELDS PRISON (named

from Voldbath Fields, Middlesex). A London
jail, erected in the time of James 1., and some-
times referred to as the English Bastille. It is

mentioned as the meeting-place of the rioters
in Dickens's liarnaby Rudge. The prison became
inadequate and was closed in 1886.

COLD CREAM. A term applied to prepara-
tions of fatty substances, which are used as
mild and cooling dressings for the skin. The
composition of an excellent cold cream is as fol-
lows: spermaceti (125 parts); white wax (120
parts) ; expressed oil of almonds (600 parts) ;

strong rose-water (190 parts); and sodium
borate (5 parts). Cold cream softens the skin
and promotes the healing of wounds and of
chapped hands.

COLDEN, kol'den, a\DWALLADER( 1688-1776).
A Scotch physician who emigrated to America
in 1708 and became well known in his profession.
He practiced for ten years in Philadelphia, and
then, in 1718, settled in New York City. He
was the first sur^'cyor-general of the Colony of
New York, was a member of the provincial coun-
cil, and in 1761 was appointed Lieutenant-
Governor, which office he held until his death.
As the Governors were often changed, Colden was
frequently called upon to act as chief executive,
and in this capacity came into conflict, upon
many occasions, with the radical element of the
'patriot' party. He devoted much attention to
the study of the sciences, and especially of
botany, and was the first to introduce the'Lin-
njpan system of classification into America. He
published a History of the Five Indian yations
of Canada (1727), a M-ork of great value, and a
less important work on The Principles of Action
in Matter (1752).

COLDEN, Cadwalladeb David (1769-1834).
An American lawyer and politician. He was
bom near Flushing, L. I., and was a grandson
of Cadwallader Colden. He studied law and
attained considerable eminence at the New York
bar. In the War of 1812 he was a colonel of
volunteers. In 1818 he was chosen to the State
Assembly, and in the same year succeeded De
Witt Clinton as Mayor of New York City. He
was elected to Congress in 1821, and from 1824
to 1827 was a meml)er of the State Senate.
Colden was one of Clinton's strongest supporters
in the work of internal improvements, and was
conspicuous in the cause of jmblic education, the
reformation of juvenile offenders, and other mat-
ters of moral and social l»etterment. He wrote a
JAfe of Robert Fulton (1817); Memoir of the
Celebration of the Completion of the .Vinr York
Canals (1825) ;and Vindiration of the Steamboat
Right Orantrd by the State of yew York (1819).

COLD FRAME. See Frame.

COLD HARBOR, Battle of. One of the
most sanguinary battles of the Civil W«r in
America, fought June 1 and 3. 1864. at Cold
Harbor. Va.. about 10 miles northeast of Rich-
mond, between the Fe<leral .-Xrmy of the Potomac,
numlMTing nhnui 102.000. undor General Grant,
and the Confederate .\miy of Northern Virginia,
numbering about 65,000, under General I^ee.
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After flghting the buttles of tlie Wilderness und
kS|)<»ltsylvania (qq.v.), Grant proceeded toward
lUeliniond, eroHse*! the Paniunkey on May 28,

and on June 1 found hiniMdf again face to face

with tJeneral ijee. On the afternoon of May 31,

the Federal general, Sheridan, with his cavalry,

carrietl a position known as Old Cold Harbor,
and held it in spite of the stubborn attacks of

the Confederate general, Fitzhugh Lee, until

night. On the following day he was relieved by
(ieneral Wright with the Sixth Corps of the

Army of the Potomac and Gen. W. F. Smith
with the Eighteenth Corps of the Army of the

James, who at P.M. attacked Lee with great
vigor in face of a terrible fire, and, with a loss

of about 2000, succeeded in capturing a large

part of the first line, the Confederates making
a counter-assault, but with little effect, on the

|;osition of the Federal Fifth Army Corps under
(ieneral Warren. Confederate attacks during
the nigiit failed to alter the relative positions

of the two armies, and the following day was
spent in readjusting the Federal lines, Warren
being moved to the left to connect with Smith,
Hancock l)eing stationed on Wright's left, and
Burnside taking up a position in reserve at
]iethesda Church. At about 4.30 a.m. on the

3d, an assault was made 'all along the line,' the

Federals fiercely attacking the impregnable en-

trenchments of the Confederates, but being
driven back with terrific loss in less than thirty

minutes. Most of the fighting ceased within an
hour, the Federals having made comparatively
little impression on the defenses, but having
advanced their lines somewhat closer to the Con-
federate works. In their brief charge the
Federals lost in killed, wounded, and missing
fully 7000 men, more probably falling in the
first ten minutes than in any other similar
])eriod throughout the war. General Hancock's
corps suffered most severely. The two armies
remained in their positions until the 12th, when
Grant began his march for the James River.

(See Petersburg.) The total loss sustained by
the Federals during these twelve days, but chief-

ly on the first and third, was fully 12,700; while
that of the Confederates, though never accurately
ascertained, probably did not exceed 2500. For
several days after the attack of June 3. great
numbers of dead and wounded lay wholly un-
attended to between the two lines, Grant and
Lee being unable to agree upon any plan for
furnishing the needed relief. The battle con-

siderably discouraged the Army of the Potomac,
whose loss had not been atoned for by any cor-

responding gain; and military critics are al-

most unanimous in the verdict that the assault
was the great mistake of Grant's career. Gen-
eral Grant himself afterwards said of it: "Cold
Harbor is, I think, the only battle I ever fought
that I would not fight over under the circum-
stances" (Young, Around the World with Grant,
ii., 304, New York, 1879), and "I have always
regretted that the last assault at Cold Harbor
v.as ever made" {Memoirs, last ed., ii., 171).
The battle of Gaines's !Mill (q.v.) was fought in

1862 nearly on the site of that of Cold Harbor.
Consult: Personal Memoirs of U. 8. Grant (last
ed., New York. 1895) ; Humphreys, The Yirffinia
Campaign of 186}, and 1865 (New York, 1883) ;

and Johnson and Buel (editors). The Battles
and Leaders of the Civil War, vol. iv. (New
York, 1887).

COLD HABBOUB. An old London edifice

near the Tliaiius, once the property of a line of
wealthy merchants, purcliased about the middle
of the sixteenth century by tiie Earl of Shrews-
bury, and renamed Shrewsbury House. It wa»
soon afterwards torn down, and the small build-
ings erected on its site became u place of refuge
for debtors and bad characters.

COLDING, kol'dlng, LuDwia August (1815-— ). A Danish engineer and physicist. He was
born at Arnakke, studied at the Polytechnic In-

stitute of Copenhagen, and was ajipointed a
professor there in 1805. He also became con-
nected with the water-system of Copenhagen in

1847, as inspector, and in 18.j8 as an engineer.
In addition to many contributions to the Reports
of the Scientific Society of Copenhagen and to
scientific journals, he published Tropical Cyclones
(1871 ), and otlier works.

COLD SPBING HABBOB. A village and
summer resort in Suffolk County, N. Y., on Cold
Spring Harbor, an inlet of Long Island Sound,
noted for its fine scenery and an extensive trout
hatchery.

COLD'STBEAM, An historical border vil-

lage of Berwicksiiire, Scotland, on the left bank
of the Tweed, 15 miles southwest of Berwick,
and on one of the main routes from Scotland to
England (Map: Scotland, F 4). Population
(police burgh), in 1901, 1482. Near Coldstream
is the famous ford of the Tweed, where the
Scotch and English crossed in former times, be-

fore the erection of Berwick Bridge. Here Gen-
eral Monk, 1659-60, raised the regiment still

known as the Coldstream Guards (q.v.). Being
a border town, Coldstream, like Gretna Green,
was formerly celebrated for its clandestine mar-
riages. About four miles to the south of Cold-
stream is Flodden Field (q.v.).

COLDSTBEAM, Lady Catharine. A canny
old match-making Scotchwoman, who appears in

Foote's The Maid of Bath.

COLDSTBEAM GTJABDS. A regiment of
foot guards in the British Army, forming part of

the Royal Household Brigade. It is one of the
oldest regiments in the British service, dating
from 1G59. In that year General Monk, who
after the death of Cromwell took sides with the
Parliament and the arnij', organized the regi-

ment at Coldstream, a border town of Berwick-
shire, Scotland, whence the name of the regiment,
and marched with it into England. It has seen
service in every British campaign of any mag-
nitude, and has emblazoned on its regimental
colors the names of many of the most brilliant

victories of British arms. It was first known
as Monk's Regiment, but when Charles IL
ascended the throne. Parliament gave the regi-

ment to him as part of his Household Brigade,
and it has since borne its present name. See
Foot Guards; Household Troops.

COLD'WA'TEB. A city and county-seat of
Branch County, Mich., 125 miles west-southwest
of Detroit, on the Lake Shore and ^lichigan
Southern Railroad (Map: Michigan, II 6). It

has manufactures of shoes, Portland cement.
Hour, and liniment. It is the seat of the State
School for Dependent Children, and has a public
library of 15,000 volumes. The city owns and
operates its water-works and electric-light plant.

Settled in 1830, Coldwater was incorporated in
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1862. It is governed by a mayor, elected an-
nually, and a city council. Population, in 1890,
5247; in 1900, 6216.

COLD WAVE. A term first applied by the
United States Weather Bureau in 1872 to the
areas of cold, clear, dry air that flow near the
ground from Canada southward over the United
States and become the so-called 'northers' when
they reach the Gulf States, or 'Xortes' when
they reach the Gulf coast of Mexico and Yuca-
tan. The northers of Colon may possibly have a
different origin. The cold stratum of air, being
quite shallow^ keeps to the lowlands and rarely
rises to the 5000-foot level ; there are but one
or two cases on record in which it attained the
altitude of Cheyenne or Santa Fo; often it is

not deep enough to overflow the 3000-foot level

of the Appalachian Range. The cold wave ad-
vances with a well-defined front, marked by a
sudden fall of temperature and an outflowing
wind that undoubtedly curls upward and over-
flows backward, forming an advancing border
of clouds with spits of rain or snow. The baro-
metric pressure underneath this cloud is a few
hundredths of an inch higher than in front of

it, and it is this difference of pressure that
causes the mass of cold air to underflow and
lift up the warmer air as it spreads southward
toward the equator. This excess of pressure is

in part caused by gravity or the hydrostatic
pressure due to the weight of the air in the rear,

and is also in part the result of the diurnal rota-

tion of the earth on its axis, giving a centrifugal

force to the denser cold air greater than that

of the neighboring warm air. The progress

southward or southeastward of the front of a
cold wave is so steady that, having charted
its position at several successive moments by
means of telegraphic reports, the Weather Bu-
reau has almost always been able to forecast its

future progress with satisfactory accuracy,

thereby enabling all interested in the matter to

make provision against sudden drops in tem-

perature, which often exceed 30° in twenty-four

hours. According to the technical definition

adopted by the Weather Bureau, the forecast of

a cold wave (as made by hoisting the cold-wave

flag) implies that there will be a drop of at least

20° within twenty-four hours, and that the tem-

perature will go below freezing. Similar sudden
changes in the warmer half of the year, when
temperatures do not go below freezing, are simply

cool waves.

COLE, COLESEED. See Rape.

COLE, Ki.N(;. A British king of the third

century, who is said to have taken Camulodunum
from the Romans and to have named it after

liimself Colchester. According to some of the

old chroniclers, he was the father of the Em-
])ress Helena, mother of the Emperor Constan-

tine. He is the subject of the well-known

nur8er>' rhyme, "Old King Cole was a merry old

soul."

COLE, Mrs. In Foote's play The Minor, a
character modeled on Mrs. Douglass, a notorious

woman of the eighteenth century, who lived in

Covont (;anlen. She feigns repentance, and her

sudden change in character is designed to ridicule,

the ^lethodists.

COLE, Sir Henby (1808-82). An English

official, art critic, and editor. He was born at

Bath, and was educated at Christ's Hospital.

Appointed assistant keeper of the records by
Lord Langdale in 1838, he contributed by his
writings to the establishment of a general record
office. In 1845 he won the prize offered by the
Society of Arts for a tea-service, and the design
submitted by him afterwards became exceedingly
popular. In 1846 he became a member of the
Society of Arts, and by his efforts promoted
those exhibitions of art manufactures ( 1847-48-

49) which led to the great Crystal Palace ex-

hibition in 1851. He was also one of the prin-
cipal foimders of the National Training School,
which was opened May 17, 1876, and was sub-
sequently reorganized as the Royal College of
Music (1882). Under the pseudonym of Felix
Summerly he wrote the works entitled The
Home Treasury (1843-44); A Handbook for
. . . Westminster Abbey (1842); What Is
Art Culture f (1877).

COLE, Samuel Winkley (1848—). An
American musician. He was bom at Meriden,
Conn., and studied at the New England Con-
servatory of Music, Boston, Mass. He was
organist of Clarendon Street Baptist Church.
Boston, from 1882 to 1884, and became teacher
and superintendent of sight-singing at the New
England Conservatorj' in 1883; supervisor of
music at Brookline, Mass., in 1884, and at Ded-
liani, Mass.. in 1886. His publications include
The S'eic England Conservatory Course in Sight-
Singing ( 3 vols. )

.

COLE, Thomas (1801-48). An American
landsca|)e })ainter. He was bom in Lancashire,
England, February 1, 1801. He passed his early
childhood in Ohio, in which State his father
settled on coming to America. Cole possessed
a temperament susceptible to the beautiful in
nature; but his love for art was awakened by
the portrait painter Stein, who, passing through
the village, gave him some instruction in the
rudiments of painting. After a few years of
varied success at landscape work. Cole reached
New York, where he received the encouragement
of Durand and Trumbull. He visited and painted
in many countries of Europe, but he preferred
the scenery of America to that of the Old World.
His picture of the "White Mountains" is in

Wadsworth Gallery, Hartford. He is best re-

membered by his allegorical pictures of the
"Voyage of Life." His style of painting, in

spite of his indu-^trious study of nature, re-

mained to the last artificial. He employed it

more for portraying allegorical themes than
with any sincere desire to interpret Nature her-

self. The Metropolitan Museum of Art owns his

work "In the Catskills." He died near Catskill.

N. Y., February 11, 1848. Consult: Tuckerman.
Book of the Artists (New York, 1827) ; Clement
and Hutton. Artists of the Xinctccnth Century
(Boston. 1884) : Ilartmanii, History of American
Art (Boston. 11)02, vol. i.).

COLE, Timothy (1852—). An American
wood-engraver, born in I..ondon. He came to the
Uniti'd States when very young, and in 1875
began to illustrate for the Century I*uhlishing

Company, in New York City. His first aeries of

"Old Italian Masters" was finishwl in 1802.

This was followed by the Dutch and Flemish
wrios in 1890. and the English in 1900. The
"Old Spanish Masters" wa.i Wgun in 1902. By
niany critics ]Mr. Cole is considered the l)est of

modern engravers. Several of the French en-
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gravers may he his equals, or teclinically olcverer

than he, but there is none whose work is more
substantial, lie is especially ellective in his use

of the white line and in reproducing textures;

his results in general are produced by conserva-

tive methods, in the employment of which he has

gained brejidth and power and appreciation of

light and of the i)ersonality of his subject. He
gives the intimate qualities of each school, so

that there is no mistaking one for another, and
yet he retains his own individuality.

COLE^BOOKE. See Gband Falls.

COLEBKOOKE, Henry Thomas (1765-1837).

An eminent English Orientalist. He was born

in London, June 15, 17G5. In 1782 he went out

to India, and after serving in various civil

capacities under the East India Company, was
appointed jjrofessor of Sanskrit in the newly
founded college at Fort William. Afterwards
he became a judge at Mirzapur, and subse-

quently held the appointment of president of the

Board of Revenue. During his residence in India

he gained an extensive knowledge of the litera-

ture of the Vedas and of the Sanskrit gram-
marians, metaphysicians, and mathematicians.

A sound critical judgment marks all his writings.

He was a director of the Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal; and many of the most valuable essays

in the Asiatick Researches were contributed by
him. These, with other papers by him, were
republished as his Miscellaneous Essays, in 2

vols. (1837). He likewise made translations

from Sanskrit works on Hindu law, mathematics,
religion, and philosophy, which have remained as

important contributions to our knowledge of

India (consult his Miscellaneous Essays, Lon-
don, 1837; new ed., 1873), Colebrooke wrote a
Sanskrit Grammar (1805), and contributed

to Sanskrit lexicography by his edition of

the Amarnkom (Serampur, 1808). After his re-

turn to England he was made director of the

lloyal Asiatic Society. He died in London.

COLEIffAN, John. An English actor and
theatrical manager. He was born in the Mid-
lands, and is said first to have been attracted

to the stage when Macready was manager of

Drury Lane. He himself won distinction as an
actor, his best part, perhaps, being Henry V.,

but his career has been chiefly that of a manager.
He was long the lessee of what was known as

the Yorkshire Circuit, and brought out many
well-known plays, among them It's 'Never Too
Late to Mend, Foul Play, and Put Yourself in

His Place. In London he has been lessee of

the OhTnpic. the Queen's, and Drurj' Lane
theatres. In 1897 he produced in Birmingham
his o\\Ti play of Sogtjarth Aroon, appearing him-
self in the title role.

COLEMAN, JoHX (1803-69). An American
editor and clergj-man of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, born in Baltimore, Md. He was ordained
priest in 1836, and, from 1836 to 1856 was rector

of Trinity Church, Philadelphia, Pa. For a time
he was associated with the Rev. F. Ogilby in the

editorship of the Banner of the Cross, published
in Philadelphia. He prepared an edition (1840;
with an introduction) of George S. Faber's Diffi-

cullies of Romanism (1826), and one (1840) of

Dr, \Y. H. Wilmer's Episcopal Manual (1815; 2d
ed., 1822).

COLEMAN, Leiqhton (1837— ). An Ameri-
can clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal

Church. He was born in Pliiliulrlpliia i'a.,

graduated in 1861 at the General Theological
Seminary (New York City) ; took orders a»
deacon in 1860, and as priest in 1862, and from
1861 to 1879 was rector of churches successively
at Bustleton, Pa., Wilmington, Del., Mauch
Chunk, Pa., and Toledo, Ohio. After residence
in England from 1879 to 1887, he was rector at
Sayre, Pa., in 1887-88, and in the latter year
was consecrated bishop of Delaware. His pub-
lications include The Church in America (\Hi)'>)

;

and A History of the Church in tlic United >'''"
(1901, in the Oxford Church Text series).

COLEMAN, Lyman (1796-1882). An Anicn-
can educator and author, born at Middlefield,
Mass. He graduated at Yale in 1817, was tutor
there from 1820 to 1825, and later studied in
Germany, and taught German at Princeton.
From 1861 to 1868 he was professor of Greek
and Latin at Lafayette College, and from 1868
until his death professor of the Latin language
and literature. He published Ancient Chris-

tianity (1852); Historical Text-Book and Atlas
of Biblical Geography (1854; revised, 1859);
Prelacy and Ritualism (1869) ; and other works.

COLEMAN, William Tell (1824-93). An
American pioneer. He was born in Cynthiana,
Harrison County, Ky., and was educated at Saint
Louis University. In 1849 he went to California,

and eventually settled in San Francisco, where
he engaged in the shipping and commission busi-

ness. After opening a branch in New York, he
established a steamship line between that city

and San Francisco in 1856. He was president

of the vigilance committees (1851 and 1856) in

San Francisco, and during the labor troubles of

1877 he again organized a force of several thou-

sand men to preserve order. One of his most
noteworthy achievements was the embellishment
and extension of the town of San Rafael, Cal.

See Vigilance Committees.

COLEN'SO, John William (1814-83). An
English bishop, born in Saint Austell, Cornwall.
He was educated at Cambridge, was fellow and
tutor in Saint John's College; became rector

of Forncett Saint Marj', in Norfolk in 1846, and
in 1853 was appointed first Anglican Bishop of

Natal, South Africa. The first of his works that

attracted especial attention was A Translation

of the Epistle to the Romans, Commented on

from a Missionary Point of View (1861). The
Pentateuch and Book of Joshua Critically Ex-
amined (7 vols.), in which the authorship of

Moses and the accuracy of many statements in

the books were questioned, and the inspiration

of the Old Testament denied, appeared in 1862-

79. Colenso was deposed by his Metropolitan,

the Bishop of Cape Town, but the deposition

was declared void by the Privy Council. The
trustees of the Colonial Bishoprics Fund then

stopped his income, but the Court of Chancery
ordered it to be paid, with arrears and interest.

The see of Grahamstown was erected in place of

that of Natal, in order to carry out the effect

of the spiritual sentence without conflict with

the State; and for the rest of his life Colenso

occupied a schismatic position. He pub-

lished also Ten Weeks in Natal (1855), and
translated the Bible into the Zulu language.

Consult Cox, Life of Bishop Colenso (London,

1888).
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